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ERRATUM.

In amendment of Mr. Barpee (Saubury) on Canadian Pacifie Railway Contract, read " Railway
Construction in British Columbia."
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Noruto«1mon!ear
TEIIRD S]3~SSION,

HlOUSE OF GOMMONS,
T1unsDAy, 9th December, 1880.

T« PARLIAMEET, which had been prorogoed from. time to
time, was now commanded to assemble ou the lith day of
December, 1880, for the despatch of business.

The SpEAKRa took the Chair at a quarter before Three
o'clock.

A Message was delivered by René Edouard Kimber,
Esquire, Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod:

"Mr. Spzsrnm,-
lHis Excellency the Governor General desires the immediate attendance

of this Honorable House in the Senate Chamber."

Accordingly the House went up to the Senate Chamber.
And the House being returned,

CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS.
APPEALs.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the flouse that he had received
from the Registrar of the Supreme Court of Canada, certified
copies of the judgments and decisions of the Supreme Court
in the following election causes:-

In the appeal of George Wheler v8. William Henry Gibbs, in the matter
of the North Ontario Election, by which the said appeal was allowed,
and the finding of the Hon. Mr. Justice Armour in so far as it declares
the said George Wheler guilty of bribery within Sub-section 3 of Section
92 of the Dominion Elections Act, 1874, was reversed ; no question being
raised to that part of the judgment of Hon. Mr. Justice Armour voiding
the said election.

And in the appeal of David Young and Archibald Wright, appellants,
and Donald Alexander Smith, respondent, in the matter of the Selkirk
election, by which the said appeal was allowed, and the judgment of the
Hon. Mr. Justice Betourney, that the said election was valid, was re-
versed, and the election declared void.

Mr. SPzaxmA also informed the flouse that, in conformity
with the Act 37 Victoria, Cap. 10, Sec. 36, he had issued his
warrants to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery to make out
new writs of election for the said Electoiral Districts.

VACANCIES.

Mr. SPEAKER Plso infornôd the House thathehadrecived
the following notifications of vacancies which had occurred
in the represention: -

Of the Hon. JoiN EEviLY RosîNsox, Member for the Electoral District
of West Toronto, by acceptance of the office of Lieutenant-Govérnor of
Ontarlo.

Of BxwDMO LEAvzNs CENNDLER, Esquire, ember for the Electoral Dis-
trict Of Brome, by decease.

Of AsoLaus P. C0aos, Esquire, Member for the Electoral District of the
County of Quebec, by acceptance of an office of emolument under the
C <rown.

Of Jessi A. Moussua , Esquire, Member for the Electoral District of
BagxOy ace.ptanceof an office of emolument under the0 Crown.

or Os uO Esquire Member for the Electoral District of the
North Riding f t ounty ofOxford, by decease.

Of the Hos. A. R. Axau, Member for -the Electoral District of Mont-
morency, by acceptance oftan office of emolument under the Crown; and

Of the Mo. Lus P. G. BAsY, Member for the Electoral District of
Joljstte, by acceptance of an office of emolument under thé Crown.

I

FOURTEH PARLTAMENT.

Mr. SPEAKER also informod the Houae that he had
issued e several warrants to the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery, to make ont new writs of plection for the sid
Electoral Districts respeetively.

NEW MEMBERS.

Mr. SPEAKER also informed the House that the Clark
had received from the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
certificates of the election and return of the following
Members :

Of JAs. BzATY, Esquire, jun., for the Electoral District of West
Toronto.

Of Guosos Wanbms, Esquire, for the lilectoral District of the North Rid-
ing of the County Of 0ntago.

f TRoxAs SCOTT, Esquire, for the Electoral District of Selkirk.
Of DAVID AMIS-MANIsON, Esquire, for the Eictoral District of Brome.
Of the Hon. JosH PHILIPPE RUN ADOLPUE CAROX, for the Electoral

District of the County of Quebec ; and
Of the Hon. Jossru ALFRED MoUssEAu, for the Electoral District of

Bagot.

MEMBERS INTRODUCED.

The following Members, having previously taken the Oath
according to law, and subscribed the roll containing the same,
took their seats in the louse:-

The Hon. ADoLPHE P. CARON, Member for the Electoral District of the
County of Quebec, introduced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Mr.
Langevin.

The Hon. JosEPH A. MoussEAu, Member for the Electoral District of
Bagot, introduced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Mr. Langevin.

JAMEs BEATY, Esq., jan., Member for the Electoral District of West
Toronto, introduced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Leonard Tilley.

DAVID A. MANSON, Esq., Member for the Electoral District pf Brome,
introduced by Mr. Pope (Compton) and Mr. White (Cardwell).

GEORGE WHELER,'Esq., Member for the Electoral District of the North
Riding of the County of Ontario, introduced by Mr. Blake and Mr. Mac-
kenzie.

ADMINISTRATION OF OATHIS OF OFFICE.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD introiluced a Bill (No. 1)
respecting the Administration of Oaths of Office.

Bill read the first time.

SPEECH FROM. THE THRONE.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have the honor to inform this House
that when the flouse attended Ris Excellency the Governor
General this day in the Senate Chatnber, Hlis Excellency
was pleased to make a Speech to both Housesof Parliamnt,
and, to prevent mistakes, I have obtained a copy of the
Speech, which is as follows:-

RlonoraMe Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of ihe House of <ommns :

In opening this, the Third Session of the present Parliament,Ihbave to offer
you my sincere congratulations on the bountiful harvest with which
Canada has been blessed, as well as on the undoubted return of her Com.
mercial prosperity, and the substantial development of her varions
industries.

During the recess my sdvisers thought the the opportane for making
another attempt to carry out the declared preference of Parliament for the
construction and operation of the Canadia Pacife Bailway by means of
an Incorporated Company, sided by gmnts df money nd land, rather
than by the direct action of the Government.
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Three of my Ministers therefore proceeded to England' for the purpose
of carrying on negotiations to that end.

I am pleased to be able to inform you that their efforts were so far

successful that a contract has been entered into, subject to the approval
of Parliament, with men of high financial standing in Europe, the United
States and Canada, for the speedy construction and permanent w'orking
of this great national enterprise.

The Contract and the papers connected therewith, will be submitted
to you without delay, and I invoke for them your early and earnest con-
sideration.

With this view I have summoned you before the usual p@iod, as no
action can be taken by the Contractors to prosecute the work, and no
permanent arrangement for the organisation of a systematic Emigration
from Europe to the North West Territories, can be satisfactorily made
until the policy of Parliament with respect to the Railway has been
decided.

Steady progress has been made in the construction-of those portions of
the Railway now under contract. Two additional sections have been
recently opened for traffic, one from Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie, the
other from Cross Lake to Keewatin ; so that there are now in all 264 miles
in operation.

You will be glad to learn that the measures adopted to promote economy
in the working of the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island Railways
have resulted in a large reduction of the difference between Revenue and

Expenditure ; and that the steadily increasing traffic warrants the expec-
tation that during the current year these railways will be self-sustaining.

I have the gratification of informing you that Her Majesty's Government
has generously presented to Canada,for training school purposes, the steam

corvette Charybdis lately returned from service in the Chinese Seas.

The correspondence on this subject will be laid before you.
I have thought it well, in consideration of the increasing duties thrown

by the development of the Country upon the Civil Service, and for the

more efficient organization of such service, to issue a Royal Commission

to examine and report on the whole question.
The Report of the Commissioners will, I believe, be ready to lay before

you at an early day; and I ask for your consideration of such Report and

of the whole subject of Civil Service Reform.
A measure for the enlargement of the boundaries of the Province of

Manitoba will be submitted to you.
I greatly regret being obliged to state that the entire failure of the

usual food supply of the Indians in the North-West, to which I called

your attention last Session, has continued during the present season, and
has involved the necessity of a large expenditure in order to save them
from absolute starvation. ' Several of the Bands have, however, already
applied themselves to the cultivation of their reserves and the care of

their cattle. No effort will be spared to induce the whole of the aboriginal
population to betake themselves to agricultural pursuits.

Gentlemen of the Houc of Commons:

The Accounts of the last, and the Estimates for the ensuing year, will

be laid before you. The Estimates will, I trust, be found to have been
prepared with due regard to economy and the efficiency of the Publie

Service.
It will be satisfactory to you to know that the existing Tarif hias not

only promoted the Manufactures and other products of the Country, but

has so far increased the Revenues of the Dominion as to place it beyond

doubt that the receipts of the current fiscal year will be in excess of the

expenditures chargeable to Consolidated Revenue.

Honorable Gentlemen qf the Senate :

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

Several measures of importance will be submitted to you, among them
will be Bills for the winding up of Insolvent Banks and Incorporated
Companies ; for the amendment of the Railway Act of 1879 ; for the
revision and consolidation of the Laws relating to Government Railways;
and for the improvement, in several respects, of the Criminal Law.

I am pleased to be able to inform you that there are now good hopes
of our being able to place the naturalization of German Settlers on a

Mr. SPEAKER,

more satisfactory footing. A measure will be submitted, with aIl the
papers connected with the matter, for your consideration.

Your best attention will, I am sure, be given to the subjects I have
mentioned, as well as to everything that affects the well-being and good
government of the Dominion.

REPORT.

Mr. SPUAKER laid before the House the report of the
Librarian, on the state of the Library of Parliament.

HIS EXCELLENCTS SPEECH.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the speech of
Ris Excellency the Governor-General be taken into consi-
deration to-morrow.

Motion agreed to.

SELECT STANDING COMMITTE ES.

Sir JOHN A. M ACDONALD moved :
" That Select Standing Committees of this House for the present Ses-

sion, be appointed for the following purposes :-1. On Privileges and
Elections; 2. On Expiring Laws ; 3. On Railways, Canals and Teiegraph
Lines; 4. On Miscellaneous Private Bills ; 5. On Standing Orders ; 6. On
Printing; 7. On Public Accounts; 8. On Banking and Commerce; 9. On
Immigration and Colonization ; which said Committees shall severally be
empowered to examine and enquire into all such matters and things as
may be referred to them by the House ; and to report from time to time
their observations and opinions thereon ; with power to send for persons,
papers and records."

Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNM ENT.

Sir JOH1N A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the 'ouse.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would make it
convenient now to state when he proposes to lay before us
the papers mentioned in the Address-the papers relating to
the Pacifie Railway agreement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Immediately after the
Answer to the Address has been carried.

Mr. BLAKE. And perhaps the hon. gentleman would
say whether these papers will include any other offers and
correspondence connected with any other offers than the
contract which has been made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I an not yet prepared to
say.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will you be good enough, Mr. Speaker,
to state for what reason Mr. Patrick was superannuated.
Was it recommended by you on account of his inefficiency ?
-has he resigned ? or what has become of him ?

Mr. SPEAKER. The Commission on Internal Economy
made a recommendation for the superannuation of Mr.
Patrick, because it was considered that his health was not
such as to enable him to perform his duties this Session.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am informed that Mr. Patrick is
unconscious of that feeling himself. I would like to know
how the members of the Commission found it out.

Mr. SPEAKER. It appears that the patient himself does
not know his own state, and the statement made by the bon.
member that Mr. Patrick does not think himself unable to
perform his duties is, perhaps, the best evidence that he would
not have been able to perform them this Session.

Mr. ANGLIN. I have had the pleasure of seeing Mr.
Patrick to-day, and, so far as I can judge, I never saw him in
better health, physically or intellectually.

Motion agreed to; and (at 3:10 o'cloek, p.m.) the Hlouse
adjourned.
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BOUSE OF COMMONS,
OmTw4, lOti i)eember, 1880.

The -SPAKm took the Chair at Threc o'clock.

AD1S3 IN ANSWER TO 111,q IXCELLENCYS

The House proeeded to the consideration of His
Excelency's 8peech at the opening of the Session.

1fr. BEATY. Mr. Speaker, I crave yonr indulgence and
the indulgence of the Bouse, in the novel situation in which
I am placed, with regard 'to the observations which I propose
te make in moving the'Addressin answer to His Excellency's
Speeh from the Throne. The calling of Parliament
at this unusuaily early day will,* no doubt, flid its justifica-
tion in the important subjects which are committed, in the
Speech from tei Tirone, to the Hlouse and country, and
especially that overwhelmningly important subject-the
question of the Pacifie Railway. Whatever differences of
opinion may exist regarding a question of such magnitude
to the country, there is one point on which we can all agree,
and concerning which we can rejoice together, and that is
in reference to the abundant harvest which a bountiful Pro-
vidence has bestowed on this country. And the improved
condition of affairs which has been manifested over the
whole Dominion warrants us in being grateful for the abun-
dant harvest whieh has blessed this -Dominion during the
past year. The prosperity of the country, it is quite
truc, is sometimes attributed to various causes. lt
is sometimes, notably by extremisfs, elaimed to be attribu-
table to the harvest; at other times largely if, not chiefly, to
the National Policy. I think that the prosperity of the country
may reasonably be attributed to both causes, as well as to
others. Without discrediting the National Policy in any re-
spect whatever, it may reasonably be claimed that the har-
vest has had a great deal to do with the promotion of the
present prosperity of the country, and, without detracting
from the great advantages which such a splendid harvest has
brought to the country, we may reasonably claim, and it may
bereadily conceded, that the National Policy has beenproduc-
tive of much good. Wewould, I think, bevery badly off without
this policy, and it may be truly said that we would be worse
off without the harvest; with regard to both causes, I think
that we can very properly rejoice with one another, and con-
gratulate the whole country, upon the fair share of commer-
cial and gencral prosperity which at the present time is
spreading over the land. it indicates that we can attribute
to this Policy, as well as to the products of the soil, these
benefits. It indicates also to us that a people can help them-
selves to some extent, and that a Government may do some-
thing for the benefit of the country. A policy of inaction,
or oL doing nothing, is not commendable in a Government
any more than it is in the case of the individual or family.
Evezy individual and every family may improve its condi-
tion by intelligent industry, and I am of opinion that a Gov-
ernment, by adopting a proper policy, may aiso benefit the
country whieh it governs. The increase in the exports and
importe, which is manifested in the trade returns of this
country, shows ilat there ie a vast activity, and a greater
activity in all branches of trade and commerce than has
hitherto existed; and one important feature in connection
with this matter, is the fact that the exporta of Canada this
year, I believe, exçeed the importe by at least a million and
one-half of dollars. The importa also exceed somewhat the
Imports of.lat year, and this fact shows to us, that, notwith-
sta»ding what we înay reasonably claim, that a large amount
of home industry ha been promoted by the National Policy,
nevertheless, owing -to the increased wealth of the country,
tIb importa of thie country have not been decreased, I do

not suppose that tii maddest Tory-if ever'Tories do be.
corne mad-would laim taxation to be an unmixed bles.
sing; but if, in connection with the degree of. tntion
neeessary to meet the neeA of the ,oentry, nd*!1ts demands
of the expenditure, a policy can be adopted and, so austd
as to continue these condtios and prmote-thè we.of
the country as well, I thin hatthis in a lic which
should receive , and which in Aet -basrece the sanetion
of the whole country. We'niust have money t meet
the wants of the Government and the needs of expen-
diture in connection with the admini*tration of publie
affairs. To obtain this,- taxation neòëssarily follows,
and if, at the same time, 'we can so "age the
system of taxation as to produce good results'to the com.
munity in ees ud nanuhetres, and in
promoting trade and commerce, ftien I maintain 1bth a
policy, so simple, 80 -reasonable and 10 'i, i uone, regrdting
the adoption of which the country ca congratulated. If,
while there must be taxation, there obtains 'a, pOprtite
increase in the capacity of the taxpye, so thàt the burden
of taxation can be borne by hm as easily wbo increased as
when the smaller rate existed, then ra thatî p6icy 'Whieh
bas produced resulta of this description s a po that ean
be approved of. There is evidence on al sides, 1 'take it,
that there is increased activity i trade, in commerce, in
manufactures, and in all the eléments which go t. make up
the wealth and prosperity of the ounty. There.is no doubt
whatever that this le evidenced by -the nressd exprtsnd
increased imports, and by the contented disposition of the
people in all parts of this Dominion. There are' nA, to.day,
that I know of or have observed, any disturing elements
in the whole community. There is no provincial disturbarce,
no sectional disturbance of any kind whatever; and when -we
find the people contented and happy, we mayreadly assume
that they are prosperous and gaxmng in wealth. The large
increase in trade, eyidenced in connection with the lumber
interest, itself shows that a great advantage has been pro-
duced in the country through the introduction of such
large sumns of money as the export of lumber induces,
and a very large increase in the exporte of agricultural
products is also a matter of congratulation. It is some-
times claimed that the National Policy cruehes ont the
farmer; but when one observes the condition of things
ail over the country, and the large quantity'of cheese and
butter and the great number f fne cattie exported, it is
readily understood that a large amount of capital and labor
is investel in the firming interest of the eountry. Prices
have also increased. Cereals, especially the coarse grains,
and products ofthat description, have increasedin 'ee. In
consequence of these facts, we may, with reason, c im that
the 'tariff does not injure the farmer, while, at the same time,
it certainly benefits the residents of our cities and towns,
The 1arge amount of revenue which has .been produced
under the National Policy is, to my mind, one of the strong-
est indications of the success of that measure. The revenue,
this fiscal year, if it comes in at the same rate that it has
during the first six months, will produce a surplus of pos-
sibly a million and a-half of dollars: IUn view of which wo
can well say that the Policy, so far as the ,question of taxa-
tion is concerned, has been all its promoters expected it to
be-a measure for the advancement of the. mnai and
general interests of the conutry. But ,in addition te this,
what have we ? We have cheap money. Ounr faotories are
running. Stocks are booning. ' he bsinýs of the country
is prospering. I think, thereoibre, Parlinment, and the whole
country, may be congratulated àp the .sucess of the
Policy. The National Policy, I may say, can now be re-
garded as the countrye policy. The irhole country endorsed
it in September, 1878; and sieo, thaI tim, ýst elections
east and west, in city and counat-eyen te 1 am jst in-
formed, in North Oxford, it hasbe'n sutied. At almost
every opportunity since last Besion of Parisment -the

i~o.
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country has endorsed it in the elections which have
transpired. -

Mr. MACKENZIE. It did not in West Toronto.

Mr. BEATY. It did not in West Toronto? It certainly
did not endorse the policy of the Opposition. The policy, I
repeat, is, therefore, established not merely as the policy of
the party, but as the policy of the country. Now the ques-
tion of the Pacifie Railway contract, reference to which is
made in the Speech from the Throne, is, I presume, the most
important question of the Session. rUhe policy on the sub-
ject of that great undertaking, the colossal conception of which
will produce a tra-continental railway across Canada, is
one which cannot be called a new or novel one. The com-
pact entered into by the Provinces when Confederation was
formed-looks to this policy, and, Ithink, Imay safely declare,
as is intimated in the Speech from the Throne, that Parlia-
ment is committed to the construction of the line. I may
add, that both Governments, the late Government and the
present Government, have acted on the principle that the
road must be built, the only difference between the twó
Administrations being as to when it shall be built, and what
means are to be adopted for the. purposes of its con-
struction. The country at all events by the action of itt
public men, is committed to the building of the road,
and certainly, if it can be constructed at a reasonable,
a comparatively moderate expense to the country, the
promise that it shall be built-if Confederation is to be
maintained-should be faithfully and honestly carried out.
There should be no room for disputation between the 'ro-
vinces interested in this great work, and the Dominion
Government; and all the people should join with heart and
hand in the prosecution of the enterprise, which will not
only promote harmony and good will in all sections of the
Dominon, but will enable us to develope these vast resources,
that great wealth, which we know our country possesses,
and will form a tangible, a material bond, uniting the old
Provinces with the new, and strengthening' our loyalty to
the Crown, and our love for Canada, its constitution and
institutions. In reference to this question of the Pacific
Railway, the Government can, as 1 understand it, in the
prosecution of the work, act in one of three ways. They can
build the road themselves with their own officers, and the
direct expenditure of public money; they can let it out in
sections to contractors, by'tender, or they can adopt the
mode presented in the Speech from the Throne, under which
the construction of the road en bloc, can be given to a com-
pany, the company to receive grants in land, in -money, or
in both. The question arises, now, by what means shall the
building of this great road be accomplished ? How can it be
best constructed, with a view to promoting the general wel-
fare of the country? I think the Government has tried the
first and second plans. It is about time to try the giving
over of the road to a company with a' grant of money
for its construction. We are told that the contract, involved
in the carrying out of this last plan, has been entered into,
and that Parliament is to be asked to approve of that contract.
All we are asked to do just now, however, is, not to endorse
the details which may be presented to the House, but to
express our approval of the policy that that this work should
be constructed by a company, and that that company should
have the power, first, to build the road within a limited period,
and then to work it for a limited period afterwards. Now,
it may be aaked, what are the advantages of this general
policy of constrveting the road by a company ? One advan-
tage, and I think a very great one, is this: that the country will
know, under the terms of the contract, what the extent of our
liabilities, in the granting of lands and in the expenditure of
money upon the undertaking will be. The giving of lands for
the purpose of constructing this road cannot be a burden to this
country, or a matter at which any one can complain, because
these lands, as far as we are concerned, are comparatively

Mr. B .

worthless now, and can only be made of valueby the opening
up of the North-West by the railway. There is another
advantage arising out of the adoption of this plan. It
is this: We will not only have the expenditure of
the Dominion upon the undertaking tunited, but we will
have, in consequence of the contract entered into, large
sums of money brought into the country from independent
sources and spent upon the road. We will therefore have,
besides the advantages which are accruing to the country by
reason of the causes I have already mentioned, the additional
force in increasing the wealth of the country-a large
amount of money brought in from outside aud independent
sources. A great deal of moncy must be broughtin, because
the company can scarcely be expected to realize from
the land, if we may judge from Ministerial statements
as to the period at which this road is to be completed,
a sufficient sum with which to carry on operations.
There is another feature of a very important character, in
connection with this matter, and that is the one ofimmigration.
I would not rely wholly on European emigration for the
peopling of the North-West Territory. The immigration
-question is not so important to my mind as the fact of our
ability to send the youth of the several provinces to that coun-
try, where they may enjoy, under our own flag and our own
institutions' the advantages which they enjoyed in the
Eastern Provinces, while having, at the same time, abundant
scope for their energies, industry and intelligence. I think it
is ofthe first importance that the youth of this country, instead
of going to the United States-they have, no doubt, gone to
that country, but to nothing like the extent sometimes claimed
-should have a field in which their best energies can b em-
ployed and where they can secure homesteads, which they can-
not so easily obtain in the Eastern Provinces, in consequence
of the increasing value of land and pressure of population in
them. But there is still left the great fact that this Policy
will do most to make those lands valuable and productive
-will do most for the development of our resources-that
the hope of gain from them, in connection with the
Railway, will induce the company to bring in settlers who will
people our great North-West Territory. If that is donc; the
Government will relieve themselves and the country from a
very important task, which bitherto has been only
moderately successful, that of bringing into this country
emigrants from the older countries of Europe. While we, in
this country, enjoy the blessings of prosperity to a large
extent to-day. every person knows that the bringing in
from older countries of the bone and sinew of their popula-
tion, and of a certain portion of their wealth, which the
emigrants possess, is a great benefit to our country ; and
whilst'the immigration was not-so large last year, a better,
a wealthier class came in than that hitherto observed.. This
country only wants women and mon.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And children.

Mr. BEA'Y. Get the men and women, and I am not
afraid of the children following. The emigrants and money,
coming into the North-West, will promote the welfare of the
whole community; and, I am quite sure, that anything that
accomplishes that result will bo beneficial to the. older Pro-
vinces, the Eastern provinces of the D)ominion. I do not pro-
pose to detain you, nor need 1, by dealing with details in
reference to this great undertaking, but I would simply say,
the Government, it seems to lme, have donc wisely.in this
matter, and I think the country will endorse the
policy which has committed this undertaking te a
company for the construction and working of the road
for the period usually understood as designed by the contract.
It mayle said, coming to another point, that if the Govern-
ment should construct and work the road in as economical a
manner as they have shown their capacity-to do in regard to
the Intercolonial, it might have been left in their hands.
But the experience of former years and former Governments
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does not justify such expectations. True, the working those institutions which wo have, in principle, ut alevents,
of the Intercolonial during the last year or two, has ado ted, te work out he wetfare of'the whole coniunity a
shown that a very~a'rge decrease in the working exponses wellas wo eould possibly do under other eireumstances. This
may bc seeured by economical or efficient management. country, in'view of ail the advantagos it possesses in its iinit-
In 1878 and 1879 the working expenses of -thàt road were able territory in the Nortli-West, eomprising hundreds of 4niI-
about $2,010,000; in 1879 and 1880, S1,600,000; while there iiom of acres-with these largo tracts awaitiug cultivation,
had been an expenditure in 1878 and 1879, in steel rails, withour wealth in forests, fisheries, minorais andothernatural
of $186,000; at ail events there has been a large saving resourcos, the is ne roason whatevor why we sbould net
effected, comparing those two years. Then, if you take 187t- have in this country, if we only take proper advantage of
'79 and 1879-80 with a view to ascertain the country's our natural resources, millions ofIpeeo enjoy the beneits
loss in .working the road, there is a marked contrast between of its great territory and fertile sou. We aise possess what
the results for last year and thoso of the present year. The emigrants freinEnropean countries often tbink thcy can only
loss last.year was $716,000; this year it waà only $97,000. ind in the United States. Oppred, in se instances, by
I think, therefore, the country ought to be congratulated on menarchical governments, they imagine that a Jepubliean
the fact that the road is approaching a self-sustaining position, forin of governrent is the only ene which eugvthom
in which it will be no longer a burden upon the finances of the that wide liberty tbcy desire te enjoy; but 1 believe we
Dominion. Then, making another comparison , as to the eau say te theinthat bore they will posses the widest,
working expenses during the three months of last year, from largest, truest libertv which it is possible fer ièny
ist July to 1st October, the loss on the road was $46,000; people tecjoy. We can also assure to theinthe eijoyment
the profit during the corresponding months of this year bas cf ail the privileges 'vich flow from just haws justly adminis-
been $1,400, showing it las reached the point where it ceases tered by a Beli unsullied in honor, whose integrity and
to be a loss to the country. Then the P. E. I. Railway, also ability arc, ifnet unequallod, certainly unsurpassedlinany
worked by the Government, shows a decrease in working ex- respects, by any in the world ;-we can assure te ail classes cf

peeas compared with last year, of about $50,000. But persens te mstcomplte enjeyment f civil and religieus
there is one feature in connection with this Intercolonial liberty. 1 say, thon, with suliinheritance iiicor possession
road which, probably, is of more importance than items of to bequeath te car elîdron, we eau leok fbrward te the
this character, and that is, the increasing traffic shows future with hope, with the Prospect that our country will
a marked difference from the lst July to 3Oth September, cortainly become devcloped and cularged iu ail the elements
1880, between the receipts for the 'correspon'ding period of that make up a great nation; that tireugh the present
1 79, there being an incroase for 1880 of about $100,000. policy of the Gevernment the improvod condition of'affairs
True, in making the comparison it must be taken into and the incicnsed confidene 0f the peole in ail Liat
account that the River du Loup section did not belong to pertains te car countrys advancement;-tbc test energies of
the road in 1,79, before 13th August, and that it bas had'the the people, inspired by new hope, will bc devoted te the pro-
advantage of that branch during the whole ofthis year. Another motion cf the cemmon weliu'e, cf whieh OVOIy n in this
very important item in the Speech from the Throne is that Dominion, and every one who Will core inte it, will reap the
relating to the Civil Service, an examination into and report on benefit. 1 think, then, that I ueed net appeal teeatriot-
vhich will, we are promised, bc made by a Royal Commission. isinof this liuse, to the patietisin of every Cana&ian, that
It is, I think, a very important matter in the present st:* we should ail dote our bcst onergies lx building up on this
of transition in this country that the Civil Servi c continent a nation which nay e>e eond IeDncein ail the
should be placed on a footing that will equalise labor cleunts cf pr)glos and lappinoss. What we have te
with salaries and reform those inequalities which may do is te buildup> iis coUulry undcr a national, con-
exist in the Service. There is one thing to regret in pact gevorrneîît, which will give every Province ifs
connection with the present condition of the country, and fiair censideralion, and iliecy w event the cîcatien cf
that is, as stated in the Speech, the condition of starvation disturbing clemouts aisiîîg euV cf îrvincialisns or
to which the North-West Indians have been reduced this soctienalisins, and uoulding tho wlolc Dominion ilitç) ce,
year as well as last year, necessitating a large expenditure to harmenieus whele, confident i its national administration
meet.their necessities. This deplorable state of affairs can- and jts ability te build fli gret national bighway, which
not fail Vo enlist the sympathies of the House, because the is tebtehmainstay of our prWi-e4s and I'<sprity, which
sympathies of all civilized communities must b drawn to the will unito stili more clesely in bonds ofsentinuents andintereets
suffering rced men when, through lack of provisions, they are the Provinces cf cur Confderation, extending froi ocean te
obliged to appeal to the Government for the means of sus- ocean, frei the tcrpeinte te tho frigid zone, and"which will
taining life; and, if by promoting agricultural pursuits afford to the nations cf thc two continents cf Europe and
amongst the Indians, results of this kind may be prevented Asia, as well as thesof tus continent, a now avenue fbr
in the future, ail the encouragement and aid which the Gov- trade and commerce. lu deing this, tle Gevernient will
ernment can give towards such an end will certainly not accomplish a werk that will mako this country the home cf
meet with objection. The presentation to Canada for train- an industrious, a happy and contented people. 1 thank you,
ing school purposes of the steam corvette Charybydis, Mr. Speaker, and tho Bouse, for ttc patience and indulgence
lately returned from service in the Chinese seas, by accorded me, and have the honor te move the adoption cf
the Imperial Government, forms a pleasing feature in thefollowing Addrcssto Bis Excellency theGevernor Goneral,
the Speech from the Throne. This generous act proves iu answer te is Speech frein tic Throne
that.- the Imperial Government still retains its sympa- 1. That an humile Address be presentcd te Ris Exeellency the Governor
thies for us, as I am quite persuaded we do toward the General te thank is Excellency fur bis gracious Speech at the Ejenint
Mother Country. The loyalty of Canadians is a subject that. ofthe present Session, and further te assure Mis ExceIeny,-tim

e receive with great pleasure Bis Excelleucy's congratulations on the
need not be dwelt upon, for we know that in every manner, bountiful harvcst withWhich Canada bas been blesscd, as well as on the
and on every possible occasion, our people have been able undoubted return of ber commercial presperity,'and the Bubstautial
and willing to show their devotion to the British Crown, and development of*her various industries.
are prepared to rive their sons such training as is needed for 2. That we learu with muel interest that during the recesa lis Excel-

lency's advisers thouglit the time opportune for making another attempt
the protection of the country, either in the army or navy. to carry eut the declared preference ef Parliament for the construction
We need not seek, as it is sometimes suggested, any new aud opration cf the Canadian Paeifie Railway by means of an lucorpor-
political alliance for the development of this country and tedC anyaided by grants of money and land, rother than hy the

seaneation. direct action of the Gevernment; and tJrée of Bis 'Exellaney's M1inisters
the prm-motion of its welfare. -We need not sek annex therefore roeeded t England fr the purpose of carvying on negotia-
We are abletiuder the ond flag, the old constitution, and t s tihnpthiatenior
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3. That we are well pleased that His Excellency is able to inform us
that their efforts were so far successful that a contract has been entered
into, subject to the approval of Parliament, with men of high financial
standing in Europe, the United States and Canada, for the speedy con-
struction and permanent working of this great national enterprise ; that
we thank His Excellency for informing us that the Contract and papers
conneoted therewith, will be submitted to us without delay, and that they
shall receive our early and earnest consideration.

4. That we,,are grateful to Ris Excellency for the information that lie
has summoned us before the usual period, i view of the fact that no
action can be taken by the contractors to prosecute the work, and no
permanent arrangement for the organization of a systematic emigration
from Europe to the North West Territories, can be satisfactorily made
until the policy of Parliament with respect to the railway bas been
decided.

5. That we are pleased to know that steady progress bas been made in
the construction of those portions of the railway now under contract, and
that two additional sections have been recently opened for traffic, one
from Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie, the other from Crose Lake to Keewa-
tin i so that there are now in all 264 miles in operation.

6. That we are glad to learn that the measures adopted to promote
economy in the working of the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island
Railways have resulted in a large reduction of the difference between
revenue and expenditure ; and that the steadily increasing traffic war-
rants the expectation that during the current year these railways will be
self-sustaining.

7. That we are gratified to be informed by His Excellency that Her
Majesty's Government bas generously presented to Canada, for training
school purpose, the steam corvette Charybdiii lately returned from service
in the Chinese Seas, and that the correspbndence on this subject will be
laid before us.

8. That we receive with much interest the intimation that,His Excel-
lency bas theught it well, in consideration of the increasing dutiea thrown
by the development of the country upon the Civil Service, and for the
more efficient organisation of such Service, and for the more efficient
organization of such service, to issue a Royal Commission to examine and
report on the whole question, and that Ris Excellency believes that the
Report of the Commissioners will be ready to be laid before us at an early
day ; and that our earnest consideration shall be given to such Report and
to the whule subject of Civil Service Reform.

9. That we shall give our best attention to the measure for the enlarg-
ment of the bouridaries of the Province of Manitoba, which His Excellency
is pleased to say, will be submitted to us.

10. That we share His Excellency's regret that the entire failure of the
usual food supply of the Indians in the North-West, to'which he called
our attention last Session, has cohtinued during the present season, and
bas involved the necessity of a large expenditure in order to save them
from absolute starvation. That we are glad to learn that several of the
Bande have, however, already applied themselves to the cultivation of
their Reserves and the care of their cattle, and that no effort wiil be spared
to induce the whole aboriginal population to betake themselves to agricul-
tural pursuits.

11. That we thank His Excellency for the assurance that the Accounts
of the last, and the Estimates for the ensuing year, will be laid before us;
and that we trust that the Estinates will be found to have been prepared
with due regard to economy and the efficiency of the Public Service.

12. That it will be satisfactory to us to find that the existing tariff bas
not only promoted the manufactures and other roducts of the country,
but has so far increased the Revenues of the Dominion as to placerit
beyond doubt that the receipt of the current fiscal year will be in excess
of the expenditures chargeable to Consélidated Revenue.

13. That we shall respectfully receive and consider such measures of
importance as Hie Excellency may cause to be submitted to us, including
any Bills for the winding up of Insolvent Banks and Incorporated Compa-
nies, for the amendment of the Railway Act of 1879, for the revision and
consolidation of the Laws relating to Government Railways, and for the
improvement, in several respects, of the Criminal Làýw.

14. That we are pleased to be informed that there are now good hopes
of our being able to place the naturalization of German Settlers on a more
satisfactory footing; and that any measure on the subject which may be
submitted to us, with all the papers connected with the matter, shal
receive our willing consideration.

15. That His Excellency may rest assured that our best attention will
be given to the subjects he has mentioned, as well as to everything that
affects the well-being and good government of the Dominion.

Mr. VANASSE. In rising to second the motion that an
humble Address be presented to Bis Excellency in answer to
the Speech from the Throne, I at once experience the 1
neessity of begging this honorable House to vouchsafe1
all the patience and indulgence at its command to one of its
youngest members. It is according to the usages and tradi-
tions of this House that the work of each session should be,
initiated by two of its members the most recently elected byg
popular suffrage, and it is this custom-whether it be good
or bad it is not for me to say-that gives me the opportunity4
of addressing the Ilouse at this moment as seconder of the1
Addrm in answer to His Excellency's gracious speech. Ii

Mr. BL&TY.

am particularly happy, Mr. $peaker; that my youth, a fault
with which I am so often reproached, -but which I am
mending a little every day, can for onoe at least redound to
the honoi of the fine county that I have the advantage of
representing here; for it was in the name of the County of
Yamaska thft I was offered, and that I accepted, the honor-
able duty of seconding the motion that the honorable.
member has just placed in your hands. I arn well aware,
Mr. Speaker, that after the speech,, as eloquent as it was
practical, delivered by the honorable member for West
Toronto, all that remains for me to do is to applaud his
words, full of confidence in the wisdom of'the policy set forth
in the Speech from the Throne, and to share in the brilliant
hopes that this policy inspires for the future of our country.
Indeed, when the head of the Government, supported by
official and sure data, comes and declares before the country,
upon the authority and dignity of the Crown, that peace,
prosperity and happiness reign in the Dominion confided to
his care, every friend of his country should be able to find in
his heart, enough energy, enough strength and enough
patriotism to lay aside, at least for a moment, the unjust
prejudices of party spirit, and receive these official statements
with the most enthusiastic applause. It is from this wholly
national point of view that I wish to judge of the importance
of the statements contained in the Speech from the Throne.
After having referred to the return of general prosperity iii
our country, Ris Excellency draws the attention of the
House to the question of the building of the Pacifie .Railway.
This question, Mr. Speaker, is not a new one. It has occu-
pied publie attention in England long before it became a
part of Canadian polities. More than 30 years ago the
Imperial Government even ordered surveys to be made in
the North-West in order to ascertain if It were possible to
unite the Atlantic and Pacifie Oceans by means of a gigantic
railway on British territory. This question has been before
the Canadian publie for more than 15 years. Since 1867, it has
been, so to speak, the banner of all our federal elections, and
to-day, no political demonstration takes place in any part of
the country, friom the shores of Prince Edward lsland to
those of Vancouver, without the importance of this -great
national enterprise being discussed from a political as well
as a commercial stand point. In a word, both the political
parties that now contend for the honor of conducting the
affairs of the country, have admitted, on iLany and many
occasions, the necessity of - constructing this railway. In
1871 and 1b72, the Goverument had a law passed favorable
to the construction, by a private company, of a railway from
the shores of Lake Nipissing to the sea-board in British
Columbia. In 1873, the honorable member for Lambton, on
accepting the duty and honor of conducting the business of
the country, stated that:

" He had always thought a speedy means of communication across the
continent necessary for the good of settlement and for the purpose of
opening up districts where we have great riches undeveloped in the bosom
of the earth. Without that cfmmunication their development cannot
take place and immigration cannot be affected."

And the hon. member went on to say :
" It will be the duty of the Administration, in the first placeto secure

a means of communication to our navigable waters from Lake Superior to
Fort Garry and the Rocky Mountains, at the same time commencing at
the Pacific Ocean and constructing communication by the western slope."
The Speech from the Throne in 1874 announced that a
Bill would be brought down providing "for easy com-
.munication with British Columbia as rapidly as possible."
On the opening of the Federal Session of 1875, the country
was informed, in the Speech from the Throne, that the sur-
veys for the location of the Pacifie Railway were being
vigorously pushed forward, and that the Government had
conclnded an arrangement with British Columbia. In
1816, the louse was put in possession of all the
documents, reports, correspondence, &c., &c., concerning
the Paci6c Railway. In 1877, the Speech.from the Throne
expressed regret that unncontro1lab1e circumstances h&i
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delayed the progress of surveys along the line; and in 1878,
the official speech of His Exuellency hailed with satisfaction
the completion of the surveys, and stated that the Govern.
ment had chosen the route, and that the work would be
carried on with the utmost vigor. Indeed, Mr. Speaker, thE
Confederation would be an incomplete work without this
railway. It iE not merely the requirements of a policy ol
expedients that gave birth to this plan of uniting under one
ilag all the provinces of British North America, but rather
the noble and patriotie ambition of laying, on the American
continent, the foundations of an Empire under the protection
and with the friendship of the great and powerful British
Empire. Such, Mr. Speaker, is the object of our Confedera-
tion. It can have no other; otherwise this Confederation
would be the betrayal of the most legitimate aspirations of
the diverse provinces of the Canadian Union. ln the minds
of the fathers of Confederation, the Canadian Pacifie Railway
was to be the most powerful material tie of the Federal
Union. It is destined, in the first place, to put the Dominion
of Canada in easy communication with each of the confeder-
ated provinces, and, in the second place, with the entire
world. With the Intercolonial in the Eastern Provinces
and the Pacifie in the Western, it can be said that distances
have disappeared, and that there are no more Rocky Moun-
tains. Balifax and Quebee, Moutreal and Toronto, Winnipeg
and Victoria have become neighboring cities, and Canada is
at the gates of Europe and Asia. Such are, ini my opinion,
Mr. Speaker, some of the political necessities which
should induce us to construct, with all the speed and
all the economy possible, this great Railway. â!ore-
over, Mr. Speaker, it is easy to foresee the vast
material ' advantages that will accrue to the country if this
enterprise is successfully completed. That is the practical
aspect of the qqestion, for if we were asked to build this Rail-
way for the mere pleasure of being able to say some day that
we have direct communications between the Atlantic and the
Pacific, and if this costly route was to be of great use to us
in times of war, then, Mr. Speaker, considering the many
improvements that our young country yet requires, and
taking -into account the peaceful character of our powerful
but generous neighbors, 1 would venture to advise His Ex-
cellency's Government to postpone the enterprise sine die.
But, M r. Speaker, we are entitled to expect advantages more
real, more practical, more immediate, fi-orn the construction
of this railway which is, in all likelihood, destined to become
the greatest artery of Canadian commerce, and the most
powerful instrument for the development of all the industrial,
manufacturing, agrieultural, mining, and other resources of'
Canada. According to experte and to strangers, who have
no interest in over-praising our country, we possess in the
west rich and varied mines and the most fertile plains of the
world. But through want of communications all this im-
mense natural wealth is unproductive for. the country. I
might almost say that this great wealth threatens to become
a real burden, for the public treasury bas had to pay con-
siderable sums for the administration of this vast portion of
the national domain. We must, therefore, seek al possible
means of colonizing these lands as quickly as possible. Now
the history of American colonization shows us, beyond all
doubt, that, in new countries, railways are the most powerful
means for colonization. And it was only by building rail-
ways in all parts of their territory that the neighboring States
have been able to stimulate that wonderful progressive
movement which bas secured for the American Union the
place of honor she now occupies among the nations of the
world. But it is particularly in the Westerp States that
the operation of thls powerful factor in colonization is to be
studied. Let us take the ·example of Kansas. In 1865
there were but 130 miles of railway in this territory, to-day
the length of communication by rail in this State is over
3,000 miles; the population of Kansas in 1865 hardly
reached 150,000 souis, and to-day it reaches 1,500,*000 souls;

the value of real estate in Kansas amounted in 1865 to
i only $36,120,000, to-day it amounts to 6150,000,000; in

1865 there were but 273,000 acres of land in a state of
culture, in 1879 there were 7,900,000 acres. I could quote
similar figures for nearly all the other westernaterritories of
the American Union. Mr. Speaker, the settlement of a

f country is not an affair of sentiment or of taste, andwe
should not hesitate to adopt a system that has procured so
much prosperity and wealth to all other nations that have
applied it. Now, Mr. Speaker, the material and political
interests of the country are not alone to induce us to build
this road; there is, moreover, our national honor at stake.
In virtue of the Carnarvon Treaty, Canada is obliged to
complete the enterprise between 1876 and 1890. By
signing this Treaty, the former Administration engaged the
bonor of the country. Can Canada, to-day, fail to keep ber
word solemnly given under the faith of a treaty ? We would
be unworthy of a seat in this Bouse, should we not
redeem, by all the means in our power, the obligations
of the nation. There is too much glory on the brow
of our young country for us to sully it with the shame of
dishonor. But the Speech from the Throne fortunately
dispels all these fears, and reassures the public
conscience on this subjeet. Arrangements, that render
certain the building of the road, according to the
stipulations of the Treaty, have been entered into.
The whole road, fi-om east to 'west, is to be constructed,
equipped and worked by a private company, and at compar-
atively little cost to the Dominion of Canada. Such is the
glad tidings that Bis Excellency has just given to the country,
andwhich weshouldwelcome with the mostjoyful unanimity.
IHencetorth, Mr. Speaker, we can say that the great
question of the Pacifie Railway is settled. Canada bas
fulfilled her engagements. Her national bonor is safe. I
would be very selfish, Mr. Speaker, were I only to sec, in the
settlement of this question, a success for my party. But I
see therein a great national success. It is not a triumph of
the Conservative party, but a triumph of the whole country.
It is not the right lion. leader of the Government and his
colleagues who will profit by this contract, but the people,
the country laborer, and the city mechanie. The Goyernment
will undoubtedly have the glory andhbonor ofhaving carried
on the negotiations. None ean deprive the M inistry ofthese,
but the country will have the benefit, and all the material
advantages accruing from this great national success. From
the question of the Pacifie Railway, I pass to that of the
Intercolonial and Prince Edward Islan. Railways, which
occupy the third paragraph of the Speech from the Throne.
Our extensive puLlic works have heretofore been a source of
expense rather than of profit to the country, and the Bouse
learns with satisfaction that the economy practiced by the
G overnment in the administration of these two great commer-
cial highways, has, on the one hand, considerably reduced
the working expenses, while, on the other hand, the return
of prosperity, the improveinent in business have largely
contributed to i»crease the receipts. I beg leave to submit to
the consideration of this Bouse a few offlicial statisties as a
proof of what I have just stated. Here is a comparative
statement of the receipts and expenditure of these two ronds
from 1876 to 18:0:

1. INTEROOLONIAL IRAILWAY.

- 1876-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80

Recipt .......... .. $1,154.445 $1,378,916$I,294,O99 $1,506,298
Expenditure ...... ..... ..... 1,661,673 1,811,273 2,010,183 1,36@t429

Profit......... .... ...... .
Lo............~. 3507,228 $432,3271 $716,08 $97,131

1880.
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2. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND _RAILwAY.>

- 1875-76 1876-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80

Receipts......$118,060 $130.161 $135,899 $125,855 $113,M651

Expenditure...... 2'4,930 228,595 221,507 223,313 164610

Profit.. ..... . ... ; .......... . ... ~ .-

Loss......... $93,870 $97,931 $85,608 $97,458 $50,789

lere is another comparative statement of the revenue and
working expenses on these same two roads during the three
months from the 1st of July to the 30th of September, from
1876 to 1880:

1. ON THE INTERCOLONIAL IRAILWAY.

1876-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-8) 1880-81

3 3 3 3 3
months. months. · months. months. months.

Receipts.. ......... $306,234 $3C0,702 $371,339 $345,001 $445.440

Expenditure..... 325,368 458,715 490,275 391,587 444,007

Profit ....... ....... . ...... ......... ...... ......... $1,433
Loss. j $19,134 $98,013 $118,936 $46,586........

2. ON TIE PRINcE EDWARD ISLAND lRAILWAY.

- 1j875~-76 187€

3 3
imonths. moni

Receipts.............j $38,728! $31e

Expenditure.. 43,576 62,

Profit...·.-..........1.-...

Los. $4,8481 $27,

1879-80 188)s 8

3 3

uonths months.

$30,441 $35,934

33,368 45,024

$9,900

According to these figures it is evident that these public
works will 'ere long be anabundant source of renue for
the country. Thè-fourth paragraph of the SpeecI from the
Throne refers to the generous gift that lier M ajesty's Gov-
ernment has just made to Canada by sending us the splendid
steam corvette Oarybdis. This gift, that the country
accepts with the greatest gratitude, is destined to supply a
want long felt in the organization of the forces of the coun-
try. Wo are a maritime people. Perhàps no country in
the world possesses a more extensive sea-board than ours,
and the interior is covered with lakes and rivers that con-
stitute, as it were, vast -inland seas. Nevertheless, we are
wanting in marines. The training ship is calculated to
create this new calling, and our young men will be able to
defend the country on the high seas with as much skill and
valor as on Jand. The next paragraph relates to the
enlargement of the boundaries of Manitoba. From a geo-
graphical point of view this question offers no difficulty. It
is evident that the boundaries of Manitoba are too narrow.
The young giant requifes a wider field of operátion. The

MR. ANASs.

development of our vagt western territories, the importance
that they have acquired, render necessary the enlargement
of this province to the east, north and west. A few thousand
square miles cannot constitute a province which seems to
have such a grand future -before it;. but I trust that the
new scheme will be devised so as t protect and main-
tain the civil, political and religious institutions, as estab-
lished by the Manitoba Act, or any subsequent legislation.
As Bis Excellency says, it is much to be regretted that we
a'e obliged to come to the aid of the Indians, who have had
to suffer from the want of food. -But let us hope that it is
but an' accident. We learn, by the latest news received
from these territories, that the Indians have been, or are now,
hunting the buffalo which, with fishing, has been their sole
means of support as well as their chier occupation On the
other hand, we must congratulate the Governinent on the
efforts they have made to introduce civilization among the
nomadic tribes by inducing them to cultivate the soil, of
which They are the-original masters. And the House will
learn, no doubt, with satisfactioù, that the model farin e-
tablished by Government have already produced satisfactory
resuits. It is with satisfaction, Mr. speaker, that we have
learned, through the Speech from the Throne, that the exist-
ing Tarif has not only promoted the manufacture3 and other
products of-the country, but has also so far increased the
revenues of the Dominion as to place beyond doubt-that the
receipts of the current fical year will be in excess of the ex-
penditure chargeable to consolidated revenue. We have a
surplus. It is a long time, Mr. Speaker, since the country was
last favored with a similar statement; this is, in my opinion,
the most tangible proof of the efficiency of the National
Policy. I will not quote any statisties on the subject. The
honorable movér of the resolution has said all that there was
to say on this question. The figures that the honorable
member has laid before the House are unanswerable. - They
may say all they please against the present Tariff, they will
never be able to drown the mighty voice of these figures
and of these facts, which alone will be heard and understood
by the country. But they think to have overthrown the
arguments and facts in favor of this policy by saying that
this return of prosperity is not due to the National Poliey,
but to the action of Providence. I do not deny, Mr.
Speaker, but that Providence .has greatly protected
us. It is doubtless Divine Providence that caused the
rich harvests of late years to grow; but it is the
present policy that protected these first. fruits of the na-
tional wealth. What would have been the lot of these
abundant harvests if the former fiscal legislation had still
been the law of the land? They would have been sub-
merged bythe importation of foreign grain, and the farmers
of this country would have been obliged to sell their products
at half price, or else to put them -in -sheds to become the prey
of vermin, as it happened not more than three years ago in
several parts of Canada. If the National Policy does not
make our harvests grow in the fields, it at least protects
thein on our markets, together with the other products of
the national industry. The effeets of this policy, Mr.
Speaker, will not be limited to promoting our manu-
factures, but the effective application of the protective
principle, by creating the capital -of labor, and by
retaining it in the country, will contribute necessarily
towards the development of our industrial centres. -The
number of consumers will increase, our market will become
more and more remunerative for the agricultural classes ol
the country; and it is through the protection thus afforded
it that agriculture will become, what it should never have
ceased to be, the first and the purest of our national resources,
If the work so well begun is carriedtout, we may hope
soon to see for our country magnificent prospects. Already,
through the Federal system, we have taken a distinguished
rank aiong nations. We are no longer a mere colony, bul
un Empire, allied by the ties of blood pad fdiendship fo the
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gret and powerful British Empire; and our loyalty to-
wards England la only equalled by the hearty, sympathy of
the Mother Country for us. As a mark of esteem and
friendship, unprecedented ln 4he hietory of ber colonies,
England has associated us with lier glory and her power by
givingus a noble member of the Royal family to represent
in Canada the well beloved authority and the majesty of
Our Most Gracious Sovereign. The obtaining of the right
toe ettle our own ;affairs, and to adopt a National Policy in
acoordance with our wants, and the aspirations of the
country was, no doubt, a splendid victory, and the accrediting
of a Canadian Minister with the foreign powers in Europe
was another not less brilliant. Thus we effect the conquest
of our rights, oie after the other, peacefully, thanks to the
friendly relations that exist between Canada and the Mother
Country; thanks also to the skill, the broad views, the
patriotism of the distinguished mon who preside over the
destinies of these two Empires. And it is thus, Mr. Speaker,
that we will obtain the full possession of our rights and
acquire, at the same time, national wealth and prosperity.
It is with pleasure that I second the motiop of the hon.
member for Toronto.

Mr. BLAI. I think everyone will be thankful to the
Mover and Seconder of the reply to the Speech from the
Throne, for being disposed to attribute some share of that
measure of retul'ning prosperity, which we all know exists,
to causes on which we can agree with them ; but
we consider that the returning prosperity is in spite of
legislative obstruction. It is pleasant to know that the
harvest is an element, at any rate, however slight and
modest it may be, and that the increased demand for our
exports in foreign countries, and the larger prices those
exports have realized, are elements, however modest and
slight they may be, as described by the hon. gentleman, that
have contributed to the prosperity upon which he desires us
to congratulate urselves. Allow me, before I go further, to
correct the hon. membr for West Toronto, upon a subject
on whichli he is a little misinformed. H1e was not content
with that just measure of congratulation which he
might fhirly take to himself, as to the results of the late
elections, but he also claimed North Oxford. I may inform
him that there was a pleasant little family contention in that
constituency, where there is a very numerous family of
Reformers, bpt that the candidates were all out-and-out
Reformers. If lie is not disposed to accept what I say in
preference to the gentleman who may have given him the
information, let me read an extract from the statement of
Mr. Sutherland, the present member for North Oxford. IIe
says : " Upon the great questions of the day, ho, as well as
myself, is an. out-and-out Reformer." The circumstances of
North Oxford are these: That while there were two out-
and-out Reformers contesting the seat, each of whom had a
very large measure of support among the Reformers of that
constituency, no Tory was found bold enough to go to the
polls. With reference to the hon. member's own victory,
let me tell him, as that bas been alluded to, that it
was of the Pyrrhic order. Although the West Division of
Toronto had returned by an overwhelming majority its old
member, yet the lon. gentleman (Mr. Beaty) was returned
by only a greatly reduced majority. If the condition
of affairs in West Toronto continues to spread, the same
proportionate change in the relative strength of parties
which was exhibited at that election, as compared with
the proceding one, would at the next election give us as the
result of that change 64 seats which were taken by the
Conservatives in the elections of 1878, thus giving a majority
to the Reformers. Now, Sir, the great subject which has
been brought before us, and the necessities of which are the
justification of this unusually early Session of Parliament, is
of course, that which will be most largely discussed upon
this occasion. The policy of this A dministration since its re-
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turn to power upon that question, a*ibeen, f014 tine to*iNe%
very seriously niodified. In the idiessie>n of this Parlias
ment the Government proposed ta tJe B1ous.a grand scheme
involving substantial Imperial iaid -an tomitenance in the
construction of the Pacifie, Raiway. Zhey Ïirelued, in
effect, the giving of an lm ria eharacter toe that! Ào, àt
being held that &&,the rodwas in ýtheinter0easOf theEmpire'
it sheuld give substantial assistanee W i t prOaeU5 ti.ln
the seepd Session of this Parliament w. hed sno more of
that glorious scheme, but we were brought face to face wth
a programme for the construction of portions of tle road
upon another basis from that whieh in former times had 4nea
suggested. The line was to be degraded into a cheap
colonization line, buit with sharp curves and steep gradients,
and in the cheapest manner consistent .ith the uafety of
passongers travelling over it. lu that sehape it was
to be built in detached portions, and a section in i3ritish
Columbia, and 200 miles on the prairi*, were at once to be
laid. Now, we fmd another very serious change in the
policy. Instead of that mode of prosecuting the work, the
proposal is made that our liabilities-whiih so JongAe the
work was to be constructed by the Goverument, were limited
by the different engagements which each Session we might
authorize tobe made- hall be once.gnd for evor deflned ao far
as a contract can define them and thatthrough the modium
of a company, the road shall be eonstructed from end to end,
and that we shall be placed in a position whlch, whitever
this obligation may involve, will bo beyond recall. With
reference to the eastern connection there is also a very serions
change in the policy involved in the p otions of to-day. It is
well known that, if not from the ginning, yet at an early
date, that line on the north shore oLake Superior was placed
in aboyance, and was indefinitely postponed. At different
times different suggestions have been made for obtainji.g a
more or less satisfactory connection with Qhe east. Last
Session that subject underwent sopne ventilation here, and
some more in the other Chamber. -It was admitted-by the
hon. Minister, who has special charge of the subjeet of rail-
ways, that a good line valuable for Canadian purposes, and
extremely important lu point, not oily of national but inter-
national commerce, could he found by Sault Ste. Marie, and
that it would be for the interest of this country that that
lino should be built at the speediest moment. The question
of what the Administration were doing was alluded to by
me in this House, and it was adverted to in the other
Chamber, and the Government, were asked as to their inten-
tions. The answer at that time was that the #ubeC t was
under consideration. Later on, after they had had that
period for anxious consideration, the question was renewed
in the third week of the month of April, and the anawer thon
was on the part of the Administration, hat it was their
intention to take steps to procure surveys for thelino to
Snult Ste. iarie, and to aid, this Session, in its eonstruction.
Now, we hear that this lino on, the north shore of Lake
Superior is to be built, and therefore that part of the policy
of the Administration is seriously changed, Now, S, for
these changes, simply as changes, I have no word of com-
plaint or rebuke to utter. In carrying out the arrangements
for a great ente e of this kind, it is ngt rxerely right,
but it is the boune duty of the Administration, observing
changed conditions, to mould their policy with a view of
providing what the best interest of the country may require,
and the time for action necessitates. Therefore, 1 say, 1 am
not complaining of these changes simply as changes, but
solely for a purpose that I will point out in a nmôment, a
purpose which requires thatwe should observe tkat there are
serious changes, for we flnd that though as the $peech tells
us there is a recurrence to an old policy yet tharQae agripus
changes from the policy deflned and announced and aaseîted
to by Parliament in the two firt Sessions of this Administra-
tion. .It is, of course, impossible for us to express an opinion
upon the terms or upon the propriety o? a bargain wich le
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mot yetefore us. The hon. me iibe- for West Toronto said
that ihe pled hielaif 6n that posflion. 1 place myself in
that position; buti!t seetns impossible to do morethan allude
to the weighty probleis which are involved in the discussion
of this policy, which steo bebrought beMe us tiis Session.
There are very imprtant questions tape mwhich we are to be
informed, before it would be possible or us to express an in-
telligent opinion as to the propriety of the course of the
Administration. We know not, for example, what the price
is, in works or in cash, for -1 know no difference except a
difference 'of disadvantage between giving a price in works
and giving it in eash; there is a differenée of disadvantage,
because the eost of completing the work may very largely
exceed the estimatetof the cost, but there can certainly be no
very great advantage, unless we shall find some considerable
diminution of the cost as compared with the estimate, a
thing which very nirely happens. Nor do we know what
is to he done by the country, what is to be paid for
out of the Treasury, what are to be the payments in cash to
the company as they eonstruet the road. We know not the
cash p-ice, i worke or meney ; we know not the anpunt of
subsidy n land; we know not how the terms of payment of
dash-or of work are arranged, or what they are to be in
relation to the-progress of the works themselves, or in rela-
tion' to-the probable strain these payments will make upon
the reseuSees of the country. These questions are not solved
by anything that is before us; w'e require information upon
them befbre we can intelligently diseuss the subject in its
cleariest àad most ôbviolis financial aspect. We know not
what are the ternis for the selection and the sale of the
lands. The arrangement for the alternate blocks is a ques-
tion of the utmost importance in dealing with this branch of
the payment to the company; we know not whether the
company le, after being handsomely paid to build the road
and ran it, to own it too; we know not what the subsequent
arrangements are, or whether they are to be subject to the
consent of Parliament. We know not, as to the eastern link
to whieh I have referred; whether the policy of the Govern-
ment hIst Session is wholly abandoned, whether it is intended
to substitute for the announced policy of the Government,
the road by the north shore of Lake Superior, whether while
we gain that 660 miles of railway, we are to lose the Sault
Ste. Marie line. There are here eery important questions,.
queàtiëe' ofmomentous importance, with reference to the
eastern hifik and the policy to be adopted in connection
therewith. I1 repeat that though the question of an castern
link has been before the country ever since the arrangement
was made with British Columbia, it is a practical question
now first presented to our minds for immediate action, and it
is the first time that Parliament has been called upon to
undertakede fnitely to make provision for the construction
of that aestern link. We knoe not what the rate of pro-
grees onthewerk isto be, how far it is to be in advance of
the supposed wants of settlement; and if, as is rumored, it is
to be very far in advanc eof these wants, how far the
increaisedrapidity of construction is te involve an enhanced
cost of construction i the fiet place, and an enhanced reward
for woking the lie befbre the population is in the country
in the second place. We know net the character of the road,
whether it is to be of the character described by Ministers
Isst Session, when they represented that the work which they
put under contract on the prah-ies and in British Columbia,
was fer an inferior colonization road, or whether all these
contracts, as weHl as- the portion teobe constructed by the
Company, are to be returned to the old notion of a frst-class
trann.continental road. We know nothing of these points,
nor as th thesrrangementsfor equipment; we know nothing
of other main points; we know nothing as to whether it is
proposed to enter into any obligation, express or implied, or
to e4lare any course of policy which shal be taken as an
enactment with reference to other roads through the North-
West territory, constructed or to be constructed, and their

relations to the road that is to be constructed at
this present time-the Canadiain Pacific Railway. We
Iknow not what provisions are to be made for securing
the means of getting into that vast tertitory. Short lines are
of very little value to .a country, and it matters little how
they are constructed if they are the property of a monopoly;

:they are merely the means of increasing the profit of that
monopoly. That is a subjeet upon which we ought to refet.
We have the knowledge that has beeti acquired as te the
gigantic powers which have beeir obtained by railway corpor-
ations in the neighboring republic, and thesdificultie w!hieh
have been found in the great West by reason of the existence,
in some parts of that country, of practical monopolies. The
whole conditions of railway transportation have changed
most remarkably in the course of the last ten years,
since this scheme was first projected, and there are
indications of still further change in the same direction.
Great as have been the result in cheapening the prîce of
transportation by rail, I believe that prdcess to have been
by no means fully accomplished. You find that the estimated
cost-not including profit-for hauling, under the average
conditions of freight, is but one-third of what it was ten
years ago. The steel rail, the enlarged car, the composite

.engine, and, in some cases, the multiplication of tracks have
produced this result. But there is still an enormous field for
the ingenuity of the inventor-in saving in the consumption
of fuel, the motive power, and in other ways, so that the
hopes of cheap transportation by rail are by no means yet
exhausted. But, Sir, while that is so, cheap transportation
by rail does not obtain under all circumstances. It does not
obtain at all under those circumstances which have given
to particular corporations the whole profit which is derivable
from these improved facilities, and given the country none
of them. Let me enforce these views with an illustration
which will, perhaps, bring the subject more clearly
before the fouse, and is not wholly alien to the subject in
hand. The December rate per car from Montreal to Winni-
peg is $293, and from Montreal to St. Paul $120, which is at
the rate of 9j cents per mile by the car. If you assume that
the Government Railway is charging the full average rate
charged from Montreal to St. Paul, on eaoh 67 miles, you
make the charge $6.37, which leaves for the purposes of the
road between St. Paul and Winnipeg-190 miles-4166.64,
or 421 cents per mile, instead of 9j cents per mile, the
rate over the rest of the journey-a rate more than four times
as great as the rate charged in getting to St. Paul. The
rate at the general rate would be $37M5, making a total of
$153.41-a saving of $129.59, out of $293, or nearly half
the freight over the whole distanee from M ontreal to Winnipeg.
If you apply the monopoly rates al over, you get $721 as
the freight, instead of 8293, and the result of the extra
charge on the 390 miles, alone, is this: that it practically,
for all pu-poses of communication involving cost, throws
Winnipeg-where? Not seventeen hundred and thirteen or
fourteen miles from Montreal, but it throws it to the Rocky
Mountains-across the Rocky Mountains to the Pacifie
shore, without the advantage of the Pacific trade, or adds
1,360 miles, estimating by cost, to the distance from Win-
nipeg to Montreal. Now,. let us consider the ates in the
summer time. Last summer the rate from Collingwood
to Duluth was $70 a car, but to Winnipeg $243, the rate
being $173 from Duluth to Winnipeg, showing that,
although some saving is effected by the route by Water,
yet if you have a link of iron controlled by two corpo-
rations, you will not effect nuch 'aving in the suinmer
time, after ail. I am told that the rate quoted for wheat
from Emerson to Chicago by the car was 45,cents a
bushel, while I believe it to have been earried by the big car
load for 8 cents a bushel from St. Paul to Toroto-a differ-
ence that amounted, not to a compensation for carnîage, but
to a proportionate interest in the profits of every farmi n the
North-West. Now, Sir, that is the state of things in a great

w
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uany places in the West, and we find ourselves in that posi- February; that the,-ttieting of Parliament would make no

tion from the want of some provision-whether freedom diference, and that' they would trust to the ratiftcation of
of colmetition or other regulation-which shan the aet. This statement hardly coincides with the state-
preventtese facilities from being converted into a machinery ment which the First Minister has put into the lips of His
wihereby thoe'ailway company infiicts, in effect, a tax on the Excellency, and which we heard in the other Chamber the
fariers óf the N6rth-West, instead 4f a reasonable eompen- other day. It is, of course, f6r the hon. gentleman to recon-
satiop for)he work it does. Under these circumstances I cile these statements and to explain how it is that his first,
cannóe doubt that whatever the Administration have donc, and I believe bis only, public aunounceent as to the char-
they thave taken care to provide for the most strenuous acter of this contract and the nature of the arangerneit
conipetition betMveen the new company and the St. Paul and with these contractors, should vary in a dégree soImate1Al
Marïitbba ailway Company; so that the moment we have as I have pointed out from that which is now given to us;
thegàie*vys of the North-West placed in the hands of a and whcres it was'thon a matter of no onsequence at what
pril'ate corporation, we shall have the benefit of that time Parliament was sunioned and the work was to
friendly competition and ivalry which will result in the gress, it is now sald that the public intereat reqütres,
immediate cessation of these extortionate rates and this that we shall not wait to February, but shall proceed
proportionate intereSt in the fhrms of the North-West, and immediately with the discussion and come Imrmediatelyin reduction to reasonable and normal rates of to a conclusion upon this question. In my opinion,
profit. There are, Sir, several possible solutions of this Sir, the public intereat requires, aboe. all things, that
problem whieh is now presented to our consideration. this tremendous business should not be too hurrièdly diB
You have that of free competitión, that of Govern- posed of. The public interest requirM, above AU things,-and
mental power of regulation, that of parliamentary it is the right of the public to detnand,-that there shall be
power of regulation, that of arbitration, that of a reserved some time allowed to obtain thatinformation which has not
interest in thecountry itself, that of giving running powers yet been brought before the country ; that·the country shal
to other companies so as to preserve moderation in freights, have breathing time for consideration and reflection, for
and there may be others. We know not what the parti- communication amongst the people themselves, as well as
cular solutio of this great problem is; but that it is a great amongst the people's represeatatives assembled in Parlia-
and difficult problem, now for the first time presented to our ment, before we shall be called uponto e our verdiet
consideration by our being practically brought face to face upon a question so niomentous as tis. We have
with the proposal that the road shall be owned and run by a been told, not authoritatively, indeed, but it has been sng-
private railway company, I suppose no hon. gentleman will gested in Ministerial organs, that the dignity of Parliament
deny. We know not what the mode of settlement of possible required that no communication should be made upon this
disputes between the Government and the Company as to the question, until the people's representatives were assembled
contract may be. We know not what the traffic facili- here in Parliament. I am not quite eertain, Sir, that
ties for the connections with other Provinces may be. there is not more than one hon. nember' of this
Ther•e will be one great corporation stretching prac- House who would have been quite disposed to pu
tically to the ocean steamships ; it is right and proper that his dignity in bis pocket for the purpose ef allowWug
every facility should be given for trade to go through; it is himself in comnmon with his constitutents, opportunity,
equally right and proper that every facility should begiven of becoming acquainted with the contents,efthis paper,
to such trade as may be seeking the North-West through and of having a sufficient apprehqnsion: of the subject
other channels, and on fair, equal and advantageous terms before the meeting of Parliament, partieglarly if such a result
to make use of the national highway to which all the Pro- would have abso producec the reoult of a meeting a little
vinces of this Dominion are bound to contribute. We know laterthan the present meeting. faàunusualcourse was to have
not what security may be given for the per- been adopted, 1, for one, should bàve preferred-in a business
formance of the contract in case a security is like this,-as being more in accordance with the development
required. A security is not required unless the of popular government which has obtained in this country,
enterprise turns out disastrous; but what the nature or the that the people should have had the opportn4iity of express-
extent of the security which n that event it has been ar- ing their opinion upon this subject at the poils. More than
ranged to give us, so as to secure that limitation of the this, we are told that the people shall net even know the
liability on which the hon. member for West Toronto des- details until after it is disposed of. Theyare not even to
canted so eloquently, we do not know, and therefore of its become acquainted with the terms of this hsi-gain until after
value cannot judge. All these things press on us now for their representatives shall have paosed upon them. Timepis
consideration-all these things, and many more. I do not wish essential in my judgment; time .is due to the people" for that
to prolong the discussion of this question by a reference to consideration which they require and which they are entitled
matters which, though they may bo termed matters of detail, to. I have no doubt that those of s who feel we have
are stfi of'importance; but all these things, and other responsibilities te discharge on this occasio, haveconsidered
matters are'involved in the great question to which our this question con.jecturally so far as we could. I have no
attention is to be addressed. So. long as the country doubt we have thought it over with such dim and uncer'
was doig the work, sô Jo4g as from session to session we tain lights as Ministerial bounty has vouchsafed as in the
could practically control it, things were different, but now matter. For myself I confess Iihave thoughlit Qver a greatthey are teo bealtogether changed. Now the matter is to be deal such scattered statements as have, fremtime totime,
regulated and arranged once fer all, and regulated and been made to us. But Lsay that this sort of discussion is
arranged by the intervention of a corporate interest, intro- eminently unsatisfactory. One likes to know, before coming
duemng these new elements et diffculty, these new conditions to a conclusion on a subject, what the subjeat ison which we
to which, practically, we have never as yet addressed our are asked te come to a conclusion; aud Isay, as to thae
minds. The aspect of finality and the creation of a company mass of the people, thatthey can have fomed noe conception
sud its rghts, therefore, impart elements of the utmost of this matter, and thatthey p ly and reasonably
importance and ef practical novelty into t.he discussion of have expected that the paprs *bould have been laid on
this subject. The hon. the First Minister is reported to have the Table, and that 41U1 time, hould have then elapedsaid in a Apek-h.which he made shortly after is landing in before we were call upon0t er them and deliberat.
this côntry, on his return from the English mission, that the upon them. But, on the contrary, aecording t a. rumor
contraetiad beenmq-e "le rm ;" thatthe contractors would go which las spread about these begc¡ess-I'do nqt ay it s acor-
on at once, whether Parliament met in November or in rect-if we are good boys and say our lassons wel> aecordig
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to the instructions of our masters opposite, we .may get as to the construction of the railway. It is reasonable, if
home on the twenty-third, but if we arenot good boys you deinand from us our approval ofthe course youare kinJg,
we shall be kept here at school until we say in having concluded a particular bargain, that we shoald
our lessons properly. I supposewe are all willing know what bargains were open to you, what offers were
to work; *we are willing to meet at any season, iade, so that we should judge whether you wisely chose, i
however inconvynient if the public interest requires that ample choice, that embarrassment of, richés which
it We are wiIling eto dispense with our Christmas presented itself to you when considering to whoreyou should
holidays and remain at work, if the public interest demands let the work, and at how small a price, for the building of the
it b ut what is wanted is deliberation and consultation-and Canada Pacifie Railway. Nòw, vast as the subject of this
thetiwfork after there has been opportunity for consideration railway is, it by no means ezhausts the share which the
bï thèo ountry, but net before. 1 maintain that if it is con- North-West has in the discussion of this question. Tbere
sideed necessary to force this measure through the House are large questions connected witli the land póJ5. of the
before Christmas, the vast proportion of the electorate will North-West, apart from the questions connecte dwith the
not have even read the terms of the bargain before we shall railway grant. Other questions have been raised, also, by
have inade theni the law of the land. It was amusing to ob- Ministerial utterances, as to the grant of very large areas. of
serve h.kow thoroughly the test of experience verified the that territory. The honorable Minister, on the occasion to
position we took with reference to the appointment of a High which I referred a little while ago, declared exultingly, thatMr.

omnissioner at the last meeting of Parliament. You will Brassey was good enough to tell us he was willing to purchase
renember that the memorandum on which that appointment 100 square miles of our lands, and settle how many persons ?
was made pointed out that- lis son. So we were to get rid of 100 square miles of

It" iaow being found in yprac.‡ice that there are constantly questions land, and receive young Brassey. The hon. Minister
arising connected with the administration of affairs in Canada, requiring announced he waa the bearer of that proposai, which he
discàssions in a mode and to an extent wholly inípracticable by the ordi- was about to lay before the Council for the acce tance ofnary channel of correspondence through the Governor General and .
periodical visita have to be made to London for this purpose by tLe im- that confiding, if not obsequious, body. I suppose it has
portant members of the Canadian Government, entailing serious incon- been accepted, and that we shall have the good fortune some
veifience- At this inonent the fbllo*ing subjects are thus under consid- day or other, when the country becomes habitable, anderation: the Pacifie Railway, and unportant collateral subjects; treaties
of coenuerce with France and Spain; Esquimalt graving dock; military those 100 miles aresurrounded with smihg farms, to see
defence of Canada generally, and o British Columbia more especially; young Brassey along there. That proposed grant is, in my
while the fishery and commercial clauses of the Washington Treaty ma, opinion, not only contrary to sound olicy but to the ,spiritat moment, be re-ope by eth tter tates i n ofthe r mi- of the understanding on which Prliament las been. acting

tartfocef o rte e Dominion. and allowing the Government to act in this matter. The
l* manifestly impossible that the views of the Canadian Go'vern- statement with reference to the geheral administration ofment on such subjeuts can be submitted for the intelligent consideration these lands was wholly different, and whether this pàrticularof Hier M*jesty' Government in any other mode than that of personal

communicationi and as the subjects themselves relate to different depart. grant is beyond the area of the lands included within the
ments of administration,- the necessity arises for the absence from their regulations or not, I maintain it would have been more in
poftd at this moment of not less thân three Ministers." accordance 'with the dignity of Parliament and the duty of
And to obviate all this we were to have a the Executive not to have proposed or acte<d upon any other
figh Coimmissiner, and yet we find that this policy with reference to the outlying territories than that

languge might have- been repeated this year in which they had called upon Parliament to sustain with
Iondon, by the bon. gentlemen themselves, although their regard to the others. Thè regulations of the Govern-
High Commisýihoner *as along with then; indeed, 1 believe ment were brought before us when there was an Qbject in
there was an extra Minister along, probably to remedy some so doing, whenever, as to the lands as well as the railay,
of the evils crøùted by the apointment of a Iligh Commis- there had been changes. But those regulations indicated
sioner. I do not complain that a Minister, or more than one the impossibility of the acquisition by purchase, and with-
Minister, weut over to England to negotiate, but I dq con- out settlement, of any very large areas of territory together.
plain that the hon. gentlemen made it a ground for the I do not say there are not two sides to this question; there
appoihtment of a Commissioner, that no such results as these are difficultics on both sides, but what I do main-
wedd follow. - Soine information has been given to us from tain is, that the policy of granting to individuals
tilne to time, some small scraps of information as to these enormous tracts of land in the North-West is not a policy
negotiations. The hon. Minister of Railways, during the which the Goveinment ought to adopt, except subject to the
last Session of Parliament, stated that an offer had been prior sanction of this House. We have had experience of
recivred for the construction and working of a large portion large land grants in almost all the Provinces: we have had
of the Canadian Pacific IRailway, at that time, by bitter experience of them in Ontario, and severe experience
arraniements which were within his grasp, if the of them lu Prince Edward Island, and also an experience in
Goverpment, chose - to accept them. On the ß9th the townships of the Province of Quebec, but I do not
of June last, the First Minister was reported to know that we need go beyond the limita-of the North-West
hw*e taken ocedon, at a pic-nic, to state that there were two of to-day to judge of the important consequences ofthe land
diwInet offers at that moment under the consideration of the policy. We find in the Province of Maitoba, with refer-
Gôvernment, ard that they wer e <eliberating which they ence to the difficulties of settlement there, that a large area of
would accept, or if they would accept either. After that ter-ritory lhas, from one cause or another, got into thehands of
period they went to England,, and the announcement was speculators, and lisnot subject to conditions of settlement, a
made, on their return, that a. contract had been made; but it circumstance which does, at this moment, and i8 likely also
did not appear to have been made so firm as to prevent a in the future, to diminieh and retard the prosperity of that
consideraI le amouxnt of consideration after their return. Province. Our short experience with réference to these
We aré promiaed, in the Speech, the papers connected with consequences in the North-West does not sanction the
the eontract, but I think we are entitled to have, if called policy which is now being adopted. There was last Session,
upoh to judge the ourse of the Adminis'tration, and to ratify a resolution passed to modify the land resolutions, which
it, the otheroffers aso, and all the papers connected with was avowedly a proposal to make them harmonize with the
them. Relson Points t that, and precedent sanctions the existing regulations, and it las been used in ny judment
demand. On the occasion ofthe last Pacifie Railway contract,"for other and alien purposes. That resolution authorised
of unhappy mernory the honorable Minister himself brought the Administration to alienate 100,000,000 acres-of land stii
dawn variousyaj>ers connectedwith other offers and proposals, price of not less than 42 per acre, The Governinent dete-
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mined upon a policy of graduating the prices-a higher naturally have expeted, in view of the remarkable verifica-
pnce aqar the railway and a iower price where land was tion of these precies made in the Speech last year, and,
remote. 'hey took the responsibility of making regulations during the debates in this House, as to the settlement
of that description; but inasmuch as that policy involved of the North-West. There is a reference to fùrther
the sellingof large tracts of land at mueh les than $2 per eforts to be made to promote, to create, that immigration
acre, it was therefore in confliet with the letter, though not which, we were told, had been already arranged for last year,
perhapsaith the spirit, seeing the average price exceeded $2 and which was almost to embarras us vth e number of
per acre. It being wholly in conflict with the letter of the immigrants that were to come.amongst us. The information
resolution, they brought down, last session, a resolution I have received is, of course, not from official sources, and I
amedig the prior one, and placing 'the minimum rate at S1 should be very glad to be corrected at the earliest moment if
instead of 892. but itwas dealared that this was in order to make it is erroneous; but I am told that if the hon. gentleman had
the resolution harmonize with the land policy formulated by divided his ggures by three, he would have been found to be
the Order-in-Council and laid on the Table. The purpose for an extravagant prophet. I am told that a very amall
which those sales were to be made, was to aid in the *number have settled in the North-West, and that a
constructipn of the Canadian Pacific Railway. It is said in considerable number that went in have gone ont
so many quarters that I must consider it to be true that that again; and I am told that the departure of sev"eal
authority has been used for the granting of a very large of these is due to the consummation of this sane policy of
tract, some hundreds of thousands of acres of land, at the utilizing the powers which we gave for the sale of Jnds ifor
minimumprice, and with the real design not of aiding in the the construction of the Pacific Railway to the other and
construction of the Pacifie Railway, but that the price had incidental purpose of aiding another railway. If my infer-
been lessened with the design of giving a bonus towards the mation is correct, at an early period of the year, shortly after
construction of another railway; that the purpose is to the Session, settlers intending to go to one of the best sections
alienate those lands at SI, they being well known to be worth of the North- West, the Turtle Mountain district, were warned
farmoro, in order that the extra profit may inure to assist.- that they could not be at all assured of the prices which
ing in thç construction of another railway. 1Now, I am not would be charged for the lands. Well, that was not a very
saying one word in condemnation of the policy of aiding encouraging intimation. I remember some adent speeches
railways in the North-West where necessary by land grants. upon the subject of a similar intimation made last Session. I
Far from it. I am in favor of such a policy; but I am saying remember somehon.. gentlemen denouncing an intimation of
thata policy of that description is a policy to be decided, not that description as calculated wholly to destroy immigration
by the Pnutive, but by Parlianient; that it is for Parliament to the partieu-laa section to which it applied; but so great
to deçid6 whether large areas of these lands shall be alienated were the supposed advantages of this particular promised
as a bonus to such companies. It is for Parliament to decide land, that, although that. notice was partly effective,
what railways;shall be so aided. it was never contemplated although it did a good deal of the good work
by anymnember of this liouse, No suggestion was ever which it was destined to do, although it did turn away
made that such a mse should be made of the power a good many men from the Turtle Mountain, yt soee
then given as to enable large land grants practically went on despite it and took their chance of getting lands.
to be given for any particular railway. 1 think it should be the I am told that that notice, being found not to be sufficiently
the duty of Parliament to lay down the proposition that the efiective, was followed up by another which declared,
alienation of these lands, whether as the quantity or as to as before, that the immigrants could not b assured what
the object of the alienations, is a matter of policy, that the prices they would have to pay, but that they could have no
alienation which aids other roads, which would not have been security, that they would 'hoallowed to remain on the lands
accomplisbed in that particufar way, except for that purpose, on any terms; and that that last notice had the desired
are things beyondthe power of the Executive, and fall within effect, that it turned off the most of those few who had gone
our domain, at their instance, ut their guidance, it may be, on in spite of the firet order. I am told that, of these. con.
but still to be decided upon by us before they are acted upon by siderable numbers went straight across the line, Turtle
them. There is no doubt whatever, Mr. Speaker, many rail- Mountain being not far frôm the boundary, and adjoining the
ways will be wanted in the North West, if the area, or any- State of Dakotah; that they found there circumstances
thing like the area, oiffertile land which is said to exist there, which enabled them to settle in that State, and that thus
does exist. No doubt you might as well talk ofsettling up that we lost a very considerable number of persons who might
vast area with one cart road as ·with one railway, although otherwise have been added to the population of the North
one may be sufflcient for the demands of colonization at pre- West. It is also alleged that these notices and arrange-
sent. Therefore, I would be sorry for an instant to b ments designed to prevent, and which resulted in preventing,
supposed to be throwing out any proposal at all hostile to the the settlement of a large extent of Turtle Mountain territory,
building of other railways in proper directions, upon proper were made in order that the policy which the Executive in-
terms, and. giving them proper grants of land in aid; but tended to pursue, if letting these lands be sold at a large
what I do maintain is,. that these are questions of high policy profit by some railway company or other-I do not know
for the decision of Parliament, and that we have not yet the name of the company-might be carried out. I think
entrusted the Executive with the power of disposing of that very circumstance is a sufficient proof to us that it will
them. We had a nice little paragraph in the Speech last be well we should thoroughly here consider what should be
year informing us that a very large immigration was the principle of our land regulations, what powers we will
expected during the approaching session, as follows accord to the Executive upon these subjects. We learn, from

The visit of two Members of the Royal Commission on the ag'cultural the Speech, that one Royal Commission has issued, a Com-
distress i the Mother Country and the favorable report of he tenant mission on the subjeet of the Civil Service. I am afraid we
farmers will,1 it is believed largely increase the number cf immi- are not to see this Session the Bill which was ready last Ses-
grants during the present year. Preparations must be made for their sion, according to the hon. gentleman who told us towards
reception, and your.attention will be speedily called to this subject. the close cf that Session, that his CivilService Bil as ready

The honm. [inister told us, not merely in general terms, and in print, but it being impossible to get through with it,
but he gave the figures, and told us that 25,000 was the most then had reserved it with a view to its introduction this Ses-
moderate estimate of the number of immigrants who would sion. The language of the Speech is no doubt mlightly mixed,
be settled in the Nprth-West during the year now elosed. but mixed as it is I arn afraid i means there will be no Civil
There ia reference to immigration this year, tee, but I do Service.Bill this Session. However, it is satisfactory no far,
not Obeerve that cpngratulatory information which we might that we should be informed from the Throne of the ismsace
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of this ]Royal Commission. There is, however, another Royal
Commission of which we do not hear anything in this doeu-
ment, although I venture to say that it has attracted
a larger share of attention, and its 6perations have
been , watched with very mnch greater interest thah,
even the Royal Commission on the subject of the'
Civil Service of which we know little, and, I suspect, a larger
part of the population care less. Now, as to this Commission
of tyhich we do not hear anything, itjs said that it was issued ;
ard.it contains upon the face of it, the avef-ment that it was
issued to, enquire into allegations or charges made on the
floor of Parliament, in reference to certain matters oonnected
with the Pacifie Railway. It is said, siadeed, that it is not
confined to such allegations, but that it expressly embraces
in its terms, as one of the material grounds for the issue
of an enquiry and for the subject matter of an enquiry,
allegations made in this louse. I take the earliest oppor-
tunity of, for my part, protesting, as I have before protested,
upon the occasion of the' issue of a Royal Commission of
enquiry, into other transactions connected. with the Pacifie
Railway, against any such action on the part of the
advisers -of the Crown. I believe that to be in fact,
andin substance, a serious. attack, not upon the dignity,
for which I do not care much, but upon the independence
of Parliament. I believe that charges which are made
herd re not :to be taken up by the Crown unless com-
municated by the Crown to this Hlouse. I believe. that what
passes here; is to be known there only when we choose it
shall be known, and 1 believe that charges we make here
are ,to be enquired into either by us or by maohinery by us
constituted, not by machinery constituted independent of
Parliament by the advisers of the Crown. And, so far as
we may judge from the course pursued in this investigation
it seems to me to go far beyond the legitimate objects of
such a Commission. Such a Commission may properly
be issued in order to inform the minds of the advisers of
tho ýCrown. and through thom the Crown, of facts of which
they are ignorant, or in order to investigate the causes,
not, in my opinion, when they go so far as crime, but causes,
at.any rate, short of crime-of the management or misman-
agement by subordinate ioficers of the departments-in
orderin'a. word, to inform the minds of Ministers of things
Of which they ought to be informed with a view to the pro-
per conduet of the business of the country; but I believe
it to be wholly beyond the scope of such a Commission to
entiertain questions of public policy, political questions, still
less dô I believe it to be within the proper ecope of such a
Commission to enter into the question of the particular
connection of Ministers of the present or past Government
with êùch questions. These are beyond the domain of such
Commisions; they are high and important matters of State
to be ldisposed oftby Parliament, or by nachinery which
Parliament shal devise. They are not departmental
matters; they are not oftentimes on questions of fact,
they, are matters of policy or political questions,
with iraference to wlhich the confidence of the people
of this country may be given or withheld. There is yet
another objection, from my point of view, to such ques-
tions being entertained by snch a Commission. It is con-
trary ·to the very first principles of reason and justice that
mon should appoint their own judges. It is contrary to
the very first principles of reason and justice that men
should appoint judges for their own adversaries. Both these
principles are violatedby the appointment of a Commission
which we see summons beford it Ministers and Ex-'Ministers,
and calls upon them to purge 'themselves upon oath as to
whether they have been guilty of acts of corruption, or
of being persernay interested in contrats. I believe that
these accusations, if they are : to be made he-e, are. to
be made on the responsibility of the member4 andbehould be
pioseeuted according ito the maéhinery whieh Parliament
shall deviseabd that there is no justice, *no precedent, no

Mr. BLAKE.

reason or fair- dealing in the arrangements whieh, in this
case, have been made. Who are theseappointedO enquire
into these stubjects, and what are their instruetïins ? We
know that Royal Commissioners are bound teoactaetording
to the instruetions they may receive from time totime; we
know that the Crown is entitled to give ther- instructions,
which means the Ministers. Whether the]lfinisteîèýgave in-
structions or net, I do not know; but there le loe ' >sitive
rule as to the manner in which these instt-netio$s- tob
received, or the manner in which they may be eomnn.iiCated.
We do not know whether the honý the Minister of IRalways
may not, by Order in Conneil, have up his chiefCommissioner
evory morning in the Department to point out what line if
enquiry he should take or what questions he should ask; but,
at any rate, when he made a Junior County Court Sàdge one,
an A ssistant-Commissioner of Revenue, another, anoccasional
employee of the Government, a third, and a defeated candi-
date for a constituency in his interest, the secretary, he has a
tribunal very apt to do the work ie wants it to do, and whieh
may be doing it, not exactly according to his taste, but stilI
fairly well. lion. members on this side have no reason to
complain about any Commission under any circumstnmces, but
it is our bounden duty to protest against proceedinge which
inight, under other circumstances, be productiveof wrong
and injustice, and which are based on a violation of the rules
of equity. What is wanted in this-case is a fuIl enquiry. How
is that to be secured ? It is to be secured, as we know in all
cases involving political considerations, by having both sides
represented. That is what is done on the other side
of the water when commissions are issued, even thotrgh they
do not involve questions cf political enquiry. These dom-
missioners are not one sided. They are, as a ruile; composed
of prominent men from the ranks cf both parties.
Still more, if you are going to have a political
enquiry, which is to end in the whitewashing or
condemnation of one side or the other, if it is to be an
enquiry of this transcendent importance, should not both sides
be represented in order that all questions may be asked, all
evidence elicited in full, and that the great tribunal of public
opinioin, and this House, may have the largest amount of
material from which to draw ils own conclusions ? I have
never cared much for the findings of such tribunals. What
I have been always anxious for is, that they should be se
constituted that the facts should be got out, and the facts
being got out, let us form our own judgments. Without
entering at all upon a discussion of the proceedings of -that
Commission,or its revelations, and confining my observations,
as I have confined them, to the question1§ of policy and to the
constitutional questions involved in the question of such a
Commission, I may say that, in my opinion, not merely what
has there taken place, but what hastaken place and been made
publicin other ways, and, antecedent to the appointment of that
Commission, point to the necessity of some further action
on the part of Parliament. I believe, Sir, that the time has
arrived at which we ought to take some steps to put an end
to the system of contract-broking. [-believe the time has
arrived at which we shall best consult our own dignity and
standing with the publie by placing further restrictions onthe
right of members of Parliament to act as agents of suitors
before departments and thé Government for favors of any
kind. I impute no unworthy eonduct te any member on
this occasion, ei.ther expressedly or impliedly, but I say that
when such transactions as those stated have bern made
public, -when you find it obvious that an impression pre-
vails in the minds of those who are desizus to negotiate
with the Government that they eau do better by getting the
assistance of Mr. So-and-So, because hle i a member of Parlia-
ment, it is time that such a thing should be put an end to
once and forever,'and that for pro ir reward, at anufrate,
noee of us should be able to intervene departmeütal or
exepàti mattérs any more than we are able te interienô
on matters which aredependent in eitherHouse cfa'ia-
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ment. We have some observations in this Speech upon the
general condition of the country. It is agreed by all of us
that an; esientia1 element in the progres of our country, and
Éarticu1álàt1lyinde thé acquisition of the North-W est, is the
merease ofour population. In that regard I am fraid we
are not able greatly to boast. I remember, during the
years of the late Administration, the feeling appoals that
were firom time to time made from these benclies' Why,
I almost saw teurs drop ftem the eyes of genltlemen
bpposite when they lamented the depltion that the
country was s fiering under the malign influence of the
hon. member r Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie). We were
told that the country was being ruined by an exodus, not
more important in its quantity than its quiality-that the
liféblood of the country was going to the States. That was
toM during those five lean years-those years in which the
figures upon which hon. gentlemen based these statements;,
and which have never been disputed until now. The figures
presented in the United States immigration returns, were as
follows:

In 1873-74........................................
1874-75 ............... .........
1875-76.......................................
1876-77.........................

..77-8. .................................

30,596
23,549
22,379
22,039
21,474

a steadily decreasing quantity, and an aggregate of 120,037.
It was iapon such a showing, both as to the numbers and as te
the ratio in which these numbers were diminishing annualily,
that these lamentations were poured out. Hon. gentlemen
who poured out those lamentations forgot that there were
five years in which they had held office before, and in which
they had net been so deeply moved by this depletion,
when the figures had been quite different. They had been
quite different, I admit at once. They were as follows:-

In 18689...30,921
1869-70............ . .... 5,50
1870-71...........................47,082
1871-72......... .................. 40,288
1872-73............. ............ 37,569

an aggregate of 209,400 as against 120,000 in the disasitrous
years, or a larger amount by 89,000,or nearly 75 per cent. t1 1-
that which excited the deep grief and woe of hon. ge. -
men opposite when they occupied these benches. But Si-, they
have gone baek to office and the'exodus has aliso returned. They
have come back te Ottawa, and the people are fleing the
country. When hon. gentlemen quoted the United States
figures they had net then found out that they were wholly
unreliable, that they were entirely exaggerated, thattheywere
cooked figures, prepared for a purpose, and did not represent
the truth. O the contrary,they thundered these figures at us,
and we not possessing the acuteness and intelligence of hon.
gentlemen opposite, did not say that the United States
cooked the figures. Upon the same statements, the figures for
the last year amounted te 99,500, and for the quarter follow-
ing te 37,179, or a total of 137,279, in the fifteen inonths last
past, being 17,200 more than left in the whole five years of
my hon. friend, 17,000 more than left in al that period
of lamentation; and yet I have not heard a single groan or
observed one isolated tear from hon. gentlemen op-
posite over the departui-e of their fellow countrymen.
Well, Sir, 1 do net say myself but what we ought all to weep
togethef under the circumstanees. We will condole with
you if you will only weep with us. You have here a total
immigration into the United States in the last year of 450,000
people,and of that total little Canada has contributed two-
ninths. ler share has exceeded that of England, has
exceeded that of Ireland, has exceeded that of Germany, has
exeeded that of any other- contributor. Our share for
fifteen months has been 3j per cent. of the whole population,
and had there been a similar transference of the population
of the United States te us, we would have had an addition of
.8M0000 souls te the population of Canada. No doubt the

exodus-of which the hon. gentleman com plained was largoly
composed of the normal transforence, because the figures
aro small, but no one can doubt,- wlo has paid anything more
than a passing attention to the subject, that these other
figures represent an exodus which is wholly abnormal-a
serious and calamitous depletion of our most important re-
sources. But we are told, Sir, that we ought not to complain
of these things. The hon. M inister of Finance admitted that
this exodus was a thing to bc deplored, but ho said .tL wa s
not well to exaggerate the thing. Re said he fouud ibat
matters wcre quite different from what thcy were rçpse-
sented to be, and ho found this by making a careful eper
parison between a year which ended on the 1st December,
and one which ended on the 30th -of June ; at 1east, if he did
not do so, it is a remarkable and an extraordinary fact that
the figures that he gave arc those for the year: ending on the
31st of December instead of on the 30th June, .1ay we
ought not to keep silence; I say we ought to enqui:e,,and if
possible, ascertain whint the causes are of this largQ removal.;
for even if there are groat mistakes lu these figures, even if
the United States éensus-takers and statisticians w getting
less and less correct every year, no one can gainsay the fat
that there has been a large, an unusual depletion of our
population. I say, Sir, that wc ought not tokeep silence.
Did hon. gentlemen opposite kop silunco? What we sAY
here, in this country and in this Hlouse, concerning
this affair, with a view to ascertain what the
difficulties are, and if possible to remove themn, is one thing,
but it is quite another thing when the First Minister, with
all the authority of his position, standing in the most conspic-
uous position in which a First Minister could stand, addressing
in London a deputation of Manchester merchants, expresses
himself thus:

" The consequence is that all the ingenuity, ail the ambition, aIl the
mechanical skill and enterprise of such of our youfng men as have a dis-
taste for agricultural pursuits, or prefer industrial employment, go -to the
United States. The men who thus leave our country are of the brightest,
wisest, ablest, most ingenious. All go away because they can get em-
ployment in the United States, where there are manufactures. They
won't be farmers and we lose them."

You will notice, Sir, that the hon. gentleman speaks i nte pre-
sent tense. The fi gures told us the quantity, the hon. gentle-
man tells us the quality of the emigration. We have, first, the
thousands which are rolled up by those who count hst hews,
and thon we have their value ii the hon. gentleman's
estimation. buc lian emigration, and of such a character', is
suiely deserving of an allusion, even ln the Speech from the
Throne. But it is ny bellef that the hon. gentieman
was lu error in describing the cause and the character of
that emigration. i believe that a large number of fanmors
leav9 this country in oider to farm elsewlere ; and that,
besides losing some of our young mon, who want te do other
things, we lose large numbers of those who, under other
circumstances, would remainon the frms sof the older pro-
vinces or settle on the farms of the newer districts.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.
Mr. BLAKE, Ireuming, said: Thore is one statement in

the Speech which is a repetition of the statement of let
year, and which, I ar sure, we have all rcad with vory great
-egret-that the condition of the Indian population ihas beci

such that very large sums have once more been required to
save them from starvation. I always dreadod, fiom the
moment at which it was thought and dotermined to be 'nc-
cessary to engage in a very large system of aid to the IndiiL.a',
that we should have a permanent charge of that kind on the
finances of the Dominion. We know that once you lot a
population of that kind believe they are to be fed, they will
want food, and although on this occasion this demand may
have been, to a great extent, justified by the failure of the
food supply, yet I fear that, since in two successive years it
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has been necessary to feed the Indians of the North-West, it
will be necessary to feed them a good many years in succes-
sion. Rumors thatreach us from some of the officers of that
Department are not very encouraging. I have received
letters which inform me that a very great degree of extrava-
gance and folly has been practised with regard to Indian sup-
plies; that, independently of the food supplies there have gone
forward large supplies of ginger-bread and ribbons and some
hundredweightsofwax candles,for what purpose,in connection
with Indian supplies, I do not know. I believe that one of the
officers, guilty of some of those follies, has been very properly
removed from his position; but I am afraid that some portion
of the extra vote, which we shall be called upon to sanction,
will be found to have been needless in the sense to
which I have referred. The Speech from the Throne
attributes our increased prosperity largely to the Tariff, and
gives the interesting information that the Tariff has "not only
promoted the manufactures and other products of the commu-
nity,"&c. I am very glad to learn that the other products of the
country have been promoted by the Tariff. It is, certainly, a
very sweeping tariff. It covers almost everything, and it
is very satisfactory to the country that all the products of
the country have been really promoted by its operation.
However, it would be convenient, before adopting that clause,
to have some information in detail, giving the classes of pro-
ducts, other than manufactures, so largely promoted by the
Tariff. The First Minister, in the comue of the speech to which
I have referred, dealt also with that subject, and his remarks,
May, perhaps, answer the member for West Toronto (Mr.
Beaty) with regard to some of his economic arguments on the
subject of the Tariff. The language of the First Minister, so
far as .it goes, expresses very clearly the views I also hold.
He said :

"Of course, if the question of the accumulation of wealth, if buying in
the cheapest, and selling in the dearest market were the only principles to
be regarded in the life of a nation, then I would say that our tariff is a
mistake, but there are other considerations. There are such things as
natural strength and natural development."

The right hon. gentleman prQceeded to give his reasons,
convincing or not convincing, why national strength and
national development can be promoted by a tariff not calcu-
lated to facilitate the accumulation of wealth, and which does
not give the cheapest market to the buyer and the dearest to
the seller. With those reasons we ýmay not entirely agree.
We may be disposed to differ with him in the view that
national strength and national development are likely to be
promoted by fiscal regulations which make us not richer but
poorer, and do not give us facilities for buying and selling in
the most profitable markets. But it is satisfactory to know
that, upon economic grounds, we find that while in England,
in that free trade atmosphere, the First Minister, who is largely
responsible for the Tariff, as for all other things emanating
from the Government, plainly acknowledged that, regarded
from those economic considerations, the Tariff was not what
the hon. gentleman stated it was to be before the electors of
1878, but was regarded from this economic standpoint as a
mistake. On the same occasion the hon. gentleman (Sir
John A. Macdonald) took the opportunity of stating the
mode in which the farmers of the country were to be bene-
fitted by the Tarif. We did not hear, when the hon. gentleman-
elucidated his views on this subject in England, some of the
wild and extraordinary statements which, upon this subject,
were very frequently made before the elections of 1878. I
believe there has been a little more caution in putting them
forward of late, than was observable in former days. On
that occasion he spoke thus:

Ilt was thought, wisely or unwidely, that t (the Tarif) could rs aso
adjusted sas to amst the. infant manufactures of Canada; and as regards
the farmers to prevent the great occasional local disturbance in values of
agricultural products in Canada, by the interdiction at particular points

forpariclarpuross o te great American capitalists, who form rings
ad crners o al kinds for the purpose of the disturbance of the trade of
other le.

.r LAKE

There is the extent to which the hon., gent1emiý4 offered a
tariff to assist the farmers. Wdo not hear now of the great
principles so loudly declared 'lu the appechs uin the Easteru
£ownships and other parts of the country in which it wai
pointed out that positive ,advantages in the disposal of the
products of the farmers, that must seek a foreign market,
were to be obtained from the new Tariff. But the farmer is
now to be simply protected from los by thxe interdiction of
the products of those shocking American capitalists who
invade our markets. We differ as to the remedy for that
trouble. But the case of the farmer, under this fiscal systetm,
is stated very much more modestly and imoderately than at
any former time. The First Minister has declared, like other
Ministers during the recess, that the Tariff was "a reyenue
Tariff" in substance for the purpose of meeting our obligations
that it was "essentially a revenue Tariff." I quite admit that
in some of its provisions it is a revenue Tariff;- in others, thé
greater part, it is essentially protective; and some, designed
for protective purposes, have not quite fully accomplished
their object. They are, in the meantime, productive of a
considerable amount of revenue. But I believe the Tariff
may be more properly described as essentially a protective
tariff, and incidentally one for revenue, than essentially a
revenue Tariff, and incidentally one for protection; and such
it was described in the days when the virtue of such Ta ariff
was lauded to the electors of the country before they had had
experience of its operation. Speaking generally,it is expressly
designed to check importations in fhvor of home industries.
A tariff expressly chosen to check importations in favor of
home industries, cannot be properly described as a revenue,
but must be described as a protective, Tariff. But it was not
the First Minister alone who, during the late recess, illus-
trated the beauties of the Tariff. The Minister of Finance
paid several visits to several points in Ontario, in which ho
discussed these subjects. I very *ell recollect that, during
the peregrinations of the Finance Minister the season before
last Session, when le visited some twenty different manufac-
turing points with a view to seeing how his Tariff was work-
ing, and how the manufacturers feit, and so forth, he
announced, on more than one occasion, it was his intention
this past season to take the farmers under his proteç,-
tionist wing, and visit the rural constituencies, and see
how the Tariff was working with them. We expected
this year his visits would be devoted to that community;
but, with one exception, the County of Prince Edward,
I am not aware that the hon. gentleman carried out
his intention. , For electoral purposes he visited North
Ontario and came back again ; but for the purpose of
investigation, which animated him in his other visits, as far.
as I know, it was only in Prince Edward that he visited the
farmers. Now, why lose such an admirable opportunity of
discussing the Tariff with the farmers? Why lose the
opportunity of verifying by the facts which have -ccuTed
smce 1878, the promises made to the farimers prior to the
General Elections of that year ? Why should he have
avoided the delightful duty of explaining to them how the
prices of their products had been enhanced: how the price
of barley, for example, had been raised by the duty, 'and
how other grains had been equally satisfactorily affeeted ?
I am sure I do not understand why, when the. %on.
the Finance Minister had proclaimed his itntentn
to fulfil this duty, he should have »o ill-performed it onih
occasion. Perhaps he was waiting for a still more convenient
season, when the times might be more propitious, and the
arguments he migt advance to the farmers be more plausible
than they could te under the circumstances. I am glad ie
visited manufacturing points in the Province. The visits
were extremely gratit ing to the manufacturers, and acted as
advertisements of the widest possible kind, of the establish-
monts visit'd. I am extremely delighted to know that, i
the constituency in which I am interested, two important
industries have been visited by him, and through the
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advertisement thus given them their business has, I hope, been
increased. I hope the hon. gentleman will visit ail the towns
and give these grataitous advertisemente to all the manufac-
turing establishments everywhere ; but I would beg him to
remember that all constituencies are not composed of towns,
that there are a few farms in the countiry and a little portion of
his time had better be directed to examining and enquiring
into the condition of that class of the community which he
promised so long, but which he has not yet found leisure, to
visit. The hion. gentleman began his operations by the
publication in the Gazeute, after a reasonable interval, of his
balane¢ sheet for the year, and I must say, I was surprised
that he should have set his hand to such a statement. My
hon. friend beside me (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) has
demolished, and I suppose will again demolish, here in
presence of the- hon. gentleman, the calculations which
justified, in his view, the proposition that $1,300,000 of
revenue had been anticipated by his operations. But,
assuming all that, assuming it to be an aceurate
calculation that $1,300,000 had been anticipated, I am not
aware of any precedent wíatever for any Finance M inister
making or authorizing any statement of revenue of any
country which would include so large a portion of the whole
as that already received, which was not really received in
the year, but added for the purpose of forcing a less un-
favorable balance than the real statement would have brought
down. There are many points in which the hon. gen-
tleman strove to satisfy the electors of Ontario that the Tariff
was a blessing to them. I do not intend to follow him
through all his fallacies. I wish to advert, however, to one
or two in particufar, because the speech brings up the sub-
ject in a prominent manner, and the honorable gentleman
from West Toronto, in general terms, asserted a feeling of the
country in regard to the Tariff which, in my opinion,
is wholly incorrect. The Finance Minister referred to the duty
on coal on several occasions, and he declared that that
duty was imposed in pursuance of the policy of creating good
feeling and inter-provincial trade,that all parts were benefitted
by it. Well, we desire to create good feeling as much as he
can. We desire to foster legitimate inter-provincial trade as
much as he can, but we altogether deny that either a good
feeling or legitimate inter-provincial trade can be created by
the process by which be seeks to accomplish these objects.
Now, it was very amusing to hear, in the very ncxt breath,
the hon. gentleman topple down his house of cards when ihe
said:-

"I rmay say, as a member of the Government, that if the American
people will take off their duty on coal and admit, free, the product of our
Nova Scotia mines, which lie convenient to their band, we will take off
our duty on coal, and let the West have theirs free as before."

Well, what about the kindly feeling and inter-provincial
trade ? Is kindly feeling to be restored and legitimate inter-
provincial trade to be created by the imposition of the coal
duty which forces Nova Scotia coal to the West; and yet is
the Finance Minister prepared to forego these advantages in
orderto secure the free admission of their coal intothe United
States ? But the hon. gentleman ventures to defend the tax on
another and wholly inconsistent ground. IIe defended it as a
revenue tax, in which case it could not produce, of course, that
kindly feeling by creating inter-provincial trade; and he said,
as a revenue tax, if we do not get the revenue out of you this
way we must take it some way else. As a revenue tax it fails
in its object of promoting inter-provincial trade and is besides
wholly indefensible, because the hon. gentleman is not entitled
to take revenue out of one section of the country and leave
the other untaxed. It is a local, sectional, partial tax, not
merely upon the whole country, nor upon a whole province,
butuponaparticular portion ofthe population ofthat province,
and therefore, as a revenue tax in that particular, and also
because it is a tax on a first necessity of life, and a raw
material in effect, it is wholly indefensible. The hon.
gentleman said the coal tax was not "a patch " tos

the coal oil duty. le declared that the imposition
of the coal oil duty was necessary to the building up of a
great industry, and that the industry was entitled to some
consideration. Why was it entitled to consideration ? Let
me give you the answer in the member's own words: "lIna-
much as we have not the free flowing oil wells tht theyhave
in the United States, but are obliged t produce it at a great
expense of unprofitable Itbor," we are compelled to inpose a
duty of 200 per cent, on the raw material and some-
thing like 60 per cent. on the manufactured article.
Well, upon this coal oil question I think another observation
has to be made. In the first Session of this Parliament, in
the very last days of the Session, a bill was passed, read
through its thrce stages, I think, in a day, perhaps in
a moment, without any time for its consideration. It was
known that what might be expected to happen did happen,
that the bill was a mistake in many material parts, that it
was ill considered, that the proper opportunity for consider-
ation by all parties interested had not been given, and the
natural result followed. Last Session, In just the same way-
not in all particulars, because in some respects the ques-
tion was under debate for a long while on the motion of the
hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby)-the Government
brouglit in a bill at the end of the Session, and it was run
through without any opportunty being given for enquiry or
investigation; and it lias turned out that, in one particular,
some of the unfortunate results of tlat legislation have been
due to that circumstance. I refer to the change in the specifie
gravity, which a letter written in the name of an oil producer,
states was known only to one party interested in the trade, and
the others were not able to discuss, and which has had the
effect of very largely inereasing the pride. I suppose, in this
Session, we shall have a third coal oil bill. I hope it will
be brought down iii such tine that information on a subject
sonmewhat abstruse and teclinical, and on which it is im-
portant that the views of those interested should be known,
may be obtained. The hon. gentleman also adverted to the
sugar duties, and more than once brought forward an isolated
fact in a manner whichi L regretted to observe, and which
was not intended no doubt, to produce a false impression, but
which did produce an impression wholly at variance with
the facts. The hon. gentleman used, at Stratford and at other
places, language like this:

a Let me point out another fact: It is this-that refined sugar has sold
at our refineries in Montreal for less than it could have been imported at
that time if the old tariff had been in existence. There may also at times
have been a slight increase in the price ; but though there was that slight
increase, you must remember that that increase has been amply covered
by the lower duty collected on the lower grades of sugar."

Now, Sir, what I complain of is that his statement indicated
that sugar was, as a rule, and upon the whole, not sold at
prices higher in Montreal under the new Tarif. The hon.
gentleman adverted to some occasions on which, owing to
the state of the market, there were no differences in price,
and he used that statement as indicative of the general result.
Well, Sir, that surprised me at the time, because those of us
who had looked at the discussions as they had been going on
from time to time, and hîad been observing the quotations,
were led to the conclusion that this would not be a fair in-
ference from the course of trade. I have not verified the
figures, but I have observed the figures which have been
published in a newspaper in the hon. gentleman's own city.
They show that the average lNew York price was $6.13,
which with the duty added would be 8.66, while the ave-
rage Montreal price was $.70, making on the average a
difference of $1.04, or $1,1 14,000 on our average imports,
and a much larger sum on our imports of 1880.
I believe, if you take all periods of the year, you will
find a general current of prices which would produce this, or
something like this, result. The general tone of the speech
lias been to attribute the-improvement in business largely
to the Tariff. We aver that that improvement is
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not due to, but in spite of, the Tari'if. It is quite
true that good harvests, a long continuance of econ-
omy, the circumstance that the export of lumber is
at very much better prices, as well as in increased demand,
and the circumstance that our good harvests are paying us
by reason of a fair price for grain, have produced a revival
in the business of the country. But it is to these circum-
stances that such a revival as has taken place is due; and that
revival, I believe, would have been much more marked if
our people, during the last few years, had been freer to trade
wherethey would have liked to trade, and to buy where
they would have wished to buy. I believe tbat the
restrictive, or so-called protective, influence of the Tariff
has been to delay and to diminish the advancing tide
of prosperity, instead of promoting it. If it be true, as
I hope it is, that we are entering upon a period of prosperity,
it is our duty to be wise in time, to remember that we have
had periods of prospérity before, and that they have been
followed, and will, according to all past experience and to
obvious reason, be followed by a period of reaction. It is
our duty as a Parliament, particularly, to be cautious with
reference to our permanent commitments. We must re-
member that at a former period, while the tide was on the
flow, hon. gentlemen opposite caleulated upon its permanent
advance, and that they made lasting commitments whieh it
was found difficult, or impossible, to meet or to break,
when the tide began to ebb. Our permanent commitments
ought to be based, not upon the progressive increase of
revenue during a time of prosperity, but upon the reasonable
average progress which we may expect, taking the flows of
prosperity and the recurrent ebbs of depressiòn altogether.
And if we neglect that consideration, and if we impose
burdens upon this country incommensurate with its average
rate of progress, a temporary period of prosperity will have
injured more than it will have improved our situation. This
applies to us ail. Every man of us in his private affairs
would act upon these views, and as a nation we must act
upon them or suffer the consequencès. The first duty of the
Administration, in my opinion, is, if the revenue does
show a surplus, to diminish the excessive burdens of taxation.
Those burdens of taxation have been imposed contrary to
pledges made by the hon. gentlemen before the elections,
because they said that the financial condition of the country
required them, because they said they found its financial
condition was so much worse than they had expected, tiat
it was necessary to impose burdens which they regretted.
Those burdens are onerous in the extreme, and if the
imposition of those burdens has produced a surplus, it is
contrary to the duty of the hon.-gentlemen to pretend to a
fictitious prosperity based only on receipts from excessive
burdens, and it is their duty to relieve the country from
some portion of that taxation the moment it has been found
unnecessary. And, in relieving the country from that
taxation, it is our duty first of all to consider which are the
most odious, the most partial, the most sectional, the least
prOductive taxes, to take away those taxes and to leave our
people unburdened by them, the freer to promote their
individual, and by promoting their individual, to promotei
the national prosperity. The hon. member for West Toronto
(àfr. Beaty) took, in my opinion, a somewhat questionable
view of the political situation. He said that we were all
perfectly contented, that there was no sectional difficulty,
no feeling of annoyance, that the Tariff was no longer the
Tarif of a party, but of the whole country. Did the hon.j
gentleman read the resolutions passed the other day at a
large meeting in British Columbia, which is going to have
its .railway, it seems, but which nevertheless declares that4
the Tarif has been very injurious to that country, that it isi
a burden and not a benefit ? Will the hon. gentleman invite,1
I do not say upon the floor of this House, but to a privatei
conference, such of hie colleagues as come from Nova Scotia,à
New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island, and discuss with1

Mr. BLAKE.

them the effect and operation of this Tarif, and find what
they have got to say about it,--about the feeling of their
people, its effect upon their provinces, and its proximate
effect upon the future of this whole Confederation, if some of
its iniquities be not removed? After the hon. gentleman
has had those opportunities which he may open to him
during this Session, I venture to say he will not flnd himself
able to revel any longer in that dream of universal happiness
and contentment produced from one end of the country to
the other by the Tariff which he adores. I hardly dare to
hope-yet hope I will-that our discussions may be charac-
terized by the spirit of caution and moderation which I have
suggested, that it may not be proposed to-day, as some
years ago it was proposed, to take advantage of. this
temporary tide of prosperity to plunge the country into
permanent commitments which its average rate of progress
will not permit. I hope, I say, that moderation may
characterize our counsels, and that our decisions may be
such as will redound to the honor and conduce to the advan-
tage of the country whose interests are committed to our
hands.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONAL D. Mr. Speaker, I must begin
by congratulating my two hon. friends, the mover and
seconder of this resolution, upon the able manner in which
they have addressed this louse--a manner which must have
been pleasing to the House. I must also congratulate ry
hon. friend who has just taken, his seat upon the vigorous
manner in which he performed the duties of the rather
forlorn position of leader of the Opposition in this House.
He has spoken well and vigorously, but while we receive
him and listen to him with pleasure as the leader of the
great Liberal party, I must say that his practice, as
shown by his conduct to-night, has not been that
of a Reformer'. Why he should return to the old fashioned
way of talking de omnibus rebus, and attempting to
introduce into the Speech from the Throne a discussion
upon every possible subject that can engage the atten-
tion of the louse, I do not know. We have had coal
and coal oil, the sugar duties, my Manchester speech, my
hon. friend the Finance Minister's visit to Bowmanville, in
fact every possible subject, with all sorts of suppositions and
rumours, introduced into the debate. "It is rumored here ;"
"it is stated in the organ of gentlemen opposite, there ;" and
" we have heard so-and-so so frequently that it must be true."
These rumours have formed the bases of the speech of the
hon. gentleman, who, in consequence of his having accepted
such rumours, has built up a series of card castles, which he
will find 'ere the Session is closed, will fall to pieces. Sir,
the hon. gentleman, though he had taken this course, cannot
expect, and I am sure the House cannot expect, that we will
follow him by taking up the several points to which he has
addressed himself. The hon. geñtleman has, however,
attained his object. He has pleased the House on both sides.
He has given us the opportunity of listening to an admirable
and eloquent discussion of public affairs; and he has given
great satisfaction, no doubt, to the gentlemen behind him.
But I decline, for one, to be drawn into a debate upon any
specific matter, until a bill, measure or resolution dealing
with that subject is before the House. The practice in Eng-
land, and in this country, which was adopted with the
approbation of both sides of the House, is that in the formal
acceptance of the Address in reply to the Speech from .the
Throne such remarks as may occur to the leaders on both
sides may be made, and the Address be then passed in order
that we may place ourselves in a position to go on asearly as
possible with the work of the Session. What good can the
dragging in of a discussion on the Tariff question, to-night,
do? We have discussed it for two Sessions. Whether it is
to be ultimately satisfactory to the country, is for the future
to say. Its discussion to-night can answer no good object;
and if we do not conclude its discussion to-night, we will in
fact lose a day, and be prevented fron entering as early as
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we should upon the consideration of the great question, for to the people their new railway measures in 1874, which
the discussion of which this House has been summoned. I effected a complote change with respect to the railway
thànk the hon. gentleman for the remarks ho has made with system and ospecially with reference to the construction of
respect toevery possible contingency -which may arise out the C(anadian Pacifie Railway ? Why was not there thon a
of the giving of the construction of the Pacifie Rail- dissolution and a measure submitted for the decision of the
way to a private company. While we thank him very Ieople ? The hon. gentlemen came into ofice in 1673.
much for the suggestions he has made, and for the They had prepared their messures before 1874. According
doubts lie as raised,, we cannot say we have little doubt to the doctrine laid down by the present leader of the
whether the measure, whon submitted to the louse, will Opposition, I do not believe the late leader of the Opposition
meet with the hon. gentleman's objections or bis approbation; ean, as a British parlismentarian, support the doctrine, the
but that it will be accepted, not only by this Ilouse b it by late Premier would have had, on account of the largeness of
the whole country as a satisfactory solution of the great ihe scheime, to have submitted bis proposals to the people
question wbich overhung the destinies of this country and before laying them before Parliainent. But we had a
whîch, in some degree, from the appriehension that the mea>ure in the ordinary way just as if it was to incorporato
country was going to be plunged by it into an nlimited ex- an 'rphan asylum. A bill was introduced, the ordinary
pense, has retarded the progress of the country and prevented parlianentary practiee was followed, the bill became law,
people from having in its future that confidence which it and enormous expenditures were incurred without a previous
deserves. I am satsified that this louso and the whole announcement of the measure to the people, and without
country will receiue a measure of relief from the responsi- asking them for their deision or their opinion upon i
bility which bas been thrown upon us in respect to the 1-owever, ir, I shal1 say no more about the Canadian Pacifie
construction of the railway. The hon. gentleman has said Raihvay except in this relation: the hon. gentleman alluded
-and this is the only other remark I shall make, in connec- to a rem ark of mine when I was caught on the wing at
tion with the Pacific Railway-that the Government ought Hlochelaga, when coning horne here to Ottawa, by a depu-
to have laid their arrangements before the country befre tation firom some of my political friends in Montreal ; and
Parliament was called. I do not think he could have meant when I said that contractors wero ready to go on with the
to go so far as that, because he is too good a Parliamentarian road and build it, whether the Parliament metin November or
not to know that such a course is eontrary to Parliamentary February, I stated whatwas the fact. The contractors are in
practice and principle. No measures of Parliament are to earnest, Mr. Speaker. The Syndicate are resolved to build
be submitted, in the manner at which he hints, to the people this road and they are able to do so; and they had such con-
for their approbation. Al1 measures are to be carefully fidence, in fact, in the arrangement being a fair one, both fbr
prepared and considered by the representatives of the people theniselves and for Canada, that they were confident itwould
specially elected for the purpose. The members of Parlia- meet with the sanction of Parliament whenever it was sub..
ment are to sit 'down together to consider the various mitted, and, therefore, if Government had told them "lgo on
questions before them, to listen to the views and opinions of at once and we are satisfied that Parliament will eonfirm our
their brother representatives, and to bring to bear upon action, and sustain you in whatever expenditure you have
every question, all the knowledge they can acquire regarding gone into," they would have been quite ready to have gone
it. .t is for them, according to the British Constitution, to on with the undertaking. And, Sir, notwithstanding sneers
deal with questions of this kind; and it is contrary to the that have been thrown out on the subject, I believe, the gen-
British Constitution to submit any complicatel measure for ,tlemen who have undertaken this great and responsible work
the discussion of the whole people. The hon. gentleman, who will complete it successfully, that they will run and work it
is a good parliamentarian, knows perfectly well, that we successfully, And that they will open up that country to the
would not have been carrying out the principles of the utmost extent which such a great enterprise is calculated to
Constitution, had we taken the course which he suggests. Lt cause; and in doing so,they will relieve this country ofimme-
is not a question of whether it would be an affront to Pai'i- diate responsibility of expenditure in building the road in a
ment or not, to lay these papers before the gi cat degr'ee and from apprehension that a great railway like
public in the first place rather than -before Parliament, this would be used as a political engine, and that, run as a Gov-
it is a question of principle involved in the difference erniment work, it would not be so satisfactory an institution,
between the A merican and the British systems. It is a or ncarns of opening up that country. While this would be the
matter of principle that, of all such subjects, Parlianient means of enabling parties who had gone into that work to
should have the first knowledge. Parliament should listen ceoive reasonable compensation for their expenditure, it was
to the proposals, and Parliament should be the tribunal to felt that they would accomplish the work infimitely botter
judge of their wisdom, because its member s are appointed than Goverrnment could possibly do. The hon. gentleman,
by the people te apply their best judgment to the decision in his remarks, then went on to speak about the land policy
of ail such questions. There can be no more imperfect of the Government. I think, Sir, that this is a question
tribunal, for the decision of any specifie question involving which the hon. gentleman ought to have well considered
details, than the whole country, no matter how well educated before he threw broad cast insinuations, net charges, with
and intelligent the people may be. The hon. gentleman respect to the land policy. H e says lie had read that certain
almost went as far as to say that we should have a plebiscit-e. people had been driven away from Turtle Mountain, and
le says that a question of this kind should have been sub- that notices had been issued, stating that people's claims
mitted to the people in the first place. Sir, we know what would not b recognized. What I can tell lie-hon. gentleman
a plebiscite means. A plebiscite means the machinery by is this: that the law of the land is there, and that the Govern-
which a tyrant forces a question upon the people. We know ment thought it well the. people should get notice
what that is in other eountries. We are not going to intro- of exactly what the law of the land was. 'Ihey were
duce the French system, the Imperial system here. We are told, lest they were mistaken, lest, lying under misap-
going to adhere to the grand old rule of the British Consti- prehension, they should fuel themselves - wronged. -here-
tution. But, Sir, if it was right, or obligatory, or expedient after. People got full notice of what the lawoftheland was;
that we should have submitted the measure to the people, and therefore if they acted in contravention of these laws,
involving, as it 'does, questions of great import, as to the they should do it at their own peril. Their attention was
expenditure of money and the development of the country, merely called to the character of the law and this was the
why did not the late Ministry, of which the hon. gentleman extent of any notice which was given. The hon. gentleman
was for a considerable time a member, and for some time a says, in .speaking of the influx of immigration into that
supporter, though occasionally not a very strong one, eubmit country, that the statement, or calculations rather, which I
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made last year were altogether inconsistent with facts. , I
regret very much to say, Mr.. Speaker, the estimate which
was formed by officers of the Government, under the best
evidence that could be well obtained at that time, bas not
been realised. I regret to say the extent of the immigration
bas not been so large as we had every reason to suppose
would be the case. There are some reasons for it ; but, in the
first place, I may say that the hon. gentleman bas, in his
statement, far underrated, I believe, the amount of the immi-
gration into the country this year. The hon. gentleman
said that instead of 25,000, not one third of this number had
arrived; but I believe the hon. gentleman is entirely wrong.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says

"No." One of the disadvantages connected with a discussion of
this kind with reference to the Speech from the Throne is,
that a rumor or statement is made, and documents are not yet
before the Bouse to show the utter fallacy and erroneousness
of the statement so recklessly made-so recklessly made, I
repeat, I have no hesitation in using that word. The hon.
gentleman spoke with a degree of glee and enthusiasm, and
of enthusiastie joy, regarding the fact that the country was
disappointed in its reasonable expectations that there would be
a large addition last year to the immigration. The hon.
gentleman said that be remembered how, when we were in
Opposition, we used to weep at the depletion of the country
owing to the malign influences of the late Government and
of free trade. Mr. Speaker, I do not know whether we
dropped any briny tears in Opposition, but I am quite
certain, we regretted it. We saw the consequences, the
coutinuing, the inevitable consequences attending the conti-
nued depletion of the country, if this country had remained
under their guidance. We regretted it, Mr. Speaker, but
certainly did not rejoice on account of it at the time.
On the other hand, my hon. friend seens to think he has
made a great point in being able to state that this country
was not so prosperous as we hoped it might be. He is one
of those men who, rather than have his own opinion contro-
verted would submit to any sacrifice. The hon. gentleman
bas stated, and hmas elaborated the statement with great
ability and zeal, that by no possibility could 4,his country
progress in the manner we had hoped and stated was within
the range of our expectations; and the hon. gentleman would
have been graver had his calculations been overborne by
contrary facts. There was a very good sketch of one of the
gentlemen who acted with my hon. friendin a late number of
Grip, in which the gentleman is represented as weeping, and
when he wa, asked what ho was weeping for said: "Oh,
have you not beard the bad news: that barley bas risen?"
The hon. gentleman gloats over the fact that the immigra-
tion into the country bas not come up to our expectations,
and though he may sufer from it himself as an owner .of
pro rty, and though the country niay suifer by its more
tary prosperity, yet he would make a sacrifice ofhimself and
the prosperity of the country for the sake of verifying his pro-
dictions. Hle is n the position of the man who laid a bet
with his co-laborer that ho could not carry him to the top of
the house in his hod. The bet wasimade and the man jumped
into the hod. By slow degrees the botter was landed on the
roof. "Now, ho said, 4lyou have landed me safely."
'-Well,, said the other, "I have got to pay you, but I am
sorry. You nearly made a stumble once."

fr. BLAKE. I thought I had a chance about the-third
storey.

8ir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With regard to the im-
migration, it has not, as we have been obliged to admit, been
equal to our expectations, but it bas been composed of a very
resptable and a very .wealthy clase. The exact numbers I
co d neot state until we lay the return before the House, but
I may say that the hon. gentleman bas greatly under-
estimated the amount of emigration into this country. I

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD.

can state this, that during my late visit to England with my
two bon. friends-Who will corroborate what Isay-I found
that Canada is creating great attention in England. There
was a rush of people of means and fortune wishing to change
their destiny by leaving the Mother Country for Manitoba
and the North-West. The hon. gentleman will say we have
no right to predict, because my predictions were not carried
out last year; bùt I will venture to say that he will fmid
that in 1881-unless it is dwarfed to some degree by the un-
patriotie exertions of some hon. gentlemen in Canada-
we will have a very large and a very satisfactory emigration
from the Mother Country. I hope also that the additional
aid of this railway company, which, like all other railway
companies having a grant of land has a distinct and great
immediate object and advantage in helping forward immigra-
tion, will have a very decided effect in that direction, and that
unless something unforeseen occurs, unless bon. gentlemen
opposite redouble their exertions to keep people out, we will
have a very large immigration into this country from this
time forward. There is no doubt that the speeches of the
bon. gentlemen opposite have been quoted in- England against
this Country. They were thrown up in our faces and quoted
as reasons why we could not ask Englishmento enter into
Canadian enterprises. I refer to the speeches of the bon.
member for West Durham and of the hon. member for
Lambton last year, but we have, besides the silent speech,
the likeness of the former hon. gentlemen which appears in
the pamphlet I hold in my hand. We have here the expres-
sive face of my bon. friend-a very good likeness, but not
quite so handsome as the original. And we have too,
" Extracts from the Hon. Edward Blake's famous speech
delivered in the Canadian louse of Commons." When, in
addition to the hon. gentleman's speeches, in addition to his
vast influence, we have the handsome, intellectual and
expressive contenaneeof my hon. friend along with these
speeches going among people who do not know him so well
as we do-and we can scarcely resist him-I say is it any
wonder that some should be found who are not proof
against his wiles, and who believe his statement that Canada
is the great recruiting ground for the- United Stats, that
some have been led away by the exertions of the bon.
gentleman and his friends, who otherwise would have
made their homes in our own territories. The hon.
gentleman (Mr. Blake) alluded to the Civil Service Com-
mission mentioned in the Speech. Well, the Government,
as the bon. gentleman truly states, -was prepared to bring
down a measure on the subject last Session, -and the more
we looked at the question the larger it appeared, and the
point the Government wished to arrive at more satisfactorily
than any other connected with the Civil Service was that
respecting the outside service, which bas never been really
studied in any systematic way with à view or desire to arrive
at any organic change or improvement This, I need not
say, is not a party question. It is a question in which hon.
gentlemen opposite are equally interested with thle Govern-
ment of the day. Should the time ever come-I am sorry
to say, for the future of this country that their time may
come some day-that they will be on this side of the House,
I have no doubt they will gladly profit by any changes
this Commission may suggest, if they be amendments; and
I think they will assist the Government in carrying out such
changes. This is a matter, as bas been said, in which there
is no immediate, earnest, burning necessity, and this question
can, therefore, be fairly and fully examined, and the
result of this examination, which, I think, will be thorough
and exhaustive, will be laid before the House. While the hon.
-gentleman (Mr. Blake) rather taunted us with our want of
energy and zeal in this matter, t am not aware that on.
gentlemen opposite took up the subject with any energy. I
think it was left to the solitary exertions of my hon. friend
opposite, from West Elgin, (Mr. Casey), who bas followed it
up zealously, eagerly and with a sincere desire t efeot what
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woùld be a pleasure to us all, the improvement of the effici- Parliament, if ho tbinks that, cither by act of the Cor-
eney of thq Civil Service. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) miwioners, or by the slurring of his caso-by the avoidance
alluded to another Commission, which he said was of mach or hringing up of any testimony, for the aequitting or
more importance. In the flrst place, ho protested against clearing of any man, any injusticebas been dune. This
such a Commission at ail. lie said, I protest against this as Ilouse iili readily protect any man or any nuînber of
in 1873 I protested against the other Commission on the individuals who can make ont any case of injury or-prejudice
P>acific Railway Scandal question. lie protested it was un- te th"ir standing by the evidence taken befoe, or the report
constitutional, improper, altogether contrary to the principles of, the Commission. But the most extraordinary foaturo
which should actuate anyGovernment, or should be sanctioned is this, that the hon, gentleman, while in the first place ho
by any Parliament. Among other things, ho said theprotests against the Commission as being improper, iliogal
Government should not choose their own judges. Well, this and unconstitutional, states it is a oneided tribunal, that wo
is not a matter of judgment. There is a special Statute on ought te have men on it from both aides. But the hon.
the Statute book providing that, whenever any enquiry is gentleman would net Bit on it himeolf When the
neocessary for the good government of Canada, the Govern- last Commission was issued in 1673, the hou, gentleman and
ment of the day shall have power to issue a Commission and his hon. friends protestod against it as being unconstitu-
demand an aceount. So the power of the Government, under tional; they would net sit on it; and thcy would net sit, on it
the A ét, is beyond a doubt. If they have that power, they now. Lt would ho absurd to ask those hon, gentlemen to-sit
must, of course, have power to selectthe Commission. I will on a Commission which they deciared te ho uneonstitutionat
venture to say that in this case the choice of the Commis- and improper. The lon. gentleman to-day took up the saine
sioners will do no discredit to the Government in the eyes ofpoints as ut Toronto, in bis successful campaign there, and
the Ilouse or of the country. It was announced in the init have therefore spared us the repetition, whieh had
louse, press and country that there lad been gross impro- rather the air of a twice-told tale. But with respect te thii
prieties-this had been made the battle-ground of both parties same Mancliter matter, it arose thus: 1 was in London,
-there were charges and counter charges of misconduet of net as Mr. Bethune said, bocause 1 was a!raid to meet the
official subordinates, and even insinuations as well as assertions electors cf West Toronto, but I was in 0ngland on the
with regard to members of the Government. It is absurd to sup- purpose, which yen ail know, that of'forming the syndicate.
pose that a Committee of the louse could by any possibility iflecn niberB of Parliient connected with the Mar-
satisfactorily examine into matters of that kind. It would chester interestaskcd te sec me. AtfirstIthoughtitwould
be a faîrce, a most perfunctory enquiry if' made here, in be ne goed, but on the whole concluded it would ho dis-
Ottawa, dragging witnesses from British ColumiLia and the courteous not te meet thein. 1 was told it was for the
Georgian Bay, for the purpose of a full enquiry. Tihe only purpose cf these gentlemen attempting to impress upon me
consequence cf this enquiry will bc this: if the C'ommis-the iiPjury that the trade , cfLancaster and Manchester
sieneris wili carry eut their commission honosy and im- especialy were suffering frem our taif, and met theidn
partiaily, they wili enquire inte ail the proceedingsconnected that purpose. Instead, however, of their pressing upon me
with the railway. They will report witheut foi', favor or as a member of the Canadian mnove oanment, the great bard-
affection, what they eonsid*ias been wrong, -vhat extrava- slips that wthey complaied our fllow-ountrymen ic
gant,_ what weli done-what parties are liable te, censure, IManehiester and Lancashir'e werc Bsuffering from; instead et'
who are werthy cf praise. 1 can tnly say this-and if my making an appeal te Canada teatern theftarif in order t
word ho doubted, we eau pr-ove te the House-that neteue assist their trade, these gentlemen got up and delivered me a
single word cf instruction, net a single word cf insinuation, Cobd ite lecture, telling me the peopleof Canada were bols,
not one hint lias been given te the Commissioners or any of'that our tarif was nonsense, that we wre ruiing Canada,
them as te the manner in which they should perforin their anîd for them salvaticu cf Canada it was alîsolutely neoeesary
duty. The Commission itself tells them what the objeetcf we should altei our tarif. ias aiolined te say, the pewple
the enquiry is. They are told,-there are your instructions,cf Canada knew thugei own btfsimehs aide.l as the peoplen
and there are te hoc ne otheî'. The Govei'nment sent ne Mlanclhester. The hon. gentleman ouight net Ix) have takei
officer with them te guide the, ne lega man tepu g a that verbal wod ont iy o ,when hoiWsi 1 ohe in
charge against oeeman or withdraw a charge againt another. the prese t tense. i was giving thm the rason why Can du
Thoyheft the Cemmissioners completely unbouud in the ougiht to ater the taif, and wns showing that under the
future, te, go where they might, te do what they chose, te influence cf fic trade wheîî our îuarkotsi were open te
eal Bach witnesses as they pleased. 1 ieve it will beflio th eild manutfaitern and theyirs wlosed to us, wo
satifadory ten the Ilouse and countoIy te have a thorougt had neahopeu f manufactuhring in Canada, and that all the

nquiry, the more especialfy befoi'e one of the measures cf the ability, Contructive kil, skilled labor, everybody iinfact
Governintp-thatif transferring te a railway company th i but those who were engaged in agricultain labor, was
construction cf the road-is adopted; that the exact pmsi- drawn te the United States. du order te prevent this, this
tien of the road, the exact truth or falsity cf the tarif was introduced, and tabelieve the trif was and would
charges, insinuations or suggestions that have hé successfal in one cf the objecta for whieh it was got up.
been made may ho ascertained the exact state of the case nt The aon. gentleman says I stated it was arevenue tarif. t
the time -the road is handed over by the Governnent is a revenue tariff and an incbidentaI protective arifn t the
te the company ho fuliy known. The enquir*y saine time. The hon, gentleman may remnember for years8
èhotild elicit the facda as te the circumstances under whiph and yeas the Conservative party adhered tthe ne state-
the Goverumnent and Parliamentcf Canada handed over this mont that the tarif should be soreausted that while it
great work to this groat ompany. lu the meantime, ne would meet the revenue requirements of the country, and
man is eondeinned by that enquiry, ne one convicted by it. equalize the revenue and expenditure, it would incidentally,
As the hon. gentleman said, it is a Commission cf Enquiry, ut the saine tiro, devetop a d foIter the varied interestheof
and therefore -mat, in one sonse, ho a one-sided tribunal. It the country. That is the resolution which I moved
mwust ho appointed by the Government cf the day, and there- years ago. It was earried eut after the présent Goverumenit
fore. it mnay ho supposed the Governinent onglit te have came te powor, and 1 say it here, and the country knowm it,
some infuence or interet in the sletion of the Commis- ithat both objecti have been gained, that we have changed a
sioners. But, that enquiry is not binding or conclusive spdefciieny intea sulus, equaized revenue and expenditure,
upon any man. Eveiy man, the moment the epot is restored onfidence at home and oabreadsin the resouros
submitted te the r l sey wa core bwfore Parliamorrt, and and credit of Canada. At the sainent thme honorable
elai a Committee tf t tieHuse, and protection f eos gentlemen opposite cgnnot but fail tel sec that in
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every part of the country new nanufacturing indus-
trie# are being established and old ones extended, lifted
out of the slough of despond, and now becoming centres of
industry, employing a population, which otherwise, in
my languag'e to the Manchester people, musi have gone off
in sheer despair to the United States. The hon. gentleman
bas spoken about the Indian supplies, and I regret that he
should speak about rumors of extravagance, rumors of dis-
tributions of silks and wax candles. That is going a little
too far. The hon. gentleman must sec that such rumors must
be founded on a very weak basis. That there have been large
expenditures, owing to very inadequate means of transport,
and very inadequate means of checks on subordinates, as
bon. gentlemen opposite have found, I am free to admit.
There has been one case, certainly, of wanton extravagance
in the conduct of an officer, which was most unexpected in
one of his standing and experience, and be has been removed
fi-om office. With that exception, I am not aware that the
distributing officers have not performed their duty. It
is unwise to allude to rumors unless the allusion is
followed by a distinct statement of facts, with the
evidence connected with those facts, I may have, perhaps,
trespassed on the rule I laid down that we should get-
through as soon as possible with the Speech from the Throne
in order that we should get at work. I will again con-
gratulate my hon. friend on bis very able speech, but I will
say however, that I think ho ought to take rather a saf out
of the hon. the Finance Minister's book. My hon. friend has
stated he was very much obliged to the Finance Minister for
having visited bis constituency, for having visited its
factories and made speeches which proved good advertise-
ments. Could not the hon. gentleman also make some
speeches whieh would be an advertisement for the good of
the country, instead of making speeches for the purpose of
keeping people out of the country, or sending people away
who are in the -côuntry by showing them the superior
advantages of every other country but bis own. Let him
follow the example that he praises in bis bon. friend. If it
is good for my hon. friend the Finance Minister, it is
good for the hon. gentleman to give the same assist-
ance to the country of bis nativity which is proud of
him and in which he bas not displayed the -confidence
which I think ho ought to have donc as a public man.
The hon. gentleman, in bis opening remarks, spoke about the
election in North Oxford. He said he was happy to tell us
that Mr. Sutherland is'a Reformer, and read a statement of
Mr. Sutherland's that he is a Reformer and that bis father
was a Reformer before him. That may be truc. I have no
doubt it is truc; but I say that in this House and this coun-
try there are many men who can say that they are Roform-
eré and that their fathers were Reformers before them, and
who have confidence in the policy of the present Government.
But, Mr. Speaker, I have no reason to doubt, that, in the more
party sense of the word, Mr. Sutherland is an opponent of the
Government and a supporter of the hon. gentleman opposite.
But there are Reformers and Reformers, and it is a significant
circumstance that such an old Grit constituency as the North
iRiding is, should throw over the candidate selected and ordered
by the organ of bon. gentlemen opposite, the man of ail work,
M1r. Patullo, the agent of the Reform party and its organizer-
in order to choose a man who bad less previons connection with
the official leaders of the party. But the hon. gentleman not
only aseorts that Mr. Sutherland is as good asMr.Patullo, and I
have no doubta little better, but he says that there was a moral
victory or somethingofthatkind in WestToronto, that my hon.
friend (Mr. Beaty) has no cause to boast of his triumph there.
I think he hasa great deal to boast of. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Blake) and the other leaders of the Opposition went there in
order to defeat him. AIl the guns ofthe Opposition were there
to aid in defeating the bon. member for West Toronto, while I
like a coward,and some othermembers ofthe Governmentwent
off to .Fngland. He was elected, notwithstanding the able
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speech of my hon. friend. The hon. gentleman thought he
was going to have more than a moral victory, and 1 think
ho told the people of Toronto that he had travelled over- 800
miles in order to join with them in the great victory they
were going to achieve. I am sorry my hon. friend's retire-
ment at the seaside was interrupted so needlessly. It was a
great sacrifice on bis part, and all-I can say is, that I condone
with my hon. friend that he made the sacrifice and did not
get the victory.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Mr. Speaker, I wish to >y a word
before you put the motion. I have no intention of extending
the discussion, because I am quite certain that hon. gentle-
men opposite and we on this side are satisfied that it should
stop where it is. But the hon. leader of the Government
accused the hon. member for Durham (Mr. Blake) of vio-
lating the practice that was established many years ago in
this country of allowing theAddress to pass pro forma,
leaving the matters of which it treated to be discussed after-
wards when specific subjects were brought up. Now, Sir,
du;ing the last year of my incumbence Parliament met on
the 11th of February, and the bon. gentleman himself (Sir
John A. Macdonald) led an opposition of eight days to that
Address. There are 346 pages of Hansard taken up almost
entirely by hon. gentlemen thon in Opposition, now on the
Ministerial side, and yet the hon. gentleman, with that forget-
fulness which characterizes him sometimes, now reproacher
the leader on this side of the House with violating the
practice which ho says was established many years ago.
Why, Sir, I was quite astonished when I heard the hon.
gentleman's speech. I appealed to him on that occasion,
but bis answer was that though the speech itself was as
innocuous in its wording and neutral in its character as any
speech could be, yet the member for Norfolk had intro-
duced some subjects in his speech, and therefore we must go
on with the discussion. Now, Sir, I think the speech of the
hon. member for Durham did not touch in detail any subject
which is likely to he discussed before us. It dealt with
general principles, and although the hon. gentleman
may object to it, as a speech on the Address it was
perfectly legitimate. Nay, Sir, it would have been
legitimate if we had gone into a discussion for days,
because the Speech challenges contradiction, the Speech
affirms what it otùght not to affirm-that "it will be
satisfactory to know that the existing tarif lias not
only promoted the manufactures and -other products of the
country," and so on. Now, 1 maintain that it did nothing
of the kind, nd I maintain that it would have been the privi-
loge of the leader of the Opposition to enter into a dei ailed
argument te show that this was a misstatement of the facts-
to go into a formal and. exhaustive discussion to show the
injury the tarif has done to the manufactures of the country
as well as the great industry of farming. Farming is an in-
dustry as much as making shoos or any other industry, and
the farmers are entitled to protection from the tariff of hon.
gentlemen opposite. We do not propose to go into that, but
1 merely call attention to this to show that the Speech is
not worded so as to invite that form of discussion which the
hon. gentleman thinks should have been adopted, and which,
I think, was adopted. The hon. First Minister complainp
because a ministerial paper printed some garbled extracts
from the speech of the hon. member for Durham, and placed
a portrait of the hon. member at the head of the Speech to
prevent emigrants from coming into the country. The
First Minister should get out a counter fly-sheet, and put
bis portrait at the hoad of it so as to attract emigrants
into the country. That would be a just method of retaliation,
and no one who had aen the portraits side by side could
hesitate for a moment. The hon. gentleman says that
my hon. friend from- Durham wished to have a sort of
plebiscite or vote of the people before some great coup d'état
which be expected. Nothing of the sort was said or implieds
but it was implied that the public out of doors, of whom we
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are the representatives, ought to know something of such a1
great scheme as this. The hon. gentleman says that I, while.
at the head of the late Administration, gave no premonitoryi
indications of the measure I was about to introduce. If the1

~hon. gentleman looks at my address to the electors of Lambton,i
he will find that the scheme is laid down there in greatj
detail, and he will find, if he looks at the votes, that hè himselfi
pratically approved of that scheme when it was brought here.
We made no delay in bringing in our measure, but we only1
brought it in after it had been discussed for weeks by the
press of the country. I listened with a great deal of interesti
to the hon. gentleman to learn whether he would confirm or1
reject the rumor that I heard in a very influential quarteri
that we were expected to decide this matter before Christmas.i
The hon. gentleman did not choose to do so. If he has
forgotten it, I will be glad to give way to him now to tell
us whether it is his deliberate purpose to give this Ilouse
but ten days in whieh to agree to a measure upon pain of
being punished by not having a holiday.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will tell the hon.gen-
tleman that, with the assistance of the majority of this
louse, such is the intention of the Government, for the reason

given in the Speech. It is important thatif this policy is to
be carried out, it should oe carried out ut once. Immigration
very much depends upon it. The company cannot organize,
nor take any stop to bring out emigrants before the contract
is ratified. They have oaly got January, February and
March to prepare the work in. Emigrants will bo here in
May, and it is of very great importance, if Parliament is
going to adopt the arraligement, that it should do so with all
convenient speed. We consider it of so much importance
that we shall ask the House to take it into early and earnest
consideration; and to remain here with as short a Christmas
interval as possible until it is passed.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Of course I can tell the bon. gen-
tleman at once that, so far as I am concerned, if his measure
is a right one, a just one, I shallnot only offer no opposition,
but I will help him through with it. But if
his measure, as I fear it wili, be what it
ought not t> be, then I want time to discuss it, and
I shall probably occupy some little time in doing so, because
I considewit is my duty as a represontative of the people to
discuss a measure fraught with such great consequences to
the country as this is. But, Sir, if these gentlemen who are
now in such a desperate hurry to bring out emigrants,
had so much confidence two months ago that everything
was right and that they could go ahead safely upon the
assurance that the hon. gentleman opposite could give then,
how is it that they are in such a hurry now?

Sir JOHUN A. MACDONALD. They have confidence
enough to spend their own money, but not confidence enough
to make statements to the whole of the population of Europe.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is always a little
too sanguine about his immigration schemes. We have
had two statements from him during the last two Sessions,
and both of them were so very inaccurate as predictions
that I am afraid we cannot pay much attention to more
speculative opinions advanced at the present time. These
opinions are valuable only in so far as we see ground for
hoping that they may be realized. What is wanted, in the
North-West I will not enter upon to-night, because I mean to
discuss that pretty fully from information I have. I have
merely to say that no immigration scheme that can be devised
in connection with the railroad, or otherwise, can be success-
ful so long as the present system is carried on by the
Department of which the hon. gentleman is the head ; I do not
say who is to blame for the matter; that I will discuss on
another occasion. The hon. gentleman says it is preposterous
and ridiculous to have witnesses dragged before a Committee
of this House in order to give information, such as it is now
sought to obtain, I presume, by the commission appointed by

the hon. gentleman opposite to investigate the Pacifie
Railway contracts. Well, it is very late to discuss that
now, because the hou. gentleman and his immediate
friends behind him have been promoting arrange-
ments of this kind every year for the last, five years,
and prosecuting inquiries in the Senate, where they had an
absolue majority the whole time, in the most exhaustive-I
will not say unfair, because the reports will show that-in
the most exhaustive manner. So it was in regard to this
House, both before the honorable gentleman took office, and
since, and it is, surely, a most extraordinary position to take,
that the Government is not to allow this House to express
an opinion, or to attempt toe collate facts. That must be done,
it seems, after this, by a Royal Commission, and we may
express our opinion upon it, if we like, after that is all done.
Now, I have only to say that if that is the honorable gentle-
man's idea of a Uomnission, it is wholly different frm mine.
I admit that the Government may appoint a Commission to
do certain things. The scope of such Commission is laid
down pretty fullyandfairly in May's Parliamentary Practice,
and tihere it is confined te a certain lino. But this
Commission bas beon examining Ministers, and other parties
upon the poliey of Governmont, upon the route of the Pacifie
Railway, even upon matters which they can have no know-
ledge of, and no business to inquire into.' Now, what we
wanted to know was whore the Commission obtained any
instructions to do this, or if there were instructions apart
from the commission which seems to authorize those gentlemen
to do what Parliament, I presume, will never sanction. I
can hardly believe that gentlemen on the other side of the
House will set aside their own dignity, to use their present
phrase, and the independence and privileges of Parliament
in order to have certain friends of the Government appointed
upon a Commission to do things which they have no right to
do. That is the position the matter is in. I merely mention
these few things as matters that seem to come prominently
before the Hopuse sinee cthe hon. gentleman spoke. I also had
some expectation that te hon. gentleman would have
answered the shtatement of my hon. friend respecting emigra-
tion fron Canada. Thel hon. the Finance Minister denied the
statement published from official documents in the United
States. The hon. gentleman was horrified, to use his own
words, while in Eastern Townships two years ago to find that
so many Canadians went to the United States. The hon.
member for West Durhain (Mir. Blake) gave a list of figures
for the last ton years, includi'g the last season, and the hon.
gentleman opposite did not venture to challenge the accuracy
of any of those statements.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONAL P. Yes, I did ; I stated that
the hon. gentleman was altogether wrong, and I instanced it
as one of the imconveeinces of discussing these things now.

Mr. MACKENZI E. I am speaking of the emigration from
Canada.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. It is the same thing
exactly.,

Mr. MACKENZIE. Oh, io, it is not the same thing pre-
cisely, one was going and the other coming. That matter
will no doubt be brought up again, because the honorable
gentleman must have an oportuity to verify his statements,
and show how it was that he was borrified a few years ago
when we were in power at a thing that ought to terrify him
now if he was horrified then.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I rise to correct a wrong impre -
sion which may go to the country and may be- drawn from
the speech of theb hon. member for Durham, in- :respect to
emigration. Undoubtedly it has done a great injury to the
cause of emigration, on the other side of the water, to publish
such reports as that there were 17,000 who went away from
Canada. If theb hon. member will, for one moment, think
of the number of people he will see that these pe->ple have
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arrived at Port Huron. Now, then, I have seen it stated
that the number who passed there was 99,000. How many
would have to pass there every day? There would have to
be 300 emigrants pass there every week-day of the year,
and something over. As a matter of fact, I have investigated
the matter, and [ may now state, for the information of my
friend, the member for Lambton, I find that all the tickets
that have been so d and that»have been given do not amount
to two-thirds ofthat number. I find that the number of those
who proceeded to the west did not amount to anything like
that number; fnot more than two-thirds. I find that the
whole number of people who went that way and bought
tickets to come back was less by 15,000 than that number.
I will be able to lay these figures before imfy hon. friends, and
I will be able to show them what is the state of things ; but
I would ask, is this patriotic, is it right to send statements
like these broadcast and have them published on the
other side of the water. As to the number of emigrants
we have had iu this country, let me tell them that the
emigration this year is very much larger, it is more than
double that of last year. They are men of means who have
come irito the country, and a large amount of capital has
been brought in. When we speak of the emigration to the
North-West, it is true that in the summer the
number that bas gone there has been less than
expected, but it is equally true that we have
had a very wet season, and my hon. friend, the late
Finance Minister, knows that is one of the causes why pee-
ple could not get there. Then, again we hoped to have been
able to have had a railroad in the interior of the country,
that the emigrants might have gone on, but. unfortunately,
the wet weather came and the people could not get into the
country, and the emigration fell off. I should be sorry to
have these remarks of the hon. gentleman go forth in the
country, and I am sure they would be sorry themselves that
a false impression should be caused by their being circulated
on the other side of the water.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I regrét exceedingly
to be obliged to go into this question to-night, but as I took
it upon myself, after full consideration and examination of
this matter, to make certain statements with respect to
emigeation from Canada to the. United States, I feel that
I cannot possibly permit the assertions of the hon. the
Minister of Agriculture to pass without comment. I regret
as much as, and probably more than the bon. gentlemen
opposite, the enormous exodus which bas gone on, and is
still going on every day, from Canada to the United States.
But I say this, that no greater act of folly, no greater act of
unpatriotism could be perpetrated than for the Opposition to
shut their eyes, or to allow the Government to shut their
eyes, to this extremely unhappy and unfortunate state of
things. It is the duty of this Iouse, and especially of those
members who are on the Committee of Emigration, to probe
this matterto the bottom. When I made the statement at the
Town ofGodei-ich that a certain number of Canadians had gone
from this country to the United States, I had taken all the
spains that could be taken to ascertain the manner in which
the United States authorities estimated these people. I say
here, on the authority of Mr. Nimmo, the head of the Bureau
of Statistics in the United States, that this 99,000 odd who
left Canada for the United States in the year ending 30th
June, 1880, were persons who had declared their intention
of becoming settlers in the United States. I say that the
United States Customs authorities do not take cognizance of
stray and casual passengers. I have crossed the frontier
twenty times myself, and I suppose hon. gentlemen borej
have crossed it a hundred times, and were they counted ini
that nuinber ? At the proper time and place I will produce1
statistics from the United tates which contain two distinct1
columns, in one of which are entered all the assengers, and-
the other including those who formally declare their -inten-
tion of becoming settlers in the United States, and the
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Customs authorities pass their goods free of duty in conse-
quence. I much fear that when that matter comes up it
will be found that the figures of the United States authorities
are indeed inaccurate, but most unhappily in this, that they
seriously under-estimate the number of those who are leaving
the country. lon. gentlemen, as usual, choose to get up
bere and make random and reckless assertions,as they did
before, without taking the trouble to examine the United
States authorities. 1 venture to say the hon. Minister of
Agriculture bas not taken the trouble to examine the recent
United States returns, and if ha bas examined them hemust
know that one of two things is the case, either thoise returns
are falsified, or else those facts I stated on the authority of
the United States Customs returns are literally truc.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I would inform theb hon. gentle-
man that I sent a man to that very port, and he asked the
Collector how he got at the figures. "Why," says he, "I
can tell pretty well by looking at the train; I never counj
them."

Sir RCHARID J. CAnrWRIGHT. - Mr. Nimmo, over
bis own signature, expressly denies that, and Mr. Sanborn,
the Collector at Port Huron, over bis signature, expressly
states that that is a falsehood. I will not say yhether Mr.
Sanborn is at fault or whether the agentof the bon. Minister
is, but I say this, that this matter has been brought to the
attention of the Collector at Port Huron, and he has, in the
most formal fashion, over bis own signature, denied the state-
ments of the bon. the Minister of Agriculture on the authority
of bis subordinate. Let us look into this matter, let us ,as-
certain fron what causes this tremendous exodus from Canada
is taking place, and if it appears, as I believe to be the
case, that, to a large extent, it is due to the enormous tax-
ation under which sections of this country are laboring, then
I say, on their own evidence, out of their own mouths, these
bon. gentlemen are convicted of having attained power under
false pretences, of having utterly failed of redeeming any
and every one of the pledges they made.' They told us their
dearest desire was that Canada should be for the Canadians,
that their hearts were breaking by reason of the enormous
depletion of our people, and during the first year their Tariff
bas been in operation, as my hon. friend bas said, the
emigration has been five-fold greater than it was the last year
my hon. friend conducted the affairs of this country. 1 am
not disposed to protract the discussion on the Address, but I
will say that if the bon. the First Minister had designed and
invited discussion on the Tariff, he could not have donc better
than to allude to it in the way he bas done in the Speech.
What is that paragrapb? That

" It will be satisfactory to us to find that the existing tarif has not only
promoted the manufactures and other 'products of the country."
Now, Iwould like to have the First Minister explain how he
promotes other products than manufactures by a tariff-how
ho promotes wheat, beef, lumber. The bon. gentleman arro-
gates to himself a particular blessing of Providence on him-
self. I think he will find it difficult to show that the tariff
ho bas specially designed to cause certain lines of goods to
be manufactured in this country, can have any particular
effect on the production of those leading articles to the addi-
tional production of which this prosperity has been due.
Now, my impression is, that the improvement which bas
taken place is clear enough, and that it is due to causes en-
tirely beyond the control of theb hon. gentleman. It was not
due to the bon. gentleman that there has been a revival of
trade in the United States, owing to which we have been
able to sell them a larger quantity of lumaber than before; it
is not due to bis policy that there have been two good
harvests on this side of the Atlantic, and two bad or indifferent
harvests on the other side. I do not think the Firat
Minister would aasert that the National Policy cau have
effected the growth of cereals or our capacity to sel lumber
to other countries. When we are told that the affect of the
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Tai has been, by promoting manufactures, largely to forward by Lord Brougham and others somewhat in the line
hlerease the revenue of- the Dominion,*'I would like to eallofthose expressod by the First Minister to-night. But what
attention to the fact that the whole policy of those hon. were the fhcts upon which these opinions wero founded? At
gentlemen was to stop the importation of dutiable goods. that time there were many close boroughs sending mombers
;% aueged that the enormon importation of dutiable to Parliament. Some members had not a score of constitu-

w, g reat evil, that we imported far too much. ents, although representing populous cities, and Lord
They were to institute manufactures here, which were to Brougham, in bis41Political PhilosopIl," expresses the
take the place of a large portion of the goods then imported. opinion that the views of the ectors, looking at
Now, just -by so much as the hon. gentleman's policy has the smallness of their numbers, and at the fact that
been successful, in causing our own manufacturers to that a large portion of the people were excluded from the
make those goods we formerly imported, just by so much fanchise, ought not to be taken as the opinion of the
must: they be ex necessitate, unsuccessful in helping the people. And why? l3cause thoso constituents were rocog-
revenue. You may give employment to 10,000 persons nized simply as trustees for the whole population. But whon
producing goods to the value of a million and a quarter, the franchise is extended to the mass of the population,
which you formerly imported and on which you formerly then the condition of things is entirely changed, and the
received duties, but you cannot at the same time stimulate population I;aye a right to know what une Parliament wil
the manufacture of -such goods and yet increase the take upon certain important publie questions. Lot me read,
revenue received on the same class of imported goods. for the information of the buse, a passage from Mr. May's
I think it will be botter, as the First Minister work on the constitutional history o England. In roferring
has stated, to 'reserve, until the Trade and Navigation to this very question, lie says:
Returns are in our hands, a discussion of how far the rmanu- 1'The political education of the people, the publicity of al.Parlia-
factures of this country have been promoted by the Tariff. As mentary proceedings, and the free discussions of the press, have com-
far as my observation goes the effect has been that certain of bined to lorce upon constituencies the estimation of measures as well as of
our leading manufactures have been largely discouraged by men. -ence candidates have songht to recommend themeelves by the ad-
the operation of theTariff, while certain others have beenr asures; and constituents have expecteexplicittho portio oftheTrif, wilecerain thes hve eendeclarations>of the political faith of candidates. And how cari it be con-
benefitted. You have not added one penny to the wealth of tended that upon such measures as Catholic Emancipation, Parliamentary
the country, but have taken out of the pockets of the large Reforr and the Repeal of the Corn Laws, constituencles were net entitled
mass of consumers considerable sums of money, and, instead to now the opinions of their members. Unless the electors are to be

dcprived of theïr voice ini legisiation, such occasions as these were surely
of putting it into the Treasury, have put it into the pockets fit for their peculiar vigilance. At a dissolution the Crown las often ap-
of a favored few. The effect has been, as correctly stated by pealcd directly to the sense of the pcople, on the policy of great public
the hon. member for Lambton, that you have discouraged measures; and how could they rcspond to that appeal without satisying
those leading industries for which Canada has special thensclyes regarding the opinions and intentions of the candidates?"
advantages, and which have hitherto flourished, and that it If that principle holds good with regard to those measures
is in no small-measure to this cause that we may attribute then befbrc the people of England, it lolds equally good with
the exodus which we deplore. regard to an important mensure like this. In Great Britain

Mr. MILLS. I wish to make an observation on a state- theré have been many appeals from the adverse vote of Par-
ment of the right lion. gentleman as to the un-British char- liament, beause it was recognized that in the end public
acter of the proposal of the leader of the Opposition about opinion must govern. In 1831, when the King was advised
acquainting the country with the contents of the measure by Earl Grey's government to dissolve Parliament and
about to be submitted upon the Pacifie Railway. The posi- appeal to the country, the King infbrmed the House that ho
tion taken by the right lion. gentleman seems to me a very was about to prorogue thom with a view to a dissolution for
extraordinary one. He says that the proposition of my the purpose of ascertaining whether the poii of the
hon. friend-that the Government should have disclosed the Government, or the other Chamber, was that Of tho nation.
contract made with the Syndicate-is incompatible with le qppcaled to thc nation for the purpose of ascertaining
our system of government. Weil, that is not the general wlether the Reform Bill which had been submitted by
opinion of statesmen on the other side of the Atlantic, nor bis advisers was one of which the nation approved. If it
was that the opinion of the hon. gentleman himself when was not bis intention to consuit the peopie, thon thero wai
he made known the terms of ihe Washington Treaty, some no object in dissolution. If the hon, gentleman is right, thon
months before Parliament met. He will find, upon enquiry, no govrnment ouglt to have the power of advising a disso-
that Lord Beaconsfield made known to the people of Eng- lution. The right to dissolve ought to be taken away from
land the fact of the purchase of shares of the Suez Canal, and the Crown, £or an adverse vote in Parliament should be con-
also, that when Lord Beaconsfield refurned froin Germany, clusive, even if the Administration think the country
although Parliament was in session, he did not hesitate to entertain a different opinion. It is perfectly obvions
declare, in general terms, what had been done at the Confer- that this Bouse, if the opinion of the people can
ence of Berlin. Moreover, the position taken by the right hon. ho known upon a public question, las no riglt
gentleman is wholly inconsistent with his accepting office in whatever to pursue a policy in contravention te the
September, 1878. He thought, at that time, that the opinions of the majority of the nation. This was hold, too,
hon. member for Lambton and -his colleagues held by ail the Whigs and Reformers in the old IrishiParliament;
office longer after the elections than they ought to have and if the hon. gentleman iii look at the discussion which
done, but if the views the hon. gentleman entertains now took place on the Act of Union in the Parliament of Great
are sound, the Government ought-to have continued- in office Britain, le will find that Lord'llowick, Fox, and ail the
until Parliament was convened and until an adverse vote was eminent mon on the Whig sideof potities, opposed the Union
pronounced in this House. The position taken by the Gov- without a vote of the Irish people. When Pitt objocted te
ernment of England in 1868 when Disraeli resigned office was, such a position, he did not base bis objection upon the argu-
that the opinion expressed by the country was a sufficient ment prescnted by the First Minister bore to-night. iis
notification to the Government that they did not enjoy the objection was tlat there presentation in the Irish Parliament
confidence of Parliament. And why? Because it was sup- was 80 imperfeet that theopinion of the nation would not ho
posed that in appealing to the country upon a particular line expressed by the election; that there was a largo number of
of policy adopted by the Government, the votes of the people. seats in the lands of a few parties who filed the
fbrmed a sufficient indication to the Government as te bouse with placemen; and that,'aithouglithe majority
whether they enjoyed the ' confidence of the country of the nation might ontertain one vicw, tho majority
or not. I know that sane years ago viows were put ofhParliament might entertain a wolly different view.
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Let me refer to a few 'cases here in Canadal Sir Francis
lincks, many years ago, when he was at the head of the
Government of this country, was found fault with by some
ofhis friends because he did not, at an earlierday than he did,
submita measure for the secularization of the Clergy Reserves.
When the hon. gentleman appeared before his constituents
he defended iimself from the accusation, and informed them
that a certain measure-I think it was the extension of the
franchise, or an increase in the number of the members of
Parliament-had been carried previously to this, and the
Governor informed the First Minister, that he was not will-
ing that so important a measure as the secularization of the
Clergy Reserves should be carried through by that House,
although it had been-elected partially for that purpose, for,
he said, until an election had been held with special reference
to those important measures, under the new law, Government
was not warranted in carrying them through to completion.
Lord Elgin, it is generally supposed, was sufficiently convers-
ant with the English system of government not to advise a
line of policy at variance with its prineiple or spirit. We
find that, in 1868, when the Bill for the separation
of Church and State in Ireland was about to be submitted,
Mr. Disraeli, then leader of the Conservative
party, laid down the general doctrine that no
important measure on which the public verdict had not been
pronounced ought to be carried through Parliament-that
no important change in the constitution of the country
should be carried out without the people having had an op-
portunity of pronouncing upon it. This same doctrine was
laid down by Mr. Plunket at the time that the Irish Union
was under discussion. He was an eminent member of the
Irish Parliament, and was also a distinguished member of
the Parliament of the United Kingdom subsequently, and he
may certainly be considered as fairly understanding the
system of Governnent under which he lived and which he:
assisted in administering. Ie says with regard to the pro-
position t bring about a union between Great Britain and
lreland without reference to the people:

"Sir, I, in the most express terms, deny the competency of this Par-
liament so to act. I warn you, do not dare to lay your hands on the
Constitution. 1 tell you that, if, circumstanced as you are, you pass this
Act, it will be a nullity and no man in Ireland will be bound to obey it."

I know that hon. gentlemen pressed forward Confederation
to completion without giving the people any opportunity of
pronouncing upon it. But, while they adopted that course,
î do not think itis desirable that it should be persisted in.
The course suggested by the hon. member for West Dur-
ham was not that there should be a formal dissolution and
electionhad uponthis measure. Hedid notgo sofar. EFe said
that this agreement between the Syndicate and the Govern-
ment ought to have been disclosed, and that the people ought
to have had an opportunity of informing themselves
in regard to it; if the people are competent to pro-
nounce on any question, they are competent to pronounce on
this. The hon. gentleman sits here asleader of the House
in virtue of having announced a certain platform with re-
gard to the tarif, and of having gone to the country upon
that platform. He took the opinion of the people upon it
in every part of Canada, and having done so, he would have
betrayed his trust if he had not adopted it. If the
people are competent to pronounce on a question of
that sort they are equally competent to pronounce on-
this; and there is no more impropriety in making
known the terms and conditions of this agreement than
there was in asking them to say whether they approved
or disapproved of a protective tariff. The hon. gentle-
man has himself, over and over again, when he has intro-
duced measures into this louse, or when measures were
submitted by others, asked for delay in order that persons
specially affected by them might have an opportunity of ex-
pressing their opinion upon them. The hon. gentleman did
that with regard to the Insolvency Act which was formerly

Mr. MILLO.

upon the Statute Book, at his instance. The hon. gentleman
said this measure orthat affeçts-a particulAr class ofthe popu-
lation, and we are anxious to know their viewa' with respect
to it. The moasure now proposed by him affects thebentire
population of this country, and my hon. friend insists hat
the entire population should have an opportunity of kaÂow-
ing its terme and conditions, in order bhat the repre-
sentatives of the people in this louse may be iu-
formed of their views upon this question. i say there
is nothing inconsistent with a Parliamentary Government
or with the representative character of this House in the
people being informed upon questions of this character-; and
it is of the utmost consequence to this country, seeing that
the measure adopted will be a contract binding not merely
upon this Government and Parliament, but on future Govern-
ments and future Parliaments, that the utmost consideration
should be given to the question, and that the whole country
should have an opportunity of knowing its exact character.

Mr. ANGLIN. I feel very fully the force of the position
of the leader of the Government when he says it has been a
wise custom in years past, both in the Imperial Parliament
and the Dominion Parliament, to abstain from long discus-
sions upon the motion for an Address in answer to the
Speech from the Throne. But, I think, I would be wanting
in my duty to my constituents if I did not join in a protest
against the manner in which the people of this country have
been treated by the, present Administration. I
have the highest regard, the most profound re-
spect, for the rights and privileges and dignity
of Parliament, but I have also a deep respect and profound
regard for the rights and liberties of the people of this
country; and I do believe that in the manner and way in
which they have been treated with regard to this question,
their rights have been disregarded. I do not think it would
derogate from our position as representatives of the
people, enjoying all the rights of members of Parliament, if
we had had an opportunity of consulting with our consti-
tuents for the purpose of ascertaining their views upon a
measure of this kind. As bas been stated by the hon, gen-
tleman who bas just preceded me, the instances are almost
innumerable in Great Britain in which the Ministers of the
Crown have chosen to take the people into their confidence
when Parliamentwasnot assembled. But a few days ago the
prosent Prime Minister of Great Britain told the people at the
Guildhall banquet how his Government intended to deal
with the Irish question and the great Eastern question-not
very plainly, perhaps, with regard to the latter, but distinctly
with regard to the former. And so, from time to time, the
Premiers of Great Britain have found it expedient and desir-
able to put themselves, in communication with the
people ; and it bas never been asserted that, in doing so,
they have offended the dignity of Parliament in the slightest
degree. We do not know the terms of this agreement. It may
be that when they are submitted we may approve of them, and
it may be that we will have to take exception to some of
the terms. I think that the people of this whole country
will hold that the terme of the bargain should have
been submitted long before this for their consideration.
Various statements have appeared in organs which are
supposed to enjoy the entire confidence of.hlon. gentlemen
opposite with regard to the character and conditions of this
baigain. We have beei told that the Government are to
hand over to the Syndicate all the sections of the road now
under contract, after they have been completed at the expense
of the country. We are told that they are to get $2.5-00,000
in cash and 25,000,000 acres of land, to be selected where
they please, of the best lands in the North-West If these
statements are correct, they muet have been madeat the
instance of hon. gentlemen opposite. Some of the Ministers
themselves have from time to time given us some hints
as to some of the features of this bargain. Tley
have told us some things with regard to the project,
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Why, if the dignity of Parliament would be offended by pub.
lishing a plain statement of the terms made, surely that dig-
nity was hurt by the partial statements from time to time. I do
not think the position taken by the leader of the Govern-
ment with regard to this matter will meet with the approval
of the people of the country; nor do I think it will satisfy
the people that they have not been unfairly dealt with. I
Werely wish to join in the protest against the manner in
which the publie have been treated in this respect, and
against our treatment in being compelled to come here with-
out having been afforded the slightest opportunity of consult-
ing with those whose opinions we are bound to respect.
There would be no objection to the passing of
this address immediately but that there is much
in it apparently introduced to provoke discussion, and
for the purpose of placing this side of the House in a
false position before the country. -I remember well, some
years ago, wrhat a desperate opposition was made to the
passing of the Address by the- present Minister
of Railways, because the Address was not perfectly
colorless. The Premier of that day,the member for
Lambton, assured the hon. gentleman he had done all in his
power to avoid giving cause for the slighest opposition
to the Address. But that did not satisfy the hon. gentle-
man, who insisted that there were words offensive to
him and those acting with him, and he stated that
unless they >were expunged, he would insist on discussing
all the questions mentioned in the Address at full length.
The late Premier replied in effect, "we have no intention of
protracting the discussion on the Address. A general
discussion of public affairs on occasions of this kind has fallen
into disuse, and if there is now any real objection to certain
expressions, I have no objection to strike them out,"-and he
did strike eut some words, substituting others for them. I
think it would not be too much'to ask the right hon. gentle-
man to confer with the leaders on this side with regard to
some very objectionable passages in this Address, that it may
pass without further discussion. We have no desire on this
side to occupy time unnecessarily; no disposition to discuss
questions at improper times, or under improper circumstances.
But so much has been done by the Government to provoke
discussion, and the circumstances under which we were
called together are so peculiar, that it was absolutely necessary
to say all that bas been said on this side. I think we can
claim from the House and the country, and that the people
will accord us, entire credit for the most extraordinary
moderation in allowing the Address to pass under the circum-
stances. J, therefore, propose that hon. gentlemen on the
other side consent that the words to which we object may be
struck out, or altered, so that the Address may be as colorless
as an Address ought.to be, if we are to act on the principle
that on the Address there should be no protracted discussion,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle-
man asked that the Address be read clause by clause. Let
that be donc, and if any objections made by hon. gentlemen
opposite be reasonable, we will try to meet their views.

'Mr. CHARLTON. I do not rise to impede the passage of
the .Resolutions. The First Minister in his speech, depre-
cated the discussion of specific propositions on occasions of
this kind. I feel called upon, however, to answer oue specific
proposition advanced by the hon. gentleman who moved the
Address. In the course of his admirable maiden speech, he
told the House that the Nat4onal Policy did not injure the
farmer; that in consequence of it, his barlcy, oats and other
cereals bore a higher price. I wish to take issue on that
assertion-to assert that, on the contrary, the National Policy
has had no effect whatever on the price of cereals, with the
exception, perhaps, of Indian corn, and to say that, in my
opinion, it is time that that well-worn humbug by which-the
farmers of the Dominion were deceived in 1878 was disposed
olf in the discussion of this question before the House and

country. I wish to adduce some facts that may effectuatly
dispose of that assertion to-night. On turning to the market
quotations of the day, for Canada and the United States, I find
they refute fthat assertion most effectually. Yesterday No.
2 wheat in Toronto was quoted at1.14 and inOswego, atsf.22
to $.24. The hon. member for West Toronto asserted that
the duty of 15 cents is necessary to prevent the importation
of wheat from a market where it costs 41.24 to where it
would be sold at $1.14, a loss of 10 cents in addition to the
freight. These two quotations show the preposterousness of
the assertion that a duty is necessary to keep American
wheat friom the Canadian market. The price of wheat in
Canada and the United States is regulated by the common
markets of the world; these productions seek markets in
Europe, where the prices received regulate the prices paid
in this country and the United States. I find that the quo-
tation of oats in Toronto is 34 cents a bushel of 34 lbs., the
price in Chicago being 32k cents for 32 lbs.; oats in Chicago
are therofore worth half a cent per bushel of 34 ibs. more than
in Toronto. Will the hon. gentleman tell the farmers ofthe
Dominion that a duty of 10 cents a bushel is necessary to
prevent the importation of oats from Chicago under those
circumetances. The market quotation of oats in New York
ls 46J cents a bushel, or 12 cents more than in Toronto;
that is a much larger sum than the cost of carriage between
those points. These figures cannot but demonstrate the utter
absurdity ofthe position taken by the hon. gentleman in assert-
ing that cereals are higher here in consequence of the N. P.
At present, I find, Sir, that the quotations of ry are, in the
city~of Toronto, b8 cents; in Chicago, 87 cents; and in
Oswego, 95 cents. Does th hon. gentleman wish the ver-
dant farmers of this Dominion to believe that a duty of ton
cents on rye is nccessary to keep out 95 cent rye from a
market where it would have to be sold at 88 cents. The
price of barfey is in Toronto 97 cents for No. 1, and 93 cents
for No. 2 ; in Oswego, $1.25 for No. 1, and 81.20 for No. 2;
or 28 cents for No. 1, and 27 cents for No. 2, higher
in Oswego than in Toronto. Does the hou. gentleman wish
the country to believe that a duty of 15 cents a bushel ls
necessary to keep Oswego barley out of our market. These
are the absurd propositions made by the hon. gentleman
when he stands before the House and country, and gravely
gives utterance to the assertion that the National Policy las
raised the price of barley, oats, peas and other cereals. I find
also that the price of peas in Toronto is from 68 to 7 cents, ln
New York 87 cents ain bond, to which must be added the
duty when the consumer takes it out of bond; and are we to
be told it is necessary to impose a duty of 10 cents to keep
out American peas from our market when they eau be sold
at a higher rate on their own market. I find that butter is
worth in New-York, common to choice, 19 to 36 cents, and
the same grades in Montreal 14 to 27 cents. Does the hon.
gentleman suppose that a duty of four cents per pound has
any influence on the market for butter ln Canada.
Cheese in New York of the best grade is worth 12î cents,
and in Montreal, same quality, the same price. The prices
of cheeso in both markets are regulated by the Liverpool
market. Doos theI on. gentleman suppose that a duty of
3 cents per pound on American cheese has any effect
on the market quotations provided that the prices
are regulated by the common market of the world.
The farmers of this Dominion arc beginning to tho-
roughly understand that the promises made to them,
in order to induce them to consent to taxation, in-
tended to swell largely the profits of rings who wish to
charge enhanced prices for their own benefit, cannot be car-
ried out because theywere fallacious in their nature. I do not
wish to enter into any lengthy discussion on this question. I
took occasion, last session, to make a lengthy compari-
son of the prices at difforent perieds both before and after
the adoption of the National Policy, and I shall probably
during the course of fhis session go more fully into the ques-
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tion. I merely thought proper on this occasion to
present these few facts which dispose effectually of the
fallacies promulgated by the hon. member for West
Toronto (Mr. Beaty). Before taking -ny seat I wish
to^ say a word in relation to the great question on
which Parliament has been called together, and which is the
most important probably ever brought up before a delibera-
tive body in this Dominion. I wish to say in the most
dispassionate spirit that in my belief it is highly desirable
that ample time should be taken for the consideration and the
discussion of this question; and I wish to say to the First
Minister, assuming as he naturally will the responsibility of
this great measure, that his reputation for future genera-
tions will be inseparably connected with it. I wish to
impress on him the great gravity of the position ho occupies
and to ask him to bear in mind the Apostolic injunction,
" To do all things decently and in order," and my firm con-
viction that to hurry this important measure through,
without giving ample time for deliberation, without allowing
the people of this country time to express their opinions on
this matter, without allowing time for public discussion,
discussion in the press, and the influence that may be
exerted by public sentiment being brought to bear on this
Hlouse, he will not b held to have done these things
decently and in order; and if possibly a mistake be made
through over-hasty legislation, the hon. gentleman
may regret he did not allow the time that was properly
asked for ample discussion of this great question.

Mr. ANGLIN said that the hon. the Frst Minister had
been kind enough to show his good-will by accepting bis
(Mr. Anglin's) suggestion, but lie (Mr. Anglin) might be
permitted to say that on reading over the Address he found
so many improvements required, it would b necessary to
reconstruct the whole of it. He thought, therefore, it would
be botter to allow it to pass on division.

On paragraph 10,
Mr. MILLS said that he did not feel how it could be

defended; it required reconstruction His Excelleney was
made to regret the entire failure of the food supply. There
had not been an entire failure nor anything like it; there
had, no doubt, been a partial failure.

Mr. ANGLIN said that was put there to encourage
emigration to the North-West.

Mr. MACKENZIE. To avoid showing-the bad features
in the country.

Paragraphs 1 to 15 of the said proposed Address b eing
severally read a second time, were agreed to on a division.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
"That the said Resolution be referred to a Selèct Committee, composed

of Sir Leonard Tilley, Sir Charles Tupper, Mr. Langevin, and Messrs.
Beaty and Vanasse to draft an Address pursuant thereto."

Motion agreed to.

Sir JOHN A. .MACDONALD, from the Committee, re-
ported the draft of an address, which was read the second
time andagreed to. (To be presented by Privy Councillors.)

PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD delivered a Message from
Ris Excellency the Governor-General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-
Lorne.

The Governor General'transmits to the House of Commons, a contract
entered into for the construction- of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
accompanying schedule, and recommends the same for the favorable con-
sideration of your Honorable House.
GOVEMENT HoUSI,

OTTAW, lOth December, 1880.
Mr. CHARLTON.

And the said Schedule is as follois:
THrs CONTRACT AND AGRECEMBT MAD BETWEEN Ru

MAJESTT THE9 QUEEN, acting in respect of the Dominion
of Canada, and herein represented and acting by the
Honorable SI CHARLES TUPPER, K.CM.G., Minister of
Railways and Canals, and George Stephe aind Duncan
McTntyre, of Montreal, in Canada; John S. Kennedy,
of New York, in the State of New York; Richard e.
Angus and James J. Hill, of St. Paul, in the State of
Minnesota; Morton, Rose & Co., of London, England,
and Konhl Reinach & Co., of Paris, France.

Witnesses: That the parties hereto have contracted and
agreed with each other as follows, namely:

1. For the better interpretation of this contract, it is
hereby declared that the portion of Railwa-y hereinafter
called the Eastern section, shall comprise that part of the
Canadian Pacific Railway to be constructed, extending from
the Western terminus of the Canada Central Railway, nôar
the East end of Lake Nipissing, known as Callander Station,
to a point of junction with that portion of the said Canadian
Pacific Railway now in course of construction exteniding
from Lake Superior to Selkirk on the East side of Red
River; which latter portion is hereinafter called the Lake
Superior section. That the portion of said Railway, now
partially in course of construction, extending from Selkirkto
Kamloops, is hereinafter called the Central section ; and the
portion of said Railway now in course of construction, extend-
ing from Kamloops to Port Moody, is hereinafter called the
Western section. And that the words "the CanadianPacific
Railway," are intended to mean the entire Railway, as
described in the Act 37th Victoria, cap. 14. The individual
parties hereto, are hereinafter described as the Company;
and the Government of Canada is hereinafter called the
Government.

2. The contractors immediately after the organization of
the said Company, shall deposit with the Government
S1,000,0OO in cash or approved securities, as a security for
the construction of the .Railway hereby contracted for. The
Government shall pay to the Company interest on the cash
deposited at.the rate of four per cent. per annum, half-yearly,
and shall pay over to the Company the interest, received
upon securities deposited, the whole until default in the per-
formance of the conditions hereof, or until the repayment of
the deposit, and shall return the deposit to the Company on
the completion of the railway, according to the ternis hereof,.
with any interest accrued thereon.

3. The Company shall lay out, construct and equip thea
said Eastern section, and the said Central section, of a
uniform gauge of 4 feet 8 inches, and in order to establish an
approximate standard whereby the quality and the character
of the Railway and of the materials used in the construction
thereof, and of the equipment thereof may be regulated, the
Union Pacific Railway of the United States as the same was
when first constructed, is hereby selected and fixed as such
standard. And if the Government and the Company should
be unable to agree as to whether or not any work done or
materials furnished under this contract are in fair conformity
with such standard, or as to any other question of faet,
excluding questions of law, the subject of disagreement shal
be from time to time referred to the determination of three
referees, one of whom shall be chosen by the Government,
one by the Compâ:ny, and one by the two referees so chosen,
and sudh referees shall decide as to the party by whon the
expense of such reference shall be defrayed. And if such two
referees should be unable to agree upon a third referee, he
shall be appointed at the instance of either party hereto,
after notice to the other, by the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Canada. And the decision of such rores, or of
the majority of them, shall be final.
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4. The work of construction shall be commenced at the

eastern extremity of the Eastern section not later than th
first day of July next, and the work upon the Central section
shall be commenced by the Company at sueh point towards
the eastern end thereof on the portion of the Une now unde
construction as shall be found convenient and as shall b
approved by the Governmont, at a date not later than th
Ist May next. And the work upon the Eastern and Centra
sections, shall be vigorously and continuously carried on ai
such rate of annual progress on each section as shall enabl
the Company to complete and equip the saie and each of
them, in running order, on or before the first day of May,
1891, by which date the Company hereby agree to complete
-and equip the said sections in conformity with this contract
unless prevented by the act of God, the Queen's enemies,
intestine disturbances, epidemies, floods, or other causes
beyond the control <>f the Company. And in case of the
interruption of the work of construction from any of the said
causes, the time fixed for the completion of the railway shal]
be extended for a corresponding period.

5. The Company shall pay to the Govornment the cost,
according to the contract of the portion of railway, 100
miles in length, extending from the city of Winnipeg west-
ward up tó the time at which the work was taken out of the
bands ofthe contractor and the expenses since ineurred by
the Government in the work of construction, but shall have
the right to assume the said work at any time and complete
the same, paying the cost of construction as aforesaid so far
as the same shall thon have been incurred by the Govern-
ment.

6. Unless prevented by the act of God, the Queen's enemies,
intestine. disturbances, epidemics, floods or other causes
beyond the control of the Government, the Government shall
cause to be completed the said Lake Superior section, by the
dates fixed by the existing contracts for the construction
thereof; and shall also cause to be completed the portion of
the said Western section now under contract, namely, from
Kamloops to Yale, within the period fixed by the contracts
therefor, namely, by the thirtieth day of June, 1885; and
shall also cause to be completed, on or before the first dirvof
May, 1891, the remaining portion of the said Western sec t ion,
lying between Yale and Port Moody, which shall be cons-
tracted of equally good quality in every respect with the
standard hereby created for the portion hereby contracted
for. And the said Lake Superior section, and the portions of
the said Western section now under contract, shall be com-
pleted as nearly as practicable according to the specifications
and conditions of the contracts therefor except in so far as
the same have been modified by the. Governmont prior to
this contract.

7. The Railway constructed under the terms hereof shall
bethe property of the Company: and pending the comple-
tion of the Eastern and Central sections, the Government
shall transfer to the Company the possession and right to
work and raun the several portions of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway already constructed or as the saine shall be com-
pleted. And upon the completion of the Eastern and Central
sections, the Government shall convey to the Company, with
a suitable number of station buildings and with water service
(but without equipment), those portions of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway constructed or to be constructed by the
Government which shall then be completed; and upon com-
pletion of the remainder of the portion of railway to be con-
structed by the Government, that portien shall also be
conveyed to the Company, and the Canadian Pacifie Railway
shal become, and be thereafter the absolute property of the
Company. And the Company shall thereafter and forever
elflciently maintain, work and run the Canadian Pacific
Railway.

8. Upon the reception from the Government of thepos-
session of each of the respective portions of the Canadian
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e Pacifie Raiiway, the Company shall equip the saine in ôon-
le formity withth standard herein estabhished for tie equip-
n ment cf the fflctions hereb1y contracted for, and shai tiere-
ýsafter maintain and officiently operate the same.

9. Iu consideration cf the promises, tic Goverument agre
to grant te the Company a subsidy ini monoy cf $25,000,000,

cand in land cf 25,000,000 acres, for' which subsidies the con-
struction cf the (Janadian Pacifie Railway shall ho completed
and tie sanie shall ho equipped, maintained and operated,

ethe said subsidies respoctively te ho paid and granted as the
fwork cf construction shall proceed, in mariner and upon the

conditions following, that is te say:
a. Tic said subsidy in moncy is heroby divided and appro-

priatod as follows, namely:.
CENTRAL SECTION.

Assumed at 1, 350 miles-
lst.-900 miles, at $10,000 per mile ...... ...... $9,000,000

[2nd-450 ci 13,333 " . 6'o,0000

EASTERN SECTION.

JAssumed at 650 miles, subsidy equal to $15,384.61
pejr mile......... ............. 00000

A And the said subsidy in lan d le hereby divided and appropriated as
follows, subjeet to the reservo heroafter provided for.

CENTRAL SECTION.
rlst.-900 miles, at 12,500 acres per mile ....... 1...1,250,000

2nd.-450 44 18,665.66 " ........... 7,500,000
-~18,750,000

EASTERN SECTION.
Assumed at 650 miles, subsidy equal to 9,615.33

acres per mile....... .......... ..... 6,250,000
-- 25,000,000

b. IJpon tic construction cf any portion cf tie raiiway
*hcrehy coutracted for, net less than 20 miles iu Iengti and
tic compietion tiereef 50 as te admit cf tie runuing cf regu-
lar trains thereon, togjether witi suci equipment thereof as
shall be required for tic truffe tiereon, the Goverument
shah psy and grant te the Company tic money, and land
subsidies applicable thereto, aecording te tic division and
appropriation thereof made, as horeinhofore provided; tic
Company having the option cf recoiving in lieu cf cash, ter-
minable bonds cf tic Government, boariug suci rate cf
interest for suci pcried aud nominal amount as rnay bc
arrangod, and which may ho equivalent according te
actuariai calculation te tie corresponding cash payment, tic
Goeruiment allowing four per cent. interest on menies
depositcd witi ticin.

c. If at any turne tic Company shail cause te ho dohivercd
on or near tic lineocf tic said railway, at a place satisfactory
te thc Goverument, steel rails aud faistenings te ho used in
tic construction cf tic raîiway, but iu advance of tic require-
montis for suci censtruction, tic Gevernuient, on the requi-
sition cf tic Company, shah, upon suci torrs aud conditions
ais shall ho deterined by tho Gevem'ment, advance thereon
tirce-fourtis cf tic value thereef at tic p lace of delivery.
And a proportion ef tic ameunt se advanced shail be deducted
according te such ternis and conditions froni thegsubsidy te
ho thereafter p aid, upon tic settlement fer oaci section cf
20 miles cf railway, which proportion shall correspond with
tic proportion cf suci rails aud fastenings which h ave beon
usedTin tic construction cf suci sections.

d. Until tic first day cf Juuuary, 1882, tic Company shall
have tic option, instead cf issuing land grant bonds as bore-
inafter previded, of suhstituting the vpaymnt by the Govern-
ment cf tic interest (or part cf theè interest> on bondis cf
thc Company, mortgaging tic railway sud tie land te hoe
gran ted by the G overument, running over such terni of years
as may ho approved by the Governor in (Jouncil in lieu of
tic cmsh subsidy herehy agreed to ho granted toe cCern-
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pany or any part thereof; such payments of interest to be
equivalent according to actuarial calculation to the corres-
ponding cash payment, the Government allowing four per
cent. interest on monies deposited with. them; and the cou-
pons representing the interest on such bonds shall be guar-
anteed by the Government to the extent of such equivalent.
And the proceeds of the sale of such bonds to the extent of
not more than 825,000,000 shall be deposited with the
Government, and the balance of such proceeds shall be
placed elsewhore by the Company, to the satisfaction, and
under the exclusive control of the Government; failing
which last condition the bonds in excess of those sold shall
remain in the hands of the Government. And from time to
time as the work proceeds, the Government shall pay over
to the Company: firstly, out of the amount so to be placed by
the Government,-and, after the expenditure of thatamount,
out of the amount deposited with the Government,-sums of
money bearing the same proportion to the mileage cash sub-
sidy hereby agreed upon, which the net proceeds of such
sale (if the whole of such bonds are sold upon the issue
thereof) or, if such bonds be not all then sold, the net'
proceeds of the issue, calculated at the rate at which the,
sale of part them shall have been made, shall bear to the
sum of 625,000,000. But if only a portion of the issue be
sold, the amount earned by the Cdmpany according to the
proportion aforesaid, shall be paid to the Company, partly
out of the bonds in the hands of the Government, and partly
out of the cash deposited with the Government, in similar
proportions to the amount of such bonds sold and remaining
unsold respectively; and the Company shall receive the
bonds so paid as cash at the rate at which the said partial
sale thereof shall -have been made. And the Government
will receive and hold such sum of money towards the crea-
tion of a sinking fund for the redemption of such bonds and
upon such terms and conditions, as shall be agreed upon
between the Government and the Company.

e. If the Company avail themselves of the option granted
by clause d, the sum of 62,000 per mile for the first eight
hundred miles of the Central section shall be deducted pro
rata from the amount payable to the Company in respect of
the said eight hundred miles, and shall be appropriateted to
increase the mileage cash subsidy appropriated to the
remainder of the said Central section.

10. In further consideration of the premises the Govern-
ment shall also grant to the Company the lauds required for
the roadbed of the railway, and for its stations, station
grounds, workshops, dock ground and water frontage at the
termini on navigable waters, buildings, yards, and other
appurtenances required for the convenient and effectual
construction and working of the railway, in so ftr as such
land shall be vested in the Government. And the Government
shall also permit the admission free of duty, of all sted rails,
fish plates and'other fastenings, spikes, boîtasand nuts, wire,
timber and all material for bridges, to be used in the original
construction of the railway, and of a telegraph line in conne-r
tion therewith, and all telegraphic apparatus required for the
first equipment ofsuch telegraph line. And will convey to
the Company, at cost price, with interest, ail rails and fasten-
ings bought in or since the year 1879, and other materials for
construction in the possession of or purehased by the Govern.
ment at a valuation; such rails, fastenings and materials not
being required by it for the construction of the said Lake
Superior and Western sections.

1. The grant of land hereby agreed to be made to the
Company, shalf be so made in alternate sections of 640 acres
each, extending back 24 miles deep, on each side of the rail-
way, from Winnipeg to Jasper House, in so far as such lands
shail be vested in the Government, the Company receiving
the sections bearing uneven numbers.. But should any ofsuch
sections consist in a material degree of land not fairly fit for
settlement, the Company shall not be obliged to receive them
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as part of such grant, and the deilciency thereby causedand
any further deficiency which may arise from the insufficient
quantity of land along the said portion of railway, to complete
the said 25,000,000 acres, or from the prevalence of lakes and
water stretches in the sections granted (which lakes and
water.stretches shall not be computed in the acreage of such
sections), shall be made up from other portions to be selected
by the Company in the tract known as the Fertile Belt, that is
to say the land lying between parallels 49 and 57 degrees of

1 north latitude or elsewhere at the option of the Company by
the grant therein ofsimilar alternate sections extending back
24 miles deep on each side of any branch line or lines of rail-
way to be located by the Company, and to be shown on a mnap
or plan thereof deposited with the Minister of Railways; or
of any common front line or lines agreed upon between the
Government and the Company, the conditions hereinbefore
stated as to lands not fairly fit for settlement to be appli-
cable to such additional grants. And the Company -may,
with the consent of the Government, select in the North-
West Territories any tract or tracts of land not taken up
as a means of supplying or partially supplying such defi-
ciency. But such grants shall be made only from lands
remaining vested in the Government.

12. The Government shall extinguish the Indian title
affecting the lands herein appropriated, and to be hereafter
granted in aid of the railway.

13. The Company shall have the right subject to the
approval ofthe Governor in Council to lay ou and locate the
hne of the railway hereby contracted for, as they may see
fit, preserving the following terminal points, namely: from
Callander station to the point of junction with the Lake
Superior section; and from Selkirk to the junction with
the Western section at Kamloops by way of the Yellow Head
Pass.

14. The Company shall have the right, from time to time,
to lay out, construct, equip, maintain and work branch lines
of railway from any point or points along their main line of
railway, to any point or points within the territory of the
Dominion. Provided always that before commencing any
branch they shall first deposit a map and plan of such branci
in the Department of Railways. And the Government shall
grant to the Company the lands required for the roadbed of
such branches, and for the stations, station grounds, build-
ings, workshops, yards and éther appurtenances requisite
for the efficient construction and working of such branches in
so far as such lands are vested in the Government.

15. For 20 years from the date hereof, no line of railway
shall be authorised by the Dominion Parliament to be cons-
tructed South of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, from any
point at or nDear the Canadian Pacifie Railway except such
line as shall run South West, or to the Westward of South
West: nor to within fifteen miles of Latitude 49. And in the
establishment of any new Province in the North West Terri-
tories, provision shall be made for continuixig such prohibition
after such establishment until the expiration of the said
period.

16. The Canadian Pacifie Railway, and all stations and
station grounds, workshops, buildings, yards and other
prop 3rty, rolling stock and appurtenances required and used
for the construction and working thereof, and the capital
stock of the Company shall be forever free from taxation by
the Dominion, or by any Province hereafter to bè established
or by any Municipal Corporation therein, and the lands of
the Company, in the North-West Territories, untill they are
either sold or occupied, shall also be free from such taxation
for 20 years after the grant thereoffrom the Crown.

17. The Company shall bexauthorzed by their Act of
incorporation to issue bonds, secured upon the land granted
and to be granted tothe Company, oontÉning provisions for
the use of such bonde in the acquisition -of landa, and such
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other conditions as the Company shall sce fit, such issue to
be for $25,000,000. And should the Company make such
issue of land grant bonds, then they shall deposit them
in the hands of the Government; and the Government
shall retain and hold. one-fifth of such bonds as secu-
rity for the due performance of the present contract in
respect of the maintenance and continuous working of the
railway by the Company, as herein agreed, for ten years
after the completion thereof, and the remaining $20,000,000
of such bonds shall be dealt with as hereinafter provided.
And as to the said one-fifth of the said bonds, so long as no
default shall occur in the maintenance and working of the
said Canadian Pacifie Railway, the Government shall not
present or demand payment of the coupons of such bonds,
nor require payment of any interest thereon. And if any
of such bonds so to be retained by the Government shall be
paid off in the manner to be provided for the extinction of
the whole isène thereof, the Government shall hold the
amount received in paynent thereof as sJeurity for the
same purposes as the bonds so paid off, paying interest
thereon at four per cent. per annum so long as defiault is not
made by the Company in the performance of the conditions
hereof. And at the end of the said period of ton years from
the completion of the said railway, if no default shall then
have occurred in such maintenance and working thereof, the
said bonds, or if any of them shall then have been paid off,
the remainder of said bonds and the moncy received for
those paid off, with accrued interest shall be delivered back
by the Government to the Company with all the coupons
attached to such bonds. But if such default should occur,
the Government may thereafter require payment of interest
on the bonds so held, and shall not be obliged to continue to
Tay interest on the money representing bonds paid off ; and
while the Government shall retain the right to hold the said
portion of the said land grant bo.ds, other securities satiE-
factory to the Government may be substituted for them by
the Company by agreement with the Government.

18. If the Company shall find it necessary or expedient
to sell the remaining 820,000,0O of the land grant bonds
or a larger portion thereof than in the proportion of one
dollar for each acre of land then earned by the Company,
they shall be allowed to do so, but the proceeds thereof,
over and above the amount to which the Company shall be
entitled as herein provided, shall be deposited with the
Government. And the Government shall pay interest upon
such deposit half-yearly, at the rate of four per cent. per
annum, and shall pay over the amount of such deposit to
the Company from time to time as the work proceeds, in
the sane proportions, and at the same times and upon the
same conditions as the land grant-that is to say: the Com-
pany shall be entitled to receive from the Government out
of the proceeds of the said land grant bonds, the same num-
ber of dollars as the number of acres of the land subsidy
which shall then have been earned by them, less one fifth
thereof, that is to say, if the bonds are sold at par, but if
they are sold at less than par, then a deduction shall be
made therefrom corresponding to the discount at which
suh bonds are sold. A nd such land grant shall be con-
veyed to them by the Government, subject to the charge
created as security for'the said land grant bonds, and shall
remain subject to such charge till relieved thereof in such
manner as shall be provided for at the time of the issue of
such bonds.

19. The company shall pay any expenses which shall be
incurred by the Government in carrying out the provisions
of the two last preceding clauses of this contract.

20. Ifthe Company should not issbe suçh land grant
bonds,then the Government shall retain from out of each
grant to be made from time to time, every fifth section of
the lands hereby agreed to be granted, such lands to be so
retained as security for the purposes, and for the length

of time, mentioned in section eighteen hereof. And such
lands may be sold in such manner and at such Pric as sWWI
be agreed upon between the Government and the Company,
and in that case the price thereof shall be paid to, and held
by the Government for the sameperiod, and for the same
purposes as the land itself, the Government paying four per
cent. per annum interest theregn. And otlher securities
satisfactory to the Government may be substituted foi such
lands or money by agreement with the Government.

21. The company to be incorporated, with sufficient
powers to enable them to carry ont the foregoing contraet;
and this contract shall only be binding in the event of an
Aet of incorporation being granted to the Company in the
form hereby appended as Schedule A.

22. The Railway Act of 1879, in so far as the provisions
of the same are appliable to the undertaking referred to in
this contract, and in so far as they are not inconsistent here-
with or inconsistent with or contrary to the provisions of
the Act of incorporation to be granted to the Company,
shall apply to the Canadian Pacific Railway.

In witness whereof the parties hereto have exocuted these
presents at the City of Ottawa, this twonty-first day of
October, 1880.

(Signed) CHARLES TUPPER,
Minister of Railways and Canals.

GEO. STEPHEN
DUNCA14 McINTYRE,
J. S. KENNEDY,
R. B. ANGUS,
J. J. HILL,

Per pro. Geo. Stephen.
MORTON, ROSE & Co.
KOHN, REINACII & Co.,

By P. Du P. Grenfell.
Signed in presence of F. BRtAUN,

and Seal of the Department
heroto affixed by Sir CHARLES
TUPPER, in presence of

(Signed) F. BaAUN.

SCHEDULE A, REFERRED TO IN THE FOREGOING
CONTRACT.

INCORPORATION.

1. George Stephen, of Montroal, in Canada, Esquire;
Duncan MeIntyre, of Montreal, aforesaid, Merchant; John
S. Kennedy, ofNew York, in the State ofNew York, Banker;
the firm of Morton, Rose and Company of London, in Eng
land, Merchants ; the firm of Kohn, Reinach and Company,
of Paris, in France, Bankers; Richard B. Angus and James
J. Hill, both of St. Paul, in the State of Minnesota, Esquires;
with all such other persons and corporations as shall become
shareholders in the Company hereby incorporated, shal be
and they are hereby constituted a body corporate and.politic,
by the name of the " Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.''

2. The capital stock of the Company shall be twenty-twe
million dollars, divided into shares of one hundred dollars
each, which shares shall be transferable in such manner and
upon such conditions as shall be provided by the by-laws of
the Company; and such shares, or any part thereof, may be
granted and issued as paid-up shares for value bond fide
received by the Company, either in money at par or at such
price and upon such conditions as the boardofdirectors may
fix; or as part of the consideration of any contract made by
the Company.

3. As soon as five million dollars of the stock of the CorM-
pany have been subscribed, and thirty per centum thereof
paid up, and upon the deposit with the M inister of Finance
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of the Dominion of one million dollars in money, or in secu- person, the remaining number of direetors required to forni a
rities approved by the Governor in Council, for the purpose quorum being represented by proxies.
and upon the conditions in the foregoing contract provided, 8. The board of directors may appoint from ont of their
the said contract shall become and be transferred to the number an Executive Committee, composed of a least three
Company, without the execution of any deed or instrument directors, for the transaction of the ordinary business of the
in that behalf; and the Company shall, thereupon, become Company, with such powers and duties as shall be fixed by
and be vested with all the rights of the contractors named the by-laws; and the President shall be ex officio a member
in the said contract, and sha 11be subject to, and liable for, of such committee.
ail their duties and obligations, to the same extent and in the 9 h ef plae f
same manner as if the said contract had been executed by 9. The chief place of business of the Company shal be at
the said Company instead of by the said contractors ; and the City of Montreal, but the Company may from time to
thereupon the said contractors, as individuals, shall cease to time, by by-law, appoint and fix other places within or
have any right or interest in the said contract, and shall not beyond the limits of Canada at which the business of the Com-
be subject to any liability or responsibility under the terms pany may be transacted; and at which the directors or
thereof otherwise than as members of the corporation hereby shareholders may meet, when called as shalibe determined
created. And upon the performance of the; said conditions by the by-laws. And the Company shall appoint and fix by
respecting the subscription of stock, the partial payment By-law, at least one place in each Province or Territory
thereof, and the deposit of one million dollars to the satisfac- through which the Railway shall pass, where service of
tion of the Governor in Council, the publication by the process may be made upon the Company, in reipect of any
Secretary of State in the Canada Gozette, of a notice that cause of action arising within such Provinceor Territory;
the transfer of the contract to the Company has been effected and may afterwards, from time to time, change such place
and completed shall be conclusive proof of the fact. And by By-law. And a copy of any By-law fixing or changing
the Company shall cause to be paid up, on or before the any such place, duly authenticated as.berein provided, shall
first day of May next, a further instalment of twenty per be deposited by the Company in the office, at the seat of
centum upon the said first subseription of five million dollars Government of the Province or Territory to which such By-
of which call thirty days notice by circular mailed to each law shall apply, of the Clerk or Prothonotary of the highest,
shareholder shall be sufficient. And the Company shall call or one of the highest, Courts of civil jurisdiction of such
in, and cause to bie paid up, on or before the 31st day of Province or Territory. And if any cause of action shall arise
December, 1882, the remainder of the said first subscription against the Company within any Province or Territory, and
of five million dollars any writ or process be issued against the Company thereon

out of. any Court in such Province or Territory, service of
4. AIl the franchises and powers necessary or useful to the such process may be validly made upon the Company at the

Company to enable them to carry out, perform, enforce, use, place within such Province or Territory so appointed and
and avail themselves of every condition, stipulation, obliga- fixed; but if the Company fail to appoint and fix such place,
tion, duty, right, remedy, privilege, and advantage agreed or to deposit as hereinbefore provided, the By-law made in that
upon, contained or described in the said contract, are hereby behalf, any such process may be validly served upon the
conferred upon the Company. And the enactment of the Company, at any of the stations of the said Railway within
special provisions hereinafter contained shall not be held to such Province or Territory.
impair or derogate from the generality of the firanchises and
powers so hereby conferred upon them. sHAREHOLDERs.

DIRECTORS. 10. The first annual meeting of the shareholders of the
Company, for the appointment of directors, shall be held on

5. The said George Stephen, Duncan MeIntyre, John S. the second Wednesday in May, 1882, at the principal Office
Kennedy, Richard B. Angus, James J. Hill, lenry Staf- of the Company, in Montreal;- and the annual general
ford Northcote, of London, aforesaid, Esquires; Pascoe du P. meeting of shareholders, for the election of directors and the
Grenfell, of London, aforesaid, Merchant, Charles Day transaction of business generally, shall be held on the same
Rose, of London, aforesaid, M erchant, and Baron J. de day in each year thereafter at the same place unless other-
Reinach, of Paris, aforesaid, Banker; are hereby constituted wise provided by the By-laws. And notice of cadh of such
the first directors of the Company, with power to add to meetings shall be given by flic publication thercof in fh
their number; but so that thef directors shal nof in ahl exceed Canada Gazette for four weeks, and by such further means
ffteen un number; and flic majority of flic directors, of asshall from time to time be directed by the By-laws.
whom the President shall be one, shall be British subjects. 11..5pcial general me6-tings of flicsharcholders May le
And the Board of Directors so constituted shall have allithe1c1.ein era me~ins sha rodersyt be
powers hereby conferred upon the directors of the Company, conAvened such manner as sha he provded by fct h by-
and they shall hold office until the first annual meeting of laws. And except as herenafter provided, notice of sncb
the shareholders of the Company. meetigs shall be given i tic same manner as notices of

annual general meetings, the purpose for which such
6. Each ofthe directors ofthe Company, hereby appointed, meeting is called being mentioned in the notices thereof;

or hereafter appointed or elected, shall hold at least two and, except as hereinafter provided, all such meetings shal
hundred and fifty shares of the stock of the Company. But bc held at the chief place of business of the Cbmpany.
the number of directors to be hereafter elected by the share- 12. If at any time before the first annual meeting of theholders shall be such, not exceeding fifteen, as shall be fixed sharebolders of flicCompany, if siould becomo expedient
by by-law, and subject to the saine conditions as the dire- sharees of he Company, o a epein
tors appointed by, or under the authority of, the last preced- encrai meeting of the sharecolders of the Com n a ould
ing section ; the number thereof may be hereafter altered genel meemg of hetshareholdet mpaya
from time to time in likeananner. The -votes for their clec- ho held, before sncb meetig eau convenently beahed, and
tion shal be by ballot, notice thereof given in the manner provided by this Aet, or

by the by-laws ; or before by-laws in that behalf have been
7. A majority of the directors shall form a quorum of the passed; and at a place other than at the chief place oflbusi-

board, and until otherwise provided by By-law, directors may - ness of the Company in Montreal before the enactment of a
vote and act by proxy, such proxy to be held by a director iby-law authorising the holding of such meeting elsewhere;
only; but no director shall hold more than two proxies, and it shall be lawful for the President or for any three of the
no meeting of direetors sha be competent to transact directors of the Company to call special. meetings either of
business unless at leaut three directors are present thereat in directors or of shareholders, or of both, to be held at the
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city of Iâondon in Enganidat times and places respectively,
to betated in the mot>ices to be given of such meetings
respectively. -Andnotices of such meetings may be validly
given by a drcIaixnailed to the ordinary address of each
direotor erehareholder as the case may be, in time to enable
hini*e attend _such meeting, stating in general terms the
purpese of the-intended meeting. And in the case of a
meeting of shareholders, the proceedings of such meeting
shal be boeki to be valid and sufficient, and to e binding on
the Company in all respects, if every shareholder of the
Company be present thereat in person or by proxy: not-
withstanding that notice of such meeting shall not have
beengiven in the manner required by this Act.

13.1No shareholder holding shares upon which any call is
overdue and unpaid shall vote at any meeting of share-
holders. And unless otherwise provided by the by-laws, the
person holding the proxy of a shareholder shall bc himself a
shareholder.

14. No call upon unpaid shares- shall be made for more
than twenty per centum upon the amount thereof.

RAILWAY AND TELEGRAPH LINE.

15. The company may lay out, construct, acquire, equip,
maintain and work a continmous line of railway of the gauge
of four fot eight and one-half inches; which railway shall
extend from the terminus of the Canada Central Railway near
Lake Nipissing, known as Callander Station, to Port
Moody in the Province of British Columbia; and also, a
branch line of railway from some point on the main line of
railway to Fort William on Thunder Bay; and also the ex-
isting branch line of railway from Selkirk in the Province of
Manitoba to Pembina in the said Province; and also other
branches to be located by the Company from time to time as
provided by the said contract ; the said branches to be of
the gaûge aforesaid; and the said main line of railway, and
the said branch lines of railway, shall be commenced and
completed as provided by the said contract; and together
with such other branch lines as shall be hereafter constructed
by the said Company, and any extension of the said
main line of railway that shall hereafter be constructed or
acquired by the Company, shall constitute the line of railway
hereinafter called Tas CANADIAN PAcipie RAILWAY.

16. The Conmpany may construct, maintain and work a
continuons telegraph line and telephone lines throughout
and along the whole line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, or
any part thereof, and may also construct or acquire by
purchase; lease or otherwise, any other line or lines of tele-
graph connecting with the line so to be constructed along
the line of the said railway, and may undertake the trans-
mission of messages for the public by any such lino or lines
of,telegraph or telephone, and collect tolls for so doing; or
may lease such line or lines of telegraph or telephone, or any
portion thereof; and, if they think proper to undertake the
transmission of messages for hire, they shall be subject to
the provisions of the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth sec-
tions of chapter sixty-seven of the Consolidated Statutes of
Canada. And they may use any improvement that may
hereafter be invented (subject to the rights of patentees) for
telegraphing or telephoning, and any other means of com-
munication that may be deemed expedient by the Company
at any time hereafter.

POWERS.

18. "The Consolidated Railway Act, 1879," in so far as
the provisions of the same are applicable to the undertaking
authorized by this charter, and in so far as they are not in-
consistent with or contrary to the provisions hereof, and
save âand except as hereinafter provided, is hereby incor-
porated herewith.

18. As respects the said railway, the seventh section of
"TheC*nolidated Railway Act, 1879," relating to Powers, and

b

the eighth section thereof relating to Plans and &reys, ah
be subject to the following provisions:-

a. The Company shall-have the right to take, use and hold
the beach and land below high water mark, in any strean,
lake, navigable water, gulf or sea, in so far as the same shall
be vested in the Crown and shahl not be required by the
Crown; to such extent as shall be required by the Company
for its railway and other works, and as shall be exhibited by
a map or plan thereof deposited in the office of the Minister
of Railways. But the provisions of this sub-section shall
not apply to any beach or land lying East of Lake Nipissing
except with the approval of the Governor in Council.

b. It shall be sufficient that the map or plan and book of
roforence for any portion of the line of the railway, not boing
within any district or county for which thore is a Clerk of tho
Peace, be deposited in the office of the Minister of Railways
of Canada, and any omission, mis-statement or erroneous des-
cription-of any lands thèrein may be corrected by the Compa-
ny, with the consent of the Minister and certified by him; and
the Company may thon make the railway in accordance with
such certified correction.

c. The eleventh sub-section of the said eighth section of the
Railway Act shall not apply to any portion of the railway
passing over ungranted lands of the Crown, or lands not
within any surveyed township in any Province; and in such
places, deviations not exceeding five miles from the lino shown
on the ma or lan as aforesaid, deposited by the Company,
shall be allowed, without any formal correction or certificate;
and any further deviation that may be found expedient may
be authorized by order of the Governor in Council, and the
Company may thon make their railway in accordance with
such authorized deviation.

d. The map or plan and book of reference of any part of the
main lino of the Canadian Pacifie Railway made anddeposited
in accordance with this section, after approval by the Gov-
ernor in Council, and of any branch of such railway hereafter
to be located by the said Company in respect of which the ap-
proval of the Governor in Coun'il shall not be necessary,
shall avail as if made and deposited as required by the said
" Consolidated .Railway Act, 1e79," for all the purposes of
the said Act, and of this Act; and any copy of, or extract
therefrom, certified by the said Minister or his Deputy, shall
bo received as evidence in any court of law in Canada.

e. It shall b sufficient that a map or profile of any part of
the completed railway, which shall not lie within any county
or district having a registry office, be filed in the office of the
Minister of Railways.

19. It shall be lawful for the Company to take from any
public lands adjacent to or near the lino cf the said railway,
all stone, timber, gravel and other materials which may be
necessary or useful for the construction of the railway; and
also to lay out and appropriate to the use of the Company, a
greater extent of lands, whether lpublic or private, for
stations, depots, workshops, buildings, side-tracks,wharves,
harbors and roadway, and for establishing sereens against
snow, than the breadth and quantity mentioned in "lThe
Consolidated Railway Act, 1879," such greater extent tàken,
in any case, being allowed by the Government, and shown on
the maps or plans deposited with the Minister of Railways.

20. The limit to the reduction of tolls by the Parliament
of Canada provided for by the eleventh sub-section of the
17th section of the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879, respecting
TOLLS, is hereby extended, so that such reduction may be to
such an extent that such tolls when reduced shall not
produce less than ton per cent. per annum profit on the
capital actually expended in the construction ofthe Railway,
instead of not less than fifteon per cent. per annum profit, as
provided by the said sub-section; and~ so also that such
reduction shall not be made unless the net inome of the
Company, ascertained as described in said sub-section, shall
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have exceeded ton per cent. per annum instead of fifteen per
cent. per annum as provided by the said sub-section. And
the exercise by the Governor in Council of the power of
reducing the tolls of the Company as provided by the tenth,
sub-section of said section seventeen is hereby limited to the
same extent with relation to the profit of the Company, and
to its net revenue, asthat to which the power of Parliament
to reduce tolls is limited by said sub-section eleven as hereby
amended.

21. The first and second sub-sections of section 22, of the
Conaalidated Razlray Act, 1879, shall not apply to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; and it is hereby
enacted that the transfer of shares in the undertaking shall
be made only upon the books of the Company in person or
by attorney, and shall not be valid unless so made; and the
form and mode of transfer shall be sueh as shall be from
time to time regulated by'the By-laws of the Company.
And the funds of the Company shall not be used in any
advance upen the security of any of the shares or stock of
the Company.

22. The third and fourth sub-sections of said section 22 of
the Consolidated Railway Act, of 1879 shall be subject to the
following provisions, namely, that if before the completion
of the Railway and works under the said contract, any
transfer should purport to be made of any stock or share in
the Company, or any transmission of any share should be
effected under the provisions of said sub section four; to a
person not already a shareholder in the Company; and if in
the opinion of thé Board it should not be expedient that the
porson (not being already a shareholder) to whom such
transfer or transmission shall be made or effected should bc
accepted as a shareholder; the Directors may, by resolution,'
veto such transfer or transmission; and thereafter, and until
after the completion of the said Railway and works under
the said contract, such person shall not be, or be recognized
as a shareholder in the Company; and the original share-
holder, or his estate, as the case may be, shall remain
subject to all the obligations of a shareholder in the Com-
pany, with all the rights conferred upon a shareholder under
this Act. But any firm holding paid-up shares in the Com-
pany may transfer the .whole or any of such shares to any
partner in such firm having already an interest as such
partner in such shares, without being subject to such veto.
And in the event of such veto being exercised, a note shall
be taken of the transfer or transmission so vetoed in order
that it mnay be recorded in the books of the Company after-
the completion of the Railway and works as aforesaid : But
until sueh completion, the transfer or transmission so vetoed
shall not confer any rights, nor have any effect ofany nature
or kind whatever as respects the Company.

23. Su>section sixteen of section nineteen, relating to
PRESIDENT AND DIaEOTORS, THEIR eLE(CTION AND DUTIES;
sub-section two of section twenty-four, relating to BY-LAWs,
NoTICES, &c., sub-sections five and six of section twenty-
eight, relating to GENERAL PROVISIONS, and section ninety-
seven, relating to RAIL WAY FUND, of the Consolidated Rail
way Act, 1879, shali not, nor shall any of tliem apply to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway or to the Conmpany hereby incor-
porated.

24. The said Company shall afford all reasonable facilities
to the Ontario Pacifie Junction Railway Company when
their railway shal obecompleted to a point of junction with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway ; and to the Canada Central
Railway Company, for the receiving, forwarding and deliver-
ing of trafic upon and firom the railways of the said Com-
panies, respoetively; and-for the return of carriages, trucks
and other veicles; and no one of the said Companies shah
give or co»tine any preference or advantage to, or in favor
of either of the others, or of any particular description of
traffie in any respect whatsoever; nor shall any one of the
said Companis subject any other thereof, or any particular
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deseription of traefic, to any prejudice or<lisadva.ntage iany
respect whatsoever; and any one of the said Compameswhih
shall have any terminus oi station near any Mtninus-or
station of either of the others, shall aford al -remaonable
facilities for reeeiving and forwarding all the trafe sriviugr
by either of the others, without any unreasonable delay, and
without any preference or advantage, or prejudice or diss-
vantage; and so that no obstruction may be offered in the
using of such railway as a continuous line of eommunica-
tion; and so that all reasonable acoommodation may at all
times, by the means aforesaid, be mutually afforded by and
to the said several railway companies; and the said Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company shall receive and carry ali
freight and passenger traffic shipped to or from any pointý
on the railway of either of the said above named railway
companies passing over the Canadian Pacifie Railway or any
part thereof, at the same mileage rate and subject to the
saie charges for similar services: without granting or
allowing any preference or advantage to the traffic coming
from or going upon one of such railways over such traffito
coming from or going upon the other of them, reserving,
however, to the said Canadian Pacifie Railyay Company the
right of making special rates for purchasers of land, or for
emigrants or intending emigrants, which special rates shall
not govern or affect the rates of passenger traffic as between
the said Company and the said two above named Companies
or either of them. And any agreement made between any
two of the said companies contrary to the foregoing provi-
sions, shall be unlawful, null and void.

25. The Company, under the authority of a special general
meeting of the shareholders thereof; and as an extension of
the railway hereby authorized to be constructed; may
purchase or acquire by lease or otherwise, and hold and
operate, the Canada Central Railway, or may amalganiate
therewith, and may purchase or acquire by lease or other-
wise and hold and operate a line or lines of railway fr.oM
the City of Ottawa to any point at navigable water on the
Atlantic seaboard or to any intermediate point, or May
acquire running powers over any railway now constructed
between Ottawa and any such point or intermediate point.
And the Company may purchase or acquire any such rail-
way subject to such existing mortgages, charges or, liens
thereon as shall be agreed upon; and shall possess with
regard to any lines of rallway so purchased, or acquired,
and becoming the property of the Company, the saie
powers as to the issue of bonds thereon, or on any of themi,
to an amount not exceeding twenty thousand dollars per
mile; and as to the security for such bonds, as are conferred
upon the Company by the twenty-seventh section hereof, in
respect of bonds to be issued upon the Canadian Pacife
Railway. But such issue of bonds shall not affect the rigit
of any holder of mortgages or other charges already existing
upon any line of railway so purchased or acquired; and the
amount of bonds hereby authorized to be issued upQn such
line of railway shall be diminished by the amonni of uch
oexisting mortgages or charges thereon.

26. The Company shall have power and authority to erect
and maintain docks, dockyards, wharves, slips and piers at
any point on or in connection with the said Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and at all the termini thereof on navigable water,
for the convenience and accommodation of vessels and eleva-
tors; and ase to acquire, and work elevators, and to acquire,
own, hold, charter, work, and run, steam and other vessels
for cargo and passengers upon any navigable water, whieh
-the Canadian Pacifie Raitway may reach or conneet with.

27. The by-laws of the Company may provide for the
remuneration of the president and directors of the ompany,
and of any executive committee of such direotore; and for
the transfçr qf stock and shares; the registration andiscrip-
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tVi2nf stock, shares, and bords, and the transfer ofregistered
bonds; imd the paymaent of dividends and interest; at ay
place m ees within or beyond the limits of Canada; and
for X a nErmatters required by the said contract or by this
Act Ato be regniated by by laws. But the by-laws of the

oerrpêny made as provided by law shallin no case have any
goree or efect after the next general meeting of shareholders,
which sha lbe held after the passage of sueh by-laws, unless
they are approved by such meeting.

BONDS.

48 Thlie Company; under the authority ofa special general
Meeting of the shareholders called for the purpose, may
Imue Ë»dgage bonds to the extent of ten thousand dollars

er .mile ef the Catnadian Pacific Railway for the, purposes
oîtbe mdertakihg authorized by the present Act; which
ime shal Constitue a first mortgage and privilege upon
thie aaidAiahway, eonstructed or acquired, and to be there-
aftr waoùtrMted, or acquired, and upon its property, real
*aad personal, aceired and to be thereafter acquired includ-
i iboling stock, and plant; and upon its tolls and revenues
(after diednetionfrom such toits and revenues of working
rp.ases) ; and upoh the franchises of the Company; the

W-hole as shall>be declared and described as so mortgaged
W anry deed of -mortgage as hereinafter provided. Provided
always, however, that if the Company shall have issued, or
shall intend to issue land grant bonds under the provisions
of the thirtieth section hereof, the lands granted and to
be granted by the Government to the Company may be ex-
cluded from the operation of such mortgage and privilege;
and provided also that such mortgage and privilege shall not
ïttach upon any property which the Company are hereby,
or by the said contract, authorized to acquire or receive from
the GoVernment of Canada until the same shall have been
conveyed by the Government to the Company; but shall
attach upon such property, if so declared in such deed, as
soon as the same shall be oenveyed to the Company. And
such mortgage and privilege may be evidenced by a deed or
deeds of mortgage executed by the Company, with the
authority of its shareholders expressed by a resolution passed
at sudh special general meeting; and any such dee ma
dontam such description of the property mortgaged by suc
deed, and such conditions respecting the payment of the
bonds secured thereby and of the interest thereon, and the
remedies which shall be enjoyed by the holders of such bonds
or by any trustee or trustees for themin default of such
payment; and the enforcement of such remedies; and may
provide for such forfeitures and penalties, in default of such
payment; as may be approved by such meeting; and may
also contain, with the approval aforesaid, authority to the
trustee or trustees, upon such default, as one of such reme-
dies, to take possession of the railway and property mort-

ed, and to hold and run the same for the benefit of the
ndholders thereof for a time to be himited by such deed;

or to sell the said railway and property, after such delay,
and -ipon such terms and conditions as inay be stated in
sueh deed; and with like approval any spch deed may con-
tain provisions to the çffect that upon such default aud
upon such other conditions as shall be described in such
deed, the right of voting possessed by the shareholders
of the Company, and by the holders of preferred stock
therein, or by either of them, shalh cease and deter-
mine, and shall thereafter appertain t the Bondholders, or
to them and to the holders of the whole or of any part of
the preferred stock of the Company, as shall be declared by
sudh deed; and such deed may also provide for the condi-
tionalor absolute cancellation-after such sale of any or all
6f the shbres so deprived of voting power; or of any or all
-ofthepreferred stock ofthe Company, or both; and may also,
either directly by its terms, or indirectly by reference to the
By4aws of the Company, provide for the mode of enforcing
and exercising the powers and authority to be conferred and-

$5
1 defined by such deed, under the provisions hereof. And such
r deed, and the provisions thereof made under thei athority

hereof ; and such other provisions thereof as shall purport
3 (with like approval) to grant suoh further and other powers

and privileges to such trustee or trustees and to ,such
bondholders, as are not cdntrary to law or to the provisions
of this Act, shall be valid and binding. But if any change
in the ownership or possession of the said Railway a ad pro-
perty shall at any time take place under the:provisions
h ereof, or of any suah deed, or in any other manner, tbhoeaid
Railway and property shal continue to be held and ated
under the provisions hereof, and of the Consolidated, a way
Act of 1879 as hereby modified. And if the COmnpny
does not avail itself of the power of issuing bonds geeured
upon the land grant alone as hereinafter provided, the issue
of bonds hereby authorized may be increased to any amount
not exceeding twenty thousand dollars per mile of the said
Canadian Paciflc Railway.

29. If any bond issue be made by the Cornpany under the
last preceding section before the said railway is completed
according to the said Contract, a pro n of the proceeds
of such bonds, or a proportion of suc bonds if they be not
sold, corresponding to the proportion of the work contracted
for then remaining incomplete, shall be received by the
Government, and shall be held, dealt with and, from time to
time, paid over by the Government to the Opmpany upon the
saine conditions, in the same manner and according to the
saine proportions as the procoeds'of the bonds, theissue of
which is contemplated by sub-section d of Clause 9, of the
said Contract, and by the thirty-first section hereof.

ý.0. The Company may also issue mortgage bonds to the
extent of twenty-five million dollars upon the lands ganted
in aid of the said railway and of the undertaking authorized
by this Act ; such issue to be made only upon sinilar
authority to that required by this Act for the issue of bonds
upon the railway : and when so niade such bonds shal con-
stitute a first mortgage upon such lands, and shahl attach
upon them when they shall be granted, if they are not
actually granted at the time of the issue of suah bonds. And
such mortgage may be evidenced by a deed or deeds ùfmort-
gage to b executed under like authority to thedeedsocuring
the issue of bonds on the railway; and such deed or -deeds
iînder like authority niay contain similar conditions and may
confer upon the trustee or trustees named thereunder and upon
the holders of the bonds secured thereby, remedies, authoiity,
power and privileges and may provide for forfeitures and
penalties, similar to those which may be inserted and pro-
vided for under the provisionsof this Act in anydeed secur-
ing the issue of bonds on the railway, together with such
other provisions and conditions not inconsistent with. law or
with this Act as shall be so authorized. And such bonds
may be styled Land Grant Bonds, and they and the pioceeds
thereof shall be dealt with in the manner provided in the
said contract.

31. The Company may in the place and stead of the said
land grant bonds, issue bonds under the twentyeighth
section hereof, to suh amount as they shall agree 'with the
Government to issue, with the interest guaranteed by the
Government as provided for in the said contract; euch bonds
to constitute a mortgage upon the property of the Company
and its franchises acquired and to be thereafter scqtuired-
including the main line of the Canadian Pacifie a ilway,
and the branches thercof herinbefore deséribed, -with the
plant and rolling stock thereof acquired and to be thereafter
acquired, but exclusive of such other branches thereof and
of suah personal property as shall be excluded by the deed

ýof mortgage to be executed as security for such issue.* And
the provisions of the said twenty-eighth section shall apply
to such issue of bonda, and to the security whie miny be
given for the payment thereof, and they and the proceeds
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thereof shall be dealt with as hereby and by -the said con-
tract provided.

32. It shall not be necessary to affix the seal of the Com-
pany to any mortgage bond issued under the authority of
this Act; and every such bond issued without such seal
shall have the same force -and effeet; and be held, treated
and dealt with byall courts of law and of equity, as if it
were sealed with the seal of the company. And if it is
provided by the mortgage deed executed to secure the issue
of any bonds, that any of the signatures to such bonds or to
the coupons thereto appended, may be engraved, stamped
or lithographed thereon, such engraved, stamped or litho-
graphed signatures shall be valid and binding on the
Company.

33. The phrase "working expenses " shall mean and in-
clude all expenses of maintenance of the railway, and of the
stations, buildings, works and conveniencies belonging
thereto, and of the rolling and other stock and moveable
plant used in the working thereof, and also all such toils,
rents or annual sums as may be paid in respect of the hire
of engines, carriages or waggons let to the company; also
all rent, charges, or interest on the purchase money 6f lands
belonging to the Company, purchased but not paid for, or
not fully paid for; and also all expenses of and incidental to,
working the railway and the trafic thereon, including stores
and consumable articles; also rates, taxes, insurance and
compensation for accidents or losses; also all salaries and
wages of persons employed in and about the working of the
railway and traffic, and all office and management expenses,
including directors' fees, agency, legal and other like expenses.

34. The bonds authorized by this Act to be issued upon the
railway or upon the lands to be granted to the Company,
or both, may be so issued in whole or in part in the denomi-
nation of dollars, pounds sterling, or francs, or in any or ali of
thema, and the coupons may be for payment in denominations
similar to those of the bond to which they are attached.
And the whole or any of such bonds, may be pledged, nego-
tiated or sold upon such conditions and at such price as the
Board of Directors shall from time to time determine. And
provision may be made by the By-laws of the Company, that
after the issue of any bond,.the same may be surrendered to
the Company by the holder thereof, and the Company may,
in exchange therefor, issue to such holder inscribed stock of
the Company, which inscribed stock may be registered or
inscribed at the chiet place of business of the Company or
elsewhere, in such manner, with such rights, liens, priv-
ileges and preferences; at such place; and upon such con-
ditions; as shall be provided by the By-laws of the Com-
pany.

35. It shall not be necessary,' in order to preserve the
priority, lien, charge, mortgage or privilege, purporting to
appertain to or be created by any bond issued or mortgage
deed executed under the provisions of this Act, that such
bond or deed should be enregistered in any manner, or in any
place whatever. But -every such mortgage deed shall be
deposited in the office of the Secretary of State: of which
deposit notice shall be given in the Canada Gazette. And in
like manner any agreement entered into by the Company,
under section thirty-four of this Act, shall also be deposited
in the said office. And a copy of any such mortgage deed,
or agreement, certified to be a truc copy by the Secretary of
State or his Deputy, shall be received as primdfacie evidence
of the original in all courts of justice, without proof of the
signatures or seal upon such original.

36. If, at any time, any agreement be made by the
Company -with any persons intending to become bond-
holders of the Company; or be contained in any mortgage
deed exeòuted under the authority of this Act; -.restricting
the issue of bonds by the Company, under the powers con-
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ferred by this A ct ; or deftning or -imiting the ,nieof
exercising such powers; the-Company, after thae deposit
thereof with the Secretary of State as hereinbefere-pro-
vided, shall not act upon such powers otherwise than as-
deflned, restrictod and limited by such agreement. And no
bond thereafter issued by the Company, and no order, reso-
lution or proceeding thereafter made, passed orhad by the
Company, or by the board of directors, eontraryatothe
teris of such agreement, shall be valid or effectual.

37. The Company may, from time to time, issue guar-
anteed or preferred stock at such-price, to such amwount,
not exceeding ten thousand dollars per mile, and uponsuch
conditions as to the preferences and privileges ,appertaining
thereto, or- to diferent issues or classes thereof, and
otherwise as shall be authorized by the-majority. la value -of
the shareholders present in person or represented by proxy
at any annual meeting or at any special general meeting
thereof called for the purpose,-uotice of the intention to pro-
pose such issue at such meeting being given in the notice
calling such meeting. But the guarantee or- preference
accorded to such stock shall not interfere with-the ,lien,
mortgage and privilege attaching to bonds issued under the
authority of this Act. And the holders of such. preferred
stock shall have such power of voting at meetings of share-
holders, as shall be conferred upon them by the By-laws of
the Company.

EXECUTION OF AGREEMENTS.

38. Every contract, agreement, engagement, serip eertifi-
cate or bargain made, and every bill of exehange drawn,
accepted or endorsed, and every» promissory note and cheque.
made, drawn or endorsed on behalf of the Company, by any
agent, officer or servant of the Company, in general accord-
ance with bis powers as such under the by-laws of the Com-
pany, shall be binding upon the Company; and in no case
shall it be necessary to bave the seal of the Company affixed
to any such bill, note, cheque, contract, agreement, engage-
ment, bargain, or scrip certificate, or to prove hat the same
was made, drawn, accepted or endorsed, as the case may be,
in pursuance of any by-law or special vote or ordern; nor shall
the party so acting as agent, officer or servant of the Com-
pany be subjected individually to any liability, whatsoever, to
any third party therefor; Provided always, that nothing in
tbis Act shall be construed to authorize the Company to issue
any note payable to the bearer thereof, or any promissory
note intended to be circulated as money, or as the note of a
ban-k, or to engage in the business of banking or insurance.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

39. The Company shall, from time to time, furnish such
reports of the progress of the work, with such details and
plans of the work, as the Government may require.

40. As respects places not within any Province, any
notice required b the Consolidated .Railway Act, 1879, to
be given in the ' Official Gazette " of a Province, may. be
given in the Canada Gazette.

41. Deeds and conveyances of lands to the Company for
the purposes of this Act, (not being letters patent trom the
Crown) inay, in so fhr as circumstances will admit, be in
the form following, that is to say

"IKnow all min by these prosenta, that 1, A. B.in on-
sideration Of paid to me by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company,-the receipt whereof is hereby aeknow-
ledged, grant, bargain, soll and convey unto the said The
Canadian Pacidie Railway Comnpany, their successors and
assigns, all that tract or parcel of land (desribe the tand>to
have and to hold the said -land and premises into bbe said
Company, their successors and assigns for ever.
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" Witness my hand and seal, this day of

4me thousand eight hundred and
leSigned, sealed and delivered

in presence of
"0. D.
,-B. F.1

or in any other form to the like effect. And every deed made
in accordance herewith shall be held and construed to impose
upon the vendor executing the same the obligation of gua-
ranuteeing the Company and its assigns against all dower and
laim for dower and against all hypothecs and mortgagesand

against ail liens and charges whatsoever, and also that ho lias
a good, valid and transferable title thereto.

COMMISSION OF INTERNAL ECONOMY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD delivered a Message
from B-is Excellency the Governor Generat

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-
Lorne.

The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, two
approved Minutes in Council, appointing the Right Honorable Sir John
A. Macdonald, Minister of the Interior; the Honorable Sir Leonard
Tilley, Minister of Finance; the Honorable Sir Charles Tupper, Minister
of Railways and Canals, and the Honorable Hector L. Langevin, C.B.,
Minister of Public Works, to act with the Speaker of the House of
Commns, as Commissioners for the purposes and under the provisions of
the Act 31 Victoria, Chapter 27, intituled: "An Act respecting the
" Internal Economy of the House of Commons, and for other purposes."
GOVERNMENT HoUsE,

OTTAWA, 10ti December, 1880.

SUPPLY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved:
" That this House will, on Friday next, resolye itiself into a Committee

to consider a Supply to be granted to Her Majesty."

Motion agreed to.

WAYS AND MEANS.

SirLEONAR D TILLEY moved:
" That this House will, on Friday next, resolve itself into a Com-

mittee to consider the Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be
granted to Her Majesty."

Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT.
Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD moved the adjournmneint of

the House.
Sir RICHARD J: CARTWRIGHT asked when the

Public Accounts would be laid on the Table.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I hope they may be ready by

Christmas, but I am not quite certain. We are making an
effort to have them ready then.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. May I furthér
enquire whether, if they are ready by Christmas, the hon.
Minister can distribute them to the Members of the Bouse?
Lt would possibly save some trouble and inconvenienee if
lie did.

Mr. BLAKE. Are the papers just laid on the Table all
the papers that are to be supplied, in accordance with the
terms of the Speech.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a motion on the
paper.

Mr. BLAKE. I am aware. But the Speech declared that
we were to receive some papers; I simply enquire whether
these are all the papers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. And, mayI ask, are they in print ?
Sir JOEIN A. MACDONALD. Yes, they will be distri-

buted in the Votes in the morning.

Mr. ANGLIN stated that last session he had moved for a
return relating to the lands of the North-West-the quanti-
ties sold, the prices at whioh they were sold, the expenses
eonnected therewith, etc. The hon. Minister had stated that
the Government intended to lay before the House a 11eturn
of a somewhat similar character. If that .general retnrn
were brought down, it would, of course, ronder unnecessary
the one for which he ad moved. It was ;information which
he thought the House should be put in possession of before
they discussed the Pacifie Railway bargain, so that they
might rfoi a closer estimate of the value of the lands in the
North-West than they could by means of the conjectures in
which hon. members were forced to indulge. He would like
to ask the hon. the First Minister if ho knew anything of
that return, or whether the general return would be brpught
down.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know anything
about the special return the hon. gentleman speaks of, but
the general return is ahnost ready, if it is not aiready in the
hands of the printers-a very full statement.

House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, pn..

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAI, 13th December, 188.

The SPEAKEat book the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

EXPLORATIONS ON ST. LAWRENCE.
Mr. LANTIER enquired, Whether the Engineer-in-Chief

of Canals las received instructions to muke a report on the
explorations made on the north side of the St. Lawrence,
from Coteau Landing to the Bay of Cascades, for the con-
struction of a canal; and, if so, whether his, report is ready
and the Government p Irepard to give a decision on that
question ?

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. I beg leave to say, in answer to
the question of theli on. member, that the Chief Engineer of
Canals lias been requested and received instructions, to make
a report on the subject referred to in this question; that he
has stated the matter is one of very great importance
indeed, and that the pressure upon his time was auch that it
had prevented him b~eing able to give it that attention which
its importance demanded, but that so soon as possible he
would make a full examination into the subject and report
upon it. The subject is now-receiving the fullest attention
of the Department.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Sonie time next year.

STORM WARNINGS ON INLAND WATERS.

Mr. FLEMING enquired, Whether, in view of the recent
loss of life and property on the inland waters of the Do-
minion, it is the intention of the Government to increase the
number of storm signal stations, and also, whether steps
will be taken to fnsure greater promptness and accuracy in
giving storm warnings ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's). The matter Las not yet received
the attention of the Government. As the question bas been
asked by the hon. member, the subject will be considered.

MINISTERIAL EXPLANATIONS.

Mr. BLAKE. - Before motions are called, I invite the
right hon. gentleman at the head of the Government to give
to the House the usual explanations with respect to the
changes that have oeeurred .in the Ministry since last
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Session, in regard to the personnel of the Administration hon. gentlemen to whom -the hon. leader fithe
and the distribution of the offices. Government has referred as gentlemen fmmthe aame

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. With respect 'to the
ehaiges in thegesonnel, it is well known to the House that
the health of the hon. member for Terrebonne (Mr. Masson),
who was in the Government since its formation in 1878, un-
fortûnately for us, and, I think, for the House and the
eountry, broke down to a eertain extent. My hon. friend, in
hie anxious desire to assist us, remained in office as long as

psitle, at our urgent solicitation, notwithstanding the
prSssure of his medical adviser. At last, however, we
fund We could not propedy press him further. My hon.
fHenid w in great danger of injuring his health permanently
if he rënained longer with us, and to our unanimous regret
and sorrow we were obliged to say we eould no longer press
him to remain in the Government. He was succeeded
by an hon. gentleman from his section of the country.
Mir. laby, the late member for Joliette, was promoted to
the Bench, which, I believe, he will adorn, and his place
was filled by a gentleman from his section of the country.
The redistribution of offices was made in the manner we
thought most conducive to the public service.

Mr. BLAKE. With respect to the arrangement made
for the distribution of offices, I think a word or two
requires to be said. So far as I know, this is the
first occasion on which a department, connected with
one of the two 'great branches of taxation, bas been trans-
ferred from this 1ouse to the Senate. While there are but
two members of that body who are Ministers, I quite agree
that it is not at all unreasonable they should hold some
important departments; but I think that it is contrary to
precedent, and to the general understanding as to the mode
of managing public business, that the great taxing de-
partments should lbe represented by their Ministers otherwise
than here. As to the other change in the distribution of
offices, although that irivolves the loss to this House of the
opportunity of represénting to the chief of the Post Office

De artment our needs,-and it is certainly a very great ad-
vantage ordinarily,-yet I can heartily congratulate hon.
gentlemen opposite on that particular change, believing, with
them, that.'tfic interests of the country have been very much
consulted in giving that important department to its present
occgpant, as compared with its late administrator, who, no
doubt, will be able to discharge the less onerous duties at-
taching to the sition of 8ecretary of State, while Sir
Alexander amp 11will; no doubt, discharge better than the
laté administrator could have discharged, the duties of the
Post-Office. Withregard to the changes that have taken place,
to which the hon. gentleman (Sir John A. Macdonald) has
referred, we are glad to know that our late colleague and
friend, Mr. Baby, has exchanged a somewhat precarious
position as a Minister for the honorable and permanent
position of a member of the judici4l bench. The hon.
gentleman has stated that Mr. Baby was promoted to
the >Bench, and that created a vaeancy. I had sup-
posed the vacancy was required, and therefore Mr. Baby
was proInoted to the Bench; 'but I now understand the cir-
cuinstacies to be different. As to the other cause of change, I
am suIre all lion. members on this side of the House will
agree lu ftli rgieét wlhich the hon. gentleman las expressed
as to the circumstances which occasioned the resignation of
the hon. member for Terrebonne. My lion. friend has been
a mnmber ofPlarlianient ever since Confederation, and while
'we 'an this side -have been unable to agree in his general
views on Týolitics, we have all admired the honesty of his
course, thesacrifice to convictions which, on occasions he las
made, and the irttegrity of principle which lias marked his
public career. It wasa source ofdeepregret to myself person-
ally, and I ar sure to thôse with whom I act, that lis halth
should have so far failed as to reqire his leaving the Ad-
ministration. I have to express my congratulations to the

Mfr. BLarE.

sections of the country on their having ,suceeeded
the outgoing Ministers. The Minister of Rilitia
swallowed the gnat last year, and, of colirse, makes no diffi-
culty about the camel this time. The President of the
Council strained at the gnat last year, but he looks to me as
if he was disposed to swallow the camel;is year. -

Sir JOHN A:MACDONkLD. I think it was thc other
flouse that swallowed the camel. With ispectto th dfê s :
the Inland Revenue is not one of the payhigdeptents,
but it is one of the revenue departments of the overn-
ment; and it is quite true, as a general rule, it is wll fithat
it should be represented in this House; but, as perhaps the
hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) has already as-
certained-I do not kpow where, in his' time, but, at any
rate, in our time-there is a feeling in the Senaté that the
co-ordinate branch of the Legislature ought to have a cer-
tain amount of representation in the Government in their
body. With regard to the selection of the present incum-
bent of the office of Minister of Inland Revenue, Mr.
Aikins, he .was appointed for this reason : the position
is one that requires a good deal of know~ledge of
commercial business and of the ways of dealers and
traders. Mr. Baby had not that advantage; but still,
I am happy to say, I am proud to say in his absence, tlha±he
filled that office most satisfactorily to his colleagues, and, I
believe, satisfactorily to the country. Ile devoted hiinself
most assiduously to the duties of his office, and he overcame
the disadvantage which a lawyer was naturally supposed to
labor under in filling the position ofMinister of Inland Revenue.
Mr. Aikins is a man who, as everybody knows, was
in business a great many years, and we believe his practical
knowledge will be of advantage in administering the depart-
ment-a very difficult department, and a department which,
as the hon. gentleman is aware, is continually liable to attack
if the law is put in execution. That is the reason why Mr.
Aikins was appointed to that office. With respect to the
other changes, the hon. member for West Durhaim, with his
usual kindness of heart and -grace, made a special reference
to the appointment of the Secretary of State. _The reasons of
his appointment was ähortly these: Mr. Masson could
no longer perform his duties as Minister of Militia,-
and he is not the man to hold office unless he is
able to perform them,- and we were exceedingly
anxious to retain his services to the country and have the.
advantage of his advice. Mr. Masson said he could no longer
perforn the duties of any department calling on him for
continuous labor and office work. We, therefore, asked the
President of the Council to make way for him, and he was
appointed President of the Council, and he held that office
until his health compelled him eventually t retire. The pi-e-
sent Postmaster General, Sir Alexander Campbell, who had
been Postmaster General a good many years, and who
understood the duties thoroughly, assumed - the duties of
Minister of Militia, but with the understanding that, so son
as new arrangements could be made, he would refurn t fihe
office he had held so long and worthily. That is the whole
story of the readjustment.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. MACKENZIE, lu moving for aU papera, letters
or telegrams, concerning the construction of the Can-
ada Pacitie iailway, including offers made for its construc-
tion and working to the Government befor. fthe delegation
of Ministers left for England, and all similar offersmade, while
Ministers were in ingland, by European or other contractors
or capitalists, with copies of ail cdrrespofldende by letters or
telegraph, with any parties, respecting the cnstruetia and
working of the said Railway, sad': aá for theie'papers
'because no intimation wus given by the Government s fthe
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day we met, as to whether they would be laid upon the
Table. We have statements-on the authority of two or three
Ministers-certainly two, that some ofer was made for this
purpose before the Ministers went to England at aIL We
have the statemert of the Prime Minister himself, immedi-
ately on his return from England, that he had made an ar-
rangement in England, or had received certain offers, and was
in a condition to conclude an arrangement. We had the an-
nouicement from time to time in Ministerial papers, during the
residene of the Minister in England, that their mission was
succedmg, that it was progressing successfully, that offers
weire e wlich would be accepted by the Canadian people.
We are now about to enter upon the discussion of the most
important, momentous question ever submitted to a Cana-
dian Legislature,--one which, I may say, will affect the
prosperity of this country very materially, for a long time
to come, and will affect still more materially that portion of
our territories where this Railway is to be built. It is, there-
fore, of the last importance that this Parliament should have,
before it comes to any decision upon the paper submitted on
Friday, a complete statement of all offers made, to enable
us to judge whether the Government have received any
offers, which, in the estimation of this House, would be more
favorable to the public interest of the country than this, or
whether any of them, including this, were of such character
as should be entertained by any Government having the
public interest at heart. I presume there eau b no possible
objection to the production of these papers, because, on a
previons occasion, in the case of a much less onerous bargain,
though presentedin a different manner to the public, there was
included all the correspondence with other conipanies which
had made offers or submitted propositions concerning the
construction of the railway. M inisters should have brought
down these. pers without any motion, acting upon the pre-
cedent which they thomselves set in 1873, but as they did not
intimateany desire or any intention of doing so, I placed this
notice on the paper in order that we may reach them
as soon as possible, and have the benefit of them in the ensuing
discussion unn the project now submitted to Parliane it.

Sir JOI]N A. MACTONA L D. The first part of the bon.
gentleman's motion asking for all papers, letters or docu-
mente concerping the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, is a rather wide order. Does it involve any paper
conected with the construction of the railway? But I
understand, f-om what he says, that he asks for the offers
made by companies or individuals, or capitalists, for the
construction of the railway. I am afraid we cannot give
much assistance to the hon. gentleman in that regard. Be-
fore we went to England there was a provisional offer made
to the Government which was distinctly understood to be
provisional. We subseuently received a second offer, and
the Government came to the conclusion, especially as we
had an indirect intimation, verbally, that an offer .would
probably be made from New York and San Francisco, that we
could not possibly settle up the matter here. We decided to
inform all the parties that we would attend to the reception
of any applications, tenders, or proffers, in London. There-
upon the first party who made this provisional offer with-
drew it and would not hold to it. The second party did not
do so-this was an offer from England-and the party sub-
sequently dropped their application. The communications
that were mae in England were principally, if not altogether
verbal. Gentlemen came over again and again from Paris
and sat with us te the discussion of these matters. The
first offer was withdrawn. The second one it would be
unfair to disclose; as the hon. gentlemen opposite will
see there were persons in it, bankers and others of
considerable commercial standing, who were connected
wil that offer. They found they were not strong
enough to press it. Thoir offer was made, of course,
with the desire of coming in if they could, and being
engaged in the construction of the road, and .it would

3
hardy be fair to them to uoe their names and to state
that these pe-sons failed in being strong enough to =-
dertake tho work. It would affect their position. Buit
would say this, that the present offer is the most fiWorable
offer, both as to money and land, that the Government or
delegates received. Arrangements were mîde; we sat de
die in diem as a little committee, meeting different gentle-
men again and again. They were all desirous-of makixng an
arrangement, money being plenty and enterprise ripe on
the continent of Europe, especially in France and England.
They were all anxious to connect themselves with such a
great enterprise. Some were appalled by the largeness of
the scheme; some were frightened by the eventual responsi-
bility, and one after another withdrew from attempts to be
concerned with the railway. As to the present parties
we met them every day, and the results are laid before this
House. I cannot possibly bring down thepapers asked for; I
think it would be an injury to the parties who have atternpted
to aid us by making offers.

Mr. MAOKENZLE. I can only say I am extremely dis.
appointed at the course taken by the hon. gentleman. He
has indicated, since he first came home from England, a de-
termination to keep the people in the dark as to the offers
received and the bargain made. Re endeavors now to force
the House to a conclusion upon the one offer submitted, tell-
ing us that we must deide at once, and muet decide it pre-
cisely as it is placed before the louse, withoutany change or
amendment. Now, in addition to all that, he refuses the Hoeuse
information ; ho constitutes himself the sole judge of the
necessity for producing those papers; he says that, in his
o inion, it would not be fair to so-and-so who made the offer.

hat has he to do with judging whether it is fair or not ?
It is for Parliament, for those who placed him where ho
is, to judge whether it is fair or not to look at the ofters
which have been made for a publie undertaking. This,
Sir, is the first time that offers made to the Gover-
ment lor a great public work have been refised toePartier
ment; and the hon, gentleman will find that, thongh he ma
get his majority to vote his extraordinary scheme throng
Parliament, the country will not justify the refusal of papers
which are absolutely essential to us in discussing the project,
and in enabling us to come to a righteous conclusion. Sig, I shall
divide the liouse on this question. I shall require the
right hon. gentleman, and every one who thinks with hira
that these papers should not be placed on the Table of the
liouse,·to say so by their votes, and to take the responsibility
of justifyng to the peoplethe course they have chosen to
adopt, in thus endeavoring to forestail public opinion
and prevent its expression, in order that they may
carry out their scheme without the slightest infor-
mation being placed before us, except the monstrosity itseolf
which was presented to Parliament the other day. We
require that the information we have asked for shall be laid
before Parliament as a matter of publie policy, and that
requirement I am sure every parliamentarian on both sides
of the House will agree is a reasonable one, and one that
should not be refused even to a minority of this House.

Mr. RUNTINGTON. Isubmit, Sir, that thge observations
of the right hon. gentleman are unfair to the gentlemen
whose offers were not accepted, as they leave us to infer
that those offers were refused because these gentlemen failed
to carry them out. I am quite sure that the right bon.
gentleman does not believe that these other tenderers were
not accepted because they so failed. The right hon. gen-
tleman first makes the extraordinary proposition that he
will net take the people into his confidence, because it would
be an injustice to those who failed. But let us look at the
practice of the Department of Publie Works. Every day
the public are made aware of the kind of humiliation which
the right hon. gentleman will not now allow te visited
upon those contractors who happily are under hita ptiu.
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Every day his proposition isvioluted, It is well known te the
public that the names of some of the parties who were
negotiating were paraded in Ottawa as men of distinction
and strength long before the rigbt hon. gentleman went to
England to negotiate, and some people are inclined to think
that my right hon. friend did not intend to give these
gentlemen a chance; and they will be surprised that ho gives
as a roason for protecting them in Parliament, that they
failed in'making good their propositions, and that therefore
he is obliged to keep their names from the public.

Mr. ANGLIN. The country, I think, Sir, will bc rather
surprised to find tic diguity of Parliament pleaded one day
as a reason for withholding information to which we are
entitled, and the rights of the parties tendering pleaded on
another day for the sane raason. There will be no necessity
fer stating in any return asked for by the motion of my hon.
friend, the member for Lambton, that the parties who have
ehosen to withdraw their tenders, withdrew because tbey
were unable to carry out the contract. It would be quite
sufficient to say that they chose to withdraw their tenders,
or that hon. gentlemen on the other side, acting for the
Government, did not choose to accept them. But when1
we are told that the greater part of these negotiations1
were carried on viva voce, we cannot surely be expectedt
to believe that propositions made on an all-important matter
like this were not reduced to writing in all cases. Surely
there were enough members of the Government representing
the country on the occasion to do that, and I have no doubt
they had ample means at their command to have work of
that kind properly donc. It was due te the hon. gentlemen
themselves, it was due to the party upon whom they call
for support in this matter, and it was due to the people of the
countzy that all the information should have been put to-
gether and submitted to the House without any such de-
mand as that now made. I am delighted that the hon.
member for Lambton bas declared that he will divide the
lHouse, and that at the very opening of this Session of Parlia-
ment, we shall know Who are of opinion that it is proper to
demand information with which the people have a rightt
to be firnished, and who are prepared to support the Minis-s
try in withholding that information.1

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Speaker, I am a little sur-d
prised at the heat which bas been exhibited by hon. gentle-
men on the other side lu relation to a matter which seems
to me , to require no such display of ardour. The -state-a
ment of my right hon. friend, I think, will carry conviction
to the mmd of every fair-minded man.

Mr. MACKENZIE: Over there.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; and I hope agood many

over there as well. I say that the course which the leader s
of the Governmeut bas pursued on this occasion, is one e
which will commend itself to the judgment of hon. members &
as one which is only a matter of justice to the parties with t
whom we have been negotiating. My right hon. friend bas
stated to the ouse, and stated truly, that in the proposition
which we have laid upon the Table of the House-the con-
tract which we have made, subject to the approval of Panma.-
ment, for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, n
is the very best-

Mr. BLAKE. I rise to order. It is quite out of' order forg
the hou. gentleman to speak of the contents of any ,paper U
which he is not prepared to lay on the Table. e

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am now referring to the P
paper on the Table. i

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, but the hon. gentleman is declaring a
that the paper on the Table ,i more favorable than one a
whichlhe l not bring down. a

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I thought the hon. gentIe- C
men opposite were desirous of information. Now they
seek to prevent it. t

Mr. RUMNITOÑ.

Mr. MACKENZIE. We will read the informatioÉ qar;
selves if you give it toe us.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Then, 1r. Speake, sinbe the
hon. gentlemen are afraid I shall diselos some ofthe in-
formation for which they profess to be deshrous, .low
me to state that, at this moment. there is no offer before"the
Government. I say, Si, that it is not in the power of the
Government to lay on the Table of the House aù offer from
any parties who were found able to carry-their offer toa
conclusion. They have no such offer before themi. What
took place was this : the Government having determiîned
to endeavor to secure the construction of the Cairediai
Pacifie Railway, in conformity with the declared policy ef
Parliament, placed themselves in communication with a
number of parties ; other - parties placed themselves
in communication with them, and they exhausted
every means at their command. They had a proposal wbich
they were led to suppose by the parties fron whom it
emanated would be backed up by such a support, and such
an organization as would warrant the G overnment in making
a contract with them. For the purpose of'exhausting every
possible means of finding the very best terms upon 'w'hich
this great work could be accomplished, in conformity with
the will of Parliament, declared again and again, three
Ministers were authorized to go to London, and the parties
with whom we had been negotiating, and other parties from
whom we -had any reason to suppose a favorable offer might
emanate, were communicated with, and having exhaustively
discussed the whole question, we stand in the position to-day
of dealing with the parties who made the very best proposal.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Hear, hear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The very best offer that was

laid before the House is the proposal. that we submit
for the consideration of* Parliament, and the only
one that emanated from any parties, who, upon full
investigation, were found prepared to take up this
work and carry it out upon the proposed terms, and
that we believed could furnish the evidence neces-
sary of their ability to do so. That is a plain state-
ment of the case, and yet the hon. gentleman seemed to
démand that, because men who were anxious to undertake
this work entered into negotiations, without prejudice, which
subsequently resulted in nothing, as they were fmally not in
a position to carry the negotiations to a concltsion, they
should be placed before the people in the position of
parties who, upon investigation, were found not to be
possessed of all the means necessary to carry on this
work. So far as relates to the business before the
House, the leader of the late Government ought not to
say-it is a little premature for him to say-that the Gov-
ernment proposes to force this House to a decision without
an opportunity being given the House to make a full inves-
igation.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The First Minister said so.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not at ail. Ail that the

First Minister said will commend itself to the judgment of
very fair-minded man. Al that he sairwas that it was a
matter that Parliament was called, at perhaps an inçonveni-
nt period for some gentlemen, to coneider, because it was of
great moment that no time should be lost in bringing this
matter to a prompt conclusion; but no intimation has
manated fron the First Minister, or anybody else, that this
Parliament will not have all the time that, in its judgment,
t desires to give this question th maost exhaustive consider-
tion. The contract is upon the Table of thi fousa for
cceptance by the House on its own merits orrejection. If,
fter full discussion, it is found to be in the interests
îanada, it will-be accepted.

Mr. MACKENZI. Will the hon. gentleman allow me
o read from the Kasard what the First Minister said ? I
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asked if the hon, gentleman would now tell us whether it is
his deliberate purpose to give this House but ton days in
which to agree to a measure, upon pain of being punished by
not having a holiday. The right hon. gentleman replied, that,
with the assistance of the majority of this House,-such was
the intention of the Government.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. Isay so, too; but I ask the
hon. gentleman if that will bear, for one moment, the forced
construction that ho put upon it. The First Minister did not
say that this measure would not take a month to discuss, but
that of course a long adjournment would be inconsistent
with the policy that had induced the Government to summon
Parliament at this early date.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I road his words.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER But you did not read a word

that intimated that any person was to be forced fbr want
of time-

Mr. MACKENZIE. Ten days.
Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. The question was, if this mat-

ter was not concluded within that period, would there be a
long adjournment and a long period of time lost before the sub-
ject would be again considered, and the right hon. gentleman
said frankly to the House, if we are not able to conclude this
matter before the Christmas holidays, thore will be but a
short adjournment, for the obvious reason that it is in the
interest of the country this question should be dealt with
promptly. In calling Parliament together at this period,
there is no intention of depriving the House of the fullest
opportunity of examining this question in all its details. I
believe the more it is discussed the more hon. gentlemen
opposite themselves, will find, if they have any regard for
their own past pledges, they will be compelled to support it.
That is the difficulty these bon. gentlemen will meet. So far
from there heing any desire not to have the fhllest and
frankest discussion, i trust this great measure, in all its
details, will continue to be the subject of ex-
haustive discussion, and the more it is discussed,
the more the Government will gain in the general opinion
of the House and country. The measure is here. It is the
only measure we are in a position to lay before the House,
and say there is a proposal to construct the Canadian Pacific
Railway emanating from parties who afford a satisfactory
guarantee of their ability to carry out the contract. I be-
lieve it would be acting most unfairly to gentlemen who
have been zoalously engaged in endeavoring to make ar-
rangements by which they could grapple with the great
work, and whose negotiations were fruitless, to have their
namies bandied about bere and discussed one way or the
other. I have no objection to the motion of the hon. member
for Lambton being placed in your hands, because it is a
motion on which every hon. gentleman in this House
who wishes to see public business conducted upon those fair
principles that will enable Governments to discuss matters
with gentlemen without making the gentlemen interested
in the question under debate the victims, subsequently, of
that discussion, will wish to record his opinion. I trust the
motion will be met, as such a motion requires to be met.
We have laid everything upon the Table necessary to place
every detail connected with this question in the possession
of the House, and are prepared for its fullest discussion.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will you vote for it?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. memberforLamb-

ton quoted what I said. I think that ho did not read the
full reply. I said: " Emigrants will be here in May, and it
is of very great importance, if Parliament is going to adopt
the arrangement, that it should do so with all convenient
speed. We consider it of so much importance that we shall
ask the louse to take it into early and earnest considera-
tion; and to romain here with as short a Christmas interval
Ps possible until jt is passed,"

Mr. BLAKE. I shall not complicate this discussion by
questioning the policy of the Government as to the time at
which they propose to commence, and the diligence with
which they propose to prosecute the discussion of the great
question they are about to submit for our consideration. All
we are at presont engaged in considering is, what is the
nature of the materials essential to a just consideration
of the subject. The .proposition advanced by the Gov-
ornmont is wholly unprecedented. It would reader the
conduet of public business by Ministers of a free country,
more liko the conduct of public business by a despot in a
despotic country than anything elise. It is not the magnitude
of the contract that makes any difference in the attitude of
a contractor towards the public; it is not the importance of
the transaction that entitles those who propose to enter into
it to any different considoration from ordinary contractors.
There is no difforent motive that animates mon who come
forward and make tenders for one public work, as compared
with those who tender for another public work, that would
entitle thom to have their proposals received in confidence,
as the Minister implied, though ho did not dare say s0 in
express terms, they were-because to receive such proposals
in confidence would be a gross breach of duty. Hâe said they
were received without prejudice. He borrowed a legal
phrase wholly without application to this occasion.
A man makes an offer; ho knows when he makes that offer
that he submits it to the possibility of acceptance or rejec-
tion; ho knows, also, that if ho fails to meet his offer to the
Government, his offer will bo disclosed. What is this we
hear of ?-humiliation ! Every day mon are tendering for
public works and are awarded contracts on condition of being
able to carry thom out. One condition is that they give
security; overy day they fail to give security. Sometimes a
a supporter of hon. gentlemen opposite buys off the security of
a contractor, and the next contractor gots the work ; but Ido
not hear that the contractors who fail are entitled to have their
names withheld, or that they are not to be exposed to the
humiliation of its being known that they have failed to carry
out their propositions. Public business could not safely go on if
Ministers were to be permitted to arrogate this power to
themselves-of deciding that they would conceal from the
House and the country offers made to them of one descrip-
tion, and bring down only one offer. The hon. gentleman
was out of ordor when ho undertook to characterise papors
which ho refused to bring down. At the same time, ho tells
us that the offers ho refuses to bring down wore not rejected,
but that the men who made them found themselves unable
to carry them out-that the difficulty arose, not from their
offers being too favorable to themselves, but from their
being unable to implement them, assuming, therofore, that
if they had been implemented they would have been acpt-
ed by the Administration. In the debate upon my resolution
last Session, the Minister of' Railways gave us some details
of the form of the road, but ho stated that an offer was made
for the construction oîthe road from Selkirk to Kamloops for
$13,000 and 13,000 acres a mile.

Mr. CASEY. $10,000 a mile.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, I think, if I remomber
right, it was thirteen millions of money and twenty-six
millions of acres-

Mr. BLAKE. Well, Sir, this only shows how important
it is that we should have the papers. The hon. Minister
himself does not remenber whether it was $13,000,000 and
26,000,000 acres.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, Oh yes.

Mr. BLAKE. Well, he did not know a moment ago.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. See what the Hanard says.

Mr. BLAKE. I don't care what the Hansard says. I
anm speaking of the hon. gentleman's memnQry, Why should
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we not 'have more particulars of that offer ? The hon. the
First Minister, at a pic-nic on the 29th of June last, said this

"He could say this, and the Minister of Finance, who was on the
platform, could corroborate hie statement, if necessary, that there were
capitalists at thia mnoment who, knowing that there was a certain fortun
o bemade omtof the construction of the railway, were asking that th

work be handed over to them. They had aid, 'We will relieve you of al£neyand the eole o aa Pprln ion of bei g taxed. We will take
the rai way than uidit, and make fortunesnoutaofit.' The Goveru
ment, at t s moment, had the offers inade under consideration, so tha
there was no danger regarding the road.'"

That the hon. gentleman stated before he wcnt to England
Now, who were these gentlemen, to whom the hon
gentleman refers as friends of the Government who, in the
interests of the Government, or with some patriotic motives
were exerting themselves to meet the views of the Govern
ment ? fHe tells us they were capitalists who, wanting to
make fortunes out of this enterprise, made these offers. Now
Sir, Why should we not sec the offers of these gentlemen ? Are
their names not to be disclo'sed to us? Are they to make
offers to us secretly ? The hon. gentleman says they wer
not made secretly. Why should we not hear and know al
about them ? Why should this' transaction be shrouded in
mystery and concealment if it was not done in secret ? I am
glad to hear that the on. member for Lambton will divide
the House on this motion, and I have only to say that I hope
as many gentlemen opposite as possible will record their
votes against it.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I am sorry that the hon. gentleman
characterises the action of the Government in this case as
despotic. There is no despotism: we have brought down
every paper in connection with the contract that we could
bring down. It frequently happens that the Government
says it cannot, in the interest of the country, bring down all
the papers in connection with a contract, and Parliament
assents to the declaration of the Government. The hon.
gentleman says it is not for the Government to be judges in
this case, but Parliament. Well, the Government knowing
what has occurred in the negotiations, states positively that
the papers now before the ouse are really the only papers
that can be put before the House-that it has no botter offer
than this-that offers, informal offers if you like, were made
and withdrawn, and the Government sent three of its mem-
bers to England to enter into negotiations there. If two or
three capitalists come to the Government and say, we are
disposed to build this road for so much money and so much
land, the Government is not to take that as an offer ; but we
say, here is a tender that the capitalists have made and are
able to carry out, and we have made it a contract. The
leader of the Opposition says this is not more than an ordinary
case of a public work; when we make a contract, all the
tenders are laid before Parliament if they are called for ; and
he asks, why should it not be the same in this case ? If a
man tenders, why should he be afraid that his tender
should be known? Surely tc hon. gentleman does not
consider that this great work, perhaýs the greatest that has
ever come before Parliament, should be put on the level of a
tender for a lighthouse or a wharf. It is a work of very
great magnitude.-of such magnitude that hon. gentlemep
opposite, that Parliament, that the Government, thought we
should not undertake it ourselves, but place it in the hands
of a company composed of capitalists backed by the largest
amount of money we could find; and yet the hon. gentleman
muet know that, with all their money, these gentlemen have
hesitated to undertake such a work. He knows full weil
that capitalists cannot make tenders of that kind without
consulting with others, and negotiating with the great
moneyed institutions, and that if these negotiations had been
with the Government, it is no reason why they should be
laid before -Parliament. Why ? Negotiations proceed in
cases of this kind vivavoce,,and are not reduced to writing like
otier negotiations. I hope the hon. member for Lambton
will not succeed in his notion, If ho persists in divid.ing

Mr. BLAKE,

e the Hbouse I have no doubt that the majority will consider
: it one that should not be supported.
e 1Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Langevin) -aYS
e this is a very great work, and k not to be put on 'a olevel

with ordinary contracts given out by the department;
l that while it i pro r that all tenders for ordinary

public works shoulde made to the Bouse, -those for a
t work of infinitely greater magnitude should not bc made

public; that the Iouse should be kept in ignorance with
. regard to them. The hon, gentleman seems to think there

are different grades of people, that those who are very
wealthy and capable of tendering for so-important a-wotk

, as the present possess much finer feelings an the tender-
. ers for ordinary public works, and are to be dealt with in a

different way; and that while it is right an d propethat
tenders made to the Public Works Department for ordinary
railway contracts should be brought down, whether the par-
ties failed because their tenders were too high, or beause

e they could not give the necessary security, the other kind
l should not be submitted to the flouse. In the case of the

most important works, whether the parties faiil for one
reason or another, the people's representatives in Parliament
are to be kept ignorant of the character of the propo-
sitions imade to the Government. We find those hon.gentle-
men who are supposed to be responsible to this flouse, and
whose conduct, if the louse properly discharges its duty,
must be examined into and judged by it, are to be, thiem-
selves, the judges of their own conduct in this particular
matter. It is argued that the House has nothing whatever
to do but accept the conclusions they have come to with
reference to their own transactions. I do not think hon.
gentlemen on this side of the House will be disposed to
agree to any such proposition, and I do not think that the
country, in so far as it has supported hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, will be disposed to support them in upholding the Ad-
ministration at this particular time in this important public
matter. One hon. gentleman on the Treasury benches tells
us there is no proposition except this one. Another tels
us other propositions have been made by parties who failed
because unable to give the necessary security, and that the
present tender is the best. This is a very extraordinary
statement-that this is botter than another proposition not
formally made and botter than propositions in respect to which
the parties were not able to give the necessary security.
That this contract concerns the expenditure of public money,
and, with regard to the application of the public resources to
any public purpose, whether land or money, it is the peculiar
function of this Bouse to carefully supervise administrative
acts. This Parliament,or House, would be derelict in its duty to
the country if it did not insist upon the Administration laying
all the correspondence on the rable, and allow members to
judge for themselves whether this is the best proposition made.
I cannot well conceive how a-worse proposition, ora more
atrocious proposition, eould hav b een submitted to any
Administration. I cannot conceive how gentlemen of very
fine feeling could come to thepeople'srepresentatives, or the
Administration, and say: those are the terms upon whieh we
are ready to go on with the construction of such an impor-
tant public work. I am not disposed to place the, most
implicit confidence in the statements of hon. gentlemen
opposite. 1 do not know with what care they have made
their calculations, or how very different they may have been
from those actually laid on the Table; and until I have an
opportunity to judge for myself, I can form no decided
opinion with regard to the matter.

Mr. Kf TKPATRICK. It seems to me that hon. gentle-
men opposite have got themselves into a white rage at a
very early period of the Session, and upon a very small
matter; and it is only to be expected, when we uderstand,
as has been said by the hon. gentleman who has just laken
bis seati that the reason why they are pressing this gttç
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to a divsion iadithatthey have no confdence in the state-
men-e of the- right hon. leader of the Bouse. That is just
thewoe truthof the matter- If they had the confddençe
in bim 4hatl believe thecountry pssese, they would not
pre ths motiin -to a division or ask for papers. The
ederf the Opposition drawe a comparison between

the i. teders for ths railroad and those for any other
public work. There is one great difference however.
Wheu ani*&vertiserment is inserted in Dominion newspapers,
callingfor tenders for a public work, tenders are submitted
in answerto. it, and then we can all understand they are
public property. But in this case no advertisement was put
in. Strangers came here from Europe and the United
Staliés-nôt our own citizens-and said : We will offer to do
thisworkj -

M&. BtAKE. Do you know that?
Mi .IilRKPATRICK. No more than I am told by the

leadei of the :ouse. Strangers came here and made an
ofer, and when a counter-proposition was made, they said,
we will. make this offer, and if not accepted, will withdraw
it. I think it would not be fair tothese gentlemen to
bring down, their propositions unless they had been
told, ate the time such would .be done, or unless their
offer .was in answer to an advertisement calling for ten-
ders for such a great public work. I am quite satisfied with
the statement that it would be a breach of confidence if
those papers were brought down, and am quite prepared to
vote confidence in it.

Mr. LAURIER. It is the basis of all free govern-
ment that the acts of the Administration should be judged
by the representatives of the people. In this case the saine
rule, it must be conceded, should apply. It is a well known
principle that the people have a right to judge, not only of the
hoiesty of those entru#ted with the management of their
affairs, but evea of their judgment in action. The people
havea right to say they have erred in judgment. How are
we to deal with or decide this question, or whether the Gov-
ernment have accepted the best offer ? It is impossible for
the country to say, we have only the word of the Govern-
ment. I am quite disposed to take the word of the Govern-
ment as an individual, but not as a member of the House.
As representatives of the people, I think every one of us has
a right to say the acts of the Government should be done in
broad daylight, so that every elector may have an oppor-
tunity of judging whether or not the Government and every
individual member was right not only in motive but in judg-
ment. This is the reason of the motion, and I think it will
be the duty of every member to affirm its principle, that
nothing should be concealed from the representatives of the
peepi e

House divided.

Anglin,
Bain,
Blale,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Burpee (Bt. John),
Bumo (Sunbury),
Cauneron (Huron),
Cartwîght,
Casey,
chariton.
Cockburi (Muskoka),
Coupa,
Dunout,
Fiset,
Flepiing,
Flyun,

Bannerman,
Beaty,

Motion negatived.
YEAS:

Messieurs
Geoffrion,
GiRies,
Gilimor,
Glen,
Gunn,
Haddpw,
Holton,.
Huntington,
Killam,
King,
LaRue,
Laurier,
Macdonell (Lanark),
Mackenzie,
McDougall,
Mclsaac,
Malouin,

NAs :
Messieurs

Girouard (Kent),
Grindbois,

Yeas, 52; nays, 112.

Mills,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Robrtson (Shelburne),

Ross iddlesex),
RimI

Smith,
Snowball,
Thompson (Haldimand),
Trow,
Weldon,
Wheler,
Wiser.-52.

Moitplaisir,
Mousseau,

Beauchesne Ray, Muttart,
]3enoit, Biesson, Orton,
Bergeron, Hooper, Patterson (Essex),
Bi, Houde, Perrault,
Bolduc, Ives, Pinsonneault,
Boultbee, Jackson, Platt,
Bowehl, Jones, Plumb,
Brecke Kaulbach, Popeb(Compton),
Brooks, Keeer, Pope (Queens),
Bunting, Kilvert, Poupore,
Carling, irkpatrick, Richey,gao, Kranz, Rochester,

Cimon, Landry, RossnDundas),
Colby, Lane, Rouleau,
Connel, Langevin, Routhier,
Costi an, Lantier, Royal,
Couglin, Little, Ryan (Montreal),
Coursol, Longley, Rykert,
Cuthbert, Macdonald (Sir John), Shaw,
Daly, McDonald (CapeBreton),Sproule,
Daoust, McDonald (Pictou), Stange,
Dawson, M cDonald(Victoria,N.S.),Tasse
DeCosmos, Macmillan, Tellier,
Desaulniers, Mecallum, Tilley,
Desjardns, McCuaig, Typr,
Doinville, -MrGreevy, Va les,
Doul, McKay, Vanasse,
Drew, McLennan, Wade,
Dugas, MeLeod, Wallace (Norfolk),
Ellott, McQuade, Wallace (York),
Farrow, McRory, White (Cardwell),
Fitzsimmons, Manson, White (Hasting),
Fortin, Massue, White (Renfrew),
Fulton, hlerner, Williams)
Gault, Methot, Wriht.-112.
Gigault, Mongenais,

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have to call your attention, Mr.
Speaker, to a point- of order, and to ask your ruling.
Attention was called to the hon. the Minister of Railways
quoting documents not before the House. He persisted,
however, in referring to those documents, and by that
reference lie was able to inform the House, from his
personal knowledge, that the best offer received by the
Government, for constructing the Pacific l- Railway, was
before the House. Now, according to the Rules of Debate
in our own louse, no Minister of the Crown is at liberty to
read or quote fron any despatch or other State paper not
before the House, unless he is propared to lay it on the
Table. The hon. gcntleman ha made that refprence,
and he has succeeded, by it, in persuading a large number
of the members of this Hlouse to vote against the motion
that I subnitted, for I cannot conceive it possible: that,
without some belief of that kind being instilled into their
minds by the confidence they have in the hon. gentleman,
such a vote could possibly have been obtained.

An HoN. MEMBER. Order.
Mr. MACKENZIE: I am in order; I am giving my

reasons for making the motion. I am here as an aggrieved
member of the Bouse of Commons. I want your ruling,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. SPEAKER. It is too làte to raise the point of order
now, but as the hon. gentleman has asked for my ruling, it
is this: According to May, a Minister of the Crown is not
at liberty to read or quote from papers not before the
1fouse. I did not see that any hon. gentleman read or
quoted from any document. Besides, 1 do not seçý any
objection to a member referring in general tems to what is
mentioned in the motion of the hon. member for Lambton,
or characterising or qualifying some of his Statements by
referring generally to documents or papers asked for. I
think the point of order is not well taken.

PROPOSED LTNE TO SAULT STE. MARIE.

Mr. MACKENZIE, in moving for copies of all offers made
to the Government for the construction of a lino of railway
from any part of the proposed Canada Pacific Railway line
to Sault Ste. Marie, said: I have only to ythat have
heard that some offers have been made, and I they are
not made by parties who are in danger of failing,b in
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that case, according to whathlas passed, we are not to expect
any. information. I move this motion, hoping that the Min-
ister will not choke off inquiry any further in relation to
such matters.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am sorry to find that so
great a stickler for order as the leader of the late Govern-
ment should, in making his motion, violate that point of
order which declares that no reference shall be made to a pre-
vious debate.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I made no reference to a previous
debate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. member referred to
the debate that has just closed.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I made no reference to a previous
debate. I said I hoped the parties were not likely to fail.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Did not the hon. member
refer to choking off ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. Certainly, that was by the division.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, with reference to

this, that I am not aware exactly of any offers having been
made for the construction of the road to Sault Ste. Marie.
There are applications in connection with that work for sub-
sidies. I shall be very glad to bring any papers down that
have reference to that project in any shape.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I wish to ask if the hon. gentleman
will bring down a statement of the expenditure upon the
Pacifie Railway, before this debate upon the motion com-
mences ?

Sir CKARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Motion agreed to.

PACIFIC IRAILWAY.COM4MISSION.

Mr. MILLS, in moving for an address to His Excellency
the Governor General for a copy of the Royal Commission
issued to Messrs. Clarke, Keefer and Miall, to enquire into
certain public matters, together with any instructions
reduced to writing, relating to the same; also the salaries
allowed to the said Commissioners, the amount so far paid
to each, and the eost of the Commission up to date, said: I
observe, with regard to the Commission, statements made by
the hon. the Minister of Railways, and by some of is
colleagues, that seem to me at variance with our constitu-
tional rights, and with the law of the land. I notice that
those hon. gentlemen lay down propositions broadly that
they are at liberty to enquire into any public matters, that
they eau appoint a Commission to enquire into the conduct
of Ministers of the Crown, that they eau enquire into the
conduct of persons who have been Ministers of the Crown in
their official relations, and that they can enquire into matters
which have already attracted the attention of Parliament.
Now, it seems to me that these practices are wholly at
variance with the well known principles of parliamentary
goternment. If the réport whieh appeared in the news-
papers is correct, the hon. the Minister of Railways informed
the people at a public meeting that this Commission had
been issued at is instance, that certain charges had been
made against himself, and that the Commission was appoint-
ed for the purpose of enquiring into them. Well, it seemas
to me that when a Minister of the Crown advises His Ex-
cellency to issue is Commission for the purpose of enquiring
into charges which have been made against such Minister,
he is violating the first principles of law which forbid any
man being a judge in is own case, or appointing a party by
whom he is to be judged. That is what the hon, gentleman
has done, and precisely the same objections can be raised
against this Commission as were made from this side of the
louse some years ago to the appointment of a Commission
to enquire into certain corrupt practices which were alleged
to exist in connection with the granting of a former charter

Mr. MACKENZIE.

for the Pacifie Railway. A copy of that Commission has
appeared in the public press, and it refers to certain charges
made against the hon. gentleman on the4oor of the House
as one of the grounds assigned for the issuing of the Com-
mission. Now, I beg to caR the attention et theRHouse to a
rule ýof parliamentary law of long standing, but which has
as much force as it had at the time it was first deolared in
the House of Commons. In theTemonstrance eof the Com-
mons to Charles I., 15th December, 1641, it was declared :

" That it is their ancient and undoubted right an'd privilege that Your
Majesty ought not to take notice of any matter in agitation or debate in
either of the Houses of Parliament, but by their information or agree-
ment."

This resolution was carried against the interference with
the privileges of the louse of Commons by the Ring, who
had taken cognizance of what was passing in the Howe.
When he demanded what had been said by certain members
the Speaker informed him that he could give him no infor-
mation in regard to them, that he had no eyes
for the purpose of' seeing anything that transpired
in the House except what the House brought especially
under his notice. The doctrine laid down in this
resolution is, I contend, that the Crown can possess no
information with regard to any statement made in this
House unless the matter is specially referred to the Crown.
If any charge were made against the hon. gentleman or
against any member of the Government or of this House,
whether on this side or that, it is competent for this louse
to investigate that charge, but it is not competent for the
other House or for the Crown to do so. I know that the
terms in which the power of issuing commissions are referred
to in the Act are very broad, but 1 submit they will not at
all bear the construction which the cGovernment have put
upon them. The provisions of this Act are to be interpreted
with reference to the law of the land, and the powers that
are conferred are to be confined'within those limits which it
was the obvious intention of Parliament should not be over-
stepped by any inquiry made at the instance of the Govern-
ment. If is perfectly clear that the Crown would have no
power to issue a Commission to inquire into any criminal
act; it is perfectly clear that the Crown will issue no commis-
sion to inquire into anything that properly comes before any
legal tribunal ofthe country. If we are toe construe this Act,
broad as are its terms, so as to prevent the Government from
issuing a commission to usurp those functions that belong to
any court for the administration of jurisprudence, it is
equally clear that we are so to construe the Act that the
Government shall net trench upon the powers belonging to
the High Court of Parliament. The words are these:

"Whenever the Governor in Conneil deems it expedient to call an in-
quiry to be made into and concerning any matter connected with the
Government of Canada, or the conduct of any part of the public business
thereof, and such enquiry is not regulated by any special law, the Gover-
nor may, by the Commission in the case, confer upon the Commissioners
power to do, &c."
I contend this is a matter that is regulated by a special
law of Parliament. It is the law of Parliament that any
charge made against a Minister of the Crown in his capacity
as such, should be investigated at the instance of the House
of Commons, and not at the- instance of any other body.
Nothing could be more monstrous than when a charge is
made against a Minister of the Crown to have the investi-
gation conducted by a person appointed by the Minister
himself. It is laid down in Herstlet's Precedents that -the
House of Commons, as the grand inquest of the nation, may
examine into the conduct of any public official or officer on
mere common fame. It is not necessary that any charge
should be especially formulated. If any rumor lias gone
abroad affecting the public conduct of aMinister of the Crown,
or of a Member of Parliament, it is competent for the House
of Commons upon that to base an enquiry. To show that
the rule in England is not the one iupon which the on.
gentlemen opposite have acted, and that they have ne right
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whatever to exercise powers under the provisions of
this Act relating to any matter which comes under the
purvieu of Parliament, I need only refer to a few instances.
Some years ago certain charges were made with reference
to mail çontracts entered into by the Postmaster General.
A committee was appointed to enquire into the conduct of the
Minister and of the parties who had made tenders for the con-
tract, and on that occasion the Government declined to take
any action in the appointment of the committee. Mr. Glad-
stone said, when the matter was first brought before Par-
liament, that the Government should take as little part as
possible, and should be guided by the general feeling of the
House in the matter, that whatever way the flouse proposed
to conduct the enquiry the Government would assent to. Ati
a later period Mr. Gladstone said: "lie should have been glad
if there had been such an indication of opinion on the part of
the House as to have enabled the Government to judge
what was the prevailing sense of the House, and if that had
been expressed the Government would have been guided by
it." Now, what was the rule laid down by Mr. Gladstone?
it is obviously this: that when any charges are made aflect-
ing the conduct of a Minister, the Government will allow the
Hlouse to appoint a committee to investigate the same, and if
the House indicates the manner in which it desires that
committee to be appointed, the Government will forward the
wish of the House in the matter, but will take no part them-
selves in the constitution of a tribunal which is to enquire
into their own conduct, Then we find that, at a formertime,
when Parliament had asked the Crown, and had, in fact,
passed an Act requiring an investigation into the conduct of
a certain constituency where corrupt practices existed, and
when the Bill was first brought down, it was proposed to give
the Crown power to appoint the Commissioners to make the
enquiry. The Earl of Derby objected to that. He said in
relation to the enquiry asked for into the conduct of
the electors in the constituency, or of the candidate,
that the Crown did not appoint the Commissioners by
by whom the enquiry was to be made; and the Bill, as jt was
carried through Parliament provided that when a petition was
submitted to Her Majesty, asking that a Commission should
be appointed to enquire into the conduet of parties at an
election of the House of Commons, they in their petition
should name the parties whom they desired to be appointed as
Commissioners. In the Lancaster election case in 1867, Mr.
Darby Griffith complained that the Government had not
asked for a Commission to enquire into the corrupt prac-
tices that prevailed in that eonstituency. But, in reply to
him, Sir George Grey said, that it was open to any member
of the louse to present a petition with a view of' having it
presented to Her Majesty, asking for an investigation, and to
have himself named the Commissioners if the flouse chose
to consent. In 1869 there were two important cases bearing
upon this point. In one instance (Norwich election case)
the Attorney-General presented a petition to name Com-
missioners ; and at a later period, in the Dublin elec-
tion case, Mr. O'Reilly made a motion in favor of a
petition to the Crown, in which ho named the Commissioners
whom the Crown were to appoint to investigate a particular
election. The principle observed in that case is
one that lies at the basis of our own political
system-namely, that no one should be appointed
to enquire into his own conduct, or the conduct of those
to whoný ho stands directly opposed. My objection to the
Commission under consideration is, first, that it was ap-
pointed by the gentlemen who were themselves interested
in the enquiry, for the purpose, if possible, of blackening
their opponents and vindicating themselves; and, further,
it was a • Commission to enquire into matters of
which - Parliament alone, as the grand inquest of
the nation, could take cognizance, for they were matters
df public policy in which the Crown had no right to
interfere in any way. If the provisions of the Act are

broad enough to interfere with the law of Parliament, they
are broad enough to interfere with the ordinary administra-
tion of justice. They are no more limited against the ad.
ministration of justice and the trial of parties for ordinary
crimes than against the investigation of charges against a
member of this fHouse or a Minister of the Crown by a Com-
missioner appointed by that Minister himself. This whole
question was raised in a very full and elaborate discussion
which took place some years ago in refbrenco to the Belfast
riots. The Government issuedi n Commission to enquire into
the origin of these riots, and the conduct of the police,
with a view of ascertaining if the police were numerous
enough to secure a due observance of the law and the pre-
servation of the poace. The investigation was held with a
view of further legislation and the rendering of the
ordinary administration of the law more efficient than it
had been up to that time. But in the course of the enquiry
many matters were brouglit out incidentally which
affected particularindividuals, and it was hold by some of the
Judges that the publication of reports of the evidence and
of the documents was not privilegod, and that the parties
who were injuriously affected by the publication would have
redress against the Commissionors and parties who published
the document. When M. O'Connell was a member of the
Irish Bar, the House of Commons appointed a Commission
to enquire into the corporations of Ireland, and in the
course of the enquiry, certain charges were incidentally
made against the Mayor of the City ofGork. The Commission
asked a witness, if thore was anything else ho bad to say,
and the witness repliedI: " I have an instance of a £10
note slipping into the Mayor's pocket from off the Board
room ta ble of the House of Industry, and it never slipped out
since." This was a statement made before a Commission.
The Mayor was advised by eminent counsel to prosecute the
party who gave the evidence for libel. The point was
argued by Mr. O'Connell and Mr. Holmes, and it was in-
sisted by counsel for the prosecutor that there was no power
in the Crown to issue such a Commission, and that even an
address of the House of Commons would not give it any
validity. The case caine by appeal to England, and the
Lord Chief J ustice of the day, in delivering judgment, said
that it was contended that a right existed to report truly
the proceedings of a court of justice; but that principle
was not applicable in the prosent case, because this was a
commission of enquiry and not a court of' justice; it had
not the characteristics of one, but was preparatory to some
ulterior measure and for the purpose of enquiry merely.
The evidence was entirely ex parte, and the proceedings
bore less analogy to those of a court of justice than to those
of a police magistrate or at a coroner's inquest. If, there-
fore, those procecdings were defamatory they might tend to
prejudice the public mind and to deelbat the ends of justice
if the case were brought to trial. And Mr. Justice Burton
said that it was impossible to say that those proceedings
took place before a tribunal which had any analogy te a
court of justice, for a court of justice had authority to
hear and determine cases, whereas the tribunal in question
could hear merely; the Commissioners were only to enquire
into certain facts; they could not give an acquittal; they
were empowered to hear evidence and that ex parte-not for
the purpose of being communicated to the public, but of
being returned to another place. Hle then said, that any-
thing which might inflame the public mind when a man was
likely to be tried, was a high crime and misdemeanour.
There was another case-that of Mr. Balfe, in which the
same principles were involved; and it was laid down by
Lord Cairns, that it was an improper proceeding for the
Crown to investigate any matter which properly bolonged
to Parliament, or could proIrly be referred to the ordinary
tribunals of the country. Now, if the Commission in
question is of such a character as it is represeuted to be, and
if it was issued, as theb hon. gentleman says, beeaîuse certain
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charges were made, against himself, with a view of vindi-
cating hie character against those charges, then it is not
within the powers conferred by statute, and is in
contravention of the law of Parliament, and the ele-
mentary prineiples of law and justice. I ask that the
information may be brought down at an early day,
in order that a motion may be founded upon the subject and
the views of Parliament taken upon it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I merely rise for the pur-
pose of asking the hon. gentleman to correct the statement
he has just made; that is, that I stated that the Commission
was issued forthe purpose of defending myself against
charges made against nmyself. I never made any such state-
ment.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD.. This is an old friend with
a new face,.and I am glad to see it again. It will answer,
however, no good purpose to discuss the matter until
the papers are brought. down. They will b1e brought
down at once. I do not remember the terms of the Com-
mission. Every hon. member ought tohave the Commission
and -the Act before him and see whether the Commission is
in accordance with the Act, with the powers given by the
Act or not. We will ail have, when the papers are brought
down, an opportunity of considering the able speech of my
hou. friend frôm Bothwell on the subject.

Motion agreed to.

THE CON$OLIDATED FUND.
Sir RCHARD J. CARTWRIGHT moved for a return of

receipts and expenditures, in detail, chargeable to the
Consolidated Fund, from lst July to lst December, in the year
1879 and 18$0 respectively.

Motion agreed to.

EXPIORTS AND IMPOIRTS.
Sir RICHARD J. CAIRTWRIGHT moved for a return of

experts and importe, in detail, from st July to Ist
December, in the years 1817 and 1880 respectively; showing
the countries whence and to which the same were
respectively exported or imported.

Mr. BOWELL said it would be impossible to produce the
return asked for until a very late period of the Session. le
suggested that instead of st Detcember, the final date be 31st
December.

SirICH.ARWJ. CARTWRIGHT accepted the suggestion,
and the motion thus amended was agreed te.

CATTLE AND SHEEP EXPORT TRADE.
Mr DOMYILLE, on rising to move for a Select Com-

mitteQ to enquire into the export trade of cattle and sheep
from Os4ada te Europe, and how it cân be further developed
and festered, said: Since putting this notice on the paper, I
have learnt it would be more acceptable to have referred the
matterto the Immigration and, Colonization Committee. I
did nt think so in entering the-motion, because I thought it
was. a subjeêt that miglit be kept entirely clear .of other
questioas, in order that information might be obtained in as
practicable a shape as possible for the benefit of the cattle and
sheep .traders throughout the Dominion, especially in the
Low.erProvinces, where the feeling is, that if this subject
were giron some consideration we, being nearer the.sea than
other potions of the Dominion, and having less distances to
drive our catle, and sheep in order to reach the sea-board
thawhve the graziers ln.thefar west, were in a superior
positi dtoo the irade,; and only reqired some information
and encouragement te make. better -use of our facilities. We
need a line ofsteamers for the .trade,.and I thought by
bring-' up the ubjecf before theJ:oupe,, the Governmentd
woul, Pn acquirng theeeded infornation, lend us some
assistance ithe development of the trade; but as I am told

Mr. MILL.

it would be far better the subject should go befoie the Ce
mittee of Immigration and Cobnization, I begito, withdraw,
the motion.

Mr. ANGLIN. Before the hon. gentleman obtain&.leave to
withdraw the motion I would suggest to him t6 consider
whether it would not e beotter to bring the subjêct
before the louse in sone other form. If the
matter is referred to one of the large eommitteeS, the
chances are we shall not have a report until the endof the
Session, when it will be too late for the Hdase-to take any
action. The hon. gentleman could tell the House how*much
the persons engaged in that trade in the Lower P1&inées
have suffered during the past season, through beingofged to
transport their cattle to Quebec, where they are receivýdon
board the steamers, I trust the hon. gentleman will give the
matter such consideration as willlead him to bring the subject
before the House in -another form. A resolutionaAkinLg
the opinion of the House, asking the Ilouse to deoclare that
it was but just and reasonable that the Government should
render such assistance to the lower ports in this matter, as
would enable them to establish lines of steamers for the pur-
pose of carrying on this cattle trade, and other trades now
awaiting development, would be, perhaps, the most feasible
way of arriving at a satisfactory result. I only throw ont
the suggestion; I do not want to interfere in the matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It seems to me the hon.
member for King's (Mr. Domville) has taken the right
course. It would be better to get the evidence first before
the Committee and then introduce resolutions founded
upon the evidence. It is quite true that the final re-
ports of Standing Committees are brought in late
in the session, but the committees have power,
in the meantime, to report from time to time, and I have no
doubt this is a question in which the Committee will appoint a
sub-committee to take up,and report upon, early in the bession.
My hon. friends, the members for hing's and Gloucester,
could be put on the Standing Committee so as to form part
of the sub-committee appointed to enquire into this question.

Motion withdrawn.

WRECKAGE I CANADIAN WATERS.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex), moved for all the evidence col-
lected in regard to wreckage in Canadian waters, particularly
on the shores of Lakes Erie, Ontario and Huron, and rivera
St. Clair and Detroit; also, a statement of the money
expended and to whom paid for collecting the same.

Mr. BOWELL. If the hon. member had stated what he
expected to obtain by this motion, I should have been better
able to inform him as to whether there was any information
in the department. I am not aware of any information, or
any statement of expenses ineurred in connection with
wreckage, other than what was laid before the House last
Session.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I understood that a gentleman
was appointed for the purpose of travelling along the
frontier, on the Canadian side, and collecting infornation as
to the number of wrecks which have taken place within the
last eight or nine years. It is of great importance that the
inland navigation of the country, which forma a large part
of our commerce, should be adequately protected, and it was
with the view of learning what information had been col-
lected, bearing on the prevention of wrecks, that I put my
motion on the paper.

Mr. BOWELL.~It is true that agentleman was appointed
to make enquiry as to the number of wrecks along the shores
of Lake Erie and the head of Lake Ontario. fis report
was presented to the House, I think, last Session. The
only information asked for in thise motion which
was not laid before the House, was a statement of the
expense, which I will bring down.
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Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), said the return migh

include any corresponddnce which had taken place betweer,
the authorities at Washington and the Dominion Govern
ment? on the subject of wreckage.i

Si JORN A. MACDONALD suggested that such corresi
pondence should b cmade the subject of a separate motion.

Motion agreed to.

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.
Mr. ROSS (Middlesex), moved for copies of ail contracta

or agreements made for the printing of Parliament during the
reces, fogether with all correspondence and papeirs connccted
therewith.

Motion agreed to.

ACCIDENT ON TUE LACUIILNE CANAL.
Mr. DESJARDINS, in moving for copies of all corres-

pondence, protests or reports of engineers, in relation to the
accident which has recently occurred in section No. 11 of the
Lachine Canal, now under contract, said: Before moving
this motion, I desire to offer a few remarks. The attention
of the public has several times been called to the accidents
that have occurred in the construction of the Lachine Canal.
Last year I accompanied the hon. Minister of Railways and
Canals on a visit to section 11, for the purpose of ascertain-
ing what had caused a supension of the work there, and the
throwing out of employment of two or three hundred laborers
in the midst of a severe winter. Recently another accident
occurred in that section, having the effect again of stopping
the operations of the contractors until next Spring. It is
evident if these accidents occur very often, when the work
is deEivered up, the Government will have to pay heavy
damages every year. The particular work in progress there
at present is a long pier running from the opening of the
canal about a mile up the stream. It is intended to build
it water tight, so as to keep the water at the pr-oper level in
the basin, and is of the nature of construction called
cofferdam. After the last accident, I went to examine i hat
pier and found that, although yet under construction, it
looked really in many parts like a ruin. The clay chamber,
which had been intended originally to be foui' or five feet
wide, had become in some places ton or twelve feet wide. le
weight of clay had evidently canted the crib work towards
the basin, se that the contractor had to prop it up with
beams and other supports. It has been said, with reference
to the works already completed on the Lachine Canal, that
their actual want of repairs thei'e was evidently some defect
in the original plan. Last year we were called on to
vote 1l0,000 to repair the dr'y walls which had been built
along the banks of the canal, and it is estimated that not less
than 8100,000 more will be required to make the necessary
changes, so as to give the works the proper solidity. .1
think the facts should be enquired into, with the view of
ascertaining whether the fault rests upon the Chief Engineer
in charge of the work or not. It is very well known that
he las not been very happy in his inventions lately. We
know he is putting up gatesjust now that will require all
the strength of a man during twelve minutes to open, while
the old ones require only one minute. Now we lave that
one pier that shows manifest defects. I do not know
that the responsibility eau be put on the shoulders of the
contractors, who seem to have done all they could to
properly complote these works. Therefore, I think an
enquiry should be made, and my motion has that end.

SirCRARLES TUPPER. I am verysorry that the hon.
gentleman, innaking his motion, to which, of course, there
s no objection, the Government being ready to bring down all

îe papers that eau throw any light on the subject, should
have -fetit iLhis duty to animadvert with so much
severity uponthe standing and conduct of the Chief Engineer
of Canals. I think I may say that if there is a public ofcer

in the country who stands high, and-deservedly high, in its
estimation, it is this getteman. It wouldirequire a muth
cooler statement than that just made by my hon. friend, at
ail events, to shake my confidence 'materially in-that public
officer, and lead me to the conclusion that the accidents that
occurred are traceable to the neglect of duty of that oficer
and to his inability. Every person familiar with contracts
knows that difficulties constantly arise in carrying them to
completion,-and that the contractor at any rate forme a
strong opinion that ho is not at fault. Of course, the
responsibility and expense of those a-eldentsaills on the
contractor, who undertakes to do a certain amount of 'work
for a certain sum. ýTo be sure if it ean be shown there has
been anything defectivein the plans or directions given to
the contractor, the question will arise as to how eitshould
be dealt with. I shall not hastily conclude- that all the
strictures made on that officer are entirely deserved until I
am able to examine the case more elosely.

Mr. MACKENZIE. 1 am very glad to hear the hon.
gentleman opposite make such remarks with regard to Mr.
Page, who, I think, is entitled to them. I am quite sure
that in the matter of hydraulic engineering we have no
man to compare with him in the Dominion. I'would be
exceedingly glad if the hon. gentleman (Sir Charles Tupper)
would always. act on his advice for, although he happens to
be right in this case, as to the Lachine Canal, ho twas quite
wrong as to the Carillon Canal last year.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I wili be aiterepared to
discuss that subject, exhaustively, with myo n.iend when
the proper time comes.

Motion agreed to.

IMMIGRATION TO MANITOBA AND THE*NORTII-
WEST.

Mr. IVES, in moving for a statement 'of the ·number of
immigrants who have gone into Manitoba and the l orth-
West Territories for the year ending October 3lst, 1880;
the number of persons who have purchased lands; the
number of persons who have taken homesteads and pre-
emption rights; the number of acres sold, the total number
of acres taken up and purchased. the total receipts for
lands sold or taken up during that period, and the amount
hereafter to be received, said: I have not had an oppor-
tunity of seeing the return brought down by the
Minister of the Interior. I did not know, when I
put the notice on the paper, that it was hie intention
to bring down such a return, nor did I know that a
motion was made last Session by the member for
Gloucester on the subject. I apprehend the return will not
cover the period aimed at in the motion.

Mr. BLAKE. I observe the return just brought down
ýdoes not specifr. the period over which it runs; 1 fancy it
runs over more than one year-the return brought down in
answer to the motion of -the member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin). I think it would be quite convenient if we had a
uniform statement on this subject. I suppose the reason
why the hon. gentleman mentions the 31st October is that
it marks the limit of the departmental year, which eds on
that day. I suppose that covers the period not covered by
the prèceding return. It does not state how long it rnus.
It would be very important if the usual digest form were
given with a yearly return that would convey full informa-
tion on this subjeet. I think a distinction between'Manitoba
and the rest of the North-West would also bé usefrl. Sup-
pose the facts were given showing those who enigrated to
Manitoba and left it, and those who have gone thither and
settled in that Province.

Sir JOHN A. 3fACDONALD. I did not iook at the
return laid on the Table, but I assum it s made in strict
response to the motion, I think 1t woqld be welI wcre that,
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statement, already prepared, supplemented in accordance
with the motion of my hon. friend (Mr. Ives). I quite agree
with the hon. member for West Durham that it would bc
well to have a statement showing year by year the amouni
of land sold, the money received, the amount of scrip, and
the expense of surveys and so forth. I have already given
orders for such a statement.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I hope the hon. movor will per-
mit a slight amendment in regard to his return. I do not
see that it providos for showing the quantity of land that
may be sold to any individual. It is said that some very
large purchases have been made by individuals. I think a
return showing the properties sold to individuals would b
information useful to the House. The return now proposed
does not provide for that information.

Motion agreod to.

IIOMESTEADS AND PRE-EMPTION RIGHTS IN THE
NORTII-WEST.

Mr. IVES moved for a statement of the total number of
acres of land sold and taken up as homesteads and pre-emption
rights from the acquisition of the North-West up to the 31st
October last; the total amount received in money therefrom,
and the amount which should thereafter be reoeived.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would suggest that it
be amended so that the returns shall Te made year by year,

Mr. IVES. With the permission of the House I will
amend it so that the return may be an annual one, distinguish-
ing one year from another.

Mr. ANGLIN. The returns brought down this afternoon
contain all the information the hon. gentleman asks for up
to the 3lst December last. I have some recollection that
towards the close of the last Session the right hon. leader
of the Government stated in the House that some such re-
port as this would be laid upon the Table annually, and that
some regulations to that effect were brought down and
adopted by the flouse.

Sir JOHN A. MAUDONALD. I think the conversation
arose from an enquiry made by the hon. member for Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) as to the advisability
to bring down the account from the beginning, and some
time ago I gave orders that the report should be prepared.

Mr. BLAKE. It was in connection with the proposition
that we ought to know the expenditure year by year in con-
nection with the surveys and administration of these lands,
and also the returns, because it was said that inasmuch as
you are taking as capital account 8300,000 for surveys, it is
important to see year by year that it is repaid.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The matter was
brought up upon a motion of mine to make certain returns
standing orders. That, upon consideration, was withdrawn.
The First Minister said it was too grave a matter to be adopted
off hand. I think what the hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin) referred to arose later in the Session in'con-
nection with the discussion on the Estimates, and more par-
ticularly with the appropriation of $300,000 for service
which was to be charged to capital account instead of, as
heretofore, to ordinary income.

Mr. MILLS. It seems to me this information ought to
be given every year in the annual return of the department.
We have in the Trade and Navigation Returns.statements
with regard to the condition of trade, and all the information
required in that particular branch ; but with regard to the
Crown Lands sold, the amount of money received during the
year, and the like of that information, might be given by
the Minister of the Interior in that part of his report relat-
ing to the management of the Doniuion Lands,

Motion, as amended, agreed to.
Sir JoHN A, MACDONALD.

SELECT STANDING COMMITTEES.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that a Special

Committee of seven members be appointed to prepare and
and report, with all convenient speed, lists of members, to
compose the Select Standing Committees, ordered by the
House on Thursday, the 9th instant, and that Sir John A.
Macdonald, Sir Leonard Tilley, Sir Charles Tupper, Messrs.
Langevin, Mackenzte, Blake and Laurier do courpose the
said Cinmittee.

Motion agreed to.

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY RESOLUTIONS.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the louse do

go into Committee of the Whole, on Tuesday next, to
consider the following resolutions:-

Ist. That it is expedient to grant and appropriate twenty-
five millions of dollars according to the terms of the contract
relating to the Canadian Pacific Railway transmitted to this House by
His Excellency the Governor General, by his Message dated December
10th.

2nd. That it is expedient to grant and appropriate twenty-five millions
of acres of land in the North West Territories according to the terms of
the said contract so transmitted as aforesaid.

Mr. BLAKE. I had really hoped that the Government
would make a different response to the appeal which was
made at the earliest moment it could be made, not to proceed
with the discussion of this enormous question until due time
had been given for consideration by the House and the
country. I think that all the arguments which, in ignorance
of the precise details of the contract, were advanced in favor
of that view, as to any contract which could raise questions
of such practical novelty and magnitude as this, are increased
in importance by the contract which has been brought down.
I am not about to diseuss the contract, but I think it is fair
to make the observation that there are in it provisions of
various kinds which were certainly not contemplated by
members of this House, or by the publie. I think it is fair
to say that such lights as we have had upon the subject have
been misleading lights, and that the public has-I do not mean
by the Ministers, but by those who assume to speak with
some degree of authority as being the organs of the
Minsters -these organs have been not merely not well
informed, but absolutely misinformed. The importance
and the gravity of this questbion, as the hon. member for
Lambton (Mi. Mackenzie) observed at an earlier period of
the day, transcends that of any question which could be sub-
mitted to Parliament. It is of the very greatest magnitude, and
the decision ofit will materially affect our interests financially.
It will affect the interests of the North-West vitally for twenty
years to come, at least, and perhaps for ever. The country
has had no opportunity of being aware of the proposals of
Ministers. The House had ne opportunity of being
aware of those proposals until late on Friday night, and it is
proposed to commence the discussion of them on Tuesday,
with the avowed object of, if possible, proceeding
de die in diem, and of bringing the subject to a
conclusion before Christmas. The hon. leader of the Gov-
ernment stated that there was no intention to force a decision
before Christmas, but the intention is to force it with the
utmost expedition, and if it may be, before Christmas.
Now, I say the discussion ought not to be commenced before
Christmas. I say time is required for consideration
by members and the country, with a view to the
formation of a just and proper opinion outside as well as
inside of this House, before we cau hcalled upon to decide.
The subjeet is of such importance, the question is sounusual,
so unprecedented, and the results will be so grave, that I
think it my duty to mark, in the most signal manner, the
opinion that there ought teobe an interval for reflection,
consideration, and the formation of opinion outside as well
as inside of this House before weare called upon to deliberate
and decide. With that view, witiout protracting the dis-
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cussion at this bour of the afternoon, I move in amendment
to leave outthe woIds "the House do resolve itself into a
Conmmittee of the Whoee on Tuesday next" and to substitute
the following:u--

"lir view of th imagnitude and, gravity of the questions preeented,
and inorder to.give tine for consideration bthe House and country, the
House doresolve itself into a Gommittee of tLWhole oa Wednesday the
fifth day ofJanuarynext.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. The objection to this
resolution, in my opinion, is that it is altogether premature.
Granting the premises of the hon. gentleman, granting the
great gravity of the question, granting the immensity of the
interests involved-all these being granted, there is still
greater reson that the discussion should go on at once. The
contract is before the flouse and the country. It has
reached from one end of the Dominion to the other. The
people of British Columbia know every word of the contract
and the schedule just as well as we do; and what the whole
country wants and is waiting for, and will insist on having,
is to ohtain as soon as possible the reasons for and against
the contract, for and against the measure which the Govern-
ment. has thought proper to bring down. After it has been
fully diseussed, after the Government has been heard as to
their policy, after the objections whieh may be taken by
any hon. member have been fully laid before
the flouse and the country-if then it be the
will and voice of Parliament that delay shall be
granted and an extension of time shall b. granted,
we are, ofcourse,the servants of Parliament, and must yield ;
but we desire and claim, as a matter of right, as a Ministry,
taking the responsibility of submitting this large measure,
to lay, as soon as possible, before the House, the reasons
for our action.

After a division had been called,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD rose and said: I omitted

to state-I do not know it is necessary, because it is con-
veyed to us by a Message-but I wish to saythat these reso-
lutions have been submitted to His Excellency, and I have
received his sanction to submit them to Parliament.

House divided.
104.

Anglin,
Bain,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourasas
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cajneron (Huron),
Cdrtwriht,CaY
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muaskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset,
Fleming,
Flynn,

Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bowell,
Breckea,
Brooks,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria',

,Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,Con7eH

Amendment negatived. Yeas 51, nays

YEÂs:

Messieurs
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Glen,
Gunn,
Haddow,
Holton,
Huntington,
Killam,
King,
LaRue,
Laurier,
Macdonell (Lanark),
Mackenzie,
McCallum,
Mclsaac,
Malouin,

NATS:

Messieurs
Grandbois,
Hay,
Hesson,
Hooper,
Houde,
Ives,
Jones,
Kaulbach,
Keeler,
Kirkpatrick,
Kranz,
Landry,'
Lane,
Langevin,
Lantier,
Little,

Mills,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Rogers,
Ross (Middlesex),

Ryxual,
Skinner,
Smith,
Snowball,
Thompson (Haldimand),
Trow,
Weldon,
Wheler,
Wiser.-51.

Mousseau,
Muttart,
Orton,
Patterson (Essex),
Perrault,
Pinsonneault,
Platt,
Plumb,
Pope (Compton),
Pope (Queens),

Rcey,
Rochester,
Rose (Dundas),
Rouleau,
Routhier,
Royal,

Costign,
ConghIn,Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Drew,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Fulton,
Gault,
Gigault,
Girouard (Kent),

Lon ley, Ryau (Montrea)I
Maconaldp(Sir John), roule1
McDonald (Cape BretoaBtephenson,
McDonald (Picton), Strange,
MeDonald(Vietoria,N.S.Tasse,
Maemillan, Tellier,
McCuaig, Tilley,
MeDougall, Tupper,
McKay, Valle,
McLennan, Vanasse
McLeod, Wade,
McQuade, Wallace (Norfolk),
McRory, Wallace (York),
Manson, White Ca.rdwell),
Massue, White (Rastings),
Merner, White (Renfrew),
Methot, Williams,
Mongenais, Wright.-104,
Montplaisir,

House adjournod at 6.20 p.m.

HIOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUESDAY, I4th December, 1880.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

COMMITTEES APPOINTED.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD reported lista of Members
to compose the Select Standing Committees of the Rouse,
from the Special Conmittee appointed to prepare said lists.

Ordered, That the said Report be concurred in.
The following Committees were also appointed
Select Committee to assist Mr. Speaker in the direction of

the Library of Parliament, so far as the interests of this
House are concerned, and to act as members of a Joint
Committee of both Ilouses ou the Library.

Ordered, That a Message be sent to the Senate requesting
that their Honors will unite with this House in the forma-
tion of a Joint Conmittee of both Houses, on the subject of
the Printing of Parliament; and that the melnbers of the
Select Standing Committee on Printing will act as members
of the said Joint Committee on Printing.

MESSAGE FROM HIIS EXCELLENCY.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presented a Message frcnm

His Excellency.
Mr. SPEAKE R read the Message as follows

Lorne.
The Governor General transmits to the House of Conimons, in

accordance with the Act 34 Victoria, Chapter 6, Section 10, three ap-
proved Minutes of Council, relating to the administration of Savings
Banks, and to the computation of the rates of Interest allowed on Depo-
sits in such Banks, etc., etc.
GOVERNMENT oUsE,

OTT.AwÂ, December 14th, 1880.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT enquired whether it

bad been usual to bring down a message on the subject of
Savings Banks, as he did not remeiber aby such course
having been previously adopted.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said a Message had not been
brought down before, the fact that the Savings .Bank Act
i.equired it having been overlooked by his predecessors in
office, and by himself for the past two sessions.

Mr. MACKENZIE asked if the Act required that a Mes-
sage should be brought down.

Sir LEONA RD TILLEY said ho thonght it did; and the
Government thought it desirable that that course should
be followed.

REPORTS AND PAPERS.
Mr. SPEAKER presented a statement of the-Reeipta and

Diabursements ofthe Iouse of Commons.
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY laid on the Table the annual

Report of the Auditor General.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER- laid on the Table a return

showing the expenditure on the Canadian Pacifie Railway
down to 30th N ovember, 1880; also an estimate of the Chief
Engineer of that railway of the amount which will be re-
quired to complete aIl the works that under the proposed
arrangement are handed over to the Syndicate.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

On the Orders of the Day being called.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER rose and said: I move, Mr.

Speaker, that you do now leave the Chair, and that the
Ilouse do now resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole
for the purpose of considering the resolutions on the Orders
for to-day. I think, on the present occasion, it will be more
convenient to take the discussion in Committee, where there
will be the fullest opportunity for a free interchange of
opinions and explanations from time to time as the question
may seem to demand.
. Mi.. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman propose, by the
louse going into Committee, to make a full statement of the
question?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. As a rule, I have supposed that it was

generally deemed more convenient that there should be a
general statement of a question with you, Mr. Speaker, in
the Chair, and that we should so reach a conclusion upon the
question as to whether we should go into Committee. It
does seem to me that this is an occasion, of all others, upon
which the usual practice should not be departed from. This
is a case of the utmost gravity, and 1 think the explanations
should be made with the Speaker in the Chair.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the principle is
the other way. Great measures like this can only originate
by resolution, and it is obvious the resolution must be dis-
cussed in the proper place. My hon. friend's motion is this,
that the House do now resolve itself into a Committee of the
Whole to consider the propriety of these resolutions. As for
the practice, it is simply a matter of convenience, and my
hon. friend thinks it is more convenient to discuss it in
Committee. I think in a measure containing so many
detailthis course is much more convenient, and it must be
obvious to the minds of everybody that the discussion
should be in Committee, where every question can be dis-
cussed in detail, rather than by a series of formal speeches
with the Speaker in the Chair, to be renewed over and over
again in Committee of the Whole.

Motion agrdd to.
House resolved itself into Committee of the Whole.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Chairman, it affords me

very much pleasure to rise for the purpose of submitting a
motion to this House in relation to the most important
question that has ever engaged the attention of this Parlia-
ment-a motion which submits for the approval of this
louse the means by which the great national work, the

Canadian Pacifie Railway, shall be completed and operated
hereafter, in a way that has more than once obtained the
approval of this Ilouse, and the sanction of the people of
this country, and upon terms more favorable than any that
have ever previously been offered to the 'House. i shall be
obliged, Mr. Chairman, to ask the indulgence of the House
while at some considerable length I place before it the
the grounds upon which I affirm that this resolution
embodies the policy of the Parliament of Canada as
expressed on more than one occasion, and that these resolu-
tions present terms for the consideration of this Parliament,
for the completion of this work, more &hvorable than any
previously submitted; and, Sir, I have the less hesitation in

Mr. SPEAKER,

asking the indulgence of the House, because l atk it mainly
for the purpose of repeating to the House; statementa -made
by gentlemen of much greater ability than myself, and
occupying positions in this House and country second ,teno
other. But for what took place here yesterday I would
have felt warranted in expressing the opinion thát the
resolutions, grave and important as they are, would receive
the unanimous onsent of this Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. Hrear, hear.
Sir CHARiLES T UPPER. I would, I say; have been war.

ranted in arriving at thateonclusion- but for the vry signi-
ficant indications that were made from the other side of
the House-because these resolutions only ask hon. gentle-
men on both sides of the flouse to affirm a proposition to
which they have again and again, as public men, wmmitted
themselves. I need not remind the House that when my right
hon. friend, the leader of the Government, occupied in 1871
the same position which he now occupies, the policy of con-
structing a great line of Canadian Pacitie Railway that would
connect the two great oceans which form the eastern and
western boundaries of the IDominion olllanada, received the
approval of this flouse. Not only did the policy of accoma-
plishing that great work receive the endorsation of a large
majority in the Parliament of the country, but in specific
ternis, the means by which that work should be accom-
plished were embodied in the form of a resolution and sub-
mitted for the consideration of Parliament. It was moved
by the late lamented Sir George Cartier,

" That the railway referred to in the Address of Her Majesty concerning
the agreement made with aritish Columbia, and adopted by this fonse,
on Saturday, Ist April next, should be constructed and worked by private
enterprise, and not by the Dominion Government ; and that the public
aid to be given to secure the undertaking should consist of such liberal
grants of land and such subsidy in money, or other aid, not unduly press-
ing on the industry and resources of the Dominion, as the Parliament of
Canada shall hereafter determine."

Mr. BLAK E. That was the resolution first brought
down.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That was the first resolution,
and it was amended to state more strongly that the work
should not involve an increase in the existing rate of taxa-
tion. I was under the impression that the resolution I had
in my hand was the original motion as carried. The hon.
gentleman will agree with me that it embodies the mode
upon which the road should be constructed. Now, Sir,
although hon. gentlemen in this louse, although the two
great parties represented in this House may entertain differ-
ences of opinion as to the construction of the Railway, and
the means that may be adequate to its accomplishment, the
House was unanimous in that; because the hon. gentlemen
then representing the Opposition in this louse supported a
resolution introduced as an amendment to ours, by the pre-
sent Chief Justice Dorion, declaring that the road should be
constructed in no other way, adding to the resolution the
words "and not otherwise," the object of which was to
make it impossible for any Government to secure the con-
struction of the road in any other mode than through the
agency of a private company aided by a grant of lands and
money. And while the resolutionmovéd by Sir George Cartier,
declaring that the work should be constructed in that way,
received the support of every gentleman on this side of the
Hlouse, the still stronger affirmation moved by Mr. Dorion,
that the work should not be done in any other way, received,
I believe, the support of every gentleman on the other
side of the House. Therefore, I think, I may say that the
policy of Parliament-not the policy of any one party-was
distinctly approved in the resolutions placed upon the Jour-
nals in 1871. Well, Sir, in 1872 itbecame necessary to
state in distinct terms what aid the Government proposed,
under the authority of that resolution, to offer for the
construction of the Railway. The Joumnals of 1872 will
show that Parliament, by a deliberate vote, and by a vqy
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large majority, placed at the service of the Government
i0,000;000 in money, and 50,000,000 acres of land, for
theï construction of the main line; and an additional
amount of 20,000 acres of land per mile for Pembina
Branch of 85 miles, and of 25,000 acres of land per mile
for the Nepigon Branch of that line. Sir, I may remind
the louse that it was expected-as possibly may provo
to be the case yet-that the line of the Canada Pacifie
Railway from Nipissing westward would run to the
north of Lake Nepigon, and provision was thereforo
made for a branch, by a vote of twenty-five thou-
sand acres of land per mile, for 120 miles, to secure
connection between Lake Superior and the main line. Now,
Sir, these terms became the subject of very considerablo dis-
cussion in this louse and out of it. And the Government
having been sustained by a majority, placing at their dis-
posal that amount of money and that amount of land to
secure the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and the term of Parliament having expired, Parliament was
dissolved and the country appealed to, and after that
question was placed before it a very sufficient working mgjor-
ity was returned to support the Government and eonfirm
the policy which the liouse had adopted, both as to the
mode in which the work was to be constructed and as to the
public money and public lands which the Government wore
authorized to use for the purpose of securing the construe-
tion of this work. Well. Sir, under the authority of this
House, in 1872, and under the authority of -the people of
this country, confirming what the flouse had done, the
Government entered into a contraet with a number of gen-
tlemen, who subsequently selected Sir Hugh Allan as the
President of the Company, for the purpose of constructing
the Canadian Pacifie Railway on the terms that I have now
mentioned to the House, and that gentleman, with some of
his associates-and I need not at this period remind the
flouse that that Company embraced a number of the
most able, leading and influential mon in the country,
financially and commercially-proceeded to England, at
that time, at all events, the great monoy market of the
world, I might almost say that it was thon the only
money market in the world, and exhausted every
means in their power to obtain the support of
financial mon in such a way as to enable them to
carry that contract to completion. If my rocollection does
not fail me, the hon. leader of the late Government,
on more than one occasion, expressed the hope that
it would be successful. le always expressed his
strong conviction that the means were altogether
inadequate to secure the object in view, but I think that, on
more than one occasion, he expressed the patriotic hope that
these gentlemen would sueceed in obtaining the capital
i.equired upon those terrms. But, Sir, they did not succeed,
as every person knows. After having exhausted every
effort in their power, they were obliged to return and
surrender the charter under which they received authority
to endeavor to obtain money for the construction of this
greatwork. Well, Sir, a very unpleasant result followed,
The then Government of this country met with a like1
defeat; and the means placed at their disposal for the con-
struction of the great work which these gentlemen had in
band having proved inadequate, the Government also
succumbed to the pressure from hon. gentlemen opposite.
It is not a pleasant topie, and I will not dwell any longer
upon it than is absolutely necessary to introduce the
Administration which followed us, ably led by the hon.
member for Lambton. Now, Sir, I have said, on more thanr
one occasion, that in my judgment, inasmuch as the only
aithority which Parliament had given for the construction
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway required that it should b
done by a private company, aided by a grant of land and
mnoney, and inasmuch as the resolution embodying that
statement, as the hon. leader of the Opposition has correctly
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reminded me, also embodied the statement that it should
not incroase the existing rate of taxation, and inasmuch as
the Finance Minister of the Government at once announced
to Parliament the fact that there was a great impending
deficieney botween the revenue and expenditure, it therefore
became apparentthat no progress could be made except in
contravention of both these propositions. i have said befor,
and I repeat now, that in my judgment the hon, leader of
the thon Government would have been warranted in stating
that ho was Qbliged to leave the question of the Canadian
Pacifie Riailway in abeyance. The present hon. leader of
the Opposition differed with me on that point, as occasion-
ally we are compelled to differ on matters which arc
submitted for the consideration of this House, and
I am froc to confess that, although I do not hold so
strongly as the presont leader of tho Opposition
opinions as to the duty which devolved upon the hon.
member for Lambton, as leader of the Governmont in 1874,
the opinions ho fornied, the policy ho adopted, and the
statements ho made in and out of this Bouse, as to his si-
tion regarding the construction of the Canada Pacifie iail-
way, were ominently patriotie, greatly to tho credit of that
hon. gentleman. But, Sir, ho did commit himself in the
most formal and authentic manner to the construction ; not-
withstanding the diffieulties which had occurred, notwith-
standing the apparontly insuperable diffleulties which
presented themselves, the hon. gentleman went to his consti-
tuents-I will not say ho went to his constituent-he
appealed to all Canada, ho appealed to the people of this
country in the most formal manner in which it is possible
for a First Minister to state his policy, and that was by a
manifesto over his own signature. The House will, perhaps,
allow me to draw attention to some very important state-
monts contained in this manifesto. The hon. gentleman
said :

"We must meet the diflioulty imposed on Canada by the reckless
arrangements of the late Government with reference to the Pacific Rail-
way, under which they pledged the land and resources of this country to
the commencement of that gigantie work in July, 1873, and to its
completion by July, 1881."

The hon. gentleman will sec that the ternm very roeckloes
arrangements is limited by the hon. gentleman to the short
time which we had allowed ourselves for the construction
of the work, and not to the work itself. The hon. gentleman
further said:

" That contract bas already been broken ; over a million of dollars bas
now been spent in surveys, and no particular line bas yet been located.
The bargain is. as we always said, incapable of literal fulfihnent. We
niust m-ake arrangements with British Columbia for such a relaxation of
the terms as will give time for the completion of the surveys, and subse-
quent prosecution of the work, with such speed as the resources of the
country will permit, and without largely increasing the burden of taxation
upon t e people."

Mr. MACKENZIE. Ilar, hoar.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear, hoar. The hon. gentle-

man went on to say:
I They must, in the meantime, obtain some means of communication

across the continent, and it would h their poliy to anie enormous
stretches of magnificent water communications with ues of railway tu
the Rocky Mountains, thus avoiding, for the present, the construction of
1,300 miles of railway, costing fron sixty to eighty malions of dollars,
and rendering the resources of th he country available for the prosecution
of these links, and they should endeavor tW make thms'great works
auxiliary to the promotion of immigration on an extensive scal n and to
the settlement and development of those rich and fertile territories on
which our hopes for the future of Canada are so largely fixed.

Now, Sir, I am sure that the Hgouse will excuse me for
placing before them, in the strong and emphatie and cloquent
terms of the leader of that Government, the opinion ho
entertained as to what was incumbent upin the Adminis-
tration, and what was likely to be attaine by pusuing that
course. Thon, Sir, the hon. gentleman, m a speech at
Sarnia, fbllowed up the policy here foreshadowed still more
emphatically, still more strongly, than he had done in his
manifesto. He said:
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"l You are aware that during the discussions on the Bill, I objected to

the provisionasas to the building of the railway within ten years. Nearly
three years of that time had been then exhausted, and he being bound by
a contract to finish it within seven years and three months. It was
essential for thi settlement for the purpose of openiug up the districts
where we have great riches undeveloped."

L presume that he was referring to the undoubted mineral
districts of British Columbia.

" Without that communication, great development cagnot take place.
It Wil be the duty of the Administration, in the first place, to secure the
opportunity for conimnication from Lake Superior to the Rocky Moun-
tains, and, at the sane time, " and this speaks for itself, and thence to
the Pacifie Ocean and the Western slope.

'' If we wish to make these regions-accessible, that is British Columbia
and the North-West Territory, we must effect this communication."

I do not think it requires any argument to shew that the
hon. gentleman proposed to construct a road in British
Columbia and one on this side of the Prairie, and that,
there would be no difficulty in the construction of the
communicating sections. lie says

" It wll be necessary to complete our great national highway across,
the continent, and I think it will be the duty, as it -will be the desire, of'
the Governieht to develop any plan by which these results can beac-
complishe'l"
Now, Sir, there are other means of obtaining the policy of
an Administration besides the expressions of the leading
members of that Administration, and one is the authentic
declaration of the organ of the Administration. If my hon.
friend, the leader of the Opposition, will not permit me to
construe the language of the then leader of the Government,.
perhaps ho will not object if I show here what construction
the organ of that Government placed upon the words of
their leader. I read, in an editorial in the Toronto Globe
newspaper, that it had been asserted :

" That Mr. Mackenzie's Cabinet have abandoned the Canadian Pacifie
RailwaT. Nothing can be further from the truth. Mr. Mackenzie's speech
at Sarnia intimated distinctly what was the course which he proposed to
pursue, and subsequentstateents have all explained and developed the
ideas then uuggested. There is no question as to whether the Pacifie
Railwayis to bebuilt or not. That question has been settled irrevocably
in theafrmative, and there is no statesman in Canada who would commit
himself to any negative on such a point. On this ail are agreed. Canvass
the Dominion over and two things will be proved as settled points. One
is that the railway must be built at as early a period as possible, and
that eveything that can reasonably help that railroad to a completion
must be doneand given. These two points are emphatically endorsed by
the new Ministers, 'and entirely removed from the region of controversy.r''

Now, Sir, I have shown not only that the House affirmed
that we should have a Canadian Pacific Railway, not only'
that the Hfouse decided as to the mode in which it desired
the Paciitc Railway to bceconstructed, but I have also shown
that the Government that succeeded that of my right hon.
friend committed themselves in the fullest and mostcomplete
manner, not only to the construction of that great work
essential to the development of our »country, but to its con-
struction as rapidly as it was possible,. within the means of
the country. The hon. gentleman hiùself, on. the floor of
the House, stated :

" Let me say, so far as the work is concerned, tbat I have always been
an advocate of the construction of a railway across this continent, but I
have never elieved it was 'withmu our means to carry it out-in anything
like the peried of time to which the hon. gentleman bound Parhament
and thé ent0. 1 thin that the work ought tobe prosecuted in the
most vigerous férm; but tihne is an important element."

I have given the House sanie of the extra parliamentary
utteranees of the hon. gentleman, and I propose now to
invite its attention to some still more formal and distinct
statements of policy in regard to this important question,
statements made in the capacity of Prime Minister
of the country on the noor of Parliament. In 1874
the hou. gentleman introduced a bill for the purpose of
provîdxlo ibliàhe constructioni of tie Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way,,:n, in the courge of a very able and a very exhaustive
speech, lie plteced very fulty on record the opinions which
he heldand whieh embodied the opinions of the Government
at that time. Re stated, as will be soeu on reference to
Hansard of gay 12th, 1871

Sir CHARLEs TTPPER,

"The duty was imposed upon Parliament of providing ag
for carrying out the obligations imposed upon ns by thse solemun action of
Parliament in this matter. The original scheme was eue thatI opposed
at tise time of its pasage here as one that in myinind then oeemed
im tcable within the time that was proposed, and impracticable alto
wiih the meanus proposed to be used to accomplish it."

I wish to invite the attention of the louse to the formal
declaration made on the floor of Parliaiment by the late
Prime Minister, that the means that Parliament had placed
at the disposal of the Government of their predecessors,
$30,000,000 in money and 54,000,000 acres of land, were
utterly inadequate to secure the construction of the work.
Then the hon. gentleman continues:

'I have not changed that opinion, but being placed hiere in the -Gov-
ernment, I am bound to endeavor, to the utmost of my ability, to devise
such means as may seem within our reach to accomphish, in airit, if u6t
in te letter, tye obligations irposed upon us by the treaty of union, for
it was a trenty of union with Britishs Columba."

I am sure that -British Columbia will be very glad to be
again reminded that the leader of the Opposition manintained
that this was an absolute treaty of union with British
Columbia. Then ho continues:

" We had to undertake to vindicate the good faith of the country sud
do something which would enable this Parliament to carry out, in spinit,
if not in letter, the serious undertaking of building the railway as far as
the shores of British Columbia. The legal terms are-exact, we are bound
within a specific time to construct a road to conneet with the railway
system of Ontario on the east, with the Pacific coast on the west. There
is a moral obligation as well as a legal obligation. We thought, in the
first place, that after baving had time to consider what should be done,
that, the best course to pursue, in the meantime, would be to confer with
the Local Government of British Columbia, and endeavor to ascertain
from them, if any means could be arranged whereby an extension of time
could be procured for the prosecution of the work which we were bound
to undertake.

with that view, a gentleman was sent as a representative of this
Government, to that Province, and in the course of his negotiations with
the Local Government, it became apparent, as it had been apparent in
this Bouse from several members from the Island of Vancouver, that it
was an exceedingly important matter lu their estimation that the road
should be commenced at once at Esquimalt, and traverse the Island to
that point where the crossing of the Narrows was ultimately to be. I,
for one, was quite willing, if the Local Blovernment were disposed, to
make some terms for the extension of time, to undertake the construction
of the Island portion as rapidly as possible; but, if it became aparent
that the local authorities were determined to adhere rigidly to the Terms
of Union, and demand the while terms and nothing less, this Bouse and
the Dominion of Canada, I was and am strongly of opinion, would, on
their part, concede to them the terms and nothing more. Proceeding
upon the belief that this was a fair representation of the opinions of the
country, which had to pay for the construction of this enormous work,
we instrcto haaMo. Edgar, w was apointed to represent the Goveru-
ment in tise matter, to say that tise (Ioverument would ho prepared to
undertake immediately tie commencement of the work upon the Island,
traversing it northwards in the direction of the point of crossing,
prosecute the surveys on the mainland, construct a passable road along
the ridge, erect a telegraph line along the road, and, as soon as the work
could be placed under contract, we would expend a million and a half a
year within the Province. I do not know whether the offer will be
accepted or not, and, in the meantime, it is absolutely necessary that
Government should have authority to proceed with the commencement
of the works in such a way as they think will meet with the acceptation
of the country generally, and the reasonable people in British Columbia."

Now, I need not remind the flouse that this question was
made the subject of reference by British Columbia to the
Imperial Government, and Lord Carnarvon submitted, for
the consideration of this Government, his view of what should
be done.; that was, that not less than two millions, in addi-
tion to the railway on Vancouver Island, the telegraph line,
the waggon road, and all those other considerations, shouki
be expended annually by the Goverunment within the
Province of British Columbia. When the hon, gentleman
submitted his resolutions in 1874, as I am now submitting
miy resolutions, he said :

" We propose in these resointions to ask the House to ae te thée
general propositions, In the first place, we have to sok Hte ouse for
complete power to proceed with the construction of the road nder the
terms of the Union with British Columbia, because we cannot throw off
that obligation except with the consent of the contractingpries, and
we are therefore bound to make al tihe provision that the Ho se sa
Snable us to make, to-endeavor to carry out la the spirt, aldps far &s we
can, in the letter, thie obligation imposed on us law. The Britisi

-Columbia:section wi, of course, have to pe with as fyt as we
can do it, for it is essential to keep faith witb the spirit and, as far s
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possible, with the letter of the agreement. I attribute a very great deal
of Importance, indeed, to being able to throw in settlers to all parts of
the country, and iling it with population, which is the only thing
which can give ultimstély commercial value to the road or prosperitv to
the country. It will be observed, Sir, that in the resolutions, as I have
mrentioned, the Government provides for the submission of these contracts
to Parliament. They provide also, that in case we receive no proposals
for the building of what are called the sections in the Bill, that is of the
four great divisions the Goverument take power to issue proposals te
bufild the road by direct Government ageney." •

The hon. gentleman said that the Canadian Pacifie. was
only to be built by direct Government agency; in the event
of there being no proposals, and of there being a failure in
carrying out the policy of Parliament, that it should be done
by private enterprise, -aided by a grant of money and lands.
In 1875, the hon. gentleman having had an opportunity of
considering the proposals which were embodied in his bill, to
which I shall invite the attention of the House more speci-
fically, at a later period, obtained authority from theI House
to go on with the immediate construction of the Railway by
the direct agency of the Government, for he could not obtain,
it in any other way. laving obtained power from the
House to give not only ten thousand dollars of money per
mile for every mile between Lake Nipissing and the shores
of the Pacifie, and twenty thousand acres of land per mile,
but also he gave $10,000 in cash per mile for the branch,
eighty-five niles long, to Pembina, and 20,000 acres per
mile, and 810,000 and 20,000 acres per mile for the Georgiarn
Bay branch, of eighty-five miles long; and also, ho gave the
further sum of four per cent. interest for twenty-fivo years
upon such sum as might be necessary in order to secure
the construction of the work. Now the hon. gentleman,
the leader of the late Government, stated frankly to the
House at the outset that the-terms previously provided in
1872, and embodied in the contract mado with lhe Allan
C(orfipany in 1873, were utterly inadcquate, and that it was
necessary to the good faith of the courtry, and that its honor
and intorests demanded that the Railway should bo pro-
eeeded with. He asked and obtained flrom Parliament a
large addition to the meana that had been previously passed
by Parliament for the construction of the work. li 1875,
after having had a year's experience, ho came to the 1lanse
and said :

'' We only let the grading upon this Une (Peibina Branch) because
we thought it advisable, while proceeding thus far, not to proceed any
further until we could get a general contract let for the entire hne where
we propose to build it now, which would cover all the more expensive
parts of construction. For the same reason, we are only letting the grad-
mng and bridging from Fort William and Shebandowan, and the same
from Rat Portage te Red River."

Again, it will be seen that the hon. gentleman puts forward
as his policy, and the policy of the Parliament of 1874, as it
had been the policy of the Parliament of 1871 and 1872,
that the work should be prosecuted by the agency of a pri-
vate company, aided by a grant of money and land. As I
have already stated, the subject was made a matter of refèr-
ence, in 1875, to Lord Carnarvon, and he proposed that
$2,000,000, and not $1,500,000, should be the minimum
expenditure on railway works within the province, from the
date at whicli the surveys are sufficiently completed Vot
enable that amount to be expended on construction. In
nanriing this amount, Ris Lordship understood, in the
language of the memorandum :

"That it being alike the interest and the wish of the Dominion Gov-
ernment to urge on, with all speed, the completion of tþe works now to
be undertaken, the annual expenditure will be as muiih in excess of the
innmam of $2,O0,000 as, in anyyear, may be found practicable. Lastly,
that on or before the 31st of December, 1890, the railway shall be com-
pleted uand opened for traffic froin the Pacifie seaboard to a point at the
western end of Lake Superior, at which it wiil fall into connection with
existing Unes of raîlway then by a portion of the United States, and also
with the navigatiou on tianadian waters."

Thése terms included, it is truc, a considerable extension
of Áte time within which the road was originally to have
boe-euntmpleted, but they fixed a definite and distint himit
within which a large portion of the Pacifie Railway should

be constructed and put in operation. le hon. gentleman
himself, in referring to these terms, used this language.:

" We shall always endeavour to proceed with the work as aset as the
circumstances of the country--circumstances yet to be developed-will
enable us to do, so as to obtain, as soon atpossible, complete railway com-
munication with the Pacifie Province. How soon that time may come I
cannot predict, but I have no reason to doubt that we uhall be able to
keep our obligation to British Columbia, as now amended, without
seriously interfering with the march of prosperity."

That is, that by 1890 the hon. gentleman hoped to com-
plete it, "without seriously interfering with the march of
prosperity." I am glad, notwithstanding the difficulties
whieh the hon. gentleman encountered, to be able to snbmit
to his consideration the means by which we are to do that
to which ho pledged himself, and pledged the honor and
faith of his Government and his party, so far as the leader
of a great party can pledge that party to the accomplish-
ment of a great national undertaking. But, Sir, I am glad
to be able to give, not only the authority of the leader of the
late Governmont, but that of the hon. and Iearned gentle-
man who is leader of Her Majesty's Constitutional O(pposi-
tion at the present moment. That hon. gentleman is re-
ported in Iansard of March 5th, 1875, to have usod these
words:

" The general policy of the country upon the subject of the Pacifie
Railway was spread before this countr' anterior to the late general elec-
tion, and practically and fairly stated.

I have read to the House the words which the Premier of
that day, as the hon, gentleman said, "practically and fairly"
stated his policy, and I quite agree that it was so stated.
The hon. member for South Durham continued:

"l I some of the minor details of that policy the hon. member for Cum-
berland has indicated more or less of change,-but the broad features of
that policy were, as I have said, plainly stated to this country anterier to
the late general elections; the verdict of the country was taken upon it
and the resuIt was a decided acceptance of it. It is not reversibile by us.
We have no mandate to reverse it. IUpon the most enlarged consider-
ation of the rights of members of Parliament, I canaot conceive that we
could have the right at all to listen to the appeal of the hon. member for
Cumberland, and to enter into a consideration whether that policy upon
which the country's opinion was asked and taken, and which opinion we
were sent here to enforce, should be altorether reversed. I do consider it
would be unwise for an instant to consider any such proposition. I du
not believe that any other policy in its general effects than that which
was so proposed and so accepted is at all feasible."

Now, Sir, I ventured to say, at the outset of my remarks,
that we had the means of showing to the House, not only
that Parlianient, on both these great occasions, had distimctly
declared the policy of' constructing the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, but that the people, as stated by the present leader
of the opposition, had given, an affirmative to that proposi-
tion, and had, as that hon.gentleman avorred, put it without
the power of this Parliament to change thut policy. I must
remind the House that the circumstancos of -the countrv
were very different in 18715 from the eircumstances of the
country ait the time at which the previous Government under-
took the construction of the Canadian P>acific Railway; but
notwithstanding that changed condition of oircumstances,
notwitbtanding that te hon. gentleman's Finance Minister
was compelled to come to Parliament year after year and
ask permission to increase largely the taxation of the coun-
try in order to meet the ordinary expenditure; notwith-
standing all this, te hon. gentleman held that the honor
and good fhith of the country were pledged to the construe-
tion of this great work, and ho came to thi House and asked
the authority of Parliament for the proeeution of his
scheme. lu 1876, after longer expôrience, after having
found that the financial dilflculties of the country h:îd
certainly not decreased, the hon. gentleman was still undit-
mayed, for, in 1876, from the high andauthoritative pition
of a Prime Minister submitting the polley of his Goven-
ment to the country, after full and deliberate eesideiratin,
be enunrciated the following vicWIB:

" We have felt, from the first, that while it was attely ipossibe to
iimplement to the letter the very agreemenate entered ite by ;otir
predecessors, the good faith of the çoùniry démahded 'that the
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Administration should do everything that was reasonable in. their
power to carry out the pledges made to British Columbia, if not the
entire bbligation, at least-such parts of it as seemed to be within their
power, andmost conducive to the welfare of the whole Dominion, as
well as to satisfy all reasonable men in the Province of British Columbia,
'which Province bad fanc'ied itself entitled to complain of apparent want
of good faith in carrying out these obligations. In endeavouring to
accomplish this result we have had serious difficulties to contend
with. to which i shall presently allude. • • • The Act of 1874
prescribes that the Government may build the road on contract
in the ordinary way, or it may be built on the terms set forth in
Section 8, which provides that the Government may pay $10,000
in money and grant 20,000 acres of land per mile, with four per cent. for
25 years upon any additional amount in the tenders, to a company to con-
struct portions of the line. The intention of the Government was, as
soon as the surveys were in a sufficiently advanced state, to invite ten-
ders for the construction of auch portions of the work as, in the judgment
of Parliament, might be considered desirable to go on with, and that in
the meantime the money that has been spent in grading should be held to
be a part of the $10,000 a mile referred 4o in Section 8. Whether the
Government would be in a position during the coming eeason to have
contracts. obtained, and submitted to Parliament, for the wholk Une, at its
next session, is perhgps problematical."

So thatthe hon. gentleman, in 1876, not only contemplated
going on steadily with the prosecution of the work, or very
inportant sections of the work, but ho had it in contempla-
tion to invite tenders for the construction of the whole
Canadi'an Pacifie Railway, en terms which as I shall show
more specifically hereafier, were largely in excess of
any authority we ever obtained from Parliament, and
terms that, as I have said before, he himself held, and I
suppose conscientiously ýheld, to be utterly inadequate.

" If we are able to commence the work of construction this comingyear
in British Columbia, these rails would be required. It may be said to be
impossible to commence the construction of the road in British Columbia
without having rails on the spot."

And in that I concur with the hon. gentleman.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The concurrence comes very late.
Sir CHiARLES TUPPE R. The hon. gentleman will not,

I think, find any ground for making that statement. I think
he will, perhaps, allow me to interject that they would have
been equally useful if they had not lain quite so long in
British Columbia. The hon. gentleman further said : %

"There are five thousand tons in British.Columbia, and if we erred in
sending them there, we have simply erred in our earnest desire to show
the people of British Columbia that we are desirous of keeping faith with
themthat our speeohes were not mere empty promises, and that we were
resolved to place ourselves in a position they could not misunderstand."

Well, Sir, in 1877, after another year's experience, the hon.
gentleman again stated the policy, that still was the policy
of his Adiinistration, in reference to this work. le said:

The late Administration, in entering into the agreement for bringing
British Columbia into the Confederation, had an express obligation as to
the building of the railway across the continent from Lake Nipissing on
the east to the Pacific Ocean on the west, within'a specified number of
years. When the present Administration acceded to power, they felt that
this,-like all treaty obligations, was one which imposed upon them cer-
tain duties of administration and government which they had no right to
neglect, and that they were bound to carry the scheme practically into
effect to the extent thal I have indicated. 'the whole effort of the Admin.
istration, from that day to this, has been directed to the accomplishment
of this object in the way that would seem to be most practical and most
available, considering the difficulties to be encountered and the cost to be
incurred. 4 , The Railway Act of 1874provides that 20,000 acres
of land should be given absolutely as part consideration for the contract,
and $] 0,00 per mile of actual cash-the land to be subject to certain
regulation as to two thirds of it which are provided for in the Act-and
that tenderers should tie invited to state the additional sum, if any, upon
which a guarantee of 4 per cent. should be given by the Dominion for 25
years afterwards. * I mentioned last year, in introducing
this item to the Committee of Su ply, that we had then advertised, or
proposed to advertise-4 forget w ich-i iEnglish and Canadian papers,
that we hoped, about January, 187à', te be able to advertise for tenders
and to supply complete profiles of the line. a I think,

'te early sn July, or earlier. I think it must have been in June.
At all events, we desred to send that advertisement to the public i order
that it might invite intending contractors to visit the country for them-
selves. I was personally satisfied that an examination of the prairie
countries, if not the country east of the prairies to Lake Supeior, would
show to intending contractors, lu the first place, that there was a large
quantity of good land, and, in the second p*ace, that the physical difi-
culties to be overcome were not 8so serions as people might reasonably
anticipate to exist in the centre of the Continent. I do not think the
advertisement produced very much of that particular result. Some
parties, I believe, have visited the country; the agents of some. English

Sir Cm[ALs TPPPrR.

companies have visited Ottawa; some have visited the agency of -the
Government in London, with a view to examine the plans and profles, and
the Railway Act under which the contracts will belet; but the season was
an unfavorable one in consequence of the difficulties attending railway
enterprise all through the world, and can perhaps, be fairly considered
as one not very fort"nate for issuing or proposing the prospectus of a huge
enterprise like this, in a comparatively unknown country, or, I might say,
a wholly unknown country. The Government were not able, as I stated,
to have the profiles all ready in January. They were, however, despatched
in sections as soon as they could be completed, to the Railway Officein
London. They have been on exhibition in the Railway Office here for many
months, and the whole of the profiles from Lake Superior to the Western
Ocean is, I presume, eit.er completed or very near it, at the present mo-
ment; that is, taking tee two routes already completed through British
Columbia. Tise Government proposed, as soon as these are entsrely com-
pleted, to have advertisements issued calling for oflfers, giiing ample time,
so that tenders that are received may be received shortly before thxe open-
ing of Parliament at ifs next session, ln order that Parliaent ay have
au opportunity of deciding upon whatever schseme may be ten p»oposed
by tise Government uder tise offers to be received."
So that, down to 1878, the flouse will se the hon, gentleman
still remained true to the obligation of the rapid construction
of the Canada -Pacifie IRailway, and of its construction by
the agency of a private company, and by a grant ofland and
money. Is 1878, the last occasion on wLich the hon.
gentleman, with the authority of Prime Minister, discussed
the question, ho said:

"There cas be no question of sthis, tsat if ws in ifself a desirable object
o obtain railway commumncation frotn one end of our Domion to tise

othser, traversmng fe content froi easf fo wesf. So far as the desirability
of obtaining such a communication may be concerned, there cas bu no
real difference of opinion between any two parties in this country, or
amongst any class of our population."
I amn very glad on this important occasion, mn submriti. g
resolutions of such magnitude for the consideration of this
House, to have the authority of the leader of the late Govern-
ment, after years of close and c'areful examination of this ques-
tion, given to the fouse and the country, thatit was a matter,
not only of vital importance to the country, but upon which
both parties were agreed, not only in this Hlouse, but in'the
po.pulation outside of it. In 878, the hon. gentleman also
said :

"I have to say, ui conclusion, that nothing bas given mysef and tse
Government more concern tisu tie matters connected with tie Pacific
Raiiway have given. We are aiove fo this consideration, thaf if is of vast
importance fo thie country tsat this road sould be built as soon as tie
country is able fo do if without imposing burdens upon the present rate-
payera wisich wonld intolerabie."
I quite agree with the hon. gentleman i that statement,
and I arn proud t eho able to stand here to-day and offer for
the hon. gentleman's consideration, and, I trust, after full
corísideration, lis support, a proposition that will secure
the construction of that which he has declared to be not
only a matter ofshonor to which the country was bound.
but a matter of the deepest necessity to the developnent f
this country, upon terme that will not impos b any intoler-
able burdens on the ratepayers.

Mfr. MACKENZIE. I shall consider it by-and-by.
Sir CHIARLES TUPPEiR. The hon. gentleman con-

tinued:
" On the othier hand, if is tolerably evident that tie weaflh of the

country wii be much more rapidly increased if we are abi e te throw'a
laprulation into thsose hitsherto deserted plains, whics contais se
much andfit for habitation, and whichi have been wtholly productive
lu the commercial intereats of our country."

Again I invite the hon. gentleman's attention to the
obligation that reste upon hlm to support a plan by which
what ho designates " deserted plains " mnay become the abode
of an ndustrions population, not only farmshing a comfort-
able living to themselves and their .families, but increasig
greatly the sapional wealth of Canada, and upon tens
which core quite within those which ho has approved se
offering no obstacle to the progress ofthis work. And then
the hon- gentleman added T

"And ho with regard te this western and more gigantie work,-s wofk
which cannot be estimated unlesa we have gifen some thought toj-
sncb is its magnitude-a 'oad which is four tnes the iengtsh of tee Gruid
Trunk, froi Montreal te Sarnia, which la five times thelungth ofteroad
from Edinburghi te London, which traverses our whole terntory. Nothing
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can possibly exceed the importance that is to be attached to the building
of sucha giputic work,.either as regards the ultimate prosperity of the
country, or its bearing upon our several relations to each other in the
united provinces."
It requires no comment of mine, Sir, to cause a statement
from énèh an authentie source to carry conviction to the
mind of every hon. gentleman present as to the obligation
that rests a n all parties, both in the House and out of it,
to realize whst the hon. gentleman lias indicated could be
realized by the construction of this work. That, Sir,
as I have said before, was,-the hon. gentleman thinks,
no doubt, unfortunately for the country,-the last oc-
casion on which it became his duty to speak with the
authority of the First Minister of Canada in relation to
this great question. But as the hon. gentleman stated, the
question of construction, the question of the steady prose-
cution and completion of the Canada Pacifie Railway, was not
an issue that went to the country at the last election. That
had been submitted on two occasions by two First Ministers,
representing both the great parties of the country, and on
both occasions had received the affirmation of a very large
majority of the licople; but as is well known, a change of
Administration took place in 1878, and the lion. gentleman
was called again upon to deal with the question. He had that
test of patriotism applied to him, which is involved in con-
sidering a policy from the Opposition benches as well as
from the Government benches, and I will read to the louse
the remarks which the hon. gentlmornan, as leader of the
Opposition, made to this louse aftor the change ofGovern-
ment in 1879. Ie said:

' We recognize the obligations resting upon us as Canadians, and,
while I assert, in the most positive inanner, that nothing could have been
done by any Administration during our term of office that we did iot do,
or try to do, in order to accomplish, or realise those expectations which
were generated by the Government of hon, gentlemen opposite, in their
admission of British Columbia into the Confederacy, I say, at the sanie
time, that we endeavoured, not merely to keep the national obligations,
but we ventured, to a great extent, our own political existence as
administrators; we risked our political position for the sake of carrying
out to completion, in the best way possible, the course which hon. gentle-
man opposite had promised should be taken."

The hon. gentleman aiso declared after his five years'
term of office had ended, that nothing that had been in the
power of the Ministry, of which he was the head, to do, had
been left undone to carry to successful completion the policy
to which his predecessors had committed the House and the
country. He said;

"Our proposal was this: We endeavoured, in the first place, to obtain
some modification of the termas. We despatched an agent to British Col-
umbia, and Lord Carnarvon ultimately offered his good services, in order
to arrive at gome understanding with that Province; and we reached the
uaderstanding that we would endeavour to build a railway from Lake
Superior to the Pacifie Ocean by 1890; that we should expend a certain
amount per annum in British Columbia, after the surveys were completed
and line adopted. The line never was surveyed sufficiently to enable us
to reach that conclusion till last year, and, as soon as we had information
sufficient to guide us, we adopted the Burrard Inlet route, and immedi-
ately advertised for tenders for the construction of that line. The hon.
the Minister of Public Works has spoken of our departure from the for-
mer termas of the construction of this road. Now, what was this depar-
ture? We had precisely the sanie provision of land, and equivalent as to
money , only, instead of $30,000,000, we named $10,000 a mile, which
would have amounted to $26,000,000, and two-thirds of the land was to
be controlled by the Government in respect of sales and management.
We also then provided that, in asking for tenders, we should invite ten-
derers to say upon what additional amount they would require a guaran-
tee of four per cent for 25 years."

The hon. gentleman also proceeded to say:
" While we let out contracts between Thunder Bay and Selkirk, with a

vie to: get a road opened into that country, it was with the determina-
tion to adopt this method, and I explained this several;f mes during my
administration, We intended, when we had obtained a; full completion
of the snveys, and finally adopted the route to the ocean, through
British Columbia, te endeavour to place the entire work from Lake
Superlor westward under contract-the contractors assuming the expen-
diture already incurred, and allowing themselves to be charged with it as
partof the $10,000 a mile to be paid to them on the contracts for the
entire line. The hon. gentlemen opposite, and the whole country, are
aware that we solicited tenders in England for some months upon this
ground, before hon. gentlemen opposite came into office; also that Mr.
$andford Fleming, the Chief Engirmeer, was instructed, while in London,
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to place himself in communication with' contractors and finaneial én
an also to obtain the assistance of Sir John Rose, wlho, in may iA99
had been the active, energetic and patriotic agent of the bominion, with
a view te the carrying ont of this scheme."
I may mention incidentally, that, while I entirely approve
of al these efforts, the hon. gentleman was, I think, ne'ver
called upon to lay upon the Table of the Houso any corres-
pondence that took place betweon his Government and
these capitalists and contractors, and which did not resuit
in their obtaining a contract.

Mr. BLAKE: Did ho ever refuse ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER: He never was asked anything

so utterly at variance with the first principles of Govorn-
ment, as to bring down correspondence that could ho
attended with no possible benefit to the Government, but be
extremoly embarrassing to the Government in its future
operations.

Mr. BLAKE. That is the truc reason.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not hositate to say that

a more unfortunate precedent, in ny judgment, could not be
set than for a Government to enter into negotiations with
capitalists to ascertain how far they would be prepared to
take up a great work and carry it to ompletion, and then
bring down the correspondence which could only reflect
on the character and standing of the gentlemen interested,
and render gentlemen in future, in similar cases, cautions
how far they would discuss negotiations with a Govern-
ment which would later give publicity to those negoia-
tions. The hon. gentleman further said:

' But I am informed that, notwithstanding all our efforts, we signally
failed in obtaining one single offer (there was one imperfect offer made)
for the construction of the railroad on those terms. which were the grant
of 20,000 acres and $10,000 cash, per mile, with a guarantee of 4 per cent.
upon such balance as might be represented as necessary. No terns could
be more explicit; it would be difficult to mention ternis more favorable,
and yet the hon. gentleman seems to expect, by his speech, that the colon-
ization scheme, with the 100,000,00e acres instead of the 50,000,000 acres
and $30,000,000 current money, is soneihow or other to succeed in getting
this road built. is own remarks showed to-day that it is utterly useless
at present for him to expect Britishi railway contractors, or great financial
firms to engage in any railroad enterprise on this continent. Much ofthis
is due to the want of confidence which he tells us is experienced in finan-
cial circles in Britain, and a great deal is due to the unwise legislation 'in
Canada and the Provinces, with respect to railway lines, and te the fhet
that foreign capitalists have obtained littie or no return for the money theyhave laid out in this country. I have made ni> my mind long ago thait
will be exceedingly difficult for a population of 4,000,000 so to conduct
financial transactions connected with the building of -that railroad of
2,600 miles, across an unknown and almost untrodden continent, in lnany
places extremely difficult. 1 frankly say now, after my experience in
endeavoring to acromplish something in that direction, that I fear we shal
be incapable of accomplishing anythng in that direction at present.

I need not say to the Iouse that, in what ho said and antici.
pated, the hon. gentleman, I suppose, was sincere. I sup
pose when ho made this utterance it was tuade in all frank-
noss. The iIouse will readily understand the gratification
I expected to sec spread over the hon. gentleman's coun-
tenance on learning that all thdt ho lamented lie had
been unable to accomplish in the official position he
occupied in this iouse, bis sucessors were in a position
to present for the consideration of Parliament. I. frankly
concede, and in doing so I only do justice to the aincere, able
and energetic efforts of the hon. gentleman, that be did all
that lay in bis power during his term of administration ta
put this great work upon the foundation on which Parlia-
ment, on two separate occasions, and the people had affirmed
it should be placed, namely, that the work should be donc
by a private company aided by grants of land and monsey.
But, Sir, theb hon. gentleman stated, on another occasion,
that:

"It would have been very easy to commence to grade the oad, and se
keep within the terms of the Union Act; but I scorned to practice any
deception in the matter."

I assume, throughout,. that the hon. gentleman was acting
with entire sincerity, that in all those statementa made to
the House as to bis gr-eat desire to advance thts great
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national work, he was giving candid utterance to his sincere if not hostile, to Canada; where it was not hostile it was
opinion-to the opinion that, whether sitting on one side of indifferent, in contradistinction to its spirit in dealiugw",g
the House or the other, he would be prepared te give an Australia and the other coloniee. Indeed, in many asses,
equally zealous and hearty support te this policy. But in Canada was treated with marked hostility. vereu@pa1y,
1878 there was a general election, the result being that my however, a very striking, a very marked change took plaoe.
right hon. friend beside me was again charged with the im- When ? Whon Bar Beaconsfield, the Prime Ifinister or
portant duty ofadministering the publicaffairsofthis country- that day, stated openly, or in public, the enormus' vaue of
and again brought face to face with this great national work, the great North.West of Canada. I do not mean tO say ho
this gigantic undertaking, that for five years, had, notwith- was entirely accurate in ail bis statements bUt, at ait
standing the efforts of our predecessors, made no very great events he was quite correct in the remirk thait the
progress. We found ourselves, then, in this position, of b the most lively imagination could hardlyover-estimte
ing called upon tW deal with the question of the great Cana- t e enormous value of the great North-West and the invitingdian Pacifie .Railway, upon which a large amounut of public aracter of the field it presented to the agriculturists in
money had been expended, and in a way that would prove every part of the world desiring tW emigrate. From
utterly useless te the country unless measures were taken, that day te this every person knows the marked
promptly to carry, at all events, the work under construction and instantaneous nature of the change that took
tW completion, and so supplement it as tW make it effective place in English public opinion, especially in the
for the promotion of the objeats for which it was designed. views of every important paper in the Britisk Isahmds,
We, therefore, were not in a position to effect any change and in many in this country as well as in the United States,
of policy as hon. gentlemen opposite will see. But we came and also in the amount of attention and interest concentrated
tW Parliament to reaffirm the policy with which we had o the North-West. The people of this country owe tomy
started at the inception of that great work, the Canadian right hon. friend this great beneficial change brought about
Pacifie Railway, involving the policy of utilizing the lands through his personal communication with the Prime
of the great North-West for the purpose of obtaining the Minister of England, and the use made of it in dealing with
construction, of that vast work. There was every reason in the people of Great Britain. Hon. gentlemen know we
the world why we should adopt that policy in the first were then obliged to confess we were not able to bring to
instance, and return tW it afterwards. Every person knows completion any great scheme for the construction of the
that the development of this great territory was concerned Canadian Pacifie Railway. I ventured to say we thouglit we
in this policy; that day by day it was becoming better had made some impression on the Imperial Government while
known and botter understood by people whose interest in England. I think that my hon. friend the leader of the
would be promoted by the carrying out of the designs Opposition, who has sneered at our statement that we had
involved in this gigantic undertaking ; that, irrespective alto- obtained the sympathy and enlisted the interest of the
gether of the vital political question of the connecting Imperial Government in relation tW the Canadian Pacific
British Columbia with the rest of the Dominion, the progress Railway, will find a strong corroboration of our assertion in
and prosperity of Canada were tW be promoted to an intelligence received to-day with regard tW the action of that
extent otherwise unattainable by the construction of Government. It can now be believed that our efforts with
the Canadian Pacific eailway. We also felt that inasmuch the Imperial Government will, at no distant day, bear good
as those lands were, as the leader of the late Government fruit. The Colonial Office have done what they never did
truly stated, desert lands, notwithstanding their fertility before-published, authoritatively, a document recommend-
and enormous extent, and practically as useless as if in a ing Canada as a field for emigration. I do not know
foreiguacountry, se far as Canada was concerned, unless they whether the hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) has seen the news
wero develdped, and, as it was stated their development to-day or not; but I am quite sure that, as a patriotic
could only beaccomplished by completing this greatnational Canadian, he will be glad to learn that the London Tintes
work, we should cone bacir te the H<ouse with our announces the Imperial Government has promised t bring
original policy. We were compelled te tale it up as we down a scheme"of emigration, assisted by the Canadian
found it, ad go on with it as a Government work tW make Gpvernment. So the hon. gentleman may feel e is neot
the work, upon which se much had already been expended, quite in a position to repeat, what I am rather afraid was to
of use te the country. But we asked the Hous@ te place at him a gratifying intimation, that the present Canadian
our disposal 100,OOU,000 of acres for the purpose of cover- Government had entirely failed in their negotiations.
ing the expenditure in connection with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. We felt that, by that means, we should again Mr. BL AKE. Allow me to remn d my hon. friend that
place ourselves in a position t save the older and outlying the presentImperial Government as Mr. Gladstone's, and
Provinces, ultimately, from additional taxation. We de the Government with which he and his colleagues had
sired, by utilizing the lands ofthe North-west, te obtain the interviews was the Beaconsfield Government.
mesns of recouping te the Treasury everydollar expended, Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My hon. friend will permit in
or likely te be expended, on this work. Hon. gentlemen tW point out to him that he is strengthening my argument.
also know that, in the developmentof that policy, we pro- He will permit me tW inform him that from this very place
posed to obtain the co-operation et the Imperial Govern- last Session, I stated that, instead of thisGovernmnent feeling
ment. TIe hon. leader of the Opposition occasionally in- auxious in consequence of the change of Government in
dulges in a quiet sneer at the result of the efforts of this E»gland, we were advised, and were of the belief that the
Governmpnt te interest the Imperial Government in this en- sentiments of the members of the new Ministry were of the
terprise. Now, It is very well known that, armed by this most liberal character in relation te Canada. My hon.
Hose with the power of utilising 100,000,000 acres in the friend will also permit me tW inform him that since Lte
North-West, if we ,cquId se aecure the construction of the advent of the Liberal Government to power, the right ho4.
Canadian Pacifip .Railway, my right hon. friend the the Premier, my hou. friend the Minister of Agriculture, and
First Minister, the Minister of Finance and myself myself have bee in personal communication with a number
went to England in 1879. I do net intend to of members of the present Administration, and have in-
lay claim to aby great rosults from our mission as pressed upon their minds the importance tethe empire<f
regards the Railway, but I think I may dlaim credit for a theC Government of Great Britain giving due attentioote the
fair measure of success that attended our efforts, if net our resources of the great Canadi e Nertb-Wesaa e th
pint efforts, in regard te the business- of our respective emigration, and as a mens of meet ig the diCulties of a
Jepartments. W. fopnd the pres. of England indifferent, se4ious character which hbae presented themselves in reba.

Sir CnAaLi TUiPE.
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tion to thegover-nment of the British Isles. So that I do not
think ny hon. friend has made a great deal by his suggestion
thát there hs1 been a change in the Administration. He
only striegthens the opinion [ have expressed that Canada
occupies to-day a position this country has never occupied
before. I frankly confess we did not find, when we went
there in 1879, that the time was ripe for successfully floating
the scheme in connection with the hundred million acres of
land Dut at oir disposal with a view to securing the con-
struction of the Pacifie Railway. But, Sir, we sowed the
seed, and we kept our eyes steadily directed to such means-
those to which I have already adverted-and others by
which the position of Canada might ho greatly changed in
relation to this great work. My hon. friend the Minister of
Agriculture, by a stroke of geniud; and, perhaps, the most
happy stroke of genius ever shown by any
Canadian Minister was that which ho exhibited whon
he adopted the policy of showing the confidence the Govern-
ment of Canada had in their own country, by stating at a
time when the agriculturists of Great Britain were very
much alive to the unfortunate position they occupied, that
parties with means desirous of emigrating to this country,
and of cultivating the soil of the great North-West, migh t
select able and independent delegates to come here and
examine this country, and that the Government of Canada-
so confident was the Government of the favorable character
their report would assume -would pay their expenses. It
would b utterly impossible to estimate, from an economical
and financial point of view, the advantage which has accrued
to Canada by that single act. The whole sentiment of Great
Britain in relation to the country has undergone a complete
change; and, when we went back to England at the con-
clusion of the last session of Parliament, we fou nd that
Canada occupied, in the Mother Country, an entirely different
position from that which it occupied a year before.

Mr. MACKENZIE. On Hanlan's account.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hanlan is an agency that I
do not at all despise.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He rows in the same boat
with us.

Mr. BLAKE. You go by rail.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My right lion. friend says

he rows in the same boat with us. I may say I am satisfied
of this, that the interest he excites in the sporting
world gives Canada greater importance in England. I
stated a moment ago that in 1879, Parliament placed at our
disposal1,000,000 acres of land, and I have already intimated
that we were not able with that grant to arrange for any
complete scheme for the rapid construction of the railway.
In 1880 we again met the House, and we met it
with the same policy we adopted the year before,
and that was, in good faith to take up the obli-
gations that dovolved upon us through the acts of our
predecessors. Although we had not propouided the policy
of ca-rying on the work by the Government, we took up
the work as m e found it. We placed under contract the 127
miles of road which the leader of the laie Government had
announced-by advertising for tenders-as his intention
to build; which he had assured the people of British
Columbia we intended to build, and which, under the terms
with:Loi-d Carnavon, lie was bound to place under contract.
When.we met Parliament with the statement that wo were
goingodn with this work,~ I think we scarcely met with '
the amount of aid and co-operation from the gentlemen d
opposite to which we were entitled. I do not wish to say
aiything that would seem harsh to any gentleman on the
othbr aide of thé Honse, but I really do not think the
attitude whieh tbe Opposition assumed towards this Gov-
erriment, when we were only carrying out the pledges
which they themselves had given over their signatures as

8

Xinisters, by their votqs in Parliament, and by thoir
déclarations of policy in this House, in the country, and te
the Imperial Governmont, was Justifiable. As we Were only
carrying out what they proposed, we had a right to erpct
to be met in a manner diffe-ont to that in whiàh we*ere
met by ther; but*the attitude hon, gentlemen assumed only
àfforded an opportunity of showing that Whatever change

of sentiment may havé taken 'pláe in the mind of the
leader of the Oppositioi, no such change had taken
place in the mmd of Parliament in relation to the
subject. The leader of the Opposition moved-and in
making this motion be submitted a resolntion directly
in antagonism to the policy of the Government whiôh he
supported and to his own recorded utterances on thp floor of
this House-that wo should break faith with British
Columbia and with Lord Carnarvon, and that we sbuld
give, I was going to say the lie, to Lord Dufferin, who
stated on his honor as a man that every particle of the
terme of agreement with British Columbia were in a state
of literai futfilment. The result of tho moving of this
rèsolution was to place on the records of Parliament a; vote
of 131 to 49 that good faith should be kept, and th4t we
were bound not only to koep good faith wi.h British"
Columbia, but that we owed it to Canada to take up this
work and prosecute it in such a way as we bolieved was
absolutely necessary in ordor to bring it within such limits
as would enable us to rovert to the original policy of
building the rond by means of a company aided by land
and money. And, had we not placed that section under
contract in British Columbia, had we not vigorously
prosecuted the 185 miles wanted to complote the lino
betwon Lake Saperior and Rled ]River, we would not have
been able to stand here to-day laying before the House the
best proposal for the construction of the road that has
over been made to this Parliament. Well, Sir, I will givot,
in conclusion, the utterances of the hon. the leader of
the late Government at the lat session of Parliainent. He
said :

"I shall not for a moment deny that we intended to carry out the
terms of the arrangement with Lord Carnarvon, and nothing but the-
want of means would have prevented us from accomplishing that object,
an object which could not but be desirable to any one who wished to see
our trade extended."
Not merely that the obligation under the Carnarvon
terms, but that the interests of the country rondered it
desirable that the policy should b carried out.

" No one who looked to the desirable extension of our business across
the continent could avoid seeing that if such an extension could possibly
be obtained without too great sacrifice it would in itself be desirable."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Who said that?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The leadeÉ of the late

Government at the last session of Parliament. The hon.
gentleman farther said :

" Our policy was this: We believed that the Pacific Railway was
undertaken as a great national highway from one end of the Dominion to
the other, and that whatever termination we make of it, near'Lake Nip-
ising, it muit be placed in connection witb some other lines, aud we
provided for paying a subsidy to some connecting lias e*st of Georgian
ay. Our ohject was to have, as speedily as possible, a railw4y'from the

waters of the Georgian Bay, to have a connection with the Quebec lines,
through the Canada Central, as a connecting medium."

"Our plan would form a through line to the Ottawa Valley, notably
and notoriously the shortest line to the east from our western territories.
Hon. gentlemen opposite have given up all the advantagei thm, the Pro-
vince of Quebec and the Provinces east of that would have deriwed from
our plan, and the President of the Council is not ap 1y at all
disposed to avoid cheering bimself because he adopte s iscon;s; ie
delhberatelT injured his own Prbvince, and now laughs at the injury he
has done."

The hon. gentleman wil be ery glad to find that the
President of the Council, who, on this side as well as on that
side of the House, ineariably pressed in the strongeet terms
the ptosecution of the eastern lilxk with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, is able now to cheer himself, not
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upon the attainment of the line to the Georgian Bay, but on
the immediate steady prosecution of a line connecting the
great Province of Quebec and all the Eastern Provinces by
the shortest and most available route with the fertile
territries of the North-West. The hon. leader of the
Opposition has indulged, as is his wont, in a good Imany
sneers on this subject. He taunted our Quebec friends on
this side of the fouse with having been left out in the cold,
and with having been sacrificed. I trust,* Sir, that now
that these gentlemen are in a position to receive these
taunts with a good deal of equanimity, they will find that
hon: gentleman ready to consider what the interests of this
great eastern section of the- country are, as he was when
he supposed that they had not obtained the justice which
he tlought they were entitled to receive at our hands. The
hon. leader of the late Government said:

"I was under the impression I had done for Quebec everything that
wa reasonable and proper, and I am quite willing to contrast it with
what the hon. gentlemen opposite have done up to this moment. But Y'
amnot to be led off my line-of argument byan such side issue. I am
speaking, at present, of the bearing of the Pacific Railway scheme
upon the interests ofQuebec. I am speakingof the plan we adopted to
carry trade b y the Ottawa Vailey to the great cities on the St.
Lawrence, an I have asserted, what no one will deny, that that plan
was one. which promised well for the prosperity of these cities."

As I have stated to the House, the modifications of the plan of
the hon. leader of the late Government greatly extendled the
consideration to be given to contractors, and as he says, in his
own terms, they were all in favor of parties tendering. The
hon. gentleman also said :

"I confess that, after the hou. gentlemen opposite had committed them-
selves to the building of this road, the late Government were bound, as
the successors of those hon. gentlemen, to give effect to their plan, if
possible, and we tried our best to do so. Our modications of their plan
were al i favor of parties -tendering and, therefore, should have pro-
duced tenders though theirs failed. The plan of the late Government
provided for the payment of $10,000 in cash per mile, extending over the
entire 2,00 miles.'

It provided more. It provided $10,000 in cash per mile,
not only extending over 2,627 miles of road, but also over
the Georgian Bay branch and over the Pembina branch as
well. The hon gentleman further *said:

" This would make the total $26,000,000, to which add $3,000,000 for
surveys, according to the hon. gentleman' s statement, would mate
$29,000,000, leaving $1,000,000 still to be devoted to the eastern end to-
pay the greater portion of the subsidy to the Canada Central Railway.
If the late Goverumnent could have obtained offers."

Il Whieh ould haveenabled thsm to construt the road for$26,000,000,
I think it would have been their duty te have accepteït them. They did
not have any offers made them, and the hon. gentleman knew that he
could not get any or he would have asked for them."

I invite -the hon. gentleman's attention to this
statement, because it clothes us, as far as he could, with
his approval in dealing in relation to this very matter.
Now, Sir, we have accepted an offer, a botter offer than that
contained in the hon. gentleman's ptoposal, as I will show
the House in the most distinct and conclusive manner, I
and I claim from the hon. gentleman that support to
which I consider he was pledged to this scheme, I did
not suppose that when the hon. gentleman, in his place as
leader of the Opposition, stated that if Government would do
a certain thingle would support them,that when they did that
he would withdraw that support, or hesitate to implement
the pledge which -ho gave across the floor of the louse. I
read that statement of the hon. gentleman who said he would
scorn to use any deceptiQn. I believed it, and accepted it,
and hold him to it, bound as he is by this declaration. When
I have shown the House, as I will show, that our terms, the
terms which we have laid on the Table of the House, to be
much within the terms he pledged himself to support
us in, I wiR claim from the hon. gentleman the fulfilnent
of his pledge. Te hon. gentleman said the Government did
not have any offers made them. Well, Sir, why did
ho not get any offers ? le -did not get any offers
because the position of this country was Èuch for #ye

$ir CHÂALES TUPPER,

years as to make it impossible for hon. gentlemen to
obtain any offers in that direction. But, Sir, when
under the influences to which I haire adverted, the
whole tone of the prose of England changed; when a large
body of people, the best class of immigrants that can come
to this country became alive with excitement with refer-
ence to the Canadian North-West; when Sir, a moveuient,
such as never previously took place, wa*i occupying the
attention of capitalists as well as immigrants in England
with relation to the North-West, and when, under the fiscal
policy propounded to this flouse by my hon. friend, the
Minister of Finance, the whole fmancial position of this
country was changed; when commercial prosperity had
again, under the influence of that change in the fiscal policy,
dawned upon Canada,-I say, Sir, when the Govern-
ment of Canada were able to present themselves to the
capitalists of the world, either in this country or the United
States or in England, and show, not that year after year
they had to meet Parliament with an àlarming 'deficit, and
were unable to provide for it; and were adding from year to
year to the accumulating indebteduess of the country, not
for the prosecution of public works that were going to give
an impetus to our industries, but merely teoenable the
ordinary expenditure of the country to be met by revenue, -
when that all this was changed,the aspect of affairs in relation
to this work changed. When, under the previous
condition of things, my hon. friend opposite could not obtain
offers in response to the advertisement .which he published
all over the world, asking financial men to take
up this scheme in consideration of $10,000 in cash per mile,
and 20,000 acres of land per mile, and asked in vain, not
being able to get a single offer; when this advertisement
was published, notwithstanding all his efforts in England
and in this country in relation to it, and lie obtained no
response whatever, why, Sir, the on. gentleman might fairly
assume that we could not obtain any offers, either. But
as I say, when under a changed policy and when
the Government had successfully grappled with the
most difficult portions of this great work, and shown
to the capitalists of the world, under the authority of
this House, that one hundred million acres of land were
placed at our disposal for the prosecution of the undertaking,
that we were.not afraid to go on with its construction, or
afraid to show that the construction of the Canadian Pacifie
LRailway was a work which, however gigantic in its nature,
however onerous an undertaking was involved l- the work,
or however serious the liabilities it imposed, was capable of
fulfilment ; when, notwithstanding all this, we showed that
we were not afraid to go forward and prove to the capitalists
of the world that we ourselves had some confidence in this
country and in its dévelopment, that we were prepared to
grapple with this gigantic work, the aspect of affairs was
wholly changed. Well, Sir, under these circumstances the
Government submitted their-policy to Parliament, and they
were met by obstruction last Session; they were met by a
complete change of front on the part of the Opposition in
this louse. The men who h'd for five years
tleclared that they were prepared to construct the Canadian
Pacific Railway as a publie work, the men who had pledged
themselves to British Columbia to construct it as a public
work, and who had, in the House, in, every way that men
could, bound themselves, called a halt in order to obstruct
the Government when we took the only means by whiich we
eould remove the difficulty which lad prevented the hon.
gentleman from obtaining any -offers ~in reply to the
advertisement that he had sent all over the country.
I hold the advertisement in my hand. It was published on
the 2ith May, 1876, and it says that "lthey invite tenders to
be sent. in on or before the 1st January, 1877; imder the
provisions of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act 1b74, which
enacts that the contractors for its construction and wurking
shaîl receive lapds or the proceeds of lands," ark the
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wo518 -lands or of lands;" they were not only to
receive the landSbUt they were te receive, if it were thought
desirable, the proceeds of lands.

mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is not fàir in
stating that. , I amn surprised be should make the statement,
for, if he looksat the Act, he will find that the arrangement
was forthe Government to sell two-thirds of the lands, and
then-to oer the proceeds to the contractors. .

SirO HARLES TUPPER, I am glad that the hon. gen-
tlemn has reminded me of it, for we leave the contractors
te 'bar the entire cost of disposing of the lands, whilst the
hon. gentleman undertook to pay the cost of disposing of
two.:hirdsof the land, and then give the proceeds te them
without any deduction in the price. I am glad that he has,
mentioned it, because it shows how much greater than I am
stating were the terms that he offered in this advertisement.
Thien it goes on to say "or the proceeds ofthe ladtls at the
rate of twenty thousand acres, and cash at the rate of ten
tlhousand dollars foreach mile of railway in the North-West,

-and at the rate of$10,000 per mile, together with interest
at the rate of 4 per cent. fer twenty-five years from the
completion of the work, on any further sum that may be
stipulated in the contract, and the Act requiring parties
generally to state in their offers the Ilowest sum -per mile
upon which interest may be required." That was
adopted, and an advertisement published all over the world,
in Great Britain, this country, and the United States. I
presume he believed that under the circumstances to which
I have adverted that the time had come when we might
deal with the matter from a botter position. I will frankly
state to the House that one of the causes which led to the great
change in the ublic sentiment in relation to the value of land
in the North- est, and of railway enterprise in the North-
West,wasthe marked and wonderful success that was published
to the world as having resulted from the Syndicate who had
purchased the St. 'aul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway,
and became the proprietors of that line. The statements they
were enabled to publish showed not only the rapidity with
which railway construction in private hands could be carried
on, but it showed the value of the prairie lands in the North-
West, and the extent they could be made valuable for the
construction of such linos. It attracted the attention of
capitalists in relation to enterprises of that kind to a degree
that had a very marked influence, undoubtedly, upon the
publie mind, in relation to this question. I may
further frankly state to the HOuse, because we have
nothing to conceal, that when we decided that it was
desirable for us to ask intending contractors and capitalists
on what terms they would complote and take over the road
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, we placed ourselves in
communication with all the parties whom we had any
reason te suppose would have any intention to contraet for
the purpose of getting their lowestjpossible offer. As
ny righit hon. friend has stated, Canadian and
American capitalists made proposals for the construe-
tion of the remaining portions of this work. The Govern-
ment proposed to complete the lino from Thunder Bay to
the Red River. We proposed to complote the contracts
that were made in British Columbia in the canyons of the
Fraser Riverand to carry the lie on--for it was an absurdity
for the terminus of the Canada Pacifie teobe at a place where
there was only adepth of throe feet of water, however advis-
able it might be for temporary purposes-and we proposed
to complote ultimately ninety miles of a lino from Emory's
Bar t6obe constracted down to tide water at Port Moody,
thebarbor selected by the hon, gentleman opposite as the
best terminus for the Canadian Pacific Railway. We are
always ready, and are prepared, to give all the credit and
praise that we posibly can give te our friends opposite, and
we showed it by the adoption of the place which the hon.
gentlemenin their wisdom had chosen as the terminus.

Mr. BLAKE. Yon said that it was premature.
Sir CA'RLES TUPPER. I did say that it was prema-

ture, and we examined further before -we adopted the
route. We considered all the routes which, in our
judgment, were the best, but thought there was an-
other investigation which should be iade before finally
deciding. After doing so, we found, notwithstanding somoe
advantages in the northern route, that we wore prepared
to endorse the wisdom of the hon. gentlemen as to where
the port for the terminus should be. We then pro-
posed to complote the lino from Thunder.Bay to Red River,
from Kamloops to lEmory Bar, and ultimately down to Port
Moody. We asked the parties upon what terms they would
undertake to build the remaining portions of the line from
Nipissing to Thunder Bay, the distance being about 650
rriles; it has been chained for the first time during the
past season, and is 652 miles. We asked upon what
terms they would undertake to complote all the lino from
the Red River westward to Kamloops, and take over and
own the-whole rond.

M r. MACKENZIE. Will you place a copy of these
propositions as you laid them upon the Table ?

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. Yes; I have no objection to
do so; but it will give the hon. gentleman no additional
information to what I have succinctly stated as having been
decided.

Mr. MACKENZIE. And also the names of the parties to
whom it was made.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say to the hon,
gentleman that it was conmunicated.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Not by public advertisement, like
mine.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. it was not; and I think we
could have taken no botter means of defeating the object we
had in view than the very course that the hon. gentleman
had taken. It was 'enough to doter anybody fron looking
at it, seeing that he had stated on the floor of Parliament
that no offer could be obtained. We took a wiser plan,
which has been crowned with success. By placing ourselves
in communication with parties who were likely to make
any propositions, we have the pleasure now of laying before
the louse a proposition to which, in its character and details,
I shall invite more celosely the attention of the louse in
comparison with the proposal previously made. I
have stated to the louse that - the contract
which is now laid upon the Table, and which
the resolution asks the Bouse to adopt, secures the
completion and the operation hereafter of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway by a private company, aided by agrant of
money and lands, upon the most favourable terms .that
have ever been subinitted to this House, or that have ever
been pioposed by any person in this country for the
purpose of securing that object. I will give the data and
the definite information for the grounds upon which I base
that statement. I may state first that I have had a carefal
estimate prepared, and have laid it upon the Table, of the
amount of money required to complote all the road now
under contract, and those portions of the road that are to be
constructed by the Government, and it amounts in round
figures to twenty-eight millions of dollars.

Mr. BLAKE. Is that inclusive of all that has been
spent?

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. It is every dollar of expend-
iture that will come out of the Treasury of Canada for the
existing contracts and for the completion of the road that
is to be built by the Government.

Mr. BLAKE. Are these figures intended to represont
the total cost of these works, including what has been
spent ?
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER: Every dollar of expenditure.

It will be remembered that a year ago I made some remarks
on this subject in this House, and I am told
that some hon. gentlemen would like to have
copies of the speech that I made on that ogea-
sion. I can only 'say, 80 f r as the limited supply in
my hands will enable me, that I shall be veryglad to
comply with that wish, because I am not at all unwilling
that they should read, mark, learu and inwardly digest its
contents, and hold me responsible for them.

Mr. BLAKE. I think I have hoard much of this before.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman says that
he has heaid it before, but I have mainly occupied the
attention of the House with the more eloquent and able
statements of the hon. gentleman oþposite. 1 thought I had
done him some justice, but after that reminder I will give
the House directly some further statements which h will
undoubtedly receive with more pleasure than anything of a
more original tharacter. I may say to the louse that we
submitted the estimate of the Chief Engineer; it
was published in a pamphlet Whiçh we used in the debate.
The hon. gentleman, a short time ago, repeated the words I
used in regard to the character of the road, by stating that
it was a degraded road. That was literally and specifically
correct, for I stated to the House that in the position the
Government then were, with this gigantie work in hand,
obliged to deal with it as a Government work; we felt com-
pelled,-after constructing the road to the Red River as a
first-class road, which we had carried out in accordance with
the specifications and plans, very judicious specifications and
plans of my hon. friend opposite, to carry the road across
the prairie of the very cheapest description of road that
would answer for the business of the country, and be in the
first instance a colonization road. The louse will
remember that that estimate was for $84,000,000
for the work done in the mode in which we
proposed to deal with it. That included eighty millions as
the portion of money required for the road and the money
expended upon surveys.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the eighty-four millions include that?

Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR. Yes, in the eighty-four millions
were included the Pembina branch, which was estimated
at 81,00,000, and the surveys. I may state that this estimate
which I have laid upn the Table differs in some measure
from the estimate laid upon the Table last year, and I will tell
you frankly why. We stated that we had made our calcula-
tions upon the outside estimates. We determined not to be
in a position te have to say to the louse that the estimates
upon which money had been voted for the construction of
the railway had been exceeded.

Mr. MAOKENZIE. Which contract ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. All the contracts between

Thunder Bay and the Red River.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Does the hon. gentleman say that he

prepared these contracts, or that they were prepared in his
time ?

Sir CHARLES TePER . I say that we twice postponed
the advertisemegidn order to get the most specifie details.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What I wish te know is,whether the
specifications were changed between the issuing of the
tenders and the time when they were received.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. All I can say is that before
we sent out the specifications or entertained tenders at
all, in:,addition to the time that elapsed between the
change of Government and our entry into office, we
twice extended the time for receiving tenders seo that
the specifications might be made with sufficient accuracy.
This estimate that la now prepared by the present engineer,
and which I have laid on the Table of the H1ouse,-the

Mr. BLAKE.

$28,00,0ß00-covers all the money that has been spent up to
the present time, and ail the money1hat n our-' judgmeat,
in the light of the work that is now roeding, wiI be
required to complete it as required by contract on the
Table.

Mr. ANGLIN. The Yae-Kamloops se tio ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, theYale-Kamloops section

and everything. I have already stated that the amoaunt that
is put in for engineering, apart' from the construction, is
$1,600,000, and Jdraw that as a distinction between the
three millions of dollars extended over the who1e raýge of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway generally, and wich has no
relation whatever to the cost of this particular w9rk fliat
we are now handing over. This su m bas no relation in this
sense, that it does not appertain to the construction of that
partieular work.

Mr. BLAKE. It was part of the expense of iflding
the route on which the road was teobe built, aud thref*ore
part of the cost of it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman will look
at the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act of 1874 ofbis hon.
friend (Mr. Mackenzie), he will find that it distinctly states
that these surveys are not necessarily to be paid for by the
parties entering into the contract.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It says that is a matter to be
provided for after the contract is entered into.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I stated frankly that the law
provided that it might or might not be a charge on the
contractors, but when it was left in that- way it was not
likely to be a charge on them.

Mr. MACKENZIIE. It is a charge on the country at all
events.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This estimate which has
been laid upon the Table does not include that cost
for surveys. That, a year ago, I separated from the
880,000,000 required for the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
but it does include . all the other expenditure, as we
believe that had been made, and all that will be involved
in order to bring that work to completion. I will now
draw attention t: the estimates of the contract as laid on
the Table of the, House, The estimated distance, and the
distance which is contracted for,. and which is biuding on
the contractors, is 2,627 miles; and I may state that,
suppose the contractors were to change the road-supposo
they were tQ go north of Lake Nipegon.instoad of south of
it, and add fitty miles to the length of the road, they would
not receive an additional dollar over and above the
amount stated in the contract.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. Suppose they shorten it?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If they shorten it, I shbld

be very glad to find that they do, and they will receive the
amount stated in the contract if they do so. We have
chained the route, as I say, and the distance is 651 ,miles,
but it is not very easy to locate a railway for construction
quite as short as the chained distance. I think that will
be readily understood. I will now take up in the contract
all these propositions in*the order in which they have been
laid on the Table of this House--the order in which they
have been voted by this Parliament. I will take up the
propositions of 1873, the authority that Parliament gave
to the then Government to secure the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. It was a cash subsidy of $30,000,-
000, for the main line of 2,627 Éfiles (I ar putting the
mileage upòn the present ronte for the purpose of contrast),
and the land grant of 50,000,000 acres; 20,000 acies per mile
for the Pembina Brancb, making 1,700,000 acres and
25,000 acres per mile on 120 miles for the Nipegon Biranh,
making 3,000,000 acrese so that Parliament in 1W12,
voted 54,700,000 acres. If ou ostimate the land ft sore
particular value for the purpose of comparison.
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MDr LAR. Hlear, hear.

'Sir ,flTA2RTES TUPPER. Call it one dollar per acret
and I am sr unbelieving as my hon. friend, the leader of
thié Oppositios is, unbelieving and wanting in confidence, as
he las mduced -the leader of the late Government to become
in the value of these lands, I am almost sure that, with the
help ofthe Globe, I could work them up to the belief that
tb ae lrds are worth a dollar an acre. I despair ofgetting
them ihrther than -that, even with that potent assistance,
but I hope to bring fhem up to the belief that these -land
are worth a dollar an acre. For purposes of comparison,
then, we will call it worth a dollar an acre. This Parlia-
ment voted in land and money a subsidy of $84,700,000, and
placed it at the disposal of the Government for the construc-
tion of the Cknadian Pacific Railway. How has that pro-
position been treated ? Why, Sir, as I have stated, a com-
pany was formed, a .contract was made with themn under the
terns of which they were clothed with all the powers and
means that we could give them, to command the money
markets of the world, and they could not do it.

Mr. ANGLIN. I thought it was he who spoiled it.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. leader of the late

Government has ever since poured unbounded ridicule on
that proposition; he as always considered those terms in-
adequate to secure the construction of the great Pacifie Rail-
way. 1 he hon. gentleman, on the platform, in my presence,
declared-and he could not have poured greater ridicule on
the project than by the expression he used-that we might
as well offer ten dollars as thirty millions of dollars and
fifty million acres of land to secure the Canadian Pacific
Railway. From that day to this-not quite to this, but
until a few months ago-until the contract was made,
every person in this country had been led to believe ('ur
own friends as well as our opponents) that the lon. gentle-
man was right; that those terms were inadequate, and
the experience of our Government and the subsequent five
years of the late Administration had gone to prove that they
were inadequate; and the hon. gentleman will find that last
year, when I was in extremis, when i was met by hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, raising a hue and ciy that we were going
to ruin this country by the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and the necessity was great to reduce as low
as possible the construction of this work, the lowest esti-
mate that I could submit to this House, for what I
admit is a degraded road, was $80,000,000. I now
come to the proposition of 1874. And what does that
show ? The 'bon. gentleman got Parliament to vote
for the construction of 2,627 miles of the through line.
from Lake Nipissing to Burrard Inlet, for 85 miles of the
Pembina branch, and for 85 miles of the Georgian Bay
branchr-2,797 miles-all of which are contained in tho
Act, and all declared to b e treated on the same terrms, and
entitled to the same amount as if they were on the main
ine-"

Mr. MACKENZIE. I was vot aware that that Act
declared Burrard Inlet to be the terminus.

Sir CHARLES 1UPPER The hon. gentleman ought
searcely to interrupt me with a captions objection of that
kind, which has nothing to do with the question. He
knows that, as a matter of comparison, I must take a
definite route, and ho knows also that ho was dealing with
the Barrard Inlet route, because he was dealing with the
route that he should decide was best, and he did decide
that the Burrard Inlet route was the best. The bon. gentle-
man should not, therefore, interrupt me with such a
frivolans objection which has nothing to do with the subject,
but which iscalaulated to draw me aside from the argu-
ment. Well, wbat did it amount to ? It amounted to this,
that with the shortest route-

Mr, MACKENZIE. No.

D61
Sir CHARLES TÙPPER. The shortest route, becalse if

ho hon. gentleman takes any other practicable rute he will
increase the-distance.

Mr. MACKENZIE No.
SirCIARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Not the shortest. ThIre are shorter

routes.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I come to tho Act-the law

put on the Statute book by the hon. gentleman himself-the
authority that this Parliament gave him to construct
the Canadian Pacifie Ilailway and what does it enact?
It says that on this 2,797 miles, incliding the main line and
branches, ho got voted, not by estimate, ut by authority of
a statute, to use $10,010,000 for that distance, which is
2,791 miles. And, Sir, ho got authority to give 20,000
acres of land fbr every mile of that distance, which amounted
to 55,940,100 acres.

Mr. BLAKE. Not on every mile.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. On every mile, as the hon.

gentleman will see by the Act of 1874.
Mr. BLAKE. I thought the contract for the Georgian

Bay branch was not based on a land subsidy-at all.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This was Mr. Foster's con-

tract, which gave 20,000 acres of land, and if the land côuld
not be got along the line, it was to be taken anywhere else
in the Dominion.

Mr. MACKENZIE. We do not own the land there at ail.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It had to be got in the North-

West.
Mr. MACKENZIE.* That is porfectly well known.
Sir CHARLES TUPPEI?. The contract makes it a

doubtful question whether it could be obtained trom the
Province of Ontario or not. At that time the hon. gentleman
had some hopes of acting on the sense of justice of the Prc-
vince of Ontario, and he migh t have obtained some land from
them.

Sir. MACKENZLE. Formal application was made.
Sir CHARLES TIUPP ER. Ye, but not successfully; that

Act also provides for four per cent. on such additional amount
as would be required by the contractors in order to build the
road. The hon. gentleman publishod his advertisement for six
months without getting any response. Now, how shall we
arrive at the arnount that was to bo paid, in comparison
with the other contract? Thore is a very satisfactory mode.
The hon. gentleman let the contract for 85 miles, and
although 1 am prepared to admit that that portion of the
rond is more difficult of construction than a great deal
of the Pacifie Railway, still the hon. gentleman will fnot
deny that it is a very fuir average.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Then, Sir, I have lost coni-

dence in the hon. gentleman altogether. Ras the hon.
gentleman forgotten that when the Foster contract was
cancelled, and we stated that he was not as wise in letting
this contract as e might have been, he sconted the idea,
and said there was no difficulty whatever, and that- the
contract was not abandoned for any such reason as was
alleged.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I could only state what the
Engineers stated.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no doubt, when the
hon. gentleman made that statement, he believed it to be the
truth. If the hon. gentleman will look at the line north of
Lake Superior and examine the character of a considerable
portion of it, and thon examine the character of the lino
from the canyons of the Fraser River or from the foot of the.
Roeky Mountains and thence to Kamloops, Emory's Bar and
on to Barrard Inlet, I think he will agree that the Georgian
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Bay Branch is a fair average of .the whole line. When the
hon. gentleman advertised he obtained a tender from
Mr. Munson, of Boston, at four per cent. on 87,500, while
the Poster tender was lour per cent. on 812,500,and the
other tenders were vastly beyond that sum. Mr. Poster
became possessed of the lowest tender-that is, Mr.
Munson's; a contract was made with him. and 'that con-
tract I have in my hand. You will fmd that it provides for
paying Mr. Poster $10,000 in cash per mile, 20,000 acres
ef land per mile, and four per cent. for 25 years on $7,500.
But I nust remind the House that after Mr. Poster had
gene to New York and exhausted every effort he could
make in England, hefound he could not get a capitalist in
the world to invest a dollar in his contract ; so that when
I take that contract as a fair average of the cost to be
added to the amount for which the hon. gentleman had
authority from Parliament to use, I think I have taken an
average which every business man will admit is a moderate
one. The interest, at four per cent., on $7,500 is $i00 a
year per mile, and adding that to the amount I have stated,
and on the 2,977 miles we have $20,977,500.

Mr. BLAKE. Why do foU not capitalize thiat sum?

Sir CH ARILES TUPPER. I do not oapitalize iL all, but
iE would have to bc paid in money as the oth-er is paid.

Mr. BLAKE. lear, hear.
Sir CHARLJES TUPPER. Does the bon. gentleman

mean -to say that when we incur an obligation under a
contract we have not the money to pay ?

Mr. BLAKE. The obligation to pay year by year for
25 years, dos not mean the gross Sum of those payments
added together, as everybody knows.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, Mr. Speaker, but it means
a very much less sum. Let the hon. gentleman apply that
principle to the 125,000,000 we are to pay the Syndicate,
and he wili find that' it means a very much less sum too.
The hon. gentleman will find that by the terms under which
Parliament, in 1874, authorized the late Government to
secure the construction of the Pacifie Railway, the amount
to be paid in cash was.$48,947,500, which, with 55,940,000
acres of land at-l per acre, would make 8104,887,500-the
lowest amount, as the hon. gentlednan must admit, which
could represent accurately the amount to be expended upon
that scheme.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AF1ER RECESS.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER, resuming, said: Mr. Chair-

man, when the recess took place, I was dealing with the
question ofthe amount that Parliament had placed at the dis-
posal of my hon. friend, the then leader of the Government,

-for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Bailway, and I
find, Sir, that I have made a slight mistake, which I tako
the earliest opportunity of oorrecting. I stated the distance
from Nipissing to Burrard Inlet at 2,627 miles; I must add
40 miles to that distance in computing the amount which,
(the Act of 1874) Parliament placed to the disposai of
the leader et the Governmont for the construction of the
railway, because, yon will remember, the then Government
locatedthe terminus of the railway, not at the Callendar
Station-on Lake Nipissing, where it is now located, and
where it was originally located by the former Government,
but forty miles south of that point. Therefore, under that
Act, the hon. gentlemsn would not only have been obliged
to expend $104,887,500 at the lowest computation, but to
provide for the construction on the same terma of 40 miles
more, to bring the railway down to the terminus as located
by the thon Government. That will add $400,000 in cash,
$300,000 in money as four per cent on $7,500 per mile, fqr 25
vears, and $800,000 in land at a dollar an acre, or

Sir CHAURLES TTupPa,

$1,500,000 annually, to make ih estimate striatly
correct-in ail $16,387,5b0. Nòow, Sir, havig ähewn
that Parliament had plaeced at the disp6sii of tb.
Government of my right hon. friend (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in 1872 $84,700,000 for the coistrctiet oflhe
work, and that Parliament had placed $104,887,500 attbQdis-
posai of the leader ofthe Government in 1B74-to iich we
must add the 11,500,000 te which I havejust reféôdr-é I
now come to the present contract, whieh is laid -n the
Table of the House for its consideration. Por that portion
of the line from Fort William to Selkirk, 4WTO miles, the
Pembina Branch, 85 miles, and that portion from Kamloops
to Burrard Inlet, 217 miles-all of which, amounting to
712 miles, when the whole lino is completed, is to be
handed over as the property of the company-the total
amount expended and to be expended by the Government,
including everything, is $28,000,000. For the construction
of the road from Lake Nipissing to Fort William, 650 miles,
and from Selkirk to Kamloops, 1,350 miles-2,000 miles in
ail-the Government have agreed to pay, in addition to the
828,000,000, $25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of land;
making a total subsidy in cash of $53,000,000, and in land
-estimating the 25,000,000 acres at the same rate that I
have estimated the land 'under the contract 'of 1873 and
under the Act of 1874, one dollar an acre--of 825,000,000;
or a total amount to be expended by Canada for the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, of 87,000,000.
I think this warrants the statement with which I con.
menced my remarks, that these terms are grea4ly
below any terms that have previously been obtained
or sanctioned by Parliament for the construction of
this great work. The matter then stands thus: under
the - contract of 1873, 884,700,000; under the -con-
tract of 1874, $104,887,500, with $1,500.000 added
to bring the road down to the point at which, under that
Act, it was to be commenced; under the contract of
1880, now laid on the Table of the House, $78,000,000.
Now, Sir, let me draw the attention of the House for a mo-
ment, in order to show that in taking the Foster contract
as the base of calculation as to what the cost under the Act
of 1874 would have been, if it could have been accomplished
at all, it was a reasonable estimate, an estimate, in fact,
below the mark, to the words of the leader of the late
Government with reference to the character of that section.
The hon. gentleman said, as will be found in the Hansard of
1876: -" Because he would probably refer to this matter at
another time in the House, he would now simply say this:
that what was published in many newspapers as to engineer-
ing difficulties encountered in this relation was entirely falla-
cious. No diffléulty had been experienced in obtaining the
grade that was required in the original contract, the gradient
not exceeding 26 feet per mile for the country eastward and
52 for the country westward. In only two places was there
any difficulty in securing these gradients; and these the en-
gineers assures me can easily be overcome. The explora-
tions in the immediate vicinity of French river show thatthe
linetraverses a rocky though not a hilly country."' Tis shows
that I have ground, from the opinions of the hon; gentie-
man, for my statement that that would be a fair estimate. I
will now draw attention of the hon. gentlemen opposite to
an authority with reference to the terms. This may bc
necessary as the position now taken by the Opposition, as
may be assumed by that taken by the Globe, is tht it isidle
to talk about estimating the Iand at 81 per acre when every
one knows it is worth $2 per acre. Well, I sha be only
too glad if that ca be established, but it will not do for the
leader of the Opposition or the leaderof the Góvernment
to meet eme on that ground, and I will show-you Wby. -1
draw the attention of the Oommittee te the tatenient made
by the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Blake) when we were
discussing the Foster contract, and I had ventured te value
the land at $2 an acre. That- was in 1875, and thei hon.
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gentleman will find his remarks on page 541 of the Hansard.
The hon. gentleman said, in reference to myself:

"We have found him putting a value of his own upon the land subsid y
We have foand him exaggerating other items to be taken into accoun t,
and we have found him tlus making a total which I do not think the
House will agree is a correct one in that matter. As I understand the
figuresthe coat of building the Georgian Bay Branch, a distance of 85
miles is as follows: Subsidy, $10,000 per mile, $850,000; guarantee of
four per cent. interest on $7,bOO for 20 years, which, Y am' told, capital -
ized, isequivalent to $4,000 in cash per mile. That we make *340,900,
giving $1,190,000 as the total value of the cash to be expended by the
country in the construction of the Georgian Bay Branch. With referen ce
to the 20,000 acres of land subsidy, the hon. member for Cumberlan d
calculategit at $2 an acre. I do not believe the House will accept that
calculation. I am quite sure, if the hon. gentleman proposed that a
negotiation be entered into with the contractor for the release of that
land, he would &ad him quite willing to get nd of it at a much lese rate
than he has valued the land at. It is an entirely absurd calculation to
say that these 1,700,000 acres are worth $2 an acre to this country. Even
valuing them at $1 an acre would, in my judgment, be an excessive
valuation. But even valuing them at *1 you would then have *2, 890,000
as cash and land which the Georgian Bay Branch wo uld cost."

Then the leader of the late Government gave bis opinion
on the subject. My right hon. frieiid said: "You are going
to give 50,000,000 acres 6f land away." Mr. Mackenzie
said : "Yee, only I do not place their value at $> an acre,
I wish Ioould say that they were worth one dollar an acre."
But whatever the value may be, I am confident I express thc
views of the commi.ttee when I say that whatever value
may be obtained for them over one dollar per acre, and I
hope it wilt be greatly over that rate, will be obtained, not
in thoir present position, but in consequence of the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. In 1879, the
hon. gentleman said:

" I do not understand why the hon. gentleman anticipates a larger
revenue-from the lands to be sold, because it is absolutely indispensable,
in order to induce settlers to go into the country, that we should furnish
them with the lands free of charge. Does the hon. gentleman imagine
that settlers will go to the North-west and buy lands at $2 an acre when
there are millions of acres of land offered for nothing in the United
States?"

Sir ,TOHN A. MACDONALD. Ilear, hear.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If we are able to make those
lands wortht $ an acre, we will do it by the agency now
proposed to construct the railway, by the expenditure ask.ed
for the purpose of ensuring its construction. The leader
of the late Government also said :

"We must, therefore, make up our minds if we are to settle that
country, it will be donc only at the expenditure of a large amount of
money to aid settlers on going in and giving them land free after they
get in. That is my conviction. If the hon. gentleman's expectation
should be realized of getting $2 per acre for those 100,000 acres, I will
confes to him that I have been utterly mistaken in my ideas upon this
ubject.'

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD: Hear, hear.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. So much for the value of the
lands. Now, Sir, as to the cost of·the work. I have esti-
mated the lands at $1 per acre, but I will assume, for the
sake of meeting the present views of honorable gentlemen
opposite half way, that they will be worth $1.50 per acre,
and we will sec then how the account will stand as between
honorable gentlemen and ourselves ; how far my statement
with which I opened this discussion will be borne ont when
I stated that the terms upon which we now ask this House
to secure the construction and operation of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway are greatly below any terms that have ever
been offered in this Bouse or submitted to the consideration
of the -people of Canada. If you value the lands at 81 per
acre, the contract of 1873 founded upon the offer to secure
the construction of the Canada Pacifie Railway to the A llan
company will show a total of 8112,050,000. How will the
account Chen stand? Applying the same principle to the
Act of 1874, it will show $132,857.500 placed at the
disposal of the Government of my jionorable friend
opposite for secnring the construction of the road.
Faing the l pnds at 1 50 an aere, how stand$ the cQntrie$
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we bave laid on the Table ? It shows a total of $90,500.000.
If we-go the whole length tho Globe isks, and I do not say
it is unreasonable, if we assume those lands to be worth,
afier the construction of the road, 82 an acre, how wilithe
account stand as between those various proposais submitted
for the consideration of Parliamont in former times, and
readily accepted by it, and the proposai wo now lay on the
Table ? The first proposition, that of 1873, placed at the
disposai of the Government lands and money worth
$139,400,000. The amounts placed at the disposai of the
late Governments :n 1874, valuing the lands at 82
an acre was 8160,827,500 on the ,797 miles.
The prosent proposition, valuing the lands at 82
an acre, reaches a total of only $103,000,000, or les
than the amount at 81 an acre, placed at the disposal of the
late Government by Parlianent for the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I think this statement ought to
be tolerably satisfactory to any bon. gentleman who wishes
to make a fair and just comparison of the proposais pre-
viously submitted with the present proposal. 1 will give
an authority on this subject, because that doresive cheer
from the member for Lambton intimates that ho is not
satisfied; that he is etill doubtful as tolmy having main-
tained the position with which I sot out, that the terms
now submitted for the ratification of Parliament are greatly
below any terms ever submitted and approved of. I will
now give hon. gentlomen opposite an authority as to the
cost of this work, about to bu undertaken, that I think they
will bo compelled to accept. It is the anthority of their
own statements, of their own opinions, and I think I will
show, from the opinions of the leader of the late Govern-
ment and the late Finance Minister, that the ct of this
work is such as to justify any intelligent man in accepting
the propositions now submitted as eminiently advantageous
in the interest of the country, and as not beyond what the
parties undertaking to perform sueh work are entitled to
receive. On the 12th May, 1874î Mr. Mackenzie said

"From that point westward it is quite clear that there ls no means of
rapid communication except by building a railway, and this portion in
British Columbia alone would take $35,o00,000, and fromthe pont which
Mr. Fleming calculates as the centre of the Rocky Mountains eastward te
the junction with navigation, would probably be $100,000,000 or some-
thing lîke that."

' here is an estimate fi-om the leader of the late Governmnent,
the then Minister of Public Works, and submitted to Parlia-
ment on the authority of his own engineers with all. the judg-
ment and experience that could be brought to bear upon it,
that 8100,000,000 would be required for the road from Lake
Superior, at Thunder Bay, to the Pacifie Ocean; and yet
the present proposition secures the construction of the entire
road within ton years from the lst July next, from Lake
Nipissing to Burrard Inlet, at a cost to the country, at the
estimate hon. gentlemen opposite placed on the lands, of
878,000,000. Une would have supposed the member for
Lambton would have stood aghast at such an estimate as
$100,000,000 for the portion of the road mentioned, and
would have abandonedit as beyond the resources of Canada.
But standing as Prime Minister and weighted with the res-
ponsibility which resta on such a high offieer, le felt he must
not shrink from his duty, and he stated of the section in
British Columbia, that would coet $35,000,000, "we propose
to proceed with it as rapidly as we are able to obtain a com-
pletionofsurveys." He alse proposed to expend $100,000,000,
if necessary, to connect the waters of Lake Superior with
the tidal waters of the Pacifie. The leader of the late
Government also said:

" We frankly recognize the failure of the attempt to give a flctitious
value to lands, in order to get Inglish capitalists to take up the railway;
but we also frankly confess the necessity of building the railway by direct
money subsidies, or a combined system of giving both money and land."

The bon. gentleman gallantly performed his duty, and did
not shrink from the responsibility, arduos and responsible
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as was his position, of discharging the duty imposed. He
said :

" We propose to give a specific sum- per mile, in the first place of
$10,000 per mile, and, in the next place, a grant the same as that proposed
by the late Government of 20,000 acres, the disposal of which will
attend to presently; and then we invite intending competitors to state the
amount for which they will require the guarantee at 4 per cent. in order
to give them what they may deem a sufficient sum wherewith to build the
road. We know that some think $10,000 per mile and 20,000 acres of
land, supposing;they realise on an average $1 an acre, will not build the.
road. It would more than build it in some parts, but from end to end it
is evident it will not build it. I do not know, and have no means of
estimating the probable expenditure per mile further than that to be
derived from our own experience and that of our neighbors. . The Inter-
colonial Railwany will cost about $45,000 a mile, traversing, on the whole,
a very favourable country, and possessing the most ample means of
access at varions points on its course, and with the additional advantage
of having procured the iron structures and rails when there was a very
great depressian in the prices of iron. The Northern Pacifie Railwain
the accounte published by the Company, bas cost, 50 far as it bas beýen
earried-that l taRed River-$47,000 or $48,000per mile lnrou»d
numbers. Well, Sir, that road traverses almost wholly a prairie regian,
easily accessible and where materials were easily found, and is atogether
quite as favourable as the most favourable spot of any part of our
territories, with this advantage, that it was much nearer to theproducers
of supplies than any portion of our line, except that on the immediate
borders of the Lake. The Central Pacific I will nottouch, as the coat of
that road was so enormous as not to afford anydguide at all, because of
the extraordinary amount of jobbing connected vith it. But, judgi.'
from the cost of our own railways, we have no reason to'suppose it wi
be possible to constriuct this line from end to end at a less prie than
$40,000 per mile, and it may exceed that by several thousands of dollars.
Parts of it will, of course, exceed that very much, though on the whole
of the sections east of the Rocky Mountains, something in the neighbor'
hood of that figure Will cover the outlay. Well, Sr, we propose to
douaste $10,000 per mile to the companies, and a guarantee of 4 per cent.'
on a sum to be named by them in their tenders, and whatever sum the7
may name will be the determining point as t which of the tenders is
the lowest, the grant of land being also absolutely in each case 20,000 acres.
I have already said I consider the building of this road to be one that ha
to be borne by the people of this country. 14 is quite useless to suppose
that the road can, for the present time, or for same time to come, be
regarded as a purely or èven a partially commercial enterprise, because I
do not expect that any commercial advantage can by any possibility1
arise to a company constructing this road, for many years to come; and,
as I believe in a perfectly frank, honest opinion in regard to these
matters, as the only mode in which the affairs of the country can be
legitimately çarried on, I give free expression to my views on that
matter."

I think almost every word I have read will be, althoughli
not entirely new, will be looked upon as frank and fair an-
estimate as the hon. gentleman ever submitted to the
Bouse.

IWell, air, we now desire the gentlemen who undertook that responsi-
bility to show us how it is possible to construct a railway 2,500 miles long,I
with a population of four millions, passing almost its entire length I
through an uninhabited country, and for a still greater portion of its i
length through a country of very rough character.'

I am glad the time has come when, in response to the
hon. gentleman, we are in a position to show him how that
gigantic work can be accomplished, and upon terms moret
favorable than any the most sanguine person in this countryE
ventured to look for. i

"I Ibelieve," continued the hon. gentleman, "there can be no question 9
that whoever builds the road, and whenever it may be built, it must be 
constructed with money furnished by the people of this country." ,"dWe

know, air, that the obligations uposed with the building of the road
will not terminate witi the conclusion of its construction."

I ask the hon. gentleman not to forget, now that he is sitting e
on the Opposition benches, that in estimating the cost, ns -a
Minister, le felt that he would not be doing his- duty if he
did not draw fthe attention of the House to Abe fact that dC
when this road is constructed the liability resting upon the p
country will not be discbarged, but just commencing He
went on to say: h

" Supposing it only takes the minimum amount estimated by Mr. t
Sandford Fleming, $100,000,000, you have pretty good apprecintiOn of

hat it -ould cast the country in the end. Wlen you dou e tia det of e
the country you will not be able to'accoamplish the borrowing of the sum z
of money required to build the road, paying the attendant erenses of
management, and the debt, and everythng else connected withat

w
That hon. gentleman opposite, last session, enforced very e
strongly upouour attention the fact that if we went on with IF,
this work as a Government work, and stood pledged in the T

Sir CuHALns TUPPER.

face of the country, and of the financial world, toan expendi-
ture of eighty to a hundred million dollars for the con-
struction of the railway, we could hardly be surrised if it
increased the Cost of nioney we were obliged to rrow in
the money markets of the world.

"You will not be able, I say, to borrow the required amount of money
at less than six per cent. on the amount."
Not an extravagant statement, certainly, in view of the
great liability that would be involved by undertaking to
firnish all the money for the construction of -the road.

' If you add six per cent. upon the minimum amount to the existing
obligations of the country, you will have, in addition- to our present
annual burdens, six millions of dollars, which, added together, would
make a continuons application of twelve millions of dollars before you
have a cent to apply to the ordinary business of the country."

A rather startling, ground for the hon. gentleman to take,
but one which commended itself to ail those who listened
to the hon. gentleman's address.

" Then we come to the consideration of what would be the position of
the road after it was completed, supposing we wewe able to fulfill the
obligations which hon. gentlemen opposite undertook; and supposing we
fmis ed it in seven years, we have Mr. Flemin'g's authority-assuming
him as an authority, and I think he is very much within the bonnds-that
until at least three millions of people are drawn into that uninhahited
territory, it is quite impossible to expect the road to pay its rani
expenses. Mr. Fleming estimates these at not less than eight million
dollars per annum, and they have still further to.be supplemented by the
proportion of money reqmired each year to renew the road. It is known,
moreover, to railway authorities, that considering the didiculties of
climate, and with the ordinary traffic, the road will require renewal, that
is the renewal of sleepers and rails every eight or ten years on an average.
No doubt that steel rails substitnted for iron, the time for their renewal
would be considerably enlarged, but to what extent I am at present
unable ta "sy.'

First we would py $100O00,000 to build the road; next
$8,000,000annually to opeiate it, subject to the deduction of
whatever traffie theroad received,and,'thirdly, we would have
to renew the sleepers and rails every eight years, unless we
used steel rails. This is the pleaant picture which the
hon. gentleman himself drew for the consideration of the
House and country. And n'w, it appears, he hesitat.es to
secure the construction and operation of the road for ever
at a cost o( $78,000,000. When the hon. gentleman arrived
at this point I resolved to ask the question ewhat do you
estimate as the duration of the ordinary rails ?"- The hon.
gentleman replied:

" From eight to ten years. That, at least, is the opinion of Mr. Walter
Shanly, whom I assume to be a competent, authority. Supposing, then,
that the road was completed, we would have, in addition to the burdens
iposed upon us by the interest of the money, to provide for the working
of the railway, a sun at least equal to that amount, or six millions every
year, in order to keep it in repair."

hfy hon. friend, the leader of the Ôpposition, no 'longer
than a year ago, in the light of all the information and
experience which the five years' administration of the hon.
member for Lambton afforded him, was good enough to
give to the House his opinion as to the cost of this ·road
and the liability that would be incurred; and I invite-be-
fore the hon. gentleman takes the position of refusing bis
assent to this contract, which, J venture to say, ho ~cannot
aford as a public man to take-his attention to bis own
estimate as he gave it a year ago. It will be found on page
441 of Hansard. He said:
"Again, of course, the through traffic depends on the road beini first-iass, and we will remember that, after we bave spent all the hon. Minister

proposes, we shall have, not a Pacific, but a colonization road.

That was true, and the hon. gentleman was only doing
is duty in calling the attention of the Iouse to the fact
hat if, in grappling with this work, we reduced the
xpenditure to a minimum, we should have only a coloni-
ation road. But what else does he say ?
"According to the old system of construction, that central section
ould cost, includmg the other item I have nentioned, altogether over

42,.00;000, leaving out entirely'both ends. Wliat are the ends to cast ?
45 000 le, as I have stated, the cost from Idmonton t r
nlet on the West and from Fort William to ipasng on the:Bai.
lhe bon. member ior Lanibton estimates it at a length of about 650 miles,
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and a cest of $2,e004e . Th s the ends make up together $,000,000,
the centre and the pat expenditure $42,500000, making a total
of $120,00,O00."

Aed yet -the hou. gentleman is startled and astonished, and
exhbits the most wonderful alarm when he finds a pro-
posal laid o the Table of the ous;to seere the construc-
tion of aIl that work whieh, at the cheapest rate, was to

osL *,120,000,00, lor s'T8,000,000-puttng the outside
value on the land that theb hon. gentleman is willing to
admit is worth. The hon. gentleman procoded
to say that "beside& this enormous expenditure, to
which he had referred, they had to consider
rurnning expenses, bioh Mr. Fleming stimated at eiglit
millions, and which his hon. friend estimatod at the gross
sum of 86,750,000 a year, for the whole line, or, $4,500,000
a year from Fort William to the Pacifie. Of course, against
this sain was to be set receipts, which in some sections,
perhaps, would meet expenditure; but, in the, earl days,
if not for a long time, he believed, the road would have to
be ruan at a loss." J know that this ié an authority for
which the hon. leader of the Opposition bas most profound
respect, and I trust that, in submitting such criticism
as, in the interests of country every groat measure
of this kind ought to receive, the hon. gentleman
will not lose sight of the position he took in criticising our
proposais twelve monthse ago. I will again revert to a criticism
with, relation to the cost, of more valuable character than
that of leader of the Opposition. No person, perhaps,
esteems the hon. gentleman's ability, certainly as a special
pleader, higher than myself, or his general judgment when
he gives questions the fair candid and unbiassed examination
which questions like this deserves, but does not always
receivei; but 1 will give the louse an opinion, which I
estimate more highly than that of 'the leader of the Oppo-
sition, the opinion of a gentleman who, for five years, as leader
of the Government of the country, deait with this question,
and was conversant with ail itsdetails, I mean the hon.
leader of the late Government. After all his experience,
and after the experience of a year in the Opposition, as well
as of five years of Administration, he undertook to give to
the House his estimate as to what that road would cost,
and I frankly confess that-I am not for a moment disposed
to question the value of his judgment. le said :

1I will take the description of the engineers themselves, as to the
character of the work upon the several sections from Fort William to
Selkirk, and carry out figures elsewhere on thesame description. Seventy
miles were descried as heavy, 226 miles moderate, and 114 miles light ;
and, in order to reach the $18,000,000, whicb the engineers had recenfly
estimated, they would have to take the seventy miles of heavy work at
$75,000 per mide- the 226 miles of moderate nught, at $39,000, and the
114 li at $20,.000, rmaking altogether, with the rolling stock valued at
$1,656,000, $18,000,000. Fom Selkirk to Battleford, the first112 miles
are described as light, which, with the rails, fencing, etc., might be esti-
mated at $14,000 rMperile,r $300 leus than the Pembina Branch ; and
the second 100 mles have taken amd calculated as t athe materials
furnished by Mr. Marcus Smith, and I do not believe that any gradient
can be obtamed on that section to build the road at less than $20,000 pér

Subsequent events lave thrown perhaps a good deal of
light on the tenders sent i and contract undertaken. . No
progreffswas «pade on the contract, as the hon. gentleman
nows, and judgment which the hon. gentleman had given

as to cost, had thereby received very considerable confirma-
tion. He further said:

" W. haie in ame miles a qwatity of 390M cubie yards of earth to
mio, andi ailgrades ateep, on y kept ifty-thmee fel 10 te mle-mxany of

atem are sity t feet heaverage of excavation le 16000 cubie ards
per mile. We have, in short, 1,600,000 yards of earth to move which, at
the lowest priee pet yard obtained on other roads, say twenty-hve cents
en thse ax4ra.ge,:"thi e lsef wiflcost *400,00a., 0
"°Tu wasalomot the exact vanle of the eartbh work alone, leaving
ncthing for bridges, ties, rails, building fences, and ottier itemts." • I
a • *1 a • "From>the end of'the seohd bundred milesto
Battleferd we have 377 miles. This is not any beavier on the whole
Timere mresome more formidable bridges, but the fine l further off for the
carriage of the rails. I place that section at $21,000 per mile."

9

I draw the attention of the hon. gentleman to this now, in
connection with the amount proposed to be paid under this
eontract for the central section. As 1 have stated, opinions
which the hon. gentleman has formed after long experience,
as to the lowest amount at which it could be constructed,
are entitled to very great consideration.

Mr. MACKENZI[. You did not give much attention to
them a year ago.

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman says I
did not give much attention to them a year iago, but-looked
at in the light of subsequent events, I am disposed to admit
that there is a great deal in the argument of the hon. gentie-
man. He again said:

" Then from lBttleford to Edmonton. it-is reported by the engineers as
thirteen miles very heavy ; this 1 estimate at $60,000 a mile, being$10,000
less than the otier heavy work east of Selkirk."'

I hope- that when the hon. gentleman bas criticised the
amount which ve propose to pay in the central section, ho
will not forget that it covers 13 miles, which ho estimates at
$60,000 a mile, 810,000 less than for the hoavy work oest of
Selkirk. Still furthor:

" Forty-nine miles more of the line classed as moderately heavy, I put
at $3,000 per mile; and seventy miles very moderste, at $25,000, with
ninety-eight miles of light work at $20,000 per mile, which makes for this
section altogether an average of $27,000 per mile."

The hon. gentleman said wo have constructed the lino from
Pembina to Selkirk, 85 miles. This is a prairie, and a most
favorable rerion, and he stated that the amount I submitted
on estimate last year of $1,750,000 for the Pembina branch,
but that included more than my estimate now includes for the
Pembina branch, and for the reason, as lion. gentlemen will
see, the heavy expenditure charged to that branch for work-
shops, rolling stock, etc., will now devolve upon the company,
and consequently nuow reduce the estinate to 81,500,000.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Give us a detail of the reductions.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Ail I can say is, that I

took the estimate of the engineer, chaIging what was fairly
chargeable to that road-buildingsi in connection with its
operation-and the amount of the Pembina Branch was there-
fore placed at $1,750,000. We now reduce that by $250,000,
because, as I say, the expenditure we would have had
to make immediately in connection with the work now de-
volves upon the Syidicafe under the eontract. But, Sir, the
House will sec that, according to the estimate which I laid on
the Table last year, and which hon. gentlemen thought
altogether below the mark, the.embina Branch-a prairie,
line from end to end, no very heavy bridging, no serious
muskegs, no difficulties really to be encountered,a fair prairie
section-according to my own estimate last year was over
$20,000 a mile; according to my estimate now laid on the
Table ofthe louse, the PembinafBranch will cost the Govern.
ment of this country, when it is handed over to the Syndicate,
$17,270 a mile. The hon. gentleman continued:-

"This would make the entire cost of the road west of Lake Sepeior,
including $l,440,000for the Canada Central subsidy, 100,000 for the
Selkirk bridge, $300,000 flor engineering over 1,946 miles, $89,002,000.11

Now, there is his opinion. I have shown the opinion of
the hon lea'der of the Opposition that this work, for which
we have shown the contract, asks Parliament to place atour
disposai $:8,000,000. According to the estimate of the
leader of the Opposition a year ago was to cost $120,000,000,
and, aecording to the estimate-the more matureand reduced
estimate of the hon. gentleman best qualified to judge on
that side of the House -was to cost this country $89,002,000
in cash. There was no question of land; we are dealing
with the lowest estimate of the cost in cash taken out of the
treasury of Canada, and the estimate of the hon. leader of the
Opposition was, in round numbers, $90,000,000, after ail the
information he had an th. sbjee But Iar wrong; I am
doing the hlon. gentleman a great injustice.
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Mr. BLAKE. The estimate I gave was that of the hon.'

member for Lambton.
Sir CIARLES .TUPPER. So 1 see. I thought it was

that of the hon. member for Larmbtn, but the case i a
great deal stronger. I am not even to show there Ms a
diversity of opinio1 between the hon, gentlemen. I find that
they worked it pretty nebrly to the saine figure. I wasi
leaving out that section north of Lake Superior, but the
hon. member for Lambton brings that in, and shows that
West of Lake Superior, from Thunder Bay to the Pacifie, the
lowest that we eould buiild it for was $9,000,000 in cash:'
That is the lowest. Let ns see what ho says about the rail-
way to the head of Lake Superior.

" While from Fort William to Nipissing, 650 miles, estimating the cost
at $50,000 per mile, would make it $32,500,00, or a total of $121,700,-
000."
So that theso gentlemen are not open to the challenge,
that on a great public question their estimate differs. After
careful consideration, weighing well the responsibility of
plauing before the House statements that were cautions,
judicious, and sale, upon which the people of this country
could safely base their estimates, both of these gentlemen
agreed ayear ago that to build the Canadian Pacifie Railway
with money borrowed for the purpose, and expended iïn
cash, the correct estimate that this railway from Lake
Nipissing to Port Moody, Burrard flet, could be accom-
plished for, was $120,0ù0,000 to $121,700,000. Thore was
only about a million and a half between thom.

" It wiIl be obsered, if we apply the figures as I apply therm, that.is
calculatinfg the expenditure east of Red River, between Lake Superior
and Selkirk, that it would be impossible to obtain the same character of
road as to gradients and curvature for less than I have estimated, I arm
sure I am within-the Une in stating these figures, and that it would be im-
possible toe construct anythino, t at could be called a railway-nothing
better than a tramway, for less.

That amount is 884,000,000, and yet it was only to ne a tram-
way and the only possible means of getting a Une that
conld be called a railway, was by an expenditure of
$121,000,000, the atnount given by the hon. gentleman.
Hle continues

" The hon. Minister of Railways thinks it matters little what grades we
have west of Winnipeg. ie tbinks it will sffice for traffie. I observe
that the Chief Engineer, with his usual caution, does not speak of it as the
Canadian Pacifie Railway at aIl. He speaks of it as a colonization road,
and it is only that.. The hon. Minister of Railways is entitled to the cre-
dit or discredit of this new pYan of' degrading the railway into a track
that will not be fit for heavy traffie." .

I am thankful for small favors and I am willing to take the
credit or discredit of having stated frankly to the louse, that
my idea was not to obtain a first class railway,but the cheapest
descriptin of - road that would answer for colonization

urposes. I have given the House the estimates of the two
on. gentlemen sitting one to the right one to the left of the

aàte Minister of Finance, and I should he wanting very much
in my duty to the louse, if I did not show them that that
hon. gentleman himself did not regard the construetion of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway as a very light matter, and
held very inueh the views and opinions of his two honorable
coll gues., Sir Richard Cartwright, il 1874, 1n his Budget
speech, said:

" In order rightly to understand the exten1t of the burden we woutd
be required to tale upon eurselves for the onsi "uction' of the Candian
Pacifie Ra.ilwayit must be remembered that the 1o west estimate for building
this road to the Pacific is something over $1000oo0,000, and this, too, un
the supposition that a very much longer lime would be given for con-
struction. * *Now;Mr.TChairman, I spoke before recess of the expense
arising from the worings of the Intercolonal Railway and other railways
of-the Dominion, chiefly in the Maritime Provinces. The deficiencief r.-
sulting from these sources amount to the extraordinary sum of about
$1,250,O00. I desire to catl the special attention of the House. which
must be clear to every hon. gentleman, these railways run for the most
part through a country which s, been settled for the last fifty or sixty
years. I cannot refer, of course, to the fact that tbese railways entail
such an cnormonus expenditure withont Its becoming apparent to the
Bouse that the cot of maintaîning a wllway nealýRi~, M miles in length,
p seing through acont almost eantirel uniniaisted, mut of neeffity

very much greater. or a long time after the construction of te rail-
Sir CàaAtzs TCppE.

anyenonous charge miust beentaRed te kp tirhe n lil worng
det d good repafiandthla act Mstte S i fiit iof l-

sldering tera hitrotepoet'

I trust I have given to the Ifouse Sufficient evidence tpshow not only that thie popoitien 'hich we have ha
honor to submit for ie apYov if Iwhamerit$, ee
entitled te their favorable considpration ; not nly that it is
greatly within tie amnount voted by this Bouse 17, 'and
subsequently in 1874, foÉ the construction of the eadian
Pacifie Railway, but that it is a contfact based upOn 1I
low, as compared with those whiei tiese hon. gentlenen
opposite, afler all the experience that they had 'bad in con-
nection with this gremrt work, regarded as altogether
insufficient for its construction, without reference te the
provision of a single dollar for the ptrpose of « ecunring the
operation of the road afterwards. I trust I have given to
the House sufficient evidence to show, not only that the
proposai which I have the honor to submit to Parliament is
entitled to their favorable consideration, not onli that it is
greatly within the amount voted by this Bouse mn 1873 and
subsequently in 1874 for the construcion of the Canadian
Pacifie RaiIway, but that it is a contract based upon figures
which, compared with those whieh the hon. gentle-
men opposite, after all their experience in connection
with this work, regarded as altogether insuficient fer
its construction, and far more favo-able to this
country. Now, I arn bound to say, I never felt
more grateful to Parliament in my life than when, notwith-
standing the startling -sttements made by those hon.
gentlemen, this House placed 100,00,000 acres at the
disposal of this Government for the purpose of constructing
the Canadian Pacific ltailway. I knew that e'ery intelli-
gent man in this Ilouse, and out of it, regarded that
measure as of vital importance to the country. I knew
they felt it, was a duty we owed to the country to-grapple
with this great work notwithstanding the enormous
iability it involved, and notwithstanding the enormoUs

demands made upon the Treasury of the country. I knew
that, obiged as we were to some extent to act upon the
best judgment we could forra, but to act-ex mentaly
I knew it was a great demand to make upon Parliament for
the Government to ask for permission to proceed with this
great work. But we felt that, inasmuch as the construction
of this road was required to develope the great .North-
West, inasmuch as it was absolutely necessary to make
that country what it could bemade, and to inreiase the
population and resonrees of the whole Dominion, that we
were warranted in asking, at all events, that the lands
otherwise useless should be utilized for the purpose of its
eonstruction. The Roese can nderstand we feit fully the
responsibility of askig fir this enorntous amomt e? public
money to be expen i; ut feeling as w did that when we
had construeted the work from tnd to end, nd were raady
to operate it, the stili heavier repmsibily retai
the country of providing the jeauà ,f sucessflyoperat
that road, for no man could shut out o? sight the serius
responsibility that the operation of 3 ,400 mites of railway
through such a etintry wod entái. But leariannt
felt that the construcion of 9thi road was absolitely
necessary to the developi»e'Ï oÈ Caaida and
theY generously gae to the Gove'rnutnd he assistance
we asked for; but fhey -did it under the conviction that we
intended to apply those lands in such a way as would
ultimately sSue the peuple -of t» eder prymmS ïa 'ag st
taxation for the purpose of constructing ths raiLway. TIe
Government, sensible ofthis generousfeeling on tig part ef
their supporters in tus iuuse in sitainiig us, notwiti.
standing the fears and the alarm that itLwm s ght tecreate
in this ouse by hon. gentlemen opposite wheft thiy found
themnselves i a position Le criticisa tiivery measure foi
whieh they had asked the Rouie ta fre themthe power<of
earrying thrLough, I say the 00 e.a mtderstand the
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pleaure with whih we moet the peopl, of Canada through Canada; although that work is to be completed on a purelytheirrepresentatives to-night, amd are enabled to say that, by commercial basi»--these gentlemen, turning their backs, as
themoans which we were authorized to use for the con- they have been obliged to do, upon thoir own declarations,
struction of this work, we are in a position to state not only again and again recorded-still complain of the arrangement
that the entire comtruction from end to end, but that the which happily we have been enabled to place before Parlia,
resonsibilityof rating it hereafter is to be taken off the ment. But for the romarks of hon. gentlemen opposite,
shouildrs <f Cana for the insignificant consideration of which have led me to believe to the contrary, I
something likea;ceost tothe country of a little over ,000,000 should have thought that this was a measure for
per anum,not connaencing now, however, but that wil be the which I could have confidently asked the support, not
ultirhte cogt asuming that we have to pay for ever the only of those who usually support the Government, but of
interest on all the inmoney al-oady spent und hon. gentlemen opposite, who stood eoinmitted by their
required and what the Syndicate will obtain under votes, and by the strongest possible statements of their
this contract. When we are in a position not only to show leaders, to the support of terms for the construction of this
that, but to show that out Of the 100,0004,uO acres of land work much less favorable than those embodied in the present
that Parliament placed two years ago at our disposal, we contract. But, say these hon. gentlemen, we do not like the
have 75;N00;OôO acres lft with*hich to meet the 82,000,000 Company-and remarks are indulged in most insulting to the
of interest, and thut expenditure wilI be diminished gentlemen who compose the Syndicate.
until, at no distant layi we will not only have the prond Mr. MACKENZIE. Who said so?satisfaction of seeng Canada assume an advancedSand
triumphant position,. but that she will be relieved Sir CALES TPPER. The organ ofthe hon. gentie
froin , the. expenditure of a single dollar in con-men mthis city,
neetion with the construction or operation of this railway. Mr. MACKENZIIE. Do you mean the Citizen?
I may say tat I have been greatly gratified at the Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Well, perhaps the Citizen is
critici ms that have been bestowed upon the proposition now the organ of hon. gentlemen opposite. I know that in
we are aubmitting to Parliament. Nothing bas given me the short space of twenty-four hours they were able to take
more confdence in the soundness of our position and the the Times out of our hands by somne means-a human device
impregnable attitude we occupy in Parliament or out of it, I believe they called it. But, Sir, I do not feel surprised
than the criticisims to which this scheme has been subjected that hon. gentlemen rejeet with scorn the imputation that
by the press, as far as I have seen it. First, I may speak the Free Preus is their organ or speaks their sentiments-a
of the Ottawa Cizen. I fid that in the criticism of that journal that attempts to throw obloquy upon gentlemen of
paper, to which, at all events, we wcre entitled to look for high standing in Canada and in the United States and Europe.
a fairand dispassionatecriticism,the proprietor hasevidently lion. gentlemen do not like the Company, but
handed over bis editorial columns not only to a hostile hand one would suppose that their ideas had undergone
but to a disingennous writer who was not wiliing to put the a revolution upon that question. The gentlemen who
facts fairly before the country, and this strengthens me in have undertaken this work stand before the people
my eonviction of the soundnesas of the proposition we arc of this country to-day in the strongest position that it
submitting to Papliament. If that contract contained is possible for gentlemen to occupy in relation to a
objeetionable eatures, to which the attention of Parliament great enterprise such as this. The Canadians engaged in
mnight be called, and that were sufficient to condemn it, the enterprise are men who are second to none in respect of
where was the necessity of the., person Who wrote the commercial standing and capacity, and by their success in
criticism in the Citizen mis-stating almost every clause of the carrying out other great railway enterprises, they have
contract that he commented upon, from beginning to end. I afforded us the best possible guarantec for the mnanner in
say nothing has more strengthened ny conviction in the which they will fultil their engagements with the Govern-
soundness of this measure; whether it was the Ottawa ment and the Parliament of Canada. I may be told that the
Ctizen, from which I had hoped botter things, or from the owners of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway,
Free Press, from which I did not expect any different are members of this Syndicate; and, Sr, I am glad to
treatment, or the Globe newspaper of Toronto; and when I know that that is the fact, and flor this reason, I say that
take up these papers and find that every criticism, standing outside of this Association, they were in a position
every serious ground of attack, is based upon mis-statements of antagonisim to Canada, because they were the owners of a
of what the contrxetmntains, I am confirmed in my opinion line of railway to the south of iour great North-West, and
that .they found that contraot unimpeachable, and that a of large tracts of febrtile land contiguous to that railway.
fhir and candid criticitm would compel them to give their We all know that the gr»eat barrier to the successful
adhesion to it. Whe I look at those criticisme I am developnent of the Noith-West was that in the absence of a
reminded of the position a gentleman would occupy who Canadian Pacifie Il \1, ay, Our immigration was obliged
-ad miade a eDntract for the cnstruction of a Great to filter through oe territories of the United States.
Bagdemt au enormous ship, grester in extent and The great efforts wrii have been made to secure immigra-
involving a- greater expenditure than any other tion into the United.States, and intercept those who were
ship that evet was bult. in the world. But, on their way to the North-West, have not been made by the
Sir, I ari reminded of what.woukt be the position of a Goverument of that country, or by the legislatures of the
mnan who after building asship, and finishing it conplete in States, but by the railway companies who have a personal
everyrespect, would be told by bis employers that theship interest in seducing these immigrants into their own
was ail right in design, material and workmanship, but that territories. Why, Sir, we have annexed a large pdrtion of
there Was a little twist-on, the jolly boat which they slid the State of Minnesota to Canada in this way; and any
not lke, and on that acount they did net think they would man with a bead on bis shoalders will see at once that a
take her. Isay, Sir, thxat when we-come dgwn to Parha- company who have engaged to build or operate a road 650
ment with a grest measure like this; when, Sir, we occupy miles from Thunder Bay to Nipisaing, and who are to be
a position ii respect to the probable ompletion of the great the owners of one thousand miles of road, from Red River
work, whieh twelve montis ago the most sanguine man in to Nipising, cannot, afford te do anything less than attract,
the country could not have hoped we would occupy-these along that route and from the railways to the south,
hom. gentlemen hesitate. They say, although you, have ail the trade that is possible, for that alono can
fouW gentlemen with. great resources at thezr command, to can make their enterprise suoessful. The interest whieli
go forward with an enterprise so essential to the progress of those gentlemen will have in the Canadian Pacifûe Railway
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will be cenfold grenter than any interest they ever had in
the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba line, and I care not
what their nationality may -be,as the signatories of that-
contract, Canada possesses in them the most -undoubted
evidence that tbey will spare no effort to secure traffic for
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The hon. gentleman scemed
to think that this Company would not bear the scrutiny
und investigation which was desirable.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Who said so?
Sir CHARLES TUPPJR. I hope I did not do the

leader of the Opposition an injustice, when I thought that
my mention of the Company wasreceived, by him, in the
way in which ho usually receives a sentiment with which
hc doos not agree.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not quite understand the hon.
gentleman.

Sir CHAURLES TIUPPER. I say that this Company
embraces capitalists, both of our own and other countries,
who are men of the highest charater; men, whose
names are the best guarantees that could be offered
the peoplo of Canada, that any enterprise they
may undertake will bo successful. With regard to
the terms of the contract, I do not hesitate to
say that no greater injury could have been inflicted on the
people of Canada than to have made the conditions of the'
agreement so onerous that instead of ensuring their successfl
fuîlfilment they would have led to failure. I say that the
moment that contract is signed everything that we can do
fbr the purpose of obtaining the best terms in our power
bas been done, always under the impression. that we owed
it to Canada to make a contract that was capable of fulfil-
ment; to give those gentlemen a fair contract and afford them
a fair opportunity of grappling with this great, this gigantie
enterprîse, that we were so anxions to transfer from our
shoulders to theirs. And I would asi this House whether this
being a contract involving the great business importance
that it does, is one to sit down and cavil over, in the ordinary
acceptation of the term, in relation to contracts, and to drive
the most difficult bargain that could be driven, and perhaps
lead to what occurred when we made the contract in 1873,
with terms largely in excess of- those that this contract
contains? That was not a contract that was capable of
fulfilment, because the parties were unable, in the then
condition of the country, to raise the capital that was
necessary. Now, we approach this question in that spirit, and'
I would ask every miember of this House if we should not
be unworthy of representing the Parliament of Canada in
the discharge of the public business, if we had not felt, in the
interest of Canada, that this arrangement should be one that
would obtain the command of the capital that was required,
and that would enable the parties engaged in this great work
to make it thoroughly successful as I trust it will b.
We have reason to know that-all that a coinmand of capital
can do they have the advantage of; we have reason to know
that all that skill and energy and a knowledge of precisely
such work will do, has been scured, in order to make this a
succesaful contract, and i w6uld ask hon. gentlemen opposite
what more is desirable or necessary ? I have referred to
the position thaf those gentlemen occupy, but I would just
ask hon, gentlemen opposite whether Canada would be likely
.to have this contract carried out with the sucess we all desire,
expect, and hope for, if we had made the contract with the
strongest body of capitaliststhat could be found in the city of
London? What would yon have had? We would have had,
thge first thing, an English engineer, with extravagant ideas,
totally ignorant of the work and the construction of railways
through such a country, and we would have had, at no distant
day-no matter what their resourees might bo-aperfect
failure in their hands, and, worse than that, you would have
had discredit brought upon the country in consequence of
the parties which had purchased their bonds, failing to

Sir CuaLs TuPa.

obtain that interest which they justly expccted freom their
investment. Whether you look at the American, the Cana-
dian, or at the Englishi, French or Gemnan gentlemen
associated with this enterprise, 1 believe that Canada lias
been most fortunate, and the Goveninent has been moSt
fortunate, in having this work placed in their hands. it is
stated that the security of ne million dollars for -the carry-
ing out of the contract is too mali. They way ftat a paid
Up capital of five millions of dollars within two years, and a
depositofone million dollars is tooamali. My opinionof
security is this: that provided you get the parties whoare
most likely te deal successfully with the mattor, the ese
security you demand the botter. Because, juat in proportion
as you loeck up the resourues of the party; the more yon
decrease his power to carry on the work successfully.

Mr. BLAKE. . In order to improve thesituation, let us
strike out the claiiuse about the million dollars.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Of coumre, we are speaking
within a certain latitude, and I would ask the hon.
gentleman to turn his attention to what was a somewhat
similar work constructed on this ontinent-the Union
Pacifie Bailway-and I would ask him whether the capital
of that company was larger, or whether the security given
by them for the construction of the road was larger, than is
now obtained with this Company? He may examine intô
the carrying out of sôme of those great works, and he will
find that the security that the Government had was confidence
that the parties engaged in the project would carry them
out to completion. The hon. gentleman will find that,under
this arrangement, we have the best guaratee that 'these
works will be pushed rapidly to completion under the
contract as now proposed. This contract requires the
parties to complete the road in ten years-that in July, 1891,
it will be carried to completion-and I may say, Sir, that,
aithough the leader 6f the Opposition has forgotten it, he
took the liberty, a year ago, of expressing hie opinion, and
to a certain extent, I suppose, his sympathy, with the
deplorable condition in which the members from the Province
of Quebec found themselves. The on. gentleman said fhat
" Quebec had spent eleven millions ofdollar, which she could-
ill afford, for the construction of a provincial railway, prin-
cipally for the purpose of tapping the Pacifie trade. Quebec
had stretched out her arms towards the great west as far as
this city, for the purpose of securing fthat trade, and the

'question is how soon thatexpenditure is to be made available.
Ber road is paying, as it is, what Quebec expected it should
pay, some fraction of the interest on its construction ; but
they also expected that it would bear the great tide of
western traffic into her principal cities, and bring prospority
to lier people, but unless some throughtMbection is made,
these expectations, on the part of Quebec, would not be
realized; tha if the eastern end was not constructed until
the western end was flnished, he hôped they would ail be
alivo toenjoy it." I will not say that there was any sarcasm
in these remarks. I will not say that te hbon. gentleman
was not shedding tears of sympathy when- he was bemoning
the unhappy fate of Quebee. But where are Quebec, Nova

otia, New Brunswick and Priae Edward Island ;
and where is tþo Province of Ontario to.day? Why, they
stand in a position, to-ay, that syear « we woukd have
been laughed at if we had ventured top lot it. Ifwe had -
said a year ago that by this ession-we would be enabled
to piovide a centract by whieh, in 1,891, aithe itimes thee
Provinces would have easy communieation with ie. Nortfh-
West Territories of Canada, it weud have been considered
impossible ofattainment. W hat isofmore vitaiaportace
to this Province and the cities of the oet, Quebe, Sf.
John andHalifux, than that they should have readyaSceesto
the Nerth-Wet. The fact is that that great country, with
its millions of fertile acres that yiek.d abundant ees tea
the industry of the agricultarist, inutfer ysrs to coe,
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during the developmöet' of t'bose vast territories, depend greater amount of aid to- it than we are.giving to thia rond,upon the.older Provineésfor its manufactures. Therefore, agreed that the standard of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
it lis àf vital importtance to every section of Canada, and to way should be put in the contract as the standard of the
no portion more than the NortI-West, that there should be Union Pacific, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railway, as
eyrapid and cheap ommunic4tion established at an every one knows, is a road that is doing an enormous traffic

earlyaiy. Ndw ri, 1will draw the attention of the fouse and is regarded as a first-eluss rond. The Portland and
for a moment to what will b accomplished. The rond is Ogdensburg Railway and half-adozen other American
to be ommenced on the finst of July next at Callendar lines, have also a standard that cannot compare with
Station, near Lako Nipissing, and, under1tbis contract, is to the standard we have selected. I noed not
be procepded witb par paasu, at such an annual rate of pro- detain the fouse, therefore, by trying te
gress as will secure through coriection with the Canadian show that-it would have been utterly unreasonable for the
Prnàile Railway by 1891. Now with regard to the dis- Government of Canada to exact from these gentlemen, who
tance, everybody knows that the1 construction of this line were agreeing to construct this rond at so much less terms
*il shorte4ý the distânce between all our grent cities than were agreed to in the Allan contract, a higher
and Winnipeg; the prosent emporium df the North- standard than we have done. But we have a botter
west, by some 500 miles. But, assuming that we guarantee than could be inserted in the contract, of the
could go by the Sault Ste. Marie, in the absence of any high standard of the rond, and that is that these gentlemen
line at the north of Lake Superior, the distance, by the are not constructing the rond for the Government of
Sault and Duluth, would be, from Nipissing "to Sault Ste. Canada to work, but they are constructing it as their own
Matrie, 294 miles, from Sault St. Marie to Duluth 410 miles, property, and when it is constructed they have to furnish
and from Duluth via Emerson to Winnipeg 464 miles, the means of- maintaining and operating the road, and
making the total distance from Gallendar Station to every disadvantage of a poor construction would fhll upon
Winnipeg 1,168 miles. That was the shortest route which, them and not upon us. And, Sir, what would have been
twelve months ago, the Government were able to hold ont my position in demanding excessive terms in relation to
any expectation ofobtaining.· Now we propose to secure the the standard of the rond, when they had in their hands my
construction of a through line, to b. commenced on the own statement-the statement Of the Governmeu't of
first of July next, which will shorten that distance by 111 Canada, with al] the resources of the country aE our back-
miles. that we werc compelled to lower the charactor of the rond

Mr. BLAKE: That is 1,057 miles from Winnipeg to in order to construct a cheap lino of railway, and that the
South East Bay. lowest estimate we ecould nmake ofthe eost of sucli a work

was $80,00 ),O00 or an excess of 'the wholo anount they
Sir CHARLES 'l UPPER: It is 1,006 miles fro-m Nipis- were obtaining both in moniey and land, computing the

sing, along Thunder Bay to Winnipeg, if you take the Lake, land at a dollar an acre ? 1 think, therefor, Sir, that I
or 1,057 miles by rail; tue distance from Callendar Station need not detain the House by dealing with the question of
to Linkoping, the station where the lino will strike the the standard of the road. Nor, Sir, will I detain the
Thunder Bay Branch, being 686 miles, and that from House very long ipon the other point that has been
Linkoping Io Winnipeg being. 871 miles. So that the raised, and that is the mode upon which the money is
'Bouse will see we have the shortest possible lino by which being divided. I have shown the cost of the Penibina
to reach Winnipeg. It will also see that the distance from branch at the lowest rate at which we can now put it,
Montreal to Callendar Station is 354 miles, while the without all those buildings neeessary, and which these
distance from Toronto, by the Gravenhurst line, is 226 gentlemen will have to construet at their own cost.
miles, or 128 miles less than that from Montreal. I may now Ithon. gentlemen have paid any attention to tho deplorable
advert for a moment to some of the objections which have description that the First Minister gave us a year ago as to
been urged against this proposition. I am told that the the difficulties they would have to surmount between Red
standard is too low, that the standard of the Union Pacifie River and the foot of Rocky Mountains, I think they will
Railway, is a very unfavorable standard, and that we ought core to the conclusion that the amount is not extravagant,
to have selected something higher. Well, it is very well, I call the attention of the House to this fact. The Govern-
after having obtained the opportunity of making a ment want that road pushed through from Red River to the
c'ontract, to make severe stipulations; but when I have foot of the Rocky Mountains as fast as it can be done. I have
stated to the, House the terms under which these the authority of the leading gentlemen connected with the
gentlemen have undertaken to construet this rond, Syndiente to sfate in public that they intend the road to bo
I think yon wili agree with me that they were entitled to complete at the foot of the Rocky Mountains et the end of
as favorable consideration as we could give them. I should three years from the present time; If it be thouglit a gigan-
like to know what position the Government of Canaida tic work to build 300 miles of railway by this powerful
would have been in, who, after having offered $84,000,000 Syndicate in a year, I may tell hon. gentlemen, for their infor-
in 1873, te the company of which Sir Hugh Allan was the mation, that within the last year a few of those gentlemen
president, should ak the gentlemen who were undertaking completed between 200 to 300 miles of railway themselves
to do the same work for 478,000,000 to make the terme through a somewhat similar country. And, therefore, it is
more onerous than those of the previous eontract. If any not an extravagant statement for them to make in saying
hon. gentlemen will turn te the' contract with the company that they intend to construct the road to the foot cf tie
of which Sir Hugh Allan was president, they will find that Rocky Mountains in three years, and to build 300 miles of
it provided that the standard of construction and equip- this rond during the coming season. Wbat doos that in-
mentof the Canadian Pacifie Railway should be the Union volve? It involves thQ expenditure ofan enormous amount
Pacifie Railway, and, therefore, we have gone as far as any of capital at the outset. The very moment this cor-
member of this lous, or any fair-minded man will say we tract is ratified by Parliament, these gentlemen have got
ought te go, With reference to the standard. But what is to put their hands in their pockets and not only take there-
this standYard? Why, there are half a dozen leading roads from a $1,000,000 to deposit with us as security, but they
in 4he nited States to-day of which the standard is more have to put their hands into another pocket the next hour
objectionable in grades and curves than that of the Union and take out another million to equip the road that is in
Pa=ife dalway. Therefore, I think there is not much operation, and that will be in opefation within the cor-se of

ad fer cavitin-that matter. When the Union Pacifie the year. After reading the lachrymose statements ef the
,MiIW y was bilt the Government, who gave a much ihon. leader of the late Government about these lands and
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the difficulty of getting them sold, it is not unreasonable te
suppose that, with all their energy and industry, it will take
two or three years before they can make these lands to any
large extent serviceable by a return of money ,from their
sale. These gentlemen have, therefore, at the outset,
to lay out an enormous sum of money for equipment,
in providing the plant necessary to run that work
during the coming three years, and they have,, in the
next place, to wait for a considerable period before
they-can receive any return for lands. At the end of the
three years all that plant will, of course, be applicable to tihe
other sections. I believe, therefore, the more it is examined
the more it will be found that in the division of money no
injustice has been done, and those who place confidence,
not in us, but in the statement of the leader of the
late Government, have only to take his own
statements which I have read to-night, and that
was his estimate of 820,600 per mile for the portion
to be constructed west of Red River, te perceive the advan-
tage of the present proposed 'arrangement. There is
another million they have to put their bands into their
pockets te puy us, and that is for the work we have con-
structed west of Red River and the material we have on
hand applicable for the purposes of construction. Under
these circumstances, the hon. gentlemen's minds will be
relievid to know that we have made the very best division
of the money. If the enterprise is to prove anything but
a failure there is a great expen'iture of money to be made
at the very outeet in bringing people to this country. I
regard this proposal to secure the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway by the agency of the Company
as of most vital importance* from the point, of view that,
instead of having to struggle with railway companies in
competition for immigrants, we will have a gigantic rail-
way company with ail its ramifications in t e United
States, France, Germany, and the British Islands, co-oper-
ating with the Government of Canada. But all that
will involve a present outlay of a very large sum ofi
money by these gentlemen. The only hope they can
bave of having any means of sustaining the railway,
if it is constructed, is by getting a population as
rapidly as possible into tie fertile valleys of the North-
West, and thus furnish the - traffie which alone can
support the operation of this railway. I am told that,
another very objectionable feature is the exemption of the
lands from taxation. I have no hesitation in saying Iwould
have been glad if that was not ini the contract. If it were
only to meet the strong prejudice that exists in this country
on that question, I should have been glad if it were not i
the contract; but there were two things we had to consider.
One was to make the best bargain we could for Canada, andg
the other was not to impose terms that, without being of1
any niaterial advantage to the country, would be likely te
lead to disaster in the money markets of the world when1
the prospectus was placed on those markets. Every one will1
understand that the ption in respect to the taxation isnot1
changed in the slightest degree from that in which we
were constructing this road a a Government work; when1
my hon. friend was cohstructingit by direct Governmientj
agency, no taxation could have been levied on these lande
until they were utilized, until they were occupied.f
No province, municipality or corporation of any
kind existiùg, or that could bb reated hereafte f
could impose the slightest tax on those lands, untilE
they were sold or occupied, and when they are sold or occu-1
pied now, that moment they are liable to taxation. I wll
not stop te discuss the question of the road itself being:
exempt from taxation because hon. gentlemen have only
to turn to the laws of the United States, and in reference te
the construction of those great lines of railway anywhere, to
find that the policy of 'the Government of the Unmted States1
has always been thait those lines of railway, the road-wayy1

Sir CHuantLs TuppE.

the road itself, the stations, everything embraiced i the terni
railway, was exempt froi taxation. One of the jdges of
the courts of the Umted States 4eclared that as these ,great
lines ôf road were national works, were public easemeh ta,
that as they were for the benefit and advancement of the
whole country, they should not be sùbject to any t ation,
State or municipal. We have, therefore, onily followet
practice that bas prevailed in the United States and that
which honorable gentlemen opposite will feelwas incumbét
upon us. WYhat was our postion? We were asking;these
gentlemen to cone forward and táke a position from which
we shrank. I dop't hesitate to say that great and im-
portant as the enterprise was, the Government fl1t it was
one of enormous magnitude and tPeumbled almost when
they regarded the great cost of construction and the cost of
maintenance and operation of the road when .constructed.
And - ask when we were hifting fromi>ur shoulders to the
shoulders of a privaté ompany ail the responsibility, I ask
this House in candour to tell me whether they do.not think
that, as far as we could we ought to have put theàe geutie-
men in as favorable a position for the construction of the
road as we occupied ourselves. That is ail we have done;
and as I have said before, the moment the land are utilised
they become liable to taxation. I have been told that the
lands of the Canada Company being free from taxation it
was found that they were attended with a good deal that
was objectionable.

Mr. MACKENZIE. They were not free from taxation.

Mr. BLAKE. They were only ordinary-large Ifd-
holders.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh, it was owned in large
blocks. Then the case is not half as bad.

Mr. BLAKE. No; this is much worse.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I suppose it was because they

were free from taxation. Well, we have taken cage they
shall not own, then, in blocks. We have met the dißiculty
and covered it. But, as I said before, these gentlemen
must sell their lands. It is impossible to sustain
the road without bringing a population into the country
as rapidly as possible. It is said this is a
gigantic monopoly. You not only free the lands
from taxation until occupied but you croate a monopoly. It
we have one strong point in our case, it is this, that under
the terms of the Alan contract of 1873, 54,000,000 acres of
land were locked up, if you call it locked up, by being placed
in the hands of a company. Under this contract 25,000,000
acres of land only are to be resèrved. Under the.Allan oontract
of 1873, and the terms of the Canadian Pacific Railway Act
of 1874,.those parties were entitled to have their land in large
blocks of 20 miles square, and under this contráct the
Governmnt have possession of every alternate mile over
the whole section and along 4he whole line of rlroed,
Can there be any monopoly? Why, under the terns of the
the Allan contract the Goverment was bound, as. the
Govermment of'the United. States was ound in4 relatiou to
the Northern Pacific Railway, te abstain from s.lling au
acre unßer $2,50. Under thiscentMet, however, we are fre
to give away every acre that remains r possessn
should the public interest warrant it. . Np policy diid the
syndicate press more, strongly -upg .us .to tat of
settling the land as fastas s wÇp clu. .Tley May we
shobld bon oly togladtoplatafreesetterupon ever'yare
belonging to the Govrmeut. We hekIr, on tihemougply
point, that instead of 54,000,000 acres being ocked .up i
blocks of 20 miles on eah aide of the road,instad
of our being bound tooi e at no les than P A-
acre, we can open up to free et4lment the 2"M0000
acr es tie Government retains to tiliise a the in*u Of -
the conntry, over and a pt mp tsp-
cate, or cn sell at pries belboirthe minimum by tir
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termsof 1874. WRiesaouttet.rmsofsayear ago? Read
the resolution Parlamnent pased bore for tho appropriation
of 100,000,000 acres andyou will ee how absolutoly Parlia-
nant placed them at the disposalof the Government, for ise
la anya O 1 toUure the onosatrultion otthe (Canadian
P_ e > wy. Instead of having bandôd over to a
onoi as it ybe aled,tose 160,000,000 acres, we held

7 Z,0 acres in our * own hnnds to used for promoting
the interest of CanEaMa hy fOe settlement and by sales, to
-eturn to na the money required to be paid undor the cou-

tract, tô the Syndicate t.5,000,000. As I said before, the
qWestion of freedom from taxation of the lands is not new.
Ini 170 an Act was passed in the United States for the re-
if fthe International Railroad Company, now consolidated

undor the narne of'the International and Grea't Northern
1taIlroad Companjy, which provides, similarly to what has
been enacted as regards other railroad companies mi varionu
states of the Uion, that the lands of the company shall bc
froc from taxation. Thé U7nited States Government has
given great land grants to railways under whatis called the
head grant system, and in one case a company wasauthorized
to select any part of the public lands of Texas, that mag-
nificent country that has excited the- admiration of hon.
gentlemen opposite the most beautiful and fertile areas,
without any h indrance or any responsibility whatever. The
company received "20 sections f 640 acres each of the
unappropriate'd lands of the Stato for each mile of railroad
whieo has been or may hereafter be constructed pursuant to
the Act of 1870. The said company, its successors and
assigns to have the right to locate the said lands as head
rights certificates, without tb necessity of alternating the
sections; .the said lands and certificates to be released fiom
ail county, state, municipal and other taxes for a period of
twenty-flve years." The moment our lands, howover, are
sold they become liable to taxation. Under that United
States law tbey remain froc for twenty-five years after
coming into the hands of private purchasers. There is
nothing of the kind hem. The moment our lands are util-
ized or sold, and the compauy cannot afford to keep them
from settlement, which will add more to the value of the re-
mainder than is possible in sny other way, they fail under
taxation. The location of the railway, it appears, is objected
to. it, ander the terms of this contract, the location
14 toe hcaubrnitted for the approval of the Govornor in
Couneit. i do not hesitate to say, that this Company will
be much better able to locate the road than the Government.
They have a more vitali, personal, direct interest in putting
it through, and best know how to make it shortest,
cousistept with its beat location. Government cannot
give the matter that personÎl, direct attention within the
body of gentlemen as familiar with such works as are the
members of the Syndicate. In My judgmet, therefore,
it is not necesssry there shmËd be the restriction
this At provides, that is, that the Governor il Council
should have the right of decision; because, I believe, their
own interest will compel them to make the best possible
location. Bat, we hqve provided that, by maintaining a
goerai control of the Governor in Conucil over the
work, that not one mile of the road shah be located
without their consent. I am told that great objection is
made o thepower of the Company, to build branch lines.
Xa tup lieuse aware that, in the United States, ail the
po"wra givon this Syndicate, which comes forward to take
ko jac e @f the Government and relieve it of responsibility,

iP regard to this work, are enjoyed by everyboy or every
oempany building a railroad. Ail that such persons
requiro to d4e is to organize a company, under the gencral
laregister themelves, and go and build a ralroad where-
ever they like, with such priviieges in thoir faveur.

Mr.yL ßNZI, Do the same thing inyourNorth-West.
Sir ûUAXALíS TtIPPER. The hon. gentleman will see,

gathaÇ to the las objection that can be mado to Our poeicy,

ho bas anticipated me, because I intended giving him oredit
for the liberal spirit with which he dealt with ithe branch
lines-I mean by the bill submiitted, containing the policy
of the late Governmont, upon whicb, of course, the
Opposition will notgo back. In the State of Minnesta-and
everywhero eise across the line-hranch lines can b. built
by any porsons wheriever they desire. We bave morely
given to this Company a power, any n every person can
enjoy in the Uited States. The hon.member for Lambton
isLte last source fron. which I should have expected
opposition to this policy.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What policy ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The policy of allowing the

Syndicate the privilego of constructing branch lines in
connection with the road.

Mr. MACKENZIE. You prohibit everybody else.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no such prohibition.

This remark is only an evidence of the difficulty, the
dilemma in which hon. gentlemen opposite findi thenselves
in. Because they eau find no legitimate objections to this
policy, they must manufacturd them. There is no such
provision in the bill-not a line giving a monopoly to those
gentlemen, and this Parliament has power to-day and will
have power-next year, after they have ratified this policy,
to empower any persons whatever to construet lines in any
part of the North-West. What did the bill submitted by
the Minister of the Interior for the late Govorument provide
with regard te the construction of railroads in the North-
west-a bill which embodied the wisdom af the Government
of which he was a nember? It first provides that any
person may construct a railway in the North-West
wherever they choose. They may organize under provisions
similar to those under which Parties in the United States
may construet branch lines. It went furthor. We have not
given these gentlemen a dollar with which to construct
branches. W e propose to give them the right of way for
branch lines free, and shall ho only too glad to do so if they
run branches from one end of the country to the other. We
felt it was in the interest of the country to give them every
facility possible for the strengthening of tie trunk line
and the opening of such volumes of traffie over it as are
indispensable to the prosperity of the country, and as must
increase the value of our lands beyond any other influence.
Not one dollar can they spend in the construction of
branches that will not pour large sume into the treasur of
Canada. by increasing the value of its lands in their neigh-
borhood. But the bill of the late Government did not leave
the cost of their construction on the company, The Gov.
ernment generously came to their aid. Everybody could
go on and build branches and come with his little bi to the
Government for payment. What does the Act say?

"'The Governor in Council may reserve every alternate section of
ungranted lands to the extent of 10 sections per nmile, 5 o each side,
exclusive of the sections which, under the Dominion Lands Act, may have
been reserved as school sections or allotted to the Hudson Bay Company,
for the prposes of this Act."

That wasss bonus to tbese gentlemen for construction of this
branch line.

" Or, should the Governor in Caencil deea it epédient, instead of
conveying lands to the Company, the Company may be paid the moneys
received from the sales of lands on the Uine of and wit six miles of such
railway, from time to time until the com p shall have received a saum
not exceeding ten thoùsand dollars per mile.

Giving .a claim to every man who built a mile of it, to
come to the treasury of Canada, and demand g410,1.00, and
yet, with this strong declaration, uttered on the floor ofthe
Hiouse and placed on the public records of the eountry,
they venture to challenge the soundness of the judgment
of the Government of Canada to permit parties, without
one dolIar's aid or one acre of land to construct branch lines
for the opening up snd development of the North-Weet.
Well, Sir,1t is said that a great enormity has been committed
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by the prohibition to construct linos running iin any
other direction than a certain one, south-west and west by
south-vest. Well, Sir, I am a little surprised to hear any
such objection, and I shal listen with great interest to the -
hon. gentlemen on the other side-of the Hlouse if they have
any objection of that kind to make. A year ago, Sir,,a
company with perhaps as strong claims to consideration as
it would be possible for any company to have on the Parlia-
ment o Canada, came to us for permisàion to construct a
railway. They asked for no money, they asked no aid; they
only asked for permission to c'nstruct a railway of a certain
kind, why did we refuse it? Why,Siry we were very-sorry
to refuse it, but, the Government having takén' the subject'
into careful consideration, decided that, inasumuch as Canada
was dealing with the construction of the great Canadian
Pacifie Railway,and inasmuch as the only hope of maintaining
this road, and of operating it after it was built, was to retain
the traffle of the Canadian North-West on the trunk line, we
came to the conclusion that it was not in the interests of the
country, however greatly any section might demand or need
it, to construct a line which would carry trafflc cf the North-
West out of our country and leave our trunk line, the
Canadian Pacific, which had cost the country such a great
sum of money, denuded of the traffle necessary to sustain it
Well, sir, that policy was announced and deliberaitely
adopted by the Government, and it was my duty, as
the Ministerof Railways, to submitit to the small Parliament
upstairs, the Railway Committee. That Committee, Sir,
embraces a great body of gentlemen on both sidee of the
Hfouse, who are prepared to give great consideration and
bring their judgment to bear in relation to the quiestions. I
think that it contains 100 members.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Ninety-five.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The number is 95, Isay that

is a amall parliament, and whon I submitted the deliberate
judgment of the Government on this point, to refuse, se far
as we were able, to allow that charter to pass, the policy of
the Government was adopted by that Committee without a
single dissentient voice.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I dissented for one.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Tho hon. gentleman says

ho dissented, thon lie was greatly misunderstood. I hoard
no dissent, but more than that, a deputation who came
down from Emerson to seek assistance, told me, a short
time ago, that they had an interview with ,he hon. gentleman,
and that they could not get any more satisfaction from him
than they could obtain froin the Government.

Mr. MACKFNyE. I have no power to give assistance.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Then, Sir, all that I can say f

isthat the hon. gentleman failed in the discharge of the duty
of bis high position, as one of the leading members of this
Parliament, if ho, on an occasion when tho Government
policy on a great national question waa submitted before
the Railway Committee, retains his opinion to himaelf
and does net give that 0ommittee the benefit of his judg:
ment and experience-

Mr. MACKENZIE. Ifirmly expressed my dissent.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Sir, the hon. gentleman does
-not geneally dissent in such a mild way as to
prevent me from remembering it; and all I canth
say is, that if he dissented ho did it se gently that ic
had passed entirely from my recollection, and I hold that i
this Government, in devolving the duty of constructing the
Canadian Pacific Railway on the shoulders of the Syndicate,
could not reasouably say, ithe rights which the Government'
of Canada maintained and publ&ely declared they had main- i
tained in the interesta of Canada, and in protection of the
traffle of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, they abai be with- r
held from yon, and now that the possibility of maintaining t

Sir CHAnLEs TipzR.

that tracie is placed upn your shoulders we do hoicare
where the traffio goes. Isay that the interest which we
have to-day, as Canadians, in that railway in their possession
is the some national interest, to bring every pound of the
traMe of the North-West wh.ch we an bringdown througl
the heart of0Canada, and.dovn to-the ie board in our QWn
eountry,-as I trust in no distant dy will be the cae. Wel,
Sir, the hon. momber brought up the question of rates, the
other day, in the speech whiehe delivered to the House on
the Address. Il could then quito understand - that
the hon. ,gentena was about yolace our Anclhor td
windward and when the hon. gentleman dragged in the
question of rates on railways into the discussion the other
day, I quite understood that there was a deliberate design
iii it - to forestall the public mind in relation to. this matter.
Every person knows the great complainbts that'have been
made owing to the disproportionate rates which have been
adopted on railways in the United States running through
the praries.. But, Sir, what is our position with relation
to the matter. Why, Sir, we have taken power by this
contract, which, under the Consolidated Railway Act on the
Statute book, we do not possess. So far from having yielded
anything with relation to rates, the Governor in 'ouncil
retains power toJlevy those rates. Not a rate can be collected,
not a cent can be eollected by that Company for anything on
their road, until the Government which is responsible to this
House, whoever they may be, have given their sanction to
what they believe to be just, and in the i.nterests of the
country. And, Sir, having retaincd the power, what more
did we do? Why, Sir, we ascertained that, according to the
law, Parliament itself had not the power, after the rate was
fixed, to reduce it, unlessit could be shewn that the Company
were getting fifteen per cent. on their capital. We, in this
contract, have changed that, and have deprived the Company
of the power, which, under the Consolidated Railway Act,
they and every other railway in the country enjuyed, and
stipulated a lower rate of profit as the point at which they
may be asked to lower their rates. I think, under these cir-
cumstances, that the hon. gentleman's long discussion on ajquestion that was certainly not before the flouse was hardly
called for.

Mr. ANGLIN. Is the profit to be taken upon the
capital of the Company or upon the whole money ex-
pended upon the construction of the road, because there is a
great difference ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will be
greatly relieved to find that it ls not so bad as he had hoped.
Itis upon the capital they have-expended themselves.

Mr. ANGIN. Under the terms of the contret, for
there lis a doght about it?

SirCHARLES TUPPER. That is a question of law, upon
which I will defer to the hon. gentleman. Ie hasthe contract
before him, and whatetbr want of conttdence I may haIve -in
his political sentiments, I have great confidnce In hls
legal ability. I will ndt require te ,say anythin' «more
about that. I am tlid that some gentle'men are
afraid«that dificulty will be caused' by the' ela se of the
contract which requires the Gove rnmnt te holdin cetain
contingencies, which may or nay not arise, nt five
millions of dollars at foar per cent. interest. e we
had said to the late Minister of Finane a year ago that we
expected in twelve months to be in a .condition M wieh,
instead of paying five per cent., as we are paying now,
Fe should be able to se bonds at fbur per cent interest
without any commission. - Suppose we had ventured
to tell hon. gentlemen that we expect, in twelve months,
to be in the condition of being able to obtain al lthe
mnoey that Canada reqniïed for its development, and to
redeem the bonds issued at five und six 'er entt.' as fas as
hey became due at fotr per cent, wRubut e farthing being
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paid for commission, they would have laughed at us. But
it is a fact staring them in the face, and when we entered
into the contract we found that we occupied a position
that was likely to furnish us with all the money
we wanted. The able Finance Minister, my
hon. colleague, told us that he could handle
that twenty-five millions of money in such a way as to be
eminently advantageous to the interests of Canada, if he is
called upon to hold it, and it was only after learning that
that we agreed to take it upon these terms. I think there-
fbre I need hardly detaih the House upon that subject.
With reference to the telegraph I am told that there is an
objection on that point, but surely no person would have
expected the Government of Canada to make a contract with
a company who were bound to construct in ten years wroad
from the Red River to Kamloops, and a road from Nipissing
to Burrard Inlet, and operate some 3,000 miles.ofroad, without
the power to erect and operate a telegraph. Such a thing
would, I think, be unheard of, and when I tell the House that
instead of having a monopoly the Government of Canada, at
this moment, retains the Canadian Pacific Telegraph in their
own hands, and that these parties have not acquired a
dollar's worth of rights in the telegraph which has been
contracted for, at a sum a little in excess of one million of
dollars; when I tell the Hoùse that we retain the ownership
of our own line of telegraph, it will sec that unless terms are
made for the transaction of general business, and for taking
over our lines upon terms in the interest of Canada, we are
in a position to carry out and complete our own line and make
it a very sharp competition indeed. Now, Sir, I am glad to
say that I am able to bring my remarks to a conclusion, but
before doing so, I will ask the louse to indulge me for a
moment whilst I read an extract from the Winnipeg corres-
pondence of the Toronto Globe of November 25th:

" So mucb has been said and written about the size and fertility of the
North-West that it is scarcely necessary to repeat any of it here. Prof.
Macoun's recent explorations fully demonstrate the fact that there are
about 250,000,000 of acres embraced within Manitoba and the North-West
Territories. A mere fraction of this is as yet settled, so that there are
still homes in the North-West for millions of people. For two hundred
miles west most ofthe good land bas been taken up, but beyond that
point there is any quantity of the richestland, much of it noteven surveyed.
The quality of the soil throughout these territories is almost uniformly
good. ln many places it is unsurpassed. In the Red River Valley, near
Winnipeg, farms bave been cropped for fifty years without the aid of
manure. Further west the soil is somewhat lighter, but in the opinion of
many, better adapted for genera! farming purposes. There is a consider-

e quantity of waste land, if we take it in the aggregate, but compara-
y the percentage is not large, and much of wbat is now waste land

will be reclaimed by drainage before the country is a generation older."

Now, Sir, I draw attention to that for the purpose of
showing the hon._gentlemen opposite how small a portion
of these fertile lands in the great North-West is abaorbed by
the twenty-five millions of acres which under this contract
we give to the Syndicate. Idrawthe attention of gentlemen
opposite to this, because it was one of the subjects of
discussion a year ago. I ventured to state from the best
authority, for we had expended a large amount of money
for surveys, &c., and a number of able men had investigated
this subject of the lands of the North-West, that 150 millions
of acres of good land lay between the west of Manitobac
and the Rocky Mountains, betwoon the 49th and 57th i
parallels of the north latitude, and hon. members opposite t
doubted it. Now we find that Professor Macoun, who is1
one of the most able explorers and one of the best qualified
men to form a judgnent upon the matter, and who hast
spent the last season in going over the country, found that1
that great Missouri section of barren coùntry which was1
supposed to extend into Canada in the North-West, waq in-
a great measure valuable and fertile land. He found thatt
the idea that it was a desert was an entire delusion and(
that instead of that a great portion of these lands, thirty1
millions of acres, which were supposed to be unfit for settle-1
ment are largely fit for settlement, and they are included ini
contract in the lands "fairly fit for settlenent." Underi
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these circumstances the House will sce that this land has
been very much under-estimated. Before I conclude, there
is another point that I want to refer to. It is charged
against the Government and it is the lnst charge in the
world that 1 hope any person wlll ever be able to sustain
against them-it is a charge of not being truc to the
National Policy. If the Government of Canada, with the
evidence of the past two years before them, were to b
faithless to the National Policy, they would deserve to be
driven from power by the execration of every true-hearted
Canadian. I say this is about the last charge that should
have been made, but I am told that they have given under
the contract rights and privileges which are fatal to the
National Policy. There is nothing inthe law, nothing in
the statute book that enables one cent of duty to be col-
lected for anything that has been used for the purpose of
constructing the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Not one cent.

AMr. MACKENZIE. Did the contractors pay the duty ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Certainly, but they were

building cthe railway for us, and they were paid an amount
that it was estimated would pay them for the work they
performed, and give them a profit. But every locomotive,
every car for tbe railway that we imported for ourselves, as
we have done, could not by any law that is on the statute
book be charged with duty. So that there is no ground of
complaint upon that point. But, Sir, that is not the contract.
The contract provides only for the admission free of duty of
all steel rails, fish-plates and other fàstenings, spikes, bolts,
w-ire, timber and ail materials for bridges to be used in the
original construction of the railway and for a telegraph line
in connection therewith. Now, Sir, w-hat is the duty collected
on now ? Steel rails are free under the law.

Mr. MACKENZIE. For how long ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. So long as the steel rails are

not manufactured in this country, for the purpose of supply-
ing our own country. The Government felt that the
construction of railways was so vitally important b the
development of Canada, that they made an exception of steel
rails, saying that while steel rails were not manufactured in
this country they should be admitted free. Therefore, this
limits it to the bolts, nuts, wire, timber and material for
bridges. Well, Sir, we carefully considered that by admit-
ting iron for bridges free of duty, we would probably have
the bridges constructed of iron instead of wood. But is there
a niember of this House who fails to sec that if we had not
made such a provision, we only had to import these articles
to make them free ? I may say that under this contract the
position of theindustries of Canada and of the National Policy
is better than before. The Government intended in tbis
matter, as in everything else, to be true to thatbgreat National
Policy whieh lifted Canada ont of the condition of depression
in which our country was, and placed it in as prosperous a con-
dition as any country occupied, that policy which has increased
the credit of our country by changing deficits into handsome
surpluses, that policy which bas vitalized the industries of
Canada, set money in circulation, commercial enterprises in
operation and created industries from one end of Canada to
the other, to an extent that the most sanguine advocate of
the National Policy did not venture to anticipate. We would
be faithless to the country and to the position we occupy, if
we did not, in everything to which we put our hands, main-
tain this policy in its integrity that Canada may continue to
proe.per and flourish as at present. In regard to that question
1 may say that the Minister of Finance will be prepared to
submit a measure to deal with this very point, by which
the construction of everything that can be constructed in
Canada for the purposes of the Canada Pacifie Railway will
be provided for in our own country. Now, Sir, I am glad
that I shall not be compelled to trespass farther upon the
attention of the House. When I rose I expressed the pride
and pleasure it gave me as a member of the Government of
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Canada to be able, in the year 1880, to propound to
Parliament a measure for its adoption which will secure in
ten years the construction of the Pacific Railway, upon
terms more favorable than the most enthusiastic friend of'
the railway had ventured to hope this Parliament would
have the opportunity of putting its seal of ratification to.
I have read at some length the able and eloquent statements
of hon. gentlemen opposite to show that no men are more
bound, as honorable and patriotic statesmen, to give this
measure their hearty support than those gentlemen them-
selves. I am glad to know that if ever there were a mea-
sure presented for the considePation of this House, worthy
and likely to receive its hearty adoption, it is the measure
I have the honor of submitting for its consideration. I have
the satisfaction of knowing that throughout this intelligent
country every man breathed more freely when he learned
that the great, enormous, undertaking of constructing and
operating the railway was to be lifted from the shoulders of
the Government, and the liability the country were going
to incur was to be brought within, not over the limit which
in its present financial condition it is prepared to
meet; within such limits that the proceeds fom the sale
of the land to be granted by Parliament for the construc-
tion of the line, would wipe out all liabilities at no distant
day. But this is the slightest consideration in reference to
this question. It is a fact that under the proposals now sub-
mitted for the Parliament to consider, this country is going
to secure the construction and operation of the gigantic
work wbich is to give new life and vitality to every section
of this Dominion. No greater responsibility rests upon
any body of men in this Dominion, than rests upon the
Governmert of Canada, placed as it is in a position to deal
with the enormous work of the development of such a coun-
try as Providence bas given us; and I say we should be
traitors to ourselves and to our children if we should hesitate
to secure on terms such as we have the pleasure of submit-
ting to Parliament the construction of this work, which is
going to develope all the enormous resources of the North-
West, and to pour into that country a tide of population
which will be a tower of strength to every part of Canada,
a tide of industrious and intelligent men who will not only
produce national as well as individual wealth in that section
of the Dominion, but will create such a demand for
the supplies which must come from the older provinces,
as will give new life and vitality to every industry in
which those Provinces are engaged. Under these cir-
cumstances, we had a right to expect that support, wbich,
in justice to themselves and their position as statesmen,
bon. gentlemen opposite should give us. I say, Sir, that
looking at this matter from a party point of view-the
lowest point of view-I feel that these gentlemen, by fol-
lowing the course they propose, are promoting the interests
of the party now in power, just as they promoted our
interests when they placed themselves in antagonism to
the National Policy, which the great mass of the people
desired. But I say I am disappointed at their
course. i regret it, notwithstanding that it
conduces to the interests of our own party.
On past occasions I made the most earnest appeal in my
power to those gentlemen to sink on one great national
question partizan feelings and to enable both sides of this
liouse and both parties of this country to unite in a great
measure that did not require to be dragged down into the
arena of party, and which would be promoted, and largely
promoted by a combination of both of the great parties in
this country. The honorable gentlemen refused to respond
to that appeal and, therefore, I will not waste time on the
present occasion by pointing out to them how desirable it is
now, but I did hope when we abandoned this railway as a
Government work, and when it became a commercial under-
taking it would be otherwise; and one of the reasons-one of
the great necessities for changing our base -one ofthe great
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necessities to place this work on a commercial footing at the
earliest opportunity-was that we became aware
from the events of the last two sessions that
while we dealt with it as a Government rail-
way it was to be dragged down from its high position to
the arena of~partizan politics. In order to obstruct the Go-
vernment, in order to prevent our carrying out the policy
as we were carrying it out, these gentlemen were driven to
assume the unpatriotie attitude of decrying the
credit and capabilities of our country and damaging
the prospects of this great work. I am glad that
we have triurmphed over such opposition, and that
despite that obstruction we have surmounted the great
difficulty-that despite all the obstruction they could throw
in our way, the time has come when enlightened capitalists
best acquainted with the ressources of Canada are prepared
to throw themselves into the construction of this great
railway. I say, I was in hope, now that we have abandoned
it as a Government work and it is placed on a commercial
foundation, that those gentlemen could, without loss of
party prestige, unite with us on this great question and
on giving to this Syndicate who are charged with this
important and oncrous undertaking, that fair, handsome
and generous support that men engaged in a great national
work in any country are entitled te receive at the hands,
not only of the Government of the country, but of every
patriotic member of Parliament. Sir, I say I have been
disappointed, but I hope upon future reflection, at no dis-
tant day, when the results of this measure which we are
now submitting for the approval of Parliament and which
I trust and confidently expect will obtain the sanction of
this House, will be such as to compel these gentlemen, openly
and candidly te admit that iii taking the course which
we have followed we have done what is calculated to
promote the best interests of the country and that it has been
attended with a success exceeding our most sanguine expec-
tations. I can only say, in conclusion, after some five-and-
twenty years of publie life I shall feel it the greatest source
of pleasure that the quarter of a century has afforded me, as
I am satisfied that my right hon. friend beside me will
feel that it crowns the success of bis public life, that while
Premier of this country his Government were able to arry
through Parliament a measure of such inestimable value to
the progress of Canada ; so I can feel, if I have no other
bequest to leave to my children after me, the proud$
legacy I would desire to leave was the record that I
able to take an active part in the promotion of this great
measure by which, I believe, Canada will receive an
impetus that will make it a great and powerful country at
no distant date. -

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I do not rise, Mr. Chairman, for the
purpose of following the hon. Minister of Railways either in
the way of approval or dissent; but, Sir, I cannot affect to be
ignorant of the fact that the allusion which the hon.
gentleman made in the course of bis speech to some one
who had occupied the editorial chair of the Citizen for a day,
pointed to me. I have heard some observations of that
kind in the lobbies and elsewhere, and from the manner in
which the hon. gentleman turned bis face, with some
fierceness of aspect, in this direction, I assume he meant me.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The bon. gentleman will
perhaps allow me to interrupt him in saying that if I turned
my face in that direction, it was with no such intent, and
that I had no intention of making a personal application of
my remarks to him, as I had not the slightest idea that the
hon. gentleman had anything to do with that article.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I am glad to hear the bon.
gentleman's explanation, but, as I have already remarked,
bearing as we do in the lobbies and elsewhere that the
article was attributed to me, I thought in justice to the
proprietor of that newspaper, that I should here state that
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I did mot write a line-indeed lave never written a lino for
that paper, that I am aware of; that I was not cognizant
he was, going to take the course whieh he did take,
and which, in my opinion, was a very manly one
in a newspaper regarded as a party organ. If, in the
interest of the country, he thought it right to give the
warning hle did to his political leaders, it was a manly
course to take, but whatever the motives of the proprietor of
the Oitizen may hav4 been, I had nothing to do with inspir-
ing that article or the criticisms which appeared in its
columus-on the oontract. If they were disingenuous, I did
not discover that feature in the comments thut I saw. It
is not unknown to members of Parliament that I do not find
myself able to concur in the propositions of the Government
with respect to the Pacifie Railway. I shall tako an oppor-
tunity before this debate closes of stating my grounds for
that position, and of making such observations as I shall feel
it my duty,-as an independent member of Parliament, to
mako. At present there are members on both sides of the
Bouse to whom, in the courtesy of parliamentary practice,
it would be proper for me to give place.

Mr. BLAKE. At this late hour ofthe evening it isquite
impossible that I should hope to conclude the remarks
which I propose to make in answer to tho speech we have
been en4ertained with for some hours, and it is one of the
advantages (I do not think altogether counterbalancing the
disadvantages) but still one of the advantages of the form
of procedure we are now engaged in, that you one proceed a
certain distance and can again renew your attention, Sir,
to the subject. I shall proceed to sucb an hour this evening
as hon. gentlemen opposite think fit to have an adjournment,
and shall not complete the remarks which I wish to make
this evening. The hon. Minister oflRailways spenttwo hours
and a half of bis speech in a discussion in which I do not
intend to spend ton minutes. The course of that part of
his speech, I venture to observe, was not unfamiliar to us.
in fact I hoard one of bis supporters subsequently say that
he always did like that speech of the hon. gentleman, and
from bis point of view I have no doubt ho did. There is,
however, one advantage which the hon. gentleman has as
Minister ofiRailways. If there is a certain degree of sameness,
in the general lino of his speeches on the Pacific Railwy,
there is always a pleasing variety in the estimates ho brings
forward from session to session. Whatever flights of fancy,
fail him in bis oratory, ho is capable of surprising us by
the most extraordinary and alarming performances, whether
they be offancy or of fiction, in the way of estimates for that
work. He bas not been unequal to himself on this occasion.
The hon. gentleman made some variety, as it was
proper he sould do, in the dressing up of the old dish.
He began, upon the last occasion, with an appeal that we
should not drag down this debate to the low level of a
party discussion, and he ended with that appeal upon this
occasion. le reminded us at the close of his speech, this
time, of what he ommenced it with last irme. Sir, I say
again that I know nothing in the institution of party which
should disentitle any pa.rty from taking such a lino upon any
public question as they conceive the public interest requires;
and I say that the moment I am satisfied that the hon.
gentleman's notions of what makes a paity question, and of
the degradation to which a question is submitted by its
becoming a party question, are true, I shall abandon the
doctrine of party altogether. If I did not behieve, as I do
in my heart and conscience believe, that the proposal of the
Administration, brought down to-day, is not merely fraught
with great danger but certain to prove disastrous
to the future of this country, which it is
principally designed to serve, as they say, I should be glad
to give it my support, and it is because I entertain the
conviction that the measure is not merely dangerous, but
ruinous, that I oppose it at the very outset. The hon.
gentleman bas said, for his leader and hinself, that this is to

rb the crowning glory of their lives. For bis leader it is to
be the crown placed on the pedostal-though I did not know
that il was usual for pedestals to have crowns. The hon. gentle-
man of whom he spoke,and to whom he attributed this peculiar
position of this measure amongot his laurels,las described
in still more eloquent and high-flowing terms, his, views on
the subject.. It seoms bis interest in the Canada Pacifie
Railway and his joy and congratulation at the results he
achieved in England are by him not expected to end with
bis earthly career, but that above and beyond, and from, as
ho modestly said, he hoped a botter sphere, among the joys of
that life and the avocations and contemplations which will
generally engross bis attention in that botter
world, he hoped to bo pormitted to look down upon
bis friends the young mon of the Club Cartier, travelling
from Montreal to the Pacifie at the rate of twenty-five miles
an hour. Sir, I have read and heard a good many desorip-
tions of the world tocome. The Indian's notion of the here-
after and the Mahomeddan's paradise'are familiar to us, but it
is certainly a new description of one of the joys of the time
to come, that an inhabitant of that celestial sphere should
be able to look down and sec some young fellows travelling
on a railway. The hon. Minister himself, speaking of
lis own share in this great work, hoped ho would be able
to leave it as a legacy to bis children. I hope ho will; and
that it will be a substantial logacy-one that will enable
them, in all time to come, to look back with complacency
on this great work of the hon. gentleman's life. But,
whilo these hon. gentlemen are overjoying themselves
upon what they have accomplished in bringing down
this plan, they seem to me to be rather disposed-judging
by the time and the efforts which they have devoted to
proving that it does not lie in our mouths to complain, what-
ever might b the objections to the plan-to doubt whether
it be not obnoxious to criticism if only fit critics eau b
found. They seem inclined to think that something should
be said against it, but it is not for us to cast a stone. Well,
upon the last occasion on which this question was discussed,
I entered upon a history as brief as I could mako it, of what
I believed was the parliamentary history of the view which
had been taken with reference to this undertaking in its
financial aspect, in which it has always appeared to nie of
most importance. I contended that there lad bon a con-
tinuous lino decision on the part of Parliament, departed from
by no Government and no Parliament, thAt the work should
not unduly press on the taxation of the poople, but be
procecded with in a manner which should not increase the
existing rate of taxation. That is the keystone of
the position so far. That is the view which we have
always taken and always sought to-enforce. We have
contended, and shall contend again, that lon. gentlemen
did place this country in a position most unfortunate with
reference to this matter; that they did make a bargain the
literal obligation of which it was impossible to fulfil, that
they did make an arrangement which they ought not to
have made, and which events have proved, not merely in
letter but also substantially, impossible of fulfilment; bôcauso
they bargained that the road should be commnenced in two
years after the time when the bargain was made, in 1870,
and finished in ten years-that is, in this year. They
bargained that the road should b commencod ut
the sea-board of the Pacific within two years; and,
Session before last, they declared that sufficient
information had not even then been reached to decide
upon the terminus of the road at the Pacific, which
proved that tbey were utterly wrong in the notion
that the road could properly b commenced at the Pacifie
some eight years ago. They bargained that it sbould be
finished in ten years, and they esteem it the crowning
glory of their lives that they produce a contract which indi-
cates that it is to be finished in twenty years. ILhave thus
given two views of the bargain which show that it was one
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which, not merely literally but in substance, was incapable of
fulfilment. The circumstances so created, and the position in
which the country was placed by the making of that bargain,
were uifortunate. Enormous expenses were to have been in-
curred in surveys beyond what would bave been necessary,
with the view of pressing forward a decision as to the route. It
hung over us as a black cloud, and our future was darkened
by the idea of the bond to which the hon. gentleman had
persuaded a moribund Parliament to sign. We endeavored
to adhere to that which had been acceded to in that
Parliament-that the rate of taxation should not
be increased. From time to time, as the hon. gentle-
man has said, we discussed the subject of the railway. In
the first place, until the last Session of Parliament, every
statement which has been made, from either side of this
louse, as to the cost of the Canada Pacific Railway, has been
a statement made upon a basis as to the mode of its construe-
tion, wholly different from that which is now tendered for
our consideration. A first-class road, and not merely a first-
class road in the ordinary sense of the term, but one
wholly exceptional in its grades and curves, so far as the
traffie bound to the east was coneerned, was the object of
Parliament and of the country. In so far as my hon. friend,
the member for Lambton, proceeded with the construction
of that work, he carried out that idea, and he procured for
this country, at a very considerably increased expense, and
one which. I think, was wisely so increased, a road froin
Selkirk to Thunder Bay, whieh, if we can secure that the
country and not some monopoly shall have the benefit of it,
will giveto the produces ofthe North-West a convenient access
to the markets of the world, and give to the manufacturers
and exporters of the east a fair ingress to that country.
But, Sir, in all the estimates whieh were made, in all the
views which men have taken, in the very theory of the
road itself, whieh was projected as a grand trans-continental
highway, which was to carry across this continent the
traffic of China and Japan, the idea was that we should have
au exceptionally good a.nd high class road. The estimates
made for the purpose of ascertaining the cost of a road of
that kind are wholly different from the estimates which are
proper to the present occasion. The hon. gentle-
man also adverts to some speeches I made. Re
adverted to a speech I made in 1875, and quoted
a portion of it fromhe "PDebates." Well, I am not going to
bore the louse by reading some of the rest of it. I am very
indifferent whether portions of my speeches are quoted with-
out the other parts which are necessary to a proper under-
standing of them by a Tory land seller or by the Minister of
iRailways, and I leave to those who take sufficient interest in
my proceedings to peruse the speeches, and they will, if fair-
ly .read, answer the objections made to them. I have nothing
to retract in the speech-the honorable gentleman quoted. I
abide by, as applicable to the then existing state of things-
every sentiment expressed in that speech. The honorable
gentleman himself, in the course of his remarks, adverted to
the wholly changed condition of things. I recognized
the other day-if I may be pardoned for following
the bon. gentleman's example in altuding very slightly to a
previous debate-I recognised, with reference to the
changed policy of this Administration, not merely the
right, but the bounden duty of the Administration, when
conditions changed, to change their policy-to adopt su-ch
a policy from year to year as would appear best suited to
the conditions as they were existing at the time of the pro-
pounded policy. And having acceded frankly to that view,
as amply jifstifYing a possible change or vacillation, as
amply justifying any proposai the hon, gentleman may
make, I am a little surprised that the hon. gentle-
man who has availed himself, and properly availed
himself, from year to year, of changes in condition
and policy, without remonstrance, should propose
to apply to this time and these conditions suggestions
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and observations wholly inapplicable. Sir, we agree with the
hon. gentleman that this question has made progress in a
number of years. Does anybody suppose that the ci icum-
stance that the road; from Thunder Eay to Selkirk will be
finished in a year or two, is not an important factor in the
building of the Pacifie IRailway ? Does anyone suppose that
ail the work that was done during my hon. friend's (Mr.
Mackenzie) Administration, was not important work in the
same direction? Sir, I call witnesses-I call the hon. gentle-
man (Sir Charles Tupper) himself I cannot turn to the
page in Bansard, but 1 very well remember the speech he
made-aye, it was made since he became a Minister-in
which he declared that what my hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie)
had'done was of more real and practical importance in bring-
ing this work to completion than if there had been work going
on in British Columbia. What then? HRas the circumstance
that this work bas been going on to completion nothing to
do with the formation of a contract? There is more, Sir.
There bas been into the Province of Manitoba, not such an
immigration as we could have desired, but still a very con-
siderable immigfation. There bas been a very considerable
amount of information acquired as to that territory. Hon.
gentlemen will not deny that, because their -own estimates of
the fertile belt have varied from year to year. From year
to year we are getting more news. We find according
to the reports that there is a great deal more and a'
great deal better land, that there are far smaller
spaces of infertile land mingled with our fertile land
than we found before. Well, this is delightful news.
Dôes it not alter the conditions-make the prospects of the
country brighter-make everything connected with the
letting of the contract for the Pacifie Railway differ from
what it was formerly ? If it bas any effect it must have that
effeet. Then the attention of' England and Germany, the
hon. gentleman says, bas been more and more directed to
the subject of the N orth-West-circumstabees favored that.
The difficulties which existed in England in connection
with the competition in cereals and in meats, addod to the
unfortunate recurrence of two or three very bad harvests
consecutively, have produced a stat' of things which have
led the people of Britain to look this way. And thon the
hon. gentleman says, tirere bas been a stroke of genius-
the greatest stroke of genius which any Minister ever dis-
played-bythe Minister of Agriculture (Mr.Pope,Compton).
Well, I am quite free to admit that my hon. friend the
Minister of Agriculture is a very genial man, but there is
a great difference between a genial ma'n and a great genius,
and I think he would hardly apply to himself the compli-
ment that bas been paid to him. The step tagen by my
hon. friend was, I thought myself, a very good step, but to
apply to it the high-flown epithet of a great stroke of
genius, is, it seems to me, rather covering the hon.
gentleman with ridicule than placing him in his proper
position with reference to that matter. Well, it had a
great effect, they say; -it placed the country in such a light
that we may expect a large immigration into that
country. Does that not alter the circumstances; does it
not make the Pacifie Railway a more promising under-
taking, and therefore is not that to be considered
when we are considoring whether any contract for its con-
struction is to be approved b!y Parliament ? Thon there
was a great circumstance which now for the first time we
are informed of-a conversation between Lord Beaconsfield
and the Minister of the Interior. It seems that it was from
the Minister of the Interior that Lord Beaconsfield derived
that information which ho supposed he was faithfully com-
municating to the public. It seems that the true source of
that information that so astonished and amused the world
was from the Minister of the Interior. It is strange,
with that knowledge of the subject which bolongs te the
Minister of the Interior and that acutenes which we il knote
the Earl of' ieaoonsfield poseasses, that the Jiister of the
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Interiorshould have been unable to maake intelligible to the
Earl of Beaconsfield the true stato of things, and should have
pot him in such an unfortunate and ridiculous-such- a.
laughable--position as ho occupied when ho mado that state-
ment. This reminds me a little of some other works of
Earl Beaconsfield, of some of those fascinating portraits that
we find in Endymion, in which things are very much
mixed, and you are expected to makoof a picture
that represents half of one man and half of another, some
sort of an incongruous whole. IHowever that may be,
it is said that the effect of these statement, accurate
or inaccurate, was very great, that they did great things
fo the country, that they attracted the attention of England
and the world, as it never had been attracted before, to
Canada; and therefore that the condition of things was
brighter and improved, that we were more and more in a
position to make a good arrangement for the construction
of the Pacifie Railway. The hon. gentleman seemed to
believe that he had laid the foundation of Lord Beaconstield's
permanence in office,but thefoundation that lie laid wasrather
overturned by the broader foundation laid by Mr. Gladstone.
But, he says, this season at any rate we acted,. and he
made some informai questions and suggestions, and gave us
some desultory information. Well, I have no doubt
hon. gentlemen opposite would not do anything less when
they went across the water than sec the Coloniil Socretary
and other members of the English Goveruient, and do
what they could to represent this country in its brightest
light, but I am rather inclined myself to believe that
Charles Parnell and the state of Ireland have more to do
with the announcement of the new policy of the English
Government, than Sir Charles Tupper and Sir John Mac-
donald.

Mr. MACKENZIE : It is another Charles.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, quite another Charles. A comple e
change, the hon. gentleman said,had taken place in England
as to Canada, a complote change bad taken place in
public sentiment at large as to the value of the lands in the
North-West, that change had been largely promoted
by the success, the remarkable success, of the enter
prising proprietors of the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway.
Against these gentlemen I have not a single word at present
to say. What I have to say. with refeirnce to that corpo-
ration, I will say later on, and it will be nothing that would
not apply, so far as I know, to rnost corporations in similar
circumstances; but I am heartily glad to hear such words
of laudation and praise and confidence in the proprietors of
that enterprise as fell from the lips of the hon. Minister.
There are recorded in the "Debates " to which the hon.
gentleman so repeatedly refers, some less pleasing senti-
ments with reference to one of the most important in-
finential, wealthy, active and intelligent of those (orporators.
I could find it stated by one hon. gentleman, on the floor
that he was a liar, and by another bon. gentleman that he was
a coward. Well, now we find he is all that is good. I always
thought these epithets were undeserved, not merely
violations of the courtesy and dignity of Parliament, but
wholly undeserved and unwarranted. I an glad to hear that
the lon. gentleman now absent, who was thus stigmatized,
is to-day vindicated by the bon. the Minister of Railways,who
has given him such a good testimonial, because amongst the
lot i do not suppose he is left out in the cold. I suppose in
the wholesale compliment that bas been paid, no one of
these corporators has been left out. Well, I remember a
great maiiy other remarks that were made at that time
against the proprietors of that railway company, i
tive of the slightly personal observations to which I
venture to allude. I remember when we were told that they
were unpatriotic, that the late hon. member was unpatriotic
for interésting himself in an American railway and
that he ws acting against the interest of Canada in the
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conduct of that railway. I never believed that there
was any hon. member of this House, even any hon. mnember
who expressed those sentiments, who would not have jumpod
at the chance of being in the shoes of the memberthus
spoken of if ho had the offer of getting a share of the fortune
which the late hon. momber had by his pluck, skill and tact,
acquired in this enterp>rise. I thought those observation
entirely unjust. I believe that any of us would b quite
disposed to find our fortune, oven if it was south of th
boundary line, and would not feel ourselves by patriotie
motives deterred from makihg a few hundred thousand dollarse
although we could not make them within the limits of thi,
country. I boleve that in the conduct of their business
these gentlemen have ucted just as all persons in such business
(lo act. They have acted with reference to their commercias
interest; and, I believe, in dealing with them or any othel
corporation, we shall have to consider the question or
interest, as concerned in the management of human affairaf
ais a tolerably constant, certain, and important quantity,
Now, the hon. gentleman dciared that ho had got some.
fresh estimates. Last year we wore brought, as I have
stated, for the first time, face to face with a new proposal as
to the style of the construction of the Canada Pacifie
Railway, and the hon. gentleman brought down his Chief
Engineer's report as to what, according to that now style of
construction, the different sections would cost. Before the
bon. gentlemsan made that statement I had requested my
hon. friend from Lambton, who, as the hon. gentleman has
rightly said, was thoroughly familiar with this subject,
viewed in the light in which we had viewed it up to that
day, to reconsider the whole question of cost, according to
the old style of construction, and to come to a conclusion
as to what according the adviee -of the engineers should
be the estimate ofe cost. The hon. gentleman hoped to find
some divergence botween the views of the hon. member for
Lambton and myself; but I stated te the House that my
estimates were those of the hon, member for Lambton.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. You are wrong in saying, I
hoped to find a differonce of opinion. I was delighted to find
that you agreed.

Mr. BLAKE. Well, the hon. gentleman foared to fiid
somo divergence between myself and the hon. member for
Lambton, although I had stated to the House that these
estimates were not my own, but those of the hon. member,
which I adopted in full confidence that they were as good
estimates as could be prepared for the construction of that
railway according to that style. But the hon. gentleman,
reading my speech, and roading the speech of the hon.
member for Lambton, mnade a contrast between that speech,
as containing those estimates of that class of road, and the
proposal whieh ho brings down for our Approval, and we
heard from the bon. gentleman quite a disingenuous criticism.
I will not apply the word disingenuous-I will not say it is
misleading-but I will say that the hon. gentleman fell into
an unfortunate error when ho forgot, in making that
comparison, that the conditions wore wholly different.
I stated in my speech expressly that I had no material for
criticising or forming ajudgment upon the estimates that
the Minister brought down, that that estimate was one upon
which I had nogrounds fora judgment,that the statemet was
that the road was to be made as cheaply as possible to safely
carry people over it, with sharp curvos, heavy gradients, and
as light a system of construction as the works could by any
possibility be made. Read the description in the contract,
read the description in Mr. Fleming's letter, road the hon.
Minister's own statement of the route and contrast ita subject
matter with my hon. friend's estimates, and yen will find that
to compare the prices of one with the prices of the other
is to propose that copper and gold should be valued by
their weight as of equal value. Now, I have net to-day
any Mans ofjud6ing of the hon, Mi ister's former estimate,
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I said thon that we required to know the details of these
estimates before we could form a judgment, various details
as to the grades and curves, and details upon the most
important question of all-what will it cost àfter you have
built your cheap and unsatisfactory road to convert
it in due season into a first-class road. My own appro-
bation, given as it was to the Minister's secheme,
was guarded by the declaration that it was impos-
sible to form an independent judgment upon the pro-
priety of that scheme without that knowledge; so that,
whother as to the cost or as to the propriety of the scheme,
I nover have had an opportuity to form a judgment nor to
express any accurate opinion at all. It was even less than
a year ago I uttered that speech, but even, if it had
been, as the Minister observed, a whole year ago, I
should be disposed to adhere to it. I find nothing
in thoso estimates ut all inconsistent with the views
I entertain to.day with reference to the gentleman's
statement; and if 1 did find anything inconsistent, if I did
believe that I erred in any statement I had made in that
speech, I hope that I know enough of my duty to confess
my error and act upon my prosentjudgment, whatever that
may be. I have not yet been -fble to find that there was
any error in the estimate I then made, or in any other
suggestion of the speech. I did say 1 thought these
estimates had been brought down rather suspiciously
and for a purpose. At that time the object of the hon.
gentleman was to show that this road could be well con-
structed by the Gpvernment in the mode in which they are
proposing to construct it, ut a small cost and with but little
charge to the country, and with that view ho laid before us
the two sides of the account. le showed us first of ail what
money ho was going to ask us to expend, and, secondly,
what ho was expecting to receive from the lands and he
proved as I admitted, if his premises were true, that we might
safely and cheerfully proceed ut once to construct not merely
the middle and the west but also the eastern link. I stated
that, and I stated also that if the hon, gentleman's views
were correct as to the routes and cost,it would be ail right to
go on with the road as it was. 'Well, the hon, gentleman
was satistied thon that ho was right-; ho finds now that he
bas erred, ho finds that having attempted upon that
occasion te procure the very lowest estimate that could be
procured of the cost, and calling upon the engineer, as ho
did by the letter of the 15th of April, which is in the report
of the engineer, to make an estimate-of a very cheap road,
the cheapest road that could be built, and pointing
out to him the element of reduction in cost
which occurred to him to be important, ho got the
figures down to a point which was surprising to us
ail. But we had not the materials for judging of the
accuracy of the estimate. His estimate embracod the Thunder
Bay link, the Prairie link, and the British Columbia section ;
but we hear him to-day informing us that lie was ail wrong
in that estimate as Vo these links that the estimate was too
high. As nearly as I can calculate, ut the moment, there is
a sum of about four millions and a quarter to be sa 'ed from1
the estimate of the hon. gentleman upon these items out of
the sum of32,50,~000. I do not profess to speak accurately,
for I had not an opportunity, except for an instant, of1
glancing at the figures.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I estimated for equipment
as well as for the construction of the road.

Mr. BLAXE. I am quite aware, although the hon. '
gentleman omitted to mention it in his speech to-night, that1
that must have been one ofthe grounds of reduction, although (
he applied the whole reduction to savings. I was aboutt
to cail his attention to that fact and ask him whethert
that was not an element in redaction, but I may add thatc
it could not have been a very serious element in reduction,.
because with reference to equipment the hon. gentleman's t
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estimate was of the most modest proportion. It is declared
in the papers that the estimate for the equipment wa not for
the permanent running of the road but only such as might
be necessary for the traffic whicb was expected irmediately
on its opening. ,The hon. gentlcman will find that I
am correct in saying that the engineer's estimate for the
Pembina branch, as found in the letter of the 16th of April,
is not based on a full equipment.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. From Fort William to Sel-
kirk, I estimated a full equipment, and a very light equip-
ment from Red River westward.

Mr. BLAKE. The Engineèr says: " Whatever the increas-
ing traffic of future years may demand in the way of ter-
minal accommodation and rolling stock, I am confident the
lino can be opened for traffic betweon Fort William and
Selkirk, and well equipped for the business which may thon ho
expected, at a cost not exceeding 817,000,000." It is quite
clear ho did not mean a full equipment, but an adequate
equipment which would serve a population of a few thon-
sands which were producing hardly any surplus grain
for export. I am not complaining of that ; I think it is a
very business-like arrangment to limit the equipment
relatively to the wants of the road. .I asked the hon, gentle-
man thon; but ho would not- vouchsafo the information, what
was the cost per mile ofthe estimated equipment for any of
these sections, and I know nottherefore how much ofthe re-
duction of which ho now speaks may be a legitimate reduction
But the equipment of the rest of the lino was to be of the,
very sughtest character ; it was a nominal sum that had been
placed for the equipment ofthe Yale-Kamloops section, if any
sum, and therefore almost all the reductions on that section
and on the prairie and Port Moody sections would be on
actual ascertainment that these estimates so given, prepared
with the view to bringing the cost down Vo the lowest point,
had failed wholly of that object, and had presented a condition
of affairs entirely different from the truth. But what
amazed me was,that while I found the hon. gentleman, with
reference to these portions of the work which the Govern-
ment is about to construet, triumphantly pointing out the
errors in his estimates and taking credit to himself for the
proposition that he'was able to save four or five millions
more, ho was rather disposed, with reference to the
central section and theeastern section, to adopt the estimates
of my hon. friend çMr. Mackenzie) applicable to a high
class railway. Now, is ,the House going to imagine that
those engineers who over-counted the cost of the lino from
Thunder Bay to Selkirk, thon in a fair way of being com-
pleted, with reference to which it was most easy, one would
judge, to have found a just estimate, who over-counted the
cost of the Yale-Kamloops section. who over-counted the
cost of the Yale-Moody- section, is the House going
to suppose that they under-estimated instead- of over-
estimated the cost of the other portions of the lino?
Is it true that while Mr. Fleming made a.mistake and told
us that it would cost us $32,500,000 to do wlhat costs under
the new, the revised . estimates, perhaps $29,000,000 at the
outside-is it true, I say, that while he erred by way ofexag-
geration as to those parts which are to be constructed by
the Government, that he erred by way of deficiency as to
the parts that are to be handed over to the Syndicate,
or that the engineer's over-estimate prevails throughout
the- lino ? Just the same -roason applies to those
other sections; just the samo views apply. He over-osti-
mated as to the east, ho over-estimated as to the middle;
ho ovèr-estimated as between Red River and Kamloops;,1e
Over-estimated as betwoon Nipissing and Thunder Bay, just
as ho over-estimated on,.the other points ; and therefore I
thik we may fairly say that we have this test of the cost
of this lino as proposed to be constructed ii itheminds of
the Government, or which was in their minds when-
they lot this contract, If it be true, as a matter Q*o Vciat
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the estimates of last year have proved to be erroneous, 000, and, thorefore, you will at once agree with me that
not by being too small, but by being toogreat, then the cost I was justified in giving the Syndicate the difference," and
of the whole lino ia to be reduced by the same amount appro- that is practically the argument of the hon. gentleman;
ximately to byeleven or twelve per cent.; that is the result, that is practically bis defence, in so far as the question of
and what was to cost, according to the Minister's estimate, in estimates upon the contract he has made. The hon. gentle-
full, including surveys and all, $86,000,000-but as this man went to work to mnake contrasts, and bore again
reduetion applied only to those particular parts, we circumstances wholly differ. He talkod of .the values of
will say $82,000,000-would be reduced by the sum of nine lands. He alluded to speeches which lhad been made by
or ten millions of dollars in all. That is the result of the hon. members at varions tinies with reference to the selling
hon. gentleman's estimates; he ha nothing to do with our values of lands in the North-West. -Ie referred to a speech
estimates, even if our estimates had to do with bis lino. of mine made at the tinie the Foster contract was under dis-
Our estimates have not to do with his lino. They have tomission, in which I1exprcssed my own opinion thon as to the
do with a lino of an entirely different character, but if they value cf lands in the North-West te the contracter at that
had to do with his lino, his proposition is to be defended, time. What was the condition of fhings ? This wis not a.
Lot upon our errors of judgment, but upon bis own correct contracter, Mr. Chairman, who wus about te build a railway
judgment. His proposition is to be defended upon the througl the lands which ho was teeive. This was net a
basis which he himself makes for it, and he cannot pi op it contracter whe was about te receive lads through which a
up by mistakes--if mistakes there wore-on the part of ha ruilws y was prently, or, as far'as hi knew at ail, about te
.pponents. fe did not believe in our judgment; he did be built. This was a contracter who, ut that time, was te
not act upon it; ho said it was all nonsense, and pursuaded receive lands in the Nertb-West where there was ne prosent
Parliament he was right, and went on. Now, he says: "It prospect cf there being a railway nt ail, and it was with
is true I erred ;" and ho says: "I erred by extravagance ieforence te that country, ut that tinie, with its thon popuIa.
of estimate. I did not err in your direction; I ereed in tien, with the thon estimation as te the fertile area, with the
the other direction." Now, ho suggests t hat this error applies then views cf English and feieign people about
only to those parts of the road which the Government,'it, with the thon prospects cf ruilway cemmuni-
under an arrangement not dreamed of at that time, and con- cation, witb the circumstanees that the contracter wus net
summated the other day, is itseif to build; and as to the teo able te utilize and inake marketwble the lands by
parts of the road which the Syndicate is to bauild, the building the railway through them, that that opinion was
bon. gentlemLn says: "But I won't talk of my own cxpressed. Sir, I de not held myself bound, te-duy, as te
estimates of last year; I won't talk of my ostimates of last the present condition cf things in. the Xorth-West by auy
year, reduced on the same basis as I reduced this, but. I will opinion, as te lunds, exprescd ut thut day, and on the thon
apply to thsm the estimates whieh I ridiculed last year, ap- condition cf things in that ceintry. I huve evidenco on this
plicable to the higher-class road of ny hon. friend from Lamb- snject-evidence whieh I shuil read te the lleuse-vidence
ton." The hon. gentleman says that the Syndicate are to bewhicl, I thin1c, will envînce the liuse thut the hon. gen-
judged as to their part of the work by the Opposition's tieman, in this particular, as in the fermer particular, resortcd
estimate of the higher-class road; that the Government is tote a wholly indefensi'bic mode cf argument when ho
be judged as to its part of the work by its reduced, and then propesed te falsify bis cwn estimutes cf the value
again reduced, estimate of its part of the road. It will not cf lands in the North-West, by reading the views of other
do. le las got to take his estimate fer all or gentlemen, exprssed muny ycuîs befere, us te their value,
none, and the flouse and the country will not believe that and asking us te ussume thenu Pi be truc for the purposecf'
such an extraordinary fact took place as that these mistakes judginghis contract. Now, Sir, let me, befôre 1 go further,
were made only as to these particular links in the lino, andpoint out a gross eri-cî'in the suggestions w.hwh have
that a different mode of calculation was adopted as to other been made with refrrenee te the value cf'bloeks cf
parts of the lino. Therefore, if that applies, that confidence railway lands. loth the fermer propositions which involved
which the hon. gentleman expects and which, I have nothe construction cf this railwuy by the money grant and the
doubt, a majority of this House will afford hin, in his state- subsidy of lands, were bused upeuiee c<nm(n view, that
monts as to the parts that the Government is going to build, the money should he relatively a email amnount, and that tho
will inevitably bring the original to this conclusion that, landshould ho relatively a large quantity. This proposition
granted that the part that the syndieate is to build is differs i that cardinal particular from those, net indeed,
substantially of the same class, the estimates of luet as I sha show, thut the lands arcf'a amai umount, but
year are to be reduced in the same proportion, and that, the money and the money's worth are cf a very large
therefore, the work which they have to do and amount, but I am ut present eoncerned simply in elucidating
the money they have to spend is diminished by several theoneproposition. lhe hon. gentlemen oppositelhavespokon
more millions than the work that the Government bas cf 50,000,0o0 acres te be under the original proposition
to do is diminished by the hon. gentleman'sof the lido and presert government, and cf fifty-four and
calculations. Now, that is the truc situation. What have 6fty-five millions cfacres (f railwuy lands te ho given under
we to do with any former estimates made by any man or the Pacifie Railwuy Act cf 1874-thcy have tatked of these
by any Government ? We have to do with the estimate lurgcr blocks of land as if thcy were wortl, and te ho
which in the belief of the Government, impressed by them estimuted acre for acre, as much as a block of 25,00,000
upon the House, by them adopted and by them said to-day acres cf railway lands, and they have said:I"If you value
to err only in excess-the estimate which they brought for- 25,000,000 acres cf land ut 81.00 per acre, that is 825,000,-
ward as being the real cost of this work-that is what it is 000; thon 50,000,000 acres cf land are, cf course, wortl
to be judged by. That is what is meant if their action is to$50,000,000. No sncb thing, Sir; far different. If te
be judged by it. Suppose, for example, that the hon. gen- $25,000,000 in moneyyou add another $25,000,000, the second
tleman had broughtdown a proposal to pay 8120,000,000 in $25,000,000 ia aftor ail just as valuable. It will buyus-as
cash to the Syndicate for the construction of this road of much us the firat. But ifto 25,000,000 acres cf landa, relu-
Ihis class, and said to Parliament, "It is true, gentle- tively close te the railwuy, you add 25,000,000 relatively far
men, that last year I told you this road would cost only distant from the railway, you give an equal acreago, but
886,000,000; I found I made a mistake, and, in point of fact, you give by ne meunsaunequ value. It dees net need
it. will cost only $76,000,000. I have contracted for its con- argument te demenstrute that, but 1 will give te the em-
struction at $120,000,000, but my all sufficient defence is mittee, because the hon. gentleman does net appear te
tbat~ the meber for Lambton th i nks it will coat8120,000- place rlian c on his on views, will give the Comittee
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and the country proof that will be satisfactory. In the first
Session of this Parliament the bon. gentleman brought down
a policy for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way by the appropriation of 100,000,000 acres of land for
that purpose, and the Government took authority to sell
that tract of land at a price not less than two dollars an
acre. During the recess they fully considered the mode by
which they would utilize the enormous powers with which
this House clothed them, and they came to the conclusion,
which, whether its exact figures be correct or not is im-
material, but which in substance was indisputably correct,
that they had made a mistake in suggesting a
price of two dollars, and that the proper way to
realize out of this 100,000,000 of acres an .average
p rie of two dollars was to graduate the price of the
lands in relation to their proximity or remoteness from
the line of railway; to sell those which are close
at a high rate, and those which are outside at a
low rate. So satisfied were they that this view would
commend itself to Parliament, that they took-and I do not
greatly blame them for it-the grave responsibility of form-
ing a plan, and actually proceeded to advertise the sale of
their railway lands under that resolution, upon terms which
handed over very nearly one-half of the whole 100,000,000
acres at a price of one dollar an acre instead of two, and
yet, Sir, upon terms which would produce, upon the ave-
rage of the whole sales, not merely two dollars, but $2.13
an acre for the whole hundred millions. How was that
achieved, the hon. gentleman asked ? I do not know
whetber or when the Minister found out ho was all wrong
about it, but he said that the lands within five miles on
each side of the railway were.worth five dollars an acre.
Why ? Because it was close to the railway. lie
said that' the fifteen miles outside on oach side of
this, making two strips aggregating thirty miles,
were worth four dollars. Why not worth five ? Because it
was a little further off. Why worth four ? Because, after
all, it was pretty near. He said that the twenty miles belt on
each side of this fifteen miles belt, making two strips of
twenty miles each, were worth three dollars an acre,
graduated according to distance. He said that another beIt
of twenty miles on cach side of the last-mentioned belt was
worth two dollars an acre. Why two dollars? Bccause
it was further off; and he said that two boits of fifty miles
in the extreme outside were worth only one dollar an acre,
because they were so far from the railway. Now, if you go
to .work, having made your arrangements and assigned
your values-having decided what the relative values are,
conditioned by the proximity of the lands to the railway-if
you go to work to ascertain what is the value of 25,000,000
acres to be taken as close, the alternate block system will
allow to the rail*ay, you will ascertain certain flgures,
and then, having taken those obviously at the higher 
range, you will have to go to work to get pther 25,000,000
to make up the 50,000,000, and you go outsidet
for it ; and equally obviously you will have to
take them at the lower rate of value, and so I have demon-
strated without referring to exact figures, that both by
reason and by your own determination, 50,000,000 acres of
land to be taken in alternate blocks, as close to the railway
as 50,000,000 could be found, would not be worth, acre for
acre, anything like as much as 25,000,000 acres taken as r
close as that smaller aggregate could be taken. The pre-
cise figures I shall give the Committee presently. W' ell, '
thon, 1 prove to you that in this particular the hon. gentle-
man is wholly wrong when he compares the former F
proposition for the construction of this road, which involved
the cession of very large areas of land with the outer or l
surplus parcels remote from the railway, with the present a
proposal. The twenty-five millions added are not equal n
in value to the inner twenty-five millions common d
to the 'two proposals. All the other conditions a
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have to be also considered. Take the one upon which I
have already dilated, the class of the road. Were the
former proposals to build this kind of road? Not at all.
They were to build a high-class railway;'and of course we
gave the appropriate price, and therefore you cannot
compare the proposals for the construction of the
one kind of road with those for the construction of
the other, unless you decide what the proper difference
in the price of the two kinds of roads is. Perhaps,
Mr. Chairman, at this advanced hour the Committee would
prefer to adjourn as it would take me some time to complete
my remarks.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I suggest that when the
hon. gentleman has fully dealt with this branch of the
subject, we should adjourn.

Mr. BLAKE. It will take me some time to complete my
remarks on this subject.

The Committee then rose and reported.
ilouse resumed; and (at 11:45 p.m.) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
WEDNESDAY, l5th December, 1880.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Thrce o'clock.
PRAYERS.

A.DMISSION OF MEIBERS ON CERTIFICATES OF
RETURNING OFFICERS.

Mr. LANGEVIN moved
That, in admitting Louis Arthur McConville, Esq., elected to represent

the Electoral District of Joliette, to take bis seat upon the certificate of
the Returning Officer, this House still recommends a strict adherence to
the practice ofrequiring the production of the usual certificate of the Clerk
of the Crown in C hancery of the return to the writ of election.

Mr. ANGLIN said it was about time that the House ceased
to make that solemn declaration in cases of this kind.
Session after Session, sometimes two or three times in a
session, the House solemnly declared it would never again
admit members on certificates of returning officers, and if
the practice was continued the Journals would be filled with
resolutions of that character. It was for the consideration
of the House whether it should not omit that solemn declai<
ation, requiring, however, an Order of the House for the
admission of the member on the production of the certificate
of the returning officer.

Mr. BLAKE said it was desirable that the House shoild
make an Order before the member was introduced. It was
putting the cart before the horse for the member to be
introduced and ordered by the louse to take his seat in
defiance of the rule, and then for the House to declare that
the broach of the rule was not to form a precedent. He was
not objecting to the adoption of the motion, but merely sug.
gesting that a change was desirable.

Mr. LANGEVfN agreed with the hon. leader of the
Opposition that it would be better to change the custom of
Parliament in that respect, but the course proposed in the
esolution had always been followed. The liouse should
adopt the motion in this instance, and, perhaps, the subject
might subsequently be considered by the Committee of
Privileges and Elections, and -on a report beidg made, the
practice might be changed.

Mr. ANGLIN. Another strange fact with regard to the
mode 6f proceeding is this: under our system the members
are sworn in before the Clerk. The Clerk in this case, as in
many others, must have assumed to himself the right to
etermine that the member was duly elected before he
dministered the oath and permitted him tosign theroll. In
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Ailleases hereafter we should follow the Rules of the House.
The flouse should first order that the member imay be
adinitted on the production of the certificate, and then, the
certificate having been roduced, the Clerk may fairly]
adimister the oath. I ope the whole matter will be
readjsted se that these contradictions may not occur.

go#on agreed t».

BILL INTRODUCED.
Mr. VANASSE introduced a Bill (No. 2) to regulate the'

îoating of cordwood on the River St. Francis.
Bill red the first time.

GROSSE ISLAND.
Mr. LANDRY enquired, whether it is the intention of the-

Government to construet during next season, a semaphore
on Grosse Island where the Quarantine Station ie situated,
witb connection at the village of Montmagny and Crane
Island ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's). The Government has not yet de-
cided to place a semaphore at the place referred to.

CABRIAGE OF FREIGIT OVER THE INTER-
COLONIAL.

Mr. RICHEY enquired, whether the statement that goods
per S.S. Polynaesian, which had arrived ut Halifax a fort-
night ago, were, on the 7th instant, still undelivered at
Quebec, is correct; and, if so, what precautions, if any, have
-been taken to preclude the recurrence of such inconvenience;
also, wbether any, and wbat guarantee is offered as to the
time within which, after receipt by the Intercolonial Rail-
way of goods landed by steamships at Halifax, such goods will
be delivered at Quebec, Montreal and Toronto, respectively.

Sir CeARliES TUPPER. I beg to say, in reply to the
question of the hon. member for Halifax, that, seeing his
notice on the paper, I placed myself in communication with
the officensof the Intercolonial Railway, and I will read for
the information of the hon. gentleman and the House the
answfe I received. They are as follows:-

By Telegraphfrom Moncton, N.B., to C. Schreiber.
OTTwA, Dec. 14th. 1880.

I have now ascertained that there were no goods for Quebec landed by
the Polvnesian at Halifax, with the exception of one parcel for Allans,
Rae & Co., *hich was handed to the Express Officer by Cunard & Co.
The first portion of the Polynessan's freight for Quebec via Boston, only
reached Quebec on the evening of Thursday, the ninth, nineteen days
after the steamer had touched at iHalifax. Noue of the Polynmian's freight
for Montreal reached there in less than two weeks from Boston.

(Signed) D. POTTINGR.

By Telegraphfrom Moncton, N.B., to C. Bdereiber.
OTTAWA, Dec. 14th, 1880.

Mr. Richey has the story wrong end foremost. The detention to the
Polyaeasi.t crgo was to that portion landed at Boston for Quebec, and
net %yhat was landed at Haiifax. Al the goods landed at Halifax have
been sent through promptly. I an getting the particulars and will tele-
graph yon again. (Signed) D. POTTINGE.

OTTWà, Det. 15, iss8.
P~eaSsa-Refrrigtoejqniry'eterday respecting alieged delay teo

Pofême*sn'' cargo, I beg to innorim youthat the Polymâfan srrrved
at Halifax ai eD50 a.m. on the 21st Novemaber, and discharged seven tons
of freight for G. T. Ry. stations-no freight was landed at Halifax for
Quebec. The steamer.saiIçd fr9m Halifax for Boston on 22nd, reached
there on evening of 23rd, and docked on 24th. The first portion of -ler
Quebes fright reached destination on 8th December, p.nx., and the Mon-
treal câpXo about two wee 4fter ber arrival in Boston. Had the Quebec
and- M7treal cargo been landed at Halifax, it would have reached
destinatio ont the same time ibat the steamer was docked in Boston,
55 hoas> and the Montreal cargo, under ordinary circumstances, ten

r tese lacts you will radily perceive the advantages which
ahippers wonid bain by landing the Canadian cargo at Halifax.

Yours trnly,
Signed) duo. TYLoS.

o gici ee Goverament RanW&y.

I trust these explanations will be satisfactory to the hon.
member.

SUPR EME COURT ACT.
Mr. DESJARDINS enquired, whether it is the intention

of the Goverument dnring tho present Session, to bring in
a measure for the repeal of the Act establishing the
Supreme Court; and if not, whether it is their intention so
to amend that Act as to remove the ineonvenienee resulting
as respects the Province of Quebec, from its present consti-
tution and jurisdiction ?

Mr. MC DONALD (Picton). It is not the intention of
the Government, during the presont Session, te bring in a
measure for the repeal of the Act establishing the Supreme
Court. As to the second branob of the question,
whether it is the intention of the Government so to amend
the Act as t) remove the inconvenionce resulting as respects
the Province of Quebec, that subjeet is now receiving the
anxious consideration of the Government.

SÏOKED HERRING INSPECTION LAW.
Mr. LONG1LEY enquired, whether it is-the intention of

the Government to amend in any way the General Inspec-
tion Law passed last Session, more especially in relation to
the inspection fée on amoked herring?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Tho Act was passed only
last Session, and it is almost too early to begin to thjnk of
amending or repealing it. No applioations have been re-
ceived by the Governmont or complaints made respeeting it
during the recess. Howeve, wu will bo Very glad to hear
the hon. member on the subject of the feu again this Session.

DOMINION HTEALTH STATISTICS.
Mr. STRANGE enquired, whether it is the intention of

the Government to insert a sum in the Estimates for 1881-2
for the purpose of establishing a Board of Statisties relating
to healt for the Dominion ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). It is not the intention of the
Governient to place any such sum in the Estimates this
year.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBATES.
Mr. ROSS (Middlesex) called the attention of the Govern-

ment to the necessity of appointing a Committee on the
Official Report of the Debates at an early day. One or two
matters had already arisen calling for the intervention or
advice of the Committee, and it wae inconvenient for the
reports to be allowed to run on without some direction by
a committee, if it was. the intention of the Government to
have a committee appointed.

Mr. BOWELL said ho would take the earliest opportunity
of submitting a motion, and no doubt the House would per-
mit a motion to be made without the usual noties having
been given.

PACIFIC RAILWAY MAPS.
Mr. CIAIRLTON called the attention of the Minister of

Railways to the dosirability of having a map upon a large
seule displayed in a conspiueous place in the Chainber, in
order that mnembers might be enabled botter to under"sand
the question under discussion.

Mr. PLUMB. So that he wbo runs may rend.
Sir CHARLES TJPPE R said there was no place in the

Chamber where a large map could be displayed. He
thought the position in which the large 'map had been
placed in the Railway Committee room would give every
hon. member an opportnnity of ascertaining exactly the
position of the various lines as far as they could be de-
lineated.

Mr. CHARLTON asked if another map,on a amf11er scale,
could be hung on the walls of the Chamhor.
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Mr. PLUMB. We are dealing with this question on a contract. I should think that the Ilouse would peas this

large scale. motion without difflculty, as the cost of the printing of these
Sir CHARLES TUPPER said thero was no other map copies will be relatively trifling, for it is likely that the

prepared, except the ordinary railway map in the posses- type used in printing the contract is still standing, agd
sion of members, which would be altogether too smali to consequently, in à very short space of time-ny to-mrorrow
secure the object the hon. gentleman has in view. or the next day-we could have the copies asked for.

Mr. IOUDE. It often happons that the hon. memborfor
SURVEYS ON THE INTERCOLONIAL. l'Islet, expresses ideas so proibund that it is not always

Mr. LANDRY moved for copies of the report on the easy to get at the bottom of them. But in this case, I
survey made in 1880, by order of the Government, with a flatter myself that I catch my hon. friend's meaning. HIe
view to the construction of a branch of the Intereolonial no doubt wishes, by this request, to make up for the negli-
Railway to lead by way of St. Michel or St. Charles to the genge of the organs of bis party which have failed topublish
terminus at St. Joseph de Lévis, or the neighborhood the contract in extenso; or, perhaps, they were afraid of
thereof; and of all plans, maps, petitions and documents in injuring the Government by making their intelligentreaders
relation thereto. acquainted with all its details. My hon.friend and the hon.'

Motion agreed to. member for East Quebec (Mr. Laurier) have no sueh fear,
evidently, since they ask that 3,250 copies of the contract ho

DOMINION SURVEYS. printed in French. I have no objection to offer against the
Mr. LANDRY moved for a statement showing, in sepa- proposal; I am indeed of opinion that the county my hon.

rate and distinct columns, the names of the several Dominion friend represents, as well as his political friends, have some-
Surveyors omployed botween the year 1873 and the 15th what need that a little light should bo thrown upon the
December, 1880, on surveys of public lands elsewhere than subject, for,togetherwith their organs, they seemtobe rather
in their respective provinces; their ages, their nationality in the dark about the contract. For my part, I would go
origin and residence (locality, county and province); the still farther and would consent to the printing of 75,000 or
number of days, months or years they were so employed; 100,000 copies with the names of those who will 'iave voted
the amount of their salaries, or of the sums received by for, and those who vill have voted against the contract.
them, or due them up te this date; the names of the pro- Mr. LANGEVIN. I do not think that the lion. mover of
vinces in which such surveys were made, together with a this motion has given sufficient reasons to the House to
summary showing, by pro1inces and nationalities, the induce it to pass his motion. The French Canadians occupy
number of surveyors now working in British Columbia, the same position as the other races in this country. We have
Manitoba and the North-Wost. our newspapers, and our newspapers give information to

Motion agreed to. the people, all the information they desire or can desire.
Our papers have an extensive circulation, they are

FRENCH COPIES OF TRE PACIFIC RAILWAY numerous relatively to the population, in the
CONTRACT. Province of Quebec as in any other part of the country.

Mr. -CASGIRAIN, in moving for the printing in the The Pacific Railway contract is publisbed in extenso -in
French language -of 3,250 copies o? the Canadian Pacifie soveral of our journals, whilst a synopsis of its clauses is
Railway contract, said : In making this motion, I do not g ve 'in a great many other papers, so that our population
believo that I am asking for any exceptional favor for the 18 ni just as good a position to be mformed about the con-
Province of Quebec. It is woll known that in that Province tract as the populations of the other provinces. If the
the newspapers, not having as wide a circulation as those House had expressed the opinion that it was desirable to
of the other Provinces, are in consequen ce not so distribute 100,000 or :«00,000 copies of this contract through-
geperally read. Moreover, the size of the greuter part of out the country, it would have been the duty of the Govern-
our papers is so small that the details of the contract are not ment to take such a request into consideration, but under the
so easily made known as in the other Provinces, where all prosent circumstances there is certainly no good reason why
.these details are published in a great number of journals. we should ineur this expense, whieh would be, moreover,
That is why I deem it my duty to make thisl motion, in useless. The discussion wili be far advanced before the
order teobe able to send to the different counties of the copies can bo printed, and the people are even no* acquaint-
Province of Quebec copies of-the contract, so as to make it ed with all the details of the contract._ If you go into the
as widely known as possible. It is known that in the reading-room you will flnd that nearly all the papers have
Province of Quebec public opinion is led in a great measure published the contract at length; at this very momedt the
by a few persons in each county, and, that these persons, on contract is being discussed everywhere, so much so, that not
receiving the contract and on taking cognizance thereof only the contract, but the speeches made upon it, are before
will impart it to others, and thus we will be able to obtain the public. The eloquent speech made yosterday evening
an expression of public opinion in a great number of by my hon. friend the Minister of Railways and Canals, is
localities. -On the other band, I have hastened te take the already circulating throughoet the country. This very day
most favorable -steps in order to procure these copies as I have received despatches congratulatig tic Govornment
speedily as possible, and I propose, if the Government will upon the admirable speech of ray hon. friend. If hisspeech
consent te it, te follow up t is motion with another, by 18 already so widely spread, the contract, whieh has been
which I shall ask that the rules of the House be suspended in print 1or several days, must be still better knowa tothe
so that the House may order the immediate printing and public. I do net think that this motion should pas. .
distributing of these copies, instead of referring the Mr. DESJARDINS.- It seems to me that this motion,
matter to the Committee où Printing. I do not think that necessitating an exponditure of public money, is irregular
I shall meet with any opposition to se legitimate a request and out of order, and that it should either come from the
on the part of ths members 'f the Province of Quebec; on Governmnent or be baued upon a report of the Commâtee on
the contrary, I am of opinion thatsthe Government should Printing. It seems to me that the hon. member for lI'Ilet
be anxious to allow the people of this Province to judge of (Mr. Casgrain) bas paid a very poor complimient to hiss
the contract as soon as possible. Perhaps this would aiso fellow-countrymen by is motion. I am under the impres-
be the means of dissipating an impression that may have sion that the pub ie ia our province, as well as in the others,
some foundation la fact, to wit: that the Governmont is not has been made perfectly well acquainted, by the pre Ubitt
desirous of making known te the public the details of the the details of this important question. Nor do I think that

Mr. CHARLTON.
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3,250 copies distributed throughout the Province would
supply the want of publicity in the pross,if such a want cxita.
I an of opinion thatthe hon. member for l'Islet would have
shown proofof a more onlightened zeal by extending the
bbnofite of his- proposai to ail the Provinces without
distinction of language or race. If the Frenc-speaking
population used a certain number of copies, the population
of the other Provinces are no less in want of them. I do
not sec why the- bon. member wishes to place us in a
position inforior to that of the other populations. This
compliment is undeserved, for oar French-Canadian fellow.
countrymen are just as able as the other inhabitants of the
Dominion to obtain information upon this important subject,
and they wildoe so.

Mr. COURSOL. I regret not to be able to share the
pinion of the two lon. gentlemen who have just spoken.

Without wishing to scrutinize the political motives that
may actuate the hon. member for l'Islet, and the hon.
membe. for East Quebec, in making this motion, I believe
that it ought to be supported, and for one I will support it
heartily. It is true that the newspapers bf the Province of
Quebee have as a general rule, published the contract, and
even the speech made last night by the hon. Ministor of
Railways, but these newspapers are not within the reach of
ail, and it is only fair that we should take the means of1
sending a certain number of copies of the contract to those
who ask for them. It is known that this contract greatly
excites the public mind, that it is spokon of in all parts of
the eountry, and that the people are naturally anxious to
know all details of an enterprise of this magnitude; but a
great many electors do~ not sec tho newspapers, and I
think that the louse, by distributing three or four thousand
copies throughout the country, especially among the
French-Canadian population, would bc only doing what is
right. It is net on account of the ignorance of our popu-
lation that this request is made; if it were on account of
their ignorance, they would not require printed documents
any more than nowspapers. If our people are intelligent
enough and well enough educated to read public documents,
they naturally need these documents to be sont to them.
But why should the French population of the country be
deprived of copies of the contract printed in French, when
several hundred English copies of the contract bave been
distributed among members of this House,seeing moreover
that the expense would be trifling, as the hon. Minister of
Railways stated, when only a few huindred dollars are
required to publish a document of this importance in French,
I think that the Hlouse should mot rejeet such a request.

Mr. BOURASSA. So far, not a single copy has been
printed in French; it seems to me that ut least each French-
speaking muember should have a few copies. I think that
we have the same rights as the English-spealking members.
I have been asked to send some copies, but how can I do so
if I have none to send ?

Mr. FISET. I wil take the liberty of offering one or two
rernarks upon the motion of the lon. member for l'Islet.,
The hon. member for Three Rivers, stated as an explanation
of hie opposition to the present motion, that it will entail an
expense, trifling indeed, but useless because the people have
the papers to inform them. I would have the hon.
meniber to observe that lie as not always been so economi-
cally disposed, and that not very long since he blamed us for
having eut off two copies of the Votes and Proceedings, saying
that it was an ill-advised economy, an cconomy practiced at
the expense of the people. le states in the second place
thatetlie people have the newspaper to inform thema; but it
is well known that only a very small minority receive news-
papers, and that, consequently, the greater number of copies
of the Pacific Railway contract that can be distributed the
better, for it is of the greatest importance that the people
should be acquainted with all the details of this contract which

is almost an enormity. I will, therefore, support the motion
of the honourable member for l'Islet.

Mr. VALLÉE. I think that fhe request of the hon.
member for Rimouski (Mr. Fiset) is entirely groundless.
le say3s that in our parishes only a small minority of the

electors read the papers. That may be true. le demands
that our farmers should have the privilego of making thei-
selves acquainted with the contract; nevertheless, he only
asked for 50 copies for each inember, which would give to
his county about two copies per parish, which is evidently
wholly inadequate. 'Thus the proposal of the hon.
member falls to the ground. The whole press has published
this contract, and it appears to me that the printing of a new
edition vould be a useless expenditure of moiey.

Mr. LANDRY. 1 uni ut a loss to know whothor the iuo-
tion of the hon. muember for l'Islet asks for a flivor or an àct
of justice for our Province. If it is a favor that is asked for
i think that we can dispense with it; if it is an act of justice,
we should all support it. That appears to me to be the only
reasonable ground that can b takon. If the Pacifie Railway
contract lias been printed in the English language, and dis-
tributed anong the menmbers of the House, then it would Xe
only fair that it should be printed in French and distributed.
If, on the other hand, it lias not been so printed, thon I do not
think that the lion. iember for l'Islet has the right to come
and request'fr Quebec a fuvor that would be denied at the
sane time to the other Provinces. It seens that the hon,
member for Rimouski, in comîing to the rescue, has taken
advantage of the occasion to lug into the debate a souvenir
of his struggle In 1878. He reproaches the hon. Minister af'
Public Wor'ks fbr having said, in the ctunty of Rimouski,
thait t he Liberal party, when in power, had committed a fault,
in redueing the nuniber ofcopies of the Votes and Proecodings
of the Hlouse. It is true that the numiber was smill. Eacl
inenber had only perhaps two or thbroe copies ; but in the
present case I soe no reason for reproaehing the hon. Minis-
ter of Public Works with endeavouring to save the country as
much expîense as possible. The 50 copies that the hon. memn-
ber for l'Islet asks for would be quite insufficient, and tho
hon. meniber for Rimouski mu4 know that in the immense
county which ho ropresents and whieh is, I know not, how
many leagues ini extent, and l comprises, I know not, how'
nany parishes, this nunber would ho eîntirely inadequnate.
I think there would be a lively tin between those two lion.
rnembers to got the copies, and that the whole numnber would
be distributed in the county of Rinouski, if the hon. member
for l'Islet didi not look out fbr hinself. Thus, if it is a lbvor
that is asked, I do not want it, and I will vote against the
motion ; but if the hon. mover can show me ihat it is an not
of justice that he demands, thcn I am ready to give him my
support.

Mr. LANGEVIN. In answer to the hon. iember for
Montmagny (Mr. Landry), I wish to state that the hon.
Minister oflRailways has just informed me that when, the
other day, ho laid the contract on the table, ho announced
that ho would have it distributed among members -the
following morning, and that it was so distributed. Each
member must have found in his box three copies of the
contract in English, besides the Votes and Proceedings.
Such being the case, I beg of the hon. member for l'Ilet
to withdraw his motion, and we will sec to it that a number
of French copies are distributed to the French-speakiag
members la the same manner that the English copies were
distributed.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I am rady to conply with the pro-
posal of the hon. Minister, but on the other hand, what we
want just now is that tho Goverument should act promptly-
that is the main point we wish to gain. If we are to waii
toi long for these copies, I do not se why I should with,
draw my motion.
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Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. member, I believe, has not

much confidence in our goodwill. Re can be assured,
however, that this matter will be attended to promptly, and
that a limited number ofFrench copies will be printed.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I understand that my jnotion cannot
be taken as a whole, because, indeed, that cames exactly tô
the same thing. Since I am granted, in substance, what I
ask for, why is not my entire motion grarjted ? It cornes
exactly to the same thing. On the other hand, in answer
to the honorable M inister, who states that a synopsis of the
contract has been published in the newspapers, I wiil say
that the hon. Minister of Railways complained, last evening,
in the Rç>nse, that the contract had been nmutilated even by
one of the organs of the Government. How, then, can we
expeet the population of the Province of Quebec to
accept the synopsis furnished by the newspapers? As to
the hon. member for Maskinonge, (Mr. Houde) who believes
that the population of the county of l'Islet is as careless of
its iterests as is the population of his own county, and
that nay electors are too ignorant to read-especially the
paper that the hon. member edits-I will say to him that
the county of 1Islet, that I have the honor of representinug,
has very few newspapers, and that is why I wish to send
m constituents copies of the contract, so that they may

e cognizance of the details and judge for themselves. If'
the hon. member Would persuade the Government to have
100,000 copies printed for distribution, not only in my
county, but throughout the whole Province of Quebec, he
would be rendering the country a great service. I trust
that we will come to an understanding with the Government,
as to the number of copies that each mnember is to receive.
The type is still. standing, and if we can have a sufficient
number I will not insist upon my motion.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I opposed the motion of the hon.
member became I was not then aware of what my hon.
colleague has just now told me, that is to say, that three
English copies of the contract had been put into each
member's box. On this account we will not bave the
alightest objection ; on the contrary, we will see to it that
French copies of the contract are printed for the French-
apeaking nmembers of the House. The motion of- the hon.
member is, moreover, out of order, and consequently I
cannot allow it to pas.

e Mr. ANGLIN. Mr. Speaker, I have a word to say on
this question on behalf of my French-speaking constituents,
for I would like gentlemen on both sides of the House to
know that there are some French people in Canada, outside
of the Province of Quebec. The county I represent is
largely inhabited by French people, and I desire that
they should be placed upon the samne footing with regard to
this matter as the French-speaking population of Quebec, so
that they may have the pleasure of perusing the contract
tg which we are asked to assent.

Mir. LANGEVIN. I suppose the hon. gentleman will
not object if we treat him as a French member.

The motion was then withdrawn.

]?AOIPIC RAILWAY CONTRACT.

Mr. BLAKE, in noving for a copy of any paper
evidencing the contract or agreement which was entered
into with certain contractors for the construction and vork-
ing of the Canadian Pacifie Railway last summer, during
the visit to England of the First Mlinister, the Minister of
Railways and the Minister of Agriculture, said: Mr. Speaker,
the House knows that, during the visit of these distinguished
personages to England, there were circulated, from time to
time by cable, announcements that arrangements had
been made with certain eontragtors; and these announce-
mente were, from time to time, contradicted. Eventually
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a statement was published in the Ministerial organs,
authoritatively as it was said, bùt at any rate publidhed, that
an arrangement had been made. This last statement,
made before the return of the hon. gentleman, was coni-
firmed by the First Minister himself who, at Montreal, on
the 27th of September last, said:

"I have great pleasure in telling yon, gentlemèn,-though I cannot
go into the matter fully, because I am merely the agent of the Governor
in Council, sent to Great Britain along with two of my colleagues, and
must submit the arrangements we have made for the approval or rejeo-,
tion of the Parliament of the country-that we have made a good
arrangement with a number of capitalists, not alone in England, but in
Germany, France, the United States and Canada. We have made a
comllination of forces which will not only be qurite sufficient to bulid the
road, but will have additional influence to turn the great current of Ger-

-man emigration from the United States to Canada. We have received
security mn money-satisfactory security-for the proper construetion and
running of the road for ten years after its completion, which will be
twenty years hence. We have made an arrangement, not that
the rond shallh be built through a fertile district and left untouched in
the wilder parts, but that it shaat be constructed whether throuts a wild
or a fertile district. We have made an arrangement b whieh
the land will be put upon the market and sold at once, by whicl means
there shall be a continuance of systematic emigration to tie 'North-West.
We have secured the running of it for ten years after it is built, and when
I tell you that, when the road is finished, it wil fnot cost the eountry a
bit more than the arrangement would that I made with Sir Hugh
Allan in 1873, you will, I an certain, rejoice with me. a•
We have made an arrangement by which the road is to be built; we have
caused a desire on the part of a settler to emigrate to Canad-a- and the
road will be built without costing one cent to the people o? Canada.
• • We have made the arrangement a contract firm. The
contract will be carried out, the railway will go on whether Parliatrent
mreets in November or February. The railway will go on ail the saine,
and we will trust to Parliament and the country to sustain us in our
course. The contractors are men of means, millionaires, capable of
building a dozen railways. They are quite wilning to take the risk of
going on at once, and they will o so."

My object is to obtain the paper which evidences that
contract. It is an arrangement which was made, a contract
firm, made some day prior to the 27th of September, and,
of course, some day prior to the hon. gentleman's departure
fr'om England, It is obvious, therefore, that there was some
arrangement of some kind or other which had been imple-
mented in some shape by the contract, which was executed
on the 2 1 st of October and has since bedn laid on the Table
of this House. The objections made to seeiug the offers of
unsuccessful tenderers do not apply, of course, to this. This
is not a question of offer; it is a question of eontract-of a
successful tenderer, and, being a contract, or an arrange-
ment of such magnitude as this, we should bave someoppor-
tunity of seeing the instrument embracing the details whieh
I have read and some of which I do not perceive in the
present contract. I know of no reason why Parliament
should be deprived ofthe opportunity of seeing a document
which has been so specifically described by the hon. gentle-
man and with respect to which he thought fit at that 'day to
give so mnuch information to the public atjarge in advance
of the Session of Parliament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I object to this motion,
and I object to it upon the same ground as I objected to the
production of the other offers. The hon. gentienlan
says a number - of communications came across the
Atlantic. For those communications I am not responsible,
and for them no one of my colleagues, tvho were with me in
England, was or is responsible. It was wll knowu in
England that negotiations were going on; it was a matter
whieh occupied the attention of the tock Exchange; itwas
a matter of the very first importance, and, as onemay faney,
every enterprising stock-broker wished to have a hand in it,
and al sorts of rtmors were afloat. We had entered into
negotiations with one firm after another, but one after
another our efforts fhiled ; and it was only with great
difficulty that we made any arrangement at ah. The hon.
gentleman quotes from a speech of mine at Montreal. Well,
I cannot vouch for the literal accuracy of the report, but a
number of gentlemen came to see me at Hochelaga Station
on my way to Ottawa, and the speech froin whid ithehon.
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entIdinÊm qnetes '#is aft rwards delitered before the
Membrs of the Ulnr Cartier at whom the hon. gentleman
mneers so much.

Mr. BLAKE, Oh, no. I did not sneer at them.
sir e [rN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle-

umn sneer4d at them a little when h. apoke of my looking
down at them.

Mr LMAKE I was the hon. gentletaan who said ho
Wduld look down upon them.

sir .TOHN J. MACDONAID. The hon. genileman
ageers at me n fthe chemin de fer. Let hn beware
of the chemin d'enfer. At all events, I have no
doubt of the substantial accuracy of the report of my
reinarks, fromu which the hon gentleman quoted. I told
these to whomn I spoke the general terms of the arrange-
ment we had come to; that the contract had been made
"firmn" which, as the hon. 'entleman knows, is a technicál
expression used by the Stock Exchange to denote that the
arrangements were not made specultively, but that the
coitruat was one which, in the phraseoeogy of the 'Stock
Excliange, the parties are legally and in honor bound to
carry out. The arrangement was subject to the working
out of the details bore, and if they could not be
wàrked out here, or if we did not agree to
the terms, there was an end of the matter. This, Sir, is the
rosult of the negotiations. We settled all the main terms
in England, so far as we could settie them between rman
and man; but the understanding was, of course, that
thmey nust be subject, in the first place, to the approval of
the Governor General in Council. The details had to be
written out de die in diern, and gentlemen camne from Eng-
land and New York for the purpose of settling all those
terms. It would answer no good purpose, and it would
answer a very bad purpese to bring dôwn the discussions,
the day and day negotiations, tho statements on the one

ide and on thi other side whilo these arrangements were
peiding; and it ia contrary to au rule and precedent thaft
anything but thïe fial result of the negotiations should be
bróüght down. We, Sir, settled the main points of this
àrrangement in ngland-the amount to be paid as
'Canada'e contribution, in the way of railway construe-
tien, money and land; but, of course, they were
ail subject to the settlement of the terms under which,
as a railway company, they could safely accept an Act
of incorporation. I am happy. to say, and the Hlouse
knows now, that we have arrived at these results.
We have laid before the House these results, and we decline
telay before the House any other papers.

Mr. BLAKE. For the first time the House bas been
informod that:there was no contract or arrangement made
in England. The hon. gentleman says it was an arrange-
ment subject to a number of details which they were to
diseuss when they came out here, and if they did not agree
upon the details there was to be no contract. I am not
complaining of the details having been left fer settlement.
What I am complairiing of is, that the Government should,
through the First Minister, have made a statement which
has not been borne out by his statement to-day. The hon.
gentlemen stated at Montreal that an arrangement had been
made whieh was to be submitted to the Governor in Council
and to Parliament. He gave us some details, but he did
not statë that this arrangement was to be condi-
tional on other important details en which its becoming
an effective agreement was to depend. De hd led the
country to belieV6 that Le had succeeded. He had not suc-
ceeded at that moment, because his successes depended upon
these details beiug settled agreeablyto both parties. Having
made this statement to the country fe could not afford to fail,
or to differiabout the detals; if Le Lad differed about the,
details, he would have shown that his speech was not orreet;

he would have shown tnat no agreement was made; and ho
placed himself in a most disadvantageous position for con-
cluding an agreement u nsatisfhctory terms by announeing
that an agreement had bn made before it wasin fact made.
Wbat would have been his positionif he hadchosen to spliton
this contract-if, after a certain intervai, he had been obliged
to say, well, I told the Club Cartier at Montreal, and through
them the public, that I had made this arrangement, that the
contractofs were men of means, and that they we e wiliag
to go on at onee, but all that wua incorrect, because I iad
not coneluded the agreement; there were important details
to be settled which were not settled betwee n s ? During
all this time, while the contract was under discussion dde
ia dicm, while stipulations which he had not agied to in
England were being foreed froin hm at the peril of failure-
during all this time ho had hanging over him this announce-
ment, made prematurely to the euntry, that a contwact1had
been made when no co'rtraet had been made.

Mr. MILLS. 'the statement made by the First Minister
is a very extraordinary one. Be says it would be a highly
unproper thing to brng down the original propoition-to
bing down that skeleton of a contract which Lad been
anade between hinself and the contractors. Well, Sir, I do
not know that the contractors were of greater consequence
thaîý an independent State. In every treaty we have the
original propositions and the counter proostions, and when
the whole is agreed upon we have what are called the
protocols. If the hon. gentleman will turn up the papers in
connection with the treaty made at Washington, when he
himself was a HLigh Commissioner, lie will sec that we had
the proposition made by the English Government, the
counter proposition made by the Anicican. Govern-
ment, the discussion that took place every day, and the
contract agreed to upon them, all brought down to Parlia-
ment. If we look at other treaties, we sec the saine thing.
W e know what propositions were made by Englaud and
France when Lord John Russell was sent to Vienna, we
know what the Commissioners did whien they met, and we
knov that the Imperial Parliament ultimately refused to
ratify what lad been donc. With the Treaty of Paris also,
we ave the propositions made by Russia to France and
Great Britain, and the proceedings of the Commissioners
fromt day to day recorded in the rotocols. When the
Treaty of Berlin, in which several Buropean States were
represented, was adopted, what was recorded im the proto-
cols, what was proposed by the different Governments before
that Convention met, and what took place from day to day
at the Conventionl was made public. And the hon. gentle-
man undertakes to withhold the papers in connection with a
contract, every step of which should be in the cogizance of
this Ilouse, beeause its fulfilment depends on the public
resources of' this country, which are peculiarly under the
supervision of the House of Commons. The hon. gentleman
says that this is a matter of too mucli public importance--
that, while great affairs of State which involve peace and
war, may properly be submitted to an independent Legis-
lature, such as the Parliament cof Great Britain, the Bouse
of Commons of Canada are to be denied the necessary
supervision over the acts of the Government and of contrac-
tors who, for aught we know, may have exercised improper
influence over the negotiators.

Mr. CASEY. We have often heard of the injudicionsness
of crying out before getting clear of the wood, but it is not
often thatrone injudicious speech cost se much, not only to
the individual who makes it, but to the country at large, as
the cry the hon. Premier uttered bobre he saw hiw way
out of the wood.

Mr. MILLS. Thecrow.
Mr. CASEY. My bon. friend sys it was a erow, and

perbapsf that is nearer the mark. W have heard the state-
tent, tmed by the leader of theOpposition, of the terms which
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the bon. gentleman (the Premier) said be had concluded. at
the time hecrew. He had theti made arrangements to have
all the land put on the market atence, and to secure an imme-
diate and systematic flowi of immigrants to the North-
West. le had made arrangements by which this
road could be built without costing the people of
Canada one cent. -That was all affirmed as settled at
that time. Several other points were settled at the same
time, but, on looking over the contract, we -find that
the points which were then settled have become unsettled.
There is no a-rangement in this contract to put these
lands on the market, or by which that road couldbe built
without costing the people of Canada one cent, because we
have to pay, on the very face of the treaty, without enter-
ing into any calculation, $ 25,000,000; and that is something
so very different from one cent that there is no possibility
of mistaking one for the other. And these two great
changes, not to mention any others, must have been brought
about in consequence of this premature crow of the right lon.
leader of the Government. My hon. friend (Mr. Blake) has
alluded in passing to the series of interviews, of consultations
so called, which were held in regard tothis contract, and has
pointed out that they were scarcely consultations at all,
that they were a series of meetings for the purpose
of torturing the right bon. gentleman, that the thumb-
Bcrews and the boot mumt have been put on him,
and all the other inventions applied by which money
bas been extracted at one time or another from a tortured
individual, who was supposed to be rich, either in the
possession of his >wn money, or the money of the country.
Unfortunately, in this instance, it was not the right hon. gen-
tleman's own moncy that was screwed out of him by these
negotiations, but the money of the people, and the motive
power of this tremendous transaction was simply this pre-
mature statement that everything had been arranged.The
right hon. gentleman says he is not responsible for the
literai accuracy of these statements as taken down by the
reporter. I caim he is responsible for them.

Mr. PLUMB. Hear, hear.
Mr. CASEY. In spite of my irrepressiblo friend from

Niagara, I hold the right hon. gentleman responsible for
those statements, for the simple reason that he did not
deny them at any time, but allowed them to be
used, by the organs of his party, as arguments
to show that a most satisfactory bargain had-been con-
cluded. Having derived all the benefit possible from that
statement, he cannot now b allowed to .repudiate it. He
bas had all the kudos, all the glory, of having gone to
England and made a contract, and now he says he is not
responsible for the statement, because tha reporter may
have made a slip in taking down bis words. If my
recollecton does not mislead me, the organs of the party
mado use of those words which, ho says, are not correct,
and beld them up as a literal and correct statement of what
had-been done. But we are told that it would be contrary
to all rule and precedont that anything but the finished
results would be brought down. The bon: member for
Bothwell (Mîr. Mills) las shown a good many instances
in which other than finished results have been brought
down. But apart from that altogether, lot us look at this case
once more as compared with the case of an ordinary contract
in which the unsuccessful as well as successful tenders are
called for, and the reasons given for rejecting the one or the
other are laid before the House. In this case that is not
possible, because tenders were not advertised for and
received in the usual way. Informal negotiations took
place, and because the negotiations were informa,i and the
usual method of getting at the unsuccessful tenders were
not available, the Government refused to bring down the
information require4. Bat the House has a right to know
al the reasons whioh led the Government to arive at a

Mr. CAsar.

conclusion, all the circumstances of the cSe Md aI Ithe
offers made formally or informally for the contract, and the
country will not brook their refusal to make public ail their
negotiations with reference to this contract.

Mr. PLUMB. The lion. member for West Elgint in«look-
ing bsek -upon the statements that have been made by a
newspaper during the last three or four months, has become
a little muddled about the Syndicatecontract, which overy
day appeared in a new state in the columns of that paper.
The hon. gentleman was unwilling to wait and abide bythe
statements which would be produced in Parliament in time.
We were willing to wait for that statement. We were
willing to suppose thatany.arrangements made by gentlemen
in England, on the part of the Government, could notbe
binding on this country, although the preliminaries of the
contract bad been made, until the details of such contract
had been ratified by the Governor in Council. W.
were not so anxIous to have the contract concluded
as the lion. gentlemen opposite seemed to be.. We
did not find- any fault with the Ministérs who went to
England, after they had made a proper arrangement
in coming here and settling the details of one of the
most important contracts,-I undertake to say the
most important contract in itself-that has ever been made
on this continent. W edid not suppose these hon. gentlemen
would have clothed themselves with such power as it seems
the idea of the Opposition they should have clothed them-
selves with, and made that contract binding in every detail
before returning to consult with their colleagues, and without
laying their affairs before the Governor Ueneral in Council,
from day to day,. for approval, as I presume was necessary.
We did not flnd any fault with them for having stated
they had made a proper arrangement which would
be binding if the details were niade satisfactory. We
did not consider they were bound hand and fbot by
that arrangement, but considered it was binding
on ail parties, as any negotiation of that kind is
binding between man and man, provided the details can be
adjusted upon fair principles; but such negotiation is open,
at any time, tol b broken off until the contract is finally
sealed and signed, and nobody knows that botter than the
hon. gentleman who moved this resolution. The lion.
gentleman who has just sat down has amused us, as usual, with
his faceti. Ris remarks have come about quite as near the
question under discussion as a certain marksman, not long
ago, cameto the mark aimed at, when, after firing at a
pigeon, lie found he had missed, but killed instead his best
cow. The lion, gentleman may make-his game in that way
as often as lie chooses. We know perfectly well that he
usually hits the mark about as near as did the sportsman in
question, whose achievement we have lately seen chronicled
in the newspapers, and the information which afforded food
for his speech is probably quite as reliable as the shooting
item chronicled in the papers.

The House divided. Motion negatived. Yeas 53; nays
120.
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STANDARD OF TIE PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of all statements, evidence

or information on which the Goverument based their judg-
ment in accepting the Union Pacific Railway, as the same
was when first constructed as the standard regulating the
quality and character of the proposedCanadian Pacifie Rail-
way, its materials and equipment, and of any detailed
estimate which has been made by any officer of the Govern-
ment as to the cost of the works under progress and to be
constructed by the Government, and of those to be constructed
by the projected Company, according to such standard. He
said: 1 am very much encouraged, as you will perceive by
the earnest desire of the louse, to obtain all the materials
possible, in order to form a deliberate judgment as to the
proposals submitted for our adoption.

Sir-OHARLES TUPPER: You are referring to a past
debate.

Mr. BLAKE said: 1am not referring to any past debate.
I am not referring to any past division. Surery the
hon. gentleman will not suppose my observation
alluded to the division that has just taken place.
Encouraged by that -manifest disposition which the flouse
bas displayed since the Session began, I ask for some
more information. You will observe, if you have read the
contract befbre us, a provision is made, in order " to establish
an approxirnate standard, whereby the quality and the
character of the railway and of the materials used in the
construction thereof, and of the equipment thercof, may bo
regulatèd, the Union Pacifie Railway of the United States,
as the same was when first constructed is hereby solected and
fixed at sucb standard." The Union 'Pacifie Railroad wus,
I believe, begun in 1863, and partly constructed within a
very short period, and the residue constructed and opened in
189, although portions of it had been o ned soomeyears
before. In fact, so far as I am informne, portions of this
railroad were nearly worn ont- before the rest was finished.
Thé Union Pacife .Railroad, as it stood in IS69, eleven

years ago, is selected as the standard for our road. Of
course, taken as it was at the date at which
it was selected, we would have valuable testimony
of the persons connected wiîth the Union Pacifie
Railroad, or of the inspectors. But I believe such is
not the condition of things, certainly as to the time, nor as
to the actual state of the road with reference to tho Union
Pacific Railroad. Indeod we know it is not, but the contract
does not say as it now is, but "as it was when first
constructed," In determining upon such a standard, it is
not, perhape, unreasonable to conclude that the Administra-
tion obtained some evidence or statement, or information
on which they based their judgment as to the
selection of the standard of that railway as it
was when first constructed, for the standard of
the great transcontinental highway of Canada. 1,
therefore, think we may fairly expect, unless there be some
reasons of State, unless the information was obtained in
confidence, unless it would humiliato somebody, the Gov-
ernment, to produce it, that we may receive some information
on this subject on this occasion.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think there is any
objection to the motion. There is no necessity that I am
aware of for the Government refusing any information on
this matter. The contraet made in 1873 for the construction
of the Canada Pacifie Railway, fixed the standard in, I think,
the precise terme of the standard of the Union Pacifie
Railway, when built.

Mr. BLAKE. It was a very bad contract, but not so bad
as that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think the hon. gentleman
will find, if he will refer to the contract, that I am correct.
1 presume that in fixing those terme it was considered
necessary to have some standard adopted in reference to the
difficulty of the work, in the same way as when the Union
Pacifie Railway receivod its charter, and a very large anount
of State aid, under that charter; it was provided that it muet
be constructed according to the standard of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railway, if I romember rightly, and that it was
considered a sufflciently high standard for the Government
of the United States to fix for the Union Pacifie Railway.
If we niay judge from the expenditure on the work, it ought
to have been a pretty good standard, because I think the
cost of the Union Pacifie Railroadwas about 8111,000 a mile.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The .leader of the late

Government stated it was so enormous that I thought I
should refer to it in the remarks I read to the House last
night. I am informed the cost averaged about 8111,000
a mile. So the cost will be regarded as quite
high enough in the way of a standard. There are
haîf a dozen of the most important railways in the United
States doing an immense business, all of which are at an
inferior standard to that of the Union Pacifie Railroad. The
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad standard is net nearly
so good. The standard of the Baltimore and Ohio is not at
all to be compared with that of the Union Pacifie. The
Pennsylvania Central, Chesapeake and Ohio, and Central
Pacifie all possess a standard inferior to that of the Union
Pacifie Railroad. I think, therefore, that as the Union
Pacifie i a road on which a speed of 40 miles an hour can
be obtained, and is capable of carrying a vast amount of
traffic at a very considerable profit, and as a competently
constrncted railroad would necessarily obtain the best
gradients and curves and best description-of rond, for the
reason that, being obliged to operate the road atter its con-
struction, it is a matter of the utmost importance to the
comyany in a financial and commercial point of view, that
they should make their rond ofas good a standard as possible
to their means. That this is a se standard to adopt, I thinir
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all things considered, we have a tolerably stro»g assurance
that the character of the Canadian Pacifie Railroad will be
all that we can desire.

Mr. BLAKE. I am not discussing that now, I was only
getting information if I could.1

"ir OHARLES TUPPER. I am generously explaining
to the hon. gentleman all the facte in relation to thematter,
and I am obliged to conclude by stating that I am not aware
of any documents or papers that can be brought down
except those that are accessible to the hon. gentleman.
Everything from its fnception to the present day, connected
with the Ûnion Pacifie Railway, is a matter of history, and
within the reach of any one who will take the trouble to
look it up.

Mr. BLAKE. I wislh, at the earliest moment, to correct
a little error of memory twice committed by the hon. Minister.
I ventured to suggest to him that it was an error upon the
second occasion, but he was very positive he was right. He
has said the standard was fixed ,precisely in
the same terms as it was in the Alian contraet.
In this present contract the words used are
these: "The standard of the Union Pacifie Railway
as the same was first constructed." As I have said, the
last portion of that road was constrncted in 1869, in fact I
believe some of the iron was worn out .before 1869. The
language the hon. gentleman says is precisely alike, uaOn
which he bases, I presu-me, bis defence for not having
enquired into and obtained specific information upon the con-
dition of the Union Pacifie Railway as it wa when first
constructed, is this: "In order to establish an
approximate standard the Union Pacifie Railway of the
United States is hereby selected and fixed as such standard."
It is not as when first constructed at all, but as it was ati
that date, in 1873, before which various important changes
had been made in the condition of the Union Pacific. It goes
on to say: "But in a general way only, and not with respect
to any minor details muits construction or working which may
be found to be objectionable in respect to alignment and
curves, which shall be as favorable as the nature of the
country will admit of without undue expenditure." Thes
are the words which the hon. gentleman says are precisely
the same as the words contained in the infinitely more
favorable contract which we are now to ratify. First of all,we
had a standard-of the rond as it was in 1873, not as it waswhen
first constructed, which, it seems, the wily contractors have
got the hon. gentleman to insert4 under the belief that he was
putting in the same thing as in the Allan contract.
Seeondly, we have the express provision that the aignment
and curves shall be made better than the Union Paciße
Railway, as if wa iin 1873. Thbse are the differences
between the two things whicb, until to-day, the Ministers
who, from day to-day, were drawing out the contrait o
çarefully, who werç considerig it ie by lne-ad danse
by clause, thought the same.

&Nr. QLIN. I thiok, i this ca.se, thJe Hause will
not rocive tie jformation, for the reason ethat the
Government themselves are not in posesion of it.
I think the evidence juast laid þefo thoeRogae
by the hon. leader of, the Qppositien must cçnvine
every hon. gentlemen t.hat the Minister of ailwaysatall
events, the man who ought to have special information
on the suoject, s not himself in possession of any informa-
tion which will enable as to judge what the Union Pacide
Railway was like whe) fir construetod. He tella, usit is a
matter of bistory, WeH, we can find much matter with
regard to that railway, but I think we have all of us as yet
failed to find sch information as the leader of the Opposi-
tion bas asked for. We have sOme vague information with
regard to the character of the road, the kind of bridges
used, and seua £er Sattprs, wms;ih tormsxtrn ia nef at
aR of an aeprigg natare. W. wouilikel to .et some

Sir ORIatiLs Turrn.

assurance from the hon. gentleman that on this most im-
portant point, we are bargam4a.ifor a fairly workable road.
One of the arguments the hon. gentleman used, was thag
inasmuch s ths1 lgentlemben wih b the road for
selves, they wil4- tkerefore, build a .good railway,anskat
ho security is neeessary. We are nbf of that opinion we
think some securRy is necessary, an4d cannot, or'
of me cenoonive xwhy, instead f vague general deelaration
of this kind, there was not insertd in this contraMt
a description of the kind of road 'we were to ge s0
that every gen4erman here, mdhut havig to saruk
throug h lithe musty volumes of the library, may, on
reading the contract, form for himself an accurate opinion
of the character of the road. The han. gentleman asked
about the general public. We ar'enbre, say they, to pay
no regard-to the general public; we are here to judge for
them, as we are here to act for them, But we, at ail
events, should have some means ourselves of forming some
opinion on the subject. I have seen railway contraets
before now contalwing a description of the character of e
rond, in which on eertain meotions it was provided that thie
grade should not exceed a certain maximum, nor the
curves a certain minimum, that fthe road bed sbould bo at a
certain width or certain level above the country tàrQggh
which it passed, and the bridges of a certain description.
Ail that coulk have been inserted in this contract witbout
wasting much paper, dividing the road into sectionF witth
regard to itsdifficuilties, providing ene class of grades for
the Lake Superior section, anothe class for thke prairie
section, and se throughout, and the whole thing ,oula
have been putinto this contract, covering but a page or
two at most -f the paper now before us. But as the
matter stands, we are to proceed yithoutt'nformaion.
When the hon. Minister of Railways began to reply to the
speech of the bar. genteman wbxioed Ihe re»olution
and proffer his willingness to bring down ili fi e infor-
matiotr in possession of the Governtment, I rêai1y thoxëght
we were to have something before us as fthi
debate proceeded, that 'would unable us to form a
reasonable opinion of the character of the 'road.
But it il not known, I am now quite satisfied, that tion.
gentleman cannot lay tue information before the Hiuse, for
the simple reason that he bas not got it.

Mr. CRARLTON. I doubt, Sir,whether there is a single
feature of this contract which shows more clearly the folly
and, I might add, the ignorance, of the Government, than
the one that sets up a standard of compariso4 betweed the
Qanadian Pacifi lRailway and the Union Pacifie as at first
constructed. The circumstanées attending the construction
of the Union Pacifie -are briefly these Two great cm-
papies were hartered;for'Ihe conxtrnidionaf a line from
Omaha to Sacramento. These companies received subsies
from fthe Governineat jein money asd lands. The, arrnge-
mnents made with the GoveirnrMent werehighly advantageous
to them; and it was tg their interes te rush fthe work
with the greatest possible celerity, each çonpany bing
anxious to build as graeat a number of iles as posaible in
order to secure as muelhe ofthe subsidy as they coi, .The
result of this desire was, thAt the Çompanies built a
without paying the a lightest attentiounto hfe quality f the
materials or the mode of construction, quri.ng naothig but te
get a line over 'which they could run a oomoe,.T o or
three miles of road were laid down. every dgy. The fies
were made of pine and of cotton-wood, ceh was. eveu
less suitable for the puirpose than bxaawod, .an4 te road
was in place during the winter months, hallasted with l s
of frozen earth. 'The rails were of inerior iron, QnltyO0
1bs. to the yard, and they ware otaQt uthe eater, end

before a junctio was ;effectd with the petral Pi4c.
-Thegradea weras hi ps 116 ifet t the mile,

eig90 feet tothe mile.Theread:,??rvesur f sumail
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radiLus, and its condition at that time was such that even
einitruction train could not be run upon it with safety
This, Sir, is the standard of comparison which these honoi
able gentlemen have set up in the bargain they have adopte
on behalf of the people of Canada with these astute railwa
magnates. The members of the Syndicate will naturallî
have the same interests in pushing forward the constructioi
of thisroad at a rapid rate as had the gentlemen* who buil
the Union and Central Pacifie Railways, namely, te secur
a maomum of the land and money subsidy fori
minimum expenditure upon the work in construction. Thei
will foDlow the example of these gentlemen in constructiný
a fiimsy road in the first .place, though afterwards theý
may find it necessary to build a road of a more sub
stantial~ character. Of course, no one can blame th(
Syndicate for securing as favorable a bargain as possible-
for securing terms which practically give them double th(
amount of money required to build a good road; but I say
it was an act of folly which was almost criminal for th~
government of Canada to make such a bargain. ThE
Minister of Railways was evidently under the idea that th
Union Pacifie was as good a road when it was constructec
as it was in 1873, when the fact is that the Union Pacifie
after constructing the road in the manner I have described
found it necessary to perfect their fiimsily eonstructed line
in order to render it useful for the purposes of commerce
·They then ballasted their line from Omaha to Promontory
Point, with broken stone from the Rocky Mountains, and
gravel from the pits arong the line, they replaced the
old iron with new, and, in fact, reconstructed the road
throughout. Have we any guarantee that the proposed
builders of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, after laying the

' track in the flimsy fashion in whieh the Union
Pacifie Company built that road, will reconstruct
it as the builders of the American road found it necessary
to do? And if not, all this immense sum of money, and this
vast domain of land, will be utterly thrown away. It may
be to their interest to improve the road, but we have no
guarantee that they will d,) so. The whole contract
betrays the most astounding stupidity on the part of the
Government; they have made a bargain which they dare
not submit to the people; for, under tho plea of respect for
the dignity of Parliament, tboy have kept this precious
contract under seal, fearful of the criticisms which they
were sure it would provoke. Now they call upon us to
sanction the bargain without the country being allowed to
form any idea of its conditions, or of their own interest in
the matter. It is premature, of course, to enter into a
discussion of this question as a whole, but so far as I have
trespassed in this respect I have followed the example
of a more illustrious person than myself-I moan the
Minister of Railways. I trust, howevej-, that it is apparert
to the louse that the standard'of construction which has
been et up for this road is a very low one indeed, and that
in this respect, at least, the Minister of Railways has made
a very pr bargain.

Mr. PLUMB. I w*ih to point out to this House that the
Union Pacifie Railway, to which the hon. gentleman has
referred, was fnot completed until the 10th of May, 1869,
and in 1872 the road was reported to be in first-class
condition, with good grades and an excellënt alignment,
running over an admirable soil bottom; in short, it was a
smfficiently good road to earn about seven millions of
dollars. The Union Pacifie was subsidized by the American
Goverament by a grant of $16,000 per mile in cash for that

rüon of the road between the Missouri River and the
ky Mountains, $48,000 per mile for a distance of 150

miles through the mountain range, $32,000 per mile
for the distance intermediate between the Rocky and the
Sierra Nevada ranges, $48,000 per mile for a distance of 150
mil through the Sierra Nevad. The route for the eastern
portion of the line is up the valley of the Platte, which .has

le3 4

a a course nearly due east fron the base of the mountains.
y. Till these are reached this valley presents probably tho
r- finest line ever adopted for such a work for an equal distance.
d The whole lino is a very favorable one, when its immense
y lèngth is considered. More than one half ofit is ractically
y level, while the mountain ranges are surmounted rgrades
n not in any case exceeding those now worked upon y some
lt of the most suceessful Amenrican roads.
e It being six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.
a
y AFTER RECESS.
9 CANADIAN -PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The House resolved itself into Committee on certain Reso-
lations fo)r granting and appropriating twenty-five millions
of dollars and twenty-fivo millions of acres of land in the
North.West Territorios, according to the terms of the
contract relating to the Canadian Pacific Railway trans-

e mitted te this House by Ilis Excelleney the Governor
General by his Message dated Docember 10th.

e Mr. BLAXE. I procoed, Mr. Chairman, to òndeavor.to
d ascertain, by the light of thoso figures which were pro-

sented to us last year, and those figures which were
, prosented to us last night, what the cost of the road, such
, as we are to obtain it is, what the consideration which

the country is to give for its construction by the company
is, and what are the advantages to be obtained by the con-
pany, pecuniarily and otherwise. I think I have already
sufficiently establishod te the Committo that the estimates
of cost for a first class road are estimatos which are wholly
inapplicable to this structure. But t intend, when I reach
that particular point, to givo a few more facts and
figures than those which have attracted tho
attention of the Ilouso in other discussions,
and in this discussion upori that subject. Now, we are not
bore face to face with anything less than conclusions
doliborately reached by the Administration upon tbeadvice
of those most competent to judge as to the cost of this
railway. It is to theso figures that I appeal, and upon those
figures the Administration cannot object to bo judged with
reference to this contract. Tho cost of the railway in cash,
as estimated last year, and ncluding in that cost the
telegraph lino and the subsidy to the Canada Central, and
also fifty miles extra of the line to the north of Lake
Superior-because that line was calculated last year at .only
600 miles, upon the view that before it was commenced at
least fifty miles would be constructed by the Canada
Central, and, therofore, it is only fair to add
that to the cost now, whon it is proposed to
commence at South East Bay or near it-I say the cost of
the railway, constructed as the Governmont proposed to
construct it, and including those three items, was $88,500,000.
From Thunder Bay te Red River, $17,000,000-; Pembina
Branch, f 1,750,000; Red River to Jasper House Pass,
$13,000,000; Jasper House Pass to Kamloops, 815,500,000;
Kamloops to Yale, $10,000,000; Yale to Moody, $3,500,000;
an extra $ ,000,000 spread ovor the British Uolumbia see-
tion; the lino along the north shore of Lake Superior, te
which I have refeired, $20,000,000; the extra fifty miles to
which I have referred, $1,666,000; the Cana Central
subsidy, S1,450,000; telegraphs, $500,000; surveys,
$3,119,000; making an aggregate of $88,485,000, not
differing at all from the hon gentleman's (Sir Charles
Tupper's) own statement, except to add the two or three
items to which I have referred, and which, in considering
the cost te the country of this enterprise, must, of course,
he added, because we have paid those sums. Of this
sum of say $88,500,000,- we have already, according to the
statement laid on the Table the other day, actually paid out
in cash no less a sum than $18,600,000, and the interest
which we have already paid for the moncy we have borrowed
to enable us to pay that 818,600,000, is about $2,000,000 :
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so that the Pacifie Railway account, in principal and
interest, stands at this moment at considerably more than
$20,000,000. Now, the cost of the railway, according to the
revised estirnates of this year, because, as I have observed,
the cost of the Pacifie Railway, under the hon. gentleman,
is a constantly decreasing quantity in point of estimate,
although when we come to the contract with the Company,
the results may and will appear to be very different ; the
cost, I say, according to the revised estimates, brought down
by the Minister the other evening, is this : He divided the
line into three parcels-from Thunder Bay to Selkirk and
the Pembina Branch, the Yale-Kamloops section, and the
section from Yale to Port Moody-which were estimated
last year altogether at $32,500,000, and ho reduced the
cost of these to $28,000,000. J have estimated that
of that reduction $1,000,000 is properly applicable to
equipment and terminal accommodation, saved to
the country and to be imposed upon the Syndicate
by the terms of the bargain. That would reduce the saving
in the shape of excessive estimate to $3,500,000. There
would be a sum of $31,500,000 of work, now represented by
$28,000,000, there being thus a saving of $3,500,000 on
$31,500,000, or 11 per cent. upon the, hon. gentleman's
estimate of last year. Now, th'e other work, which was
estimated on the same principle, in the s4me view, by the
same man, at the same time, was t-> cost, from Red River to
Jasper, $13,000,000; Jasper to Kamloops, $15,500,000;
half the extra million on the British Columbia section,
$500,000; the North Shore line, $21,666,000, and the pay-
ment of $1,000,000 for stock, &c., taken off the Government
calculation of its part,-making a total of $51,666,003 to
be provided in thé same way by the Syndicate. But of that
$51,666,000, I appropriate the $1,000,000 formerly men-
tioned and another $1,000,000 for equipment on the central
and western part of the central section, and the estimated
saving, applying the same saving to these estimates that
the hon. gentleman has found applicable to the other estimates
is upon a gross sumpof $49,666,000, or a saving of $5,463,000,
or say $5,50i,000. So that the total cost of the work to be
done by the Syndicate, reaches the sum of $46,200,000,
inclusive of equipment; the total cost, which I pointed out a
moment ago, was $88,500,000, is by tbe hon. gentlemen's
fortunate economies reduced b' $9,000,000-$3,500,000 on
the Government sections, $5,500,000 on the Syndicate sec-
tions. Thus the grand total of88J millions is reduced to 79½
million dollars by the operation of the ion. gentleman's.
economies. That, then, is. the cost, as compared with
the cost last year, of a cheap road, including in that cost all
the expenditure of the exploratory surveys, the telegraph
lines, the Canada Central subsidy, and also that extra piece
of the North Shore to which I adverted. I say the cost of
a very cheap road, and it may be just as well to point out
what style of road it is, so far »as the Government sections
are concerned. The hon. gentlemen in a letter to his
engineers on the 15th April, said:-" The policy of the
Government is to construct a cheap railway, building it
rather in advance of settlement, with any workable
gradients that can be had, incurring no expenditure
beyond that absolutely necessary to effect the rapid coloniza-
tion of the country." The engineer in answering, quotes in
a note to his answer:

" I am convinced, moreover, that by making an extreme study of the
final location of the British Columbia section, by sharpening the curva-
ture in some places, by using great judgment and. adjusting alignments
to the sinuosities and sudden and great irregularities of the ground, by
substituting cheaper classes for-the more costly, whenever it can be safely
done, and by doing no more work than is absolutely necessary, a marked
reduction can be made."
That, Sir, is a short account of the style of road to which
these estimates of last year referred, to which the hon.
gentleman reduces the estimates of this year, and it is the
style of road which, so far as the Government sections are
concerned, we are to expect to secure by the end of ten

Mr. BLAKE.

years as our contribution to the transcontinental - itnay.
As to the Company's part, one might naturally expect on
such an arrangement that they would have sböiàethihg
like the same standard. In fact, unless we get > yery
long link of railway of a superior standard, there
is very little use in interspersing large quantities of
superior .with large quantifies of very infetior work,
for you cannot haul a large load over your railway ifthere are
here and there verybad curves -and grades. Although
it is, of course, better that you should have a levelroad
for some part, you still are unable, practically, mless
you have a very long link of good railway and
then manage to divide the load along the bad
railway, to do more than half work. At any rate the
standard given by the contract for the Syndicate is, as we
have already, I think, fully satisfactorily discovered,
not a very elevated standard. I have referred to
the standard, and the House will remember, without
my once again reading the document, that the contract
prescribes the standard of the Union Pacifie Railway
as first constructod as the standard of the Canadian Pacific.
Well, the former contract prescribed the standard of the
Union Pacifie as it was at that day, and prescribed, not
that absolutely, but with the reservation of objectionable
points in that standard, and a provision that inferior
alignments and curvatures should not apply, but that
botter work should be done wherever it was possible than
was done even at that time .on the Union Pacifie.
ILwas a little surprised to hear the hon.. gentleman, in is
speech, the other' evening, quote the Allan contract - as
one of the pieces justificatives of the Government. It did
seom to me it would have been the part of discretion to
have left out all allusion to that contract in this connection.
But, the hon. gentleman thinking, from his imperfect
recollection of it, that ho could vindicate the terms of this
contract by a roference to that, lugged it into thbediscussion,
and wo now find that, bad as that contract was in many
respects, this is, in the particular ' for which the hoi.
gentleman cited it, very much worse. Howevor, unfor-
tunately,the hon, gentleman may have succeeded in guarding
the publc interest in the matter, we know ho and his
colleague, the hon. Minister of Agriculture, stood upon this
occasion, in this particular, in a very much botter position
than they occupied on a former occasion. We very well
remembor that, upon a former occasion, Sir lugh Allan
declared in writing, that engagements had been made by
his agent with inferior Ministers, of which engagements ho
did not approve, thinking those Ministers not wbrth powder
and shot. The hon. gentlemen bave since received the pro-
motion due to so much merit. They are no longer inftfior
Ministers, but important, influential Ministers, whom it is
quite worth while to make engagements with, and whô are
eminently worth powder and shot. They proceeded to
England in their advanced capacity of important Ministers
to make this contract, and whatever they may have been
able to accomplish for the country, i hope they have been
able, not merely to obtain an ample recompensé for
their broken engagements of the old days, but
to take good security that their like engagements for
the future be duly .implemented. What was- the
Union Pacifie Railroad when it was first built? In:the
first place it was an iron road, not a steel one. it was made
of such bad iron that, long before it was finighed,
the rails on the earlier portions were 'worn out, or abnost
worn out. It was a road on which almost all, I might say,
all the structures were of wood. The reports on eiter-
prise are to bé viewed with suspicion, It was Rh a ntofprioe
which, like other Pacifie Railway enterpriÀte, was flie
subject of great scandal. It was discovered that îeibrs
of Congress had been bribed ; that the Governinent dire#to-,
appointed to guard the national interests,- Itf& h'itnaîke
was Brooks, had himself been bribed with ilarge-i3tn. -Ne
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w the person who inspired and directed the arrangements
for vernment inspection, and helped to prepare the reports
-an excellent arrangement, whereby the interests of the
country might be made to harmonize with those private
intereets which he só admirably guarded by obtaining this
large sum of money. Notwithstanding all that, with the
very source and fountain of inspection so foul, the report
of the Secretary in 1868, before the road was completed,
but when constructed for the greater portion of its
length, portions baving been worked some time, was some-
thing of this kind: there were gradients of 80, of 6C, and
numerous gradients of 90, The report says:

"The track has, without exception, been laid on the bare roadway,
without having been previously prepared to receive it, by ballast; as a
consequence, except where embankments happen to be built, the track is
entirely without ballast, the necessa 7 material having had to be brought
up for the embankments themselves.
The report proceeds:

"From Omaha to the end of the track the number of structures which
were deemed permanent after the road had been completed so far-"

and the phrase is important, not structures which were per-
manent, but were "deemed " permanent
"was a hundred and fifty, of which there was only one in iron."

One iron bridge, but in the same distance, besides a hun-
dred and fifty structures deemed permanent, there were six
hundred and ninety-four that even a bribed Government
direction could not induce an inspection to deem permanent,
and they were called temporary. There were nearly eight
miles in length of temporary wooden structures; in fact, it
was almost built upon stilts, and of those six hundred and
ninety-four structures, nearly eight miles long, no
less than six hundred and sixty were thon condemned
at that early period and ordered to be replaced. And
a very large sum of money, six or soven millions of
dollars was, I think, in the following year estimated by
favorably inclined persons to be necessary in order to put
this road, which had not then been flnished from end tcond,
but to put it se far as it had been constructed into a reason-
able state as a road. Reference has been made, and will, I
dare say, again be made, to a report of 1872 which is open
to suspicion also, but which speaks of the road in a wholly
different condition; in a wholly different condition as to its
grades and curves, even still more as to its ballasting, as to
its iron, as to its bridging and so forth, from what it was, as
I say, when first constructed, whieh is the spocification that
our careful Government bas acceded to for the
standard for our railway. Why, Sir, I think what has
happened to-day ought te induce the Ministers themsolves
to propose to withdraw at once the consideration of this con-
tract. It is obvious that they have been deceived or misled.
We flnd they themselves say that they thought they had
secured for this country a standard of construction for the
railway wholly diferent from that which it turns out they
have secured. I wish, Sir, that we could call to the Bar, upon
this and other questions relating to this contract, for examin-
ation the attorney of the Company. I wish we could bring
him here and examine him, and find out what, in
his view, the meaning of this clause was, and if, in addition
to the opinion which he should give us at the Bar, we
should have the benefit of the able legal opinion, within
these walls, as he would give it in the public interest,
of the hon. member from Argenteuil, we should in
this conflict of opinions, reach the truth, and the truth
would convince s that this is no contract that
we ought to sanction. What more fatal blot
can there be on the contract than the fact that the Minister
of Railways should have supposed that he is obtaining all
that the Allan contract secured when he bas secured
something as different as it is possible te conceive from the
Allan contract ? Let me give yon a little more informa-
tion %bout the original arrangements fur the construction of
the Union Pacifie Railway. I will read you an extract

from a report on the construction of 675 miles of that road
called the Oakes-Ames contract, which was arranged to be
transferred to the Credit Mobilier, and which was the origin
of that halo of glory which has surrounded the Union
Pacifie Railway ever since:

" The party of the second part may-have the right to change the grade
and curvature within the limits of the Act of Congress for the temporary
purpose of hastening the completion of the road.'

And the same provision exists in a prior contract for one
hundred miles, so determined were they to hasten the
construction for public and private reasons ; for public rea-
sons, because the rapid construction of a railway ac"oss the
continent was deemed an important thing by the United
States Government at that time; for private reasons, be-
cause the vast land grant was so arranged that the more miles
they coverod the more land they would got. So anxions were
they to construct that road in any way that they might
cover the ground, that they made an express provision for the
construction of the greater portion of it on alignments and
with curvatures and gradients which were not intended to
be permanent, which could not be worked permanently, but
which still are thé alignments and gradients upon which
the Union Pacifie IRailway was first constructed and
which are, therefore, the standari for our railway.
The honorable gentleman may be unfortunate enough to re-
pent an allusion he made as to the cost of the railway, as some-
thing proving to us that it is a high standard ; I am
entitledfrom the line of his arguments to anticipatesome such
suggestion. There were many ingredients in the cost of
the Union Pacifie Railway. There was a time of war, a
time of inconvertible currency, of high labor, a time of
very groat haste and expedition. One of these contracts
provided that on every pleasant working day, two miles of
road should be laid ; and it was under such circumstances,
under such pressure, that the Union Pacifie was con-
structed. But this is not ail; there is more behind. Lot
me read an extract from the report of the committee on
the operations of the Company who constructed that road,
and the hon. gentleman will sec how it was that the Union
Pacifie came to cost so much.

" The men who controlled the Union Pacifie resorted to the device of
contracting with themselves to build the road and fix a price high
enough to require the issue of bonds to the full extent, and then divide
these bonds, or the proceeds of them, under the name of profits on the
read."

T'his is the report of a committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives on the Credit Mobilier scandal, and it goes on to
say of the United States, what, one may hope, cannot yet
be said, but what, one May fear, might be said some day,
of Canada:

" This country is fast becoming filled with igantic corporations wield-
ing and controling immense aggregations of money, and thereby com-
manding great influence and power. It is notorious in many State Legis-
latures, that these influences are often controlling so that in effect they
become the ruling power of the State. Within a few years Congress bas,
to some extent, been brought within similar influences."

Lot me read another short historical extract, as the lon.
gentleman wants to know more-for we find that he does
know but little-about the Union Pacifie Railway and the
contracts of the company:

" The Union Pacifie Railway Company was largely dependent on the
aid furnished by Government for its success. The managers of the com-
pany, being shrewd business men, succeeded in placing all the burdens
and risks of the enterprise on the general government, while they reserved
to themselves ail the profits to be derived from the undertaking."

Of what road, Mr. Chairman, am I talking? Io it the
Union Pacifie, or the Canadian Pacifie?

." Reduced to plain English the story of the Credit Mobilier is simply
this: the men entrusted with the management of the Pacific road made a
bargain with themselves to build the road for a sum equal to about twice
its actual cost, and pocketed the profits which they estimated at $30,oo,o0
which came out of the pockets of the tax-payers of the United States.

Mr. Chairman, allow me to substitute for the words "with
themselves" in this extract "with the Government" and
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we shall have a quotation equally applicable te the preseni
state of circumstances. I have shown what, according to
ho Minister's estimates of last year and his estimates of
his year, is the cost of the Canadian Pecific Railway in the
manner in which the work is proposed to be constructed, viz.:
888,500,000 or $79,500,000 upon the roduced estimate,
including in this the Canada Central subsidy, the telegraph
lino and the extra fifty miles on the north shore of Lake
Superior. Now, I propose to ascertain the cost to the country
of the Canadian Pacific Railway by the proposcd
arr-angements for the construction of that work according
to cach year's estimates. I will first tako it up
according to the estimates of last yoar, and see how
it works out. Aecording to last year's estimates, from
Thunder Bay te Selkirk was $17,000,000, and I deduct for
equipment which the Syndicate is to provide $400,000 ,
leaving $16,600,000 te be-expended by the country; the Pem-
bina Branch $1,750,000, and I deduct for accommodation,
which is now to be provided by the Syndicate, $250,000;
Canada Central, $1,450,003, telegraphs, $50,000, the Kam-
loops and Yale, and Yale and Fort Moody sections a half of
the million for the British Columbia section, which
is inserted in bulk, which make' $14,000,000, less equip-
ment for the British Columbia section, $350,000,
$13,650,000. Add for the subsidy $25,000,000, and you get as
a total in actual cash-exclusive of interest-of $61,819,000-
say $61,800,000. I say, exclusive of interest, there is the cost
in cash to the country under the proposed arrangements of
procuring the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Well, if the total expenditure, as per last year, will amount
to $88,500,000, and the cost under this arrangement was
$61,800,000, it will leave $26,700,000 to be provided by the
Syndicate. If you adopt this year's estimates the cash
to be provided by the country is roduced by $3,500,000, as I
have already shown, and that leaves the total cash to be
furnished by the country in that view, $58,300,000. The
cost of the whole work by this year's estimate is reduced by
89,000,000, so that the total cost is $79,500,000, which leaves
the difference between $58,300,000 and $79,500,000, to be
provided by the Company-21,200,000 only. For the sum
thon, of $26,700,000, according to last ycar's estimates, and
of $21,200,000 this year's, the lands are given. The lands
represent the equivalent of certain sums dependent
on the estimate whiich the hon. Minister, after mature
reflection, is disposed to take. I am not disposed to
permit him te adopt one line of esti mate for the Goverment
work, and another lino of estimate for the Syndicate work ;
but whichever estimate he pleases he may take as applicable
to both. Say that the standard of construction is the same,
and the estimate is the same, he finds that ho las made out,
by his brilliant operation of the other evening, a saving to
the Syndicate of the difference between 826,700,000 and
$21,200,000, being $5,500,000. Well, Sir, the privilege of
freedom of taxation on the road alone, if you say nothing
about the taxation of the lands at all-the privilege
in perpetuity of freedom of taxation on the
whole Canadian Pacifie Railway is worth more
to the company owning the road than this
$21,000,000 or $26,000,000. I think, if I am not
mistaken, and I am open to correction if I am, that the
taxes paid.by our standard, the Union Pacifie Railway,
are about $270,000 a year, for a much shorter road. If you
capitalize that you will got a sum of over $5,000,000, as
representing the value of freedom from taxation of that
road. I need not say that our road is very much longer than
the road te which I have referred. But even if you value
the freedom from taxation of the lands at nothing, then,
what about the lands? These lands are to be within
twenty-four miles of the railway. According te the estimate
of thGovernment made by them in the recess before the last
Sessionof Parliament, and which they published to the world
as the terms of sale of railway lands, confirmed by them
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t during the last Session of TParliament, when tbey broüght
o it down and doeclared it to be a moderate estimate ;
f further confirmed by them w-hen they asked Parliamont to

sanction their going op with the work on those regulations
: and principles, and still further confirmed, in this sonse at

any rate, when they announced, as they bave repeatedly
announced, that the prospects of selling lands in the North-
West are infinitely brighter to-day, that the land is worth

F more to-day than it was a ycar ago. According to this
view, which we may take asa minimum estimate, there is
established for lands to be found within twenty-four miles
of the railway, an average price of $4.04 an acre.

Hon, MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. BLAKE. Well, the hon. member for Niagara,,

and other members, think that a wholly ridiculous estimate.
Mr. PLUMB. We do.
Mr. BLAKE. I did not bear that the honorable

member for Niagara thought it a ridiculous estimate
when his chief and leader propounded it last year.
I did not hear hon. gentlemen think it a ridiculous
estimate when they rejected, by an overwhelming
majority the proposition that this railway could be
paid for wholly out of the lands. But now the case
is different, and the case being altered alters the case, and
the bon. gentleman, the case being altered, and his
chief being absent, sneers at and ridicules hischief's estimate
of the value of the land. I. may explain, Sir, since there
appears to be a little incredulity on this subject, how it is.
The ton miles range, or rather the two ranges of five miles
next the railway, were valued at five dollars an acre;
that would give you 5,208,000 acres at the sum of $6,041,000;
the two fifteen miles ranges next to this, making thirty
miles in depth altogether, were valued at $4, which
would give you 15,624,000 acres at $62,500,000, and
eight miles of the next range-the three dollars
range-would givo 4,160,000 acres at ,$1,589,000 or
the total valuation for 25.000,000 ¯acres, of $101,000,000.
But, of course, taking the range of distance through which
this railway is to travel, and from which this land is to be
taken, and considering that it is to be taken only in
alternate blocks, and that certain sections are appropri-
ated for the Hudson's Bay Company and for school lands,
there are not 25,000,000 acres, at any rate, of prime quality,
which this Company will alone condescend to take, avait-
able within twenty-four miles off the main lino of the Canada
Pacifie Railway; and, therefore, the observation which I
have made so far would extend only to so much land as
was to be found on the main line within the twenty-four
miles, which I have roughly calculated to be perhaps
about 12,000,000 acres. But, although there will not be the
whole acreage on the main line, yet these contracting parties
who have been struggling with one another for so n any
weeks to sec who could makes the best bargain, saw
a solution of that difficulty, and it was this : if the land
cannot be found within the twenty-four miles of the
main lino you can select the choicest spots
of - the North-West for situation, for soi, for
commercial prospects, for railway building. You may decide
to build a railway to the land so chosen, and you may, on
ranges within twenty-four miles of these branch railways,
select land of a quality which you are not able te find
within twenty-four miles of the main line. And, therefore,
I say, we may not unfairly count this*privilege, given to
these persons, to choose out the choicest spots and run
railways through them, as making the remainder of the
25,000,000 acres of a value equal to that which shall be
accepted by them, within twenty-four miles of the main line.
I think, Sir, it may not be utseless for me to prove by a
public document, something of the value of ach a
privilege. I have before me the prospectus of the Man1ba
and South-Western Colonization -Railway.Company, which
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is placing on the London market its bonds, and the state- conrmed to be correct, by an enormous majority of the
mont it makes is: Parliament of this country at its last Session of Parliament,

cThe length of this railway is 295 miles, of which the first section of and by those who are now disposed to dispute them. Well
119 miles la under contract, and at least 50 miles are to be opened by the I pointed out a while. ago that the country Was to
lst of September, 1881.- The Governor General has approved of a report expend in cash, under this arrangement, on the estimate
of the Privy Couned of Canada, recommending a grant to the company
at the nomnal rate, mark you, the nominal rate-of $1 an acre of an of last year, $61,800.000, and now at what shall
arça of land equal to 840 acres per mile, commencing at the south-west I value the 25,000,000 acres to be taken within twenty-four
of the boundary of the Province, so that it is outside of the Province of miles of the main and twenty-four miles of the branch lines ?
Manitoba that this land lies. It is estimated that a judicious reaiization of Sha.1lue it at $4.04 or $3.18 per acre? Ify take
the land 'would produce to the company the sum of £2,000,000 sterlingh v4. eI
or $10,000,000, and the company has refused offers made to them for $4.04 we add to the $61,800,000 cash $101,000,000 for lands,
large portions of that land at $5 per acre. In another part it is stated making an aggregate of $162,000,000, land and money, for
that this line is to be constructed for £3,000 sterling or $15,000 a mile, this-enterprise. At the $3.18 we add $79,500,000 to theand the result is that the fortunate stockholders-and if there are members
of Pariament among them,:I hope they will share among us all-will cash subsidy, making an aggregate of $141,300,000 for the
have au admirable commercial railway constructed free of cost, and enterprise. And, if you really will insist that 25,000,000
probably four or five millions"besides from the sale oftheir lands," acres of land close to the railway are worth no more than
Well Sir, yen thus find that thero are lands of very great 25,000,000 acres at a distance; if you will turn your back on
value to be had, outside of Manitoba, beyond the range every view that you have entertained on this subject before;
of twenty-four miles of the Canadian Pacific Railway, if you will bring down an Order in Council annulling your
;which can, be opened up and made saleable at 87 former declarations, and declare that $2 only is the value of
or more per acre, by railways which shall be, as land close to the railway, we find an aggregate of 850,000,000
this railway is - declared to be, good paying com- for lands and $61,800,000 cash, or a total of $111,800,000 in
mercial enterprises. But the least you can suppose lands and money. The Company istherefore to get the railway
is, that the company will not find it advantageous completed and the lands on last year's estimates for the cash
to take that area of its lands which it cannot find within expenditure of $51,660,000 less the $25,000,000 of subsidy
the twenty-four mile belt in the way I bave stated, and which the country provides,so that, according to the estimates
that they will go on-although they are net bound to do it 'of last year, this work and these lands are to become the
-spreading out to a sufficient distance to enable them to iproperty ofthis Company for the cash expenditure by them
take the 25,000,000 ateres from along the main line of the of $26,'00,000; so that, according to the estimates of last year,
Canada Pacifie Railway. It is obvious that if the Company the Company, deducting the Canada Central Railway subsidy
does not do that, it is because they can make more money by and the telegraph line, if they are worth considering in
going furtber off, and building a railway. yut sup)ose these millions of figures, is to get this $162,000,000 worth,
they do adopt the former alternative. they have to run out, or $141,000,000, or $111,800,000, according as you value the
according to the estimates of the Government, fifty-five lands, for $26,700,000. Now I will apply Imyself to this
miles from the main lino of the railway in order to get their year's estimates and see how they run. On this year's
25,000,000 acres.. They, of course, take the five mile range estimates, the country is to expend in cash and works,
on each side, the fifteen mile $4 range, the twenty mile $3 $58,300,0(0. .Add to that the amount for lands of
range, and 15 miles of the $2 range,and carrying out the same 8101,000,000 and the total is $159,300,000. Take the
figures and applying them to the 25,000,000 acres so lands at $79,500,000, and the total is $137,800,000. Take
taken, you find them worth, according to the view them at $2, and the total is $108,300,000, and applying
of the Government last year,-of course they \ - the same reduction for over-estimate, as I have pointed out,
put a higher estimate on them this year-$79,500,tu. the Company will get the completed railway and lands for
Take them as yon can take them along the line of the an expenditure of $46,200,000, less $25,000,000 or fbr
Canada Pacifie Railway, stretching out to a point 55 miles $21,2 0u, 0 00 . This subject will bear a little examination in
from that line, and, according to the Government's view, the another light, as to the avails of these lands. I may begin
minimum value of the lands is 79½ millions. I think, Sir, I my task by convincing bon. gentlemen opposite, with
have now proved, by figures, the absurdity of those argu- reference to the avails of the lands, because I go upon
ments which have been based upon the idea that a grant of figures to which they have given their cordial assent-no,
50 millions of acres along he railway is worth as much acre I do not say I do that, because I do net ask them to accept
for acre, as a grant of 25 millions witbin the 24 miles the enormous figures of last year, the mistaken calculations
limit. I have shown you that the Administration of last year-I pointed out the errors in those calculations
has committed itself to the sound, the unquestionably last year amounting to some 26 millions odd dollars, and I
reasonable view that the nearer the railway, the am inviting them now only to swallow the reduced figures.
greater the value,and that by consequence the smalieracreage Well, the Government's view was that there would be
taken from the inside must be worth very much more tþan 10,880,000 acres of railway lands sold within the next ton
an equivalent, and may be worth very much more than a years. Of course, these lands would be spread
much larger area taken from the outside. Let me illustratë over all the ranges, the view being that the reduced
this position. To take 50,000,000 acres as was proposed of price compensated for the increased distances. That
~rilway lands within the limit of the 220 miles range, or 110 gives you for the inner half 25,000,000 acres, 51,440,000
miles belt on each side, you had to go, of course, 55 2niles acres, and for the outer half the same amount.
further on each side than 1 have already brought you. You, The result of these calculations would be, giving to the
therefore, take five miles of the $2 belt, and fifty miles of Company the proceeds of the sale of the half of the total
the $1 belt, and the value of these fifty-five miles, lands, allowing their proportion on the true average-not
or a depth of 110 miles, aecording to these same on the average the Government calculates,-which is higher,
hon. gentlemen's estimate, was 271 millions of $11,269,000 in the ten years. But then that is the gross as
dollars. So that while the whole lands were vorth te the expenditure ; if we adopt in all, for surveys and
the #106,7 50,000, taken as close as the sections would enable management 82,400,000, I shall divide that sum into two
you to take ihem along the line of the railway, the inner parts, assigning $1,200,000 te the homesteads and $1,200,000
lands at 83.18 per acre are worth .$79,500,00à, and the to the railway lands; and as the Government bears all the
outer at $1.11 per acre, 27 million dollars, or an average expense of the surveys and management, I attribute to the
for both of $2.13 per acre. I do not enforce these views by Syndicate $270,000 of the $1,200,000, and to the Government
any arguments of my own. I am simply stating the deliberate the remaining $930,000 on the railway lands sales. The
estimates and views of the Government of this country resuit is a not return in ton years of $11,000,000 to the
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Syndicate on the railway lands, there becoming due there
after to it on the same sales, $8,580,000, making an aggregat
of $19,580,000 actually got in in part and in part due anc
bearing interest, while the Government having the outer bel
only of the railway lands, for their proportion of sales, on ar
equal area receives only $3,863,000 within the ton years. I
loses $930,000, the cost of the surveys on the whole belt an
of management, roceiving a net amount, if it comes in, o
62,933,000, and to cone due thereafter $2,942,000
an aggregate of $5,875,000. But that, of course
is not all, according te the calculations of hon. gentle
men opposite, that Gove.rnment will receive, becausE
we have yet to deal with te homestead focs and pre-omp
tiens, from which Government expected the large sum o:
$10,621,000; from which deduct $1,200,000 as half th
expense of surveys and management, and you have a ne
amour.t of $9,421,009 to come in, and $9,590,000 to com
due thereafter, or a total of $19,000,000 net from home
steads and pre-emptions te accrue to the Government
The sumu from railway linds and pre-emptions corming in
within ten years is, therefore, $12,350,000. But $12,350,000
net is not near enough to pay the interest
on current expenditure, So, adopting the cal
culations of the hon. gentlomen opposite, and con-
fining them to the bargain, the Syndicate will have
realized out of its lands, selling only as much as the Govern-
ment expect, some $11,000;000, and have some $8,500,000
due. They will have been practically able to pay off
the whole amount out of 5,400,000 acres necessary to
build the railway, in addition to what they have got from
the country, while the Government, for its $60,000,000, will
havégot in a sum that will not nearly pay the interest on those
$60,000,000, leaving the whole of its capital account
untouched. Do you tell me you will get more for your
lands, that your prospects are brighter, that you may expect
more than the fig'ures I have given ? Tell me how much more
you will get, and then we wiIl calculate how mnuch more the
Syndicate will receive. Because, if you got very much more
than your own figures show, it follows that the Syndicate,
the owners of the railway, the owners of the choicest lands,
and possessing those energies and powers for
which the Minister of Railways bas given them
so much credit, will get very much more pro-
portionatoly, than you; and, therefore, if you double the
figures for what you will receive, you may more than
double tbem for the Syndicate's returns, and show that, in
ten years, they will not merely have built the railway
without extra outlay, but have more than doubled their
receipts from the lands. Do you tell me that I value the
Syndicate's gains too high ? It is not mny estimate, it is
yours. Do you tell me your estimates are erre-
neous, are too high for their lands? Iow
much less, then, may we expect for your lands.
If they must expect less for theirs, you must expect less
for yours--loss than the paltry sum which you
have estimated, and so much the worse for the
country which will recoive little relief from the
sale of its lands-not even a fraction of the interest
on the capital expenditure te which î have referred.
By the old plan, if we built the railway we had it. By the
new, we are te pay for it handsomely, with a very large
bonus te the builders, and thon they are to own it. The
heaviest sections are to be built by us. ' Hon. gentlemen
opposite talk of finality. Do we know absolutely what our
obligations are? They- say that one of the great advan-
tages of this business is, that if the expenditure by the
country is large, at any rate we know the limit. Well,
what was the indeterminate character of the business
before? It was that we did net know how much it would
cost us te construct the railway. But we are now going te
construct a large portion of the railway. We are not
limiting ourselves te those very expensive portions under
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>- contract, but are undertaking a new' piecee and, for ton,
,e years to corne, we shall be stili building on the Canadian
d Pacifie IRailway, and the indeterminate character of the
It transaction in this particular will remain; uand, unless we
n are fortunate enough to possess during al that time a
.t Minister of IRailways able te bring down annually deoreas-
d ing estimates of the ceet of the work to be
ýf perforrned, we shall oxperience no Uitile anxiety

in regard te the publie obligations and prospects.
lIt isý obvious, from the esti=ntes of the IMinister
of' llilways, that the situation under him .is net quite

e se alarming, but stili it is tolerably alarming,- with regard
-tothe want of finality. If Il were, however, a supporter of his

,f Government 1 would venture to suggest the exercise oftha.t
eadmirable diminisbing faculty of lis te relieve the question
tfrom these serious considerations. lIt could not bc a subjeot
eof uneaFinesss 4e us that our obligations were indeterininate
-wben ail that we lad to do was, on coming to Pa.rliamient,
*to learu how mach less the railway was goiug to cost this

i year thaxi the estîrnate of the year before. -flowever great
)the cest of the British Columbia section, we have to bud
tit, from Kamloops to Port Moody; and as, to the finality,

. otherwise, what is -the extent of it? There lias been a
-gre it deal said as to the financial capacity of the capitalists
iwho are to build this road. The hon. Minister of .Railways8
*himself alluded te it in vigorous terms, the other day,
pointing out that it afforded a perfect security to the

rcountry. From what 1 observe, tho n, I conolud e that tiiese
)gentlemen, having some money to risk, are quite
idetermined thatifthereis to be agyquestion ofinabltylu this
1business, it should be settled on thleir side. in the terms
of thîs contract is aspecial provision that it shallnet go'
into operation unless there is an Act of incorporation, and
that the eontract is to belon- to tho corporation, and that
the individual contractors are net to-be liable. WVe have
got the seal as our security, with the depesit. Well, the
h lon. gentleman declared, with his happy faculty o? making
the best of all unhappy ciroumstances, that, upon the whole,
le thought it would be a very mach botter thing that there
slould be no security alt ail; whereon, I suggest that it
migbt bo a good thing to allow the Syndicate to amend
their bargain, by strikipg out that deleterlous provision as
to the security of the $1,000,000. If it is bad to have
t1ny security,why should the Government prove sudh traitors
to the country, as to insert the security Clause'? But, if it
is good to require tînt security, let us remember
that it is alt we have..* We have not eç'en
the individual siaourity of those gentlemen. We
have net the personal responsibility of these gentie-
men,-we have nothing at ail except the million. Weil,
now, if security is wanted, that seuurity is inadequate;
securit.y will enly be wanted on such an enterprise as this,
if ail the calculations of the Goverument, ail these figures
of theirs which I bave now been devejoping, tura out
wholly fallacious; if this' enterprise becomes entirely,
disatrous-if there is an utter- collapse of some kind or
other; and if there is, iL is flot a million> Sir, that will stôp that
gap. Extraordinary, Mr. (3hairman, as the whole price is,
its distribution beiween the sections is still more remark-
able. The prairie region, uine hundred Miles, is the
easteru part of tho central section. One thousand mniles of
that region was, last year, estimated at 8 13,000'a mile,
whidh would bo, for the 900 « miles that 1 amn now considering,-
and which have been defined by the oontract, $11,100,000.
But that would be an o-ver-eatiinate of the cost of 900 miloe
because the-western 100 miles which lias been lopped off
fr-om the 1,000 miles and aasigne'd te the western end of thé
central section, is confessedly mach heavier. It belong
te the mountain region, and, 1 suppose, that is One ofthe
reasans wby that diBierent disposition and division
waa made. Well, of, course, if yen ta.ke ae
extremely hieavy 100 miles from the 1,000' whieb
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averaged only $13,000 a mile, you got a lower
average for the remaining 900, and I assume that we may
take off $1,000 a mile for the 900 miles and add that
Amount, or $900,000, to the 100 miles as the extra cost of the
100. That reduces the cost for the 900 miles to 810,800,000
in all, or $12,000 a mile. Well, the cash to be paid for the
construction of the central section, which, as I have
shown yen, according to last year's exaggerated estimates,
was toebe '$10,800,000, is $9,000,000, leaving a sumn
to be provided otherwise than by the country of only
$1,800,000 to construct that line for 900 miles. Well, to
meet that dreadful deficit upon this section of 90J miles,
what is the prudent compensation which an economical
Government, regardful of the interests of the country, has
provided ? Sir, iC is 11,250,000 acres of choice lands worth,
at $4.04 per acre, $45,450,000 ; at $3.18, $à5,775,000, and at
your miserable $2, $22,500,000. The excess over cost is
$43,650,000, or $33,975,000, or $20,700,000, nccording as
you take your choice of the estimates of the value of the
land. Take the last and you get an excess of over
$20,000,000 profit on the construction of the central 900
miles alone. The price thon assigned for this section
alone is four or five tmes the cost of constructing the
section. The mileage cost, as I have stated, is $12,000,
the cash receipt $10,000, leaving a deficit of 82,000
a mile ; the lands $50,000 a mile at the $4, making
a surplus of $48,000 a mile at that rate, a surplus of
$37,750 at the $3.18, and a surplus of $23,000 a mile at the
$2 valuation. So that for this section which can be built out
of the land itself, which is running through the land, which
is the easiest to build, which is the most sure to pay-which
is so sure te pay that you propose to throw upon the back of
that middle section, the heavy burden of the two ends of
the line-for this section you are giving at the very lowest
calculation, a profit at the rate of $23,000 per mile to the
Syndicate for its construction, that is at last year's estimate.
If you tah this year's and apply it to that section, you find
the 89,780,000, the deticiît $780,000 only, and
the surpluses increased to $44,850,000, or $36,550,000, or
$23,520,000, according as you value the lands. You find the
miloage cost $10,700, leaving a deficit of only $700 per mile.
You tind the surplus $49,300, or $39,100, or $24,OO per
mile, as you take the estimates of tie value of the lands.
Now, let us get the estimate of the next section from
Jasper House to Kamloops, 450 miles. Tho 100 miles which
has been taken off from the central 1,000, 1 take, of
course, at $13,000 per mile, the average of the whole of that
section, and add to it the $900,000 which I took off the 900
miles, making for that 100 miles $2,200,000. 'l he residue,
according to the estimate of tast year,would cost $15,500,000
to Kamloops. Add half a million, being one half of the
extra million assigned to British Columbia, and yon
find a total of 618,200,000 as the cost of that
450 miles. The cash to be provided is six millions of dollars;
the deficiency to be met out of lands on this section, with refer-
ence to this difficult piece of work is twelve millions of dollars.
The lands amount to seven and a half millions of acres. At
the first rate they would produce $30,300,000. At the
second $23,850,000, at the third $15,000,000, leaving a
surplus at the first rate of $18,100,000, at the second
rate 311,650,000, or at the. lowest valuation of the lands,
83,000,000. Tohe mileage cost is $40,444; the cash receipts
per mile $13,333. If yoikadd the land at the highest rate,
at gives a surplus of over $40,000 per mile ;
ut the second rate, a surplus of $26,000 per mile, and,
valning the land at only $2 pur acre, a surplus of $6,222 per
ile. The cost to be provided for over the amount of the

subsidy for each mile of this road is $27,111. But if you take
the new estimate, of course the cost is reduced from
*t8,000,000 to $16,200,000. The deficit, therefore,
on the cash subsidy is $10,200,000, and -the
urplhs would b 622,500,000, or $16,000,000, or
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$4,500,000, according as you value the lands atoeither ofthe
three sums which I have rated then at. The mileage Cost
would be $35,600, leaving an excess of 650,000 a mile, or
330,800 a mile, or $11,000 a mile, according as you value
the lands, and the cost to be provided out of the lands
would be $22,300. So you see bore thore is a margin,
though by no means se handsome as the miargin that is to
,be derived from the construction of the central section The
eastern link is 650 miles in length, the cost of building
which is estimated at 821,666,000. The cash subsidy is
$10,000,000, leaving a deficit on the cash subsidy of
811,666,000. The lands would produce $25,250,000 at the
highest rate, giving an excess, after paying the
whole cost, of $13,584,000 ; at the middle rate,
819,875,000 or $8,210,000 of excess, and at the lowest
rate 62 per acre, $12,500,000 or 8833,000 of an excess.
The mileage cost is $33,333; the cash receipt per mile
$15,384; adding the land at the highest rate it gives a
surplus of $20,895; at the middle rate, 612,626 ; and at the
lower rate, $1,267 per mile. The sum to be pro-
vided out of the lands, is $17,949. According to the new
and reduced estimate the cost is eut down to 619,300,000,
making the deficit - on the the cash subsidy only
$9,300,000, increasing the surplus, as you estimate the
value of thelands, to $15;900,000,or10,500,000, er$3,200,000.
The mileage cost is 8-27,667; leaving a surplus per mile of
$24,500, or $16,000, or $4,650 ; and the cost to bc
provided out of the land is $14,300. So that you see
that if the Lake Superior line were to be abandoned the
Company would get an enormous share of what was attri-
butable to this contract on the whole, and would be
able to make millionaires of themselves long before tho
period of abandonment had taken place. Now, the hon.
gentleman says that he wants the prairie portion built fast, and
because he wants it built fast, and bocause it is inconvenient
to the members of the Syndicate to provide the funds, ho
indertakes that the public shall provide them, and, because
he wants.the prairie section built faster, he takes the cash that
ought to belong to the other sec¿ions, and should have been
reserved for the securing of their construction, so as to make
it easier for them to do this work. le says " what thou
doest do quickly." Now, Sir, the genoral result is, that on
the old estimates there is but $2,000 a mile deficiency over
the cash subsidy on the prairie section ; on the western,
there is $27,000 a mile, and on the eastern end there is
$18,000 a mile. According to the new estimates, there
is $700 deficiency only on the cash subsidy on the prairie
sections, $22,300 on the western, and $14,300 on the eastern.
Can that be explained, can it be defended, even admittingthat
the intention is, in a business-tike manner, to secure the
construction of the road from end to end, that means should
be given in cash which are properly belonging to the ends
of the road, to be used and absorbed in the construction of
the prairie section ? By this, as each 20 miles of line is
built on the prairie, an immense block of land will be
handed over absolutely to the Syndicate, which is wanted
to secure the end of the lino. Well, the hon. gentleman says
that they have got a grand security for its construction.
He will compel them out of the profits of the prairie, lime,
because they will not dent that the prairie lino is going to
bo by itself an enormously profitable one,
to build this section of the road. We are
told that that is to be built within three years. Of course,
they-will build it fast, because thore are fortunes in building
it fast. Every 20 miles they build gives them an
immediate fortune, and, of course, they will build it with
great rapidityupon such liberal terms. They may well afford,
for the chance of obtaining the many millions they will se-
cure in four years from the central secticn, to deposit one, mil-
lion which is expected to be the securityfor the construction of
the rest. It is paying one million to get twenty miîlioss or
far more. Now, the hon. gentleman seemed to be very
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much alarmed about the operating of this rauway. I did
not observe that there was, last year, any tremor in bis
voice or any signs of dismay. - Upon that subject last
year, the Minister stated that ho believed that the road
would forthwith, after payment of running expenses, pay a
considerable return of interest on the money expended on its
construction. I was really a little surprised that the hon.
gentleman should have become so much less hopeful,
seeing that everything else was so very bright and sming.
The estimates are reduced, the country is in a more pros-
perous-- state, the prospects are very much
briglhter, and everything has become in a better state,
aid I was rather surprised to find that he was somewhat dis-
mayed, now as to the operation of the road, instead of
believing that it would pay a considerable sum
forintoreston the capital expended. But the other day he
says that he had got the security of five millions of
dollars of bonds or acres oflands. Now there is an easy way
of arranging about giving security, and I think that the bon.,
gentleman bas devised a patent plan by which his
objection to securities may t>e wholly obviated. I
think he should consider whether it would not be
well for him to bring it into execution. For example, sup-
posing a contractor is to pay a million and ho wants fifty
thousand for security, ho should say, as in old times, "take
thy book and write four score," put it down as $L,050,UOO
instead of a million and lot us have the $50,000 security.
That would be rather an improvement upôn the present
plan, for in this case the hon. gentleman soems to give
some ton or fifteen millions in order to get the security of
five millions. I recommend him, as an improvement in his
policy, not to give so much inore than the security ho
demands. It is an easy thing to obviate the difficulty by
increasing the amount of the contract without going boyond
the amount of the security you exact. The provisions as
to the guarantee of interest, the provisions as to the land
grant bonds, are rather complicated, and I do not profess to
have wholly mastered them. I should like some expla-
nations as to them, and the explanations of the gentlemen
to whom I referred wouldbe useful. They require careful
consideration in order that we may understand what
they require. So far as the interests of the country
are concerned, these financial propositions require careful
scrutiny. As to the provision as to the Government.being
bound to receive upon deposit these indefinite sums, I may
say this, the hon. gentleman has stated that the Finance
Minister can use them. Well, but the Finance Minister
may not always be able to use them. It may be that ihese
eums may bo received for a time which is not determined;
it may be that he may not know how soon ho may have to
pay them out; it may be when be goes to his bankers
and telle them that he wants to swell bis balance by twenty
or twenty-five millions, that the bankers may be extremeiy
indisposed4o give any rate of interest on that deposit at
all. Such things have happened before, and I believe thati
a much more proper and prudent provision would have
been this: to provide that the money should be placed in1
the banks, or otherwise, under the control of the Govern-i
mont, and in its name, Ihe Company being allowed to make1
such arrangements as they &an with the bankers for1
interest, provided that the Government may take such1
sum 8as from time to time they find they can use, at thej
four per cent. ihterest. Such a plan would give the Govern-1
ment the power to take upon deposit at four per cent.<
what the publie needs may require, whilst the Company1
would be entitled to make such arrangements with the1
bankers for such sums as the Government did not take.i
But the absolute obligation on the part of the Govern-£
ment to pay interest at the rate of four per cent on the (
twenty-five millions, is, I think, objectionable. Then, as to thei
practical operation of the proposed plan, that1
the subsidy shall bc placed in the shape ofi
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coupons or mterest on Company's bonds. 1 do nol
know the rate of interest at which the bonds wil be
issued, or upon what terms, but I have assumed they
would be four per cent. at 20 years, or five per cent. at
20 years ; and that in cither case the Governmentwould allow
interest of four or at the rate of dve per cent. I need
hardly say that it would be necessary, in computing the
interest the Government should give in the way of coupons
on the interest of the bonds, to assumé that a very large
sum of the total would not be payable as part of the subeidy
for many years. Therefore, it seems to me that
the Government should not b bound to pay
interest from an earlier date, and it seeme
to me that the uncertainty which exists, the impossibility
of telling beforehand at what time the cash subsidy wilI
become payable in its different proportions, renders it
impossible with justice' and eertainty to asertain and
determine how much should be given in the way of
coupons. We do not know when we shall have to pay,
it depends upon the progress of the work, tand,
therefore, it seems to me impossible to ascertain at what
time the -money should be deemed to be due
in calculating the amount of the coupons. But
supposing $25,000,000 is to be regarded as presently
payable, the results would be theso:-At four per cent. bonas
for twenty years, the Government allowing four per cent.
on the deferred payments, there would be a semi-annual
payment by the Government of $913,823, which would
represent interest at four per cent. on a bonded capital of
$45,694,683, say 45 millions and a half. The Company thus
get into their bands 45J millions in bonds at four per
cent, for 20 years, the interest at four per cent. being the
Dominion's bond to pay that interest, and nota guarantee, so
that the public who are takers of these bonds would know
there was no obligation on the Company whatever to
discharge the interest, and that all the Company would have
to discharge would be 45k. millions of capital at tho end of
:20 years. Under these circumstandes they are likely to float
the bonds, in the présent condition of the money market, at
something near par. At five per cent. the resuit would be
that the semi-annual payment of interest by the Govern-
ment would be $995,a06, and the capital sum of the bonds,
say 40 million dollars- Then you have a capital of 40
millions which could surely be floatea at or over par. Now
the four per cent. arrangement would give for the eastern
link, of bonds which are the representative of the cash
subsidy, $18,280,000; for the western end, $10,968,000,
for the central or prairie, 900 miles, no less than $16,4à2,000.
This is confessedly an outrageous arrangement, for the
contract provides that, in this event, $2,000 a mile is
to be lopped off the 800 miles of prairie section
and put on to the western end of the central section.
I want to know why that $2,000 a mile is not kept at the
end to which it belongs. If it is right in the one case, it
is right in all cases, and the provision that at lest $2,O00
a mile should be taken from the prairie section and addea to
the end, in this event, shows that, in the
mind of the Government themselves, they knew they
were wrong when they made this arrangement. Ihse are
tolerably extensive and valuable privileges which are about,
to be given to the Company, as the means of constructing a
railway, which that Company is afterwards to own. But
these are not the chief privileges. There is in this Bill one
of the most extraordinary provisions. I dare say there may
be found a precedent in some Act of a State Legislature, but
Ido not know of any. It is a grant ofall powers, notm*rely
necessary, but all powers which may b useful, in order tu do
all the various things they are authorized to do by the
charter, and I do not know of anything they are not author-
ized to do. This generality of words fis not to be d
by from anyjarticlar franchises which are coneeded,Ut it
is to be as w' ascan be. I suppose itseopiedfromilhe
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Constitutional Act, which, besides giving enumerated powers

gives a general power, with the precisedeclaration to what]1
ve referred. They have freedom to reject lançl they deem

not fairly fit for settlement, and to choose the best land
elsewhere. They have perpetual exemption from taxation
of their enormous property, a most monstrous provision in
my opinion. Why!1 this monstrosity is not to lut merely
twenty years, which is to be the period of bondage in other
respecte, but it is to last for ever. No matter how wealthy
the Coipany may be, how enormously lucrative, this insti-
tution is to be for all time to come free from all taxation
in every place in which this Dominion can free it from tax-
ation. It is to be free everywbere from Dominion
taxation in all the territories both from Dominion
and from territorial taxation, wherever the Dominion
can give it freedom, and that is through all the fertile
belt at any rate. It is to get its rails at cost. I
am surprised at the hon. Minister. After glorifying himsielf
so much upon that admirable purchase of steel rails, after
recounting over and over again how much he gained for the
country in the purchase, he says it is true ho does
not give over to this Syndicato what ho wants to lay
on his own track, but the balance, hoesays, I will hand
over to you at cost and at tour per cent. interest.
I forget really how much he made, although we have heard
it often enough to impress it on our memory, but certainly it
was a very handsome present. But, Sir, why should not the
rails be taken over at the market value? And why
should the country not get the benefit of that value,'
whatever it is. Thon there is to be freedom from duty on
imports. Here is protection for you! I understand that
those interested in some of the languishing industries
of the Maritime Provinces and elsewhere have been looking
ever since the hon. gentleman annbunced the speedy
construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
hoping for the day to come when they should revive their
industries and open their workshops to produce those things
required in the construction of that road, and now we hear
that the great advocates of protection, the inaugurators and
perpetuators of the National Policy, have got ttiis message
for their unhappy manufacturers: You shall not be
permitted to manufacture these things because you cannot
manufacture them so cheaply as the Syndicate can buy
them elsewhere, and whoever else may suffer, whoever else
may have to pay higher prices that you may live, uur good
friends the Syndicate may have liberty to buy in the cheap-
est market and sell us afterwards in the dearest, and,that they
may do so, we will give up the import duties on the goods
they want. Then, Sir, there is freedom from taxation for the
lands for the long term of twenty years. And that term of
twenty years is' Irom the .time' they acquire the lands,
and, therefore, it is longer than twenty years from now.
It i, perhaps, on the average, twenty-five years-nay, more
than that. I am not at all certain that it may not be very
easy to arrange to make it longér, because, by a convenient
arrangement by which they do not take out the patents until
they w4nt to sell, they can keep them free from
taxation until they choose to put them in the market, indefi-
nitely,indeterminately--until it suite them to dispose of them.
The hon. gentleman says, perhape, it does look awkward at
first sight ; but if the Government, who own the lands, were
to build the railway the lands would not have been subject
to taxation, and why should they be when they are placed
in the hands of the Syndicate. -It does not seem to me that
because the Goverament, in the interests of the country,
and for the publie good, could construet the railway, the
Syndicate, who are getting the bargain to which I have
referred, should have this privilege. Why it is turning the
Syadicate intof the Government-putting them in their
plaSes to a considerable extent. But, Sir, I say there is a
difrerence between a private interest and the public interest.
With the Government in possession of these lands,do you sup-
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pose they would delay a day in selling them because they are
exempt from taxation ? Do yon suppose that the possession
of -these lands, freo from taxation would rjnder them less
earnest lo tess eager to sell? Not so. Their interest would
be only.to sell, and to sel rapidly. But the interest of the
Syndicate is to make as mich money as they can, and
more monoy is to be made by delaying than by selling,
their interest will be to delay, and to have as littie
expense as possible meantime. All their lands are
exempted from taxation in the North-West Territories for a
generation to come. What a discouragement this is to the
settlers along the line of railway, te those who are settled
on the homesteads, and pre-emptions alternating with these
blocks of land which are to be the property of the Syndicate.
We know the result of exemption from taxation We saw it
on a smal scale in the city of Toronto not long ago. Our lawns
there were exempted from taxation because it was supposed
that it was a good thing, for the public, that there should be
these open spaces in the city. Happily the exemption has
now been removed; the proprietors of these lawns have to
pay taxes upon them. The result is that they are putting
them in the market. They said to themselves before, "We
have nice la.wns; we enjoy them very much ; they are
gradually increasing in value as other proporty in Toronto
becomes more valuable, and we are payingno taxes. Other
persons who are operating in lands are paying heavy taxes;
we turn our land into lawns, we need pay no taxes, and we
can afford to wait a long time, and make our profits freé
from taxes." That is the effect on a small scale, upon
a man's mind, of exemption from taxation. That on
a gigantic scale will be the effect of exemption on the
Syndicate who can hold their lands from year to year for
twenty years, without any drawback in the way of taxes.
And for that the progress of this country is to be interfered
with. There can be no greater obstacle to the progress
of that country by the encouragement of other settlers than
that large spaces of unoccupied lands should alternate with
settler's farms. We, who are familiar with the early
settlement of this countiy, all know the effect upon
farmers holding even smaller areas-farms of 100 or 200
acres-by the intervention of unoccupied spaces between
such farms ; we know that the farmer's disadvantages are
trebled because thereeis not continuous settlenwnt; helacks
the joint fencing, the road work and the neighbor's
assistance, and all those other things which increase
his capacity for making his land valuable and
productive. Now, add to the difficulty which existe in that
respect, which the largeness of that area will enhance, at any
rate, in a large degree, the fact that there is no power
to impose municipal taxation on 25,000,000 acres of
the choicest lands, those nearest to the railway, and you
place a bar to progress and render it impossible to get over
the difficulty; you say that the cost of roads and bridges,
school, and other municipal taxes will have to be imposed on
the settlers,to enable the worthy Syndicate tohold their lands
until. the reduced labors of those settlers shall
have sufficiently increased the unoccupied areas in
value to induce the millionaires, the holders of the
lawns of the North-West, to turn them into money.
Why, Sir, it was only last year in the discussion of this
subject when we objected to the speculator holding land,
when we said to the hon. First Minister that settle-
ment would be impeded by areas of land being
held by persons who were not bound by conditions of settle-
ment, that he answered as by this very argument. He said:
" They will be compelled to sell and settle because they will
be taxed into it. Municipal taxes will compelthem to doit,
and therefore your fears are void." That was his answer to
our argument; but where is that answer in the face of this
contract? As to the 25,000,000 of the choicest land next to
the railway, the only thing the hon. gentleman could bring
forward to prove that great injury would not be done by not
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assigning conditions ofsettlement, is removed in favor ofthisi
unfortunate Syndicate. I say, Sir, that if they are1
going te establish an immigration agency it would
probably be to their interest to see the free grants
settled, and they could afford to hold over a very large areai
of their territory until the labor and industry of the free
grant settlers had made the roads and bridges and improvedj
their farms, and thus made their untaxed domain valuable.j
I know that there is another element that is calculated to
induce them to settle the land early ; I am aware that1
there is a large element of profit to be derived from settle-1
monts by railways. I know that, in the prairie country, wei
are told that ten miles on each side ofa railway will supportj
a railway. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I believe it to be true, but
what makes it truc? Why it is the rates they charge. It
is- because they are landlords of the area of twenty miles.
That is the reason it is profitable, and unless you have given
them power to exact those extortionate rates,they will not have
the great interest to which I have referr-ed, to get settlers
on their lands. Thon there is, it seems to me, a practical
privilege of abandonment, for I do not see anything in this
contract of reverter of the railway to the Government, or
roverter of the lands to the Government, in case they fail
to complete the ends, or either end after building the
middle. Again, they have great privileges as te telegraph
linos, as te elevators, and we know what extortion is
practiced by combined elevator companies, and
as te other matters. Again, they have the right to
build railways just wherever tbey please. The hon.
gentleman said: "What, do you complain of that?
Why, in the United States any man can go and
build a railway wherever he pleases." Tbe hon.
gentleman bas become in the course of this discussion,
an ardent admirer of United States legislation. I want to
remind him that whatever the virtue of that mode of
legislation may be-and it is not now under discussion-we
are not contrasting the situation of the Syndicate with
reforence te the happy inhabitants of the United States
whq enjoy those privileges; we are contrasting the position
of the Syndicate with reference to Canada and Canadians,
and their roads, and the legislative policy that exists with
reference to privato persons building railways in this
country. sThese are what we have to compare, and the
comparison is not satisfactory, irrespective of the special
provisions of this contract, because it bas not been
our way to give to any individual or number ofi
individuals the power of making and declaring themselves a
corporation and taking possession of lands and building
railways wherever they pleased. If the hon. gentleman is
disposed to devise a general policy of that kind, lot him bring
it down and dispose of it pari passu witb this measure ; but if
he gives this railway power in such a manner as to render it
difficult te grant charters to other companies, do not lot him
tell us that he is putting the Syndicate on a level with his
follow countrymen-with other Canadians-when he says
that they shall have what no other Canadians have power
to do, power to build railways wherever they please. Sir,
it is a serions matter to say to all the rest of the world, you
must corne to Parliament and run the risk of getting a bill
through, and getting it on whatever terms the Government
may decide, while these people shall have the right to build
wherever they may choose. It tends to prevent people from
coming to Parliament to get legislation. They will say,
" What is the use of us going down to Parliament. The
moment we find a scheme for a road, make explorations
and surveys and prepare our bill, the Syndicate, which is
rolling in wealth, will just fyle a plan in the Secretary's
office - and go on and build the railway ;" and if
they do take some steps to carry out their
project, the Syndicate may step in and run their railway
in a way highly prejudicial toe their interatts. It would not
only give the Syndicate privileges and advantages and
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monopolies which are refused to all the rest of the wed ;
but they have the right to build anywhere ; they -have
the right to choose their route-there is no restriction on
them as to the course their railways are to take. They
may go south with their main line. They mnay, instead of
making it the backbone ofthat country, instead of placing
it in the position approximately in which it is now placed,
Dweep down very much to the south and take into their
main lino the whole of the traffle, and thus prevent any
kind of competition almost, and greatly deteriorate from
the advantage of the railway as a great central lino inter-
secting that co untry. It is true we have a -protection. We
have the protection of the consent of that Council which
bas signed this contract, but what kind of protection that is,
Sir, I will leave to you to say. But they may do something
more; they may run branches anywhere north, anywhere to
the south side of their lino. Yes, anywhere to the south
or south-west, anywhere southerly, anywhere westerly,
yes, no prohibition for them. They can go down, if they
please, if it is to their interest, down by the Turtle Mountain
to Sault Ste. Marie, or any way which will connect them
with the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway, if
only they can get on good terms with that corporation,
if only they can agree with theraselves, for we know they
are in fact and substance the St. Paul & Manitoba Railway
Company, and though they are perfectly free to go where
they like and make any arrangements they please with Amer-
ican lines, nobody else must. Oh, it woul4 never do, after
you pay them a price and a half for building the road and
givo it to them and allow them to take whatever they please
for farea and freights-it would never neverdo to allow any
one else to build south or south-west. No; they must be pro-
tected in their vested rights, and there is a prohibition for
twenty long years that no one else can construet any lino
which shall go south or south-west of any line which shall
go within fifteen miles of that abominable boundary.
But they may go themselves; they only may touch it,
they can do no harm. They are the country, they are
the Government, and, of course, they can do no wrong;
but all the rest of us are prohibited solemnly, by the
Parliamentary contract, which binds our descendants as
well as ourselves; binds all those who may be induced to
go into the North-West; declares that in the constitution
of any new provinces to be created out of that vast territory
there shall be i nserted a constitutional provision divesting
the inhabitants of that country of the right te build railways
wherever they may think advantageous to them, and leaving
them to the mercy of the Syndicate. They have the
absolute right; you cannot restrict them; you cannot say
others can build with tho consent of Parliament, for the
Syndicate have the absolute unconditional right te build in
a way from which every body else is absolutely exeluded.
Now, there is in this a practical monopoly of the trade of
the North-West Territory secured by law for at least twenty
years, and it probably means inperpetuum to this corpora-
tion. There is no security for the accommodation-none for
the accommodation whatever. Those men are to have the
absolute powers, but there is no security as to the clas of
accommodation they are to give te the public, and there is
no practical security for the rates. - The hon. gentleman
referred to the clause in the General Railway Act, and ho
glorified himself in the fact that the Goverument bad
been se careful of the interests et the country that they had
actually imposed certain limitations upon this corporation
which did not exist in the Railway Act. That Act sys
that 15 per cent. profit shall be the minimum below which
you shaflnot reduce the tolls; we have cut'it down, he says,
te the modest figure of ton. Now Ineed hardly obeerve
that this corporation stands in a somewhat -different posi-
tion relatively te Parliament and to the country from the
great mass of railways in Canada. The great isse of rail-
ways in this country have been constructed out ?f resources
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rmostly provided by private individuals. Considerable sum
have, from time to'tMe, boea given by way of aid or subsid
by the Government towards the construction of some linet
but the main portion of the capital of these railway com
panies is private capital. What restriction you may impos
upou private capital so long as you depend upon privat
capital to take the risk of constructing a railway is on
thing; what temptation you may deem it nocessary t
offer to private capital in order to induce it to enter int
that channel is one thing; but the same considerations ar
not at all applicable to a case in which you say
to some individuals: Gentlemen, we will giv
you as much and half as~much again as is necessary
to build this railway, and we will let you own it afterwards
It is not the work of private capital at all. Theso men
will, fora little while, until they mako somo land sales
invest four or five millions which will bc reconpod to them
within a very brief space of time, and thon they will have
this enterprise without having sunk a dollar of their ow
money in it, and will have millions of acres besides. ln such
persons, so- situated, who are to run a railway which has been
built by the country for them, we may fairly expect more
rigid, instead of less rigid, limitations as to rates and fares
and a corporation, possessing such extensive privileges as
these, such priviloges for extending linos ail througlh
the North-West, and forestalling the construction of com
peting lines, such statutory privileges for preventing other
people from building commercial lines which might inter
fore with them, on the express ground that their building
might interfere with them-on such a corporation, possessing
all these advantages, and with no disabilities, we may
expect to impose more rigid limitations and rogulations as
to what they will give to*the public for the groat doal the
public is giving to them. Well, Sir, what have we givon
them ? The General Railway Act, in its 17th section
provides:

"9. No tolls shall be levied or taken, until approved of by the
Governor in Council, nor until after two weekly publications in the
Canada Gazette, of the by-law establishing such toils, and of the Order
in Counil approving thereof:

'10. Every by-law, fixing and regulating tolls, shall be subject to
revision of the Governor in Council from time to time, after approval
thereof; and after an Order in Council, reducing the tolls fixed and
regulated by any by-law, bas been twice published in the Canada Gazette,
the tolls in such Order in Council sall be substituted for those
mentioned in the by-law, so long as the Order in %)ouncil rernains
unrevoked.

"11. The Parliament of Canada may, from time to time, reduce the
tolla upon the railway, but not without consent of the company, or so as
to produce leas than 15 per cent. per annum profit on t e capital
actuaiy expended in its construction; nor unless, on an examination,
made 1y the hon. Minister of Public Works, of the amount received and
expended by the company. The net income from all sources for the year
then last past, ia found to have exceeded 15 per cent. upon the capital so
actually expended."
I am not aware of these powers of reducing tolls having
been used, either by the Governor in Council or by Parlia-
ment, and I believe the existence of such powers, in the case
of a corporation like this, to be wholly nugatory. I do
not believe these tolls ever would bo roduced by the
Governor in Council if the Governor in Council was given
the unfettered power of reducing them when once estab-
lished. IIe is, by the Aat, given the unfettered power of
reducing them when once established, but the Syndicate,
in this respect also, enjoys a limitation of the pow er of the
Governor in CouneiLthat no other railway company enjoys.
A private railway company, built with private capital, at
private risk, and serving the public at the risk of its own
capital, may technically, under this section, be subject to
have it tolls reduced by the Governor in Council, at the
discretion of the Governor in Council. But the Syndicate
has this special privilege, granted by the 90th section of its
Act of incorporation:

The limit to the reduction of tolls by the Parliament of Canada pro-
vided foreby the eleventh sub-ection of the1 ith section of theC onColi-
datd Raiey Adt, 1879, respecting roLLs, is hereby extended, so that

is s-c' eduction may ne to such an extent that such toll wsen educed
y shall not produce less than 10 per cent per annum profit on the capital

actually expended in the construction of the railway, instead of not less
, than 15 per cent. per uanm profit, as provided by the said sub-section;
- and so also that such reduction shall not be made unless the net income
e of the company, ascertained as described in said sub-section, shall bave

exceeded 10 per cent. per annum instead of 15 per cent. per annum, as
e provided by the said sub-section. And the exoercise by the Governor in
e council of the power of reducing the tosll of the company, as provided by

the tenth sub-section of said section seventeen is sereby limited te the
saine extent with relation to the profit of the company, and to its net
revenue, as that te which the power of Parliament to.,reduce tolla is

e0 limited by said sub-section eleven."
y
e So that while iho Governor in Councilj nas, as appliedto
y other railways, an absoluto power to reduce the taritf of tolls

at any time, the Governor in Council, as to this railway,
cannot reduce any tariff of tolls unloss to a point at which
they will produce not loss than ton per cent. per annum
profit on the capital actually expendod in the construction
eof the railway. And is it because it is not the Syndicate's
mony-is it bocause it is our monoy-on which the ton par
cent. is to be paid, that they are te ho securod, while privato
capital is ecposed to a lower dividend ? Why is it that they
are not to ho subjoct to the Order in Counoil to as full an
extent as all other railway companies are subjoct ? Why is
it that the power of the Governor in Council is limited to
this ton por cent. ? Now, lot us discuss this ton per cent. a

- little. The hon. gentleman venturod the suggestion the
other day that this was on the Company's own private

- capital, but ho will not find that suggestion borne out. I
shall ho very much pleased if the hon. gentleman is able to
obtain a declaration from the members of the Syndicate,
that what is intended is, that they are to get not loss than
ton per cent. ofthe money thoy themaselves put into the
railway.- That nothing that comes from the country-that~
the Thunder Bay branch, for instance, is net included-that
the railway in British Columbia or the Pombina branch is
not included-that the proceeds from the sale of landse isnot
included-that only that, which, after the public resources
are exhaustod, they takôeout of their own pockets, is to beur
this ton par cent. If the lion. gentleman will say so, lie
will remove a large part of my objections to his contract.
But ha cannrot say so; it is not the agreement; it is not the
contract; it is not the law. If this contract passes in this
shapc, the capital, no mattor from what source-though it
represcn' s the money we have put in, and the money we
are going to put in and the proceods of the land
we give-is the capital spent on the whole of that
undertaking called, by th Act, the Canadian Pacifie
R1ailway, which is entitled to bear ton per cent.
And if you say that I undor-estimato the cost of the road ;
if you tell me, so as to make out that they have got a worso
bargain, that the road is going to cost them $120,000,000,
thon they can take $12,000,000 a year in tolls, and that
without expending, even for a brief space, more than
85,000,000 of their own capital. They are first of
all to take enough of the profit out of the middle and
paying part to work that part, and thon they are to tako
profit enough to work the British Columbia end and the
Lake Suporior end, and after they have taken enough te puy
the working exponses of the whole lino, aller havng taxed
the farmers of the North-West with onough money te pay
the working expenses of the whole, they are thon, after ail,
to set the profit at what rate they ploaseto put it. Call the
cost of the road 890,000,000, that is 89,000,000 direct profit.
Call it 8120,00,00>, that is 812,000,000 a year bofore you
can roduce tolls once established. It is contemplated they
shall get ton per cent. interest, You make a provision
that thoir rate of profit shall not be les than ten percent. in effect se far as you can make that provision.
Besides, yen will fix these tolls, in the firet instance, with
reference te the larger running. expenditure that will exist
and smaller roturne thatzmay at frst exist. The Syndicate
will reasonably say, fix a. toli at a rate whieh will make
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the railroad pay or help to pay under existing conditnios.
You fix it, and once fixed you can never alter it until thei
day arrives at which the Company is getting $9,000,000, or1
$12,000,000 a year profit, after paying all the expenses of1
the road. Nor is that all. The hon, gentleman has taken1
the Union Pacifie as his standard, and there may be a con-1
struction company, there may be a Canada Credit Mobilier,1
there may be arrangements which would easily swell the1
nominal capital account to the $150,000,000, so that it may1
appear that the $150,000,000 had been expended on the1
construction of this railway, though it may have cost only
$iO,000,000 to construct it. The hon. gentleman has him-
self shown us how men are deceived. He, the man who is
chiefly responsible for the making of this contract,
who submitted it to Parliament, who inserted this
clause that the Union Pacifie sbould be the stand-
ard, actually did believe that the Union Pacifie did cost
the $130,000,000 he mentioned. I have shown you it cost
nothing like that sum, that the amount was a nominal one
inade up by fraud, by all the devices which can be resorted
to in such cases. If the hon. gentleman did not know that
the actual cost of the Union Pacifie, built as it was, as I have
said, was much less than the nominal cost, how will his
friendly eyes ever open to the conception that it is possible
a similar result may be reached in the case of the Canada
Pacific Railway. We have yet to take hold of another, the
le isons of experience. A few years have pointed out the
rial dangers that exist in this connection. Within a few
years past the people of the neighboring Republic, having
the greatest development of railway enterprise in the
world, having, I suppose, in round numbers, some 90,000
miles of railway running there, have had the opportunity of
knowing, and, by sad experience, do know, what the difficul-
ties and evils are which are incidental tothose great benefits
to humanity, railway corporations, and railway enterprises.
The peculiar circumstances favoring with us, the growth of
the evils of monopoly, render it still more necessary that we
should see what those evils are which are experienced else-
where, and devise some means of averting them instead of
blindlygoing on as if there were no evils, or as, if there were
evils, that were not capable of being averted. Sir, these
people will become the landlords of the North-West. They
will take such a share of the profit of every farmer in the
North-West as they choose to demand, consistently with
there béing any stimulus on the part of that farmerto raise
grain for the market. They are not entitled to ask, Sir, for
the privileges given to men who build railways at their
owu risk. They do not occupy that position. Yon are
giving them the money to build up a monopoly of trade, and
giving them statutory security for that monoply, and
you are bound to restrain them. Their exceptional position
obliges you, if even the general evils did not, to restrain
them. Talk to me of this thing standing. It will not
stand. If you pass this law, and if the country of which
you speak so glowingly is what you depict it, if its pros-
pects of settlement are such as you hope they are, I say you
are blighting these prospects by passing this law; and if
hose prospects are measurably realized, notwithstanding
ih c passing of this law, I say the people of that
country would be less than men if they suffered
such a law to exist. Talk of the immigration of
Irishmen to the North-West. Yon are proposing
to them to substitute the scorpion for the rod.
You are proposing to those whoo are suffering under the
tyranny of individual*landlords, to expose themselves to the
soulless tyranny of a gigantie corporation. You are telling
them that their chance of profit is to depend on what this
corporation thinks they ought to pay as tribute before they
eau take their produce to market., I have referred to soute
of the acte of railways that are in this position. I have
referred to what the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway
do. I do not believe they are an exception. They al
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.do it when they can. I believe it to be the standard of
morality of railway men throughout the United States that
they are to take whatever the traffic will bear so long as
they do not take so much as wil. prevent the continuance of
traffic. I believe they take just as high rates as they can
get everywhere, and I will prove that by good evidence in a
few moments. I said the other, the quotation for wheat
from Emerson to Toronto, was forty-five cents. The
rate at a fair paying rate would be 1i cent per
hundred miles, or 17J cents for the distance, 1,300
miles. In point of fact, I believe the rates from
St. Paul down to be much lower than 1i cent a
bushel, and consequently a much larger proportion than
that would amount to, goes to the St. Pau and Manitoba
Railway. Bat, assuming there will be, according to that
calculation, ajust compensation of 5-12-c. you have 27¾e. per
bushel over a fair transport charge; and if you give 25
bushels to the acre, for the early years of the fertile Red
River Valley, it means, after paying a fair charge for
transports, *a tax of $6.82½c. an ac.re on the farmer
for every acre ho puts into wheat. And the rate
quoted at the largest mill in Minneapolis, perhaps in the
world, on the 14th Decem ber last, a special rate, and it is
one of the clauses of their creed to do business
largely in special rates--the very best available
was from Emerson to Minneapolis 21c. per bushel.
Ample payment would be 5-20 at the average. The result
is, the surplus charged 15-80, for that special rate. That
would be a rent of $4 on every acre in wheat after
payment of the fair charges for transport, and
that is the position of the man at the boundarv. In what
position will be the man 200, 300 or 400 miles inside the
the boundary or furtherwest ? Of course the railway mon
cannot go on charging at this rate for the greater distance,
because there is a limitation to thoir charges, which -cannot
exceed what the traffic will bear. But that is the only
limit. But how does this rate act on the frontier ? For
a long time a great deal of the furniture needed will be
imported-a point not more important to the farmer than
the manufacturer. A car load of common furniture
is worth, on board, in Ontario, $700. The freight all
through, f rom any point in Ontario to Winnipeg, will be
about $280, or 4J per cent. on cost. Add merchant's profits
on that, $280, or 25 per cent., and you have an additional
cost to the consumer of 50 per cent. That is rather an
alarming statement. In addition to this increase of 50 per
cent., to get the furniture into Winnipeg, how much will
be laid on it to carry it into the interior at those rates?
But dealing only with Winnipeg, if the saine rates, pro-
portionately, are charged on furniture that are paid by
agricultural implements, the settler would be seriously
oppressed; the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway; having a
monopoly, is charging on the furniture, after payment of
fair rates for transport, a tax of 18½ per cent on value.
If that rate is not charged, I have no doubt it will be
found that one will be charged amounting to 12ê to 15
per cent on the value of the furniture over a fair rate
of transport. No wonder yon want a very high duty to
keep out furniture made near the border on the Ameri-
can side. I have here quotations of the rates on the
general classes of freight, showing the rates of freight
between Toronto ani Winnipeg. For first-class freight from
Toronto to Chicago, 515 miles, 60 cents; fron Chicago
to St. Paul, 409 miles, 75 cents; from St. Paul to St.
Vincent, the monopolists line, 390 miles, $1.50; from St.
Vincent to St. Bonifaco, 67 miles, 25 cents. Second-elass
freight: from Toronto to Chicago, 50 cents; from Chicago
to St. Paul, 60 cents; from St. Paul to St. Vincent, $1.30;
from St. Vincent to St. Boniface, 21 cents. Third-class:
for the first distance, 515 miles, 40 cents; for the second, 409
miles, 45 cents; for the third, through the happy regionto St.
Vincent, 590 miles, $1.10, and the fourth, St. Vincent to St.
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Boniface, 19 cents. Fourth-class freight: first distance, 30
cents per 100 lbe.; second, 35 cents; third, 90 cents; fourth,
14 cents. I dare say these figures will be found tolerably
alarming. They show profits very muih more tIVtn fuir
compensation. They are monopolists' figures, firstt comupen-
sation and afterwards a tax or duty as large as
it is thought the traffic will bear-a burden upion the
consumer and producer of the most dreadful eharacter. 1
raid I would give some evidence as to the general view of
railway men on this eubjcct. It is not contined fo absolute
monopolists; they.are ail more or less mnonopolists, Two of
the great railway preeidents, Vanderbilt and Jewett, stated,
1 think, in 1879, the rule of the rond to a committee of the
New York State Legislature investigating into the tolls con-
necteâ with the railways. The rule vas: "Charging all an
article will bear, and at the same time stimulating its
production." You see I am not istriking at the St. Paul and
Manitoba Railway only. They all follow the sane rule,
but some are in a position toe charge more than ot hers, all
animated by the same virtuous desire. The great mining
railways simplify things beautifully. You go to the
manager of one and say: I want to send some ore to such a
point, what is your freight a ton ? IIe asks how nuc.eh will
your ore assay ? You reply, what have you got to do with
that? He says: I must know what your ore will assay.
If it will yield thirty dollars, thon 1 will charge ten dollars.
To the same question, if you have got ore that will assay
$300, you will receive a similar answer, and a demand for
$100 for freight, or as mnueh as the traffie wil beur. Tho
report of the ruilroad company of the New York State
Assembly, of 1879, says, after a year's enquiry:

" The wheat rates from Chicago to New York were raised froi 15c. in
August-a living rate-to 40c. in November. It cost the road as riuch to
haul the stuff in August as in November. The rate was raised simply
because the condition of the market wanted it, and the product could
bear it. The wrong consists in not only performing the pro)r functions
of transportation, but, taking into consideration the proballe or possible
profit of a shipment and adjusting their rates accordingly. If the shipper
is likely to make a large profit, they compel him to divide. If the margin
is a close one, they determine whether the shipment shall be made or not,
whether it shall result in profit or loss, and the amount of profit or loss."

Now those are statements well worth pondering over. This
was a committee appointed to consider the subject w ah
reference to the Stato through which, you know, there passes
an enornous tide of traffic, and particularly an enòrmous
tide of that kind of traffic which for a long time to cone we
expect to export from our own North-West, that is grain.
Through the State of New York and to the port of'New
York, there come millions and millions of bushels cevery year.
They, finding these evils existing, appointed a committee to
enquire and a close enquiry, lasting about a year, was made,
and they found that to be the principle which the railway
companies carried out as far as they were able to do so in
the circumstances in which thev are plaeed-if the shipper
is likely to make a large profit they require him to divide.
Discussing the very topic which is so very important to us
they say:-

" The price of cerealsis regulated by the demand. European demand
regulates the demand at the seaboard, and this, in turn, regulates the
quantity to be brought forward. •l•*•*• The price of breadstuffs is
governed by the Liverpool market; the Western producer can receive for
his cereals the market price thus fixed, less the cost of placing his produce
upon that market; and the testimony of men who have bîeen for years
engaged in this trade, who swear from actual knowledge, is that a reduc-
tion in the rate enures to the benefit of the producer west, (nd does not
affect the price to the consumer, while an increase in the rates would pro
taio decrease the price of the commodity to the producer."

There is practical evidence of that of which they give
examples. There is another very interesting statement on
this subject by Judge Black, which is as follows:

" The reasonablenes of the freight tolls or taxes that may be charged
upon any railway will depend on the expenses of running and repairng
it and on the cost of construction. The latter will, of course, be the
principal element in-the calculation, for the tolls ought to be high enough
to give the corporation a far profit on the capital they have actually

invested. But many of these corporations have issued large amounts of
stock and mortgage bonds for which the holders have paud nothin, or
much less tian their nominal value. Another way of enlargig luir
apparent dimensions is te water their stock under the pretense of inereas-
ing their capital, while in fart the additional shares are divided among
themselves without putting a new dollar into the business. 0f course
nobody thinks that the real cost of the road is te be measured by the
nominal amount of these bonds and shares. It is easy for a competent
engineer to tell how much-any road ought to cost, supposing the work to
bu honestly done and liberally paid for. That being asertained you have
the truc basis ofa calculation which will show how much the toile ought
to be.

" Most of our Western roads are built with the-proceeds of publie lande
granted mediately or immediately by the United States to the several
conmpanies which now have them in charge. Theydid not really ost the
stockholders anything, and in some cases they got lands worth a great
deal more than all expenses of making, stocking and running the ruade.
The twuo companies between omahia and San Francisco raised in cash out
of Government bonds, lands and mortgages of their franchises four or
five times as much as they necessarily expended upon the ruade. The
stoekholders, witlout paying anything, put the enormous surplusinto
their pockets. These roads tmses built at the public expense, and in some
cases paid for by the public five times over are now claimed as the
private p-operty cf the companies, and the riglt of the public to use thea
as highways is utterly demed;i nevertheless, I think the caim cf these
companes t take reasonable telle stands upon the same foundation as
that of cempanies whose roads were built by the stockholders themeulves
at their own proper expense. The grant of the lande invested the
grantees with a tile which could uot be revoked If the conditions of it
were performed. If they sold or mortgaged the lande and invested the
proceeds in the construction of a railroad under a charter from a State or
general government which authorises them to take a fair profit in the
shaple of tolls, they have as good a right to the tolle as if the capital te
build the road aluti been ratised by tlhemselves-that is te say, those
companies which huilt the railroads with capital donated by the public
have the saime riglht as other companies to charge q reasonable toll, but
their demand of excessive tolls, though not woro in law, seems in the
eye of natural reason a greater outrage.

" If railroad corporations have the unlimited power which they claim,
then all business is at their mercy. Agriculture, commerce and manufac-
tures must suffer what they choose to inflict. They may îob labor of the
bread it w-ins and deprive all enterprise of it just reward. Though this
power does not belong to them legally, they have been permitted te usurp
it, and I need not tell you that they have grossiy abused it. They avow
that they make their exactions witlu an eye single to their own advantage,
without considering auny riglut or interest of the public. They boldly
eapress their detrermlination to charge as much as the traffie will bear;
that is te say, fhey will take from the profite of every nman' business as
much as can be takeni without counpelling him te quit ut. hI theaggregate
this aiounts t the muost enornous, oppressive andu unjust tax that ever
was laid upin the industry of any people under the sun. The irregu-
larnty with which this tax is laid makes it still harder to hear. Men go
into a business which may thrive at present rates, and will find themselves
crushied by burdens unexpectedly thrown upon them after they get
started. It is the habit of the railrod conpanies to change their rates of
transportation often and suddenly, and in particuilar to maike the charges
ruuinously higlu without any notice at aL. The farmers of the great West
have made a large crop of grain which they may sell at fair pruces if they
can have it carried to the Eastern ports, even at the unreasonably high
freiglhts of last summer. But just nuow it is said that the railway coin-
panies have agreed anong themuselves tu raise the freight 5 cents per cwt.,
which is equal to an export tax upon the wlhole crop of prubably
$75,0oo,ooo. The farmers must submiit te this liglhway robibery, or else
keep the products of their land to rot on their hands. They submit of
course, as ail other classes of industrious people submit tu simdiar
impositions.

" Common justice imperatively requires that freights be fixed, settled
and prescribed by law, and that tbey bu not changed at the mere will of
the railroad coupanies. 1

Now, Sir, it does secm to mle that if it had not been for the
wonderfiul productiveness and expansion of the North-W est,
the people could not have borne the taxation which the rail-
roaJcompanies have been imposing upon them, and as year
by year the average fertility-of the sou diminishes, as year
by year the crop to the acre decrcases, it will be found a
burden which will compel a change by the act of Congrcss
or some other power. It will be fouund a burden wholly
intolerable to be borne very long ;-this control which these
great railway companies have over that great country and
over the agricultural interests of the great North-West.
And while that state of things is existing in theneighboring
Republie, while its people are groaninug under the burden,
while they are lookung all around them for means to redress
the. evil with reference to existing corporations ,possessing
vested rights, the Government of this -eountry, blind to the
lessons which the experience of the Republie teaches, pro-
poses to extend and naugurate that evil in a ten-fold more
aggravated shape in this country. To. what end la our
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splendid road to Thunder Bay? To what end did we sink
millions more than necessary to produce the extraordinary
grades and splendid provisions with respect to curvature
which exist on that road ? Why, was it not to cheapen the
cost to the head of navigation and enable us to defy com-
petition, having a good port, and being so circumstanced
that we can take down freight a little cheaper, as we
can from Prince Arthur's Landing to Montreal by the
Lakes, than they can from Duluth, and so beat them?
Was it not to invite farmers to the North-West by the
statement, "Gentlemen, here is a country in which you
have not got monopolist rates lor freight charged, a country
in which the Government itself, in order that you may have
your freight brought down cheap, has built, at an expense
entirely unnecessary for other purposes, a railway superior
perhaps to any other except the Canada Southern, and
capable of transporting your freight at the lowest possible
rate ?" Sir, the grades and provisions as to curvature of
that road are such, as you will learn from the report of the
Chief Enginee r last Session, as to enable us to take within a
fraction of twice the paying load the average grades and
curves would allow. It will, therefore, approximately carry
freights at half rates. Approximately the cost for trans-
portation will be one-half-I do not say actually one-half
bcause there are other circumstances which may require
to be eonsidered, but approximately it will take freights
at very little more than half of the average rates. That is
the means, that is the inducement you have to offer to the
people of Manitoba and the North-West within a year or two.
Bat, Sir, to whose advantage are these splendid grades; to
whose advantage is this mtagnificent railway constructed so
that it can be run and worked very cheaply, and enormous
trains twice the length of those on other roads can bo brought1
down ? To whom is the gain to enure, if the practical resulti
is to bo that freight can indeed be carried down at a lessi
actual cost, and that you have only given a greater margin1
on the division of the profit on the crop to the railwayj
company ? Then I must say it has been a verynnprofitablei
cxpenditure. We are bound, in my opinion, by the most%
obvious duty to our country, to see that the singulari
advantages which the Thunder Bay road gives, of taking(
down the wheat of the North-West to the seaboard, and(
taking up the manufactures of the East to the North-Westj
at moderato rates, shall be used not to give still larger1
profits to a railway company, but to secure cheap transport1
to the public, whose money has paid for that road, and who(
will have, for generations, to bear the burden of the interest1
due to it. Now there are various remedies. Competition1
is, of course, an imperfect remedy, because the com-
petitors may combine, but it is botter than nothing.,
Look what it does between Chicago, and New York!1
Look what it does between Chicago and Montreal! Con-i
trast those distances and the rates en these lines with thec
rates where there is no competition, as in the case I have 1
given you of the St. Paul and Manitoba iRailway. Andc
remember that often, though there may be a difficulty ini
keeping up a competition, and though you cannot ensurec
that the competitors will not combine, yet the possibility ofc
competition, and the knowledge that extortionate ratest
nay lead to the building of other roads, is a checkà
upon those corporations. But you prevent anybody,t
who is not in the interest of the Syndicate, from building ats
all in a way which will produce competition. You not merelyt
do not secure but you prevent designodly the possibilityg
of competition, and the hon. Minister seems rather to con-r
gratulate himself that he bas secured a consolidation off
interests with the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway Company,c
so that this very line of railway to Thunder Bay which the
people of the North-West were looking -for, and hoping for,v
and praying for is closed to them as a means of relief, andt
the yndicate is to control every gate-way to the North-i
West. A public commission would give some chance oft
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relief, though one of those great railway magnates in New
York has declared it as his belief that such a commisaion
always must have one of two results: either the commis-
sioners must own the railway or the railway must own
the commissioners. Still something might be done in
that way. A provision that the rates should be fixed
with a due relation to the actual -cost of transport
and to some reasonable profit-some large profit if you
like-on' such individual capital as might prove to have
been sunk in the undertaking would be a feasible remedy.
A provision which gives the Government.the machinery
for examination and inquiry into what is the actual cost
of transportation, from time to time into the actual indivi-
dual- capital sunk, which gave even 20 per cent profit
on that amended capital, would be a great relief.
A reservation of public rights on the road, a right to
give running powers to other, corporations, would
be a relief; a provision for the reverter of the line to
the public; a provision to give power, on the part of the
public, to re-acquire the lino on reasonable terms, such as
are contained in the present Railway Act, would. be a
relief. A provision, at any rate, which would enable the
provinces which we hope to carve out of the North-West,
and through which the road is to rn, to re-acquire the
railway, would be a relief. If they were to be allowed to
purchase the road at a valuation, and get rid by peace
instead ot by war of the monopoly, it would be a relief.
And there are other methods such as the fixing of charges
by reforence to general averages, and by defining minimum
rates. But none of all these things has been
done, none of all these things bas been attempted.
We go on, in spite of the oft repeated lessons of experienco,
to create to-day, in the year 1880, what I venture to say the
mon to whom the hon. gentleman bas referred would not
dream of creating in the United States. Sir, I object to
,this àcheme bocause I believe it to be a scheme not in the
interests of the country, on other grounds. The hon. gen-
tleman was right to refer to my speech of last year. I
continue to believe in an eastern connection. I believe, Sir,
in the eastern connection. I am of opinion that the interests
of this country call for an eastern connoction, but I am not
of opinion that the interests of this country call for the
retardation of that connecton. I aramnot of the opinion that
the interests of this country call for the postponement of
that connection.- I am not of the opinion that the interests
of this country call for enormous expenditure in order
to secure that connection under existing circumstances.
I believe, Sir, that the lino by the Sault Ste Marie,
in the present condition of railway matters on both
sides of the lino, affords the practical solution of that
problem. A solution perfectly easy, perfectly plain,
and possessing obvions advantages of an enormous
character over the plans of the Government. The Sault
line gives you, in the first place, a connection in two years,
or at most in three. Do you want an all rail connection
with the North-West? The lins yon proposeoffers you that
connection in ton years; the Sault Ste. Marie line offers yon
one in three years at most. It gives you that connection
through a country capable of settlement, while the line, so far
as we know, which is proposed to be run by the north shore, is
through a desolate country, almost entirely incapable of
settlement. It, therefore, gives yo a lino which, so far as
the way traffic through-our own country is concerned, will
give the power of reducing the expenses, by giving a
profitable trade, which will not exist with' a north shore
lino, and, of course, if the through traffic is to bear thefull
cost of operating the 660 miles of railway, through traiic
will have to pay a higher rate than it would if that oost
were diminished by the results of the operation of
the rail way through the settled country. I have
not the slightest doubt that it ca be done. Such ire
the commercial advantages of that line that if mnst be done.
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If you choose to take the saum of money and the quantity of
land which you are going to give for the construction of the
sixty-three miles from South-East Bay to the Sturgeon
River, and grant it as a subsidy to a Company, they will
build the whole 290 miles, including the 63 miles; and I
have no doubt that you can let the contract in thirty days
f5rm this date. I believe that the Canada Central Company
would not suffer any other company to go in and take the
road if these terms were offered; and 1 am quite certain
that other companies would offer to build it on those terms.
We know, indeed, that an offer has ben made already-
perhaps the price is too high; but I have no doubt whatever,
but that compared with the North Shore plan, it would be
inflnitely more advantageous. I believe that that offer is
some 4,000 acres of land and $4,000 per mile for 290 miles,
being a little more than you are going to pay for the sixty-
three miles. But I believe that is too high an offer, and
that a Iower one could be obtained without diffli'ulty. Now,
Sir, why do I say that you could got the road so cheap ?
First, because this road, passing, as I have said,
through a country almost entiroly capable of settlement,
therefore presents prospects in itseolf of a good remun-
erative local traffic. But that is not the orly nor the
chief reason. Anybody who looks ut the map, or who
knows what is doing on the other side, must know that that
road is the key of the position; that the future of Canada,
and particularly of Montreal, is bound up in our having the
shortest lino by way of Sault Ste. Marie by which the traffle
of the American North-West, as well as of the Canadian
North-West, shall go to the ocean steamships. And thon
you get a first-class line because the great traffic will maintain
it, because the great traffic will domand it, and you get all the
accommodations and advantages and cheapriesses which
belong to a first-class lino and a great trafiie. Sir, that lino will
give us the trade of about 400 miles in depth, as I estimate,
fromour boundary ail across the continent. It will give us,
at present, the trade to a point 60 or 70 miles south of St.
Paul, and when shorter connections are made between that
region and the South, for a still further distane4. But 300 or
400 miles in depth by a continent in width are assured
to us by that road. It will give us a trade not in the
future. We are told te rejoice, becauso in ton years
we will get a road through to the North-West and
be able to do a trade with the people who will
thon be settled there. I propose that you adopt
a scheme which in three years would give you a short
route to the North-West, and therofore give you for
seven years before your own seheme will do it and for all
time thereafter access by rail to the North-West, and
within three years and for all timo thercafter the traffic
of over 1,200,000 Americans on the south ofi the boundary.
It is estimated that the population ofthe United States whieh
would be tributary to that route, and which would be con-
stantly inereasing, would be as follows:-Northern Michigan,
125.000; Northern Wisconsin, 225,000; part of Minnesota,
600,000; Dakota, 135,000; Montana, 39,000; Washington
territory, 65,000; Idaho, 30,000; or a total of 1,200,00 at
p resent in these territories who would be tributary to our
line.You get the whole trade of the Northern Pacifie Rail-
way, that great corporation, which has just started on a new
lease of life, which bas financed its enterprise and which is
diligently spreading its lines, net merely te the west, but to the
east, toreach the Sault. It is at Duluth now, and it is being
built for 114 miles towards the Sault, from the Northern
Pacifie Junction, near Duluth. But by this line you get more;
you get the shortest lino from San Francisco to Europe. If
you want to speculate on the future of the North-West I
offer you a connection that enables you to speculate on that
and on the south-west as well, and which gives yeu to-day the

t west as a present boon. It is douhtful if the best route
been chosen. It is not impossible, but that a botter

route may yet bb chosen between South-East Bay and the

Sault, I go for tbe shortest route, wbether to the north
or the south of Nipissing. I proposed long ago that
the road should go to the south of Nipissing; if it wore
provod that that were practicable in connoction with the
interets of the railway. I thought the intereste of my
own Province made that fair and just ; but the road
which was proposed at that time was one of a different
character-one whiclh was to go by the Mattawa, and
it was isolated from the Province. I ask for the shortest
lino in the interest of all. But I take, for the purpose
of comparing the linos of communication, the distances,
not by) projected air linos, but by ascortained lines,
as far as possible. I diffor a littl from the figures
of tUe hon. Minister, I bolieve ho gave us 460 and
odd miles from »innipeg to Dfuluth. I suppose that
figure is correct ; but it is wrong to take the distance to
Duluth for the purpose of the calculation. Ybu go only to
the Northern PacifieJunction, which is 22 miles from Duluth,
and you get a distance from Winnipeg not by direct lino from
Winnipeg, but by two sides of a right angled triangle of
442 miles. At Emergon you strike the St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Manitoba toGlyndon, thence by a round about way which
could be shortened by 100 miles without difficulty.
In fact a lino has boen surveyed which shows thi.
The hon. gentleman gavo the figure of 410 miles from that
point to the Sault. I- have fouid some difficulty in ascer-
taining those figures on account of conflicting statements,
but I aeo pt the lhon. genftlemain's statement of figures.
From the Sault to the Soutlh-East Bay 1 take 290 miles,
which is more than has ever been taken before, and I
believe more than it will be found toe cwhen it is
ultimately ascertained. I am told the sim of the chaining
on the circuitous route is 294 miles, and I think 290 miles is
a fair estimate. Whilo an air lino is only 234
miles from South-lEast Bay to Montreal it is 364
miles, or a total of 1,506 miles by the circuitous route
fr-om Winnipeg to Montreal. Tait route may bc
shortened at least 100 miles whoiover the necesities of the
case require. Now, the Canadian route, as I have made it
out, is, from Winnipe. to Thuînder Bay, 428 miles; from
Thunder Bay to South East Bay, 663 miles; from South
East Bay to Montreal, 1,455 miles, or somewhat shorter
than the Sault route. The hon. gentleman makes it
still shorter. Ie makes it to beu 371 miles fron
Winnipeg to Linkoping Station. Hle assumes the
Syrndicate will fbllow the lino from Linkoping, and
ho makes out his distance 34 miles shorter. Last
Session ho told us ho was not certain they would not run
straight on to Thunder Bay. No information have we had
since enables us to judgoeof his prosent suggestion, and
the information we had before was that the route was so
embarrassed by a lake, I think ealled Dog Lake, net far
from Thunder Bay, as to nessitato such a defioction
and such an early junction ut Thunder Bay as
would mako a compuratively trifling saving, if it were
designed to join the lino further up. But even taking
the hon. gentleman's figures of 1,421 niles, and compare them
with 1,506 miles, the Sailt lino is thus only ei'ghty-five
miles longer. I make iL only 51 miles longer; and I am
convinced it can be made 50 miles shorter. You rcay
call the linos for practical puirpeos of the same length.
What more does this route give us? It gives us a great
summer route through our own territory; it gives us a
route from Winnipeg to Thunder Bay of 428 miles, the
cheapest route wo can have, from Thunder Bay to (oulais
Bay 220 miles, and from Goulais Bay to Montroal 654 miles,
or 1,302 miles from Winnipeg to Montreal, taking the Lake
Superior stretch. Now, yon have got only the north-west
winter traffic by the north shore line. The great bulk of
the summer traffic will go by water, either to the Sault lino,
which, I believe, will b built, or down the lakes and net by
that North Shore route. That road will be construnted as the
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Union Pacifie was constructed originally, and you ail know
now, I think, something of what that means. It will pass
through a difficult country, rendered more difficult by the cli-
matic conditions, without local trade, it will be surrounded by
great difMculty of construction and operation, and will not
be successful. The Lake Superior water route which you
acquire, as well as the ail rail route by the Sault, is of the
first class. It presents, excepting in one particular, the best
prospect of any water route; you have a deep lake, no
canalling and good harbors. The largestsized vessels, there-
fore, can be used, and we know what economy there is in
enlarging the size of the ship. Yon htve a longer
season; Lake Superior, owing to its great depth, is
open much longer than the other lakes, and, of course,
we know the longer the season the more convenient
to the public, and the longer the season the shorter
the dead season for the ship, and the cheaper she can run.
Thera is, of course, one disadvantage, and that is the
shortening of the run. There is no doubt a difficulty with
reference to the terminal charges and delays in port that
might possibly make the freight somewhat cheaper under
equal conditions if the run weri longer. I believe
these favorable conditions more than counter-balance
any difficulty of that kind, and, at any rate, it
has been demonstrated that with a large ship, you
can carry grain very low upon the lakes._ It gives
you an admirable emigrant's road. You do not go on
American territory, which you are so afraid if the
immigrants once get on they will never quit; you can
take theni right along to Goulais Bay, and keep them in
your own territory, if necessary having a regiment at the
frontier to keep off American agents. You can put them
aboard your own boat and take them off, and you have an
admirable route during the whole season of emigration, for
the emigrants. So, whether you look at the unequalled
rail and water route owned by yourselves, or the ail rail
route, partly within your own territory, you find you have
admirable routes, and seven years earlier, but Nlith
traffic iufinitely superior, and at an expense wholly
nominal compared with your own lino, at an
expense of one-eleventh of your own lino. Because,
if your own lino is 663 miles long, I venture
to say with the hon. Minister himself, that, to use
as a basis of credit the funds necessary to construet
63 miles, would insure the construction of the whole
290 miles from S. E. Bay to the Eanlt, I do
not say if you build 63 miles you will insure the con*
struction of 290 miles, but I do say that if you use
the cost of 63 miles as a basis of credit for the Company,
you will sufficiently establish that Company to secure not
merely 63 miles but also the remaining 227 miles, and to
get the whole lino. Now I have stated that this route is
of vital consequence to Canada, irrespective of the North-
West altogether. I say the prospects it opens to us are
cbeering in the extreme. I take as a point which is most
reasonable, Glyndon, to which I have before referred,
which is, if I remember aright, 132 miles to -the south of
the border and on the lino of the Northern Pacifie Railway,
The distance from Glyndon to Montreal by the Sault
would be 1,307 miles. A line by the Sault running down
to South-East Bay, thence on to Brockville, and thence to
New York, is the shortest lino that can beobtained by any
existing or even by any projected or reasonably
devised means of communication. Therofore, if - the
trafflc from that point to New York is going to
take the shortest route it will come through our
territory all the way from the Sault Ste Marie to
Brockville, and it will be 1,556 miles from Glyndon to New
York, a saving of 299 miles. But if yon suppose, as not
unnatural, that the great railway companies via Chicago,
which at present engross that trade, compete for such of it
as is going to , New York, and if you compare
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the distance from Glyndon to Montreal by our lino
with that from- Glyndon by Chicago to New York,
you will find that the latter gives a saving to
Montreal of 299 miles. If you take Boston, rising
in importance as a port, the shortest line to Boston
from Glyndon would be down to .Brockville, and it
would be 1,600 miles, or 293 miles longer than the
distance to Montreal. If you take the travelled route, by
which the trade would most likely go, by way of Chicago,
it is 1,662 miles to Boston; that is a saving in favor of
Montreal of 355 miles. Then you must add the 250 miles
saving in the ocean passage between New York and
Liverpool and Montreal and Liverpool, and you will get,
on the whole, in land and water, some 500 or 600 miles
shorter distance from Glyndon by the Port of Montreal than
by way of the great Atlantic ports in the United States. I
believe that is a controlling advantage. I do not assert that
it would secure all the traffic against the gigantic competi-
tion, the determined competition, which would, no doubt, be
exhibited in favor of the existing roads; but I have no doubt
whatever that the Northern Pacifie would desire, and it
would be to their interests so to do, to take the traffie-right
along to the Sault Ste. Marie, whicil would give them 300
or 400 miles more of transportation over their own
lines, and all the traffic that they could control would go
there. It is also to the interests of St. Paul to send
their stuff by the shortest route to market, and seeing
we have the combined advantage of 300 miles of rail and
250 miles of water, we are bound, in my opinion, if
only we act in time, and stretch forth our hands towards the
future that is waiting us, to obtain it. This is the time;
these roads are all more or less in process of construction;
the Northern Pacifie, as I bave said, is determined to
complote its lino eastward from the junction near Dalath to
Montreal River, about 100 miles; the line is surveyed, and
is now being eut out; a company bas been organized to
build the next link of about 50 miles, this brings yon to
the terminus of the Marquette, Houghton & Outonagon
R. W., which is to make connection there, and of which 63
miles between L'Anse and Marquette are already built;
then you have the Marquette & Maikinaw Railway
right down to the Straits, of which one-half is now
built and the rest is to be finished by August of
this year or next. Then there is also to be built
the thirty or forty miles to the Sault Ste. Marie, and
there is no doubt whatever that it would be immediately
built the moment it was seen that the River St. Marie was
to be crossed and the conneetion to be made with Montreal.
Therefore everything is pointing to the completion of the
connection on the American side within a very brief time,
and we ought to bestir ourselves in order to
meet them, and if we do bestir ourselves we shall
have, at the earliest moment, the connection made.
It is important that we should get it at the earliest
moment, and that we should make this connection just as
soon as these people are ready te make it, and, therefore,
it is a question that is pressing for immediate consideration
upon the IIouse. The hon. gentleman oppositè said last year
in Montreal and Toronto, that lie quite agreed that the con-
struction of the Sault Ste. Marie line would be to the public
interest, because it would give a short route to the North-
West and could be presently used to get the 'American trade.
1 believe that if we can get the American trade we cannot
but hold our own. Do you suppose that if yon will go and
take the trade for 300 or 400 miles south of the boundary,
that the Canadian trade will go by other roads ? Do you
suppose they will not prefer to go that way when the
Amoriens, from their business point of view, prefer to use
it ? Every man must believe, as the Minister does, that we
will take the American trade by the Bault line, and we must
believe that we will keep our own trade. My views upon this
subject are maintained by the report -of 4he engineer in
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Ie Imaessila. lie poited et in strong terma that
both by land .nd water the route of this line was
admrasl; that the railway would command the -traffie
c< aIl the country nrth of St. Paul; that was a
eautionsstatement an4d my belief is that it would take the
tagB ofa considerable area to the southward of St. Paul.
Thei. by no, mans an Ontario question. The road you
p>rpmto take, and I am not saying a word against it, the

iile.sf your projected line, w e or you go to the Sault
or tb in4er Bay, would not bring Ontario any nearer to the
Nort4-West or any further from it, as compared with Montreal.
The intrests of Ontario are not differentfrom the interests of
Quebec; there is the common interest of carrying the great
trade of the orth-West by rail, at the earliest possible
moment, to the sea, and of getting at the earliest moment a
irst class summer route for emigrants and freight within
our own boundaries. Both these objects are common, and in
bath we have more than a merely local interest. One plan,
the north shore lino, proposes to build 650 miles of railway in
my provice whilst the Sault plan only gives 290 miles of
road to be built in it; but any person who, for that reason
alone would support the first, would be unworthy to be a
member of this House. Wbat we are bound to do is to consi-
der which line is the bet for the whole country, and I am
sure that no man from Ontario would put it upon any
other ground. I contend that my province has nothing like
the interest of the Province of Queboc in this matter, but
we have the general interest, that interest which we have
in oommon with all the other provinces, in the lightening
of the general burdens by minirnizing the expones, by not
spending money unnecessarily, by not building this 600
miles over a desolate country wbich will pay little or
nothing which will not be finiebed for ton years, when at the
expense of constructing ono-eleventh of that distance you eau
do .a great good, and do it in less than thrce years. We are
interested in doing the best for the North-West, and we are
interested in common with all in that. We are interested in
the trade and commerce of the North-West, -being taxed as
lightly as possible, and why ? Because we-are paying mil-
lions every year to maintain the North-West ; because it is
our direct interest-the interest of all of us-to sec the
North-Wet solf.eustaining as soon as possible; bocause iLs
being seIf-sustaining depends upon a population getting in
there and thriving after they have got in; and because
their getting in and thriving afterwards depond upon
traffic facilities being given in the earliest and best way.
And therefore the good rail and water routo given by
Goulais Bay and Thunder Bay, and the short all rail route
given by the Sault line and the Pembina branch, are things
which on the score of economy and on the score of the
interests of the North-West, ought to commend themselves
to every man from every province. We all know where
the grain from the North-West will go. It will not go to
the Province of Ontario, but it will go where it ought to go,
to the port of Mòntreal; and frQm thence will come again
the great mass of the return freights. Al the good to bec
iuported from foreign countries will naturally b. sold from
Montreal, because the return cars must be brought from
ther. fal or empty, and very much botter rates can be
obtained under these circumstances for traffIe to the West.
And as to manufactures, that large clam of staple articles
which are manufactured in Montreal will, of course, go up
from Montreal; and sugar, if only the producers of that
artIdle will not place it higher than the article will
bear, as well as cottons, woollens, and so forth, will princi-
paUygo up froim that section of the country. Our share in
the 4drwet .dvantage of this trade is, in myudgment,
e}pajtuvly modest and insignificant. I lieve it
içiportnt to my province, that we should obtain a

nen# and get a share of that traffie, if we can; we
are gamg to do il, I hope; but I believe--I say it frankly.
and do not say it regretflly-that the great and signal
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advantage of the plan I suggest altornatively, goes to tie
point at which the ocean steamahip meets the railway car,
and that is the port of Montroal. We will, no doubt, send
up some manufactured goods, and we will receive some
articles from that country, but the lion's share will go to
Montreal. And, I believe, we all rejoice at the prospority of
Montreal. I bolieve we, from Ontario, are inolined to look at
Montreal as our ocean port. For a long time our goods were
not only brought, but sold there. We are beginnng to do a
little for ourselves now; but our relations with that port
must always be of an intimate character, and we must
believo that anything that advanoos its prosperity
must be of general advantage to all who get and
sond their goods by that route. Now, I can under-
stand, cven if I cannot sympathize with that sort
of feeling w hich, in other circumstances, would be rather
apprehensive of trade going south. I could understand the
hon. gentlenmn's putting in a clauso saying that no man
should build a railway in a particular direction or within
fifteen miles from the United States frontior unless he
beloniged to the Syndicate; I could undorstand his saying
that, if our conditions diffored. But, since we bavò the key
of the position, since when the stuff doos go south, it must,
by the laws of trade, find our shores again by'the Sault Ste.
Marie, since all that it goes away for is te come baek again,
sinco it can only go by another route at a manifest
disadvantage, since by that lino we are going to tap the
American trade, I cannot undorstand the carrying to such
an extraordiniary extent the objection to using other
poople's linos for our own purposes as is implied in the
suggestion that it is wrong to have a south-westerly
lino. I maintain that we will bu able to control
the trafie of the North West legitimately, and I do not
want to control it in any other way. I do not believe we
have the right,-speaking for posterity, speaking for the
future of a country which you say contains 250,000,0O0
acres of fertile and habitable land-a country which con-
tains such an area of fertile and habitable land that the
largest of our Provinces shrinks into utter insignificance in
comparison-we have no right to say, stil less ave we the
right to expeoct, that the commercial prosperity of that
country shall be kept dependent on any other consideration
than what will be to the highest advantageuto the producers
and consumers of that country-wiat will givo them the
cheapest route to market. But it is our good fortune that
their and our interests will hai moînize, because we can not
only give thern the cheapest route to market, but we cau
point out to them that their cheapest route to market takes
thoir stuff to our own ports, and takes their imports from
our own ports. Ait we have to do to accomplish
that result is to utilize the American linos. Now,
Sir, what do they do ? Why, Sir, the western
peninsula of Ontario is streaked with lines loaded
with American traffic. The ' Great Western bas
two lines, the Grand Trunk two linos, and the Canada
Southern line, carrying thousands and thousands of
tons of American traffe. Why do they send it through our
country ? Because it suits them; because it supplies the
best route for them. They do not fel that it is anti-na.
tional to go through Canadian territory. They do not feel
that there is anything humiliating in it-that there is
anything wrong in it. What do wu do ? Why we send
our roads througb American territory. The overnment
the other day proposed to pay £300,000 for the purchase of
a lino from the Grand Trunk Railway in Canadian territory,
on the condition that the monev was to be used in such a
way that the public interests would be advanced-how ? By
the Grand Trunk acquiring a lino through U.S. territory to
Chicago, and properly so, for commerce knows no boundary
lino in this matter. Commerce seeks to make use of our neigh-
bors' roads--not in order to make connections which might be
naturally our own, but in order to make the best, the neareet,
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the cheapest commercial connections between the two parts
of our own country. If, Sir, we can annex commercially a
part of Minnesota-as the hon. gentleman said the other day:
Why not do it? But I want to go further, 1 want to annex,
not only Minnesota, but Wisconsin, Michigan, Dakota,
Montana, Idaho, and Washington Territory. I believe they
can be annexed to a great extent if you direct your energies
and use your scanty resources wisely, and so get rapidly
this efficient line, instead of spending ten years and many
millions of money in struggling along the north
shore of Lake Superior to flnd your way te the
North-West. Of course, everything in reference to the
problem of transportation is in -a state of transition. Not
merely is 'the cost by railway diminishing and likely
to diminish, but also, owing to other circumstances, the
cost by water though our routes is likely to diminish. Our
water-ways are being enlarged, and it is said by experienced
persons that even that measure of eniargement which is
being given, will enable grain, under the most advantageous
circumstances, te be carried 45 to 50 per cent cheaper than
it can be carried ut present in the full size Welland canal
vessels. The problem, which of the two agencies, rail or
water, will win in the competition for transportation,
may be said to be in doubt. The actual cost, net in-
cluding profit,' to take the grain from Selkirkto Thunder
Bay, 400 miles, wonld be on an average road 4 cents. I
have already said that you can double freights on that
railway, and therefore you may fairly count the rate
of actual cost, at 21 cents, making no allowance
for profit at all. It is pretty clear, I think, from
what information I have been able to gather, that
you Can freight the grain in largo vessels on Lake
Superior at from lî te 2½ cents from Prince Arthur's
Landing to Goulais Bay, the smaller sum being the actual
cost, and the larger one embracing a profit; and the average
rate from Goulais te Montreal is 6î cents, making a total of
10J cents. If you go by the lakes, you pay 2j cents to
Thunder Bay and thence to Montreal 7 cents making
a total of 9î cents for actual cost exclusive of profit, so
that at present both routes are nearly equal, and at
present 'both routes are very good if only yen resolve
not to hand bver those advantuges which you have bought
and paid for te others that they may -profit by them,
instead of your countrymen. I have to advert to another
topic of minor, but still of great importance. I do not think
that the facilities and regulations as to rates for connec-
tien with Ontario line are adequate. I quite agree that the
system might perhaps be adequate, if this great corporation
had its terminus and the end of its connections at agiven
point, at Lake Nipissing, but it is obvions from what we know
Of the position of the Syndicate, from the very contract
itself, which contemplates the amalgamation of the Canada
Central with the railway company, from the powers given
it to purchase other railway companies, that we are or may
be dealing with a corporation composed of one gigantic
railway stretching all the way te Montreal. If the object is to
taketraffie from that railway at Lake Nipissing, it is clear
there are devices known to astute railway men by which that
may be avoided. They may charge to Nipissing a very
bigh rate from the West. It would be ne consequence to
them if a low rate were chargod from Nipissing to Montreal
on the line of the Canada Central. You willîbe dealing
with a corporation whose intorests will lead it to send the
traffie in a particular direction and you must
guard carefully against wrong. Now I want nothing for
the Province of Ontario excep, te secure that she shall not
be placed at adisadvantage. I am sure no hon. gentleman
'will refuse her that. What I want is that she shall be so
guarded that she shall have a fair chance to compote for
that modest share of the traffie that ought to come to ber, and
I do not believe that this seedrity is given her. Now, Icannot
understand why it is that this monstrous bargain has been
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brought down to Parliament, how it it iS that Ministers who,
during the last sessioin of Pa4iament, told us that they3w*e
able witheut infringing upon or burdeningthe resoureesofthe
country to construct the Pacifie =ailway, should bring rdwn
a plan which does not relieve us from the burden of ite
construction, which obliges us to go on spending our moey
for ten years to come, which involves atotal expenditue byus
Of $60,000,000, and the total cession of 25,000,000 aeree-Of
our choicest lands, and which hands over to a private oor
poration the whole profits of that expenditure and a vast
monopoly and incalculable boons of various kinds. The hon.
gentlemen did go too far last session. They insisted on
building at once in British Columbia. They alarmed 'the
country by what they did. Rad they proceeded in the
business-like way suggested, had they gone on with the
Thunder Bay branch and the prairie -section, had they agreed
that our finances could not stand the strain of build-
ing in British Columbia, there would have been no
reason for them to do the thing they have done and invite
Parliament to pass the contracet they have laid before us. But
they did that thing, they made those statements which the
public mind did not credit, and they felt that they were
bound to make some other arrangement to escape from the
difficulty into which they had plunged themselves. They
go to England and they make the attempt. It turns out that
they did not succeed in England. The First Minister. said
that they had very nearly failed, and that when they left
England they had not succeeded in making a bargain at ail,
that details which were so vital that disagreement upon
them would nullify the whole proceedings were etill in
suspense when they came here, and remained in suspense
some six or seven weeks after they arrived. . Prudence
demanded that they should simply say that negotiations
were going on and that they hoped to succeed in arriving
at a conclusion; but the hon. gentlemen would not wait.
They announced a triumph; they annonuced that they had
already made their bargain; that the contract was " firm ;"
and by such an announcement placed themselves in the
hands of those gentlemen who formed the Syndicate. They
could not afford thereafter to differ from those gentlemen. In
what position were they todiffer from them. Thehon.Minister
had announced, and the people had accepted hig utterance,
that a bargain had been made which would ensure the
construction of the railway without cost to the people, and
induce a great flow of immigration into the North-West.
What in the world could ho say if, after being
here seven weeks, hoeshonld be obliged to give
the lie to those declarations and to say: ".I iad
made no bargain at all, I had only agreed upon
some certain general lines. All those details remained
unsettled when I spoke to you, the Syndicate and we could
not agree to terms, and cousequently we are where wê
were." That would indeed have been a great humiliation.
To the chance of that humiliation he exposed hinself,
and in order to avoid it I do not doubt he has paseed many
anxious hours struggling with the men in whose toils he
had placed himself, and endeavouring to obtain somine terms
less bad than those to which he bas been obliged toe submit in
the end, strtggling from day to day, scrutinizing, conider-
ing, and endeavouring to get these gentlemen to take some-
thing les than the bargain they insisted upon. They knew
that the First Minister could not afford to declare that
what he had stated was not correct, and that they coold press
him to bargain after bargain, to stipulation after stiulation,
point after point, additional pound of flesh to aditional
pound of fiesh, until they had. their fl; thus it le that this
contract ha been prepared. A contract might have been
presented containing altogether other terme vhieh Might
have been worthy of our adoption. This controt is wothy,
in ny opinion, only our rejection. I shall not ,enture to
hope that this House will reject it, but I do nctdoubt that
an indignant cosntry, although you will not give it time
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now to rais, its voice, will take the earliest opportunity to
inicit a sammary penalty upon those persons, offenders
for :the second time, who havng once betrayed, when en-
trusted with power their country's honour, and having ben
forgiven,have now taken advantage of the opportunity which
atoeo«oAding people conferred upon them to betray in the
same transpction her most vital and m&terial interest.

'KMr. LANGEVIN. At this late hour of the evening, I
think hon. gentlemen will agree with me, it would be
botter te adjourn: I scordingly will move that the Co.
mittee rise and report progres. -

The Committee rose and reported.
louse resumed; and (at 11:45 o'clock, p.m.,) the House

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
. THURSDAY, 16th December, 1880.

The SPEAKER took the Chair ut Three o'clock.

NEW MEMBER.

The SPEAKER informed the House that the Clork of the
House had received from the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery a certificate of the election and return of P.Valin,
Esq., for the Electoral District of Montmorency.

The hon. member was introduced by Mr. Langevin and
Mr. Ca-on, and took bis seat.

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presente 1 a Message from

His Excellency the Governor General.
Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows

Genaemen of the Houme of Commons:
I thank you heartily for your loyal and dutiful Address. You may rely

upon my earnest wish to co-operate with you in your efforts to improve
the welfare of the people of the Dominion.

GOVERNMENT HoUSE, LoRNE-

OTTAWA, December 16th, 1880.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBAT ES.
Mr. BOWELL moved that a Select Committee comprising

Messrs. Bechard, Charlton, Colby, Desjardins, MeDonald
(Cape Breton), Ross (Middlesex), Scriver, Stephenson and
White (Cardwell), be appointed to supervise the official
report of the Debates during the present Session.

Motion agreed te.

JIALIFAX INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.c
Mr. RICHEY introduced a Bill to amend chapter 32 of

the Acta of 33 Victoria (1870), intituled: "An Act toe
empower the Police Court of the City ofHalifax.to sentence8
juvenile offenders to b. detained in the Halifax Industriali
Schoo1. 29

Mr. ANGLIN asked the hou. member to explain theo
purport of the Bill.d

Mr. RICHiY said that, under the Act which it was pro-
posed te amend, the Police Court cf Halifax had power to
send juvenile offenders to the Industrial School of Halifax
instead of sending them to prison or penitentiary, and t
amess for their maintenance. A great difflculty had been t
occsioned by persons offering inducements te the boys te P

from the contrôl and management of the Industrial
School and it was proposed by the present Bill to impose ]

nalties upon persona who were accessories to their escape. j
he Bil1mpevifed that any person who aided or offered in- i

ducements to boys to escape, or harbored thom or prevented
them from returning tothe Sehool shal1, on conviction, b.
liable to a penalty rot exceeding $80. That wa the purport
of the Bill, and it was found necessary to introduce it in
order to give effect to the Act,

Bill read the first time,

SUPREME COURT ACT.

Mr. KEELER introducod a Bill to ropeal the Supreme
and Exchequer Court Acts and the Act amending the same.

Mr. ANGLIN. Objection was made last ycar, by mysel,
to the introduction of a measure of this kind. My feeling
then was that the House should have met a proposal of this
kind in line, deelaring at once that7 it saw no reason to
entertain it. The leader of the House, however, declared
at the time that to permit its first reading should be ro-
garded merely as an act of courtesy to the member intro-
ducing the Bill, and in that view of the matter I sha l offer
no opposition to the first reading of this Bil).

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I went a little further
last year. I said that alil measuros should be accepted at
the tirst stage unless they were objectionable on their face,
placing as littie limit as possible, not merely upon the
freedom of discussion, but upon the freedorm of any member
to bring up any subject for discussion. My hon. friend has
strong opinions with respect to the constitution of this
Court, and he bas a right to be heard. My opinions with
regard to it are the same as last year, but I shall listen, as
it is my duty to do, to all the arguments my hon. friend
will advance.

Bill read the first time.

CONTRACT FRAUDS.
Mr. CASGRAIN introduced a Bill for the botter preven.

tion of fraud in relation to contracts involving the expen.
diture of public moncy.

Mr. DESJARDINS. Explain.
Mr. CASGRAIN. It has been observed, for a number of

years, that contractors for Governîment works have resorted
to many means in order to defraud the Government of get-
ting the bonefit of the lowest tender. We have seen, of late,
<hat in some of the public departments private information
has been given to intending contractors,in order either that
contracts might be withdrawn, or that soeurities given by
contractors might be withheld. In a case which lately ccur-
red it appears that the Government lias been the loser, by ar,
exchange of contracts, to the sum of nearly 8217,000. This
is a fraud practiced *gainst the public Treasury. A law
ought to be framed that will reach all such delinquents.
The Bill I now propose is intended to prevent a recurrence
of such cases as we have lately seen. The Bill also pro-
vides that ail public contractors shall be forbiddon, under
severe penalty, to subscribe, either directly or indirectly, to
election funds. It is notorious that in recent cases immense
sums of monoy have been subscribed by private individuals
in the hope of getting contracta thereafter. The Bill pro-
vides for the punishmont of such persons, and aiso
of such persons as allow the secrets of their
department to leak out in order to favor certain
parties-a punishment both by fine and imprisonment-
in order to attach a mark of odium to persons guilty of
snch practices. I will willingly resign this Bili to the
Government if they will take charge of it, as I think it is
tbeir duty to do. If not, I shall do my utmost to pross its
passage through the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would apply to this
Bill the same remarks as I made with reference to the Bill
ust introduced by the hon.-member for East Northumber-
and (Mr. Keefer). At the same time, I think my hon.
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friend should have reserved the statements he bas just made
until the Bill was printed, se that, when we went into
discussion on the Bill, those statements might be answered.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I would not have made those remarks
had I net been asked by the hon. member for Hochelaga
(Mr. Desjardins) to explain the Bill.

Bill read the first time.

STANDARD OF THE PACIFIC RAILWAY.
The House rosumed the consideration of the proposed

motion of Mr. Blake for an address for copies of statement,
evidence, &c., on which the Govern ment based theirjudgm ent
in .accepting the Union Pacifie Railway, as the same was
when first constructed, as the standard regulating the
quality and character of the proposed Canadian Pacifie
Railway; &c., &c.

Mri. PLUMB. I do not think I should have taken any
part in ihis discussion but for the extravagant statements
made by the hon. member for North Norfolk in
relation to the condition of the Union Pacifie
Railway after its construction. That hon. member said that
the Union Pacifie Railway-which, it will be remembered,
was that part of the road between Omaha, on the Missouri
river, and the point of junction with the Central Pacifie
road-was of the most firmsy description ; that the ties
were of cottonwood, the ballast of frozen earth, that the
rails were of inferior iron, and that the road was built upon
stilts. I considered that it was hardly possible that a road
of thut character could have been capable of carrying its
traffie, and I ventu e te refer to the Railway Manual to
show that, in the year 1872, when the road was yet a young
road- and everybody knows that roads have their poriods
of growth and development, and that the ballasting and
otherwise strengthening and completing a road, is one of
gradual progress - it would not have been capable of
carrying the traffic which it did carry, and of earning what
the returns sho& it did earn, if it was such a road as the
hon. gentleman bas asserted. In that year, the Union
Pacifiec earned no less a sum than $7,500,000, and that large
carning Must have been mainly on through traffie; it must
have embraced the whole of the road; and it was
necessary, in order te earn that money, that every
part of the road sbould have been in good condition.
The impression which the hon. gentleman gave te the
louse by the very ingenious manner in which he made

his statement, was that the road was net in L position te
realize earnings at all. But, Sir, nearly one-half the total
earnings of the railway were freight earnings. And this
hon. gentleman must know-:-if he knows anything of
railway traffic-that it would have been impossible te have
carried freight traffle over a road such as ho described. Now
in conetructing new lines through an uninhabited country,
one to which it is intended that the railway shall induce
settlement; it is absolutely necessary, in order te reach
objective points, in order te get the lumber and the
material for ballasting, in order te meet the other
necessities of railway construction, such as carrying forward
the workmen and their provisions, that the line shal be
somewhat hastily constructed at first, and :afterwards it is
rendered serviceable for the purposes of traffic. In the
meantime, however, the necessities of the case may force'
some business upon the road; but everybody knows it is- to
the interets eof the parties who own and operate the road
to make it as safe and firm as possible. And though, in
some respects, the terms employed in the clause of the
contract may ho open te the criticisms which have been
bestowed upon it by the hon. leader of the Opposition, and
by his active and eloguent supporter, the member for
North Norfolk, I wish te point out that the word "con-
structed " is her used in the past tense; but as I am net a
lawyer, I shalH leave it te thoso who are better able than I

Sir JORN A, XÀMOAIc»on

to construe the expression in a legal sense. But t take the
opportunity of saying that I am glad that attention bâs
been drawn by hon. gentlemen opposite to tieb' Unida
Pacific, as it is at present the only -completed road which
bears any analogy to the road which we are now diecnssing
in this House. The Union Pacifie was chartered by the
United States Government. The subsidy which it Wiôt
receive was not to be paid until the line should have'been
constructed. I admit, as te hon. gentleman says; ta#the
road was built during a period of great inflationin the Unit6d
States; that it was a vast undertaking filled with ireat
practical difficulties; but it was, at the same time, an initíal
undertaking, and could have been built with less dilRcaity
after the gradients and other engineering difficulties had
been ascertained. The company was ineorporated by two
Acte of Congress, one approved on 1st July,'1862, and the
other on lst July, 1864, and they provided for a Govern-
ment subsidy equal to $16,000 per mile for tiat portion of
the line between the Missouri River and the base of the
Rocky Mountains; $48,000 per mile for a distance of 150
mile through the mountain range; $32,000 per mile for
thes distance intermediate--the Rocky and the Sierra
Nevada ranges, $48,000 per mile for a distance of
150 miles through the Sierra Nevada. The whole distance,
as estimated by the Government, from Omaha to the navi-
gable waters of the Pacifie at Sacramento, Cal., is 1,800
miles. Thu company bas also a land grant equalling 12,800
acres per mile. The original Act provided that the
Government subsidy should be a'first mortgage on the road;
but by a subsequent amend ment it was made a second mort-
gage, the company being authorized to issue its own bonds
to an amount equal to the Government lien as a irst
mortgage on the line.

Mir. ANGLIN. May I ask if the grant was paid in gold
or currency ?

Mr. PLUMB. It was paid in bonds, and these bonds, as
compared with gold, were atabout 40 or 50 per cent. dis-
aount.

Mr. CHARLTON. Were United States bonds worth
more than currency at that time, or were they-merely
standing at par in currency ?

Mr. PLUMB. No; I say that gold at that time, in the
parlance of the day, was at a premium; but United States
currency, as the hon. gentlemen knows, was fluctuating from
four and five and ten per cent. up to :70 or 280. It
finally fell back to par.

Mr. CHARLTON. But were not these currency bonds?
Mr. PLUMB. Certainly; but I do not think that

alters the position. It was perfectly well under-
stood that the cost of construction was enor-
mously increased by the condition of the currency
of the United States, and that that was taken into account
in granting the subsidy. .I cannot believe that the state-
ment of the hon. gentleman was made in utter ignorance of
the necessities which govern the. construction of long lines
of road such as the one now under discussion. Nor eaI
suppose that the hon. gentleman, if he had been an impar-
tial observer of this whole question, would have failed to
see that the gentlemen who have undertaken this contract
must avail themselves of those advantages in building it
under which it can be run and operated-must, in fact,
build a good road, as it is in their interest to do éO. It may
be said that the Union Pacifie Railway was laid with iron
rails. That is true; there were no steel rails in thdse day;
but everybne knows that the economy of runnin rdtitways
is now so defined, that no one would attempt -to buid a
permanent roadway without using steel rails; and mny bon.
friend knows that no one would now think of tbikaing
with cottonwood ties and frozen earth -for ballast,
bfcusLe the great competition which exists ie adoioib
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eecurity against anything of that kind. But I say the
UÜIon Paeifie Railway saonatrtteted, must be the Union
PNifie Railway whioh, was accepted, and wbich received the
gusrantee. t presume the United States Government
1shderstood their- business well enough to know that it was
a esd eapble of being operated, and capable of performing
thefatnetxons forwhich it was constituted, before they gave
the subsidy to it which they agreed to give; and I presume
the esas are parallel. But I wish to say that I think it
wIIiébe found inconvenient to have discussions on the subject
which ia engrossing the attention of Parliament sprung
ùpon us every day, and running in parallel lines, while the
emne subject is being discussed by the sane persons upon
thé same question. While we shrink from no discussion of
this matter, while we think, as the discussion goes on from
day to day, that the contract will be strengthened in the
estimation of the country, it is certainly desirable, in order
thit it ahould be discussed clearly, fairly and
dispassionately, as I know hon. gentlemen on the
othér aide are desirous of discussing it, that we should
confne i to one single discussion. As a private supporter of
the:Government, I do not venture to nake that suggestion
in any other sense than as I think it wilt appeai to the
general good sense of the Ilouse. We are here to do a
very important work,-the most important, perhaps, that
has been done in any Parliament of Canada,-and no
gentleman wishes, i fancy, to introduco a double discussion
merely in order to delay and hamper the publie business, or
distract the attention of the country. For ny part, I am
desirous that this question, exactly as it stands, on its own
merits, should be submitted te the serutiny of the people of
this Dominion, and I have no doubt about the result.
There may be cloude thrown about it, there may bo dust
%hiown in the eyes of the people, special pleading may affect
it, but in the end the good sense of the people of tbis
Dominion, to whom we have not appealed in vain within
the lat three years, wikl triumph over any special pleadings
µnd sophistries.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I think it is not doesirnh
upon the present motion, to enter upon a full discussio; i
the terms of the contract, and I only rise to cal] attentioin
to one fact that ought not to be lost sight of in reference to
the standard of the Union Pacifie Railroad. The words in
the present contract, if I recolleet rightly, are, "as origin-
ally constructed." It is possible that that expression is
not safdiciently definite, but when we look ut tho history of
the Union Pacifie, and bear in mind one particular fact in
reference to it, I think we will bc justified in assuming that
that expression must be read in this way-" ut the
time of its final completion." A railroad eannot be
considered to be constructed until it is completod,
and if it is constructed under an agrcement
whereby a eompany or a government must aecept it, the
date of that aceptance must be regarded as the date of its
construction. For my part, if the prosent contract was
susceptible of being interpreted in the sense in whieh the
memker for North Norfolk desired to interpret it, that we
were to have a road such as the Union Pacitie was whon it
was first laid with rails, and when it was first opened for
trale, we wouid have much reason to bu dissatibtied. But
this point having been discussed in Congress, an Act of
Congress was passed under which a Qommission was
appointed for the purpose of ascertaining and deofning
w*hen the Union Pacifie Railroad was completed, and ut
what date it was to be accepted by the Government. That
Comuiaon made its report, whieh was adopted by
Congre@s, and I find that the date which that Commission
decided was the date of the completion of the road was the
Ast ofOctober, 1874. It seems to me that the pi oper inter-
profation of this contract is, therelore, that this road is to be
çensU¢uqted in such manner as the Union Paif çwas

when it was accepted bv the Government of the United
States,-that is tho st of October, 1874.

Mir. BL AKE. I may be permitted to observe, as several
bon. gentlemen on the other side have stated that the dis-
cusaion wa inopportune, that in moving for this informa-
tion I said not one word as to the character of the Union
Pacifie Rlailway. I simply pointed out that its character,
as first constructed, was important to learn, because it ws
the standard to be adopted for the Canadian Pacifie. It
was the hon. Miniater of Railways proeeeding to disouss
what the standard of the Union Pacifie was whieb drew out
this discussion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Tho hon. gentleman is
quite right in faying that he did not promote the original
discussion, and I quite agree with my lon. frieud from
Niagara, and the hon. member for South Victoria, that it is
desirable to confine the discussion within its natural bouida-
ries on the main motion which invites theattent;on of the
liouse. I simply say this-that thei louse, including my
hon. friend who makes this motion, will find that there i%
full and ample security made for a good standard for
the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
Mr. CAlMERON(Hluron). My hon. friend fromWest Durham

made simply an ordinary mdtion. That motion was metina
very peculiar way by the Minister of Railways and Canals.
The lion. Minister attempted to justify that particular term
of the contract. le referred to the construction of the
Union Pacifie Railway, and pointed out that it was in aIl
respects, if my memory serves me right, a good railway,
that its standard was taken from the Ohio and Baltimaore
Railway, which was one of the best constructed railways
in the United States, and that, therefore, the Union Pacifie
having boon constructed after the model of the Ohio
and Baltimore, and the latter being a first-class railway, the
Union Pacific must, of course, be of an equally high standard;
and consequently the Canadian Pacifie Railway would have
to be a first-class road as weil. Now, hon. gent!emen on
this side, were not satisfied with this statement. The bon.
member for Niagara rosein his place to contradict the state-
monts mnde by my hon. friend from North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) as to to the character of the Union Pacife
Railway. Tho hon. gentleman read from a reort,
a long, able and valuable report which had n
pre ented to Congress, to show that the Union
Pacific Railway, when first constructed, was an
admirable road, and, therefore, that the statements of the
bon. member for North Norfolk with respect to the road
wore altogether erroneous. The hon. member for Victoria
(Mr. Cameron), particularly took the same ground, practi-
cally, he argued, that this road was not finaliy constructed un-
ti lOctober, 1874. Nobody disputes thatin ctober, 1874, tlie
Un ion Pacifie lailway was a tolerably good railway; and
if we take the condition of the Union Pacific, in 1874, as a
standard, then, perhaps, on that ground, one might assent to
the proposition ofthe hon: Minister of Railways. But the hon.
member for Victoria forgot to state that 890 miles of the
Union Pacifie Railway, that portion of it extend-
ing from Omaha te the junction at Muddy Forks
and Black's Forks, were completed and acepted
by the United States Government in the end of I868
or the beginning of 1869; and it was the balance of the
road that was not accepted, and was not received until away
on in the seventies, in 1873 er 1874. If that is the (mae, and
that it is the case, the hon. gentleman will find, on refer-
ence to the reports presented to the Sonate of the Unitad State 1,
thon we are bound to take the condition oftthat road a it stocd
in the end of 1868 or boginning of 1809 as the standard of tbe
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Ou reference to the
report founded on a joint resolution of otu ouses
on the 30th Deember, 1868, the hon. gentleman will
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find that the character of the road is entirely different
to that which the hon. -Minister of lRailways, the hon.]
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb), and the hon member
for Victoria (Mr. Cameron), say it was. Now, I regret to
have to make any observations on the present occasion. Any
observations that 1 proposed making on this question, I
intended - making when discassing the propositions
brought down; but I do not wish that it should go abroad
to the countrv, either out of the mouth of the Minister of
Railways, or of the honorable members for Niagara or
Victoria, that this road was practically a first-class road as
at first constructed, without taking the very earliest oppor-
tunity to show that such a statement is entirely erroneous.
The honorable membor for Niagara, if I am not v.ery much
mistaken, road from a report presented to Congress, and
which will be found in the Congressional documents of
1873-4, a report mAde long after the road from Omaha to
the junction at Muddy Forks and Black's Forks was com-
pletud.

Mr. PLUM B. I am very sorry to interrupt the fiow of
eloquence of the honorable gentleman, but I did not read
from the report of 1873-4.

Mr. CAM ERON (Huron). Perhaps the hon. gentieman
wil tell us from what report ho read.

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman will find I quoted
from the report of 1872-3.

Mr. CAMERON. It makes no difference. The hon.
gentleman will find, in the executive documents of the
United States on that subject, the report of 1873-4 in the
volume containing the report of 1872-3. But what I con-«
tend is, that the hon. gentleman did not read the portions ofi
the report which show the character of-the road. If he will '
refer to that report, ho will find it stated that the road bed
in many places was altogether too narrow, that the ties on
which the iron was hid extended beyond the road bed, that
the tunnels were arched with wood, that the wood work afterr
two or three years was found to be defe ative,that the Commis-'
sioner recommended the tunnels to be rebuilt from beginning
to end, that the bridges were nearly all of wood, that the
engneers reported thom whollv inefficient for the carrying
trade of the section of the country through which the road
passed, that the ballasting was excoedinglv bad, that the
ties were of an exceedingly defective character from one P
end to the other, being made of cottonwood, that the
carves of the road were too sharp and the grades too
steep; and yet this is the road that the hon. gentleman
said, was a road after the standard of which the
Canadian Paeific Railway might well be built. And thisr
report, from which the hon. gentleman read, was a report i
that was presented, after the United States Government had
taken from the hands of the contractors 890 miles of road. It
was a report presented to Congress, recommending that 6j-
million dollars additiona[ be expended to put the road into n
anything like a good state of efficiency; and this was t
long after the - road had, to all intents and t
purposes, been completed. If the hon. gentleman 1
had takon the trouble to refor to another report presented f
to Congress on the 9th October, 1868, after the 890 miles
had been completed and examinen by the Commissioners
eppointed to investigate into the condition of the road, he t
would have found out the exact condition of this portion of d
the Union Pacifie Railway extending from Omaha·890 p
miles westward. In that report which I hold in my'hands,
and which is signed by the three Commissioners, Mr. Warren c
and fr. Blickensderfer and another whose name I forget, c
tthe hon. gentleman will find a statement showing the true w
oharacter of this road as it then stood- which proves that the A
statements made by the hon. Minister of Railways and the s
hon. member forNiagara are wholly fallacious and incorrect. a
Sir, I will trouble the Bouse for a moment, with a reference i
to one or two of the particulars contained in this report, th

Mr. CAMERON (Huron).

because I do not want it to go abroad to te country that
this Union Pacific Railway, at the time it was f1rat con-
structed, was a first class road, and that, therefore, han]. gen-
tlemen were justified in using it as a model after which to
construct the Canadian Pacifie Railway. You will see that,
in this report, the Commissioners have gone to very conidai-
able ti-ouble and labour in pointing out the defects apd
deficiencies of the Union Pacifie Jailway. At page -24 of
this executive document they point out that in six dierent
places, extending over forty or fifty miles, the grades were
80 feet to the mile. At another place the grades were 90,
and in another 116-feet. 'Curves were too sharp, and the
road was in other respects altogether defective. 'The
report reads as follows :

"Although generally the line is well adapted te the ground, there are
points where the full capabilities of the country have not been developed,
and others where, in its details, the location is radically wrqng. in a
majority of these cases the prevailing idea seems to have been to diminish
the cost of the work by the introduction of a greater nuruber and
sharper curves than the circumstances required, the saving in cost having
been very small in comparisom with the permanent injury te the road.
In some other instances no very clear motive for the course taken
presents itself. We are advised that among these cases ave some where,
mn the construction of the road, the location, as made by the Chief
Engineer, was disregarded. ja view of the rapid prosecution of the work,
this may have been admissible, but cannot justify a permanent adoption
of the line as built. True economy and the best interests of the road
require alterations and improvements te be made in the line in al these
cases, and the probaple cost thereof has therefore been estimated."
And under the head of "road-bed," the Commissioners
say:

'The road-bed is designed te have embankments 14ft. wide on top,
with usual side-slopes and cuts of net less than 16ft. width of bottom,
which slopes depend on the material excavated. These dimensions,
although a minimum, are net specially objectionable when fully attained.
In the excavations and embankments of moderate height these dimensions
have been generally secured, but the higher embankments are net so well
brought te the proper standard, being often incomplete and, in son4e
instances, the width at the top is less than the length of the ties. When
the roadway is too narrow and ballast is required, it is impossible properly
to supply the deficiency, for when the track is lifted for the purpose of
placing ballast under the ties, the width of the embankment is mnsufficient
te retan the material in its place. It becomes necessary, therefore, to
have a sufficient width of roadway before one of the most indispensible
requisites for a good track can be secured."
They thon refer to the cuts not being all to grade-

" Net having been excavated te the depth designed, in consequence of
which the grades at those points are higher than was intended, in some
cases reaching 90ft. per mile, when much easier grades are shown on the
profiles."
They then allude to the cross-ties, as follows:

" The cross-ties are of good quality, with the exception of a consider-
able portion used in the Flatte Valley, which are of cottonwood timber,
which althoughl "burnetized " :are liable te premature decay,
besides bein gobjectionable frem the inefficient manner mu which they
retain the spikes. Many had te be replaced, and all would have te be
replaced by ties of better timber before the track would sustain the traffic
expected teobe thrown upon it."

8o the Commissioners go on to point out where defeots
existed with regard to the road-bed, curves, grades, embank-
ments, ballasting and many other particulars in reference
to the equipment-of the road with which I will not trouble
the House, but the road was wholly defective and inefcient.
They made an estimate of what it would cost te make it a
irst-class ,road- with ad urable basis. The report winds up
by saying:

"In estimating the expenditure which would be required in order that
lhe road se far as built may be rendered equal te a fuy complete fret-
lass railroad, we have considered each class of work required in as much
etail as circumstances and the desire expressed ia our instructions will
ermit." "Changing the location of the road, te improve the line,-
200,000; completing the embankments to the full width, $240,00;
ou peting excavation of cuts te th pr r grad 200 redu
grades between Omaha aud Elkhorn, te conform. with condiion on ih
hange of line was approved, $245,000; cross-ies t replace the cettorì
wood, 1525,000; ballasting, etc., %910,000.
And so they go on until they make up an gg te 4f
6489,550, required te put the 890 miles comp fiatè
nything like an efficient state of repair; and yet this road
s to be taken as the standard at that time-not in 1 -. s
he hon. member for Victoria (Mr. H. Cameron) says,
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for the construction oftheCanadian Pacifie Railway. Why,
I wa perfectly surprised and astounded at the statement of
the Mmister of Canals and Railways, and which is reported
in the Debates of Parliament, as o the reason, or, rather,
want of reason, upon which this term of this contract was
based. The hon. gentleman did not appear to have a particle
of testimoiy before him, when frammng this clause as to
conditionofthe Pacifie Railway, scemed to be wholly ignorant
of the conilition of the Union Pacifie Railway in 1869, and as
to what these contractors, this powerful Syndicate were get-
ting under this part of the contract; and when challenged by
the member for West Durham, ho stated that the terms of
this contract were precisely the sane as the Allan contraet.
When the Wember for West Durham pointed out the termas
of the Allan contract, the hon. gentleman fognd ho was
mistaken. He then had to fail back on the statement that
the Union Pacifie was constructed after the model of the
Baltimore and Ohio Railway, which, no doubt, has been for
the last ten to fifteen years a first cas road. But when
firet constructed it was no botter than the Union Pacifie
Railway was in 1869, when 890 miles were completed. I
do not wish the statement to go unanswered abroad that
the Union Pacifie was a first-class road when complcted,
when history shows it was anything but that. I wish the
fact published to the country that Ministers, who should
act with care, and manage the publie affaira in a cautious,
judicious way, and with all the necessary information before
them, did not do so and did not know, notwithstanding the
existence of those documents laid before the United States
Legislature, that the very foundations on which they based
this olause would notsustain them, or justify their position ?
For those reasons I have thought it right to trouble the
House with the present remarks.

Sir RICHARD J. CAIRTWRIGIIT. Two distinct
points have been brought before the House with reference
to this matter. As to the legal construction of that clause,
I am not going to take upon me to pronounce; but what I
want to call your attention to, is the fact that another point
of very great importance was raised by this discussion.
From the mouth of the Minister of Railways, we had the
confession that the Government supposed they wore
adopting a totally different standard for this road from the
standard defined in the terms of the agreement bofore us.
If the terms are strictly insisted upon, it may involvo an
additional loss of several thousand dollars a mile, or soveral
millions in the whole contract. The two sets of conditions
differ very materially indeed; and, unless the Minister of
the Interior is prepared to tell us that tho attention of his
Government having been now called for the first lime--as
appears from the statement of the Minister of Railways-
to the very remarkable discrepancy between the contract
made by Sir Hugh Allan, in 187i and thatmade in 1880 with
his successors in managing this Canadian Pacifie contract-
his Government are prepared to take measures to remedy
it, or greatly to modify those clauses, so as to guard against
dangers of a much grenter description than those ordinary
dangers in connection with the great transaction the
country contemplatos, there will b great uneasiness and
anxiety in the puble mind. We cannot call the attention
ofIhe country too strongly to the fact that Ministers had not
even taken the trouble to compare the two contracts, to
ascertaiu the character of the standard upon which they
regulated this provision. It would be well for the right
hon. gentleman to tell us whether the Govornment i8, or is
not, prepared, so to guard and modify that clause as to
prevent the very dangers to which the momber for West

]burham hs called attention.
Motion -agreed to.

PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACUS.
Mr. BLAKE- moved for copies of all papers shewing any

-xnoifcations made under the provisions of any of the

contracts for the construction of any part of the Canadian
Pacige Railway, prior to the 21st.October last, and refrred
to in the contract brought down this Session; and of aiy
estimates or statements made as te the result of such modil.
cations on the obaracter and expense of the work. He said:
lt will be observod, by the contract which bas been laid on
the Table, that the Government is bound to finish those
portions of the railway which are mentionod as being under
construction by the Government, according to the terms of
the contracte made for the construction of those portions,
subject, howevor, to auy modifications which have been
made by the Government in the provisions of theso
contracte before the 218t of Oetober last, the date of
the contract laid on the Table. It is important, there-
fore, that we should know beforehband that on which depends
the precise obligations of the Governimont, what the modi-
fications arc which were made in the terme of those
contracts, before tho great contract was signed. On this, as
on other matters, t am desirous of gotting such information
as in my judgment the Governmont was bound te lay upon
the Table of the House, before they asked us todiscus bthis
matter at all. They bring down a contract without laying
on the Table the information upon which they acted. They
bring down a coutract wbich shows certain obligations of
theirs which wore dependent upon certain other instru-
ments containing the modifications, but which modifications
they do not bring down. It is impossible for us, thorefore,
to know what are the procise obligations of the Govern.
mont under this contract, and we cannot ascertain them
until we sec these modiacations. I think it also was the
duty of the Governmetit to bring down any estimates or
statements made as to the results of such modifications on
the character and expenso f the work. We have ageneral
estimate made by Mr. Schreiber laid on the Table, of what
the costs of those sections will be; but what I want is an ceti-
mate of the change made in the cost bythe modificationswhich
the contract indicatos as baving been made in these original
contracts before the 24th October. I suppose there can be no
possible objection to this motion. I will add that, inasmuch
as it ought to be bofore us, in order that we may ascertain
what the obligations aro which we are asked to sanction, I
think the answer ought to bc, not merely that the address
is agreed to, but that there should be an immediate
response to that address.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. My hon. friend is getting
reasonable, and, therefore, 1 shull have no objection te
this resolution, and we will see that the matter is attended
te immediately.

Motion agreed to.

SURVEYS FROM SOUTII-EAST BAY TO SAULT
STE. MARIE.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies ofany reports or surveys
made since last Session on the lino from South-East Bayt ht.
Sault Ste. Marie, or on the lino bctween South-East Bay
and Thunder Bay, said: As to the line botwoen South Est
Bay and Sault Ste. Marie, thera was a distinct pledge made
. the Govern ment in the other branch of the Legislature,
t.at they would have further surveys made during rocess,
with a view of submitting a proposition te Parliament this
Seasion to aid in some way ln te construction of that rail-
way. Sir Alexander Campbell, in the Sonate, on the 21st
of April last, in answer to a question, gave a formal pledge,
on the part of the Government, that these surveys would be
made with the view of those propositions being submitted.
I presume they have been made, and I think it material te
this discussion that we should have them, together with
aniy reports upon the matter. Daring last Session the
line on the north shore of Lake Superior remained in a
very uncertain condition. The distance stated by the
Engineer in hie generai report, and that stated by his lette
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of the 16th of April, are by him called "assumed distances."
Itis obvious that there was at that time no precise or accu-
rate information with regard to that line. This becomesessen-
tialiy important in the great discussion in which we are
ongaged in consequence of a fresh statement, as I understand
it, made by the hon. the Minister of Railways the other
evening, in which he shortened the distance botween
Winnipeg and South-East Bay, by stating that Linkoping
station, on the Thunder Bay line, wald probably be the
junction, a point further removed from the terminus of that
line than I had supposed was contemplated. 1 suppose
that idea is based upon further information-I am sure it is,
bocanse the hon. Minister, late last Session, said thore was
every probability of finding a good line right in the presont
terminus, and it was probable they would run the railway
into the present terminus, and not run it to any point along
the Thunder Bay lino. It is important, in consider-
ing this subject, that we should have all the information
available with reference to the lino on the north
shore of Lake Superior, and the probabilities of connection
with the Thunder Bay branch. This notice was placed
on the paper beforo the speech of the Minister of Railways
in which ho adverted to the possibility of a junetion at
Linkoping station, and therofore, it speaks of the line as one
between South.East Bay and Thunder Bay. I have no doubt
the hon. gentleman, if ho accedes to the motion in other
respects, will agree that it should be extended to any point
on the lino from Thunder Bay to Red River, which would
embrace the point to which the bon. the Minister of Rail-
ways alluded. I only repeat, Sir, with reference to this
motion, the statement I made as to the last, that this infor-
mation should have been placed on the Table of the House
as preliminary to our discussion, and that we should not have
been obliged to ask for it; and I hope there will be not morely
an agreement to bring it down, but an immediate bringing
down of the return.

Motion agreed to.

MANITOBA SOUTII-WESTERN
GRANTS.

RAILWAY LAND

Mr. BLAKE moved for a copy of the Order in Council
granting about 1,328,000 acres of land in the Nor'h-West to
the Manitoba South-Western Colonization Railvay Company;
together with the application for such grant and all corres-
pondence and Orders in Council connected therewith, and
a statement of the lands selected thoreunder; also, for copy
of any Order in Couicil as to the route or terminus of the
railway, and of any correspondence in connection therewith.
He said: I think I am correct in saying that the provisions
of the charter of this Company was one which left some
discretion to the Governor General as to its coure and ter-
minus; at least, that is the case with regard to some of these
railways. Independontly of the information which is asked
for in the latter portion of the motion, it is
important that we should understand upon what grounds,and
upon what application, and by whom prompted,
and upon ;what evidence it was that the Administration
determined to make the grant to which I bave referred.
The evidence of their having made such a grant is the
prospectus of this Company to which I alluded the other
day. It states:

" The total length of the authorized railway, which will be divided into
sections, is about 295 miles, of which the first section of 119 miles is now
under contract for construction by a responsible contractor at prices
favorable to the Company. The works are in progress, and it is confidently
anticipated that at least fifty miles will be completed and opened for
traffic by the lst of September, 1881.

* * *I"The Governor-General of the Dominion has approved the
report of the Privy Council of Canada, recommending the grant to the
Company, at the nominal rate of *l per acre of an area of land immedi-
ately contiguous to the line of route, equal to 3,840 acres per mile
oustructed, commencing from the south-west boundary of the Province.

This grant will thus embrace some 1,328,000 acres, and it is estimated.
Mr. BLAKE.

by Canadian experts that a judicious realization of thsebuada wil¥
ultimately produce to the Company the clear sum of £2,00000 steriing
The Company has refused several ofers already made to them for I*-
purchase of large portions at $5 per acre. Bythe terms of the trust deed,
hereafter referred to, the proceeds of the saie of ail these land are
specifically appropriated to the redemption of the bonds thereby secured,
thus plac Pg the samie i entire independence of the success of the
railway.

"In addition to the aid thusiberally, yet wisely, aforded the
Company b y the Dominion Goverment, the Company have received
from several of thde to'wnships. on the ine of route, substatial ofers of
monetary assistance in the forme of municipal bonds, reated under the
provisions of the Manitoba Provincial Mumçipahties Act, 1880.

" At the Souris River the line will strike t he extensive sud .ituportat
coal fields which have recently been discovered a:t that spot, and 'which
will unquestionably furnish to the Company the means of overcomiîn the
most serious difficulty which hias hitherto been experienced i thse working
Cof railways through prairie counries, namely, the scarcity f loconotive
fuel, caused by the absence of large timnber.

"Not only will the Company derive great advantage from being thus
able to obtain cheap fue for its own consumption, but, inasmuch as the
Canadian Pacific Railway, for nearly 800 miles of its entire length, thie
city of Winnipeg, and the various townships in linse of route will be
dependent upon these coal mines for their supplies of fuel, it is estimated
that the C ompany's minerai traffic alone would justify the construction of
their railway, tapart altogether from the passenger sd grain traffic which
must u any event fall to it.

" The railway throughout will run almost on a dead level, and rock
cutting will be avoided, thus enabling it to be constructed arsd equipped
at an average of £3,000 per mile. It is proposed to complete the works
sectionally in three years, and the engineer's estimates conclusively show
that each section will command a remunerative traffic as soon as opened.

"The total amount of bonds authorized under the Act is£,180,000
sterling, which can only be issued ln proportion to the length of the
railway actually constructed or under contract to be constructed, nor
util at least $250,000 (i50,00) of tise capital stock shall have bes
subscribed ; which condition has already been fulfilled, the whole having
been taken up in Canada. • a

" The Corporation of the city of Winnipeg, under their charter of
incorporation, undertake the construction at their sole cost, of a railway
and ordinary traffc bridge over the Red River within the city limits, the
use of which for their traffic is granted to the Railway Comnpanyfor five
years, free of tolus. By virtue of an agreement dated 26th December,
1879, the Corporation agree to transfer this bridge to the Railway Com-
panyupon certain conditions, and, further, exemptfrom all city taxes for
a period of fifteen years, the station, workshops, sud lande within the
city of Winnipeg occupied by tise Railway Company."

It thus appears that this railway possesses elements as a com-
mercial enterprise, which sbould make it remunerative from
the start, and, therefore, of course, that it would pay interest
on the capital invested. It seems that to assist in the construc-
Ition of this railway no less than 1,328,00 acres of very fine
land-I bolieve they are largely in the Turtle Mountain Dis-
trict-have been appropriated by the Dominion Government
as is saidas the Company rightly puts it at the nominal price
of $1 per acre; that for large tracts of these lands $5 per
acre has already been refused, and that it is expected that
they will net to the Company no less than $10,000,000 alto-
gether. It seems to me that a transaction of that magnitude
is one which should have been subnitted for the sanction of
Parliament; that it should have been accomplished as a
matter of policy by Bill or other procedure, and not by the
action of the Executive only. It seems to me that the
moving purpose in this is obvious-though, of course,
the Government did not sell at less than the minimum price
at which Parliament allowed them to sell--.that
the moving purpose was not to provide money
by selling lands at $1 per acre to aid the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, but to give substantial aid to this other
company. That granting of aid may have been perfectly
justifiable. I do not say that it was not-I do not say it
was, but, it seems to me, we did 'not authorize the Execu-
tive, so far as I know, to grant aida to railways in Manitoba
or outside of it; that we did not put powe in their hands
to do so, and that they should not have so used powers
entrusted to them for another purpose, but should have
brought down aseheme last Session-or, if they could not do
so last Session, then this Session,-and should have sub-
mitted it for ourconsideration and determination before
engaging in an operation so important as this. 1 think,
thon, we are fairly èntitled to the information for whici
the motion asks.
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Sir JORN A. MÀCDONALD. Tiere can be no

objection to bringing down any Order iý,Council respecting
the route of this railway, though in the absence of my
hon. lriend, the Minisier of Railway, I cannot say
whether there are any te bring down. With respect
to this grant of land for railway purposes, it i
not correety doseribed as a grant. It is an ordinary sale
to this company, the same as to any individual. The oluse
will remember that the regulations of the Government and
the whole scheme respectintg the land to be appropriated
for building the Canadian Pacifie Railway, were submitted
to Parliament. Parliament knew exactly what was the
policy ot the Government mi that regard. dI was provided
that there was to be a series of belts, extending from A to
E inclusive of both lotters, anl that the price would vary
according to the distance of the land from the railway-
Tho price of the lands mn Belt A, withn five miles of the
railway, which were roserved for defraying the cost of
construction, was 85 an acre, the price i Blt B less, in Bolt
C less, in Boit D less, and im Bolt E, about 40 miles from the
main line, - $1 an acre, to any one who chose to
buy. Tberefore this company stood in the saine
position as any private person choosing to pay that
price. This company liad no greater rights than
any person in the world who chose, as soon as
the surveys were completed, to go and buy in the odd
numbered sections, and it is of very great importance to us
that, instead of individual speculators going in, we should
get a railway company to go thore and run a railway to
these lands, thus increasing the value of the land in the even-
numbered sections belonging to the Government. Without
a railway there the land was to be sold at a dollar an acre,
and it was right that the Government should give a prefer-
ence te this company, which took a railway there, so that
for pre-emptions in the cven-numbered sections the Goyern-
ment would be able to get a higher price. It was an inci-
dental encouragement to this conpany. It is a Canadian
company, and it cannot be supposed t> have a very large
capital. It has to seck for capital, and yet tie Governmen 1 do
not propose to give them a single acre. i t was iot part of the
proposai to make themn a presentof the land, but wcsell it to
them at the saine price as to everybody else, as an encourage-
ment to build the road, and if they do build the road with this
encouragement, they open up a section of country within a
reasonable distance of the Souris district, and bring in a
supply of coal fuel to the iihabitants of Manitoba an the
immediate neighborhood. It is provided that they should
receive no land within the Province of Manitoba, but they
are te receive it only in the district west of the Province.
Tfiere cannot b the silightest objection to the motion.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGH1T. Iwould like to know,
from the Minister of the Interior, exactly how ho proposes
to give these gentlemen the lands in Belt E under the
existing regulations. Does he propose to give them the
lands in Belt E for a long distance boyond the terminal
point of the railroad, or are, they to be between the
boundary of Manitoba and the point, about 150 miles west
of it, where these coal deposits are found ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The arrangement is that
we are to soli them railway lands within sixty miles of'
their road, to the extent of, I thmnk, 3,640 acres per mile.
Then they will have to take the land west of that, and, of
course, that is an additional inducement to them to extend
the railway in order to make thoir lands saleable; but it is
ail wit-hin Boit E, and within the railway lands, which are
open to everybody who chooses to pay a dollar an acre.

Sir RICHAtD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am not disposed te
objeet to liberai aid being given to colonization roads; but,
if I understand the hon. gentleman, 2,200 square miles are
givea to this railroad. You have got, I think, about 12
miles ofBelt E, and no more,and yon may not have 12 mile&-
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o it depends entirely on the location of the road. My impros-
sion is, that this grant will consume the entire portion et Bet
E, which is net reserved for settiers, fbr a distance of 120
miles, more or less, beyond the p t at which this road

t stops. If the hon. gentleman a his Government have
s made what I may cell afIrm provision that those gentlemen
3 wili go on, wel and good ; but, if otherwise, the arrangement

nay intorfere very materially with the aid to be granted
for the establishment of colonization roads west of this
road.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no roason why
the individuals ?orming this company should not come and
buy this land; but thore is a provision that the land shüll
be give to thom for purchase, only in proportion as they
build the rond, otherwise there might be an enor'aous
purchase of land by the company morely for speculative
purposes. But even if this were s, there would still be the
alternate blocks of 640 acres reserved for homestoad and
pre-emption purposes. It is, however, distinetly provided
that the laiid is only to be granted according to the progresse
of the road.

Mr. BLAKE. Is any of this land in the neighborhood
of Turtle Mountain ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not far from Turtle
Mountain. The road runs to the north of Turtie Mountain.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the lion. gentleman will be abe
to bring down those papers.rapidly?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Immediately.
Motion agrecd to.

LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS.
Mr. BLAKIE moved for a copy of any Orders in Council

granting tracts of land in the North-West to any railway
company other than the Manitoba South-Western Colonisa-
tion Railway Company, togother with the applications for
such grants, and ail correspondence and Orders ii Council
connected therewith, and a statement of the lands selected
thercunder; also for a copy of any Order in Council as to the
routes or tormini of any such railways, and of sny corree-
pondenace in connection therewith. le said: This is a
motion similar to the last. It bas been stated that an Order
in Council bas been passed, granting landq by sale to at
least one other railway company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I onlysay this, that from
my point of view, and from the point of view of the bon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), if we can get money for
the lands we had better soell them, and if any of theso
raiiways run through any of the boita we shall be very glad
to sell the alternate and odd-nunba-ed sections at the price
set for each boit, whethor it b $5 or 81.

Mr. MILLS. Without any restriction on the railway
company ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALI). I have already explainod,
provided that they shall only ge it according to the
progress of their work.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman will remember that
when we proposed to deal with that question, we proposed
the railway companies should bring their lands to the
market within a certain time. That is the rute with regard
to the Union Pacifie and other railway companies in the
United States. When a certain length of time bas expired,
the railway companies are bound to soel, or are subjectod to
taxation,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This company intende tu
raise the money on the sale of lands or bonds issued upon
guarantee of the lands, and it is, therefore, its interest to
seil the lands as quickly as poseible.

Motion agreed to.
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THE PACIFIC RAILWAY. attitude of the Government with regard to the Island
Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all Orders in Council, Railway.

and of all correspondence with the Government of British Mr. BUNSTER. I am glad to hear the leader of the
Columbia, or with thé Canadian agent for British Columbia, Opposition (Mr. Blake) has seen the error of his ways in
touching the lands appropriated, of to be appropriated for opposing Britiish Columbia. I am glad to see him takeareal
the construction of the Pacifie Railway in that Province, interest in British Columbia. I am glad to see he is at last
said: It bas been stated, Mr. Speaker, that there has been convineed he bas made a miètake in opposing that Province
a discussion going on for some time between this Govern- as he did in days gone by. I see he is seeking a great deal
ment and the Government of British Columbia,with reference of information in relation to that country, but whether it is
to the arrangements made at the time of the Union of British for the benefit of that country, or of his own particular
Columbia with Canada, for a certain appropriation of lands for Province, or whether he-wishes to overturn the present
the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Ihave no occupants of the Treasury benches, is a question not yet
authentic information, I need hardly sny, as to what the settled in my mind, Every opposition that could have been
iature of that discussion may be, or what the demands raised has been raised by the hon. gentleman against the
precisely are which have been made by this Government union of British Columbia with Canada. How many times
upon the Government of British Columbia; but, as far as I bas he not said he would rather see British Columbia go
could learn from the sources of information available to the than remain in the Dominion?
public, it was a demand something of this nature: that Mr. BLAKE. No, nover.
inasmuch as a very large proportion of the land whieh
under the Articles of Union would belong to the Govern- Mr. BUNSTEI. Then the nress is not as reliable as I be-
ment, was unsuitable in character, there should be a power lieve it to be. What chance woiild there be of making a nation
to obtain still further lands so as to make that cession of of this Canada of ours if you allowed British Columbia to go?
some practical value. That is wbat I have gathered from According to the policy of the hon. gentleman, he would
theso sources to have been the nature of the demand, and change that policy. I, for one, know the value of British Co-
these same sources of information indicate a refusal of the lumbia, and I would again inform that hon. gentleman that it
demand. I think we are entitled to authentic information is not the inhospitable country he would depict it to be. If he
on that subject, a subject which is also germano to the would only seek information for himself by going to that
question upon whieh Parliament has been called at this country, he would find it a hospitable country, and much as
time to decide, because it is connected directly with the -he bas abused it, he would receive a hearty welcome there,
question of the resources we have for the construction of and might be led to change his mind with reference to it,
the Canadian PacifieRailway-at any rate inthe Province of so that he would lend a helping hand to the present
British Columbia. I, therefore, IMri. Speaker, place this Government to build a road on Vancouver Island. I do
motion in your hands. not approve of the scheme of the present Government,

ne objee- because it does not go far enough. According to theSir JOHN A. MACDONALD. bTeresoe ceasbonecCarnarvon Award we were to have a road built on Vancouvertien to this motion. Thero e been some correspondence Island. There is not a word in the present arrangementon the niatter. The bon. gentleman wilt remomber thatot building tb at rod.Bt lot Vancouver go; let lierthe Britishi Columbian Government was to grant, on eacb about buligt aa. Bune acue o e eside of the rd, as mauch aswas to be gnd elewhere for go out of the Dominion. She will make ber own road.
the construction of the Pacifie Railway-20 miles on each We had ben living in hopes that Canada would carry ont
side. There are a good many ways of m king theso20 her bargain with British Columbia, and have been deceived.miles, if you measure up billanddown hill-I would ask hon. gentlemen, bas Canada carried out ier

Mr. BLAKE. That is the way you will have to measure. terms? No ; the 'answer is plain. She bas not. The present
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID. You may find the 20 Governnment were thrown trom power seven years ago;

miles very little, especially when we get into that inhos- hence the road was stopped. Ten thousand tons of rails
pitable sea of mountains- were sent out there to raise the hopes of the people that the

Mr. BLAKE. Order. road would be built in good faith.' But what was
the consequence? Because the people of Vancouver

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Whieh my hon. friend Island were not loval. to that Government, the rails were
spoke of as British Columbia. I fancy it will end in the removed to the mainland, and allowed te deteriorate there,
20 miles being measured from a higher altitude than the with half an inch of rust accumulated on them, not to speak
highest tops of the mountains. of the interest accumulated -on their price. If they had

Motion agreed to. been utilized on the Island, they would have more than paid
THE VANCOUVER ISL AND RAILWAY.t for themselves by to-day. Not one is yet laid, and the bad

tA faith of which British Columbia bas been made the victim, is
Mr. BLAKE, in moving for any copies of any correspond- not creditable to either the present or the late Government.

once with the Government of British Columbia, or with any The road in Vancouver Island will pay from the first, as it
persons in that Province respecting the Island Railway, will be employed in exporting coal and other mineral, in
said: I observe that there bas been some discussion on the passenger traffic, and in developing a very rich tract of land.
subject of the Island Railway, an enterpriseoin which, as the It will pay by bringing to the Custom bouse a very large
hon. member for Vancouver (Mr. Bunster) knows, I have additional revenue. Vancouver alone has sent this year
always taken a xery great interest, and I think it would ho $700,000, odd, to the Dominion Exchequer-a great deal
important to know whether there bas been any correspond- more than was expended in British Columbia. Nevertheless,
ence on that subject. The gentlemen, whom my hon. friend she is abused continually to ber injury. When the Americans
lias always regarded as the special friends of his Province, are read speeches made in the House, and denunciations of
now in power, and have brought down a scheme for the British Columbia, they say : that is -not a country for us to
completion, as they call it, of the Pacifie Railway. I suppose emigrate to. It is not complimentary to British Columbia
my hon. friendfrom Vancouver will agree with me, though to denounce ber thus, particularly when, on account of
on entirely different grounds, that the scheme is a very imperfect information regarding iher, she has not received
imperfect one. His reasons will be, the railway does not Tair play. I regret very much, for the abuse she has
go far enough west, does not extend to the Island received, that we joined the Confederacy so sooo: We
At any rate, it will be interesting to know what is the should have donebetter to remain as we were. I ay this

Sir JouN A. MACDONALD.
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in ait seriousness an& in sober earnest. We were brought SETTLEMENT OR SALE OF LANDS IN MANITOBA
into the Union by promises of the right hon. Premier OR THE NORTH WEST.
whieh he thought, probably, he would be able to perform, Mr. BLAKE, in imoving for copies of all notices
but which bave not been performed. We cannot be issued or published since the accession to office of the
accused of being too exacting in our demands whon we have Ministry, on the subject of settlement or sale of the publie
waited ton years for the fulfilment ofb er promises ; huds in any part of Mianitoba or the North-West, said : I
and now the Island, the most important part of British make tihis motion in general terms, because the notices
Columbia, is totally ignored, though one of its ponstituen- issued and publisbed will not be very long notices. They
cies was very much pleased to give the Premier a sat, are of a general character, and it would bo convenient, even
when he wanted one. I do not consider ho bas treatod his if one or to have boee already brought down, yet that we
constituents as ho should have in leaving the Island out of should have the whole serie togetber, and not be obliged to
the Syndicate. It is my humble duty to inform him that I look up those scattered among the journals. My partieular
do not think ho has given that attention to his constituents objeet was, of course, with reference to the notices to which
which they doserved, or treated thom as ho ought. I referred on a former occasion. I want tO see what

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman complains that the connection they have with the oporations of the Manitoba
Premier hrs not treated his constituents; I want to know and South-Western iRailway Compaany.
how many ho would have to treat.

Mr. BUNSTER. I do not know what kind of "treat" Motion agreetd to.
vou mean-whether it be in beer or whiskey, but I bave no
doubt the right bon. leader of the Governmont would be LAND SALES IN THE NORTII-WEST
equally happy in entertaining bis constituents at either- Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all Orders in Council
that is more than could be sai( for the bon. member for and correspondence touchirrg the Fale of largo blocks of land
West Durham at any time. Serionusly, however, I think in the North-West to Mr. Brassey, or to any other
British Columbia sbould be treated with fairness and justice. individual, with a description of any such grant,
As to carrying out the Carnarvon Award, accepted by the late said1: I need not do more than allude to the
Government, the people of Canada, endorsing it practically, statement made by the Minister of the Interior
said to the present Government, you can return to power, of a particularly largo grant made to Mr. Brassey. Since
to treat British Columbia fairly, as she is worth all tho rest thon a stateernt has been made in the .papors that two or
of the Dominion put togother. Our province is rich in three largo blocks have been sold to the samo individual.
minerals, including gold, coal and marble, rich in lumber, Arnother statement has been made, that another large block,
fish and agricultural resources, possessing as fine rivers as in the same neighborhlood, had been appropriated or sold to
any in Canada, not excepting the St. Lawrence. Till it is some other person. The object of this motion is to obtain
botter known te the people of Canada and lier statesmen, it any information with reforence to the sale of large aros to
will not receive fair play. During the whole period of Confe individuals, as the object of the preceding motions was to
deration, the only Canadian Minister who honored us with oltain similar information with reforenco to the sale of
a visit was Mr. Langevin, who was so ple:wed with Ir rga areas to this railway corporation.
our Province, that ho has ever sinco felt kindly to Sir JOUN A. MACI)ONALD. There are no Orders init. In fact, we have looked upon him as a seventh Council respecting this or any other sale, bocause no salemember. We bave had othor visitors, ineluding Mr. bas been completed. Mr. Brassey has made an offer withEdgar, who thought we were in the mnarket, as the genuine idea cf being of some aid in the settlement ofho offered us $750,000 in lieu of- certain rights. But money the North-West-he takes an interest in that matter-andis not a scarce commodity there. As our banking and it bas beon favorably received by the Government. We
miming record can bear witness, w e have any qtantity oa will bring dowi the correspondence. I may say that Mr.
ti filthy lucre await g mvestment, i the hoie that Canada Brassey's preference was to get some of the country close tewill carry eut ber promnse te Britisi Celumbia. low mnany |the foot of the Rocky Mountains for grazing purposes. Themen have been ruied in that Province waiting till real Government may bave to come to the Legislature for newestate, i which they bad invested, would rise in value fo
through the building of the Canadian Pacifie Iailway ? powersfr that purpose. Mr. Brassey has no desire, however,
Quite a number, who placed too much confidence in tbose to be a monopoiet ofland. Ho bas been giron to understand,
promises. Then a certain high personage, no longer that of those portions of land fit for agricultural settlers, lhe
connected with the Dominion, came te British Columbia would only get, as anybody else would get, the alternate
and made ail sorts of fair romises on behaf of tiC laie block, that there should bo eochange in regulations con-
Government, not one of which have been carried out. Is cerning the sale ho tracts cf Iand, whether to hmu or
British Columbia being fairly dealt with I again ask ? Thei anybody ese. The Gevernmnt hbas adhered to ti t
answer mut be-No. The answer of the people at the last without any exceptions. Tie ion, gentleman shouki
General Election was that it bad not been fairly dealt with, undcetand, however, that if, as is most likoly, larger tracts,
and there should b a change of Government. I have had of land are cneded ir tose ortions fit for cattie ranches,
considerable trouble in convincig our people thnt if wc it may be unecessha tnoer honr ge nlean in the Upp r

tr, but it certainly astonishes me te sec the leader of oeuse, who is a great cattle breeder, spoaks of establisbig a
the Government leaving out bis own constituency, by not large cattie rancie somewhere n tie vimty of B3ow River,
building the Island Railway. The Island is the best part of' where, I beeve, there are most magnificent pasturos. Iam glad to find, from the rocent surveys, that thero areB3ritish Columbia, possessirig mere capital, more population, larg rat f lanid adaptod te agricultural purposes as Well
and more business for the railway than the rest of the largracazi n dapted
Province. The grades on the Island would be easy and the as purposes.
distance short, and last, but not lcast, we command the Mr. BLAKE. There is some provision, I think, in the
fineet harbor in the-world. No matter where the railway Statutes, for leasing lands adapted for cattle ranches.
be built, you will b eventually obliged to bring it to Esqui- What is the price of this proposed sale te Mr. Brassey?
malt te command the commerce of the world. I shall take Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Thera is no specified
up this question again at the proper time, for the Island road price. He is quite willing to pay the dollar an acre, which
mut and shal bbuilt. we suppose will o ithe price.

Motion agreed te. Mr. BLAKE. A little like the othor arrangement.
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Mr. MILLS. Does the hon. gentleman mean that the
Government has adopted the principle of selling only in
al ternate blocks those lands that are fit only for pastureo?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, no. I say that all
the land fit for agricultural purposes must be in alternate
blocks.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am glad to hear
that explanation, because I thought myself at the time that
it was a most astonishing thing for lands fit for settlement
to be grantôd in that way. I would like to know whether
any sort of surveys have been made which would enable
such tracts of land to be set off. As far as my recollection
goes you can hardly sot those off without having some rough
survev as in the corresponding districts in the United
States. In this matter great care ought to be taken not to
part with lands which may subsequently prove fit for
settlenent under the present supposition that they
may not be of much value for agricultural purposes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Every cure will-be taken
in that respect. A méridian line has been run from
Edmonton to the boundary this last year, and it has been
found that in the vicinity of Bow River there is most
magnificent land for agricultural purposes, which will be
reserved for agricultural settlement, according to the
ordinary regulations, until they are altered by consent of
Parliament. The Government quite understand that the
land-at the foot of the Rocky Mountains, at the bottom of
the slope, is made up of the accumulated debris of centuries,
and I anticipate a very considerable immigration from the
extreme Western United States into that country, on
account of its ascertained richness and its adaptabilitv to
agricultural purposes.

Mr. MILLS. ias there been any geological surveys this
season, of Bow River, where gold fields have been reported ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I think not;
Motion agreed to.

PATRICK ULTICAN.
Mr. IIADDOW moved for copies of all correspondence,

traek masters' reports, and all other papers relating to the
claims of Mr. Patrick Ultican, of Belledune, Restigouche,
for damages to his farm, occasioned by overflow of water
and other causes in connection with the Intercolonial Rail-
way.

Motion agreed to.

SAULT ST. MARIE RAILWAY.
Mr. DAWSON, in moving for a return of all surveys

made by Mr. Brunel or others, during the past summer, of
the country between Lake Nipissing and Sault Ste. Marie,
with the view to finding the best ground for a railway
betwoen those points, said: This survey bas been made in
conformity to a provision made by the Governmont last
Session in reply to the question:

" Does the Government intend to take any effective measures during
this Session, for ensurin, either by the granting of a subsidy or otherwise,
the immediate construction of a railway to connect the south-east end of
Lake Nipissing with the Sault Ste. Marie ?"
It was stated by a member of the Governmont that:

"It is the intention of the Government, during the present Session, to
examine the route carefully westward from Lake Nipissing, and te aid,
by subsidy or otherwise, next Session, the construction of a railway to
connect the Canada Central Railway terminus, at Lake Nipissing. with
Lake Superior, on a line, and with the conditions to be fixed by the Govern-
ment, and the route to be settled in such a manner as substantially to aid
in the eventual construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, on the
northern shore of Lake Superior."

I am glad to see that the Government has not forgotten its
pledge. The survey is an important one, and, in the present
position of matters in relation to the Pacific Railway, it is
desirable that the report of the Engineer should beolaid

Mr. BLAKE.

before the House with the least possible delay. i observe
that the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), has
made a motion which, I suppose, applies to the papers which
I now ask for; and if this is the case, I need not put the
department to the trouble of making two returns in -the
same matter, and will, therefore, allow this motion to drop.

Motion withdrawn.

SEIZURES UNDER THE CUSTOMS ACT.

Mr. CASEY, in moving for a statement of all seizures
of goods made by the Customs authorities since the intro-
duction of the present TarifÈ; stating cause of seizure in each
case, and also in which cases the goods were sold or still
hold; in which they wero released and on what grounds;
in which application was made for appraisement ; in whieh
Bills were filed in the Court of Exchoquer for restitution of
goods ; in which application was mado for leave to enter
suit for restitution; and the result of such applications for
appraisement or ]eave to enter suit in each case, said: So
far as the fyling of bills in the Court of Exchequer is con-
cerned, I am aware that I do not, by the terms
of the motion, cover ail the ground that I should;
but my object is to get the details of all such cases
of seizure. I know that proceedings with regard to
these seizures, might b -taken in other courts,
whose records it may not be in the powerof this House to
obtain ; but before I sit down I will ask permission toamend
my motion in such a way as to include all the information
which I desire. I beg tu call the attention of this House
to the extraordinary powers with which the officers of the
Custom, and the department itself, are endowed by the
existing law. The collectors of customs and the appraisers
and Board of Appraisers, taken individually or collectively,
seem to have practically in their hands power to determine
the prices on which the duty shall be paid upon any invoice
entered at any Custom house. An invoice,it appears, may be
authenticated by affidavit or in any other way ; but notwith-
standing that autheutication, it is within the power of
the collector and the appraisers, as I read the law, to say that
the prices so authenticated shall not be the prices that are
to be paid, and that the prices which they consider the fair
market price of the particular goods in the market where
they were bought shall be the true prices upon which the
duty shall be calculated. Still further, in case a
dispute shall ariso betwoen the collector and the importer,
as to what is the fair market value of the goods, all the odds
are in favor of the collector-his decision is final unless an
appeal is made against it in a certain prescribed manner;
that is to say, primd facie, he is correct in bis estimate, and
the onus of proof lies upon the importer.' The first pro-
ceeding the importer may take is to apply to have his goods
appraised, whereupon the co!lector mal summon to his
assistance "any two discreet and well-informed merchants"-
I think that is the language of the Statute-in the same
line of business as the importer, and residing in the place
where the entry is made; and these, with the collector as
referce, form a Board of Appraisers. The importer as no
voice in the appointment of these appraisers; ho is not
allowed to appear before them persorally or by counsel-
at lenast bas no right in law so to appear and plead bis case,
or show one. The proceedings of the Board are held to be final
unless suit is entered against the Government for restijution
of the goods, or the return of duty paid in excess. As I am
advised by legal gentlemen, no suit can be entered against
the Government in connection with these cases unless
by consent of the Attorney-General; that is, the
Government theniselves have thei right to decide
whether they shall be sued or net. This, it
appears to me, is an extraordinary power to be possessed
by the Government, though, of course, it is not peouliar to
this class of cases, but applies to all cases in wbich suit may
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b. satered against the Goverument. The reason which is twonty. Sucb certainly appeurs te have beon the plicy of
given for this state of the law is, that it prevents vexations the Customs offlcerg ut certain place; and whore they oould
suits against the Crown by persons who would not be ros- net prevent the starting of new importing fums through
pensible in case they lest their suit. I think that purpos the dtgi iupood by Partiamon t, hhey have bon cuabled
would be served by a provision requiriug thete do so by taking advantago ofthoaeprovi8iens put in the
suitor to deposit security in advance. Ilowever, Iaw for the purpose of euforcing e collection of the
am not discussing what powers the Crown ought revenue, and straining ond twisting thom in such a way as
to have in such cases, but I am pointing out powers te weary and haras importers. I"nuay refer to an instance
they have, for the purpose of drawing the inferenco that the whizh bas Won brougbt te my knowlodge within tIit
exorcise of these powers with regard to Customs. ouglht te day or two. A gentleman hailing fron tbi town of St.
be very carefully watched. In case the importer who feels Thomain my ewn county, rocently establisded a buaineu
himself aggrieved, does not take any of those stops, the :s agont for the sale of ad Amorican sal. 11e oonsulted
Customs authorities may retain bis goods, advertise thomthe Customs olUcers ut once as te tho valuation which tho
for sale, and soit them. The Board of Appraisers is a new safes would have te beur whon entod for duty. It wu
engine put in the hands of the Government, to enable them agreed that thcy would onter thm o ifus at the
to control the importations of goods into th is country. t invoic price, whatever it might hc, subieut to
consists, I think, of three gentlemen sitting hore in Ottawa, such appraisemeut as the Ousteras effleers thor1*0nmght put
and, to whom, I suppose, ail doubtful cases are reforred, and upen thoraxIn pursuance ofthim undurslanding, after baving
by whose instructions local appraisers are to be guided. tid sevQral salls, ho ontored one which, as ho toléme,
This is an irresponsible court, to which is given power to was purchasod et wholesalo rates trom tho irin that
decide the value of gooda entered for duty. We have manufacturod it in the State of Ohio, the prie.being 870.
bd, to my recollection, no authoritative report of the Tho question of the value of that safo was luit in aboyauco,
proceedings of tilt court. The simple substance of aill iirtho mentinie, until the Customs offlcer at St. Thomas
have stated is this: that Parliament, in diiding what rate shonld commuiicate with bis saperior. lerecoived instruo.
of duty is teobe payable on certain classes of goods, dous net tion t< add te the Inve of tho invoice 50 por cent. cf that
really say what duty shall be paid. The amount of duty to invoice, tins nuaking the prie ef'thosafe $105. Now, it 80
be paid is fixed by the collector; although iParliament nay luappened, that riond Lad sold tho safo te a porion in
fix the rate, the actual taxation is aettled by that porson Canada fer $100,or $5 luss than the price which tis sapient
whofixesthe amount on which the taxation shali be collected. appraiser said it ought te beur in the wholesale markets ot
Consequently, the taxation on the importations of this the United Statua. My friond thereupon applied te bis
country is practically in the hands of a department-prac- principals for documents te show that the prive at which
tically in the hands of any novice who thirnks his opinion lo bad entered tho safe was net cilyequal te its iighest
of the value of goods is botter than the sworn invoice ofthe wlielusalo price, but equal te the retail prices at which
importer of those gocds. Unaer these circumstances, it la imilarsates had laeood te parties in the UisitdStates;
nocessary that this House, whose spaecial province is taxa- and finding on oming down bure, tial aemethtng furthor
tion,should supervise the exercise of these powers with special xvns equirod, ho haebtained an affidavit frein tic aerotary
zoal. I may be asked how it was that thero was no fault te the manufncturing cempany in question, affirming the
found with regard te the exorcise of these powers while the invoice prive of the safe te be the correct onc,
late Government was in office. I admit that there was nothe cra ut whiei they sold bimilar sales to ail purties,
complaint, and I think the roason is very clear. The whether in or eut of the Unifed Statue, tIatlxey bud ne
operations of th6taw does net depend so much on the w , secnd price, ad ether words te that cflÙct whichi 1iuvd net
of the Statute as on the administration of that law. Ui,îùr borereadindetail. Thecaseis still, t boliove, bee oin-
the late Governiment the theory of administration was, that missioher cf Custom-, but lie gave my friend te understand
trade was something te ho encouraged, and that the onrly fat it ('culdifot vory woll bu settied ut pressent, bevauso
duty of the Customs offic:al was to sec that ie fraud was the appraiserhto bc out cf town, and Jiu did net
committed by importera, and that the revenue legally knew whenalie would bc bauk. Ccrasequwatly, the safe must
collectable on certain goods should bo collectud. Now, lie ir the Custema warolaeusc, at St. Thorameand tho
however, the theory of administration is changed. It is a gentleman who bougbt it muat do witlxut it, and in
principle of our system of government at presient, uncertairity us te the ultimate docisinres>Cting il, until
doclared not only in speech but on the Statute-book, the appruiser ruturns. 1 arnveay familiar wiîb a case
to, discourage the importation of such articles, wbich erented a certain unieunt cf excitement li,
at least, as those manufactured in the cou ntry, Toronto latcly, whore a gentleman, weil known te nyselfe
by means of heavy duties. This theory is not con- imperted a large quanti-y of china mb thîs country l'rth
fined to the legislative part of the Government; it is8purpese ef establishing a whelcsale china store. lic
carried out .in the administrative part also, because it bas brought dais china te Toronto and entored it ut the
led te the pradtice of the departmont of Customs, and the inveice prive. [t happened tixt tic figures on his invoie0

employees of that department, preventing, by th were lump figures, thut this china md 1>cn bought in a lot
technicalities of the law, as well as by the duties and mut ut a certain fixed price fer oaci article, as it wa
imposed, the importation of good into the cosintry. clasa of china whici was net aold rogularly inathe rarket,
It has led to somcthing more than this. The principle of but was gonerally sold in Iota. Tic appraisers in Toronto,
protecting home manufacture3 has been carried a step fur- on opening ticases, were atruck with lie fact that Ibis
ther by the department, as it appéars that it bas attempted china seemed to b auch boîter tian oughte
to protect existing importera against the intrusion of new be sold aI the rice indicaîcd on tic'invoice
importers--rivals in the ame Une of business. I do not Without calling on trxcrimporter fÙr any explanatioa
say that one idea is more unreasonable than the other, cf thia fuct, tiey seiZ dhe wholo conbigrmoent.
because I think they are both contrary to public policy. It cf thirty odd erates, amounting le a consideîable
is certainly in the interest of the public that there sbhould value. Very ahortly after that tre gentleman appoared
be competition in the business of importing as weil as in bfor the authorito.4, and? beîng imformcd liaI tie
the business of manufacturing gocds. No Joas would consignaxent had beeraseizod ln conaequence of Ibis
accrue to the revenue of the country by an increase peculiariîy in tic invee, cffered te explain hovy it had
in the number of importera; the same amount would beooccurred, and offored te make an aSdavit Ihat it wu, ai!
collocted, whetber the geoda wcr brougnt in by one or by correct, and te osatin frene it manufacturera affidavit
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-and statements te prove the correctness of the invoice.
These affidavite and statements were absolutely refased by
the Oustoms authorities, who old him they did d not want
an y oxplanation hem bhim. My friend did net choose to
»k for an appraisement, knowing that he had
no chance under the law to establish his case before
the appraisers, as any two rivals in the trade,
at Toronto, might be chosen, who would value those
good@ at any figure they pleased. lie took the other course,
of consulting a legal gentleman, who instituted legal pro-
coedings. The next proceeding of the authorities at Toronto,
was te call in a man te appraise those goods, to get him to
value them in a quite informai way-informal transactions
between Government and individuals seem to beof frequent
occurrence-and that opinion as to their value the Customs
authorities accepted. When it bocame clear that my friend
meant fight, that ho was going to prosecute his claim for
restitution of the goods to the furthest point, the
Customs authorities agreed to give up the goods on the
receipt from him of the same sort of affidavit they had
before refused to accept. A short time after, an invoice of
similPr goeds was entered at the same port, and, whatever
was the reason, whether the officials did not care to make
any trouble this time, or not, I cannot say, but
they were so thoroughly satisfied of the honesty
of the importer in question that they sent word
down to the Grand Trunk warehouse to deliver these
goods, without examination, on the word of my friend.
It matters not whether the authorities were satisfied of his
honesty, or were afraid of raising a disturbance, the
practical resuit was the same. It proved that these
goods should have been passed through the Customs
in the first instance, instead of being detained on more
suspicion, and without listening to any explanation, thus
putting my friend to serious inconvenience, and almost pro-
venting his obtaining a store and settling in the town.
The Customs authorities have, of course, the power in law
to appoint appraisers, but have no right to do so exeept under
the terme of the Act, and not in the peculiar manner
adopted by them. It would appear that the rival merchants
chosen te examine these goods made statements to the
Government organ in Toronto, that the goods were a poor
lot indeed, that they had not been over valued
but undervalued, and that the importer was onlyi
a crockery pedler. I suppose this information came1
from the crockery merchants appointed, because it could1
net have come from the Customs department; but1
in any case, the injustice done my friend by that unfair1
criticism flowed directly from the peculiar course taken by
the Customs authorities. I do not intend to throw the blame
of all this entirely on the Customs authorities at that port.
I have no doubt they were acting under directions of the
Customs department here, and it is to obtain the importanti
flets in this case, as well as in others, that I ask for the
information called for by my motion. I need not go into
any further instances. I will simply summarise the drift of
my argument: that the Customs department of this country
has extraordinary powers under the law; that these powers
are exercised by the employees of the department, who are
net persons directly responsible to this louse; that thesei
powers virtualiv confer upon those employoes the power of
taxation, which is a power that should belong only te this
Roue; that while the administration of these laws was
managed by an Administration which only looked for a
revenue from the Customs, the operation Of these laws did
net call for any special comment; but when the adminis-
tration came into the bands of a Government who looked
uipon th eeration 0f the Act as a means bf protection, the
operation beoame oppressive. Certain importers were
favored at the expense of otherS; new importers were
hardly treated as comnpared with oid estabLished importers,
and tiiS evils have caused me te ask for such information1
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as will enable the House to understand the whole ease ThI
n. gentieman added that ho would trust the hon.Ministerto

bring down the fuît papers, and ho was boand to saythatin
every case of wbich hoah been personally cognizant of the
hon. gentleman's action, ho'bas shown himselfpersotally
inclined to interpret the law in a liberal and proper spirit,

Mr. JONES suggested that th'e motion should ho amendod
so as to cover cases in which goods had been sold and in.
voices allowed to be amended.

Mr. BOWELL said the Government had no possible
objection to bringing down all the papers, but he suggested
that the motion should be amended by adding the- words
" cases in which application was mude for appraisemext
and the result of such appraisement." There were many
cases brought before the department where applications
were made for appraisement after the goods had been seized
for undervaluation, and it was in the power of the Minister
of that department to say whether that should be conceded
or not. The bon. member had no doubt, in bis mind's eye, a
case similar to the one which ho (Mr. Bowell) had referred.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker~left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. BOWELL. It is not my intention to entor into
any full discussion of the extraordinary powers to which
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Casey) referred as given to the
collectors and other officers of the Customas Department. I
have simply to remark that that hon. gentleman is equally
responsible with any other member of the liouse, during
the late Administration, for the law now on the Statute-
book, and for the powers which, to use his own language,
give the "right of taxation" to appraisers, irresponsible in
their character. Any hon. gentleman who will take the
trouble to look at the law, will not corne to the conclusion
that appraisers have any such powers as they are
accused of exercising. Their powers are very simple: to
ascertain as correctly as possible the fair market value of
any article imported in the principal markets of the
countries in which they were bought; and if they find the
invoices lower than that fair market value, it becomes their
duty, under the law, to compel the importer to raise the
prices given in the invoice for duty. This is the duty
imposed by the law, which resembles all the Customs laws
that have corne under my notice. The powers used in the
neighboring Republic, in carrying out the Customs law, are
much greater than those exercised in Canada.; and I venture
the assertion that very few offenders against the law on the
other side the line escape so easily as offenders on our side.
The du.y of the Board of Appraisers is 'not what is supposed
by the member for West Elgin (Mr. Casey). They have not
any more power under the law than any other
clerk in the department. When an appropriation
was asked in the Hiouse, for the establishment of a
Board of Appraisers, to secure uniformity of valuation
in all parts of the Dominion, and prevent the entry
of goods at less than their value, it met with the
general approval of the House, there being, if I recollect
right, not a diseenting voice. Honest merehants who had
suffered from the dishonest undervaluation of imports by
rivals, were gratified at the proposal to appoint as appraisers
gentlemen who had been in trade, and were acquainted with
the value of the different articles imported. The only point
to which I shall now refer is, the manner in which
they have performed the very onerous and responsible
duties imposed upon them. Their particular daty has been
to ascertain the exact price of every variety of goods in the
different countries whence they are imported into the
Dominion; and when difficulties have arisen at the different
ports as to the precise value of the goods, they have been
referred to this Board at Ottawa; The appraisers compare
the prices with the list of prices they bave obtained, uPOn
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which they docide what the fair market value of the goods
are, when instructions, through the Commissionor, are sent
to the different-collectors and appraisers. As to the case to
whichmy honorable friend referred,particularly the crockery
case, that of his friend, who considered himself aggrieved,
I may say that with neither of the cases of detention of
goods, whether in Montreal or Toronto, had the Board of
Appraisers anything whatever te do, until the seizure had
been made and the report submitted te the department in
Ottawa, upon which they were asked to ascertain whether
tne invoices presented were correct, and whether there had
been undervaluation. After the investigation instructions
were give to the officers to act in accordance with the law
in that particular case. In the Montreal case, when it was
represented to me that the party was a stranger. in the
country, and, through ignorance of the law, had allowod
the time to elapse, which gave us the right to claim the
value of the goods, I stated that no advantage should be
taken of him. Two experts were appointed, and they raised
the value of the goods to such an extent that, under the
law, we were compelled to impose the penalty of 50 pur
cent. of the duties, additional. When the papors come down,
I am convinced that any gentleman who reads them will
acquit the appr'aisers and collector at Montreal, and the
Board in this city, of any intention to do wrong, and will
Bay, on the contrary, that they did, under the law, preiscly
their duty and nothing moro.

Mr. CASEY. I did not allude to that case, or ind any
fault with it whatever.

Mr. BOWELL. The lion. gendeman referred to it as
that of a friend of his.

Mr. CASBY. It was a similar case; the saine person,
but another case.

Mr. BOWELL. I vili come to that in a moment·
ie said there were two occasions on which this
gentleman was interfcred with and harassod in
the importation of certain qualities. of goods.
The hon. gentleman acknowledged that, when this entry
was made in Toronto, the invoice 'was not such as to enable
the appraiser to judge of the quantity or the quality of the
goods, that were detained. It was, if I may use the
expression, a sort of lump invoice, so many crates at a
certain rate. The appraier at Toronto asked the opinion
of those who were well acquainted with the prices of such
articles, gentlemen who had been in the habit of buying
from the same firms in England, and they told him that no
doubt the price as given for the quantity represented in the
memorandum was much below the market value, and upon
that the appraiser detained the goods. lIe did net seize
them, if my memory serves me right.

Mr. CASEY. Yes, they were seized.

Mr. BOWELL. lIo detained them anyway, and the
matter was reported to the department in Ottawa. As
soon as it was received there, the sanie mode of proceeding
was gone through as in the other case, with the exception
of the appraisement. They were instructed to ascertain, by
personal inspection, the quality of the goods, and to ducide
whether the appraisers were really justified in retaining
them, or whether the circumstances would justify the
giving up of the goods. The department in that case took
the only course open to it, that was to ascertain the quality
of the goods and the prices at which they were entered, to sce
whether they were correct. My impression is, that after a
full investigation, I ordered them to be given up at the prices
at which they were entered. The hon.gentleman is altogether
miataken when hesays that anj extraordinary powers are
given to any of the officers who, he says, are irresponsible.
Ail offieers are responsible to the department, including the
Board ofAppraisers, and the politicalhead of the department
is responsible for their action. I do not desire the hon.

gentleman, or the country, to understand that the Govern-
ment desires to shirk the responsibility in any way ofthe
actions of their officers; but if it be pointed out by merchants,
or by any gentleman in this House, that these offoers have
gòne beyond their duty, thon it will be the duty of the
department, and of the head of the department particularly,
to see that they are removed. I may say that any gentle-
man who bas had anything to do with the administration
of the Customs muet be aware that the appraisementof goods
ie a very difficult branch of the dopartmont. Appraisers
have a difficult duty to perform, and I cati appeal to my
predecessor that when we are having constantly false
unvoices presented to us by various classes of dealers
-1 do not say theo established merchants of the
country-but when we fnd manufheturers in foreign
countries sending their goods here at a much lower
valuation than they seli thom for in their own oeuntry,
when they write to the dopartment confussing their ignor-
ance of the law, but expressing thoir determination to
have their entries made upon certain prices, any one will
see how great are the difficulties with which that department
lias to deal. The hon. gentleman says, it is the administra.
tion of the law; that, during the late Government, few faults
were found in connection with this matter. If my recol-
lection serves me right, for fivo years while I was sitting
on that sida of the IOuse, upon every occasion when the
Tariff was discussed, or any question came up involving the
administration of the Customus law, the constant complaint
was that the law was not onforced, that a system of under-
valuation was constantly going on from one end of the coun-
try to the other. So convinced of that fact was the lateMinister
of Customs, that, year after year, and almost month after
month, he was constantly sending out circulars to different
ports, calling their attention to the faut that certain articles
were being entered at an under-valuation, and that they
must add to the invoice price 20, 30, and even as high as
50 per cent. I have in my hand a large number of thoso
circulars that were being constantly sont ont, Now, the
only difference butwoon the administration of the law by
the late Government und the prosent Government is
this: the lato Minister constantly issued those circulair; the
appraisersin the different ports in thocountry not havingany
one to whom they could apply to furnish thom with the value
of the goods, woro not ii the same position to carry out the
law as they are at the present moment. Circulars would
be issued probably, calling attention in ome port to the fact
that an article had been imported into differont parts of the
country at 25 or 50 pur cent. less than its value,
and to keep watch upon that particular article. I do not
say the appraisers did not do their duty as far as they could
do it ; but the moment a circumstance of that kind is
brouglht under the notice of the department now, the Board of
Appraisers will ut once set to work and ascertain the fuir
market value of that article in the different markets of
whatever country it may be imported from, and the diffeent
appraisers and collectors throughout the Dominion are at
once made acquaintod with the tact. I think it is quite
right it should bu so, because it protects the honest
merchant and the man who will not resort to trickery
to defraud the revenue. I will mention one or two articles
as an illustration. Scythes, for instance, were entered into
this country at six dollars per dozen as the selling price,
and the importer wrote to the Government to that effect.
In the United States the price was eight dollars and a half
per dozen. The importer objected to the extra two dollars
and a half being added to the invoice price, because, said Le
the six dollars per dozen is the price in the United Statea,
for export. It is no matter of the Government what price
may be paid for the article in the United States, the merchant
or manufacturer may give his goods if he pleuses; but wbat
the Governument has to do is to seo that the price for duty is
the price at which ho selle that article in the United States
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for consumption in the United States. Beyond that we have
nothing to do. Many entertain the idea that if they enter
the goods at the cost to them at the manufactory, they are
within the law. Cases of this kind constantly eome under
my observation. Men have come to the department, saying:

e have entored the goods at the actual bona ffde cost at
the manufactory, and we have added ton per cent. for
contingencies. I asked : At what price do you sell that
plough, to the merchants nnd deaiers of your
own town ? IIe replied: "I At 89.50." "Then," I replied,
" Under the law, the vaine for duty i 89.50." That is the-prin-
ciple upon which we have acted. We find also that there
are mon who seli thoir goods at what they term export
prices, and they arrive at that price upon the principle I have
mentioned. In the United States they have a regular
system of drawbacks ; that is to say, if a man manufactures
lor export hoeis allowed a certain amount upon each article
which he exports, honce ho can afford to sell them in
,Canada for the regular prices less the amount of the draw.
back. But we have nothing to do with the price at which
the manufacturer sells to the merchant here, for the law
which was passed by the late Administration, and which,
I think, is riglit In that particular, provides thati
the value shal obe, 'not what has ben pauid for thej
goods, but what they will sell for in their own(
market. Theroeis one other point to which I desire(
to cali attention. I have seen it stated in the news-(
papers that the department favors one importer at the ex-1
pense of another. I have no hesitation in saying that thei
charge is falso, and I challenge the hon. gentleman, or any1
merchant in this country, to prove the accusation. It may1
possibly be, when we have thousands of officers all over thec

minion connected with the Customs dep îrtment,that some t
differ from others in their opinions as to the duties ofcertain ,
articles, for it bas occurred that we have had to educatea
our appraisers to enable them to judge of the value ofv
articles which are imported; for the systemic of appointing f
appraisers in the past, and more particularly under the late
Administration, has been such that it bas been almosta
impossible to educate theso mon so as to give them any idea
of what thoir duty is. Since I took charge of the depart- h
ment, I have feit bound to remove some of these appraisers c
on that account. We have been accused of doing so from
political motives, but the real reason w'as their utter want
of knowledge of the business for whieh they were appointed.
Any person who gives the slightest attention to the matter,
muet know that when there are so many appraisers ail over
the country, it will occasionally happen that one merchant il
will get his goods passed without a proper cbeck, while the u
invOice of another is subjected to a more rigid examination. o
There is another difficulty-one that has inereased to a very t
large extent within the last few years. We ail know p
the extraordinary character of the rise in iron, whieh o
recently toolc place in England. The resuit of tbis o
rise bas been that those who sent orders for iron o
in the autumn, before the rise took place, and bd it shipped b
afterwards, think they should pay duty only upon the n
price whieh ruted when they ordered. This is a mistake; c
for the law distinctly sys, that the value for duty must be a
the price ut the time of the exportation from the country il
whence it was purchased. I am notgoing to argue whether o
or not that is the correetprinciple, but it vas the law which e
we found, on the Statute-book, and whieh we are b und to b
administer. It has been my invariable practice, since I h
was appointed Minister of Customs to soee, that the provi- w
sions of the law were rigidly enforced when thore waas any h
attempt to evade it. The complaint bas been in the past t(
that frequently, whon soizures wore made and fines imposed, A
representations were made and the fines were remitted ; w
and for that reason I think it would have been botter if the ti
hon. gontleman's motion had gone back for five years, so c
that we might get at the number of the seizures, and r
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the number of cases on which these remissions ind
mitigations took place. If I or the Governnent bave

erred in this matter-if it can be called an error-it is
because when we have imposed a fine we have-seen that it
was collected, no matter whether friend or foc might suffer.

If that is not to be a practice, the sooner the law is repealed

the better, for you might dismiss the appraisers hnd have

just a clerk or two to accept the invoices without objection
or comment. It would be a great deal better to accept that
prineiple than to place a law on the Statute-book for the
protection of the honest importer, dealer or manufacturer,
and allow it to be disregarded without imposing punishment
on the oflnders. Any one who has been connected with
the Customs department knows the difficulty there is in
administering the law ; but I have determined that so long as
1 shall have charge of the, department, those who
violate the Customs law shall be punished in the
same manner as those who violate any other law ;
and unless ihe House and the country are prepared to sustain
that mode of administration, the sooner we 'epeal all the
penal clauses of the law, the better for those who have to
administer it, and the better for the morality of the
commercial community of the country. I thought it
necessary to make these few remarks, particularly in
defence of officers who I know are very arduous in the
discharge of their duties, and in order to disabuse the mind
of those who fancy that any attempt has been made to
harass importers or dealers in any way. All we desire is,
to have the law administered fairly, and those who commit
breaches of the provisions of that law should not complain.
Neither do I believe they would complain to the extent tIey
do, if they were not backed up by the Opposition press of
the country in their efforts to make capital, and by those
members of the House who think they have a little griev-
ance because their friends c)uld not obtain concessions, and
who attempt to make the law unpopular by eneouraging a
feeling which is certainly not based on justice.

Mr. CASEY. I am sorry the bon. gentleman closed,
an otherwise admirable speech, by insinuating that mem-
bers of Parliament and the press were encouraging law-
breakers. I have, as indignantly as possible, to deny that
harge as applying to myself, because ho seems to apply
t to le.

Mr. BOW ELL. No; the hon. gentleman said he had
o cause of complaint.

Mr. CASEY. I said, in my former remarks, that I think
t is our duty to call attention to what seems to us to be ar
nfair exorcise of the power given to the Oustom house
fficers. I did not charge the department with favoring one
rade more than another; I said it was reported in the
papers, and to a large extent believed, that the Customs
fficials favored one party more than another; which might
ceur without the knowiedge of the department, and which
ught to be brought to the knowledge of the department
y an enquiry of this nature. The hon. gentle-
man misunderstood me as referring to the Montreal
ase. I did not refer to that case, but to the safe
nd the crockery cases; but as he has referred to
t, I will also. The facts are that this gentleman brought
ut a small quantity of goods as an experiment, which he
ntcred at the actual price paid for them in Ireland not
eing aware that, under the provisions of the Canadian law,
e was obliged to enter them at the ordinury
wholesale value; ho entered them below that value
aving bought them at a bargain, and, therefore
echnically, in the eye of the law, made an under-valuation.
s soon as his attention was called to this, he declared his

willibgness to submit the goods to a valuation ,and have
hem so entered in the Montreal (Custom huse. The
ollector, however, seized the goode; but, on the case being
eproserited to the Minister of Custome, he consented
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have the seizure annulled and the goods appraised; in markets. We adhored to the principlo that the
whicb, I think, ho was acting within the law. In the value of tho goods in those countries was the true value
Toronto case, my hon. friend is misinformed. H1e for duty. The hon. Minister spoke of the fair market
says the collector detained these goods, while my value of the goods at the time they were shipped. I say
friend says, they were not detained,, but seized. that the section of the law roferred to dit not mention the
The ofcials seized the goods on more suspicion, time the goods were shipped. I know that when the
and, in doing so, caused a great and unwarranted damage to fluctuation of prices to :k place in the several classes of
the gentleman's business; and this is just one of those cases goods, the depnrtment took the value tt the tim of ship-
in which the offleers of the department favor one party ment instead of the invoice, that might have been made
more than another. I am glad to hear that the appraisers out a month or two previons, bocausE tho goods Lad risen
here had nothing to do with the case-that everything was in value very much in the meantime. I said, last year, this
doue strictly according ta law, without any irregular inter- was an improper construction of the Act, and I do not
ference by the appraisers, The hon., gentleman says lie seo in the section whiclh rafers ta the importation of
finds it hard to educate the local appraisers up to a know- goods any authority for such a course. Sometimes
ledge of their duties. I think that is no doubt true, and goods come into one port purchased months
that is one reason why I think it very dangerous to trust previous, and ara raised in valuea; aohors come in
these local appraisers with the tremendous power they from other ports at the same date and are not
have. I think some logal process should bo required before raised in value. I have seon instances in which similar
goods can be finally oonfiscated on the word of any classes of goods ware raised in value ut ono port for the
appraiser. I think the onus should be thrown on the imposition of duty, and not changed in other ports, though
Government, ta prove that the goods were not valuod at bought ut the saime time. With regard to the appointment
their proper figure. I do not know why the importer, rather of appraisers, the hon. Minister said that an appraisor
than any other member of the community, should ba a appointed by the lata Governmont, was so unfit for the duty
suspected person. I muust dispute the claim of the hon. that hle had to dismiss him. I know of one case of the
gentleman to more vigilance than his predecessor, because dismissal of an appraiser by the hon. Minister who was
there have been more seizures since ha bas been in the recommended to us asa mostexperienced man. Tho person
offce. That is not a sign of vigilance; it may be a sign of who recomnanded him may have led us astray, but we
vexatious interference ; it may ba a sign that the enormous never appointed a person who we knew was not qualiflod
duties imposed by these gentlemen have led, in many cases, for the position. 1 know of soveral instances in which the
to attempts to bring in goods under their value. Tariff bas led ta trouble in the Department through

Mr. BOWELL. Would it bc vexatious to attempt to the mixed way of collecting duties, and I am quite
stop that fraud ? satisfied that if the hon. Miister would got from the mer-

chants generally of the country, their expression of opinion
Mr. CASEY. No; I do not say that at all. I say that as to the administration of the law, and the collection of

some of these sizauros may be due to factious interforence, duties, h would flnd many instances of serions and just
and others may have been fully warranted; but it may be complaint. I only rise to say that the administration of
that the temptation to commit fraud has bon given by the law, under the late Govarnment, was carried out as
the hon. gentlemen themselves. The hon. gent'eman said effoctually as the law required, and to call his attention to
these appraisers had no power to impose taxation, because the fact that ho misunderstands the sections with regard to
they had simply to fix a fair market value on the goods in a the valuation of goods as contemplated by the late Govern-
foreign market. That is the power to impose taxation, ment,
because the power to establish the price for duty i)mplies the Mr. BOWELL. Do I understand the hon. gentleman topower to say how much duty shall be paid on the say that, in the administration of those sections to which hogoods. I have not been directing my speech entirely has rferred, ihe always took the invoice price as preientedto show that these powers are improper or undue. f rdath?I have been chiefly desirous to show that special
watchfulness should be exercised over men whîo possess Mr. BURPEE. We aways took the invoice prioe as a
such powers; but truly, if I am callod upon to express an fair market value in the country from which the goods
opinion as to the judiciousness of giving these powers, 1 wore imported.
must say that they are greater than should be conferred on Mr. BOWELL. At what period of time?
any class of men such as the lower class of custom enployees Mr. BURPEE. If the invoice was made out a month
must ho, however painstaking and zealous they may be. It provieus to importation, we took the invoice value as a fair
reminds me of a story a friend of mine told me of an old market value in the market ai purchase.
negro whose children had been excluded from school, under
some strained reading ofthe school law. The old negroA Mr. ANGLIN. We hear a great deal of grambling, and,
complained : "It is lemancholly human nature should be apparently, there ar many causes for complaint in varions
entrusted with such supernatural powers as them ;" and I parts of the country, and more particularly in St. John,
think these are powers with which custom bouse officers where I reside, judging from the complaints I have heard
should not be entrusted. from merchants of both parties, during the past year.

People complain that the prices are verv arbitrarily fixed,
Mr. BURPEE (St. John). The bon. Minister ofvCustoms that the representations they make to the department are

said truly that the Act was passed by the late Government, very little beeded. Just now I can call, in particular, ta two
and the complaint he made of the difficulty of carrying out casoa, one with regard, I think, to iron tubing. A merchant
that law; was just and proper; but, at the sae time, hoe in St. John assured me that ho entered a quantity of tubingmade two or three remarks, casting reflection on the exactly at the cost price in the United States, and found he
mannerawhich the law was carried out under the lae was met by a decision of the court of arbitrators, who really

entrely unwarrane. e said seemed to h rather a court of legislators, that that was
that circulars were sent, at that time, to the collectors at not the proper price, and the value was made to agree with a
varlous ports, calling their attention to the under- price list which gave the retail and not the wholesle price.
valuation of goods. That is 'true; but a cireular pr.ltWhich gave t iin tt
containing similar information, was sent by the hon. Mr. BOWELL. That is correct.
Kinister.- We sent the best price list we could Mr. ANGLIN. My impression is that the gentleman
get of the difterent. values of goods in different who gave me the statement, voted at the last election for
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the hon. Minister of Finance, and if we had an election to-
morrow, would be one of the few who would vote for that
hon. gentleman again. He complained bitterly, indeed, of
the annoyance given him, and the fact that he was corn-
pelled to pay a higher rate of duty than ho believed ho
should pay. Another case is that of an importation of
vinegar, l'he invoice was, I believe, a perfectly honest and
fair one. I have entire confidence in the gentleman who
imported the vinegar; but the officials at St. John, acting, i
believe, undor direct instructions from the Board of
Appraiiers at Ottawa, dotermined there should be a price
put upon the barrels, and, as the barrels were very
substantiai, they determined to put a high price on them ;
not such a price as could be obtained for those barrels if
sold in St. John, but such as they believed would be
chargel for them at the place whore the vinegar was put into
hie barrols. That was believed to be a very harsh case.
From theinatement made to me I was quite satisfied that
the price of the barrels would be included in the invoice
price of the white wine vinegar itself. These are two of a
great inny cases I bave heard of. There bas been a great
deal of complaining. I do not know if the fault is with the
Minister of the head of the department. le is, perhaps,
over zelous or over eager to prove to the country that he
is dotermined to do his whole duty. That is a very good
motive, but it will sometimes carry a man too far; and to
1p rove of the decisions and conduct of his immediate
su ordinates, will sometimes place him in their hands and
allow himsolf to b guided by those whom ho should control.
A great dcal of annoyance and trouble is being caused by
tho acts of this Board, sitting in Ottawa, who, it was
allogod,whon appointed, were b settle all disputes and end
ail troubles of this kind, and establish all over the country a
system of appraisement~ which would ensure a uniform
valuation f all articles of the same class entering the
country, and the collection of a fair amount of duty from all.
The Minister of Customs may say that thore are no longer
different valuations at different points. If so, this would
be compensation to a great extent for the trouble caused
by the appraisers overdoing thoir duty, but as to the fact of
a great deal of annoyance and trouble in very
many cases to respectable mon, who have just cause to
complaint, there can be no doubt whatever.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Coming from New Brunswick, I can-
not allow any blame to be attached unnecessarily to our
provincial appraisers, particularly to the appraisors in St.
John. I believe them to b officers wbo have no other
wish than to do their duty. The Chairman of the St. John
Board is one of the finest men in the Dominion. I would
like to remind the late Minister ofCistoms (Mr. Burpee) of
what was done one time -in the case of a cargo of molasses.
Where was the honesty in that valuation ? It was entered
at 10c. or 12c. which was far below its value, the party
running the risk of being detectod, because ho knew ho
could only be subjected to a fine of a few bundred dollars.
i would also refer that hon. gentleman to the importation
of a quantity of oil that would not stand the test.

Mr. ANGLIN. When was that ?
Mr. DOMVILLE. I refor to the time when the hon.

gentlenan's friends were in power. Such difficulties must
be expected to occur whon we see the sane kinds of goods
sold at differont prices at different places. of course,
t raders wish to get their goods entered as low as possible.
Those not conversant with the laws of the Dominion,
imagine they can enter goods at the pric.es for which they
can purchase them. I do not think any one should cast
any slur on the St. John appraisers.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). I do not think any member i
can say I ever eat the slightest reflection on any customs' 
offier in St. John, or made any complaint against theo
appasers.

MI,. ANGLIN.
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Mr. DOMVILLE. I did not say you made any, but that

you should not make any.
Mr. BURPEE (St. John). I made no complainte. I know

that the head of the office in St. John is a very wo -thy,
respectable man, who knows his duty thoroughly. The hon.
gentleman moved for the papers in the case of the molassea
referred to, and saw the result of the investigation. I think,
if ho refers to the papers,he will find there were no molasses
imported at the prices named.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I have never seen it; but I have under-
stood that a cargo of molasses was brought into New
Brunswick at a low valuation, seized and given up on
payment of a trifling fine'.

Mr. ANGLIN. I hope the lIouse will pardon me if I
appeared to throw any blamne on the chief appraiser in St.
John, which I certainly did not intend. I think I stated
that what was done was upon instructions from the Board
at Ottawa. 1, too, cheerfully bear testimony to the respecta-
bility of the gentleman referred to by the member for
King's (NIr. Domville), and the high regard in which ho is
held. I would be the last person to attack him undeservedly.

Mr. BOWELL. I think the press of St. John made no
little noike about the question to which the momber for
G(loucester has referred. I had the great gratification of meet-
ing, last summera large number of the merchants of that city,
and, when complaining of the matter, I asked them, is this
anything new'? Thpy replied-No. I asked: how long have
you been paying duty on casks containing vinegar? and ho
replied, ever since Confederation. I remarked, this, then,
is simply a question as to whether the imposition of the
duty upon the casks is a correct system. I at once gave
instructions, if the duty was imposed on barrels, instead
of a quarter cask, as was directed by the appraisers, being
taken, they must be accepted as barrels and not as quarter
casks. The member for Gloucester says a very respectable
merchant told him he entered his goods at the purchased
prices. I have not the slightest doubt of it.

Mr. ANGLIN. He said, the regular wholesale purchase
prices.

Mr. BOWELL. They may have been the regular ordinary
wholesale export prices of that merchant of the United States,
but not the fair market value, as provided in the
law ; hence the appraiser, if ho stopped the goods
and asked for an inerease of their value, did proisely
his duty under the law. I aRn a little surprised
when the late Minister of Customs, the hon. member
for St. John, says, the principle now carried out
was not enforced by the late Administration. I have a
score Of returns, under my hand, in which tie same
prineiple is laid down, and where .arbitrary prices have
actually been put on a variety of articles, from a wash-tub to
a piano, and wherein positive instructions are given te the
appraisers and collectors to colle*ct on prices laid down in
this circular, and not upon the invoice pricos. What more
has the presont Government done ? How can the hon.
gentleman complain of my over zeal in endeavouring to
carry Out the law that he and his colleagues placed oh the
Statute-book ? I think it would ho botter, in the interests
of the revenue and of mor-ality, if opposition, in cases of
this kind, should not b employed for party purposes.
1 think the hon. gentleman should endeavor to assist any
officer of the Customs, of any Government, in caryying out
this law, nnstead of endeavouring-I will not say to turn
into ridicule-but to make political capital out of
everything done by , officers appointed by hinseif.
Now I know the case to which the hon. gentleman referd
in the city cf St. John. 1 do flot know who is intereit . d,
but at the very saie lime tihentrY- it was anmportatnuo
of iron, I believe-was made at St. John, an otherentry of
ron of the-very same quality managed t get in at another
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port at a lower rate. Either the appraiser in St. John did
not do his duty, or the officer at the other port did not do
his daty. My investigation showed that it was the officer
who did not alIow the invoice to pass in St. John, that did his
duty. That is one of those cases that will arise in any port,
particularly in one that collects five or six million dollars
iu eue season. These errors will occur. I do not believe
that in this particular case the error was intentional.
The whole desire of the department and their officers is
to place every importer upon precisely the same footing.

Mr. BURPEE. I admitted, in my-remarks, that we did
ascertain in every possible way the market value of the
goods which were imported, and we very often had to add
to the invoices to bring them up to the market value. I
would put before the hon. gentleman a case like the follow-
ing: here is a Liverpool invoice that had been laying in
port for three months, during which time the goods have
gone up 25 per cent. When the goods arrive here, is the
importer to pay duty on the additional price? We will
suppose a contrary case, where the goods have gone down 25
per cent. in value; would the hon. gentleman give the
importer the benefit of the reduction ?

Mr. BOWELL. I could not do that, becanse the hon.
gentleman bas placed in the law a clause to the effect that
an invoice shall not be lowered for duty.

Motion agreed to.

DOMINION APPRAISERS.

Mr CASEY, in moving for copy of proccedings of
Dominion Board of Appraisers since their appointment,
and of all instructions as to the appraisement of goods sent to
officers of the Customs since the introduction of the present
Tariff, said: Perhaps I should have expressed myself better
if I had said, all regulations made as to the appraisement of
goods, for I find that is the term used in the Statute, as any
regalations formerly made by the Governor in Couneil, I
suppose are now made by the Board of Appraisers. I wish
to add to the motion "all regulations inade under section 10
of the Cuastoms' Act in regard to appraisers." I wish to get
at the truc inwardness of this Board of Appraisers, to know
exactly what they do in their secret councils, wiat
regulations they have advised to he made, what instructions
tliey have given, and on what evidence they base their
advice and opinion as to the value of goods. It is evident
that there is room for a difference of judgment in all these
cases. No man can say absolutely what is a fair market
value for. goods in any market; that is a matter of
individual judgment. The appraisers shouId have, then, a
mass of evidence. before them before they tender any
advice on such a question. They must have price lists of
all -sorts cT manufactures, and must exorcise great care in
stiiking a sort of general average between these price lists.
I think it is of great importance that the proceedings of this
Board, which is practically a small legislative chamber in
itself, should be made regularly public along with other
returns. In order to make a start in that direction, I move
for these returns.

Mr. BOWELL. I scarcely think the hon. member for
West À3lgin (Mr. Casey), comprehends the extensiveness of
his motion. If he meaus all the proceedings of the Board
of Arbitrators, it would necessitate the bringing down of
the result of their investigations in some thousands of
invoices in all parts of the Dominion. Their duty is this:
that all invoices are sent to the department
where they are checked by a class of officers
appointed for that purpose. If any doubtful case arises, as to
the value of the invoice, the Board investigates it, corres-
pondence takes place, investigation is made in the different
markets of the world in which these articles are purchased,
and a decision is thus arrived at as to the correctness of

the invoice. If the hon. gentleman had added to his motion
Il all the samples the appraiser* had received," it would
have made an interesting show for this House, in addition to
the invoices, which, perhaps, would Tmako two or three cart
loads; ho might have added, also, the differont samples
they had received, from a noedle to a amall anchor. I have
no doubt it would be very interesting ; but if the hon.
gentleman will go over to the department with me, I will
have muchI pleasure in introducing him to that secret
conclave, and he will have full liberty to investigate ait the
books and papers, providing ho will give his word, as a
gentleman, that ho will not go and expose the private
business of every merchant in this country. To bringdown
all tlese proceedings would ho to lay before the world the
invoices of some thousands of importers, and expose prices
ut which they purchased their goods. I think, probably,
ail the hon. gentleman requires is the instructions given
to the appraisers at the different porte. These appraisera,
I may say, issue no orders; they simply report to the
department their investigations, and the conclusions
to which they come, and the department nither
approves or disapproves of the action. While I have
no desire to withold proper information, I do not think it
would be desirable that all the proceedings of the Board of
Appraisers should be brought before this flouse. I should
also prefer that the motion should be so amended as to go
back, say to 1874, as I find that the instructions issued to
appraisers are very much the same now as they were
under the late Administration. For example, I find that
one appraiser is instructed as to the prices of wash tubs
and pails, another as to the value placed on pianos, while
another is given instructions to raise the price of certain
articles arbitrarily 50 per cent. In bringing down these
instructions it would be desirable, also, that the naines of
the persons mentioned in them should be omitted.

Mr. CASEY. Certainly. As I said before, I have no
desire to expose anybody's business. I am aware that my
motion is rather vaguely framed, and the reason is, that the
proceedings of these appraisers have so far been kept such
a mystery that one finds a diffi ulty in knowing exactly
how to shape a motion to get information regarding them.
I should have thought, however, that the Board would have
kept minutes of their meetings, and I should like te know
if they get evidence and information from their agents, say
at Manchester, Philadelphia, and other places, as to the
prices at which goods are sold.

Mr. BOWELL. I will supply all that.
Mr. CASEY. I should like to know, also, what means are

adopted to work up that information, and the.instructions
which have gone out at their instigation as to the
valuation of different kinds of goods.

The motion, as amended, agreed to, as follows:-
" That an Order of the House do issue to the proper officer for a copy of

all instructions as to the appraisement of goods, sent to officers of the
Customs, fron January, 1874, and all regulations made under section 10,
chap. 15 and 42 Victoria, in regard to appraisers."

SURVEY OF INDIAN RESERVES.
Mr. CASEY, in moving for a statement showing what

progress has been made in surveying Indian Reserves under
the Indian Act of 1880, said : I have been told by some of
the Indians, upon a reservation on the borderaof my county,
that great iuequality exists in the distribution of the land ;
that some rich Indians have nore than theirshare, and that
the poorer ones suffer aecordingly, as therich Indians mako
their influence so felt that the others cannot get surveys
made. It las been suggested to me that it would be well
to find out what progress las been made in thesurveys, and
to call the attention of the department to the matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not aware whether
the rumors which the hon, gentleman mentions are well
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founded or not, but I will see that the statement is brought promote bis interests. The hon. gentleman cannot under-
down. stand why, if those charges were sustained aeMMt!Kr,.

Moticn agreed to. Iodwell, he was not dismissed froru his office, and w)3, if
he -was not compotent to perform the duties of Sirperin-

THE CASE OF MR. E. V. BODWELL. tendent of theWelland Canal, ho conld be competent toper-
form the duties of an accounitant in coninection with the

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex) moved for copies of t he corres- Canadiati Pacifie Railway in Brtish Columbia.1Imay
pondence and other papers on which was based he state very trankly to the hon. gentleman, that when the
Commission issued in the case of Mr. E. V. Bodwell, thon report of the Commission and the evidence are brought
Superintendent of the Welland Canal; of the Commission down, il will bc made quite apparent te him wby li.
and all instructions in connection therewith; of ail corres- Bodwcîî should not be îhonght able, with sdvanage
pondence and papers touching the appointment of Counsel to the country, to diseharge duties involving the
on the Commission; of the report and evidence; of allexpenditure of a great amount of publie monoy.
correspondence thercon; of ail Orders in Council on, or Re migbt not be able 10 discharge those daties With
other disposition by the Government of the matter; with advantage to the country, and yet, being a gentleman in
a statement in detail of ail the expenses connected there- whose integrity the Government had no reason te feel any
with, including the amount paid to Mr. Bodwell or his want of confidence, ho sbould bu quite equal toperform the
Counsel; also, for ail papers in connection with Mr.duties of the very important and rosponsible position which
Bodwell's transfer to British Columbia, and a state- hu holds in British Columbia. 1 found, from the report ofthe
ment of the salary and allowances attached to each Corinissioner and the evidence, that il was not in the public

appointnent, and any allowance made for travelling or inîcrest 10 retain Mr. Bodwell la the position ho ocupied,
other incidental expenses. He said: It seems that Mr. and îurned my attention 10 the moans by whieh good a
E. V. Bodwell, the late Superintendent of the Wellandp or dn
Canal, shortly after the elections in September, 1878, was buitonld bcifoiydifcharge he deinmen o
romoved from thit position, and transferred, at very hlm. 't acîed, as the head of the departmentwith
great ineonvenienco to himself, to a position on the the sincere desiru to do justice to Mr. Bodweil,
Pacifie Railway in British Columbia. The Ilouse andat thu same time, efficientiy
has not yet been informed of thoebarges preferred, rvlefo th

has oV et ooninfomedof ho harg3 peferedperformance of duties which, aceording to the report of the
against &Mr. Bodwell, or the nature of those charges. It was Coimissionur, he was not equal 10 performing. If the
generally supposed by the public that bewas an excellent
oflicer. He received testimonials at different limes from 1 think it only right ta nake this explabation frankly to
those irmmediately affected by his services. Those who the flouse.
used the Welland Canal and came in contact with Mr. Mr. BLAKE. 1 hope my bon. friead will press for the
lkodwell, reported him to be a very efficient and pains- papers. Of course, it isquitepossible that whilethe charges
taking offleer. For some reason, which is unknown, charges which wcre made against Mr. Bodwell may have turned
-wero preferred against Mr. Bodwell,'vhieh resulted in hisor
exculpation-bocause, although ho was dismissed or consid-outhonluiasn lreste th aoe he
ered unworthy of occupying the position of Superintendent of tht coclo ashno asuiale perte oue la
thle Welland Canal, ie was not considered unworthy of-the duties of Suparintendent of the Welland Canal. Il la
another position under the Governiment. The facts con-
notedr pith the charges investignted,end the dtermOina- quite consistent with the fut that no ipropriety, such as

neoed ithhiechagesinvstîate, ~nd liedetrnina-was charged against hlm, was establishcd, that that resait
tion of the Commission, so lar as this flouse is concerned, aremay bave impressed itscifupon the mmd ofthe hon-Minister,
still unknown. I am anxious to get at the facts, and lsoto butIili learn with surprisc, from ail I have heard of Mr.
get a bill of the expenses. I do not know whether the pro- Bodwell's administration of the canal in my time, that
secution was a vexatious one or not-whether Mi. Bodwell sncb is the resait of the investigation. 1[arnsorry
wa.s unfairly treated or not. If he was a good superiniten-wn uiary retc r ot f ic'vsa oo spii tn that the bon. Minister did flot 'vait until the papers
dont of the Welland Canal, I fail to understand wly he came down, and, with the papers before us, mako the state-
should be removed ; if ho was an unworthy offcier, I fail ta mont wlich is calculated 10 bu so damaging to Mr. Bodwell's
see why ho should hold any position under the Government.
I wish to got at the facts to learn whether lie was treated ap
as a public officer should be treated, or, wliether at the backm . The case, I hope, in tb&t particular, wil romain in
of this investigation, there was some improper interference, tsenseialthewbichothe hoge ansaesubiel prove
and, therefore, I submait this motion. temtras hctebn etea aswl rvandtheefoo, subit bismoton.his prop)osition, are plaeed before the lieuse. I was net ia

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. I am .little surprised at he Parliameat whn these proceedings took place, but I
motion of the hon. gentleman. I have no reluctance what- observed an accouaI of them in the public press, and it hal
ever to bring down atlthe papers to which this motion1 becu my intention, during the hast Session cf Parliarnnt, te
refers; but I cuit the attention of the flouse to the very bave moved for these papers on public grounds and for the
extraordinary circumstance that this motion, or a very reasan whieh I am about to explain. I did net move in the
isimilar one, was put on the paper a year ago. Mr. Bodwoli matter last Session because 1 found my hon. friend (Mr.
was thon in the lobby of the louse on public business, hoRoss) bad a notice on the paper. That notice wa net
was bore for the purpose of acquainting himself with the prasecuted, and when il was dropped h wsstee late for
duties of the office to which ho was transferred in British mu ta put a notice on the paper. Thon, as now, I had ne
Columbia; and that motion, placed on the paper by one of communication whatever with Mr. Bodwell on the subjeet.
his political friends, was removed from the paper, I abstained fromspeaking with him, thougl ho was an old
I have no doubt, at Mr. Bodwell's own request. I personal potitical friend of mine, when ho wu down hore.
have reason to believo that Mr. Bodweil was I abstained from inviting any discussion whatever
very far from making any complaint with of bis position or remova, or anything cnnectod
reference to my action as hoad of the de'partment. I with bis case. I have abstained forn corresponding with
have reason to know that ho was disposcd not to make any lmhilce that lime, bemuse 1 'as deterrined, if ne other
complaint at ail, but rather to consider that the Govern- hon member did, ho meve for these papers, and 1 Wîàbed te
ment and myself, as the head of the department in which bc able te say, as I do fow Sy, Ihat my cUr
he was cmployed, were anxious to do ail wocould tefWohomptehin

p tr JOUN ArhMACnONALD.terest Thenon. gentiemn cannotud
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information sent me by or on behalf of Mr. Bodwell. The should have paid his expenses; but the whole thing seems
ground on which I wished to attract the attention of the to have proceeded on a falso basis, in reference te the par-
Éoua to this subject was that it seemed to me that in the ticular to whieh I have referred. With reference to the
prooeodings taken there was a very great departure from result, Mr. Bodwell having been, as I suppose, from the
the usual and the correct course. From what appeared in public prints, acquitted of those charges-as from what
the public press, I judge that some complaints were made I have read in the papers, he ought to have been-baving
by some persons against Mr. Bodwell and'forwarded to the been suspended as he was, and upon this I do not presume to
hon. gentleman. Lt was perfectly correct that offer an opinion-I can sec cases in which it would be proper
the hon. Minister should take cognizance of any charges to suspend an officer-having been, after suspension and ac-
mode against a public officer, and if he thought, after quittal, restored to his office, ho is after'wards changed to
explanation had been rendered, that they demanded investi- another place. Well, we know what use has been made of the
gation, provide machinery for an investigation; but what Welland Canal, and of the patronage of that canal in old
does appear to me very extraordinary-and I call the times, and it appeared to me there has been a dead set against
attention of the First Minister to it, not in Mr. Bodwell's Mr. Bodwell by those who made use of that canal patronage
interest, for the matter is past and done, but in the interest in those old times; that there was a determination-I
of the publie service generally-was this: that the Commis- do not say on the part of the hon, gentleman-but on the part
sien being issued offering an opportunity to those persons of over zealous supporters of his to obtain control of the
who had complained of Mr. Bodwcll's conduct to prosecute patronage of the Welland Canal and use it as it was used in
their complaints, the GoverDnment >hould, as the public former days; and that having for this object, by this Com-
prints intimated that the Government did, retain a mission and prosecution, assailed Mr. Bodwell, and hle hving
prosecuting counsel to conduct the enquiry into charges been acquitted and restored, pressure was brought to bear
against their own servant. I do not think that that circum- on the Minister of a kind which I presume obliged him to
stance can bave attracted the First Minister's attention. make a transfer. If that transfe% was Umade upon the
I do not mention it in order to make a point against the grounds the hon. gentlemen states, I am not to sit in
Government, but rather with the view of having a setto- 'judgment upon it and condemn it, because, as I have just
ment of what I think is a very important question. Now, 'admitted, ho might have been convinced that Mr. Bodwell
as I said, it appears fron the evidence in the public prints, though not guilty upon this charge, and being a man of
that somebody or other was appointed a prosecuting counsel high integrity, was yet not competent to fill this office. I
to conduct the enquiry before the Comnissioner. le calledi should be very much surprised if that was the result. But it
witnesses. He called Mr. Bodwell hiiself, put him in the is satisfactory to know that the Minister of Railways and
box, examined, cross-examined, and examined him again in Canals gives high testimony to his character, because
the most severe manner with the view of proving out of bis every one of us who knows him twill be convinced that he
own mouth that he was guilty of sone offence or other ; and is a person of high integrity and unblemished character
I presume, though I do not know, that these witnesses who quite fit, in my opinion, to fill a high office in
were summoned were summond at the expense of the public service. Unless his removal was justifiable, it
the Government. What does that amount to ? If was a dangerous infraction of the independence
that course is to be pursued, it establishes a general of the Civil Service, because you nay compel a man to
course to be followed with reference to any accept an office in British Columbia, very much inferior,
civil servant against whon charges niay be made relatively to the one ho held in the province in which he has
which the Minister thinks are worthy of enîquiry. Now, it always resided, and he may be obliged to accept your pro.
seems to me there ought to be no obstruction to enquiry posai and keep bis mouth shtt-to make no complaint for
into such charges, that the Minister ought to submit thenm fear a worse thing mayyct core. I do not know if that was
to the officer, obtain the officer's declaration with such cor- so in this case-but if' so, it would be a kort of punishment,
roborative evidence as the officer can give, and,. if after a course of conduct with reference to a civil servant, wholly
looking at the two sides of the question, ho thinks there is unjustifiable, to say, I transfer' you from the Welland Canal
something to investigate, lhe should put the matter into to British Columbia, upon those terms. There are circum-
a train of enquiry 7 but 1 do think that the civil servant is stances which might justify it, and if the Minister's judgment
entitled to have it said that the Crown should not prosecute is justified by the evidenco, that will, of course,
that enquiry. I think those who made the charge should sustain this transaction. But it does seom to me to bo
have an opportunity of comirg before the tribunal, repre- rather a determinationà on the part of friends of the Minister
sented by counsel, if counsel be required. The civil servant that Mr. Bodwell siould coase to bec Superintendent of the
should be equally entitled to have himself defonded by Welland Canal, which lias led to his transfer fron the
counsel from bis point of view, and the Government shoultd honorable and important position ho held to the much les
stand entirely neutral between the accuser and the accused, valuable and pleasant position to whichl he bas been removed.
not lending a helping band to protect its oficer from inves- Sir JOHINP A. MACDONALD. My bon. friend says
tigation, but not lending cither a belping hand to further ho regrets that the Minister of Railways made the remarks
the efforts of the prosecution. I think the Government we have beard with regard to Mr. Bodwell, before the
should stand in that independent position, secing that no papers were brought down. I think that my hon.
injustice is donc, in the conduct of the transaction to cither friend is not open to any attack on this ground. inad
side. If, as stated in the Opposition prints, the Government the hon. gentleman, who moved this resolution, con-
appointed a prosecuting counsel, the enquiry was turned into fined himself to the papers they might have been granted
a Government prosecution. I submit to the judgment of the without remarks. But ho made a speech on the occasion,
First Minister whether that is a wise, just and proper way of and challenged the removal of a public offleer from one
dealing with the public service. I should bc the last to place to another, arguing that if he was blameworthy, he
defend Mr. Bodwell, or any*one else, froin proper investiga- ought to have been dismissed altogether. Now, I happen
tion, but I think the Government ought to occupy the position to know,from Mr. Bodwell himsolfthatit was made at his sug-
I have intimated in regard to those matters, and not assume gestion, and that he is perfectly satisfied with the manner in
the position ofprosecuting counsel. The expenses ofthc pro- which ho has been treated by the Minister of lailways. No
secution were paid by the Government and Mr. Bodwell's one is more anxious to support the independence of the
expenses also. I think it was very proper, if the Govern- Civil Service than myself. I have always endeavored to do
ment undertook te prosecute him, and he was put te great so, and always shall ; but still the service is not made for
expense, and the prosecution failed, that the Government the employee but for the public interest. If it be for the
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public interest that a Minister, under his responsibility,
should desire the removal of an officer, ho bas a right to
remove him, and may refuse to be accountable to Parlia-
ment for his act. Of course, he is accountable in this sense:
Parliament may say we have no confidence in your judg-
ment; but, being responsible for the management of his
department, ho may say it is for the publie interest that
the officer should be removed. The HouEe of Commons
in England always assents to such action of a Minis-
ter. lut if the hon. gentleman would look back
te the circumstanees under whieh Mr. Bodwell was
appointed, ho must know that a Mr. Smith held office as
deputy when Mr. Mackenzie was at the bhead of the
department, that the late Premier removed him and refused
to give any reason thorefor, or examine into his
conduci. le nover got any satisfaction, and, as I am told,
the whole of the poople in that part of the country, without
reference to political proclivities, petitioned for the
restoration of Mir. Smith as a worthy deserving and
efficient officer. As I understand it, certain complaints
were made against Mr. Bodwell and sent to him for an
answer. On the face of the paper the Minister of Railways
thought that a case for enquiry was made out. An enquiry
was held; Mr. Bodwell retained counsel, counsel being
aliso retained by the Government in order to marshal the
ovidence and keep the examination within the limits of the
cha ges. The papers will show the result, and hon.
gent emen will sec from them that theMinister of Railways
acted with every sort of kiudness in transferring Mr.
Bodwell te an office of accountability, affording him an
opportunity of risiiig in the service. le now enjoys an
advantage not possessed before, of being a civil servant.
I may say this, that the salary be now draws is not equal
to the salary he drow as Superintendent of the Welland
Canal, though it is equal to the salary Lis successor draws
now. The Governmont thought that the salarv paid to the
Superintendent of the Welland Canal was too large for the
duties he performed, and it has been reduced. It is truc
my hon. friend may say it is more expensive to live in
British Columbia than near the Welland Canal. That may
be; but, on the other hand, Mr. Bodwell, by boing employed
as ho isnow, is a civil servant and will rise in the world,
but he could not rise whero ho was. At ail events, I can
assure the hon. gentleman that tbe aggrieved pèrson did
flot consider himself aggrieved, as lie told me that hie was
very well treated.

Motion agreed to.

GOVERNMENT EXPENSES TO ENGLAND.
Mr. CAMERON (South Huron), in moving for a return

showing the expenses in detail incurred by the several
members of the Government and any other person or
poisons in the service of the Government, or paid by the
Governmont, sent to England or elisewhere on behalf of the
Governmont, or in the sorvice cf the Government, from the
10th February, 1880, said: I would like to enquire why
It was that the returns for this same subjectwere not brought
down last year. On the 15th of February last a motion in
the same words as this motion precisely, was passed by
the louse, and, as far as I have beon able to learn, the returns
thon called for have not been brought down to this day. I
find also that, on the 2drd of February of last Session, a
motion worded in the same way precisely, but covering a dif-
ferent period, was also adopted by this Bouse, and, so far as I
have been able to Icarn, the returns have not yet been
brought down, although ton months have since elapsed.

Sir JOIIN A MACDONALD. I eau tell my hon. friend
that the returns asked for last year, as well as those asked
for now, shail be sent down ant once.

Motion agreed to.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD,

SUPREME COURT JUDGMENTS.

Mr. KEELER moved for detailed statements asfllows:
1. Ail judgments rendered by the Supreme and Exchequer
Courts, since the lst doy of January last. 2. The amount
of claim in cach suit. 3. The amount of coSts in each suit.
4. The amount cf fees paid to the Registrar in each suit.

Motion agreed to.

EXPORT OF CATTLE TO ENGLAND.

Mr. DOMVILLE, in moving for a return giving a
comparative statement of cattle and sheep exported from
Canada to England, during the years 1879 and 1880 the
return to be made up by months, showing from what ports
in the Dominion they were shipped, said : My view is that
these returs Vill show that we have not yet doue much in
the lower provinces in the way of exporting sheep and
cattle. I shall endeavor to prove by those returns that wo
require proper communication, and I shall endeavor to
bestir the Government to turn their attention to the part
of St. John, and lend us some aid in order to re-establish
direct steam communication with Europe.

Motion agreed to.

POST OFFICE AT PARKIIILL.
Mr. COUGiLIN moved for copies of evidence taken

before the Post Office Inspector, in the course of the
present year, with reference to the affairs of the Post Office
at Parkbill.

Motion agreed to.

NEWSPAPER POSTAGE.
Mr. CHARLTON moved for a return sbowing postage

paid in each month of the year ending June 30th, 1880, by
daily newspapers of Ontario and Quebec, including in each
case their weekly edition.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would like the hon.
gentleman to explain wby he makes this motion. It is fnot
a matter in which the House or the country can have any
interest in the world. It has always been refused in
England, as well as by the Post Office Departient in the
Dominion. It is a matter of the private business of -the
newspaper. What interest, eau anyone have to
know whether the Woodstock Review or the Brantford
Courier bas the greatest circulation ? It is an interference
with private business. I am quite sure it would not be
granted in the United States, and I do not think it ought
to be granted here.

Mr. CHARLTON. The Prime Minister is quite
incorrect in saying that this information has been refused
in the United States. It bas always been granted in the
United States. I do not see any impropriety in making
public a matter which is of public interest, as
this certainly is. In dispute between parties as to
their circulation, it May be a matter of interest to the
publie to know which is right. It is a method which is
adopted in the United- States, and it suppliesinformation
to which, I think, the publie are entitled.

Mr. MILLS. I suppoEe a court of justice conld compel a
publisher Io give the information as a basis for the rates
which he may be charging for advertisements, so that the
hon. gentleman would be only giving information. whieh
could be obtained by a court. Merchants or traders who
advertise in newspapers, have a right to know whether the
representations which are made to them by publishers are
true. I think the information sought for would be to the
public interest.

Sir JOHN A. MACDO NALD. And if a merchant should
advertise that ho has the largest, best and cheapest stock in
the world, we could bring him up in court, I suppose, and
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make him prove whether his statements are true. We
would not likely have bought his goods unless we thought
he had a ge6d stock. I fear it is impossible to salisfy the
unlaudable, but, perbaps, excusable curiosity of ny hon.
friend frofh Norfolk.

Motion negativod.

DRAWBACKS ON EXPORTED GOODS.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant), in moving for a return of all
claims presented for drawbacks on goods manufactured for
export since March 14th, 1879, showing the names of all
applicants, their place of business, the articles on which the
drawback was claimed, and the amount of each claim,
distinguishing between the claims which have been allowed
and those which have been disallowed, and those uinder
consideration and not yet decidod, said: I find from the
136th section of the Customs Act of 1877, that-

" The Governor in Council may, under regulations to be cmade for that
purpose, allow on the exportation of goods which have been imported into
Canada, and on which a, duty of Customs has been paid, a drawbark
equal to the duty so paid; and in cases to be mentioned in such regula-
tions, and subject to such provisions as may be therein made, such
drawback may be allowed on'duty-paid goods manufactured or wrought
in Canada into goods exported therefrom as aforesaid; and the period
within which such drawback may be allowed, after the time the duty
was paid, shall b olimited in such regulations."

I trust the Minister of Customs will not think I have asked
too much information. I do not know how bulky the
return may be, as I have no idea of how [mlany claims for
drawbacks have been proesented. My objects in making the
motion are, first, to show the extent of our export trade,
and, secondly to get some information in which my con-
stituents are interested. If the return should prove to be a
very heavy one, I should be glad to restrict the terms of the
motion, so that the return might be brought down at an
early day.

Mr. BOWELL. I. would ask the hon. gentleman to
insert in his motion after the word "disallow " the worde
" and the reasons for such disallowance," as I think it is well
to know these reasons.

Mr. PATERSON. I am quite willing, and I would ak
the Minister to allow me to add to the motion the words
" and copies of rogulations which the departmnent may
have made."

Mr. BOWELL. I have no objection.
Motion, as amended, agreed to.

RETIRING ALLOWANCES OF JUDGES.
Mr. BLAKE moved for a statement of the number of

Judgeships in each Province ut the time of the Union of
such Provinces with Canada, the incumbents of which were
under the law entitled in certain events to retiring
allowances; and the number of Judges in cach such
Provinoe actually receiving such retiring allowances at such
time; and a like statement for each year since Confedera-
tion, as to each Province during such year in the Union
down to, and inclusive of, the year 1880. le said : Those
who have looked at the Publie Accounts, which show year by
year the number of persons drawing retiring allowances,
who have been occupants of the judicial bench, must have
observed some very extraordinary results, if they contrast
the number of judicial offices in each Province whose
incumbents couldpossibly have beon retired with the number
ofjudges who actually are so retired. Tak~e the number of
judicial officers in the Province of Quebec. Take the nu mber
ofpersons who are drawing retiring allowances, and you will
see that unleas there is a most extraordinary piece of ill luck
on the part of the Dominion in that Province, there must
have been some very great mistakes in the appointmente, or
some very great improprieties in the rotirements. I am not
blaming any particular Government, or assigning any par-

ticular cause; but I think the results are so disproportionate
that it would b woPth while~to tabulate them and ascertain
whether this is a sudden rush of annuitants, or whether it
is a permanent state of things in one Province as compared
with others. The rul oughtto beobsorved-I do notjustnow
say it is not-that a man appointed tojudicial office shoald
b of such an age that the public may expect te realize from
him a very considerable number of years of active service.
He ought to be a person certainly not decaying in years,
one who has strength and vigor and ambition to
mnake a place for. himself on the bench, who is
likely, in fact, to mature and become a botter
lawyer than when he was appointed te a judicial position.
I do not mean to say that that rule is invariable-the condi-
tion of the bar at times may be euch as te oblige a departure
from it; but I think that ought to be the general object of
the Goverument, under these circumstances, and I think
the people of this country, always impatient of a systom of
pensions, would become very restivo udider a system of
pensions which produced for any vcry long sories of yeare
the results which are te be found in Quebue at
any rate. Now, I have never at all yielded to the popular
prejudice against pensions in respect to the judicial office.
I believe it to bc necessary to the proper administration of
justice, that there phould bo these rotiring allowances.
Nothing could be more calanitous than that the House
should b ir a position to b forced to considor whether a
man was so incompetent to discharge his duties as
that he should be retired, without something where.
with 'to maintain his declining years. And if you
properly apportion the salary with referonce to the
obviously great advantages which are derivable from the
circumstance that there is te be a retiring allowance,
thore is in that case a public gain. But while I believe
the system to be defensible, there is no doubt a considerablo
jealousy as te retiring allowances, and wo eught to take
care that there is no abuse of that system. It seemed to Mo,
on looking at the list to which I have referred, that the
results are so very extraordinary that I thought it proper
to move for this statement.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). 'l ho return will, of course,
be brought down. I have just one observation to make.
Not knowing what the object of the hon.gentleman was in
moving this return, I was not able te place any facts ut my
command ; but I am not aware that any judges in Quebec
or the other Provinces-I can speak with more contidence
of my own Province-have been retired improperly.

Mr. BLAKE. I-do not make any charge ut present. I
say nothing on the subject one way or another.

Mr. McDONALD. In that case, i suppose, there had
botter be no discussion.

Mr. BLAKE. I may make it the subject of observation
afterwards.

Motion agrecd to.

JUDGES IN BRITISII COLUMBIA.
Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of the Ordors in

Council appointing two new Judges in British Columbia,
and of any correspondence touching the residence and
judicial duties of any of the Judges of that Province, said:
The House will recollect thut last Session provision was
made for the appointment of two Judges for British
Columbia, and in the course of the discussion, which thon
took place, a question was raised as to the provision for the
residence of those Judges, and also for the residence of one
of the existing Judges, the Local legislation in accordance
with which we were acting, providing, if I remember
rightly, for such a distribution of the Judges as to residence,
as would necessitate the change of the residence of one of
the Judges from Victoria to some part of the mainland;
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and I am not sure whether, of the two Judges to renain on

the island, one was not to be stationed at some other point
than Victoria. 1observe by the Gazette that at a very late
period, within a few days of the opening of this Session,
the appointment of two Judges was made to the Bench in

British Columbia, and 1 should likce to obtain the papers
referred to in the moti'>n.

Motion agreed to.

JUDICIAL WORK IN QUEbEC.

Mr. BiLAKle, in moving for copies of all staternetîts,
or reprosentations, or correspondonce on the subject of
the distribution of the judicial work of hie Province
of Qnobec, said: I observe that there is a proposition
to add to our judicial staff by appointing a judge or
judges in the Province of Quebec. This subject was under
(discussion during the time I hold the office of Minister of
Justice, and it came up in more than ono shape-upon
representations made at ore time 1)y the bar, at another
time by some of the judges, and, I think, at another time by
the Local Government. Considerable attention was given to
the subjeet, and i certainly carne to the conclusion that a
re-distribution of judicial work amongst Ihe staff of judges
in the Province of Quebec would render it entiroly unneces-
sary to make any accession to thoir nun"ers. I believe that
there was, ut oe time, in the district of Montreal, a very
considerable pressure upon the judges. That pressure
ought, to soma extent, to have been since relieved, bocause
it vas very largely caused by the operation of the
Insolvency Act, and one proposal before us-whieh I
did not feel at liberty to adopt-was, that we should invite
legislation for the appointnent of a special insolvency
judge for the city of Montreal, in order to- relieve the judges
cf a sbre of their judicial duties. That difficulty has been got
rid of by the repeat of the Insoiveney Act, and the
administration of the estates of debtors, under the law of
Lower Canada, is, I understand, managed ihrough the
Shoriff. Well, it seqmod te me then-and I have hoard
nothing to indace me to depart from that view-that there
ought to be a reconsideration of the whole question of the
distribution of the judicial work of the Province, before
proposals were made to the Legislature for an increase in
the staff of judges at the expense of the country; and I
believe the hon. Minister of Justice will find on record in
his office-and if he has not got it, I hope ho will obtain it
-information of the fact, that in several districts, the
judges have, I might say, almost literally, nothing to do-
that there are districts in which the work is almost nominal,
and in which it will be extremely easy to arrange the work
so as to obtain all the advantagos of a local judge, and yet to
utilize his services for a considerable period in other places. [
remembered to have rond in the publie prints -where this
question bas been for some time agi tated, not long ago, a letter
from a very acute judge, Judge Iamsay, upon the subject.
I think it will bo found this lotter states distinctly-I speak
only froni a distant memory of it-the opinion that there is,
upon a proper re.organization of the judicial work, quite
sufficient judicial strength to discharge the whole of that
work. It is raterial, in view of the proposed legislation,
that we should have before us all the information pospible
on this subject, because T think the public mind may well
view with alarm the increases which are taking place,
year after year, in the cost of the administration of
justice. As I have observed more than once, we
have to be unusually jealous with regard to this expen-
diture, because the fact is that il is not the authority
which pays that creates the office. If the provinces had to
pay the salaries of the judges whom they legisiate into
existence, there would be, of course, that check upon their
creating the offices; but so long as a province believes that
ail that it ias got tu do is to create a judgeship, and it will

Mr. BL.AKE.

be, by courtesy, the duty of the Dominion to provide
the salary, so long will you have a tolerably
lavish creation of judgeships by the province and
#n intolerably enerous expenditure by the Dominion. 1
repeat the argument that I have formerly advanoed, and it
seems to me conclusive in favor of our being eatified
and of its being our duty, on any occasion of this descriptibn,
to investigate into the necessity of the creation of the office,
and not to take it as a matter of course, that the funds of
the Pominion are to be burdened with the paymerit of a large
salary, because any particular province chooses to create a
fresh judgeship. I do not desire to articipate the discussion
which will take place on the hon. gentleman's meaure, but
to lay a basis for an intelligent discussion of that subject by
obtaining the information necessary for that discuasion.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Of course, it is obviously
botter in every way, that the discussion to which the hon.
gentleman referred should take place, on the resolution of
which I have given notice. Iani fnot aware whether there
is any correspondence of the character referred to in the
hon. gentleman's notice, but whatever correspondence there
is will bc brought down.

Motion agreed to.

SURVEYS OF TIE RIVER THAMES.

Mr. STEPHENSON moved for copies of any reports
or surveys made since last Session, of the river Thames,
from Chatham to the city of London, with the view to the
improvement of the navigation of that rivei-

Motion agreed to.

RONDEAU HARBOR OF REFUGE.

Mr. STEPHIENSON moved for returns showing the
naines of parties who tendered to perform the work
advertised during the present year in connection with the
improvement of the Harbor of Refuge at ondeau,
together with the prices named by said tenderers for the
performance of said work.

Motion agreel to; and (at 1t:40 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,

FarDAy, 17th December, 1880.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS,

PERSONAL EXFLANATION.

Mr. COURSOL. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I desire to bring before the House a matter personal
to myself I catl attention to the report of Mr. Meougall,
the Auditor-General, which has just been distributed to hon.
members. In that report 1 find a letter signed by him and
addressed to the Speaker of the Hlouse, undèr the date of
24th November last, in which it is stated that three mem-
bers of this House, Messrs. Coursol, Mongenais and Ferguson,
had received their full indemnity, although, they had been
absent during a portion of the Session. Another inaccuraC7
on the part of the Auditor-General, is, that Mr. -Fergumona
name is mentiored in his letter instead of that of Mr. Ryan,
showing that this official was not well informed in
regard to the hon. members who had been absent.
If I left this letter unchallenged it would evidently imply
that I had received, from the Treasurer of thi Hlouse an
official cheque to which I had no right; and those who read
the Public Accounts only might be under the impressionthbat
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tráfeegehtWaam na bad ,emeived -frçm ithe eountry a

t~e-Aiidto*Onoe*seemto-have tafren -very ittie
trb1e~ jotifohn iimef about Ue :Proceedings of this

nse. ieli.ve it -as well known oa many of My hon.
st~edi~nimteen ays, inehiding Sundays,4n

the e -ýpsrt df the lst SessionI was absent from this
Rouse on account of illness. I came here on the 2nd of
March, I believe, and was therefore not entitled to any

durmg tbt ime. When the fouse rose on the
7Tth 61 Xfy I received fron the cashier the amount I was
entitled -o dedueting the number of days that I had been
absnt.. Wiile I was temorarily absent from the House,
a mnotion asanade by the-en. member for Quebec County,
secoided 'by the hon. member for Kent, which was carried,
and wieh authorised

"The .&ceountant-of this House to pay to C. J. Coursol Esq., member
for montreaL Eat, J. B. Mongenais, Ksq., member for Vau reuil, and
Miëhael -trielrRyan, Esq., member for %Mntreal Centre, the full amount
ofiheis indemnity asif they;had been.present in -this House on the 12th ot
Peouaryllast, in consequence of the severe illness which Prevented those
hon. aembers'from attending their parliamentary duties.'

Two or thre weeks after this order was passed, I received
a regular choque from the department for the balance of the
pay which I had not received when I left the House to go
to Kontreal, and I saw no reason why I should not accept
a cheque which this louse had ordered to be paid. Now,
I think it would be unfair to any member of this louse
that a mistake of this description should be allowed to go
unrectified. Wbether the House had a right to pass that
motion 1 know not; but IL was donc, and it was done in
my absence. I had beard that similar cases had occurred,
sad I had·no reason to refuse that allowance -when it was
sent, three weks afterwards.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am very glad the hon. mem-
berhas called the attention of the House to this matter.
I iaigme 'the difficulty lhas arisen from the fact that the
Auditorwas'not cognizant of the resolution that was passed
by theflouse.

,Mr. BLAKE. I have not seen the report of the Auditor-
General, but if he has reported the report must mention
thatthe payment in question was not made in accordance
withthe law. An Act of Parliament, and not a resolution
ofthis'louse, preacribes the mode of payment of the Sessional
indemnity. Itis theStatute which provides the circumstances
under-whieh, and the amount which, a Member of Parliament
shall-reive, and a resolution of the House cannot alter
that law. It is true that such-reselutions have not unusually
been-passed, but they are none the less a violation of the
law. If It i desirable to make provision for the payment
of lteindemnity in anyother manner thau now provided by
Statute,;the law shouI be altered.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There are several cases where
a resolution of the House has authorized special payments.
If îhe Anditorrwas aware that;fthe House had passed this
reôlttion, though it was at variance with the law, it was

efor-him to 1ave made arnote of-the fact that it -was
order of the-Housethe payment was made.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). Of course, the rule laid
down by the leader of the Opposition is correct, and I
woüld remind the flouse that in the Session before last
some members on the Opposition :benches were recipients
of thoir "f4ll indemnity on a similar resolution, and the
.&udiWri'neral failed to cail the attention ofThe Hiouse to
that fact.

Mr,ÏLKR R The hon. gentleman is quite incorrect. It
wasot.ilthiw year that the Auditor-General was autho-
riud to deal-withthe cceunts of tho sessional indemnity.

Kwi. -0UROL. I believe the Auditor-General, at all
eventsgh tohave mentioned that the cheque which was

sentte meatMontreil, bad been ordered by this louse.
17

FACTORY ÙABOR.
Mr. ReRGINT intzodnoed,* -Billt-(No. 6) to regulate dés
urs.of labor in the c w okaoaills and ,Mtories ofetie

Dominion of ,anada, and flr other purposes.
Bill read thefirettimte.

-CANADIAN PAGIFIC EkILWY.

The Ilouse gain resolved itself int> ommittee of the
Whole on the Paific Bai Way Resolutions.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr.Ohairman: onriàing tespeaktothe
motiorrbefore the ommittee, I confess Ifeel morefthan eral
the responsibility that reste upon me, in treati.ng this ques-
tion and answering thelion. member fore'WstDurhm (Mr.
Blake). This quemiion of the!Paclfie Railway is "ne of 1he
greatest, and, porhaps, the inost important, that edudocupy
the deliberations of this IIouMe-perhape the mogthimortant
question that basever been-submitted to Plarliament. Its
importance ls derived from the fact that this groat subjeet
has ocoupied the attention of this Parianent for tho ast
ten years, and that the constvuction of this raiitwny must
lead to the greatest consequenees, and, as I belioee, the
most happy consequeneos to this country. Its Importanee
i alsoderived from the very magnitude of the eslbidies in
money and land to be given-towards this undertaking. Its
importance is derived from the fact that, although
tenders were asked for somte years for the same under-
taking, no effers were received; but, to-day, we find
capitaliste that are bold enough to undertake tho
construetion of this work, concerning -whieh the Govern-
ment, Parliament and the people themselveos had great appre-
hensions, fearing that the amount of money required
for the building of this road, in accordance with the old pien,
would so cripple our resources that, for years and years
to come, we could hardly undertake any other great work in
this country. Its importance is derived from the faet that
gentlemet, of standing, of respeetability, of large means,
baeked most likely by others of equal means, have comte
for ward and have said to the Government: "We are rea'iy
to put ourselves in the position of the Government and
to undertake the building of the Pacifie fRailwey, and
we wil, moreover, work the railway, for all time
to come, according to the terme we now submit
to you." These terms have now been laid before
Parliament by Message from His Excellency the
Governor General, and they are the subject-matter
of our present deliberations. Before I enter into the on-
sideration of the details of this measure, let me briefly go
back to the time when this great undertaking was tirst
mooted, and let us sec what has been done from that
moment up to the preset tie. Ten years ago, whon
British Cofumbia was admitted to the Confederation, one of
the conditions of that union, acording to the treaty between
British Columbia and Canada, was the building of the
Pacifie Railway from the shores of the Pacific Ocean aeross
tho continent to conneet with the Canadian syetem of
railways. That measure was submitted to Partîament, and,
after long discussion -and deliberation, the scheme was
adopted, and it was decided that British Columbia should be
admitted into the Union on ;the conditions therein mon-
tioned, of which the building ýof this railway was one. In
18'2,3, theGovernmentof Sir John A. Maodonald, prosented
to Parliament a -measure providing for the building of the
railway by agrant of $30,000,000 and 50,000,000 of acres
of land. The contret was given to a number of gentlemen
who undertook to build the railway, but they failed in their
nogotiations, and, therefore, had togive uptbe contract. After
the accession to office of the hon. member for Lambton,
that hon. gentleman and his colleaguesconsidered the ques-
tion of building the Pacifie Railwayby some other mesure
than that offered by their predeeesors. They wished
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to build the railway with land, money, and a guarantee.
They advertised for tenders during a long time, and the result
was that no offer came-none, at all events, that I am aware
of, or that was laid before Parliament. Therefore, the
Government of that day with the Parliament at their back,
concluded that the only means of building the railway was for
the Government to undertake it themselves, taking care that
it should be donc withont increasing unduly the taxation of the
country. Two portions of that railway were begun by the
hon. gentlemen, that is to say, the portion from Thunder Bay
westward and the portion from Winnipeg eastward, leaving
between the two a gap of about 185 miles to be
constructed afterwards. These were put under contract, and
the contracts were being executed, some portions of them
being nearly built, when the Government-the second Gov-
ernment of my right hon. friend-came back to office.
Previous to that time, the hon. gentleman, who was then
leader of the Opposition Government-I mean the member
fbr Lambton-had asked for tenders for a part of the rail-
way now covered by a portion of the contracts in
British Columbia. This is the condition in which we found
the question of the Pacific Railway when we came into
office in the month of October, 1878. Considering the
matter with great anxiety, we came to this conclusion: that,
unless the gap betwoen the two portions of the railway,
from Thunder Bay westward and from Red River eastward,
was filled up by building the railway between those two
points, we would not derive any revenue or other advantage
from the railway under construction; and, therefore, my
lion. friend the Minister of Railways, with the consent ofthe
Goveruor in Council, called for tenders for the construction
of that portion of the road. We thought that even after
having contracted for these 185 miles, it was due to British
Columbia-it was our duty to British Columbia-and we
werc bound by good filith to porform that duty-to sec that
the work of construction was begun in that Province without
k>sing a single hour, if possible; and, therefore, tenders were
asked for the construction of four sections of the railway from
Yale westward. Tenders were accepted and the contracts
awardod. This policy was the policy; this action was the
action, which was submitted to Parliainent last Session. But
although the country stood by us, and a large majority of
the members of this House sanctioned the action of the Gov-
crument, nevertheless, it would be childish to conceal that
there was a feeling in the country, as well as in Parliament,
of apprehension for the future. The feeling was this: that
the uncertainty about the ainount of money that would be
roquired to build the railway was disturbing the public
mind; nobody could say positively what wotfld
be the liabilities of the country, or how many millions
would be required, not merely to build the road, but to
work it, and to work it for all time to come. A great
many, remembering the first years of working the Interco-
lonial, were frightened at the prospects of workiig the Pa-
cific Railway. They thought that the deficit on the working
of that road would be such, that it would be a groat burden
on the revenues of the country for years and years to come.
The Govern ment was not blind to this. They thought they
should try to meet the public mind, and dispel the appre-
hensions whicli were felt; they should try to put this
great undertaking on such a footing that it would be
aceepted with confidence by Parliament and by the people.
This is the reason why they matured the present scheme
during the recess, and why they now submit that schomeI
to Parliament-one which, I hope, will commend itself to
the support of a majority of this Honse. Last year, Mr.
Chairman, when we presented to the House the results of
our action during the 12 months, we were met by the present
leader of the Opposition with these words :

" If it.be true, as your'High Commissioner said' on the same occasion
that 'it is impossible for us, with our limited means, to undertake alonethe settlement of the North-West; that we bave nether the people norMr. LA NGEVIN.

the money to do it;' if this be true, how much less are we able to add
to that intolerable task, the Columbia section ofthe raIlwy? l1 this
indeed the way to develop even such a poor and attenuaiedadIOnal
spirit as is attainable by a people who are not permitted, who, perhaps, do
not even aspire to their legitimate participation in the manaement of
the concerna of the great family of nations? l this, indeed, fho way1ta
infuse among us the spirit of unity and brotherly love, to make .us oM
and a contented people? You may, perhaps, partly satisfy the 12,000
souls in British Columbia, but only because your action is the pledge and
hostage to them for the completion of this gigantic work, to the ruin of
the whole."

I am sorry to see that the hon. gentleman, even at so late a
period as this, should raise the question of the small
population of British Columbia. This was not aquetion of
whether British Columbia had 10,000 or 12,000 people, but
one regarding a great undertaking for a great nation and a
great people. True, British Columbia is only M Province,
but that Province will be filled with a large population
in a few ycars, and that population will be composed of
Canadians as we are, and will form a portion of a great
nation, which, of course, must grow as other nations bave
grown. And when we see that our neighbors on the other
side of the line, who had only a population of 4,000,000
when they separated from Great Britain, have now a
population of nearly 50,000,000, we have no reason for
despairing, or for believing that, with the same energy and
determination, and with as good a climate as any other
country, we should not increase as rapidly as the United
States. The hon. gentleman goes on to say:

"Such is your reckless, your inconsistent, your vacillating, your,
impractical policy."
Having so characterized our policy, he goes on:

" Do you ask for mine ? I will tell it. Set free the springs of legitimate
revenue, by removing the obstacles designed to choke them. Open the
avenues of legitimate trade, by lowering the legislative bars designed to
close then. Free the people as soon as may be from the ertortionate
taxation by which you oppress them."

One would. think the hon. gentleman had forgotten the
five years of office of his friends, when they increased the
taxation year after year, to the extent of five millions i
year, and yet ended their Administration with a deficit of
eight or ten millions of dollars. The hon. gentleman
continues:

" Return to a moderate revenue Tarif, the only practicable plan in our
circumstances, and a necessary incident in whose operation is to give
some of the so-called advantages of protection te some of your native
industries. By an earnest and searching plan of economy and retrenchment,
directed to every branch of the public service, help to redress the balance
between revenue and expenditure, while you lighten the people's burdens."

Why did they not do that themselves during the five years
they were in office, and when they had the opportunity ?

" But if you will do none of these things; if you will, in all else, persist
in your mad career, at any rate in this be wise. If, in all else yon be
rash, in this, at any rate, be discreet. Learn that our position ks grave
and serions, and that our future is dependent on present prudence.
Complete the railway to Red River.

Well, that will be completed within eighteen months.
" Go on with the prairie section as fast as settlement demanda. For

that, risk something; since, as I have said, the die is cash. But, in order
te succeed in that, in order that you may have a chance later to do more
deal with that alone now. Bend te that great effort your undivide<l
energies, your whole available resources. Postpone, meanwhile, the
western work, and do not, by your present action, based on airy dreams
and vain imaginations, risk the ruin of your country."

Well, I hope it will not be the ruin of the country. It is
exactly to avoid the ruin of the country that we have come
down with this scheme. It is to dispel the misapprehenaions
of the public and of Parliament that we have submitted 1t,
and I hope, when the vote is taken, that hon. gentlemen on
the other side will see that we interpreted rightly tie
sentiment of Parliament and that a large majority-of this
bouse will sanction this great measure. This was the way
the hon. leader of the Opposition met us last year. Letius
see how ho meets us this year. According to thé centrict,
the amount of money to be given to the Syndicate is
$25,000,000, and tho amount of land 25,0000w00 acres, worth
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Say, one dollar an acre. To these two aSmS, you have to
lid the cost of the sections completed or now under con-
struetion, asfaras'BurrardlInlet, amonnting to $28,000,000;
so that the whole amount of money that will have been
copended by this country for completing the Pacifie
Railway i93$53,000,000, to which you must add the value of
thelandat a dollar an acre, making altogethor, $78,000,000.

Mr. BLAKR Hliear, hear.
Xri.,LANGEVIN. I do not know whether the hon.

gentleman means to say that the valuation of the land at
one dollar an acre is too low. If so, we will have to
consider the question of valuing it at a higher rate, and not
do, as the hon., gentleman did the other night, apply
that rate only to one contract, but to the contracts of hon.
gentlemen opposite, as well as to those of this Government.
Thus, aceording to our plan, we shall have the whole Pacifie
Railway completed for $78,000,000, and with the
guarantee that the company now to be inaugurated,
wili work the road for all time to come. If we
applied that valuation of one dollar an acre
to the lands proposed to be given under our contract
of 1873, and added the subsidy of $30,000,000, we
should have $80,000,000, plus, I suppose, the surveys, cost-
ing $4,000,000, making altogether 884,000,000.

Mr. BLAKE. Why do you not count them in this
contract ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman will see that, in
this sum of $28,000,000, for the constructed portions of the
road, a portioh of that is included.

Mr. BLAKE. Only a portion ?
Mr. LANGEVIN. As my hon. friend on my right (Sir'

Charles Tupper) stated the other day, the who!e of that
sum could not fairly bo added to the cost of the railway,
because it was expended not oniy for the railway, but for
the purpoetof exploring the country, ascertaining its
wealth, dividing it into townships, and s<don, and, therefore,
I add a portion of that to this amount.

Mr. BLAKE. But you added four millions when you
counted up the cost under the Allan contract. You ought
to add the same amount now.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman will allow me to
proceed to show how this valuation of a dollar an acre applies
to the work as undertaken by the late Government in 1874.
I will not weary the House with long columns of figures,
but will show that, under the present contract, the railway
completed and in working order, and with the condition
that it will be worked for ail time, will cost but 878,000,000.
Under the contract of 1873 it would have cost $84,000,000,
and, under the scheme of the bon. gentlemen opposite,
valuing the lands at $1 an acre, $104,000,000.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. LANGEVIN. If my hon. friend opposite, by his

cheer, intimates that he thinks $1 an acre not suffi-
cient, let us take $1.50 an acre, and you will haver
this result: The contract of 1873 would have required
$112,000,000, the eontract of 1874, 8132,000,000, while
the present contract would demand only $90,000,000;
se that, even putting the price at $1.50 an acre,
yon will save $22,000,000 on the scheme of 1873,
and $42,000,000 on the scheme of hon. gentlemen opposite,
by the present cortract. But, perhaps, the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Blake) is net satisfied with 81.50 an acre, and woulda
prefer $2. I hope the lands will sell for that price, or $4 or
$5 an acre. But if we go-into a calculation of this kind,
hon. gentlemen must remember that $2, $3, $4 or $5 anà
acre must be applied, not only to the lands we give thex
contractors, but to those the hon. gentleman would havet
given the contracter, and to the 5,000,000 acres held as ai
guarantee for tho working of the railway. The hon. gentle-1

man (Mr. Blake) took good care not to speak of thoso
6,000,000 acres when applying his rate of 84 or $5 to the
25,000,000 acres we give the Syndicato. But, if ho wishes
to show to the country that we are giving a very large
sum, by means of these lands, to the contractors, hoeshould
also show that we have a substantial guaranteo by
keeping 5,000,000 acres that ho values at $5 an acre.

An hon. MEMBER. They are our lands.
Mr. LANGEVIN. These are our own lands, no doubt;

but the other lande will remain there aiso. Net
only will you have the railway as a guarantee of
the good faith of those gentlemen, but besides the
substantial guarantee of ono-fifth of their lande in
your possession. Estimating them all at $2 an acre,
by the contract of 1873 the work would have cSt
$139,00000; by the scheme of the late Government,
$160,000,000, while, by ours, the amount should reach but
8103,000,000, or a difference in favor of the present scheme
of *36,000,000 compared with that of 1873, and of
$57,000,000 compared with the scheme of 1874-75. Hon.
gentlemen opposite should not complain, but they should
remember that referring to the bargain of 1871 they have
declared, themselves, that it was a treaty of union with British
Columbia. Tho present leader of the Opposition said, "this
policy is not to be reversed by us." Therefore, hon. gentle-
men, opposite have accepted this policy with its
consequences, and they have worked it themselves. They
were in office five years, and tried their best to build the
railway. They did not succeed. We had tried our hand, also,
without success ; but I trust by the present scheme with
these wealthy, able and honorable mon, and with all the
guarantees we possess in the contract, we shall bo able to
construet the railway without burdening the country to
too great an extent. My hon. friend the Minister of Rail-
ways showed, the other night, by facts and figures, in
expounding this scheme, that the railway would, in land and
money, cost but $78,000,000. ilow was that met by the leader
of the Opposition? He said it would take him only ten
minutes to answer a two hours portion of the labored speech
of my hon. friend. Well, it is very good for the leader of
the Opposition to speak of doing so much in ton minutes
only. We have yet to witness such a feat. Whon ho speaks,
be speaks forcibly and with great eloquence, and, though we
do not agree with him, we are always glad to hear him; but
his speech on this occasion was no exception to his other
speeches, as regards the matter of length. He said, ho
would in ten minutes answer all the arguments of the
Minister of Railways.

Mr. BLAKE. I said I would take only ten minutes with
the first two and a half hours of the hon. gentleman's
speech.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Well, the hon. gentleman adds a half
hour to the two hours I was mentioning, so that the hon.
gentleman said, that in ton minutes ho would answer the
arguments of my hon friond. But what was the result?
The hon. gentleman spoke, at all events, an hour and a half
in reply to this two hours and a half speech. I do not think
the hon. gentleman came best out of the argument.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. We, on this side, think
differently.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The fact is, the hon. leader of the
Opposition did not meet the arguments, and the historical
statements of the hon. Ministerof Railways. The historical
portion seemed to be particularly unpleasant to the hon.
gentleman. Ho thought evidently that the history of the old
scheme, and of all the transactions with reference to this
railway, was not such as would warrant his meeting
the arguments of my hon. friend. The truth is, he did not
meet them, but reserved himself to go into certain details of
the measure, as I shall show presently. Hoesneered at my
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hon. friend. He sncored at his arguments, and at the
schome which ho treated, in the first instance, a& a matter
of badinage, but the Minister of Railway8 came best out of
the argument. Ilow did the bon. memiber for West Durhamn
end his speech? He caled the greatecheme a sacrifice of
our country's honor.

Mr. BLAKE. What I said was, that'the lat time you
were in power you sacrificed ournionor. This time you are
sacrificing our interest.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I begthe hon. gentleman's pardon.
Ile,said this was the second time we were sacrificing, the
honor of our country.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. LANGEVIN. It may have been a lapsus lingue,

but 1 beard the hon. Lentleman and took down bis words.
Of course, if ho does -ot wish to stand by his words, as in
another part of his speech, he saiid he was not bound, by
any expro0ssionsof opinion of hie,asIo the value of the lands
-well, if-he does not wish to stand by, those word-

Mr. BLAKE. I stand by the words I spoke.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I will not iinsist on the hon. gentleman
being bound bywordse homay have uttered in the heat of dis-
cussion. It wasy i think, atthe end of his speech, when he
may have forgotten that he was applying those words to this
scheme. At ail events, Mr.O<hairman, we are, by this great
undertaking, working: for the extension of our country and
for the consolidation of our institutions; We wish to have
those Britileh instithtions that we have been enjoying from
year te year eensolidated. W. want them to be the inheri-
tance of our ohildren and'our children's children. But the
hon. gentlemaan .wishesw te know -I will not say so-he has
taken back those. words.

Mr. BLAKE. Which words ? If the hon. gentleman
will look at the officiai report, ho will sec ho is quite wrong.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman May say the
offieial repurt is different, but I repeat I took'down his words
because they seemed te be so etrange.

fr. BLAÂXE. Iunderstandittobe the invariable custom
of Plarliament to aceept as true an hon. gentleman's state-
ment. I told the hon. gentleman whbt I did say. The
oflcial report, whloh wu unrovised by me, bears out my
stateinent, and it is extraordinary thaï the hon. gentleman
should sot up hie own recolleetion of what I said ýagainst my
statement'and-against the offieial report.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I did not set my own recollection
against the hon. gentleman's statement I say I took down
these words as the hon, gentleman uttered.them.

Mr. BLAKE. Yeu misheard.
Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman says ho did not

utter those wordÀ, and I rmust acoept his statement; but I
say T toôk downx these wordè on hearing themi, so that I
must have miSheati thé hon. gentleman, and, therefore, I
stand corrected. But, Mr. Chairnian; kow could we bé
surprised te see hon. gentlemen opposite opposing thit
measure whtch is sure to give us the raillway frome oe en<i
to the othëer, from the shores ofthe Pacifie to our system of
Canadian railways, whien, at ail other periode, they have
always opposed ail the great schemes that were brought
forward by thia party to Parliament, and assented to-by a
lage majority of dtgnm bers? The Grand Truuk Railway
was opposed b y tth ho. b gentlemen;, the Intercolonial
R1ailway.was opyosed byibem. The HRous. will remeumber
that they tho.ght t. stereolonial Railwuiy was. one of
those mesages tlant would ruiiecountry "Twentymillion
d9iars,said they! " Andbesidesthat "why doyou not put
this railfay ov thefromtier, between Canadaand the United
States i>" That sB the sehenaeof thesabhon. gentlemen with
reference tother Intrcolonial 4ailwa.y, Well, we thought

Mr. LANGEVIN,

otherwise,the countrythoughtotherwise,Parliamentthought
otherwise, and the result was-what ? Did they not say
that railway would notgive revenue audicient to poy t.he
grease for the-car-wheela? Well,.the other day, hemy 'n.
friend the MInister of R]ailways declared, that, aby ll
appearances, this year this railway and theIuWi
railway would be self-sustaining. The National Pohe- is
another measue that hon. gentlemen have opposed. ey
would not consent to that. For yeur, during their'term
of office, we were insisting thatthey sheuld give4psoLêtion
to our industries and manufaetares. But. they vMr& deaf
to our representations. They said : "No; you ai'e asmall
minority "-we could hartly obtain a heariug ut eestain
times in that Parliament-" you do not represent he poople,;
we know better ; we w*nt Free Trade in this cntyy
Well, the elections of September, 1878, settledt that: point;
and when we came into. oflice, we came with aNational
Policy. And how were we met by hon. gentlemen
opposite? Did they net oppose that also ? And;-if the
Pacifie Railway were left te thoir tender mercies 1 I have
no doubt we would not see it completed for thirty years to
come. This Pacifie Railway will be built in ancpara-
tively small number of yeare, for it is a necessity
for the country, net only because we made a treaty with
British Columbia, but becanse the necessities of our
position bere in the north, north of' the ,United
States, require that we should have complete com-
munication with all parts of the Dominion., Now,
M1.. Chairman, I will undertake to answer some f the
specific objections that wero taken by the hon. leader of
the Opposition to the speech of my hon. friend the Minister
of Railways, and to the scheme. The first objection, the
first remark lie made about my hon. friend was, that there
was a great variety in the estimates presented by him to
Parliament; that, last year, my hon. friend had brought down
an estimate for the building and completing of the road for
eigbty-eight millions of dollars, while, this year, h. came
down with a correeted.estimate of $8R,00000. Why ho
should complain ot that, I cannot imagine.

Mr. BLAKE. I said thatit was pleasing.
Mr. LANGEVIN. I am glad to find that the on.

gentleman is pleased, for I eould not understand how he
should take any objection to the altered estimate of my hon.
friend (Sir C. Tupper). I shouId rather think he- would
accept that estimate, and believe that it would be pleasing
to the country, seeing that, instead of an expenditure of
eighty-eight millions of dollars the cost wiH be-only
eewenty-eight millons. If instcad of this the Minister of
Railways had said, last year, that the cost would be seventy-
eight millions, and that, this- year, he had said thatt it
would be eighty-eight millions, ten miHulons more, 'then- I
could have understiood it; and-I have no donbt that my hon.
friend the Minister of Finance wonld have been a -Uttie
shocked to find that the estimate was ten milnons
more thon last yenr. But it eis nt' se. M*y friend
on my right, the Minister of Bailwa, has been
able to reduce the expenditure, aind the reason for that
is t"is: my ion. friend, after studying the subject
maore closeoly, and after having the whole -data befoe- bim,
has been hetter able to judge of the cost. The hon. member
has admitted himself that we have every.day better-infprma-
tion about the fertility and wealth of the country; weare
thus better able to judge. But the leader Of the Oppgsition,
instead of doing ashe did last year-poohlpoohingthe.caloula-
tions we made last year, whenuhethought these lands
were not worth a dollar an acre-says now that, they
are worth four or five dollars. an acre. He goes. on; to
say that, with the acquisition of population, we must
change our position as it gives Us te ides that these
lands will sel for more. If that ie so, why sheuL mnot.nMy
bon. friend the MinisterofRailways ha ethêau*pre7ama p?
Why, after thinking over the matter fbraeightor ton mo ,
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eagnr.vising the estimates,should fie not reduce this amount ?

But, Mr. Chairman, to whom is this acquisition of people
due? While I am on, this point, I will eal the
attentin of the House and the publie for a few minutes
to this: to whom is this acquisition of population
in-th Nertr-West due? Is it due to the policy of the hon.
gentlunen on the other side? is it due to their exertions ? You
au remember the speech of the hon. loader of the Opposition
lat year on the same question, and how ho decried and
diapiaaged the country, and how he praised the United
States of America. Was that the means, was that the way
to,induce settlers tocorne to this country ? was it the channel
through which immigration would flow into our country? I
think not. Lot us take the exact words of the hon. leader
of the Opposition, for, ho says, ie has nothing to rotract,
nobbing to recall of his speech last year. How can you
wonder that a report of the speech of the hon. gen-
tleman, with his beautiful photograph at the head of,
it, shold have been ciroulated by the railway companies
of the United States by thousands all over the
continent of ]Europe ? No, Mr. Chairman, the acquisition
of population in the North-West is not due to the
hon. gentlemen on that side of the House. The present
Governmentliave made great exertions in that direction,
and I have no doubt that if that speech had not
been circulated, as it bas been all over the world, if that
speech had not been fonnd at the very doors of any intending
emigrants, we should have had a much larger immigration
into the North-West. Nevertheless, we have had a fair
share, and I have no doubt that with this scheme carried
into effect, with the interest that the new Company, the
Ayâdicate, must have in the peopling of the North-West,
tbrough that agency and the renewed exertions of the
Government, we may expect a very large immigration to
thNorth-West, a large acquisition of population, and a
large increase in the revenue of this country; for,
every man that comes into this country will pay so much
into the Treasury for goods imported and goods consuîned ;
and the more numerous are the settlers who will come and
settle there upon the lands either of the Company or
of the Government, the greater will be the revenue if the
country. If they settle upon the lands of the Comjny,
they give an increased value to the lands of the Govern-
mnit, wbieh will be alongside; and if they settle upon the
lands of the Government, the price of the lands will flow
imto the publie treasury, and will recoup us for the twenty-
fi-va million of dollars we will have to expend to pay the
subedy to the Company. But, Mr. Chairman, there are
other causes for this flow of emigration into our country. I
do not forget some of the eloquent speeches of Lord Dufferin,
whon Governor-General of Canada. These speeches were
maaterpies of eloquence, and they showed the country in
it. ftruo- light. These speeches have attracted special atten-
tion by their literary merit, by the facts contained in them,
and hy.the position of the nobleman who uttered them, and
they must have doue a great deal to bring immigration
into the North-West. I wiiI not speak further of the speech
made by Lord Beaconsfield, but that speech was one that
must have done a great deal to attract the attention of the
British public and intending emigrants, and must have doue
a.great deal of good which is calculated to continue for
years to come. Then, the present Govornment of Eng-
Land, the Gladstone Government, have shown, by
the news that we had the other day frorn the
article in the London Times newspaper, that they, not
more than their predecessors, are deaf to the appeal
of the intending emigrant, and that they intend to
c-operate heartily with the Goverument of Canada in
briing emigrants to our shores and in settling them upon this
par of the British Empire. The hon. leader of the
qpposition says these are not the reasons for the immigra-
to, but that Mr. Parnell Iad the state of Ireland have more

to do with the pro À lioy f emigration than Sir John
Macdonald, Sir Cales INippor, and so on. Mr. Chairman,
there is no doubt about tais: if the Iriah pxeople were
content in their country, in their beautiful island, they would
net emigrate; but, as it happons, a large portion of thei
are not satisfied and want to emigrate. If they will
emigrate, is it not botter that they shouid nome to our shores,
that we should give them land here and sottle them amongst
us, than that these emigrants, who are a part of the great
nation of which we ourselves form a portion, instead of
going to the United States should settle in the North-
West ? They are good citizens, they are good farmers, they
are men who will make the country wealthy, and will be
able to bring up their families; aud why shud we not
encourage them to come to this country? We encourage
Englishmen, Seotchmen, Frenchmen, Germans and Scandina-
vians to come to this country; and these other people belong
to the same race as a large portion of our own, and why
should they not come and settle amongst us? Why should
they not come here to enjoy the same laws, the same rights
as we have ? And, with the same opportunities, they may
becone ministers, judges, members of the liberal professions,
and obtain any positions in this country, the same as any
other men in the Dominion of Canada. Tho country is
open to thom, and I hope that thse imnigrant, these
Irishinen, who are not satisfied with the trea±ment and laws
they have in Ireland, will come here and settie. The hon.
leader of the Opposition says that the estimate ofthe Minister
of Railways for works to be built by the Government was,
last year, $82,500,0, whilst this year it is 829,,000,000,
which shows that the previous estimate wae wrong. Well,
I am very sorry that the hon. gentleman is not satisfied
with that reduction. This is a reduction in the right
direction; it saves th e money of the people, and will satisfy
the country and satisfy this louse that the Goverament are
considering constantly how the revenues of the country may
be saved, and how the debt of the country can be reduced.
In order that the hon. gentleman may have the
answer to his question, as to how the reduction
is effected, I shall now give him ail the dtails -

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. Will the hon.
gentleman pemit me to ask a question before he gooes any
further? l;e said that $18,000,000 was the cost of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway up to to-day. Does that inelude
the three millions of surveys ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The $18,000,000 cover ail
expenditure of every kind, even to the Fort Francis lock-
every charge that eau be made against the Canadian Pacific
iRailway.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It ought to.
Mr. LANGEVIN. Unless the hon. gentleman wishes

me te give himi ail the figures composing the twenty eight
millions, I may say-

Mr. BLAKE. I should like them very much.
Mr. LANGEVIN. The estimate in April, 1880, was: from

Fort William to Selkirk, $17,000,000; it is reduced this year
to 814,670,00. I will give the resons after I have made
the statement. The embina Branch was. laat year,
eI,7U,000; this year it is $1,556,00. K.amoleps to
Emory's Bar, last year, $lO34â,000 ; this year,$8,4810800.
Emory.'s Bar to Port Moody, last year, $3%4O0$4O;
this year, $3,3040O.; making a total, last ypar, of
$32,715,000, and this year, 02.7,9Sf&iOO; adding
the &35,000 for ia Fort Wiliam Branch, it is $4 ß00
for this yenr. The roductions are: from Fort William to
Selkirk, $23O,000; the Pombina Braueh, $ 9,1>; from
Kçamaloops to Fimory, $lDl3,z00; from Finory to l'ort
Moody, $13,700, making a total of 4;760,00. The
details of reductIons upon the esmates of lat year were as
follows:-FroM.Fort Wi1iam to, 4iver, wyiprvceent
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in location and modification of esign, $1,385,000; by
reduction.in rolling stock, $745,000, and in the cost of
workshops, etc., $200,000; total, 82,330,000. Deducting the
cost of the Prince Arthur Landing and the steel rails,
$353,000, it leaves a reduction oft 2,295,000. On the
Pembina Branch the roductions -are: in rolling stock,
$193,100; from Kamloops to Emory they are, by alteration
of design, $1,663,200; by reduction in rolling stock, $250,000 ;
and from Emory to Port Moody they arc, by alteration of
design, $133,700; and in rolling stock, 8180,000.
After bearing these figures the hon. gentleman and the Com-
mittee must see that these reductions were fair and proper
reductions, that they were made for the purpose of saving
the money of the country and the supplies at our disposal,
and that my hon. friend should not be found fault with,
because he saw, after bis estimate of last year, that he
could still further reduce the expenditure. On the con-
trary, I think he is deserving of praise, not for doing more
than his duty, but for doing his duty and doing it well.
The hon. gentleman says ho is not bound by any expression
of his about the value of lands in the North-West. Why,
then, should my hon. friend be hold bound by bis estimates
of last year, when he as managed to make a saving for the
country? The leader of the Opposition complains that the
Union Pacifie Railway bas been adopted by us as a standard
of comparison. The hon. gentleman says such and such
was the condition of that road, of its grades and curves
and material under the contract, and, therefore, it should
not be adopted as a standard by the Parliament of Canada.
But the hon. gentleman is entirely wrong. It is not the
contract of the Union Pacifie Iailway that we are bound
to take; it is the railway as built, and that railway is a good
one. It is a railway on which the grades and curves were
a groat deal better than upon many other railways which
are considered good railways-first-class roads. The Union
Pacifie was opened for traffic in May, 1869, and I passed
over it myself in 1871, and it is a perfectly good road. It
is a road on which, though the speed was very great, there
were no eccidents when I travelled over it from one end
to the other on my way to and from British Columbia,
though with such a length of road it would not have been
surprising if accidents had occurred. We all know that we
have had accidents on the Intercolonial Railway, which is
a good road, one in which we all take pride. With regard
to the curves and grades on the Union Pacifie, I find that
they are less than those upon either the Portland and
Ogdensburg, or the Baltimore and Ohio. Some of the
grades on the Union Pacifie are high, of course, but we are
not to suppose, because there are on that road grades of 80
or 90 feet to the mile, that there will be similar grades upon
our own road. We know full well the country through
which the Canadian Pacifie Railway is to pass; the explor-
ations and surveys have been numerous and coetly, and
though the lins may have to pass through some heavy parts
of the ceuntry, yet, compared with the country through
which the Union Pacifie road passes, it is much
more favorable for construction. The Union Paci-
fie winds up and around the mountains, so that,
at times, when the traveller imagines he as gone a long
distance, lie all at once discovers that only one-half or
three-quarters of a mile has been travelled, owing to the
circuitous nature of the route among the Rocky Mountains
and the Sierra Nevadas. But upon our line we know by
actual surveys, that, instead of the railway ever attaining an
altitude of 8,000 feet, its greatest altitude will not be over
one-half that height; so that we may reasonably expect that
the curves and grades of the Canadian Pacifie Railway will
be botter than even the best portions of the American road.
Besides, Mr. Chairman, we must see that it is not to the
interests of the Company to build an inferior railway. If the
Syndicate were a company formed for the purpose of building
the railway and then handing it over to the Government

Mr, 1.ANGEVIN.

like most of the public works for which contracts are made,
they might have some interest in building a road of an
inferior character. But, Sir, it is to be their own railway, to
be worked by themselves, and surely they would not
be so foolish as to build a poor railway for the
pleasure of rebuilding it within a short period.
it is said these gentlemen will not use the best material, and
will not adopt proper grades and curves, in order that the
road may be worked with advantage. These men are not
going to work tbat railway for the mere pleasure of doing
so. They are not undertaking it for the sake of patriotism.
They are undertaking it to make money, and they will
make money, because they know that a railway through
that beautiful country, settled with a large and thriving
population, must give large returns. The hon. gentleman
says it will be an inferior road, built with iron rails. If the
bon gentleman bad read the contract, he would have sçon
that the exemption from customs duties of the material to
be used in the railway applies, not to iron, but to steel rails,
and, therefore, steel rails are the rails to be and must be
used, because the Company will not be fools enough to buy
ir'on rails and pay duty on them for the construction of this
road. They will necessarily use steel rails that are exempt
from taxation. The hon. gentleman and the flouse may
rest assured that there is not the least danger on that score.
Another objection made by the hon. gentleman is to the
freedom from taxation for all time of the railway and its
appurtenances. Suppose we had insisted on having the
railway taxed; in that case the Syndicate must have told
us: " we must have more money, because that item is unde-
fined; We cannot know what the taxation will be, it may
be a very heavy tax; we may find municipalities,
when established in the North-West, taking care to
pay all thoir expenses from the taxation on the
railway." Surely the hon. gentleman-would not press
that idea, when he complains that we are already giving
too much money for the building of the railway. What
then does he want ? Does he want to drive a bard bargain
with these gentlemen ? What reason would there be
in attempting to cut them down to as small a figure as
possible, in order to make the Company a poor company ?
It is to our interest, and to the interest of the country, that
the Company should be able to construct the railway and
to work it afterwards, so that they should not come back
to us year after year and ask us for new terms. We want
once for all to settle the whole question, so as to say to the
Company: "This is the settlement ; you build that railway
for that amount of money and land, and work it, and we
must have a guarantee for the working of it for the first
ten years after the building of the road, because, if you
work that road for ten years, we may be sure that you will
work it afterwards, as there will, by that time, be population
enough in the country to secure a profitable trade for the
road." More than that, I say that Parliament and the
Government must show the Company th at they' are not our
enemies, but that they are the friends of the country, and
that we must treat them in the best way possible, taking
into consideration the interests of the country at large. If
we starve them now by giving them a small subsidy in
land and money, and then tax them after they have
built their road, the result will be that they will tome to
us afterwards and say : "We cannot go on." We do
not want that; we want a strong company that will be a
credit to the country, and bo competent to carry forward
that great national work, the Pacifie Railway. The fact is,
this Company is called upon to do what was expected to be
done by the Government itself. And what was expected of
the Government ? That we should make this a good road,
and work it. But the country became apprehensive that
we could not do it without running deeply into debt. In the
meantime we have found contractors-men of means and
wel1lknown rAen-ready to %uil tbis road for less ‡han we
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believed lastyear it could be done, by 31(,000,00. Butit is
not a new thing to relieve a railway company of taxation.
I will read a telegram which wil show what bas been done
by the United States with reference to the Northern
Pacifie Railway. The General Manager of that road
telegraphs, under date of the 15th December of this year,
as follows:-

"Right of way, 400 feet wide, and ail improvements thereon, exempt
from taxation under charter."
So that the Northern Pacifie Railway, is exempt from
taxation, not for a width of 100 feet, as is the Canadian
Pacific Railway, but for-a width of 400 feet. In the United
States tbey were not afraid of that. They knew perfectly
well that the Northern Pacifie Railway was not a road
inimical to the country and the people ; that it was for
their good and use, and that, therefore, they should put
that road on a proper footing for ail time; they kuew it
would be'a grent highway of the country, and should be
dealt with liberally. We expect that our country, which is
great in many ways, will be as great in certain respects as
the United States; and we want a good and great railway,
and also to put it on a proper footing, so as to prevent its
owners coming back to us and saying: "You starve us to
death, and we want more money."

Mr. CASGRAIN, We have the guarantee.
Mr. LANGEVIN. We have the guarantoe no doubt;

but, porbaps, the hon. gentleman would prefer to so them
corne to ask for botter terms. I am not of that opinion,
nor is the Government.

Mr. BLAKE. They could not find botter torms.
Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman thinks we

could do better; he says the terms arc too good for the
Syndicate. In what way are they ? He says: "Yon
have no sufficient guaranteo for the eastern section; how
will yon build it: you are giving too much for the prairie
section." I will show the hon. gentleman presently that
that portion of the railway was alluded to by him last
year, as well as this, and that there is a very notable
difference between the two allusions; and that if Ministers
may change their estimates from one Session to another in
the way of reduction, the leader of the Opposition can
change his poliey in toto, with regard to the castern section

Mr. POPE (Compton). le is not responsible for what
he said last year.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The next point the lion. gentleman
alluded to was this: he says we have exempted the lands
of the Company from taxation for 20 years. Well, in the
same way as he finds fault with our scheme by saying we
are giving too much money away, I reply to him, if the
lands are to be taxed, you must consider at once what
would be the result. Tho Company which has stated to
the Government that the amount of money and lands
required by them is only a quid pro quo for the work they
undertake, and the working of the railway will say, if we
tax their lands: "Yon must come to our relief; wc have
not money enough. It will take ten years to build the
road, and, till completod, we can have only a cortain
numbor of emigrants yearly; and until it is in opera,
tion, after ten years, we cannot derive the benetits
necessary as compensation for its construction.
So, if yon tax our lands, you will have to give us more
money." If we were to revert to the scheme of last year, and
to that of hon. gentlemen opposite, what would be the result?
We should have to tax the people to the extent of $78,000,000
or $88,000,000 on the estimates of last year. The lands
would be in our hande, and only those sold would be taxed by
the municipalitiea. Therefore, there will be no more taxa-
tion under the present sche me than if the Government were
to build the road. Why should we compel the Company to
sacrifçe every acre of their lands in order to avoid taxation ?

Yon must soe that their interest is to settle thee lands.
They would not be so blind as to retain them long for future
enhancement. The value or price of an acre is not the
point so much looked to as tho benefit the railway
must derive from the settlement of the lands, and the
carriage of produce to market. We have seen that the
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Company sold their
lands at, Bay, $5 an acre, but with the condition that if the
settler put under cultivation so many acres within a year,
the price should be reduced to $2 or $2.50, showing thé
Company considered its main advantage lay not in the first
price of tho land, but in its settlement and cultivation.
This Syndicate will have the same interest in selling their
lands for early settlement. Every settler should be taxed
as well as every other inhabitant of the country. Why not?
Besides, this railway is not to be built for Nova Seotia, Prince
Edward Island, Quebec, Ontario, or any other Province par-
tieularly, although the trade of the North-West will come
down by it to all. But the great, immediate advantage of the
road will be to the settlers in the North-West; and, whilst
we are giving our millions to build it, and paying interest
on thc amount, why should not those settlers contribute
something to it? What will their contributions amount to ?
It wili bo the difference between the taxation of a few acres
in the municipality and the amount they would have to
pay for those lands being free of taxation. That would not
be for all time, but only for the first twenty years, until
the lands are sold. For the first few years the settlers
cannot suffer, bocause they would naturally try to settle on
the lands in the immediate neigbborhood of the railway;
and, therefore, those lands would be sold lot by lot.
The Government, having the alternae blocks, would
be too glad to soli land also, and all the settiera
would find them out very shortly. Very little land, after
a little time, would remain uncccupied in the municipal.
ities, and, therefore, the settlers would not suifer.
Any man desiring land may have it there. He has
only to say: " I require this lot of land," to have it; and
every settler that goes into that country and settles there
will write home to his friends and bring them out. There-
fore, in a very short time the parish or municipality will be
settled and the exemption of taxation on those lands will not
be felt, because really, the lands remaining to be sold will
remain there only until the settlement can be extended in
that direction, so that, after those twenty years, what wili
remain exempt from taxation will be just the 100 feet in
width on the length of the municipality. I think the roads
in the North-West are about 100 feet wide. Is it worth
considering in the settlement of that country, that 100 feet
in width on the length of the municipality should be exempt
from taxation ? i think that is a very small contribition on
the part of the settlers towards the building of the railway.
I am sure if we were to ask the people of any portion of
old Canada that is deprived of railway communication:
" Will you consent to have a railway on condition that you
will neither tax the track of that railway nor the stations ?"
they would be only too glad to have the railway; but because
the Government brings this scheme forward, hon. gentlemen
opposite object to it. I have not made the calculation
out, which, perhaps, some of may hon. friends who will
follow me, will make, as to how many acres, 100 feet in
width, on the length of a municipality, will make. It will
be a very emall amounat, and that will be the only
exemption in the whole township. Besides that, if soie
of these lands remain unoccupied and unsold, the neighbors
will take care te make of these lands pasture grounds.
But the hon. leader of the Opposition will say: "Oh the
Company will take precious care to make those settlers,
who use these lands as pasture grounds, pay a certain
amount every year." In that case, these lands will, at once,
be subject to taxation, and, therefore, there is no fear of
these lands remaining, even two or three years, without
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being taxed. The next point the hon. gentleman has
found fanit with is the amoant that we are giving the
Company. He says that, last year, the hon. the First
Minister stated in the Honse, that the regulations of the
Departmont of the Interior were to this effect: the-
policy of the Government was, that along the railway the
lands would be divided into so many' belts, there
would be Bolte A, B, C, 1) and E, anid the first belt
alongside the rai lway would be sold-at-$5 -an acre, the next
$4 an acre, the following $3, the next $2, and thelast $1 an
are. The hon. gentleman, last year, I may observe,
ridieuled the idea of having those lands sold for $4 and
$5 per acre, and thought that after such an exhibition
the hon. the First Minister should disappear and make
place for him. Well, the country thought otherwie. We
passed ýour scheme, and thie year ohere-we ore with this new
sobeme. Well, last year the price was $5 an acre,
and the hon.,gentleman says: "new you are going to give
this Company blocks one mile in frontage and twentyfour
in depth. H1e adds: "Apply to them the rate of $5
or '44 per aere, as the case may be, and yen have an
iminense sum for 4he 25,00,00 acres of hnd. But if the
hon. gentleman applies those prices of $1 and $5
an acre to our seheme, he should apply them like-
wise to the proposed ýsebeme of his hon. friend next to him
(Mr. Mackensie). If it is too high a rate for us, it must
be far -too high a rate for his hon. friend. He knows that
55,600,000 -acres of land-he ! was in the Government
then-

Mr. BLARE. I was net in the Government.

Mr. LPANGE VIN. If the hon.-gentleman was neot in the
Government, he was not opposed to the scheme. le was in
favor of it. Hesupported it. He never separated himseolf
fromn his friends on account of it. At the rate of
$5 an acte for 55,000,000 acres, you will have
$275,000,000. It looks a big sum. The hon. gentleman
smiles at it, no doubt it is laughable, but ho must remember
that ho made the same laughable calculation about our old
scheme, and if he laughs on one side of the mouth he must
also laugh on the other side. My hon. friend at my right
has passed me a calculation to show that a strip of land 100
feet through a township would make 72 acres altogether as
the whole exemption :n the township for all time to come.j
Well, let the hon. gentleman take the Toads in ail our
townships, and lie will flnd many times 72 acres in each that
are not taxed, and why ehould this highwnay, this railway, be
taked? [ was observing that this rate of $5, or $4
should have been applied by the hon. gentleman to the
three different sohemes. He should have shown that thei
$4 or $5 or $3 per. acre applied to the scheme of 1873,
made ueh an amount ; that applied to the secheme ofk
his 1ion. ýfriend (Mr. Mackenzie), it made so much;
and that applied to the present scheme; it made
another amount; and that comparing the three with1
each -other, the amount obtained by the scheme of(
1873 wasleîs than that given by thei scheme of 1875,i
and that the:present scheme was less costly than either.
My hon. friend at my right (Sir C. Tupper), did not
apply tho rate of $1 an acre to our own seheme
and $5 an acre to the stheme of the hon. gentleman.
lie acted .fairly by applying the dollar rate to -both echenes,
and he found that the amount was exactly what I stated int
the beginniug of mysyemarks, that is: In this case, 178,000,
000, while it-wasamnchIargerinaminI8731 and a stili larger
sam according to the ucheme of the bion. gentleman.
Neverheless, the hon. gentleman deela redand he tried 4o0
make the House and the eumantry beiove, that our scheme
wasa bad one. I have no doubt that when the country
boomes aequaited-with the speeches made on both sides,j
theIop4e will jadge us as th«v.did in 1878; they wii seej
that we-have breoght forward a scheme for -the good of thef

Mr. LANGzviN.

country, and the best that could be adeimuder tihe frem=
stances. Hon gentlemen ask us: "Is there-not oeeitrthïing in
that seheme you would prefer not to -sec in it-you would
prefer to sec changed ?" I will answer the hon. genteman
in the same way as we did in 186fi, wh3n we-cmekown
with the scheme of Confederation. We said to theMfonse
that was the best scheme we could present underthe-eirein-
stances. We said to the country, we have not -to deùliith
-an uninhabited country, which will b- settied iir thelntre,
and to which we will have to give laws amd institutions. We
have -not to deal with a country settled by only soe ra-Ce,
and that race having but one religion; we have to doal
with a country settled - by different races, by Eàglilh-
mon, Frenchmen, Sceotchmen, Irishmen and GermanF.
We have to deal with a country where the Protestant
religions and the Roman Cathoie religion, are each pro-
fessed by a large number; we have different institutions,
and special institutions in one of> the Provinces, and those
special institutions are for the French race, who areattached
to them, and wish to keep them-a loyal people, as loyaL
as any other in the Dominion-and, under these
circumstances, we have to consider the interests of all; herc
is a scheme of confederation, and we ask you to pass it as-a
whole. It is a question of compromise; it is a treaty
between the different Provinces; and though there may be
in that scheme-and there were certain thing% that, for my
own part, I would have preferred omitted-nevertheless
1 accepted it asa scheme of compromise, as one that would
secure the future greatness of this country. Why did the
Government do that? Because we were not alone to settle
this question. We were four Provinces, and we had to take
into account the prejudices and the difference of races of
each. But there was something else. We knew there were
outlying provinces, west and east, as well as territories,

which would sooner or later ask for admission into the Con-
federation. Did we treat them as foreign countries ? No;
we said they should have the same institutions und the
same laws as ourselves. Well, Mr. Chairman, in
this ease, in this contract, we are not only one party;
we have to deal with the Syndicate. These gentlemen are
one party and we are the other. We have to make a
contract with these gentlemen for the building of this road.
Shall we say to them: "You must take that or nothing ?" That
is not the way contracts are made. You have to give and take ;
you have to take into consideration the exigencies of the
case; you have to sec whether your terms are acceptable to
the other party, and, after reasoning the matter with him
you find that he is right and that your proposal is not
sufficient, and you have to give more land, or more money,
or other conditions; the result is that you have to agree to
give and take on both sides, to prepare the contract and
sign it. That is what -we have donc. flere is a contiract, and
we say that is the best we can do. I believe it is to the advan-
tage of the country. We shall save money to the country
by adopting it, and I hope the answer will be " yes;" from.-ail
our friends. The next point the hon. gentleman has alluded to
is the sale of land by the Company and by the Government.
The hon. gentleman has gone into a very learned and very
elaborate calculation to show that, while the Company ls
going to make a great deal of money with their land, the
neighboring blocks belonging to the Government will
searcely sell at all. The Company, he says, will seell
thelr lands for $5 an acre, while our .lands,
lying alongside, will not -sell for more thon a
dollar an acre. That -must b the inference eim
the calculations of the leader of the Opposition, because
ie applies his five dollar calculation Vo the COem-
pany's and not to the Glovernment' land. But if the
Company are able to sell their lands at this priee, we are
justified in expecting that the Government's land w1 seI
just as well. I hope the Oompany will sell their lands -iat

five dollars an acre, and that settlers will be glad to pay
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thatprica.; for, thenthe Government will be able to seUl their
land a1ongside at Ahe sameo price, and so recoup
thnSlves 'n a short time. The speech of the hon. gentle-
man eaves us noi>ther conclusion. I think I may say that
theb air inference fron his speech, as published in the
"Debates," is,'that the Company will obtain $10 per
acre, while the Government will not obtain more than
5. I .do not know how he reachod that conclusion.

I tried hard to follow him through his calculations,
but they were so minute and so abundant that, with all my
effort and with all my desire te do the hon. gentleman
justice, I could not follow him all through. But I was able
to gather enough to understand hat his ei culations were
not as fair as Ifwould have expocted from the hon. gentle-
rgan. In connection with this land question he also spoke of
the aurveys. Well, that is something that cuts both ways.
These lands had to be-surveyed into townships, correct
alignments of the land had to be drawn, and
Wer that purpose the Goverument required money.
The Department of the Interior, I have no doubt, will be
able to tell us the cost of the surveys. The hon. gentleman
find fault because the Government will have to survey a
r irtion of these lands. But how ivili they be eurveyed ?
f we are to give blocks of land to the Company, we must

give the outside line of the blocks. But in any case the
surveys would have to be made. They would have to be
made by the Government if we kept tho lands. And whon
we grant these 25,000,000 of acres to the Company, they
will, of course, have afterwards to make their own surveys
te divide the lots-; so that portions of the expenditure, which
otherwise the Government would have had to incur, will be
paid by the Company, that is, if they are to make the
railway profitable, and I, for one, hope they miy do so.
It is te the interest of the country that they may be able to
work the road advantageously and profitably, and if they
should not be able to do so, it would be botter that the
Government should work the road thomsolves. But we aIl
know that a company can work a railway at a less cost and
with a greater profit than a Government can, better even than
0 good a Government as the present Administration. The
hon. gentleman has referred to the obligations and liubilities
of Canada in connection with the railway. He says that they
are undetermined-that they have no finality. I generally
find the hon. gentleman very logical,'but I fail to see his
logic in thie case. My hon. friend the Minister of Railways
says to the louse: the portions of the road which we have
built and the portions which we are now building cost
828,000,000, and thon adds the 825,000,000 which we are to
give to the Company, and the value of the 25,000,000 acres of
lai'd. I think our liabilities in the matter are as well doter-
mined as they could possibly be. Taking the land at $1 per
acre, we have a total of $78,000,000 as the sum we bave to pay.
Surely there is sufficient doterminativeness and finality in
thatealculation to suit hon. gentlemen. But there would be no
finality in the schome of the hon. leader of the Opposition.
I cannot conceive what the people of Ontario or Quebec
have done to the hon. gentleman that he should say to them
that they shall not have a railway. He says: do not build the
railway; leave it to the future to determine the liabilities
of the country. He adds: that the region north of Lake
Superior is so wiId and inaccessible, that it is such a
wilderness that we cannot build a railway there, and that we
muat leave it for future consideration. One hon. gentleman
-- think it was the member for Algoma, who knows
whereof he speaks-informs us that that country is by no
mans. so bad as it is represented; that we would be
agreealdy surprised at its condition if we went through it.
Surely Lhe hon. gentleman cannot complain of the lack of
determinativeness in the matter, when he can arrive at the
cost byso simple a ealculation. The hon. gentleman, who
,evidestlywauted te be facetious, says, that there will be a
fduai relif for the country-and the relief will be that the

-1S

Kinistr Of Railways will be in hi place to present new and
reduoed estimates. I have nodoubtitwil be a relief to
hon,-gentlemen on Is aide ' the House to see my hôn.
friendinoffieo, as Minister of Railways, foi hose tswenty
years; and I have no doubt that the country as wel will be
pleased with the prediction. At aIl events, I think it will
be botter to have my hon. friend here to prepare reduced
estimates, which ho may have exaggerated, than to have
hon. gentlemen opposite in office promising increased
revenues and ail the blessings of a golden age, only to
disappoint a waiting people. We must remember that when
these hon. gentlemen occupied the Goverament bonches
they were found to be not quite equal to the promises they
had made. They say our obligations and liabilities are
undetermined; but I should like to ask if they wereotherwise
when these hon, gentlemen were in office. We lad every
year a speech on our finances ; sometimes very able and very
interesting to the country, and we were promised that there
would be an end of deficits if the House would only
submit to increased taxation. But after waiting year
after year for five years, the result was not a surplus-
not the liabilities determined, not both ends meeting, but a
defiçit of several millions of dollars. I think the country
will agree with the leader of the Opposition, that it is a
great relief to the country that the Minister of Railways
and his friends are on this side of the ouse.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.
Mr. LANGEVIN. Before six o'clock I was coming

to the eighth objection which the leader of the Opposition
urged against this scheme. He stated that the division of
money and lands into three sections was not fair one,
and did not offer a sufficient guarantee to the country,
This matter was well weighed by the Government when we
were discussing the conditions with the Syndicate. By
referring to the contract, we find that there are three
sections, or rather two sections, with one section divided
into two sub-sections; of the central section, 900 miles, go to
the Rocky Mountains-to Jasper House,-and 450 miles
from Jaspar House to Kamloops; the eastern sectioný, of
650 miles, is that north of Lake Superior. By the contract,
the first portion of the central section, 900 mile, is to receive
$10,000 per mile, in money, making $9,000,000, and
11,250,000 acres, which, ut a dollar an acre, are nqual to
$11,250,000, making 820,250,0>0 in money and land. Th3
second portion, 450 miles, is to receive 813,333 per mile, or
$6,000,000 in money, and 7,500,000 acres of land, which, at
a dollar mn acre, are equal to 87,500,000, making
$13,500,000 in money and land. The Lake Superior section
of 650 miles, is to receive in monoy, $15,384 per mile, or
$10,000,000, and in land, 9,6i5 acres per mile, or 6,250,000,
equal to $6,250,u0, making $16,250,000 in land and
money. If you take the land and moncy subsidies
together, you have for the 900- miles to Jaspar louse,
$22,500 per mile; for the 450 miles, through the moun-
tain region in British C$olumbia, 30,000 per mile,
and for the 650 miles of the eastern section, 25,000
per mile. Nevertholess, the hon. gentleman says that
this division is not a proper one, and does not offer a
sufficient guaranteo to the country for the building of the
road. Well, the hon, gentleman should remember that he,
himself, last year, gave us a speech on this qeestiòn, in
which he brought forward figures to show what would be
the amount of money required for those three sections. Of
course, hie object at that time was to show that the railway
would cost a very large sum of money. The hon. gentle-
man was answering the Minister of Railways, and said:

"Of course, the through traffle depends on the road being first-clss,
and we must remember that, after we have spent al the hon. Minister
proposes, we shall have, not a Paciße, but a colonization road. Accord-
mng to the old system of construction, that central section would, cost,
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including the other items I have mentioned, altogether over$42 500,000,
lesaig out entirely both ends. What are the ends tocoSt? aoeo, oo
is, as 1 have stated, the eost from Edmonton -to Barz~ard Inlet on the
West; and from Fort William to Nipissing on the East; the hon. member
for Lambton estimates at a length of about 650 miles, and a cost of
$32,500,000. Thus, the ends make up together $77,000,000; the centre and
the past expenditure, $42,500,000, making a total of $120,000,000."

The hon. gentleman gave us these figures to show what
the road would cost. It was, of course, the object at that
time to show that it would cost an enormous sum of money,
to let every elector in the country know that it would cost
$120,000,000; that we were unable to go on with the road,
and that it would ruin the country to attempt to do so.
That was the cry then. This year we come and say: we are
able to build the whole road for $78,000,000, although only
last year if was to cost, according to the hon. gentleman,
8120,000,000. The fact is, hon. gentlemen opposite do not
want the Pacifie Railway at alil. If wu apply the
hon. gentleman's calculation to the eastern and the
western sections, we will find that every mile of rail-
way in the mountainous section would cost $100,000,
and every mile in the eastern section $50 ,00 a mile.
Well, under our calculations, the western section would cost
830,000 a mile instead of $100,000, and the eastern section
$25,000 a mile. The proportion here given is more favbra-
ble to the eastern section as a guarantee to the Government
than that according to the figures given by the hon, gentle-
man last year. But what is the use of giving them. $100,000
and $50,000 a mile if that money is not required ? The hon.
gentlemen opposite must see that the estimate of the Minister
of Railways, if that was his estimate, could be changed this
year, as in the case of the reduction in the contracts which
brought down the estimate from $38,000,000 to $28,000,000.
Therefore, the Government have ample security in this
amount of money for the-building of the astern as well as
the western section. By the contract these three sections
must proceed simultaneously and vigorously. On lst July
next the work must begin on the eastern as well as on the
central section; this is a condition of the contract, the bar-
gain with the Syndicate, and, at the end of ton years, the
whole railway, the eastern as well as the central and western
sections, must be completed. The prairie section may be
built faster than the others. If so, so much the better. It
will open up the country sooner; emigrants will flow in, and
our lands, as well as the Company's lands, will be the sooner
taken-up. It is a specific condition of the contract that the
two sections be finished within ten years. For this eastern
section we have reserved. 16,250,000 acres to build the 650
miles, and $25,000 a mile. As I stated before recess, it is
now known that the country north of Lake Superior is not
the barren region many people imagine. it appears a
large portion of it is a good country fhat will furnish traffic
to th railway. Fortunately for Ontario it is within its
boundaries, and the railway will open up the country; but
that does not prevent our being sure that this fact was not
quite sufficient to secure the building of that section. The
next objettion of the leader of the Opposition is, that the Com-
pany may build railways where they please; that other
Canadians have not the same privilege, but must come to 1
Parliament for power. Well, the Company may construct
branch lines in the North-West; what harm is there in that ?
Do we ever refuse gentlemen who wish to form a company
permission to build a railway where thère is no other railway,
and where one is wanted ? Never; we always give them a
charter, and they are very often subsidized by the Federal
or local authorities. lu this case the Canadian Pacific
Railwqy Company.does not ask a dollar subsidy either in land
or money t buid those branch linos. They say, we want
that power. We give them 25,000,000 acres, a great deal of
which will notbe near the road ; much of the land may be 50,
100 or 200 miles distant. Hlow are they to reach thosei
lands? They have a great iatereet in those lands. Why ?
Not only because they muet be sold to give then capital1

Mr. LANoiVIN.

to recompense them, but those lands settle' will gvei*wc
tothe main line. So, it is their interest to construet'side
and'branch hnes; and why should it not be so ? ThisToDdii
not te be a sham, but -a railroad or highway frcinrone
end of the countrv to the other; and why not ofer 'ail
facilities for the opening up and settlement of the country ?
But the Company's blocks of land 100 or 200 miles'in the
interior will have on each side blocks belonging to *the
Government, and the Company's branch railways wilt
benefit the Government by opening up its hlands and
enhancing their value. People will not settle 200 milesin
the interior where there is no railroad. I am surprised at
the complaints of hon. gentlemen opposite on this head. I
am sure that the settlers in that country, 10, 20 or 30 years
hence, will not thank them for trying te prevent the Coin-
pany from constructing branch railroads te open upthe
country. The leader of the Opposition says that Canadiana
do not stand on the same footing as the Syndicate. No
doubt, and it is because other people will not belong te the
Company, or assume the-same obligations. Not onlyth4
Company, but the counLry is interested in having branch
lines. It is for the good of that region that such po ers
should be given to the Company. Any other company that
will come to Parliament, will net, I am sure, be eafused
an act of incorporotion. Suppose some eofthe gentlemen living
in Winnipeg wish to have a railroad te the PeacolRiver ;does
any one believe there will be any dificulty in giving them
a charter? This Syndicate could net stand in their way.
They could not prevent other citizens building that road if
they chose. Do we not remember the fanous Bill of the
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)? It favored the con-
struction of al railways in the North-West, not only by a Bill
as we propose, but by giving projectors aid in
money or land. Therefore, if it was then good under the
Government of the hon. member for Lambton-and the
present leader of the Opposition must have favored its
policy-to aid railways to that extent, it cannot bebad in
us to aid them when we are giving neither money nor land.
The next objection the hon. leader of the Opposition'bas
made is this: that the Company will invest only $5,000,000,
and will recoup themselves soon by the sale of their lands.
Well, Mr. Chairman, what objection is there te this?
These lands will be their lands, and they will sell them,
and the money will come into their coffers te recoup them
for the money expended or subscribed by them for the
road. That is the case with every other company that bas
lands to sell and a railway te work. The receipts froin the
sale of lands and traflie go into railway companies' coffef-,
and are devoted to paying expenses and dividends, and I
suppose this Company will be allowed to do the same.
But if these lands are sold, the Syndicate will not carry
them out of the country. These lands must remain
in , the North-West, and, if sold, te wbom nust
they be sold ? They -nust be sold to settlers, and if they be
sold to settlers, we will have obtained exactly the object we
had in view ; that is, te bring settlers to settle in that
country, to open it up, to make it a great country, te have
new provinces in that region. We will have new British
subjects there, mon who will have the same objects in view
that we have, who will elect their representatives, whose
representatives will sit in this hall, if this hall is large
enough to hold them, who will, at all events, sif in Parlia.
ment with us. Th6y will come here and legislate with us,
and they will have the same rights that we posseas. But,
the hon. gentleman complains that this Company wilthave
the advantage of selling these lands and settling tbese
Éettlers there. The object we have in viejw is to eildthe
road. We do net wish -te spend 155,000,000 in' e-sk;but
$25,000,000 in cash and 25,000,000 acres eof land'; and why
should we not do-so? If the hon. gentleman is correcìtifhe
Gompany will recoup themselves by the sale ofthesed
then what becorhes of the affirmation of the hon. géntle-
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Mau « who calls this a monopoly that witt shut
out people from (he , orth-West. How could they
ahut them out if these lands are to be sold
to settlers and.bought by them? You cannot have both
thig. It cannot be a monopoly that will close u pthat
ooun4r and yet recoup themselves by the sale of their

lands toe sttlers. Theb hon. gentleman said they would
become the landlords of the North-West. Well, that cannot
be the case, because. in the fierst place, they will be obliged
to sell the lands in their own interest, and, according to the
hon. gentleman, they would recoup themselves very soon
by the sale of those lands. Of course, tlle Company may,
if he uses the word monopoly in another sense, be a monopoly
in this way: that it is a railway company which willL ave
the traffic of this country over their railway ; but in any
case, such power muEt begiven toa eompany, and it is botter
to give it to a powerful than to a weak company. But the
hou, gentleman, following his argument, said, as I stated
a moment ago, that the Syndicate would be landlords of the
North-West. Weil, as I have stated, they cannot be the
laidlords of the North-West, for the very good reason that,
out of 250,000,000 acres of land there, they
will have only 25,000,000, or one-tenth of the whole.
But the hon. gentleman, in his foar, bas forgotten that, in
his position as leader of the Opposition, in that high
position which his talents and the confidence of the Liberal
party give him, a throat should not b tbrown here to
Parliament. He told us tbat the men who will sottle there
wonld b less than mon if they allowed such a law to stand.
" You tall-, said ho, of sendi'ng Irishmen to the North-West !"
The hon. gentleman would wish those mon to do-what ?
To prevent this Company baving the power that they possess
under this measure. He says the settlers would o less
than men if they allowe i such a law to stand.

Several Hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. LANGEVIN. That law would stand as long as

Parliament wished it to stand; and if Parliament wisbed
toabolish the law, I suppose the Company would be treated
as any other company, or as any individual, and be indemni-
flied for the loss of their righta.

Mr. MILLS. Hear, har.
Mr. LANGEVIN. If yqu go and take from that

Company a portion of their lands, of course, you miust give
them compensation for that. Perbaps the principles of
the hon, gentleman who e ays " hoar, hoar," are different
from these.

Mr. MILLS. lear, hear.
Mr. LANGEVIN. I would be very sorry that in this

country we would ever say: property is robbery. Property
is not robbery. Property is e of the great foundations of'
society, and, therefore, I am astonished that the hon.
gentleman, who holds a prominent position in his party,
who has been a Minister of the Crown, should propound
such a doctrinehere. I have no doubt that Parliament will
never assent to such a doctrine in any case, whether it is
this Company, or whother it is an individual, or whether it
is a man who is an agent of a company that is
dishiked. Parliament will always do justice. Parliament
always -does justice. It is one of the great features of duri
logislation that, whenever au acquired right or a riht of
prope h las been put in danger, Parliament bas alwaysi
indenified the parties that have suffered.

Mr. MIJ . Not always,
Mir. LANGEVIN. Of course, the hon. gentleman will

perist in his views; I cannot change them. His views are
very vanced, but I doubt very much whether, in this
Pariament, he would find.any supporters in a course of
that kind. Lot-him try-it.

Mr.IfTJ.fS Question.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Lot him come with a motion, aud see
whether Parliament will assent to such a doctrine,

Mr. MILLS. You have sne a Bill before the Housc.

Mr. LANGEVIN. If the hon. gentleman will allow me te
return to the subject which is under consideration, thon,
when ho brings in the bill he speaks of, I will be ready te
meet him. The last Portion of the remarks of the new
leader of the Opposition on this point goes fhrther
than we might believe. He ays, ii effect, speaking
of the sending of Irishmen to the North-West, that no Irish-
men are required 'No Irish need apply." They are not to
go to the North-*est; that is reserved to thehon. gentle-
men on that side of the louse, and no Irishmen are to be
allowed thore. We generally find Englishmen, Scotchmen,
Prenchmen and Irishmen working together on the railways,
trying to do thoir part there; and we know perfectly well
that the Irish are not less industrious,less useful laborers than
tho others. But what does the hon. gentleman want? I have
no doubt you remember hie speech in 1874. He would prefer
Chinese labor. He would profer the Chinese to the Irish.
I do not object to the Chinese, when they are here in the
country, so long as they respect the laws and are good
citizens; butwhat Isay is this,lèt our own fellow countrymen,
the Irish, who leave their beautiful island, come bore
by all means. There is plenty of labor and land in this
country for them, and they will be received as friends, and
not as focs. I now come to a very important point-a very
important remark made by the hon. leader of the Opposition.
Ho says he is in favor of an eastern connection, but not at an
enormous expenditure. He does not want the Lake Superior
section at all events for the presont, and prefers the Sault
Ste. Marie lino. He says that the line would bo 87 miles
longer than the proposed line by the north of Lake Superior,
but that we would have it seven, years soonor. Well, Mr.
Chairman, that is not exactly in accordance with the views
of the hon. gentleman last year. Now, he says, here is the
eastern connection to the north of Lake Superior, it is too
costly; don't lot us have that; let us have the Sault Ste Marie
lino that will bring you through the United States to Mani-
toba. The hon, gentleman will remember that the policy of
this Parliament bas not been to have a railway going through
a foreign country, nor to expend millions upon an Inter-
colonial railway to the est and a Pacific Railway to the west
for the purpose of having a road through the United States
of America. We want a road on British soil; we want a road of
our own, for the maintenance of British institutions upon this
continent. We want a road that will be a benefit to Canada
and the Canadianse; but we do not want a road that will Jead
our emigrants through the Unted States, and have them
thon carried away te the western prairies of the United
States, and lost to Manitoba and the North-West. If the
bon. leader of the Opposition wants a road of
that kind, why did ho not, when Le was on these
benches, come with his Sault Ste. Marie scheme, i4
ho had that intention ? But, no ; he was not sure.
Ie knew that ho could not have that eastern connection
by the north of Lake Superior; ho could not get
a company, ho had not the means at hie disposal, and ho
newer spoke of the alternative. But now let us see what
the hon. gentleman stated last year. It is very interesting,
because it shows wbat the policy of the Opposition was
towards the est of Canada, and when I speak thus I mean
the region from Lake Nipimsing to the eat, inelading
Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. Lot us see
what was the policy of the hon. gentlemen on the other
side as to the eat, and what we might expect from them
if they were on these benches. I do not wish to be too
long on a matter of this kind, but I think that the House
wil bear with me while I read sone extraots from the
speech of the bon. gentleman. Ido not ask tho permission
of the hon. gentlemen on the other aide, because it is a
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speech of thcir own leader, and, of course, they will be glad
to hoar it again. Theb hon. gentleman said:

"We must not altogether forget the eastern connection. The bon.
gentleman has not been altogether oblivious of that part of the through
line. It was politic on his part to throw out some faint hopes of the cons-
truction of that link. Quebec has spent some $l1,000,000, which she can
ill afford, for the construction of a railway principally designed to tap
the Pacific trade. Quebec bas stretched ber arms out towards the great
west, as far as this city, and the questioneis, how soon is she to get further,
how soon that great expenditure is to be productive of the benefits
expected? I am glad to know her road is paying something as it is; but
what Quebec expected was not simply that itslshfld pay, while it is new
and cheaply worked, some fraction of the interest on the cost of construc-
tion, but that it would pour a great tide of traffic into ber principal cities,
and bring prosperity into her midst. But unlessand until an eastern
connection Of some1 ind is made, these expectations of the Province of
Quebec,'on the faith of which she proceeded to construct her railway,
cannot be realized. My hon. frien felt that. I should hot be surprised
- I do not know anything about it-but I should not be surprised if My
hon. friend had beeu told something of that sort in private. 1 should not
be snrprised if some hon. member from Quebec had forcibly expressed te
him, i4 privite; the saine observations which I bave now made in public.
I should not be surprised if it had been indieated to him, in lange as
strong as was consistent with the politeness due to a .powerful Mnister,
that it wasessential that he should throw out, at any rate, somae ray of
hope, however faint, thatat some early day the Quebec Railway should
be .connected with the through line; that he should say to the members
fromn Quebe: _Gentlemen, at the present -time we can only burn the
candleu in the middle, and at -the western end, but the time will come
sooner than you expect wheu we will be burzing it in the middle and at
hoth ends, 'when it will be alight in the-east also? That is in fact, what
the hon. gentlemnâ« bas : vaguel suggested to us to-night. But
ny hon. fiends from Quebee will -consider how nearer they will
be to the attainment of a connectioa with the Pacific Railway by
engaging immediately -to construct the western end, and to spen
according to the revised estimatesy .$30,000,000 in British Colum-
bia. They will -ensider how much it ls going to hastien the day in
which our surplus çash will enable us to make the connection for which
they long, to fling $30,000,000 into that 'Brown Country,' which is
depited in the hon. Miiséter's ap. They will judge whether our purse is
like the 'idow's cruise of oil, in which, however much you may draw
frora it, there will always remain enough. They wil consider whether
even out of our dbundance, eten out of our prosperity, even with our
large capacity for raising lon and obtaining-moneys, we will be all the
better ale to deal with the eastern end, because we are commencing now
to build the -western end. The will reflect upon the possibility, nay, I
will say thé dtrbng probabilitytSaf the effort to build the western end,if so
precipitately en aged i, may crush this country, destroy the whole
scheme,and rener impossible for all time, or, at any rate, fora very long
time7 to attempt an eastern connection. According to his fashion, the
hon. gentleman was not quite consistent in this matter. He was atpains
to point ont, in ordero soothe the amxions fears of bis friends and sup-
portera, that the Government was in a position to go slowly. This con-
tract, he sys, contains slauses which give an absoluste power to stop the
workat any timeI; and if we find te resources of this country are goig
to be too heavily weig ed down by building this 125 miles in British
Columbia, depend upon it we will stop. We are not going fast; we are
going slow. We-ext however, within ten years, having saved that ten
millions I have speen of, to do this much, atany rate ; but we will not
engage to do it- within ten years. We do not consider ourselves
bound te British Columbia to do it by 1890, and we will not
do it within ten -years if it presses to beavily on our resour-
ces. So much was necessary in order to soothe the fears of those who
dreaded that the taxation would be toc great and the expenditure
too rapid. But then the honorable gentleman had to draw back, and
in order to show that even al that expenditure would not indefi-
nitely postpone the workat the eastera end, had to show 'the silver trim-
ming'-I tink the hon. Finance Minister calls it-he had to show the
' silver trdmming' of the cloud; and he said in effect - ' So confident am
I of the Success of my scheme that I will not name the day in which the
blushing East shall be married to the rosy West, but it wilI be very
much sooner than any of you expect.' One moment he said.: 'I will go
slowly inthe West, beeause the work may be too heavy for us-don't be
afraid, Uand the next moment he exclaimed : 'I can get on so fast In
the West that I shall be able to begin in the East quite soon-don't be
afraid.' Such were the hon. Minister's consistent statements. Well, I
say that these: suggestions are intended, no doubt, to be satisfactory
and consolatory, aud, perhaps, they will prove so ; but to uy mmd,
looking at this from a practical point of view, I believe that the sugges-
tions of the hon. gentleman are impracticable of execution, and that it
May be found out of the question to commence the eastem -end until we
have got through the centre nd the western end, if -the werk is to be
c tmied on according teahig rebàet and bis views, which, I believe, as
they stand, are beyond the resources of the country. Quebec may expect
the eastern egd tobe comMeneed when-the western road'is finished-that
i; thaÏ it-will'bh begu in 1890, and may bedfnished in 18 , and I hope
zhey w i ait bative to enjoy it.

That is what the hon, gentleman said last year, when
he was speaking to the Quebec members. Re was looking
for their lsupport, and he told them that the Quebec mem-
bers lwere not properly treated by te Government of

MIr, L G&NEViq.

the country, that their interests were neglected, and tht
the eastern connection of this sction to the north of Lake
Superior had been postponed,.because they wanted toexpend
thirty millions of dollars in British Columbia, and the
reven aes of the country were not sufficient; that ourpusea
were not large enough, o do more than thé Britiëh
Columbia lino, therefore poor Quebec was left in thebhadk
ground. The east was being neglected, said thehon. gentle-
man; but if ho could only have the chance of coming back to
these bonchee, what would be not do for poor Quebec ?
By all means, said he, bring me back, give me another
chance for five years, and I will do what I have , not
lone' for the last five years; give me the chance to give

you the railway that this bad Government will not give
you. Lot us see now, Mr. Chairman, what the hon. gen-
tleman tells us to-day. We have this proposed raiiway,
and we come before Parliament with a contract and a
Syndicate, and what do we find? We flud that not only
the central section, not only the western section, but the
eastern section is secured. The hon. gentleman sees at once
that this section being secured, Ontario, Quebec and the east
will have connections with the Pacifie Railway. He sees, at
once, that his spëech of last year. will be quoted here,
and that it would be known to all that the bad Govern-
ment which was not favorable to the east had secured the
connection for which these poor Quebecers had expended their
$11,000,000. But the hon. gentleman is a cùnning fox-I
hope that is not an unparliamentary expression-I tbink
that it is a proper one, but I do not mean it to be unparlia-
mentary.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not object to it.
Mr. LANGEVIN. I am pleased that ho does not object

to it ; he says that he does not object to anything that I say
because it will not hurt him. He is not so invulnerable as he
thinksl he is, or would appear to be, and though my blows
may not be so hard as the blows of some other members of
the House, I may say, without presumption, that some of
my blows have been felt by the hon. gentleman. At all
events the hon. gentleman is a cunning fox, and eeing that
he would be called upon to support the policy that ho pro-
pounded last year, he says: "No; do yo not see that it is not
to your interest as Quebecers; do you not see the true
pelicy is to leave that out and build the Sault Ste. Marie
line ?" Why he, an Ontario man, putting himself above all
party consideration, above all local consideration, says:
"You see that the railway will bring down all the trade of
the west and the trade of the United States, North-West,-
where? To Montreal. And, therefore, you gentlemen of
Quebec, will you not lend me a hand and support my
measure when you see that by my project of the Sault Ste.
Marie line I am urging the trade te Montreai and Quebec.
Therefore, you must stand by me and not support the
Government. And you members coming frem Qntario
do you not see that this Government is not loking
afier your intereste, that if you follow them you
will follow themn to your loss? But come with
me and I will take care of you. I will guard your
interests." I tell the hon. gentleman that he need not
expoet that they will do anything of the kind." Hôn.
gentlemen snd a-large majority of this House knowperfectly
well thnt this i4 as goed a seheme for thé construction of
the railway as could be laid befòre Paliament. Itsn a
scheme which will secure the construction of the oad-a
scheme which will subserve the interests of al seetionsof
Canada, and giveous a railway on Britieh Canadian territory,
inatoad of one which would carry a portion of our ýtrde
through the United Statee, and carry away im'nigrata$rom
Manitoba. We know full well what id ocourrig.every.
day in connection with the western provinces and tîrritoriù
of Canada: thdt we are obliged to send our imumignaat
through the Uinited States, and that t every station we .nd
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fuiiefrom the American land and railway companies
càfliogupon thSe immigrants to go to beautiful Kansas
and tho..other western territories of the United States.
They tellthem toget upon the cars and go to a country
where they will find friends, but not to go to Manitoba which
l au inhosp4table country. They say: " Do yon not sec this
littie pamphlet ? It contains a speech from one of your
Met prominent men in Canada, the leader of the Opposition;
we do not deceive you forthere is nis photograpb." So they
go to the jnited States, and hon. gentlemen call their conduct
patriotie! I think, Mr. Chairman, I have dealt with most of
te arguments brought forward by the hon. gentleman, but as
there are others to follow they will doubtless take up any
points which I may have omitted. I believ, ut all events,
that I have shown how we were induced, in the first place,
to undertake the building of this railway, that the diferenît
Governments which have succeeded one another have
adopted a policy for its construction. I have shown what
exertions have been made, the plans which have been sub-
mitted, and the sacrifices which have been demarded from
Parliament and the country in uach case. I have shown,
by taking the price of the lands at $1 per acre, that the
amount in cash and land which we ask Parliament to agree
to give the Syndicate-this amount expended and to bu
expended is $78,000,000-is the smallest by far of any of the
sums which have been mentioned in the past as the probable
cost of the railway. I have shown, moreover, that not only
will the railway be built by the Syndicate, but worked for
all time to come, and that we have sufficient guarantees in
our hands to ensure both these objects. I have shown, with
regard to the exemption from taxation, that it is only a
tem rary matter, and that the quantity of land which is
te b.exempt for all time to come is equal to about
72 acres per township; that in those townships we
have in Ôrdinary roads ten or, perhaps, twenty times as
much land that is in the same position, and will never be
taxed, and that, therefore, tils great railway which will
afford the settlers a means of access to the markets of the
wold will cost them nothing but the amount they would
derive from the taxes of those seventy-two acres of land in
each townsbip. I bave shown that ibis contract is one wh.ea
should as a wbhole receive the asseut of Parliament, though
there may be some of its conditions which som- hon.
gentleman would have preferred to have scen omitted.
When the great scheme ofConfederation was before thellouse
we found that one member objected to one clause and
another to another, but the promoters of that scheme said:
Is.itnota beneficial change, as a whole, agreat improvement
upon the present state ofthings? The assentof Parliament
was given to it, and people havt benefitted largely by the
institutions conferred upon us in 1867. The leader of the
Opposition asks, why so monstrous a contract as this was
brought down to Parliament ? I tell him that it was to
seure Our institutions, to increase our population, to enrich
this country.

Mr. RYMAL. Hear, hear.
Mr. LANGEVIN. ~Yes; I say to enrichi tis country.

the hon. member who came to Parlianent ut the same time
that I did myself, knows that a farmer who borrows
meney to build a bouse or barn is certain that, though
hegoes into debt, his loan must soon be repaid by the
producta of the land. The same principle holds good
in building the railway, for it muast open the country
for settlement. It is Often asked why more people do not
settle Qn our lands in the North-West, but every one
knows that the tide of emigration will not flow into that
ourtry, tiat its resources will not bu dveeloped, until a
railway gives its people communication witlr the markets
of the, wo-ld. We want to people also the North-West. We
cnnat people the .North-West otherwise. With all our
eXtrtions, and with ail the powerful umchinery the

Government can have at its dispoal to bring emigrants to
tbia country,we cannot bring more than 16,000 or 20,00) a
year; but with this powerful Syndicate, having ail their
interests for the future in bringing emigrants to this
country, to co-ope-ate with - thé Government, we shall
certainly secure an immigration which will at leaut be equal
to the immigration which we have seen flowing for years into
tho United States of America. la fact, Mr. Chairman, we
intend, by this railway, to make. tbis country one of the
most prosperous and powerful on this continent. With our
small population, the time bas not yet come when we may
speak of our country as a powerful nation. Not many
years ago the United States had a population not larger
than, ours, but now they are one of the most powerful
nations of the earth ; and wby should we not have an
equally brilliant career ? We have as good a country as
theirs; our population is composed of as good elements
as theirs; our population is as prolitie as theirs,
and the immigration from the British Isles bas not
diminished that quality. Before many years we shall have,
in Canada, a large population, and with population we shall
have wealth, and with wealth and population we shall have
power. This continent is not to be entirely in thel bands of
the United States. Providence bas ruled that there should
be another great power in the north of this continent, that
our institutions sbould bu different from theirs, that they
should be modelled on the great,free and beautiful institutions
of England, that we should hold forth these institutions as
a model for other nations, and that, with these institutions
side by side with those of the United States, we should
show the world that we can prospor, live happy, and
possess ail desirable liberty under the British zag. Of
course, hon. gentlemen may or may not rise above mure
partizanship. lon. gentlemen may or nay not see that
this is one of those gredt measures that a party even in
Opposition should not hesitate a moment to support. This
is one of those rare opportunities that publie men have to
show how they can appreciate great measures, and how
they can foresee the future of their country. This is a
measure which we, ut ail events, as public men, as the
representatives of the people of this country, as t.he repre-
sentatives of the representatives in Parliament, consider
will be the crowning act of our lives; and for m(y own
part, having taken a prominent part in the bringing about
of the Coufederation of these Provinces, and having
contributed my mite to the present condition of the
count ry, I shali bu proud to have contributed also, as a
member of the party, as a member of the Government, to
the bringing about of a settlement of this great question ;
and when the day shall come for me to retire from
Parliament and go back to private life, I shall be happy
that, this day, I had the good fortune, not only of holding
a seat in this louse, but also of being one of the memberé
of the Government that were called upon to submit this
great measure to this Parliament.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, for
seventeen years, more or less, I have had the honor ofsitting
in Parliament, along with the hon. the Minister of Public
Works. During that period I have often had the pleasure
ot hearing that hon, gentleman address the Hlouse, and it is
but common justica to him to say that, on the great majority
of those occasions, he was not only clear, but often forcible
in his presentation of the subject. If, therefore, on the
present occasion, I cannot congratulate the hon. gentleman
on having attained bis wonted lucidity or bis wonted force.
I a'm bound to believe that the difficulty is not in him, but
in the unhappy character of the subject with which
he as been forced to deal. We have heard, at very
great length indeed, the views of two important members
of theI Ministry-the bon. the Minister of lfailways and
the hon. the Minister of Publia Works-on thiswhich they
most rightly çall one of the greatest questions whioh hau
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ever engaged the attention of the people of this country*
Mr. Ohairman, it is instructive, and it is interesting, too, te
observe the rather remarkable difference in tone and mode
of treatment in a great measure adopted by those two hon.
gentlemen. I allow much for the difference in character

tween these two ornaments of the Ministry, but the fact
is that, whereas, when the hon. the Minister of Railways
brought this measure before us, three days ago, no
words were too strong, no language too glowing, to
describe the prize whieh the happy peeple of Canada
were about to obtain ; although we were told that this was
absolutely and in itself the best possible bargain that could
be made-and, if he had only inserted the words "for the
contractors," I would wholly agree with him-although
that hon. gentleman, with all the force oflanguage and all
the volume of voice for which he is remarkable, enforced
npon us that we were the most happy people under the
sun, not merely to enjoy such a Government, but to have
an opportunity of ratifying such a measure; although he
told us-and the hon. the Minister of Public Works, perhaps,
has borrowed a little from his hon. colleague-that it
was the proudest moment of his life when he came to lay
this measure before us; although he told us, if I understood
him aright, that the fact of his being a prominent party in
conducting this negotintion would enable him to leave a
substantial legacy to h;s children after him, and, perhaps,
it may bo s--

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman stands in
ihis House, Mr. Chairman, making a statement which lie
know8 is as utterly at variance with that whieh I made as
it is possible for language to .convey. I am astonished
that even that hon. gentleman should bo willing so to
lower himself.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I take the oppor-
tunity of saying that we are not dealing with men whose
characters and antecedents in managing Pacifie contracts
are not wholly unknown to us. The hon. gentleman must
stand here and must boar to be reminded of all those
circumstances which attended the inception of a former
Pacifie Rlailway contract, and I am strietly in my order
and in my right in referring to them. What ho said was
that: "If he had no other bequest to leave to his children,
this would be the proudest legacy he could desire to
leave." If I am te understand, Sir, that it is not a
substantial legacy, but merely a legacy of fame, I admit
the correction; I am sorry for my mistake, and I am
sorry for the poor children. However, Sir, one hon.
gentleman telle us that this ie a wise plan, carefully
matured, carefully considered, deeply studied, with the aid
of my hon. friend from Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott). The other
hon, gentleman insinuates that, after all, it was rather a
necessity forced upon the Ministry, that it was a question
of compromise, a matter of give and take. If the compromise,
if the give and take, had been fairly apportioned, I would
not object, but this has been wholly and entirely a question
of concession and grant from the people of Canada to the
gentlemen of the Pacifie Railway Syndicate, We must
swallow it whole ; we must swallow it without notice,
without that due information which my hon. friend
demanded and had a right to obtain; and why ?
The res-n ip, Sir, lest the people of Canada might come
too soon and too early te a conviction that their righits
were being trampled on and their property was! ed.
But, Sir, whence the difference in lone between these two
hon. gentlemen ? Why is it they talk in tbis
depreciating style of a bargain on Friday, which, on
Tuesday, was lauded to the skies. What bas happenedj
in the interval to cause this wonderful change ? Well, Sir.1
this has happened. My hon. friend beside me (Mr. Blake)i
has addresed to tis House winged words, which have,
gone abroad, from one end of thie country to the other, and

S ir 1MARilb J. CARTWIGHT,

which are now going abroad from one end of this countij,
to the other, and, following up his argument, he as shown
the flouse how grossly ignorant, how grossly incompetent;
how grossly unaware of meaning of very important clauses
contained in the construction of this contract, is the hon. the
Minister of Railways, in whose especial charge it was.
Now, there were certain matters which the hon. Minister
of Public Works was called upon to show. Ie was
called upon to show why the construction of the Sault
branch, at the present time, would not answer all the
ends of Canada, and particularly of Quebec. He was called
upon to justify the extraordinary monopoly which, by
this contract, he proposed to givo. Ie was called upon
to show why, if we ever desired to free ourselves from the
monstrous bargain we are entering into, we should be asked
to pay such an enormous ransom. He was called on to show
how the Government, containing men of such experience añd
knowledge of public affairs, could have perpetrated the extra-
ordinary error to which my hon. friend alluded. On not one
of these points could we get any distinct or accurate infor-
mation as to lis views or those of his Government. It was
almost as hard to find out his real opinion on these points as
to find out what had become of that mysterious $32,000 of
which le became possessed at the time of the last Pacifie
contract. I can very well understand that these gentlémen
do not like to be reminded of the crime which eight years
ago hurled them from power, although it is appropriate to
this discussion to show the mode and manner in which the
uast Pacifie contract wae managed; but as it appeau te ho
unpepular with the intelligent and virtuous supporters of
hon. gentlemen opposite, I shall not waste thé time of the
House in reviving it. The hon. Minister of Railways said
that, looking at this matter as he did, he was surprised that
members on this side of the House should oppose this
contract. Looking atit on party grounds, and in his anxiety
for the welfare of the Liberal party, he bas most earnestly
advised us to preserve a judicious reticence in treating this
question. He was so anxious that the Liberal party should
not put themselves absolutely in the wrong, that he advised
us to let this measure pass with the merest perfunctory
criticism. N ow, Sir, for once in my life I wholly agree
with the hon. gentleman. Were it possible for me to
regard this from apurelypartystandpoint,andwere it possible
to treat this not as as a question involving the interests of
Canada, but simply as involving the interests of the Liberal
party, I would quite agree with the hon. Minister of
Railways and would say: let this measure pass; let the
country understand what it is these men are about Le inflict
upon it. This Bill, to us, would bç a real election bonanza.
I have no doubt that some, at any rate, of theée gentlemen
may expect to find it an election bonanza in quite another
sense. But, Sir, I say that this Bill, in every clause, every
important feature, appears to me to have been so drawn as
to offend every honest instinct, every wholesome prejudice,
of every important class from one end of the Dominion to
the other. I do not care whether you appeal to the farmer, the
merchant, the trader, or to the judgment of the advaneed poli-
tical thinker, each and all will, from his own standpoint, find
that there is enough, and more than enough, to induce him
to condemn the agreement to the uttermostr We have land
monopolies and railway monopolies, and, more, we have, to
all intents and purposes, the control of four-fifths of the
territory of the North-West handed over to a corporation
which, if not directly hostile, las at any rate confliétiñg
intereste with ours. This is to be done with a country
which,for geographical reasons,it would be extremelydificult
for the people of Canada to retain in the Dominion if irny
serious disaffec tion sbould occur there. We have been asked
to give a careful and attentive perusal to this remarkable
document. Well, Sir, within the last few days I have done the,
best in my power togive it a carefülperusaland Ihave arifen
from that perusal with the firm conviction that it wotld be
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utterly impossible for those gentlemen to have made it
worse in any one particuhar. I must say it is a question
of some considerable wonderment to me how those hon.-
gent emen could have been induced to come down and lay
this measure before Parliament at all- I have been
accused, I need not say how unfairly, of not rating the
hon. gentlemen opposite very highly either mentaliy or
morally; but I -have always admitted that there were
among then at least two or three men of unquestionable
ability, even if they-were of still more unquestionable
unscruplousness. 1 say, that I cannot understand on
any reasonable hypothesis,how thesegentlemen wore induced
to bring this agreement down. I may say there are three
alternatives, or three hypotheses, which present thomselves
to my mind, and which alone can, it seems to me, account
for this most remarkable document. One solution of the
diffleulty would be that the Ministers had become temporarily
demented. I cannot understand, -Sir, how any gentlemen,
b aving their experience, their knowledge, knowing, as I
must presume they know, somothing of the pasthistory of'
this country, could have brought this down if they really
were in their sound senses. There is a second hypothesis.
Perhaps it might be said of them as a cer-
tain lady in Don Juan said ofb er husband, " They
were not so much nad as bad." - Recollecting their ante-
cedents and past history, I say we cannot wholly dismiss
from our minds the hypothesis that this contract may have
beenobtainedty improper means. Knowirg what bas hap-
pened in the past, we know too well what may possibly have
happened now. I do not say that that is my own opinion, but
undoubtedly that theory is not one to be lightly dismissed,
particularly when fronm one end of the country to the other
we find wise and experienced business men asking them-
relves whether the naine of the Minister of Railways which,
I sec upon the last page of this document, really neans the
agent of the party of the first part or the agent of the party
the second part thereto. There is a third hypothesis, very
ably and eloquently put forward by my lion. fricnd beside
me (Mr. Blake), viz: that this document is introduced
because these men, by their own excecding folly, had
rendered themselves utterly hîelpless to deal with the
other parties to this contract. For - myself, Sir,
I say frankly that I- incline to this view. Look at the
position in which these hon. gentlemen had placed
themselves. TheSV had g<ne to England; they had made
repeated declarations, when in England, that they
came in a position to complete tho contract
on advantageous terms. Ve were told by their
organs, from one end of the cou ntry to the other, that when
these gentlemen appeared on the scene in London, the
Rothschilds, Barings, Glynns, Mills, and other noted
capitalists of England and France, who had money to invest
were jostling and crowding at the doors of the Ministers
begging and praying for permission to construct the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. The bon. Minister of Railwayi,
was good enough to tell us a good deal of the extraordinarily
favorable impression which ho and bis collengues had
made in England. He was good enough toItell us much
respecting that remarkable and most accurate piece of in-
formation which the bon. Minister of the Interior had
communicated to Lord Beaeonsfield, touching the great
influx of American settlers from Minnesota, Dakota,
Wisconsn and Michigan, who were going into our
territories in the North-West, to fill and people those desert
plains, as he calls them. But, Sir, I fear that, if the truth
were known, the impression produced by that right bon.
gentleman and his friends in England was hardly quite so
favorable as the lovers of their country could desire. Sir,
we know what the liondon Economist, a paper ofvery high
standing, said ofthe doings of those gentlemen. Here is an
extract from the London Exaniner, a paper also of
influence:

4 The Dominion 'Ministers have grosly mismanaged their mision.
They have repeiled confidence when they ought to have naeurished raith.
They have created distruat wben they should have cultivated hope, and
they have been mysterious and fussy at the 4ame time. Tbey have
fiourished about their objeet, and have inspired communications that
have proved te be misleading. The upshot is that, with the bet inten-
tions, perbaps, thèy have cast no credit on the Canadian Pacific
Railway."

That is the account of the great credit which redounded
to the Dominion of Canada from the actions and conduct of
these hon. gentlemen during their long mission to Europo.
I will show them, before I sit down, that their conduct on
this side of the Atlantic bas in no degree detracted from
the opinion fbrmed of them by emiment and impartial
persons on the other side of the Atlantic. In this contract,
we have the resuit of the greatest ignorance and incapacity,
to say no worse, brought into contact with practical
ability and experience. Now, Sir, I do net care which of
my three hypotheses you adopt, whether you say that these
hon. gentlemen were, as in my first hypothesis, crazy; or,
as in my second, bought; or, as in my third, sold.
Possibly, there may have been a little of all three. I do not
protend to say that any cash passed between the high con-
tracting parties, bût if they do hereafter extend an alms to
thoir Ministerial bondsmen, who can say it bas not been
well earned. I say, Sir, that this document is net a
bargain, but a capitulation, and a capitulation
without the honors of war, the terns of which were dictated
to those hon. gentlemen by the agent of the
the Syndicate. Now, lot me be understood distinctly. i1
attach no blame whatever to the gentlemen of the Syndicate
fortheir part in this transaction. Quite the contrary. Theyhave
shown themselves most capable business men, and I wish to
heaven the interests of Canada had been half as well servod
by our agents as the interests of the Syndicate were by
theirs. of the Bill i e1 I find it difficult to speak with
patience. Like my hon. friend I regard it as simply a
monument of folly. i say that, in this Bill, every lesson
which ought to have been drawn from the past
experience of the United States has been deliberately disre-
garded ; that every lesson which ouglit to have boen drawn
from the past history ofthis country, whether as exemplified,
by the dealings with land questions in a great part of Lower
Canada, or in the Province of New Brunswick, or Prince
Edward Island, or the Province of Ontario, has been set at
naught. Wbat have we done? We have boughtout, at a
considerable cost, one groat monopoly, and at a bundred fold
greater cost we are about to croate another and
far more dangerous monopoly. Every reasonable
protection which the history of late ovents in the United
States have taught us, appears to have been deliberately
neglected; every danger whichwe ought to have taken care
to avoid seems to have been invited; every clause appears
to have been drawn against us; and it is quite apparent,
from what happened the other day, that the Minister who
brought down the document dld not even take tbe trouble to
compare the clauses which ho cited. I say, that the price
which we are called upon to pay to theso gentlemen for the
task they have undertaken, is a most extravagant price,
when we take into consideration the present actual value of
the lands they are about to receive. I say, further, that a vory
large amount of this expenditure is utterly useless, and
will be rendered still more useless by certain extraor-
dinary provisions of this contract, to which I shall, before i
sit down, call your special attention. I say that they have
taken no care whatever, as we did, to ensure that those
lands should be sold at moderato termas to actual settlers;
that they have delivered the whole of the North-
W est, tied hand and foot, to this Complany ; that they evade
altogether the most important question of rates to which
my hon. friend most properly called attention; that they
have weighted us down with a most tremendous fliture
obligation, which will cost, not one, but hundreds of millions
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should the people of Canada pass this Act, and, at a future
time, try to relieve themselves from its burden. This can
only b considered as a most fitting sequel to the original
bargain by which we bound ourselves, for the
sake of some petty political ends, to gratify some
petty personal vanity, to execute a bargain which every
man of sense in Canada knew to be utterly impossible
of fulfilment at the time it was made. This is an abdication
of all the rights and duties of Government througbout
the best portion of an enormous territory jn
favor of a private company. We are about,
virtually and substantially, to give up the control of
the North-West. Only one thing is lacking, and possibly
my hon. friend oppesite will, at his leisure, as we have
practically given away our civil rights over
this country, construet a clause which will give
to its new masters power of life and death over
every one in the North-West. Now, I will proceed to
descant on the chief and leading blundèrs which appear
to me to have been committed in this document. I may be
accused possibly of indulging in repetition. It is not easy for
any Iman, after the exhaustive speech of my hon. friend (Mr.
Blake) to go over this ground without appearing, to some
extent, to repeat what he bas already said, and said better
than I can say it. But I say this is a case in which 'we
should not bo afraid of repetition, in endeavoring
to make every man, woman and child, in Ontario,
and the Dominion at large, as cognizant as
we are ourselves of the crimes and errors of which this
document is full. Now, I say that the first and greatesti
blunder is the blunder which my hon. friend pointed out, of
needlessly and uselessly attempting at this moment to con-
struct the line north of Lake Superior, when a vastly more
easily constracted line at a vastly smaller cost would supply
all possible needs of Quebec and of Canada. I say that is a
most grave and serions blunder. I am not myself wholly
indifferent to the sentimental question on which the hon.
Minister of Public Works has dwelt. Other things being
equal, I would greatly prefer to sece this road running from end
to end through British territory; but when we are called upon
to expend $20,000,000 or $25,000,000 for the purpose of
building this rond entirely through British territory, and
when we see, by other provisions in this document, that if
we.spend this money, subsequent provisions will render the
expenditure almost entirely nugatory, when we know, at
the same time, that by expending what would construct the
first sixty miles of the rond we are about to build, we
would attain alt the advantages for Canada, all
thé advantages which could ever flow from the construc-
tion of the north shore line, and, at the same time, bring
to us the trade of an enormous portion of the most fertile
part of the United States,-it does seem to me the very
perfection of stupidity and blindness to insist on throwing
away $20,000,000 when $1,000,000 would give all the trade
you could compass by the larger expenditure Moreover,
there is the strongest internal evidence in this document
that, whatever the Government may say, the gentlemen of
the Syndicate do not intend to construct the line north of
Lake Superier. W hen you look at the enormous propor-
tion. of land and money which is assigned to the
central section and the comparatively very small proportion
assigned to this ame north. shore line, you see quite
clearly that if the time comes when it is convenient and
desirable to abandon this line, it will cost the Syndicate
very little indeed to throw aside altogether the
whole task of constructing this rond on the north
shore of Lake Superior. That, I say, is one very
prominent blunder. Another is the most exorbitant
price whidh hon. gentlemen opposite propose to pay the
Syndicate, .for the construction of that central section.
For that 1,450 miles the Company are to receive 815,000,000
cash and 18,150,000 acres of selected land, worth, to-day,-as
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lands are selling in the North-Wost, at least$37,500,000, in
all $52,500,000 of money or money'swo:th for the construc-

1 tion of the 1,450 miles. Now, lot us see how thii
monstrous grant compares with the sums which have beei
paid by other roads for the construction of at least

r equally difficult and equally long linos, and linos, Mr.
Chairman, which are constructed, I am given to understand,

1 on far more favorable grades, and far more favoraWle aligu-
monts than those *hich are provided in the extraordinary
clause to which' my hon. friend called attention. I have

, here a detailed account, and it was obtained fromparties wbo
f had no notion whatever it was going to be used as a stand of
r comparison with th~e cost -of constructing our 1,450

miles. I take the road which, among all the main roads, is
the nearest to our road and affords the fairest chance of
comparison. I take the cost of the construction of the

7 Northern Pacifie Railroad from Bismarck to Puget Sound.
There are 557 miles from Bismarck west which are but partly
built, and which are expected to cost about $12,000 a mile.
There is a mountain division of 198 miles, a very difficult
country, which is expected to cost $25,000 a mile ;
there is another section of 282 miles at $15,000 a mile, and
one of 210 at the same rate, besides one of
250 miles at $25,000 from Coiumbia River to Puget Sound.
This 557 miles at 812,000 a mile is equal to $q,600,000; 198
of the mountain division, at $25,000 a mile, is equal to
$4,950,000 ;250 milesat $25,OJO a mile, is equal to $6,250,000;
492 miles at $15,000 a mile, is equal to $7,380,000 ;
in all, for the construction of 1,497 miles over a country, to
say the least of it, decidedly more difficult than our 1450 miles,
from Selkirk to Kamloops, they are to pay in all $25,260,000
in round numbers, being an average of about $ [7,000 a mile.
We, Sir, for our 1,450 miles, are to pay $15,000,000 incash
and 18,750,000 acres of selected lands, worth, atI least,
$37,500,000. Therefore, our 1,450 miles will cost us fifty two
and a half millions, being an average of 836,200 per mile. The
Northern Pacifie will get their road, 47 miles longer
than ours, for an average of $19,200 a mile less,
and we will have to supply ail the cost of building the
entire road and give the contractors a bonus of $27,000,000
bosides. Now, I had occasion very recently to
enquire from a friend of mine connected with the Kingston
and Pembroke Utailway-a road well known to some of the
members of this House, constructed through a rocky
country, and by no- means easy to construct-what was
its average cost por mile. There I found that at a
time when iron was dear and the cost of construction greate r
than it is now, the total cost was barely $15,000 a mile,
though the grades were considerably botter than the standard
of the gradients which are prescribed for our railroad.. I
think that comparison will show the louse that I am
thoroughly justified in saying that the cost of this central
section of 1,450 miles is se exorbitant as to all urgently upon
the House for a thor'ough and immediate revision oftthe saine.
Thon I take objection, in the third place, to this most extraor-
dinary provision whereby a monopoly of-constructing all
roads in a particular direction, is to bc granted for 20 years to
the gentlemen who construct our main line. Now lot. us
remember that we are dealing with a country the growth and
development of which are out of all proportion to the rate pre-
vailing here, that in a prairie region five years will do the
work of 20 years hore, and that 20 years in the history of
that country means a much greater growth than 20 year
in the history of a country like ours. I say nothing at the
present moment of the stopping of other roads which, if they
are not violently interfered with, are ready and willing to
extend themselves through our territory from one end to
the other, and to give to the people of the Nor th-West what
above ail things it is important they should have-numerous
independent competing linos, by which neans alone, exo t
indeed, by a very rigorous interference on the partofhq
Governmont can those monstrous monopolies, withi their
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extravugant charge& whieh have done so much barra on
the-other sidef e borer, and to which m-y hon. friend
referred at smohbength and with such force, by any possibility
be avolded. Ido not think that many members of this House
faltyunderstandthatatthismomentsomefive or six important
and powerful corporations in the United States are loeking
forward, if we do not violently interfere, to making a connec-
tion with the North-Weet, thus giving our people who settle
there the opportunity of conveying their produce, not to a
foreign country, but-if we have tbewisdom to take the advice
given by my hon. friend-to a line which would pour the
whole produce of that country and of other countries, by
Sault Ste. Marie, down the valley of the Ottawa, and into
the City of Montreal. Moreover, it is known to every
mercantile man whom I address, that whenever you give a
road like this the power of determining where linos of traffic
shall go at the outeet, you enable it to fix for a very long
timre where the traffic shall go in the future. There is nothing
harder than to divert traffie from well-established rnads into
which itbas once got the habit ofgoing. Ithink that is one
of tie main ressons why this monoply is insisted on, as it is
one of the main reasons why no intelligent G overnment,
understanding the situation, should ever have given te one
single company, no matter how powerful, the opportunity of1
controlling a matter so vital to the interests of the country.i
But there is another grave blunder to which I wish to call the
special attention of this House, and afterwards of the people of
this country. I noticed that the hon. Minister of Railways1
pased over very lightly that important provision by which1
almoet unrestrained power to fix the main line of the Pacific
Railway, wherever the gentlemen of the Syndicate please,1
was given them. He told us that the railway company1
would know best. I do not, in the least degree, doubt thati
the railway company would know where it was best1
that the main lino of the Pacifie Railway should goc
to serve their interest; but I doubt exceedingly if the1
House-I doubt exceedingly if the Ministers themsolves-(
know what is contained in this apparently trifling clause1
giving ower to direct the location of the main lino of the2
Pacifie Railway wherevor these gentlemen sec fit. Sir, I
wish with all my heart that the wise suggestion of my bon.
friend from North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) had been-
followed, and that magnificent map which is now adorningt
the Railway Commitîtee room, could have been placed here1
so that we might all sec it. I admit that it is a valuable 1
map-I admit that, perhaps, the meclianical resources at then
command of the Government may not be sufficient top
transport it safely from one room of this building to another. b
But, valuable as it is, I submit. that the territory it i
represents is of a good deal more value to the people of this i
country, and that that territory is likely to be most seriously i
prejudiced by the power which it is proposed to give the ,
Syndicate. Now, as we could not got that map, I have f
taken the trouble to have a map constructed which mighta
show us this matter for ourselves, and, although it may be m
somewhat contrary to our practice, I will ask, with leave of
the Rouse, to use one or two of our pages here to extend p
that map for me while I endeavor to point out what a t
grievous blunder, in my judgment, is likely to be com- f
mitted by the impolitie course to which these hon. a
gentlemen have committed themselves by allowing t
that Company to locate their lino as they sec N
fit. I have very goo: reason to believe that the m
St. Peul and Manitoba Company are prepared -b

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Does the hon. member8
pretend to state that it is not subject to the approval of thel
Ggrernment? %

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am now calling o
attention te the great importance of the question which will o
arise i connection with the location of this road, and after h
the remarkable statement made by the hon. the Minister of c
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Railways,thattheCompaywmerthebet judgesofthe location,
I had a right to assume that the Government did not, at any
rate, whatever they may do hereafter, propose to interfere.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is an assumption'in
direct contradiction to the terins of the contract.

Sir RICHARD y. CARTWRIGHT. It may be, Sir, but
it is in direct.conformity with the language of the Minister,
whose name appears as a party to this contract. At any
rate, no possible harm eau follow my venturing to point out
to the House a certain danger which, I think, is likely to
occur, unless stronc steps are taken to prevent it. Every-
body knows that the original intention was to cause the
main line of the road to be located at a dietance of not les
than 100 miles, and generally a great deal more from the
American frontier. We have heard that that lino is to be
deflected southward, first at the Portage, thence to the
rapids of the Assiniboine, and so south of the Moose
Mountains, south of the Assiniboine, and by such
pass as the Company may choose across the Rocky
Mountains. Now, I understand that the St. Paul and
Manitoba Railway Company are contemplat ing the construc-
tion of a lino from Duluth to Crookston, 90 miles south of
the point whore their present lino enters Manitoba. From
that place, the lino extends to Grand Forks. They talked,
when I was there a few months ago, of' extonding to the
Turtle Mountains, and then through about 50 miles of very
favorable country to a point a little beyond the rapid eof
the Assiniboine. Now, I wish to show the House what will
b6 the practical result if that plan is carried out.
I have not said that the Government is going to permit
this; but, as I said before, I shall take the opportunity of
requiring the Govern meut to give a formal statement of what
their intention is upon this point. From that common point the
distance to Selkirk is about 180 miles; thetdistance to Grand
Forks, in the Red River, is 210 miles; from that place to
Crookston is 261 miles ; while from Crookston to
Duluth is supposed, by the projected line, to be
234 miles. The result to which I wish to call the
attention of the House is, that if the main lino of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway be deflected southward to
within 50 miles of the American boundary, as I have reason
to believe it is intended to be deflected, at that common
point the road is nearer Duluth than Thunder Bay by at
least 116 miles. And as the outside difference between the lino
north of Lake Superior-going by Linkoping-and the line
passing by way of the Sault, thence through our own terri-
tories, and down the valley offthe Ottawa is less than 100 miles,
it is quite apparent that unless and, indeed, even if we had a
first-class road contrary to the provisions of this contractpass-
ing north of Lake Superior, still all the traffi cof that immense
region lying west of the point of junction, must of necessity
low to Duluth along the southern shore of Lake Superior,
and to other points through our own territory or else.
where; and, consequently, that the road north of Lake
Superior, if this divergence is taken, will be rendered
practically usoless in competing for the traffie of any-
hing west of that point, though it may compete
for a small strip of country between the Assiniboine
and Selkirk. I would not have ventured to dwell on
his point, but for the extraordinary statement of the
Minister of Railways, that ho considered that the Company
were the best judges of where the road should be located.
Now, Sir, I have not the slightest objection that that road
hould ultimatly be constructed by the St. Paul and
Manitoba, Railway Company at their proper cost, orevfn
with somo reasonablo assistance, if it bc useful
for developing that country. But I do most strongly
bject that we should give $80,00,000 of money antd

of money's worth to construct a very excellent
braneh lin. to divert for all time to come the traffie
of that Company along the -line of the St. Paul and
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Manitoba Railway. Suppose it does take that course-I put
it simply as a hypothesis-what will be the result to us? I
venture to say that its certain result wili be that a very
small portion, if any, of the north Superior section .will
be ' built, and that we will stand in this position.
We will have given a bonus over and above the cost of the
road of $27,000,000, we will have given a road of 2,000 miles,
700 miles of which will be a first-class road, through a
very diferent country, for the purpose of giving an excellent
branch lino to the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway. We
will have given them a twenty years monopoly besides,
and perhaps thon the Company would permit
us, after ail that is done, to build at our proper
cost a line of 800 miles from Portage la Prairie to
Jasper House, so as to secure for our Thunder Bay lino a
portion of the trade of the Pacifie Railway. Fifthly, Sir, I
take issue entirely with their omitting to fix such rates as
would prevent the Tature population of the North-West
from being put under the power of these grinding and
terrible monoply tolls, which have proved such a tremendous
detriment to the progress of the country on the other side
of the border. Now, Sir, these gentlemen tell as that this
need not, in the slightest 'degree, disturb us, becaus, say
they, the Government can fix the rates. Well, as
my hon. friend pointed out, the Government eau
fix the rates. The Government must fix the rates in the
early periods of the railroad, and at a very high point. I
think every reasonable man will admit that. But, Sir, by
the provisions of this contract, you take away from the
Government, for ever, the power of revision; you
do not permit these rates, once fixed, to be altered until
there is a profit of 10 per cent. on the total cost of the
railway, which will be, according to the estimate of the
Minister of Railways, $78,000,000; ;according to my own
estimate, and that of my hon. friend (Mr. Blake) at least
8100,000,000, because I say the lowest figure at which
you can estimate the value of these lands to-day is 82 an
acre; and that sum not provided by these persons, but
provided by us out of our own pockets, and out of our own
lands. We are, if I understand the terms of this contract-
and my bon. friend beside me (Ur. Blake)-the first
lawyer in the Dominion -gives the same interpretation as I
do, we are to pay.ten millions of dollars, or ton per cent.
on whatever the road is to cost, before we are allowed to
lower a single toll; and I suppose if this road develops a
vast trafie, if there be a profit of $10,000,000 a year, if we
thought well to acquire control of this road, the
lowest sum we should have to pay would be
two hundred millions of dollars beforo we could
deliver ourselves from the monopoly which these
gentlemen ask us to-day to establish. I have spoken
before of the sixth error of omitting to compel sales of the
land. Now, I am inclined to bolieve that a very consider-
able amount of the land may be sold, very likely will be
sold, and on liberal terms, in the first instance, by the
gentlemen of the Syndicate. But this exemption from
taxation will induce them, I fear, to hold very large tracts
of land indeed until the progress of the country will enable
them to dispose of the land at a very high figure;
and I say, that is a fatal blunder that ought to have been
guarded against, that hon. gentlemen are inexcusuble for
not guarding against, because it had been guarded against
by my hon. friend the member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) in the measure ho brought down. As to the
geventh error, that of giving the road in perpetuity
under the pretence that it is unlikely, if not
impossible, that the Government can work it profit-
ably, it is, I admit, a question on which there is fair
scope for argument: whether or not it is wise for the Gov-
erument to attempt to control a great railroad ? But, I say"
if the Government does decide on that course, that
departurneshould be carefully-guarded and power of resump-

Sir RicHAaD J. CARTWIGHIT,

tion should be reserved,· so that if the railroad became a
profitable and lucrative concern,the Governm.nt1eoldrOesùue
it on favorable terms. I do not object to large and liberal
provision being made to compensate the Syndicate lbr ie
money which they theinselves put into the roàd. 1 should
not object to 15 per cent., if you think fi, being allowed to
them for the money they expend on constructing the ±oad.
But it is a monstrous thing that hereafter, if we are
likely to require to resume the road, we should
be compelled to pay 10 per cent. on the profits of our
own money invested in it. Moreover, it is well
worthy of the louse to consider whether, after ,ail,
it may not be possible, in the condition of a cou»try
such as the North-West, for a Government road to run
profitably. I do not doubt that hon. gentlemen, on the
other side, are aware that on the continent of Europe'-in
France and in Spain-it is not the custom to grant roads in
perpetaity, even when no Government aid is given._ the
roads in these countries are granted for short terms of years
-fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty-l believe ninety-niue is the
longest period. They ought to know that in the
Australian Colonies and in India, where the condftions
are similar to those in the North-West, Government
roads are run and worked at a great profit; and
I say they are too precipitate in giving this road
in perpetuity to anybody who will take it off their band,
and giving also, as they do, a monstrous premium on
on its construction. Now, Sir, I call attention, in the ninth
place, to the extraordinary degradation of the road, and to
the remarkable ignoranoe which the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways displayed on this essential item of bis own contract.
Now, what is the consequence of this ? Well, Sir, there is
one , ery remarkable consequence. We know perfectly well
that, in dealing with this Syndicate, we are, to a great
extent, if not altogether, dealing with a certain powerful
corporation on the other side of the line. If that
road be deflected-as I believe it will be deflected,
let Ministers say what they please to the contrary-one
consequence will be this. It will, I admit, be very much
in the interest of the Syndicate-very mach in the interest
of the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway-to construct well,
perhaps, with a very high standard, thegreater part of the
central section of 1,450 miles- but it will not be for their
interest, in the slightest degree, to cojstruct, according to
any higher standard than that prescribed, any portion of
the other sections, or at any rate that section which runs
along the n'orth shore of Lake Superior. I do not myself
believe, as I said, that if this contract stands, that section
will be built at all; but it would be very easy to build it,
literally in the terms of that contract, and yet leave it
perfectly worthless for the conveyance of heavy freight.
Now, Sir, there isy a tenth objection, and a formidable
objection, I think. The bon. gentleman was good enough to
tell us that he had enlisted the aid of a very powerful
corporation, and that he expected great benefits in working
the road and in promoting immigration in consequence.
Sir, that is very well, but this corporation bas interests not
necessarily hostile, but which may be conflicting withours,
and even hostile, in certain aspects. Consider this whole
position in conjunction with certain facts to which I have
called attention. Sir, it is not the interest of that Compaay,
it never can be the interest of that Company, that tbere
should be fiee competition in railroads in the North-West.
It is not to their interest that the tolls should be reduced;
it is not to their interest that settlers in the North-West
should be allowed to get their produce to the sea-board at the
cheapest possible rate. It is distinctly the reverse; heyfare
bound to take the highest toll they can get. I do »iot dokbt
they will get it, nor do I severely blame them;for s doing;
but the result of that will be, that if you pass this At and ske
away the power, which, as soon as you have construze&the
Thunder Bay Branch, you would have in your own hands f
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estmbahing direet competition with the St. Paul and
Manitobalta", you wil deprive the people of the North-
West of the only practical- security they will ever have of
getting their produce to market in this generation at a fair
mad resonable rate of toll. Now, these ton objections are all
objections on which, I think, the time of the-House would
be well spent on separate motions, and are objections on
which, I trust, every man in the House, whether ho be an
opponent or a supporter of the Government, will b
comp)eled to record his vote. All these, I say, are very great
objectionsbut not by any means the whole of the
objections which lie against this scheme. Sir, what
are we to say about the very curious and intricate provisions
for the reception of the twenty-five millions of dollars
on doposit ? I forbear, partly, because my voice to-
night will not allow me to enlarge upon the point,
and partly because I desire to hear what the Minister of
Finance, whose special duty it is to expound these clauses
to the House, has to say upon them, what he proposes to do
with this money should it be taken advantege of, and should
the present condition of the money market continue
such as to induce the Company to float a large loan.
I desire to know from him how he proposes
to deal with the objection taken by my hon. friend,
that, as you do not know when this $25,000,000 are to be
paid, there would ho undoubtedly a considerable difficulty
in deciding how much of it the gentlemen of the
Syndicate ought to be allowed to receive under the condition
which enables them to exchange the cash payments for the
payment in guarantee bonds, or rather the guarantee of
cértain bonds. I do not say that this may necessarily prove
a bad arrangement, but I do say there are certain consider.
able risks here, and that we ougLht to have a very full
explanation from the Minister of Finance, both as to what
he intends to do with regard to this matter, and as to how
ho construes these sevoral elauses. But, Sir, what are we to
say of the provision for the issue of 825,000,000 of stock ?
Tiere are certain curions provisions here whith certainly
deserve some publicity. I think, when the stock is
issued, we ought to know, and the public of Canada
ought to know, into whose hands it goes, and who
holds it. We have not forgotten, some of us on this side,
though I suppose that I shal be told I am insulting these
virtuous gentlemen, by recalling the fact to their recollec-
tion, that there stili exists an arrangement, signed by a late
colleague of theirs, binding them in honor to recoup Sir
Hugh Allan for certain moneys that were once advanced
by him. Perhaps, in the administration of these
$25,000,000 of stock, some means may be found for
recouping that disinterested gentleman for the losses and
risks he ran. There was a propriety, as my hon. friend
pointed-out, in choosing the Union Pacifie as the standard of
this road, in more respects thau- one. I think, when that
clause was drawn the hon. gentleman ought to have remem-
bered -what the records of the United States revealed as to
the mode and fashion in which the Union Pacifie was
constructed.~ Let us consider the excuses these hon. gentle-
men bring down. Their argument is this: they say there
may be some defects in this wonderful measure, but they
tel us that if there are defects the Syndiente will be con-
trolled by a due regard to their own interests. Which interest ?
Its interest in running the Pacifie Road or its interest in
running the St. Paul and Manitoba Road? I tlÉink it is an«
unworthy excuse te make, to be told when granting extra-'
ordinary powers and franchises, that we can safely divesti
ourselves of righte which we now hold, because it will be to
the siterest of these people to administer properly the affairai
that are entrusted in their hands. Wby, Sir, there is not a
despot in the world who might net say that he desires to
administer the affairs of his subjects well; there is not a
single plea which could be advanced for this, which might
notbe advanced on the pars of the benevolent slaveholder,

that he took good care of the interests of his slaves for his
own sake. These hon. gentlemen think it is hardly worth
their while to say anything in defence of the accusation that
they are about to croate a monopoly. There was a time, not
so long ago, when these hon. gentlemen held quite a different
view of this subject. They have given us unlimited oxtracts
from Hansard of the speeches of my hon. friend the present
leader of the Opposition. Let me read what their présent
leader, the former chief of the Opposition,aaId in discussing
a strictly analagous question, ln page 1691 of theHauard of
1878, you will find that the right hon. Sir John A. Mac-
donald spoke in this wise:

SThe arguments used by his hou. friend from Lisgar and Marquette
were unanswerable when they said itwas unavoidable that one linsBhould
have a monopoly of the traffic for ten years. He considered that to give
such a monopoly was not only an injustie, but a ffaudulent measure. The
article which had been so often quoted was printed, because it was doemed
proper to disabuse antagonistie parties of insapprehension, and thus save
valuable tifhe. The hon. gentleman said it was not uecessary for him to
rejly te, the question whic h had heen p ut te hlm. Ilo (Sir John A.
Macdonald) thought it was desirable to do se, because this article seenied
to say, in behalf of the bondholders of the St. Paul lino: ' We have made
a bargain ; we have got ahead of you; do not throw away valuable time;
we have a monopoly of ten years.

And, Sir, no less a person than the present distinguishod
Minister of Railways, in the course ofthat debate, ro-ochoed
the views of his thon and present chief. He said:

" The question no doubt is surrounded by difficulties, but the discussion
would come better before the House when the lease was brought down.
He was sorry to hear that it was necessary to extend the lease for ton
years, because it would be a virtuat monopoly. It would not be an
uncontrolled mnnpely, but it would be a monopoly. Ho thought it was
very unfortunate that, with the work so far advanced, it shouldbe found
requisite to grant a ten years lease to a lino which would be a formidable
competitor to our own ine of rauways."

There L, Sir, a deal of difference, as hon. gentlemen
will perceive, between the views they hold now on the
subject of monopoly, and the views they held a very short
time ago-only two years ago-on that important subject.
I, for my part, only seeuone possible chance for the people
of the North-West. I have a very high opinion of several
members of this Syndicate, with whom Iam personally
acquainted, and of several of their sleeping partuers, whose
nanes do not appear formally in this document. I think it
quite possible that these gentlemen may not abuse the extra-
ordinary, the enormous, powers entrusted to thom so much
as it may be in thoir power; that they may rise to a high
level and take a much more wise and statesmanlike view of
the p>sition than did the mon who entrusted them with those
powers. But this is a most procarieus position. It depends
on the lives of some two or three mon, and on the chance
whether they may choose to sell ont or retain their présent
interest in the management of-the road. If the hon. gentle-
men opposite want my own opinion on the subject, I will
say, frankly, with the utmost candor, that if it was to be a
choice between the gentlemen of the Syndicate in perpetuity
and the gentimen on the Treasury benches, my voice is for
the Syndicate, at all hazards. But it is not so. Establish
the Syndicate, and you establish an irresponsible and irre-
movable body, over whom yon have no control by any means
that would stop much short of revolutionary measures. But
in the case of Ministers, although they have a great majority
at their back, in this House-though not so strong in the
support of the people outaide the House-I takce leave to
remind them that one or two contingencies might occur.
It might occur to a certain distinguished personage that it
is expedient the people of Canada should be con-
sulted before theïr heritage was faily bartered
away; and wbther that were to happen or not, in a little
more than two years, the people will have an opportunity of
pronouncing whether or not these gentlemen have been faith.
ful defenders of the publie interest. It is very interesting,
indeed, under the present circumstanees, now that we are
about practically to croate a set of new masters for a very
great portion of this country, to learn as much ,as we can
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about the character of these same new masters. Fortunately,
Sir, that same volume ofiRansard, to which I have -referred,
contains some means of information as to the opinion o.
gentlemen on the Treasury benches, of one at least of the
most prominent and important of the gentlemen about to be
charged with those great and extensive powers. It will be
in the recollection of members that my esteemed friend, Mr.
Donald A. Smith, having been very unfairly assaiked in bis
absence, by gentlemen on the Treasury Benches, took, on the
last day of the Session of 1878, the only opportunity in bis
power of vindicating himself Let us see how that hon.
gentleman who, we are now told is one of those honorable
and able mon-and I do not dispute the assertion for a
moment-whose character, standing, experienceand general
ability are so great that the Government with a light heart
are about to entrust to them the most extensive powers ever
entrusted to any set of men within my experience, in this
century-was described by members of the present Govern-
ment. Itwill be interesting to know howsome of those hon.
gentlemen then regarded that bon. member to whom I have
referred. He had been defending himself from a very
unjust and very unfair attack made upon him. Here is what
the present Premier of Canada was good enough to say of
that hon. gentleman. I quote from page 2561 of the Ransard,
1878:

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is not one single word of truth in
that statement-not one single word. The hon. gentleman is now stating
what is a falsehood. * a

Mr. SMITH. These statements were true, as surely and certainly as
the hon. gentleman and I are here.

Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. TUPPER. Mr.'Speaker, I rise to a question of order, and I want to

ask you whether it is competent for any hon. gentleman to stand up in
this House and detail what he himself admits are private conversations.
Is it coipetent for a man to detail private conversations, while falsifying
them ?

Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. SMITH. I do not look upon them as private conversations, and I

give the exact truth. I was sent for as a member of the House by the
gentleman at that time the head of the Government, and he-

Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. TUPPER. The statement that he never soughta favor from the

late Government-
Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order. *
Mr. TUPPER. Is as false a statement-
Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. TUPPER. As ever issued from the mouth of any man, and he has

continued-
Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr TUPPER. With a tissue-
Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. TUPPER. Sir, of as false statements as were ever uttered-
Some Hon. -MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. TUPPER. By any man. That is what I will show him.
Mr. SMITH. I never asked, prayed for, desired, or got a favor from

the last Government.
Mr. TUPPER. Will the hon. gentleman allow me to tell a favor he

asked for?

Thon, apparently, the Sergeant-at-Arms makes his appear-
ance. Mr. Smith proceeded with his defence, and the
Minister of Railways interrupted him with the cry of
" coward, coward, sit down." Mr. Smith again proceeded
to justify himself wben the Minister of Railways again
assailed him with the ery "coward," "coward," "coward."
Mr. Smith thus replied:

" You are the cowards."
Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. SMITH. - Nay, further, there were two gentlemen, members of this

House-
Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. SMITH. The day after that 4th November -
Mr. TUPPER. Coward, coward.
Mr. SMITH. Who came to me with a proposition to throw over the

right hon. gentleman and the present member for Charlevoix, if I would
consent to give up the position I had deemed it my duty to take in the
House the evening before, and would support the Goverament by voting
against the amendment of the bon. member for Lambton.

Some Hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. TUPPER. Mean, treacherous coward.
Mr. SMITH. Who is the coward, the House will decide-it is yourself.
Mr. TUPPER. Coward, treacherous.
Mr. SMITH. I could not support them-
Mr. SPEAKER. Admit the Messenger.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That fellow Smith is the greatest lar I
ever listened to.
Now, Sir, I give these hon. gentlemen their choice of this
dilemma. It is perfectly well known that one of the most
prominent member of this St. Paul and Manitoba Rsilroad
Company, ànd, by consequence, of the Syndicate, l that
honorable gentleman, termed by Ministers, the late
member for Selkirk. I entertain for him, as I
always entertained of -his friends with him in this
contract, a very high opinion indeed. But I really think
that unless the statements made last night by hon. gontile-
men opposite are intended to be received as, perhaps, they
will be received by that gentleman as a full and ample
apology-considering that he and they are now to be
entrusted with sovereign power-some formal apology
ought to be made to them, or those -pages should be
expunged from the Bansard of 1878. The sins of hon. gentle-
men opposite will find them out. Lot this be a lesson to
them to keep their tempers under control iir this Chamber.
This affords the very best proof of the substantial correct-
ness of the contention of my hon. friend the member for
West Durham. It is quite clear they have very imperfectly
comprehended the remarkable strides and development of
the American railroad system. When brought in contact
with men of great practical experience and ability, who
thoroughly understand all the workings and developments
of that system, I am not astonished those hon. gentlemen
proved quite unequal to the encounter. I think it is remarked
y the late Mr. Kingsley, in one of his works, that where

savages and civilized men come in contact, a very ourious
result ensues. The savages are apt to be overpowered and
dazzled by the wonderful achievements of civilized mon,
and to fail into the not unnatural error of mistaking the
very vices which are a blot on civilization for the things
which give that civilization its strength. It appears
to me the bon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches are
somewbat in the same position in dealing with the extra-
ordinary development of the American railroad system. I
admire, as much as any man can, the great enterprise,
talent, inventiveness, and practical resources which the
Americans have displayed in pusbing and extending thoir
railroad system; but I call attention to the fact that the
great virtues of the American system are those, mainly:
they have provided, to the utmost of their power, for
unrestricted competition in railroads, and their policy is
always liberal both as regards the general Government and
the States in dealing with actual settlers. These hon. gentle-
men deliberately turn their backs on these features of the
American system which are good, and deliberately select
those which are bad. They deliberately select or favor,
so far as lies in their power, all those grinding monopolies
which, in cases where competition is restrained, have proved
detrimental to a very considerable portion of the United
States. And they deliberately mould their land policy so
as to discourage to the utmoet the actual settlers.
There is another aspect of the question. We are
not giving to those ban. gentlemen of the Syndicate
things that cost us nothing. I would like the Hlouse to
reflect what is the sum total the North-West las cost
Canada in to this time. I doubt very much whether
it woul ibe wise for us to take the latest
standard of cost furnished to us by the Minister
of Railways. I prefer to take the standard furnished
to us a few months ago by Mr. Sandford Fleming,
who, I suppose, iL will be admttted by everyone, is at least
as coipetent a judge as any other engineer; but, Sir, I will
not insist on thiif the hon. gentleman objecta, but will
strike off two or three millions from that eatimate.
According to Mr. Fleming's previous estimate the railway
we give would coSt $33,000,000. According to his later and
revised estimate the amount is 29,000,000. The sbrveys,
purchase pioney, etc., may be put at 65,000,000 more.
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The subsidy which il proposed to be given is $25,000,000.
But besides that, we have ineurred annual obligations forever
for the extinction of the Indian title, of at least $600,000,
which sum capitalized will give 815,000,000. Then if we
include the extraordinary expenditures up to date, such
as those for the survey of Dominion Lands, the
maintenance of the Mounted Police, the payments to
[ndiana, the cost of the Red River expedition, and the
subsequent maintenance of a garrison in Manitoba, the
construction of the Dawson route, and so on, all incurred
expressly and specifically for the benefit of the North-West,
taking Mr. Fleming's former estimate, we have expended,
or will have engaged to expend, up to the 1st July, 1881, the
sum of $87,683,000 for the acquisition of the North-West,
or, taking the lower estimate, $84,68.,000. We paid a
million and a half to get rid of the Hudson's Bay
Company, and we are ncow called upon to pay nearly
$100,000,000 to croate the Canadian Pacifie IRailway Syndi-
cate and monopoly. You will observe, Sir, that, in taking
this matter into calculation, I bave not counted the past
interest which has accrued, amounting te a large sum. I
have not counted the charges on account of the establish-
ment of government in Manitoba, or the many annual sums
we will have to pay before the railway is completed for
such purposes as the completion of the surveys, the
maintenance of the police, and, perhaps, further contingent
charges on account of the Indians. My hon. friend was
perfectly correct in saying that all the possible land sales
you can make during the next 10, 20 or 30 years will not,
in all human probability, clear you of the annual interest
you will have to pay on these amoants alone, and that, as on
the lst July, 1881, you may put the cost of the North-West
Territory to the people of Canada at probably not one penny
less than eighty-three or eighty-four millions of dollars. I say,
Sir, that our demand, our reasonable and most moderato de-
mand, that time should be allowed to the people of Canada to
consider what all this thing involves, ought, for many rea-
sens, to have been granted to us, and that not merely for
political reasons, although even on that ground I have a
very strong opinion indeed. It bas bee'n rny
practice, and I behieved it to bave been my «hrty,
whenever great new questions which had not beer belore the
people at the time of my election or the election of any
individual members were brought up, to take all reasonable
means to ascertain what the views and feelings of my
constituents were, in order that I might fairly represent
then on the floor of the flouse. No man can say that,
when, on the miscalled National Policy, the last election
carried hon. gentlemen te power, this questipn which we
are now considering was, to any considerable extent, before
the minds of even a fraction of the people of Canada; and,
Sir, as it is the duty of hon. members to take this course, in
my opinion, se it is the duty of Ministers in a still higher
degree. In England, where these things are better under-
stood, and where more real deference is paid to thé rights
of the people in a great many very important respects, it is
always the custom for leading mem bers of the Ministry te
explain to public meetings, or in such other way as rhay
seem to them most convenient, any important matter
affecting thoir policy, at the first convenient season they can
obtain ; and I say that these hon. gentlemen ought to have
taken- an early opportunity of doing this, so that the
publie might have had a fair chance of considering this
question before it was thrown suddenly before them in the
way it has been thrown. I am not going to deny that
possibly cases may arise where it ie vitally necessary, in the
interests of the people, that a government should
act promptly, and when a government, in the
interests of Ihe people, acts promptly and comes
before the House, and asks for an Act of indemnity, it is not
likely that the representatives of a free people will refuse
to grant it But there are more practical reasons why there
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should be'delay in this matter. I say that the position and
practice of old Canada, in railway matters, is in a very slight
degree indeed, a guide to us to the true policy to be adopted
in the North-West. When our railway system was intro-
duced in old Canada, our position was totally different
from our present position in the North-West. We had
to deal with an old settled country, with a forest country,
and the consequence was that our developmont was of
necessity vastly slower than it might be expected to be in
the treeloss prairies of the North-West. Moreover, it was
our good fortune to have to deal with a country which
was accessible by water at almost every possible point. I
cannot call to mind any important part of old
Canada which was more than 50 miles distant from
water communication. We had thus wonderful natural
highways provided for us, and in a situation so widely
different as this, it is a matter of extraordinary difficulty fbr
us to realize fairly and properly what is involved
in the construction of railways in the North-West. There
is but one excuse that i can sec to be made for
Ministers and that is that, belonging as they do to
an older school than a great many other gentlemen
in the House, their minds have not been properly opened
to the development which bas takon place in agreat portion
of North America. But, nevertheless, although all the
conditions were different, every man knows what an
enormous influence railways and railway policy have
exercised in this country. Now, try to imagine, if you can,
what the situation will be in the North-West. Try to
imagine the magical effect which the introduction of railways
involves in a country like that. Here the introduction of
a railway is a matter of convenience ani speculation.
There the introduction of railways is a matter of life and
death-a real vital necessity. What cannot railways do
there, where they fix the value of every man's farm
and every man's land, where they decide where towns and
villages shall be, where railways, or more correctly, the rates
levied upon those railways, do practically fix the limit of
cultivation, decide the standard of comfort among the
people, say where these people shall be, and how many
there shall be. Sir, I say as a statement of literal
fact, that the railways and those who control them, are the
supreme arbiters of the whole matorial interests of such a
country. To such a corporation you purpose to give an
absolute monopoly-a monopoly, it may be ciaimed, for 20
years only, but really and practically, a monopoly
in perpetuity. And for what country are you
about to give the monopoly ? If the estimates of it-
and brought down by these hon, gentlemen-are
even approximately correct, we are creating a railway
monopoly which will completely control a country as large
as France, Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria, the British Isles,
and half a dozen minor continental kingdoms to boot. I have
my doubts, and very serious ones, whether it is wise for the
Government of a free country, in this age, to diveet itaself
absolutely of power even here. I know, Irom the examples
I have pointed out, that a very different course to that
which we have adopted bas prevailed in varions continental,
and some of our own colonial dependencies; but I say, Sir,
that what you propose to do now, would be inexpedient
even in this country, and would be most utterly disastrous
if applied in the North-West. I say, Sir, there are hon.
members bere who, if they pleased, could confirm what 1
say; that were you to propose such a Bill as this in a
western state, you and those who introdueod it would have
literally to flee for their lives, because there the peuple
understand what a tremendous power and grinding
monopoly you would be establishing. Sir, the bon.
Minister of Public Works disapproved of thelanguage of
my bon. friend (Mr. Blake). He accused him of threaten-
ing the Governmont : that if they introdueed this meaure
they might have occasion to -ue it in the North-West.
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Weil, Sir, ail I can say is this: that when 'yon get half a
million of people established in the North-West, you will
find it extremely difficult, indeed, to maintainthe provisions
of this Bill.- I believe, when there is a quarter of a million
there you will be confronted with extremely formidable
demands for the repeal of many ofits most important provi-
sions. I tell you, Sir, not as a threat, but as a warning,
whieh you will do well to beed, you are providing ready
material for a most formidable and dangerous agitatiQn
throughout tiis country. You know that by your blunder-
ing you have caused one Red River Rebellion, and do you
now wait to provide material for a dozen with euch a Bill as
this. Now, among the other charges brought against my
hon. friend (Mr. Blake) was this : that my hon. friendi
used different estimates at different times for the prices,
of lands. Most undoubtedly ho did, most undoubtedlyi
it was his duty te do se. There is nothing plainer than that(
the whole situation has been radically changed within thek
last six or seven years. I say, Sir, that terme which1
might have been perfectly justifiable for the constructionê
of the road in 1872, or even as late as 1874, would be
monstrously extravagant and entirely without warrant in
the condition in which we now find ourselves. I repeatt
that every single individual element which can affect the
condition of this country bas been radically changed, and,c
that, within the last ton years there bas been a perfectj
revolution in the rates of transport over all the railroads ina
America. I believe I am within the mark in saying thatr
one-half the rate which appeared only a good working ratet
ton years ago is cheerfully accepted now by the largest1
railroads in America. Do we net know that there is a greati
risk that ail the enormous sums that we have expended and1
are -expending on our whole system of canals will bee
rendered worthless by reason of the enormous changesç
which have taken place in the cost of transportation s
by railroad ? Do not we know that there has beenv
an enormous change in the cost of construction of the mostt
difficult parts eof railways, and aiso in the cost of t
materials? I say, Sir, everybody knows that the improved L
system of rock drilling, the steam shovel, and otherv
mechanical appliances, have effected an enormous reduction. t
Take an instance in which the hon. gentleman (Sir1
Charles Tupper) has greatly glorified himself, the enormous t
reduction which has been effected in the cost of steel rails a
alone, and see how enormously ail these new conditions have b
reduced the cost of any railway that may be built. Sir,y
1 say nothing of the future possibilities of still further a
reduction in the rates of transport or the cost of construe-r
tion; but I do say this: that I believe $60,000,000 would i
go quite as far to day in the construction and equipment of 
a railway of first rate grades as $100,000.000* would have i
gone ton years ago, when this project'was first under consi- n
deration. And not merely has the value of land and the g
coet of construction changed, but, as everybody knows, theree
has been an enormous reduction in the price of money. '
There ias been an enormous increase and change in the t
value of land in the North-West. Sir, the hon. y
Mirister of Railways called attention to the case of the d
late Mr. Foster. Now, I eau give him and the House t
some little information on that case from my own personal o
experience. He correctly states that Mr. Foster, five years r
ago, in vain endeavored to construct some 85 miles of rail- d
road on a certain subsidy, getting, with 25 years' 1
interest, I think, on $7,500 and 20,000 acres of' land r
per mile. Now, te show the enormous change that -
took place, I can say this, and I dare say there are some hon. s
gentlemen here who wore acquainted with Mr. Poster, and eau a
say the same, that Mr. Poster in the same year, I think, 1875, t
in discussing this proposai in my own office, I being then t
Minister of Finance,'bffered to me to surrender the whole of t
that 20,000 acres which he wae to get, for a cash payment t
of 84,000 per mile, or 20 cents per acre ; but we did a
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not deem it wise to accept it, nor was Mr. Foster, as was
perfectly well known, able with that subsidy' to go en and
build the railway. Sir, there is no possible ground for com-
parison between the value of land in 1871, 1872,' 1873,
1874, or even 1875, and the value of land to-day, in 1880.
These lands which Mr. Foster would have gladly sold at 20
cents per acre, or the privilege of taking other similar lands,
would be gladly bought to-day, as the hon. Minister knows
right well, for $2 or $2.50 per acre, in those portions of the
North-West in which Mr. Foster would have been thon
perfectly welcome, and had an opportunity to select them.
And, Sir, these hon. gentlemen ought to delay for
another cause. Not only the cost of the lands, but our
own power to construct the road is far greater. There is a
very good chance of keen competition springing up among
rival roads for the trade of the North-West, and, under these
circumstances, I cannot conceive why the hon. gentleman
should -not allow the- people to be consulted, that
time may be taken to communicate with our con-
stituents, time to learn what they really do think of
these proposals which they are only now beginning to
understand in their purport and meaning. These are not
the only changes by any means. The position of whole
peoples on the continent of Europe has most materially
changod, to their loss and our advantage, since -1872:or 1874.
All over the British Islands there bas been a succession of bad
seasons, amounting almostto famine in some cases, which bas
rudely shaken the whole fabric of societyJrom one end to
the other, and which, as the hon. gentlemen truly said, was
likely if well used, to afford us the means of securng a valu-
able immigration to our own shores. All over Europe the
people are groaning under the enormous expense of their
excessive armies, and many men dreading that the war
volcanoes, which are slumbering there for a time, may
suddenly break out, are looking abroad for another country
where they will have reasonable expectation of enjoying
the fruits of their industry in peace, without being subject
to the excessive exactions which they have to submit to at
home. Permit me, Sir, in illustration of what I have pre-
viously stated, to illustrate it by a fact or two with reference
to the prices of land. I believe that the St. Paul and Manitoba
Railway, up to 1880, have disposed of 634,000 acres of
their land for the sum of $4,334,338, very nearly $7 an acre;
and 1 submit that that is a toierably good proof that my
hon. friend (Mr. Blake) was perfectly justified in saying that
you have no right whatever in estimating the amount you
are about to give these people for the construction of the
railroad, to estimate the land, not at the real value which
they bear to-day, but at any imaginary value which either
he or you, or anybody else, chose to put on them, four or
five years ago, before there was any practical means of com-
munication with the North-West at all. Now, you have
got one means of railway communication, thanks to the
enterprise of the gentlemen who form the presont Syndicate.
You have several other roads in the hands of other corpor-a-
tions which would have been completed in a very few
years, probably, in-a very few months, if you did net
deliberately take away from the people of the North-West
he only chance they have of obtaining thir, unrestricted
competition in the matter of rates to the sea-board. By the
measure you are now proposing, you are not merely
Iebarring them from getting these other rival routes into
Manitoba,-but are practically nullifying the value of the
oad you have nearly completed. Our irtention was that
when the Thunder Bay branch was'completed, the people
should have a direct competing route with the St. Paul
nd Manitoba road. You are now about to place,
o all intents and purposes, that competing road in
he hands of its competitor. What chance will you have
hen to regulate the rates of traffie by any other standard
han that which my bon. friend laid down-the extreme
amount. the traRe will bear. Moreover, our knowledge of
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that country is greater now than it was beore. I eau tell
the hon. gentleman there is a very great- and intelligent
intorest al over Canada, particularly in Ontario, felt in tbis
question. There is hardly a single county, township or
concession in Ontario, in which you will not find several
men who have themeelves travelled over the North-West,
who have an interest in the North-West, who have friends
or relatives there, and who are keenly alive to the dangers
with which this measure tbreatens thom. Hon.
Ministers, I must say, have very little personal knowledge
on this question. I am not going to condern hon.
Ministers for this, for even when they go, in their ministerial
capacity, into a country, they fiud it difficult to obtain
accurate information. I know what are the conditions
under which a Minister visits this part of the
Dominion. I know hoeis overwhelmed with busi-
ness, is surrounded everywhere by persons whose
interest it is often to prevent him obtaining correct informa-
tion as to the real interests of the country; but that ought to
be a cause for proceeding with greater caution than these
hon. gentlemen have shown in their proceedings. I regret
to see the hon. Minister of the Interior has not been in the
louse on either occasión when hon. gentlemen on this side

were discussing this question at length. We can understand
that the hon. gentleman may have shirked the severe
castigation to which it was the duty of my hon. friend
(Mr. Blake) to submit his bantling; but ho is hardly
treating his party and the country fairly in not being here
to listen to, to answer if he can, the objections which were
taken by my hon. friend, and those which may be taken by
myself or other hon. members, against the scheme for
which, in his double capacity as Minister of the Interior and
leader of the Government, he isnainly responsible. In
one respect, I an bound to admit I have a high
opinion of the capaeity of that honi gentleman, namely as
a politician ; but, however able and intelligent ho
may be, it must be remembered that he himself
is absolutely without any personal knowledge whatever
on this subject. Unless i am greatly misinformed,
ho has never been beyond tho confines of Canada in that
di-ection. I am quite sure ho has never been in the North-
West country, the country over which hoeat present
presides. Sir, before I close I desire to call attention to one
or two of the attempted replies which have been made to
points taken by my hon. friend. I sec that the Minister of
Public Works attempted to make a strong ground of
objection to my hon friend, that whereas a year or two ago
ho told us that $120,000,000 would, in all probability, be
the cost of the construction of the road now about to be built
by the Syûdicate. It appears by the figures subnitted by
the hon. Minister of Railways, that $78,000,000 will
be sufficient I take objection to that statement on two
grounds. First of all, I say there is an enormons under-
rating of the value of the land about to be given, and that
the true cost, at any rate, taking the very lowest estimate,
will be $103,000,000 and not $78,000,000. But, I
ay,, the hon. Minister of Public Works must

know quite well that my hon. friend's estimate was based
où the idea that we were to construct a first-class road in
every respect, not a road degraded to the standard provided
for in the present contract. There is no fair common
ground of comparison between these two hon. gentlemen's
statements, and no fair grouna of reproach to my hon.
friend that hoeshould estimate for a firet-class road an
amount considerably higher than what the Minister of
-Works now estimates for a, road so seriously degraded as
the one to which ho refers. Sir, I had intended making
some reference to the Minister of the Interior, but as he is
not in his plaeo in the louse, I shall defer the remarks
which I1 had intended to have made with regard to him
until a more fortunate occasion. 'But I desire to say this.
We ask for delay now. We know perfectly well whatwas the

result of the decision of the Houms at the time of the bargain
for the original construction of the Pacific Railway. I ask
the members of this House, Mr. Chairman, to recallto mind
the repeated protests which were presented by members of
this House-not merely from the Opposition benches, but
from members holding an independent position-the
entreaties which were preferred by us, that time should be
taken to obtain information, to ascertain what the people
thought of this question. Sir, we were compelled to
rush blind-fold into that bargain ; we found ourselves as we
find ourselves now, hampered at all pointa, for the reason
that no time was given, no due procautions were taken, in
completing that bargain of 1871. Our task would be
child's play if we were not fettered by the obligations we
thon so recklessly incurred. There is every indication that
there will be a repetition of that same folly now; that
indeed there will be oven worse than that folly committed.
I recall the warnings which were given then-by Sir
Alexander Galt, by myself, that were given-to do him-
justice-I regret that ho is not in his seat-by the member
for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) ; the warnings that were given
by the late lamented Sandfield Macdonald. And I might
recall the doom which, two years later, in 1873, overtook
the men who treated with scorn the warnings we
had uttered. I think the country is likely to repeat
its vengeance, and that if these gentlempn do not
take great care, the doom which overtook them in
1873 will be visited upon thom in 1883. And, Sir,
I might, with your permission, recall one remark
which I hourd drop from your own lips, whether
in this louse or on the publie platform I cannot now
remember, but it made a deep impression upon my mind.
You were at that time, if yon will allow me to say so, rather
a political babe, but from babes and sucklings, accord-
ing to the opinion of some wisemen, wisdom is elicited which
thoir later and riper utterances do not always confirm. At
any rate the remark you made was,that you believed that con-
founded-I think that was the word you used-Paèifie
Railway was likely to be the death of half a dozon Ministers
before it was done witb. I fearyou will prove a pretty true
prophet in making that prediction. We see the same men
on the eve of committing the same error, the same crime I
I must call it; and I believe that if they persist in this, if
they will force their followers-as I believe, with regard to
a good many of them, against their better judgment-
without delay, without reasonable discussion, without com-
munication with their constituents, without attempting to
ascertain whatthetrue opinion of the peopleof this country
is-if they force them to vote for their feolly-force them
again, as they did before, they will rush upon the fate
which awaits them so soon as the people have an oppor-
tunity of pronouncing their opinion at the polis.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. The louse having treated
me with so much indulgence when I addressed them at
such great length the other day, I shall not, at this stage of
the debate, interpose myself at any length before those hon,
gentlemen on both sides of the House who intend to
speak upon the subjeet now under consideration. But I
rise for the purpose of noticing a remark with which the
hon. gentleman who has just taken bis seat opened his
observations. I know, Sir, that I am within the jadgment
of the House when I assert at once that the bon. gentleman
was obliged, by reading the remarks that feli from me on a
recent occasion, to convict himaelf of having attempted to
place a gros misconstruction upon those remarks. I am
in the judgment of the flouse when I say that that hon.
gentleman finds himself in a position in which, unable to
deal with this great question in a manner and spirit which
the discussion of se great a question requires, ho finds it,
desirable to turn aside into gross and unmanly personalities
directed against myself. My hon. friend the Minister
of Finance says it is his nature and that hoecasnot
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help it. Well, I am free to confess that deeply
as I regret that the dignity of the House should
have been infringed upon by base and unmanly insinu-
ations coming from an hon. gentleman who ought to
be superior to the utterance of such insults, there is no
source from which any such remark, bearing upon myself,
could come more harmlessly, or from which I should bo
more pleased that such a remark should come than from the
lips of the hon. gentleman. I do not forget that during the
last five years that hon. gentleman offended the dignity of
Parliament and the proprieties of parliamentary debate, to
an extent which they never before were violated on
the floor of this chamber, by the vile insinuations
which he made with reference to the leader of the present
Government. What did the hon. gentleman acromplish by
the unmanly course he chose to adopt ? Did ho injure
the right hon. gentleman whom ho thus attacked. Sir,
whon the independent people of this country had the oppor-
tunity of judging botween them they consigned him to
oblivion, sO far as they were able, as well as the administra-
tion of which he was a prominen t member. They left him
without a seat in Parliament, and they loft the party with
which he was connected,and the Government of which ho was
a member, with a more corporal's guard in this House. So,
Sir, I repeat if there is any source from which I should
prefer to have had a reflection thrown upon myself, or an
unmanly insinuation against me to emanate, that
source is the hon. gentleman. I can make a great deal of
allowance for him. Mon generally judge of other men by
thoir own hearts. The man who is dishonest himself, is
the man who suspects dishonesty in others. It is the man
who, looking into his own heart, says, what would I do if
I had that opportunity, who suspects others of doing that
which is base, unmanly and dishonorable. Sir, what is my
position in this matter ? The hon. gentleman bas ventured
to refer to the Canadian Pacifie Railway contracts; what is
my position with regard to them, before this Parliament,
and before this country. If there was ever a Minister of the
Crown, or a Minister of Public Works, who occupied an
impregnable position, it is myself. Before this Parliament
met, the duty had devolved upon me, of letting the
contracts upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway, to the extent
of $6,000,000, and when Parliament met, two years ago,
at the instance of hon. gentlemen, I brought down
every document and paper they asked for, bearing on
the question, and with every opportunity at thoir
command. Not a single word of insinuation, not
a single question was raised among those hon.
gentlemen. The House rose, and the editor and pro-
prietor of a public newspaper, the Toronto Globe,
who, I am glad to know, is within the sound of
my voice, drawing vonom from the depths of his own
black heart, said that, in the columns of bis paper,
whieh if thore was a word of truth in it, convicted the
leaders ofb is party of being unworthv of publie confidence.
If there was a word of truth in the false and libellous utter-
ances of that paper, it only went to show that the party of
which ho was the organ had the misfortune te have men
representing them in Parliament utterly unfit to discharge
their duties. The utterances of that newspaper showed
that, with all the documents before them, these hon. gentle-
men who were acquainted with publie life, men second
to none in ability, to scan with clearness and accuracy
the acts of Members of Parliament, had no fault to find with.
them. Then, I say, how dare any journalist so insult the in-
telligence of the public, as to fil his columns with lying
and sianderous utterances after Parliament had risen, and
when, after all the facts were before the House, no man could
be found in the party to venture an insinuation against me.
What happenal ? We were told to watt tii Parliataent
met, and then see where the Minister of Railways would
be. Pariament met; th.e hon. gentleman asked for further
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information and more papers-the information was given,
and the papers laid on the Table of the louse. They had
these documents in their hands for weeks, and yet after all
those denunciations in the press, Parliament rose without a
man being found t endorse the contemptible utter-
ances of that lying and slanderous paper. That
was my position in this House. That is my
position in this Third Session of Parliament. And goaded on
to desperation by my challenge on the public platform, to
any hon. gentleman to venture to formulate a charge against
the integrity of my conduct as a public man-a challenge to
discuss my conduct in the House or out of it-or to investi-
gate it before any tribunal; it is only now that the hon.
gentleman ventures, not to formulate a charge, but to do
that which is the most unmanly at which one man can
do to another-to throw out an unworthy insinuation.
Suppose that instead of standing in this impregnable
position, fortified as no public man ever was fortified,
in regard to public acts upon which ho was assailed-
I say, instead of standing in that position, suppose this
had been my position ; suppose I had been entrusted as
a public servant with the sale of publie property; suppose
that £3,000,000 of public bonds had been put into my hands
to sell; and suppose that I had gone to England; and
suppose that I had adopted a new and different mode .from
what my predocessors had adopted, and instead of placing
them open to public competition I had sold them by a
secret and private bargain ; and suppose that when I came
back I was not able to show the amount of money they wore
worth, and on being asked to whom I had made the sale, I
refused to disclose it down to this hour. Why, Sir, I should
have excused the bon. gentleman for venturing such
unmanly expressions-I should have excused him for for-
getting, not what is due to me, but what is due to himself.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not wonder, Sir,
that the man who las only got to look on his right hand,
when bis friends and colleagues are in their seats, to see
the man of the other ton thousand, and on his left hand to
see the man of the thirty-two thousand, should not like to
have called to his mind that most infamous passage in the
history of Canada, when the honor of Canada, the interests
of Canada, were sold and sacrificed by these mon, as far as
it was possible for them to do it, for Sir Hugh Allan's three
hundred thousand or two hundred thousand of money; and,
Sir, I have to tell this hon. gentleman that, although I
could have excused him for not having deserted his
chief in his hour of need, yet, Sir, after the
facts were proven and disclosed, and after bis
daring to justifiy and defend that most outrageons
transaction, I hold him at the least to be an accomplice
after the fact, and very nearly as guilty, in intention, as
the man who was himself the criminal. As for the insinua-
tion which ho ventures to throw out against me, Sir, every
man in-London acquainted with the Stock Exchange, every
man acquainted with the financial history of Canada, knows
per.fectly well that a more untrue statement or insinuation,
whichever you like to call it, that I instituted anew mode of
selling the bonds of Canada, never was made. I adopted
the plan adopted by my predecessors, which was approved
by the authorities in London, and which, I believed, was
most in the interests of the country. And if there had been
a shadow of suspicion arising out of that transaction, that
suspicion would have attached to Messrs. Baring & Glynn
or to Sir John Rpse, rather than to myself.

Mr. PLUMB. I think I am justified in rising at this
moment to call the attention of the hon. gentlemen-on bath
sides of the House to the unseemly exhibition made by the
hon. gentleman who has just sat down. I have sut in this
flouse for many years, and I do not remember, in the
whole course of the etormy period of four or five -years
during which wê sat on that side of the louse, and in which
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these gentlemen indulged invituperation of the grossest
kind, that I ever heard any gentleman so violate the

ties of debate, or so insult the decorum of this
louseas that hon. gentleman who has just sat down;
and I say the cause must be poor indeed that that
gyentleman has to advocate when he has to resort to the
kind of argument he has used to-night. I say the
cause must be desperate when he drags into a
debate like this-a debate so important-a debate
which should be approached by the man who has been.
Finance Minister of this country with gravity-when he
drags into such a debate such personalities, such gross
accusations, such slanderous insinuations. If there could be
anything calculated to unite any who in the slightest degree
hesitated in regard to this question, it is the language used
by that hon. gentleman. Much as I have heard of that
which I may call his vitriol-throwing from public platforms
all over the country, I never listened to anything so gross
as that which 1 have been compelledto listen to
to-night, and I believe that in rising now to express
my indignation, I express the feelings of both sides
of the liouse. I say language like that will
not be toleratod, either by this House or the people of
Canada, and I hope every word of this debate will go forth
to the people, and that they. will Judgo of the kind of
argument that is used by a gentleman from whom, from
the position he has previously held-a position more
responsible almost than that held by any other niember
who sits on the Opposition benches-we might have
expected better things. I was glad to hear my hon. fricnd
rise in bis place and challenge the gentlemen on the other
side to formulate, like men, the charges they have been
insiouating against him. I was glad ho rose in the
hearing of the man who has been pouring out his
venom upon him in the publie press week after week
and month after month with diabolical ingenuity
that just stopped this side of libel and that has never been
equalled in the press of this country, licentious as it may
be. Yes, it was a fitting opportunity, and I hope every
gentleman within the sound of his voice bas profited by his
experience to-night. We are not in a temper, nor do I
thmnk this is a proper time, to enter into a discussion of this
question in answer to the hon. gentleman, who bas not only,
I may say, degraded the debate, but he bas introduced in
almost every word of bis argument fallacies that can
be answered even by the most casual hearer. Point
after point made by that gentleman eau be refuted
by the simplest reference to the statute. He
stated a little while ago that this 6ompany which was to
be chartered might have such tolls as it chose, when he had
only to turn to the statute to find that, whereas the General
Railway Statute permits a railway company to charge until
it makes 15 per cent upon its paid-up capital ; in the case
of this Syndicate the restriction had been brought down
from 15 to 10 per cent The hon. gentleman could easily
have seen that no location of that line can be made unless it
is approved by the Governor in Council. le could easily
have seen that the standard by wbich that line was to be
accepted was the standard of the Union Pacifie Railway, as
first constructed. It was the only line at that time which
was analogous to this, and the hon. gentleman
knows that in dealing out those vile insinuations
with whieh he bas interspersed his speech-those
flowers of rhetorie by which the hon. gentleman
je distinguisbed-the bon. gentleman lashed himself
into such a passion that when he rose his voice
was almost inaudible. But I must say that, apart
from the venom with which his speech was charged, I
never board, even from him, a speech so devoid of argu-
ment, and I believe that the hon. gentlemen to whom ho
seemed specially to address himself, who sat behind him,
felt themselves disappointed in every possible way, first by

the manifestation of temper with which ho approacbed
the subject, and next by the weakness with which lie
handled his points. I am willing that his arguments shall
go to the country untontradicted. I do not think anything
that bas been said in this House is better calculated
to strengthen our case. I do not think that
any utterance which eau be made on our side will
be better calculated to draw the attention of the public to
the strong points of this contract. I believe we only need
a few more speeches like that for us to allow the question to
be submitted to the country. When the proper time comes
the judgment upon that hon. gentleman and his confreres
will be similar to that which was given in September, 1878,
a judgment for which ho, in his eampaign speeches, is
mainly responsibl, and which he bas largely brought upon
his party. It is notorious that that lion. gentleman, with
the aid of the newspaper which published his speeches in
extenso, were the main causes of the delusion by which a
bright and intelligent party was so utterly wreckod, that they
came back to Parliament with but, to use an expression
which I quote with pleasure from the .hon. leader of the
Opposition, a corporal's guard.

Mr. BLAKE. I rise, not to speak on the subject of debate,
but simply to express my great regret that we have heard
the language which we have bard from the last speaker and
the hon. the Minster of Railways. If the hon. the Minister
of Railways bad aught to complain of in my hon. friend's
allusion, I believe ho would have botter sorved his own cause
and conserved the dignity of this House and inspired us
with more confidence in his repudiation of the charge, by
keeping hinself within the limits of parliamentary language.
I think it is a very great mistake in any member, because
Ibe conceives himself to have been aggrieved to put himself in
the wrong by the use of language, which the hon. gentleman
did use, language which was unquestionably of the most
unparliamentary character. We hoard from hîim the words,

base," " unmanly," " lying," "' slanderer," "most dis-
honorable."

Mr. BOWELL. Quite true, quite true.
Mr. BLAKE. We hoard from him, also a repotition, as

against the bon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright), of the very same thing which ho was so
indignant at the hon. membor for .Centre Huron imputing
to him. Now, if it be wrong for the hon. member for
Centre Huron to suggest an insinuation against the hon.
gentleman, which ho publicly withdraws a moment after-
wards upon roading the speech in the Hansard, and accepting
the bon. gentleman's explanation, is it right for the hon.
Minister of Railways to make an ineinuation against the
bon. member for Centre Huron. Tho bon. Minister of
Railways said that the hon. member for Centre Huron had
made a sale in secret, by private bargain of £3,000,000
of bonds on the London market, and that ho had never
disclosed and refused to disclose the names. There was but
one result of the insinuation, that there had been some
personal and corrupt transaction on the part of the hon.
member for Centre Huron in that matter. Now, the hon.
Minister of Railwa does not make his own attitude before
the House or Te country any botter in replying to
insinuations against him by making insinuations against
other people. I venture to say that this louse would be
much more respected in the future if we abstained during
the rest of this session from a repetition of the unparlia-
mentary language which las been used this evening. I
say another thing: I do net believe myself that all that
outburst of indignation which the hon. gentleman-and we
know ho is very good at outbursts of indignation-in
this case, directed against the hon. member for Centre
Huron-because h. believed ho had an opportunity of bitting
another person over his shoulder-was real. I say that it se de-
grading to the dignity of this House that we should find hon.
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members attacking persons who are not permitted to reply,
and using towards them language so grossly offensive, I must
say, as that which was used by the hon. gentleman. I do
not object at all te his having and expressing very keen
feelings at his public conduct being assailed, but I think it
will be better if we shall make an effort on both sides to
maintain the dignity of this House, and preserve better
feelings amongst us by abstaining, at any rate, whatever
charges we may find it necessary to make in the discharge
of our public duty, to one side or the other, from the use
of offensive and unparliamentary language, such as pro-
ceeded from the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb),
and from the hon. Minister of Railways.

Mr. BOULTBEE. It is very kind of the lon. member
for West Durham to lecture this House on the proprieties,
and I dare say it will do a great deal of good. It will, no
doubt, do us a great deal of good if we follow the moderate
tone with which he as just laid down the rule as our guide.
It is certainly an objectionable thing to give way to abusive
language. People of strong feelings and impulses, when
goaded by attack, are apt to lose their sense of the dignity of
their position for the time being and to say things they
should not say. I would suggest to the member for West
Durham, if so humble a member as myself may be allowed
to give a little advice to a gentleman holding so high a
position, that, if he wishes to produce the effect he says he
does, if he is honest in the matter, he will exert his influence
upon some of his supporters. I thought myself,
while the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard
J. Cartwright) was saying some very bitter things, that
the member for West Durham was inspiring him. If
I was mistaken, I withdraw the remark. 1 am very
glad the hon. gentleman shakes his head in dissent,
and to know that I was wrong. If the hon. gentleman
is honest, however, and wishes to bring the debate to a
proper state, he can do so effectively and quietly and with-
out teaching us, on this side of the louse, how to debate,
if he would turn his attention eainestly and energetically,
but privately, to the hon. gentleman who sits beside him.
He may do a great deal of honest labor in this way and
make good use of his time if he can reduce that hon. gentle-
man to such a shape as will induce him to rise and insult
the good feeling of the House less frequently. If he
succeeds in this, he will have accomplished solid good.
It certainly did not look well for a gentleman hold-
ing the high position which the bon. member for
West Durham holds, to make the remarks we have
beard about the Minister of Railways and the member
for Niagara. It was not right for him to
censure those hon. gentlemen when they had been goaded
into retaliation by the attacks of the hon. member for Centre
Huron, without passing one word of censure on that hon.
gentleman. It seems as if he was willing, when, from his
side of the House, comes the severest language, couveying
the worst kind of insults and injuries, such as go down against
a man, are published and never forgotten, to tolerate it
without objection. Much indulgence must be allowed men
attacked on the floor of the louse in base insinuations,
'which, if they citaned a scintilla of truth, would degrade
a man not only in the estimation of hon., gentlemen among
whom he sits, but would condemn him'in the eyes of the
public as unfit for his high position. Much nust be forgiven
men so attacked. I think I may fairly say that, if the
member for West Durham is honest in his desire to have our
debates conducted properly, to prevent speakers descending
to personalties which lead minds away from the true subjects
of debate, he had botter address his whole energies to the
work of amending the habits of the hon, gentleman who sits
beside him, with that worthy object.

Mr. BUNSTER. This debate is highly injurions to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I think that the Minister of

Mr. BLAKE.

Railways forgets that the member for Centre Huron ÇSir
Richard J. Cartwright) has an object in trying to injure
this railway. .Hence, probably, his reason for trying to
gain a little advantage by riling the Minister of Railays
by saying what he did. I would therefbre ask the Uuse
to adjourn till such time as it comes to a botter state ofmind
for dealing with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. This would
be more in the interest of the country than to continue the
debate in the present fashion. I therefore move the adjourn-
ment,

The Committee rose and reported.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the adjournment of the

House.
Mr. BLAKE enquired the intention of the Government

with regard to the Christmas adjournment.
Sir LEONA RD TILLEY said, very likely the Govern-

ment would be able to state its intention on fronday next.

Hlouse adjourned at 11:45 o'clock, p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAT, 20th December, 1880.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Mr. GAULT introduced a Bill (No. 7) to incorporate the
Wrecking and Salvage Company of Canada.

Bill read the first-time.

CONTRACT FOR THE MAILS FROM WINNIPEG TO
ST. ALBERT.

Mr. ROYAL enquired, Whether it was the intention of the
Government to enter into a new contract for the carrying of
the mails from Winnipeg to St. Albert, in the North-West
Territories, and if so, whether the new contractor began the
execution of his contract on the l1th of October, as he was
obliged to do according to the advertisement of the depart-
ment on this matter ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. In view of the proposed extension of
the Pacific Railway in this direction, the Postmaster General
entered into a contract for the space of one year only, from
the first of November, 1880, for carrying the mails between
Edmonton and Winnipeg, with Mr. James McLean, of
Winnipeg. This contract was continued until the 31st
October, on the representation of the former contractor, the
Hon. James McKay.

CAPE TORMENTINE RAILWAY.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH enquired, Whether it is the inten-
tion of the Governmont to make provision during the present
Session for the construction of the Cape Tormentine
Railway?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Government have not
yet decided to make provision this Session for the construc-
tion of the Cape Tormentine Railway.

THE CUTTING OF TOBACCO.

Mr. STRANGE enquired, Whether it is theintention of the
Government to amend in any way the EÀxoiseregulatio»s at
present in force prohibiting the ctting of tobaceo by retail
tobacconists, and the sale thereof ?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. It is not the intention of the G4fern-
f ment to make any change in the regulations. I may add
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that there are no Excise regulations that prevent the use
of small lever knives for cutting tobacco, such as bave been
commonly used for cutting single plugs by hand. But
many tobaceonits, who hold no license as manufacturers,
have lad in their shops large cutting machines capable of
catting several hundred pounds in one day. The use of
such machines is clearly a breach of the law, and, if per-
mitted, would facilitate the cutting and sale of tobacco that
had not paid duty.

REPAIRS IN THE CHAMBLY CANAL.

Mr. BENOIT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to grant the funds necessary to effoot repairs
of great extent in the Chambly Canal, in order to place it in
a condition to afford the facili ties of transport necessary for
the carrying on of a considerable trade between this country
and the United States ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. 'The question is now in the
hands of the Chief Engineer of Canals, and I have awaited
his report before deciding what is necessary to be done.

RESIDENT JUDGE AT RIMOUSKI.

Mr. FISET enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government, at an early date, to appoint a resident Judge at
Rimouski, in the stead of the Hon. Mr. Justice Maguire,
deceased?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is the intention of the
Government.

LIFE-SAVING STATIONS.
Mr. KEELER enquired, Is it the intention of the Govern-

ment, in view of the great loss of life by shipwreck of late,
to establish any life-saving stations on Lake Ontario?

Mr. POPE (Queens). It is not the intention of the Gov-
ernment to establish any life-saving stations on Lake Ontario.
The Government would be quite willing to supply bouts
at dangerous points, provided individuals or municipalities
would agree to man them. Nothing of the kind is done in
England.

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

M1r. CHARLTON enquired, Will the Government inforin
the House what is the net increase of the public debt for the
fiscal year ending 30th June last ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I cannot give the hon. gen-
tieman the exact figures, but I can state the amount within
$1,000 or so. It will be found that $9,453,000 is about the
amount.

DUTY ON SALT.
Mr. FARROW enquired, Is it the intention of the Govern-

ment to deal with salt as they have with other manufactured
produets of Canadà, by giving a moderato protection to salt
against the large quantities of foreign salt brought into
Canada yearly, always excepting that for the euring of fish ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is not the intention of the
Government to ask Parliament to change the duty on salt
this Session.

MONEY ORDERS.
Mr. WHELER enquired, Whether it is the intention of

the Government, at an early date, to reduce the charges for
money orders issued in Canada, payable in Canada, Great
Britain or the United States ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. Correspondence is going on; I cannot
just now give a positive answer to the hon. gentleman.

STEAK COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ST. JOHN,
N.B., AND ENGLAND.

Mr. WALLACE (South Norfolk), for Mr. DouvILLE,
enquired, Whether it ij the intention of the Goverument to

place a sum of money in the Estimates to assist a line of
steam, communication betwoen the Port of St. John, New
Brunswick, and England.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The matter is now
engaging the attention of the Government.

INSOLVENT ESTATES.
Mr. WELDON enquired, Whether the Governmenît inted

to bring in any mensure relating to the disposition of bank-
rupt or insolvent estates, or flor the relief of bankrupt or
insolvent persons ?

M r. McDONALD (Pictou). It is not tli intention of the
Government to introduce any such measure this Session.

THE POSTMASTER OF DOMINION CITY.
Mr. ROYAL enquired, Whether it is the intention of the

Government to remove the Postmaster of Dominion City, or
otherwise improve the management of the post offeo of that
locality ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is not the intention of the Govern-
ment to remove the Postmastor of Dominion City, but
arrangements have been made to improve the management of
the post office thore.

ADJOURNMENT FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Mr. BLAKE. I renew the enquiry I made on Friday, and

ask what arrangement the Governmont intend to propose to
the House as the period of the adjournment, and itsflength?

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. I will, on Wednesday
next, move, when this Houso adjourns on Thursday next it
shall stand adjourned until the following Tuesday ut Thire
o'clock p.m., and that when it adjourns on Thursday, the 30th
instant, it shall stand adjourned until the following Tuesday
ut Three o'clock p.m.

FREIGHT AND TICKETS ON THE INTERCOLONIAL.

Mr.. LANDRY moved for a statement shewing, since the
1st December, 1879, and up to the 30th November, 1880,
these two dates being included, and giving the namos of the
varions stations:-lst. The numbor of tickets which have
been sold ut the several stations on the whole length of the
lino of the Intercolonial Railway; 2nd. The amount in
tons, of freight despatched from each of the stations along
the line of the Intercolonial Railway; 3rd. The number of
tons delivered ut each of the stations aforesaid; 4th. The
amount of annual salary given to each of the station masters
at the respective stations along the lino cf the Intercolonial
Railway.

Sua CHARLES TUPPER. There is no objection to
bringing down the information contained in this motion, but
if the hon. gentleman would call at the department he could
be very easily furnished with the means of making a
comparison between the amount of work done at any
station and the salaries paid to the station masters.
I would ask my hon. friend to adopt that course, as the
preparation of these roturns would nvolve a good deal of
trouble and expense, and, unless there is some public advan-
tage to be gained by it, I think it is not desirable that trouble
and expense should be multiplied.

Motion withdrawn.

THE PORT OF HALIFAX.
Mr. RICHEY moved for all correspondence, whether by

letter or telegram, botween the Departmaeut of Railways and
Canals or its officers, and the owners of steamships or their
agents, and- others, relating to rates of freight for grain to
England via Halifax, or touching in any way the question of
the transportation of grain and other commodities over the
Intercolonial Railway, and by steamship or other vessel from
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the Port of Halifax to Great Britain. He said: The object
I have in view in making this motion is to elicit information
regarding the efforts which have been put forth to realize
the expectations of the people of Halifax with respect to the
shipment of grain to England by way of that
port. This is a question which has, for a, long
time, been of great interest to the constituency
I represent, and that interest has of late been greatly
intensified. I do not bring it forward as a matter of
merely local concern, unless, indeed, that be a local question
which affects every locality in the Dominion as regards its
facilities for trade; i look upon it, not as a more local question,
but as one of great national importance, and I am sure every
member of this House will feel that I am justified in this view
when he recalls the speeches which were made prior to the
union of these Provinces, the glowing anticipations in which
the gentlemen who promoted that union indulged, the fond
hopes which they raised, and I may go further and say the
promises which, on that occasion, were made. While
glancing over the debates on the Confederation of the North
American Provinces this morning, I was struck with the
large extent to which the maritime element entered
into the discussions of that great scheme. I will not
weary the House with any long extracts, but I must
turn to two or three references. On page eight of
those Debates I find that the late Sir E. P. Tache,
alter referring to the great advantage which would
result from a union of the Maritime Provinces with Canada,
depicting their various resources in minerals and in
fisheries, and alluding to their ship-building industry, goes
on to say:

"As to their harbors, he had had the good fortune to visit them rsonally,
and would say they could not be surpassed anywhere ; in fact, he believed
they were unequalied in the world. He would especially refer to that of
Halifax, and would ask hon. members to imagine an extensive road-
stead, protected by several islands, standing out in the sea so as to break
the waves and quiet the waters in the worst of storms. This most
beautiful harbor could accommodate, in perfect safety, more than one
hundred of the largest vessels; but this was not aIl, for, at the east end,
where it diminishes into a gully, but with very deep water, you enter into
a large natural basin, rounded, as it were, by the compass, and of an
extent sufficient to take in all the navies of the world. The entrance to
this magnificent inner harbor was rendered inaccessible to any foe by the
fortifications erected at the mouth, and the entrance could, moreover, be
so ba:rred that no hostile fleet could ever get through. * * * Well,
under the union, Canada would become a partner in these advantages,
and with the harbors of Halifax and Quebec, they might well feel proud
of their country."

And that great statesman, Sir George E. Cartier, comprehen-
sive in bis views, formed a just esti mate of the benefits wlich
would result from a union of these Provinces. Having visited
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, he said:

"l He bad stated before audiences in the Lower Provinces that, as far as
territory, population end wealth were concerned, Canada was stronger
than any of the other Provinces, but, at the same time, was wanting i one
element necessary to national greatuess-the maritime one; and that,
owing to the large trade and commerce of Canada, extensive communica-
tion with Great Britain, at all seasons, was absolutely necessary. Twenty
years ago our commerce for the year could be managed by communication
with Great Britain in the summer months only i at present, however, this
system was insufficient, and, for winter communication with the sea-board,
we were left to the caprice of our American neighbors through whose
territory we must pass. He had also alluded to the bonding system,
which, if the Americans were to withdraw, Canada would be left lu
winter without any winter harbors. Canada, having two or three
elements of national greatness-territory and population-wanted the
maritime element; and, as he bad said,-the Lower Provinces had this
element and a sea-board, but not a back country or large population,
which Canada possessed,-and for the mutual benefit and prosperity of
all the Provinces, all these elements ought to b. united together.

Then another statesman, whose views are always
received with respect, Sir Alexander Galt, first deal-
ing with the question of how the material interests of
the Provinces could be promoted by the union, proceeded to
offer the following remarks on the resources of British
North America :-

.gPossesaingas we do, in te fan western part of Canada-perbap the
meet fertile wbeat-growing tract on this continent,- in centrai and
eastern Canada facilities for manufacturipg such as cannot be surpassed,-

gr, Ricazr,

and in the eastern or Maritime Provinces an abundance of that most
useful of all minerals, coal, as well as the most magnifieont and valuable
fisheries in the world, extending, as this country does, fer two thonusad
miles, traversed by the finest navigable rivers in the world, we may
well look forward to our future with hopeful anticipation of seeing the
realization, not merely of what we bave bitherto tbought would be the
commerce of Canadai great as that might become, but to the possession
of Atlantic ports which we shall help to build to a position equal to that
of the chief cities of the American Union."

I wish to emphasize this last statement-that the possessioi
of Atlantic ports which we shall help to build to a position
equal to that of the chief cities of the American Union. The
late lamented Mr. George Brown, whose name I would
mention with all honor, though differing from some
of his political views, which he enforced with great power,
and whose remarks upon this subject were those of a states-
man, said: "As a commercial enterprise the Intercolonial
Railway has not, I apprehend, any considerable merit." We
have heard a good deal about that railway being run
upon commercial principles, after it was built. It was not
intended so much as an enterprise likely to result in revenue
to the Dominion. It was regarded as a road desirable'
to open up inter-provincial trade, and offer facilities for the
traffic of this great Dominion from its most western limit
to the terminal port on the ktlantic. Mr. Brown said:

"As a commercial enterprise, the Intercolo"ial Railway bas not, I
apprehend, any considerable merit; as a work of defence it bas, however,
many advocates ; but if the union of the Provinces is to go on, it is an
absolute necessity; and, as the price of union, were there no other argu-
ments in its favor, I heartily go for it. The advantage it will confer on
the Maritime Provinces can hardly be overrated. It will make Halifax
and St. John the Atlantic seaports of half a continent-it will ensure to
Halifax, ere long, the establishment of a line of powerful steamers running
in six days, from ber wharves, to some near point on the west cost of
Ireland-and it will bring a constant stream of passengers, and immi-
grants through those Lower Provinces, that never otherwise would come
near them."
These are among the anticipations which were indulged in and
the promises offered to the Lower Provinces. The project
essential to the realization of the purpose which those states-
men contemplated was made a condition precedent to the
passing of the British North America Act itself. The 145th
clause recites:

" Inasmuch as the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick have joined in a declaration that the construction of the
Intercolonial Railway is essential to the consolidation of the Union of
British North America, and to assent thereto of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, and have consequently agreed that provision should be made
for its immediate construction by the Government -of Canada: Therefore,
in order to give an affect to that agreement, it shall be the duty of the
Government and-Parliament of Canada to provide for the commencement
within six months after the Union, of a railway connecting the River St.
Lawrence with the City of Halifax, in Nova Scotia, and for the construc-
tion thereof without intermission, and the completion thereof with aIl
practicable speed.

It may be said that the conditions have been fulfilled in the
construction of the Intercolonial Railway to the harbor of
Halifax. I may here remark that the results of the con-
struction of that railway are not such, I think, as to spread
dismay among hon. memberà regarding expenditure, or
those further facilities which I ropose to advocate today.
It has, indeed, more 'thar, fulfihled the anticipations of its
most sanguine promoters, and disappointed the expectations
of those who indulged in lugubrious predictions in regard to
it. When the question of the Intercolonial Railway came
up, there were men who endeavored to pooh-pooh it
entirely, who spoke loudly and long regarding the expendi-
ture which it was to involve. That millions of dollars per
annum would be lost upon it was asserted by men alleging
the impossibility of ever making it our avenue of trade
from the Upper Provinces. It was said that our could
never be carried over that railway. - One gentleman
spoke of the impossiblity of carrying flour over it, stating
that the whole value of the flour would be eaten up by the
expense of carriage; and another hon. gentleman responded
" Yes, all but the hoops." But what are the fats?
To-day those productions are carried over it as eheaply
as over any rÎvej rofte, I have to cknow edge, while
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claiming that something still romains to be done, the great
strides made towards the accomplishment of the objects we
have at heart through the management of the Intercolonial by
the present Minister of Railways. We have the rates for
grain so established that, to-day, were the ncessary terminal
facilities afforded, and the necessary arrangements made with
the steamers crossing the ocean, the rates would be in favor
of Halifax. Grain can be carried to HaLfax now, over the
Intercolonial, at not more than Se. to 9e. per quarter over
the rate to Portland; and we have the authority of Sir hugh
Allan that it can be carried from Halifax by steamer, to
Great Britain, at 6d. sterling, or 12c. less than from Portland.
If the proposed arrangements were carried out, tliere would
be an advantage to the shipper from Halifax of, say 3c. or
4c. a quarter. There bas also been provided excellent
accommodation at Halifax for the shipment of cattle. I
believe there is not on the continent, to-day, a port possess-
ing greater facilities for the shipment of cattle and produce,
generally, than ilHalifax. A number of railroad mon visited
it last summer, and expressed surprise at finding those
facilities to great, and compliniented the General Superin-
tendent of the railway on the complete arrangements for
business that had been made. Then, we have arrangements
for the speedy delivery of freight. When I asked the
question t hother day, regarding the transmission of goods
over the Intercolonial, , whether the statement in the
Montreal papers, telegraphed from Quebee, that great com-
plaints were heard there, that goods landed at Halifax a
fortnight before, were still undelivered at Quebee, I certainly
supposed that when iHalifax was mentioned in that
connection so distinctly, the detention had oecurred on
the Intercolonial. The question, according to the rules of
the House, could not then b considered. But .1 take the
present opportunity ofreferring to the fact, that that telegram
createdthe impression that goods broughtoverthelntercolonial
from Halifax to Quebec were detained on that road. What is the
fact? So far lrom this being the cause, they were the goods
from Postonthat had.not arrived in time; and we were assured
that had they been transhipped over the Intereolonial, they
would have reached their destination in 55 hours froni t
time they left Halifax, and before the steamer which brought,
them to that port was docked at Boston. I have also other
information by telegraph, showing that this has occurred
since; that in the case of goods brought to Boston and goods
brought to Halifax, the goods by Halifax arrived at their
destination in Quebec before the same steamer could land
them in Boston. For the energy displayed in pro-
viding those facilities and ensuring this speed, I desire to
make acknowledgment to the hon. Minister of Railways.
Ofthese advantages,the western portion of the Dominion reap,
as we desire they should, the benefit. But, althoughit may be
said that, by the construction of the Intercolonial Railway
as it exists, these great facilities are afforded, although the
condition in the Act of Confederation is fulfilled in the letter,
I have to contend here, to-day, that it bas not really been
flfilled in spirit. ýSomething still romains to be donc to

gve s a continuous and through line of conveyance to
'ngland-a continuous line upon which shippers can, at all

times, depend; and, in asking that this should be done, I am
not asking for that which concerns the Maritime Provinces
alone, but for that which, I conceive, concerns the western
provinces perhaps still more. I am asking for that which
is in perfect consistency with the National Policy that has
been maugurated in this Dominion. That National Policy does
not consist solely of a Tariff; it comprehends all that will
tend to the promotion of the welfare of this Dominion, all
that will tend to give it a national statu-, and that whieh
will croate trade within our own borders and facilitate in
every -way both interprovincial trade and trade 'with
foreign countries. I have reserved for this part of my
statement a quotation from the speech of another eminent
statesinan of Canada, atthe time of the debates on

Confederation. I rofer to Hon. Mr. Rose now Sir John
Bose, who said:

" My lion. friend seems to think that the Intercolonial Railway is an
undertaking of doubtful advantage, if it is not one of positive uselessness.
But does my hon. friend think we ean afely continue in our present
position of commercial dependence on the United States? Shall we be

enied access to the sea-board for a bale of gouda or a bag of letters ?
Arc we to e for all tine to come dependent on the fiscal legislation of
the United States? Is it to come to this, that in the winter season the
Upper Canada farmer shall have no mcans whereby he can usend a barrel
of lour, or the Lower Canada merchant a bale of goods, to the sea-bard,
without the leave of the United States? Is my hon. friend disposed to
leave us in this condition of commercial dependency for ever? • • •
I do not hesitate to say that if the bonding system were done away with
half the merchants in Canada would be seriously embarrassed, if not
ruined for the tirne. In the winter season you could not send a barrel of
flour to England. You could not receive a single package of goods
therefrom."

We have comparatively quick despatch already securod over
the Intercolonial Railway; we have the rates so adjusted
and arranged as to promote the object we have in view.
What furthor then is required ? We contend that ail these
fall short of the requirements of that trade; we contend
that it is absolutely necessary thore should be erectod an
elevator, in order to provide proper facilitios for the ship.
ment of grain at Italifax as a terminal port. It is not
enough that we should have a mail winter port. The
expenditure will have beon a useloss one if the
course which is now being pursued by the Messrs. Allan,
of carrying freight beyond Halifax to the port of Boston, be
continued. Proparation had been made ut Halifax this
winter for the reception of a largo quantity of freight from
theso Allan steamers, and yet tho first that came landed but
twenty-one tons of freight. Though rates have beén
adjusted ar.d facilities provided for ample shîipments
and quick despatch, ail these will be of littie avail
unless we have provided also quick despatch for the
grain which may be brought to Ilalifax to be shippod from
that port. It devolves on the Government, as the owners of
this railway, to provide whatever facilities are required for
the shipment of produce brought over theirlinoto be trans-
ported to another country. The railways of the United
States, I believe, generally provide these facilities. I have
under my hand a copy of a letter addressed to one of
the inerchants of aliPifaîx, by a gentleman in altimore,
in which ho gives w, an accoint oi the manner in whiih
those shipmeits aie made, showing that they are takeri
care of entirely by the railway, brought to their depot, put
into the elevator and shipped by steamer, the shipper in the
West having nothing whatevor to do with the tranship-
ments, ard knowing nothing of the cargo until it is landed
at its destination in Englaud or Germany, or wherovor it
may have been intended for. But, although the elovator
should be erected, we shall have to go oie stop farther.
There must be a stated through rate for grain and other
commoditios, so that the shipper may know exactly the
rate wbich ho bas to pay from the place where he puts
bis goods on board the cars to the point of delivery.
To tais end it is absolutely necessary that some arrange-
ments should ho made with a lino of steamers by wheh
rates conld be constantly known and quoted. 1 firnIly
believe that when the papers are brought down, and when
the delays which seom so strango to us come to b
accounted for, it will be found that a great deal of the
inconvenionca bas been occasioned by inability to find the
ships to carry grain upon anything like the terms proposod
by Sir IHugh Allan a year or two ago. It will be found
that whilst steamers, plying regularly between Halifix
and a port in Great Britain, could carry it at the low
rate which has been quoted, ships cannot bo obtained to
carry experimental cargocs at such a rate. I have seon
from correspondence with the owners of steamships, that
the same rates have been demanded from Halifax as New
York; but I am hopeful that, in the course of the present
winter, the diffi clty will have been overcome, as tlink it
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should bave been before. I know that the Minister of Rail-
ways bas given instructions that experimental cargoes
shall be provided, but I do not know what the difficulties
are which have prevented that being carried out before.
At this moment, we have a line of steamers constantly
plying between Liverpool and Halifax-one of the best of
the oecan steamship linos, one which is largely controlled
by a firm of known enterprise and ability, and one which
bas been largely subsidized by the Government of Canada
for the convoyance of the mails. Unfortuiiately, however,
that line bas made its terminal point at Boston this winter,
conveying its freight past Halifax to~a foreign port. This
is done to the injury of the Intercolonial Railway, and the
injury of the trade of the Maritime Provinces and the whole
Dominion. It is a matter which should certainly engage
the attention of the Minieter of Railways. A t present, if a
merchant ofûlalifax wishes to send a quantity of freight by
steamer to England be does not go to the agents of the lino
at Halifax and obtain the necessary room, but ho bas
to communicate with the agents at Montreal, who, in turn,
have to correspond with the Boston agents. I
contend that it is in the interests not only
of Halifax, but of the whole Dominion, that
the Intercolonial Railway sbould be so managed as to
promote the shipping of grain by way of Halifax, and the
carriage of goods for the western Provinces over that rail-
way. It is not sufficient that we should promote theg
carriage of freight in one direction, we should also arrange1
for the carriage of return freight. - Unless this is doue, the
cost of transmission in one direction will be very much
greater thon it woulI otherwise b; the merchandize1
forwarded from Great Britain to the western Provinces,1
should be carried over that route as well as the products1
of the Nova Scotia coal fields. I think it behooves us to
consider whetber or not the subsidy to which I have1
referred should not b withdrawn, or, at least, that th one
year's notice, which is required, should be given, in ordert
that arrangements might be made, either with thet
present line, or with some other line, to bringE
about a verification of the predictions which(
I have quoted fron the speeches of Mr. Brown. I do not
believe that, if this course were adopted we should find itt
necessary to increase the subsidy which is now paid to theE
Allan ine. On the contrary, I feel pretty certain that if1
the Government were to ask the owners of that lino to
respond to our requirements, they would make Halifax theirf
terminal point. I believe that if the subsidy were madeî
conditional upon the owners of the lino stopping at Halifax,i
and, if the Government provided proper facilities, andi
through their properly appointed agents were to
put forth their energies to induce traffic to Halifax,1
so that the Allan steamers would be able to receivec
full cargoes there, the object we have in view would bo
accomplisbed. But if the Allan line did not choose to meet
our wisbes in that respect, others would do it. I believe therec
are parties to be found even in Halifax, though the enterpriseû
of thc me-chants of that city is sometimes assailed, but1
unjustly I think, who would establish suci a line-t
a city which las produced a Cunard with a brain power to
conceive the project of an oceanic steamship line, one of the t
earliest and the most successful that has engaged in the i
Atlantic trade. I do not think, however, that that would be
necessary ; but that the Messrs. Allan would be found i
willing, themselves, to enter into the necessary arrange-r
ments. Indeed, I have hoard it rumored that those I
gentlemen volunteered proposals to the Government not m
long since, by which the object in view could be fullyt
attained. I have heard that these gentlemen were willing t
to make Halifax the terminal port of their line, b
if the railway were extended to Dartmouth, and that they E
themelves would provide the other necessary facilities by the I
ae usition of property and the erection of elevators, So E
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that, either way, whether by the action of the Govern-
ment in subdizing another lire of steamers, or by their con-
tinuing subsidies to the Messrs. Allan, and entering into such
arrangements as those I have indicated, I believe the object
we have in view can bo accomplished. I think its cost
need not occasion much hesitation. Indeed, I think the
cost would be infinitessimal in proportion to the greatness
of the work with which it is connected. If the proposals of
the Messrs. Allan were accepted, it would be found, I think,
that they were themselves prepared to incur an expenditure
equal to that which would be required on the part of the
country. If, on the other hand, the conditions should be
the continuance of the present subsidy for a terni of years,
together with the erection of an elevator at the present
railway terminus at Halifax, and energetic operations on
the part of the agents of the Intercolonial to influence all
the traffic in that direction, the $126,000 that are now paid
would, I believe, suffice; at all events it would not need to
be largely increased. What then is asked ? First, the
erection of an elevator in order to complote the equipment of
the Intercolonial Railway, and give the full facilities which
are required, with through rates established from the west
to Great Britai n or foreigu countries. The next essential to
this end is a line of steamers making Halifax their terminal
port, to be attained by the use of the subsidy we are now
asking for. At a very modest outlay, one whieh shrinks
almost to nothing in the consideration of the great object
to be attained, you will be able to complete the measure of
your railway facilities, to consolidate our national interests,
to confirm your National Policy, and to fulfill those predie-
tions and those promises which were beld out to our people
by the sea, and which are now folt by them to be broken to
their hope.

Mr.DALY. Before you, Mr. Speaker, put the motion which
I have much pleasure in seconding, IL would like to ask the
attention of the House to a few very brief observations upon
the subject to which it refers. For many years past
the question of opening a trade in grain from Halifax has
engaged the attention of the commercial people of that
community. Many suggestions have been made and many
schemes have been proposed for the purpose of attaining
that object, but hitherto success bas failed to crown such
efforts. A deep interest has been felt in Halifax, and
I may say in Nova Scotia ut large, with regard to this
question. It may be somewhat a matter for regret that
this question should be obtruded upon the time of this House
at a moment when its attention and the attention of the public
mind is so deeply absorbed with the consideration of so
vast a scheme as that which has lately been presented to
us with regard to the great Canadian Pacifie Railway.
But it must be borne in mina that while the western part
of this great Dominion is of vast proportions, and of great
importance, still the older portions of the east should not
be overlooked nor forgotten-[ view this not as an eastern
or as a sectional question, but as one of a national
character. It is of such interest and importance to the
Dominion .that I think I may call upon all the representa-
tives of the people, upon whichever side oft he House they
may be, to join with us in considering it as one worthy of
their deepest concern. Possessing, as Halifax does; a
mnagnificent harbor, second to none in the world, open and
easy of access at all times of the year, it must necessarily
follow that if the advantages of that harbor, and of the
railroad that connects it with the great railroad system of
the west, be turned to the best possible account, Halifax
will assume greater commercial importance and standing
than it bas ever hitherto reached. Now, what is really at
the present moment required is easily summarized. It has
been referred to at a publie meeting of the citizens of
Halifax, and it bas been put into very few words. I think

cannot do botter than quote from the remarks of Mmr
Brezrner, a gentleman who has taken a deep interest in
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this question, and who is practically acquainted with every
branch of it. Mr. Bremner expresses what is felt in
Halifax as essential to the object we have in view. Ris
essentials are as follows:

"-st. A grain elevator, and every suitable! accommodation at Rich-
mond, or, in other words, that the equipment of the Intercolonial Railway
be eompleted.

e2nd. That an yline of steamers subsidized by Government shall have
its terminus at a ominion port.

"3rd. That for the purpose of making the Intercolonial Railway avail-
able for the object for which it was built, the Government shall arrange
freights with other railroad lmes and steamboats, and grant through
rates of freight on as favorable terms as by other routes and that they
shall employ sharp business men as freight agents at the principal grain
depots of the west."
The first essential, then, is one easy of accomplishment, it is
the erection of an elevator. The necessity for giving every
facility for every possible trade is so obvious that it
needs no argument. One of the greatest boons offered to
Nova Scotia, at the time of Confederation, was the construc-
tion of the Intercolonial Railway-not a road partially
finished or incomplete, but a road which would draw to the
waters of the port of Halifax a large portion of the products
of the great and rich western countrv, with whieh we were
then about to be both politically and commercially united.
Some five or six years ago, it was found that the accommo-
dation afforded by the depot at Richmond was inadequate
for the increasnig demands of trade, and a sum of money was
generously voted by Parliament to extend the road further
south into the city of Halifax. I think a mistake was made
at that time-a mistake which we feel to the present day.
Ilowever suitable for thc purposes of passenger traffie,
the present railway depot at North Street, in the city
of Halifax, may be-and I do not wish to detract at all
from the credit due to the hon. gentleman who caused that
depot to bc erected-a mistake was made in not extending
the railway further into the city, and nearer to the
harbor, in the neighborhood of West's Wharf, where the
proper facilities might be obtained for ioe development
of the trade I am now speaking of. Siace iat time, the
Government bas improved the shipping facilities required
by the railroad at Richmond, by the erection of wharves
and cattle-sheds. I said that every facilitv should be given
for every possible trade. That tho grain trade by way of
Halifax is not only possible, but is likely to prove a
profitable @ne, 1 think was shown very clearly by
the commercial men who spoke at the meeting in
Halifax to which I have referred, anid also by the hon.
gentleman who spoke last. But I would like to add one
piece of evidence which, I think, will satisfy the House
that this trade is possible and may be profitable. Take the
rate for grain from Montreal to Europe as 42 cents per 100
lbs., or $2 per quarter. The portion of that amount to
which the Grand Trunk would be entitled for carrying the
grain from Montreal to Portland, a distance of 282 miles,
would be seven-tenths, or exactly 70 cents, leaving a balance
for the ship of $1.31, or 5s. 4d. sterling. A ow if the
rates were the s'une on a cargo of grain taken from Montreal
to Europe via Halifax, the proportion to which the Grand
Trunk would be entitled for carrying it to the Chaudiere
Junction, a distance of 164 miles, would be 41 cents. The
rate which the Government has fixed for carrying grain to
Halifax is 30 cents ; add that te the 41 cents, and you will
have 71 cents, so that $1.31 would still be left for the ship,
exactly the same amount as is received by a ship from Portland.
The distance from Portland to Balifax being 36 hours by
steain, there would be a difference in favor of Halifax
to that extent. This year, Allan Bros. offered to make
IHalifax their terminal winter port at a considerable cost to.
tbemielves by the erection of grain elevators and wharves,
if the Government would afford them the opportunity ofi
doing so by extending the Intercolonial Railway into the1
town of Dartmouth. I mention this to show that there1
must be some ground for the hope of our being able to carry1

the winter trade through Halifax profitably, or such offer
would not have been made, und also to show that there must
be some ground for the belief that return cargoes could be
obtained at Halifax. The successful working of the Inter-
colonial Railway was alluded to in the Speech from the
Throne at the opening of the Session. I rejoice at the prosent
position of that road, not &o much on account of the Raving
that has been effected, or because the receipts counterbalance
the exponditure, as because such a state of things must
necessarily lead to a further reduction of rates on the
railway. Wo must look upon the Intercolonial in its
proper light as a great highway built fbr the express
purpose of being a powerful instrument in developing
the trade and resources of the country-not as a commer-
cially profitable enterprise. In respect of its revenue,
it is now doing more than its most sanguine prejectors
ever anticipated; and if still lower rates should bo
required, in order to start a trade whieh eventually will
prove largely remunerative, and a slight loss should result,
I still believe the railway would be only serving the express
purpose for which it was built. It lias been most unfairly
alleged that the failure of the export trade from Halifax is
largely due to the want of enterprise on the part of its
commercial men. I must say, in justice to my con-
stituents, that no such accusation can be fairly made.
Let the Government do their share and supply proper
facilities for the trade, and if they have not sufficient enter-
prise to develop this export trade, then the fault as 'uwell as
the loss will be theirs. The sugar tariff has given the
opportunity for refining sugar in Halifax with profit,
and the result has been the opening of two refineries
there. With a grain elevator I believe that the same
enterprise which lias been devoted to sugar refineries
would be directed te the grain trade with similar satisfa-
tory results. With regard to the mail steamers to Europe,
I may say, that steamers in reeipt of Government pay
should enter Halifax weekly, and there land mails and but a
very small portion of their freight or cargo, taking the
bulk of their Canadian cargo to Boston, or any other
American port, is a state of affairs that certainly ought
to be reinedied at once. Truc, the agents of this lino
advertise the saie rate of freight froin the West by
both routes, but while it las been clearly proved
that the freight landed at Halifax can be transported
te Quebec at about the same time the steamer
reaches Boston, it seems strange, indeed, that the latter route
should be preferred by shippers and importers. Arrange.
monts could, and I believe should, be made, with a
subsidised line of steamers such as would establish Halifax
as a winter port. The experience of the Allan line shows
this may be donc, and that return freights by Halifax te

.Europe can be found. I believe such a trade, if opened up,
would grow to very large proportions. Efforts have been
made by some ofour political oppononts to make political
capital out of this question-by mon who, when in power,
did little or nothing towards advancing our present object,
and who, now that they are out of power, refuse to give
any credit te the present Government for much that has
been already done; and they now soem desirous of
clamoring for impossibilities. But more could and shoul I
be done in the direction I have indicated. I believe I am
rnow pressing this question upon a friendly and well disposed
Government and Parliament; and I trust that such action
will be taken as will lead to the development of our trade
in the interest of the country and of its great national route,
and such as will satisfy the just and proper demands of the
people of Nova Scotia:

Mr. FLYNN. The motion of the hon. member for Halifax
is certainly one of very great importance, not only to that
city, but to the whole of Nova Scotia. I understand the
hon. gentleman te say that, at the time of Confederation,
the great inducement hold out te the people of Nova Scotia
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to enter the Union was the completion of the Intercolonial.
There can be no doubt of it. The building of that road
was held out to the people of Nova Scotia and of Halifax as
one of the greatest boons that could be conferred upon them
by the ineasure. The citizens of Halifax were told that the
great trade of the western part of Canada would flow into
that city on its way to Europe, the moment the Intercolonial
Railway was constructed. That consideration induced a
large majority in that city to favpr that measure. But, se
far, the benefits expected by that city from the railway
have not been realized. While we have continued to expoit
very large quantities of the produce of western Canada-
I think the figures have increased from half a million at
Confederation to something like three and a half te four
millions-the whole of the produce of the Lower Provinces,
taken, has scarcely increased to any appreciabl extent. It
is of no use for the Governmont to say that, in order to carry
out this object, to make Halifax a winter port, freights can-
not be redueed to such rates as would enable produce to be
carried across the Atlantic asfrom American ports. I beheve
the great object of constructing the Intercolonial was not so
much commercial success, but that it had a similar object to
that of the canals of Upper Canada, constructed, to a great
extent, for the opening up anddevelopmentof the resources
of the country. It has not realized that object. Again,
what has been the policy of the present Government?
They have, of course, adopted the Natioual Policy. The
cry bas gone forth, Canada for the Canadians, and if that is
a good cry thon all they can do to foster our trade and
send it by way of Halifax, and make it a winter port, should
be done. If Canada is for the Canadians alone-I am net
discussing whether that principle is a wise one, but it is
the policy of Ministers-everything should be.done to make
Halifax a winter port, that the grain of the continent may
by it find an outlet. It wilI be remembored that fault
was found with the late Government that it did
net use every exertion to effect that object.
The hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Richey) said he hoped
no political capital would be made out of this question. I
may say that, so far from wishing to make any political capi-
tal out of it, I have only one desire, and that is the good of
the Province. Halifax being the capital of Nova Scotia, in
which I have the honor te represent a constituency, and
knowing that the interest of Halifax is that of all Nova
Scotia, Iam here advocating the interest of Halifax, because
I believe it is the interest of my constituency; and it is for
that reason I have no political motive in view. It was con-
plained that the late Administration did not do enough in order
to realize the original intention of the construction of the
Intercolonial Railway. Now, what the people.of Halifax
complain of, and what others outside of Halifax complain of,
is that members of the present Government made promises and
pledoees to the people ofHalifax which have not yet been ful-
fill . They made them on the eve of the General Election, and
the people are yet awaiting their fulfilment. It will be
recollected that a very important meeting was held in Halifax,
about two years since, at which the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways was present. The meeting was held in the Temperance
Hall. I think the hon. gentleman made a very lengthy and
able speech. At that time the question of a winter poi.t at
Halifax was being agitated. The hon. gentleman read a
letterfrom the righthon. leader of the Government, of which
I will read a portion:

" I have been much pleased to see the energy with which the people of
Halifax have taken up the interest of their fine harbor. No effort, ln my
opinion, should be spared to build up an Atlantic port in the Maritime
Provinces, with the trade and traffic of the Dominion, rather than a foreign
one. I feel a personal interest in this matter, as b.ing responsible,
with my colleagues, for the construction of the Intercolonial Railway and
its location, for which I was so heartily abused. I- am, therefore,
naturally anxious to see that railway a success financially and otherwise;
and thai can only be secured by directing as large a volume of traffic as
possible towards and over it, and thus developing and extending the trade
of ia great terminus at Halifax. I hope the Govermentwill not be blind
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to this geat object, and that they may be induced to make an extra effort
for the purpose. If they do not, they will fail of~their duty,-and will be
reminded of their failure at the next general election."

So far as the city of Halifax was concerned, the late Govern-
ment failed to carry the elections, because the people believed
it did not do sufficient for the people of Halifax, and was
not willing to realize their expectations as to the benefits to
be derived from the railway. Consequently the supporters
of the late Government were defeated; but now, these hon.
gentlemen, who gained.theirelection *on the strength ofthese
promises, have failed, as the people have felt, to realize their
promises. It is well known that a very large and important
meeting was held in Halifax at a very_ recent date. That
meeting was not confined to any one class of the community.
It was attended alike by business men of both political
parties. I do not propose entering into the question of
rates, but I feel it very clearly that some extra effort should
be made to increase our shipping. If a grain elevator were
built at Richmond, freights could be carried across the
Atlantic as cheap as from any of the American ports. We
pay, I believe, $125,000 to the Messrs. Allan, and they
have now made Boston a winter port. Certainly
if any benefit is to come out of this Inter-
colonial Railway, is it not fair that the people ot Nova
.Scotia should have a right to complain when they see a
steamship lino subsidized to a large amount by the people
of the Dominion, and that line make a foreign port their
winter port? The people of Halifax complain that the
promises made them have not been fulfilled. Not three
or six months have elapsed since those promises were made;
they were made as far back as the spring of 1878, and now
three years have nearly passed and nothing has been done.
I only trust the Government will take this matter into their
serious consideration, and, at all events, fulfil the terms made
with Halifax on this question.

Mr. KILLAM. I do not propose to detain the House for
any length of time, but I wish to call attention to one or
two points that I think have been omitted in the speeches
of hon. gentlemen from Halifax. The mover of the resolution
referred particularly to - the hopes that had been
held out before Confederation to the supporters of that mea-
sure, and dwelt with some effect on the glowing promises
made at that time; but ho did not give so much attention
to the promises madé before the eloctions of 1878 by hon.
gentlemen in the city of Halifax, when they were holding
out to the citizens of that city, and the people of the Pro-
vince generally, the hope that H alifax was to be made a sort
of New York if they were only placed at the head of
affairs again and have the management of the Intercolonial
under their control. Well, considoring the steady support
which the hon. gentlemen from Halifax have given to the
present Ministry and to the National Policy, which is still
hanging upon us like a millstone, and considering the
entire failure to fulfil the promises made by the Government,
it is not at all surprising that these hon. gentlemen, at a
meeting held in Halifax on the third of this month, should
have met with the cool reception they did receive from
the people of that city as compared with the enthus-
iastic reception accorded to the gentlemen whe
opposed them at the last election. I do not complain at all
of the speeches of the hon. gentlemen, as far as tie question
laudable desire to do what they can to make Hlalifax a great
of the use of the Intercolonial is concerned, and I applaud their
commercial port but it does look strange to see the apathy
they have manifested-about this on previous occasions;
and, looking at the fact that they have only been spurred by
this meeting to take some action at this late day, I think
these hon. gentlemen do not deserve the credit they would
otherwise have received if they had made earnest and active
efforts -before this to attend to this matter. But I tell the
hon. gentlemen I will assist them to the best of my abilfty
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to in&uce the Government to do whatever is reasonable and
propdr to make the Intercolonial Railway what it was
expected to be in the first Îlaee, a great line of communi-
cation. I fancy the principal difficulty in the way of
the succes of tho Intercolonial Railway is not the
length ofthe road or the sparse population along its extent,
but the National Policy, which hon. gentlemen opposite
have introduced, and which is a policy not calculated to
promote trade, to increase the imports and exports of the
country, to promote railway industries or industries of any
kind, but a thinese wall policy calculated to shut us out of
communication with all nations, to destroy shipping, divert
trade from proper channels, and reduce our general pros-
perity. With respect to the Intercolonial Railway itself,
the length of the road is, of course, somewhat aguinst it, as
compared with other lines leading to the sea-board of
America. Taking Montreal as a central point, we have
about 300 miles to Boston and 800 miles to Halifax. That
500 miles is a serious obstacle in the way unless the ocean
freight can be made small enough to make up the extra cost
for carriage on the railway. The hon. members ibr
Halifax, since this great meeting, seem enabled to give
clearer ideas on this point, with which I perfectly agree. But
I say that if the Intercolonial Railway were managed by
men with the ability of those gentlemen which managed the
great railway corporations leading to the principal points of
shipment in the United States, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New
York, Boston, and Portland, there would have been some-
thing done in this shipping line long ago. Those hon.gentle-
men should have made a strong effort to see if something
could not be done to get the grain trade to go through
HLIalifax. It might not have proved a success; but it seems
to me these gentlemen have done nothing whatever in that
direction. It looks rather strange to see goods for
Canadian merchants in western Canada either going
by the White Star line, or by the Allan
line via Boston, instead of by the Intercolonial. 1 personally
have no objection to using goods which come through the
United States, and I am glad to trade with our neighbors
on fair terms at any time; but it must be galling to hon.
gentlemen supporting the National Policy to be obliged to
wear clothing, to use goods, or take anything English which
bas been tainted by coming through the territory of the
United States in transit to the west. The question of occan
freights has a bearing upon this. Naturally, other things
being equal, the trade would go through the United States;
but I am inclined to think that, if the proper facilities were
afforded, grain could be carried from Ialifax nt an
average price of about Gd. sterling per quarter less. That is a
matter for the Government to arrange with the same ability
that is used by the railway contractors to whom 1 have just
referred in making arrangements for through freights, and
it is a matter which the Government seems to have entirely
neglected. Many of the ships carrying grain from the
United States, large wooden ships, return in ballast. It
would be just as easy for them to get chartered at lalifax,
the distance being less than from A merican ports, secure
their grain there, and return in ballast, the question of
return cargoes boing, under the circumstances, not a matter
of much consequence for those vessels. The rates of freight
on iron to New York and Boston, 12s. to 14s. are not looked
at with much favor by shipowners, who would rather their
vessels came out in ballast, and make quicker passages.
lu this respect, therefore, Halifax, if proper facilities were
afforded, would have the advantage over American ports.
The hon. gentlemen from Ilalifax will, no doubt, get an
abundance of promises from the Government. I believe it
às a cardinal doctrine of a leading member of the
Administration that he is a poor man, indeed, who cannot
make promises; but next year these hon. gentlemen will
fid that nothing bas beon done. The proper and only
Oetain way in whieh they can get what they require is to
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leave the party they are now supporting, to assist in
turning them from the places they occupy, and, by putting
others in their places, at once secure an immediato and
energetic settlement of the winter port question, and, at the
same time, get rid of the so-called Natio*nal Policy, which is
doing so much to destroy our industries.

Mr. DOMVILLE. The lion. gentleman who has just sat
down certainly makes an admirable advocate of the interests
of Halifax, but as ho was eleeted to promote the interests of
Yarmouth, why should he not advocate the claim of that
place to be, made a winter port? I wish, however, to
call attention to the fact that when the late Government
were in power theli on. nember for Yarmouth was silent
on the question of making Halifax a winter port, and whon
I complained of the condition of the Intereolonial Railway,
I had not a word of sympathy from that hon. gentleman.
In that day, though the railway was falling behind to
the extent of several thousand dollars, its management,
aceording to that hon. gentleman, was perfect ; and now,
when it is in splendid condition, both actually and financially,
he is of opinion that there is something wrong. 1 have
heard a story of a man who said that if he hai the chance
of being born again ho should like to b born a Scotchman.
If I had the opportunity of being born again, I think
I should like very much to b born a Nova Scotian,
because the people of fhat Province get pretty mucli every-
thing they want, while we New Brunswickeis are too often
sent away empty-handed. Vou would scarcely think that
there was sucli a Province as New Brunswick, but that the
whole of the other Provinces of the Dominion existed for the
purpose of ministering to the wants of that fine little
peninsula, which is so brilliantly marked out in copper,
hrass and gold upon a map, in one of fthe Committec rooms
of this Hotise. Why, you have only toe ut through the
Baie Verte Canal and the whole little Province would be
sent adrift upon the waters of the Atlantic. The hon.
members for that Province say that the Intercolonial was
built to send the products of fthe far west to ialifax. I
contend that we never went into Confederation with any
idea of that kind. We were told tliat we should engage in
manufactures, alongside of Nova Scotia, and that there
should be an interchange of trade botween them and the Upper
Provinces. I maintain that when the Megantic Railway is
built - and there is not a great deal of it to build
now-I maintain that St. John wll be the proper place for
th winter port. I fully sympathize with those lion.
gentlemen who complain that our trade is carried by way
of Boston. 1 think, when a lino of steamers receives a
subsidy from the Govern ment, they should bc compelled to
carry their froight from a Canadian port, and if they
refuse to do so, ithe subsidy should be given to a company
who will meet our wishes in that respect. My hou. friend,
the member for Yarmouth, speaks of the Intercolonial
Railway in a tone of derision. We all know that that road
is now doing well. Those who travelled with me over that
lino on our way to Ottawa, will agrec with me whon I say
that we found its condition as nearly perfect as possible,
the road-bed being as smooth as a billiard table, whether
from the frost being in the ground or from the recent
improvements made upon the road by the Minister
of Railways, I cannot say. I do know, how-
ever, that its excellent condition was the
subject of gencral remark by membors of both
sides of politics, ithe motion of the cars being so smooth as
to be almost imperceptible. At the same time, I wish to
say to the Government that I do not think they should ever
regard the Intercolonial as a purely commercial enterprise-
a mere means of making profit. While we are building
railways in the North-West which will, in all probability,
cost large sums of moncy, we should bear in mind that the
Intercolonial must be run as a national enterprise, under-
taken under compensation for national purposes. I have
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confidence that the Government, whom I have supported
for a long time, and whom I hope to support for some time
longer, will do what is right in preserving our interesta in
this matter, even if the results should not in every case
meet our most sanguine wishes. But I wish to impress
upon them the advantages of St. John as a winter port-
advantages which I could paint in colore equally glowing with
those which have been applied to Halifax by the member
for that city, were I possessed of his eloquence. We have
no ice across the river, and we have a generous tide to carry
vessels in and out of the harbor. I hope that, while the
Government aro forming schemes to bring the wheat and
cattle of the west, from Yale to Kamloops, from Kamloops
across the prairies to Winnipeg, and thence by Montreal to
the sea-board they will not forget the interests of St. John as
being the nearest point at which to reach the Atlantic
ocean, by Canadian territory. While I do not blame the
members for Halifax for seeking to enhance the interests of
their city, I must urge the Government to deal fairly by St.
John, and as that city is the nearest point at whieh the
commerce of the west can be put upon the ocean
steamships, I think it is entitled to be made the winter port.
I hope that the Ministry will look into this matter and not
ignore St. John entirely, because it seems to me that
between the upper stone and the nether stone we are going
to get crushed.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I do not know sufficiently of this
question to treat it as well as it has been treated, but I
cannot help feeling that many of the arguments put
forward are correct. The object, as I understand it, of
building the Intercolonial Railway, was not only the develop-
ment of an intercolonial trade, but also to enable us to trade
with ourselves through our own country entirely. If any-
thing can be done by the Government by which our own
trade with St. John or Halifax might be legitimately
extended, I think it would be well, and I believe that we, in
Ontario, would be willing to bear our share of any burden
that might attach to us in giving any proper development
to the trade which finds its issue through those ports. I
wish I understood this matter a little better so as to be able to
discuss it more intelligently. No doubt the hon. gentlemen
from Richmond, Nova Scotia (Mr. Flynn), and Yarmouth
(Mr. Killam), understand it much better than I do, but the
trouble is that I do not know whether the present Govern-
ment have been more favorable to that project or the late
Government. The hon. member for Yarmouth, who is a
nautical man, and thoroughly understands these things,
seems to think that the only yay of getting this measure is
for members on the Ministerial side of the House to turn
against the Government and lend their adversaries a hand.
Well, if those hon. gentlemen are more favorable to opening
up those ports, and if that was a matter so absorbingly
important to do it to the exclusion of al other considera-
tions, then, of course, a few members on this side of the
House would not mind voting with them to bring about such
a desirable change. Unfortunately, the hon. member for
Yarmouth, in urging gentlemen to vote against the present
Government, gave as a reason that these gentlemen are
lying in wait to destroy the National Policy. If such a
defection did take place, even for so great an objeet as
opening up Halifax and St. John, we might, in the end, place
those gentlemen in power and succeed in upsetting the
National Policy. Then, again, we have got to give very
careful consideration, whether a set of gentlemen, who
deliberately set at naught the opinion of a vast majority of
people, are possessed of sufficient judgment to deal with even
such a question as the opening up of Halifax and St.
John; because those gentlemen who have been so desirous
latterly of -having appeals to the people, through
petition or otherwise, are deliberately setting at
utter defiance the clearly expressed opinion of a vast
majority of the people; an opinion that keeps gathering
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strength as time goes on. There are circumatgam. -in
connection with the tenure of power of this
Government. There have been many bye-eleoctions sinée
they came into power, but instead of losing, power as ,is
usually the case as the years go rolling on, they have
'steadily gained, so that the Government is now numericaly
stronger in this House than it was when the present Parlia-
ment was elected. For these reasons, I think that, with all
deference to the hon. member for Yarmouth, we would have,
even in a matter like this, to stick to the Government, even
though they are not as favorable to opening these ports as
the Opposition. The hon. member from Richmond fairIy
characterized this Goverument as desirous of having Canada
for the Canadians, but he seemed to express a doubt as to
whether that was a wise policy, while ho admitted that
it is the policy of the present Government. For that
reason, then, because they wish to have Canada for COana-
dians, because they wish to foster and carry out this
National Policy, which is adding to our wealth and comfort
and business position, I think we must, despite the alluring
inducement offered by the hon. member for Yarmouth, stick
to the Government still.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). We have an illustra-
tion in the debate to-day of the good that public meetings
in constituencies occasionally do. For the past two Sessions
the hon. members for Halifax sat in this Bouse, and this is
the first occasion on which the winter port question bas
been brought under the consideration of this Parliament.
They are driven to it by the action of their conàtituents at
the public meeting held there only a few weeks since. At
that meeting expressions of disapprobation at the course
of the Government were publicly made by men who had,
for many years, been identified with the Conservative party.
As I listened to-night to the hon. member for Halifax, I
thought that, in one particular at least I had been disap-
pointed. I had always thought, until now, that the
members of the Government, judging from their published
statements, were friendly to this project, that they took a
deep interest in it. The letter which was referred to, 'written
to the present Minister of Railways, on the 9th of Jane, 1878,
by the present Prime Minister, contained the following
remark :-

" I would have liked to have had the opportunity of discussing the
burning questions' of the day, and especially those affecting the trade and
commerce of the Maritime Provinces."

For nearly two years these hon. gentlemen have sat on the
Treasury benches, and not one promise made prior to the
election by the present Minister of Railways, or by the
members for iHalifax, or by the organs that represent them
in that city, has been fulfilled by the Government. The hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Daly) was the first to introduce
politics into this question. ie wanted to have a slap at the
Mackenzie Government, on account of the location of the
depot at Halifax. I believe tht throughout Nova Scotia,
the people have placed this question above politices, and for
this reason: the representatives from that Province should
unite in urging upon the Government the importance oftaking
such measures as will make Halifax the winter port of the
Dominion. As was stated by the hon. member for Halfax
(Mr. Richey) prior to Confederation, the promise was made,
that after the union of the Provinces, the Intercolonial
Railway would be built, and that Halifax should le
the terminus of that road for all the trade
from the west, and that Halifax should be built up and
become a great city. The promise was made that ere this
time the population of that city should be doubled and tripled.
But what is the fact ? The population is hardly as large as
it was prior to Confederation. The Intercolonial has not in
any way proved the benefit to Halifax that was promised;
indeed, the Intercolonial is of more benefit to Toronto, Mon-
real and Quebec than it is to Halifax, for it places iie
merchants of those three cities in ready access to onenmillion
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of consumers in the Maritime Provinces. This mattr has
been thoroughly discussed in the press of the country and at
annual meetings of the Board of Trade for many years past.
1 will reer, for a moment, to a speech delivered by Mr.
Dwyer, of Halifax, a gentleman occupying a high position in
commercial circles in that city. The spch was delivered at
the aunnal meeting of the Board ofTrade, held in that city in
January, 1878, and these were some of the reasons ho gave
for directing the attention of commercial men to the
importance of Halifax as a winter port. He says:

" To show you that the road is worthy of your attention, worthy of ail
the favors you can bestow upon it, you will pardon me if I take up a few
moments of your time in describing its usefulness. As your old winter
mail route, to and from the Atlantic ocean, or to and from Europe, it has
been referred to in terms of much approbation by your President in his
openug address. For the conveyance of passengers from Europe or
elsewhere who may land at Halifax, it is a safe and pleasant route, and it
wiH not be the fault of the Intercolonial Railroad if they do not arrive at
their homes with promptitude and comfort and perhaps a eaving of
valuable time. *I* As a carrier or distributor of your produce and
manufactures to your maritime customers, either in summer or winter, the
railroad is very far in advance of former routes, for rapid delivery and for
the fine condition in which goods are delivered. This fact alone is
increasing our trade with you by diverting a portion of that which has
always existed between us and the United States, and for certain
manufactured goods which formerly came from Great Britain."

From a roturn that was laid on the Table of the House last
year, we find that the late Premier agreed to carry two
cargoes of grain at 30 cents a quarter or $15 a car load of
twelve tons, which met with no response from the shippers
ofthewest. When the present (rovernment came into power
the rate was very slightly reduced, the prosent Minister of
Railways offering to carry grain at 26 cents a quarter, or
$13 a car load of -the same weight, 12 tons. The
Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway, Mr. Schrieber, stated
that if return freight could be socured at 90 cents a ton,
grain could be carried at 13 cents a quarter, or 63 cents a
ton, without loss. If that rate were ado ted on the Inter-
colonial I believe the grain trade of tMo west would b
diverted to Halifax, and goods coming from Europe to the
Dominion of Canada would find their way through Halifax
and over the Intercolonial to the west. This inatter is of
the greatest importance to the people of the Maritime
Provinces, and to the people of Nova Scotia and Halifax
especially, and I believe that if the Government would erect
a grain elevator at Richmond,and subsidize a line of steamers,
making Halifax their terminal port, the expectations of the
people of that city would be realized. We are told that a
good deal bas been done already for that city, and that the
merchants should exert themselves; but I contend that ilali-
fax bas not received as much from the Government as
Montreal or Quebec, which have been directly benefitted by
the subsidies which have been given to western railways,
the erection ofcanals, and the improvement of the navigation
of the St. Lawrence, not only at a great original expense,
but a large annual cost to the revenue. It is only within re-
cent years that 'Halifax received a depot worthy of the name
from the Government, and that was given, not by this
Government, but by their predecessors. As a representative
of Nova Scotia, I join with the members for Halifax, in
urging the claims of that city upon the Goverument, and I
hope we shal see some practical benefits arising from this
agitation.

Mr. OGDEN. I think the members from Halifax and
from Nova Scotia. generally, have been moderate in their
request that the Governiment should erect an elevator at Hali-
fax, and that freight rates should be so reduced that grain
from the West could be carried over the Intercolonial, as Hali-
fax is atpresent the most available winter port. I also regret
the merchantsof Halifat have not displayed more energy and
en e in building up the trade of their own city. The hon.
mem r for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam) advised those who have
theluonor to support the present Government to go over to the
Opposition, who, he said, would do more to advance the
intersts of Nova Scotia. I would like to ask the hon. gentle-

man how bis late leader acted last Session whon the members
from Nova Scotia made a claim for their share of the Fishery
Award. I think our interests are quite as safe in the hands
of the present Government as they would be in the hands of
the Opposition. But I wish to call the attention of the House
to the fact that there is another, and a much botter port than
that of Halifax, which is 115 miles east of Halifax by water,
and which can be connected with the Intercolonial by the
construction of a road about forty miles long. I rofer to the
harbor of Whitehaven. Admiral Owen, who was sont out
by the British Government, says in his report:

"Whitebaven is a most splendid and commodious port, at the nearest
available point of North America to England, ite natural facilities
gatly exceeding those of Halifax or any other point upon the coast.
The nature of the coast and entrances preclude the possibility of packed
or drift ice accumulating, so that the ingress and e gress are always free
and open. In case of fog the attainment of Halifax harbor requires
twenty miles of pilotage navigation; for Whitehaven, never more thain
three or four."
This port is 115 miles nearor Europe than Halifax, and cau
bo connected with the Intercolonial Railway by the con-
struction of a road forty miles long, which would givo us a
route to the soa-board, oighty miles shorter than is provided
by way of Haliflix. I, therefore, mako a claim that, White-
haven be made the winter port of the Dominion. I do not
.ask that it be done immediately, but, I think the Govern-
ment should survey a lino, tapping the Eastern Extension
Railway, which is now completed, then afterwards
build a road, say from Moncton to Whitehaven,
running through the county of Pictou, represented by the
hon. the Minister of Justice, and through Cumberland,
represented by the hon. the Minister of Railways. who, 1
think, must be favorable to this scheme. When that is
done, and the Mogantie Railway is built, the distance to
Whitehaven will b reduced vory materially. This route will
be somothing like 500 miles by rail and 100 miles
by water shorter than the present route to Halifax.
It should have been built long ago. I an sur-
prised that the late Administration did not leave such a
legacy when they went out of power as even a promise
that an elevator should be erected. I do not wish to raise
any sectional cry as against Yarmouth or St. John.
Complete the Intercolonial b yerecting an elevator, and
thon place in the Estimates of this Session a sufficient sum
to survey this railway, which will ultimately make
Whitehaven the winter port. We will not ask you to buy
cargoes of grain or to speculate for us. We have enter-
prising men who will do this themselves, and strive to
make this one of the largest and most prosperous towns in
the Dominion.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker loft the Chair.
AFTER RECESS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This question is one of very
great importance, but I think it would be botter to post-
Mne a full discusion of it tili the papers aslked for are

efore the House. It is quite impossible for bon,
gentlemen on either side of the House-I think I may say
on this question there is only one side-to discuss it
properly without the papers detailing the various steps
taken in reference to this measure. There is probably no
gentleman in the House who does not ftilly realize the
great importance to Canada of having a winter port within
our own Dominion, and of making every reasonable effort
to realize all that is possible in this direction. I am quite
certain that any measure the Government can propose with
that object will meet with the hearty support of hon.
gentlemen on all sides. It is true that the experiments that
have been made so far have not been so successful as might
have been anticipated. Not only as .Minister of Railways,
but as a representative of Nova Scotia, I feel the
very deepest possible personal interest in the success of
this enterprise-the obtainment of a winter port within the
Dominion; and, as Minister of Railways, anything that can
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increase the traffic over that lino and its receipts must
commend itself to me as worthy of the fullest and most
attentive consideration of the Government. There is,
however, a great difficulty, which was encountered by the
late, as it bas been by the present, Government-that
Halifax, the natural outlet and trans-Atlantic port of the
Dominion, has to contend with an open American Atlantic
port whieh can be reached by a very much shorter
journey by rail. All that could be done, by placing
the Intercolonial in first-class condition, has been
done by this Parliament. They not only provided
for a first-class lino from Truro to Rivière
du Loup, but generously voted money to purchase the
Rivière du Loup section of 127 miles, relay it with steel rails,
and make it a first-rate rond, so as -not only to save time,
but to reduce the cost of transit and freight coming into,
and leaving the country, to a minimum. The Government,
also, bave considered whether it was not possible te reduce
the cost of the carriage of grain very much lower than it
was under their predecessors. This being a national
question, we feit it was not necessary that the rate should
be a paying one-that even if grain was carried at some
loss, we still shou'ld ho warranted in incurring a certain
amount of loss, if we could thus make Halifax a winter port,
and draw return traffic over the lino, that would yield paying
rates. Under this impression, the very lowest rate we
considered possible was fixed, in the hope that it would induce
the trade toe send their grain over the Intercolonial te
Halifax. Every person connected with the trade, frankly
admitted that the rate was as low as it was possible te ask,
as seemed necessary te accomplish the object. True, we
did not ask Parliament for an appropriation for the con-
struction of an elevator at Halifax. Of course, we quite
understand you cannot ship grain with the facility and
cheapness necessary for successful competition with other
ports, unless you have an elevator. But there are two
reasons why Parliament has not been asked for an appro-
priation for an elevator at that port. In the first place, we
were in hopos that, having fixed a low rate for the transit
of grain, private çapitalists would take up the business of
shipping grain, provide the necessary storage and means
of cheap and easy shipment. One reason was, we thought
it right at first, to see how far private enterprise would
supply what was required ; and, in the second place. we
wished to satisfy ourselves, in case private enterprise did
not supply the want, whether, provided there were an
elevator, the cheapness of handling grain and other
facilities obtained, would be sufficient to accomplish the
object of Parliament. We have been exhausting the means
of satisfying ourselves whether, by the construction of an
elevator, we could make Halifax our outport for the ship-
ment of grain in winter as a preliminary to asking that
supply from Parliament, which, I am quite sure, it is entirely
ready to give, to any measure promising the accomplishment
of so desirable an object. I am not at all surprised that the
people of Halifax sbould feol disposed to come together,
irrespective of party, to press in the strongest possible way
this question on Parliament. But it is not a Halifax
question alone, Ontario and every part of the Dominion is
equally interested in obtaining, if possible, a winter port in
Canada, capable of doing as cheaply and efficiently the
business of the country as a foreigu port. I am quite sure,
therefore, that every hon. gentleman will give the question
bis carnest consideration. I am glad te see the spirit in
which the member forRichmond (Mr. Flynn), approached
it, and te hear the assurance that he will be quite prepared
to deal withsit irrespective of party considerations. The
member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam) said some thinks with
which I quite agree, and some from whieh Idissent. He said
the reason why we have not sucoeeded in making Halifax a
winter port was, that the Government were net able to deal,
with this question in the vigorous and enterprising commer-
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cial spirit which could be exhibited by a private company. I
hope that in the consideration of a still larger question
than this, the hon. gentleman will appreciate the fact that
a private company will be able, not only to construct, but
operate the railway more efficiently and more in accordance
with commercial principles than is possible to any Govern-
ment. I have no hesitation in sayirg, from some experience
of my own, e nd from the consideration I was able to give
this question during the existence of the late Government,
that it is not possible for a Government to engage in such
enterprises with advantage. They cannot become great
speculators and merchants as railway companies can, pur-
chasing large cargoes of grain and other things with a view
to getting business. There are a great many ways in which
it is quite possible for a private company, I believe, to deal
more energetically and more successfully with such a
measure than it is possible for a Government to do. Well,
I agree with the hon. member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam) on
the question that a vigorous private company would be able
to accomplish more in establishing a winter port, that a
steamship and railway company combined would probably
accomplish a great deal more, than could be done by a
Government. Thore is another subject, on which I am not
prepared to agree with him, and that is that the National
Policy as been a difficulty in the way. I am at a loss to
know from what statistics that bon. gentleman las formed
his opinion that the Intercolonial Railway, or the traffie of
the Intercolonial Railway, has suffered from the introduction
of the National Policy. I would like the bon. gentleman to
compare the returns of traffic at every way-station and at
every terminal station, aind at any point on
the entire line, from end to end, with the rceipts
for traffic and the business done before the introduc-
tion of the National Policy; and I do not think he
will find any reason to bring him to the conclusion that the
National Policy has in any way interfered with making
Halifax a winter outport ol' Canada. The papers laid on the
Table to-day have some bearing on the subject, and that bear-
ing is very much at variance with the conclusion at which the
hon. member bas arrived. The paper laid on the Table to day
shows that the National Policy, due directly to the
present Tariff imposed in accordance with the National
Policy, has had the result of raising the amount of sugar
carried over the Intercolonial Railway from 7,809,364
lbs. in 1878, to 16,071,316 lbs. in 1879. I think the hon.
gentleman will hardly find that the National Policy
is interferingo with making Halifax a winter outport, in
giving new vitality to the West India trade. A great deal
has been accomplished in the way of drawing traffic over
the Intercolonial from every possible source, and on making
the magnificent barbor of Halifax the entrépot for the West
India trade as well as an outport for ocean traffic from this
Dominion during the wintor. I may tell the hon. gentleman
that the papere laid on the Table of the flouse to-day, show
that, during tihe three months of 1880, 8,181,380 pounds of
sugar were carried over that road more than in the whole
year of 1878, which will show that the facts bearing upon
this question go to establish an entirely different view from
that which the hon. gentleman bas given. As I said before,
the hon. gentleman stated some things with which I heartily
agree, and I have explained them to the House. He as
also laken this ground, in which I do not concur, and he
elosed, I think, with some advice te my hon. friends from
the county of Elalifax, with reference to whichlI-tell him
frankly he is better qualified to give advic.than I am. He
says these gentlemen having been sent here to support this
Administration, having given a bearty support to this
Administration, should lie in wait for an opportuiity
when the Government would be engaged in some
great measure, and throw their weight into the scale by
going from one party to the other, and see how much they
will obtain for their constituents. The hon. gentleman is a
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botter judge of the wisdom of that line of action than I am.
I have had no experience in that sort of thing, and I must
leave my hon. friends from Halifax to take the advice or not
as they think it wise or not. It is certainly an advice which
the hon. gentleman has fortified by his example. He says.
however, that my hon. friends from fHalifax are not so
popular as they were-that there is a good deal of
anxiety amongst them. I can only say that, while
I believe all parties in the city of Halifax are alike
anxious to have this important question satisfactorily
settled, and anxious to strengthen the hands, in every
way possible, of their representatives here, I do not gather,
from the careful consideration I gave the question, anything
that would warrant the hon. gentleman in arriving at the
conclusion that their constituents were at all uneasy, or
that they had given them any reason to suppose they did not
consider it fortunate that at present they were represented
as they are in the House. When these papers are brought
down, and the Estimates subsequently submitted to the
House, there will be an opportrnity of dealing with this
question in all its bearings, and I am quite certain every
hon. gentleman will be prepared to givo bis hearty
support, to any measures the Government may submit that
will have so desirable an end as the securing of a winter port
in Canada. The hon. member for Guysborough (Mr. Ogden)
has brought a competitor into the field. lie is only dis-
charging his duty to his constituents and the members of this
House in taking the opportunity of reminding the House
that there was another and a very important port, that
might, at no distant day, become a winter outport for Can-
ada. I have no doubt at all that, when this great national
line of communication is completed, as it will be, iii a few
years, from the Pacific to the Atlantic, the attention of the
country will be attracted with great force to the question as
to how the distance may be shortened between the old
world and the new, what means may be adopted to
shorten the distance, and whether by the construction of a
comparatively short line of railway, the harbor of White-
haven which, as that hon. gentleman bas told us, was
reported favorably on by Admiral Owen, when sent by fhe
Imperial Goverrment for tho purpose, will attract ilh
attention it has hitherto roeceived. There is also the harbor
of Louisburg to be considered. The time is. not remote
when the attention of Parliament and the public will be
strongly drawn to the means by which we can bring more
closely together, than by any existng means, commnt-
nication between the most remote part of the
Dominion and Europe. In the meantime, I do trust,
and I may say I am still hopeful, that the means
that can be adopted will have the effet of socuring the
accomplishment of so important an object as the making of
Halifax a winter port of Canada. The statement which I
was able to submit to the House a few days ago, as to the
manner in which the Intercolonial Railway had been enabled
to meet the efforts that had been made to bring the traffic
of Quebec, Montreal and Toronto, the greater saving in time
there was in placing the freight aboard at Halifax rather than
Boston, will give us still greater encouragement to use all our
efforts for the purpose of securing the transmission of
Canadian trade over the Intercolonial Railway. When we
are considering the Estimates, by which time the papers will
be on the Table, there will be the fullest opportunity for
discussing this important subject in all its bearings.

Mr. ANGLIN. The Minister of Railways and other
speakers have laid down principles on the discussion of this
question, from which, I for one, must dissent. The Minister
takes it for granted that the on1ly port which can possibly
be the outiet of the winter trade of the Dominion in the neur
future, must be the port of Halifax. I would gladly render
any assistance in my power to the city of Halifax in
ita endeavor to obtain that share of the trade of the Domin-
ion, winter and summer, to which it is fairly entitled, by

reason of its being one of our principal ports, as well as
by its peculiar position on the Atlantic. But that is not the
only city to which it was promisod before Confoderation
that a large tide of commerce would flow to it, and through
it, after the Provinces wore united. We, in St. John, were
told in language just as glowing, and promises quite
as brilliant were beld out to us, that the flour
and the pork, and the butter, and the cheese and all the other
productions of the Upper Provinces of Canada and the great
North-West would pour down to our city; that-storehouses
and elevators would be built at our harbor, that the city
would resound with the busy hum of those engaged
in sending to Europe the principal productions of
the Upper Provinces, and forwarding te those Provinces the
goods imported from the outor world. We have a right to
claim that those promises shall be fulfilled. True, these
promises wore not verv distinctly reiterated immediately
before tho last General Elections; other modes were found
of addressing the electors and inducing them to prefer those
who wore out of offic., te those who were in ; but the old-
standing promises have not yet been fulfilled, and tbey are
peculiarly binding-upon the Government who are now
in power, because they wore made by hon. gentle-
men who are now on the Troasury bonches.
While Halifax bas peculiar advantages, to the
benofits of which it is fairly entitled-whilo standing, as it
does, on our Atlantic firont, it ought to be made, as it
lias been made, a port from which the mails should
be sent to, and received from Europe and the West
Indies-we, in St. John, too, have advantages for
carrying on a large trans-Atlantic trade. We could supply
cargoes for shipment which Halifax could not supply, and,
owing to the great decadence of the trado cf our port, it is
absolutely necessary for the prospority of the city, that
something should be done by some competert power to
establish a regular line of steamers botween St. John and
some port or ports in Great Britain. I believe that applica-
tion will shortly be made to the Government, by the City
Council, the Board of Trade, and other bodies in St. John,
for assistance for such a lino, perhaps not at prosent a
weekly but a monthly lino, connecting St. John with
some British port or ports. The hon. Minister of Railways
is mistaken, 1 think, in supposing that lie can, by such an
experiment as has bcon proposed, asïertain whethor it is
possible to send grain profitably from the upper country by
way of the port of Halifax. That can be ascortained as weil
without making such an experiment. It is an easy matter
to ascertain at what rates large quantities of grain can bo
carried to the terminus of the Intercolonial, at the Chaudiere,
how much the carriage of grain from that point to Halifax
will cost, how mach it will cost to put it on board ship, and I
submit that it is scarcely nocessary to build elevators in
order to ascertain the cost of loading grain, as these rates
are perfectly well known. Every item of the cost of such
a traffic, supposing vessels could be permanently and largely
employed in the trade, are ascertainable without making
the experiment which bas beon spoken of. I believe
a large number of Halifax merchants, «not long
ago, repudiated, in very strong toims, the proposal
to make such an experiment, as they felt that ifthe ex-
periment were made the result would be to afford the
Government an excuse for not going any further, or, to use
a form of expression, which would, perhaps, be preferred
by those more friendly to the Government, the experiment
would satisfy the Government that the trade could not
profitably be carried on. The other experiment of permia-
nently making Halifax or St. John the terminal port of a lino
of steamcrs the only one which would fairly test their respec-
tive advantages as a winter ottlet. I know that for some tine
back it has1een almost impossible for persons desirous of
shipping cattle or other produce from Halifax te ascertain
a week or two before the arrival or departure of the
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steamers whether such produce could be shipped or not.
The export trade of Halifax has been made entirely
dependent upon the trade from the terminal port
from which the steamers start which touch at Halifax, so
that the trade from that port could not possibly be fairly
developed. One of the advantages possessed by Halifax, is
that it ought to be the port of outlet and inlet for the mails
during the winter, at least; but anything which is
paid beyond the sum, which would be a fair equiva-
lent for the conveyance of the mails, must be held to be
paid in the carrying out of the policy of protection.
Protection works in two ways. Men are compelled to
purchase articles of domestic manufacture which they may
not care to buy, by means of imposing a high duty
upon similar articles imported into the country.
The other way in which it works is, by the system
of bounties, and, taking it all in all, the latter is
the more honest system of the two. If we in the
Lower Provinces are hereafter to be content that the
farmers of Ontario shall be protected by having a duty
of some 15 cents a bushel imposed upon all wheat that
may be imported into the country, and corresponding duties
imposed upon the oats and barley imported, and we are com-
peled to pay a higher price for our flour in the Lower
Provinces, as is said, for the benefit of the farmers of
Ontario, thon, if the farmers of Ontario believe that they are,
protected to that extent, they should not complain if
they, in return, are called upon to.pay out of the Treasury
a sum su15cient to afford protection to the business of
Halifax and St. John as ports and harbors of this Dominion,
and if they are to be compelled to send all their products
to the world outside, and compelled to receive, through those
ports, all the produets of the rest of the world which they
may requre. The hon. the Minister ofRailways has spoken
of sugar. Why has the import of sugar to Halifax increased ?
Put in pounds it seems a very enormous increase ; put in
tons it does not seem remarkable. I looked at the papers
sometime ago and found that before this National Policy
came into operation, Halifax imported nearly 4,000 tons of
sugar during the year, while during the year 1879 she
imported a little over 8,000 tons. The quantity was not
qute double the former quantity, but it was imported at an
enormous cost to the general public. If it be right to force
this Dominion to receive its sugar through Halifax alone in
the winter season, surely there can be nothing wrong
in compelling it to receive its other merchandize through
the ports of Halifax and St. John.: surely there can be
nothlng wrong in compelling the Dominion to send
its products to those ports by so cheapening the export-
ation as to render it to the interest of the other
Provinces to use those ports. If this Protectionist
system is to continue in operation, it must not be
a partial system as it is to-day. It is not only the
cotton lords of this Dominion who must derive benefit
from it, and the Qwners of woollen mills and other large
factories; but the other interests of this Dominion must get
some benefit from it, although it would be exceedingly
difficult indeed to discover any mode of rendering material
service to the great lumber and fishing interest. But, here is a
case in which very material service indeed can be rendered
to a very important interest, the commercial interest of
Halifax and St. John, or of any other ports on the Canadian
sea-board which may show a disposition to compete for this
trade. Now, I think it is fair to enunciate these principles as
those which I hold with regard to this matter. The hon.
member for Halifax, I think, rather indiscreetly made an
attack upon the Mackenzie Government, alleging that they
had done very little to promote the interest of the port
of Halifax. Al that has been done from the time we entered
into the Confederation up to the present moment, to
promote the interest of Balifax, and to make it the winter
port of Canada, was done by the late Administration-
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everything. For years and years the gentlemen opposite
strove, I believe, rather earnestly to get the railroad
extended into the city of Halifax, but for some reason they
failed. The Mackenzie Administration did extend the rail-
road very far in toward the city of ialifax-as far as they
could well reach-and erected there a magnificent railway
station at the public cost. The hon. gentleman complains
that they did not go further, and extend that railroad down
to the wharves. We know they were making earneàt efforts
to extend the railroad down to the wharves; the hon. gentle-
man knows that the Mackenzie Administration compelled the
Allan line of steamers to land their mails at the city of
Halifax, and so convert it to a certain extent into a winter
port. He knows, too, that when application was made to
the Mackenzie Administration, with regard to the grain trade,
that Administration made what seemed thon to be a very
liberal offer indeed, as to the rate of grain freights, and i
think the Administration offered to send two full cargoes of
grain over the road to ascertain whether the trade
would bear the cost or not. No doubt, for a revenue-
tariff-G-overnment all that was going very far; and I have
no doubt, that had the Mackenzie Administration remained
in power, they would have continued to make all reasonable
efforts to confer upon Halifax the benefits to which it ought
to be held entitled as one of the frontier Atlantic por.ta of
this Dominion. But they have gone out, and since we
have seen nothing done. The hon. Miriister of Railways,
I think, proposed to reduce, somewhat, the rate which Mr.
Mackenzie, in his time, , proposed to charge on grain
transmitted over the Intercolonial. That, however, was
but a trifling reduction, and it has not led to any practical
result. To-day we stand face to face with the fact, that,
although this Intercolonial is a magnificent railroad-
magnificent because so thoroughly constructed-that,
although it is almost the shortest route from the Upper
Provinces to the city of Halifax, that, although it does a
very large trade in conveying goods from the Upper
Provinces down to the Lower Provinces and to the city of
Halifax, it does very little, indeed, in carrying back anything
produced in the LowerProvinces,and it has ceased to do much
in conveying from Halifax any portion of the merchandize
imported from Europe. These facts are disagreeable facts.
They are facts with which the Government, I think, is bound
to deal, not languidly or remissly, but actively and earnestly.
I do think the Government which professes to protect
all the struggling industries of this country should also
endeavor to protect the industries of the Lower Provinces,
which have almost ceased to struggle because they have
almost ceased to have the strength tô struggle any longer.

Mr. ROYAL. It may appear somewhat strange for a
member oming from a prairie province to take part in a
debate which seems to affect only the Maritime Provinces.
It is true we have no maritime ports in the North-West, but
I believe the day is not distant when Manitoba, enlarged,
may become a maritime province. A very important fact
was lost sight of when mention was made of the carrying
trade between Canada and Europe. I believe that, with
due deference to the members from the Maritime Provinces
who have enumerated the old ports of Halifax and
Yarmouth, and, I might add, Louisburg-I think we can do
a little better by the establishmentof a port in Hudson's Bay.
As my opinion on this subject might not go very far, I will
with your permission, read an extract from Professor Hines
on this subject. When the discussion on this important
subject takes place in, this House, and when these papers
are brought down, I hope the House will not lose sight of
the future importance of utilizing the relations between the
Hudson Bay and the ports of Europe. In fact, while the
Pacific Railway Syndicate have retained almost a
monopoly of building branch railways south of their line,
there is no restriction whatever on the building -of
railways on the nortlh sile of it; and the scheme
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of the navigation of Endson's Bay may furnish an
escape for the people of the North - West from
any monopoly that may be organized under this contract.
My experience and the experience of every member from
the Prairie Province is, that Canada has been year by year
discovering the North-West. Ten years agoit would have
been impossible to convince any assembly in this country
that there were 250,000,000 acres of fertile land in the North-
West Territory; and it may be that the .importance of the
navigation of Hudson's Bay will be equally slow in
impressing itself upon the public mind. Professor Bines, in
a letter to the Surveyor General, of the 22nd March, 1878,
says:

" During the past few years my views on the subject have undergone a
progressive change, all tending towards confirming the opinion of the
adoption ultimately of the Hudson Biy Route as a great commercial
highway between Central British America and Europe. The facts which
have led to this decided opinion are briefly as follows:-

"lst. The general and successful employment of large steamers
properly constructed for ice encounter, by the Newfoundland, British and
Norwegian sealers. The safety of these vessels, and the experience
acquired in the management of a steamer in ice-encumbered seas.

" 2nd. The present cheapness and easy management on board a steamer
of the magneto-electric light, for use on such steamers, and for temporary
powerful lighthouse purposes.

"3rd. The alleged discovery, on high authority, of Lignite coal over
wide, areas, from Cape Walsingham to Frobisher Bay, just north of
Hudson Straits, as well as on the West Greenland coast.

" 4th. The better knowledge now possessed of the proper mode and time
for navigating Davis Straits in approaching Hudson Straits.

"5th. The great fishing resources of Davis Straits in and towards
Frobisher Bay.

"6th. The sources of the ice drift on the Labrador coast, its course in
Hudson Straits, and the mode of avoiding it in summer and autumn, or
crossing it where it is narrowest.

"7th. From ail I have gathered respecting the navigation of Hudson
Straits and its approaches from the east, there appears to be no difficulty
in navigating them from July to October with a sealtng steamer, especially
if provided with a magneto-electric light for use in September and
October.

" When we consider that York Factory is actually nearer to Liverpool
than New York, it surely becomes a question of the greatest moment to
determine how far existing information would warrant minute enquiry
into this very important subject. As the result of a prolonged but
desultory stndy of the question, I have no doubt that continuous and safe
navigation by steamers constructed as sealing steamers are, can be carried
on between Port Nelson and Liverpool for at least four months in the
year-that is from Liverpool to Liverpool again, leaving three months or
perhaps a little more for Hudson Bay."

My object in making these few remarks, is to bring to the
attention of the Government, the probable large part in the
development of the North-West, which is likely t be
performed by the navigation of IIudson's Bay.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is very inconvenient to
enter into a discussion of questions bearing upon the Tariff,
or of the subject now immediately under the consideration
of the Ilouse, in the absence of the papers asked for, and the
returns that will bo submitted to Parliament, before we
take up the question of the Tariff. Probably, when those
papers are brought down, the hon. member for Gloucester
will find that the ports of New Brunswick are not in as
stagnant a position as they are represented to be; but, on
the contrary, in a. much more active condition. 1 do not
desire, nor do I intend, to be drawn into a discussion on the
Tarif at this time; but I rise to thank the bon. member for
Gloucester for his unselfishness in uttering the words ho
has spoken in favor of St. John. We all remember the
urgent manner in which, in the Parliainent from 1871 to
1873, he pressed upin the attention of the House the
claims of a port in his own county --

Mr. ANGLIN. That is a summer port

Sir LEO NARD TILLEY. To which ho desired to have a
railway track laid, and h3w he contended that it was the
nearest port to Europe. On this occasion he ignores it
entirely, and comes to the rescue of-the city of St. John, for
which I tender him my siñcere thanks, an: trust that when
the papers asked for are laid before the Iouse, ho will find

that that section of the ountry is not so much neglected as
he imagines it to be.

Mr. LONGLEY. 1 am not disposed to doubt the inlina-
tion of the Government to do aIl they can to InUke Halitax
the tormifial freight port of the Dominion, and I think tho
time bas arrived when something ought to be done in that
direction. Not only the citizens of Halifa, but I am sure
every Canadian, would desire that all the freight intended
for Quebec and Montreal should, in the winter time, be
landed at Halifax, instead of going to Boston, and being
shipped from there to Montreal and Quebec. The people
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and the
people of this Dominion should, I think, concentrate their
efforts upon the accomplishment ofthe two objecte brought
prominentlv forward at the meeting at Halifhx the other
dEy. I beflieve the Government will do everything that can
be done in reason ; but, at the same time, I do not think It
would be amiss if the Government gave some indication of
their intention, or of their willingness, first to make Halifax
the terminal winter port, and, second, to make an experiment
whether grain can be profitably exported by way of Blait.x
to Europe.

Motion agreed to.

WRECKING IN INLAND WATERS.
Mr. BUNTING for Mr. PATTERSON (Essex) moved

for copies of all correspondence between Sir Edward
Thornton, British Ambassador at Washington, and the
Secretary of State for the Unitod States, relative to wrecking
and towing in Inland waters which bas been forwarded to
the Dominion Government, and copies of all other official
correspondence and of all Orders in Council of the Dominion
Government relating to the sanie subject.

Mr. BOWELL moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

GEORGIAN BAY BRANCH.

Mr. COCKBURN (uskoka), moved for copies of ,ali
correspondence in connection with the Georrin Bay Branch
(of the Pacifie Railway) contract since e 9th day of
February, 1880 ; also particulars of settlement, if any settle-
ment bas been made, of the claims preferred by Smith,
Ripley & Co., or Heney, Charlebois and Flood, in connection
with said contract. He said : I make this motion
in order to obtain some information supplementary
to that asked for in a motion I made list Session
with reference to the Georgian iBay Branch contract,
whieh was cancelled. Since last year the country in the
neighborhood of that lin lias undergone considerable
development, and, if the Government will reconsider the
matter, they will probably find that they will meet the
wishes of a great mass of people, if they will return to the
scheme which was introduced by the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), in 1874, and adopt the Georgian
Bay Branch route, which runs to the south of Lake Nipissing,
and which would form a direct route to Sault Ste. Marie, or
Lake Superior, if it is the policy of the Government to go
there. The papers brouglit down last Session are not
complete. The latest information on the subjeet is in a letter
from Mr. Sandford Fleming of the 10th February, 1880, and
I am anxious, for my own information and the information
of other interested parties, to learn how the matter stands.

Motion agreed to.

THE GRANT POR IRISI RELIEF.

Mr. ANGLIN, in moving for a return of copies ;al
Order-s in Couneil, telegrams and correspondes9ebetwmen
the Canadian Government and the Imperial G1overnment
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respecting the expenditure of the sum of one hundred
thousand dollars, voted by the Canadian Parliament last
Session for the relief of those in Ireland who were threat-.
ened with famine, said : It may perhaps be remembered by
hon. members, that when the right hon. gentleman at the
head of the G.1overnment proposed in this HFouse an appro-.
priation of $1100,000 for the people of Ireland who were
suffering from famine or threatened with famine, I felt it
my duty to ask the right lion. gentleman to take sufficient
means to ensure that the mony sbhould be employed for
the purposes for which this Parliament voted it. There was
no doubt then, and there can Io none now, as Lo theintention
ofParliament. It was our intention, as was expressly stated,
that the money should be used, and used immediately, for
the supply of food to the hungry. I ventured to suggest
that it would be well that the amount should be placed at the
disposal of the two great bodies which devoted themselves te
the noble work of ministering to the wants of the suffering
in Ireland : one known as the Duchess of Marlborough's Com-
mittee, and the other as the Mansion House Committee, both of
which were etirely worthy of confidence. The right bon.
gentleman, however, considered that as this was a Parlia-
mentary appropriation, and made at the instance of the
Government, the proper channel for its distribution would be
the Colonial Office. I was sorry to find that he came to
that conclusion, and although I confessed that the course he
preferred was perhaps proper, I feared that the moneys
would not be used quite in accordance with our wishes
w.hen they were sent through that channel. Just at that
time, and for some months before, it seemed to be the policy
of the Imperial Government to do all in its power to create
the impression in all countries. outside of lreland, that tche
distress in Ireland was not so grave or so serious as it
was represented in the newspapers, that, in fact, there
was no danger of famine, although there was a consider-
able amount of distress in various parts of the country. That
was sufficiefit to excite my apprehension as to th manner in
which the money would be disposed of. The hon. gentleman
intimated that le was in communication with the Colonial Sec-
retary, and that le believed that the Colonial Secretary
would, as we desired, place the money at the disposal
of those two c6mmittees. He led us to believe, and I
do not doubt even now, that he desired to carry out the
wishes of this Parliament, but we have since learned that
that money was not used in the manner in which we
desired it should be; that although we were eager to
send money at once for the suffering, several months
were allowed to elapse before anything was done with
the money. Then it ie said the Government invited these
two committees to appoint some two or three members of
each to form na sort of joint or sub-committee for the purpose
of supervising its distribution, telling them at the same time
to expend it in procuring boats and fishing apparatus for the
fishermen on the coast of Galway. That was a very desirable
and laudable object, but we did not vote the money of the
people of Canada for any such purpose as that, nor do I
think that the Government, now in power, or any other
Government, would come down to this Parliament and ask
it to appropriate $100,000 of the hard earnings of the
people of this country, for the purpose of purchasing boats
and fishing gear for the distressed people in Ireland or any
other part of the Empire. We thought the people wanted
food; we believed they were on the verge of starvation and
we desired to rush to their relief. We wanted the money
expended at once, in gMng food to the famishing; but the
Colonial Secretary did not choose to expend our money as
we wished, but chose to appropriate it for purposes for
which an Imperial grant should have been made, and for
which we should not have been expected to provide. I
have presented what I believe the facts of the case, and I
be to move the resolution.

otion agreed te.
Mr. ANGLIN.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK.

Mr. ANGLIN moved for a return shewing the number
of locomotives, passenger cars, freight ersor other railway
rolling stock purchased by the Government under eontract
or otherwise, during the year, the places where they were
manufactured and purchased, and the prices paid. He
said : It will probably be in the recollection of the Houe.
that, last year, we had much discussion with regard to the
'node in which the -Intercolonial Railway was being
managed, and the working of the Rivière du Loup section
then lately added to the road. It was alleged by the
Minister of Railways that he had taken all the prectutions
in bis power to provide for the proper working of that
additional portion of the road, yet, in reply to the state-
ment that be had allowed the rolling stock of
the entiro road to fall into a very lamentable
condition indeed, ho pleaded that his locomotives
and cars were overworked, particularly the
locomotives, becanse he had not sufficient rolling
stock for the additional length of the road, and because
that portion of the road was thon in a very rough condition,
and any rolling stock that passed over it was very much
shaken, if not shattered. When pressed to state what
provision ho haI made for the additional rolling stock
required, and why, in view of requiring that additional
rolling stock, he had chosen to discharge so
many men from the Government works 'ut Moncton,
ho stated that ho did not feel warranted in pro-
viding rolling stock until the transfer of the Rivière du
Loup road had actually been made, and that after that
transfer had actually been made ho found it necessary to
devote a considerable tine to the providing of a particular
plan for the locomotives so that they would be all built on
uniform models, and a portion of any one would answer for
any other, and those sections most liable to damage could
be kept in stock, se that repairs could be easily made at any
timie. That, probably, was a very prudent course to take,
but if it required so much time, surely much
could have been done before the actual transfer of
the road took place, so that the furnishing or equip-
ment of the road might have been hastenod. In my
part of the world we believed that it would have been a wiso
policy on the part of the hon. Minister to have moved a
little sooner in this matter, to have availed himself of the
skilled workmen he had at Moncton, and the valuable
machinery prepared just for this purpose, rather than
allow all that machinery to remain idle. We thought
it strange, indeed, that a Government professing to
be a thoroughly Protectionist Government like the
present should have dismissed its own workmen,
have determined to allow its own machinery to romain
idle, and go to the United States for the locomotives
and other rolling stock which might so muçh botter
have been manufactured in our own country. I am n >t
prepared to say that a locomotive could have been built as
cheaply in the Moncton works as it could be imported from
the United States, but my impression is that were those works,
successfully and carefully conducted as, I believe, at one
time they were, and as perhaps they are still, the cost of a
locomotive built there would not exceed the cost of a
locomotive imported from the United States, with that dnty
added, to which that locomotive would be subject were it
imported by a corporation. We thought it strange that a
protectionist Government should prefer to dismiss their own
workmen, knowing at the time they could not got a sufficient
quantity of locomotives built in the time required elsewhere,
in the Dominion, and that they should have placed
themselves in a position which required them to send to the
United States for a large number of locomotives. It has
been quite seriously assorted in St. John-I do not know
how truly-that some of those locomotives were actually
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beat by the veryamen who were dismissed from the works from the principal lobster packing establishments ivr the
atMnoton, and whio,in the United States, were paid as high county, that ho visited the Wood's Harbor district after the
wage as ever they reeived at Moncton I believe a large lt of August in the present year, and inflicted a fine
am@antMcf rolling stock was imported last year, which, if it upon the proprietars of the fret establishment he visited,
haddean<, dered inthiscountry would have afforded employ- for violation of the law, afler having inspected their fish.
moexttoa largenumber ofourpeople. A contract was given He made no inspection of the second, and the third was elosod.
tMrPli whoalthoug can build locomotives equal What I objeot to is, not the imposition of the fine, but the
to any that can be imported, was not prepared to build them, nianner in which the inspector undertakes to perform that
as the hoa. gentleman must know, with sufficient rapidity, part of his duty. I would suggest that in future ho be
ta réeet so extraordinary a demand, and, I think, ho has not instructed to inflict fines with impartiality whether the
yet delivered ail the locomotives contracted for. violaters of the law be Liberals or Conservatives, instead of

Sir CHARTDS TUPPE R., There is no objection at ail making the marked difference in favor of the latter which
to the motion being adopted, and I will have great ploasure lie has been in the habit of making in the past.
in h-inging down as early as possible all the information Motion agreed to.
asked for in this motion. I may state, however, to the
hon. gentleman that if there was any departure from the FISllERY STATISTICS.
National ?olidy it was not because it was dosired on the
part of the Government, but because it was a matter of Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) moved for a copy of the
necessity. Every possible effort was made to secure the instructions issued by the Department of Marine and
construction of this rolling stock-of these locomotives-- Fishories to their officers throughout the Dominion as a
in thç Dominion, and it was supposed that the amount of guide in the collection of statisties as to the annual produc-
duty imposed upon locomotives going into the Dominion ,ion of the fisheries, with copies of the forme used y said
and which was added to the tenders of the parties outsido' officers, and also, copies of the returns by ditriots furnislied
for they were required to deliver them in the Dominion' the department for the present year by the Fishery Officers
would be quite sufficient to accomplish that object. I might of the county of Shelburne. He said: This is a matter of
say it would have been sufficient, but from the fact that the considerable importance. During the past summer, a
National Policy had not been in operation long enough to gentleman in this city, connected with the Fisheries
frrnishu s with equipped machine shops and places at which Departmont, addrossed a letter to the Toronto globe, in
locomotives could be rapidly and readily constructed which ho made statements that are deserving of the atten-
according to the demands of traffic. Therefore, wo were tien of the Government. le took the view that, after the
obliged, reluctantly, to go outside for the purchase of some fishery clauses of the Washington Treaty were abrogated,
of these locomotives through not being able to get contracts the people of the Maritime Provinces would not suffer
filled in the Dominion. The papers will be brought down mucl as the home consumption of fish and the sale in
and the matter will be fully reported. markets which can yet be found, would compensate them

Motion agreed to. for the loss of the United States market. He based that
infornmation u on the a tnuall b innttlv dR1kmift t, x. Parlin

PICKLED FISH RETURN
Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne), in moving for copies of

the returns furnished the Department of Marine and
Fisheries for the present year by the Inspector- or Deputy
Inspectors of Pickled Fish for the County of Shelburne,
together with a statement of the fees colleeted by
the said offleers, said : The object I have in
making this motion is te draw the attention
of the Minister of Inland Revenue te the manner in which the
Inspection Act bas been carried ont in the county of
Shelburné. The fact is, that the law as now enforced in
Neya Scotia bears very heavily upon the mackerel fishery
in this way: that the brand of our inspectors is of no value
whatever in the American market. I also desire te point
out te that bon. gentleman that his representative in that
oounty last year visited one of the most important fishing
stations in the county, and entered into an agreement with
the packers by which they were te pack their own fish,
net in his presence, as required by the law, and that
afterwards the brand should be affixed. I trust that, in the
course of a few weeks, when petitions will be presented te
the House, asking for an amendment to this law, by which
it shall not be compulsory te packers te submit-their fish te
the Inspeetion when intended for the American market, the
Government will adopt the proposod change.

Motion agreed to.
FINES IMPOSED BY FISIIERY OFFICERS.

Mr. BOBERTSON (Shelburne), in moving for a return of
all îmes imposed by the Fishery officer of the county of
Shelburne, upon whom, for what offence, and a copy of the
eèvidence taken, fmrnished the Department in each ease, said:
I desire aiso te call the attention of th Governmont te the
manner in which fes are imposed in the county of Shel-
barne by the gentleman who had been appointed to the
office. I may say that that gentleman resides some 40 miles

»»U&
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ment in the reports of the officers of the department. I
bave reason to believe that some of the most important
documents bearing on this question, and laid on the Table of
the House, are of little value. I find it quite impossiblo
to obtain reliable statistics from these reports,and the motion
wbich I now make is for the purpose of ascertaining the plan
upon which those statistics are collected. The figures which
I propose to submit to the louse are taken from the return
of last year, and they include three of the most important
fisheries in the Maritime Provinces. With regard to the
berring fisheries, I find that the total yield for the Provinces
of Nova Seotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
was 274,657 barrels ; the total export only 108,339 barrels;
the value of the total yield 81,098,628, and the value of the
quantity exported only $380,378. I find that the total
production of mackerel was 182.524 barrels, valued at
$1,188,532-an average price, according to the statistics,
of $d.51 per barrel. I find that the quantity said to
have been exported was 576,474 barrels, at an average
price, according to the Trade ahd Navigation Returns
for that year, of 4.45, instead of $6.51, the prieo
according to the statistics supplied by the Commis..
sioner. fhe total production cf codfish, pollock and
haddock was 871,916 quintals, valued at $3,548,363, or an
average value of $4.06. The quantity exported was 656,102
Wuintals, valued at $2,505,229, or an average price of $3.81.

hen we look back at the trade a few years ago we find that
in 1874 there were imported into Nova Scotia 1 tf2,560pounds
of freshi mackerel from the United States. Thatcertainly is
a new business to me, and one of which we know nothing in
the Maritime Provinces. lu 1875, according to these returns,
there were imported into Ontario 294,575 pounds of fresh
cod; into Nova Scotia 19,325 pounds, and into New
Brunswick 5,165, and, according to the Trade and Navigation
Returns of that year, the average prices paid respectively for
these quantities were 4* cents, l eente and 18 lente per
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pound. I trust the G overnment will ho able to give me the
information asked for by this motion, and that, in addition,
they will pay some little attention to the manner in which
the fishery statisties are collected, so that they may be
more reliable in the future than they have proved to be in
the past.

Mr. MILLS. I think this subject is deserving of the
serious consideration of the Government. I dare say that
we have al read the communications in relation to these
statistics which have appeared from time to time from
Professor Hind since the award ofthe arbitrators was made,
calling attention to the unreliable character of the statistics
collected by the Department of Marine and Fisheries. à o
one who has taken the trouble of looking into these statistics
since these communications have appeared, can fail to see
that they are wholly valueless, and that no reliance can be
placed upon then, either as to the quantity of fish caught or
the value whiclh is placed upon those consumed at home or
sent abroad. At the present time this matter is a very
serious one. We all know that the period of time for which,
according to the award made by the Commissioners at
Halifax, the Treaty of Washington has to run will soon
have expired. The whole subject will come up again for
consideration unless otherwise disposed of between the
Government of the United Kingdom and the Government
of the United States, and it is of the last importance that
when we are called upon to go into the discussic'n of
this subject again with the authorities of the United States,
the information which would be available should be
wholly retiable. This is not the case at present, and when
the papers now asked for are brought down it is to be
hoped ihat the Government will be prepared to com-
municate to the House the steps they have taken, or
propose to take for the purpose of correcting the errors
which have hitherto existed in regard to the matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Of course, when the
papers are brought down, the Government, with those
papers before them, will be prepared to discuss the whole
subject, on motion, after due notice of what the subject is,
and the ground of attack. I am not at all prepared to
say that the retums which are made to the department are
incorrect, because Professor Hinde las said so, and I think,
when the bon, gentleman sees the papers, he will agree
with me. If he had, he would see, from that statement
itself, that the information we have before us contained in
these statistics, is reliable information.

Motion agreed t.

MAJOR-GENERAL LUARD.

Mr. DESJARDINS, in moving for a copy of the corres-
pondence with the Imperial Government in relation to the
appointment of Major-General Luard as Commanding Officer
of the Militia of Canada, said: Before moving the
motion I desire to make .a few remarks in order to explain
its particular object. It is simply this: That in 1875, when
the position of Deputy AdjutantGeneral was replaced by
that of Commanding Officer, it was not well explained at the
time what was to be the character and extent of the duties
of this officer. In fact, the law itself does not make it plain
whether section 28, which says that "an officer holding the
rank of colonel, or superior rank thereto, in Her Majesty's
regular army, shall ho charged, under the orders of ler
Majesty, with military command, &c." is to prevail over
section 29, and whether this oflicer is to be considered as
being under the immediate orders of Her Majesty, that is to
say, receiving his instructions from British headquarters,
or whether ho is merely an officer dependent on our Depart-
ment of Militia, as section 29 would seem to imply:

" The Governor in Council shall, from time to time, make such orders
as may be necessary respecting the duties to be performed by the officer
commanding the mitia and othes.'

Mr, RoEaTsoN (Shelburne).

This unceritainty exists in the public mnmd, and 1 am not
sure but that it exists in the minds of those who are from
time to time called upon to perform this duty.., I would not
be surprised if they were under the impression that they
came here rather as military governors, having no comneo.
tion with anybody but Her Majesty or her representative,
and with the power of treating our Ministers somewhat as
subalterns; do these high personages understand that they
are salaried officers under the orders of the Minister of
Militia ? I believe that if this question could be settled, if
explanations could be given so as toe satisfy public opinion
upon this point, a certain uneasiness which now exists would
disappear, and it would be so much the better for our
military organization. I remember that when this measure
was brought up objection was taken to the first clause that
I have alluded to, because it was thought that the exclusion
of all but officers holding a superior rank in the British army
would virtually shut off, from this very enviable position for
a military man, our most competent officers, who, by their
sacrifices, their special studios, had, perhaps, a right to expect
more encouragement from the Government. Objection was
also made that the choice of an officer unacquainted with our
institutions and with the particular character of our diverse
bodies of volunteers, over which he would have to exercise
some control, might bring about unpleasantness, perhaps for
himself, but more particularly for the volunteers. Now I ara
inclined- to believe that the experience of the last five
years has shown that these objections were pretty well
taken; that these officers, after having, perhaps, served in the
colonies of Africa and Asia, were apt to consider those whom
they had the right to command here, as natives of these
colonies. They were also apt to ignore the special rights
that some classes of our population may possess. Thus, for
instance, the newspapers of our Province reported lately-
and I have seen no contradiction of the statement-that the
present commanding officer, on receiving from a French
Canadian officer, a letter written in French, had seen fit to
send it cavalierly back, writing in a corner: "Please trans-
late in English," implying thereby that in the communica-
tions between our volunteers and the Department of Militia
or the commanding officer, the English language was alone
allowed, and that in one of our departments we must submit
to seeing our language put in the back ground. I deem it
necessary to draw the attention of the Government to this
incident, if already it has not been done, for it is important
to know what treatment our French Canadian fellow
countrymen, who offer their services to the country, are to
expect from superior officers brought here from iEngland to
command our militia. Under these circumstances, in order
to dispel all doubt, and in order to know exactly whether we
have to deal with an, Imperial officer directly dependent on
the British army, or with an officer who is to reeive bis
orders and the explanation of is duties from one of the
departments of the Federal Government, I thought it my
duty to move for these papers.

Mr. CARON. I am exceedingly happy to give my hon.
friend all the information ho asks for by this motion. I can
state, in. the first place, that the commanding Major-General
is a Colonial officer, chosen among the Imperial ofeers, but
receiving bis instructions from the Goverument of Canada.
In making his motion, my hon. friend bas drawn the atten-
tion of the Hou-e to the fact that the choice of a British
officer, of an Imperial officer, to command the forces here,
would have the result of excluding Canadian officers from
the high position that the British officers occupy in Canada.
Well, Mr. Speaker, if we take into consideration the circum-
stances that birought about the appointment of the first
General who came bere to replace the former 'Adjutant-
Generals that we had in the country, it will be readily
admitted that in changing our system, as we were then
doing, we could not do better than to ask for an Imperial
officer to come ud.train up ofieçrs aimongst us, The new
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sVitem has succeeded perfectly well, since it has formed a
nucleus of omcers who, i thefure, will be able to occupy
any position in the volunteer forces of the coun-
try. My hon. friend has, moreover, drawn the attention of
the House to the fact that a letter sent to the Department of
Mijitia, written inP rench by a French volunteer officer, had
been sent back, with a remark from the General in the
corner of the letter, requesting that it should be translated
into English, so that he could read it. Well, Mr. Speaker, I
need hardly say, what everybody knows,that the commanding
Major-General is a distinguished officer, and that he has
come to this country in order to perform his duties as
well as he possibly can. It is easy to understand tat, having
just arrived. from England, and being desirous of making
himself as well acquainted as possible with all that would be
required of him, and not being quite as familiar with the
customs of the country as he is now, and wishing especially
not to commit any mistakes, when this letter was handed to
him, he requested an officer to be so kind as to translate it
fIr him into English. I am convinced that no one will have
cause to regret the misunderstanding to which my hon.
friend has drawn the attention of the flouse, and I am also
satisfied that such a misunderstanding will not again occur.
I might add that as soon as I became aware of the notice of
motion, I hastened to give instructions to have the corres-
pondence prepared so as to be able to bring it down as soon
as possible.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN TOBACCO.

Mr. GIGAULT moved for a statement showing the
names and places of residence of al] persons who, since the
lit May, 1880, obtained licenses for the manufacture of
tobacco cultivated in Canada, under section 32 of the Act
43 Vie., chapter 19.

Motion agreed to.

INDIAN INSTRUCTORS.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved for a return showing
the name and nationality of each of the instructors to the
Indians in the territories of Canada; the residence and
former occupation of each such instructor at the time of
appointment; if any removed, the date and cause of
removal; the salary or allowance paid to each, and a
detailed statement of all expenses connected with the
instruction of said Indians; also a copy of any report or
correspondenwe to the Department of the Interior from any
such instructors. He said: I would like to add, with the
permission of the Mi nister, "also a statement of the various
articles supplied to each of the instructors when sent to the
Northwest." It will be remembered that during last
Session, in response to a motion of an hon. gentleman, a
return was submitted to Parliament containing an Order in
Council recommending the appointnent of Mr. Dewdney,
Superintendent of Indian Afrairs, -nd of Mr. Taylor and
Mr. Thos. Wright, as instructors ; and a copy of a report
of the Privy Council, dated, I think, the 9th of
October, 1879, with the names of 17 practical farmers,
who were sent to instruct the Indians in the North-West
Territories in the pursuits of agriculture. It will also be
remembored that during lat Session an appropriation of, I
think, $64,999 was asked, for the purpose of assisting in this
laudable object. How much more was expended I do not
know, and one of the objects of my motion is to get
information on that subject. This is a very important
question both to the country and the Indians. The natural
occupation of the Indians is the chase; but as the country
becomes settled that source of livelihood will be gone, and
the Indians will have to depend upon the resources of the

Dominion unless they are induced to engage in agrieultural
pursuits. In ordor to accomplish this object, a peculiar class
of men are required, and Idoubt veiry much, from the names
contained in the report brought down last year, if the
hon. gentleman at the head of the Department of the
Interior bas succeeded in engaging the services of men who
are competent to properly instruet the Indians. It
is pretty well known that most of those persons
are from the eastern portion of the Dominion. Very
few, if any of thom, are from the North-West Territories or
Manitoba, and not more than one or two of them understand
any of the Indian dialects. It is pretty clear that men who
do not understand the Indian language, or know anything of
the customs, or habits or prejudices of the Indians, cannot
succeed in imparting instruction to them; and so far as I have
been able to fearn, during a visit of three or four weeks in
Manitoba, the men appointed by the hon. gentleman are
hardly of the class possessing this necessary knowledge.
I arm desirous of knowing how far this laudable and dosirablo
experiment ias succeeded. I was informed, when in
Manitoba, by one of the first men in the Province, who
thoroughly understands the Indian character and Indian
capabilities, that ho was very much afraid that, owing to the
facts I have mentioned, the experiment would not
be suecessful, and that the proper kind of man to instruct
the Indians is le who knows something of the Indian
language, customs and habits; in such a man they have
unbounded faith, which they could hardly be expected to
possess in the class of men sent up. I am not reflecting upon
these men. They were, no doubt, good, practical farmers,
perhaps, from Ontario; but I doubt very much if they were
the sort suited to the purpose. i am desirous of obtaining
information as to how far this experiment-an experiment
ini the right direction -has been crowned with success. I
should like information also as to the expense of this
experiment, and the outfit and materials supplied to the
Indian instructors. I should like to add a clause to the
motion with this object.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think the return
asked for by the lion. gentleman will give the information
le dosires. The report of theI Indian Department will con-
tain most of the information asked for, especially as to the
progress made by those farmers, and the progress of the
Indians under their instruction. On the whole, 1 believe the
selections have been very successful, there being, at the same
time, two or thrce failures to a certain extent, and two or
three changes. As to the teachers knowing the Indian
language, there are several Indian languages in that country.
I think that, instead of' sending persons thither for the
purpose of continuing them in their habits and prejudices,
the teachers should instruet them in farming, as practised by
white men. It would have been very difficult, some time ago,
to get in that country, men able to act as farming instructors.
Now it is different, and in any changes made hereafter, and
some are about being made, Mr. Dewdney, the Indian Com-
missioner, has instructions to try to find men on the spot,
practical farmers, who have acquired, to some extent, some
acquaintance with the Indians. As to finding teachers able
to speak the Indian languages, I an afraid you will have to
wait long for them. Those who understand those languages
are principally hunters, who are not the mon qualified to make
this Indian experiment successful. I understand the experi-
ment las been largely successful ; that the wilder and more
nomadie the habits of the Indians, the more readily have
they taken to the cultivation of the soil. I believe they fully
appreciate the difficulties of their position-that their former
food supply las disappeared, and that they must, ex necesitate,
become agriculturists and settle on the reserves. i have no
objection to the motion, with the addition desired.

Motion, as amended, agreed to,
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GOVERNMENT LAND GUIIES IN THE NORTII-
WEST.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved for a return showing the>
names and nationality of all the Government land guides in
the Province of Manitoba and the North-West Territories,
the residence and former occupation of each such guide at.
the time of the appointment; how long they had been
residents insuchlastnamed place; ifanyremovedortheir,
services dispensed, with the date and cause of such remeval.
The salary or allowane paid to ech; a detailed state-
ment of all costs and expenases connected with this branch,
of the public service; the particular locality assigned to
each guide for the discharge of his duties; together with
any Order in Council or instructions respecting the duties
of such guides. He said: I do not object to land guides. i
think it is wise and politic to appoint them; because in
that country, where there are no roads, but trails over the
prairie, it would be impossible for the emigrants to find
their way to any given locality unless they had tie
assistance of some guide. But what I object to, from my
experience in the North-West, is the kind of men the hon.
gentleman selected for the purpose. A guide is perfectly
useless unless he knows something of the country through
which he proposes to conduct the emigrant, the trails and
various localities. I was credibly informed in Manitoba-
and I cannot doubt my information-that some of the
guides knew nothing of the country or of the localities to
which they were taking the emigrauts, or of the trails by
which they wished to reach their destination. I, myself saw,
about twenty-five miles west of the Portage, on the South
Saskatchewan Trail, a number of Engish emigrants in
charge of a guide supposed to know something of the locality
and of the country; but he had taken them on the wrong
trail, and when I saw them there were two large waggons
in a bog, utterly unable to get out. I was told that this
guide had never been in that locality before. A few miles
further west, I met a number of Scotch emigrants, whose
destination was south of the junction of the Souris with
the Assiniboine. They were sent round by way of
Winnipeg and Portage la Prairie, to the South Saskatchewan
tract, a roundabout way of at least 150 miles, to reach their
destination. They ought to have got off at Emerson and
gone south-west, and so avoided this long, useless detour.
1 asked them why they took that route, and they said they
were sent that way by the guide. If so, that isa system that
should not be allowed to continue. A very serions loss in time
and money was occasioned these poor people by this un-
necessarytravelling under the instructions of one ofthe Govern-
ment guides. Instructions were given last spring to take a
party of English emigrants to the border of Pelican Lake.
The guide never had been there before from all I could gather.
In the first place it took him two weeks to reach the Pembina
crossing 50 or 60 miles from Emerson, and some 30 days to
get from Emerson to Pelican Lake, some 100 miles distant.
;So ignorant was the man of the outfit that was suitable for
emigrants that the waggons were loaded with twice what
they could carry, and every mile or two they were stuck in
the slews and the mud holes there and detained at very
considerable expense for a very considerable length of time.
I assert from information I havé received, whether true or
not I do not know-I hope it is not true--that when these
emigrants reached their destination each family was charged
412.50 a piece. It may be all right. I do not know how
these men are paid. Be may be paid so much a head. I
do not know how that is, but [ was informed by one of the
emigrants that they had te pay 812.50 per family for being
guided out from Emerson to the shores of Pelican Bay.-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Can you give the naine
of the guide ?

Mr. CA3MRON. Yes.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Will you give il?
Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

Mr. CAMLERON. Yes ; and the namie of the personI who
gave the information. This guide was.instracted-4,o
not know whether he was instrncted or not b ieoe
ment, but I presume he was-toprepae somne altl
and have Lem stationed at given distanes, ou t nU »
open plain, where the enigrants might .loge tbrgh
te night, mstead of camping outi m hfle ope p r"e.
The idea was not a bad one, if properlycarned ont;
but, instead of procuring the lumber at ulsojwv$ e nd
building at the localities; the ionses were buIt in e
city of Emerson, taken out in the depth of i mter ina
sleigh. A storm 'arose, a regular blizzard, Md Ihie r¢iul
was that four of these shanties, six feet by twelve, w4ch
should have been stationed at distances of froma twelve to
twenty miles apart, were all stationed at Pancake Lake. I
suppose the Government bas had to pay he expens-e
of constructing these houses and taking them Mowa
there. I was also informed that every man who has to sleçp
on the floor of one of these houses has to pay 10 cents anight
-I do not know if this is with the sanction of the Govern-
ment. I know, as a matter of -fact, that a charge was
exacted from these emigrants, and was so exactedset spring.
That is not oxactly as it ought tobe. I f it
was by order of the Governument that the houses
were constructed I have no objection to it, but I
object tob having four of them placed in one locàlity and
that the poor emigrant should pay a charge for sleeping on
the floor of one of them. The information I want by this
motion is for the purposo of ascertaining, to some extent,
how these guides are paid, what their duties are, whether
they have a right to exact these charges or not, whether
they are the kind of men who ought to bé there. As to my
own opinion, I saw one or two of them, and fear very much
the Minister has been unfortunate in the selection or
rather unfortunate in acting on the recommendations ade
to him, for I presume he knew nothing personally about
the men, but acted on the recommendation of some of his
supporters.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know nothing of the
circumstances stated by the hon, gentleman here now for
the first time. Certainly I must state that if there have been
any charges made of any kind from the emigrants for having
been guided in any place, way or direction, which was
improper, it will be enquired into without delay. There
were no guides for the purpose of assisting the emigràÉts
until 1880. It was represented in Parliament that it was a
forlorn sort of thing for emigrants going to Winnipeg to
have to set out alone to find their locations, as they could
not be expected to find their lots by only looking et the
maps in the office of the Crown Lands Agent, and the Iask
of the guides was clearly to aid them in finding their lots.
The gentleman who was chosen for the purpose of acting as
superintendent of the guides and managing the whole
organization, is a gentleman known to hon. members on
both sides of the louse-I mean Mr. Iayter Read. le has
been in that country for a good many years since
it was first occupied as a portion of the Dominion.
He is a gentleman of education and standing, he is a member
of the Ontario Bar, and he speaks the Indian laiguage
freely. lie bas made himself so universally popularthere,
from his high standing and character and hirknowledge jf
the country, that there bas been an application signed by I
the Catbolic hierarchy and alithe Protestant hierarey,
asking that he shoild be appointed Stipendiary Magistrate
from his acquaintance with the country and the people.
le was entrusted with the duty of organizing a sma body
of guides in that country, he being the only man sent freií
the eastern portion of the Dominion; all the others ere
found on the spot, and I shall be very much disappointet-if
I find, upon examination, that Mr. Read huasbeen o
unfortunate in the selection of hie guides in thatfai te*e
country, as from the hon. gentleman's speech -ne woeld e
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led 1o believe. I have known Mr. Read for many years,
and I domot think a more zealous or intelligent man can be
found for the purpose of performing the duties which have
been entruted to him, or of organizing that little corps
of guides.

MotioM agreed to

SALE OFý IiAY ON THE INTERCOLONIAL.

Mr. FISET moved for copies of the notices directing the
sale of hay along side the track of the Intercolonial Railway,
the names of the tenderers, and the amount of the tender or
tenders in each case, names of the persons to whom one or
more of the contracts have been granted, and also all corres-
pondence, applications, telegranis, &c., respecting the sale of
the hay. le said: My object in making this motion is to
show how very unimportant it is for the Government to sell
by auction the hay growing along the line of the Inter-
colonial Railway, and how advantageous it would be to leave
it to the farmers whose lands are crossed by the road, espe-
cially in the county of Rimouski. Towards the end of June
or the beginning of July last, the officers of the Intercolonial
Railway asked for tenders for the purchase of this hay; but
whether through ignorance of this call for tenders, orwhether
through the habit they had contracted during the preceding
years without being molested, several of our farmers risked
cutting the hay for themselves ; others, in order to bc more
sure, wrote upoi the subject to the hon. Minister of Public
Works, who hastened to answer them that they mfight eut
the hay as they had donc the precedingyears. Hence a con-
flict sprung up between the officers of the Intercolonial
Railway and the Minister of Publie Works. Actions at law
were taken, and unfortunately for those who, in good faith,
had followed the advice of the bon. Minister, they not only
lost their hay, but were moreover condemned to pay the costs
of an action, or else settle the matter for a much larger sum
than the hay they had eut was worth. It may be said, as an
objection, that these good people should have applied to the
Minister of Railways. It is truc. -But ]et it be observed
that that hon. Minister was absent, and I will add that co-
ple generally apply'to those with whon they are best
acquainted, and that is probably why they preferred to
apply to the hon. Minister of Publie Works. Bowever that
nay be, I am sure there was a misunderstanding for which

the hon. Minister is not, perhaps, responsible, but by which
several farm ers suffered, as I have just stated. Now, what
anount has the Government received for this hay in the
eounty of Rimouski? I am convinced that it is but a tri-
fling sum, which will, moreover, be made known when the
papers are brought down; but I very much doubt whether
it exceeds twenty or twenty-five dollars. On the other
hand, what discontent bas been created among the farmers
from whom this privilege bas been taken away. I admit
that, strictly speaking, this bay does not belong to them; but
since the Government obtains so little benefit from it, would
it not be better to let them bave it ? I must remark that,
with regard to this hay, it is not the same thing in the
county of Rimouski as in many other counties. Vith the
exception of one or two parishes, waggons cannot go along-
side of the track on aceount of the unevenness of the
grou-nd, &c., and yet that is the only means those who
buy thiS hay from the Government have of gathering it,
and it is doubtless on account of this great inconvenience
that the Government received, and always will receive,
such very low offers. On the other hand, the farmers having
been deprived of the privilege of cutting this hay, are not1
very eager to grant the new proprietors of the hay the right
of way over their properties ; so it often happens that the
parehasers of the hay are obliged to carry it on hand cars,
whioh constitutes a new danger for the traffie of the Inter-i
wonial I Railway, whereas by leaving the hay to each farmer1

whose farm is crossed by the railway, this danger is obviated,F

the farmers merely cutting the hay and throwingtipon
their properties, where they gather it afterwauds, w&oit
being obliged to go along e line with their 4wagg&s.
Another reason 18' because hay is often searce l our part 0f
the country; again, this year, it is likely Akatthe hay eSt
will not be sufficient for local wants. For thes d4iyers rea-
sons, I reuest the Government te be good enough to Ilt the
farmers keep the privilege they have had durin gpreceding
years of cutting the hay that grows along the riw ; and
in so doing, 1 arn convinced that they will not onlymeet
with the approval of the electors of the county that Ihave
the honor of representing, but also the approval of the
electors of my hon. friend from Temiscouata.

Mr. LAliGEVIN. Whilst I was charged with the
administration of the Department of Railways daigUIe
absence of the hon. Minister of that department, repremnta-
tions were made to me-I think they came ùom the oiinty
of Rimouski or Temiscouata, I do not remamber whioh,
perhaps fron both-asking if it were the intention of e
Government to allow the cutting of the hay along theâ ine
of the railway, opposite each property, and to let the 'pro-
prietors of the farms bordering on the railway have that bay.

hie intention of the Government being so to do, I gave
instructions to the department to informi the petitioners
that, in the future, they might eut the hay, but that they
should understand that they werc not to leave their fences
open so that the animais night stray upon the rsilway.
That was the only objection that was made to the request.
I understood that there had been some conversation enthe
matter with the officers of the Intercolonial Railway, and per.
haps tiere has been some misunderstanding on the part of
those who furnished the information to thel hon. memiber.
The papers asked for will be brought down.

Motion agreed to.

CASTLE GARDEN -PROPERTY AT QUEBEC.
Mr. IVES moved for the papers which have beem from

time to time furnished the Gover'nment in support of the
claim ofHenry A. P. IIolland to the Castle Gardon property
at Quebec.

Motion agreed to.

TRENT VALLEY CANAL.
Mr. KEELER noved for ail correspondence between

parties in Chicago and the Dopartments of Publie Works,
or of Railways and Canais, respecting cotistructing the
Trent Valley Canal.

Motion agreed to.

EX'PORUTS OF ORE.
Mr. KEELER moved for a return of the iron ore and

gold ore exported from Belleville or the county oftlastings
during the last year.

Motion agreed to.
EXTRADITION.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of ail eorrespondnse
not already brought down between the Canadian
Government and that of the United Kingdom, on the
subject. of extradition and of the last Oanadimn
Extradition Act, said: It will be in the recollection of
the Ilouse that a motion for an Address toiBer Mjesty,
prayingfthatshe wouldbe pleased to takethestepeneoewary
W bring that Extradition Act into force, was brought forward
by me last Session, and was ultimately withdrawn on the
statement of the hon. Minister that the correspondence was
proceeding. It seems to me of sing importance tat
whatever steps are required to rng fhat etc intolpree
should be taken, and that whatever digcultieq,-l 4gaet
understand their nature-there may be in the way of tbes
steps being taken should be removed. As I said lastSesêion

"g
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I repeat this, the law on the subject, as it exists here, is in
an extremely unsatisfactory state, and there does not seem
to be any reason why there should have been so mueh delay
in taking those steps which were urged by the unanimons
addresses of both Bouses of this Parliament, now a long time
ago, and which were the only barriers to the Canadian
Extradition Act being brought into force.

Motion agreed to.

RESSRYE LANDS OF THE COLONIZATION SOCIETY
OF MANITOBA..

Mr. ROX AL moved for copies of any reports, letters,
memoranda, petitions, telegrams and documents whatsoever
which have passed between the Department of the Interior
at Ottawa and the Dominion Lands Office at Winnipeg,
or the President of the Colonization Society of Manitoba,
respecting the grant to or the exchange of the Reserve
lands of the -said Society in Taché Township, and the
indemnity claimed from the Dominion Government
by the said Society. He said : In 1875, the Dominion
Government undertook the repatriation of Canadians
settled in the United States, and took steps to have
our fellow-countrymen sent to the fertile regions of
Manitoba and the North-West. This repatriation was at
first conducted on a pretty extensive scale, and a Colonization
Society was formed with the object of receiving the immi-
grants gratuitously, of showing them the new lands, of
giving them the information that every immigraut requires
on arriving in a new country, and likewise ofdfording them
protection in case of need. This society has succeeded in
colonizing two townships, which to-day are the most flourish-
ing settlements in Manitoba. This society giving its work,
its support, its help gratuitously to a Government under-
taking, had naturally a right to expect that its efforts and
its just demands would not be ignored by the Government;
nevertheless, though I do not wish to make accusations
before the papers are brought down, I must say that, to
make up of a moderate expression, on account of certain
difficulties, certain misunderstandings, which were not, how-
ever, misunderstandings for everybody, the society has been
unjustly treated by reason of a decision of some of the officers
of the Department of the Interior. In the first place, there
were four or five townships reserved for settlement by Cana-
dians coming from the States, and the society, finding that
two of these townships were of inferior quality, applied to
the Department of the Interior, as well as to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, to have them exchanged for two
better ones. Before ye were aware of the exchange, certain
officials in Manitoba, well known for their ill-feeling against
a certain portion of the population, took upon themselves to
inform the authorities at Ottawa, that the Colonization
Society did not longer want these townships; so directions
were given to offer them for sale in accordance with the pro-
visions ofthe Homestead Law. Consequently, these townships
being refused us, and immigration still continuing, we had
to concentrate our efforts on the two remaining townships.
In 1878, another misunderstanding arose, on account of the
interference of certain officials of the Department of the
Interior, who had spread the information among another
class of immigrants, that these townships were of superior
quality and ought to be opened up to settlement. The society
experienced great difficulty in removing those who settled
in the new townships, except those-who had been eye-witnesses
to what had taken place. The society, who had gratuitously
undertaken to work with the Government, had to disburse
81,300 to remove the squatters, or those immigrants who
had settled in two reserved townships, on account of certain
information obtained officially, or officiously, from the
department. We have grounds for holding the Government
responsible for the sums thus spent by the society in order
to repair the wròngs it has received. I wish to lay before

Mr. BLAKE.

the louse these facts, which, though they may not interest
the whole House, will certainly be of interest to those who
love justice. From this point of view, I think, unfortunately,
that Manitoba has a right to complain that justice was ot
rendered to her in this matter, as in many others. I hope
that when the documents asked for are brought down, there
will be a debate that will result in the triumph of justice.

Motion agreed to.

INSPECTION OF SMOKED HIERRINGS.
Mr. LONGLEY, in moving for any correspondence that

has passed between the Inland Revenue Department and
the Chamber of Conimerce -of Halifax, on the subject of the
inspection of smoked herrings, said • The subject to which
my motion refers is more of a local than a general character,
and that is one reason why I feel it my duty to move in
the matter. It will be recollected that last Session, while
an amendment to the Inspection Act of 1874 was being
discussod, very strong objection was taken to the foo
imposed for the inspection of smoked herrings. The
Minister of Inland Revenue proposed that two cents per
box should be the inspection fee, and it was strenuously
contended, by those who re-presented the men who caught
the fish, that the fee was too high, and, after the discussion
had gone on for a considerable time, the Minister of Inland
Revenue consentedto waiveiurtherdiscussion, with the view
of obtaining fuller information on the subject. After
that, I placed myself in communication with the
Minister, and I thouglit I reccived an intimation
from him that the fee would be reduced to one
cent per box, and one half cent per half box; but when I
came to look at the Bill as finally passed, I found that the
foe had been left at two cents per box. It is no doubt
important that smoked herrings should be inspected, but I
see no reason why so high a fee as two cents per box should
be imposed, as it will not improve the character of the fish
or furnish any additional guarantee to those who buy them.
Under the Inspection Law, ten boxes represent 100 boxes,
and at two cents per box the inspector gets $2 for inspecting
not one hundred boxes, but ten, and he gets $20 for
inspecting one hundred boxes. Now, the catch of this
particular kind of fish, in my country, has reached as high
as 25,000 boxes in a single year; but if we assume the
average catch to be half of that quantity, we shail see how
large a sum is derived by the inspector for precious little
labor. The right hon. Premier intimated, the other day,
that no petitions had come in against this law.
I beg to inform him that, while this amendment was
passing through the House, I received a petition, numer-
ously signed by the men who catch the fish, asking to have
the fee reduced to one cent per box, and that the inspection
be not compulsory. Although I am willing, if the House so
desire, that the inspection should be made compulsory, I
most strenuously oppose this most unreasonable and
burdensome taxation, because it is taking money out of the
pockets of the fisherman, who does all the work, and puttitng
it in the pockets of the inspector, who does nothing.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. It was last Session the intention of
the Government to comply with the wishes of my hon.
friend, and an amendment suggested, I think, by him, was
inserted in the Bill when it was before the Committee of the
Whole. Through a clerical error it was not carried by the
House, but it is now the intention of the Government to
bring down a measure to comply with the wishes of the
hon. gentleman by reducing the fee.

Motion agreed to.

TIMBER LIMITS NORTIIO F QUEBEC BOUNDRY.
Mr. MILLS, in moving for any correspondence between

the Government of Canada and the Government of Qubec
in reference to the timber limits north of the boundary of
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Quebee as fixed by the Royal Proclamation of October,
1763, said: My reason for moving for this correspondence
is, that the Government apparently intend to take a
particular line with regard to the demand made with
reforence to the boundaries of tho Province of Ontario. It
is well known that the late Administration had the question
in dispute between the Government of Canada and the
Governmont of the Province of Ontario, in reference to the
boundary, submitted to arbitration. It was not a matter of
high publie policy ; it was simply a departmental matter.
There was no proposition that a conventionn boundary
should be established. Tho arbitrators had simply to
ascertain where the law places the boundury botween On-
tario and the territories of the Domin ion. The (ovorn ment of
that period came to the House.and aSked for an appropria-
tion fbr the purpose of enabling them to give effect to the
arbitration. TheI ouse voted the necessary money. No
gentleman on the other side took any exception to the
course proposed. The investigation was carried on, the
arbitrators sat and an award was made; and from that
hour to this the present Administration, who suc-
ceeded us, have not seen proper to submit to the
lHouse an Act for the purpose of giving effect to that
decision. The right hon. gentleman and his colleagues
have not seen fit to recognize the principle of continuity in
Government. They have not felt themselves called upon to
give effect in this particular to what, as it seems to me, the
good faith between Ontario and the Dominion required at their
hands. A Committee was appointed last vear to further
investigate this question. The Committee, too, hurriedly
reported ; and, in my opinion, the report exhibited many
omissions, misapprehensions and departures froin what would
be recognized by competent authority as correct principles
of interpretation. But the Committee came to the conclusion
that, under the provisions of the Quebec A ct, of 1774, the
western limit of Quebec was a line drawn due north from
the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi. I have myselfgiven
a good deal of attention to the consideration of this subject,
and cannot understand how it was possible to put such a
construction upon the words of the Imperial Statute.

Mr. DAWSON. Will the hon. gentleman allow m to
correct him. The Committec analyzed the evidence, but
gave no decision on that particular point.

Mr. MILLS. The impression I have expressed was what,
apparently, the report was intended to convey; nd it
certainly was the opinion expressed by the majority of the
Committee. I now wish to call the attention of the House to
some historical facts. Hon. gentlemen, who have looked into
the early history of this continent, know very well that, for
a long time, a considerable stretch of territory, lying between
the basin of the Alleghanies and the great lakes
that belong to the system of the St. Lawrence, was
in dispute between the Government of France and the
Government of Great Britain; but in 1755 the question was
discussed, and the River Ohio proposed as a compromise
between the claims of the respective countries. The Govern-
ment of Great Britain agreed to accept the Ohio as the
boundary if the French would consent to destroy the forts lying
along that river and retire from that river to and beyond the
lakes. This they declined to do, and each Government stood
upon its extreme rights. We know that by the surrender of
Canada, within the chartered limits of the French territory
known as Canada, the whole country north of the Ohio and
Mississippi and westward to the Rocky Mountains, was
ineluded in the Government of Canada, with the exception of
the country known as the Illinois country, which lay
between the Wabash on the east, the Mississippi on the west,
and the Ohio on the south ; that, after the fall of the
city of Quebec, when the Governor of Quebec,
surrendered it to Sir G. Amherst, a boundary was
indicated' ou the inap left in the possession of Col,

Haldimand, and that the boundary on the west was
the line along the highlands that separated the Mississippi
from Lake Michigan. That boundary was thei subject of
dis pute between the French representative in Great Britain
and Mr. Pitt. The result was that the negotiations with a
view to peace were broken off, in consequence of this failure.
Subsequently, under negotiations carried on by the Duke of
Bedford, the territories west of the Mississippi, and which
had been claimed as part of the French territory known as
Canada, was retainod by France as far north as the sources of
the Mississippi, and were included in what was called the
Louisiana country, and that portion of Louisiana called the
Illinois country to the east of the Mississippi was included in
the territories of Canada surrendered to the Government
of Great Britain. So, if hon. gentlemen look at the terms of
the Treaty of 1763, they will sec that while Canada was
limited on the west by the Mississippi, to its source, that all
that country known as Canada, when you roach a higher
latitude, extending to the Rocky Mountains, was
surrendered by France to Groat Britain ; and among
the papers of Lord Shelburne, in the Lansdown man-
uscripts, published witlhn a year or two, a map has beon
published indicating the territory I have mentioned, known
as Canada, and surrenderod to Great Britain. Throughout
the Quebec Act of 1774, although it is an Act constituting
the Province of Queboe, there is another Province spoken
of, the Province of Canada indicating the territory that had
been surrendered to Great Britain, by France, under the
Treaty of 1763. Shortly after this surrender, the King
issued a proclamation for the purpose of dealing, not only
with this territory, but with certain West India Islands,
also surrendered, and, by his prerogative authority, ho
constituted the Government of Que bec. Hoecarved out of the
Province of Canada, the Province of Quebec, in whicb
certain limite were set forth. The remaining portion of the
territory was left without any organized Government.
Difficulties arose betwoen the scattered French * settlements,
in what was known as the Territory of Canada, and the
traders of the old British Colonies. The question was
frequently under the consideration of the Indian De partmnent
of the North, then presided over by Sir William Johnston,
and frequent communications took place between him and
the Lords of Trade and Plantations in referonce to this country,
and the best mode of governing it. It was found that
English traders frequently made in-ursions into the
country; that they purchased supplies firon the
Indians, and were disposed to purchase property
from them at various points in this country. It
was the policy of the English Government not to permit
settlement to extend beyond the limits which the King had
assigned to the country opened for settlement in this very
proclamation. It was stated by the Lords of Trade and
Plantations, to Lord Shelburne, who was well known to
have been a free-trader, and anxious to favor sottle-
ment, and who proposed several new colonies in
this district, one of which was to be established at
Pittsburgh, and another in the Illinois country, that
if the settlers were sont far into the interior the
products of the colony would not reach the English market;
that England had spent a large sum for the protection of
the colonies against the French and the Indians,.and it was
desirable that they should be settled in such positions as
would enable the English to profit by their industry.
They favored the settlement of Nova Scotia to prevent its
reconquest by France, and the settlement of Florida
to prevent its reconquest by Spain. Thechief of the Lords
of Trade and Plantations, Lord Hillaborougli, favored
the expulsion of the French from this territory. There were
two French colonies, two villages, eaeh containing several
hundred inhabitants on the Wabash, there were some four
or five thousand French people settled on the eastern bank
of the Mississippi River, and A proclamation was issied
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fer the purpose of excluding these people from the territory-
A large nmbetofthose, when this proclamation was issued,
crossed the Mississippi and settled at that point -now known
as S ,Louia. Others were settled at other points. It was
fon»d-that the course recommended was one likely to offend
the French people of Quebec. Further difficulties were
growigup between the English colonists proper and the
Ie"riaFGovernment, and it was felt that it was desirable
to pumne towards the population of Quebec a policy of
coneiiation instead of the harsh policy which had been
pursuoed during the earlier years immediately succeeding the
conq1egt. With this objeet in view the Government proposed
to 'em4end the limits west of the River Mississippi on the west
and -theo Hudson's , Bay territory on the north. I need not
resei to the various views put forward at this time, but
there -was strong objection taken to the proposition of the
Governmnt by Mr. Bturke, who was at that time agent of
the Province of New York. Mr. Burke's objection was
fonWded on this condition of facts. The English Govern-
nweo, sbortly after the war wit~h Pontiac, in which nearly all
the Indians of the North American continent were allied
ageirist them, sought to satisfy the Indians who lived in
Western New York, known as the Six Nations. With
this objeet in view they sought to exclude the settlers from
the tand that tho Indians desired to hold. and entered into
treaty with those Indians, through Sir William Johnson,
whieh is known as the Treaty of Fort Stanwix. It drew a
division line through the country open for settlement to the
Indian settlers of west Pennsylvania, extending from a
point near where the presont city of Oswego is situated,
south along the Oswego river, thon up the branch known
as Canada Creek, thon across the country to a branch of1
the Susquehanna, then from the .nearest point to the
Ohio River. Any one who will take a map will see that the
whole of western New York was reserved for the Indians,
ad the white population excluded from that territory.
What Mr. Burke feared, when this A et was submitted,
establishing the provinces by an Act of Parliament, when
the Aet said that the boundary should be extended to the old
provinces on the south, was, that under that provision the
territory recognized as Indian territory in the western part
of the State of New York would be included in this new
Province of Quebec. It is very obvious, from the observa-
tions made by him at the time, that it was his intention that
should be done, because, he says, until you reach the highlands
south of Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence, you do not come
to any English settlement, but you do meet with French
settlements; and it is desirable that all those who speak the
French language should be embraced in the Province of
Quebec. This made Mr. Burke all the more obstinate in
insisting on the southern boundary being defined. There
was no attempt to alter the proposition made by the Govern-
ment te oxtend the boundary of the Mississippi, nor to give
more narrow limits to the north, but a proposition requiring the
Government to lay down in the Act precisely the lino on the
southpothierwiee we might find British subjecta living under a
systen, of Govern ient, wholly unsuited to Englishmen.
Mr. Burke insisted that the boundary on the south should be
clearly defined, so that, with a view to meeting his object,
important alterations were made in the phraseology of the
Bil. Now, I make this statement for the purpose of
making it perfectly obvions why it is that the boundary is
minutely described on the south of the Province of Quebec,
in this Actof1774, and noboundary is indicated anywhere
else. The whole country is'described as. extending north-
ward from this southern boundary to the limits of the terri-
tory of Hudson's Bay. I wsh to state this fact to the House
thax, when you look at the logical subjeet and predicate in
this section of the Act, you will see that the word north-
ward dos not apply to the western boundary but to the
whole of the territories, countries and islande between the
Baie des Chaleur Qn th eaest, and the banks of the

Mr. MILL,

Mississippi on the west. From that southera boondary
northward to the shores of Hudson's Bay, the country is to
constitute the Province of Quebec. It is clear that the word
northward can only mean a due nortb, lino when there i no
reason for varying the line eaet or west; but if there is the
slightest reason for varying to the eastward or westward,
that reason must govern. I will mention one case-in point,
decided by the King in Council many years ago, in the case
of the Province of New Hampshire. In that case it is
stated that the easterly boundary of that province wa8
extended north-westward to the highlands which separate the
waters that flow into the St. Lawrence from those that flow
in an opposite direction, and it was to be of a certain length,
New ifampshire contended that the boundary. should be
drawn not due north-west, but only one or two degrees west
of north, and the decision of the Commissioners was in
accordance with that construction. An appeal was had to
the King and Council, who held that looking at the terms of
the charter, that was a proper construction to be put on
those words. The strong point against you, if you assume
northwards to apply to the western boundary, is this : That
the object of the Bill was to include certain French settlements
and colonies that were not embraced in the Province of
Quebec. Look at the words of the Act. In
the preamble it says: "And, whereas, that by
arrangements made by the said Royal Proclamation a very
large extent of country, within which there are soeveral
colonies and settlements of the subjects of France who
claim to remain thoreie." The object of the Bill was to
embrace these colonies. Whore were they situated? Four-
fifths of them were situated on the eastern bank of the
Mississippi, and four-fifths at points where, if a lino
were drawn due north from the junction of the Ohio and
the Mississippi they would not bc included, and so would
defeat the object the Government had in view. And,
according to all rules of interpretation, you must interpret
an Act to give effect to the object of the legislature. The
territory west of the Mississippi belonged to a foreign
country. It is a well settled rule of public law that, when
you reach a boundary, which is a boundary between nations
as well as. between provinces, you are to follow that
separating line unless there is some clear reason for a
departure from it. Is it reasonable to suppose that the
Impeiial Government, seeking to provide a Government for
the French population, not included in the old Province of
Quebec, would draw a lino that would leave threo-fourths of
them along the territory 600 miles in length and 50 in width,
excluded from the domain of any G;overnment whatever. I
wish to call the attention of the House for one moment, to the
words of the first section of this Act. It is said that "ail the
territories, islands and countries in North America, belonging
to the Crown of Great Britain, bounded on the south by a lino
from the Baie des Chaleurs," etc. Now, when I come to
the Mississippi, it says to the banks, "along the bank of the
river Ohio along the bank ofthe St. Lawrence, along the bank
of the Lake," and so on " to the banks of the Mississippi."
You have the plural form in Mississippi, and the singular form
in other cases. It is not reasonable to suppose that this was
done without an object, but I will not trouble the flouse
about that, but will call their attention to a point I was abdut to
submit to them. Northward is not a word that applies to
the western boandary. There would be no sense in
saying, boundel by a line on the south, northward.
The subject is not a line, but all the territories,
countries, and islands bounded on the south by
this particular lino, extending between these particular
points, the point of the Baie de Chaleurs on
the one side and the point of the Mississippi on
the other, northward to the Hudson Bay Territories.
That territory, so indicated, -is to be included in the
Province of Quebec. This is perfectly clear. You cannot
analyze that lon& complicated seçntene, describing the
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southeru boundary and make sense of it in applying that
word *northward to anything else than the countries,
territóries and islands. Suppose you apply it
to the- banks of the Mississippi, what follows ? This
foDowa, and it is the o»ly construction you can use upon this
assunption to make the sentence intelligible: that the word
" south" applies to the Mississippi as well as the Ohio. If
there is a boundary described, it is the southern boundary,
for the MiMsissippi is south of a part of the country.
Thereis a large extent of territory; when you go north to
our territory you find that it goes from Thunder Bay to the
North-West angle and that territory is bounded on the
south by the Mississippi by a line extending from
the Baie des Chaleurs to the banks of the Mississippi,
and northward, from the banks of the Mississippi
as well as from the Ohio to the territories of the Hudson's
Bay. Suppose, however, you assume what is perfectly
obvions you cannot assume and have an intelligible con-
struction of the section-that the word "northward"
applies to the western boundary, then you haze no boundai y
defined on the north. Northward to Hudson's 'Bay would
be simply the north-west point of the western boundary in-
dicated but nothing else. What follows? It follows that the
boundary given to the Province of Quebec by the Proclama-
tion of 1763 is still the boundary of that Province. That isnot
my view, but I apprehend that if the Government are
prepared to put so extraordinary a construction upon the
Act as the one indicated, that they are going to draw due
north a line from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi,
whicuh would defeat the object of this Act, and say that the
western boundary is limited by that meridian, they must
also logically adhere to the other consequences which would
follow: and one of these consequences would be that the
Province of Quebec has still as its northern boundary the
boundary indicated by the Proclamation of 1763. That
proclamation draws the northern boundary of Quebec
by a line from the source of the St. John River
to Lake Nipissing, which line, in many places, approaches
near to the St. Lawrence. I observe that the Govern-
ment ofthe Province of Quebec is granting lands, promoting
settlements north of this boundary line, and within the
territories which, according to this view, are still the
territories of Canada; that they are granting timber limits,
and are receiving moneys for the issue of timber licenses.
If the Government are prepared to resist the claims
of Ontario, to disregard the decision given by the
arbitrators, and withhold from ber what I think are
her just rights-rights which could be established
before any judicial tribunal where the question could
be fairly argupd and fully considered by the Court-
then I say they ought to be prepared to act consistently
throughout. I assume that they have been so acting. I
assume that they are proceeding upon the principle that
there is no boundary line laid down on the north,
by the Act of 1874, and that Quebec las still the
boundary given to lier by the proclamation which has never
been changed unless it has been changed by that Act. I
assume that that they have not dealt out to Ontario one
measure of justice, and another measure of justice to Quebec.
I assume that they are disposed' to act on certain legal and
intelligible principles and are not acting with a view of
taking vengeance upon the Goverriment of Ontario by
setting aside what was done by their predecessors.

8ir JOHN A. MACDONALD. All I can say is that one
would mot have supposed, from reading the motion of my
lon. friend, that he was going to bring up a discussion on
the~boundary line. lie moved for correspondence between
the Government of Canada and the Government of Quebec,
in reference to thé timber limita north of the boundary of
Quebec, as fixed by the Proclamation of October, 1763, and
upon that the hon, gentleman lias given us a learned

dissertation, not for the rst time, on the southern boundary
and the western boundary of Quebee, and thereforo, he
says there must be something wrong about the northern
boundary. I think that is rather a non sequitur; but if
there is uny correspondence it will be brought down.

Mr. DAWSON said the hon. gentleman (Mr. Mills) had
given what might be an interesting historical sketch, but he
failed to see ifs application to the motion. Thei hon. gentle-
man held pecuhar views in regard to the boundary, but
there was a high authority in Ontario who held very
opposite views in some respects. The Attorney-General for
Ontario, than whom thero was not, perhaps, a more able
lawyer in the Dominion, held views the very opposite of
those expressed by the bon. member who h just spoken.
However, he (Mr. Dawson) observed that the bon. gentie-
man had another motion referring more partieularly to the
boundaries of Ontario on the paper, and when it was reuched
he would offer some remarks on the subject.

Mr. MILLS. In reply to the right hon. gentleman, I
would say that I do not think my remarks were irrelevant,
for this reason that if the word "northward " is applied to the
western boundary there is no boundary described
on the north. I do not see how I could bring before the
House the probability that that northern boundary might
still be in force, except by pointing out the facts which I
have brought to the attention of the Hiouse.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I donot mean to say that
the hon. gentleman's remarks were irrolevant, but they
were certainly unexpected.

Motion agreed to.

CHAUDIERE RAILWAY BRIDGE.

Mr. UIAY, in moving for all correspondence, reports and
documents relative to the seizure of the bridge iron for the
Chaudiere Railway Bridge, said; I am in favor of the
National Policy, and also in favor of protecting our National
Policy. I am satisfied, from what I have seen and
heard that, notwithstanding all the precautions taken by
the Customs Department, under-valuations of goods coming
into this country amount to a very large sum; -My motion
refers to a gigantic fraud perpetrated within a fow hundred
yards of this Iouse. I hope the matter will be thoroughly
siftod, and the parties implicated treated as the law directs.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no objection to the motion passing.
The Appraisers at the port of Ottawa having placed a
higher value upon the iron than was represented by the in-
voico, the importer objected and claimed the ap-
pointment of experts under the law to value
the iron which was imported for the construction of
that bridge, those experts are now sitting. As soon as their
decision has been given as to the actual value under the
law for duty on the iron used in that bridge, I shall be able
to conplete the return. I can assure my hon. friend that
thouglh the importations have been numerous during the
summer for the construction of that bridge, the officers in
this city have had their eyes upon it the whole time, and it
was distinctly understood with the importers that as soon
as the importations were completed the proper steps should
be taken to ascertain the fair market value of the iron in
that bridge for duty. Under the law the importer claimed
the right to appoint two experts. Those gentlemen have
been appointed, one from Montreal and one from Ottawa.

Motion agreed
adjourned.

to; and (at 11:30 o'clock, p.m.) the House
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HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TuEsaÂy, 21st Ieecember, 1880.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYRas.

THE CHRISTMAS ADJOJRNMENT
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. After the conversation

that took place last night about the adjournment, I have
spoken to my colleagues, and, with a good deal of gentle
pressure on both sides, I have resolved to alter the resolu-
tion of which I bave given notice for to-morrow; and in
order that hon. members may know exactly how long the
Christmas holidays may be, I had better move it now, with
the consent of the House. I move :

" That when the House adjourns on Thursday next, it shall stand
adjourned until Tuesday, the 4th January, at three o'clock."

Mr. BLAKE. I only hope that the hon. gentlemen, to
whom the hon. Minister bas alluded as having exerted so
mach gentie pressure, wiIlexert astronger pressure with as
successful results in a large matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that my hon.
friend is a little out. I made, on Monday, a proposition to
him.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Proposition ; I think
that the House is entitled to hear the proposition.

Sir JOHN A MAODONALD. I have resisted, on greater
occasions, pressure to get information about conversations
before the results are attained.

Mr. FLYNN. While the time of adjournment is
enough for the Ontario and Quebec members, it
is not sufficient for the members of Nova -Scotia
and the Maritime Provinces.

Motion agreed to.

PRIVATE BILLS.
Mr. DREW moved a resolution admitting petitions for

Private Bills up to the lst February.
The motion, amended as to the date to read to the 15th

January, agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
The louse went again into Committee of the Whole, to

consider certain proposed Resolutions, granting the sum
of. Twenty-five millions, of dollars, and appropriating
Twenty-five millions of acres of land, according to the terms
of the contract relating to the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Mr. McLENNAN. What I desire to sayon the subject of
the resolution, I shall endeavor to put in as few words as
may be consistent with the importance of the subject, and the
magnitude of the interests that are involved. I think
the House will:agree with me that it is impossible for us to
over-estimate the importance of this subject. It is one that
concerns an extent of country, of which we can only form
a -very vague conception, and the probable future in their
material and social interests of a multitude that no man can
number. The importance of the subject is established by
the fact that, for several years, it bas been before this and the
preceding Parliaments in.various formas for settlement. It
comes before us, to-day, a stage forward, by the right hen.
leader of the Govenmment and his colleagues presenting it to
us in a form so fair for solution, thatit 'becomes our duty
to give it our best consideration. I think, Sir, it becomes
our duty to deal with it with all the wisdom, the common
sense, and the highest patriotism we can apply. The con-
tract that is before the Committee is not a contract for
building a house or a sewer, or even a shoi-t line of rail-
way, every factor and condition in - relation to which
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we eau fully comprehend and provide for in the terms
of the written contract, -which we can .fully estimate and
fully guard against. On the first reading of this contract we
potice the absence of such ordinary guarantees andconditious,
but upon reading it again we discover that the subjdt is
one to which such ordinary guarantees and conditions wii1
not apply, that its features are upon such a scale that these
guarantees eau only be supplied by the higher guaranteés of
a firm, mutual interest, andependence ofthe contractingar-
ties. Without such conditions it is quite evident thatnopro-
gress could be made on either side. Bearing in mind-thése
considerations, I shall not trouble myself te consider the
questions of lines, barleycorns, and inches of gradient and
curve, nor of fractions or cents in rates of toll. Nor shalil,
on the other hand, undertake to formulate fanciful estimates
of the value of the land which forms a consideration to the
builders of this road. The value of that land hasheen stated
at various.figures up to, I believe, four dollars an acre, and a
very formidable amount of nioney has been stated as
the sum that the construction of the railway was to
cost. My idea is that, in dealing with t1fis subject, 'we must
deal with the lands in the North-West in the way in which
they have been dealt with under corresponding circum-
stances in the United States. I find there that by common
consent the general purpose for which land grants are made
is to facilitate settlement and advance the general prosper-
ity, rather than to make the lands a source of revenue. With
this understanding, I believe that, to this day, the public
lands of the United States are held and sold to settlers at
81.25 an acre. But if we undertake to establish fauciful
estimates of the value of Iand, I do not know why we
should not say $40, as well as $4. It is impossible for us to
say what the land is worth. Land is not like the food in
our larder, or the raiment upon our back, or the creation of
our handiwork, that perish with use. We might as well
undertake to put a price upon the light of the sun, upon the
rain that falls from the cloiids; we might as well undertake
to set a price upon the liberty whieh is our
birthright, upon the, privilege of using our energies,
and our faculties, as freemen. The value of the
land is in its use by the husbandman, and its development
and occupation by a free, industrious and well governed and
contented people. Again, the question arises in connection
with this contract, as to the advantages of the other party
to it, and the possibility of their acquiring great wealth. I
think this Committee will agree with me that no men of
substance or character could be found to undertake such a
contract without, in the first place, freedom of action, freedom
from those ordinary conditions and restrictions to which I
have referred, and with the further prospect of a very great
reward. In coming to the discussion of this question, we
must not be dismayed by the flowers of rhetoric to which
this contract has been subjected in its introduction to this
Bouse. We are familiar with such terms, terms that have
lost their forcé here, at all events, such terms as inadness,
insanity, incapacity, national rain, suicide. These adjectives
have lost their force to us, they are too familiar. They have
been applied for the last two years to a subject which I think,
is a fair denonstration of what I say. There is not one of
hbose adjectives that has not been repeated over and over again
in application to the National Policy, from the Opposition 81-e.
Wel, I am glad to see in the Minister of Finance the
smiling condition of a man wilh a full purse. The anathema
in connection with the National Policy was, beyond
any other, in the interest of the farmer; but I can
safely appeal to every representative of this Bouse as to the
condition of the farming community at the present moment.
I believe that every hon. gentleman in this louse who
comes from the country will tell us that if the farmer-one of
whose great privileges as a Briton is the privilege of
grumbling-is asked at the present moment about his con
diton, he will generally say that he has nothing to tomplain
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of. When the farmer, the inveterate grumbler, has nothing
to conilam Of-I mean no offence to the farmers; I am
one ofthem myself, and Can therefore speak with the more
cOnience and -freedom-I say when the inveterate
grenrbler hias nothing to complain of, we may be quite sure
the-eis no inatter for complaint against the National Policy,
ao f-r as lie is concerned; it doees not pinch him ut all
events. I believe we might go fuirther, I think there are a
great many moderate Reformers who have nothing to
complain of, though, at the same time, there is a body of
inveterate Reformers whose full barns and larders turn to
ashes-when-tbley reflect that those terrible Tories are in
power. -The hon. member for Centre Huron, after exhaust-
ing his own vocabulary, offered us a morsel from a London
journal toestablish beyond doubt that his statements were
ti:ue. What was the substance of that quotation ? It does
not prove quite so mnuch as theb on. gentleman proved
bimself;mbt it proved one thing which no one will gainsay,
and that is, thit a London journalist can follow the descent
of a Canadian ex-Minister at a very considerable interval.
I think the: hon. gentleman bas established further, that a
gentleman *ho bas entored upon public life in Canada
under circumstanees and conditions so favorable that I
regret very much that there are so fow of our public mon
possessing such advantages, has consigned hinsolf, or will
consign himself in the natural tide of tie, to that condition
in which he shall not merely be known as the Minister of
deficits, but as the Pasquino of debate-the sayer of bitteri
things. I hal endeavor briefly to show that the old ladies
of both- sexes, who have been very much alarmed by the
openingof this debate, may lay down thoir heads in peace
during the holidays-no longer Gorgon hoads of terror and
despair. In the many phases through which this question1
bas passed, and in the frequent recurrenee of these forms, I
think nothing bas been more fully established in this House1
and in this country than the general desiro that the
construction of the Pacifie Railway should be carried on by1
private hands; that the Government of the country shouldi
not be responsible for a public work involving so much
expenditure, and so much action. The little experience that
bas been had of the Pembina Branch, a line only, I think,
about 65 miles long, managed, I venture to say,
under the direction of a chief who is economical and
careful to the last degree-the many complaints thatt
beset members of this House from day to day as to theN
running of that very small branch line is a slight indication
of what might happen if we had ?,600 miles of road in
the saine position. J believe that the difficulties of such a
scheme as that would destroy any Government. At the
samne time it is quite understood, and, I think, most
completely admitted on both sides of the House, that this
road should be built. It is the only way in which thist
Dominion can have the railway facilities we require-the1
only thing which will make us one people, and bring aboutC
a real union of this Dominion, so that we shall be somethings
more than the proverbial bundle of sticks. The able leadert
of the Opposition, in dealing with this subject, in one ofa
those pleasant moods in which he mingles wit and wisdomn
so eharmingly, drew a very nice picture of my right hon.,
friend looking down upon his suvbjects-his children one0
might call them-whirling over that road at the rate of 25i
miles an hour. There is a good deal in this of practical use i
and value, as I have no doubt was fully intended by thatp
bon. gentleman when he drew the picture. I think thatf
whatever the uses of this road in a material or social point i
of view, they will be much greater with the entire line upon«
our own oeil. When T come to deal with some other n
questions I think I shall be able to show that in some &
other connection-the connection with the rates of charges 1
and the question of monopolies which has been p
started-it is stili-more important that the line should be
bufit -entirely on ,Canadian soil. Now, it is said -byb

some that there is no difficulty in a Government build-
ing and owning a railway. It s a well-known fact that
railways are mn in the soithern countries of Europe, in
France, Germany and Italy, b the Government, and are
kept under effective control.TWo things may be said in
this connection: in the first place, those are very short
roads and very small countries. In the next place, the
Governnients of those countries are very different from the
Government of a free people extending from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. Many tliings ca ibe doue in-a compact State
like France or Germany that cannot be done in our country
of more free institutions, with the great freedom of action
that prevails; and many things can be done that we sehold
not desire to see done in our conntry. I shall not b atgreat
pains to reply to the arguments f-om the Opposition side,
and to show that almost every member of tho Opposition
who has dealt with this subject, has committed himself to
the precise terms of this contract. I believe that fact is so
clear on the face of it, that I expect, fully, the adhesion of
the member for Lambton, whom I am glad to sec in bis
place, and who, I hope, will support the Bill. I am sorry
that the leader of the Opposition is not in his place. I
should like to call his attention to the maxin of agreat
legal anthority, which may corne in here. Capt. Bunsby
says very frequently that " the bearing of this observation
lies in the application of it." I sbould like to call the hon.
gentleman's attention to the proposals maade in-1874, very
similar to the terms of this contract, with this simple differ-
ence of tho i" applicittion" by the gentleman who then led the
Government. 1 find that in 1874 he offerod to all the
world the sum of S10,000 per mile and 20.000 acres for the
whole length of 2,600 miles of railway, without any limita-
tion, or conditions to be applied, to the prairie or any other
lands in choice or preforence. That was iot all: although
this sum, a very considerable amount, judged by the
arithmetic of to-day, for, valuing this land at the lowest sum
they have conceded, $2.00 an acre, we have here $50,000 a
mile, for the 2,600 miles, we are not done with the consid-
eration offered by the late Government. Nor can we tell
when we are done; for there is lurking in the back-ground
of their proposal an invitation to the contractors to say upon
what further sum they will take 4 per cent interest :
we were to have had the Georgian Bay Branch tacked on to
the 2,600 or 2,700 miles we are considering to day, which
would still further have increased the amount to ho expended.
There were some things in the way of safeguards to be
attached to their Bill. Two-thirds of this great quantity of
land was to be sold at prices to be agreed upon, and the
proceeds to be paid to the contractors a part from any charge
of administration. If my theory is right-and I maintain it
is-that the use of those lands is for settlement - I do not
think it would serve that great purpose that the sale of those
lands should he hampered by the unnecessary condition of a
contractor naming a price for them. Nothing could more
seriously interfere with the proper and necessary use of
those lands than that condition. Then, again, a question has
arisen upon the location of those lands, and I venture to refer
to some of those points bocause they have been made a
subject of diffleulty in connection with this contract. Among
other things the proposai of 1874 provided that the Govern-
ment should have the'right of repurchase, that is of resump-
tion when this road was built, by paying the contractors 10
per cent in addition te the money expended upon it. I think
that one of the merits of the contract of to day is, that there
is no sueh provision in it for embarrassing the Government
with the applications, theperseveriný and persistent require-
ments of people that in a ehnge of Government are always
asking for favours affecting the great interests of the country.
I think it is very much better that a way should neto
prepared or left open for any such demands. A question has
arisen as to the quantity of lande in-the North-West. It as
been objected that, with the lands noW proposed to be given
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the Company alienated, no public domain will be left-that
all the lands will be taken up for the purpose of the railway.
Well, we have a report from one of tbe most reliable
geologists who has examined that country, in the service
of the Government, which shows that there are 250,000,000
acres of land in that country available for cultivation or as
pasture land, lands that will yield substance to man..
This contract is precisely similar to -the proposal that was
made in 187 1, in the provision that the lands, taken by the
railway company, shall be lands of fair average quality for
settlement, and hon. gentlemen who have been in that
country know very well that there are large tracts of
available land there that might not be considered of a fair
average value for the settler who is entitled to the settle-
ment of a quarter section of land. The settler, in such a
case, has to make bis living, he requires arable land, he
requires land every acre, every foot of which he can
cultivate. There are, on the other hand,.sections of country
interspersed with lakelets and belts of wood, and presenting
among other things a very fine lahdscape, very desirable
for the residences of men who are not bound so closely to
the soil, and very well adapted for the purposes of grazing,
and for a variety of purposes that cannot be reached by an
ordinary settler who requires 160 acres of land from which to
make his living. There is a difference between the provision
in this contract, and that in the proposal of 1874, in respect
to the selection, and the quantity of land offered, and its
position in regard to the main or branch lines of railway.
In the proposal of 1874, the offer was made broadcast that
this quantity of land would be given to any extension or
any branch that might be projected from the main line.
There Is no such provision in the contract before us to-day.
The contractor may select, subject to approval of the Gov-
ernor in Couneilto the extent of 25,000,000 acres in ail, but the
grant ofland is confined absolutely to the limit of 25,000,000
acres. I state this, particularly, because I have heard the
question proposed, and I have seen it stated with such per-
sistence by parties opposed to the undertaking, that I find it
is desirable to explain so simple a matter as this. Disposing
then of this land question, therefore, we find that the limit
is 25,000,000 acres, which, upon any computation of the
length and breadth of that country, is but a very small
portion of the lands there, that are available for use in some
form or other. Leaving for the present the question of
lands, we come to the question of the money, that the
road is to cost us. That, in its entirety, is the sum of
$53,000,000. This is really what we have to deal with,
upon which we can put money value, because
I maintain that whatever we may call the nominal value of
the lands, they really do not enter into the question in com-
puting the cost to us of this railway. I maintain that they
are elements apart, connected with the settlement of the
country, which we cannot reduce to figures in estimating
the cost of the railway. The amount of money then in
question is $53,000,000. About 818,000,000 of the grant has
already been expended or prov4ded, leaving the sum of
835,000,000 to be provided, or a charge upon the country, at
four per cent, of $1,400,000 per year. Why, it is a sum that
is no greater than one of those deficits of the previous
Government, which we have paid so easily under the
influence of our National Policy. If we get increased
receipts from our present Tariff, I think we can see where
this money is to come- from, leaving us a surplus to be
applied to other and more general uses. I think I can show,
in a very few minutes, where we may expect to get this
money without any referenee to the present financial aspects
of the country. I do not count on lands in this
estimate, because, as I have said before, I do
not take this into question; but, in 1879, the receipts from
Customs, Excise and Stamps, amounted to $18,476,000.
19ow, there is a little uncertamnty as to when this railway
may be completed, when we shal require these $35,000,000.,
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It May be in five years or it may Uidtn year, utIdo
not think it requires great stretch of imaginationto
suppose that in these five years, we shall have a mwJ_µf
additional people in this Dominion, through the setement
of the North-West; and if you add 25 per cent, tù-oi4ese
collections you will find, not merely the $1,400,000 that w
require, but a sum of about $4,600,000. I do not thl»k
that this subject requires to be dwelt upon. I think it is
clear that it will satisfy every candidmember of Iis
Hlouse and every reasonable man in the country at large.
Well, there are some other objections made to the contract,
and I shall not detain the House long, but I shall refer to a
few of them. One of these is, the freedom fron duiy of
certain things that are to be brought in for the construction
of this road, and I call attention to the fact, that that freedom
is limited absolutely to the material required for, the ,co-
struction of the road. And that in this special
exemption are not included steel rails, which are not
manufactured in the country, but the emaller articles wbich
are required, such as nuts, bolts and fish-plates, a good many
of which, I believe, are manufactured in the country, and
that the policy of the Government would require that
imported goods of those descriptions should be subject to
the duty imposed upon them in the Tarif. But hon.
gentlemen should bear in mind that this is a contract
between two parties, and that the contractors who are to
build this road were not responsible for the National Policy.
On the contrary, they may be Free Traders for all t know,
and it is rather difficult for men coming from iEngland,
where the Free Trade systen prevails, to appreciate the
conditions that make the National Policy a good one for us.
I can, therefore, very easily understand that these gentle.
men sbould adhere tenaciously to their Free Trade policy,
and I think it would have been a weakness in the Govern-
ment to spoil the prospect of this contract upon so small a
condition, ard I believe the country will sustain them in
this concession. Objection bas been made to the standard
adopted for this road, and we have heard a good deal about the
dangers of locomotion on the Union Pacifie Railway, when
cars first began to run upon it. Well, it is well known that
cars are used upon all roads luring the process of
construction, and before their completion. The course of
the Union Pacifie Railway was no different from, this, and
I believe there are gentlemen in this Hlouse, as well as my
han. friend the Minister of Railways, who are tolerably
conversant with the history of the Union Pacifie Railway,
and who are well apprised of the fact that the Union
Pacifie Railway, wben constructed, became a good,
substantial road, as it is at this day. As to the
objection to freedom from taxation of the roadbed
and stations of the Company, it should be remembered that
this road will b the great highway of this Dominion,-and
I would ask any gentlemen in this Huse what the result
would be of an application to any or all of the municipahities
into which that great extent of country will b. divided for
freedom from taxation of sueh a highway. Why,there can
be but one answer. No municipality or community would
tax a highway of inestimable benefit to thezn»elves,
and the very point in this matter, it seems io me, is that
this question is disposed of once for all in the contract,
instead of being relegated to the bande of the different
municipalities with which the Company would have to deal,
and involving great labor, expense, and delay, with no
different result from what we have in the contract. Then we
are told, and it has been repeated over and over again, that
we shall have no control over this road to guard against
exorbitant tols and charges, and instances have beeu given
to us of railway companies charging exorbitant rates.
These instances are of railways in the United States, and
we are told in the same breath that if we'were only mabmg
congection with the railways in the United State, we
shôuld be able to guard against the monopolie. Ithink,
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Sir, it doe not require much logic, to show that we should
be subject to the monopolies several times over. We have
also a very complote general iailway Act upon the Statute-
book to provide against those excessive charges. I was
rather surprised to hear the hon. leader of the
Opposition read the other night the distinct provisions
of that Act to protect the prices of tolls and rates to
the effect that no toll should be levied or taken
until approved ,of by the Governor in Council, nor until
after two weekly publications in the Canada Gazette of the
by-law establishing and of the Order in Council confirming
it. It is true the hon. gentleman gave it as his opinion that
that law was nugatory ; the expression is his own. I do not
know exactly what it means, but my impression as a layman
is that if we enact a law in this House, and it is placed on
the Statute-book, it is applicable and remains in force. I
do not know what would happen if the hon. leader of the
Opposition were the administrator of the law. Perhaps
he means that he would not put it in force; but we
have a very efficient provision fbr the enforcement of.this
law. I believe every gentleman in this House recognizes
the great energy of my hon. friend the M1inister of Railways,
and I believe that, under this Act, as well as under the
General Act, one part of his duty would be to sec that this
law is carried out. I believe this corporation would be under
his particular caire, and, I think, we may be satisfied that,
under the present arrangement, it will receive his care, as
he will have time to devote to it. lIe will be relieved of the
enormous strain and burden which bas been put upon him
by this very projeet, leaving him with scarcely any time to
devote to the etler great interests of his departiment. I
make this statement injustice to the Minister of Railways,
because I believe this House and the country have scarcely
appreciated the labor which that hon. gentleman bas
been . compelled to assume in the present condition
of this undertaking. Tben we have been told,
in very expressive language, that the North-West country is
handed over as a perpetual monopoly .to this great corpora-
tion. Well, the hon. leader of the Opposition the other day
told us in his loftiest -style, that modern tommerce knows
no such limitations, hip idea being that we should bave
competition for the carrying trade of the North- %Vest. Weil,
Sir,' I believe he was rigbt; I agree with himi. Modern
commerce has always found the means of overriding any-
thing in the form of a monopoly, and if' there were no
provision in this Bill to guard the publie interests, I think
the considerations of mutual interest and independence ofthe
interest o the corporation in having the country settled, and
in pröviding every facility for carrying traffic, would of
themselves be a safeguard in this respect. A great point is
made in this conneetion of what the contractors might
possibly do in holding lands for advanced price and then
charging high rates of freight. Well, I think the statement
made the other night effectually meets that objection. We
were told that there were instances on the railway
that crosses Minnesota of cultivated land, from which a revenue
equal to $4 an acre was derived by the railway company in
the way of freigiht. That is an excessive case, but the best
proof that there is much done in that way is the
well-known fact that the company has returned purchase
money to the extent of $2.50 per acre to the farmers after
the lands were in a state of cultivation. I do not think it
would injure the comparison if we took the land
as yielding one dollar to the acre to the company to show
that it will not be in the interest of a land holder to keep his
land tied up for ton or twenty years without cultivation.
But this Company will not be without competitors in the
North-West. There are already existing charters for
important lines of railways whichpannot be interfered with
by this contract. One of these lies will open a road to the
ceal fields of the South-West, and I believe the Government
which made the arrangement for granting land to this great

corporation retains power to reserve cea fields or any other
lands that it may be desirable in the public interest to reserve.
But we have something more in the North-West, and the
Providence that has given us such a vast extent of valuable
land has not left it witbout a fair supply of water. There is
reasonable provision for communication by water in the
North.West. I do not mean to say that there are mere
water stretUhes, I do not mean to refer to anything so futile
as tbe policy of the preceding Governinent, but there are
water stretches as wide as the Atlantic, and giving to the
North-West communication to the great Hudson's Bay., 'e
have been told lately by Professor Bell, who has been
employed by the Government, that there are five or live and
a half months of navigation in the ludson's Bay. We
shall probably have the report before long, but if there are
five and a lialf months navigation to Port N elson, I think we
are secure in the competition that will protect us againat
any monopoly of carrying to or within the North-West. It
is well known that there are charters for two companies to
extend from Winnipeg to Hudson's Bay, and if' gentle-
men will look at the map they will discover that the distance
from Winnipeg to the settlement of Prince Albert, near the
forks of the Saskatchewan, is about the same distauce as from
Winnipeg to Port Nelson, that is about the same distance from
this central point where there is a considerable settiement in
the great fertile belt upon the Saskatchewan. If gentlemen
will consider that bore we have a sea-board brought to this
great fertile belt, brouglit within the distance of Winnipeg,
that there are two charters in existence to connect the base
of this triangle, that is, from Winnipeg to Port Nelson; that
there is water communication for half the distance, requiring
the construction of only 250 miles of railway te form an
independent connection with Winnipeg; that there is the
sane facility for independent connection with the fertile
lands north of the Saskatchewan, naking communication
and stretching away into the great Peace River; I think
we may relieve our minds of any apprehension of a mono-
poly, of which we have been warned in such emphatic terms.
Some gentleman may doubt whether the sort ofeompetition
to which I have refirred is a sufficient safeguard. 1 do not
think we need to look beyond the St. Lawrence to establish-
that taet. We have here one of the best routes of communi-
cation with the great Province of Ontario, and drawing
supplies of freight from the great North-West as well, and
upon terms that enable us, as the trade of the port of
Montreal foi the last year will fully establish, to compote
fully and successfully with the great Atlantic ports of the
United States; to compote with them in the face of all their
advantage of large lines of' vessels controlled by wealthy
merehants and eiormous capital, that have a great deal to
do with the direction of the traffie and its control; that in
the face of that competition, the route of the St. Lawrence
has been established and improved from year to year. And
why ? Because this water way is open to all the world, and
although it is elosed for six months in the year, the facilities
are sufficient to enable the carriers and dealers in this great
merchandise that travels over the country, to resist monopoly
and to establish fieedom of action and such guarantees
as; are necessary. I need not dilate upon this point: every
man who has paid the slightest attention to the great water-
ways of the country, knows it perfectly. If it were not for
this it would be impossible that the great linos of steamers,
owned, controlled and run by Canadians, should be kept
upon this road, in the face of' the emaller business of our
own country with four millions of people only to compete
with forty millions, and with the smaller capital we have to
control the direction of trade. and with a smaller importation
of goods, as compared with the Atlantic ports of the United
States. I think if we consider these points, and if we eon-
sider that Port Nelson is 60 or 8Y miles nearer to Liverpool
than the port qf New York, and, that it is as near tothegreat
wheat fields of the Saskatchewan as Winnipeg, I think we
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need not be afraid that the monopoly of the freight of the
products of that country creeping for 1000 or 1500 miles over
a railway is going to destroy the power of the producer te
carry them to the sea. Now we have heard a good deal
about what these contractors might do. They might gobble
up these lands, they might put thern in their pockets, they
might sell them and go to the world's end, and spend the
money, and all this kind of thing. I am glad to say that in
this contract I see the hand of my right hon. friend and his
colleagues in their best form. They have dealt with this
question in the true spirit of statesmanship. They have
assumed that men would act fairly and honorably. They
have assumed, that under ordinary circumstances or under
extraordinary circumstances as the case may be, the interests
of the contractors would keep them right in con-
neetion with this work, and that menwhoever- they
may be, who have the energy aud the ability to
carry on this work, will have wisdom enough to
discover their great interest in acting in common with
the intercsts of this countryby which means alono their
project can b cmade profitaLe to themselves as well as
valuable to this country. I think it is to the credit of my
right hon. friend that he has exhibited his practical know-
ledge of this method of dealing, that he has not distrusted
or doubted, but bas left the spitting of hairsto the dreamers
and speculators who ascend to the clouds or descend to the
depths. I have no doubt that the fouse will justify the
course taken by my right hon. friend. I believe the contract
bas been made in the interests of Canada, and that it
will secure the settlemont and development of our great
North-West, and that that achievement will beadded to the
many public services rendered to the country, by the leader
of the present Government. I believe this so fully in overy
respect that, discarding all those little doubts and difficulties
an fears, I have no hesitation in saying that I shall
give the resolutions my firm support.

Mr. IVES. The Government having enterod into a con-
tract for the construction of the Canada Pacific Railway,
have submitted that contract to the louse for its approval
or rejection. The question then, Sir, bas become a matter
of business rather than of politics, of patriotism rather than
of party. And although I have not shared in those feelings
of alarm to which such forcible expression was given during
last Session of this House by the leader of the Opposition,
and the member for Lambton, although I have not looked
upon our North-West Territory as so worthless,comparatively
speaking, as they depicted it,and although I have anticipated
a larger return from the sales of the lands in the N orth-
West than they expected, although I have not placed so high
an estimate upon the cost of constructing and operating the
Pacific Railway as they placed upon it, yet I am free to
ooncede that this question is ene of very great importance to
the country, and that a mistake made «t this point will
result very disastrously and seriously for many years to
come, to the future welfare of this country, But, although
this is a question of business and not of politics, we find hon.
gentlemen of the Opposition attempting to make it a ques-
tion of politics. We find hon. gentlemen of the Liberal
partyundertaking to lay pon the iberal-Conservative party
of this country, the whole blame of the obligation to construct
this railway, and we find among them a disposition to get up
an excitement in the country against the contract which has
been submitted tothis House. And, although I regret that the
question is not diseussed purely and simply as one of business,
yet; if hon. gentlemen will make a question of politics outof it,
I think there is no diftlculty in showing that both political
parties are responsible foz the obligation which rests u1n
thie country to construet the Canadian Pacific Railway, t at
both parties were united in determining that that railway
shal beconstructed by a companysubsidized by the Govern-
ment,-and not bythe Government directly, and that both1
pati{es have agreed, time after time, in deelaring that that
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obligation is an inviolable one, one whièh musfbe cafi-Hëd
ont. i shall endeavour, briefly, to demonstrate those 'hr'èee
propositions. The poliey of constructing-a ,Canadian Pacifie
Railway had its origin as far back as the Quebec Conferenee,
the time when our public men on both aides of polities met
together to discuss a new departure. I de not mean to-say
that the agreement to construct the Pacifie Railway was
agreed upon in as binding a form as was the undertaking te
construet the Intercolonial; but I do mean to -say that
both parties at that Conference settled upon the poliey
for the future : namely, one which looked to the -aeqmisition
of the North-West and British Columbia, and looked efo the
construction of this great railway. The Administration of
the right hon. Leader of the present Government, whieh was
in power in 1871, was only carrying into effect the policyof
the new departure, the policy which was inaugurated at the
time of Coufederation, when ho introduced into the Parlia-
ment of Canada the resolutions under which British Columbia
was admitted into the Confederation. Now, the railway
resolution, which was introduced by Sir George E. Cartier,
on 28th March, 1871, was in these terms:

" The Government of the Dominion undertake to secure the commence-
ment simultaneously, within two years from the date of the Union, of the
construction of a railway from the Pacific to the Rocky Mountains, and
from such point as may be selected east of the Rocky Mountains tewards
the Pacifi, to connect the seaboard of British Columbia with the railway
system of Canada, and further to secure the completion of such railway
within ten years from the date of the Union."

This resolution was introdnced in presence of several hon.
gentlemen who now occupy seats to the left of the Speaker,
and who took part in the debate which followed. And,
what do we find? Was th're any concealment at that
time of the opinion as to what the cost of the railway was
likely to be ? No. Sir George Cartier, in the opening
sentences of his speech, estimated it would not be less than
$1ô0,00,000. The hon. Finance Minister of that day,
Sir Francis Hincks, also estimated the cost.ýwould not be
less. If there was ever going to be any opposition to the
Canadian Paific Railway, per se, to the scquisition of
British Columbia, upon the terms of constructing it, that
was the time to declare it, and to take ground against this
resolution. But, what do we fird? The first speaker
who followed Sir George Cartier, was Sir A. T. Gait, who
was then acting with the Opposition.

Mr' MACKENZIE. No; ho nover acts with the
Opposition.

Mr. IVES. Well, he was certainly occupying a vyery
independent position at the time.

Mr. MACKENZIE. He was Independent till ho went to
London.

Mr. IVES. Sir A. T. Galt said the admission of British
Columbia into the Union was desirable, but objected to the
time fixed for the completion of the road. The hon. leader
of the Opposition, Mr. Mackenzie, declared for his party its
policy. IIe said, ho believed it was essential to theSutare
prosperity of the Dominion, that British Colambia should
be admitted into the Union. What did he object to ? He
deprecated the violation, as ho termed it, of the principle of
represontation by population. He claimed that too large
a representation was given the new Province in this louse.
He objected also to the annual subsidy of $100,000, given
British Columbia under the resolution; but, as to the
railway itself, and the admission of British Columbia en
the condition of its construction, ho offered no objection,
except that he thought the undertaking of the Goveinment
to build it in ton years and commence it in two, was
unwise and beyond their power.

Mr. MACKENZIE. _ Hear, bear.
Mr. IVES. The hon. gptLeman'a objections were mot to

the undertaking itself, but to t-he terms'or- detailh of 4d%
scheme and to the period within 'whiéh the Ge.rnm.ient
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underiôok to build the road. What do we find further ?
That Kff. Mackenzie, for his party, introduced an amend-
monto the resolution, and surely that must be taken as its
policy on that occasion. What was the amegdment? IIave
we a direct resolution against the annexation of British
Cblurmbia or~ the construction of this railway ? By no
meanï. It was in these terms:

"l That the proposed terms of Union with British Columbia pledge the
Domimon to commence within two ears and complete within ten years
the Pacific Railway, the route for wich has not been surveyed, nor has
the expense been calculated. The said terms also pledgethe Government
of Canada to a yearly payment to British Columbia of t hesum of $100,000
in perpetuity, equal-to a capital of $2,000,000, for the cession of a tract of
waste land on the route of the Pacifie Railway to aid in construction,
which Brtish Columbia ought to cede without charge in like manner as
lands of Canada ar proposed to be ceded for the same purpose. This
louse ,is of the opinion that Canada should not be pledged to do more
than proceed at once with the necessary survey, and after the route is
determined to prosecute the work at as early a period as the state or its
finances wifl justify, and that the further consideration of the said ternis
be postponed with a view of obtaining some modification thereof."

Mr. MACKENZIE. A very good resolution.
Mr. IVES. If the hon. gentlemen opposite can construe

that resolution into a stern and determined opposition to
the admission of Britith Columbia upon the condition of the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railroad, they are
quito capable of explaining the inconsistency between their
course last Session and this Sessicn. On motion fir the
reception of the report by the Committee, Mr. Mackenzie
said: "it had been stated the other evening over and over
again during the debate, that he had stated ho regarded the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railroad as a pressing
political necessity. He denied having made any such state-
ment." He thus continued:

"e puld admit, however, that he would be willing to subject the
country to some inconvenience in order to obtain communication with the
Pacific throngh Canadian territory. le was in favor of opening up
communication immediately through the country lying between the head
of Lake Superior and Red River. F rom that point to the Rocky Mountains
the way was comparatively easy, and quite clear enough for the use of
immigrants passing into the North-West country. On the Pacifie slope
there was no doubt, but that it would be necessary to expend large sums
from tie to time as the financial condition of the Dominion permitted, in
opening up a good route to this side of the Rocky Mountans, but this
country should not be bound to construct within so short a time stue a
gigantie work."

The present member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright) also declared his views on that occasion. What
were they? They wero-presented in the form of an amend-
ment in which he proposed that, instead of absolutely
agreeing to build the road in ten years, that the Government
should agree to use their best exertions to complete it in ten
yars. When the Pacifie Act of 1872 was introduced, the
Liberal party·did not take ground against the construction
of the road. They merely objected to the details, especially
to the powers taken by the Government with reference to
the location, the chartering of a company and other details.
But nowhere, from first to last, do i tind any determined
opposition to the construction of the road, or to the com-
mencement of the construction as soon as the surveys should
be made. But we are not confined to this, although I think
the best indication of the policy of the present Government
is the resolution and Bill of 1872 and subsequent enactments.
When the Liberal party came into power in 1873, what do
we find them doing ? The Premier introduced a Bill in
which he provided for the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie-Railroad, and in which hepassed through this House,
the first resglntion in favor of the work being undertaken by
the -country and the Government. Prior to that time,
neither party had assumed that responsibility. But he went
further than the leader of the Conservative party had ever
gone, go anxious was he that that work should be -con-
structed. He undertook, in case he could not find a corn-
ppy do undertake it, to construct it by the country and
for thé'country. le made a second treaty with British
Ophtinbis, under which,.wo far as the Government

were able, he agreed to spend not les than $2,000000
on the mainland of British Columbia everyyear
in the construction of the Canadian PacifierIway.
Hfe purchased large quantities of rails, whieh he1t ansported
at great expense to the Pacifie coast, for the purpose, we
muet prosume, of building the Pacifie Railway in -the
Province of British Columbia. Furthor than that, he aeked
for tenders for the construction of that whole line, on a
basis of 810,000 in money, and 20,000 acres land per
mile, and ho asked also for tenders fbr that particutar
section, from Yale to Kamloops, about whicfrwe heard so
much last session. Even lu the motion of the present
Leader of the Opposition, which was made in this House
last Session, and argued at such great leugth, he did not
dare to attack the policy of eonstructing the Pacifie Rail-
way, but simply proposed to defor the construction of it for
a certaii period of time.

Sir LEONAIRJ TILL EY. Hear, hear.
Mr. IVES. Therefore, Isay that I have proved, boyond

doubt, this position which I take, that both of the great
political parties are equally responsible for the obligatiun,
under whieh the country rests, to construct theCanadian
Pacifie Railway. Now, can the obligation to conatruct this
road ho avoided ? 1 find that in the same debate to which
I have referred, the debate of 1871, the hon. the
presont leader of the Opposition declarod his opinion
upon this point. I find him saying as follows:-" ffthis
measure should become law, the faith of the Dominion of
Canada would be pledged, and without the consent of .British
Columbia we could nover break one jot or tittle of these cast
iron obligations." I also find Sir A. A. Dorion, thon leaderof
the Liberal party in the Province of Quebec, gave hie opinion
on this subject. Referring to the statement that it would be
found impossible to build the rond within the time fixed,that Canada could not be expected to ruin herselfhe said :
" He regretted the humiliating proposal that after the pledge
had been given, it might aftorwards be reconsidered." Later
on, on the motion for the report, the member for South
Durham (Mr. Blake) made a further declaration on this
question. lie said:

" The argumentseemed to be that they could not he compelled to perfortn
impossibilities, but an honest man would fulfil an obligation, even if the
result might be bankruptcy. If rashly the national credit and faith were
pledged to huild that road in ten years, any one who voted for that
obligation with the mental reservation thift they would not be compelled
to fulfil the obligation unlos such should be desirable, was a base man.

* * The bill is not one that can be repealed, but is an irrevocable
engagement to build the road."

I will not pause to compare the language of the
hon. gentleman in 1871, with.the course ho took during the
last bession, but the infèrence is very obvious. Then, there
is only one honorable course which we can follow and that
is, to proceed with the construction of this road as rapidly as
our financial position will justify.

Mr. BLAKE. Ilear, hear.
Mr. IVES. And a refusal to do so is not only a breach

of public faith and honor, but furnishes a good excuse for
the dismemberment of the Union itself. If both parties are
equally pledged, and there is no way out of the obligation,
the next question is how shall the obligation be performed,
Shall it be by subsidizing a com ny to construct the road,
or by having the work done ythe Goverment, as a
Government work, a course which the Opposition in'Lhis
debate seem inclined to support ? The constant policy
of the Conservative party has been to have the rond built
and operated, when buit, by a company. The form of the
original resolution is in these words: "lTo secure the
commencement and te secure the completion of the road ;"
and you will fifld that Sir George Cartier had not proceeded
a dozen sentences in his speech introducing the resolution
before ho declared that it was the intention of the-,Govern-
ment not to undertake it as a Goverument work; bnt to
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secure a company that would undertake to build and operate settle thre, you will obtain some idea of the several. milliQns
the road. The House was so unanimous on this point in of dollars which will-be saved to this country in the expense
1871 that resolutions were offered by both sides placing it of immigration alone. The only objection to this scheme
beyond the power of the Govérnment to expend money as a worthy of consideration which I have heard, is that it will
Government in the work of construction. The Pacifie place in the hands of a company a large lot of land which
Railway A et affirms the view I take ; the charter of Sir they may retain on speculation. This objection would be a
Hugh Allan & Co. also affirms that view; the very natural one for us if we were in a position to build that
resolution of 1879, which set aside 100,000,000 railway and present it to the North-West; if we were in a
acres land, equally affirmed it; the constant efforts which the position to deal with these lands entirely as free grants and
present Administration have made, since they came into homesteads. If this country possessed a population ofthirty
power, to find a conpany supports the position I have taken, millions, if we had an overllowing treasury and no public
that it has always been the policy of the Conservative debt, we might very fairly be asked out of our abundance to

1 arty to build this road by means of a subsidized company. construct the Canada Pacific Railway, and to take immigrants
The views of the Liberal party on this point seem to concur there and give them those lands free. But, unfortunately,
entirely in the position taken by the Conservatives in this we are not in that position. No one expected that the
respect. Almost nine-tenths of the Railway Act of 1874, is older provinces of this Dominion would undertake the cost
taken up with providing machinery for the construction of and- the burdons of taxation necessary to build that
the road, by. means of a company; and in the last clauses of railway, and open up those lands for settiers. That ais not
the Bill, power was taken, in case nothing else could be done, our position, and, therefore, we are not in the position to
to proceed with certain sections ofit as a Government work. object to the sale of lands for the purpose of constructing
We find, however, the pôlicy of the Liberal party on this the railway. I believe there are thousands of people in this
question is. declared by the present leader of the Oppo- Dominion who would say: Take as much of the land as
sition in his speech last Session, reported on pages 1428, is necessary for the purpose of building the railway, and
and 1431 of the Hansard. He said, as reported on page free us from the burden, even if the-land must ha excluded
1428:- from settlement forever. I believe there are thousands of

people in this country who would say: If it is necessary
"It has been repeatedly explained by my hon. friend, the member for to consecrate one half of the fertile belt for the pur e of

Lamhton, that his intention was, as soon as the surveys were completed,o.ip pos
to submit the whole of the road to tender, on a land and money basis, the constiucting that railway, thon take it, rather than impose
contractors taking over as cash on account the works meantime executed on the older provinces of this Dominion the burden of
by the Goverument." taxation, which otherwise must fall upon them. Having
And further on, he said (see page 1431): -disposed, Sir, of what are, as it were, the political

aspects of the case, I nust ask your attention for
"But meantime further progress was made, and to some enquiries the a few moments to the question as to whether the

Government answered that it hoped to be able shortly to advertise for barin oposed in this contract is a fair onetenders for the whole work on the land and money basis. It was the ga prop
policy of the Government, at the earliest moment at which the condition to the country. The hon. leader of the Opposition, in
of surveys would permit, to take that step and so to give a fair trial to the discussing this same point, has quoted very largely from
plan-the only plan by which the road could be constructed in any short the estimates made during the last Session by the leader oftme without increasing the rate of taxation."' the Government and by the Minister of Railways. He has
Now, I think we may at once admit that the three taken his estimates of population, as well as lands
positions I have taken are fully and clearly made likely to be sold, from the leader, and he has
out, that both parties are equally responsible for the taken his estimates of cost from the hon. the
undertaking, that .both are agreed it is botter to construct Minister of Railways. Now, suppose we take his own
the road by means of a company than by the Government, estimates and apply then to this question, and ascertain from
and that this obligation to construct the roüd is irrevocable. them what is likely to be the advantages or disadvantages of
But independent of the declaration of every party in years this bargain. We find that, during the course oflast Session,
gone by, it commends itself to the common sense of every in his celebrated speech, ho estimated the cost of the road
hon. member of the House, that it is preferable this work from Selkirk to Edmonton at 617,6à0,000; from Edmonton
should be constructed and operated by a company. In "the to the Summit $9,000,000; from the Summit to the Pacifie
firet place, the contract, such as it is, reduces to a compara- $36,000,000, making a total of $63,550,000. Now, the costs
tively defined amount the expenditure which is hereafter to from Kamloops to Yale is estimated by Mr. Fleming at
be made by the Government. In the next place a contract $10,000,000, which figures are a great deal more than the
of this kind, puts the matter out of the domain present estimate, and from Yale to Port Moody $3,500,000, a
of party polities which, to my mind, is one of the strongest total of $13,500,000. Deduet this from the 863,550,000,
reasons why we should prefer that course to any other. In and you have the idea of the leader of the Oppo-
the next place, the road can be constructed more sition as to the cost of the work to. be done by the
rapidly by a company than by the Government; Syndicate in the central section, Making in all $50,050,000.
in the third place, it can be constructed and operated more Now, to that add his estimates of the cost of the road from
cheaply by a company than by any Minister of Public Fort William to Nipissing, $32,500,000, and you have
Works, no matter how watchful ho may be. We ail know a total of $82,550,000. That is the total cost of the
what strong pressure is brought to bear on a GoveFinment work which the Syndicate have undertaken to do.
to induce thom te take employees into their service that are Now, deduct $25,000,000 in cash which the Syndicate
unfit for the position they ask for, and perhaps not at all are to receive and you have a balance of $57,550,000. Now
needed. We all know how difficult it is for a Government let us add the interest during the time of construction. We
to operate a great railway such as this will be as cheaply as heard a great deal more last Session from the leader of the
a company could operate it. But over and above ail this, il Opposition about interest during construction than this
the fact that the arrangement proposed would render the Session.. I have not heard a word from him this Session
Government the very greatest possible assistance in with regard to interest during the .course of constamxtion.
the way of attracting immigrants to this country. Now, I propose to add five years interest as an average on
If you consider the average cost er capi*a of inducing the whole amount, at 4 per cent, and it makes a total of
immigrants to settle in the older provincesof this Dominion, 811,000,000, which the Syndicate must pay during the ten
and te great additional cost of inducing them t(settle in years Of construction, and yeu have a total ef $ 8,550ß00:
the North-West, ad thon estiMaté the number likely to Well, Sir, that is not all the, interest, we must a4d to the
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esemates ofthe leader of the Opposition. He has always estimates upon this branch of the subject. I cannot help
ageëd that this road would not pay running expenses, at here, although the ground has been gone over by the hon.
ai eveit dring the frrst years of its operation, and if it the Minister ofailways, making a comparison botween this
wH not pay running expenses it certainly will not pay bargain and the Allan charter, and the arrangement proposed
interest on capital account. Suppose we add ton years by the late Government. Comparing the work with the Allai
interest at the same rate for the period during which we contract, taking the distance at 2,627 miles, and calling the
may fairly say, according to the hon. gentleman's estimates, lhmd worth one dollar an acre, you have, under the Allan con-
that here will be a loss of interest on capital account. Add tract, cah $30,000,000 ; main lineof land,$50,000,000; Pemn-
the interest for the first ton years of the operation of the bina Branch, $1,700,000; Georgian Bay Brancih, $3,000,000,
road, $27,420,000, and you have a total of 895,470,000 as making a total of $84,700,00. 'Under the present arrange-
the ecat of the work to be done by the Syndicate, including ment the total te be expended by the Governmont, exclusiye
interest, which they must lose. Now I am not able to give of subsidy, is $28,000,000; cash, $25,000,000; land, $25,000,000,
the hAi. gentleman's figures of loss for operating expenses, making a total of $78,000,000, which would be a saving under
but he stated it would be no doubt a large sui. He stated the present arrangement over the Allan contract,ofS86,700;000.
that the hon. member for Lambton had said that Mr. There is another point to which I have not hoard any previbus
Fleming estimated it as high as $6,000,000 a vear. speaker allude, and that is the rate per coit. which money

Mr. BLAKE. No'; the gross, not the loss of oporating. was worth thon and is worth now. The sane rate pr cent.,
at the prosent.day, would psy both iterest and sm:mg itnd

Mr. IVES. Out of it would be doducted the receipts, but on a 3S years bond. In other words, making our fmnancial
I have added to this amount as the total of loss-I have arrangement for the construction of the Pacifie Railway
been very modest in the matter-I have added as the total now, there would be a sufficient saving of intorest to wipe off
loss óf operating expenses, $4,030,000, and we have here the whole obligatioi of the wholo money portion in 38 years.
a grand total of $100,000,000 which the Syndicate have got Thon, if you take tho land at 82 per acre, you find the
to gét out of 25,000,000 acres of land, or, in other words, we advantage to be still more striking. There would be cash,
sell it at four dollars an acre which is slightly botter than 830,000,000; land, $100,000,000, for the main lino, and
$3.18, which the leader of the Opposition said that the right $3,400,000 for the Pombina Branch, and 86,000,000 for the
hon. leader of the Government had estimated it to be worth. Georgian Bay Branch, or in ail $139,400,000. Under the pr-
Now, perhaps, the hon. gentlaman will not approve of those sont contract thorq will be a cash expenditure of $28,000,000;
estimates, perhaps he will not like to seo them applied to subsidy, 825,000,000 ; and'for the land, $50,000,000, making
the prosent state of affairs, We will take the estimates of in all $103,000,000, a saving of $36,400,000. Lot us
the Lon. the Minister of Railways of last Session, and I compare this with the amount suggested by the late Govern-
must say that I believe that in one particular these estimates ment, loaving out of consideration the offer to guarantee the
will b found to be under rather than over the mark, and interest upon the bonds. The main lino is 2,627 miles long;
that is the cost of construction of the prairie section. lis the Pembina Branch, 85 miles, and the Georgian Bay Branch,
estimates were, from Selkirk to Jasper Valley, $13,000,000 ; 85 miles, a total length of 2,797 miles. The amount of
from·Jasper Valley to Kamloops, 815,500,000; from Nipis- cash, under the offer of the late Governmont was, $27,970,000;

sing to Lake Superior, $13,000,000, making a total of and in lands, at 81 per acre, 855,940,000, making a total
$46,500,000. To this you must add for the equipment of of 883,910,000 as against $78,000,000 by the contract under
these sections, which the Government construct but do not the prosent Government, a saving cf 85,910,000. If the
equip, the following figures: from Lake Superior to land be rockoned at $2 per acre, the figures will be as
Selkirk, $800,000; from Kamloops to Port Moody, $430,000; follows: under the arrangements of the late Government,
from Emerson to Selkirk, $120,000, making a total of' 827,970,000 in cash and $111,980,000 in lands, making a
847,850,000. Deduct from that cost $25,000,000, and you total of $139,950,000, as against$103,000,000 which would be
have a balance of $22,850,000. Add to that interest, as in the the amount of the present contract if the lands were taken
other case-because I do not suppose any one will contend at $2 per acre. This would show a saving of $36,950,000,
that there will not b a loss of interest during construction, without taking into account the guaranteeng of the bonds.
and during the first ton yeams of operation-say 15 years in- As to the value of the lands I agree very mach with tbe
terest at four per cent., and you have a total of $36,560,000, speaker who preceded me. I do not care whether you call
that is taking the sale of the land at $1.46 per acre. But I tho price 81, 82 or $3.18 per acre, so far as the arrangements
have every reason to -believe that the cost of this prairie are concerned, but I cannot resist the temptation of giving a
section will prove to be more than $13,000 a mile. That few quotations from the remarks of hon. gentleman opposite
part of the road will have to bceconstructed almost entirely as to the value of these lands. In the course of the debate
with rolling stock, that is, by drawing the, ballast on to the of 1871, the member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) said:
road by means of rolling stock. A large amount of rolling "A company had been spoken of but where was the oompany? How
stock will be required, and it must not b lost sight of that could any company raise $75,000,000 on 50,000,000 acres of barren waste
the rails and supplies for the workmen will have thobe land'?"
transported a long distance. Ties will be far more expensive The lon. Mr. Joly, thon a leading member of the Liberal
on that central section than anywhere else on the whole line.Partysaid
If wo take the cost of construction of that portion of the road
at $18,00 a mile, we have the following figures: from "For years to come the line could not pay one-tenth part of its cost,
Selkirk to Jasper Valley, $18,000,000; froim Jasper Valley and no conpany would undertake it unles tey received everyassistance,

ayIfor the line would not obtain anything like the traffie that the. Union
to Kamloops, $15,500,000; from Nipissing to Lake Superior, Pacific obtained."
$13,»00,000, .making a total of $46,500,000 te be expended The Hon. Mr. Smith said:by the Syndicate; add for equipment of the other portions
of the lin 41,350,000, and youwill have a total of 847,850,000; "No one could suppose that even after the road was built it would pay
deduet the cash and there is an expenditure by theSyndicate one-tenth of its working expenses, sud how, therefore, could British
of $22,850,000 ; add fifteen years interest as before, capitalists be expected to undertake it."
813,710000, and you have a total of $36,560,000. This The present member for South Wentworth (1Rr. Rymal)
would be the sale of the land at $1.46 per acre, and if you said:
call the land worth one dollar an acre, the Syndicate would 94Added to this there would b the yearly and ever-incresing burden
lose 8, 5W,000. To offset this they would have the of maintaining the railway, all o whmeh yet4 falt on t poor
portiona completed by the Government, So ouuch for the tapayor."
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In a second;speech, the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. as they have proved te be for the United Staes, o*i th
Anglin) ased the words: west. The 'ankee is not very particula uns 'wha4

"la addition te this amnount for cost of construction there would-be the flag he lives, provided you furnish him with good land;,l
working.oxpeses to add to the burden." is not very particular as to his resdeace ,provided he cm
The leader of the. late Government, according to Bansard, mtke-noney. I do not believe that the fact that the Union
1874, page 92, estimated the running expenses at $6,000,000 Jaok instead-of the Stars and Stripes floats over our Northy
per annum, out of which wottld, of course, have to be deducted West will doter American emigration when its merits boeoue
the recepta. I think, Sir, that it has been pretty clearly fully known te the American people. Another argumeat
shown that, independent of those objections which have advanced by the member for West Durham was, tha&if ww
been raised to matters of detail, the main features of this analysed the inerease of the population in the United tate*
contract are more advantageous to this country than any north-west fron 1860 to 1870, we oshuld find a very larga
other proposal yet made to this House. The next question percentage of it was born within those Statep, and thati
we have to consider is whether the Dominion can safely therefore, we must take that into consideration in estimatingt
assume the burden imposed upon it by this contract. As I the acres of our land which wil likely be taken up, and
understand the matter we shall have to provide about purchased. le made this mistake, that children under 10
835,000,000-that is $25,000,000 of a subsidy to the Company years are not, as a general thing, likely to purchase la'nd,
and $10,000,000 for expenditures hereafter to be -made. It and such children born betweert 1860 and 1870 could not
seems to me that it would not be necessary to undertake the have purchased land in the north-west States. Therefore,
construction of the 90 miles from Yale to Fort Moody, for we must conclude it was the class that entered that country
perhaps a period of five years, or at all events until the either from the New England and Central States, or the
railway from Kamloops to Yale has been completed. If foreign immigrants that purchased its lands. Only think for
that course were adopted, I find that the expenditures for a moment what has been the tremendous increase of popua
each year would be as follows: first year about $6,275,000; tion in those north-west States from 1860 till 1870. - Take,
the second year about the same amount, while the 3rd, 4th for instance, the several St4tes which certainly have not
and 5th years would be about $3,900,000 annually, and the better land or-a better climate than our own North-West.
6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th 8,3060,000 annually. But I do The following figures will show the increase:
not think it would be necessary for the country to borrow 1sW. 184
all of this money, or even the larger portion of it. I believe Kansas.......................................107,206 364,39
that in the era of prosperity which has dawned upon this Nebrake ........ . 28,841 1299
country, and which under the liberal expenditure of money Minonsa ................. ......... . .17 23 ,706s

which must be made for the next ten years, the present Michigan........................ 749,113 1,184,05
Tarif zmay be couzited upon to produce a large and yearly Iowa................ 74,913 1,isfl
increasing surplus. Ibelieve that with the present Tariff 2,507,917 4,350,847
it will never be necessary to borrow an additional dollar for Increase ........... ...................... 1.851,870
the purpose of constructing the road, more particularly if Oh, but hon. gentletaan opposite will say, that is in the
there should be a portion of the money derived from the United States. They do increase there, whereas in Canada
sale of the bonds, which, as seems to be indicated by one we always go slow ; we cannot expect anything like the
clause of the contract, are to be deposited with the Govern- increase witnessed in the United States. Well, let us tarid
ment. There is one point which la important in connection our attention to the New England States, and. see what was
with the consideration of our resources to meet this obli- their increase during the same decade, and compre- it with
gation, and that is the probability. of immigration. During that in the older provinces of the Doniinion. These figures
the last Session of this House we had a very long and able will show the result-
discussion of this subject. The leader of the Opposition ihopticnes.1t0
gave, as his opinion, that we could not expect any- Populaion. 1860. 1870
thing like the immigration into our North-West, which had Mamn re.. ............ 3,279 626 ,615 les 22
occurred in the case of the north-western United States, and Vermont.............315,098 330,551 guis 4.9>
that fer two reasons. Inthe first place,the hon. gentleman said, Massachusetts .. 1,231,066 1,457,351 18 3a
we had nothing like the recruiting ground which those States Rhod--Ialind ............ 174,620 217,353 "

Co nciu ............. 560,147 537,454, 41 166(1
had enjoyed. I beg most respectfully to differfrom that
view. H*e argued that our recruiting ground had only 3,135,283 - 3,487,924
4,000,000 people, whereas the recruiting population of the Gain............ ................ 352,641 11.24 per cent.
north-western States amounted to 30,000,000. I must differ The Canadian Census retu-ns for the deoade from 1861 till
from those figures. In the United States, only th New 1871, show a gain of 395,200, or 1248 per cent. But the
England and Central States furnish emigrants to the western very faet that the great gain in population in the Umited
States. No one ever heard of emigration from the Southern States has been in the west-that thee has been a falling
States, or from the Pacific slope to the north-western States, off in the New England States, ought to teach us the impoe-
to any appreciable degree. Therefore, when considering the tance of our own North-West tethe growth anddevlopmm*
extent of the recruiting ground of the north-western States, of our country. We cannot expect a very large inereaoedal
you must deduet the south and-the far west. But the same the population of our older Provinces for any deeadu las
New England, and Central States, which have furnished a the lumbering interest becomes exhausted, we.shah expoi-
recruiting ground for the north-western States, will furnish ence aloss of population. As our agriculturists beoomeanore:
one for our own North-West. I believe it is capable of wealthy, they will buy out their neighbors, and the popa-
demonstration, that the large blocks of land available for lation wil diminish.- But if, under a wise fiases polit,
settlement te emigrants in the United States are yearly manhfactures and commerce are fostered and developed;.we
growing less, and have been nearly exhausted. I do net mean may expeet a large increase in our cities-and manufaetinig
that there is no goodý land left for settlement," but that the towns, and * a great developmient of wealth, asithere wa&an
United States have not at present anything that will com- New Kngland from1 860te 1870, althoughethee was oady a.
pare with our own North-West. If that be true, and if. as small increase of its population. There is sure:tobeaàlige
I believe, our own North-West has become thoroughly increase of wealth in our older Provinces if such wisand
advertised, and -its merits arc begzining to be thoroughly benegial fieeal policy obtains, hereafter,. a ir beHieue ia
understoodýwe may look to theNew England and Centralpraotised at present. But it ls nidthe la a mcøs rbïnrk-
States as mauch as a recruiting ground for ourselves' able exodesof Our population to the Jitel41t s,_ The

Mr, IvZs,
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*. g f~th' Opposon, the inst day of the Session,

e-us some fgures to show that, during ' the
a ysars of the Administration of my right hon.

ftii"nthere was a yearly ineresing number of Canadian emi-
graCts to the I epubie; that durng the five years of the

Io Government, the number annually' docreaied, and that
nce the âcoession of the present Govern ment, the number

1oasagain been increasing. I take those figures as giving
the, eat possible proof, that a large portion of this so-called
enWra tion represented the movements of business men
go n t the Uuited States on business. During the good

e,, before the change of Government, in 1873, whon
polied ccasion to go to the United States to purebase

and -had money to travel with, there was a very
ar eat of this so-called emigration to the States;

and ow,Agin, that botter times are come, and the people
have money for travel and business in the States, you find
a very large reported emigration, which consists of business
meh gQing to and coming from that country. But during
the B&ye ean years of the late Government, the number
constantly decreased, because our people had no business to
do in the United States; but even if they !iad had business,
they had no means of travelling to and from the Republic.
I believe that those figures prove that this supposed large
exodusconsisted of business mon travelling, and of emigrants
passing through Canada to the States, and through the
States to our own North-West.

It boing six o'clock the Speaker left the chair.

AFTEIR RECESS.

Mr. IVES. When the House rose at six o'clock,
I was addressing nyself to the question of imni-
gration, and, if you will pardon me, I will add a
few -words to what I have already said on the subject.
I look upon the matter in this light: That we have the
only large block of good land, prairie land, now remaining
unsettled in America; that our lands are becoming well
known to the immigrating world, both in Europe and in
America; that good lands in the Unitod States, although
not entirely exhausted, are rapidly becoming exhausted,
particularly in large blocks; and that the Government,
in its efforts to promote immigration, working in accord
with-the Syndicate, will naturally bring about, in the course
of the next ton years, a very much larger immigration to i
our North-West, and also to the older Provincos of the
Douinion. This is a matter of the very greatest importance
to us. I look upon it as the salvation of the country, and as
a means of raising from the shoulders of the present
population the burden of taxation which now rests upon us.
I now propose to address myself for a few moments to the
objections which have been raised by hon. members to the l
minor details of the contract. The first of these objections t
ii tbat the lands are to be selected by the Syndicate them- I
selves. -Now, as this point seems to be objocted to with
great.soriousness, it may not be out of place to compare s
the provisions of the contract with those of the Act of 1874,
introduced by the late Government. In the contract it is i
provided that, should any of the -sections consist, in a P
material degree, of land not fairly fit for settlement, the 1
defciency may be made up by lands to be selected by the s
Company in similar blocks along any branch line, or line to g
be 1cated-by the Company, or any common front line, or s
lines agreed upon between the Government and the Com- h
pany ; ud the Company may, with the consent of the I
Gtverument, select in the North-West Territories, any tract c
ortracts ofland not taken up as a means of supplying, or t
parti'lly supplying, such deficiency. The provisions in the P
Aoà f 1874, seetaon 4, are these: f

P
'Telibid lande to be of a fair average quality, and when a sufficient t
satity cannot be found in the immediate viciity of the railway, then

m sane quantity or as much as may be required to complete it, shalibe t

propriated in such other portions as may be determined u by the
ermor in Couneil.>'

By tie present contract, 25,000,000 acres or land, fhirly fit
for settlement, are appropriated ; by the Act of 1874,
52,000,000 acres of land, of fair average quality, are
appropriated. Now, J appeal to thd BoUse whether there
is any serious difference between the terms of the contract
and the terms of the Act of 1874, with .respect to the
quality of land which the Syndicate, in the one case, and
thecontractors in the other case, were toreceive fromthe
Government, except that, in the one ase, the quantity to
be appropriated was very much in excess of the qnaktity
to be appropriated in the other. Then, the one proposition
makes the selection of the land nocessary to supply tho
detlciency along the main line, a matter of agreement
between the Govern ment and the Company; whareas. in the
othor case, the Governor in Council may dosignate the land
which the contractor was to take, butwas bound to
designate land of thir average quality. I ask whether there
is any serious differonce betwoen the terms of the Act and
the contract in this particular. But there is this very great
difference: that whereas the terns of the contract are no
more oncrous, but, on the contrary, are quite as favorable as
those of the Act, yet they make the scheme, as a fmnancial
scheme, much more eatishctory than by the terms of the
Act. Under the contract it would be impnssible for
capitalists to say to the Syndicate that they would bc
obliged to take inferior land. The next objection is that
the Syndicate may choose their own route. Here, too, we
might compare the language of the contract with the
language of the Act of 1874. The termini of the eastern
section are fixed, the one at Callander station and the other
to connect with the lino from Lake Superior to Selkirk, and
the termini of the central section are fixed, the one at
Selkirk and the other at Kamloops ; and, inasmuch as 100
miles of the road fron Selkirk west has been nearIly
constructed, inasmuch as the lino hus been snrveyo
and located by the Governinent, I do not think there is
any likelibood there will be any greatdeflection made bythe
Syndicate from the line actually selected. In the Act of
1874 the following are the provisions, and I may say they
are much less definite than the provisions of the present
contract. Section first of that Act provides:

"That a railway to be calleid the Canada Pacifie Railway shall be made
from some point near to and south of Lake Nipâising to some point in
British Columbia on the Pacific Ocean, both the said points to be deter-
ined and the course ofthe line of railway to be approved by the Governor

General in Couucil."

In both cases the location is subject to theapproval of the
Governor Gencral in Council; but to the people of the older
Provinces what great difference doos it make whether the
ine goes ten miles north or south of a given point. We know
hat the interests of the Syndicate will be to locate that
ein where it will be likely to receivo the largest traffle,

where it may be the most direct and the nast cheaply con-
tructed. Provided these terminal points are connected, we
have ne reason to find fault with the way in which the work
s done, and there is more definiteness in the terms of the
present contract than there.was in the ternis of the Act of
874, which hon. gentlemen opposite found to be perfeotly
atisfactory. Objection is taken that the Government
Yive the Company right of way and ground for stations,
idings, workhops. &c. Now, I, am surprised to
ear objections taken to a provision of that kind,

am surprised to hear hon. gentlemen, who represent
onstituencies of the older Provinces, taking exception to
hat provision. Does not every hon. member from the
Province of Quebec know that nothing is more common than
or Governments to aid the construction of railways in that
Province? fDoes not every hon. member from Quebec know
hat our Local Government not only gives the riit of way
o a road for its stations, workshops, c., but aotWly gives
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a subsidy o so many dollars per mile to aid in its oonstrue-
tion, and not only that but our own people asist with
money bonuses the construction of our railroads in that
Province ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. IVES. And I presume- it is the same with other

Provinces in the Dominion; yet we find hon, gentlemen,
whose constituents are in the habit of putting their hands
into their pockets to assist railroads at home, object to
committing this louse to this measure which gives a,
company the right of way to the North-West, built for the
special purpose of the settlers there.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear.
Mr. IVES. I am surprised to hear this objection raised

when we are about to make a definite arrangement
which will relieve us of the obligation to build
the road, an obligation which those hon. gentle-
men have often declared to be an onerous one.- Then, Sir,
there are three other objections. It does not do for hon.
gentlemen to urge their objections consecutively, because
they are inconsistent with each other; they first urge one
and then throw in an ihterlude, and then another, and then
throw in another interlude, and then urge a third. These three
objections are: first, that the Company need not invest any of
their own capital in the undertaking, since once they have paid
a million security, and subscribed five millions and paid up
30 per cent. of it, the individuals signing this contract are
personally discharged, and the liability becomes a liability
of the Company; second, that the exemption of the Com-
pany's lands from taxation for 20 years after their grant by
the Crown, will cause the Company to hold these lands at
large prices, to the retarding of settlement and the injury of
the settler on the remaining Crown lands; third, that the
Company have entire power to fix, and will fix, very high
freight rates, amounting to a tax of $4 per acre on the lands
cultivated by the farmersoftheNorth-West. Now, let us look
at these objections. I take it that the Syndicate will
either fulfil their contract and complete and operate the
road, or they will not. If they fulfil the contract, the
security is fully met; if they do not, they will not hold
the lands and will not have the fixing of high or low rates
for traffic. If they carry out their contract, they must
either sell the lands to obtain money to do so, or else put
their own money into the work. If they put their own
money into it' we shall have securily for the building and
operating of the road, and we shall have security that they
will not do it at a rate that will retàrd traffic or
discourage settlement. We can thus easily sec the
foolishness of the arguments that hon. gentlemen have
arged upon these points. As to the objection that
these lands will be exempt from taxation for 20 years-
I am speaking of this undertaking as an obligation of the
older Provinces of this Dominion to construct this railway,
-I ask hon, gentlemen in what way they could carry
forward that enterprise, which would cost the older Provinces
of the Dominion so little, as the way which the contract
suggests. If you reject this contract on that groimd, what
follows ? This follows: that we revert to the old state of
things. The Government do not thereby become absolved
from the obligation of building the road; they must neces-
sarily take it up and carry it on as a Government
work, . as they have hitherto done. Then what
about exemption fron taxation? Would these lands
be exempt from taxation in that case until they were
sold ? Sir, I look upon the argument that was urged by the
hon. leader of the Opposition, that the Company have the
very greatest interest in the disposing of these lands-that
the transportation of the grain raised from these lands was
that to wlhich they have to look for a revenue, as being a
most important argument. I beliove it wilil b the interest
and poikcy of these gentlemen, who are on ail sides

r. IVEs.

acknowledged to be gentlemen of good sense and budnïss
ability, to dispose of those lands on 'easy tèrùÀ n'd
as rapidly as they are able to do so. But 'lfis
said they nay not tiike the landa from the Govern-
ment, even when they have a right to them, until they
find an opportunity of selling thein, and in this way
may prolong this period of exemption indeflnitely. Surely
the Government can compel these gentlemen to take an
assigument of these lana when they become entitled to
them. When we consider that this is the one particular in
in which we can make the scheme a takig uone, fmancially
speaking, without costiug us a dollar, must say I am
surprised to hear this objection raised, especially byminembers
representing the older Provinces of this Dominion-r As tothe
security for the construction ofthe road, the hon. leader of
the Opposition, in the course of his speech the other even-
ing, furnished us with -the most conclusive argument that
the Syndicate would complete every * section of this
road. After showing us that the Syndicate were likely
to make a good deal of money out of the construc-
tion of the central section, he went on to show
us that they would make $3,000,000 more
by constructing the western and difficult part of the central
section, than they would by not constructing it. Surely,
if those mon are the hard-hearted mon they are represented
to be, they will not drop that three millions. The hon.
gentleman also showed us that they would make 6833,000
more by constructing the line north of Lake Superior than
by not constructing it. Now, we do not want any botter
argument that the Syndicate will build these portions than
this argument, furnished by the hon. gentleman himsolf.
Then we are told that there may be very high rates fixed,
and that the settlement of that country may be retarded,
and the prosperity of that country prevented thereby. Sir,
it is admitted on all bands that the Government of this
country have the fixing of the rates for traffic on
this road. But even if the Government had not
the fixing of the rates, surely it would not be
contended that mon of their business capacity would fix
such rates of traffic as would prevent the raising
of wheat in that country. But I ask hon. gentlemen to-state
the rate per mile they would fix on the different classes of
freight. I ask them if this contract prescribed rates which
the louse would approve of, whether any company in the
world could possibly float the scheme. The Government
might have agreed to very high rates, to rates which the
Syndicate could have satisfied capitaliste were paying rates;
but we could not have approved of such rates. - We would
have said: these rates are prohibitive, these rates will retard
the development and settlement of that country; and we
could not have agreed to them. But suppose the contract
had fixed rates which would, perhaps, be paying rates after
the country became settled with a population of two or three
millions, then the project would hàve been entirely unsuccess-
ful, for no capitalists would have been found to invest in the
scheme, as, for many years to come, the road must
have been operated at a loss, or, at all events, there
must have been a great degree of uncertainty about it.
Then it is objected that steel rails, fish-plates, other fastenings,
spikes, bolts, iron, timber, material for bridges teobe used m

-the construction of the railway and telegraph line, are to
be admitted free of duty. Suppose we reject this contract on
that ground, what follows ? As I said before, the Govern-
ment must proceed to construct the road, and in that case
all those articles come in free of duty. But, hon. gentlemen
argue this matter, as if the admission of everythmg had been
made free of duty under this contract. We forget that
locomotives, cars, picks, shovels, carte, waggs, harness,
horses, axes, steel for drills, powder, boots, ready-rnade cloth-
ing, food supplies, and a thousand other things, that will be
used in the construction of the Pacifie Railway in-immense
quantities are not to be admitted free of duty, and they also
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forget to tell the House that steel rails are now admitted free of
daty for everybody. I ask whether it is not possible for
the manufacturers and business men of this country to make
enough ontof the operation of that contract, by the enlarged
trade that must ensue in such things as are not free of duty,
as must necessarily be manufactured in the country, whether
they cannot make enough to compensate them for the loss
upon nuts and bolts? Thon objection is raised that the
Government are going to lot these people have the whole
advantage of that exceedingly good bargain, which the
Minister of Railways made with respect to the purchase of
rails, but they forget that another bargain was made some
years ago, which was not so good a bargain. They forget
that the Syndicate are obliged to take all the rails that the
Government do not want at cost.

Mr. BLAKE. ~No; only rails bought since 1879.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There are no others.
Mr. IVES. During the early part of this Session ve

heard a noiso as of distant thunder. It was impossible to
tell for a day or two what it meant or what was coming,
but, early on Friday last it became manifest that we were
to expect a manifesto from the Liberal members of this
flouse, that that manifesto was to be signed with the bands
and scaled with the seal of the groat leaders of the party in
this House, and that it would be sent to every voter in the
Dominion, and would strike terror to every Conservative
heart. Well, it has come, and, to the surprise of everybody,
it is not signed with the band of the great leaders, and it is
not sealed with their seal. In faet, it belongs to the no-
name series, it is issued anonymously.

Mr. PLUMB. Anonymously, but not unanimously.
Mr. [VES. -No one in the iouse could bo found who would

take the responsibility of fathering it. I do not wonder
because itis* deformedoffspring, it is one of those children
to whom it is unnatural to tell the truth even fron the
cradle. Now, why is this manifesto disowned ? lt is
disowned, I have no doubt, for this reason :'that it may bo
necessary, within a week or within a month, but certainly
it is probable within a year, to say something entirely
different. It may be necessary for the leader of the Liberal
party to put forth views entirely and diametrically opposed
to the views set lorth in the memorandum. Therefore,
although I must say those gentlemen are not very par-
ticular about consistency, still it would not do to issue a
manifesto and acknowledge it, and thon to issue another
diametrically opposed to it so soon afterwards. Let us look
ut thia celebrated manifesto. It says this:

"It has generally been conceded by ail parties that, with proper
restrictions in the working of the road, and the power of resuming owner-
ship, it would have been in the public interest to have the Pacific Railway
constructed and worked by a private company."

The statement sounds very queer after the expressions of
opinior which were given in this House only last Session.
Why, Sir, we were told that the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway would ruin the Dominion of Canada, that
the operation of this road, by the Government, would be an
annual charge'of millions of dollars upon the treasury of the
country, and now, forsooth, it is discovered that, perhaps, it
would be botter if the country could get rid of the obligation
and shove it off upon a company. Then we are told in this
manifosto that it would have been better on all Lands bad
there been a provision inserted in the contract that the
Government might take it back in some future period and
operate it as a Goverument work. Now, upon that point, I
propose to read to the House a statement made in the
Toronto Globe of November 8th, and headed "Impossible
Bargain:"

"The engagement to pay so much was, of course, understoed to imply
that the Company-would take the risk of runnîag and maintaining the
line for ail time. Ten years after completion, in 1891, the road may
posasibly pay running expenses, and the large sum ii excess of its cost

*ould be given to the Company for risking a loss in the meantime. But,
the Workd correspondent says, that the road will be thrown on the
bands of the Government as soon as finiahed. We can hardly believe the
assertion, though it is consistent with the statement that a guarantee
of only$1,000,00 is mentioned in the contract.

"The avowed object of negotiating with a company for the completion
of the work in ten years, was that the Government of Canada should
escape all responsibility for thbse enterprise by making a definite payment.
The people are, perbaps, not opposed to granting a subsidy in excess of
the sum for which the line can be built, if by such grant the line can be
finally got rid of. But, to pay $20,000,000 more than the estimated cost
of the railway, and, after doing so, assume the enormous responsibility of
running and maintaining it, never occurred to any advocate of the
Syndicate scheme. Sucha plan would unite nearly aIl the evils of the con-
tract system, with all the evils of pushing forward the enterprise much more
rapidly than could be done on that system. Absolutely nothing would
be gained by it except that one set of contractors instead of several
would undertake the construction of the road. Add to twenty million
dollars the great sum which will be annually lest in running and main-
taining a line 2,500 miles long during the years which must elapse after
1891 before a traffic sufficient to pay ruuning expenses can be created,
%nd we have the amount which the country will be called on to pay la
excess of the cost of building the railway as rapidly as the develop-
ment of the North-West warrants. The amount is too great to render
advisable a scheme recommended only by the fact that it would take
from Sir Charles Tupper the power of letting contracta. The possible
loss by corrupt administration is as nothing, to that which would
occur if such an agreement had been entered ito as that set forth in
the columns of the New York World We cannot believe that even
Sir John's Ministry has entered into such a bargain. "

That is the opinion of the Globe newspaper on the regret
expressed in this manifesto: that the Government have not
taken power to take back the road into their own hands.
Surely the hon. gentleman does not mean to say that any
body of capitalists would undertake to construet this road
and then operate it, during the period when it must be
operated, at a loss, giving tl% Government the right to take
it back when it began te pay, without allowing them for
their disbursements? Hero is another queer statement in
this manifesto:

" According to the valuation of Sir John A. Macdonald and the
Department of the Interior, the lands to be received by the Company are
worth $3.18 an acre; a sum less than the prie realized by the Railway
Companies of the United States. This will make the Government sub-
sidy in land, for the construction of the central section of the railway,
equal to $59,625,000, or in lands and money, $74,625,000, for building a
road worth $28,500,000, and which the Company are to own wheu
completed."

I beg to call attention to the vory guarded language of this
paper : " According tIo the valuation of Sir John A.
Macdonald and the Department of the Interior." In this
manifesto, to which no member of the Liberal party dared
attach his name, the statement is not made that the lands
are worth even 81 per acre. And why net ? Simply
because it miglht be necessary in the time to come to take up
the old line of argument, that the country is good for
nothing and -the lands are worthless. Then we have this
statement :

" The terms of the contract give the Company a monopoly of the
entire trade of the North-West until the year 1900. À territory larger
than the settled portions of the whole Dominion, fertile, and In every
way well suited for colonization."

I must say that that is the first declaration of the kind I
have heard-that those lands are fertile and larger than the
whole extent of the Dominion, and every way ,suited for
colonization ; and I regret that some hon. member did not
put his name to the manifesto, so'that I could have the
opportunity of congratulating him upon so sensible and
patrliotic a declaration. Again it is said :

" The Company are thus made the proprictors of a road built for them
by the country, and will receive from the people, not only the railway,
but also a bonus, in excess of what the road costs of $50,o00,oO."

That statement is true thus far, that the contractors will
build 2,006 miles, and the Government will build 621 miles,
and, according to my estimate, they will have to pay at the
rate of $1.46 per acre for the land they get. We are told
that the subsidy given in this contract t bthe Syndicate is
excessive. I will give the opinion of the Toronto Globe,
given on that point no longer ago than November 30th of
this year; and Imust say that in this article the( lobe
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Sonretly ,gave the amount of the subsidy i land and
moneyy whether by a good gues or by : information
supplied by the Minister of Iailways I cannot -pretend
to say:

4 We do not contend that, large as these sums are, they are too much
te reimburse the Company at the presen time for baildlig urh eostly
sections and workin g thees at a loua. What "- do say is that 'for the
preseuti the vhole of this enormons expenditure might be avoided by
simply confining the scheme to the coinpletion of the works under
eontraet and the extension of the road westward from the Ried River te
the Il.ecky Mountains."

The next statement of this manifesto is, th~at the construc-
tion of the line north of Lake Superior is unnecessary.
There is the same advocacy of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
which we heard from the leader of the Opposition the other
evening. I would like to give the opinion of the Globe on
this subject as on the 21st of February 1873, when Sir Hugh
Allan suggested that that route might be an advisable one
to follow:

4A very cursory examination of the country to be traversed by the
American road from ithe head waters of Lake Superior will show how
fallaclone aIl such arrangements are,' and how, not only the line through
British territory may be carried through, fromz strictly commercial
considerations, but must be, if British authority is to be maintained on
Ibis continent, and our new Dominion made practically as well as in
theory a great fact. Apart from all other çonsiderations, the very fact
that the line under consideration is through American territory would
be a fatal objection to its being made the grand trunk linie for the
Canadian North-West. Those who had the command of it would in a
very few years command the country. All the intercourse, both
social and commercial, of the people of the North-West region would be
directly with and through a foreign people, and what might at any
moment become a hostile country. Y# a mere stroke of bis pen a foreign1
ruler might lay an embargo upon the whole intercourse of that part of
OaMada whicb lies o the east. The bonding system, as we -have lately
bad hinted at in connection with a region nearer hand, might be stopped
capricionuly, and on very short notice; the tide of emigration might be
turned away from our order. to a certain extent at any rate, while
everything would conduce to make the absorption of the whole
territory by the States a mere question of time, and of time tery short at
the longesit."

The Globe adhered to that view until very lately; in fact,
it did not change it until the hon. leader of the Op si-
tion delivered his speech in favor of the Sault Ste. marie
route. No longer ago than the 27th of November of this
year the Globe had the following article:-

"Instead of the Northern Pacifie being likely to take from Canadian
routes the trade of the district north of the boundary line, it seems
probable that the Canadian Pacific, east of Selkirk, will be ahe to take
some trade from the districts immediately south of the boundary line.
We may leave out of consideration the freight that will take watereither1
at Duluth or Fort William, in competing for which the Canadian port(wl certainly get the Oanadian trade. Let it now be supposed that
hoth the Sault Ste. Marie Branch and the lin. around the north shore of?
Lake Superior, have been built. For all-rail freight seeking the ocean,1
the Sault Branch must get the whole traffic of the Northern Pacific,
because it offers a route shorter by 439 miles than that via (bicago to
New York. Montreal will certainly become the eastern port of both the
Northern and the Canadian Pacifie. It bas been suppoeed, however,
that the Sault Branch will enable the Northeun Pacific to take from the
hue around the north shore a portion of the trade of the North-West.
Tis opinion is not warranted by an inspection of the table of distances.
Produce delivered at Selkirk would have to travel over 100 miles farther
to Montreal by the saouth shore than by the north shore of Lake Superior.m
Àgain, take.a point on the boundary hue due north of Bismark, and
it will be found that a bushel of grain grown there is more likely te go
te Montreal by the Canadian north shore line than by the Northern
Pacific and ailt Branch. A railway has been projected from Winnipeg
to Souris River, and westward from the Souris to the Bow River district,
near the Rocky Mountains. That road will sure.l be built at no distant
dayl as a commercial enterprise unaided bY a Government subsidy.t
Freight situated on the bon ary line due north of Bismark and destineda
for Montreal, would have to travel about thirty miles farther ilit went
south to the Nqrthern Pacifie than if it went north by the Souris line to
Selkirk. The Canadian Railway west of the Souris will run neariy
paraiel to the boundary, line, and about the saie distance fron it-asU
the Northern Pacifie; it follows that if branch lines were constructed0
from the boundary Ue north and south the Canadian route would offer
t. ail freighton the boundary line shorter transit to the ocean than the
Northeran Pacifi.. In fact the Bow River, Bouris, Sekirk, and north
shore route ought to take the trato of a strip of American territory some -
fitteen miles wide. Of course branch lines will not be constructed on
mathematieal direct routes, but according te the topography of the
country and the aeeesaities of the people. ,But the faoà w-hich are se&
forth show that there need be n nfeart at the Northera Pacifd -will tap
the Canadn trade. On the contrary, the American trade should bii t

Mi,. IVES.

tapped by the Canadian railwvays. If both Govetnu*eert attsIs41rs
freely, the result will probably be that m 4e O"aia=adiaudse o
seaward by Dluth and tuote American trusc by SeIkwk, t*s&yiimte
Mbntreal viii get trame from both-zoads, as aIl -plts on boith.ar mauy
hundred miles neurer Montreal than any Amedcan ocean port.

Now that has a very important bearing-on this guées of
monôpoly. If the Canadian-Pacifie Railroad construtedt Aie
north of Lake Superior, would not only hold its owu in Sm-
peting for the trade of al the North-West,-but wouldïb,-f
branches were constructed into the States, attmot from :the
northern States a portion ofthe-trafficofthat country, wehave
not very mach to fear from the cry of monopoly. Certain poli-
tical leaders before to-day have published manifestoes,and
have often been surprised to find the people did not get more
excited over them. I am inclined to think that the lberal
members of the House of Commons, who put forth this
manifesto, will find it bas not created such a tremendous
sensation as they expected. But supposing we reject .this
contract, not because its major provisions are unfair to
the country-because no one seriously argues that-but
because we do not approve of this* or that little detail con-
nected with it, - what is to be the result? I am now
addressing more particularly my political friends. The
resuit would be the defeat of the Ministry, and the stra -
tion of all those industries that have sprung upand n
fostered by the now fixed policy of the present Government.
The leader of the Opposition says the people will speak
when they have an opportunity. I believe they will; and
what will they say? They will say that the Liberal party
taught them to believe that the construction of the road was
alnost beyond thp financial power of the Dominion, and that
its operation would prove to be an annual burden on the
Treasury. They will say they believe that the subsidy
given this Company is a moderate and reasonable one; that,
as to the minor details of this measure, they do not propose
to throw it overboard, and assume the great burden they
have happily got rid of merely on account of those
minor details; also, that this question of exempting the
Company from taxation is one that ought not to
weigh with the people of the older Provinces,- who,
I believe, will not regard this contract from that ground
merely, and take upon their own shoulders again
the burden of constructing and operating this railway. The
people of this country will speak when they have an
opportunity, and, if I mistake not, their verdict will be this:
that they prefer to expose the Government of this
country in the hands of those men who have had the honor
and pleasure of introducing almost every good and useful
measure that has ever become law, rather thagentrust
power to the hands of the mon who, during their term of
office, seemed to have done more towards depressing the
industries of this country than any other Administration.
The leader of the Opposition referred in terms of derision,
to a fancy sketch made by someone, of the right hon.
leader of the Government looking down from the realms
above upon a train with the Club Cartier going west over the
Canadian .Pacifie Railway. I hope, and believe it is the
wish of every hon. member that lie will have the pleasure
in his own lifetime of seeing .that realization of his hopes.
I think that, after the time and labor he has devoted
to the service of this country, he deserves to live to see
accomplished the greatest work of, his life. This much I
feel convinced of; that if he were judged by the people of
Canada, he certainly would be in a position te look down
upon such a scene; but I fear that if the gentlemen on the
other side of this Honse were to be so jued, that the
miseries the people suffered at their hande for five years
would load to their consignment to a place in which, were
they conscious of the motion of that train, it would be
meroly by hearing the rumbling,of its-wheels.

1fr. LAURIER The contraet now befbre ius ,and wEieh
the House is asked to sanction, is the last and crowning
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oensequenoe of the principle laid down ton years ago by the
Government then in power, when they introduced the
can.aiani Pacific Railway acheme, and which was: that this
râaway should be builtimmediately and without interru tion
until ta-completion. It must be clear, from the remar s of
the momber for Richmond and Wolfe (fr. Ives), with
regard to the position of the1two great parties, that, at the
oUat, the ground taken by the Conservativo party was
this: the raaroad should be built immediately, and without
mterruption till finally completed; whereas the policy of the
Liberals was that it should be built gradually as the wants
of the conbtry should require, and its resources permit. The
reaafof:urged by the leader of the Conservative party for the
immediate completion of the road was, that it was a
necemsity of Confederation which would otherwise remain
incomplete. If it was, it was not a necessity of Confedera-
tion as primarily established; nor was it a necessity that
sprang frôm any natural cause. If it was, however, such a
necessity, it as perhaps the severest commentary upon the
poIcy followed some years ago of creating whole Provinces
out of the wilderness, and of endowing theni with all
the institutions and luxuries with which Provinces
with large populations must te supplied, whilo in these
cases there was scarcely any population. lon.
gentlemen opposite will remember that they received
ample warning not to create that stat~ of things which
would bind this country to the immediate completion of the
road. They were reminded that if they did so they would
be putting a burden on this country too hcavy for its
strength to bear; but they did not heed these warnings, they
forced their followers to vote for this policy, and now, as a
crowning consequence of that policy, their followers are asked
to consent to the enormous sacrifices involved in this con-
tract. If I recall these facts it is without any intention to
recriminate. This is not the time of recrimination, it is the
time of all. others when every man should apply hriself to
discharging his duties to the best of his lights and conscience.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. lear, heur.

Mr. LAIURIER. If I recall these facts it is simply to say
once more, if such evidence is necessary, that the ;at
principles of a country are never to be trifled with; that
the true principles which should guide the policy of a nation
should never be deviated from, because, if once deviated from,
the eountry will be led from consequence to consequence
ending Li a most fatal conclusion. In my humble judgment
it was in 18'1 a fault-I will not say it was a
crime, though, I mgrht say without severity it was a

o litical crime-at all events it was a fault to
bind this country to the immediate construction of the road.

It was a fault Iast Session, after the ex rience of the previous
ten years to persist in that policy. t was a fault, not then
to have adopted the policy suggested by the hon. member for
West Durhiamt (Mr. Blake) of commencing in the east, and
building this road gradually as the resources of the country
would permit. That the undertaking to build this railway
until final completion within a short term was a vicious
policy, to say the least, is fully proved by the conduet of thej
Government since they have entered office. It is proved by1
their besitation and vacillation in carrying out their scheme]
when the necesoity of carrying it out was foreed on them, and
it is further shown by the present contract. What has been(
the policy of the present Government? JI less than threei
years they have changed their policy three times. The first1
year after they had resumed power,-they came before Parlia-1
ment with a grand scheme-a new idea-and the idea was
thait this road should be henceforth considered as an Imperialt
work, that the Imperialauthorities should be asked to contri-i
bute to it, because the surplus population of the Empire wouldt
findlemies in the North-West. Th idea was accepted by the1
followee ofithe hon, gentleman as a masterpiece of policy.E
It was represente4 as aqch by the party oratQrs 4nd the press;c

1st
yet, good as the idea was, it did noV lat. It withered as the
flowers of summer, but was immediately replaced by another
scheme which was submitted last Session. The prmciple of
this scheme was that the lands should pay for the buildingof the road. This scheme was accepted by the fbllowers of
the hon. gentleman with the same enthusiasm as was the
first, yet it also met an early fate. It did not last, and no
wonder. Whon the Government brought down ths plan, a
feeling of anxiety was felt throughout the country, and that
feeling found vent in the resolution moved by the presont
leader of the Opposition. That resolution, it is true, was
voted down, but I think we can survive it. Many hon.
gentlemen opposite, when voting down that resolution,
strove hard to conceal under a smiling face a liavy heart.
I think we can survive that, becauso Vite Government,
imnediately aftor the Session was over, abandoned tho very
policy which they had called on thoir followers to support.

('et something had to b donc. Tho Governmont were in a
dilemma, for if they went on to carry out the work they
might cripple the finances of the country to a degree alnost
beyond remedy. If they did not go on with the work they
would be going back on their old policy. What was to be
donc ? Like the wizard in the tale who fbund his own life
in constant danger from tho fangs and claws of the
strange progeny which ho had roared, they, ton, had
created a monster that threatened their own destruction,
What was to be donc? They went to Europe. They
offered their white elephant for sale in the markets of Paris
and London, but no one would accept it even as a gift.
Finally, they had to take the boast home, where they gave
it a vast territory to roani over, made it impossible for any
other being to go into the pasture, and thon they found
somebody who was willing to rolieve them of tthis ever
recurring cause of anxiety. That this proposed arrangement
is a vicious policy is well proved by the language which tho
Government used to induce their supporters to accept it.
What are the reasons they gave their supporters for voting in
favor of tthis contract ? What was the answer they gave to
the numerous objections raised against it? It was simply
this: do not criticise but accept the contract; it is the best
we could get. In order to show this cloarly 1 carnnot do
better than quote on this subjeet the very words which
were used the other day1 by the lion. Minister of Public
Works:

'' Well, Mr. Chairman, in this ca4e we have not to deal with only one
party, we have to deal with the Syndicate. Those gentiemen are the one
party and we are the other. We have to make a contract with them for
the buildin of this road. Shall we say to them, you must take that.or
nothing? hat is not the way contracts are made. You have to give
and take. You have to take into consideration the exigencies of the case.
You have to see whether your terms are acceptable to the other party,
and after reasoning the matter with the other party you will find that he
is right, and your proposal is not sufficient, and if ou have to give more
lands or more money, or other conditions, the resut is that you have to
agree to give and take on both sides to prepare the contract and sign it.
That is what we have done. Here is a contract, and we say it is the best
we can do."

Is that the language of a free Government, of the execu-
tive power of a froc nation ? What bas seized the Govern-
ment of this country that they have been compelled to accept
this contract from the Syndicate ? Who in the world com-
pelled the Government to negotiate with the Syndicate ?
What great calamity has befallen tis country that the
Government should be compelled to surrender uncondition-
ally to the Syndicate ? If there had been a war and we had
been defeated, and the Government forced to accept from
the victor such terms as suifed him to enforce, and if the
Government came here to have the treaty ratified, would
their language have been different to that used in order to
induce their supporters to accept the contract ? When, in
the year 1871, at the termination of the disastrous war with
Prussia, the Provincial Government of France met the newly
elected Nation4l .Assembly and presented to it the treaty
conelude4 with Germany by whl France ceded to>Vbtl,
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country two of its best provinces, some of the inembers
protested against the clauses of that treaty. And what was
the language of the French Government in reply ? It was
exaetly the same as used to-day b? our Administration:
accept the terms, they are the best we could get. France
had been defeated in war and lay crushed under the iron heel
of the victor; our Government had not been defeated, but
were bound in the shackles of their own vicious policy. After
having spoken the language which I have just quoted the
hon. Minister of Public Works went on to say: "I believe
,it is to the advantage of the country that we should save the
money of the country by adopting these resolutions, and I
hope the answer will be ' yes' from all our friends." This is
the crowning consequence, and the followers of the Govern-
ment are this time asked to give the final "yes" which will
plunge this country into an unknown expenditure. Yet I am
free to confess, since the Government are determined to go
on with the construction of this railway at once until comple-
tion, the idea that it should be built by a company is one
which has a great deal in it to commend itself to the people of
this country. But for the very reason given by the hon.
Minister in the early part of his speech, there were difficulties
in the way. He said:

I But althougb the country stood by us, and a large majority of the
members of this House sanctioned the action of thetx overnment, never-
thelesu, it would be childish to conceal that there was a possibility of
apprehension for the future. ie feeling was this, that the uncertainty
about the amount of money that would be required to build the railway
was disturbing the public mind. Nobody could say positively what
would be the liabilities of the country, or how many millions would be
required, not merely to build the road but to work it, and to work it
for ailliîme to come."-

The hon. Minister might bave added that the public mind
was also disturbed by the necessity of the Government
having still to go on letting out contracts, and seeing that
contracts already made were carried out. Such were, Mr.
Chairman, the reasons why the country favored the policy
of handing this work over to a company. But have thesei
expectations been fulfilled by this contract ? This contract(
is a policy which does not meet any of the reasons1
advanced in its favor by the hon. Minister. The countryi
expected tbat by this contract the Government would be
relieved of the necessity of letting out new contracts, andi
of seing that old contracts were carried out. Instead of
that the Government have still to let out new
contracts and seo that old ones are carried out.
For ten years to come they have to' pursue the same
system which they pursued in, the past, and which caused
anxiety in the public mind. The people of this country
expected that their liabilities for constructing this road
would be settled. But this, I believe, also is denied. That1
cannot be settled for this very reason that the Governmentî
must pursue the same course which it pu rsued before. For
ten years to come it must go on letting out contracts, and
the liability will be settled only when ten years hence the
work has been completed. So that this is a hybrid
engagement which fulfils none of the engagements it was
expected to fulfil. It would in fact so appear, as it
were, a sort of partnership between the Government and the1
Company. There are four sections of the road to build,
the Company build two sections, and the Government two1
sections, and those the most difficult. The Company8
completes in ten years, and the Government completes in
ten years, and at the end of the ten years the whole is to
be handed over to the Company. Not only that, but whilet
the Government is doing the work of the Company, thes
Company is to have all the privileges of the Government.1
The Company can' import as free as the Governmentr
can. Tho Company is exempted from taxationt
as the Government i. The Company has the fur-r
thèr privilege of fixing its own tolls almost without the pos-k

'ibility of hindrance or interference on the part of thet
Government, I say almost the possibility of interference, 1

Mr, IAyVga,

for I confess that under the letter of the contract there is~a
possibility of interference. But when is the Government to
interfere ? Only when the Company has realized ton per cent.
on the cost of constructing the road, which cost is estimated
on the other side at $78,000,000. As to the privilege given
to the Company of importing their materials free, that has
perhaps more the .nature of a family quarrel among hon.
gentlemen on the other side of the House, and, therefore, I
shall have nothing to say upon it. As to the exemption from
taxation, that is a far more serious matter, and one which
should engage the attention of this House. It has been con-
tended on this side of the House that this exemption from
taxation, coupled with the other advantages and privileges
given to the Company, will give almost a monopoly of the
North-West Territories into the hands of this Company. This
assertion has been replied to by gentlemen on the other side.
But under this contract the road-bed, the station grounds,
rolling stock, capital of the Company, are to be for all time,
for all generations to come, exempted from all sorts of taxa-
tion. From federal taxation, if ever such a contingency
should happen, from local taxation when Local Governments
are organized, from municipal taxation when municipalities
are established. If we consider that this Company
is thereby given an unfair advantage ovêr every other
Company who try to compete with them, it will be seen
that it will be difficult to secure competition with them.
Thus the Company have, therefore, the privilege to hold these
lands, and, like the dog in the manger, to prevent anyone
using them exceptthemselves; and they have also the privilege
of fixing their own tolls so as to obtain extortionate profits
out of the settlers of the North-West. It must be evident,
Mr. Chairman, to every dispassionate observer, that this is a
monstrous monopoly, and one that will make the Company
landlords of the North-West. I use that term advisedly., It
is true that it is not in the power of this Company to establish
such institutions as would amount to feudalism, in the sense
in which it exists in Europe, and which it needs almost a
convulsion to get rid of ; but feudalism is not the only mode
by which populations can be enslaved by a combination, it
is not the only mode by which the many can be made the
toy of the few. Nor can it be contended that, on this continent
where we claim to be free, where we claim to have got rid
of feudalism, no large combinations can be attempted whereby
men can get dishonest terms out of the toils of others. We
have the fact already before us; we were told the other day
by the hon. leader of the Opposition, that at this very day,
the railway magnates of the North-West extort such
enormous profits from the settlers of the country for carrying
their goods to market that it practically amounts to their
having proprietary 3nterests in their farms, and the settlers
are thereby deprived of the best part of their profits. This
may not be feudalism in name, but is it not feudalism
in substance and in fact. Then, Sir, here is
another feature òf the vicions policy which has
been followed hitherto. Without venturing any expression
of positive opinion, it may be a question, whether, if the
road, instead of being built, as it is now contended it must
be built, had been gradually and step by step constructed,
as the necessities of the country might require, it might not
have been a consideration whether it should be built by a
subsidy of lands and mopey, or whether the Government of
Canada should proclaim to the world that the needy and
poor of the whole world could find free lands and free soil
throughout the whole of the North-West, and that they
should be enabled to obtain the best market prices for their
products. Perhaps, if that system had been followed, there
might, in a few years, have been a few less millionaires in
this country, but there would have ben a much greater
number of happy and contented homes. But another system
bas been followed. Twenty-five million acres of land are
to be giveii to this Company, and are to be locked up at Île
option of the Company. The result of that policy must be
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ae s~amlieinbeNodtWest as it has been in every pice
w1heè we bave had land companies. The immigrants will
firit aattleIrpon the lands of the Government, upon the
homested- and the pre-emption lands; but after a certain
wbie, when they commence to be erowded, both from
oataide and vitiiin, they will squat upon the lands of the
Company,and then one of two results must follow-either
tbey wilt be ejected by the agent of the Company, or they will
be compelled to submit to the extortionate terns that will
be forced upon them by the Company. We know well that
the majority of the settlers will be poor, that the majority
f therm wll.ave no other means, no other capital, than

their able bodies, and we know well, by experience
in the past, what exertions it requires for such
settlers to pay up the instalments on their farms, when they
have to supply the requirements of their families and to
farzish -their farms. Moreover, by-and-bye, municipal
Governments will have to be organized in that territory,
roads will bave to be laid out and opened, and yet this Com-
pany cannot be taxed for these roads, which will be a
constant source of litigation and bitterness in the country.
Against al- this, what have we ? What is the safeguard,
*hat is the guarantee that we have against the possible,
I should rather say the certain, evils of the proposed system ?
We have, as a guarantee, only the good will of the Company
itself. It has been asserted, on the other side, that the pre-
sent members of the Company are men of the highest
character, and certainly every one may assent to this; but if
the men who' now constitute the Company are men of the
highest character, who knows who will be the members of
the Company ten years hence, five years hence, or even six
months hence ? Who can say that six months from to day,
this Company will not have gone to New York, and, for a
money consideration, bartered its interests to foreign
capitalists, giving them the privilege of locating the line
themselves, and of still further oppressing the settlers on
the Company's lands, in order to recoup themselves for the
consideration they have given to the Company ? But, Mr.
Chairman, whoever may be the members ofthis Company, w e
know that they are of the human race, and it is a well
known fact, and one illustrated by the whole history ofiman-
kind, that men in every station of life, where they are not
checked by positive laws and regulations, will abuse their
position to the detriment of others, if they can gain any
advantage by it. And we have an exampIe
of the way in which this Company will treat the settlers y
the manner in which they have treated the Government.
They have driven a hard bargain with the Government. They
have obtained the most onerous terms from the Government;
and if they have extorted these onerous terms from the
Government, what is it for? Is it for the pleasure of gaining
a moral victory over the Government, and making no use
of it, or is it not to make the best use they can out of these
onerous terms, to make the land they obtain worth to them all
they can make out ofit? On the whole, therefore, the position
of the settler in the North-West, will be, under this contract,
the position of a Tantalus, before a well dressed table, at
which le cannot satisfy his appetite. The settlers cannot
settle on the lands which are close to them, without submit-
ting to the terms of the Company.

Mr. PLUMB. They will settle on the Government lands,
alongside.

Mr. LAURLER. But I presume the hon. gentleman does
bot suppose the population of this country should be confined
o<ly tothe Government lands. Look at this matter in any
way, and it is this: that you create a most monstrous mono-
poly. We, from the Province of Quebec, know what a1
mon ply is, and I call the attention of my colleagues fromi

itT Provice to our experience under that monopoly. in
that province -we had a bitter experience of the seigniorial
ghts, and we had to try hard before we could get them

abolished. There was a monopoly of the ight to estab-
lish mills held by the seigneurs, and we wanted the
right extended to the at large. I am free to
say that if that priviI gehad been refised us by
legislation, it might have caused a rebellion. I think every
Province of the Dominion has had its land company. There
has been one in Ontario, one in#New Brunswick, one in
Quebec, and one in Prince Edward Island; and I am
quite certain I can appeal to the experience of every hon.
member of this House from these Provinees to say that the
results of these monopolies have been everywhere and at all
times the same, namely, to retard settlement and press
heavily upon the energies of the settlers; that they have
everywhere been a curse and a banc. This has been the
case with regard to land companies whieh have not one-
tenth of the powers whieh have been granted to the
Syndicate by the prosent contract. It is said, and I have
been reminded by the hon. mnember for l iagara (Mr. Plumb),
that there are bloeks of land reserved between those which
have been granted tothe Company. We have reports to the
effect that we have 250,0N0,000 acres more land in that
country, though we have not such accurate information as
yet as will enable us to be absolutely certain upon that
matter. However, I am quite ready to believe that wo have
.00,000,000 acres sp:ace in that country; but when we deduct
from that the land covered with lakes, streamsuand marshes,
the inountains and hills, the barren lands, and those
which are unfit for settlement on account of climatic
conditions, lands whichi are only fit for grazing pur-
poses, and we further deduct the portion which belongs
to the Hudson's Bay Company and those reserved
for school purposes, what wilt romain for our settlers over
and above the 25,000,000 acres allotted to this Company?
Looked at from whatever point of view you choose, there
is not a single rodeeming teature in the gigantic monopoly
which has been given to this Company. Theroe is another
objectionablo featuro in this contract-not perhaps objection-
able per se, but rendered so by the nature and condition of
the country at the present time. This contract forces us
to go on immediately with the construction of the road
along the north shore of Lako Superior. We are all agroed
that a Canadian Pacifie Railway must b built on Canadian
soil. We all agree on the point.

Mr. LANGEVIN. IIear, hear.
Mr. LAURIER. I do not think there are two opinions

in regard to that matter.
Mr. LANGEVIN. Your leader diffors from you.
Mr. L AU RI ER. No ; ho says that we should go où with

the building of the road as the requiremeuts of the country
nay demand. 1 have never heard expressed here the

opinion that the Canadian Pacifie Railway should not bo
built. The only point upon whieh theroeis any dis-
agreement is as to the expediency of building the
whole road at once, or only as rapidly aï
the wants of the country may require. I think it must be
perfectly manifest that this section on the north shore of
Lake Superior is not required at the present time, thatsits
construction might ho advantageously postponed until some
future period, and thatit would ho quite su cient,at present,
to build the eastern section as far as Sault 8te. Marie. The
fertile plains of the west are separated from .the east by an
extent of barren territory in the region north of the Lake,
while it happens that the route along the southern shore
would pass through some of the best lands on the continent-
through several of the most important States of the Union.
Would it not be better, under those circumstances, to bring
the road immediately to Sault Ste. Marie, tap the American
system of railways, and secure not merely the trade of our
own North-West, but a large share of the traffiec from those
States. This is so evident, from a geographicalpointof view,
that I will not stay to discums it. There are two policies
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before the House at the present moment. The policy of the another be a cause of trouble to the peace and harmony f
Government is: that the road shall be constructed atonce on this country. This is the contract of wihich finistera are
the north shore of Lake Superior. What would be the se prend, that the more remembrance of conneciion withits
consequence of carrying out that policy? There would be inception and execution they feel proud to leave as a lega<y
no communication by that road with the eastern railways to their children. My wish and hope is that the legacy
for ton years te come; -and though we may secure the may be as pleasant to their offapring as to the parents. -i
incipient trade of our own territories, wo would lose the am quite sure it will, because we know it is a law of human
traffic from the north-western States of the Union. The nature that where the affections are strong and love prevuils
other policy would be to bring the line at once te Sault Ste. even faults are accounted merits. I think it was the
Marie, thus securing us immediate connection, not only Minister of Public Works who stated that this contractwaa
with the North-West, but with the American railways. calculated to enrich our country, increase our population,
Can any one hesitate for a moment in the presonce of that and secure our free institutions. How it is to achieve all
policy ? What reason can be urged for the adoption of the these results is not te my humble perception quite visible.
route along the north shore of Lake Saperior ? Though the As to its securing British institutions in this country, I
question has ·thus far been discussed entirely in an would be sorry indeed for my country if they were
unsectional spirit, I think I might well enquiro which of dependent upon the construction of a railway, whether of
those two policies will be of most benefit te my own gigantic or diminutive proportions. British institutions
Province. The immediate construction of the road to Sault rest in this country upon a surer foundation; they
Ste. Marie would at once carry over the railway system of are impressed upon the minds and hearts of
Quebec the trade of our own North-West and of the our people, because this land, inhabited as it is
American north-western States as well-a state of things by men differing in creed and origin, and whose fatherawere
which would prove of immense and obvious benefit to the once separated by deep national feuds, have secured under
cities of Montreal and Quebec. But this is net the primary those institutions, freedom, equality, amity and good will.
reason for the adoption of the lino by way of Sault Ste. But Ministers should remember the fact, which they seem to
Marie. This road would help our Province to get out of forget, that those institutions that have secured us our
the financial difficulties by which it is at prosent beset. present blessings, are those of the 19th century, and not
That Province has now a debt which exceeds $15,000,000; those of an earlier time, the relies of barbarian days. If hon.
this year it has beon compelled to borrow $4,000,000 more, gentlemen opposite are desirous of securing British institu-
and this with the pressure of constant and annually tions, they must infuse into the legislation of this country
increasing deficits. It is a matter of auxiety to every the broad spirit of modern England, and not seek te establish
inhabitant of Quebec how these deficits are to be met, but so those nionopolies which at this day prove so many thorns in
far it bas been found impossible to devise a means by which the side of England, great as she is. Let them look at the
they can be wiped out. Our resources have been pledged country they, pretend to admire, and they will see what
to the fullest extent, and they have net that elasticity deep and firm roots abuses will strike into the soil, and what
which will enable us to avail ourselves of them in the near toils, labors, miseries and sufferings, suchabuses can produce
future. Our only resource will bo the direct taxation of te the people of that country. They have examples of this
our people unless we are so happy as te find a means of kind before their eyes at this very day. If this contract is
incrcasing the traffic of our railways. • Unless that relief to be judged in the light of modern British ideas and
comes within a short period, the financial prospects of principles, it carries with it its death- warrant, and the
Quebec must be held to be critical indeed. If the road to only duty that remains for the House te perform, is simply
Sault Ste. Marie was constructed, instead of having te wait to reject it on the first opportunity.
for ton years we should have, within a period of two or Mr. CIMON. I rise to say that it is with the greatest
three years at the utmost, the benofit of the trade of not th- pleasure that I endorse the contract that the Government
western Canada and the United States ; and it must bo bas entered into with the Syndicate, and which secures the
ovident te every hon, gentleman from Quebec that that construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway in ten years.
traffic would be of material assistance te our Province in its I quite understand the ardor with which the Liberals attack
present financial condition. I do not say that that this contract. Yeu see, Mr. Chairman, they are being dis-
assistance would be sufficient te lead us eut of our present armed. Since 1874, whon I first had the honor of taking a
difficulties, but it would leave the present and future of our seat in this House, every year we wero obliged to vote
Province net so dark as it is at the present moment. I several millions of dollars for the construction of this
would appeai upon this question to my fellow countrymen railway; every year our liabilities were increaàing. We
from Quebec who are supporting the Government. We were in doubt. The Liberals declared that the road would
have often been told, by the supportere of the Government cost the country $150,000,000 and even $180,000,000 in
in Lower Canada, especially by the press, of the immense cash; we were told that the landâ of the North-West were
influence which these hon. mem bers have with the of no great value. They added that once the road was builtit
Administration, that they have only te come and would be necessary te equip and work it, and that that
ask what they want and they will receive it would cost the Government several millions annually. We
at once. They would almost have us believe that the had, therefore, reason to fear and tremble. And when the
Government occupy the position of the servant mentioned Liberals rolled out these mighty figures before the people,
in Seripture, who came when he was told te come and went it is easy to eqnceive the dread that they created. But
when ho was told te go. If these gentlemen have so much now, Mr. Chairman, the Government brings down a acheme
influence with the Government, now or never is their oppor- that puts an end to all that uncertainty. Once the contract
tunity of exercising it te the great benefit of their-Province, is ratified by this House, the Syndicate will go to work, and
and for the purpose of averting injury to the Dominion, for the Pacific Railway will be speedily and efficieotly oop.
I hold that the adoption of this contract would be a great struc'.ed; the works will be immediately carried on at both
calamity te the Dominion at large. It is a delusion, because ends, and in the centre, of the road at the' same time. - As
it would not remove any of those inconveniences expected these works progress, the North-West will be developed
to be dispersed; because it leaves this Government with the and the whole Dominion enriched, and in ten years this
same inconveniences that were experienced in the past with great railway will be completed and opened to traffio fi
the former s tem, and adds to them other and greater. It one end te the other. Then the obligations of-the Govga..
is a danger, because it threatens te create, upon the free soil ment will cease, and we will no longer talk of thie great
of this country, a monopoly whieh may at some time or undertaking, which will at length be realized, eegpt to
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rejoice overits completion and to praise the distinguished,
statammwho have earried it ont. Henceforth, fr. Chair
man, we know the extent of our liabilities in respect to this
railway. It is not 8180,000,000, nor even $150,000,000,
with several millions a year to equip and work it, that we
will have to pay. We will only have to pay $25,000,000,
besides the works yet to be done for $14,000,000, in al
839;000%000, or about $3,900,000 a year for ton years, and
then we are free for ever. We will not have another penny
to psy either for the construction or the running of the
roadc But they tell us: "You give, besides, 25,00,000
acres f land." Yes, but it is so much taken off the burdens
of Canada. We 3hould all then be glad to learn that we
eau, with these lands in the North-West, pay a part of the
oost of the construction and working of the railway.
Moreover, by this arrangement the Syndicato will be inter.
ested in the development of the North-Wost; and as we
have alternate lots of land, we are sure that when the
Syndicate selle an acre, the Government will sell as much,
and the proceeds of this sale will help the Government to
pay the interest on the moneys that we are spending on
this great work. We, the representatives of the Eastern
Provinces, should be delighted to find that the Government
has succeeded in making the North-West pay a considerable
portion of the cost of the Pacifie Railway. They add:
" You give the Syndicate an unprecedented monopoly." Is
it for us, of the Eastern Provinces, to complain of that?
We build a railway which will be an immense benefit to
the future inhabitants of the North-West. This monopoly
was one of the considorations that secured and hastened the
building of the road. It is, therefore, only fair that the
people of the North-West should pay the working expenses
of the road by submitting to the monopoly of the Syndicate,
which, moreover, is not excessive. I represent, Mr. Chairman,
the electoral division that will profit the least by the Pacific
Railway. Yet I do not hesitate to say that my constituents
will hasten to ratify the vote that I am abont to give in
favor of the Government on this question. My constituents
would be so glad to have a railway themselves that they
are not jealous when railways are built elsewhere. And if
my constituents were asked: "Would you be willing to
give a like monopoly to a company that would build, in ten
years, commencing at both ends and in the centre, a railway
from Quebecto Lake St. John ?" I assure you, Mr. Chairman,
that they would promptly answer: "Yes, by all means
grant the monopoly." This monopoly may exist to-day.
The hon. member for Quebec East bas just likened it to the
tenure seigneuriale which existed in Lower Canada, and
which icreated such uneasiness. Yes, but it should also be
said that when the people of Lower Canada became rich
enough to get rid of these rights, by paying an indemnity to
the seigneurs, they did so. Now, one of the considerations
for which the Syndicate undertakes the construction in ten
years of the Pacifie Railway is precisely this monopoly;
but the North-West will have the price of this monopoly in
the railway that we are giving it. It is to be supposed that
the North-West will fill up rapidly, that in twenty years it
will contain perhaps 3,000,000 souls. Well, this population
will then have its local legislature, and will be rich and
flourishing. If the Syndicate's monopoly presses too
severely, they will buy it off by paying an indemnity to the
Syndicate, and nothing could be fairer. Wo are not going
to pay alone all the costs; we want the North-West to pay a
considerable portion of them. That is why I do not con-
plain of this monopoly. So you see, Mr. Chairman, that the
monopoly granted to the Syndicate should not alarm us.
What most plases mnie in the contract now before this
House is that in ten years this railway will be in operation
from oàineend to the other ; in ton years Canada will profit
by this gigantic uudertaking. That is another consideration
th" shouid induce us to accept the contract. Even were I
told: Grantadelay oftwenty-five years for the construction

ó of the rond, and it will cost you one quarter less," I would
- say, * No." It is botter te pay dearer and have the benefit

fifteen years sooner. Since we must build the road lot us
, have it as soon as possible., Let this road eontribute, as
b quiekly as possible, to the wealth and prosperity of Canada.

The contract outered into with the Syndicate brings the
l liabilities of the Government to an ond. W oan, therefore,
1 at once examine our financial situation, and look around us

te soe what other improvements the country requires. We
have secured the development and the prospority of the
North-West, and we know that by so douig we have not

s exhausted our resources. It will be fbr us to turn our
attention henceforward to the oast. We have a "North,
West" in the Provinee of Quebec. We have an immense
region extending from Three Rivers and Quebee to Lake
St. John, where we find a magnificent valley containing
more than three millon acres of arable land of superior
quality. We have, besidos, between this valley nd Quebec,
moro than a million acres of arable land of fair quality.
We have, moreover, very rich forests and all kinds of mines.
I say to the west: "We have secured yoi~ -the Pacifie
Railway, now give us assistance. Helpus to build a railway
te Lakre St. Joh n." I am, therofore, full of hope and con-
fidence in voting for this measure. I am sure that, honce-
forth, our statesmen will turn their attention to the east,
and i am satisfied that in a few years Lake St. John will
have its railway. Our statesmen have just secured the
construction of the Pacifie Railway, a road a thousand
leagues in length ; it will net be difficult for them te socure
the building of the Lake St. John road, which is only fifty
loagues in length. I am, therefore, in favor of the Pacific
Railway, because I want a railway to Lake St. John; I am
especially in favor of this latter road. We will have it,
because the Government is desirous of developing the east
as well as the west. I thank the House for its kind
attention.

Mr. FISET. Mr. Chairman, the hon. momber who bas just
spoken so eloquently pretends that, on the hustings and
elsewhere, the Opposition maintained that the cost of the
Pacific Railway would reach $150,000,000, or even
$180,000,000. That is an exaggeration. I do not believo
that our party ever uttered such an opinion. We may
have said that the cost of this great undertaking
would reach 8120,000,000; and with the conditions of
the present contract, and all the other privileges granted
to tbe Syndicate, I think it will not fall far short of
that sum. The hon. gentleman also stated that the monopoly
granted to the Syndicate was one of the reasons that inducod
him to voto for the sehomo brought down by the Govern-
ment, and that ho would pledge himself to obtain from bis
constituents the same privileges for any company thatwould
undertake to build the Lake St. John Railway. Perhaps ho
might do so, if ho contented himself with making known to
his constituents only a part of the dangers of such a
monopoly; but if ho were to tell them that the company,
once the road was built, would charge them double the prices
charged by other railways for carrying their produce to
the nearest market, I very much doubt whether they would
accept my bon. friend's conditions. That is, however, the
privilege that the Government grants to the Company that
is undertaking the construction of the Pacifie Railway.
The hon. members on the other sida of tho House talk of

1the construction of the rond in ton years, as if it were an
accomplished fact; in their minds there is no doubt, no
uncertainty, that the road will be built. But in 1871, these
gentlemen promised us to build the road in the space of ton
years; these ton years have almost elapsed, and yet the lino
is hardly located, and only a few miles are completed.
Therefore, instead of being as certain as these gentlemen are
that the read will ho buift in ten years, we are justified in
fearing that it will not be then completed. I am willing to
admit that the gentlemen composing the Syndicate are
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honorable. that they have the necessary means, &c., but who
can assure us that these gentlemen will remain in the
Syndicate ? -Who eau assure us that in six months
they will not have transferred to others the righits
and privileges that we are about to grant them? Have
we a sufficient guarantee that the road will be built
when we require, as security, only one per cent.
frem the Syndicate, whilst ordinary contractors are
obliged by law to deposit with the Government five per
cent. on the price of their contract ? That is an injustice
that we are committing to the detriment of those who have
contracts with the Government. Now, I am not opposed to
the construction of the road along the north shore of Lake
Superior, but I do say that the Government should subsidize
a line of railway passing by Sault Ste. Marie. The road to
the north of Lake Superior has the advantage of being on
Canadian territory, and it is for this reason that I am not
opposed to it; but, on the other hand, as this road will not
be completed before ten years, the Province of Quebec will
be debarred, during these ten years, from- the profits
accruing from the western traffic; whereas, by subsidizing a
line passing by the Sault, this railway would be in operation
before the end of three years, and being the shortest route,
traffic will necessarily take that direction. Then Montreal
and Quebec, which are our nearest ports, would enjoy, seven
years sooner, the immense advantages of the western trade.
And what will prevent us from carrying on the construction
of the road to the north of Lake Superior, especially when
we shall have succeeded in drawing the western traffl away
from the American roads, to the benefit of the Province of
Quebec more particularly ? We will then be able to
complete this immense railway on Canadian territory. The
scheme of the Government being opposed to the few remarks
I have just made, being, in my humble opinion, contrary to
the best interests ofthe people whom we have been prevented
until the last moment from consulting, I will vote against
the Bim.

Mr. ANGLIN. The -importance of this subject is mani-
festly so great that I am sure hon. gentlemen will not
display very much impatience ifl occupy the time of the Com-
mittee for a few hours, perhaps, in stating as briefly and
tersely as I can the reasons why I believe the proposals
submitted should not beapproved. In the course of the debate,
so far as it has gone, a great deal of matter very irrelevant
indeed has been introduced, almost entirely, however, by hon.
members who spoke in tavor of the resolutions now before
the Committee. That was probably owing to the fact that
they had little indeed to say in favor of the resolutions.
They spoke to us of former schemes and propositions, and
quoted at length from speeches made at varions times, and
under somewhat different circumstances, by leading men on
this side of the Bouse. They strove in this way to divert
attention from the question which really should have oco-
pied the attention of this Committee, and to persuade hon.
members that the present bargain is, in some respects, a
botter bargain than any that had been previously submitted
to Parliament, and that, therefore, without any regard
whatever to the merits of the case, they thus.should support
it. This would not have been, so very bbjectionable if the
quotations had all been properly used,, and if the statements
which hon gentlemen supposed they were sustainingby those
quotations had not been so extremely inaccurate. It is not
true that this is the best bargain that was ever submitted to
Parliament. It is not only intrinsically a bad bargain, but
it is the worst bargain, the worst mode of constructing the
Pacific Railway ever proposed to Parliament. Some
hon. gentlemen have aUeged that it is a botter
bargain than that made with Sit Hugh iAlan several
years ago. I thiak-the right hon. leader of the Goverament,
in that now famou speeth of hie made at Halifax te those
young gentlemen with an address, declared that it was a
much1 etter bargain made than that made with Sir Hugh
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AIlan, that the terme were very much botter:than thos
which Mr. Mackenzie had proposed, and that Mr.aekenzio
himself would be compelled te admit, in his place in
Parliament, that this was the best bargain ever yet umde
for-the purpose of constructing this railway. The hon;i
Minister of Bailways attempted to persuade the Comfdalted
that this was indeed a very much botter bargain thanany
of the previous ones. Why, ho said, with regard to the
standard of the railroad, it was preoisely the same ase that
stipulated for in the Allan contract. There, as we foiUndout,
ho made a most egregious blander, a most extraordinary
blunder for a gentleman holding his position, who ha4 taken
so large a part, it is to be presumed, in the negotiations
leading up to this eontraet, who was the chosen mouthpiece
of the Governmont, to state to this louse what the trme
and the merits of this extraordinary bargain were. The
leader of the Opposition took occasion to set him right on
that point very quickly indoed. We find that the standard
to-day isç ery much lower than that set forth in the contract
with Sir Hugh Allan. This is not a contract for building
the road such as the Union Pacifie was in 1873, but a
contract to build a road of a very inferior character-to
build such a road as the Union Pacifie was when firat
constructed. Sir Hugh Allan, on the contrary, was te
build not only as good a road as the Union Pacific was in
1873, but further provision was made that the grades and
curves should be superior to those of the Union
Pacific, as it was in 1873, whenever the character
of the country would permit of their being superlor;
so that we have to-day the very lowest conceivable
standard for this railroad, and yet the hon. Miniter
of Railways proceeded as coolly, as if there were
nQt this marked difference, to compare with the railroad
which the late Premier proposed to build with the onewhich
this Company are to build if this contract goes into operation.
Why, it would bo as reasonable to assert that a well furnished
dwelling-house would cost too much, because it could be
shown that on exactly the same piece of ground, coverig
exactly the same area, a barn might be built for one-half or
one-third the cost. The hon. gentleman thon made various
comparisons to show that the hon. member for Lambten,
when Premier, had brought down an estimate which showed
that the whole road would cost somewhere about $120,00oOO,
and that the present leader of the Opposition intnoduced
another estimate. The hon. gentleman proceeded to argue
very gravely that there was a monstrous inconsistency in
this, until the hon. member for West Durham took occasion
to correct the hon. gentleman, and to show him that he had
used exactly the same estimate as the mem>ber for Lambton-
that the figures he quoted were taken from Mr. Mackenaie's
estimate for a portion of the road. The Minister of Railways
also asserted that this was the very best proposal that had
ever been submitted to Parliament. Ie even went a great
deal further than this, and assertod that the proposal to post-
pone the construction of that part of the road running north
of Lake Superior was i some inconceivable way or other a
proposal to do some serious injury to the Province of Quebeo.
What, ho said, will the hon. leader of the Opposition nover
allow the Province of Quebec to have its railway? Are-we
to be shut out from railway communication foi all tinm, or
something to that effect. The hon. Minister of Rail-
ways, I think, had no cause whatever for his extraodinary
display of zeal on behalf of the Province of Quebec. The
late Ministry showed how truly they had the interest of
Quebec at heart when they made their bargain with the
Canada Central Railway, and their bargain for the .ou-
struction of the much-abused Georgian Bay Braneb,
both of which would have the immediate efect of
placing the whole Province of Quebee in dieet and
immediate communication with the great 1 eh-West.
The Georgian Bay.Branch was a work particularly intended
to promote the interests of the Province of Quebec. In
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former times, one of the arguments frequently used by the But Sir Hugh Allan was not to get the privilq -of
hon. inister of Railways against the Georgian Bay Branch selecting the lands where he pleaeed all over theJNorth.-
was: that there were other existing modes of reaching Lake West. As the hon. member for West Durham proved, even
Superier nore direct, and more easily availed of, and which il you select all the lands in the fertile belt, these lands
would eost the country nothing. Then the interests of the more remote from the lino cannot have aaything like the
Province of Quebec were not so much regarded; thon it was marketable value of those adjacent to the railway; so that
contended by that lon. gentleman, on behalf of the whole the land to be given to the prosent Syndicate is much more
Opposition, that the Georgian Bay Branch was to cause an in value than that reprosented by the 50,000,000 acres
immense expenditure, that it should not be built at all, but which were to b. given to Sir Hugh Allan. The hon.
that we should go by way of Toronto up to Collingwood, and member for West Du-ham, accepting the- value that had
so reach the waters of Lake Superior. There never was been put upon the lands by the leader of the Government,
anything aid, either by the present leader of the Opposition showed that 2S,000,000 acres lying next the railway would
or by the leader of the late Government, that would be worth $79,000,000, while 25,000,000 acres lying beyond
at ai justify the extraordinary outburst of the hon. Minister of would be worth $27,500,000. But, Sir, that is net al, for
IBailways on that occasion; and, let me say, en passant, that Sir Hugli Allan was bound to take those 50,000,000 acres
that hon. gentleman indulged in some other extraordinary from all along the line of railroad, from the boundary of the
p;eces of declamation. I do not know exactly what it was Province of Ontario right through to British Columbia.
ihat the hon. leader of the Opposition said, which the hon. Under the present contraet the Syndicate are virtually
Minister of Public Works chose to regard as a basis for all allowed to choose land where they please. The prosent
he said about the Irish people in the LNorth-West. I did Syndicate are not bound to take. any land except they
not hear the hon. member for West Durham raise any choose, and they can select tbe very best land along the
objeetion to the settlement of Irish people in the North- lino of railway, and, therefore, lands that will be of the
West. I never heard him utter a word that would imply, very greatest value. I think anybody, who knows anything
in the most remote or indistinct way, that Irishmen have about the lands in other parts of the Dominion, would
not the sane rights in this Dominion as men of any other believe-and it may be roasonably believed that the lands
nationality-never a word that would imply that they in the North-West are not on the whole different in
should be prevented, or discouraged from settling in the character-that the 25,000,000 of acres te bc
North-West ; and yet the hon. Minister of Public Works selected by the Syndicate, as this Syndicate has
spoke as if the hon. leader of the Opposition had avowed a right to select it, will be equal in marketable value to the
himself as strongly opposed to the settlement of Irishmen 50,000,000 acres that Sir Ilugh Allan was to receive
in the North.Wes. What the hon. member did say on alongside of the railway. Thore are other points in Sir
that point, if IL recollect rightly, was, that there was now Hugh Allan's contraot, which, I think, made it a botter
some talk of bringing out Irish people t) settle in the contract than the present. But it was alleged also that the
North-West; that if this monstrous monopoly went into terms embraced in this contract were very much superior
operation those people would find that they had changed indeed, to those that wero offered in the Bill
the rod for the scorpion, that if they were scourged in introduced by the late Premier in the Session of 1874.
Ireland, throagh rack-rent, they would find themselves Why, it was said that Mr. Mackenzie offered to give
more bitterly scourged in the North-West at the hands of 20,000 acres of land per mile all along the lin.eof the
this monstrous monopoly. An hon. gentleman, I t1hink railway, and net only that, but also a large land subsidy for
the representative of Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. v1- ), the Georgian Bay Branch, and also a large land subsidy for
took, I think, a very extraordinary course wah the Pembina Branch. so that the calculation was that it
regard to this question. He treated us to a very would amount to, 55,000,000 acres of land. The. hon.
large number of figures, some of which he stated to member for West Durlharn states that the land was worth,
the-House were the figures of the bon. inember for West according to the Premier's estimate last Sossion, $5 aU aure.
Durham, and from these figures lie certainly drew some Oh, sys ite hon. Minister ot Pu blic Worksa, how monstrous it
moet extraordinary conclusions. Taking a higher would be to estimate the value of such land at any such
estinmate made by the hon. member for West Durham for rate as that. It applicd to the 55,000,000 acres that Mr.
the whole railway, he chose to extract fron that a lower Mackenzie wasto have given,and which would have amounted
estimate for the western portion of the road, and so be to $275,000,000. And, thon, as if hie had said
obtained a large balance as the price of the central section; something very clever, he was loudly applauded on the
and that lie chose to say was the estimate of the bon. other side. Somebody bas made a calculation, 1think, that
member for West Durham for the central portion of the it would require a lino cf railway some 17,000 miles in
railway. I cannot imagine what the bon. member intended to length to f urnish the 55,000,000 acres within the flive
effect by the use ofsuch figures. I certainly am satisfied mile bolt A. But, Mr. Chairman, when we come to
that he did not:persuade any hon. gentleman that the rail- examine that so much misrepresented and possibly
road would cost the Syndicate the very large amount which so much misunderstood proposa], we flid how superior, in
he alleges they will bave to expend in order to perfbrm this many important particulars, it is to the contract now before
work. But,fSir, if after all, we come down to the consideration the House. It is quite true that Mr. Mackenzie took
of the contract itself, putting aside all these extraneous authority to make such a bargain as that, and to give a
matters, and ask ourselves whether we should accept this company 20,000 acres per mile and $10,000 in cash subsidy,
contract as it stands or not, I think we shall find this and, besides, a possible further cash subsidy for whicb, bow-
question a much more supple one than anyone could suppose ever, h. would have required to recoive the approvai of
who merély heard the statement of the hon. member for Parliament; but the 20,000 acres of land por mile was wt be
Richmond and Wolfe. The Minister of Iailways, and other land of fair average quality and not the pick and choi.eof'
hon. gentlemen, have chosen to say, that this is a botter the whole fertile bolt, Hon. gentlemen when upon ithis
bargain than the one with Sir IHugh Allan. In one point I subject have, over and over agan, spoken of i as if fair
have shown that it is not so g>od. Fût they say Sir average quality meant that the very choicest land was to
Rugh -Alan was to get $30,000,00j in cash, and 50,000,000 be the stan:lard ; but surely no reasonable or rational
acres ofIand, which, estimating the land at $1 an acre, would interpretation would justify such a conclusion as that the
m*480;00,000; while, under the presenteoontract, we are fair average quality would be the fair average qMality of
paying $28,000,00 in works, $25,000,000 in cash, and land in the country over which therailroad wili run, and no

825,000,000 in land, making altogether $78,000,000. 1 other reasonable interpretation could be put uppn that
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clause. More than that, Mr. Chairman, if sufficient lands of
fair average quality are not to be found aithin the distance
of the line of railway, the Company were to be entitled to
receive other lands in other parts of the fertile belt, but not
other lands selected by themselves, but other lands selected
by the Governn'ent. Moreover, they were not to receive
the absolute title to that land as is now provided; they
were not to be permitted to hold those lands as long as
they pleased without taxation, as is now provided, they
were not to be allowed to speculate on their lands as
now provided, but the Government took the power to
themselves to dispose of two-thirds of the whole of the land
to be allotted to the Company on such terms, to be sure, as
might be agreed upon with the Company, but on such terms
unquestionably as would have promoted, to the greatest
possible degree, the settlement of that country. But, Sir,
these are not the only points in which the measure was far
preferable to that we are now asked to consider as the best
ever offered. There is one very important point of which
we have heard much ; and we shall, no doubt, hear more
about the extraordinary- provision which gives to this
Syndicate a monopoly of the whole of the business of the
north-western country, and virtually leaves them free to
charge what rates of freight they please. Under the much
derided, much maligned, and much misrepresented measure
of the late Government, the Government reserved to them-
selves the absolute right to fix the rate of freight all over
the railway, a most important point in which their measure
was incomparably superior to that which is now before the
House. Now, Sir, I think if any hon. gentleman will take
the trouble to look- into the contract of Sir Hugh Allan, and
compare it with this, they must come to the conclusion,
especially if he compares it with the Mackenzie Bill, that it
was a much more reasonable measure than this most
unreasonable one. It protected and guarded most carefully
the rights of the people, and provided most carefully for the
early and complete settlement of the great North-West.
This one utterly disregards the rights of the people, and is
not calculated in the slightest degree to promote the settle-
ment of the North- West, but rather to frighten people from
settling in that country. It is alleged that it will be to the
interest of the Syndicate to induce settlement in the North-
West. Well, Sir, it is by no means certain. We leave them
free ; we leave it entirely in their power to calculate for
themselves what will be the most profitable for themselves,
and in making their calculations, they will, no doubt, take
into account that there still remains a large number of acres
of Government lands, and they will be quite willing to allow
the Government to bestow its energies in settling up its own
lands, whilst they retain theirs, because we have
heard of 25,000 people a year going into that country; but if,
we say, 50,000 people ayear, the Government will have enough
land to give them, whilst the Syndicate will still have its own
lands. The settlers on the Government land will contribute
quite as much to the support of the road, by the business
they do over the road, as those settling on the Syndicate lands.
Take another 50,000 people, and still another, and the Govern-
ment will still have enough land, whilst the market value of
the Syndicate lands which they hold will be greatly increased.
Therefore, it is by no means certain that the Company will
flnd it to their interest to settle up their own lands rapidly.
They will, no doubt, in an indirect way, invite immigration
to the Government lands, but it must by no means be sup-
posed that they must necessarily settle up their own lands.
If we were land speculators we should want some thousands
of people to go into the country, because their presence would
increase the value of the land. There is no doubt about
that. Now, Mr. Chairman, the first grave objection
to the scheme nQow before the Bouse is that, by it, we are
bound to pay for a certain work more than the work is worth.
We are bound to pay for constructing a piece of railway, or
two pieces of railway, rather more than arailway of just the

Mr. AmaLm.

same character would cost if built even under the present
Administration. Let us look at this point, because the hon.
gentleman from Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives); labored
very earnestly for nearly an hour to render it obscure. 1t is
a very simple point and very easily understood. The road
which the leader of the late Government, the late Minister
of Public Works (Mr. Mackenzie), intended to build across
the country from Lake Nipissing, and ultimately to the Pacific
Ocean, was such a road as he. believed the people of this
Dominion desired to see built. It was to be a road of the
very first-class-a road with the best possible gradients, with
the easiest possible curves-a road which would be calculated
to do that great trans-continental trade which very many
people in this country believed, and probably some still
believe, we may do on a great Canadian Pacific Railway,
were that railway properly constructed. More than that,
Mr. Chairman, lie had in view the importance of affording
the people who settled in the country the cheapest, the
easiest, and the readiest access to the markets of the world. To
insure them that, Sir, it was necessary that the railway built
should be a good road, and that the grades upon it should be
as easy as possible. The boast of the Chief Engineer of that
railway was that he had succeeded in obtaining, between
Lake Superior and Winnipeg or Red River, a
road of such a character; that the grades upon
that road, when running eastward would nowhere
exceed 25 feet to the mile, and that it would be, or might
be, possible to do a vcry large traffic over that road on the
cheapest possible terms. le contemplated that a similar
road would be built across the prairies-a thoroughly good
road, with an elevated road-bed, running as directly as
possible across the country, with iron bridges ; in fact, in
every way a road of the very best character, and that was
estimated to cost about $120,000,000. We find
now, Sir, that the character of the road is utterIy degraded.
The hon. the present Minister of Railways began this work
of degradation nearly a year ago. Last Session we had, I
think, three several estimates before this House, each lower
than the precoding; and when the Minister of Railways
brought in what I believe was the third estinate submitted
by members of the Government during the Session, we
believed certainly on this side of the House that he had
degraded that road until he had brought it into as low a
condition as possible. But this year we have it further
degraded, and at present we absolutely do not know to
what depth of degradation it has been reduced. I think the
hon. the leader of the Opposition has a notice on the paper
asking for a return showing-what modificatio.ns have lately
been made in the sections now under contract ; for we have
been told that modifications have been made in these
sections so as to reduce the cost very much, and that in the
far western section the result of the reduction bas reached
an amount of even so much as $1,600,000. If I remember
aright, last year the Chief Engineer stated that, in order to
cheapen the western portion of the road, he was obliged to
make considerable changes, either in the alignment or in
the grades and curves, at all events in the character of the
road. Now. Mr. Chairman, of all parts of this railway,
there is none in which it is so absolutely necessary that we
should have the best possible work, if we expect-a large
traffic across our part of the continent, as in this western
section. A road running up through these mountaims,
passing along the verge of canyons, almost everywhere
dangerous in its character, ought to be as good a
road as it is possible to make. The very 'best
road we could make up in that part of the
country, even with a very large expenditure of money,
even with an expenditure as large or larger than the
highest estimate made by Mr. Fleming, would novertheless
not be a very safe or a very good road. It is almost
impossible, in a country of that kind, to make a thoro.gEly
good road. The grades at one time, I think, w<re to be
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116 feet to the mile. Undor Mr. Mackenzie's direction, I
think, efforts were made to find a better route than that,
and the grades were reduced, but they still remained very
heavy sud the curves renained very sharp, and the slightest
accident there would entail destruction to a train and al its
contents. Yet we have fonnd further -modifications which
tend very largely to degrade the character of the road.
Notwithstanding this, the road is to cost now, according to
the lowest estimate, $80,000,000 ; but if, as the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) argued some even-
ings ago, this system of degradation is to be carried out in
the other sections whieh are not so difficult of eonetruction as
this, in the eastern section, and in what is now called the
central section, the estimated cost would be found to be
very much lower than 880,000,000-how much lower
it would be bard to calculate. Probably $75,000,000 would
b in the neighborhood of what the estimate should be.
But even taking the amount at the 880,000,000 stated by
the- hon. Minister, what do we find romains to be done?
We find that the Government propose to give for a work
which is only to cost 380,000,000 an amiount in works
executed and being exccuted and paid for, equal to
$23,000,000; besides that we are to give $25,000,000 in
cash, making a total of $53t00,000 in cash, not to speak at
all of the interest account to which the lion. menber for
Richmond and Wolfe, speaking on the othor side, attached
so much importance. We re also paying a largo arnount
of interest on the moncy alrcady expended on that road,
and that never appears in ainy conpilation of the cost.
fowever, putting the interest account altogether out of
view, we are to pay $53,000,000 in cash, besides 25,000,000
acres of land lying close to the railvay, as far as lands can
be found around the line ofrailway, anI wiere they cannot
b so found they may bo selected where the Company please.
Now, Sir, hon. gentlemen opposite say that the land is worth
only $1 per acre, and that the 25,000,000 acres
at this rate, added to the sum of $53,000,00) would
make $78,000,000 in cash as the very lowest
estimate to be paid by this country. Taking it at this
estimate, we pay 878,000,000 in cish aind land for
a road which at the outside would cost only $80,000,000.
Now, Mr. Chairman, we were told that this whole country
experienced an inexpressible sense of relief on finding that
the Government intended to entrust the construction of a
portion of this road to a Syndicato instead of condueting it
themselves. Why, Sir, was that sense of relief experienced?
Why should anybody experience a sense of relief when they
are told that the Government is to pay $78,000,000
for a work which was to have cost only $80,000,f00 ?
Sir, if there is to bc any doubt about the estimates, if the
estimates are- to be oyverrun anywhere, wili they not bc
overrun in those sections which the Government have
undertaken to complete? Not on the prairie section will it
be at al necessary to overrun the estimates. On the prairie
section it will b centirely for the Company themselves to
determine what sort of road it will be to their interest
to build. They can make the line as cheaply as they
please along the prairie, but on the sections between
Thunder Bay and Red River the works are heavy,
and no matter what modifications are introduced I
think this Rouse will find, bye-and-by, that the cost will
greatly exceed the estimate. So, whon you come up into
the Rocky Mountains, where you have to swing men in
baskets over the sides of the canyons in order that they may
get on the face of the clift. and'whore you have to tunnel for
miles, you will find, bye-and-by, that, notwithstanding the
recently introduced modifications, the cost will greatly
exceed the estimates; for, Sir, I think this country will
feel that it is bound to carry ont its side of the
bargain, and bound not to slight the work, but bound
to construet a fair and proper railway. Perhaps noti
what we would call a first-class railway, as we intended

it, perhaps not even a second-clasa railway, but stili
a good snbstantial railway, that will cost the country
a very large amount of monoy. But we agreo
to give them $78,000,000 for what is not the
but 880,000,000. Now, Mr. Chairman, that is we are
strangest part of the bargain. Why, or how is it we are
to give for the construction of the line, land that is close
along the lino of the railway; land carefull selected, not
swamps, or barrens, or hih s or rocks, andhow is it that
this land is valued at no more than 81 an acre. When, or
how, or why is it that the value of the land in the North-West
has depreciated in the minds of hon. gentlemen opposite. It
is not nine months sinceo the hon. leader of the Government
brought down a formidable bill of calculations to this
House, to show that the land was worth, in Belt A five
miles on each side of the railway, 85 an acre; Belt b, 1l
miles outside of the railway, $4 an acre; that, in the next
Bolt C, was~worth $3, and that in the bolt outside of that
again, far, f'ar away froin the railway, was worth $2 an acre;
and now we are asked to take, as the basis of our
calculation, that the very best and choicest lands in all the
North-West is worth only 81 an acre. If the choice
land lying close to that lino cf railway will be worth but 81
an acre, the sooner we abandon the idea of oponing up the
country, and of settling it, the better. The sooner we cease
inviting our own people to go in there the botter. One dollar
an acre! prairie land, fertile, as wo are ,old; rich, as we are
told; the best wheat land in the world, as we are told; and
worth but $1 an acre! $3.50 i find was the average
rice according to the Premier's calculation last year, in a
elt of 220 miles wide, and now, within a'few miles of the

railway, we are asked to say that the land is worth but SI an
acre. Now, Mr. Chairman, did the lion. Premier believe im-
self last Session when lie submîitted that calculation to this
House? Did his lion. colleagues believe him wlhen he sub-
mitted that calculation to this Bouse? Did the large
majority of lion. niembers who voted against the motion of
the lion. menber for West Durhani, that we should proceed
with this work orly as oui nicans would justify,
did they, Sir, believé tliat that statement was cor-
rect ? If they believed that statement last Session, what lias
occurred since to alter their views and opinions ? If they
believed the statement of their Premier, made solemnly from
his place in the fouse last Session, why do they now say
that it was inaccurate and risleading. If that statement, so
carefully and elaborately prepared and submitted to this
flouse last Session, was a correct statemient, why was it hon.
gentlemen opposite feilt that there was a sense of relief when
they got this contract out of their hands. If the country
believed the statement made by the lion. gentleman, or half
believed it, why was the sense of relief exporienced, and
how did hon. gentlemen opposite feel that there was a sense
of relief wlien the wlhole country was anxious to get rid of
the construction of a road which, last year, the Premier
proved conclusively was not to cost this country a cent, but
was to be abundantly paid for by the sales of those lands;
and moreover, we were to receive many untold millions in
future years from the sale of those same lands. Within 10
or 15 years we were to have money enough actually paid in
to pay for that railway, and large sums yet due and secured by
liens upon the land sold,besides millions of acres yet undisposed
of. Now, the country would like to know more distinctly and
clearly than is now known, why the value of those lands
has depreciated in the hands of hon. gentlemen opposite.
Looking at the old Allan contract of 1873, before that coun-
try was fairly opened up, or the value and character of the
lands was fully ascertained, we find that the Government
pledged themselves, solemnly, tosay that not one acre of that

d should be sold for less than $2.50 without the express
permission of the Company If these lands were worth
82.50 eight years ago,wy bis it that, after we have ant
millions of dollars in opening up the country, settlingdi.
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cultieso extinguishing Indian titles, making surveys, increas
ing, as we fondly supposed, their market value, why is it
that the hon. Minister says now that they are worth but $1
an acre?

Mr. PLUMB. You said so yourself last year.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am not now speaking of my own
opinion, but I am asking now why it is that hon.
gentlemen on the other side repudiate the statement
made by their leader in this House a few short
months ago? Why is it that they ask us now to
conclude that that statement was utterly and grossly
inaccurate ? If the prairie lands lying close to the railway
are worth but a dollar an acre, then lands lying twenty,
thirty or forty miles away, of what market value are they ?
Sir, the object of this depreciation is very palpable. If the
hon. the Minister of Railways, in making his statement
before the ilouse, were to admit that the statement
made by bis leader a few months ago was a cor-
rect statement, then le must say to this House
and the country that this is a monstrous bar-
gain. Taking the average value of these lands, even at
the corrected estimate-the hon. member for West Durham
did correct, in a material point, the calculation of the Premier
last year and so reduced the general average of the price of
the land-taking even that reduced average these lands must
be worth at least $3. 1. an acre ; but at $3 an acre you would
have $75,000,000 paid to those gentlemen, or $126,000,000
in all to build a railroad that is at the outside to cost but
$80,000,000. That is the reason why the estimates of last
year are so coolly repudiated. Why do those gentlemen
taunt us with inconsistency ? We can proudly point to our
past record; we can defy them to take up every line of
our speeches and to point out the slightest inconsistency.
They may find that we may have had reason, after acquiring

.farther information, to correct our views on some minot
points, but where principle is concerned they will find that
our views and opinions are thoroughly consistent upon the
whole question. Some gentlemen say that perhatps two
dollars an acre would be a fair average price for those lands.
If the land is worth anything, if the country is worth settling
at all, two dollars must be a low average indeed ; but at that
price the bargain would givie $50,000,000 in addition to the
$53,000,000, or 3103,000,000 for the building of a railroad'
that is to cost but $80,000,000. But there is no certainty
whatever that it will cost that sum. The standard adopted
leaves it entirely in the choice of the Syndicate whether the
portions of the road they build shall cost 880,000,000. The
extent to which the railroad can be cheapened is something
hardly conceivable. The hon. member for Centre Huron
(Sir ,Richard J. Cartwright) informed us a few evenings ago
that a very difficult piece ofrailroad running out of Kingston
was constructed for $15,000 a mile. A gentleman connected
witlh that road has since assured me that though it ran to a
rocky country, it was actually built for $15,000 a mile, and1
was, when constructed, a first-class road. It is well known j
that aroad can be built very cheaply if we are only contented
to have heavy grades and sharp curves, and poor road-bedsi
and wooden bridges. A very important feature of this
bargain is that for a portion of the road which can be
constructed most cheaply the Syndicate are to get thei
]argest quantity of fand per mile. One would su[pose that1
whon you come to what is admittedly the most diffleult'
section of the ! oad, the Lake Superior section, the allowanceE
of land and morney would be much larger than in the-easternà
and central sections. Nobody has explained why moret
land per mile is to be given on that contral section than onr
the eastern section. If'the Syndicate chooses to convert thet
#25,000,000 of eash subsidy, as they are authorised to do,c

.nobonds on which the Government will be obliged to pay1
5 per cent. per annum for twenty years, it is calcnlated that1
th' san in that way eonvert $25ß00,000 into8 40,000,000.t

1.ANGUNi.

The Government provides that of tbô money so nised .thae
Syndicate shall be paid pro rata, withholding ouly 32ß00 a
mile for 800 miles, to be applied for the construction of the
more difficult portion in the far west. Even taking off
that $2,0O a mile you find there romains a sum of $14ß00
a mile. Last year Mr. Flemings estirnate of the cost of
the whole railroad through the prairie section was but
8 3,000 a mile, and we know that the hon Minister of
Railways, last year, boasted that h. had let one or two
sections at a rate so low that the total cost weuld be much
less than $13,000per mile if this contract had been carried
out, so that the road might be constructed for 810,000 a
mile. Now, I venture to say that no one who knows any
thing of the mysteries of railway construction can deny
that a i ailroad of some kind or other, equal, at all events,
to the Union Pacific, as first constructed, can be built across
the Prairie section for 88,000 a mile. Butlet us suppose it
will cost $13,000, yet we undertake to pay $14,500 a mile, or
81,500 a mile more than the road is to cost, and to give
besides 12,500 acres per mile of the choice lands. Now, you
will find, if you take 12,500 acres of lands for a thousand
miles-for the Syndicate maypossibly find it to their interest
to build a hundred miles beyond Jasper House-at this rate
you have 12,500,000 acres of land, and that is ai much good
land as can be found in either of the twenty-four mile beLits
along the railroad. So that you positively give them $1,500
a mile more than the outside estimate of the cost of the
railroad in cash, and besides 12,500 acres of land throughout
the whole length of the road, and you convey that to them
absolutely, you cease to have any control or right over it,
and they may convey it away any day they please. What
security have we to have, if they find it is not to their
interest to build the more difficult sections of the road ?

Mr. PLUMB. What bas the country to do with that ?
Mr. ANGLIN. Why!1 The country is to give all these

millions in money and millions in acres of land, and if the
country gets nothing back again, are we to be asked
what bas the country to do with that ? Mr. Chairman,
such a question put to me fiom the other side of
the House at this stage of the debate, shows what
little attention the hon. gentleman has paid to this
question, and shows what their feelings are in regard
to interest. The country is everything to us. But I
fear much that the majority of the hon. gentlemen
on the other side will put the matter in such a position that
they can, with much propriety, bye-and-by ask, what the
country has to do with it They will take everything away
from the country, and leave us nothing in return-no security.
A million dollars is to be lodged in the hands of the Govern-
ment. What is one million compared with the profits they
will make in this transaction ? They would forfeit a million
even if the security was real, instead of being sham .and
bogus, and take this $1,500 a mile cash profit, and all the
fertile land in the twenty-four mile belt along the 1,000 miles
in that fine country. It has been said there is another security
-that the Syndicate are bound by their contract to com-
mence the work on the eastern section within a month after
commencing on the western, not proceeding exactlypari
possu, but at a rate that will satisfy the Government. They
mtend to complete it within the ten years. We are told
they will build the central section within three years. No
doubt they will. There is no great difficulty about con-
structing it. Wihether they intend to remain in the country,
and use the extraordinary powers as a monopoly which
this Bill will confer on them, or be content with the profits
realized and abandon the whole scheme, still they will build
that section within the three years. Well, how much of the
other sections will they have built in the thre years ?
Three-tenths, if they carry out the contract faithfully.
Then, if they build a road not better than the Uhion Pacifie
they will receive money enough to cover their whole
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eipediture, and so they will have given us no security for
the -ompl14on of the road. They will have received money
en fr the land north ofLake Superior to pay themi for
a te work done. By this contract we are putting them
in "is extraordinàry position : that it is for them to choose
whfher tihey will complete the railroad and0xercise all the
powers of a monopoly or abandon the whole thing after build-
ing the central section, and a portion of the northern
section, and receiving all their millions in cash
over and above what it has cost them ; and ail
those millions in cash are conveyed to them beyond
the reach of any Government We are to have no

rsonal seeurity. We have heard much since the Hoche-
a speech of te right hon. gentleman, of the introduction

o great English, American, French, German and Canadian
capitalists into this work, men with the means of building
ten such railroads at their disposal, and that they were all
united; that their interests were to be so concerned in the
work that they were to become great emigration agents who
would1ring a vast tide of emigration into this country fron
Germany-probably some such tide as Earl Beaconsfield
described as likely to flow into the great North-Zest. Where
are all these great capitalists now ? Have they all vanished
into thin air ? The gentlemen whose naines are prominent
in this Company, and whom the Minister of Railways told us
we had either attacked or intended to attack, arc men for
whom we on this side of the House entertain the highest
personal esteem. If it were merely a question of personal
friendship or favor, we would do ail in our power to meet
their views. Many of them are entirely in political
sympathy with us. They are gentlemen we never
reproached or denounced as unworthy of public confidence
or public esteem. But we have a great duty to discharge to
this country, in the light of which all personal considerations,
private friendships and bonds and party tics and sympa-
thies must disappear when men mean honestly to do their
duty. But we have not even the guarantee of the
personal character of these gentlemen in the fulfilment of
these obligations. It is expressly provided that, so soon as
the Company shall have been formed under this contract,
all private obligations shall cease, and we shail have nothing
but the Company we ourselves created; and as to the capital
not ail the capital even the Company are bound to raise, for
the 85,000,000 will be entirely beyond our reach. There
is no provision by which we shall be able to lay hands on it
tomake it security fora breach of the bond. They will
pay up this capital as such companies are wont to do. It
becomes something intangible. They might just as well,
for al the secnrity given to this country, have no'socurity
at all ; one miflion dollars is ail the security lodged for the
working of this road ? There is a little more-the Minister
of Public Works thinks it a great deal more, namely, the
provision that, instead of getting 25,000,000 acres if they
fail, we reserve 5,000,000 acres. We practically say, you
will get 20,000,000 acres for doing so and so, and at the end
of ten years 5,000,000 more. Nobody would consider that
security. The color of security is given by transfer-
ing 25,000,000 acres to these gentlemen, and saying we
hod 5,00),000 of your lands as security, lands which are
ours in reality, for the performance of the work. This is
no security. There is another point to which I would like
to address myself as a representative of New Brunswick.
There was a time when a great many peeple in.the Lower
Provinces were induced to believe that if we were ail Con-
federated, and had a certain system of railroads created,
we Bhould enjoy vast benefits from participatiOn in the
trade and commerce of the north-western States, and
partitularly of our own North-West. That illusion has, to
a great extent, been dissipated; and to-day a great majority
of ourpeople in the Lower Providces, while taking an
interet ii the North-West, aifd while desirous of seeing
isythingdone, anything likely, to promote its settlement and
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growth, and willing that portions of the lande in the North-
West should bo used for the purpose of building railroads in
that region, and securing the future greatness and happiness
of that country, feel particularly sensitive on one point, that
is, that they have had to pay so large a share of the intereSt
on all the money expendod in opening up that country
and building the railway. New Brunswick, from which I
come, pays, I think, one-elevonth of the whole revenue of
this country. Wo have to pay one-eleventh of the whole
revenue of this country, and here we are about to assume
a debt of about 85,000,000 cost for the construction of this
railroad. Last year we were told that this was a more
tem porary loan for which we would be recouped in a few
years, both principal and interest, by the sale of all those
lands. We would like vory much to be able to bolieve-that,
to be auble to fool that we have not been paying towards ihe
expense of opening up that North-West without hope of
return. We believe that if the North-West had been
acquirod in a way that it should have boen acquired, that if
the Imperial Goverrnent had been roquired to contribute a
fair share as was due from the Empire to a portion of the
Empire towards opening up and settling that country, and
if we had proceeded in the opening up and the settling up
of that country with moderation thore would have beon no
deficit, oven during the last four or five years. If we had
not to pay the cost of the Mounted Police, the Indian
annuities, and alil the other extraordinary expenditure in the
North-West, besides the interest on those S15,000,000, now
818,000,000,expended on thos railroads,we would have had no
deficits and noi ncroased taxation would have been necessary.
Every time the subject came up for serious consideration in
Parliament we protested that whatever we did must be o
done as not to increase the rate of taxation, and yet, refusing
to sue the plain evidence, wo have gone on year by year
increasing the rate of taxation until it has reached its present
proportion. We in the Lower Provinces feel that, and
would like to know how this money is to come back to us.
The right hon. Premier told us last year a very fine story.
According to his calculation the money would be all repaid
within a few years, but this year we find his own colleagues,
nay, his very self, declaring in effect that that calculation
was an erroneous one, unwarranted by the state of the
country, and that, in point of fact, neither himself nor his
colleagues ever believed it, because -within a few short
weeks after that vory statement was made these hon.
gentlemen set to work to devise a new mode of constructing
this great railway and have now told us they did so because
it was necossary to dispel the apprehension of the country,
and relieve it froi the doubts which everybody, even Lhey,
entertained. Now, how are we to get back this
expenditure of8 53,000,000 ? Take this whole twenty-four
mile belt, and you will find it a very liberal calculation,
to say that there are 12,500,000 acres of available
good land in the 24-mile belt for the Company, and thore
will be as much more for the Government; but the Hudson's
Bay Company have the right of 5 per cent. on every
portion of the land apportioned off. That 5 per cent. must
be paid in both cases by the Government, which will mako
10 per cent. on our 12,500,000 acres. Hon. gentlemen
opposite told us 'hat this land was worth a dollar an acre.
We have, therefore, at this rate, deductlng the 10 per cent.
eleven and a quarter millions acres of land and the same
amount of dollars. Where, thon, are we to get the other
842,500,000 of expenditure from ? We are told now there
are 250,000,000 acres of magnificent land out there. It is
amazing how the area of fertile land has -grown in that
country. When we proposed to give 50,000,000 acres to
Sir Hugh Allan &'Co., some doubted whether there was so
much good land out there, Well, it was asserted, not with
very much confidence, that there was probably 100,000,000
acres there. Then it had grown to 150,000,000. After
that some faintly ventured to ssert we had 200,00000o
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acres. Now this last week we are told we have 250,000,000
acres there. I would like to be able to believe anything
of the kind, that there was 250,000,000 of acres there fit for
settlement in every respect, where the climate
is not too severe and the frost not too early.
This is a recklessly wild assertion; we have no evidence to
show anything of the kind. Professor Macoun has donc hisp
utmost to extend the area of fertile lands, to persuade Ûs all
that lands formerly considered barren and useless are among
the most fertile in the North-West. But no one man could
in two, three, five, or ten years se ekamine the country as to
be able to say there was 100,000,000 acres of good land in it.
It is simply physically impossible. But even if it were all
fertile land, that which is close to the railway is estimated
to beworth only a dollar an acre, what-then would be the
value of land from 200 to 500 miles off ? The older Provinces
will, therefore, have to pay the whole of this $53,000,000 in
cash, and the chances of their ever receiving $1,000,000 of
it back again is very small indeed. The very interest upon
the amount we have already paid would absorb the product
of a great many million acres of land to be sold every year.
'l be last returns show an expenditure of about $18,600,000,
which, at five per cent., give an interest of nearly 81,000,000
a year. This would require, according to the best estimate,
a million of acres to be sold and net repay a single dollar of
the principal. I regard the prospect of getting back the
money that we will expend utterly out of the question. lad
we any reason to expect that tens or hundreds ofthousands of
people would flock into that country within a few
years, we might possibly try to be content with having
to pay so large a sum towards opening up that country.
But the monopoly we are about to create will effectually
prevent the settlement of that country. There were very
serions obstacles already to its settlement; it was difficult
lo persuade people, that a country where the average tem-
perature during the whole winter was very low, and where
in many parts early frosts were experienced, was a very
desirable country for settlement, no matter how rich its soil
night be. But we are about to create an obstacle greater

than any that nature has placed in the way of the settle-
mont of that country. The monopoly which we endeavored
to extinguish in that country, was nof essentially so.odious
and detestable as that we are now asked to create. Why,
if the gentlemen associated with the Syndicate in the
Company, do choose to construct all this railroad, just see
wbat a position that country will be in. The hon. momber
for Glengarry (Mr. MeLennan), this afternoon, in the effort
to prove that we were not about to close up all avenues and
lock Up all the gates of ·that country, and band over
the keys to the Syndicate, said that there
were other modes of getting into the country,
and I tbink I heard him speak of water stretphes-those
water stretches so much despised and scorned for many
years-by which another avenue could be made. Well,
suppose the people in that country become numerous and
wealthy enough to be able themselves to open some sort of
communication in the way the bon. gentleman indicated,
what would it amount to? It would- be but a summer
route, after all. But the possibility, not to say the pro-
bablity, ofany such a route as that being open for many years
to come, is very ijnt indeed, and the very fact that a
gentleman of the experiende in business and in public affairs
of the bon. member for Glengarry felt obliged to argue that
such an avenue could be opened, proves in itself bow extra-
ordinary are the powers we are about to confer on this
Company. Having already access to the greati
railway centres of the United States, and being in uch
apotion that we may, in a year or two, have
easy access to the waters of the great lakes, why should
we place that country in such a position that the day after
this Bill is passed, it will have no means of communicationi
with the outer world except such as are provided by the 1

Mr, ANGLIN,

Syndicate, that we shall have deprived these people of all
power t» help themselves, save such power as ever rests
with a peedetermined never to submit to oppression?
We give tis monopoly the power to build railways wherever
they choose-in one instance between points a thousand miles
apart. True the consent of the Governor in Council must
be obtained for such works; but what guarantee is there that
the Government who entered into such a bargain as this wifl
ever use its power to prevent the Syndicate from doing what
they consider best for themselves ? Why, we have heard it
argued that these men, who are commercial men, know best
where to locate the road. If they= know best, where
should they be restrained ? If the true intent of
this policy is to enable these men to do the bcst they can for
themselves, why should we expect the Government to
interfere ? They will locate that road wherever
they please-there is no doubt about that. The
Government may make some show of insisting that the
line must go one way or must not go another way, but even
for that little show of independence, let me tell them, they
will get no credit. The public will not believe in their
sincerity, will not believe that, after having sacrificed so
much, theyare likely to insist on such trifles. The Syndi-
cate can select lands and positions where theyplease, which
will for all time virtually give them the command of the
whole country. They fyle their plans im one of the dipart-,
ments here and forthwith their route is established, and
thev build railways wherever they please, and for such
railways they get the right of way anywhere and every-
where, and along such lines they get such lands as they
please. This monopoly presses down upon the population in
that cour try until it makes them its perfect slaves, cramped,
cabined, confined, utterly unable to help themselves; and we
are depriving ourselves of the power to belp them, so that
appeal to us for assistance or redress would be useless.
Ali that, Mr. Chairman, for the long period of twenty
years. We hand them over the Pembina Branch, the
line of railway from Lake Superior to Selkirk, and
with a strange infatuation we provide that no othér
company shall build any line of railway south of south-
west, or shall build any line of railway approaching within
fifteen miles of the American frontier for twenty years to
come. We divest ourselves of the power, as far as it is
possible for this Parliament to divest any future Parliaments
of such power, to authorize any company, no -matter what
the circumstances of the country may be, no matter how
monstrous we may find this monopoly, bye-and-by to be, to
connect with the railway system of the United States foi
twenty years. And so w e surrender absolutely and entirely
the whole carrying trade of all that vast region to this
Company. It has been argued that other companies, if they
choose, can build branches tothe north of this ine. bo they
can, if companies can be found foolish enough to invest
their money in any works of the kind. It was ail
very well when the Government owned this road, that
some restriction of this kind should be nde. It was
not absolutely unreasonable, because'it was supposed that
the Government would use that road for the public beneflt,
and would also pay due regard to the interests of the Tpe
living in the North-West. It would have beenperfectysafe
if the Government owned the main trunk line, if companies
were allowed to build branches running east, north-west or
north-east, as they inight then be in a position to obtain
reasonable -terms for any freight that might be brought down
over the Government line of 'railway. But under this
scheme the owners of such lines becoie merely the con-
tributors to this Company, and if they bring their merchandize
over this road they must expect to pay just such rates as the
Company choose to impose. It is not to be expected that
private companies, unger these -circumstances, would build
any lne; and it is to be expected that the Company Wiff
so lay out their brauchliqs as virtually to givethemfqraTI
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time to corne the control of the carrying trade of a great
part ofthe North-West. At some time afterwardswhen thev
have ail their lines laid down, when they have selected
the best lands in the North-West, when they have the
people who go into that country surrounded in such a way
that they- Can scarcely shake off the yoke, if thore still
reflains any energy in the country, if there remain any
probabilityof opening new avenues of trade, if any capital
remains in the country, it may be possible to build other
branches which may make remunerative returns. The
monopoly is a thorough monopoly; it bas no rodeeming
feature whatever; there soms to be in it no legal or consti-
tutional esecape for the people of the North.West. It is a
monopoly to which has been practically transferred all the
sovereignty and property of the whole of the North-West
-a monopoly which will, as bas been well said, make them
not landlords, in the ordinary senso of the word, but the
owners of the country. Every cent that can beo extorted
from the people, without actually driving them from the
country, will be extorted; every cent that can be exacted
from the wheat ti ade, without preventing the growth of
wheat, will be exacted by this grinding monopoly. It is
folly for any one who knows human nature, or bas
btudied the history of the world, to expect anything
else. And we are asked to ratify this monstrous
bargain. We are askel to say that it is in the
intereats of the people of this whole Dominion, that
the great North-West to which many were looking forward
anxiously as likely to be the contre and the seat of our
Canadian Empire, we are asked to believe that it is in the
interests of the whole people to hand over those territories
absolutely to the control of men, some of whom we know
to-day, but none of whom we may know in twelve months
honte. We are asked to place things in such a position
that those men may have the chance of building only the
productive and profitable portion of the railway, and
rceiving, therefor, a price far in excess of what it would
cost the Government to build the whole work within the
time specified, and to hold that whole country absolutely
for twenty years, but practically, and in point of fact, for
ail time thereafter, I, for one, am not prepared to assent
to any such bargain. My assent may be of very little
value; my voice - is but the voice of one, and we
know that the majority on the side of the Governmont is
strong. We have reason to conclude that the Government
know well how to load and control thoir majority, and there
are few of us who venture to bope that this measure will
not pass, -and perhaps passIvithout alteration or amend-
ment. Nevertheless, it is our duty to protest against the
bargain. I confess that when I first received the summons
to attend this meeting of Parliainent to consider this
question, I hoped that the Governmont had somehow or
other made a bargain of which I could approve. I read the
speeches of the hon. Premier; I read very carefully the
utterancesof other hon. Ministers, and I looked very closely
into those ne-vspapers which are regarded as the organs of
the Government, and I tried to form some opinion of this
bargain about which there was so muich mystery. I never
did believe, nor do I believe now, that the dignity of Parlia
ment required that the baigain should be kept secret. If-
the dignuity of Parliament did 'so require, it would have so
required that the secret should have been an absolute one;
but the remarkable feature of the whole affair is that those
portions of the contrac-t which were, perhaps, regarded as
not likely to croate much objection somehow or other
ail ieaked out. We ail hoard that there was to be paid over
to the Coanmy425,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of land, and
we heard that the portions of the road under contract were
to be:handed over to the 0ompany. It was not inconsistent
with the dignity of Parliament that we should be told these
partielars, though it was quite inconsistent with the dignity
of Parliament that we should be told that the Government

had engaged to finish these sections which they are to build,
and to build another section of 90 miles, which has never
been commenced. I am satisfied that no hon. gentleman on
this side of the House ever suspected or dreamed that thore
was any such stipulation as that. That was carefully kept
back from us; he dignity of Parliament was most carefilly
guarded. But, Sir, we were not told that this monopoly
would be so guarded; that all competition would be pre-
vented; that this Syndicate were to obtain absolute
eontrol for 20 years of the carrying trade of the
North-West. Now, though I do not go so fr as some
who say that no railways ought to be built or
owned by a Government, I think that under a wise and
prudent administration it might be possible to adôpt a policy
whereby the great trunk and central lines of railway that
are now becoming so common might, to a groat ettent, be
bilt and owned by the Governmuent, and I was quite pre-
pared to assent to any proposition for the transfer of this
work to a company. In fact, Sir, I was gravely calculating
how the Government was to be re-constructed, for I thought
the vocation of the Minister of Railways was about to coase,
and that there would be nothing more for him to do except,
perhaps, to administer the affairs of the Intercolonial Rail-
way. 1 did not think that a gentleman of his onorgy
would care to preside ovor a department having
no other duties than that ; and I was thinking wo
would have to pass a Bill for the re-distribution
of seats in the Cabinet. But I never thought wo wero to
have all the binding and objectionable featuros of building
Government railways continued for fully ton years to come;
and can assure you if I had, I would never have dreamed
of supporting the measure introduced by the Government.
[ also puzzled my brains a good deal to know why a
Commission was issued into all matters relating to the
construction of the Pacifie Railway, and after having
read all the evidence given before the Commission, I
tried to come to some conclusion on the subject. If its
purpose was to conviet the late Minister of Public Works
of having ected corruptly or improperly, or without a
reasonablo degree of cure and ability in the discharge of his
duties, then the Commission was an absolute failure.
I saw that groat efforts were made by the Commis-
sioners to bring out evidence that would have the
effect of reflecting upon the member for Lambton,
and I felt quite satisfied that thoy must fail, as they did
fail. If the object was te remove some suspicions that hung
about the letting of recent conrtracts, in that also the
Commission was a great failure, and I eau hardly expect
that any Minister of the Government oxpected that any-
thing else could be proved. I was forced to the conclusion
that the object of this Commission was to disgust the public
so thoroughly with the building of railways by the
Government that they would be prepared for the roady
adoption of this bargain, which, I supposed, was about to be
laid on the Table of the House. I think it would have gone
far in that direction if the contract had not boen a
monstrous job, unjustifiable as we find it to be. But the
contract renders it more difficult than over to gues the
object of the Royal Commission, for I find that
the construction of railways by the Governmbnt is to be
continued for at least ton years longer. I did
hope that the whole of these unconstructed portions of the
railway were to be handed over to the Syndicate, and that
more provision would be made for the work being done
without the Government binding itself to pay for those
sections to be finished, or to have anything further to du
with then, than to employ an engineer to sec that the
specifications were fairly carried out. But we have not only
to band over this work to the Syndicate, but we have to
give them, bosides, $25,000,00 and 25,000,000 acres of land,
and these lands, instead of being taken in the same way as
under the Sir ltgh Allan contract, are to be chosen at tho
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option of the Company. If such à proposal, as I first
expected, had been made to us, I would certainly have
felt it to be my duty to give iL my serious and thoughtful
consideration, and it is quite possible that as a dernier
resort, as the only escape from a worse state of things, I
might have felt it to be my duty to approve of it. But as
matters are, I found it impossible to approve of ths bargain,
and I cannot help expressing my wonder that hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House-business men, men of
experience, men who really and truly, for I believe there
are such in the party-have the interests of their country
at heart, would allow party feeling or party prejudice, or a
desire for a party advantage, to overcloud their botter
judgment and their patriotic feelings to such an extent as to
force thenr, contrary, I believe, to the convictions
of many of them, to vote for . such a bargain.
I cannot fail to express my surprise µpon that point. It
has well been said that this is not essentially a party
question. It oughtnot to bea party question. Itwould be
well for the country if all such questions as this were
regarded irrespective of party. But I am afraid it will be
treated as a party question-afraid, not for the interest of
the party to whieh I belong, but afraid for the interest of
the country. If the Opposition were called upon to-night
to devise any means or scheme by which public odium
coula bc heaped most lavishly upon the party in power, I
cannot conceive any means more effectual than the forcing
of a contract like this through Parliament by more party
influence and party force., It is not as a member of my
party that I have any cause to regret the passing of these
resolutions ; it 'is simply as one who feels so free from all
party biasthat I would much profer that the country were
saved from such an infliction rather than that the party to
which I belong should regain power sooner than it other-
wise would. It is only for that reason that I sincerely
regret the passage of a moasure of this kind. I might have
presented many other weighty considerations, at least in
my mind, against the adoption of this measure, but I forbear
on account of the lateness cf the hour, and thank the
House for the attention with which it has listened to me.

Mr. CHARLTON movod the adjournment of the Debate.

Motion agreed to.
Committee rose and reportod.

House resumed.

NEW MEMSER.

Mr. SPEAKER announced that he had received from
the Returning Officer of the North Riding of the County of
Oxford, a certificate that James Sutherland, Esquire, hadc
been duly elected to represent that district in this House. 6

The bon. member was introducod by Mr. BLAKE and
Mr. SKINNJic.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that in admitting James
Sutherland, Esquire, to take his seat upon the cortificate of
the Returning Officer, this H1ouse still recommends a strict
adherence to the principle of requiring the production of
the usual fertificate of the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
of tho return of'the writ of election.

Motion agreed to; and (at 12:05 o'clock, a.m.) the House
adjourned.

Mr. ANGLuI.

HlOUSE OF COMMQ1S,
WEDNmBnÂr, 22nd Decemnher, 880.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRAYERs.

ELECTION RETURN.
Mr. SPEAKER presented the Return of the Clerk of thJ

Crown in Chancery of the election of Mr. Sutherland, for 44Q
Electoral District of North Oxford.

EXCIIANGE BANK OF CANADA.
Mr. DESJARDINS introduced a Bill (No. 8) to reduce the

capital stock of the Exchange Bank of Canada, and otherwise
to amend the Act respecting the said bank.

Bill read the first time.

EMIGRATION PAMPHLETS.
Mr. MERNER enquired, Whether those pamphlets which

were written in the interest of emigration to the North-West
Territories have been translated and printed in the German
language, and whether they have been sent to Germany, as
was contemplated by the Government last year, and how
many copies have been distribüted for that purposé ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). The pamphlets were translated
into German, and 20,000 copies were sent to Gernany for
distribution.

ENGINEER'S REPORT ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
RAILWAY.

.Mr. BLAKE enquired, When will the Engineer's annualý
report on the Canadian Pacifie Railway be laid:before the
House? Is it intended this Session to follow the course
pursued last Session, and to provide for the use of members
during the discussion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway con-
tract, advance sheets'of the report?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I expect to be able to lay the
report on the Table of the House, and have it distributed as
soon as we meet after the holidays. I shall be happy to give
the hon. gentleman advance sheets as soon as they are
through the press.

RAILWAY TO LAKE ST. JOHN.
Mr. RINFRET enquired, Whether the .overnment has

come to any, and what decision on the subject, which they
had under consideration last Session, of aiding the construc-
tion of the railway to Lake St. John ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Government has not yet
come to any decision upon the question of aiding the con-
struction of a railway to Lake St. John.

WEIGIITS AND MEASURES ACT.
Mr. ROSS (Middlesex), in moving for a return showing

all appointments or dismissals made under the Weights and
Measures Act, from the lst day of July, 1879, to date, and the
receipts and expenditures under the said Act, from the 1t
day of July, 1880, to the lst day of December, 1880, said: I
am induced to make this motion by statements coutained in
the report of the Minister of Inland evenue. We were
promised, when the changQ..was made in the Weights and
Measures Act, in 1879, that there would be a great reduction
in the expenditure under that Act. The report of the
Minister of Inland Revenue covers, of course, the last fiscal
year, and it does not coutain anything to indicate that the
promised reduction in expenditure is likely to,follow. - a1
hoping, when I receive a reply to imy motion giving the
expenditure since last July, that we will bvue etrongmr
indications of the fulfilment of the promises made a year or
two ago than %pything contained in the eport for thelas
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fscal year. I notice that in the first and last two years of and to Show some reaion why se complet. a
the adminZtration of the Weights and Measures Act, under wa8 made in the administration of suob an important dopart-
the:late Government, each Inspector of Weights and Measures ment of thepblic service. If it is alleged that these men
collected an average revenue of $813, but under the inspec- did net diserarge their duties well, 1answer that they
tion as conducted at present, each Inspector bas collected anollected more revenue proportionately than the present
average of $466. I notice, further, that during the last twoffiers; if it l, said that they did not visit the-val ioUs
years of the administration of that Act by the late Govern- districts under their charge, I will be able to show'that .ths
ment, the expenditure averaged for each Inspector 82,096, greater nunber of them inspocted the difteent di-triets
whereas, the expenditure under the present Actbas averaged' under their charge at least once a year, and I will Show stli
$2,275. Instead of an economy promised by the change in further that under the present regime there is practically
the Weights and Measures Act we have something that looks ne inspection whatever. lesides, I notice, in the
like the opposite. I-find, also, that the receipts previous te report of the 1inister of Inland Revenue, that the
1879 averaged 39 per cent. of the expenditure, but the -contingencies of that dcpartment areextraordinarlly largo,
receipts for the last Weights and Measures Act, now being considering the small amount of revenue recei'ed. Notwih-
managed, averages only 21 per cent. of the expenditure. It standing thc fact that the oIecrs are doing littie or nothing>
is also remarkable to notice the variety in the amounts the departmcnt teck pains te advertise the regulationd.
collected in the different districts into which Canada is They paid for advertiing in the Dominion Guide $10, in
divided under this Act, I find, for instance, that in the Slacks Almanse $30, in the ahnanae publîshed by the

-district the head quarters of which is Belleville, each inspec- Montreal Gazette $50, in Campeau's Guide te the houe of
tor collected an average of $3,008; in the lamilton division Commons $80, in Burrows' North-Westcrn Canada $50) in a
each inspector collected an average of $564; in the London French pamphlet circnlated in Manitoba 850, in the Parlia-
division each inspector only collected an average of $170. mentaryCompanion $60, and te Bcangor & Co., 810, making
I find, noreover, that in the London district the anount a total sum of $360 paid in a single ycar te tell the people
paid for salaries was $1,534.70, and the entire collection of f Canada what a groat institution'tus is as managed
three officers in that district during the whole year by the prosent Administration. Affor the officrs
amounted to only $510.45, or one third of the sum paid for appcintod scîne years agO wero dismissed and better
salaries. I notice that still greater anomalies prevail else- trained nen ut into their places, it was necesary
where. Take, for instance, the district, the centre of which that they shoukibe instructed; and I ses an item of 8845
is the city of Quebec. There they have eight inspectors, paid te a gentleman for visiting and1instrncting these new
and the collections average $70.56 per inspector; that is te offiers, in order tiat they might colloct a paltry revenue of
say, the collections for the whole of that district amounted $25 in one case, and $70 in another, and in another case draw
to $564, and the salaries paid to $2,370.70, or a little more $160 foi'contingencies and collect ne revenue at ail. I Seo
than four times the entire receipts. In the Sherbrooke dis. anether item of'$246 paid for travelling expenses in
trict some circumstances still more remarkable occurred. connection with the estabishuent of'ncw offices. Perhape
The entire collections there amounted to $161.06, and the Government witl be able te give full and satisfnctory
the contingencies to $106.94. Again, I find in the explanations cfthese expenses when we me te diseuse the
district of which Cape Breton is the centre, that Estimates. In the meantine, I will await the reply te my
there were paid for salaries and contingencies $861.54, motion in the hope tiat it will explain te me many things
and the collections of revenues amounted to $25.37. In the which appear ut present te 1)e very unsatisfitctoi'y.
Halifax district there were paid for salaries and contingencies Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The, hon, gentleman, I
$1,854.91, and there were collected as revenue $440. Yar- think, would have donc a good dual of service by making
mouth is even worse, for the entire revenue only amountcd this motion, ifedh d net made bis speech. The motion, f
to $90.18. In Prince Edward Island the receipts for the course, is for information which the Government are quite
whole province for the inspection of weights and measures ready te give, and which, perhaps, the lieuse will be glad
only amounted to $59.42, and there was paid for manage- te receive. A man cf the . gentleman's experience and
ment of the office 883A.93. In Victoria the r'eceipts standing in the îarty ouglit te know that in matters of
amounted to nothing, and the expenses and managing the administration like this, really there are nocpolities eonoerned.
office, $164.81. Now, I have called attention to these facts This is net a question atlècting the late or the presat
in moving my resolution that the Government might, if Administration. No matter what Government is in power,
they have information more gratifying than what is con- it is interested in laving the departments well admixustered.
tained in the report of Inland Revenue, bring it down that hon. As regards the legislation, I suppose the present
members may see whether the administration of the Weights Goverument, or at least soine of the members of the
and Measures Act now is more satisfactory, either in point of prescut Government who were in the Governmcnt of
revenue or management, than it was formerly. The com 1878, aie responsible for it. The lute Governmont
plaint generally made heretofore was that this Act was an did net repeal that law, but administered it according
expensive institution and vexations in its administration. I te thoir lights, We ail know that the late Government and
admit it was to a certain extent expensive, butin proportion thoir predecors were getting rather into a iornet'd net,
to the expense for the inspection of weights and measures as, by the administration cf tie law, they put te a consider-
under the old regime the collections were pro- able inconvenience the small retail dealers, shopmon, and
portionately much larger than they are at present. the middlemen gencrally, who doal with the great mass et
Secondly, I hold that as the Weights and Measures Act was tic people, and furnish tliniwiti the supplies whieh core
administered heretofore, the result was far more satisfactory. under the regulations cf weights and meaures. But the
Under the old system the weights and measures wera hon. gentleman, judging frein bis speech, bas made hie
regularly inspected at least once a year: as the law is motion rather for the purpose of attacking the Administra-
administered at present, there is practically - little or notien since 1878, than with any strong d sire te get the
inspection. I know districts that have not to this day been information ho asks for. Hoecompares the receipts of a
visited by any officer appointed under the new law. Now, couple cf ycars ago with the receipts now. If I read the
the position 1 take in regard to this matter is this: that th Reform press aright, I find that the conduet cf Mr. Brune!
Administration who made the change in the Weights and and the Department ha boci> vory oppressive. Well, if
Measures Act, who dismissed, I think, 99 officers, who only haîf the sum ba been ccllectcd in the way of fines and
supplanted these with other men, are bound to give the fées that was collected before tie administration of tue
Heu..ome, explanation why those omfficers were dismissed, present Govecrnment, it cannot have been vry oppressive. It
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is the duty of every Government to see that there are just
measures and balances, and the Act introduced, and founded
on the experience of other nations, was for that purpose. I
believe, on the whole, that under my late colleague, Mr.
Baby, the administration of the department was thoroughly
successful. I believe that by a great deal of tact, forbear-
ance, and judicious concession, lie removed many of the
objections and heart-burnings that were raised by the carry-
ing out of the Act in its stringency. Whether that has been
the cause of the falling off in the revenue is a small affair,
because this is not a matter of revenue, but a matter of ajust
balance and a just weight and measure; and I believe that by
degrees dealers are adopting proper weights and measures.
The hon. gentleman speaks, aiso, of the increase of expense.
le knows the Act has been developed, and that the Inland

Revenue just now is being collected, while we are merely
proceeding on the lines of the Act, and in the same spirit as
it was carried out by the late Government, the requirements
of the Act, neither in number of officers nor salaries, exceeding
the limits sanctioned by Parliament. The information shall
be brought down at once. The hon, gentleman is quite
right in calling the attention of the House to any undue
expenditure or any defect in administration in a matter
which affects the daily transactions of the masses and those
who deal with them.

Mr. BOWELL. I suggest an amendment to the motion
by the addition of the word "conduct " for such dismissals,
if any; because I am aware that in some cases the hon.
gentleman was justified in his dismissals. I would like also
to add the year 1878, and a statement showing the receipts
and expenditures under the Weights and Measures Act for
the year, from the 340th June, - 1877, to the lst July, 187s.
I think, with these amendments, the hon. mover will, perhaps,
better accomplish his object by obtaining a comparative
statement. So far as the administration of the Act goes,
in the district in which I live, it has never been so good
before, nor has the business ever been so thoroughly attended
to as under the present officers.

Mr. ROSS. I am quite agreeable to accept the amend-
ment suggested by te hon. Minister of Customs. I may
say, I am sure the First Minister is a notable
illustration of the operation of "putting yourself in bis
place." When he occupied a seat on this side, and bis
followers also, happily for the country, we constantly heard
charges brought against the Department of Inland Revenue
of the excessive burdens imposed by the Weights and
Measures Act, and of the unreasonable anxiety of the
Inspectors of Weights and Measures to enforce that Act. I
think hon, gentlemen opposite made this a political question
during the elections of 1678. I know many ridings in which
it was made a political question, and that in many instances
the late Administration was charged with the introduction of
that Act, whereas it is the production of the genius, shall I
say, of the present Minister oflRailways. The Li beral party
were not only charged with the framing of the Act, but withi
all the effects of its administration; and it was no apology
for our conduct to say that a just weight and measure were
necessary. However, that is the apology urged by the
present Government. I am glad to find the right lon.
gentleman believes in a just weight and ajust meäsure, and
1 trust he will apply them to the political acts and intentions
of his oppononts in future.

Mr. MILLS. With regard to the Minister of Railways,
when this measure was under our consideration, an attempt
was made to charge the late Administration with changing
the law as to weights and measures and introducing a new
system, the hon. gentleman had the fairness to deny thet
assertion. That was one of the few instances in
which this hon. gentleman acted fairly towards his political
opponents.c

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ex'uno disce omnes.8
Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

Mr. MILIB. I do not think it iâanecessary for the Minister
of Customs to propose any amendment tothe motion of the
member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross). 1 think it is
perfectly clear why the lon. gentleman dismissed the
various officers appointed by the late Administration. If yon
were to put the names of all the people in the
constituency in a wheel of fortune, and draw out
certain names by lot, and appoint the persons so 4rawn,
it would be impossible to ftnd them all inempetent
to discharge the duties of such officers. The late Adminia-
tration appointed Inspectors of Weights and Measures at
various points in the country. When this measure was
under our consideration, lon, gentlemen on the Treasury
benches will remember that I pointed out it was their
intention to do by the Act what they hlad not the courage to
do without it-to dismiss all the Inspectors of Weights and
Measures under the law as it stood. The First Minister
denied any such imputation, and said lie had never acted in
a way to justify a charge of this kind. In this particular my
prediction appeared to be apt, and my apprehensions well
founded. The hon. gentlemen opposite did on this
occasion adopt the American system, maintaining that
to the victors belong the spoils-not sinply as
they might legitimately have done, to fill up vacancies where
they occurred, but they changed the law and made inspection
districts larger, where now inspection is very imperfectly
performed. If, as the hon. gentleman says, no complaint is
made now against the administration of the Act, it is largely
because it is not carried out, that no action is taken under it.
The instructions to the officers may have been to give the
community as little trouble as possible. We know grocers
and dry-goods men do not wish their weights and measures
inspected every year; and, although we believe itis necessary
in the public interest, the traders themselves, whether their
weights and measures are perfect or imperfect, will never
ask their inspection. In this matter we see only the
revenues derived from this source, and, as an hon. gentleman
says, not the benefits to the people from the obtainment of.
just weights and measures. W e learn from the return that
there has been a great relaxation of the closeness of the
supervision exercised when the districts were small and the
work was under the immediate attention of those appointed
to perform it. We do not need the words added
to the motion by the Minister of Customs. We
know riglit well the cause of the -dismissals.
There was no complaint against the parties. Will the hon.
gentleman say that all the inspectors were complained- of as
being dishonest or incompetent, that formal charges were
preferred against them by the department, that these
charges were iuvestigated, found to be well made, and the
parties dismissed for cause ? We know right well that
cannot be done, and that when that has not been done, then
the Administration have no right to assign as a cause incom-
petency which has not been established. When the hon.
gentlemen had to fil up the various appointments that
had to be made in a new district, they should have confined
themselves to choosing for those appointments men who
were in office at the time. We might as well undertake to
amend the law of Customs, dismiss all the Custom-house
oficers, and then make new appointnents with as mueh
propriety as what has been doue in this instance. The

Government acted on the principle that to the victors
belong the spoils. They dismussed the inspectors appointed
by the late Administration and filled their places by their
own friends.

Mr. BOURBEAU. Although I did not hear the speeches
of the two hon. members who have just spoken, I understand
that the subject matter of their discourse was a complaint
against the law concerning the inspection of weights and
measures. The members of the Liberal party find cause te
complain because their friends have been dismissed from their
situations in the inspection of weights and measures. Yet
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these friends have not always satisfactorily performed their
duties, extortionate charges have been exacted from mer-
chants as 'well as farmners, and these latter have frequently
expressed their discontent. I have often had the occasion of
noticing .that this law, put into force by the previous
Government, was far more adverse to the interests of the
publie than the present one. In the county which I have
the honor of representing, the inspector was appointed by
the present Government to supersede the former incumbent,
who did not give satisfaction to the public in the fulfilment
of his duties. The Inspector appointed by the present
Government gives satisfaction to Liberals and Conservatives
alike. The charges incurred by those who have weights
and measures for inspection are far less than formerly. If
the Government does not derive as much revenue therefroin
under the present law, at any rate the law gives more satis-
faction to the public, and bas re-established in the county
that order that was so needed. As the lion. leader of the
Government has so well expressed it, the inspection of'
weights and measures has not been established to nmake it a
source of income, but rather to preserve order between
buyer and seller, so that the publie should ever feel secure in
the accuracy of the weights and measures employed. It is
easy to understand the discontent of those who are obliged
to make some disbursement to have their wcights and mea-
sures regulated, but taking it all in all, the working of this
new law gives general satisfaction.

Mr..SPROULE. I was amused at the reasons given why
the revenue produced by the Weights and fMeasures Act,
previous to 1879, was greater than it is now. The reason is
evident to those who understand the working of the Act. A
case has come under my own observation, where scales were
inspected bythe inspector, appointed by the late Government,
at a cost to the owner of $ 5; while the same scales were
inspected by the inspector appointed by the present Govern-
ment, at a cost of only $11. In another case the cost under
the old law was 817, whereas it was only $9 under the new
regime.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. DAWSON, in moving for a return of surveys made in
the fall of 1879, and winter of 1879-O, of the southern route
or shore line, between Rel Rock, Nipigon Bay and the ter-
minus of the Pacifie Railway at Thunder Bay, said: This
report is a very important one, as by means of it, I under-
stand a very good lino has been found, where the country
some distance inland from the coast was very rough and
impracticable. The report came in so late that I believe it
could not beincluded in the general reports. Onlooking atthis
map in the railway office, it appears as if that survey, making
as it does a great bend toward the south, had added to the
distanee, but it is not greater than the distance in the other
case, because the country inland between Red Rock and
Thunder Bay is exceedingly difficult. This section was
examined twenty years ago by efficient engineers who
fo.ind it so broken that a waggon road could not be made
through it. The Pacifle Railway engineers have been
surveying it for the past ton years and have not yet got a
suitable lino for a railway. Of course, men and money will
carry a railway almost anywhere, as in Section 15, but this
shore lino to which I refer, between Nipigon Bay and
Thunder Bay, is easy of construction, while it would not
really add te the distance, considering the deviations that
would be required in the rough country by the inland route.

-Mr. HAGGART. -On this subject I would ask the hon.
Minister of Railways, before moving an amendment to the
motion, if he can supply the report of the surveys made by
Mr. Austin and Mr. Cambie, between Lake Nipissing and
this Thunder, Bay rout during the present season? This
report would be ofinterest during the Pacifie Railway debate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER There is no objection to
bringing down this information. It will show that the
survey made from Nipigon to Thunder Bay went to establish
the fact that a very favorable lino bas been obtainod in that
direction-I believe the shortest lino, so far as the
construction is concerned, of any lino that can be obtained.
Of course, if the lino wero carried out from Nipigon, to
strike the main lino at a considerable distance out, it would
shorten the distance from Nipissing to the Red River and
decrease the length of the lino to be constructed. There is,
however, a very favorable lino, much more easy than was
previously supposed, found by the survey of last year, which
was carried on in the winter from Nipigon to Thunder Bay.
With reference to the remarks of the hon. member for
Lanark, I may say that it is not necessary to make any
amendment, bocause I am having these reports of Mr.
Austin and Mr. Cambie propared as rapidly as possible, and,
I hope, in a few days to be able to lay theni on the Table of
the Hiouse.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will give us
a brief account of the result of those surveys ofwhich the
hon. member for Lanark spoke.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that exploratory
survcys had been made genorally in that country some
time ago, but the whole distance had never beencbained nor
yet connected. There was general information which had
extended over a number of years, but I thought it was
desirable when we were taking this question up, to deal
with it practically for the purpose of securing the construe-
tion of the whole line to e able to supply the missing link,
as it were, by showing the incomplote connection botweena
the various explorations, and Mr. Austin and Mr. Cambie
were detained for that purpose. Mr. Brunel was charged
with the examination of the lino fron the point whore it
was diverted, going north of Lake Superior, to come to the
Sault Ste. Marie. He was charged to survey that lino from
the Sturgeon River and down to Spanish River, for the
purpose of giving the fullest information as to the lino to
Sanlt Ste. Marie. Messrs. Austin and Cambie were directed
to go on, and, as rapialy as possible, complete the
connection with the main lino froin a point which had not
been thoroughly examined. The result is we have now
the whole distance chained fi'om Nipissing to Thunder Bay,
a distance by the chain of 650 miles. Pe'hapi in the
construction it will be necessary to exceed that distance a
few miles. The result of that examination is ofa very satis-
factory character. It bas developed the fact, to wlich too
much importance can hardly be attached, that instead of
being a rough, sterile and uninhabitable country, there is for
some 200 or 300 miles distance a very good, well timbered
country, and that the lino will not be very difficult of
construction. It shows that a very considerable distance
from Nipissing on the main lino towards the bead of Lake
Superior is a vory vatuable section of country, and one
which we may fairly anticipate will furnish a very
considerable amount of traffic for that lino in roviding
lumber and materials which will be required for the settle-
ment of the North-West.

Mr. BLAKE. As to the general result of the exploration
made?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Towards Spanish River, that
I am not able to epeak of, more particularly, but I believe
the section of counry is very favorable.

Motion agreed to.

LIFE SAVING STATIONS.
Mr. CHFARLTON, in moving for pspers and corres-

pondence on the question of establishing life saving
stations on the inland waters of the Dominion, said: I
believe we have no life saving stations upon the inland
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waters of the Dominion. I noticed the other day, in
looking over the report of the United States' LIfe Saving
Department for the year ending 30th June, 1880, that the
extent of the operations of that department had *been very
large, and the amount of property and the nunber of lives
saved very great. The United States has 139 such stations
on the Atlantic coast, 34 on the great lakes, and six
upon the Pacifie coast. Last year the total number of
vessels lest was 67; the number involved in disasters,
300 ; the number of persons on board, 1,989, and
the numbor lost only nine. The number of persons
brought ashore by means of the life-saving appliances
of this department of the public service was 706 ;
the number of vessels assisted off that were stranded or
placed in positions of danger was 128. Many vessels were
warned off dangerous places by the lighting of signals at
night on the beach. Since the organization of this depart-
ment in 1871 the total number of disasters has been 1,097 ;
the value of the vessels lost, $13,330,000 ; the value of the
cargees, $7,118,000; the value of the property saved,
$12,130,000; the value of property lost, $8,291,000. The
number of persons upon the vessels which were lost during
that period was 10,381, and the number saved 10,010.
The number of lives lost was 371, and of that number 183
were lost in the disasters at which the benefits of the life-
saving appliances could not be rendered available. The
number of persons sheltered by this branch of the public
service, during the same period, was 2,203. These statistics
demonstrate clearly the importance of this service to the
commercial marine of the United States, and I think it is
worthy the consideration of the Government-if they have
not already considered the matter-whether it would not be
proper to establish such stations, not only upon the coasts,
but upon the inland waters of Canada. We have on our
great lakes many points which are much exposed, and
where many disasters occur-such for example as Long
Point, on Lake Erie. I cannot give any definite information
as to the expense of these life-saving stations. I believe
that the number of persons employed at each station is
usually six. fouses are built at some convenient point on the
beach, and runways are provided for launching the life-boats
into the surf. There are appliances for resuscitating distressed
mariners-medicines, blankets, flannels, and other articles of
that kind. There are, of course, life-boats, mortars for
throwing lines, and all other necessary appliances. The
crew of six men are detailed as patrolmen, and they patrol
the beach at night. If vessels are noticed in dangerous
positions signals are made to them by means of lights, and
information is conveyed to the -stations so that the life-boat
and other appurtenances may be transported to the scene of
the disaster. I do not think thatthe expenses of these
stations can be very great; and my object in making the
motion is to direct the attention of the Government 4e the
matter. Though our revenues may not justify a very heavy
expenditure for such a purpose, I beg to commend to the
Government the propriety of establishing a few of these
stations at some of the more exposed points upon our inland
waters.

Motion agreed to.
IMMIGRATION.

Mr. GLEN moved for a statement showing-the number of
emigrants into Canada for each month in each year, from
1875 to 1880 inclusive; and also, fer a *statement shewing
the number of emigrants from foreign parts and the number
from each Province of Canada, into Manitoba and the North-
West Territories, in each month of each of the said years.
Ie said : I ask for this information - for the purpose of
showing that the greater number of emigrants arrived in
this country during the season of navigation, and also
that those who go to Manitoba, go there during the season of
navigation. If we had the Sant Ste, Marie Railway con-

Mr. CouAaLuTo.

structed, which might be completed early in the spring of
1883, we could transport' the great bulk of the emigrants to
Manitoba via Sault Ste. Marie and Thunder Bay threugh our
own territory, thereby preventing them from going into
American territory, and ]e more likely to keep them in our
own country.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I do not think it is possible for us
to give this information. No doubt the hon. gentleman is
quite right in saying that emigration takes place during the
summer season, but he does not need a return to show that.

Mr. BLAKE. If the records of immigration into Canada
from foreign parts are correct, they ought to give us the
number of immigrants arriving and when they arrived, and
the number by each ship, so that I cannot see that there
should be any difficulty in obtainiqg a monthly statement of
foreign immigration. If the departinent is not managed on
that principle, I should like to know how it is that we can
find the number of those who come to the country at all ? '

Mr. POPE. I am sure that I cannot give anything like a
correct monthly statement, but I can give a statement for
the whole time. Those moving from this country to
Manitoba do not come under the cognizance of the
department.

Mr. BLAKE. I am a little alarmed at the statement
that the hon. gentleman has no means of telling how many
people have gone into Manitoba from this country. We
have, then, no means of knowing what the extent of
immigration to Manitoba has been.

Mr. POPE. I mean that I have no means of knowing
exactly the monthly immigration into Manitoba.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The better plan would be
to allow the motion to carry, with the understandingthat as
full information as the department can furnish will be
brought down.

Motion agreed to.

RAILWAY LANDS.

Mr. GLEN moved for the statisties and other information
on which *ere based the plans and prices adopted in 1879
for the sales of xailway lands and pre-emptions, and now in
force.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection to the
motion ; but perhaps I may state that the reason why different
belts and different prices were established was, that the
Government naturally supposed that the land next the
railway would be of more value than that further off.

Mr. BLAKE. I am delighted to hear an authoritative
statement from the leader of the Government, se extremely
opposed to the doctrine his followers have been propounding
for the last few days, namely, that the outer belts were as
valuable as the inner belts, and that 50,000,000 acres of
land near the railway would be worth quite as little as fifty
million acres further away. I quite agree with the hon.
gentleman, but he doe% not agree with hie followers in this
particular.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am glad the on. gentle-
man' and I agree~on something. It is quite obvious that the
land near the railway is worth more than that more distant,
and I think it will be found that hon. gentlemen who act
with me, take, as I and the Government take, the average
of the land both near and distant.

Mr. MILLS. It is not a fact, then, that distance lends
enchantinent to the view.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It may add to the
enchantment ; it does not a4d to thivalue,

Motion agreed to,
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VANKLEEK HILL POST OFFICE.

Mr. ROUTMER moved for: Ist, copies of all correspondence
and documents in relation to the dismissal of Duncan
MeDonenl, late Postmaster of Vankleek Hill, in the County
of Prescott; 2nd, copies of all correspondence between the
Postmaster General and one MeLaurin, the present Post,
master of Vankleek Hill, respecting his appointment to the
said offiee, the salary allowed him, and the management of
the said post office generally; 3rd, copies of all instruction,
given to the said McLaurin, in relation to the holding of the
said post office of Vankleek Bill.

Motion agreed to.

CA'NADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Mr. BLAKE in moving for copies of all rders in Counc il,

correspondence, reports, and papers touching the contrncts
for the two sections of 100 miles each of the Uanadian Pacifie
Railway, west of Red River, and touching the cancellation
of either of the said contracts, the execution of the work
thereon, and the cost thereof, said :-It is stated that the
contracts for the two sections of tO0 miles each, west of Red
River, or one of these contracts, ut any rate, has been
cancelled, and that one or both are being carried out at the
cost of the Government, by some arrangement by which the
contractors have become overseers for the Government. I
think it is well that we should have all the papers on the
subject.

Motion agreed to.
Mr. BLAKE, in moving for a map showing the piroposed

railway grants, under the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract
on the Table, in so far as with the present information the
same eau be laid down, said: It will be remembered that,
under the former system, the hon. leader of the Government
brought down a map showing the alternate sections of the
railway lands, and I suppose a similar map is being prepared
in the department to indicate, approximîately at any rate,
where the railway lands will be taken from ; at any rate, as
far as they can be taken from the twenty-four mile belt.
I think that would be a reasonable precaution, aid it ought
to be done now, if it has not been done.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL). As the hon. gentleman
understands, the plan is this : Tnere are six ranges of
townships on each side; every alternate section in those
townships is to be given to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Syndicate to make up the 25,000,000 acres, inclusive of the
Hudson's Bay sections and the school sections-there are
four sections excluded from every township. It will pro-
bably be found that there are people who have settled upon
some of these L:nds in advance of the surveys, and their
rights must be pirotected. The lion. gentleman can make
the calculation for himself of the quantity of land to be
given in each township along Ibh lino of railway,
lessthe unknown quantity of land that may bo occupied
by squatters. But I may state that, roughly calculated,
the land along the direct route from the western boundary
of Manitoba to Jasper House, ut the foot of the Rocky
Mountains, will amount to about 11,00, 1,000 acres.

Mr. BLAKE. Is that after allowing for any waste lands
or lakes ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think not, but I am not
quite sure about that. I asked the Surveyor-General to
state toughly the anrount, and lie stated about 11,000,000
acres. As regards the balance, the hon. gentleman will1
see by the contract that, in order to encourage the Pacifie
Railway Comrany to build as many branches as possible, we
give them the alternate sections along the line of any branch
railway they may build in order to make up the 25,000,u0
acres. But if they do not build any branch lines thei
deiciency i.s to be made up with lands selected by agreement
between the Company and the Goverument.
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Mr. BLAKE. Of course I was aware of the mode in
which any deficieney was to be made up, but it appeared to
me that a map might be made showing where such railway
lands lay as are to be found within the twenty-four mile belt. I
was not aware that it was intended to exclude the lands in
Manitoba from the oporation of the railway grant; but,
perhaps the lion, gentleman assumes that the amount within
that Province will be so little that it is hardly worth mon-
tioning.

Sir JOUN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. BLAK E. And, therefore, we may assume that the

twenty-four mile belt will be substantially from the western
boundary of Manitoba to the Jasper House Pass?

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. The information furnished
was in answer to an enquiry I made in my department;
but I would not like to be bound by it. The return will
bring down more particulars which the lion. gentleman
wants.

Mr. MILLS. Will ti return show the lots actually
occupied between the we.ttrnî boundary of Manitoba and
Fort Ellice. There must bo a large portion of land in that
region taken up ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I suppose there is no very
accurate infbrmation as to squatters, who are entering our
country fron all points of the boundary. Thoy do not ail
come in at Emerson. It is impossible to say whero they all
are. Of course, the return will show ionestly all the lands
appropriated and sold, or under contract of sale, homesteaded,
or othorwise disposed of.

Motions agreed to.

PACIFIC RAILWAY MODIFICATIONS.
Mr. BLAKE moved for an Ordor of the Iouse for -

(1.) A statement showing, in detail, the particulars of the various
modifications and alterations made in location design and otherwise,
whereby the estimated cost of the section of the Pacific Railway between
Kamloops and Yale was reduced in April, 1880, from the estimate in1878,
and a statement of the amount of such estimhate of 1878 ; also a statement
showing, in detail, the particulars of the further various modifications
and alterations whereby the reduced estimates of April, 1880, was further
reduced in April, 180 ; aiso a memorandum of the quantities and prices
allowed in respect of the several modifications and alterations referred to
in each such statement, and particulars of the character of the projected
line as it was designed to be constructed under each of the said three
estimates, including information as to the grades and alignment in the
forms given in the report of Mr. Cambie for 1878, and including a
description of the character of the bridges, culverts, and other structures,
and other works under each estimate, and all other particulars necessary
in order to show what the line was to be like according to each of the
three estimates.

(2.) Similar statements as to the section between Yale and Port Moody.
(3.) Similar statements as to the section between Thunder Bay and

Selkirk.
(4.) Similar statements as to the section between Selkirk and Jasper.
(5.) Similar statements as to the section between Jasper and Kamloops.
(6.) Profiles of the said several sections accordirrg to each of the said

proposed systems of construction.

Ho said: IL is very well known, with roforence to the
Canadian Pacifie IRailway, that various estimates bave been
made at different times by the Ciief Engineer and
othor officors, of the cost of that work, and of the
various sections of that work. These estimates varied
naturally, irrespective of any question of a
change in the character of the work, as further
information was obtained by the engineers, and
it became possible, more accurately, to set down a prico
for the cost of the work. But they have varied also in
later years for another and quite intelligible reason-
alterations in the character of the work projected. Some
persons, of course not in this louse, where wo are all well
informed, intelligent, all fair and candid mon-but, some
ignorant, un instructed, uncandid and unfair persons, outside
the House bave compared the estimates made of those
different kinds of work with ono another, as if there was
really no difference at all in the character of the work. It
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is convenient that we should ascertain specifiQally what the
varying estimates of the engineers have been, and what
the differences have been in the character of the work in
respect of which they have estimated. Now, up to a
comparatively recent period, with one exception, to which
I shall allude in a moment, the work which we understood
we were preparing to construct, was a high-class railway.
As to the character of ils structures, it was to be the same as
the Intercolonial. As to its grades and alignment it was to
be very superior to the average of all the railways on this
continent throughout; and, as to that portion which
extended from Lake Superior to Jasper House, it was
to be very, very far in advance-with reference
to east-bound traffie-of, I suppose, any road of
the same length on the continent; I am satisfied
I am right in saying very far in advance of any
railway on the continent of that length, say 1,500
miles. That is the general style of the road. As to the
character of the structures, the standard of the Inter-
colonial was adopted, and as to grades, alignment
and curvature we were proinised, even through the
mountainous and wooded sections, the very highest class of
railway, as also through the prairie region, and through
that section, where the work must be donc at more expense,
from Red River to Lake Superior, where you reach our
interior sea-board. Now, I purpose, in giving the reasons for
this motion, to show to the House, partly by a referenco to
authentic documents, that I am justified in my course on
this occasion. The most convenient mode of dealing with
the earlier estimates and standards used in treating this
subject is, perhaps, to take the report of the Chief Engineer
for 1877, which summarizes the previous rosults, and thon
applies itself to the work of the year. I propose, first of all,
to deal with what is called the British Columbia section
which, in this report, begins at the Yellow hlead Pass, and
continues down to Fort Moody. The first practicable route
found, as appears from the Chief Engineer's report, so long
ago as 1871, was that which bas been ultimately adopted;
and it is a remarkable proof of the great difficulties present
to the minds of the engineers, and of the successive
Governments which dealt with this matter that, having so
early as'1871, found the most practicable route, which bas
been ultimately adopted, we should have been, almost ever
since, trying to find some other route which would afford
an access from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacifie coast
easier than that to which we have, at last, been obliged to
resort. I am not, in the least degree, now proposing to
question the wisdom of that choice, which may have been
a good one; I am merely saying that we found the first
practicable route in 1871,. and that we have been trying to
escape from it ever since, on account of difficulties of
construction, but that wo have ultimately been compelled
to adopt it. Speaking of the operations of 1871, the Chief
Engineer, Mr. Sandford Fleming, thus reported:

"It was further found that it was possible to reach the coast from
Kamloops by the course and outlet of the Rivers Thompson and Fraser, the
line terminating at an excellent harbor on Burrard Inlet. Thus, it was
ascertained that a line was available for the railway, through the entire
Rocky Mountain region, although portions would be enormously
expensive. The report which I had the honor to submit, dated 1Oth
April, 1872, pointed out generally the advantages of this line as compared
with the railway extending eastward from San Francisco to New York.
Those engineering features, which govern the cost of operating a railway
and transporting goods, gave promise of being much more favorable on
the Canadian route. The United States Pacific Railway attains an
altitude above the sea, at four different points, fully double the height of
the great continental summit on the Canadian line, and for 1,300
consecutive miles there is no altitude so low on the railway between San
Francisco and New York, as the higlhest summit of the hue through the
Yellow Head Pass With respect to distances it was estimated that, from
Burrard Inlet to Montreal would be 633 miles less than from San Francisco
to New York. It was, at the saine time, estimated that the Canadian
route would brin& New York, Boston and Portland, from 300 to 500 miles
nearer to the Pacifie Coast at Burrard Inlet than these cities now are, with
San Francisco as the terminal point of their line through the United States.
The distance from England to China would be more than 1,000 miles less
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by the Canadian line than by the Une passing through New York and San
Francisco.

" The remarkable advantages of which the first rpar's survey (1872)
gave promise, are not attainable without encountermg obstacles which
call for formidable works of eonstruction. A line, in itself praticable,
had indeed been discovered, but the information gained by therapid and
necessarily imperfect exploration also indicated tast to carry s railway
through some of the gorges ef the Rivers Thompson and Fraser would
reqire an enormous outlay. The difficulties, in fact, appeared so great
that a recommendation to adopt the route discovered, eould not be
justified until every effort had been exhausted to obtain a lie sufficiently
favorable at less cost. Accordingly, in 1872, the engineering staff was
reorganized, and the work of survey and exploration was extended to
embrace a wider area of operations."

The engineer then proceeds to detail the other operations
that went on in that and subsequent years, with a view to
find some easier route. Then I turn to the work of 1874, in
which instrumental surveys were made of the section from
the Fort Hope to Burrard Inlet. The report thus states on
the subject:

" The instrumental survey made this year from Fort Hope to Burrard
Inlet was so far satisfactory as to establish the fact that the line was
perfectly feasible and the gradients favorable, although the bridging of
the wide and deep river channels would be expensive. Three tunnels
appear to be necessary, having a total length of 3,400 feet, but only at a
few other points would the work of excavation be heavy. It was consid-
ered important to obtain exact data in order to form a reliable estimate
of the difficulties to be encountered along the canyons of the lower rivers
Fraser and Thompson. The engineering force available was insufficient to
make a minute survey of all the very serious difficulties encountered,
extending as they do successively, for seventy miles. It was deemed
advisable, under the circumstances, to select an average section of the
canyons for examination; accordingly, a trial location survey was made
for a distance of fourteen miles up the Fraser from Yale. On this four-
teen mile section the survey showed that tunnels of an aggregate length
of 6,3q5 feet, together with formidable rock cuttings, would be required.
Favorable undulating gradients could, however, be obtained."

So that with the view at the time to establish the average
character of the work, an average canyon was taken, and it
alone was explored. That I need hardly say was a very
rough, although, perhaps, the best available mode of
obtaining an estimate of what the real difficulties of the work
were. But things got better by 1877, when a more detailed
report was made. The engineer gives us then ten different
possible lines, speaking ofthe probable cost of which, he says

"ILt would be undoubtedly desirable for the purpose of comparison to
have reasonably correct estimates of the probable cost of each route, but,
this result is unattainable without regular location surveys."

He then proceeds to state the difficulties which exist:
"It is an exceedingly difficult matter, even with data sufficient to deduce

the actual quantities of work, to forn an estimate of cost at all reliable,
owing in part to the uncertainty of the price of labor. It is impossible to
say what wages it may be necessary to pay. The price of labor on the
Pacific coast has, of late years, been much higher than on the A tlantic
coast; and it is not possible te foretell what its range may be in future
years. The value of labor enters so largely into the cost of a railway
that any estimates of probable expense are conjectural, unless the price
of that labor be established. It is, nevertheless. possible to formni a
comparative estimate by taking, as a standard, the prices which have
obtained on other public works recently completed. The Intercolonial
Railway will, in this respect, be taken as the standard, and the estimates
will be based on the cost of labor during the construction of that work.
A percentage may be added, as individual judgment may dictate,
equivalent to any supposed advance of price which may affect the
western section of the Pacific line."

The engineer goes on to say that basing his estimate on
these figures, that is to say on the assumption that the cost of
labor, etc., would be the same as on the .Intercolonial, which,
of course, taking that as a common measure, would afford a
remarkably unsatisfactory mode ofgetting at the comparative
cost, he estimates the route we were then adopting at
$35,000,000. But he proceeds'to say:

"These estimates are founded on the theory that the works are to be
constructed equal in character to those on the Intercolonial Railway. The
amount of expenditure, however, may, in the first place, be reduced by the
introduction of timber trestle-work in the place of solid earth or rock
embankments, and by the use of temporary structures in place of per-
manent and more costly ones. Various expedients could be resorted to
to limit the first expenditure, generally, by the adoption of perishable
works, teobe replaced as they require restoration-by more permanent
works. By this means the first cost could be reduced, but wrth the
prospect of ultimate increased expense. It is found difficult to determine
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the extent, in anch case, to which temporary structures may be admitted, But I nood not refer at greater longth to this portion ofand it would be rmpossible to make a romparson ofthe several lUest r tas those routes are not now in question. Tho
unless the estimtes were based on precisely the same standard. Accord- the repor
ingly, it is considered advisable, as has already been stated, to take the appendix to which I referred contains the report of Mr.
standard of the Intercolonial Railway, where solid and permanent works Cambie the Engineer in charge of the surveys in British
generally prevail. The characteristics of a railway have much to do olumbia.
with its capacity for business, and the cost of maintaining and operatingroume a.h e os t o2hat Ilth ca eo artcuar
it. The route which will in the highest degree açnmit of low gradients, route, which is designated No. 2, it will be necoesary to add
easy alignment, and permanently firm 'road bed, at the least annual tho cost of continuing the lino to Coul Harbor in Burard
outlay, is the one most capable of transporting cheaply. In this respect, Inlet, a distance of twelve miles, sa 00,000, or to Enlishthere can scarcely be a doubt as to Route No. 2, terminating at Burrard ,.itncesof tv miles, sao 89 00000T r toEnivln
Inlet, being the best." Bay, fifteen miles, at a cost of $900,000. The reasons given
That was the state of things in 1877. We had an average are that Fort Moody, though a good harbor for its sizo, is
piece of canyon taken and a location survoy made cf it, very small, and wholly inadequate for the trans-continental
an" th caos nthat fourteo n miles was taken as te aveorago trafflc,and,therefore,for the purposes of a through lino to carryand the cost of ta orenmlswstkna h vrg acros, they continent thxe eoinmerceocf thco est, we must addcost of the seventy miles of that class of work of which it acrs se otnethe co me o the ast we m s
formed a part; but we had not materials, as the engineer cording as o take tho twelve miles or the fiteen miles
saysdoafoart; antwha n acrateasthe judgmen te additional, the sum of $690,000 or $900,000 to the cost.says, of forming anything like anyaccurat judgmentfl te The pi osent plan, bowever, only contemplates the cone-character of the work itseif; nor had wo any materials te truction cf the lino te Fort Moody, as a terminal point.
ascertain what the cost would be, so far as it depended on Sethot e ho to FortiM as t oint
the price of labor. With this imperfect information and o lhavt we may adhoe to the estimate of 36d,500,000, which
takinz the cost of labor on the Intercolonial as the standard hve already gvon. Thoen, Sir, as te the grades which
he estimates $35,000,000 as the cost from Yellow Hlead Pas',ere rsorted te in ordeor t get the estimate down to
to Burrard Inlet. But a very great step in advance was $36,500,00. There wore cn the route whlch we have now
taken during the next year, when the report of Mr. Smith in question, a considerable number cf low class grades, te
acting Chief Engineer, shows what had been don ' which I will not refler at length; but i may say that upon the
to ascertain more particularly what the cost would grades rising east from -70 to •80 thore are 3320 miles, or 6-74
be as far as that could be ascertained, from the class of pe.r cent. of thxe whole; between ·80 and 1·00 there are 66-06
the work irrespoctive cf tho price cf labor. The engineer, miles, or 1342 per cent., which is the highost grade upon the

thewor irespctie o th prce f lbor Th eninerroute. Riisinrg west there are betweeni -60 and -70, 1l miles;in stating on what his estimates of the cost of the British btwe '.70 nd.-0 - 8-5r are between •80 an 1-00,
Columbia section, according te tho varieus routes, w'e3'Obcwen 'Oanti S),8-55 miles; betweon -80 and 1-00,
Colu sct e, a274 miles. The lengths of the curvatures were found
based, states: vrbosdrbe h otl ocnaeo uvtr

'The estimates, as stated in the report, 'incudes everything be considorable, the total ercentageo f9 urvaturt
deemed necessary to complete the grading of the railway, with solid e.ing 4.10 upon the whole distance cf 493 miles, but
embankments, iron bridges, and, generally, with durable structures that is not all or the chiof part. Taking 4° curves
eqtual in point of character to those on the Intercolonial line. as a minimum, we find thaot of curves over 4° and

"' Also the cost of ballasting, permanent way, rolling stock, stations, under 5° there were 36 75 miles, over 5° and under 6°;
shope, now sheds and fences, indeed all the supplemental exlpenses ,
indispensable to the construction'aud completion of a line sinilarly 3-11 miles; over 6 and under 70, 1-25 mile.s; over 7 > and
equippea and equal in effiriency and permanency to the lntercolonial under 8°, -16 of a mile, giving curves as sharp as 716 feet
Railway, and basing the calculations of cost on precisely the same upon the system of construction proposed so long, ago as
data, the game value of material, and the saine average value of skilled 7po cg cf estrtio atoosh Ie referred
sud unskiled labor, as obtained on that work.' I 878,prod ucing the estimates as te cost,which 1 have roferredü

" There is great probability that these estimates will prove to be too upoui a basis as to labor to which I have also referred. Thon
low for the class of work referred to, as the price of labor of all kinds Sir, we reach the next report-tho special report of Mr.
rules much higher on the Pacific slope than on the route of the Inter-
colonial Railway. The cost, however, can be kept down by using stone Fleming, with rebrence e Ithe .oposed contracts foi'the
and iron ouly for the larger structures, and culverts under high central section-the Yale-Kamloops section. In this report
embankments. There is pleuty of timber to be had alongside the line which is dated 22nd November 1879, and is based upon thc
for constructing and renewing the lighter structures when necessary. probable cost of the road under the tenders that wer
But, as the increase of cost, if any, would be proportionate on each p .
route, these estimates were believed to present as fair a comparison of subnitted to the department and ultimately sanctioned by
the several routes as couli be arrived at with the data then obtained the llouse, ho says:

" These data, however, being imperfect, owing to the loss of plans and
profiles of a portion of the route No. 5, in the fire of 1874, which destroyed "Those who made the surveys and calculations, imform me that the
the Engineers' Offices at Ottawa, it was deemed advisable to have a quantities are very full, and that in actual executiou they can be largely
re-survey made, and during the past season seven parties have been reduced."
engaged in that work. A very close location survey bas been made, and That is a perfectly legitimnat sulject of roduction without
every effort has been employed in the endeavor to reduce the cost oft
construction to a minimum. By the introduction of a large number ofaltcring the chaiacter oet the work. fie gees on
exceptionally sharp curves a considerable quantity of tunnelling and "I am convinced, moreover, that by making an extremely careful
rock excavation has been avoided; further, the hne bas been carried at study of final location, by sharpening the curvature in snome places, by
points so close to the rivers as to require protection works against floods, generally adjusting the alignment to the sinuosities, and Sudden and
while the inclination of the slopes, instead of being 1½ to 1, as on the great inequality of the ground, by substituting the cheaper classes of
other routes, has been frequently increased to 1 to 1, i order to reduce work for the more costly, whenever it can be done, and by doing no work
the amount of excavation. whatever that is not absolutely necessary, a very marked reduction can

With this information, with this too low estimate of the cost be made."
of labor, the work was estimated by the Chief Engineer to I read this bocause it gives us, as I say, two mode.s upon
cost, through the Yellow Head Pass by way of the Fraser and which a further saving beyond that wlhich the enirineer
Thompson Rivers to Fort Moody, $36,500,000, if carried to contemplated : first, "that the quantities are very full," and,
English Bay it would be 837,100,000. This is Mr. Smith's scondly, by a modification of design which, altering so
estimate, made upon a survey location of the whclle line. 1 seriously the character of the work, would alter very
gave the data upon which Mr. Fleming based his estimate, seriously the cost to the country of the work. This is to bo
and they were obviously very imperfect, but now we have a done by "sharpening the curvature," " by using great
close location survey, and pretty full information of the judgment in adjusting the alignment to the sinuosities and
details upon which Mr. Smith bases his estimates. Upon sudden and great inequalities of ground," "by substituting
page forty-nine of the report of the acting Chief Engineer, the cheaper classes of work for the more costly" and by
ho says: "doing no work whatever that is not absolutely necesary."

"Tie gradients on all the three routes may be considered favorable On the 22nd of November, 1879, these were the sugges-
for a-mountainous country, the maximum being 1 per 100 or 52.80 feet tions of the Chief Engineor to the hon, Minister, accom-
perimile, with the exception of a portion of the Bute and Dean Inlet panying his repor, recommending the letting of those
routes, in passing thrugh the Cascade Mountains, where the gradients o ng ha r se lastmsta g the yet9n d now
vary frgm 00 to 110 feet per mîte, &o."< contractas, That is the 1us$ otage of the year 1879, and now
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we come to the first stage of the year 1E80. I will next
take up the Engineer's General Report of April 1880. After
stating hie views as to cheap transportation and the
importance of low grades and good curves, he says:

" Low gradients are not considered of e qual importance on other
sections ofthe line. It is not proposed to ad here to the principles in
British Columbia. The grades and curves will be then determined by
the physical obstructions whiph present themselves. The limitation
observed will take a much wider range, in order to avoid expenditure,
and it is proposed, as far as practicable, to lighten the work by
accommodating the alignment and gradient,, as far as this can be done,
to the features of the ground."

Ho is invited by the Minister on the 15th of April to give
estimates for the construction of the Pacific Railway. The
letter of the hon. Minister states:

" The Pacific Railway debate will begin this afternoon, and I must ask
you to furnish me with an estimate of cost. In doing this, take the
followin gdata: the four contracts recently let in British Columbia,
making full allowances for the reductions to be made and referred to in
your report on those contracts."

So that the Chief Engineer was called upon to take the four
contracts let and also to make allowances for the reductions
referred to in the report on the contracts of the 22nd Novem-
ber, which I have rend. The reductions were to be made first
of all by .calculating upon an excess of quantities, and,
secondly, by further degrading the character of the work in
the various particulars mentioned in that report. Then the
Minister goes on to say:

" With regard to the location and the character of the railway, I am
aware that your own preference bas been for a line with lifht, easy gradi-
ents. The Government recognizes the advantage of this eature between
Lake Superior and Manitoba, but west of Red River we attach less import-
ance to it than the rapid settlement of the country, and the immediate
accommodation of settiers.oTherolicy cf the Goverument is toconstruct a
cheap railway, following, or rather, in advance cf, settiement, with any
workable gradients that can be had, incurring no expenditure beyond that
absolutely necessary to effect the rapid colonization of the country."

The Chief Engineer answers this, so far as British Columbia
is concerned:

"1I understand the policy of the Government, with respect to the railway
to be : to proceed with the construction of 125 miles in British Columbia,
under the 60th, 61st, 62nd, and 63rd contracts. The expenditure on the
125 miles to be limited in accordance with the provisions of the contract,
and the views set forth in my report of the 22nd of November last."

The engineer refers to this report in a foot note, to the
effect that further reductions could be made by further
reducing the character of the work. The engineer proceeds
in his letter to estimate that, from Jasper to Port Moody, the
road would cost with light equipment $29,000,000, to which
ho added one million, making altogether $30,000,000. Thon
he is asked to make a further estimate, particularly directed
to the Nipissing lino, and also to estimate the whole cost,
and ho writes a further letter on the 16th of April, in which
he says:

"I have in previous reports laid before Parliament advocated a
location for the railway with generally light gradients and other
favorable engineering features. The policy of the Government, as stated
in your letter, likewise the change of line by the abandonment of the
old location west of Red River, render it necessary on my part to
modify the views I had previously held."
He proceeds to state what his total estimate would be.
Now we had reached, then, for the whole lino from Jasper
House to Port Moody, in April, 1880, a roduced estimate of
$30,000,000 upon the altered policy of the Government-a
policy to make the railway as cheap as it could be made
the road to be adjusted as nearly as its being workable at all
would allow, to the sinuosities of the ground, the grades to be
as steep, the curvatures to be as sharp, and the works to be as
chcap as they could be, and making these possible reductions,
according to the view of the Chief Engineer in April, 1880,
the whole line between those points could be made
for a sum of $30,000,000. The estimates which have been
brought down as of December, 1880, a few short months
later, was a very lhrge further reduction on two portions of
thait part of the lino to wbich my remarks have been
addressed. Fro Kamloops to Yale, there is a further reduc-
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tion-I do not put in the reduction on rolling stock at all
-but a reduction by modification of design made in
the location from Kamloops to Yale of $1,663,200.
The Chief Engineer's estimate was $10,000,000, and if you
apply to-day to that section a proportion of the $1,000,000
which is given morcover to British Columbia, you get some.
where about one-third of a million more, say ton and one.
third million that the Chief Engincer had estimated on the
lowest scale. But there is yet a lower deep, and the hon~
Minister fonnd it in December when ho took off from the
lowest possible estimate of April, that is ton and one-third
million, no less than one and two-thirds million. Thon
from Yale to Port Moody, which had been estimated in all at
about $3,620,000 that estimate is reduced by $133,700 by
modification of design and improvement of location. I leave
out, as I said, the reduction in respect to rolling stook. I
have endeavored toaseertai n what the general effect apon the
section estimated for in 1877 and 1878, by Mr. Flemingand
Mr. Smith, respectively, that is to say, from the Yellow
Head Pass to Port Moody, would be, applying to these
sections upon which they do not give ns special information
the reductions which are given on the sections about
which we arc informed. The distance from Yellow Head
to Port Moody is 493 miles. The engineer'a report for
April, 1880, estimates, at the reduced rates from Jasper to
Kamloops, $15.500,000; add the proportion of the million
dollars, $540,000, which gives you a total cost, by that
estimate, from Jasper to Kamloops, of $16,040,000. Tho
distance from Jasper to Yellow Head Pass is 57 miles.
Allowing the same proportionate cost for that milcage as
for the miloage from Jasper to Kamloops you get$ ,736,000,
leaving the estimate of April,1880,from YellowHead to Kam-
loops at $13,260,000. You get, then, from the report of April,
1880, the following :--Estimated cost from Kamloops to Yale,
$10,340,0O0U; estimated cost from Yale to Port Moody,
83,620,000; making together .813,960,000, to which
add the estimated cost lrom Yellow Head to Kam-
loops, $13,260,000, and you get a total cost, from
Yellow Head to Moody, by the estimate of April 1880, of-
$27,220,000, while the estimate of 1878 for the same distance
from Yellow Bead to Moody was $36,500,00,, showing a
difference of no less than 89,280,000, or a saving of 25J per
cent. And it is to be remembered that the estimate
of 1878 was based upon the Intercolonial prices of
labor, admittedly too low, while the estimate of 1880
is based upon what the engineer believed would be the
cost of labor in British Columbia itself, conduct-
ing the work slowly, so as not to raise the price of the labor
by increasing the demand beyond any reasonable supply.
Assuming that the saving was proportionate over the whole
lino from Yellow Head to Moody, the cost, by the estimate
of April, 1880, oftthe Government section from Kamloops to
Moody, would be ths of the whole. 41ths of the estimate
of 1878 would be 818,700,000, which was reduced lu April,
1880, to $13,960,000, or a reduction of 44,740,000. That
reduced amount was further reduced in December, 1880, to
$12,160,000, a further reductionof$1,800,000,makingatotal
roduction between 1878 and December, 1880, in the Govern-
ment part of the work, ofnot less than $6,540,000 on the total
estimate of $18,700,000. or thirty-five per cent., making no
allowance in either case forrolling stock. And even ifyou
look at the last estimate alone, you will sec a handsomo
reduction of withir a fraction of fourteen per cent. The
Syndicate's part, which is from the Yellow Head Pass to
Kamloops, would be spWhs of the whole cost from
Yellow -Head to Moody. That would give you, according to
the estimate of 1878, $17,810,000; the estimate of lV80 is
$13,2t0,000, a roduction of $4,530,000. Assuming a further
proportionato saving by the estimate of December, 1880,
you will get 81,590,000 more saved, making the cost only
$11,690,000, or a total reduction in the Syndicate's seetion
of $6,120,000. Thon the totals from Yellow Head Pass to
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Moody would show thus: Estimate of 1878, $36,500,000;
estimate of.April, 1880, $27,220,000; savingof 89,280,000;
estimate of1December, 1880, $29,850,000; total saving
between 1878 and December, 1880, $12,660,000, on the
estimated cost of $36,500,000 or thirty-five per ceut. Or, if
you choose to look backwards and compare the prescrit with
the pastt, instead of the past with the )resent,.you find that
the cost, as now proposed, would be increased by 54 per
cent., or more than half as much again by reverting to
the former estimates. Now, I am not at ail objecting to any
one of these estimates. I am simply pointing out the
differences between them, in order that we may ascertain
what are the main causes of these differences. As I have
another part of the subject to deal with, and it is now six
o'clock, we had better lot it stand over.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER IRECESS.

PRIVATE BILLS.
Mr. GAULT moved the second reading of Bill (No. 7)

entitled "An Act to incorporate the Wrecking and Salvage
Company of Canada."

Bill read the second time.

WIRECKING AND TOWING IN INLAND WATERS.

The ilouse resumed the adjourned debate on the
proposed motion of Mr. Bunting, for an Address for
correspondence between Sir Edward Thornton, British
Ambassador at Washington, and the Secretary of State for
the United States, relative to Wrecking and Towing in
Inland Waters.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). Public attention has for
some time been directed- to this question respecting
wrecking and towing in the inland waters of the Dominion,
in consequence of diplomatie correspondence between the
Secretary of State of the United States and the British
Ambassador at Washington, which has been published in
the American and Canadian newspapers. Mr. Secewy
Evarts, of the United States, in a rather offensive lete ,
casts reflections upon the conduct of certain Canadian officials
and the owners of ~Canadian wrecking tugs, basing his
letter on information furnished him from time to time by
tbe United States Consuls, stationed at Sarnia and other
points on our inland waters. I find in the report of the
C onsuls of the United States, a communication from the
Consul stationed at Sarnia, in which be reflects very severely
on the capacity of the Canadian tugs engaged on our inland
waters, including Lakes Erie and Huron, and also on the
regulations of the Customs Department, in this connection.
This Consul, Mr. Pace, thus writes :

" Some changes have been made in Canadian wrecking regulations
within the past year, and these changes modify, to some.extent, the more
rigorous rules of former years, but the reformation is by no means
complete. Under former regulations an American tug was not permitted,
under any circumstances, to engage in the rescue of any wrecked vessel
or property in Canadian waters. This rule has been so inodified that now
an American steamer may obtain permission to render assistance to a
vessel wrecked in Canadian waters, provided it may appear to the
Canadian customs officer that the wrecked vessel in question is in
immediate danger of total destruction, and provided further that there is
no Canadian steam-tug conveniently at hand to render the desired
services. but while the Canadian oeicer is investigating the condition of
the wrecked vessel in order to determine whether the vessel is in danger
of becoming a total wreck, the elements, regardless of his opinion, carry
on the work of demolition.

" Having the right to navigate the waters of Canada in the ordinary
pursuit of commerce, cur seamen cannot understand why they should be
restricted from asking and obtaining aid from any source when disaster
overtakes them. Mach feeling is sometimes manifested by our captains
who are denied the privilege of obtaining the services of American
wreckinç tugs in times of trouble, and who are obliged to accept instead
old and inferior vessels known as Canadian wreckers.

" My advice is frequently sought by A merican vessel masters as to the
proper course to pursue under circumstances of the nature here described,

and in some instances I bave found it difficult to restrain the more
impetuous from forcibly resisting these unfriendly regulations relating to
wrecks and wrecked property in Canadian waters. n a former conmu-
nication to the department upon this subject IcuJled attention to the
inferior and comparatively unseaworthy condition of Canadian wrecking
tugs as compared with our own wreckers, and 1 now amsert (not entirely
as a novice, for I have had practical experience as a sailori that, with but
barely one exception, there is not upon the whole chain of lakes a wreck-
ing tug of Canadian register worthy of the name. I am familiar with
all the boats which figure on paper as the Caiadian wrecking fleet, and
the tug McArthur is the only vessel belongiug te that fleet which may
justly claim exemption from the charge of being berself a wreck. Should
this wrecking fleet be arraigned in order for review, the practical eye of
the A merican sailor would detect something fully as ridiculous as that
shown in the play where Falstaff musters bis recruits.

" It may be proper to state that the entire wrecking fleet of Canada Io
owned or controlled by a company known as the 4l anadian %& reoking
Company ;" this company hs, therefore, a monopoly of the wreeking
business in these waters In the interests of justice I sincerely hope to
see a further modification of wrecking regulations which enrich a
company at the expense of our lake marine."

I had read the letter of Mr. Evarts to Sir Edward
Thornton before my attention was drawn to this report,
and whilo I then thought it most offensive on his part, my
opinion bas been modified on reading that report. We
iust shift the blane from the shoulders of the United
States Socretary of State te the shoulders of bis subor-
dinates. It appears this Consul at Sarnia bas stolon a
moment from his arduous duties, in enumerating the
99,000 Canadian emigrants who cross annually at that point
to the Republic, to compose that offensive report. 1 wilt
briefly allude bore to some pointa in bis statement, in order
to refute them from my personal knowledge. Living as I
do at the Detroit River, and personally acquainted with
the nature of those tugs, and with their effiîency, I think
thi# is a subject on which I can speak with confidence as to
the facts in dispute. Mr. Pace says:

" Under former regulations an American tug was not permitted, under
any circumstances, to engage in the rescue of any wrecked vessel or
property in Canadian waters."

Thera nover was a period in the history of Canada of which
that statement holds good. There nover was a time when
American vessels were not pormitted to assist thoir own or
Canadian vessels when wrecked. "The rule has boon modi-
fled now," he"goes on to say, so that a United States steamer
inay assist a United States wreck. The rale that obtained
for some years was the Order in Council, passed by the
Mackenzie Administration, when the member for St. John
county (Mr. Burpec) was Minister of Customs. That Order
in Couicil was entirely satisfitctory to the Canadian wrecking
interest, to the rules of the wrecking clubs and the Canadianu
Inland Revenue, and if it has beeri seriously modified I con-
sidered a blow has been struck, not only at the wrecking
interest, but at our whole merchant marine. When we had
net a wrecking fleet of our own, the prices charged by Ameri-
can wrecking tugs were se enormous that it wa
almost botter for a vessel owner to give the vossel
to the wrecking tug altogether. By their numer.
ous fleet, the Americans are trying to drive
the Canadian vessels out of the field altogether, and should
they succeed in this design they will recruit themselves by
a recurrence to fbrmer high charges. Every facility is at
present afforded ta American tugs to assist Canadian vessels
in distress when no Canadian tugs are at hand. I have
frequently applied for favors and concessions to American
tug owners during the last two years, when our own tugs
were not available, and have always met with a hearty
response from the M inister of Customs. From whatever
source the statements may come, it is literally untrue that
any obstructions have been cast in the way of employing
American tugs when Canadian tugs, equally well fitted for
the work, were not available. It is, of course, only
natural, that our American cousins should manifest
a good deal of feeling at being denied the privilege
of using their own tugs in our waters to rescue their
own vessels, but it is also only natural that our tug
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owners should desire the protection of the Government with present time the* American Custoins authorities charge
regard to their interest; and I do trust, when these papers Canadian vessels more than double the dues for entrances
are brought down, it will be found that the present Admin- and clearances than they charge vessels sailing under their
istration will carry out the policy which the Mackenzie own flag. When they are ready to meet us half way in
Administration adopted, and which was so entirely satisfac- regard to these matters, I am quite sure that our inland
tory, being, as it was, just and humane to both nationalities, marine will be happy to consent to a reciprocity in wrecking
and fairly protective to this important Canadian industry. regulations also. But it. would be wrong for our Govern-
This gentleman, Mr. Pace, stated that there is not a boat in ment to agree to a reciprocity which would drive out of the
the whole chain of lakes, belonging to the Canadian service, wrecking industry a number of tugs, which have been
worthy of the name. I would ask that particular enquiry constructed at great expense and fitted up with every suitable
be made and information obtained as to whether that appliance for the efficient conduct of the business -in which
statement is true. We ought not to allow statements they are engaged. The Secretary of State for the United
of that kind to go unchallenged. We ought to have States las, I regret to say, been grossly deci-ed by his
information from the officials as to the condition of the subordinates with regard to this matter. I know of my
wrecking tugs used on our inland waters, which have come own knowledge that the report which Mr. Pace has made
under the sweeping censure of Mr. Pace. I am informed with regard to that section of our inland marine of which he
there are wrecking tugs at Collingwood fully equal to all writes is absolutely and literally untrue. I should think it
requirements; also that the wrecking fleet at Port Colborne would be advisable that the Minister of Customs
is quite equal to the lake fleet at Buffalo, and to my personal should cause an authoritative enquiry to be made,
knowledge the wrecking fleet which is employed mainly on and if it be found that the Americans have any real
the Detroit River, between Lakes Huron and Erie, are very ground of complaint, the matter might be laid before the
efficient vessels. Among others we have the McArthur, United States Government, and the way thereby paved to
the Erie Belle, the Minnehaha, the Paul Iackett, and the establishment of a real reciproeity between tho two
many others, plying on the Petroit River and neighboring countries, with regard to the matters te which I have
lakes. We have also the infamous wrecking company which adverted. My attention bas been called to an article in the
has especially called down the wrath of .Mr. Pace, whose Hiamilton Spectator of recent date, in which it is stated that
boats are of first-class capacity, containing all the a new wrecking company is to ho formod, with a capital of
modern appliances, and are always kept with their $500,000, to carry on operations, not only in the upper
fires ready, so that they can have steam up in one hour, lakes and rivers, but in Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence.
and be on Lake St. Claire, or at Amherstburg, or Whether this is the company for, which my hon. friend
at the mouth of the river within two hours of the receipt of from Montreal West (Mr. Gault) is seeking incorporation I
a telegram from Windsor. They are kept there the whole cannot say. I wish again to assure the Government and
season, and, considering the enormous expense which a fleet the House that the report of Mr. Pace is a gross caricature,
of this kind costs, in the way of appliances, steam pumps, more wortby of Mark Twain, in bis graver moments, than
&c., it would be most outrageous to allow American vessels of a United States Consul sending to lis Government
to compete with Canadian tugs in Canadian waters, unless a grave officiai document. Our fleet is thoroughly
some measure of reciprocity were granted. There are efficient, and quite capable of discharging its duties,
instances to my knowledge, I regret to say, in which collec- as anybody who las read the shipping news
tors of customs have granted facilities to American tugs during the late disasters, can amply testify. The
where Canadian tugs were available. I do not think the company which seems to fall especially under the disapproval
late Minister of Custom contemplated, when he issued those of Mr. Pace, is only a smalt part of our wrecking fleet in
instructions to collectors of customs, that such advantage those waters; but though only a small part its vessels are
would be taken of them, and 1 am sure the present Minister very efficient; the boats I mentioned, and especially the
doos not approve of this being done. It is within my Prince Alfred, are the best wrecking tugs on our lakes,
knowlodge that some Amorican vessels, which were either Canadian or American; they are kept up at an
stranded near Amherstburg, waited two days to receive the enormous expense; they are always ready in fair or foul
assistance of an Amorican tug which was owned by the weather, on an hour's notice to start to any point on the
agents of the vessel, when Canadian tugs wero lying at Canadian lakes or rivers at which their services may be
Amberstburg ready to undertake the work. What real required. The business has been very satisfactorily
grounds of complaint the Americans have I do not know. conducted for the past few years, and the desire on the part
All the concessions and favors have been granted to of the American tug ring to get hold of the business, may
American tug owners, while I am not awaro of any instance have ind.uced them to make representations to'IMr. Pace
in which a concession of any kind bas been granted to a Cana- which have led him to make such a report as
dian vessel or tug. I know of instances of Canadians having ho las made to his Government. Mr. Evarts
beon fined for aiding Canadian vessels in American waters. refers to the Act which was passed by the American
If any grievance exists upon this question, I think it was on Congress in 1878. It is an Aet to aid vessels wrecked or
the side of the Canadians rather than the Americans, who are disabled in the waters coterminous to the United States and
in the habit of indulging in some bluster and misrepresent- the Dominion of Canada, and the preamble reads as followes:-
ation upon this subject, as upon some others, for the pu"pose "'Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
of getting some advantages which they might not otherwise United States of Amaerica, in Congress assembled, that Canadian vessels
obtain. When they talk aboutreciprocity in wreckage, they of all descriptions may render aid or assistance to Canadian or other
talk about something which is unreasonable and absurd. vessels wrecked or disabled in the waters of the United States, contignous

to the Dominion of Canada: provided that this Act shall not take affect
The character of the coasts of our iland waters is such that until proclamation by the President, declaring that the privilege of aiding
accidents to vessels mostly happen upon Canadian waters, American or other vessels wrecked or disabled in Canadian waters con-
and the Armericans wish to have a reciprocity which would tiguous to the United States, has been extended by the Government of

.I.f . the Dominion of Canada and declaring this Act to be in force. And
ivo them all and give us nothilg in return. If there is to provided, further, that this Act shall cease to be in force from and after

a reciprocity at ail lot it be a real reciprocity not only in the date of proclamation by the President, to theeffect thatsaid reciprocal
wrecking, but in towing in American or Canadian waters-; rivilege bas been withdrawn or revoked by the said Government of the
let us have also a reciprocity with regard to Customs omminion of Canada."

regulatiQns, so that the heavy tonnage dues which Mr. Evarts goes on to refer to the efforts which, as ho says,
they now charge upon vessels ongaged on the inland have been made by the United States to obtain reeiprocity
Xnarine shoild ho more fairly tblanced. At the in this matter. I trust that the hon. the Ministerof Customs

gy. Pxpnson (Issex).
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wil cause the enquiry to be made which I bave asked for. them to investigato the subjeot, wlll follow up tlisdiscum'on
This is a matter, perhaps, which does not affeet many membere so that wo zay bc enabled to know the difficuitiee which
in this House, but it affects materially many of my con- have heretofore attended the formation of a Caadian oom-stituents, and it is a matter which deserves the consideration pany, and bc able to judge of the pressing importance of the
of the Government, If the Government have been led awty case whih hm been preeentod by the hoay. momber for
by misrepresentations in granting the concessions which the Essex. Residing, as 1 do, upon the borders of one of
Mackenzie Administration declined to grant, I hope thoso the great lakes; knowing, as 1 do, the constant
concessions will be withdrawn. As matters stood under the neeessity for a wrecking organization; knowing, as
late Minister of Customs, everything that could be desired I do, that ai long as we are harpored in the
for the protection of life and property was granted, and it way we are, and as long as it is camed that the neomity
would be very unsatisfactory to those interested and to the in regard to mattors of'this kind is like that jug-handled
Canadian marine to have any further concessions or reciprocity of which wo used to hear in days gone by-all
indulgences granted to United States' wrecking vessels in on one side-just so long wo shah hbcprented from doing
Canadian waters, without somiething being granted to our what we ought to do in the way of orgaiizing companies to
vessel owners beyond the more privilege of being allowed to perform this kind of service. The interfororce of wrockers
rescue wrecks in our own waters. fror the other sie is altogether accidentai; they arc fot

Mr. PLUMB. The question that has been brought forward bourd to core;-they cone when it is tiîir interost to corne,
by the hon. member for Essex (Mr. Patterson) is entitled to ad thcy stay away when they eu enploy thomselves botter
the serions consideration of the House. My hon. friend has othcrwisc. 1 trust that tiieo associations -there are one or
truly stated that the question does not interest directly a two very good onos, 1 beliovo, on Lake Erie-wili be
large portion of the members of this Ilouse, but lie lias also encouraged to continue their work, te cîdarge thoir capital,
stated truly that it interests directly the whole Canadian and b do the kind of'service efleictitly for which they wore
commerce. It is a very great question, in which the respec- created; and 1 conmiend to lie ealulattentionoftheflouse
tive rights of the Provinces and of the United States are thecreinarkd which were made by niy bon. friend frornEssx
directly interested, and it is one, of course, which we can (.r. Patterson), and I think that as this discussion
approach without prejudice to the question which may arise proeeeds, it wiII ho fùuud that lie iad tho strongemt grounds
between the two Governments, and we can state the for-prcscnting this motion to tho Ilouse. and that it wilI
position in which we are, and ask for the judgment of the meet with that careful attention, which any prartical
House and the opinion of the Government on the subjeet. subject 18 sure to receive from tho practicul representativo5
It is well known that, whetlher by the authority of the of tîxepeeple nssembied here to-nigbt.
American Government or not, the most extraordinîary Mr. MoCALLUi. This is not a riw subject lathis
regulations have been muade to protect the Anericani lotise. Sinco he laie Governnîciît isin1ed iriructiens te
wrecking vessels on lhe one side, and to exchide our guide th e officers 0n the irid waters of
wrecking vessels on the other. I know a case whîerc a vessel ibis 1onioli, the Ameiean iieW'slipei's have pUbii$lîed
in extremne peril was rescued by a Canadian tag, and that articles in the atteinpt, by blustu, leindue the Governinont
tug was seizod, I think, in the Detroit River and subjcted ro giv wuy on ii question. Tley toil us that the
to a heavy fine for doing what was an aet of mergy, and Caiadian veseis are not fit to do the work; but they do not
for which she should have been rewardcd, rather thari particularize. ttey cannotntion ariy cage in which
muleted. It is, of course, obviouîs that it is impossible for lie or propcrty lis buen lost in the inland waters of ibis
any wrecking arrangements to be made, which shall have Dominion, through the inalility of'Cliiîdiun tug owners to
vessels at all points wherc wreeks may possibly happeri, perforthicwork tbcy undertake Iodo, 1 thitî k it is bigh
that can rescue property, and the only possible service urne they should 5101> Ibis cry. Tboy aise raiscd the cry
which these people can perform. is the salvage of property, that mcmi wcro saving lic linAmericaniwaters. I know cf
not the saving of life. It is weill known that during theo o1w, Canadian or otherwîsc, that Jniéthes a man for
great stress of weather, un-der which wrecks oceur, it is savîng ifo or lor saving a vessel, iridistioss.
almost impcssible to bring any vessel, no matter how well ut there im n 1mw, nnd lhoy havo enforced it
manned, to the imnediate sumecor of the vessel iri distress. in the United States, proiibiting foreigm or Canadian
An efficient company, with good apiances, on this side of vessels frem savirg wrccked vessels on Anerican shores;
the border, should havo evory possible encouragement, and and for ycnrsthe Amoricans iai the whole iniand waters of
I believe it is intended that, before this Session is concluded, this country as a pieserve for tlîmselves. rlho Canadian
a Bill shall be introduced to charter companies of that k<irnd. Govcrnrent allowcd bhem te do the work for years, while
I have no doubt that the service can be made perfectly Ainemicais WOUl(>t a]liw Canadians te do the same in their
efficient, provided the incorporators bave the prote- waters. To say that to allow <hiadians te go into their
tion of the Goveiment, which, I think, they waters is an equivaleut, is absurd, because ninety out of evory
have a right to expect, for I think thîey have a preferential undred wrecks occur in Canadian waters. If they are
right within the jurisiction of Canada to perform thei r in lot them tîrow open the coustirg trade of the
services upon the lakes over which Canada lias control. United States, but if net, lot thcm give our tugs the privi]ego
This last season has been especially prolifie in accierits, te tow fromoeport te another. Ifthey do that, t e Cana-
showing that an efficient service of that kind is required. I dians aie ale tetake enie othemsehves; and if they will net,
do not think in the history of the commerce of the lakes I askthe Gevernment te proteet the Canadians. The Customs
there has been such extensive disasters accompanied by suchofficers et this country are tee lenient in this matter, and it
a loss of li'e and property, as have occurred within the last is biglime thcy sbould bo hooked after. Why, Mr. lvarts
two or th: eý months upun Lakes Erie and Ontario. Ail in Congress said, that the iglîst officiai of the Canadian
these disa tars warn us that thbere should be a system adopted Governint wascontrolied by a Canadian wrecking ring.
which woul I encourage Canadians with the necessary capital Very complimentary te the high officiais of the Canadian
to combine for carrying on a very meritorious and important Government lu is said the American Government
service ronnected with iheir inland commerce. I think the passed an Act of Congress on this question. 1
H1ouï e is under the greatest obligation to the hon. member wouid ask hon, gentlemen te scan that Act chouely.
for Essex for bringing this matter before us. I trust a If my neuory serves me, there were two Acts
discussion on this subject will take place, and that tho-e passed in Congress at the same time: one offered reciprocity
gentlemen who are practically acquainted with the subject, to the Canadians, the 'otier prehibited towing in the waters
those whose residence on the great inland waters have led I of the United States; se that, taking the two together, they
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had this effect : that if an American vessel was wrecked in
United States waters, a Canadian tug had not the privilege
to tow it to an American port. This looked like a littile
sharp practice. I know this question is giving the Customs
Department a good deal of trouble and annoyance. But the
Americans ask for privileges from this Government on a
misrepresentation of the facts. The difficulties are owing to
the action, not of the Minister of Customs, but of some of his
officials, and I ask him now to look into the matter. I ask
him to see that the law relating to wrecking is carried out
the same as any other law. Reference has been made to the
desirability of having a life-saving service in connection with
this service. In justice to the Americans I would say that
the life-saving service of the United States is of great benefit
both to Canadians and Americans, and if this Government
could bear the expense of a life-saving station I should
be glad to see it established. Something has been
said about the boats. I assert that the Prince Alfred is the
only boat in the fresh waters of this country kept for wreck-
ing alone. While I have a vote in this flouse I shall
protest against giving the Americans any concessions until
they give us a quid pro quo. On a former occasion,
the hon. member for Hamilton (Mr. Robertson) brought up
a complaint in reference to a case where one of the boats
went out to save life and property ; but when the return
came down it appeared that the Canadians had saved life at
the risk of their own lives, while the Americans came in
and made money. I trust our Government will consider
this matter, and see that their officers carry out the law
in this respect, and the instructions of the department, so
that there may be no more extension of privileges to Ameri-
can tugs to enable them to do the work that should be done
by Canadians, so long as life and property are not in danger.
Of course, if there is any danger of life, or danger of the
immediate destruction of property, by all means let the
Canadian Government give the Americans every privilege
to save it. But where there is no such danger, and our
vessels are ashore, as wrecks, by all means give the employ-
ment in this connection to Canadians and Canadian
tug owners. Money which should reach this country should
not be allowed to pass into the hands of A mericans, as in
years gone by.

Mr. DAWSON. Without entering into the merits ofthis
question, I may say that a great deal of life and property
on the lakes might be saved by a system of proper inspectioji
of vessels, to ascertain if they were seaworthy. If report
be true, some v essels lost in Lake Ontario this season, with
all the lives on board, went down on account of their unsea-
worthiness. Along the lakes there are many unseaworthy
vessels that have been left lying a long time in the harbors,
but whose owners will use them as long as they can be kept
afloat; and in storms they go down. So from this cause we
may expect an increased loss of life from year to year. We
have had very few wrecks on the north coasts of Lakes
Huron and Superior; because we have not only got good
vessels, but the coasts are particularly well sheltered on the
Canada side. But we had two vessels lost on those waters
last year, the Zealand in Lake Ontario, and the &mcoe
in the middle of Lake Huron. In one case there was a great
loss of life. Whether the vessels were seaworthy or not, I
cannot say; but it is reported that at this moment there are a
great many unseaworthy vessels on our inland waters, and it is
highly desirable there should be some system of inspection
adopted. Believing that the object of this motion is very
good, I shall have great pleasure in supporting it.

Mr. McCUAIG. The subject of the preservation of life
and property in the case of wrecks is of great importance. I
agree with my hon. friend from Algoma (Mr. Dawson) as to
the value ofa system of inspection. In November last, I noticed
in the newspapers of the country the statement that a very
large amount of property had been lost on the lakes, in

Mr. MOCALLUM.

consequence of there being no tugs to render assistance to
vessels on account of the operation offthe Canadian law. I then
took occasion to address the Buffalo Board of Trade on the
subject. I believe- those bodies in most of the western
A merican cities are composed of respectable men, many of
them interested in preserving shipping property. I
think all that we require is for our Government to communi-
cate with the American Government, when 1 have no doubt
some reciprocal arrangement could be made, beneficial to
both countries. In reply to my application to the Board of
Trade, the Secretary wrote on the 7th December, as follows

"BUFFALO BoARD 0F TRÀDE,
"KBUFFALO, N.Y., December 7th, 1880.

" J. S. McCag, EMq., M.P.,
"IPicton, Ont., Canada.

"DEAR Sm,-Your letter of November 22nd received and contents noted.
Upon inquiry of the Insurance agents and parties interested in the
schooner Kngfisher I find that there was no foundation for the
paragraph that appeared in the Buffalo Courier, as far as "the wrecking
law" was brought into question. No tugs of any kind could have
rescued the vessel and the insurance agents so stated.

" As far as I can learn, the complaints of Americans are, that vessel
owners state that the Canada Towing and Wrecking Company have not
sufficient help -they own one tug called the Prince Afted drawing 11
feet water with one steam-pump on board, and one tug Jesse drawing
8 or 9 feet water; these boats are generally located at Windsor, Ont.,
opposite Detroit, Mich. ; this company has also one extra steam-pump kept
ashore at some point for use when called upon.

" There is a tug called the McArthurwhich belongs to other Canadian
parties, with a pump on board I think, and the location of said tug I
know not.

" These are all the Canadian appliances for wrecking purposes from the
foot of Lake Erie to the head of Lake Superior, near Duluth. Nearly
1000 miles of coast, four lakes and the rivers.

" You can readily see that these tugs are totally insufficient for the
purposes required. If a vessel goes on shore at a convenient 8pot well, if
not, what is to become of it?

" On the American side of the lakes, &c., are large harbors with many
tugs and appliances at each port, enough to establish a patrol system,
with the most powerful contrivances for succoring vessels, &c. Take
Buffalo for instance, look at ber fleet of tugs of immense power, all of
which could be used for wrecking purposes.

" On the Canada side at Port Colborne there are three or four small tugs
which could be used for wrecking if called upon at this end of Lake Erie.
but they are generally engaged in towing vessels to and from the Welland
Canal.

" Perhaps these few notes may assist you in making up a case in favor of
some changes in the law of wrecking, of insisting that the Canadian
Towing and Wrecking Company should have extended facilities. Shall be
pleased to hear from you and give any assistance in my power.

"WILLIAx TaunsTowN,
"Secretary."

If the statements of this letter be true, and I have no reason
to doubt them, it must be evident to every hon. member
that we have not sufficient tugs or proper arrangements for
the preservation of life and property for a coast line extend-
ing over so many miles. I have, myself, at Lake Ontario,
witnessed the loss of several lives in its waters while 150 to
200 men stood on the shore. Why ? Because we had no
proper assistance. I contend that no laws of two countries
lying side by side should in any way interfere with the
enterprise of men prepared to jeopardise their own lives for
the preservation of others, or with the demands of humanity.
Judging from this letter from the Buffalo Board of Trade, I
am satisfied that with the American and Canadian tugs
united, they would be insufficient to save the life and
property lost on the lakes in those severe storms. I hope
whatever legislation may take place, that it will be in that
direction. By proper arrangement, a great deal of
property, and a great many lives might be saved at a
cheaper rate than at present. I have had considerable
experience with Canadian tug-boat companies, and have yet
to learn they are very mueh more moderate in their charges
than our American friends. With the exception of Mr.
Donnelly, of Kingston, who has rendered very great assis-
tance at moderate charges, who is a man of wonderful skill
in this respect, I have yet to learn that Canadian tug-oat
owners are, in cases of disaster, more moderate in their
charges than Americans.
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1r. McCAIULUM. They do not charge for saving life as

r. MoCAIG. Iam only saying that sofar as liberality
geesthesethings are governedentirely by the spirit of trade.
Ifnvesse:is iu great distress, and there is only one tug on
haud.aesist her, it often occurs that the captain of the tug
havi»gons-objeet, the interest of the owners in view, loses
sight ofthat which should guide hia, the great spirit of
hnmanity. I believe the American Board of Trade is willing
toe",pperate with the Dominion Governmeit in a liberai
spi4it, t make these lawa as perfect as possible. I clip the
folegwilng from a leading Ontario paper :-

"Theis one point in SecreSry Evart's letter on the wrecking question
wh1ie huagsoinetruth in it. He complains that our wrecking service is

Iendorse every word in that letter. I say, as one largely
intetstedje the trade of the country, it is inefficient; and
with the emeeption of Mr. Donnelly, of Kingston, the tug-
owner charge.exorbitant rates.

Mr. McCALLUM. My hon. friend tells the House that if
we had American competition we could save life ut cheaper
cost than now. I ask hon. mombers if they ever knew a case
where men charged money for saving life under such
circumstances. Isthere anything in the laws of this country
or the laws of nature to prevent a man saving a life in danger?
This humanity cry is merely used as a lever to cheat
Canadians of their just rights. My hon. friend read a lotter
from the Buffalo Board of Trade containing statements
which were utterly untrue. The statement that the King-
fiher, which was abandoned, would have been brought safe
into Buffalo harbor a week ago were it not lor the
Canadiar laws, is one which the facts do not bear out.
The article of which the member for Prinee Edward (Mr.
McCusig) spoke, and which he ascribed to the Canadian
prass, was from the Buffalo Courier, and no doubt
emanated from some member of the Board of Trade.
I should like to know what appliances they have in Buffalo
to assist wrecks. There are only two pumps at Buffalo and
neither is fit to pump grain ott of a vessel, because they
are nine and ten inch Wellington pumps, which are
perfectly useless, as far as getting the vesel off is concerned.
All the hon. gentleman has to do, is to go down to the
office of the hon. the Minister of Marine, and ho will see
the number of tags that are ut Port Colborne. If he will
look st the Steamboat Inspection Act, and the fees of
collectors from steamboats, he wilI sec the number of tuge
that we have, and not be so ready to take the authority of
the Buffalo Board ot Trade as to the resources of the
country. Will the hon. member believe the statements of
that Board of Trade, as opposed to those of the hon. member
lor Essex ? I would like to ask the hon. gentleman, if ho
knows what pumps the Americans have got. How many
have they got on Lake Superior ? They have not got one.
The Canadian Wrecking Company keep ut Windsor,
all the time, one boat and three pumps. As true
Canadians we must protect our own interests. What
is the Amer:ican rule? Secretary Evarts said they
had this rule for thirty years : that Canadian vessels
were welcome to assist vessels in distress, no matter
what their nationality was, as long as they were
in Canadian waters, and under the jurisdiction of the
Canadian Government. This is very kind ofSeeretary Evarts
to tell s that poor Canadians are permitted to work in their
own waters. You would fancy, from the remarks of my hon.
friend, that the Canadian tng-boats should be continually
sailing up and down our waters to prevent vessels from
rnning ashore. I ean'tell my hon. friend that tugs are like
doëtùrs. You never send for them except when you want
theÜr. As for as I knowthe stock is apoorly paying one. Our

people are strUgging hard to keep the wrecking business
mu Cànadiàn waters for Canadians, and I trust that

!M

the Government will give them all the proper assis-
tance they require te aocomplish i s ojet. I arn
quite willing to have roeiprooity, but it 'mast b a
reciprocity of fair play. Let the Americans give-us an
equivalent for what we give thom. If they have a griovance,
if we are acting against gond neigbborhood and the
interests of humanity, let them throw open their coasting
trade, so that Canadian tug may have the privilege of
towing fron one American port te another; and I am quite
sure that if they concede these privileges, Canadians will
not fear the competition.

Mr. McCUAIG. I would like to ask the lion. gentleman
if he ia acquainted with the tug Prince Alfred?

Mr. McCALLUM. Yes, I am.
Mr. McCUAIG. Are yon aware that she draws eleven

feet of water. If she does, I maintain that she is unfit for
the service.

Mr. McCALLUM. It depends altogether upon the
amount of fuel that may be upon the tug whether she will
draw 9 feet of water or 11 feet. If she has only a small
quantity of coal, she will not draw à1 feet; if she has a
large quantity she may draw 11 foet. If my hon. friond
knows anything at ail about wrocking, ho must know that
if it is necessary for a tug to approach a vessel, that is lying
in shoal water, she should have only a light load and a light
draught in order to get alongside. My hon. friend, if ho is
desirous of gotting ail the facts in the matter, should go to the
Library and get theni, instead of aecepting the dictum of a
member of the Buffalo Board of Trade. Another hon.
member, I remember, on a former occasion, accepted
the statements of gentlemen connected with the
Buffalo Board of Trade, and I think 1 cari trace the amo
hand i the pregent instance.

Mr. McCUAIG. I only wish to say that I do not bolieve
that the Secretary of the Board ->f Trade at Buffalo-a
respectable body-would make a misstatement over his own
signature.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). Since my hon. friend
from Monck (Mr. McCallum) bas had the kindness to allude
to me, I think it is incumbent upon me to rise and explain.
Two years ago I had an interview with a gentleman from
Buffalo, I do not know whother he belonged to the Board of
Trade or not, but lie succeeded in gaining my sympathy
very much on this question, and I thought it my duty to bring
before the Bouse the subject which is now under
discussion. I was induced to believe that there was
a very great want of reciprocity betweon the Government
of the United States and the Government of Canada ;
and I was made to believe that a want of humanity
did prevail on the part of the Canadian Government;
that while the Americans were willing to reciprocate
in every way possible, Canadians themselvos turned a deaf
car to ail their entreaties and solicitations in that direction.
I was told that the Governmeut of that day were the cause
of ail that unfortunate and unneighborly conduet on behalf
of Canada, and I was told that an order had be -n issued by
the thon Minister of Customs making it imperative upon al
tugs or vessels which went to the assistance of vessels in
danger to go to the port nearest the disaster and get
permission before they could render aid or succor. Whon I
perused the document which I am about to read, I eertainly
thought there was a good deal of truth in what was stated
to me by the gentleman who made the complaint. This
document is as follows:-

"No. 3, CusTox DEPARrENT,
"1OmÀwa, March Bth, 1878.

"SIn,-I am now instructed by the Minister of Customs to call your
attention to the bearing of the ~Custons Law upon the treatnent of
wrecked vessels, or property, in Canadian waters, which provides, m
effect, that no vessel, foreign or Canadiangha. a legal right to interfere
with wrecked vessels or materials in Canadian waters, unlss peremitted
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by the Collector of Customs at the nearest port,, after repting te him;
and no foreign vessel should receive such permission, as it is-contrary to
the Oustoms Law, and should be placed under detetieon in case of
violation.

I To Collector of Customs."

IIhave the honor, &c.,
(Signed) "J. JOHNsoN."

This was dated Sth Marcb, 1878, and it was regarded by
me as a most inhumane deament. I made some enquiry
about the matter, and I put a notice on the paper to enable
me to move for a return of correspondence. I investigated
the matter after the papers were brought down. I came to
the conclusion that the Canadian Government was not so
much to blame after all. 'I am free to admit that this
circular letter is not exactly couched in such language as
would lead one to believe that tugs could go to the
assistance of vessels in distress without getting permission
friom the collector at the nearest port. It is contended
now, by the hon. member for Monck, that it is not intended
Io prevent any vessel from going töîthe rescue of property
or for the purpose of saving life. It is quite possible that
that may be the fact, but I think it would havo been far
better if the Commissioner of Oustoms of that day
had mado that fact quite clear and explicit.
The result was, however, that a good deal of
ill-feeling sprung up on both sides of the boundary
line. I am perfectly satisfied that it is not altogether in the
interests of humanity that the correspondence has taken
place which is referred to in the motion now before the
House. I am satisfied that the Secretary of State at
Washington has been induced te commence this correspon-
dence and to make those complaints by the wrecking ring
of the American Union. I feel quite certain that the corres-
pondence las not taken place with a view of bringing about
reciprocity; but whether or net it b true that they are
able te outstrip Canadian enterprise in wrecking, whether
or not it be true that there is not a sufficient force on the
Canadian side in the wrocking service to give assistance in,
all cases, I am quite satisfied that the correspondence vhich
has taken place ias certainly done some good, for
we find that in the present Session application has
bas been made for the incorporation of a company for
salvage and wreeking purposes. To-day I presented a
petition from some influential gentlemen, praying to be
incorporated as another company for the sane purpose
under the name of the St. Lawrence Wrecking and Salvage
Company. If these companies are incorporated-as I take
it this will be-and as we have men of ability and means in
this country who understand the business and are desirous
of investing their means in such enterprises, there is every
reason why the Government of the day should be cautious
about bringing about a reciprocity in this particular matter.
I suppose it is not difficult to imagine what the result
of reciprocal arrangenents between the American
Government and the Canadian Government might b.
We can well imagine that the Americans would completely
outstrip our Canadian tug and wrecking service, as it is
now constituted; and therefore, when the Government sec
that thero are gentlemen who are willing to invest their
means and who are asking for bills of incorporation, they
should be allowed to go into the enterprise. I see by one
Bill before the House that the capital stock is $30é,000, with
the right te increase it to $1,000,000. The Bill Ishall have
the honor to introduce will ask that the aapital stock may
be declared hot b $500,000, with power to increase it to
$,000,000. So that we have the enterprise, the energy,
and the ability, and the means to establish a first-rate
wrecking service in this coun~try. Therofore, I think the
Government should be careful before they bring about that
reciproeity which the Americans desire. We know per.
fectly well that this last year there has been an immense
losas of life and property on the I.inand lakes, and it may be
that thore has not been sufficient aid and assistance given

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton).

to this service. I think that before another soi-xiy aQ8W8QrI
cornes about we will find the Canadian wrecking servie'to
b quite ample and. suffieient to protect, te t oy Il
Canadian vossels which may be -rel lableio
endangered in Canadian waters, but Àierltn sseG &s
well. I think there are good reasons why the Gover*nïËft
should know what the feeling of this House is b fbred t1e
grant the reciprocity which is asked for by thelmerida
authorities.

Mr. BOULTBEE. This question bas ocupidmysitten-
tion for many years, and I think many hon.géileüîte4
will agree with me that the interests of our 4ake sud fiver
navigation are not sufficiently attended to. Wehave:-become
so essentially a railroad people, we are so absorbed in. rai-
way enterprises, that we have more or less neglected this
great branch of industry. It seems to me, provided sa¢W
are by nature with such magnificent water communicatoM ,
that we are untrue to ourselves in every rspect, if tir
neglect to foster the great intereats which ai eonneeted
with those waters. It has been a matter:of painful ,itenest
to many of us, it was to myself; at any rate, that dgring the
receutiseason there was such an enormous number of disastera
in our lake navigation, a number of disasters that migþ4t
not have occurred if proper care had been given to prevont
them - As the hon. member for Algona (Mr.
Dawson) suggested, I think there has been to>
much carelessness as to the system of MspeŽ-
tion whereby vessels navigating those waters shoald
be carefully looked after, so that property should not be
wasted and that life should be preserved. A strong feeling
exists amongst men who understand the subject much botter
than I do, that there is a gross carelessness existing as to
the means that should be used for inspecting vessels. Not
only during the past season, but for years past, there has
been a loss of human life, with its accompanyibg nisery,
that is utterly appalling to contemplate. Now, I do anot
understand the subject sufficiently to indicate. the action
that should be taken by the Goverument as to thissystem of
wrecking service. I can understand that, in a national
point of view, we should desire to nurse our own marine
and to loster our own Canadian industries, and it would be
inopportune and improper to allow American conpanies to
engross this service altogether. Nor is it* necessary that
such a state of things should be allowed to ensue, because
we have riot proper means for preserving life and rescuing
vessels, since wrecks, as I understand, take place to a much
larger extent on the Canadian shore than on the south
shores. I think the interests involved are- sufficiently large
to warrant the Government in taking some further action
and assisting in developing asystem whereby vessels, either
Srecked or in danger of being wrecked on the coat, may
have prompt assistance. Both the interest of our national
industry and the interest of humanity demand it I
understand there are certain Bills. before thia Hlouse
contemplating the encouragement of some, neans for
more carefully and more usefully prosecuting this
business, and I trust they may be sanctioned. I
know that amongst men connected with this matter in
Toronto and elsewhere, there is a feeling prevailing, w'th
respect to the navigation of our lakes and rivers, that there
has been a culpable neglect, not only on the part of thejate
Government but of this Government also, in attending to
this important interest. I do not desire to shelter one
Governmont at the expense of another,,xnd if the Governu
ment I support has been neglectful of this zatter, il 'mst
censure it as I would those ho w lom 1 am opposed. imny
be said for the present Governkient ttat they have noInly
to do their own duties but to pick up the busnei
by their predecessors, to put our financial positien into
shape, and to develop our National Policy. uî Ewhlle &e
do this, they must still not nogleet the z ,ere.W of
wbich we are now speaking. It is of great importpee tp
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the gprosperity of our lake navigation that there should be
somoprQper systremfor securing the safety of life and pro-
phrtyt engagidin it. For this purpose it is not neessary
that we should shut ont the Americans from joining us if
theya'lis osed, but t think it is the duty of the Govern-
ment to see that we in Canada are not left to the mercy of
the Amricans in a duty which wo should be prepared to
do burselves.

Mr, BOWELL. . If I cauglit the remark made by my
hon. friend who has just sat down, it was that, not only the
late Governimnent, but the present, had neglected their duty
with regard to these wrecking laws. If he hadinformed the
louse, in what respect, I should have been botter able to

reply.tohim as far as the present Government are concerned.
I do not think the Government have reason to regret that
this question had come before the House, as we have thereby
obtainedthe viewr, of the representatives of the people upon
it. It has been the desire of the Government in the past to
earry out the law, and to enforce as far as possible the regu-
lutions issued, both before and after thoir accession to office,
with the view of protecting the interest of the wrecking and
towing companies .u this country; not, I can assure the
louse at the expense of life or property. In order that this

question may be fairly understood, I will read to the Hlouse
the different orders that have been issued-two by my prede-
cessors, and one since I have had the honor of administering
theaffairs ofthe CustomsDepartment, and after they bave been
read I think it will be seen that the conclusions which have
been drawn by my hon. friend from the County of Prince
Edward (Mr. McCuaig), or my hon. friend from Hanilton (Mr.

eRobertson) are not borne out by the fact. I do not propose,
at present, to enter into the question of reciprocity,or to refer
to the -contents of the papers which have been moved for, and
which will soon be laid before the House ; but I may say that
the Gôvernment, in its correspondence with the authorities
at Washington, has always expressed a willingness to enter
into any arrangement of equitable reciprocity which they
might propose, or which they would accept at our hands.
On at -occasions, however, they resist cany proposition
made to them except on one condition, viz: that the Ameri-
can wrecking companies and American tug owners should
have:the right to come into Canadian waters to save the
property not only of their own vessels, but of Canadian
vessels whenever the opportunity presented itself. Well, the
position taken by the Government was this: that this was a
one-sided reciprocity from the simple fact that the larger
numbei of vessels plying on the upper lakes, and on that
particular part of the north coast where wrecks mostly
take place, are American bottoms, and such an arrangement
would be giving almost a monopoly to the Anerican tug
owners. 1 can easily understand that the letter read by the
lion. member for Prince Edward should have been written
by the secretary of the Board of Trade. We are constantly
receiving complaints from that section of the country, and I
think I can safely say that 19 out of 20 of these complaints
have emanated from parties interested in the wrecking com-
panies, that in fact the underwriters and the tug owners are the
men who have the most to gain by doing that kind of work in
our waters. The case to which my hon. friend from Ham-
ilton referred was that of a vessel which had been stranded
on our shores, and friom the coldness of the weather some of
the passengers and crew had been frozen to death. It was
represented to the American Government, by those interested
in the case, that on account of the order which had been
issied by the late Government, the wrecking tugs of the
United States were prevented from going to the rescue
of these unfortunate people. What is the fact? The
papers laid before the House proved that this vessel was
wrecked, and that these lives were lost months before
my predecessor issued the Order. Besides, the people
and proprty saved from that vessel were saved by my hon.
friend fm Monck (Mr. McCallum), and those who owned

the tgs which ho at that time oontrolled. I do not'hesitate
to say that the great majority of the chargesbrought against
the Government of thi& country were jst as basoless as
that. M lion. friend from Prince Edward, froim his large
experience, must know that vossels might be wrecked along
the south shore of the connty in which he lives, and that it
would be utterly impossible to save life, particularly where
there are no tugs nor other vesisels to go to the rescue: and
it is in cases of that kind that conplaints have ébuen made
against the Govornment. The first order that was issumed by
the Custois Departient in referenco to this anatter was on
the 1St December, 1877, and was as follows:

"Pending instructions expocted hy this department from the Minister
of Justice, yon are reminded that, no vessel, foreign or Tlanadilan, bas
legal right to interfere with wrecked vessels, ou the Canadian kAare,
unless permitted by the Collector of Ctustouis at the nearest port, after
reporting to him, and no foreign vesqel shonld receive such permission,
as it is contrary to Customs law, and should be placed under detention
in case of violation.

(Signed), 4J. JORNSON."

Now, it seems to me that both the newspapers and a good
many members who have discussed this question, do not
draw a distinction between a wrocked vossel and a vessel
that had gone ashore, and may bo wrecked unless assistance
comes to ber. The interpretation of the Custois laws, and
all laws relating to wrecked vessels, is simply this: A
foreign vessel mty be wrecked on your shore, she may con-
tain tousands of dollars worth of'property subjet toe customs
duty ; and unless that is looked after by the customs offlers ,"
at any moment it may b seattored all over the country,
and tie revenue is defrauded. That is the onxly object, roally,
that that first order had in view. Now, on tho Sth March,
1878, a second order was issued, as follows :-

"CTous DipARtxxxT,
"IOTTAWA, 8th March, 187.

"Sî,-I am instructed by the Minister of Otustoms to cal your attention
to the bearing of the Custome law upon the treatmnent of wrecked vessels
or property in Canadian waters, which provides in effect that, nu vessel,
foreign or Canadian, has legal right to interfere with wrecked vessels or
material in Canadian waters, unless permitted by the Collector of Custorns
at the nearest port, after reporting to him. And as fbreign vessels should
not reccive such permission, as it is contrary to Custonms law, they
should be placed under detention in case of violation.

The Collector of Customs 't
Port of J

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"4Your obedient servant,

(Signed) " J. JoHiNmoN."

This is the Ordor which gave a good deal of offence to our
American neighbours, and which, I think, inducod the
writing of the letter which Vas read by the hon. mem ber
for Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig.) A misapprehension
having arisen on that point from the mierepresentations
which had been and are constantly being sent to Washington,
induced Mr. Seóretary Evarts to enter into correspondence
with the Canadian Government on the subject. In almost
every case brought under the notice of the Government, we
have proved, after a thorough investigation, that the
charges have been as groundless as those to which I first
referred. Explanations have been repeatedly made by
myself in this correspondence, on bohalf of the Canadiasn
Government, to the United States authorities, that there
was no intention nor should such an interprotation be given
to the order issued in 1878-of preventing in any case, or
under any circumstances, a vessel going to the relief of any
other vessel, no matter what her nationallity, if tbero was
the slightest danger of ber being wrecked, or of the loss of
property; and on that principle we have acted ever since
the prosent Government was flormed. I have no reason to
doubt that that was the intention of the late Governmont
also, when they issued that Order. But for fear dilcultics
should arise, and any of our collectors misunderstand the
truc intent and meaning of that Order, and the intentions
of the Canadian Government, I instruct.d an explanatory
Order to be issued on the 19th September, 1879.
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Mr. McCUAIG. If a vessel should be stranded in a gale
of wind, and there happens to be no Canadian tug at hand,
will you permit an American tug to rescue lier?

Mr. ÊOWELL. On every occasion, and under all circum-
stances, when application bas been made to the department
for the use of American tugs or pumps, when there as been
no Canadian within reach, that permission has been given.

Mr. McCUAIG. I appreciate your liberality;, but while
such correspondence was corresponding with the department
the ship property might be loest.

Mr. BOWELL. That might happen ; but I have heard of
no such case. But in case of any misapprehension, or danger
of property being lost, the .collectors have discretionary
power to order any vessel within reach, or any tug, no
matter where she may hail from, to render every assistance
to save the vessel and property.

Mr. McCUAIG. Have collectors discretionary power ?
Mr. BOWELL. On every occasion when life or property

is in danger, and no Canadian tug is within reach,
the collectors may allow other vessels to go to the aid of
those in danger. We tell them, at the same time, however,
that this privilege is not to be granted in any way to inter-
fere with the rights, under the law, that the Canadian
wrecking companies should exdrcise, and should possess the
profits of.

Mr. McCUAIG. The collectors, though very good men,
may. be wholly unacquainted with maritime law, or may
possesspeculiar ideas as to how they should act in the case of
endangered vessels; and while telegraphing to and awaiting
instructions from Ottawa the vessel and property may be
lost. i would like a solution of this difficulty.

Mr. BOWELL. If my hon. friend had waited till I read
the circular of the 19th September, 1879, he would have
found that any collector of ordinary intelligence could
understand distinctly that, under such circumstances, the
Government desire-that while they must insist on the
enforcement of the wrecking, towing, and coasting laws of
this country-nothing should be done to interfere with the
saving of life and property. The circular thus reads:

"CUsTous DEPARTMENT,
"OTTmWA, 19th Sept., 1879.

SIR, -Referring to Departmental Circular No. 210-3, of 5th March,
18-.8, on the subject of wrecking by foreign vessels in Canadian waters, I
am desired by the Minister of Customs to inform you that the Circular is
noi to be unaerstood as having any application to cases wherein life may
be in danger, or where property may be jeopardized by delay, such, for
instance, as the grounding of a vessel in circumstances in which immedi-
ate assistance would prevent a wreck; nor is there any possible case in
which vessels of any nationality should be prevented from going to the
rescue of persons in peril of their lives, or of vessels in danger of being
lost.

" You will understand the terms 'wrecked vessels or property in
Canadian waters' as referring to vessels and cargoes cast upon the
Canadian shores and stranded or wrecked, requiring apparatus for their
removal, or the discharge of cargo into other vessels; and to goods
which may have been discharged or floated off therefrom, and cast upon
the coast; and in either case coming within the provision of the revenue
laws.

"J am, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

."J. JOHNsON.'

Mr. McCUAIG. May I ask the date of that circular ?
Mr. BOWELU. It is dated 19th September, 1879.
Mr. McCUAIG. That circular doos credit to your heart

and to your department.
Mr. BOWELL. That is a plain interpretation of the

Order issued, and which, I think, the late Governmnent in-
tended should be the construction put upon those Orders.
My only reason for making that explanation was to prevent
any of the Oustom-house officers along the frontier putting a
construction on the former circulars which had been issued
similar to that which has been given by my hon,

Mr. BOWELL.

friend from Prince Edward and many of the ÂmMeiens
who are interested in this work. Our tug-owners and
others interested in the trade complain that -our Custom
collectors put too broad an interprotation upon that Order.
The case to which my hon. frien4s from Essex and Monck
referred. I have under my hand. The complaint came to
the office that the collector at Amherstburg had overstepped
his duty in permitting American tugs to go to the assistance
of an American schooner, on the ground that there was no
Canadian tug present, when Canadian tugs could have been
procured. After reading the papers I ordered a letter'tole
written to him approving offhis conduct. The letter stated
that while approving of his conduct, I had
given, and woukd continue to give, the greatest attdntion
possible to the interest of the wrecking companies of
Canada, but could not disapprove of reasonable concessions to
United States tugs when necessary to the rescue of huian
life or the saving of vessels from total wreck. In this case
the vessel, according to these documents, which are the only
data I had on which to form an opinion, had been thrown
on some rocks. The collector informed the department
that he was fearful,that the wind blowing from the west would
lower the water in the River Detroit to such an extent as to
break the vessel in two, unless she was taken off the rocks,
and that there was only one small Canadian tug there,not suffi-
cienly strong to rescue this vessel from probable destruction;
ho therefore allowed an American tug to come to the rescue.
That is a case in which I think the collector exercised a
wise discretion, a discretion which the department, with
those facts before them, fully justified. It is stated now by
the hon. members for Monck and Essex that there was a
Canadian vessel, the Prince A lfred, lying at Windsor, that
could have been obtained within an hour and'a half at the
outside. The collector informed the department that the
accident occurred on a Sunday, that the telegraph offices were
shut, and he was unable to telegraph to Windsor for assis-
tance, or ho would have done so.

Mr. PATTERSON. (Essex). How did ho manage to
communicate with Detroit on Sunday if ho could not cnom-
municate with Windsor?

Mr. BOWELL. I understand from the papers before
me that the American tug was lying ready te assist the
vessel on the rocks, and only awaited permission to do so.
In such a case the collector did quite right. If it be a fact,
as stated by one of the hon. gentlemen who have just spoken,
that some of the collectors in the west are in collusion with the
A merican wrecking companies, and if the hon. gentleman
will bring that under the notice of the department, I assure
him that the complaint will be attended to at once,*and if
true we will endeavor to find other collectors who will
attend to their own duties and not enter into understandings
with American tug owners.. I have never heard, except
from the American tug-owners who were inter-
ested in their own vessels, complaint of the
want of power or the insufficiency of Canadian tugs.
I may say, for the information of the hon. member for Prince
Edward, that while ho complains that one of these vessels
draws too much water and cannot be used for the purpose
for which she is equipped, a complaint has come to me'from
shipowners or the upper lakes that they do not draw
sufficient water and have not the power when at full steam
to draw a vessel off. My hon. friend must know that there
are other vessels belonging to the wrecking and tugging
companies in this country that do not draw so much water
as that. There are tugs in the west that draw from six to
eleven feet of water, hence the emaller ones can b used for
the shallow water. It is absolutely necemsry that we
should have strong tugs of heavy drauaght to be sed in
assisting stranded vossels. I am very glad this questión ihas
come up, as it has given the Government an opportunity of
hearing the opinions of hon, members representing the

220*
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frontier or lake shore constituencies. It is from them we member for Montreal West, in pointing out the greatmay expeet to obtain information whieh will justify the hardships which seems to be cansed by the operat&mof ieGovernment-in the course it has pursued of improving the present law, as to the salvage of property in wreckedlaw nd in endeavoring to make the poIicy still more liberal. vessels. The case he refers to is one of very great hardship,

indeed, but it ie only one of a number of cases which areMr.s GaIJLT. This is a d ubjeot in which I arn depl constanty occurrmng. When last year we had, near to theil,terutod as an rwderwriter, and 1 hope the discussion ivili ity of Montreal, the misfortu-no te have a serions aoe.ident
he of great advantage to the country. I had, yesterday a cit o a, the m e to ave a se abient

memoialsen tome romthe ndewriersof ontea in the canal, the same difficulty arose, and the, subjectmeronlaSent to me from the underwriter o loCtapC eal, became a matter of very considerable local discussion. Itcomplaining that the ship Boyne, wrecked at Capo Chai-les, ceoins to me to ho a most extraordinaryt.hing-and
with $52,000 worth of wheat on board, should have been whist believe the law is on that sie,detar mbouandto
hept there with the waves breaking over ber at every high whst I believethe law i ontat ide, yt, I am oudt
tide. I went to the Government to see if they would allow where thehink the Government ought tho estrong enough,
this large quantity of wheat to be sold, and that they should wereteaw s evidently, w a goinf te se as

getprorat th amuntat which it would sel This expression, but I will say, wrong on thre face of it-to sayget wasro rata the amount 8tor 9cents aushelladThe that they wili take the responsibility of deaing fairly inwheat was likoy to sel but 8 or 9 cents a bushel, and the cases of that kind, and then to bring down legîilation toduty on it was 15 cents, but the Goverument toisdme amend the law. The idea of the property in this vessel,ditinctly tiat they could ot alter the law, d d th t this the Boyne, lying at thi s moment, ia the St. Lawrence,whet muet eitwer ba exported or allowed to rot in the being destroyed absolutely, because it will not reaisehip. think tnan itas on e f the hardest things t nt1 enough to pay the duty of 15 cents. per bushel, is a proposi-bave evor known, and it soeern to m-e that the Government tien ihat I arn quite certain ne ono could, for one moment,
might have made some order to remedy it. I should be tion toa I amlimte tin je oe cout, fo e morentuitewiln tat he ovenmet soul tae te weatassent to. I behecve that is the law, but, I1hope, ineerelyquiLe willig that tie Goveriiment should taku the wheat hope, that the Government will take it upon themselves tothemselves, sell it by auction, and put the money into the issue an order that that property may be sold, evenTreasury, rather than let the wheat go to waste. I think if they take the whole of the »roceeds as the
it a very great sin to let this $52,000 worth of grain bc duty, but do not lot the roperty itself be destroyed. Aswasted. I have used all my influer.ce, but it amounts to to the question that bas Cen discussed, it is rather an oldnothing, and I feel very sorry about it. There are great familiar subject, for the simple reason that for three or four
complainte in Montreal, and the parties have just cause in years we had consecutively lu the city of Ottawa, when in
this matter, and I hope the Government wil buingin a Bill the month of January the Dominion Board of Trade held Its
immediately to Set this matter right. meetings, Captain Dorrm, of Buffalo, as the representative of

Mr. PATTERSON. I have listened to the explanation of the upper lakes, solioiting their influence with the Go-
the Minister of Customs with great satisfaction. I may Say ernment to have our law changed. It occurred to me that
thatl1 have no personal interest in the matter, eithr fbr or this was simply a branch of the general question of
against the tug-men. I am so situated, however, that I have reciprocity between the two countries and thoir reciprocal
a personal opportunity of knowing that the statements made relations. If they are anxious to have these special privi-
in the IEvart's letter, and the reports of the United States luges, l tie meantime, ait ay rate, whilst their means
Consul at Sarnia, are untrue; and I felt it my duty to bring and appliances are ry much grenter than ours, lut them
the matter before this louse. It was never desired by the give us something in return. The statoments made by the
men engaged in the wrecking business in my section of the Minister of Customs, to-imîght, show clearly, as far as the
country, that Americans should be prevented from coming; i Governmen t is concerned, that ample measures have been
in cases where property or life was at stake. The matter is taken, and can bu taken for the protection of life and
therufore understood by the collectors at Detroit and along property, and that life and property shall not bu pormitted
the St. Clair River, and they are fairly alive to their duty. to be destroycd on the Uppor Lakes out of any more maLter
The only fault I have to find with these gentlemen is that Of national sentiment or feeling. Under these cirenm-
they are apt to be too lenient. They certainly stances, if the Americans are anxious to have full opportunity
do not err in the direction of severity towards of wrecking on the Upper Lakes, let them give us the
American tug-owners. The Minister of Customs knows coasting trade, let them give us froe opportunities for
that I have frequentiy asked concessions in the direction of reciprocal relations botween the two countries, and I have
allowing Americans to bring in tension irons and other no doubt that everyone in Canada will gladly consent
appliances, when Canadian apparatus for the purpose was to their proposition. I remember, and I dare sa
not available. I wish, however, to assure the Minister of that my ion. friend remembers, a very remarkabe
Customs that when I found fault with certain collectors in speech made by the late Hon. Joseph Hamlin, at
the west for a too lenient interpretation of the circulars a Detroit convention, la 1866, when ho referred to the Recip-
sent to them, I did not dream of accusing these gentlemen rocity Treaty as being reciprocity ln slices. The suggestion
of acting in collusion with American tuglowners. I believe arose out of a remark byMr. Hamlin, who was at that time,
them to be conscientious in discharging their duties as they or lad been just before, the Vice-President of the United
understand them. I think my hon. friend from Prince States, that this was simply reciprocity by slices, and that
Edward has wandered from the question under discussion, the object of our friends on the 'other side was to get the
and that, besides, if he was desirous of playing into the people lu this country to make one after another, every pos-
bandse of the American tug-owners, u has succeeded sible concession that can be made to every possible nterest

admirably in doing so by raising the cry of inhumanity. in which they are concerned, and to leave us without any
That cry las no right to be brought up in this debate. It concession lu returu. If, therefore, the American Govern-

is not contended by any one that wben life orproperty is ment are anxious to have these privileges, let thom com to

at stake, any rules should'he too rigidly enforced, and I us with fair and reasonable offers for a Recirocity Treaty
know that collectors are in the habit of allowing American between the two countries, and I have no doubt that the
tug to proceed uto Le assistahch o? vessels in distress n Government of Canada and the Canadian people ofall parties

American waters, when life and property are at stake. 1 wil h roi-y glad temeut t atem.
trust the Govorninent will speedîly briîrg down the papers. Mi-. (YAUILT. I have just laid a communication from the

Minister of Customs, telling me that the wheat in the Boyre
Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not intend to diseuse the has been sold to-day for 15J cents a bushel, giving the

genoral question, but desire to join with my hon. fiend the Government 15 cents, and j cent for the underwriters, and
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cthe forn, at8 eets, giving the Government seven, and the side of the HIouse. We flid the hon. memb¢r for'Cdell
Undermiters one. (Mr. White) speaking on both aides of the question;andnot

5ff TABONARD TILLEY. I may say that difficulties content witb that,-ho says he is in favor of re*iprecity. We
aro :last year in different parts of the Doninion of the know that for the last three years the hon., gentlemaa%,has
t1Ïaracteí of those mentioned byn'my hon. friend from been arguing for protection, and trying to show th1 fHouse
Monitreul West-namely, difficulties connected with the that if we were to throw open our markets to the Americans
dam.age to grain, subject to a specific duty. There is n our industries would be destroyed. Now, the bon. gentleman

on und the Act by which the Minister of Customs seems to think they are quite strong enough to compete
can receive less than the specifie duty in such cases. For with the older and more wealthy industrial institutions on
in.tance, a vessel was lost in the Bay of Quinte and another the other side.
in the neighborhood of Kingston, with grain on board, and Mr. WHITE. I am in favor of reciprocity in the natural
the grain was permitted to be exported and, therefore, productions of the two countries and none other.
relieved from dilty, and they got what it was worth on the Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman is like Mr. Bigelow:
other side for feeding purposes. Under the Tariff Act goods his mind is too fair to lose its balance, and that is the.reasonare subject -to the ad valorem duty which have been the hon. gentleman bas taken the opportunity to speak on both'depreciated or damaged, but these cases having arisen, for sides of this question. The hon. member for Montreal Westinstance, the case referred to by the bon. member for complains that a large cargo of wheat hs been lost, or was
Montreal, it bas been -found impracticable to export the so much damaged that it was sold for little more than pays
grain, and it has been sold subject to duty.. Under the the duty. But that hon. gentleman has voted for the past
circnistances the Government will take the matter n to five years that the purchaser does not pay the duty, that thedconsideration and seo whetherrelief can bec found. The duty is paid by the American producer. If that is so, whyifficulty was not so apparent i r the case of . the should the Government here, when the American producerloss which occurred m the neighborhood of Kmgston, of this grain has paid you bya reduction in the price equivalentbecause the grain was exported and sold. But in cases to the duty, remit the duty to the purchaser ? Can there bwhere it cannot be exported, a hardship muay arise, and the a more monstrous proposition ? (an any proposition beGovernment will give their serious consideration to it. more monstrous than that suggested by the hon. Minister of

Mir. KIRKPATRICK. The hon. the Minister ot Finance Finance and the hon. member for Frontenac (Hr. Kirk-
ha said that he would take this matter into consideration patrick) ? Those hon. gentlemen have been telling the
because cases have occurred ut Montreal where large quan- farmers throughout the country that the duty is paid by the
tities of grain had been damaged, but wbich could not be Americans upon grain coming into Canada, and not by the
exported and upon which tbey could not collect enough to consumer in Canada. The First Minister went through the
pay the duty. I am sorry to heur that the hon. gentleman country telling the farmers that in consequence of the duty
could be induced to act by the loss at Montreal but not by upon American barley, they were being muleted to the extent
the snaller losses ut Kingston. Now, when you have an of 15 cents a bushel upon every busbel sold to the American
aggregate ofnsmaller grievances they come to make a large market. Now, hon. gentlemen are assuming the very reverse
one, and so it is in this case. There have been innumerable of that position.
instances of the kind at Kingston. Hardly a ship arrives I. ROCH ESTER Is that the time they had 68 couVs a
there but bas 50 or 100 bu1hls of damaged grain, some- bushel?
time8 I,00u, sometimes 10,000. I have known cases where
this grain was not exported but was sent out into the harbor Mr. MILLS. The same difference exists to-day between
and thrown over-board into the lake, although that grain prices in the Canadian and American markets that existed
rwas worth, perhaps, ten cents a bushel, which for 10,000 before this National Policy was adopted, and now the hon.
bushels would come to $1,000. If the Government says: We Minister of Finance, after he las argued and acted upon the
will not put that $1,000 in to the Troasury but we w ill throw it assumption thatthe duty is paid by the producer and not by
into the lake, I think that is monstrous. If it is the law, the consumer comes down to the House and says he las
.the sooner it is changed the botter. When the grain is under consideration a proposition to hand this duty, not
damaged it ought to be sold for what it is worth, and if it over to the parties who paid it into the Treasury, those
does not bring what the Government wants, take all it will foreign producers, but to those who are speculating and
bring, but do not throw it into the harbor. What is the trading in this particular article of foreign produce.
consequence of this law as it stands and as it has bon Mr. ROCHESTER. It is very well to go on and get all
enforced ? We are ia this country expending millions of the complaints in to-night before the holidays corne on. This
dollars in enlarging the canals and u tryig Vo question, it appears, affects a great many members iii this
get the trade of the west to come down by the St. fouse. I do not know any part of the country that bas
Lawrence. There are many little thingi which tend to make. been more affected by the coasting law between the United
it a dosirable trade, and whieb, together, would attract it States and Canada than this section of the country. The
down the St. Lawrence. But if you dissatisfy the mariners coasting laws between the United Stats sud Canada huve, I
and captainsof vessels they will grumble at your regulations may say, robbed this part of the country of a large
enforced by the Oustoms Department, and you will find number of vessels and a large amount of trade. It was
that they will sooner take half a cent or a cent less a supposed by the public generally, that the Treaty of
bushel for thoir grain and go to a foreign port nstead of a Washington guaranteed certain rights, both to Canada and.
Canadian port. The consequence is, tE1at if these irksomO the United States, with regard to coasting on the inland
rogulations of the Customs Department are put lu force, it waters of each nation. But this treaty, in that respect, waswil cause the trade te go to Oswego or Buffalo instead of not carried out by the United States. I will read a letter
coming down the St. Lawrence. I beliève it would b of written by the Collector of Customs at Plattsburgh, in replythe utmost benet to this country if the Government, this to one sent to him by one of the forwarders:
Session, took up this matter and introduced a Bill by which a
certain specific duty shall belevied upon damaged grain, or "I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the ist
at all events, that grain se damaged shall be sold for what inst, wherein you ask for the following information, viz: Whether'

Canadian barges will be allowed to pass en route from Rouse's Point to
it will bring. New York with foreign merchandise inbond? In reply, I beg to inform

Mr. MILLjS. This discussion bas been of considerable you that the United States laws, as construaed (I think misconsaued
would have been a better word), by the Treasury Department, prohibit

interest and instruction to hon gentlemen on this(Opposition) the trade in question, so far as British vessel are concerned. See 2,771,
Mr. GAUTLT.
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Revised Btatùrtes of the United States, whicth read asfollows :-Vessels
wbhare not the United States shall not be admitted to unload at
porte of entry esabtished by by-law, and ne such vessel shall be admitted
to make entry i any other district than in that one in which she shall be
admitted to unioad.'

Oncea vesse going from Canada to the United States
pases the line, she can go on to the extent of the first
eoljectoral district, but if she goces further she is liable to
beseized. On the other hand, American barges, which are
now carryig al tho lumber from Canada to the United
States, can enter any Canadian port they like. A Canadian
vesel can ony go a certain distance, and she must unload
therç, while an American barge can go from port to port in
Canada to gather her load, and then go back to the United
States again; this is a gross injustice to the trade of this
country. .I think about 400 barges and between thirty and
foty tugs haveoeen allowed to lie idle at the docks. Some
years ago, to test the law on this question, a tow of ten
barges was loaded at Ottawa and sent to New York.
It we»t to New York and returned as far as
Rondot to load up with coal. While the tow was there,
this same Collector of Customs at Plattsburg, after receiving
instructiüns from Washington, telegraphed to the officer ut
Rouse's Point te seize these barges because they had passed
beyond the first collectoral district. Fortunately for the
barges, before the telegraph arrived, they had just got across
the line and were safe, but the experiment lias never been
repeated. INot satisfied with the letter he received from the
Collector of Customs at Plattsburg, the forwarder w-rote to
Washington, and received the following reply:-

"TREAsURY DEPARTMFNT,
"WlISHINGTON, 1). O , l8th June, 1875.

"1 have received your letter of the 4th instant, traismitting a letter
from the Secretary of the Ottawa and Rideau Forwarding Uompany,
stating that he h&d forwarded a number of his British barges from
Ottawa to New York, via hake Champlain, Champlain Canal and the
Hudson River, and that ne intended conrtinuing that trade if it be not
illegal.

1 I wit1 thank you to inform the gentlemen that the laws, as cou-
strued by this Department, prohibit the trade in question, so far as
British vessels are concerned. The fact that the vessels mentioned as
having gone to New York were Britisb, was overlooked at that port,
and they were treated as American. Section 5,771 of the Revised
Statutes requires that the vessels in question shall unload at your purs.

IlVery respeciflly,
(Signed) B. I. BRISTOW,

I Secretary."

I think it is a great hardship that our hippers are
denied equal rights with American shippers. The Feloral
Government have on previous occasions tried to throw the
blame on the State Governments; but I can produce
documents from the State Governments to show that they
have no objection to reciprocity with Canada with regard
to the passage of boats through their canals, for tbey say
that the more boats that pass through their canals, the
more money they caun make. I hope the Government will
endeavor to obtain justice for our own people ti s Llà
matter.

Mr. BOWELL. I wish to make one or two remnrks in
reference to the charge made by my hon. friend from
Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick). It does not come well from
my hon. friend, because there happens te be a ve sel
at Kingston with some damaged grain on board, to urge
that the whole specific duty should be set aside. If the
specific duty means anything, it mens that it should not
be set aside, even for damaged wheat.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It doos not mean a specific duty
on damaged wheat, but on sound wheat.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon, gentleman (Mr. Kirkpatrick)>
being a lawyer, which I am not, May be better
able than I am to give an interpretation to the law upon
what it should contain, rather than what it does
contain. I will -not diseuss the principles upon which
speciflc duties are based ; they may be best for the revenue

or any other purpose-a point I will not now discuss. Bt,
supposing a bushel of wheat in Ohicago cogt 82.00, the duty
in Canada would be 15"ents, and if it ceSt 50 eents, do. he
mean to tell us ho would only levy the duty in proportion to
the value of the wheat? If wheat becomes
it is none the less wheat, and if it ;be enteredibr co
in Canada, any lawyer or anybody else muet say it lsbau
to the duty of 16 eents, and that duty no pereson adminisr-
ing the Customs Department has any right to ehange. The
hon. gentleman says that irksome regulatioms were isued by
the Customs Department in this matter. Threm havé beet
none at all. The law is on the Statute-bookand it pro'vide
for 15 cents duty as a protection to our farmems. He votd
for that, and for the seven cents per bushel on corn fbr-rotee1
tion, and now, because the Minister of Customu *i o
violate the law and allow that wheat to be entered atea
lower than the legal rate, in order that his constituehts or
others May obtain this grain for fod, although it eompetse
with the coarse grains of our fairmers, for whome
benefit ho voted for protective duties, ho seems dissatisfied.
That may be good law, but if so, I do not underetand the
law. If I understand specific duties, they must belevieden
the art icle nomatter what its price in the foreign market, the
moment it goes into consumption, the duty has to be oollected.
But an ad valorem duty is quite a different thing, being in
proportion to the valuo of the article; and the law provides
that should the article be damagod, the ad valore daty
must be lowered in proportion. {lut I know of no principta
upon which, with a specific duty, you can adopt the principi
laid down by my hon. friend. Apart from protbecton
altogether, if he cai suggest a mode by which the Govern-
ment cari set aside any law in order to meet those particular
cases, I shall be very glad to carry it out, and I am sure
the Government will be equally glad. In all those cases of
damaged grain the duty must be collected until the law is
changed. The Government bas no option in the matter.
There have been no regulations issued in reference to this
matter, irksorne or otherwise.

Motion agreed to,

DEATII OF MIR. TIOMPSON, OlF CARIBOO.
Mr. BUNSTER. It is my painful duty to announce to

the oiuse the melancholy intelligence which has just
reached me, of the death of one of our members. i kuow
the House will sympathize with me in ekpressing the severe
loss we experience in the death of Mr. Thompson, of
Cariboo--a gentleman who occupied a prominent position in
this Bouse ever since Confoderation, and who alwayo
commanded its respect, as well as the respect of bis
constituents and the country. I will, therefore, out of
respect for his nimemory, ask the House now to adjouru as a
small tribute to his worth. Be was remarkable for his ad-
hesion to his party and to his leader, whom I would have been
glad to sec here to-night to do justice to our departpd friend,
for he could botter perform that duty than myself. He was
always earnest and sound in the great work of Confederation,
and in the effort to make Canada a nation. I think thehon.
member for Niagara, who was a very particular friend of
Mr. Thompson's, will endarse my sentiments by seconding
the motion.

Mr. PLUMB. I am certain that the announcement which
has been made by my hon. friend, the member for Vancouver,
in such feeling language, will meet with a response frem
every hon. member in this House. The untimely death of
our fellow-member, Mr. Thompson, will be felt by every one
on both sides of the House who was acquainted with hfm
during the time hie sat in Parliament. That gentlemaW'
courteous manner, his intelligent handling of sucb questions
as came under his observation and purview, his uniform
gentlemanly and courteous domeanor, won him friendroubeta
sides of the House. I venture to say that ho neer had an
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enemy in it. I knew him from the time he entered the
House. le had preceded me three years, having entered
the Bouse on the admission of British Columbia. into the
Union. ,Be was always, no matter upon what subject ho
addressed the Bouse, clear and forcible. Be never
_ecezded to personalities; ho never was known to say
an offensive word to any hon. member of the Ilousie.
I believe ho las left a record here which ail of us must
respect,. and which all of usminay envy. It is with the greatest
regret that we see, as must be inevitable with those who
sit in this Bouse yearafteryear,chair after chair vacated,filled
as they have been by those, no matter of what party, no
matter what our relations might have been with them, in
whom we must always feel a peculiar interest, sitting as we
do together, counselling as we do together, endeavoring as I
hope we ought to do, to carry forward in some small degre
as best may in, us lie, the interests of this great country.
Sir, Mr. Thompson was a representative of the farthest
corner of this great Dominion; but he was nevertheless one
of us, knit together by the common bond of fellowship, which
brings us here, each to endeavor to carry on so far as he
may the little part in the great work which is entrusted to
us by the people. We sball no longer hear bis voice among
us; but I trust, I believe, in fact I know that there are few
mon who would leave behind them a more cherished memory
than that of the hon, member whose demise bas been
announced by my bon. friend: Therefore, I think, that it is
entirely fit that an adjournment of the Bouse should be
moved. I have been very ready at the request of my hon.
friend to second bis motion, and I trust the Ilouse will not
hesitate to adopt it.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am quite certain that there
will be a general concurrence in the proposition made by
my hon. friend to adjourn until to-morrow, as an expression
-a very slight expression-of the regret that every hon.
member of this Bouse will feel in the announcement which
has just been made. Some three or four week since, when
Parliament was sunmoned, we understood that Mr.
Thompson was in ill health, and it was doubtful if he would
be able to reach Ottawa this Session; but, in bis great
anxiety to be present and take part in the important
questions that were to be brougLht under our notice, some of
them affecting very materially the section of the country
that he represented, he left his home and reached
Victoria, and this morning we heard of bis death.
I cannot speak of him, perhaps, as my hon. friend
behind me has spoken of him, because I was not so
intinately acquainted with him ; but all of those who have
been present in Parliament, who have heard his speeches,
and been brought in contact with him in various ways, will
join with me in the expression of opinion that he was a
man of very considerable ability and most genial and kindly
in his sentiménts and sympathies. I think, under these cir-
cumstanoes, it is nnnecesssary for me to say more than to
epress in union with ny hon. friends our sincere regret,
andtohope that the proposition made maybe generally
coneurred in by the Bouse as a testimony of the appreciation
in which that hon, gentleman was held by his colleagues in
this branch of the iParliament of Canada.

Mr. ANGLIN. I share fully the regret for the loss of
Mr. Thompson, expressed by the hon. gentlemen who have
spoken onihe other side. Still there is a duty to this House
whiph, I tbink, I should not now fail to discharge. Many
years go it was resolved by this louse that the old custom
of.adjourning on the death of a member should be discon-
tinaed, and from that time to the present I believe there is
no cse in whirh the ,House has adjourned for any purpose
of this kind. It has frequently happened that members of
the House died in Ottawa while the House was in Session,
and theI House did not adjourn. I think it was the late Mr.

Mr. PLUME.

Sandfield Macdonald who first pointed out that in a Hos
so large- as this it would be ore convenient to folow
the example of thé Imperial Partiiament where this mode
of paying respect to the memory of deceased members was
discontinued many years ago. My own impression is it
would be injudicious to go back to the old system. I think
the expression of regret pronounced by the hon. gentlemen
opposite, and repeated by myself in my own weak way, an
expresbion in which, perhiaps, other' bon. gentlemen may
choose to join, will suffice to show how much we regret the
loss of the gentleman whom we ail knew and ail Iiked. I ain
retninded by an hon. friend behind me, that last year there
was a special case in which we adjourned in order to enable
members tp attend the funeral of the late Mr. Holton. That
was the only instance of the kind I can remember.

Sir CHARLES TUPPEIt I quite concur in the state-
ment of the hon. member for Gloucester that the House
arrived at the decision that the practice of adjourning on
the death of a member should be discontinued: butI am
certain that hon. members on both sides, after the allusion
to the melancholy event which has deprived us ofone of the
most respected members of this House, will not feel any
desire to continue the sitting to-night. That is ail we
propose.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course we all recollect that the late Mr.
Sandfield Macdonald proposed that the practice of adjourning
on the death of a member should be discontinued, and in
deference to what we knew were his opinions the House did
not adjourn on the occasion of his death, although he had
filled the most distinguished positions in the gift of the
Crown here. I believe that the same conclusion was arrived
at on the death of Sir George Cartier, another gentleman who
occupied the highest position in the gift of the people
of the old Province of Canada, and whose death
also took place during the sitting of Parliament.
It having been proposed even at this late hour to adjourn out
of respect for the late hon. member, I should have
felt that it was an innovation whieh might, become the
subject of observation, but that the hen. member for
Vancouver has simply made a motion for adjournment. He
bas stated the reason verbally, but upon our journals
it will not appear that the adjournment is made for this
particular reason. Having regard to this fact, as well
as to the lateness of the hour, I do not think that any
reasonable objection can be made to the adjourn-
ment. As to the reason for which the adjournment is
asked I join very heartily in the exprossions of regret
which have fallen from other bon. members on both sides of
the House at the melancholy event which bas deprived
us of the speiety of a colleague whom we have known since
British Columbia entered the Union. We must ail feel
solemnized at the visits of death to an assembly, not so
very large, which have been so numerous during the lat
few months; and there will be a disinelination on the part
of hon. mern bers to engage in the business of the flouse after
the sad announcement which bas just been made.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:10 o'clock. p.m,) the Houie
adjourned.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TIURSDAY, 23rd Docember, 1880.

The StEAKEp. took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

INDEPENDENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Sir RICHIARD J. CARTWRIGHT introduced a Bill(No. 9)
for the better securing the independence of Parliament and
)reventing-corrupt practices. He said : I may briefly state

the object of this Bill. We are about to create a railway cor-
poration with extraordinary powers, and the object of the
Billis to cause to be inserted in the law suci additional
stringent provisions as may make it diffleiuilt for sucli a
corporation to interfere improperly with the election of
members of this Bouse, by the practice of any of those
corrupt acts which we know, by the experience of the United
States and other places, have in former times been practiced
by such corporations. Perhaps it would not be admissible,
according to the practice of the House, to enter into a dis-
cussion of the details of the Bill until such times as it shall
have been printed and placed in the hands of hon. members.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the usual practice
upon the introduction of a general, not a private, Bill-I
believe it is the almost universal practice in England, though
we have not adhered so closely to it here-is that the
explanations of the Bill should be made upon the first read-
ing; and not upon-the second.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Ihave no objections to
explaining it now. Corporations, as we all know, are very
difficult to deal with, or, according to the well known
dictum of a weil known and eminent Englisi lawyer, we
can neither punish the b>dy or the soul of a corporation.
1 propose that if a corporation be convicted of improper
practices, its charter shall be forfeited. I propose, also, that
the mem bers, officials or direétors of such a corporation may
be subjected to more severe punisbment than the law pro-
vides,-should they be found guilty of aiding, abetting, or
conniving at,-for the grave offence of corrupting mem bers
of the Legisiature of this Dominion. Those are the chief
points which I propose to aim at, and thoso are the modes
by which I propose to reach my object. I believe such
offences should be held to be misdemeanors, which they
are not at present. I think this is a sufficient explanation
of the Bill-more than is usual at this stage of a Bill of this
character.

Bill read the first time.

PERSONAL EX PLANATION.

Mr. FERGUSON. Before the Orders are called, I desire
to make a personal explanation m the matter which came
before the House the other day.. I refer to a statement
made on page 96 of the Auditor General's report, wherein
he states:

"I obsèrve that I failed to remark in my letter of the 13th instant, on
tfh•ee ceseor pament of indemnity to members of the Commons, which
do ne Appear tobe covered by the Act, to which reference was made in
that letter. The three cases are Mr. C.1. Coursol, Mr. J. B. Mongenais,
and IM. C. E. JFerguon. The above named parties were paid full
indemoiyty, though ahàent from the House for a portion of the Session."

I ww astoniahed at the statement, at first, that I was
unable to offer any explanation. The first intimation I had
of my -name being in the Xeport was the remarks of the
hon. member for Montreal East (Mr. Coursol). I did not
think éo mach about my nme being mehtioned as I did of
the charge of having resorted to the disreputable practice
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of signing a declaration which was not true. I called at
the office of the Auditor General, and statod my grievances.
He kindly eonsented to investigate the matter, and
subsequently sent me the followîng letter:

"OTT w, December 20th, 1880.
" D n DOCTOR,-On examination it appears that your name was

nentioned instead of Mr. M. P. Ryan, where it wus intended te point out
those members who, last Session, received indemnitty under a Résolution
of the Commons, for the time during which, they were absent frwai
Ottawa. The examiner who made the error, was new to the work
of audit and under instructions to point out paynents whicb were made
without authority or an apparent authority, when greater authority had
otherwise determined.

"I noted payment to vou, which was perfectly regular, as you were ill
while in Ottawa. I send him with this, to make a personal explanation
on the subject. It never ocrurred to me that the persons, whose names
were given, would feel diretly affected, by notice being taken of tUe
inatter. It having been, so far as I can recollet, the custom for the last
ten years, to pay, ou a Resolution of the llouse, those members who were,
through illness, absent from the Seat of Government during any portion
of the Session.

" I presume that the result of attention being drawn to the subject,
would either be an amendment of the Indemnity Act, or a discontinuançe
of the Resolution, and my sole objeet was to bring about that result.

"Yours very truly,
"J. L. McDOUGALL,

"Auditor General.
To C. P. FInarsoN, Esq., M. P.,

House of Communs,
" ")ftWü*

Of courlSe, 10 myself, C that letter poIsonally is satisfactory, but
it is not satisfactory to have ny naie paradod in that con.
nection in a public document under the authority of an officer
of the Iouse.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The Iouse resumed the further consideration of the pro-
posed motion of Mr. Blake, for an order of the House for
statement shewing in detait the particulars of the various
modifications and alterations made in location, design and
otherwise, whereby the ostimated cost of the section of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, between Kamloops and Yale, was
reduced in April, 1880, from the estimate of:1878, &c.

Mr. BLAKE. When six o'clock arrived yesterday I was
about to address myselftto the other portion of the Pacifie Rail-
way, excluding the portion in British Columbia. But before
quite leaving that portion I may just mention that there
appears to be some discrepancies in the estimate of April,
1880, of the Chief Engineer, with reference to the section
from Jasper to Kamloops. If the hon. Minister would look
at the mileage and the cost per mile, he will find that they
do not sum out the aggregate of $15,500,000, which is stated
as the cost. I am not sure that that error is altogether in
the estimation, because this year we find instead of an
addition of 15 miles to the mileage, which addition would go a
considerable way to make the gross sum of 815,500,000,
which would still, however, leave $200,000 or $309,000 short,
to the extent of which the proposition of work done by the
Syndicate wonld b 1ightened. Then a word with reference
to the section from Lake Superior to Red River. We know that
the estimate for 1879 was 818,000,000, that the estimate for
April, 1880, $17,000,000, a difference achieved to a very
considerable extent, as I understand it, by a saving in one
particular part of between three or four miles of the road,
and also something in rolling stock. But the estimate of
April, 1880, has been modified still further. The reduction
of $18,000,000 to $17, 000,000 has been modified still further
by improvements in location and modiflcation of design, to
the amount of $1,388;000, a very considerable additional
reduction. Upon thut a paper which the hon. gentleman
brought down yesterday or the day before, throws some
light, and a portion of that reduction obviously is, by that
paper, explained to be a farther probecution of the work of
economy in improving the service and adapting the railway
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more accurately to the natural features of the grnd without
impairing its character or standing. But I observe that a
considerale portion of that saving, as I judge, is stated
thus: The hon. gentleman read an extract from Mr.
Fleming's report, suggesting that in certain portions of the
road, where it was practicable, resort might be had
to trestle-work and piles. The hon. gentleman continued :
That, I need hardly soy, is a very material modification
in design, and it would be -well to know to what extent
that is to be applied, what is the extreme letgth of the
piles to be used, what is thoesaving to be accomplished by
this particular modification of design ? The general result,
leaving out the question of rolling stock, leaving ont
the question of the reduction in building, has been that
1879 says $18,000,000'; April, 1880, says $17,000,000; and
December,1880, says $15,615,000. Of course, these various
alterations in cost must have been accomplished largely by
modification of design, and it is natural that we sbhould see
particularly what tEse modifications are. Now, turning
o the prairie section, I will refer to the Report of the En-

gineer for 1877, showing what the work of 1876 was on that
part. le says:

"The gradients and alignment will nowhere be less favorable than
on the railway now in o eration in the old Provinces. The maximum
gradient between the Yel w Head Pass and Selkirk will be 58-80 feet per
mile. Up to a point 468 miles west of Red River no gradient ascending
eastward in the probable direction of heavy traffic need exceed 26-50 feet
per mile."

Speaking of the result as to a good line there, the engineor,
in the report the same year, goes on to eay :

"It has been held from the first, that the successful occupation of the
prairie region, and the extent to which it may become thickly populated,
will, in a great measure, be governed by. the capacity of the ine to Lake
Superior to carry cheaply the products of the soil. The success of the
railway itself muet be determined 'by the number of inhabitants which
can be established in the country; and the degree of prosperity of the
population will be infiuenced in no narrow limit by the character of the
outlet for the products of thèir industry. The more, therefore, that the
eastern section of the railway can berendered available for cheap
transportation, the more rapi'will the prairie region become popu-
lated, and the more speedily wii îh land become self-sustaining. I1have
feit it my duty to regard these views as of paramount importance in the
location of the lne between the prairie region and Lake Superior.
Accordingly, ever effort has been made to discover th. shortest line with
the lightest posle gradients and easiest curvature, especially in the
direction w heavy trafic wil take-towards the Atlantic sea board."

After giving the resuits -achieved from Selkirk to the
oet he goes on to remark:

" Thus, there will be noimpedimenttothe Pacifie Railway carryingpro-
duets from the heart of the continent to Lake Superior at a lower rate per
mile than those now obtaining on the leading railways already in
operation."

Thon, proceeding to discuss the subjeet of the line further
west, hoesays:

"I have dmeribed tbe effrts that have beau .iade to obtain a line
with the easiest possible radients from thé prairie region to the
navigable waters 8of thSt. Lawrence, and the paramonÏt importanee
of tbisfeture. Refieree sto a table in the appiendii, which gives a
summary of grsdients for each hundred-mile section of the railway,,
between the L LkeSuperior terminus and Tête Jaune Cache, shews that
there is no gradiént aeending in either 1direction exceeding 1 per 100 or
528 feet perMile, and rith sne cingle exoeptioe, -,is., aI thecrossing
of the Soth Baskatchewan, the beaviest gradient aacendingr outwards
froi a point near Battlefodà to Fort Willian la onIy 05 per bundred or
26-4 feet per mile. I eil satiafied tiat a revision *1 the location at the
one exieptionl po witIi, with but trifling cst,- resalt in obtaining
the desired gr diet tmhere alsos
"i Asuming the gradieat at the South Saskatohewan to be amended,,

I am enabled to report a locatien on which fo ful a thousand miles
west of Lake uBperior, Ihe easteiy sdOic Ait eau be kept
downa to laith maadmmum gadifents U on (the.fad Trank and other
raiwaya in operati.e in thea ldeProviosa. heapssu of traugport..
tion insa t. a certan exent, ausgred-un I mPor"t element in
facilitating pii.rsperuu ttlement of thetfeffloert1ory in the
inledeôr.
"ITeiolow1ngwill ah thé se yvrale gadietsenred

on euh 500 mile siout of the line, est of Lake Uperior i;and the
Mr. BLAKE.
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Thus on tht portion of the lin. located and establihod for 
distance of 4,500 mis there wili be close on 4,200 miles lerel, or vith
gradients under 26J ft. per mile, sud ne portion et the, balance viii rime
more than 53ft., per mile."I

That was W bo the character of the Uine, according to the
report of 1877,for the whole distance of 1,500 milesfrom Lake
Superior; but it was, of course, modified by the circumstanees
to which I have alluded as having occurred in April, 1880.
The Report of the Engineer for the year 1880 proceeds as
follows:-

" The importance of securing cheap transportation between the Prairie
region and the eastern markets has been kept prominently in view In
establishing the railway between Selkirk and Lake Supexior. I have in
previous reports described the efforts made from the beginn'ing of the
survey te attain this object.

" ln my report of lait year (p. 18), I referred at somne length te lhe
subject, sud drew attention te the fact that the Government had plaoed
uner contract the whole distance east of -Red River on a lotion
definitely established with gradients so light and favorable that cheap
transportation is assured for all time to come.

" This important condition is net attained without diflicnity. ALsUe
points it has involved heavier works than would have been .re»dered
necessary had steeper gradients been employed ; but these pointr are
remarkably few, and the increased expenditure, compared .with that of
the whole line, is;small. The advantagêgained will amplyc
for the extra expenditure incurred; au he resnîisb e. ut e
be easlty understood by referente to .the Report on
appended. lt can lithere be seei thatlhe same engiei w
transport 19 cars with a paylugioad :of 190 toua, mver Unevi'h 4
ordinar gradients, would take 37 cars with 31tons -1d ouerithe
Pacific lailway with the gradients obtained. Mortover, it is calulated
that the oonsolidation' clas of loc-mnotives pr.pmed tebe breuât
into use attimatelywill be capable of hanhag, fro Manitéb.tado
LqkeSuperior, on the gradianta established, asmach es 76 tou etf
paying ld."
But these results, although obtained, ad we .hpp
to be obtained-as far as the capacity of the line-to transport
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feighkcheaplyis concerned-from Selkirk to Lake Superior,
a4 at considered of equal consequence farther west. I
ned hardly aythat it is ofgreat consequence to the dweller
in the pririe, ne matter how remote from Lake Superior,
who éxpects that;his grain will reach the se'-board via the
line frèm&elkirk to Thunder Bay, that that line should be
capableofcrrying freight as low as possible; always pro-.
vkIed.that security shall be given that the amount charged
fer transportation shall bear some proportion to the cost of

But, although this is important to all the
dweilon the prairie, in Manitoba, as well as farther west,
it is-of the last consequence to the dweller more remote,
disadvantaged as ho is by his being farther west, to have a
lino with good grades and curves, and capable of
traneporting produce cheaply toiSelkirk. Such a
lne, it is obvious, you will measurably have under any
circumstances, because the character of the country is most
favorable for the construction of a good railway. Very
nearly one-third of the 1,500 miles from Lake Superior
westward is reported as absolutely level, and a great portion
of the est is reported as being approximately level. But
it is equally obvious, as appears from the general tenor of
these reports, that there arc, as is natural in such a stretch
of. country, great gullies, enormous water courses, and
monntainous regions, in which the question of grade
becomess serions one, and in which a heavy expense will
be necessary to bring the grade down to the proper point.
These heavy grades must involve a beavy charge for trans-
portation, to which the letter of the Minister of the 15th
April, with reference to the location and character
of the railway west of Selkirk, alludes, as follows:-

"With regard to the location and character of the railway, I am aware
that your own preference bas been for a hne with light, easy gradients.
The Government recognizes the advantage of this feature between Lake

rSuperior and Manitoba, but west of Red River we attach less importance
to it than the rapid settlement of the country and the immediate accom-
modation of settiers.

The policy of the Government is to construct a cheap railway, follow-
ing, d!. rather, in advance of settlement, with any workable gradients
thatcan be had, incurring no expenditure beyond that absolutely neces-
sary to effect the rapid colonization of the country.

In accordance with this policy, Mr. Marcus Smith has found a uine on
the second-hundred-mile section where, two years ago, he reported it im-
practicable under the old system of gradients, and he has stated to me that
there will be no heavier hundred-mile section than this one between
Manitoba and the Rocky Mountains. I am, therefore, perfectly justified
in calling upon you to take the accepted tender for the second hundred
miles section as the basis for estimating cost up to the mountains."

I pause to remark that this avowed policy of the Minister
does in plain terms alter the whole character of the railway
iu grades,,and I presume also m alignment and curvature.
TUe policy was, instead o getting a une of the character
agreed upon as proper, to get,-I suppose only temporarily,
-aa cheap a lino as possible, to largely increase the grades,
though with that to accept a location which had been found
absolately impracticable under the old system of gradients,
but which with superior grades, was report ed by Mr. Marcus
Smith to be practicable. The engimeer, answering the
Miuister's letter, says:

"1 understand the policy of the Government, with respect to the railway,
to be -.- * the roadway and works to be of the character defined by the
48th contract of the tenders for the 66th contract;"

And he describes what bas been donc in these words:

" West of Bed River, 10 miles have been placed under contract, and
tenders have been received for a second hundred-mile section. These two
sections are desiped to be constructed and equipped in the most econo-
mical maniner, dispnsing * 1with a e 1otmay except that necessary to render
,the rtilway immeitely useful in the settiement of the country. It lus
iteud o ira the line be partly ballasted, to render it avaible for
coloization purposes, full ballasting being deferred until the traffic
demands high speed."

W are here met with this embarrassment, that as far as I
know, there was no very close calculation before the calcu-1
1ation made by the Chief Engineer in April, 1880, as to the,

cost of the prairie section; that, in making au estimate of
the ceot of that section, one was obliged te rely upon the
deseription that the engineers- gaveo thse character of the
works required in differenteeotion, as theydesoribed them.
You fnd that they described thowork as "heavy,"" moderate-
ly heavy," "light, etc."; and the nearest one could come te a
true estimate was-always assuming, ,o course, that the
standard, the curvature, the gradients, the ahgnment were to
romain as before--that works described as heavy or light in
one section would cost aboutthe same in the prairie section. Of
course, such estimates would be open to the same reduction
which the British Colunbia estimates were open to, on the
two grounds-first, that the' more accurate location of the
lino showed that it was possible to diminish the oost, and
also, and I venture to say chiefly, that the change in the
character of the lino ailso dimiaished very largely the
cost. I think it important that we shoold know,
in full detail, what were the particulars of the modification in
design which enabled the estimate, seo obviously and very
mueh reduced, of April, 1880, to be made. We havenot an
estimate of )ecember, 1880, as to this portion of the line,
because the Government does not propose to construct it.
It is loft for the Syndicate to construct, and the, hon.
Minister does not seem to have thought it necessary to obtaina
further estimate of what its cost is likely to be. I am not
now discussing the question of policy. I am merely pointing
out that the changes made are important and serious, and
one wants to know what were the grades and the character
of the alignment which it was proposed to have in A pril,
1880, west of Selkirk and to the Rocky Mountains. .Then,
I turn to the section north of Lake Superior, which romains,
so far as information is concerned, in the least satisfactory
position of any section of the line, bocause, as 1 said on a
former occasion, it was not regarded as of prosent consequence
for any Governmont to push on the location survey of that
section, as i t was generally understood that its con-
struction was to be postponed for a considerable time.
Now, ail that you cau tind, so fur as I can judgo from the
facts before us, is the pretence that the works would bc very
heavy for a good line of the sarme character as the Canadian
Pacifie RUailroad was intended to be-alignmuents, grades,
and curvature of the character I alroady described, giving
us excellent grades for the traffie east-bound, and fair, good
grades for the west-bound traffic, the standard of the works,
equipment, and so forth, equivalent to that of the Inte-
colonial. The estimates made upon that basis, of course,
wholly differ from any estimates which are to be made
upon the basis of the policy of April, 1880. The engineor
does not in the general report, so far as I remember, deal
with that particular bransh, but it is dealt with in the letters.
The second lettor would appear to have been written to the
engineer, and is replied to by him, on the 16tb April, and
in that letter ho shows the new basis of calculation:

"sIR-In compliance with your directions I have the honor to consider
the cost of the eastern section of the Paciic Railway extending from
Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, to the easteruterminus, Lake Nipissing. In
my report recently laid before Parliament, 1 have referred to the projected
line between South-East Bay, laake Nipissiug, and Sault Ste. Marie. The
explorations of this district have established that a location can be had
north of Lake Nipissing, which would be common for 60 or 70 miles to the
St. Mary's branch, and the main trunk line to the North-West. As the
St. Mary's branch will, in all probability, be constructed before the
through une ie undertaken, the lent of the latter will be reduced by the
lengLet othe location, common tothe two lines., The eastert terminus
will consequently be advanced some 60 or 70 miles te the west, beyond
the theoretical starting-point at Lake Nipisaing. The1.n e f0the
eastern section, therefore, may be assumed not to exceed 600 .miles.

That-js the first element in ·this calculation. He assumes
that the Sault Ste Marie Branch will be built before we
commence the construction of the eastern link j-that 60 or
70 miles of the eastern link, by which the construction is
brought to the Sault Ste. Marie line must be built, and that.
he may take as a starting point sixty or seventy miles to the
west of Nipissing. Assuming that h. takes the length of
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the eastern section, so referred to, at 600 miles, thon he
rays :

'Itis impossible to say what labor and materials may cost some years
hence, when the period arrives for the eastern section to be _ndertaken.
Taking the basis of present prices and present contracts, and adhering
to the economic prnnciples of constructIon set forth in the letters of
yesterday, I feel warranted in stating that $20,000,000 may be considered
afair estimate of the cost of opening the line from Fort William to the
Eastern Terminus."

Now, it is to be observed, that the estimate of $20,000,000
is based upon the economical principle of construction
contained in the letter to the Minister, of the 15th April,
and the reply of his officer of the sanme date, which involves
the abandonment of the old system of high class works, easy
grades and good curves, and the adoption of low class works,
steep grades and sharp curves. The engineer adds:

" In order that the estimates of the cost of the line from Fort William
to the Pacifie, and from Fort William to the Eastern Terminus near Lake
Nipissing, be clearly understood, I deem it proper to submit the following

xlanations--
'I have in previous reports laid before Parliament, advocated a

location for the railway with general light gradients and other
favorable engineering ièéatures. The policy of t he Government, as
stated in your letter, Hkewise the change of line by the abandonuent of
the old location west of Red River, render it necessary on my part to
modify the views I have previously held."

It is shown, therefore, repeatedly, that in making his
estimate on the basis of a road, from 50 or 60 miles to the
westward of Nipissing to Thunder Bay, he has abandoned
the old system and adopted a cheaper railway. What we
want, therefore, are such details as will enable
us to jadge what are the grades, curves and
genoral class of structures, and the character of the
general lino that we propose, upon which $20,000,000
are to be spent which, for 600 miles, would give $33,333 per
mile, so, with this information, we shall be able to know the
general character of the lino from Nipissing to the Pacific
which we proposed in 1 880,is as contrasted with the character
of that line, which had been up to that time proposed. We
shall thas b able to judge of the description of road we shall
construct and hand over to the Syndicate, and, presumably,
the lino which the Syndicate itself is to construct,
so far, at any rate, as its obligations to the contract go. I do
not mean to say they may not botter those obligations.
They will do what seems to them good, but so far as the
obligations of their contract go. It is not with any view to
express or imply any opinion on this change of policy, nor
to discuss the expediency of any change that I make these
remarks, but simply with a view to pointing out that there
was, in 1880, a material change of policy as to the character
of the road, involving an enormous change as to the cost of
its construction. It is important to us, in view of the policy
foir ton years maintained, that we should have a road with
light gradients and every favorable engineering feature to
know in how far this change of policy involves a departure,
not merely as to price, but also as to the attainment of
results, and it is for thisreason that I have put in your hands
this motion for further information.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is every desire on the
part of the Government to furnish the hon. gentleman with
all the information he and the House cau desire, in order to
an intelligent discussion of the very important question
we have under consideration. But to comply, speci-
fically, with the terms of his motion would require
some months; I think, however, it will be possible to give
all the information asked for necessary to the intelligent
discussion of the question.

Mr. BLAKE. I had intended to suggest that, if there
were any particulars for which a great deal of time would
be required, it would be convenient that such as could be
immediately supplied should be given now, the supplement-
ary portions to be supplied as soon as possible.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It would be impossible to give
detailed information without full communication with

Mr. BLAKE.

T - -. ---- ------- -

British Colubnbia, and that would notr answer thOcQllet of
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake). I hav<e supplied, atready, as
clearly as I could, all the data necessary to s;proper, appreci-
ation of the question before us. I will gladly kfurnis any
information 1 possess in order to satisfy the bon. gýntlemfan.
But I may say that my case is a somewhat 'i gular <me.
A Imost the only ground on whieh I -have had to defend my-
self, as a Minister, from the criticisms ofhon. gentlemen
opposite, is, that I continually come back te -Pariament
asking for less public money to accomplish .the same obect.
Generally speaking, a Minister is obliged to corne bak to
Parliament with apologies for having exeeeded his
estimates, and asking more money to accompliah the werk in
hand. I think that was found teobe the general experienceof
Ministers of Railways or Publie Works here and elsewhere ;
but my fortune, however, bas been somewhat different. The
charge to whieh I exposed myself was that j had asked too
much,; that my estimates had exceeded the amount required.
I will endeavor to justify myself as far as I can by placing in
the bands of the hon. gentleman information that ought to
satisfy him that all those estimates were frankly and fairly
stated te the louse as far as the information in mny possession
enabled me to do so. The hon. gentleman bas gone through
very elaborate statements to show that the same eugineors
estimated some of the works at a higher cost to the eountry
at one time than they did at another time. I do not think
it is at all surprising, that, with increased information, the
estimates, expectations and opinions as to the cost of
certain works should 'vary sometines in one direction,
sometimes in another.

Mr. BLAKE. Ilear, hear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER I hope we are getting wiser

every day, that those who devote their time and attention
to a great work, whether engineers or ministers, hecome
better informed and able te produce f1ullr and more
reliable statements, year by year, than they previously
could. So far as I am concerned, I have always taken the
House into my confidence in the fullest and frankest
possible manner. All the information I could obtain I
submitted to the louse. When the very great
reduction was made in the estimate sibmitted last
Session, it was stated at once to the Hiouse that
the Government being compelled reluctantly te go on
with the construction of the road as a public
work, directly carried on by the Government, and chargeable
to the Treasury of the country, felt bound to reduce the
expenditure as far as possible; and while it was stated tothe
House that so far as the line of the railway, that was then in
a somewhat advanced condition between Thunder Bày and
Red River, was concerned, we considered it true economy to
preserve the very favorable gradients that had been estab-
lished on that line, even although considerable addition in
the expenditure should be made, although we considered it
necessary to carry out the design of making it a first-èlass
work, even although it should involve considerable additional
cost, because it was the outlet to Lake Superior of 'the
traffic of the North-West ; still we felt that so far asthe works
in British Colnmbia were concerned, it was desirable to
proceed in such a way as to secure, across the prairie, a
colonization line of railway, reducing the expenditure lu
every way, and, at the same time, reduce the cost of
construction in British Columbia, as far as was practieable.
These opinions were fully stated to the House, and I am glad
th say that the information obtained from the progreSs of
the work, during the time that bas elapsed imo, theso
estimates were submitted te the House, bas enabl d me to
state that so far as the work between Thunder.Bayand Red
River is concerned, instead of being obliged, and I confess
that we had under estimated the difflenltiesand the coet, I
was placed in the position of being able to show to the
Hòuse that we had èffected a vory large reduction in the
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expenditure that would be required to give us a first-class
line from Thunder Bay to Red River. I think this ought
to be satiffactory to the hon. gentleman. The character
of the rogd was in nQ way made to suffer by any change of
design. The grados were preserved and its substantial
character. At the same time, the improvement in the
alignmont, the careful examination, from day to day, of the
location, enabling us to relocate it at several important
points, shortening the distance, and reducing the amount of
work, placed it in my power to submit the estimato now
before the louse. So also, in my estiiate for the
work under contract in British Columbia, I told
the House that, in my judgment, there was every reason to
suppose we could revise that estimate and place the amount
that would be chargeable to the country at a very mucli
lower figure. This was done. lon. gentlemen know it was
stated not only that the estimates on those contracts let were
outaide estimates, but' a large amount was thrown on as
centingencies intended to cover any reasonable contingeney
in the specification; and the belief was expressed that when
we came to the construction of that line, we would be enabled
very largely to reduce that estimate. The engineors had
their attention directed to the great importance of it, the
same time securing a workable road with fair grades, and
without excessive curvature and reducing the cost of work
as far as possible. The estimate now submitted, with rofer-
ence to the line under consideration between Thunder Bay
and Red River, and the four contracts on the 127 miles under
contract at British Columbia, are in the light as I said before
of the practical experience that the year has afforded.
There will re no objection, so far as the lino between these
points is coicerned, to bringing down all possible informa-
tion with reference to the works between Thunder .Bny and
Red River and thoso in British Columbia. The more
accurate the informaton the more will the hon. gentleman
be satisfied that -I am quite safe in stating that the estimate
of $28,000,000 which I made, will not bo increased, but will
be largely reduced. I give Iho House the bc4 evidence of
the soundness of my judgment in that relation, by pointing
to the fact that again and again I have come to Parliament
and shown that, so far as both these sections are concerned,
instead of the estimates having been increased there has
been a steady reduction. There is another very largo
element in the consideration, which the hon. gentleman
has not failed to appreeiate, and that is that in my estinates
submitted a year ago, I provided for the full equipment of
the line between Thunder Bay and Red River, and the
line in British Columbia. I did not, of course, provide
for a very heavy equipment in British Columbia,
because we have no reason to believe that the volume
of traffic would be so great, for some time to come,
as to render a heavy equipment necessary; but that
burden, under the contract now before the louse, will
be taken off the shoulders of the Governmont and placed
upon the Company, who undertake to operate the lino. The
estimate of a year ago for the line from Fort William to
Selkirk, was $17,670>,000; the estimate now submitted to
the flouse is 814,000,000, a difference ot $2,230,000. The
-mode in which that reduction has been eflected has been
detailed in the report of the engineer, which I have placed
in the hon. gentleman's hands. it consists of the reduction
on account of equipment, and the reduction in the cost
of works, by the improvement of location and the design of
construction. The reduction on the lino between Thunder
Bay and Red River, by improvement in location and the
modification of design, amounts to $1,385,000; the reduction
on account ofrolling stock, $745,000; the cost of the work-
shops which would have been necessary if the Government
had had te operate the line, would have been $200,000
more. With reference to the Pembina Branch, the only
alteration as between the estimate of last year and the estimate
of the present year, is upon rolling stock> and that is placed at
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the moderate sum of 4193,100. The Pembia Brn< was so
far constructed as to give us very closely the amount that
would be required, so I have ot been obliged to
make any reduction in that estimate. From Kamklops
to Fort Moody by modification and design, and ilmprove-
ment in location, there will be a reduction of t1,16e,200.
The hon, gentleman must rnember that, from the ,very
nature of the country in both these braneheo it wa im-
possible to make sueh a location survoy in thîe firt instance,
until it was plaeod aotually in course of constrwotion as
would give us an exact idea of the cost. But when we had
the construction staff on the ground, we found that great
improvements could bo made in the alignment, ad weil a in
other respects and thus savo a considerable amount of
money. The character ofthe country is entirely diferent
from the prairie sections, where for a hundred miles there
is no bush in sight, and nothing to intorfore with tbe
cxamination of this lino. The character of the eountry
between Thunder Bay and Red River and betweea Kam-
loops and Fort Moody is such as to enable the engineors
froin day to day, by careful examination and study, to
discover how important savings might be madei
and I do not think that anyonc, who is familiar
with the character of public works, or of the
country in these sections, will consider it was at all
remarkable that on the 185 miles botweon Thunder Bay
and Red River there should le a saving of $1,385,000, and
on the 127 miles botween Kamloops and Fort Moody a
saving of $1,663,200 on the originalestimates. Of the latter
sum we had, for reduction in rolling stock, $175,000, and for
buildings $250,000. Of course, if the Government had had
to operate this portion of the lino they would have requirod
to furnish shops and a variety of other things which are
not called for when it is being passed over into the hands
of the Company. Bot weon Bmory's -Bar and Fort Moody
the reduction will bo feund not at all greater than the
result will domonstrate as safe. Wo have made a roduction
on the 90 miles between Brmory's Bar and Fort Moody
of $3 13,700, nano up of $133,700 by improvoments
in location and caieful alignments in the road.
So far froui that boing excessive, I do not at all hesitate to
say that I expect to reduce those figures very considerably.
The amount of rolling stock for that portion thati l taken
off, isorly 816,(000, a very light equipment, as the hon.
gentleman wili see, making a reduction of 854,000. We are
considering that these are to be the terminal buildings for the
Pacifie Railway, and I think the lion. gentleman will see that
654,000 is a very light reduction indeed. I do not at all
hesitate to say that I expect to rake that roduction on the
90 miles between Fort Moody and Emory's Bar, muoh more
than that. There is another reason why it is obvious that
we shaIl be able greatly to inicrase the roduction, and that
is, that these estimates were based upeon the cost of digerent
things in Britisli Columbia. Mr. Feming's estimate of a
year ago was based upon the condition of things in .British
Columbia at that time, when he placed it at $3,500,000 for
90 miles. At that time labor and everything that went
in the construction of a railway were of a very costly char-
acter. We have ten years in which to construct that 90
miles; under the contract we are only obliged to build it by
the time that the old linoe is built. lion. gentlemen will at
once sec that whon the labor is disengaged that is now occu-
pied in the construction of the 127 miles west of Emory's
Bar, we may fhirly expoct to be able to place under contract
690 miles ut a very much lower estimate than Mr.
Fleming would have beenjustified in making a year ago.
I say, therefore, that in making a reduction of 4,750,000
on the amount of work to be constructed and handedover
to the Company by the Government, I believe these figures
will be found to be entirely safe, and that, instead of costing
us $28,000,000, the amount to be paid by the Government
will be considerably below that sum. I think that the
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detailed information already laid before the House, will central section of tbe road-a simple oelonizatieh roed4 aM I
warrant nS in arriving at the conclusion that that estimate bave admitted again and again to the ilouse-it was neces-
is not only a safe one, but that it is really the outside sary for me to ask for a very considerable increased estniate
estimate of the amount of money to be paid by the Govern- on that portion of road. It was not necessary, however,
ment. I will now advert to the central or prairie section, that I should deal with that branch of the question,
and then I have no hesitation in saying that, had we been because, under the contract which has been laid on the TÉ&ble
compelled to come before Parliament this Session with an of the House, all the risk, all the responsibility, and al the
estimate, I would have been obliged, in the light of the cost connected with the construction ofthat portion devolve
year's experience, to say that in all probability I would have upon the Company with whom the contract was made. The
to increase that estimate. The hon. gentleman will see that, fullest possible information that I have been able to -supply
in the first place, it was supposed by my hon. predecessor from the data within my possession, lias been given tothe
that it was next to impossible to obtain the construction of House; but whatever yet romains will be supplied. I make
a line in the direction that we are taking to the south of these explanations in reply to the very lengtÊhened eddress
Lake Manitoba, and that the ravines and gulleys to be crossed of the hon. gentleman, and I must express my regret that
were of a character to make it next to impossible to go in he has not been more easily satisfied than he has with the
that direction without a very great cost. 1 think the hon. information I have submitted. I will endeavor, however,
gentleman stated, more than once to the Bouse, that by to supplement that with such further information fas the
diverting the lino to the south of Lake Manitoba we would department can supply, and as may bc made available for
not only increase the distance some thirty miles, but increase the present discussion. But if this resolution is allowed -to
the cost to the country by $1,000,000. pass in its present form, it must be with the proviso the

Mr. MACKENZIE. That was the engineer's estimate. on. gentleman has himself made; that we shall furnish all

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. I took what I supposed was the data we can without causing any further delay.
a better means of forming a judgment than any that the Mr. McLENNAN. I have listened with greatpleasure to
hon. gentleman had, and that was to place 200 miles under the statements made by the hon. leader of the Opposition.
contract. Any new light we can obtain on this question is highly

Mr. MACKENZIE. Of the easiest part. acceptable. I am not disposed to harp at any conditions
Sir Ch A RLES TUPPER. I think that, as far as the that are attached to an enquiry of this kind, but, perhaps, the

section of 100 miles is concerned, the report of Mr. Marcus House will agree with me, that the skill and ingenuity of
Smith, who had made the location of that section, went to the hon. leader of the Opposition was very clearly marked
indicate that it was a fuir sample of the work to be con- in the final generous proposition which ho threw across the
structed. The hon. gentleman is, however, correct in floor at my hon. friend the dinister of Railways. It was to
saying that, taking the 200 miles together, it would be ery the effect that these enquiries were not made with the view
much easier than the remainder of the lne. We had t of discussing any change of policy, but of pointing out the
assurance of the engineer that we could get a favourable importance of ascertaining-what? The means by which
line in that direction, a line, ut ail events, if not so good in a charge might possibly be formulated. I have listened
f oint of grades as that which the hon. gentleman had with still greater pleasure to the explanations of the hon.
oeated by the narrows of Lake Manitoba, still one that Minister of Railways, and I think it must be very gratifying

would serve as a colonization road. I have already stated to this House that at every stage of this discussion, in every
to the House that our intention was, finding ourselves new statement, everynew estimate made, we findthat wecan
compelled to go on with the construction of this road as a build the road more cheaply than we had thought before,
Government work, to go out upon the prairie and to open and without any deterioration in the character of the road.
up the country with the cheapest description of rond we So that magnificent rule of three which has been formulated
could obtain. I dure say the House will remember the so ingeniously nearly produces nothing. We continue tobe
stringent criticim, and some of it well founded,to which my assured that we shall have a first-class railway upon the
predecessor subjected that proposa], and ho showed the basis of any or all of the estimates which are put before us.
House that there was a large amount of work to be donc I am glad to hear from the hon. Minister, that he is in hopes
on the section of 100 miles, and be practically stated of coming before us at a later stage with stili further
to the House that ho did not bolieve it was possible reduced estimates, and I think the House and the country
for that work to be' accomplished for anything like will forgive him for any length he chooses to go in that
the figures for which the road was contracted for. direction, within the condition that he will give us a good
This has proved to be correct, and the Goverument feit road.
bound to offer this by competition, requiring that parties Mr. BLAKE. It is extraordinary with what, different
*hDuld, in the first place, deposit a cheque of $25,000, I think, ears we hear on the two sides of this Hfouse. I certainly
as the evidence of their bona fides, and, in the second place, did not hear the bon. Minister declaring, except with
five per cent. upon the amount of the contract. When these reference to the line between Red River and Thunder
stipulations were completed, the Government were obliged, Bay, that ho was about to give us a line not inferior
of course, to place the work under contract; the resuit has in character to that which has been formerly projeeted.
been to satisfy me that it was utterly impossible for thei If the hon. member does intend to say that the other sectionsto accomplish the construction of the work at anything like to be constructed are to be equalin character to those which,the figures they had undertaken. They were unable to|in earlier days had been projected, and had been the étandardcarry the work forward, and the contract, as the hon. of construction up to that time, I shall be very glad to know
gentleman knows, bas becn cancelled. If I had come back it. But that would be in contradiction of everything theto Parliament this year in the position in which I stood Minister of Railways has written and stated on that subjectlast year, asking for public monoy to construct thi8 as a to this moment. The member for Glengarry (Mr. McLennan)
Government work, it would have been my duty to revise believes that le heard him say that this reduction in the
my estinate for the central section. I have no hesitation cost was to be effected without alteration in the character
in saying that while we should have been able, with the of the road. Both the Minister's own statement last Session,new light we have obtained, to reduce largely the cost of his letters to the engineer, and the estimate of the engineer,the er.nstruction of the line between Thunder Bay and Red all point to alterations, impairing the character of the roedRiver, on the other hand, I should have been obliged frankly I exeept the portion from Thunder Bay to Selkirk- uon
to state to the House that, low as was the character of the which the Minister says he will be able to keep up theSir CUARLEs TUPPER.
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eharseter of-the road as to grades and curves, though the
charatter of 4he structures is, to some extent, inferior. I
did net say or imply that I wanted this information for the
purpoSe ot-making any charge against the Government.

Sir CHAILES TUPPER. I did not understand you to
do so.'

Mr. BLAKE. I said expressly I did not mean to make or
imply. any charge of impropriety in regard to altering the
character £f the road; but I said I thought that the country
was interested in knowing what the real change was in
the efficiency of the structure we were to get at
the roduced price-which I still think a very reason-
able demand, although every person in the louse
do.es not appear to agree with that view. The Min-
ister of' Railways objects to my inquisitiveness, saying
that he-gve me very important information already. But
no infornatmion produced at all indicates what the grades and
curves are to be in the British Columbia section, or were to
be on the 200 miles west of Red River; and we do not know,
in thee important particulars what the modifications were
to be. 'We knew the grades were to bedeeper and the curves
sharper-that was told us before the Session; but we did not
and do not know what the grades and curves were to be
while a close estimate was made on the 2nd April last, by
the late engineer and another by the present engineer, since
that time Ministers must know whatthe present standard of
grades and curves is, and there should bc no great difficulty
in telling us the facts. However, it is of great consequeneo
to get early all the information procurable. 1 think it is
important to get all asked in the motion. I hope the hon.
gentleman will not find I have asked for too much, for more
than his own engîneers Mr. Smith and Mr. Cambie gave
him, with reference to the British Columbia line, as it was then
proposed tobe constructed. Why should we not have the
infôrmation now,-as it was given thon. I think the motion
reasonable, and that we §Jhould have expected the information
without any demand, for our assistance as an element in the di~s-
cussion. I am glad to know the hon. gentleman will giveus,
early, ail ho can get, and bepe we shallobtain the rest at some
time or other, not distant, as even then it would be inte:e A ing
as a relict of the past.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is qite
correct in saying that I confined my statement to the
maintenance of a first-class road between Thunder Bay and
Red River. At the same time, I am prepared to stato that
the road in British Columbia, as now going on, and in con-
formity with the contracts originally made, will, I think,
be a very good and sufficient lino for all the traffic that will
require to be carried.

Mr. BLAKE. I believe that..

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. I will relieve the mind of the
hon. gentleman eand the louse, when I state that there will
be nocurve on the British Columbia section sharper than
any on the Intercolonial, and no gri de heavier than on this
road.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman mean te say
there is not a very bad grade on the Intercolonmal ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not; but I can say it is3
a first-lass road.

Mr. M&CKENZIE. It is not. The hon. gentleman
knows there is a grade on the Intercolonial under 700 feet
radin.

SirVCHARlYAS TUPPER. It is, nevertheless, a first-olass
road

M. MACRZ NTT7~ ?tha *t oartion will have toebeo

and steeper grades than the Intereolonial possesses, and
which are net only regarded as tiret clas roads, but accom.
modato an enormous volume of trao.

Mr. PLUMB. Yes; the Hudson River road, betweon
Albany and New York, has steeper grades, anud it is consi-
doed a first-class railway.

Sir CHIARIiES TUPPER. I will submit information,
apparently not covered by * the motion, including the
additional correspondence, which will embrace al tho
surveys not yet laid before the House.

Motion agreed to.

STEEL RAILS.

Mr. BLAKE movod for a statement showing the
quantity of steel rails and flastenings bouglit by the Govern.
ment in 1879, and average price thereof, together with
statement of interest on such price from date of payment
at the rate at which part thereof are to be conveyud to the
Canadian Pacifle Railway Company; the quantity already
delivered and the dates of such delivery, and dates at which
undelivered are due; the quantity already used by the
Governnent, and quantity required for completion of the
Government part of the railway; the qnntity whioh will
remain for convoyance to the Company and the prie
thereof according to contract as of its date 21st October,
18é0; the market value of such last montioned quantity on
the average prices for each of the months of September
and Octobor, 1880, and on the price of 2lst October, 1880.

Mr. PLUMB. There are one or two omissions in this
motion which, I presume, occurred throngh inadvertence,
and, before the motion is adopted, i beg to supply thoso
omissions by proposing the following amendment:-

That the motion be amended by adding to it the following words:-
"And also a statement showing thequantities of rails and fastenings pur-
chased by the Government in 1874, 1875 and 1876, showing the price
thereof and the interest on such purchases from the date of each purclase
until the said rails and fastenings were used on the Canadian Pacific
Railway or elsewhere, and showing also how and where such rails and
fastenin gewere used, what quantity remains unused, and the place or
places where such remainder is stored."

I think that in getting the information called for by this
resolution, it wiil bo desirable at the saine time to have
embodied in the report the information which I ask for,
and I trust the louse will be in accord in the view that
this amendment should be adopted, Thore have been, as
this Bouse well knows, several purchases of steel rails in
regard to which the public interest bas been shown ; and it
is desirable in matters of this kind to avoid, as far as
possible, multiplicity of documents and reports. I have no
doubt, therefbre, that the hon. gentleman will consent to
the amendment, and perhaps it was through inadvertence
that he did not insert in his own resolution a request for the
information of such importance for the purposes of con-
parison as I ask for in my amendment. There are purchases
of rails, and we like, when we get information of this
kind, to have all the information that can be elicitod by a
resolution of this Hlouse.

Sir RICHARD J. cARTWRIGHr. In furtherance of the
laudable object which the bo. member for Niagara has in
view, I would move that this resolution be further amonded
by requesting, that to the motion be added:

d And also the several guantities of steel rails bought since the lot
January, 1877, together with the prices thereof."

If it is desirable to have any additions to the retuirns, lot
us go back to a reasonable time, ten years back, and then
we will have all the information togother.

rebuilt when there is any groat traffic. Sir CHARLES TUPPER. As the duty of making these
8fBOARL S TUPPER. I could name half a dozen returns will devolve upon myself, I am not very adxious

fiistreles reade in the UJnited States with sharper curves to have tho work of preparing them any further extended,
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otherwise it might be well to go back to the period when
the rails were purchased for the Intercolonial, as I think
we can afford to have that period reviewed. However, I do
not now intend seriously to make that suggestion. The
information will of course be given, but [ may tell the
hon. gentleman that it will not establish the point which
the hon. gentleman has in view-namely, that a great deal
of consideration bas been sbhown to the Company by
allowing thom to purchase a large quantity of steel rails
when they could be purchased at a very low price. Of
course, it is well known that the Governmont were forta-
natenenough to secure 50,000 tons of steel rails at exeep-
tionally low prices-about 11,000 for the Intercolonial, and
39,000 for the Canadian Pacifie. The rails were not ail deli-
vered, as it was not necessary to have them delivered
promnptly; they are not on this side of the Atlantic. The Gov-
ernment requiring between 7,000 and 8,000 tons in British
Columbia, for the purpose of constructing the line there,
directed that the rails remaining in England should be shipped
to British Columbia, and there will be but a small quantity of
rails, if any, which the Company would have an opportunity of
receiving by paying the costs and charges. I-may say,
also, that there is a considerable amount of property which
we shall require them to take over, as the Government would
not require it, and we shall not expect to be dealt with too
closely in that regard. I do not think that any real loss
would have been ineurred by the Company being allowed
to pay the Government the amount whieh the rails cost,
including interest and ail other charges.

Mr. BLAKE. I have ne objection to my hon. friend from
Centre Huron, and my hon. friend from Niagaya, obtaining
the information which they desire, but if there is
to be great delay in bringing down the return,
eneuinbered by these amendments, if it involves
so much labor as the Minister seems to expect, I
trust ho will, at any rate, expedite the preparation of my
part.of the return as much as possible. The information
which is souglit is not desirable merely for the purpose of
politicai controversy, i which the member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb) is so fond of revelling, but it is germane to the
question which is now occupying so largely the attention of
the House and the country; it bears materially on one of
the terms of the bargain we are aked to sanction, and that
is the reason why I seek for the information. I trust the
return will be brought down as speedily as possible.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think it will occupy
much time in preparation.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). My hon. friend from West
Durham asks for information which is not in the possession,1
of the Government, officially. The motion requires informa-'
tion as to the market value of steel rails ini England, aj
matter upon which, I suppose, the Govern ment have not
any authentic information. Such information could only
be in the forma of facts or documents within the officiai cog-
nizance of the Government ; and, perhaps, in order to get ite
they may have to issue a Royal Commission or take some _s
other official stops to make certain what is now uneertain.v

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think we .shall have to askt
some gentleman to go to England to get accurate infor- r
mation.

Mr. BLAKE. I have no doubt the hon. member wonld go'i
himself, if he thought for a moment what the market value of e
rails was in September or October.

Mr. CAMERON, (Victoria). But that would not be
information within the power of the Government.d

Mr. BLAKE. I know the hon. gentleman is more power- h
ful than the Government, but I amn surprised that the Gov- o
ernment have not discovered the fact.b

Sir CuaniEs TUPPER.

Mr. PLUMB. I trust the information ~ sought
by the motion will be brought down as soon
as possible. My hon. friend the member for West
Durham (Mir. Blake) says that I revel in political contro-
versy. My hon. friend might perhaps have taken a share of
that remark to himself, and apportioned a great deal of it to
the hon. gentleman beside him (Sir Richard J. Cartwright),
who proposed the further amendment.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

TIHE PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT.

Mr. BLAKE moved for any statoment or estimate which
was made by or on behalf of the Government prior to the
making of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Contract, of,-(1).
the value to the Company of the cession of the Government
rails and fastenings at cost and interest; (2) the value te
the Company of the right to admission free of duty of the
materials required for the construction or equipment of the
Railway and Telegraph Line; (3) the value to the Company
of the perpetual exemption of the Railway and all stations,
station-grounds, workshops, buildings, yards, and other
property, rolling stock, and appurtenances required for the
construction and working thereof, and of the Capital Stock of
the Company, friom taxation by the Dominion, new Provinces
or Municipalities therein; (4) the value to the Company of
the exemption from taxation of their lands in the North..
West Territories until they are either sold or occupied for
20 years after the grant thereof from tho Crown.

Motion agreed to.

FOOD SUPPLY OF INDIANS.
Mr. MILLS moved for a statement shewing in what parts

of the North-West Territories there has been a total failure
of the usual supply of the food on which the Indians subsise;
what it is that bas so failed; how many Indians in conse-
quence of this total failure hae been dependent upon the
Indian Department for the meanE of subsistence; the kind
of supplies furnished; from whom purchased; where
purchased; whether by private contract or by public tender;
the amount paid for each kind; the quantity; the amount
paid for freight; to whom paid; from what places and to
what places carried; and the amount paid for distribution.
He said: My reason for asking for information is the very
broad statement that bas been put into the mouth of His
Excallency, namely, that there bas been an entire failure of
the usual supply for Indians in the North-West Territory.
As there are 30,000 Indians in that district, and as wo
know what it costs to feed them for a season, and as we
have the broad statement that there has been an entire
failure of the supply, it becomes a very serious matter. To
furnish the means of subsistence for 30,000 people impi¾es
an expenditure that would absorba very considerable portion
of the revenue of Canada. I think that we are entitled to the
fullest information on, tbhat subject. It may be that the
expenditure bas not been due so much to the failure of the
supplies of the Indians over that large territory, as it is to a
want of the facilities of transportation, or perhaps it may be
to the want of capacity in those Who are employed in that
partieular business. There is nothing, perbaps, connected
with the Administration of the Government about which it
s more important to have explicit information, for there
s nothing that so largely depends upon the fidelity and
energy of those who are charged with the administration
of Indian affairs. I think myself that the probability is,
hat that statement was somewhat too general in its character.
n many parts of the country the Indians are largely
lependent upon fish for means of subsistence, and if that
bas failed it is rather an extraordinary state of thinge. Ig
other parts they are dependent upon the chase, and we have
been informed that the hords of buffalos have returned, and
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consequetly that the Indians are better off now than
formedy. If this be the case, then the statement put into
the aiouth Of His Excellency is hardly warranted by the
fac"s. However, it is very important that we shonld have
the infoi-mation sought for at as early a peiiod in the Session
as it wolld be .le for the right hon. gentleman to bring
it b^fore the fouse.

Motion agreed to.

DISMISSAL OF INDIAN AG&NTS.

Mr. MILL moved for the correspondence relating to the
dismissal of any Indian Agent or other officers connected
with the management of Indian affairs in the North-West
Territories.

Motion agreed to.

POST OFFICE AT DOMINION CITY.

Mr. SCHULTZ, in the absence of Mr. RomAL, moved for a
returu of copies of all evidence taken before the Deputy
Postmaster of Winnipeg, in the course of the present year,
with referonce to the grave complaints made against the
management of the Post Office at Dominion City; also
copy of the report of the said officer.

Motion agreed to.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS IX MANITOBA.

Mr..SCHULTZ moved for areturn of all receipts from
Government Railways in operation in the Province of
Manitoba and the Territory of Kewaydin during the months
of Septçmber, October and November.

Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT.
Sir JOHIN A. MACDONAL D moved the adjournment of

the House.
Mr. MILLS asked the hon. leader of the Government if'

he would bring without a motion all correspondence between
this Government and the Government of Manitoba
in reference to the enlargement of the boundaries
of that Province. Ie also asked him whether the terms of
the Bill which had been introduced into the Manitoba
Legislature on the sane subject had been agreed to by the
Government here.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not read the Bill.
I received a draft of a bill froin Mr. Norquay, the Premier
of Manitoba, which I have not yet been able to read, but I
have not bad my attention particularly drawn to the Bill
now before the Legislature of that Province, thongh I have
seen it mentioned in the newspapers. I fancy the measure
to be introduced here will not accord in all respects with
that measure.

House adjourned at 5.35 p. m., to Tuesday the 4th day of
January next.

HOUSE OF C9MMONS9
TusDY, 4th January, 1881.

The SpEAKEza took the Chair at Three o'clock.

-PaZRms.
NEW MEMBER.

1Mr. ScoTr, member-elect for the Electoral District of Sel-
kirk, having previously taken the oath according to law and
subscribedhe roil containiing the saine, was introduced by Sir
John A. Macdonald and Mr. Langevin, and took his seat.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
House again resolved tself into Committee for the further

consideration of certain proposed resolutions for granting and
appropriating twenty-tive millions of dollars and twenty-flve
millions of acres of land in the North-West Torritories,
according te the contract relating to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway transmitted to this Bouse by His Excellenry the
Governor General by his Message dated December 10th.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I dosire to say a few words
upon the important question before the Committee, and I
shall endeavor to approach the question with all the
earnestness that I can command. I listenod to the speeches
that were made upon both sides of the Houso with a good
deal of attention, and especially to the speech made by the
hon. gentleman who introduced the resolutions. I have-
also read the speeches which that hon. gentleman has made
outside of the House, with an.earnest desire to discover as
far as possible the line of argument by which the Mirnister
of Railways proposed to justify the contract for which ho
bas invoked the sanction Of Parliamont. One is naturally
curious to know what arguments eau be brought
forward in support of a contract contaiing such peculiar
and extraordinary provisions, and grantang such rights,
privileges and franchises as the one now beore the Ilouse.
Before, however, endeavoring to analyze the arguments
which have been advanced by bon. gentlemen opposite, I
must say that I believe the Minister of Railways lias made
the best of a very bad case. Hie made a spoecl extending
over five hours, during three hours of whih we were favored
with quotations fron the speeches of the hon. meinber for
West Durham (Mr. Blake), and the hon. mmniber for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), while only about an hour and
a half was devoted to the hon. gentleman's own scheme.
When we dissect the speech of the M inister of Rail-
ways, and sift the wheat from the chaff, when wo
analyze it fairly and honostly, we find tliat the hon. gentle-
man justifies this extraordinary contract on two grounds. le
says, first, that the propositionl h lias submitted to Parlia-
ment is the best proposition that was ever submitted to
Parliament-a proposition superior to the Allan contract,
and to the proposition which was maie by the lion. member
for Lambton in 1874. Secondly, the hon. gent leman says that
this bargain is the very best that the Government could
make ; and in order to show that the proposition of the
Government is superior to the one submitted in 1873, or the
one submitted by the hon. member for Lambton in 1874,
the hon. gentleman undertakes to compare the present
contract with those schemes respectively. But, Sir,
it does not appear to me that this is a fair tie of argument.
What might be considered a fair bargain in 1873
or 1874, a bargain in the intereuts of the country, might not
be so considered in the year 1880; and, at all events, we are
not now discussing the terns either of the A ltan eontract of
1873, or the scheme proposed by the mem ber for Lambton
in 1874. Good or bad, the Allan contract failed; the mem-
bers of the Company failed to carry out its ternis, and we
are not now called upon to diseuss it. We are now called
upon to deal with a living contract,-the Tupper contract,
the one we are now discussing,-and to say whether that
contract is one whicl Parliament should ratify. Nor are
we now ealled on to determine whether or not the
terms proposed by the hon. member for Lambton for
the construction of a trans-continental railway were in the
interests of the country-that is the proposition made by
the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) and sanc-
tioned by Parliament; and in discussing the termos of
this contract we must not only consider that time and
circumstances are entirely changed, but that those proposi-
tions, whether good or bad, are not now open for discussion.
The former propositions were never carried out, and what
we have now te deal with is the vital and living question of
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whether the propositions made by the hon. the Minister of
R1ailways are such as we ought to approve. Even if it
were true, as a matter of fact, that the propositions now before
Parliament are better than those embodied in the Allan
charter, or better than those submitted by the hon. member
for Lambton, that would not justify us in aflirming the pro-
positions now before the House. A period of six years
bas passed since the Mackenzie propositions were submitted
to Parlianent. The character and position of the ciuntry
have entirely changed since thon, and we are now face to
face with a different elass of circumstances. But, Sir, I deny
that as a matter of fact, the present propositions are at al to
be compared to those embraced in the Alan chairter, or te
those covered by the bill of my.hon. friend from Lambton.
My hon. feiend from Richmond and Wolfe (Mr.Ives) took the
aine ground as was taken by the Minister of Iailways ;

lie undertook to analyze the A llan charter and the hon.
member for Lambton's propositions, but he only dealt with
what he was pleased to call the minor details of t[bose schemes.
I commend the judgment and the discretion of my hon. friend
in touching lightly upon what he calied the minor details,
details which 1 consider of the first importance in the discus-
sion of this question. I say that a comnparison between those
two schemes and the present one will show that the terms
of this contract are infinitely worse for the country than the
terims of the A llan contract or the Mackenzie proposals. Has
the hon. the Minister of Railways or the member for Rich-
mond and Wolfe taken the trouble to analyze the terms of
the Allan charter ? It contained many bad things which,JI
believe, were not in the interest of the country; but, as com-
pared with this contiract it was infinitely superior in every
respect. I wiIl trouble the iIonse for a moment or two
with a short analysis of the Allan charter and the proposals
of 1874 and compare them with the present contract, as I
considor it a matter of the first importance that the louse
and the country should understand the difference between the
two, more espeeially as 1[observe that not only on the floor
of Parliament, where the'Minister ot Railways'utterances are
reeoived with the attention to which tbey are entitled, but
that, in his peregrinations throughout the country, he has
taken precisely the sane line, and declared that the terms of
this contract were ihr superior to the terms of the Allan
charter and the Mackenzie proposals-but on all occasions
the hon. gentleman has carefully abstained from pointing
out in what respect. The very first point in this contract is
also the first one in the Allan charter, and that is the char-'
acter of the road. What did the Allan contract say of the
kind of road we were to get for our money, and then what
does this contract say on the saine subject? You will find
that under clause 9 of the Allan charter, it is provided:

" That the railway shall be constructed and equipped according to
specifications to be 'hereafter agreed upon between the Governor and
thîe Company, and that the materials of, and manner in which the seve-
rai works formning part thereof shall be constructed, and the mode of
working the railway, or any part thereof, ineluding the description and
capacity of the locomotive engines and other rolling stock for working it
shall be such as maybe hereafter agreed upon between the Government
and the Company.

Is there any clause of that kind in the eontract we are
asked to ratify ? In bald words we are told that the road is
to be built after the standard of the Union Pacifie Railway,
as it was when first constructed. There is not a word in the
contract about the work being constructed upon specification
to be provided by the Government, and there is not a word
in it abut the work, materials, mode of construction, and
the locomotives being of such a class and character as
shall be agreed upon between the Governor in Council and
the Company. Everything under the contract we are now
asked to ratify depends upon the condition of the Union
Pacifie Railway when it was first construeted. Upon that
point there is a difference of opinion that I shall discuss here-
after. In the one case the work is under the direct control of
the Governor in Council, or in other words,of Parliament, in

Mr. CAEaoN (Huron).

the other case everythingi a in the hands of the Oompany
itself, without any supervision or control by the Government,
Parliament or -the people, taking the Union Pacifie when
first constructed as the standard. Yet the member for
Richmond and Wolfô and the Minister of Railways
doclare that in every respect this contract is equal
to, if not superior, to the Allan contraet. Thère
is another very important point in which the Allan
contract, in my judgment, is for superior to this one.
The same clause of the Allan contract provides:

" That in order to establish an approximate standard, the Union Pacific
Railway is selected as the standard, but in a general way only, and not
with resect to any minor details in its construction or working which meay
be foundi objectionable. Nor with respect to alignment and grades, wdeh
shall be as favorable as the nature of the country will admit of ithout
undue expenditure."

Under the Allan contract not only were the miner details
in the bands of the Government, but the grades, alignment
and curves were to be, net after the standard of the Union
Pacifie Railway, but such as would reeeive the sanction of
the Governor in Council. Under the present contract every-
thing is left iii the hands of the Syndicate, with the simple
stipulation that the Canadian Pacifie Railway shall be con-
structed after the standard of the Union Pacifie Railway as it
was when first constructed, which, I contend, was upon the
10th of May 1869, and I shall endeavor te show this fact and
what its condition was thon. The hon. Minister of Railways
tells us that this contract is superior te the Allan contmct,
and that it is the best that was ever submitted to Parliament.
Let us examine still further and see if the hon. gentleman is
correct. The Allan contract provided ample security for
the completion and equipment of the work. lon.gentlemen
opposite tell us that in the prosent case that point is of no
consequence, that these men will go on and complote the
work. The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe discussed
this point at length. He told us they will build the eastern
section because they will make a profit ont of it. They
will build the western section because they will make a pro-
fit out of it; but the hon. gentleman forgot to point out the
immense profit they would make ont of the central section,
and that it rested entirely in their own hands as to whether
they should pocket the millions they could make out of
the central section and abandon the eastern and western
sections altogether, and that the only security the
country had for the completion of the eastern and western
sections was the sum of $1,000,0,O. Under the Allan con.
tract ample security was provided that the whole road should
be comploted and equipped. sausethree of that contract
provided that the shareholders could not transfer their shares,
and thus escape liability, until six years from the date of the
charter. Is there anything of the kirid here? On the con-
trary, under the Act of Parliament appended to this con-
tract there is express provision that the moment
this Company becomes incorporated, the personal respon-
sibility of the shareholders ceases, and this fact the hon.
Minister of Railways forgot to mention, both in his speeches
in Parliament and to the country on this subject. This
provision of the Allan contract was some guarantee that this
road would be completed and equipped to the satisfaction of
the Government and the country. Here there is no such
guarantee. The Atlan contract further provided that the
capital of the Company shoald be $10,4000,000, that only
ton per cent, of that sum should be paid, and that
the personal obligation of the stockholders for the
other $9,090,000 should remain as a security for the
final completion and equipment of the road. This cogntract
does not offer any such security. It leaves it optional with
the Company to abandon the eastern and western sections
altogether; no sufficient guarantee is provided against that
contingency ; and yet the hon. Minister of Railways and the

.hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. ies) tel us
that this is the best contract-ever submitted te P»dament.
There are other 'discrepanciès between these two Son-
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tracte to which I wish to refer. Clause ton of the
Allau centract provided that when each twenty miles
of the railway was comploted the Company were bound to
work the same for ithe conveyance of freight and pawsengers.
They were bound to work it effectually and in the
public interest. I very much doubt if, under clauses
seven and eight of this contract, the Company are bound to
work the road at all, until the whole f it is ecompleted.
Then as to the lands, you will find that the Allan contract
made ample provision for the encouragement of settlers in
the North-West. Clause fourteen provided that the Company
wereto get 50,000,000 acresof lan din alternate blocks 20 miles
in depth on oach aide of the main lino, and not lss than 6
nor more than 12 miles in width. If any of the alternate
blocks to which the company were entitled, were unfit for
settlement, they were still bound to take at least one mile in
depth and 12 miles in width on each side of the railway.
Under this contract, the Company are the sole judges of the
kind of land they are to get, and where they are to get it.
They alone have the selection. If they find 20 or 30 acres
of akaline land or muskeg, they may refuse the whole sec-
tion and select elsewhere at their option in the fertile belt.
And yet, the hon. Minister of Railways tells us this is the
best contract ever submitted to Parliament, although
in this very essential element it falls far short of giving
the protection afforded by the Allan contract to the
settlers and the country. The Allan contract also
provided that the Company were bound to take their
50,000,000 acres, of fair average quality of the land, in the
section of the country best adapted for settlement, and were
not permitted, as this contract permits the Syndicate, to take
the best lands from the belt first, and then select
wherever they choose elsewhere for the remainder of their
grant. By clause sixteen of the Allan contract it was provi-
ded that the price of the land should, from tie to time, be
decided between the Government and the Company, according
to the price that could be obtained for such lands without
obstructing the settlement of the country. Surely that was
a wise provision; but there is no such provision iii this con-
tract. The construction of the railway there was not
the only object had in view. What is the use of the railway
unless we get settlers there ? And if the terms of this
contract are such as to retard the settlement of the country,
thon I say this contract ought not to be affirmed. Under
the Allan contract, the surveys were to be paid as part of
the sui.sidy; under this contract the Government pays the
cot of the surveys. Under the Allan contract the Company
got the right of way over the lands, and the right of way
only; under th'is contract the Company get a great
deal more-they get their roadbed, the lands for
their station-houses, the lands for their workshops, the
lands for their dockyards, and lands for other appurtenances.'
As if the Government had not given ther enough under
specifie termas, the Government added, another clause to give
them other appurtenances, and that without limit. There is
no limit to the quantity of land they are to get for these
purposes; and yet, hon. gentlemen tell us, and it was stated
in te country by te hon. Minister of Railways, that this is
a better contract, by far, than the Allan contract. Besides all
this, there are many things in this contf-act that were
not in the Allan contract at all-things which my hon. friend
from Richmond and Wolfe forgot to mention. In the Allan
contract there was nothing said about admitting to the
country all the supplies required for the road and all the
materals used in the road freeof duty. In the eyes of my
hon. friend this may be a smail matter, but in the eyes of the
Syndicate, it amounts to exactly $5,000,(100. In the Allan
contract there was no monoply of the right to construct
branch roade south of the Pacific Railway. The
monopoly of the carrying trade was not inthe Allan contract;
here it is, and here in such a way that even the power of Parlias
ment cannot rectifVy the wrong if this cOntract receives the

s anction of Parliament. Ron. members opposite do not think
this of much imîportance. I think ifthey sit down and figure

a itout they will tind it of very considerable importance. The
lande were not exempt fi-ont taxation in the Allan contract,
nor were the rolling stock and capitalstock; they areail
exempt from taxation in this eotrauct. Under the Alian
contract the company had not the power to select the land
wherever they saw fit; the (jovernient had a voice in the
matter. Ilere the Coipany solect where they see fit; the
Government have no voie in the inatter; and yet the
Minister of Railways says ii Parliamennt, and out of it, that
this contract is fice superior to the Allan contract,-that it is
the best that has been laid on the 'iable of the lHouse or
proposed to Parlianont, and he appeals to, his fbllowers to-
day,and his foillowers hoartily res4pond, and say that it is the
best contract ever submitted to the louse, when a fair
comparison of the two contracts would convince any
disinterested man that the tern of the Allai contraot, bad
as they were, were not as bad as the ternis of this vontract.
But that is not all. The hon. gentleman goes a step furth.er,
and says that tho ternis of this contract are not ontly superior
to the tors of the Allan contract, but to the proposais sub-
mitted to Parliament by the hon. member for Lanbton, and
embodied in the Act of 1874. if that were true, and I sumit
to the House that it is not truc, it would afford no justification
for the proposition whieh the Minitster of Railways has
submitted to Parlianient. Lot us for a moment compare
this contract with the proposition made by the lion. memuber
for Lambton, and bear in mind tiat they oyro only proposi-
tions-propositions submitted to Parliamient under the Act
introduced by the bon. inember l>r Lanbton. Ilis Govern-
nient took to it-elf the power of cioistriicting this railway in
the way pointed out in the Statute, but they wore nrely pro-
positions after all, not of il binding ciaracter as these are.

e are told we have to aceept there as they stand, good,
bad or indifferent; no modification, n changes. Good or
bal, we have to accopt ettie. Let us for a mnt comparo
this contract with the terms of that Aet, and sue if the ton.
gentleman's statemuîert is correet, that this is the better of
the two. Now, let us take the very tirst grotund
presenited in all the sclemes- the standard of tthe
railway. ]t may b said this is a inatter of small
importance, but I say it is a imatter of prîimo irtportanoo,
because, if you take the standard of the Union Paeific
Railway, on the l0th of May, 1869, and give us a road of
that character, then youhave an inferior road-a fourth-
clas road. Take it am it was in 1873, arid you have i lroad
somewlat butter, but still a bad1 road ; tite it as it was in
1874, and it is sonewat botter still, but by no neans a
good road ; but bCtweeni the 0tl of May, 18,,9, and
the 1st of Octoher, 1874, the Union Pacific Railway Comnpany
spent upon their road sonething iii the neighborhood
of $10,000,000, to muake it anything like a road, that
freight and passengers could be carried over with
any degree of safety or pro 1)mptitule. 'I heefre, it
is important that the period whoen the Union Iacific Railway
was first constructed should be alrcatdy settled, in order
that we may unJferstand the kind off road we are getting.
It is important, especially in view of the fiet that the other
portions of the road that are being constructed by the Gov-
ernment are to beVfirs-ass roads-that thtis road,
for which the country, in rny judgment, is paying an
enormous sum of mney, should be sometithing more than a
fifth-clas road, should be better, at all events, than
the Union Pacitic Railway was on the 15tlh of May, 1869.
Therefore, if I take up sometime in discussing this standard,
it is because it is important and I wish to impress its
importance upon the louse and country. In the Act of
184, section 6, the following provision is made:-

" The grades of the railway and the manner and the materials of and
upon whzeh the several works forming part thereof shall be constructed
and the mode of working the railway, including Phe description and
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capacity of the locomotive engines and other rolling stock, shall be such
as may be determined by the Governor in Council.'

Sir, there the Company have not a word to say, not a
s llable. They are not made the sole judges. The Union,
Pacific Railway is not adopted as the standard; it is left,
entirely to the Governor in Council, in other words, to Par-
liament, in other words te tho people ofthe country, to whom
Parliament and the Government are responsible, and the
mode of construction, the materials to be used, the kind of
road to bc built, the rolling stock to be used on the road, are
all in the bands of the Government in Council. Here there is
nothing of the kind. The jovernment in Council have not
a word to say in the matter. Their mouths are closed, their,
hands are tied, and it is left entirely in the bands of the
Company-practically, absolutely and substantially in the
hands of the Company-to say the kind of road they are to
give us for the enormous concessions we are making to them.
And yet, we are told by the Minister of, Railways and the
member for ]Richmond and Wolfe, and the inister of
Public Works, that this is the best contract that was ever
submitted to Parliament; that it is botter than the pro-
position subnitted in the Bill of the member for Lambton,
and botter than any other proposition preserted to Parlia-
ment for the building of this great trans-continental railway.
Is that all ? No. The Minister of Railways tells us it is the
best contract Parliament could possibly make. How does
he know that? How does the House know it? Did he
give the country an opportunity of judging whether it is
or not ? Did he give contractors an opportunity of tender-
ing for the work, or of coming to the Government and
saying, we will undertake its performance? Let us know
your propositions-your concessions. Not aI all. Secretly,
behind the back of Parlianent and without the knowledge
of the people's representatives, the hon. gentleman signs
this contract and affixes his official seal, without the
authority or sanction of Parliament. He contents himself
by lelling us it is the best contract ever submitted to Par-
lianent and the best the Government could do. How do we
know that ? The Government bas refused the people's
representatives in Parliament, and the people themselves an
opportunity of pronouncing upon the character of the
other proposais and schemes. They refused to give us
material upon which an opinion could be formed. They
sii)ly asked us to take their word that this was
i ho very best bargain that could be made. So far as
I an concerned, though in some things 1 may have faith
in the hon. Minister of Railways, on this question I have
very little faith in him. I want to have the material before
me on which to form an opinion. But the Government
refused to give tho people, refused to give the representatives
of the people, an opportunity of judging whether or not this
was the best offer that was made and the best bargain that
eould be made. The Government refused to submit it to the
people. 'T'hey refused to submit their scheme to public
competition. They did not tell the public, as they ought to
have told the public: "We want to build this railway;
there are our grants; hore are our concessions; give us a
tender for the contract." No; the hon. gentleman enters
into a secret contract with this Company, and then boldly
asks Parliament to ratify his action. Net so did
the lion. inember for Lambton discharge bis duty
to the publie. Under the propositions of the hon.
inember for Lambton, the case was entirely different. The
lands were tobe set apart, but without the exemption

rivileges and advantages given under this contract to the
Company; and above ail, the public were to have an
opportunity ofjudging in regard to the work, beeause he pro-
vided in clause cight, sub-section one, that every contract
should e submitted to tender. If that had been done bere, we
should not have the same ground of complaint. lt does not
rest with the hon. Minister of Railways to say this is the
best that could be doue when he did not give the public an

Mr. CAMERoN (Ullron).

opportúnity of tendering for this work n the
basis of the sabsidies, grants, advantages, priviloges,
immunities and franchises given under this contract.
Under the proposition- made by the hon. member for
Lambton, it was provided that the lands shtild be in
alternate sections of twenty square miles on th6 line of
railway, or at a cônvenient distance therefrom, each section
having a frontage of not less than three miles nor miore
than six miles on the line of the said railway, that two-
thirds of the quantityof land so appropriated should be so1d
by the Government at such prices as might, from time to
time, be agreed upon between the Govornor in Council and
the Company, the proceeds thereof to be paid to the
Company; the balance of the land to be con-veyed to the
Company and the land to be f a fair average quality; and
when sufficient quantity could not be found in the immediate
vicinity of the railway, as iueh as might be-required to
completo such quantity, to be appropriated at sunh other-
places as might be determined by ,the Governor
in council. Now, there were important advantages and
important reservations under these terms. lu the first
place, the Government reserved to themselves the control of
two-thirds of those lands, the power of selling those lands,
proceeds to be handed to them, and thereby had the power of
encouraging immigration. They did not hand those lands
over absolutely to a company, and they did not, above al
things, give a direct inducement to a company to hold those
lands from public occupation for a period of from twenty to
to forty years, by exempting them from taxation,
as is done under this contract. More than that.
They provided that if the lands the company were
to get could not be got within the railway belt, they were
to be selected elsewhere by the Governor in Council. Had
the Governor in Council a word to say on the -subject under
this contract ? Not a word ; and bear in mind that under
the terms of the hon. member for Lambton's proposal, the
Governor in Council was to be the sole judge as to where
these lands were to be selected, while under the present
contract they are absolute!y left to the unrestricted
choice of the Company, and not only that but the lands
are to be conveyed to the Company, with the direct
inducement to hold them until, by the industry of
the settlers of the North-West, they will have become
immensely valuable. Under the proposal of the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton there was protection for the settlers; under
this, the Governor in Council abnegate, their functions and
hand over to this irresponsible Company the management,
sale and prices of these lands. Yet the bon. Minister of
Railways, with the coolness and apparent sincerity which so
distinguish bis utterances in this House and on the public
platform, tells us this is the best contract ever submitted to
Parliament, far botter than either the Allan charter or the
propositions made in 1874. On referring to the propositions
of 1874, you will flnd. another important element in the
carrying trade of the world dealt with, to my mind, one of
the most important elements open to discussion in connection
with this matter, namely, the rate of freight for passengers,
and goods. How was that disposed of in the Act of 1874. lu
clause 8, sub-section 8, the following language is used:-
"The road when completed to be the property -of
the Company, but toe rrun under such regulations
as may, from time to time, be made by the Gov-
ernor in Couneil, as regards the rates chargeable for
passengers and freight, the number and description of trains
to be run and the accommodation to be afforded fer-freight
and passengers." Under the present contract, the rates for
both passengers and freight are left completely under the
control of he company. The only provision on this
subject is that neither the Government nor Parliament can
intorfere until the Company have, ait ald eventi, realitbd
out of the net earnings at lenast ten per cent. on the cost
of tha road. - We know what that menus. It
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meansthat the Company can exact from the public rates up
to at least $1o,000;000 before Parliament can interfere,
and we are told by the hon. Minister of Railways, the
hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) and the
hon. Minister of Public Works, that, notwithstanding this
clear point of divergence between the two proposals, this is
the best that was ever submitted to Parliament. Another
proposition contained in the Act of 1874, not in the present
contract, is of -the first importance in dealing with the ques-
tion, that is the right reserved by the Government to acquire
the road at any time. The Bill ofthe hon. member for Lambton
provided that the Government could purchase the road or
any part of it on payment of the cost of the road and ton per
cent, less the money subsidy and the proceeds of the sales of
the lands; and if these lands are as valuable as we now say
they are, and as we would believe they are-if they are
worth 85 an acre, as I believe they are-then, under this
wise provision, the Government would ultimately not only
acqdire the road, but after charging against the eost of the
road and the ten per cent., the money subsidy and the price
realized for the land, there would be a balance
coming to the Government. But in the contract now
before the House, it is not only proposed to give the Syndi-
cate the land and the money, but to hand over to them the
road itself absolutely without reservation, without control or
limitation, or the power of purchasing. The Company may
harass the people of the North-West, they may exact extor-
tionate or exorbitant rates ; and the Government are power-
less. More than that. Under the proposition of the momber
for Lambton the' Government had power to suspend the
work on any portion of the road; but there is no such
provision in the bargain now before the Bouse.
it was provided in the scheme of the lion. member
for Lambton that the costs of the surveys, which
are now estimated to be $3,500,000, should be part of
the subsidy; but under this contract, in addition to all the
other grants and privileges which I have po'inted out, the
cost of the surveys is to be paid by the Government. A nd
over and above all this, the hon. meniber for Lambton
not propose ihat the materials us-d in the construction ofi
the road were to be admitted free of duty-; he did not
propose that the Company should have a nonopoly of
the carrying trade of the North West, he did not propose that
they should have untaxed all the lands requeii d oiir road-
bed, station and station ground, or water froniage;
he did not propose that the plant, the capital invested,
'hould be exempt from taxation for aillime to
come ; he did not propose that this gigantic
monopoly should has e the selcLion of 'the best lands
in the North-West Territories. I think that anyone who
makes an honest comparison between the two schemes must
candidly admit that, while in the Mackenzie contract there
was some protection for the country, sorne safeguard for the
people, in the present contract there are none. Sir, 1 now
desire refer to another argument employed by the hon.
Minister of Railways, an argument which I thini was scarcely
a fir one. 'J he hon. gentleman in discussing this question,
makes no allowanct for the difference in the condition of
affairs between 1874 and 18MO, for the increase in value of
the lands, and the general development of the country
between à8 73 and 1880. .In 1873 thore was no access to the
country; the St. Paul and Manitoba Riailway was not con-
structed, and not a dollar had been expended on the road
between Thunder Bay and Selkirk ; and outside of
what is now the important City of Winnipeg there were
scarejy any settlers other than Indians who roamed over
the plains. And when we have spent enormous sumo of
money in acquiring the country to - getting access to
it, and developing its tervices and making the land
valuable, wé are asked to hand over all those benefits to
an independent company irresponsible to Parliament. Why
should not the country receive the benefit of the increasd

value of the land, when that increased value is the result of
the expenditure of the people's money ? I now wish to touh
for a moment upon some of the objectionable faatuires of the
contract. The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr.
Ives) said, in dealing with this branch of the subjeot, that
ho would touch lightly upon some of these fatures. I
commend the hon. gentlemau's discretion in deciding to
touch them lightly, for I think it would be searcely safe for
him to touch otherwise than very lightly upon such extra-
ordinary propositions. And first, there is the question of
standards. I know there is a difference of opinion upon this
subject, as to the time and mode of construction, and it shall
be my endeavor, if possible, to set that difference of opinion
at rest. Why, let me ask, should thore be any doubt upon a
question of such importance as this ? Why, in the propara-
tion of this,con tract, was thiere any roorleft for doubt ?It
is said by one lion. gentleman that it is the Union Pacifie
as it was on the 1et October, 1.74, that is toe hothe
standard of construction for this road, while anothor hon.
gentleman says that the standard is that of the Union Pacifio
as it was when first constructed, namoly, on 10th May, 18o9.
Why, I repeat, should there h any roomn for doubt upon the
matter ? Surely the hon. Minister of Railways could have
solected out of his own exhaustles vocabulary a few plain
words, which, if they had boon inserted in this contract,
would have settled the matter beyond a doubt. I as-ume that
the hon. Minister ofJustice had something te do with drawing
the contract, as it naturally belongs to his department-
though on the face of it, I must say, it bears littie evidence
of having been drawn by skilful hands-why could not he
have chosen a few simple words from his more limitod
vocabpl ary which would have set the matter at rest, and
avoided long discussions in Parliamont, and long and expon-
sive litigation before the Courts, in order to settie what period
of the Union Pacifie was meant by the words "when first
constructed." But to show the utter carelessness, the wanton
recklessness with which the Goverunent appear to have
entered into the bargain, allow nie to point out that the
M inister of Railways hirself did not know what was in the
contract, and was ignorant of what he was committing the
country to. He assumed, in the first place, that the standard
of the road was the same as that provided for in the Allati
contract, and it was only when ho was brought to book for
so assuming, contrary to the fact, by the hon. member for
West Durham, that the Minister in charge of this great work
discovered that the road was not to be built upon that
standard, but by a much inferior one, namelv, the Union
Pacifie road as it was on the 10th May, 169. But why could
not the hon Minister of Railways, with his usual astuteness,
have made the Union Pacifie, as it was in 1874, the standard
by which this road was to be built ? I by no means admit
that the Union.Pacitic at that date was a good road, or that
it would be a safe and proper standard, but suroly the diffi-
culty could have been got over by a few simple words, stating
clearly what the roal standard was to be. The hon. member
for North Victoria (Mr. Cameron) said that the Union
Pacifie, as it was in 1s74, must be taken as the standard, but
this is clearly not the case; but the Minister of Railways
should have put the matter beyond controversy. That he
does not do. He does not say the Union Pacifie Railway
as constructed or as finally completed, shall be the standard,-
but ho uses the words, "the Union Pacifie Iailway as tirst
constructed," and that, in my judgment, puts the matter
boyond the shadow of a doubt, and you must- go back to
the railroad whon it was first constructed, and that was in
May, 1869. Now, I propose to show that the words the
hon, gentleman his used in this contract brings us back to
the 10th May, 1869, at which time the Union Pacifie was
first constructed, and we must take that road, at that tiqne,
as the standard by which the Canadian Pacifie Railway is
to be built. It is known by those who have examîied the
matter that in 1:62 and 1864, the United Statos Governmout
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made grants of land and money to the Union Pacifie, the
Centrai Pacific, and the Southern Pacific Railways; that these
grants involved considerable expenditure, 816000 a mile,
from Omaha to the base of the Rocky Mountains; 848,000
a mile for the 150 miles through the Rocky Mountains;
$32,000 a mile for the rond located between te Rocky
Mountains and the Sierra Nevada Mountains; $48,000 a
mile for the 150 miles through the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. Congress by the same Act donated 12,800
acres per mile for the construction of these roads. A
reference to the Act of Gongress will show that these
companies were entitled to get their subsidy in iorney and
lands as each section of twenty miles was constructed, and
that Congress had the power of appointing Commissioners to
examine and report upon the kind of road they were getting;
and as soon ns these reports were handed to Congress,
the money and the land subsidy were handed over to the
eompanies. The public documents of the United States
show that on the 23rd of November, 1868, the Commissioners
appointed by Act of Congress to examine and report upon
the Union Pacifie Railway from.Omahn, 890 miles westward,
reported as follows :-

lThat tbey append to the report a table of the distances between
stations now constructed."

And at that time, nccording to thoir report, there were 890
miles constructed out of the 1,038, the real length of the
Union Pacific Rlailroad. The Commissioners further say:

" We will repeat here that the west-end of the track as we found and
have considered it, is at the junction of Muddy Lake and Black's Fort,
190 miles from Omaha. We are aware the Railroad Company had not
reported then the lat 90 miles as ready for examination by the regular
Government Comnussioners."

You will find that on tho 29th of Junuary, 186S, fth Presi-
dont of' the Union Pacifie Rzilway presented to Congress,
as ho was bound to do uJrlvr the Act of incorporation, bis
report on the progress and condition of the road. Among
other things he reportedil that the earnings of the road up to
the 30th of December, 18G7, wore $1,864,000. If the road
was not constructed there could be no earnings. But it was
thon in iunnning ordor, for the Presideft of lthe RaihWay
reported that $5,160,000 of United States bonds had issued
that year for 335 miles of the rond completed that year.
On the 9th of Marih 1871, the President of the Union
Pacifie presented the financial report of that railway in
which ho stated

"That $6,360,000 of United States bonds had issued that year for 335
miles of the road completed; and that they had received seven per cent.,
bonds secured by mortgages on 12,000,000 acres of land."

Now, under their A et of incorporation they could not receive
this money until the rond was tinally completed and taken
off their hands by the Government. The President further
reported that up to that time they had sold 292,900 acres of
land, but under their charter-they could not acquire the land,
and ofe course could not sell it until the road was compileted'
Poor, in bis "Manual of Railways," says that the road was
completed on the 10th May, 1869, to the junction of the
Central Pacifie Railway,-on theluth May, l169,-when a
continuous line across the continent was formed I hope
that the gentlemen on the other side of the Bouse are now
satisfied that the Union Pacifie Railway, from Omaha to
the junction of the Central Pacific Railway, -was corppleted
on the 10th of May, 1869. If they are not, I will give them1
furtherevidence. In the Arerican Railway Manual of 1873,
page 540, it is stated:

"'Work was commenced in 1863, but the difficulty of procuring labor
and material at that time seriously interfered with the pugress of thee
contractors, and it was not until 1865 that the grading and bridging ofg
100 miles -was completed, and the iron laid from Omaha to Fremont.1
After that time the roa was pen for traffic from point to point, 'with1
much greater rapidity than had ever been known before in the history of1
railways.1

Mr. CAmERoN (Huron).

In 1866, 265 miles of the road were completed; in 1867,
245; in 1868, 350 miles were completed; and in May, 1869,
a junction was effected at Ogden with the Central Pacific
Railway, forming a continuous line between the Atlantic
and the Pacifie of 1,038 miles. Are hon. genitlemen now
satisfied that this road was first constructed on the 10th of
May 1869 ? Are hon. gentlemen yet satisfied ? No! 'Well
I will try to convince them still further. My hon. friend
from Victoria, who is an able lawyer, I suppose will besati.
fied with the judgment of a court of last i esort upon the sub-
ject. I hold in my hand one of the last voluines of the rep->rt f
of the Supreme Couit of the Unitod States, where this point
is discussed, and whore, by a solemn judgment of that Court,
the question is settled, and settled beyond a peradventure,
that the Union Pacifie Railway was first cor-structed on the
10th of May, 1869. The question arose in this way : Under
the terms of the charter, and in consideration of the land
and money subsidy, that company was bound to pay 5 per
cent of the net earnings of the road to the United Staites
Goverument to recoup them for the money advanced and
the land granted. They were bound further to carry troops
and munitions of war over that road for one ha!f the ordinary
price. In 1878 the railway colnpany brouglit an action
against the United States Government t recoer a large sum
of money for transporting troops over their road. The
United States Government set up by way of defence, a
claim by way of a set-off for 5 per cent.on the net earnings
of the road to which they were entitled, under the chaiter,
from the 10th of May, 1869 to 1S74; and the company
resisted that application on the ground that the road was
not constructed until October, 1874. The matter first came
up before the Court of Clains, and the Judge of that court
debided that the road, having been finally completed on the
l0th day of May, 1869, tho Union Pacifie Railway Company
were bound to pay to the United States Government five
per cent. on the net earnings of that road from the 10th of
May, 1869, to the time the action was brought. As this is
a question of the first importance, I am going to trouble the
House by reading a clause or two from the judgment of the
Court, in order to satisfy hon. gentlemen that this matter has
been finally settled and carried beyond the region of discus-
sion by a solemn judgment of the Supreme Court of the
United States. The Judge says:

" In one sense, a railroad is never completed. There is never, or hardly
ever, a time when something more cannot be done, and is not done, to
render the most perfect road more complete than it was before. This fact
is well exemplified by the history of the early railroads of the country.
* a * *

" In the present case, we have for our guidance several clauses in the
charter of the Union Pacifie Railroad Company (the Act of 1862), in
which the ternis referred to are used, as well as the A cts of the parties in
reference thereto. One of these clauses is in the fourth section of the Act,
which contains an engagement on the part of the Government to grant
certain sections of land to the company on the completion of a certain
number of miles of its road. Il**1

" Reading these sections together, it seems hardly possible to conceive
thst the road 'completed,' in the last clause of the-sixth section, bas any
other or different meaning from that which it has in the fourth and fifth
sections; or that the five per cent. of the net earnings should not be demand-
able by the Government as soon as the whole line was completed, in the
same manner in which any forty (or twenty) miles was to be completed
in order to entitile the company to bonds. This conclusion is so obvions
and self-evident that it hardly needs a word of argument to maiatain
it. 0. 0 yyt

" The last affidavit, relating to the completion of the last section of the
road (and indeed extending some fifty miles beyond the point of division,
finally agreed upon between th e Union and Central Paeific
and tlailroad Companies), was made on thea 3th of Mray, 1869,
and was in the words following:--Oliver Ames, being duly sworn,
deposeth and saith that he is President of the Union Pacific Railroad.
And in pursuance of the requirements of Sect. 4 of the Act of Congress,
approved July ist, 1862, enti'tled: 'An Act Io aid in the construction ot
a railroad and telegraph line..from the Missouri River to-the Pacifie
Ocean,' &c., he now states, under oath, that another section of eighty-
six miles, commencing at 1,000 mile and ending at 1,086 mile post, was
completed on the eUth day of May, 1869, making in all 1,086 consecutive
miles of said road, beginning at the initial point on section 10, oppositewes-ern boundary of tue State of Iowa, as fixed by the President of the
United States, and ending at a point 1,086 miles westward therefrom on
the line designated by the maps of the said company, on file in the
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Department ofthe Interior, that have been completed and equipped in al

as required by the Act referred to, as he is informed by the
engineer charged wfth the construction of said line, and as he verily
believes to be true. * * "

1 The Court of Claim ifinds, as a matter of fact, that 'on the 10th
of May, 1869, tlle last rail of the claimant's road was laid, and about a
week afterwards Ih road was opened over the entire length to public use
for the transportaton of pasmengers and freight, and for the service of the
Government ; and this service was from that time forward performed con-
tinuously. * *

"Similar reports were made by the Secretary of the Interior, as the
succesve sections were completed and reported on by the Commissioners,
down to and including the 9th day of February, 1869, and were severally
approved by the President, and the company received the subsidy bonds
ofthe Government in accordance therewith."

Judge Strong of the Supreme Court says:
"I concur with the majority of the court in holding that the railroad

was completed, within the meaning of the sixth section of the A ct of
1862, onuthe 6th day of Novemsber, 1869. I concur, also1 in the definition
of inet earnings,' as the term was used in that section.'

Hore is a solemn judgment of the Supreme Court of the
United States, holding that this road was completed in
1869, and yet the hon. Minister of Railways asks us
to believe that it was not completed until the 1st
of October, 1874. If that is the case, why did not
the hon. gentleman set all these doubts at rest by
inserting a clause to that effect in the contract? It is
practically admitted by hon. gentlemen on the other side,
that the Union Pacifie Railway of 1869 was Lot such a road
as we should get for the money and land we are giving; and
80, in order to let themselves down easy, and to satisfy their
grumbling followers and the grumbling country, the Govern-
ment have stated, through the public press, and, I think, the
Minister of Railways made the same statoment, that they
have a letter from the Syndicate acknowledging that the
standard meant in the contract was the standard of the
Union Paciëc as it was in 1873. Is that document under
the hand and seal of every member of this Syndicate?
Is there such a document in existence ? 'lie hon.
Minister of Railways finds that he has mae a mistake,
and ho tries to correct his mistake by afrirming
the existence of this.new official document. If the standard
of the railway is to be the standard of the Union Pacifie of
1873, this contract must be changed so as to make it agree
with the new standard which the hon. gentleman has
adopted, before it can be ratified with safety by Parliament.
If we ratify the contract as it star.ds, the courts, when
called on to interpret this contract, will not read the private
letter of any menber of the Syndicate in order to put a
legal interpretation on the terms of the contract. They will
base their construction of the contract onu the contract and
the Act of Parliament based on the contract just as they
stand, and it is folly for the Minister of Railways to fancy
that ho can get rid of the effect of the words used in the
contract by avowing his possession of a letter written to
him by some member of the Pacifie Syndicate before the
ratification of the contract, varying the terms of the contract.
I take it, therefore, that we must deal with this question
just ns it is now submitted to Parliament; and if the Union
Pacifie ,ailway as constructed in 1869 is to be the standard,
let us see for a moment what that road was at that time.
It is admitted on ail hands that then the road was defective.
I will show that it was bad in every sense, and that by
documentary evidence. In a report of the Chief Engineer
of the Union Pacifie Railway, presentqd to Congress on the
1st of May, 1868. after 890 miles of the road had been com-
pleted and received of the bands of the Company by the
Government of the United States, ho states that for 22
mies the grades of the road were 60 to 70 feet to the mile,
that fpr 24 miles the grades were from 70 to 80 feet to the
mile, *at for 18 miles they were 80 to 90 feet, and for
some other portions 90 to 100 feet, and that for a certain
other portion they were 100 to 116 feet per mile, and yet
that is the road that we are expected to take in
consideration for these enormous grants and other conces-

cessions that we are to make to this company. 1hat is not
ail. After this road was taken off the Company'Ë handa, a
Commission was appointed by tho United States Govern-
ment to investigate and examine the candition of thi. road.
On leember set, 1869, they reported that the road-bed
in mnany places was too narrow, sevral of the bridges were
too light, especially in their suspension rods, and that they
were utterly unfit for the transport ofbeavy trains ; that the
tunnels were arched with wood work, and would have to be
replaced shortly; that the ballasting in many places was
defective, that the grade for sixteen miles was 80 fet to the
mile at a place called Eagle Canyon, at Ilauard Point 80
feet to the mile, at Bufort thore were six miles 80 feet to the
mile, at Bitter Creek the grade was 90 foot to the mile, at
Echo Canyon and down to the valley of the Great Sait Lake
90 fiet to the mile; and yet, Sir, tis ie the kincd of road that
the lion. gentlemen on the other side ofthe louse are willing
that the couîntry should get as the great Pacifie ailway.
The Minister of Railways will still further tind, in the
condensed Amnerican Encyclopedia, page 219, a statenent te
the effect that the " gradients do not genîerally exceed 80
feet in the mile," very nioderate indeed, " though in 0n
instance they reach 90 foot in the mile, and in one instance
116 feet in the nile." That is not ail. Anofier Commission
was appointed by the Uniite d tates Gove(ruînent, to iunves-
tigate and report on the condition of that road, of which
one of' then, a Mr. Brooks, was the Goverriinent Director
of the Union Pacifie iiailway. It is charged that the
Governnent Director and others of, the Conmission were
bribed to iake a fivorable report on the condition of the
Union Pacific Railway, and that their report could not be
relied ipon, yet even that report says that the road was de-
fiective in construction and defective in the nature of the
imaterials used. Another Commission was appointed by the
United States Governimont, and that Comuissioni in their
report te Congress pointed out what would be roequired to put
the road in anything like an efficient condition, and
make it anything like a second clans road. To change the
position of the line and diminish the curvaturo, would take
$200,000 ; coipleting enbauikments, $240,000; roducing
the &rades, 8525,00j; ballasting thei road, 8910,000, and so
that 'ommission goes on pointing out the defets of the road,
and what it would take to renedy thcm, until the total
amount is given at, 8t,489,000, before the road would be
fit tbr its ordinary tratfie. Now, I ask is it fair to the louse
and the country to take msuch a road as the standard aller
which the Canada Pacifie cîsouldbe built, a road for which
we are giving such vast suns and enoirmous concessiona?
But that is not ail. Ruimor alleges that the Government
have selected another standard now-that the Union Pacifie
Railway, an it stooI in 1873, is to be the standard, and not
as it was in 1869. 1 alt prepared to show by\the official
documents submitted to Congress, that the road in :873 was
not an efficient one. But it does not rest in the mouth of
the Minister of Railways to say, that the Union Pacifie
Railway as it was in 1873 is the standard, because ho las
already by this contract taken the Union Pacifie as it was
in May, e169, when first constructed, as that standard. The
United States Commissioners reported on 2nd Dl&ember,
1874, that it would require 8529, 10 to put the railway traek
and ballasting in anything like good condition. This period
is One beyond the time mentioned in the contract or mn the
private letter to whieh 1 have referred. At the time men-
tioned in the report, $à29,100 was required to put the railway
track of the Union Pacific in good condition, but in Decem-
ber, 1874, the company had not spent one dollar for that
purpose. According to the same report it required $551,000
to put the bridging in good condition, The company ex-
pended for that purpose but $307,000 up to I)eceaber,
1874, leaving a deticiency of 243,000 required to be
thus spent. The Commissioners furthor roported ilat
between the 1st January, 18 74j and the close of August,
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1874, that is after the period fixed for the adoption
of this road as the standard, 55 miiles of 58 lb. rails were
relaid- the cost of the rails and their transportation having
been $271.552. Within the same period 567,307 and 47,892
hardwood ties were laid at a cost of$M0,000. Thus, between
those dates the company, in order to make the road even
fairly passable, had to spend nearly two millions in replac-
ing inferior with suitable ties, and making the road fairly
passable. Furffher, between lstJanuary and 22nd December,
1874, ten bridges had to be changed at an enormous cost.
Then, as to the condition of the road between January and
December, 1874, we have it stated in the same report thatthe
additions to the rolling stock, locomotives, and so forth,
amounted to $116,750, the cost of six second-class passenger
cars built at Omaha reaching $21,000. So, if the Minister
of Railways will take the trouble to refer to the reports
presented to Congress and printed by it, he will find that, in
1873 this Union Pacifie Road, which is to b. the standard of
the Canadian Pacifie, was wholly unsuited to the traffie inten-
ed to pass over it. Sir, this is not all I have to complain of in
the first clause of the contract. IHow does the hon. gentle-
men undertako to settle difficulties or dispute if one
should arise between the Company and the Government,
after the rond is constructed ? What machinery does he
employ? Does h invoke the powers of the Courts ? Does
he say that, if a dispute should arise as to the kind of road to
b. constructed, as to whether the Company have complied
with the te ms of the contract or not, that dispute
shall be settled, as all disputes should be, by the
law courts of the country ? The hon. gentleman has,
in the city of Ottawa, a court created practically
for the purpose of mottling disputes of that kind.
Does he invoke its power in case of any dispute under
this contract ? Not at all. An arbitration, of ail things in
the world, the hon. gentleman bas provided to settle suchdis-
putes. We have had a little experience of arbitrations
during the past year or two, and know what the country
has suffered by them. The arbitrators are to be thus
selected: One of them is to be appointed by the Company,
another by the Government, and a third by the two so ap-
pointed. We know perfectly well what that means, and
who, and to what nationality the majority of these arlira-
tors will belnng. This American Company will select an
American as their arbitrator, and the chances are ten to one
that the third arbitrator will be an American also. We know
that all kinds of influences are brought to bear on the Ad-
ministration of the day, no matter what Administration may
b. in power, to secure certain results. We know that every
witness and every expert brought before the court so con-
stituted fbr the puirpose of settling dittieulties that unques-
tionably will crop up between the Government and the
Company, must necessarily b. an American, because nobody
else knew anything about the Union Pacifie tailway in 1869,
With a court so constituted, with the kind of evidence we
must rely on, and with the Government handicapped from
the ontset, I want to know what the chances are in such'
a contest for the Government getting fair play or justice.
We know, from the experience of the last two or three
years, that great power and pressure are brought to bear
constantly on the Government to induce it to do things no
Government ought to do. We know that in the United
States, in similar circumstances, fnot only courts so consti-
tuted but the high courts of the United States, were
charged with being influenced by the pressure brought to1
bear on them from without in contests between the Govern-
ment and th9se gigantic corporations. I will read to you
the opinion of an able American on the danger of submit-
ting to gourts so constituted the rights of the people or the
rights of the Government in the case of disputes between1
the Government and these corporation, wielding immense1
power and having millions of dollars at their disposai. A dis-
pute arose between the New York Central PRailway and the
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United States Governiment, with respect to carriage andtrans-
portation during the American Civil War, That dispute cane
up before one of the American' Courts. What>didthe New
York Central Railway Company do? They took cesee te
have the case tried in one of' the courts of the Stuite of
New York, and employed as counsel, one of the mostpromi-
nent men in the State-a man that made jadges there se
hon. gentlemen opposite made them here, or as thisw8yndicte
will make them, under this clause [1am now dieussing. They
brought Senator Conkling down to argue their case before
a court, created by himself and the Judge of which was
named by himself. The American writer says:

"During the war, our Government, under the then existing taxnaws,
collected from the New York Central Railroad about half a million
dollars. The railroad company claited thià was unauthorize4dïained
certain legal points, brought sait to compel the Government torefund
the amount, employed Senator Conkling as counsel, and was successful.
The bearing of political influence upon this case was so obvious that it
was commented upon at the time by several newspapers-among others
by the Utica Observer as follows: -' Now, when Mt. Gonklng
went down to Canandaigua to try this railroad case, he carrie
witb him a greater political influence than any other man in
our State wields. He appeared before a Judge whom lie had
elevated to the Bench only a few months before. He confronted a
District-Attornev who could not nold his office for a day if Mr. Conkling
should demand Lis removal. He secured a verdict which the jury was
forced to render by the rulings 'of the Judge. Under that verdi2t the
railroad recovers a round half million, which it might have lost but for
its shrewdness in employing the right man to prosecute its claim)"

I commend the railway company for their shrewdness in
employing the right man to prosecute their claims; but do
hon. gentlemen opposite suppose that when vast interests
are involved before this arbitration, this powerful Syndicate
will not resort to the use of just the same manouvres and the
same tactics as were resorted to by the New York Central
Railway? They may not have Senator Conkling to argue
their case before this arbitration, but they will employ others
possessed of similar influence to argue their case, mon
who have ready access to the powers that be, mn who are
entrusted witt the rights of the people, men who owe a
double allegiance-one to the country and one to them-
selves; and we know from the experience of the last two
years in connection w1th these contracts, to which side their
allegiance will be given. I a>k again what expectation
we ean have that the Government will receive justice in a
contest with the Syndicate handicapped as they will be
under this contract, and with the political pressure and
financial power this company will wield. There is
another point to which i wish to draw the attention ofthe
louse. As I understand the terms of this contract-I may
be mistaken in reading them, because some of them are
very vaguely and loosely worded-1he Syndicate have the
practical monopoly of the construction of ali railways south
of the Pacifie IRailway, starting at or near it and running in
any direction except southwest or westward of south-west,
and then such raiiway mnust notrun within the fifteen miles ot
the international border. This is a practical prohibition for
twenty years upon legislation in this direction. Thei hon.
Minister of Railways has practically undertaken to tie 'bte
hands of this Parliament, and to tie the hands of our succes-
sors for twenty years, in respect to the construction of rail-
ways in the direction I have indicated. Why, the hon.
gentleman ought to know that he cannot do this. It may
as well be understood at once that, if the 13illp asses, the
next Parliament that meets may repeal it. Tli. next
Parliament may cancel this contract and repeal thisa et, but
the hon. gentleman does not consider this. Be is so wild
and extravagant in his views that he undertakes, in so fr as
he can, to tie the hands of Parliament for the next twenty
years, and practically for that time prohibit all railwayegi-
lation, without pausing to reflect that if another Parhirhent,
lookin.g at matters in a different light from the present,
actuated by higher and different inotives, should consider it
in the interests of the country that ther. should bo'fu'ee
trade in railway matters, that there should be compejition
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and should they see fit to repeal the Act of Parliament and
annul teii contrat as has been done in the Mother Country,
they have th4 ight and the power so to do, what would be
the inevitable result? The hon. gentlemen knows, and,
indeed, ke has hinted, what the resuit would be-a laim for
damagea. The hoe. gentleman, perhaps, recollects what
took.place wità regard to the Seottish Church. le knows
that before the union Of England and. Scotland in 1704,
the Seottish Church was established by law, and had a right
to the patronage and the livings in Seotland. He knows
that before 1690, by a ontract entered into between the
Governmentand the representativesof the Seottish Church,
a contraet4 lay patronage was practically abolished,
and the powét of preSentation to livings plaeed in the hands
of the people. In 1690 an Act was passed by the Scottish
Parliament confu-miing that agreement; and, after the union,
se jealous were the Scottish people of the rights they had
acquired under this contract and Act of Parliament that they
inoed the Imperial Parliament to pass an Act confirming

that ontract, the language used in the Act being that the
Act shoud:remiain unchanged and unchangeable lor all time
to com. Bût the hon. gentleman knows that five years
afterwards. the Imperial Parliament, with new light on the
subjeet and taking a different view of things, repealed that
Act, notwithstanding the strong language employed in it.
The ion. gentleman tables a contract; he asks Parliament
te ratify it- ho provides, by his contract and bill, that the
handa.of:Parliamentshall be tied for 20 years to come, though
he knows perfectly well that Parliament may at any time
repeal it, and without making any provisions for -the con-
tingency-theb hon. gentleman knows what would be the
consqeIence if it were repealed ? An application to Par-
liament for damages by the Syndicate; and we all know
what moans and instrumentalities these companies use toj
accomplish their purposs. Perbaps they may appeal to
the éars of a friendly arbitrator, and we know well how
such eae are usually conducted, and how far arbitrators
protect the interests of the Dominion; or perhaps they
may appél to the law courts of the land, and that means
that we must pay exemplary damages, because we
violated the absurd terms of a very absurd contract.i
There ls one way of escape. Let us reject this contract,
or, if this contract must pass, pass it shorn of its most
objectionable, some of its irost obnoxious features. There
are one o two other points to which I wish to refer,j
though they have been touched upon by hon. members and
notably by the hon. member for West Durham, who has dealt
with them in hie usual lucid and able manner. I am quito
satisfied that if this contract gues into effect, the Syndicate
will acquire powers which will be injurious to the best
intercats of this eountry. Not the least of these wiil be
the powers they will acquire over the carrying trade of the
country. We are practicaly creating-the word may bo a
disag4e"ale one to use-a huge aid gigantic monopoly.
We ar givig these gentlemen rights, powers, priviloges
and franaihiseaauc as, I venture to say, were never granted
by this or amy other Parliament. We are giving Lhem
rights which no private company should have, rights which
it le dgangerous for any company to possess; 'we
are creating a monopoly which may possily work
serious injury t the well-being, I an sure it will to the
prosperity ofthisconntry; and we should beovery carefutl and
very cautious before we invest a corporation with such enor-
mous powers. Ido notsay that they^will use these powers at
once, but *e are paving the way for their ultimate use; we are
putting them in a position to exercise these powers at any
moment, to oppress the people of the Northest, and make
every foot ofiand in that territory pay tribute to them. We
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company from building a road within fifteen miles of the
boundary lino ; and ve are doing ail this for the sake of
relieving the Governaient fromi the respcnsibility of cou-
structing the balance cf the road, and keeping under ourown
control our own money and our own lands. We are asking
the people of the M other Country, the denizens of the teem-
ing cities of Great Britain, and of the continent as well, to
emigrate and sottie in the North-West. To that, i have no
objection ; 1 think public mone could not be better expended
than to induco immigration. We are telling them in plain
English: We do this for the purpose of improving your
position; we settle you in the fertil prairies of the North-
West, and give you homesteads there. We send you up to
the Turtle Mountains, and away beyond the Saskatchewan;
and we do ail this for your prosperity, but when we do all
this we tell you that for the next twenty years you cannot
have a railway there unless by the grace of the Syndicate;
you cannot help yourselves, and you cannot ask the Govern-
ment to help you, because for twenty years we have tied up
our hands aud the hands of the Governnent of Canada, and
we cannot perm:t ie construction of any railway that will
comipete with that of the Syndicate. We arc doing a groat
wrong to those people; we -are inducing then to louve thoir
homes and settle mi the North-West, and lwhen wo get then
there we give thom no outlets, and we compel them to pay
every cent of municipal and provincial taxation, Wo allow
the Company to select the best land in the whole territoy,
and the Govornment has nothing to say in the matter i we
exempt them from ail taxation, but the emigrants we induce
to settie there pay every farthing of provincial and local taxa-
tion. This Company and ali thoir property and land, stock, and
roadway, witb al their appurtonances, are exempt from taxa-
tion for aIl time to cone. We are inviting enuigrants to
settie ouir boundless prairies and then telling them: You
must pay the taxes to keep i) the Provincial and Local
Governments; you must build the roads and construct the
bridges, but the poor Syndicate must puy nothin g, they are
altogether exempt from taxation. Every Decomber the tax
collector will call on the farner there, but he dare not call
on the Synicdate. 'And so, we are building up a gigantie
monoply; we are giving thenm huge privileges that no cor-
poration should get. We are doing more thani that. We
are giving then ail those privileges and advantages that they
may b in a position to harass and oppress people we arc
sueding there, and in addition to all this, we are
giving them practically the carrying trade of the
Nor'th-West for ail time to coenî. Now is the tine to regard
the interests of' the people there as well as the people of
this country. Now is the time when the Government ought
to keep their eyes open and surroaund this contract with
every legislative safeguard that such a contract ought to be
surroundod with. Tho United States have had some expori-
enee with these gigantic monopolies. Although I am not in
favor of following the example of the United States in all
things, yet there are many things taking place there from
which we may draw lesons. The farmers of the Western
States complained of the excessive rates extorted by these
rai lway monopolies, and their voices were hoard upon the floor
of Congres, and in response thereto Congress issued a com.
mission to examine into this whole question of the caying
trade from the western States to the eastern seaboard. That
investigation showed that the whole carrying trade of the-
country in 1874, before legislative enactments and competi-
tion placed a check upon thom, was practically in the hands
of foun' men. The Hon. Mr. Windom was the chairman of
that Committee, and he says:-

"In the matter of taxation there are to-day four men representing four
great trunk lines between Chicago aud New York, who posaess, and not

are proventing ourelves from incopor-ating ottot' comparuies unfrequentiy exercise, powers that te uuvernmet of te Uited $tates
'o Ii ompeting .nes; 'v ar handing aigreat railway does not possess. They may at any time, and for reasons satisfactory to
S to acompa eikn e ; we a ng a tgea rai waythemselves, at a single stroke of the pen, reduce the value of propety in
over to a rival Ameriean cempany, and preventiflg tany other this country by hundreds of millions of dollars, by an addiioaal cage Of

. 5 centa per bushel in the transportation of oereas."
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Are we not walking in their footsteps, or are we taking
lessons of wisdom from heir experience? We are followirg
in their footsteps. We commit the follies they committed
and suffered from; we have no protection, no safeguards,
nothing in the world to prevent this Company from doing
jiist what they please and exactingjust what rates they like.
The Committee firther reported:-

" The loss to the North-Western States in the entire crop of that year,
estimated at over 900,000,000 bushels, would have amounted to the
enornous sum of $90,000,000. Such a law, if permanently enforced,
wouhldy the reductionaofe10 cents a ,ushel in tectereal crop f the
ýNorth-MVest, reduce the value of the farns in that section b y an imount
which would ,uild and equip ail the trunk lines of railroad from Chicago
to New York."1

We are to-day asked to put this Company in a position to do
the tame thing here. The same state of things exists to-day
with us that existed there in 1871. The hon. member
for West I)urham (Mr. Blake), in his magnificent oration,
delivered here a few nights ago, showed that it cost 45 cents
a bushel to take grain from Winnipeg to Toronto, of which
only 9 cents is paid from& t. Paul to Toronto, and the other
36 cents is absorbed by the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway,
who have the practical monopoly of the carrying trade of
the west, and can charge us' what rates they see fit. You
])iopose to put into the hands of that Company powers and
vest in them rights and privileges which will give them a
monopoly for all time of the carrymng trade ofour Canadian
North-West, without check or reservation. Now is the time
when we ought to guard against the monopolies which have
arisen in the United States. I wish the Minister ofiRailways
had taken the trouble to read and digest that admirable
report to which I have just referred, before he consented to
append' his signature and affix his official seal to the eontract
now before us. Ead he done so, lie would not have allowed
this Company the huge and gigantic nonopoly given it in
this contract. The author of that report points out the
mistake made by the Legislature of New York and by
Congress, a inistake we are now, with our eyes open, com-
mitting, in not, when granting those charters to huge
railway companies, protecting the public interest, guarding
thom against oppressive rates, and throwing around those
corporations every legislative restriction that could be
thrown around them for the purpose of protecting the
people from the burdens that will undoubtedly follow the
giving of such powers to these companies. The author ot
that report says:-

" The mistake was in not providing proper safeguards to protect the
public interests and hold the railroads to a strict accountability for their
transactions. Thus, through the laxity of our laiws and the want of
Government control, (measurably excusable, considering the unforseen
possibilities of railway development at the tine of the enactment of these
Iaws, but no longer pardonable in the light ofthe evidence herewith snb-
ruitted,) have crept in those abuses hereafter mentioned, so glaring in
their proportions as to savor offiction rather than actual history."

And yet, Sir, with tho experience the Americans have had
of these monopolies, and the extortions and sufferings the
people of the North-Western 8tates have endured, with ailî
the difinculties theyhave had to encounter in connection with1
exorbitant charges perpetually exacted by those compauies,
shallwe not be establishing the samo evils here if we confirm
this contract? I arn satisfied that whoever lives ten or
fifteen yèars from now will find that the difficulties and
hardships and oppression to which the people of our own
North-West vill be subjected by this huge monopoly which1
we are now ereating, will be greater than were ever endured1
by the people ofthe United States. I ao hope the hon. gen.
tiemen may yet see their way clear to throw around this 1
scheme such safeýguards as will prevent this Company frinom
exacting extortionate charges ,ftim the people who are to
settle in the North-West. What protection can we gtve? I
think there is not much difficulty about that. I think Parlia-
ment bas the power, and Parliament ought to use that power,
to prevent this railway company from imposing excessive
charges. In two very valuable reports, which have been pre. s
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sented to the United States Congress on-the carrylg trade of
the west, iome suggestions are made as to the best modes
ofpreventing these exeessive charges. One isamileage rate;
another suggestion has since been embodied in some of the
laws of the States, that is, that no railwayeormpany shall be al-
lowed to make any secret bargain, to give any secret rate to
any person carrying goods over their railway, or to grant to
any individual or locality a preference rate, or to grapt any
individual or conpany a rebate. The last provision became
absolutely necessary in some of the States of the Union,
owing to some shippers having made a bargain with the rail-
ways that they should pay the full rate of freight and after-
wards be repaid a rebate amounting to.about 50 per cent of
what they paid to the railways. The effect of this was that
the men who had this secret arrangement with thie railway
companies were in a position to effeetually destroy all coin-
petition. There is one case to which I would drawthe
attention of the [inister of Railways, a case referred to by
Mr. Hepburn, in the valuat4e report to which I have already
-illuded. The Standard Oil Company of Pennsylvania, in a
year and a half, shipped over several railway lines about
35,O{0,000 barrels of oi, the freight on whieb amounted to
$18,556,0 '0, -of which the railway companies paid back
$10,151,21F, in the short perlod of eighteen months. . That
alone gave this company such enormous advantage over ali
other companies engaged in the same business that it
prevented all other companies from competing against it.
With these facts before him, the Minister of Railways should
insert a clause in this contract, or in the Bill appended to it,
covering these suggestions and such as was embodied in the
law of the State of New York,, in 1880, preventing these
secret arrangements which have the effect of destroying
competition. Now, Sir, let me pass to another question.
The Minister of Railways stated

"On the question of exemption from taxation of the roadway, I will
not now discuss the question of the road itself being free from taxation,
because the hon: gentleman will only have to turn to the laws of the
United States, and in reference to the construction of great unes or- rail-
road anywhere, to find that the policy of the United states bas always
been that these unes of railway- the roadway itself, its stations, every-
thing embraced in the term railway-was exempt from taxation."

Now, Sir, 1 deny the correctness of that statement. I do not
think the Minister of iailways was justified in making it. I
doubt if the hon. gentleinan can point to a single charter
granted by the United States Government in which that
exemption was made. I have not been able to find one, and I
believe the M inister of Railwayswas drawing ôn his imagina-
tion for his facts when he made that statement. On the
contrary, I find that fer ton or fifteen years past, American
railways have been taxed by the diffet ent States through
which they pass, both for State and for local pur-poses. But
even if the hon. gentleman's statements were true, it would
be no reason why we should exempt this eompany from
paying Provincial or local taxes. The United
States Government never gave such enormous privileges
and rights as we are now giving to this Conpany. Rut,
Sir, the Minister of Railways was mistaken. He was: not
speaking by the book, but was drawing on his imagination,
as he will lind by reference to the statistice of the United
States on that point. I will refer to some of the leading
lines of American railroads, and endeavor to satisfy -the
Bouse and the Minister that they have been paying and
now are paying taxes. I would not trouble the house with
these statistics, but that the Minister of Railways declared
that American railroads have not been paying taxes. Be
stated so in Parliamezt, where ie could b. contradicted. He
stated so on the publie platform, where there was nobmyto con tradict the statement. The Southlern Paeific Railway
paid $38,900 as taxes for 1874; the Atlantic and Great
Western Railway paid for taxes, in the year ending Sth
June, 1874, $138,83d for 605 miles of road, and in 1i8 .the
Same road paid $96,000,
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Railway ?
Where is the Atlantic and Great Western from his place in Parliamont, a statement that ho could not

substantiate.
Mr. dAMIERON. If the hon., gentleman will go to Poor's It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

Manual in the Library, ho will get all the information ho
wntaa The Union Pacifie Railway, which has excited the AFTgR REOESS.
admiration of the hon. gentleman, using his own language,to the extent thàt he makes it the standard for the construe- Mr. CAM E RON. I was s when the IIouse r
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, paid in 1874, on 1,042 Of the exemption Of thesoe lands from taxation. I p1 ointed
miles of road, $55,550 taxes, and in 1879, $297,158. The out that the Ministo of Railways was entirely rnistaken
Central Pacifie Railway paid in 1874, $462,629 taxes for when ho imade theassertion in' ParlianiOt that the great
127 mites of road. In 1876, the State and municipal taxes American linos of Railway woreo exempt fiomi taxation, and
exacted from that road amounted te 378,000, and in 1879, in usng that as a justitication for the present proposition
te nearly half a million. hefore Parliament. I find that the hon. Minister of Railways,to>nerl hlfamilin.on anoth erocaón stated outside Parliament :

Mr. PLUMB. How muchi did they receive that year? ? nte cis6,saedotftoPrire
ilfind the laws of Minnesota provide that as fast as the railway is defi.

Mr. CAMERON. Receive freom whom? nitely lorated and established, and the selection Of land made, tb
companv shall be for ever exempt from all assesseý$flnts and axes, alo On

Mr.P B. For freight and passengers. all stock, whether beloning lu the conpany ur individuals, and ail
MX PLUIIB. Fo f tandfranchise antd estate, rea or personal, held lb the coimpan>y, and the

En come with land grant accrued to the coipany by Act of Congres, shall hs exemptMr. GAMERON. If the hon. gentleman will com fron all taxation until sold and conveyed by the oiipany. So the lawsme to the library after the House adjourns, I will tell him of Minnesota, in the strongest way, are in cofiormity with the provision$
ail about it. The Michigan Central Railway, 284 miles which we have made in tins respect in regard to taxes This not only
long, paid in 1877, taxes to the amotint of $269,800, and iin al rotwenty-tive years aftirdapofed
1879 to the amount of 8201,681. The Chicago, Bulington i nf.
and Quincey Railway paid in 1867, on the line they ope'ated I1think that at the samie meeting whore the hon. gentlemanand the line they leased, 8603,000 ; and here is a road 2,700 delivered this a1dress, ho stated the roadway in WVisconeinmiles in length exempt from taxes altogether. The New was also freo from taxation. I challenge the lion. gentlemanYork Central, 2,52! miles, owned, operated and leased, paid to point out an instance in whicl the American GovernmOnt,taxes in 1879 to the amount of $871,797. The Philadelphia as a Governîment, in grantmng a subsidy of money or oflands,Railway paid in1879,8363,250; the Lake Shore and Michigan made it a condition that the roadway a'nd the property of theSouthern paid in 1879, $437,116 for 1,177 miles of road ; the cmpany,p>art from the land, should be exempt fromChicago,IRock Island and Pacifie Railway, for 1, j25 milos,paid taxation. 'lie lion. gentleman was entirely inistaken inin 1- 79 $218,000. Now, Sir, these are learing lines of regard to Minnesota and Wisconsin. itn Minnesota thererailway lu the United states. Is the hon. gentleman correct are thirty-seven railways, some very small and some ofin stating here, and on the publie platform, that all the considerable length. Out of the thirty-seven, eight or nineleading lines of railway in the LTnited States pay no taxes, belong to the Chicago and North-Western Railway;and can ho justifying this portion of his seheme upon the that is, they are run'under the power of 'or by lase to
ground ho pt it? Can the hon. gentleman find one that company. On these roads this company paid ini'oad in theUnited States incorporated and aided by Con- 1879, for taxes, $357,996. Nine other ronds in thesegress where the road and roadway are exempt frion State taxa- States are taxed for their rod way, plant, etc., intion and local taxation? I know of none. There may be some diflerent amounts, and the reminder, wich are rondsexeeptional cases, and the hon. gentleman may know of them ; r'ecently chartered and urnder contralcti, arc not inldiled inbut even though there are exceptional cases, the hon. gentle- Pool's Annual Railway Statistics. I fiid that the saineman has no right, peaking from his place im Parliarnent, state of tlhings exists in the State of Wisconsin, so that thehis words carrying with them all the weight and influenîce h Nl. Minister of Iailways is entirely mistaken-I hopeof bis official position, to tell the country that this concession unirtentionally-in sayinîg thlese 'oadswe'e ail exempt fromshould be given to this Company because the United States taxation. Tien the lion, gentlemen justified exompting theGovernment has.given similar concessions te railway crm- lands we are giving the Syndicate frino taxation fir twenty
panies inthat country. lias the bon. gentleman ever tigured years on the gr'ounîd that the United States, when theyout what this concession amounts to? las bis fr-iend who incorîporated simîîilar companies and gave theni land grants,sits behind him (Mr. Plumb), and who is constantly inter- exempted these grants from taxation. The hon. gentlemanrupting by interjecting remarks and in a way that nobody is hee again entirely mistaken. Th United States Govern-
can understand, figured out what this concession amounts to ment, as a Government, has not exempted these lands fromi
in addition to the money and land grants ? Ifthe Central Paci- State taxes, or local taxes for municipal purposes. There arefie Railway, with its 1,222 miles, paid $327,000, what should one or two instances in which the United States Government
the Canadian Pacifie Railway with its 2,700 miles of road pay exempted such lands from taxation, those lands being in thein 1891-ten years after this ? It is a simple question Of territories, but the exemption ceased when the territories
figures. I dare say the member for Niagara, irrepressible as were merged inta States; but the lion, gentleman is entirely
he is, and always interrupting everybody who is talking mistakewovhen ho says they woro exempted from taxation
except himself, can, by the rule of three, figure out what this in the saine sense and spirit nas that in whieh lie proposes to
concession comes te. Let him try. If he will make the calcu- exempt the Syndicate lands. The hon. gentleman said:
lation, he will fnd it comes to considerably more than half a
million a year, and that capitalized represents $15,000,00. " As I aid before, the question of freedo from taxation of the lands is
But this is a perpetual exemption. Parliament cannot inter- not nîew. In 1870 an Aet was passed n the United states fer the relief of

the international Railway Company, now consolidated under the namefereuunless by payigexemplary damages to the company, and, of the International and Great Northern Railway Company, which
of course, we do not want to do that if we can avoid it. I have provides, siiilarly to what bas been enxacted as regards other railroad
shown, I think very clearly that the hon. gentleman, when 1 companies in varioîs states cf the Union, bhat the lands of the company

,aa t , h e. cf.i shall be free from taxation. The 'nited States Coverînment has givenhe made that statement, that these leadmg nes of raways - great land grants tu railwiys under what is called the hîead grant system,
were all exempt from taxation in the Unted States of and in one case a conpany was authorized t select any part of the purblic
AneriQa, and that therefore this was a proper concession to lands of Texas, that magnifieent countiy that has excited the admiration

cae ln n hof hon. gentlemen opposite, the most beautifuxl and fertile areas, witroutmake to this Company, was net speaking by the book, that an hindrance or any responsibility whatever. The company received 20
he was making a statement that he ought not to have madesections of (to acres each of thec unappropriated lands of ý e State for each
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mile of railroad wbich has been or may bereafter be constructed pursuanti
to the Act of 1870. The said company, its successorsad assigns to bave
the right to locate the said lands as Lead rights certificates, without the
necessity of alternating the sections; the said lands and certificates to be
released from all county. state, municipal and other taxes fur a period of
twenty-five years. The moment our lands, however, are sold they become
liable to taxation. Under that United States law they remain free for
twenty-five years after coming into the bands of private purchasers.
There is nothing of the kind bere."

In this extract I have just read, the bon. gentleman tries
to convince the House and the country that, under the laws
Of the United States, these lands are exempt from taxation.
Tjt is not the case. There are one or two instances in
which the United States have given land grants in the
territories, and these lands have been exempt from taxation;
but there is no instance of their being exempt from taxation,
after the territories had become States and ceased to be
territories. The Government have no power, when terri-
tories become States, to exempt the lands in those territories
from local taxation; and it is doubtful if this Parliament
can make a similar exemption in this case. The
hon. gentleman points out tat these great corpora-
tions 'which receive their existence from Congrées
are exempt from taxation. If he will take the
trouble to refer to the reports, the latest authenticated,
accounts, lie will find that, at all events, those lands
eiven as bonuses to the leading lines of railways
nave not been exempt from taKation. le will find, notably
with respect te the Union and the Central Pacifie and the
Southera Pacifie, that the Government reserved to them-
selves certain rights, but did not exempt the lands
fi-om taxation. They gave money and land bonuses,
but out of their net earnings the companies were bound
to puy the Government five per cent. in liquidation of the
Government debt; and that as a sort of equivalent for these
grants, the United States Government reserved to themselves
the right of transporting over these roads the army of the
United States and the munitions of war, and provided that
the companies should only exact froni the Government one
half the cost of transportation . The hon. gentleman will find
that the Union Pacific Railway-about which his A dminis-
tration lias been excited to suech an extent that he made it the
standard by which our road is to be constructed-in 18-LC-7î ,
1878 and 1879, paid taxes upon lands, 10,500,000 acres,
8835,023, that the Michigan Central, in 1879, on 454,614 acres,
which was all it then owned, paid $27,126 in taxes; that the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincey road, in 1879, paid $206,954
taxes on lands. The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacifie had only
some 643,307 acres of land unsold, and in 1876 they paid
$54,232 in taxes on their lands, and in 1879, $46,397, being
aun average of fourteen cents per acre upon the lands they
thon possessed. The hon. gentleman mentioned one solitary
instance in which the lands of a railway were exempt from
taxation, that of the International and Great Nôrthern Rail-
way Company, but fie overlooked the fact that that corpor-
ation did not receive its charter from the United States,
but was a purely local cOncern, receiving its power and
authority from the State of Texas alone, which, before it
joined the Union, was a Sovereign State, and retained the
control over its own lands. Hle overlooked the fact that
this corporation was a consolidation of the Houston
and Great Northern and International companies, that
to one of those companies the State of Texas gave a money
subsidy of $10,000 per mile, and to the other a grant of land. 1
These two companies got into financial difficulties, and they
became consolidated. The State of Texas desired to regain
its money bonds, and in order to do so gave a grant of
5,000,OO0 acres of land and exempted the land from taxation
for twenty-five years. But surely the hon. gentleman will
not rely on that case as a justification for. his proposition.
The cases are not at all analagous, for in the one which the
'lion. gentleman las cited, and to the history of which I have
referred, tho matter was purely one of private arrange-

Mr. CMERoN (Huron).

nent between the two compaiies a ate.
challenge the hon. gentleman to point to a
instance, except those 1 have mentioned, in the whole k
lation of the -United States, where the GovernmmIt of
country gve a subidy of 1and to a railway esMpany, and
then exempted the land from taxatien, The k$b. geote-
man says that this exemptio lis a trifliag motter, but if he
will take the trouble to make a simple etcalation ho will
fimd that the matter is of more importanee thn beiitagiues.
Taking the same assesment as that of the Chiago ani Rock
tsland Road, 14 cents per acre, and altiplying it by
25,000,000, we find it amounta to something ike4300,)0.
I have in miy handsethe assessment of some lands in Manitob,
nearly 100 miles from the railway, and 9Wd that upon eu
section of 640 .acres the taxes, for 1880,are 818.20. This
Company have now 38,063 seetion, whielh, if nultiplied by
$18.20 will amount to 8644,000, or if we take 420.0 which
is paid on another section in - the same locality, it
would amount to a considerably larger sun. Tfhis
land, as I have said, is nearly 100 miles fron2the railway;
but if we take land within say- the .0 mile belt it would be
a good d eal more. If we calculate it on a. basis of 82 per
acre, we find that the taxes would be $13,00 upon the
38,063 sections which the Company have. They are not
bound to sell the lands for 20 years, but suppose they sell
one-half of them at the end of ten years ad t he other half
afterwards, and taking the price at $2 per acre, the aggre-
gate exemptions on lands alone will be something like
$10,000,000 in the ten years. These lands are said by hon.
gentlemen on both sides of the House to be worth more
than $2 per acre; and supposing they are assessed at $5 per
acre, the actual value of these lands, the taxation in ten years
would amount to over $20,000,000. I say, Sir, that this is-no
smail matter; I say that Parliament should not, even if it
had the power, deprive the people of that western country
- formed into provinces as it will be-ofthe power of exact-
ing from this corporation taxes upon lands whieh they wil
hold for the purpose of making the most of, and thus throw
the burden of local improvements on the actual settler. Sir,
I never heard a proposition so monstrous as this one. I
never heard one justified upon such grounds as have been
advanced to support this proposition, and no such proposi-
tion was ever befbre submitted to~a free Parliament. There
are other objections to this contract of a very serious nature.
I know that it does not provide foi- the transportation of
troops or munitions of war if we should require them to be
transported. The Government of the United States reserved
the privilege of transporting troops and munitions of war at
half-price over the roads bonussed by it. I object to this con-
tract still further, because it does not provide for any figure
at which the postal service of the country shall be rendered.
We know perfectly well, that, when this road is constructed,
it will be used as a postal highway, and yet this Company
will charge whatever they please for carrying mails. If the
Minister of Railwayshad only exercised hie usual forethought
when the Government drew out this contract, 4e wenld have
made provision for the transport of ler Majesty's mails
over this railway at reasonable rates; now he is at the mèrcy
of the Company. I object to this contract iupon another
ground, upon which I bsCU, probably, have an opportunity
to say more on another occasion. Ylitherto, hon. gentlemen
and myself have discussed this question from a purely
Dominion point of view, but I cannot close my eyes to the
fact that I belong to the Province of Ontario, and that that
Province is contributiug" a very large oportio of the
money we are giving to this Company, peuiiaps two-thirdsor
three-fourths of it. Bas the hou, gen.leman protected the
interests of Ontario? Re knows that, when ho was in
Toronto, some days ago, ho was assailed and beseiged by the
inhabitants of that city, and urged-to seo that the interests
of Ontario were protected. He knows that he was met by a
large and influential delegation, which -presented him with
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a pêmti2oiiitiiig o~ e fmut' of this eontract in so far as experience of tfie Uniféd Stafdelis~EãïEë pon tusiqüsetion,
Ontario la oneerned, and pointing out that their interests for hon. gentlemen seem to draw all their inspiration from
were wither guarded nor protected. He knows that ho the United States. If they builki the ailroad upon the
was obhged I admit that eoneessions ought to be made in American standard, if they give the land free from taxation,
the interest ofûOtario. He knows that he was obliged to beetse it has been done in ti heUnited State, we cia
admit that doubts mghtarise as to how far Ontario interests fairly say that we ought tO take the value of the land in the
were eoneervetd,msd that he was obliged toromise that such United States as a fair criterion in eatinating the value
interistà wold be more effectually guarde. I am satisfied of our own land. T.he Union Pacifie Raltway Company,
from a careful consideration of this contract that the which the hon. gentleman admires so much, sold, down to
interests of that Province are not sufflciently protected, and 1879, 1,568,438 acres at an average prie. of $4.41 an acre,
in fact, considering the large sums of money we shall have to though 'the lands were inferior. In 1810 the Central
pay towarde building this road, not protected at all. It Pacitie Railwaysold land at $2.21 an acre; up to 1December,
is stateid by those1 eenneeted with the railway pro- 1872, the land sold by them averaged 83.93 an acre; from
poed to be bilt in Ontario, and which connects the Railway then te the 3oth June, .1873, the average was 6.41; in
system of OntUo with the Canadian Pacific Railway, 1876, the average was $7.54; in1 877, the average was
that the effect of this contract, if ratfied, is practically and $12.99. Before this road was built, before there was accesa
sabstantially to out Ontario from any shar in the oarrying to the country, the land sold at ·. 21 an aere, but the
trade between Mnftreal and the West. When the hon. gen- moment the eountry was opened up the priée of these lande
tleman was guarding so well the interests of the Syndicate rose to 812.99. Yet the bon. gentleten tells us thie a a
ho ought Met t have closed his eyes to the interests of good bargain, that the Syndicate is not getting too much in
Ontario. -Having disoussed the grounds on whieh this money or lands, as the lands were wrth as much in 1878 and
scheme is justfled, And having pointed out a few of the 1874 as in 1880. I say that im not so; I say the experienee of
objeetionable features of the contract, let us go back a stage the past goes to show that just as the country is opened up and
in the disession, andiee what we are giving to this Com pany developed, the price of those lands is increased enormousl7 .
far the purp«se of constructing a road which the bhon. The Northern Pacife Railway Company, whose lands will
gentleman himself bas said is to cost $78,000,000. The first not at all compare with the land of ou-r North-West, sold, up
thing whieh thi.s Company gets is the money we have ex- to the 30th of June, 1874, 685,960 acres, at an averae prie.
pendei and are to expend upon portions of the road, with of 85.46 an acre; and.the St. Paul and Manitoba alway
cost of surveys, etc., amounting to $35,040,000. Then Company sold, up to June, 1879, 634,000 acres at an
we are giving them $25,000,000 in addition mak- average price of 60 83 an acre Seventeen of tho leadi
ng, in round numboe, *60,000,000 ln cash. (Ve are railway companies in the United States Who have reoceived

also giving them 25,000,000 acres of land. A good deal land grants from the Government have, withiin the last ten
ha been said upon the value of this land, and hon. years, sold an aggregate of 11,891,58 acres, rcalizing the
gentlemen - have argued this question as if the lands sum of $77,738,690, or an average of $6.54 an acre. And
were worth now no more than in 1873. They never vet we ai e asked to put our lands down to a dollar an acre
take into acont the changed ciroumstances of the because they were only worth that sum six years ago.
country. They never take into account the tact that these These facts ought to convince the hon. Minister nf Railwayrs
lande have obtained considerable value by reason of the that in giving the lands alone ho is giving this Company
money we have so far expended in the construction of this $125,000,000.
road, and that they are becoming more valuable every day Mr. PLUMB. Hear, hear.
by reason of emigration that bas gone into that country,
and for which we, in the older provinces, have had to pay Mr. CAMERON. I will give the hne . gentleman another
handsomely. Tbey argue that the value of the land in 1873 authority. The irrepressible member for Niagara (Mr.
and 1874, when the hon. member for Lambton submittc' Plumb) will accept the statements of ithe Miister of
his proposition, was the same as now. I say that it is Railways. le never tu-rns his back on hin, and he will not
net a fair or an honest line of argument. These lands have call his valuation in question. In 1875 what did he say?
become valuable, and there is no use in closing our He s4aid, in a discussion whieh took place in Parlhament on
eyes to the fact. There is no use in the hon. gentle- a kindred subject :
men on the other side of the House trying to convi nce "I could safely make;it$5 an acre, providing I have the selecting of the
the country that the propositions made in 1874 were not as land."
good as the present pruo sitions. We know that the lands oh , what a prophet the hon. gentleman was. le could
have become more valua e since then. We knew that the foresee with prophétic clearness the tine five years thereafter,
Goernment have sold their lands for over $4 an acre there. when these lands would puss over to a gigantie corporation,
We know that the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company ad that corporation would have the power, by means of this
stated some weeks ago that the Company had sold their contract, o selecting the very best land a in the whoIe
lands fbr over $4 un acre. We know that lands that could N orth-West.

. et in Manitoba and the North-West Territories in 1873,
at Êfty cents an acre to-day no nan can buy for less than "1 could safely make it 15 providing I have the selecting of the lands.

Wt The whole character of the landa from the western limit of Manitoba eto
$5 or $6 an acre. We know that lands bought inManitoba Fort Pelly is worth 5 an acre, as weIl as $1, and will tetch that sua."
in 184 at fifty to seventy-fiv cents an acre, are to-day
selfing at $5 an acre. We know that lands in sonthern If these lands were worth $5)an acre ln 1875, when there
Manitoba that sold a year ago at $1 an acre, are selling to-day were no roads and no settlement, what are they worth in
at from 44 to $6. ln estimating what this road is te cost us, 1880 ? In 1877, te hon. M inister of Raihvays placed the
we ought not to close our eyes to the fact that these changes same value on the lands. I repeat that if these lands were
have taken plae. The experienee of the United States worth $5 an acre in 1875 and 1877, they are worth double
under similar circumastances aferds inother indication of the that suin îo-. But I am a modest man, ahd i will take the
value of these lands, and that they ought not to be valued hon. M inister of Railways' own estimate of $5 an acre. On
to4ay at only #1 an acre. In the United States the railway that basis, this Company receives $60,000,000 in cash
companieshad to take the lands as they came, good, bad and and $125,000 000 in land. What else do they get ?
indifrent. They ould not'select the choice lands of the They et exemption of these lands from taxation,
country. We give the choicest lande in the whole North- and estimating that exemption on the basis I have already
West Territoris to this Company. Let us see what the placed them, it will amount to $10,000,000 lu ton years.
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They also get exemption for their road-bed, station groundsï,
yards, rolling-stock and appurtenances, for eer. Talking as
a criterion the amount of taxes the Union Pacifie Rai'way
pays on 1,0.0 miles of railway, and applying the same wule
to the -Ou miles of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and
capitalizing this sum, the Company is getting at least
312,000,000 in exemption from taxation under this head
alone. Still they are notsatisfied with that. They get the road-
bed-and let me here observe that they get the road-bed
without any limit as to its width, it may be 100 feet or 10,000
feet wide. They get the statin grounds and the other lands,
I have mentioned witbout limit, and under this clause of the
t'ontract, they have the right to select an unlimited quantity
as weil as to select the very best g round in the North-West
Territory-those portions ofit on which will ultimately spring
up magrificent towns and cities; and yet the hon. gentleman
gives ail this without one dollar of compensation. We are
giving this Company, for the construction of a railroad which
is to cost $78,000,000, a sum that, at the lowest estimate,
will amount to $200,000,000. That is not ail. We are
giving them the monopoly of constructing railways in the
North.West, which has a value that is almost incalculable.
Sir, ono's patience almost becomes exhausted when one sits
down calmly and deliberately to consider the vast conces-
sions which we are giving to this Company for constructing
this railway. Constructing it! They are not constructing
it. The most expensive portions we are constructing and
then handing over to them the fee simple of it. Sir,
I am opposed to this contract on the grounds just
alleged, and, not the least, upon the ground of these
exemptions frour taxation, As well may the Parliament
of Canada legislate that every second farm in Ontario
or Quebec shal be freo from taxation as to impose on the
North-Western settlers a burden that will rest upon them for
ail time to come. I am opposed to this scheme because I
look upon it as an American scheme. We are prac-
tically handing the Canadian Pacifie Railway over to an
American Company, the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway
Company. Now, what will be the effect of that ? The
simple effect will be that for ail time to come eompetition
wili be cut off. Does anyone suppose that the Syndicate
are going to allow any competition with the St. Paul and
Manitoba Railway? Everyone knows that these shrewd,
calculating men who have outgeneralized hon. gentlemen
opposite, will not run this railway in a way
to injure themselves. I am opposed to this scheme
because it gives concessions that no company should
get and no Government should give. I am opposed
to it because we are giving them a monopoly,-
practically, of the construction of railways in that whole
country for twenty years to come, and if we give it to then
for twenty years we are practically giving it te them for all
time to come. I am opposed to it because we are giving to
them, practically, substantially, and to ail intents and
purposes, the monopoly of the whole carrying trade of the
North-West country. I arn opposed to it on ail tbese
grounds, and I hope-perhaps I have not mueh ground to
hope-but I do hope, that there are enough in4ependent
members of Parliament who will raise their voices and
will give their votes at ail events, if they do not reject this
scheme, to have it modified se that those vicious clauses to
which I have referred, may be changed or struck out.
This country has suffered much during the last three
quarters of a century from concessions made both by
Canadian and Imperial statesrmen; and I hope we are not
now going to sufer agairn in the same way and for ihe
same cause. A good many of the rights and powers and
franchises of Canada have been frittered away, bartered and
surrendered by folly and ignorance during that period.
Sir, we ail know that in 1842, by the stupidity of an English
peer 'Who never understood or appreciated the important
duties he was called upon by his Sovereign to discharge,

Mr. CAMRoN (Huron),

we lost half of the finest Province of this Dominion,
and it passed under the control of our A merican neighbors.
In 1846,a vast and fertile country, whose ahores are washed
by the waters of the Pacifie, whose rivers are deep enough
to float the united na.vies of the world, whose limits are
large enough to embrace half a dozen European Kingdome
and more than one European monarchy-a territory as
fairly belonging to us as does the Provinces of Nova
8cotia and New Branswick-by the stupi4ity of an Im-
perial Commissioner, without protest, and almoet without ob-
jection, passed fromîthe control of Canada to thatofthe United
States. We know that at a later period in our histrniy,
namely, in 1872, with a liberality which passes human com-
prehension, and with a prodigality that beggars human des-
aription, we surrendered ahnost without a proteet the navi-
gation of the St. Lawrence and our eanals for the shadowy
privilege of navigating the waters of Alaska., a right we pos-
sessed fifty years before; and now, Sir, we are asked by
gentlemen on the Ministerial benches to commit the crowning
folly of our lives. The right hon. gentleman who leads the
louse stated on a public platform, that when this contract

was ratified it would be the crowning act of his long political
career, and the Minister of Railways was bold enough to re-
peat the statement on the floor of Parliament. .In My
humble judgment, the ratification of this contract will be
the crowning folly of that hon. gentleman's political career ;
and, whatever others may do, I shall, at every stage of
this discussion, raise my voice and record my vote against
these infamous propositions.

Mr. PLUMB. I supposed that after our holidays, after
the festivities of Christmas, the period when we come to
celebrate that anniversary which announces peace and good
will to men, we ought to meet here for this discussion with
our hearts a little softened, with the acerbities of party
strife and warfare somewhat tempered by what we must
have found at home, and I am a little surprised that the
first speech made in this House, after we got together, should
savor so much of that party bitteress which I had hoppd
might be somewhat allayed by hon. gentleme leaving for
their homes for the holidays; but, I fear the events of the
holidays have not softened the tempers of our hon. friends
on the other side of the House. They imagined that they
were going home to find that the whole community had
caught the infection of thoir speeches which may
have been more or les sincere in this House; but I
am afraid my hon. friends were a little mistaken when they
got home. From what I can leara there was a determina-
tion, formed here by the gentlemen who pull the wires
in Ontario, to have a tremrendous demonstration made in
those constituencies which the hon. gentlemen, temporarily
perhaps, control. I saw a list of meetings to be held
advertised in the Globe, and I found that in one of tho
constituencies-that of the hon. member for North Ontario,
who bas already electrified the audiences there by his
eloquence--five meetings were te have been beld. Of
those meetings I have not seen any account. They wore
mainly Grit caucuses. There were meetiuîgs held
elsewhore. There was one', in London. There is
mothing easier in the world than to get up in a large town,
Iike London, a meeting of apolitical party. I am aware
that that was largely attended, because the hon. member for
West Durham, - the leader of the Opposition at prese.t,
addressed it with that akill and eloquenco for which ho is
celebrated, and in a manner whic ho would not venture to
attempt in this H ouse where thore is some one to answer him.
Althougth te hon. gentleman ha& a large audience there, it
might be said the very next night an overwhelming
audience attended to lear the, hon. Minister of Bailways
reply to him, and my lion. friend was compelled to take that_
method, becanse, I regret to say, my hon. friend fkom West
Durham declined to have anyone meet hin ou that oScaaion.
Whether my hon. friend, having already spent seventeeng
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heurs -s euestrirdiste Rue'se-d-e*sewrhere, -in di.
eus8ing the Pacifie Railway queution, foit thnt ho
would nto permit anybodyelse te occupy the atten-
tion of the meeting on any one evenwig and divide it wiah
han or whether he felt that he would not exactly like to
face the Minister of Railways on te same platform, I will
not retend to say. Thon came Hamilton. My hon. friend
therw an audience, and there made an address, and there
he failed tofire the popular leart, and I fancy the city of
Iamilton stands vey much in the same position that it did
before. le appaedthere.

8ir JOHW A. MAtDONALD. Ho did not " enthuse
worth acent."

3fr. PLUMB.- No, not worth a cent. Thon there
was a meeting 'iirToronto, at which the hon. Minister of
Railways wa quite prepared to meet the hon. leader of the
Opposition, but again he declined. He said it would be
inconvenient to have two gentlemen, both requiring a good
deal of time to enunciate their views, occupying the plattbrm
on the sane evening. My hon. fr'iend, the Minister of
Rtailways, may be satisfied wiih having had the reply,
aithough it was the next evenmg, and 1, for one, am perfectly
wiUlingito leave the effect of the speeches of the hon. leader
of the Opposition, replied to by the hon. Minister of Railways,
to the good sense of the pple who heard them , and to the
good sense of the people of Ontario who read their reports.
There were other meetings. I understand, although I have
not the official report, that there was a meeting inlKingston.
I believe that the meeting in Kingston was not so satisfactory
to the late Finance Minister as to cause him to spend a very
merry Christmas, or to come back to this louse
with any addition to that amiability which charae-
terizes his disposition. Thon thero was a meeting
in North Wentworth, held by the hon. member for that
constituency (Mr. Bain), and at this meeting I understand
that the hon. gentleman was hoist with his own petard; that
while hc went to obtain an endorsation of his denunciations
of the Government scheme, he found that the people whom
ho called together to curse it, agreed to bless it ailtogether.
Then, I believe there wasneaetingin Muskoka, where the elo-
quent gentleman who iepresents that riding (,Mr. Cockburn),
hoped to receive renewed strength from his constituents,
with which to oppose the mea ures of thei Government.
Unfortanately, the people of Muskoka did not seem to see
the question in the same light, and my hon. friend will, 1
have no doubt, feel himself bound, when ho comes
back, to support, the Government measuire, because,
according to the theory of bon. gentlemen opposite, anse-
meetings, iainesponsible mas-.meetings, meetings of people
calied together without any refereno to their being voters
or aot, are to govern the action òf J'arliamerit. Hon.
gentlemen, therofbre, i ho called those mass-meetings for
the purpose of hearing . decision as to what their course
shalh be, muet b held to be governed by ihem. I must
say that is not the constitutional theory. We have tie
power 'here. It is delegated to us, and we are responsible
for our use of that power, and no mass-meeting that may
be held, however great the agitation may be, unless we can
take cognizance of the condition of those who hold that
meeting, unless we' know * is the authenticated voice of
the people,can have any effeet upon the decisions of the Parlia-
ment, whieh bas the knowledge of the subject it discusses,
whith is -supposed to understand thoroughly the questions it
bas before it; and I think it is an entirely new theory
that, duriag aSession of Parliament, members should go back
to the country and expect to come bore instructed by the
kiWds of meeting which the hon. gentlemen opposite have
got up. But I mustasay that the whole scheme concocted 80
diligently, as shown by the circulars sent througbout the
country, ha ad sneh a result that I do net think my lion.
friends opposite have spent a very, merryOhristmas.

air JORN A ADONitÐr Hear, hear.
Mfr. PLU&IB. WelI, we ià say tbat it is proper for

hon. menbers to go back to the constitutents, under such
cireumstances, and to confer with thenm I bave no doubt
that there je a perfect propriety in their doing en, and I
Would oimend to the attenton of bon. gentlemen opposite
the course pursued b the hon. member for Bal-
ton. That hon, zenteman called a meethng of his
constituents together. His course was endorsed
and lauded very much by the leading organ of
the Opposition in advance; but it happened that the
meeting which was a representative meeting, Composed of
gentlemen of both parties, failed to instruct the hon. member
to Propose, in any way, any change in the terme of thu
contract. They sugg-eted that ehe might aek Ibr soin.
modification; but when ho pressed the question as to whether
ho should insist on those modifications or vote agaianst' the
contract, they did not instruet him to inist. I do iôt know
what course will he taken by the hon. member, but I have
no doubt that, having the largest liberty allowed him by his
constituents, ho vill féel that in supporting the Government
measure ho will be sustained by both parties In the district
he so ablv reprosents.

Mr. IMILLS. Heur, hear.
Mr. PLUMB. I imagine that there were rcasons which

moved my lhon. friend from South Huron (Mr. Cameron) to
mnake the harangue ho bas made to-day. 1 do not think it is
worth while for any hon. gentleman on this side to follow
that bon. gentleman through all his arguments. There are
some points ho has made to which it may be propor to refor
before going into the question more genorally, and, as hie
utteranees are fresh in the nemiory of the House, I will
briefly refer to a few of the points ho dwelt upon. His
principal points were those which are discussed wherever
any discussion is hold on the subject througliout the
country. They had roferenco to the Syndieate proposed to
be created, to the monopoly given them, to the exemptions
from taxation nnd the inordinate land subsidy. Tho hon.
gentleman a little out-Heroded his leader when he stated
that the value of the concession, in respect to the exem ytion
Of taxes on lands, was eqi1 to $52,000,000. I do not know
what basis the hon. gentleman has for his argument; I do

i not know where ho begins, and it is very dificult to meet
him on any question in whichlihe does not give bis predicato.
It in. y, however, ho safely asserted that the eženption from
taxation terminates at the end of twenty years. It may be
safely stated, also. that there is no expectation that the road
whieh the Company intend to construct,will be tinislied under
ten years; consequently they will be only exempt from
taxation for the ton years after their road is constructed.
The sane statement may apply to the monoply which is
given thepi, and the provision concerning rival linos. The
monopoly is but for ton years, as a rival company could not
take their business froi them before the road was built, and
1 think, thereforo, theprovision is a roasonablo one, onewhich
no company that intended to carry out its contract would
consent to have stricken out. The hon. gentleman mays that
the immunity fron taxation upon the roadway is worth
$15,000,000. In that ho is a little under his leader's
figures. Bis leader says it is worth 827,000,000.
I do not know on *hat basis either of these bon. gentlemen
argue; but I can say this, that the Northern lacifi Railway,
whieh is a line very much of the same character as this,
which has been largely subsidized hy the. American Govern-
ment, and which lias privileges, I think, upon the whole,
mach more extensive than it is intended to give this Con-
pany, ba this exemption: "The roadway shal be exempt
firo-m taxation within the territory of the United States."
Now, my hon. friend, a littie while ago, attempted to argue
that that exemption would cease when these territories
became States.. Ido not think that anything ould have a
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less substantial foundation. I am not, of course, a constitu-
tional authority upon the creation of States, but I
think that they must accept all, the conditions which
the United States Government imposed on territories
while they were in the condition of territories.
I admit that it is quite improbable for the United States
Government to exempt that railway, for instance, through
the State of Minnesota. it could not doit, and it did not do
it; nor could this Government exempt the corporation
which is now to be ereated from exemption from taxation,
through the Province of Manitoba. There is no power to do
it, unless the Province of Manitoba were compensated. Now,
ia regard to the question of taxation, which smes to be
the one which has more ia mediately engaged the atteàtion
of my hon. friend from South Huron (Mr. Cameron), I am
enbled to make a statement which will be of some import-
ance to the discussion. The question came up in regard to
the Northern Pacific, whether the land which had been given
to the railway eould be legitimately the subject of taxation,
and it is thus stated in the Report of the United States Com-
missioner, relating te taxation and exemption therefrom in
1875:

" Upon the ground that the 'railroad is a public work, established by
public authority, intended for public benefit, the use of which is secured
to the whole community, ad constitutes a public easement,' Chief
Justice Shaw founded a decision, rendered in 1842, in the case of the
Western railroad corporation, exempting from taxation such land as it
had power to take by right of eminent domain."

The roads which were thon chartored had the right to
enter on the lands of individuals and take those lands-a
riglit which my hon. friend the member for Bothwell (Mr.
filis) knows very well as the right of Eminent Domain,

one wbich is granted by a goneral law of the State of New
York' te any company which may cboose to fyle a certificate
with the Secretary of State, and deposit, I think, the sum
of $1,000 per mile for the number of miles for which they
show a profile and map. They could go anywhere in the
State of New York and talie any mans land upon those
simple coriditions; und yet we hear hon. gentlemen talk of
the enormous privileges we are giving to this Company in
granting thom the right to build branch linos, to
enable them to roach such of their lands as may not bo
upon the main route of the railway. But we fwd that the
right of Eminent Domain has been exercised in the State
of Massachussetts. Chief Justice Shaw says:

" We fif thrat said lands and the structures thereon are reasonably
Incident to the support of the rilroad, or to its proper or convenient
use for the carriage of passengers and the transport of commodities.
A strip not exceeding fire rods i width was at that time al which a
railroad corporation was authorised to take without the consent of the
owner ; and subequent stattes have conilned the exemption Iwithin
that limit."4

Now, in respect to the Great Northern Railway, to which
my hon. friend has referrod, here is the ýsection of the A.et
under which that railway wts chartered :

"There ls hereby granted to the last-named company, its successors
and assigne, twenty sections of six hundred and forty acres each of the
unappropriated publie lands of the State fer each mile of ralfroad which
has been and which may hereafter be constructed pursuant to the
authority conferred by the said Art of August 5th, A.D. 196; and the
suid omi an , its successors and ssigns, shall have the righ to locate
the sid land as bead-right certificates were formnerly located, without
being under obligatiirt to locate alternate sections for the State.
And the said lands, and the certificates issued therefor, are hereby
exempted and released from all state, county, town, city, municipal, and
other taxes for the period of twentyfv years from the date of the respec-
tive certificates issued therefol."

No* ,it our case, the moment the certificate issues, te
moment the land which we propose to -give this Company is
occupied, that moment taxation falls upon it. But under
the law of the State of Texas:

"The said railroad company, and itsenceewors, and its and their
capital stock, rights, franchises, railroads constructed and to be con-
structed pursuant te-he Act of August eM, A.D. 1870, and Ibis• Act,
rolling-stock, and all other property which now is or hereafter may beMr. PLUMB.

owned or poed oï y uaid oempsay, or Its snus4essirvirtsuof fihe
said Act of Auguat 5th, A.D.'j870, ie hereby ixempted and reieâwed fL:o3
al State, county, townmuniepal, and other taxes for a period of twenV-
five years fromt he th day of A ust, A.D. 187, exuept county su
municipaletaxSeina neh couties, eitiesand townsas haladonated tiror
bonds to aid in the construction ofsaixdailroad; batAthi exSo*abon sall
net remain in foree in favor ofany conft, dty, or toW which havng
tins donatel bonde, shall mSik defainath e paYmént of either the
interèst or principÈà"

Now in respect to the iws ofNinnésota it isitued
" * The sad company sah sler v pt fao ai

asessments and taxes whatever by the territory or "tte iwicshail
aucqeed the territory ,or by anj eo010y ýwnlagot eneumiipal
autbority in the territory or State upon all stock in tie e nesq and
Pacific Railroad Company,' whether belonging to saiu com or
indinvidual, and upon ail i es franchise& or estate, raior. ed,
held by said comn ay, fd n1granted b'sa.oulrs
hereby aithorizef to baecoiveyéd t thé d Minneta tía P ic
Railroad CompaayebaU be eempt <som all tanaüe tilh old and oda-
veyed by the said compauy."

In another General Àet of Minnesota théré gs a ,claue of
this kind:

" Public and railroad ians. sold, toe e fied for taxation. 'he
Anditor of State shall, on or before thé flet day of Ap rd in eahhyear,
obtain froin the local land omces.atire State.and from the svetal ulad-
grant railroad companies,listeoflands sold or contracted tqbe sold dwriag
the previous year,. and certify themn for taxation,. togéther with the
varions classes of State lande sold daridg the same year, te the aitditors
of the various counties in *hich euchlands may be situated. He shall
also at the sanie time obtaii liste of lands reverting to the railroad
companies each year by reason of the forfeiture of éogitracts and certiy
the saine to the respective couúty aûditors for Rancellàtion of taxationii

They even go back after the sale i made, and- if the sale
falls through, the taxation is cancelied. In the laws of
Wisconsin it is enacted that :

i The track, right of way, depot groands ad bItldine mitlfine
shope, rolling stock, and ai other property necesariIy used aft opetiag
any railroad in this State, belonging t any railroad corppan ar
hereby, aIl and singular, declared te be an4 they shal henicefrth remain
exempt from taxation for any purpose whatever, and it bal dót be
laïWful to assess or impose taxes upon any property before namied."

Now, the evils of subjecting any large corporation to the
exactions of municipalities, such as may be created in the
North-West, are strikingly exeinplified by an authority which,
1 have no doubt, 'Will be aebépted by the Opposition side of
the House, an authority which I always quote with pleasure,
and which I am almost always able to quote in support of
any position which I may take on any of the publie questions
of the day, and whoeí I can usually quote agaiit hinself.
This gentlen ax ays:

"1 presume we shall be toa tlaa hese persons purehasing theland and
holding it for speculative purposes in the Nprth-West, will speedily be
conpelled to relinquish that ihie df attion, throgh the operation of non-
resident taxation. I have nô doubt that hben township organzations are
effected in that couatry, when thirty or forty settlere have proceoded to
form a township orgamztion and fin4 themselves surrounded in every
direction by the lando of speeninging non-residatt,' whose operations are
retarding the growth of dBe ountryety ikeiy the lands of thé latter
will he taxed heavily. aucb tinigsha.e comeader my own observationm the Unitefd States. I have k owx chass there whereschool houseshave
been bl t where there vas no söhol popuiation; I have kntwn whère
roads and bridges were bu f a aot to the tar-payes, four times ts
grat as their actual cot. Ibai. e known whnre rasahty bas been per-
petrated, and onerous taxes iuflicted up nnon-residents fo the purpose
of forcing them to sell their lands. Likely sach taxation wdl b resorted
to in our ownease,bant iknow, firther, that éeh a stgtesof"thiàgsis
productive ofthegravestconsequences. Ittpsthefoundation ofpolitical
morality-I hold it would be ory diicult to ay how rge _a proportion
of political rascality that prevaids in the west originates an that very
state of thigs. The resident lahd-holders safei froin hh taxaito, as
welil as ie non-residentapand I thinit dl ae a iMd com m -tary. hn e
wisdom of the Government that they propose . reme4y-one sil by
introducing another.'>

That hon. gentleman who so deprecates the placig of any
one in the power.of municipalities, lIave said, is an authority
on the other sideof the Houseihatwill b.readflyaecepted. I
hoped 'tû have heard him an this qupstion to day, but he is
unfortunately abserd1. Imsy, however, i an argument of
this kind, prodnee a statementma.de by hinaslf, whieh w*il
probablWcontmdiet ay utteranes he may have d oun a
publie platform since he left the House of Commons. 7a
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a in hbe te n. member for NorUt Norfolk (Mr.

B*,Ba forther sys, that the idea of put-
tng; &highvalu upou. landa belonging- to the Gover».
me ttis dtberly absurd. *He states that the United States,
fioei 92-upto areent date, had only realised from the
sale.of their landa a sum so insignificant that, if 1 did not
know that he-was an adept in figures, and an authority oun
the otherside,-if I did not know that he had furnished the
leaderof the Opposition with the briefs from which he has
gien- as such volumes of figures,-if I did not know that the
late Minister of Finance lad expressed publicly his obliga-
tions to him fur the advantage he derived from the use of his
figuwes, Iould Èdarcely venture to bring forward the authority
I now iatrodu. H'e says-,:

"i Ibe United States, it bas been a cominon praetice to estimate their
ublic lands as worth a fabulous sum, a value as high as $1,000,000,000
s been placed upon them. Coinmeucing in 1796, I find statistics which

gave a very correct ideaof the actual money value of the public domain.
Tn the United States, there bas been surveyed up to the the 30th June last,
734,501,236 acres, and there remained, of the public domain, something.
over 700,000,000 acres exclusive of Alaska. The total amount received
for lands, sold from 1796 till the 30th June, 1879, was $204,547,812. If
we deduct the erperise ofmanagement, probably not far from 15 per cent.,
bat let us place it at 10 per cent., it gives an average of 42,216,707
annually. New $44,338,120, capitalized in 1796 at 5 per cent., or
$55,417,650, oepitalized at 4 per cent. would have represented to the
United Statesth e value of its public domain op to this time."

The hon. member for North Norfolk states that the whole
extent of the lands in the hands of the United States
Government, that enormous domain which begins in Ohio
and extends beyond the Mississippi, an estate of oundless
empire, more fertile than any other part of the world lying
between the same parallels-where the greatest varieties of
growths take place--produced the enormoussum from 1796 to
1879, which capitalized at 5 per cent. would be $44,338,120,
about one-third of the sum which the leader of the Opposition
says will be received by the Syndicate for their grant ofland.
Viewed by the light of common sense, and touched by the
touehstone of truth, the argument of excessive land subsidy
crumbles away and is not worth amoment's notice. But, Sir,
these hon. gentlemen. who spent the whole of their time last
year, and the year before, in decrying the resources of Canada,
who told us that Canada was so sunk by the policy of the
present Government that she could never rise again, and
that all the resources she could offer for the
building of the Pacific Railway were of no more
avait than if she could only offor ten dollars-these hon.
gentlemen have taken a sudden turn. a more sudden
tura than was taken in 1847 by the editor of the Hamilton
Spectator, who said : "It vas a pretty sharp curve, but he
would take it." These gentlemen with the same assiduity,
and I suppose with the sanie sincerity, are now trying to
prove that the resourcos of Canada are so great that yon are
givinig one hundred or one hundred and fifty millions.

Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. Two hundred millions.

Mbr. PLUMB. Or1, two hundred millions, just as you like
to take it, for the bonstruction of the Pacifie lRailway.
Wel, Sir, we are told by an A merican poet, with perhap
a littl. more truth than poetry, in regard to certain gent e-
men who change their opinious:

"A merciful Providence fashioned ns holler,
That we might very easily our principles swaller."

It is a .ittle awkward, I have no doubt, for the bon. gen-
tlemen.; but I must say that they take their dose without
making very wry faces, and I congratulate them that a
meruifal Providence did fashicn them "bolier," for they
have to awallow more, I think, than they expected when
they became the followers of the bhon. member for West
J>urham (Mr.illake). It reminds me of a certain Texa
railway,-whiel has such curves thiat the passengers who are
gôiig in one direction are astnished to see their frienda in
anoterrt Of the same train going in an opposite diree-
tioni. ntuy arobliged tefoilow, providing the train does not
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ge off the track, and I think that in the train of gentlemen
who are fbllowing the erratic lead of the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake) a good many of them will be na
ped of the track by the breaking of'the connections or ze
couplinge. These bon. gentlemen, ever since the election
of 1878, have been assuming an attitude hostile to every
Ineasure of the Government intended finr the tonefit of the
country. The hon. Minister of Railways, when he laid before
to the House the commitments of these geutlemen, exercised,
1 fear, a little too much of that optimism, which he
sometimes shows, when ho imagined that these getie-
men would feel themselves bound by their recorand
would support his measure. I could inot believe that any
possible proposition which the Governnert could bring
before the hon. gentlemen on the other aide of the House
would meet with their acceptance. No matter what
the Governmont proposed, it wa condemned beforehand.
My bon. friend, Lhe leader of the Opposition,.was in such
baste to condemn the scheme that he made a hypothetical
attack upon it in the debate on the Addres. HRe spenttwo
or three hours in condemning a Contract, the provisions of
which he knew nothing. T hat was the judicial frame of
mind in which the hon. gentleman came to diseuse this
question. The gentleman who occupies the seat next to him
could hardly be expected to take any other course
than the one ho has taken. I have alroady adver-
ted, and in terms of just indignation, to the
manner in which that hon. gentleman dared to
address this House when lie got up t) opposie the measure
introduced by the Minister of Railways ; and I believe I was
in accord with every momber on b,th sides of the louse,
with the exception of the hon. gentleman himuself. I thon
said, and said truly, that all we wanted was thlat the bon.
gentleman should go through the country and take the stand
lie took on that occasion, and we were willing to take the
case as it stood, witlhout defeniding it ou our side, Tho
bargain before the House is not, perhapi, one which any lion.
gentleman would have made if fe sat on one side of, a table
without another party opposite ; this is not the onItract which
hon. gentlemen would make, perhaps, while sitting quietly in
their libraries; but it is a cntract which ha I to dual with
actual facts and actual condition-i. They owe it to the position
taken by the' Opposition press throughout the country,
they owe it to the studied denmnciations whiel those gentle-
men have indulged in ever since they were thrown inito Op-
position. I can say of thom as tlhey say of a party in the
'United States-when the e->untry siniks that party rises, and
when the country rises that party inevitably sinks. I lhas been
misfortune of the gentlemen sittinîg on the Opposition the
benches, and I really sympathise with them in that position,
that they have been compelled by the course of events to
oppose every measure for the benefit of Cana la which hais
been initiat ed within the last 20 or 30 years. Look back at
the Grand lrunk project, ut the seheme of Confederation,
at the Intercolonial, look ut the acquisition of the North-
West, which was due to the far-reaching statesman-
ship of my right hn. firiend, and that would
be a monument were there nothing, else to insure
him the highest honor in the momory ofa grateful country.
Look at the first Canadia # Pacifie lailway project, at
the National Policy, and ,anw look ut the schemer brought
down. Every scheme of this kind, because the position of
gentlemen opposite has been so unfortunate, they have been
compelled to oppose, except those who have been on ourside
at one time, and have gone over. Up to a certain period they
may have had a record, but they have been compelledto sik
or swim with their unfortunate brethren. Those gentlemen
by a certain accident got into power-and it was nothing
more than an accident-but they have shown that they have
never learned any wisdom since; they imagine they eau make

an agitation now that may bring them back to it. To use a
homely illustration, they occupy a position similar to that
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of a littl pet terrier I once owned. He eeized a rat
that once -came ont of a hole, and, with the instinot of
his race, watched at the sane place for seven years to
see if another rat would emerge from it; and I do not
know but he may have been watcbing there ever since.
To come to matters that are a little more serious, I think it
will ho proper and parliamentary, and I think I shall not be
at al out of order if I assume that, taking the utterances eof
the leader of the Opposition, I can, at the same time combine
the irguments of the hon. member for North Norfolk, (Mr.
Charlton), who is absent, and the hon. member for South
Ontario (Mr. Glen), who was in his place a few minutes ago,
but who is not in his place now, because it bas been
acknowledged by the foremost nembers of the Op-
position that those gentlemen have furnished them largely
with the facts and figures which they have used. We all
know that my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition is an
eminent speial pleader. We all know that he speaks from
a brief. Be has a perfect right to do that, but we have a
right to question the sincerity of those arguments which are
able to be represented with equal eloquence on one side or
the other, according to the nature of the retaining fee. We
saw, the hon. gentleman last year at variance with the hon.
gentleman this year. We saw the hon. gentleman last year
making a most cloquent speech in one direction; we see him
now with bis brief lbefore him making au equally eloquent
speech on another side of the question. I do not know, of
course, how much is due to the junior counsel who have
placed the brief in his hands, but in speaking to him I con-
sider that I an, at the sane time, speaking to that zealous
youngconvert (Mr. Glen)who is now in the House for the first
time, and who did not honor us with his presence for the first
two years, for some inscrutible reason, and to that veteran
warrior, Mr. (Charlton) who has made figures for years back,
and can make them with equal fhcility on the one side or the
other.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Protection or Free-
trado.

Mr. MILLS. The Premier can do that too.

Mr. PLUMB. It reminds me of an anecdote of a distin-
guished statesman of forty years ago in Canada, who,,
during the administration of Lord Sydenham, when the
union of the two Provinces was agitated, made a most
eloquent speech against that union. It was a speech so
forcible and convincing that it won for him the highest
reputation throughout the Province of Ontario. The next
year, Lord Sydenham having died, Sir Charles Bagot
succeeded him, and the statesman made a speech on the
opening of the Legislature, taking exactly the opposite
ground. He made a strong appeal for the union of the
Provinces, and after he finished was congratulated by his
friends, who said: "It's the finest speech ever heard
made in Parliament; we never heard anything. more con-
vincing." He replied: "Yes, it was a good speech, but yeu
ought to have heard my speech last year." My hon.
friend's position, compared with his position last
year, exactly corresponds with the attitude taken
by that eloquent gentleman forty years ago, so that
history repeats itself. But my ,hon friend says he is not
bound by any utterances ho made last year. ie has
enunciated an entirely new view of political morality. We
always supposed that the record of party leaders was some-
thing that we could refer to when we were discussing great
party questions. My hon. friend, with one stroke of his
sponge, wipes the slate and obliterates his record for ever.
Now, I do not think the hon. gentleman will find the public,
or even bis own party,will acquiesce in that kind of argument.
I do not think my hon. friend will be sustained by some por-
tions of his party, for I believe there are some of its memnbers

Mr. PLUME.

wtiò grimidipIK toaytaing likei ehnoe ff
that n. gentlem n ttney tin aPcese. h fr
to remai tras to thepnhinbi es which ;have acatied thum,
for I believe atarindpe gos before interest with a grt
many of them. do metithink theTwonixd seeptthÂt'bn.
genteinan's positin mid follow him to its logicaloonse-
quences. Why, Sir, in the speedh which was made 7inhits
liouse on the 15th of lust month by the leader cf 'ohe
Opposition, he stated distinétly that he did not consider
himelf bound by his previons utteranees. These are almost
the very words heusedinthsHouse, and then he proceeded
wholly to reverse hie position and tactics--to take baek
everything to which the party had pledged itself-towhich
the gentlemen sitting behind him had pledged themselves
by vote after vote in this House with regard to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. He claimed that ho had a right to ask
those gentlemen to fôliow him in an absolute negátion of
everything which had been agreed upon by the late -leader
of the Opposition, who, from the bottom of my soul I pitied.
Little reason as I had to do so, still I sympathized with him
when I saw him sitting opposite, bound and and foot, gagged
in that chair from which he had frequently given us, at least
the utterances of a man *hofelt ho was dealing with great
questions in an honorable, straight forward and consistent
way; and then I quite understood how it happened that the
cabal that had been fomented against that hon. gentleman
had been carried on. Yes, I quite understand that when
that hon. gentleman, who, I believe had devoted himself to
his party, was so unfortunate as. to lose a battle, ho was
turned upon as the meaner animals turn upon one of their
fellows which has been wounded and devour him. I have
been told somthing about the secret history of the caucus
when that hon. gentleman was summoned- without
notice--and after an ad misericordiam appeal to his followers
which somewhat weakenej my sympathy for hlm, because
it robbed his cause of much of the respect which it would
otherwise have received-when he was called to the meet-
ing which was to sentence him to political execution, he did
not go. I saw him in the lobby of this House while that
meeting was going on, and I know one or two of his friends
who refused to attend that meeting. But of the rank and file
who had been ready as a mechanical majorityto follow him any
where, who would, in fact, ruin him by their subserviency,
there was scarcely a man who was so poor to do him reverence.
I believe if there ever was a case where party ingratitude
will be visited upon a party, it will be in thaît case; and I
can see the writing on the wall to-night. That hon.
gentleman had, so far as bis lights were concerned,
attempted to carry forward the obligations resting upon the
country. That hon. gentleman's policy had been impaired
by the half-hearted support of those who ought to have
acted with him. In fact, one gentleman belonging to his
Government had made an immoral coalition With him by
appearing to favor schemes of the Government to which le
was in secret antagonism from the beginning. ÂAU those
difficulties that hon. gentleman had to cope with, and b.
bore the brunt 'with a manly fortitude which claims for
him the kind of respect which he always gave to an open
manly foe, and entitles hilm, certainly, to the gratitude, at
least, of the party that has deserted 1him in his utmost
need. Following the Government "which had been
overthrown în 1873, he felt himself bound by the nsme
conditions which had bound his predecessors. He attempted,
in his own way, te be sure it was not an efeetive or »fSoient
way, te implement the engagements whichl had been n ade
when British Oolurbia was received into the urdon,-a$bd i
may venture to quote hore, with a very considerable deree
of reverene to so great an authority, thee statement wieh
was Made by the hon. gentleman who no aise the
Opposition side,and whichonfirms mein the ideatMat itas
considered west -npor4ant. by the leaders f thWt srty,
exept one, benry outn thir eiàgagements.ie hoa
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gten lan (Sir Uha Qitrigh aidOnX the floor~ of the Jtti. I see that fvo or airpgea of the report o6 hispehiouseaa. i t6,,aa iprtdinHbasrd, page 188 in the BRnsard, are occupierinui'giig the construction of

'Wben n ating a loan In Englandin 187, the &rt onqueto t the Sault Ste. Marie liâe; hig whole argument tended iin
him wer.: your poliey re ne Pae Rail y we n that direction; ho was willing to concede everything that

Ptya bhaye ai sugedt on an insane proect, that is being granted to . this Ompany, if we would only
I a do '!"uateSx carry outbepaugagemeatyoli have made subsidise a line to the Sault, and give the Northerm Pacide

tRalway of the United States the privilege of taking ourT erey took that fom the hon. gentleman's p h in 1874, ple across the line and thus prevent a monopoly 1andwere quotipg him-against himéalf. The hon. gentleman says : You can have a. very good
Wir JOHN-A. MACDONALD. Heur, hear. stam vessel lino from Fort William to the Sault,ahbes
Mr. PLUMIB. They were quoting his Budget speech ini --ad this will astonish somepePe. I f .y-Lake uperior

1874, against that celebrated circular which the hon. gentle- gseen lonler than any o the otherho a. Te a.
man issued when ho went to England to negotiate h first gen emana should know that to harborson that lake ar.

an, when h ceased to brazen, and tried to transmute d weeks before thos on the lower laks. An h.
hinselif into a mnetal whieh was not so base. ¢The hon. knight who sat beside him when he delivered hie Toronto
gentleran futrther saidb: e h speech, could have informed hii that the summer tragiioi

gentemanfurter sid :gramn from the North-West never will be satisffietory; that" And it is our duty to tell you that you have twodanger before you. the grain of that outry is so damp whon firstharyestedIf you say you are going to carry out your engagement no man will tirgrioftht ouuty oate ap e ftha rvmste
behrenyou or trust yon. If, on the other hand, you repudiate them you owing to the peuharity of the ehmate that it must be
will sink. to the posiion of the repudiating States of America. And transported in the autumn and winter. The lion, gentleman
becans, he, Mr. Cartwright, was able to aT that the Government of goes on to say that whoreas tho other Government maypanada while not prophsingto dotunprobable thing, bwere howeverer- ha-e proposedto ive 55,000,000 acres of land and $30,000,-pared faithfnlly sud honorably to redeem their obligations, and La
imposed an additional tax of *$2,000,000 in order to do so, that he had 000 of a cash su idy, we must drop those items out of our
succeeded in this transaction." consideration, that they amount to nothing; that we propose
And yet hou. gentlemen tell us that the Pacifie Railway was by this contract to give 825,000,000 in cash, $28,000,000 in
to be constructed without imposing additional taxes on the finished road, whieh makes $53,000,000, and 25,000,000
people. Now my hon. friend, the leader of the Opposition, acres of land, which, at 82, would raise the total to
has made a moat exhaustive speech to the House ; it i $103,000,000. Or, says the hon. gentleman, if we take the
only one of three or four, because he bas had several value of the land at 83.18 per acre-a valuation which ha
parliamentary speeches running at the same time. He has been evolved fron some mysteriouus source-it will be over
found it cor-venient to make a speech on the general $75,000,000; or, if in round numbers. 84 per acre, it will
question, and a speech on each several separate but cognate come to $ ,100,000,00. The hon. member for South Huron,
motions to keep himselfgoing. These three or four speeches (Mr- Cameron) gets still higher. He values the land at 85
might-have-been, condensed into one. Like a mitrailleuse, per acre-or, in the aggregate, ut 8125,000,000, which with
he has been firing forty or fifty shots at a time, and we have the subsidy and the furnished road wold Le 8178,000,000.
heard the grumble and growl of his ordnance very much as I was about to say that up to the present moment that was
he 8eeretary ofCount Bismarck used to hear the growling of the sun total we are to pay, according to the calculations
hhat F'rench ordnance, like the noise of a coffee mill, while of the hon gentleman opposite ; but I am reminded by an

he was travelling with bis chief, within hearing of the din hon. member of one element in this matlhematical problem
f the battle field of Sedan. My hon. friend fully extended which I had entirely overlooked. ''he eapitalized value of
rimself ini the arguments he brought before the House in the exemption fi-om taxation of the land, says the lion.
eply to the hon. Minister of Railways on the reso- member, amounts to 852,000,000, and by that amount must
ltions before us. I spent between six and seven hours the already enormous aggregate be swelled. Well, Mr.
If steady reading to get through with that speech. I Chairman, I told yon at the outset tihat you must familiarize
hink is might boiled down into three or four Your mimd with big figures in listening to the discussion of
Propositions. They are, chiefly, that the terms are this question, and especially with its discussion from an Op
xcessive, that the lande are worth a great deal more sition point of view. These hon. gentlemen,if I rememh r
han ougit to el given for the purpose, that the aright, did not arrive at such enormous totals lat year when
xcessive terns granted for the building of the railway they spoke about the condition of the country. Then they
cross the prairie will injure the construction of the other were looking through tie reverse end aof the teleope, but now
wo ends,-although the hon. gentleman tells us, at the same they seem te have a magufymg glass of 10,000 horse power
ime, that there is an enormous profit in building both those -uit least wen they cone to look at the barga wth theu
ections at the ends, and I do not believe it is in human Syndicate. Another objection they make-namely, that four
ature to give up those sections if there will be a profit in per cent. mnterest is a rate that should not be allowed. I
uilding them. [le bas a good deal to say about the think the hon. member li making that remark was rather
oenopoly given in the building of branch lines and pro- severe upon the hon. gentleman next him (Sir Richard Cart-

ibiting rival ones-; but after all objections are made, even wright). When that bon. gentleman was negotiating his loan
uch wretched objections as the one to the clause that Of £3,000,000 i 1S76 ho was willing to take 87J cents in
he Government will give the Company four per cent. the dollar. He represented, and the people were led to
n any deposit that it will leave in the hand of the suppose, that ho wa only paying four per cent. interest on
overnment-the objection being that meney may ho that loan, but when T produced the tables which are used both
heaper some of these days, and the sugestion made mn the United States and England in calculating the present

hat i be deposited instead with some of the banks, perhaps value of any stock bearing a particular rate of interest, I
ome lean companies-after making ail these objections ho showed that he was paying five per cent. The hon. entle-
ays that if the Government, at this lat moment, would man said that that statement was worthy of the mem r for
ccept,the licy cf building the Saut Ste. Marie road, con Nliagara-that it was not worth the paper on which it was
eptingt wih thp Northern Pacifi aut Deuluth, through written. I have only to say, that, if te hon. gentleman has

imarica ten-itory, tis chief objections would vanish. n ot found, the people have found, that the rate ie was payng
was five and not four per cent. I think, Sir, that the

Mr. BLAKE. No; I did not. arrangement with the Syndicate is, in that respect, a very
Mr. PLUMB. Well, I am glad that the hon. gentleman safe one; and that we will not be asked to make any further

pou regoin do bot foet quiteatiafed with his posi- allowances to them on that score, If we are, it will only go
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to show that Canada bas attained a measure of prosperity
under the .present Government which was certainly not to
have been expected when hon. gentlemen opposite were in
power. The leader of the Opposition commenced his speech
with a facetious remark, whieh was not new, but whieh was,
however, greeted very cordially as an old friend by members
on both sides of' the liouse. lie said that the speech of the
Minister of' Railways was one which he had often heard
and admired. I have no doubt that that speech wasa repeti-
tion of facts and figures which are familiar to this Rou.
I have no doubt, but that the sincerity with which the Mini-
ster of Railways addressed the House, convinced every body
that those were the-facts and figures that ho had been accus-
tomed to deal with in this House. The hon. gentleman does
not take the position that ho may make one statement this
ycar and another statement next year, and not be held
iîy the statement made the year beiore-and the hon. gent.
loman, having ali the facta before him, and being bound by
the accuracy with which ho was obliged to present a great
question of that kind,not being able, as the hon. gentlemen on
the other side seem to be, to, invert bis facts, had necessa-
rily to presont them in a form with which the House is
familiar. My bon. friend's next position was ably answered
by the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives),
in which hoespoke of the apotheosis of my rightb hon. frienhd
the leader of the Government. The hon. momber for
Richmond and Wolfe properly said, while my right hon.
friends might be looking down upon the passage of the rail-
way trains, it was possible that other hon. gentlemen who
were criticising him might ouly hear the rumbling -of those
trains passing over their heads, and I thought that was a
good retort to the hon. gentleman for bis ill-timed face-
tiousness. He dwelt with great emphasis upon the condi-
tion of the Union Pacific Railway as the model upon which
the Government is to insist upon the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Ilt is perfectly easy to under-
stand that tje road as constructed was the road ns built. A
constructed road is not a road in the process of construc-
tion. It is well known that when the Union Pacific
Railway was in the process of construction it
ws .oftLen nocessary to run it 100 miles in a hasty
manner to reach the necessary ballast, and to carry supplies
and labor, and its construction was often for a long distance
in a condition that would not admit of a large traffic. But
in the year theb on. gentleman for South Huron (tIr.
Cagieron) was talking about, that road was earning
815,000,000. It would have been impossible for any road
carrying a traffic like that to be in unworkable condition;
it would have been against the interests of te people who
built the road, for it would have been strewn with wrecks.
The hon. gentleman knows it is for the interest of a railway
company to build the best road it eau afford to build, and
to have it upon the best alignment, the best grades and
curves, and it the road-bed is built, in the first instance, with
bad grades and curres, it is a source of loss to the company.
If this road bas been largely subsidised, that is the best
reason in the world why it should be a good one. It is the
best reason in the world for those people who have got to
compete with lines outside of Canada, for building a good
road. There will be no monopoly, it is out of the nature
of things that there can be a monopoly if the terms of this
contract are fulfilled. Other western railroads largely
subsidized in the United States are running throughl popu-
loue districts. This road las got to make its population, and
it can only do so by offering easy means of getting in and
out of the country. lt can make no husiness until it offers
to the population better, or at least as good advantages as
the roade that lay to the south. They are all competing
for the sane business, they all want to populate the country
along their lines. Our Syndicate have got to send emigrants
into the country, and to take their freight in and bring it
out at such rates as will give' them the trate as against
* Mr. PLUMB.

the Northern Paoi*o and other lines. Those arejsta
much competing roads as if they aIl ran Throngl-our
territory. Those hon. gentlemen urge the argument.*at
this road has got -u mmuaity agamnst ompetition wit.hiR
our borders for 20 years. They must remembir that that
immunity ouly extenda for 10 years after the road is to be
completed, and what madnoss it would be for these mon t
g o and build that road while other people inight go in 'and
build another road alongside of"it if they chose. That
Bfeguard is absolutely necessary to thy existence of alroad;
it is absclutely a condition precedent to any ooMpany that
did not intend to cheat and defrnud the country with whiah
they made the contract. It is one of the best evidences of
the sincerity of the Syndicate that they have insisted upon
such terms. They did not corne hore intending to trifle
with this great undertaking. They knew perfectly well that
they had secured to themselves a Ivantages, and I hope
they will be real advantages. Every man in this House
should wish these people to make money out of tijeir
enterprise ; they deserve it, and I do not begrudge one
shilling tbey nay make, because I know the Goverament
of this country will profit dollar for~dollar by the value of
every acre of land by the building of that road, I do not
forget that it is asserted by the Globe, and by hon. gentle-
men in this House, that there are from 175,O00,,000 to
200,000,000 acres of land, out of which only a paltry
25,000,000 acres. will be given, which will benefit in the
same ratio as the lands belonging to the Government. I am
confident the public wil tako the arguments of the hon.
gentlemen on the otber side at itheir true worth. . But, I
repeat, it is the policy of the Company to make the best line.
All this talk about thelUnion Pacifie Railwayhas been simply
scandalous upon the part of men who should understand
something of the first principles of railway traffic. I cau
show you a statement by one of the ablest statieicians of
the United States, published in one of the first iReviews in
England, which shows that ithe greatest railway mono-
poly ln the United States, which lis the New York Central

ilway and its connections, not only a monopoly but under
the dangerous control ofu ne single inan, has brought freight
rates down toa point which isalmost incrodible,simly by the
fact that he had vast capital in his hands, and bas laid four
steel rail tracks, upon which trains can run eastward and
westward in a continutous line. The writer says there
would be no danger if all the railways in the United States
were under the control of one man. le has got his
interest to proteet, and it mut done by improving the road
and giving it every possible advantage for cheap working.
You cannot keep a railway idle, and the more freight you
can put upon it the botter is it for the country. It ie noc a
question as to whether you are going to charge high prices
for a small business. That is like the old postage system
of the United States. When tbey charged 18 conte for a
letter going 150 miles few letter went by mail, but the
instant they put postage down to three cents they got
enormous revenues. That principle was not discovered
until Rowland Hill discovered it in Englaad. It is the
interest of alrailways to lower freight, that they may secure
larger earnings. There is no transhipment, and that is
where the saving in long routes i enormous. Heavy freiglts,
such as cereals, will not bear transhipment, and thîs is
where the railway will have grcat advantage over. broken
water lines of communication. Mr. ZEdward Atkinsop, the
gentleman whom I quote, and who iIh an authority which will
not be questioned by hon. gentlemen opposite who believe
in the Cobden Club, esays:

Th e ct of thii paper in t prove the v sa of labor thnt
ba been n the u tem portion of the United Sttea by the extea-
tion of the railway systemn to the west in procuring bread and meat at less
and less cSt. * * *

" Before the use of the railway, and even down te a later date -befre
the great railway systema of the country were consolidated, anl worked
at the low rates that now prevan,-it was necessary fer the peipe of New
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]aenmd - o woek arduously for hread alone. Brown bread made of
Indan c ra .onstituted the staple food in many farmers' families; white
or wheat bread was a luxury.

Thon he goes on to show that the first advantage from the
railways was the bringing in of anthracite coal, which
enabled farmÏers te clear their forests; and the next ad-
vantage was that the farm lands in the State of New Yor'k,
which were devoted entirely to wheat culture were, in conse-
quence of the introduction of the wbeat from the west, re-
leased from that culture and more profitably cultivated
for other purposes. That will apply to these provinces
by the same rule of reason. le than goes on to say:

" The secret of these changes in the sources of our agricultural supplies
is, that the railroad has eliminated distance. A barrel of flour, and a
barrel of pork, or its equivalent, constitute the substance of Western farni
products needed by each adult in the East. The two barrels are equal to
500 lbs., or a quarter of the net ton in which our railway traffic is com-
puted. This quantity is now brought fron Chicago to Boston, one thou-
sand miles at an average of $1.25; sometimes for less, or at the rate of $5,
or £1 sterling, pr ton of 2,000 lbs

"We might therefore state an economie equation in these ternms
'The movement of one year's subsistence of grain and meat for an

aduit working-man a distance of one thousand miles is equal to $1.25
or 5s., which suma is equal to one day's wages of a common workman, or
half the daily wages of a good carpenter or mason.

'' Half to one day's wages, one thousand miles, and the movement of
one year's subsistence, are synonymous ternis. One day's pay places the
mechani ofMassachussetts next door to the Western prairies a thousand
miles away.

" The same terms of the equation may soon be applied to the distances
beyond Chicago towards Minnesota, Dakota, Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska
because grades are easier, fuel is more abundant, and, as population
and traffic increase, Iwo days' work bf a common laborer in Massachus-
setts will soon move a year's subsistence of corn and mueat fifteen hun-
dred or two thousand miles from far Dakota and from the plains of Ne-
braska ; one name still designating a Territory, the other the last but one
among the States admitted to the Union. At the present time the rates
of freight west of Chicago are much higher than between Chicagoand the
seaboard.

" In Dakota, on the Red River of the North, wheat is manufactured in
some fields, whire each single furrow of the plow is said to take a day to
rua without once turning ; and fron these fields the wheat is now brought
in millions of bushels, upon which there has been no manual labor,
except to direct the machinery, from the time the seed was planted in the
field until the bread is eut upon the table of the factory operative ii
Lowell.

" On the whole it may be said that the charge for moving wheat froi
the Red River of the North to Liverpool bas varied during the past season
from $17 to $22 per ton of two thousand pounds, and that there is reason
to expect such improvement that the average rate will be $16 to $20 or 48
cents to 60 cents per bushel."

He thon shows that the effect of the opening of railways in
the west is constantly to cheapen transportation ; and 1
quote these arguments to show that the railway we have
under consideration is to be governed by exactly the same
conditions as the railways of the United States. This
Company cannot raise money on their road unless they have
a good road, because there has been too much experiencoe of
roads that have been hastily constructed by contractors for
the sake of floating their securities, and there would be such a
ruinous discount exacted upon such securities that it would
destroy the operation in the very beginning. This Company
has to compete with other roads in the same business, and that
fact, I think, does away effectually with any danger of
monopoly. And when their line runs to St. Paul, they are,
so far as they are concerned, in a cul-de-sac. They may
have a road behind them of a thousand miles, but they have
got to find an outlet to the sea-board, and when tiey get
their freight down to St. Paul they must find an eastern
connection, and they are not mad enough, for the sake of
their Minnesota line, to deprive themselves of that necessity,
even if there was any suspicion of want of good faith in the
earrying out of the contract. But the lesser is always
included in the greater; their own interests are the best
guarantee of their bona fide conduct. Everybody knows
that it is impossible to guard a great contr-t like
this in any way so effectually as by the self-interest
of the parties concerned in it. 1 am quite satisfied,
therefore, that the country will sustain us-first,
in taking this cheme out of the region of politics;

and next, in our postulate that these gentlemen are bonnd
by every consideration of self-interest, to earry ont the
cOntract in the way agreed upon between them and the
Government. When the dust which has been raised in the
country has subsided, the country will acknowledge that
this cuntract is a monument of the far-seeing wisdom of the
present Administration. I think we can wait with great
con6dence for the development of events, and these
gentlemen who imagined that they were going to create an
agitation in the country that would prod nee a change of
Govornment, will find that we have three very good years
in which to prosecute the construction of that railway and
to devolope tho National Poliey, and, by that time, tfle
advantages of both will be sufficiently rooted in the learts
of the people to deprive these gentlemen of any chance
of reversing either. Mr. Atkinson goes on to Ray:

" It will also be observed that, while thus profitable to its owners, the
New York Central Railroad system, or consolidated line, des the
largest amount of work at the least ost, probably carrying ten million
tons in 1879 ; and that it js the controlling factor i the movement ofmeat
and grain from west to east.

"It foillows that the great cheapness that has heen attained is not
temporary, but permanent ; and that increase of trafic, within certain
limita not yet found, is marked by decrease of cost.

" From the statistics of 1870, just compiled it appeare that the average
charge on ail merchandize over the New York Central Railroad and its
connections, was only 0.81 cents per ton per mile.

" There is much contention in thi@ country in regard to the railroed
corporation as a factor in our own politics, and much complaint is made
in respect to alleged monopolis; but IL wili be observed that the great
lins against which this charge is made-to wit, the system consolidated
and designated an the New York Central, the Eri, the Pennsylvania, and
the Baltimore and Ohio-may as b. named and deignated as compris-
ing the specific miles of railroad on which the largest service i done for
the community at the least relative cost.

" Jt would matter net ifaIl these lnes were consolidated, even nder
one man's guidance. The saime ruie would control him that new controls
the all, aud compels a constant ahatement in the charge, constant im-
provement in method, and constant reduction in cost of operation. The
rufle is that it je not the competition ef rail with rail that controls or
limite the charge that may be made fer their une, but the competition of
product with product in th e great arkets ef the country and ef Lb
world. No man, and ne cembination cf mien, can permnanently prevent
tisi comipetition working iLs just and beneficent resudts in the wider
dinstribution e the elements cf subsistence, in the abundant consumption
cf which material prosperity consists.

Now, I say that is an answer which is as complote as any-
thing can be to the whole cry about the monopoly of any
particular lino. The argument there is: that it is product
with product, not railway conpeting with railway,
but that theth r cnstantiemuselvos cani only be raised upon
such conditions that they can bo put upon the railway and
shipped, cad they would not be raised otherwise. Thes
gentlemen would cut their own throats if they attempte d to
make charges which wold obetruct tho products of the
North-Woest ad obstruct in any way the traffleoer their
road. They weuld be equally insane if theby attempted to
lrun a rival ine, as proposd by the late Finance Minister,
to 480 miles already given the. Hie suggestod that they
would build a road, teo rival their own, round tho souh
shoroeof Lake Superior, forgetting, or not remembering, that
his hon. leader had just proposoed that line as beiag the
gr ot panacea that i se going te cure all the lilas of the
country. We heau a good deal about the condition of rail-
ways in the United States Tho hon. momber for South
Huron asserted that we ought not really to look so much to
the United States. Whilo it was very well, undoubtedly,
for him Vo adduce any argument in respect to the United
Slates system 'which would bear on his side ef th question,
ho depoecated very muchi ouri using any which would
strongthen our position in any way ; but I think as the

eUnited States system is tho only one which ei analogous
to ours, as it is th.e growth of a condition of thrig
which we hope we Sall see in ou-r country, we
have a right-in fact, it would b. wrong in
us not to take that course-to compare that system,
to examine i tho roughly, and to tak. any instruction which
may be useful to us ont of it. We can reject any we do
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not like. I produce a list of the cst of a
thse roads in the United States, in any system tha
would compare with ours, showing the amount <
the Government subsidies, the amount which those roac
have earned, the cost per mile, the rate of earnings an
their capital; and that statement, which is in a condense
form, I will now read to the louse, for the purpose e
showing that any estimates of the cost of building an
operating the Canadian Pacific Railway, when compare
with that of analogous roads in the United States, wiL
show that the subsidies proposed for it, instead of being ou
of reason and extravagant beyond all experience, a
denounced by hon. gentlemen opposite, mean nothing mor
than a reasonablo allowance to enable the Company to cou
struct and pormanently operate that road. The leader of the
Opposition estimates the cost of operating that line a
$6,O00,000; but the Chief Engineer bas putit at $8,000,000
Ont of that must come at first the limited traffic upon the
road, But if I base a calculation upon that amount an<
capitalize it, I could capitalize it at a mueb larger sun
than cither of those gentlemen bas arrived at, extravagan
as their figures have been for any concessions to the rom
outside the subsidy. In-fact, the road will be without doub
at the outset a very considerable charge upon the resource
of the gentlemen constructing it. They must create the
traffic on their line and encourage it, and go to a large
expense in developing it, and that will add very largely t<
the cost of operating the lino. Hon. gentlemen opposite
say those gentlemen are going to build the lino with bass
wood and cotton-wood ties; but that would largely increase
the cost, and not only that, but destroy the protits, and ruin
it as a profitable means of transportation. The statement
which I will now read, is as follows

RAILWAYS-COST, MILEAGE, EARNINGS, EXPENSES, AND
NET RESULT, 1876.

lowA.-(Constructed) 3,090 miles.
Stock ............. ..... ..... .... ....... $ 53,304,151
Bonds. ........... ... ... ..... 47,495,900
Total cost..... ................. ,106,352,984
Net earnings.................. 2,474,150

Cost per mile, $34,0'0 ; Earnings, per cent., 2.40.

KÂANsA.-(Constricted) 2,123 miles.
Stock............. . $33,736,937
Bonds ..................... ........ ............ 56,954,000
Total cost................................ 92,523,557
Net earnings...... ... 2,531,133

Cost par mile, $43,100; Earnings, par cent., 2.76.

NBsRABKA.-(Constructed) 643 miles.
Stock .... ................................ $ 3,954,800
Bonds.... .................................-. 14,841,948
Total cost ........ .................... ...... 19,578,755
Net earnings.............. .............. 433,169

Cost per mile, $30,400; Earnings, per cent., 2.22.,

MissouRi.-(Constructed) 4,172 miles.
Stock , . ....... 122,640,991
Bonds.. ... . ...... 108,210
Total cost ............ ............ 228,458,579
Net earnings......... ............ 7,073,604

Cost per mile, *54,758; Earnings, par cent., 3 1.

DÂAioT.-(Constructed) 261 miles.
Stock ..... ................ ....... $11,500,000
Bonds...........................$11,200
Total cost .- % ........ .... 12,700,000
Net earnings............... 62,938

Cost par mile, $45,000; Earnings, par cent., ,

CoLoaAn)o.-(Constructed) 763 miles.
Stock.......... ...... 17,989,300
Bondst.... ......... ... ....... .12,615,500
Total cot . ...... .694,15
Netearnings ..................... 84,366

Cost par mile, 440,000; Earnings, par mile, 1.91.

UwTÀ.-(Oonstructed) 334-65 miles.
Stck.......... .... ......... $4,1560
Bonds.. ....... 3,754,000
Total coSt............. ................. 8,217,000
Net earnings ........ . 651,51

Cost par mile, *24,600 ; Barni.age, par oent., 8.

CXNTRAL Pkcwrc.-(Constructed) 1,481 miles.
dtock ............... .......... ......... ..... $83,312,680
Bonds........ ................ .142,630,283
Total cost......... ...... ........ .......... 257,845,871
Net earnings............... 11,760,160

Cost per mile, $172,000; Earnings, per cent., 4 60.
Lori-iNA.-(Construeted) 868 miles.

Capital........... ........ ............
Honds...... .................. 27,391,615
Total cost.......... .. ................ 48,198,667
Net earnings.... ............... 1,084,267

Cost per mile, $55,500; Earning, per cent., 2.25.
MINNEsoTA.-(Constructed) 1,780 miles.

Capital......... ..... ...... $39,508,529
Bonds ................. ........ ... ...... 45,728,850
Total cost...................79,754,.96
Net earnings......... ............... 1,242,891

Cost per mile, $45,000; Earnings, per cent., 1.55.
WiscoNsiN.-(Constructed) 3,116 miles.

Capital........ ................ ... ......... $52,796,744
Bonds ................... ................ 60,698,677
Total cost...... ...................... .... 111,728,249
Net earning. .................. 3,751,754

Cost per mile, $35,800; Earnings, per cent., 3 20.
ILLIsos.-(Constructed) 10,340 miles.

Capital stock .......................... $220,137,041
Bonds ........ ... .- . ...... ... 184,107,625
Total coat. . . ............ .$41,777,140
Net earuingu..... ....................... 20,908,609

Cost per mile, 40,000 ; Earning, per cent., 5.

Thie State gave a very large land grant, capital and bonds,
$415,777,140 ; yet, hon. gentleman declaim very forcibly
over a subsidy of $25,000,000 given by the Dominion of
Canada. Freight charges are cheaper in that State than in
any other, I believe, except over the New York Central.
With respect to the railway system of Illinois, I happen to
know that when the system was largely developed, the
whole of the monoy for building those roads was furnished
by eastern capitalists, and there was not stock enough held
in Chicago to form a qualification for the local directore.

INDNA.-(Constructed) 4,781 miles.
Uapital Stock..................... $ 89,622,267
Bonds......... ... 100029,041
Total cost.............. 194,409,511
Net earninggs.......-............ 4,036.018

Costp p ePi, $40Qff9; liia por ant, .9.

I can explain that large average by aying that the Mae
mostly narrow gauge roads running into the i mines and
paying an extraordinary dividend in proportion to their
cost. They are all, almost, three foet gauge.

Tzxs.-(Oonstructed) 2,031 miles.
Stock ............................... ........ $28,894,179
Bonds ...... 49,912,172
Total coit........................ ........... 79,037,900
Net Earnings..... ................. ...... 3,413,069

Cost per mile, $39,000; Earnings, per cent., 4.30.
ARKANss.-(Constructed) 477 miles.

capital stock ....... .. $8906900
Bonds ........,........................... 7,379
Total cost........................ 14,881,400
Nét earaings..... ........... 245,257

Cost per mile $31,200 ; Earnxings, per cent., 1.70
CÂioRn.-(Constructed) 1 172 miles.

tok.. ....................... $13,469,400
Bonds......... ......... ....................... 30,584,000
Total cost ................. 64,705,666
Net earning......................... 1,474,947

Cost per mile $57,500; Earninge, per cent, 2 20
OiEG-s -(Comstrueted) 259 miles.

Total cost .......................$7,361,664
Net earnings ..... ...... ...... ............. 205,327

Cost per mile, $28,40; Earnings, per cent. 2.71.
UnioN PAciFI.-(Constructed) 1,149 miles.

Stock....................... ............ ... $ 36,962,000
Bands.......................... 78,340,512
Total cost..................... .... ......... 115,214,588
Net earnings,........................ 7,618,618

Cost per mile, $102,700 ; Earnidgs, per cent , 6.62.

Therefore, this road which, as bon. gentlemen opposite
say, was built of basswood or cottonwood, and was not
ballasted, earned twD years after its completion $102,700.
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capital Sk.. ... $ 55,638,171
Bonds .......... ............ 83,206.008
Toual .st.....- ............ 139,966,082
Neterig ... ... 4,3,5

Cot per mRl, 441,800; Earnings, 'per cent, 2.93.

Oro -(Contructed) 7,113 miles
Ca .i.al Stock ....... ......~..5. 213,570,279
B"ade - .. -...... 194,290,128
Totalcost .. ,..... .... 33,944,3Ms
<et earning ..... ........... 14,076,999

Cest per mle, $2,000; Earnings, per cent., 2.65

A redùtion in transportation has being going on for
five years inMassachusetts which fairly represents the
north-eastern States, a reduction from $3 per ton per mile in
1b71 to $2.4 in 1876. Ohio fares average, for western States,
$1.82 to $1.12. New York fares average, for middle States,
$1.77 toS1.19. There was a net return in 1876 upon the rail-
way aital invested in the United States of three per cent.
I th in a little familiarity with figures like these will
probably teach hon. gentlemen opposite that there is a good
deal in the fact and very little in the theory.
I have read statements which show that there are invest-
monts of over $200,000,000 in railways in one small por-
tion of the western States, which are penetrated by roads
in all directions, and that these roads havo cost an average
of almost $40,000 per mile.

Mr. MILLS. With watered stock.

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman can probably show
how the stock was issued ; it will not weaken my argu-
ment. These prairie roads have cost on an average
840,000 per mile, and at this moment they are not paying
more than 2j to 3 per cent. There have been large fortunes
made by a few people; there have been large losses made
by the great aggregate of the people who lad invested in
railways, but theo enormous advantages which have accrued
to the public have more than compensated for any loss which
any private individuals may have sustained. There are
such conditions imposed upon railway companies, that they
must do the business, -and do it at the lowest rates at which
they can carry the traffic over the lines. That is a statement
which cannot be contradicted by any one whose opinion is of
any weight as a railway authority, and it briushes away half
the cobwebs which have been thrown in front of this contract
to mislead, deceive, and hoodwink the public. The contention
bas been made that the Government should build the road
across the prairies. Hon. gentlemen have suddenly discovered
that thiis is an easy thing to do; that many capitalists are
waiting and anxious to take hold of the work now that
reSponsible people have taken hold of it in good faith. They
say that it -is madness to throw away such vast sub-
sidies on this contract, that the Government should
confine themselves entirely to building the prairie sections,
for the purpose, so far as I can judge from the arguments of
the leader of the Opposition, of feeding the Northern Pacific
Railway, and of flnally carrying traffic from our own terri-
tories inte thoSe of the United States. We have had some
experience in operating railways of our own. A few
figures uwil show the condition of the Intercolonial
Railway while it was in the hands of the hon.
gentlemen who are now se axnions again to control
the aairs of the country. In 1876 the total cost
of thatToad with equipment was .35,131,134.21 ; interest at
five per cent, $1,756,556.71. In 1877 the cost was
SM,682,2>49, interest 11,784,112.45. The total cost in 1880,
with equipmerit was $38,365,719.60, which, with interest
since -1876amonuted to $45,526,827.34. The loss on operating
this road for the year ending 30th June, 1877, was
$501,228.10, and theinterest at five per cent. for three years
was $76,08423. For the year ending 30th June, 1878, the
loss ioperating 1as 842,326.78; for the year ending 30th
June. 179, the loss was $716,083.53, and the interest for one

Year at fve per cent. 3,804.4. 'Up to that time, asvi
be Aeen, the conomies ofthe hon. gentlemen opposite had
been pretty well exhausted, and the extravagant andreckless
management of the present Minister of tailways had begun
to be exemplified in the working of the Intercolonial. The
consequence was that the loss for the yearending 30th June,
1880, was $W,13I.23, as againstSt*l,083for theyear before,
432,000 for the year before that, 1507,000 for the year before

that. Lest there should be any doubt about these fgures i
will quote from an authority which will not be oontradicted
by hon. gentlemen opposite, that of a gentleman whose
antecedents are well known, and who is not likely to make a
statement any more favorable to our party than to the other.
In the report of the Auditor-General for 1880, the fbllowing
figures appear: The earnings of the Intercolonial, Prinoe
Edward Island and Windsor Branch for 1880, were
$1,739,137.25; the working expenses, $1,851,489.26, leaving
a loss of$112,3à2.01. Increase of earnings in 1880, 1819,181 ;
decroase of expenses in the same year, 3,82,007.08. The
gross expense of operating the )omimon Iailways exceeded
the net earnings in 1879, to the extent of 8112,352, and in
1874, under the economical management of the hon. gentle-
man opposite, they were $S13,540, leaving in favor of
1879-80, as against 1873-4, the suîm of ,0 1, 188.73, whioh is
to be credite to the reckless, extravagant and improvident
Government which suceeeded the eeconomical adminiitra-
tion whieh preceded it. I have a memorandum here whieh
will throw some light upon the manner in which the Govern-
ment of the United8tates have dealt with land grants, and
the privileges and immiunities which they have
given to the roads to which they have extended aid.
There is a road called Corpus Christi, Santiago and Red
River Road, in the State of Texas, and as that State bas been
recommended to the notice of the public by an hon. gentle-
man of the other side, I will begin by stating the grat
liberality with which that State deals with railway corpo-
rations. The State of Texas granted to this road, which is
a narrow-guage read, 16 sections of 640 acres each,something
over 10,000 acres per mile. The Flint and Pore Marquette
Road in Michigan received 3,841) acres, as an incidental
grant only, upon 283 miles of local line. It was a mere
grataity, as that is not a through lino, having no particular
claims upon the public liberality. The Grand Rapide and
Indiana Railway receivod 1,160,000 acres for 446 miles of
railway. The Missouri and Pacifie Road, for 425 miles,
received a State bonus of* $2,000,000. The New Orleans and
Mobile Railway of 141 'Miles, received from the State of
Louisiana 3,000,000 acres of land, while the Government
subscribed 12,500,4>00 and ondorsed second mortgage bonds
to the amount of 812,500 a mile, and the city of New
Orleans granted in perpotuity the use of the depot grounds
worth $1,000,000. Mississippi and Alabama exempted it
from aIl taxes for ever. These are grants to one single road.
The Orleans and Baton Rouge and Vicksburg, to the eastern
terminus of the Texas Pacifie, recoived 20 sections of land@ per
mile,with the privilege of selecting it 40 miles on each side of
the road. It had a capital of $5,000,000, with bonds of?830,000
per mile. The Anerican Fork Railway from Deer Creek
to Utah got a large subsidy from the State, though the
grades were 297 feet per mile and the curves 129 feet per
muile. There they did not regard grades and carves exaotly
in the same way as they are regarded by hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the louse, who practically know
very ittle about building railways or operating them.
The West Wiseonsin Railway of 177 miles, received
ti,400 acres per mile and was exempted from taxation for20
years. The Wisconsin Central, 325 miles, received 800,000
aeres. The Lake Superior and Missisippi, 109 miles, reoeivod
920,000 acres. The St. Paul and Pacifie, 207 miles, recei*ed
405,000 acres. The Sioux City and St. Paul Railway T
miles, received 927,000 acres of land. The Southern in-
nosota, 167 miles, ereecived 368,274 acres. The Illinoi@
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Central, 455 miles, received 2,595,000 acres, and the State
gave it on the condition that the railway paid 1 per cent on
its netearnings. That was in a centre of a populous State
where there was no sort of hazard about getting ji popula-
tion, and the rond was prosperous from the beginning, yet
it received from the State that large amount of land which
had been granted to the State by the United States. The
payment of seven per cent. on its net earnings was
the price paid the State Legislature for the grant. The
Atchison, Santa Fé and Topeka Road, 470 miles, receive 1
6,400 acres per mile. The Oregon and California, 200
miles, reeeived 3,500 acres per mile. The Houston and
Texas, 50:> miles, received 10,240 acres per mile. The Gulf,
Colorado and Santa Fé, 45 miles, received 16 sections to the
mile, or about 11,000 acres. The Burlington, Missouri and
Nebra'ka, 2,9 miles, received 2,462,208 acres. The St.
Joseph and Western, 2,7 miles, received 599,000 acres.-
The Mobile and Ohio, 472 miles, received 856 sections por
mile. The Texas and Pacific, from Shrieveport to $an-
diego, 1515 miles, which is a new rond acrosa the Rocky
Mountains, received from the United States Government
9,520,000 acres of land, and from Texas 18,000,000 acres.
The JMissouri, Kansas and Texas, 786 miles, received 6,817,-
742 acres. St. Louis and Iron Mountain, 604 miles, received
1,803,948 acres. The International and Great Northern
Road, 236 miles of main line and 283 miles of branches,
received 5,000,000 acres of land free from taxation for 25
years. The hon. gentleman had a good deal to say about
grades and curves of railway. The Denverand Rio Grande
road, largely subsidized, bas a grade of 369 feet to the mile,
and attains an elevation of 9,3.49 teet above the level of
the sea. The United States granted to the Pacifie Rawdways
20,000 acres to the mile, and these railways received finan-
cial aid frion the United States, including interest, to the
extent of $91 637,928. To other than Pacifie Railways there
have been granted altogether 37,504,087 acres of land up to
1876, and to the Pacifie Railway 150,281,766 acres. I think
the terms of this contract which are saidto be so excessive
will compare very favorably with those granted to American
railways. Now, any figures made use of by hon. gentlemen
opposite are used on the principle of the sliding scale with
respect to the value of the lands. We, I think, can safely say
that we will accept these figures, or any other figures they1
name, as the value of our lands; but we must insistthatwhen
they state their figures they will allow us to couple with
them thé statement that, whereas we are giving 25,000,000
acres, they offered to give 55,000,000 acres, that whereasi
we are giving 825,000,000, they offered $10 510 a mile,
or, including the twenty-five year charge as exemplified by(
the Poster bid, $17,500 a mile; and overy gentleman whoj
sat in the House from 1874 to 1878 as supporters of the late
Government, accepted these terms. The Government ofi
that day advertised for tenders upon them, and they must1
have taken a contract and undertaken to build the road uponi
them if they were offered as the lowest responsible1
bid. 'No gentleman who sat on the Governmenti
side of the HRouse from 1874 to 1878, can escape that1
responsibility. No matter how he may attempt to swallow(
his principles, the public will not allow him to digest them.i
I have proved, I believe, that the gentlemen now on theE
Opposition benches were sineere in their intention to build the1
railway in accordance with the terms of the agreement with1
British Columbia. That is shown by the utterances of the late
Finance Minister when he attempted to negotiate his loan in
England, and when he assured the English publie that thei
country would carry out its engagements, and therefore itsE
credit was not wrecked. The hon. .member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie) in 1875, I think about the time the hon.
gentleman who is now leader.of the Opposition, after having
pursued a Very erratic course in his support of that hon i

gentleman, was about to re-enter the Government, made use
1Mr. PIUME,

of the following language, -which has not been quoted
before:-

"Last year we took an estimate altogether, as will be seein, of about
two and a half millions of dollars. At that time we were quite uncer-
tain what arrangements might be made with British Columbia. We
proposed at that time, if satisfactory arrangements coulê bem ade with
that Province for an extension et time in aceordance with the negetia-
tions entered upon, to proceed immediately with the construction of the
road from Esquimalt to Nanaimo, and in that case a very Urge expendi1
ture would bave beerinecessary, as we hould thave doe a v ry large
proportion, including the rails ot that portion of the road, yvithi -thi

fnancialyear. These arrangements, however, fell through, and although
an ultimate arrangement was reached by which that work wig be prose-
cuted after this, at that time there was nothing to justify us in refsmng to
make sch preparations as might be needed in the îvent ofurcomning
to some ternis with that Province,"

What did he do'afterwards? HNe sent rails to the Island, and
afterwards, on t-be eve of the election of 1878, lie transferred
these rails to the mainland. Why did ho do that ? Can it
be assumed by the gentleman who followed him that he
stooped so low as to carry these rails to the mainland in order
to influence the electin in British Columbia. I believe he
was acting in good faith in that matter, and that he
intended to carry out his agreement with British Coluntbia.
But the question now before us is one for the future, one
that is of pressing importance. We are called here at an
unusual period of the vear, to consider the greatest and the
gravest subject which can be presented in one measure to
the people of this Dominion-a question which is to affect
their destinies for all time to come-and I am sorry to say
that gentlemen opposite have come to the consideration of
this question filled with party bitterness and party prejudice,
have come here to prejudge the contract upon statements
which have been. circulated during the last few months
without the slightest knowledge of what the terims of this
agreement were to be. What do we suppose has been the
knowledge, then, of those assemblages whose opinions have
been quoted and are to be quoted ; whose petitions are to Le
prosented here, got up by the caucus of the Opposition, in
this very House of Parliament, and sent broadcast, exactly as
the resolutions that have been made and put in the hands of
gentlemen who spontaneously attended those meetings and
spontaneously offered those resolutions that had been cut
and dried before they went out from the Capital. What
do we suppose will be the judgment of those
who had already been committed by the blind force
of the Opposition in which they are placed, to pre-
judge this matter? I say we are here for a more solemn
object than the discussion of party questions or fomenting
of party differences, and I was sorry to flnd that the leader
of the Opposition was the man to give the keynote to the
arguments which we -are to hear on the other side. Every
man who has risen in his place subsequently has repeated
his lesson like a parrot which bas been taught him by the
leader of the Opposition. Every argument has been
repeated monotonously. The.same statements have been m&de
by the gentlemen on the platform in the harmless agitation
in western Ontario. Every one of thein has taken up
the question not with the fairnoss which its gravity
demands; not in a patriotie spirit. It seems to· me, and
it must seem to the public at large, that patriotiamisje
sunk in party feeling. I regret to say that that spectaele
has been presented to us year afteryear, for those gentlemen
have been forced by the events of 1878 into the humiliating
position which they now occupy-a wrecked party carried to
its destruction mainly by the very -men who are nowleading
it further and further into the slough of despond; and I ea
see for it nô regeneration, no hope, so long as it clings blindly,
obstinately, persistently and blunderingly to the tourse
it lias pursued, and which has brought uponit the ruin whi"h
it deserves. What is to be the alternative? We are tg
accept this proposition, which I believe to be aprfeotly fair.
one;which is,Sir,it istrueisotexactlywhatanyman,if-he
had the power to makea bargain for himselfon hiaown sie,
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without anbody else on the 'ote side to interfere with
him, iWotM have made; buta .arg 'ch, I believe, has
been made conscientiously by the ader oourparty the.
best interests Of the country, and whih, 'I bee,.,
ita Mjenj in au4 investigtio in th iaas, will '

telmre and mioreto the caim, unprejudioed jd of
the people ofOCénada. Isay weare either to gcpt t qr
what are we to do? We are to passavote-of uist of een-
fiderke in the gentlemen who lead this great majority in the
House of Commons, and we are to throw ourselves into the
arms of our friends on the opposite side; we are to hive a
repetition of the blunders which incrased, year by
year during 1874, ' 7, '76, '77and '78, until the dayofregen-
eration dawned, disastrous blunders fim which the tofry
is slowly reviving, and we are to be put beck agaiu-weÏre to
reverse the engine-we are to put ourselves back into the
power of the master of deficits, we are to put on4vs into
the hands of the gentlemen who made railway centragtà
with parties before they bad surveyed a fopt of tue lino so
placed under contract, we are to put ourselves back
into the hands of inuen who went to the contrv and
deman4ed a renewal of the confidence w.,chi had
been blindly given to them on the ground tat
they were building the western part 6f the Pacific Railway
for $24,500 per mile, when it was patent on the recors
of the ublic Works .Department that it was costing
from $37,000 to $40,000 a mile, and badly built gt
that; we are to put ourselves into the bande of gexntle-
men who stoodp by with their arms flded c&nd ad
that they were flies on the wheel, and Canada piust
drift or to itâ destruction because they couid not ppt ont
thir hän s e help our struggling industries. Tb9so are
the altern4tives. On the one hand, we believe that wp are
doing our duty to our country when we use every possihle
means in our power to bring about the acceptance of thus
contract ; and I believe for one that I can justify it before
my constituénts and the people of Ontario. I am prepared
to take it up clause by clause to-day, and meet or the plat-
form any gentleman of the Opposition who chooses to invite
me to meet him, arid I do not think there are many of thera
who will care about doing it. I will defend it clause by
clause and line byline in the shape in whichit is now presented
to 0.he ouse, and I believe those gentlemen who oppose us
are just as much mistaken when they- think they have the
country with them as they were in 1878, when they walod
blindfolded off the precipice and were told the very day be-
fore the election they would gain la seats in Ontario in which
they lest 36- seats. I believe that the gratitude of the
people of Ontario is due to the untiring efforts which hav*
been made by my right hon. friend, (Sir John A.
Macdonald), from the day of the great statesman-
like act which adave us flie NOrth-West TelTitories
at a mere song-for £00,0 sterling, one or two
cents per acre-from that day we are indebted to bis pre-
science and foretbought for the plan which now comes
before us , in its ma-turity and is presented for oitç
acceptance. I believe he is right in saying that ho is
willing that it should b is monument. I believe the
whole people of Canada will respond to hitm when
they corne to understand what is the effect Of this arrange-
ment which be has made-they will respond to him an4l
sustainihim as tbey responded to and sustained him in 1878.
The hon. gentlemen need not latter themselves that
their time is coming. I know perfectly well that
when tey swapped horses in the middle of the
streami, and exchanged a little Scotch Galloway-
sonrewhat rough-hsired and hard-monted, perhape, and
who oceásionally stumbled, but on the whole did his work
steady and -cheerful y-for an Irish thoroughbrd ready te
bot dnd'refuse hiï~ first fence, they thonght they were

'ig to 8eeed, biat they were mistaken. He in already
iQo t arr nmgers andwhining for his feed. The corn

is in Egypt, but it is not for him, And he will have to wait
outaide of the barrier for mar thin the term of this
Parliament, and'more than the term of another Parliament,
for when three years have rolledround, and we shall have
seen the effect of this arrangement, and the pLe will
bave Iearned to understand it, and the peoplo on hisside
will have crushed away the sophiAtries whieh the hon.
gentleman bas raised with an ingenuit.y thýt enables him to
make the worse appear the botter reason; when theo echoeç
that have been made through the country, under his
auspices and direction, have died away in the earP of the
people-there will be that sober second thought wihieh is
often quoted, and which hon. gentlemen talked
about the year after the election, and which we have
seen exemplifiod in every eoection that hax
taken place fur a member of Parliament sineo-and
I should l:ke them to show by the record any
reaction; that reaction is yet to take place, and it is to set in
in our favor. I believe it bas been the nisfortune of those
gentlemen to stand in an obstructive position, compelled as
they have been to stand against this party; it lias been their
misfortune whieh bas proved their ruin, and it is a misfortne
which they cannot escape unless they aecept the flag of
truce which the hon. Minister of Railways hçld out, and
return at the last moment and vote with us as asolid phalanx
for this contract, and show the world the evidence, that they
at least on a eat question like this can forget party. I
trust that as L discussion goes on every objection which
bas been urged will be met,-objections which have found
undoubtedly some response in the minds of our friends, for
we do not pretend tho b a mechanical majority.

Mr. MILLS. You are, nevertheless.
Mr. PLUMB. We pretend to be men who can think and

re4son on subjects of this kind, and we intend to think and
reason on them. When we give our support to a measure
of thie kind, we intend to give it intelligently, and I believe
that every point in this contract is one which we
can justfy bef ie the country and to ourselves; and
I believe that the hon. gentlemen who suppose
there will b any sort of difference on this
side of the House in sustaining the policy of my right
hon. triend and the gentlemen who sit with himy, wil
reckon without their host. They will find when the result
occurs how egregiously they have deceived themselves and
failed in attempting to deceive the public.

Mr. 14ILLS rose to address the House.
Mr. BLAEh suggested that the Hlouse should adjourn, as

it was now 12 o'cloek.
Sir JOHN 4. MACDONALD said it would not be doing

justice to an hon. member of the position of the hon.
nember for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) to pres him ut this late

hour te proceel with his speech, an therefore he would
yield to the suggestion of the leader of the Opposition. At
thiè same time, 'he must say that this was a matter which
requir as early action as possible, consistent with a fair
and full diecussion of the subject, and that if this meaure
f'rgood or evil is teo blaw, the sooner it is the ig4w the
bettr. He had given notice to-night that after routine tbis
subject eould be continued de die in diem; iii the mesatime
he would at once accede to the proposition that the hon.
member for Bothwell should have every opportunity of fully
expressing lis views on this question.

Mr. MILS nioved the adjournment of the debate.
The Committee rose and reported.
House resumed; and (at 11:35 o'cloçk, p.a.,) the HOus

a¢journed.
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OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 5th January, 1881.
Chair at Three o'clock.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.
Mr. DREW moved that the time for presenting petitions

for Private Bills having expired, the same be extended to
Tuesday, the 15th day of February.

Motion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
The following Bills were severally introduced and read

the first time
Bih (No. 10) to remove doubts as to the true construction

of Section 12 of the Northern Railway Act of 1877.-Mr..
Mcarthy,

Bill (No. 11) to incorporate the Saskatchewan and Peace
Rivers Railway Company of Canada.-Mr. Beaty.

COURT OF RAILWAY, COMMISSIONERS.

Mr. McCARTHY introduced a Bill (No. 12) for constitut-
ing a Court of Railway Commissioliers for Canada and to
amend the Consolidated Railway Act of 1879.

Mr. BLAKE. Is this Bill intended to apply to the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway?

Mr. McCARTIIY. If it has the good fortune to passthe
House, I suppose it will apply to the railway to be con-
etructed by the Syndicate as well as to all others. The Bill
is the sanie, with a few alterations, that I introdueed last
Session. 1 did not, then, bring it to a second reading, be-
cause I thought that. considering the importance of the in-
terests to be dealt with, it was prudent to give time to the
country to consider the proposed measure. Upon the whole,,
I think, the Bill was received with considerable favor. I
have received many communications urging me to bring the
Bill before the House this Session. It proposes to constitute
a Court of Railway Commissioners to be appointed b the
Governor in Council, and to consist of three gentlemen,. one
of whom is to be a railway expert, another to be skilled in
the law, while the qualifications of the other are not defimed.
These Commissioners are to have power to deal with all
matters relating to traffic arrangements, to difficulties swis-
ing between railway companies, between railway companies
and individuals or municipalities, and it is intended to trns-
fer to the Commission nearly all the powerswhich are now
possessed by the Railway Committee of the Privy Council,
it is copied, largely, from the Engli Shtaute, which has
been in force since 1872, and which,1think, las given satisfac-
tion to all but the railway companies, though doubtlessfaults
have been found with it. I hold here the statement made
b y Viscount Sandon, lately the Commissioner of the Board of
Works, who stated, as a member of the then Govérn-
ment of Lord Beaconsfield, that he believed the law had
given satisfaction, and that the -Government proposed at An
early day, no% merely to extend the Iaw, but to confer
larger and additional powers upon the Railway Commis-
Sioners. lHe said:

" I ought to, remind my noble friend that we have already-intitated
that the Government attaches great importance to the cortinuance of the
poweraof the Railway Commusuaondra, which they believe t be higblyvalued by the commercial comnmunity of the country."

in the neighboring States this subject has also'received
much attention. A valuable report was presentëd to the
Assembly of the-State of New York, in which the resuits of
evidence taken as to the present system and the want of
legislation were briefly summarized. Amongst other

Mr. MILts.

HOUSE4

2ug

The SmArat took the

PRAYERa.

mstters wi4 ubaCommittee Teported as reiwingiegga-

j -orOfo *ntei1ao er t1es udèudI~fr~à

"f t ad gee
Lshould -be fe:bidden; and jpur Aeunmittee arO a<-tle ponaas4e

3Le slaure ay afel30 ins xtet wieuti, * g.th pppsrdis-
a.wtpoau and witin~t ii1eightedegree $nfrngig'or tem-
pronwig the vaed rights.< zeiliomppertyr "

An. again:
" neemis t yoar ommitteeihat the wrongs that exist may be ame-

liorated, ifutot corrects*; by~atodcinginto 'tie dterinatsion of these
oaetioem piieIewat wlk ubal1<@kve toso puek interest a onsi-

deainwhich thi evidence. a' it. soes not uow receive ; and to that
end we fecommend'a orminon, to be cornosed of three individuals,
with power ofin Stigation andlr5commèn4e o."

These extracts will show that the bis reported by that
Uommittee, on~e .irl favor of a Railway Corissioni and the
other amending the law relating to tratBc .arrangements,
were considered w orthy of consideration. About the sae
time, a simnilar bill was introduced int Congress and referred
to a Committee. I think I may say that the evils that exist
li this country, with regard to undue preferences given by
ailway comp anie, uinfair trafic arrangements and secret

bargains, exist stili moi-e largely in the United Slates than
here. The Hiuse will remember that lst year the railway
companies were particularly active in petitioiing against
this B ell, and iu writingin opposition to itin thePress. I have
read several.of these articles, a.nd I. do nlot think the reasons
urged against it areentitled to muchi weight. I do ot mean
te say that there shold be in this Bill anything of a nature
to confiscate railway property, but we must remember that
railway companies hafe now become the great highways
of commerce. dThey have taken the place of the ordinary
Queen's highway, the old original highway which was under
the control of the Crown and the Goverment; and it is
absurd to say that because individuals have eonstructed those
roads, that the are to be beyond and above ail legislation, and
beyond the control of Parliament. I thinrk we mut acknow-
ledge that the rights which have been dellegated te railway
companies are usedr as all such franchises should be used,
mainly sad chiefly in the public interest; therefore it ie that
I introduce this'ill. I may say that the matters which I think
require legislative interposition may be sumumarized under
the following heads : There is ne doubt that in many cases
railay comp'es charge exorbitant rates, and there le no
doubt e do se contrary te th e t w new on the
Statute-b>ook; but there is no power to enforce the law.
We have copied into our Railway Act a provision found i
the English Act as early as 1845; but in the Act of 1845
they èmnpowered their Court of Comnmon Pleas to carry into
force the provisions of the clause which ei called the equality
clause. We have the equality clause in substace, but we
have no.means of enforcing it. That is one matter which I
think only needs teho etated te induce us o at in regard te
thi u 'et Thon as to undue preferenoea It is prebhly
within fI1e knowledgo of most hon. members thiat railway
companes attempt to injure, ifnoet individale, yet certain
towns anid villages, by giving other townasud villages rates
which they decline te give to those equaly-eotitled to them,

1 recent iateee ofthis came under my ow observatin.
aÀ railw.ay company eudeavred tosatiad inthe way of a
rival enterpa e, one for the coinveyalee of g.yod
waber,t and throeatened the projeforu of t Lct rival
enterprise t ue t ,uito the lonHty wlich was
to have the ueneft of hepaer rates n thue aue
mer, Ily a ifot igl the p intV esoild be in ti power
of oemne carriers t inatp imiinate against une tWa, nd
qut, ratewin fadpr of athenr. The euorraous san nt of
moneynveterd'mxritna raeadhe iggd
as a reason why we oso not deal wi, mnthe way i
propose. Letus del wih telim nl all tendernes. i donot



thiuk we should de anythi ' to destroy their interestsi bat
I fmd by thel lt report railway statistics, that of the

$36,00$00or therabouta nvesteda'railways or railway
enterPflý th eope0f0heconry0ethr n0h shape of
Govranient;loel or, mnici aid, hve contjibuted no less
than9,0,0; and I we should-seel' that that money
shouild ot be used. to the detriment of the people by whom
it is contr ed. ailway companies can do as much injury

byneletigto aford'properfcltisfrthe convoyance
of freights and by delay as by .xact g high rates. At pre-
sent the public are entirely at their mercy; they can carry
what reighti tey' choose, and at : what rates they
choose, or not at ail. he opposition they give
to new snd rival enterprise&sisanother of the resons which
have iâfuedé me to bring this Bill before the House. I ask
the Höuse now to allow it to be read the firust time. I have
no dôubt tiat on its second reading we shall hear from that
part of the House who repiesent the railway interest, and
then I shall have something more to say in defence of this
measuire.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Does the Bill affect the official arbitra-
tors, or say who shail replace themY

Mr. McOARTHY. -The Bill does not propose to deal with
the official arbitrators at all. It prooses to transfer the
power now possessed by the officiar arbitrators to the Rail-
way Committee of the Privy CounciL.

Bill read the first time.

THE SUPERANNUATION FUND-
Mr. KEELER enquired, 18 it the intention of the Gov-

ernment to appoint a Special Committee to enquire into the
state of the Superannuation Fund, the working of the At,
&C., as was proposed last year?

Sir JohN A. MACDONAILD. It is not the intention of
the Government to appoint a Special Committee, as we have
a RoyatCommission that will shortly conclude its labors on
the whole question of Civil Service reform, including the
subject of superannuation. The Government must have the
report of that Commission before they can say what further
action they will take.

WATER-POWER ON THE WILLIAMSBURG CANAL.

Mr. MACDONNE LL (Lanark) moved for the engineer's
report on the cost of increasing thewater-power of the
Williamsburg Canal.

Motion agreed to.

GRINDING OF WHEAT IN BOND.

Mr. WHELER, in moving for all Orders in Council and
departmental regulations for the grinding of wheat in bond
in the Dominion of Canada since March 14th, 1879, said he
submitted this motion to obtain information on a subject
of gre'at importance to farmers and niillers throughout
Ontarjo. flHe wished to obtain reliable returns of
all the wheat imported into Canada, during the
period mentioned, for milling purposes. It seemed that up
to last Session the Orders in Council did not cover the
importation of wheat for grinding purposes-that is, any
other wheat could be substituted and ground by millers, to
cover the bond. An Order was issued requiring that wheat
imnported should be ground into gour and exported; it was
dated 24th Aprilast He asked the Minister of CustomA
to e 'lai -the mode he adopted to ascertain whether the

whe ? -omrtdwasconverted into four sand exported.
he wü tld tt uder the present Order, whet couid be.
imi~ ~ ' iido4 cointrary to the terms and inteutions ofthe.
Oer q ; Ifsothe Order should be amended, as it
wopke4 bnjusties to our farmer and millers in the
Îinterior. filspulers on the frontier could avail themeelves
gf $bisimprlon of foi wheat to ufalie profits at the
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Í*pneof their competitors to the. rear. The millers in the.
interior could not avail theraselvese ofthe privileges of this
Order, as they had to pay freight by the railways into the
interior and forward again to the market. As an illustra.
tion, ho might aMy a miler in Port Hope could import wheat,
sel it or the tour therefrom at a profit, or iexpSt it at a
profit; but the miller in Peterborough would have to
pay 5 eonts a bushel to hring wheat to the mill, and
à cents to forward it again to the frontto be even with
the miller at Port Hope. Therofore the Peterborough
iniller was excladed entirely fron the benefits of this
Order in Council. The Order was, then, a wrong one, as it
diseriminated in favor of the frontier millers. In 118,
when the question of a dut on grain fromn the United States
was being discussed, pning the eleoctions, many of the
farmers voted in favor of the candidates advocating the
views that this duty would be beneliciali; in faet, the support
given them was sufficiont to elect a large number and change
the Government. Immediately after the elections the
change was made that placed the present Government in
power. They brought down their measure, which was con-
sidered by the House; whereu n a large number of the
millers along the frontier waited un th Minister of Customs
and obtained this Order, so as te low them to import grain.
!Lhese regulations have been changed from time to time, but
ho did not now claim they were perfect, for ho was under
the impression that great injustice was boing done by the
present system. lie hoped the Minister of Oustoms would
be in a position to inform the House how h. ascertained
whether the grain actually imported is ground and exported.
He (Mr. Whcler) was informed thore was only a certificate
given by the importer. He thought the regulation should
go further than that; that there should be a bond on the part
of the proprietor of the mill as additional security.
It was alinost impossible for the proprietors of thosomilts to
make a declaration, showing whether it.was the actual pro-
duct of the wheat that was placeqd in their mille. Under
these circumstances, a change should be made so as to make
it positive and leave no room for doubt. Tkhere wore only a
feiv millers along the frontier who availed theiselves of the
credit for twelve months of the fifteen cents per bushel on
the wheat imported. A merchant had to pay thé duty
in cash before ho could obtain his goods ; while these miller
along the frontier could import their wheat and, keep iL in
their mills for twelve months without paying duty, waiting
for the markets to rise. A change should be made that
would place all classes of merchants on the saine footing.
Again, the quantity of wheat imported is c6niputed at the
rate ofa barrel of flour for every dve bushels. My opponent
at the last election stated this was the computation. I may
be incorrect; if so, I am opon to correction.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is incorrect in stat-
in that the Order in Councit rqeuires the product of ive
bushels of whoat per barrel of f our; it roquires but four
bushels and thirty-five pounds of wheat to the barrel of four.

1r. WHELER said it was claimed in bis county by hie
opponent, Mr. Gibbs, that a barrel of flour should be.returned
for every five bushels of wheat. If that was the case, one-
third. of the wheat so imported came in froc of duty, and
took the place of the cbeap graine-oats, pois, corn, &e.-of
the farmers of this Dominion. This, ho thought, was very
unfair. Most of the farners understood a tarff was placed
on all kinds of grain coming from the States, so as to enable
them to obtain increased prices for their grams. Canadian
millers were today importing American wheat, whohad not
done se up te -he time this duty was imposed.
Re aould understand what privileges these unillers
had to induce them te import wheat now,
if the Order in Couneil was carried out as it sbould be. It
was claimed by hon, gentlemen opposit, in the elections of
188, spd even at the last electiQs, that tis dutT q ý blr4t
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would prevent al kinds of American wheat coming dtto ths.
Dominion, and the millers would have to punrchasé theit
wheat tt home. Messrs. Ogilvie, of Goderich, ad others,
we,ýe named as parties who would ho large purchaeers f
Canadian wheat, thus causing markets toe estab1i6hed in
every 'village and town in this Province. Until a shortltfàii
ago, our farmers were under the impression that io wh t
could be imported into Canada without paying the duty. Hel
hoped the Minister of Customs would ho mL apositMih te give
the Bouse information which would satisfy it that no wbdat
could be imported for sale on Our maîkets withôut p£yiig
the duty1

Mr. BOWELL. I am sure the House, and hore pi-tiu-
larly the electors ofS orth Ontario, will be gratified to lýturd
that there is a new convert to the principles of the Nàtioakà
Policy. The hou. gentleman could have obtained utuost of
the information he asks for if ho had taken the trouble to
read the Orders in Council which have been puïblished ri the
Offleial Gazette. I have no objection whatever, for the ih-.
formation of the House, to bring these papers dôwn, in order
to show what has been done by the Govetnm0nt in rep4ébt
to the bonding of whedt. When the tariff wag introduced,
the bonding of wheat, for the purpose uf grindlng it into
flour teobe shipped to foroign markets, *ta *ceptf, iti'
recollect aright, by both sides of the House. TieaA do '
in order to assist millers in obtaining wbeat t6 mkátiettüre
into flour to be sent out of the country, so that they WouMd
have all the employment for their mills they fôrinërly had.
Thon the Order iu Council provided that all wheat inpbrted
and manufactured into flour would be admitted in ond, ond
the flour so manufa ctured, or its equivalent, inat be exported.
During a portion of that time, wheat being mudh dearer
in the western States than in Canada, no injury arÔse to th
local miller or the farmers of this community; bat ae soon as
the prices fell in the western markets, it was repre.lented to
the Government that in the case of American wheat breught
into the countay and kept, in some cases, for a length Ôf
time-in others it was put on the market at once antirthe
end of the year, when.the bond had tobe releàsed, éither by
payment of duty or an affdavit that the product of that
wheat or its equivalent had been shipped ont of the eountry
-the tiillers took advantage of this concession te export the
produ-,t of Canadian wheat instead of the product of the int:-
ported wheat. The Order was therefore changed, sàd it uuw
reads that the product of the wheat which is iaported and
ruanufaetured into four must h. exported ; and the mil1é,r
who imported the wheat must give an affidavit that thbhflotr
exported is its product. But a dimculty hua ariseh n reg@d
to flour in transitu at Boston or Portland for the eitimé
Provinces, and we have found it néeesstry to
demand an affidavit from the shipper or the agnt'
in Boston that the flour which has been brouglit
to the port and re-shipped to the Maritime Provinces i8 the,
flour received fr·om the mills i Canada. I am not aware of
any other means which we can adopt to ascertain thé
four is the product of the imported wheat ; and if the'
Order i Council is evaded, it is evaded by maàns g i falo
affidavit. The hon. gentleman complains that the inhlsd
miller has not the same advantages which thoe millers have
whose inill ai e situated near the canale, on the boider Of
the l9kes, or upon the frontier. A little refection will cou-
vince the hon. gentleman that the Government cannot ftrame
an Order in Council Bo as to overcome the diadvantage *t
which the inland miller is placed in that respect. The
question is one of carrying facilities and nout of Customs
regulations; and if a man goes to New York or Chicago
aud buys gr.ain and has it ground at mli on the shorea of
Lake Huron, he will certainly Bot have to pay so Much
freight as, ay, the millers in North, Ontario. No
Governmrent or individual can provide against a diadvan.
tage of that kind. The hon .gentleman alsalo ted,
if I understood him aright, that parties importingl

Mr. WimER,

-whéat ib ld be f inaed in preMisely the ame positioh
s gthé èrdIt who imports any other goods

yiä 4aé b eatbasan advanitage oerthegriGer
or the dry gobd enrchant. The hon. -nebeisr quite mi-.
takea en tha~t point. The inerchan[t w~ho importsgoods, ahdù~
dåildês to yí &ém ih bbnd, is permitted by law to alfow
thofi to remaé i in bond for two years, and if a pticlùar
aftIk is ot~b füfretable, pplibation ray b made to the

Gvéiinnut, Wich, i almost every case, alows the goods to
~rémáih in lhd for a longer period. Inâthe case ofwheat, the
irùpott& s ïestricted to twelve months; and it may be a
qirestion fôr conisideration *heihèr he should riot be

estrictèd tô thSe6 or six months. Besides this, if amercihant
bsi goodd ii bond hé ha a right to export thoem at any
tim, -n !application, *ithont paying the duty, whereas the
imöi-ter fif lOut 1 lionly t*WlVè inonths in which to have
hiâ bogd lrèd: Tho'hon. gentleman says thatpeople are
impbrting whéat now Who neyer impo'ted itbefore. Well, I
have not the slightest doubt that there are a larger number
of men doing business in the country to-day thap were doing
business two or three years ago, and it is to be hoped this will
pontinue teobe the case for ail timeto come. I see noway in
which the Government can, or ought te, interfre in a matter
of this kind. If millers are eteodingtheir trade, and ohers
ire engaging in ite milling business, who did not do so

before, thon that fect is simply one of the numerous great
advantages of the National Policy.

Mr. WHELER. I referred to one of the oldest millers
in'the Province of Ontario.

Mr. BOWELL. Very probably that gentleman, like
btkers Who formerly did mrerèly a local trade, bas made
su&eient moncy to justify hirn iin engagi ng in A large export
business, and is now buying his supplies of grain in the
kestern States. That is one case which ne Tariffno GOveri -
ueînt-hot even the Uon. gentleman himsolf-could regalate.
I hope that will continue, and that the older milles will
extend aleir business, under this policy, and bring wheat

, froin thé western States to keep their milis going
1",og hout the year. If they do that, one of the objects of

the prosent Tariff will have been accomplished, and that is
one which hon. gentlemen should not find fault with. When
thé régualations are brought down they will show that when
wbeat is imported into this country it must be manufaetured
into fiour,' and that it must be the product of that wheat
Which is exported, or the wheat itself. If there is any
infraction of these rules, and if American wheat, or flour
ianufactured from American wheat, is put upon the Cana-
dian market, thon the duty must be paid unless the importer
kakes a false affidavit.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman says that there* are
ôd6alb thiigs which it is'aimpossible for the Government to
oeôbràplikh. It is rather singular that at the tirneofthe last

electkih ôh696 hon. gentlemen did not admit any disability
of that Soi-t. They cónteunded that any Government who
*oùtld nout correct efeouts of that king, regulate prices, nl
lIys secure good prices to the farmer, were fies on the

Mr. BOW.ELL. Annihilate the distanee betweon
Ohicago and Toro»to.

Mr. MILLS. Those are someof the things thée hon.
genuteman prised . to acémpli.h. They profossed to
have some sdrt of a magical back action, progrOsive Co-
servait1vé patent, by vhich aHl these important matterswé-e
kbe Ieo xhfished. lt seerms this pateht machine bas
$rnkôn d<>wn. '1he hon. gentleman admitsht he and £11
àW colloegues are nies en th. wfieel, that there are
girevanOss that the Government ought to b ale te
eerrect, defets that the Government ought to et
able t* amend, and that he and his colleagues
are lteqnat to the task. ie says the speech
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of the bon. Rmme for North -Ontario (MIr. Wheler) is the
1Ost probabla pref that thp National Poliey i stiler popular.
I do not ahink ihat speech is quite consistent with theNational Poeiûy. Those hon. gentlemen told the people
that thétax imposed upon products coming into Canada
was paid by the foreign producer; if that be true this 15
cents a bu@hel is paid by the people who produce this wheqt
ia the west. Why, then, does the hon gentleman undertake
to relheve the niller from a tax he oes not pay ? Why
does he proposq to remit the.duty to the party who is not
called upon to pay the tax ? The hon. gentleman admitted
that this National Poliey could not be practically applied to
this matter, because he provided that, if there was an
equivalent of Canadian wheat exported from Canada, the
duty should be made up to the Canadian producer ; but the
capacity of the people of Canada for consuming wheat, like
the capity Of some gentlemen for eating dirt, is limited,
and the1r appetite does not increase -in proportion to the
quantity of wheat imported into the country. There is no
doubt a very considerable portion of the wheat imported
from the west is for the purpose of being ground nto flour, but
if that enters into consumption here it displaces a certain
quantity of wheat grown in this country, and it takes its place,
independently of any Order in Council or any regulation of
the (overnment. Finding, however, that this fraud had
been practiced upon the people of the country, the hon.
gentleman is disposed to change his Order int 'ouncil, and
now provides that the same wheat that is ground into
flour must be exported from the country. I am glad to
see that hon. gentlemen on the other side are no longer
stationary,but that they are on the move, because the people of
this country are not satisfied with the regulations which have
been made; and I do not believe they will succeed in
satisfying the country until those obnoxious provisions, which
the hon. gentleman and his colleagues have adopted, with
regard to taxation of breadstuffs, are entirely expunged from
the Statute-book.

Mr. ORTON. The hon. gentleman from Bothwell (W.
Mills) has very disingenuously laid down a platform ifor tlv
Conservative party, which that party never adopted. When
that party went to the country they never preten .d they
coud reglate the price of wheat, and prevent the L. erpool
market-from having a certain influence on the price of
grain in this country; but they did pretend they could give
the Cânadian market to the Canadian farmers for their wheat
and grain. I think we can distinctly prove that the policy
of the present Government bas resulted, in one respect, as we
expected it would. For the first time in the history e
Canada the price of Spring whet rules higher than the price
of Fall wheat. Ail those who have. watelid the market
prices know that th'e price of Spring wheat has ruled from
10 te 15 cents higher than the price of Fall wheat since last
May, when the effect of the National Policy came fairly into
force. Why have the farmers of Canada had the benefit of
a higher price? Simply because there is a dutyplaced upon
wheat coming into Canada of 15 cents a bushel. We know
well that the flour consumed in Canada is made from S ring
wheat, and that our millers who desire to keep the home
market are obhiged toprocure Spring wbeat, and the result
of thi'policy has been to give completely into their hands
the supplying of the people of Canada with flour. Vhen we
have not got enough. it is true, we have to import some from
the United States, and, doubtless, much has been imported
and paid the duty. But the fact that Spring wheat has ruled
highier than Fall •vheat, is conclusive evidence that our
farmers aie getting the benefit of the home market.'

Mr. £ILLIM. I have never yet heard, since 1878, any
explanation from the Government which was satisfactory to
the louse as to the benefit we derived from the duty imposed
on grain coming into the country. The last speaker seems to
thiuk that ini some way the farmers are benefitted by it, but

from the Ti-emury beuchee we have never board Sjy logicaer
commercial reenon for impôeing the duty. The on. Minister
of Custons has taken the hon. Mnember for North Ontario to
task fbr the remarks he made. I understood he was coi
plaining about the unfairness of the National Policy general y
in regard to grain, and that the millers of on. section of the
country were placed at a disadvantage over -the iiiiers in
another section. What benefit millers, as a rule, can derive
friom the grain duties, it is impossible for me, with My
limited understanding, toconceive. Before the National Policy
came into existence we had a perfect right to import grain
from the United States, grind it in this country, and export
it to a foreign eountry without any restriction whatever.
Why it is that, when we are endeavoring to induce the
people of te United States toe carry their grain throgh
this country, the Government, with' some notion enti e ybeyond tho comprehension of commercial-mer, are placing
a restriction in the way of that trade, is a niattr I would
like to have explained. As a boliever in the future of this
country, as a believer in the prosperity this country has
gained and will gain from the carrying trade of the weat,
I believe ail those restrictions should be removed, and I
beliei e the patriotic party in this îcountry will be the party
which will give the freest scope to that and all'otr other
industries.

Mr. BOWELL. Will thel on. gentleman tell the House
what restrictions are put on the carrying trade which
prevent the carrying of American wheat by the St.
Lawrence route.

Mr. KILLAM. I say that the restrictions which the hon.
gentleman imposes are sufficient to prevent the grain
being ground in bond.

Mr. BOWELL. That is another question.

Mr. KILLAM. I ask the hon. gentleman to show what
possible benefit the country can derive from the duty
imposed on American wheat. I say the grain duties are
entirely without reason. Without benefitting the fariner,
they just act as obstacles in the way of trade. I will give
an instance. Two vessels carrying grain from the west
through the St. Lawrence were damaged in the river, by
reason of our climate, or, perhaps, of some fanit of ours.
What did the Tariff do for these gentlemen who tried to send
their grain through Canada ? They lost three-fourths of it
by natural causes, and this paternal . overnment, with the
sanction of the National Policy, confiscated the re.
mainder. I do not want to be drawn into a discussion
on the Tariff at present; but I wish to appeal to hon.
gentlemen. while there is time to withdraw these obnoxious
grain duties, and allow the products of the west to be
sent to Europe without restriction through the Dominion of
Canada.

fr. BOWELL. I am not going to discuss the grain
<luties, but I wish to tell the bon. gentleman that while thore
was no duty on wheat or corn, there were more restrictions
placed opon those engnged in the trade of carrying these
grains tbrougb the St. Lawrence to the European market
than there are to-day. The necessity of bonding ery
cargo at Kingston, and then rebonding it again at ontreal
before it was put on the ocean steamships, ne longer e:ists.
As soon as the gentlemen engaged inf iat trade brougtit lb
under the notice of the department, the department ,at once
relieved them of all those troubles and annoyances by giving
them a simple bond extending over the wholejear, so that
it was not necessary to keep oue man at ingston and
another at Montreal. When the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Killam) speak cf restrictions interfering with the carying
of western trade by way of the St. Lawrence, I tell him,
withoutdesiring to be offensive, that he las not read the
reglations, and does not knoewhat hel is talking about,
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Mr. KRANTZ. Hon. gentlemen opposite are still trying
to show that protection to the farmer is a humbng. Being
connected with a mill in Ontario, I am in a position to state
that we always psy from 3 to 4 cents per bushel more for
Canadian wheat than the price at which we cenn ly dnwn
American whoat of the same quality. These 3 or -1 cita
go into the pockets of the farmers le our neighborhood as an
extra profit, which they never would have got but for the
duty on wheat. The flur mnanufactured in bond frnmm
American wheat we send to England,.and in order tosupply-
our customers in the home .market, in our own town nd
the Lower Provinces, we have to buy Canadian wheastat
the incroased price, and this increased price benefits the
Canadian farmer.

Mr. McLENN AN. Th hon. gentleman who spoke last
on the Opposition side (MIr. Killam) tried to make out that
the traffi cof the St. Lawrence had suffered very materially.
It would bo a greatpity if cither the farmers or the traffie
should suffer by those regulations. It may be very gratify-
ing to the hon. gentleman opposite to know what I am able
to communicate from a statement sont me a few days ago
from the office of the Montreal Harbor Commissioners, as
to the revenues of that port for the year just closed. 1 am
very glad to find that the duos collected thereat, under the
Tariff that existed the previous year-and I hope tho hon.
gentleman will take it all in--are 860,000 in advance of the
duos of the year before. The collections reached $265,000
in 1879, and $325000 in 1880. The increase is upon the
sea-going traffle. The local trafic yielded a revenue in
1879 of $55,000, whilst in 1880 but $5 1,000; so that to the
$60,000 in the gross we have to add 64,000, making
a total increase of $64,000 upon the through trafic. I have
not a comparative statement of the quantity of freight moved,
but I venture to say, if the figures were bofore me, they
would show $20,7063 as the collections for wheat, and
817,913 for Indian corn, which is a great item of transport
by this route from the western States. The quantities have
been enormously in excess of anything ever carried before.
I do not make this statenient to show that Montreal enjoys
very great advantages under this Tarif. I believe, on the
cortrar'y, there is a great deal to be said as to the difficulties
under which that port labors under the existing Tariff, and
the embargoos upon the traffic by the St. Lawrence. That
is another question; but there is no question about the
actual fact that the traffic by the St. Lawrence under these
regulations has increased enormously, over 25 per cent.,
boyond anything that ever existed before, during the last
year.

Motion agrood to.

IMPORTATION OF WHEAT IN IBOND FOR t
GINDING.

Mr. WHELER, in moving for a return showing thed
nanes of all parties who have imported wheat for thef
purpose of grinding in bond, showing the quantity imported f
by ëach party, with the dates and ports of entry; also,
statement of the quantity of flour exported by oach party,
snd the dates since Marchi let, 1880, said ho wished to insert
the date 21st April instead of lst March last, and also to add
the following words: "The dates of all bonds given and the d
dates when any were canceled, and in what manner they,
were cancelled, whether by the export of wheat or flour, or
by the payment of the duty,"

Motion, as amended, agreed to.
ilHO0LIDAY AD)JOUR.NMENT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said, that as to-morrow was b
a Statutory holiday, ho would move: IIThat when the House il
adjourns to-day, it do stand adjourned wntil Friday next, at o
3 p.MS

àfotion agreed to, p
Mr, BowL

BOSTON As A CANADIAN WINTEPRTPORT.
Mr. RICHEY said the motion le was about te offer was

supplenentary to that offered by him the otherday, andbe
need not make any further remarks upon it. He roe4 fr
all correspondence between thé Postrnaster General, or any
offieer in his departrent; and the owners or agents of the
Allan line of steamers, relative t&the selection by them òf
the port of Boston, as their terminal winter p6rt, or in any
way connected therewith.

Motion agreed to.

DAMAGED GRAIN.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK, in moviog for a return of tho

quantity and value of all damaged grain or other damaged
goods imported into Canada, or grain or other goods damaged
when in bond and destroyed or ordered to be re-exportied
for the Don-payment of the ful duity on said grain or gooda,
and specifying the ports at which said grain or goodi were
so entered, said: The quantity of grain destroyed and re-ex-
ported under Customs regulations was considerable, but it
gonerally happened that the separato amounts were
sEmall uûtil last summer, when the , break took
place in the Lachine Canal and a large quantity
was damaged. A difficulty then arose as to what
duty should be paid upon it. Although no longer fit to
beexported or groupd, and consequently unable to come into
competition with Canadian wheat, it remained subject to the
duty of 15 cents per bushel. The other day, when-
the ship Boyne was wrecked in the St. Lawrence, between
Montreal and Quebec, and 50,00J or 60, 0 bushels of grain
was rendered ieless for exportation, the question came up.
The departnent exacted the full rate, 15 cents per bushel,
leaving one-half cent per bushel over forthe underwriters. This
brought the attention of the Governnent so vividly to the
matter, that the hon. Finance Minister announced the other
night the intention of the Government to fix some Lother
scale of duty on damaged grain. Under the presentregulations,
a serious wrong was done in two ways: in the destroying,
wantonly and unnecessarily-as could be seen very fiequently
at Kingston-of from 100 toi ,000 bushels at a time, when
damaged grain was not sufficiently valuable to be
sold for the duty and had therefore to be re-exported
or sunk in the harbor ; whereas, otherwise, it might have
been sold for from five to-ten cents a bushel, thus causing
often $500 worth of grain to be actually thrown into the
lakle for no purpose - whatever. Thon there was the more
serious objection that, if not allowed to be landed or sold in
this country, the shipper must destroy it altogether or give
bonds to re-export it, thereby losing his freight; and losses of
that kind militated against the St. Lawrence route. He
trusted this Session such ar alteration would be made in the
Customs Act as would meet the difficulty. An ad valorem
duty might be levied. If wheat worth a dollar per bushel
paid fitteen cents, damaged wheat should not pay over
ifteen per cent. of its value.

Mr. McCUAIG. In my own county a very large vessel
aden with about 20,000 bushels of whoat was blown on the
rocks, aud now there are 5,000 bushels of that wheat lying
n her hold in consequence of its being worth "es than the
duty. Some modification of the law should be made ýto
meet a case like this. The Government should draw a dis-
inction between cases in which vessels are driven ashore
by a gale of wind, and cases in which, owing, perhape, to
improper construction of the vessels, portions of their'eargo
re damaged. Inthe former, human akiti is ofnoavail;-but
a the latter, the damage is due to want of skill, to improper
uilding, to the want of sound, substantial vessels. In tho
nstance I mentioned, the vessel was driven on thî rocks
pposite Wellington, ýen the Liake Ontaio shore, during &
evere gale, and it seeins to me to be immoral to allowthat
roperty tq çb des‡rotmyed? tcp of tbp operation 9fgg
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Customa laws. I drew the attention of the bon. the
Metpro fCuston to this case. He roferred me to
the hon- itke jo,»f er Of justice, but both tound that
the duty on any portion could not be remitted under the
law. I hopO.that somO measure wil be adopted by the hon.
the Mi4neter of Customs to meet eases of this description.

Mr. MéCALLUM.- 1Ja man ships grain he can get it
and thefreight insured and the matter then becomes one which
affects the underwriters altogether. The hon. member spoke
ot the Govern ment deciding between grain or goods damagedI
by want of skill or by the act of God, but I would like to
know how the department is to deal with a question of that
nature ? TheGovernment should bear in mind that wheat in a
damagod ëeMilition comes into competition with the coarser
grains raised by the farmers of Canada, and for that reason
au ad vqlorem-and not a specific duty should be imposed to
do justi c4in this matter.

Mr. GAULT.- I understood from the Finance Minister
the other evening that he intended to bring down a measure
to rectify the evil ofwhich Ithen complained. If so I hope the
duties 'already paid to the department will be refunded to
the owners or underwriters.

Mr. KILLAM. I am glad that the hon. gentlemen on
the other side who have spoken on this question support so
heartily the position I have taken with regard to the duties
on grain, and I trust their efforts to press upon the Govern-
ment the absurdity of those imposts wilI result in thoir
repeal.

Mr. BOWELL. I think the motion goes further than the
member for Frontenac desires. The law already provides*
for the case of damaged goods that pay an ad valoremi duty,
and no objection is taken to that clause of the law. Th>
only objection which has been raised is. that articles which
are imported into the country and becorne damaged
from some cause or other and paying a specific
duty, that no reduction is made on account of diminimshed
value. At the present moment I will not argue the
pro)riety or impropriety of levying duties on dauaged
grain, but I have no objection to the motion if my hon.
friend will add the words: " liabe to speciic duty "
after words " damaged goods." I wish to say that theret
bave been no regulations issued by the Customs Depart-f
ment affecting this particular brnnch of the collection oft
duties. When applications have been made to the depart-
ment for a reduction of duty, based on .the reduction in the0
estimated value of the grain or other goods, the parties have
been told that there was no law to justify such a
reduction and that they might destroy the goods or
re-export them. They were also told that the Customst
Department had no authority over the goods until they were1
either entered at the Customs or landed on the shore.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

EYLIGI7ATION TO THE UNITED STATES. V
Mr, WHITE (Cardwell) moved for a statement, s0 fur

as the same eau be furnisbed, of the numbefof persons who n
have passed from Canada into the United States by way of p
Sarnia 'and Windsor, since the 1st of January, 1880, dis-g
tinguishing, if possible, the number who intended to become t
se~tters in -that eountry; also, statement, so far as possible, b
of the number of persons who have, within the same poriod,
come intoý Canada from the United States by way ofw
Windsor and Sarnia; also, distinguishing, if possible, the t
ßuRmber who intended to become settlers within the c
DRmiion; together with any correspondence which May n
have taken plaee and any reports made upon the subject.
Hêsaid: It will be in the recollection of the House that. theOreC
has:beenagood dealof discussion in relation to the number t
of( persens who have go"a from this country by way of s
Port;turon t> become settlers in the United States. The t

statement mad by an hon. mnember of thisi Hos at a
meeting held in the west, sud, I1believe, repeated by hirm
on- the floor of Parliament, was to the effect that some
94,000 had crossed from this o9untry at Port Huron during
the preaent year to become sotlers in the United States,
That statement was made on the authority of American
statistics, and the meniber for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright), who is the hon. gentleman to whon I refer,
alluded to the fact that ho had been in correapondence with
the Chief of the Bureau of Statistics at Washington,-and had
ascertained from him that the method of getting this inicir-
mation was such as to leuve no doubt as to its entire
reliability. I think every one will fel disposed to con-
gratulate the hon. gentleman upon his.seal in obtaining,
from Amorican officials, information by which he ocould
injure the prospects of his own country. That is a duty
which eminently bofits the lion. merber for Centre Haron,
and I am sure overy ono will fuel that he is-entitled to
great consideration for having performod his taIk. But, I
think, if the hon. gentleman lad taken the trouble to
consider the figures foir a moment, lie would have seen that
it was physically impossible for that number of persons to
have crossed ut that partieular point and become settiers
in the Unitod .States. The corroctness of tbose figures
involves thc passage of no less than eight second-clasm
passenger cars filled with people, daily, and I am quite
certain that the hon. gentleman could have asoortained,
without any trouble, from people in the noighborhood of
Sarnia and P ort H uron, that there has beei no suI transit
of persons froum this country to the United 8tates during the

f ast year. The fite is, Sir, that statements of the kind I
lave referred to are sometirnes so extravagant that they
answer themsolves-they frmish their own bast refltation.
I believe that it will be tbund, on carefully examining the
matter, that so fur from this large number of persons having

assed over te the United States, by way of, port Huton, to
como settlers on A merican soil, the total number of persons

who have crossed to Port Huron, fr any purpose whatever,
has not amounted to the number which we are seriously told
by an hon. gentleman, who once occupied the position of
Finance Minister, and who should, thorefore, have sone
familiarity with figures and calculations of'this kind, represonts
the aggregate emigration from Canada to the United $tates
for the purposeof settlomentin the lattercountry. I venture
to say thatwhen the actual figures are brougit down, it will
be found that the entiro numnber of persons who Prossod
over to Port Huron in first and second-class cars, instead of
amounting to the 94,000, who, we are asked to believe,
crossed over to become Bettlers in the United States, doos
not reach 60 per cent of that number; and more than that,
that the num ber of persons of ail kinds, who pased from
Port Huron to this @ide, was very nearly- as largo as the
number of persons who went from this cuountry into the
United States. It appears to me that either one or
other of two things must h true. If thes persons
who carne from the United State into this country were
more transient travellers, the return given of their
number must be deducted from the entire number of
persons who passed over in the other direction, in order to
get at the entire number of settiers. And I am inclined to
think that it will be found from our statistics, which must
be -quite as good as,- and are, perhaps, botter than the
statisties of the Chief of the Washington Bureau of Statisties,
who can have no personal knowledge of the matter,
hat the entire number who, by any possibility,
ould have gone ito the United States, deducting the
number who have come here from the number who have
gone over during that period, will not even reach 10 per
cent. of the number who are alleged to have passed over
here and become settlers. Rb is impoftant that we
hould get these figures. I know serious mjury la done to
his country by the statements that people are leavihg it in
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shoals. The fact is, that the number of 99,000 passing over
that point means the practical dep9pulation of Canada in a
compqratively short time. Therefore it is a matter of
serious consequence that the actual fact should be obtained.
If it is true that that number have passed over, then the
fact is one which ouglit to be a source of serions regret to
every well-wisher of this country. But, I think, we shall
flnd that it has not taken place, and 1 trust the return to the
Order I am now moving will show that, by no possibility,
could there have been such a number, that in fact the actual
number who have gone over to the United States at that
point is considerably less than 10 per cent. of the amount
stated by the hon. gentleman opposite.

Sir RIOliARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. It is nothing new
to this House to hear theb on. member for Cardwell, when-
ever any fact is presetited disagreeable to himself and his
friends, cast doubt Ôn the patriotism of the hon. gentlemen
who bring those facts to the notice of the liouse. Nor
does it matter to him one straw whether it be or be not of the
least importance to a proper understanding of the question
before us, of the least importance to the, understanding of
the working of a particuar policy, whether or not those
facts should be presented for the consideration of the people
of this country. Now, in the first place, I did not assert
that 99,000 people'had crossed at Pori Huron. I stated that
the Amoriean statisties show that at ail pointe throughout
the United States about 99,000 people had reported them-
selvesand had enterei their gools at the Customn Houses
with the avowed intention of becoming settlers mu the United
States. Now, I say that if these facts are true, as the
United States authorities report them, they are most signifi.
cant, and too great importance cannpt be attached to them.,
I say, further, that those who have travelled through the
eastern parts of Canada, who know the enormous extent to
which the depopulation of many important townships and
counties there has procceded within the last yèar and a
balf, will agree that it is becoming the imperative duty of
the people and Parliament of this couintry to consider what
is the cause of this emigration and what steps can be
taken to provent it. With regard to emigration
at Port Huron,. that port in the United States returns in-
cludes an immense number of places wholly independent
of the town known as Port Huron. It includes Fort Gratiot,
Algoma, Marine City, Sandbeach, FortAustin, and several
other places. The actual fact of the matter is, that not
merely the Grand Trunk Railway, but the Canada Southern,
the Great Western, and several others are pouring their
passengers into the United States through ports which
report to this particular port. Now, it is no object of mine
to add one single soul unnecessarily to the number of people
who ,may leave this country. I regret that emigration; I
think it is much to be deplored. Iremember well when we
sat on the other side of the Bouse ne words were too strong,
no language too pointed, for the hon. gentlemen sitting
opposite me now, to employ when they were pointing out the
miechief arising from emigration, not one-fourth part as
great as that which has recently taken place. I thmk this
subject ought to engage our grave and serions consideration. I
am very much afraid that when the true facts come to be
known that the statistice to which the American authori-
ties pledge thepnselves are only too true. Nothing, however,
in my opinion can be gained by indulging in idle and sense-
less recrininations on the subject. It is a thing, as I stated
before, o be carefully investigated. I specially observed
whon this question wae raised before, that 1 thought nothing
better could be done than to refer this subject to the attention
of the Committee of thi house which ought to be engaged
in mvestigtMg such a subjet. I have, however, to saythat
all thsqe and ents, ail these assertions which have
bee n e from th:,tremiasury beches, as to the incorrectness
of the& mericae statistics, have been brought again sad
to the attention of the oMcrs of that Government. T se

Mr. Warta(OardwelI).

people denied them most emphatically; they state that al
those pleas which are put forward are not true;that their habit
and practiee is to examine each emigrant; that they de not
include the great number of people who go into the country
without baggage. They state that these people represent
themselves as emigrants and get their goods through the
Custom-house under the plea that they are intending to
become settlers in the United St:tes. If that stateient,
nade by the recognized official of the United *State,>e
untrueit is a most disgraceful thing and ought to be exposed,
and I most sincerely trust it will be exposed. Meantimne, I
think this ought to go a little furt4er, and that for the
purpose of comparison it ought to include returns for tbe
last seven or eight years. I would, therefore, move hW it
be a.meuded so as to read "From the first of Janury, I89"

Mr. WHITE. I have no other objection to an amendment
of that kind, except that it will delay the bringing down ofthis
return. We want a specifie statement relating to a specifi
e riod concerning which statements have been made in this

ouse; It does not comport with the hon. gent1eýian's
professed anxiety to get at the facts by a Committee of Ïis
House, thatle should ask an amendment to the motion which
will prevent by any possibility these returns being brought
down during this Session,so that he may be aile togo thropgh
the country and repeat the statement he has made. It is
open to the hon. gentleman to put another notice on the
paper and get the information he desires. There is no
disposition to refuse the amendment, but statements having
been made with reference to a specifie period, we want to get
the return for that period as soon as possible.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I desire to express my own rebuke.
of the remarks made by the hon. member for Cardwell.
Whatever we have to say on this side of the
Bouse we say it because we believe it, and because
we believe we are doing our best in the interest of the
country. It is no use to insinuate unworthy motives to
members on this side of the House,for we wilU not submit to
it. I am not here to obey the behests of the Government,
I am not bore to throw incense before the noses of Ministers.
When we expose a fault it is not bocause we rejoice at it,
but because we want to show things as they really exist.
We shall very soon have a complete return, by the American
census, of the amount of emigration from Canada t6 the
United States, and I am sure we shal be appalled by the
number of Canadians, and especially French Canadians, who
have made their homes on the other side of the lin. It is
a painful tbing to see the young blood of the country leavng
it to such a large extent, but we must bring the fact before
the notice of the Government and see if some cure cannot be
found.

Mr. MILLS. The bon. Minister of Agriculture, I think,
informed the Bouse at an early period in the Session that
the inforination now asked for by the hon. member for
Cardwell (Mr. White) was not in bis possession. How
the hon. gentleman will now be able to make it
up is not very easy to see. I would call the
attention of the House to the fact that the statis-
tics which are now repudiated so vehemently by the
-bon. member for Cardwell, are precisely the same statisties
which were used by hon. gentlemen opposite when they
discussed this question on this side of the Hiouse. The
returns from Port Huron, which show the emigration from
Canada to the United States for the past year to be between
70,000 and 80,000, whether rightly or wrongly, are made
up precisely as they were in former years. 'The number of
persons crossing and re-crossing the river is just about the
same in ·one year as in another, and if they were included
the statistics would show just the same proportion between
different years as they do now. If you look at the satistits
froin Detroit, yôu wili se that the emigration ' from
Canada at that point is less than 5, a
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Now, it is perfectly obvions that these returns have not
been made up by the Custom-house offlcers at the various
points i the manner stated by the Conservative press, and
the hon. gentlemen on the other side of the House. The
ver het that at Detroit the emigrationis under 5,000, while
at ort Huron it is nearly 80,000 shows that the persons
réferred to by the hon. gentleman have not been included.
Now, there is no use in denouncing these facts. The fact
cannot be deniedthat the -hon. gentlemen ou the Treasury
benches, when sittlng on this side of the House, assued the
country that if tbey were in power, the emigration, which
had reached only 30,000 a year, would cease; and the hon.
Miister of Railways, when asked how the Government
would deal with that particular matter, said that if the
Government could not give such an impetus to industry
as to indueS people to remain in the country, they were not
entitled to sit on the Treasury benches. Well, Sir, these
hon. gentlemen have been two years on the Treasury
benches; their patent has been for some time iu operation;
and the result bas been that the people have flown from the
country as if some pestilence had broken out in their midst.
If the hon. gentlemen say that the mode of making up the
returns in the United States is imperfect, that the emigra-
tion isless than formerly, we say in reply that the mode
adopted is the same as formaerly, and if you reduce the figures
for the last year on some unexplained basis, you will have to
reduce theminn the same proportion for former years. The
fact still remains that the emigration during the last year
has been nearly as great as it was during the whole five
years of the previous Administration. Now, wlíat
has induced the people to leave the country in such
increased proportions during the period these hon.
gentlemen have been in office? It is because
the Government have not fulfilled their promises. It is
because the magnificent expectations held out have not
been realized, the hopes raised in the minds of the people of
this country have been disappointed; and the result bas
been that the people, disappointed and disgusted, looking
for employment and not finding it, looking for better times
and not getting them-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. MILLS. Well, Sir, if the times have somewhat im-

proved, it bas been due to the improvement which bas taken
place in other parts of the world.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would ask, no matter
what the cause of it is, how could the peoplé be disgusted
for the want of better times, if they were better times ?

3(r. MILLS. The better times have been the birth of the
last three or four months, and they are due to the improve-
ment in other parts of the world. The hon, gentleman will
not say that he has induced the people of Philadelphia to
build more and buy our lumber. He will not say that he
bas improved the trade of Buenos Ayres, and in that way
caused an increased demand. for lumber from Canada. In
what way did the increased demand from abroad arise-to
what was this changed condition due ? Did the hon. gentle-
man cause the failure of the wheat crop in Russia, and
improve the prices of Canadian wheat? The hon. gentle-
man says yes, I am told ; and we know what value we can
put on his testimony for the future, on this question. Now,
it is perfectly obvions that the people of the country have
not been satisfied, or have believed they could better their
condition by going elsewhere, and they have gone in increas-
ing numbers. I am told they have gone from a country of
protection to one where protection is much greater. But
they have gone to a country where there is Free-trade
between forty millions, and where no impediment can be
plawed on trade, where the differences of elimate, of pro-
ductiois, and in ordinary procedure are such as to produce a
arge local trade that wil never exist in this coqntry. It is

perfectly obvioui that the hon, gentleman cannot improve
the position of the Government by any such exhibitions of
seeming indignation, as is ontained in the motion.

Mr. H ESSON. I am very much pleased that the member
for Cardwell (Mr. White) bas brought this question before
the House, more especially on account of the remarks of hon.
gentlemen opposite during- the early part of the debate
on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, when the leader of the
Opposition stated that, during the past year, 99,000
Canadians had loft this country for the United States. I
was pained at the cheers that followed that remark from his
side, because it maie me feel that hon. gentlemen in Opposi-
tion, if they credit his assertion, rejoice in the fatet that.the
National Ëolicy h!ad proved a failure, 'and desired to condemn
gentlemen on the M inii criai side, and especially the Finance
Minister, for the introduction of' that policy. I have been
led to look into this quotion, and, un ess lion. gentlemen
opposite submit sonething to show they have a true return
of the emigration, then, from what I have aseertained on
careful cnquiry, no roliable or official returi has been issued
for 1880 ; at any rate none such has reached this House
or its library.

Several lion. MEMBERS. Yes ; returns are in the
Library.

Sir RICHAIRD J. CARTWRIGHT. You will find the
returns in the abstracts published by the American Govern-
ment.

Mr. HESSON. I know of no reports for 1880; but in the
American Statesnan's Annual, at page 302, is published the
statement that, for 1879, the nunber who left Canada, from
all parts, for the United States, reacbed .11,286; in 1M78, it
was 29,568. Assuming that the inerease for the following
years was in the sume proportion as that for 1879, the
number for 1880 would probably have risen to 35,000 or
36,000 instead of 99,200. It is reasonably complainod that the
Opposition have not placed proof oftheir statement before the
Bluse, so that it must be received with a great deal of
qualification. I trust that when the final and reliable state-
ment is made by the Minister of Agriculture, the hon.
gentlemen opposite will not exult if the number of the
emigrants from Canada should chance to have been more
than stated by some on the Ministerial side, because it would
indicate an unpatriotic feeling. We regret there should be any
exodus from Canada, or that it should increase. But it ha
been argued that it has been brought about hy the failure of
the National Policy; so it would thus appear that mon leave
Canada for a country whero Protection exists to a greater
extent. The cheers of the Opposition at the statement of
its leader, that in 1880, 99,500 persons quitted Canada for
the United States, and 37,799 during the last three months,
indicated a want of patriotism truly deplorable. I was
particularly grieved when 1 heard the cheers given that
announcement. I especially regret it when m ade withont
reliable figures available to the people. I have not been
able, in or out of Parliament, to lay my bands on anty such
figures or statements from the United States authorities;
and if hon. gentlemen opposite are in possession of such
figures, they should state their authority and net simply go
upon surmises.

Mr. POPE an: Mr. BLAKE rose.togother.
Mr. POPE. I had rison once before, and if it were not

nearly six o'clock, I would give place to the hon.gentleman ;
but I would ba sorry to has e the remarks of hon. gentlemen
in Opposition, on this question, go to the country
unanswered. I said to an hon. gentleman opposite the
other day, when he answered me very brusquely, and
indeed I thought very importinently, that his figures were
al[ wrong-that not one-third of the Canadians that he
supposed had gone to the United States. I -was thon
investigating this nmatter, and tbe qaserioQns with regar4 q
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tho Port Ruron district, when he said there were only a
d >zen lit tle ports, he knew from which emigrants set eut,
besides Port Huron and Sarnia, and if I rocollect right he
declared that 125,000 Canadians had left for the United
States.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In the fifteen months

Mr. POPE. What are the facts ? Including those portsi
the hon. gentleman refers to, I assert that every man,
woman and child that has left by those ports-every ticket'
sold by the railway-every individual that has pamsed
through those points during the year would not exceed a
total of 53,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Daring what yoar ?

Mr. POPE. Last year. I tell the hon. gentleman
also that he is woefully mistaken-although I am not
prepared to-day to produce the proofs, or discuss the amend-
ment proposed-in his assertions on other points of this
question. I shall, when I have time, show him that the
emigrants from this country and the persons purchasing
lande in the west in 1877 and 178 were more numerous
than to-day. Of what are the figures of hon. gentlemen
opposite composed ? If you examine this return you will
see that nine Cartwrights emigrated this last year and nine
returned. There was an emigration party with their
carpet-bags spoken of as going away to the west,
of 165 persons described as Canadian emigrants,
invited to go west and purchase lands, how many
remained away from Canada? Of the Canadians, three,
and of the Englishmen, two; the rest all returned to Canada.
I will read to the hon. gentlemen opposite some of the
returns spoken of. I am sure they will be glad to know that
some of the statements on this subject are false, and that our
people are not leaving the country as they have been made
to believe. It was alleged that 9t,000 left Canada for the
year ending 30th June last, and that 75,000 of these were
Canadians. Now what is the fact ? lhe total number of
passengers from all points of Europe, the eastern States and
Canada to all points of the west, including Manitoba, was
but 53,627, by the Grand Trunk Railway. The figures are
as follows:-

(Via Grand Trunk Railway.)

Total number of passengers from all points of Europe, the Eastern
States and Canada to all western points, including Manitoba. 53,627

Total from West to East at same point............45,676

Difference.. ... .. 7,951

(Via Grand Trunk Raiuway.)

Total passengers from Canada to all points West, ineluding
Manitoba-............. ......... ...... ........ ,............. .. ........

Total passengers from Western States to Canada................

Difference.. ..................

(Via Great Wtern-Sarnia Branch.)

30,626
24,739

5,887

people are all going te the western States ; h-ow Can you ahk
1ur people tuo to Canada, when Canadians will not reansin

in it. Why,the emigration from Canada is 71,000." These
were the statements that were hurled at me wherever I
went. These were the things I had to meet and confatç. I
have no doubt hon. gentlemen will dispute the correctniss of
the figures I have just quoted.

Mr. CASGRAIN. We will verify them.

Mr. POPE (Compton). These figures were made up
by ite auditors of the Grand Trunk and the Great Western
hRailway Companies. Tbey cannot be diaputed. I place
thom against the assertions of the hon. gentleman. I place
thei against any figures that may come from the Uited
States. The hon. gentleman says the United States officials
countthese emigrants. According to these officials' own
evidence, they never count these men. They look into the
cars and say here are se many people and they are in a second
class car, but there is no one instance of their making a
reliable computation. They themselves told me that
twenty men could not count these men and know
exactly whether they were immigrants or not.
The time is too short. And yet we are. told
by the hon. gentleman that those men look through
every car, and there can be no mistake about their returns.
I prefer to take the evidence of those gentlemen who could
have no interest in giving us false returns, and their returns
prove that our country, instead of becoming depopulated,
bas its population increased through immigration, and so far
as people going from Canada to the western States is
concerned, an equal number come from those States to
Canada. We had heard something about the last quarter
ending 30th September. It was stated that at Port Huron,
during that quarter, 43,957 people emigrated to the west.
Well, what are the facts ? The facts are that the
total west-bound passengers from all eastern points
to western points, including Manitoba, was 567
by the Great Western, and total ditto east-bound 573.
This is in favor of the east. The total number
of west-bound passengers, via the Grand Trunk, from all
points of Europe, the eastern States and Canada, to western
points, including Manitoba-16,699. Total ditto from westein
points to eastern points, 16,003, making a difference of 600.
So that during the three months there has been very little
difference between the numbers going east and those going
west. It simply proves that the travel to and fro is greater.
Were I to seek for a reason wlhy there are a greater number
going west and a greater number going east just now than
during the administration of the late Government, it is because
now the people have money to travel with, whereas such
was not previously the fact. I will show you evidence that
cannot be refuted, that there is to-day no considerable emi-
gration from Canada to the western States.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker lett the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.
Total passengers from Canada to Western States. .......... 1,719
Total from Western States to Canada-...... ...... . .. 1,262

Difference ............. 5........... 457-EXCHANGE BANK OPFCANADA.

(Prom U. 9. cond at Sarnia.) Mr. DISJARDINS moved the second reading of the
Bill (No. 8) to reduce the capital stock of the Exchange Bank

Total emigrants with Consular certificates, from estimates of of Canada, and otherwise to amend the Act respecting theConsul at Sarnia, 700 certificates at 4j persons per certificate 3,050 said Bank.

(From Canadian Oustoms CoU.ctor at BSrnia.) Bill read the second time.

Total outward entries at Sarnia and its outports, 858, or at 4j
persons per entry, for 12 months ended June 30th ....... 3,861 CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

In England, in consequence of the statements spread broad- - House again resolved itself into Committee on cegtain
cast by these hon. gentlemen. when I held a meeting there, proposed resolutions for granting and appropriating twenty-
I was told: "But your country is being depopulated, your five millions of dollars and twenty-five millions of acres of

Mr. Por.
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land ni the North-West Territories, according to the term
of t eontract relatipg to the Canadian Pacific Railway
transmitted to this H ouse by lis Excelleny the Governn
Geoeral by bis Message dated December 10th.

Mr. MILLS.M r. Chairman, I agree with theb on. th
Minister of Railways that the subject of the prosen
contract for the construction of the Pacifle Rlailway is on
of 'the most important that bas ever been before th
Canadian Parliament. I regret that the country sboul
have solong been kept uninformed upon the subject, and
that im portant information should still be withheld from
Parlisment. We are, for the first time, face ta face with a
prepSition, to which, if we give our assent, we cannot
withdraw without having recourse to revolutionary
nieasures. It is our duty, therefore, to consider dis
pa';sionately the scheme which hon. Ministers have been
graciously pleased te place before as, to examine its various
provisions, and to consider what their effect will be upon
the vast country over which they are to operate. I confess
I folly appreciate, net only the gravity of the subject, but
the peculiar position which those occupy who usually
support the Administration. Our whole system of repre-
sentative Government is a system of Government by party.
It is right and proper, that those who follow should be
loyal-to those who lead, on all matters of mere procedure,
There are great underlying principles, historical and
pratical, upon which party organization is based, and
unless minor differences, not inconsistent with those under-
Iying principles, are compromised in order te secure unity
of action, Cabinet Government would be impossible. But
thre occasionally arises within the ranks of a party,
questions which override the allegiance due to its leader.
I may recali te mind a few instances of this kind from the
history of England. The Tory party were opposed
te Catholic emancipation. They regarded the Govern.
ment of England as a Protestant Government, They
knew the monarch was sworn to uphold Protestant succes-
sion. They held this te be a fundamental feature of the
Cohetitution. It lay at the very basis of their party
organization, and, if this was conceded, their occupation-
their supposed function-as a party, was gone. The time,
however, came when, through the exertions of O'Connell,
the Roman Catholic population of Ireland were resolved
npon sharing in the political advantages of the Constitution.
A Conservative Government, unier the Duke of Wellington,
saw that they were compelled te choose between Catholie
emancipation and civil war. They chose the former. The
rank and file of the Tory party had to choose between
deserting their principles and deserting their chieftain.
The majority, sorrowfully no doubt, gave up their principles
and stood by their leader, because they agreed with him
that the calamities, which, in their opinion, were likely te
arise from the admission of the Roman Catholics, were
lesser evils than those which were likely te arise from civil
war; but there were some who did not concur in this view,
and they refused te follow their leaders in supporting what
they had before opposed. In 1846 the Conservative party
again reached a point where the road marked out by thoir
principles parted from the one which their leader had
determined te take. There was depression in trade, and
there was searcity of food, there was bankruptey at the top
and bread riots at the bottom of the industrial system.1
The laborers were without employment and without bread.
The distressed condition of the country converted Sir Robert1
Peel to the views of Richard Cobden. He became a Free-1
trader, but the great majority of his party remained
Protectionists. Sir Robent Peel was denounced as a traitor
by Sir George -Bentinck and by Mr. Disraeli. Sir Robert
Peel said, on that occasion:

"I ball leave a name detested by all monopolists,who from less honor-
abis mItTuos claim a protection by which they argely profit; but Il shal

s perbape leave a name which will sometimes be pronounced with expres-
Rions of good wil, by those whose lot in this world i to labor. Who, by
the sweat of their brow, eat their daiiy bread, and who may remeuiber me
iwhen they renew thoir strength by food at once abundant and antaxed,

which will be the better relished becauge no longer embittered by any
e feeling of injustice."
t Mr. Disraeli said the doctrine of Free Trado might be all
e right and Protection all wrong ; but that was not the ground
e upon which Sir Robert Peel had sought and obtained the
d confidence of the country. He had beeIn trusted, and he
d was about to betray his trust. No one eau blame the Pro.
n tectionists for not following Sir Robert Peel in his new
a departure. They recogniZ him as their chieftain, as the
t ablest of their party; they made him chief as a means to
r an end, and that end was to uphold and promote the prin-

ciples which the party desired to advance. When ho took a
) more enlightened view, and chose to make a new departure,

whon he could no longer see eye teoeye with his party, he
i had no reason to complain that they declined to follow him.

When they were obliged to choose between their sense of
personal regard and their sense of publie duty, there was
no reason for hesitation. I might also refer to a case in the
history of Old Canada. The Conservative party hero were
committed in favor of the connection of Church and State.
The Refbrm party favored their separation and the secular-
ization of the Clergy Reserve Lands; the subject was long
in agitation. The Reform party went to the country in
1847, promising, amongst other things, to deal with this
question, should they have a majority. They wore successful.
A Government was formed under Mr. Baldwin and Mr.
Lafontaine. A petition was sent to the Colonial Socretary,
asking leave to legislate upon the subject, which utider the
Government of Lord Derby was refused, but undor the
Government of his successors was conceded. In the
meantime the Legielature of Canada had reformed the repre-
sentation in Parliament. They had provided for increasing
the nurmber of representatiçes from eighty-two to one
hundred and thirty. Messrs. Baldwin and Lafontaine
retired from public life, and Mr. Hincks and Mr. Morn
succeeded. Mr. Hincks proposed to deal with the question
of the secularization of the Clergy Reserves. This Lord
Elgin-then Governor-General-leclined to accede to. ie
said you have reformed the reprosentation of the people in
Parliament. You havo admitted by doing so, that they
were not adequately represented before. I do not think, on
so important a question as the separation of Church and
State, you should proceed to act upon the public expression
obtained under a confessedly imperfect system of repre-
sentation. In this view his advisers ultimately concurred ;
another election was held. Th Reform party were
divided. The leaders of the Consorvative party made the
question an open one. They returned to Parliament with a
small following. They co.desced with one section of the
Reform party. They fornied with them an Administration.
Tbey agreed to the policy of the defeatod Administration
because the country had pronounced in its favor, but those
of their friends who had doclared themsolves in favor of
the union of Church and State, stood by their convictions.
Mr. Hillyard Cameron, Mr. Larwill, Mr. Murney and Mr.
Benjamin, voted against the two great measures of the
Government. They were not held to bc disloyal to the
party by remaining true to thoir own convictions of public
duty-by still keeping to the road in which the Tory party
had theretofore travelled. Now, I mention the,.e instances
of differences botween the leaders and the followers of a party
for the purpose of illustrating and defining the principle of
party allegiance, which must always be subordirnate to the
personal convictions of public duty. It is possible for the
leader of a party to make a mistake, and it would indeed be
unfortunate for the country, were the obligations to the
chiefs of a party made stronger than the examples which I
have given will warrant. When the hou. member for Lamb.
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ton proposed to build a railway on Vancouver's Island, I did
not favor the measure. Looking then, at all the circumstances,
and especiallv at the peculiar position taken up by the
Government of British Columbia, I felt it would be a mistake
to construct that railway, and I voted against the measure
of the hon. mem ber. It certainly~was not a pleasure for me
to differ from the Government which I usually supported,
and to assume the responsibility of opposing a measure which
they had submitted to Parliament. In-my opinion, and I
believe in the opinion of a great majority ofthe House, the
mistake of this measure now before us is immeasurably'
greater, and I ask hon. gentlemen opposite to consider the
objections to it. J ask them to look ut the financial obliga-
tions it imposes, and the monopoly it croates, and the burdens
it entails on the trade of the people of the North-West, and
to deal with the question as the public interest requires. It
is too plain to require discussion, that a great mistake has
been made, and the votes of the supporters of the Govern-
ment against the Government are required to prevent the
mistake bringing disaster upon the country. This is one of
the occasions where the public have a ·right to expect this
much at their hands. Hon. gentlemen opposite, of the
strongest party feeling, often speak of rising abve the tram-
mels of party. ''his is their opportunity. This is one of
those occaions which makes the expression intelligible, when
the advice is practicable, when the duty is obvious, when
the necessity is urgent. I need not go into the history of
this discussion, various propositions have been entertained,
varions schemes entered upon by gentlemen on the Treasury
benches only to be again abandoned. When these
gentlemen went to Europe last summer, there were
constant rumors of their success, which we now are
pretty sure were without foundation. There is
a very general impression abroad amongst financial men in
England, that they did not very well know what they
wanted. It. is rumored that they were now in negotiation
with one party, and now with another. That negotiations
were begun and suddenly abandoned, and that neither the
capitalist nor the agent knew why; disgust and distrust
were created instead of confidence. Ministers were said to
be mysterious and fussy. Those who were at first attracted
by the magnitude of the enterprise, and the expected
magnitude of Government aid, in time ceased to interest
themselves in the subject, because they did not believe the
negotiations were intended to be suceessful. I say such
rumors aCe afloat and such impressions were undoubtedly
made. We were kept in the dark with regard to these
negotiations upon the plea that it was not very consistent
with the dignity of Parliament to disclose them elsewhere
than in Parliament, and now that Parliament is in Session
we have nothing before us except, in part, the ultimate
resuit of these negotiations. Of the progress of the
negotiations we learn nothing from Ministers. We do not
know whether they accepted the best or the worst
propositions that were made to them. We do not know but
what they failed to obtain botter and more advantageous
terms by some act of folly whicl they are ashamed to
disclose. Ministers who are but a Committee of this House,
advisers of the Crown, by the grace of this flouse, acting in
this matter as agents of Parliament, come to those whose
agents they are, to those who are in fact their masters, and
say, wo, your Ministers, your servants, decline to state fully
what we did in your behalf. We will state to you only partial
results, and w. deny you an opportunity of judging whether
a thing so bad could have been better. 1, for one, deny the
right of Ministers to withhold all information upon the
subject. The First Minister has told the country of the
difficulties in their way, of imaginary lions in their path;
but, Sir, is it not strange that those who not very long ago
proclaimed to their friends their intention to fight thie
beasts at Ephesus, give us to understand that, in this case,
without having the beasts to fight, they were, nevertheless,

Mr. MILLS.

overcome. The First Minister has given us to understand
that the fine feelings of the varions parties with whom .he
and his colleagues had communication, are te be respected.
I admit that it is well not te needlessly shock the sensibili-
ties of mon, but I do not think any question of that sort
arises in tis case, This was a matter of public business.
The men with whom Ministers negotiated knew that they
were responsible to this House. They negotiated with that
fast in view, and I do not hesitate to say that the reason
put forward for keeping this House in ignorance, is an
insult to the House. They say, in effect,-We. your
agents, have been in communication with capitalists of
superflne feeling, who could not give the necessarysecursty.
They were very mah hurt, and we must soppress the
correspondence and save them froin further humiliation b>y
exhibiting this correspondence before such clowns as ye,
our masters of the House of Commons. Ministers went te
England to see upon what terms they could let a contract
for the construction of a trans-continental railway. They
were in communication with several parties. What waw
the nature of those communications? How- far did they
proceed? Did they, in any case, reach that point that
nothing more was required than security for the under-
taking? The impression abroad is they did not. The
impression sorght to be made by the First Minister is that
they did. This is a matter upon which the House has
a right to be informed. No Minister bas a
right to ask the House to takeshis simple statement in the
case. It is not a question upon which the Minister is
indifferent, and, therefore, not one about which lie should
substitute his own affirmation or denial for the papers which
are necessary to enable the House to form a correct judgment.
Were such a course permitted, it would only be necessary for
Ministers, whenever a blunder was made, in order to protect
themselves froma censure, to substitute a statement of their
own for the means of reaching an independent conclusion.
Now, I have no hesitation in saying that, if such a course of
proceeding is sustained, responsible government is at an end.

e know, Sir, that the First Minister made a statement in
Montreal, which has not been borne out by the facts. The
right hon. gentleman spoke of things that were not, as though
they were. By that statement he put himself in the power
of the Syndicate. He declared that he had been successful
in negotiating a contract, when, up to that time, there had
been nothing but a vague proposition. The truth is all.too
plain, that the English mission was a failure; that whatever
propositions the Government made there were rejected by
capitaliste, and that the dejected Ministers were compelled to
fall back upon Mr. Stephens' proposition, which had been
made to them before they left Canada. Did the three
Ministers who went to England say to every one they met
in London, we have a proposal under consideration for the
construction of the Pacific Railway more favorable than any
yet made to us ? Did they consider from the first, Mr.
Stephens' proposition became a eontract the moment it was
accepted, and not simply the basis of negotiations ? If they
did, it was a folly and a fraud to negotiate with others
on a basis less favorable. Why was it done ? Why
did they carry on negotiations with Mr. Puleston
and with others when at the time they had this
more favorable proposition before them? In Bngland
they failed, and I have no doubt after that failure they
were prepared to negotiate with Mr. Stephen and his
friends. I have no doubt they informed him so. I have no
doubt but those negotiations were to be carried on this aide
of the Atlantie, where communication with others could not
be so easily rênewed should any hitch occur; but can it be
believed that they spent months in negotiating with persons
in England upon a basis les favorable than that contained
in the proposition made to the Government before a Minister
left Canada? Je not the soheme to which the Minister put
hie band in the end less favorable to the country than the
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Original proposa ? Is it not plain that we do not know the
whole truth and are asked to hurry forward in the dark ?
I have no doubt when the Minister returned there was no
Contrat-nothing by which the gentlemen who compose
the Syndicare were bound. When the First Minister reached
Hochelaga, unfortunately for the country and for bis party,
bis friends met him and drew from him a speech, which bas
been the source of misfortune to himself, and, if the contract
is consummated, of disaster to the country. By that speech
the First Minister put himself in the power of the Syndicate.
He declared a state of things to exist which, in fact, did not
exist, but which to save himself from ridicule he had to
make good at whatever cost to the country the Syndicate
might impose. I say the First Minister bas not in this
matter dealt frankly eitber with Parliament or with the
country. It is clear when ho spoke at Montreal ho did not
intend to withhold from the country the terms of the
contract. le, perhaps, expected the completion of the
negetiation would be a work of but a few hours. It proved
to be a work of many days. ie was driven into making
concession after concession, reluctantly driven, as the
length of time which elapsel proves, until bis colleagues
put bis name to a paper which appalled himself,
and which he dare not communicate to others. Look
at the facts. The First Minister promised to make the terms
public-not when Parliament met, but-as soon as he could
obtain the sanction of the Governor General. I bclieve
that sanction was not sought. We know the promise was
not kept. The information was not given, and why? Was
it because it was improper to communicate out of Session
the terms of the contract ? Why thon was the speech inj
Montreal made? Why was the promise to conmunicate
then given? Had the First Minister forgotten bis constitu-
tional catechism ? And was it only after ho had refurbishedi
his mind that he discovered that he had made a mistake,1
and ought not to make the communication which ho had1
promised ? Not at ail. This contract was thon kept from
the public, because it was much worse than the original
proposition, because Ministers dreaded the consequences of
this communication, because they knew right well that the
publie did not expect that they would set their hands to
sncb a document, and they knew that the moment it was
communicated it would excite the utmost dissatisfaction.
An attempt bas, thorefore, been made to keep the country
in the dark. An attempt is now made to keep Parliament
in ignorance of ail that it is the right of Parliament to
know. It is obvious that the gentlemen on the Treasury
benches believe this to be an indefensible engagement. If
they did not do so, why this concealment from the
country; and why keep the louse in ignorance of the
negotiations which took place? Ministers, since Parlia-
ment have met, have been offering up the prayer in the
Criic :

"dAssist ns to accomplish all our ends
And sanctify whatever means we use
To gain them."

Look at the terms of this contract and say wvhether evor
terms more onerous were demanded by a conquerer from a
subjugated State. The bons granted is nearly double the
cost of the road, and, if the eastern section is abandoned,
will pay the company at least four-fold the sum they will
ho called upon to expend. The restrictions placed upon
competition will enable the Company, in addition to ordinary
freights, to charge the settlers Of the North-West rates,
equal to the amount that ordinary tenants pay to reason-
able landlords. The exemptions from taxation alone would
render a competition impossible, if there were no other impe-
diments in the way. The Government furnish a company
with a bonus sufficient not only to build the line contracted
for, but to baild in addition 3,000 miles Of tributary lines
for which they are entitled to the same immunities as for the
mainine. No roads are to be built southward or castward

by any other company. No road, in thie particular, is to
ho placed on a footing of equality with thom. They are to
command the only means of ingrews and egress to a terri-
tory as large as the half of Europe. Not satisfled with this,
no road extending westward of southwestward, built by any
other company, is to appronch within fifteen miles of the
boundary lino. I say to Ministers, you propose to furnish
the means to build a road and to leave them unrestricted as
to tho rates they may charge. You propose to give them a
large bonus in excess. To exempt ail their materials froin
taxation. To exempt all the railway property in their
possession, for all time, from taxation. Not content with
conferring all these advantages, you will not allow
a direct competing lino to be built. Not content
still, you will not allow a rond running in the
opposite direction to como near the border, lest, in a
long circuitous way, freights may bc sent to escape oppres-
sion and extortion. I confess 'I am astonished to find a
proposition so fraught with mischief, so opposed to national
justice, submitted to Parliament for its acceptanco. Is there
any gentlemen on either side of the louse, off the Troasury
benches, who will say, that a schemo so novel, granting
powers so great, imposing restrictions so unusual and so
severe, and granting a bonus so large, and so out of all
proportion to the work to be performed, ought to be
sanctioned by this Iouse, without first having the sanction
of the country ? I do not hesitate to say that ut no time,
during the past half century, would any Government, of any
party, in the United Kingdom have ventured upon such a
course, nor would any Government, of any party, have been
sustained had thev so ventured. Lot me take one illustration
of our own day from the Parliamentary history of the
United Kingdom. In the Session of 1868, Mr. Maguire
submitted to the loiuse of Commons a proposition to dis-
establish the Irish Church, not with the intention of
carrying it through Parliament at the time, but with the
determination to make it an issue before the country, and to
invite a public verdict upon it. Mr. Disraeli was et that
time Prime Minister. Re pointed out that the Parliament
then sitting had been elected under the auspices of Lord
Palmerston, that the question of the disestablishment of the
Irish Church was not submitted to the country, and ho
declared that it would be indecont for the House ot Commons
to attempt to come to a decision upon so great a question
until they could place before the nation the enormous
issue at stake. Mr. Disraeli said:

"This is one of the gravest questions which can bc brought before the
consideration of public men. 'ou are public men, you are mon all of
great intelligence, and many of you of eminence. You make a Senate
that the world speaks of with pride, while it recognizes your attributes,
with a consciousness that your conduct elevates the general character of
human nature. But remember that you are something more than Senators.
You are representatives of a nation, and of an ancient nation, and I deny
your moral competence to come to a decision such as that which the hon.
member for Birmingham has recommended, and such as the right hon.
gentleman the member for South Lancashire, is prepared practically to
carry out. I deny your moral competence to do that without an appeal
to the nation. I say it is a question upon which the country can alone
decide, particularly under the circumstances at which we have now
arrived. You cannot come, on a sudden, and without the country being
the least informed of your intention. to a decision ; that will alter the
character of England and her institutions. You cannot come in this off-
hand manner to such a decision as that. Why look at what you are doing,
you are asked tó take a course to-night which will effect a revolution in
this country. I am not now talking the limited issue to which the
right hon. gentleman conveniently confined himself. I take the
broader issue laid down by the great master of this subject, and upon
which England and Ireland probably will soon have to pronounce. How
have you been introduced to this discussion ? The Liberal party have been
in power for more than a quarter of a century. Have they preparegl the
mind of England upon this question? Have their leaders risen from the
seats of authority and told the people that the geat principles upon
which the society, and even the pobtical condition of the country are
founded, are erroneous ? You and your forefathers and generations before
them, and long centuries of men have built up this realm of England.
You bave acknowledged, you bave encouraged. you have supported, yon
bave stimulated, yoti bave lived and acted under the influence of eccles-
iastical endowments, and leave yon during all that time in any way,
guided public opinion to doubt the propriety and wisdon of that syster-
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of that great and beneficient system under which you were born, anil
which your forefathers created ? Not a syllable of the kind. We have
had a great deal of political economy, commercial treaties with France,
repeals of restricted laws, efforts made, and successful efforts, to promote
the comforts Uand convenience of the people; but not a word was ever
uttered for the last twenty-five years by the party that has enjoyed a
monopoly of power in this country to form the mmd of the people upon
this great issue, upon which they ougbt not to give a decision in the
perfunctory manner they are asked to do to-night. At the last general
election the Liberal party had been seven years in power, and not a single
word ever issued from the lips of any person in authority-certainly not
from the lips of the right bon. gentleman, the member for South Lan-
cashire- that he had a doubt of the wisdom of the cardinal principle
upon which our whole social system is founded. You were led by a
Prime Minister, who had the a vantage which I also enjoy, of being a
member of this House, which certainly gave one an advantage in ascer-
taining puplic opinion, and interpreting the popular currents which
ought to influence."

And after further observations Mr. Disraeli concludes this
part of his argument by referring to the silence of Lord
Palmerston on the subject at the last general elections, and
saying:

"I will undertake to say that Lord Palmerston did not intimate to the
people of England that a revolution was impending, and that ecclesias-
tical endowments must be given up. Therefore, I say it would be in-
decent for the House of Commons to attempt to come to a decision on this
great question unless we could place before the nation the enormous issue
at stake."

Tho motion up)on which these observations were made
was withdrawn, but the question of disestablishment was
put in issue at the elections. The Government of Mr.
Lisraeli was beuten. A new Government was formed under

Mr. Gladstone, and the question came up again upon a
motion of Mr. Gladstoné.

" That the Chairman be directed to move the House, that leave be given
to bring in a Bill to put an end to the establishment of the Church in
Ireland, and to make provision in respect of the Temporalities thereof."

Upon this motion Mr. Disraeli said:
"I take the fair interpretation of the decision of the country

at the general election to be this : that it was the opinion o
the country, that the right hon. gentleman should have the oppor-i
tunity of dealing with the question of the Church in Ireland. I do(
not understand that the country pledged itself to support any particularr
measure. No particular measure was then before it; but it declared and
decided, in a manner which could not be mistaken, that the iight
hon. gentleman should have a fair and full opportunity of dealing
with the question of the Church in Jreland. I cannot there-
fore, take this ,ccasiou, which m-ght otherwise have been a most
legitimate one, of preventing the right hon. gentleman frnm placing his
policy before the country, and I shall advise none of those whose
conduct I can influence to oppose the motion the right hon. gentleman
has just made. The motion is one which, if it were not for those wise
fornis t f the House, that I shall always be the firet to uphold, would bet
only eqiuivalent to the right hon. gentleman asking leave to introducee
his Bill and have it read a first time. I thmnk he right hon. gentleman
ought to have the opportunity of placing hie policy before the country
without any unnecessary delay, nor is it expedient that there should be
unnecessary delay in Parliament coming to a decision on the subject.1
That there should be au aif>quate, and even ampte debate upon it, 1
hope no one on either aide of the Hnse will for a moment den ; but it
does not appear to me that it l at aIl expedient any time shoud be lost
in leavirg the poliey of the right hon. gentleman fully announced fore
the consideration of Parliament. I trust the right hon. gentisman will
Oive ample time to the House and the country fur the consideration of
his measure before he asks for a decision.''

Mr. Disraeli asked for at least three weeks delay in order
that the House and the country might have full opportunity
for considering all the details which must be investigated.G
in reply, Mr. Gladstone said:a

"That nothing can comtand my confidence more fully than the decla-
ration of the right hou gentleman with respect to the view he takes as to
the question of time."t

And eighteen days were allowed to elapse before the BillC
was brought up for a second reading. Now, we have here $
a declAration fromn Lord Beaconsfield that Parliament ought t
not to deal with a great question without the public verdict C
being had upon it ; and ater snch public verdict is had, it v
ought not to hurry through the particular measure, by a
which effect is to be given to the popular decision without i
also giving the country a full opportunity to consider the h
details and provisions of the particular measure. The right A
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hon. gentleman calls sucb a proceeding plebiscitic. I do not
agree with him. This louse is an elSetive body. It is
obliged frequently to go to the country. It must be reju-
venated overy five years at most. It may come freeh from
the people oftener. But whether the general elections are
seldom or frequent, it subsists in a popular atmosphere, and
is supposed to be subject to those influences and those con-
siderations which impress the popular mind, and upon
whieh its repi esentative character depends. If we make a
mistake here the nation suffers the consequences ofourfolly.
It is a sound maxim that power and responsibility should be
commensurate with each other, and if in this matter the
liberties of the people are curtailed, their burdens increased,
and their prosperity injured, they have a right, moral and
constitutional, to know what is about to be done, and they
are entitled to time, in order that they may be heard. This is
something very different from plebiscitic government. It is
a representative government in its highe-.t and finest sense.
It is legislation based upon and upheld by public opinion.
We do not seek to shift the responsibility from our own
shoulders. We here take the initiative, but we give them
time to consider, time to suggest charges, time to protest,time
to approve; and if we believe they are against us we ought
not to go forward, for upon them the good or the evil of
action or inaction falls. We have two great forces in
modern government: public opinion, and military power.
Under representative institutions we have chosen the former.
Under arbitrary government they are obliged to choose
the latter. A distinguished French statesman has said
" that you can do almost anythinig with bayonets, except to
sit on them." I would like to know how long there could
be a public opinion at once intelligent and strong, upon
which Parliament could rely to uphold the law and to
make it respected, if the views which have, at times, been
put forward by the First Minister and the Minister of
Railways, were generally recognized and acted upon ? Let
us look at some of the provisions of this contract more
closely, in order that we may not take a leap in the dark.
The Government have built 85 miles of railways from
Pembina to Selkirk at a cost of $1,556,900. I take the
estimates of Ministors for this year. They will soon have
eompleted 406 miles of railway froin Fort William to
Selkirk which, in April last, we were told would cost
$17,000.000, but which we are now informed will cost
$14,705,000. They have also undercontract from Kamloops
to Emory's Bar 125 miles of railway, which, last year, were
estimated at $10,340,000, but this year at $8,43L,800; and
ninety miles from Emory's Bar to Port Moody, which, last
year, were estimated at $3,620,000, and this year at
83,306,300. The total estimate, last year, for the
completion of these sections of the line was $32,715,00;),
to which - we must add $3,119,618, the cost 'of
exploratory and instrumental surveys of the lino
That is a total sum of $35,834,618 as the estimated cost of
these sections in April last. This year the dovernment
have informed us, that they expect to complete -these
sections for $28,000,000, which, with the surveys, amount to
$31,119,618. So that by the terms of the contract the
Government are to build 706 miles of railway, which they
agree shall become the property of the Company, and
which will have cost the country, with the surveys,
$31,119,618. Now, I say that is your first cash contribution
to the road. You propose to place in the hands of the
Company a further cash subsidy of $25,000,000, or in all
$56,119,618, that is the sum which in cash must come out of
the public treasury. Yon also agree to make over to the
Company, upn conditions which must largely enhance its
value, 25,000,000 acres of land. You apply 18,750,000
acres of this land towards the construction of a road which
n A pril last measured 1,335 miles, but which since then,
ias, some how or other, grown fifteen miles in length. Last
April, the Minister of Railways informed the louse that
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the first thousand miles of this section would cost $ 13,000,000,
and the remaining 335 miles through the mountains would
cost $15,500,000, or in ail $28,500,00. Since then it is
clear the Government propose to further degrade the
eharacter of the road. Upon the Lake Superior section,
they have degraded it to the extent of $1,385,000
in the cost of construction. From Kamloops to
Emory,$J,663,200, andfrom Emory to Port Moody, $133,700,
or upôn 621 miles of road they have effected a reduction by
a contraction of the road-bed, by an increase of the grades,
and by a shortening of the curves, of $3,181,900. Now, the

House will remember that this reduction must have been
effected, not over the whole 621 miles, but upon the 300
miles which is under construction, or which is not yet let.
Had the plan now adopted by the Government been decided
upon at the beginning, it would have effected a reduction by
a very much larger sum, perhaps double the sum now given
as the difference between the estimates of April last and the
estimates of to-day. The Union Pacific, as it was when first
constructed, bas been taken as a standard for the construc-
tion of the middle section. Upon it we know the grades
are still very high indeed-in many places eighty feet to
the mile, in one ninety féet. and in one stretch of nine and a
half miles, one hundred and sixteen feet grade to the mile.
It would be difficult to estimate the amount of saving that
may be effected upon the construction of this central section
by undertaking to compare a line untouched with one upon
which a considerable progress was made towards completion.
I choose, therefore, to compare the reduced estimates of
British Columbia, upon which little has been done, with the
cost of the central section to be built by the Company. The
Government have agreed to complete 215 miles in British
Columbia. They have submitted estimates this ycar to
cover cost of construction $1,796,900 less than those they
submitted in April last. Now, the same reduction per mile
over the 1,335 miles to be built by the Company, would
make the cost of building the central section $17,342,551,
or, if we tako a percentage of the expenditure the coqt wil
be, in round numbers, $24,500,000. For this thc Cn y
are to receiie $15,000,000 in money and 18,750,000 aei os
of land. If we tako the valuation of the land as fixed by
the Mlinister of the Interior last year, the Company will
receive for this section of the railway lands to the value of
Î59ß625,000, or in laúd and money $74,625,000. The
expenditure on the degraded plan of construction will be
$24,500,000. Now, what are the Company to reccive this
exce4s of $50,125,000 for ? According to the statement of
the Minister of Public Works, they will have to provide on
the Lake Superior section rolling-stock to the value of
$745,000, on the British Columbia sections rolling stock to
the value of $430,000, and on the Pembina Branch
$183,100, making a total of $1,358,100. So far the subject
is clear ; but what is the tremendous excess for ?
Is it to cover losses for working the eastern
and western sections of the road? Is it to enable the
Company to build a network of railways in the
North-West Territory ? This subject m ust have
ben econsidered by ministers, and this excess must have
been intended for some purpose, which Ministers have not
had tho frankness to communicate to the House. We have
had, ever since this discussion began, a studied attempt on
the part of Ministers to depreciate the value of the lands in
the North-West Territories. Now, Sir, we are not left in
the dark upon this subject, we can form a tolerably accurate
conjecture of the sam that picked lands, such only as this
Company are obliged to take in the North-West Territories,
are likely to bring. Whon the subject was before the
country on Sir Hugh Allan's contract, I took occasion to
address an article to the Canadian Monthly, in which I
said:

Thàt the Illinois Central was one of the first to be aided by a grant
ofland. By an Act of Congress passed in 1850, 2,595,000 acres were

granted to aid in the construction of-a road from Cairo to Chicago, and
also tou Dunleith,'707J mi1s of road in all. Up to this time (November,
1872-) 2,174,390 acres bave been sold from which the company bave
realied the sin of *25,000,000; and the 415,910 acres unsold are held to
be worth$12.50 per acre. The company are likely to realize from the
sale of these lands a sum greater than the cost of the railway. Congress
granted to the Kansas Pacific Railway 6,000,000 of acres in Kansas and
Colorado; witliin three years 115,625 acres have been sold for 1,67059
and 3,000,000 more have been mortgaged-for $5,500,000. Every
year the prioe of-land in the districts ceded to railways is enhanced, and,
after the settlement of-à. sparse population bas been secured, the railway
companies do not make haste te sell, unless their financial circumstances
force them to put their lands in the market. There can be no doubt, then,
that a bonus of 50,000,000 acres is an immense contribution towards the
construction of a railway. Assuming that, of this vast area, but one-
fourth is fit for settlement, these 12 500,000 acres at the price for which
the school lands of Minnesota sold seven years ago, would bring
$87,500,000'
I call the attention of the Minister of Railways to the fact
that this statement was made cight years ago. My con-
clusions werenot based upon vague and uncertain estimates
of unoccupied lands in the vicinity of railways, but upon
the conclusions which a careful induction of facts afforded
Since then experience· in the adjoining Republic has not
modified the conclusions based upon the observations of an
earlier period. Let me invite the attention of the Minister
also to some of the returns for the past year ; the average
price of the lands sold by several of the railway companies
of the UnitedStates. [ will now give, and I will mention
first, the sale of lands in Texas, the region, the
mention of which has so greatly disturbed Ministers
and their supporters during the last two years
The sales of the Missouri, iKansas and Texas -Railwav
averaged, per acre, 82.11 ; of the Texas Pacifie
Railway, $2.16; of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and
Southern Railway, $3,66; of the Iowa Falls and Sioux City
Railway, $3.36; of the St. Louis and San Francisco, $3.81;
of the Winona and St. Peters Railway, $3.90; of the
Southern Minnesota Railway, $3.34; of the Burlington and
Missouri River Railway, $4.30 ; of the Stili Water and St.
Pauls Railway, $4.55; of the St. Pauls and Pacific Branch
Railway, $4.29; of the Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
lailway, $419; of the St. Paul and Sioux Railway, $5 26 ;
of the Sioux City and Paul Railway, $5.84¿ of the St. Paul
and Pacific Railway, $6.83; of the Hannibal and St. Josephs
Railway, $7. These sales taken together will averago
upwards of $5 an acre. Now, I may say that none of
these railways were privilcged to do what the Syndicate,
undër this agreement, is authorized to do. This Company
is authorized to select every alternate section for
tvienty-four miles on each àide of the line. They mnay
reject any section that is unsuited for bettlement, they may
roam through a space of five hundred miles in width, and a
thousand miles, in length, out of which to make their
selection for wbat the railway belt will not furnish. We
may state in general terms that the railway belt will
extend a thcusand miles through the prairie regiion, one
hundred of which are already ocrupied. The remainder
of the foi-ty-ight mile belt, will contain 43,200 square
miles, one-ninth of which may be taken to reprosent the
land reserved forschools, and bclonging to the Hudson's
Bay oompany, which will leave 38,400 miles. Of this at least
twenty p'Ar cent. may be considered waste. This will
leave 15,360 square miles,-or 9,830,400 acres available to the
Company; so that they will have 15, 169,600 acres to select
elsewhere. Does anyone doubt that they will select the
most valuable portions of the North-West Territories. If they
cannot fmd lands suitable to theit wants south of the
Saskatchewan they can go into the Peace River District.
The agreement provides that if they select lands where the
Indian title has not yet been: extinguished, the Government
is to extinguish the title. This provision clearly points to
that district. What then are these lands worth? Not at
this moment wIen they are inaccessible, but when they are
made accessible out of the resources of the nation. Are
they less valuable than the railway lands of the United
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States? Are they less fertile? Will they yield less to the
industry of those who occupy them ? Ministers dare not
say so. This is not a proposition to a company of capitaliste
in which we say to them our lands are fertile, but inacessi-
ble, take your own money, build aroad, make them accessible,
and we wil1 give them to you at a merely nominal valuation.
It is not the money of the Company, but of the people of
Canada, by which the road is to be built. They have
roceived from the public Treasury a sufficient sum to build
mote than two thousand miles at the Government estimate
of cost. The value given to these lands by the construction
of the road, is a value which should accrue to the benefit of
the public. In 1875, the Minister of Railways said:

" The Committee will remember that when we occupied the Treasury
benches we valued the lands of the North-West which were to be appro-
priated for the Pacifie Railway at a minimum price of $2.50 per acre. For
the purpose of removing any question, I will assume that those lands
shall be valued at $2 per acre, and I may say that if the construction of
the Canadian Pacific Railway will not result in giving that value to our
magnificent land in the North West, so glowingly described by the
Premier, then there is no person in the House that will say that it is worth
while to make the road at all. When I place the value of these lands at
$2 per acre I place it below rather than above the mark."

After some further observations by Dr. Tupper, in the same
vein-Mr. Bolton nsked the hou. gentleman, "Why not
make it $> an acre ?" Dr. Tupper replied:

" I could safely make it $5 per acre, provided I have the selection of the
land. The -whole character of the land rom the eastern limits of Mani-
toba to Fort Pelly is worth $5 per acre, as well as it is worth one, and
will fetch that sum If the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
will not render these lands in the North-West, of which we have more
than 100,000,000 of acres of magnificent prairie and wooded lands, worth
$2 an acre when the railway is built, they are worth nothing. No
person would undertake to say that the lands would not be worth that
amount-or why undertake the construction of the Une. The hon. mem-
ber for Chatesuguay knows that the Northern Pacific Company's land
along the length of the line is sold at from $4 to $10 an acre, $4 being the
minimum."

I have stated enough to show the House, that, in taking the
valuation put upon the lands by the Minister of the Interior,
we are doing what is perfectly fair to the Government. We
are taking a valuation less than that put upon them by the
Minister of Railways, and a valuation less than that which
the sales of the American railway companies will warrant us
in flxing, as they receive larger sums for lands which gentle-
men on the Treasury benches have declared, again and again,
are much inferior to our own. I say the case is wholly different.
When the Government have contributed a sufficient sum of
money to build the railroad, from the case where a company
simnply receives a grant of land inaccessible to settlement,
and which becomes accessible by a road built in the first
instance with money furnished by the company. In such a
case, the land derives its value, in a large measure, from the
expenditure of the company's capital, but that is not the
present case. Here the country furnishes in cash nearly
sixty millions of dollars, and it is by the expenditure of this
money that the lands are made marketable. If this burden
could have been kept from the shoulders of the people, and
had the money been furnished by the Company, they might
very well have claimed the lands at a nominal valuation; as
it is, it is a fi-aud upon the country to estimate the lands at a
lower price than the one which I have mentioned as the value
given by the First Minister last year. I know very well that
weshallhear again of the area offered by the late Government;
but gentlemen who support the Government appear to forget
that those lands were to be taken from all along the line
from Lake Nipissing to English Harbour; three-fifths of the
line stretch through the country ceast of Manitoba and west
of the Rocky Mountains, and are not atebe compared to one-
half the quantity of picked lands taken from the fertile belt
of the North-West. When the Minister of Railways, in 175,
valued those lands at $5 an acre, and when the First
Minister, last year, valued them at little more than $4, their
supporters voted they were right on both occasions. It is,
no doubt, advantageous to a Minister, however disadvan-
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tageous it may be to the country, to have supporters so
impressionable. " W hat o'clock is it ?" said Louis XIV. to
one of -his courtiers. "Whatever o'clock your Majesty
pleases," was the accoommodating reply. The hon. member
for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), is egnally versatile
in accommodating his views to the necessities of
the Government. There can be no doubt that
in the caucus, os in the House, the hon, gentleman
would stand by his leaders. When they say 85 he says $5;
when they say $3 he says 3; and when they say the
country is rapidly improving, and is very much better than
any of the territories to t he south, and is, therefore, now
worth $1 an acre, he enthusiastically says $1. The hon.
gentleman is a real Polonius. H1amlet says to his courtier:

Do you see yonder cloud
That's almost in shape of a camel ?

POLONIUS.- By the Mass, and 'tis like a camel, indeed.
HAÂLET.-Methinks it is like a weasel ?
PoLoNius. -It is backed like a weasel.
HAMLET.-Or like a whale ?
POLoNIU.-Very like a whale.

The Minister of Public Works doclares that there is no
monopoly created by this contract. That there is nothing
in this arrangement to prevent other railways being con-
structed, but let me read to the Conmittee Section 15 of this
contract. It is as follows:-

" For twenty years from the date hereof, no line of railways shall be
authorized by the Dominion Parliament to be constructed south of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, from any point at or near the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, except such line as shall run south-west, or to the westward
of south-west-nior to within fifteen miles of latitude 49-and in the
establishment of any new Province in the North-West Territories, pro-
vision shall be made for continuing such prohibition, after such establish-
ment, until the expiration of the said period."

If this does not create a monopoly it will fail in the object
aimed at by the contracting parties. The trade of the
North-West must seek an outlet towards the Atlantic sea-
board, and this contract says that there shall be no other
outlets than the outiets controlled by this Company.
It goes further. If anticipates charges so enormous
tLat the traffic of the country would bear to be
carried westward for hundreds of miles until it could cross
the border and escape eastward through the territories of
the United States, and this contract says this shall not be
done, for no road extending to the westward shail approach
within fifteen miles of the border. Could any arrangement
be more atrocious ? Is it not as clear as noon-day, that you
propose to place all the avenues of commerce in the hands
of this Company, and that they may charge such rates as
they please, so long as they do not destroy the trade that
you authorize them to plunder. The Minister of Railways
bas said, that the late Administration went further, for they
proposed to authorize any one who pleased to get up a
company to build a railway wherever they pleased. Y.s,
Mr Chairman, we went further, but we went in the opposite
direction. I do not say that you can regulate freights per-
fectly by open competition; but you can do something
towards it. What we proposed was what experience has
shown to be a safe thing to do. We proposed to leave
capitalists who desired to invest money in railways to judge
for themselves, as to whether the line they projoeted would
prove a profitable investment or not. We provided that when
any number of persons, not less than fifteen, chose to form
themselves into a company to construct a line of railway they
might sign articles of association, and when they had fifty per
cent. of the stock subscribed, and ten per cent. paid into the
Finance Minister, they should, upon filing those articles at
the office of the Minister of Public Works or the Minister
of the Interior, become a railway corporation. They
could buiki roads in any direction they thought prudent,
and the Government took power to aid them by moderate
bonuses of land, subject to the approval of the House or-
Çonamops. This W e dteo very iverse of the policy nQW
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proposed. Itplaced no restriction upon those who wishe
to open up-the gcuntry by railway construction. It is i
my opinion -tho most beneficial way that railways a
private enterprises eau be earried forward. We know a
present that charters are sometimes sought for the pur
pose of blackmailing existing railway lines. We know
that, however much a railway may be needed, if it comee
into competition with one already constructed, its promo
ters have to fight their way inch by inch through arlia
ment, not without great difficulty and sometime nol
without great expense. It is said, that when a railway
scheme is fairly launched it finds many friends, engineers,
car-builders, builders of locomotives, the proprietors o
rolling milis, professional contractors, traders in railway
stocks, and contract brokers, all treat it with friendly
regard, bocauso all hope to profit by its bounty. Now,
wherethereis afforded the opportunity for free incorporation,
very many of these mischiefs are got rid of. A large
sum of money must be deposited with the Government
before there is any charter. The payment is an evidence
of the sincerity of the undertaking. Railway companies
are not likely to keop in view other than commercial con-
siderations in the construction of their lines. The best and
most direct lines or location is likely to be chosen as a
protection against future disaster caused by new competing
lines. The mischiefs which experience demonstrates as
certain to grow ott of railway legislation, are, in this way,
altogether avoided, or reduced to the narrowest limits. It
was fromn these considerations that 1, as a member of the
late Administration, favored the Colonization Railway Bill
which we submitted to Parliament. I am aware there is
much to be said against, but there is also much to bo said
in favour of, the Government ownership ot railways-so
much, that in my opinion, in a great enterprise like this, so
largely aided by the public, it would be in the last degreo
unwise not to roserve to ourselves the power to resume
possession upon reasonable terms. If such power were re-
tained, should resumnption take place, compensation would
have reference to the actual investment of the Company,
but, under prosent arrangement,they would be governed by
the absolute value of the road. I say it bas generally been
conceded that it was desirable to construct a railway by a
private company rather than through the agency of the Gov-
ernment. I need not go into a discussion of ail the reasons for
this view. Ainongst others, is the one with reference to politi-
cal appointments in the management of the road; the pressure
brought to bear upon the Government, to fix the tolls at
such rates, as would be unremunerative. The difficulty of
direct and efficient oversight. But hitherto the Government
have not finally disposed of the question; it has, until now,
reserved to itself, in case the roads were transferred to a
private company, the right of resumption whenever it was
thought that the public interest required such a course to
bo pursued. The question of ownership was thus kept open
for future determination, and I think it of the last impor-
tance that this should still be done. The public do not stand
in the saine relation to railways that they do to other pri-
vate corporations. iRailways possess many powers and
franchises which belong to the State itself. They can take
the property of others and apply it to thoir own use. They
are, in spite of the koenest competition in many sections of
country, practical monopolies. If the Government of the
country desire to impose a few per cent additional taxation
to meet the publie exigencies, the people's representatives
are required to vote the necessary aid; but railway com-
panies that have large political franchises, amongst which
is this right of, eminent domain, can exorcise their own
discretion as to the tax they will impose upon the
property entrusted to them for carriage. We know
right well that they often charge sums far beyond
what is necessary to pay a fair dividond upon the
espital actually invested, It bas boon stated that

d during the past season that railways between Chicago and
En New York have charged upon the property in transitu
s $45,000,000 in excess of the sun which would have been
t yieldod by their provious rates upon the same property. In
- 1844 the subject of the ownorship of railways was very fully
, considered by the Government of Sir Robert Peo, who did
e not come to any positive conclusion on the subject other
- than this:-That they provided after the expiration of
- twenty-one years the Crown might, with the sanction of
t Parliament, buy up the railways of the United Kingdom,

and Parliament bas thore, down to this time, reserved to
, the Crown this power. I have alroady said, that I regard
f our prosent system of bringing individual railways to

Parliamont for charters, as very objectionable. They are
r resisted by existing lines. They are put to heavy charges
, in obtaining their charters, andl they indomnify themselves

at the exponso of those who use thin. Thero are few rail-
, ways, like the one now prop>o<ed, whivh have a monopoly
by law. Their monopoly arises fro:n the superier excel-
lence and rapidity of thoir convoyance. In inany respects
they supercede the use of the rivers and canals. Their

. only competitors are other railways. A private railway
corporation is a despotic power when it hus not active
competition. It charges its patrons with the cost of its main-
tenance, with interost upon the capital invested, with extra
expenditure on accouit of its own extravagance, and with
any impositions practised upon it by rival lines. Wheh you
are charged exorbitant rates and remonstrate against these
charges, you are told that you are not compelled to travel
by their lino; that the road is private property, and ought
to be managed for the benefit of its owners. Now, this
would b undoubtodly truc if a railway was like an ordi-
nary corporation, but this is not the case. A railroad may
comrpel a private person to part with his lands upon grant-
ing him reasonable compensation. It has this power con-
ferred in the public interests, on public grou-nds: and
having extraordinary powers given it, it is subject, in
consequence, and rightly subject, to spocial restrictions.
The effect of high rates is a disposition on the part of
Parliament to allow of unrestricted competition, and there
has been a strong inclination in the public mind to give no
consideration to the intorest of cxisting c-mpanies. We
know that competition at the points where it exists
provents over-charge, but in many places there are no
competitors; in many places where competition is pos-
sible. there are combinations. No one can doubt but that
it is a great waste of capital to build two roads, when one
oould easily do all the work. A railway in the hands of the
Government is a wholly differont thing from a railway in tho
hands of a private corporation, Monopolies by the Govern-
ment, under a system of popular government, are wholly
different in their aims from monopolies by private compan.
ies. There are instances of States monopolies that are found
compatible with the public interest. The Post Office
is a Government monopoly. Does any one bolieve that the
public could b botter served, if the Government should
withdraw, and the postal service became an ordinary com-
mercial undertaking ? The postal arrangement is the very
opposite of the commercial system; but few would hold on
that account to throwing open the service and leaving it to
commercial competition. Monopoly and free trade have
each a distinct sphere of action, and when there is important
work to bc done we must ascortain to which department the
work can mest conveniently, in the public intere3t, be
assigned. The hon. member who undertakes to prove that
it is the undoubted function of the Government to carry
newspapers and letters, but that it is no part of their duty
to carry coal or wheat, will have some difficulty in establish-
ing his proposition. Moropoly by the State to do a public
service iswholly differentfrom monopoly by private parties
to do a similar service. We know that a real monopoly,
eypn under a system of unrestrícted tra4e, maï exist, b7
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which the commerce of the country may be burdened by
exorbitant charges. Railways are at but few pointe touched
by rival railways. Every where else their tendency in to,
become monopolies. Now one great advantage of the
Government ownership of railways is, that charges could be
made uniform and all parts of the country placed, in this
regard, upon a footing of perfect equaliîty. If the railways
were public highways, and the different trains running
on the samo rond were run by different corporations,
then there inight be gencral competition. At present wu
know, thst, under the existing system, the charges foi
freighlt and passengers are uncertain ; that they are different
in difforent places; that they are different, at different
times, in the same place. It is the interest of the public
to have a maximum amount of work done at a minimum
cost. The reverse of this is the interest of a private railwuy
corporation. For these reasons I hold that railways do not
stand in the same relation to the State as ordinary private
corporations. They are as much highways of commerce as
the canals, the lakes, the rivers, or the ocean itself. I
believe, too. that it is a great mistake to suppose that such
a work nocessarily possesses more influence for mischief in
the bands of tre Government than in the hands of private
proprietors. I had hoped before this scheme was submit-
ted, if the Government did not chooso to adopt the system
of free railway corporations, that they would, in a country
so favourably situated as the North-West Territories, have
had that country carefully examined with a view to laying
out commercial lines, and would have provided an organ-
ization whose interost it would have been to promote
traflic, communication, and the settlement of the country.
I have not made these observations in favour of State
ownership, to prove that after duly protecting the public
interests the roads should not for the present be
handed over to private companies to construct
and work. But I do so to show you that even
on commercial grounds the question as to the ownership
of railways is still upon its merits an open question.. It
is so regarded in England. It was so here until now, and
it sbhould have remained so. But there are other than com-
mercial considerations. Great care should be taken bore not
to create a powerful corporation, which will stand a fair
chance of becoming not only the proprietor of the railway,
but also the proprietor of the Government. We know
right well that the modern tendeney of representative
government is in the direction of democracy. W. know
that the effort of the Stuarts to establish feudalism upon
this continent wholly failed. The Hudson's Bay Company,
in the wintry regions of the north lived on, but it degene-
rated into a great mercantile corporation, and continued its
sway over the shores of the Bay for 150 years and over
nearly half this continent for nearly fifty years. But
wherever feudalism bas come in contact witb those vital
f'orces which mark the characteristics of modern society, it
has gradually given way, The clas legislation, the special
privileges, the laws of primogeniture, which are necessary
to the permaneney of feudal institutions, are slowly yielding
to theinfluences of our age. I am not arguing whether
this will prove beneficial or otherwise, I am simply stating
a fact. I have no doubt with many evils it bas brought
some compensating advantages ; but what of the good, and
what of the bad, it would be beside my purpose now to speak.
We have now somothing before us much more objectionable
than a privileged class, we have a proposal to croate a pri-
vileged corporation, upon which the band of time in make
no impression. Notwithstanding the peculiar views put
forward by the First Minister, representative government,
bore derives its power and influence from the people, and
nothing but the people ; and as the Govornment of the
people by the representatives of the people, we on this aide
of the House of Commons shah do our best to preserve it.
But we have now before us a scheme which contains

Mr. MILLs.

within itself elment. dangerous te honest governmentaod
to popula liIperty. We know that private railway corpo-
rations may becom new political forces. W. knw, from
the histor of the Brie Railroad in the State ofNew York,
and from the history of the Grand Trunk here, that they
may make even the Legislature subservient to their interest.
We have now before us a scheme of far greater magnitude
than cither of these: one which will possess powers -and
franchises greater than those possessed by the Dake of
Buugu'.sdy or the Earl of Warwick. This corporation may
noL bea' kinginaker, but it is likely te be the proprietor of
the Government of Canada. It is given, in effect, authority
te make and unmake Ministers. It will compel industry,
under the provisions of this contract, te pay te it the tribute
that it once was compelled te pay to the sword. ,I say
but what we all know, that great railway corporations are
the most dangerous enemies that modern representative
goveronment bas, and a Government will be wanting
in its duty to the people, which does net earnestly
set itsolf to work te provide the neeessary checks and
guarantees-to mark oit clearly the limits within which
great corporations like this must act. We know that such
corporations are net restrained by public opinion. They
are not influenced by many considerations which restrain
the actions of mon.. We know that they have elsewhere
tampered with the administration of justice ; that they
have interfered with the freedom of elections ; that they have
undermined the authority of Ministers, and there are many
other political considerations which make it extremely
quetionable whether se stupondous a corporation as this
will become should b. created at all. I do not say this by
way of flding fault with the Government for undertaking
to construct and work the Pacific Railway by the aid of a
private corporation, but with a view of pointing out the
evils, both commercial and political, which are likely te
arise. I am not only opp~osed te taking a leap in the dark,
but I am still more opposed to taking a leap where the
danger is distinctly visible, and whore I see net a single
guarantee taken te prevent incalculable mischiefs. I see in
this contract restraints upon trade. I se. enormous burdens
inposed upon industry. I see impediments and prohibitions
placed in the way of improvement. I sec the whole popu-
lation of the country in matters which vitally concerns its
future welfare, made dependent upon one powerful corpo-
ration. I see the real seat of Government transported
fron Ottawa te St. Paul's, while the semblance of authority
is allowed te remain here. lu this contract the
interesta of stockholders and bondholders have been duly
considered; but the interests of the people who travel,and the
general public who will send their merchandise and their
farm products over this line of railway, have*not been
considered, and itl is all the more necessary that the Parlia-
ment should reserve to itself the power to resume this read

pon the payment of a reasonable compensation. The bon.
Minister of Public Works was very indignant because it
was suggested that the terms of this contract could not
endure, and h charged us with holding te the views of
Proudhon, "that property is robbery." The hon. gentle-
man seemed te forget, or, per.baps, I would b. more accurate
if I were to say, seemed net to have cousidered that he was
at this moment pioposing, by the measure under considera-
tiQn to take what, according te bis own estimate, would b
eighty millions of the money of the people of this country
from the private fortunes of the people-for every dollar of
public money is private proper-ty before it is appropriated
by the State-I say h. proposes to take, according to bis
own view, eighty millions of dollars, and according to
mine, much more than that sum, and by an A ·t of Parlia-
ment make it the property of a few gentlemen, some of
whom are citizens of foreign States. What na-me do yoU
give to the Act by which, without any adequate conpensa-
tion, you take one man's property and give it to another ?
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Does he not sece that, when such an Act is accompanied
1by oppresive powers and unreasonable franchises,
hit men ma.y by revàlutionary measures come to

thoir own again? 'lbe Minister of Public Works refuses
teo reasn now, but I can tell him that what ia
today denied to reason, will at some subsequent period be
mst assuredly granted to force. We have had many
adehmies since Coufederation for the construction of a trans.
continental railway. We have had two from Ministers
dntini the past two years, which boded no good to the
North-West, but this is one, which, seeos te have been
framed upon the maxim of Jack Cade,-" The good old rule,
the simple plan, thathe should takewbo bas the power, and
he sbould keep who can"-is, if possible, the worst of ail.
And ince we have come to adopt his sentiments in legisila-
tion, we must cease calling him Jack, and give to him a
more respectful name in the future. The hon. Minister
of Publie Works spoke of the leader of the Opposition as a
" cunning fox." My bon. friend informed him that these
digressions into natural history for illustrations, at once
elegant and apposite, did not in the least disturb him. The
Minister was welcome to ail the pleasure he could derive
from sucli a mode of discussion. The Minister of Public
Works seemed quite annoyed to think that the hon. leader
of the Opposition did not confess himself hurt by what the
Minister had said in so play fui a manner. While the Minister
of Public Works half apologised for what he obviously
considered his graceful and luminous thrusts of wit and
sarcasm, he was not by any means pleased te discover that
they were not felt. The hon. Minister reminds me very much
of an incident that occurred at a religious meeting many
years ago among the colored people of Boston. One peni-
tent arose to confess what a dreadful sinner he had been.
A friendly neighbor arose immediately after, and, with the
utmost candor, confirmed what had been said. The peni-
tent, while quite willing to speak in very strong terms of his
own failings was not willing to have them discussed with
eqal freedom by a friend. He at once dried his tears, laid
aside his coat, and invited his neighbor to the common
behind the church in order that he might vindicate his piety.
The hon. Minister of Public Works, while declaring that no
wrong was meant, was very much disappointed to find that
no wrong was felt. The Minister of Railways told us how
much pleasure it gave him to support this contract. I think
the Minister is omewhat mistaken. It may be so long since
the Minister has been called upon to act in consonance with
his convictions of public duty that he has quite forgotten the
sensations of pleasure which spring from such a source and
is not very sure what it is like. Lord Beaconsfield has.
drawn in Endymion a person-St. Barbe-of whom I arn
reminded by this observation of the Minister of Rbailways.
St. Barbe speaks of having "felt a glow about his heart,
which, if it were not indigestion, he thinks must have
been gratitude." I am very sure that the M inister's pleasure
must have partaken of a si milar am biguity. The hon. mem ber
for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) spoke of the terme of
Union with British Columbia and of the policy of the late
Administration. Now let me tell him this: If a mictake
by the late Government was made, it was in the direction of
doing too much and not in the direction of doing too little.
Let me notice one or two facts in reference to those terme
et Union, which the patriotie ardor of the bon. member
has caused him te overlook. British Columbia, in the first
instance, did net ask to have a railway constructed. It
never was agreed to be undertaken in ler intereets alone.
It was a mutual agreement for a common object, a common
benefit. British Columbia was to contribute towards the
undertaking a strip of territory forty miles in width along a
line ofrailwáy from her eastern te ber western border.
This land was to promote railway construction, teobe nearly
adequate to build the road west of the mountains. For it
British Columbia was to receive a hundred thousand dollars

annually, which was computed to be the difference between
, British Columbia* large contribution to the railway and the
D actual value of the lands. Parliament was assured that ti

lands were worth upwards of 15,400,000; that the annuity
to be paid British Columbia when capitalized, repre-

0sented $2,000,000, leaving more than *13,)00,000
as the contribution of that Province towards the
railway. I would like to ask, Waa this an honest
transaction ? Was it a transaction so sacre 1, so inviolable
that the contemporaneous resolutions of Parliament count
for nothing ? Let me ask the attention of the Committee to
what was said upon this subject at the time by Ministers of
the Crown. I assume they spoke from the, informiation
which they received from the delegates of British Columbia
during the negotiations. I do so because it shows what the
moral obligation of the two parties to this great, and, I fear,
in some respects disastrous, enterprise is. Sir George E.
Cartier, in supporting the resolution for the admission of
British Columbia into a Union with Canada, said:

"It was not the intention of the Government to construct the road, but
it would be undertakeu by companies, to be asisted mainly hy land
grants. It was not the intention of the Government. to burden the
exchequer much to obtain this railway. While this clause was under
discussion between the delegates and the Government it was proposed by
the Dominion that the Colonies should hand over a forty mile strip ot
land toward the construction of the railway. That would be 24,000
square miles of land, or 50,360,000 acres of land, not merel y agricutural,
but mineral land. Placing that land at $1 per acre it woul d ie e qual to
a grant of t50>360 000 toward the construction of' the raiiway.I t was
proposed to gi;e hecompany $0,00 per annum, which, placing the
interest at five per cent., would be the annual interest on the value of
2,000,000 of acres of land, leaving the remainder to be used by this
Government."

No doubt the 50,000,000 of acres and the $50,000,000 is a
reporter's mistake. The quantity of land was estimated ut
15,360,000 acres ; but, after making this correction, Sir
George Cartier led his supporters to bolieve that British
Columbia was contributing means sufficient to construet the
road in that Province. The representation by British
Columbia delegates, as to the character of these lands, does
not rest upon the statement of Sir George Cartier alone.
Senator Compbell, who was also a member of the Govern-
ment, in referring to that part of the arrangement relating
to the British Columbia land grant, said :

" la Ontario, it is expected tiiet tihe alternate sections of twenty miles
will be given for the cien°trution ort.a e roadwherea sBritis eColumbia
gives a continuous grant of 20 miles on each side. Therefore, the quantity
of land given by that Colony is two fold that given by Ontario and
Manitoba."

And, in reference to the construction of the road, Senator
Campbell said :

41 The language of these resolutions is not that the Government will
bnild the road thernselves, but that Canada will secure the construction
of it."

It is too clear to admit of contradiction, that the B3ritish
Columbia section was to have been constructed mainly by
means of the ample contribution of most valuable land, which
she placed at the disposa of the Federal Governiment, for the
purpose.

Mr. DzCOSMOS. I would like the ihon. gentleman to
read further in Senator Campbell's speech, and see what
more he says on this subject.

Mr. MILLS. I must read what I purposed to rend with
the view ofgiving an exact idea of the condition of things
upon which, and thei statements upon which Parliament
relied when it gratified this particular portion of the Union.

Mr. DzCOSMOS. If the hon. gentleman would do justice
to this House and country by reading the full tatement
made.by Mir. Campbell when.e eitroduced the address in
relation to British Coluimbra, it would be very appropriate.
The statement h. now pute forward conveys a wrong im-
pression and is incorrect, except so far as h. states it.
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Mr. MILLS. I must be allowed to put this case in my

own way. My hon. friend will be allowed an opporttinity of
putting the case as he sees proper. I have a good deal to
say on this subject, and feel it will be all I eau do to say it,
witbout making a speech for the bon. gentleman. ie will
have his opportunity, and will be better able to state his
case than myself. Mr. Chapais, then a Minister, relying on
the representations of the delogates frou British Columbia,
said:,

"4 By the construction of the railway now,the value of the lands will
be increased, and by this means they will suffice of themselves to pro-
vide for its construction. British Columbia has agreed togrant 15,000,00
of acres of land along the route, and this will be sufficient, or nearly so,
for the construction of their part of the road."

Mr. Chapais went on to confirm his view, by reference to
the Illinois Central Railroad which had receoived for the
construction of upwards of 700 miles of railway, but
2,595,000 acres of treeless and waterless prairies, for the
sale of part of which they had up to that time received
$23,723,255, and had still remaining 526,690 acres on hand.
Mr. Chapais further said :

".As for the climate and the nature of the soil of British Columbia I
can prove that they are most favorable to colonization • • • The same
isothermal line passes through Chicago, Cleveland, Harrisburgh and
Pennsylvania on this continent and through Southern France, Lombardy
and the great wbeat growing districts of Southern Russia. These valuable
Canadian Territories which, for the want of adequate investigation, have
hitherto been regarded as valueless are destined within a reasonable
period to perform an important part in the progre2s of agriculture and
commerce on this continent."

The British Columbian delegates were at Ottawa at the
time these discussions took place; the adequate informa-
tion afforded by Ministers was derived from them. The
disinterested and reliable representations of the deleates
of that distant Province were implicitly trusted, and Par-
liament believod that a country more delightful than the
happy Valley of Rasselas, or than the Eden of which Mr.
Chuzzlewit went in search, was about to be acquired.
Mr. Senator Mitchell, another member of the Government,
and a party to the negotiations with British Columbia,
said:

" The Government have not gone into this matter without the best
information that could be obtained, and they have the assurance from an
engineer of standing, which gentleman is very conversant with British
Columbia, and is now within hearing, and who himself havl made an
exploration of the line of railway across our North-West possessions. 0 *
That gentleman further states that 213 miles of the land through which it
passes is of good quality, and a considerable portion of it far above the
average of settled lands in Canada."

It was with such information as this, and with such
assurances as these, that Parliament agreed to the admission
of British Columbia into Confederation and to the construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. It is apparentto every
one that the impression sought to be made was, that the
lands to be conveyed by British Columbia to Canada were
adequate or very nearly so to build a railroad through that
Province. Now we are brought t this conclusion, either,
that Ministers were grossly deceived by the misrepresenta-
tions of the British Columbia delegates, or that they had
conspired with them, by the most unwarrantable misstatO-
ments, to mislead Parliament in order to obtain its sanction
to the eleventh article in the terms of admission to the
Union. In private transactions where one party to a contract
relies upon the representations of another, and is deceived,
he is not held to his agreement; and there would be no breach
of faith, taking the most favorable view of this article for
British Columina, did we say your lands are not what you
represented them to be. They are not suitable for coloniza-
tion. They will not prove a substantial contribution towards
the construction of the road. We decline to accept them for
such a purpose, and this part of the pact is at an end. I do
not admit that British Columbia has anything of which to
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complain. We know at present that her people do
not entertain very cordial feelings of friendship for
the rest of the Dominion. I regret that it is so, but
the fact remains. They seem rather to be actuated by that
kind of sentiment which was expressed by the indignant
creditor who had been forgiven much, but who insisted
upon being paid to the utnmost farthing. There is no real
union between British Columbia and other parts of Canada.
Nor is a real union possible in the prosent condition of
things. British Columbia's nearest neighbors are the settle-
monts upon the Pacifie coast, and they must continue te be
so for many years to come. The time may come when
there will be a little trade acros tre mountains. There
will be more, however, flowing westwards towards the
Pacifie coast than in the opposite direction. The tea, the
coffee, the sugar, the dry goods, consumed in the Peace
River district, when that country comes to be inhabited,
will, if the railway communication is not so planned as to
prevent it, will reach that country through British
Columbia, and its products will find an outlet on the Paefic
coast. They can reach Europe by sea as cheaply as they
eau reach Montreal by rail. But that district is still unin-
habited, and the great plains of the Peace River are likely
to remain a lone land for some time beyond the close of this
century. It does seem to me, therefore, an act of very
great folly to burden ourselves, at present, for a population
which will have no existence for two or three generations
to come, while the great wants and necessities of
the hour are neglected. Hon. gentlemen on the
Treasury benches and their supporters, however, seem
wedded to this course of waste and folly.
British Columbia is a Province of the Union, and as such
should be dealt with. ler wants should be respected. lier
interests as an integral part of the Union ought to be fairly
considered. If she is as well treated as any other Province;
if she has more done for her than she could have done for
herself, she has no just cause of complaint. The hon. mem-
ber for Victoria has frequently reminded us, that the Union
is a compact-that the obligation to build a railway ia a
treaty obligation. But what does the hon. member say as to
the quality of the lands, and as to the representation of the
delegates ? I may also observe that all treaties which are
perpetual in form, are not so in fact. Let me ask the hon.
member, and those who agree with him, to note how treaties
are disregarded when" they stand in the way of a nation's
interest, embarrass its finances, or give rise to unforeseen
dangers? low did France observe the Treaty of Vienna ?
How has Russia observed the Treaty of Paris, in reference to
her naval force in the Black Sea ? Bow has England observed
her treaty with the Ameer of Afghanistan, when she wanted
a more scientific frontier to the west of India ? She asked
for a European resident to represent her at Cabul. She was
bound by treaty not to ask it-she nevertheless did ask it.
She expected a refusal. The Ameer was about to yield to
her demand, and the negotiations weire broken off to prevent
compliance, because the real aim was a change of frontier.
So that treaties do not possess that enduring and
unchangeable character which some hon. gentlemen suppose.
In the case of a Federal union the power and the rights
retained by each individual member are, no doubt, perpetual.
They have not been parted with. As to these each Province
remains after the union as distinct an autnomy as before;
but as to what is to be done in the future by the Central
Parliament and Government is for that Central Parliament
or Government to decide. Iu the case of the union between
England and Scotland, many things stipulabted for by the
Scotch Parliament have been changed by the Parliament of
Westminster. Lord Campbell ha observed that however
inviolable the compact between the two kingdoms may have
been, the Parliament of the United Kingdom can do
anything which before the union could have been doine by
the Parliament of either. The junior mnember for Victoria,
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in 1876, proposed a resolution, in which, among other
things, he stated :

" The plic faith ari honor of Canada were pledged in the mont
solemu »maner to British Columbia to secure the commencement
uimultanepgnly within two years from the date of Union the construction
of a railway fron tht Pacific towards the Rocky Mountains, and from
sucti point as might be selected east of the Rockfy Mountains towards
the Pacifie t connect the seaboard of British Columbia with the
railway system of Canada ; and, further, to secure the completion oftauch
railway ithin ten years from the date of Union."

The right hon. gentleman, now the First Minister, expressly
repudiated the statement of facts in this resolution. le
denied that the construction of a railway was to be under-
taken on behalf of British Columbia. Ile said:

This was not a mere arrangement by which British Columbia agreed
to enter Canada. It was a mutual agreement and partnership by which
the Dominion and British Columbia joined hands, and became one Domi-
nion. British Columbia was pledged to the rest of the Dominion to the
construction of this railway, just as much as the rest of Canada was
pledged to British Columbia. It was not merely for the benefit of British

>Columbia, but for the common benefit. If it had been otherwise no such
an agreement could have been made. All parties recognized it as a poli-
tical expediency for both Colonies. It was in a spirit of perfect equality
the compact was entered into. It was not only for the sake of spending
money in British Columbia, but for the purpose of rendering what would
be merely a Union on paper, one in reality. Therefore it was agreed that
the road should be constructed in British Columbia, and also in other
parts of Canada at the sane time."

I would commend the viows expressed in this quotation
to the consideration of the hon. member for Richmond and
Wolfe. I accept them as generally sound, and the consti-
tutional view presented is in exact accord with the opinions
of Lord Chancellor Campbell, upou a measure invol-
ving exactly the same principle. I would make
but one observation furtber upon this part of the
subject : it is frequently said that unles we
have a railway we have but a Union in name. Now this is
a most misleading statement. If a large interprovincial
trade was possible, and was only prevented by the want of
railway facilities, then a railway would be most desirable,
and the bond of union would no doubt be strengthened by
such trade. But when there is little or nothing to be donc,
when little or no trade is likely to spring up across the
mountains, when the population is still wanting on botli
sides, between whom the supposed trade is to be carried on,
it does seem to me most preposterous to speak of hastening
forward this transmontane railwav in order to convert a
Union in name into a Union in reality. lHon. gentlemen
opposite have spoken of the aid proposed to be given
towards the conULtlctiOn of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
by the project of 1872 and under the Act of 1874, and the
most unwarranted comparisons have beeun imatituted
between this contract and those projects, in favor of the
present arrangement. Both in the contract with Sir Hugh
Allan and the Act of 1874, the lands were to be taken

along the whole line in alternate se ctions. 510 miles
of thepresent lino are west of Jasper House and more
than a thousand miles are east of Red ivor. More
than three-fifths of the railway belt were outside of
the North-West Territories. A large portion of these
three-fifths were waste lands wholly unfit for settlement,
and the very best of them of an inferior character. What
lands were required beyond the quantity the railway belt
afforded were not to be picked lands of the North-West,
but 1ands of average quality; so that I do not hesitate to
say that a larger area fit for settlement is to be given to
this Syndicate than would have fallen to any company
under the Act of 1874 for the construction of the entire lino.
The most onerous part of this arrangement is not the enor-
mous bonus given, but the impediments put in the way of
commerce, the prohibitions on railway construction, and
the tremendous and unwarrantable powers given over the
whole trade of the country from the great Lakes to the
Pacifiec. Gentlemen opposite seem to have forgotten what
tbis North-West country bas cost us. We in the first

instance paid the Hudson's Bay Company 811,500,00, and
converted a precarions license to trade into a proprietory
right to one-twentieth of the country. We paid $1,760,000
to establish communications with the North-West. We
have extinguished the Indian title to a part of the fertile
belt, which, together witb the maintenance of the police
as an incidenit. represents a capitalized eum of $18,200,000.
Our land surveys have, during the past
nine years, cost us about $1,R00,000, and represents
a capitalized sum of $4,168,000-in all, 825,628,000. We
have expended, or are about to expend on railway construe.
tion, about 817,250,000. We grant to this Company in cash
825,000,000, so that, without considoring the land appropria-
tion, the North-West wilI have cost us, should this contract
be approved of, 867,878,000 in cash. Thiis is to be our
expenditure for the present to open up the country for
settlement. I do not stop to ask whether it has been wisely
or well mado. Thore aun be no doubt of its magnitude. It
represents $85 a family to every family of the Dominion.
But the country if; not fre, not opon to settlement after all
this. One twentieth is in the hands of a foreign corporation,
and you propose to place at once one third of the best lands
in the hands of another company. The expenditure of
these $69,878,000 makes these lands worth at least
875,000,000. Instead of opening up the country to settle-
ment, you propose locking it Up in the hands of a great and
powerful monopoly, at a cost to the country of 8143,000,000.
The expenditure is immense and the results are as disgrace-
fui as they will be disastrous. For what you propose to
give for sixty miles of the castorn section you can complete
your connections with the North-West, and bring the grain
trade of the northern States down the Valley of the Ottawa.
For one-fifth of the land, or one-half of your proposed
subsidy in money, you can go to the Rocky Mountains
with your road; and beyond this neither duty nor prudence
requires us to proceed for many yenrs to come. Here
we should rest, and our resources should be directed to give
value to the country; to the North and te the South, by
encouraging railway cDnstruction, and furnishing facilities
for settlement. We can do much in this way to husband our
resources and to acquiro additional strength. A enall
outlay will do much to secure settlement within the fertile
belt. We have spent all on unprofitable undertakings,
which a poor couutry liko this should be called upon to
bear for many years to come. When that country is fairly
filled up we can safely extend our connections. We cannot
do it before; and we otght not to attempt it. The hon. mem-
ber for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) defends the perpetual exemption
from taxation. le refers to cases in the Unitod States. But
the hon membor is mistakon, and las perhaps also misled
the Minister of Railways. The cases to which the hon.
member has referred the House in Wisconsin and Minnesota
are cases in which the Governments of those States bave
adopted a charge in lieu of taxes. They have exempted the
railways from taxation because they take a certain per-
centage from the gross carnings in place of rateable taxes-
the fairest way, perhnps, of collecting a tax upon the capital
invested in railways. What is done in the case et this
railway should be done in the case of every other. A railway
is chartered from Winnipeg to tho Souris River. It i fnot
exempt from taxation. What chance bas it of successful
competition with an untaxed roadt? What chance is there
for any company to build a lino in the directions permitted
when they will be subject to taxation, while the branches of
the Company will be exempt ? The hon. member for
Niagara read a long list of American railways, giving the
amount of stock subscribed and the amount of bonds issned,
and he adds these two sums together to ébow the amount of
capital invested in railways. He bas given us the cost per
mile; ascertained in the same way. Of course, hefound the
amount of capital invested very large, and the cost per mile
very great. The hon. member seemed never to bave heard
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of the manipulation of railway stocks. He never heard of
stocks being watered. Let me take a few instanees for the
information of the hon. member. The Erie Railway of New
York, according to the bon. member's arithmetic, bas
invested in it capital to the amcunt of $153,0,0000, but it
was shown before Mr. Hepburn's Committee that a road
like the Erie could be builtand equipped in the sanie manner
for $40,000,000, just $113,000,000 less than the hon. member
would place upon it. It was shown that its stock had been
watcred to the extent of $70,000,000. The New York Gentiral
is a valuable road, but it is very far from representing the
value of its stocks in bonds. Its traffic is very great, bu t instead
of allowing the stocks to rise, they have been watered to
the extent, at one time, of upwards of $44,000,000. The
hon. member refers to the cost per mile of the
Union Paciflc. He says that it cost $102,700 per
mile, and that the total cost of the road was $115,214,588.
lias the bon. member never heard of the Congressional
enquiry ? Never heard of the frauds brought to light?
Never heard of the Credit Mobilier ? We know that the
cost of the road was not half the sum mentioned by the
hon. member. The roads of Minnesota have been built at
much less than half the cost given. It is not by such an
array of wholly inaccurate and wholly irrelevant statisties
that this most improvident and most mischievous contract
can be defended. The hon. member has referred to the
state of feeling in the country. If it be as he has represented,
let the Government and their friends consult the country in
the most constitutional way, by seeking the confidence of
the country at a general election. The hon. member refers
to the success of the friends of the Government at recent
meetings, and ho predicts success for his friends should an
election be had. We say, let it be tried. The hon. member had
not much to boast of. A single case of measles among his
friends would have cost him his election. The hon. member
figuratively did a good deal of whistling to keep up the
courage of those about him; but ho will find it has been
done to no purpose. The terms of the contract are too
easily understood for the country to be imposed upon. The
hon. member, like his leaders, is no doubt anxious to have
an end of this disagreeable business, like Macbeth's crime;
being resolved upon, they are in a hurry to have done with
it; but when it is voted on bere. it will not be done with.
The consequences cannot be trammeled up by any vote in
its favor which this House may give. The mischief will
have only been begun when the labor of this House
is over, and hon. mrnembers will find this to
be the case, even though the people shon d be
denied an opportunity of pronouncing upon it-they will
remember its anthors I have not one word to say against
the gentlemen of the Syndicate. They are able, enterprising
and trusty men. What they undertako I believe they will
endeavor to do. There are no men into whose hands i
would rather see the work fall ; but they are acting for
themselves. They are seeking to promote their own inte-
reste, and for this I do not blame them. To them was not
committed the-public trust, but to gentlemen opposite. In
their bands the public interests have suffered, and every
member of this liouse who sustains them by his vote, who
sacrifices the publie intereste to belp Ministers out of their
present discreditable position, will find himself a marked
man when he again seeks the suffrages of the electors. It
iî impossible to serve the country and to sustain the
Government in this transaction. Either road is open to
gentlemen opposite, both cannot be taken. That Ministers
have blundered, that the bargain is a very bad one, is the con-
viction of gentlemen on that side of the louse as well as
upon thiis. It is the opinion of the country, and it is not
more certain that the winter shall be. followed by spring
than it is true that those who support this calamity will bu
driven from public life.

Mr. MLs.

Mr. McCALLUM. It is late, but I will not detain the
House long. This is no new question to me. I had the
honor of sitting in this Ilouse when British Columbia- was
admitted, and I was thon in favor of this work being con-
structed and operated, for all time to come, by a eompany.
I may say that I am in favor-of it to-day, and I arn m favor
of having an all-rail route through our own country, froin
the Atlantic to the Pacifie. I have gone to my pople
several times since then, and I have tried to explainthis
question to them. I believe, to-day, that that work can be
constructed and operated for all time without adding materi-
ally to the indebtedness of this country. I believe we have
got land enough in the North-West to build this railroad.
There have been at least three schemes before this country.
There was the Sir Hugh Allan contract; thon there was
the offer of the late Government, made to the whole .world
to tender for building this road; and thon there was the pôlicy
adopted by the hon. gentlemen opposite, of doing it as a
Government work. I stand here to-night and feel satidfied
that a large majority of the people of this country regret
sincerely that Sir Hugli Allan iailed to ,raise the capital
necessary to carry on that work. If that had been done, the
road would have been built to-day. 1 say to hon. gentlemen
opposite that the electors of this country will hold them
responsible, so far as they contributed to the defeat of that
scheme. lI 1874, after the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) had assumed the reins of Government, he
announced that he was going to carry on that work
as a Government work, and was going to save
to this country the profits which the Company would have
made out of the contract. Let us see what profits the
country derived from the carrying ont of this work by the
Government so far as it went. We know what the country
gained froim the Georgian Bay Br-anch and the water
stretehes. Sir Hugh Allan offered to build this railway
for thirty millions in moncy and fifty million acres of land.
He failed. When my hon. friend from Lambton found, in
1876, that ho could not do the work as a Government work,
he advertised to the world that he would give $à0,000 and
20,000 acres of land per mile for. the construction of.the
whole road, besides guaranteeing tho interest on the bonds
to be issuied. Well, Sir, taking all these different arrange-
ments into consideration, I consider that the contract
before the louse to-night, is the best offer the
country has received, even estimating the land at
a dollar an acre, and the higher you value the
land the botter this offer appears. If we value the land at
$2 an acre, we make this contract botter than the proposition
of the hon. member for Lambton, by 832,000,000; if we
value them at 83 an acre, we make it botter by 855,0110,000 
if at $4 an acre, we are 89 ,000,000 better off. That is a
simple way of showing how the matter stands. The hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) the other day said
that it would be a great hardship that the road-bed of the
Canadian Pacific ltailway should be exempt from taxation,
that it would be ruinous to the country and would prevent
the settlement of the North-West. Well, Sir, I live in a
municipality through whieh the Grand Truuk Railway runs.
We gave that railway a bonus of $20,000, and what
taxes do you suppose we collect for the road-bed ?
Though the road runs through the municipality for eight
miles, we get from the company the magnificent sum of
$12 a year. I believe the townships in the North-West are
six niles square ; suppose the railway takes for its road-bed
a strip six rods wide, it gets 72 acres, and if you value that
at 810 an acre, and put the rate at ton mills-on the dôllar,
you get the magnificent sum of $7.20 a township. I do not
think the townships will suffer mach from that exemption.
I would like to see this Company pay taxes the smem as the
settlers in the North-West; but if they did not get the
privilege of exemption, they would have to get sometking
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else, we would ha've to give then more money; and would
we be doing justiceto the older Provinces if we taxed them
for that purpose? I have listened attentively to the debatos
on this question, and [ consider it iost impo-tant that we
should have a railway througl4this country, f rom the Atlantic
to the Paeific. The hon. leader of the Opposition said
the other night thîat the Sault Ste. Marie road was the key
to a great position. I want it to go forth to the world te-
night what position we should be in if that hon. gentleman's
policy were carried out. It is not long ago that we had to
send troops into the . orth-West. Who had the key then ?
lHad we the key at that tine ? No, Sir, Brother Jonathan
had the key. Brother Jonathan would have the key of the
Sault Ste. Marie line, and that is the reason I am in favor of
building the road north of Lake Superior and getting an
all-rail route througb our own country. Why, suppose at
the termination of the Washington Treaty, the United
States Government chose to do away with the bunding system,
I should like to know how that would ioffect us. In one year,
including the period of the close of navigation, of course,
we should have no such settlement as at present, we should
suffer more than the whole cost of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. This is the most important question ever brought
before Parliametnt. We are laying the foundations of an
empire, and should not dread the expenditure of a few
dollars. Of course, I differel probably on this question from
some of my friends here, and said..I wanted delay, and wanted
the people of this country to know ail about it. I do net now
want to go to the country, because the people have already
sanctioned the scheme and decided the railway should be built
as a Government work, approving also of the Allan contract.
Now, I do not think it necessary to again go to the country
upon this question. I feel perfectly satisfied the people
would say that they are in favor of this scheme, not merely
the Conservatives, but the Reformers as well. The member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake), the other night, voted for further
delay; I voted with him. But on another occasion in dealing
with a railway question hewentwithlightningspeed. Wihon
I wanted delay, he could not stop. I had the honor uta
seat with him in another Legislature when he turned out the
Sandfield Macdonald Government with a majority of one.
At that time power had been taken to assist railways in the
thinly settled districts of Ontario, by appropriating as muel
as $1,500,000 of the public money to that object. IIe held
that each grant should be submitted to a vote of Parliament,
but on turning out the Sandfield Macdonald Government,
what did be do? Well, he took $1,900,000 which he did
not need, except to control the Ilouse-to buy it, I sbould
say, if itwas not unparliamentary-certainly to demoralize
the whole House by turning a majority of one mto a major-
ity of thirty in a few days; but ho did not simply demor.
alize it, but also a member of the out-going Government.
He even sent a note across the floor to instruct one of the
Ministers thus: "You had botter speak now." I want, in
recalling these events, te show who was consistent, myself
or the momber for West Durham, on that occasion. fe asks
for delay now; he would not give it then. le brought in
Orders in Council, appropriating 83,900,000 to aid railways
in Ontario, and gave the ouse four hours to consider them.
The Bouse was, time and again, divided against him, until
there were only three of us te oppose him at last. Se far as
that is concerned, I will show you that I speak by the book.
An amendment was moved by Mr., (now Judge) Cameron,
seconded by Mr. Rykert, as follows:-

" That whle this House is willing to make ail jnst provision for
railways, -and assent# to the said resolution, it feels bound to express
the opinion that the said Order in Council, together with nine other
O)rders id Conneil, involving an aggregate appropriation of one million
and a htlf of dollars, having only been placed on the Table of this House
at its Bession yesterday, and the Government to repeat requests, baving
refused tu give information as to the undertakings they ntended to paso
Orders in Council in favor of, till this Bouse had voted an additional
subsiy offotur hundred thouan.d dollars, and a further appropriation

of obe bundred thousand dollars q year, for twenty years. TheaGverm-
meut has ant glien tihis Houe autheient time for the considertalon of
the ordier in ouncil, tu enable il to give an -intelligent and just judg-
ment arpon the ecaims of the several emierprises, and that in future
Orders an G'nuncil, requirieg the ratifination of this Hone shouM-1 be
submited at au earliet period of the Stsion, td should not be taken
into consideration by this House untîil the saine hatd been before the
House fur, ai least, tire years."

Well, theonly members who voted for the amendment were
Messrs. Cameron, Gifford, IHamilton, Lauder, MeCallum,
Macdonald (Leeds), Merrick, Richards, and Rykert.
The rest weie all domoralizod; and now I accuse the
hon. member for West Durbam of having struck a blow at
constitutional government, by sanictioning that measure,
by not giving the House time enough-they only received
four hours-to consider the proposal; and the evidence
respecting the railways and the Orders in Council would,
together, have made a book larger than the Bible. The
House, at his call, voted tle money; tBy were all getting
a share. Well, suppose that any or a large portion of the
money had been misappropriated. When the mombers got
back to Parliament, who could have been held responsible ?
Was the Governmont responsible ? No; but the mombers
of the Ilouse were responsible. Would those mombers vote
non-confidence in themselves ? Certainly not. The mom-
ber for West Durham was, I know, powerful in getting the
Treasurer of Ontario to vote non-confidence in himself by that
lettor telling him to "Speak now." Of course, I was very
anxious the people of this country should be considered in
ihis matter. In fact I would like to consult my constituents.
But I think, on the other hand, that if I did not support this
present scheme they would say to me-go about your busi-
ness. I understand a meeting is to be hold in Montreal, to-
morrow, for which I confess I have not got a ticket of
admission yet. This shows certainly a spirit which I
should not have expected on the part of the Ion. leader
of the Liberal Opposition, who is announced to address it
Perhaps, considering all rny claims for past support, he will
have the kindness yet to send me a ticket; I may get one as
late as to-morrow morning. My hon. friend from North
Nortolk (Mr. Charlton), whom I respect very much, says it
is all right, go on. It is al1 lovely until he goes over to the
other side of the Iouse, when he says put on the breaks.
To show you his inconsistoncy. I cannot do botter than
read whut the hon. gentleman said irn referenco to this
subject in 1878. The Ion. gentleman very often answers
himself. le makes a speech to-day only to contradict what
be said previously. On the 28th March, 1878, the hon.
momber 1cr Bothwell (Mr. Mills) brought in bis railway
bill, appropriating lands to build railways in the North-
West. The Ion. membor for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
thon said

" Fe considered this measure, notwithstanding the unmeasured
denuaciations it lad received at the bands of te hon. member for
Northumberland, was a statesmanike mensure and embndied a wise

olic'y. It was essential to the development of the North-West that
that country should be fuirnisbed with railways. The rivera flowing
through that region ail flowed to the northward, and thua this region
had no natural bighways to market as was furnisbed to the western
States by the Missisippi and th3 Great Lakes; and if railways were
essential to the development of the Western States, they were ten-fold
more essential to the development of the North-West. It was usless
to think of opening up and settling this country without furnishing it
witL railway facilities. Now, it had been said that the Americn rail-
ways were subsidized to a greater extent than necessary; perhaps that
had, in some instances, been the case. Reference had beau made to the
[linois Central Railway. At the time the road was projected, nearly
the whole interior portion of the State was a wilderneso; farmers
living fifty miles from Chicago wers in the habit of teaming wheat to
the market often, when the roads were bad, nt a coot of one-half the
value of the wheat. The country had a few struggling settlements in
the interier, but there was no extent of population. , The country would
never have been opened and settle as it has been, but for the cou-
struction of a system of railways of whieh the Central was uit ohlef.
That railway had populated the vast prairie reglon in the centre of the
State, and had contributed inau importaat degree to make Illinois the-
third State in the Americain Union, with a population of over thre.
millions. Re recollected paying a riait te Iowa about twenty years ago.
Thon, it had but a few meiles of railway, and but a sparse population,
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chiefiy located along the line of the Mississippi ; yet by means ofa
liberal railway policy, by aubsidizing several Unes crosing the State
from east to west, it had suddenly risen into an important State, with e
population of nearly, if not quite, 1,500,000. Some of the railways had
perhaps been subsidized more than was necessary, perhaps more land
had been given than was advisable , but capitalists would not embark
their money un'ess they had a prospect ot a fair return, and it was folly
to haggle with them about an unimportant difference when important
interests were at stake."

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. iear, hear.
Mr. McCALLUM. What are hon. gentlemen on the

other side doing now if not acting contrary to the policy
here defended. He said further:

" The United States Government beld lthe alternate sections. which
were reserved within the limits of railway land-grants at double the
price of lands outside the limits of railw4y grants, and more distant
for railway communication. These lands were denominated double
minimum landesand sold as readily at $2."0 per acre as other
land did at $1 25; a ' the result of railwsy land grants, so far
as land sales were conterned, was that Government had actually
received as much for its lands as it would have been likely
to have done if the whole area had been sold at the ordinary
Goverument prices. Now, in the North-West, there were untold
millions ut acres of land. They were told by the hon. member for
Northtîmberland that this was bthe heritage of Canada, that it had been
bought by the people'a money; but, in its present shape, of what value
was this great wild, lone land to us ? The question was how that land
should be utilized, and for that purpose the Minister of the Interior had
devised a Bill wbich in its conception was admirable, and which, in bis
opinion, wouuld, if carried out, attain the object of populating this vast
country. The Bill proviled that these roads were to receive ten
sections to the mile east of a certain point; twelve sections to the mile
west of that point; and twenty sections to the mile in the Peace River
region. The maximum rate but very slightly exceeded the minimum of
the United States railway granti, and they must bear in mind that, if
railways were essential to the opening up of Ilhlinois, Iowa and
Wisconsin, hbey were far more essential to the opening up of the
territory un bth. pper waters of the Saskatchewan or in tle Peace
River region ; and Government could never properly utilize that
country or get any adequate return for the mouey it had expended
withoutladopting a policy of this kind. They had committed themselves
to the building of a trunk lire througb that country; were they going
tu do that and make no provisiwn for feeders to bring traffic to that
lice ? This Bill proposed to open up railways in the North-West, and
the Government cared not whether they ran east or west or north or
south; thfy would run in any direction the wants of tLe country
required. If it was necessary to construct hues through the Peace
River valley, the Mackenzie valley, the valley of the Saskatchewan, or
any other valley, these lunes would be built there, if the aid
offered by the Government proved a sufficient in:ucement tu
capitalist to embark in these various enterprises They
were told by the hon. member for Northumberlaud
that this was an iiquitous Bill; that the Government were bartering
away the heritage and rights of the country. Why, under this Bill, the
Government were providing for the growth of Canada as a nation; they
were providing for peopling that vast region which now lay in a state of
nature, and for developing its resources. They had already lost too
much time in developing the resources of Canada. Under the Adminis-
tration of the bon. gentlemen opposite, this country had remained like
a shin at anchor, without making progress."%

Well, a ship at anchor is not in a very bad state. Her
position i safe. But no sooner was the craft boarded by a crewf
composed of hon. gentlemen opposite, than she was tent
adrift, and was going on the rocks until the people of this
country said to her crew: "Get out of this, and make way
for more competent mon," and now the ship is working to
windward again. The hon. member for North Norfblk i
continued:0

" While the population of the United States had increased nearly
twenty-five per cent. in the last decade, this country had increased only
about twelve per cent during the saine period. The energies of this b
country were arrested until the bon. gentlemen went out of office, and
it now devcIved upon the eresent Government to people and develope
the country with the utmost celerity. If they were to increase the
prosperity of this Dominion, they must increase the number of itsn
inhabitants. In the North-West they bad lands which would ive
sufficient sustenauce for fifteen or twenty millions of people; let theim
get inhabitants for it as soon as possible. If they conld pour to,000a
a year into it, those settlers would pay into the cofmra of this conntry, c
in the shape of customs duties, $2b0,060 per annum, and the Govern- I
ment would derive a fir greater revenue tbis way than froma the sale uf ji
thuse lands.",

b
Now, Sir, we want to people thisecountry. If we can double t
the population, we can easily pay the national debt andi I
have, I believe, a mnargin left after building this railway N

gr, MOCaLUM,

If I am not greatly, mistaken, the hon. gentleman who
leads the Opposition, stated at his Toronto meeting in reply
to an interruption, that he would rather like to be a
member of the Syndicate himself. I should like to hear
from the hon. gentleman whether I am correct in making
that statement. Well, silence gives consent; and since
unfortnnately ho cannot have a share in the presont
Syndicate, I am glad to tell him that there is one Syndicate
which heý may have the opportunity of joining, I refer to
the Sault Ste. Marie Syndicato-one which, I think, will
suit him exactly. Here are some resolutions by the Duluth
Chamber of Commerce, which, I think, wili interest the
hon. gentleman. At a special meeting of the Chambor of
Commerce of Duluth, Minn., hold on the 29th day of
December, 1880, the following preamble and resolutions
were uàfanimonsly adopted :-

"Whereas, we learn from the reports of debates in the Dominion
Parliqment, that it is proposed to grant the future control of the Canada
PacificRailroad, and all its connections, to a Syndicate, andthusenable
such Syndicate to monopolize the trade and commerce of the NortL-
West, seeking an outlet through Canada; and, whereas, while we feêl
great delicacy inniaking any suggestions as to the course that should
be pursued by the Canacian Government, in the matter of snch
contract with the Syndicate, we believe that tue advantages of the great
trans continental routes sbould be free and open to all roads, both- in
Canada and the United States, and that it is contrary to the enlightened
spirit of the age that the commercial interests of two great nations
should be bampered by boundary lines; and, whereas, the Northern
Pacifie Railway Company, and other corporations, have already made
surveys, and are now building a liune of road froim the present eastern
terminus of the Northern Pacific, along the south shore of Lake Superior,
to the Sault Ste. Marie. there tp connect with the Canadian system of
railways, and pour the immense traffic of the New North-West from the
Pacific Ocean to Lake Superior, through Canadian territory and
Montreal, to the Atlantic seaboard an European markets'; Therefore,
Resolved : That we observe with regret that the Canadian Govern-
ment bas contemplated a plan for the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railroad, which will, if approved by Parlia-
ment, deprive a large portion of the North-West of the benefits which
would accrue by the operation of this great trans-continental route as
a prand competing line, and we would express our profound conviction
that it should be the aim to make a road of the length and character of
the Canada Pacifie Railway one of international importance, and to
invite and secure an active competi.ion over its lines for 'he whole
carrying trade of the North-West, from the Great Likes tu the Pacifie
Ocean. Resolved:.ThAt theproject ofthe Northern PacifieRailroadand
other companies, to build a une of road down the sout bshore of Lake
Superior to connect with the railway system of Canada at the Sault,
and thus form a great international competing trunk line to the eastern
seaboard by a route at least one hundred and seventy-five miles shorter
than any other proposed route, demands, and should receive, the active
co-operation of the people of the North-West of lanada, and the earnest
and zealous su pport of the Oanadian Government, and of the State
Governments of the several States through which the proposed line
passes. And further Resolved: That the people of the North-West
most heartily sympathize with the opposiion made by that party in
Parliament opposed to the endorsement and ratification of the pro -
posed contract with the Syndicate, and earnestly advise that such
opposition be continued until the terms of said contract shal be so
modified that the Canada Pacific Railroad shall be for all time open to
free competition by ail roads that may connect with it eiher in Canada
or the United States, and thus add to its own business, and to its
importance as a factor in the growth and development of the whole
North-West without regard to boundary lines."

So it appears that these gentlemen are anxious to wipo out
nternational boundary lines; and,perhaps,there are members
of thiis louse who would desire to see these boundary linos
obliterated, but I can assure them that I, for one, do not.
The hon. momber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) said that by
by passing this scheme we would be transferring the seat of
Government from Ottawa to St. Paul. I generally attach a
good deal of credit to what that hon. gentleman says, but I
noticed -that ho smiled when ho made that remark, and it is
possible th at some hon gentlemen would be gratified if such
a change were made. It is said that the ratification of this
ontract will croate a powerful corporatioe in this country.
t undoubtedly will- but the power of this corporation, so
ar as the political system of the country is concerned, must
e entirely in proportion to the mianner in which they
se the people they will have to deal wita.
f they attempt Wt harass the people of the
North West, whlat in fluepnep pofic they ever hope to obtaiq
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in Canada-; but if, on the other hand, they give the best
possible accmiodntion to the people in carrying their
products Ito market if they assistihean in building up tbe
country, they will aaquire that interest in the welfare of
the country which every honest man should have. There
are two or three clauses of this contract regarding which I
freely admit there nay - be a difference of opinion-
especiaily the l0th, concerning the exemption from taxa-
tion-though they may be all rigbt. They may be right or
they may bwrong, but I have every confidence in the
Government; and if I do not vote for the contract, what shall
I be doing? I shall be aiding to turn the Government out
of office and pu baek the affairs of the country for twenty
years. I çertainly do not intend to do that. I need not go
honie and meet my constitu*ents if I did. But speaking of the
corporation of tihe Syndicate, I do know how it would be
if the lon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) had the
manrigement of this contract. I do nôt wish to indulge in
insinuations, but I do say that I have no confidence in him,
and I arn quite satisfied that the people of this country have
no confidence in him. They tried him and they found himi
wanting. Look at the expense which would be ineurred by
this country if Ris Excellency should order a new election,
and that in face of the fact that this Government are deeper
in the affections of the people than any other Government
wé ever had in this country--a Government which
has redeemed every pledge it ever made with regard to
the National Policy; and even in regard to this Pacifße
Railway, they are now proposing to build the road upon%
scheMe which is out of the arena of polities. I had every
confidence in the manner on which the work upon the
railway was progressing, under the direction of the present
Minister of Railways. I know how largely the country is
indebted to him, in connection with bis management
of other Government railways - bis reduction of the
expenses on the Interclonial for example. I believe
that nine-tenths of the people of this country are desirous
to hand over this work to a Syndicate and defining the
liability, and then we shall know what we have got to pay.
There are many advantages in giving it to a Syndicate. I
am satisfied it will help us to settle up that country. I know
something about this ii my locality. The agents of the St.
Paul and Minneapolis Raiway have even come muto my own
county and sodReed the inhabitants to go and settle in
Minnesota. I am satisfied that hereafter the Syndicate will
use its influence in sending emigrants to the Canadian North-
West. I believe that if not next Parliament the Parliament
afterthat I can shake hands mith my hon. friend from North
Norfolk and congratulate him upon the success of this enter-
prise. A good deal has been said about excepting the rails
from duty. I do not see that there can be anything said
about that, because there is no duty on steel rails now.
Des any man in-his senses suppose that these men will go
into that country and spend millions of money to build a
railway on stilts ? In the first place, it ls true they may, iu
some instances, lay a cheap track with sharp curves and
steep grades for the purpose of transporting earth for
grading, but after that it will be to their intereet to make it
good permanent road, with as low grades and as small curves
as possible. It will be to their interest to make a good road
just as it is to the interest of a shipbuilder to build a
good vessel that will carry as mach freight as possible.
I ask the people of this coantry to consider this as a
business matter. Suppose a man has $1;0U,000; does any
one think he would 1e willing te invest bis money in a far
off work:of this kind unless he had reasonable guarantee
of a fair return ? Besides that, they will have towait a long
time before they ena get any return from this road. These
getlemen are goÔd mon enough, no doubt, but they are not
patriotie enough to cone to Canada and boald the railway,
uniess they can maake money out of it. I eau tell hon.
gentlemen that if they think' there is any re-mction in tue
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countr7 on this question, they never wore more mistaken in
their lives ; they are even more mistaken now than they
were In 1878 on the trade question. In cnotuio, I may
say to my hon. friend from West DurLam M(hr. Blake) that
if he will be kind enough to send me a ticket I will go to
Montreul and hear him speak on the Syndeîate question.

Mr. COURSOL moved the adjournmont of the debate.
The Committee rose and reported.
House resumed; and (at 11:15 o'clock, p.n.,) the House

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRMAT, 7th January, 1881.

The SPesAKEa took the Chair at Three o'elock.

PRAYERS,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY laid on the Tablo tTie Public

Accounts for the year ending 30th Jine, 1880.

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY DEBATE.

Sir JON A. MACDONALD moved that, froi and after
this day, the Order of the 21set Lecember, for the considora-
tion of two resolutions for granting certain moncys and lands
in aid of the construction of the Canadian Paîcitie Railway,
shall have precedence next after routine proceedings. 9e
said: I have already informed the House of the reasons
why these propositions of the Government, if they are
adopted at all, should be adopted as soon as possible, and I
desire, with the will of the House, that this subject should
take precedence of all others after routine proceedings. The
House was called specially, at an early date, for the purpose
of considering this subject, and the whole question depends
very much upon the will of Parliament in respect to it. It
is obvious that there should not bc one system ofirmmigration
prometed by the Government and another systen adopted
Dy the Syndicate, if it should be incorporated. It is
necessary, therefore, that there should be coneerted action by
the Government ahd by thiis Company on the question of
immigration. I believe that the settlement of the North-West
will be greatly retarded by delay, and I think that, allowing,
of course, full and ample opportunity for the discussion of
this subject, that it ought to be discussed to the exclusion
of all other matter until it is finally settled, and the policy
of the Government either adopted or rejected by Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. I very much regret that the lion. gentleman
has thought proper to propose this motion. As I aid,
when the debate on the Address took place, my
opinion is that our first duty ,in this imatter is
to give ample time for deliberation and the formation
of opinion on this question, as well outside as inside of this
House. The forms of this flouse have been well and wisely
chosen, so as to prevent, as a rule, a too hasty decision of the
House upon publie questions. They provide for intervals,
which are to be devoted to other business, and tîus to give
that time, whieh 1 believe, in this case, of all others, is essen-
tial for discussion and deliberation ii the louse, and in the
country, before we reach a conclusion. I observe that the
Legislature of the United Kingdom has been called, and that
the Prime Minister has given notice of a motion similar to
that which, the hon. gentleman has given. I quite admit
there are circumstances which would justify such a notice,
and those circumstances exist in the United ingdom, one
part of which is in a condition which requires immediate
I action, and in whieh measures at once repressive and remedial
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are to be brought before the con ideration of Parliament, and
where society is almost in a state ol'anarchy. But that is au
occasion qmte different from this. The Ion. gentleman,
propos, to-day, to reproduce i this country that condition,
of things which has given rise to the condition of thigs in.
Ireland. Therefore we have got a proposition before us tu
produce, by immediate pressure, a state of things whieh it is
sought in England to remove by immediate pressure. Of
course, I am well aware that the hon. gentleman can carry
this motion, to the exclusion of the ordinary rights of a dis-
cussion of bis own proposals, and to a demand for papers and
other information to which the House is entitled. To-day I
desire to record, under these circumstances, my protest and
dissent. I would therefore submit to the hon. gentleman-
since I know the fidelity of bis followers in this matter -that,
without préjudice to bis fell purposes, we should have
a little relief, and that it would be a great convenience
if a few minutes were allowed each day during which
we might, at any rate, ask questions and receive such
answers as the hon. gentleman -might vouchsafe to ns.
I am also of opinion that the notice paper should- be
called at convenient seasons, so that those motions which
can be submitted without debate, and to which the
Governmont are willing to accede, should be disposed
of from time to time. These proposals are obviously
for the convenience of the House, and are not in
disaccord with the hon.gentleman's views practically, and
I hope he will see the propriety of assenting to them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am very glad my hon.
friend has alluded to the Queen's Speech of which we have
received information to-day; for it seems te me if one
wanted a support for the motion I have made, one
would find it ;n the precedent which bas just
been set in England. The bon. gentleman says
there are occasions on which such a course is permissable,
but this is not one of those occasions. Why, Sir, if there is
one question more important in a free country than
another it is whether the right of habeas corpus shall be
suspended, whether the personal liberty of the subject is to
be attacked by the Gpvernment of the day ; and I take it
there wil be stronger opposition to the hastening of a
decision on that question than the opposition which the
hon. gentleman offers to this matter. This is no new
matter, Sir. It is one of very great importance I admit;
it has ongaged the attention of the country sinco 1872.
The grand question whether we are to have
a Pacifie Railway at all, and whether it is to
be built by the Government or by a Syndicate,
may probably be considered by the people. But they have
considered that question ; it has been the burning question
for eight years, and we all came here charged with the con-
struction of the Pacific Railway. But the details must be
settled by a body of experts such as this House, elected by
the people of Canada fer this purpose. With respect to the
hon. gentleman's suggestion that an opportunity be given for.
questions, after routine, I shall accede to that, and I would
say that the right of no private member is affected by this
resolution. It simply provides that this, being a question of
the very greatest importance, requiring imnediate settlement,
should be discussed tiret. AftLer it is disposed of Parliament
will have every opportuuity of discussing and deciding upon
every question which is submitted to it for its 'consideration.

Mr. CASGRAIN suggosted that all papers having a direct
bearing upon the matter in question should be laid before
the House as soon as possible, in order that they might be
used in its discussion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Gdvernment will
give every opportunity, not to the delay of this question,
but at the conclusion of eaeh sitting, for motions to be
made. It can, I think, be arranged with my hon. friend

Mr. BLAE.

across the Daqr thatimmediately bef o adjeurning, tuhse
niotions eqwipg modisusmion eau be made.

Th:motien.oamended by the addition of the words, "and
the dispessI of questions put by members," was carried on
division.

CANADL&N PACIFIC RAILWAY.

flouse again resolved itself into Committee on certain
proposed resolutions for grsnting and approprinating
twenty-five millions of dollars snd twenty-five miions8 of
acres of land in the North-West Territories, accordin to the
terms of the contract relating to the Canad*n Paciflc
Railway transnitted to this House by -is Excellency the
Governor-General by his Message dated December lOth.

Mr. COUISOL. It will soon be ton years, Mr. Chairman,
since the question that now ocoupies the attention of the
House was first brought under the notice of the country.
This questionhasbeen the objecto-of the researches and rede-
tions ofall our most eminent publie mon; the national mind
has, soto speak, conoentrated all its energy uponthisPacific
Railway scheme, whèich bas been submitted to all sorts of
trials, and for the execution of which all sorts of means have
been attempted. After ton years of researches and triais of
all kinds, we are coming back, for the execution of thi
undertaking, to the plan drawn up and oubmitted by Sir
George Cartier in 1871, to wit, that this undertaking be
executed by meaqs of a Government subsidy and land graMt.
TIhis return to the original plan, after all the groping about,
all the hesitation, all the costly experiments of latter years,
shows us how well Sir George and his colleagues, tie pro-
moters of this great undertaking, had matured their scheme
before submitting it to the public. It shows how thoroughly
they were masters of the great idea they had conceived ; it
shows that in order to arrive at a plan so vast in its details,
at a mode of execution so sure and so simple, they must have
-been animated by broad views of public interest, of national
welfare, and that they were not controlied by the narrow
ideas of party. The country which has paid the expenses of
the experiments of latter years, the public that has gone
through all the stages of anxiety, can to-day freely approve
of this scheme; the people are satisfied, for justice has been
doue them. To-day the flouse and the country at large are
obliged to come back to this same measure and will adopt it.
The great highway of communication constitutes the question
of the hour. We have the example of Europe that is con-
structing, or will soon begin, a tunnel between Dover4nd
Calais. We have the example of France who, after having
given to the world the Suez Canal, is going to cut through
the Isthmus of Panama; and we would be unwortby of
living i;i the nineteenth century, as a nation, if we could not
-follow the example of others. We inust, like those nations,
take the lead, because we are nearer the spot towards
which they have turned their attention. We are
going to take the means of sueceeding, an< of con-
structing a great highway that will rival with the
great American lmnes, and Canada will have her Pacifie
Railway, for, thank Heaven, there are no longer, as there
were formerly, newspapers of the description of the National;
there are no more Liberal newepapers like there were then,
warring againat this great enterprise, and mamtaining that,
physically and fianciaily, if was imposible. So true la it
tiat ouropponeuts have adopted our -plan, and if there were
no party spirit to divide us, or if party spiritcould for a
moment cease, the Opposition itselfwould join us in ratifying
this contract; the Opposition itself would find t.he means of
promoting the Pacitie and of completing it, because not one
of our opponents has questioned its importance, but on the
contrary ail have admitted the neessity of buding this
great highawayen Canadian tenritory. £*ow, Mr. Chairman,
Sean undemtand that fault may be fouad with em oin
details of the contract, but at least we have the autimetion
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of that the plan proposd n 1871, and which has say? Theysay: If you had pushed forwardthe line toSoult
alwsyb the plan of the Consêrvative party, isto-day Ste. Marie, and had abandoned the Lakouperior section, we
the plan adopted by the whole country. People may make would have been satisflod; we would have nothing more to
objections to it, they may make wa.r against it from time to say. * underotand that thse gentlemen would like to annex
time, but it oaa only be.harmles war; they may endeavor us to the United States inunediately; that is thoir policy.
to cast discredit oathewiundertaking; they nay call insigni- When our friends abandoned that route, it was to buld the
ficant meetmp; they may go to Monteal in order to hold great nationalhighway which is to reach fron the Pacifie to
meetinga with picked audiences. I understand ail that. tho Atlantic; that was our policy thon. That is our policy
But we in our public meetings, have no need of inviting now; and by assuring the construction of the railway te the
hearers by sendig them tickets; we hold open meetings, we north of Lake Superior, our triends have proved that they
hold public meetings. With us there are no tickets of understood the interests of the country. Bow could we pro-
admission. The discussion which tbok place yesterday fit in the future by a road built especially in the interests of
evening in Montreal, contrived as it was so as te allow the the Unitod States. I understand that in the interet of Mon-
leader of th«Opposition to make a speech, is not the ordinary treal, to which f am heartily attachod, and in the interest of
way ef holding meetings, especially in a country over which the Proviqee of Qucbec in gonoral, the building of the Sault
waves &ie British flag. Those who, like the hou. member Ste. Marie Rbailway is indisputable, and it wîll be done.
for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier), are so proud and so jealous The Province of Ontario cannot get along without it. I
of the liberties under the British Crown, should be the first wish, and we ail wish the Province of Ontario ail posaiblo
to pay-,that under a Government like ours, under a constitu. succoss; the presont plan gives her a very large share, and
tional Government, there ought to be none of these smali I do not understand Lhow the membors friom Ontario on the
thing, none of these hole-and-corner meetings with admis- other side of the.Hlouse can so strongly oppose the construe-
sion tickets. One could understan'd a man's buying a tion of the Lake Superior Brancb. The country builds
ticket to hear Sara Bernhardt, but that any one should pay 1,200 miles of railway for which they do not give a single
a consiierable sum in order to listen to the hon. member for acre of land, for which they do not subscribe a single penny
West Durham (Mr. Blake), that astounds me. Next Satur- in the midst of a population that will become strong and
day-notice of it las been given-Saturday next, to-morrow powerful; the whole Une passes over their own territory
eveaing, there will be a meeting of the citizens of Montreal, from Lake Nipissing to the boundaries of Manitoba. The
alike favorable and unfavorable to the railway and the con- first and principal aim, when the question wass raised of
tract; all will be adniitted, all are invited, and I regret that building the great national highway from the A tlantic to
the hon. member for West Durhaan does not intend to come the Pacific, was to build on our own territory a road that
to-morrow evening. There wil be a car at bis disposai if it might truly be called a Canadian road. Well I that is the
is needed. We will listen to him with pleasure, but at least kind of road we still want te build. There is also another
ho must give our leader, the bon. Minister of Railways, the reason, and this reason is that they who, like the hon. mem-
opportunity of making his voice heard as it has been in the ber for West Durham (Mr. Blake), are prond of being
Province of Ontarie, and Montreal will, after to-morrow British.subjects, and would be proud, as he- said, to die in
evening, present the spectacle of a free meeting, where every the folds of the glorious flag of oUlEngland, they sbould be
one will hear the reasons that have been urged in favor of glad to sec a road necessary te the empire built upon
the contract, and which have induced the House, and will in.. anadian territory. We, also, have duties to fulfil towards
duce it, to vote for the contract. A great many plans have the Mother Country; if we wish to establish a great
been tried since 1871. After the motion made by Sir George empire to the north of the United States, we must think of
E. Cartier, after what was said in the House, after the plan the British Empire. Our road will be of great utility to
had been submit'ed to the people, the so-called Pacinfe England. Undoubtedly it is not from this point of view
Scandai was brought out ; a moment of surprise, a moment that we must look at the undortaking to judge of its worth,
of weakness, a moment of stupor in our ranks caused the but since we have judged .it necessary in our own imterest,
Conservative flag to go into Opposition; but at the present this consideration of British interests becomes important.
time, those whoa few days ago, desired and hoped to ge up in the advent of a war between England and some conti-
a new Pacifie Scandal, those who hoped to -again take the nental power the necessity of revictualiing a Ileet in the
good faith of the people by surprise, those who thought to waters of the Pacific may make itself felt at any moment,
intimidate us by threatening us with approachingi elections and it is sufficiont to make the statement that I have just
will be greatly deceived. We will vote for the contract, we submitted to the House, in order that everybody should ad-
will render justice to him who firet proposed this plan, we mit without hesitution that from this latter point of view
will avenge his memory, we will avenge lis aracter, our route by the the north is of an uncalculable advante
and we will avenge lis colleague lately attacked by the for Great Britain; and is not the sympathy with which t
hon. member for Centre Huron. The hon. ex-Minister of Liberal English Government seems to surround our great
Finance. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright), with an incredible national scheme an indication that this point of view las
cynieismthat bears witness to is spite but not to his ceur- struck the Gladstone Government? Now, I know that on
age, insulted, on the very floor of Parliament, that which we the other side of the House it is thought that we have not
respect the most-he came and insulted the character of our doue enough for the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. I readily un-
leader, lie insulted the characer, above reproach,of' the bon. derstand why members of the Opposition often speak of the
member for Three Rivers (Mr. langevin); but he cannot Sault Ste. Marie Branch, and why they say: If we were in
prevent ns from respecting him, and we do respect him. All power we would build this branchl; if we were in power the
the abuse that can fall froim the li of the heretofore road would net cst half s much; if we were in power we
Minister of Finance falls to the, gro and remains there. would do a great many thing. But we know these gentle-
With regard to the memory of SirGeorge Cartier, whieh has men's history. We know that they were once in power during
been equally attacked by the hon. member, public opinion five years that the country found to longpand we know
las avenged it, and the vote of this House will avenge it, that if they were-in power their declarations of friendship
and his name will be inscribed in history as that of one of for the Province of Quebec would soon cease. Must we re-
our greatest patriots and one of the greatest benefactors of mmd the1imembers of the Left of what their political friends
his country. But, Mr. Chairman, let us look at the ob o said during the debate on the Budget at the lut session of
tions that the Oppoition seem to make te the scheme. 'h. theOntario Legislature ? They said that the Govermsent
Opposition is nothStile to the construction of the rond. The of the Dominion or,_uo other Government should give one
Opposition desires the Pacifie to be built, but what do they penny's worth of help to the North Shore Railway, or to
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the Province of Quebec. For our part, w are not jealons
of the progress made by the Province of Ontario; on the
contrary, we desire that the Province of Ontario should
profit by the Pacific Railway, for whenever trade I pros- '
perous in one Province the others profit by it. The Prov-
ince of Quebec has given the example of a boundless and
perhaps an exaggerated patriotism in building a line of rail-
way to Bull. This line will connect with the Canada Cen-1
trai, aud extend to Pembroke and Lake Nipissing, and
thence we will get the trade of Lake Superior. The coun-
try to the north of Lake Superior is not known, and those
wbo speak about it do not know it any better than I do. The
reports of engineers upon the subject are so vague and so
scarce that we know nothing about it, oxcept through
travellers, and especially missionaries. We know that
there are thousands and thousands of acres of well-,
wooded lands that, later on, willsupport an immense popula-
tion, for it must b. borne in mind that this road is not built
for fifteen or twenty years, but that for all time to come it
wili be a means of communication. Now, it is said: But-
the Governmont bas not even reserved the mining rights;
there is, perhaps, gold, or copper, or silver there. Accord-
ing to surveyors, considerable mines will b. found on the
shores of Lake Superior. These mines will be worked,
people will go there, and the transportation of the freight
y this road will necessarily b. profitable. Later on, we

will have a trade in fish and meat. It is to be supposed
that there will be cattle dealers, who will bring aIl knds of
stock from Manitoba, and that this will givo a considerable
traffle in the future. Now, Mr. Chairman, can we sacridce
the interests of the country by refusing to vote for the con-
tract? The question is an important one for us. I bave
studied it as weil as the means at my disposal would allow
me. At first, like many others, I found a 'reat many
objections to it; but the more I studied the. question, the,
more the objections disappeared. I am sure that if our
leaders, if the delegates wbo went to England, could bave
taken a pen or a pencil, drawn up themselves the contract,
put iu it the terms that they liked and then said to the,
ýSyndicate: Sign and accept our conditions-I am sure, I say,ibat the Government could have obtained better terms.
But they were not alone li passipg the contract. It was,
necessary to find a company,-men rich enough, powerful
enough, enterprising enough, to undertake so great a work
as the building of this road. It has been said that these
mon would make a fortune. So much the better. Gentler
mon on the other side ought not to complam, for the
members of the Syndicate are their friends. People do unot
embark in great enterprises without isking a great
deal, and, I muet admit it myself, I do not know what wil
be the result of this undertaking. Time ilone ea titel.
Those who to-day seem to b millionaires, beeause they are
to receive tweIty-five millions of acres of land and twenty-
five millions in money, may be ruined to-morrow. If
immigration does not take this direction -they wial be
aufferers and the Dominion will also be a loser. Who'e e
look iuto the future? We muet judge of it by what we
have before our eyes, and, we are entitled to hop. that
Amqrioa,especiallyNorth America,will proaper. With regard
to the details of the contract, it is said: You have giv n
too much to the Syndicate; you give them a road.bed a
hundred feet wide, to the Paifie Ocean, exempt from tax-
ation; you allowed them to have depots withot paying
anything. But does tke contract do anything more than
private individuals de in business transactions? lu thI
Province of Quebee, in -the Provinqe of Ontario, in the
Maritine Provinces, everywhere that railroada are to be
found, bow were these railways built? They were et"
built at--the expense of the càntrators. They were buit
bocause the municipalities furnished the means of building
them. It was done everyhere, t was done in hé
Province OfQuebec, Mbiilions were voted, vn by the

city of Miohtreal;it was done in the Estérù townships.
Everywheri bonases vwere granted. One bas ,just teen
granted borie'la Ottawa. One was granted, not bengdiue,

a raitway to Toronte. Weil :the Govei-ment have
lands, they give a part of these land, and that a quite
natural. A private individual who has ten aeres tf iand,
kuows very well that he wIll lose a third if he bauid.
However, ho iseobliged to make sdme sacrifice i! o¥de to
increase the value of his property. The Gove entb6es
t&ho saie thing. ry giving a hundred foot in widt, the
Government increases the value of its own property;at the
sme time it increases the value of the Syndicate's property.
It muat -be observed that if the increase in the value « the
landa is .eonsiderable for the Syndicate, t4¢ increue- is
necessarily the same for the country. We have à road
to build, and it cannot be built without cost and without
work. The drainage alone will eeneiderably increase the
value of our lands. When the Company has drained
their road, and they will bave to do it, for no railway eau
be buiit without drains, this drainage will inerease the
value of the land. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that it is
a wise policy for every Canadian Governmient to endeavor
to promote immigration, which must of a neocessity
take the direction of the West, the North, and the
North*West in our country, and to have it pass lover
our own territory as rnuch as possible. It is well known
that immigrants go through the United States and that
they are stopped there very often, for great promises
are made them and they are deceived in every possible
maner. Now, when we have our railway, immigrants
landingin Montreal, or elsewbere, will be taken directly to
our western provinces, where they want to settle, without
passing by American lines. Why do the French Canadians
Bock in such numbers to the United States ? It has been
said that it was on account of the National Policy. The
National Policy, against which the Liberals have spoken so
much for the lIast three years, and which has merited the
confidence of the people, as have those who defended this
Policy,-the National Policy has been for the French Cana-
dians a source of wealth that keeps them at home by eausing
a great number of factories to spring up. The Liberals are
in the bad habit ofover-praising the United States. They
speak of that country as enjoying ail liberty, and as if Canada
were a country under despotie sway. Such is not the case.
There wa never any despotism in the administration of
Canada, whether the Liberal party were in power with the
hon. member for Lambton, or whether the Conservatives
Were in power; and never did either Canadians or immi-
grants oomplain' that they had in any way been oppressed
4y the administration. Now, Mr. Chairman, I think that
-we have fortunately left the period of uncertainty. We have
done with the réqimé ef the past. Formerly we heard people
talk of a road haro and a road there. here a railway was -

~being begun there we had our water stretches, now again it
was an ai-rail route, and then there was another change;
during five years the public was kept in suspense, and this
unluoky question of the Feitie Railway was alwaysbeing
discussed. Now the hoaur of he-itation fas gone Weknow
where we are. We know whatý wwill have to pay. We
know when the contract will be fulfilled, and we know that
in ton yeaifrom now, those who will thon be alivewilithank
the members of the Right for having supported the contract.
la spite of what is said on the other silde of the Ilouseù,1am
ready 10 ameet the electors, and i think that all the members
on this oide of the Bouse are ready to meet them. It is
uuid in Montreal that at a meeting it-Was prnposed to submit
th ues tIO to the people. It was two Alderen who pro-

it. They thought, no doubt, that it vas the North
bailway that was atili at-stake. Th. question was

submitted to h, people at two difforontelacionw The
SaM* principleser. sproolaim-ed, and -the maiie seeess

s)W07lbliwede þe M‡ elstiesdid no‡ tupa upo' b
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National Polioy alone; we had upon our banner Protection,
but we had also Pacifie Railway. Now, for those gentlemen
to 1-ay that the people have not been consulted, to say-that
the people are not famitiar with the question of the Pacifie
Railway, i8 to suppose' that the electors are very ignorant.
The peopie are botter posted on this subject than hon.
gentlemen imagine. The peop!e know that the Pacific
IRailway is a necessity, and they are roady and willing to
inake sacrifices. The representatives of the Feople have
been sent here for that purpose; they are perfectly free to
vote upon this question. Id eem it my duty, Mr. Chairman,
fo conclude by saying that I am convinced that the Govern-
ment wili do all that it is bound to do. I uni convinced that
the Governmsnt will protect the interests of the Province
of Quebec, aud that jater on, when the tiine comes for
speaking of the interests of the Provinec of Quebec and of
the North Shore IRailway, the rccognized leader of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, the hon. member for Threc Rti vers, speaking
for the Government, wil be at bis pot, as he always has
been. We are satisfiedth'at hoe wil do his duty, and the
Province of Quebec bas confidence in him. Now, Mr.
Chairman, I hope tbat later on, when I have heard aIl the
reasons and arguments for and against the contract, another
opportunity will be afforded me of expressing my views
more at length, but until this opportunity arFives I will b
allowed to thank the iIouso for its kind attention.

Mr. CHARLTON. This question is one that should be
discussed in an impartial spirit, with a desire, not to advance
the interest of one or other political party, but with a
desire to secure 'the best possible scheme for the construction
of a railway across the continent. The Reform party has
been charged upon the floor of the House and in the Con-
servative press of the country with having condemned this
scheme now before the Bouse beore it was made public, with
having, in advance, signified their intention to oppose this
scheme whatever its character or nature might be.
This is not only unfair, but incorrect. The press and
the public men of the Reform party only critici. ed
the features of the scheme that the Governiunt
saw fit to make public before the meeting of
the Ilonse of Commons. What the scheme in its
entirety was, of course, we knew not; and I think I may
say for ail the members of the Reform party that they
came here disposed to treat this scheme upon its merits. I
for one, would have felt pleased if it had been a scheme
that commended itself to my support. 1 would have felt
ploased could this matter of arranging for the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway have been placed upon a basis
such as would have commended itself to my judgment and
reason. Such a scheme would, certainly, have been more
satisfactorv to me than one brought down by the Government
which was sure to prove ruinous to the country, and for
that roason sure to secure the downfall of the party
responsible for it. I would 'rather have sacrificed the
interests of party than the interests of my country in
this matter. In treating this question to-day, I shall
endeavour to do so temperately. I shall, no doubt, dis-
cuss it earnestly, for I have very earnest and decided
opinions as ,to the character of the measure under our
consideration. It is a noticeable feature in the discussion of
this measure thus far, that the hon. gentlemen who have
ppoken on the Ministerial side of the House attempted to
show that the Reform party was committed to a scheme
equally as bad as this, and that, if consistent, they would
be unable to condemn this scheme. That ground was taken
by the hon. Minister of Railways, and by his supporters
who followed him. Now, whether the lReform party
in the past committed itself to schemes as bad as this one or
not, is not partiaent to te question. If the Reform party
ever committed itslf to -bd schemes, that certaimIy would
p0t justify thp gyp@psippe ofthe daî in propoupdipg ind

supporting a scheme bad in itself. Their scheme should be
judged, not by antecedents as to the conduct of one
party or the other, but upon its own merit. If the scheme
is good in itaelf, it should receive the support of every hon.
member of the house; if, on the contrary, it is-a bad one,
it should receive the condemnation of overy bot.
gentleman. The discussion on the Canada Pacific
Railway question necessarily involves, if gorie into fully, a
brief consideration of the chief points in our past history in
reference to it ; and I may say that the hitory
of this Canadian Pacifie Railway agitation will be considered
in future ages, no doubt, a very singular one. We seem to
have been possessed with a species of fatuity which doter-
mined us to have a trans-continental lino, regardiess of its
cost, of our ability to accomplish its construction, of tha
prospect of its paying or not, and of the question whether
it would prove to b a source of strength to Canada. The
Reform party cannot certainly b. held convicted of
complicity in the treaty with British Columbia.
They protested against the objoctionable features
which admitted British Columbia into Confederation
It is in consequence of tho features of that agreement that
most of the difficulties which from time to timeb ave corne
upon us have originated. But even the British Columbia
Act was accompanied by a provision for limiting tbc
expenditure on the Canadian Pacifie Railway within certain
bounds. It contained a provision which fixed the scope of
requirements of the country. That provision was a resolu.
tion moved A p1ri 12, 1811, by Sir George Etienne Cartier,
seconded by the Hon., now Sir, Leonard Tilley, whichl
reads as follows, as entered in the journals of the louse for
that year:-

" That the railway referred to in the Address of Rer Majesty concerning
the agreement made by British Columbia, and adopted by this House,
on Saturday, 1st Apil nert, should be constructed and worked by private
enterpriase, and not by the Dominion Government; and that the publie
aid to be gven to secure the undertaking should consist of such liberal
grants of land and such subsidy in money, or other aid, not unduly press.
ing on the industry and resources of the Dominion, as the Parliament of
Canada shall hereafter determine."

That principle was equally affirned in the preaimble of the
Bill passed in 18t72, providing for the (onstruction of this
railway. That preamble contains the following languago: -

"And that the pub'ic aid to be given to secire that undertaking, &e.,
should consist of such liberal grants in land and suchl subsidy in money.
or other aid, not increasing the present rate of taxation, as the Parliamenrt
of Canada should thereafter determine."

The same principle was reaffirmod in the Aet passed in 1874,
under the administration of the hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie). The language used in the preamble of
that Act was as follows:-

" Whereas, the House of Commons of Canada resolved in the Pession of
the year 1871, that the said railway should be constructed and worked by
private enterprise and not by the Dominion Government, and that the
public aid to Ibe given to secure its accomplishment should consist of
liberai grants of land and such subsid y in money, or other aid, not
increasing the then existing rates of taxation, as the Parliament of Canada
should thereafter determine."

The sarne principle was again reaffirmed by this House, il
1876, on the motion of the hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ros). Upon four distinct occasions the principle
was affirmed by the House. In his speech of the 2àth
February, 1876, the hon. Minister of Railways used the fol-
lowing language -

" Another step of the Ministry was entering into an engagement to
build the Pacifie Railroad in fifteen years, without the qualification-if
the resourcesof the country would permit that to be doue without increas-
ing taxation. There are fourteenyears left for carrying out the contract
binding us to construct that ro without any regard to the resoures of
Canada, or how severe the taxation may be which it may involv. That
wa the next step-a p calculted to shaki the condideapo of the people
of Oasada as to the ability of those who pecupied thetq TMIn|ry þenche
19 uausé the affirs of ltePo41iiio0."
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I wish that the hon. Minister of Railways had been in the
year 1880, as cautions, as fearful as to the consequences that
would befall Canada, if a measure calculated to increase
taxation were carried, as he seems to have been in 1876. I
think, thon, we may safely assume that the fixed policy of
the louse, of this Government, of both the party now in
power and the party in opposition, is clearly defined in
these resolutions which I have citod, that the requirements
of the British Columbia Act were that this road should be
proceeded with and construeted as fast as the resources of
the country would permit without adding to the taxation of
the people. As time passed on, it was inevitable and
natural that many modifications of views should take place
in regard to this question. The fact that the stipulations of
the British Columbia Act in 1871 provided that this road
should be commenced in three and completed in ton years
froma that date proved conclusively that the people of this.
country were in possession of but a very slight amount of
knowledge of the character of the country through which that
road was to pass, and as the knowle'dge of that country
increased, ail the difficulties to be encounterod in the work
became more apparent. As the knowledge of the route
became greater, it bocame more and more apparent that
the undertaking to which the Governmcnt of 1871 had
pledged itsolf could not be carried out. It was found impos-
sible to ascertain in three years what was the most feasible
and proper route to be selected; in fact, we are not to-day
in possession of the exact absolute knowledge as to the best
lino for the construction of the road from Lake Nipissing to
the Pacifie Ocoan. The idea that we could build that road
in ton years was a preposterous one, and with the lapse of
time, the realization of tho difficultios to be overcome hast
become more clear and complete. Those obstacles being(
known and appreciated to a certain extent in 1874, it wast
fbund impossible totorganize a company for the constructiont
of this rond. The parties appealed to to undertake the
entorprite weie aware that the lands in the North-West
wore unapproachable, and possessed littie or no value.
Whether a largoe migration could be sent into that country
or not, was a matter of pure speculation, and thea
character of the country itself was in dispute, as
it was not definitely known whether the climate
was such as to admit of the growing of grain.
As time has progressed, our knowledge on these points has
become more full and more satisfactory. The country has 
been rendered accessible, the fact that the North-West C

contains a vast extent of arable land suitable for settlement
has become known, and the conditions for the construction t
of a railway have become much more favorable. The Gov.
ernment of the day should have been alive to these changes,
and to the fact that our knowledge as to the character of thet
North-West Territory has largely increased, that to-day t
that country has a tangible value to a much greater degree
than it had in 1874 or in 1872. If we contrast the condition
of that country in 1874 with its condition in 1880, what do
we find ? In 1874 the country was the centre of a great b
wilderness. It could be approached by ox carts from St. m
Paul, making a long and tedious journey. It was practically h
shut out froin the world. It could not reach the markets of t
the continent. But to-day the Government had expended a
the money necessary to bring that country, or at least the t
settled portions of that country, into communication with g
the outer world. It has completed a lino of railway from g
Selkirk which eonnects with the railway system in i
Minnesota, and is completing a lino from Thunder Bay to 1
Red River. These facts change altogether the condition of c
things. The country whieh, in 1874, had comparatively ne T
commercial value, has, to-day, access to the markete of the c
world, and offers inducements to the population of the world a
to make it thir home. It may be tht we have mademis- fi
takes in the past. It would be very singular if we had not. p
But it would be an act of folly for us to bind ourselves by th

Mr. CHARLTON.

our mistakes. It would be absurd to urge that we -must in
everything be consistent with our past record.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. CHARLTON. Hon. gentlemen say "hear, hoar,"
but it is only the fool who refuses to learn. If, in 1874, we
estimated that the North-West was to a great extent
worthless and in 1880 it'was proved that this was incorreet,
that there is a much greater amount of good land than we
thon supposed, and that that country is now accessible
to the markets of the world, and if -in conse-
quence of those changed relations we bolieve that cour-
try bas a value which we did not believe it to possess
in 1874, we should all agree to rectify mistakes we may
have made in the past. If we do not act on that knowledge
and rectify those mistakes, we are dishonest; and gentlemen
who insist on acting consistently, and require out assent to a
measure which is, at ail events, as bad as the measure of 1874
or that of 1872, are not acting in accordance with their duty
to their country. As the Government party make a strong-
point on the supposed resemblance between ·the policy of
1874 and that of 1880, and hold that we are committed to
this policy, in consequence of having supported that of 1874,
I propose to contrast, briefly, the policy of 1874 with that
of î 8 80 , in order to show that the measure now before the
House of Commons is infinitely worse, and imposes far
groater burdens upon the country, in proportion to the
expenditure of money involved. than the policy of 1874.
First, I will refer to the land grant. The measure of 1874
provided for the granting of 20,000 acres of l4nd tothe mile,
to a lino of road extending from Lake Nipissing to the Pacifie
Ocean. That proposal contemplated the granting of land
through British Columbia, through the fertile belt, and
through the Province of Ontario, withi a belt of twenty miles
on each side of that road from Lake Nipissing to the Pacifie.
It had been estimated that the grant of land in British
Columbia would amount to 13,250,000 acres of that
sterile, rocky region. That land certaiuly would possess
but little value. Then from 18,000,000 to 20,000,000
acres would be granted from the section between Lake
Nipissing and the fertile belt. That also would be of little
value. This amounts to from31,000,000 to 33,000,000 acres
ofland, while the total land grant would have been some
54,000'000. Deducting from 31,000,0i0 to 33,000,000 acres
of worthless land fron that, you have from 21,000,000 to
23,000,000 acres to be taken from the fertile belt. Under
he conditions of selection made in this contraci, I contend
hat the grant of this 25,000,000 possesses as much value as
he grant of 54,000,000 which, under the act of 1874, .waq
o be made along the lino of the road from Lake Nipissing
o the Pacifie Ocean.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. CHARLTON. Hon. gentlemen say "hear, hear,"
but I say that this ean be demonstrated as surely as a
nathematical pro blem. If there was the quantity of land I
ave stated in British Columbia and between Nipissing and
he fertile belt, and if only from .21,000,000 to 23,000,000
cres were left to be taken in the North-West-a great por-
ion in swamps and alkali belts, for they had to take the
ood with the bad -if these premises are correct, the land
rant of 1880, comprising 25,000,000 acres of seleèted Iand
,n the fertile belt is eqnal to the land grant proposed in
874, extending from Lake Nipissing, to the Pacifie, and
overing good and bad land alike for tÈe wholo distance.
hen as to the mode of selection. The measure now under
-onsideration provides that the Company shall take
iternate sections with the privilege of rejecting those not
airly fit for settlement, or water stretches and so on. This
ractically gives the Company power -to take such lands as
hey choose. They are the judges of the mattei.n The Aet
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of 1874 provided that the location should be made in alter,
nate blocks of twenty square miles. The result of that
would have been that setUements could have a sufficient
contignous population to support a church, to create a vil-
lage withits blackemith's shop and its achools, and whatever
elasê iviliration required, and in.aIl these respects it was
superior to the scheme now under consideration. Connting
the Hudson Bay resez ves, twenty-two fortioths of the land
is withheld from settlement, except by purchase from the
Hadson Bay Company or the Spudicate, and eighteen-for-
tieths whibh is retained by the Government, is se disposed
and arranged that the groatest possible degree of isolation
and separation from each other is secured to the settiers on
these lands; I hold that the provision made by my hon.
friend at the head of the Governmont in 1874, 8o far as the
arrangement of the blocks of land is concerned, was
ininitely better in the interests of the people than the
provision made under the contract now under consideration.
Then there was another provision, another evidence of the
care with which my hon. friend guarded the interosts of
the people. Under the arrangement of 1874 this land was
not to be passed over to the hands of this railway corpora-
tion without the Government retaining in its hands any
power to chock them in their desire to impose upon the
People by high prices. The Government retained in its
hands two-thirds of the lands, and was to fix the value on
them and soll tbem, and pass over to the Company, not the
lands, but the proceeds of the sales, flere was a safe-
guard imposed, a safeguard which was calculated
to see'ire the rights of the public and to prevent the
corporation from charging prices unduly high. Now, Sir,
whether the scheme of 1874, which, in the respects in
which I have made a contrast, was infinitely preferable
to that of 1880, would be an advisable scheme to
adopt at the present time, is an unimportant mat-
ter. Nevertheless, I propose to contrast the features
of these two schemes still further. I think I have shown
that the land grant of 1880, under the provisions of
selection made, will prove equal in value to thie land grant
under the scheme of 1874, that land grant being apportioned
in alternate blocks from Lake Nipissing to the Pacifie
ocean. I propose to contrast some of the financial features of
these two schemes, as I propose to show that the scheme of
1880, so far as cash subsidy is concerned, is amucb
worse scheme for the country than the scheme of 1874. I
propose toe cite some figures that may, perhaps, prove
startling; and I may sav, before proceeding to do this, that
these figures, carefully compiled, are submitted to the
House with the expectation that they will be criticised, and
that if they are not accurate then their fallacy will be shown.
If these figures were correct, and were stated as affording a
comparison between these schemes before an impartial
audience, it would not be necessary to say anything more to
secure a verdict against this scheme. First of all, it is
proper, at this point, to remark that the scheme of 1874
contemplated and provided for a first-class railway, which
was to cost 120,000,000. The scheme of 1880 conteinplates
and provides for an inferior railway; a railway
with -grades and alignments inferior to the road
that was provided for by the scheme of 1874.
Now, Sir, taking these two points: the estimates of 1874
for a first-class road, and the estimates of 1880 for a second
clas railway, as the basis f9r our calculation, let us see what
the result will be. At this point I ask, will any hon. gentle
man challenge the fairness of thebasis of comparison?
Will any hon. gentleman challenge the fact that the road of
184 was to cost $120,000,000, and that it was to be a
superior road ? Will any hon. gentleman challenge the
assertion that the road of 1880 is estimated to cost
$78,000,000; that it is te be a colonization road, a road very
much inferior ?

Mr. PLUMB. Yes ; it will be challenged.

Mr. CHARLTON. My hon. fiend from Niagara
challenges it.

Mr. PLUMB. No; I said it will be challenged.
Mr. CHARIPTON. My hon. friend from Niagara is not

usuallyin confliet with his cplleagnes. However, hoeis in
confliet with the Minister of Railways, who called the road
a " second class road, a cheap road, a colonization road to be
built rapidly and choaply for present wants."

Mr. MACKENZIE. A tramway.
Mr. CHARLTON. Well, Sir, bV this table the lowest

possible cost for a first-class road from Lake Nipissing to
the Pacifie, as contemplated by the scheme of 1874, was
$120>003,000. The bon Minister of Railways estimated the
cost on the same basis of the class selocted by the
-rovernment in 18so, that is, a second class road,
at $78,000,000. Now, the amount to be expended by
the Syndicate upon the road is $50,000,000. '.ho amouti
exponded and to bo expended by the Govornment, not
including cost of surveys is 828,000.000, the two sums mako
a total estimate cost of 878,000,000. Now,Sir Itaking these
as a basis of comparison, these 8120,000,000 to be expended
by contractors in 1874, and 850,000,000 to be expended by
contractors in 1880, what do wo find ? We find on this
basis a bonus of 825,000,000 in 1880, upon an expenditure of
$50,000,000 is relatively equal to a cash bonus in 1874, of
860,000,000, on an expenditure of S120,000,000. Doce my
bon. friend fr'om Niagara challenge those figures ?

Mr. PLUMÉ. They will all bu challongod.
Mr. CHARLTON. The lion. gentleman snys they will

all be challenged. These figures are not capable of being
challenged. Here is a rond which will cost the contractors
850,000,000, which recoives $25,000,000 bonus. This is
equal to a bonus of $S0,000,000, upon a rond costing the
contracetors 8120,000,000. I lay the figures beforo the House,
and I challenge any person to controvert them. Then, Sir,
this scheme to-day is sub-idized to an extent equal to a cash
subsidy of 860,000,000, according to the schome of Mr.
Mackenzie in 1874, and it bas a land grant, as I have shown
under the terms of seloction, equal in value to the land
grant ofthe road in 1874. On this sane basis a land grant
Of 25,000,000 acres, on an outlay of 850,000,000, is equal
to a land grant in 1874, of 60,000,000 of acres upon an out-
lay of $120,000,000. Can any man challenge that ? So
that this linoeis subsidized equal to what would have been
the case if the lino of 1874 had received a
cash subsidy of 860,000,000, and a land grant
in the fertile North-West of 60,000,000 acres of land upon
the same terms of seclection as under the scheme of 1880.
Now, then, we will make sorne other comparisons. This is
a very rich field for instituting comparisons between the
two schemes. It is liko the contract itself, the more you
turn it over the more new features you sec. 1 shall
institute a comparison upon the basis of the entire cost of
this lino and the lino of 1874, .as contomplated by the
estimates. The otire cost, as per the Minister of Railways'
estimate, is $78,000,000 for this lino. The cash bonus is
$25,000,000; cash bonus and work porformed and turned
over to the Company as per the Minister of Railways
estimate is $28,000,000. That, Sir, is a cash bonus, in cash
paid and cash expended, of $53,000,000 for the benofit of
the Syndicate. Well, Sir, this is relatively equal, on an
exponditure of $78,000,000, the cost of the entire lina
of road, to a bonus, in 1874, of $81,538,0o.
or a first-class road costing 8120,000,000. Yet we
are told that this scheme is justif&ed by that; that if
this scheme is objectionable, that scheme was - equally so.
Now we will make another comparison. The cost of the
surveys of this road should be included as properly embraeed
in the whole cost. Take the cost of the road by the latest
estimates at $78,000,000, add the cost of survey, *3,000,000,
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total, $81,000,000. We will make an estimate upon that scheme of 1874 is as relqtively a better scheme than the
basis, and the corresponding basis of $120,000,000 for the scheme of 1880, as it certainly is, but it is made morefor4ie
road in 1874. We have the bonus given to the Company in purposè of vindicating the character and judgment of a
cash of $25,000,000, the money expended on the railway, and gentleman upon whose character and judgment aspersion
to be handed over to the Company, $28,000,000; cost of survey, has Been ceast in this matter. I trust that in the statement
$3,000,000; total bonus paid to the Company, $56,000,000, and the figures I have laid before the House, I have sueoeeded
which is equal to a bonus to be paid in 1874 upon a road to cost in proving to the satisfaction of every individual manu that
$120,000,000, of $82,963,000. If my hon. friend from the scheme of 1874 was a better scheme than the present
Lambton, when at the head ofthe Government, had proposed one, that the scheme of 1874, judged by the present one, was
to subsidize the rond, which his Bill provided for, to the lightly 'subsidized both in cash and land, and would have
extent of $82,963,000, and 60,000,000 acres of land, selected been infinitely preferabfe, as far as the interests of Canada
in the North-West upon the same conditions as are provided are concerned, to the scheme of 1880.
for in this contract, the two schemes would have stood upon
the same basis, the one as bad as the other, and no worse. The building of . railway should be considered as a
But we have reason to believe that the case is even worse business transaction. It is unfortunate, as I stated in
than that. We have reason to believe that these portions of opening my remarks, that we should bring a imatter
the railway, and handed over to the Company, will cost more of this kind into politics, it is unfortunate that we should
than the estimated sum of $28,000,000, and if we take the make a political issue of what should be a business
probable cost of those various sections, we will have matter. It is unfortunate that the hon. gentlemen on the
a larger bonus which the Company receives. We will Treasury benches should bring their supporters into line
suppose the Company receives $25,000,000-that is a by the operation of a party caucus to support a measure,
fixed quantity. Suppose the road from Thunder Bay to which many of them, I am confident, unquestionably con-
Selkirk, unequipped, cost $15,500,000; that the Pembina demn, should bring the machinery and the influences that
Branch costs b500,000; that the section from Yale are brought to bear in party exigences to secure the support
to Kamloops, 127 miles, cost 89,000,000; that the section of members who must, many of them, condemn this measure
from the Kamloops to Port Moody costs $3,500,000; include except for party ties. If we were treating it as- a business
the costs for surveys. $3,100,000, and we have a bonus of matter, if this matter was discussed in the House without it
857,600,000 given to a railway, which, upon the estimate having been made a Government measure, ahd without the
will cost the contractors $82,600,000. We have upon this existence of a Government being staked upon it, it would
basis a comparison of the amount given to this Company in be much better for the interests of this country, present and
cash, which, if the hon. member for Lambton had proposed- future. I may say that the hon. gentlemen who occupy the
to give a bonus of 883,680,000 upon his rond, would have Treasury benches are deserving of severe rebuke for their
madè the scheme stand exactly upon the same basis. I course in this matter; I must say that, in my opinion,
think it very unnecessary to dwell at greater length upon this matter should have been left an open ques[tion, so that
comparisons between those two schemes. I reapitulate the discussion which this scheme bas raised in the House
briefly by saying, that upon the basis of acLual cash might have its true weight and effect. As it is now,
expenditure miade by the Syndicate, as compared with the the result of this matter is probably a foregone conclusion.
exponditure that was to be made by the company to be It may be shown, as it will be shown to be a most absurd
organized 'in 1874, this rond is as heavily subsidized as menasure, one inimical to the interests of this country; but
would -have been that road if it had received a cash subsidy no matter how clearly this may be shown, these hon. gentle-
of $60,000,000, and a land subsidy of 6u,000,000 acres. If men have staked their reputation on the result, and they are
we take the total cost of the road wi thout surveys and make bound to put it through, no matter whether the consequences
the comparison, it would have required 'a subsidy of may be ruinous to the country or the reverse. Now, my
882,963,000 to make the lino contemplated in 187'4 as speeches are very often quoted in this House. It is a pas-
heavily subsidized as the lino now under consideration is. time I do not often indulge in myself. I propose, however,
Now, let me call the attention of the flouse to a difference on this occasion to adopt the role of' my hon. friend from
in effectiveness between a first-class railway, such as was Niagara (Mr. Plumb), and quote from one of the speeches
contemphited by the Government in 1874, and a second or of the member for North Norfolk. I was looking over it
third-class railway, such as is contemplated by this scheme the other day, and it seemed so pertinent to the case, and so
under consideration. We all know that heavy grades and clearly expressed my views at the present time that I take
bad alignment add to the cost of transportation. We all the liberty of readifig a short extract. In the course of this
know it is of great advantage to the country to possess a speech, delivered on the 28th March, 1876, I used the
first-class and thoroughlyequipped rond, because the business following language:
of the country can then be done more expeditiously
and at smaller cost. I rioticed the other day a "If we were on the threshold of this great enterprise, and wVeand I aalle cet. iioiee th ethr dy ~governed by the dictates cf reasen and by the extent of our ability and
comparison in the earningeapacity of locomotives upon two our resources, what would beathe course we weuld take with regard to
railway lines in the United States, one with light grades and the Canadian Pacific Railway ? At first, in his opinion, we would build
good alignment and the other, althfough otherwise first classe a line of road from Lake Superior to Lake Winnipeg, and there we would
with heavygr.des over the Alleghany Mountains. I refer pase, as we would have afforded communication from the WinnipegS yay nBasin to the great lakes of America, and would have given the entire
to the New York Cen tral and the Baltimore and Ohio valley of the Saskatchewan an outiet to the markets of the world. Then
roads. Upon the New York Central a locomotive can earn it would be natural for this county to wait uutil settiement had increased
$57,000 per annum. while a locomotive on the Baltimore n the country, and its resources had developed, and until further

communication was required for the people of the North-West. Whenand Ohio road earns but 4 13,000, at the same rates of that time had arrived, if it were ten, twenty, thirty or fifty year, he
freigbt. This illustrates fairly the difference in the would then proceed with the construction of the road to the interior of
effectiveness of a road with low grades and a road with high the continent, and not before. It was a mistake,.a fallacy, to supposethat the construction of railway lines made a nation great or added togrades. The hon. mem ber for Lambton is well aware that its wealth or prosperity, unless they were construted fer a legitimate
a line such as contesmplated, with easy grades, especially purpose, to afford the population and produce of the country egress and
from the east, would be much more effective, and serve the ingress and the means of communication; otherwise that which was

invested in a railway was lost until it began to make returns for thepurposea cfthe North-West mueh botter tissu the line it is investment."7
now proposed te build. The contrast I have entered into
between those two schemes is made, not beeause it-is abso- These were the views I held in 1876. These are the Viewa
lutely necessary, not because it is necessary to show that the I hold to-day. I still hold that all that was nescesary in
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the promises was to give that country an onlet as fut as
it ws gtiled. Inpursuane of that view ie late Govern-,
mentmadeprovision for the construction of arod from
LakeaSuprior to W ni ad line from Winn g to
Pambina to econnect witthe Amorican system of ways.
The ine to Pembina s .already completed; the line to
Thunder Bay .approaohes completion. When these are
completed, the nextthingto be done,as I intimatid in 1876,
is to push the linO westward as fast a thq country settl ;ý
it is unneeessary to psh it faster. If three hundred,
miles are needed this year, bauild them; if that length;
found to be, sucffiient, pause. Afford the settlers al
necessary facilities to~reach the market; send in more
immigrants,,and give tnem the facilitios they require; but
it is useless to go beyond this rate, and to lavish mil.,
lions of dollars in the canyons of British Columbi&
where thore is no population and where there
will be no business. Now, before considering the
Syndicate bargain, lot us for a moment examine
the situation as it is today. The situation is briefly .this:.
The Government is providing a road from Lake Superior ,to
Red River. What is the bearing of this road upon the'
case? It will be a line with easy grades and curves; it
will be 4106 miles in length; it wilî terminate at a good,
harbour on Lake Superior, and it will afford easy access to
the Red River country and add largely to the value of the
land in that -valley. The Government have also provided a
road from Selkirk to Pembina, which affords access to
St. Paul, to Chicago, to the ports on the Gulf of Mexico, to
the Atlantic coast ; affords, in short, a connection with the
entire system of American railways. The settled portions
of the North-West being provided with thes two outlets to
market, what follows ? It follows, as I said a moment ago,
that the prairie region should be furnished with transpor-
tation facilities as fast as they are required, and I
think it follows that the British Columbia section,
should not now bo undertaken. It is unneces-
siry to spend money in British Columbia in advance of
the road reaching that Province from the east. I think it
also follows naturally that the eastern section should not be
undertaken until the necessity for its construction becomes
apparent. If these promises are correct, the British
Columbia contract should be set aside, espocially as the
experience of a few years may dictate a different route
through that Province.

lon. members may not be aware that the Northern
Pacifie Railway terminates within something like 140
miles of the Canadian Pacifie Railway terminus, at Port
Moody. They may not be aware that the Northern
Pacifie Railway, by ncans of its extension from
Duluth eastward, and by means of its connection with the
Sault branch, which wiùl inovitably be built some time, will
furnish a shorter route from the waters of the Pacific to
Montreal, by some seventy miles, than the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, as located at present. The Northern Pacific
Railway is now located to terminate at Tocoma, on the
Puget Sound ; it will probably be extended to Seatle,
about twenty-eight miles nearer the Straits ofPttca.
But Toéoma, as a harbor, has decided advantages over
Port Moody. From Tocoma, eastward, the railway,
runs 1,797 miles to iBrainard, on the Mississippi River,
and the distance from Brainard to Lake Nipissing is
about 740 - miles, making the distance from the Pacifie
to -Lake Nipissing 2,537 miles, as against 2,00
miles of the Canadian Pacific Railway to, the same lake.
So that it appears that the Northern Pacifie possesses an
advantage of 63 miles over our own road in point of
aecessibility to the sea-ports of Canada, ,while in the
eharacter of its grade and its capacity for doing
business it bas very decided advantages. I Bay that
it 'would -ba an act of folly to construet a lino of
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railw acros this continent and diverge that Line
from asper southwards to the very point whieh would

i ti he Northern Pacific an immense 'advantage over
it in competing for business. I think it will be found after
.miLlions have been spont in building the- road along the
valley o f the Fraser that a mistakelas been imade,'that the
wr>ng route has been selected, and it may be necessary to
divert it to the northward, in order to compote successfully

iwi&h the. American road, which, besides the advantages I
'have ,ensmerated, possçesses a botter terminal harbor. If
we were to wait until it became necessary 'to construct
the British Columbia sotion of the road, we would
bave faller and better -information as to the proper route
ithan we now possess, and I repoat that it would ho an act of
folly to squander all these millions in advance of tho timo
when the road will be needed.

I, propose, to-day, to indulge in sone]speculations or caleu-
lotions as to possibilities or probabilities in connection
with the construction of the railway. The man who
has 41,000 in bis pocket can reasonably calculato that
hecan purchase $1,000 worth of proporty with that sum-
that he cau get something which wouild soll for more than
i 150. 'If ho did not the transaction might not bo considerod
a verygood one in some quarters, though hon. gentlemen
opposite, who act the part of the unjust steward mon-
tioned in Soripture, might so regard it. I will
endeavor to show that we are paying too much for this
Railway ; and I will deal first with the prairie section. The
estimated cost of this road from Selkirk to Jasper, a
distance of 1000 miles, was $13,000,00a according to the
estimate ofthe Minister of Railways last year, though te
bon. gentleman informed the House that very likely it
could be constructed for less-for $10,000,000. I will
however takethe larger figure. The estimatod expoenditure
Ipon the. Pombina Branch, and what I will designato the
Thunder Bay section-that is the section botween Thunder
Bay to Selkirk, according to the latest ostimates is
$15,04S,000. These estimates contain allowances for misceo-
laneous payments $302,000, and engineering work on
construction 41,600,000, items which are common
to these sections and the section fron Kamloops
to Port Moody. Dividing these amounts pro rata,
the pròportion for the Pembina Branch and the
Thunder Bay section would be $1,096,000, making the
total cost of these two lines, 816,144,000, or, in round
numbers, $16,250,000. I wish to ask the hon. the
Finance Minister if ho supposes that if a company
received these 491 miles of railway, coiting 161
millions, as a froe gift, they could not raise
$13,000,000, by way of bonds, on the entire 1,491 miles,
costing from 28,000,000 to $31,000,000, to build a portion
costing from $10,000,000 to 813,000,000, in five years.
And would not, the 1,000 miles to be built westward pass
through a section of country that would furnish a paying
business from the start. Suplposing that a company could do
this, the lino so built would hasve upon it a bondod debt of
$8,700 per mile. But, supp)sing they required in addition,
a land grant, and that the Governnent proposed to soeure
the construction of a lino from Selkirk to Jaspor,
by giving the company a roal, costing 161
millions and 2,000,000 acres of land selected in the
fertile bolt along the line of the raiiway. Such
land could not boeconsidered to be worth less than $4
p r acre, or in all $3,000,000. Does theb on. Minister of
Finance regard such a project as a feasible one? Its
feasibility, I fancy, would depend upon whether sadh a
road would be likely to pay. If it would pay, then the
seheme appears te be a reasonable one; if it would pay
moderately well, perhap3 the land grant would net be
required; if it did net pay at all, the projeet is not a
feasible one. Let us make a comparison with another rond
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that is of a similar character to the one with which we have
been dealing hypothetically, and that is in actual operation.
The 'St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway,
with its branches, is 560 miles long. Its earnings
for the year ending June 30th, 1879, were $2,009,94o;
its running expenses for the same period, $1,003,466,
and its net earnings, $1,006,480. For the six
months ending December 31st, 1879, its gross
earnings were $1,612,528; its expenses 8757,888,
leaving its profits for that period $854,640. The net
earnings for the year ending June 30th, 1879,
represent the interest on $16,774,666 at 6 per cent.
I think that when the prairie section was completed to
Jasper, when a company having a grant of two million
acres of land owned a road 1,491 miles in length, and
that a productive line, the company would be able te extend
that line further, that a company in possession of a paying
line being or to be built would be anxious to secure con-
nection with the Pacifie Ocean, and that that line would
be continued on to the Pacific Ocean on terms much
better than those proposed to-day. As to the probable
cost of the British Columbia section, we have the
estimates of the Minister of Railways last year before us.
He estimated that the cost of the road from Jasper House to
Port Moody would b $29,000,000. Suppose this suppositi.
tious company has been formed, that Jasper House has been
reached, that the company bas 1,491 miles in operation, and
has received its land grant of 2,000,000 acres, and
this extension to the Pacifie is to cost $29,000,000,
what aid would be required ? Do you suppose, Sir,
that it would be necessary to give to the company
more than the cost of the line of railway in order to
secure its construction ? I think not. If the Government
offered to that company 8,000,000 acres within the fertile belt,
it would secure the construction of the line from
Jasper to the Pacifie, and the result would be that
we would have a line from Thunder Bay to the Pacifie
Ocean costing the Government only 10,000,000 acres
of land, which is evidently far less than the cost of the
p rsent scheme. If this were done we would have arailway
line from Lake Saperior to the Pacifie with eastern
connections as follows:-(1) Ail water to Montreal or
water and rail to Montreal from Fort William; (2) all
water or water and rail from Duluth to Montreal;
(3) rail from Selkirk to Pembina and thence by the Ameri-
can system of railways to Chicago, New York, or any point
in the United States; (4) iail by the south shore of Lake
Superior by a Sault Ste. Marie connection-rail to Montreal,
rail from Montreal to Jasper, rail from Montreal at the end
of ton years to the Pacifie Ocean, rail by the best route and
at the least cost, all for tho grant of 10,000,000 acres of land
I believe that by the management of this scheme, in this
way, the grant I have spoken of is amply sufficient to socure
the construction of the railway.

Now, Sir, as to the lino south of Lake Superior, and as
to the question whether or not it is necessary to build the
eastern section of this line at all. I think that any gen-
tleman who will examine carefully all the circumstances
bearing on this qnestion, cannot fail to arrive at the con-
clusion that a line south ot Lake Superior is, for commercial
purposes, far preferable to one north of Lake Superior. It
runs through a country possessing a milder climate than
the region north of Superior. It will have easier grades,
and will form a better route to the sea-ports of Canada than
the other. At all events it cannot be denied that it is at
least equally good with the lino north of Lake Superior for
commercial purposes. There are other considerations in
favor of this line. We have constructed canals at a great
expense with a view to securing the American trade. We

.have been desireus to divert to our own ports as much of
the western trade as possible. This lino south uf Lake
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Superior wifl notonly give a commercial onillt fs good as
a line to the nbrth for our own orth-est, but ill at
tract toour own port and mrkets a lage amount of bsi-
ness ontside of e Northwest ltogether. If y ot draw a
line from Duluth to San 'rancisco, yon wiLl fnìd thät a!l f
the country north of thèt line is nearer to Montreal than to
any. other port on tide water.St. Paul is 320 miles nearer to
Montreal than to New York, and if the Sault Ste Marie
lino were built, its connection with Montreal would be se-
cured without delay. The State of Wisconsin, the State of
Minnesota, the tenritories of Dakota, Montana, and Wash-
ington would then sçek to reach Atiantio ports by the near-
est line, which would be the lino south of Lake Superior.
If, then, this lino could be constructed for the grant of land
and for a small expenditure of money-if it would givé a
botter outlet than a lino to the north of Lake Superior-~if
it would bring to our own ports the products of a region-in
the United States that now had a population of 1,200,000
souls, and had capabilities for a population of twenty or
thirty millions,-if this road could be constructed years
beforo the lino to the north of Lake Superior can be built,
surely it was an act of the greatest folly to squander
$.2,000,000 (r $23,000,000 for a lino to the north of Lake
Superior, if one can be obtained to the south at an indefi-
nitely less cost. If you draw a lino from Duluth to San
Francisco, every acre of land north of that lino is nearer
to Montreal than to any other port upon tide water. The
north part of Wisconsin, almost the entire State of Min-
nesota, a considerable portion of Michigan, the entire
territories of Dakota and Montana, and the entire ter-
ritory of Washington, which seek a seaport on the At-
lantic coast, would use this route south of Lake Su-
perior, if the lino were constructed. Then, if this line,
which can be secured without the expenditure of public
money, or by a trivial expenditure of public money, will
afford to the Canadian North-West a botter outlet than the
lino north of Lake Superior would, and if, in addition, it
would bring to our seaports the trade of the region I have
described, having a population of 1,200,000 souls, and a
capacity of supporting a population of tWenty or thirty
millions of souls-if this line secured at this moderato
cost, and which can be had years before the lino
north of Lake Superier can thus be built, and by its
construction we can secure al those advantages which I
have represented, surely it would be an act of the greatest
folly to spend twenty millions in constructing a lino north
of Lake Superior for the purpose of securing somothing
which can be had for the expenditure of at most $2,400,000
on the Sault Ste. Marie Branch.

As I said before, this is a business matter we are
talking about; I am treating it on the basis of a
business matter. I wish now -to direct uttention to
the hypothetical statement as to what the condition of
the Government would bo, and as to what the condition of
the Company to be organized would be under certain con-
tingencies. I assume that the lino from Sault Ste. Marie to
Lake Nipissing can be secured for a subsidy of $1,500,000.
We know that the lino can be secured for a subsidy of
82,400,000, but taking into consideration the fact that the
desire to secure this connection is growing aaily, and taking
into consideration the fact ~that the American North-
ern Pacific road and St. Paul desire this outlet, I
think it is reasonable to assume that the construe-
tion of this lino could be secured by a subsidy of
$1,500,000. The lino from. Selkirk to Jasper secured by
a gift of the Thunder Bay and Selkirk division and the
Pembina Branch, estimated to have cost up to the present
time 816,150,000, and a land subsidy of 2,000,00lacres, as I
have previously said, are sufficient to secure the construction
of the lino from Selkirk te Jasper. The road from lasper
to Port Moody, if that lino is maintained, it is gesuined
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could be geea ed by a subsidy of 8,000,000 acres, the line to millions acres of land worth Oight millions of dollars.
be ompl.ed by the year _1891. This would cost the I believe, Sir, that the prairie section would be a goodGovernient, if the scheme shoi beworked, the Thunder speculation, even without the land grant. I believe, in fuetBay and kirk line and Pembina Branch, costing I know, that it would be a magnificent speculation with the$16,150,000; subsidy to the Canada Central extension, land grant. I believe that two millions of acres of land
$1,500,000;. A total f $17,656,000. It would cost the and the line from Thunder Bay te Selkirk and the
Government in land grants, for the prairie section, 2,000,000 branch line to Pembina, are ample to secure the construe-
acres, and for the British Columbia section 8,000,000 acres; tion of the line from Selkirk to Jasper, and that the
total cost te the Government, cash $17,650,000, and company r.ndertaking it would have $11,150,000 te show as
10,000,000 acres of land for a lino of railway from Thunder surplus from this grant, in addition te the amount expended
Bay te the Pacific Ocean. Well, Sir, what would be the in the construction of this road. If thia calculation be a
saving to the Government provided this scheme could be correct one, we are offering to pay too much for the
worked, and we will see shortly what would be the position construction of this line. Surely, we are going too fast,
of the company under this soheme? The saving to the If this thing can be done, wo lhad better organize a company
Government would be the cash subsidy of the central section, for building this 1,000 miles first, and then docide what our
$15,000,000, lesgrant to Sault Ste Marie Branch,81,500,000, future course shall be.
balance $13,500,000; and the cost of that portion of the We will suppose the company has undertaken the building
road from Kamloops to Port Moody, amounting, according of a lino from Solkirk to the Pacific Occan, for a grant of ten
to the estimates laid a short time ago before ti louse, to millions of acres of land. Let us sec what their condition
$11,850,000, or a total saving of $25,350,000. The saving ýwould be, and or which side the balance would probably be
in land would be the difference between 18,750,000 and when the road was completed. Cost of lino from Selkirk te
10,000,000 acres, or 8,750,000 acres. Taking the lino from Jasper $13,000,000, Jasper to Pacifie Ocean 829,000,000, total
Selkirk to Jasper, and estimating the saving upon that $42,000,000, te be expended by the company. Their assets
section, without its conneetion with the British would consist of the Ine from Thunder Bay to Selkirk, and
Columbiasection, the amount would be for the first 900 miles the Pembina Branch valued at $16,150,000; Selkirk to
$9,000,000, and for the next 100 miles, included in Sir Jasper $13,000,000; Jasper to Port Moody 829,000,000 and
Charles Tapper's last years estimate-Jasper to Kamloops-- 10,000,000 acres of land located in a belt of 24 miles along
$1,330,000 or a saving in cash subsidy appertaining to the each side of the railway, worth $4 per acre, $40,000,000; or in
line from Selkirk to Jasper, of $10,333,000. The saving in alil 898,500,030 for an expenditure of $42,000,000. At $4 an
land grant upon this section would be as follows: the acre thoir aid would exceed their investmont b8y 14,500,000;
proposed land grant te the first portion of 900 miles is at $3 per acre, the aid they receive would exceed their
11,250,000 acres, and to the 100 miles, 1,666,000, making for investment by $4,500,000, and at $2 an acre their entire
the 1,000 miles 12,916,000 acres. The saving in land grant, line from Thunder Bay te Port Moody would have cost
if 2,000,000 acres would secure the construction of this lino, them but $5,500,000 more than the aid they received. I
would be 10,916,000 acres. Now, this is the statement as hold that if this statement is correct that that amount of aid
regards the Government in this hypothetical calculation. is ample. If 10,000,000 acres of land will enable that
Now, Sir, if a company were formed to undertake the company aftor the road is completed to make a statement
construction cf the road on these terms, let us see what that they have received $14,500,000 in excess of the total
their condition would be. We have seen what the Govern- cost of the road, at $ por acre for this land, the scheme
ment would save provided this scheme was a practical one is a feasible one; and that if we are paying more than this,
and could be worked : it would save on the whole line from we are paying too much, we are making a poorer bargain
Selkirk te Port Moody cash to the amount of $25,350,000 than we ought make. I wish, Mr. Chairman, again to
and land to the amount of 8,750,000 acres as compared with advort to the point I mado a few minutes ago, that fove
the present scheme; or would save if only tiat portion of yoars hence the scheme for building the British Columbia
the line from Selkirk te Jasper were constructed, $10,330,000 section can be carried out much easier than it can to-day.
in cash and 10,916,000 acres of land as compared with the I wishto impress upon thelouse the fact thatwhen the road is
present scheme. Now let us see what the condition of any constructed and in oporation to Jaspor, when the whole stretch
company would be that was organized toe carry on the work of country through the prairie rogion is filling up with
under the conditions stated on this'hypothesis. Well, Sir population, when the road is doing a large amount of
a company organized to build the prairie section woulk business and paying dividends on its cost, thon will be the
invest $13,000,000 in building 1,000 miles, and after that time te make arrangements for the prosecution of the Pacifie
was built, their assets would consist of the line from Railway further westward. I hold that the construction of
Thunder Bay to Selkirk, and the Pembina Branch, costing the road can be secured in British Columbia eventually on
$16,150,000, also the cost of the line from Selkirk te Jasper, botter terms than it can be to-day, that at the expiration
costing $13,000,000; also 2,000,000 acres of land, valued at of five years an arrangement could be made for the ultimate
$4 an acre, amounting te $8,000,000; total amount of assets, completion of the road at as carly a date as is contemplated
$37,150,000; total investment, $13,000,000 ; balance outside in this contract. I hold that in five years un arrangement
of investment, $24,150,00o; or an excess, in amount of aid could be made te finish it by 1891, on terms much botter than
received, over the cost of the road, of $11,150,000. Now, is any that could be made to-day. Yon recollet, Mr. Chairman,
that a showing, Mr. Chairman, that ougiht to be satisfactory? that the Northern Pacifie, with a grant of 47,000,000 acres
If the company, for an expenditure of thirteen millions of of land, went into bankruptcy in 1873. You recollect that
dollars, can show available assets te the extent of $37,150,000, the scheme was considero worthless. As time rolled
if the company can secure aid, actual aid, to the extent of on, capital accumulatod, and capital does accumulate
$24,150,000, for the purpose of enabling them to spend very rapidly-it accumulaies four or five times faster than
$13,000,000, ought there to be any difficulty in organizing a population-as time rolled or capital increased and sought
company under that basis? I assertC that there ought not. investment, and only a few months ago thatbankrupt concern
I assert that it is perfectly feasible to organize a company was put upon its feet. On the basis of the land grant they
for the purpose of building the road from Selkirk te were enabled to make arrangements for money te prosecute
Jasper, by iving them the $16,150,000, that the road their line. Their line will be completed without dificulty by
from Thunder Ilay to Selkirk and the Pembin4 bonds raised upon their land grant and the road that is built.
Brauch ct and giving that company, in gddition, two Seven years ago they çould nîot have raised a dollar upon
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that security. Our position would, in all pkrobabi4ty, h
found to be the same with regard to the ,liefish 'Columbêar
section. If we endeavored to construct it tody We woulJ
pay under this contract very heavily for it; but if we;
wait for five years our situation will be changod m t411
sane way, and perhaps to the same extent as was tliat
of the Northern Pacific. And with regard to the eastera
section, if we wait five ycars we wil findthat the landgrant
will possess more tqngible value then thanit does now, and
that the construction of the road within the time provlded
for in tbis contract could be secured on mueh bttter terms
than it can be to-day with regard to the eastern section. Afterl
the expiration of five years, when the section of the line.
from Sclkirk to Jasper was completed and that whole
prairie region furnished with an outlet to market, with
towns springing up from Red River tot he Rocky Mountains,
and centres of industries established, if it was found neces-
sary, in the light of the experience we would have acquired,1
to proceed with the construction of the line north of Lake
Superior that could be dono at that time to much botter.
advantage than to-day. When that time comes thegrant of
6,250,000 acres of land and 85,400,000 in cash will be ample.
to secure the construction of the line, and in that way you.
would save, perhaps not so much as on other sections, but at
least$5,000,0'0 in cash. The value of the land, if fixed at4.
per acre, would b 825.000,000, ani this, with the cash grant,
would be in round numbers $7,000,000 more than the cost of
the road, and at $3 per acre $18,750,000, or. with cash sub-
sidy in round numbers $1,000,000 more than thescot of the
section. I believe the scheme is perfectly. feasible and'that
the construction of the road can be secured in the manner
and upon the terms I have indicated. Lot us see, Sir, what
the condition of the Company would be.if the scheme was
carried out as I have foreshadowed. This section, whicl I
assume to be 683 miles to its junction with.the Thunder Ray
Branch, will cost $33,333 per mile, or a total ofS22,766,000;
for this the Company. receives, by the terns of the contract
under consideration, in cash 810,000,000, and 6,.50,000 acres
of land at $4, 825,000,000, which, with the cash subsidy
would amount to $35,000,000, leaving a surplus, in round
nlumbers over the cost of construction, of $12,000,000 ;, or,
at $3 por acre for the land, a surplus of 85,750,000. Now,
let us sec, Sir, what would be the position of the Company
if the construction of the entire line from Lake. Nipissing to
t he Pacifie should be proceeded with and completed upon-
the terma and conditions that the hypothetical scheme I
have presented proposes. The cost-ofthe line would be,
from Selkirk to Jasper, $13,000,000; Jasper to PortMToody,
829,000,000; eastern section, 822,766,000 ; total invest-
ment, $64,766,000-and the assets of this great Cômpany
would be as followa:-eastern section, 822,775,000; Thunder
Bay and Selkirk division and Pembina Branch, 816,150,000i
Selkirk to Jasper, 813,000,000; Jasper to Port, Möody,
$29,000,000; total railway property, $80,928,000 and 10,1

k00,000 acres of land within the twenty-four mila elt worth
$40,000,000 ; 6,250,000 acres appropriated to the eastern
section, which as it would fall outside of the twenty-four-
mile belt we will consider worth 83 ain acre, 818,7.0,000;
cash appropriation in the eastern section, $5,000,000; total
assets in land and cash, 879,900,000, besides the road built
by the Company, so that the aid granted to the road, in-
cluding.gift of Thunder Bay section and Pembina Branch,
would exceed the cost of all the portions constructed by the
Company by the sum of $15,134,000. Now, I want to
ask if a line from Lako Nipissing to thePacificOcean, con-
structed in this manner and upon these terms, ought not to
be built without the aid given exceeding its total cost by the
sum o915,134,000 ? Ibelieve it can; Iamn certain it can, ifthe
matter is managed on business principles. If it eau, it ongblt
to be done, because there are 830,000,000 at stake, and
8,500-,003 acres of land. If we place the entire land granltat
$3 per acre, the aid would exceed the cost of the road by

Mr. CHARLTON.

S5,1&3j0001 Tihis .oraideunbusinealike sehareepas*èdae
huai.goetlemae on the -Treasury benche requires

reîtlsasin. ]t isenoih to ezieite the risibiltyrofany
euàiuunm manand its pmoters wilH some dgy-obehamied

îofit.
R% beingSi o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER REOESS.

M>r BEATY moved the se-ond reading of Bill (No. lA)
to inerporate the Saokattebewan and Peace River Railway
Goenpany otCanada.

-Bdiread tbmsoeond 4imon.

CANADIANPAGIFIC RiAILWAY.

IE-ouse again resolved itself into Cbmmittee on the pro-
jposed resolutions granting $25,00#,000 and 25,000,000 acres
lôf land to-aid- the construction of the Canadian Pacific
;Ràilwiy9

Er. CHARLTON. When the House rose at six o'elock I
had shown that the eastern and British Columbia sections

Ïwere .not likely, when conatracted, to pay i unning expenses,
andi thatit:would therefor'e ,be folly to constrnct themi. We
have already too much money invested in unproductive
enterpriîes and the work of constructing railways, aided
largely by, Government money, especially when suchb rail-
way5 wi: not 'Pa running expenses, miglit as well be
dispensed;with, have now arrived at the point of consid-
ering the terms of the contract itself. Before, however,
entering upon that branch of my subject I will take occasion
to-refer to.some remarks of a personal nature made regard-
ing; myown coarse. The Mail newspaper, the hon. mem-
berfor Monck (Ur. McOallum), and Niagara (Mr. Plunmb),
have, thought me worth of notice. I should not venture to
obltrude this matter u n the attention of the louse, had it
not, beeu that I have been referred to both upon the floor of
the House and in the press. I shall briefly notice the
remarks made concerning the position I took in 1878 with
rega.rd te the Bill introduced by the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Milis), for the promotion of
railway construetion. in the North-West. The at-
tempt is unfairly made, I think, both by the speakers
and the.newspaper refea re. to, to make it appear that te-day
I occupy a position of antagonism to all railway aid ; that
inaarnch as in 1878, I supported a measure wþich proposed
to grant>ertain degre<s faid to certain railway companies
'pon certain conditions, and under certain circumstances;
and.that inasmuch as in the year 1880 I am opposed to a
certain scheme laid before this House, therefore I have
stultified my record; that while professing to be in favor of
Goverementsid ta railways in 1878, I am opposed, to any
such thingdin 1880, ad itis thus attempted to place me in a
false position. I advocated a measure in 187, introduced
by the hon. momber for Bothwell, which proposed to grant
aid to railways lu the North-West, to the e tent of
ton sections of land per mile in certain sections
of' that country, 12 sections per mile in certain other
sections, aud 20 sectieps per mile in the northern and easterai
portionsofthe PeaceRiverValley, I opposethezmeasuranow
wider consideration,no tbecause it proposes railway aid. bat
because, in my. opiaien,,iL proposes togrant it far inlexces
of the requirement of the case. If the Government will
bring down a measure oposing to grant the Canadian
PacifiEC Railway the mazpmmamamountof aid whick the Bill
of the hon. emzber for BotJ weil in 1878 proposed to grant,
to wit, 20 sections f daed er mile, I will support that Bill
to-day. i wil bevery gJo4L support a hill granting 10 soc-
tions pr mile through te region where that road is to run. I
would even support a bil granting 20 sections per. mile.
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Raind4eesiut fllow thiat, beese, I am in favor ofgranting his sp.eoii he gives the. lengsttMmies. lieJos ever,
a r4sseableamount of aid, an aid adequate to the- con- gices the blek sum at $I500,0 , to which, adding the
sruction of the-road it is new sought to promote, that I am o shar of lump allowance, $ 00,ùl O for contingencie,bound to adocate a mensure such ai Lhat under the con- for the, entire British Cotumbla tection, half of wbih
sidaration of t"s KHomse, a measure granting 12,500 acresof it would lhe proper to apply to this sotion. wesilected: 1nd:per mile for the road, that is to be built, or obtain as, its estiimated, cost $16,000,000 From Selkirk
wiahin 300 acres per mile of the amount contemplated in to Jasper, the estimated cost is $13,000,000; and Mr.
1878, and in addition to this grant $12,500 in cash per Fleming estimated the ost of 600 miles of road, north ofmile for the portion to be construoted by the Company, Lake Superior, at $20,000,000, which would make the cost ofa meaure, which in addition to the grant of land and of the eastern section, froin Lake Nipissing to the jauotion at
cash per mile, granta S31,00e,000 in a bulk sum exponded Thunder Bay, estimated at 683 miles, 822,766,000. These
already upon 706 miles of railway and the Burveys of the thrce sections wore then estimated to cost t51,766,000, whichwhole line. The two measures are entirely differoat in thoir is somewhat in excuss of the estimate given this year. If
character and their nature. The measure I supported in we take this estimate of the cost of these three setion,
1878 was reasonable and conceived in the interest of the and proeood to ascertain what the amount of the subsidy in
cou try. The measure before the Ilouse to-day is unreason- cash isN per dollar, on the estimated oost, w.e have the pro
abie and not conceived in the interest of the country, but in rata apportionmest of subsidy. I find the pro rata appor-
the interest of certain railway specculators. For that reason tioument would be. cash for every estirnated dollar cot
I oppe this measure, and I claim that an attempt to makq 48-14 cents, and the apportionment of land per dollar cost
it appear that because I was in favor of the measure of 1878 48-14 acres, or withina fraction ofono-half acre. If I amsumed
and am opposed to the measure of 1880, therefore I tbis to bejust the cash apportionmont, the cash pro rata ap-
place myself in a falso position, is urair and eminently portionment would bo as follows: for the eastern section,
chapseteriatie of the source firom which it emanates. Now, $11,000,000; for thesection from Selkirk to Jasper,86,275,000;
with regard to thefirst contract. The field, of cou reo, has from Jasper to Kamloops, 87,250,000; total, 825,000,000; and
already been traversod and iteration will he nocessary the pro rata apportionmont of land would be as follows:
in this matter iF anything is to be said, Eastern section, 11,000,000 acres; from Selkirk to Jasper,
as, al the points in connection with this contract have 6,275,000 acres; from Jasper to Kamloops, 7,725,000 acres,
ah-eady bees largely dwelt upon. It requires a good total 25,000,000 acres. This is the pro rata apportionment
deal of ingenuity to elicit a single new idea on tiis subject. of cash and land upon those sections of the road, based upon
Presentments of the same poits with variations will have Mr. Fleming's estimate of last year. Let us see the actual
to be considered admissible. 1 pointed out bofore, first of apportionment, and judge whother there is any discrepancy
ail, that, from the earnings of the St. Paul and Manitoba between the fair pro rata appor'tienment and the actual
Road wu have reasonable grounds for supposing that the apportionment of cash and land grants to those various
railway line from Selkirk westward for the thousand miles sections. I take the statement of last year, which embraced
would pay more than sufficient to cover running expenses in the prairie section the 1,000 miles from Selkirk to Jasper.
and interest on its cost. I pointed ont that if the road from 900 miles of those 1,000 receives under this scheme,
Selkirk to Jasper louse were subsidized by a g-nt of in cash, $9,000,000, and the balance, 100 miles
2,000*00 acres of land, a saving of .0,33',(0 which recoives a higher rate, is aided to the ex-'
cas and 10,916,000 leres of land as aid for the tent of 81,333,333, making a cash grant for the 1,000
oonstruction of that portion of the Canada miles from Selkirk te Jasper, of $10,333,300. The section
Pacifie Railway would be effected. I showed that if the from Jasper to Kamloops, 350 miles, reccives aid to the
line from Selkirk to the Pacific Ocean were subsidized to extent of $4,66,700. The eastern section receives cash to
thuextent of 10,000,000 acres of land, a saving of $26,850,000, the extent of $10,000,000. Now, the actual apportionment
and of 8750.000 acres of land would be effected. I showed of the- land is as follows : from Selkirk to Jasper, the first
that if thei line froin Nipissing to the Pacifie, with the 900 miles, recoives 11,250,000 acres; and the remaining 100
Sanit conneotion, wer'e subsidized by an additional grant of miles, 1,666,666 acres; making a total of 12,916,666 acres of
$5,000a00n and 6,250,000 acres of land, a saving in the land for this section. The section from Jasper to Kamloope,
construetion of the whole lino from Nipissing to the Pacific 350 miles, receives 5,833,334 acres; and the estern section,
OMeas of $31,850,000 and 8,750,000 acres would be the 6,250,000 acre», making a grand total of 25,000000 acres.
result. think we have every reason to believe that if Now, yon will perceive there is aserious discrepancy between
delay were resorted te in the construction of the entire the actual apportionment and the pro rata and honest
road, if only that portion immediately wanted, apportionment. Let us see what this discrepancy is, and
the prairie section, were proceeded with, the result what amount of cash and land is taken from the esotern and
which I pointed out, if the hypothetical statements applied to the prairie section of 1,000 miles, the most easily
I laid before the House bo correct, would be constru.cted, the first to be constructed, and which, when con-
snbstantially secured. I have dealt pretty largely in figures structed, will pay a dividend over running expenses, if any
to-night, and figures are neither poetical nor romantic, portion will. The pro rata subsidy in cash ot the easters
although the hon. Minister of Railways, who, I regret, isnot section is 011,000,00, the uctual subsidy is8 10,400,0u0.
in his seat, comes as near making them romantic as any The surplus taken from this to give to the prairie section
gentleman I have yet hegrd. I shalnow prooeed to enquire is, therefore, $1,000,000. The pro rata subsidy of the
what would bo the pro rata adjustment Of the cash bonus of eastern section, in land, is 11,000,000 acres; the actual
825,00,000and the land grant of 25,000,000 acres, with subsidy, 6,250,000, or 4,750,000 acres taken from the castern
which it is proposed, under this contract, to endow this section and given to the prairie section. This land, if worth
Syndicate scheme. As stated by the hon. Minister $4 an acre, represonts $19,000,000 in value; thas the
of Railways, last Session, in his speech, which will be eaatern section is deprived of tis amount for the lenefit of
found in thie Hansard, pages 1,420 and 1,421, Mr. the prairie section. If theland a oInly estimated at $8 an
Fleming estimated the cost of the line from Jasper acre, the eastern section is deprived of $14,359,0o00 i land,
to Kamloops at $ls,500,0d0. I may remark here, and 81,000,000 cash for the benefit of the aiuroe etion.
there seems toe bave been a diserepancy in the hon. Let us see how thée wmparison stands with reforene. to
gentlemai0s statement. le gave the cost of this the western section. Tiepro. ratosubidy, in cash, of thia
portion, 335 miles in longth, at 843,660 per mile, which section-that is frow Jasper to lKamloope.--is $, Og0.
would amount to but $14,7:6,D00; and in another part of The actual subsidy, in cash, is $4,666,700; thusthatî,ction
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is deprived of $3,058,300 cash for the benefit of the prairie
section. Ard with reference to the land grant the pro rata
amount for the section from Jasper to Kamloops is 7,725,000
acres, the actual grant 5,833,334 acres, the balance taken
from where it legitimately belongs and appropriated to the
central section being 1,891,866 acres, which at $4 per
acre, represonts $7,566,660 ; and this, added to the cash
misapplied in the same way amounts to $10,624 964. Or
if we calculate the land at 83 per acre, the total amount
takon from the Jasper-Kamloops section and applied to the
prairie section will be $8,733,298. If we summarize these
figures we find that the total amount pro rata taken from
the eastern section is $1,000,000; from the Jasper-
Kamloops section $3,058,000, or a total of
$4,053,000. The total amount of land taken from
the eastern section is 4,750,000, which. at $4 per acre,
would be worth $19,000,000 or -at $3, $14,250,000. The
quantity of land taken from the Jasper-Kamloops
section for the benofit of the central section is 1,891,666
acres, which at $4 per acre would be $7,>66,664, or at 63
per acre, $5,674,998. The total value of the land taken
from these two sections for the benefit of the intefvening
portion of the line wotild be at, $4 per acre, 826,566,664,
or at 83 per acie, $19,924,998. At the low rate of $3 per
acre the eastern section is despoiled for the benefit of the
prairie section of, in cash and land, $15,250,000; or, at 64
per acre, of $20,000,000. At $3 per acre the Jasper-
Kamloops section is despoiled for the benefit of the prairie
section of, in cash and land, $8,733,99S; or at $4 per acre of
810,624,964. The total amount in cash and land taken from
both these sections in excess of its p;o rata adjustment,would
bo, if we charge the lardlat $4 per acre, $30,624,000, or at.
83 per acre, $23,982,000. The excess above the pro rata1
adjustment taken from these two sections and applied to thei
thirdeven at $ per acre for the land, is nearly enough tobuild«
the prairie section twice over; it is more than double thej
estimate of the Minister of Railways, namoly, 810,000,000.f
1 would ask you, Mr. Chairman, what you concoive to be
the meaning of this taking from the eastern section
$15,250,000, if we value the ani at $3 per acre, orE

M20,000,000 if we value it at $4 per acre, for the purpose ofi
aiding the interver.ing prairie section. 1 could explain it on1
this supposition: that perhaps the Syndicate imagine that,
the Government will adopt the common-sense course of t
abandoning the construction of the eastern section; and wereÈ
they to do that, the Syndicate would be the better off by r
the 815,250,000, or the $20,000,000, accordingly as you valueN
the lands at $3 or,$4. Or, perhaps the Company themselves1
may build the prairie section, and then rest1'rom their 1
labors, by which they would also be largely the gainers. c
The sum which the Company would forfeit would be by noç
means equal to the amount which, as I bae -ehown, is
taken from the eastern and applied to the prairie section;(
and there is the additional fact that they would have the r
use of the money for four or five years before the work is s
performed on the sections to which the land and money j
legitimately apply. t

I have another table which is still more suggestive,c
and I hope I may have the attention of hon. gentlemen8
opposite while 1 read the figures. They bring out t
very clearly, I think, the enormous amount of the a
actual subsidy to the prairie section of 1,000 miles. j
The actuai subsidy is cash upon the first 900 miles, lI
$9.000,000; for the other 100 miles, $1,333,330-total, e
810,333,330. Land subsidy for the first 900 miles, a
11,250,000 acres, for the n3xt 100 miles, 1,666,666-total g
land subsidy 12,916,666 acres, the cash value of which c
would be, at $4 per acre, $51,666,664. This with the cash a
subsidy would amount to 861,999,994 for a section cf the t
road which has been estimated te cot $13,000,009. Or, if p
the land be calculated at 33 per acre, the total subsdy h

Mr. CHARLTON.

would be $49,082,998 to enable the Syndicate t construtea
line which is to cost 413,000,000. At 64 per acre the land
grapt and the cash grant will amount to four times the eost
of the 1,000 miles and4l10,000,000-more; and at 83 per acre
to three times the cost of that section and $10,000,000 more.
At $4 per acre the Company will build their 1,000 miles of
road and have a surplus of $49,000,000; at $3 per acre the
Company will build their 1,000 miles of road and have a
surplus of $36,000,000. Do you think such a bargain as
this was ever before made by sane men ? The idea of
granting to a company four times the cost of a work, the
construction of which ls to be undertaken, and giving thein
a little surplus of $ 10,000,000 besides1 Why, I think the
terms of this contract are perfectly astounding. We say,
then that this prairie section is very munificently subsidized.
I think there can be no question that the Syndicate will be
able to build that prairie section. With 862,000,000
aid for the purpose of constructing a $13,OO000
railway, I have no doubt that there is financial ability
enough in the. Syndicate ring to fulfil the task.
Let us now enquire whether, after this ineredible endow-
ment to the prairie section, the grants for the eastern
section and the Jasper-Kamloops section aie sufficient for
their construction. Having given more than four times
what was required for the construction of the prairie section,
we may possibly find that there is a deficiency for those
sections. The cost of the eastern section, of 683 miles, I
estimate at $22,776,000. For this the cash subsidy is
$10,000,000 and 6,250,000 acres, which, at $4 per'acre, would
realize 825,000,000, making a total subsidy of 835,000,000,
or an excess of subsidy over the cost of construction of
612,224,000. If we estimate the land grant at $3 an acre,
there would still be a surplus of aid granted over the cost of
construction, of $5,974,000. With respect to the Jasper-
Kamloops section, of 350 miles, which was estimated by the
Minister of Railways, last year, to cost $16,000,000, the cash
subsidy pertaining to it is $4,666,700, and the land grant
5,833,334 acres, which at $4 an acre, would be equal to
$23,533,336, making a total subsidy of $28,000,036, or a
surplus, over tle cost of construction, of $12,000,000. If
we place the land grant at $3 an acre, there would
be a surplus, after paying for the construction of the
Jasper-Kamloops section, of $6,166,000. So the three sec-
tions, in the matter of subsidy, differ not in kind, but in
degree. They are all subsidized to a greator extent than is
necessary to pay for their construction; but the section
which is constructed first is the most largely subsidized,
probably to give the Company the use of the larger sum of
money, and probably to give them an advantage if the
eastern section is abandoned, as it is likely to be, and as it
will be if reasonable counsels prevail. In analysing these
statements, let us see what the Company receives from the
Government. In the first place the Goverument gives 708
miles of completed railway, costing, with $3,119,000 for
surveys, $31,119,000. It gives in cash and lands value at
84 an acre, the cost of constructing 1,000 miles from Selkirk
to. Jasper, and a surplus of $49,000,000 ; or, placing a value
of $3 on the lands, it gives the cost and a surplus -of
836,000,000. It gives in cash and lands, valued at $4 an acre,
the cost of constructmg 850 miles £rom Jasper to Kamloops,
and a surplus of $12,000,000. or, nlacing a value on the land of
$3 an acre, a surplus of -66,166,000. It gives. inu cash and
ands, valued at $4 an acre, the cost of constructing the
eastern section, and a surplus of 812,224,000, or ati$3 an
icre, a surplus of $5,974,000. At $4 an acre for its land
grant, it gives the Syndicate in cash and land the entire
ost of the road from Lake Nipissing to the Pacifie Ocean
and $73,224,000. At $3 an acre for its land grant, it gives
he entire cost of the road and $48,224,000. The grand
practical result for the Company, then, is that théy wiU
bave 2,708 miles of railway free of cost-worth at cost,
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including surveys, $81,119,000-and; in addition, money
and ]and, at $4 an acre, to the extent of $73,224,000, or a
total of $154,343,000 ; or, if we place the land at $3 an
acre, the Company willb ave 2,708 miles of completed
railway free of eost and money and land to the extent of
$48,224,00, or a total of $129,343,000. And all
this is _secured by the expenditure temporarily of
small amounts of capital, which will be recouped to them.
The, cost to Canada, then, of this road is to be as
follows:-Expndod upon 708 miles of road, $28,000,009;
expended on surveys, 83,119,000; cash bonus, $25,000,000;
total cash outlay, $56,119,000; together with 25,000,000
acres of selected lands at $3 an acre, $75,000,000. or, at $4
an acre, $100,000,000. Hon. gentlemen will observe that in
these calculations I have not taken into account the matter
of interest. It is, under the circumstauces, a com-
paratively small item, and the balance would probably
be in favor of the Syndicate, for this reason, that the
Government furnish the money and means faster than
they are needed for the first five years-furnish money and
land to the extent of $49,000,000 in excess of the wants of
the Syndicate in the first five years, and the Syndicate will
do well if they offset this advantage in the next five years,
hy expending money faster than they will receive Govern-
ment aid. Theywill not do it. The freedom from taxation
and the advance in the value of their lands I take to by
other offsets. The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
(Mir. Ives) the other day entered into a calcu-
lation with reforence to the question of interest.
I do not think the Syndicate will suffer in in-
torest charges if the Governmont furnish the flinds, at
they propose to do, and the Syndicate I presunie, will not
embark on the building ofthe unproductive portions of this
road, the eastern and western sections, if they are not likely
to pay running exponses. Well, 31r, Chairman, hore is the
financial scheme. I have briefly outlined some of its salient
features. It is a very fine scheme, truly1 I am sorry we
do not see the First Minister in bis place to-night. I would
like to enquire of that right hon. gentleman if ho expects
to rest bis claim to the admiration of posterity on this
question. He is a gallant knight. Ilis shield may
not be a spotless one, but it is as tough as the brazen
studded bull's hide targe of Roderick Dhu. The right bon.
gentleman is an old public man, and we are told-I do not
know how truly-that ho expects to retire from public
life with a blaze of glory surrounding him as
the result of this Canadian Pacifie Syndicate contract.
It is said the hon. gentleman anticipates at some
future time looking from the sunlit hills boyond the
cloudy battlements where night never comes, upon this
railway in oporation. He anticipates seeing trains moving
from Nipissing to the Pacific; be anticipates from that
higher sphere looking down upon the work which his genius
bas created for Canada. I hope it may be a long time
before the hon. gentleman is placed upon these serene
heights. With all bis faults we wish to retain him some-
what longer, and I hope when bis time comes to go, thera
will be no question about his passport to that happy land.
When, however, he does reach that region, ho will bave a
clearer view of the field, I trust, and possibly ho will
be able to fathom and solve the scheme of these railway
magnates who have betrayed him into such a foolish
and extravagant bargain. Perhaps ho will be able to soec
balf a continent handed over to a soulle.ss monopoly and
ground down by their exactions. Perhaps ho will be able
to see a company that, for the expenditure of $50,000,000,
bas received from that heritage, of which ho was the custo-
dian, $130,000,000. Perhaps ho will ho able to sce a Syndicate
ofsixoreightindividuals revolling in the possession of perhaps
$10(,000,000 a piece that they have acquired by this trans-
action. Perhaps ho will be able to sec that ho bas made the

mot foolish and extravagant bargain that any publie man
of this century bas made with reference to the construction
of an important public work. I Imagine ho will see all these
things. I imagine that when that hon. gentleman
comes to understand the nature of this contract, as I
hope ho may some day, that ho will see ho has made a great
blunder; that ho will see that his hope to go ont of public
life in a blaze of glory, withb his reputation estab-
lished as a man who brought this grat under-
taking to a suecessful accomplishment will be inevitably
dashed to the ground. And my hon. friend the Finance
Minister, whom I am happy to see in his seat, does ho
expect to give this to posterity as a epoeimen of hie
forosight? I very much far posterity will class him, as a
financier, with the old Irish woman who was selling potatoes
at 18 pence that she had bought at 23 pence, and gave as a
reason for doing so, that on the margin she bat she could
only hope to make a living by doing a wholesale business.
This is a wholesale business, I think, with a vengeance; but
unfortunately the Finance Minister is not the person who
loses the margin upon the public lands and the property of
this country. Does the Ministor of Railways expect that
the future will honor his memory and wonder at the amount
of knowledge ho possesscd with regard to railway matters ?
If ho does I apprehend ho will find himself mistaken, that
the future will pronounce this bar! ain to be a moustrously
foolish one, to be a mistake so grave as to be but one degree
removed from a crime.

Mr. Chairman, in thoso estimates I have ostimated the
land aL $4 per acre, a gentleman noar me suggests to
place the estimate at $10. I do not say that that estimate
would not be much nearer the truth than this is under the
conditions in which this land is selected, under the nature of
this grant, under these circumstance that the country is to
develop these lands in putting a railway through them; and
considering the faet that the area of' public lands on this
continent for settlement is diminishing day by day, that
the great tide of emigration to this continent is rapidly
absorbing the land, I would not say that that sum, although
the remark was made in irony, is not much nearer the truth
than the sum I mentioned. But I will give my reasons why
I consider $4 an acre a moderato estimate of the value of
this land. The Government itself, by their land regulations,
have said that these lands are worth $4 an acre. They place
the value of the railway lands within the first boit at $5 an
acre, in the next boit $4, and in the next at 83. Their own
estimate of the lands within twenty-four miles of the railway
land is 84 an acre; the provisions of selection say that the
lands are worth that. The Company are allowed togo into the
fertile belt and select the choicest lands and to reject those
not fairly fit for settlement, they themselves being the judges
of their fitness. The Company can make a selection of lands
which, under the circumstances attending this case, will be
cheap at $4 an acre. The exemption from taxation for
twenty years is another element in its favor, and is an
additional reason why these lands may be fairly considered
cheap at $4 an acre. As I stated a few moments ago, the
diminishing area of lafrd susceptible of' settlement that is
offered for sale on the Amorican continent, will speedily
prove that these lands are cheap at $4 an acre. The quan-
tity of' land fit for settlement west of Dakota is not very
considerable, and when Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas are
filled up, where is the tide of emigration to go ? It may go
to Texas, but a great many northern emigrants
do not like a warm southern climate. When the lands in
these western States and territories are settled, the tide of
emigration must, at some time, be turned upon the plains of
our North-West, and when that day cornes, this problem
will be solved and those lands raised rapidly in value. The n
there is another reason why these lands may fairly be consi-
dered worth the price Ihave named. They are now acceuible,
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six years ago they were not accessible; theywere away in the
heart of a wildermess but little. known and ;seldom visited,
and with-a sparse population. To-day they are accessible, or
will be soon, by a railway line partly constructed whieh it is
proposed to run through the very heart of this country. Pro-
visions are made for the running of branches froin this
main lines the country will be rapidly developed, it às
already developed, and I hold that ail these reasons warrant
me in saying that these lands are worth 84 an acre. I have
facts that bear upon this case that tend to strengthen the
position I have taken. Take the adjoining State of Minne-
sota, a State similarly situated to this country, similar to its
character to the North-West, a State which is rapidly filling
up with population. We find that railway lands in this
State are worth more than $4 an acre. I have returns here
of five of the principal railway corporations in the State of
Minnegota. 'l he Southern Minnesota, which received a land
grant, has sold its lands at an average of 87.04 per acre;
the St. Paul and Pacific has sold its lands at $6.09 per acre;
the Minnesota Central has sold its lands at $6.33 per
acre; the St. Paul and Sioux City, at an average of $5,67
per acre; and the Northern Pacific ut an average of $5.49.
I might multiply quotations as to the saie of American
railway lands. I might take the rates in various States but
I confine myself to the State of Minnesota which is similar
in obaracter to the North-West, whieh is adjacent to the
North-West, and where the circumstances which govern the
case will [e very similar fo those whioh occur in the
North-Wet. I have shown that the average for railway
land in that State is ovor $6 an acre, and I feel warranted in
saying that the Syndicate wilt get at least as great a price
for. these lands in a few years. If that estimate of the price
of the lands then be true, I think I ain .justi6ed in saying
that their value to-day may fairly be estinated at .$4 an acre.
I suppose the supporters of the First Ministerwill notobject
to his estimate last-Session as to the 'speedy sottlement of
theso lads in tho North-West.

I now ask tho attention of the House to a contrast
between the terns accorded untier this contract
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Syndicate and
the terms received by tLe largest subsidized lines in the
United States, that is the Union and Central Pacifie and
the Northern Pacifie. IL will be rocollected that in the
year 1862, when the charter was granted to the Union and
Central Pacifie for the construction of a road from the
Missouri River to the ocean, the construction of that road
was considered to bo a matter of imperious necessi ty. The
South was in revolt, fifteen States of the Union had
seceded. The North was grappiing with a gigantic
rebellion. The statesmen of the North feit that
it was essential to retain, in the Union, the Pacitic slope,
which was eseparated from the Atlantic States - and the
States of the Mississippi valley by a wid estretoh of interven-
ing wilderness. They had na interests in common, and it
was plain that the people on the Pacifie slope would be likely
to secede. It was then determined that ut ail costsa railway
should be built which would bind together the two-ends of
the continent, and in order to secure tho construction of that
railway, the North were prepared to give, and did give the
most liberal terms. This company was chartered in 1862.1
The land grant made to them in the first instance,as shown;
by the Act of 1e62, wasten sectons to the imile of alternate
lands, or 6,400 acres of laud to the mile. In 1864 the
provision as to the land grant was amended, and the grant
was doubled, so that the company received twentyalteraate
seetions, or 12,800 acres par mile. This extended along1
the whole line of-the railway, from the Missouri River to1
sacramento. It inoduded the Platte valley in Ne braska, the
barren territory generally kaownas the Western Desert in1
Western Nebraska; the lands of te eBeky Mountain
age ; and thea terile and werthless montry-fem Salt I

Mr. CHARLToN.

to the Sierra Nevadas; the land across the Sierra Nevadas,
and a small streteh of good land in th Saer enototraley.
I assert that this grant of 12,800 acres a mile, whieh, incluled
ail kinds of Ian 1, was not wornh half as much as thegrant
of 12,600 acres a mile to the Canadian Paoitc Raiway
Syndicate, which are to be selected in the fertile
beit, with the priviiege granted to the Company of reject-
ing any lands." not fairly fit for settlement." The Union
Pacifie also received aid from the Government in the
shape of bonds, whieh were issued at the rate of

-$16,000 per mile for tho easy portion of the road,
448,000 a mile for the difficuit portion, and $32,00u a mile
fbr the rest, which amounted to an average of about 826,500
a mile -United States bonds, which were handed over to
the company in addition to the land grant. This
average grant in United States bonds exceeded the cash
grant made to the Canadian Pacific Syndicate by 814,000 a
niilo. But, Sir, at the time this grantwas made, and during
the years that this expenditure was made, from 1864 to 1869,
gold bore an average premium of 52 por cent. This pro-
mium was equivalent to a discount of 34 per cent., without
counting fractions. Now these bonds for $26,500 per mile,
these cur-rency bonds, negotiated and reduced to gold.would
anount to $17,400 per mile, and the Union Pacifio Company
never realised even that in gold purchasing value for these
bonds. But allowing that discount, the sum would amount to
an excess over the cash grant to be given to the Syndicate of
$1,900 a mile. If the Syndicate's land grant is, as I assert
it is, worth double the grant of land per mile made to the
Union and Central Pacific, then we have an advantage for
the Syndicate of 6,250 acres of land per mile, which, at 81 an
acre,-amounts to $-5,000 per mile, or, at only $2 an acre, to
$12,500 a mile. Thon the advantage to the Syndicate over
the Union Pacific, giving to the latter credit for the $4,900
exeees in cash aid, is, if the lands are worth $4 an
acre, no less than $20,100 a mile. The advantage to the
Syndicate over the Union Pacifie lailway Corporation is,
if the land is worth $4 per acre, $20, 100 per mile; if it is
worth $3 per acre, $13,b5O per mile, and at $2 per acre,
87,600 per mile. Now, then, this comparison, bear in
mind, Mr. Chairman, betwcon the two roads, is based upon
the assumption that the United States subsidy of 826,500-
in bonds per mile was a gift to the road. If that subsidy
was a gift;- if the land grant to the Syndicate is worth as
much again per mile as the one to the Union Pacifie; if the
Union Pacifie realized on these bonds-as it did-the diffor-
ence betwoen currency and gold, thon, Sir, the Union Pacifie,
as compared with the Canadian Pacifie under this scheme,
was subsidized to the extent of 820,100 le s than the
Union Pacifie if the land Was worth $4 an acre; 413,850
per mile .ess if worth $3 per acre. and $7,600 ies if the
value of the land is computed at 82 per acre, upon the
assumption that its bonds were a gift to the Company. The
bonds, however, were a loan to the Company, and not a gift.
The Government first held a first mortgage, as provided by
the Act of 1862, chap. 120, sec. 5, for the money advanced to
the Company. The Government subsequently waived ils
right as the first mortgagee, and accepted a second mortgage,
wh:eh it still holds against the Company. The Government
stipulated, as one of the conditions, that the revenue
accruing from the carriage of troops and munitions of war
abould be applied to the liquidation of this debt. It also
providod that the Company.should pay to the Government
ô per cent. of ail its gross earnings upon these bonds. There
has been some litigation between tue Company and the
Government, and the Government has exacted thse terms,
but I believe they have made the 5 per cent applicable to
the net earnings rather than the gross earnings But the
bonds are considered good, and the whole $86,500-the
aum which I have asumed for the sake of comparina was
a gift to the Company, the Government holds as a
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lie tthe Company-which wil be paid in cash

Addition to this, Congre eserved
to le ialt upon the rights of tais (ompany to
freight. Congress reserved to itslf power to alter aiha d
or Tpal ilus At, the charter fthe uomc
power asthis s reaerved by this contract.

Sir JORN A.s IACDONALD. If the hon. gentiemai
wiUlook at-the Incorporation Act he will find thit thère
is:such power.

Mr. CHARLTON. Do I undorstand the hon. gtntioni
te say that if this contract becomos law, i t*ill be n th
power ofPattllament to repeal.it ?

Sir JO N A. MACDONALD. If the hon. gentleman
will Iook at the Incorporation Act he wlll fin whether
such power is retained.

Mr. CI4ARLTON. I apprehend inat there la very
little probablity, even if there is a possibility, iftthis Act
becomes law, that it will ever be changed, or that the
Government will alter the terms and conditions upon which
this contract is being based; and if we were to do so, wé have
the authority of one of the Ministers of the Crown that the
Government would bave tô pay damages to the Syndicato.
We see by this comparison between the contraet *ith the
Union Pacifie Company and that with the Ganadian Paèifice
Syndicate, that the land granted and received by the Union
aific did not possess one-half the value per

mile of the land granted to the Syndicate;
that the Governmont aid granted to the Union Pacifie;
though the loan will ultimately b repaid, did not
place the Union Pacifie upon *as favorable a finan-
cial basis as this contract does the Canadian Pacific
Syndicate by the sum of at least $7,6i0 per mile. And with
reference to the Northern Pacific, Mr. Chairman, fuis line
was chartered in the 'year 1864, if my memory serves me
right, and by the provisions of that charter, land' to the
extent of twenty sections per mile was granted within the
limits of States that the line passéd through, to the amount
of 1 ?,800 acres per mile, and to the extent of forty sections
per mile in the territories, amounting to 25,600 acres per
mile. Now, the mode of selection was the same as in the
case of the Central Pacifie. The lands were located in alter-
nate sections along the entire length of the line without
reference to the character of the land. Through
the State of Minnesota it received 12,800 acres per
mile of mainly good land, though it would have
to take swamps and marsby stretches with the
rest. Through the eastern portion of the territory of
Dakota it would still have good land to tihe
extent of 25,600 acres per mile. When entering
upon the territory of Montana and through the western
portion of Dakota it would enter upon a country nearly
worthless for agricultural purposes, and from the eastern
boundaries of Montana through the entire territory and
through a portion of Washington territory the land con-
tinues worthless or poor. The Governmentin each case, as we
find, reserved the minerai lands, a reservation not made in
this contraet. Well, Sir, taking into consideration the mode
of selection and the character of the country from Duluth to
Puget Sound along the entire line of the NorthernPacific,
I thik I am justified in asserting that the land granted to
the i-ailroad, averaging 2,500 acres per mile, is scarcely
worth as much in ail probability as the 12,500 acres pr
mile pated 'to the Canadian Pacifie Raiiway, selectedby
the ,Compainy, the fertile belt, with the privilege ofreject-
ing al landsnot fit for settlement; and we may assume that

and grantof the two roads are practically equal in
valûe. if this is the case, what advantage does the Sdi-
catse over thosé American bines with a land t of'
4'41 o000 Of acres of land? Firt,thecashsusidyof
$25,000,00, also $31,000,000 expended in roads and

.g8

à. urveys, makinwl aIl 856,000,000, aso the advantage of
theaper materi;. The Xbrthern PacIRailway masi pay

r #25 per ton duty upon steel rails, and a heavy duty upon
1 411 aterials for construction. The Canadian Tacifie has

h its rails and material entered duty free, and this, itself,
nakes a ve y large sam, bsideas the advantage iof

a W000O0given to the Canadian Pacifie. The 1orthern
le Pacflhiway, although it did have exemption from taxa-

tion within the limits of the territorios only had that
n. biemption during the time that the territories continued in

à aterritorial condition. When those territories are ad-
knitted as 'States of the Union I lat exemption will cose.
lnder these terrms the Canadian PacificR Iailway enjoy the

bame exemption within tho territories of Canada, wi the
stipulation that thLi exemption shall bc continued even
when those territories aro adnitted as Provinces of this
Dominion.

Well, Sir, we have seon, with reference to the endow-
tuent and the aid granted to this railway company,
ihat practically the aid would amount to a sua= sufi-
èient to build the entire railway and leave the com-
dany.with seventy-hree millions of dollars to speculate
In oherdirections. We will so, Sir, whethor the kind
bffices of 'the Government cease with these enormous
grants made te this rond, those grants so entirely out of
proportion in thoir extent to the necessities of the road,
these granta so much greator, as I have shown, than is
biecessary to secure tho construction of the entire lino, if a
tommon-sense, business-like mode of procedure were adopted.
Do theygive anything else to this Company? We will find
when we come to examine the grant to this favored Benjamin
bu whose plate five messos are placed, and which has fivo
thanges ot raiment accorded to it, while its brethron have
only one,-we will find that it does roceive somo ether
incidental advantages; we will find that, in addition to
grants equal to almost double the cost of the road, tho
Company has other and most important advantages. For
instance, we will find that the Governimort will
idvaneo to thia Company three-fourths of the cost of
*téel rails including, I tale it, the cost of freight,
roviding they lay down rails faster than they are required
y te terms of this contract. What is the object of this?

'he object is to enablo these favored Bonjamins to get on
vithout tUe use of capital. even temporarily, in the c,n-

struction of their road. W find they will sollI to this
Company an amount of steel rails, larger or smalter,
purchased at very low rates, which have advancod in value
some ten dollars or ton I bolieve, at cost with interest,
thereby givingte hom an unjus4t advantage and depriving
the taxpayers of that advantage which should accrue to
thom by the sale ef those articles ut their just market value.
We find that they will admit material for this Syndicato
free of duty, that is probably iot bccauso they love the
manufacturers lèe, for wboeo intcrest they som to be so
salicitoeu', but because they love tle Syndicate more.
When the American Govern ment chartered the union
Paefie, the Central Pacific and the Northern Pacifie
railways, in return for the concession made to those
bôrporations they stipulated that the manufacturer,
of that country should derive some advartage;
they stipilated that these roads in their construction should
use Amerivan rails; that ali the rails, bolte plates and iron
of every kind used in their construction should bo of
Amorican manufacture. If I am not very much mistaken,
this stipulation gave an impetus to the manufacture of rail-
'way iron in the United Statos; that it was, in fuct, largely
instrumental in laying the foundations of that business
wbich has assumed in that country such large proportions.
The Government of that cauntry thougbt it proper and just,
inaamuch as these companies were endowed with such t4rge
grants of the public domain, and in one instance with a loian
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of money from the public treasury, that the manufacturers
of the country should receive some indirect advantage
by binding the company to use American iron of
every description required in the construction of

.those roads. If my hon. friend the First Minister
had been so extremely solicitous about the manu-
facturers of this Dominion, could be not have introduced a
clause of this kind into the contract? Having given
grants of land and sums of money enormously ont of
proportion to the amount required for the construction
of the road, surely it would have been an act of simple
justice to the country to grant some protection to the
manufacturers. He might in conformity with bis principles,
have compeiled the manufacture of steel rails in this
country. Here arc some 2,000 miles of road ta be laid with
rails. These might have been manufactured in Canada.
He could have fostered that young and struggling industry,
and fostered the manufacture of nuts, spikes, bolts and all
such articles required in the building of the road. In
addition to those advantages the Company have another. We
have created for the benefit of these individuals a great land
monopoly. Their lands are exempt from taxation for
twenty years from the date of iesuing the patent, and they
are allowed to issue bonds to the extent of a dollar an acre,
thus enabling ithem to withold theso lands from sale until
the pioneers settled upon the other portions of the public
donain, make thom valuable by their exertious and labor.
Before recess I referred to the fact that out of every forty
sections of land in that country, taking into accouut the
Hudson Bay Company's reserve, only 18 sections will be
open. for settlement, so that the settlers will be scattered
here and there, and the utmost possible isolation will b.
secured by the policy of the Government. These isolated,
scattered settlers in the country must pay for the main-
tenance of schools and churches, and for the construction
ofroads, for this railway is exempt from taxation upon its
lands, upon its road bed, its capital, its buildings, its docks,
its elevators and all its property. These people must bear
the enormous burden placed upon their shoulders in order to
create this great monopoly, and in addition to helping to
create and pay for the property of these men they
must furnish them with the protection which law and
order give, pay their municipal expenses, their school
expenses, and all the expenses appertaining to the
government of the country. This Syndicate, to whom
Parliament is asked to grant these enormous franchises
and exemptions, are froc from the contribution of one
dollar to the furtherance of those various objects. Great
mistakes have already been made in this country. It
seems to be the policy of my lon. friend to create
dukedoms in this country, to ell as large estates as possible.
He last year refused the reasonable demand to make settle-
ment the condition of obtaining lands in that country.
He has adopted a land policy, which has proved already
most detrimental to the interests of the North-West,
and he is about to aggravate those evils ten-fold by the
policy which ho is now introducing. Not only bas this
Company the privilege of issuing bonds and of being
exempt from taxation, but it may issue guarantee stock to
the extent of $10,000 per mile, and bonds to the extent of
610,000 per mile. The way is made easy and plain for
these gentlemen to raise all the money they require without
selling an acre of land. Are we warranted in supposing that
they will ultimately sell, or is it possible that these gentle-
men will take it into tfheir heade to lease those lands and
become lords and proprietors of the soil, to own a vast estate
in that country, one-fifth larger than Ireland. Ireland contains
20,000,000 acres of bogs, mountains, lakes and arable land.
Its whole area is one-fifth less than this Bill proposes to grant
to the Syndicate. In Ireland they have one man who owns
170,000 acres of land ; three who own over 100,000 -cres;

Mr. CUARLTON.

fourteen wh own over 50,000; ninety who own
over 20;0OO acres; 135 who own over 10,009
acres; 45'2 who own over 5,000, and matters are bad enough
there. ]Row trould it be, Mr. Chairman, in the North-
West, if one corporation took it into their heads to hold
and lease 25,000,000 acres of land; a corporation with no
body to shoot at, with no soul to be judged in the future,
I hold, Mr. Chairman, we would introduce a very much
worse state of things there than exists in Ireland. Scotland
contains 6,053,000 acres of land less than this grant to the
Syndicate. Its largest estate comprises 1,326,000 acres.
It takes twelve men in Scotland to own one-fourth, seventy
to own one-half, seventeen hundred to own nine-tenths of
that country. Two millions of acres have been depopulated
there to make deer parks, so that the patricians might have
venison. I should like to ask the Minister of Railways,
were he here, whether in bis estimate he supposed it
probable that the Syndicate would establish buffalo parks
on their estate. They might take it into their heads to reserve
2,000,000 acres for that purpose. They coula readily do it;
they would be wealthy enough to hold it as apark. England
and Wales contains37,000,000 acres. Itis not twice as large as
the land granted to this Syndicate. In England it takes 66 of
the largest landlords to own 1,917,000 acres; 523 to own
one-fifth of the whole country; 710 to own one-fourth and
4,500 to own one-half of the whole. Matters are bad enough
there, but better than they will be in the North-West if the
Syndicate does as it may easily do, retain its land and keep
a large-tenant population in that country. We were told
last year when we urged that the policy of selling the land
in large blocks was likely to prove injurions to the country
and pointed out that those lands would be held for speculation,
and settlers would have to pay high prices for them, that this
would all be corrected by local taxation. Thatis be the safety-
valve. Local taxation is the means relied on to oblige
the large landholders to sell their lands. But these hon. gentle-
men are not consistent with their professions. Tihey would to-
day take from the population of that country the very safe-
guard which last year they declared to be the one that justified
the measures then adopted for selling larger quantities ofland.
This lever of taxation on railway lands is used very effect-
ually in the western States for the purpose of compelling
railway corporations to sell their lands at reasonable prices.
In many States the taxes amount to ten or fifteen cents per
acre. Under these conditions railway companies do not
hold their lands if they can sell them at fair prices; but
under this contract a premium is offered to the Syndicate to
hold their lands for twenty years, in order that they may
benefit by the labors of the pioneer settlers of that
country to the advancement of their own fortunes.
Vith reference to this question of taxation, I had

intended to go more fully into it, but the ground has
already been gone over by other speakers. I may simnly
point out the fact that the exemption of the lands, the
road and capital of this Company from taxation within the
territory of the Dominion, will probably amount to S250,0J0
per year when that tountry is settled. I arrive at this
amount by a calculation of the taxes paid by·the varois
American railway corporations. Another feature of this
contract which has not, to my recollection, been referred to,
is the fact that itcroates, among other monopolies, a
telegraph and telephone monopoly in the North-West. It
gives to this Company a practical monopoly;.it imposes no
restriction on it as to what rates should b. charged for
messages or services coming under this branch. In Vhs
respect it is strictly in keeping with its features 'in other
respects. Wherever it in possible to grant a monopoly, it
seems a- monopoly has been granted. In fact, on looking
over this contract, I camot conceive of any advantage that
the Syndicate cotild have secured that they have not secufed,
except one. If a provision had been inserted that the
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Company se-ud be free of all claims for damïages in nse- -ofcomipeting rates, but this contract prevents,not one partiquece of loss of life, imb or roperty, then the contract cuar place but the whole of that broad country, fronwould have been a prbet one, en the very last concession Thunder Bay to the base of the Rocky Mountains, from thewhich it was possib1e for them to ask, or the Government or 49th parallel to the North Pole, from enjoying the bonefitianybody else, to give, would have been granted.of oompeting rates. I say that it is a gross outrage that isnow proceed to consider the most bjectionable ?eature sought to be porpetrated upon the inhabitants of thalthat this contract contains. I could pardon the country. Before this particular feature of that contrac1Government-though I would have to exorcise a great all the other objectionable features drop into insignificanco.
amont of charity to do so-for gving the Company prac- An lon. MEaIB Lot it drop.tically-$1300000,000, that they might expetid out of it
350,000,000; I could pardon the Government, possibly, for Mr. CHAIRLTON. Yos; and before this matter la disposed
having given the Company these exemptions-from taxa. of some hon. gentlemen opnosite will b.esorry they did nol
tion upon their lands and their capital, the admission of drop it as tho monkey dropped the hot potato. In th<
matetial free of duty, the advanced cost of steel rails on western States when railways woro first onstructod
h4nd-all those things are less objectionable in their the rates charged for freight were so enormous that on somc
character than is that monopoly to which I am about to occasions farmers transported thoir grain in waggons for 3(
allude. This contract creates a monopoly in the transpor. or 10 miles alongside a railway lino, because they fbund
tation business ofthe entire North-West. It provides that the that mde of transportation choaper than the exorbitata
Company may locate branches, at pleasure, to the north or rates charged by irresponsible railway monopôlies. I have
soutli.This will enable it to forestall any other companies mysel seoen corn burned as fuel in those western States,
that may desire to loeate lines, and, indeed, if any other because it was cheaper to burn it than to use coal, owing
company should have the foolhardiness to locate a branch to theo enormous rates charged for transporting it from the
lino, that lino must be a tributary to the Canadian Pacific mines. These evils became so great that finally political
which can control it in such a way that it will in the end differences and party organizations became merged,
absorb its property at much less than first cost. The so fur as state politios were concerned, into two parties, the
cheapest way, ln fact, in which the Canadian Pacifie eau grangers and the anti-grangers. The grango organization
acqmre branch lines will be to induce incautious individuals was formed upon the basis that these railway
to build theui and then put on the screws and force them to companies should be restricted in their onslaughts
sell out ut less than cost. This Company may build linos upon the rights of the people. Members of the
norths or south, but no other company may Legislature were elected on thoir pledge to aocept no
build a branch line to within fifteen miles of passes or other favors from those corporations; they were
the American- frontier., What'is the object of this? p ledged to protect their constituents against the encroach.
Just south, a great transcontinental line, the >Northern monts and unjust demands of these companies. That
Pacifie, which will have direct communication with Montreai agitation kept the whole of that western country* in a
by a short commercial route, is being constructed and ferment for years, and its result was that laws wore passed
rapidly approaching complotion, and this provision is to regulating the rates to be charged-fixing them pro rota at
prevent branch linos connecting with the Northern Pacifie se much per ton per mile for freight, and so much
and thus causing competition in rates. This contract care- per head for passengers. The consequence of that legisla-
fully guards against the settlers of the North-West boing tion has been that during the last fow years these
allowed that priviloge. It carefully hedges in the settlers outrageons exactions by railway corporations have in a
of that country so that they will be allowed to have no con- great measure ccased. But in the contract now before the
nection with competing linos, but must all be subservient to House it is proposod to place the inhabitants of a region as
this one monster corporation that will squeeze the life large as six or soven of those States at the mercy of a
blood from them. I presume there is not an hon. corporation, and no powor is reserved to those people to
member of this House who is not fimiliar with regulate their affairs or rolieve themselves from
the struggles of towns and cities in various parts of this unjust or extortionate charges. I have here a reprt
Dominion, situated on railway lines, for the creation of Made te Congress in the year 1 8 7 5 bya m-
additional railway facilities, in order to establish competition mitteo, of which Senator Windom was Chairman.
in rates. This very city of Ottawa is seeking connection The question of excessive transportation rates was one
with Toronto-not because it bas no railway connection which attracted the attention ofCongress, and the agitation
with the markets open to it, but because it seeks for com- against extortionate charges had become so great that a
petition in the rates charged for business between these two scheme was set on foot for Congress to build a trunk lino
points. Ottawa is seeking for an outlet by American rail- across the country, which was to be used by any individual
ways. without being obliged to pass through Montreal, for for transporting locomotives and trains, just as a canal is
the purpose of securing lower rates. The hon. member for used for the transport of boats. I will read a few extracts
South Norfolk (Mr. Wallace) is familiar with the fact that from the report of the Committee on the subjectof freights:
h. was instrumental in promoting the construction cf a lino r"Te rates for moving freight by rail have been gradually redueod,
from Port Dover to Woodstock, and on through Stratford, so that fur the last few years the cheapest movement as been by lake
which was built, not because the people of those districts had from Cbicago to Buffalo, and thence by rail to New York, notwithstand-

fo th hd budnt r ing the canal tolls have been reduced one-third and when the two
no railway communication, for t ey bad abundant railway fright tracks are in fu1i operation the New York âtate caaals wil have
facilitie, but they wanted to secure compotition in rates. accmplisbed their mission.
It is a well known fact that all railway linos will discrimi- "This demonstrates that a canal ofs350 miles, connecting with a river
nate against local points and in favor of through business- of 150 miles e Iengthaend bctb of the most perfect description, when

buchlino arenot readered inoperative b y ice and without capital indebteanesae lepi
that people at local points who must use such linos are as to what might be called the rolling-stock of the canal, canot, under
charged exorbitant rates. IL is a wcli known fact that the present improvement of railroad freight transportation, compote
produce can be shipped from Chicago to New York for less suceesflly vitlithe railroad uystem. a k h a ete NewYork; hat l"faviBg sbown that the railroad system bas take the place berefo-
than it can bc shipped from Rochester to New York; that fore occupied by the canal system, it becomes necessary to endeavour to
it can be shipped more cheaply from Buffalp to New York denmonstrate to what eitent the railroad system eau ho developed daring
than froim ints on the New York Central 200 miles ast the next fifty yeara, or in the future.

Pio i. t .t Thbrings us immediately to the consideration of this bili, which
of ei>lo whiere there is no competition. t is esset tg rovides for a system which contemplatpa the transportationof freight
tho prosperity of rny place that it should enoy the J) It8 on & doublertraç railway with steelirils, low gr#des sq4 staIgt lipes,
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built in the moast substantial manner with sufficient 4 4 ,abbg
dent storage, terminal and al other facilitias, and equi u the irs
improved manner for moving freight at a low unif«m nd sta,
luw cst.

"To demonstrate the full working capqcity ofasuch 4 ligsi oAsim
with aH the rolling stock that could be fairy operated, Woul1 .ercee4
the bounds cf this report, but estimates of som engiuéers 'resê f ht
cost to 2½ mille per ton per mile, while others haen etimaWtbqmaos1
as ow a4 11 milla per ton per mile on such a railw*yopra4ed, to c44
full capacity."

I shall, on the basis of this report, malke a comparison of th'
rates mentioned therein with the rates now charge4 fo
transporting articles of various kinds from Toronto t9
Winnipeg. The rate at which first clas merchandie is
carried, per 100 lbs., from Toronto to St. Paul, is $1.35; au4
f-om St. Paul to Winnipeg, $1.75. We find that the trans-
port of lumber from Toronto to St. Paul coste $98 per car,
and from St. Paul to Winnipeg, 885; live stock, fiom
Toronto to St. Paul, $125; from St. Paul to Winnip
8121; agricultural implements, from Toronto to St. Pauh
$120; from St. Paul to Winnipeg, 4175; iron and coal
fi-om Toronto to St, Paul, $99.60 ; from St. Paul to Wiunipeg
8129.60. Now, according to the rates mentioned in the
report of the Committee of Congress, viz., 2j mills per
ton per mile, the charge, per car load of ton tous on
merchandize from Toronto to St. Paul, should be $23.lj
instead of $98 or $120. The charge from St. Paul to
Winnipeg, per car, should be 812.43, instead of $174,.
for agricultural impliments, or $129 for iron and coaL.. Itis
quite evident,therefore, that the rates charged froM Toron4
to St. Paul are unduiy high,and it is equally evident that thp,
rates charged from St. Paul to Wiinipeg refar beyOnd the
limits of reason. And from the chargs froa Toronto toj
Winnipeg, where I presume there is ompetion, hon. gon-
tlemen will roadily apprecate the undesirahility of placing
the whole north-west country at the mercy of a monopoly«
without leaving them the slight.esly chance of guarding
their interests by securing compotition In ratge. This r.
an evil the magnitude of which I am sure we do unoL ap-.
preciate-an evil which,if we fasten upon the people of t.is,
country, will lead them to execrate oui memory, anid.
execrate it deservedly. Let us smppose that the great States
of Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, kansas, anid
Nebraska, were placed in the hande of one railway cor-
poration; that one railway corporation by a charter from
the United States Government secured the monopoly of the,
transportation business of all those great States; that by a
provision of that charter no lines could he buijt withiu,1A
miles of the. southern boundary of Lhose States1 theroby_
preventing connection with any competing lines to the,
south; that, in addition to a monopoly of traasportatio0
this company received a monopoly of the telegaphing.n
aIl those States; that this company had power t acq0re a
trunk line to the waters of the Atlantic, that wo14 gather
up al] the traffia of those States to the exclusion of ote.r
lines; that in addition the Goverument had edowed4e
company with cash and land to the extent of many millions.
of dollars; that the land of this company should be exempt,
fron taxation for 20 years, and its road exempt from
taxation forever; what do you think would be the reagit.?
Would you have a Granger agitation in 4hose$ttes? The
result would be simply a revolution. Such condition. c'nld
never be imposel upon the people of those St ate, The!
people would never submit to them, but would appeal to
the first law of nature-the law of force. AndV w
are placing in the hande of the people of fbe,
North-west an inducement to appeal toc onen an(4
if they resort to violence rather than 1sbmit, to ttigi
contract, they will be justified. And shall we, toemewmbers
of thi8 Caniadian fHouse of Comnnons, deliberatelIpses a
measure which can only be roetitled by violent preseedings
on the part of an sggrieved eople? I hope not, aithagh I
fear we shall. I set ont, Mr. Chairman, with the intention

Mr. CHARLTON.
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e(, '.~ith$ i 't.n teripørtely. I believe Il 'hye
f »to nlu coli blood, wèighi ny

we d iu manosure is the great railway swaindle
of the nne & 1 wavYery mucht amuse .the Qther
MgMoa k mhon. friend fromIgicbuwnd

.. Ivs). lie told uathat one desirabl'efétaure
ae ,t xa c was that ît would take the Pacific tailway

. -qf . ie0. Well, I. ecrtainly was aiiused, t ,the
inneençotfinh lion. gentle.man. The idea of'removing a

eati corporation .ikre thia from the region of polihes.
Wy,, Sir, it is the very thing they will be const4ntly

inpdIigg with, The great railway corporations of the
Tited States have been syste-mnatically attempting
to rule the legialati:e assemblies of the different States. It
$s.tolid of a iLutph member of the Pennsylvania Legislature,

on one oeasion, when a motion was made to adjourn,
a,," Well, I suppose we had better adjourn if Tom Scott

eas nqmnre business for us to do;" and I suppose the time
wicome.when we may be allowed to adjourn if the Syndi-
eatg haa.nathing mote for us to do. In the United States
imn9=4s forfunes have been accumulated by railway specla-.
tips. There are thq.fortunes ofWm. H. Vanderbilt, of Jay
Gou1d, of Tom SUct, offluntington, of Dillon, of Barlow, and
xmany others-not ane of the less than five millions, and
ranguig frç that to ene hundred and twenty millions of
d4llar. Row have these great fortunes been acquired?

ow long is it since Cornelius Vanderbilt, the father
W-Vanderbilt, yas a canal boat owner and a

pqor ma. Hlow was his fortune of $120,000,000 accumu-
lated ? Thp farmers oi the west can tell you. It was by
chargiug exorbitant rates, by watering the stock of
the l¢ew York Central ailway. All these great fortunes
have bcq0 created at the expense of the publie, and they
have been used in a manner injurious to the interests of the
public. The building 4p.of these great railway magnates

an qvil that threatens the best' interests of that country,
and we, witb our eyes open and with the experience of the
United States before us, are about to create a class of rail-
way mefguates for ourselves. We ara creating a Syndicate
and giving tbem termis which no railway magnate of the
ITnited, Stat s ever dreamed of. We are giving them
ençugh to enable eaeh one of them to receive $10,000,000,
besides making them a presont of the road.

Mr. O'CONNOR. Could not the bon. gentleman extend
his catalogue to John Jaeob Astor and A. T. Stewart ?

r. HAULTON, I am now dealing with railway
u., John .Jacob Astor and A. T. Stewart were

mercbant, and, I presume, they accumulated their
wealth in.moreohonest ways than that w hich the hon. gentle-
man 'contemplates for his friends of Ate Syndicate.
With-referenceto the land grants of the United States to
its varous railway corporations, although no grant in that
country has ever been made equal in extent to the grant

oprosed to this Syndicate, yet it is now acknowledged that
Smost ixistances these grants were too high. I havedrawn

a camparison between the grants made to two different
roada nd that made to the Pacifie Riilroad Syndicate. That
comparison will early show that the Syndicate has a
decided advantage in point of terms over either of these
roads, and that disparity would be still greater if the com-
parisn was instituted with any of the otherroads. These
grant, however, whether too great or too small in the past,
would be too groat at the present time, 'because the cost of
ailway consthition has materially diminished within the
as't few years. For various reasons which it is unnecessary

forme to exlin here, railways are more economically con-.
structed than they were ten or even five years ago. The
Ua1timor, Q1io and Chicago Extension, built between 1872
àaýd 1874, from thë~western extremity of Baltimore to Ohio>
through an eld settled country where the right of way ests
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a lesurôfmoney, laid with steel rails paying a duty of$-Ipet, ton, enst less than $25,000 per mile. It was fully
eqcdlpped> a firt-class road, and could do an enormous busi-
ness. The Northern Pacifie Railway, of which about 1 U4
milee remained te be constructed, it is estimated will be
built a a cost of $25,000 per mile for the difficult mountain
portions, and $12,000 per mile for the easy portions
of the road, and this in a country where material, owing
to the duty upon rails and iron, is much higher
than in the North-West. There is another feature of this
Syndicate contraet .to which I wish briefly te allude,
and that is the fact that only the terminal points are
definitely fixed, that the interests of the North-West are net
gnarded with referenee to the oute that the road shall take.
Tihe Company can serve its own purpose and interest in
the location of that road, without reforence to the interests
of the people of the country. The Government should
certainly stipulate as te the line it should take, and should
provide that the route sbould be such as would most
conduce te the interest of the people of the North-West.
There is another feature of interest te me and te many other
mernbers of this Bouse; and that is, that the interests of
Ontarié are lot properly guarded by this contract. This
line may and probably will obtain control of an extension
te tide water; it wilLobtain a lino either o aMontreal or
Quebec, and having obtained that the Syndicate will
naurally seek to throw ail the business possible through
their own lino. If they adopt this course, they must and
wiIl discriminate against a road such as the Ontario
Junction Road; they must and will discriminate against
the intereste of the commercial centres of Ontario such as
Toronte and Hamilton. This result is inevitable. This
Company, with a line extending from either Montreal or
Quebec te the Pacific Ocean, will seek to monopolise ail
the business of that regionsand I presume legislation will
be al but powerless to remedy this evil. The only way in
which it could be done, would be to make the terniruit of
that road absolute at Lake Nipissing where these various
roads will conneet, thus giving other roads equal privileges
and an equal chance to obtain business. That would be no
more than just to. Ontario. Whatever burden tbis
measure may involve Ontario must bear the larger
portion, and c4rtainly if she is called upon to
pay a very large portion of the cost, it is reasonable
that she should be placed in a position to reap from
the enterprise some of the advantages that will flow
freMi it. I have dealt with some of tho leading objections
pertaiingto this scheme, though I have net gonc fully into
tbe minor details.

The last objection I shall allude to will be that
pertaining to the increase of debt. We were told the
other night, I think by the hon. member for Richmond
and Wolle (Mr. Ives), that the finances of this country were
in such a satisfactory condition that the surplus from year to
year would pay the cost teobe incurred in the construction of
the portionsof the lin. by the Government to hand over to the
Syndicate and the additional cash grant of $25,000,000. In
centradistinction te that assertion is the statement of the
Finance Minister that the net increase of the public debt for
the fiseal year ending be. 30th of June last, was within a
a thousand dollars or so of 89,453,000, and I apprehend that,
as long as V continue to advance money either by way et
bonus or by constructing line to hand over to that Company,
go long w. ehall continue te inerease our debt. We have
variousothorschemes requirmng the aid of publie money.
We have our system of canais to complete, and we always
have enterprises pressing upon the Government for i id, and
these dernands are of the character that will have to be
listened to. We may sately say that whatever may be the
aWount of aid in esh to be givon o this road it will be
fendin theenda abstantial addition tothe publicdebt. Our

net publie debt on the 306h of lune, 1879, wa $147,481000.
To this will be addod, according to the statement of the
Finance Minibtor, the increase for the year subsequent, of
$9,4583,000, uaking our net public debt on the 30th of J une
last 4156,934,000. Now, th is amontit will be increased, if
my usamrptions are correct, by the amount yet to be
expended upon the line from Selkirk to Thander Bay. What
that amoant may b I do not know. I assume it will be in
round numbers, $5,000,000. It will be inoreased still fXrther
hy the sun to be expended on the lino from Kamloops to
Port Moody; which, according to thq latest estimate,will be
in rund numbers $8 2,000,000. It will be inerensed still
further by the cash subsidy to be paid to the Syndicate of
825,000,000, all which will increase our obligations te the
figures of-8198,73d,000, if there have been no accession to
that debt from other causes. Tho debt already is unJuly
large, is in excess of the capabilitiesof this country especially
whon we takre into consideration the fact that he country
to the south of us, with whom we must be a competitor for
securing immigration, ie a more lightly burdened country at
present than ourselves. Thei hon. member for Bothwell
referred to the fat that this year, for the first time, the
interest charged per head in the United States for the
public debt was lighter than in Canada. Such ia the
cas. While we are increasing our public debt, while
we increased it last year by nearly $9,500,000, the United
States diminished theirs by $63,000,000. While we
are likely to increase our debt next year the United States
are likely to diminish theirs by the sum of $95,000,000,
Why, Sir, this lin. of conduct cannot be too severely
condemned. We never can expect to secure prosperity
if we pursue the course we have entered upon. W.
must retrenuh. We must say that we will not plunge
ourselves one dollar deeper into debt than we find
ourselves to-day. We shouid make it a point of our policy
that we wili-run no more into debt. If we keep on in the
course we are pursuing, if we constantly increase our public
debt, this country is driving surely and rapidly to financial
rain.

Mr. Chairrman, I think I may reasonably claim to have
shown in the discussion of this question that changed
cireumstances in reference to this railway matter call for
changed action; that the rond of 1880, conisidering its
changed character, is much more heavily sudsid ized than the
one of 1874; that it is unnecessary to undortake the
building of the eastern and the western sections for
five years to corne at least; that if the Government
finish the Thunder Bay division and prosent it and the
Pembina Branch to a company, the company can
probablyfinish 1000 miles westward without further aid, and
certainly by the aid of 2,000,000 acres of public land; that
at the expiration of five years a grant of 8,000,000 acres ofland
will probably be ample to socure construction of section west
of the Mountains by 18191; that at the expiration of five years
a grant of V$,000,000 and 6,/50,000 acres of land would
seenre the constiuction of the eustern section by 1891 ;
that the savine to the country of these promises are correct
would beover $30,000,000 and 8,750,000 acres of land; thait,
until the eatern section was constructed the road would
have four practieable ontlets to the east, one of which would
be superior as a commercial route to the eastern section;
that the grant of land ut 84 per acre, and the grant of
money for the 1,000 miles west of Red River will build it
and leavo a profit of $50,000,000 in round numbors to the
Syndicate.; that the grant of land and money to the Jasper-
Kamloops section will build it and leave a profit to the
Syndicate of over $6,000,000 , at three dollars an acre, and of
$12,000,000 at foiu do"ars an acre ; that the grant of land
and mony teo the estern section vill baild it and leave a
profit to thieSyndicate of from ,00,000 to 412,224,000,
as we may coasider the land worth 83 or $4 per acre

Ï88L
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that the grand outcome will be that the Syndicate will
have 2,700 milles of railway clear of cost and from
$48,000,000 to $73,000,000 in money and property to boot ;
that the Union Pacifie, with a cash loah of 826,500 per mile
and a land grant of 12,800 acres per mileo-even if the loan
was a gift, was not as liberally subsidized as the Canada
Pacifie, by over $7,000 per mile, and $31,000, 000 cash,
while the money advanced is a loan that will be repaid;
that the Northern Pacifie land grant will not exceed in
value per mile, that of the Canada Pacific, which latter has
in addition, $12,500 per mile, and material duty free, and
$31,000,000 on surveys, and road constructed by the
Government and handed over to the Syndicate as a
gift; that while the American roads were compelled
by charter, to use rails and iron of AmeEican manufacture,
our manufactures are discriminated against by admission of
material and rails duty free; that while the United States
Government reserved power to alter, amend, and repeal, no
such safeguard is preserved in our case; that the lands of
the Company are exempt from taxation for 20 years from the
issuing of the patent, thereby throwing the cost of schools,
roads, municipal expenses, and the maintenance of peace
and order upon the population at large-a provision which
never applied to American companies, except the Northern
Pacific to a limited extent; that exemption from taxation
will be of material service in enabling the Company to with-
hold their lands from sale if they so desire, and to become lords
proprietor of a region one-fifth larger than Ireland with a
tenant population possibly of millions ; that the road, plant,
stations, workshops and buildings, are exempt from taxation
in perpetuity in the territory of Keewatin and the North-
West, thereby shifting a burden to the shoulders of the people
which, judging by the standard of the Union Pacifie, will
exceed 82;0,000 per annum; that a practical monopoly in
the telegraph system of the North-West is created ; that a
great transportation monopoly is created which virtually
hands over to one gigantic corporation's tender mercies the
entire North-West; that the use of the power and wealth ofi
great railway magnates, acquired at the expense of the
public, is dangerous to the highest degree to public inte-
rest; that no safeguards are imposed to secure the construc-i
tion of the rond through the North-West, on the route besti
calculated to serve the interests of the country; that the1
interests of the great Province of Ontario are not properlyi
secured, and that the scheme will add nearly $43,000,0001
to the public debt, the net amount of which is now nearlyi
$157,000,000, a sum largely in excess of prudent limits.i
This scheme, whether designedly so or not, is a great1
crime. Its supporters in the Government may take the atti-1
tude of criminal complicity, or of stupidity. If they choose
the latter alternative, posterity will accord to eacha coat of1
arms, the central figure, a head with drooping cars and pensive
countenance-the head of the meditative donkey. As an act
whose disastrous and far-reaching consequences cannot bo
appreciated fully at this hour, we arraign it before theE
assembled representatives of the people. As a great crime1
we arraign it at the bar of public opinion. The question1
calis imperatively for independent and honest action on the1
part of the members of this fouse. If they fail in their duty,1
if they forget the requirements oftheir trust, but a few shortr
years will elapse before millions of Canadians will deeply1
regret its consummation, and the inexcusable stupidity of thisç
Bouse and the gentlemen upon the Treasury benches. 1

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). It seems to me that thet
Government made one serious mistake, and only one, when0
they brought down this great measure to this House: they
erred in judgment in supposing that this vitally important l
business transaction now under consideration, would be
dealt with in a fair and liberal spirit by bon. members on i
the O position benches. Judging from the tone of- theo

zr, RLToN,

Opposition press ,throughout the country during the last few
months, the Government might have anticipated the sort of
treatment they would meet with inthis House. They might
have known, judging from the unprincipled manner in which
gentlemen opposite have- dealt with the statements of their
opponents, suppressing what is true, suggesting what ,is
untrue, and manipulating figures, what they would have
to anticipate in future. .1 am not surprised, Sir, that
they have donc so-that they have sought to-stimulate the
popular passions and snatch a verdict from the country
under false pretences. The witty Frenchman, who said that the
English people took their pleasure sadly, might have felt
the appropriateness of his remark could he have seen how
the hon. gentlemen opposite employed themselves during the
recess. Instead of enjoying themselves at their own firesides at
that particular period of the year which is supposed to be de-
voted to domestic peace, we found them speeding the fiery cross
throughout Ontario. With some of their orators the heather
was on fire. We find the gallant Knight of Napanee, like a
Cassandra in pantaloons, shrieking "woe! woe! " and
prophesying the destructiod of the country wherever two
or three could be gathered together to listen to his gloomy
vaticinations, while his faithful henchmnan from South
Ontario (Mr. Glen), like Mr. Laffamme's scrutineers who
manipulated the ballot-boxes-was down in the cellar work-
ing the machine, and arranging for a supply of impromptu
enthusiasm. Some of the hon. member's letters have got
into the papers, and afford amusing proof of how this so-
called enthusiasm was aroused. I would draw your atten-
tion to the wonderful success obtained in the constituency
of South Ontario, by political letter writing. Before
we are done with South Ontario, we may anticipate that
we will have a complete and polite political letter-writer
published in that constituency. It shows the manner in
which public opinion is sought to be galvauized, in which
the Liberals have sought to obtain those spontaneous outbursts
of public indignation for which hon. gentlemen opposite
seem determined to take out a patent, but, judging froin
the inanner in which they have returned to the ouse,
they do not seem to have succeeded very satisfactorily -in
their enterprise of enkindling the minds of the people of
Ontario. Although we had numerous meetings, although we
had my hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson) and the hon.
member for West Middlesex and others harrowing up the
feelings of the back townships; althougli we had the hon.
member for Duluth -I beg the hon. .gentleman's pardon, I
mean West Durham-fiying from city to city, pursued by
the hon. Minister of Railways as though he were an avenging
fury, although we had the hon. member for West Elgin (Kr.
Casey) holding forth in his constituency,-and I am
told that one of his auditors reminded him at St.
Thomas that the man who mistook a cow for a
crow was not the man to criticise a contract; although we
had the hon. member for North Ontario (Mr. Whelor) also
stirring up his constituency and grappling with the subject,
pretty much as Horace Greeley did with the subject of
farming, whose book on that subject it was said abould have
been styled "what I do not know " instead of 4 what I do
know " about farming-although we had all those efforts
made to arouse the opposition of the people, yet we find the
hon. member for West Durham and his followers retarped
with angry scowls and lowering brows, frightening the
pages and messengers in the corridors, and exhibitiqg gene-
rally that they have not succeeded in persuading the people
that the country bas been ruined by the right hb>n. leader
of the Government and hie colleagues. My hon. friend from
North Norfolk, who generally makes a speech and then
leaves, was to have made a speech at Windsor during the
recess, and it may not be inappropriate to explain to you
fron that instance thei manner in whieh all these sýontaneous
outbursta of indignation haye Ibo orpniged throughourle
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country. About a week before Christmas I saw day after Railway. I would remind the hon. gentleman, if he wereday a notice in the Globe that a meeting was to be held in in his seat) that
Windsor the 27th of December, and I hastened home in order "It is not true that second thoughte are bet,
to be present at it. When I arrived I found that no one knew But firt and third ouwhich tsa a riper first.
anything about it. At last I met an old Grit friend Too ripe!1tool ate!1they tore too late for use."of mine-for I have personal friends even among the Grits .wi,îîto refer to the sech or the hon. menber for North
-and I said "IHow about this meeting ? " He said "IThey Norfolk ie tondon. quot e he words from the Globe,
telegraphed us to try and have a meeting; we did not want whi h are s fllows q
a meeting just now," and tben they telegraphed us that Mr.
Charlton was at our service. I asked : "Why did you not "He said he warne-l them to watch their representativ 's in Parliament,let him come?" "Oh," a friend who was standing by replied, for it would pay the Syndicate well to spend a million dollars to secure
" by the time he came he might bave changed his mind." the passage of tbis measure through this Ilouse."
The hon. member for Sorth Norfolk, therefore, instead Of course the bon. gentleman knows his political asso-of playng first violin at Windsor on 27th of December, ciates, and cen speak for them, but I would ask the hon.had to content himself with playing second fiddle in member, if ho wore bore, if lie said that; and if so, id heLondon. Now the question is, these gentlemen having prepared in his coolor moments to apologize, boeause Ireturned from their melancholy mission, are they mad? think ho is tho last man who ought to*ttempt to affixAre they bought or are they sold ? My humble opinion a etigma on this House, hailing, as ho doos, from theis that they are sold, and very badly sold at that. They land where they elect thoir Presideut by fraud, whore thehave not succeeded, as far as I can ascertain, in arous- judges on the bench are foreed to secure thoir electioning the popular indignation they expected. I have had through the supportof the criminal classes on whom they areopportunities during the long journey I took to the afterwards to sit in judgment, where overy city has itsextreme west of Ontario, of meeting many mon of "boss," and every legislaturo its "lobby," where a long purse
both political parties and discussing this coutract with is of more weight than an honest heart and a wise bead.them. I bave not met a man, be he Grit or Tory, that A man hailing from that land should bc the last to rofer in
does not wish that the road shall go on. They may make the terms ho bas used to the Parliamentof Canada, and in se
objections to minor points, but there is not a man among doing ho exhibits an audacity worthy of the fellow country-
them who wishes it to be stopped. When I asked thcm: man of Col. Sellers and the 1Ion. Bardwell Siote. The hon.
" If you had in one balance the road, and in the other any member for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) also the other even-
particular clause, would you give up the road rather than ing insinuated that possibly even the judges of this country
retain the clause?" And the invariable answer was "No." mnight be open to illegitimate conviction upon subjects of a
Notwithstanding the great efforts of hon. gentlemen oppo- cognate nature. All I have to say to the lion. gentleman
site, th e right bon. the First Minister can rest assured that is this: He knows himself best; perhaps it *ould be better
the heart of the country is with him-I cari vouch for at for him never to take a judgeship; should ho do so, let him
least the western portion of Ontario. I met an old farmer pray "lead us not into temptation." One thing the Christmas
at Chatham station on my way down. le got talking to me recess lackod-a speech from the hon. member for Lambton.
very naturally about matters at the Capital. He said: But as we are all aware, even had ho been disposed to give
' l.How is this contract business getting on ? " To test the us one, the lion. gentleman's physical condition woulki have
man, an old acquaintance, whom I bad always looked upon prevented him; and I am sure that I speak the sentimentsof
as a Reformer,I said: Iam afraid Sir Jobn is not doing weil." the House and country when I tender him my respectful
"Oh! " he replied, "I do not know. I went to hear Mac- sympathy, and express the hope that ho may bu speedily
kenzie at the Music Hall, in Chatham, the Saturday before restored to health and vigor.
the last election. I believed ho was an honest man and Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD and other hon. membersvoted for his candidate, but it is all changod now; 1 would on the Ministerial side. Houar, bonr.rather trust John A. a little wrong than I would yon man
Blake, right or wrong." That is the sentiment ofthe country. Mr. PATTERSON. I am satisfied that, however we differ
As regards the honorable member for North Norfolk, it froin the bon. member for Lambton, we respect him as an
would be much more agreeable to my feelings had that honest and sincere man, incapable ofshams. But itis a singu-
hon. member retained his seat after he had made bis speech. lar coincidence tiat when this hon. gentleman was leader of
I wished to ihvite him to Essex, to state to him that if ho the Government, tho member for South Bruce, now the
will come to Essex ho will receive a cordial reception as a member for West Durham, was also occasionally afflicted
man, and a respectful hearing as a politician. But I make with indisposition. At times ho could net speak, and at
one condition, and that is that the bon. gentleman will other times ho could not vote. You would sometimies se.
have arrived at a mature opinion on the subject upon which his coat-tails vanishing through the door as if their owner
ho will address the people, that ho will not ho in a state wished to get a breath of fresh air or gaze on the stars by
of vacillation,because it would not be pleasant to have him night. Or sometimos the hon. gentleman would be seen
come there and settle the people's minds, and thon twelve wandering in the corridors of the Sonate Chamber in close
months later change his own, because it takes the people communication with mombers of that House, urging them
longer than twelve months to change thoirs. If be will to give their hearty support to the measures of their
arrive at a mature opinion on any one subject, we will common leader, the member for Lambton; or, possibly,
receive him with open arms, and we will have no tickets. roquiring a change of mental occupation, the member for
He wil get a respectful meeting and no tickets required to West Durham might be discovered endeavoring to establish
admit people to hear him. 'hLe honorable member for a new newspaper in order to take the bread from the mouths
North Norfolk was at one time a strong Protectionist. He of the children of the man who bad been his political patron,
educated me and a number of others mn Western Ontario who had watched over his early political steps and fostered
on the subject of Protection; but when the time was his political ambition-the man to whom ho owes all ho is
ripe and public opinion matured in favor of Protection politically in the Province of Ontario. In those days the
thon the hon. member had changed bis mind. He had member for Wcst Durham was ill at ease, and gave vat to
taken second thoughts on the subject. I can prove, before bis feelings by propounding poetical conundrums to rustie
I sit down, that hoje now entering on the third state audiences that will rank in future historical discussions with
of ehanging his nind on the subject of the Canadian Pacific such mysteries as the sex of theO Chevalier D'Eon, the
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authorship of the letters of Junius, and the identity of th
man in the iron mask.

Yn ask me wh though i eI at nase,
Within this regon I -sûblst 1

This was the riddle which the hon. gentleman propounde
Possibly the solution would be that the hon. nember fe]
that ho was then only a mere private soldier in the ranks o
the great Roform party, which had nothing to reform ; an
po-sibly over-estimating his own merits, he believed h
ought to be generalissimo of the forces instead. Whateve
the solution may be, he certainly achieved one great reforn
which entitled him to the position he craved-he eut dowi
the bills of the cabmen of Ottawa having dealings with th
Department of Justice. Did le not impress upon his con
stituents this great reform, and did they not reject him a
the first opportuuity ? Talk to me after that of the gratitud
of popular constituencies? In those days, too, the membe
for West Durham used to "languish for the warmer skie
and palms and temples of the south;" and, Sir, considering
the arrogance and egotism of the hon. gentleman and thE
autocratie manner in which he rles his subservient followers
I really think that a fat plantation under the old regimE
where he could have drilled his human chattels to bis heart'
content, would have been for him a not mappropriate resting
place. But, "other times, other manners," and what woulk
have been appropriate to the sunny south in other days and
with its peculiar institutions is scarcely suited to the atmos
pher e of Ontario. I care not who the man may be, or how
great-intellectually or socially, the man who, in his native
Province, in the city in which he has lived for nearly forty
years, declines to meet his opponents on a public platform
even when the meeting is packed in his favour and the
applause .arranged beforehand, is a political coward, and
though he may lead serfs and bigots, is out of harmony with
the genius of our people, and cannot mould the minds of
freemen. Shades of Grattan and Burke and Curran, of
Plunket and Tierney, of O'Connell and Shiel, look down
upon yourdegenerate fellow-countryman who fondly imagines
that he concentrates in his own magnificent person the
quintessence of all your powers; but yet who, in what may
be called his native city, under the shadow of the great
University of which he was an ornament, and over which
he is now the presiding Chancellor, who, within the echoes
of the corridors of those courts of law in which bis silvery,
persuasive tones may be almost any day heard with pleasire
and instruction by the listener, and with huge profits to
himself, who, under these favoring circumstances and with
all these advantages, feared, when challenged, to meet upon
the public platform, for the purpose of discussing the great
question of the day, a littLe doctor from a fishing village in
Nova Scotia! Turning to the more important subject
under discussion, we have before us the contract for building
the Canadian Pacifie Railway within a limited time and for
a specific amount. 1 do not intend taking up the time of
this House in ?eplying to the.arguments of those who dosire
to delay the bailding of the railway or who advocate its
construction only in part. The great majonrity of the people
of the country desire that the road shouki be. built with the
least possi ble delay. They prefer that it såhdaldbe built by
a private company, and they insist that it shal be an all
rail route through Canadian territory; and to those general
features Of the sEheme heln, gentlemen opposite have again
and again given their assent, as witness their speeches no
longer ego than last Session. Mr. Blake, on 3oth April,
1880, enunciated these views:

" Of oplrse, it is obviously neceasary that these lands are to form a
fund for tie. constroction of the malway."

Again te hon. gentleman stated:
SIt bas been repeatedly erplained byr my hen friend th member

for Lambton, that Iis intention was, as soon as the surveys were
complete, to submit the whole road to tender on a land and money basis,

Mr. PATTERsoN (Essex).

e the contractors taking over as cash on aceount the works memttue
executed 'by the Goyernment. •0 *0*6There -wa S atained
in the Act-the power of doing the work by means of a compaay."
In his speech in this Honse on the l5tb of April, 1880, the

hop. gentleman who leads the Opposition used these wurdî:

"aut, aneantime, further progress was made, and to some enquiries the
Gorvernment answered that it hoped to be able shortly to advertise for

f tenders for the whole work on a land and money basis, subject to the
Ed approval of Parliament. It was the policy of the Government at the
e earliest moment at which the condition of the surveys woild permit to

take that step, and so to give a fair trial to the plan, the ony plan by
which the road could be constructed in any short time without the

M increase of taxation; and if that trial failed, it was obtieus the whole
n question -must be bpened afresh for consideration, and that it would be

the duty of the .Government to consider of a new policy. *Well,. the
advertisement was issued in May, 1878, I believe, for tenders for the Whble

- line upon a land and money basis, and subsequently, I believe in
t Au gust, fo- the construction of the middle part ofthe eastern link, I think
e4n tree sections, and also for the line from Yaleto Kamloops."

r In his speech of April 15th, 1880, Hansard vol. 2, 1441, Mr.
s Blake declines to accept the estimates of the Minister of
g Railways in regard to the cost of construction, but insists
e on adhering to those of the engineer and of Mr. Mackenie,
, and computes the whole cost to bc $120,000,000, as follows:

Canada Central subsidy................$........$
Surveys .. .............. ........... .. .
Fort William to Selkirk...............
Pembina Branch ............................ ........
Red River Bridge ................
Selkirk t oEdnonton ....................
Edmonton to Burrard Inlet..................
Fort William te Nipissing ...............

1,550,000
4,000,00

18,000,000
1,500,000

100,000
17,50,000o
45,00 0O
32,000,000

Iis figures, when added, do not reach the total which the
hon. gentleman gives, but it is just possible that he lad not
the hon. member for South Ontaro (Mr. Glen) or the hin.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) at his elbowto
add them up, and at all events a mistake ofeseveral hundred
thousand dollars is a small matter to a gentleran of his
genius. At that time the hon. gentleman made no oj'ee-
tion to degrading the line. He said in the same speech:

"If the hon. Minister of Railways can find aplan by which he can con-
struct the foad with inferior enrves and grades and in an inferior style
to that heretofore contemplated, but reasonabl good however, and the
conversion of which to superior curves and grades and a first-class style
can be ultimately secured, when needed, without much added cost, I
think it may be a prudent thing to reduce for the present the expense in
this way."

He also lays great stress on the fact that, once the road is
completed and equipped, it would cost a sumr estimated at
from $6,750,000 to $8,000,000 a year to run it. At present,
the hon. gentleman ignores all that ; there is not a word in
his speeches of this Session regarding the fact that the Syn-
dicate wili be at great expense for the first few years in
running the road. The people are not informed of that faut,
and I think, therefore, I am justified in saying these bon.
gentlemen are trying te mi lead the people upon this
question. In their speeches these bon. gentlômen are
treating the people with the same cynical contempt With
which they treated them before their fall in 1878, with
regard to their trade policy, and that cynical dóntemrntfor
the common sense of the common people is fast becoming a
characteristic of the hon. member for West Durham and
those members who follow him. The hon. gentleman said
in his speech last Session:

"lAil that we can get frose the lands in that conntMy for the next few
years, during whioh we shahlanben niged in the construction ot the rost
as far as Edmonton, will not, I believe, do more than help to eke ot that
interest."

He alleges that the result of the several calculations made
as to the receipts from land were absurdly extravagant. He
said further:

-But whatever yon may think as to the calculations consideued ap to
this point, I hold it to be clear thattheestimatos of the cash to be realud
from land sales are still more extravagal•t.0It wlII.be found
that the map which the hon. gentlemanbeught down last night, amil
which he depicted the barren spots as brown, is not at al " brown "
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enouh With refrence to the North-West, Tt does mot, by any means,
SOCCurUtlf lýepes nt'the extent of the bad and inferior land in that country.
* * 'Thétinaverage, a n the f lvernmn ut does, the lands
to be takmn up according to their relive value and attractiveness, and
that the lands will bear the enbanced prices put on them, according to'
their proxim;ty to the railway, instead of being $3 for these railwav,
lands, is, when yon alow for te varying widths of the belts, but $2.12Jr

On thike i4th December, 1880, the hon. gentleman estinated
thie value of the lands at $4.04, but to the hon. gentlemen
opposite a period of eight months is a whole lifetime
in the matter of consistency. I will now deal fbr a
moment with the- hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charton). On the 19th of April, 1880, that hon. gentleman
said:

" The hon. the Minister of Railwas, the other day. in is speech onthis subject, referred to the Pacific Railway. HE told us that t he Union
Pacifie Railwa y-I suppose he meant the Union and Central Pacific Rail-
way-passed through 1,000 miles of desert. The Union Pacifie is but
1,024 miles long, and passes through the fertile valley of the Platte River,
but the Canada Pacifie Railway was to pass the same distance through a
gardon, although this garden has not yet been brought under cultivation.
I fear that it will prove but little more productive than the country that
the Union and Central Pacifie Railway passes through."

Again, the hon. member for North Norfolk says:
"From the estimates, as to the extent of the arable laikd in that country,

given by the hon. member for Lambton, it would appear that the t-tal
amount of arable lands south of the north line of the railway belt really
does not exceed seventy millions of acres. I have no doubt this is a veryliberal estimate. In addition to that, in the region north of that line,
known as the Peace River country, we may have some -arable lands. The
arable lands of this region would al1 be contained in the section of country
bounded on the south by the north hne of the railway beit, on the east
by a line projected north from the east end of Lesser Slave Lake, on the
north by the line of 670 latitude, and on the west by the Rocky Mountains.
This region would contain, by a rough estimate, 30,000,000 acres of land.
The arable land contained in this region, and all the arable land to the
north of it, would not make a total of more than 20,000,000 acres, so that
we may safely conclude that the entire arable land in the entire Canadian
North-West does not exceed 90,00,000 acres. It is barely possible that it
may reach 95,000,000 acres. • • ie hon. Minister of Railways
bases bis estimate on an average price of $3 an acre for the lands soid.
The correct average, under the present regulations, for homestead lands
is $1.75, and for railway lands, $2.13. **As I have previously
shown it took thirty years to place in that country the population that
the hon. First Mjnister expects will flow into our own North-West in ten
years.

But, now, we are going to have a great people there, and
there is going to be a great revolution there some morning,
if this contract is carried; the lands of the United States
are all sold, and if not, they are al helid ut high prices. I
ask you to contrast the hon. gentleman's statement Of
to.night with the statement made by him last year.
Again, the hon. gentleman says:

" What does all this show as to the estimate of increased population ?i
I think it shows conclusively that the calculations made by the hon.j
gentlemen on the Treasury benches are extravagant What does ail
this show as to the quantity of arable land ? It shows that the estimate
made by the hon. the Minister ai Railways, that we have 150,000,000
acres of arable land in the North-West, is exceedingly wide of the
mark -He is deceiiing himseif and ho is deceiviùg the country IIe us
guiltjy of a great wrong to the country if ha involves it in a great
expenditure, in the beliif that the proceeds of land sales will repay the
total outlay. What does it show as to the prospective revenue from
lands? It shows that iu place of receiving au average of $7,000,000 a
year from land sales for the next tn years, ho is not likely to realize a
net return @f one-seVenth ofthat amount.''

The hon. gentleman in bis speech to-night takes
different ground. He has had a second thought, anid
changed bis mind; .he spoke rashly eight months ago, and
before he thought on the subjeet. Prom what we know of
the hon. gentleman, he is not a safe guide for the hon.,
members of this House. Should circumstances compel us1
to have a Session in the autumn of 1881, he would probably i
again have changed his mind, and until he bas formed bis1
mature and ripe opinion on the subject, I think ho had
botter not trouble thlis fHouse with bis opinion at al.
The hon. member for Lambton said in the samo debates in
April, 1880, page 1553 of the Iansard:

"If the consent of this House is obtained to the Government's propositionc
upoi the faith of its obtaining the entire cost of the road, and a great deal1

se

more from the land sales, thon hon. nionhers will ho doeoivod. I believ.
mor i oibte land salethen ho. menbes ill be deceived. I believe

it lis impossible te obta" the means ln this way,'

And again
"It is impossible, after examining the official reports, to avoid coming to

the conclusion that something les than one-half the entire area of the land
is fertile; and, after deducting from the lands available for sale te settler,
the Hudson's Bay lands, free grants. Indian reserves, school lands, etc.,
it wif be foundrhat the hon. genteman'sesalculato, as t • themoney
to be resiized frein these lands, will be very wide cithe mark. 6I
Having thus satisfied myself-indeed, 1 do not require any additional
information to satisfy myself-on this point, that it is impossible for the
Governinent to build the road from the proceeds of the lands ofthe North..
West, I have to consider what is the best course to be pursued. I have
alw.ays held that whatever revenue is realized froi the lands, will
be absorbed mainli in settlement and Governrntal expenses, and that the
money must be contributed by the people of Canada for the building of
this Railway; that, therefore,'any extravagant expenditure would simply.
involve us in an amouînt of debt such as we cannot venture te carry."
The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. A'nglin), on this
occasion, said :

4Now, I quite agre) with the hon. member for Victoria (Mr.
DeUosmos) that it was not within tlhe competence of this Parliament,
after having deliberately adopted that Address, to alter very materially
the teris ot the agreement by its own action, anid, therefore, aithough
that cannot bind us as to anything absolutely impossible, or anytbing
that might seem ruinons to this c untry, ryvertbeless, I have always
felt that this Dominion was bound to earry ont the terms of that agree-
ment, strictly in the letter, and in the spirit, were that ptshible."

And again, at page 1582 of Hansard, 1880, the hon. gentle-
mnan says

I We were opposed also te the mode in which the Overnment of that
day proposed that the obligations incurred should b fufillied, because
many of us felt that if that conpany, created by the Government of that
day, commenced actual operations, $30,000,000 and 50,000 000 acres of
land would not be all that we would b compelled te contribute towards
that work. •e• • Capitalists in Europe could not see sufficient
security for the vast sums required for this gigantic undertaking. The
looked for something substantial, and foua4 nothing but the t30,000,00J
They did not attae the value attachud by hon. gentlemen opposite to the
50,000,000 acres of land."

That was the occasion when the hon. gentlemen opposite
were successful through their intrigues in England and by
subsidizing the London press in defeating Sir Hugh Allan's
attempt to raise money on his charter in the English mar-
ket. Again, the hon. member for Gloucester says, refer.
ring to his colleague from West Durham (Mr. Blake):

h It ma be well to sumimarize briefly the ar uments advanced by that
bon. gentleman in support of lis resolition. le said in the firat place,
and I think le proved, tiat even if the lands in the North-iWest are as
extensive and as fertile as it is alleged, even if as much emigration as lion.
gentlemen opposite sty they expect will flow imto that country, even if
the land can be sold in such quantity and for the prices expectedthe net
proceeds of the sale of those lands will not be suflicient te pay the cost of
this railway or anything like it. The hon. member clearly proved that
the net proceeds of the land to be sold in that country would b entirely
insufficient to pay the cost of this railway."

That is the dcliberate enunciation of the views of hon. gentle.
men opposite as recordod in the Hansard of 1880. Now to
come down again to the hbon. gentleman from North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton). The hon. member told us, by the way, that
he was through when he was donc. But le is nver through.
The hon. menber reminds mne of Tom Mooie's epigram on
Castlereagh: Why is a pump liko Viscount Castlereagh ?

'Because it is a clumsy thing of wood,
Which, n and down its awkward arm doth sway,
And coolly, pout anà spout and spout away,

n oue weak, washy, everlsasting flood."

Now, I contrast the utterances of the member for North
Norfolk, in his speech male upon the Bill introduced by the
hon. member for Bothwell, and his utterances made in his
recent excursions in the Province. In his speech on the
Bill the hon. gentleman said:

I It was useless to think of opening up and settlin; this country (the
North-Westi without furnishing it with railway facilities New, iL had
been said that the mericans railways were subsidized to a greater extent
than necessary; perhaps that hiad in some instances been the case; but
the illinois "entral railway had populated the vast prairie region in the
centre of the State, and had coutributed in an important degree to make
Illinois the third State lu the buion."
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Now, what did the bon. gentleman say in London, when he
was playing second fiddle for the hon. member for West
Dutrham? le said:

"The line through the unproductive regions could not b made to pay
as a commercial speculation, and he criticised very etrongly the policy
which had hitherto allowed such large sums to be sunk in public works
which did not pay even interest upon the amount invested. He charac-
terized the present bargain as the great railway frand of the century,
and said that if it passed in its present shape it would be so regarded by
future generations "

If the hon. member for Lanbton had only succeeded in
carrying out his scheme and in getting branch lines in
accordance with the scheme of the hon. member for Bothwell,
the bon. member for North Norfork would have given it his
heartiest support. Again, the hon. member said, in 1878:

" Theyhad already lest too much time in developing the resources of
Canada. Under the administration of the hon. gentlemen opposite the
country had remained like a ship at anchor, without making progress
• • • The energies of this country were arrested until the hon.
gentlemen went out of office, and it now devolved on the present (Mr.
Mackenzie's) Government to people and develop the country with the
utmost celerity..

That was in 1878, but in 1880 at London, as reported in his
organ the Globe, what did the hon. mnember say:

"IHe found fault with the haste with which it was proposed to hurry
forward the construction of the whole work, and claimed that by build-
ing the line acroas the prairie in the meantime the settlement of the
country could be accomplished more rapidly, and then if it was deemed
advisable to construct the line across the Rocky Mountainsit could be
done by the year 1891, the time fixed for the completion of the road
under the present bargain."

So the hon. gentleman who reproached my right hon.
friend the leader of the Government for not having urged
forward the scheme more rapidly in 1878, for having left
the ship et anchor and kept down the expenditure, now,
reproaches him for being in too great a hurry to carry out in
1881 what the hon. gentleman was urging forward in 1878.
Again, the hon. gentleman said, in 1b78:

"The United States had never accounted their public donain a
great source of wealth from proeeeds of sales: they deemed it of more
importance to get settlers on their lands than te gain a paltry sum by
the sale of them. He held that the only policy to open up these large
tracts of country was a liberal railway policy: and that while it was
proper to exercise due caution, it would not be good policy to postpone
the building of the lines for the sake et saving a few hundred acres to
the mile."

But in 1880 the hon. gentleman said at London :

"IHe dealt with the present division of subsidies, showing that the
eastern and western sections were to be robbed for the benefit of the
prairie section, and pointed out the temptation which existed for the
syndicate to make all they could out of that section, leaving unbuilt the
others on which the subsidy was relatively emaller. Rleferring to the
value of the lands in the North-West, he showed that the railway, when
constructed, would make them valuable, and that there being compara-
tively little cheap land in the United States open for settlement
immigration must oon turn to the Canadian North-West. This woulî
tend to make the land there valuable."

Again, the hon. gentleman said, in 1878-this was a lifetime
ago in his case:

" They could not induce capitalists to embark in a speculation of that
kind unless they offered liberal terms. •• They were told these railway
claims were going to absorb the whole of the North-West. Under no
circumstances could they absorb more than balf of it, even were parallel
lines to run so close te each other that these grants joined, for la that
case the Govemnment would still have esch alternate section."

But in 1880 the tone is entirely changed. The hon.
gentleman, at London, .said, as reported by the Globe:

"IThe price of railway. lands in the adjoining States was $6.25 per
acre. As the land granted to the Syndicate was to be all good land fit
for settlement, and as they were allowed to choose all they possibly could
within a belt of 24 miles from the railway, selecting the rest from the
fertile belt, it ought to be worth fully as much as the American railway
lands per acre. Taking a low estimate, it could not be worth less than
$4 an acre."

But, lest Session, the land was worth only 82.13 per
acre, and 80 per cent. of it was to be absorbed in the
sale. The hon. gentleman continuod: "lie warned the

Mr, PATHrasoN (Essex).

audience that if this measure passed, it would tendtocreate
the class' of railway rings which, in the United State , had
made immense fortunes out of the exorbitant toile eharged
upon the Western jroducts whieh they carried to market."
After reading those speeches of the hon. gentleman-and
listening to hies speech to-night, I think we, on this side, can
cas back on the man who is capableofsuch uiconsistency =uy
stigma or slur ho may have attempted to fix on the members
of this Hlouse in the remarks I quoted. I think I have
satisfactorily proven, from the utterances of the leader of
the Opposition, as reported in Bansard, that the policy of
the present Opposition was to build the road by meansof cash
and land grants; that ho estimated the cost at a much larger
sum than that estimated by the hon. Minister of Railways;
that his policy was the building of a cheap road, andthat-ho
estimated the cost of running such aroad, when constructed,
at from $6,750,000 to $8,000,000 a yenr. Now, however, hon.
gentlemen opposite ignore the great expenditure which this
Syndicate will have to îicur in running the road for years,
while that country is being settledand whilethey areengaged
in carrying on that road to the settled district. The-hon.
leader of the Opposition also stated' the average value of
the railway lands was only $2.14, and pre-emption lands
$1.75 per acre, and that the North-West was an unproduc-
tive field for immigration. The -hon. member -for
North Norfolk laid down the following proposition :
That the North-West was as barren a country où
the whole as that through which the Union Pacifie
Railway passed in the United States, that not more
than 95,000,000 acres of land, at the outside, could be found
in the entire North-West, and that the value of the railway
lands was only $2.13 per acre. le also stated that immi-
gration would not b larger, and that but little revenue
could be expected from the lands. The hon. member
for Lambton said it As impossible to build the road
out of the proceeds of the lands, also that after deducting
the claims of the Hudson Bay Company, the free grants,
Indian reserves and school lands, ho was satisfied it was im.
possible for the Government to build the roadfrom the pro-
ceeds of the lands, but that these would b absorbe& in
the settlement of tho country, so that the money muet
be contributed by the people if the road was to be built at
al]. Again, the views of the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) were that the Dominion was bound by the terms of
Confederation to build the road to the Pacific Ocean; that
$30,000,000 and 50,000,000 acres were not sufficient to in-
duce capitatists to undortake the work. The hon. meniber
for St. John (Mr. Burpee also stated.

4 When -we consider the unproductive nature of the public works
of the Dominion, and the enormous tai they now are on the
Dominion revenue, we may well ask what will be the result of such
taxes upon our revenue when the Pacifie Railway is built and ranming
from Lake Superior to Wi*ipeg, and from thence to British Columbia.
The expenses of runniig such a line after it is built will be something
enormous

lon. gentlemen opposite now would prefer that the Govern-
ment should go on and construct the work, and incur this
enormous outlay. It is claimed, among the objections to
this seheme, that the contract should have been submitted
to the people, that there should have been a dissolution of
Parliament. I know of nothing in our constitution to war-
rant such a demand. I do not know of a single case in
British history, in which a question of this nature has been
submitted to the people. 1 oly know of one precedent,
reierred to by gentlemen opposite, where a question which
should have been submitted, was not submitted to the people.
I refer to the union of Great Britain and Ireland, and I con-
sider it the greatest blot on the -nemory of Pitt that he
allowed such an outrage to be perpetrated by his eastle
hacks upon a freepeople. But while I contend that it waes
not within the legislative scope of the Irish Parlinment to
vote itseolf out of existence and that the proposed legislative
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union should have been aubmitted to the people, no one
will pretend to say that that Parliament was not competent
t eenter upon any great scheme for the improvement of the
internai condition of the country. When the question
>f Confedeation was before the old Parliament of Canada,
thje laie flon. John Hllulyard Cameron and the present
lion. Mrtï, Justice Matthew Crooks Cameron desired
that that question .should be submitted to the people,
audithe only Reformer who supported them was the member
for South Wentworth (Mr. Rymal). That question was one
which involved a cbange in our constitutional system and in
allour politieal relations, and it was one which I have always
believed should properly have been submitted to bthe
people; but though only one of their number was found
supporting ueh an appeal to the electors on that occasion,
and upon a question of cQnstitutional change, they are now
found arguing that a matter which is merely a commercial
transaction, one which has been before the country for ten
years, and during three successive general elections, should
be:submitted to the vote of the people. And there is this
additional fact, that at the moment when only one Reformer
was found supporting the little band of Tories who desired
that the question of Confederation should be submitted to
the vote et the people, the Reformers of the old Province of
Upper Canada, now the Province of Ontario, were in a large
maprity:n that flouse. As an hon. member beside me sug-
gests,they werein power then and that made all the difference.
The, people have declared upon this question with no
unSertain sound, and their expressed desire is that the work
should be proceeded with, with the least possible delay.
No manipulation of figures and no misrepresentation of
facte eau alter their opinioiq on that subject. The results
of the meetings which these hon. gentlemen have held
throughout the country, the absence of petitions coming to
tise flouse in spite of the daily urging of the Globe, the
defeat of these hon. gentlemen and thoir attempts to carry
resolations of non-confidence in the Goverurnent, in some of
their strongholds, all go to justify us in thinking that. the
people refuse to be the medium of bringing these hon.
gentlemen back to power, and are heartily in accord with
the Government in bringing lorward this schemne for the
completion of the railway at he earliest
possible moment. Among the objections which are
taken to the contract are the creation of ant
alleged land- monopoly, tie exemption fiom taxation,
and tie admission of materials free fi7om duty. But if the
Government had continued the work as a national enterprise
the position would have been the same; and the fact that
the exemption is only for twenty years, is the best reply to
the cry of a land monopoly. It will be to the interest of the
Company to sell their lands, for if they do not bring in
settlers the railway will not pay them and they will soon find
that thay have entered on a ruinous enterprise. It has been
proved by hon. members on this side of the House, that it
would pay them better to sell the lands at a low figure, and
carry fie produce of these lands, than attempt to create the
linge monopoly which has been painted in such striking
colore by hon. gentlemen opposite.-. It willIe to their
interest te sell the lands within the period prescribed, so as
to avoid taxation, because as soon as provinces and muni-
cipalities are erected in that country, and population
begins to fow in, the people will be able, so
soon as the limitation period has expired, to umke the
Syndicate pay for their school-houses, town-halls, roads and
other improvement& lion. gentlemen opposite have
alluded to the National Policy in connection with this
mâtter, andit is eaily touching to the heart to notice how
they grieve ever any infraction of the solid wall which
surroands that policy. The tears which they mingle on
the sabjeet of 4he admission of materials free of duty are
extremely afecting to members on this side of the House.
Our memories ar very short ; we have forgotten the

speeches thev made in 1879 and 1880 on the Tariff question,
and are deeply touched by their exhibitions of grief over
the National Poliey. These hon. gentlemen, when they
were addressing their meetings in te country, forgot to
tell the people that by far the most important material
which is to be introduced froe of duty is at present untaxed.
The members of the Syndicate who, for the most part, are
friends and political allies of hon. gentlemen opposite,
knowing their inconsistencies wish to bind the country so
that in case of such an unfortunate thing occurring as the
return of these hon. gentlemen to powor they may not b.
in a position to heap taxes upon them for materials to be
used in the construction of the road. Now, as regards the-
introduction of material free from duty, I am free to confos
that, so far as my personal preferences are concerned, I
would rather this inaterial were not introduced fee of daty;
I would rather, so far as my personal preferences are
concerned, that the lands were not froe of taxation i I would
rather that the municipal taxes were not restricted; I would
rather that the clause with reforence to the tolls for freight
were made clearer to my mind. But when I take the matter
as a whole, when I have to chooso between this scheme and
one which would throw Canada back for twenty years, I
prefer te take it with all its risks and restrictions than
retard the progress of the country. Hon. gentlemen
opposite, in addressing the country at meetings and through
thoir organs, with respect to the exemption of maternal
from duty, fail to point to the fact that it is only the
original material which is te be introduced free; That wili
b aun inducement to this Company to build a good, solid
road-bed, a road of a permanent character, and I think that
fact overcomoes the objection raised by hon. gentlemen as te
the standard of the'road. It cannot be that the standard of
the road will be an inferior one and that it will at the same
time be a loes to the country to introduce the material free
of duty. Hon. gentlemen also enlarged upon the freedom
of the road-bed and buildings from municipal taxation.
They forgot to mention that nearly two-thirds of the Pacifie
Railway, when built, will run through provinces at present
organized, and that no legisilation of this louse can interfere
with the rights of thoso provinces to pass such municipal
laws as they please, whereby the railway running through
those provinces can be taxed. Theroeis a doubt in my mind
whether the Dominion Parlianent can tie up the legislatures
of tie provinces to be created in dealing with such asubject.
But even if it can, I think it was clearly proved by
my hon. friend from Monck (Mr. McCallum) the other night
how trifling un amiount of taxation would be derived by the
municipalities from the Pacific Railway running thr'ough
them. The Great Western Railway runs through a number
of townships lu the county I rei rosent,. and, with the excep-
tion of Windsor, where the railway has workshops and a
river frontage of a mile, the taxes obtained by the munici-
palities through which the railway runs, are the merest trifle;
and it is a waste of the time of this Louse, and an imposition
upon the intelligence of the country, Ir hon. gentlemen
opposite to raise such a trifling point la connection with this
great undertaking. Then, as to the rates, lion. gentlemen
opposite fait to tell the people of this country that the rates
which are permaitted to be levied are five per cent. lower
than the general Railway Aet permnits the railway com-
panies throughout the Dominion of Canada te levy. These
little matters are overlooked by them. They present a false
picture to the country. They do not look at both
sides. They ask for a full, freo and fuir discus-
sion ; but never until the knell of doom is
strnck, can you expect to get a full, free
and fair discussion on any subject in which the party of hon,
gentlemen opposite is itcrested. Last Session an attempt
was made to alarm the representatives from the Province of
Quebec respecting the route of the proposed road; they
were to fall into the net of the enn ng fwler who leads the
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Opposition. But now the people of Ontario are to be alarmed;
no1w the heart of Ontario is to be stirred up, and we are to
have justice donc to Ontario. The Sault Ste. Marie Branch is
the theme of lion. gentlemen opposite. In former days I
can remember their real leader, in his organ, denouneing, in
that robust Anglo-Saxon which so characterized him, any such
projeet as the Sault Ste. Marie Braneh ; in those days they
looked upon a railway through our own territory as a neces-
sity to our national existence. I believed in an all-rail
route then, and the only difference between hon. gentlemen
and me is that I believe in it still. The Sault Ste. Marie Branch
can afford to take care of itself as a commercial speculation;
but even if it could not, and it should be thought
desirable on the part of this Government to grant aid to
the Sault Ste. Marie Branch, and to the Ontario Pacifie
Junction Railway, I would heartily approve of the
Governulent doirig seo, in the interest of the Province of
Ontario. But, Sir, I do not believe in the Government
being coerced at this time into any development of their
policy on that subject. I do not believe that when the
Government are in a tight plao hon. gentlemen should
take advantage of them to extract a promise from their
sense of fear which they could never obtain from their
sense of justice. Sir, the cry of alarm in the Province of
Ontario fais on verv indifferent cars. The people of Ontario
are not alarmed. They have every confidence in the leader
of the Government, and they are satisfied that, s0 long as
Sir John Macdonald is at the helm the Ship of State will
ride safely. The se'curity for the building of the road is
another subject which seems to have exercised the minds of'
the hon. gentlemen opposite ; but they themselves supply
the most suitable answer to themselves on that subject.
While, as a matter of fact, the 'Government have
obtained adequate security for the completion of the
road, yet even if they bad not donc so, the fact that
these gentlemen object to the existing security and
almost in the sane breath object to the vast fortunes which
are to be accumulated by this Syndicate, is suficient to
show that their objections are worthless. If the under-
taking is of such n profitable character as ion. gentlemen
opposite have represented, there carn be no danger as to the
completion of the work by the Syndicate. I only hope that
it may be of a profitable character to them ; I hope these
gentlemen may maike largefortunes,and I hope that,in making
fortunes for themsclves, thoy may also b cof great benefit
to the Dominion of Canada. i have read the speeches of
hon. gentlemen opposite, when in power, in which they
have referred to the peaceful sacrifices required by the
people-that is, when the Cassandra for Centic huron wanted
to place additional taxation on the people. In those days
taxation meant peaceful sacrifices ; and when I observe the
enormons debts with which European countries are loaded
down, I think how grateful the people of the Dominion
ought to be, that their burden is so light. The debts of the
older countries of the civilized world have been incurred for
wars inmany cases, for what was called the grati-
fication of honour, or the greed of territorial extension.
The debt of Canada has beon incurred entirely for
works of peace and peaceful development, and the
promotion of the best interests of the country. We
can point to our great useful publie works as assets to
balance the debt incurred in their construction. With regard
to the price to be paid for this greatrailway, hon. gentlemen
opposite use varying and bewildering figures as to the value
of the land. Some put it at 84 and others at $5 an acre,
their calculations being almost a puzzle to any one not a
calculating machine. As I figure the matter, I see it in this
light: We have already incurred, or are about to incur, in
the construetion of the road as begun by the late Govern-
ment and carried on by the present, an expenditure of $:8,-
000,000. We have also to pay to the Syndicate $25,000,000
in money as the road progressesmaking in all 853,000,000. In
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addition to that,we have to set apart for the Company25,000Of-
000 acres of land; and we have still left '75A00, O0 acres,
set apart by this Parliament for railway purpose,;
which, according to hon. gentlemen opposite, at $4 mwere,
are worth 8300,0W00,000. We have, then, on the other hand,
a debt of $53,000,000. Even if we deduet frorb that large
amount the cost of the management and sale -of those land#,
if thos4 8300,000,000 will not wipe off the debt of $5,000,-
000, the Finance Minister had better give way to the hon.
gentleman from Centre Huron. I think thit the seheme
will pay, and that not only will the road be but by it, but
we shall have our existing debt en Pacifie Rail-
way account wiped -out; that instead of its being
a burden upon the older Provinces of Ontario, Quebe,
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, it will relieve
them of their present burdens and of those that may be
anticipated. * Their people will never have to pay ont of
their pockets one dollar of the $25,00,000 of subsidy. If,
as one hon. gentleman opposite says, the lands are worth $5
an acre, our 75,000,000 acres will yield ns $375,000,000.
Before we are done with those great Oppo4ition calculations
the value of the lands will have been so enhanced that some
hon. members will, probably, be seen resigning their seats
and begging the Syndicate to take them in on the ground of
former political friendship. It strikes me that bon. gentle-
men opposite are themselves responsible for the terms with
the Syndicate not being better than they really are. 1 can
just fancy the leader of the Government and Minister of
Railways discussing them with the Syndicate, and naturIly
trying to make the best bargain for the country, endeavor.
ing to have their estimate of the value of the lands in the
North-West accepted and acted spon. We will then suppose
Mr. Stephon or Mr. Angus replying, in striving to get the
best terms for the Syndicate: "Sir John, we have always
heard of your persuasive tongue, and that you have eveu been
able to hunbug Earl Beaconsfield;" "Sir Charles, your
opponents credit you with having a very vivid imaginalion;
wo cnnnot accept your estimate at present j-look at what
Mr. Blake and Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Charlton have said
en the subject of the vahe of the lands." The consequence
would be that the Company wonid ask less land and more
money, to insure thenselves against any loss from the
sale of ,lands of the modest value lormerly
set upon them by the Opposition, and Ministers
would be obliged io come ,to such terms as they
believed it was in the interest of the country te accede to.
I hold, and shall continue to hold hon. gentlemen opposite
responsible for any unfavorable terms, restrictions or minor
grievances in connection with this contract. Had they
been patriotic men and joined hands with the Minister of
Railways and said, "We b>lieve your views are correct sad
that the lands are worth what you haveclaimed," I honestly
believe that for half the money and very litte more land
we could have got the railway, and possibly those restric-
tions now complained of by hon. gentlemen opposite woald
never have existed. Wèen they gave rein to their imagina-
tion to make political capitaland cried down the value ofoer
lands and resources, they little thought of the damiage
they wore inflicting upon their country. If they eon,
aider the peoplo are idiots or dots in judging of their
conduct and pretensions, they are very much mistaken.
There is a degree of intelligence and an amount of general
reading now throughout the Provinces which will
enable the people· to mote out to the hon. gentle-
men opposite a fitting doom for their oondwt. T.he
hon. member for North Norfolk dares to get up in
this H1ouse and threaten the right hon. leader of the
Government with the consequences to him in the future. That
hon. gentleman, in common with other Iading gentlemen
on that aide of the HRouse, are the persons who arerespon-
sible if the terms of theo ontraet have not been more favor-
able to Canada. Those- hou. gentlemen seem t have ignored
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the expense in tonneption with the equi.m ntîand
running of the Proad. They igno'ed the e -timpte
placed upon it by the leader of the- Opi<isition last
Session when ho said -the running of this road
when completed would cost $6,'750,000. Now, I think
we are jistifil in saying that we have saved to the people
on this poit an average of 81,000,000 a year, and what wilI
that amount to capitalized. The hon. gentlemen are fond of
calculations and pereentages; I.baV given them some to take
hme with themand sleep upon to-night. There is one point
upon which botb sides of this Honse have been over-sanguine
in tVh past, and that is in connection with populating the
North-West. I have not hitherto been very sarguine as to its
speedily becoming popalated. I think the immigration
policy of the Government of this country, no matter which
party was in power, bas never been a great success. The
men empiyed as agents lave generally been political backs
on both sides, and have not done much more than draw
their salaries. We have to contend with the fact that we
are living ander a monarchical form of Government, and
that people leaving Europe for America prefer to go
to the United States, of which they have heard so much
mncre than of Canada, and whose form of Government offers
a ftronger contrast to those rigorous Governments they lave
behind them. Again, the railway policy of theU nited
States has offered great inducements to immigrants. I think
the hon. member for West Middlesex (M r. Ross) said last
year that they had given away 180,000,000 ofacres of land.
Thekompanies who owned these lands were all emigration
agents of the best class. I therefore believe that the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Syndicate will be the best immigration

·agent we ever had in inducing emigrant to come to this
country. And if we.do not receive 81 of money from the
lands ofthe North-West to pay for this road, the immigration
will be of such an extensive character that the revenue do-
rived from the additional population will pay off all the debt
that may be ineurred. I have noticed in this discussion nu-
mernusslurs cast apon the Minister of Railways by hon. mem-
bers opposite. For monthe past that hon. gentleman has been
the object of the calumny and slander of the Opposition press.
He Ias been the object of the vile slanders and viler inuendoos
which have received the tacit approval of the hon. leader of the
Opposition. The hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright), the Cassandra of that party in this
Bouse, the other night was guilty of language towards the
hon. Minister of-Railways which I considered was quite un-
beeoming from one gentleman to another. He received a
merited rebuke from this aide ; but not one word of
remonstrance from his colleagues who sat beside him. i
think the hon. Minister of Iailways has been a shining
mark forthe shafts and arrows of his opponents. When I
contrast his career with that of those who have assailed
him, it strikes me that he is very much their superior. One
of the hon. gentlemen who assailed him is the inheritor of a
respected name and a professional standing, he might infact
be styled a ward of chancery, who las had ali things made
easy to himn. The other has wealth and position, for which
he never toiled. I do not say he couild not have aequired
them, but as a matter of fact he never did. le
also had a herditary claim to an important consti-
tuney in this country which ho betrayed and which has
retected him. These bon. gentlemen have had advantages
which the hon. member for Cumberland (Sr Charles
Tupper) never possessed. Life ihas been to him a mach
more arduonas career than to either of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, these amateur Radicals and aristocratie dema-
gogme, Arcades ambo, who are clamoring over the profits
of the Syndicate. In my opinion, Sir,-

Th very best thin that the market holds forth,
Aal speculaton fbr lovers of peif;

op at the pricethey re wor "
MAun ei a t;tii. P= ies whohputt on ine"

A r minrs the hon. member fbv Cumberlhnd. when in
c'a1lmTeC hont the histor of thi- rtailwi. chne is on-
,idered, and when the people cone to appreciate the
great part ho bas taken in cairrying forward this enterprise
in the interest of this country, i am satisfied bis services wiill
be valued at thoir true worth, although they can nover
be adequately re*arded, and that in connection with
them we mny indeed apply to tho hon. the Minister of
Railways the language of the English poet laureate, and
illustrate bis career by the career of one of whom the
laureate sings:

"Who breaks his birtti's invidious bar,
And grasps tie skirts of happy chanee,
And brests the blows of circumstance,

And grapples with his evil star;

Who Mnkes by force bis nierit known
And livès to clutch tbs golden keys,
To npould X mighty State's decrees,

And shape the whisper of the throne;
And moving up from high to »igher,

Becomes on Fortune's crowning slope
The pilIar of the people's hope,

The centre of' the land's dutres."

I think that that will be considered a much more fitting
tribute to the merit of the hon. nomber for, Cunberland than
any which has been bestowed upon him by hon. gentlemen
opposite. The hon. member for North Norfolk on one pr
two occasions attempted to cast reflection on the fame of the
right bon. the leader of the Government in Oonnec-
tion with the passage of this measure. I take
issue with the hon. gentleman on this subject.
I cojsider that the people of this country will
appreciate the crowning work of the right hon. gentle-
man's life to be that e his at last accomplished
this great scheme, the construction of this great trans-con-
tinental railway, that ho has been succossful in doing what
hon. gentlemen opposite utterly failed to do; that ihehas
succeeded in opening up the North-West and giving us an
opportunity of adding untold millions to our population. Now,
while in other countries we have seen "The Man on
florseback and the Man of Blood and Iron," consolidating
empires and enlarging territories, we have in this country
durng the many years the right hon. gentleman presided
over or dostinies, not seen one drop of blood shed in
promoting her prosperity and addig to ber territory.
IIe has continuously promoted the development of
this nountry from the time ho took hold of the old
Province of Canada when ho found it distracted by sectional
and religious discord, down to the present day, when
ho has succeeded in laying the great scheme before this
IHouse, which I am sure will meet with the approbation of
the country at large. During the whole of his career be
can boat what no other statesman in any civitized
country can boast-that it has been marked by the
absence of bloodshed, by the absence of military
rule, and by the peaceful development of the country
over which he has presided. Hon. gentlemen opposite
generally address an appeal to bon, mombers on this
side before taking their seat, requesting them to think of
the interest of the country, to weigh well tho course we are
prul$ing, and to remember this is a matter in which mem-

ers would be jtified in casting aside their party allegiance
and voting according to their convictions, Now, I appeal
to hon. gentlemen opposite, who have followed their leaders
blindly through thei'r various policies, fnot to allow them-
selves to be driven like cattle, but to .t like freemen. Sir,
I would fain hope that better counsofe would prevail among
hon. gentlemen oppite, that in their lacid intervals, for
even Îhey, I trust, have lucid intervals, they may recognize
the fact that the manufacture of political dynamite is a
dangerous amusement, which is apt to prove injurious to
those indulging in it. And if they really desire the pros-
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perity of the courtry, that this end is to be attained not by
belittling this and lauding other countries at its expense,
but rather by patriotically joining to promote our common
interests, and so make this Dominion what it is destined to
beeome, even in- spite of them, the great Northern Empire
of the new world.

Mr. RINFR ET. I cannot allow the discussion that is now
going on upon the question of the Pacifie Railway to pass
without offering a lw remarks. At this advanced stage of
the debate, when the principal speakers have been heard,
when the subject is, so to speak, exhausted, I do not intend
to occupy at any great lengti the attention of this honorable
House. This is not the first time, Mr. Chairman, that it is
proposed to build the Pacifie Railway by means of a
Syndicate. Already, in 1871, it was decided that this road
should be constructed by grants of land and a monied sub-
sidy. In 1874, when the hon. member for Lambton occupied
the position of Prime Minister, he followed out, on this point,
the policy of his predecessor, and he offered to subsidize any
company that would undertake the work. Both the political
parties that divide this honorable House have therefore con-
curred in the same opinion with regard to this important
question ; and, if 1, to-day, oppose the policy of hon.
Ministers, it is not because the construction of the Pacific
Railway has been entrusted to a Syndicate, but because the
contract that the members of the Syndicate seems to have
forced upon the Government contains provisions that ought
not to be ratified by the Parliament of Canada; it is because
the adoption of this contract would impose burdens upon us
entirely incommensurate with the resources of the country. I
think, Mr. Chairman, that we would fnd in this honorable
House but few members disposed to accept without murmur-
ing and without restrictions, the conditions that are offered
us by the Syndicate; and apprehension on this subject has
become so general and so important, that the hon. the
Minister of Publie Works saw fit to plead attenuating cir-
cumstances. In fact, he submitted the contract to this
honorable House, not as a bargain concluded between two
unfettered parties, but rather as a bargain forged upon us by
a concourse of circumstances that the Government were un-
able to control. -He spoke, among other things, of the en-
gagements that we have entered into with British Columbia.
1 believe, Mr. Chairman, that no member of this honorable
House will question the obligations that we entered into
with British Columbia. *When Brittsh Columbia consented
to become a part of the Confederation, she laid down as a
first condition the building of the Pacifie Railway,
This condition was accepted. But then, as well as now,
there were apprehensions with regard to this gigantic un-
dertaking. In order to reassure his followers, perhaps 11
should rather say, in order that the vote should be favorable«
to the Government, Sir George E. Cartier was obliged at thei
same time to have another resolution passed by the Parlia.
ment of Canada, promising that the burdensr of the countryi
should not be increased for the construction of the Pacifict
Railway. Thus we have contracted at the sane time two dis-
tinct obligations; the first, towards British Columbia, toi
build the Pacific Railway, and the other, towards the Do-(
ininion of Canada, not to increase the burden of taxation.i
These two obligations have been endorsed'by all the goveri-1
inents that have succeeded one another since 1871. Thei
hon. member for Lambton recognized the obligations of the1
Government towards British Columbia, but, on the otheri
hand, he several times had resolutions passed in theHouse,_
reaffirming our obligations towards the Dominion not to in-i
creas6 the burden of taxation. At each Session of the pres-i
ent Parliament the hon. Minister of Railways has alwayst
endeavored to show that while fulfilling our obligationse
towards British Columbia he would not increase the public
burdens. As is well known, he contended in each of hisE
speeches on this subject that the sale of land in the North-
West would-more than pay the enormous debt that we werel
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contracting for the building of the Paci& Railway. I beg
leave to dilfer entirely with the hon. Miister on this point,
and I think that I can prove, by the estimates made up to
this time, that the sale of these lands will not extinguish
this debt, but, on the contrary, that it will not le sufeient
to pay the interest thereon, se that if we rely only on the
sale of the lands in the North-West, the debt contracted foi
the earrying out of this eat undertaking will but inèrefee
from year to year. The -on. Minister of Railways has put
at $28,000,000 the expenses incurred up- to date on the
Pacifie Railway; he includes in this sum notonly the expenses
actually incurred on the fmished sections, but also on the
sections now under contract. If we add to this mmn- the
825,000,000 granted to the Syndicate, we will have a sum of
$53,000,000. To that must be added an expenditureofabout
$4,000,000 for telegraphliUnes, surveymg, eubsidy to the
Canada Central, and diversè itema about $7,000,000, making
a total of about $60,000,000. These sixty millions of dollars
will cost yearly, for interest with expenses of administration,
about $3,060,000. Let us now see, Mr. Chairman, whether
the sale of the lands will be sufficient to extinguish this debt
or even to pay the interest thereon. Differentestinmations of
the value of the lands in the North-West have been made.
According to the regulations of the Crown Lands Depart-
ment, brought down last Session, railway lands were valued
at an average price of $3.18 per acre, and the lands set apart
for pre-emptions and homesteads, at an average price of
$1.12. These valuations have been entirely changed this
year by the hon. Minister of Railways. It being necessary
to prove to this House that he was only giving for -the
building of the road $78,000,000, the hon. Minister was
obliged, in order to balance the account, to value the lands
granted to the Syndicate at $1 only. According. to this
valuation, the value of the lands reserved for pre-emptons
and homesteads would only be, if the scale established by
the Crown Lands Department is observed, 43 eents per acre,
or about a third of the value of the railway lands. I d noet
pretend to say that this is a correct valuation. I will not
even take it as a bais for my argument, as 1 consider it as
ridiculously low. The hon. the Railway Minister, in the
great speech he made last April before this House, caleulated
that in ten years we would have a very large immigration
in the North-West; he estimated it at over half a million.
He was of opinion that these immigrants would purchase
twenty-one millions of acres of land. I believe that it has
been shown beyond a doubt that these estimates were mnch
too high, and that we could only count upon a much smaller
number of immigrants. However, I am willing to suppose
for a moment that this estimate is correct, and that twenty-
one millions of acres of land actually will be sold in the
North-West. The lands that will necessarily be the most
readily sold, and which will probably be sold the first, will
be the lands nearest the railway, the railway lands granted
to the Syndicate, and the -Crown lands:divided into home-
steads and pre-emptions and placed in alternate lots with
the lands of the Syndicate. 10,500,00 acres of lands of-th
Syndicate will be sold, and10,500,000 acres oft'he Crown lands
divided into homesteads and pre-emptions. . This enormous
quantity of land, occupying an area larger than all the lands
granted in Ontario, would only give the Crown, aeeording to
the estimate of $1.00 an acre made-by the hon. the Ministeröf
Railways for the lands of the Syndiàte, about 43 ente au
aere, or in all, during the whole-ten years, only about four
und a quarter millions. But said jsy now, Mr. Chairman,
that I would not take this estimate as e -btamis of muy
argument, because 1 consider it ridiculoualy low. 1 wii
take the estimate of thi.)eegpartment of "the Interior, which
givos an average value f $1t, to the ron landa st
apart for pre-emptions and homesteads, and I arrive at the
sum of about $12,000,900 that we wiMI derive inten years'
time from all the sales of our lands in the North-West.
The interest on #60,000,000 during theamae period of ten
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years, with the costs of administration,'woud amount to
btween $200,000,*0 and $30,000,000. If we rely only
upon the sale of lands in the North-Westto pay this sum, we
will bave a deficit of not less than $15,000,000, so that the
public 4ebt, far froin decreasing wilL, on the contrary,
amount, et the end of these ten years, to seventy-five or
eighty millions of dollars; in twenty years it will amount
to ninety or one hundred millions of dollars, or 825 pr
bead cf the population, or about $200 per family.Mr.
C#airman, I do not think that the Parliament of Canada is
justiliable, in view of the promises made to the country in
1871,and renewed since then several times, in imposing
such amr enormous debt on the country, and so incom-
mensurate with Our resources. It has been maintained that
the Nort-West would help us, later on, to pay these
taxes that we are imposing upon ourselves for the settle.
ment of this vaut territory. I very much fear, Mr. Chair-
man,, that, for many years to come, the organization of
these new territories, and the cst of general administra-
tion, will be greater than the revenue that we will be able
to derive fron them, and that for a long time we will not
be able to rely upon them for help in tho payment of the
enormous debt that we are contracting for the construction
of the Pacifie Railway. I am of the opinion that the
Government would have acted patriotically, and that
they would have been entitlod to the gratitude of the peo-
ple if, during the last Session, they had allayed the fears
of their own followers, by adopting the suggestions of
the hon. member for West Durham. I believe that it
would have been good policy to construct the Pacifie
Railway gradually, and only as far as the North-West
would be settled ; to have built it only in as much as the
sale of the lands would have furnished us with the moans
of paying the costs of this unhappy undertakng. By
the gradual construction of the road, we would have an ac-
cumulation of interest for sections of the road that are not
of immediate use in the general interest of the country. I
voted agamnst the immediate construction of the western
section, because I did not believe in its immediate utility.
I do not think that the general interests of the country
require the building of that section before the North-Wcst
is settled. I voted against the immediate construction of
that section because we cannot construet it without greatly
increasing the burdens of the country. I do not intend to
revert to this subject, which was discussed last Session; but
I deem it my duty to oppose the eastern section of the road,
or the section to the north of -Lake Superior, for the same
roeasons that justified my vote of last Session on th British
Columbia section. 1, therefore, oppose the immediate con-
struction of the Lake Superior section, because it will entail
a large expenditure of money in a country that is not fit for
settlement, and because it is not at all required in the
general interests of the country. I think that the Govern-
ment would adopt a better policy were they to subsidize a
company for ihe completion of a branch to Sault Ste.
Marie, and put off indefinitely the building of the eastern
section of the Pacifie Railway. The Sault Ste. Marie Branch1
would place us in direct communication with the terminus
of the orthern Pacifie Railway by thelines now in course
of construction between Duluth and Sault Ste. Marie, and
in direct communication with Winnipeg by the lines now
existing between the latter city and Duluth. We have for
a number of years, incurred great costs for the construction
of canais, in order to put the cities of Canada in communi-
cation sommercially with the fertile Western States. To-
day, thanks to the railway to the south of Lake Superior,
we would only have to build a few miles of railway, spend1
two or three millions of dollars, in order to procure, without
restriction and without any forcible competition, the trade
of a million and a-half of souls, occupying one of the most
fertile regions of the world. Our unhappy Province of
.Quebec has been for several years in an alarming financial

position; we have each year defioits of several hundred
thousand dollars. I am of opinion, Mr. Chairman,
that our only hope of wiping out these deficits resta
on the revenues of our provincial railway, the Quebec,
Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental. The Government can, at a
trifling expense, procure for our road, in two or three years
from now, a large trade that would give -us thousande of
dollars, and would help us to pay the debts of our Province,
contributing much, ut the same time, towards the com-
mercial prosperity of ouir cities. But it has been stated that
the Sault Ste. Marie Branch would b built by the very force
of circumstancos, and that what we requirod just now was
the section to the north of Lako Suporior, in order to pro-
cure an outlet for the products of the North-West, and in
order that these products should pass through Canada, and
not through the States. Mr. Chairman, if the Sault Branch
is built, there will he no necessity for building tho eastern
section of the Pacifie Raiilway, bocause this section will be
ontirely usoless. As for the trade of the North-West, there
is but oe point by whieh it will be able to pass, in a few
years hence, and that is Montreal. From what 1 have said
it will be seen that there are three outlets for the North-
West, the eastorn section of the Pacifie Railway, the navi-
gation of Lako Suporior, and an unintorriiptod lino of rail-
way on the south shore of Lake Superior. Tlie products of
the North-Westwill go fromWinnlipeg by the Pembina Branch
to Emerson; will be carried from thtero IoDuluth by the
St. Paul and Manitoba and the Northern Pacific, from
Duluth to Sault Ste. Marie by railway actually in course of
construction botwoon these two points. elie distance fnom
Winnipog to Montreal by those two lines is exactly the
sam, there being a difference of only 13 muiles. The route
by navigation on Lake Superior is some hundred miles
shorter. The outlet by either of those is several hundred
miles shorter than any route by Arnerican territory to Bos-
ton or New York. The linos to the south of Lake Superior
have, over the eastern section of the Pacific, the advantago
of being first-class, while the latter is to bc, aceording to
the very terms of the contruct, a third-class road. The
line to the south of Lake Superior will be much easier
to work in wintor. To be convinced of that it is only
necessary to remember that the lino to the north of
Lake Suporior is two degreos further north than Quebec.
Htaving, oieover, the advantage of passing through lithe
inhabited country, ttnd of having the trade of the most
fertile Western States, the South Shore road will have a
great quantity of froight, and will be able, for all these
reasons, to carry produce and the different. articles of com-
merce ut much lower rates. It is quite certain that the
eastern section will not b able to support this competition.
The policy of the Government would be difficult to explain
if the hon. M&inister of Public Works had not given us the
great reason which ranks before ali others, and which in a
more sentimental one. The hon. Minister, in a burst of
eloquence, stated to this honorable House a few days ago,
that: "What we require is an ail Canadian railway, passing
through Canadian territory." Patriotism bas always a
place in the affaire of this world, and I cannot refrain from
congratulating the hon. Minister upon having retained at
his age so much enthusiasm. I would, however, point ont
to him that commerce knows no nationality. Trade, which
bas not the patriotism of the hon. M inister, will probably
follow the most advantageous route, and this route is
unquostionably the Canadian lino to the south of Lake
Superior and the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. Thuns, Mr.
Chairnan, the prosperity of our Canadian railway; the
prosperity of our cities, the general interests of our trade,
everything imposes upon the Govornment the obligation of
constructing the Sault Branch. On the other band, the bad
state of our finances, the enormous dobt that at the present
time weighs upon the people of Canada, and, I mi-ht add,
the uselessness of the eastern section of the Pacifle Ralway
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until there is a population of a million or two millions in the mountains of British Columbia, in the deßsts th
between Fort W illiam and Selkirk, all those consideration-4 border Lake Superior. If we have surplusletems profit b>
impose upon the Government the stern duty of dejayinz the them in order to lighten the burdens ofthe people. Lt .l
construction of the eartern section of the Pacificltailway. pay our deb'ts, let as ont down the taxes, and we will seM
I will not take up the time of the House with the clauaes of ceed, perhaps, by a wise economy of the public monis, i
the contrnet that have been disussoEd at lnigt reta4ipingin the country someo of our bretlre and friende
by other bon. members. I will oply say thet thore wbo are now leaving us.
are some little short clauses of only a few linos r
that contain millions. The exemption from duty on ar. GIGALT. The Committee will allow me to Bay a
all materials entering into the construction of the road, has few words in answer to the speech of the hon. member for
been estimated at soma ten millions. The exemption of the Lotbinere. The principal objections urged by that hon.
Syndicate's lands fro>n all taxation, whether municipal, gentleman against the present contract are that the Sault
school, federal or local, can be estimated at balf a million a e. Maries route should have been chosen, and that the
year, making for twenty years some ten millions of dollars resources of the country do not warrant the immediate con-
in all about twenty millions of dollars that take up but little struction of the Pacific Railway. I beg eave to remid him
space in the contract. But there is another clause of great, of the words uttered last Session by the hon. member for
importance, inasmuch as it tends to establish in the North- L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain), one of the pricipal mémbers of the
West a social state of things that has been condemnedin Liberal party in the Province of Quebec, and I might say,
former times,·not only by the Liberal party, but also by the one of the leaders of that party. This hon. member, speak-
Conservative party in this country. The granting of lands ing of the .Sault Ste. Marie, on the loth May, 1880, made use
to the Syndicate, witbout any reserve or restriction, will of the following language
most assuredly establish in the North-West the rule of great ."In winter as well as in summer you wil have to take the shortest cut,
landed proprietors. The veterans of our polities, who fonght and go by the American railways to Ste. Marie, your railway to that
for years for the abolition of the tenure seigneuriale will Point will be stopped ail along the route, the through freight being next
regret the position in which the Government places the to nothing.
inhabitants of the North-West. Since the abolition of the As it will have been observed, this hon. member maintained
tenure seigneuriale the Conservative party has always con- that the through freight would be next to nothing if this
tended with the Liberal party, in the press and on the route was adopted. Nevertheless, the member for Lotbinière
hustings, for the honor of having delivered the people of the has just pronounced himself in favor of this route, whereas
Province of Quebec from this last vestige of feudality. I the member for L'Islet maintained, lastyear, that-this would
am surprised to see the same party, the same men who be the means of preventing trade from taking the direction
diaputed us this honor,- entirely abdicate, on this point, the of the Province of Quebec and the other Provinces. That is
principles they then professed. I am astonished to see them the extent to which our Liberal representatives are mindful
establishing among the settlers of the North-West, who will of our interests. This inconsistency does not surprise me in
be British subjects like us, and our fellow-countrymen, a the least. We are accustomed to such inconsistency on the
social state of things condemned formerly in Lower Canada part of Liberal members. More than that, in a manifestothat
by the whole population, without regard to political parties. the member for L'Islet has just addressed to the free and in-
I am, therefore, opposed to the present contract because it dependent electors of his county, he expressly declares him-
tends to establish in the great North-West of Canada a state self in favor of the Sault Ste. Marie route. If these electors
of society no wise in harmony with the principles heretofore read the speech made during the luat Session by their repre-
professed not only by the Liberal party, but also the Con- sentative against this same route, they will discover that
servative party of Canada. I reiret that the G(overnment he entertains rather confused ideas upon the question of the
doms not yield to public opinion which demands lacific Railway. The member for North Norfolk (Mr.
the construction of the Sault Branch as being the Charlton in the course of the speech that he made a few
means of conlsiderably inc'reasing the prosperity of the minutes ago, said , hat lie would have been happy to support
country. 1 am opposed to the Govern ment's contraci with the Governiment scheme if it had been favorable to the coun-
the Syndicate beca use, besides the land grants, it imposes try; he was prepared, he said, to lay aside part spirit in
on the country a debt of six y millions tof dollars which order to serve the interests of the country; but by making
will not be extii.guished by the sale of the lands of the such a desperate onslaught upon the present contract as
North West, but which, on the contrary, will go on increas- well .as upon the National Policy, the Liberals are
ing. I think that it is imprudent 'o impose this new working against the interests of their owu party
burden on a poor country like ours, whose indebtednoss and against the interests of the country, and they are
already ainounts to over frty dollars per bead. I believe mak'ing theïnselves more and more unpopular. The by-
that our resources are net euicient to meet this great elections that we have had show that the people are quito
increase in the public expenditure. For a great number of satisfied with the present policy, and that the Opposition by
years we have had continuous deficits, the deficit of the ocontinuing to attack the wholly national and practical
last fiscal year amounting to $2,000,000. Some of the measures of the present Government, only increase their
hon. members on the other side of the House have unpopularity anong the people of Canada. The member for
annomunced a surplus for the current year. This is good Lotbinière believes that the sale of Crown lands will not
news; but should we rejoice over it when we refleet that this meet the cost of construction of the. Pacifie Railway. In
surplus bas only been obtained by imposing enormous expressing this opinion, ho is .far from agreeing in the
taxes on the first necessarios of life, on flour, coal, coal oil, statements made by the member for West Durhain (Mr.
which are articles that the farmer and the mechanie must Blake), the member for North Norfolk (Mr.-Charlton), and
necessarily purchase. These taxes increase the price of several other leading members of the Liberal party. Did
living for each farmer's family from $20 to $25 a year. not the member for WestTDurham maintain that our public
Should we rejoice when those too heavy burdens are driving lands were worth more than four dollars an acre, which
our fellow-countrymen out of the country; when we see would give an immense value te the 100,000,000 of acres of
passing before us, like a funeral procession, thousands of land that the Government ha set apart for the construction
fanilies which flock to the American manufactories, there of the Pacific Railway. Speaking of the scheme of the
te lose their health and sometimes their life ? If we can Governmont, and of the efforts ho had made to build this
hope for surpinaes, se much the botter. But do not let us road, the nember for Lasbton (Mr. Mackenzie) said on
make an abuse of them iu oder to bry millinsofmonyt1 th 1thofMay, 1879:

Mr. RINFMET.
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We-signally failed-in obtaining ont single offer (there was one imper-

feet 0ir. made) for the construction on those terms, which vere the grant
of 20M> resund $q,WO0 cash per mile. with a guamantee of 4 per ont.
uponi sch hlance as rnight berepresented as necessary.

"No terms eould be. more expli*it; it would be diffcuit to mention
tess.ma favorable, aad yet the hon. gentleman seems to expect, by his

S ti tloalonizatinscheme with the 100,000,000 of acres mstead
o 4e so 000,0016of acres and d30,FAn,000 current money, is somehow or
other te mneeeed in getting this road built."

It Wifl e eeu thattbe hon. member for Lam bton maintained
that 109,000,000 of acree would not he eu1Keiçnt to inure
th, biding of the Pacific Railway, and we give a great
deal les4 by the resôlutions that are now under consideration.
The Oyndicate wilt only receive 25,000,000 acres of land,
whic , 4educted fron the 100,000,000 acres set apart for
the donstruction of this road, leave in the hands of Govern-
meut5,000,000 acres of land, and these lands, at the rate
of $4 an acrç, ecording to the estimate put upon them by
tha hou. leader of the Opposition, will give the Federal
Government $300,000,000, an amount sufficient to build the
Pacific Railway and to pay the whole public debt beasides.
In view of these figures, based upon the calculations of his
lesdere,Îhow can the member for Lotbinière pretend that the
resources of Canada do not warrant the building of our great
railway? And it must not be forgetten that an increase in
the population of the North-West will give an increase in
the revenues dérived from customs and excise duties. We
amable to say that the debate on the contractinow sub-
mitted haà had at loeast the advantage of making the
Liberl party speak favorably oftheir own*c'ountry. Until
last3year, the Opposition wore ceaselese in their disparage-
ment of Canada and of our credit. They always maintained
that aur publie lands were worth nothing, and that the
construction ofý the Pacifie Railway .would be the ruin of
the country. They even went so far as to say that the
keeping up and working of the rôad would bring us to
bankruptcy. If the members.of the Opposition wanted to
be consistent they would rejoice at seeing a comparny under-
take, not only the building, but aiso the working of this
road. The hon. member for L'Islet should remenber that in a
speech that he made last ycar, after having estimated the
annual cost of the working of this road at $8,000,000, lie
âdded:

" I will assume the largest possible return from its working and yet
predict that the Dominion will not be able to maintain it."

Should not this hon. minember, as well as those who applauded
him, be the first to congratulate hon. Ministers on having
brought down a measure that is going to relieve Canada of
the ruinous burthen of naking this road ? In his eagerness
to criticize, the hon. member for L'Islet is disposed to take
a different position from that which he took last year.
After having predicted that the country would be ruined by
the mere working of the road, he now comes and endeavors
te make this flouse and the public believe that the working
of this same road will make millionaires of the members of
the Syndicate. Did you ever see such flagrant contradiction
in so short a space of time? Are we going to deal with this
question like children or like serious statesmen having
at heart the interests of their country ? Let us
suppose for a moment that the conditions of the eoitract
are Dot as favorable as they might have been. Upon
whoe shoulders are we to throw the responsibility
of 4t?. -l it not the fault of those men who have always
maitained that our public lands were worthless? le it
not the fait of the man who declared that the worksng of
this road would be the ruin of Canada? In view of each
sttments nade by Canadian members of Parliament,
whoêare upposed to be familiar with the country And our
resourese, who are supposed to know what the trafflc would
likely be, it was quite natural for the members of the
8yndieate to exact conditions which, in their opinion,
w.od secur. ebom against the bankruptcy foretold by the
Opposition. However, I maintain that the terims and con-
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ditions of the contract are quite acceptable, and even more
advantageous than arny that the member fbr Lambton ever
thought of obtaining. l order to arrive at that conelh-
sion, we have only to read the speech made by that hon.
member, and te which I have alluded s few moments ago.
When w. see the hon. member for West Durham get up
and say that we have 250,000,000 noros of arable lnd in
the North-West, and when he values our lands i that bolt
at 84 per acre, we muet admit that Canada occupies a very
enviable position, and that we are prepared to meet the
expenses required for the building of thé Pacific Railwa.
One of the principal objections raised by the Libéral party
against the National Policy, whon it was adopted, wae that
our population was not numerous enough a furnish aùidaret
for the products of our manufactories. It was asked : "Of
what use is it to create a national industry when
we have such a limited number of consumers ? "
What will be the result of the policy carried out by the
present Government? Will not it have for result the settle-
ment of the North-West and-a considerable increase in our
population ? Will not a large population, in the North-
West give a new impulse ta our credit and to our industries,
and will it not croate a good home market for the products
of our eastern manufactories? This state of things will
help to do away with one of the principal objections urged
by the Liberals against the Government's fiscal policy, and
they ought to rejoice, even had we not entered into an
agreement with British Columbia to build the Pacifie Rail.
way, our own interests would induce us ta build this road,
in order te increase our private and public resourcs. In
his manifeste, the member for L'Islet states aiso that he
opposes the present contract:

" Because all the Parliaments elected since Confederation have
affirmed in principle that the Pacific Railway should be constructed only
inas much as it would not impose additional burdens on the peoplei.

Which political party first imposed new burdens on the
people, in order to be able to carry on the eQnstruction of
the Pacific Railway ? Read the correspondence exchanged
between the Canadian Government and the Britiih Govern-
ment, and you will see that the Mackenzie admnisiitration
declared that they bad imposed $2,000,000 of additional
taxation, iii order to succeed in building thitis road. And
yet they corne and tel] us now thut this undertaking must
not be carried out, because in order to do so it would be
necessary te impose new burdens on the people. Moroover,
the Government schemo will1 net render any new taxation
necessary, and pute us in a far better position than if the
Government were obliged to build and work the road
themselves. When we look at ail these contradictions of
the mermbers of the Opposition, we cannot recover from
our astonishment, and, ut the same time, we sec that we
ought not to be surprised at the present want of popula-
rity of the Liberal party among the olectors of Canada.
The electors give their confidence ta serions mn
who have a fixed policy, and when we sce o
leaders of the Liberal party change thoir minds, and
change their principles from one year to another, withoit
having any fixed policy on the most important public qucá-
tions, it is quite natural that the electors should have, confi-
dence in such a party. For my part, although I represent a
county that has always been considered as a Liberal strong-
hold, I deem *it my duty to support the contract that is now
submitted, and in so doing I think that I will not only be
serving the interests of my constituents, but aiso the inter-
esa of the whole ountry. I am convinced of the useful-
ness of railways as a means of communication, and seeing
that Canada is a young country whose resources require te
be developed, and being persuaded that means of communi-
cation are absolutely necessary for the development of the
natural resources of the country, I amin favor of any meaure
that our finances will warrant, and which can contrlbute
towards giving us easy, rapid, and economical meons of
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communication. I am in favor of the construction of the
Pacific Railway, because I expect from it the niost satisfac-
tory results. I consider the fiscal and railway policy of the
Government quite acceptable. The fiscal policy and the
railway policy complete one another. As I said just now,
one of the principal objections urged against the National
Policy was, that our population was not dense enough ; but
by favoring the settlement of the North-West, through the
construction of this road, we will succeed in obtaining a
larger population. There will be greater demand for the
products of our industrial establishments, trade will be
brisker, and prosperity will goon increasing in our young
and well-beloved country.

M. LONGLEY moved the adjournment of the debate.
The Committee rose and reported. ~
House resumed ; and (at 12.05 o'clock, a.rn.,) the House

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
MoND, 10th January, 1881.

The SPEAItER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEas.

BILLS INTRODJCED.
The following Bills were severally introduced and read the

firet time:-
Bill (No. 13) to incorporate the South Eastern Railway

Company.-Mr. Schultz.
Bill (No. 14) to incorporate the Westbourne and North-

Westrn .Railway Company.-Mr. Cameron (N. Victoria).
Bill (No. 15) to incorporate the Metropolitan Fire Insur-

ance Company of Canada.-Mr. Beaty.
Bill (No. 16) to explain and amend the Act to authorise

the transfer of the Windsor Branch of the Nova Scotia Rail-
way to the Western Counties Railway Company.-Mr.
Cameron (N. Victoria).

THE ONDERDONK CONTRACT.
Mr. DaCOSMQS enquired, What is the estimated value of

the work performed under the railway contract with A.
Onderdonk or assigns on the Canadian Pacific Railway,
between Emory and Savona Ferry, Kamloops Lake, up to
or about December lst, 1880; and what is the amount of
money that was paid to A. Onderdonk or assigns, on account
of said work, up to and since December lst, 1880 ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The estimated value of the
work performed up to December 31st, 1880, is $408,506;
the amount paid is that amount less 10 per cent. retained
as drawback.

SUPPLEMENTARY CON TRACTS ON THE CANADIAN
PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether any arrangement has
been made between the Syndicate and the Government for
the making of any further or supplementary contract in
connection with the Canadian Pacific Railway; and if so,
when the same will be laid on the Table?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No arrangement bas beene
made between the Syndicate and the Government for the
making of any further or supplementary contract in connec-
tion with the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

INTRODUCTION OF PUBLIC BILI.
Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders of the Day are called,

I desire to make an observation. I understood that the
variation in our practice which was agreed to by generai

Mr. GIGAULT.

consentlst. Session, namely, that Publie Bills îiould be
placed on the ia4m;as aseparateorder, was not to interfare
with theriytmembers asto theperiodoftheintrditioI

Baic . It was thought that, for the enel on-
venience, it would be better.that they shoald plaoedron
the paper so that we should know when notie si w r
and when they were to come on. Always heretofore hey
had .come on as part of the motions, and therefore as routine;
and I did not understand that by naking them a sepa
rate line, we were taking them below routine. It seeme
to me that that was not a result of the
change which hon. gentlemen who consented to the
new arrangement, contemplated in so consenting, dand
submit to the hon. gentleman whether I am correct or7not
ii my interpretation. It would be very inconvenient to the
public business that there should be no introduction of
Public Bills pending this general order, and as they usually
involve no explanation at all, except. a very brief one, they
might very well be included as part of the routine pro-
ceedings.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If that were doue, the
result would bé, or might be, that we would not be able to
carry out the Order of the House which was made the
other day-that immediately after routine, Government
Orders should be brought on. The introduction of every
bill, as I understand it, muet be on two daye' notice, and,
therefore, formal introduction of bills, if it is insisted upon,
must be broughtup on notice of motion, though it is not
insisted on. When I made the motion the other day, it
was for the express purpose, as the 'House muet have
understood, of preventing any possibility of discussion after
routine until this matter was disposed of. I think my hon.
friend suggested that we might allow questions to be put,
but that was the only thing that was to intervene before
the discussion of the contract.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not make the suggestion as to bills
for the reason I have stated. I think the hon. gentleman
is incorrect in speaking of the introduction of bills as a
matter coming under Notices of Motion. It always has
come under motions, and the only change we made last
Session was to give it a place on the paper, indicating, as I
understood, when motions of that kind should be made.
That was only done last Session, and it still, it seems to me,
forms part of routine.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

House again resolved itself into Committee to consider
certain proposed resolutiona for granting and appro-
priating twenty-five millions of dollars and twenty-five
millions of acres of land in the North-West Territories,
according to the terms of the contract relating to the
Canadian Pacific Railway transmitted to this House by His
Excellency the Governor General by his Message dated
December 10th.

Mr. LONGLEY. The resolutions before the Uous. have
already been so extensively discussed that there seems to be
little ncessity for any additional remarks. But as it
seems to be an understood thing that this discussioa ehould
be continued for some time longer, Ipropose to exereise
my privilege as a member of this House by making afbw
observations. I do not for a moment flatter myself that I
shal be able to oet any additional light on this «abjeot.L4t
sems to me that enough has been said already to fully
satisfy every unprejudioed mind, that the proposai before the
,House is such as should reoeive thehearty adoption of this
Parliament. When the union of the four Provinoecf
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova. Sentia -wu
effected, I understood that it was in contem-
plation to go on adding Province ifter Prfimee
until the whole of British North America wa united in
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ome gvand nion. In falilmont of that purpose, abortly
aftrtheepleonfthesmalarunion, thewholeofRupert's
Land was at a very considerable price-a price a
ge.d"eal a what many hon. gentlemen in this House
have beeu recutly willig to acknowledge that it wasworth,
butmot se lowby any means in the estimation of those Who
took part in framing the union. Still, it was very
important to acquire that vast territory. It was
important in regard to the extension of our domain.
it -waa more important in view of the fact that
wie then hold in our hands a pledge for the
ultimate liquidation of the debt that we had
to incur in the way of binding by iron bands the whole of
these Provinces together. Lt is now about ton years since
resolutions were introduced into Parliament, having for thoir
object the incorporation of British Columbia into the then
existing Union, and coupled with these was another proposi-
tion that a railway should be constructed from Lake Nipiss-
ing to the shores of the Pacifie Ocean. In view of the con-'
dition ofthe country ten years ago, that seemed to be an
undertaking . caleilated to intimidate even those who
had the i matter in hand. But it would, in my
opinion, have been an unimportant object to unite
but fbur Provinces of British North America together unless
we anticipated, at no distant day, binding them all
together. An indispensable condition of the smaller union
was the construction of the Intercolonial Railway. It were
vain to unite four Provinces, spread over a very large
extent of territory, without providing the means of inter-
communication. From the inception, therefore, of the
Pacifie Railway undertaking, I was in favor of the
incorporation of British Columbia into the Union and
the construction of the Pacifie Railway, great and arduous
as was the undertaking ; and, - to-day, as we stand more
directly face to face with the completion of this
vast undertaking than ever before, I would venture
the inion, that since the estimate given by the
hon. Minister of Railways last Session, had we not a better
scheme, we could afford to go on and complete the work as
a Government measure. IBut in the course of events we
have been fortunate enough to have received the proposal to
the consideration of whieh we are to address ourselves to-
day in a candid, fair and statesmanlike manner. It is not
my purpose to venture many criticisms upon the remarks
that have been made in opposition to the present scheme.
But I may be permitted to say that I have been per-
fectly amazed that gentlemen,, who must understand
this question far better than I do, should have
been guilty of so much miscalculation and misrepre-
sentation. Firet, it was said that there might be
exemption of these lands for ever from taxation; then it was
said that ail the material required in the construction of
this railway was to be admitted free; and there were ten, or
a dozen, or twenty other statements made which had no
feundation in fact. It seems to me that we could scarcely
have a better criterion for judging of the grounds Of
objection to this contract than the necessity of using all
these misstatements. Now, I think the main question
for us to consider is this: Is the present pro-
posal more advantageous, in a purely financial aspect,
than any previous proposal? Most assuredly it is.
We know how many differeut estimates we have had of the
cost of this undertaking, and we know what the present
propositions involve in the way of cost. Now let me
compare them. Almost every member in this House will
reeceetthÂtthe first estimate cf the cost Of the Pacific
Railway was $105000,000. That estimate was made a little
ahead of the Bill of 1873, and that, I presume, was largely, if
not wholly, based upon the estimate to which I refer. inder
the scheme of 1873, the cost of construction of the Pacifie
Railway wias,in round numbers, to be 85,000,000. Under the
Bill of 1874, we wçre to give a cash subsidy Of $48,947,000;

a Iand mubsidy of $55,940,000, making a total of $104,887,000.
As I before stated, it seemed to me thon, as a momber of
this Legislature, and one who had thought a little about
the matter, that if there were no botter scheme we could
venture to go on and complote the railway as a Government
undertaking. But now we have a botter scheme submitted
for our consideration; and I say without hesitation that,
according to the best judgment I have been able to form
upon it, it is a botter scheme by millions of dollars. The
coet under the present scheme is $78,000,000. Now, lot us
institute a comparison. The present scheme is 827,000,000
les than the firt estimate, and it is $7,000,000 in round
numbers less than the estimated cost in 1873. It is
827,000,000 under the cost of 1874, bad the Bill then passed
by Parliainent gone into operation, or had any one been
found willing to undertake the task of building the road. It
is even 87,000,000 less than the estimate which the hon.
Minister of Railways submitted te us last winter. Let us
take the average of those four proposals or estimates,
and wo shall find that there will be an average saving,
taking the whole schemes together, of $17,000,000. But
we are told that we are now setting far too low a
value on the land, and hence arises the difficulty of calculating
the advantages of the present scheme. It is wonderfl how
lands in the North-West Territories have rison in value in
the short space of a single year.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Eight months.
Mr. LONGLEY. It is not even three months since ou

might have found a score of the mon who are to.day caicu-
lating those lands as worth $3.18 per acre who would have
deied that, for any practical purpose, they wore worth 81 per
acre. Now, lot me read the opimon of the then leader of the
Opposition in 1879. It has been read a great many times
before, but it seems to be necessary to repoat it, and, if possible,
rub it iu:

"We have found it very diffilcult indeed in Canada to promote ettle-
ment, even when the lan ds were given away by the Government. It is
still more difficult to send settlers to the far-oif western territory where
they have not only the difficulties of a new country, not les in amount
though different in degree, than the settlers of our own wooded districts.
They have a long winter. absence of lumber and building material, and
difficulties of transportation. We must, therefore, make up our minds
that if we are to settle that country, it will only be done at the expense of
a large amiount of money to aid settlers in going in, and giving them the
land free after they get in."

Thus, not only were the lands worthless, but it was going to
take a large sum of money to induce settlers to go into that
country. In other words, we were throwing away £300,000
sterling for the purchase of Riipert's Land. I do not think
it requires wonderful discrimination to ascertain that fact.
But I am going to assume that the land is worth 82 per
acre. Taking the 25,000,000 acres at that price, we
haIl find that, according to the scheme of 1878,

we were to give >not 885,000,000, but $139,400,000;
$30,000,000 in cash and 54,700,000 acres of land at $2 an
acre, making $109,400,000, or 8139,400,000* in 1878. But
those gentlemen contend that the land has improved since
1873. Well, that i possible. Some think it took place
since. But I am justifed in saying that there in a botter
prospect, at any rate, of a speedier sale now than thon.
But thon, as I1have already stated, although now so
valuable, it was considered worth nothing at all in
1879. Now, according to the scheme of 1874, we
were to give $48,978,000, and reckoning the land thon
to be given worth $2 an acre, $111,080,000 additional,
or $160,827,000. But our friends opposite do not like to
have the land reckoned in that way. But if it ie worth $2
au acre now, it was worth $2 then ; so, by apnlying the
same principle and the same valuation to th Ldat ail
those different intervals, we corne to a sound conclusion
that no fair-minded man will even undertake to controvert.
Now, let us apply the same standard of value in another
way: now we are giving $25,000,000 cash and 25,000,0QQ
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acres, and the road the Government is to complete is to
cost $28,000,000. Let us take the two latter firat
25,000,000 acres and $28,000,000; let us take 25,000,000
acres at 82 an acre, and we have $103,000,000. Taking th e
land nt $2 an acre we find that even this total would be
82;000,000 below the first estimate ever made of the cost of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now, these calculations
sum up thus: $2,01)0,000 los than the firet estimate,
and $36,400,000 less tban-the estimate of 1873 upon this
basis of calculation; 857,827,700 less than the cost would
bave been had there been anyone found to take up the scheme
of Mr. Mackenzie's Bill of 1874 ; and taking $85,000,00", the
estimated cost of the scheme of last year, we find that
the saving, compared with those different schemes, under
this mode of computation, would average $27,525,000; that
is to say, the present scheme would, averaging the others,
effect a saving of between 825,000,000 and $26,000,000. Of
course, I think this an extravagant value to put on the land.
While disposed to put as high a value on the lands of the
North-West as anybody, in my humble judgment we cannot
calculate the land to be worth, as a cash payment, more than
81 an acre. It might not be wisdom to sell 25,000,000 acres
more of our land in the North-West for 825,000,000; but I
am very much inclined to think the majority of the people
would say, sell it, by all means, at that price; because if it
were sold, the chances would be in favor ofits speedy settle-
ment, and that is what is wanted. Nothing is more desirable
than to get a few millions of people into the North-West.
The moment that is effected, all our difficulties ceuse, and
instead of the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railwgy
and the purchase of Rupert's Land serving to tax us more,
we should, in that very mode, get very great relief fron
taxation. It bas been said, both in and out of Parliament,
that the higher value you set on the land the better-the
more we have to hope for in the future. My own opinion is,
that we shalldo well enough by valuing the land at8 an acre;
and we have a magnificent estate in the North-West, after
we shall have paid all our obligations. But there is another
consideration. I do not see the leader of the Opposition
in his place; perhaps he does not think my remarks worthy
of bis consideration. But, I think it would puzzle a gentle-
man, even as astute as be is, to find even a spice of fallacy in
the observations I am making. In the Session of 1879, the
Government came down with a proposal to dedicate
100,000,000 acres in the North-West for the purpose of pro-
curing, beyond all doubt or controversy, the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Not only were they pre-
pared to give the lands, but all the minerals they contained,
thus offering to British capitaliste, and capitalists all over the
world, the strongest, possible guarantee, not only of their
determination to carry the work to a successful comple-
tion, but also the best possible guarantee for the liquidation
of any debt that might be incurred in connection therewith.
Now, I propose to compare the method of calculation of the
hon. leader of the Opposition with my own calculation. The
work to be constructed by the Government is to coet
$28,000,000 ; the-cash subsidy we are to give is $25,000,000,
making 853,000,000. Now we add 25,000,000 acres of land,
reckoned at $3.18 per acre, which is the average value set
upon these lands by the leader of the Op ition. The
value at $3.18 would be $79,500,000, which, added to the
853,000,000, will make a total subsidy of $132,500,000. Now
we have left out of the 100,000,000 acres dedicated fbr the
special purpose of building thi railway, 75,000,000 acres. We
still hold these lands as the best card we have to play. The
Government have economised in the disposal of the lands.
By a subsidy of 833,000,000 and lands worth 879,500,000,
(418,000,000 out of the $28,000,000 having already been ex-
pended) they bave succeeded in securing a contract which,
when endorsed by Parliament, will ensure the construction of
the road. Now, the 75,000,030 acres of land which we hold are
worth to us $3.18 per acre, if thç 25,000,000 acres which we

Mr. LONGLEY.

are giving ar worth that much. Everyonewill admit that.
Thie Syndicate is to have lands of fair soeSage quality.
They are not to run about and take a section here ad.a
section there wherever they please. It seems to me-"t
those who havenmade statements to the contrary must have
known better. If they did not they did not take the-tremble
to read the contract; or, having read the contrct; were not
able to properly interpret it. They can take whichever
horn of the dilemma they please. The eontract.s&ys that
the Syndicate are to have 640 acres in one block and we are
to have 640 acres alongside of them, and se on. They are
te have lands in the North-West Territories, but they are
only to have a fair average quality of lands.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. LONGLEY. Will the hon. gentlemen tell us the

difference ? I repeat, and I am in the judgment of
the House,' that if the 25,000,0.00 acres which
we give the Syndicate as part of the bargain to pay for the
work, are worth 83 18 per acre, 75,000,000 that we hold are
worth as much, and I shall go on to show that we have eveu
more than that quantity left, and ,a that way we hold in
our bands the strongest possible guarantee, not only for the
liquidation of any cost the Government may neur for the
building of this road, but for the extinction of our whole
debt. Therefore, I, for one, though living remote from this
work, down in the east by the sea, and not being supposed
to have such a keen interest in regard to the construction of
the Pacifie Railway as some others, yet, looking further than
local interest and circumstances, and looking to the mggnifi-
cent scheme that was consummated some years ago, vir.: the
Union of the British North American possessions under one
Government, and having some pride in my country, hepe
to see some day the railway. completed from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, as was originally intended; and if Providence
favors us, I see no reason why we should not have that scheme
carried to fruition and this country take a place among
the nations of the earth that might be coveted even by our
neigbhors who are alongside of us. Now, here is the con-
clusion of this paf-t of the subject: the lande we hold, saved
out of the 100,00000 acres dedicated for the construction
of the Pacific Railway, are worth, according to the calcula-
tion of the leader of the Opposition, 8238,500,000 ; deducting
from this the amount given in subsidies to the Syndicate,
$132,500,000, we save the neat little sum of $106,000,000,
according to the hon. gentleman's own basis of calculation.
It cannot be gainsaid. I might almost say of the hon.
gentleman, as Burns said of Charles Fox:

"Thou first of our orators, first of our wits.
Yet whose parts and acquirements seem mere lucky hits,
With knowledge so vast and with judgment so strong
No man with the haif of lem e'er went far wrong,
With passions so potent and fancieEsôs bright,
No man with the half of lem e'er went quite right."

Ana I might even go furtber. I listened with no little
amazement te my hon. friend (Mr. Charlton)-and I 1i-
tened to him witih a great deal of pleasure, because, aside
from his peculiar idiosyncracies he is one of the ablest men
and most .interesting speakers lu the Hlouse-and while
doing so I could not help being reminded of some other
uines:

"Good Lord, what is man? For simple as he looks,
Do but seek to develo his hooks and his eroo,
With bis depths sud ls shallows, his gooaud bis evili
Ail in al, he's a problem mut puzzle the devao."

Now, Mr. Chairman, Imay have been too favorably uimprese-
ed with the lands in the North-West, but I have -read a
little in regard to -the soil and climate of that couatry
during the last fifteen years, and the more I have read, the
more authorities I have consulted, the stronger has beeome
my faith, both in regard to the quality anilthe extent of the
lands ' wehive in the Northb-est, Bt I teck the trouble the
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othe dayto seen the big map in room No.'49, for Lwas
intreuted i knowing, as far as I oould at least, as accuratel
as possible, the extent and quality of those lands, and I
accordingto that map, that we haye in the fertile belt,
17#914;00 acres in one block. Now, this land is represented
as -bing generally of excellent soil, with abundant wood and
water, and proved to be admirably adapted to the growth of
cereals, ially wheat. If we had no more land than
this, we ould have a most valuable possession in the
North-West, but we have a good deal more than this
Ia another section we find 30,000,00O acres mixed prairie
and tinber soil, rather light but produces fair crop8, and
a great deal of excellent grazing land. Then we have
12,000,000 acres of swampy and well timbered land-good
grazing ground. Then 49,152,000 acres of open plains-poor
soil, possessing occasional tracts fit for settlement; then
11,760,000 acres of barren land. The various sections
foot up a sunm total of 279,829,000 acres. Now, supposing we
deduet 0,000,000 acresfrom the total we have left 50,0u0 ,o0
acres of land of a somewhat varying character, a great
proportion of it good land, and some of it as good land as
lies out of doors. This estimate can scarcely be considered
an exaggeration in regard to quantity, sceing that Prof.
Maeoun tells us that we bave 250,000,000 acres of land in
the North-West Teritories. It seems to me that we have
a right to consider land that is good grazing land as well
as that which is cultivatable or fit for the plough, as being
not, perhaps, so valuable, but as being fairly entitled to be
taken jmto calculation when we undertake to estimate the
area of land in the North-West Territories. Suppose that
we allow for- the Hudson Bay Company 8,000,000 or
9,000,000 acres, and besides this, for land set aside for
school purposes and land which we have sold, an amount
in all equal to 25,000,000 acres, and adding the grant of
25,000,000 acres to the Syndicate, we would then have
left for ourselves 200,000,000 acres to dispose of.
This estimate may possibly be too large. So, in order to
make the thing sure, let us strike off 50,000,000 instend of
25,000,000 for the purpose I have named. We woull stili
have 150,000,000 acres of land in that country, of fair
average quality; and, if these lands are worth only 81 per
acre, we have an amount of very great value, one which
should make us feel safe, both in regard te the Canadian
Pacific Railway and the ultimate liquidation of a very
considerable portion of our national debt. If the lands
are calculated at $1 per acre, the amount will be
8150,000,000; if at $2 per acre, $300,000,000, or if at $3
per acre-for we may throw off the 18 cents-their value
will be #450,000,000. I repeat that I do not think that one
need estimate the land at very much more than $1 per
acre, because, if we expect to settle the country,
we must seil the lands at a reasonable rate. It
la most important that we should have that
country settled, first because the settlement will afford the
means of traffic and commerce between the different parte
of the Dominion, and ultimately relieve Us from taxation in
the way of increasing our revenue. I do not think that the
Syndicate will hold their lands for high prices, and I will
give youwmy roasons. It is fair to etimate that they will
have to realize to some extent on these lands, in order to
meet the great obligations they have incurred; in the
second place, they will want settlers to give traffic for their
railway; aud in the third place, as they have only alternate
square milesalong the line of their road, tbey will be con-
pelled either to sell or allow others to enjoy the benefit of
their lands. In my opinion it would be an exquisite
pleasure for a man to settie on 640 acres,
and have alongside of it a tract of Syndicate land
which he was at liberty to crop. As I understand it the
moment there is any interference by the Syndicate with
the land, that moment they are liable to taxation, and I
would like to know ]_ow long the Syndicate, or anybedy lse,

would allow the settlers to enjoy the benefit of their lande
without interforence. I am info'rmed that if the Syndicate
ohoose to interfere with, say the cutting of the grass, tat
moment they would becomo subject to taxation, as their
act would imply ownership.

Mr. BLAX E. Ownership is not the question-it a
occupation.

Mr. LONGLEY. That is my opinion at all ovents, and
I do not think the Syndicate would expeoct to have their land
exempted fromn taxation if they forbade othersfom uing it
Now, lot us consider how much per mile we are payng ftr
the construction of the 2,000 miles of railway which the
Syndicate have undertaken to build ? We are giving them,
as I take it, 850,000,000-825,00,000 in lands, at a dollar
an acre, and $25,060,000 in cash. Now, be it remembered
that 350 or 400 miles of railway-that is from Jasper Valley
te Kamloop-will eet, for construction and equipgnt,
$50,000 per mile. But iL je alIeged that tee muoh is. given
for the prairie section-that the Syndicate are going to
make millions of dollars out of this section ; and, furt ermore,
it is said that these shrewd men will never think of con-
structing more than the thousand miles across the prarie,
and thon they will pull up stakes, having made eight or
ton millions of dollars. Àssuming that absurdity, and what
then ? For the 900 miles across the prairie, we are to give
a subsidy in cash of $10,000 per mile, and for 3he 450
miles, $13,333 per mile, making a eash subsidy for the
1,350 miles of $15,900. In land we give for the 900 miles,
12,500 acres per mile, and for the 450 miles, 16,66 acres
per mile. So that the whole 1,350 miles, under thie arrange-
ment, are to cost us $33,750,000 and no more. Now,
assuming that the Syndicate are only going to build the
prairie section, they would, in the first place, forfeit the
million dollars security; in the next place tey would forfeit
one-fifth of the land; making altogether, $6,000,000.
Deduct that amount from the 33,750,000, and you have
$27,850,000. Let us now take the estimate of the hon. Minister
of Railways of last Session, and se. how much the Syndicate
would gain by breaking their bargain. Selkirk to Jasper, ac-
cording to that estimate, would cost 813,000,000, and the sec-
tion from Jasper Valley to Kamloop, 815,500,000, making a
total of $28,500,000. I bave shown that the amount the Syndi-
cate would get for the same work, in the event of their
failing to complete their contract, would be $27,750,000, or
$750,000 less than the estimated cost of last year. That is
just what the Syndicate would loso if they could break their
bargain.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. They get the road for nothing.

Mr. LONGLEY. If we built this road as a Government
undertaking, would we not be glad te give it to any company
that would work it for all time to core?

Mr. BLAKE. The prairie road ?

Mr. LONGLEY. The wbole of it. Does not the hon.
and learned gentleman know very weil that we had been
losing hundreds of thousands of dollars by operating the
Intercolonial Railway u'ntil it fell into the bande of the hon.
Minister of Railways, who was able to greatly reduce the
los from year to year, until this year we hope he bas at
least squared the account, and possîbly given us a surplus.
But what would happen in the event otthe miefortune of the
p rsent Government going ont of power, and the railway
being turned over to the tender mercies of the mon who
miamanaged it before ? This House might have to pay three,
four, five or six hundred thousand dollars year byear over
the receipte of that road; and would we not wi tîngly give
away the Intercolonial Railway under sncb a condition of
things-? Do these gentlemen suppose men are destitute of
roasoning power when they attempt tg nystify the% by
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snch misetatements? Why, there is not an intelligent
school boy of fifteen years of age anywhere, who could
not see through the flimsy mystifications that these
hon gentlemen throw around this question. It cannot
be too often repeated that for $33,750,000 we are to
g et 2,700 miles of railway, or thereabouts, completed.
Why, I am perfectly amazed, I must say,that fair-minded
gentlemen should take the course of argument they have
taken, even f-om the beginning of this discussion. These
gentlemen want this debate protraeted for a week or a
month, not for the sake of fairly discussing this question
and showing us that we are about to enter into a bad
bargain, but for the sake of agitating the country and getting
petitions sent in here. I am almost sorry they have not
succeeded, because I would like to see them have a few grains
of comfort, they have so few. They dropped the National
Policy as one would drop a hot potato. And why ? Simply
because the wheels of trade have been set in motion, largely
through the instrumentality of the National Policy; for the
same reason numerous factories have been galvanized into
life and new ones have been started. Tie wheels have been
set in motion also, in regard to an increase of revenue, and in
many other respects. I would ask hon. gentlemen if they are
not constrained toesay that the country, during the two years of
the regime of the National Policy, has increased beyond the
calculation of its most sanguine friends ? Look at the con-
dition of the revenue. I do not credit all I see in the papers,
but I.was reading the other day, friom a paper I am accus-
tomed to put contidence in, that there would be a surplus of
$2,500,000 on the 30th of June next. If this proves to be
the case, will it not afford a wide contrast to the condition of
the country three years ago? All you can ask of the
National Policy ls that it ehould -promote the interests of
the country and give you all the revenue you want for vari-
ous purposes, and leave you a handsome surplus. I cannot
conceive the people of thia country are so lacking in intelli-
genee, that they so little understand their interest as to
displace from power the men who have set the
wheels of State in motion, and who, when they had
control of public affairs, years ago, carried the country on
from one degree of success to another until our condition was
such as to excite the envy of more favored nations than
ourselves. I have been amazed to hear hon. gentlemen talk
about increasing the debt of the country by the present pro-i
position. Why? We are going to increase,say these gentlemen,i
the debt of the country to the extent of $40,000,0001 Whatà
a terrible thing that is, is it not? But it was nothing wheni
the hon. gentlemen opposite were in power to increase the1
debt of the country to the extent of 8140,000,000. Now, we i
are simply increasing it, as I said before, by $53,000,000, and i
$18,000,000 of that have already been expended. But if iti
be conclusively shown that the present proposals are cheaper 1
by millions of dollars, as I have shown by taking all the
schemes together by 817,000,000, then what have those hon. t
gentlemen to say agaimat the present proposals ? -I may î
say a word or two with regard to another branch of the i
subject. It must be patent to any gentleman who will l
take the trouble to refleet one moment, that if we 9
carried out the Pacific Railway as a Government under- 1
taking, the Government would not have to pay q
duty upon a large quantity of materials u n which the h
Syndicate will have to pay duty. They wouid pay nothiing 1
on the land for ever; but remember that just as soon as the Syn- e

-dicate's land is sold, that moment it is subject to taxation. a,
The point to which I was about to refer related to another a
matter. Our friends across the border, every once in a while, n
are expressing theirregret at our temerity and our foolishness, u
and they are very benevolently pointing out the mistakes we t
have made. Thei most recent attempt has come under my b
notice within a day or two. There is a paper called the w
American, I think published in Philadelphia, which has been o
very liberally distributed among the members of this Parlia- w

Mr. LoNGLEY.

ment. An article in that paper refers to the aaseambling af
the Canadian Parliament on the 9th of December, ýand
mentions, amongst other things, that there is tobe a very
important measure submitted to Parliament at that-time-
nothing more nor less than making provision kir the cen.
struction of a Pacifie Railway. The paper very kindly
proceeds to say how we are obliged to be governed by the
European principle, rather than by the American; that we
are dragged, against ourswill, into a fiscal policy which will
not admit discrimination as between England and the United
States, in favor of the latter; and what folly it is en oar
part to give to England as good terms as we give to them,

c. It goes on to say, that, after we have buit the Inter-
colonial Railway, at a tremendous cost, we have reached a
condition of things, in regard to that railway, that, after
having lost hundreds of thousands of dollars in working it,
we are now driven to the necessity of allowing t to die'
of consumption ; that it had been allowed to mn down
to that condition, that scarcely a train passed over it
without accident. Now this is not very gratifying to a truly
Canadian mind. Well, enough of those gentlemen who are
opposing the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
who have opposed the National Policy, have all along eung
a song marvellously like that which now greets our ears.
Now, if there is anything in the world which I think is to
be reprehended it is continuous and repeated attempts to
belittle and disparage a man's country; and without
desiring to bring such charges against hon. gentlemen
opposite, truth compels me to think thus, and thi dking thug
I am inclined ho give expression to my thoughts. You
have, hon.gentlemen, sung a doleful d irge for years past. Yon
sung it here last:8ession. You said the land in the North-
West was, practically, worth nothing, and you have been
earping and finding fault with that whieh is eminently calcu-
lated to promote the welfare of your country. Why should
we, with as vast an extent of country as the Americans, r.t
develop it as they have developed theirs ? We have, in
several respects, a manifest advantage over ther. Our day
is yet to corne in regard to the settlement of the fertile
lands, and theirs is largely over. What do we find ?
While our North-West bas been eontinually disparaged, the
lands of the United Statos have been advertised in the very
speeches delivered in this House by hon. gentlemen
opposite. Io that patrio>tic ? Shall we ever succeed in our
mission if we go on in that way ? I refer with
a great deal of pride to the part played by the
men with whom for years I have been associated.
I look back to 1867, and what do I find? The leading
statesmen of all the'Provinces projecting a comprehensive
union of all British North America ; I find them laying ali
their plans securely and pursuing their policy steadily
following their designs up and going straight to the mark,
andI find universal satisfaction and prosperity pervading
the country during their regime. I find them strickea down
in 1873, and then an entirely different picture presented
tself. Stagnation, retrogression, ruin, bankruptcy, staring

-ia the face; and 1 appeal to those hon. gentlemen whether
ive years more of their raie, such as we had from 1873 to
18'8, woul not have landed as either in the United States,
whore I believe half of them would like to go to.day, or in
bankruptcy. Now, I desire to apologise to the
Honse for having occupied ab much time, and more
specially in view of the fact that every argument advaneed
gainst the Syndicate bargain has been most satisfactortly
nswered; and if it had not been for the sake of gratifying
myself, more than hon. members, by expressing the senti-
ments I have believed, not for a day or a year; but since
he Union, I would not have said a word on thi subject,
ecause I was prepared to vote heartly in favor of that
which I believe to be a good bargain, -and which, ifcarried
ut, will redound to th9 sucçes Qfevery interest within thie
ride Dominion,
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Mr. BOSS (Weet Middlesex). I agree with the hon.

gentgiman who has just sat down, that we are discussing
an eMeedngly important question-a question which
abould be discussed impartially and thoroughly-a question
which, I venture to say, is occupying more of the attention
of the epleof the coqntry than any question submitted
to> Partiaimnt fer many years. I regret that, in the line of
argumnt pursued by hon. gentlemen who are favorable
to Le terMs now before the House, they are unwilling
thiasgestin ehould be discussed outside as well as inside
of Parliament. I -Am convinced that the people of this
country-valthough they may have eonfidence in their
representatives I nthis louse, although they may have
recently enlt their representatives here-in a question of
such 2noguitude, involving, as it does, the cession 6f a
largeportionof the domain of this country to a corporation
and a large increase of our national indebteduess, have a
right th -consider that they should be taken into the
confidence of those representatives, and have fairly and
oandidly m disensd before them this great question. I
quite understand how an old time Tory, a Conservative of
the Old school-

Mr. PLUMB. Ilear, bear.

Mr.-ROSS. I have no reference to my hon. friond from
Niagara. I can understand, I say, bow a Conservative
of the old shelool, a fossil Tory, such as my hon. friend
frotn Niagara will soon become if he does not
soon see the 'error of his ways, would refuse to consult
his constituents-how he, believing in the divine right
of every authority torule and in restraining the rights and
minds of the people as mach as possible, would assume
to himself the right to determine how much of our territory
might be ceded and what obligations should be laid on the
people entirely irrespective of the people's wishes. But I
cannot conceive ho-w a Parliament, such as I trust we have
here, and representatives like the present, who appear to
desire, and urgently to desire to come into contact with their
constituents, should refuse to deliberate with them and ask
their advice on a great question like this, in a public way,
fully, freely, on every euitable occasion. My hon. friend who
has just sat down has blamed the Liberal party in former years
for singing a doleful dirge. I remember, when that party
was sitting on the other side of the louse, how the right
hon. leader of tbe Opposition then moved a vesolution con-
plaining of the disastrous condition, the depressed condition
of this country-setting forth how thousands of our people
were being eat-iated and so forth. I remember reading a
speech miad y that right hon. gentleman in the Eastern
Toewnships, reprosenting how he beard a voice from over the
clear lakes a emerald fields, saying, "Come over, Sir John,
help us." I remember how he went from town to town and
village to village, wandering hither and thither in company
with the member for Niagara, and how the twain sang a
doleful dirge, the burden being extinguished furnaces, silent
workshops, paralysed trade, and the general want, ruin and
disaster ue to the misrule ofrthe Liberal party. I maintain
that if a doleful dirge was ever'chanted in this country, it
was during the years when the present Ministers sat on the
Opposition side of thei louse. We then assured therm
that in the natural order of things, when the depres-
sion that prevailed, not only in Canada but else-
where, passed away, better times would corne.
We assured them that by no legislative machinery could we
arrange tue trade and commerce either of this countl.y or
cf theworl. Our fassurances have been realized as a matter
of Sdt. According to the rate of duties imposed under the
tarif of 1878, deficita would have been overcome, and the
finances of the country would have been 'ast as buOyaut and
far less burdensome to the people of the 5ominiQn than they
,a> now.But coMing to te. question with which we
pSjM)oêtao deal m ireimmediately, allow me te say, that

before pointing ont some of the objections which I intend to
urge to this contract, it might be well first to consider
how fer both pohtical parties inthis country are agreed in
regard to this matter. And, I would firet, I believe both
parties are agreed that this road should be built by a private
company. It was on thie buis that the agreement with
Bri ah Columbia was firet made. It was on is basis that
the Bill of 1872 for the construction of the Paoide Railway
was passed. We agree with that proposition.> We te4
bon. gentlemen oppoite that so far as the interesta of this
country can be subserved by the construstion of this xoad
by a private Company, au far as this eau be don, consistnt
with the best interests of the Dominion, we agree to Ahat
proposition This may have been made at one time a natter
of political difference; it is not so new. We are both agred
as to that. In the second place, we are agreed that a certain
portion of the* public domain may be expropriated for the
construction of this road. This was agreed to under eir
Hugh Allau's terms in 1872 or 1873. It was embodied in
the Act of 1876. The two parties noed not differ, then, as
to this condition in tho bargain now before us. We are also
agreed that so far as these terme point to our keeping faith
with British Columbia, without endangering the rut of the
Dominion, the road may be built according to this contract.
I am aware that, according to the terme on which British
Columbia was admitted into the Confederation, a ruinous
bargain was made-a bargain which should not have been-
a bargain which the Liberal party strongly opposed-
but the bargain once made, and the faith of the
Dominion once pledged to those terms, the Liberal party
feit, and feel new, that so far as these terms can be carried
out without endangering the safety or the financial
prosperity of the Dominion they should be complied with.
These terme were predicated upon the broad basis that the
railway should be constructed without increasing the
annual rate of taxation. On these terme we stand now ;
on these we have stood always, and we amy thnt so far as
the Syndicate propose te construet this road, and so far as
it is possible to-be constructed for the purpose of keeping
faith with British Columbia, while at the saime time i may
not increase the rate of taxation, we are prepared to
support it. We are agreod on that matter. Theue, then,
are points upon which we agree, and in these thrse
points yeu will notice, Mr. Chairman, that every matter
which has been made a cause of political difference
heretofore je involved. It was a matter of political dife.
rence whether it should b. built by subsidy of land. It was
a matter of political difference wbother Britieh Columbla
should be admitted into Confederation on the terms
agreed upon. Uaving these set aside, including every point
upon which, political differences prevailed in the early
history of this scheme, where are we now ? We are now
considering a scheme which need not involve any politicSl
difference whatever. We are discussing a scheme to-day,
which, if discussed by a body of commercial mon, irreso
tive of political differences, I venture to say, but one
conclusion could be arrived at. Unfortunately fbr us, Sir,
this matter has been brought dowa by the Government un a
form in which their supporters feel that their politimi
allegiance requires them to snpport it. Unfortaaately for
us and for this country, I venture to say, that the vait
political influence which the Government is capable of
wielding is being tused, I will not say to compel, but to
persuade their supporters in this Houo that this is a legiti-
mate bargain, and were it not for that political persuasion
or political pressure there are many hon. gentlemen en the
other side of the House who, if they eevered the oommercial
from the political element which is wrapped up in tis
bargainwould adly and readily-aye,as readi we on
ti side of the use, rejeet Lie whole scheme, t it tp
the, wieds and aek the Government to look at this matoe.
from a differeut standpeint. Letmedeal now *#k avdb
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of the general objections which I propose to urge against
this scheme. And I would say, in the first place, that the
arrangement with the Syndicate, being a matter of private
bargain, and not of public tender, is in itself objectionable. I
cannot understand, Mr. Chairman,-how the Governmentcould
vielate the general policy of the Public Works Department
and, shall i say, the law which is above the Executive, in
making arrangements privately, and, shall Isay, secretly with
a body of men,whereby snch a large amount would be added teô
our indebtedness, and whereby such large liabilities would
be incurrod. I ask the Minister-of Railways, Is it not the
policy of his department to call for tenders for every bridge
or mile of railway, or for every article required by the
IRailway Department? Did ho not cali for tendersforsteel
rails a short time ago? Has he not called for tenders for
the construction of the other sections of the Pacific Rail-
way? Has ho not cal led for tenderi for the construction of
127 miles from Yale to Kamloops, and of the 228 miles in
the Lake Superior section, and if it was wise and consis-
tant with the rules of the department that ho should cali
for tenders for 200 or for 100 miles of this same railway,
how can he depart from that same established policy, and
negotiate with a syndicate or a company for the construc-
tion of over 1,000 miles of railway without tender
or advertisement of any kind whatever? Have we fnot,
in the simple fact that we have bis own advertisement
esiling for tenders for the construction of small sections of
this road, all the argument we want, and all the evidence
we require, to condemn the Government and the Minister ot
Bailways for letting the remaining portion, extending over
1,000 miles, without public competition, or without-public
tender ? Sir, how do wo know that this is the bost bargain ?
How do we know that we may not have, within a few days,
even though no tenders were asked for, better propositions?

Some hon. MEMB ,RS Hear, bear.
Mr. ROSS. Hon. gentlemen say "har, hear." . Well,

they may "hear, hear," in a few days, something that will
not gratily them very much. How do we know, Sir, that,
if tenders had been cal led for, and ternms like these published,
terms furnishing such exemptions as these contained in the
contract, we would not get a company that would build
this road for a smaller cash and land subsidy; and
every million of dollars saved and every milliob of acres
of land saved would, certainly, on every assumption on
which you could use an argument, be of great value to
Canada. But hon. gentlemen opposite believed that in
their wisdom they could negotiate secretly with a certain
number of gentlemen, supposed to be-men of means, for the
construction of the road on terms that would commend
themselves to the country. Whether this bargain was wise
or otherwise it was negotiated on a wrong principle. The
very fact that it was negotiated on that principle, that it
was concealed from the people of this country until
Parliament met; the very fact that other mon equafly asc
good and perhaps better than the gentlemen composing
thi Syndicate might be prepared te construct the railway
upon more favorable terme-all these facte go to cast
suspicion on the scheme we are now cosidering, and I
think hon. gentlemen will admit now that they made
a mistako in negetiating privately and net by public
tender. Lot us look at tho Act of 1874. It shows that ovory
section of the road was to be let by tender, and we have
besides the advertisement of the leader of the late Govern-
-ment in the public press, calling for tenders for the construc-i
tion of the whole road. The hon. member for Lambtona
acted wMl within the laws laid .down by Parliament for his

nidance but hon. gentlemen opposite, forgetting the
duty they owe to Parliament, negotiated secretly and
privately, and the contract we are eonsidering tody is JheJ
resuit. I obe% in the econd place, to the Mceme we are
-mow cousidering, because by this contract a land grant of

gr. Ross (Middlesex),

25,00(ß00 acres is praetically locked up from settlement.
Lot us consider carefully the impolicy of locking ap
large tracts of land in any form. The ystem upon which
we are constructing this road is a borrowed mystemi. We
have copied it, as we bede copied many other things-Some
thinga of value to us-from the United States. Years mgo
when the Americans were developng the prairies inlhe
west, it was thought that the cheapest way, thé wày melt
conducive to the interests of the eountry, would-be to sub-
sidize roads by small grants of money and somewhat liberal
grants of lands; and, acting upon tbat system,4hDy no
donbt deveoloped the prairies of Illinois, Wisconsin,
Minnesofa, and some -other of the Western States.
But; what ie the experience of the Jnited-States in
regard to that matter now ? That system preailed from
18t;2 down to a year or two ago, and the experience of-th
United States in regard to that system, ought to be -of some
value to us. How do we get it ? Last year, when the
Republican Convention met at Chicago, when there -were
assembled 800 or 900 delegates from all the States and terri-
tories of the American Union, it was laid down as the Ïfth
plank in the Republican platform that no grant of-the public
domain should hereafter-be made to any railway or other
corporation. Here we jiave the unanimous testimony
of the Republican party to the fact that the- policy of
appropriating lands for railway purposes has not been
found conducive to the public intereet, and that here-
after, after an experience of many years, that policy, so
far as the United States is concerned, is going to be reversed.
Whether or not we should accept their experience or act as
they did, is anotber matter for consideration ; but, presuming
that we act'as they do, what are we going to do? We are
going to expropriate now a tract of land consieting of
255000,000 acres fer railway purposes-a tract of land equal
to several of the most prosperous states ofthe Union-a tract
of land equal to the combined States of Massachusetts, Con-
necticut; Rhode Island, Vermont, New »Hampshire and New
Jersey-a tract ofland, not ofnixed quatity as is the land in
these States, not even of land of average quality, but of land
actually fit for settlement. Sir, we may well pause when
we are ceding to a company such a large tract of land, to
consider the wisest and safest conditions for the people of
this country, upon which these lands should be ceded. I
have here in my possession the opinion of hon. gentlemen
opposite in regard to this very sanie natter. It will be in
the recollection of the House that a few years Ago we pur-
chased'Rupert's Land. Previous to the purchase of Rupert's
Land, a gentleman made application for 'a certain titie to
that country for the purpose indicated in a letter which I
will read. It is dated Lombard street, London, 18th
January, 1866, and is addresmed to Sir Edmund Head, Gov-
rnor, lHudson's Bay Company:

Smi-Will yon permit me to enquire,'on behalf of self and friends,
whether the Hudson's Bay Company laat berty and is wiilingtodispoe
of its cultivable territory to a party of Anglo-American capitulists, aho
would settle and colonize the.same on a eystem s uniar te that now in
aperation in the United States, in respect to the organisation of territories
and States."

That was signed "Alex. McEwen." It was referred to the
Canadian Government, and on the 3rd June, 1866, when
Sir John-ýA. Macdonald- was a member of the Government, a
reply was adopted foanded on a minute of the Privy Council,
which said :

"Qanadian experience has shown that large tracts of land to individual
or commercial corporations have operatsd prejudicially te the best
interestaeof the Province, and retardedrather thaa prmoted It sttiement
and progress. Companies or individuale purchagin for the purpose of
speculation are governed-solely by the one viw, of obtaining a proitable
return of the money invested îa the purchase. An other considerations
are set aside. No general or comprehensive system of settlement as or cn
be established. The best tracts-"

And I ask hone. gentlemen to attend te ths
I £The'best traü ariithelid from settement in order that thefr 'aIae

may be increased by the improvement of the uurrounding ceuntry aety
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thelabor of the ettlers, and the price paid te the company for the lands,
jnstead of being expnd.d in the. ojening up of roads, and in developing
the resourceof t ountry, ie divded among a number of non-resident
shareholders having ne further Literest in the prosperity of the country
further than as such prosperity contributes te the value of their shares."

Here we have a case exaeGv in point, in regaria- o which 1he
opipion of the leader of the' Government thon .W p ecisely
the bariess the opinions which are being urgel now by the
hon. gentlemen on this side of the louse; and if we could
imagine that he was then speaking of this Syndicate. and not
ofanother to be organized for a somewhat different purpose,
and if we apply the language he used to this Syndicat,, we
could imagine him, on the Opposition side of the House,
denouncing this barzain for the very same reasons as hon.
gentlemen on this sideef the House denounced the Syndicate
which is now being considered. Perhap the hon. gentleman
will ermit me to supplement that with another quotation.
The uke of Newcastle, expressing his opinion on this matter
-and this1is quoted in Minutes of Council-says:

"In an -unsettled colony there is no effectual mode of taxation for
purposes of government and improvement, and the whole progress of the
colony depends on the liberal and prudent disposal of its land. • • •
It was, therefore, to say the least, a question whether the Company would
not be undir a direct inducement to use their proprietory rights to thwart
the colonizing efforts of the Government. The conclusive objection to
the scheme is, that it would reproduce, In a gigantic shape, the incon-
veniences which, on a far sinaller scale, were found intolerable in Canada.
It is evident, as a matter of reasoning and notorious as a matter of faet,
that the interposition oflarge blocks of property between tracts or districts
of Crown lands~must obstruct the opening up of those districts, unless it
fortunately happens that the private proprietor is ready to expend money
pari passu with the Government in thae construction of roads and other
improvements. and to conform his land policy to that of the authorities. It is
aisO clear that colonists oftthe Anglo-Saxon race look upon the land revenue
as legitimately belonging to the community, and that diversion of half or
more than half of that revenue to the purpose of increasing the dividends
of a private corporation would cause a continual and growing discon-
tent, which could.not be allayed by any abstract argument of right, and
the full force of which the Government would be expected by the Com-
pany te sustain. His Grace cannot consent to make himaself responsible
for these consequences,.and he is therefore obliged to treat as inadmissible
any proposal for the proprietory partition of those territories which may
be plaeed under the Government of the Crown."

Then the Minute of Council proceeds:

" If such objections exist to the tenure of large tracts of land by so
ancient and responsible a corporation as the Hudson's Bay Company,
with large powers of Government and a political as well as a commercial
status, with how much greater pressure must they weigh against the
transfer of such tracts to a private association Of speculation."

This was the opinion of the Privy Council in those days; it
was the opinion of the hon. gentleman, who, as leader Of
the Government, las introdnced this Bill, and if ho were
opposing the Syndicate, now under consideration, and using
this language, be would but be doing what we are
attempting to do and using precisely the same language
as we are using, and as we intend to use, againt
the bargain which is now being considered. Now,
in ceding such a large tract of land, apart from the
impolicy ofceding land unless it is very carefully ceded,
we have a right to consider the value of the land we are
giving. A great many persons, in discussing this question,
look upon the land in the North-West as of no value whatever
When we are paying for the construction of this road in
lands and mo!ney, I think we are perfectly justified in
consideriug the value of the lands as an asset. It is a very
difilcult matter to arrive at the value of these lands. Various
values have been applied to them. They were valued
in -1872-73, in the ehartergranted to,8ir Hugli Allan, at$2.50
per acre. Later on, the Government bound itself in the
charter, not-te sell the lands at a lower price than $2.50 an
acre, without the cousentof the Company. This value was
then put upon these lands in 1872-73, by the hon. gentlemen
opposite themeelves.

Mr. PL UKHB. I think the hon. gentleman is mistaken.
,think he Will find that it was not to be a higher price than

82.50 per acre._
,4W.

Mr. ROSS. No, not a higher price; therefore, itwasworth
that muvh money. But I will read the clause in the charter,
which is as follows:-

"That the priee at whieh the alternate bleks of land retained by the
Governmsnt, shahl be sld by the <evernmeat, shall be from tine to time
l justed by agreement between the Uuvernment and the Company,
ac rdinr t , the p ics that is found t, be obtainable for such lands,
without ob<trteting the settlement cf the country But unless the
companiy shal selil land granted t> ,them at a lover average price,
.r shall otherwise agreo, the Governtn-nt shall, for and during the term
of 2i years fron the , ate here.f, plaee the upset price of such alternate
blocks at n av rage price of not less than $2.50 an acre."

I hope this is satisfactory to my hon. friend. The
Government mu 18 2 73, fixed these lands at the
price of $2.50 an act o-the minimum price. I am not
prepared to say that those lands were worth that money at
that tune. Wova annot tell what they were worth at that
time-wo are just taking the statement of the hon.
«entlemen oipposite themsclves. lin 1875, when the
Foster contract for the construction of the Georgian Bay
Branch was under consideration, the Min ister of Railways
said that these lands wore worth 85 an acre, if he
had the right of selecting thern. Now, I arm quite sure that
the Miunister of Railways is a pretty fir judge of land, but
1 an not quite sure that this Syndicato is not as good a judge
of land as the Minister of Riail ways, and if ho in the North-
West could select lands that would bo vorth $5 an acre,
why could not the Syndicato select those that would be
w orth quite as large a sum of money ? S-, assuming that
they were worth 85-for the Minister of Railwaysausumed
that i 175-wo are to code to this Syndicato a very
valuable heritage indeed, in giving them theso 25,000,000
of acres. But we have other menus of ascertsining how
much these lands are worth. American railway companies
have sold their lands, and somo of them very recently. la
1879 I find the average salo of railway lands in the
United States amounted to $6.54 an acre. Some of the
Armerican railway compamnies sold their lands, averagilg
much larger amounts. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
Road averaged $14.55; the St. Paul and Sioux City Railway
Company averaged $6.55 an acre ; the Grand Rapids and
Indiana Railway averaged $11.61, ard I have other
railways that sold their lands at prices, some lower and
some higher than those named. Woll, now, what doosthat
prove ? It proves this : That we are giving this rail way
company almost an indefinite sum when we are giving
them these lands. We are giving thom a roving commission
to travel over the whole of the North-West Territory, as 1
will show before I close, between the parallels of 49° and
570, and if they do riot get enough land there, to go into
the fertile bolt, or, as thcclause roads, " elsewhore," and
pick the best lands in order to complete the 25,000,000 of
acres. I say, Mr. Chairman, that this is a serious
matter indeed. We have in the Province of Ontario with
all its wealth and importance, a less area than that under
cultivation. The whole of the agricultural prosperity of
the Dominion of Canada, to-day as an agricultural country,
rests on seventeon millions of acres of cultivated lands, and
we are giving to this Company a vast aggrandizement, a
commercial supremacy and a. commercial power greater
than the whole Dominion possesses at this present moment.
Sir, this is a serious matter, if we are going to give vast
concessions such as the contract we are considering just
now will give to this Syndicato, an arca of land two and a
lif times asgreat as the whole cultivated area of this province.
We know something of the manufacturing industries of
Connecticut, Maï4sachusetts and Rhode Island, and of the
important part tbey play in the political and commercial
lite of the United States; and by the contract which we are
now considering we are to givo a railway corporation a
greater area of land-cultivable land-than that upon which
the commercial and industrial prospority of these eastern
States are based. Is it wise for us to do so0? Is it not a
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matter in regard to which we should pause and consider
seriously and impartially ? Is it not a matter calling for the
exercise, in the highest degree, of those judicial functions
and those judicial responsibilities which are împosed upon
4s, that, if we concede to the Syndieate, or to any
private corporation such a large extent of land as tha't
already referred te, we do so on such conditions, and
guarded by such restrictions as will provide forall tifme t
come for the interests of the North-West and the North-West
settler and the future development of the country. Sir, I
look upon the North-West as the right arm of this Dominion.
The other portions ofthis country are tolerably well occupied
now. We have a verysmall portion of land in Ontario for sale.
There is a very small area of good land in Quebec for sale,
and with regard te the Provinces of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island, there is very littie
cultivable land for sale. Now, the increase of our population
requires that se far as agricultural pursuits are concerned,
room should be found for our surplus population. Where are
these homes to be found ? Not in Ontario, because in order to
provide homes for young farmers, somebody else must be
bougnt out. Where shall they go? To the United
States, to the prairies of Wisconsin, Dakota, or
Minnesota? I am sorry te find that too many of
our young men go there. We have in the North-
West; 1 trust, a fair climate and fertile soil which will induce
our young men to go there; and if we are to occupy, as the
hon. member for Annapolis (Mr. Longley) has said, a com-
mercial or political supremacy on the northern half of this
continent, which we ought te occupy, if we are true to our-
selves, it behoves us to consider the value of that North-
West, te guard carefully its resources, to avoid everything
that would- impair its prosperity, and to preserve with
miserly care, shall I say, the vast interests which are locked
up in the lands, te see that no private corporation shall
stop in between the interests of the settlers and the Govern-
ment to interfere with its future prosperity. I object, then,
te this contract, because by its ratification we will have
ceded te the Syndicate such a large area of land
without proper restriction. I object to it again because it
involves the immediate and unnecessary construction of
1,190 miles of railway. Yeu will notice that by the terms
of this contract we are. going te build the
eastern end, 650 miles, inside of ton years ;
that we are te build from Jasper Valley te Kaimloops 450
miles, from Yale *to Port Moody 90 miles, in all, 1,LtO
miles. Isay this contract involves the immediate construe-
tion of that length of road, which is not required in the
interest of colonization or settlement. We certainly are
not building the Lake Superior .end of the road, what is
called the eastern section, for the purpose of colonization.1
We have no evidence that that land is of great value; we
know the climateis unfavorable, we know the soil is seine-
what barren. True, there may bo sone valuable timber in
that country, but we do net require te build a railway into
it for the sake of timber. We have an abundance of timber
on existing hines of railway, se that the immediate construc-1
tion of the eastern end of this route is unnecessary. Hon.1
gentlemen will net attempt to argue that the sec-
tien from Jasper te Kamloops is required-that we require
te cross the Rocky Mountains just now. We have 1,000
miles of prairie between Winnipeg and the Rocky Moun-
tains; and will even the hon. member for Victoria, B.C.
(Sir John A. Macdonald), whose interesta in Vancouver and
British Columbia are se great, say that we require
the immediate construction of the road from Yale te Port
Moody? We have navigation from Yale te Port Moodyà
on the Fraser ]iver; we have facilities for bringing down(
everything mi the shape of supplies .as far as Yale--1
everything that any one can wish who enters that4
far off country; so that we are building the Lake1
Superior end of the road that we will not require,i
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the Tasper section we do not reauiie, and the Tale and
~>o M0~!J$etie ~tl>ýt y40 neô rp ~ait efc

as to inour those obtg»gen whh aggiuia t1ÿ
1,19# miles involve? Is it in our interest to do sol On a
contrary principle the Amerlcan raRfways were buit;; that
is to spy, just as fajt s tTq interegts of çulon g rggung4.
Whenever a settlement req ired fip m1es to lþuilt t was
built. But bere we are cOutP4aging MileO f railwsy tt 4t
are admitted by hon. gentipniep thpg elyes to e ppr-
ductive and unnec-esry i thp itregs otrade. Sipposg
the Grand Trunk or We Great Wept«p had gWen bit .0 or
30 years before it was, what wopld qtet à _p e hen upon
the shareholders and upon the counry ? 4 ed it ipay
have opened out the country spopgr, but wIit tintlra44
bardens it would have impo#ed upon tii sh eþ>l4qg and
still greater burdens upon the reggoe q g e q sP#y.
Prudently, however, and as fast as t4a i sttlement f h
country required, and pari pa Wth thp sttempst of 19
country, railways have been pçgjWcted in Cainsd44p a nd
United States, and only on these grounds can a railway be
expected'to be a commnereial sucess. What are we doing
under the present circuisiäçs? 9 r p rpo,@qþ,
comnmercial folly that po corpontio woil perpatr.tow
are taking the resources of the people of this eo antry and
investing them in a way, in which vnitr. te n
individual in Canada coul4 be fouqn to i hi
own private means. We are coutruetig miles
of railway that are Aot required as a cLnmerefa1 e
We are constructing them, as I will how by pd
sectional reasons, which, I think, are not property involved
in the consideration of this question. And what will be thp
consequence of the construction cf these 1,190 mile$
railway? The consequence wiHl b that it will add to the
public debt Ç40,000,000 inside of ten yars. Lot us sec. The
section from Nipissing to Fort Wiliam wiu inolve ên
expeuditure of $20,00O,000, though t bas beeu veiously
estimated from $18,000,000 to $22,000,000. Prom the
western limits of 900 miles exte d' westw - begond
Winnipeg to Kamloops, 450 miles, accoring te Mr0 . Fleming
will cost $16,500,000; from Yale to Port MooIy, 90 miles,
$3,500,000 ; making a total of $40,00000, which will be
added to our burdens by the unnecessary construction of these
1,190 miles of road. Are han. gentlemen prepared to add
this sum to our already heavily taxed country ? Our debt
at the present moment is nearly 8160,000,000. Inside of
ton years the people of Canada, with this enormous expen.
diture added to our debt, will be bmrdenied with at least
$200,OO,000 of indebtedness. Ad -while burdened with
this indebtedness, it will be vain to attempt te compete for
commercial and political supremacy with our neighbors
themselves. Inside Qf twenty ye#rs the people of the
United States wil escape free from the bgimxen
wbich that terrible civil w#r impoas4 upon them.
You can fancy a population cf 50,000,09, with
ne indebtednes, with light tgWiop, with atil biundjecs
ranges of prairie to colonie Ad settlewit All thei, indie-
trial and commercial resources. compe*iug with aweak, ov»r-
bnrdened little coliny to the Nort, steggering nçdra vcry
heavy load of taxation, and you can W4liagino the conse.
quences. bo the hon. gègtlmeun rejoicp at the prospect?
Do the hon. gentlemen anticipate wiith pleasure he cnse-
quences of such a state of affairs ? Do týehy anticipate with
pleasure the condition in which Cansda will be ten years
from to-day with this heavy bud4en upon her i Wç ear a
great deal of patriotism from hon. gentienen on te other side
of the House. I trust they are p triotic, I trust they have
an interest in the welfare of the country; whenever they talk
of Canadian interesta, they..put forward this patri9tic piea
But what have we now? Will it he Csnada for thc
Canadians ? It may be Canada for the Canadian4 for # whle;
bat, staggering under those heavy bmrdens, with the discon-
tented taxpayer everywhere over the country; 'witba
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mighty neghbor lying to the South, competing with us in
the markets of the world, eompaatively free from taxation,
Canada, I ventre to say, will esoreduced in her commeis
cal ad industrial prosperity by those burdens, that it will
be an easy matter for the Americans to assert the 31onroe
docti ne nd destroyfbr ever our political autonomy. I an
not a propihet of e il, and would not wish to prophesy
anything but a bright and prosperous future for this country;
but I do fear there may be political consequences
involved in this large indebtedness which nay be
disastrous. Can that be avoided? It may be well
to consider whdther it can be avoided. I have already
admitted that we are pledged on certain conditions to keep
faith with British Columbia. I agree with ho.. gentlemen
opposite, that it would be in tho interest of the country, as
qnmckly as possible to open up and devolop the North-West.
But in it nëeaary that.we should construct the-number of
mnls of rufl*ay I have already refer-ed to for that pur-
pos ? 1o not see it in that light. I see ne necessity for
the coastruntian of so many miles of railway for the
simple purpose of opering up tho North-West. How do
wept thete now? By American lines of railroad. True
there is a disadvantage in this state of things, as rates of
freight are sometimes excessive, and we are compelled to
travel through a foreign country. But we should not be
long under that necessity. The moment the Thunder Bay
Brauidh of the Canadian Pacifie Railway is constructed that
disadvantage will cease, as we shall have water communi-
cation in summer with Thunder Bay. We shall have then
a shôrt run, about as far as from bore to Sarnia, along the
Thunder Be section to Winnipeg; a run of less than 20
hours will bring us to some central point in our North-West
Territory. This advantage we should have entirely inde-
pendent of the American railways, and through our own
wealth and enterprise entirely; and if the Canada Central
were extended to Sault Ste. Marie, we should have con-
tinuons connection .between Montreal and the North-West
with a short interruption of about 300 miles on Lake
Superior. I hold this route is exceedingly favorable and
would not involve a large expenditure. We had lately an
offer laid on the Table of the House by Senator Frank Smith,
for the construction of the Sault Branch, which hon. gentle-
men opposite should, I think, in the interest of the country,
well consider. He says :

" This copany offers to construct a une of railway under their charter
from South-Ea"st By, Lake Nipissing. to Sault Ste. Marie, for a subsidy
of *12,000 in cash per mile, or a subsidy of $4,000 in cash and 4,000 acres
of land per mile, such lands to be of the saie character and situated in as
favorabe localities as the lands apVropriated for the construction of the
Canadian Pacige Railway in the Nort-West. So much of this line as
can be made available for the main line of the Canadian Pacific may be
used for that purpose on such terms and in such manner as the Governor
in Council may determine. This company wilI agree, in consideration of
such subsidy, to place al connecting railm ay unes on terms of absolute
equality with theirline in respect of running powers, rates and traffic
facilities of al kinds and to submit to such conditions as may he imposed
by the Gdvernor in <Suncil for the prevention of any preference or dis-
crimination whatever in favor of any one connectng company over
another, and further to accept such special rates for the transportation of
emigrants and their effects as the Goverunment may fix from time to time
with a view to the settlement of the North-West; the line to be com-
menoed within twelve months and completed in three years from this
date.

"gOn the acceptance of this offer ample security will be furnished to
the Governinent for the completion of the railway.

"iI have the honor to be,
"Your ob'dient servant,

"(Signed,) FRANK SMITH,
President Sault Ste. Marie Railroad Company.

There, then, we have a distinct offer for the coP-
structigwi of a road at a nominal price, whieh would
not add mbre than a couple of millions to the indebt.
edness of our country, by which the railway system of
Quebec and Ontario could be placed ii direct communica.
tion thrôugh Canadian soil with the North-West Territory,
by which the trade of Montreal could find its way westward

as far as Winnipe, and be distributed along the line of rail-
way that may be built from Winnipeg westward, wher-
ever trade might go; and vice versa, the trade of the North-
West would eome eastward to us, by the saine route. By
adopting that plan we obviate the necessity of constructing
1,1190 miles of railway; we relieve the country ofaù increase
of its indebtedness by $10,000,000, and we secure a route-
not an all-rail route, I admit, but an easy mode of access to
the North-West for between eight and nine months, by
which all the trade of this country and that can be exchanged.
This, I think, is a reasonable alternative. I think, moreover,
it is an alternative to which hou. gentlemen opposite, them-
selves, are to a certain oxtent comnitted. Lalt Session
there was a debate in the Sonate on this same question, and
I will give the views of a few hon. members of that House,
and perhaps those of some lion. gentlemen in this House, in
regard to the matter. With respect to the remarks of
Senator Ryan, sone of which i will read, I May say that, by
the scheme we are now considering, the road will not ho
completed for ten years, and the distance would be short-
ened 300, not 200 miles. The lion. gentleman said:

" The line of railroad by the nortb shore of Lake Superlor le difflout
of construction, and wilblhardiy be built for many years. But, failing
the pomsibility of having that ins la operation withiu a reasonable timte,
advantage may' be taken during tha wnter months, when the naviga.
tion of Lake Superior is nlot practicable, of a lins which sl very likely
te b. constructed ia the United States, on the south shore of Lake Su-
perior, frem Sault St.. Marie to Minneapolis and St. Paul. la this way

e shall gat, within two years, an uninterrupted line of railway frm
Winnipeg to the. Oanadian seaboard. Thiis, a every oie ca see, will be
of great advantage to the Dominion, and it has also thisadvantags: that
it will horten the distanoe of the existing route between Winnaipg and
Montreal bye 200 miles at a ver oderate calculation ; wile e route
from Winnipeg to Liverpool that line will be shorter by 500 or 600
miles than by way of New York. These are matters which, I think, it
is very desirable that we should attend to in this ominion."

These are the views of Sonator Ryan, and although he su
gested we should open communidation with the Nort-

est b *ay of the American railway thon projected, I do
not find ho was charged with a lack of patriotism. But we,
in this House, when we suggest the making of connections
with American lines, and the utilizaPon of existing or
projected lines, are charged with being unpatriotie and

iving the key of the North-West to our American neigh-
bors, with abandoning our vantage ground by rclinquish-
ing the project of a railway wholly on our own soil. Mr.
Ryan said, further:

" I think there should be no hesitation about taking active and imme-
diate measures to construct the link which will connect our eatern
road. with our United States system of railwayso outh of Lake Superior
and, durmng the months when navigation is open, with our system of
water communication on Lake Superior, and with our own railways
from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg during that season. I am sure that no
oue wiAl question the great advantages of obtaining such a route."

Senator Miller makes use of these remarks on this subject:
" If we wish to control the trade of the great North-West before the

ail-rail communication can be made between the eastern Provinces and
Winnipeg north of Lake Superior, it muet obe by the line by Sault Ste.
Marie, and I do hope that lte bringing of this question before the Senate
at the present time may have influence on the Government in determining
them to take the course which was foreshadowed in the remarks of the
iinister of Railways that have been read to the House. There can be no
doubt, if we wish to secure that trade, if we do not wish to see it go into
foreign channels, we must build this connecting link, which will have the
effect during the navigation monthe at least, of diverting the trade of
Manitoba into the other Provinces of the Dominion."

These are the views of hon. members of the Senate in regard
to the immediate construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch,
and I think the Minister of Railways had a very decided
opinion upon that question withfR a yearofthe present date.
I.have here a quotation froma speech he delivered in Montreal.
He said on that occasion:

" The Goverument having provided for the extension of the Osaada
Central to Lake Nipissing, it had naturally attracted a great dea of
attention to the scheme, and the project to carry on that road from
Nipising direct to dault Ste. Marie had received an additiona
impetus from the attention which had been given to the ques-
tion by the railway magnates and persons i thei develop-
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ment of the Nortb-West's rates. They found, on looking at
the map, that it was almost an air line running from St. Paul and
Minneapolis, the great centres ot commerce in the North-West, to the city
of Montreal. They found that wvhen wheat could be placed in the harber of
Montreal, and by that route sent to Liverpool, so much more cheaply and
easily than by the existing routes, that it was not all surprising that
attention should have been directed to the project. The more lie examined
the project, the more satisfied lie was that, independent altogether of the
great importance to Cardadian interests of the construction of a line'from St.
Paul, or from Duluth, or from both, to Sault Ste. Marie, looking to a con-
nection with ocean traffic at Montreal. Independent of the great additional
volume of traffic which Canada might fairly anticipate would flow from
that road, he considered that we had a very great interest in establishing
communication between Nipissing and the Sault at as early a date as
practicable. The development of our great North-West depended to a
very large extent upon the ease, cheapness and rapidity witi which we
could send people into that country, and bring the produce of the west to
the seaboard. The fact that the extension of the Canada Central to
Nipissing would be accomplished at an early day; the fact that the Gov-
ernment were pushing, with all the energy and vigor that they possessed,
the line from Thunder Bay to Red River; the fact that by the extensions
of the line from Nipissing to the Sault, it would bring Montreal within
sixty hours of Red River, settled the question as to the .great importance
of carrying out this project at theearliest practicable day."

This was the opinion of the Minis4er of Railways last year,
and when we call his attention and that of the House to the
advantage of the early construction of that branch-when
we call the attention of the House and country to the early
and easy communication which, by this means eau be.
secured with the N:'rth-West Territory, forsooth we are
charged with a lack of patriotism, with abandoning the
key to the position and subordinating the interests of
Canada to the interests of the United States. i'ow, I cannot
see what objection there can be to the lino I have indicated.
Last year the Minister of Railways thought it of the uLmost
importance; hon. gentlemen in the Senate friendly to the
Government were of the same opinion What objection can
lie to the project this year, that did not affect it last year ?
Doces it not furnish us with a road almost as straight as the
road by the north shore of Lake Superior? If you take the
distance from Montreal- to Winnipeg, what do you find ?
That the road on the north of Lake Supeoîor is only thirteen
miles longer than that by the southern side, and by way of
the American railways, and what are we paying for shorten-
ing this distance? We are paying $20,100,000 for the
construction of the tastern end of the railway which only
brings us thirteen miles nearer Winnipeg than we could get
without the expenditure of a single dollar.

It'boing Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER ..RECESS.
Mr. ROSS. Mr. Chairman, when the House rose I was

discussing the propriety of abandoning for the meantime the
construction ofthe Lake Superior end of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and proceeding with the construction of the Sault
Ste. Marie Branch, utilizing the American railways existing
or projected ou the south side of Lake Superior. 1 am awarç,
Sir, that an attempt is now made to show that such a policy
would be unpatriotic ; that it would be trausferring to
American roads the traffie which rightly belongs to Canadian
roads, and which we should have ourselves. If it is unpatriotic
to advocate such a policy as that during the present Session,
and in face of the construction of this immense undertaking,
what position are hon. gentlemen in who advocated a similar
course last year ? You will observe by the prooeedings o
the Sonate, some ofwhich I have ah-eady quoted, that on the
5th of April the Hon. Mr. Biyan moved for papers in con-
nection with the construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
and asked what was the policy of the Goyernment in regard
to the matter. In reply 9 his question, the lion. Sir
Alexander Campbell said :

All I çan say with reference to the subject is, that it is receiving our
anxious consideration, and as to the motion which my hon. friend from
Victoria has made, we shall be very happg to lay on the Table copies of
all the papers to which his address refers.

You will see from this quotationMr. Chairman, that the ques-
tion of construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch was last
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year under the anxious-consideration of the-Governmeut. -I
have shown you that the Minister of Railways in his speech
deivered inm Montreal, spoka very favorably of that scheme. I
have shown you that distinguished Senators in their places on
the floor of the Senate spoke favorably of theprojeetalso. On
the let of April the Hon. Mr. Trudel, speaking of the ques-
tion, no doubt at the instigation of the Government, asked:

" Does the Government intend to take effective measures during this
Session for ensuring either by a grant, or subsidy or otherwise, the
immediate construction of a railway to connect the south-east end of Lake
Nipissing with Sault Ste. Marie."

On that question the hon, gentleman made some remarks
endeavoring to enforce upon the attention of the Govern-
ment the proposition to which ho was calling their attention.
In reply to the inquiry I find that 'the Hon. Sir Alex,
Campbell used the following words:

"In answer-to his question (that is, the question of lion. W. Trudel),
I beg to say that it is the itention of the Government during the present
season to examine the route carefully westward from Lake Nipisuing, and
to aid by subsidy or otherwise, if necessarynext Session the constructidn
ofa railway to conneet the Canada Central Railway terminus at Lake
Nipissing with Lake Superior on a line and with the conditions to be
ilxed by the Goverument, and the route to be settled in such a manner as
substantially to aid in the eventual construction of the-(Canadian Pacific
Railway on the northern shore of Lake Superior."

Sir, that was the licy of the Government last year,
deliberately declared y its leader in the Senate. Are we at
fault if we declare a similar policy this Session ? Are we to
be charged with treason to the best interests of the country
if we still continue to advocate the policy we advocated last
Session, and which was deliberately declared upon the floor
of the Senate to be the policy of the Government? I say
that it is not in the mouths of the hon. gentlemen opposite
to say that this polic3# is unpatriotic simply because it is
advocated by members of the Opposition. It was advocated
by themselves; it was declared last year to be their
deliberate policy; it is a policy to which we adhere now,
anid we only wish we could enforce on the attention of the
Government the same view of this question as they them-
selves eitertained last year. This was also discussed atsome
length in this Chamber, and in discussing this question I
find the Minister of Railways. had something to say on the
matter also. lie said on the 15th of April, a few days after
the motion was made by the leader of the Opposition for
abandoning the British uolumbia section:

"It is now evident that the attention. of the whole of this country is
turned to the question of obtaining the shortest line of communication to
our great North-West by Sault Ste. Marie. Hon. gentlemen opposite
may remind me that one time I entertained serions objection to going to
Sault Ste. Marie, but the case is different to-day. * • * * When I
opposed the construction of the line to the Sault, it was at a time when
we had no line under construction.from Thunder Bay to Red River; but
the moment the Goverunment was committed to the building of that line,
it was our duty to look for means by which we could mnake it productive.
What are those means? I have satisfied myself that the road, with its
easy grade and cheap rate at which it will be able to bring down the
products of the North-West. cannôt possibly.have a competitor. - • •
Ibelieve that -with the character of our road, the cheapness with which
we can bring the traffic of the North-West across it, there is no rond, be it
by way of Duluth or St. Paul, that can compete with us. Therefore, I
am glad that there is the prospect of seeing either the Canada Central or
Pacific Junction carried through to the Sault, bringing our great North-
West within sixty hours of Montreal, and Toroitto 100 miles nearer, and
that within a comparatively brief period."

Sir, these wero the views of the hon.- the Minister of
Railways last year. He was then in favor of the construc-
tion of the Sault Ste. Marie Braneh. We enunciate those
views to-day with a view to save the country froin the
enormous expenditure -from Vhe immediate expenditure of
at least $20,000,000 in the construction of a road by the
northshore of Lake Superior. Are we at fault for this
course? If we are at fault, in what position. were hon..
gentlemen opposite when they advocated % precisely similar'
course during last Session of Parliament, when,. theyl
declared it to be the deliberate policy of the Government
to aid by subsidy the construction of the Sault Ste.
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Railway. have shown to you, Sir, that, ineluding the
subsidy whieh we propose to gite the railway, the burden
would be 65.300,000; that without the subsidy it would be
a matter of $40,000,000 which this country is to be called
upon to expend tnnecessurily, and within ton years, for
the completion of this gigantic sebeme. I have shown
that we did not require, n the interests of colonization and
settlement, the eastern section at all; that existing railways
or the Thunder Bay Branch, with water comunication to
the Sault will supply al the present requirements of the
trada. I have shown further that the western section, or
rather the section from Yale to Fort Moody, is not required
even in, the interests of' Brtish Columbia, because
they now have navigation between those ports. I
have shown that by the scheme, to which we are calling
your attention, we are placed within easy communication
with Winnipeg, which is undoubtedly, the great objective
point of all our efforts. The distance from Montreal to
Winnipeg, by the North Shore route, is 1,370 miles; from
Montreal to Winnipeg, by way of Duluth, is 1,383 miles-a
difference of only î3 miles. I ask you if it is reasonable that
we should expend 820,000,000, which must be borrowed, for
the trifling advantage of getting, via the North Shore, a line
which is only 13 miles longer than a rond which can be
constructed for us with the expenditure of carcely a
single dollar of Canadian money. We are told
that unless we have a Canadian line the immi-
grante crosaing to this country will be inviegled
by American agents and decoyed into settling on
Ameriean lands. The hon. Minister of Agriculture could
answer that objection. We know very well that these
immigrants arrive at Quebec during the season of navigation,
reach Montreal by the St. Lawrence route on the Grand
Trunk, thence proceed to Ottawa, whence they go westward
by way of the Canada Central and the Sault extension, then
to Thunder Bay by water and thence to Winnipeg. There
would be therefore little danger of immigrants being decoyed
by American land agents to settle in IDakota or Minnesota.
We know, further, that when emigrants leave the old
country for Canada they start with their destination in
view, and are generally ticketed from the old eQuntry
to the point to which they intend to go. This being
the case, what possible danger could there be of
their being led aside by American agents? If we are
prepared to offer to these emigrants a free home in the
North-West, giving them the advantages of settlement in a
Oivilized country, upon the fertile prairies of these territories,
without subjecting them to any of the inconveniences which
are proposed in this scheme, I venture to say that all the
influences of the American, land or railway agents could not
prevent those who are intelligent ftom settling in the country
where they would be most comfortable. We are told it
would be an unpatriotic thing on our part to abandon the
North Shore branch and utilize the American railways, We
are told that by utilizing the American railways the trade of
the country would be made tributary to the South Shore. But,
Sir, what was the case in past years? We know that for
many years the winter port of the Grand Trunk lRailway
was at Portland and that that railway passed through
a portion of the United States. Who objected to
that arrangement, and said it was an- unpatriotic
thing in sending our produce to the old country
to send it through a part of the United States?
And if it i unpatrotic for Canadians to use American
railways, to what e4tent can we esteem the unpatriotic
policy of the United States when they use our Canadian
railways from day to day and from week to week. Do not
the United States contribute a large portion of the freight
which is shipped to and from the old country, and passes
*ver the Grand Trunk Bailway, the -Great Western Rail-
way and the Canada Southern ? And if the Americans
appreiate the advantages of shipping their produce to

the old country by a short route over Canadian soit,
turely we wbo copy so many things of them-our land
poliey and many other things--would not be commit-
ting a very great mistake if we were prepared to trans-
ship our produce over American railways in order that
it migbt reach its destination. I have done with the
objections which I have been endeavoring to urge against
the scheme so far as it involves .the construction of
1,190 miles of railway unnecessarily. I prooeed to con-
eider another objection. I say that the country expects
that any contract that was made for the construction
of the Canadian Pacifie Ralway would relieve the Gov-
ernment from contract letting, and as we have seen from
the reports of the Railway Commissioners, from con-
tract jobbing. The present echeme does not at aIl fulfil
that end. The impression in the country when this scheme
was first announced was, that the bargain would enable the
Governnent once and forever to wash thoir banda of ail
contract letting in connection with the Canadian Pacifio
lRailway. But the fact is that we have ten years yet
in which the Government are to go on completing the
works already under construction, and all the evils,
many of theim to be deplored, connected with the contract
letting, so far as the Government is concerned, may pre-
vail anid will prevail for that gperiod. BJut more than-that,
Sir,we are entering into a partnership with the Syndicate.
We are promising to construct 90 miles of road as a new
contract, and instead of the Governnent being relieved, they
are, as I said before, entering into a partnership-the Syndi-
cate on the one hand going on with their worik to connoct
with the works constructed and to he constructed, and the
Government, on the other hand, undertaking frcsh responsi-
bilities and agreing to continue those they have already
incurred. t ask why, when the Governmont were in secret
communication with the Syndicate, they did not so
arrange the bargain that the work of construc-
tion should be taken but of thir hands, at least
so fur as the Yale and Port Moody section is concerned.
We have here the disagrecable and unusual stpectacle of a
Government entering into pa-tnership with the Syndicate,
partly for the running of the road and partly for its con-
struction ; and this is really an objection which I think is
worthy of the attention of this House. There are bosides
the objections I have pointed out, some minor ones to which
I shall briefly refer. The first ont is, that wu are accepting
the standard of the Union Pacifie for this road. 1 cannot
understand why it should bave been selocted as the standard;
and we have no explanation from the Govornment why it
was chosen. Could not the Minister of Railways have
found in Canada some road that would furnish a suitable
standard-some road in Nova &-otia or New Brunswick-
some road in this vast Dominion, in regard to
which he sometimes waxes se cloquent. By the lime our
road is built, the standard selected will be a very ancient one.
The Union Pacifie was constructed in May, 1869-ours will
not be completed until 1891-when the standard agi-ced upon
will be 22 years old ; and, besides, how shall we ascertain the
standard when that period arrives ? It bas been clearly
shown by hon. gentlemen on this side, that the standard of
the Union Pacifie, when first constructed, was a very
poor one; and then we were told by the Govern-
ment that the' standard by which they hold themselves
bound, was the standard of that road in 187--74. By
that time even the rond will be 17 years old, and how
are we going to ascertain what the standard really was.
The Union Pacifie is at considerable distance fromn the
Canadian Pacifie Railway; how are we going te bring
our witnesses into dourt ? Yeu will see what expense
the country will have te incur in the settlemont of disputes.
iad we adopted the standard of the Intercolonial or the
Great Western, or the Canada Southern, the settlement of
disputes would have been an easy and inexponsive affair,
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but by adopting a standard thousands of miles away from
the Canadian Pacific the difficulty and expense of settling
disputes are greatly increased. I also notice as a minor oh-
jection that the mode of settling disputes under this contract
is a somewhat loose one. Clause 3 says:

" And if the Government and the Oompany sbould be unable to Agree
as to whether or not any work done or materials furnished under this
contract are in fair conformity with such standard, or as to any other
question of fact, excluding questions of law, the subject of disagreement
shali be from lime to time referred to the determination of three
referees, without any regard to their qualifications.">

We have another contract drawn by the same Governmente
which, so far as the settlement of disputes is concernede
is far more satisfactory. In the Allan contract was inserted
the following provision :-

"Provided always that if the Government and the Company should
be unable to agree as to the details of any of the matters inthe clause;
mentioned the *ame shall be, from time to time, referred to the determi-
nation of three competent engineers, one of whom shall be chosea by
the Government, one by the Company, and the third by such two
engineers,>and the expenses of said references sball be defrayed by theCompaay."
There are two'points here worthy of consideration. In the
one case referees are to be named, irrespective of their tech-
nical qualification for the work ; in the other case the referees
were to be competent engineers-men qualified to decide as
to whether the road was up to the standard from an engineer-
ing point of view. The contraet we are considering also
allows the referees to determine by. whom the expense is to
be borne; by the Allan contract the expenses, are to be
paid by the company. Why such looseness, such vagueness
in so important a matter ? Millions of money may depend
on the decision of these referees. In the United States,
when Commissioners were sent out to examine into the work
done on the Union Pacifie Railway, they reported that five
qr six million dollars were required to bring the road up to
the proper standard.; and if these referees are to be entrusted
with such important powers, hòw essential it is that we
should see that they are competent. Again, you will notice
by clause 5 of the contract a very strange power.eis conferred
on the Company. It says:c

" The Com panyshall pay to the Government the cont, according to
the contract of the portion of railway, 100 miles in length, exten dig
froni the city of Winnipeg westward up, tb the time at which the work
wits inken out fte hands of the contracter sud the ei penses since
incurred by teh Gerument in the workofcQnstructieon, bu Lahail have
the right to assume the eaid work at any time and complete the sane,
paying the cost cf construction as aforesaid so far as the same shal u
then have been incurred by the Goverament."

By this clause, I understand that the moment this contract
is ratified, the Coimpany mnay ask the Government to
transfer to them, at eost, the 100 miles west of Winnipeg,
now almobt completed. What does that mean ? It means P
that the Company Shall get frorn tlie Government 100 miles f
of road for at least $860,000. You will notice by the con- S
tract that fur every mile thQ Company constructs west of t
Winnipeg, they roceive 81-0.000 in cash. For taking the d
first 100 rr iles west of Winnipeg fron the Government, they e
rucive a clear bonus of 81;000 a mile. But they get '
more. They get at the rate of 12,500 acres o Iland b
per mile, that is to say, the moment this contract is ratified o
the Company will have 100 miles of railway in their posses- b
sion for whieh they receive a bonus of $1,iOO.a mile, and in t
addition they will receive one and a quarter million acres of s
land to be selected by them at their sweet wdl li any part
of the North-West Territories. Is that reasonable ?The c
Company do not pay of their own as much money as the Gov- t
ernment allows them by $100,000 and gives a million and a th
quarter acres of land besides. I think his is an outrageous P
provision, one which the Government shouldreconsider even M
at this stage of the proceedings ; and if they are going to hand w
over this hundred miles of road already constructed, they T
had better make some fresh provisions by which the sum m
appropriated to tiis hundred miles is to be better regulated. r

Mr, Ross (iddlesex).
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You will notice by section 7 that the Company are given
the control of the trade of the North-West. It says:

"The railw.y constracted under the ter s thereof shallbe the property
of the Company iand pendin the completion of tern and central
sections, the Government sh itransfer to the comny thse possession
and right to work and run the sererl portione of h eandisa Patime
Railway already constructed or e the sue shall b. 1oo4pleted.,

This mes that within 24 hours after 1he ratification of
this contract by PaÊliament, the Company can ask the
Government to transfer to them the control of the Pembina
Branch, and that gives them the. côtrol of the trade, of
,the North-West. We know that the St. Paul and Minneap.
olis Railway cOmpany and this Syndicate are the same
thing. They have aleendy their rd'as tihr as !merson,
Give thei the Pembia Braneh te Winrrpeg and you gie
them the control ofthe only gateway we have to the North-
West; and if, as has been Éhowd, their rates on the
Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Railway are extortomnte,
what will they be when they have oontrôl over the whole
railway system of the North-West ? If thé Govetrnment
held intheir own hands the Pembina Branoch until the whole
road was eompleted, then they would have some protection.
Rad the Government held in their hands the Thunder Bay
Branch until the other setions were completed, we miglit
even then have some protection, but by clause seren of this
eontract so soon as the Thunder Bay section is completed it
must be handed over also. Suppose for a moment the Gompa*y
had the Pembina Branch; they would then have the control
of the trade of the North'West by that route, but if
the Government kept n itsi hands the Thunder Bay
Branch until the other sections of the road were completed,
then for a time they would have a competing ine on
Canadian soil to compete with this road lying to the west.
But the Government have bound themselves that so soon i
the Thunder Bay section is completed that must bé handéd
over to the Company aiso. They have one route by
Pembina, they have another route by Thunder Bay, and
whichever way we wish to approach the NorthWest
we are obliged to travel over one of the roads
of which this Company bas control and we aT
at the mercy of the Company. If the Governm
had had any disposition to proteot the interests of the NOrth-
West, they could have reserved in their possession oontrol of
the Thunder Bay Branci until the eastern section was
completed, and they oouldhave reserved the Pembina Braneh
until the whole road was completed; they could have
protected themselves and the country against extortionat.
rates of freight tolls and pasdengers, etc. But in neither
case have they proteeted the interemts of the people. Tbey
have shut up both gateays to the North-West; they have
placed the entire trade of the Domlinion and the woid, einos
far as the North-West ls concernd, at the nMercy of this
yndieate, and whosoever wihes to send his produce into
hat country m-ast poe euh ratea as the Company may
[emand, subject to the proviso that those rates shah not
xceed 10 per cent. of the proceeds of the ruhnng of the
'oad. Now, i objeet agadn to the provisions of ths contract
by which this Company mayreceive lande for every2O sadles
f the road whieh tbey may construet without the Company
being bound to'provide railway facilities. In that respect
he contrant seeins to have been very looseiy drawa rup. It
ays:

"Upon the completion of the remainder of the por on of railway te be
onstructed by the Government, that portion uhul also be conveyed te
he Company, and the Canadian Paçiîe Bai Vy esha beepsme and h
hereafter the absolute propert of the Compan and the Compfny shall
hereafter and forever effcienty maitain, W and rus nthe Canadian
acific RBailway.

Who is to say what the. words "efficientîy maiutai,
work and run" mean ? We bave no explanation of this.
here is no standard by whih'to govern ourselves in thi&,
natter. In the Act of 1814 every enatter pertaining to the
unning and construetioaofthe road wasunder te control
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of the Governor in Couneil deflnitely determined by this
Act. Under this contract the terms are vague; we cannt
have a vaguer term that that applied to the running of the
road. By section B, clause 8, 1 find the following:-

"Tipon the construction of ay portion of the railway hereby contracted
for ntleethan2imfies in length and the completion thereof so as to
..amî* of the ,una Mg ofregular traina thereou, ogethor with mach equip-
u ffl.s th 4 Ps-0hal bequired for the traffic thereon, the Goveranont
âhafl paand grant to the Company the money, and land subsidies

. le m aeuoir4iasg Vte thevioa appropriation thwoof made,
las pudA 2

, 'wrds e there is no obligation to run trains. Al&H
à#ý, » âuay has to do is to Construct the road o as to
4 admit the running of trains; but there is not one word in
tl ¶o,14et frogi beginning te end which compels the

,pozny to ru a fixed nunmkr of train--a train a week,
a train à month or a train aiyear. On the other hand the
Goy mçpt is bound hand and foot so that when a 20 mile
section ! tiis roqdis eq MpletOt tIeymust haPd ovr the land
and money aubidies due for that section. So 'that the
Company domes into the possession of that money and land
a ale to the qqnstructiei of a 20 mile section, and
tho Government bs nothing in roturn, but the simple fact
that the road has benu constructed so as to "admit' of the
running of trailis, no Obligation ut all existing on the part of
thé â6inpapy to run thoe trains. I object again to another
clause whícF permits the Government to become bankers to
thbe Comp py. You will observe that by clause 9, section C,
it says: .b

,if et any time, the ompany shall cause to be delivered on or near the
line o'ysa14 railway at a place satisfactory to the Government, steel rails
and fastenings to be used in the construction of the rail way, but in
advance ofthe requirements of such construction, the Government, on the
requisitions of the Çompany shal, upon such terms and conditions as
shall be deterinined y he overnment, advance thereon three-fourths
of the value thereof at the place of delivery."

I want to know if this, Syndicate is to be so supplied with
money, and if the whole resources of the country are to be
taxed in order that abundant funds may be placed ut their
disposal. Why, the whole revenue of this country might be
applied fer the purchase of steel rails for that Company. If
at any time the Company should feel that the market was
favorable for he purchase of a quantity of steel rails, what
are they to do ? Invest thoir own money ? Not at all, but
tbey c on the Government to advance 75 per cent. on
the cost of those steQl rails, and then the Government has
to wait to be recoqped until a certain subsidy of money is to
be -ppropriated for thut part of the road on which steel
raila were laid ad withnt interost. They have here,
then, a real advantage conferred pbIon them by the Govern-
ment to dwich I take objection. I object again to the
fact dfhat wo are giving the Compa te road-bed, their
rtatiog and so narny privi1eges free. am aware that in
te Act 0f 87* te intentibn of the Government was to

g te Com the oad bod and the land for thegiTp . .t vestations, &c free. But thie egntraç ecarics with It aven
mo9a ä tLa .Apt in these-wortl

In rther consideration of the premises the Government shaill also
~rnt the CempAuy the land recuired for the ro&s4 bed cf the railway and
ir ta siit ks, work4hopi and the wate rp-aÉ of the termini, navi-

gable waters, uildings snd a béer 'a'pprtetnances required for the
eMcient construelon ad working of the raiway, in sofar as such land

hau e !e ted in the Govexrment.''
I would like to ask the IMinister Of Railvays if this will

cover all the proporty they have at Kaministiquia, Yale and
Selkirk ? Io there any limitation to be placed upon the
extent of lands which the Goverment wiil feel disposed to
give to tle tailway Company ? For aught we can see, so far
as this contract isg concerned, the Government mnay hand
over the excellent water frontage we have ut Kaministiquin,
the excellent priviloges we have at Selkirk, and the pro-
perty we have at Yale. It would seem as if the Govern-
ment were exceedingly anxious to bestow everything in their
power upon this Syudicate in order to facilitate the working

of their road and that they may derive the iargest profite
from their undertaking. I object, in the next place, to the
propositions contained in clause 10 by whieh the matorial
used in the construction of the road is te be admitted into
this country free of duty. At London,, 'the Minister of
Railways said that the entire material used in the first
construction of the road, if taxed at ordinary rates, would
not contribute more than $100,000 to the revonne.
I am not so sure that the Minister has correctly calculated
what the duty is on the material. But why give them such
an advantage? When the Union Pacifie Railway in the
United States was constructed it was stipudated that, in
consideration of the Company receiving subsidies in land
and money, the Company should equip thoir road in evory
point entiroly with material of American manufacture, the
object being, of course, according to the American system
of encouraging native industry. Well, we have our policy
to encourage home manufacturos. We bave heard a good deal
of Canada for Canadians. What do we see in this charter?
We see that the principle which now generally allowed to
be in the interest of this country, namely, reserving
Canada for the Canadians, is set aside, and we are
going to have, as far as this railway is concerred,
Canada fbr the Syndicate. Whoever may have to puy
taxes, this Syndicate is to go scot free. The workman
in Toronto is to pay 50 cents duty per ton on bis coal,
but this Syndicate pays nothing tor whatever material
they may use for the first constrûction of the
road and bi anches, stoel 'ails, spikes and fastenings; but
the toiling fisherman, for instance, in Nova Scotia and Now
Brunswick bas to pay his extra duty of 50 cents per barrel
on flour, and bas to submit to ail the inconvoniences which
the tariff of hon. gentlemen opposite impose. H[e is poor and
cannot rosent such an injury in such an effective way as te
make himself felt at the Capital. But this Syndicate, with
their 25,000,000 acres and ail the advantages this contract
confers, are to be exempted from the duties on such
materials as are contained in Section 10, used in tho first
construction of the road. Is.this fair? What does it
mean ? It means that whether they be oxemy'ted from thu
payment of $100,000 or 81,000,000, that amount must be
contributed to the revenu oby somebody eJsc, if it i to be kept
buoyant. Every dollar of which that Syndicate is rolieved
is So much added to the burdens of some other consumera.
But that policy seems to be objected to by many hon.
gentlemen opposite. I noticed in the Mail that, previous
to the announcoment of the terms of this Syndicate, the
fobowinig words were written inu an oditorial:

"In view of the fact that steel rails are being largely imported into the
United States, just because the demand exceeds the suppy and the enor-
mous requirements of the Canadiai Pacific, it is claimed tbat the abilit
of Pictou's iron region to su-ply the demand should not be overlooked
An outlay of t2,00 ,- o-jin the home manufacture of the nails required for
the Canadian Pacific would eventually be the saving of $,00,000. It in
urged that a representation should bc tiade to the anadian 8yndicate of
Nova Scotia's iron prospects, and an inspection invited, with a view to
their exploration."

It was expected, so the Mail thought, thuat a gret i .iiuntity
of steel would be required on the Clanadian lPacifi Railwaty,
and thait it would lvad to the developmnent of the ironi mines
of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. What must be, the
astonishmert of the ,editor of the Mail and the people
of this country, who were taught to believo the Govern-
ment would take every pains to foster Caunadian manufac.
tures, to find a clause in this bargitin exempting from
duty such materials as we can convnrti.tly manutacture
ourselves ? J ohject, then, to the exeinpfiori made ia re-
gard to such materials for the bonetit of the 'Company.
But we are toldI: "Oh ! if the Govcrnment con-
structed the rond itself, it eould import its material
free of duty." I say that is no answer to the
objection, for this reason, that the Govern ment and a
private compauy are in two very different positions.
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Supposing the Great Western Railway company1
interviewed the hon. the Minister of Customs when
they were importing locomotives or other material
for the oquiprmelt of their road and said "it is very unfair
to charge duty on this material"; the Minister of Custome
would naturally ask why ? " "Bocause," the manager
would say "when you import material for the Intercolonial
Railway you pay no duty yourselves. Why not let us
import our material free of duty in the saine way." On
precisely the same basis should the Syndicate ho placed ;
when they import material for the construction or equip.
ment of their road, let themn b placed in precisely the
same position as other Railway Companies. We have bore
a precedent for any number of demands from other Rail-
ways which the Government cannot very well refuse to
consider. In view of the fact that it 1s the policy of the
hon. gentlemen opposite te tax whatever material
comes into this country and to foster such manu-
factures as a tariff is supposed to encourage, I do hold that
the hon. gentlemen are not acting consistently with their
professions when they place such a clause in the contract I
want to notice, as another objection, a small concession, but
still an important one: the steel rails purchased by the
Government since 1879, are to ho handed over to the coin-
pany at cost price. The clause reads as follows:-

"And will convey to the company, at costprice, with interet, ail rails
and fastenings boug'ht in or since the year 1879, and other materials for
construction in the possession of or purchased by the Government at a
valuation ; such rails, fastenin gsand materials not being required by it
for the construction of the said Lake Superior an. western sections."

Now, what does that mean? We wore told when the hon.
the Minister of Railways made the purchase of a large
quantity of steel rails at something like $25 a ton, that
ho made an excellent bargain for the country. We were
prepared from this side of the House.to give the hon.gentle-
man credit for having made an excellent bargain. Wo
thought that it was made in the interests of the
country, and that at some future time the people
would benefit by the advantageous charactor of that
bargain. How does it appear now ? We have here the
fact stated in the 10th clause of this contract that ail the
advantages to accrue from the excellent terms made by the
Minister of Railways when he purchased these steel rails
aie to be handed over to the Company, and that the bargain
was made, not for Canada but for the Syndicate. The value
of that simple concession to the Syndicate is put by some at
8790,000. I do not know what it may be; I care not what
it may be, but it is on the face of it one of those maty
concessions which show how completely the Syndicato must
have had the Government under its control befere it could
wring from them day by day and step by step one concession
after another until it piled p for itself advantages which,
if this contract is ratified by Parliainent, will no doubt net
to them many 'millions in future. Thon, I take objei-
tion to the 11th clause. Instead of the Company seleeting
lands of average quality, they are to select lands fit for1
settlement. There is every difference, as bon. gentlemen-
will perceive, between lands of average quality and whati
may ho lands fit for settlement. Professor Macoun saysi
there are 200,000,000 acres in the fertile belt; of that-
80,060,000 are arable, about 80,000,000 more only fit for1
pasturage, that the balance is swamp, muskeg and sand
hille. If the Company were obliged to take the average
lands, then all the various characteristics of the land in the
North West could ho estimated and what was an average
quality agreed upon; but the Company have the Govern-
ment in this position, that when a section of land comes to r
be inspected, the question is not: Is this land of average t
quality ? but: Is this arable land ? Is it fit for settlement ?
ls it such land as a pioneer would ohoose to build a house t
upon and mako his home ? The effect will be that tis
Compny will have a roving commission through the0

r. Uoss (Middlesex).

North-West; rejecting section after section and appro-
priating in each tase for their own usêsuch lands as wiil
be fit for settlement. The hon. Minister of Rlailways, at
London, said that the Company would be obliged first to
take lande in the iertile belt, and thon to take thoir lands
in the Peace River Distriet. And thon he read to his
audience, at London, the lth clause of thisAct which says:

"The grant of land herebyagreed to be made to the Company, shall be
so made in alternate sections of 640 acres each, ektending back 24 miles
deep, on each side of the railway, from Winnipeg to JasperRouse, in so far
as such lands shl1 be vested inthe Government, the Company receiving
the sections bearing uneven numbers. But should any of such sections
consist in a material degree of land not fairly fit for settlemnent, the Con-
pany shall not be obliged to receive them as part of such grant, and the
deficiencythereby caused and an further deficiency which may arise from
tc su.cient quantity of la. along the said portione fraelway, to
complete the said 25,000,000 acres,,or frein the Prey'alence of lakes and
water stretches in the sections granted (which lakes and water stretches
shall not be computed in the acreage of such sections), shall be made up
from other portions to be selected by the Company in the tract know as
the fertile belt, that is to say the land lying between parallels 49 and 57
degrees of north latitude orelswhere at the option of the Company."

Now, the Minister of Railways, in the City of London,
said that the company could not go elsewbere-that they
must select their lands in the fertile belt. He said:

"Why sir, we are told the Syndicate have the option of picking out
t11 best lands in the North-West. Where did they find that ont? lt is
not in the contract, but the very reverse."

And thon ho read the llth clause until ho came down to
the words "fertile belt," but ho failed*to read the words "or
elsewhere" thus plainly misleading his au'dience in regard
to that very important section of the coiftract. Does the
bon. gontlement mean to say that this company cannot go
into any part of the North-West and select such lande as they
may require ? Why, we have it bore, in the con tract that if the
land is not to be found in the fertile belt they maygo into any
part of the North-West. They may exhaust the lands in the
fertile belt and go elsewhere and get lands that are fit for
settlement, and having got those lands, they can take pos-
session of them and hold thom for their own use and benefit.
Sir,- this is, to characterize it in mild terms, a monstrous
proposition. It gives the Company such a monopoly of the
lands fit for settlement, of such lands as the settler may
desiro, such lands as would ho an inducement to emigrants,
as must materially affect the prosperity of that country.
And I would liko to know, when the Company has selected
such lands as are fit for settlement. how much land will beloft
for the Government. We have had various estimates as to the
quantity of that land, but we have had no-definite estimate
yet submitted to this House, as to the quantity of good land
fit for settlement that will remain after the Company have
taken their 25,000,000 acres, and strange to say they eau
not only take these 25,000,000, as far as .it goos along the
main libe, but they get the same privilege along-
the branch lines, and the privileges conferred along the
latter are even more liberal than those are on the main lino.
Before thoy can get the land -on the main' lino, they mnust
wcnstruet the road, but the land given to them on the branch
lines does not involve-the construction of those lines; all
that it involves is that the Company, if they find that thero
is an area of land in any part of the .cuntry fit for settle-
ment, should sketch that area of land upon a map to indicate
where they intend to build a branch ine, send that mnap
down to the office of the Minister of Railways and thence-
forward that land is pre-emapted for the benefit of the
Company. Could there bê any proposition more absurd ?
If we expect, *nd we may expect,. to appropriate
lands along theline. where it involves the opcning
up of the country and construction of the railway for
the benefit of colonization we may, accept that proposition.
Surely hon. gentlemen do not ask this H1oise,-urely
they are not serious in asking this Huse to acept a
poposition which will give the Company 14,000,000 abres
of the 25,000,000 mailliond ajppropriated for them along the
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branoh limis north and south through the fertile belt
through the coal regions, and wherever there may be
good land, without inpoeing on the Company the responsi-
bility of opening up the country by the construction of
roads. leais bad enough to give the lande where the
construction of the road is required, but it is inflnitely
worse to pre-empt the land without providing for the
construction of the line of railway through those regions.
I hope that even yet the Government will see their way to
withdraw this clause,' the worst of all clauses in this very
bad contract. Then, Sir, I object to the mode in whieh
provision is made for the extinguishment of the Indian title.
Ve have already paid largely for the extinguishment of the

Iidian title in the North-West. If it was in the interest of
the Company that we should expend $1,000,000 a year or
a sum at once for the extinguishment of those titles north
of the Saskatchewan, the Government has no option. When
provision was being made for the Union Pacifie .lands the
title had to be extinguished as soon as it might be to the
interest of the Government or the company, but in this
contract the matter is peremptory-the title shall be extin-
guished the moment the Company require it. I object to
the contract because the location of the road is not more
definitely laid down. True, the location of the road is to be
subject to the approval of the Governor-in-Couneil, that is,
the Eecutive; but, Sir, when 1 view the provisions
of this contract, I almost lose confidence in the
Governor in Council. After the liberal concessions which
the Executive have already made to this Syndicate what
guarantee have we that they will not be very liberal with
the Company and allow them to deflect the line anyway it
suits their interests, however much they may disregard the
interests of the country in doing so. Another asto-
nishing provision of the contract is, that this road is
to have no competition in the trade of the North-West
for 20 years. I do not propose *to enlarge upon
this objection, because it has been discussed at
considerable length, but I simply wish once more to call
attention-to it, so that the voice of members on this side of
the louse may be heard and their sentiments known, in the
hope that even yet the North-West may be savei from the
disastrous consequences which such a monopoly must inflict
upon it. Another clause to which I object is the one which
provides for the exemption of the property of the Company
froi taxation forever. The Minister of Railways stated at
London, according to the Free Press, that the Union Pacifie
property did not pay taxes, but I find from Poor's Railway
Mannual that in 1877-78 that road paid for gencral expenses
and taxes $505,329. Surely that hon. member could not
have weighed his words or could not have considered the
responsibility which is attached to all his statements
When he made a remark of that description. I find
also that the Central Pacifie, a road of which we have also
heard a good deal in this debate, paid in the same year
$378,98-6.27. The Railways in England and France pay
taxes upon their property; but the Company with which we
are dealing enjoy special advantages in almost every respect.
The hon. Minister also said that, according to the laws of1
Minnesota, railways were exempt from taxation in that state.
In reply to that I shall quote the clause of the law of
Minnesota, which deals with that subject:

"All property, whether real or personai, n this state, alt moneys,
credit, investmenUts ilands, stock, joint stock compaies, or otherwie,
of peron residing hereig; the property of corporations now existing
or reafter created, wam of ail bankers, except such as lu hereinafter
expressly exèmpted is subject to taxation ; and sneh moneys, credits',
avetmetat ni bou, joint stock companies, or otterwise, or the value

thereof, shall b. entered in the liist o tarable property, for that purpose,
in ihe amanner perucribed by this chapter."

And when we turn to the list of exemptions, we find public
sohool bauses, grave-yards, county buildings, institutions of
a public or eharitable character, but there is no exemption
Of railway stock or properties. Hon, gentlemen say w.
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are eopying the railway system of the United States; but
i we are doing nothing of the kind. The Minister
- of Railways further eaid that in the State of Wisconsin,

railway Droperty was exempted from taxation. I wil1 quote
Sfrom the laws of that State .

'' It shall be the duty of the railroad compactes te pay or cause to be
paid te the treasurer ùf the State for the use ef the tate, on or before
the tentîh day of January in eaeh year. a sum equal to one per cetuam
of the gros earmins of theis respective roade so returned, which
amount of tax shalT take the place and be lu faU of aIl the taxes of
every pame aud kind upon said roads, or other property belonging te

So that, while the property of' railway companies may be
exempted from direct taxation, these companes have to pay
one tr cent. of thoir gross earnings instead of taxation.
But t is Syndicate is not only exempt from taxation, but
there is no provision at all in this contract or charter that
the Province or the' Dominion shall receive an rt of the
earnings of tho road in lieu of taxes, and I ealenge hon.
gentlemen opposite to mention any leadin linoeof railway ii
the United States, from Maine to San Francisco, whose
property is exempt from taxation. They may find one or tw
insignificant roads ina small part of the country exempt from it
but the universal system with respect to roads of any import-
ance is that they shall either pay taxes or contribute a
certain portion of their earnings in- lieu of taxes. 1 am
aware ita the charter of the Northern Pacifie Railway,
provided that that road should be exempt from taxation in
the territories of the United States, so long as they remained
territories. But bere we have the astounding monopoly

iven to thlis road that, not only is it exempt through
ominion lands, but that any municipal government that

may be erected in these territories will not b
allowed to exact taxes from station groundq. A similar
question came up some years ago in connection ~with
the Hudson's Bay Company, when my hon. friend
from Halton (Mr. Macdougall) and Sir Geo. E. Cartier
were negotiating for the transfer of Rupert's Land
to the Dominion of Canada. One of the claims made by the
iludson's Bay Company was that no tares should be im-
posed on any lands belonging to the Company, or on the

mpany's property or the Company's servants. This de-
mand was made by the Hudson's Bay Company before they
were prepared to transfer their interest in the lands of the
North-West to the Dominion. But were these demands
conceded ? The member for ialton, in his report to the
Government, says:

" In 1868 these conditions for the surrender of territorial and gavern-
ing rights over the whole territory remained at £1,OOO,0 ,as In the first
proposition of 1864, with large reservations of land at 'solected' points,
specially exempted from taxation, and with fuIl lhierty teo carry on their
trade free from the export and import duties, to which aIl qther subjects
of Her Majesty In the country would be exposed. In 1869 these variont
proposals, which no Secretary of state could poswibly entertain, have ail
been apparently merged in ene grand proposition 'to ell eut the terri-
tory at onse for a saim of money,' in cadi or bouda, the amounat of whih
is Dot stated.",

The hor gentleman was mistaken, Sir. He was not then
aware that we were going to have a Government in the
yearef grace, 188e, that could entertain proposals far more
extensive and far reaching than the proposais whieh he
believed in the interest of the country shoud b.e rejected so
lr as the Hudson's Bay Company were concerned. He said
that no Secretary of State could entertain a proposal to
exemp t te land of the Hudson's Bay Company from
taxation, and yet we have come down to a period ia the
history of the country, when not only a Secretary of State,
but a Fitst Minister and a Finance Minister, and a Minister
of Railways, and the whole executive of the country, are
prepared to accept a propo>sal by which a fair greater ares
than the Hudson's Bay Company proposed to reserve, is
exempted from taxation. I know the impartiality of my
hon. friend from lHalton in matters of this kind, Sud I
know that his past record on suh important questions
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as the purchase of Rupert's land will lead him
to consider that the clause to which he refused his assent in
that ease is repeated in this Syndicate's proposal, and I trust
that he and other hon. gentlemen in this House
will reject it. We are told, however, tbat if we
build the road ourselves, it will be exempt from
taxes. I suppose the cases would not be parallel.
In the'first case, the road would be exempt fron taxes,
and would be our own road ; in the other, it is exempt, and
is the property of a private company. Suppose the Minister
of Railways has a farm of 500 acres, and a man comes to
him to rent the farm. " Well," asks the Minister, " what
rent will you pay?' "Why, I don't pay any rent,"
replies theman."No," says the Minister,"but you don't expect
me to give you a farm without any ren t." That is the case ex-
actly. We own the railway, and it may be exempt, but when
we transfer it to a private company, we should no longer
exempt it. The analogy docs not hold, the argument is
futile and is of no value. But the Minister of Railways
said in London lthat the railways in New Brunswick were
exempt from taxes. Let me notice a slight defect in his,
statement. I have in my band an Act to exempt the property
of railways from taxation in the Province of New Bruns-
wick. I am aware that the exemption extends to the
railway, the rolling stock and the station ground. But
notice the last clause of the Act:

"The exemption provided by this Act shall not extend to actual profits
derived from the running of any railway, after deducting expenses."

The Act of the Province of N. B., is a restrictive Act ; it
is not so wide or general in its application as the one we
are considering. If the provision I have quoted applied to
the Pacific Railway, the moment the Company had a profit
of one or two millions dollars, the road would be liable to
taxation; but thero is no limit in their case. And
here let me remark that this is an invidious
distinction. No railway in the Province of Ontario is
exempt from taxation. The Canada Southern, the
Great Western and the Grand Trunk pay taxes. And wby
not ? They get the advantage of all local improvements,for
which the public are taxed, and they, who share the advan-
tages, should not be relieved of the burdens. Suppose this
company bas its shops and station grounds in a nice little
town in the North-West and schools are opened in the town.
The workmen employed in the Railway Company at that
town can get the advantages of the schools and all other
advantages and contribute nothing for them. Here you are
building up a specially favored class in tle community.
What does it mean ? It means that the people of the North-
West, as far the Railway Company is concerned, must tax
themselves extra to the extent from which the Company is
relieved, in order te secure such advantages as schools,
highways, sidewalks, and other advantages of civilization.
Now, I contend these are privileges which this House should
not sanction-privileges in the shape of a bonus which if
they are to be conceded, their value should be estimated.
We are told that this scheme is cheaper that the Mackenzie's
scheme of 1874, but if we had a cash value placed upon ail
these advantages we might thon know what we are paying
and how much of our property is to be transferred to this
Company. There is another grievance to which I must
refer, and that is: when a new Province is ererted and we
come to confer upon it those advantages which it can claim
under our Confoderation Act, we will bu bound to consider
the exemption from taxdtion of the lands and property of
this Company. This will meanthen,that the whole Dominion
must be taxed in order te provide a larger subsidy for the
maintenance of the local institutions of sncb new province
or provinces. We pay Xanitoba already 80 cents a head
and several other perquisites. If we handed over to Mani-
toba her wild lands the subsidy Io that Province from the
exchequer would not need to be so large. When you come
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to fo-mt >Protviace in-theNortMWhst and when the people
come to ind that-theIrailway lands are exempt from taxa
tion, with ail the railway property, and that the means for
maintaining the municipal institutions in that Province
are closed against them, they' will say: "If we- are
going to erect ourseles into -a Provincial Government we
muet obtain a larger subsidy , from the Dominion
Exchequer, because we have not the advantages of taxation
whieh other Provinces have." For instance, if one-fourth of
Ontario or Quebec were exempt from taxation in what
position would they be ? Evidently, in order to main-
tain prosperity, they would have to draw freely from
the exchequer of this Dominior; and the whole Dominion,
from Vancouver's Island to Ialifax, would need to be more
largely taxed, because of the exemption we are now
considering under this contract. I hope the House clearly
understands, that when the property and land of American
railways were exempted from taxation, in nearly every case
there were some other considerations such as I have
referred to. Now, I am about to consider another objection,
and that is, the lands of this Company are exempted from
taxes for twenty years, or until occupied or sold. Lam of
opinion that the hon. the Minister of Justice, if reported
aright to me, in considering the question, did not give that
attention to which we would expect him to give to a matter
of so much importance. I am told that at Almonte, the
other night, the hon. the Minister of Justice stated that the
railway property, under the Act of 1874, was also exempted
from taxation. I could hardly believe it, but, of course, it
must be true. It is quite in keeping with what we have
seen in the case of the standard of the road. How many
more revelations of that kind may be made before the
discussion closes, I cannot say. The hon. the Minister of
Railways, in London, said that the moment the Company
put their finger upon the land, that moment it would be
taxed. I do not know what ho means by that. As I
understand it, this land is exempted from taxation
for twenty years, or until it is sold or occupied,
and I cannot understand how placing a finger upon these
sections will be proof of occupation. Another objection is
that this exemption will retard the settiement of the coun-
try. I think the bon. member for Monck (Mr. McCallum)
in making a confession to the House the other night, said
that he did not like that. I think tho hon. member for
Essex (Mr. Patterson), also put in a disclaimer in regard'
to that matter. But it is true nevertheless that, according
to this cor.tract, the lands are exempt from taxation for 20
years. You, Sir, will remember a discussion we had
last year, on a motion of the member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton), in which it was proposed that the land
to bc sold for railway purposes in settlements should be sold
où conditions of long credit. Weargued that they would
be occupied by speculators until such improvements were
made in the neighborhood by othera as would advance
their price. la a-espect to that objection the right hon.
the Pirst Minister said:

"Municipal institutions have now been introduced into Manitoba. At
first tbey ony passed a permissive Bi, but now they have passed a
compulsory Bill. They have divided the Province ef Manitoba lito
twenty-eight town districts, and these are compelled, in the course of
this summer, to adopt amanicipal system. which is that of Ontario in
principle. Eve one of these districts is obliged ;o establish a muni-
cipal system with the organisation that obtains in' Toronto no that the
people who own every second lot, wiil have a direct interest in insisting
upon and in unpassing a non-resident tax upon aIl peculators. The
dangeref large tracts of land gtting int gthe banda of speolators
le absolutely outof the question. Thty cannot get them centinuensly in
large blocks, and onlyin blocke of 640 acres. By no possibility can they
get more than that, and they are checked by the fact that the actual reaident
settlers will see that a non-resident tax is put upon these lands, se that
the operation will be the same as it was in the old Province of Upper
Canada. I remembèr the time before the land tax was pased, when every
old inhabitant had a large tract of land which he kept for speculation;
but the land tax sysecaltered that, and we had yearly *les of Jands
foi-ta'es and the eswereÔbLiged to seH their Ilhdo becaume
they cold not affor-to pay the taxes put upon them.
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Mr. MACKENZIE. It waaprecisely thel and speculators that bought

up the iands.
Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. But they sold again. of course the

land speculators bouet them and paid the rates, and the municipalities
got the money and laid it ent in roades ad bridges, and the imxpoymen»t
of the country; and the new sPecula'ors a *obo'egt those lande were
obliged te aeli them or continue te pay taxes, and we all know the con-
sequence was that such things as large land proprietors, which have been
piCtured to us by the hou. member for North Norfolk, do net exist in

Now, Sir, that was uthe answer the First Minister made to
the objection we brought against the sale of railroad lands
without the absolute condition of settlement. It is a
tolerably good answer. ThQ fact that taxes could b
imposed would ultimately compel the speculator to dispose
of those lands_; otherwise, the taxation from year to year
would absorb the profits that would, perhaps, accrue in the
increased price of the land. But in what position will this
Syndicate be placed ? They will have their 25,000,000 acres
exempt from taxation, and, as I have shown froi the Order
in Council of 1866, they willderive the profits of the energy
and industry of the settlers. Every man that settles on a
section of Government land in the North-West will b a
hewer of wood and drawerof water to this great corporation.
Every road he makes, every bridge he builds to span a little
stream or rivulet will b clear gain to this Syndicate. Every
dollar ho invests in the improvement of communication
between the back parts of the Government lands and the
front will benefit the Syndicate. Moreover, if the settlers
wish to levy rates to secure the construction of roads or
erection of school-houses, instea'd of levying a single rate
which they would do under other circumstance, they will
have to levy two rates on their own properties, because the
Syndicate property is free. I believe this will be a practical
bar to the settlement of the lands in the North West. It is
tantamount to telling every man we invite from the
other side of the Atlantic that, the moment ho
settles on our lands in the North-West, instead
of contributing of his means for his own advan-
tage ýand the comfort of his family, every dollar ho invests
for the benefit of bimself and neighbors will be so
much to the advantage of the Company thatcontributes not
one dollar itself. This exemption is more monstrous and
more burdensome, and will b so found by the settler than,
perhaps, any other. How was it in old Canada with the
Canadian Company's lands ? Those of you who are older
than myselfand more familar with the early settlement of the
country, know at what disadvantage the settler was placed
in having to build his road past the Canadian Company's lot
that did pay a certain amount of taxes; and such disadvant-
ages will accrue in a much more painful and serious degree
to the settler in the North-West. This provision is worthy
of consideration and should be struck out ofthe contract. ButE
we are some times told by hon. gentlemen that railway lands1
in the United States do not pay taxes. I have shown that the
Union Pacifie Railway lands were exempt in the territories,,
only so long as they so remained. When-they were erected
into States, each State was permitted to exercise its sover-t
eign right of imposing taxes upon railway lands ; and I
notice a quotation from the Chicago Railway Age, under date8
of December 30th, as follows:-

"The Illinois Central Railway is au institution in which this State
ought to take great satisfaction. During the six months, ended October
31stthis Company earned on its Illinois unes $2,893,728, of whichc
*202,561 was paid over tathe State, being the seven per cent. tax on itsE
receipts."

Thus we have the Illinois Central JRailway paying, in aboutC
one year, $400,000 into the State treasury in lieu of taxation;r
and I have a statement which shows that the road, since
1870, has contributed 82,934,654 to that State, and to the
State treasury of Iowa, $371,840. If there was a provision
in that charter, that the lands of the Syndicate be exemptt
from taxation, and that, in lieu of it, this railway should pay
into the treasury of the Dominion, or into that of the

provinces to bc erected in the North-West, a certain proportion
of their cash carnings, thon thore would be some reason in
asking the louse to consider this proposition. But instead
of there being any return to the Dominion, or the fture
provinces for this exemption, we have, on the contrary, a
proposai of this Governmont to bind the provinces hereafter
to b erected so that they may not exercise their sovoreign
rights in taxing those lands. If the North-West happens to
be settled, as I trust it will bo, by people of the spirit and
independence of the inhabitants of Ontario, I venture to say
thore may spring up in the North-West a series of troubles
and annoyances to the Syndicate, in regard to which the
Government may be called to interfere. By this exemption,
I fear, we are sowing the soeds of future trouble in regard to
the social and political quietude of that- vast territory. I
object, ag:ain, to the provision by which the land is given to
the Company in alternato blocks of 640 acres. i think this is
not a wiso allocation. Tho Bill of 1874 gave the company
large blocks extending from ithe railway 20 miles back-
the same as in the Sir Hugli Allan charter and in some of the
United States Railroad Acis. The Canadian Governmont
bas an opportunity of considering a botter plan than the
alternate blocks, by giving the Syndicate a largor area, or
blocks of, say, 10 miles square, and roserving for themsolvo
a sirnilar area, by which settionients could be more easily
promoted ; that is to say, sottiements could bo in such areas
and over such an extent as would enable settlors to assist
each other, and obtain all the advantages of our modern
civilization. They could have easy local communication
with each othor, which advantage would be impossible
under the presont system. I find, besides, that among the
other concessions made in this contract all the exertions of
this Government in the promotion of immigration and the
settlerment of the North-West will redound to the advantage
of tho Company. We employ emigration agencies in the
old country, and have an extensive immigration system in
Ottawa, the whole machinery costing between 8200,000
and $300,000 a year, sometimes more. We suppose that, in
maintaining such an immigration bureau, the peole of the
Dominion will be exclusively bonotitted. But, under the
present centract, every immigrant brought into
the country, and whose expenses are paid by it,
may settle on the Company's lands, which ho may
buy without benefitting the Government of the country.
Sir, there should have been some partnorshipim regard to
this matter. Thore is a partnorship in regard to the con.
struction of the road; why not neootiate a partuership in
regard to the exponses of immigration ? And thon I object
to another provision in this contract, as explained in section
22, by which the Company is made a close corporation. Tbe
capital of the Company is $25,000,000, subseribed stock
$5,000,000, $1,000,000 paid into the treasury, and by
section 22 no transfer of the stock of the Company can be
made by one person to another without the consent of the
shareholders. Under the Sir Hugh Allan charter no
transfer of the charter could be made for six yeara without
the consent of the Government. The Government had
security that the original shareholders of the company
would be such men as they might approve. Why,
Sir, this is a close corporation that, under the
shadow of some ministerial office in the city
of Ottawa, negotiated with Ministers this bargain
erecting themselves into a close corporation of saven mon,
provided seven mon take up this stock, and no other man
can share the profits and emoluments connected with the
road, except at the sweet will of the corporation. IIow
different the case was even with the Sir Hugh Allan contract.
The stock was divided among different provinces. A national.
character was given to that contract. Ontario had five-thir-
teenths of the stock, Quebec four-thirteenths,and Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, British Columbia and Manitoba the other
four-thirteenths, so that a national character was givon to
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the scheme. What is the national character of this ?
It is simply that it is mainly in the hands of American
shareholders, to which I am not prepared to offer objection
now; but men of means and enterprise, who should have a
right to share in any publie undertaking out of which a
Canadian citizen eau make a dollar, are practically debarred
by this contract from investing one cent in this undertaking.
Why confine it to those few ? Why not open the stock books
as the stock books of the Union Pacifie Railway were
opened at the leading cities of the United States, and the
citizens of that republie, from San Francisco to New York,
permitted to invest ? They nationalized, the undertaking.
Weinstead ofnaLionalizing our road, propose to denationalize
it. Instead of enlisting the sympathies of thousands in this
country if it is to be a profitable undertaking (and I have
no doubt it will be) we are confining the profits ofit to seven
mon who subscribed their names to this contract, and no
other man can share in those profite without their consent.
I object to this proposition, and I say the Government has
no right to make this a close .corpration in the manner in
which it is made. I say again, this contract prevents suit-
able railway development in the North-West Territories.
You will observe the main lino will require the construction of
900 miles of railway to becompleted in ten years. Inside
of ton years, so far as this Company is concerned, all the
railway the North-West will have will be 900 miles. The
branches, in order to absoib the land, would need to extend
1000 miles more, but there is no obligation on the Company
to construet the branches in a given tiie. They may post-
pone the construction of the banches until the lands located
on this map which I have referred to become so valuable
that it might be in their interest to 2onstruct them. What
do we provide ? We have a territory there of 250,000,(,00
acres. The railway accommodation _which we provide for it is
900 miles of main lino, and we shut out ever3body else
from constructing branches except in particular directions,
and I venture toF ay lhat their railway, by locating on a
map branch linos, can forestall any person from building a
branch lino in any conceivable direction. Is this fair? We
have in Ontario, 6,484 miles of railway, and we are binding
the further settlements of the North-West to accept one-
seventh of the railway accommodation that we claim for
ourselves. In the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin and Pensylvania, covering an area
about equal to the North-West, they have 38,422 miles of
railway accommodation. We are confining the North-West to
less than one-fortieth of the railway, accomodation which is
provided by local enterprise and otherwise for those States.
Is that fair? We boast of our enterprise in developing that
country. We say that it is worthy of us, asa young people,
to put forth all our energes to secure the development
of the North-West, and yet while making tiose loud, those
vain and vapid boasts, we are binding for twenty years the
resources of that country to 900 miles of railway. If you
want to develop the North-West, you should allow pvery
facility for the construction of railways. You should not
put into the hands of a monopoly power to prevent the
construction of such branch lines as the state of settlement
might require. Having referred to somany objections to this
contract, I want to call attention to a few omissions. Not
only bas the Government beenguilty of sins cf commission,
but it las alseo been guilty of sins of omission, and porhaps
the sins of omission are almost as serious in some instances
as the sins of commission. In the first place, they have
omitted to make any provision for inspecting the work
which this Syndicate is to lay out in the construction of
the road. They have omitted to make any provision for
the inspection of the road as constructed. Under the Sir
Hugh Allan contract, provision was made for the inspection
of all the material to be used in the construction of the
road. Under the Act of 1874 the material in the construction
and equipnment of the road was to be subject to the inspec-
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tien of the Government, and approval of the
Governor in Council. Iere we May have re-
peated the construction which the Commissioners
in the U nited States reported on the Union Pacifie
Railway of the United Staates. There is no guarantee but
this road may be constructed in the cheapest and plainest
manner possible. But we are told that it would be in the
interests of the Company to make a good road as they are
gorng to run it. How do you know the Company are going
to run this road? Ilow do you know that after they have
completed it in such a way as to admit of the running of
trains as the contract requires, and after the lands and
subsidies are conveyed to them under this contract,but they
will renounce and repudiate the running of the road ?
How do we know but they will adopt this plan ? If, how-
ever, the Government sce fit to inspect this road as-it pro-
gresses we have some guarantee at least that the road
wilH be constructed of suitable material. Again,
I notice that the Government is exercising no control
whatever over the directorate of this road. Under the
Union Pacifie Railway charter, the directorate consisted of
twenty members, five of whom were to be appointed by the
United States Government, and on ever.y Committee of the
Union Pacifie Railway one of the Government Commission-
ers was to be amember. Uinder the Sir Hugi Allan charter
the subsidies and lands were to be handed over to three trus-
tees, one of whom was to be appointed by the Government.
Hlere we have 25,000,000 acres of land and $25,000,000
handed over to a Company, and yet the Government is to
exercise no control over the deliberations of that Company;
no representati-ve of the Government is to be on the manag-
ing board of that Company, and what appropriations they
may make of the land, what dispositions they may make of
the money isa matter the Government does not seem to have
considered. I sec there is no provision for the number and
character of the trains to be run on this road-a very serious
omission. We are told the road is to be efficiently worked;
who is to be the judge of that ? Why not make
such a provision as in the Act of 1874, that the character
of the equipment, the rates to be charged on passengers-and
freight to be under the direction ofthe Government? Again,
there is no provision made for the survey of lands. Such
a provision existed in the Sir Hugh Allan charter of 1872.
Again, w.e find that while, as there was, in the Act of 1874,
provision whoreby military stores and troops and material
required for military purposes, were to be transmitted over
the road on special rates, or on rates to be agreed upon
betIveen* the Government and the Company, in this charter
there is no special provision of the kind. Again there is no
reservation by the Government of coal or mineral lands.
Wherever the Company may find such land all they will,
have to do will be to locate their lino, put in their map,
and, presto! the mineral lands are preempted by the
Company. Mr. Fleming says in his last report:

"On the North Saskatchewan at 1 mondon, and further down the
river near Victoria coal of fair quality, is known to exist. Exposures have
been observed on this river as far as the Rocky Mountain House, and one
seam ot 18 to 20 feet is mentioned by Mr. Selwyn of the Geological Survey.
Mr. Macoun found coal1150 miles east of Rocky Montai HoUse on an
affluent of Battle River. It is again seen 100 miles south, and has been
traced to the Blackfoot crossing on Bow River, where there are seams
from three to six feet thick. South of Bow River many fine mams have
been found, and near Fort McLeod coal is now regularly worked. Brown
nodular iron-stone is reported from various localities in connection with
coal and hales, but not as yet inyorkable quantities."

Another omission. of which I complain is, that there is no
provision for the sale of the lands within a reasonable time-
they may keep them just as long as it suite their interests to
do se. Inthe case of the Union Pacifie, the Company was
compelled at the end of three years to allow the Government
to preempt the lands and sell them- the same a' any other
lands, at the rate of 81.5 per acre; but in the present case
the lands may be held not only for 20years, but unlesslhey
are conveyid to the Company by the Crown, they
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may be held for thirty or forty years, and we have no
guarantee that they willot do so. There should have been
a provision by which, if the Company held their lands
beyond a certain reasonabletime,the Government couldtake
possession of them and dispose of them for the purposes of
settlement. There is no provision for taking the road off
the Company's hands, or for compelling them to keep
it in repair. The hon. member for Anna-
polis (Mr. Longley), while discussing the contract,
said that the whole question at issue rested on the
simple question: Is this a better plan than the one of 1874 ?
And the hon. gentlemen answered bis question in the tiffir-
mative. I deny that this plan is better than that of 1874.
The Minister of Railways, in bis speeches in this House and
in the country, says that the seheme of 1874 involved an ex-
penditure of $104,000,000 which he makes up in this way: cash
subsidy,827,970,000; land subsidy,at $1 per acre 855,240,000.'
And here is where the hon. gentlemen made a mistake.
'He assumed that as part of the provisions of the plan of
1874, the contracting Company for the construction of that
road were to receive 4 per cent on a certain suim to be namëd
by the directors for 25 years. le accepted the sum named
by the directors for the Georgian Bay Branch, $7,500 per
mile, as a basis. That sumn at 4 per cent would yield $300 a.
year. The Minister of Railways assumed that an annuity of
$3j00 for twenty-five years was equivalent to a cash payment
of 87,500; but in that assumption he was quite in error, for
an annuity of $300 for twenty-five years is equivalent to
only $4,862 of a cash payment, so that t! e total cash
payment would be $13,116,742. The cost under the plan.
of 1874, instead of being $104,000,000 as stated by
the Minister of Railways was only $97,O6,742,
a slight difference of about $7,000,000. If the hon
Minister of Railways cannot calculate better than
that he certainly does not evince much ability as an arith-
metician, whatever he may be as a railway manager. But
that i8 not all. In the plan of 1874 there is the following
provision:-

l In every contract for the construction of the said railway, or of any
section or sub-section thereof, the Government of Canada sh all reserve
the right to purchase. under the authority of Parliament, the said rail-
way, or section, or sub-section thereof, on payment of a sum equal to
the actual cost of said railway, section, or sub-section, and 10 per cent.
in addition thereto,-the subsidies in land and noney granted, ur paid
by the Government, for the construction of the said railway, being first
returned or deducted from the amount to be paid, the lands sold being
valued at the full amount the contractors may have received from tbe
ale of such lands as may have sold."

Now, under this Act, if the Government purchased the road
from the Company, they were to pay the cost plus ten per
cent., deducting the subsidies in land and money. The hon.
member for Lambton, in discussing this subject in the
House in 1878, said, it was the intention of the Government,
if they could make a contract with a company, to deduct fromuï
that contract the amount expended on the Thunder Bay
Branch. lere are bis words:

It was the intention of the Government, as soon as the surveys were
completed and the'line located, to invite tenders under the Act of 1874,
and. under the terms of that Act the money expended up'on the 228 miles
under contract and to a great extent finished would be deducted from the
contractors as part of the $10,000 per mile which the Act provides to be
paid as a cash subsidy."

In the Act of1874 we have it definitely provided that money
expended by the Government in the- construction of the
road was to be deducted from the subsidies in land and
money given to the Company. By accurate estimate,
$97,000,000 was to be the cost of the road under ithat Act
lnstead of voting $28,000,000, which the Government bas
expended, or is to expend, on. the construction of the
sections which they are to give over to the Company, that
amount, as.-explained by Mr. Mackenzie as the intention of
the Act of 1874, should be deducted from the whole appropri-
ation. Then what wouid we have? Under the plan now

proposed, the cost is $78,000,000 ; under the plan of the Act
of 1874 we would have the road for $69,025,712.

Mr. PLUMB. Fifty-five million acres of land were given
by the Act of 1874. How do you bring them down to
$69,000,000 ?

Mr. ROSS. I have taken the lands at the estimate of a
dollar an acre, given by the Minister of Railways. I am
aware that if we break down this argument of hon. gentle-
men, they have nothing else to lean upon, they do not
pretend to have any other support. There is not an hon.
gentleman on the other side of the House from first
to last, who bas stood up to defend this contract on
its me-its. I challenge any hon, gentleman to stand
before any audience in the Dominion of Canada and take
up that contract clause by clause and defend it. The hon.
member for Monck (Mr. McCallum) did not like certain
clauses, the hon. member for Essex (Mr. Patterson) did not
like certain clauses, and, I venture to say, the hon.
gentlemen on the Treasury benches themselves do not like
.some of the clauses. But these were wrung from them
under circumstances of which we have no knowledge, and
we have this contract thrust upon us simply because they
did not throwthe matter open to the wide world and receive
tenders above board as they have reeeived for other works.
But, Sir, without insisting on the valuation to which I have
referred, we find that the Act of 18 4 was exceedingly
different from the one we are considering. The Act of
1874 did not exempt the lands from taxes for 20 vears.
How much is that worth ? Let the hon. member for Niagara
put a cash valuation on that. The hon. member bas been
reading the Railway Acts of the United States. le will
find that some of fie railway lands of the United States
were taxed 14c. an acre, and some lic. an acre, and the
hon. gentleman knows that lands in Manitoba held by non-
residents are taxed from 5c. to 6c. an acre. Put that same
rate on 25,000,000 acres for 20 years and it will
amount to $10,000,000, an enormous sum, which shows
the immense gain which this tax is to the Company. It not
only relieves them from a regular payment of say $50,000 a
year, but enables them te hold their landsa in crder that they
may increase in value. By the Act of 1874 the road-bed
and station grounds were not exempt, nor were the privi-
leges connected therewith so extensive as those under this
Act. It did not exempt the materials named in this contract
from the payment of duty. What is the value of that ? We
do not know what it is but we know that one of the
members of this Syndicate, Mr. MeIntyre, estimated that
perquisite at $5,000,000. Under the Mackenzie Act there
was no monopoly of trade for 20 years. Will my hon.
friend from Niagara put a value on that? Those exemptions
are cash to the Company, and every one of them is a valuable
consideration. Under this contract the lands are to be fit
for settlement ? Under the Act of 4874 they were to be of
average quality, and they were to extend from Nipissing to
Vancouver-a very different thing from giving the lands in
the fertile belt, or wherever the Company choose to take them.
Let us put a valuation on these lands, chosen in the different
ways I have mentioned, and et us see the differen ce. Under
the Act of 1874, the Govern ment was to control two-thirds
of the lands and to sell them on terms to be agreed upon
between the Company and the Government. Under this
contract the Company can hold the lands as long as they
please. There is no compulsion to sell the lands, while,
under the Act of 1874, they could be compelled to sell their
lands. Againi, in the Act of 1874, there were provisions as
to freigbts, tolis and charges. Under this cortract the
Company can charge just as imuch as they please, so long
as the charges do not exceed 10 per cent. of the cost of
construction--of the money which w.e give them with
which toconstruct the road. If itwere 10 per cent, on the
money they themselves invest, it would be*a different matter.
Under t49- Mackenzie Aet of 1874 tle G1overramen
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retained the power of stopping the work when they saw
fit. We could purchase the road from the Company by
paying 10 per cent of the cost. Here we have a road-i
may be worth purchasing or it may not-but once in th
bands of the Company there is no provision by which i
may be taken out of their hands. They may mismanage i
and do whatsoever they please, and we have no relief. Unde
the Act of 1874 we bad that power. Under that Act ther
were limitations and restrictions on the company which ar
not contained in this charter. Before I dismiss this point
allow me to ask some hon. gentlemen on the other side of
the House, before they tel the country that this road under
the present scheme is going to ecst only $78,000,000, to put
a valuation, a fair, honest, reasonable valuation upon the
exomption from taxation upon the lands and property of
the Company and upon allthe other privileges theyobtained
under the contract., and let us know what this road is going
to cost. Let us not be dealing with hypothetical estimates,
but let us have -n estimate that covers all considerations
which the Company receives, and then we will know what
the road really does cost. Now, a word or two in regard
to snme of the dangers incident to the country from this
contract. The first danger is the fact that the Company
which is to construct this road is interested in another road.
While that Company is running a road from Selkirk to
Thunder Bay the same Company is running a road in the
United States that might be a competing road with us, so
that practically its interests in Canada are competing
with those in the United States. That ncans that
it will be able to proteet its interests in .both places.
If the sanme Company is interested in lands in the United
States to the value of$20,000,000, and we are giving them
lands in our country, what guarantee have we that the
Company will not direct the emigrants they bring out
to this country upon their American lands rather than
upon the Canadian lands, especially since they pay a cer-
tain percentage upon their earnings in the United States, I
think 3 per cent. in lieu of taxes, and that our land in
Canada upon which they pay no taxes for 20 years will
be allowed to grow in value with the nalural improvement
of the country? lere is a serious danger which I think
the Government bas not considered. We have no guaran.
tee in this contract that the immigration interests of this
Dominion will not be made subservient to the settlement
of the lands of thi' Company in the United States. Anot er
danger is that this Company has control of the Pembina
Branch, and is at the same time getting control of the Thun-
der Bay Branch, which will enable them effectually to
control the traffiecof the North-West. They have con-
trol of the two gateways into that country. I have already
pointed out that if the Govornment had reserved control of
one branch there would have been some protection, but
giving the Company control of both we have no protection
whatever. Even if we build the North Shore Branch there is
no protection. They are interested in getting as large a
dividend as possible from the American sections aiso.
Suppose it would appear that by sending the traffic along
by the Canadian section it would increase the
profits on that road beyond 10 per cent, they could
very easily divert the trade along the American section,
and thus effectually dispose of their trade so as to steer
clear of that restriction which is the only oçe placed upon
their traffie. Again, I say the large grants toihe central
section are exceedingly dangerous. I say that the amount
of property for the construction of the central branch - I
say it on the authority of the Minister of Railways-will
suffice to oestruct that central branch without the Com-
pany investng one dollar of their own money. Let me seo
if I can prove this. Last year the Minister of Railways, in
discussing the Pacifie Railway, said :

" The 1,000 miles from Selkirk to Jasper Valley, the dividing pointjust
beyond the foot of the Rocky Mountains, ineluding a light equipment

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

-,all that will be required for some years-Mr. Flaming estimetes at
$13,000,000, that is $3,004,0(0 more than the average estimate for the

y 200 miles west of Red River, in order to be entirely safe. We have 100
t miles actaally under eontract, and have receiVed tenders for the other
e 100 mites, and I do not expect the average cost to exceed that of the 100
itmiles j nst let

Mr. BLAKE. What is the amount estimated for the equiipment per
t mile ?
r Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. A light eqiipmen't is all we shall require

for some years.
Mr. BL.AKE. Will it be $1,000 or $2,000 per mile ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. When the traffie demands a heavier

t equipment there will be means for providing it.
f Mr. BLAKE. I only want to know your estimate.in dollars.
r Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is $13,000 per mile as against an

estimate we should be justified in giving of $10,000 a mile, making
$3,000,000 more than the average of the amount probably needed to
complete and supply with a fair equipment the 200 miles we have under
contract on the prairies.",
There we have the statement of the hon. Minister of
Railways that ho is going to construct and equip the prairie
section of this road for $10,000 a mile, and not simply to
construct it, but to equip it with a light equipment. I find
in this contract that for the 900 miles of road to be con-
structed on the prairie section, ho is giving this Syndicate
the exact amdunt which he estimates himself it will take to
construct and equip the road, and that in cash; so that the
Company. on bis own showing, can sit down to-morrow, if
this contract is ratified, and build 900 miles of that
road from Selkirk to somewhere near the foot of the Rocky
Mountains, and not invest one dollar of their own monoy.
The hon. Minister furnimhes the money; and if ho only fur-
nished the money it would be all right, but he does more thari
that. ho gives them 12,500 acres of land por mile. According
to bis own statement ho gives them altogether 11,250,000
acres of land. Is there anything more nonstrous than this ?
Is there anything in the records of this House, since Canada
had a Government in 1759, that shows such astoundipg
recklessness on the part of its rulers? If they gave them
$5,000 a mile, and then required that they should sell a part
of that land and use the money to supply the deficiency,
good and well, but ho actually gives them just as much monoy
as is necessary to'construct and equip the road, and when that
is done, when the 900 miles are built, theSyndicate can sit
down and demand their pound of flesh, amounting to
11,250,000 acres. And this land the Minister
of Railways valued, in 1874, at $5 an acre, and the
First Minister, last year, at $4. If the members of the Syn-
dicate can have $7,000,000 or $8,000,000 a piece by simply
building 900 miles of road, will they construct the difficult
and costly parts? Not at all. Why should they? They are
commercial men, they understand their business. They
have had a good thing in the St. Paul and Minneapolis
Road. They bought it for $7,000,000 and could Ëell it for
830,000,000. Would they sell it ? Not at al]. We are
giving them an entire monopoly. We are building, with
the hard earnings of the people, 900 miles of road for this
Syndicate, and are endowing them with 11,250,000 acres.
I cali the attention of the House to the fact, because I
believe it is one of the most serious dangers in the contract.
If the appropriation to the central section was a small one
-if the appropriation for the eastern section could not be
given to the central section, we should thon have
some guarantee that the eastern section would be completed.
But we have no such guarantee. On the contrary, if it
were possible to put in a contract a corrupt, unfair and
tempting inducement to break through an obligation, it is
there; and the Company would be more than huinan if they
did not construct the central section, claim the branches, and
then tell the Grovernnent: "We do not want any more land,
build the eastern section at your sweet pleasure, we have
got a good thing as we are." I say again the security for the
construction of the road is not sufficient. It amounts to
what ? A bout one-and a quarter cent in the dollar. Imagive
a man being held in bonds for 61,000 of your naoney by
the sum of 815 security. What security would that
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be ? The security under the Allan charter was mach more Mr. PLUMB. You would not have it to-day.effective and substantial. This Company are only bound in Mr. ROSS. Wll, I will risk my 48 if the hon. gentleman
$ 1,000,000 to construct the road. They may construct the will risk bis two. m4do8iot tbink f the da ongerwould b as
central branch, forfeit the $1,000,000, and lot the Govern- groat in iy case as in that oftny hont friend.anerwevor,
ment construct the rest, and after they have constructed the allw me to say tht it is in the intrest of the outry to
road they are only bound in $5,000,000 to runit. Sup in aow e tis at t the nterest of th futre

theyhavecontruced i; tey hve gt te $2, 0g consider this matter at the present moment. If the futurethey have constructed it; they havegot the $25,000,ot o prosperity of the country depends upon the integrity andcash, theGoverniinnt holding only $5,00,000 security forthe morality of our legislators. it would bo woll, if we pass thisrunning of the road. The Company may say: If we refuse contract, to see that evory possible means was adopted toto run the road we sha lose only $5,000,000; we sha enave prevent undue influence upon mem bers of Parliament. Ito -puyto the Goverument oniy $200,000 aycar as a penalty. Nvould flot for a niomeit suppose that they wou'd be
11ow will they argue? Like this: "If we run the road-I aoenable to any unhtlsed influence-but we do knew
am calculating on the eastern or Lake Superior end-it will that moe y isa vory potent influence bnuomo constituencios.
cost us $1,42.I,950 a year, it costs $2,343 to run a mile of We know from the repordn ifluenc lectiom courts that it is
railway in Canada; so 650 miles woui cost 81>42295"WekofrmteecdsftheltinoustattaN > ,950 frequentlyresorted to, and Iseo thatMr.Gladstone imtends, byNow, . supposmng the road not to pay they legilationin the Imperial Parliament, to limit the expendi-
would save the difference between that amount ture in elections in constituencios in that country accordingand $200,000. That is precisely the position. Is not this to the size and population of each constituency in order toan inducement to the Company to complete the road, get prevent corrupt practices. We may requiro legislationpossession of the land-for it must absolutely be conveyed to here0 in regard to this particular matter. I trustthem the moment it is completed-after which the Company hon. gontlemen opposite will pause beforo they finally askzmay forfeit their $5,000,000 and refuse to run the road. We us to ratify this brgain. if I werae speakingare told we are giving these lands to compensate the Company here to-nigh t as a party man I would tell them this is thefor running the road tillit pays expenses. ,We ought, then, tO best weap ion they could place in our bands with which totake the strongest guarantee pQssible that it shall do so. secure their defeat. I an prepared to pledge my honor and
But this bond is not worth the paper it is written on; and my word for what they are worth that if I had physical
ten years hence, when the road is conpleted, and it receives endurance to travel from uone end of Ontario to the other
our lands, we shall be in the unhappy position of' having with thtis contract in my land, I venture to say that out ofparted with our lands and money, and having cast on our 8 constituencies in the Province, I could carry 60 or 70
hands an expensive and unprofitable railway, to be run at without anything else but this contract. I know it, Sir.
the public expense. If the Government will hastily and Mi-, PLU.MB. Why do you oppose it thon?
unnecessarily construct this eatern section, posterity
for whom we are supposed to be legislating will not Mr. ROSS. I would not bo afraid to enter the little
be protected against the serious consequences of borough of Niagar-a with the two of a mlajority which my
losing the value of our lands in the 1North-West, hon. fi-iend bas received there. I know that constituency
of paying interest upon the debt which will accrue pretty well ; I know that there are more than two honest
from the building of the road, and also the much more serious Conservatives in Niagara ready to change their votes, and that
obligation of running this unproductive road. There is still is all that would ho reqired-or hlbf that number. If I wer-e
another danger-this road may be a big political machine. speaking as a party mar I would say to the Government to
The Americans have had their attention recently called to ratify thatbargain forthwith. "You did well to conceal itfrom
the danger of their political welfare from extensive railway Parliament; you did well to put these exemption clauses
combinations. In the Report of R epburn's Commission in there and not to exact any proper security for the construe-
regard to the State of New York, Jay Gould is reported as tien and r nning of the road It N a magnificent
speaking in the following strain : weapon: it is a Krapp gun for us. Lot us go through

" I do not know how much I paid towards helping friendiy men. We the country w h that and constitueney aftr con ti-
had four States to look after, and we had to suit our politics to circum- tuency would be carried; and seat afler seat iiw filled with
stances. In a Democratie district I was a Democrat; in a iepublican smiling faces wold be vacant after the eloction
district I was a Republican; and in a doubtful district 1 was doubtful; was over, but, Sir, I a not speaking as a party man. 1
but in every district, and in all times, I have always been an Erie man." would willingly forego a hundred times all the party advan-
We may bave members in the Syndicate who may think it tages which this contract contains if the Governmont,
necessary to assist friends in elections. They may be in to-night, or at anay time, would stand up in their places and
certain constituencies Conservatives, and in certain others tell Parliament and the country that this eontract was no
Liberals, in others they may bo doubtful; but following more; and I venture to say, from one end of the Dominion
the analogy of the United States, in every case they may be to the other, wherever this contract is understood, wherever
Syndicate men, and the interests of the Syndicate will be intelligent mon have considered it irrespective of politieR, no
paramount to the interests of the country. Are we not more joyful news could be spread throughout this land than
placing in the hands of these men vast power and endan- the tidings which tho telegraph would flash from the Atlantic
gering the future political equilibrium of the country and its to the Pacifie, that this contract was abandoned and that
future political safety? What wouldl it matter to a Syndi- Canada was emancipated and frece from any of the terrible
cate like this, of such large means to be liberal-what is to consequences likely to flow% from it.
hinder its appropriating $500,000 and charging it to contin- Mr. RYKE IT. Mr. Chairman, if the lion. gentleman is so
gencies, to aid its friends in the elections? confident of suecess throughout the country, as regards the

Mr. PLUMB interrupted. scheme, it is wonderful that lae did not allow the contract to
ass, so that the people would have an opportunity to hear

Mr. ROSS. Does my hon. fend from Niagara (M ti. m discuss the question on all its mrits, Ilon. gentleman
Plumb) expect a little assistance ? Was ge askoing me to on the other aide of the House, who have spoken on this
speak for him? If that ma ty of two is not gomg to be question, have introduce it by stating that theylost he had better look sharp. hoped it would be discussed on purely patriotie grounds.

Mr. PLUMB. It cost Mr. Hughes $17,500 to oppose me. Everyone who has spoken bas expressed these sentiments, but,

Mr. ROSS. I am afraid my hon. f-iend opposite has lost before he uttered fifteen words, he showed he was a party man
his majority of two already. I had a majority of 48, whieh and desirous to place party before country. W% are told

was very small. by certain hon. gentlemen in this House, that it is one of
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the most important questions ever brought before Piarlia-
ment, not even excepting the great question of
Confederation. It may be so; but hon. gentlemen on the
other side of the lieuse have prostituted it as far as they
possibly could. I an not going todiscuss the question and
say how important it is, because, after much discussion, the
universal verdict has been that it is one of the most
important subjects ever submitted to Parliament. We have
been told, during this debate, by bon. gentlemen opposite,
particularly the bon. member for Bothwell and the hon.
gentleman who bas just taken bis seat, that we ought to
forget all party considerations on this side of the louse and
come out as true patriots and support hon. gentlemen cn the
other side, in opposition to the scheme. The hon. member
for Bothwell in his historical record, taking us back to
feudal ages, the time of the Stewarts, and bringing us down to
the time of Sir Robert Peel, and later to our own time to
Sir Allan Maenabb, has told us there were men in Parliament
sudiciently patriotic to stand aloof from their party, and
abandoning all party considerations, vote in the interests
of their country. HIe told us, further, as an inducement, if we'
follow bis example we will not be read out of our party. le
tells us that he was once placed in that same unfortunate
position and felt it bis duty to withdraw himself from his
party and oppose a measure in which bis Government was
interested; and he tod us, as some consolation, that he was-
net rend out of the party. I think the bon. gentlean's
memory is at fault. I think I can show him that
he was read out of the party and blacklettered by the
organ of bis party. I venture to say, if he will lorik at the
blackboard in the Globe office, be will find a long list of
names, in which his own is included, of Reformers who have
been blacklettered. I think I have traced the histories of
lien. Messrs. Mills, Blake, Ross and Iaterson on that black-
board; and if 1 reeolleet well, they were characterized as
men who ought not to receive the confidence of fthe people,
because they had not voted with thleir party. They were
characterized as traitors to ltheir party. T'he bon. member
fbr Bothwell no doubt saw in the Globe wbat that organ
thought of bis vote on the occasion to which lie bas refetrred
-on the Esquimalt and Nanaino PRailwa3y Bill. On the
motion of my lion. friend from South Norfolk the vote was
fairly large against the iGovernment, and in that vote there
wer'e ictheiames of the gentlemen i have mentioned, and most
of the leading Reformers. On March 3 1 st, 1875, I find in
lie organ the following language:-

" The'se divisions only proved the hold the Administration lias upon
the confiience of the couiitry : not because th' followers were asked to
make any sacrifice in order to support them, but because the temporary
defection of certain members met with so smail a response froin the
party generally. It is quite certain the country, geneially, vill fully
sîstain the action of the majority.

" ould any one having regard to all the surrounding circumstances
suggest a better mode of settlement ? It is easy to criticme or even to
pull down, but not so easily to construct ; and the deteat of the bill
under discussion would simply have destroyed the compact. thrown
British Columbia into a ferment, and produced at home and abroad the
worst possible impression as to security of bargainsmadewith Canadian
(Governments and of the national spirit ot the Canadian House of
Commons. It is for those who voted with Wallace & Co. to justify
the course they elected to take. The Government and their supporters
need no justification. The action of the minority in the recent division
le even less explicable, the majority simply affirming that the road
should be commenctd forthwith. In three-or four months at the furtbest,
the link will have been begun in accordance wit-h that agreement. The
majority of the H ouse of Commons took the correct view of the situation,
and so will the electors, if they aie ever asked to record their decisiun
on the matter.

'' There will always be politicians, as there alwalys hasbeen, anxious
above all things to keep down national expenditure and to get credit by
way of eminence for being careful of public-funds. 'If ever there was an
enterprise which justifiid a liberal expenditure of publie funde, it is our
great Canadian highway acrose the continent. The necessity for the con-
struction of that line is eviden teto every one who takes-we shall not say
a statesman-like view of what our Dominion is and what it will become,
according as that railway is constructed or not. It is never to be lost
sight of that Canada was solemnly and oøcially pledged to that bargain.
T he compact was deliberately and explicitly entered into, though
technically the present Gcvernment might have repudiated it as a

Mr. RYKERT.

whole, and bave told British Columbia to go out if sbe liked. It would
have been neither for the profit nor the credit of Canada to nave
fWnowed such a course. It is not a prudent proceeding for any Govern-
ment to repudiate engagements ot its predecessors

" The ittempt to catch a majority against the Ministry on the point of
®the contract not being submitted to Parliament was equally unworthy

and transparently factions."

Such was tiie opinion of the Globe, and if that is its
treatment of its supporters the less attention we pay to the
advice of the hon. gentlemen opposite the better. On
another occasion the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) became a little obstreperous. He was determinod to
tear down the Senate, and he moved a resolution in the
Iouse of Commons for the purpose of taking steps in that
direction. He was told that be had better look out, and
that if lie dared to face the electors on the subject he would
be turned to the right-about-face. Here is what Tie Globe
said of him:

"Some of the representatives need be warned against the tendency to
constitution-mongering, and thosewho recklessly manifest such a
tendency will some day or other receive such a lesson from the people as
will serve them for the rest of their natural lives.

" Providence has not seen fit to give him the tongue of the eloquent,
and he is fain therefore to persuade himsclf that in compensation lie las
been privileged to be profonnd.

"Mr. Mills is iard on the members of the Senate. Himself originally
a teacher, but meagrely educated, lie has managed at last to be an
inspector of schools."

i think, then, I have sbown you good reasons why I should
not, for one, consent to go over with bon. gentlemen opposite
and oppose the Governnent, in whom I have every confi-
dence, in regard to this important matter. It is-unfortunate
iowever, that durhg the course of this debate one
bon. gentleman has seen fit to use language
totally untit for the mouth of any member of Parliament.
Outside of the Htouse and inside, that hon. gentleman
seems to have a'mania for abasing the right hon. leader of
the Governrment, whether because he would not recognise
him as a great financial genius, or because that bon. gentle-
man is smarting under some grievance, I cannot say, but
such is invariably his course when he bas occasion to
speak of the leader of this House. In every speech lie has
nade in this and the last Parliainent, the hon. member for
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) presented
lis with a rehash of the Pacific Scandal and
charges tho right hon. gentleman with ail sorts of
crimes and misdemeauors ; and in the present
debate we finI him using language which is unbecoming to
a inember of Parliament, and language which is unworthy
()f a gentleman. I speak strongly on this subject,
because I fuel that bon. gentlemen who sit on the Treasury
benches should not be persistently attacked by the honu.
mniember for Centre Huron in such language as that hon.
gentleman too often employs ii this louse. I say, Sir,
that it is an extraordinary thing that a gentleman who bas
been pormitted to wear the Queen's livery, should charge
the Minister of Railways with being either grossly ignorant
or out of bis mind when he brought down this schene. For
the benefit of the hon. member for Centre iluron, I will
read an extract from May's Parliamentary Practice, so that
he may sce in what kind of a position he is placed by the
use of such lunguage:

The use of temperate and decorous language is neyer more desirable
than when a member is canvassing the opinion and conduct of his
opponents in debate. The warmth of his own feelings is likely to betray
him into hasty and unguarded expressions, which the excitement of bis
adversaries wil exaggerate, and lie cainot be too careful in restraming
himself within those bounds which Parliament has wisely established.
The imputation of bad motives, or motives different from those acknow-
ledged'; misrepresenting-the language of another, or accusing him in his
turn of misre aresentation; charging him with falsehood or deceit;
or contemptuous or insulting language of any kind-all these are un.ar-
liamentary, and call Jor prompt interference."

Hon. gentlemen opposite have found great fault because,, as
they say, this scheme is being hurried through the House,
and they appear to think there should be an appeal to the
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electera They forget, however, that upon two occasions
already, the- question of building the Canadian Paeific
Railway has been submitted to the people, and that these
hon. gentlemen admitted that it had ben fairly and fully
plaed, bfore the electors. They themselves held that the
question having been properly decided, the verdict of the
people was irreversible by this House. I shall show that
the leader of the Opposition took this ground. It does seem
to Me a little extraordinary that these hon. gentlemen
should be su anxious for an appeal to the country,
particutarly in view of their own experience
for the lat few weeks. The hon. iember for West Mid-
diesex (Mr. Ross) says that, if he had an opportunity of
going througti the country, le could satisfy the elctors
that the MListry are not worthy of confidence, that they aie
prostituting.their position and sinking the country into
ruin, and that they should be turned out of power at the
firdt opportunity. We have seen these hon. gentlemen before
the electors during the last few weeks, and we find that
they have not turned the Province upside down. The small
number of petitions which are presented to the House in
opposition to the scheme, show that the efforts of these
hou, gentlemen have been without avail, I know that a meet-
ing were called in my own county for the purpose of
getting up petitions to prescnt to this House. I
have not seen them yet. If I receive them I
shall be g.lad to present them, but I feel pretty certain that
there are very few in my county who are opposed to the
schome. The hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Elake)
must be satisfied, after holding bis hole-and-corner meetings,
that the people are in favor of the bargain. Thehon.
gentleman has frequently said, and he Las placed Lis views
on record, that on ail public questions thero should be publie
discussion, and to prove that that is bis view, I need only
read from the Parliamentary Companion for 1880, bis
opinions as expressed by himself-for it is gencrally
known that h-n. gentlemen are directly responsible
for their biographies and opinions as therein recorded.
And I would like to ask the hon. gentleman, after
that enunciation of Lis views, why it is that, on
every occasion on which he and his friends address the.
electors, only one side of the question is allowed to be heard
-why it is that they pack their meetings with their own
supporters. At every meeting which bas been held, from
Kingston westward, where public discussion has been allowed,
the voice ofthe people has been against the-e bon. gentlemen,
and that is the reasoin why they are afraid of public
discussion. In the Parliamentary Companion the hon. gentle-
man says that lie "thinks political progress essential
to political vitality, and advocates the fullest freedom
of discussion on ail topics affecting the public interest."
If I recollect rightly, the ion. the Minister of Railways
las asked that he be permitted to attend the hon.
gentleman's meetings and discuss this question; but I would
ask the hon. gentleman if Le can point to a meeting held
in Ontario where lie asked for public discussion. He
has never dared to do so on any occasion. I have followed the,
hon. gentleman pretty closely since 1867, when le was firstà
introdueed ieto public life by the gentleman e has now
turned bis back upon, and I can find no instance in wbich
he has allowed public discussion on any public question. It
seems to me the hon. gentleman and Lis friends muist be
satisfied that the country is not fully aroused as to theà
necessity of opposing this contract. 'Ihe hon. gentleman
tried to induce the electors to believe, by misstatemIentS of
the nmo«t exaggerated kind, that this Syndicate bargain
waM one of the greatest outrages presented by anystovern-
ment to sany eountry. These gentlemen must e satitfied,
fLo1w1at they have seen for the last two weeks, lm t
people ame fot su easily aroused by gentlemen
who have always gone back on their own record.
They had the opportunity before 1878 to educate
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the people, especially on theI question of Free-4rade
and Protection; but the people said: We are not going to
follow men, whe, in Opposition, advocate oertain prinçiples
and will not carry them out in office; and 1 believe
whenover they appoal to the people it will be with the
same resalt. I think this is the second instance in whieh
the hon. gentleman has tried to induce the electors of
Ontario to believe that some great crime was being com-
mitted by the Government. In 1871, when the hon.
gentleman was in the Ontario Legis3lature, and when a
motion was made to appropriate $1,500,000 far railways
in newly settlcd portions of the Province, he moved an
amendment that the expenditure should be submitted to
Parliament. He and his friends went about the country
telling thec lectors that lion. Sandfield Macdonald had the
rnoney in his pocket and was purchasing and prostituting
the electors. The resuit was that the electors returned to
Parliament fewer supporters than the Gvernment had
previously, and the lon. gentleman, by bis persuasive
eloquence, and by some means we could not fathom, indueod
a prominent member of the Government to foreswear
his allegiance and leave the Government. What did the lion.
gentleman then do? Instead of ëaying to Parliament that
ho would spend the money in the way Parliament indicated,
he coolly asked the House to give him 8400,000 more. When
he was asked the reason for his action, he stated that a
million and a half was the amourit promised by Hon. Sand-
field Macdonald, and when he was asked to point to that
promise Le could not do so. HIe was af raid to tell the
E(ouse what railways ho was going to aid until after the
money was voted, and after the money was voted he came
down and in a very short time hurried his scheme througli
the House. And what was the rosult ? We found that-only
one railway had been pi omised aid ; and ho himself, after
examining all the claims made could only appropriate
$1,421,00J, so that the $400,000 extra which le thon got
was not required for railway purposes. The hon. gent-
leman having had a coup d'état in the Province
of Ontario, thinks he can spring one on the
Government here. I think this House and the country
know, from the hon. gentleman's public actions, that he i
not such a leader as they should follow. It i. somowhat singu-
lar that the organ of the party now wants the hon.gentleman
removed. I cannot tell why. IL wants to give him overto
the tender mercies of the righbt hon. leader of the Govern-
ment, to be made a Chief Justice for some reason or other.
Perhaps it wants to take him ont of Parliament, where his
restless and turbulent spirit has aîlways been injurious to
Lis party. The hon, gentleman, in his publie life, has
abandoned principles iyhich ho himself announced as the true
principles of constitutional governmont. I remember the
hon. gentleman, on many occasions in the Ontario Logie-
lature, declaring that no money should bc placed in the
hands of the Executive without their beimg responsible to
the ropresentatives of the people hi Parliament. We find
ttat the hon, gentleman was not always of the same nind
when he came toUtis louse. In 197i, on a motion for the
approval of an Order in Conneil relating to the construction
of the Georgian Bay Branch, a motion was noved in anend.
ment by Mr. Masson, seconded by the Minister of Railways.

" That no contract should be entered into with any company for the
construction of the Georgian Bay Branch of the Pacific Railway, nor any
subsidy granted for the construction of the railway from the eastern
terminus of the said Pacifie Railway to Douglas or near Douglas, until a
thorough and complete instrumental aurvey shal have been made of the
route proposed."

Although the hon. gentleman had laid down the principle,
that ne railway sbould be built until after a thorough survey,
yet he voted against tbat amendment. He alsa voted
against the Nanaimo Bailway and in favor of an amead-
ment introduced by the hon. the Minister of Railwayr, lu
these words:
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" Provided always that any such contract should have been previously
approved of by Parliament."

Now yon find him voting one way, and then you find him
voting another way. A man who has so mq.ny. different
views is not a safe leader for this House. I have pointed
out that his course, as regards the Nanaimo and Esqui-
malt Railway, did not meet with the favor of the party.
That organ thought that lie was going to gain popularity,
that ho was a disturber in rpolitical life, and therefore
ought not to be encouraged. The hon. gentleman felt so
uneasy at the castigation he received on that occasion, that
on another occasion, when the question was under discus-
sion, he shirked it, and was seenI eaving the House rather
suddenly. I find that, on April the 2nd, 1875, a motion was
made to lay before the House contracts for a portion of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. Mr. Bowell moved an amend-
ment:

"This House regrets contracts have been made by the Government for
the construction of the lines of telegraph from Lake Superior to Carle
Creek, before the locating of the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway has
been determihed."

Mr. KIRKPATRICK moved the following amendment :-" Contrary to
the Statute authorizing the construction of the said telegraph line, and
therefore this House does not approve of said contracts."

Messrs. Blake, Moss and Mills ran away.
Mr. PLUMB then rose and said the hon. member for South Bruce bad not

voted, and asked where was the member for Bothwell.
Mr. PALMER. Yes, and the member for West Toronto.
Vois-" Canada first," has vamosed.

Now, there is a principle which should guide hon.gentlemen in
referenceto contracts in this Fouse,and therefore he knew that
the Government of Mr. Mackenzie was acting in direct viola-
tion ofthe Statute. Nevertheless, that hon. gentleman, when
called upon to vote, shirked the vote and was seen running out
of the lOuse, followed by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) and also by the member for West Toronto, the late
Chief Justice Moss. Public attention was drawn to the fact,
and those hon. gentlemen had to plead ignorance. Now, I
think that to plead ignorance in a matter like that, especial-
ly by the member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), shows
that le is not a safe leader for this country. We have also
other references written by the hon. gentleman himself. In
a speech made last year, the bon. gentleman said that if cer-
tain events had happened he would have been called restive.
Well, that is nothing new with the hon. gentleman. Some
time ago the hon. gentleman went out to Aurora, and there
he made what lie called a disturbing speech, and upon that
occasion he used tbis language--and I would ask hon. gen-
tlemen on this side of the louse whether, in view of bis
opinion of matters, he is a safe man to lead us in this flouse.
The Globe of October 6th, 1874, reported the bon. gentleman
thus:

"I know that I have made a rather disturbing speech, but I am not
afraid of that. As far as 1 can judge, not much can be done withont
disturbing something or somebody, and if that is the only objection to be
made to the sentiments I have uttered, I am quite ready to meet it. I
may be said also to have made an imprudent speech, at least it might be
said, if I were one of those who as ire to lead their fellow countrymen.
This is the function of Ministers, we now it-and we do not quarrel with it
-to say nothing that can be caught hold of-nothing in advance of the
popular opinion of the day, to watch the current of that opinion, and
when it has gathered strength to crystallize it into Acts of Parliament."n

Now, I would like to know if the hon. gentleman can
point to a single Act of Parliament that lie las ever crys-
tallized, whether he can point to a single A et of Parliament
of bis own authorship, that can stand the test of constitutional
law ? When that hon. gentleman led the Ontario Legislature
he secured the passage of a memorial asking the Queen to
take some action, by means of which the& Confederation Act
should be so amended as to prevent this Parliament voting
extra subsidies to Nova Scotia and other Provinces. I voted
against that resolution, feeling that it was an usurpation of
the rights of the Dominion. I was one of the colebrated
twolve who opposed that measure, and for which I received
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credit from the Globe. That memorial was sent to the
Queen, and the hon. gentleman knows what the result was.
Earl Granville told him he had botter mind bis own busi-
ness, that Ontario had nothing to do with the action of the
Dominion Legislature. Now, knowing that the hon.gentle-
man has spoken many ways on this question,-that he has
made speeches for and against the railway, depreciating the
lands and encouraging emigrants to go to American terri-
tories, we are jnstified in believing that ho is not a fit pub-
lic leader of the House. Some hon. gentlemen doubtless
think otherwise, and will follow him, as ho can be all things
to all men. Wben I read the speech of the hon. member in
answer to the Minister of Railways, not having had the
pleasure of hearing him in this fHouse, and having seen the
speech made on a former occasion, bis celebrated Kansas
speech, I kept looking ahead of me to see when the an-
swer was coming to the speech on a former occasion. I kept
turning over page after page, but not a word did I find.
I think the best answer the Minister of Railways can make
is to place the speech of 1880 before the general publie as an
answer to bis speech of this Session. It must ho gratifying
to the hon. gentleman to know that bis efforts on that oc-
casion have been appreciated. It must be satisfactoryfor him
to know that he as become a medium of communication
between intending emigrants in Europe and the holders of
lands in the United States. fe must be flattered when he
sees bis likeness paraded all over the country as the great
emigration agent for the United States. However, that
is a matter of taste. Probably the hon. gentleman may
be satisfied with that speech, in which he belittled bis own
country; but I can hardly think, in view of bis great
reputation for ability and as the recognized chiefhair-splitter
of the age, I am satisfied the House and country will
not believe the statements made by the hon. gentleman
regarding this great question, especially when they
look back to his history in the past and see the course
ho has pursued. Now, I propose to show the views ex-
pressed by gentlemen, both in this House and out of it, upon
the importance of building the Pacific Railway. We all know
that, years ago, when the first Pacifie Railway was pro-
jected in the United States, there was a feeling that such
a line should ho subsidized across the Amorican continent.
Early in the history of the country arid the history of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, leading men in the United states
recognised the importance of building a road through
Canadian territory. The late Wm. Henry Seward, a gentle-
man whom no one will accuse of being favorable to Canadian
or British interests, whose opinion on public questions was
received with the greatest favor, particularly by the hon.
member for Bothwell, used the following language on the
subject after he had travelled across the continent:

" The route through British America is, in some respects, preferable to
that through our own territory. By the former, the distance from Europe
to Asia is some thousand miles sborter than by the latter. Passing close
to Lake Superior, traversing the water-shed which divides the streams
flowing towards the Acrtic Sea from those which have their exit southward,
crossing the Rocky Mountains at an elevation of over 3,000 feet less than
at the south pas, the road could be here constructed with comparative
cheapness, and would open up a region aboundi1g valuable timberand
other natural products, and admirably suited to the growth of grain and
grazing. Having its Atlantic sea-board at Halifax and its Pacifie near

ancouver Island, it would undoubtedly draw to it the commerce of
Europe, Asia and the United States. Thus British America, from a mere
colonial dependency, would assume a controlling rank in the world. To
her other nations would be tributary, and in vain would the United States
attempt to be her rival, for she never could dispute with her the possession
of the Asiatic commerce, nor the power which that commerce confers."

I will not stop bore. I propose showing, from the opinions
expressed by hon. gentlemen opposite, tbatthey considered
the building of tho railway to be of paramount importance.
The words I am about to quote have been quoted before in
Parliament, though probably not during this Session bit
nevertheless, they have such strong bearing on the ques-
tion, that I will venture te ropeat them. On the 3rd
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February, 1871, I find the following expression of opinion
in the organ of hon. gentlemen opposite:-

"The uccesu of one Pacifie Railway points to others being con-
structed, and renders them more than ever a necessity. People could
do wth none, ini fact, better than they 'wll allow themmselves te bele,.
theyeau do with one. Accordingly, a 1Northern Pacifie'sje already in
procs of construction: another to the south has been projected, and
one thre h British territory is a necessity, if the Dominion is to have
anything ike a fair chance of fulfilling its destiny and developing its
mtghty aind yaried resources. Many objections have already been urgedagainat the road acroas British territory, and the pcomoters of that
from Duluth to Puget Sound are specially kind in arguing that such an
undertaking would be a sheer waste of money which could otherwise be
farinore usefully and remuneratively employed. Why not, it is said,
use the one already in course of construction, with branch feeders
stretching northward to Fort Garry and other pointa of the North-West,
as the necessities of the country require? •I•* A very enrsory
examination of the country to be traversed by the American road from
the head waters of Lake Superior will show how falacious ail such argu-
ments are, and how not only the line through British territory may be
carried through from strictly commercial considerations, but must be, if
British authority is to be maintained on this continent, and our new
Dominion made practically, as well as in theory, a great fact. (A part
from agl other cousiderations the very fact that ihe line now under
construction is through American territory, would be a tatal objection
to its being made the great trunk line for the Canadian North-West.
Those who had the command of it would, in a few years, command the
country.) All the intercourse, both social and commercial, of the
people of our north-western region would be directly with and through
a foreign people and what migbt at any time become a hostile country
By the mere stroke of his pen a foreign ruler might lay an embargo
upon the whole intercourse of that part of Canada with what lies to the
east. • •*• Our neighbors know the value of the prize involved,
and are making gigantic efforts to secure it exclusively for themselves.
Our rulers will be traitors to their country and to British connection if
they lose a single season in making it practicable and convenient for set-
tiers to go to Fort Garry through our own territory, and in putting things
in a fair way for the Canadian Pacific Railway. It is a question not merely
of conven ience, but of national existence. It must be pushed through at
whatever expense ; we believe it can be pushed through, not only without
being a burdenpecuniarily upon Canada, but with an absolute profit in
ever poit of view. Without such a une a great British North America
wou d turn out anunsubstantial dream; with it, and with ordinary pru-
dence and wisdom on the part of her statesmen, it will be a great, glorious
and inevitable reality."

The Globe, on July 16th, 1872, said:
" After all the buncombe and clap-trap about taxing the older

population of Canada for the benefit of the immigrant in the North-
West, we know perfectly well that the immigrants after all are
weli worth paying for, and that handsomely too, as a national invest-
ment. If we could cover the whole North-West with hardy, mdustrious
settlers to-morrow, the problem of Pacific Railway construction could be,
readily solved. It is not the price per acre, but the labor and capital sunk
in the land, the dutiable commodities consumed by the settlers, the
addition tothe national wealth produced by his exertions, that a wise and
prudent statesman would take first into calculation."

There we have the testimony of persons outside this 1ouse
who thoroughly understand this question. But apart from
the Globe, 1 can call into a court witnesses whose declarations
no hon. gentleman opposite will discredit. I refer to the
eader and the ex-leader of the Opposition. In his celebrated

speech at Aurora, the hon. member for West Vurham said:
" In [my humble opinion the future of Canada, as a distinct state, the

representative 'f British power on this continent, largely depends upon
our success in colonizing that region, and what is equally important and
perhaps more difficult, is our success in retaining its sympathies, its trade,
its commerce afterwards."

The ex-leader of the Opposition also in May, 1874, said:
I have a firm belief that the vast prairies of the west, with so manY

acres on alternate sections, will even wthin my own lifetime be filled with
millions of a living population, that the vast mineral resources of
British Columbia wiil be developed, and that its agricultural resources
will prove much greater than at present we have reason to think they
are. And, Sir, we have, also, reason to hope for traffic upon this road
that wil make it comnfand success."

I draw attention to this statement because almost every hon.
gentleman opposite argues, to-day, that the western end of
the line cannot possibly pay. Going further, we find the hon.
member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) giving his opinion
on this subject. He said:

iiThtis large tract of tcrritory in the North-West, belonging te Canada,
capable ofasustaeiing 28,000,000, as lying iaste; and bon. gentlemen
opposite must know these lands would, for all time to come, be valueless
and uselee, except as prescrves for he buffIalo, unless dJisseie )b
railroads."

That was in 1878. I have shown from the testimony
of hon. gentlemen themselves, the importance of
building this railway. I am now going to show it
by the ovidence of witnesses whose testimony will
not be controverted by hon. gentlemen opposite. In 1872,
whon the matter was under discussion in Parliament, the
hon. leader of the Opposition on May Sth, said, vide Globe:

" Hon. Mr. Blake said he agreed with the remarke of Sir A. T. Galt,
that we were bound to prosecute in good faith and with the utmost vigor
this railway scheme as propofsed by these resolutions, This aide of the
House entertained last Session the strongeet objections to the formn of that
resolution, because they felt it was an undertaking of very great magnitude
and because they felt the House was pledged absolutely to the undertak-
ing, no matter how great its magnitude migit he. Such having been the
case last S-ssion, and the objections having been overruled, it did not
now become the duty of this aide of thei House. t say a mingle word, aO
matter how great the difficulties miglit appear; but it was their duty to

ive their earnest endeavors to carry out in goud faith the obligationia we
h ave incurred. lie apprehended that it was solely In reference to the
mode in which the Government proposed to carry out the undertaking
that a difference of opinion could arise."

So we have there the opinion of the leader ofthe Opposition
that that road should b built, and at the eoarliest possible
moment. Thon we find the hon gentleman going on further
to say :

"I think that it behoves us all, on whichever aide of the louse we are,
to extend to the Government that bas te deai with this enormous question
the most generous coisideration."

The leader of the Liberal party said on April, 30th, 1872:
Il The good faith of the country is involvcd In this matter; and it

behoves Parliament to leave to no linistry the power tu trifle with so vast
an interest, involving as it dous the prosperity of the North-West."

-We have also further testAmony of this hon. gentleman,
the thon leader of the Opposition, who was dotermined that
the road should be built at the earliest possible moment.
le spoke in 1873 of the proprioty of establishing speedy
means of communication across the continent. This showed
that the hon. gentleman's opinion was that the road should
be built at the earliest possible moment. Without this
development of the North.Wost, he thought that emigration
to that region could not, on a large seule, take place. Now,
this shows that ho was always of opinion, as also when
leading the Goverurnert, that the rond should bo built at
both ends, commencing as woli in British Columbia as at
Fort Garry. Tho proeont hon. leader of the Opposition
was so strong in his opinion on this point, so satisfied that
the people were comnitted to this scheme that, in Parlia-
ment, in 1875, lie pressed strongly the opinion that they
had no right to go back on this question-that the country
had oxpressed an opinion upon it and was committed to it.
lIe sai mn 1t75:

"' The broad features of this policy were, as I have said, plaini stated
to this country anteriq to the late General Election, the verdict of the
country was taken upon it, and the result was a decided acceptance of it.
It is not reversible by us. We have no mandate to reverse it. Upon the
most enlarged consideration of the rights of members of Parliament, I
cannot conceive that we could have the right at all te listen te the appeal
of the ion. member for Cumberland, and to enter into a consideraton
whether that policy upon whici the countrys opinion- was asked and
taken, and which opinion we were sent here to enforce. should be
altogether reversed. I do not consider it would be wise for an instant to
consider any such proposition."

And yet that hon, gentleman now is willing to reverse it.
IIe went out of the Government shortly after, becoming a
little obstreperous, a little restive, as ho said himself, and
thon ho was not quite so much in favor of this pohiey. He
said, further:

"Our fault was, that coming into the Government at a particular tine,
we had agreed to carry out the policy of a necessary expenditure of
publie money, for which we were vilified."

1 do not know who vilified hlim for that. He must have
been drawing on bis imagination; bocause hie opponents
always held that the good faith of the country was pled ed
to the building of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and t t
through Canadian territory. I am sure when hon, gentle.
inen opposite adopted the scheme of their predecssors, hQ
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hon. gentleman inside or outside of the House, on our side
of politics, felt inclined to say one word against-their course.
On the contrarythe records of Parliament show their scheme
was encouraged by hon. gentlemen now on the Ministerial
side, who were determined to carry out the great seheme of
constructing the Canadian Pacifie Rilway. It is most
extraordinary that, after speaking so much of the necessity
of this road, they should have commenced to throw impedi-
monts in its way. The very moment they find Ministers in
power, opposed to them, prepared to carry out any scheme,
they will oppose it, never satisfied unless they themselves were
entrusted with the project. The moment the House passed
an Act favorable to the construction of the railway by a
company, the present and thon Opposition commenced to
belittle the country, to convince the English public it could
not be built. On the 2Oth February, 1878, after Sir iugh
Allan had received the charter, and was about launching the
scheme on the English market, they determined to destroy
the credit of the country and defeat Sir Hugh Allan's under-
taking. Their organ denounced it as one marked by cool
impudence, and connected with political intrigue. That it
ha no existence except on paper; of which no one knows
the beginning, cost or ending; of which no one can tell the
ultimate chances of profit or calculate the possible extent of
loss. With that language scattered - broadcast, English
capitalists would not invest a dollar in the railroad. On
the 19th April. 1873, came further hostile language, as
regards the scheme, addressed to the London Stock
Exchange. It was thought that if they could only defeat
Sir Hugh Allan, they would probably defeat the Govern.
ment and attain power. The moment they again stood in
Opposition, they began to arouse the country against the
scheme once more with the same object. The member for
Lambton, in his speech at Glcncoe, in July, 1872, gave a
certificate of the value of this new territory which has been
depicted in such glowing language as one of the greatest
national heritages. He then said:

" From the Rocky Mountains to the sea in British Columbia-was
exceedingly rough, and from the Lake of the Woods to the head waters of
the Ottawa was the roughest country in the world."

Then the member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) deservesi
some attention in regard to this subject. He always was
opposed to this scheme, his chief object being to prevent
t he Govern ment accomplish ing their great undertaking.
le said on one occasion:

"The member for Lambton bas mot objected to the work itself, but to
the mode of ita prosecution, &c. We started from Lake Nipissing,
aud bad to build through a perfect wilderness If there was sufficient
trade to maintain the road the case would be different, but there was
uot."

And then we find another gentleman, distinguished;
for bis financial genius in this House, expressing his'
opinion on this subject. Mr. Young, of Waterloo, said,1
on July 3rd, it would take $8,000,000 per annum to pay1
running expenses, and $4,000,000 to pay interest expenses
All this was done to destroy the charter of Sir Hugh
Allan. We find further the member for Lanbton, in a1
speech delivered in the County of Monck-and, by the way,1
I bad the ploasure of hearing that speech dolivored-said :.
that 50,000,000 acres of the best land of our country worei
to be given to a company, and ln consequence it was1
estimated we would not have one acre left in the country.'
He said that we were to give the whole of the land to Sir,
Hugh Allan. That was the estimate of the extent and,
capacity of that great country. Then the hon. gentleman,à
on a missionary tour ln Cornwall, made a speech in which
he thought it well to belittle the country and show thereà
was no l&nd there at all. Now, there is an immensei
number of millions of acres, and it is a wonderful crime,
ihat a tenth part of what we have there now should be
given to build a railway, although at that time the people
wore told that the whole of our patrimony was being given
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away and not an acre was left. On Nov. 4th, 1872, in Gorp-
wall, ho said: 'He was amazed at Sir John Macdonald stating
at London that there were 350-000,000 acres of arable land
in the North-West ;" and having to inake a statement a
few days afterwards, ho showed "that Col. Palliser estiSated
the extent of the lands at 41,690,000 acres, or a little lus
than one-eighth of Sir John Maedonald's estimate; the
Governtnent sent Professor Hind there who reported within
one square mile of Col. Palliser." But it is a most extraer-
dinary thing that after having belittled the charaeterof the
country, and told the people of England that~this contry
could not bear the strain of building the Pacific Railway,
aiter having told the country that the road could not possibly
be built for 50,000,000 acres of land and $30,000,000; the
hon. gentleman came into office and changed his tune. Re
said thon : There is plenty of land in ihis country, and
although I derounced the scheme of my predecessors, I am
prepared to acknowledge they are right in giving over
50,000,000 acres of land and 20,000 per mile. I arM
prepared to give more than mny predecessors, and in
addition thereto, I will offer a guarantee of font par
cent.on $7,500 per mile for twenty-five years. Now, if it
was wrong to give $30,000,000 by the Act of 1872, was it
not equally wrong to give 837,000,000 or more by the Aot
of 1874 ? I will only take the capitalization of the hon.
member for West Durham,who, I observe, made it convenient
just now to leave the flouse. I have seen him leave
other meetings in the same way, and I have heard him
-stigmatize such conduct as çowardly in South Brant.
lHowever, I have no doubt ho is ashamed to have the
panorama of his past record laid before the country.
I have noticed on all public occasions that the hon. gentle--
man cannot bear any interruption. The big I and the little
"u" stick out so strongly that he cannot hear to hear anyone
express views that differ from his own. The hon. member
for Lambton, when hé came into office, as I said before,
propounded a scheme far more extravagant than that of hie
predecessors. I would like to know how ho confined himself
to the limit of $7,500 on which he wanted a guarantee. It is
true certain tenders were asked for for the Georgian Bay
Branch, and that a certain contractor said ho would take
interest at 4 per cent. on $7,501), but, if I recollect correctly,
the other tenders varied from $7,500 to $100,000. The hon.
member for West Durham says that the guarantee captalized
was $4,000 in cash per mile; but he was mistaken. lie never
was very handy at making bis calculations, because anyone
who knows anything about capitalization will say that interest
on 37,500 for 25 years is over $4,000 a mile. As I estimate
it, it is about $5,200 per mile. However, I am willing to
take the smaller amount of $4,000 a mile. I say a scheme
like that foisted upon the public, in view of their declara-
tions against the previous contract, shows they are
either political hypociitos or determined to deceive
the peoplo in some way or other. When these hon.
gentlemen came into office, they were determined
to carry out the scheme in its entirety. They
over and over again said to Parliament the road muat he
bailt, that the good faith of this country was pledged with
British Columbia, that this road should be built, no matter
what the consequences were, provided always, they sàid,
thut it did not increase the present rate of taxation. Now, I
shall call their own witnesses into court to prove they were
not going to increase the taxation of the country atal.
Even supposing we had a gloomy picture presenuted to us, I
am prepared to show out of their own mouths, out of the lips
of the great mixer and muddler, as the Globe calls him,
at all events, that the road can be built and without
increasing ths present rate cf taxation. Let me firet, take
the member for Lambton. At page 949 of fansard,1875,
[ find the hon. member spoke as follows:

"Rightly or wrongly, they had agreed with British Columbia to com-
menue the construction of this road immediately, and this Bil wwa
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introduced in accordance with that agreement. He could assent to nothing
tint weold plaee the Government in such a position as would enable
eitbr British ColumWbia or the Imperial Goverument to impugn their good
faith. * * 0 He did not propose to do anything but what he believed
they eould do, and he did pot propose to do anythiug but what he
belÇered te be within the preamble of the BUil of last Session, which
wa 4 the effect that the tax of the people, as it was when the origiaal
agreement was made, should not be increased."

Now, there is the hon. gentleman's own testimony that ho
was buildin<S that railway through British Coumbia,
spending $2,000,000 a year, building the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Railway and the telegraph line, and building hlie
easern portiOns of the road, without increasing the existing
rate of taxation. I think if there is any meaning in words
at all, those mnst satisfy hon. gentlemen on that side of the
Hlouse, at all events, that what we propose to expend
would not inereae the present rate of taxation.
Then, Sir, we have the organ of the party stating on Mairch
31st, 1878:

"'The expenditure annually of two millions in the Province during
the pVo)tres of the railway is another item in the new terms, and we
are dispoed to believe that tbis will not in practice be found to have
imposed any greater burden than can b e met by our present rate of
talation."
Now let us see wbat that gieat financial genius, the ex-
Minister of Finance, said on the subject. lI delivering his
Budget Speech of 1875, he said :

"My advioe is in view of those numerous contingencies wbicb always
occur in a country like this, that we ought to consi,!er the natural
growth as a fair offset against the ine-itable expenditure which must
occur in the Dominion."

On pages 19 and 20 of the saine spech he m ide u of the
following language:-

"We have completed the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island
Railway, and are therefore free to turn our undivided energies and
attention to the task of enlarging and improving our canals and con-
structing the Canadian Pacific Railway. We bave succeeded in making
such arrangements with British Columbia as, though involving us in
very considerable liabilities, are yet quite within our power to perform,
and may add that although many of ns thought from the beginning
that the demands made upon us by that Province were unreasonN hie and
unduly onerous, we are, nevertheless, prepared to discharge our
tions "fairly, provided they can be brought within due boundt, ani iin
accordance with the spirit, if not indeed the true letter, of that contract.
I hate no doubt, 1heref<re, that, if we persevere in the course I bave
indicated, in a verv short time we shall be in a position of the highest
credit. • * That such an enterprise is one which will require our
utmost energies, I do not for one moment deny; þut although I admit
tiis, and admit also that while engaged in its prosecution we muet be
willing to forego other works of much greater immediate advantage,
yet I hold that it is far better we should do Bo than even seem to fail in
meeting the obligations to whtch I have referred. I believe that every
man vho bas paid any serions attention to the future of Canada knows
right well that with "s ibis matter is a struggle for the possibility of
carving out a distinct national existence."

Other hon. gentlemen bave made the same statement to the
House-that the road could be built without increasing the
existing rate of taxation. I would like to ask if the rate of
taxation was not to be increased by the expenditure Of

139,000,000 and the grant of 54,0A),000 acres of land
which they proposed. Why was it that in August,
1878, they were determined to carry out that Act of
Parliament and have the contracts let, and that, if
possible, without increasing-the existing rate of taxation;
and why is it that they now profess to fear an increase
in the rate of taxation when the present Government
do not propose te give one-half as muchb? I think
that if these bon. gentlemen will look at the matt er in all
its bearings, they will say that the scheme of 1874 was one
of much greater magnitude than the present one, and if
it could be carried (ut without increasing the rate of
taxation there cau be no manner of doubt that the present
sdheme ean be carried out withoqt adding to the taxation
of the country. I find that the hon. member for West
Durham, though he strongly opposed the building of the
Esquimalt and Namaimo Branch, 'was prepared to take
*750,000 ont of the public treasury and hand it over to
theyritish Columbians for nothing. These facts simply

T

show that bon, gentlemen opposite are oue thing iû "Mée
and quite another thing out of omoe. When the Equinaft
and Nanaimo Bill was rjected by Parliament, thes. h on.
gentlemen were determined to build the railway. They
advertised for tenders, but thoy had to admit that the
tenders were not a success. On May 1Otb, 1879, the hon.
gentleman used these words:

"The hon gentlemen opposite, and the whole ountry are aware
that we solicited tenders in England for some months open this grouad
before hon gentlemen opposite came into office ;.lso that Mr. Saadfre
Fleming, the Chief Engineer, was instruoted, while in "o*don, to plae
himseif in communication with contractorsand flaraelal me&, *ad also
to obtain the assistance of Sir Juha Roes , who, in many hhigs, bd
been the active, energetie and patriotie agent of the Dominion, witka
view to the oarrying out of this scheme. But I am informed that, aot-
withstanding al our efforts, we signally failel in obtaining one elale
offer (there was one imperfect euer made) for the construction et a
railroad on thuse terms, which were the grant of 20,00 aeressuad
$10,000 cash per mile, with a guarantee of 4 per esat. upos uoh
balance as migit b. represented as necessary."

So it appears that, at the very close of their governinental
career, hon. gentlemen opposite were willing te expond so
large an amount of money to carry out the undertaking.
But the late Premier had te admit that after ail bis efforts,
ho failed to obtain a single offer to build the road. Could any
more positive proof be desired ocf the fact that the late Gov-
ernment were desirous of building the rond at an expense
enormously greater than that proposed in the present
scheme; but the very moment that the prosent Gover-
ment spoke of setting aside 100,000,000 acres of land fbr the
purpose of building this railway, these hon. gentlemen
ridiculed the idea ot the land realisin g $1 an acre, or that
the road could ever be built by the landsofthe North-West,
and they expresoed willingness to sacrifice every acre of
land in that territory; they were prepared to sign a docu.
ment foregoing ail our rigtts thon, if it were only possible
to have the road built by the proceods of the land.
Although the hon. the Minister of Railways thon asked for
an appropriation of 100,000,000 acres of land of fair
average quality, to bc takon from wbat parts of the country
they thought right, not a single objection was raised on the
opposite side of the House; and the House and the country
stand eommitted to a scheme which shows that it was
intended that it shoulul he ouilt out of the proceeds of
the land, and that that land should be appropriated at such
points along the line of the railway, as the Government
thought proper. Let me read tie resolution :

" That all the ungranted land within twenty miles of the Canadian
Pacific Railway belonging to the Dominion, be vested in such Commis-
sion; and that when the lands along the line t the Canadien Pacifie
Railway are not of fair average quality for settlement, a corresponding
quantit of lands of fair average qualhty shall be appropriated in other
ports ofthe country, to the extent, in ail, of 100,000,000 of acres."

That shows that these hon. gentlemen wore thon prepared
to have that road completed even at the cost of' 10;000,009
acres of land. The hon. the Minister of Railways soemed
to have a prosentiment thon that ho was going to have a
Syndicate; but he was ridiculed by bon. gentlemen oppo-
site. They did not suppose any man would be insane
enough to offer to build that railway fbr even $13,000 a
mile through the prairie section and $26,00000. The
hon. the Minister of Railways, at page 142d of Baneard of
1880, used this L:nguage:

" I have good reason to state that sneh an offer as tht would secure
the construction and operation of the vbole line froim Bed River te
Kamloops, with the operation aud maintenance of ail the rond to the
Pacific, at a cost not exceedingt $13,000, or $L0,o0 per mile (rom Red
River tu Kamloops, and 6,00,000 acres ofland."

The hon. Minister's prediction has been verified; h has not
been proved a false ýprophet on that occasion at any raté. I
only mention the fact to show that these gentlemen thouglht
the Minister of Railways was insane to expect that a
Syndicate oould be found to build the road for such a cousi-
deration; but I am pleased te know that the Governmmnt
have got-a company to take the seeOmo in bad, and h4at
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too without the expenditure of so mach money or the appro-
psation of so inach land. The hop. member for West
Durham on. that occasion, when he. was acting in the
interest of our American cousins and was endeavoring to
gain for himsolf a reputation south of the 49th parallel,
ridiculed the idea of there boing that much land in the
country. On page 1,457 the ,ýn. gentleman said:

"My conclusion is this, that although we may receive, and I hope we
will receive, in the time to come, a considerable revenue from our lands
in the North-West, yet we cannot, as prudent men, expect that we will
early receive such a large amount, or anything approaching it, or ans-
thing approaching one-balf the amount which the hon. Minister suggeste;
that we cannot expect that the immediate charge and strain upon the
resources of the country, involved in the Ministerial programme, will be
early relieved by the receipts from lands. We must look, therefore, to our
other resources for the present bearing of that strain, and when these large
receipts do come in they will come in only to recoup us for the long years
of arrears of interest which will meantime have accrued, and will not do
much towards the liquidation of the original cost. These fantastic
calculations do not bear investigation. They are based on extravagant
speculations in everything tending te increase the receipts, and on
erroneous figures besides; they are based on untrustworthy estimates in
everything tending to diminish the charge, and on erroneous figures
besides; and, on the whole, I declare that no sane business man would
incur large liabilities on the chance of meeting them out of such resources."',

But, Sir, the utterance of the hon. gentleman's own organ at
that time was not in the same strain. In April, 1880, it
had an article very strongly in favor of building the
railway in the manner proposed by the Minister of Rail-
ways, and it came like a thunder-clap upon the House.
While the motion for the postponement of the section in
British Columbia was before the Hounse, the organ
said :

Il t would net indicate extravagant hope to say that 1,000,000 people
will be in the North-West Territories the time that the 1.300 miles already
considered have been constructed. ut let us say that only 500,000 people
are then in the North-West. If they contribute to the Dominion Treasury
in the same proportion as the people of the other Provinces, they will
increase the revenue by *3,000,000 a year. The 1,300 miles of
railway we treat of will certainly not cost more than $30,000,000 when
completed and equipped. That sam represents an annual payment of
interest of $1,200,OOU, so that no less than $1,800,000 would remain to the
good. Part of it would, of course, go in expenses of government and
protection for the 500,000 people contributing the whole, but it is easy to
see that the Dominion has nothing to lose by carrying the Pacific Railway
to the Rocky Mountains at an early date.:

"The Lake Superior section, from the eastern terminus of the main
Pacific to Fort William, will be 620 miles long, and when completed it
will offer to the traffic of the Canadian, and to a large part of the Ameri-
can North-West the shortest all-rail route to the sea-board. Itis not needed
till the prairies have been opened up by the line to the Rocky Mountains.
After that bas been built. it may be safely completed as a commercial
road, one that will pay better year by year, and will, ultimately, be a
very valuable property.

' We find, then, that no less than 1,920 miles of the proposed Pacific
road may be fairly considered as a comme.rcial enterprise That it is aIso
a national enterprise is a very poor argument against the project. When
the road has been carried from the eastern terminus to the Rocky Moun-
tains it is safe to say that the population of the North-West will be great
eaough to contribute to the Dominion Treasury a larger sum than will pay
the interest on the loan for whieh the older Provinces must first pledge thefr
credit. We have taken no account of the land sales, which must, if well
managed, put every year a large and continully increasing sum into the
hands of the Government. The speed with which the road to the Rockies
should be built depends on the immigration we receive, and to make this
very rapid notbing is required but a land policy calculated to promote
settlement. The present land regulations are contrived to keep many
people out of the country."

That is the opinion of the Globe on that question. I think I
have shown that the building of this railway is of great na-
tional importance and necessity. I think I have shown itê
satisfactorily, at any rate, to hon. gentlemen opposite, be-1
cause I have only quoted their own evidence, that the country1
is bound to build the railway. I have placed belore thisi
House the opinion of the leader of the Opposition on thisi
question, and I have shown from his own mouth that the
c>untry has been twice committed to this scheme and twicet
those han. gentlemen have pronounced in favor of it. I
have shown that he and his friends were prepared to under-c
take a much greater scheme in 1878, to which the good faithî
of the eountry was pledged. Now, how can the hon. gentle-1
man say that they are not prepared to carry out this under-
taking ? We have a manifesto issued by those hon. gentlemen
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to which very felicitous allusion was made the other night
by the bon. member for .Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives).
ie attributed the paternity of the document to the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). But in that I think he
did not show sufficient discrimination. lie did not see in
that document, as I have seen, the hand of the chairman of
the Opposition caucus, the hon. member for South Wentworth
(Mr. Rymal). It was his bantling, but it was nothing but a
huge joke perpetrated on the country. The hon. gentleman
evidently got his figures from the great mixer and muddler.
I could easily occupy many hours in showing the in Snsis-
tencies of the hon. gentlemen~-opposite, and the wor thlessne8s
of their arguments against this scheme. The hon. gentleman
from West Durham, at that great ticket-of-leave
meeting at Montreal the other night, portrayed
the evil effeets of the policy of this Government since
it came into powor. ie pointed out that the debt
of the country had swollen from $77,600,000 in 1871, to
$140,000,000. If that hon. gentleman had been dositoas of
placing all the facts before the public he would have shownî
that the increase of that debt was in.part legitimate, and
that the illegitimate part of it was brought about by his
own Government. But ho left the impression that this
increase of debt was due to the hon. gentlemen now on the
Treasury benches. If he had been fair ho would have shown
that this increase was chiefly due to necessary obligations,
such as paying provincial subsidies and constructing great
public works. The hon, gentleman was not fair in stating
that the debt had been increased, without showing how. I
will now refer to the reasons given by the bon. member for
Lambton to justify the schene which ho wanted to foist
upon the country in 1874. When the hon. gentleman was
trying to excuse this scheme to Parliament and the country,
ho said :

'' It is the sheerest trifling with the public mind, it is the sheereet
trifling with the House, to say that any company would undertake to
build the entire road for $30,000,000 and 50,000,000 acres of land. The
whole thing is a huge farce."

He then and there admitted that the scheme of 1872, which
involved an appropriation of 50,000,000 acres of land and
$30,000,000 was a justification of his own scheme, and
stated that that money would not-build the road even at $1
an acre. In order tojustify his own extravagant scheme, ho
said : Look at the Intercolonial Rail way; Sir CharlesTupper
tells us we-can build the Pacifie Railway with $30,003J,000 and
50,000,000 acres of land. How absurd it is, says Mr. Mac-
kenzie. Every person knows it cannot be built for any such
money; and ho goes on to show that the Intercolonial,
with the peculiar advantages of running along a
frontier province, with easy access to all kinds of materials
for building a raiLway, would cost $15,000 per mile.
le wanted to justify the expenditure of $iO,000,0i00 in
building that railway, and yet ho says the railway,
cannot be built for less than $45,000 >er mile. The
hon. gentleman for Lambton went- on further to justify
his extravagant expenditure, and citedi the Northern Pacifie
Railway as an evidence of the cost of a road througli those
regions. It is rather curious that the hon. member for
Centre Huron, who is always so careful in his figures,
should have stated the other night that that railroad cost
$17,000 a mile. It shows how accurate ho is in placing
figures before the House. But you are well aware that a
matter of 810,000,000 or S815,000,000 makes no difference
with the hon. gentleman when ho is dealing with figures.
The hon. member fer Centre-Huron wanted us to believe
that the Northern Pacifie Railway cost something like
817,000 per mile, while the inember for Lambton says it
cost $47,000 per mile. I purpose to show how these hoa.
gentlemen opposite jastitied their extravagant scheme in
1874. The hon. member for Lambton said:

"The Northern Paciffe, in the account publiahed by the Company, has
cost so far as it bas been carried, 47,000, gr $48,O00 per mile la round
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numbers. Well, Sir, that road traverses almost wholly a prairie region1
esily accemible, and where materials were easily found, and is altogther
quite as favorable as the most favorable spot of our territory; witthis
advantage, that it was much nearer the producers of supplies than any
portion-of our line, except that on the immediate borders of the lake."

Yet now, hon. gentlemen opposite are prepared to show the
road can be built for something like $10,000 a mile. The
hon. gentleman caps all by saying .

L But jud 'ng from the cost of our own lines of railway we have reason
to suppose at it will be impossible to construct this line from end to end
at a less price than $40,000 per mile, and it may exceed that by several
thousands of dollars."y

lie was satisfied our road through the prairie section would
costat least $40,000 per mile. Then how did he attempt to
justify the guarantee of 4 per cent. for twenty five years on
any additional sum the contractors might require ? Find-
ing that he had gone far in excess of the scheme of his pre-
decessors in giving that extraordinary addition to the
scheme, he had to justify it by showing other countries did
the same thing. He travelled all over the American con-
tinent, and finally found in South America that the Platte
Railway Company had received a guarantee of 6 per cent.
on $32,000 per mile for 40 years, and he said the Southern
Railway Company received a like guarantee. Lot us sec
what the Syndicate will have to expend over and above
their,subsidy. taking the estimate of Mr. Blake in the Ses.
sion of 1880 as a basis of calculation. Mr. Blake estimated
the cost of the road (vide Hansard page 1440) as follows:-

Canada Central Subsidy.......................... ......
Surveys.................... .................
Fort William to Selkirk .. ........... ............
Pembina Branch ................................
Red RiverBridge..... ...........................
Selkirk to Edmonton..........................................
Edmonton to Burrard Inlet........... ........
Fort W illiam to Nipissing ............ ............

In order to sce how the Syndicate will stand
according to this, we have to deduct:

Pembina Branch.............$1,500,000
Red River Bridge................... 100,000
Fort William to Selkirk............ 18,000,000
Surveysy"® ..... '............................... 4,000,000
Yale to Kamloops -,................. 9,'160,000
Yale to Port Moody ................. 3,500,000
Canada Central Subsidy.. ................. 1,440,000

$1,440,000
4,000,000

18,000,000
1,500,000

100,000
17,650,000
45,000,000
32,500,000

$120, 190,00

To be built bySyndicate.................$82,490,000
Deduct Subsidy and Land:

Subsidy.......... .... ......... ..... ... $25,000,000
Land, at $2............ ......... 50,000,000

-75,000,000

To be made up by Syrdicate .. ................. $7,490,000
Add-Rolling Stock, at $2,000......................... ... 5,400,000

$12,490,000

which I have referred ; besides this agaggte of I do notknowhowma.sy
million dollars, the interest of whie aording to the wbole expease
-these I estimated in former years at $8O,000, but my bon. friend's
estimates, will b. $6,000,00 a year-we ha got to consider the runaing
expeases which ho estimates at a grosu am of $,750,000 a year for the
whole line, or $t,500,00a year from Fort William t ,the Pacifie. Ut
course aganst tbis som are to be set the receipts, which will be e-
siderable, and will on some sections of the road perhaps meet expensea,
but in the early days, and for a long time, the road, si a whole, will, 1
believe, be run at a loss,"

We have also the testimony of the momber for Contre
Huron, who showed that the Intercolonial fÏî1 behind the
expenses $750,000, though it runs through a contry whioh
some hon. gentlemen describod as a good farming country.
We have also theovidence of the momber for Lambton who,
in 1867, speaking on Confoderation, said:

" The line throngih which the latercolonial runs is as good as any on
the Great Western'

So we ought to consider that those gentlemen, besides
building the rond at the enormous loss of 812,490,000, as
shown by the momber for West Dirham, have to add the
running 0xpenssO, which will amount, at any rate, probably
to $3,000,000 or $4,000,000. The mathematical member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) can tell what, if it costs $750,000 to
run 450 miles of 1ntereolonial, it would cost to run 2,700 miles.
The mem ber for Lambton also madean estimateof the cost of
the secheme, amounting to $121,500,000, which,at the ostimate
of $2 an acre tor the land, would leuve a balance against the
Syndieate of $13,800,000, independent of the cost of running
the road, which would be large. Let us take a little testi-
mony from the experience of the United States, to which
hon. gentlemen opposite were so partial, but which I do not
much care to quote. Of 23 railroads built through Kansas,
a prairie region, the average cost was $36,000 per mile; the
Delaware and Lackawanna cost $81,3i7 per mile; the
Lake Shore and Michigan, $75,000 ; the Philadelphia and
Reading, 8116,000; the Boston and Providence 881,000;
Central Pacific, $106,780 ; Northern Pacifie, $48,000. The
member for Centre Huron was astray in this last amount
$30,000 a mile, not a very large error considering the source.
Comparing the cost of those different railways and the cost
of those in the Dominion, running up to at least $40,000 a
mile, wo are justified in concluding that the scheme of the
Syndicate will cost at least$40,000 a mile. With regar to
the value of the lands, I will take the testimony of leading
bon. gentlemen opposite, including the member for West
Durham, who does not deem it worth .,while to pay me
much attention, unlike in that respect the member for
Gloucester,whom I will also notice. At page 541 of Commons
Debates, 1875, the hon. member for Wost Durham used this
language:

I" It is an entirely absurd calculation to say that these 1, 700,000 acres
are worth $2 an acre to this country. Even valuing them at $1 would
be, in my judgment, an excessive valuation."

__- At page 1719 of' the Gommons Debates, 1877, the hon.
I estimate the lands to be worth $2 an acre for argument member for Lambton is reported as saying:
sake, although before f sitdown I will satisfy tbe bon. gentle- 441 do not plare the lands at ?V an acre. I wish T could aay they were
men opposite that, by their own admission, the lands cannot worth $i an acre.'
possibly realize a dollar an acre. To prove this I will bring And yet these gentlemen say that the whole character of
into the box the hon. members for Bothwell and West Durham.
I am going to take the land at $2 an acre, for the sake tof h won ld caet cruruntancesirepcaged, sud
argument. The member fbr Gloucester seems delighted at speeches ia Parliamoat. Take our present valuation of 82.50
that estimate. Take the subsidy, $25,000,000, and Z5,000,000 peracre. The momber for Gloncenter, who nover azag.
acres at $50,000,0do, which makes $75,000,000 for the Syndi- gerates nt ai, and who i8 so very careful in gwing nîterance
cate. Deduct that from the cost of the rond, according to to any opinion on the loor of this lonse, remarked, ne later
the member for West Durham--namely, $82,490,000-and than lut April:
you will have to make up 47,490.000,to enable the Syndi-
cate to build the road ; railway stock, $2,000 a mile, ILet me uay, witboat intending sny depreciation Of tie Nortb-WeSt,bat I do net, for one, beler.there is tire anytinig 1k. the amount
$5,400,000, or $12,490,000, which they will be out of pocket. of fertile land hon. gentleman on thn other aide »y unr. iq. 11"2 if

But we have to add a little more. Take the testimony of Ibis were establâbed beyond doubt, lu will sot doter a ulugl. emigat
the member for West Durham and see what he says: (rom snItling in the Nbr-I-West, whemn, 1 belleta, trela abudmt

room fer millions of people in the fertile lands thal mai17y exia; b11,
"A* • And that ($120,000,OOO) wholly exclusive of the legiti- when we core teeîculate on the land as a messaof myint for

mate and necessary charge which must be added in all cases, the çargec of thearalwsy, ve ongbt te knowy beyond d)subtl Wbgon
fr uinterest during con truction. Now, there lu this enormous expeuse t e aveua r isuch lan gd to oeliushoe . gesta m n a e ch tg L np
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acre, or tbere-ibouts, whieh will be the average price, according to the
calculation made by the bhon. member for West Duibam, it would
take a ve' great quautity of land nmerely te pay the inereasing
interest on %te cost of construction. Since the discussion commenced,
I have looked very carefolly into tfe parmphlet published la 1870 by
Arehbishop Taché, with a view of directing publie attention to that
country sa a desirable place for settlement. The general terms of his
description are these.: Within our boundary, froi the dividiag line
nortbward and westward, there are not less than 6,000 square miles of
land unft for settiement to any considerable extent. A large portion
of it, he admits, to be alightly eovered with what he describes as
exceedinglynutritious grass, but unfit for agricultural purposes. Al that
district is nearly worthless. Of what be calLs prairie lads, he says
there are only 60,000 square miles all told, a large portion o which is
comparatively inferior in quality. More than thît, he told us that a
large portion muet be regarded as uninhabitableto the average settler,
and incapable of settlement on a large scale, because of the intensely
cold winters, because of the absolute mposeibility of obtaining lumber
for constructing dwellineg-houses, and of obtaining wood for fuel, or in,
fact any kind of fuel. Large portions of the prairie eau, for these rea-
sons, only be used for pastnrage purposes. Be says that the portions
most fit for settlement are tose contiguous to the timber belte near the
Rocky Mountains in the west, and towards what is now Manitoba in the
east. Altogether, it muet be concluded there are not more than
25,000,000 acres of land absolutely fit for settlement."

Now, I have no doubt the maember for Gloueester was
delighted to know, on bis entering the louse this Session,
there were 250,000,000 acres of land of fair average quality
in that country; and I have no doubt now, looking at it from
a purely patriotic pont of view, he will be ready to let the
Syndicate have 25,000,000 acres of land when we have over
200,00,000 acres left, sufficient to puy off our debt. lie
was one of those who stated, on the floor of Parliament, that
he was prepared to let the whole country, go to have a rail-
way built; but now, when only one-tenth of the land is
required, he thinks it is a fraud on the country to give it.
Now, let us go further and give another portion of the
speech of the hon gentleman. Ile says:

1 I tink that no man can very well entertain the hope, on the other
side of the Rouse-even the most sanguine that we will realize from the
sale of lands mi that far west country enough money to pay for the con-
struction of the road, even if the cost be reduced to $62,000,000."

How does that accord with the statement ho made the other
day, that.it was a monstrous thing that the country should
give away 2à,000,00.0 acres of land worth $75,000,000?

Sir LEONARJ) TILLEY. When wasà that speech made?
Mr, RYKERT. No later than last April But.circum-

stances have cbanged, .and I am not surprised that they
object to going back to their own records. They say we
should be judged by our past utterances, but they should not
be judged by theirs. That is the ground they have a'ways
taken in the country. The hon. member for North Norfolk
has a sort of genins for figures. He is aceustomed to going
across the line froR time to time to make invidions com-
parsons between the two countries. This is whalt le said,
last Session:

"From the estinmates, as to the extent of the arable land in that
country, given by the. bon. member for Latubton,,il wvould saipeAr liaIt
the total anounto f arable land soumh of the north lin. of te Railway
Belt really does n t exceed seventy millions of acres. 1-have no doubt
this is a very liberal estimate. In addition to that, in the region north of
that line, kn6wn as the Peace River country, we may have some arable
lands. The arable landi cf this region would all be contained in a section
of country bounded on the south bythe norti line of the Railway Belt, on
the east by a Une projected north fron the east end of Lesser Slave Lake,
on the north by the lia of P latitude, and on the west by the Rocky
Mountains. This region woud contain, by a ronrh estimate, 30,090,000
acres of land. The arable land contained in this region, and ail the
arable land to the north of it, would not make a total of more than
20,000,000 acres, se that weMay safely conchude that the entire arable
land of them atre Canadian North-West does not exceed 90,000,000, acres.
h is barely possible that it may rech 95,000,00 acres."

lHe wanted to show the 1000,09j00 acres appropriated by
the Minister of Railways hald n nightto be set apart there,
because, n ct, it did not eist. Let me take the hon.
gentieman at w later date, Becember l8th, 1880. I fnd id
a speuth madween a missionarf 4ter, on an occasion, by the
way, when hie'gould not afni afyose teo answer him, he
endeavorsto show that there is o latnd in the United tates,

Mr. RYMnT.

or at least very little left for settleinent, ud he oe-m tI
.ay:

'Referring0 the value of the lande in the orethest, he showed
that the railway when constructed would make them valuabl., and
that there being comparatively little cheap lands in the United htats
open for settlement, imiigration must soon turn to the Canadian North-
West. This would tend tu make the land there valuable. The prioesf
railway lands in the adjacent States was $6.25 per acre."

Now, he wanted toebow, and wanted the people to under-
stand, that immigration, if properly encouaraged iite -er
own territories, would be very large, because there was so
little land on the other side of the line. It is extraordinary
that, a couple of days before, the organ of the party had
different views of the matter. On December 21st, 1880, the
Globe said:

"Nor yet is it the interest of the Syndicate, whose membere control im-
mense land grants south of the frontier, that great masses of Canadian
lande should be placed in the market so long as there are millions of acres
of Minnesota and Dakota railway lands for sale."

According to the Globe, there were millions for sale; bat,
according to the hon. gentleman, they were Iimited in
quantity in the United States, and were held at $650 par
acre. Why, ho did not say; and why did the hon. member
for West Middlesex, when telling the House that those lands
wore sold for $7 per acre, state that it coat the companies
over 80 por cent. to bring those lands into the market?
They talk about lands boing worth $6.0 to $7 per acre, but
I have here a letter from the manager of the Northern
Pacific Railway, offering a township near Bismarck at $2..W
per -acre, and to take his own bonds in payment.
Now, Sir, I say that the lands of the Union-Pacifie Railway
are selling to day at $2.50 per acre, and if hon. gentlemen
opposite wisl to speculate in railway lands-and I see the
hon. member for South Perth (Mr. Trow) who has a keen
oye to a speculation, has at last awoke-they have now a
spl.did opportunity, for they can purchase lands along
the hne of the Northern Pacifie, outside of Bismarck, for
$2.50 per acre, and pay for it in bonds worth 66 cents on
the dollar.

Mr. TROW. I saw these lands not long ago, and I woud
not give 2½ cents per acre for them.

Mr. RYKERT. I say that these lands are good arable
lands.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman must ho careful. He
is advertising these American lands.

Mr. RYKEKT. No, I am not. I wish to show how de-
ceitfut these hon. gentlemen are, and how reckless are their
statements that these American unes are selling lands at $6
and $7 an acre. What those hon. gentlemen ought to do-
to use a Yankeeism which would be quite familialè to the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)-is to bamboozle the
public rather than to inform them. The hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) said, on the 10th May, 1879:'

.'' I am convinced, and have always been, that in order to make our
roadl a paying one, we must have a large population thrówn into the
heart of the continent. We have already opened a highway through
that contry; and by building the Pembiga Branch we have brougbht
the rairead almost tu the doors of the settlers in the Nortb-West Terri-
tories. 1 -do not understand why bthe hon. gen teman anticipate a
large revenue from the lande to be sold, b-cause it il absolutely secs
sry, in order to indue. settlers to come intote h.country, we shoutd
fratih them with land free of charge."

The ho. member-further stated:
"if heb hon. geatlenan¼t expectation should be realized of getting $i

peracre for those 100,000,600 acres I wil confeus to him that I have
bes uterly mistaken in my ideas upa thia subjecL

The hon. gentlemanhad a diffrent idea in 1880, for ho thon
endeavored to show that, on aooount of the value of thi%
lands, .nd from information ho had received from-English
capitalists, it was quite impossible that any large settiement
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could-ever take place in that country. On the 16th Aprily
1880lte hon. member for West Durham said:

"Nor can I age that the area of land in the United States available
for settl1ment, aithough it is no doubt being rapidly diminished,,i as yet
ail reduSd te such proportions as to force the current of emigration to our

This remark was made in the course of the hon. gentleman's
celebrated Kansas speech, and it would appear that he did
not care how far he sacrificed his country so long as he
sacrificed those who sat on the Treasury benches. We willi
now consider for a moment what were the estimates 'made
by hon. gentlemen opposite, of the cost of the road. And
first we will take the estimate of that very careful member,
the hon. gentleman from bloucester (Mr. Anglin). On
March 30th, according to the report of the Globe newspaper,
he used the following language :-

" He theught the estimate of $100,000,000 would be found amail enough.
At any rate the (4overnment kn-w very little about what it would cost.
Thei member for Wentworth had estimated the cost at $200,000,000. The
member for Lennox (Mr. Cartwright), who was well known as a careful
calculator, had estimated it at $240,000,000. Who could say that the
Dominion with its present resources could pay the present debt and as-
sume a debt of $240,00 i,000. • • • • But in addition to that, it
would cost at least $2,500,00) to run the railway after it was built.•&•
The cost of carrying a railway through British Columbia would be
money thrown away and a millstone on the neck of the Dominion."

That certainly should rather encourage the Syndicate to
take the Yale-Kamloops section. The member for Lambton
(Mlir. Mackenzie), in November, 1873, as reported in the
Globe, said:

" I may also add that I hope we shall be able to devise means by which
this shall be accomplished at a very uuch less cost than was contemplated
by the Company of Sir Hugh Allan. You are, perhaps, not aware that
it was contemplated that the expenditure under this scheme would be
$1s0,000,000. That fact is not generally known."

Thon we have the membor for Gloucoster (Mr. Anglin)
saying in May, 1872:1

"1He believed they were bound to carry out their engagements, but
they were not bound to accept any proposals of the Government. Hie be-
lieved there was no sufficient guarantee that the work would be done for
the grants asked. The work must be done, but he could not approve of
the plan proposed.

The mermber for Lambton, in his celobrated Gloncoo
speech of 1872, spoke as follows:-

" That gentleman [A P. McDnald] saw no difficnlty in unlertaking
to spend at least 100 millions, and he believed very much more in the con-
struction ofthe railway. It cost over 200 millions to build the American,
which was one-third shorter and had less natural difficulties in the way
than ours, except in one portion of it, from the Rocky Mountains to the
Pacific through British Columbia, was exceedingly rough, and from the
Lake of the Woods and Winnipeg River to the head waters of the Ottawa,
the country was undoubtedly the roughest on the continent."

The Syndicate will, no doubt, rejoice that they are going to
have the roughest piece of road on the continert to build.
Thon, Sir, we have the grandest estimate of all. We have
the great leader of the Opposition making a speech in the
County of Welland, which was replied to in a masterly
manner by the member for Halton (Mr. Macd.ugall), much
to the chagrin of·the hon. gentleman. The hon. gentleman,
who was then "huge on figures," is thus reported in the
Globe•

"Mr. Blake then proceeded to criticize the Pacific Railway scheme,
which was eue of the maddest schemes ever thought of. The cost of
equipment, conitruction and stock of our present railways ranged from
$60,000 to $100 000 per mile. The first section of the railway from
Ottawa to Fort darry at this rate would cost 100 millions, the next was
intersected by great rivers which would necessitate costly bridgina nd
the third section from the base of the Rocky Mountains to the Paciflc
coast was full of mountains, and one of the most difficult in the world for
the construction of a railway. lie showed the dangers attendant on the
c ing eut of the Act passed last Session, the probability that the road
would cosi 100 millions, the inadequacy of the present grant, and the
daugerous pow'er conceded to the Government."

I venture to say that the Syndicate, on reading this
testimoy, will give up the case, and we shall have an
opportunity to inspet the new offer. The little bantling l
to come, down on Thursday, I believe. It is the result of
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one hon, gentleman ceInected with it ha' g uer Ao* <to
the Qnemy, and it would be pgdu*si e l4,binbs i ngg
it down, also to bring down ,th.co<weepo 0h0
why the lte Leute -Governor of Qatwiow î
by Lis Sovereigu with a- itle, eape"dly, asin 1g4T 7îhoas
called a traitor to hie party and a traitorto his oogntr. It
will be a little curious, at any rate, te know whky 8jr iWam
Rowland has jumped the fene. anud rboxed lueltUialoo .-
pass. We -ave, also, the speeoh -of the hon. membrfor
Centre Huron (Sir &iohard J. Cartwright), who, in 1874,
said inthis House:

"In order rightly to understand the real nature and extenteof tb bur-
den wev ould h required to take upon ourselves, it must be wgsembsied
that the lowest estimate for building the road toe ,e Pacifiel» se.tslag
over $100,000,000, and on the supposition that a very much ard ime
would be given for the construction. I entertain ne doubt thatIttwere
incumbent upon ste o finish the line through within the time spe.oled (If
it were possible), theexpense would be enormously increaedsand tbat a
moderate estimate would reach 150,000,000, or 160,000,000 of dollas."

The hon. membor for Lambton, In May, 1876, also used this
very choice and elegant language to show the electors how
utterly absurd it was that so wild and mad a eherne should
be carried out:

" He hated shams, and he hald np hesitation In saying be nover did b-
lieve, and did not now believe, that that could be built through any such
wilderness, for any such money."

Again he says:
" We know, Sir, that the obligations of the road were net trmiaated

with the conclusion of the construction. Supposing we only take the
estimate of Fleming, 100 millions, you have a pretty good apprciation
of what it wili cost the country in the end."

Notwithstanding that, wC find that the Government is pre-
pared to carry out the whole scheme in its entirety, and
that at a less cost than the hon. gentleman proposed, and far
less than was proposed by themselves in 1872. Now, we
have also to consider what will be the cost to run the road.
With regard to that I will take the testimony of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, so as to give the Syndicate some idea of
what a jewel they are going to have, and what a luxury they
are goirng to tsess àfter this contract passes the liouse. The
member for Lambton says:

I Supposing we finish the road within seven years as estimated by the
Minister of Finance, until at least 3,000,000 opeople are drawn iffte
that uninhabited country it is quite impossible to expect the road to py
ruuning expenses. The kinister eof Finance estimateu thhse ai set lms
than $8,m00,000 per an ai., sud they have stil further to be upplemonied
by the proportion of money required each year to renew the road. It In
known, however, to railway authorities, that in considering the diffileul-
ties of climate and with the ordinary traffle, the road will require renewal,
that is the renewal ofa leepers and rails, every eight or ten years'

They have got that prospect in view nI aeoopting the
proposition now before the louse. By the time they got
the road built they would have to build it over again. The
hon. member for West Durham, who is a speculative;gentie-
man in figures, in 1880, said: "The cost of ruuning the
Yale-Kamloops branch line will be $150,000. Thon we
bave the member for Contre Huron, who stated ln bis Bad.
get Speech in 1874:

"The deficiency arising from the working of the Intercolonial sud other
railways of theD ominion are reputed as likely to amount te th. extraor-
dinary sum of Il million dollars. I desire to call the special attention of
the fouse to one point which must be clear to every hon. gentleman.
These railways run, for the most part, through a country which hasbeen
settled for the last fifty or sixty years. I cannot refer, ef course, to the
fact that these railways entail such an enormous expenditure without its
becoming apparent to the House that the cet of the maintenance of a
railway nearly 3,000 miles i length, and passing through a country
which is almaot uninhabited, must oacf nedestity ver7 much greater., For
a very long tune, even after actual construction of this railway, an eer-
mous charge must la levied upon this country iu order to keep it in full
woking order and repair; and this fact must steadily kepti la igh
in conusidering the rea character of that project."

Now, there wu the undoubted testimony of the late Minis.
ter of Finance, that it weuld eost over $1,50>,000 a year
te mn the Intercloiali Railway ; thon, how rnCh
would it cost te run the rod through the ubospitab e
and unpopulated country through tÎe.Rocky Moutaina
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to the ses fbr a distance of 2,700 miles? So I think that,
aftet!ail, the Syndicate have not such a bonne bouche, as bas
been stated by several hon. gentlemen. I am going to quote
the bon. member for West Durham again as an authority.
It hm been stated over and over again that there is great
neoessity fQr building the road as rapidly as possible with
communication through the American territory, so that the
produee from the far west can reach the sea-board. Now I can
prove that this Syndicate cannot carry a bushel of wheat over
that railway, and say this on the authority of a gentleman
who, whon he uttered the sentiment, gave weight to every
word as befitted one who was destined to become the leader
of his party. He quoted the revenue derived from the Union
Pacific Railway, and came to the conclusion that no company
could carry one bushel of wheat over the Canadian Pacific
Railway.

Mr. BLAKE. No; I know what I said. It was not that.
Mr. HYKERT. Then we will go to proof. If the hon.

gentleman has forgotten when he said that, I can tell him
where to find his speech.

Mr. BLAKE. I know exactly what I sai..
Mr. RYKERr. October 6th, 1874, the hon, gentleman

said:
"I am of the opinion that the B. C. section of the railway, even if it

turne out to be practicable for an engineering link, will involve an
enormous expenditure amounting to 33 millions, and after its completion
wili involve an enormous charge on the revenue of the country for running
expmnses, and I doubt much if that section can be kept open after it is
built."

Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
Mr. RYKERT. I am coming to the hon. gentleman

shortly. The hon. gentleman from West Durham goes on
te say:

" Fertile as is the soil, great as are the resources, glorious as are the
prospectíwith reference to production, it is certain that the distance from
the great markets of the world, of the inland portions of that country,
will prove one great difficulty to overcome.0* *

"0 f course there must be railways at once to connect the sheets of
water, and eventually a through line; but I am confident that a bushel
of wheat will never ga to England over an all-rail route from the Saskat-
chewan tó the sea-boaid, because it would never pay to send it."

N!ow, have I not proved ont of his own mouth that this great
bargain of the Syndicate will not enable them to carry one
cent'à worth of wheat over the whole line? Then, again,
the hon. gentleman was giving us a lecture on freights, and
went on to say :

" You have read of the war which is going on between the farmers and
the railways in the western States, through the attempt which is being
made to cut down freights by legislation. But I do not find that the
railways are getting rick. The fact is the war is a war against distance,
it le s war against time and space, and that is the war the farmer of the
North-West will have to encouiter."

Is that not language suffliently strong to satisfy even the
Syndicate who are to be so much enriched ? Perhaps I am
imprudent in making these quotations as they rfíay frighten
the Syndicate to back out of their bargain. But I hope
thosegentlemen, even though they are Grits, are sufficiently
honorable to stand by the contract. The hon. member for
North Torfolk (Mr. Charlton) said, in 1876, at page 79 of
the Bansard:

"I believe the agreement to build the road. 2,700 miles, for $22,000 a
mile, should be looked upon as the height of absurdity."

The hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) said, in
187

"Saundford Fleming had estimated that the running expenses of the road
*òuld amount to $8,0,000 annually, and its construction cost
$100,000,000; the interest on that sum muet be added to the running
expenses la order to obtain the annual outlay. These facts proved that
unless the circumstaaces of the country changed the railway would be
au improductive work. It wa estimated that before the road would
pay running expenses it would be necessary to throw a population of
3,000,000 into the country. No reason to anticipate that the pcpulation
of the Pacifi Province would be large within the next fifteen years.
* If the whole of the imports and exporta of British Columbia

1fr. RIYKERT.

amountig to $4,000,000 wer- to pass over the ~rò d, there would be no
encouragement t hope tM th. road would for a lnSg tim payrusarng
expenses.'

Àgain, in 1880, the hon. memberfor Gloucester(Mr. Anglin)

" That road [the British Columbia section] when bujlt~cannot pay
rnunlig expenses, and in the cowtry through lhièh these 125Yniles of
Sailraod are to be laid, at a icst of seo much money, there are but few
tracts of fertile land or land Pt for settlement. As has been ;aid, al
these lands put together are nly about the size of an average county
in Ontario."

The hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) said, in
1880 (vide Hansard, page 1556):

"An expenditure of 30 or 40 millions of money among the rocks of
British Columbia will make no returns for years to corme, and that sec-
tion ought not to be built until it can be reached from the eut."

And again, on December 20th, 1880, according to the Globe
report, he said:

"The line through the unproductive regions could not'be made to
pay as a commercial speculation."

I think I have. shown you clearly that so far as the western
portion of the road is concerned, the testimeny of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite is that it will never pay running expenses.
1 will now quote the opinions of hon. gentlemen on the
character of the Lake Superior Branch which to-day they
say is going to be built so cheaply by the Syndicate, will
add to the revenue they are to derive from this bargain.
In 1877, the hon. momber'for Lambton said, at page 1629,
Ransard, 1871:

"The Government decided it would be a waste of publicmoney at
present to prosecute the-construction of this railway from the western
end of Lake Superior to Lake Nipissing, through a country totally
uninhabited, a country sofar as we know mmost unfit for habitation. I
do mot say there may not be some tracts of land which may sustain
human life in varions parts of that rocky wilderness, but I do say that
the general characteristics of the country bordering on Lake Superior
and advancing very nearly to the border of Lake Huron and Georgian.
Bay, is unfavorable."

I could also quote from a number of other articles on the
subject, but will not weary the House any-longer on that
point. I have shown from the evidence of hon. gentlemen
opposite that the cost of building the road will be some-
thing enormous; that, according to their miserable predic-
tions, the Syndicate should only be too glad to be allowed to
withdraw from this bargain, and allow the Government to
accept the proposition which we are promised will be
made by the bogus concern that hon. gentlemen opposite
tell us is being formed. The Globe, on December 21st,
1880, makes the following admission:-

"It is not the interest of the Syndicate to build the line north of Lake
Superior, and it is pretty well known that the construction of this
portion of the line was put into the contract against the wishes of the
Syndicate."

The Globe thus gives up the whole case in showing that
the right hon. leader of the Government was so mindful of
our interest that he insisted on the Syndicate building the
whole lino through Canadian territory. It appears the
Syndicate did not relish thè idea of taking up that portion
of the road which I have shown from the evidence
of the Opposition is not the portion that will pay for some
time. I have a distinct recollection of a speech made seme
years ago in the old Ontario Parliament by the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton, when propounding the idea of extending
the Sandfield Macdonald scheme of developing the North-
ern Territory by building railways through it. In his
financial speech of 1872, in that Legislature, I find his
view of the character of the Lake Superior and Nipissing
country expressed. le said.

" We have felt that it is necessary to open up the back country-that
large extent of territory bounded by the Ottawa and the French Rivers,
and by Lake Nipissing, though it is not necessary to stop at Ni issing-
and lying in the rear of the frontier counties on the lakes. Thecapa-
bilities of this tract of country, judging from Sir William Logafs esti-
mates, are of a very high description.. Twenty or thirty-dive per cent.,in
valuable land, making one-fourth of the whole eminently suitable for
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settiemental v ile&large portion of the rest is excellent pasture land, anc
valuable for other purposes."
I recolleet reading shortly afterwards an article in the
Globe in which the writer stated that the only settler te be
found around Lake Nipissmng was an escaped debtor who ran
a saw-mii that cut about two logs a day. At that time, I
opposwthe railway extension through that country, because
I considered, from the evidence I had extracted from public
documents and froin srveyors' reports, that the country
was barren and totally unfit for settlement; but from the
reporta of Mr. Fleming and other engineers, and also from
the statements of hon. gentlemen opposite who pretended
to know the character of that country, I came to the con-
clusion that there was a large section of land through it fit
for settlement, and which ultimately would produce a
revenue for the railway. I think that the testimony given
us by the Minister of Finance of the Ontario Government,
ought to go far to enable us to form a correct opinion on the
subject; at any rate ho was not justified in making that
statement unless ho knew it to be correct. I believe it i
knowu there are tracts of country in that region not only
fit for settlement, but good. The momber for Lambton,
quoting Mr. Fleming, eays•'

" That it is now established beyond doubt that a favorable and con-
paratively easy route, considering the line as a whole bas been found
from Ottawa to the northerly side of Lake Superior. t'his result is the
more satisfactory as unfavorable impressions have been created regarding
the future of the country, many having considered it impracticable for
railway construction."

Having been charged by Dr. Tupper with violating the
compact as to the building of 1,300 miles, which in his
addres hoe stated ho would not build, Mr. Mackenzie
replied thus:

"He [TupperJ found fault with me for saying that the omission of 1,300
miles from immediate construction would save he country sixty or seventy
million dollars, and he hoped I was now prepared to modify that state-
ment with my experience; but I am not prepared to rodify that
statement."
Thon the member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cart.
wright), in his Budget Speech, in 1878, gives the following
testimony on the subject:-

" No doubt a certain portion of this expenditure may be fairly looked
upon as productive on the score of bringing back into our coffers some
return for the monies expended, and I may add that of all the schemes
submitted to this House, I believe that proposed by the Premier, for open -
ing up that fine and considerable tract between French River and the
Ottawa Valley is the one which, on the whole, is most likely to add to
the paying population of the Province of Ontario."

Mr. Mackenzie was then in favor of following as nearly as
possible an air-line from Nipissing to Fort Garry. He is
thus reported in the Globe of May 12th, 1874:

" We have reason to believe, that perseverance bas already accom-
plished a good deal in this direction, and tliat a route will be found frec
from anyvery appalling obstacles to the construction of the railway. -

"à Pirt.-It would be, of course, desirable to follow as nearly as possible,
an air-ine ýfrom Nipissing to Fort Garry ; and secondly, it would be
incumbent on the engineers to approach, as nearly as possible, to the head
of the lake navigation communicating with the St. Lawrence. Every
one is acquainted with the rugged and uneven character of this country
immédistely N. and W of Lake Superior. In the rear, however, of the
rocky region it is alleged the land is tolerably level and free from serious
obstructions to the progress of the railroad."
Again:

"Theü anadian Pacific although running so much further north, will
have less to fear from the rigors of winter than its competitor for trans-
oceanic traffic in the more southern regions."

They do not want an air-line now, but a lino through the
United States. Thus we have the member for Lambton
testifying that the lino from Nipissing to Fort Garry could
bo easily built, that the region wu fit for seutlement Sud
caleulated to compete strongly with the United States region
to the south. t is utterly impossible, then, to enelude
that the roadshould not be built through British territory.
notonly on aeoount of our pledges to British Columbia, but
beeans we are not prepared to place ourselves at the feetof
lte mriecan people. One objection to this road front hon.

d gentlemen op ite is that it is not going to the Sault, The
country wil be amaed at these gentlemen stating. the
Government are doreliet in this respect and unwilling to

e discharge their obligations to the people-that tbey are not
bound to carry ont in good faith their pledges to Brltsh
Columbia. Why, the opinion of these gentlemen inl 183
was in favor of building an altirail line, and not oee tribu-
tary to the United States. When Sir Hugh Ailan apoke;at
Peterborough, in 1872, in reference to the batiding of the
Sault Branch, how was h. met by them and thefr organ.
The scheme was pronounced dangero s to the interest> of
the Dominion and tavorable to the United States, and the
day after the speech the Globe asked :
Tol n bi te b.ie reat Oanadat ont ai -Carieton Place-PeterbÏ 4

Toronto.&îult,9te -Varie-A mrcnPcieRailway 1
" This plan of Sir Hugh Allan would seemn to mea if anylhthg4bsat

the Act ot Parliament and Imperial Guarantee, and all' that, are togo for
nothin' unieethereiora great popular uprising to seoure the nea
througb our èwn territory."1

The Globe of Docember 2nd, 1872, commonting on that
subjeet, remarks:

"We quote from the Gastse : 'Fairly stated the object wioh Sir
Hugh Atlan looks forward te, and which he is ledged t asaist by bis
great influence and eminent commercial stand og,iu te draw down to
the Canadian sea-board and over OCuadian lines the treta, not siply
of our own north-western country, but the trade as well of the States
through which the Northern Pacific lt ilway passes.' That is tosay,
tbe trade of onr own North-West, to carry whieh the Canadian Pacifio
is mainly to be built, and also e. traflio of the Statesthe Norihera
Pacifie passes through, are to be brought tu the sault, and the.c by
Canadian lines to Montreal. And yet Sir augh is all the time th. trated
agent for building the Canadian Pacific through Canadian territory."

The Globe, still further commenting on the subjeot on
February 28th. says:

"If this soheme is, carried out, cur national enterprise, inead of
being the successful rival of the Amerioan Company, com peinfor t4h
Aoiatie trarle, wbieh is now inias infancy, and(ildng up te Dominion
as ne other undertaking will do, will simply be the Canadian braneh of
the Northern Pacifie Railroad, entirely under its control, aid dlet«d
te by it relentlesuly."

And again, on the 28th March, the organ thus speakas
"True, the British Canadian road would b onely constructing while

its successful rival was already working; true, the emigrant seektug a
home in British territory would be beset a every tation by Minsota
land agents and touters of 11 descriptions; but the Allas wonld grow
richer and the Allai ships be loaded te the water ine,"

Again, we read in the same organ, the following
" Why, the very first pleee of road that is to be finhed, if t e trms

of the charter are complied witb, is to be a feeder of theS Nortlhrn Pa-
cific. And Ibis hl u b. completied aecordlng te lie contut,
by tiend ,,f next year [Deoember 81, 19741 whiete te LaIt Saperlor
route to Fort Garry-after years have bee frittered away l whieh
every effort should have been expended to open somunileation throagi
British territory -I not to b.ecompleted till the end of 1870"

The member for Lambton on Deceniber Sth, 1874, made
certain promises in connection with this route, in which he
said.

"It will be seen therefore, by any one who desires to learn the truth,
that the Finit Minister proposes t carry out ultimately the whole plad for
building a great railroad thbrough British territory froin ocean to ocean-
that he will begin with that portion which le most urgently needed, an4

will be attended, when finslhed, with the most direct prtfitable restits;
that he does not propose to do anything towa.rds co-operating with Ami-
rican Unes that his predecessor would net have and propery donc."

Now, the last quotation I will give, In referebee to that mat.
ter from the Globe, is the following:--

"There are but few settlers between Lake Superior and LoIra 2to44a,
but speedy and direct railway omflnnication between two girat
systems of inland navijation of British America 1a a matter o< emensous
imporance, and allval ge e liat its conatructiono oghtle h. tiader-
taken at once and carried rapidly forward te conaplelion21t 1 uc.aî
for the settlement of the whole north-west country. the ens ofngu
for settlers is wantedand als tor the egreosof wb oupIaieu w
population can raise.

Then, Sir, a short time afterwards the Gobes e w ftto
change its tune, and then it indicated that the mne rte Ibr
Lamnbton vwas about to build- the Sault Stes l.ile
Branchi an4 -#4 abandoned the other line temporartIy.
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I think, if anytbing was wanting to satisfy the
g.npral publio that the Sault Ste. Marie Branch should.
no be built by the Government, it is the evideneo
I have quoted from what was furni'hed; by thé
bo. gentleman. I could go on and quote for au heur from
their QWn speeches upon that and subsequent occasions,
andi ae late as 1878, they were determined there shbald: be
anall-rail line through the British Atnericaný Provinces
from the.Atlantic to the Pacifie, and on no account what
ever should it be made contributory to the Northern Pacific
line. I think I have establisbed beyond all doubt that
gentlemen capable of forming any opinion worth hearing,
as to the propriety of building the railway, shows con-
clusively that a road through Canadian territory exclusively
is the only road to be built. Place us at the mercy of the
United States and where would we bc.? Suppose they took
it into their heads to do away with the bonding system,
where would we be? Of course, after the road i com-
pleted from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg during the
open season of navigation, our trade would find
a chânnel by that route, but suppose the bonding
system were done away with, what would our people in
the North-West Territories do during the winterseason ?
I do not propose to, place ourselves at the mercy of the'
Anericans, if we can help it. I contend we should carry out,
iii its entirety, the pledge to British Columbia, and, as 1 have
shown, it can be done without inereasmig the existing rate
of taxation one dollar. It has been stated r.peatediy there
is going to be a grand land monopoly establlihed. What
does it amount to? Jjet us take the evidence furnished by
the' hon. member for Niagara. 1 shall not trouble then ouse
with a repetition of it, but we have the united opinion of
two of the most distinguished members on that side of the
House when the late overnment was in power-the hon.
members for North Norfolk and Bothwel-l2that the grant-
ing of iads to railway companies was the greatest benefit
to a new country. It affords means to developthat country,
drawing immigration into it, and developing its vast re-
sources. It is illustrated by the United States, by tihe
success which has attended, the granting of large tracts
of land to rai1way companies in converting a wilderness
into a populous and prosperous country, studded with
towns and villages. That was the opinion of thei hon.
gentlemen, and I refer them to their- own .speeches in
in 1878, es 149t-1 1 and 1484 and:1486, Commons Debates,
when thy proposed to grant to railway companies,
$10,000 pet mile to all railways built in the- North-West
Territory in addition to their Aet of-1874 which gave
$30ß000000 and 54,000,000 acres cf land. We come now to
consider a very important question, and I was amazed at
the remarks made by the bon. member for Centre Huron-
perhaparI should take that back-I am not amazed a1t any.
thing coming from the hon. gentleman, especially when hel
has a question of figures under consideration. The hon.
member for North Norfolk very candidly told the House
that-he wasîa seaviativegenius and hédid not caré ut his
figures bein g received by the House le was saitii with
them himn.Iadehiered trhe country would aecept them as
correct. NeW wil- show te4he aatisfaetion, Ibelieve, of'
every candi4 man, thttherq i nothing.in the bugbear of'
taxation which has been raed and the, land aonopoly. I
shoild like hon. gentlemen to tell me why all the rail-
wiay 'n the Ua are so auxious to sel
tioir la"ds to settlerè, speculators or anyone to- open'
u-14he railwa? Why it ibIbeisa.s 'they have undoblted

ey no tb ery oflead Mwbich i cleare4 on,4he~le
ofMduaýw.dp0no less en-su -a year -of evenue

for the railway. And why do they make a redictiob ii
prices? Youbuy 100 acres of land and breaklit up, and they
will returm aihalf the purchase money, simplybecause the
lan4cultivatediwy yield peracre every year to the'
railway, Tmat i. their ideaiunelling landa, and it is the: beat

lur. BramarT.

1û,
answer l an give te those who say th railway company
will hoard up those lands. Take the scheme of the1hon.
membér for Lab :ton: It provided for the granting of blooka
of laùd twenty miles square. Those blocks were, of ceurse,
dethl ental tasettlement. But what is proposed new?
Otiiy sections sof 640 acres are given, sothat even though a
s6ttlercultivates 640 acres ofland, he has not very far t go
before he finda another section of 640 acres settled upen. it
isnot4like going through a block of twenty mile. This
shemne is of such a character that it is utterly
impossible to lock, up large blocks of land to the
detriment of settlement. Now, on the question of taxation,
I am surprised at the fraud attempted to be perpetrated upon
this House by certain hou. gentlemen who spoke of the
value of this exemption. Almost the last remarks of the
hon. member for West Middlesex were, that Mr. Mackenzie's
scheme was sueh a grand one, that he gave lands in alternate
blocks along the- line all the way from Lake Nipissing to
Fort Garry. Where did he get the land ? Who owned -the
landi in Ontario? What has the Dominion Government to
do with lands about Lake Nipissing? Why, the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham said he hoped the Government of
Ontario would be prepared to give their land along the line,
in one of his speeches not long ago, and yet these gentlemen
attempt to blind the people by saying the late Government
were going to give lands all the way along the line through
Oxitario. -

Mr. MILLS. Read Sir Hugh Allan's contract.

M r. RYKERT. I do not care what the Allan oontract
was; I am stating facts. The Ontario Government has
jurisdiction over the lands in this Province. Take the ques-
tion of taxation. We were challenged by the member for
West.Middlesex to point to an instance where any railway
company had its lands or property exempted from taxation.
Finding he was mistaken, and his memory being jogged by
the ion. member for North Norfolk, he took that back to a
certain extent. He said the Northern Pacific Railway had
its lands exempted in the territories, but the moment
those territories became States they would be taxed.
Where does he find that in the Statute-books? The law
granting, in 1864, a charter to the Northern Pacific Railway
granted certain rights and privileges to the Company, as far
as the. Central Government could give them through the
territories, but tiid not say that when those territories
became States those rights should cease. Every lawyer
knows that they do not. I thought I saw th. hon. member
for West Durhant hang bii head about that time. I thought
he saw a proposition of 4aw laid down that was hardly
tenable; Ut everyone knows that if the central Govern-
ment bas juriRdiction -over a&territory, and gives certain
rights in -itythe mere fact of that territory beconing a State
dees not deprive people of their rights within its ibrrders.
Seetiontwo of the charter says that the road-bed shalb be
200 fet on each side of the track. We are giving only 100
feet iere, and some wiseacre outside of theflouse.sad tie
contr-et doe fnot liarit thrextent-that they can take 400
or 500 feet on each side of the railway. TheGeneral Railway
Act for 1879 prQvides that the width of the railway must
be 140 feet. ei-e is the section of the Northern Pacifie
Act:

"The road-bed shal1 be 200 feet wide on each side of the road, and ail
necesary grounde for station building, workshops, switches ona turn-
tablea, a be exemt frmn tamation withinthe Trto f the Uinited
States.'
I6 goes on to say that tiheindian titleseba be eatinguished
as fkr asupracticable. But, Sir, I -do not wish tejustify my
eas.ebyoeny such" g-ounds; hdesire to let mycaseUtandon
it*own bottom. I wlsh te show that whie the hon. -nei r
f -oe niME en saidtha the franchisesof the road woukkbo
wôrdwI 600,000(the.s fr-aneihisea are not worth more than

10 assue-nabir the sake of -argument, 1hat we bave a
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jurisdiction over the 2,700 miles from Nipissing to Port
Moody; I assume that the land is assesed for 45 per acre
for the whole length of the line, and I believe that moet
men would say I am insane if I assnumed that the property
actually would be assessed at that figure for the next 20
yers. The whole Province of Ontario, including the eities,
towns and villages is only assessed at 810 per acre; and no
less than nine counties of that Province, comprising
5,150,743 acres are only assessed at $5 per acre. I propose
to take first the county represented by the hon. gentle-
man who sits behind me (Mr.IIaggart); I will take also
the County of Bruce, the Counties of Carleton, Frontenac,
iHatinge, Peterboro', Prescott and Russell, Renfrew and
Victoria, and I think that in selecting those counties I am
taking a fair average. According to the records of the
Ontario Legielature of the Counties of this Province,
the whole assessed value of the property comprised in
these counties i 8$5.20 per acre. I will show that the repre-
sentations of hon. gentlemen opposite on this subject have
been if not a fraud, to use the expression of the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton, a sham, and I think I learned something
about the question of taxation while I acted as the Reeve
of a township for several years.

Mr. TROW. Take the County of Perth.
Mr. IRYKERT. I can show that some of the townships

in your county are not assessed for as much as $S an acre.
The member for Wellington told me that one of the best
townships in bis county was assessed for $17 per acre, but I
showed him it was abbessed for $8.25 an acre.

Mr. TIROW. There are some townships in my county
which are assessed for $50 an acre ?

Mr. RYKERT. I ought to mention the Township of Gran-
than, in My own county, a good old Conservative township,
which gives 150 of a Tory majority every election, and which
would substantiate my figures. From Lake Nipissing to the
extreme west of the county which the hon. member fbr West
Durham once called a sea of mountains, there are 12 ae.es
to the mile, which makes 32,400 acres. I allow one quarter
of that for sidings and station-houses, making a total of
40,5) acres in the whole distance from the western terminus
of the road to the Pacifie Ocean. I will suppose that that
property is assessed at $5 per acre, which would make
$202,500. I will suppose that there are 150 station-
houses, and I believe there will not be that many in our own
time or in the time ofour children, and we will put them at
$1,000 each which will make 8150,000. The worksbops will
not probably be taxed at al, from the fact that Winni-
peg, like al[ progressive places, is willing to forego taxation
for the benefit that these shops would be to that city. But
I would allow $100,000 for workshops, which would mAke
$452,500 altogether. The average rate of taxation in On-
tario is three-fourths of a cent. per acre; but I would just
double that amount, and say that the rate would be 1 . cents
on the dollar. Upon the amount I have mentioned, this
would be 86,787.50, as representine the taxation on the
whole road-bed, buildings and everything else belonging to
the road throughout that territory. But we must bear iu
mind that a large portion of the rond would run through
the Province of Ontario, which would enjoy the right of
taxation, and without going into the question of how mach
territory belongs to that Province, I will allow a reduction
on that account, which will reduce the total to 85,280
as against the$600,000 which was estimated by the member
for South Huron (Mr. Cameron). Now, Sir, they talk about
the axation of the United States railways; I am prepared
to show by documentary evidence that their statements on
thiis abject are not correct. They tell us that $400,000 or
$500 0 is paid annually in taxes by the Northern Pacifie
lRiaway, while Poor's "Railway Manuar' for 1880, at page
823, ates th"t the whole l axes of the Northern Pacifie
uamiway amount to $107,292, The Northiorn TRailway Cem-

pany of Canada, which controls 325 miles of railway with
its valuable water-front, manufaetories and vesselsana lu.
ber yards in Toronto, its buildings in Hamilton, and ite
great line of railway extending back to Muskoka and
the northern lakes, annually pays, I am informed by letter
from the manager, Mr. Cumberland, a total amomt of
$15,116 in taxes. The taxes paid by the Toronto, Grey
and Bruce Railway, on thoir 191 miles of rail
way, is only $4,723. So that exemption from taxation is not
such a bugbear as has been represented. I have been
amazed at the stretches of imagination of the bon. gentle-
men opposite; but when we come to understand that these
gentlemen are trying te raise a cry in the country by which
they hope to supplant thie Government, we cannot wonder
how they distort their facto and figures. The hou. metúber
for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) alleged that a great injus-
tice would be done, by the adoption of this contract, t thet
military and the mails. Why, this is a matter regulated by
the Dominion Statute. The on. gentleman knew tbat one
of the first clauses of this contract provides that the General
Railway Act should be applicable to it; and section 28 of
that Act savs:

"Rer Kajesty's mails, Rer MajIesty's naval or milltary forces or
militia, and al artillery, amnimation, provisions or other stores for
their ue; and ail policemen, censables or others, travelling on Ber
Majesty's service, should at ail times, when required by the Poutmaster-
General of Canada the Commander of the Porces, or any person bav-
ing the superintendence and commaad of any police force, and with the
whole resources of the country if req ulred, be ocarried on the alway,
on such terme and conditions and naer suoh regulatious as the Gover
nor in Counell may make."
But we are told that the Company eau build the centre and
leave the eastern section. It seems to me that section 4 of
the contract sets that point at rest:

" The work of construction shall ho commenced at theeutern extremity
of the eastern section not later that the first day of July next, and the
work upon the central section shall b. commenced by the Company at
such point towards the eastern end thereof on the portion of the Ue now
under construction as shall be found convenient, and as shall be approved
by the Government, at a date not later than the st May next. And the
work upon the eastern and central sections, shall be vigorously and con-
tinuousiy carried on at such rate of annual progress on each section as
shall enable the Company to complete and equi the same and each of
them, in running order, on or before the first day of May, 1891."

I apprehend, and I think no one will refute my proposition,
that if the Company do not advance vigorously and continu-
ously with the wvork to the satisfiaction of the Govcrnment,
the Government aun invoke the machinery of the Court of
Chancery, which no one knows better than the hon. mom-
ber for West Durham, to compel them to do what their con-
tract says they shall do.

Mr. BLAKE. Then if I know anything about it, I deny
that proposition.

Mr. RYKERT. If ho denies that, ho will deny anything.
If the Court of Queen's Bonch will not grant a mandamus,
the Court of Chancery will compel the Conpany tu carry
out its agreement. The right hon, leader of the Government
will compel the railway company to go on and perfori the
terms of the contrait.

Sir LEGNARD TILLEY. Certainly they can.
Mr. RYKERT. And if they will not obey the mandamus

of the court the authority of the Court ofChancery can be
invoked.

Mr. BLAKE. It is well laid down that a Court of Chan-
cery will not enforce a railway contraet.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentleman
is mistaken. Under ordinary charters, where thera is a
permission for a company to Luild a railwaythe courts will
not interfere; but when, as in this case, it is provided tlhat
the Company shal build the railway it migtbieompul.
sorily enforced.

Mr. RYKERT. Another objection is that the Tan*ayla
to be th property ofthe (oipany. Now, wby ut4,lot the
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bon. gentleman state the facts ? Sub-section 8 of section 8 of
the ontract of 1874 is exactly the same as the present con-
tract:

"Theproperty of the railway shall become the property of the Com-
pany when built."

Those are the terms of the two charters. The hon. mem.
ber for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) said:

" The Company would surrender the charter as soon as the road was
finished, and that they would not finish it."

Section 7 provides.
" And the Company shall thereafter and for ever efficiently maintain,

work and run the Canadian Pacific Railway."
Another objection is to the Company having the right of
way free through Government lands. I merely point out
that the charter of 1874 provides exactly the same as the
present:

" The Governor in -Council may grant the right of way through the
government lands, and also any such lands as may be required for the
purpose of constructing or workmg the railway."

Another charge made by the hon. gonileman for West
Durham amazes me, though I suppose he thinks the end
justifies the means. He says the Company can charge any
tolls they please. He bas been pleased to refer to the sections
of the Statute. Those sections are so plain that any man
who chooses to read them can understand them. Section
9 says:

"No tolls shall be levied or taken until approved by the Governor in,
Countcil, or until after two weeks publication in the Canada Gazette, of
the by-law establishing such tolls."

Section 10 states:
"Every toll shall be subject to revision from time to time."

Now, the hon. gentleman did not rend that, as I under-
stand, to the Montreal audience, but he went on to tell
them that the clause would be a dead letter as far as, the
Company are concerned. If the Company fails to faliàl
their agreement they will be amenable both to the Courts

,,and to public opinion, and if they violate the statute they
can be prosecuted. The hon. gentlemam, at Montreal, said :
It is true that a law exists permitting the Governor General
in Council to regulato tolls when the earnings of the Com-
pany amount to 10 per cent., but this law will be a dead
letter-a position which amazes me on the part of an eminent,
lawyer like the hon. gentleman. le claims that the Com-
pany can charge whatever toils they please until they
receive 10 per cent., not only upon the capital invested
by themselves, but upon that put in by the Government.
Now, the hon. gentleman knew well that that law did
not mean that they shculd get 10 per cent. upon what
was put in by the Government.

Mr. BLAKE. No, I did not.
Mr. RYKERT. Then I think you ought to do so.
Mr. BLAKE. I do not know it now.1
Mr. RYKERT. Now, it is stated that the Company can

roan ai over the country and take whatever land theyplease.
Section 11 says:.

"If they cannot get sufficient land fairly fit for 'settlement within 24
miles of the road, the deficiency may be made up between parallels 49and
57 degrees of north latitude, by a grant therein of similar alternate blocks."

Now, those hon. gentlemen bave constantly reiterated that
the Company could go all over the country and select their
lands in a block and that in defiance of the Act oft Earlia-
ment, which says they must select them in similar alternate
blocis. If the land alongside the railway is not fairly fit
for settlement, and they choose to go outside that territory
for other land, wherever they take one section the Govern-
ment must taie another alongside of it.

Mr. ANGLIN. Who has said anything to the contrary?1
Mr. RYKERT. I can quote such views from dozens of g

speeches made by those hon, gentlemen. Mr. Mackenzie'sà1 -Mr-. RYKET,

Act of 1874 provided that the land should be of fair, average
quality, and that when a sufficient quantity could not b.
found in the immediate vicinity of the railway, then the
deficiency should be made up from sueh other places as the
Governor in Council might determine, but not in alternate
blocks. Hon. gentlemen must see by this that the present
scheme of the Government, as regards the selection of
land, is much better and more in the interest of the country.
The Globe bas given a Iong string of absurd
objections which some people imy be innocent enough to
believe. It says the Syndicate can abolish all competition
by impeding river-navigation by any kind of bridges they
please. Now look at section 66 of th' General Railway
Act and you will find a provision there made fbr that par.
pose, so that no railway can impede the navigation of any
stream. That section says: "No company shall cause any
obstruction to impede navigation." Hon. gentlemen then
go on and talk about the standard of the Pacific Railway.
Now, I am prepared to argue that, according to their charter,
they can build no other than a first-class road. "As first
constructed" must mean, constructed as recoived by the
Governmcnt. Section 7 of the Act of 1864, passed by the
United States Congress, says:

" That whenever the said company shall have completed -any one
section of the 40 consecutive miles of any part of railroad and telegraph
line, eastward of the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, ready for th e
service contemplated by this Act, supplied with all necessary drains,
culverts, viaducts, curvings, sidings, bridges, turnouts, watering places,
depots, equipments, furniture and all other appurtenances of a first-class
railroad, three Commissioners to be appointed by the President of the
United States, to examine the same and report to him in relation thereoti,
shall proceed to performu their duty and if it shall appear to him that 40
consecutive miles of said railroad and telegraph line have been completed
and equipped in all respects as required by this Act, then upon certificate
of said Commissioners to that effect, patents shall issue conveying the
right and title of said lands to said company, on each side of the road, as
far as the same is completed, to the amouut aforesaid; and patent shall
in like manner issue as each section of not less than- 4' consecutive miles
of said railroad is completed to the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains;
and also as each 20 consecutive miles thereof, west of said eastern base is
completed upon like certificate of Commissioners to be appointed. No
Commissioner to be appointed until verified under oath of the President
of the Company, that the proper number of miles have been completed as
the Act directs."

The width of the road is defined by the Act of 1879, so it
is utterly impossible to go behind that. I think I have met
fairly most of the objections which have been advanced, in
and out of the [ouse, with regard to the scheme, and I
think the only conclusion that can be drawn is, that the
Government, in undertaking this vast enterprise, have had
but one view in their minds-to act in the interests of the
country and, above all other things, to keep the faith and
credit of this country intact. I am not prepared
to accept the invitation of hon. gentlemen opposite
to join a party which has not done - anything
towards the advancement of the best interests of the
Dominion. I have searched in vain through the records of
Parliament, and have yet to learn that theStatute-book con-
tains one single Act of importance in the interests of the
country introduced by the leaders of the Opposition. I am
not prepared to join a party that continually parades its
principles while out of ofdce, and abandons them as' soon
at they reach t4e Treasury benches; a party which sup-
ported the union of the Provinces of Que bec and Ontario,
and then made a dissolution of that union a plank in their
platform ; which raised the cry ofrepresentation by popula-
tion when in opposition, and then at the earliest posesble mo-
ment on entering office abandoned that plank e a party whieh
advocated Confederation, and then so soon as Confederation
was accomplished endeavored to obstruet the working of the
machinery which the right hon. leader of the Governmont
was eodeavoring to put into succesaful operation; a party
which would advocateotheunion of the several provines in
ene harmoniocs whole, and ten, when the Government-wms
considering the clair» of the provinces and endeavoring to
adjust them equitably, r4ised the cry of extravaance Sand
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corruption; a party which advocates one day the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway through
British territory, forming a great national highway
from east to west, as necessary to cement in closer
union the various proinces of Confederation, andcries out the next day that the scheme is too extrava-
gant a one for us to undertake to carry it out; a party which
boasted, over and over again, that it devoted all its efforts
towards promoting immigration, and which when it has an
opportunity of endorsing the conduct of the Government in
endeavoring to fill up our country, endeavors instead to
turn the tide of immigration to the western States by belit-
tling the value of our lands; a party which for ton years de-
clared our lands were not worth a dollar an acre and that it
was impossible to build the road out of their proceeds, and
no'w when the Government have introduced a scheme by
wflich those lands will build the road, declare they are worth
$5 an acre; a party which fell heir to an overfiowing trea-
sury and which during five years of power, by its reckless
extravagance and abandonment of principle, succeeded in
converting surpluses into, deficits, and could only
stand by with folded arms powerless to arrest
the downward progress of the country, uptil they
were hurled from power by a justly indignant people
on the 17th September, 1878;--I have, on the contrary,
faith in the honor and integrity of my leaders in Parlia-
ment, and believe I would be a traitor to the best interests
of my country did I not extend to them my hearty support
in passing a measure which I believe is fraught with great
benefit to the people.

Mr. COCKBURN kMuskoka). I deprecate the line
of argument adopted by some of the lesser lights on
the other side in imparting feelings of rancour in the
debate, which ought to receive the dignified attention of
members. I will only refer to two gentlemen who, I think,
have acted in extremely bad taste. I was rather surprised
to hear hon. gentlemen on the Ministerial side encouraging
the member for Essex (Mr. Patterson), who was hitherto
considered a gentleman of dignity, in the exhibition he made
of himself the other evening in indulging in much silly,
irrelevant talk, in his assaults upon the Opposition. He took
up much time of the louse, in reading quotations that had
little to do with the question. The c4arges that members
in Opposition are unpatriotic, is tho assertion of the Minister
of PublicWorks; and the statements that they did not want
the railway, were uncalled for. I believe the hon. members
in Opposition are not second to gentlenen on the
Ministerial side as to broad views and aspirations in
reference to the development of this great country. I have
never assumed that all the patriotism and virtues resided in
any One party; and I have disliked the rancorous person-
alities introduced into this discussion. This question is of
vital importance to the country, and should be dealt with
on its merits. We and our leaders have been misrepresented
throughout the country, and even on the other side of the
lines and Atlantic. Portions of the speeches of the Oppo-
sition have been quoted and others left out, sO as to destroy
their meaning. Persons who systematically indulge in this
garbling and misrepresentation can scarcely be exonerated
from the charge of falsehood. We are called factious for
maintaining this discussion at such length. I contend we
are entitled to the highest thanks of the people for the man-
ner in which the subject has been brought before their at-
tention, and fully and freely discussed. Though a strong
party man myself, and willing to make every legitimate
effort to put my leader at the head of the Government, I
will state, aiso, that if the Government had made any such
good bargain as it pretends, I would cheerfully support its pol-
icy. believe the great mass of the people, including the most
rabid Grits, would have been prepared to aceopt any such
arrangement. I could not help admiring the great ey, the
ecstacies of the Conservatives over the reportedbrilliant

suecess of their leader, who was described as a statesman
able enough to rule the German Empire. We have heard
much of this advantageous contract, but, on being appea1ed
to, the Government withheld the details, despite the clamor
of the country. In the light of subsequent events we se
very good reason for that course. Ministers knew very well
those details would not be satisfactory. So former eulogists
of the right hon. gentleman's statesmanship are now crest-
fallen and will not defend the Syndicate. What was the
understanding last Sôssion? The First Minister stated ho
had a scheme whereby the railway would be constructed
from the sale of the land. I have a quotation from his
speech, at page 1056 of Eansard, in which he prophesied as
to the great number of people we should send to the North-
West, and the amount of revenue derivable from them.
The Premier said:

" We are told that 50,0o will go in this year, but let us take 25,000 and
add 50,000 for the following year, and so on, proportionately every year.
We assume, therefore, an increase of 5,000 a year till 1890, and expect ln
that year 75.000 settiers in our North-West.

Mr. BLAKE. Can you not make it another 10,000 ?
Sir JOHN A. MA CDONAL). I think that is a very moderate estimate.

On those figures, the estimate on the total cash revenue tuobe reeeived for
the lands, b' 1890, is $38,593,000.

Mr. BLAKE. That is up to 1890.
Sir JOHN A. MACDON.ALD. Yes, and including 1890.
MSr. BLAKE. That amount with interest.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We expect $38,593,000, incluiung simple

interest for the lands sold in that period.
Mr. BLAKE. What proiortion is principal and what iiterest ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDO ALD. I cannot say what will be the total

sum received in cash to the end of 1890. But, besides, there will be all
the instalments to corne in after 1890, accruing yearly, so that the lands
sold in 1890 will be one-tenth paid for nine years afterwards-for each
year there will be an instalment of one-tenth paid. The actual value ln
1890, of the pre-emption, up to that date, unpaid, will be $16,440,000.
The actual value of the railway lands sold up to that date will be
$16,272,000, making in aIl, $32,712,000. If you add tu that total, unpaid.
the $38,593,000 that will be paid in 1890, you get a grand total of
$71,305,000.
So we are thus expected to realize sixty-nine millions of
dollars, which would pay for the road according to the esti-
mate of the Minister of Railways. According to the Firet
Minister's estimate thu receipts from lands would almost
reach that amount. With such a glowing sohoeme of the
right hon. gentleman, many of us were reminded of the
school-boy lessons as to Capt. Bobadil's mothod of dofeating
an army, which looked very well on paper, but was other-
wise not roliable. But the next thing we find, after we
are all sent to our homes, is the visit to the old country, and
shortly afterwards the alleged great success of the Syndicate
is announced. I am freo to confess that itdid appear as If the
Government had covered themselves with glory, as some of
them still claim they did, in making such an arrangement,
and I should have been glad If it had been as satisfactory as
they represented it. Wefind hon. gentlemen opposite now
trying to justify their bargain, by showing that the
late Government offered botter terms. I do not admit that,
but even though it were so, that is not logic. Five or six
years ago is not to-day, and the circumstances are quite dif-
forent. A few years ago railway men were saying': "Let us
have a rest." They have had a rest, and they are ready to
embark in large enterprises, and it is not surprising that they
should be ready to undertake a schene of this kind. That
shows all the more clearly that the Government blundered
when they did not invite tenders for building this railway.
If they were determined to place it in the hande of a private
company they ought to have advertised. Thore may have
been another reason for the haste of the Government to
transfer the control of this Pacifie Railway from their own
hands to those of a private company. It may be that theybad no
confidence in themselve,and they feared the contract brokers
while they held the controlof it themselves. There isno quarrel
about the principle of letting this work to a privatO cOM-

ny. We hear hon. gentlemei opposite boasting that the
Intercolonial Rallway is now earnmng its runuing expeUsos;
that ought to be an encouragement to the Govornmentte con-
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tinue this work themselves,until they could inaketerms which
would be satisfactory to the whole community. I will not
repeat theories Ihave heard as to why the Government, at
the eleventh, hour, made this contract, but the date of it
shows that it could not have been concluded at tho time it
was announced to the public. The Minister of Railways
seemed very strongly in favor of the Sault connection last
year; he seems to have thrown it overboard altogether now.
I dare say it is a very good card for hon. gentlemen opposite
to use to urge military considerationsin favor of an all-rail
route through our own territory. I agree with them; but
there are portions of the eastern section which could very
properly he left over until our resources would enable us to

uild it without burdening the country. I was quite inter-
ested in the statement of the Minister of Railways last
Session, that we could have railway communication with
Lake Superior, and winter navigation from the Sault to
Thunder Bay. This extension to the Sault could be built to
Goulais Bay all on our own territory, and from information
I have from reliable parties, we could depend upon naviga-
tion on Lake Superior for nine months of the year, which
would be a very great improvement on the present system.
On the 15th April last, the Minister of Railways said:

" It is now evident that the attention of the whole of this country is
turned to the question of obtaining the shortest line of communication to
the great North-West by Sault Ste. Marie. Hon. gentlemen opposite may
remind me that at one time I entertained serious objections to going to
Sault Ste. Mariç, but the case is different to-day. When I opposed the
construction of the line to the Sault, it was at a time when we had no
lne under construction from Thunder Bay to Red River; but the moment
the Government was committed to the building of that dne, at washour

uytolook for ineaus by which we could make it productive. I have
satisfied myself that that road, with its easy grade and cheap rate at
which it will be able to bring down the products of the North-West,
cannot possibly have a competitor."

This hon. gentleman also spoke of the advantages of the
navigation of Lake Superior, which was known to
be capable of affording open navigation all winter.
That was one theory, and in support of it I quote from the
speech of the hon. member for Algoma. The hon. member
quoted from the Custom-house officer, Mr. Livingstone, and
also from Capt. Tretheray, and gave a record for ten years
showing that navigation was open. With the exception of two
winters, the tug at Silver Islet ran all winter. He estimated1
that navigation could be kept open at least nine months of the1
year. Mir. Beaty, of the Sarnia line. informed me a shorti
time ago that he would be quite wil!ing to risk runnling bisj
propellors there for at least nine months of the year. A
railway to the Sault, navigation for nine months thence to
Thunder Bay, and railway communication from there to Redi
River, would practically give us a line through our own terri-i
tory for nearly the whole year. Aside from this conhection
with the Sault, it has been demonstrated already, much more
ably than I can do it, that the Sault connection would accom-i
plish very great commercial results ; that we would F
annex commercially several large states in thei
North-West and have a large feeder to our own line t
by a small expenditure. That would pour into the lap of
Montreal a trade which ber citizens little dream of now.c
Therefore I hold that it is a matter well worthy of con- r
sideration; in fact the commercial intereste of this country .
demand that this Sault connection be made firt, and the t
Lake Superior section remain a few years longer. I i
do not think that there are any military considerations à
which would necessitate any very rapid or rash expenditure d
in securing its construction at present. It is claimed that r
the members of the Syndicate are good commercial men. r
That is granted ; at the same time they are very shrewd a
men. Some of them, I believe, at any rate, have had a s
great deal of experience across the border in the construc- h
tion of railways by the aid of land grants. In fact, some of n
them are thoroughly acquainted with the true inwardness v
of the way of making large fortunes by building C
railways with lar land grants. But we bave 1

.Mr. CocKuR Cïuskoka).

no guarantee that these gentlemen, with ail their
commercial strength and business capacity, are the men we
shall have to deal with in future, because the Government
are bound to incorporate them by Act of Parliament, and
when they are merged into a joint-stock company they will
be lost sight of entirely, and may sell out to foreigners or
Shylocks who will take the pound of flesh from the people
of the North-West. However, they are very worthy men
looking out for a very good bargain, and they secured it
indeed. They must have been very shrewd men to seoure
such a good one, even with a Ministry willing to conce le
everything. They seem to have had a very clear and com-
prehensive idea as to whàt would bç suitable to themselves,
One objection I have to the contract, among many, is this:
the land monopoly. We have had some experienée of that in
Ontario, Quebec and Prince Edward Island, and other plaoes,
and I have had some experience myseilf and know that
it is not at ail 'satisfactory for actual settlers to be com-
pelled to purchase railway lands. I have held for many
years that the giving of lands to others than actual settlers
is a great mistake, and that it might be fairly urged that
in the exceptional case any objections should be waived and
a small portion of the lands, the cleared lands, in Manitoba
and the North-West might be devoted to securing railroads
for that country. Years ago we had deputations of settlers
for homestead lands, from settlers on Minnesoa railway
lands, to the Freegrant lands of Ontaio, and had our lands
in the northern portions of Ontario been more attractive
there would have been a. large exodus from the American
railway lands to Ontario. I have travelle iin the State of
Wisconsin myself, and have noticed the evil effects ot giving
lands to railway companies. I noticed that, in one
case, a large grant of land was given to build a
colonization road, and years afterwards I found that
there was not a single settler in that part of the
country because the road had fallen into the hands of
a land company. I do not wish to be offensive or to indulge
in recriminations, but I must say that I think the present
Government have badly mismanaged the lands of Manitoba
and the North-West, both under their present rule and
when they were in office before. We ail know the heart-
burnings that were produced at the very initial stage of the
Government's management of these lands, and that if it had
not been for the-n smanagement of these territories then
and since, they would now be settled by a mach larger
population. There is no doubt that the land terms of the
bargain with the Syndicate will, at any rate, be most
unsatisfactory to the people. I had a letter from a gentle-
man the otheri day, in which he expressed the hope that the
Syndicate would not be able to control the minerai lands of
the North-Woest; but the truth is, there is nothing to pre-
vent them; . they may go in and take alternate
sections of the land, even if they are the mot
valuable timber and coal lands of the country. They can
take up lands enough to make six of the New England
States. This is a matter of grave consideration. My
opinion is that the people have not realized fully the m g.
nitude of a grant of 25,000,000 acres of good land. We
have heard a great deal of late with regard to the feeling of
the country on this question. The truth is that the people
n the cities have already become considerably excited, and
a similar feelinig is rapidly spreading over the rural
districts. They -have become go acustomed to see
references to the Pacific Railway, that tbey did not
-ealize immediately the importance of its Iresent
aspect. We have had the inost positive proof, in the
hape of private letters, as well as by the meetings wihich
have been held throughout the country, that fot
merely the lberals but a large numiber of 'Conser-
vatives are opposed to this bargain. Of al t.e
Donservatives with whomù I am aequainted -- n
Toronto-for I have many friends in this House atnd out of
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t, who are Conservatives, I found only one in~ Toronto--a legal knowlodge, the plain roading of the At is that itcertain Bank Managr-whowas not opposed te the Syndi- is 10 per cent upon all the money expended upon the road,cateubargain. I fond that two Conservativos of my acquaint- whether by the Company or the Governmont. In that wayance ere vigorousy dononeing the speech delivered by they could very woll agree to take 10 per cent.,and at tho aimethe Minister of btailways in Toronto. There was a very time nave agreatadvantage ovurordmnary railway companiesmarked contrast between the enthusiasm with which the which are allowed, by Ith Genral Act, to havo 15 per cent,membar for West Durham was received in Montreal and The first thing we shall know is that th8yndicatewill haveelsewhere, and the reception tendered to the Minister of made St Paul the railwny capital for the wholo entire Cana-Railways. The hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) did mie dian territory, and poor muiserable Canadians wilt he soon loftthe hçmor the other-day, i my absence, of saying that oine nowhero, since the Governmeit have attompted togive awayof the meetngs had gone against the member foMuskoka. their birthright. I have made a calculation of the earningsHis compliment to my attamuments as a speaker was rather of the first 100 miles west of Winnipeg, now in operation

a doubtful one, and my effort to-night is raiher justifying which alone will etiable uti Syndicaîte fto net $6,000,000.what he satirically remarked; however, it was not owing Now that one instance is eaoughi to show how thoto lack of speaking powers that my Gravenhurst meeting wholo inatter will terniinate. It would be much botter forwas not a greater auccess. However, I can cordially return the Govern ment and their friends to own up ut once tbatthe compliment of the hon. gentleman. It is true I ani they hlavo made a vory bad bargaiu, and are going todeficient in a certain commodity which the lion. mnem- recedo from it. They would bo perfectlyjustifled iin mkingber for Niagara has in profusion, namely, self-conceit and another trial to sec if tlhey caninot do a little butter next
brass. , I happened to be in a constituency last sumnier, not tirne. I think if they were to try another shake of theon a missionary tour, but because I iad friends there. dice they would come out better next time. I think they
This was shortly after the North Ontario clection, and I have got themsclvos and friînds into a very bad fix. This
heard the Conservatives complaining of the damage that bargain will establish a railway despotism for tho people
the member for Niagara had done their cause, and who nay in future inhabit thoso regions. It ranst be weli
I believe that a telegram was actually sent to the U. E. Club known to the hon. gentlemen that the systom of constructing
by some young Conservatives in the ridinr urging that railways iii he United States, by nians of land grants, have
body to recall the hon. member for Niagara. Someo gentle- boon productive of nany hardships and troubles. Wo, how-
men contrast the experience and cost of this railway with ever,are not tocharge tho with awant ofastutenes,boecauso
that of the Grand Triunk. The people of this country were it was an experiment on their part; but we onght to take
novices when the Grand Trunk was built; and that railway warning by their exporience and flailure, and by the opin-
cost about three times as much as it should have eost. Times ions of the eminent legal gentlemen who have investigated
have changed, and the building of railways and their cost are the workings of the Ainerican land system. There is no
botter understood. Now, I hold that we on this side of the doubt whatever that if the Government go on with this
House have done the country a great service, and I believe seheme it will create great dissatisfaction, both among their
the country has appreciated it. Hon. gentlemen opposite friends and adversaries. It is Our duty, in Oppositio, tao
nay talk of factions and demagogues, but the people do not warn the country of its danger. The country has been
speak so. We have the country with us on this question, and I fairly awakened and strong pressure will be brought to
sympathize with the vast majority of hou. menmbers on the bear upon the representatives to reject this contract. The
other side who have been drawn into their present plight by fireemen of Canada will not submit to have their birth-
their leaders. There is something to be admired in party right. bartered off in this way. With such choice lands
allegiance, but there is a distance in that respect to which il as we have in the North-West, there should be no diffi-
is sometinies dangerous to go, and, in may lhumîble opinion, a culty in raising noney enough to build that railway. If
great many of my lion. friends on the otlier side of tle flouse this ConpaLtny do build the Lake Superior section, they are
are asked to go to a much greater lengtlh than is eonsistent not bound to run even a mixed train over it once a weok, oi
with safety. 'ITe hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) spent once a month. 'oo' Canada will he left out in the cold, and
the greater part cf' this evening in quotiig m scrap books, St. lati will bu built up by means of Canadian money.
and introducing other matters whieh are entirely irrelevant, The hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rylcert) esti mates
and have nothing whatever to do with the subject before us. thiat the land taxation to which tihis Conpany would
The details of this contract have already been very fully bu subjected wouki amount to about 85,000 or $7,000.
discussed, and I do not propose to wcary the Ilouse with I have seon it statod that the Uion Pacifie pays
any remarks upon the grave and disastrious eflects whieh an annual tax of $250,000. The bon. gentleman estimuates
some of its provisions are likely to produce. I would point that there will onIy bc albut 50 stations on the Canadian
out, however, that for the cost of the sixty miles Of' road Pacifi llailway, whlich, I think, is fa- too low an estimate.
from Suth Bay to Sturgeon River we could have a road all The Northe'n lRailway lias 50 stations, though it is les than
the way 1o the Sault, and that is a line which ought to be 200 mîile.s long, and the Caradia IPacific will have, probably,
supported by the Independent members on both sides of the somiie hundreds of* stations. Some other estiuates of that
House, as it is supported by the wealthy commercial men hon, gentleman are equally absurd. I will now read an
of the country. One mistake which, in my opinion, the extract fromn a speech of the right hon. gentleman, the leader
Government made shortly after their accession to power of the Gove'nme.et, maîde on th1e 5th of April hast. He
was to abandon theGeorgian BayBranch, and so disappoint. said:
a large number of settlera who went into the country We are told that tO,O00 puople wili go in this year, but let us put it
through which it was to run on the expectation that it would at 25,00 and add au increase of 5.000 for the followng year, and so on,

on he t ttr d fo a ereag prortio every ear, we wil have then, at the end of ten
vears, the first instainents, amounting to $,593,to, to which add the

find that the Government are likely to have wasted 81 35,000 baltace of the iunstalnentm. naking i ait itthat date $71,365,000.
by their aetion with regard to that branch, The Govein. I>e'tuet frorm this $9,,40o,os8 for surveys and land offices, and we will

ment could yet undo the harm they have done if they reuaze a net su' of $k9,0,0.
would utilize that rond, part of which is grade. There is lion. gentlenan will reniembor upon that occasion how sug-
one clause of this contract on which wo should have soml'e gestive the right ho-u. genitl-maLn',s calculations were of Capt.
definite explanation before the House rises. The \ Minister obadil's muethod of defea'ing an army. Instead of settling
of Railways stated that th ten peur cent. of profit which 25,0000 people, I an c-edibly informed that only about one-
the Company wore entiticd to have, was 011 their own ihird of thut nurahc have settled in Manitoba and the North-
eipenditureon the road. To me, without the advantages o West during the pirsent year. The ight ha. gentleman
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boasts that he bas found one customer who waa going to buy
64,000 acres of land at the foot of the Rocky Mountains.
How many settlers does ihe suppose that will bring into the
country. On the subject of centralization I have a state-
ment made by a gentleman of high authority on that point.
He has travelled in many countries and climes, and is a firet
rate jndge of soi]. I refer to the hon. gentleman from South
Perth (Mr. Trow). The hon. gentleman then read a
lengthy extract from Mr. Trow's speech, containing statis-
tics of the division of lands as held by landowners in Great
Britain and Ireland ; and concluded by warning the Gov-
ernment of the consequences which would ensue from the
introduction of a much more powerful system of centraliza-
tion in this êountry, as provided in the contract under dis-
cussion.

Mr. HACKETT moved the adjournment of the debate.
Committee rose and reported.
House resumed.
Mr. BLAKE called the attention of the Speaker to the

fact that the motion'put was "that the Committee rise
and report progress," and did not ask to tit again, but that
in the report made to the Speaker, the Chairman had
falsified the statement, by adding the words: "and asked
leave to sit again," and ackuowledged it by resuming the
Chair and putting the motion in that form.

Mr."KIRKPATIICK. So long as I have occupied the
Chair in this Flouse or in Committee, I have endeavored
always to treat both sides with perfect impar-
tiality; and I appeal to , both sides whother I have
not been successful. This is the first time such a
statement was ever made ut my expense. It is
not the practice for muembers to make the motion in
full. The motion is sometimes put thus: That the com-
mittee do adjourn; and sometimes: That tho House do ad-
journ. 1, as Chairman, always reported the motions, which
is a mere matter of form and perfectly understood in the
practice of the House as it was intended t obe put,
and in this case put it as follows: That the Committee
rise and report progress and ask leave to sit again. As to
my resuming the chair, I simply turned round while wait.
ing for Mr. Speaker, and by way of banter pretended to put
the motion in full. Wherefore I call upon the member for
West Durham to withdraw his statement and apologise.

Mr. BLAKE said he was sorry if he had misunderstood
the action of the hon. gentleman, and withdrew his statement.
He simply called attention to what, he thought, was an irre-
gularity, but after the explanation of the hon. gentleman
he accepted his statements frankly, including his explana-
tion of his resumption of the chair, and that lie put the
motion a second time in a humorous inanner. He would
simply suggest to the hon. gentleman that when he indulged
in any such humorous remarks horeafter, he should wear a
less serions countenance. le had no intention of imputing
to the hon. gentleman anything like personal dishonor.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said there was nothing in
the matter after all; that if the Committee had risen and
reported progress without asking leave to sit again, the
House would net have received the report, but would have
ordered them teo sit again at once.

House adjourned (at 3.30 o'clock, a.m.,)

Mr. CoCIrnun (Muskoka).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TuzsnADY, 11 January, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair, at Thrce o'clock.

PRAYERs.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
The following Bills were severally introduoed and read

the first time:
(Bill No. 17) te incorporate the Souris and Rooky

Mountain Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
(Bill No. 18) te incorporate the Saskatchewan and North-

Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
(Bill No. 19) te enable the Manitoba South Western

Colonization Railway Company -t extend their lino ot
railway, and for other amend monts to their Act of Incorpor.
ation.--Mr. iRyan (Marquette).

PEMBINA BRANCfl RAILWAY.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH enquirod, The amount of the

grss and net earnings of the Pembina Branch Railway, from
the 1st of January, 1880, to Decem ber 1st, 1880?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The receipts from the 1st of
Jannary, 188'0, 1e the 1st of December, 1880, were
8330,045.36, and the working expenses $171,035.41, leaving
as the net earnings, $59,009.95.

QUESTION OF PROCEDURE.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Before the Orders of the Day are

callcd, I should like te call attention te a question of
practice which arose before the House adjourned this
morning, as it concerns the practice of thisulise, and my
own duty as Chairman of the Committee of the Whole. A
member of the Committee moved that the Committee rise
and report progress, and upon that motion being carried,
I declared to you that the Committee rose, reported
progres, and asked leave to sit again, and fer that state.
ment I was called to order b7 the leader of the Opposition.
I hold in my hand May s "iParliamentary Practice,"
wherein lie states :

"I t is the practice for iembers who desire an adjourument to move
that the ' Chairman do report progress,' in order to put an end to the
proceedings of that day,-this motion in Committee being analogous to
that frequently made at other times for adjourning the debate. A motion
' that the Chairman do now leave the chair,' when carried, supersedes a
question; and when the Speaker resumes the chair, no report whatever is
made from the Committee. '

I think that shows that the practice is for a member who
desires simply to adjourn the debate te move that the
Committee do rise and report progress. That was the
motion made this morning, and that is the motion wieh,
when carried, involves the necessary additioh to ask leave
te sit again. I think, therefore, that I was porfectly
correct, and in accordance with parliamentary practice,
in making that report.

CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.
House again resolved itsolf into Committee ou certain

proposed resoluLions for granting and appropriating twenty-
five millions of dollars and twenty-ive millions of acres of
land in the North-West Territories, aecor4ing to theterms
of the contract relating te the Canadian Pacifio Railway
transmitted to this Ilouse by His Excellency the Governor
General by his Message dated Dcember loth.
1 Mr. HACKETT. I rise to make a few remarki on the

important question now before the House. Au representa-
tives from the several Provinces have aready spoken on the,
question, I think it but right that a voice should b. heard
from Prince Eward Iland. I fully agree in the vi.w that
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this is one Of the most important questions that has ever
engaged the attention of this Parliament, and as such it is
entitled to full ratment. I feel that I should not be doing
justice to mysef or my conatituents were I to fait to give
the reasoas which will guide my vote on this question. It
is ontended by hon. gentlemen opposite that the pro-
positions now before the louse by which we are to givo
the Syndicate foi building the Canadian Pacifie Rlailway
$25,00,000 in cash and 25,000,000 acres of land, together
with the road when built, will be ruinous to the country-
that it would be equalled in its disastrous effects only by
the Nationul Poliéy. On the contrary, Iam of the opinion
that these propositions are the most favorable to Canada
that have been submitted for the building of this road. As
I intend to support these resolutions I think I should briefly
give my ressons therefor. The antecedents of this question
are well known to the people of this country. When British
Columbia was admitted into Confederation, one of the terme
of Union was the building of a railway across the continent,
connecting the railway system of Canada with the Pacifie
ses-board. This was not sonsidered altogether necessary in
the interests of Britis.h Columbia, but it was considered
necessary for the purpose of more closely binding together
the diOerent parts of this Dominion, and also for the purpose
of perpetuating British interests and sovereignty on the
northern half of this continent. From the very inception
of this undertaking it was considered best in the interests
of Canada, and for the purpose of avoiding taxation, that
the road should be built by a private company, subsidized
by money and land, and be operated as a private enterprise.
With this object Parliament, as early as 1872, placed at the
disposal of the Government of that day, led by the presont
leader of the Government, 60,000,000 acres of land and
$30,000,000, and authorized them to charter a company.
This was done. A company was chartered having at its head
a gentleman of high financial standing in Canada. That
gentleman proeeeded to England for the purpose of getting
British capitalists to invest in it. After remaining in that
country some time and making fruitless attempte to induce
British capitaliste to embark in the building of that road ho
had to return to this country and surrender its charter.
About the same time the Government had resignod, and a
new administration was formed by the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie). That 6overnment endoavored
as hst they could to carry out the scheme of the preced-
ing Govern ment, and yet, to-day, we find hon. gentlemen
who composed that Goverument are opposed to the building
of this road, and their emissaries in all parts of the Dominion
rai endeavoring to stir up the people against it. The
areislation of that Government in 1874 provided that this
leglway should be built from Lake Nipissing to the Pacifie.
The hon. gentleman who formed that Government and his
supporters in Parliament, voted to place upon the Statute-
book, a law authorizing the Government to offer the Capi.-
talists of the world a certain subsidy in cash and land for
the building of the Canadian Pacific Railwav, and also
authorizing them to build the whole of that railway
from Lake Nipissing to the Pacific sea-board, includ-
ing several branches. But, to-day, we find those hou.
gentlemen rising here in this House and saying
that this is a mad ocheme, that it would ruin
thie Sountry to undertake this work in the way proposed.
They say, to-day, that we sbould not build cither the Lake
Superior or the eastern section or the section across the
Rocky Moun'tains, and that to do so would be a useless
expenditure of public money. Now, with regard tu the
Act of 1S74, which provided that offers should be made to
any ,aeupany for the building of the road, that thoe ofers
ahoud be $10.000 in cash per mile and 20,000 acres of land
per milewith guaranteadinterest of 4 par cent. upon bonds
Ir the amount requioed. The Government prepared maps
am profiles of the country, and after expending a large

amount in surveys, and advertizing for offors in all the
leading papers of the world, not one single offor was made.
But did they abandon the enterprise ? No. While tbey
were negotiating in this way with foreign capitalists they
were authorized by the same Act to go on and build the
Pacifie Railway as a Government work, and we accordingly
find them expending large amounts of money in the prose.
cution of this work. We find them giving contracta froin
Thunder Bay westward, aud from Selkirk eastward, and
terminating in the wilderness at each end. W. find them
building the Pembina Branch and sending steel rails to
British Columbia, thus acknowledging the obligation to that
Province of building the road, and in fulfilment of the Car-
narvon terme to spend $2,000,000 per annnum in British
Columbia. This was the state of affaire in 1878 when the
present Government came into power. They found that
the late Governnent had exponded large amounts of moneyi
that they had expended $18,000,000 for the building of the
Canada Pacifio Railway. They had entered into large con-
tracts and made it necessary for the present Government to
expend still larger sumo. They went on. They had to
contract for the construction of the intermediate link of the
road from Thunder Bay to Selkirk, and they had to con.
plote the Pembina Branch, and they had, as contemplated
by the Carnarvon terme and to keep faith with B3ritish
Columbia, to commence the road in that Province. Such
was the action of the present Government, and they
continued in the sanme course and endeavored to find a
company te build and operate this road according to the
expressed policy of Parhament. I am glad to find they
have been successful. I heartily supported the Goverument
in 1879, when it asked for 100,000,000 acres in the North.
West, for the puarpose of building the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. It was thought only proper that this railway
sbould be built by means of the land in the great North-
West, which would be increased in value by itsoonstruction.
The Government have succeeded in negotiating the contract
embodied in the resolutions before us. These resolations
contemplate giving the Syndicate $25,000,000 in cash
subsidy, 25,000,000 acres of land, and the portion of railway
at present constructed and under contract. I look upon
this schem as largely in the interests of Canada. Not
only docs it utilize a large portion of the lande of the North-
West, but it will rolieve us of the necessity and expense of
running the road after it is constructed. But hon. gentle-
men opposite say this is not in the interests of Canada;
that it is going to increase the taxation of the country; that
if ratified, it will be rainous to Canada. Now, how eau we
arrive at a conclusion with regard to this contract? How
can we gay whether it is a good or a bad scheme?
Only , by comparing it with former schemes for
the building of this railway. The hon. gentlemon
opposite say the lands have now advanced to a high value.
What did they say ? Last year, in the House, hon gentle.
men would rue and decry that oeuntry, sa-ing that the
lands wero of no practical value, and did notafford a suitable
field for settlement, and that if emigrants went ia there,
they should get the lande free. When the right hon. gentle-
man made hie statement with regard to the value of those
lands, he tated it approximately at 83.18 an acre; but the
leader of the Opposition scouted the idea, censuring the
estimate as an erroneous one, arguing that the real value
was only $2.10 an acre. Now we find the
thing has completely changed. That hon. gentle-
man accepte the statement of the right lion.
gentleman, which ha thon characterized as erron-
ous, as the .basis on which to discuss tthis question.
What are the facts ? They say those lands are incresing
in value; that a very large expenditure has been made in
the North-West, and that intending emigrants are now
attracted to that country, and, as a natural consequence,
the lande are worth more than formerly. 1 am free to
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admit that they are attracting a great deal of attention; thev had held the reins of power up to thO P ent,ti
but all these were very important factors in increasing the would net ho a manufacturing induitry in thecountry; md
value last yenr-the same agencies wero at work; we were when we find theyý Lave suddenly become eized with such
then expending money Jargely, delegates were there goed feeling towardé the-manufacturers, we eau only con-
from the old country, yet still hon. gentlemen opposite clude their sentiments are net genuine, but imply put
contended that ihe lands were of no value whatever. ferward for effeot. Another great cry raiscd by bon. gontW
With regard to the present seheme, there have been two mon opposite iesthat a very large area la being given to those
others for the building of this railway, and we cau only cont'actors, 25,000,000 acres; that the Syndicate will boa
arrive at a sound conclusion in relation to it, by comparing vast monopoly which will hold those lands long in tho vnd,
it with those others. The value of the land some years agointroducing landlordisn. 1 have ne barof this resut. W.
was reasonably considered $1 an acre. I am quite will- know that every aiternate section cfone square mile is tobc
ing to admit with the Opposition that they have been held bytheGeverument, sothatwhitetheGovèrinnenthobis
increasing in value. Taking ail these circumstances into its land-and we now know there are 110,000,000 aores of
consideration, I put that increase at one hundred per cent. arable land, besides the amount given the contractora-there
which I shall assume in making my estimato with regard je ne danger cf theSyndicate boin)g able tocharge tbe cmi-
to this contract, fixing the value at $2 to-day. I arn grants to high a rate for land. But what waM doue by the

.sincerely of opinion they are worth that figure. What hon, gentlemen when they were in power? They efféred
do we find then ? Under the Allan schemo which hon. 5,000,000 ucres te a copny te baud thie railway,
gentlemen opposite denounced, stating we might as well two-thirds of whi'h were te b. held by the Goverument,
expeet to build the rond for $10 as by that scheme, the the other third being conveyed te the contractors. Those
company was to receive a cash subsidy of $30,000,000 and blceke wore twenty square miles in extent, mach larger
50,000,000 acres of land worth $2 per acre, or a total than the proseut. IIow do the hon. gentlemen i'ecile
amount of $130,000,000. We will noxt take the scheme of the pledges they made when they were in power with the
1874, which received the support and approbation of hon. granting cf 54,000,000 acres cf land.te a company, the
gentlemen dpposite, thon on the Treasury benches. It Government retuining control cf two-thirda, and the other
proposed to give $10,000 cash Fer mile for say, 2,700 miles; third becoming the absolute property cf1h. centractors, te
that would be $2 7,000,000. Thon they give 4 per cent. do with thcm as thoy chose? There jesne difference in
on a certain amount of tho company's bonds, as to what principle lu the tvo cases. lu the one case, the contracter
amount it is very difficult to arrive at a conclusion. We had absolute control cf 18,000,000 acres cf land; in the
know an offer was made of $7,500 a mile and accepted by preseut case, only 7,000,000 more acres are given, and
the late Government, which might be taken as a fair offer. yet these hon, gentlemen exelain against landlordism
But I am quite willing to reduce that a hundred per cent. and speak cf the huge monopoly we are
again, and to take the interest on the amount for twenty-five about te c:eate in the North-West. As I baid
years, which would be $10,000,000. Then we have 54,000,000 beforo, their conduct je atterly incousistent, and they
acres of land -worth, say, $108,000,000 ; that would are acting simply for the cake cf effoct. Il bitA aise been
make a total of $145,000,000. What have we under etated by some bon, gentlemen that a mate cf affaira would
the present arrangement ? We have $25.000,000 cash prevail itho North-West similar to tiat which obtained
subsidy and 25,000,000 acres of land, together with the ln Prince Edward Island. IthinkIknowseiethingcf Ibo
road now under contract, making $10a,000,000-an amount etate et affaire on the Island, and I say that the conditions
about equal to the estimate of the cost made by Mr. are entirely diffei'nt. In the North-West Territcry there is
Fleming. It will thus be seen that the present arrange- a large arca cf landsomcthiug like 175 or 200millions ofacros,
ment is $27,000,000 botter than that of the late Government, in the possession cf tle Goverument, lu addition te the land
which they could get no party to accept. Believing that a which is tebg'anted te. the Syndicate, and there is ne
fair basis of calculation, and that the land is worth 82 an doubt that thoso who immignâte jute thatcountrywill settle
acre, I contend that this is the best scheme ever submitted upon those lande which are meet easy cf aees. Prince
to Parliament, and consequently should receive the support Edward Isln, on the contrary, is a smail Province with a
of all parties. What is the next objection made to this limited quanthy cf land; wbeu the immigrants arrivod theîr
bar'gain ? That the standard of the road is a low one. meane werù gcreèally exlausted, and as there wcre
it is said the Union Pacific Railway as first constructed ne froe -lande, they i'ero obliged te take the lande
is that taken for the Canadian Pacific Railway under this on base-and they did se, as their descendants did
contract.- This is correct. But when was the UVnion -Pacifie after thom. It wu in that way that the landlordisrn
Railway first constructed ? Hon. gentlemen opposite say, incf Prince Edward Island . was introdued-tboar'ea
1869 the junction was made with the Central Pacifie Railway. was emuli and there were ne froclande in the pro-
I am of a contrary opinion, believing the Union Pacifie Rail- vnce. I wish te make a renark or two with regard.te
way could only be calked rst constructed or eonpleted when the*effect cf the contruot upon that Island. 'bere bas
taken off the bands of the contractors by the Uilited States been a good det cf agitation there against the ratification
Government in 1873. I find the,present Syndicate arecf the contract. An hou. gentleman who oceupiçd a
prepared to accept that as the standard, and 1 thi-k there prominent position in that eountry-a Dominion Senater
neeA be no fears therefore of our road being first-clase. ±rm that Previnto-imnediately tli ttese reoîntions
Another guarantee of this fact is that it will be worked by were laid on the Table, became auddenly possed of a
themselves, for their bwn benefit; and it would not bo to mania te get up an agitation. Witb ait the enthusiasm cf
their intereet te> construct a flimsy road, as its maintenance a fanatic, with all the fiery ardor cf ^ Parnell, horushod
of thousands of miles would eat up all their profit. Another into print and issued a manifeste te the peop1e cf-the
objection is that the Syndicate will be allowed to import their Island. That manifeste occupied a prominent placé in
materials frec of duty. I cannot sec why that clause should the Opposition press cf Prince Bdward Ialand, and the hon.
not be accepted. lHon. gentlemen opposite haveverysuddenly gentleman hastened away frem Ottawa immediafely atr-
become friends of the National Poliev when they say Wards, and ondeavered, with the aid of my colcague in
this clause is inconsistent, arguing that in the interest of the luse, te etart up an agitation. -L ho lauguago
the manufacturers and iron masters, it- is not right to admit cf that manifeste is-net such language' "
those articles free of duty. We know very -well what sym- we ahould expeet frouxa atateaman or a true Gaxidian; on
pathythose members have for the manufacturers-that if the contrary they areSthe worda of a, damagogue
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fanatie. I will quote what is said with reference to tho
Prince dward Island Railway:

«But the Railway debt rapidly accumulating beyond the ability of the
Islaand lo sustain, compelled your local Government, two years later, to
appy for admission to the Dominion, thus staving off the present difficul-
ties Gthe sacrifiee ,of the independent constitution vou had enjoyed for
one hundred years.
Ele ewefind that a gentleman, who occapies a seat in the
Senate of his country, appealing to the honëst feellings and
prejudices of the people of the Island, before he himself had
any opportunity of fully understanding the provisions of
the contract, and h oendeavors to stir up an agitation wbich
wil prove prejudical to the interests of the Province. But,
Sir, this hon. gentleman was the one who headed a delegation
te Ottawa, tOappeal to the Dominion .Government, when
the debt of the Island was found to be beyond its resources;
he wa the frst to lay violent bands on the Constitution
which we have enjoyed for 100 years. In an insane rroment
the people of Prince Edward Island placed him at the bond
of their affairs, but, Irue to the instincts of his party in the
Province and in the Dominion, he forgot in office the
pledges ho made in Opposition. Ho not only carried out
the policy of his prodecessors with regard to the railway,
but added to the obligation by building more ihan they had
promised. After incurring a large dobt and endeavoring
to sell the debentures of Ie Island in the money markets of
America, ho was ceanpolled stealthily to go awaxy from the
Province in the niglit and knock for admission at the gates
of the Dominion. 1 t was well known to this hon. gentle-
man that this Dominion Goveranent was pledged to the
construction of the railway when application was made to
enter tho Unioni, and the hon. gentleman himsolf was glad
to enter the Confederation, for ho had his own little railway
to get rid of. Three years beforo Prince Edward Island
was admitted into the Union, the Dominion was pledged to
the construction of the railway; that obligation was not
placed on the shoulders of tho people of the Island, by any
vote of their representatives here-it was assumed by
the delegation from the Island, of whichl he
was a member. Taking $100,000000 as the cost of the rail-
way, and as the population orf the Island is 100,000, or one-
fortieth of the whole Dominion, the obligation settled upon
the peopie of that Province amounted to 82,500,000. But the
people of the Island lost confidence in the hon. gentleman's
delegation, and they sent another delegation to Ottawa who
obtained very nuch botter terms. If the terms which he
Lad obtained had been ratified the people of the Island
would have been reduced to beggary; but the improved
terms were botter than the other by 828,000 a year. What
would b the effect of the prosent arrangement on the people
of Prince Edward Island. Admitting that this road costs
8100,000,000, now we pay about $53,000,000 cash, and a
bonus of 25,000,000 acres of land to this Syndicate. The
people of Prince Edward Island are relieved to the oxtent
of 81,250,000 by this arrangement-one-half their liability.
Arn I to be tld that they, who had to construct tbeir own
highways, support their own schools, build their own
bridges, and. smgpport their own churches, have got
uh, an itereet n the 'lands of the North-

West that they will object to this arrangement. When
I consider that the building of this railway will open
up the groat North-West, that the .circulation of money
caused by the large expenditure of foreign capital to b
invested in this road for the next ton years will hlop to
build up the interests of the country and largoly increase
ber prosperity, I believe it is in the interests of the whole
Dominion, that this contract, which is the best that can
possibly be made, should b ratified, and I will have much
pleasure in voting for the resolution.

3Mr. FLYNN. 1do not propose to occupy mutch of the
time of the Committee, but I feel it a duty that I owe to mY
constituents that I should give my resmons, briefty, for

opposing the contract now under consideration. I regret
that a resolution, involving the expendituroof millions of
dollars, shouid be disposed of by a short discussion in this
House before the people are allowed time to enquire into
its merits, or to learn anything of the nature of the bargnin.
I regret, also, that an amondment,-eo reasonablo as that
movod by the leader of the Opposition, should have been
voted down by a large majority in this louse. That amend-
ment imply asked that the discussion on this most vital ques-
tion should be postponed for a short time to give the people
time to examine it and give thoir opi ions on it. We were
told by the bon. Minister of Railways, in his opening speech,
that this contract watis the most favorable . one ever
submitted to this louse, Ifso, why any hesitation in giving
the people time to consider its nature ? At the meeting in
Montreal the other night ho admitted it was only right the
people should hear the statements pro and con. on this great
question before eomhing to any decision. Why, thon, did ho
not give the people time toe consider it ? It is truo that in
some of the large centres, Montroal, Toronto, London and
Halifax, public meetings have been hold; but there are other
portions of this Dominion equally interested in this question
who should have time to eonsider it. For some time previous
to the meeting of Parliamont, the public were made aware
that 8 25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of land would .be given
fer the construction of this work. It has been contended
bore very justly that this contract should have been sub-
mitted for the considoration of' the peple provious to the
meeting of Parliament, in order that the people's repre-
sentatives might have had time to consult their constituencies,
but the Governinent considerod it would be an interforence
with the dignity of Parliament if they submitted this contract
to the people beflore the louse oponed. I say they have
interfered with that dignity, adnitting that principle as
correct, by submitting even a portion of the contract. The
people were made aware of a certain portion while
other features were kept carefully fiom them. If the
contention of the Goverument is correct, they should
have kept back the whole contract; and in giving
a portion of it to the public thoy have thomsolves intorfered
vith the dignity and infringed on the rights of Parliament.

In making public a part of the contract the intention was
quite obvious. It was to croate the impression that 825,000,-
000 and 25,000,000 acres of land was ail that would be given
for the construction of the rond. The contract, however,
when laid on the Table of the House, showed ibat it involvod
double that amount of money, and had many othor objoc-
tionablo features. A great-deal hias bcon said by hon.
gentlemen opposite in defenceof this policy. Speeches
have been quoted which were made by hon. gentlemen on
this side of the House on this question. But the contract
bas nover been defonded on its morits. Now, we have
nothing to do with considering whether the hon. member
for Lambton, in 1874, brought down a proposition which
hon. gentlemen opposite now say is worse, but which I con-
tend is infinitely botter in every respect than the one we
arc asked to approve. Even if it were, it is not in the
mouths of hon. gentlemen to say that, because the hon.
member for Lambton, in 1874, brought down a proposition
involving a greater expenditure in the construction of the
work, that we, in 1880, under the changed circumatances
of the country, should be calied on to ratify
this contract. I do not intend to go into the
calculation made bore in reference to this contract. We
have had a good deal said on that subject, and I would,
perhaps, bo repeating what las alrcady been stated. It is
ovident, from the calculations made, that the cost in monoy,
including the surveys when completed, and, according
to the value placed on the land, will be from 8$108,000,000
up to $158,00u,000. According to the contract now
before the House, the Government agree to band
to the Company, when built, parts of the' Canadian
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Pacifie Railway: From Lake Superior to Selkirk, 406
miles- costing $16,000,000 when completed ; the rond
from Emerson to Selkirk, 85 miles, which has cost
$1,500,000 ; 125 miles from Kamloops to Yale, under
contract, for the sun of $9,169,000. The Government are

- also to build 90 miles, from Yale to Port Moody, which is
estimated to cost $3,500,000. Add to this the cost of
surveys, which amounts to over $3,000,000, it will make
the amount already spent, and to finish existing contracts,
$33,000,000. To this is to be added the $2à,000,000 money
consideration, which will make a total of $58,000,000 in
mnoney. If we place the land at the moàerate estimate of
$2 an acre, we shall have a total cost of $108,000,000. A
good dealb as been said in reference to the value of the land.
In estimating their value, I think it will be fair and reason-
able to take the estimate placed upon them by the Govern-
ment. What is that esti mate ? They estimate $5 an acre for
the inuer belt, $4 for the second, and $3 for the third ; or an
average of $3.18 an acre. That would give the lands a value
of $79,500,000, making the total cost of the rond under this
contract $137,500,Ou. What was the statement of the
hon. Minister of Railways himself ? lHe said the construction
of this railway would give enormous value to the lands in
the North.West. A year ago, in discussing this question,
lie said, that the lands were the great plank in their platform
in building this railwa'y. I think, then, that we are fair in
assuming thoir value to be $3.18 an acre. Now, the estimate
of the Government of the total cost of this railway previous
to the submission of this contract, I understood to be
$80,000,000. Taking the lands at $2 an acre, we give the
Syndicate $28,000,000 more for the railway than it was to
cost the Government; and taking them at $3.18, we give
thom 857,500,000 more. Alnd what dowe give them besides?
They are to be absolute and coniplete masters of the rond
and the North-West. Great as the cost is to be in money
and land, enormous as'the profits of the Syndicate are to
bb in this respect, thero are other features of this contract
more objectionable still. The cost might be, in
some degree, recouped to us by the sale of
lands; but the other advantages we ~give to the Syndicate
are beyond our control altogether. By the ternis of this
contract, we, virtually, givo them a monopoly of the trade
of the North-West for the next 20 years. No other
company can build a railway running in a south-easterly
direction, or south-westerly, to within 15 miles of the
American boundary. All the station grouids, the road-bed
and buildings are to be free from taxation, municipal or
provincial, for ever, and their lands are to be free for 20
years ; yet every immigrant who settles in the country, and
increases the value of the land by his labor, has topay the
taxes from which this wealhby corporation is free. It was
hoped tbat the policy of the Government would be to get
the North-West country rapidly settled, to lead the oppressed
people of the old country to come and make that country
their home. But, if this contract is approved of, with that
provision in it, you bring the oppressed emigrant from
the old country to a tyranny in the North-West
more galling than anything he previously experieneed.i
If this contract receives the sanction of this House,
the question may suggest itself . to the minds ofi
many : "For whom was the North-West territory

urchased by the people of Canada? For what purpose
ave wC spent large sums year after year, swelling

our public debt in order to develop that territory?"
If we sanction this contract, we thereby create a huge
nonopoly, which for a long titre to come will retard the
prosperity of this Dôminion. I have said that the publie
have been led to believe that the $25,000,000 and thet
25,000,000 acres were all we had to give for this railway.s
But, Lesides the sections the Government have already
built, they are still to build 90 miles from Yale to Port
Moody. If it was desirable that this great work wasi to bc

Mr. PLYNN.

done by a company, wby net the whole Of it? If the
building of the road by a company heautIts hbneming frod
from jobbery and corruption, wby was not the constructiou
of these 90 miles made part of ti.eonte:st of the
Syndicate ? In this connection I may ask, wby were flot
tenders invited for this work? Evéry portion 'Of the
Pacific Railway has hitherto been built by public tender;
why was the departure inade in this instance 1 Why did
the Government net adopt the usual inode in all public
departments of asking for tenders. llaâ thby done so they
would have been able to assure this lòse that the p-esent
contract is the best obtainable. The hon. the Minister of
Railways cannot assure the louse that thig la the
lowest and best bargaifh we cau get from a company.
This contract, if carried into effeqt, will net proiote
the best interests of Canada. We have also been told that
this bargain will relieve the country from all further
responsibility. This is' a groat mistake. There is no
finality about this matter. For the next ten years this
House will be called upon from year to year te deal with
this question anew. Among other objectionable features of
this contract is that which allows the Syndicate to lnport
their rails and other materials free of duty. I ask if this is
carrying out the National Policy ? Is this the protection
te home industry whieh was promised to the people of this
country to import all the materials they require free of
duty ? We were told that every industry of this country
was to be protected, that no Government was worthy the
confidence ofthis House that did not foster and encourage
our struggling home industries. I recollect the speech made
by the hon. the Minister of Finance on that occasion, in
reference te the iron industry, as found on page 421 ef the
lansard. le said:

"The next class of articles is metal. The first item is pig iron. la
dealing with this question, the Goverument had to take into considera-
tion the important iron interest of the Dominion. It is quite true tÜht a
very large deposit of iron is foad lu the Province of Noya Scotia.
Adjacent to it are immense bed of coal, inexhaustible, and ne doubt for
the Province of Nova Scotia this interest is a very important one, but it
is not confined to Nova Scotia. We find, on examining the geological
reports and the reports of the officials who have been charged witthe
enquiring into the extent of our iren deposits, show us that in every
Province of the Dominion there are large deposits of iron. From the
west we have had specimens of iron submitted to us of the moast valuable
character, made by the application of heat from petroleum, which appears
to remove some of the difficulties that have been experienced1in producing
good iron before, inasmuch as it removes the phosphorus and sulphur
which rendered to a great extent that iron valueless. If this be so, we
nay reasonably expect that in the western part of our Dominion, in Nova

Scotia, in the valley of the Ottawa, li the Provinces of Quebec and New
Brunswick, we may, by giving some encouragement to this manufacture,
or its production, have these iSterestg springing up all over the Dominion
and producing the most benefrieal resut. We find in every country, no
matter what country it is-take England for instance, take France or any
other country that has risen to any position of wealth and commercial
greatness-and you will fnd the iron interest is one of the most impgrtant
interests of that country, I would also instance the United States. It
may safely be said that Itsla the biis of every other industry. It la true
we have not developed it te a greast etent yet. We have one establish-
ment at present in operation in Nova Scotia, but it will only peoduce
one-fourth of our present conamption. There is a reason why we
should not supply the whole of the tradçin time."

Now, this was the utteranee of the Finance Minister in
reference to that great industry in 1879. A short lime after-
wards the Minister of ailways in speaking of the Tarif
alluded te the iron'industry and shall quote a few extracts
of bis speech on that occasion. He said:

"What about the iron indnatry? Every personwho knowo anything
about the subject is aware that Previdene asgiveRn us, not onlymagni
ficent mines of iron and coal, inexhaustible and of the best qualfty, for
the manufacture of iron in clou, proximity to the ion depostg.< The-
nomefit taat interet was asblihed, and Bidth and <Janaa pital
was invested in that industry-th-amoment Americans founi that Amri-
eau iron was being driven ont of this market-they sent their age4ts here
to ascertain at what price iron ce be bu". They Said: We can
supply.you with iron, equal iai quity, a a legsoSt than you cean
obtain it elsewhere.' It is, indeed, well known that the agents caine here
and stated, whatever was the pries of iron in Canada, they woud sapply
it at ten per cent. less. That was not from a charitable diposition,.or a
denire topromote the proseryt''canada, but'fron a de - tecruih
our industries, sud ennch tkemselvu nfter o«r industnies were dwroud
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Underâese circumstanes, it iwmotstrange that the idea should force itself
Uffn the minds of members of the Government looking to the prosperity
of the country, it is necesarY, not that we should adopt a hostile
attitude against our neighbors, bu at we hould pay them the compli-
ment of saying that their policy is so wise and just we are disposed to
followit.

Again, the hon. Minister of Railways said:
h bon. meuiber for Oentme iluron objected to the iron industry

bemig foutered in the manner proposed. T.he bon. gentleman objecta toeOsi being fostered li the saime way. Does he not know that the history
of the worl lshows that every country that possesses coal and iron has
risen to greatness just in proportion as it bas developed those
industries ? This I know, that, in Egland and Belgium, where coal and
fron sbouuia, the progress of these countries is indicated as by a
bsrometer; ud bu risen justin propriea to the output of the coal
and the development of the iron mines.'
Ths were the utterances of the hon. the Finance Minister
and the hon. the Minister of Railways, on the occasion
alladed to in 1879. Then there is another expression of
opinion on this point. A letter appeared in the Picton
Btan=add, a journal pubhlished in the county reprosented by
the Minister of Justice. Looking to the fatare developrment
of the iron industry in that county, in connection with the
Canadiau Pacifie Railway, the writer expresses a belief
that the iron inines of Pictou would be able to supply the
rails and other materials for the construction of that work.
After the appearance of that letter there was an article in
the Mail newspaper commenting upon the lettor in the
Pictou Standard. The following is the article of the
Mail :-

" A writer in the Picton (N.S.) Standard calls attention to the
advantages offered by that locality for the iron industry. The quality of
the different ores, the nearness of coal and lime, and the facilities of
transit, make the future of mining and manufacturing operations verv
promising in Hopewell and neighborhood, a few miles from Pictou, where
the writer thinks there is the making of a Carron, or a Merthyr Tydvil.
Facilities for shipment are being daily increased, and no more eligible
haven can be found than Pîctou harbor. In view of the fact that steel
rails are being largely imported into the United States, just because the
demand exceeded the supply, and the enormous requirements of the
Canadian Pacifie, it is claimed that the ability of Pictou's iron region to
supply the demand should not be overlooked. An outlay of two millions
in the horfe manufacture of the rails required for the Uanadian Pacifie
would eventually be the saving of five. It is urged that a representation
shotId be made to the Canadian Syndicate of Nova Scotia's iron
prosþects, and an inspection invited, with a view to their exploration."

I would now like to ask this House.whether the Minister of
Finance and the Minister of Railways have ftulfilled their

promises to foster and encourage the iron industry of this
country ? The hopes that were held ont at that period, that
they would foster and encourage all the struggling industries
of the country have been destroyed by the present
bargain. Now, what do we find'in this contract ? The
friends of this National Policy striking a blow at this great
industry, and blasting the hopes of the people of this section
iaterested in it, who were taught to look forward to the
construction of this railway, as a great future benofit to
the mines. We find, in the charter for the Anerican Union
Pacide Bailwby, it was speially provided that the materials
used in constructing that work should be the manufacture
of the country, thus carrying out protection in its
entirety ; - but Jàere we have the stron1g advocates of
Protecetin abandoning it in this particular. I do not
stand here the advocate of monopolists or Protection,
being a Free-trader in the fulleet sense. I believe the
people of this country should have the right to buy
in the cheapest and sell in the dearest market, and that
th@ policy of any Government like ours should be to
reduee the coSt of living to the lowest possible amount,
so that we could make a favorable comparison withî other
new cuatries, in efforts to attract emigration. But, while
a Free-trader, if w. are to have a National Policy, and
Canada for the Canadians, why sihould not the iron industry
of Lomndnderry and of Pictou be encouraged ? It is
in the interest of sections that I claim it to bc unfair
to violate the National Policy. The hon. Minister of
Railways, ini speaking in reference to that, very ques-

tion of remission of duties on matorials to bo imported
for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
referred in the most glowing terms to the operation of the
National Policy. I am aware that any lengthy discussion
of that subject at present would not be relevant; but as
that hon. gentleman himself introduced the subject, I think
I might b pardoned if 1, for a few moments, refor to that
portion of bis speech. He told as that, under the able
management of the hon. Minister of Finance, the
country had become flourishing and prosperous. Now,
I wish I could say that for Nova Scotia,. I
can assure bon. gentlemen that if I could I would do
so wit!r the utmost ploasure; nothing would givo me
greater gratification ; but, on the contrary, one important
industry, the importance and value to - the Dominion
the hon. gentleman knows weil, I mean the flshing in.
dustry, lias never been in a more languishing und depreused
condition than in the last two years, particularly the last,
not only bas the catch been mucüh smaller for yeurs, but the
prices obtained bave been much less than for the latst fifteen
years. Meanti-me the fishormen have felt the effects of the
Tariff in having to pay larger prices for everything they
have used and consumed. We were aiso told, in the samie
speech, that the Finance Minister iad changed a deficit into
a surplus. Il such is. the fact, it does rot appear from the
Public Accounts, that there is a surplus this year. But if
true, how has it been accomplished? By putting duties
on the prime nocessaries of life, coal, flour and moal, by
taxes which aro unfair bocause wholly sectional;
the duty on coal being 60 conts to the consumer
in Ontario, and oit flour 5d cnts and meat 40 cents
to the consumers in tho Maritime Provinces. I believe
that west ofMontroal little, if any, Nova Seotia coal finds its
way, thus leaving out Ontario. Thus the people of Ontario
have had to pay thut tax lor the benoit of the coal owners
of Nova Scotia, while we pay those duties on moal and flour
without benefitting the western people in the slightest.
But suppose the coal owners were benefitto1 by that duty,
who arc they? A few wealthy capitaliits in ialifax, New
York, England and elsewhere. Are the groat mass of the
people of Ontarioe, 1,600,000, to be taxed for the boneft of
those few woalthy capithlists? And, on the other hand,
should we, in the Maritime Provinces, 800,000 people, pay
those meal and flour duties to the advantage ofafeow millers
in Ontario,-that is under the supposition tiat it does so?
but those dutios do not bonefit the people of cither Province,
so that if the bon. gentlemen cai boast of a surplus
it is by these unfair exactions. We have only the
returns of 1879. I find the importations of Ameri-
can coal into the Dominion. Anthracite, 469,532 tons;
bituminous, 493,836 tons-in al], 963,368 tons. The duty
of 50 cents per ton paid by the people of Ontario and othor
Provinces would bo #481,684. The flour imported into the
Maritime Provinces was 315,044 barrels, which, at a duty
of 50 cents per barrel, realized $157,0l0 ; cornmeal imported,
221,488 barrels; duty, 488,595-total, $245,667, which,
with the coal tax added, makes a total of 8727,851. If we
add 10 cents a ton to the coal tex imposed last Session, it
will give an additional amount of $9G,336, or a total of
$823,587. But I have reason to believe that the imports of
coal into this country, and of flour and meal into the Lower
Provinces, have beon much in excess of those of the
fiscal year 1879. Therefor, if I had the trade returns
of this year I might show that the total of these duties
for the last year would amount to $1,000,000. These
taxes arc unfair, I repeat, because sectional. No
system of taxation could be more unfair and unjnst.
The people of Ontario pay almost the whole of the
coal tax without beneftting front those on Corn meal and
flour, and those of the Maritime Provinces pay
these duties without bencfitting by the tax on• coal.
If you put 75 conte a barrel on corn moil the people of these
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Provinces wili simply have to import it and pay the duty ; Governor of Quebec (Mr. Robitaille) for the appointment of
and, therefore, I say that both the coal tax and the flour a Select Committee, of which I was a member, tioenquire
tax are sectional and unjustifiable; and it would bo no into the shortest route to Europe. The report and evidence
wonder if a Finance Minister could boast of a surplus after were very voluminous and were not printed, but I may be
imposing his taxation in that way. The Finance Minister permitted to read the following extracts from the report:-
of the late Government might have done the same thing if
ho had chosen to impose on the country a tax at once so "The Select Committee appointed to enquire as to the best and most

Sfibl. With r d t the direct route for the conveyance of mails and passengers between the
burdensome and so uinjustifale. regard otheDominion of "anada and Europe, the possibility of navigating the Guif
eontract wh ich is before the flouse, I must say that, as a Nova of St. Lawrence during the winter months, and of finding on the shores of
Scotian, I dosire to Seo a policy which will encourage the Dominion a harbor accessible to both in winter and summer, to be the
immigration to the North-West and promote its growth and terminus of such shortest route, beg leave to report :

development; and I desire to see such a policy in order " lst. That there are but three harbors possessing the qualities necessary
to commend them to the attention of your hon. kIouse, viz; Halifax,that our share of the burdens which the constyuction Louisburg, and Paspebiac.

of the railway imposes on the country may be "2nd. That from the evidence given before your Committee, it has been
lesseried. It iè my belief that that burden can only shown that Louisburg is a first-class harbor, having the geographical
be lessened by the rapid settlement of the North-West advantage of being the nearest available harbor of this Dominion to
The people rf Nova Se.tia believed, at Euoe tim. wîon the It is 230 miles nearer to Europe than Paspebiac, and 196 miles

T fn earertoEurope than Halifax, by the direct route. It should also be
Government made an engagement to build the Canadian observed that the apþroaches to Louisburg are very easy, and that the
Pacifie R ilway in ten years, that at least half a century anchorage is good in the north-east portion of the harbor,'which is

should elapse before the completion of that great work eutirely sheltered from winds, and that tbe harbor is capable of fioating
was undertaken. The United States had a' population of vessels ofany size.'
forty millions before they undertook the construction of their A road about 90 miles from the Strait ofOCanso would bring
trans-continental railway-they postponed it until the us.'to Louisburg; if that portion of the road was built i
circumstances of the counury justified its construction, would bring us 230 miles nearer to Europe than Paspebiac,
until, in fact, it became a commercial and national necessity. and 196 miles nearer to Europe than Halifax by the direct
But we, Sir, with a population of scarcoly four millions, route. It may be fairly claimed by that portion of the
undertook the construction of this gigantic work, a few Dominion that while we are spending millions of dollars in
years after Confederation. I think it would have been the Rocky Mountains, we should provide them with this 90
better, if we had turned our auention, for a time, to miles of road that would open up and develop one of the
developing the rosources of the older Provinces; finest and richost portions of the Dominion, the Island of
this would have been strain enough upon our Cape Breton. We have in Bras d'Or Lake a splendid fishery,
energies ; it would have added to our national debt but owing to the want of facilities for bringing the fish to
quite rapidly enough without making so great market, the peo)le are compelled to be idle during the
an addition to it as the construction of this railway wili winter months, while, if we had a railroad running to Louis-
involve. We have been told.-and I believe the statementis burg, thewhole section of thecountry would beopen to them.
correct-that our debt has more than doubled in ton years; It is no matter of surprise that the people of eastern Nova
that it is now about $160 000,000; and we were told by the Scotia are opposed to the construction of the Pacific Rail-
Finance M inister that over 89,000,000 more had been addedway in the terms ofthe contract. We know this road must
to our debt within the last year. The people of the be built. Un fortunately, it is a part of the terms with British
Maritime Provinces feel that large sums of money have Columbia, but we are only committed to its construction
been squandered in the North-West, as we fdnd that it is in such a manner as wiIl not increase our burden of taxation.
difficult te get even the smallest sums to promote the indus- Parliamnt has solemnly assured the people, three different
tries and facilita te the commerce of our Provinces. In the ten times, that its construction should not incroase the burden
years which have elapsed since the purchase of the North- of taxation. We believe that the western section should be
West, we have spent over 15,000,000 in that country, includ. delayod for some years; that a road through the prairie
ing the money paid for its purchase,or deducting that amount, will give settlers all the facilities they require for
$13,500,000. If wre take the $22,000,000 which have been bringing their produce to market. Holding these views on
spent on the Canadian Pacific Railway, including surveys,the this contract, a contract which, I believe, is objection-
total expenditure up to this period upon that country amounts able in ail its features ; which, if ratified, must retard
to $37,000,000. I ask if it is net reasonable that the people the growth and prosperity of the country; which will
of this Dominion as a whole, and the Maritime Provinces increase the burden of taxation and bear heavily on ail,
particularly, should feel alarmed at the increase of Our especially the people of the Maritime Provinces, who have
debt in that direction, and at our engagements for the con- littie to gain by the construction of the Pacifie Railway,
struction of the* railway. What proportion have the either inthe present or in the remote future-I deem it My
Maritime Provinces te pay? The population of Nova duty to oppose it. We were told, at the time of Confedera-
Scotia, according te the last census, was 387,000, and their tion, that as soon as that fact was accomplished, our chief
share would be $6,500,000; that of New Brunswick, with a cities would become the Manchesters and Birminghamsof the
population of 286,000, would be $5,000,000, and the share of Dominion; that a tide of prosperity would flow inoto these
Prince Edward Island, with a population of 94,000, over Provinces; but I regret to say that the bright future predicted
82,000,000, or a total for the Maritime Provinces of by the advocates of Confederation has never been realized.
$ 13,500,000. Having so mueh te pay for the botteit of the The reverse is the fact. To-day, discontentand dissatisfaction
people of the North-West, it is no wonder that the Maritime with our present position largely prevails in the Maritime
Provinces are asking what bas been doue for them Provinces. Nova Scotia is opposed to any seheme f oeon-
since Confederation. It is now nearly 14 years since Confe- structing the Canadian Pacific Railway, that would increase
deration, and during that period we have only extended one the burden of taxation, or build the road faster than the
railway 79 miles eastward from Pictou to the Strait of resources of the ouitry will permit. If the people of that
Canso. The Island of Cape Breton, with its minerai Provinceihad time to examine the contract it would receive
wealth and its inexhaustible fisheries, is yet without a mile their almost unanimous disapproval. With this knowledge,
of railway. Before I had the honor of a seat in this House, I feel it to be my duty to record my vote against that
the question of making Louisburg the Atlantic terminus of measure which, if adopted, will bo Fraught with consequences
this trins-continental railway was mentioned in Pardament, disastrous Vo the future progressand prosperity of the
and in 1874 a motion was made by the present Lieutenant- country.

Mr. FLYNN.
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Sir Charles Tupper, acting

for Her Majesty the Queen, on hebalf of the Dominion of
Canada, bas entered into a treaty with certain capitalists for
the construction of a portion of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. He bas placed that instrument upon the Table of the
House; he bas asked that the Ptrliament of Canada shall
examine it, shall give their opinion as to its merits, and
shall, if they approve of it, endorse it, and give to it the
authority of an Act of Parliament. In introducing this
contract to the notice of the House, he made a speech of'
considerable lengtb, and of very great strength, if I may be
allowed to express my individual judgmont with reference
to it. Ie, I consider, said all that ean fairly be urged on
behalf of that contract. He noticed all the objections that
might possibly be raised to its varions sections in tho
most sophistical manner, giving to it the best
appearance that was possible to give it. I have
listened to the speech, I have read the contract. I
think it is the duty of every member of Parliament, whon
sncb an important question as this is submitted for their
consideration, to examine it with al carefulness, in the
spirit in which the hon. Minister of Railways asked us to
view it, to look at it from no party standpoint. As an
independent member of Parliament, elected by the people to
give effect to their wishes, I have endeavored to do that. I
am conscious that I am possessed of strong party feelings
the same as other gentlemen present. I am not disposed
to chide too strongly gentlemen who, forgetting the exhor-
tation of the hon. Minister, treat this question from a purely
party standpoint. Remembering my own weakness,
remembering the strength of my own attachment to the
party that I consider to be right, I view with some charity
the course that bas been pursued by some hon. gentlemen
opposite, who have allowed themsolves to' indulge in the
abuse of members of the party opposed to them under the
mistaken impressionthat they were discussing the contract.
Having set myself to the duty of explaining to this liouse1
why I am opposed to this contract, it is my bounden duty
to furnish this Hoiuse with strong and sufficient reasons
why I have corne to that conclusion; and, in order to ascer-1
tain the merits of this charter, and to determine the course1
I'was to pursue, I did not think it was necessary, nor will1
I allow myself now, to indulge in a party discussion, or thei
saying of things which may be considered witty, or which
comprise only the elements of bitterness and coarseness. I
do not.know that it helped me in the slightest degree to
understand the merits of' this scheme, that the lion. gentle-1
man took up the time of the House in telling me that theg
hon. member for Durham (Mr. Blako) and the hon. member
for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) were twoà
aristocratie demagogues. Whether they are or not, is1
not the question before the liouse at the present time.i
I cannot sec what pertinence it - bas or how it
will assist us in deciding upon the merits of
the contract before us. - Nor can ? I understand howf
gentlemen can be found giving to the liouse the names of
certain gentlemen who, in days gone by, have been black-
lettered by the Globe. I do not know that that bast
anything' to do with this question any more .than many1
other foreign issues which have been introduced, and, for
my own part, I do not wish to notice them further. I
recognize the question before us of such paramount import-
ance that I -think party feelings should be sunk in its
consideration; and though provoked as I am -by the(
iniquity of this contract, I will endeavor to rein my tongueJ
and control My thoughts, seo that my speech, whether it
convinces hon. gentlemen opposite or not, will at any rate
win from my opponents the commendation that I have
endeavored, whether I fail or not, to view this question from
a purely patriotic standpoint. Sir, the Minister of Rail-t
ways -had a right to ask, when he introduced this
contract, that it should be -considered on its merits
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on boti sides of the House. Ministers in this House,
charged with the administration oflthe affaire of this getting.
to-be a great Dominion, are worthy of all the support of the
strengthening of their bands, that it is possible for this
louse to give thom, and I wish them to understand that I

speak the sentiments of my heart whon I say that if this
contract were what I was led to think from their boastings
in the country it was, I should have been glad to have given
it my hearty support.

Mr. PLATT. Hear, hear.
Mr. PATERSON. The bon. member for East Toronto,

I see, can hardly give me credit for that. I am glad the
hon. gentleman is, at any rate, concerned enough about the
interests of his constituents to listen, and I may say to him,
even if I cannot convince him, that I am endeavoring to
speak the truth. Why should he think that I should be
opposed te this contract ? Is it because the Minstry kept
this contract hidden from the public, because they
refused to take the people into their confidence, because
they have endeavored te smuggle it through Parliament,
repressing the expression of popular opinion, that the hon.
mem ber for Eat Toronto was cognizantthat I would oppose
this contract. Is it because this matter, affecting the poeple's
greatest interests and dealing not only with money by the
millions, but with vast quantities of land, the inheritanee
of this Dominion, was studiously kept by the Ministry
to themselvos; because they summoned Parliarrent here at
the most inconvenient season of the year, and told us that in
cight or ton days we had to decide upon that contraet, or we
should not go home to spend the holidays with ourfamilies?
Is it because we asked for papors to enable us to form an
intelligent opinion on. this subject and these papers were
refused ? Sir, this con cealment of tlis matter from the
public is something the public are looking at; and there is
nothing that causes this contract to be viewed with
suspicion so much as the fact that they were told that in ,a
matter so greatly affecting their best interests, they were
not to be trusted; for the language of the First Minister in
the Hiouse was that no mare imporfect tribunal for the set-
tlement of a great question like this could b. found than
the people at large. That is the sentiment uttered and
carried out by hon. gentlemen opposite. In the speech
of the Minister of lRailways, which, as I said
before, was a variable speech as I considered it, the line of
argument ho took was this: Speaking for five hours, for
three-fDurths of that time his speech consisted in reading
extracts from the speeches of the hon. members for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie) and West Durham (Mr. Blake), and in-
stituting a comparison between the offers, as lie termed
them, that had been made for the constl-uction of this work
in the past, and the offer now submitted to the louse. Sir,
he came te this conclusion. He thought, and according to
his own way of putting it, ho did prove, taking his own
figures, that it was the beat contract. But figures can b
put into very strango shapes by a very skilful mani-
pulator, as is the hon. gentleman. Now, I propose
to take that hon. gentleman's own figures, but to ar-
range them sotnewhat differently, and thon ask this
House whether my arrangement of them is pro-
per and fair, or not; and if so, to show what a
different result they produce from the manner in which
they were arranged and preseuted by the hon. the Minister
ofRailways. It needs not that I speak at any length of the
Allan contract. That is the first contract that was entered
into for the construction of this work. Of course we all
know the terms of that contract, and we also know that no
offer vas ever made by capitalists to engage in it, and that
it never amoanted to aliytlhing. Thon we come down to
the point of this contract, and the Minister of Railways
himself does not insist upon the comparison, but herelies
upon his case to strengthen the back of his followers in this
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louse in order to enable them to swallow this contract, by
using the argument that the offer he now submits to this
House is better than that contract, as lie is pleased to term
it, though no contract was ever made--better than the
terms under which a contract might have been entered into
under'tie Mackenzie Act of 1874. Now it does not matter
in the least degree whether it is better or worse. The bon.
gentlemen are hiding themsolves in a fool's paradise, if they
think that they can induce the people of this country to
take that view of the question. What do the people of this
country care what Act Mr. Mackenzie introduced under
which no contract was let, under which no offers were
made, as hon. gentlemen admit. Weare considering a con-
tract that bas been made, a bondfide contract that is upon
the Table of this House, and that is waiting only for the
sarction of this Parliament to become law. The people
of this country and their representatives in this
House are not so blind that they can be deluded in
the way the hon. gentlemen seek to delude them.
Even-if the terms of the Mackenzie Act gave him power to
give contractors large amounts for the construction of this
work than the present contract, it would by no means fol-
low that the terms of that contract were more than the
terms of this one. It is an insult to the intelligent people
of this country for a mnan te rise in his place in this House,
and say that, because a contract now can be carried out for a
less sum of money than it could in 1874, that it is therefore
a botter Act. Wbat reply would an intelligent man make ?
He would ask what were the conditions of that contract in
1874, and what were the conditions in 1880. You would
tell him that the conditions in 1874 were, a wilderness
unknown and unexplored, without one foot of railway
reaching it, or having been projected ; without any com-
munication with thle rest of the world; a few half-breeds
scattered bere and there, perhaps a few white settlers that
had found their way to the plains; the lands of no value
scarcely, or of such value that they were sold for scrip to
pre-empt land of the value of 60 cents per acre. Thon
what are the conditions of that country now ? We would
tell him that in thó cities of Ottawa and Toronto, that in
thriving towns on the Grand Trunk or the Great Western,
thnt nnywhere throughout the Province of Ontario, or
throughout the Provinces of Quebec or Nova Scotia, even, you
can put your foot into a Pullman palace car and you do not
take your foot out of that car until you are landed in the
city of Winnipeg ; and whe'n you are landed
there you are · ii a city of 10,000 or 15,000
inhabitants, in which the corner lots are sold
not at the town prices of Ontario, but at prices
whieh rival those -prevailing in the great motropolis of
Toronto; that there are some 100,000 peoploin that country,
with towns springing up all over the land. Yet the bon.
Minister of Railways and those who siupport him nask the
louse to accept as a basis of comparison between the con-
tract laid on the Table of the House, and the contract that
might have been entered into under th' Mackenzie Act-
they ask you to take precisely the same value for the public
lands of that Province, or $1 per acre. I think that if there
is anything that would lcad lon. gentlemen to think that
this was rather a hard contract for the Government to ask
thom to accept, it is in the fact that'they are driven to have
rocourse to such argument as wo have heard, and such a line
of argument as bas been pursued in considering the lands in
the North-West of the same value as they were in 1874,
after all the improvement and progress that have since
takon place in that region. But while I say it is not per-
tinent to the question to compare these two contracts, I
want the lMinister of Railways, and those who are inclined
to think that lie lias made a strohg case in this matter, to
understand that I do not roly in a dis-cussion of this subject,
on the fact that there are changel conditions in tiat
country. I propose to meet the Minister of Railways on
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his own grounds. I propose to take the Act of 1874 arnd
to take the figures of the Minister of Railw&ys himself with
reference to that Act, and with reference to the contract now
laying upon the Table of the House, and te show, making no
distinction between the enhanced value of the land since
1874, that the contract now before the flouse is not
as good in the interests of this country, as would
have been the construction of that road under the
terms of the Mackenzio Act of 1874. I propose to
take the Minister of Railways on bis own calculation.
Taking the land at $1 an acre, in both cases, 1 desire te
show, in the figures of the hon. the Minister of Railways
himself, that the present contract is better for the
contractors than that obtainable under Mr. Mackenzie's
Act. I will explain how I will arrive at the figures I
will give, and will quote-from the speech delivered by that
bon. member himself, in introducing these resolutions.
We give the length of the Canadian Pacific Railway to be
completed as it is now located. I take first, the length of the
lino of the Canadian Pacifie Railway as it would have been
completed under the Act of the hon. member for Lambton,
had the location been the same as that now adopted by the
Government, and as it will be when the work is finished.
On page 42 of the pamphlet containing the speech of the
hon. the Minister of Railways, ho gives the eastern section
at 550 miles; the ocntral at 1,530 miles; Kamloops to
Port Moody, 217 miles; Thunder Bay to Selkirk, 410;
Pembina Branch 85 miles-total, 2,712 miles. I think it is
only fair, in estimating what Mr. Mackenzie offered, that we
should ta.ke the same length of the road as it is
covered by that contract, 2,712 miles. What did that
hon. gentleman's Act offer for the construction of that road ?
$10,000 cash per mile, 20,000 acres per mile, and four per
cent. on the amount that was to be asked by the tenderers
for any section, or part of a section. The Minister of Rail-
ways himself, then, has given us a basis by which we may
arrive at what this four per cent. would reach. I think lie
does not do it unfairly, except in the way lie makes his
computations. I am not disposed to quarrel with his
amount, $7,500 a mile, which lie arrived at from tho fact
that there was a tender of that kind for the construction of
the Georgian Bay Branch; and whille he admits it was a
very difficult part of the road, ho asks thei louse to agrce
with him that, porhapi, taking the Rocky Mountain section
into consideration, and ail the rest of the road, it wag a fair
sample of the total length. Now, four per cent. on $7,500 a
mile, in addition to the cash grant of $10,000 a mile, and
20,000 acres of land for 2,712 miles, under the Mackenzie
Act, taking the figures of the Minister of Railways, will
give $27,120,000, cash: at a dollar per acre, 20,000 acres
per mile, would amount to $54,240,000; four per cent. on
$7,500 for 25 years, as estimated by the Ilinister of Railways
in his speech, gives $20,340,000 more. In reference to that
item the hon. Minister does not calculate this four per cent.
in a proper or fair way. lie ascortains the amount and adds
it up for 25 years, treating it as a fixed charge, and as so
much capital expended in the construction of the road.
But it was to be only payable for a certain period of years.
If it had run ail the time, the hon. gentleman would have
been nearer the mark, being terminable in 25 years we
have an improper calculation. But, in order to-prevent any
hair-splitting or quibbling, and to give the hon. Minister
of Railways tihe advantage of everything he claims, I accept
his figures, extraordinary though they be, for the purpose
of the comparison. What is the total cost to the country
of the 2,712 miles under the terms of the Mackenzie
Act? $101,700,000. What was the estimated cost of
the work the contractors would have to do to get that
amount? I will take the figures of the Minister of
Railways himseif, at page 46 of the pamphlet, where
lie quotes from the speech of the member for
Lambton with reference to the expenditure on that road,
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in which he oestimated the cost of the sections from Lake
Superior or Thunder Bay to the Pacifie Ocean at
$100,000,000. And thon we have the cost of the section
from Thunder Bay to Nipissing, as given by the Minister
of Railways on page 53, figures which ho endorses and
enlarges upon, $32,500,000. The total estimated cost of the
road in 1874 is thus, $132,500,000, according to the state-
ment of the hon. Minister himself. Taking the total
expenditure that would have been incurred under the
Mackenzie Act, what would the contractors have had
to pay out of their own funds over and above ail the
grant for the building of the road? $30,800,000. Now we
come to the present contract. The estimated cost of the
section under it, from Jasper to Kamloops, 335 miles, was
stated by the Minister of Raifways, according to ilansard
of last year, 815,500,000; from R ed River to Jasper, 1,000
miles, $13,000,000; eastern section,of 650 miles, $20,000,000,
or a total cost for all the portions of the road the
Syndicate have to build, of $18,500,000. What grant
do they get ? We are in Committee on a resolu-
tion to grant them $25,000,000 in money and
25,000,000 ac"res of land. Taking the land at $1 an
acre, in 1881, the sanme as in 1874, and what is the grant for
those contractors ? For that $48,500,000 worth of work,
$50,000,000 is given by Parliament witli the land at $1 an
acre. Or, in other words, under that contract for the total
amount of work to be done by the contractors, they get a
grant from Parliament over and above every dollar thoy'
bave to spend of$1,500,000, when, under the MackenzieGov-
ernment, by the figures of the Minister of Railways him self,
the Company would have to spend $30,000,000 of their own
money in performing the work. This is a comparison
fairly made, anid yetgentlemen opposite will tell us that the
iMackenzie Act offered better inducements to the contrac-
tors than the present contract. It has just been mentioned
to me, and I arm cognizant of the fact, that the road is to be
thrown in ; but I did not use that as an argument,
because I suppose that the parties tendering under the
Act of 1874 would also have owned the road, though,
of course, there was in that Act a provision
for the Government buying back the road, which is lacking
in the present measure. But hon. gentlemen will notice

*that the Minister of Railways is not content with charging
against the member for Lambton the cost of the 2,712
miles, which is just the amount of the location under
the present contract, but ho holds that lion. gentleman
responsible for the 85 miles of the Georgian Bay Branch
which this Company do not construct at all. But giving
the bon. gentleman the benefit of even those 85 miles, and
we have a total of 2,797 miles. The cash grant would have
been, according to page 41 of the pamphlet of the Minister
of Railways, $27,970,000, the land grant at $1 an acre,
$55,940,000, and if we add the four per cent. on the basis
calculated by the Minister of Railways, the aggregate
amount as against th.- scheme of 1874, foots up to
$104,887,500. If we deduet this from $132,500,000, we
find that, under this comparison, the contracLtors
would have had to pny out $27,612,500 of their
own money, over and above all the grants whieh the contract
gives, while these present contractors get $1,500,000 more
than the total expenditure they will have to make. But,
Sir, I have another calculation for the lion. Minister of
Railways. Upon the evening when that hon, gentleman
-was delivering bis speech, like the rest of us be went home
to dinner, and even while ho was swallowing his food his
active brain was working. which shows how intent he was
upon the great task before him, and a task which I am
bound to say ho discharged in a manner creditable to
himself. He was resolved to omit nothing which would
tell in Lis favor, and so when ho returned from bis dinner,
ho said that there was still another point to be urged against
the scheme of the hon. member for Lambton, -,and
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that was that by beginning at South-East Bay
instead of Callandar Station there was a differ-
once of forty miles more against the scheme of 1874.
Now, though I have no right to make such an allowance, I
will gire the hon. gentleman the advantage even of iat
point. Wo will add to the $104,887,500 the $1,500,000,
which, according to the Minister's own statement, should be
allowed for these 40 miles; and, by so doing, we make the
total amount to be charged against the scheme of the hon.
member for Lambton, $10d,387,500. Peducting this from
the total estimatod cost, $132,500,00a, and, after giving the
lion. gentleman every advantage wlicLh ho can possibly
claim for his scheme, and after heaping up against the hon.
member for Lambton, every point which can possibly tell
against him, wo find that the contractors would actually
have to pay, under the scheme of 1874, fhe sum of 826,-
112,5000f their own money; while, by the contract which
has been laid on the Table of the Honse, it is
proposed to give the Syndicate $1,500,000 more than
they will actually have to pay out for the workl. I think,
Sir, that that comparison will beir reflection at any rate.
I think, if I miglht be allowed to say so without egotism,
that it is a comparison which is more valuable-than the
calculation of the hoù. the blinister of Railways, because it
brings the mattor do>wn to netui work andI to business
principles ; and whether or not the hon. gentleman (Sir
Charles Tupper) was able to'mnake out his case against the
lion. member for Lambton, this calculation develops the
fact that by the resolutions which are now on the Table
of the lonse, it is proposed to pay the Syndicate, upon the
estimuates of the hon. the Minister of Railways himself, the
sum of $1,500,000 more than they will have to expend upon
the work, talking the land at even $1 per acre. There are other
pOints which bear upon the question, of whether the scheme
of 1874 would have been more favorable to tho
country than the present one. I do net wish to occupy the
time of the House by repeating arguments which have been
used by other hon. gentlemen, but I wish to point out that,
as the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) and
the lion. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) showed,
by the grant of land which was proposed in the scheme of
1874, 13,000,000 acres wcre to be given in British Columbia.
I have also overlooked the fact that you cannot get an
intelligent decision upon the question whether the
Act of 1874 or the present scheme is the
more favorable until yon ascertain what the exemp-
tion of the railway property amounts te, what
the exemption of the lands from taxation amounts
to, what the froc admission of material amounts
to-I say until you make approximate estimates upoi
these points, and i bolieve that is an undertaking beyond
the financial ability of this H1ouso-you cannot mako an
entirely satisfactory comparison. And I say, Sir,
that it is one of the worst features of this bargain,
that wo cannot put in figures the untold ovils of
the perfect monopoly which this Syndicate will have
in that North-Western country. But passing froin that, let
me recall one thing to show in how much botter position
we would have stood under a contract made under Mr.
Mackenzie's Act, than that in which wo stand under this
contract. In section 10 of the Act of 1874, it is said:

In every contract for the construction of the suid ralway or of any
section or sub-section thereot; the Government tof Canada shall reserve
the right to purchase under the authority of 1'arliament, the said railway
or such section or sui-section thereof, on pa ment of a sum equal to the
actuel cost of the said rail vay, section or sur-section, and ten per cent. in
addition thiereto ; the Bubsidies ln land undI money granted or paid 1)y tlu,
Government for the construction of the said railway being first returned
or deducted from the amouit to he paid, the lands sold being valued at
the full amount th contra -ors may have recived from the sale of such
lands as xnay have been solt.Y

I ask vour attention to this consideration : If we had a
clause in the contraet under consideration the same as soo-
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tion 10 in the Mackenzie A et of 1874, when these contractors
had completed that 900 miles of railway, on the prairie,
we would have the right to purchase that portion of the
railway on giving ten per cent. over and above the
expenditure they had incurred in building it. Under this
arrangement, supposing they had not sold their lands at
over one dollar an acre, they would have to refund us
$7,380,000 for the amount payable to them under this
contract would exceed the cost of the rond, and ton per
cent. additional by this figure. It is the simplest
calculation in the world. Turn to section 9 and rend the
subdivision. What is the total cost of the 900 miles asked
for by the hon. Minister of Railways under his
estimates of last year ? The total estimated cost of
that 900 miles is $11,700,000 ; add ten per cent, $1,170,000,
and you obtain s total of $12,870,000 which the Govern-
ment would have to pay the Company in order to purchase
the rond. What does the contract give the Company for
building these 900 miles ? It gives them eash $9,000,000,
and land at a dollar an acre, $11,250,000, or a total of
$20,250,000; dduct from this the $12,870,00 for which,
under section 10 of Mr. Mackenzie's Act, we could buy that
road backr and wc have $7,380,000 which the Company
would have to refund us in hard cash besides giving us the
road.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.
Mr. PATERSON. Mr. Chairman, when the House rose

at recess, I was endeavoring to contrast the terms of the
Mackenzie Act of 1874 with the contract ut present on the
Table of thile House. The subject is capable of stili
further illustration and comparison, yet, in order to spare the
Hiouse and expedite business, I will not spend any further
·time on that point at present; but I may venture to suggest
that the comparisons I have already instituted will show
that the terms of the contract now on the Table are not so
favorable as the terms of the Mackenzie proposals, although
the hon. Minister of Railways, and those who support him,
have sought to show the contrary to be the fact. But the
point to which I now specially wish to direct your attention
is this: That the contention of the Minister of Railways,
and the arguments of those who have adopted the position
he has taken, have been directed to show that the terms of
Ihis contract are better than any terms ever offered to
Parliament.

Mr. FARROW. HIear, hear.
Mr. PATERSON. The hon. member for Huron says,

"hear, hear," and it is, therefore, apparent that I have
correctly stated their position. The arguments offered
from theother side of the Ilouse, have proceeded on the
assumption that we have only had two propositions before
Parliament with respect to the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway before the prosent contract, and
that these two propositions were the Allan contract of 1872,
and the Mackenzie Act of 1874, which gave power to let
contracts for building the road. But that is not the case.
I call the attention of bon. gentlemen opposite, private
members who support the Administration, to this fact: that
if they think they eau shield themselves behind the
assertion that this is the best offer that bas ever been
submitted to Parliament, that it is better than the Allan
contract or the Mackenzie proposals, they are- taking
refuge in a habitation that will not afford them shelter from
the coming storm, because I have only to recall to your f
minds the results of the deliberations in this Hlouse last 1
Session. We had another offer. We had an offer that the
hon. Minister of Railways has carefully abstained fromi
mentioning. We had another offer, that every non.,t
member who has yet spoken in favor of thet
contract has alseocarefully abstained from mentioning; and u
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it is a strange circumastance that they should do so, for it is
not so long ago that their memories should have proved
treacherous. They can remember very well back te 1874,
and te the days of the Allan contract, but they appear te be
unable to remember the events that took place in this
Chamber a short time ago, although every hon. gentleman
on the other side of the House voted in favor of the
proposition then offered. This is a matter which hon.
members would do well to enquire into. And lot me
remind the louse that public men are in a great measure
bound by their utterances. It is only a right and proper
position for a public man te take, standing upon the floor of
Parliament and giving utterance te what are his deliberate
sentiments and views, that ho should ho careful that
in doing so ho bas arrived at bis conclusiors after
mature study and calm reflection, se that when he may
give that opinion, that, saving and except errors of
judgment that are open te all mortals, ho may find
himself in accord with bis views at differnt periods.
There is, however, this fact to be borne in mind, that
a man may not utter precisely the same viewa to-day with
regard to certain questions as ho did a year or fivo years
ago; and why-? Because circumstances may have changed,
and, therefore, if there is any disparity in the utterances of
the hon. gentleman upon a certain question, all fair-minded
men will take into account the changed circumstances, if
changed they may be, and see whether the changed
circumstances warrant the change of view to which ho may
have arrived. Te illustrate this point, I will suppose that
au. hon. gentleman should say-as we were told sometimes
during the debate on the National Policy whcn bon. gentle-
men were seeking arguments pro and con.-that upon a
certain day two years ago, Bank of Montreal stock was
quoted on the market at 138. That was a deliberate utter-
ance, and ho should bhohbld by it. Thatsame hon. member
might, however, rise to-night and say that that stock is
worth 179! Should we say that he w-as inconsistent with
himselt ? No, Sir; and why? Because circumstances bave
changed. No fair-minded man in examining the utterances
of any public man will say that becauso what ho says to-day
is different from what ho said.prcviously, the difference being
due te an entire change of circumstances, and net te a.change
of opinion, that that public man is one whosejudgment can-
not ho relied upon. As a publie man I am willing te be
bound by the utterances that I may make in that respect.
If I found I was wrong in any position that I had taken, I
would not hesitate te say I was wrong. But publie mon
who arrive at a conclusion and thon make statements
entirely at variance with that conclusion, the circumstances
not having changed, are liable to the imputation that
however brilliant their intellects may be their
judgment cannot be unswervingly rolied upon. I want te
make this other point: When a member in this House
speaks, ho speaks bis own individual views, and is held
reliable for those views. I find myself a member of a party
in this House; we have g leader; I am very proud of that
leader. I do not often differ with him. Ie bas got bis
faults the same as other men; I do not look upon him -as
perfect; but I think him a very great man. I generally
endorse his uiterances, but have found, on many an occasion,
that I have nôt been able toe arrive at precisely the same
conclusion as he. In the main I have been able te agree
with him ; bu.4 ut times, I differ in opinion fron his. 1 am
not a sycophant in my support. I am not pledged to
his utterances;. but, when I applaud bis utterances, I
feel I am giving my adhesion te the statements ho
has made, and that I am morally.bound as ho is bound.
I have te say te hon. gentlemen opposite that
if they were not bound by thoir -vote, and I
think they were, tbey were bound by the applaun,
the unanimous applause, or at all events the almost
unanimons applauac, which was accorded - by bon.
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members opposite to the Minister of Railways when he
introduced that other scheme of building the Canadian
Paifmi Railway, which ho has taken goed came net to
intirmate to the House as having ever been submitted to it-
a scheme which ho had entirely forgotten about, though it
only was introduced a year ago, and which every member
who spoke in favor of seeîns to have entirely forgotten.
That offer differed from previonus offers. What was that
offer? It was a proposition by the Minister of Railways,
that the Government should build the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way as a Government work, and pay for it out of the pro-
ceeds of the sales of publ lands. It is very strange
that we have not heard anything about that proposition
during this debate from hon. gentleman opposite, and I
am bound to say that the hon. the Minister of Railways
is bound to explain why that scheme, which was
deliberately adopted by the Government, bas been aban-
doned. If they cannot show to this flouse that this contract,
which ho asks us to ratify to-day in lieu of that scheme of
last year, is botter in the interests of Canada, they will

-stand in a very awkward position in the eyes of the country.
I will have to trouble the flouse with reading extracts from
the speeches of the right hon. leader *of the Govern ment,
and the hon. Minister of Railways, in order to prove the
proposition I have laid down, that last year they pro.
pounded a scheme to this House by which the Canadian
Pacific Railway was to be built as a Government work, that
the expenses of its construction was to be paid out of monies
to b derived from the sale of public lands, and that it was
not to cost this country one cent for its construction. I
shall read first the words of the hon. First Mirister, which
will be found on page 1052 of the Bansard of 1880:

" In the 1874 Bill itis provided that il the Government should find it
more-expedient to construct the work as a Government work instead of
by the intervention of railway companies undertaking the work, they
might make it a Government work ; and that was the plan on whieh the
work of building the railway from Lake Superior to Red River was
undertaken, that is as a Government work. What the policy of the late
Government would have been in carrying out the completion of the
other portion of the railway we do not know, because we had not at the
time they ceased to be a Government, got so far as to have any policy
announced on the question; but when we came in, we decided to under-4
take it as a Government work, because the construction froma Lake
Superior to Red River was through a difficult country, expensive for
surveying, and a very poor country, which would not make any adequate
return for the expense ; and as it was quite clear that the railway west- 1
ward from Red River to the Rocky Mountains wilI run through a rich 1
country, which would render the construction of the road more remune-
rative, th policy of this Government became a humble imitation of that
pursued by the American Government."

Thus the First Minister laid down last year as a distinct
proposition, that the Government intended to construct this
railway asa Government work. And now I wish to clinch
the statement I am making by the views that were enter-
tained by tbe hon. Minister of Railways on the same point.
Speaking in the House last year, ho said:

"I have no hesitation in saying that the whole sentiment of the
country ias changed on this question."r

This is the expression of one of these gentlemen who are so
clamorous for consistency in the public statementsof public
mon at all times. Listen to the next sentence of the hon.
Minister of Railways as ho goes down on his knees and
makes this confession :

" I am not st ail ashamed to say that my own opinioné have completely
changed in relation to the character of this great work."

What should we expect of a public man who holds a
different opinion to-day from what be held before ? We
should say that the honest course is to come down as the
Minister of Railways did, and say that his opinions have
changed. He goes on to say :

" I remember well that when the then First Minister brought in his
Actin 1874, for the constructon of this as a Government work, I felt
that we were incurring too great a responsability. I believed, at that
time it waa an unsafe and unsound policy for the Goveruent of this
country to undertake the construction of this great national work from
end to end as Government work, and I did not hesitate to express my

o inons as freely and as forcibly as I could on the occasion of the passage
of that measure. But the wholeecondition of Canada bas changed since
then. There is not an intelli gent man in this conutry who does not look
upon the prospect of the settI ement and development of the North-West
with entirely different feelings from those thon entertained."

An hon. gentleman on the other side, the other night,
spoke of the hon. member for West .Durham, the hon.
member for Centre Huron, the hon. member for Lambton,
and a lot of other gentlemen on this ide of having changed
tlbeir views on this question as though it was something
discreditable. What will these hon. gentlemen think of the
Minister of Railways when ho says there is not au intelli-
gent man in the country who has not changed his opinion
on this subject ? Again, that hon. gentleman says:

" Hon. gentlemen must not forget, as I said before, that the whole
aspect of affairs in this country has entirely changed within a brief period ;
that tliat which would have been properly regarded as highly imaginative
in relation to the development of the Caiadian North-West, must now ho
looked upon with very different eyes indeed."

And yet this same hon. gentleman thought it not beneath
him to take up three hours of the time of this House, in
order to prove that the circumstances were procisely now
in that country, what they were in 1874. Hon. gentlemen
opposite, if they try to remember a year back, will remem-
ber that they endorsed that policy of the Government with
their cheers, which i fancy I can almost hear still. Those
cheers bound thom; by them they committed themselves to
that policy; and this House is in utter ignorance of why
the combined Cabinet have abandoned tEat policy which
the House thon endorsed. They have not told us, In'
his five hours speech the hon. gentleman was
unablo to remember that. It is now called
to his recollection, and wo de'nand to know the reason why.
Let us see wliether it is good and sufficient. If ho does not
givo us any, you and 1, having the policy of last Session in
our hands, can arrive at a conclusion, and we shall be held
responsible to our constituents that we look into this
question before we cast our votes for the project now before
us. When the hon. gentleman brought down last year's
proposition ho was armed with statements, prepared by
experts and which ho adopted himself, of the cost of this
work, which, after adding an amount for unforseen expendi-
tures, he stated was within what must be the actual cost.
Our course is now clear. Having been told that this is the
bost offer ever before the louse, we have examined it in the
light of the Mackonzie Act, of the Allan contract, and we
now examine it in the light of the sebemo adopted last
year. As to the ways and means by which this road was
to be constructed as a Governmnent work, the First
Minister said, last year:

"So, Mr. Speaker, I can disabuse the mind of the country, or theminds
of any of the lon. gentlemen who lhear moe, of any apprehensions that the
construction of the Pacific Rlailway wili lie so burdensome as to be
oppressive to the people and discouraging to the future development,
prosperity and growth ofthe Dominion."

Thon ho goes on to tell us what he proposes te do:
11 If we are to judge from the reports we have heard, we may rely upon

it that 50,0(0 people will go into that section of the country this year.
We know that in the United States, when railways were about to be
opened acro the prairies in the various states and territories a large
influx could always be calcdlaied upon, because there is always an
increasing.rush towards ilhose lands which are being opened up b the
construction ofrailways. We are told that 50,000 will cone in, but et us
put the number at 25,000, and I have been informed by everyone- and I
have spoken to a great number of persons who have conte from the North-
West, and who have the best means ofjudging-that the estimate is
ridiculously, absurdly smtall."

Very wvell. Then wo tnrn over to page 1056 of the Ban8ard,
where lie gives a caleulatiomn onwblî ho based his statement.
He says:

" Then we calculate that, as 25,000 people would go in this year, we
may add each year an increase of 5,000, so that we may expect 30,000 te
go in next year. That li a very small percentage, if we look to the
results from railwåy enterprise in the United State. We assume,
therefore, an increase of 5,060 a year til 1890, and expeeutitat year
75,000 settlers in our North-West.1"

1881.
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If hon. gentlemen will put figures together they amount to
this: that in ton years the First Minister calculated there
would be 550,000 souls in that country. Now, then, hegoes
into a calculation of the value of the lands in the North-W est.

" We then take the average price of the whole of the lands extending
from the five dollar section, within five miles of the railway to sixty or.
100 miles away. The average price of the land sold to the 1,600
purchasers would b. $3 an acre, this is greatly under the average,"

He says this is a very moderate estimate, and on these
figures ho estimates the total cash revenue to be received
f'or tl lands by 1890 at $38,593,000, as the cash sales of the
lands in the bands of the Goverument. And what more
does he say:

4 The actual value in 1880, of the preemption up to that date, unpaid,
will be $16,140,000. The actual value of the railway lands sold up to
that date will be $16,272,000, makinig in all $32,712,000. If yon add to
that total, unpaid, the $38,593,000 that will be paid in 1890, you get a
grand total of $71,305,000."

Now the hon. gentleman knew that in the sale of these
lands there would bu a good deal of expenditure; there
would be offices to be opened and officered, and he went
into a calculation of what the office expenses and the cost
of surveys would be under that proposition, and he tells
us that he estimates it at $2,200,000. He says:

" Deduet from that the estimated cost of surveys for the ten years,
$2,000,000, and of the land offices $400,000, and you reduce it.by $2,400,009.
Having shown that the estimate of the number of settlers, if the land to
be taken up, and if the average price is not excessive, we find we shall
have $69,000,000 either of money in hand, or money for which we shall
have the best security in the world-the land itself."

Now there is the financial basis of that scheme. There was
to be by the year 1890 $69,000,000 of money, or mortgages
equal in value to money, in the hands of the Government.
Well, Sir, I think it would be well when I am at this point
to fasten the Minister of Railways as well as the First
Minister, to that proposition. The Minister of Railways
spoke in reference to the motion to resolve the House into
Committee of Supplies when he introduced bis Pacifie Rail-
way scheme, and he quotes these figures with a reference
to the amount of money to be derived from the plan he had
developed, and he endorsed these figures as his own, saying
it was an authority that might be accepted. The First
Minister is particular in taking off every item of expense ;
the Minister of iRailways, not as careful in his utterances,
says . the amount they would have in hand would be
$70,000,000. Now, having shown to the House the finan-ial
part of this seheme, we turn to the subject of building this
road. I come now to consider what the cost of the work
would be constructed by the Government as they askod
power to do and as the flouse gave them power to do. We
will have to turn to the Hansard and read the hon. gentle-
man 's own words in reference thereto :

" Before six o'clock, I was about taking up the 'question of the expen-
diture that will be required to complete the Canaditn Pacifie Railway. I
will now submit a calculation I believe to be an outside one, or above the
probable outlay. This estimate lias been prepared by a gentleman who
ias had the çidest and best opportunity of formmng a deliberate and
dispassionate judgment on the subject-a gentleman whose ability, in my
opinion, is only exceeded by his caution--Mr. Sandford Fleming, Engineer-
in-Chief of the Canadian Pacifie Railwav. However much this estimate of
expenditure may bie reduced, I am sure it cannot be exceeded. The
distance from Lake Superior to Burrard Inlet is 1,956 miles; thatis adding
twenty miles for the diversion of the Une to the south of Lake Manitoba,
and deducting three and three-quarter miles for the refluction in the
distance between Lake Superior and Red River, and the shortening by
the change of route passing north of Edmonton instead of south as before.
That total includes the Fort William and Selkirk section of 406 miles as
nîow reduced ; and for that I subnmit an estimate for com>pl'etion in the
manner intended as a first-class road, and with a thorough equipment for
theç large traffic expected, and including terminal stations. $17,000,000, or
$1,000,000 less for the reasons stated than my estimate of last year."

But it will only be necessary, I suppose, for the purposes of
comparison, that I should give the estimated cost of the
work to be constructed by the Syndicate, and after thus
contrasting the offer of the Syndicate with the offer made
by the Government last year, and we come to that next.•

Mr, PATEsasN (Brant).

"The 1,000 miles from Selkirk to Jasper Valley, the dividing point just
beyond the foot of the Rocky Motntains, including a light equipment-
all that will be required for some years-.Mr. Fleming estimates at
$13,000,000, that is $3.000,000 more than the average estimate for the
200 miles west of Red River, in order to be entirely safe. We have 100
miles actually under' contract, and have received tenders for the éther 100
miles, and I do not expect the average cost to exceed that of the 100
miles just let.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the amount estimated for the equipment per
mile ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A light equipment is all we shall require for
some years.

Mr. BLAKE. Will it be $1,000 or $2,000 per mile?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. When the traffic demands a heavier

equipment there will be means for providing it.
Mr. BLAKE. I only want to know your estimate in dollars.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is $13,000 per mile, as against an

estimate we should be justified in giving of $10,000 a mile, making
$3,000,000 more than the average of the amount probably needed to
complete and supply with a fair equipment the 200 miles we have under
contract on the prairies."

Now you have $13,000,000 for that part. The hon. gentle-
man then goes on to lay down the amount for the other
section that will have to be constructed by the Syndicate.
$15,500,000 is the amount for that portion of the road, from
Jasper Valley to Kamloops, and $20,000,000 for the Nipissing
section, which was the Syndicate's own estimate, and which
the Minister of Railways says, himself, was beyond a proper
estimate. I have, in this case, given the outside figures of
3Mr. Fleming, a man whose ability is only exceeded by his
caution, and whose figures the Minister of Railways is sure
cannot be exceeded, however much they may be improved
upon, and therefore the portion of -the road which
Syndicate agreed to complote, was, according to
the~ estimates of this gentleman, $15,500,000 from
Jasper to Kamloops, and $13,000,000 from Jasper
Valley to Selkirk, and $20,000,000 from Thunder Bay to
Nipissing. So that if you put these three amounts
together you have a total cost of the work of
$48,500,000. The House, last year, adopted that proposition.
Supporters of the Ministry cheered it to the echo-they
gave hon. gentlemen opposite the encouragement and the
power to conclude such undertakings. At that time the
estimate of the Cash that we were to have in hand by
keeping the line in our own possession was $69,000,000.
Contrast the two schemes and what do you find? This
-that by 1890 we were to have those $69,000,000, the
proceeds of the sales of public lands, and the entire road
completed as it will be by the Syndicate, at a cost of
$48,500,000. The scheme of last year would aiso give us
$20500,000 cash in baud, and that the property of the
Dominion. That was the scheme hon. gentlemen opposite
voted for last year. Now, Sir, what does the present
scheme propose to do ? Do they propose to make the
Syndicate return you that 820,000,000, or any money? No;
but you are to give them $25,000,000 money and 25,000,000
acres of the public lands. Could anything bo more mon-
strous ? Could anything more revolting b proposed to a
-party ? To throw over the scheme of last year for one
which compels you to throw $50,C00,000 of the resources
of this country away, in addition to the $20,000,000
they would have received if the statement of the Minister
of Railways of last year is correct, is an- astounding pro-
posal. I admire the Minister of Railways. I like the way
ho battlos for his side; he is a man in this respect after my
own heart, but these figures show ho needs rest-that fIer
Majesty must be apprised by this House, that she should
select some other person to represent lier in negotiating
contracts. I value the hon. gentleman hig ly, but
$50,000,000 is more tbn even I would venturp to give for
him-850,000,000 of the money and lands of this country-
it is really a higher price than I think the hon. gentleman
himself would set on his services. I may be all wrong, but
if so it is by believing what the First Minister and the
Minister of Railways said last year. I have given.not my
figures but theirs. Thus I cannot be wrong or do hon.
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gentlemen opposite wrong. To say that those figures are
monstrous is to say that the figures and propositions of those
hon. Ministers a year ago wore ionstrous. For their sup-
portera to say that would be to cover yourselves with con-
tumely. Their supporters cheered to the echo those senti-
ments when delivered. I ask thom to tell us why the scherme
of last year is thrown over, by which we should have the
railway built and owned by Ls, and $20,000,000 of cash be
sides, for one by the Syndicate, which gives the roads to
them and $50,000,000 of our resources besides.

Some hon. MEMBERS. What about running it?
Mr. PATERSON., It may be said that one of the good

reasons for handing this work over to the Syndicate is, that
the country will be relieved of the responsibility and loss in-
curred in the working of it. There may bes omethipg in that;
but I arn happy to say that we have the authority ofthe Min-
ister of Railways as to our probable loss from the working
of this railroad, built on the wise and eeonornical principlo
tormerly proposed, of constructing the prairie section
first and leaving the eastern section till the necessities of
Canada demanded it. You vill find what lie said in refor-
once to this subject on page 1422 of Hansard for 1880:

IlI dare say I will be told by the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake): Granted that your figures are correct, assuming that you eau
build this railway for even less money than you have estimated, you have
only encountered the first difficulty; you have then to operate the line,
and the cost of that will be so greatly beyond anything you cati hope to
obtain from it, that you will place an intolerable burden upon the people
of this country. I must address myself for a few moments to that question.
I will give the information I have just received from the Superintendent
of the Pembina Branchi:

" The 160 miles we have now opened in the North-West, shows that
from the 1st day of March to the 12th day of April we have carried 5,236
passengers, and 1,248 loaded cars, containing $12,4619 tons of freiglht. The
gross receipts during that short period were $36,3s7, and working
expenses $15,000, leaving a net profit of $21,387, and this during a more
difficult and stormy period than has been known for many years."

That was a wise course for the hon. Minister to pursue.
When he wanted to speak authoritatively, lie brought down
the report of a competent official, in order to determine this
question as to whether there would be a loss in working this
Canadian Pacifie Railway after it was built or not. The
hon. Minister further states:

I ' By July, 1882, we wiln have about 700 miles of thi rmanin .operation;
we wil have 85 miles from Selkirk to Emerson or St. Vipeent. We wmiI
have 200 miles in operation west of the Red River, which, with thei
branch of 16 miles to Winnipeg, will give us some 700 miles in.operation,
without reference at all to the section in British Columbm. I have
every reason ti believe that every mile of that road, from the day it is
opened, will make an ample return for ail the expenditure incurred in
its operation. I think it is safe to say that in every succeeding year, as1
we extend gradually this road toward3 the Rocky Mountains, it will
furnish such an additional volume of traffle from lied River to Thunder
Bay, which will1 become the great entrepot of that country, as will
prevent it from burthening the people, and give us fair return for the
interest on the money used in its construction."

That is to say, that the Pembina Branch and the Thunder
Bay Branch, from the very day they were opened, would
not only pay running expenses, but that so soon as a portionê
of road was opened on the thousand miles to the lRocky1
Mountains, not only would it pay running expenses and1
cost of management, but the receipts would afford a good1
paying interest over and above all these charges. That1
sentiment was cheered to the echo by hon. gentlemen1
opposite. So that last year we had an offer by which we
were to have the road built by 18-0; we were to have thet
road and own it, and $20,000,000 besides, and not a cent wasi
to be lost on account of running oxpenses. What shall we1
say thon as to the abandonment of such a scheme ns thatt
and the proposed adoption of the present scheme? When I
announeed beforehand that I could not approve of this (
contract, I was met by the ironical cheers of hon. gentlement
opposite, and I said 1 would give my reasons for opposing (
it, and I would like to ask if it would be a reasonable thing t
for me to assent to such a scherne as the present, after one (
so favorable had been proposed to us? It might be possible t

that circumetances should change, that something might
have happened which would have rendered the utterances
of the First Minister or the-Minister of Railways somewhat
different to-day from what they were last year. We ail
know that the circumstances of the North-West changed
very considerably between 1874 and 1880, but what change
has taken place since last year, which would justify so
serious a modification in the proposition of the Government?
The lands in the NorthMest have not become less valuable,
for we have the assurance of the Minister of Railways and the
Ministerof Agriculturethat people have ceased flockingt the
United States,and are pouring into our North-West Territo-
ries. Almost before the utterances of the First Minister and
the hon. Minister of Railways had reached the people,we find
them starting. off, post haste, to England, for the
purpose, so theytold us, of entering into a contrant to build
the road. But, Sir, it must scarcelv b cexpected of us that
we should hail the return of these hon, gentlemen with
delight, whon they bring with them a schome which
involves the throwing away of 850,000,000 of the people's
money, throwing away the railway itself and *20,000,000
besides. Their views with regard to the prospects of
immigration had not becomo less hopeful, for we find the
hon. Mîiister of lailways saying that they had even greater
encouragement than before from the English Government
from leading people in England, with r-eference to emigra.
tion into this country. That hon, gentleman, who probably
went as the medical adviser of the party, informed us that
the Minister of Agriculture hud a stroke when ho was in
England; and after making a diagnosis of the aforesaid
stroke, ho ascertained that it was a stroke of genius with
which the hon. gentleman was affected. We might be
inciied to think that to a plain matter of fact gentleman
like the Minister of Agriculture a repetition of a stroke of
that kind might bappen to prove fatal, but we are certainly
rejoiced that ho managed to survive. But the stroke of
genius, we are informed, consisted of the idea of gotting
represontativo and leading English farmers to come out to
this country ut the expense of the Canadian Government to
see with their own eyes whether the state monts which had
been made with reference to the extent and value of our
domain in the North-Wost were truc or not. We have been
lead to believe that these gentlemen have come and bave
seen and have reportod and that their report is a favorable
one. Why, then, this great change ? I cannot say what bas
produced it, I am ut a loss Io conceive what has worked out
that change. I can only say, after a comparison of these
two schemes, that the Ministry who ask their followers to
adopt the contract which is now before the louse are
asking their followers to do something which no Ministry
have asked their followers to do tiince res ponsible govern.
ment was instituted in this eountry. I wit1 go no further
upon this point, and I thirk that I can honestly claim that
I have fortified myself on every hand in deuling with this
subject. I have used entirely the words and figures of the
hon. Minister of Railways himself, in estimating the cost,
the earnings and the working expenses of the railway.
Having considered all these schemos, I will proceed to just
hastily glance at the contract itseif, and I wtlt say that
monstrous as the idea is of throwing over that plan by
which we could construct a road, and taking up instead
the plan by which we will pay 825,000,000 and 25,000,000
million acres of land, and lose the railway besides. There
are some benefits and advantages conferred in the charter
to the Syndicate that in their nuture an-I consequences are
fraught with greater evil in this country than even the
enormous expeuditure of publie money and lands: It seems
to me, in going through that contract, there is nothing the
Company could ask for that is not in it, and nothing
they could ask to have left ont that is not left out. If the
Government had taken a blank sheet of paper handed it to
the solicitor of this Syndicate, and said to him;I "Now sit
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down and write ont whatever ternis you 'want, bearing only
in mind that we have an enormous majority in the louse of
Commons who are very faithful and true to us, and who will
go along way to maintain us in our position," that solicitor
could not have put in one provision more in the interests of
the Company than ho bas donc. We need not go further
down than clause three to see cthe evidence of the -most
culpable carelessness on the part of the Ministrr of Justice
who ought to have looked into this matte.ind of the Minister
of Railways who probably knows more oa this subject than
the Minister of Justice himself. Read the standard of con-
struction of this road, on which the Syndicate are to
get our money and lands. lt is that of the Union
Pacifie as at first constructed. I do not intend to take
up the time of the House in detailing to you what that
standard was. That has been alroady explained to you.
That the exception was well taken, is borne out by the fact
which, if not stated by the Government, bas been stated in
in some of their organs,that the Syndicate have been forced
to write a letter, stating that they are willing to consent to.
alteration in the standard, and not consider themselves
entitled to the standard of the Jnion Pacifie as at first
constructed, but to the standard of some years later. If
this objection was not well taken, why did the Syndicatei
make this amended proposition ? Having made it, does the
writing of that better, absolve us from the responsiblity ofi
adopting the contract with that clause unaltered. Ask anyi
logal gentleman-I am not a legal gentleman-whether a
simple statement by one of the members of the Syndicate
that they are willing to accept another standard than that
ii the contract can vitiate that clause in a court of law. In
ihe sixth clause we flnd the Government are obliged toj
complete the portions ofbthe road already begun. The 1251
miles from Kamloops to Yale, one of the most difficult4
portions of-the line, for which a contract was let, we1
are to finish according to the contract, and to
pay for it out of our own money. We are to
complete the work in progress through that very
difficult part of the territory between Thunder Bay and
Selkirk, and in the seventh section we bind ourselves toj
hand over the Government section, when completed and paid
for with our money, to the Syndicate. What do we do more?i
The ninety miles from Yale to Port Moody are alsoto be(
built by the Government, so that the very finality harpedJ
upon by bon. gentlemen who in this contract sec a great
advantage in the fact that it takes the work out of the hands
of a Government, beyond political influences, as urged by
the bon. member for Ilalton in bis speech to bis consti-1
tuents, is not provided for. In this conuection I do not(
take up the position that is taken by many hon. gentlemen.j
I do not think it is necessary that the public money should(
be squandered because there is dangef of theb on. the
Minister of Railways proving corrupt in thei
administration of bis office. I do not believe it in referencet
to theb on. the Minister of Railways. I believe if such a1
charge were proved, he would be driven from bis place. I
hold therefore, that such a contention bas no bearing on1
this subject. If sncb a monistrous thing might be supposed(
as that the Minister of Railways would violate bis oath of t
office, proving recreant to the trust confided to him, that1
agreement with the Syndicate does not relieve us from thati
danger, becaise there is still a portion of the road retainedc
by the Government, the contracts for which bave to be letf
by theb hon. Minister of Railways, and the progresst
of which work is to go on during a period of ten years. a
period during which the Syndicate have to complete their s
portion. By the time they bave finished their road, wec
shall have finishod 712 miles of the most difficult part, paid
ont of our own money obtained by swelling the nationalc
debt, to meet the interest of which Prince Edward Island~
Nova Scotia,New Brunswick, Quebec, Manitoba, Ontario and
British Columbia will have to be taxed for all time to t

gr. PTERSON (Brant).

3a8
corne. In clause 10 we find the Government have granted
the station grounds, termini on navigable waters, ete.,
to the Conpany. That provision wasin the Act of 1874;
but under this contract there are greater powers given
to this Syndicate in reference to the selection of
termini on navigable waters, and the amount of land
granted; than were contained in the- Act of 1874.
As I read the 26th section of the Act of incorporation, not
being a legal man, it gives the Syndicate virtual control of
all the navigable rivers, of all the lakes, and the Hudson's
Bay, and shuts out every other company. They may
acquire all the land they want for elevators, storehouses,
workshops, wharves and anything they require. They
may own a line of steamships, so that they may become
not only a great railway monopoly, but a great steamship
monopoly, so that they can secure their lands and construct
their wharves in such a way that no steamships but their
own can touch their wharves unless they pay the tolls
wrung from them by this Syndicate of such extra-
ordinary power. Then I have a serious objectiofi
to clause 9. No matter at what item we look there
rises up before us this thought-that there has been on
the part of the Governmont either carelessness, amount-
ing almost to criminality or ignorance, so great as one
could searcely expect to find in any members of this House.
Clause 9 divides the work of the Syndicate into two sections
the central and the eastern, and determines the amount of
money and land to be given for each section. The central
section is again divided into two parts. For -900 miles we
give the Syndicate $10,000 a mile, that is $9,000,000,
and 12,500 acres of ench mile, which, at $1 an acre, would
amount to $11,250,000 ; so that for building these 900
mile we give a total of $20,250,000. Now what is the
cost of that 900 miles ? Again, I give you the figures of
the Minister of Railways fortified by the report
of bis Chief Engineer. Ris statement in that these
900 miles can be both constructed and equipped for
$13,000 a mile. Although he, himself, thinks it can be
constructed and equipped for $10,000 a mile, that would bo
a total cost òf $11,700,000, or $8,550,000 less than we are
giving the Syndicate to construet the road, besides giving
them the road after it is constructed. The eastern section
of 650 miles was estimated last year Ly the Minister of
Railways at $30,000 a mile, or a total of $19,500,000. What
do we grant to the Syndicate for that ? We give themn
$ 10,000 in cash and 6,250,000 acres of land, wbich, taken at a
dollar an acre, makes a total of $16,250,000, or $3,750,000
less than it will c>st them. What is the inducement the
Government offered to them by these provisions? It is
patent to every man. The inducement is for the members
of 'that Syndicate to construct that 900 miles of prairie
road to take their $8,500,000 of'profit out of it, and,
if they sit fit, refuse to construct the eastern seetion, and
then drop out of the concern with their money and their
lands in their possession; for their money and their lands are
given them as every 20 miles of the road is comp'eted.
What will be the penalty upon them if they do that ? The
Government retain one-fiftb or twenty-five million bonds in
their possession, whicb woukl be equal to a sum of $200,0 JO
per annum. Under clause 10 fre find that the Government
are to admit free of duty many of the materials used in the
construction of this road. It seems that the Ministry in
framing this contract took care to put into it every clause
that could make it obnoxious to their supporters and a
bitter dose for them to swallow. This clause makes them
swallov their whole National Policy which has been pro-
claimed so long and so vigorously from the housetops,
The land may be taken any wherè in the fertile belt. I pass
on. What need to dilate ? I know 1 am harrowing up the
feelings of theb hon. gentlemen opposite as I put before them
the iniquities of this contract. lu clause 11, if you adapt
this contract you give this Company power to take land
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any where in the fertile belt, you give power to construct
branch lines in the North-West, and to choke off all other
branch linos, because all the Syndicate has to do is to select
the ground on which they would liki to run a branch lino,
draw a map of that, and fyle it in t.ho Minister of Railway's
office and go in and take possession. By claus3 12 Govern-
ment are to extinguish the Indian titie. As the hon.
member for Bothweli pointed out, this proves that the Com-
pany intend togo up into the fertile rogion of the Poace River
Valley in order to take a.portion of;he land. In lause 13 the
Company may locate the lino where they sec fit. It is true
it is tobe by consent of the Governor in Council, but the
Minister of Railways, on whose advice the Governor woulP
act, has told us in his àdmirable speech, the strongest speech
that could be delivered in favor of that contract, that as far
as the location of that lino was concerned thore was no
danger in leaving it to the Company themselves. As their
interest would be the best to consult, I take it that under
that clause the Company can go o) and locate that lino
wherever they please, and the Governol in Council will
not say them nay. They may deflect it to the
oonthward, if they see fit, and take the whole
tradoof our country down to the American channol, that
gentlemen opposite are so afraid of in opposing the
construction of the Sault Ste Marie road. In clause 14 the
Government grant the land for the road bed, stations,
workshops, in undefined -quantity. Come to clause 15-
and thore is a clause that I implore hon. members
opposite to reflect upon before they give their adhesion to
it. What does clause 15 of that contract do ? Sir, I wish
to give nothing stroiñger in reference to that than the
simple reading of the clause itself. I road clause 15, and
let overy gentleman hore tako in the import of it and
understand what it means :

I For twenty years from the date hereof no line of railway shall be
authorized by the Dominion Parliament to be construîcted south of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, except such line as shall run south-west or
to the westward of south-west, nor to within fitteen miles of latitude 49
of the boundary line; and in the establishment of any other new Pro-
vince in the North-West Territory provision shal be made for continu-
ing such prohibition after such establishment until the expiration of
twenty years."

I venture to say that no clause so iniquitous in its nature
was ever inserted in any contract given by any
Govornmont to any railway company-absoluto prohibition
for ail competing linos in that grand and
magnificent territory of ours-and this prohibition,
if it becomes a statute will be voted for by a majority of
intelligent men, elected and sworn to subserve the intorest
of that country, as well as of the Dominion at large. Ilere
is a prohibition of ail linos running west and south-west;
they cannot go nearer the boundary lino than fifteen miles;
cannot form any communication with any existing lino of
railway. This is bad enough for the farmers in thb North-
West, if they bave to send their grain 500 miles away
westward, when their market is eastward. But that might
be borne. If they could do Zhat, and pay the extra freight
on 500 milcs, and having done that, they could make a
connection with an American railroad and have a compet-
ing lino by-which they might get a rate that would relieve
them from the grinding rate that will be imposed by this
Company. They are bound hand and foot in that contract.
It is monstrous. Let the men from Ontario, lot the mon
from Quebec, let the mon from the Maritime Provinces look
around and see what has been the history of railroads in
our own country. In the city which I have the lonor to
call a part of my constituency, we have the Grand Trunk
Railway passing through there-a grand main lino-by
which we could get on to the Great Western, or any other
lino, by a cir*uitous.road. But we were eight miles froi
the main line, and we wanted a branch or competing
line. The Grand Trunk was a good company, and
was doing as well for us as for any other point.
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But they were a railroad corporation, and had no competition
for eight miles, and we gave them 870,000 of cash bonus
for that eight miles of railroad. Why? To get a con-
necting lino and to get rates that would bring it on a par
witb other coupanies, to get rates that would give us back
the money cxpended. This clause lb is a monstrous
provision.., Suppose that for a period of 20 yecars from now
the farmors of the North-West, if they felt the grindiug
rates, as they will feel them, imposed by this monopoly, if
they woro willing to put their bands in their pockets and
give one-third of all the nioncy or land they possess, in
order to get [k compoting lino that would give them an
outlet and relievo then from the tyranny of that contract,
they could not get it becauso Parliament will have stopped
in and made it absolutely impossible. Will Parliament
adopt that clause ? Will intelligent mon that must know
the resuilts adopt it? Yes, an hon. gentleman says; thon I
am sorry froi' ny country. I am one of' those that have
always believed that in that North-West was the future
hope of this country. I have nover been
able to believe statements minimizing the amount of'
land wo have im that country, porhaps bocause I have not
wanted to bolieve it. I ia one of those ardent in
admiration of that country. I believe and rejoice in the
hope that it is written in the possibilities for us to work out
for ourselves a grand heritage in this Dominion. 1, as a
young Canadian, born in the land, have had lofty aspira-
tions vith regard to the future of this country, and have
looked forward to the time when we should have not simply
4,000,000, but 10,000,000 in our country, with our
national pulse beating truc and strong-when we should
find the name of Canadian honorably known among the
nations of the earth. I have iooked forward to our opening
up that great North-West. 1 bolieve thore isa magnificent
territory thore ýwith room for a woalthy and prosperous
people. I bolieve that there wilt bo a market thore for the
manut'actures of the older Provinces, and the fish and other
products of the Maritime Provinces. As I think of ail this,
and the high hopes entortained of that country, I confoss
that the glowing feelings that wroo mine, with reference
to its future, are having a dark cloud thrown over thei in
that clause. I sec by it deterioration in the value of the
lands in the North-West and settloment rostricted. I
sec in that clause disconitent if' not anarchy in the
North-West, and I implore the IIouse and Minister of
Railways to strike it out oven if you keep the othors in. I
am glad thatToronto las a representativo bhre who is able
to cry out :"louder," "loudor," thougli he may not be able
to dischargo any other functions. Taking clause.10, let
me ask the Minister of' Railwayswhat ho tlinks of it. The
property and capital of the Company shall be fr'eo from
taxation. 'That hon. Minister lias stated that this is no
more than is concoded to American roads; but it is well
known that the Amoricarn railivays do pay large amounts
of municipal taxation. There have beon given to the
Syndicato rights, powers, and privileges not given to
Anerican coinpanie, and if that was not enough iniquity
to put in the clause, ho also provides that the lands of the
Company given by this Dominion are to be freo from
taxation for 20 years. Last year when the First Minister
was speakmng on the land grants, lie alluded to the question
of exemption, his remarks being found at page 1058. of
the 11ansard for 1SSO. Ie knew the dangers that acertied
from cxempting large tracts of lands from taxation.
le vas cognizant of the ovils of exemption in the case of
the Canada Companiy ii days gone by, and ho told the House
that he had given power to the residont settlers to tax the
lands of the inon-iesident, and thorefore those non-residents
must Cilther pny the taxes orsoll out. He thus qualified that
clause himself, and yet the same gentleman has since become
a party to a contract wiping out that exemption clause and
giving the Company frodon from taxation for twentyyoars,
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so that the settler will have an unsettled mile on the east,
west, north and south exempt from taxation. He will have to
bear the whole burden, build churches and make road
improvements, and the hon. Minister of Railways asks Par-
liament to adopt that clause. A single hon. gentleman says
lie is willing to support that provision. I hope he stands
alone in this House. By the eighteenth clause the
Company have power to take and hold all the lands
they want for wharves, etc. By clause 19 they
can lake timber, stones, etc., for the construc-
tion of. the road-they can take any timber they like.
Under clause 26 they can virtually control all water
privileges. As to freight rates, what do we find by section
20 ? That on that railway which, according to the statq-
ment of the Minister of Railways, will be run without
paying all its running expenses from the day of oponing
and before long tbe interest on thbe money spent on it
after all the land and money given that will more than pay
every dollar laid out on the road, that the Company are to
have the privelege of taking $8,000,000 of profit, at the
publie expense, over and above the expense of working that
road, and eut of the farmers of the North-West,. before the
Government can eut down their rates. Parliament will
be powerless to compel them to lover those rates. The
Minister of Railways said, that that view of the matter was
a misinterpretation, and, in reply tg the member for
Gloucester, that he would be glad te know that the 10 per
cent. was to be on the capital actually expended by the
Company-that matters were not so bad as they supposed.
The member for West Durham observed that that was not
thé meani ng of the words of the contract, whereupon
the Minister of Railways replied, that whatever doubt
lie might have as to the political principles of
that hon. ge»tleman, ho had the utmost roliance for his
legal ability, and would defer to his judgment, that the
member for West Durham had stated publicly here in the
House, that that Act is liable to construction, that the in-
torests the Syndicate arc to get from the road is 10 per
cent. on the total capital, coming from whatever source it
might on the construction of that road. That road is to
cost, according te the estimate of the Minister of Railways,
from 78,000000 te 84,000,000, so that there will b
8,000,000 of money to be aken under that section,
before the Government can step in and do any-
thing to the contrary. I see that the Mail statos
that there has been a misinterpretation, that there is
te be paid only ton per cent. on the $5,030,000, which would
be $500,000, whieh would be paid before the Government
could interfere. But here is the quandary in which the
Governmentis placed. The hon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake) in whose legal opinion the hon. Minister of
Railways has expressed bis confidence, says that it will cost
ten per cent. on the capital which they put in themselves.
Suppose thiat they put in 35f00,000 to start with and they
draw it out again, will the hon. Minister of Railways, who
said that that was bis idea of what was meant vote for a
resolution which declares the interpretation of that clause
to be, that the Company shall have only ton per cent.
on the $5,000,000. I think it would be worth while te
test that question by moving a resolution on that subject;
and if we should see fit to do so I cannot very woll see
how the hon. the Minister of Railways, who has supported
that interpretation, or bis followers, can vote against it.
And if they vote in favor of it wo shall have saved to the
farmers of the North-West, $7,500,000 by our ation in that
matter. But I will not much further trespass upon the
time of the House. I am sorry that in the lutter portion of
my remarks I have been obliged, to some extent, to repent
what had been already said on the subject; but this was
inevitable. For even hon. gentlemen opposite will admit
that if an hon. membor thinks it w orth while to speak on
the subject at all he cannot very well avoid going over the

Mr. PATERsoN (Brant).

clauses in the contract. Now, I desire te May a few worda
in all frankuess and sincerity. 1, Sir, am -one -of those who
believe in party lines in the governniènt of a country. I am
nmyself a member of a party, and ' suppose I am strong in
my political leanings, at Ieast I have been toid so, althouggh
somètimes I think I am 'not. Now, I de admire party men.
I admire fidelity to the chiefs of any party, end I adm iro
discipline in party ranks. I think it ls a grand and a
magnificent sight to see a body cf inteligent , an
united hand to haud and shoulder to shoulder, in
carrying forward what they belièée to be for the weal of
the coantry, or opposing what they cousider against their
country's interest. I admire the right ofl suh a body of
mon acting loyally to their ch-ief, and sinking minor differ-
ences of opinion for the sake of carrying forward their
principles or accomplishing some noble end. As I have
said, I admire the loyalty of a party to its chief. I think
the right hon. gentleman who leads this House has had in
times past expressions of the loyalty of bis party, greater,
perhaps, than it was ever the privilege of any other political
leader to enjoy. Ie is a gentleman who challenges the
loyalty of his party to an extent, and in a manner in which
not merely his supporters, but those Who arc opposed to
him may take an honest pride-a ldyalty which is begotten
not merely by intellectual power, but in part by
the possession of those admirable qualities of
heart, that amiability of disposition which gains
not -merely the admiration, but the love of his suppor-
tero. And it is because I am conscious of the devoted and
fervent loyalty to himself, which his followers have se -ofton
exhibited,-and I wish he were in bis seat that he might
hear my words,-I say it is becanse of their loyalty that I
would ask him not to require his supporters to do this one
decd which they cannot afford to do. If it were merely
that by so doing they themselves\vould go down with him,
that they themselves would lose an election, it wouild be
nothing; there would be somothing almost chivalrous in
their conduct. If it were merely that their children after
themn might be pointed out as those whose fathers were
willin to fuasten tetters and shackles upon a people who
desired to be free, it would not be so much. But they are
asked to do more than.that. They are asked not only to
eacrificethemselves,butalsoto.place themselvesin theposition
of those whose names posterity will point at as mon Who
knowingly or unknowingly did forge the fetters which were
placed on our great North-West. But it is the interests of
the whole country which are at stake, and I would appeal
to the right hon. gentleman and bis supporters, every one
of whom took an oath, carefully to guard and defend the
interesta of Canada, not to do this thing. I would implore
him to relieve them from the position in whic'h they are
now placed. Sir, we should not ILave party discipline
carried to the extent to whieh it is carried in the arany.
We all remember the beautiful lines in which the heroie
conduct of those who rnsbed into th* jaws of death at
Balaklava has been described:

"Thein not to mon wby,
Theirs not tao ake zeply
Theirs but to do and die,

Noble Six Hundred.
Tha was a grand and noble thing for a body of brave
soldiers to do, but ne political party should take such a
position. Thoir part is te reason why: their part is to
make reply. And I would say to the Government
supporters, if you ire asked to do that which
sacrifices the interests of your country, while yon may
maintain ail the fervor of your attachment te your political
chiefs, your duty la to band together and wait on your
leaders and teli them that while you are willing to follow
them to any reasonable extent, tere are interests involved
which you cannot sacrifice; that the step which they are
asking you to take is one whiçh will prejudice the whole
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future of Canada, and that * you must be relieved in this
instance from party obligations. I implore hon. gentlemen
Qpieote to take that course ; but if they do not choose to do
it 1 'las an independent member of Parliament, feeling the
responsibility that rests upon me, can only say that after
giv ùg this matter mature consideration-and I trust that I
have convineed hon. members opposite, that I have at least
attem, ted'so to consider it-as for me, whatever other men
may O, my course ig clear, my duty plain, and, to follow
tLat course and discharge that duty, I must refuse my
assent te the contract whieh is now before the House.

Mr. ROYAL. I erave your indulgence for a few moments,
M.r. Chairman, to briefly examine thequestion from another
point ot view, from the point of view of the interests of the
Province of Manitoba and of the North-West Territories, as
I understand them, and I will confine myself to the dis-
eusaion of some objections that have been raised by the last
speaker against the details of the policy of the
Gvrnment-say details, because tho principle of the
measure has received the most unequivocal assent of all
parties, ftrst of the Legislature of Manitoba and then of
a mass meeting of the electors of Winnipeg. I will, with
the leave of the Committee, read first, the resolution passed in
the House of Assembly on the 22nd December:

"Whereas it appears, from a telegram dated 18th December, 1880,
addresed by the Right Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald, Premier of the
Goverument of Canada, to Thos. Scott, M. P. for Selkirk:

" That the Canadian PacificRailway Company will have power to buid
brahch lines anywhere; aid whereas it is further intended, as appears from
thepublication ofthe terms on which theCanadianPacificRailwaySyndicate
har agreed to construct, equip, maintain and operate the said Oanadian
Paciic Railway, to grant the said Company the exclusive right of build-
ing and operating branch ines of railway to the International boundary
between Canada and the United States ; and whereas, it appears further
that the sai Cm lpany have the right of accepting onily such alternate
sections ofland as they may think proper, -and it is deemed that the
powers intended to be granted to the Company would be detrimenta to
the best interests of the Province of Manitoba ; and while this House is
of the opinion that the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway
shoSld be entrusted te a private Company, it views with alarm some of
the terms of agreement between the Government and the Syndicate;
therefore, be It resolved:

" That for the present the Canadian Pacifie Railway Syndicate should
have given to them power te build only the main une of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and that any other line or branch line shall be built by
the Syndicate or other company only after their obtaining power from
time to time from the Parliament of Canada to build such line or branch,
and that the main line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway shall not be
allowed to pproach at any point within fifteen miles of the international
boundary line, and that Parliament should not abandon its right of
authhorirg the construction of railways in any direction by other com-

panes.
aTht the Syndicate shall not have the option of selecting and choosing

their own lands, but shall be compelled te take alternate sections or
townships for their land grant in aid of the construction of the railway,
irrespective of the quality of the same."

Here now is the series of resolutions adopted at the
meeting of the 27th December last, held at Winnipeg:

Whereas an agreement has been entered into by the Government and
eertain capitalists te buid the Canadian Pacifie Railway upon certain
terms and conditions which bave been submitted te Parsament for
ratification, and, whereas the people of Manitoba and the North-West are
deeply interested in this subject and the stipulations entered into, the
citizens of Winnipeg, therefore, in mass meeting assembled, do endorse
the action of the Dominion Governiment by enterng into a contract with
private parties for the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
while we- believe that it is te the interest of this country and the
Doeinion te establish railway connections with Ontario and other eastern
Provinee through Canadian territory at the earliest possible time, yet we
view withajspshensiontise powers proposed te be vested in the Company
as to the location of branclUnes and thaeir power of runnig their nes
to any point on the international boundary, and that it is the opinion of
this meeting that no branch line should be run nearer tie boundary une
tis ffan mies until the eatern section is completed.

14That tise. .uilteyuwer proposed.te la given to thse Canadian
Pacific Railway to bnild iranch fnes of railwayfrom the main line to any
point in the Dominion, without the consent or control of Parliament or
the Pmscutive, afbrds an unfair and unjust advantage over other com-
panies, and will tend to prevent the formation of new companies te build
ines connecting with the Canadian Pacifie Railway or any portion of the

North-West Territeries, and will thereby paralyze private enterprise and
prove disastrous te the best interests of the country.

" That in the opinion of this meeting a tariff of railway rates cannot be
efficiently regulated without the Government retaining the power te grant

charters eastward, giving indcpendent outlets to competing lines and
that the Parlianent of Canada should not hy any agreement wIth a
private company divest itself of its sovereiga right to authorise the con-
struction ut any railway lines when and where it may conuider the
interests or neceisities of the country require or will be served by them."

There are, of course, many points very incorrectly stated in
these resolutions, but I will assume that the objections
intended are the. following, namely: lat. The Oompany
should not be vested with the exclusive powers of runnng
branch lines from the trunk to any point on tise Interna-
tional boundary; 2nd. Tise Company shoald be sub-
mitted totie legal interference eoParliament or of the
Privy Council in the making of its freight rates so as to
protect the farmer and the importer agaixet the monopoly
established by the Act; and 3rd. Th Oompany should
not have the -option of selecting its own lands, but should
take them in alternate sections irrespective of the quality
of the same. With regard to the question of the mn 1
of the construction of branch lines from the main
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, let us examine the two
sections of the contract touching this point:

" The Company shall have the riqit, from time to time, to iay out,
construct, equip maintain and work branch lUnes of railway fre any
point or points along their main line of railwa, ta any point or poita
within the territory of the Dominion. Provided always that bfore
commencing ny branch they shall first deposit a map and plan of such
branch in the-Department of Railways. And the Government shal
grant to the Company the lande required for the road bed of such
branches, and for the station@, station grounais, buildings, workshopa,
yards and other appurtenances requisite for the efhoient onstruetion
and working of such branches in so far au such lands are veted in the
Government.

" For twenty years from the date hereof, no line of railway shall be
authorized by the Dominion Parliamont to be constructed south of the
Oanadian Pacific Railway, from any point at or near the Canadian
Pacifia Railway except such line au shall run south-west, or te the
westward of south-west, nor to within fift.en miles of latitude 49.
And in the establishment of any new Province in the North-West
Territ',ies, provision shall be made for continuing sncb prohibition
after such establishment until the expiration of the said period."

Without speaking of the constitutional issues raised by this
last section with regard to Manitoba, I may ask, now,
wlhat is the evident intention and the true reason of section
15 ? Just to prevent the constzuction of railway lines that
would take the freight away from the Canadian Pacific
Railway to transfer it to the Amorican lines across the
frontier. I can sec no other motive. The first and the
main object of the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway is to afford a Canadian outlet to Canadian freight
on Canadian territory; in the second place, such is the
physical position of the country, that a line of railway
built as is contemplated, shall take, not only the
carrying trade of the Canadian territory, but aise that
of the wheat-growing States to ithe senth of the boundary.
It is of the most vital interest-and every one who knows
will admit it-to the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Railways to make their road system a feeder to the Canadian
Paci5c. And it is held that their own chance to escape the
crushing combination of the railway linos eastof St. Paul and
Chicago-which are fast extending branches north-west-
ward into Dakota-is to gradually divert down to Winni-
pe; the traffiecof the northern and fertile regions of Minu.-
sota, Dakota and Montana. The opportunity aforded by
this contract to the keen railway gentlemen from St.
Paul bas not been lost. In one glance they have taken
the whole situation, and in this measure they feel an interest
at least equal to ours. Connected with. the Canadian Pacifie
Railway system, their line completes thie most powerful
and, independent rival to the seaboard from the Rocky
Mountains that can be met by the railway king moînopolists
of the United States. This aneasure converts into a
most faithful and interested ally that St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Manitoba Railway Company who up to this
day have been building up their fortunes at the
expnse of Canadian froight and Canadian immigrants.
And so it is that these branch linos that are either intended
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or in construction towards our frontier, instead of contain.

ing any longer the menace of a danger to our carrying
trade, will and shall becomo as mnany important tributaries
to thoCaradian Railway'system. The St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Manitoba Railway Company, like any other company,
are guided by no sentimentality in tleir operations. Busi-
ness is thoir instinct, money thoir object. Therefore, I
hold that the building of the Canadian PaQific Rlailway will

givo their own system of railway in the north western States
of Minnesota and Dakota a degree of lasting prosperity that
otherwise it would have been impossible for them to expect
or even drean of. 'In order to form an idea of the importance
of the trade that the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba sys-
tem of railway will pour into the Canadian Pacifie Railway
channel, we have only to note the fact that the St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway has two trunk linos, one
of whic is running through the best portion of northern
and western Minnesota for 217 miles, to Brackenridge on
the Red Rivel, where it connects with the steamboats of
the Winnipeg and Western Transport Company; thence
northerly on the east sido of Red River, down the valloy 201
miles to St.Vincent on th eCanadian boundary line. The other
lino commences also at St. Paul and runs north-westerly
to Barnesville, a distance of 224 miles, where it connects
with the first named line. Tho land grant of the company
is 3,000,000 acres, and extends in a bolt some 225 miles long
by 30 miles wide (15 miles on oach sida of the line) across
the central portion of the State te its western boundary
on the Red River, thence north over 200 miles, to the
Canadian boundarv. The area of Minnesota is 45,000,000
acre@, of which 3,500,000 only are under cultivation. The
State produces about one-tenth of the entire crop of the
United States. In 1878 thç crop of oats amounted to
over 16,000,000 bushels, corn to 13,000,000 bushels.
The population of, the State was 775,000 in 1879.1
Another consideration with reference to the objection of,
the posibility ofthe Canadian Pacifie Railway becoming
only the modest branch and feedor of the St. Paul lino, and
that is the fact of the diversity of the nationalities of the
Syndicate and the small interest owned by the St. Paul
gentlemen in proportion to the sharo of their co-associates.
How can it be said that the minority of interest will
absorb or could be allowed, in so vast an undertaking,
to absorb the majority, when se many millions of money and
property are at stake ? The supposition is sinply untenable,
We bave seen in what profitable direction lies the private
interest of the St. Paul associates in this undertaking, and
their interest becomes more intensified as it is united
with that of the majority of the whole Syndicate.
It has been suggested that the construction of that part of
the Janadian Pacific Railway main fine, between Nipissing
and Thunder Bay, should be postponed, and the Sanit Ste.
Marie mixed land and water route be adopted and built in
the meantime. No, Sir, a proposition so dangerous and
so anti-patriotic eSnnot be entertained. By doing so, yon
wouid at once invite the construction of an air-line from
Iuluth to the Sault, or St. Paul to the Sault, a distance of
about 450 miles, and with what consequences to your
branoh of the <Canadian Pacifie Railway between Thunder
Bay and Selkirk ? Although shorter by 200 miles than
the all-rail route, the Canadian mixed rail and water route
from Selkirk to Nipissing, vid Fort William, Lake Superior
and Sault Ste. Marie cold not, even in surmer time, com-
pete with advantage with the Sault Ste. Marie and Duluth
route, on account of the disadvantage of all sorts, the risks
and the uncertainty of lako navigation. Thereforo,
if you want to ruin forever our Canadian Pacifie
Eastern Division, bnild the Sault Ste. Marie route,
and, instead of considering a bill for the extension
of the boundaries of Manitoba, you had botter introduce a
measure to allow the Province and the North-West Terri-
tories to annexthemselves to Minnesota and Dakota. The
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Sault Ste. Marie system would, besides, give a most fatal
blow to the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway
system, whose truuks and branches are direeted north and
north-west, without any connection with the lines running
east or south of St. Paul. The Northern Pacifie or sorne
other powerful eombination would soon absorb that portioni
of the trans-continental traffic, and become de facto to aIl
intents and purposes of transport a Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. From the above considerations, which in my mind
flow from the nature of things, it is safe to conclude tht, in
justice for the Syndicate, whose primary interest iwe have
seen is to draw from the States of Minnesota, Dakota and
Montana all the freight they possibly ean to-their li ne, 4,he
Company should be ested with the exclusive power, to
connect with other linos on the international boundaTy;
and that far from discovering in this section any danger
for the interest of Manitoba and the North-West Territories,
it is ono cf the best possible guarantees of the prosperity
and success of the great national enterprise. Beforo this
contract Canadian interests had at St. Paul a powerful
hostile influence to guard against in all ber carrying
arrangements; by virtue of the contract, that influence is
converted into a most beneficial and promising union of
interests. Annexation has been, not their way, bût our
way. The second objection raised in Manitoba against tie
Goveirnment measure now submitted to the Committee is
the so-called monopoly given to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company to regulate their freight rates. What does
say the 20th section of- the Bil in this respect:

" The limit to the reduction of tolls by the Parliament of Canada, pro-
vided for by the eleventh sub-section of the 17th section of the Consoli-
dated Railway Act, 1879, respecting tolls, is hereby extended, so that
such reduction may be to such an extent that such tolls when reduced
shall not produce less than ten per cent. per annum profit on the capital

1 actually expended in the construction of the railway instead of not less
than fifteen per cent. per annum profit as provided by the said sub-section;
and so also that such reduction shall not be made unless the net income
of the Company, ascertained as described in said sub-section, shall have
exceeded ten per cent. per annum instead of fifteen per cent. per -annum
as provided by the said sub-section. And the exerise by the Governor
in Council of the power of reducing the tolls of the Company as provided
by the tenth sub-section of said section seventeen is hereby limited to the
same extent with relation to the profit of the Company, and to its net
revenue, as that to which the power of Parliament to reduce tolls is
limited by said sub-section eleven as hereby amended."

A great deal has been said of the very high freight rates
west and north-west of St. Paul; nothing too much has
been said. Grave comnplaints have been made against the
American land companies who were holding back a large
proportion of the Canadian immigration ; not a word too
much has beon said. It is, therefore, only too natural that
the public sentiment of Manitoba was shocked at the news
that the very people of St. Paul, the authors of such freight
rates, and of such treatment to Canadian immigrants, were
to have a large influence in the building and operating of
the Canadian Pacifie RailwVy. Fifty million acres of the
best lands were to be their lands ; the construction, of the
branch. lines south was to be exlusively in 4Lheir
power ; the freight rates were to be fxed by them ; the
word capitulation has -been used. Yes, at first sigbt it
was thought in Manitoba, that the people of the territeries
of the North-West had been--in a moment of political ver-
tige-handed over to the Americans. . Now that the quet-
tion lias been scriously and anxiqualy goze into and dis-
cussed in all its bearings, what is the truth ? I have tried
to establish that, in, virtue of the new and enormons interest
created by this contract,the Sti Paul, iMinnesotaand &Ianitoba
Railway system would become a ruin, a total los, -a dead
enterprise if it was not to be gradually operated as an
immense feoder to the Canadian Pacifie Railway systemu.
The interest of the Syndicate appears to m aIso one of the
best guarantees that the Canadian producer or importer
will be protected against the imposition of any extravagant
freight rates. The rule "charging all an article will bear,
and-at the same time stimulating ita production," is no
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doubt the . pr:nciple followed by raflway monopolists;
and . would be no doubt the principle alsoe
ado ptedby the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, if
uncheckedby law, or by Parliament, or their interest. But
Sir, we have not to deat bore with a gigantic system of rail-
ways alreadyin operation,traversing countries teeming with
milliens of people, producing millions of tonsof agricultural
freight, carrying in one year 180 million busbels of wheut,
and terminating just where the desert commences. There.
fore, the circumstances must alter and do alter the case.
The Canadian Pacife Railway will be, during a number of
years, a purely colnization railway, and I dare say that
somue, years will elapso before the through traffic with the
seaboard acquires any great proportions. The local market
in Manitoba will consume a large share of the farmers
produce, especially so, if the inrmigration is what it is
beieved it will be, and what the best interest of the Company
requires it should be. You are afraid of the prospective
tariffs of freight; but suppose for a moment that the Com-
pany would succeed ia establishing rates that would be
exorbitant. What would b the immediate result upon the
immigration? Where is the iimmigrant from England, from
France, from Germany that would consent to travel
thousands of miles, to become what ? The serf--the slave
-the producing machine of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
corporation. In giving such an enormous land grant to
the Syndicate, we have made thent owners of the soil and
created thereby the surest safeguard against any kind of
excessive rates. The fact is that an opposition tariff would
ruin their interest as land owners, would paralyze trade,
and most successfully destroy all thoir legitimate hopes of
profit. Inu arranging their rates, the progenitors of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway stand in a position and with
interests wholly different from the position and interests of'
the large railway monopolists of whom we bave heard so
much. They will have to combine their interests as
owners of the soil will, thoir interests as owners of the
railway, and it is only reasonable to expect that these men
-the lirst business men of the age-will strike rates that
will serve and develop both classes of these interests. What
have been the cause ofthe deep dissatisfaction and troubles.
we have witnessed in the war of freights on the other side
of the frontier ? What bas given rise to the powerful
association of the Grangers? Why, nothing else-no other
cause but the conflict of interest between the railroad
owners on the one side, and the farmers, the soil owners, on
the other side. In no instance have hon. gentlemen cited
one single railway corporation in the United States that
b.d large tracts of land to colonize, who bas imposed
oppressive freight rates. I say that the example of the
railway monopolists applies only to parallel cases; we have
not to den with freight rates between St. Paul, Chicago and
New York. but between Battleford and Montreal and
Halifax. From the nature of thingm, from the paramount
interest(the guiding star of ali corporations) of' the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, I infer that the people of Canada
havexn cause, either present or remote, to fear the imposition
of excessive and production-destructive freight rates.
Suppose, hewever, that notwithstanding the most judicious
combination of interests «reated by this Government
measure, the Canadian Pacifie Rlailway Company attempt
to go Aeyond all reason and wisdom and inaugurato anl
immoderate tarif of charges, where would be the remody?
Tho Company is, we are told, to be organizod with a capital
of $25,000,000, by the first of May next, when $1,000,000 is
to be deposited and notice of the transfer of the contract to
the (omnpany published in the Canada Gazette. They will
nt once take possession of 85 miles of ratlway in operation,
and tlie Pembina, orrather the Emerson and Selkirk Branch;
in one year from now it is expected that 300 milesat least,
west of Winnipeg, will be in operation; and in 188L it is
assumed that 800 or 900 miles of the prairie section

tngether with the Lake Superior section, will be completed;
or, in other words, the Company will thon bare some 1,20
or 1,300 miles of the line lu ful operation. By the
addition of the 418 miles* of the St. Paul, Minnesota and
Manitoba Raiîway to the above, the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company will find themselvos in possession of a system
of railway that wiil bo far in advance of the requirements of
the people and of the trade of that immense country.
By that time a tariff of charges will have been fixed; but
is the Company to be left alone in fixing sueh rates ? Have
they robody to consuit but themselves? No other interest.
to watch but their own ? No other law to obey but their
own avidity ? However convinced the Government may
have been that the interest of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company would be the best check against any dosire to
overcharge, yet we find that part of the contract is surrounded
with all sorts of precautions. First, the Company cannot
collect one cent of freight without the rates being approved
by the Governor in Council; and it is fair to assume that
the law gives the Privy Council power to determine the
duration and the principle of the tariff of charges to be
levied. At least, such appears to be the natural interpreta-
tion of the Act. In addition to that control, which applies
more particutlarly to the sections of the lino as they are
operated, tho 20th clause of the proposed Bill now
undor consideration amends the Consolidated Railway
Act, 1879, (Sect. 17, subsect. 11) and reduces from
15 to 10 per cent. per annum forfoit on the
capital actually expended in the construction of the
railway, the limit beyond which no increase in the freight-
rate shalltke place without the consent of the Govern-
ment. Somo will say that the words-" capital actually
expended " mnean whatcver sum of money expended in the
construction, whether fifty or ene hundred millions, and
whether it is out of the public subsidy or not. Bu fthe
opposite view is just as rational if not more so, for how can
you reasonably pretend that the suin of money subscribod
by the people shall regulato the proportion in which the
railway so subscribed shll impose their freight rates upon
the citizens. It would sound like paying an interest on
one's own gift of money. And I concur in the opinion
already expressod, that these words mean the capital
expended by the Company in the construction, over and
above the public subsidy. The Central Pacifie Railway
Company are not, thorefore, the only judges of
what is to be a moderato tariff of freight rates ;
overy one of these steps will bo watched by the
Government, and the absoluto control of the Privy
Council is only limited by what appears to me to be cquity
and justice. But the word inonopoly bas been pronounced;
that word which is always sure, w hen utterod by eloquent
lips, in the presence of a meeting of free mon, to agitate and
to movo public opinion. Whore is that monopoly to be
found in the creation of a corporation whose interest in the
soil, in the industry, in the commerce is so deeply concerned,
whoso success is so intensely and so variouty identifed -
with the prospcrity of the nation itself ? Bocause an
individual is liable to b. taxed for school and municipal
purposes, you catl it a monopoly whon you exempt a publie
institution from sucih taxation; and I say you are wrong.
Railways are so many publie institutions in our ago; and
the best proof that they are such is to be found in the way
they are treated by the laws and the govornment of
every country' in the worll. Everywhore 'you find
railways enccuraged by publie aid and by exemp-
tions from publiecharges ; the monopoly commences
and is possible only when the laws do not provide any check
against their avidity. We have such a law; it is the one at
present iunderdibcussion. Now, Sir, the Canadian Pacifie
Railway system augmented with the powerful aid of the
St. Paul, Minnesota and Manitoba Railway acrosa the
American boundary of the North-West, is destined at no
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distant day to compote with the five or six gigantie trans-
continental railway systems of the United States in carry-
ing the immense farm produce of the great American
plateau to the seabord. Well, how can such a competition
be made possible and successful? ls it not by a lowering
of freight rates below those of the rival linos ? Therefore,
the canadian farmer of the North-West,-far from being
crushed and annihilated by the so-called monopoly of the
Canadian Pacific iRailway Company, shall get the benefit
of a lower rate of freight than that of bis neighbor in
Illinois, Wisconsin and Iowa. It las been stated, and
no doubt with a great deal of aineerity, that this mea-
sure is the death blow to private railway enterprise
in the North-West territories; that the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company having power to build branches
in every direction will cover that vast region with a gigantic
net of railways, and so on. Where is the evil? Who can
complain of too much railway construction in a new and
rich country? How can private railway enterprise be more
beneficial to my country than that of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company? We all know that no public aid, or
exemption, or subsidy is given for the construction of the
branch linos of tho Canadian Pacifie Railway; thon I ask,
where is the monopoly ? This Parliament last ycar
chartered three semi-Pacife linos of railway, running from
the Red River t~ the Rocky Mountains ; two more are
petitioned for at present, so that if these are granted, we
may expect to sec the Great Lone Land traversed from east
to west and north-westward by no less than six railroads,
varying in longth from 800 to 1,200 miles and more, not to
to say anythng of the Navigation Companies on the
Saskatchewan, the Assinniboino and the Red River. These
railway linos, when constructcd, will become naturally so
many branches and so many feeders of the Grand Trunk of
the Cànadian Pacifie Railway; and they will consequently
and to a largo extent, influence the tariff of rates of
the Canadian. Pacifie Rtailway Company, not only
in the carrying - trade between their terminal
points, but also upon the carrying - trade to the
Atlantic or to the Pacifie seaboard of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. Two other railway charters
have been granted last year by this Parliament besides those
I have just mentioned-I mean the Winnipeg and Hudson
Bay Railway and Steamship Companv, and Nelson Valley
Railway and Transport Company. I had the honor a few
days ago to call the attention of the louse to the important
part that the navigation of the Hudson Bay was, in the
minds of many, called at a future day to play in the Cana-
dian carrying system. Well, I fnd in these two charters a
new and a most effective check against any attempt at
oppressive through freight rates by the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company. The possibility of an amalgamation-
between some of the five private lines running from the
lied River to the Rocky Mountains and the Peace River and
a lino of railway terminating 350 miles north of Winnipeg
at Port Nelson, on the Hudson's Bay, will be of itselfi
a sufficient warning to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company against any abuse of their s-called monopoly.
Again I demand where is the monopoly. This idea of the
more than probdble future importance of the transatlantic
communication by the Hudson'% Bay is fast gaining ground
in public opinion; and in connection with this, permit me
to read what the London Free Press said only a flew weeks
ago upon the saine subject:

" Railway development in the North-West is not to be confined to the
Pacific enterprise though that may be safd to engross attention for the
present. Ancther schemne is rapidly maturing which promises to be
almost of equal importance as affecting the future of that part of the
couutrv. We refer to what is known as the Nelson vailey or Hudson s
Bay railway route, which has in recent years been frequently discussed in
the Free Peu columns. So long as the great territory wow opeed up
remaned in the possession ef the fur companies, the idea of ils aretie
character and inaccessibility was industriously circulated in every way.

MX .or..

True, York Factory was annually visited by vessels in the service of
these corporations, but the difficulties and dangers ef navigaide in these
latitudes were magnified to such an extent as te forbid âny but ie' »t
adventurous fram making tha trial. Since, howevery the, Notb-West
promises to become the great:bread producing region of the world, and
schemes of transportation have arisen to national dimensions s baupoit-
ance, the Hudson's Bay route has been examined with gleter 'exe, amS]
inquiries have revealed that it is not only feasible, but presents feataes-of
attractiveness but little dreamt of before. Prof. Bell, of the Geolegmal
Survey, bas just shown by practicai experient that udson ey
Straits are open for naIgatios, not fôr two or -thrées..acathe
only, as vas formerly stated and believed, but duriag lfie
and a half months in the year, or nearly as 'lopg as the St. Lawrence.
Last spring he embarkeed in a sailing vesqel at York Yûaltery for
England, and his arrivalin' London i just arihôunced by cable., The
vessel was three weeks windbound in the Straits, during which t ne mot a
single iceberg was visible. As a result of this information, surveyors in
connection with the Hndson's Bay and Winipeg Railway Company are
to start ont at once to survey the proposed lise along Relsou Valey,
from Winnipeg Lake to Churehill, to connect with ocean narigation
there, and thus opeu.up the shortest route between the old and the new
world. The distance is about 350 miles. Another section of the road is
to connect the southern terminus near Norway House with tie main lite
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway et the erossing of the Saskatchewan,
about 150 miles distant. The entire length of the road will be 500 miles.
Last summer an exploratory survey was made,and found to be satisfactory
in every way. But few engineering difficulties were found, and the le can
be laid without any great outlay. Among the eapitalists interested in
the project are Hon. Thomas Ryan, chairman of the provisional board of
directors; Hon. John Hamilton, Peter Redpath, A, Murray, President of
the Canada Shippin Company, all of Montreal; Mr. Duncan McArthur,
of Winpeg, san ot ers of equal financial ability. The line is expected
to draw its traffic fron the fertile fields not only of Manitoba and the
Saskatchewan, but also of Minnesota and Dakota. By this route it is
expected grain produced in these region will be laid down in England
nuch more cheaply and quickl than by any other with less tranship-

ment, and through a climate the most favorable character:"

Lot us admit for a moment the hypothesis of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, "charging all an article will
bear ;" let us suppose that the two St. Paul gentlemen of
the Syndicate will acquire a complote control over the six or
eight other members of the Company, and that the attempt
is made to render the whole Cdnadian North-West tributary
to the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway; let us
suppose that in this combination, the St. Paul gentlemen
conclude an alliance -offensive and defensive with the
Northern Pacifie, so as to build up, complete and operate the
Sault Ste. Marie route,-do you know how Winnipeg eau
and will escape from ruin, and impending annexation ?
Just by goihg north, to the Hudson's Bay, and-
with the aanctio of this Parliament-by organising
a syndicate that will combine the North-West
system of railways with an ontlet 85 miles nearer
to Liverpool than is the barbor of New York.
Under such a combination, Winnipeg, from its geographioal
position, would become the great distributing centre for
the importsuand the exporte, and attain a degree of gran-
deur and prosperity only equal to that of the largest eitiee
of Canada. The Hudeen's Bay eyetem of railways would
afford the eheapest route of al other lines-now struggliag
to attain the monopoly of the carrying trade bêtween the
two hemispheres. Ad as wheat could -be iaid down at
Liverpool vi' Winnipeg and Port Nelson, at lems oot than
by any other route, thie4iferene in the rate of freights-
as between thi and any other line--would just add that
amount to the value of the product of the North-West, save
the risks of tedious transportation acros half of thé eon-
tinent. Indeed, Sir, sueh woald be the revedution in the
carrying trade, that shipmenta of grain and goo:i- oould be
made from Winîpeg to Halifax and New York, at iower
rates, vid HudsoU's Bay, tilan by any other route. The tido
of commerce from the North Western- States and- tho
Canadian North-Weat Territories¿ heretofore eetting soutb,
would hence be in a nothedly direction. I now eone to
the third objectie., and it iasthis: the Canadian Paéide
Railway Company should notbe'permitted to select thibest
lands; they should take them in alternate sectionsfirri-
spective of quahty i;and objeetion is taken to the 11th seo-
tion of the contract, whioh is as follows;-
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*' Tb. io.of Und hereby agreed teb. made to the Company, shallbe im-me lta t6rnte uecdtixisM 0acms eacb, eztending back 24

mass deep, eeadheiso ftbe ,nway, fom Winnipeg to Jasper House,
in so for bsa dap4s skafi be ueated in the Government, the 4Company

reiu th is.âna, bearing uneyen numbers. Bttshould any of
Ou<ha oeeanu<ton"i la.amaterial degree of land not fairly fit for
sleusma~ tdhê4.mpay ehaIl net be èbUied to receive them as part of
meh gmat, andb 4e fiency thereby caused &ad any furtiher deficieney
wich aIl s froim the ansuffiöiet quantity of land along the mai
portie tbe ragway', to complote the said 2i,000,003 acres, or from theprevdiente4 Ikes and water stretches in the sections granted (which
akws and waterstwtgbes hall not be computed in the acreage of such
ectioas), alU be made up from other portions to be selected by theCompany in the tract known as the fertile belt, that is to say the land

lyu between paraiels 49 ad 87 degrees of north latitude or elsewhere
at:ie opsie.uathe Campany by thegrant therein ofeimilar alternate
snoti. .Mendiag baok 24 aides deep ou each side of any branch line
or lines of railway to be located by the Company, and to be shown on a
map oi plan thereof deposited with theI finister of Railways; or of anysnmzuoafruntän. crines agreed upon between the Government and theCompany, lie conditions he.reinbefore stated as to lands not fairly fit
for sottent te be applicable to such additional grants. And the
CompaVy may, with the consent of the Governmeat, select in the North-
West Territories any tract or tracts of land not taken up as a means of
eupplyirg or partially supplyingiuch dericiency But uc agrants shall
be stade o3y fron lÏaisreralaWng vested ici theC-raverirnent."

I muSt say in al candour that I fail to see any unreasonable
or objectionable features in this disposition; in fact, I give
it My mot hearty approval. Every gentleman speaking
upon this quostion has given a cash value to the 25,00,000
acres of land grant to the Canadian Pacifie Railway-Company,
some in fanciful prices, others being more moderato. I arn
not going to dispute any of these lengthy and dry caleu-
lations, but I will say that, in making this contract the
GovernmentofSir John A. Macdonald bas sold in one day
25,000,000 acres of land for $25,000,000 eash. I wil 8y
more, for I ontend that in selling for cash 25,000,000 acres
of land for $25,000,000, the Government of Sir John A.
Maedonald has, in the samu stroke of genius and luck,
managed the disposition of 25,000,000 acres more
and insured their colonization. The effect of the
grant of 640 acres, by alternate sections, 24 miles
deep on each side of the rail.ay, is that, for every
section sold abd settled by the Company, the Government
will be able to sel and settle the next section a the same
price and at the same time. The system of immigration
and the, system of the male of lands by the Government and
the CJanadian Paeifie Railway ComIpany, will have to bO
uniform and equally active and energetic. This is no
unimportant feature in this contract. B3esides, it rolieves
Canada forever of the vaùillating and rainous policy of the
red tape and incapacity, and sometimtes the corruption of
some of the officers of the -Department of the Interior in
thoir management of the public lands. No doubt the
admirable system adopted for the sale of their lands by the
St. paut,Minaea,polis and ManitobaRailway will be extended
te the lande of the Canadian Paciie Iailway Company, a
system ender which sales have been effected for the tirst 18
mouths of the company, endin Ist Juy, 1880, to the
amoiintf #,481,$069.65, with cZ raceipts of $596,084.57,
andtotal of2313,902 acres. The 1sd grant to the campauy
i8 3,O0o, 0 aeres. An enormrous permanent saving will
thuas bee ffocted in our public serviee, .and a system will be
adopted that wiligive, at last, tha security and that satisfac-
ton to the immigrant which have beenso utterly wanting up
to tibis day. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that
the 25,00,000 acres of the land grant should be composed
of land fairly fit for settlement; for, under the alternate
sy*Mste it is the only way in which Canada will be enabled
to derive the benefit of the activity and energy of the
Company in the rapid settlement of the public lands. No
one, in considering this question, must lose sight of the
material fact that wherever the Company goos to select its
lande the Domiidon Government follow, and that whatever

ice and terms the Company put upon its lands the
ominion Government will do thse same. Thus an

enormous gain is directly attained by Canada which it

would be impossible to secure unler any w her systom. In
a recently publishcd speech ot Mr. Colby, a prominent
official of the Wisconsin Railroua, suggestive imarks wero
made, which, being appropriate to this argument, I shail
take the liberty to read. Mr.Colby said:

"In 1852 the sale of lands by the GOneral Government did not bring
money enough into the treasury to uay the expebses of the Land Depart-
ment at Washington, and it beramie a serious question whether it would
not be expedient for the United States to concede to each State the lands
within its borders. It wias thouglht best, however, first to try the experi-
nient of giving lapd grants tu capitalists to induce hem to build railways
into the unpopuilated country, and in advance of civilisation and
business. *0 They made a grant first to the Illinois Central. lu 1853
the first earth was turned in the construction of that road, and before the
vear' closed the General Government sold 2,800,000 acres of land, and in
lteen years retired fron the State as a land owner. • I Since the

time that grant was made, the United States Governtent has patented tu
railway conpaines about 41,000,000 acres of land and as a result has
been able to sell other lands to sucth an extent tht it lias received into the
treasurv fron titis source alone $250,000,00..all of whith, after deducting
the mere expenses of the Land Departmîent, i8 clear profit."

Instead of finding fault with lise contract for the 1tth
section, 1 submit that its provisions are, on the contrairy,
most judicious and most conducive to the publie interest.
The Government has effected a cash sale of 25,000,000 acres
of land, has absolutely secured the progressive sale of
25,000,000 more, and bas thus etfectually insured the rapid
colonization of 50,000,001) acres of the public
domain, upon which not a living son] may be found at
prosent except the roaming and half-starving Indian.
l have, Dow, gone over the main objections raised to the
Government )rojeet in Manitoba, more ospecially I have
tried to meet them fairly and squaroly, and I have based my
argument upon an intinate knowledge.of facts and things in
the North-West, acquired dturing a residence aid a period
of most active public life of ton years. Thse samo facts
and considerations have gradually, most naturally, come up
to the surface of publie opinion in Manitoba, when the
agitation adroitly created and stimulated by some persons
ias given way to a second and more sober thought. The
whole policy of the Government has been endorsed since, in
ail its principles and details, by publie meetings and the
citizens, first at Selkirk, in Lisgar, thon at Winnipeg in
Solkirk, and at Emerson in Provencher. Yes, Sir, Manitoba
and the Canadian North-West give their hearty and mot
cordial support to the schene now under consideration,
because it is the crowinig portion of the splendid
edifico of Canadian institutions. Tho tidings of the truly
national and commercial policy of the Government have
been gladly received all over the immense tract of country
which it is our mission to redeom to christianity nd
civilization, and Sir, believe me when 1, who am from the
North-West, and spoaking here as a representative of the
North-West,-believe me when I say that this policy of the
Government shail necessarily give an immense stimulus to
the colonization and development of Manitoba, and of the
whole vast territory west to the Rocky Mountains. Popu.
lation will pour along its lines; millions of acres of' the
fineet wheat lands in the world will be brought under
cultivation; groat cities and towns will spring up along its
trunk and lateral lines,-and all the miracles of the North-
Western growth will be repeated in the transformation
within a few years-of the now noarly solitary plaits of the
Great Lone Land into a new and populous empire, teeming
with the products of agricultural industry, and pouringits
golden streams of traffic througli ail the channels, fnot only
of Canadian, but of international and intercontinental
comrnerce.

Mr. ROGERS. AfLer the very exhaustive arguments of
hon. members on both sides of the Iouse, it may bc difficult
to advance much that is new. But tho chemoe now before
us for the construction of a portion of the Pacifie Railway
by a Syndicate and the balance by the Government, the
ownersbip of the whole line becoming the absolute property
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of the Company, involves not only such a large amount of
money, but alseo the progressive development and future
political standing of Canada, that I would hardly do my duty
to my constituents or myself by giving a silent vote n con-
demnation of what I conceive to be a most unfortunate and
ill-advised scheme. Had I occupied a seat in this House in
1871, when the resolutions was passed for the admission of
British Columbia, and making it imperative to reaeh the
Pacifie coast within a limited period at any cost, 1
believe I shonld have opposod it, as I think a very large
majority of this Hlouse would now do if they had the
opportunity, becauso it appoars to me that that
p ovision has been dte basis of much subsequent trouble.
Il, the effort to accomplish so great and costly a work in
advance of popular opinion, and before it couild be jt.stified
by population, or known resources, both great political
parties have met with embarrassments. Few people, look-
ing to tho future consolidation and permanency of this
Dominion, are wanting in the hope of eventually sccuring a
railway to the Pacific Ocean. But as every branch of the
business of life and the dreams o futu-re greatness and
wealth can only be proporly roalized in their full fruition
by prudence, economy and foresight, the history of ail
successful countrios, as well as the individuals comprising
them, teaches the danger of rashness ahd speculative reck-
lessness in aiming at groat achievements. llow often do
we see farmers and business men bringing ruin on them-
selves and their families by mortgaging their property for
a fine house or other luxury which they might have
obtained and enjoyed by graduai thrift and economieal
management. The Ministers and their supporters who
glorify themselves so persistently now for what they
have already done in inaugurating so hastily these
proposed large exponditures, and creating such enormouss
liabilitios involving taxation and disaster, are not gaining
for themselves laurels, or securing for themselves the grati-
tude of the people whose servants they are. They may tell
us a railway from ocean to ocean ut any cost is a work of
immediate necessity involved in the termsof Confederation,
that it will 5imd together still more closely Canadian
intorests, and solidify the whole Dominion. I beg to dissent
from any such view-I believe the opposite. The develop-
ment of the good lands in the North-West, and the graduai
extension of a railway therein so fast as required fer the
benefit of settlers, and an ultimate extension of the line
to the Paci fic when the country becomes able to provide for
it, would be the wisest, safest and statesman-like course to
pursue. At the time of Confederation the Maritime Pro-
vinces wore deluded with assurances of leading public mon
that the taxes would not be increased .beyond 15 per cent.
on imports, and that less than that was practicable. New
Brunswick has already been subject to the pgyment of a
large annua>l sum as the rosuit of a broach of faith
in raising duties on imports beyond the 15 per cent.
at the time of Confederation to the present high tariff.
The natural channels of trado have been obstr'uoted,
and the business of the Province more or less retarded.
By the conditions of the contract which the louse is asked
to accept, the debt of the Dominion will be very largely
incroased. As New Brunswick contributed about oe eleventh
part of the revenue, her portion of the debt may be fairly set
down at five millions of dollars. Allowing for an increase
of population since last cousus, we will have â0,000 families,
with a debt of $100 to each family, Interest at 5 per
cent. will be $5 a year tax - or by the per head, $16,ç6, or
i3 dents peryear, and this is without providing any sinking
fund for the extinction of the debt. This is three cents more
than we receive per bead from the General Government.
This sum, in addition to our local taxes will, I fear, do but
little to retard the present exodus of a rt ef the most
dosirable portion of our population froi the country te the
neighboring Republic. In addition to this large money
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grant of$25,000,000, and 706 miles of road completed, oesting
about $35,000,000, we are asked to hand over 4o this
Syndicate 25,000,000 acres of selected lands, which are now
valued by hon. members opposite at one dollar îf acre.
The hon. Minister of lailways bas failed to taket Rouse
into bis confidence and tell us why in his estimation the
value of theso lands bas depreciated so much sine the
Session of 1876. At that time by resolution brougbt down
by himself, and voted for by hon. members opposite, they
set apart 100,000,000 acreq of land for thé construction of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, and vested the power òf sale
in commissions secially appointed for that purpose. The
hon. the Minister of Railways said at that time, only two
years ago:-

" Exception may be takea to the minimum price of $2 an acre, but
who is there who will not say, looking to the character of lands in the
North-West, that the settier will not prefer to pay $2 an acre for land
w ,thin 20 miles of a raulway that wil bring bis produce to market than
have as a free gift land without railway facilities.2' .4

They go on further to say that it is their opinion the
selection of the -Burrard Inlet is premature. They soon
changed their minds in that particular, and adopted that
-oute. I hope they will change their minds if this resolu-

tion is carried as quickly- and abandon the contract. I
have still higher nuthority. In referring to the sale of
theso lands two years ago, the right hon. the leader ot the
Government raid:

"l We are going into the English market; we wili tell England : Here,
we are going to build a great railway across this continent. It is going
to pass through one of the finest countries the sun shines on, and will be
the happy home of'millions of descendants of Engýishmen. Every immi-
grant that settles there will be an additional strength to England. We
offer you a great road,the shortest to be found in the world for your trade,
acroas the continent to China and Japan and ail the North P acifie, and

aides that, we offer you the credit of Canada, the consola of Canada.
-It will be a special and favored stock, and when put into the English mar-
ket. thecapitalists of England will find in all a profitable investment.
Canada says: We pledge you our faith for ail the money, besides
10nO0,000 acres of land, worth 1j2 an acre, and we pliedge you, besides,
the road itself. Never was stronger securify given. The consols of
England are not stronger. or based on a stronger condition than
will be the amount that will be required to build that road.
We will alloir the British Government to choose one Commissioner,
we will choose another Commissioner, and those two men shall
hold a qua8t-judicial position, somewhat like the Auditor-General in
England, and the Auditor-General, free from ail political exigencies,
from the chance of all political change. They shall be charged to faith-
fally and honestly administer that enormous estate of 100.000,000 acres,
to invest it in Dominion securities, not to sell any land under ti an acre,
except with the joint consent of the two Governments, the Governmeut
guaranteeing and the Government borrowing, and, besides all that, to
administer the operation of the railway itself. I have faith in the future
of the railway. On the extreme east and the extreme west we have a
difficult and rugged country, but the main body of that railway passes
through a magnificent country, which will be the happy abode.of inillions.
Just consider what a hand, if I may use a simile from the gaming-table, a
Minister wouldlhold, who should go to England and say, not only is the
credit of Canada pledged for this road, but 100,0iC,000 acres of land are
set aside for it, not to speak of this great railway itself and ail its future
earmngs,which je to be built by Canada and keptfree ofincumbrances. *

We can judgb of the value of those lands by the average value of the
lande in the United sates. More good land will be pledged to build the

anadian Pacific Railway tha.n was gven to build theNorthern, or the
Union Pacific, by far. On the one, the average value was $6.60, and, on
the other, $4.50, an acre, and those United States lands are selligi now
a£S20;s$0, and $40 ln favorite places. We are veiy moderate in our
calculations, then, in estimating $2 as the average for the 100,000,000
acres we propose to give, aad which will yield $200,000,000 at least."

Seetion 7 of the resolutiors adopted 12th May, 18! 9, runs
as follows:

"That said Commissioners be authorised t. eU from tinie to time,
any portion of shch lands, at a price to be fired by the Governor la
conuelou«their recommendation, nt a ratenmot ega; kalsswo doues per
acre, sud that they be required to invest the proceeds of anoh i*Wes iÏ
Canadian Government securities, to b. held exclusively for the purpoe
of defraying the cost of the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way."

By this resolution hn. members declare that 100,000,00
acrer of land in the North-West are worth, at the lowest
Ilmit, two dollars per acre. Now, two years làter, witLh the
iniprovement in foreign trade, and the benefits claimed to
have been brought -about by the National Policy, not
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100,000;000, but 25,000,000 acres selected foni this
100;00,0000 are only worth one dollar per acre. The
princi*ad justification for giving such a large sum of money
sud grant of land is that the conditions are better than
those offered by the hon. member for Lambton when he
was in power. Well, Sir, that is a strange argument for the
hbn. gentlemen oppoeite, for they were continually telling
thertountry that the route of the road was not only wrong,
(sinée adopted by thenmselves) but that any plan of his
for building the road was certain ruin t4) the country.
Bût, Sir, the hon. gentleman never proposed
to give any company*absolute control and to erect a land
and raileay monopoly in the North-West. By the Act of
1874 the Government retained control of two-thirds of the
lands which were offered for one dollar per acre, and the
proceeds to goto the company constructing the road. The
Government also retained control over any company build-
ing the road by the 10-th section which read:

IlIn every contract for the construction of the said railway or any
section or sub-section thereof, the Government of Canada shall reserve
the right to purchase under the authority of Parliament, the said railway
or such section or sub-section thereof on payment of a sum equal to the
actual cost of the said railway, section or sub-section and ten per cent. in
addition thereto; the subsidies in land and money granted or paid by -the
Government for the construction of the said railway being first returned
orsdeducted from the amount to be paid, the lands being sold being valued
at the full amount the contractors may have received from the sale of such
as may have been sold."

By this section the Government could at any time, if
Parliament thought an injustice was being inflicted upon
the people of the North-West, assume control of the road at
a small cost beyond the subsidies. By the present scheme
the Syndicate will have absolute control of all subsidies, and
if at any future time, or commercial reasons, or otherwise, it
is desirable that the Government should become possessore
of the road, they would have to treat with the Company as
with a foreign nation, having by this Act parted with all
subsidies, and in fact created a greater power in the North-
West than themselves. With these increased burthens and
restrictions to the freedom of our people, I fear that they
who would loyally turn our great North-West, will be
intimidated and seek for themselves homes in the United
States. This, Mr. Chairman, I very much regret, for I
believe this Dominion, with a bealthy climate, a large
area of land fit for settlement, an extensive forest- -rich in
mines and minerals, the development of *which is only in
its infancy-extensive rivers and inland waters, in addi.
tion to having one shore washed by the waters of the
Atlantic and the other by the Pacifie, offers homes for a
large population equally as good as any other country on
either continent.

Mr. VALLÉE. The question before the House is one of
such importance that I doem it my duty to explain the
motives that induce me to support the contract which is
now submitted. We have heard the members of the Opposi-
tion demand that the question should be submitted imme-
diately to the peoplé in order to have an expression of
public opinion upon so important a subject. For some time
paut the members of the Liberal party have held among
their own followers private meetings, from which they were
careful to exclude the members of the Conservative party,
wishing to reserve to themselves all tlhe time for discussion,
and wishing, moreever, to have the opportunity of warping
the public mind. In our district, Mr. Chairman, we have
had, oime of these private meetings, we bave bad some of
the'" meetings of which the Liberal party alone is capable
of giving the example. At these meetings, to which the
public had been invited, the members of the Conservative
party present were not allowed to answer the speeches of
the members of the Liberal party. I had myself the
pleasure of attending one of these meetings in the district
of Quebec, in the eastern division Of Quebec, where the
young leader of the Liberat party in the province of Quebec
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made an hourmnd-a-half speech onî thî question. We:have
heard the hou. member for East Queboc (Mr. Laurier),l n
bis addr.ee to the electors of his division, and we have his
speech that he male beforethis House; but we have not as
an olcial document, we have not as a reliable teport, the
speech h. made beibre the electors of East Quebec. If we
had this speech, we would see that the hon member took
before the public a position different from the one he took
before this House. Moreover, Mr. Chairman, I believe that
the members of the Liberal party do net take before the
public at all the same position that they take befbre this
House with respect to the building of the Pacife
Railway. If we taire the statements of these gentlemen
outside of this House we find that they object to the
construction of the Pacific Railway, they do not
recognize it as a national undertaking, as an enterprise
calculated te develop the North-West, and te bring about the
prosperity of the country; but before the House they
pronounce themselves in favor of the construction of the
road. I have myself heard the hon. member for East
Quebec, before his electors, make the following statementat
the beginning of hie spcech, and I well remember his words.
He said te his electors: "Yeu know, gentlemen, that the
Conservative party imposed upon the country the
burden of building the Pacifie Railway, it is a
scheme that will be the ruin of the country,
and for which you have already imposed heavy
taxes." Such were the worde the lon. member for
East Quebec uttered in the Jacques Cartier Hall, at St.
Roch's, and by referring te his speech before this flouse,
you see at once the difference in the position. There, in a
gathering of the faithful, whero it was known that ne con-
troversy woujd be allowed, the aim wus to terrify public
opinion and leave people under the impression that the
odium of this enterprise should fall upon the Conervative
party. Such was the position taken by the Liberal party
before this meeting where the Conservative speakers wei e
excluded. Time had been asked to submit the contract to
the country, and complai.nts had been made that Parliament
had been assembled too soon. Complaint was made tbat
Government had kept the contract hidden in order te
prevent the public from becoming acquainted with its
contents. Well, now, was this contract shown te the publie,
was it shown te the electors of East Quebec, in order that
the people inight become aware of its purport ? No, Mr.
Chairman. Great care was taken net to make known a
single clause as it is in the contract now submitted for our
consideration. They were satisfied with making comments
on the contract, for the greater part false or exaggerated.
But, Mr. Chairman, it will be said: How can you establish
now the contradiction of the Liberal speakers, We have
to-day the means of establishing thse contradictions, for
these gentlemen have seen fit te publish programmes and
petitions which contain statements quite at variance with
the policy maintained and suppoi ted by them in this House.
In the first place, we have two programmes, one anonymous,
published hy a member who is one of the leaders of the
Liberal party, and this programme was thrown before the
public after having been adopted in a Liberal caucus, but it
was discovered that the anonymous manifeste had had no
effeet upon the public mind. People looked upon this mani.
festo with astonishment, but did net in the least understand
it, for it only contained exaggerated statements that were
net borne out by a single clause of the contract. This
manifeste having failed te produce the expected reult,
the hon. member for L'Islet (hMr. Casgrain) saw fit to let off
another manifesto. - He deemed it his duty te address bis
electors, and in a document containing twenty-four clauses
he has given the resons why be refuses to vote for the
measure now before this Hous. But there is more, Mr.
Chairman; I hold in my hand a petition drawn up, natarally
enough, by the Liberal leader of the Province of Quebe, I
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flnd it in the Electeur, the home organ of the hon. member
for East Quebec (Mr. Laurier). It will be seen by this
petition that the statements /made before this
House are contradicted ; and- in order to be
convinced of it, Mr. Chairman, and in order', to
see the exaggerations committed before the people that
were to be consulted and from whom an expression of opinion
was to be obtained, we have.only to read this doeument. On
the floorof this House, we have constantly heard the mem-
bers of the Liberal party, men who by their studies and
experience were in a position to judge ot the contract, say:
Give us time to discuss it, give us time to study it, for time
is required in order to appreciate a contract of such impor-
tance. And yet, Mr. Chairman, they asked the electors to
judge at once this contract that they have not had time to
study, nor even to read, and they come and tell us that
public opinion has pronounced against this contract! They
come and tell us that public opinion has condemned this
contract ! But how can it condemn it, when at this very
moment the members of the Liberal party in this House
hesitate still, and do not know how to interpret it ? These
exaggerations were first dealt with in regard to the very
building of the Pacifie Railway; next they were dealt with
in ·regard to the Sault Ste. Marie Branch, and thon again
with regard to the value of the lands, and lastly, Mr.
Chairman, they endeavored to make people believe that the
members of the Syndicate were immense capitalists who
were going to make a fortune out of the road, and that the
Government was going to ruin the country. Now, we see
these assertions contradicted by the petition presented to the
electors of East Quebec. In this petition it is stated that
the persons who have undertaken the construction of the
road have not the means of carrying out this gigantic
enterprise. Yet, we have heard on the floor of this flouse
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) and a!l the
Liberals, one after another, say that the members of the
Syndicate were financially able to execute the contract that
they had entered into, and they go and tell the people that
the members of the Syndicate have not the means of carry-
ing out the undertaking. low can one conciliate this
opinion with the line of conduct followed by the Opposition
in this House? Here it is stated that the members of the
Syndicate are going to make an immense fortune, and before
the people it is stated that the members of the Syndicate
are incapable of building the road; that they have not the
means of carrying out the undertaking. Once more, Mr.
Chairman, how can they conciliate this statement with the
statements made before this House? How can they con-
efiate this statement with this other statement that we
heard this very afternoon, to wit, that the Government is
giving the Syndicate a sum of $45,000,000 over and above the
cost of the undertaking ? Surely, if the Government gives
$45,000,000 more than the cost of the road to the members
of the Syndicate, they must be able to carry out the under-
taking they have contracted for. That shows the bad faith
with which this important question was discussed before
the public. But there is another fact that I have noticed
with regard to the discussion which took place at the Jacques
Cartier Hall in the eastern division of Quebec. I was
astonished to hear the hon. member who represents that
division say that the exemption from taxation granted to
the Syndicate would have for result to exempt forever the
persons who would become possessors of the lands from
paying taxes, and that they would never have any tares to
pay. I heard the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr.
laurier) say to that meeting: «IWell, gentlemen, whilst
youn will b obliged to impose upon yourselves heavy
burdens in order to meet the expenses of the country, and
to pay intereston the debt contracted for the building of
the Pacific Railway, the people there wil be exempt from
tamtion." When I.heard. ,hat, Mr. Chairman, 1 said to
myself, the hon. member for East Quebec has certainly not
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read the contract ; ho i8 ignorant of what its conditions
really are, and 1was looking anxiously, the nert day, 1or
the report of this speech in the hon. member's newspaper,
for it is the custom of this paper, every time the member
for Eat Quebec makes a speech, to publish the next day a
verbatim report of it. But this time this paperknew that ho
had deceived public opinion; it knew that the good faith
of the electors had been abused of, and the next day the
paper announced that it would not publish the speech, for
it was known full well that if the speech had been published
word for word, it could easily ho picked to pieces. I
thought that the bon. member for East Quebec or some of
his friends would have told me that I had misunderstood
his meaning, but I find the same thing in black and white
in the petition that is being circulated in the city of Quebec,
in which petition it is stated. that the Government has
exempted from taxation the Company's lands, not only
in favor of the Company, but in favor of all those who will
settle on these lands; whereas the contracteays that as soon
as the lands are sold, or have passed into other bands, from
that very moment the exemption from taxation ceases; this
is in black and white in the contract, but they told the peo-
ple the contrary in order to excite public indignation. I
find in this petition the proof of what I just stated ; I find
therein the confirmation of the strange statement made by
the bon. member at that meeting. Probably ho knew that
no one would answer him when we heard the hon. member
deceiving his hearers in this manner. We sent several
citizens to ask for a free discussion. We were taken by
surprise, and as an elector of that division I asked to be al-
lowed to speak. But the answer was: This meeting has
been called for us, and for our friends; this meeting is for
us, in order that we may deceive the people; this meeting
is for us, so that the Conservative speakers cannot come and
explain the contract; this meeting is for us in·order that we
may raise prejudices in the public mind, and in order that
we may prevent the other side from being heard. Mr.
Chairman, those who have followed the Liberal party know
their tactics, and we are going to make these tactics known.
Here is what we read in this petition: "That these lands
will remain exempt from taxation, thus establishing an
exemption that wiil render the neighboring lands, if there
are any left, perfectly valueless; and that the Company
will be able, by renting these lands, to exempt them during
twenty years fi om paying their part of State burdens." It
is incredible, Mr. Chairman, to think that such a statement
should find its way into a petition sent to His Excellency
the Governor Getieral. It is a want of respect due to His
Excellency. After having stated a faisehood before a
public meeting they come and reiterate it in a public
document. I draw attention to this proceeding on the part
of the Liboral party who always tr*y to deceive the public.
It is stated in this petition that the Company will be able,
by renting their lands, to exempt them from State taxes
during twenty years. Never, Mr. £hairman, nover was
such a falsebood uttered before, ne'ver before was seen such
a colossal monument of error, and they come and tei us on
the floor of this Rouse, that the peôple condemn this
contract 1 On the contrary, when we shall -go before the
electors of East Quebec and tell them: What your member
told you is false; hoas deceived yo knowingly, because
he knows that the contrary is written in the contraet; the
people will see that their confidence has been abused of, that
their good faith has been trified with. Such. Mr. Ohairman,
are some of the falsehoods we find in the petition, and there
are perhaps some still grosser. But there leW till more, Mr.
Chairman, just now; in allading to the question of the Sault
Ste. Marie Branch. I said I would again refer te it. With
regard to this, Mr. Chairman, there is something still more
monstrous. The Liberals, at the meeting jut spoken of,
eaused to be adopted, before the audience had hadtire to
read the contrat-~tbey eaasod to be adopted) in the city of
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Quebec, an intelligent city, a resolution that is a monument then, Mr. Chairman, is the plan the Opposition proposes?offasehood, and at the same time a monument of ridicul- The Liberal.ýparty has been able, during a certain length #fousness in the eyes of the Province of Quebec. lier, time, to trifle with the publie by aunceasingly clamoring foragain, I widl show that they deceived the meeting in order reforms, but to-day we are able to show the people what
to get thr resolution passed, for if the trath had been told, this party bas done. What are its antecedents ? We know
the electors would have said to their representative: Sir, them, and we can nake use of them. The Liberal party
what you, are doing there is against the interests of the bas not always been successful in its undertakings. It is in
Province of Quebec. Public sentiment is not with the vain that the Liberal speakers go wandering about, and pile
Liberal party in the Province of Quebec in the Dominion of up mountains of figures; the fact is that the Liberal party
Canada, if we are to judge of it by the'results obtained by bas been unable to build the Pacific. They could not flnd
these gentlemen in their meetings held in Ontario or even shareholders to form a company. Yet the men who exist
lu Montreal, where a system of tickets was organized and to-day existed thon, and the gentlemen forming part of the
where the Liberals won the name of Ticket party. In this Syndicate were the friends of the Liberal party. Then the
House the members of the Liberal party declare that the Liberals declare that the members of the Syndicate are
road must be built, and before the public they say the con- going to make great profits. I am inclined to think
'trary. The hon. member for Quebec East said so at Quebec. that it is a puff in favor of their friends forming part
But, Mr. Chairman, it is not surprising to sce the Liberal of the Syndicate; this gratuitous advertisement will greatly
party oppose the construction of this railway, and help the Syndicate in their oporations. The Liberals
especially that part of the road which insures know that the contract is advantageous for the country, but
to the Provinces lying to the east of Lake at the sane tinie thoy want to profit by their position in
Superior the direct trade with the North-West order to help along their friends. That is how the position
The Liberal party, as they have done in the past, raise a of the Li beral party is to be judged. But, Mr. Chairman,
hue and cry over this matter. That is their habit. Like there are two sides to every contract. There is the debtor's
owls in the desert, when they see a light on the horizon, and the creditor's side. Since the beginning of the disons-
they scream out, "woe," they scream out " rin." When sion, the Liberal party bas examined all the different pointe
the tenure seigneuriale was abolished by the Conservative of the contract, but they have failed to show anything else
party, the Liberals were alarmed lest taxes should be but the rather beavy burdens that the contract imposes on
imposed on the people. When Confederation was spoken the country. They take good care not to speak of the
of the Liberal party were heard to say that it would be the advantages that will accrue to the country from the cou-
ruin of the country; and when the Intercolonial Railway struction of the Pacific Railway. They have shown us all
was built the Liberals again raised their voices and said the objections that can bc raised against the bargain, but
that it would be the ruin of the country. When we not a word have they said of the advantages that will resault
increased the size of the Dominion of Canada by bringing from it. What wo have to do, thon, is to contrast all the
into the Union Prince Edward Island, Rupert's Land, obligations that this contract imposes on us with the
British Columbia and the North-West Territories, we heard advantages that the country will derive from it. Weil,
the Liberal party say that we were loading the people what are the obligations imposed upon us by this contract ?
down with taxes, thatwe were imposing great burdens on We know that the Government will band over the works
the people, that the country was being ruined. And, Mr. comp!eted or to be completed, $25,000,000 and 25,000,000
Chairman, every time some important question has been acres of land. The lands are valued according to some at
mooted we have witnessed the sane thing. Every time $1, according to others at 83 and 84 an acre. in consider.
that the Conservative party have endeavored to do some- ing this question it must b borne in mind that these lands
thing for the welfare of the people, the Liberal party bas have no reai valve, but only a theoretical value. No doubt
cried,out that it would be the ruin of the country. And they will increase in value, but in an undetermined future.
thus it is that the people no longer listen to that party, the Tue Liberals will have it that those lands are worth $3 or
people give the Liberals the go-by and refuse them their 84 an acre now. Let us for a moment admit the theory
confidence, saying: We have confidence in the party that that these lands are worth that. Consequently we give
has a comprehensive programme, we have confidence in the the Syndicate $100,000,000 in the form of a land grant.
Conservative party. We have had the proof of it in the Well, I accept the principle, and I admit that we are going
general elections of 1878 and in the by-elections that we to give $100,000,000 in lands and besides 853,000,000 in
have had since. Well, Mr. Chairman, if we are to build the money and works, which forms a total of 8153,000,000 as the
Pacifie Railway, why say: Lot us take our time? Why amount of our obligations. Moreover, we grant theSyndi-
not build it as soon as possible ? There is a principle of cate certain privileges, exemption from taxation, exemption
economy, it seems to me, that is against proceeding slowly, from duties, and other privileges that have been variously
for if you are too long at a work, the first part doteriorates estimated at fron $2,000,000 to $20,000,000. Lot us say
before the whole is done. If we were going to take fifty or $20,000,000. Certainly that is exaggeration, but I want to
sixty years to build the Pacifie Railway we would have follow the principle laid down by the Liberal party. Addir
during that length of time considerable sums of interest to this suam to the $153,000,000, we have a total of $173,000,0
pay and sections of railway that would give us no profit. which we give the Syndicate for the building and the
The policy of gentlemen on the other side would seem to be working of the Pacifie Railway. These lands that have
to build separate sections of road. that would cost consider- existed for ceilturies have cortainly no commercial value.
able sums of money upon which wo would have to pay heavy At the present moment they give us no revenue. -This
interest, whilst the sections of road would bring no revenue reminds me of an anecdote: A certain Rajah had heard
to the country. A bad policy indeed! It bas been said: that in his country there was a hidden treasure composed
You did not ask for tenders before giving out the cqntract. of jewels and diamonds of great value. HTe found the place
It was unneeessary, Mr. Chairman, to ask for tenders, when where.the treasure lay, but unfortunately he had not the
on the floor of this Hlouse hon. gentlemen have disparaged means of digging it up. Thus it is with the Dominion of
the North-West, saying that the immense regions that we Canada. We have an immense treasure in our lands of the.
possess beyond Lake Superior were worthless. It was North-West, and heretofore we have not been able to derive
useless to ask for tenders, since the Liberal party had, any benefit from them. But to-day we are in a position to
during nmonths and nmonths, asked for tenders without one enter into possession of a part of our inheritance; by giving
being sent in, l, order to carry out this undertaking it was something that has no value we reeeived in return somthig
pemes"y t Q d wiuing a1d inuentialM mn, qt what of incalpalshle worth, According to.tho informatipa fgn
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nished by surveyors we have 250,000,000 of acres of arable vince come bere for the purpose of disparaging their own
land in the North-West, and after having given 25,000,000 of Province, make things look as gloomy as possible, andenly
acres to the Syndicate we will have 225,000,000 of acres left. show one side of the question. It has been sait "This
Supposing that the half ofithese lands âre sold at$8 1 an acre, poor Province of Quebec bas a debt of $15$0*,000." Itis
we would have a revenue of $336,000,000. And in twenty true that we have liabilities; we contracted them for the
years from now there will be at least 100,000 families advancement of the country. Before building the North
settled in the North-West, and at the rate of five persons Shore Railway we had no direct communication with-the
per family, we will have a population of 500,000 souls. West. We did not have the advantage of obtainibg boneses
Consequently, if we give the Syndicate $100,000,000 we from the Government to build our provincial roeda; we
receive in return 500,000 persons settled at the Syndicate's made our own sacrifices in order to procure an easy means
expense. Or, in other words, as an immigrant is considered of communication with the North-West. But of what use
in the United States as being worth $1,000, it would be an would all that be to us, if a line were not built to connect
increase in our national wealth of $500,000,000. By taking our lino with the roads of the North-West ? With regard to
as a basis the very figures of the Liberal party, the result is the Sault Ste. Marie Branch, I beg leave to allude to a few
quite advantageous. But in order that these lands should statements made by the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr.
be worth $100,000,000 they must be sold and occupied, and Laurier), in the presence of his electors, on the 29th of
the Syndicate, by building the road, will enable us also to December last. He told his electors some awful things
get profit out of our lands which cannot be done now for wi th regar'd to the eastern section of the road to the north
want of means of communication. There is a principle of of Lake Superior. lere is the resolution that he induced
economy that ho who gives roceives, and it cannot bo tbem to pass:
otherwise. It is true that we give great advantages to the "That it would be more advantageons to build, with the shortest
Syndicate, but in return we reccive great benefits, In order possible delay, the Sault Ste. Marie Branch,'which will be of immense

well dtd the stutn we must strike the balance commercial advantage to the people of Canada, as constituting theto undrsanth .siato, shortest route for the transport of freight and immigrants over Canadian
shoot, contrast our liabilities with our assets in order to see territory, as being the less costly, and as being capable of being built
which are the greater. Let us soe what we give: In the in two years."
first place, in money and works, 8>3,000,000; 25,000,000 of That is one of the resolutions that the member for Quebec
acres of land, estinated at $3 an acre, $75,000,000; exemp- East took upon himself to submit to a meeting of eleotors
tion foom taxation, and other privileges, estimated at $20,- in the city of Quebec: It is a disgrace and an insuit to the
000,000, making a total of $148,000,000. That is the debtor's intelligent electors of Quebec East. Ho makes them say
side. Now let us pass to the credit side. The opening of that* the Sault Ste. Marie Branch "constitutes the shortest
an immnense territory access to 200,000,000 acres of land, of route for the transport of freight and immigrants through
which we sell the half at $3 an acre, $300,000,000; exemp- Canadian territory." There *are as many 'misstatements as
tion from the keeping up of the road estimated at from there are words. This House knows that the Sault Ste. Marie
$7,000,000 to 88,000,000, according to the estimate of the Brandh is 120 miles longer than the line of the Pacifie
leader ofthe Opposition, who declared that no company in Railway; and the member for Quebec East makes his
the world would undertake to work the- Pacific Railway electors say that is the shortest. Be makes them say, "over
unless the Governnent would give them, besides the Canadian territory," when ho knows himself that hy this
revenues of the road, a bonus of 8500,000 yoarly. That is route the immigrants will be obliged to pass through Ameri-
also the opinion of m r. Workman, a business man of can territory over a distance 6f-inore than 700 miles. Iprotest
Montreal. Therefore, according to this estimate, we find against this resolution. Why is the Liberal party opposed
ourselves relieved of an annual sum of $7,000,000 or to the building of the Lake Superior section, which is to
88,000,000 for costs of working, and which reprosents a give us the direct tradeof the North-West, and which is to
capital sum of $150,000,0#0. Moreover, there is that benefit all the Eastern Provinces? In this contract with
population of 100,000 families who will settle there,.thanks the Syndicate the Government bas done us justice.
to the Syndicate, giving a considerable increase to the Last year, the bon. leader of the Opposition tried to gain
public revenue. In a word, this transacti< n will give us a our sympathies by showing us the danger that, with the
profit of at least $1,000,000,000. A billion I. JCertainly Government scheme, the section to the north of Lake
these figures are extraordinary, but they are no more Superior would not bo built. .He cast sheep's eyes at us in
extraordinary that the calculations of hon, gentlemen order to draw us towards his party. Well, our own party
on the other side. I have taken their figures and calcula- las avoided this danger and made it disappear. The
tions; but instead of showing onlyJhe debtor's side, I have Liberals oppose, through motives of economy, the construe-
also shown the credit side, and that is but fair. I believe tion of the section te the north of Lake Superior. Why ?
that I have said enough on this point to justify my rate. This section wil1 cost us 816,000,000, they say; "Let us build
lowever, there is something else that has often been the Sault Ste. Marie Branch," they add, "it will only
repeated. Objection is taken to the contract becanse it cost us $2,000,000 or $3,000,000, which sum will be given
contains a clause preventing the building of branch lines. as a bonus to an Ontario company, and then we will have
This clause reads thus: connection with American ronds." However, Lbeg ofthese

"For twenty years from the date hereof, no line of railwayshall be hon. gentlemen to observe that there is not, to the
authorized by the Dominion Parliament to be constructed south of the north of Lake Superior, any lins conneeting with the
Canadian Pacific Railwayfrom anpoint at or near the Canadian proposed Sanît Ste. Marie Braneh. Who is going
oaci fieaweaT, except such line as Shah run south-west or to westward to give us connection, by this route, -with the Cana-

dian Pacifie? This Sault Ste. Marie Branch was the.great
Thus, we have the right to build brañch lines in a south- cheval de bataille of the hon. member for Lotbiniere
westerly direction from the main liné. This clause is in (Mr. Rinfrot) in his speech the other evening. But when
reality a protection for us, because it prevoits the building did he discover that there was a line to the south of Lake
of branch lines between the main line and the railways on Superior to put us in connection wih the Northern Pacifie?
American territory, which, without that clause, would The hon. member stated that there was a liné to the-south
benefit tbereby to our prejudice. Let us now look at the of Lake Superior extending to Sault Ste. Marie bfthis
question of the proposed line by Sault Ste. Marie. I have line only existe in his irnagination. Where did the hon.
heard membors, principally from the Province of Quebec, member get his information from ? How can ho uay that
lament over the fmancial position of our Province. It the line to the south of ake Superior is preferabl le the
wuuld appear that the Liberal members of th4 Pro- <ne that we propose t build tO the Morth ?I will gefurther

Mr. VALLg.
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aMd Say that not only no lino exista to the south of the When the merchants of Nova Scotia will shi the producta
Lake, bat that the construction of a lino there is next to of their fisberiee, the train wili start froi alifax and go
Mpossible. The couitry to the south of Lake Superior is directly to the North-West without any far of delays.more montainous-and more inaccessible than the country They will hot be liable to wait at Sarnia or
iimmediately north of the Lake. I hold this information at Sault Ste. Maie until it pleases the
from competent surveyors. If you want to connect the Amerif;an companies to let tbem pase. That ie an
Pkacie Railway with the Sault Ste. Marie Branch, you advantage that should not be last sight of, Oar object in
muast tart from Duluth and go down towards the Michigan building the Pacifle Railway is to open up the North-We't
Central, about 127 miles below Lake Superior, and conse- to settlement and send a large population there. And if
-quently you lengtheu the route by 200 miles, in order to our immigrants are obliged to wait upon the good pleasure
connect with the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. Who is going of the American lines, wbat wilI happen ? Suppose there
to build this lino for us on the south shore of Lake Superior ? are immigrants at Duluth, what will happen? Why the
if we are going to do it ourselves, then the motives of agents of the American companies wili corne and carry off
economy no longer exist. If we are not going *ta do it, it our immigrants away, and we wi ho deprived of Our
will bave to ho done by an American company. And on immigration into the North-West. That is what would be
what terms will this American company cousent to build this the result of the Sault Ste. Marie Braneb. Mr. Chairman,-
road? What conditions will it impose upon us? Those are 1 shall vote for the measure now before us, for, in My
questions that are worthy of attention. The lino doos not opinion, I do not think that we are giving too much to the
exisit, and yet this patent fact seems to be unknown to the Syndicate, and especially as tiis company is in earnost we
Liberal party. They come and tell us likewise that we cannot do too much in order to secure the faithful execution
%Lai have the navigation of Lake Superior, but are they of the contract. I am glad that the Government, that the
not aware that this navigation is closed by ice from Nov- Conservative party have adopted this comprehensive policy,
ember to May-that is to say, exactly during the period that is the adn.iration of the country and of neighboring
when the immigrants arrive for transportation to the North- nations. The Conservative party bas met the wants of Our
West. Hon. gentlemen on the other side accuse the Gov- growing trade and of our national progress. I congratulate
ernment of having sold out to an American company, my country; I congratulate ospecîally, as it is my duty to
represented by the Syndicate. But what do they want to do, the Conservative leader in the Province of Quebec; I
do themselves ? They want to submit us to the tender congratulate bis bon. colleagues for having done justice to
mercies of the Northern Pacifie Railway Companly, since it the Province of Quebec; and I congratulate the Government
is to that company that we will have to aîpply in order to for insuring the construction of the Lake Superior section
have' the branch lino from Duluth to Sault Ste. Marie, of the Pacific Railway. We will submit Our policy to the
We would have to undergo the caprices and the monopoly electors, confident that tbey will ratify it. When we asked
of the great Amorican companies: the Northern Pacifie, the the Liberals ta discuse the question they refused, for they
Minneapolis and the Michigan. That is how the Liberal knew that the people would have condemned them; for the
party intend to protect the interests of the conntry! Mr. people judge aright, and when a question is fairly presented
Chairman. it has been stated that connecting lines are to them, they know how to appreciate it. i am satisfied
required for the Michigan trade.' These gentlemen, then, that an immense majority of thie House will vote for this
are not aware that we bave direct communication by contract. We have a national dostiny ta fulfil, and we will
Toronto, and that the western trade is brought right down fulfil this destiny by ratifying this great scherne that will
to Halifax. We bave more, we have the Canada Central, bring the nations of Europe into our western regions, and
the Grand Trunk, which connects with the American rail- will fill up the vaSt territory that stretches from Lake
ways, we have the Great Western that connecte at Sarnia Superior to the Rocky Mountains.
and Detroit with the American lines. Consequently, Mr. LARUE. Mr. Chairman, I think that it is my duty,
the reason given by gentlemen on the other side, that it is as the representative ofthe C ,unty of Bellechasse, to say a
in order to bring us the trade of these States, falls to the word upon the question now before the House. I deem it
ground, since communication already exists. Thus, Mr. my duty to speak, and that it would not be sufficient to
Chairman, for ail these reasons we cannot consider the give a silent vote upon the contract submitted for our ap-
Sault Ste. Marie Branch as a continuation of the Canadian proval. I consider that in aider ta give satisfaction to the
.Pacific Railway. There are other important reasons that electors who have sent me bore to represent their views, I
w might invoke. We want an ail Canadian lino for must say a few words, arid explain why I am going to vote
Canadian commerce. We want to be able to send the pro- against this contract. In the first place, Mr. Chairman,
ducts ofithe eastern Provinces ta the North-West without before discussing the contract now submitted, I must begin
having to pass over American territory and undergo the by answering the lengthy speech of the momber for Port-
delays of having to make connections. It is well known, neuf (Mr. Vallée), Iladmit that I hardly know how to go
Mr. Chairman, that when a railway is obliged to make about answering the speech just delivered by the bon.
several connections with another railway, one railway will gentleman (Mr. Vallée). I have often had the pleasure of
make the others wait, if it bas any interest so to do. With hearing the hon. gentleman on the stump. I have often bad
the Sault Ste. Marie Branch we would be deprived of direct the pleasure of bearing him astonis lthe public bv the
communications. Our railway would be obligod ta wait floods of light that broke forth from every partof his body,
upon the other lines who, when they had too mucb froight, electrifying the electors that listened to him. i have
would say : "Wait tlI to-morrow, wait tiil some other day." often bad the opportunity of hearing the hon. member talk
Thus, we would ho at the mercy of strangers. It is against stuff and nonsense before this
the interests of the Province of Ontario to abandon the sc- people, and it does not surprise me. Mr. hairman, we are
tion to the north of Lake Superior, because by the building accustomed te these big, popular speeches of the hon. mem-
of this section, ail the territory in the northern part of that ber ; he made several of them in the County of Rimouski,
Proviçce will be opened up to settlement. It is against the where ho came very near being elected, whilst the hon.
interest of the Province of Quebec ta abandon this eastern Minister of Publie Works (Mr. Langevin) was beaten by
seetion, because it gives us a through lino for the western 400 votes. Well, I leave this House to judge of the two
trade. It is against the interests of the Maritime Provinces mon. The hon. member for Portneuf (Mr. Vallée), every
to oppoe this section for the same reasons that hold good time he rises in this House makes very witty speeches, spicy
fo' Qu e. Well, then, we must have the section tO the speeches, speeches full of arguments, speeches that any
»orth f Lake Superior, because it givea us a through lino. ;othnr meber, for his own sake as well as for the sake of
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the country, would refuse to make on this floor. The bon- Ministers made to England. Al Conservative papers had
member has alluded to the publie meetings which were held received the watchword, and, from one end of the country
in the Province of Quebec. I ean meet him on this same to the other, we were toid that hon. Ministers had gone
ground, for I was present at the meeting held in Quebec to England to meet the first capitalists of London, Paris,
and presided over by the hon. member for Quebec East, and Berlin, in order to form a Syndicate that should con-
and I even epoke on that occasion. However, I must say that struct the Pacifie Railway. We heard from the Premier
I do not intend to follow the hon. member for Portneuf and his colleagues whilst they were in Europe. During
from the beginning to the end of his speech, because I all that time, the Conservative papers of the Province
believe that the arguments ho made use of cannot change the of Quebec, as well as of the other Provinces, made
question which is now before the House, and that they are us new promises every day. We were expecting
of no interest to the country at large. Mr. Chairman, 1 was every day the coming of this Messiah that was
present at the meeting held in Quebec East. The hon. to build the Pacific Railway without its costing the
member for Portneuf has stated that we refused discussion Dominion of Canada a single penny. At length it was
in the Province. Truly, it is well for him to come here and announced -that Sir John -had brought to a ,suecessfuf
say this evening that we refused discussion in the oastern termination the great work ho had undertaken, and that we
division of Quebec. W bat happened? It is well known were going to have the pleasure of seeing him come back to
that the hon. member for Quebec East made a two-hours Canada. He came back-with bis colleagues, and all along
speech. The hon. Mr. Pelletier spoke after him, and then a the route he scattered speeches that delightel the population
little message was sent us, saying that Dr. Fiset, of Saint of the Province of Quebec. He said everywhere that the
Sauveur, was desirous of addressing the meeting in answer Pacifie Railway would ho built without its costing the
to Mr. Laurier. We took it as a joke, and we simply made people a single farthing • the Conservative papers repeated
answer that the hon. member for Quebec East had enough with great satisfaction the words that had fallen from the
political worth to deserve that bon. Ministers should come lipseof the hon. Prime Minister. We were beginning to be
down into his division and discuss this great question. Were satisfied ourselves, although politically we were the
we not right, Mr. Chairman, in refusing to allow an answer opponents of these gentlemen. We were beginning to
to be given to the hon. member for Quebec East by a young rejoice, and I said myself in my county: Appearances are
man without any political post, who is quite honorable, I favorable, and it is possible that we are going to be relieved
have no doubt, who is an able doctor atid a good fellow, but from this heavy burden that we have boen dragging about
who certainly did not deserve the honor of answering the for so many years. We were all taken by surprise, Mr.
hon. member lor Quebec East. That is the only reason Chairman ; the speeches of the hon. Prime Minister, all that
we did not yield to the request made by Mr. Fiset on that the press had said, all that the Conservative papers had
occasion. 1 can readily understand that ho would have been repeated, was to-be reduced to nothing on the return of the-
delighted to addre-s such a numerous meeting as the one we hon. gentlemen. What happened when these hon. gentle-
had that evening. The hon, member for Portneuf (Mr. men returned to this country? We expected to be
Vallée), who las the intention of coming forward in the immediately made acquainted with this contract that was to
division of Quebec East, and who never bas had the oppor- be of such benefit to the country; but not at alil. Hon.
tunity of addressing a great number of the electors of that Ministers went to Montreal, where they met the members of
division, weuld have been delighted if the hon. member for the Syndicate, who began setting traps for them, and what
Quebec East had given him the opportunity of speaking happened ? Why, the members ofthe Syndicate succeeded;
before such a numerous meeting. le did not get this thoy put their foot on hon. Ministers' throats and told
opportunity, for we were careful not to give it to him. We them: We want your monoy or your life! Now, Mr.
were perfectly well aware that ho would make before this Chairman, do you imagine that hon. Ministers had enough
meeting the same statements that he las just made before patriotism so sacrifice their lives to save their purse? This
this Rou-e, statements that could not originate in a serions is what happened. Hon. Ministers said to the Syndicate:
mind, and which could only fall from the lips of the hon. We prefer to save the life of the Government ; we
member for Portneuf. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Vallée) prefer to romain in power; we prefer to cast the
stated that the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) country's millions to the winds and remain on the
lad taken before the people a position different from the Treasury benches. That is what happened, Mr. Chairman.
one ho had taken in Parliament. I say that it is a false- Now, if we had been put in possession of this contract before
bood. I say that he took before his electors absolutely the the opening of the Session, every member of this hon.
sane position that ho las taken before this House. I say Bouse would have had an opportunity of going before lis
that h cmade no misstatement. And, moreover, Mr. Chair- eleetors, and there we could have explained to the people
man, all the hon. members of this House are well enough each clause of this contract. We would have asked the
acquainted with the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. electors of every county whether they approved of such
Laurier) to know that he does not follow the line of con- clauses. We could have thon come back to this louse, and,
duet of the hon. member for Portneuf, and that ho is not in supported by public opinion, we could, have rendered a
the habit of uttering falsehoods, whatever may be the verdict which would have been a popular one. Why was
audience ho is addressing, whother ho ho speaking to the not this contract submitted to the public before the opening
electors of the country, or before this -honorable House. of theB ouse-? Why was Parliament called together before
Moreover, I know that theb hon. member for Quebec East loves the usual time ? It is very easy to explain :- it was because
too dearly the population ho represents, to allow himself to hon. Ministers did not wish this louse to be urged by pub-
utter, in the presence of bis electors, speeches that were lic opinion. If these hon. gentlemen lad any patriotism,
not grounded on the strictest and most scrupulous truth. why did not they allow public opinion to give its com-
If the hon. member for Portneuf appeals Io popular mands to this IOuse, instead of forcing the country to obey
prejtidices, and resorts to falsehoods in the division that ho the will of this House ? It is the Conservative party that,
represents, ybu may ho satisfied, Mr. Chairrhan, that the at the - present time, commands publie opinion; the
hon. member for Quebec East can be elected in his division electors of this country were not allowed to give their come-
without resorting to such means. I have not the intention mands to the Government, and to the members of this
of following any longer the hon. member for Portneuf in House. At length, Mr. Chairman, the opening of Parlia-
his wanderings of this evening, and will briefiy explain the ment took place. The hon. leaders of the Opposition asked,
reasons that oblige me to vote against this contract, We one after the other, that certain documents, absolutely
81 remember, Mr, Chairman, thp fgmoue trip tat hon, pecessary for dieclosing what io, Ministers had doue with
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regard to this contract, should be brought down, but this
again was refiised them. Ministers were desirous of hurry-
ing on the vote, in order that the members of the Liberal
p4rty might not have the time to meet their constituent,
and make known to the people what were the clauses of this
gigantie contract, as it is called. In spite of all that, hon.
Ministers were at last obliged to give us a vacation; during
which time publie meetings were held in different parts of
the country. You know the result, Mr. Chairman. In spite
of what the Conservative newspapers have said, we know
what took place at Montreal at the meeting held by the hon.
leader of the Opposition and the hon. member for Quebec
East. The Conservative papers said that three-fourths
of the persons present at this meeting were Conserva-
tives, and that it had, been a failure; whereas, Mr.
Chairman, this meeting was a success. It has
been stated that at this meeting a Liberal had pro-
posed an amendment to the resolutions which were
passed. The papers have since shown -up-his man, and I
will not speak of him. We were waitipg impatiently for
the meeting that was to be addressed by the hon. Minister
of Railways and the hon. President of the Counuil. The
Conservative papers said that these hon. gentlemen had ob-
tained an immense success that had completely th rown in the
shadethe meetingheld bythe leaderofthe Opposition andthe
hon. meniber for Quebec East. WelI, we have had informa-
tion with respect to this meeting, too, and we know that
there were not in the hall half as many persons as there
were at the meeting held by the leader of the Opposition
and the member for Quebec East. We know that the elec-
tors presept did not luvish on the speakers who addressed
the meeting the applause that they expected, although one
of them, the hon. Presidcnt of the Council, is a distingaished
and sympathetic speaker. I give ail this information, Mr.
Chairman, in order to show that as a Liberal member 1
cannot vote for the contract now before the House. And
one of the- reasons why I cannot vote for this contract is
because I consider that the Government gives too much to
the Syndicate that is to build the road. I coasider that
the grant in.money of $25,000,000 is too large. I consider,
moreover, that 25,000,000 of acres of land that have been
estimated by some at 83 an acre, by others at $4 an acre,
and that I value, according to the estimate made by a great
many members in this House, and according to the regula-
tions of the Department of the Interior, at $3.18 an acre;
$28,000,000 expended for the finished sections and those
under contract; $3,120,000 for surveying expenses; and
$4,000,000 that is to be expended in telegraph lines; and if
we add to that about 810,000,000 for exemption from duties
on imported materials required in the construction of the
road, making a total of about $150,000,000,-I consider, I
say, all these advantages granted to the Company as entirely
too large. Another point with which I cannot agree
with hon. members on the other side, is the question
of securities. The Syndicate, according to the contract that
has been submitted to this Bouse, is obliged to deposit as
Security the sum of $1,000,000 to secure the construction of
the road. I look upon such a deposit as perfectly ridiculous;1
it would have been just aswell not to require any such
security, for I consider it as deceiving. The Syndicate is,
moreover, required to leave in the hands of the Government
5,000,000 of acres of the 25,000,000 of acres to be granted in
order to secure the working of the road. Well, in my
humble opinion, I believe that this privilege reserved by the
Governirent is perfectly useless. Moreover, Mr. Chairman,
the Company will have no difficulty in furnishing such
seeuity as that; in my opinion, it is not a security at ail.«
Tho members of the Syndicate are not obliged to give
their own property as security; they are at no expense.
The Government has said to the Syndicate: "We will
ge1vo y U 25,000,000 of acres of land, and as security
for the working of the road, yo will leave in our hands,

5,000,000 of acres of the land." L do not think, Mr. Chair-
man, that hon. Ministers were seriouis when they required
such security from the Syndicats. Another roason why I
am opposed to the present contrant is because the Govern-
ment intends granting a monopoly to the Syndicate.
According to the ternms of the contract no other railway can
be built in order to compete with the Syndicate, so that the
Syndicate will be able to exact whatever rates it likes, and
the public will b.oeompletely at its mercy. The Oompany
will have, moreover, the monopoly of the telegraph and
telephone lines, and will be exempt from taxation during
20 years; the Company will pay noither municipal or
school taxes; nor will the Syndicate be obliged to contribute
towards keeping up the roads, towards building churches
and keeping them in repair.

An hon. MEMBER. It is a Protestant Company.
Mr. LARUE. We fron Quebec know what are the

privileges of landlords, of the great landed proprietors.
Those who, like the hon. Mimster of Public Works, have
experienco cf the past, and are familiar with the history of
the Province of Quebec, know what efforts it required on
the' part of the people to abolish the tenure seigneuriale
in the Province of Quebec. They know that several Gov-
ernments came into and went out of power before this
system that was weighing so heavily on the people of the
Province of Quebec could bo abolished. We remember all
the prerogatives enjoyed by the seigneurs, such as the lord's
due on sales (lods et ventes), the riglit of fifth, thirdage, &c.
We know that all these privileges granted to the seigneurs
weighed heavily on the people, and that, fbr year, promin-
ont men in both parties labored in the hope of abolishing
this system, and tlat it was necessary to pay an indemnity
to the seigneurs in order to free for ever the censitaires from
the burdens that oppressed them. We were only able to
succeed by voting a large indemnity to this privileged clas.
The hon. member for Chicoutimi said the other day: "They
will do in the west what we did im the east. We were
obliged to pay dearly in order to frce ourselves from our
great landed proprietors, and the peple of the west will be
able to do the samo; they need us to uild the road, and it
is only ftir that they should puy for it. Is- that a reason,
Mr. Chairman, why wo should establish, in the North-West,
a monopoly as unjust as it is extravagant? Moreover, we
all know what is actually taking place ln Ireland; it las
already been spoken of' mi this louse, andi I beg leave to
recalli the words made use of by the hon. Minister of Public
Works, with respect to Irish immigration into this country:

IThe hon. leader of the Opposition iays that those are not the real
causes of immigration, but that Mr. Parnell and the unhappy state of
affaire in Ireland bave a great deal more to do with the emigration plicy
of the English Goverament than Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir C harles
Tupper and others."

No one doubts it. If the Irish were satisfied with the
condition of their country they would not emigrate. But it
is none the less true that they are not satistied and that
they do want to emigrate. 1f they want to ernigrate, is it
not better that they should corne to Canada, that we should
give them lands, and that we should settle them on our
territorv; is it not botter that they should become citizens
of the great nation to which we belong rather than they
should go to the United States ? Does the bon, gentleman
know why they want to emigrate ? Does he not know that
if they no longer wish to remain in Ireland it i because
they are subject to great land proprietors, and that they can
hardly live on account of the great oppression that weighs
then down? The English Parliament has been called
together before the usual time in order to settie this great
question which agitates not only England, but the wholo
world, and no doubt several Englih overnments wall b.
overthrown before thiis question is solved and justo is
reudered to Ireland. The same thing might weUbappen
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in the North-West, and hon. members who support this con
tract fait to see, no doubt, that they are preparing a state of
thinge similar to that which agitates Ireland to-day. An
other question is that of the Sault Ste. Marie. I am satis.
fled, MKr. Chairman, that it is one of the great questions
that the Conservative party will make use of at the nexi
general elections. We see that the Conservative party
treat the Liberals as if they were the enemies of their Pro
vince. They say that it is extraordinary and unpardonable
that French Canadians should strive to obtain the Sauli
Ste. Marie Branch. Well, I am not at all surprised to see
the hon. member for Portneuf (Mr. Vallée) speaking against
this branch, because, as it has been shown, it would give us
communication with the North-West in three years time,
instead of ten. The hon. member for Portneuf stated that
this branch line would be of no benefit to the
Province of Quebec, and that we ehould proceed
at once with the construction of the section
to the north of Lake Superior. Yet it bas been shown that,
it is next to impossible to build a railway through that
region, and still less possible to work it. It has been shown
that a vast portion of this country is good for nothing that
the climate is very bad. It is clear that if we build this
sectionr we will only have the trade ofesome 150,0f-0 or
200,000 inhabitants of the North-West, whereas, with the
Sault Ste. Marie Branch, we would be in immediate com-
munication with 1,200,000 inhabitants of the United States,
scattered through Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin, Montana,
Idaho and Michigan. We would at once have the trade of
sevemia millions of inhabitants settled in the most fertile
country of the world. Against the opinion of the hon.
member for Portueuf, I will quote the opinion of one of his
leaders, the hon. Minister of Railways. In a long speech
that the bon. Minister made at Toronto, ho maintained that
the construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch would be of
great advantage to the Eastern Provinces, and especially to
the cities of Montreal and Quebec. Here is a part of the
speech of the hon. Minister as it appears in the Toronto
Mail of the let of January:

"He (Mr. Blake) will find that it is our duty as politicians and as
Canadians to confine our efforts to the great national work now before us,
and, Sir, in a year, what will take place? In a little more than a year,
comnunication by rail will be open -to Thunder Bay. Mr. Blake says the
completion of this line is ten years off, while you can have the Sault Ste.
Marie Branch in three, but will you suffer very much ? What is your
position during these ten years? You stand here in the position of having
your trade and industries nearer to the great North-West than any other
portion of this country, and easy means of access b y the Thunder Bay line
topour the traffic and business of Toronto and Hamilton, &c., into the

-heart of the great North-West, and to obtaining a hold on that ttaffic
which, once secured by the enarprising men connected with the industries
in Ontario, will not be easily taken out of their grasp."

Is not that a magnificent answer to the speech made by the
hon. member for Portneuf? When we shall have the
pleasure of meeting our Conservative friends on the hustings
in the Province of Quebec, we will quote this speech of the
Minister of Railways. It will be the best answer that we
will be able to give them, because the hon. Minîsterdeclares
that it is in the interest of Ontario not to construct now the
Sault Ste. Marie Bran ch, so as not to have trade drawn away
flom the Province of Ontario to the benefit of Montreal aud
Quebec. Now, the gentlemen opposite have spoken of
patriotism and of union. It would seem that the hon. Min-
ister of Railways and the bon. Minister of Publie Works
have come to an understanding to appeal to a certain kind
of patriotism. It must be admitted that the time is ili-
chosen to appeal to patriotism, and aýk us to unite with the
Conservative party. We would be deligbted to unite with
that party if there was any means of croming to an under-
stafdeg. but it seeta to me ihat ln order todo so we
would ave t6 shut our eyes ôn too many misdeeds cóm-
mitted by the Conservative paty. The difnerencebe-
tween us on 'this question la t o great to allow of a
mutuat understandiug. The hon. Minister OtRailwayead

Mr. LÂau.

- the hon. Minister of Publie Works sai that theyýwonid be
f happy to leave to their cbildren the Pacifie Railway as an
- iiheritdnee. They are glad to have tàkfen a n ativep'rt in
- the sett1ement of the 9Nórth-West by Ineans éfthis arlwany.

I very much fear that history will-mot niention their nairos
t in the manner they expect; they expected to be praise& by

their children; they will certainly not be 'by the children
- of the settlers of the North-West, who *i1l hate to submit
3 to the exactions of ·the landlords of the North-West, their
t uncontrolled extortions, and their endless caprices. His-
3 tory, impartial history, will not think and speak like the

children of hon. Ministers, but it will tell to them, with
great truth: You have had the 'honor of purehasi-ng the
great territory of the North-West, y ouwill aiso have fthe
shame of having sold it.

Mr. BERGERON moved the adjournment of the debate.
House resumed.
Committee reported; and (at 1 o'clock, a. m.,) the louse

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WzD&DAY, 12th January, 1831.

The SPEAKEa took the Chair at Three o'cloek.
PRATERs.
NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY OF CANADA,
Mr. BOJLTBEE introduced a Bill (No. 10) to iemove

doubts as to the true construction of section twelve of the
Northern Railway Company Act, 1877.

Bill read the first time.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY COXPANY OF CANADA.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK introduced a Bill (No. 21) respectng

the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada. The Bill, he
said, is to çhange the time of holding the half-yearly meet-
ings, and the time of paying dividends, if any; and it con-
tains an explanatory clause with respect to the payment of
dividends on some of the preference stock.

Bill read the first time.

FREIGHT RATES ON THE PEMBINA BRA.NCI.
Mr. BLAKE enquired, What are tho rates of freight

charged on the Pembina Branch, between Winnipeg and
Emerson, for first class, second class, third class and fourth
class goods; and for grain, respectively ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I beg to say, in answer to
the hon. gentleman, that a statement of rates I hold in my
hand, but, as it is too long to read, I will lay it on the Table
of the House, and it will be at the service of the hon. gentle-
man. The statement is as follows:-

CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY.
LUGAL RUIGET TARIp.

M .SPECIAL Rs.
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Befersi.g £ resoiasass m.n the ru'e. ucA.d--
Âtmsg *iR onet o oar ae fur bu tbau a f Mr oadof aa t be

as*tiW.ssmed below Ch"i wonld b. chsrged for a car load.
4 feigids tkaa at these rates must be Ioaded and ualoaded by

ewaer.
o 1: Grain, mill-stuffs and potatoes, in balk or in bagu, in car loads

0 bs., taken a owners' riek of abortague , as dp whe
emuol by coligios or accidents. Other freigbt must ot b. io.ô.d lu

essu c.htaining titis kind of freight in bulk. Receipts not given for
êipment in bulk, nor for any number of-sacks, except more or les.
?bl. ralnway will hot be rsponusile tor discrepaney in anh ahlpments.

'o. 2. Flòùr, meal and common lime, in barrels, 90 barrels or more.
o.alt, cement, water-lime, stucco and land plaster, in barrels, 60

No.4. Lumber, shingles, laths, fence posta and rails, telegreph les,
timber and saw logo, in car loads, not exceeding 20,000 Ibs. Long
timber requiring more than one car to transport it, will be charged 30
per cent. additional. At these rates the road will not be responsible for
déficienc q t For less than a car load, fourth-class rates at

simedweights.
No. 5. Live stock, in car loads, at owner's risk to be receipted for at

shpper's count, more or less.
Live stock will be taken only at the owner's risk, to be receipted upon

the conditions named beow.
In car loas hy special contract (see blank contracts in hands of

agents). When live stock is shipped ig. car loads the owner or his agent
must accompany the same to take care of it, and at his own expense to
feed and water it.

Persons in charge of live stock will be passed free as follows: one or
two car loads, having one owner, one paso; three or more car loads,
having one owner, two passes. More than two passes will not be given
for any nitmber-of car loads. Passes only good on trains transporting
tife live stock. No return-passes will be given.

It is expressly understood that all persons so passed are at
their own risk of personal injury from any cause whatever,
and that the owner of the stock is to assume all risk of injuryor
damage that the animals may do to t'temselves or eacl other, or wh'ch
may ha occasioned by delay of trains. The agents at the station where
lie stock is loaded will enter on the back of the contract the nameeor
names of persons who are actually entitled to pass free with the stock;
that is the owner or his employees in charge. and conductors are autho-
rised té pass such persans and no others. Station agents will not make
agreements for forwarding live stock or perishable property to be deliv-
ered at a specified time. In quantities less than a car load, live stock
will be taken only at the convenience of this railway, at estimated weights
as follows: Horses or mules, one 2,000 lbs. ; tw, 3,500 Ibs. ; three,
5,000 ibs.; each additional one. 1,000 Ibs.. at first-class rates. Stallions,
4 000 lbs. each, at first-class rates. Horned animals, 1 500 each; Iwo at
2,500 Ibs., and 1.000 ibs. for each additional at second-clas rates. Calves
and sheep, 200 Ibs. each (but not in an instance less than 75 cents
each) at one and a half first class rates. ogs, actual weight, at one and
a half first class rates. This railway will not assume any liability over
one hundred dollars on horses or other valuable live stock, except b y
special agraaiment. Agents are not allowed to reccive and ship sucb
valuablehorseor other animal, untilta proper contract or release signed
by the owner or shipper thereof.

No. 6. Agricultural implements, furniture, household goods machinery,
hay presses. faru waggons wooden pumps, earthen and stoneware, doors,
sash and blinds, waggon stock in rough and woodenware, drain tile,
building paper, nails in kegs, wood in shape unfinished, pork, ham and
baco, in barrels, in car loads of not over 20,000 pounds, at owner's risk
of danage or loss.

No. 7. Coal, coke, brick. sand, stone, iron ore, pig iron, shingle and
stave bolts, staves and headings..tanner's bark, hoops, hoop and hop poles,
pressed hay, railroad iron. chains and spikes., bones, hoofs and borna,
sawdust and ice, in car loads of not over 20,000 pounds.

Hay will be taken only at the convenience of this railway, anti at
owner's risk of fire.

Locomotives and tenders, 35 cents per mile; passen ger,-Md baggage
cars 15 cents per mile; freight cars. boxee, 10 centss and fats eight cents
per mile, when hauled in freight trains on their wheels.

THE SYNDICATE.

Mr. BLAIKE enquired, Whether any letter has been
*ritten, since the commencement of the Session, by any
mIlember of the Syndicate to any -momber of the Govern-
ment, touching the standard of construction for the
Canadian Pacifie Railway as defined in the contract; and
if so, when? and whether such letter will be laid on the
Table, and if so, when ?

Sir CHARLES TUPIPER. Such a letter was written by
-eŽsiegentlemen belonging to the Syndicate, dated 16th
flsce b r, 1880, and I now lay it on the Table of the
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BRI)GE T ITBÂIARNQIS CAN
Mri.BERGERON quired, Whetherit is the intention .f

the Government to yie to the requeed el thtepaom'e
the town of Salaberry in the Oounty of B.tharmoia, that
the bridge orossing the canal at Look No. 14, eemoved to
asother site ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER The application ha ea
refered to the Superintendent tr his report the'eon, and
the department has not yet roceived the report.

MAINTENANGE OF BEAUHARNOIS CANAL.
Mr. BERG ERON enquired, Whether-it is the Intention of

the Government to p ace in this year's Edtimatos an
adequate sum for the repaire abd maintenance of thé
Beaubarnois Canal ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A um for the maintenance
and repaire of the Beauharnois Canal will be placed la the
Estimates.

WHARF AT OH ARLO.
Mr. HADDOW enquired, Whether it ls thé intention of

the 1overnment to proceed during this year wi-th the
erection of a wharfat Charlo, in the County of Restigouche,
for which a survey was made ast year?

Mr. LANGEVIN. I have the honor to inform the hon.
gentleman that this matter is receiving the consideration of
the Government.

CANADIAN PACIFI fRM1LWAY.
House again resolved itself into Committee on certain

proposed resolutions for granting and appropriating twenty-
tive millions of dollars and twenty-five- millions of aeres
of land in the North-West Territories, according to the
contract relating to the Canadian Pacifie Railway trans-
mitted to this Bouse by Hia Exoellency the Guvernor
General by his Message dated December luth.

Mr. BERGE RON. *I have not, Sir, the intention of tres-
passing at any length nu the attention of the Huse; I atn
merely deiirous of availing myrself of my priviloge as a repre-
sentative of the people, to explain the vote which wili pro.
bably be taken to-night, and which I shall have to give in the
name of my constituents on so important a question. A few
days ago, during the Christmas vacation, I was in the county
of Berthier, on a political campaign, wben I met an hon.
member of the Local Legislature, who was telling the people
that the Pacifie contract would be carried by the vote of
the immense majority of slaves of the present Government.
I. replied to the bon. member that tie day ofe slavish ma-
jorities, and for following one's leaders like a fiock of sheep,
had corne to a timely end at 5 p.m. on the 17th day of Sep-
tomber, 1878 I am of opinion, Sir, that there should vot
be any party feeling shown on a question like the prsent
one. We ought to agree and unite in order to accomplish
this great national work. When I first learned thÉit the hon.
Premier, together with two of hie colleagues, had coneldded
an arrangement with a body of capitaliste with the obeet
of constrncting that great iron highway, the Pacifie dail-
way, I rejoiced, not only on behalf of my constituenta, but
for ail the ulation of the Canadian Confederation as,*ell.
We are calle upon to vote on a most important juestioh-
the Canadian Pacific Railway-and I think I mày say with-
out fear of making a mistake, that young politicins of my
age, in this louse as well as outerde of it, camê idto the
political world torretJ4er with that question. I retueisber
that the firas timel had the houor of speaking in public, in
1873, the Liberal speàkers spoke of notbing but the [anus
Pacific Scandai; electors heard nothing els,and 1 migiit «'en
say tho atmosphere was saturated with i, In thIosa r.
Speaker, the ian nation alloweditaelf to b. optated ;
he eletors drank in thse fiir promñaea and theifrà ut.
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terances ofthe hon. members ofthe Opposition. The Canadian
people are true and honorable, but for the time being they
lost faith in their leaders who had made the country what
it is to-day. The people said: Here are men who have been
in Opposition for a long white; they have made us fine
promises, we must give them a chance of redeeming them.
Thus did the hon. member for Lambton come into power at
the head of a powerful majority and surrounded with a halo of
magnificant prestige. if to-day, Sir, there were on the
other side of the louse, new men as yet unknown in the
political world, and who were to say that the contract now
subniitted to us is not a good orge, that the contract before
us is injurious to the interests of the nation, we might per-
haps believe them. But as thoir past record is before us,
we feel satisfied that the present contract is a better one.
Let us examine this contract and see what it amounts to.
We gather therefrom that we shall have to pay $78,000,000,
i.e. $25,000,000 in money, 25,000,000 acres of land valued
at $1 per acre, and the $28,000,000 which the operations
carried out by the Government on the Pacific as well as
those which remain to be completed will cost us. Of these
$25,000,000, we have already $18,0'0,000 without becoming
impoverished, as this year the hon. Minister of Finance will
announce that there is a surplus in bis budget, which sur-
plus will cause us to forget perhaps the annual deficits in
the budgets of the hon. ex-Minister of Finance. We have
still to pay $10,000,000 for the works remaining to be com-
pleted, and these works are the following: -That section of
Lake Superior from Thunder Bay to Selkir.k, 400 miles;
the western section, from Kamloops to Port Moody, 217
miles, subdivided as. follows: from Kamloops te Yale, 127
miles, now under contract, and 90 miles from Yale to Port
Moody, which have not yet been begun, but which the
Government has undertaken. Now, Sir, what has been the
policy of the hon. member for Lambton ? He offered the
construction of the Pacific Railway te the whole world, and
by the Statute of 1874 we find that he was offering to those
who were willing te undertake this important work, 810,000
per mile for 2,797 miles, which amounts to $27,970,000;
Z0,000 acres of land valued at $1 per acre, which brings the
amount te $55,940,000; and four per cent. over and above
on a sum not determined in the Statute, but the
amount of which we subsequently discovered, when the
matter of the Georgian Bay Branch came up, when the hon.
member for Lambton granted four per cent. on $7,500. It
is unnecessary for me to say, Sir, that for a Government,
four pur cent. on $7,500 is the equivalent of $7,500 per mile,
for Government would as soon pay a fixed sum as to pay
the interest thereon ;' this brings the amount to $20,977,500,
or a sum total of $104,887,500. If to all this are added the
40 miles from Callendar running southward, which line
favored the Province of Ontario to the prejudice of the
other Provinces, we have an additional sum of $500,000,
say 40 miles at $10,000 per mile, or $400,000, 40 miles at
20,000 acres of land per mile, or- $800,000, and $7,500 o n
those 40 miles, in alil $300,000, whicb, added to the
$104,00V,000, form a total of $106,387,500. If, Sir, we now
wish to draw comparisons, we find that the Mackenzie plaû,
even if we leave out of the reckoning the 40 miles south of
Callendar, represented in figures, in 1874, $104,887,500;
that the Cartier plan in 1873 represented $84,700,000, the
benefit of which plan was lost to us by the so-called Pacific
Scandail, which was the cause of so much rejoicing to the
Libpral party and of so much evil to the people. The
Mackenzie plan was 820,187,500 dearer than that of 1873,
and 826887,500 than that of 1880. If we add the 40 miles
south of Callendar, which makes $106,387,500 offered by,
the bon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) on the
marJtat or the whole world, we find that he offeréd
$21,687,500 more than the amount ofiered in 1873, and
f28,387,500 more than the amount cffered in 1878. Now,
Sir, hon. members of the Opposition might reply that they

Mr. BERUERoN.

repudiate the proposal of the hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie); that thehon. member was about to make
a bad'bargain for the country, that they have disapproved
of his conduct and put'him aside to take another leader. 1t
is not for me, Sir, to say whether these hon. gentlemen have
dono well or net; they have the right- of choosing their
leader, it is their look-out, but what I have a right to say as
a mem ber of this flouse, is that te say the least, they have
shown the biackest ingratitude towards their late leader.
In acting thus they have net fellowed the example given
them by the Conservatives, who fell together with their
leader in 1873 through the so-called Pacific Scandal, to which
1 never attached any credence, but which, nevertheless,
turned public opilnion against us. On that occasion,
the present .leader of the Government invited
the handful of members who followed bis fortunes
after th%, elections - of 1874, to select another leader,
telling them that it would perhaps be the best thing in the
interests of the Censervative party, considering the crush-
ing defeat it had just experienced. But the Conservativeg
at once refused to accept his resignation. They said to Sir
John A. Macdonald. " You shall romain our« leader as of
yore. We do not believe in this Pacifie Scandal. We are
.convinced that you have been calumniated, and you shall
romain our leader; if the people have no faith in you, yet
we will romain true to you." And they supported him
until the time of the general elections in 1878. Then did
the people endorse their conduct and return them to power
in the wake of their old leader with a triumphant majority.
Let us now examine, Sir, ifthe hon. members of the Opposi-
tion have done well in accepting the hon, member for West
Durham as their leader. The hon. member has ever, as
member as well as Minister, when in the latter capacity
he entered the cabinet of the hon. member for Lambten
(Mr. Mackenzie), approved of the offers made by his
leader, as shall be presently shown. The plan of the hon.
member for West Durham was alIso that of building 2,797
miles of road at 810,000 per mile, and at 20,000 acres of
land per mile, valued, at the highest, at $1 per acre. The
difference between him and the hon. member for Lambton
was that, instead of reckoning at $7,000 per mile the four
per cent. interest on that amount, he pretended that it was
equivalent to $4,000 per mile only, making 811,188,000,
which, added to the $83,910,000 about which he fully agreed
with the hon. member for Lambton, make a total of $95,-
098,000. And if we add the 40 miles going from Callendar
southward, to which extension the hon. member for West
Durham did not make any opposition, we find that the road
would cost, according to the valuation of the hon. gentle-
man, $16,458,000; aceording to the Cartier plan, $84,700,-
00.0, and according to the Macdonald plan, $78,000,000.
Thus the Blake plan exceeded, by 811,758,000, that of 1873,
and by $18,458,000, that of 1880. If we deduct the 40
miles south of Callendar-for really these hon. gentlemen so
frequently change their opinions, and I think that, in this
circumstawce, opinions have been as numerous as the mem-
bers of the Opposition-we find that the Blake plan, or
its estimated amount, reached, in figures, $95,098,000;
i. e., $10,398,000 more than in 1873, and $17,088,000
more than in 1880. We are, therefore, paying, in 1880,
$26,887,500 less than, the hon. Mr. Mackenzie was
about to pay, but which, luckily, he Was net able to
pay, on account of the little confidence with which he
inspired capitalists. And Liberals may rejoice that
the hon. member for West Durham was not their
leader, for he would have paid $17,098,000 more than what
we are asked to pay to-day, or $18,458,000 more :if
we take into account the 40 miles south of Callendar,
for the hon. gentleman was equally bound to bpild
that road. Now, Sir, what las made the greatest im-
pressions on the public mind in the contract n6w
before us, is ttat the road will essentially belong to the
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Company for all time to come. I find in the Statute of 1874
a clause which likewise gave the road to Ïe Company for
ail time to come, and that at the oppressive terms I have
yxg -mentioned. I find, also, that the Government
boand itself in those days to sell, at its own expense, the
20,00 acres of land which it gave per mile, and to hand
over the proceeds to the Company; the cost of agencies,
surveying, etc., were to be borne by the Government, which
is not the case to-day, for we give 24 miles on cither side of
the road, and we take~ the other 21 miles in alternate lots.
The only work we shall have to do will consist in the
division which the Government will have to make out. in
order to give the Company its share and to establish what
the Government reserves for its own use. Under the Mac-
kenzie plan, had we been desirous of roducing the road, we
would have had to pay 10 per cent. over and above the value
of the work carried out by the Company, i.e., a profit of 10
per cent., which the Goverument would have given the
Company to recover possession of the road. To-day, we
have, by one of the clauses of the contract, the option of
recovering possession of the road, whenever we may be so
inclined, the -amount to be paid to the Company to be doter-
mined by arbitrators to be appointed, one by the Govern-
ment, a second by the Company, and a third by both, or by
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. I am anticipating
a case where the public interests would require a sort of
expropriation. To be plainer still, I will make out another
statement and say: 2,897 miles, which remain to be built
to complete the construction of the Pacific Railway, and
from which I deduct 617 miles already built and remaining
to be built by the Government. This leaves 2,180 miles of
road, and on deducting $28,000,000, the cost Of the 617 miles,
there is left $50,000,000 to construct 2,180 mil.es of road,
which makes $22,935.40 per mile according to the present
contract, whereas Messrs. Mackenzie and,Blake were offering
$34,000 per mile for the whole road, and, moreover, bound
themselves to carry out ,the sale of two-thirds of the land,
and Land over the proceeds to the Company, thus incurring
an enormous expenditure, and also bound themselves to pay
10 per cent. over and above the cost of the road, should thei
case arise that the Government wisbed to take possession of
it. Now, Sir, that the hon. gentlemen of the Opposition see
that their original plan was worse than the present One, and
that they find themselves beaten in that direction, they seek
to recoup themselves on the value of the lands. The hon.
inember for West Durham (Mr. Blake) says:

"To-day you value the lands at $1 an acre, when last year, when
you wished the Government to build the road, you valued the same lands
at $4 and $5 an acre."

This, Sir, depends entirely on the way in which things are
looked at. These lands, even when the road will be built,
will not be sold immediately; they will not even be sold in
ten, nay, in twenty years to come. Taking, therefore, the
average value set upon them by one of the hon. members of
the Opposition, viz., $3.13 per acre, an acre of land that will
be worth $3.13 in twenty years, how much is it worth to-
day ? We know that at the end of 20 years, an amount in-
vested at 6 per cent. with compound interest, becomes four-
fold. Let us therefore divide $3.13 by two twice, or in
other words, Jet us take the quarter of it, and this will give
18* cents per acre of land. At this rate, we give to the
Syndicate $19,5&62,500, and that, according to the figures sup-
plied by one of the hon. members of the Opposition ; now, if
thereto be added our monetary subsidf, which. amounts toi
825,000,000, and the 828,000,000 granted for work con-
pleted and to be completed, we find that we are giving the
Syndicate S62,562,500. The engineers who have surveyed
the lino of the railway say that the construction of the road
wil coSt S80,000,000, and even more. The Syndicate will
therefore have to supply $17,437,500. Immigration charges.
»M not put at too higl a figure, when they are set down as
ppQ0,00 per axnnwm, whicI) would amoint te $2,000,000 in

twenty years. Moreover, the road will have to be kept in
repairs and in good order for twenty years ; it will possibly
have teobe renewed; most generally these charges are taken
from the receipts of the road, but as there will not be any
surplus for some time to come on the Pacifie Raliway, by cal-
culating what the Syndicate will have to disburse, we reach
the amount of 38,000,000. To recapitulate: the Pacife Rail-
way will eost 880,000,000; agency and immigration charges
will amount to $2,000,000 ; incidentai expense sand cost of
working, $ 1,000,03 ; eost of ronewal, 88,000,000 ; unfbreeeen
charges, 82,000,000; we thus roach the sum of$96,000,000.
The Company receives really $62,000,000; it wiill thereibr'e
have to find $313,000,000 to pay the difference. This est-
mate is that of the hon. gentlemen of the Opposition théui-
selves. Lot us now glance at what was said a few days ago by
the hon. membor for West Durham in his last speech. Re
said that the lands givon to the Syndicate are, on an average,
worth $4.04 per acre, because they may be selected in a
radius of twent -four miles on either side of the road, as the
Syndicate wi4l be allowed to construct branch roads to obtain
this result. ie said that the grant of 56,740,000 acres of
land, which was to have been made according to the statute
of 1874 by the lion. member for Lambton, for 20,000 acres
per mile on a road of 2,837 miles, is equivalent to that
amount, was a diferont thing, because the lands had to be
selected from a more extonded radius. Did Mr. Mackenzie
not offor $10,00.J per mile to any company that would build
branch roads through these 56,740,000 acres of land ? Then,
the lands through which these branch roads were to pan
would have had as great a value as those situated on the
main lino? This I maintain would be the case, and on this
assumption I make the following comparative statement:
the Mackenzic plan, taking for basis the figures of the hon.
member for West Durham, 2,837 miles at 810,000 per mil'e,
give $28,370,000 ; and 20,000 acres por mile, 56,7 Ï0,000
acres nt 84.01, givo $249,929,600; moreover, 4 per cent. on
a sum of 67,à00 for twenty-five years, equals $4,000 per
mile, or $11,348,000 making a total of $269,644,600.
Now, as to the cost of the present contract: work done and
to be completed, $28,000,000; morey grant, 825,000,000;
and 25,000,000 acres of land valued at $404 an acre, accord-.
ing to the valuation of the hon. member for West Durham,
$101,000,000, making altogether the sum of $154,000,000,
which the Pacifie Railway would cost us according to the
data of the hon. leader of the Opposition; this would stili be
$115,647,600 less than according to the Mackenzie plan.
Now, setting the branch lines aside, the actual costof the
road, if we take the figures of the lion. member for West
Durham, who, in this case, values the lands at $3.18 an acre,
would be $132,500,000. Our 25,000,000 acres of land at
$3.18 per acre, give $79,500,000. According †p the Mackentie
plan, the main lino was about the same as it is to-day, .e.,
2,627 miles; the Pembina Branch, 85 miles; the Georgian
Bay Branch, 85 miles, and the 40 miles south of Callendar,
making in all 2,837 miles1; ut 610,000 per mile, we have
$28,370,000; 20,000 acres of land per mile are equal to
$5U,740,000, sub-divided as follows:-1st. 25,000,000 acre&
of land at $3.18, making an amount of $79,500,009;
2nd. 31,740,000 acres of land at $1.11 per acre-these
are the figures of the hon. member for West Durham
-represent a value of $25,231,400; besides, 4 per
cent. on $7,500, equal to 84,000 per milego
$11,348,000; or a grand total of. $154,449,4Ô0. I w.
subtract from this amount, the price of the present con-
tract, which is $132,500,000-always taking the flgüres of
the hon. leader of the Opposition-we find that the, conitry
reaps the benefit of $21,949,400. Thus, the Macekenzile 1an
would have 'cost $154,000,000, whereas the present gian
costa but $132,000,000, or 822,000,000 les than the p:
endorsed by the whole Liberal party, The hon. miiO>er
for West IDurham may perhaps tell me that he baÎsd 1is
figur g 5Q000,000 acres of lnd Sn4 tbpt a dff ObO qof
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$$ßO0ß0 eis net,so very great after aIl. But as we are not
ber' to carry on a hustings' discussion, or to pay upon
words,,bat as we are ourselves desirous of satis ying our-
selves that the yote we are about to record will b. a just
one, we wish to show that we are taking into consideration
the interest of the nation at large, and that is why I give
the hon. menber for West Durham the benefit of the doubt
wben he says that 56,740,000 acres of land cannot have the
same value, acre for acre, a 50,000,000 açres pn1y. I wili
therqfore estimate ?6,740,000 acres of land at $1 an acre
only and subtract $3,411,000, and I say that according to the
Mackenzie plan, the Pacific could have evon so cost us
$18,000,000 more than we shal- have to pay according to
the present contract. Now, I have not included in my
st.tement either interest or the other charges on this contract
I am therefore perfectly in the right wheai I assert thàt the
present contr4Ct is a more advantageous one then that pro-
posed by tb Opposition in 1874; that it is the best that bas
everbçen submiitted to this House, and that we must con-;
sequently accept it until a better one is' shown us. What
bas most struck te public is that the road will forever
rexmain the property of the Company. The hon. menier of
the Qpposition, who are cdeploring the state of the country
because we are going to vote this contract, must remember
that in the statute of 1874 that it is stipulated that the road
will forever become the property of tbe company, as is
stipulated to-day. Moreover the hon. member for Lambton
bound himself to sell two-thirds of the lands and
pay the charges for transporting the immigrants'
which the Governient was to settle on its lands,
as well as the cost of maintaining immigration agents
in Europe. I have already said that I valued at
$100.000 per acre the expenses incurred by Government
ulder tbat head. There was a still worse feature in the

bon. gentleman's contract. If the Government wisbed to
tgk‡ possession of the road again, it was illegal to pay, not
oply the total amount which.it had cost the Company, but
I0 per cent. over and above, by way of profit, on the
fmount diabursed by the Company. In the contract before
uZ, it is stipulated that should some difficulty arise between
tie Coipany and the Government, if the former conld fnot
bgild the road, or if somiething unforeseen should occur, we
might settle these difficulties by arbitration. It now re,
mains fer ume to ask of this House if the construction of the
Pacifie Railway will be an advantageous enterprise for the
Canadiap Coiifederation? I do not think there can be two
opnions on this subject. The hon. members of the Opposi-
Lioi understand as well as I do tho immense advantage
there is for Canada in possessing this great iron highway.
Morepver, the Dominion bas pledged itself to construct this
road, anß thi Governinent of a country is in honor bound te
meet its engagements as weil as any private individual. To
4gotte =to words of an Ontario newspaper, tb' principal
orga of the ]iberal pýtrty, when this road will be in work-
ing orjer, there will be a population of 1,I0OOl in the
North-Wet. .According to the catculation that each in-
dividual pays on an average 86 of taxes annually, $6,040,00
will thus find thair way into the public coffers. Even if on,
ddutd 81,000,000 or $2,000,000 for the erpenses of the
government of this territory, there would still remain
$4,000,000. Now what s there that remains for us to pay?

36,0o0,000. Are. e in position to pay them? Could we
pay thçm at once ? Assuredly, since the Minister of Finance
abows in .is budget a surplus which makes us forget pro.
våpus defiçits. But we are only obliged to psy by instai.
Ments in eeQjunction with th prgress of the work on the
road. a sop as eachi seetion E coinpleted, the country~

iltbQgin to derive a benefit therefronY is it neeessary te
that tre WeaL ruens prosprity forCanada; that in the

est leg our ,t;re; Canada will .noit b anythiçg until
those vast r>gipal are peopled. A pAopulation must be
found to ive to that Country Lhe position aasigned to it by

MIr. aaRON.

Providence. e policy of the Government with regardto
opening np teorthWest is in strict harmony *ith the
National Policy it bas already inaugurated A large popu-
lation settled in those regions will give an impetus to the
various manufactories in the older Provinces, by giving
them an outlet for their productions. It has been said on
the other side of the Iouse that we could not consume all
the articles manufactured in this country. Well, the, popu-
lation which wili emigrate to -the. North-West wil, in that
respect, come to the aid of the population of the older Prov-
inces. But what does the Opposition say? These gentle-
men think thenselves compeiled to oppose every good mea-
sure, in spite of its excellepce. They are in Opposition
since so long that one might say that the nation wisbes to
keep them it statu quo. They complain that the Syndicate
is allowed to import free of duty the materials necessary
for the construction of this railway, such as steel fish-plates.
I do not see that we lose much thereby, besides, these hon.
gentlemen seem to forget that were the Government to
cenatruct the road, the same thing would take place. More-
over, steel fish-plates enter duty-free into the country. And
again,-one speaks of the security and of the monopoly, as if
these two things could be reconeiled together. If the hon.
membersethink that the security is insufficient, they need
not fear the monopoly; whereas, if they fear the monopoly,
the security muet be sufficient. But there does not exist
any monopoly, there cannot b. any, for it is stipulated that
the Government will always be able to settle by arbitration ail
disputes that might arise with regard to freights and rates.
The security is sufficient; $1,000,000 is deposited as sueh,
and 10,000,000 acres of land are held back until the com-
pletion of the road. I repeat, that this is sufficient, and
Over and above the seaurity demanded by the hon. member for
Lambton in bis contract.- What is at present our position?
I am here as a perfectly independent member; on the one
band I see that the Government hàs placed a contract on
the Table, and on the other hand, a systematic opposition to
it, and I am of opinion that a man muet not follow a party
in spite of all, but that he must not either fight it in spite
of ail; we muet show our wisdom ; we muet prove ourselves
serious and intelligent men; for if the House refused to vote
the contract, and if His Excellency were to call upon the
bon. leader of the Opposition to guide the destinies of the
country, I ask if we should be in botter bande, and 1 de-
cidedly say not. The country bas no faith in the Opposition;
it bas no confidence in the hon. member for West Durham,
and I am of opinion that as no botter contraet iesubinitted
to us than the one which we are asked to accpt, that we
should accept it without further delay. I will, therefore,
vote for this contract in the name of my constituent, and
because I consider it in the interests of my Province as well
as of the whole country. This question, it muet b admitted,
has greatly stirred public opinion ; indeed, I think that since
the troubles of 183 , no question has so much agitated public
opinion as that of the Pacifie Railway. I ihas already caused
mueh trouble to the country, it as been the subject of end-
les speenhes, of numerous elections andofrmuch excitementin
the public mind. 'Tis time to put an end to all this. The
country, after baving tried several plans for the construetion
of the Pacifie Railway-, has come back, I am glad te be able
to say, to the old plan of the mueh lamented Sir<George E.
Cartier, the blameless and fearlees man, the distinguished
statesman, the true and sincere patriot, who died en the
other side of the Atlantic whilst -ilfdling the duties of a
statesman, and whonow rests attthe foot of Montreal's royal
mount, Close tothat city which lie lovei se well. We hive
come back to bis plan, and we may exclaimL tiat Cartier's
fllow-countrymen have notforgotten him, for bis werk bas
survived him in the heart of every <Jaadian patriot. Têday
do weremember it more than evér, and we caun repeat, ailhe
close of this speech, the sublime words le spoke i the dvi-
sion of Montreal EatI "To the WestL Thee aMrelobe
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oud wealth and prosperity ; there is the granary of the matter in the Act of 1872 to which he made the slightestworld; there our nation's future." reference. He was good enough at Montreal to characteris

Mr. MACKENZIE. It bas been to me, Sir, a matter of the member for West Durham as the great spocial pleader;
deep regret that, fron personal indisposition, I have not but, Sir, a more specious kind of pleading than the hon.
been able up to this time to take a part in one of the most gentleman's own speech is not attanable by any person,
important, if not the most important discussions which has either at the bar or beyond the bar. However, I have
taken place in Parliament since I have had the honor of a no particular fault to find in one respect with the bon.
seat here. I have observed, Sir, that during my enforced gentleman. A very large proportion of bis speech-I
silence some of my opponents, in the press and at public should say a good half of it-was taken up by quotations
meetings, have ventured the expression of an opinion that from nmy speechel, and I was never before aware how
I was afraid to meet the redoubtable warriors on the other excellent those speeches were until 1 hoard the hon. gentie-
side of the House. I think that after twenty Sessions man deliver them with bis fine, sonorous voice, and I think a
of Parliament, in which I nover failed to have the courage great deal more of myself since I hoard thein. It is true
of my convictions or to take my full share in public life, it the hon. gentleman misconstrued, willingly or unwillingly,
might have been taken for granted that, whatever both my motives and my speeches, and ho was good enough
happened, I should at least not be afraid to meet my to saddle upon me the responsibility for the entire Pacitie
opponents in debate. There isone thing, Sir, I admit i am Railway scheme from its inception to the present time.
afraid of, and that s, I am always afraid-I have never had Ie was good enough, at the same time, to blame me ontirely
the courage-to misrepresentthe opinions oftmy oppononts -if blame there be-for the Act of 1874. I will deal with
or misquote their speeches. I have listened to this dis- the Act of 1874 later on, but my impression ut this moment
cussion, or at ail events to a large portion of it, with is that it was brought in and passed exactly as it is now;
extreme interest. T' e Minister of Railways has used my that the hon. gentleman and his leader and every one on
name very freely, as bas my hon. friend who has just sat that side of the House gave their hearty acquiescence to
down. I counted about sixty-sevon times that ho used my that Act in its present shape ; that they moved no amend-
name and thon I gave it up as a bad job. But my naine has ment, stated no objections, but accepted it as the poliey of
been so freely used, and the Act I succeeded in passing in the country ut the time; and, therofore, if there is any
1874 bas been so often spoken of, that I felt, however responsibility ut all attaohing to it which has any bearinig
unwilling and unable I might be to address the House, it upon the present discussion, which I deny, the hon. gentle
was quite impossible that I should allow this debate to close man anel bis friends are as mach responsible as wo are.
without, at ail events, a brief review of the position Mr. PLUMB. There were amendments moved.
and the share I have taken in it, both as a member Mr. MACKENZIE. There were no amodments. Thore
of the Opposition and for a time the leader was no amendment to any principle of the Bill or connected
of the Liberal Government. At the same time, I feel with any point involved in this controversy. But the hon.
compelled to say, and I do so without any party feeling, Minister of Railways,a few evenings ago, in the very violent
that I have observed in the speeches on this side of the speech which ho delivered on an occasion which ho esteemed
Bouse a close application to th merif s of the scheme now suitable for the purpose, declared with the utmost emphasis,
before the House, and in those on the other side of the folding hie arme and looking round about him like Demos-
nouse a very careful avoidance of any discussion on the thenes, that ho thought ho stood in the most impregnable
morits. It is true, Sir, verystrong epithets have been sent position with regard to certain contracts on the Pacifie
across the floor from that side. Gentlemen who had no Railway, because up to this time no one had moved in con-
facts to elaborate, no defence to offer upon the merits, were demnation of them. Of course. Sir, if ho applies that
not afraid of throwing rhetorical dead cats acrôsa the floor principle of acquittal to himseolf ho will not deny to me the
at their opponents. My two hon. friends on my right were same principle of action. If ho feels that ho is acquitted
classed as "aristocratic demagogues." I have so long faced from ail blame because no motion for condemnation has been
demagogues of every kind, thnt I vas not afraid of that, made within some months-an omission whie b h may find
but when the hon. gentleman described them as " amative rectifiod some day-how mnch more may I say that, after
radicale," -I felt that I must draw the line somewhere, and seven years have passed, it ls rather too late'in the day for
that we must part company. I do not know-perhaps the the hon. gentleman to saddle me with any blame for the Act,
hon. gentleman does not himself know what the phrase means, chapter fourteen, of 1I74 1 desire, however, before pro-
but i took it to mean Foinething terrible, something worse coeding to discuss the merit of that Act or the Act which
perhaps than "aristocratic demagogues." it amendeod, to refer very briefly to my own position upon

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very lovable ones. the railway matter. 1 observe that I have bon charged in
the leading organ of the Opposition, or rather of the Minis-

Mr. MACKENZIE. Very lovable Radicals. Well, Sir, I terial party,-I am in tne habit of calling them the Opposi.
admit that there is no one in the House who is more of an tion party because 1 think that i whore thuy ought to be--
authority on the subject than the leader of the House, and I Sir JO UN A. MACDONALD. That is where you wouldaccept bis explanation at once. On reading the elaborate
and able speech of the Minister of Railways when ho care-
fully left out certain expianations I think ho was bound, as Mr. MACKENZIE. I have been charged lm thoir orgari
a Minister and as one of the leaders of this Hlouse, to make with lending my opposition to the scheme of last Session,
in reference te some extraordinary acts of their own, I was because I was opposed to the settlement of the North-West
reminded of what is said of an English statesman, that: Territory. Now, before I entered political life at:aIl, before

"Nature designed him in her ragei had any privilege to speak as a representative of the
To be the Graft n ofhis age, people, it was my pivilege as I felt i te my duty, te
But, after using all the sia, take a very active iterest in rescuing that country from
Foggot to put the virtues in." the bands of the Hudson's Bay Company, and. the party

Wiile everything that was telling, from bis point with waich I was connected in public life invariably made
of view, against hie opponents, was used with that a leading plank in their political platform; and .ow,
the greatest possible industry, and I am bound Sir, I can point out numbers of gentlemen who wèr willing
to say also with the greatest possible unfairness at that time, as was the leader of the Tory party in Osnda,
sometimes, there was nothing about bis own connection and Sir Edmund Ilead, to make that country appear worthtees,
the connection ofhis colleagues with certain phases of this and to oppose all our Weforts to obtain some settiement,
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which would be a righteous one ; and it was only when extreme of wliat sbould be done in order to favor the
Canada became more powerful and ber political interests people of BritishiColumbia, and in order to maintain intact
were more properly represented in London, that we our own honor as a people On one occasion, which the
obtained such conditions as we did-an unjust settle- hon. gentleman referred to, and some other hon. gentleman
ment, so far as our payment to the Hudson Bay referred to, in a mauner which I do mot intend to notice, it
Company was concerned. I therefore felt, as~ Iwill be remembered that about a dozen iembers of my own
always did, and as I feel at this moment, the party declined to follow me in the division respecting
utmost possible interest in every measure which theNanaimo andEsquimaitI1alwayand it will also be
bas for its object the opening up and settlement of the rememberei, I bote withsome degree of shame on the part
great north-western territory. While I do not believe in of the Gontervative members of the thon flose, that while
the extravagant statements of hon. gentlemen opposite, as the two leaders, the hon. member for Victoria, thehon.
to the extent and fertility of the soil of that country, First Minister, and the Minister of RailWays, votod.to
I believed and tried to show that there was a very large support the Government on that occasion, every man of
amount of its territory more or less sterile. I knew therethoir followers-was it by instigation of their leaders-
was a prodigious tract of land valuable for settlement by except the British Columbia members, voted against the
millions of people, which cannot but have a very important building of the road from Esquimaît to Nanaimo, though
influence on continental polities, and upon every branch of evory man of tbem was committed to the building of it, not
humai science and enterprise which ministers to the only as far as Nanaimo, but to the Narrows by Bute
welfare of a nation ; and I would be a very unpatriotic Inlet, showing to what extent partizan hostility will ho
individual, did I use any efforts of mine, or apply a ey carried by gentlemen who have only the desiro to serve
influence of mine, towards retarding the settpement of that party interests, even in connection with a great question
country, or towards making its settlernont onerous to the like this. The hon gentleman now at the head of the
Dominion at large, and to those who become settiers in that Govern entand the Minister of Railway were both well
country. Now, Sir, in pursuance ofa genoral polïey, which aware of the strong feeling in this flonse and ont of it
was accepted by the nation nt large, I -felt, afterthe Pacificagainsteven that campensation which I agreed to in my
iRailway Act waspassed in 1872, after the excessive ternis discussion with Lord Carnarvon, and every one of thein,
granted to British Columbia, that, while 1Istilicntertained when asked privatolv, would sav IYes; the Governgmnt
the same opinion as to the unwisdom of that arrangement, ougLt to be supported." In fact, one of those gentlemen
as to the extravagance of the bargain, as to the made a speech in which ho declared that ishould ho given,
impossibility of executing the contract so undertaken, and after the measure was passed made another speech
yet, I say, I feît bovud. to give whatever assiFtance saying that er ad done rightin the matter. But what
nigbt be in my power as a private member of the bcame of a ] their followers. Why, Sir, every person

Bouse and afterwards as leader for five yeurs of the knows the extremadocility, to use a very harmilesaword,
late Administration. But, Sir, while teis was the of the supporters of hon b gentlemen opposite. If I am lot
case,I was bound, at the same time, by other considerations wrodng, Mr. Chairman, you yourelf showed a remarkable
as a public man, which must necessarily woigb invaeiably instance of that docility a foew evenings ago. Yo were
with those who have assumed the responsibilities of gosd enoug on that occasion to say that suh was your
Government. la the first place, the Act of 1872 enacted, affection for your leader, and such your confidence in his
as did the Act of 1874, that the scheme of union with statementsh that you were quide willing to accept lis word
British Columbia, that part ofit whih involved the building insteadofthe production of documents of plic interestito
ofthe railway within the limited time provided tht the the discussion. Well, Sir, I have no doubt that thera are a
railway should ar executed only if the burdens upon the very large number of supporters of your views on that side
people were Not in exces of the thon existing rate of taxation. of the fouse, but I say that if that is tho case, in this
My on. friend from Bothwell, a few ltvenings ago, in dis- iatter a shako of the hon. gentleman's head, who knows
cussing the constitutional 2w applicable to the union of two bow to shako it scientificallyon such casions, would
nations, or, s in this case two Provinces, took as an illustra- wheel is supportersy nto lino just as readily in support
tion ofthe obligations resting upon th aa superior power, or of by Nanaimo Bi as you did supporing
majorityin. the united natic othe violation of the teros of bis refusai teproduce parliamentary documents.
Unionbtween England and Scotland in 1707, and proved Now, Sir, in pursuit of my objedt upon the assumptien of
that constitutionalauthoitiosasseited thateitwas quite coin- office, hatad to-consider what couid h done in this matter,
petent for the Logislature, whie h was composed of represen- and, wi my colleages assistance, we decided upon sending
tatives of both Seotland and England, aithough the latter a mission to British Columbia, to endeavour tO obtain their
shoulde largely in the majorty, to set aside Articles of cordial assont to sud modification of the t.Irs of Union
Union whih were consideroe after the Union to o unwise in as we fo t migt be desirable, the existing ones being
their character. Now, while quite admit that it would wholly impossible. For the firt two Sessions, I a Ypretty
wh competent for the DominionLegislature, cmprising, as it sure the Ministor of Railways rather supported me in thoso

dos, representatives fom British Columbia a well as from efforts: and t e third and fourts ho and lis fricnds found
other Provirces, to make hanges that were not ontem- out that t hey were qot under any obligation to kep the
plated in the terms of Union, that they mig t to a certain teros with British Columbia ut al-that it was nover
extent, or perhaps to any extent,im pàr as any cQnstitu- intended, although the Order in Councilb 80stater ir to
tional lgahlty is concernd, set aside theconditions of'Union build the rodnuib ton years and commence v simultaneous
betwoeen the two Provinces. I fet owevor that might , in two. At ail events, when we asumed ofcse, some
that it would ot Bo fair, in the large majority of this diouse- months of the third year had elapsedand the hoad was
cud in the otherfouse, tut violate any of tho eprovisions of thatInot o ve haf surveyed. Only a very smalaportion of the
compact whi h could possibly Poobserved; d, Sir, what- country had been troddn over by aexploring parti spod
ever faults I may have had as adm nistrator of the Govr- we wre left te fight the battle as we could with Britinh
ment of Canada, one of themtwaermot the s sirking of Colmbia, and with a general hostile minority in Parliament
obligations imposed upon e as a Minterand as anember bNot upon emparrassing the Goverument in endoavoring to
of this Parliamenuthsofar as I was able wdt th the means give efect to their ow a policy when they were is ofie.
the nation lael at my command to carry these obligations Now the Minister of hailways, and every oe from nim
practioall into effe cony lgiation. 1 aniot at ail certain down to the member for eauharnois, in their opesben
but that on sever occion a went to ho veratve takeishetir und th akelio-&et ofi 87ase

exen, r pehpMt n xtns fraKnycnttu nedeathuhte re nIoni s ttd~it
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have »ot attempted to show that this is a good Bill of theirs.
except, indeed, the member for Provencher (Mr Royal),
ie, indeed, boldly asserted, instigated thereto, it

is said, by certain threats'of what would happen 4n that
country if ho and other members of that district ventured,
at this moment, to oppose the Government--however
that may be I do net kLow-bgt such is the current
rumor-that this was a good Bill. But the hon. gentleman
was so logical as to say this, although the terms of the Act
provides a special reserve of 15 miles along the entire
boundary of the Dominion, where no hostile company can
place a rail, that this was not a monopoly. But ho goes
further, and says if it is a monopoly it is a blessed one, for
which the First Minister ought to be thanked by every
person in the Dominion. The Minister of Railways says,
no doubt in reference te this, in one of his speeches, like the
member for Provencher, that there is no monopoly; but
assuming there is, there is a way to evade the monopolists
by carrying your wheat down by way of the Nelson
River and shipping it among the ice of the Hudson's Bay,
round by the coast of Greenland, to England. The hon.
gentleman was far too modest; ho should have remembered
there was another way of escape by the Mackenzie River;
and it is said that the Arctic Ocean round Behring's Straits is
open for as much as thi1ee weeks in the year. Here is a
blessed relief to be found in the far north, to which I invite
hon. gentleman's attention, then. Who forgets the admirable
arrangement made by the gentleman who held the post of

igh Joint Commissioner for Canada at Washington when ho
procured for us the free navigation of the Yukon and Porcu-
pine in return for his abandonment of millions' worth of
claims we kad an account of the Fenian raids. It is true, we
had the navigation of those rivers before; but, as the hon.
gentleman did not know that, I think ho is ontitled to credit
for having got the privilege again, and we ought to use it
diligently as a way of escape from the part of the Peace
River district as well as by the Mackenzie River and Hud-
son's Bay Straits. What was the nature of the attempts
hitherte made to obtain the construction of the Canadiati
Pacifie IRailway. In the first place there was the famous
contract entered into with Sir Hugh Allan, which was
something like the present contract in this respect,-that it
was a company of capitalists under Sir Hugh Allan, who
intended to provide a financial scheme under which con-
tractors would be obtained who would undertake the actual
construction of the work, they receiving among themselves
the general profits which would come to the managers of
the enterprise-not the profits of the actual construction of'
the railroad. The Minister of Railways sometimes
refers to my. speech in Sarnia, in November, 1873,
where I referred to the Government being able to retain
the prcfits of the undertaking for itself-my allusion being
to such profits as would come from the financial arrange-
ments, and not to those properly coming to the con-
structive company organized by Sir Hugh Allan and
his associates. ln 1872 they passed a remarkable
Act, authorizing the Government to do 'certain things
-the Act respecting the Allan Company; and as
soon as I entered office I felt that, at all events, that Act in
its then shape should be removed fron the Statute-book. I
have no doubt but that some hon. gentlemen, and notably
the hon. gentleman who last addressed the House, will be
surprised to learn that the Act of 1874, under which they
ail shelter themselves, was not an affair of contracts at al l;
it was simply a basis for receiving tenders, beyond which the
Government of the day could not go; but it was more than
that, so far as the money andl and grants were concerned, it
was a continuation of the.Act of the hon. gentlemen opposite
passed two years before. It was not our proposai to give
$30,000,000 and 54,000,000 acres, but that of the present
Minister of Railways and his leader, as embodied in the Act
of 1872. My Act of 1874 was in mitigation Of that Act, to

provide that we should not go so far as it went. Instead of
giving 54,000,000 of acres unconditionally into the bands of
the Allan, or any other company, we proposed that only
one-third of 20,000 acres of land per mile should paus into the
handes of the contractors absolutely; that two-thirds of that
amount should be dealt with by the Government of the day,
and the proceeds of the sales paid over to the company.
The Act of 1874, therefore, was a great improvement on that
of two years before. Yet there is not one geitleman I have
yet heard, on the opposite side, who bas referred, for
one instant, to the Act of 1872 as that which
originated the lands and money proposals which were
somewhat changed in the Act of 1874. But there
were other conditions in the Act of 1872 of the most
extraordinary character. I objected to thom at the time
as unprecedented in their character. The 14th section of
that Act reads as follows :-

" The company with which such aSreement as aforesaid is made may,
with the consent of the Governor in Council, surrender lts Act or Acta
of incorporation and accept instead thertof a charter to be grauted by
the Government, embodying the agreelnent, so much of this Aet and
such of the provisions of its Act or Acta of incorporation, and of the
Railway Act, modified a mentioned in the neit following section, as
may be agreed upon by the Government and the company, and such
charter, being published in the Canala Gazette, with au Order or
Orders in Council relating to it, shall, in so tar as it is not consistent
with this Act, have force and effect as if It were an Act of the
Parliameat of Canada."
I doubted thon, and I doubt now the constitutional power of
this Parliament to dolegato to anybod7 , oven to a com-
mittee of its membors sueh as the Governmont is, the
power to enact statutes which shall have the force of laws
passed by this Chamber. But such, Sir, was the provision,
two or three times repeated, of the Act of-1872. It was
quite impossible, with our viows of legislative and admini-
strative authority, our views of public and political morality,
that we could permit any such power to be vosted in any
Government while wo had the powor to repeal it. We
therefore introduced the Act of 1874 in order to set aside
the granting unconditionally of' 54,000,000 of acres
of land and making such otheir conditions as are embodied
in that Act. Instead of giving $30,000,000 we gave
$10,000 per mile (or proposed to give it), and this grant
we extend to ail portions of the line; and after we had
obtained a complete survey of the line, we were to
advertise publicly for tendors on the conditions
prosented in that Act, and submit those tenders te Parlia-
ment for ratification and acceptance After this had been
done and Parliament had expr'essed its will, thon we should
have not only fulfilled all the conditions of our pledges, but
fulfilled the conditions which constitutional laws demanded,
and we would have vindicatod our position as Reformers by
reforming an Act which was so bad in ail its features. But,
Sir, notwithstanding ail the bad fetures of this Act-bad
in the sense of being over favorable to the contractors-Sir
lugh Allan failed when Le went to England with his depu-
tation; he failed to find a single responsible individuat in
the character of a financial contractor who would touch the
scheme as it thon stood. It may be said, if that waa the
case when 54,000,000 of acres and $30,000,000 was granted,
why are they Bo ready te enter into an arrange-
ment on the present terms ? I will endeavor to
answer that question presenitly. Under the Act of
187 t we never gave out any contract except that of Mr.
Foster for the Georgian Bay Branch, and wo never
attempted to do the work until we had the survéys corn-
pleted, and were able to present a complote profile froin
end to end of the line. But we took this precaution, and I
think the hon. Minister of Railways repeated part of
my speeches in reference to this particular matter; we
held that the first thing required before giving a
paying character to any portion of the line was to
obtain the settlement of a large number of people in
the North-West Territories. At the time that we
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came into ifice it required from two to three weeks for
emigrants to travel, with the waggons or carts which
were then in use, from St. Paul-which was at that
time the western limit of railway travel-to Winnipeg ;
and after reaching that point they had to gain further
access into the country by such unsatisfactory and
comfortless means as were then at their command. When
we left office, five years afterwards, we had a railway
penetrating from the north-western States to the
boundary, and from the boundary to Winnipeg; we had
228 miles of the road nearly finished through our -own
country, and such improvements had been made in public
works as would, with the improvement in the navigation,
have eniabled us in arother year or two to turn a large
share of travel through our own territory into the prairie
region. In 1877 we advertised for tenders, after being able
to give as full information as was possible regarding the
profile of the road, the features of the country, its
geological, agricultural and mineral eharacter, andi
such other information as might be of interest to
those who in England and elsewhere were examining
into the character of the Great Lone Land.j
Duri1ng those whole five years I was subjected, by hon.i
gentlemen on the other side of the House, to the bitterest
hostility in connection with every step I took in this work.i
I was met by the most factious opposition on almost every1
occasion. Even when I asked the consent of the House forr
power to facilitate the giving out of the contracts and the1
proceeding with the works between Fort William and thei
Red River, the permission was given grudgingly, and I
think, on one occasion, only after an amendment had been
moved. But when hon. gentlemen came into office therec
was a complote change in their opinions, and I am glad to
notice that since bis accession to office the hon. Minister of
Railways bas taken back almost every accusation he ever
made against me in connection with every possible subject.i
In the first place, though the Government of the hon. gentler:
mon opposite provided in their contract with Sir Hughc
Allan, that the Thunder Bay Branch should be finished byt
December, 1874, ' when we undertook to construct that c
branch we were accused of treason to the best interests off
the country; we were accused of acting in combinationv
with Yankee railways, to carry traffic out of the country.r
With regard to that subject I may make the remark, that Ih
would never scruple, as a statesman, to take advantage ofc
crossing a corner of my neighbors' territory, if, by soe
doing, I could obtain the shortest and best route into my
own property. This was the view which was taken by alli
tIe statesmen cof the United States; for several of the
railways crossing Canada at this moment have been
huilt-notably one of them-by United States money. We
ourselves, under the guidance of the Ion. the First Minister
and bis former colleagues in a former Government, gave
the Grand Trunk Company authority to lease or purchase
the road through the State of Maine, from our boundary to
Port land, in order to obtain access to the best
harbor on the Atlantic. There was no cry then against i
building that lino or against -acquiring it. It was only b
when it became advisable in the interest of party-those
party exigencies, which, according to a journalist on the
otber side of thje House, justify making a wrong statement,
and not correcting it afterwards-those party exigencies n
justified hon. gentlemen opposite in opposing the building i
of the Pembind Branch, although immediately after coming i
into ofice they took care to have it perfected as speedily asi
possible, and it will be foZ years to come, under their
arrangement, the proper and only highway into our own
tirrit.ories in the North-West. Well, the hon. gentlemani
also.accused me of improvidence. He made insinuations

ýe te -omething worse in the purchase I made of 40.000 I
tors of steel rails. le said I purchased them when they I
were not wanted, and during the very last session of my d
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inenmbency as a Minister, we were assaited with stateni s
that these rails were lying in heape rusting here and there
throughout the country. But the hon. gentleman was neot
six moeths in office when ho reshed te England and bought
40,000 tons again, exactly duplieating my order and
following precisely my example. H-e says, that ho made a
botter bargain than I. 'I deny that. He bought them at a
less price, but, relatively to the prices prevailing then, he
made no better bargain than I. I obtained them only by
the proper method. I might refer, if the hon. the Minister
of IRailways will pardon me for doing so, to some of his
lAtest feats in connection with railways, out of the Nortk-
West. At one time the hon. gentleman and his colleagues
sent a corps of surveyors to examine the route from Bault
Ste. Marie to Lake Nipissing. They ordered that survey
immediately prior to Qur acceptance of office in
1873. Did they mean that this was to be thrown away, or
did they mean, when they sent men to examine that road,
that they were to build it, if the report was favorable ?
I invite an answer to this, before this discussion is
closed, because, if they held thon what they hold
now and proclaii to the publie, namely, that
it is treason to. Canada to build to the Sanit
Ste. Marie, to connect with the 'United States ruads
through Michigan, then were they traitors at that time, or
have their views of constitutional moràlity since changed ?
That the hon. Minister of Railways announced again that be
has completely changed his views; but, if he does, we must
remind him that even last Session ho was favorable to this
project. In 1/79 the hon. gentleman brought a measure
into this House, providing for the purehase of the Rivière
du Loup Railway from the Grand Trunk Railway Company,
and he made it a-condition in the purchase, that the com-
pany should use the money paid them for the branch, in
building a road through part of Michigan; yet, now he
and bis associates are horror stricken at the idea 6f our
using or proposing to use, in orderto save a vast exponditure
of money which will be practically thrown away, a road to
the Sault Ste: Marie, to connect with a straight line towards
our own. territory, through Michigan. I am afraid thesoe
facts will tell so trontgly against the hon. gentleman, that ho
will'have very little to say in support of his various
professions at various times; or if ho bas, I should like to
know on what principle he defends the elucidàtions of his
contradictory views in 1872, 1874, 1879, 1t80 and 1881,
consecutively, and sce in what extraordinary mess
lie will land himself and those who act with
him. I remenber, also, that the hou. gentleman
and his friends-and I do not blame. thein for it
-sent a corps of engineers in 1873 within a month of the
time they left office; in fact, they had left offi -e before the
engineers bad obtained a passage through the Ste
Marie River, and I am told as the party in question was,
as usual, strictly Conservative, they were in a great hurry
to get the steamer to leave the Sault in case they should
be recalled by the new Government. This party was sent
Io examine the country from Fort William westward. The
hou. gentleman afterwards accused me of treason to the
country because I adopted the line from Thunder Bay
westward, instead of going to that beautiful place, Nepigon.
The hon. gentleman's newspaper in the first place accused
me of being interested in favor of Nepigon when I selected
that route, and afterwards accirsed me of having a special
interest in favor of Thunder Bay whon we decided to go
there. It was impossible to take a step in the execution of
Pacifie Railway work without being opposed by hon.
gentlemen opposite in what I conceive to have been a most
unfair, not to say unpatriotic, manner. I admit'that ou
actions as a Government were not to be freed from erlitiisi,
because we were endeavoring o give effect as far as itiçouid
be done to their own policy ; there muet boa eertainItfe-
dom of debate in Parliament. Bven where a parsy ha
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ot4fn'ted a project it may b. carried out wrongly, and
fh!foré I did not expect any freedom frem criticism; 'but
l'dia 'éxpèt that in matters that fin, gentleman 0o itei
oi4êstèd *Oeooghtl not to be saddled unjustl wi anyodUm that might o attached to it, and as little did I laim
any credit that might be attached to the varions scheme to
wciiclh I have referred. I observed by the way-and I
make the reinark simply in passing-that a few months ago
the Government were said to have decided that Fort
Wiliam ahould not be the terminus on Lake Superior, but
I observed in this 'contract that Fort William is the termi-
nus. ow does that happen ? Ras the Syndicate dictàted
this as well as other matters? If they have, they have
shown their wisdom in a geographical as well as a political
point of view. I aMn glad to see that the hou. gentleman
changes se rapidly. Why, bis changes of views are like the
changes in a kaleidescope ; you shako it up in a few months
and present another set of figures and forms altogether.
I am not altogether blaming the hon. gentleman for
changing his views in many respects, because I claim ithe
liberty to change my own views. I do not for one moment
blâme him, that the reports of bis engineers led him to a
diferent conclusion from what he had previouslyentertained,
becanse I found myself almost every year compelled more
or less to change mv views from having obtained a better
kneWlodge of the country. I was in haste, Sir, to geL the
iné defmned across the continent. I was in haste to do

whafever the Dominion might flnd it in its power to do,
not merely to sustain the bargain with British Columbia,
bat" taobtain kùowledge of our vast country, and to do
everything in my power to facilitate the construction of the
Caniadian Pacific Railway, always subject to the one con-
didf!n, that we should not immerse 4,000,000 of people in
debt in order to carry out an impossible bargain. But,
Sir, in pursuit of that view, r, on one occasion, approved by
Order in Council of the route being carried down the North
FrasertoFort George,believing then that,beyond a doubt, the
route either to Bute Inlet or Kamsquat would be solected,
the latter by Dean's Channel being far the shortest; but
subsequent examinations showed the grades 'upon it to be
so heavy, and those on the southern line toe so favorable,
that I abandoned the line from the s3ummit level to Fort
George, and selected the Burrard Inlet route at the west.
Such were the changes involved in the acquisition of more.
knowledge and in cousequence of explorations undertaken
by the two Governments. Now, Sir, I have shown that
the Act of 1874, about which so much has been said on the
Ministerial side, was simply one limiting the Executive
power. We offered no person the terms the hon. gentle-
man mentioned in his speech; we paised a public Acl to
say that it would be upon such terms that tenders would be
received. If one tenderer said he would take 10,00 acres
in land and' $10,000 in money per mile, we would, as a'
matter of course, accept that tender, if it was the lowest;
if another said he would take 15,000 acres in land and
815 000 in money, we would accept that if it was the
lowest; subject, of course, in all cases to the approval of
Parliament. Now, what are the conditions of the present
bargain? The conditions are extraordinary. in the
first place, the Government must be aware that under
no lw bhave they a right to receive tenders
without advertising for them. The only law which
can apply to the Government's action je my Act of 1874,
and ît.provides in the Sth section that "the works lu any
section or sub-section of the said railway shall not be
given out to any contractor or contractors except after
tenders have been received for the same." Now, in thi
case the, Government had entirely changed their pollcy.
The Statute I have quoted provided $ 10,000 per mile as the
limitation in money and 20,000 acres as the limitation in
land. That was practically the same as was provided in
the Âet of 1872, though a little Iss money and a little lesm

Ñnd. The hon, gentleman in bis speech made them mor,
and for that purpose misrepresented the £gwes,
wbether , wilfuUy 'or not I do inot know. But
bon. gentlemen mat year went to England, taking with
themn the project embraced in the hon. gentleinan's resolu.
tions. They reported through their newspapers that great
success was attending their efforts. T ey came home,
however ; and they were not able to report any sucess to
Parliament. Their mission was a palpable, ntter fait.
ure. Thon, Sir, during last reoces they went home again,
and we found reported in the papers from time to tuie the
wonderful success that was attending them. They came
home, and the First Minister announced at Hochelaga-
though that announeement bas been qualifiod sinee--that
he had made a firm contract with parties in England.
What right had h. to make a firm contract ? He might
have made a conditional agreement that ho would submit
to Parliament. But what are the terms generally of this
new agreerment? What was proposed proviously -was
$30,000,000, or $10,000 a mile. That was the limitation to
which Parliament restrained Ministers, and in our adver-
tisement for tenders in 1877, we provided that whoever
undertook the contract of building the lino should receive
as part of the $30,000,000, the amount exponded upon those
provisional contracts, botween Red River and Lake Superior
and between Selkirk and Pombina. In this case
thoy undertake a bargain, which, hy their own
showing, involves an expenditure of $53,000,000. With-
out having consulted Parliament, without having the
slightest authority to de it, they enter into a
contract, and have that contract signed, to expend
853,000,000 where Parlia ment had limited the expenditure to
830,000,000. What justification was there for this, Sir? Why
should a contract be made with these parties or any others ?
If it had been kLown that the Government had determined
to increase the grant from $30,000,000 to $53,000,000, do
you suppose that they would bo wanting in applications to
obtain the contract ? Sir, any person possessed of
ordinary intelligence and the slightest spark of official
knowledge, must have known.that it would have been the
easiest thing in the world, with such terms as these, to
obtain offers, in a greater or less 'degree, more favorable
than the present. But, in addition to increasing the grant
by $23,000,000, and, mark you, although we have heard
almost overything in connection with this matter denied,
no one has donied that they have made a grant of 25,000,000
acres, to be selected where these parties please. I have
read-I read six times to-day-the Minister of Railways
explanation of this at Montreal, where ho accused my hon.
friend from West Durham of risrepresentation. I am not
able te see the misroprosentation. I read the provision pre-
cisely as my hon. friond (Mr. Blake) read it, that they have
absolute power anywhere; for tho words are: "in the fertile
belt or elsewhere." If they draw a general lino on the
map, and call it a branch railway, upon that general ine
they may seiout thd blcks of land. We are told by the
hon. gentleman (Sir Charles Tupper) that the fertile belt
only extends from the 49th to the 57th degree of latitude.
Where does the 57th degree of latitude extend to ?
The Peace River flows through the Rocky Mountains to the
56th degree, and the 57th dogroe is 70 miles north of that,
and within a very few miles of the northern wheat growing
limit on the continent. Some of the rougher grains were
grown 150 miles north of that point, but I am not aware of
any wbeat, being grown more than a few miles north. -It je
ra.id there is some grown 80 miles north of Danvedin, near
the bond of Peace River. We have 25,000,000 acres
of select lands given the Syndicate. It e a point of
moonshine to put them at the low price named by thie
Government. I am not able to se. on what pribeiple
the Miniter of Railways says they arm worth
les thagnin 1875, After ogr having spet early
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820,000,000 ui getting a highway into he. countr rthisan other motive than w4atI havenJr4y
and ing it within thrde hs he pitario to? e cte 1, Qbai t
setfier--a'ter lessening the exense 0 bytwo irdsofgttng 1hose 90 mils a y dig c r ng
ini4o the ontry-ho*it comes that io4and is ore lee and 8pshn f t 'l op tbq rre are
than before, is a mystery Whi4h no low dan under- 81 i bnit therp , ', am td, and #ins are
stand'" It may be said, but you pnt ,xra t vaup niin over 60, the il ing laid over ? 0 i
on your side of the House on these lan d m to v e. the eset 1,00 iler irpad er built in.4nadà or
on them at all. I took the hon. gntlemag's wn vagi, that i Il ever be buit in any country in the world.
whieh he never stated at less than 82 i c',; g said, i _, r. ]JUjMI. Regn heer.
speech in 1875. that tbe relative ifference .of té1ing 'th r . .
lands as they corne~and selecting theri was 13 an aç ; rel KFh IE . wi r attlh hoa. pelentaa
that if taken in àtternate seetion tbe.h wôùlRi eo Wrtb ,' 4e m ere thefe is a chea

but selected, lands '5. Oh, yes, h k' had the9lqetion hi ù. Mr. PLUMB. I can tell the hon. gentleman tbat there
self-well he bas ot menv ngt loses cute fhan' bibf e-f are depressions in those prairies which coipäl ilIieg p
give him the selection, and I as a public ianw vià A o ï' nd diffoences in grades. The prairies ef"MichdigiTd
eave the selection with him'as the"Syndiçte o far as tip fber States have nosuéh difficulties. Il ean tell tlidio

country is concerned. I believe he would, not gie thein á -there are nukeg to be deaLt with, though h m4 y
the best, but see that something was keptfor the boy a iig nt kf it.
friend in Toronto would say. 'Apber feature of his Mr. MACKENZIE. I was a lititle too wAll ipformed i'
scheme strikes me with qme degree of toushoeef. Wh tbe inatte; to bé cortected by my bon. friendOppolit .
was all this secrecy observed, 1o Minister has *enured to t he says tbere are extraordinai'y depressionès i
state à single reason 'for it? Wasthethingsogoo tIlithe those 1 miles, I nuat say e was ,notiht
weré at'raid of a multitude of-offers being-naeif' they 1  eIl gn, and h s not studied tihe repor$s of the 'enr
ii4hed theterms ? If that'was not theireÀÈon why not telt h rhbSii, with r.egrd to the bâijding of ti vaiônp
Why afraid of Parliament ? Why afrqid ohye pepjfle ? Ián- arfs, I c u) gqite nde.rstand wby the Minit '
not believe, l will npt belieye, that seb scorecy pub. igays might de ire to finish the sectioni '%1tiýe-
observed without some motive for it. Motives god as w 1 ErtriWeltiain and Rivr-as it is so far onit miït
asi bad. If the motive was a righteous oneI prdmisé to be býtter for the tovernment to 'i i tP
give full credit for it. If the motive was not good,it y unçiérst àd tilore readily why tb e lneunderecntact-
stiil not have been malicious; it may simply .have een a p.rl begun, between'Kamlogps and Yale,should e iye
sensles one. It is one or the other. It iî éither ood, to te Sydidate, they to pa backto theGovernmedt
*icked,, r stupid. They were bound 4s evçry igis a the Goverçiment have expended upon it. That wou 1 Iiå
boundt give the effect to the desires fPaiiLnt. been'a wise hnd understandable piopQsition. But ins
bad thosé desires exposed in an Act which they allw0d 'to of that, the Government not merely retain this extrdey
remain two years on the Statute-bpok 'witbout rpe1" difcult part, the worst part of the entire line, but tie
They knew Parliament would not ieadily Consent to dodbl elso undprtakethe building of 9 miles of the next
theexpenditure without at lepet suffcient reason ; and in dieçuit part to be found, instead of giving it tothM
face f alil this knowledge they go to Englati'and udil a te to build. They declare, in one breath, thatt is
bargain which proposes the building of thoroad upon the deirable that the Governmuept should get rid of thino
terme of these resolutions. Now I am anxious te> spe ti9 ad entrust ita construction and its working to contraté s,
rond built, but I am not ale to discovereone redeeïuinu an4 it the same time they undertake to build as mWch
fenture in that scheme. Idesire to pOint out not mogeiely what t yselves as they will be able to accornplish du.ng l
I have said about the extraordinary secrecy observed, entire time the Syndicate are accomplisbing their par.
but about the extraordinary provisions that oud not hbat is the use of the Syndicate at all? If the Governmeut
possibly have been unforseei by the hon. Minister ,f are to cqntinue tó build entirely, from he beginning. I mî
Railways. I give the hon. gentleman oredit for eing as say 217 mi)es of thq worst part of the road, what is the use
acute as most men, and as sharp no doUbt in atten4ing t th ofempIoying a Syndicate to build the* other portions We
affairs of bis department, if ho looksinto them as he hould. co idbudd them all at the same time, and if, instead J
Will be tell me, then, why the flrst 10 miles of road dqing what the hon. gentleman has done, he ha4 brought
west of Red River, which he stated last year would in àap'oposition of that kind it might be considered. '. s 1
be built for $500,000, was not left in tire hande of the c u- have remarked, soRe on. gentlemen-ie membeffoi
tractor, or why, if taken out of lis bande, the Governl»ent Proveneber-defended the scheme upon its merits. lé
did -not finish. it themselves instead of 'iving it to thé declared that tiere was a monopoly, but, if th re Waq'a
Syndicate and paying then for it this extravgant amoun io-opoly, it was a good tbing, it was a favor-able ihi4g foi
of $10,000 per 'mile ? The money uione paim for tLis 10 is costituePcy and for Winmpeg.
miles is far more thai thé entire coet pf the ad as tated Hear hear.
by the Minister of Railways himself; yet h gives 12,0Tt
acres per mile in addition thereto. W4at was tenëcessiy MrA ENZIE. Thehon. gentleman iSnot aghamd
for this? Is it possi ble to see any reason oe faviug t ' y " kear, kear.
Syndicate ? If there is any other reason woui ho dr. ROYAL. Hear, hear.
have it, for it-seems to me the very womat feature the Mr. MACKENZIE. I can only say I do not undeitand
scheme, as showing the wa'nt ¶f talent, sharpnges nd tbe hoi. gentleman's speech, his logic or his osuitióñ
business capaity-to say nothing-worse-whiue frks 4ti sHow it can 4e good for any country to have no con tito
extraordinar'y ontract; and afer be o n railwa carriage psses my comprehension, a
speech wherein 'ho Teeapitulated fairly frotp aëfhrees atract eof fiffeen miles, a sort of preserve, over whioh ek
of my own and ethrs, the opidon t e ayr icate may run their'lines in a south-easterly dired±ioo
w a general desire that 'thé oid ,dhouhi 1 bp ýéfr if qwy other company ets a charter to bul 4'ard,
in the h*atniof a company arid worked $y a cemtpany, Ihe .nst crose that and go in a souïth-'westerly drpption,
why was it thought necesry'for th.e vnrntiat bit they must alwaya keep fifteen miles fron the boldag
mereiy to finish the bard non y sections wtich'ha pos W4at is tie object ofthat? ?, ui uite under-
already been commenced, but h jt*o fiI »ix tf stydbt the seLliers in thi district at ti cth.
pmore' miles of tAeharest ki dT t pyeibhtpoein etain.isthe fbrtik #tiê gçgbai-eut non ý,



albê a uIè f th46se inãt , n d the ~ êiI te % liept tdily v l ie, nd to 'el b
nósøg é rÔ0table markt jtb g- g doth wàfdI t* tbed .1'6 oftanw a lJ&deli gdavt m erdtr,

ltMiñfn -l%1iff TaßIrtll <* Mrfe ÔtVher ran l Ie liiû în tfhg a trdei fld pkcer eg twernty4ir fået
Urddiéd Md 11641%g «Mntet'ion tWere. hôfr. *tle tWe Yff te fline fbr häivg freigt s ozhitg eaatwI
gtehilaaAno â tb*t at the 'prsent m nient the sulieo g or %,ty' èMt n west*rd. !Now, I think it wiI1 ho an
f* tbëIsnadikn tioops in thkt quartr, ail go that way . ex g4 a n tffý eegädtion-te ue á pàhràe
TheedM»'br'îhant thfinsrei é t*akin avaage'of th intËi4uôed e I t er- orthe line shoula ptoneed o 1r 0 is
rdd -;tut" aây to settier; -séftle at the base of the prô*îandd f tmng te nion 1 ai as a stÀndàrd. The
th Boeký Monntains 'or south of the raud trinkr of the m ilt n d'or'ta'road, if ny itfoîrnatiO1 1s coirtt,
Paoisits&*ay, on our side, shall have the i4ght o crss ïdra I I3thorb iti e, àrènot lss dian ighty èbet to
thn MiefW miles to connect with a rdad in th U i!ted 'thè itià, ld tht diot cver sho'rt but ov#W
Stéat4 rvitory. I am unable to understand why this a 've3y 6tidablb distance. An hon. filend boid¼
s1i3ti411Uè -&etm. The roád is to b66built, as Iuanbmtaùd it me says it is nindtY foot In 81e as. I- am Wiar* th
ndW g~nmlly, on the line laid down sonth- ofl iakae it ik'botted 80 and 9ô feot, and I take it at 80 feet. Ett
Mmiff4é; paýssing fear Fort Ellice, and by Battiefo-d dnd at ail evnt, wo kno* this, that with grades ofevei T" fedt
E4nontd'W to the Yellow HIead Pass, that beitg the to 'he ile, an en the il flnot be abfe to do half the work
olijeétive point on the west up to the Rocky Moantaitii. it **Ml e ble toe on gade fnot ekceeding 26 'fdt. On
I arâ Wô nandertand that all the railways wbidh the Greàt Sothorh toad ln our own ofntry the magimhni
my b -built by independent comupanies on the 'gtade iis ubèer 2 tft, and on that road one of the ordInary
north of that and which would tend riaturully oëth- poW1efhl éngties nåed ior drawiog freight is ahle to take
eastery must stop whien they come to t1\e i ftoéo fiflh 40 to 46 lo êeark I do not s Iak frm hear"ay,
mrelb1, if tlhey are footish enough to cr0ss the track 'I t frotIi *a- actoal cdnnt of cars on the road. That enables
ofthi hSydicte's rôad. That i the proposition'. tit the ehradd'to'MarrY3 rieight either cheaper or elso it pays a
S ddiIatJe thunselvOs are able to make connention Wfth r eat dal more tthan other rondg The roeult of heavy
Mitd tate- rods wherever they please. There is ino * d on the anadiàn EPadifo will be this: if the-company

hMiiroree tô them. I am prepared to disecus the p'rineiple, ryödckte ohiWged orly ordinary rates upon freights,
thati no <Cnadian road bould have aby óobneetiotx with'thet i the'ordinart froightper bushel, they would hot bu
any V&«ad it the United Sttes. I am prepared to dieugs alble in tist ekse to earn enough to pay expenses they must,
thiheti é 6f know-nothingism, this phase of ptotectiotdis, in order to pay proôyely, charge double what would be thu
thsisstIwe of international stupidity, if it is brought befôrb rîatWonî ' 'Ôd ith the grades I have mentioned. And ns
ua in uheroper shape. But I ami not prejpared, becftse I the i ate wil, as a matter of course, run the road so as
cannrtot coYYve why it is so, to discuse the question, why to puy, it fbilb*s that although the rates inny nt seiner
a !eerthiâ body of men should be privilegod to rrakot te 0hSiVe considering he quautity of grain or the prôduet
ccdwdéct5ôn and ail others refuséd. Why is it? 1 here must the at can carry, they will be excessive considering the
bàre eMnh. What is the rason ? Why has Parliament quantity they ought to be able to carry,.if the grades
not blen favored with these reasons? Are hon. gentlemean decided o by the iate Government were carrie1 out
af*aiti to take Parliament into their confidence, or do they over the tôad. The Ministier of Railways int Session
beIidve'that in this Parliament they are able to carry any untiou'itied it was the intention of the Government te de-
miesre they like, no matter how repugnant it may be t grde the lino. He announcéd that it was part of the
ccdmo i e nee and morality? Do they erpect to fnd every Mitisterial ,policyto make high grades and shafp curves in
mehi¶ber au plialàt as the member for Monck, who is vory crd4er to buld the Tosc cheaply; but a road is not built
loid -i the corridors, but as pliant as a sueking dove in the clhttpty tneroly bec'ane it can bo tur'ned out of hand for a
Hoée ? He thought-he was not sure, but hé thought de ttin nurmrbr 'of dollaes ess than was expected at the
soren propostions in this contract might poesibliy be beginni"ng because it is very soon inade up by the difference
imþýrovéd, luthe was willing to take it on trust. There % oin thé ftéights charged to the people of the country
no netn brin the House for whose sound common sbne tbrough whih it passes. I look, therefore upon the standurd
and goodijedgment I have greater respect than for that of df the Union Pacifia Railway as one that is wholly
theim4mbev for Monck, and I am sure when he made these trastitable, and one that it will be a great calatnity
quaMfied admissions, and gave his qtralified support to the to ádbpt. The hon. Mfinister of Railways said, In
péoposítion before us, he must have had before hirh the his e eeh, that the gradeu between Slkirk zind
errne danger of allowing such amneasure to beebne aw 'Ithuldér By upon the new'pieeos of rond, the cost ofwhich
at-the é pase of the defeat or support of a politidi fatu. has been cheapened by somie changes, are not affected. I As
Tien we 'hve the other question of grades. It i5 Ino arty gläd to her fhat; but What about the grades oast from
aserted, and a letter has been produced to-day fron tbiee ThBnder Bay. That roadi to b uit by the Syndioato
miembers of the Syndicate, to say that the standardf th 4 dder this oontract. Are they bound -they are not boundi
Uwion Pieifi as first constructed will be given up,'and' -- to have the sanie grades as are between Selkirk and
thmt h ral standard now will be the Union Pacifie as Thuntde 'By, Aid what il the use of having good grades 1wr
competed in 1873 or 1874. Stili, if that is the dase, it is 9nt0 mils if yen havebad grde for 850 miles eastward of
mrater of not the slightest consequence in the argt'nent. that pin1t 'Il is eVident that portion will cost a greât deal

CiO.N for Working than that portion iWill cost that was
Tt<bui>ng Six o'clôck the Speaker lefCthe Chair.- dég uûd r .the late Goernment, and is approhîbig

AFTER Endthé,prént Goverament. Inmy o infÔn
AFTER ILECESS. i *411,t fà btter- giremly ()upionfr ut'it iworth

-Me ÉÀCKNZIE. Before reeses I was about to atinde -4eípend taeedn in ilTing a road and hitve it so
foitm iebe to the question of grades, and to the etter donMrhtrtd tiht Lt willeart7 heavy freight sither twau-ds
wNie1f hus be pUt lin fron certain members of thet|l Atlntifor Pacide e lo#est possIb. ates etnråd
Sfgdityittimtingtheir willingness tohave the e d iion pO 'rgit*wy7. It 'l é; id by i6de 'h . ,getinen

of"tBl1nî Žeific Railway in 1878 substitt'ed for t e dabe 4 tMtuintsrIUl- ide, it is enlarged upon
preSent words of the contract. It is not a ïnter-, T tb.ni, r Ss Id ntiI)eitè of the Syndidate wKcohave addre;Màd
ofgt4~ benthne adinanuP a 1h i tna y ofu the liktr a tte ef >o eruin ee hWhlc iVe'prosaMeaN~1in Pciie retirinexcse'M * là È4 kbolu*'tse in *4àdy irefteriWthe tM ane idea, < hë
9*fgt*lo b. ouithe Ounadîsu Pacifie llailw*Y. QOut héi ie I'*'ttt .f nei.jeoatIuh atid
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bas been set up, as it is the interest of the contractors
to .make the road a good one and a eatisfactory one
for the trafie. Well, it might not be of muéhi inferest'
proiidôd that- otherwise the contract were satisfactory.

e contract should be so made that it will be ii the i-
test of the Syndicate to make good grades and cnrvée
but unfortunately it is not so. Under the contract as it -s1
there is an excessive amount allotted to the prairie section,
which could be constructed for one-third or one-fourth'of e
amount given, showing what the intention of the Govern-
ment is. There is nothing I can see to prevent tie
Syndicate building the cheapest parts of the road and the
parts that will pay best, and I observe they are the parts
to be built first, and abandoning other portions of the
road ; and the Syndicate exists for the purpose of making
money.' The guarantee given in the form of laid bonds in
the hands of the Governient, is a -mero trifle compared
with the money that would be saved in the construction of'
the road, and with the money that is to be made from rates
that are afterwards to be charged. It so hajpened that on
no line yet surveyed to the Pacifie has there been such an
opportunity as we had for obtaining favorable giades from
Burrard Inlet all the way to Lake Superior; further than
that it is not My purpose to go, because I believe we can
obtain communication eastward during the winter season
by a line built to Satlt Ste. Marie, connecting with,
the American lines at Emerson, or some point
on the boundary, and at Ste. Marie River. :n
counection with the building of the road, there is no
efficient system of inspection provided for. There is nothing
to prevent the road being built in almost any style, except
one clause, which provides that if any of the material used
shall be objocted to, the Governrent may demand an
arbitration to decide whether it is right.or wrong. So, if
there are a few cartloads of bad, mossy earth dumped into
an embankment on the north shore of Lake Superior, we
have, in the first place, to apply to the oentractors to name an
arbitrator. If they do not agree to do so, we niust apply
to the judge of the Superior Court to name one for them,
the Government appoint another, and those thus appointed.
to agree upon a third. These three arbitrators are supposed
to go, I presumo, in a special chartered steamer, and after
they land to get a full equipment to take them across the
woods,. to the place where the supposed dereliction of duty.
has taken place. This will take the greater part of the
summer, and when they get there they will find that the
road has been built for miles on each side. This provision
is an absurd and unpractical one, and one cannot help
thinking that it was designed by the cunning contriver of
this Bill-I do not know whether he is presenty but I
believe he is not far from the sound of my voice-
as . a very efficient preventative against the Gov-
erument having any interference in the construction
of the road. One of the very bad features of
the contract is this-I do not intend to enlarge upon it, but
morely to mention it-the relieving of the Company from all
taxation upon their lands for twenty years.: It wili be their
interest to retain a very large portion of these lands aroundi
which settlers may be clustered, in order to obtain the value
necessarily put upon these lands additional to their original
value by the labors of the settlers, and there. is nothing,
more obnoxious in principle than having exemptions from,
taxation provalent in any country. There has bqe. a
considerable agitation in the Province of Ontaudo, and- a-
quite sûremmany gentlemen on the Ministerial side -f the
Hous. have taken part in that agitation-I knw some ofO
them have-to prevent even the present exemptiqneuwhich
are confmiedt6churches and to buildings of religionsordere
in the Province of Ontario. Those exempitions. may lave
sowmthing to justify them, but there is nothing to justify
th exemption rom taxation of hoe property of a grea4
raIwy nCompany, which has obtained and wil Qbtain so

Mr.ACKENE.

large1 a portion of the public money in order to xnsble t.hm
t build tlye line.and hold those lands. I knçw, fiur, rqui
experience in my own county how this esuJa.l Qa: 0f
the tow»s*ips in qy wun conxty was owned 4 eiveIy-y
the danada4ompany. They sold certain pertiona 0f e
lands; but I have known blocks of bnthoande of
acres, round which settlers were on almost every,.lot, ad
the property kept from sale for many yeas util
it ,had risen fron the price which they paid for it, ,ene
shilling per acre, to $10 to $20 per açre. Thisjorice was
entirely the result of the labors of the settlers, while tbey
ny contuibuted the ordinary pro rata of taxation to the

municipal corporation. But there we. h"ve i¢vast amount
of lands, six millions of acres in excess of the entire area-1f
Scotland or Ireland, provided with an exemption of taxation.
where we expect large numbers of settlers to cluster,-aud
these interests will prevpnt the settlement of lands in iitat
quarter. The exemption aleo fiom customs dues upo» all
the material required for constructing the road is a mest
obnoxious one. This is an exemption from taxation to athe
Dominion Government, the other exemptions are to ,te
Provincial and Municipal Governmenrts of the North-West.In
order to have nur municipal system uniform,the laws inforlee
in other portions of the country, should be enforced in the
North-West aIso, and in order to have our Customs laws fairdy
and regularly carried out no corporation should be exempted
freim their just operation. If the terms to be given to this
Syndicate, or to any other syndidate, for the building of the
road are not sufficient let us make them more, but lot there
not be any adding to their income by any such extravagant
proposals as to exempt them from taxation. I observe. that
the Minister of Railways, inone speech of his, said the entire
exemption from Customs duties would only amount te. a
hundred thousand dollars. As -1 saw no detail of that
calculation I am unable to say where it is wrong, but that
it is wrong there eau be no question or doubt; and -if it is
not any more than a hundred thousand dollars, he ehad
better write another letter to the Syndicateto send another
letter back declin, ng to acept thie hundred thousand
dollars, and that they submit to the ordinary taxation that
other people submit to. My own impressior is that with
the materials required for bridging, chains, iron, boltsxuist
and other materials this exemption cannot be worth les
than two or three millions. I do not see how it is possible
it cau betherwise. We know the number of steelrails
now on hand and the numinber 'that will require tobe

rovided. We know the number of miles required to be
covered and the number cf tons for each mile. We know
the number of tons of bolts and nuts for each mile. We
bave an ideaof the duties paid upon the bridge material
brouglht into the country, and any one can sit with a profile
and plan of the road' and make out the number of bridges,
the*cost;of each bridge, or, taking theIntercolonial Jlaitroad,
they eu find oat the cost of bridging per mile, and so find
eut what he anount of duty which migh-t he eoIleetod
would reaçh. There is no doubt some basis by which we
can arrive at the amount. But whatever the amount may
be, ho it one hundred. Lhousand or five millions, the appiCa-
tion.of 4 wrong.priciple is the same, and must meet ,with
the condemnation of ail those who desire te see all elasaqs
of Her Majesty's subjects submit to equality in the admini-
stration of the laws.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would like to ask Lie'hon.
gentleman would ho tell us how mudh the duty would
amount to on the bridges'on the 400 miles from Thued
'Bay to Red River, there not boing oe aigle pound of irin
Wii s specifieation. All wooden bridges and yet h is
a firt-ciass road.

Mr. ACKRUNT uIn oonsidering that rod Iained
Ieette iIy a she ioe. that- object was to geL te d

b ail sa cheoaply as possible, hhydng regard aodhe. gradge
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andi urvssualone, nd that the bridges were temporary.
But the hon gentleman eÉanot pursue a similar line with a
Syedioate having to bui4d the entire road. We did not put
upfrion-bridges; but We did not have to pay for them.
Des he mean Vo say that under the present arrangement
we atYse bRi4d the road with wooden bridges ?

Sir "Rl&RLES, TUPPF. The hon. gentleman bas
agga and again declared and took credit for it, and that
credi has been accorded to him, that be had provided for
a irst-eClass road from Thunder Bay to Red River, and ho
surly couldMot ask the Syndicate to provide a botter road
thyi the One which ho has pronounced first-class.

1r.'!ACKENZIE. It appears that the Syndicate are
orlf to 'btrildWith wooden bËidges. I am glad we have
that informatior; this is the first we have heard ofit. Yet
we are'told, ii the-same breath, that it will be in the interest of
the Syndicateto build a thoroughly substantial and good road.
I have repeatedly stated that the life of such timber, as we
can find it in that country, is not likely to be more than
from oight to ten years. I consider that in the bridging of
that part that is spoken of, from Selkirk to Fort William,
itwould be etter to use wood in the first plice, even if we
had to replace it with iron ut that distance of time.

iir. PLUMB. I said it was shown by the special com-
mttee of investigation in regard to these contractis that
th4imber could. not be found nearer than the head waters
of tþg Misissippi.

Mr. MAOKENZIE. I do not know what bearing that
has supon the point. That is a question of where to find
timber, not the question as to bridging at all. It was our
intention to put an iron bridge over the Winnipeg, and I
presume the Government had carried out that intention.
I presunwe no wooden bridge will be built across the North
braneh of the Saskatchewan-certainly I never thought
of ýdoing that. Now, the evidence accumulates as this
discussion goes on, that the character of the road is to be
even wome than -any one supposed it would be. What are
we to pay a high price for if we are to obtain the worst
clas road ? If we were building it ourselves and found it
convenient to save money, even for ten or tweive years, I
coukM understand it; but here we are paying what is
acknowledged to b a very high price to a body of specula-
tive gentlemen who expect to make a large amount of
money by the venture, and we are asked that they should
b. treated precisely as the Government would treat
itself if it was constructing a temporary road
through the country. Last year the hon. gentle-
man avowed that his policy was to build the road,
fotlowing the contour or profile of the country as nearly
as possible, and making rather a colonization road, as his
eng4neer counted, than a first-class railway. I admit some-
thing can b said for that. In my opinion that would be a
great mistake. I think it would be far cheaper to make a
good road ut the beginning, even if we made a loss every year
and had an efficient track for trade, one that could b cofi-
du*ted more cheaply than anywhere else. That would be
my policy, but I admit there would be something to be said
if theiovernment were building the road, to build it of the
cheapest posible construction, even if an engine could only
do one-third of the work for a time. That may be the case.
I am prepared to discuss that when it comes up and to state
my ressons. But now we are in the face of the world at
lage, and the public of the Dominion, giving a larger
arong tof money by $30,000,000 to this Syndicate than
ever wasproposed before, and allowing them, also, to select
lande which never was allowed before, in every part or
any part ofthe North-West Territory they choose to go to.
The arrangement is4o Wide there is no indrance, and fet
we eed ept rethfat'the moSt inferior roåd. rn every
'way that eaubo described or that i to be fond on thie

continent. We are fret rmitting ta to have rades
reaching 90 fet to the l, and we ae te permit them tô
have sharp curvea. In additui- to that, ive have x>ow, ft
seems, to permit them to bave cheap wooden strnetures cros
ing rivers, no matter how large, and besides that all the
privileges to which I'bave adverted-a perfeCt moncipoly f
the entire trade of the west -and as the only means of esep-
ing that monopoly, or of avoiding the elaws of this spidet
that is placed over that territory, we are supposed to escape
between ts claws down to the Hudeon Bay if we Cau, or
by the Mackenzie River if we find other ways 9mpossile.
Now, why should we do this ? Why, if $30,OO,OO luMto be
paid by the Government, abould not the publie at large be
advised of the changed condition, and the new intention of
the Government to double the money that vas previouuly
offered, and obtairp an offer on that bas!s? What is th;e
reason for hiding it? What is the reason that in that vast
territory-com prising, as the hon. gentleman told us last
year, 250,000,000 acres of arable lands, contaving room fbr
many millions of peoplo-what l the reason that we are
asked to give a monopoly of the carrying trade of'that
country to this corporation ? What is the reason that we
are, further, to allow them to escape ail municip-t and
provincial taxation in this new country ? Previons to the
formation of those Provinces, which are now lu procoes of
formation, what right have we to anticipate what their
logislation shall h for twenty years to come in the matter of
taxation? Are we to tell them that certain parties umay go
into their territory, and we shah enact here, bys spec4i
law, that those parties shall not be subject, for twentyyears
or more, to any taxation at their hands, no matter what
the consequences ? Are you to advertise this to the wold ?
Are you to expect immigrants to come from the other
countries, especially those that have teit the grasp of
landlordism upon their throats, to come into a eountry
where everything is placed absolutely ut the disposal of this
powerful body of Syndicate speculators ? Sir, I can only
say, that if that is the intention of the Government their
Bill could not be botter framed; if it is not thoir intention
why does some Minister not speak upon the merits of the
case ? Why not tell us that this was kopt secret for a State
purpose not yet revealed ? What was the purpose? This
House has a right to information. Are we to be asked
blindly to sanction a schemo that bas never been explainéd
to us ? Suppose the hon. gentlemen oppusite were to make
out the case that they try to make out, that I proposed to
somebody some mysterious myth in 1874, more lavish
terms than these. If I did so subject me to Parliamentary
censure of any kind you like; subject me to expulsion from
Parliament if I proposed anything dishonorable or wrong.
But does that make you any botter, dos thut make your
scheme right if mine was wrong ? The fact isi the tenns
in the Act of 1874 were not mine at all; thou art the man.
Before I adopted those terme I declared that the terms In
the Act to be found on the Statute-book should not 'be
allowed to any contractors who sbould undertake that work;
that they should be modified, as they were modided,
and it stands unrepealed to this day in 'the Ât
of 1874. Give us the reason why 15 mileseof
territory should be set apart as a preserve Abr
this Company, across which no hostile compaivy
should dare to plan, its rails ? What is the reason for ail
this? There must be some reson thon why not give'lt t
us? It must be the object of the Government-1 asam'it
is their object-to get this work done in the cheapest possible
manner. If that is the object why not give us f1l explnMa
tion as to the reasea fnr giving sucb extyavagsnt ,lngmeo
this Company. If they had published the bare facts to the
world that they propose togive53;,M0;O0, Vo s ther
own fures, and to allow th eparties to lectS;*0>
acres of oùr best lands, if they publHéibd thieMde
offer but the one now before the House, burdeeed diedWith

]si.
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all the terms I have alluded to, then I could un.derstand the
grou-nd upon which Ministers would appger before Parlia-
ment and ask its sanction. But tirese terms were never
made known to the public. TOhe prese of the country, the
universal public voice of the ranrunity, dxemanded it
before Parliament met that this shonld be done. Why
was it not done? Was there an object in keping it
baok ? And if there was, what was- that object ? Lot
the bon. Minister be frsnk, and if they «a show me
that they tried by open ccompetitiun, after announcing the
terms and the exemptions from taxation by state, province
and municipality for such a length of titne to come, and
forever in some cases; ifW;after having shown all these con-
ditions to the whole public, they failed to get an offor, then
I can understand their coming here. Bt they have no
right tS come hore. They have taken tenders illegally,
and they are now asking the sanctioin of- Parliament to a
scheme, so expensive and so acandalous in al its relations
to tho country and tg the Parliamùent, that I an astonished
that the hon. Minister of Railways would venture, bold
man as I acknowledge him to be, to defend that scheme by
merety reflecting upon another enactment made years ago.
In this country the march of events are rapid. Seven years
ago, the Act of 1874 was placed upon the Statute book;
nine years ago the Act, of which it was only an amendment,
was placed in the Statute-boo'k by hon. gentlemen oppo
site. They failed to get a single oder, or rather, Sir Hugh
Allan failod to get a single offer, and the reason was very
-obvions; the land was thought to be of comparatively small
value. But since then, the late Govermnent, with the
general concurrence of Parliament, expeaded a large
amount of money in making a way into that euntry; and to
say noW that the land is worth what'it was in 18*2, when
they passed the Act giving $39,000;00 and 54,000,000
acres, after our expenditure to reach those lauds, I Can only
say thon I pity the intelligence ofthe men who would give
ear to such an extraordinary story, yet that is their sole
ground of justffication. They say: " Well, it may be bad,
but it is the best thing we had ; it muy be bad, but you
offered in 1874, by your amendment to our Act of 1872, to
do so-and-so, and because yon <did that we are right in
doing this thing in this hidden, dark, mysteriouis way, in
order to burst upon Parliament when it met, with the
demand that it shonid be ratified within ton days of the
meeting of Parliament.' Such are theterms of this proposal.
I regret, as I stated when I commenced my speech, that
my strength will nDot permit me to ritieize fully in detail
the various parts of the shetme which invite criticism, but
that has been done to such an extent by hon. gentlemen
around me that I feel it would not be fair, either to
myself, to you, or the Hlouse, 'which bas extended to me'
so much indulgence, nor to my hon. friends opposite,
who made-an effort to get me an early hearing this after-
noon-for which I am much obHiged-th1!t Ishoirld venture,
upon the diàcussion of the matter at a much greater length.
But aHow me to say before sitting-down, that I amn glad to
find that over the entire country a feeling of repugnance to
the terms submitted in this contract by the Government is
rapidiy growing. I am satisfied, if the hon. member for
Niagara is not, as he seemed not to be, with the expression
of public opinion which is finding its way to this fouse,.
either in the reports of publie meetings, tire reports of trade
associations, or in the petitions to this House,-that never
within our memory h-as-any question submitted to Parlia-
met within three weeks elicited so much unfávorable
opinion as this meastrre ha to the present time.

Mr. PLUMB. You are thankfl for small favors

Mt. MACKENZIE. My honr. ftîend wilt firid that the
favors I am thankful for are much larger than ho thinks.
My hon. friend's vocation is to depreciate everythinlg he is
opposed to, and magtify e-verythiig-;h likes, imcluding 1he

Mr. MACENzr.

men ho serves at present; but ho will find there is a public
opinion which will make itself felt in this country. if the
ground we have taken is wrong, thon we will auffer; if the
ground the Ministry has taken is wrong, they must bear
the consequences. But I venture to &sy that I never knew
a more hearty, vigorous, almost unanimous expression of
opinion than that which is finding its way before the public
at present. I have at this moment a- telegra frnti
leading merchant in Montreal, informinzg me of tbe po--
ceedings before a large represeetatdte gatheringof theCorn
Exchange in that eity this afternoon, where resalutions
were ca-rried demanding the prosecution of the road by the
Sault Ste. Marie, demanding the giving up«of the line north
of Lake Superior, and condemning the terms-ofthecon-trac-t
which gives a monopoly to this particular Company. We
know from the public reports that eminent men on both
sides of politics are, at this moment, preparing offèrg to the
Government of a much more favorable character than those
that are now before it.

Some hon. MEMIBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MACKENZIK Hon. gentlemen say Ilheur, besi-."

Let us know the fact; lot those naines be produced if there
is such an offer made; let the names be compared, one by
one, with those ufthe men ofthe present scheme,and I venture
to say if yofi are not satisfied with thein, that by announcing
your determination to the coun-try to-morrow to receive
leaders upon a fair and equitable awneancement of the
intentions of the rovernment, we will save many mi&iens
by that advertisement. Hon. gentlemen must not think
to shelter themselves from the wrath of the country
behind any alleged wrong doing on ny part, or any
ailleged legislative mistakes on my part. That will not
shelter them. They ought not, besides, to attach so much
importance to any thing I did. T.he hon. Minister of Rail-
ways on two occasions, apologised to the whole public for
having ever said that I possessed any ability. I accepted
his retraction and I was glad not to incur any praise fram
that quarter ; but it suits him now to attach sometimes
a little importance to a man whom ho considers destitute of
all ability to meet him in public, and now it seoms, from
the speeches of hon. gentlemen opposite,, as if th-ere was
nothing on earth standing between them and destruction,
but Mackenzie and Hfackenzie's Act of 1874. Well, they
will find there is a public opinion in this country, which
will be aroused. I hope that, whatever may be their intena
tions, and I assume them to be the best for the country,
that having heard the discussion which they have heard,,
and I venture to say that no legislative l'eaders ever beard
a more exhaustive discussion than they have lis!ened to-
not from me but froin those around me-on the terms of
this bargain, and having hoard the competent opinion of
many . leading men of the country, they will not
persist iu asking tbis House to proceed with this
measure. And if they should, I hope that Conservativ'
gentlemen on that side of the House will bothink them-
selves of their duty as members of this fouse more than ,a
supporters of the Government. So far as the fortunes of
the Opposition are concerned, nothing could happon then
botter than that every man opposite should vote such a
measure as this through Parliament. But,, in a mattorw
of such serions import, party feeling must give
way to patriotism, and ItelI them frankly I woild rathpr
give up the party advantages and La-ve the scihemue
submitted in such a shape as would command some reason-
able amount of support on the Ministerial benuches of a
frank independent character, not the half and half support
given to it by the hon. member for Mon*k, nor thelkinid
of support given to it by the bon. member for Proeencher,
who was evidently atranged with after com-ng.;t Ottawa.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I make no allusion against the hon,

gentleman's honor whatever.
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An, hon. EMBER How do you explain it ?
Mr. MACKENZIE. There are many influenees thut oan

le brought to bear upon an hon. niember that I know
nothing of.

Som. hon, MEMBERS. Order, order.
-M.rROYAL. I would Eke the hon. gentleman to atate

what influences he means.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I believe, Sir, that the hon. gentIe-

aman expressed himeelf as being hostile to the contract. Is
that soor eis itnot?

An hon. MEMBER. That is not the point.
Mr ACKENZIE. le it true that the hon. gentIeman

expresed h inself in qpposition to the contract?
M $OTAL. Never, Sir;
fr. MACKRNZIE. I understood the hon. gentleman to.

say n is speech that both he and bis people were hostile

Mr. ROYAL. 1[ ever said so inside the flouse or out

Mtr. MAUK ENZI. eThn I wasander a misapprehension.
I understood that the hon. gentleman said so.

Mr. ROYAL. It is unfortuinate that the hon. gentleman
misunderstood me so much. I know that the hon. gentle-
man does not sympathize with my opinions but that is no
exeus& fer hiemis nderatarding My mnotives.

Mr. MAOKENZIE. The reasons whi:ch the hon. gentie-
man imty have ulged in support .of bis opinions
I e light to critieize, and I have a right to criti-

cize his remarks as a publie man, but if my remarks
imphied anything else 1 withdraw them. I bave not theelightest desire to ascribe dishonorab1e motives to the hon.
geçtlemn. But I was about to say, in conclusion, that I
cannotbelieve that the ho. gentlemen on the Ministerial
ide ofihe House, any more than those on this side of the
UBua, can se& 4ny grovada' whieb would jUstify thcM in
Passing without any amendment whatever the proposali

i htis been subm'itted to the Haouse. But whether they
eo fit it w:iß b limy di-ty a a møraber of this House,
îting for mysef and on my own behalf though acting with
other hon. members around me, to offer every possible
opposition that is-of a legitimate and parliamentary charae-
ter, »nd to take my own way of expressing to the people
what I eeneeive to be the very serious and sad mistakes
*bicti are to be comniitted in' the name of the pro-
ges oî the Nort>-West country, but against the in-
terests of that country and-against >oerelves for all time
to come. The mere peeuniary los eis a serions one-
one which it will be difficult for us to bear. it will
impose oP us an amount of taxation which will be most
serious and onerous. But when we come to consider the
moiopoly which the ratification of the contract will create,the provision respecting rates, the prevision respecting the
caaracter of the road to be built, the provisions in connec -
tion with almost everything that can be managed in the
contract, they are of a character thatJ look upon them as
being mncht mereiserious than even themany consideratiois
ta which I have tlu4ed. N<thing that cau be said by hon.
g~til'manppoata cAn rmmVethe impression that this -has-
kotýeen wisey done and that meaeures ought to have been
taken & obtain better ofèrs if they could be obtaiued, or at
ll unnta of itV w211it .tsengrete t.em, before the Hotse

the QvQerni»at eommi-td themselves to so iniqui..
tiens a measure s thie,

MII. BAWSON. The questio ilow befae4 the House hasG
beens o fuy isused tJat it mnay apgar as if no new
ItcAf4l 1 t>lie x. o penUi ï stiLI, it is a subject in whieh
all tç@ constitannaes wili look to their represnt4tmVesfeW -

an expfession of their opinion ; and, as a general rule, it is
to be supposed that every member wilt express, so far as hie
ean, the views ofhis constitutents; and notwithstandi.ng allthat has been said, I bolieve there -are some points connected
with this great question which, at least in my opinion, donot appear-to have roeeived, so far, the attention whieh theydeserve. The projeft of havin an all-rail route from the
Atiantie to-the ïacec, in Bts territery, is, no doubt, a
great and a stateain4ike one, and most of the hon.
members who hav preoeded me, seem to coincide in this,
but there is a wide diference of opinion as to some of the
details, and the pro>priety of our undertaking the whole of
so great a work at one aBd the same time. It has been
very e4oquently and; ably claimed, on the part of the Oppo-sition, that the-section renning through the Rocky Mountains
to British Cokembiaý might be left in abeyance for the present,
and that instead of building the eastern section to the north
of Lake Supenier, we sheuld co>ntent ourelves with a linerunning to Sault Ste. Marie, there te connect with the
American system of railways. It is to this eastern section
that I shall first invite the attention of hon. members.
For my part, I am in favor both of a line to the north
of Lake Superior and a branch Une to Sault Ste. Marie. As
the project is now before us, it js pro'posed to commenee theeastern seetion at La e Nipissing, on that portion of the
line which, for a cont4derwblo distance, will be commuen teboth routes; and, in so far from what I have board in this
House, it should meet with the approvalef all parties. The
Sauit Ste. Marie BPan ie a line regarding the expediency
of building which there eau ben o doubt. Itwill pass througlia country in general well adapted for settlement, a-nd itwould connect with American reilways, and thus be the
meane of bringing an immenee traffci through the countryto enriclh the cities of Ontario and Quebec. A charter has
already been obtained for building this braneh line, from the
Legi8lature of Outario, and the Dominion Government bas
pledged itself to aid in its construction. I have no doubt
that Ontario wi.ll see the expediency of aiding it as a colon-
ization road, seeing that it will he whoUy within Ontario,as she has aided and is aiding other lines calculated to
promote the development and the settlement of the country.She has derived vast revenues from the territory of Agoma,through which thias ine weuaI paes, and it would be a
graceful act, o« her part, to assist in the construction of thisbranch linoe through a region to which -she owes so much,and for which she has, as yet, done so little. But, to leave
this subjeet for the present-and I shall have some-
thing more to say about it-before eoncluding-J would
remark, in. reference to the country to the north of Lake
Superior, that a great deal of mi-sconception seems tOexist regarding it. I have heard it described in this
Housea8 a barren wikderness which cotild never be regarded
as likely to yield trahic for a railway, as a region of rock
aud swamp, with a ci mate so unfaverable as to preclude
the idea of its ever sustainm'g aconeiderable population. Butall this has bn as]merly to poeit an argument or adorn
a tale. It ismach toberegrettedthat paople should not
inform themselve better bofore venturing on aneh sweep.
ing assertions. IL would -be aaiesing if the subject were aless serious one, to heair gentlemen who have come from the
rock bound coasts of Ireland, or the mo-ntains of Seotland,denouncing a country because of its mountains and rocks.
.4 a general rue lu ibrken countries the valleys are of

exceptiona rieànese, and -the vNatsregion lying to the northof Lakie aperior forme ne exeeption to te general rule.As to eimat, it is nt 1o intospitable a many of the lon.
members who have ddressed this House have been led to
suppose. I ia true 'that theii rmation we are possessed
ofS -some*bat -seanty, but we ha;a-e, enough to convinae ail
Who are willing te, avied, -that tathe north of Lake
iaperior t eae ave veey consioeabtareas we adamed for
ag lŠfÛure eaf PW« ¶g sihgQ- i tsbo#.fd
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that barley -and oats give abundant returns, and that
potatoes and garden vegetables come to pe on very
much farther to the north. The general elevation of
a country -above sea level has a good deal to do with
its climate, and the average height of the country
at and about the watersbed north of Lakes Huron and
Superior may be roughly estimated at about from 1,400 to
1,600 feet. The lands in the river valleys are, of course,
considerably lower, but it is the general elevation over
great areas that determines the climate. In this higb
region experience has already shown that the climate is
not unfavorable to agrieultural operatiois. The employees
of the Hudson Bay Company at all their stations grow
such cereals and esculents as they raise elsewhere, and the
Governuient of Ontario bas laid 'off several townships at
the Pic and Nopigon, where the land is remarkably good
and its excellence proved by the abundant crops which it
yields; and both these places, it will be observed, are at
the extreme northern bond of Lake Superior, close to
or beyond the 49th patraliel of north latitude. Our
beautiful regions of the North West at-e very far to the
north of that, and at a very much greater elevation, but it
suits sone 'hon. meombers, in order to strengthen their
argument, te depict them as a sort of agricultural paradise.
But, admitting that the summers are rather cool
immediately to the north of Lake Superior, the
railway line touches on another region of which
enoughb has come to light to show that it is
capable of sustaining a large population. It passes near
Brunswick House, on the waters of the Moo-se- River, and
at that place wbeat bas been successfully grown, but that is
not to be wondered at seeing it is in the latitude of Paris.
On descending the Moose towards James' Bay the country
rapidly decreases in altitude, and for some two hundred
miles we have a region spreading out to the east and west
at only a moderato elevation above sea level. ' It is a level
country and its general altitude may be froin 800 to 1)000
feet less than that immediately to the north of the great
lakes, and this of itself would be equi'valent to two degrees
or more of latitude. This may be supposed to be a moere
theory of mine, but I have facts at hand to sustain it. A
climatologist in exploring a new country would, as a matter
of course, ascertain the temperature of the rivers and lakes
at different seasons, and by doing so would be able to form
some idea of the average temperature of the air. Lake
Superior, as is well known, is an exceedingly cold body of
water, its depth being such that it is affected but little by
the heat of summer or the cold of winter. Its temperature,
il, fact, a few feet boneath the surface, is always that at
which fresh water bas its greetest density, or something
under 40 degrees Fahrenheit. This is a very low tempera-
tare for the sammer inonths, and the consequence is that
the climate of the country on the immediatej
borders of Lake Superior is considerably colderj
than the elevated region a little further inland.1
I was long under the impression that the water of
Hudson's Bay, from ail that we had heard of that great
inland sea, must be at least as cold as that of Lake Superior,
but we have now clear evidence to the contrary. Professori
Bell, in the official reports of 1877-78, says, in reference te'
his exploratton o the southern sections of Hudson's Bay:

which we visited, and feund that of the average of five ef llwm ie be
610 Fah. We bathed li the salt water tlmot daily, aud found, the
tempe-ature agreeable."

Ie then gives a table of temperatures both of the a a4
water, remarking that:

"The Fahrenheit thermometer was used and whenever the eabappened
to be calm -the instrument was lowered to a'depth of three or font 'feet
below the surface.

The result of these observations was that ho found the aver-
age temperature of the water to be 530 (Fah.) while"iü
regard to the tempdrature of the atmosphere and the efiniate
generally, he remarks as follows:-

"The average temperature of the air between the 1Ith of Juy and the
21st of September, from the above observations, would appear to be 6210
Fah. which is very nearly the mean temperature of the rivers ; while the
average for July and August would be 6540. AÉ-most of these observa-
tions were taken in the morning or .the eveming. and as the nights were
generally warm, owin to the prevalence of southerly winds. this is
perhaps not far from the true mean temperature for these months, and it
is only Î<° above the average of the mean temperatures, for these months,
of ten principal stations from Halifax, N.S., to Fort Simpson on the
Mackenzie River. On our return to Moose Factory in the end of Septem-
ber, we -found that there had been no frost there all summer, and the noest
tender plants such as melons and cucumbers, beans, balsams, tobacco, the
castor-oil bean, &c., growing in the open air, were still quite green and
flourishing."

This does not look at all-like the description of a sterile
region, either as to climate or soil. Speaking generally of
the country, Professor Bell says:

"In my report for 1875, I gave a general -account of the soil, &c., in
the region between the Great Lakes and James' Bay. Foilowing the
canoe-route from Michipicoton to Moose Factory, the country is
more or less rocky as far as Missinaibi Lake (that is, a lake just beyond
the water-shed at the head of the Moose River), yet even in this section
the proportion of rock-surface to the whole area may be comparatively
small. But after passing the "Swampy Grounds," north of Misssinaibi
Lake, the traveller cannot fail to be struck by the abundance and the
general fertility of the soil exposed in the banks of the Missinaibi and
Moose Rivers all the way to Moose Factory.

" kt consists mostly o a brownish, somewhat gravelly loam or earth,
resting upon 'till' and sometimes upon stratified clays or the solid rock,
which (latter) however is seldom seen, except at:the principal rapids and
falus.

"Butin the cent ral third of the section betw'een Lake Superior and
James' Bay, or from the Brunswick to the Long Portage, a light colored
clay usually forms the surface. I examined the country for a mile or two
back from the river in several places, for the special purpose of ascertain-
ing the nature of the soil, and found it excellent in.all cases, but tending
to become more swamp in receding from the river in the Devonian
region below the Long Portage.

"Samples of the soil were collected in a few places for subsequent
examination.

"In traversing such a.great extent of almost unbroken wilderness, one
is apt to forget the possible value of this vast region for agricultural
purposes. But the examples of the farms at New Brunswick House and
Moose Factory show, upon-a smal scale, what might be extended over a
great part of the country. I bavé no doubt that at some future time this
territory will support a large population."

But we need not confine ourselves to Professor Blla
reports exclusively, for the Ontario Governmont has obtained
a good deal of valuable information regarding this wide
region, and I shall now read a few extracts from a work-
prepared under instructions from that Government. In the
work to whieh I refer the portion of the territory north 6f
the Lakes, north too, I should say, of the height of land,
is described as follows

"The district included within these bonudaries is of equal, if not of
greaer, area than the whole of the rest of Ontario, exclusive of the Lakes
Ontario, Superior, Huron and Erie. Omitting those lakes, the Province,

"During our journey up the coast and back, in the months of July, within the lunits embraced in the proposition of the Dominion, contained
August, and September, we enjoyed very fine weather the most of the about 64,000,00 acres, or 100,000 square miles of territor. From the
time. There was very little rain and only two or three daysof fog. The Quebec boundary line-from Lake Temiscamingue to James Bay,-to-the
prevailing winds were from the southward and the temperature -was Lake of the Woods, , the distance cannot be much less than. 700
warm and pleasant. The superiority of the weather over that of Lake miles; while, measured from north to south, the new tetritory coversa
Superior was a subject of frequent remark among my '1voyageurs' who breadth of country varying from over 300 to 100 miles. The Province of
bad been accustomed to that lake all their lives. We saw no ice, with Ontario will consequently, in future, possess an area of fully 200,000
the exception of a little ' bay ice ' at the commencement of our journey, square miles. This is 80,' 00 square miles greater than- the area Of ,the
which had been driven into the neighbothood of the mouth of Moose United Kingdom; only 12,000 square miles less than the whole Gertmn
River after northerly winds had pevailed for nay days. I took the Empire ; only 2,040 square miles less than France; and equal to the .com
temperature cf the sea upwards of twenty times during our voyage, which bined areas cfHRolIland, Portugal, JUnited Italy, Switzerland and Belgium.
exten'ed äver the gater part of July, August, a. Beptember, and The awarded territory, alone, possesses an area greater by 20,000 a
found it te average 5 Fah. I also n.tad tW-etemperaMe fofi ret miles than the group cf countries just named excepting Italy."

lr. DAWSON,
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The same authority goes on tu supply informnation as
follows: -

" Professor Macoun, in his report to the Dominion Government, aTter
repelling the current opinion that the northern shores of Lake Superior
are unfit for settlement on account of the severity of the climate, and
remarking that 'the vegetation around Lake Saperior is noted for its
luxuriance,' thus describes the aspect of the country in the vicinity of
the Kaministiquia.:-'As the traveller proceeds up the river, roses
(Rosa blan la) begin to appear. By the time two miles are passed,
black-ash (Fraxin's aambucfolia) shows on the banks, and the under-
growth becomes almost identical with that of the rear of Hastings and
Frontenac. on the shore of Lake Ontario. A few miles further, and forms
peculiar to a dry soil begin to take the place of those seen further down,
while the alluvial flats along the river support a most luxuriant growth
of just such plants as wold be seen on any river bottom in Eastern or
Central Canada. Thickets of wild plums (Prunps Americana), three or
four different cherries, gooseberries, currants, raspberries and strawberries
grow in profusion, interspersed with various species of Viburnum and
other caprifolaceous plants. The herbaceous ones were very numerous
and luxuriant, and these, including the wild pea (Luthyrus venosua et
ochrocolencus) and the vetch (Vicia Amertcana), caused such tangled
thickets that was almost an impossibility to force our way through them.
Wild hops (Hum-,lus Sapulus) climbed up almost every tree. For the
whole distance up to Kakabeka Falls there was a constant influx of
new species having a westward tendency. Between Kakabeka Falls and
the mouth of the river- I detected 315 species, all of these natives of
Hastings except eighteen.' Professor Macoun adds :-'I could see
nothing in the flora to lead me to doubt the feasibility of raising all the
cereals.'

" The Rev. George (now Professor) Grant, in his popular work, says
of the sane district: -' The flora is much the same as in our eastern Pro-
vinces; the soil light, with a surface covering of peaty or sandy loam'
and a subsoil of clay, fairly fertile and capable of being easily cleared.
The vegetation is varied, wild fruits being especially abundant, raspber-
ries, currants, gooseberries, and tomatoes; flowers like the convolvulus,
roses, a great profusion of asters, wild kallas, water lilies on the ponds,
wild chives on the rocks in the streams, and generally a rich vegetation.
It is a good country for emigrants of the farmer class. The road, too, is
first rate and the market is near.' 'The Valley of Kaministiquia,' he
goes on to say, 'is acknowledged to be a splendid farming country.
Timothy grass was .growing to the height of four feet on every vacant
spot from chance seeds. A bushel and a half of barley, which was all a
squatter had sown, was looking as if it could take the prize at an Ontario
Exhibition.' Thirty years before Professor Grant's visit, Sir George
Simpson had been equally struck with the evidences of fertility of th s
region. He says:- 'The River (Kaministiquia) during the day's march
passed through forests of elm, oak, pine, birch, &c., being studded with
isles not less fertile and lovely than its banks; and manyspots reminded
us of the rich and quiet scenery of England. The paths of the portages.
were spangled with violets, roses, and many other wild flowers, while the
currant, the- gooseberry, raspberry, plum, cherry, and even the vine,
were abundant. All this bounty of nature was, as it were, imbued with
life by the cheerful notes of a variety of birds.'

"Proceeding westward with Professor Macoun, we find him referring
in the following terms to the Valley of the Mattawin. At the Mattawin,
vegetables of every description were growing luxuriantly, but more
especially timothy hay which seems to be peculharly suited to the region
round Thunder Bay. Many of the stalks were four feet in length with
heads fully eight inches long. After passing the Mattawin the soil
changes to a reddish clay, but there is no change in the vegetation. The
flora of the region indicates a moist climate, with a sufficiency of warmth
to bring seeds in all cases to perfection."

All this, be it remarked, is in the howling wilderness, the
desolate region north of Lake Superior; but we have other
evidence of fertility in that courtry, for settlements have
already sprung up along the Kaministiquia, where the
people fid no difBculty in raising wheat and al] other sorts
of farm produce in a fertile plateau, over 400 feet above the
level of Lake Superior or 1,000 feet above sea level. Still
further to the north, on the slope beyond the height of land,
we have further extracts adduced as evidence by the
Government of Ontario of the fertility and beauty of the
country. From these I have culled the following :-

" Professor Macoun, speaking of bis visit to the district, says:-' The
approach to Fort Frances is very beautiful. As we approach the outlet
to the lake and enter Rainy River, the right bank appears very much like
a gentleman's park, the trees standing far apart and having the rounded
tops of those seen in open grounds. Blue Oak (Quercus Prinos var. dis-
coor) and Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamitera), with a few aspen, are
the principal forest trees. These lme the bank, and, for two miles after
leavng,the lake, we glide down between walls of living green, until we
reach the fort, which is beautifully situated on the right bank of Rainy
River, immediately below the falls. Al sorts eof grain can be raised
here, as well as all kinds of garden vegetables; little attention is given
to agriculture, but enough was seen to show that nature would do ber
part i properly assisted Barley, three feet high, and oats over that,
showed that there was nothing in the climate or soil to prevent a
luxuriant growth. • The length of the river is about eighty

r
miles. The right bank, for the whole distance, is covered with a heavyrowth of forest trees. shrubs, climbing vines and beautiful flowers. The
ndians say the timber gets larger as you proceed inland. The forest

trees consist of oak. elm,, ash. birch. basswood balsam, spruce, aspen,
balsam, poplar, and white and red pine. The whole flora of this region
indicates a climate very like that of Central Canada, and the'luxuriance
of the vegetation shows that the soil is of the very best quality. Wild peas
and vetches were in the greatest profusion; the average height was about
six feet, but many specimens were obtained of eight feet and upwards. I
took a stroll inland and found progress almost impossible, owing to the
astonishing growth of herbaceous plants. The following plants were
observed on Rainy River, and are only an index to the vast profusion of
nature's bbunties in that region: Lilium Canadense. Lilium Philedel-
phicum. Vicia Americana, Calystegia spithamea, Calystegia sepium,
Aralia hispida. Lobelia Kalmaii, Smilacina stellata. Lathyrus venosus,
Lathyrus ochrolencus, Monarda fistulosa Viburnum pubescens, Astra.
gains Canadensis, ErTsimum chieranthoides, Asarum Canadensis and
Lopaulthus anistatus.

" Writing of the Rainy Lake region. Sir George Simpson's description
agrees remarkably with that of Mr. Macoun, just quoted. Sir George
Simpson says :-' From Fort Frances downwards, a stretch of nearly 100
miles, the river is not interrupted by a single impediment, while yet the
current is not strong enough to retard an ascending traveller. Nor are
the banks less favorable to agriculture than the waters themselves to
navigation, résembling in some measure those of the Thames, near
Richmond. From the very brink of the river there rises a gentle slope of
green sward, crowned in many places with a plentiful growth of birch,
poplar. beech. elm and oak. Is it too much for the eye of philanthropy
to discern through the vista of futurity this noble stream connecting, as
it does. the fertile shores of two spacious lakes with crowded steamboats
on its bosom and populous towns on its borders?

But taking the region further to the east there is 8 very
easy route to Hudson's Bay, by way of Black River, which
enters Lake Superior at its great northern bend just opposite
the Slate Islands. By this route the distance is only 175
miles to a point on the Kenogami River whence the navi-
gation is uninterrupted to Hudson's Bay, and of this section
the authority from which I have quoted, goes on to say:

" With the exception of a few rocky ridges and knolls in the upper part
of the river, the country through which the Kenogami flows to join the
Albany River, is uniformly level. Terraces or banks of brown loanr and
gravelly earth from ten to forty feet in height are to be seen all along the
Kenogami and around Pine Lake, sometimes close to, and at o hers a
short distance from the banks The soil in the neighborhood of the river is
good. The timber is principally spruce, balsam-fir,'white cedar, tamarac,
white birch and aspen. Some of the larger spruces and tamaracs bave
been found to measure as much as from four to five feet in girth, at five
feet from the ground, but the average diameter of the trees is about
eighteen inches."

In another place it is stated:
"For the whole course of 250 to 270 milea to the sea, the Albany i

from twenty to thirty chains in width, from five to twenty fedt
(averaging about eleven feet) deep, and has a mean velocity of three
miles an hour. In the opinion of Mr. Bell, the river would, except in
very low water, be navigable by powerful steamers of light draught al1
the way from its mouth to the Falls. At Martin's Fulls is a Hudson
Bay post, '1where hay, turnips, and potatoes have, for a long time, been
successfully cultivated, and cattle thrive well.' The river is open, as
shown by the journal kept at the post for six months in the year."

And the writer goes on to say :
" With one sweep of 270 miles, the distance in which any interruptions

to an unimpeded traffic occur, is thus reduced to less than 200 miles
between the great inland lakes and the ocean, and there does not appear
to be anything in the nature of the country to make such local
improvements as may be needed to facilitate travel or the carriage of
freight unreasonably expensive."

I shall quote one more passage from this most interesting
work, and when my friends on the Opposition side of the
House learn the name of the gifted author of the work
from whieh I have quoted so largelv, they will, I am sure,
attach due importance to all that he has said. . It was
written for the Ontario Government by Mr. Dymond, a
former member of this Hlnse, and I may take this
opportunity of complimenting him on his great industry,
his judicious selections from other authors, and the very
pleasing and interesting way in which he has put the
whole together. Speaking of the Great Moose River, he
says, chiefly on the authority of Professor Bell:

The islands and mainland about the mouth of the river, consist of
alluvial earth well suited for eultivation. Farming and gariening have
been very auccessfully carried .on- at the Hudson Uay post at Lake
MattÀagami and Kiasibini. At Missibini spring wheat has been grown
and turned out well. The climate becomes moderate as the slope
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towar4s James'.Bay is descended, the lower level being a compensation
for thé inereasing latitude. The red and white pine are both found in
the aei bborhoods of Mattaami and Kenogamissee Lakes, and also at
Uske .lsinibi, but not further north. Indications of mineral deposits
present themselves at various pointa on the route, and large deposits of
gypsum occur on the Moose, near James' Bay. A specimen of lignite
from the main Moose River gave the following analysis :

Slow coking.
Fixed Carbon.... ........... ................... 45 82
Voluble combustible matter ..... ..... 39 60

Slow coking.
W ater ................ ...... ........................ 11.74
-Ash.............................. 2.84

100 00
Ratio of voluble to fixed combustible...... 1.16

Fast coking.
44.03
41.39

Fnst coking.
11.74
2 84

I00 e
1.06

-Thelignite i. very similar te some found in the Souris Valley,- and
Alio to,&aeçmens eollected for anaIysit from the neighborhoyd of Dirt
2ý1suand Woody Mountain, in the North-West Territory, An analysis
of orfrom a large deposit on the Moose, at the foot of the Grand Rapid
andbelow-the Long Portage, has yielded 52.42 per cent. of metallic iron.

i shall not weary the House with further quotations, and I
believe I have quoted enough to show that this vast country
to the north is not the inhospitable region that some
members delight in representing it to be. It bas vast areas1
of agricultural land, a climate favorable to the growth of
cereals over a great part of its extent. It bas coal fields
which may become of commercial value, and, in proximity
to the coal fields, are vast beds of iron ore. It bas rivers of
great magnitude, open for, at least, six months of the year,
and some of them navigable for considerable stretches. The
Moose is said to be navigable for 90 miles, from the sea
inland. Considerable berds of cattle are kept by the
iHludson's Bay Company, at Whale River, at Moose River
and at the Albany. At the mouth of the latter river there
are.open fats of vast extent, covered with nutritious grasses,,
where hay could be made in almost unlimited quantity, and
there can he no question as to a very large portion of the
whole country being well adapted to the raising of stock.
D.hce this line is completed to the north of Lake Superior,
it would be very easy to connect it with the navigable
waters leading to James Bay, as the country is, in general,
level and well adapted for railway construction. It should
not be lost sight of that the trade thet may arise from the
fisheries of Hudson's Bay may be a matter of importance in
the future. This lino to the north of Lake 'Superior will,
in fact, have the effect of opening up a new Ontario, and it
will be a subject of wonder to future generations how
intelligent mon in the present could be found to describe it
as a howling wilderness. From the extracts 1 have ist8
read it will be seen that in the very highest and, therefoi e,
the coldest part of the region, near Albittibi Lake, there are.
forests with trees measuring nine feet in circuiference, and
it would be unreasonable to suppose that a soil which can
sustain trees of such enormous growth would not also grow
potatoes, but that is what we must conclude from the
eloquent speeches which we have just heard from the other
side. It bas been said that the Syndicate bas made an
excellent bargain, and that the members composing that
association wili, each and ail, realize fabulous fortunes. But
there is a dark side to this brilliant picture, and I must
refer to it, even at the risk of dashing the high hopes, per-
haps, of the Syndicate itself. The lands which they are to
receive 'have. ail at once become of very great value in the
eyes of those opposed to the scheme; they are worth, it is
.aid, as much as $4 per acre, but in estimating the
value of wild lands as a source of revenue we could
not have a better criterion to go by than the
territorial revenue of the Provinces previous to Confedera.
tion. If I am not much mistaken the sums that were
realized by the Goverument of the old Provinces fromn the
'sale of agricultural lands, did little more than meet the
expenses of manageVIent ; that is, apart from the revenue
Collcted on timber. The territorial revenues have been
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chiefly, if not entirely, from the woods and forests, ard, in
Ontario, to a small extent, from the mineral lands. In the
lands which the Syndicate are likely to get, there ,are no
extensive forests of commercial value, and their territory
can only become remunerative to them by being opened up
and rendered accessible by means of expensive highways,
whether railw&ys or .colonization roads. But it àhould be
remembered that -every section of theirs which becomes
valuable in this way,-will have, beside it a section of the
publie lands rendered equ,,lly valuable. If, as some mem-
bers say, they can make their lands worth $4 an acre-
equal to $100,000,000 for the 25,000.000 which they are to
receive-the public lands mixed up with them will also
become worth $100,00,000. But I entertain no such
glowing anticipations. Years must elapse before the lands
will become of considerable value, and in the meantime the
cost of developing and oponing them up will form a serious
drawback to the profits. Besides, we should consider that if
they get 25,000,000.gcres in the west, they. render accessible
the very large country to which I have referred in the east,
where there are many times 25,000,000 acres ; part of it
probably as good and all of it far easier of access and much
nearer to a market than that which they will have obtained
in the west. Great objection has been taken to their lands
being exempted from taxation, but it would detract very
much from the prospective value of these lands if they were
to be at the mercy of local Governments and local munici-
palities. I have ýhad some experience on a small scale of
how that sort of thing works in. Western Ontario, and I can
tell this House that large landholders have but a poor chance
with local municipalities, and we should remember that in
Onta-io and British Columbia, which cover the greater part
of the line, their property will not be exempt from taxation.
As to getting in thoir iron and supplies free of duties it is a
matter of dollars and cents, and ifthey were not allowed this
privilege it is to be presumed that they would not have
entered into the bargain without an equivalent in some other
shape. Attempts have been made to frighten us with the
idea that a large and powerful corporation, such as this
Syndicate must become,will have at their command such influ-
ence as would enable them, if so disposed, to demoralize the
electorate; but I think the experience we have of the influence
of large corporations in this way is exactly in the opposite
directiDn. Take, for example, the Grand Trunk Railway
Company. Who fears them in an election-? That Company
has able officers, and its affairs are no doubt very well
managed; still they must have freights to be able to live
as a company, and a cent or two on a bushel cf grain makes
all the difference, as regards their popularity among the
farmers or traders. There can be no doubt that a large
proportion of the voting class are, and always will be,
against railroad - managers, notwithstanding all the
advantages they derive from the railroad. The Grand
Trunk Railway Company are held by the farmers and
traders of Ontario to have made discriminating charges
against them, and the farmers of Western Ontario-far
from being under their influence-have sought to punish
them by contributing to the building of the Credit Valey
Railway, which is destined to have some influence on the
fortunes :of the Grand Trunk. A cent or two, as I have
said, on freight -makes all-the-difference, and a great railway
corporation is.not likely to sacrifice its interests by carrying
farm produce at unremunerative rates in order to obtain
popularity with the electorate. Whatever infnuence the
members of the Syndicate may acquire, will depend.,as with
other people, on their personal popularity. In such a corpo
ration there will naturally be men of all shades of political
opinion, and it is not to be supposed that in this free
country they would submit to be controlled by any central
authority in matters purely political. The Grand Trunk,
so far as I know, has not, aà a corporation, interfered in
polities, and Its employees, I fancy, have been left to vote
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or a ë IroI voting just as they pleased, and go it wil
be 't4I 1 Syndicate. Jt will not be in a position t
exercige overpowering political influence if it tried,and it i
not Ai1y to tro, for nothing could be more dangerous or
detinntal to the interesta of a commercial corportionthapâ rztmAt itself to be turned into a p tiaal organiza
t'oió au4 for my part I do not think that we need allow
onelvee to be apprehensive on this gropnd. There is one
feaerçin this arrangement which should commend itseli
to Q4. Rouse. It is that the Syndicate is to be allowed to
loÇI6 the line, or, in other words, to select tle ground on
whic it t1 tg run between given points, and this, in view

,of the errors which have hitherto been committed in
location, li a very important matter. The Syndicate willin
ite own interest, choose the ground whore the railway can
b.e ot cheaply constructed and most economically run.
It wil not be governed by theoretical or whimsical crotchets
such as led to the lamentable and costly blunders which
have led to the waste of millions between Thunder Bay and
Fort Garry. The Chief Engineer of those days had his full
fling, uncontrolled by a Board of Commissioners such as
there was on the Intercolonial lino, and at his own sweet
wilIt ho-chose "governing points," as he called them, and
ran the line through rocky regions, such as section 15 and
section 1-, which, under more judicious management, could
easily have been avoided. And the worst of it is that
betweon Thunder Bay and Winnipeg there is, by these
errors in location, a permanent addition of full 30 miles
unnecesearily mde in the distance, which will have to be
travelled over for all time to come, and this is a very
seriQus matter, in view of the competition which lislikely to
arise ln the future. The true governing points in the Lake
Superior seotion were Thunder Bay and Fort Garry; and
they conld have been connected in a lino almost direct,
which would have touched the head of Rainy Lako at
Sturgeon Falls and crossed at the narrows of the Lake oi
the Woods, where there is every facility for bridging, and
froxg which place to Fort Garry the country is as level as
coui be desired. By adopting this scheme a long stretch
of navigable water between Sturgeon Falls and the
Narrowa could have been made use of as a temporary
expedient, peñding the construction of the all rail line which
would, when completed, have been, as I have said,
30 mniles shorter by this route than by the
present one. We might thus have had a means
of communication through our own country years
ago, and many of our people who have since settled in the
State of Minnosota, would have been now in Manitoba or the
North-West Territories, and the trade of Manitoba would
not have been diverted to a foreign country, as it now i.
It has been the custom to blame the land regulations for tho
circumnstance of so many of the settlers who set out for
Manitoba having stopped by the way; but the true cause is
very different, and it will be found in the beauty and fertility
of be land which they passed over on the route through
Minnesota. For two hundred miles south pf the boundary
line, in the valley of the Red River, the land is of the
richest conceivable description, in fact, precisely the same
as blath orth of the boundary line in the same valley, and
our people in passing over it, as they had of necessity to do,
wero so attracted by it as to be led te remain there. I
would be lad to see Canadians in possesion of such a land
if they had not in occupying it to change thoir allegiance.
We lost them because, through a wild freak on the part of
the eAgineer in locating the line where it now is and where it
cannot be used until completed in every part, we had no

gpans of sending them to their destination through our
ow-n >pountry. In losing these settlers the country has
1ost pore tthan tle value of many millions of acies
of 1and, and whoever is responsible for allowing a
a af crpzy enneer to defeet the line from itsproper
eggsp sO for hat, A~ good deal has been said

l of t:e estimate% and the cSt of carryingthisgre unde-
o taking to omplètioni but we must rmember that ,i

etimates we have tof upon are, in great part, the 14eet
r g4qas. Mr. leming s estimate, as trot givg n for the

Thunder Bay Bran, or what is now known as the L4e
Superior section, and as stated by the then Firet Miqipter
wa about #2,000 per mile; subsequently be issued a
report, in which he set the cost of sections 15 and 5., at

f over $80,000 per mile, and the average cost of the whole at
) nearly double, the amqunt of his firat estimate. The late

Firat Minister said, last year, in roference to sections 131
14 and 15, as will ho seen in Ransard, page 1,526:

"I received the approximate quantitUes from Mr. Fleming la good fath,
After the country bad been visited by bimislf, afier surveyors had bee
over it, and if 3r. Flemiïg led ime astray in1giving false quantities, there
is no epithit too strong to address to him. But until Mr. Fleming saya
that with his own i1s, I will not believe that h could b. gulhy of*uch
an et of perfidy. Baving Mr. Fleing's estimates of the &pproximale

q&tties, 1 proceed.d to Is t,e works. The. works were let ipon thms
estimates; upon those eetimates I based my calculation of the c 1at of the
entire line, and I am ppared, at this moment, upon those estimates
to maintain that valiution.

And ho remarks further:
'' If Mr. Fleming or any other engineer, now says that h had no inten-

tion of setting forth those specific quantities aIs approxinately aècurate, I
can only say that .the department was grosly deceived, and the Minister
was grossly deceived.>'

But every practical man muet have known by that time
that Mr. Fleming's estimates wero the moerestguess work,
and that his glowing reports wore but the romanbe ofAgures
run wild. I verily believe, that if the Firet Minister bad
askod him for an estimate of' the cost of a highway to the
moon, ho would bave been too obliaing to refuse it, and I
suspect that even thon ho was in tho~habit of holding rather
too frequent converse with that luminary. On both sides
Mr. leming's estimates are being made use ofin the debato
now going on, but I think it would be well that hon. members
should not forget the character of these estimates. When
Mr. Fleming himself saw that they were likely to be acted
on ho went to England, leaving his chief-assistant to meet the
storm which was impending. But if hon. members are to
take his estimates in reference to construction they should
also take them in regard to running expenses; and, in one of
hie first productions, Mr. Fleming estimates the annual
eost of maintaining and running 2,000 miles of railway
at $7,COO,000 and in this his guese may not have
been so far astray. Applying this rate to the
2,70 miles of railway to b worked by the Syndieate you
have an annual outlay of $9,450,000; but, supposing that
the Pombina Branch of 85 miles, the Lake Superior section
of 406 miles, and the prairie section of 800 miles, will pay
running expenses, and perhaps yiold a profit on running, or
say that one-half of the whole distance will yield a grot-
which is more than hon. members on the opposite aide of
the House will admit-you have an annual outlay of
$1,725,000 for maintenance and running expenses on the
other half, and what is to reimburse the Syndicate forthat
outlay ? My own opinion is, that the euatern section, te the
north of Lake Superior and Lake Huron, will eventually
yiold a considerable return in freigbts, both for timber and
wheat, and I have heard it said, that the traffle arising from
the agricultural sections of the west will soon be so considere
able as te require a double track from Winnipeg eaatward.
I am nct quite so sanguine as this, although we have the
example of tbe Grand Trunk Railway struggling for freiglhts
from Chicago, and prepared, if it conld only obtain all it
could take from that place, to leave the Canadian trafic to
one side, and run through a country quite as long as the
eastern section of the Pacific Railway, withont cAring nieh
about the auxiliary traffic it might give; bàt the Grand
Trunk has very keen compotition at Chica, 4W]Wle
the Sydicate will, in all pobab!lty, havathe
4g14 9 tbreselves i the Conghu i or
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There is, however, a section which daníot be etpoted
to. yield a return sufficient to pay for maintenance and
runfling expenses for a long time to come. I allude té
the Èðeky Mountains and British Columbia setion. Oh,
but iÛ .e said we are to bave a great trafflo from te Pacifie
Ocean, from Japan, China and India, but we should noft
Porget that the promoters of the Union and Central Pacife
aftèr reckoni ng on a large traffle from these countries, were
grievously disappointed. The Suez Canal came int oPer-
ation about the same time the Union and Central Pacifie
line was opened, and it soon absorbed the trade of these
eastern countries, or I should rather say western countrids,
as regards us, to such an extent as-to throw iwhole:i.eets of
sailing vessels out of employment, the fleets that in former
times used to pass by the Cape of Good Hope. For what
may remain of Asiatie trade our railway will have keen
competition. The Northern Pacifie is likely to be com-
ploted as soon as the Canadian Pacifie. The Union and
Central Pacifie must always cnmmand its share of trafRe.
and the Southern Pacifie will also have its sbare; but
beyond and above all these there is a project in
c intemplation which, should it be carried out, will
leave but little of Asiatic freight, at least that
portion of it which seeks European markets, to any
trans-continental railway. The sane genius which called
the Suez Canal into existence, and linked the Red Sea and
the Indian Ocean to the Mediterranean, bas in contem-
plation a feat of almost equal grandeur, and we may yet see
the Atlantic linked to the Pacifie at Panama. Lesseps bas
stirred up the continents of Europe and America to the
importance of the enterprise, and he is himself yet full of
energy and spirit, and is just the man to succeed in what he
undertakes, if success be possible. That h. will uscceed in
this Panaçia Canal scheme I have not, in my own mind,
the slightest doubt, and when that canal comes into
operation, as it sooner or later will, where will be the
Asiatic traiRe for American or Canadian trans-continental
railways. Say what we will, the Syndicate is entering on a
vast enterprise of which the gentleman composing it cannot
see the end. We must look atboth sides of the question,
and il we estimate their probable gains we must also take
into account their probable losses. It is an enterprise
which will tax their energies, their skill, their time and
their resources to the utmost. The whole country through
whieh the line will run is yet, except in one or two
comparatively short sections, an unbroken wilderness,
and under the most favorable circumstances many
years muet elapse before the population becomes so
numerous as to render the running of a railway over such
vast distances in anyway profitable. It is chielly to their
lande that they will have to look for some return fbr long
years to come, and the returns from land, as we all know,
are precarious and slow. It bas béen claimed in the course
of this debate, that our Canadian Pacifie lin, would have a
powerful rival in a line to be constructed on the south side
of Lake Superior. I am sorry that our friends on tbe
Oppositioù benches should take a view which, if it should
corne to be entertained generally, might retard the Sault
Ste Marie Branch, which thcy express themselves se
anxious to se. constructed. A line to the south of Lake
Superior would, without doubt, bring trafc to Canadian
railways, if once the Sault line were constructed, butit cold
not prove a formidable rival to our Pacifie line, because,
for one reason, it would be longer. It would, in fact, be a
good deal longer than some bon. members 'seem to
suppose. L do not know what authority the member for
North Norfolk has for aaying that the country to the south
of Lake Superior s less dificult, as regards railway
construction, than the north. My information lead mie tu
a differ6nt conclusion, and any one at ail familiar with th.
soth shre kows that after you get about I0 miles to the
*estward ofSaùlt Ste. Marie, thiecountry beçomes very
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rodg' and broken. The mountains ris. higher t h.on the
north çoat, uand there are deepe river Valeys bteen
ther. There is no posibility of getting an air line, a'd ail
the taculations as to distance which I .have seen are based
on airlines. Inefact, a lin, or 'a modertlelftgbod
ene, cannot be found wiina less distance than front 50
te 100 miles of the coast. A moderately straight line-uilght
be found -from St, Paul eastward, by keeping well - inland,
but not from DulutIh, and those who have been.-iaking
estimates should add, at leset 40 or 50 miles to the distances
they have set down. Ntertheless, I believe 'that If the
Sault Ste. Marie line were built, the Americans would extend
their lines to that place, and it would-be the means bf
bringing in a 'large trfflc to the country, not only by
railways, but also by water from Lake Superior. Long after
Lake Huron had closed, and it closes early in i t upper
reaches, we would have water borne freight coming froi
Duluth and other ports to the Sault. Lake Superior is at
this moment practically as open to navigation as it was in
mid-summer, and that is a matter of great importance,
considering the vast quantities of agricultural produce
which, as the States of Minnesota and Dakota fill up with
settlement, must pour down on Lake Superior. The aîult
Ste. Marie Branch, too, would develop a fine country on
Lake Huron. It would give a much needed outlet t;o the
island of Manitoulin with which it could be connected by a
short lateral line; and we should not be led to lose sight
of such settlements as that by this all-absorbing Pacifie line
we have magnificent forests and fine agricultural lands on
Lake Huron which would give no small amount of traffe to
a railway., But this Sault Ste. Marie Branch is essentially
a lino which Ontario should build. She does not give an
acre of land to the Pacifie line, although together with the
Canada Central, which has been subsidized by the Dominion
Governmnent, it will pass for twelve bundred miles through
Ontario, and therefore she may well afford to -build this
Satit Ste. Marie Branch, and I have rot the least doubt
but that she will eventually provide for it in some way.
It is somewhat strange that in ail this 4iscussion, more
especially in reference te other lines cutting off the traffic
of the C4nadian Pacifie Railway, it has not oceurred to any
hon. meïnber that there is another possible lino which
might cut off traffic in a way that would astonish us. The
projected lino of railway passes just to the north of Long
Lake, from which the Kenogami River fiows to the Albany:
From a point ninety miles by the course of the river below
Long Lake, the navigation of the Kenogami is unbroken
for a further distance of about one hundred miles, always
following the course of the river, to the Albany; and the
Albany is navigable froin thence, a distance of 150 miles,
to Hudseon's Bay. The railway will therefore pass within a
distance ofn inety miles of a point accessible to vessels
from Hudson's Bay. But supposing the Kenogami to be
too sballow for large vessels, which it probably is, the
railway will pase within 150 miles in a direct course of a

int on the Albany accessible to large vessels from the
Tho country btween Long Lake and the Albany, at

the mouth of the Kenogami, lis reported to he level and'well
adapted for railways. he distance from Duluth to Thunder
Byis lems than 200 miles, from Thunder Bay to the outlet
ft ong Lake may b. about 150 miles, and from Lb. latter

place te the navigable waters of the Albany, call the distance
150 miles. We have thus 500 miles from Duluth to a point
on the Albany navigable froin Hudeon's Bay. Now, suppos-
ing that Hudson's Lay should tura out t b. navigable to
vessels with auxiliary steam, for four or five months
of the year, as It probably will, we have here an
outlet for the produco of the west whieh is worth
taI into ecount. Instead of the produce ofthe

an aa North-West going to Duluth and thence llnding
its wiay by any of the various routes suggested ' tbhe'sea-
bard, it is jeut possible that the Stt wet Qf.St, P1al
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uigiabi s1isocean portin the ahorter distance. I merely

thiS for conaideration among other project, but
gb.eorry to commit myself to it until somethbing more

laâkuowa about Iludson's Bay and the practicability of navi.
gaug lt. To refer once more to the wide region lying
between the Great Lakes and -Hudson's Bay. I think that
euirfieMds on the opposite benches have committed a great
istake lm representing it to b such an inhospitable and

forbidding wilderness. Have they forgotten the question
of the-boe.daries of Ontario, and that if the general election
for which they seem so auxious, were to takeplace to-morrow,
it would be in order for them to represent it as~a land of
promise. It is easy to conceive the patriotic indignation
whioe they would seek to excite against the Government for
its -decliing to sanction an award, the merits of which have
been so little understood. In order to convince the people
of Ontario that they have lst, or are being kept out ofsome-
thing valuable, they would, like the Government of Ontario,
have to depwet the new territory, not as a region of barren
rocks and dreary swamps, but as a land overflowing with
milk and honey. They would have to restore the violets
and -the roses, which Mr. Dymond speaks of; to the portages;
they would bave, with Professor Grant, to border the streams
with walls of living green, and, with Professor Bell, to point
to beautiful agricultural lands hundreds of miles in extent,
with a climate which permitted the most tender plants to
remain green until the last days of September. They
would have to lead the people to cotitemplate vast
forests of valuable timber where pine trees nine feet in
circumference wave their green tops high in air-
a handred feet or more. But this is not all. They would
take delight in showing that this valuable territory, rich in
minerais, such as coal, iron, copper, gold and silver, was
laved by a sea which possessed within itsolf vast stores of
weaith. They could, and I have no doubt would, depict the
whitewhale (the white elephant of the ·waters) as rolling
by thousands at the estuaries of the rivers, and call on their
hearers, at the same time, to look at the countless seals,
whioh afford such valuable oil, and at the walrus with its
tempting ivory. They would find land and sea possessed of
resources; if, by enlarging on them, they could gain a seat
or make a point against the existing order of things. But,
they evidently have not thought of all this, and-in their
desire to frustrate the arrangement with the Syndicate-
the role they may have to play in the future bas been
forgotten.

Mr. WRIGHT. After the exhaustive speeches of gentle-
men on both sides of the House-from those who have been
described as amative Radicals and aristocratic denagogues,
and so on-I shall be permitted to say a few words. In
ail seriousness I think this subject has been treated in a very
exhaustive manner by both sides of the House. The hon.
Minister of Railways bas delivered a most elaborate and
exhaustive argument which I fancy many-gentlemen on the
Opposition side have found it very difficuit to answer. My
friend the han. member for Richmond and Wolfe also made
a mest admirable historical résumé, which I think placed
the matter in a very clear and comprehensive light. My
friend the member for -Niagara, with his usuat eloquence,
devoted a good many hour te the consideration of thie most
important subject,Lhough I thought myself that at times ho
was dis sed to hoeslightly casuistical in some of his argu-
ments. My friend from North Norfolk certainly made a most
able speech, but as it was said that ho had spoken on the
other aide with the same ability and power, I think it proved
conlusively that ho at any rate Was capable of looking on
both- sides ofthe uestion, and that ho followed the advice
of the American philosopher Emerson, who says that in the
nineteenth century ne sensible man ties kimself to a blind
cousistency. The subject bas been so fully discused that
I do not intend to occupy much time. We all remembe],
wl4 tlehoçbem W48 originated, that it was the policy of

both sides of the Houae that the railway should b. buit by
a company, aided by liberal subsid4es et land and ame.
Wefl this vigoros plant whih was planted by the rit
hon. hir Johin A.;Madonald, was watered by theon.Mr,
Mackenzie, and was, some of se thought, very muoh diluted
by those magnidicent water stretohes. Thon came the
arrangement with Sir Hugb Atlanand bis congeners; mnd
my impression alwsys has been that, if Sir Rhua lIlas and
his company had been allowed to carry ont t t arrange-
ment, it would have been the best possible, and iwe would
have had the Pacie Rallway built to-day. But, unbappily,
that could not be, owing te a combination of fortaitios cir-
cumatances. As we all know the Ounservative party sus-
tained a very severe defeat; in tact, as the bon. leader cf the
Opposition was fond of telling us, they came back frm the
elections a broken band, a miserable rennant, a corporal's
guard. We were like the broken band that gathered round
the camp fires of Swediseh Charles after dread Pultowa day.
We had been hunted like partridges. On the mountains
we were treated as though we had been the followers of
Cataline. Many of our best and bravest had falien; but
there was no murmur for the dead whose bones lay on
many a bleak bill-side and lonely valley, the prey of the
jackalls, wolf and carrion crows that always follow on the
track of a defoated army. Many of our men had a hunted
look as though they-still fett the bi eath of the bloodhounds
on their cheeks. But at last, after being bunted froin place
to place, the Conservative party turned fderely to bay. I
think there is nothing finer in history than the manner in
which the French and English gentlemen gathered round
their wounded leader, and I say it to the bonor oftthe
Conservative party, that never in the bour of bis higbest
elevation, when he stood foremost in the councils of bis
country, did h. receive such unfaltering lÔyalty, such true
devotion, as in the hour of his darkness, desolation and
despair. But, Sir, we had traitors in our camp then, even
as there were traitors under the palm trees of J udca, we
had men who thought that, in order to save ourselves, we
should allow our leader to be trampled to death under the
feet of the bordes whieh were following him. There were
men who wished to cast him overboard as the Jonab to
the sharks who were clustering around our ship. But, Sir,
the party were true to him ; and determined to share bis
fate, we passed through that long dark night of opposition,
fighting the good fight and keeping the faith until there
were unmistakable signs that day was about to break, and
the hour of ourdeliverance wase at band. Thon, Sir, the great
battle was fought, and owing to the fidelity of fllowers, the
sympathy of the people, and, above all, to bis own match-
less skill, dauntless courage, and magnificent statecraft, the
victory was won, and hoestood once more foremost in the
councils of his Sovereign. Contrast the conduct of tb Con-
servatives to their leader with that of the Liberaie to theirs;
but this is a domestie matter, however, of their own, with
which probably we bave nothing to do, but when tho bistory
of Canada comes to ho written, the name of the leader of the
late Government wili always be remembered with respect
and regard, and it will always be considered that he
preserved his fealty with great sternness towarda the
country and its fame. The other day I said to a gentleman
.connected with the Liberal party, that we of the eser-
vative party did not treat our leaders as they treated theirs.
lis answer to me was that sometimes the Liberals

disposed of their leaders, but very often the Conservative
leaders disposed of tbeir followers. •' Well," I said tobim, ',If
they do so, they do it in thei uterest of the oeuntr and the
followers are very willing to be dispoeed et" Well,
remembering the hietory of the lat few years, remembering
the tide of prosperity on which the Goveroment swre
foating, rememberimg the resulta -which the National
Polie> had produced, remembering tat we had been
blee with a magnißcent harest, Lbitt outr comeroes
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affairs had improved, that our garners were filled to over
flowing, it was a matter of astonishment to many that the
Ministry should have selectod this time to change their
policy, and in place of building this road themselves with al
the means those gentlemen had in their hands, that they
should have delegated to others an authority wtiicb, I think,
they should have exercised themselves. It struck
me as strange that the Minister of Railways should have
stated the other night that the Government could by no
possibility build the road as well as a company. It struck
me strange that a man of his ability, a gentleman whom
I bave always followed, and whom I trumt always to be able
to follow, a man of his extraordinary energy and knowledge
of details, with that magnificent department in his hands,
with the public purse filled to overflowing, that this bon.
gentleman and his colleagues could not have done this work
as well as a dry goods merchant in Montreal, or a
gentleman who had been engaged trapping musk-rats in
the North-West. I did believe that those hon. gentlemen
did not consider precisely the position which they occupy
and the high estimation in which they are held by the
country. It appeared to me they were abnegating their
high position, giving up to others those rights they should
arrogate to themselves. They arrived at this decision, and I
think myself it was a very extraordiary decision; but I
believe it was a patriotic one, because I believe those hon.
gentlemen felt certain that they could not build the road as
well as a cempany. They determined upon crossing the
sea and making an arrangement with the plutocrats of
Europe for building this road. They took ship and reached
the other side safely. I remember seeing a satirical
journal alluding to their passage and the pleasant time they
had in London. They witnessed the performance of a great
artist, and the bon. the Minister of Railways, with that
regard for the True. the Good and the Beautiful, which
always distinguisbed him, after admiring the artistic power
of the great artist, said: "It is magnificent, but Ithink
she is too thin." "Not so thin," said the hon. Chief
of the Government, "as our pretence for being bere."
It was a good bit, but I think it was not a
fair illustration of the case. The hon. leader of
the Opposition alluded to the interview between
the two political Macbiavelli's, as he called them,
the author of "Endymion " and the author of the "New
Dominion." Now, if that hon. gentleman had pursued bis
usual course of argument he might have made much of that.
I cannot corceive a more interesting matter for Canada or
the world than the interview which took place between
these great men, theso two great arch-Conservatives, who
would perhaps understand everything that makes the
greatness of empires and which makes the weakness of
human nature, and they could smile very well over the
truth of the proverb that men are governed with very little
wisdom. I think that interview would not have told
against the Canadian. The Hebrew law-giver might bave
said: "Look to Cyprus, to Candahar, to Cabul, which we
undertook to add to the English dominions." The Canadian
would have said: "I bave added to fHer Majesty's
dominions an immense empire with the loss of but one
single life." The advantages would ail have been in favor
of the Canadian, and I think it was a matter which the
rmembers on the Ministerial side might bave pursued with
advantage. But I have no doubt the hon. gentleman
received excellent advice from the great leader of the
Conservative party in England, who belongs to a great
family of a very ancient date-to the Hebrew family. He
might have said in his usual mystical manner that the
Hebrew race was dominant in the world, and that their
business was to make money, either millions or pennies:.

"Once this littie nation was an Arabian clan, a little -nation alone
and outlyisg, amonget the mighty monarchies of ancient tiimes, and a
Xegathena of History. The sails of tbeir rare abips might have been

Mr. WRIGUT.

- seen in Egyptian waters; the camels of their caravans might have
treaded through the sands of Baalbec, or wound through the date groves
of Damascus ; their flag was' raised. not ingloriously, in many wars
against mighty odde, but it was a emaln people, and on one dark night

l the lion of Judea went down before Vespatian'a eagles, and in flamne,
death and struggle, Jernsalem agonized and died. Yes! the Jewish
City is ast to the Jewish men, but have they not taken the world in ex-
change.",

My Canadian friend, if you wish to build the Pacifie Railway
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, you must do it through the
insti-umentality of Hebrews or Scotchmen, or both com-
bined, fbr those two nations contain the brain and purse-
power of the- world. Behold, I show you a mystery. In
the morning of life I visited the cradle of my race, under
the shadow of the Pyramids, with the desert sands around
us, with the stars above, which had looked upon Cleopatra
and her imperial lover. I attempted to solve the Asian
mystery. An Arab sheik, whb looked like a contemporary
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, gave us the hospitality of bis
tent ; three famous jugglers, Ali, Muley and Hassan came to
entertain us. Ali commenced by throwing a fiip-flap and
jumping down the throat of the second juggler, Muley;
Muley then threw a fiip-flap and jumped down the throat of
the third juggler, Hassan ; Hassan concluded the perform-
ance by throwing a flip-flap and jumping down bis own
throat. I bowed roy head in admiration and astonishment,
and when I lifted up my eyes, the sheik, the tent and the
jugglers had dieappear.ed ; and the sphinx looked down
upon me-with a smile, and I knew the problem was solved,
and that the mystery was a mystery no longer. My voca-
tion was fixed and I determined to become a politician:
Next day I took ship for England and commenced by
changing my politics. I had been a Reformer, and I becamo
a Conservative - my great opponent, who had been a Con-
.servative, became a Reformer. Like Hamlet and Laertes,
we had exchanged weapons, and the poisoned
rapier remained in my band. A wise man
has said that in the nineteenth century no
sensible man confines himself to a blind constituency.
I am certain that the Canadian would bave received the
advice of the Hebrew law-giver with much consideration,
but must have felt that the Canadians were not at present
in a state of Arcadian simplicity. Perhaps ho was told
that it was better ta come to our own merchant princes, ta
our own dealer in furs, and get them to build the railway

" In native swords and natiNe ranke
The only hope of freedom dwells."

Well, they came back here, and we are trying to carry out this
Syndicate. For my part, I must confess that from its first in-
ception to the present time, I did not regard it with much

.favor. But, when I came to consider its particulars, I regarded
it more favorably. I was told, yesterday, by an eminent pre-
late from the North-West, well acquainted with that country,
that, after all, it was the best arrangement that could be
made. I have been told, by a practical man of the Liberal
party, that, after all, this arrangement was a reasonable and
a fair one; but, he added, it tells against the Conservative
party. After this, I said to myself, that, under the circum-
stances, I would be disposed to give the Government a fair
support. I must confess that I think the Government
expected a great deal from their party. We have followed
them through thick and thin, in season and out of season we
have been at their service, and I dare say the party will
fespond ta the call which bas been made upon them.
As I have said, îhe Conservative party has always been
ànimated by that spirit of patriotism which leads them to
inake sacrifice for their country. Mourir pour la patrie is
really the motto of our party. I wish the same could be
àaid of the party of hon. gentlemen opposite. They have
Îo occasion to find fault with the Syndicate scheme;
a1l the fortune, prestige and powe- ta be derived
from it enures ta their advantage, for I do not
know that thero is a utan on the Syndieate who is
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aIàypoMWr of the Oinservative party. Yet they complin

at 1e -ýIare giving this magificent NorI-West
o<antothe men of their own race who in the hour of our
doest4gloom did the best to destroy us. It is a grand
ehbibilon of self abnegation and patriotism on the part of
the Ministry, and I think, as the hon. Minister of Railways
said,that ie legacy of patriotismn he will leave his children,and wewill leave our children, is one whiche is net to b
despised. 1, for my part, regret the action of members of
ii Opposition who have been 1engaged-during the elight
interval which should have beendevoted to festive, religious
an4 other celebrations, in attempting te "Boycott"
thie excellent Administration. The House will join
with me in saying that their attempta have
been signally unsuccesful; perhaps in the distant future,
some results may be obtained from them. I am sure we
were ail delighted to hear the ex-leader of the Opposition
deliver himself with such force and energy as h. has to.
night; I am sure that every one regretted bis illness, and
rejoiced to see that so much of bis prestine energy and
ability yet remained to him. I have no hositation in saying
that I extremely regret that the M inistry had felt it neces-
sary> to .Iake the course they have taken with regard
to the construction of this railway. I have always
voted for its construction; I have stood, in season
and ont of season, by tis project for connecting
the two oceans, and build up what we believed
to be a great British Northern country; but I am free to
confess that I would have preferred that the Government
would have made haste slowly. At any rate, if they feit
themselves bound to give the carrying out of this great
projeet to a Syndicate, I would have preferred they had
given it to a Syndicate of a different complexion. I amfree,
however, to confess, from my knowleege of the men,
remembering how scientifically they disposed of the
Conservative party, that I have the greutest possible respect
for their business ability. 1 remember distinctly,
when I was the chairman of a large meeting of
Conservati-ves in this building, that if we had then
obtained the support of one hon. gentleman who is
not in the Syndicate, but is the power behind
the Throne, we would have sustained the Government;
remembering distinctly how h. disposed of us, I have the
most profound respect for his business ability. Certainly,
this is the age of rehabilitation. Every great historian,
every man of the modern sechool -of history, proceeds to
rehabilitate sorne man who had hitherto been considered
a monster. Mr. Froude takes' up Henry VIII and makes
him out to have been a moet admirable statesman; Free-
-Man takes up William the Conqueror, and makes us look
at him, not as a brutal savage who rutàblesly destroyed the
institutions of the English people, but as a man remarkable
for bis, absence of prejndice; W. W. Storey, in one of the
Enest poems of the day, published in Blackwood, proceeds
to vindicate the character of the man who, I fear has, been
very uÈjustly treated-I allude to Judas Iscariot. lie
prbves that this apostle was the purest patriot of them ail;
te was the Finance Minister of that day. lie ad the
power of the purse; h. thought that ho was predestined to
perform a great work, from which great results would be
obtained. lie tells us that the usual interpretation of the
documents connected with ilie dire event is not correct,
dhat Judas did not throw away the thirty piecesof silver and
'ten hang hiniself, but that he invested the money in a judi-
emous manner, and entered into a Syndicate. Now, I am
phed to pee thet hS. member for Vancouver b
as oe Iee tht ho ismSatis fda that this country has

at last determined to do justice to British Columbia. We
have heard hi@ eloquent voice very often raised i this
Rots advocatin rth cause of his Province with that sn-
Entar ability whinh awI#ys characterizes his atterances;
stid i venture to say that if the other members of the

Hous.e nly lookd tothe iateet -of teiecion with
half the ability, energy, neal, p"MeUaoity and deerminaïuon
whieh animate the hou. gentlemaun rom- British C4umbia
a different result would have been eatained, and atany rat.a
I think a botter bargain wouid have beeu made utith tbe
Syndicate, and we would ot have b.een placed in
our present somewhat awkward position. I trust the hon.
gentleman, when he goes home, will, b received wiMh that
gratitude that almost alwayn awaits publi benefnctors.
Hon. gentlemen who have read Gil Ilas will remember the
consultation of doctors over the lientiate Sédello. Doctor
Saint Grpdo, whoSe theory was that unlimited bleedingand
hot water were universal panacea for human ills, applying
an immense le.ch to the un ay leentiate, tbe oigeniogg
Gil Blas said to the doctor: " you think, there in any
more blood in his veina ?" The doctor replies that ho
thinks there is a little; thon, said Gil Blas, lot us apply this
other leech and finish him. And I would ask te hon.
member for Vancouver not to apply that leech just at
present. I think the British Columbia members deserve
well of their country, and hope theay will meet wïth their
reward. We are told in the history of New York, that oW
Olaf Vancourtland dreamed a drea.n; he drearned he sat in
the gubernatorial chair of Woutter Van Twyller, who at
that time presided over the destinies of the Nethertanda; ho
was perpetuaily smoking his pipe, drlaking Schiedam
schnapps, and enjoying the esteem and reveresoe of bis
sîubjects; so I trust it will be with the hon. member for
Vancouver, and that when w. visit British Columbia, pas.
ing over the Pacifie Railway, wo will see the hon. memner
sitting on the verandah of the Goverement House, smoking
the pipe of peace, and having perpetuai British beverages,
and basking in the esteem and respect of his fellow-
countrymen, without being troubled by the distur'bing
infduence of Chinamen. As I have already said our motto
is Mourir pour la patrie. We sacrifice everything to
the interests of our country; and, while hon. gentlemen
on the other side are contantly indulging in lamentations,
I am satiasfed that wbatever may be the result of this coun-
tract, in a party sense, the country will be bepeftted by it.
Those hon. gentlemon are always telling us that the
country is being destroyed, that our people are leaving us.
I do not believi that our people are leaving us to any co.
siderable extent. i know that in my own county the
peopleu at the present moment are exeeptionally prosperous,
and for my part i am prepared to say I believe that the
country will prosper no matter under what regime, and that
if hon. gentlemen opposite play us out they will take up
the scheme and be supported by their own friends. As tLe
bon. member for Lambton said, they would feel bouod to
carry out the bad bargain made by their predoessors. In
the meantime, hewever, ia Smatimfied that tbe>eountry ijl
prosper, and that we are every day improriug in our
material resources; that we are benefitting by the wonder.
ful change that has corne over our commerm#l affairs. These
hon. gentlemen are fond of morbid anatomy; they are con.
stantly looking at dead bodies. Like Phil p 111 of Spain,
who was fond of visiting the tomb of his dead Que.n, these
bon. gentlemen seem food of contemplatmng decay. I would
ask them if we are a people who hould be ever looking at
our country s a dead queen, lying in state with, ail ber
jewels upon ber, or shoukl we not rather regard ber as a
blooming and blushing bride ready to spring into 'our
willing arme. I b.lieve that this country is prospering and
will prosper. I believe that ber future will be a great one.
I agree w h Victor Consin that it le better ta-be younag than
old, botter to bave the future than the peat.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITIL Notwithatanding theo entent to
which thi disessatn bas been protracted, I feelit to bemy
duty to make a few observationa upon the subjeat beifre the
Hou.e. It in unsdoutedly a subject of the very greatest
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importance, a subject whose importance bas nt-beeu over-
rated. It is a subject which involves the ,ependiture-of
S100,000,000, or on. whieb, bad .we the population of
Engleod, would involve the consideration of $40M),000,000.
But it fi not only a question of money; it iM a question of
concessions made which have no precedent in this eountry.,
It is a question of the Legislature for twenty years, a ques
tion Énvolving the remission-of taxes on property, not les
than $50,000,000 or $l)0,000,000; it is aquestion involving
a gigantic monopoly, a monopoly securing to this Company
the whole carrying trade of the North-West for at least
twenty years. If these are the considerations invDlved in
this question, then I say it is quite impossible for
us to overrate its importance. It bas been said that
this question is too transcendent in its consequences
to be determined as a mere matter of party, but frmei the
course which this discussion is now taking it is evident that
it will be determined by more party and political. consider-
ations. I firmly believe that if it were possible for bon.
gentlemen opposite to emancipate themselves froin thoir
party ties and their party allegiance, not les than 10 men
on the other side of the House, if they acted upon their
conscientious and patriotie convictions, would cross the
floor and vote against this measure. And though I fear it
would seem impossible for them to do so, I ask themn if it
would not b. a splendid spectacle to see these hon. gentle-
men acting on their convictions and voting for the true
intereste of the country. The hon. Minister of Railways
bas spoken of thelegacy which he intends to leave to Lis
children, but I think if these bon. gentlemen should choose
to &et in the patriotic manner I suggested, they. would
immortalize themselves and leave Io their children an
infinitely better legacy than that which seems to satisfy the
hopes of the Minister of Railways. It is necessary for us
in considerirg this question to carry our mind back for
some time. Recollect the pressure that was brought to bear
on the party in 1871 in connection with this question.
We were told that if we did not adopt the measure whieh
was thon before the louse, British Columbia would go out
of the Union. We were told that time was important and
that the matter must be pressed an to early decision. At
that time the Government imposed ani obligation on this
country of which the present contract is the sequel. The
followers of the Goverament yielded to the pressure which
was brought to bear upon them and sustained a measure to
provide for the construction of the railway over 2,700
miles of unknown country to British Columbia in ton years,
notwithstanding the protests whieh were made from thisi
ide of the Houe against an obligation whose fulfilment

bas been an emberrassment to this country ever since. Aj
change of Government look plaee, and the member fori
Lambton basexplained thecircumstaneeswhich aurrounded
him and ie assumed the administration of affairs. He feit
embarrassed by the obligation which the previous Govern-
ment had impoeed upon him, but at the same time he feiti
it was his duty seo far as in him lay to maintain the public
faith of the country and carry ont the obligation which hiej
predecessors had assumed. He introduced the Acti
of 1874, and that Act seems t ebe the foundation upon1
which hon. gentlemen opposite attemnpt to sustain the
following measure. I would like to- ask what the Act ofj
1874 bas to do with this measure. At that time British
Columbia and the North-West were almost terr ainognite-
there was no civil government established in the North-i
West, no law or order was maintained there; it was ai
country utterly alonoeand inacSesible. There was t thatf
time no railway with 200 or 300 miles of the boundary to1
connect with the United State system. 'Indeed, the bon. the
Minister of RItailwarys himself acknowledges that the circum-
stances have changed. There was ne communication with
the eountry, and it is eaier to build three miles of railwaye
there now than it ias at that' time. Therefore,4

Sir ALBERT J. SXrr.

I eay thera lis no .jastification whètev.id n Abnefr
enee to the Act of1874. Sein. hpn. gmoeibereimsienlo.
satisfy thenselves that if they en .hGWthat the eO<ransde
i n the Act-of 1874 was not mese burdensomedtheibéoountry
than the present scheme, that, her«fareethey are jasp
in supporting it. WilIl that doctrine satisfy the people I
the country? Will it justifyhon. meMbers #itha thoir
constituents tO say that the' Actof 18, pased 1eora tie:
country was known, seven years ago, ie a 5xc.ae sud
justification for making this eontract aid givingý ihia
Syndicate the amount proposed by thiW eheme? It ba
been said, too, by members opposite that it has bon.
admitted by al! parties that the principle was that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway should be costructed by a priyate
company, and not by the Governinent. It is quite tirue. at
the initiation of this measure, in 1871, aresolution of t'tha
kind was passed and approved, generally, by both parties.
But while the member for Lambton presided over bthe
Government of this country and was anxious to do what
was possible, cousistently with that overshadowing cou-
dition that the taxation should not be inereased, this
measure of 1874 was passed, and, as he explained, to-night,
the Act did not make an offer to any particular set of men,
but provided for the construction of the road as fast ,as he
finances of the country would iastify, and nothingfurther.
It did not.require the whole should be built at once, or-
put -under contract immediately, but authorized its con-
struction by sections. Under the late Governmenit, a por-
tion had been constructed or let as a Government work,
and the Pembina Braneh finisbed. A large portion of
the lino from Thunder Bay to Selkirk was under
contract when the Government changed. What was the
policy of the incoming Government? It was to construct
this as a Government work. Now, I will show, from the
speeches of the First Minister himself, and Minister of
Publie Works, that they have deliberatoly abandoned their
settled policy, which was to construct that road as a
Government work, and in no other way. What did they do
in 1879 ? The inister of Railways subrmitted his resola-
tions, and toid the House, in a veryelaborate and able speech,
that he had reason to believe that the British Government
were prepared to render substantial aid and assistance to
the construction of the railway. I ask hon. members to
refer to bis series of resolutions, ahd see whether the
Government, of the time did not announce, through the
Minister offRailways, their policy that this road sbould be
constructed as a Government work. They thon took
authority to utilize 100,000,000 aeres, and told us they
believed the British Government would assist them, And
also to provide for the establishment of a tribunal eo-
sisting of several trustees of this lino, a portion of whom
were to be appointed by the British Government; and
provided that those - lands were to be sold at a certain
price, the proceeds to be applied in the construction of
this great public work. Further, they took power to
constract 125 miles ofrailroad fron Kaaoops to Yaleand,
further, to let contracts on the prairies to an extent ffl
exceeding $1,000,000, without the necessity of siubniting
them to Varliament. That was their declared poliey in
1879. They went to, and returned from Rgland witbout.
accomplishing anything whatever, though the, Minist4rof
Ralways tells us' that he had commnication with 4e
great leading men of that country-which produced a great
deal of good, but we failed to discover it yet. Their tiésion
utterly failed. What was the course takça durieg lat
Session? In 1880 what do we find-any change of poUçy 2
No, it is inarvellous-bon. members en Ll i Government
side must beblinded by partisan feling, or, they wouldse
diat ýhescheme then submitted and -wbich ?eenived 4hir
.voiferous. applauae was ithat therue.iway froiM oc#atu
oeean-ahuld be bilt as apublie work. W ib hon. membod
deny that, or that the , rMiInister himSg with t4p
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responsibility of his position, went into an elaborate calcula-
tion to show that this whole road could be built as a public
work without costing the people a dollar? IRis speech
proves my statement. In submitting the resolutions with
regard to the Canada Pacific Railway, he said:

" What the policy of the late Government would have been we do not
know. '*-Il** but when we came into office we decided to under-
take it as a public work."

Can any hon. member deny or gainsay that ? What does
the Minister of Railways himself say on that point ?

"I had no hesitation in saying that the whole sentiment of the country
is changed on this question. I am not at all ashamed te say my own
opinions are changed in relation to the character of this great work. I
remember when the First Minister brought in his Act in 1874. for the
construction of this as a Government work, I felt we were incurring too
great a responsibility, I believed it was unsafe for the Government te under-
take the construction of this great work from end to end; but I do not
hesitate.to express my opinion that the whole condition of Canada bas
changed since that time.>

Now, let us deal resonably with tho facts and not be blinded
with more political considorations. Have we not shown
out of the mouths of both hon. Ministers that the Govern-
ment policy was to construct this railway as a Governmenti
work? Was there a single hon. member, last Session, atter
those declarations of policy, who had the slightest
idoa that the Government intended to deal with the
Syndicate, a party of speculators, during the recess, for the
purpose of constructing this railway? I venture to affirm
that not a mari in the country anticipated it. We had no
intimation that a Government delegation would go to
England for this purpose, but supposed the Govern ment
were going to act on their declared policy, which thoir
followers so beartily sustaine. Now, Sir, I desire to call
your attention to the speech of the hon. First Minister
delivered last Session, because bis utterances have a special
significance of their own ; and I would ask hon. gentlemene
on both sides to see how utterly erroneous were the
calculations ho then made. He seemed to think that
50,000 people would go into the North-West during the pastt
year. He said:

'I can inform the hon. gentleman froua the returns of the hon. the
Minister of the Department of Agriculture, that 12,000 are known to havet
gone in, and, froua the best information we have got, as many more wente
in that could not be counted, who were not under the supervision of thatb
Department; but let us say that 8,000 more went in, and that onlyd
makes the 20,000. If we are to judge from the reports we have heard, we
may rely upon it that 5,000 people will go into that.section of the coun-
try this year. We know that in the United States, when railways were
about to be opened across the prairies in the varions States and territories,
a large influx could always be calculated upon, be -ause there is always
an increasing rush towards those lands which are being opened up by t e
construction of railways. We are told that 5,000 will come in, but let
us put the number at 25,000, and I have been informed by everyone-andn
I have spoken to a great number of persons who have come from the
North-West, and who have the best means of judging-that that estimate
is ridiculously absurdly small.

Mr. MACK NZIE. I suppose it was the same person who informed
Lord Beaconsfield who thought it was absurd.

Sir JOBN A. MACDONALD. Very likely. I would ask the hon.
member for Lambton, if he does not really believe that number will go in.

Mr. MACKENZIE. As the bon. gentleman bas asked me a question, I l
will tell him that I do not believe so, nor do I helieve that 20,000 went in
last year. I think a large number will go, but not the number he stated

81r JOHN A. MACDON.ALD. Then the hon. gentleman is the first T
person tbatI have heard say that 25,000 was not altogether too small an c
estimate of the certain rush of emigration going to that country this ear
That number, of course, includes t e baby as well as the adult; it inc udee
the whole population moving into the country. In ordinary cases the
estimate is: the average famil numbers five-the head of the family and
four others. n the Western States the average ie not so large, for obvious j
reasons- because so many young men go in without family te settle there.
a * *- e then take the average price of the whole of the lands extending b
from the $5 section, within five miles of the railway, to sixty or 100 miles t
away. The average price of the lands sold te the 1,500 purchasers would t
be $3 an acre-this is greatly under the average. What, then, would
be the result ? r

M1r. BLAKE. Over the whole belt-220 miles? r
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes. Take $l, $2.50, $4 and $5 per b

acre, and the average, $3 admit we sell at those terms lands, in 1880, tot
the value of $1,440,000, of which we shall veceive one-tenth the price, or
$144,000, we should receive from the fees from the homestead and l
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pre-emptioa grants $60,000 more making in wll $204,000 in cash. Then
we calculate that, as 25,000 would go in this year, we may add each year
an increase of 5,000, so that we may expect 30,000 to o n next ear
That is a very small percentage, if we look to the resuits from railway
enterprise ia the United States. We assume, herefore, an increase of
5,000 a year till 1890, and expect in that year 75,000 settlers in our North-
'West.

Mr. BLAKE. Can you not make it another 10,000 ?
Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I think'that is a very moderate estimate.

On.those figures, the estimate of the total cash revenue to be received for
the lands by 1890, is $38,593,000.

Mr. BLkAE. That i8 upto 1890.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONA D. Yes, and including 1890.
Mr. BLAKE. That amount with interest?
Sir JOHN A. MAý DONALD. We expect $38,593,000, including

simple interest for the lands sold in that period.
Mr. BLAKE. What proportion is principal and what interest?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot say. That will be the total

sum received in cash to the end of 1890. But, besides, there will be all
the instalments to come in after 1890. accruing, yearly, so that the lands
sold in 1890 will be one-tenth paid for nine years afterwards-for each
year there will be an instalment of one-tenth paid. The actual value in
1890, of the pre-emption, up to that date, unpaid will be $16,440,000.
The actual value of the railway lands sold up to that date will
be $16,272,000, * making in all, $32,712,000. If you add to that
total, unpaid, the $38,593,000 that will be paid in 1890, you get
a grand total of $71,305,000. Deduct from that the estimated cost
of surveys for the ten ears, $2,000,000, and of the land officers,
$400,000, and you reluce it by $2,400,000 Having shown
that the estimate of the number of settlers, if the land be taken up,
and if the average price is not excessive, we find we shall have $69,000,000,
either of money l hand, or money for which e shall have the best
security in the world- the land itsef. The whole estimated cost of the
railway, including surveys, and construction through the dificult as
well as the prairie country, does not exceed, by the most excessive
computation, $75, 000,000-for the work from Lake Superior to the
PacifiuOcean. I believe hon. gentlemen opposite wil be surprised, yet,
to find it built for less than !,75,000,000. It will not cost more in the
most rigid calculation. Some gentlemen and newspapers have said that
the Engineer-in-Chief is one of the most extravagant engineers possible.
We can, therefore. place some reliance on his calculations. If we finish
the road for $75 000.000, and in the first ten years only sell half the lands
we estimate, where will be the burden on the people? That would not
make a very serious invasion into the very large tracts of land we should
have still to sell. As the road progresses, the annual sales of land will
more than be sufficient to meet all the possible cost of the railway. In
addition to all that, we must remember we shall be pouring into that
country an enormous population, which, on a prairie soil will rapidly
become-not with the painful toil of the people of Ontario and Quebec,
who have had to clear theforest-consumers of dutiable goode abd con-
tributors to the revenue. We shall be receiving a large revenue from that
country altogether independent of the products of the lands. Where, then,
is there any danger of this country being over-ridden by taxation or being
oppressed? There is noue. I believe, under this scheme, we shall settle
the country rapidly ; that the proceeds of the sales of lands will meet our
engagements, as the work progresses, including the claims for interest. I
beheve that the interest upon the railway expenditure can easily be
defrayed without adding further to the taxation of the country."

This seems to be a very clear and lucid statement from the
First .Minister. He assures his friends on the other side and
tells the country, through Parliament, that he will in ten
years sell land enough to realize all the money required for
the construction of the Canadian Paeific Railway, not onlyprospective expenditure, but the expenditure that had already
taken place, amountiug to from $15,000,000 to $20,0),000.
Now, then, did the hon. member approve of the scheme ?
Did hon. members on the other side declare their
acquiescence and signify their willingness that this mode of
construction should be adopted ? They did. How does it
ay in their mouth to take other ground and say that this
railway should be built through the agency of a compiny ?
The Government declared theirpolicy and the hon. members
on the other side sanctioned and approved of that policy
without a dissenting voice, and ch--ered vociferously when
this policy was announced from time to time. Now, I think
I have established sufficiently that the definite policy of
he late Government was - that this railway should
be built by the Government. I have shown that
hey themselves provided the means by which the
failway was to be built, and that money was to be
realized out of the land in 10 years to construct this whole
ailway, and that its construction should put no financial
burden upon the people. It Must be evident to every one
hat snoh was the policy of the Government at the close of
ast Session. What took these hon. members to England
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The, countr knew nothing about it; they had not been 1880 we bad theê-fullet authority of this ParliStdSs
authorized by this House to go; they went to England- found on the Statute-book.
without the knowiedge or authority of Parliament, and I Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Point me to thée Statute if
would like to see the Order in Couneil authorizing that you ylease
delegation to England. What was the result there? We
were told that they wore enlisting the greatest bankers of Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Act of 1874. The
tde age, that they were successful in their mission-from decisions of Parliament in 1871, in 1872, in 1874, in1878,
time to time it was declared in their newspapers that they ànd in 1879-all of them gave a direct authority té tie
were succeeding. Did they succeed ? Whatdoes the rosult Government to carry on the construction of the railway in
show ? They did not succeed. They returned to this country, that way.
and whatdo we find? Wefind the First Minister, on his return, Sir ALBERT J. SMITEI. Does the hon. gentleman
makes bis speech, and I think it may be said it was an un- know that the Act of 1872 was repealed ?
fortunate speech, and one which will cost this country mil- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Was tie Act of 1874 repeal-lions of dollars. What did h. tell those gentlemen who
waited u n him, the members of the Club Cartier who ed? Has it been repealed yet?
presented him with an address and who seened to be under Sir ALBERT.J.SMITH. He says that his authority was
the delusion that he bad been successful in bis mission? He the Act of 1872. I say that Act is repealed. Does he mean
told those gentlemen that he had made a contract in Eng-- thgt ho acted on the authority of the Act of 1874? I arn
land-a contract firm as he called it- which would relieve 'ealing with the subject as it was presented to_ the House
the people of this country of the entire cost of the railway. during the last Session. I am not going bock to the time
Will any hon. gentleman say h. did not say that ? Rad when this Parliament appropriated 100,000,000 acres for the
the righthon. gentleman any warrant for saying tnat a con- purpose of constructing the railway, and IJsay that scheme
tract was made in England ? It was made in this ountry, and was projected on the principle that this railway was to bc
if it were made in England, why, when information was asked, built as a Government work. More than that, these resolu-
for by this House, was it kept back ? Is it not due to the tions themselves provide that the Government shal select
people of this country, when we find a contract made, involv- the land. I ask whether I am not in the judgment of the
ing upwards of $100,000,000 of the people's money, that they House, whether I have not proved in these statements I
should know something about it? This contract was made have made concerning the policy of the Government, that
in direct contravention of the law of the land. If there is the House and the country are entitled to all the informa-
one principle more than another sacred to the people of tion that can be given with reference to these contracta. If
this country, it is that contracts for public works should be you ask this House to sanction the appropriation of
given to public competition. Do hon. members on that side $100,000,000 of its property, is it not, reasonable that
justifya practice opposite to that principle? This contract the people should be given ail information in connection
was-mado behind the backs of the people of this country, with the subject, more particularly as there was no
and it is the privileg-e of this House to know who it was authority to lot this contract, because we know that tenders
that those gentlemen corresponded with, who it was they for contracta for any public work in the country must be
invited tenders from. Are Messr. McIntyre and Stephen called for, and the House is entitled to be put
the only favored people of this country, and none others? in possession of every tender and paper in con-
Why, there are plenty of men throughout this country of nection with the transaction. Why this concealment?
equal worth and standing. who would have been glad to Why should we ask in vain for information, when we are
tender for a great work like this. I say that bon. gentle- asked to pass upon a great transaction like this, involving
men have trampled under foot the sacred rights of the one hundred millions of dollars of public property, it is
people and the law of theland. They went to England but reasonable we should have some information. The hon.
withioutauthority, and they made this contract without First Minister returned to this country and told these young
authority. Is it not of the last importance that we should gentlemen of the Club Cartier that bis mission had been en-
know who were those gentlemen that the Minister of Rail- tirely successful. That he had made a contract, and that
ways corresponded with in reference to this contract ? his highest aspiration when h. left this life-the advantages.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Theb on. gentleman bas asked in the life to come are not commensurate with is aspira-
me a question; I will answer him by reading from the tions here-he hoped that he should have the privilege of
Toronto Globe, in its article giving the events of the year: looking down upon these gentlemen of the Club Cartier

'ejourneying te British Columbia in a railway. Now,if there
The event of the Session was the division on the question of letting is any punishment in the life to come for the political sinetie contracts for the Yale-Kamloops section of the Pacific Railway in

British Columbia. The Minister o Railways had let these contracts on of this life, I am afraid that my bon. friend will not have
the eve of the meeting of Parliament, but in view of the unsatisfactory the opportunity of looking down, but will b. obliged to
financial condition of the country Mr. Blake moved tu have them pont- look up if he wishes to see these gentlemen of the Clubpoued. The debate which followed wus the beinnrofaugiton
whch eu minated ut the very close of te en g fl ton, Cartier going to British Columbia. I think we eau say
which will have to be written at some future time. The Ministry ob. without hesitation or fear of contradiction, that the mission
tained from Parliament authority te negotiate for the formation of a of the (Glovernment in» England was abortive. They made
Company to build the Pacifie Railway, and three of their number, In- no contract there; they consulted, apparentjy, Mr. Rose ascluding the Premier and Minister of Railways, went un a mission to
Sagiand to effect that object." one of the parties whojoined the Syndicate, or rather bis

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is that true? I aqsk him if' son, and then returned home without-makig a contract. I
there is a word of truth in it? propose to deal with this contract now on its merts, and I

may say that though the hon. gentlemen opposite made able
Sir CHARLE3 TUPPER. Then, I tell the hon. gentle- speeches it is remarkable how little they treated the merits

man that while the Government stated there was no possi- of the case at all. They abused my hon. friend the- leader
bility, owing to circumstances to which they drew tùe of the Opposition, and then they showed a wonderful
attention of the House, of proceeding with the work except sympathy for the ex-leader of the Opposition-a sympathy
i the mode in which it had been begun, they obtained for which I do not think he will thank them. It seems to
from Parliament authority to apply 100,000,000 acres as me to b. in very bad taste for thelhon gentleman t have.
the mans by which they could procoed with theconstrue. snything to say on the domestiî elations of the partf on
tien of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The statement made this sile. I think the bon. nember for Kings wil! -agre
by the Toronto Globe is strictly true that both in 1879 and 1 with me that the people inour Irovince think w o i ii

Sir ALURT J. SMITn.
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have a dissolution. They sem to think that this matter when ho made the prosent compact. The estimated aoet oe
i@ Zo' ginti, involves 80 many startling principles, that it the road around the north shore of ake Superior, whioh
shoiuld te referred to the people, particularly as the people with the $60,000,000 would make 880,000,000. At that
have not given any authority to the Government to make time about $15,000,000 were expended. And what do tia
that oontract. In demonstrating the value of the lands, I Government propose to give the Syndicate for building a
see no Teason or excuse for hon. members opposite for railway which they estimated would cot 880,000,000.appealing to speeches made seven years ago by hon.- mem- I will take the landq at 03 per acre, a low estimate, for the
beré on this aide.as to their value. I am going to quote First Minister valued. them at $5, and I will endeavor to
the speech of the right hon. Premier of last year. I have show. We are told that 1,000 miles ean be built for
great confidence in his judgment. I will quote his $13,000,000, so we will take that amount out. The
opinions as to the value of the lands, and I presume Syndicate receives in cash #25,000,000 ; they receive for
he stands now by that opinion. The hon. Minister of Rail- railway built and to b built, $28,000,000; land, at 83
ways has changed his mind several times in thie matter and per acre, $75,000,000, or a total of $128,000,000. The
is proud to acknowledge the change, but I do not think the surveys which is proper to charge, because the Act of
First Minister will deny now that he stated these lands were Mr. Mackenzie provided that they should becharged, bring
worib 83 an acre. The hon. Minister for Railways in 1875, this total up to $131,000,000, an amount representing au
told us that if ho had the right to select the choice lands of actual donation to this company of good value beyond
the countrythose lands were worth 85 an acre; but we must peradventure.
make some allowance for the accustomed exaggerations of Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hlear, hear.the hon. Minister of Railways, and I prefcr to adopt the value
put upon the lands by the First Minister. He told us last Sir ALBERT SMITH. To what particular remark does
year they were worth $3 an acre. If they were worth 3 the hon, gentleman intend Vo apply his hear, hear. If he
an acre, I want to show what las been done by this Govern- thinkes I over-value the lande ho mut blame hse hon. gentle-
ment, with this Syndicate. Isit necessary for me to read the man beside hi (Sir John Macdonald), because ho valued
estimate given by the Minister of Railways as to the cost of themren higher,
this work. Re stated as follows:- Mr. BLAKE. And ho himseolf valuod thom at the same

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Before six o'clock I was about taking up g .
the question of the expenditure that will be required to complete the Sir ALBERT SMITII. I bolieve he did.
Canadian Pacific Railway. I will now submit a calculation I believe to
be an outside one, or above the probable outlay. This estimate bas been Mr. ROCIIESTER. Will the hon. gentleman tell us his
prepared by a gentleman who bas had the widest and best opportunity of leader's opinion on the subject.
forming a deiberate and dispassionate judgment on the subject-a gen-
tleman whose ability, in my opinion, is only exceeded by bis caution- Sir ALBERT MITlH. The hon, gentleman can himself
Mr. Sandford Fleming, Engineer-in-Chief of the Canada Pacifie Railway. do that. If ho were to look at this question upon its merits
However much this estimate of expenditure may be reduced, I am sure it rather than through party oyes ho would know more of thecannot be exceeded. The distance from Lake Superior to Burrard Inlet . B 1 t 3 0 t
is 1 956 miles: that is, adding twenty miles for the diversion of the line to subject. But I will deduct the $13,000,000 which these
the south of Lake Manitoba, anti deducting three and three-quarters miles hon. gentlemen say was the cost of the first thousand miles,
for the reduction in the distance between Lake Superior and Red River, and we will have left $118,000,o for the thousand miles
and the shortening by the change of route passing north of Edmonton '. .
instead of south as before. That total includes the Fort William and which the Syndicate have to construct. And Vhs is to b.
Selkirk section of 406 miles as now reduced; and for that I submit an paid for a railway around Lake Superior and one from
estimate for completion in the manner intended as a first-class road, and Jasper liouse to K amloops. And how much do they say it
with a tborough euipment for the large traffi exoec red, and includi would cost to build those two branches? From Fort Williamterminal stations, $17,4 00,000, or $1,000,000l less for the reasons stated
than my estimate of last year. The 1,000 from Selkirk to Jasper Valley, to N ipissing,20,000,000; and from Jasper louse to Kamloops,
the dividing point just beyond the foot of the Rocky Mountains, including $15,500,0 ,0; so that they are agreeing to pay i118,000,000
a light equipment-all that will be required for some years - Mr. Fleming feor what they themselves said would cost $35,500,000.es‡imates at $13,000,000, that le 3,005,000 more than the average estimate ea . . .
for the 200 miles west of Red River, in order to be entirely safe. We have The.e calculatione wilI justify their correctness Vo any hon.
100 miles actually under contract, and have received tenders for the other gentleman wbo chooses to look at this matter as a commer-
100 miles, and I do not expect the average cost to exceed that of the 100 cial transaction, and that is how it should be regarded. Imiles just let.

Mr. BLAKE: What is the amount estimated for the equipment per an quite certain that if these hon. gentlemen ould eman-
mile? cipate themselves from par.y tics and look at this matter as

Sir CHABLES TUPPER: A light equipment is all we shall require for one of business, lthey would not question my figures. And
som yBAKE : Will it be $1,00 or $2,000 per mile? how much will this Syndicate make out of the central

Sir CHARLES TUPPER : When the traffic demands a heavier equip- section ? Now, taking the central section, I will show how
ment there will be means for providing it. . unfairly the Government have dalt with the country in

Mr. BLAKE: I oni ywant to know your estimaite in dollars. i t of it, and how much the Syndicate will mare pro-Sir CHARLES TU P ER: It is $13,000 per mile, as against an estimate ispect cfin how achetenticate ilI mkestro
we should be justified in giving of $10,000 a mile, making 53000,000 more vided they confine their atter tien entirely te its construction,
than the average ofthe amount probably needed to complete and supply which it is perfectly competent for them to do. The Gov.
with a fair equipment the 200 miles we haýye under contract on the prai- ernment had no security for the construction of that seetion
ries. From Jasper Valley to Port Moody the distance is 550 miles. From
ladper to Kamloops, in British Columbia, to'Nvhich the portion now under -no lien on that work; it becomes absolutely the property
contract extends, i 335 miles, which can be constructed, I believe. for of the Syndicate; all that the GovernrmOnt have powor todo
Uio,000 a mile. But Mr. Fleming more cautious, bas given an outside is simply to retain 5,00,000 acreo, or one-fifth on the land
estimate of *43,660 a mile. This is much heavier than the prairie district, naY
but is light compared to the section we have let in the canyons of the grant, the 10,500 acres a mile. yhey have ssigned to what
Fraser. That will give $15,500,000 for the section from Jasper House to they call the Central Section : 900 miles, $10,000 a mile,
Kamloops. From Kamloops to Yale is'125 miles, which Mr. Fleming and 12,500 acres a mile. What will this yield ? What is
estimates at $80 000 a mile. or 310,000,000 to complete the road, with a 1host of the w6rk which they give us themselves ? 9,00-fir equipment ïer an traffic likely to be required. -In my opinion we

m et dôwn. instea of 10,000,000, $9,000,004 for that work. From 000 cash; deduct one-fifth of the land, and you have 10,-
Ya to Port Moody. 90 miles. he estmates at about $38 888 a mile, or 000 acres a mile, or 9,000,000 acres altogether, which, at
$3,504,000. Those 550 miles foot up to $29,000,000, to which, with hie$3.00 an acre gives $27,000,000, or a total of $36,0 0usuel caution Mr. Fleming adds $1.000,000; this makes, with the $17,-
S00,000 for the road from Fort. William to Red River, and $13.000,0i0 n cash. Deducting one-fifth, according to the contract, and
from Red River to Jasper Valey, $30,000,000 from that point to Burrard taking the estimate of the Minister Of Railways, the 00
Iney total.f $60,000,000. miles will cost 811700,000, leaving a clear profit of $24,-
Tus is the deliberate estimate of the Minister Of Public 300,000. Wil the Minister of Railways contradiet that
Works, aud of 0qurSe thes stAtgimente were in lis mind I çalculation, or any other bon, m1ember; if s, I slahboWver>y
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flad o be corrected. I tdke $3.00 an acre !ese it is
e éttiate of that hon. Miniite 'liinelf. I n '

ptose to crticise to somieb eÏtet the ofttraet itêlf,
whleU je a most extraordinary one. Wetare toki ti t
it ls inportant in the Interest of' thé couritry tht
eVery railroad should be bulit sad *orked by a doQpan .,
Wby do they not do it ? The- GovertÏt ent are gold nu.
for 10 years to construct setions, and sorbie oÔf'thi Ibat
difficiit, and are becoming what wasi neyer knob*tr 'befoWe in,
any country, a railway cohtfac'tor wfth à prI;'ate corporà.
tion for the construction ofr a Éailway. l not tilat' a.rbsti.
tution of the functiorns of -thé Goveieripet? Theby ive'
bound themselves not only tò comxpleite the seettonà idnker
construction, but haro entered irito a ndw oniratä th thf8
corporation to build a une from Yale to Pbt Moody, 9
miles, at $3,500,0OO. Are they idt theri really dénti'ators?
I think the people of the country will beaùlavmed 'ifinding
the Government, wbo say they are wrong to build rhil*äys,
becoming contractors with a privàte îdniþàùy. Ie oot
this a new doctrine to incorporate in the administra-
tion of the affaira of the country ? I never heard of the
like before. The hon. member for Niagara seoma to be
such a disturbing element as to render it almost impossible
for me to make myself heard on the other side. It is sùipu-
lated in this bargain that the Company should pay the Gov-
ernment the cost of the 100 miles of road extending from
Winnipeg westward and the other expenses incurred by the
Government; and that they shall have the right to atssüme
the said work ut any time on paying cost of construction
incurred by the Government. Thus the Syndicate have a
right to the expenditure by.the Government -withoutpaying
a dollar of interest they get the road for the bare cost, and
also 1;50,000 acres of land worth $3 an acre, S:,50,O0
and all this for nothing. khe nbx-t ebtion of the contradt

rovides the Government shall build a line from Yale to Poft
Moody, which is to become the pi-opèrty of the Côñipany.

This is an extraordinary obligation to aksiie fbr
themselves and any Governmient that nay corne aftet
them. The hon, member for Niagara cértainly
deservesI o be characterised in nanes I wou M
not like to use here, for his incessaht interrtptions. He i 
so thorough and blind a follower of bis leader that if hie
leader told him the inoon was made of g-een cheese -he
wouldecho the àtatement. I am coming to anôther point,
as iegards what the contract provides for in respect to those
portions of the road whieh are to be constructed by and
handed over to the Government. With regard to those por-
tions of the road already built, and handed over to thé Com-
pany, there is no forfeiture, the-er is nothing thore thah a
simple covenant, to secure their 'tunning 1y the ompàny
in the interim, until the rest of the road is cônfplted. The
contract provides:

44 The railway constructed under the terms hereof shall be the pro-
perty of the Company: and pendingthe completion of b.theesutern and
central sections, the Goveriment shal transfer to th Comany theposses-
sion and right to wotk And rus the several portions ci tie Canadiga
Pacific Railway already constructed or as the same uiail be dmpleted.
And upon the completion of the eastern and central sections, the overn-
ment shall convey to the Company, with a suitable number of station
buildings and with water service (but without equipment). thos5 prtions
of the Canadian Pacific Railway constréted'or -t be onsqmu&kd by -the
Government which shall thon b cotpleted ; aud qon tosnpletion of
tic remainder of the portion of r4ilway to be con tructed bT the «over-
ment, that .)ortion %'shaH u1èo b. cônvee eti.C0pny n b
Canadian Pacifi Railwsty shal become aa.d be theiate 'We. .bséint
property of the. Ooîtpany.&a lnbth Vo&par 'shai threa.fter a4d
ferever efficiently maintai, work and rua lie Canadian Pacikc

New, what I say is this-that upon the ecmplioanof the
fine1 frem Thunder Bay to Selkirkathe 0ompanr bve ,th
rigit t. thees e-d possession of that lineand ay rwm å,t
if 'bey hooee They y4-beywili n fruit- buthem5 wo
leak f*r theseeuriliy of the'rin.ig Utthgtead4ae lad t t
the:Sl;00,000 security does <ot*pplyo-it

Sir ALBERT T. SMTH.

' 1e à,imeitell a ftétte b ienisaUcm61 èeiia Oasà
ppuny shal dapeuit wikh th Gvt.amnnt $4000,8Odiasak and grsde
~securaites, as ecurity for the construction of the rail*y h e'you-
'tracted for.".

I find, also, that the bonds for rfie milion acesja lie
'retained by the Government applies entirely to th.ruwsipg
of the railway after It is completed:

"The Govermment sliall retain and hold onea&f of aueh b ndma
soeurity <or the due: perfomance of the presentcontract in-repect .eftb
maintenane and continuous working of the railway by the mpag, as
hewin âgresa, for ton years afterthe coinpI atiDnhereof.

I wenld appeal to tie Minister of Justice biaself whethPeho
tpot 1ion I takeo ie not sound law and the true intepretation

hofhis ontract. When ih hon. Minister of Railways sas
propounding his p.licy to he fouse- he anticipa4d an
lobjscion wbich is now raisee. Iread from the .ansadrof
Ia.t åession:•

I dureay : will bé >i1d by the hom member for Weat Deuram
(Mr. Blae) : Grauted that your figares are correet, assumigha&pon
can build this railway for even ess money than jou have estimated, yea
bave onf u encuntered t.he first diëDty ; you have thn to opéraéf.tie
ilnê, and' theeôstof that *ill béso greatly beg otrd amytyeta*ou arbope
tobtin from it, ithat 'n will place anintolerable burthea 4sonthi
people of tbis country. muet :address myself for a few mome t a to thst

I on. I will first give the inftormation I have just reeivedr t eMthe
iintndedt of thé Pembina Banch:

4The 16) miles we have ubw ined inthe North-West1 eBowtiat
from the lst day of Match to the 12ti day of April w.e have carrie.5,236
passengers, and 1,248 loaded cars containing 12,4610 tons of freighL The
gro> -receipts duringthat short period were $36,3a7,.and work4ng-ex-

Oese leaving a net profit of $21,387, andthis durIn a more
aMcult Oni trxny iriod than bas been known for many.years.

à j3Y Juty,1882, we will bave about Tût)miles ofthisr iadlpewatiQn'
'we wdl have #5 miles ;rom Selkrk to Emerson or St. 'Vinçent. We will
have 241 miesin operation westof tiei ted kiver. which, 'ithh ch
of IWm1iles to W mnnipeg, will give us some 700 miles in operationl, out
reference at ali to le section in British Columbia. I haveveryroat,
blieve that every mile of thnt road, from the day it is opened, wmak
an aùipl1e return for all the expenditure incurred in its operation b ink
il, is fe to say tia i every succeeding year. ae we etendgraduaYi
r6adtowîýds the Roceky M ountains, it will furnish snucb 'an a nal
volume or tracie frem Red Itiver to Thunder Bay. which will become the
ireat enPpoit of that country, as will prevent it from burthening ,the

peoyl., and aive us some fair return for te interest on the meney u*ed
in it 1construction."

This le tie character of the property ive are haiding ivr
to this $ndicate. What more? Has it occurred to ¶ton.
gentlemen ,on the other side that this Pemrina ranoh,
whieh has been l full operation for some timxe,, must be
hsnded over to this Coipany as soon as this.contrget ii
ratiÉed ? We have a return showing that during thbepast
year about $60;000 of net revenue has been derived from
the rnnbing of that road over and above working expenses.
ias it been considered that there is a property whioh is a
roductive and paying property, and that when the coulntry
beines developed and settled with a thriving populàtion,

and the business increases, the revenue, intead of bibg
$60,000, is likely to be 810 ',00? I do not beliere the
Minister of Ilailways himself will dispute that state1nent.
And yet we have handed over this Pembina i-anth
withe t aay con4deration, to this ompany, who ca, «i
ten ears;dorive ah etnal cash prôft fromt it of810$)O#,e0.
Now, t Iat is a clear ptiopoiLion and leannot te 4dn10d.

hker1e is ne folditàe.whatever to theciompan i y
TWfuse rte ru- ortions ef the road that will not pMr* n-
ues. ey' m'y stop rtnning the roa ltgtier T ey
choose, and there is no power inherent in ontractle
€oempi ýthem to ru" it-no power but a (ourt of -Chaueery)
if tIMteven etse fficient. Nos, ;ill I shal saM yIdh the
cälausegganting 25,00,009 a.cres of land is that it isavery
ezfraordinary ting. This provision wa uotein dIs lÀan

out -fet, t wemiset in the Me>ckenZie 'contract 'ef I4.
E~rk* ôIanè l fhis contràct betrays the work af an hble

"and ue Imind. i wonder if my hou. fuiend ,rom
*rgenteuiI (Mr.;Abbott)-ldo not blaWtm.hlm h- 'a'
sional sense, he was working for bis* clienti- Mt fl ms-
46 W6 I case u e mMind of that hou. gensedaan imi eedig
'ol&s of taís eestract. These liem. getblemenof Uegy.i-
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cSte aré able ad aateo men and they got the Firet Minister
into their power. He knew he could not tneet Parliament
*wbobt nerbmittingbieadhemes, after declaring at IloeelIaga
vhst shad compheMdd the contraet firm, when, iW
pbiit *f feOt, it was ot comp*eted. The gentkomen
of*tl.syidieatetoôk i the ritîaon thoroughly; they knew
that, to.a eertaa dtent, the First Minister was in their
power. i was about to say in connection with the 25,0jO,OO0
auesthat all4he lakes and water stretches in that country
are 4» 1e exluded- £om the acreage of these 25,000,009.
Th wtilU neiot1e disputed. I appeal to the hon. member for
J*àddton Li Robet ) to look at this contract and see if
ali the lakes and:riverstdo not fall 4o the Syndicate. How
is thut? Who started this? Who suggested this claim ?
It ie tiot ,i the Allan contract; there is nothing of the kind
in "the At of 1874, and why should it be put down here ? It
ehows that the men representing the Syndicate were masters
of the situation. Therefore, I say, it is unfair to the country
when you allow these- men to go in and select the choicest
lands, and yet exelude from the acreage all the lakes and
water stretches. Then we find that the Government is to
give these people the road-bed in full. I will pass on now
to another clause:

"ITe. Company shall have the right, subject to the approval of the
Govermor inr C(ouncil, to lay out *nd locate the line of railway hereby
oentracted for as they imay see fit, preserving the following terminal
points, namely: from Selkirk to the juntion of the western section by
way of the YelIow Head Pass."

When we come to look at the Acta of 1872 and 1874 we have
no auch provisions. The Company are authorized to deviate
to the extent otfive miles from the line of location. It is
said to be subject to the approval of the Government, but the
result will be that the Company may build a rail»oad wher-
ever they choose without regard to the terminal points:

"'The Company shall have the righ,, from time to time, to lay out,
eoustructp equip, mant;n and werk branch lines of railw&y trom an>piat or potalong their main land orrailway, to anY point or points
within the territory of the Dominion. Prov ded always, that r)efore
commencing any braneh they shall first deposit a map and plan of such
beanehr in the Uepartment of Railways. And the Government shall
grant to the Company the lande required for the road-b:d tf - eh
branches, and for the stations, station groundi, building., worksh b'.4
yàMes an4 other appartenanoe-reqnlsite for the effloient construction
and working of s ch branches i soîars such lande are vested in the
GovernmfenL."
Now, Mr. Chairman, bave you with all your knowle Ige of'
the subject fully comprehended the scope of this clause? Do
hon. members on the other side know that this claus.e author-
izes thi Company forever to build branehi railways in that 1

entitry without any limitation of time. I dwell strongly
on this point because I consider it is a very serious matter.
I would prefer to see this contract defeated and the Govern-
ment remain in power than to see the Government defeated
and the contract adopted. It is not mueh of an object for
gentlemen on this side t ocupy the benches on the other
aide of the ouse. Butb Sir, this clause undeniably bears that
eonstruction that for onehwdred years hence this Company
have the right to construct branch railways throughout that
entire country-larger than the Province from which I come
by one-tiid-tbey have the right to contract railways there
forever without limitation. I sincerely submit to the louse
that this part of the contract sSonld be altered and miudified.
Thtis-seems te mae to be a terible power, but here it is, and
ILinvite the attention of the lawyers of this House to that
chause, and to say if it is not true that this Company may
from time to time forever have powerto construct branch
lies;of railways without coming to Parliament at all for a
htartsr ? Tieaext olause reads as Illows;

"Foreyeafrorth datrheernolinteof ranlway shanl be antheS
,ye gy be Demision Parlia»ent to eestucepouth of the Canadian

yae c Railway from.any point at gr near the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
exceptaUsh line as shan rsunon!b-west, or to the westward of south-
w ss, uer te withi Etsimndtes f Latitude 49. And in the establish-

st nay aew Proviaoe a'te >terth-West Teritores, provision sas
I*A& fon contblnug sneh piohibition afer such çstAbUshinent unUl the
EltkBof the
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Now, mya.bn9. iedfrem i t b*en #a,dealt wat ith ia

estfd Man arbond e, f afbstisi lbvo mmena s k d d i s r M ssM , abpudtl k " i a d

and to prohibitts elf duing thueli in from author.
izing theq omstatia 45ny lin, -f Mti~WS tou90l1g
the *boiudary Ma. f th b ofted &ate, NQeW
that not a teribe oentempîation?> The lbandeo of Par-
liament are tied for twenty years, so that we cannot
give a charter to any company to go to the boupd-
ary line of the United o. le hon. member for
Niagara oeight te think serions4y of that. He must feel it
i8 au axtmr4inAry power togive to a coany. Itia bar-
tering away the sgasiative pqwer of this country to this
Company, which i have the night, whenever and were-
ever they ohoose, to, build a Une to the boundary line of the
United States, and no iadividual nor company will have the
right to get a charter to bWild a similar lino. I oall your
attention to the section which authories tihis Com yto
extend this liue by purchase, to buy the Canada Central Rail-
way and the Oecidental Railway, which, with all the othber
branches and the maina liae, sha then constitute the Pacicfi
Railway, and have all the priville and advantages which
the Pacidle Railway bas under the terms of this contract.
The Syndicate will have the right ofexemption from Cistems
duties ? This seems to be an extraordinary provision which
we do neot find inuthse Aots of 18fl-4. lbow te it tise Goveru-
ment yielded to this, when lu Allan's contract there ie no
sucis conception ? Does it not show that there la some
ingeious and astute mind behind ail this that inake these
suggestions, and that as an undue influence on the Govern-
ment? All the branch ines of railway which this Company
are tauthorized to construct forever shall be exempt from
taxation, as well as the main lino forever. That is a fair
construction of this cqntract. I cali attention to the defizi-
tion of what constitutes the 'acific Railway. Tha definition
embraces ail branches and stations; they ail become portions
of the Pacific Railway, and consequentiy are entitled to ail
the privileges of the railway.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Where do you daid that ?
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. In the 15th section, which

reads as follows:
"T The Company may lay out, construet, acquire equip maintain and

work a continuos4s in. cf railway, of the guage cf four feet eight and
one-half inohes; whieh 'railway shall xtend foom the terndue of the
Canada Central Railway near Lake Nimng liknown s Oaander
Station, to Port boody in the Province of 2tish Columbia; and alo, a
braneh line of rMilway fron some point on the main line of uailway to
Fort William on Thunder Bey; and aise the existingIranch line of rail-
way from Selkirk in the province of Manitoba te Pembina in the said
Province; and also other branches to be located by ibe Company from
time to time as provided by the saiËl contract ; the said branches to he of
the guage aferesaid; and he said main line of railway and the sald
branch hues of railway, shall be commenced and completed as provided
by the said contract ; and together with such other branchU nes as sh a:
be hereafter constructed by tie said Company, and any extension of the
said main line of railway that shall hereafter be constructed or acquired

Ub> the Company, shal costiute the Une of railway heresfter cahled
LU Canadian PaciiecRaUlway."

I say that these branch linos of railway becomo
a portion of the Pacifie Railway -and sare in ail is privi-
¡e es. If this Company shoutd purchase the Canada Cen-
tral Railway and the occidentat Roil way, these two rail-
ways -wheU ineerporated will become a portion o the
Canada Pacifie Raiiway, nd ths this Cmpany wiIl have
the authority of this arliament te build brauch lines in
Ontario and Qeobeo withou t rforring to Tarliament at all.
That is a fair legal onstruetion. Thse, extnsions aAnd
cequisitions shall become a portion of the Pacifie Railway,

and the clause gives the Company authority to buidd branch
lines from the Pacifie Railway tó any part of tihe Dominion.
I have no doubt et aIl that tis wast he itoatioa of tese
contracting parties, or else why is the clause ieorted. It
accws- P.eiialiy pride d for th, cas:

Asr 7 etftheWai rMlway, 4he eveathectieof 0< s ' Obethnidmted
wA et, 1879-relating to poeas, ad-he .ighth usc" othuo,
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eating to plans and surveys, shall be subject to the following provisions:
.'&a. The <,ompany shall have the right to take, use and hQld the beach

and land below high water mark, in any stream, lake, navigable water,
guif or sec, in so far as the same shall be vested in- the Crown and shall
not be required by the Crown, to such extent as shall be required by the
Company for its railway and other works, and as shall be exhibited by a
map or plan thereof deposited in the office of the Minister of Railways.
But the provisions of this sub-section shall not apply to any beach or land
lving east of Lake Nipissing, except with the approval of e Governor in
eouncil."

I would ask the First Minister, as a distinguished lawyer,
whother it is not cloarly indicated that it was the intention
of the con tracting parties that whenever they should require
the central line of railway or the Occidental lino they
should have the power to take lands, without reference to
this Parliament, in any portion of Quebec or Ontario. It
says east of Lake Nipisinlg it was not to be done without
the authority of the ,Government. I think that is
plain, because the Goeô'enment are not building any railway
east of Nipissing, unless it was intended these franchises,
extensions, and privileges should pply to the whole line
of railway; otherwise therë is i&o ne0essity for that pro-
vision. The Minister of Raî 'a'i, ithe long and elab-
orate speech which he madeliU opnrmng the discussion,
told us that the standard ýif the aUion Pacific, as at
first constructed, was the standard provided in the
Allan contract. The hon. neÙber for West Durham
(&Lr. Blake) brought him4o bookard it was found that the
hon. gentleman was in error oehe Allan contract was
made in 18 3, and the iieW Pacifre was first constructed
in 1869, and between those'to dates 'the road had under-
gone a vast improvement.' My onb. friend from North
Victoria (Mr. H. Cameri, 'hein able and distinguished
lawyer, said, and he appdared to'épeak fbr the Government
on that occasion, for they voeifetoasly cheered him, that
the clause meant the Union Pacifionas it was in October,
1874. Then we have a lettor froin the Syndicate, >ut I say
if the bon. gentleman from Vibtoria (Mr. Canieron) is cor-
rect, the sooner this letter i 1'tunèd -to them the better,
for I will show that it comupri 7es thi standard to 1873, and
that it does not provide the. saàne protection to the country
with regard to the character of the road as did the Allan
con tract. The Ietter says:

"With reference to the objections that Jave been raised to the des-t
cription in the third clause of the Pacific Railway contract of the
approximate standard named in that clapse, we beg to state that when
the contract was framed it was not considered that there was-anyt
difference of importance between the time of the original construction of
the Union Pacifie Railway and the date of the Allan contract. We are,
therefore, prepared to agree on behalf of the Syndicate, that the descrip-
tion of the standard shall be construed au applying to the Union Pacific
Railway as it was in February, 1873."

Now, we were told on the autbority of the Government tha f
it meant the standard o! 1874, and that this standard was a .
good as that provided in the Allan contract. This lutter]
shows how hard it was to draw anything out of theso gentle-
men of the Syidicate. They now send this letter to heal up
the difficully, but even now they have fiot gone the whole s
bog, so to speak; they do not cover the ground of objection1
at all. The letter goes to say:

ti
"The obligations of the Company will virtually be the saine as if that i

date were substituted in the clause in question for the words "as the
saine was when first constructed." We have no hesitation in agreeing
to this construction, as.it is obvious that our interest will lead us to con- a
struct the railway in a 6ubstantial manner with steel rail- an d efficient9
equipment, and our reason for desiring that a standard should be named twas not in any degree to enable us to construct an inferior railway, but
merely to prohibit us from captions or arbitrary criticism." P

o1
Now, Sir, what was the standard provided li the contract s
with Sir Hugh Allan: t

" That the railway shall be constructed and equipped aecording to g
speciflestiona to be hereafter agreed upon between the Government and v
the Company, and their materials-of, and manáer in which the several cworks forming part thereof shalt be coantructed, aud the mode of work-
ing the railway, or any part theret i"l th&edescription and e
capasi: of the locomotive nglnes.:and oier reging stock (gr working f

Sir ALREILRT J., SrnIru.

it shall be snch as may bereafter be agreed upon .betwsnthe Govera.
ment and the Company."

Now, hou. gentlemen will see how the publie interesta a
protected in that contract; but in the present scheme we
have not a word about the locomotives, or the roling stock,
or the tolls, which, as I shall presently show, -are in them-
selves a very serious consideration. The clause in the Allan
contract proceeds:

'Provided always that if the Government and the Comp"ny should
be uDable to agree as to the details of any of the matters in tissclause
mentioned, the same shall be from time to lime referred to the dtermi-
nation of three eompetent en giaers, oeef wom sha 1 be chosen by
the Uovcrniment, onc hv the CJomspany, snd a thîrd by sncb two engt--
necrs; and the expenses of said references shall be defrayed by the
Company, A nd in order to establhish hn ipproximate standard, wherébr
such matters maj be-regulated, the Union Pacifie Railway of theilnited
States hereby selected and fixed as such standard, but iu a general way
only, and net with respect te any minor detaih lin its constrnction or
working which may be found to be objectionable, uor with respect to
aligament te grades, whieh shall be as favorable as the nature of the
countrf will permit of without undue expenditure."

Now, we are told that self-interest will dictate to the
Syndicate that they should build a first-class road, but the
sanie principle applied in the contract with Sir Hugh Allan
and why were these provisions imposed in the on case uand
not iu the other. The Minister of Railways says the two
contracts were identical in this respect, but the Allan
contract says not. This shall not be the standard. The
language used is: "In a general way only, and not in
respect of any minor details as tothe working, nor in respect
to the grades, which shall b as favorable as the condition
of the country will allow." Why do not these gentlemen,
if they want to assimilate that condition with that of the
Allan contract, which the Government were under the
impression was different from what it is-for the Minister
of Railways says that the same standard provided for in the
Allan was provided for in the present contract ? Another
question of some importance is with regard to the ten per
cent. The whole country is interested in this matter, and
especially the No&rth-West. The contract provides that the
Government in Council shall not interfere with the tolls
or tariff until the Company realize 10 per cent. en the ex-
penditure connected with the congtruction of the road. What
does that apply to? To the capital actually expended, or to
the amount received from the Government by the Syndicate
in the constructed portions of the road ? lt is also provided
that the limit to the reduction of tolls by the Parliament of
Canada, provided for by the Act of 1879, rospecting toila, is
hereby extended, so that the reductions shall not secure less
than 10 per cent. per annum profit on the capital actually
expended in the construction of the railway. I appeal to
hon. members whether that does not mean 10 per cent. on
the actual cost of the road. The Government have estimated
this road will cost $80,000,000 or more. This provision,
then, will authorize the Company to derive 10 per cent. profit
from the whole amount expended on that road, if they do not
spend on it $1, and they most assuredly will not expend one
dollar. They thus get some 857,000,000 in cash, besides all
the land. On that amount they will receive 10 per cent.
he amount expended by the Government. Before the Gov-
rnmQnt can interfere or arrange the tariff the Company must
eceive 10 percent. interest on the $80,000,000, or $8,000,000
a year. It does seerm bard that the Government should
giveS8#,000,000 or more to construct the road, hand it over
e the Syndicate, and then that Syndicate shoutd realize 10
per cent. on it, when, in point of fact, they never expended
n it $1. This is not fancy or fiction, but a fair, legal en-
truction of the language. The Syndicate understand it
horoughly; and the Government have net condescended to
ive us their own views thereon. I am unable teo ert rmy
oice further at this time, but at the same time Imay siyinonclusion that I hope that hon. members ou the Miààteial
ide will disregard their politieal bias and lay aside p.tty'
eeling in a alm consideration of this question. It agesrm
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te, me the Government are applying the whip to their
supporters. .1 do not use the phrase in any offensive sense.
My hon. friend from Ottawa ounty (Mr. Wright), who
la*elyspoke, seems to have his mind considerably disturbed
by this project, and I believe that other memi ers on that
side have mids not easy on that subject. If they will come
impartiallyto the consideration of this question and deal with
the contract on its merits, I would undertake to say that, if
the Government will relinquish this contract, my hon.
friends would consent to their remaining in power without
any lesitation.

Mr. ELAKE and several other hon. mcmbers. Hear,
hear.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I would cheerfully see the Gov-
ernment continue in power if thereby this contract could be
defcated. We would enter into a compact. that the Gov-
ernment should remain in their places if they would retieve
the country from this calamity threatened by this contract.
I implore hon. members on the Ministerial side to consider
this bargain as a commercial transaction, and divest them-
selves of all party feeling in judging of its character.

Mr. CASGRAIŽ. Mr. Chairman, the question now before
the House is too important a one for me to let the vote be
taken without giving my share of the arguments that I am
boundIto urge on behalf of the county that I represent. When
the Government brought this moasure before the House it did
so in such a party manner that we were afraid-at lcast for
my part I was afraid-that this scheme would be passed
before wehad time to make it known to our constituents.
That is why I took the most favorable opportunity that
presonted itself to request the Government to furnish as at
once with the copies of this contract, in order, as far as
posrible, to be able to send to our counties, ard especially
to the county that I represent. I am proud to say that I
was able to distribute this contract in my county so as to
make it known; I wished to particularly draw the atten-
tion of all those who take an active part in public affaire in
my county, and for that purpose 1 deemed it my duty to
-end a circular to each one of them, in order to make them
acquainted with all the objections that we bad to this
contract. I think that I have falfilled my duty as a member
by thus enabling my electors to become acquainted with
what I look upon as enormities in this contract. I am
not going, this evening, to repeat the arguments that have
been brought forward on this side of the louse against the
provisions of the contract. Oertainly, I have the right to
congratulate myself on belonging to a side of this liouse
that bas been able to furnish in such detailed manner, in
such a plausible manner, and in so peremptory a manner,
reasons that would be suffioient, were it not for the very
strong party spirit of hon. gentlemen opposite, to cause this
contract to be unhesitatinkly rejected. The proposal made
by the hon. member who bas just taken his seat (Sir Albert
J. Smith) is a serious one; it was not made lightly. We
consider the interests of the country are so much at stake
at the present moment that we are willing to give
up all our pretensions, if the maintenance of the Govern-
ment depends thereon, provided that we obtain the neces-
mSary amendments to this contract. Indeed, wben we came
here, I speak for myself, and it seems to me that a member
speaking from his place should be listened to and believed,
I was persuaded for my part that the contract to bo sub-
initted to the House would be acceptable to the people.
That is what I thought, but I was deceived, like a great
many others, by the words which fell from the lips of the
Prime Minister. I was deceived, as was the hon. moverof the
Address, for he told as the contract would be a favorable one.
W. believed it, I believed it, and the people uelieved it ; the
lectors in my county believed it-the seconder of the

Addrem as weiL And what did he say? I think that bis
wrds may belooked apon as coming from the Government.

He was, what they Caliin ,Eglish, the mouthpiece of the
Government. What hoecn e and said here on tho foor of
Pai liampent, was it a saivete? But I oanot believe that it
was when the speech was written. He said:

4 Arrangements have been made that wills ecure the building of the
road according to the stipulations of the treaty. The whole road from
east to west will be bilt euipp and worked by a private company
without itas costing the Dominion Government a singlepenny."

Well, Mr. Chairman, that is the assertion made ou he floor
of this louse. Was it in order to deceive the people?
Was it in order to decoive us'? I say that we were
deceived ; and I say that the Govern ment bas not the right,
for the honor of the country, to deceive us ; the honor of
the country is as much the property of this aide of the
House as of the other aide. The fair name, the reputation
of the Government, is as much our property as that of the
other side of the House. I heard the hon. member for
Portneuf (Mr.Vallée), whom I do not now see lu bis seat,
say that we were made to romain on the Opposition
benches. Re could not, as far as I am oncerned,
pay me a more flattering compliment than that.
I maintain that the position ot members of the Opposition
is the most enviable position that can be desired, and for my
part I do not wish to abandon it. I do not wish to take u
thé time of this House at any great length ; nevertheless,1
have two or three points to submit. On exanining the
contract now before the House, I asked myself, and I still
ask pyself, what position I am personally to take; what je
my duty at the present moment? elore is the contract
that is submitted to us; what alternative have we? The
fact is there is no alternative. -I wish there was one. I wish
I was in a position to say that I was willing to adopt some
kind of a eontract, in order to place this undertaking in tho
bands of a Syndicate. But circumstances are entirely
changed, we are no longer in the same position we were in
five years ago. The position that we are in to-day is that,
according to the statement of Ministers, we have constructod
nearly half of the road; that is to say, that we have spent
$35,000,000, and $18,000,000 are requirod to complote the
road. And to complete it where ? To complete it in the
most favorable place, in the place that will pay later on. I
say that circumstances are completely charged, and that is
why I see no necessity of changing the plan the Government
had formed last year fbr building the road. The bon. Minister
of Public Works stated that this contract had been passed
to prevent the ruin of the country. Thorefore, the policy
adopted by the Government last year, was unquestiontably
bringing the country to ruin. On the other hand, what have
we with the present contract? We are falling out of the
frying-pan into the fire. Shall o fall into the hands ofthe
Syndicate,.or shall we romain in the ruin that the hon.
Minister has brought us to? That is the position we are
in. Well, now is the time to come to a decision. I would
fain make every possible effort to bring myself to accept an
acceptable contraet; and I say it in ail truth, I do not want
to conceal what I think, I came bore disposed to holp the
Government in any acceptable scheme. But there is no
means of accepting the one now thrown on our bands.
The hon. member for Rouville endeavored to throw a
parting shot at me, by saying that, last year, I had
pronouneed against the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. I have
enough to answer for the faults that I am really guilty of,
without any being invented for me. In quoting my words
ho should bave quoted aIl I said, in order to have my erset
meaning. Talleyrand once said: "GiVe me two words
written by any man and I have enugb to bang him." I
do not think that my hon. friend is as capable a man as
Talleyrandowa r.ere are the very words that I made use
of t

tI believe that the Canadian Pacifie Railway will yet be built but
that we can'build it on the plan proposed, I do net think. Wby ha e *e
»ot been furnished wisb the facts, 8 to the AmOrican Pacitfe RRway Md
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its cost per mile for working. The would afford us a fair criterion for a
judgment on this subject. Isee te Government do not intend to go
beyond Thunder Bay to the east. Then I call Thunder Bay a, cd de ae.
The navigation at that place is stopped for a part of the year. Trade
will not go that way in winter, but take its natural course sonth. The
border country is flat, and the natural channel for trade is in the direction
of the United States. You cannot prevent it going in that direction.
Yon may bring trade to Thunder Bay in summer, and draw it to the
Georgian Bay, by loading and unloading vessels; but in winter, as
wellas in surmmer, you will have to take the shortest cut and go by
the American railways to Sault Ste. Marie. Your railway to that point
will be tapped all &long the route, the tbrough freight being next to
nothing.The project of a railway from Thunder Bay, north-west of
Lake Superior, is as wild as that from Winnipeg to Hudson's Bay. The
hon. the Minister of Public Works said that pubic opinion was with the
Government in this matter. I appeal to the Conservatives of Quebec, if
the strongest pressure has not been brought to bear on them, to induce
them to support the Government at this conjuncture ? If they could
shirk the vote, if the Government were not depending on them, they
'would do so."

From these words, which came in incidentaly, because I
was opposing the part of the road that was being built to the
north of Lake Superior, my hon. friend concluded that I was
opposed to the Sault Ste. Marie line. He is entirely mistaken.
I am still in favor of that line, and I say that it will be
built. I may say to the hon. member for Portneuf (Mr.
Vallée), that if he will only examine the recent maps and
plans of railways in the United States, he will see that with
thirty additional miles of railway we will join Sault Ste.1
Marie to the east. By wishing to have this connection
only ten years hence, hon. gentlemen seem to calculate that-
this is a very short space of time, yet ten years are a goodi
deal in a man's life. Ten years hence, a great many headse
that I now see around me will have been mowed down by
death ; so that circumstances in ten years from now will noti
be at all the same. Moreover, according to an old saying :'
In ten years from now a great deal of water will have flowed1
down the river. If the members of the Syndicate have1
really and seriously the intention of building the road to thei
north of Lake Superior, they have shown by the conttract,(
on the very face of it, that they have no such intention.1
And I ask myself now why there are three distinct contracts
in this contract. There is, in the first place, the contract oft
the Government who bind themselves to contsruct the mostt
difficult part of the road. There are, next, two other contracts
for the same line divided into two distinct parts, and why?c
The reason is quite simple, it is in orderf
that if only one part is built, the damagesc
resulting from the non-execution of the other part
shall be lessened by se much; so that the Syndicate will getd
rid of this part of the road, and will only have to pay ac
comparatively small sum as an indemnity. Now, muchi has
been said, and I will only mention the matter in order to
refute what bas been said with respect to the influence ofd
the Grand Trunk in our districts. Berhaps members whoA
live in the district of Montreal or in the Province of Ontario,
do not know the extent of the influence of the Grand Trunk
in our district. If they had had to deal with this influence i
as we have had to do, - am sure that not one of them would li
wish to giant to another company one-half or one-quartero
of the influence that the Grand Trunk has exercised in ourc
affairs. On the other hand, what is the influence-of the h
Grand Trunk compared to the influence of this immense y
corporation, an influence so great that I heard the PrimeC
Minister say that he would hurry up the discussion, that he
wanted to have the vote taken before Christmas, because vç
Mr. Stephens, one of the members of the Syndicate, was in t
Ireland wishing to get immigrants. I already see the c
enormous pressure brought to bear by this powerful Com- i
pany, which is yet only in the embryo state but which is, t
nevertheless, already as strong as Atlas and bears upon ite S
shoulders the present Government. There is ne hidig it, t
the pressure brought to bear by the Syndicate is already r
enormous; it is so enormous that the Government has à. ot t
been able to obtain from the Company a slight concession p
to help their friends, and to help them in the hour Of need. I

Mr. CABQmrN;.

Now, as this contract is going to be qdopted,
from what I can see, I owe it to myself to make a
suggestion to the Government. I sece in the execution of
this contract an enormous difficulty. I am going to point it
out, not so mucl in order to make an objection against the
Government, as in, order to allow Ministers to obviate a
difficulty that they will flnd in their way. Probably in three
years from now, ai the hon. Minister of Railways observed,
the rairile section will b completed. We wiil consequently
be obliged to grant the Company 11,250,000 acres of land.
To survey these lands and lay them out in alternate sections,
it will be necessary, of course, to survey 21,500,000. Now,
if we make allowance for bad lands, which must cover at
least half the territory-and theargument I am now making
is serious, and as a statesman I draw attention to it-we
have, consequently, four times 11,250,000, that is to say,
45,000,000 acres of land to survey in three years. How will
you be able to strike off, by surveys, in so short a space of
time, all the rivers, marshes, sandy lands and lands unfit for
settlement ? I took the trouble to get information from the
Deputy Minister of the Interior upon this point, and I have
found that since these lands have been in our possession, we
have only been able to survey 12,27 ý,17, acres, at a cost of
8560,576, which makos four cents and a half per acre; con-
sequently we arrive by calculation, at a sum of 82,025,000
that we will have to spend in three years on the railway,
merely for surveying the lands that we are obliged to deliver
to the Company as thast as the road is built unicr penalty of
paying an indemnity. And what is the indemnity that the
Company can exact? These gentlemen are nt there in the
interest of the country, but in their own interest.
These lands are sold beforehand. I can assert that
when this contiact wi.l have been ratified by
the Senate, you will flnd 10,000,000 on the New York
market as a bonus to any company willing to talke it. I
declare that this contract will be worth tIo the Syndicate,
the day after its ratification, $10,000,000 on the New York
market. Now, I desire to draw the attention of the Hoise
to another point: I have listened attentively to what has
been said on the other side of the House and on this side,
and I am at a loss to know what we are paying for this
contract now and what we shall be paying for it in ton years
from now. There is not a single mem ber on the other aide
of the House, except the member for Porineuf ( ,r. Valée),
who has given us the price of the contract. We are in the
dark. If I had Diogenes' lantern to scrutinize the consciences
of hon, gentlemen opposite, I might perhaps find the price
of this contract, but I have not got it. The Government
keeps the origin of this contract hidden, and deeds done in
darkness are not deeds that can b approved of Well, on
striking our balance sheet ton years hence, what will be the
price of the contract ? My hon. friend from Porineuf
(Mr. Vallée) bas given us a figure, and I ft ar that ho gave
t in ail sincerity. le gave $48,000,000, estimating the
ands at $3 an acre, the price fixed by his friends on the
other side of the House. Well, $148,000,000, that is the
cost now, but what will it be ten years hence? Whon you
have added the two deposits, the cost of commission; when
you have necessarily added contingent expenses, and interest
calculated only at five per cent., you arrive at a figure that
will exceed $175,000,000. Therefore, I say that we are
walking in darkness. Gentlemen on the other side are in
he dark as to the sum they are actually granting. The
ost i not yet determined. I have endeavored to find
t out, but there is only one way of coming at it,
he price of this contract. The members of the
Syndicate which have made these calculations cai alone
èli us what is the price of the contract. One word
more and I have done. I have observed in this contract
hat the Government have, so to speak, divested themselves
practically of the right of regulating the tariff on the road.
n speaking of thitis question, I maintain that it has not
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*en exsgerated on this side of the House. On thecontrar', wa permive, it could not be onforced, but if the Act was

cde gate the time that elapees, the inore the populaeipn edop p tIè it couldbe enibred
will grow, the -more this enormous rdivilege' wfil maire ,Xr. ,TB&KB. Thon the hou. geit1pmn wi thhie SuaF
itslf.feM. We are erbating gigantic diionátemta. The r. AK hoer te o get wih is usual
memberfoÉ1ioontiomi (Mr. Cimn) dittedcandidly that frtuten og ht to r the thrto whih rthe member
the rdadwharakolufely néaeesary, and that in order tu have for, idaoi fel by a statement that did not copvr the poit
ith ra ohe&aus in gto sèeeeai'y en mhrt if regred - at ail. But the member for Lincoln said that it couid beit:et onué he »M a wiliing 'to pfty 'Von môre if requirec; enforçd in'the Court of Obanceqy and a ppeal to me as a
and: -hat, if in the future t beuame necossary to buy off oe
thil enoraosprivilegeogranted to the Ompany, w-e would ppoed anthority with reference te the pratiee, procedure
buy ioE ai That ris ot an :aagument a sensible man would «idiction of that Court in fhvor of that poition; and
se, nMé. (thairraan, tíoi nake us prnchase what aready the iter fthe- fûtrior says that all he etated was that
be g . Now, my on. fiendrom Beauarnompulory it can b nfored the Courts.
fe 0"'>U.Nwm a. redfrs euhrosWe ail kniowtat legal contracts eau b.e ufforcod in @mre(MIr. Bergoein) was fain to make a sort of funeral oration We0 a kow tha. awil antwer the nember for Lincoeby
overSir George .EtinnPCartier, who is a demi-god in bis Ciour r gither n wnl aour authoritis whie f beLio to
eyes. What rwakes me. alude to this subject is, hucause ho p og gimd ane tof ou ah t which beiews
rea theaous wrd ttord by Si George som ine etirenid as theaw, and whch expresses theiews
yeaasg.e Sir nGeorge daid whbat the er ber for Bea'u- of this Court on that subject. The opinion is that of Vice-

harniSepea.tire m'uA d aboard for the Westi!" And that Chancellor Sir W. Page Wood, touching a contract for a
shows:whbat anorti11oAtion can eo put up with by those who railway:
are- diposed teput up with enything. h is now mine "I-will assume the areement, the subjeet of this suit, to be an agree-w aeý- inpe dta-ut ùas sa tidn hwgneW.1t? ino; ment çieal and ditinctly valid within the Statute of P-audî, withyears empo that was sid, and have we gone West f 300 every qutë provision. as plaihly expressed as if the contract had
we are still here. I said last year that the road would not '>en fiily drawrioezt- and I wil fat'ther assumse it to be a cotr«et, in
be built on the plan proposed by the Government, and the ctnonin form, to eretute certin works, to be paid for in moneylnstéad if shares. 4usnmingthis to be the state of things 1 eau not*as not'xistaken. The Govern ment have changed their p ,an; conceive that there would be in this case anything, except the allega-
they are now building the road according to a secret plan, a tian, towhich i wIll preséntly advert, of the deception practised on
hidden -plan, 'ioncocted in the strictest privacy, a plan that the plaintiffs, to distingnish the case from Rarger ex. the Great Western
we are not acquainted with and fòr which, gentlemen on the Company, inawhioh Lord Coltenhasin bserved that thse caitraet was

abviausly af a nature aver which thus Court coulâ not have jurindiction by
other side are going to vote, so as to please the Government. way of directing specific performance; and I apprehend that thereis not
I said, in-the second place, that we should have exact data to anywhere tao be fouad in the books, an instance appropriating ta such a
goupon if we were tobuild the road ; I said those data shoiild case as 1 te bfore me. in which the Court has been asked to exorcise

m .itji udiction of spedic performance, for carrying into effect a coutract
abased upon American railways. I was almost a prophet. fth execution or works of very complicated and difficult character. and

These gentlemen should be thankful to me for having found for the non-cormpletion of which contract a remedy may be had, and as it
out a plan they are now making use of. Mr. Chairman, I do seems to me, not only an adequate, but the betteç remedy in damagea."
not wish to trespass longer on the time of the louse. Inow That is the law, and it is quite clear that the Court of Chan-
appeal to the good sense of the House. I do not believe that cery never does undertake a specifie execution or iutèrfere
I am able to change the opinion of one single member on the with sncb works as these, for the obvions reason, that i t
other side, yet it is evident that there is a general feeling of would be quite impossible for the Court to continue for a
uneasiness among them. If I had a request to make, I sies of years taking cognizance of and suspervising the exe-
would address the Prime Minister, who has a large number cution of worksof snch a complicated and difficult character.
of faithful and devoted followers, and I regret that he was I accept the lion. Minister's statement on this point.
not in his place when imy friend from Brant cMr. Paterson),
paid him a -compliment, that I consider well deserved ; and Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I reforred altogether te
when ha made a serious appeal, a patriotic appeal, a warm process by writ of mandamus.
appeal to his patriotism and to the patroitism of his followers. Mr. BLAK E. Quite so. The hon. member for Lincoln
The contract now submitted contains clauses of sifeh a grave was referring to a procedure in Chancery which indsiced me to
character, that are of such deep interest to the country, that make these remarks. There have been several charnes
if he will give a little furtber consideration, if he is not toc made against me during the course of the debate,one of which
tightly held in the clutches of the Syndicate; if he can rid was that I was afraid to meet the hon. Minister of Railways.
himself for a moment from the grasp that is upon him, we Weil, I have been sitting opposite the bon. Minister of
will be the happiest mén in the world to be able to help him Railways in Parliament for some or 1i years, and con-
out of the difliculty, -to help him to make, with another scions as I am of his great powers of oratory and his signal
Syndicate, a bargain preferable to the one now submitted. ability, and conscious as I am that I am unequal to bina mu

M. BLAKE. If I were not to have a subsequent these particulars, yet, as I have not been called upon to
opportunity of addressing this Hlouse I would desire to reply vindicate a coarse that I did not think was righteous, I
to some of the arguments of hon. gentlemen opposite at the niust say I never felt any nervousness at the prospect of
present stage ot this discussion. Now, however, I only meeting that hon. gentleman in debate. I have been wait-
wish to say a word or two on points which I think ought ing for about three woeeks or a month for him to ansiwer
not to be ailowed to rest aven to the next stage of the debate. the statemnentsI made in a speech I delivered, but he bas
First of ali, with reference to the point of the nember not yet done so; when ho bas I will have an opportunity
for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert), that this contract was one which of answering him. Whatever may be believed in other
could be enforced by specific performance of the Court of places I do not think that in this audience it will be be-
Chancery, h-e appealed to me to sustain that position as lieved that the hon. gentleman bas any apprehénsion of
one having some knowledge and experience of that Court. I meeting me, or that I have any apprehension of neeting
was obliged to say so far as my opinion was concerned, him. An observation was made, I think, by the hdn. mem-
that that posaition was not in accordausce with the law. The ber for Niagara, and other members, that I stated that I
Miniatoer -f the Interior (Sir John A. Macdonald) differed w-as not bound by any opinions 1 had before erpressed; that
wkh me in that view, and seemed to think that wrile. that was a general statement of my position as a public
-a permissivepower did notinvolve any obligation to build Lhe man; sud mach argument, and mach, I may say, of vittp-
radw-ay, yet if there was a contract for its construction, it oration bas been expended upon me in that view. I cannot
would be enforced in the Court of Chancery. hope, from the experience I have had of seve'a1 years, to

Sir 3BHN A.MACt>ODNALD. I did not say th4t. I get rid of sïh charges, or to prevent their being èsrcnláted
Mid" fthtiher'e aï. Act êmpowering one railway toi be buit n t organs of hon. gentlemen opposite for al time to
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come. But as these statements have been Made in this
House I take the earliest opportunity to simply read tó Ie
Bouse the words I used in the speech whlich has been in-
terpreted in the way I mention. Three times only I re.
ferred to past opinions. On the first occasion I said:

'The hon. gentleman also adverts to some speeches I made. He ad-
verted to a speech I made in 1875 and quoted a portion of it frm the
Ransard. Well, I am not going to bore the House byreading seiùr of the
rest of it. I am very indifferent whether portions of my speeches are
quoted without the other parts which are necessary to a proper under-
standing of them by a Tory-land seller or the Minister of Railwaysaand I
leave to those who take sufficient interest in my proceedings to peruse the
=peches, and they will, if fairly read, answcr the objectionsmade te

te. I have uothing to retract in the speech the hon. gentleman qrotted.-
I abide by, as applicable to the then éxisting state f thinga every senti-
ment expressed in that speech. The bon. gentleman himself, in the course
of his remarks, adverted to the wholly changed condition of things."

In another part of my speech I adverted to the same topic,
but to another speech of mine, when I said:

"lt wu les. than a year &go I spoke that speech, but aven,, if1 it had
beeo a whole yaar ago, I should be disposed to. adere te it.I hed
nothing ia these estmates at all inconsistent withtbe views I.estertain
to-day with reference to the gentleman's railway? aud if I did Llnd any-
thing inconuistent, if T did believe that I erred in any statement Xhad
made in that speech, I hope thst I know enough of my duty to confess
my error and act upon my present judgment, whatever that nay be. I
have not yet been able to find that there was any error in the eatimate
I then made, or in any other suggestion of the speech."

The last time I referred to, the subject I said:
< The hon. gentleman went to work to make contrasts u pon proposals,

and here ain circumstances wholly differ. He talked of the values ot
lands. Healluded to speeches which had been made b hon. members a
varions times with reference to the selling values of land in the North-
West. He referred to a speech of mine made at the time the Foster con-
tract was under discussion, in which I expressed My own opinion then
ai to the value of lands in the North-West to the contractor at that
time. What was the condition of things? This was not a contractor,
Mr. Chairman, who was about to build a railway through the lands
which he was te receive. This was not a contractor who was about to
receive lands through which a railway was pr.esently or, as far as he
knew at all about to be built. This was a contractor who, at that time,
was to receive lands in the North-West where there was no present pros-
pect of there being a railway at al, and it was with .reference to that
country, at that time, with its then population. with the then estimation
as to the fertile area. with the then views of English and foreignpeople
about it, with the then prospects of railway communication, with the
circumatances that the contractor was not to be able to utilize and make
marketable the lands by building the railway through them, that that
opinion was expressed. Sir, I do not hold myself bound, to-day, as te
the present condition of things in the North-West by any opinion as to
lande expressed at that day, and on the then condition of things in that
country. *

There, Sir, is my statemont as to my general views with
reference to my opinions, and the only statement I made as
to my not being bound by former opinions-a statement
which I cannot make clearer than I made it in the speech to
hon. gentlemen who will receive it with no measure of
candor or fairness. By that statement I still abide, and it
doe not justify inferences which were drawn from it or the
meaning which was put upon the phrases used. I have one
other remark to make. A considerable portion of the time
of the House has been occupied by speakers who have
ventured upon a repetition to this Louse of old, stale, ex-
ploded slanders with reference to my past career in another
liegisilature. To a majority of this audience I believe the
truth of this matter ie known. I believe to a majority of
this audience I have had occasion to state what was the
truth of these matters in this Chamber on former occasions.
I do not intend at this hour, and at this stage of the debate,
to ask the Bouse for that measure of justice, for I believe
it would be only justice which would be inivolved
in permitting me to make a statement of 1he
facs. To those wbo know the truth I eau confijeâtly
appeal for my vindication ; to those who do not krw the
truth, I can refer to the position, however iuuble it m 
be, which it bas been my fortune -to occupy duririg the
course of ton years in the-estimation of th people of
Province and the country at lare. I doonot suppose anehing,
will prevent the repetition of es stale, explodèd üiuders.

Mr. BLAirz.

à

PavrEss.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time:

Bill (No. 22) to incorporate the St. Lawrence Wrecking and
Salvage Company of Canada.-.(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

Bil (No. 23) to incorporate the Ontario and Quebec Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria.)

MAILS IN BEAUCE COUNTY.
Mr. BOLDUC enquired, Whether it is the intention of the

Government to grant two daily mails, in the County of
Beauce, with a view to promote the development of the
gold mines therein?

Mr. LANGEVIN said he could not give any definite
answer to the question at present.

EMIGRATION FROM OANADA.
On the order for the further considerati-m of the proposed

motion of Mr. White (Cardwell), for an Order of the House
for a statement of the number of persons who have passed
from Canada, into-the United States, by way of Sarnia and
Windsor, since Ist January, 1880, and of persons who have,
within the same period, cone into Canada from the United
States byiway of Windsor and Sarnia, &c. ; and the motion
of Sir Richard J. -0artwright in amendment thereto.
1r JOHN A, MACDONALD. 1 move, ln amendinent

te the motion, "that Mr. Speaker do now leave tgChair,"
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They have beqome the Tory gospel of envy, hitred, malice
and all uncharitableness.

Mr MCALLUL. I have juast to say to the hon. gentle-
man that I hope he will mot consider that 1 havesladered
him, because, so faras I spoke here, I spoke by the book,
and I stand here to say that the action of that hon. gentle-
man in reference to the railway policy of the .Prôvince of
Ontario has demoralized that Province to this day. Yet he
gets up here and says we slandered him. If he means me,
why does lhe not naine me ? I am here to meet him at any
time. The Opposition had a-majority of one, but he turned
it into his favor, and ina few days he turned that one into a
majority of thirty. How did he do that. He bought them
all. He--bought the silence of a Minister of the Orown when
lhe said, across the floor of the Bouse: "You had better
speak now." I know there was a Committee of the Bouse
instrncted to enquire into that matter, but the hon. gentfe-
man struck his own Oommittee, by whom he wanted to be
tried. I am a living witness of this matter. I wil not stand
here and be slandered by that hon. gentleman, or by any
other man.

The following resolutions were read and carried on
division:-

lst. That it is expedient to grant and appropriate twenty-five millions
of dollars according to the terms of the- contract relating to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway transmitted to this House by His Excellency the Governor-
General by his message dated December loth.

2nd. That it is expedient to grant and appropriate twenty-five millions
of acres in the North-West Territories according to the terms of the said
contract so transmitted as aforesaid.

The Committee rose.
Bouse resumed; and (at 1:10 o'cock, t.m.,) the Blouse

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
THuRsDAY, l3th January, 1881.

The SPEAKER tOok the Chair at Three o'cloc.
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that al the words after " that " be struck ~ont, and the
following b àubstituted: " the Goverinment Orders of the
Day b noiread." When 1 moved the resplution, that the.
House should proceed with" the discussion de di in diem, I
explained the reason for taking that course, wlhich was, that
it was of the very greatest importance that this matter
should be disposed of one way or the other, without any.
delay. We'are told it is of very great consequence, that, if
the contrat s to be aaffrmed, the contractors should hare
the earlJest opportunity of organizing, aud entering into
arrangements for gotting out ties and getting in supplies, in
order to on at once vigorously, effectively and continu-
ouslywi, the construction of the railway. Therefore, I
think that the.hon. gentleman opposite will not object to
our proceeding at once to Government Orders.

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman gavenotice that he would upon Friday, move that the Order for
the resumption of the Government Order for the consideration
of the resolutions from the Committee would then be taken
up and proceeded with after routine. He now proposes to
anticipate that motion by the procedure whiçh ias just been
adopted, and by a surprise, and without gi#tng any notice'
of hie intention to interrupt that which he proposed to do in
a regular, if a somewhat high-handed, course on Friday. It
seems to me that this course is highly objectionable. If'
the hon. gentleman had intended to take this particular
mode of reaching the Government Orders, the least he could
have doue woald have been to announce that such was his
intention. Instead of announcing such intention yesterday,
he, I do not say intentionally, but in the result, misled us
by omitting to intimate that intention, and by
giving notice that he would, to-morrow, move a motion to
get the Order, from that day forth, first on the list. So that,
not merely was there no intimation of the hon. gentleman's
intention to take away this day, but the House was led, by
the notice the hon. gentleman placed on the paper yesterday,
to esume he had no such intention, but that thinge were

bo eft in the natural and ordinary course until, in thatà
course, hie motion for Friday was reached, and a
discussion of the louse taken upon it. I object, most
decidedly, to proceeding, under these circumstances, with
this Order to.day. The bon. gentleman says it is of
importance to the contractors that they should get out ties.
It is of much more importance to know whether the
contractors should have power to enter into the oontract.
The hon. gentleman says it is important to gett
immigration, but we know of no plan by which the1
contracte are to bring in emigrants. We are not told in this
contract that the contractors are to deal with immigration.
It is a Government plan of immigration, which it is said will
be delayed, th-warted, iujured and impeded, if the House
does not immedigtely come to a conclusion. The idea that
Parliament and the country, through its representatives,
because it is important that ties should be ot eut for the
prairie section, and the Nipissing section, should not have
reasonable notice of the course of procedure proposd to be
adopted, that therefore we are not to be inform.d what is to
be taken up, and placed at a disadvantage with respect to the
proceedings of this House by notices being placed on thec
paper which are not true guides, but false lights as to the
intentions of the Government, as to the course they will
take, is, toeny mind, monstrous. The hon. gentleman should
not press this amendment upon us, and he will not make very 1
mueh progress in the debate if he does press it upon us.-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The concluding remark c
of the hon. gentleman precludes the possibility of my with-a
drawing my motion. The hon. gentleman is evidently in
trai after the fashion, and, although he does not 0
genr draw hiinspiration froin the Mother Country, he :
has evidently determined to follow the obstructionist system a
which preva in the Mother Country. If that is attempted, jt

we shal put it down in the way in which even such a lover
of free debate as Mr. Gladstone puts It down. The notice I
gave last night was gute consistent with the motion I mike
to4ay. I ask thé hon. gentleman if it was not understood
by the whole country, that when I made my former motion
it was for the purpose of disposing of this question, for
the reasons I gave, and for reasons which were satis-
fåctory to this House, before the general business
of the Session should be proceoded with. The Bouse was
called two months before the time for the special purpose of
settlng this question. The hon. gentlemanlhas had a month
to discuss it. Hle hbas discussed it in this Bouse and out of
this House; and,. Sir, I arm amazed and astonished at the
course taken by the.hon. gentleman, after all bis efforts after
all his eloquence, in saying that the country and this ïouse
has not had a full opportunity ofunderstanding the whole.of
the contract, alI its merits and all its alleged demerits. Sir,
the hon. gentleman said he was deceived and misled by the
notice I gave lut night. The hon. gentleman never saw it
last nigli.

Mr. BLAKE. I learned it early this morning.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Exactly; this morning.

I could not have given that notice until the resolutions were
carried in Committee, and I gave notice that fbom and after
Friday this discussion should every day be the firet Order of
the day. The hon. gentleman must know that we are
assembled especially to dispose of this question in one way
or the other, and I repudiate the insinuation that there waa
any attempt to deceive the hon, gentleman. The hon.
gentleman was not deceived,

Mr. BLAKE. I was.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman knows

what we came to this Parliament for; the hon. gentleman
knows for what object I put that resolution; and the hon.
gentleman cannot by any affected indignation cause a majority
of this House to play the game of delay which is evidently the
game of hon. gentlemen opposite. We shall not allow that,
and if the on. gentleman chooses to play the role of
obstruction, he must take the consequences, and we must
take the consequences, and the ties must take the conse-
quences.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman tell us how
we becamue aware what Parliament was called for?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know my hon. friend bas
too much intelligence not to know why we were called in
December instead of February.

Mr. MACKEhNZIE. There was no intimation of any sort.
Mr. iDASEY. The hon. gentleman talks about affected

indignation being expressed bythe leader of the Opposition.
There must be very ittle doubt in the mind of any one who
heard him that the ind' nation was not affected, but real.
But if there was anyt1ing required to convert affected
indignation into the keenest kind of indignation,
it was the speech the hon. gentleman has just
delivered. lie tells us we are playing the
art of obstruction in this matter, and that it wil be put
own. There is in that an implied threat what we'

consider freedom of debate will not b allowed in this,
House. Re talks about the effect of this measure on the ties.
Re had better take care that it does not affect some other
ties than those which are to be laid on the Pacifie Railway.
The party ties by which his supporters are attached
to him are very strong and very elastie, but any
one of these tics may be snapped under too great a strain,
and I know that the strain of this natter has from the irt
been tee great for Many of bis supporters. He says it is
obstruction to ask for delay in this matter. Sir, I ask any
fair-minded man in this louse if it is obstruction to denwand
an observance of the ordinary rules of the Houe in
transacting public business. These rules were devised
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especially to protect the minority in this House, from the,
overbearing majority, and it is a duty we owe to ourselves
as au Opposition and to thoe who sent us here, it is A duty
we owe to the country at large, to insist on an observance
of these rules.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If I have brôken any
rule in making my motion let the hon. gentleman point it
out. I am quite in order.

Mr. CASEY. It is a question in niy mind whetheri sucbh
a motion can be made withont.notice, but even if it can it i s
a motion to suspend the rutes of the Rouse, so that we htye
a substantial and practical grievance in demanding protec-
tion which the rules of the House afford us. The ho..
gentleman told us tbat the, country had plenty of tine to
understand the merits and demerits of this contract. I grant
the first proposition because it takes a very short time to
understand its merits. Why, a gentleman who was onge a
colleague of bis own, who bas occupied sucb a position in
public life as frees him from all party suspicion-I refer to'
Sir Wm. Pierce Howland-stated that thin contraot in bis
opinion bad absolutely no merits at all. As to its detnetits
I contend that the country has not had timo to understand
them; and that a proper and decent consideration of this
question sbould go on for some time longer. Some ,new
objection bitherto unsuspected is continuajiycroçpping up.
against iL It may be discovered before long that the hon.
gentleman was rather premature iu sayiug that.this wae.

'the best possible bargain that could be made, ,and Ji dotibt
not that it is the expectation of the hou.,gentleman tha
something may come to light to disturb thut little -dream of>
his which makes him so anxious to go on with.this. scheme.
He tells us that we knew perfectiy weIl what we were
brought bere for. We knew that we were brought here to
consider. some seheme for building the Paeific Railway,
but we knew nothing whatever except ,what leaked
out through the newspapers. as to the nature of
this scheme. When we comeo, here we find that a great.
nany details, perfectly new in their nature, not parallelto

anything eVer before presented to this B ouse in any ofer,
are included in this contract, that the, least objectionable
parts of it, perhaps, are the lump sums of cash and lands to
be paid; that many complicated provisions are A -i wh*ch'
require extremely careful consideration ; that not only have
no tenders been publicly asked 'for, for the, perbrlinsmoe of
this work, but that the right. hon. gentleman andth-hop.
Minister of Railways, and I believe the hon. Minister of
A griculture, worked the scheme up in secret, &ar Chamber
consultation-or rather, not Star Chamber, because that
would be judicial, at least mn form, and this was injudicial in
form and injudiclous i result.. Suppose you had entrusted
an agent to make a bargain for you, and that he consultld
in private with a contractor, entered ino a bqrgain
with that contractor, and ,refused to tell you what- other
offers he had.had for the performance of the wàrk or whether
be tried to obtain any other offer, would you not be in4uced.
to suspect sopiething yery like collusion between your agentN
and the contractor. If the agents of the eointry consulted
in a hole-and-corner nanner, from day to day in Ottawa,
with the contractors at wbose mercy they had placed -them-
selves by their previons injudiciqus conduct, one cannot helpi
suspecting that there has been something more than:is laid
before the Housein the ntercouire between those gentletnen.,
You cannot. help suspecting that the protocol of thoés
consultations, the simple statement of what -took place
between thé parties, would bie more nteretng than anu:a
work of fictiot ever given to the pubHi by my hon. friends
great prototype the leader .of the Conservative party in
England. Itwould sel better. than "Indymion."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.. I rise to a question of
order. The hon. gentleman is discussing the mneritA of thè .
question instead of the amendment before the louse,

Mr, CAsEr.
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Mfr. O48EY. I arn not -discussing the merifs of the

-questiQn any further than is necessary to support my con-
tention thjat we s'hould not go..on post hastp #ith the
-oesideration of such an impoÈtant questiop 1 the oné
submittedto the House. 1 am quite in order',iaking as
extendedieference to the question proposed;to'be discusse4
as he required to show it should not now. be discussed.

Mr. .8PE AKER ruled that tae hon. gentenan .tu eo-
fmin hiself to the reasos for opposing the.anrwnant,

Mfr. CABBY. I -thankryou, eir, for the impartia rmer
in which you have nustained the freedom of debate he this
Êouse. I bave shown suùficient reason that wþatte-th on.
getleman characterizes as a game of delay is-really a game
that should be played by every patriotic man in this
country.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. CA5EY. I fully accept responsibijity for -the words

I lave uttered. What the hon. geteman characterizq as
a gayne of delay is the patàiotic game, It is the gaine of
insisting upon the fulleat ventilation of fliis'contract and ,of
allother alternatives tbat may now or hereafter be laid béfore
the fBouse before wet adopt the contraet.

mr. MILLS. Béfore the question is put, I wish to make
ani observationor two on the amnendments submitted by the
hoýioaderof-the Government. I think there wai notbing
tO justify the hou., gentleman in making a thbtest agaiati
hon.. -gentlemen on this side. I think, however, match titne
may be'taken up in discussion of this question. When we
loqk át the time taken up in England in the considerotimn of
grpat public measures, we will see that we have devoted
.here, perba more time than the hon. gentlemsu usualy
permits to bedevoted to measures he submits to Parliarent,
although neot more than the public interest requires. I
would ask the hon. gentleman to point out a single measure
in England, during the last twenty-five years, that has been
carried, through Parliament in less than three months.
They cannot point to a aingle one. If the bon. gentleman
wiUL look at the Irish Land -Bill question, the Separation of the
State and the Chureh in Ireland, and Parliamentary Reform
in ngland, in 1867, he will see that, in every instance,
th4 length of time taken up in the discussion of questionsdi ot
more complicated than this, not affecting thepublic nteest
so gret in extent, more time. has been given to their con-
sidraion than hias beenl devoted to the consideration of .this
qhbation. The hon. genitleman is not warranted in holding
out a threat to ns, when e ask that the country uMay have
an ýQpportunity ofionsidering this contract from our pointof
view. It is the o -stitutional right of the country to be
izfbred :with regard to what is transpiring in Parliwent,
an wd know the responaibilitywill ultimatly fall upon-them
of every legislative meaaure that, as carried. Feeling, the
respoeibw ity will mbe lheirs, we wint to give them au otppor-
ti»ty 4fu-making knowni their opinion on »is quson. I
rhen the Pacific Railway queon
w-as, before Bauiniaent, the hon. gentleman insisted on pana-
ia$gto the Ordersooflthe Day. Well, the proposition 4o-day
reÀidnda xnê- of what tanspired on that occasion. I may
fWyto the House that in my opinion the reason why the
- bt hon. gentleman is ine someh haste,, -is -that here is

to be -ubtaitted to the ,overnment.ppitigna måph
Midre favorable than these to the extent of f$,00;P or
c2‡,000. Now that being the real reason, the hon.
gentleman shows a want of moral courage when e seekts -to
mticipate what is about to be- done and commit 'his np-
poy'ters te the mostunfavorable proposition under considera-
tion. Now, I think thìs matter ought not toe pre esd; I
tink, it isa duty he owes tothelHouse andcountry to

ìeJiis new .proposition t be -aubmitted to 'arlia"went-
.s e inWs right welLhe did not- comply with the At-

n4 ot advertise for publie tenders, and that 4he
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propositions he his acçepted and wishes to press
upon las are extravagant in their terms-that many who
would nçver think of into railwayenterprise would be
williag to undertàke the0Ponstuetion of this road on term s
much mûre faVorable to the countiyha those granted the
Syndicate. The hon getlermn knows that a better pro-
psItior wil be ide to the Government in a few hours, and

e wighes to so commîit his fbllowers to the present as to
preyeet thqir consideringthe better one and, at the same time,
the interests of the country, in opposition t th interests of
the ldiunitration. How woLd hon., gentlemen on th e
MirnstPril iside:of the Huse go to the country and say we
do kbow tbat a more faiorablè proposition than the present,
by ‡l5, 0 OOO, was ubmiitted to the Government, but we
considere ithe Government.worth more'than that amount to
the country, and we rejected the botter proposals. That is the
value which the supporters of this Ministeria motion place on
the Ministry. We shall se how manyGovernmentsupporters
are prepired to stifle the public interests and prevent the
public weal being fully cotisidered in this important matter.
What is done to-day cannot be easily re-called. I decline,
so far as I am concerned, to permit Parliament to sacrifice
the interests of the country in order to uphold a Government
blunder.. I do not say that the Administration acted cor-
ruptly in the matter, but I do say they have made a most
unfortunate blunder, and which, if upheld by the flouse, will
inflict upon. the country serious mischiefs and disasters
which will be felt for half a century. No matter who sits
on the Treasury bouches, the members of this House, sent
lire to consider the public interests, , have no right to
sacrifiçe them to protect a Government in every eggregious
blunder committed.

Mr. ÂNGLIN, I rospectfully submit that the motion of
the right hon. gentleman is out of order. On lookingat May
-taken entirely by surprise as we are-edition of 1855, page
228, we fnd the law laid down iu this way:

"On a day upon which motions have precedence, a motion 'ithat the
Orders of the Day be now read ' is also permitted to interrupt the debate
upon a question; and, ifft putby the Speaker, and carried in the
affirmative, the House muet proceed with the Orders of the Day immedi-
ately, and the original question is thus superseded. A motion for reading
a particular Order ofthe Day boawever, wll net be pernitted t interrupt
a debate ; and, wben the Honse are actually engaged upon the Orders of
the Day, a motion for reading the Orders of the Day is not admissible, as
the House a-e already doing that which the motion, if carried, would
oblige them to do."

We were actually engaged in debating an Order of the Day,
and therefore under this ruling of May, it must be very clear
that the motion of the hon. gentleman is not admissible. It
is a motion that we pass, not to the Orders in general, but to
a particular Order. I think that if the right hon. gentleman
looks at the sage hewill satisfy himself that ho has made
a mistake. trust, Mr. Speaker, you will agree with me, as
I understand the member for Cardwell (Mr. White), in this
case'when the Order was called, moved the adoption of the
motion, and to that motion the right hbn. gentleman moved
his amendment. So the debate had commenced, and we were
engaged in a -debate on this Order, and therefore, plainly,
aceording to the ruling of May, the motion of the right hon.
gentleman isinadmiesible.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Now that the hon. gentle-
man bas spoken to a question of Order, I am very glad to
discuse the matter with him. The hon. gentleman, in the
cours. ehi@ remarks, said, that at all events there must be a
motionto bring up tho other Ordera of the Day, and not any
part"iu motion. IH is wrong i both cases. If he ad
read on i few sentencesafurtherhe would have found himself
answeed in both instances. On page 263; Maty statea:

"Sometimes questions have been superseded by amendments by reading
the Orders of the Da. Onthe ieth4May, 1852, the Orders of the Day having
been inilAftertise ltionyor d assignig the Vacant eats of
St. and Sudbury, an amendment was made to the question fort
eavtring i4;bill, b leaving òut ail the words after 'that,' in orderi

to a4d the wo «tu couse 4omr nof nbe1a
And onihe 19th 1. o- an aom debate onia
Colonial Bishopnei, m.ataendmentwuas he tionio the
second readng, by laVc ot al tiie oru awer that tli,' and adding

other Orders of theDa be now rod A qestion ha al»e beenuper-seded by an amendmient or reading a particular Order of the Da."

That is common sense. If you read-the Orders of the Day
against any particular motion, it cannot intorrapt the
debate, but you can move to bring up any one, and that is
the format decision of this authority.

Mr. ANGLIN. The sentences just road by the hmn.
gentleman are not in the copy of May I hold in ny hand.
It is clearly an innovation and departure from the old and
sounder rule. I never found, duriug my experienS, that
those innovations were defensible when fairly eonsidered.

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. mombers for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) and West Elgin (Mr. Casey), not speaking to the
point of Order, have urged a delay in the discussion of this
important question. These hon. gentlemen think it is very
hard that this question should be forced on a minority-to
adopt au expression which they are constantly using.
Now, I do not think it would be bard to find an answer to
their contention out of their own moaths. It will be
remembered by those who had the honor to ait in the late
Parliament, that on the eighth day of May, 1874, the hon.
leader of the Government of that day introduced hie Pacific
Railway resolutions, They were adopted in Committee
and reported on the twelfth day of May-or four days after
their introduction. They were forced through this Bouse,
at three o'clock in the morning, by a majority who refused
to bear a single word from this aide of the House, a majority
who choked us down in the most brutal rmanner. In the
meantime, the ordinary business of the Bouse had been
going on, but they were introduced on the 8th, adopted on
the 12th, and foreed through the Bouse by means
which hon. gentlemen knew too well how to employ against
a minority, who were constantly taunted with being a more
baker's dozen-a corporal's guard. That fact is, I think, a
sufficient answer to the remarks of the hon. inember for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), and the hon. member fbr West N'lgin
(M. Casey).

Mr. CASGRAIN. Will the hou. gentleman tell us at
what period of the Session that was done? Was it not at the
end of the Bession.

Mr, PLUMBR Yes ; but they were not introduced uantil the
end of the Session. Hon. gentlemen had time enough to
prepare them.

Mr. COURSOL. I am not at all surprised at the attitude
of the hon. leader of the Government on this question, for
the matter is one of the greatest importance, and it is one
which we ail expected shouid begone on with at onee. I am
aware though perhaps hon. gentlemen on this side of the
Bouse are not all. aware, that the present is a system of
warfare which the Oppsition deliberately decided in caucus
to adopt. IflI am to ieve the organs offthe party which
are generally, if not always, to be believed on such matters,
the Opposition deeided to obstructthe business of the country
with regard to this measure ln every possible way, and stop
by step until they ha keptup the discussion to such an
extent that they themselves would be tired, and the country
also. I hold in my lande one of the organs of the Liberal
party, which bas the honor of having a Senator for one of
its directors, and a member of this House for another.
Without further remark I will read the extract from the
paper.

.Mr. MACKENZIE. What paper a it?
Mr. OOUBSOL. L'Electeur. T heextract ia as

Te Opposition held.a cauens yesterda Mo when the gregteAt
enthuuiasm pervaded its doinga. It wa eterine to adopt a Parlia-
mentary meas to prevent the pa"sing of the Pacili eBill. Tneuembers
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will speak at each s of the measure, will propose amendments to all
points, will take the opinion ofthe House on every detail, and when the

Goernma asks he coneurrence of te Hne, they i solel pro-'a i t h t t e y h v o e a l t h e y c o l d l u g a e t t h e c u trmr o h

destruction that threatens it, and will declare that the moment they are
in power hey will repudiate so unjust abargain, and will then all leave
the House together

It will be news te you, Mr. Speaker, o learn that after
pursuing that course the hon. gentleman expected te leadr
the House en masse.H

Mr. BLAKE. I wish te say that that acceunt is wholly
inaccurate.

Mr. ROCfVESTER. Where do you get your information.

Mr. BLAKE. I was there.
Mr. CH ARLTON. I may be pegiitted to mention a few

reasons why I o bject te the adoption of the amendrment
madle by the leader of the Government. Thbe hon, gentleman
who last spoke has referred te the importance of this ques-
tion, and assignis that as a reason why the matter should be
immediatelyacted upon by this House. I the opinion of
the hon. gentlemen on this side et the louse that is the very
reason why the matter should be considered slowly and
deliberately, and why it should be fully discussed. Haste
in this matter may entail the most disastrous resuLts spon the
ceuntry, hence the ground we take is the proper and correct
one. With referencetthe remarks ofthe last speaker regard-
ing the action ef the ReforIm cauns, I held that the very fact
that our party allowed the resolution to be reported from
Committee last nigit is a sfficient answer te the contention

of the hon. gentleman; it shows that here is no factious
opposition te the matter; that there has been no endeavor te
talk against time. The discussion by members on this side
has been, I maintain, pertinent te the question, and it has
noet been unduly prolonged, I believe the hon, gentlemen
who have this measure in charge are afrai.d of the public
opinion which is being created. oe these gentlemen
anticipate that 4,000,00U people scattered over this vast
country will arrive at a decision on this matter with the
same promptitude and celerity as this lieuse of Commons ?
Why, the people are just beginning te consider this matter,
and thé hon. gentleman who leads the Government is toe
good a politician not te understand that matter right well.
Lie is alarned at the evidence that a great tide of pepular
indignation is beginning te arise against this measure. It is
a feeling of alarm which leads himi te endeavor with this
indecent haste te force this questionqon the House of
Commons. Every effort has been iade te belittle the
demonstratiens that have been held throughout the country.
We are told that these meetings are failures. I know
from my own observation, that as regards three of these
meetinga, that assertion is false, and I have reason te believe
that i a great majority of instances these meetings which
hon, gentlemen opposite call flilures, as being only
slimly attended, as not nanifesting enthusiasm, on the
contrary, were mnost successful, largly attended and enthusi-
astic, and that the sentiments expressed were unmistakably
hostile to this measure, without reference te party lnes. I
held two meetings in my own riding, lar-gely attended by
Conservatives, and when the resolutions were put there was
but ene dissenting vote in each case.Ithave presented petitions
te this House thatmI know were signed by prominent Ceoser-
vatives. Everything indicate that the Governmentare afraid1
of investigation and discussion. What were the conditions1
under which this Hlouse was alled together ? I say theyj
were most suspicieous. Had this important measure beeni
co nfided te the ceuntry? Had the country been permitted
te know anything about the most important measure that
has ever been introduced to this Parliament? No, Sir, the
country was kept in entire ignorance of th'e provisions o
this contraut. What was the paltry plea offered for :con-
coaling the terns of this contract from the people ? Why,j
forsooth, it would be -an infringement of the dignity of1

Mr. CouRsOL.

Parliament ! Who are we assembled here? Are we the
lords of the people, or are we deputed by the electprs
to come here and attend to their interests ? Are
we not instructed by our constituents as to what W
shalldo,; do we not then go back and give them- an account
of our stewardship, and do we not thea receive fron them,
commendation or condemnation for the course we have fáken
here ? The dignity of Parliament requi ing hon. gentlemen
opposite to conceal this measure from 4,010,000 of people
who are directly interested in it, because, forsooth, it might
infringe from the dignity of 206 of their servants who are
sent here to attend to their interests 1Then, was there iiot
something suspicious in the time chQsen for the assembling
of this House of Commons ? Whywas- it called on the 9th
of December instead of early in January ? I can imagine
those hon. gentlemen carefully calculated all the probabilities
of getting this measure through quickly, and they naturally
concluded that if they called the Parliament before the holi-
days ,the members would be anxious te adjour and get
home before the holidays. It was an unseasonable time te
call this Parliament together. We were told in a semi-official
manner, when we assembled on the 9th of December, that if
we were good boys and allowed this measure to pass we
would be allowed to have our Christmas holidays, but that
if, on the contrary, we were refractory and impeded the
passage of this measure we should not be allowed our hoi-
days. But some of us had made up our minds that
we would forego our Christmas holidays rather than
allow this iniquitous scheme to be forced through
Parliament without full discussion. A good many members
on the other side of the fouse were also auxious to have
their holidays, and when the pressure on the leader of the
Government became greater than he could bear, he receded
from his position. What was the concession? He 'had
heard it was the intention of the Opposition to hoid
meetings throughout the country during the holidays, and,
to prevent this, Le proposed an adjournment from the
Thursday before Christmas to the Tuesday after; and then,
after three days' work, from the Thursday before New Year's
to the Tuesday after. That was to break up that week and
to prevent the Opposition holding their meetings. We
made no objection; but, for some reason, on the following
day he came down with a proposition to adjourn from the
Thursday before Christmas until the Tuesday after New
Year's. We see in all this a desire, on the part of the
Government, to hasten, by all possible means, a decision of
this question. I regret that the Government are afraid of
the discussions. I assert that they know that the terms of
this contract are indefensible. The right hon. First'Minister
knows very well that public opinion forms slowly, and that
formation is just beginning to assume proportions that
frighten him. I know he is afraid of that public opinion,
and that fear moves that hon. gentleman to endeavor to
force this measure through the louse in this unseemly
manner. And this measure is covered by a blind-whether
creditable or not I cannot say. We find upon a notice
paper, this motion:

" Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. On Friday next-That from that day
the motion for concurrence in the Resolutions reported from the Com-
mittee of the whole House relating to the Canadian Pacifie Railway shall
have precedence next after Routine Proceedings"

That motion was to be taken into consideration $morrow.
I contend that motion is a blind to cover the desiýns of the
hon. gentleman made manifest by the course he has taken
to-day. And I hold there is great pertinence in the fact
mentioned by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mfr. Mils),
that it is a current rumor in the lobbies of this louse, and
throughout this eity, that a new Syndicate is being formed to
proffer terms to the Government that will save to thia.
country many millions of dollars, and that will expunge
from this contract all its objectionable factures, and particu-
larly the one most distasteful to the public, that -with
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reference to the monoply of railway transportation. Are
we to suppose that thoée astute gentlemen on the other
side of the ouse an- nat of all these m atters ?
Are we to suppose that fnyyare ignorant of the fact that
theoeontrat under the consideration of this Bouse is to be
superseded b yone mivch more favorable to the interests of
the country Why, Sir, these gentlemen aet in a manner
that will lead the country to say that they are arch-
conspirators against the interests of the people, in
attempting tohurry this matter through thel Bouse with
indécent haste, beôause they know that an offer is about to
be made, with the objectionable features of this contract
expunged. For these reasons I shall oppose, and I believe
every fair-minded and impartial member of this Bouse
should oppose, the motion the right. hon. gentleman has
made.

Mr. CAMERON (N. Victoria). I quite agree with hon.
gentlemen opposite that ample time should be allowed for
the discussion of this most important question, and that the
Government should not adopt any course that would put a
stop to or accelerate unduly such discussion. I differ,
however, from hon. gentlemen opposite in their second
prosition, for it seems to me that ample time as been,
incfwill be, allowed for proceeding with the debate in the
way the leader of the Government pro poses. The country
lias had ample time to be informed of te provisions of this
contract.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. CAMERON. I say there is no man in Canada who

has not had time to obtain knowledge of the provisions of
this contract, and to communicate his pion to his repre-
sentative since the 9th of December. The hon. gentleman
who has just sat down, has told us that a tide of popular
indignation is going to arise. He admits that it bas not yet
arisen, although they have been trying to sweep up that
tide by meetings throughout the country and through their
organs. I would like, on that subject, to read a quotation
from a Reform newspaper published in my county, which,
although strong in its condemnation of this contract, is yet
honest and candid enough to express the truth whatever it
believes it to be:

" Since Parliament adjourned various meetings have been held through-
out Ontario for the purpose of discussing the Syndicate bargain, and of
getting up a pepular demenstratien against the rai lway plicy eof the
Goverument. As regards the first objeat, namely thto discusing the
ternis, the meetings have been successful, but as regards the second
object, that of waking a demonstration against the Government measure,
the success had been by na means brilliant. The country, as a whole, has
flot dexnonstrated worth a cent, and outside of Ontaro there bas been ne
demonstration at all. And yet the Reform party is unanimous in condemn-
ing the bargain, and all the betterinformed Conservatives do not hesitate
in expressing a doubt as to the merits of the Government scheme. Why,
then, is there so much hesitation in giving public expression to opinions
unfavorable to the project? It is quite inexplicable. We will not even
attempt an explanation."

That is from a Reform 'paper, and serves to confirm the
candid statement of the bon. member from Norfolk.

Mr. WHELER. Name the paper.
Mr. CAMERON. The Bobcaygeon Independent, edited by

a man.of very great ability and truthfulness. As to the
length of time which is necessary for Parliament to consider
important railway measures, 1 may venture to refer
what occurred in the Ontario Legislature, and I should
like to ask the leader of the Opposition whether greater
time was allowed by him and his Government for the
Ontario Legislature to consider the batch of resolutions,
granting a million and a half in subidies to different rail-
ways, which were passed a year and a half after he assumed
power -whether these resolutions were not laid on the Table
of the Bouse within a day or two of the end of the Session,
aud whether they were not rushed through the House without
oppornicy ef discussion and against the protest of the
opposition.
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Mr. BOILTBE. The opposition to this motion arises

from the desire, as hon. gentlemen opposite say, to have
this matter discussed in the couatry. Now, like the member
for Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), I attinded three meetings, and
I have the impression that the Opposin do not want the
thing diseussed in the ebuntry. 1 attended a meeting in
Toronto where the leader of the Opposition spoke, and
where this matter was to be disouséed. Ilfongît my way
with considerable difBculy through the Grits who oceuied
the front seats, and was treated with insult for three or eur
hours because I presumed to stay noar the platform. The
meeting was opened by an hon. Senator taking the chair,
and to show how filly le wanted this contraot discussed,
this old, venerable, grey-headed man, who should not be led
away by passion, get up and condemned it thorohly.
After he had delivered himselfin that shape, approachdh im
and modestly asked if any one would be aItbwÎd to discuss
this question. That seemed to b. a bombaheil to the gentle-
man on the platform; but finally, I was told that after Mr.
Blake had spoken mig ht be allowed to speak. 'Well, I
waited there for three or four.ours under the insults of these
gentlemen, who, I think, if the lig hts were out would have
murdered me. After Mr. Blake lad sat down, I asked the
chairman, "Will you allow me te say somothing now ?"
He said, "Welljust wait; we want a resolution ut."' Then
a gentleman, I think Sir Wm. Howland, came rward aind
moved a resolutiop so absurd and ridiculous, that how a man
like W. P. Howland could make it was explained the next
day, when Le said be had not read it beforohand. When
the resolution was put, I asked, "Will you allow me to say
something ?" "Oh, no," they said, "not till after it is
passed." As every resolution was put, I asked to be allowed
to say somethin on the other side, and every time
I was refused. They said "You muet wait unti these
resolutions are passed before you diseuse them." Well,
I put it to every sensible man whetber that was fair.
Snh was the fact, and after that was all done, they said
the would allow me a short hearing. I tried for an hour
to diseuss that question, and was hissed and howled down
the whole hour. I did not bear the leader of the Opposition
encouraging the crowd, because my back was tcwards him,
but I was told Le did smile on the crowd, and rather
encourage them. I know 'he did not do this; he was not a
brave enough man, and a courteous enough gentleman to
get up and say "This man has waited the whole nieht to
sny a few words; give him a heuring." I saw the chairman,
a dozen of times afterwards, go amongst the meeting,
Ancourage the crowd, and apparently ask them to put me
unider the punp. When I saw that I recollected the remark
Sir Fr-ancis Rincks made about him some years ag, that ho
was six feet of hypocrisy. I say to call any sue meeting
as that a meeting for the purpose of discussion, was a foul
falsehood. It was not a meeting for the purpose of discussion :
it was enphatically for the purpose announced before the
meeting began, of condemnation. I attended another meet-
ing in my own connty, at Thorne Hall. I did not intend, at
first, being present, as 1 had mnany business engagements.on
hand, but they telegraphed me that Mr. Mackenzie was geing
te be there and I went up. We began at 2 o'clock i the
afternoon, before an audience of respectable farmers, and we
discussed theI question until 9 o'clock at night, the farmers
having refused te adjourn, as they wished to hear the whole
thing out. The question of adjournment was raised by the
ehairman at 6 o'élock, when he found that the meeting was
rapidly going against him. He got up and said, "I am going
to adjourn this meeting for supper." Several of the farmers
present said they did not want supper hefore hearing the dis-
cussion out. The meeting was held in a ball-roon connected
with the hotel, and wWe the question of adjournment was
being discussed, the doer opened to the Grit orators and the
chairman retired to supper. The farmers, practical business
men, moved another man into the chair, but jupt as he was
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going into the chair the other chairman came back, said he
would rather take the chair, whichhe did, sad they kept him
there until the elose of the meeting. That he tlway ithese
meetings have been conducted. As to the feeling of the'
country, the longer the matter is discussod the
botter the people are becoming to . like it, . the more,
they are satisfled that the men who have taken'
this thing in hand are as good business men as
any to be found· in the country. I would like to say
one word to the hon. member for Norfolk. Ie said we are
here, and we have to go home to our constituents to give an
account of what we say and do here. That aceoùÉts for
what seems to be the somewhat erratie course of my clever
friend from North Norfolk. In ordinary circumstances an
ordinary inan would say that when you had spoken on ail
sides of a question, and taken different views of it on all
occasions, and when you want to speak to your constituents
you are likely to get into a tight corner. - Not so the hon.
member for North Norfolk. He gets into a corner in a
school-house with men who are in favor of the National
Policy, and showing them a speech of his, he says: "This
is what I said; exactly your opinion." And in the school-
bouse he finds the men present are opposed to the National
Policy, and he shows them another sech, saying: " I have
stated this: I have opposed this Policy." He then goes to
some place where the peopie are in favor of building this
railway by means of a bargain like thepresent, and is able
to show them that he spoke in favorof such a scheme as
that. A clever man like that can do this thing, but there
may be an end to it. Newspapers are etting into circu-
lation. Let me advise the hon. member n or North Norfolk,
if he considers it lis duty for the future to go back to
explaln to his constitaents what he says and does here, not
to changa bis mind so often, and announce it publicly every
other Session, liecause it will be attended with marked'
inconvenience.

Mr. CHARLTON. I would like to make a personal
observation. So far as I know, my course in this matter has
been perfectly consistent. In 1876, when I made my first public
utterances on this question, I advanced the opinion that it
was the proper course to take, that the building of the road
would be to give the prairie section an outlet to market, and
after having done that, to proceed with the construction of
the railway from that time forward as the wants of the
country might require, without building the expensive
portions of the eastern and western sections. In 1878, the
next time I made any remarks on the subject, the hon.
member for Bothwell introduced a Bill into this House,
entitled "The Colonization Railway Scheme." That Bill
provided for the granting of certain amounts of lands to rail-
way corporations under certain circumstances; the minimum
grantprovided was ton sections to the mile, and the maximum
twenty sections. I spoke in favor ofthat Bill, and the reasons
I urged in support were precisely those I would urge to-day
on the same question. The positions I took in 1876 and'
1881 are erfectly consistent with each other. I opposed in
1876 the building of anything more than the prairie section,
oftheroad; Iproposed in 1881 proceeding first with building
the prairie section of the road. With regard to the
poâition I took in 1878, I would be happy to support
a measure to<day ta provide for the construction of the'
prairie section by giving ton sections per mile, and I would
be willing to grant for the prairie section even twenty
sections per mile, on 12,800 acres selected i»discriminately ;1
but when I rise here to oppose a scheme -

Some hon. MEMBERS. Question, question.
Mr. CHARLTON. Iam merely reviewing the position

taken by the hon. member fbr Emat York (Mr. Boultbee)
who accused me of inconsisteny., if I am, not allowedi
to say that I am not ,incontistent, I will take rny seat.j
Iwas proeedingtoaay, when uthe question isas between the

Mr. BouLTez.

grantine to the Company 12,500 acres of lan, narmile,
selected mdiscriminately, and the question of ting to
the road "12,O0 acres per mile, selected, by tkng the
choicest Iand of the bonntry, and ii addition tothàt, -inmg
S12,f00 in cash per mile, on the-portions the Conpany are
to build, and besides giving, practiedlIy, $.11,ftOO,*( on
surveys and work handed over to the 'omypay, I hold
that, consistently to my utterances in L878, does udt equire
me to favor a scheme three times Ss onerous to thé coómitry
in its requirements as the scheme of 18t8.

Mr. TROW. I think this is too serious a suIec to be
treated with such levity as the hon. meýmber -forIiaat York
(Mr. -Boultbee) exhibits, inyolving, as the scheme does, an
expenditure of millions, and the appropriation of a very
large tract of country, 700 miles in length by 112 in width.
I think this scheme requires some consideration on the part
of the Government, that there -should be delay to ascertain
if any saving eau be effected for the benefit of the oountry.
I was astonished at the experiences of the hon. member for
East York, among his constituents. I have held meetings
in Perth, and have hegrd of owe attehded by -700 electors,
only one of whom voted against the résolution passed,
condenuing the sebeme ofthe Goveriiment. Only one at the
St, Marys meeting, South Perth, stood up to supprt the
Government, and hé wa, the membèr for North Perh. The
meetings in that district have been unanimoulsin condem-
nation of this scheme ; and 1 have received resolutions
bearing five hundred siguatures, from a township in that
hon. gentleman's riding, condemning the scheme. I think
the Government should deay. for a day or two action in this
matter. If'other parties are prepared to perfàrm this work
for a much emaller consideration iteis our duty to allow
them. We cannot afford to lose or spendmillions unneces-
sarily. It is aur duty to advance as settlement advances on
the prairie region. Ihave no objection to a line. of railway
for a 1,000 miles over the prairies, but object decidedly
to the section north of Lake SuPerior and the western
section. The Government have monopolized the time of the
House the past tw, weeks in the consideration of this
question, to the neglect -of other matters and private
business before the House. We should therefhre have
some delay in the present and allow time for other business.

Mr. bESSON. The hon. gentleman who bas just spoken
has referred to the meetings in South Perth, but omitted to
explain how they were conducted. I 'was telegraphed to by
the President ot the Conservative1Association in St. Matys,
to attend the meeting to be held there on a certain evening,
when addresses were to be deliverod. by Messrs. Ross; Trow,
Ballantyne and others. I asked by teegraph if it was pos-
sible for me to get a hearing,,in which case I would attend.
I waited till the following afternoon for a reply, and none
coming, was obliged to taire the train ,fr St. Mars. On
my way to the meeting I got a telegram from Mr. harp; of
the Conservative Association of St. Marys, saying that they
declined to let a Couservative.-speak, but saying come. On
the train with the hon. member who has just sat down I
expressed -the hope we would have a free discussion. He
replied he would see, but it was in the handsof his friends
who had made the arrangements, and he oould not-saymnch
about it till he reached the place. I arrived at St. Marys.
The President of the Conservative Association produced a
letter from -the President of the Refoirm Association, ex-
pressing the regret that he was unable to make the a+ange.
ment I desired, in consequence of the numbers who er to
s k on the Liberal side, and the grëat distanee som of
them had come. The Conservative gentlemen with meaid,
perhaps they had better not g >to the neeti g as no
doubt ail -preparations had been 'nade to carry
it for the Liberals, who would have titions eady
and resolutions eut and dHied. I rplied yoe hÆ bèter.
go and make a dêmsnd at the meeting. The'?pýsidt did
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in. lur genitkmemwereuxnnouncedIospeakon theI Libera
sihthe rsolution they came to being that the chairman cf

thmosaizg, Mr. Hardingahould state that it wasuimpossible
to grant whattheConservatives required,--afairopportunity
of repIy. Our friendsmnswered: "We will pay half the
expeses of the hall for that privilege." Flnally, they kindly
ofered me an hour, saying Mr. Trow should have the floor
frst ifr half an hour; that Mr. Ballantyne would makie way
for -Mr. Rason; that Mr. Smith, of Toronto, should follow
Mr. Trow, then Mr. lesson would speak for an heur, and,
Mr. ioes for the rest of the evening. I-begged the chair-
marUto allow meto reply to Mr. Rosand I would willingly
aoeeptthe terme. They refused me that, or to give me thd"
hour and a half I wanted, but would put me in a place
where I.would bave very little to reply to, because
the speaker preceding me would not have touched
the question on its main point. What was the result?
The meeting was called upon to vote upon a resolution
prepared beforehand, and though the town is the head-
quarters of the Grits, with a population of nearly 3,000,
the paper bore only 120 signatures. And the petition from
an important township containing nearly 400 electors, shows
only eighteen names, and I venture to say not one Conser-
vative, and that there are not five Conservatives on all the
petitions sont from that district to this House. The meetings
turned out, as I predicted, mere party demonstrations, the
question being made a mere party question. Though the
l1berals declared it one of the utmost importance, they
refused their oppenents fair play in this discussion. The
whole thing bas been made an engine of party, with purely«
party objects in view.,

Mr. TROW. I desire to make a personal explanation. I
understood the hon. gentleman to say that we treated him
unfairly at that meeting. I beg to say that his own
statement furnishes sufficient evidence to satisfy any
reasonable man.

Some hon. MEMBERS. That is not a personal explana-1
tion. -

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I am sorry for my hon. friend
from North Perth. We gave him an opportunity in St.
Marys two weeks ago to ventilate his grievances, if he had
any, but we found that he had none which he dared to
express from a public platform. Now he claims the
protection and privileges of this louse to ventilate his
grievances, and they are very small indeed. We gave him
one hour in which to speak, and I really did not know that
he was possessed of such exalted ability that he could not in
one hour state his views before the public with tolerable

* clearness. lie failed to accept the offer we made him,
and though the House has been in session several weeks,
and though he has had every opportunity of speaking and
clearing away the cobwebs from the minds of hon. members
of this House, and of being reported in his own newspapers
upon this question, he has never undertaken the task. He
has not attempted to answer a single objection which has
been urged from this side against the contract before the
louse-a contract which I was surprised to hear the hon.
gentleman say he was obliged to support. In fact, I cannot
understand whatthe lion. gentleman means by saying that
he is obliged to support this contract. I thought he was a
free and independent member of this House, who was sent
here toppose what was wrong and support what was right,
and now ho says ho is obliged to support this scheme in the
.nteresta of bis Party.

Mr. HRSSON. I did not say that.,
MÊr. ROSS. The hon. gentleman said that we wero making

this a party question, and, in the interests of his own party,
ho was obliged to give it his support, so that I spoke the1
truth ofhim uwhen Imade the remark to which he objects.
lkno tre hon. gentleman too well-I know hise seUse of

justice and independence towe vll-to believe tht ho would
votertarily take the course he s now following ; but, under
the lash of the party whip, h bas, like other hon. menbers,
consented to allow himself to be dragged at the chariot
wheels of bis leaders in this particular instance. But.I
wish to call attention to the course whichis being pursued
by the majority in this House. Napoleon used tosay that,
"God was on the sideof the strongest battalion ; " butsurely
a majority is not necessarily right, nor is it naeoom.Ily
omnipotent. I admit that, if the majority in this Rouse,
whose intelligence and ability I sinoerely respect, choos. to
proe this matter, they can carry their point; but, if I we
a member of that majority, under present circumstanoes,
I think I would take an opposite course. There
is no necessity for haste. In fact we met earlier than
usual for the express purpose of giving this question calm
and deliberate consideration. We all know that if we had
met at the usual time members would be getting anxious to
visit their homes when the Session extended to lune, and
that therefore the House was called at an earlier season than
usual in order to give the matter proper consideration. We
met in December for the purpose of calmly and quietly,
during the winter months, discussing a question which is
a most serious one to the country. We have not yet been
four weeks in discussing this question. We met on the
ninth of December, and we did not have the-contract brought
down until Friday night, but it did not roach the country to
any extent until 8aturday, and then it was only a digest of
it which was sent by telegraph. It was not discussed by the
press to any extent until the following Saturday, for we al
know that in many country places such intelligence is not
received until the end of the week, by the Saturday mails.
Why, thon, not allow the discussion te go on in the usual
course? When we were diseussing Confederation we all
knew how long and how serious was the consideration which
the question received in the Convention, and afterwards in
Parliament. low carefully each step was taken in order
that the country might be fully infbrmed with regard to
that important change in our Constitution. Now, Sir, to my
mind, this is a more serious question, in some respects, than
Confederation was. I believe that it involves questions
which will affect the future of our country
just as seriously as Confederation did, and it therefore
behoves the majority in this House, not to allow the
country to view with suspicion or doubt-he steps they may
take in the disposai of this question. Some hon. gentlemen
have said that this is a matter which ias beon before the
country fbr several years. I deny that statement. If the
contract now before the House was identical with the Allan
contract there would be some ground for such a statement.
If it were based on the Mackenzie Act of 1874, there would be
sorne justification for such an excuse, but the two schemnes are
entirely different. This contract brings to us wholly new
provisions-provisions such as were never found la any
contract which was ever before this Parliament-provisions
such as were never found In any contract in the United
States or in any of the States. Such a contract as this
never found the light of day since the world was made ln
this Parliament or lu any other Legislature. It is a matter
which is wholly new tothe people of Canada, and iteontains
such provisions that every memberofParliament wbo wishes
to discharge his duty to his constituents will, instead of hasten-
ing it through the House,endeavor to afford the fullest oppor-
tunity for consideration. Indeed, I think it wouldhave been
better if we had had an adjournment of the House, and
calmly awaited the decision of the country. The hon.
member for North Victoria (Mr. Cameron) stated that tiese
resolutions were not being hurried through so rapidly aswere
the railway resolutions of the leader of the Opposition,
through thé Ontario Assembly, when ho was the leader of
the Goverranent in that body. But supposing that the
mfflor for West Durham did hurry his resolutions throug
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with undue haste-will two negatives prove a positive, will
two wrongs make a right ? But I deny that the railway1
resolutions of the bon. gentleman were unduly precipitated. 1
They were short in number, and provided for granting1
$1)500,000 in aid to railways, and for the purpose ofi
developing the construction of railways in the Province-aE
small matter in comparison with the present scheme.1
That is a simple matter conpared with giving 821,000,000
to a railway Syndicate; together with a monopoly of trade
f ar twenty years, and an exemption of their lands from taxa-
tion. The two cases are not parallel at all. And yet whati
are the facts? Even in the matter -of hasie, I find that
ample time was given for the consideration of those proposi-
tions introduced by the hon. member for West Durham into
the Ontario Legislature. Al the facts upon which those'
Orders in Council in Ontario were based were on the Table
of the Legislature from thirteen to twenty-four days, before
a single vote was taken. For instance, the proposition to
give aid in money to the Canada Central Railway was voted
on the 29th of February of that year, and -the information
upon which that Order in Conneil was based was on the
Table of the liouse on the 6th of February, twenty-four days
belore the vote was taken. In regard to the Midland Rail-
way the information was on the Table of the House on the
7th of Februay, or twenty-two days before the vote was
taken. With regard to the Montreal and Ottawa Railway
the information was on the Table twenty-four days before thej
vote; Toronto, Grey and Bruce, twenty-two days before the
vote; Toronto and Muskoka Railway, the information was on
the Table the 7th of Fcbruary; Hamilton and South Western,
the information was on the Table thirteen daye before thei
vote; Toronto and Nipissing, sixteen days before the vote.i
So the information upon matters involving the expenditure
merely of a few thousand dollars was in the possession of
the Local Legislature of Ontario a longer time than the in-
formation upon which we are asked to vote upon a mossure
of the utmost consequence to the future of the whole
country. If the hon. member for Victoria blimes the bon.
member for West Durham for acting with such undue haste,
in what position would some of bis own friends be? There
are hon. gentleman on the floor of this House to-day who
were on the floor of that Local Legislature, and who did not
think the nember for West Durham was acting with undue
haste. I fnd that when it was proposed to give aid to the
railways for which my hon. friend from West Durham was
so grossly attacked in this House, that Mr. Boultbee of
East YorkMr. Fitzsimmons of Brockville and Mr. McCuaig
of Prince Edward county, and Mr. Rykert of Lincoln-four
hon. gentlemen having seats on the floor of this House-
supported these resolutions. Whatdoes the hon. member for
Victoria say to tbat ? That is the first resolation ; the
next resolution was voted in a similar manner and was
mupported by the same gentlemen I have named, and the
hou. member for Monck voted against iL. The third resolu.
tion was supported by every hon. gentleman I have named
including the hon. menber for Monck-tive hon. gentlemen
who supported the resolution of the hon. membor for West
Durham, and who have now seats in this House.

Mr. McCALLUM. Will the hon. gentleman please read
the division list.

Mr. ROSS. It was passed unanimously, there was no
division on the question at ail.

Mr. McCALLUM. For this reason-that the Opposition
în that House was demoralized.

Mr. ROSS. Then my hon. friend was demoralized also.
Mr. MoC ALLUM. We could not get five members to,

stand up and ask for a division. Only three members asked
for one division. Messrs. MèCallum, Feigumon and Richards,

Mr. ROSS. I understood my hon. friend froin Monck wa
one of those determined men who would stand by his prnd

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

pes at ail hazards, and yet I have found hlm since this
loass mettaking back some of hisobjections to theSyndieate.

Nô*, w-e will hav' e to regard;him as the demioralized member
for Monck, who would-stand as long as he coiLd get anybody
to stand by him, but who :became demoralizedaspeedilyand
supported the hon. iember for West .Derham. I do not
know but, before this Session closes, he may become deme-a.
alized agai. i should ho glad if he would. I think that is
the only-time when he.is right. We have seen hon. gentle-
men on the otherside of the louse who studiously denouneed
the hon. member for West Jkarham for precipitating certain
resolutions in the LocalLegislature, some of thom admitting
hat they were demoraliSed and others admitting, by their

votes in the Local Legislature, that the hon. umember for
West Durham was right and they were wrong. What
does that prove? It proves that those hon.
gentlemen, perhaps. under influences that .1 cannot
comprehend, are prepared to cast their principles
to the winds as did the hon. member for Monck,
and support the hon. leader of the Government in his
precipitate action. The course of those hon. gentlemen
who sat in the Ontario Legislature, if considered in another
light, encourages the Opposition to continue this debate for
a few days longer with the hope that the hon. members for
East York (Mr. Boultbee) and Monck (Mr. McCallum) may
become demoralized and support once more the hon. member
for West Durham. Is my hon. friend the leader of the Govern-
ment afraid that unless he rushes this measure through this
House,. some of his followers may become demoralized ?· Is
he afraid of the new terms which they hear are coming
down; afraid that a proposition will be submitted which his
supporters will be compelled to support; afraid that the
propositions which, perhaps. are in the city at the present
moment, will be more favorable to the country; afraid that
the country will see that the Government made a groat
mistake when they did not call for tenders which they should
have done; afraid that the country will see that, in violating
the Public Works Act, in violating every precodent laid
down by every previous Ministry and Parliament, they
had committed a heinous crime which the country will call
them to account for; afraid that their ranks will be broken,
and I venture to say that if only five men on the other side
had the courage to break the ranks to-day the Ministerial
majority would melt away as snow in June? What are they
afraid of? Of public sentiment ! They tell us that the
dignity of Parliament, in the first place, required that
Parliamont should know nothing of this matter until the
House met. Now I understand the dignity of Parliament
in a different way; I understand in a debate like tbis the
dignity of Parliament requires deliberation.

Mr. BUNSTER. Will the new Syndicate include the
route on Vancouver Island?

Mr. ROSS. I think the hon. gentleman is wanting te be
demoralized too. If I could answer that question in the
a.rmative, ho would be demnoralized. I was saying the
dignity of Parliament required that we should proceed with
deliberation. That le the tirst requisite-that we should
proceed with caution; that wo should hasten slowly. We
know with what care we discussed the Tarif Bill of theb hon.
Finance Minister. That policy wasa great revolution.
Now, lot us act sincerely and dispassionately. We have
plenty of work with which to occapy our time to-day. The
Notice paper is full of motions. Wby not get through with
these, and at a later stage take up the discussion of this
question? Hon. gentlemen opposite are afraid of the
dissatisfaction of the public. Such statements as the one I
am about to read, fron Sir William Howland, are being
cirSulated. He said, -i the city of Toronto, a short time
ago:

"H had not been connected wità any Governmeutfor ,and he
oWm4 that be was free-frp prt prei,4 asd4iaWb of judging
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kilyato the. mesure that might be put before the country by eiher or
Beu Govimnment. On looking at the terms of the present contrac. it
seemed most extraordinary te him, that though they had men in the
Government whom they believed to be possessed of good judgment and
busiess capacity, that the measure itself, taken in al its detals, as onet in white otbe 'ntiouuly said there was one single condi-ton made i t e pbicterest."

That is the opinion of an hon. gentleman who was once a
colleague of the right hon. gentleman, who was his appointee
to offine as the Lieutenant-G-overnor of my own Province-
Ile said further:

" There was not ,one provision in it that was not made specially to
sere the interests of the Syndicate, in direct antagonism to the public
intéests. It amounted to a perfect monopoly with the North-West. The
means being furnished to build the road, it would be a monopoly which it
would be diflicult to compete with. And not only this, but every other
person wasprecluded from eonstructing any road which could possibli
come in conpetition with it. If this measure became law, he be ieved it
would be one of the greatest calamities that could befall a people."

It tock Sir William Howland a few days to consider this
question before he came to that conclusion.

Mr. ORTON. Io he a member of the new Syndicate ?
Mr. ROSS. I do not know that ho is. I would have no

objection to see him a mem ber of the new Syndicate, nor
would I object to see the hon. member for Centre-Welling-
ton (Mr. Orton) a member of the new Syndicate. What
we want is that any hon. gentleman who bas means,
capacity and energy, should take hold of this
tbing, should put his means into it and make it a
national affair, instead of having it cooked
up in the private office of thebon. Minister of Railways.
What we want is that the capitalists of this country having
an opportunity to invest means should take an interest in
the matter. This opinion of Sir William did not corne down
until a few days ago. What have we received from
Montreal? We have received the opinion of the Corn
Exchange adverse to this Syndicate. We would expect that
the Corn Exchange in Montreal, the great metropolis, would
be able to express their opinion without delay, yet it took
them considerable time to do so.

Mr. BUNSTER. The hon. gentleman appears to have
considerable information about the new Syndicate, and I,
feeling a little interest in it, in case it should intend building
the Vancouver Island road, would be glad if ho would give
us positively the names of the gentlemen who compose it.

Mr. ROSS. I think the Government will be able to lay
the documents officially on the Table.

Mr.. BUNSTER. The Government have laid a solid
document before the House.

Mr. ROSS. Whatever information is not contained in
these documents which the Government will lay on the
Table, I will be pleased to supply. I was saying that the
Corn Exchange in Montreal was only able yesterdayto come
to a conclusion on the matter. That is the important point
to be considered. We have not heard from the different
parts of the country. Let us have patience.
Let us hear public opinion.. Why are hon. gentlemen afraid
of public opinion? Is it not public opinion that has made
them-that bas put them in the position they occupy to-day ?
1 remember, very well, when the rigbt bon. Premier, in
1876, first formulated his Protection resolutions. Fie began
some time in April, 1876, and ho cultivated public opinion
from day to day to that degrec ef maturity, until, on the
17th September, 1878, it gave him a favorable verdict. le
was over two and one-half years forming publie opinion in
regard to the National Policy. If we had insisted, as hoeis
insisting, in preventing that free agitation of this
question, where- would the hon. gentleman be ? If you
interfere with the free course of public opinion you interfere
with the rights of the people, who have to pay for the
raway,, ad consequently you interfere with theliberty
whieh is the inherent right of every British subject. I

eontend that no greater wrong m be inflicted on the, peole
of this country than to oblige Parliament to decide with
undue haste on this important question, before public opinion
kas an opportunity of expreseng itself. I have just read
the report of this question; the conclusion they arrived at,
by a large majrity, is that which I have stated. If they
were not ab to give an expression of opinion before
yesterday, how can we expect the rural constituencies to be
able -to giveêan expression all at once. We have not yot
heard from British Columbia. We have had scarcely time
to receive the papers from that Province.

Mr. BUNSTER. I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon. Lot
me read the rosolution sont from .British Colomnbia to this
louse expressming the pleasure of British Columbia at this

ai rangement so far as the railway th rough that Province i.
concorned.

Mr. ]ROSS. 1 am exceedingly anxious to hear from that
Province particularly. We wiFl hear from the hon. gentleman
frequently during the Session, but we want to hear from his
constituents. We wish to have the expression of opinion of
the pres of British Columbia. We have had some news
by telegraph of the opinions of that pres. We are not
satisfid that they are favorable to this Syndicate by any
means. I think the very reverse is the case. Porhaps the
hon. gentleman knows better; but, speaking from momory,
I believe that in some instances the press of British
Columbia has commented unfavorably on this Syndicate.
Why not let us hoar from that constituency which is repre-
sented by the leader of the Government, Has
the right hon, gentleman huimself èheard from
his constituants ? Have they instructed him that
this is the best thing we can do in - the interects
of British Columbia? Have they any guarantee from
him, that when the railway reaches Port Moody, it will
not extend any further, but it will be built to Vancouver
Island, in regard to which the hon. gentleman, who
interrupted me, was very solicitous ? Let us know the
whole matter. Perhaps, we can get a proposition from
some of the men of means of British Columbia, that would
be more favorable for the construction of the western
section of the road. It is exceedingly desirable that
all the propositions should he laid on the Table
before proceeding with this discussion. i caution
hon. gentlemen opposite that the suspicious look which
this matter bore through its being concealed from them up
to the hour the House met, is only being intensitied by the
undue haste with which it is being forced through this
House. Then the hon. gentleman from his place in the

.House said that he believed the people of this country were
not a good tribunal to judge of the details of an important
bargain like this. That is unfavorable imipression number
three. I did not expect that the leader of the Government
would have est auch an imputation upon the intelligence
of the people of this country. After the Christmas adJourn-
ment the whole time of the fHouse was taken up, and every-
thing else set aside in orderthat thismatter might bepushed
forward; and now we have an attempt to take away from
private members the day that belongod to them for the
same purpose. Bore are five points which hon, gentlemen
will have to discuss with their constituents, that we will
not fail to press upon them whon the day ofreckoning comes.
And we hope i will come soon; it will relieve hon.
gentlemen opposite of their agony of suspense, and place
them where an indignant public will be glad to place them,
on the opposite side of the House. Sir, if ion. gentlemen
only realized that their safety consists in being supported by
the people, as theOpposition realize it, they woukd not have
so hurriedly precipitated this matter upon the attention of
the House and the e0untry. I appeal tb them on behalf of
the intelligence of this country, on behalf of fair play, on
behalf of free discussion, on behalf of the dignity of
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Parliamont itself, that they proceed with deliberateness
and caution, in order that we may calmly,
dispssionately and seriously ascertain whether this
proposition-prepared in secret, brought forth at
a time when the Governuient had their followers
under their hands, away from pubjic influence, and under
the whip of party allegiance and party loyalty-is in the
interests of the country. If the Conservative party is the
great party it is represented to be, if it las, as is claimed,
the confidence of the country, are they going to ruin thet

arty by the action they now propose to take ? When the
on. member for Ottawa (Mr. Wright), last night, said this,

scheme would be disastrous to the Cohservative party, I
believe he expressed not only his own sentiments, but those
of 125 or 130 Conservative members of this louse. Are'
they going to set themselves above the interests of the
country ? If not, let them wait patiently and see whether
we are not going to get a better offer. Let us see whether
we cannot save $10,000,000 to the people of
this country. Let us see whether we cannot
relieve thè North-West Territory from the incubus which
would be imposed upon it by this Syndicate. Let us see
that the future of that country is not jeopardized by a scheme
which hon. gentlemen know themaelves is not a good one,
but which, under peculiar influences, they are pressing upon
this House. If we have a scheme by which the material
used in the construction of that road would not be exempt
from the payment of duty, would that not be worthy of thé
approval of the Finance Minister, who was so alarmed about,
deficits, and who put on a grievous tariff to get rid of them ?
If we get a scheme, the terms of which will not require
such a large area of land, would that, not be an
advantage to the country ? If we get ·a company
that wilpay taxes on its lands and property for-
ever, would that not be an advantage to Manitoba?
If I could show hon. gentlemen a scheme that would give
Manitoba the new privilege of taxing the railway property,
we should get their support and would be glad of it. We
know right well the objectionable clauses in the Syndicate
bargain are, first, the exemption from taxation of its lands;
second, the exemption of the railway property; third, the
exemption from duty of material used in the con-
struction of the road. If we could present a scheme
without any objectionable features in it, I am satisfled
there would be such a Pentecostal conversion in this
House, that if any future individual came to read the
Acts of these Apostle railway constructors, he would flnd
a report that 150 Conservatives were converted in a single
day. We have an opportunity of presenting such % spectacle,
and of calling forth the powers of that sweet bard ofNiagara,
so well known to lis countrymen. If we only give him
such a theme as this his name will go down to posterity, not
with all the honors of a Tennyson, a Shakespearo, a Milton
or a Wordsworth, but with more than all the honors of these
names combined.

Mr. PLUMB. I give up to you that chance.

Mr. ROSS. Such a theme would call forth his most
melodious hexameters-such a poet, such a theme, and sucih
an opportunity 1 We have an opportunity of making a
new departure in the history of our country. We have had
no poet in Canada chat you would be disposed to crown
with the laurel wreath, but we have an opportunity now
of presenting a theme that will draw forth the powers of a
genius not known before in this country; and having a bard
not known before, and a theme not known before, wu
should have a poem that posterity will not forget-a
wonderful theme, poet and conversion. I pres this matter-
on hon. gentlemen opposite. I know I appeal not in vain.
I trust that one oitwo having been demoralized, now a few
more will experience qualms of conscience. We want to
give them the opportunity for repentance and conversion.

Mr. Boss (Middlesex).

I trust that those who have plwdged thomselve wiR mot
advanee sueh exeuses for their course as did thenaa'hus
describedby the poet:

''ie vowed an4 p stesd, but joined in the Paa;
fie shared in the plunder but pitied the maa.

I trust that the few who squirm a little will find sufficient
reason -t change their course-to see the folly of their way
and to accept a bargain more in the interest of their o*n
party and decidedly more in the interest of the country.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not propose to repIl to
the speech to which we have just ligtend, if even
by courtesy it can be characterized as a speech. But
what strikes me is this: here is a proposition that we shoidd
go on with the discussion of this Syndicate contrat; and
here are gentlemen opposite speaking,if I can say D0 withoet
offence, against time in order toprevent that discussion. But
what is the proposition before us at this moment? You
know, and the country knows, that when the First Minister
made the motion in the House, that we should go mn, de
die in diem, with the discussion of the motion, it was
accepted by the other side without serious opposition,
almost witbout opposition at all. Every one understood
that we should discuss this great scheme to the exclusion of
other matters till Parliament had delivered its judgment.
It turns out now that the motion only covered the procedure
in Committee of.he Whole. We came out of Cômmitteeearly,
when a motion was made for the acceptance of the report.
It was ont of order te receive it at thattime. But the Order
of the House was-I admit it was not binding-that it should
be proceeded with at the next sitting of the Honse-that is
to-day. If I mistake not, the leader of the Opposition
himself suggested-these words as the proper words, when
some one criedout: ."Now."

Mr. BLAKE. No; I said it could not b received now.
Mr. WHITE. Well, I think the hon. gentlemen suggested,

at the next meeting.
Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. WHITE. Well, I may be mistaken, and withdraw

mystatement, but I so understood the hon.gentleman. But
I believe it was the understanding of the House, that we
should proceed with the report at the next meeting. In
order to show how utterly irrelevant a areat deal of this
discussion has been, I may say that the First Minister put
on the paper a motion, that to-morrow he would movethat
the further proceedings, in regard te this question, should
go on de die in diem, till Parliament had finally delivered
judgment. It is quite clear that this particular motion made
to-day could have no effect, but that if this motion were
carried and the other was not made, we should simply
have to-day, not to-morrow, to go on, and, therefore,
the motion, of which notice was given, was to enable us
to proceed continuously, day after day, till Parlia-
ment decided the question finally. To-day what is
done ? Why have we all this indignation from the Oppo-
sition side? Simply on account of te motion that we should
go on with this discussion to its proper termination, in
accordance with the decision arrived at by both parties:
that this discussion should not be interrupted by ordinary
business, but be carried on to its final stage. I ask you to
say candidly whether there bas been the slightest disposition
to prevent discussion on this question? I can remember
durng the five years that hon. gentlemen opposite occupied
the Treasury benches, and when I had the opportunity of
looking .down upon them from that galery that I
.often wish I had te pleasure of sitting in yet, not ,eklop
seeing a disposition te press questions through, and an
unwillingness to hear discussion at all. The minority of
that day were invariably in such cases prevented freim even
diseussing questions by noisy obstruction from the Minisarial
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side of tholouse . DIo Aon. gentlemen remember the scene
witnemsed when the discussion on Lieut-Governor Letellier's
case cathe 11p in this House? Not only did the Ministerial
party attempt to force a vote on the second day, in the
discussion of a great constitutional question, which they all
admitted it was, res eting the relations of the different
Provinces to theflominion-not only did they refuse
to adjourn, but refused to give an attentive and fair
hearing to hon. gentlemen on the other side of
the .House. That is simply an illustration of their
spirit; many similar cases have occurred. What bas been
the history of this Canadian Pacific Railway question ? We
have been in session a month. The people have had an
opportunity of reading the discussions in Parliament, of
discussing it themselves, and of seeing the arguments in the
press; and we know that an anonymous memorandum bas
been distributed throughout the country,so that there might
be no failure on the part of the people to appreciate the
terms of this contract. I repeat, no attempt bas been made
to interfere with freedom of discussion in this matter. lon.
gëntlemen opposite have spoken without hindrance
from the Ministerial side. Even this afternoon when
there was a manifest disposition on the Opposition
side to prevent the passage of the motion, there
was no desire on this side to obstruct discussion. Let
us not attempt to put this matter on a false basis ; it is
simply a question wbether, having discussed this question
for a considerable time-not whether we should stop dis-
cussion, but whether we should go on with it, tili
its final decision. It is the gentlemen on the Oppositibn
side who are striving to prevent continuous discussion.
If the leader of the louse, relying upon bis ma-
jority, undertook ta force a vote when many hon.
gentlemen had not spoken, as was done many a time by
those gentlemen during the five years they sat on the
Ministerial side-if the First Ministor proposed to force a
vote with undue haste or precipitancy-I could understand
the action of hon. gentlemen opposite; could sympathize
with themand assist them in claiming their rights. But
nothing of that kind has taken place at present. We are
simply asked to do that which every man in the House and
in Canada, who takes an interest in parliamentary pro-
ceedings, believes was determined upon more than a week
ago-that is, go on with the discussion of this question, no
matter how long it should last, till Parliament finally
decided upon it. We have had inteijected into this discus-
sion other subjecta ahogether, ineluding references to publie
meetings beld to discuss this question. Every hon. gentle-
man on both sides knows that any party as strong as either
of those now existing can always get up publie meetings,
and can always have resolutions passed in accordance
with their views upon political questions of interest,
and obtain the presentation of petitions, and can always get
what may appear to be a large outside publie sentiment for
or against, but particularly against any measure that may be
laid before Parliament. Those expressions of public opinion,
hon. gentlemen opposite feel in their hearts, have not been,
anything like the expressions of public opinion, that,i former
times, have been given on great questins that have
agitated this country. The fact that they have*not, the faet
that there is no public indignation outside, the fact that
public meetings have only been got together with the
greatest possible difficulty, and, after being regularly
organized at caucuses of the party in this city, is due to this:
the exaggerations in which hon. gentlemen have indulged in
the discussion of this question. Had they iudulged with any4
degree of moderation, they miglt have been more successful;
but indulging, as they have donc, to-day, in an attempt to
touch the popular heart with the idea that discussion in
Parliament is béing prevented-indulging in that kind of
discussion they have disgusted the public mird, and many
pep>le have comne to think that a question whieh requires

that kind of attack, muet have very gteat merif in
it, or it would not thus be attacked. Isiely
hope this motion will carry, and I have siny
ventured-I do not often do it-to speak for the
purpose of recalling the attention of the House te
the fact that the amendment is not one te stop dis-
cussion, but- te enable the House te proceed without
interruption with the discussion of this question from day te
day until Parliament has pronouneed its opinion upon it.

Mr. McCALLUM. Hon. gentlemen on the Oppition
side of the House, especially the member for West eddlosex
(Mr. Ross), appear te fael ver muci annoyed on account of
the remarks made last nght. I never question for a
moment, nor do the people of this country question, the
eloquence and ability of the hon. member for West .1urham
(Mr. Blake), but they desire te know whether that ability
and that eloquence is to be used in the interests of this
country or not. I, of course, having scen bis action on a
former occasion, undertook in the course of my remarks on
this question to show the danger there was to the true
interests of Canada, if the people should allow hon, gentle-
men te cross te the Ministertal side of the louse nd
assume control of publie affairs. The hon. member for West
Middlesex undertook te tell the House that I am demoralized.
I hurl the assertion back in his teeth. When the
hon. gentleman says that- I voted for an y motion
for granting moncy to railways as proposed by the present
member for West Durham (dr. Blake>, he speaks what is
not the truth, and, if I may say so, d-aws a herring acrosa
the track in order to destroy the scent. Iwill again read from
the Journals of Ontario for 1871-72, the railway resolutions
which I quoted the other night. Before doing se, I may Bay
that the hon. member for West Durhan the other night said
these were exploded slaniders; but I ask the House to
examine the records and ascertain whether they are exploded
slanders or not. The people of the country know they are
not. What are the facts ? Why that Ontario to-day is sufié,
ing from the demoralization that occurred at that time. '!:
hon. gentleman said the other night that the people of
Ontario would ernemeber it with sorrow, for his action on
that occasion will have the effect of bringing the Province te
direct taxation for Government maintenance. When I
voted with the hon. member for West Durham, for
delay in considering the Pacifie Railway contract, I did net
for amoment think they were going to take advantage of it
in order to manufacture public opinion; I thought, perhaps
hon. gentleman wanted time te go hone and consul t their
constituents, but I did not expect they would go fi-om
Dan to Beersheba to> manufictu-e public opinion. The
hon. member for West Middlesex says they wanted te hear
from Manitoba and British Columbia. Are there net mem-
bers in this louse from those Provinces, hon. gentlemen
generally as well qualified te represent ably and honestly the
opinions of their respective cônstituents as is the hon. mem-
ber for West Middlesex. I am willing that my words to-night
should go into the country in direct contradiction te those
of that hon. gentleman, or of other hon. members opposite;
and I am satisfied that where I am known they will go as
far as the words of any hon. gentleman on the other side of
the Bouse. Now, I wish te read te the House the following
motion, moved in the Ontario Legislature by Mr. (now
Judge) Cameron,- seconded by Mr. Rykert, as follows:-

i That while the Bouse is willing to make ail jaut provision for
railways, and assents to the said resolution, it feels bonnd to express
the opinion that the said Order in couneil, together with nine other
Of ders in Council, invoiving an aggregate appropriation of one million
and a half dollars, having only been piaced on the Table of this Bouse
at its Session yesterday, and the G overnment, to repeated requests having
refused to give information as to the undertakings they intendeâ to pus
Ordersin Council in favor of, till this Bonse had voted an additional
subsidy of four hundred thousand dollars, and a further appropriation of
une hundred thousand dollars a jear, for twenty years. The Govern-
ment has not given this Baouse sufficient time for the consideration of the
Order in Council, to enable it to give an intelligent and just judgmnent
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upon the claims of the several enterprises, and that in future Orders in
Uouncil, requiring the ratification of this House, should be submitted at
an earlierperiod of the Session, and should not be taken into considera-
tion by this -fouse until the same had been before the Bouse for, at least,
five years.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.
Mr. McCALLUM. There appears to be a question of

veracity between myself and the hon. members for West
Iiddlesex and West Durham. In my remarks in this House
the other day on the Pacifie Railway question I said, indeed,
I warned the people of this country what they might expect
if the present leader of the Opposition was called to power.
I know the antecedents of that hon. gentleman, and the
speeches made by him and his supporters would afford a
strong inducement for me to support the contract, no matter
what might have been my opinions formerly. It is disagree-
able to have a question of veracity raised. I said the other
night that the hon. member for -West Durham, by his action
on the railway question in the Ontario Legislature, had
converted a majority of one into a majority of thirty ; but
I am accused by the hon. member for West Middlesex with
having supported that policy myself. I accept the challenge
he has thrown out. I tell the hon. gentleman once for all
that if he can find my vote recorded in favor of a single
railway resolution of the hon. member for West Purham, I
will retire from public life. This is a matter of veracity,
and I wish to settle it at once and lor ever. Mr. Sandfield
Macdonald was defeated on the 15th December, 1871. Bon.1
gentlemen on examining the records will find that thei
amendment moved against the Government was carried byi
37 yeas to 36 nays, and so it was defeated by a majority of1
one. I have said that $1,500,000 was not sufficient to control1
that Legislature, or the Province of Ontario for some time1
to come. That railway management was still controlling the
provincial elections, because, no matter where a railway
was to be built if the parties support the Government they
vwuld receive a grant.

Mr. ROSS. I ask the hon. gentleman if he did not1
support a vote of want of confidence in the Sandfield1
Macdonald Government·9

Mr. McCALLUM. I did not.
Mr. ROSS. Vill the hon. gentleman look at page 25 of

the Journal of Ontario for 1871-72, where the following
words occur in the Address to His flonor

"And we lnform Your Excellency that we have no confidence in a
Ministry which is attempting to carry out, in reference to the control of the
said fund of $1,500,0, an usurpation fraught with danger to public
liberty and constitutional government."

A mong the names of members voting in favor of that
Address, is that of Mr. McCallum.

Mr. McCALLUM. I will deal with that by-and-bye.
Mr. ROSS. Speak now.
Mr. McCALLUM. I will speak now. On the 21st

February the Bouse resolved itseif into Committee on the
following resolutions:--

"1. That the Legisiature having established a scheme for aiding in
the construction of railways, it is right that the public funds appropriated
for the purpose should be adequate to the granting of aid to preper
enterprizes so far as that can be accomplished consistently with the
retention of such a proportion of the public funds as may be required to
do ustice to all sections of the country.

' 2. That towards accomplishing the object of the preceding resolution,
it is expedient that the sum of four hundred thousand dollars be set apart
from, and out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, established under the
Act in aid of railways.

'3. That towards accomplishing the same object, it is expedient that
in further aid of railways, a sun ofone hundred thousand dollars yearly,
for twenty years, should be set apart froin and out of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of this Province, and from a fund to be designated and
known as the Railway Subsidy Fund.

" 4. That no railway company, of which any section is aided from the
Railway Fund, shall be entitled to aid from the Railway Subsidy Fund,
p respeetto such section.

Mr. MCCALLUX.

"5. That no railway company that- does not come witiin the terMu
and provisions, and comply with the conditions f the ActJa aid of
railways, and any Art amending the sane, shal be entitled to *id frmn
the Railway Subsidy.Fend.

" 6. That the provisions in the Act in aid of railways and of any Act
amending the same shall, save in»so far as they may be consistent with
these resolutions, apply to the authorization and-.payment of any grant
out of the Railway Subsidy Fund.

" 7. That the sum to be granted to any railway company out of the
Railway Subsidy Fund shall not be leu than one hundred and twenty
dollars, or more than Lwo hundred and forty dollars per mile per esanum,
for twenty years.

"8. That scrip or certificates may be issued in respect of any grant out
of the Railway Subsidy Fund after payment themof has been duly
antherized."

I think I have shown .by these resolutions that $1,500,000
set aside by the previous Government was not -deemed
sufficient, but that the Liberal Government wanted 8 400,000
more, which was voted by the House. To the motion
that the Speaker leave the chair and the House take up the
railway resolutions, Mr. Rykert moved in amendment,
seconded by Mr. McCallum:

"That all the words after 'that' be left out and the following words
substituted therefor: 'until it shall be more clearly shown to the House
that the Railway Aid Fund, consisting of $1,500,fOO, is insufficient to
meet the requirements of all bonafide railways already undertaken, and
which the Lieut.-Gôvernor has by Order in Council declared to be
entitled to participate in said fund, it is expedient to grant an additional
sum towards the said tund.'"

What do we fnd ? On 22nd·February the majority of one
was converted into a majority of thirty-five, and so on
through the chapter ! The resolutions were brought down
two or three days before the close of the Session. The hon.
member for West Middlesex says that my vote was recorded
in their favor. The vote was unanimous. If he will look at
the journals he will find that on the vote before that only
three members voted against the resolutions. We divided
the House until we found it was useless.

Mr. ROSS. You became demoralized.
Mr. McCA LLUM. We desired the House to declare that

henceforward, when Orders in Council were laid on the
Table, they should be long enough in the hands of members
to allow them to read and consider them; and we thought
that five days at least was not too long for their consider-
ation. I have no doubt the hon. member for West Middlesex
will say they were laid on the Table two or three days before.
The manuscript might have been laid on the Table for an
hour or two, but it was taken away ; and only four
hours after they were in the hands of members
we were asked to vote the money, and we did vote it.
1 consider that was irresponsible government, and that
the hon. gentleman was striking a bilow at respotnsiblo
government when he acted as ho did on that occasion.
Even if I had doubts about the contract which is before the
House, I feel that, by voting againstthe Government on
this occasion, I would be contributing to the ruination of my
country, by putting hon. gentlemen opposite in power.
Though the hon. leader of the Opposition mnay b a Cicero
in oratorv, or a Solomon in making laws, the extent te whiph
he demoralized the Province of Ontario during the short
time ho was in offiee there, would prevent me from aiding
him in obtaining control of affairs in the Dominion, howvever
much I may admire bis abilities. I am not yet prepared to
hand this country over to the Ameriéans. One hon. gentle-
man said that Sault Ste Marie was the key of the position,
but I would ask who will hold thatkey. When we wished
te send troops up to the North-West, to quell an insurrection
there, the lock at Sault Ste. Marie was closed1 against us,
and the same thing might occur again. I believe in being
peaceable with my neighbors, but, at the same time, I like
to have a road to my bouse through my own land. We are
now endeavoring to lay the foundations of an empire in this
country, and I, for one, do not believe in building a high-
way through American territory; and a matter of à few
hundred thousand dollars is a srmall matter to give, ýoma-
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pardwith havîng a highway through our own territory,
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. If I thought there was
net mere patriotie feeling in this Hou-e, than has been
expreaed by hon. gentleman opposite, I would weep for my
country,

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I think the House must have
been reatly edified at the lecture which the hon.
member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ress) delivered to hon.
members on this aide. He waxed pathetic and appealed to
thaansjority on this side not to be coerced by what he was
pleased to call the lash of the party whip. I dare say the
hon, gentleman had a very vivid recollection of the agonies
which ho, in common with his fellow members who
were sitting on this side during the last Parliament, suffered
from the infliction of the lash of his own party. I recollect
very distinctly that on many occasions these hon. gentlemen
winced, and very perceptibly, under the application of the
perty whip when their leaders were in power. I wish to
inform hon. gentlemen that, with regard to the question
which is now before the House, there is no necessity for
coercion on the part of the supporters of the Gcvern ment,
for the more this question is discussed the botter does it
appear in the eyes of the people of this country, as lon.
gentlemen have found in their meetings which tbey held
duting the recees. I had the honor and the pleasure of
attendng a meeting held by my political opponents in one
of their strongholds in my own county, for, though I
received no invitation, I thought it my duty to attend,
and I fòund that after a full and fair discussion the policy
by the Government was sustained by a large majority. I
believe that the supporters of the Govornmunt in this liouse,
while they are not tobe coerced by their leaders, will find
as they bring their judgment to bear on this question, that
it is net only in the interests of their party but of the
country, that this measure should become law. There is
one particalar point with regard to this question which
seems to be the great stumbling block of hon. gentlemen
opposite. They realize fully that when parties were pledged
to the construction of a linefrom the shore of Lake S ;>e-
rior to the Pacifie by the year 1-90, and that it wa the
duty of the present Administration to endeavor t. carry out
as faithfully as they could, the terms which had been
deliberately entered into with the Imierial Government by
the bon. gentleman for Lambton, they tried to escape by
declaring that it was inexpedient to construct the road
north of Lake Superior, as it would involve to this country
a tremendous liability. Now, let us see what liability will
be incurred with regard to that portion of the line by the
propositions now betore the House. So far as I can make out
the resolutions the amount req-iired to be expended for that
portion of the road will be $10,000,000-or an amount
equivalent to an annual taxation upon the people of Canada
of $400,<'00. I would like to ask if it would be a safe or a
wise thing for the sake ofan annual expenditure of $400,000
to drive the trade of the North-West into American cha'nnels,
as the honorable gentlemen propose. If that is their pro-
position, 1, for one, cannot agree to it. We expect that the
addition to the population of the North-West Territories by
the construction of this road will rapidly cover the annual
expenditure required fer the construction of that portion of
lino. We find, upon looking at the returns of revenue derived
from Customs and Excise duties, that it amounted to over
$18,000,000 from a population of 4,000,000. It would require
only an addition of 100,000 people to the present population
to provide for the annual expenditure that will be incurred
by the construction of that portion of the road. It seems
to me that it is a moet absurd proposition for hon.
gentlemen opposite to say that for the purpose of saving
the paltry sum of $100,000, which will be more than made
up within two years after the road is openOd into that
oountry, this portion of the road should not be built. I
Wepvp th Mure this question jsdiscussed, both in Parliament

and out of it, the better it will appear to the people. We
have heard eloquent speeches from hon. gentlemsn on the
other aide, and whilst we have been cbarmed by their
eloquence, I, for one, muet confess I have net been convincod
by their logie. l any case, I think we unght to allow those
hon. gentlemen All the opportunity they desire for discussing
this question.

Mr. RYAN (Nontreal Centre). The hon, gentleman for
West Middlesex bas alluded toe several meetings held
thuoughout the country who have pronounced, as ho
claims, against the contract Pubmitted by the Government.
Re has spoken of the Corn Exchange Association of
Montreal, but I will remind him that at that meeting, out
of 400 active members, there were only 69 present, of
whom 42 voted for the motion as proposed and 27 against,
giving an anti.Syndicate majority of' 15. But the hon,
gentlemen for W est Middlesex did not rofer to a meeting
of another body, oven more imprtant than the Corn
Exchange-I mean the Montreal ard of Trade, which
held a meeting on the previous day. He had forgotten to
communicate to this House what took place at that meet-
ing. A prominent member of the Board of Trade, is Mr.
Henry Lyman, wbo was chairman of that great meeting
held in lontreal a few nightsago by the bon. leader of the
Opposition, and where the people were admitted by ticket.
At the meeting of the Board of Trade ho moved a resolu.
tion, taking partial exception in a mild form to the contract
with the Syndicate, but the feeling at that meeting was
such that Mr. Lyman withdrew his resolution witbout
submitting it to a vote. I have no hesitation an saying
that the Board of Trade is a moet intelligent body,
perhaps even more infinential than the Corn Exchange
Association, both as regards their wealth and business
experience and knowledge of the requirements of that city
and of the whole country. Well, what is the nature of that
resolution carried in the Corn Exchange Association ?
It simply afirms that they are in favor of the construction
of the Sault Ste. Marie route. If I were to look at this
matter from a Montreal standpoint alone, I would say, by
all means lot us have that route firet, bceause I believe
there is a probability that under any circumstances that
route will be constructed as a commercial enterprise,
without the Government constructing the work, and
possibly without the aid of the Goverjment. I believe it
will be constructed as a commercial enterprise long before
the route north of Lake Superior. But looking at it, not
exclusively from a Montreal standpoint. I befieve it is in
the true interest of Montreal and of the Dominion generally,
that the route north of Lake Superior should b.
constructed also, because it would give us an independent
inlet and outlet to the North-West, without going through
American territory. I am sure every loyal Canadian
looks forward to the day when we shall not be dependent
on communication through American territory to reach
our great North West. Before proceeding further, I wish
to make a remark upon a proposition of the hon. member
for North Middlesex, who said it would be well for the
House to adjourn. For what ? To afford a set of patriotic
capitalists belonging to the Grit party, and who, as public
rumore state, are willing to step forward and sacrifice
themselves upon the altar of their country-to afford these
gentlemen an opportunity of putting in a new offer. This,
Mr. Speaker, is marvellous. After the hon. member for
Lambton, when leader of the late Government, had carried
a law through Parliament, authorizing him. to' accept
tenders for the construction of the Canadian Pacitic
Railway, where were all these Grit capitaliste then that
they did not atep forward and tender ? They must be like
the famous Rip Van Winkle who slept 20 years, tbough
these gentlemen had been asleep only 6 years, aine
Mackenzie Act was passed, and in ail human probabuity, if

S i çmotract had M not been sbmited to Parlîient, they
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would have been sleeping still. Much has been said about
the propositions eontained in the Mackenzie Act. There
never was a contract given under those propositions, though
advertisoments asking for tenders were scattered over this
continent and Europe, without receiving a single response.

An hon. MEMBER. People had no confidence in the late
Premier,

Mr. RYAN. I will not say that; I must say for myself
that I have confidence in him--much more than I have in
many of those who are amsociated with him. I have no
besitation in saying that I look upon hum as probably one
of the most honest mon in that party. He may have made
mistakes in the past, but I believe him to be a patriotie
man who loves his country ,.well, and that is more
than I am prepared to say of m.sany of his col-
leagues. Lot us come now to the Allan contract.
That was a contract the Government entered into
with a company of which Sir ngh Allan was president.
What has been the result. I will not undertake to occupy
the time of this louse by discusaing whether the contract
with Sir Hugh Allan was more favorable to the interests of
Canada than the present; but what Ihave tostate is this:
that had it not for the unpatriotic course of hon. gentlemen
opposite, in 1872 and 1873, Sir Hugh Allan and hie asso-
ciates would have succeeded in forming a syndicate in
England. They would have raised the money; that work
woald have been three-quarters completed to day; we
would have had a large population of probably half a
million of people in that great North-West, contribu-
ting some three millions dollars annually te tho revenue
of this country, and have been saved from those
means of depression which destroyed some of our largest
commercial and monotary institutions and reduced to
poverty many men who had gained a competency. What
has been the result of the unpatriotic course pursued by
hon. gentlemen opposite and more particularly by their
organ, the Globe newspaper? The country has sustained,
commercially and financially, more than double the amount
sufficient to build the whole trans-continental railway from
ocean to ocean. I am free to admit that the whole
depression fron 1874 to 1878-9 cannot be fairly attributed
to their conduct; but what I do state is, that had it
not , been for their unpatriotie conduct, Sir Hugh
Allan would have succeeded in raising the necessary
money in England, and the influx of capital and
immigration into the country would have saved us from the
terrible depression to which I have alluded. Hon. gentle-
men talk about their party being the party of purity and.
of patriotism ; they should rather be termed the party of
ruin and decay; everything they touched decayed. In
proof of this allow me to refer you to the statistics of
receipta of Customs duties in the port of Montreal f rom*
1870 to this year. lu 1870 the amount collected was
84,766,410.36; in 1871, it was 85,062,766.97 ; in 1872,
$5,362,100.20 ; in 1873, 85,025,442.53. These were the
years of surpluses. At that time the administration of
public affairs was in the hands of mon who bad
brains, who did not acknowledge to the world that
they could do nothing to prevent depression, who
did not declare they were only flies on the wheel,
and under their administration the country prospered. In
1874, before the crisis had time to arrive, the revenue still
showed an increase, amouqting to 86,122.289.51. Mark the
decrease which followed : in 1875 the collections only
reached $4,806,110.19; in 1877, they anou»ted' to but
$3,956,193.53; and in 1878, the1ast year of the administra-
tion of hon. gentlemen opposite, the amount received had
decreased to $3,644,385.36. True, that year they had not
much time to devote to public sdministratien. They were
then devoting their time, especially the ho. Finance Minio-
ter, to makig rovision not to we hege 4 rhich ;as

Mr, RYAN (Montreal).

falling due in LQndon, but to a siffionary tovr tbreggh
Canada for the purpose of trying to sequre continunein
office for another five years. But the people ad -esàenit
and a sd experience, and the result was that wheou the
17th September came around those mon were seatvoey
quietly to the right about. In 1879, the very frst of -he
administration of the present Government, the- collection@
increased from $3,644,385.36 in 1878, to 84,12462,31
and in 1880 the collection further increased to $6,349,789.47.
The change eemed as if due to a talismanie in-
fluence; the season of blight had disappeared-pros.
perity bloomed in its stead. No botter proof could be
afforded of the incapacity of the one set if men and the
capacity of the other set to govern this country than
these figures. You would naturally suppose that intelligent
people, men who read and think, would be more or less
governed by the feeling surrounding them, would learn
something as time passed, but, as far as the Opposition are
concerned, they are just as hostile to-day as they were a
few years ago, to the policy approved by the people. The
hon. member for West Middleser, a few moments ago,
referred to the murmuring of members on this side of the
House against the National Policy. Weil, I think,
eloquent as he is, he will have great difficulty in
convincing the great mass of the people that they are
groaning under the burden, that the days of murmuring and
weeping are not past. These gentlemen have been tried
in the scale and found wanting. It is true that, when in
Opposition for twenty years, they did succeed in educating
the young people of the country toe believe that they were
the party of purity and reform, and when the Government
of my right hon. fiiend resigned, after the midnight attack
of January, 1874, they wore returned to Parliament by an
overwhelming majority. - The reason was simply
that the people had not had an opportunity of
testing the sincerity of the declaration of
the bon. gentlemen, and were willing to try them.
Were they true to the professions they made in Opposi-
tion? Certainly not. The country had a governmental
experience of them for five years, and that experience was
a sad one for the people of Canada. The people found
them wanting when they appealed to the poils, and hence
their appeal to the country now falls on indifferent ears.
I stated a few moments ago that they ought to be termed
the party of ruin and decay. It is ruin all the time. It
was ruin when Confederation was brought about. When this
great territory we hear so much about now was purchased
for £300,000, it was considered an extortionate price.
When.the National Policy was brought out two years ago,
the farmers wore to be ruined by the taxes imposed on
them. The artizans were to be rined by the increased
prices they were to pay for fuel, breadstuffs and every--
thing else, and the late Finance Minister told us that in
time the manufacturers themselves were to be rained, so
that thero was going to be ruin ail round. Ali I can say to
that hon. gentlemen, io this-that if he went into any
manufacturing district he would find that the people there
think differently. He would find that workingmen,,instead
of working three-fourths time, are working extra time and
receiving extra pay, and instead of having to leave Canada
and to go to the United States, I am happy t6 inform tbe
hon. gentleman that many men who had left during
the administration of bon, gentlemen opposite, are
now returning to Canada day by day and obtaining employ-
ment at more remunerative wages than they received on the
other side. I have before referred to the Sault Ste.Madie
road. I believo that road will be constructed as a commer-
cial undertaking. I would be glad if -the Goverament of
Canada could see their way to giving assistance for thi
construction of that rad, as I think,commercially epeaking
it would be a vast benefit to theominion of Canadstehaîe-
a second line of ooma igtiou-with the gret NdW
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though I should be exceedingly eor that the Lake S«- emigvmnt.goia into the North-Wet would he likely to

ior line should be sacrified to it. To one remark of the change the rforte scorpion, I can see no such dan .hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) Every settler gets a freehold of 160 acres for a settlementI wish te allade, and I allude to it with pain, and I have no fee of $10 with the right to pre-empt another 160 acres.
doubt -e mode statements which in cooler moments ho Even this Syndicate which is to do so mneh harm 'hs no
would not have made and which ho now regrets himself. furtber claim upon the land when it sells it. There can be
When called to nrder by the hon. Minister of Railways, no landlord system like that of England, Ireland and
ho said he could not expect very much botter from Scotland. I may say, in conclusion, that the- contract befQre
the hon. gentleman because lie had the 832,000 man on the House will receive my hearty support.
one side of hini and the $10,000 man on the other. By the
$32,00 man he referred to the bon. Minister of Publie M]r. LITTLE. If I have not been edifdod, I have been
Works. Thongh ho las been ch arged in the Opposition amused at hon. speakers opposite assuming to themi-
press over and over again with having received that solves ail the independence and patriotism thatshould exid
$32,000 corruptly, the hon. member for Centre Huron in this Chamber, from the vaciliating leader of the Oppos
knowsthat a public meeting in the Province of Quebec, the uition, the bon. member for West Durham, down to the
hon. Minister of Publie Work, while face to face with the lowest rung of the ladder, the hon. member for North
hon, leader of the Government of Quebec, the Hon. Mr. Joly, Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) whose talk was of donkeys. ir, a
stated publicly that ho was prepared to place vouchers for person generally speaks most of that snbject, and those
the expenditure of every dollar of that money in the hande companions with which ho is most familiar, and with whom
of Mr. Joly, with no conditins beyond this, that if lie were ho most associates. Kr. Speaker, my constituents, in common
not satisfied with the correctnoss of those vouchers, lie wae with others, take a deep iterest in the matter before the
at liberty, to make whatever use of them he thought proper. House. At the veuy tirst inception of the construction of the
Mr. Joly, however, deelined the offer. With regard Io the Paciflo Raitroad, in 1872, we considered that the toi mî were
Government, ne man in the House or country knows botter bard, based on the condition of Brkitsh Columbia tbrming
than the late Finance Minister (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) part ho the Union w mth Canada. We imagind that the Em-
the great statesmaniship professed by the leader of the pire, the Hom Government, since it was rebeved of a gret
House, and wbich has been recognised not only in ihis remponsibility and trouble by the Union of that counitry

but i Europe. I believe wi the Dominion, should have engaged largely tocountry ptntjudges declare, tmyselr and h ve oard construet the railroad, ut least thi•ough British Columbiamaxiy conipetent ugsdcie that there w:us not even in
the British Hou-e of Commons his superior. Yet, great as territory, and it was only to effoct and prowerve the Union
is hisstatesmanship, the great hold ho has upon the hearts that we aupported the Government on that occasion. Mr.
of the people of Canada, is more due to his purity of Speaker,every memberofthe Opposition his denounced the
character than his talents. No man in or out of' the House contract, the Grit pres througlh Canada has done the same.
save perhaps the member for Centre Huron, evor charge Members on this aide the lHouse have been appealed to, to

him with an act of corruption for personal advantage. If divest themselves of party lnes and party feeling, but
there is an hon. gentleman in this House capable of up- have the Opposition members set us the example? They
holding the honor of the country in this and other respects, it profess independenc, but they do not practice it. What

is the Premier. From the past associations of the meinber for wore they sent bore for, but to criticise and embarrass the

Centre Huron with the right bon. gentleman he must have Governmont ? What wero we sent for, but to support and

known bis high character and services to the country. Whilst to stand by the Government, if we can do eo honorably.
I have occupied a eeat in this House I rernember whon the It is true, Mr. Speaker, that I take exception to one or two
late Finance Minister was a great supporter of the right clauses or sections in the contract. I thinik them hard, and
hon. gentleman ;but his aspirations having been overlooked would wish thom mo lified-b:t agrecing as i do lu eleven

when a vacancy occurred in the Finance Dpartment points ont twelve with the general principlesof the Govern-

which shiowed concluively the Premier's soundjudgment of ment, do you think, Mr. Speaker, that I could be a party towhic shwedconlu.svel th Prmie's sundjudmen otcause thoir downfuiul and lot in the membair for West bar-humannatureand his attention totheinterestsof thecountry, cum as Premier? S r I conside r that t eft woutd bea
Sir Francis Hineks having been preferred to the post, bis national calarmity. tink it isidacalamiyVi that vacil -
feelings towards his leader suddenly changed. h lap.sed ntina chalamty.Iik li sem ty hat hat i
into Opposition and becume the most bitter of all opponents eating,chamelen-alie hon. member should have hi-
of the right bon. gentleman. I deeply regret baving occa- -reidn anad;heo i fatteradadorerevo
sion to express my opinion on the member for Centre Huron, lutionary atmosphere of Mexico,that changea its Governmient
but I should not have risen on this occasion but for the remarks about once a quarter, and whose Iun lis threatened with a hve
of the member for West Middlesex with reference to the meet- volcano. Therefore, Sir, viewing tho ten long years of sus-
inge at Montreal. I have listened attentively to the speeches pense, expense, extravagance, and trouble, recollecting the
mnde on both sides of the House, I bave tried to forin various doings connected with the Fort St Francis Lock,
an impartial judginent on the question discussel, but have the Kaministiquia River corruption, the lavish expen-
failed t see the strengtliof the Opposition arguments.I dirure of millions of Our money, I want to have the
have heard maeh of tbe great Oinp and mifortune broug t question settled, so that we can tell exactly wat this
upon thecountry y the pigeent Gover ment by theincrease donstuotion. of the great Pacifie Railroad will cost.

of taxi tien and otherwise, and the injuey te the Nort- Comparing the preoit terme with former ones, I fnd
of axrtio ad oherise ad te murytotheNorh-that the contract before un is better than the SirWest by this Syndicate, and the exemption of its land by high Allan contract of 1873 by 36,0000; botter

taxation and otherwise. I ean cite a atrikng instance o etheHh a lMackenzie, of 1874, inluding its branche, by
contrary. A municipality adjoining Montreal, St. Henri, $85,627,A0, and btter than the parliamentary grant, of
bas decided to give a cotton company $15,000 with an 187by7,00, and eein therimntr raotion
exemption of taxation for 25 years on condition of its 187 by 897,000,000; and seeing thore is no other proposition
estabfishing a faatory within tlie limit.-'. That d4mn l<ok or terme for the construction of' ibis reilroat. 1iltbait

estbhainga fctoy wthi th hmts.Tha dos nt loksupport the measure, hoping that some of theý objectionable
much like ruin brought about by the National Poliy clauses in the contract will be modified.
mentionod by the member for West Middlesex. I bave no
fear that the people of the North-West or any part of the Mr. BRECKEN. r shall follow the example of theon.
country wilIlbe ruined by the policy of the present Govern- gentleman who has just taken his seat, by addressing myself
ment. With regard to the question of the exemption of the very briefy on the subject before theI louse. I have sat
Syndicate property from taxation, and the statement of the 1 bere for some weoks listening to the able speeches wbich
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have been delivered by hon. gentlemen on both sides of the private cmrpany, and io this mode of bufiding it hm.
House, upon this very important question. There is one gentlemen of the Oppition are fully committed. I regard
feature of the debate which has struck me very forcibly it almost as a matter of congratulation that the right lid.
indeed,and I shall refer to it now, however, without any desire gentleman was defeated in 1873, and that the great Itform
of raking up national animosities, or importing anything party had an opportunlty for five years of trying to solve
approaching to bitterness into the discussion. I altude this difenit problem. I am sure I am epressing the
particularly to the able speech of the hon. member for sentiments of the hon. member for Lambton, when I say
Bothwell (Mr. Mill)-a speech replete with constitutional that that burden was almóst more than he could bear. We
law and parliamentary authorities, and one to which I know the mistakes he made; we know the millions of money
listened with a great deal of interest. The hon. gentleman he spent in explorations and in public works connectèd
is, fond of authorities; he is very authoritative, and I, with this line; we know that it has been a quagmire for
for one, do not find fault with that particular feature millions of money. I db not mean to charge the han
of bis utterances, for I am fond 'of authorities; member with corruption or incapacity, but it was a conse-
they show that the man who cites them is a quence that inevitably followed sncb a work. Now, we
bard reader. The hon. gentleman is so strong on authorities have had six or seven years experience, we have had
that I do not think he would venture the statement that two exploration of engineers and information from all sources.
and two make four, without bringing forward an array of Both sides are pledged to this undertaking. We are bound
au.thorities to establish bis statement. The hon. gentleman in honor to carry it out. I recollect when I had the honor
read voluminously from the English Iansard, and went back of speaking for the first time in this House, I made use of
to the days of Daniel O'Connell to show that in a question of the expression "heavy as the responsibility is, botter to be
such magnitude as the present one, a question so far-reaching bankrupt in purse than bankrupt in roputation," and I
in its consequences upon Canada-and I admit its importance, adhere to that still. It is true the hon. member for West
and that once the die is cast our decision is irrevocable-it Durham has been more vacillating on this matter than the
is quite right and proper and patriotie that hon. gentlemen hon. member for Lambton. I am tolerably well acquainted
should vote according to the dictates of their conscience, with bis antecedents in the matter, and I must say that I
even if by so doing they should not be able do not yet exactly understand what bis policy is. If the
to follow the leaders of their party. Then, again, logic of political events placed him at the head of the
hon. members have cautioned us and expressed the Government of this Dominion,, it is impossible for
hope that we would not be a mere mechanical majority, any one to tell from bis own antecedents what
that we would not give a blind and unreflecting vote on this ho would do in regard to this question. We have
question. We are all party men, and there is no use con- had a shower bath of figures from both sides of the
cealing it, and we do bear an allegiance to a leader that the louse. I have no doubt that this $25,000,001 and 25,000,000
Opposition do not exactly understand. But while that is acres in addition to the $28,000,000 already expended, and
the case I recognize with the lion. member for Bothwell the to be expended in work under this contract, to be handed
heavy responsibility that rests upon every man that casts over to this Syndicate, are of the most favorable terms that
bis vote on this question. I look upon the success of a road have yet been submitted. One would really think thatthere
between the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans as synonymous were associations, syndicates, and men who were willing
with the success of the Dominion. But 1 ask why those and anxious to take up this work. A great deal Of time and
hon. gentlemen assume that they are only in a, position to ingenuity and ability have been expended in making con-
call themselves patriotic, as if they wore not bound by any trasts between the contract now before the House and the
past policy, as iftthey had nothing to forget and nothing to terms embodied in the Act of 1874, viz.: $10,000 and 20,000
fIrgive ? This matter bas been before the country in some acres per mile, and the untold sum for which the Govern-
form every year since Confederation, and every elector has ment was to guarantee four per cent. for twenty-five years.
had an opportunity of casting his vote lipon it. .I do not That Act bas been on the Statute-book up to the present day.
acknowledge that the Opposition have a right to assume I believe that advertisements were published in the Canada
that they are f ree and unti ammelled by thoir past policy on Gazette in 1878, previous to the elections, asking for tenders
this question, and that they consistently vote against any under that Act. I arn not going to question the motive of
scheme for building the Canadian Pacific Railway. When theb hon. member fer Lambton in publishing those advertise-
the right lon. gentleman the leader of the Government ments; I am not going to question whether, in doing
launched bis celebrated Allan contract there was not a fireside so, he was actuated by a sincere desire to jrarry out
in the Dominion of Canada that was not inundated with this work, or whether it was an electioneering dodge.
Reform literature to prove that the hon, gentleman and Those advertisements have, I believe, been con-
bis Oabinet-and it is significant that the personnel of that tinued in the columnS of the Gazette up to last year,
Cabinet to4ay is very nearly what it was in 1873, making and nobody has come forward tu make a tender. A
allowances for the vicissitudes of life-that the hon. gentie- great deal bas been said about the way in which this
man and bis Cabinet were not only corrupt but incapable of contract was let; about the tenders not baving been asked
carrying out a work ofsuch magnitude. If the hon. gentlemen fbr. If this contract had been considered for the first time;
opposite wish to prove their liberalism, they have now an if the idea of building a great trans-continental line had
admirable opportunity for doing so by forgetting old originated last summer, there migbt have been some weight
animoeities, and cordially uniting with their adversaries to in the objections of the Opposition. But in view of the
carry out this great work. Instead of that they have fate of the Allan contract, and the fact that the Act of 1874
libelled themselves as Liberal-they are daily libelling the bas been on the Statute-book, and the advertisements in the
title. In 1874, the hon. member for Lambton placed an Gazette -up to last May, their arguments lose their force.
Act on the Statute-book providing for the construction of When the right hon. leader of the Government, the Minister
this railway by private enterprise. I may observe bore of Railwaya, and tho hon. Minister of Agriculture went W
that I have a very great respect for that hon. gentleman of England,I have no doubt in my mind that they addressed
whose ability, of whose industry and knowledge of public themselves to the settlement of this matter in a patriotie
affairs, i wish 1 possessed one-twentieth part. When the and anxious spirit; that they opened negotiations and made
formier Governor General, Lord Dufferin, went to British every effort to arrange a contract. We are told that they
Columnbia, ho staked the credit and the reputation of his did not succeed, There was a rason for their non-success.
thon Premier that this great work should be carried out. There was that ingenious; but, I am sotry to say, unpatriotic
But that Act provided that this work should be done by a spe(ch of the hon. member for West Durham last yar
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wbich he took six or seven hours thisE Session to answer
'be çP4. Minister and his colleagues bad to encounter the
bd e®ct of that cspeeh. The hon. member for Wes

uram,infortunatelyfor hie country, in this'instance, isa
statsman whose personal integrity stands high, and English
statesmen couldhardly think that a gentleman occupying
the position of the hon. member for West Durham would
belittle hie country for the purpose of serving his party. I
think the hon. Minister of Railways said he had been in
communication with a very prominent etateqnan in England
who had read the speech de[ivered by the hon. Minister lasi
year, and was very much taken with the scheme ; but as
soon as he saw the speech of the hon. member for West
Durham, he did not return to the subject and was never seen
by the hon. Minister. again. It is, indeed, a misfortune that
a gnleman -of the high standing and commanding abilities
of the hon. member for West Durham should torture his
ingenuity to the detriment of his country. There is another
feature that strikes me. When the right hon, gentleman
of the Government made his contract with Sir Hugh
Allan, how often was it not repeated that tce
Government of the day had entered into that
contract in a corrupt partizan spirit, reckless of the
interests of the country, and solely with the unpatriotic
motive of strengthening their hands. The ex4iinister
of Finance, in that very remarkable speech of bis the other
tight, threw out all sorts of insinuations, but advanced
no arguments; and here I may say you may answer a
man's arguments, but you cannot answer his insinuations
nor his fears, The hon. member for Centre Huron said that
he had no respect for the Government, but had respect for
the members of the Syndicate. Lot us be thankful for small
favors. Lot us be thankful that he does not accuse the hon.
leader of the Government and bis coadjutors of having
entered into this contract with the unpatriotic motive of
strengthening theirbands. You must look at the surrounding
circumstances. If it is true-and I suppose I am not
unparliamentary in alluding to it-that the political creed of
these wealthy mon who form this Syndicate is not in
accord with the views of the Government, surely it is
an evidence that the Government have been actuated by the
patriotic desire of promoting the interests of the country
in the course they have taken; for it cannot be conceived that
they wished simply to strengthen their hands when after
: ending anxious months of toil over this work they

ould have given it into the hands of men who were opposed
to them. Some allusion was made to a gentleman who
figured in a scene that was not creditable to them in this
House. We were twitted that he was behind the scenes in
this arrangement. This is but an additional evidence that the
right hon. leader of the Government and the hon. Minister
of Railways care not who the mon are, what their political
strip is, and are ever willing to run the risk of its being
u as a political engine against their party horeafter,
provided that work is entrusted to competent men. A hue
and cry has been made in the Province that I come from,
about the monopoly of lands, which is compared with a state
of thinge that formerly existed in Prince Edward Island.
There is no analogy between the two cases. In the reign
of George III. our land was laid out in 67 townships, and
the land was granted in large tracts to favorites of the Crown.
Through the liberality of the Canadian Govemment a sum
of money was granted to buy out those landholders. I admit
myself that it would be a great defect in this contract if it was
the interest of the Syndicate to hold their lands until the
Government sections were settled, but I do not think that
such a .supposition can be entertained in common sense.
I look upon the gentlemen constituting this Syndicate as
beisg aetuated by the one besetting sic of overY man on the
faoe of the earth, and that is self-interest.We have been

W» tha 0 te aternate blooks of land will notbe settled,ind
bst 4the pqpje will mot be able to constitute themsves

. municipalities or have schools or churches, or any of the
e advantages of a oivilized community. Why, Sir, when this
t railway is constructed, these men are bound to run it for
a ten years. The cost of running it has been estimated by
à the hon. member for Lambton at $6,000,0, and b Mr.

Sanaford Fleming at$8,000,000. Where is the tra to
1 cone from? There is no through traffle; the traffie, must
I be a wayside traffle, and thorefore it ls the interest of these
a men to sell their lands and get them séttled. Why, Sir,
1 could you imagine a country- being laid out in
t blocks a mile square, with the blocks alternately

settled and desolate. The Syndicate could 'not
t withhold their lands from settlement without tying up the
i Government landfs also. The poorest man in the world

would not settle in such a country. We have heard so many
inconsistent statements froin hon. gentlemen that we hardly
know what to think. I have made up my mind to one
thing, and that is, that this trial is too severe for their
patriotiem. The speeches made by the hon. gentlemen have
shown a groat deal of research ; we have been told the oost of
running all the railroads in the United States; but the whole
line of their argument bas convinced me that they cannot
give this contract the support its meits deserve. 1, myself,
coming from one of the Lower Provinces-and if I introduced
sectional feeling into the consideration of this question it
would be discreditable to me-would have been botter
satis6ed if, in the first instance, we had hastened a little
more slowly. We would have been botter satisfied if,
at the inception of this great scheme, it had been decided to
stop at the foot of ihe Roeky Mountains. But, Sir, the
public credit of this country bas been pledged to the com-
pletion of this great work. Favorable as are the terma of
this contract, it necessarily involves the exponditure of a
large sum of money. I hope the anticipations of gentlemen
who know more about this contract than I do, will be
realized, and that the discontented, starving, struggling
people of Europe will find a home in the North-West, where
their labor will be remunerated, and where they will increase
at such a rate that they will divide with us the public debt
that now rests on the people of Canada, and tbereby lighten
our taxation. I think it is a matter of regret to hoar
hon. gentlemen bolittle our country and its resources.
What satisfaction can it give thom to assert that the
population of Canada is going to the United States ? Surely
things must have come to a crisis to necessitate talk of this
kind. This great trans-continental line will necessarily
increase our burdens unless public mon on both sides strive
shoulder to shoulder to induce the populations of Europe to
come to this country and fill it up. Thon the lande which
last year were worthless, and this year are worth
$3.18 an acre, will recoup this country for the
great work we are now undertaking. Wll, if this
is to b accomlishod, do not lot us have the
moncy markets of England, and every leading commercial
house filled with the oprocatory speeches of the member
for West Durham. Lot us be truc to our country, and lay
aside litical feelings and prejudices and enmities-let
us not elittle our resources-but lot us do the best we can to
induce the tide of immigration into our North-West and make
its lands valuable. We hoar of land there being worth 84
and 85 an acre. These are railway values What are those
lands worth now to the Provinces of Quebec or Ontario ?
Their value will be created by the railway which will open
up great sources of wealth to the Dominion, morg beneficial
in their results than the gold mines of California to that
State. For that reason I intend to support the Bill of the
Minister of Railways ; and whatever agitation is got up, I
have an abiding faith in public opinion and the sohor second-
thought of the people. We have an evidence to.day of ils
beneficial operation in the presentpoesition of political partes
Ouly a few years ago pub licopinion overwhb1mned die Con-
servative party, but after five years of trial of the opposite
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paYty, the people have had time to rellect on their course
snd the meri of the Conservatives returned them to power,
in the interest of the country. This gigantic undertaking
has been before the country for years, and when Lte people
returned the right hon. gentleman to power, they
desired, not only changes in political administration,
but the completion of this great work. The country knows
this great undertaidng can b. safely entrusted to the present
Ministers, who do not mean to steal a march upon the
people. Thley have done the best they could, and if every
document asked for were placed on the Table, I do not thin k
it could injure the Government or strengthen the Opposition.'

Mr. McCUAIG. -I would not, perhap, have spoken on
the present occasion, but for some 'offensive remarks made
with regard to the member for Monek, while a member of tbe.
Ontario Legislature and supporter of the late John Sadfied
Macdonald. I have heard the member for Lambton pay a
high compliment to the -hon. gentleman and, on the other
hand, the member for West Middlesex ehurged him, with,
having betrayed his leader. I was a member of that Legis-
lature at the time, and think it only proper that an answr
to that charge should be made. For this purpose I shall
quote from the Votes and Proeeedings of the Ontario Legis-
lature of 187?. The question arose on the motion of the
member for Durham (Mr. Blake), in amendment to the
answer to the Address, and which was as follows:-

We are gratified in being assured by you that during no period in
the history of ier Majesty's North American possessions ean thereý be
found recorded of any one of them a condition of prosperity which eau at
all approach that now almost everywhere exhibited n this Province;
and we receive with pleasure the congratulations of Your excellency
on so favorable an aspect of our country's stride in the path of material
advancement. but we feel bound to take the earliest opportunity of
informimg Your Excellency that we regret the course taken by the,
Legislative Assembly last session, under the gnidance of your present
Ministers, in reference to the large powers given to the Executive as toj
the disposal of the Vailway - id I und; and to state that, in our opinion,
the proposai of the Government to grant aid to any railway, should be
submitted to the approval or rejection of the Legisiative A ssembly, s0 as
not to leave so large a sum as $1,5 M,000 at the disposal of the Erecutive,i
without a vote of this House appropriating the sane to particular wvrks.
And we inform Vour Kxcellency that we have no confidence in a
Ministry which is attempting to carry ont, lu reference to the control of
the said ifund of $1.5 0,000, usurpation franght with danger to public
liberty aud constitutional goverument."

There can be but one opinion at this day, of the duty that
dAvolved upon the late John Sandfield Macdonald. le should
have resigned office when that resolution was carried; but he
thought proper to embrace it in the Address, presented to
the Lieutenan t-Governor at the time, and my hon. friend,
the present member for Monck, so far from being censured
by the member for West Middlesex for his action, should be
commended for his chivalrous feeling in following his leader,
and fell valiantly by his side. Hle did what very few men
would have done under similar cirëumstances. In addition
the memlber fbr West Middlesex thought properto refer to a
vote given by me during that debate. I opposed the railway
grant from the beginning to the end, and moved, on the
23rd of February, seconded by Mr. Giffard:

" That all the words after 'that' be struck out, and the foDowing
words substituted therefor: 'until the excess of the debt of Ontario and
Qu bec over the: 62,500,000, of their joint debt assumed by the Dominion,
viz. $10,500,000, has been apportionedbetween the said Provinces, and the
debt of Ontario thus definitely ascertained it lisnexpedient for this House.
to entertain any proposition towards granting $400,000 to the Railway
Aid Fuud in addition to the $1,500,000 already appropriated by the Ra-(
way Aid Act of last Session, or to pledge the credit of the Provmee to the
extent of $40,000 a year, for twenty years, as proposed."

A mong other charges preferred against the late John Sand-c
field Macdonald was this: at the time that bis Governmentà
approprinted $1,500,000 of the funds of .Ontario, for
the purpose of opening up railways to the free grant lands-
-a very commendable act-his opponenta charged himi
witl extravagance, arguing the Province was unable to
give that amouit. When I found that the leader of this '
then Government, Mr. Blake, propood te iv $00¿0%
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additional, making -1,900,060 and $2,000,000 more, vit.,
$100,000 a year for 20 years, for railway aid, I modv hat
resolution in condemnation of that policy. That des >ot
justify my bon. friand opposite in saying that I supported
the resolution granting the firther sun of 8400,000and
$1i00,00 per annum for the following 20 yiears. Mr. Itykert
4gain rmoved in amend ment, as follows: -

That aIl the words after 1that' be struck out, and the following
words subatituted therefor: wbile this Bouse wii-cheerf lly cesent
to mueh turter aid in-favor of tne Railway Fand ne may b. ainesary
to keep faith with all 4onae enterpris-s undertaken and tetied on
it «aticipation ofreceiving aid from such Fand, provided.it behQwn to
thi9 Mouae that upon a careful investigation of the merite of several
applicants for aid, it is.found 'inufficien t for that pu rpose, it feels bonad
to express its dissatisfaction that the ;public credit of this,,êPsiace
uhbuid be pledged for the further amoutnt of $2,000,00 for rai}ways,
while no aspropriaion is made for the older counties which hà*o
already pledged their credit in the construction of railway s and
expended large amouats in the grarel roads and other public improve-
meats.,
My nane is recorded in favor of that resolution in amend-
ment to the'proposal to grant that large amount. As regards
my motion, I felt that so long as the question of the debt of
Ontario and Quebec, involving tbe $ 10,500,000, remained
unsettled, as it had since Confederation, we should not adopt
the policy of the Government. At Confederation the joint
debt was fixed at .$62,500,000, which proved at the final
ndjustmnent to be $10,500,000 in excess, and of which sum
Ontario was to pay nine-sixteenths, and was properly coa-
sidered in my opinion a debt owing by the Province of
Ontario; and thon that the assumption of a surplus
of four or five millions was an erroneous. one, and I
believe so to this day. I was aware that Ontario had
no sources of revenue except the sale of her timber limits'
and the eighty cents per head of our population, which
wedrew from the Dominion, and that by imposing this
obligation upon ourselves and upon our children the Govern-
ment were doing something which justified me and other
members in supporting the amendment. The amendment
of Mr. Rykert was, however, lost and the appropriation was
carried. The hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ros),
has charged me with inconsistency because on the
29th of February I voted for an appropriation to a particular
railway. I felt that once the scheme was carried I was per-
fectly justified in voting aid to two railway enterprises
which I believed to be deserving ones. After these votes I
did not support any of the subsequent grants, for the simplo
reason that I did not know the circumstances of the coin-
panies which were applying for money, or the nature of their
enterprises, and I felt that if IL voted at all i would be voting
blindly. I think my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition,
as well «as the member for Lambton, will agree with me, that
owing to those resolutions having been brought down and
voted upon so quickly, there was ground for the suspicion--
I do not say it was done unfairly or for an improper purpose
-that there was not sufficient time allowed for a ;careful
examination of the proposed appropriations.

Mr. GILLMOR. I was under the impression that the
question before the House was whether we should go on
with the motions whieh are upon the paper, or continue the
discussion on the contract before the House in order
that the gentlemen of the Syndicate might be able te get
ont their sleepers and other materiel. But, inelend of
discussing t he amendment be1ire the Bouse hon. gentlemen
bave been speaking upon almost everything that could
possibly occur to their imaginations, including the reading
of the journals of the Ontario Assembly of several years ago;
and among other things the contract with Sir liugh Alian
and the Pacifie Scandal have been introduced. le is-a very
bold man who at thi time of the'day will court a discussion
upon that subject. I trust that the Opposition will not ii-
traluce that question, it is a story of the pat, and its disons-.
siop cannot redound very mue to the credit of the gentimen
who figured in that traSation. 1do not think it spelg
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very ighly for the political morality of ary hon. gentleman
that be would attempt te endorse that transaction at thi,
day. The people have never condoned that transaction.
It was one that astonished the wonid at the time-not only
the Dominion of Canada, but the press and the statesmen of
bnth Great Britain and the United States. I think that, in
mone respects, the contract with Sir Uigh Allun was very
mach better than the one before the Hlouse, but at its
inception there was proof positive that the Government and
the contractors had combined to corrupt the constituencies;
that was proved to the satisfaction of the people of this
country, and, therefore, I say that, if the Opposition
feel disposed to let the matter rest, the supporters
of the Government should not venture to introduce
it into the Bouse. With regard to the present,
contract, I say that it is in almost every respect entirely
novel; nobody knew anything about it before it was brought
down. Bon. gentlemen opposite pretend to say that the people
knew all about it; that no capitalists undertook to tender
for the road in past years-that, like Rip Van Winkle, they
took a sleep for twentyyears. But just as soon as the terms
of the contract were known, and its enormous concessions
published to the world, they come forward by scores and by
hundreds from all over the Dominion. A nd now we are askod
not to delay in order that the Syndicate may get out
some sleepers. The hon. member for North Leifrew (Mr.
White) says the longer this question is discussed the more
the people will favor this contract-they only wanted time
and there would be an unanimous consent to the bargain.
It appears to me if the people regard this scheme sofavorably
it should be delayed till the close of tho Session. This
enterprise has been justly described as the most impoctant
that has ever beon introduced into this ParLament. Iftitis so
important as that the tax payers of the Dominion who
wili have to support tibe costs should have ample time to
consider it and instruct their representatives in rgard to it.
I contend that no time has been given for the people to
understand this matter whieh will involve much of their
money. This contract ought to receivo the sanction, not
enly of the majority of the representatives here but of a
distinct majority of the electors ot this I)ominion. If the
hon. gentlemen feel that this is a good contraet, and that the
people are in favor of it, why not give them more lime to
consider it. I have not the remotest idea that the hon.
gentlemen opposite really believed that the people are in
favôr of this contract. If they do think wo why did they
not make the contract knowni sooner ? It is more generally
known, but it takes a long timo to make surh a large ques-
tion well known to the electors of this Dominion, and it
takes a long time for the people to make known their
views-to their replcsentatives. Instead ot calling Par-
liament for the 9th December the conditions of the
contract should have been inade publicly known, and
the meeting of Parliament postponed as long as possible,
so that the people might have made up their mind on this
question. It bas been said that the country has pronounced
in favor of the Pacific Rai lway. I deny that. This question
has never yet, as a distinct proposition, been submitted to
the people at the polls. It is true that Parliament many
years ago committed themselves to this undertaking, but
the people have never pronounced upon it at the polls. It
the absurd compact entered into with British Columbia had
been submitted to the people they would surely have4
pronounced against it. The majority of the electors never9
would have consented to burden this Dominion with such4
an enormous undertaking. Every man shrinks from it,j
every man shirks the responsibility and tries to throw itt
of on somebody else. My hon. friends opposite talk of the
glory of this achievement, but at the same time they try to
fix the responsibility for it upon gentlemen on this side of
the House. They want us tu take all the responsibility but
they wnt the glory for themselves, I do not see what

glory will resait to them for having heaped up such an
enormuos debt in order to carry ont an undertaking that is
not necessary. They talk of patrietisn Is it necoary te
prove our patriotiam by undertaking works of such an
extravagant character ? 1t may be desirable to have that
railway whena e are able to build it, but it is folly to
mortgage our country and run the risk of losingit in order to
have eomethinggrand and glorieus. In my humble opinion,
it was a mistake from the beginning, but it was a mistake
fastened on the gentlemen on thi sideof the House, eontrary
to their votes and arguments, and contrary to their
protestations. There was no remedy left for them, and
they have tried to maire the btest of a bad bargain. If it
were possible, I would like to bave seen the wbole thing
repudiated-not that I want to break an obligation, or do
anything unjust te any part of this Dominion, but it was an
obligation assumed by the Government without authority
from the poople. Hon. gentlemen talk about millions.
The hon. member for North Renfrew (Mr. White) tal'ce
in the same way. What is $0,000,00 1 Only $40t,000 a
year. What is tbat? It is a mighty large sum. But we
have talked about millions aid hundreds of millions; we
have run up our debt to hundreds of millons, and we are
losing all idea of the extent of these vast sumo. Io there
any limit to our ability? Is it neoessary, in order to be
patriotic, loyal and great, to burden ourselves, for all future
time, with debt ? Patriotiam i Whenever hon. gentlemen
want to cover up an extravagant bargain and get the
people to sanction it, then they resort to the cry of
patriotism. If you undertake to build a railway. and go
anywhere near the American frontier, then you are not
patriotic, then you want to be annexed. The idea bas been
to go on, build railroads as long and as expensive
as possible without any regard to thoir commercial value.
I do not want to carry out this absurd idea. It is not loyalty
and patriotism. It is flunkyism, is is toadyism, it is
Imperial toadyism, and we are getting it into the Dominion
just as fast as we can. I have great respect for British
institutions, but 1 do not think, whether the i ailroad is built
or not, it affects our loyalty and our patriotism. ] do not
like my country any better, when $200,00,400 in, debt,
than whern it is out of debt. I do not like British institutions
any botter, when we have a railroad running through our
country, or when we have not. This sentimentality, this
toadyism, is just what has brought us to the position in which
we are. It is my opinion that this groat undertaking is a
great mistake. I think a great injustice bas been done the
country in not giving them an opportunity to consider this
matter. The Conservative press have shown, if they were
not ashamed of the contract, a great reluctance to make it
known to the country. In my county there are two a rs,
both supporting the Government. 'lbey have publishe th
hon. the Minister of Railways' great speech, but they have
not yet published the contract. All the contracta the
people there had were the few that I sent down to them.
Wby did the Government keep back the contraet so long,
and now try to rush it through the House ? The object
is very transparent. They arc afraid the peoplo are opposed
to it. I am opposed to il, not because I would not
like to get rid of this undertaking and get it out of
the arena of politics if possible, but we cannot do
that under the terme and conditions of this contract. This
contract is important to the North-West upon which we have
spent se much money. W. have invested a great deal
of money in the North-West. Taking into account the
railways we are now constructing, the amount that this
contract compels us tu psy, the purchase of the North-West,
the Mounted Police, the rebellion in the North-West, anud
ail tbesedifficulties, the amount will reach 70or 80 millions of
dollars. The people of this country bave been taxed and their
money bas been employed in opening up and trying to do
something for the North-West. But ow Isay we ougbttoive
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the people time to consider this contract, which, if adopted
will affet the North-West in all the future. I believe that this
contract is calculated to retard the progress. of the North-
West materially, to prevent the North-West from making in
future years adequate return to the older Provinces whichb
have so generously contributed their money in order to
open up that country. Therefore, I think, we oughl
to have time to consider the question in reference to the besi
interests of the North-West. Without wishing to censure too
severely the gentlemenon the Governmentside,Imust say thai
they are only like myself, the representatives of the people,
that they have not the power of autocrate, that they are bore
to express the wishes of the people, and that they should
give the people time to look into this matter in order that
they may form a mature, fair, candid opinion upon it, and
that we may have the benefit of that opinion in discussing
and disposing of this great measure. I am a little amused at
the compliments which my hon. friends opposite are so ready
to heap upon the hon. meiber for Lambton. During the
five years in which he led the Government 1 did
not hear a compliment passed across ' the House
to him, though I presume he had then about as many
virtues and as much ability as he bas since. I suppose
he has grown wiser as he bas grown older, but I
never knew hon. gentlemen to be so generous with their
compliments and so magnanimous in their appreciation as
they are since he happons not now to be the leader of the
Opposition. No hon. gentleman in tbis flouse has a higher
opinion of the hon. member for Lambton than I, but I would
not insuit him with compliments so big that they would
choke an ordinary man. I believe that what they say is
true. I believe that the bon. member for Lambton is what
they say he is now. I do not believe that they ever had a
bad opinion of him. But with regard to the hon. leader of
the Opposition, they depreciate him in one breath and exalt
him in the next. They have their schemes formed and
mature, and they tell us that they are going to succeed in
England. They start for England as soon as the Bouse
adjournes, and on arriving there they find that an
extract from Mr. Blake's speech bas got there before th em, and
that it has more influence than tbeir Acts of Parliament,
than their whole delegation, than the ligh Commissioner,
and they come back and employ the time of the
country in telling the people that Mr. Blake's speech, by
hook or by crook got to England before them, and their mis-
sion is a failure. The hon. member for Queen's, (Prince
Edward Island), says that the hon. M inister of Railways went
to England, that his great speech of last year had got there,
that he had a great scheme and was sure to succeed, that he
met a gentleman there who was delighted with his speech,
and thought his scheme was one that would result in great
success; but that shortly after, an extract from Mr. Blake's
speech got there, and the man who was so satisfied that my
hon friend's arrangement would be successful, changed bis
mmd as soon as he road that speech, and my hon. friend
never saw him again, and the scheme resulted in a failure.
Well, my hon. fiiend's speeches are so important that they
had botter get him to make a speech on that side, and stay
at home themselves. I think this is a humiliating confession.
It is a confession he would not make if it were true. But in
all seriousness, I think the Government might, at least give
the country as much time as they possibly can afford for the
consideration of this important question. I do not think tho
interests of the Syndicate -are equal to the interets of this
whole Dominion, and the people who have to find the money
and the land oughtto have an opportunity to thoroughly
understand this matter. Besides, the people now know
what the Governmont were willing to do, which they did
fnot know before, therefore i think the subject ought tO be
commenced de novo, so that we might see whether the capi-
taliits of this oountry would noti make a botter.offer. For

Mr,. GriLuoa.

, these reasons, it is my opinion that the best interests of this
s country will be served by delaying this matter.

Mr. ROSS (lundas). I do not rise for the purpose of
prolonging tbis already long debate, but having in a forner
parliament taken an active part in this great enestion,
[ feel called. upon to justify my course and give tbe

t reasons for the vote I feel it my duty ,to record o týis

t occasion. When the Pacific Railway question was broqght
before this House in 1871, it was proposed to constructit as

t a Government work. I thon considered it so far beyond
the financial ability of a young country like this, iat
thought it would be acting against the best wishes of those
who sont me bere to give a vote in favor of that plan. I

t was thon opp;osed to the work, and now I am strongly in
favor of it; and as I desire, while a public man, to be
consistent, thore must b some reason for this change. I

t thon said to my hon. friends whom I was supporting, that
if they would adopt the American system of constructing and
running this railway by a private company, they would get
my support; and other gentlemen expressed the same
view. I also voted against the resolution to bring
British Columbia into the Union, and in this my
hon. friend from Monck (Mr. McCallum) joined me. A
resolution was afterwards introduced by the Government,
and accepted by the House, that this work should be per-
formed by a private company, and not by the Dominion
Government. But that was not sufficient for the Opposition.
The leader of the Quebec Liberal party noved to add the
words, "and not otherwise." Thongh that motion was not
carried it bound that party to that policy. We all know that
a ompany (8ir Hugh Alan's) was chartered for the purpose
of constructing the railway upon the plan agreed upon by
Parliament; but it collapsed. When my hon. friend from
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) was called upon, in 1873, to
assume the responsibility of carrying on the Government of
this country, with the confidence I had in him as a practical
man, a man of strong common sense and great
ability, I believed he would strictly cu-rry out
what he promised when in Opposition. But I was dis-
appointed. After committing himself to carry out this
work by a private company and not otherwise, he declared, in
a speech delivered by him after he became leader of the
Government, that he believed that was all wrong, and that
the Government of the country was the proper body to carry
on the work, as he would thereby save to the country the
profit that would otherwise go into the pockets of contractors.
I believe the hon. gentleman made a great mistake by so act-
ing, In this case we had another illustration of punishiment
always following error. The member for West Durhaid
should guard against political mistakes. He may be called7
upon to take a different position in 1883. The new Syndicate,
foreshadowed, may be more a Syndicate for 1883 than 1681.
If the Opposition want power, and also to retain it, tbey
must adhere to the principles they enunciate out of office.
We all know the result ofthe working of this scheme by the
Government. I have felt it my duty to say sinee my election
to this Bouse that it would be botter, rather than carry
out this scheme as a Government work, to let British
Columbia go, and remain out of the Union tilt we
were able, finaneially, probably with English aid, in order
to the building up of a great power, to proceed with it-that
till thon we should stop all extravagant expenditure in the
North-West, and avoid heavy claims for interest or principle.
1, therefore, thought it honest to say I could not and would not
support such a policy. That policy is changed, and I am
glad of it. I approve of the plan, because it is mo.e
in accordance with the principles first advocated, namely,
construction by a private company, with reasonable land
grants and money subsidies. I said that I would heartily aup-
pt such a scheme and company whtich we now have got. I.

ieve it isour dutya canadians to complete thi"agreat
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work- the scheme of Confederation-by securing a road
whol1y through Canadian territory. I am sorry to see we
are not nore unannnous in the Bouse on the subject. In a
sense the ha1"-inmay be considered rather extravagant.
Buthmsitnoet en stated in and out of the House that we
want that country settled, which we can only have by
secring a great inlet and outlet ? Is the land very valuable?
If s0, I am glad we have reached a more hopeful mood
and prospect in this connection. We have discovered our
ability to construct thisroad without increasing the burdens
of the people, as contemplated by the first scheme. One of
the strongest points in favor of the bargain is, that sone of
the members of the Syndicate are owners of the railway in
the United States, lying adjacent to our North-West.
Instead of apprehending injury from this state of things, I
think it will amount, in a business and commercial sense, to
the annexation of so much of the United States to our coun-
try. 'Every interest points to it. It is most important wo
should have the road, no matter what the cost. If necessary
at some time to have another outlet from the North-West,
for commercial purposes, commercial considerations will
furnish it. We have, however, first to complete what we
undertook, honestly and honorably, and lot the results
follow. I believe the Premier, the Minister of Rail-
ways and the Minister of Agriculture have, in this
matter, done their duty to the country faithfully, and
in a way they considered in the public interest. Whether
the bargain looks extravagant or not matters little so long
as we have the ability to construct the work without
increasing the taxation. The Government are entitled
to thanks for their action, and I have assurances from
both parties in my constituency that their action is
approved of. i, therefore, feel it both a pleasure and duty
to support this scheme. I must, however, add my opinion
that the omission of the word "forever " from the 16th
clause -would be an improvement. This would remove
much dissatisfaction with the scheme on account of that
word. I think the Syndicate ought to voluntarily expunge
that word. If the country be as good as I believe it will
prove to be, and this railway proves a great success, they
ought not to ask a standing or position different from their
fellow-citizens, but should consent that taxation for the sup-
port of the country should rest equally on e ery man's
shoulders, no matter what his position. I am sti ongly of the
opinion that there should be no exemption from taxation in
a country like ours. .I think that one man should bear
equally with another the burdens of our country, and I
think the contract is objectionable in the exemptions which
it provides. I do not say I cannot support it, but I only
ask what is just and fair, and i think both the contracting
parties for the sake of Canada should see that that word is
obliterated from the contract.

Mr.PATERSON (Brant). I think the First Minister will
have seen by this time how factious and obstructive bis motion
is, and will consent to withdraw it, so that we may proceed
with the business of the louse, but if he does not consent it
will be absolutely necessary to offer another reason or two
why his motion should not pass. There are several points
upon which I think it is desirable that certain members
should be allowed time for consideration. Last night one
speaker on this side of the House raised the objection that
there really was no resolution or Act of Parliament of this
House -directing the Ministry to enter into the contract.
That, on the contrary, we are flying in the face of an Act of
Parliament. The hon. Minister of Railways, in the absence
of the First Minister, was asked by what authority he made
the bargain. I think that is a question of vital moment at
the present tine. We want to know whether the document
on the Table we are now considering has come before us in a
righlt and legitimate manner. When the Minister of Rail-
*ays was aked under what Act he consummated the
contract, he said under the Act -of 1872; but he was told

that that Act was repealed. Ne then mentioned one or two
other Acts, and when h. was told that they were in direct
conflict with this contract he was unableIo say anything
more. I think hon. members will agree with me that it is
an absolute necessity that time enough sbould be given
the M inister of Railways to hant up the Statute
or resolution under which he entered into this
contract. The First Minister says that the reason why
he aske us to go on with this business, to the exclusion
of other business, is that this Company may be in a position
to get out their ties. The hon. gentleman has forgotten a
remark he made in one of hi@ speeches, but I have not
forgotten, because I read the hon. gentleman's speeches,
because I like what he says, though I do not always believe
it to be true. lie told us that he made a bargain in the
interest of the country, and that the Syndicate was so
persuaded that it was in the interest of the country and not
in their own, that they were willing to enter upon the
work at once, expend roney by the million, and trust to
Parliament to ratify the contract. There really is no reason
why we should detinitely consent to the contract in order to
enable the Syndicate to take out a few ties. I could under-
stand why there should be a necessity to go on if, perad-
venture by our delay, we were endangering the interests of
the country. But 1 have only to remind the First Minister
and those of his supporters who may have some misgivings
on this point, that we are running no risks whatever; that
if the Syndicate should get angry with us and throw up the
whole bargain, the country will not be irretrievably runed,
because I have the authority of the First Minister, and the
Minister of Railways, speaking only nine months ago in
this Chamber, that we could ourselves build and own theroad,
and have $20,000,000 in poeket beside. The First Minister told
us nine months ago that, in ten years, he would have
$69,000,000 in the Public Treasury, out of the sale of the
lands. The hon. the Minister of Railways said that it would
only cost $ ,000,000 to build those portions of the railway
which the Syndicale is to build, so that we could do ail their
work and have 820,000,000 cash besides. And, I think the
Syndicate have convinced the hon. gentleman, judging by a
remark he made, that they were willing to go on and
construct the work. What would they lose If they were to
throw up the contract? Perhaps it would not be much.
Perhaps they are willing to throw it up, because, if we take
the estimate of the land, as given by the hon. the Firat
Minister nine months ago, they are only to get $100,000,000
to do the work which would cost $4,,000,000. Now, if thèse
gentlemen have only a trifling profit of $52,000,000, really
we can quite understand why they should b. careless
whether or not they should proceed with the work. The
matter looks ridiculous. I think the hon. the First Minister
should not have proceeded in the way he has proceeded,
because he made the initial mistake of keeping back from
the Canadian people that h. was prepared to receive offers
frome capitalists for the construction of portions of the
railway. I think he will see it to be his duty, instead of
still more closely shutting the door, to allow a remedy for
the evii he has done. I am not in a position to say if other
offers would come in or not. I am simply in the position
of the First Minister or any other hon. member who reads
the newspapers, and we know that since it was made public
that the Government was willing to enter into contracts
for the construction of portions of this road capitalists
were only too ready to snatch at the opportunity.
We know, if public prints are to be believed, hat so.me of
the best monied men in this country are ready at a
moment's notice to step in with an offer to constract this
road with a saving of tens of millions of money to the
people of this country, wiping out tho exemption and the
monopoly clauses.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Bave they made a money depo-
sit.
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Mr. PATERSON. Sowearetold. Iamroeciting whatthe
new8papers tell us.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. H-Iear, hear.
Mr. PATERSON. The hon. the First Mister utters au

ironieal "hear, hear." They might not be ablo to do it;
but still, there are reports in newspapers that fifteen or
twenty excellent names, as far as financial ability is on
cerned, are upon paper, waitiig to build the road. and it
certainly behoves the Government not to press this matteT
forward. It behoves them as custodians of the interests of
the Canadian people,as guardians of the eountry's weal, and
of the country's rights to give every opportunity to Canadian
capitalists, and other capitalists for that matter, to tender for
this wor'<. They cannot constitutionally, they cannot
legatly, proceed in any ether direction. There is an Act'in
force on the Statute-book that enables the Government to
invite tenders for the construction ofthis work, and it im
their duty, and that is the course that should have been pur-
sued, and if they had done so they would have fourd all theé
capital required and the work would have gone on.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Would it be legal for the Govern-
ment to sccept the tender of the new Syndicate ?

Mr. PATEPRSON. I suppose it would be quite as legal
to accept one as the other. 1 .suppose it would -have been
perfectly legal to have accepted the tender of the new Syn-
dicate if the Government had done what it was their plain
duty to have done, viz. : invited tenders, and the tender of the
new Syndicate would have come in as a consequence. But we
are at this point-and thatisthe point we should insist upon
-we want authority to enter into that contract. If there is
no authority, then Parliament has a perfect right-more than,
that itis the duty of Parliament-to cast it aside, aud we can
then proceed in a legal manner to ask for tenders, if we want
the work to be constructed in that way. It .has been thrown
«t us that, simply because we object to the motion introduced
to-day by the hon. the First Minister, a charge of factious-
ness will lay against us. I think in a rather heated moment
the hon. gentleman made that statement. He would not now
insist upon it-he cannot do it. The motion so introduced
has been used by many of his followers and supporters
tu give their views on this-question. If we were disposed
to be factious in regard to this matter, the Committee need,
not have risen last night, nor for three months. We are.but
a miserable body in numbers, misorable in intellect from
the point of view of some hon. gentlemen ; but,
few as we are in numbers, shrivelled as, in their
estimation, we are in intellect, the First Minister
is cognizant of this fact, that the House, being once
in Committee on the resolutions, which gave every hon,
member the right to speak on them as often as ho pleased,
we, though few in numbers, and miserable and shrivelled in
intellect though we might be, miight have kept the louse
in Committee for three months. If it had been necessary,
we might have kept the House in Committee until the
parliamentary life of hon, gentlemen opposite terminated,,
and they had to go before the people, whose opinion they
foared. There is no desire to do that. The lon. Firat
Minister did not contemplate doing any arbitrary aet
at an early hour this morning. He gave notice of a
motion for Monday, that the discussion on the railway
question shall proceed, day by day, and a charge,
of factiousnes did not lie against the position.>
When the arrangement was made with the ho. Miniater of
Railways, with respect to the resolutions passing tihroggh
Committee on a certain night, it was done by conference
with the leader of the Opposition who,, Ibelieve, leftbis
place, in order to expedite business, crossed the Housa*n&
consulted with the Minister of liailways. It woukt have,
only been proper that the same act of courtesy îhould hava
been returned by the First Minister wken he proposed to
fiake the change and ask the louse at once to proceed with

Mr. KIRKPATaieK.

e the railway-resolutions. But the hon. gentleman aprung it
on the House, and when the member for West hiham,
speaking;on behalf of private members, who had important
business on the paper, eideavored to- maixtain their rights
to have this one day, he was met with the charge of the
airst Minister, that we shall have to stand the consequences
and that some action will be necessary, because we- are
following the course of the Obstructioniats in the Imperial

r Parliament. No one can believe that. Lut what we say is
this: having got so far in the consideration of this subject,
the Opposition giving all the aid they could possibly
do, the Government should not proe their measure any
faster, especially in the light of the revelations made in the
public press that if time were given, a short time at that,
any number of capitalists would.agree to do what the present
contractors have agreed to do, and to carry out the work for
much less money and a much less land grant, and also without
the objectionable clauses in the present contract. We hav.been
told there is no sentiment and feeling in the country against
the proposed Syndicate agreement. We.have been pointed
to meetings held; we have begn told that if the leader of the
Opposition had met the Minister of Railways on the public
platform, the hon-, member for West Durham would have
been utterly routed and discomfited. It is a difficult matter
for some of us to believe that, when we see the leader of the
Opposition battling with the Minister of Railways and other
Ministers, supported by a vast majority of the members of
this House ready to do bis bidding and record his wishes,
and when we see the hon. member for West Durham not
afraid to maintain his views and express opinions
adverse to those held by the Minister of Railways-
I venture to say if the hon. gentleman with a small following
is not afraid to fight the Ministerial body, led by able leaders,
none will believe the charge preferred against him, that ho
is afraid to meet on a public platform any of the hon.
gentlemen whom he meets here. I grantthat when the hon.
member for East York (Mr. Boultbee) says that in the
Toronto meeting the leader of the Opposition dared not
meet him, there may be some truth in it. But th.at is not a
fair comparison. We can well understand that the leader of
the Opposition would shrink from meeting a gentleman of
the legal knowledge and the tremendous power of argument
possessed by the hon. member for East York; but it does not
follow that the leader of the Opposition would not dare to
meet the M inister of Railways in fair and open discussion.
The M inister of Railways certainly cannot say thon any
one has been afraid to meet him. We have had meetings
in all parts of the country, attended by both Conservatives
and Reformers, and what bas been the testimony ? The
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White), speaking through
the columns of bis paper with reference to the Montreal
meeting, that has been described as a packed meeting, says
that one-half of the meeting, if not more, were Conservatives.
Where then was the packing ? If there was admission
by tickets, it must have been for some other
reason than to pack it, and yet resolutions were
carried there. Then we are told by the hon.
member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Ryan) that the
resolutions passed by the Montreal Cora Exchange is
entirely devoid of significance. Well, we are hardly able
to understand that. We have been accustomed in my part of
the country to regard the Montreal Corn Exchange as au
influential body of men, a body as well versed in mercantile
niatters, and in political. and in national affaire, as it would be
possible toeselect anywhere in this Dominion, We considered
that a resolution adopted by these gentlemen should have
.someweight. But the memaber for Montreal Centre tells us
i was&very uail meeting. The resolution, hesaya, was
only «ar.ied by a majority of 42 to 2î, out of 40J memnberS

longing to that boy. The hon gentleman dwelt upon
thefact-that there were only5of amao*ty ont of 67
present, and that consequently the expression was not worth
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much. Well, Sir, if the hon, gentleman will enter into a
slight calculation he will find that ifyou can get a majority
of 15 out of67, if the whole 400 had beenthere in the same
propirk-onthe majority would have been 87. If this meet
ing had een called to discuss the Pacifie Railway Syndicate,
if the chairman had been in league with the Opposition, then

-smehiung mîght have been said. But what was the reason o
theaheing of the Corn Exchange. You can read an account
ofitin the Montreal papers. It was tho annual meeting of
the, Corn Exchange, the meeting that wilL always brin8
together the largest number of men; and after they had
discussed all other matters pertainingto thoir interests,they
entered upon the consideration of this Syndicate contract.
And one of those gentlemen said that he was so
much alarmed at the monopoly clause that he could not
feeljustified if ho did not present a resolution condemning
that clause, and calling upon the Ministry to have it taken
out of the contract. He further stated that the price of
wheat to-day in the North-West is worth 15 cents a bushel les
than it is in the neighboring State of Dakota; and why ?
Bocause our wheat can only get out over the lino controlled
by the men who compose the Syndicate, and to whom the
Government desire tn hand over our Canadian North-West.
le said that that was a serious state of affairs that no com-
mercial man, that io patriot who cared for bis country,
could eit still and sce it continued. Thereforo it was that
he moved this resolution:

<1 That in the opinion of this Association the contract between the
Government of Canada and the Pacific Railway Syndicate should not be
ratifed uniess amended in several important particulars, especially in that
which gives the right of constructing railroads and the monopoly of the
carrying trade of the North-West for 20 years."

Hon. gentlemen tell us that the country is not aroused;
that petitions have not come in here to the extent they
should have come; that public opinion has not been found
responding to the cry of alarm with which that contract
has been greeted. Who is it that scorne public opinion?
Why should we be condemned because we called meetings
in our own counties to ascertain the sentiments of the
people? Where are the Conservative members who callod
their constituents together, in order to ascertain their
opinion ? Is it anything to the discredit of Reformers that
they have taken the opinion of their constituents on this
question, or to the credit of Conservativos, that they have not
aseertained the opinion of their constituents ? I was under
the impression that the hon. member for North Renfrew
was an exception, and that he was entitled to great credit
for bolduess, in that he discharged his duty of calling his
constituents together in order to ascertain their views.
But I was rather surprised and sorry to bear, on his own
account, that to him was not due the credit of that meeting,
and that his political opponent had called it, and that he
only attended it bocause he was forced to do so in seLf-
defence. If the public opinion of this country is in lavor of
this contract, why was not every Conservative member
found seeking to elicit that opinion? Not one
petition has been laid on the Table of this House
praying the Government to construct this work in the
manner in which they propose to do it, but there have been
dozens of petitions with thousands of names, that might
have been swelled to hundredsof thousands, against the
proposed Syndicate contract. I sit beside an astute man, a
wise man, who, when he speaks knows whereof he speaké-
I refer to the hon. member for the County of Ottawa (Mr.
Wright)-what -was his plaintive moan in. the House last
night ? That if this con tract goes through the Consorvative
party is doomed, political death is theirs. But tbey ari
willing to sacrifice themselves for the sake of the loyalty
they bear to their chief. If that hon. gentleman spoke the
truth, are we not doing a kindness to gentlemen opposite
when we endeavor to save then from the impending doom
that is coming upon them'if they pass this contract7 Shair

86

a we b cbarged with Fctiousness because we are endeavoreng
rto do that? Itdoes.notlie in the month of hon.gentemen

opposite to make that charge. All we ask is that ther
- shal ber ample time given to Canadian capitaliste to tender

for the conatruction of this work. We oughe not to appeai
l in vain to the men who made "anada for the
f Canadians" their battle cry in 1868, when. we ask

them to cast aside their American-orman Syndicate
f and give to Canadian capitalists an opportunity of con-

structing this great national highway so that it may be run
and maintained in the interests of Canada. The Government
however, east aside the offer of capitaliste and are now en-
deavoring to chôke off any possibility of an offer on the
part of these member, and -forcing us to pass the contract
entered into with certain gentlemen whose interest lie in
the United States almost exc)usivoly, and who, we have the
greatest reason to fear, are seeking as one of the advantages
to be derived from getting this contract the means of
further enriching their Arnerican fines. If the First Minister
said what was true that this Syndicat. were ready to go on
and build this work and take h risk of Parliament ratify-
ing it, why the necessity then of going any faster than
required to give ample time to the people of the country to
understand this contract ? If the worst comes to the worst
and you say that if the contract is not ratified at once it can-
not be completed. No member need hesitate on that point if
what the First Minister said nine months ago was true; and
who will say it was not true. If what the hon. Minister of
Railways said nino months ago was true, we can, should
this contract fail through, go on and construct the road as a
Governmont work, as h have said before, without costing
us one cent, but put $20,000,000 into the Trea-
sury, and leave us a railway which wili not only be run with-
out loss, but pay interest on the cost of construction. There
is no reason for this hpste. When we look to the circum.
stances, when we see that everything is to be gained, and
nothing possible to be lost by delay, we must conclude, if
the Government force a vote on these resolutionq, that they
have a sinister purpose in view, and that this work in its
nature will not bear light. I would say that this motion is
extremly factious, that the Government are retarding the
legitimate business of the House, that they are injuring
public interest, by precluding the possibility of offers being
made, which will save this Company millions of dollars in
capital and interest, and I would ask thom to withdraw
this resolution. I would ask the members of this Hlouse to
speak out frankly,and claim delay of another day or two, and
I have reason to believe every member who takes that
course will find bis justification and reward in the saving
of millions of dollars to this country.

Mr. CASGRA[N. Mr. Speaker, I cannot allow the ques-
tion now before the House to pass without saying a few
words. When the iniquity that is in this contract is dis-
covered, I say that is time enough to judge of it, and I say
that it je an illegal act added to the illegal acte committed
since the Pacifie Railway has been a part of the policy of
the present Government. This Pacifie Railway has been
since the beginning, and will be to the end, an apple of
discord. We did not wish, on this side of the House, to
recriminate in the leaet. So far, we have abstained from
alluding to what the hon. Minister of Railways called penal
subjection. For my part, I do not want to submit to what
I consider an abuse of the power and the pressure that the
Government is trying to brng to bear upon the Opposition.
I hold that we have the right to diseuss this question at
length. We have discussed it in the most parliamentary
manner possible on this side of the Honse; we cannot be
accused of having made a single speech to gain time, and
now gentlemen on the, other side seek to take ns by the
throat, aseit were, and force us to rush through theL dscus-
Sion as rapidly as possible. Well, that system cannot
prevail. It may be impoed upon us, but we have the right
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to opose it, and, for my part, I will oppose it with all my
migt to the end. The hon. member for Frontenac (Mr.

i£ patrick) has raised a question of law; he asked
whether it was legal to admit a new contract, whcn the
Government was already bound, and in asking the ques-
tion he answered it. I am also going to give my opinion
upon this matter. I consider that this contract, if it is
placed in the hands of the Government, will be quite as
good, if it is approved and ratified, as the one now
submitted; one is not more legal than the other, but
if one is legal the othen must be also. The contract
now before the fouse, being in contravention of a Statute,
is absolutely null and void, and the legal consequence is
that the present contract will not hold -good before the
ordinary courts of law. Now, Mr. Speaker, since gentlemen
opposite seek to completely invert the order of the business
of the House, I say that I am interested in maintaining the
Order paper as it now is. I have before the flouse a Bill to
better prevent fraud with respect to expenditure of public
moncys. This Billh bas a direct bearingon the question now
discussed, and will materially affect the contract now before
the House, and will have considerable influence on the
personnel of the Syndicate. When I have the opportuniity of
bringing this Bill before the House, I shall explain the
different clauses affecting the present contract, and that
will prevent the renewal of certain subscriptions to a gencral
election fund.

Mr. DESJARDINS. Mr. Speaker, I raise a question of
order. The subject that the hon. member for L'Islet is now
speaking of does not in any way relate to the motion now
made by the hon. leader of the Government.

Mr. CASGRA IN. I shall answer the question of order.
The subject I am now speaking of is the question under
discussion at the present moment, and it is important that
this Bill should pass before the dcbate on the main motion
is continued. We have an interest in its coming in the first
place, and the reason I have to give is that we must prevent
a great number of abuses that are likely to grow out of the
present contract. The Syndicate has powers so enormous
that it is not the Government we have before us that governs
the country, but the Syndicate that ruies the Government;
and the reason given by the Prime Minister is that the
Syndicate want to get out ties for the road. That is convincing
proof that the Government do not enjoy that freedom which
they should enjoy to pass this contract. A more wish on
the part of the Syndicate compels them to force the
Opposition to remain here, and to sit at undue hours, as it
were. I cannot submit without warning my country of
what I have before my eyes. This state of th ings appears to
me so extraordinary that I am glad to be able to put on
record the declaration that the Government is compelled by
the Syndicate to push on this measure. Minisiers see in
the new contract a sword of Damocles hanging over their
heads threatening to prevent them from cai rying through
the contract they want to carry through. Well, why urge'
us in this way to adopt this contract, conceivod in darkness
and hidden in profound obseurity till the last minute, this
contract with which the public has been guled until it was
put before this 'House ; of which the seconder of the Address
was himself ignorant, so much so that he admitted that it
was not at all the one the Govern ment had proposed. There
is somothing rotten in Denmark. I maintain that the
Government have not the right thus to cast suspicions on'
themselves, for our sakes as well as for their friends' sakes.
Like the wife of the Roman, they should be above suspicion. a
I maintain that this condcet on the part of the Government
is unworthy, and the people of this Dominion -wjll a
necessarily ee in this contract some iniquity, because they a
wili not be able to understand why the Government proceeds t
thus in darkness and prevents light from being thrown on 1
the subject. This deed of darkness will have its effect; and 0

Mr. CAsaRAiN.

Ican say in all sincerity and in ail truth that this is the
most unmietakable proof of the weakness .of the Govern-
ment's cause. The hon. member for Portneuf -(I. Talleé),
with the skill of a lawyer, has arguments cut and dried; his
pockets are full of them ; now he takes one from his right
baud pocket,, now one from the left hand, according to his
requirements. ie stated that at a meeting held at Quebec
by the Liberals, resolutions had been passed by people
that were entirely ignorant of the contract, whilst his
friends on the other side of the louse maintain strenuously
that the whole country is acquainted with the contract. In
presence of such arguments whom are we to believe ? Ie it
the member for Portneuf of yesterday, or the member for
Portneuf of to-day. When we see our opponents thus con-
tradict one another, what are *e to conclude,?

Mr. LANDRY. Nothing at all.
Mr. CASGRAIN. True enough, nothing at all, as my

hon. friend on the other side says. Well, I say that the
Government gives no reason whatever for urging the passing
of this contract; they only give a rmere desire on the part of
the contractors to secure railway ties, and I say that this
reason is absolutely futile, entirely illusory, and there is no
sensible man who would pay any attetion to it. But there
must be some kind of a reason, and this reason, it is painful
for me to mention it, but I am obliged to do so, for it is in
the people's mind. My intention is not to wound any one,
but Isay that the example of the past should be a warning
for the future. What has happened with respect to this
same Pacifie Railway may well happen again. I say that
the people, in spite of themselves, and with the best possible
intentions, cannot but suspect there is something ilI-omened,
something sinister in the conduct of .the Government sinco
the 9th of December, 1880. I say that it is useless for these
gentlemen to try to dispel this cloud from the publie mind ;
they will only be able to do so with great difficlilty. They
will not redeem themselves, as they did in 1878. I do not
say that the same things will be repeated, but that they open
the door to legitimate suspicion, and that in the interest of
the country,. in the interest of our public men, in the interest
of the independent and honest men of the country, we have
the right to protest; we are justified in asking that the
Government should be above suspicion. Gentlemen, why
do you not follow the motto of one of your colleagues who is
no more: Franc et sans dol. I do not mean to say that he
always followed it himself; he committed faults like others,
and if-hon. gentlemen who interrupt me want to compel me
to mention them I will do so. Mr. Speaker, there was in this
country a man who had shone, in his day, with great splendor,
who was a remarkable political personage. The first part of
his career was not as fortunate as the middle part, but per-
haps more fortunate than the latter part. Nevertheless, to
begin his career he found nothing better to do than to take
part in what is called a little revolutionary movement.

Mr. VALLÉE. I call the hon. mermber to order, for lie
is entirely outside of the point a issue. The hon. member
for the county of L'Islet is referring to a revolutionary
movement which took place in this country. -This has no
connection whatever with the question before the House..-

Mr. SPEAKER. I do not see how the hon. member for
L'Islet can eonnect the revolution of 1837 with the question
now before the House, and I declare the hon. member out
oforder.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Sir, I bow to your good judgment,
and I will state as a justification for what I was going to
say, that hon. gentlenen provoked me to say things that
are probably not agreeable to these gentlemen, nor agree-
able for me, in order to prevent me -from speaking. But
he opportunity will be afforded me perhaps before .this
House in Committee of the Whole of giving them a sample.
of what they want to know.
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fr.]LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, in rising to reply to the

hon. member for L'Islet (&r. Casgrain), I must remark that
for a long time past people were enquiring what bad become
ofthe leader of the Liberal party in the Province of Quebec;
for a long time past people were wondering what had be-
come of this star.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask permission to be
heard on a question of order.

1Mr. SPEAKER. Theb on. member for L'Islet bas' the
right'o b. heard on a question of order.

Mr. CASGRAiN. I want to explain why I loft my seat.
I left it merely to get a glass of water; I had asked a little
page to bring me one, and as ho delayed, I wont and got it
myself. No one will say that I left my seat when I only
went to get some water.

Mr. LANDRY. The hon. gentleman admits that ho left
bis seat to get some water.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I have the right to speak from no
matter what part of the louse. I have even the right to
speak from the gallery if I chose.

Mr. SPEAKER. No. If the bon. member will allow
me, I will read the rule:

"Any jnember wishing to speak, must do so from his seat, and address,
uncovered, the Speaker."

The hon. member, baving left bis seat, bas lost the floor.
Mr. LANDRY. For some time past, people were

anxiously enquiring what had become of the hon. member
for L'Islet; for some time past, people were anxious to
discover what had become of that star, I do not say of the
first magnitude, but, at any-rate, that star that shone so
resplendent in the Liberal heavens. The important ques-
tions of the country have been discassed, and the hon.
member's lips have remained as silent as the grave. In
Quebec, Sir, there has been held one of those mass meet-
ings which the Liberal party conjured up in different parts
of the country, and what did the hon. member for L'Islet
(Mr. Casgrain) do there? fie came forward, as he
does to-day, as the leader of his party, and this
assumption on his part was sufficient to empty the hall of
three-fourths of those who had come. Upon seeing the
disastrous result of bis utterances to the public, the
speaker changed his tactics. He closed bis lips. but grssped
bis valiant pen, and-oh wonderful production !-he brought
forth that precious manifesto which is a glory that is to
eclipse all other glories and illuminate even the bed of the
River St. Lawrence. He brings forth this manifesto whilst
we thought ho was resting, whilst we imagined that he was
absorbed by is studios and that, similar to an anchorite,
ho was praying beaven from the depths of his soul to
preserve its people. He brought forth in the sweat of
labor, and such a sweat !-that child, that simple shoot that
was being distributed, it is true, by thousands throughont
the country. Here, Sir, is the child of his patriotic pains;
I hold it in my hand. What name shall be given to it ?
It is not yet known who is the good woman who is to carry
it to the baptismal font; it is not yet known who is to be
the godfather of this, I won't say scientißic, but at any rate
natural document. Here, Sir, is the child of his pains. Soe
the joy of that fatherhood which to-day shows itself to the
House in a document that cannot be enough approciated.
El speaks to the frec and independeat electors of the county
of L'Islet: "You remember," he says, "the Pacifie contract
with SirEHugh Allan"-perhaps they do not remember it, but it
is a polite fushion oftelling them that they ought to remember
it-"well,here is a new contract made by the same Ministers."
Whît says the hon. President of the Council to this; what
the hon. Minister of Mifitia, neither of whom were at that
time in the Cabinet; but whom the hon. member includes
in the same perfidious accusation ? "I at once caused

it to be distributed às much as I could in the county, so
that the'people Might become acquainted with it." Lot us
admire the paternal solicitude of the hon. member for
L'Islet, who circulates thousands of speimens of hie child
in thecounty of L'IsletIl " And,". ho goam (uto say, "I
have caused it to be largely circulat, so that the whole
population, not only that of the county of L'Ialet, but the
whole population should become acquainted with it ".It is
time to say with the French pok.,

"Cieux, écoutes a voix, Terre prête l'oreille.
Ne dis plus, O LIsblet, que ton membre sommeille#
Conservateurs fuyel P. Caagrain se réveille."

I will not, Sir, take up overything which the hon. mem-
ber for L'Islet has just said in his speech. lie made a
pitifully woak speech yesterday, but to-day ho seome to
bave mustered some strength. Whence, must I ask, bas he
derivod this seeming new vigor to-night ? las he returned
from a dinner party? las he met some illustrious person?
Whonce did ho get bis stimulus? Has ho-met on his
road the child to which ho las just givon birth? Has ho
derived fron bis paternal caresses a strength which ho had
not yesterday ? To use bis own expression, "there is some-
thing more behrnd." Wel!, Sir, I cannot help expressing
my unbounded admiration for the poignant grief which he
brings even into this House. His first words are these:
"These men tako me by the throat, to stab me in the
back." What a picture, Sir, is that of a man who takes
his adversary by the throat to stab him in the back! With
so lively an imagination, with talents so well known and
niade such good use of, I must, in all sincerity, admit that
the Liberai party did well to call the hon. member for
L'Islet to the rescue. When a battle commenoes, the
vanguard commences fire; but there comes a time when
the general calls up fresh troops, and those troops break
through the enemy's ranks; thus, Sir, did we call the
bon. member for L'Islet to the rescue; ho came and
brandished bis dagger, shouldered his musket, lie did
more, ho found adversaries who took him by the throat,
whilst at the same time they stabbed him in the back.
Another discovery made by the hon. mombor for L'Islet, is,
lie pretends that lie lias on the Orders of the Day a motion,
the gentlest, the prettiest, the most patornal of motions, and
that had the hon. Premier not brought in a fallacious
amendment, ho, the membor for L'Islet could have exhibited
the noble Bill whicl ho also brought forth perhaps previous
to the time when lie took the opportunity of sonding forth
lis manifesto to bis electors. But, Sir, he forgot one thing,
and ho would not have made such a mistake if he had looked
over the various paragraplis entered on the Orders of the
Day; he forgot that he was related to his Bill five degrees
removed, because bis Bill is No. 5 on the Orders of the Day;
and even had not the lion. leader of the Government pre-
sented his amendment, the hon. member for L'Islet would
not have had the chance of bringing forward first the Bill
about which he talks so much to-day. And what has he to
say about bis proposed Bill? He says that he framed it
with the sole object of protecting the people against men
who extorted considerable sums of money in 187-. He says
that ho framed it to secure the people against certain sub-
seriptions that were made towards election funds. Sir, the
hon. member should ho the last to complain of subsecriptions
made towards election funds. He knows himself that in
1872, when lie abandoned a lucrative situation in Quebec and
solicited the votes of the electors of L'Islet, ho only did se
and could only do so because lie depended on a certain
eloction fund. I have seen the bon. member come on a
certain day to oppose me in the county Qf Montmagny, and
the only trace he loft of his visit to my county was a promse
of corruption, that of offering $30 to an elector to socure.his
adherence to the Liberal party. And to-day, the hon.
member holds over our heads that famous sword of
Damocles which lie is so fond of invoking, and which ho
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likes to keep suspended over the heade of the Ministry. Last
night the hon. member revelled in another dgure of speech;
it was no longer the sword that was suspended over our
head, but ho asked for the lantern of Diogenes to look into
our consciences and find there, what ?-those convictions
which scien'ce lacks. The member for L'Islet adds that the
present contract bas been conceived in the dark, that it is
not desirable to show it in broad daylight. If the hon.
member would only iemo, I will not say the bandage
from his eyes, but thc spectacles which he generally puts
on, when hq wisbes to examine something closely, -he
would see that the contract was not conceived - in the dark.
But, Sir, had even this contract been conceived in the dark,
there would be nothing extraordinary in this conception, and
the hon. member for L'Islet should be the first to find that
this was the most natural of conceptions, if ho considers that
ho and his party have seattered broadcast the densest dark-
ness; it is probable for that, instead of treating the
question seriously, lnstead of looking at it in its true aspect
and of sayingwhy ho wisbes to register bis vote against the
measure, ho bas incidentally attacked the bon. inember for
Portneuf (Mir. Vallée), saying with regard to him-I do not
remember bis expressions exactly, but the subject was about
" the arguments ho kept inL is pocket," and these expressions
remind me of the proverbe "thebarrel always smells of its
contents." After having heard all the speeches of the hon.
member for L'Islet, and especially that one of last night and
that of to-day, we are still in the dark as to why the hon.
gentleman really intends voting against the contract. Really,
Sir, I agree with him on that point; I cannot find any, and
ho has no doubt been unable to give us One, as none existed.
If you will, Sir, excuse this somewhat rapid digression, I
can explain why the bon. member is so prodigal of himself
The hon. member for L'Islet was called upon to speakat that
famous meeting held in Quebec, where the Liberal party
tried to get the public to condemn the Pacifie contract.
What did the hon. member say? If the chronicles are con-
sulted, one does not find any of the reasons that the hon.
member may have adduced. The other day, L'Electeur, the
accredited organ of the Liberal party in Quebec, gave an ac-
count of the meeting, and 1 do not know wby, but it did not-
even mention that the inn. member had spoken. And when
the hon. member fôr Bellechasse (Mr. LaRue) rose the other
day and pronounced inthis House the eulo 'um of the leader
ofthe Liberal party in the Province of Que c cmmitted
the same omission, and whilst lauding the talents of the hon.;
member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) and those of the bon.
Senator Pelletier, ho quite forgot the hon. member for
L'Islet. With the French pget 1 enquire:

"Comment en un vil plomb l'or pur s'est-l changé 1
Quel est dans ce saint lieu ce pontifeB égorgé ?'"

It is for that that the hon. nmember tries to-day to make good
the failings ofhis own friends; and although %he emphatically
declares that it is not his intention to speak against time,
neverthelesis bis speech amounts to that. Why did the hon.

literary and political genius. Just now, Sir, I did nôtfrve
you all the qualities of the child of the hon. member for
I/islet. I did not tell you that at its birth it had124 teeth.
Yes, Sir, it bas 13 upper and 1l lower teeth. This i perhaps
an anemaly, but at any rate it is the fault of the hon. member
for L'Islet. If one looks through this document, which ho
has given to the public, and which, in bis humble opinion,
is destined to produce a torrent thait will sweep away the
Conservative Governiment, there is no doubt that one seS -at
once that he has forgotten to read the contract before him,;
and on simply reading the twenty-four reasons that he gives
to explain his vote, one finds that ho has not the firet notion
of the subject that he wishes to treat. is twenty-four
reasons might have been summed up in one, -and the hon.
member might simply have said : " I vote against the
contract because, in my opinion, I find it ruinous for the
country." If ho had said that, Sir, and proven it, then
the electors of the County of L'Islet would have been
proud of their member, and they would have had
nothing else to think of but to return him at the
next General Election. I have not the intention of gping
through the whole of that document; I will content myself
with quoting one of the reasons:

" 2. Because the Government bas refused to produce all the other
offers, tenders for, or correspondence yelating to, the construction of the
road."

Well, Sir, the contract which we have before us to-day, is it
gôod or bad? If it is good, why does the hon. member for
L'Islet not vote for it? If it is bad, I nderstand that bis
patriotism and his conscieDce should make it an imperious
duty for him to vote against it. But to conclude that a
contract is bad because the Government bas refused to
produce the other tenders, is an incomprehensible conclusion
for any mortal to corne to, incomprehensible in tho case of
any lawyer, and especially incomprohensible in the case of
a man who is "the member for L'Islet," and the "leader of
the Liberal party in the Province of Quebec." I think,Sir,
I have said enough to reduce to nothing the ptf-tensions of
the hon. member for L'Islet. At any rate, if I have not
said enough, I an afraid the hon. member for L'ilet is
persuaded that I have said too much.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Not a bit.
Mr. LANDRY. Well thon, ho is nevertbeless convinced,

ifhe is not persuaded,and persuasion soon follows conviction.
In closing, the hon. mem ber asks bis people, for the hon.
member sets hi mself forth as a judge of Israel, as a patriarch
of the olden times, ho asks bis people to petition Bis
Excellency the Governor-General and the two Rouses, in
order to avoid the consequences of a contract which, when
once it has been sanctionèd, will be irreparable; and the
hon. member sigus: "P. B. Casgrain, member-for the county
of L'Islet." The date of the birth of this child is not given.
The place is known,-'tis Ottawa; the month is known,-'tis
January; the year is 1881. But the day romains a profound
mystery. The light is still under the bushel.

member, since beLis so ceitain of his facts, not take the train Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark). When we consider how
for LIslet, where bis free and independent electors are? serious a matter this question is, when we consider for oe
Why did he not hold a meeting in bis own connty, -when he moment the serious consequences that may result from it, and
could with the authority of bis words and with the simple when we consider how impatient this country is waitingto hear
eloquence of bis bands condemn ail these transactions, whic, the votes of the people on this motion, the members of this
at the very leat, he to-day characterizes as malevolent? Bouse should Uihold the rights of their èonstituents to have
Why did he not eall tgether those who have confided their an opportunity of pronouncing their opinio n on this ques-
interests to him, who e oted him and who sent him te the tion. There has been a taunt thrown against the Opposition
Bouse ? Why did he not @ay there, in publie, before hi lthat they are obstructionists. .1 believe ihat three-fourths
friends as before his foes, thât. he would vote against ltb of the people have not a correct idea of this contract,
Paelfie for such or sucb reasons iNo, ir; he preferd to -bieh requires legal gentlemen to construe it pIperly.
sit in the solitude of his study, poriip uin -the oitude e«hie We have been told that this question has been under
library, peËiaps in some other place that [don't know-or, consideration for ten years. I remember when a young
to use his own expressions. h preferred to conceive and man studying the question that was under consideration
bing forth that child of bis patriotic labor, aud 4 eend to ten years ugo. W. rememberthe terms oftheást contract -
the electors of the county of L'Ielet that produetion ef is $80eo 0 and f50,000,000 acreS ot laud, We remeiber

Mr. LANDRY.
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the strong opposition-that was given to it in this House.
The terms of that.contract were not vague and indefluite
as those embodied in this contract, nor did they contain the
exemptions and conditions Of this agreement. It simply said
that 30,000,00 and 50,000,0A0 acres of land would ho given
to build this railroad. I eau conceive the people understanding
that contract, but this contract contains terms and conditions
which make it entirely different from the previous one.
When the right hon. Premier and the hon. Minister of Rail
ways held eut to their fllowers that we were going to have
a railroad without costing the country a cent, every lover of
his country, irrespective of his politics, rejoiced at that
announcement an no one would have given them more-
hearty support than I. I regret the right hon. gentleman
did not tell the people the true meaning of the contract, that
the* Ministers so far forgot the duty they owed to this
country, that they only told the people the most favorable
part of this contract, and allowed the people to
supposethe ros was just as favorable. What prevented the
right hon. Minister telling the people ther whole contract
and everything connected with it. If ho had, the people
would have been in a position to judge fairly and squarely
its merite. The people of this country and the followers of'
hon. gentlemen opposite, would then have been in a pisition
to urge their objections to this contract. But, Sir, I regret
exceedingly that that course was not takon. I remember
being in London two yearî ago when Earl Beaconsfield
came back from Berlin, when the people gave him ovation
after ovation ; there was no more popular man in England
than Earl Beaconsfield at that time. Diti he conceal the
terms of the trcaty ho had made on behalf of England ?
Are we a greater nation than England ? Is there anything
in this contract of greater importance than the treaty with
which Earl Beaconsfield was entrusted. Why, I believe, if:
these hon. gentlemen dared in any European country to'
tell the people one part of a contract and not the whole,
there would be a revolution. Probably hon. gentlemen
have reasons for their course which they have not expreesud
to us. If their reason is, that it would be compromising to
the Syndicate, I believe the people of this country will
judge whether that is a valid reason or not. When they
tell us that the people know the ternis of this contract, I
beg to differ from then. When we heard the hon. member
for Provencher (Mr. Royal) the other nigbt taking a position
contrary to that taken by the Legislature of Manitoba, we
must con'sider that the Legislature of Manitoba does not
uniderstand this contract.

Mr. ROY-4L. Hear, hear.

Mr. MACDONELL. Now the hon. gentleman reiterates
that statement. I always had the opinion that the members
of the Manitoba Legislature were reading and intelligent
mon, and i belleved from my personal acquaintance with
gentlemen in that Legislature that they could give a legal
interj retation to that contract. But 1 regret to learn from
my hon. friend that they have altogether misconstrued this
contract. If the people of Manitoba, who are most directly
interested in this contract, do not understand it, what is the
inference ? The inference is that the people of this country
from one end to the other do not understand it. Is that not
a suffiient reason why we should delay its consideration for
some time longer ? Now, lot us see what the peple of
Manitoba think of this contract. They are in political
sympathy with hon. gentlemen opposite, and 1 bolieve if
they could do anything to assist them politically they would
be most willing to do it. When we sec them doing every-
thing they crn to further the interests of hon. gnertlemen
opposite, when we see them sending almoet a solid phalanx
to support hon. gentlemen opposite, we can jndge whether
their motive in oppoeing this contract was patriotic or not.
1 believe the people of Manitoba were acting ini their Own

interest in passing the resolutions which they did on the
27th of Decembwe, as follows.

'1Wbena a agnement ba been entend into by the Government and
certain capitalists te build the Ganadian Pacifi Railway upon certain
terms and conditions which have been aubmitted to Parlhament for
ratification, and, whereas the people of Manitoba and the North-West tre
dfeply latertatcd in tliei ubject and the, stipulatio ented ie thé
citisensoenng, therefore, in Umam ationassebled, do en. orue
the action of thie Dminion Government by entering into a contrut with
private parties for the construction of theC u;nadian Pacife Railway and
while we believe that it is te the laterest of thi8 country an the
Dominion to establish railway connection with Ontario and other eastern
Provinces through Canadian territory at the earliest possible time, yet we
view with appreienaion the powers proped tobe vestedin the Company
as to the location of branch lines and jir power of running their lines
te any point on the international boundary, and that it is the opinion of
this meeting that no branch line should be rua nearer the boundary lino
than fitteen miles until the eatern section is completed.

IlThat the. nnlimitcd power proposed to be *iren to the. Canadian
Pacifie Rail way te build brandh lines or raillway rm thé main Une te auy
point in the Dominion, without the consent or contutl of Parliament or

heExecutive, affords an unfair and unjust advantage over otlier com-
panies, and will tend to prevent the fnrmation of new companies to build
¶inesconnecting with the Canadian Pacifie Railway or any portion of the
North-West Territories, and will thereby paralyse private enterprise and
prove disastrous to the best interests of the country.

" That in the opinion of this meeting a tariff of railway rates cannot be
efficiently regulated without the overnment retaining the power to grant
charters eastward, giving independent outlets to competng lines, and
that the Parliament of Canada should not by any agreement with a
private company diveat itself of its sovereign right to authorize the con-
struction oF any railway lines when an where it may consider the
interests or necessities of the country require or will be served by themn."

There is no tuncertain sound about these resolutions; there is
nothing vague about them; and hon. gentlemen can have
no doubtabouttheir meaning. The people of the North-West
mnay have misconstrued the contract. -1have a letter from
one of my former constituents, now residing in Rapid City,
stating that it had passed resolutions condemning this con-
tract. Probably the member for Provencher may say its
citizens are not intelligent. But the portion from my
constituency are an intelligent and reading people. Indeed,
I am sorry we have lost so many ofthem. I regret the hon.
gentleman did not take the pais to visit bis constituents and
learn their sentiments on this question. If the people of
this country understand this contract, it is on I from a
party standpoint. The speech of the Mimister of Railways
has been circulated amon gthem, but the people, being

.readers, desire to know both sides of the question without
which they cannot form a safe opinion as to the merits of
the question. The people ask delay, and why should we not
give it to them to enable them to study and understand this
contract? As the Canada Central Railway-now part
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway-passes through
my county, I may be said to have an interest in it. This
county has given $300,000 to the Canada Central Railway.
I consulted the opinions of my constituent@ on this question,
going to the Conservative end of the riding and town that
gave a strong majority against me at the last election, and
which never gave a Reform majority. If I could take its
expression of opinion as a fair index of the sentiment along
the route of the lianada Central, I would besatisfied ineaying
the people of the whole Ottawa valley are strongly against
this contract. After a fair and full discussion, the people, by a
majerity of two to one, pronounced against the contract.
There was no uncertain sound about that decision, notwith-
standing the taunta from Ministerial members that the
political meetings held by the Opposition were not succemsful.
If hon. gentlemen on this side are sincere in their protests
againsetthe contract; if we are to believe what the member
for Ottawa (Mr. Wright) said the other evoning, that it
wouldbe the death of the Conservative party, is it not right
'the Government should take warning, and give so ne consi-
deration to tise popular feelng ? Hon. gentlemen
opposite a few years ago, felt the popular pulse
and tested the popular feeling and we knew the resault.
Are Ministers now going to turn their backs on the
people who placed tbem in power? I do not believe
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the people ask who are in power, but whether the
affairs of the country are economically and honestly carried
on. I believe the people will cast party aside in this matter.
I regret that hon. gentlemen opposite are truer to their party
lines than to their country's interests. I hope party ties
may be cast aside, and that hon. gentlemen iray vote on this
question on its merits simply. If so, I dare say a different
contract will be proposed and accepted. We hear a new
Syndicate is being formed. If that be so, are we not proceed-
ing with undue baste ? If we are likely to get a better
offer, are we acting in the publie interest to accept the present ?
I think M inisters should pause to see whether there be any
truth in the rumor that a new proposition will be laid on the
Table of the H ouse. I do not think they would sacrifice fifteen
or twenty millions of the people's money simply to award the
present contract. They may say the new contract is a
bogus one; but let us investigate the matter, and see whether
the parties are competent to execute their offer. Let us
advertise for tenders. What is the necessity for this
precipitate haste? A year ago hon. gentlemen opposite
stated they would construet this as a Government work. If
they had the ability then, they have it now. I do not
believe emigrants are waiting at Quebec or in England just
now to be taken to the North-West. If they were, there
might be some need of this railway. At present we have
more railroads constructed than in 1879. .1 can, therefore,
see no reason why, under present circumstances, this contract
should be signed instanter. It is said the Syndicate _may
require ties and may have to locate the road before they
begin their work. These are not sufficient reasons for undue
haste. They may also require emigrants to settle along the
line, but they are not like'y to have any to send forward
before June or July next. I suppose June or July is
quite sufficient time for it, so 1 do not see the neces-
sity for such great haste under the circumstances.
When we conceive that the Government did not bring
this contract down until two or three days after Parlia-
ment met, and that they had no direct autbority to enter
into the contract, I think that delay should be allowed.
If the Government do delay, and if they should receive a
better offer, every hon. member in this House will, I am
sure, give them his hearty support in carrying it out. Hou.
gentlemen on this side will be quite prepared to
sink their party allegiance and do al they can
to render this - great national work successful.
I do not believe that the country care very
much whieh party carries out this great undertaking,
so long as it is done cheaply and economically; and,
if the Government would only delay a few days until we
get this other Affer-if another is to be submitted-they
will receive the thanks of the country, and many of their
misdeeds will be forgiven, and, perhaps, forgotten. For the
reasons I havo stated 1 move that the House do now
adjourn.

House divided on the motion: " That this House do now
adjourn."

Motion negatived on the following division:

Messieurs
Anglin, Gilhies,
Bai, Gilluior,
Bchard, Glen,
Blake, Gunn,
Borden, Gutbrie>
Bourassa- flolton,
Burpee (St. John), Killam,
Burpee (Sunbury), King,
Cameron (Huron), LaRue
Cartwright, Laurier,
Casey, Macdonel (Lanark),

Mackenzie,
"hrto n, Mlma,

Dumont, Malouin,
Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark).

Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne)
Rogers,
Rost(Middlesex),
Rymal,
Scriver,
Skinner,
Smith,
Sutherland,
Thompson,
Trow,
Weldon,

Fiset,
Fleming'
Geoffirion,

Allison,

Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowel,
Brecken,
Brooks, ,
Bunster,
Bunting,

Lrnha,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
coupai,
Coursol,
Currier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desardins,
Domville,
Doul,
Drew,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow, -
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Fulton,
Gault,

Mills,
Olivier,

Wheèler
•Wiser-49.

NÀYB:

Messieurs
Gigault, Mongenais,
Girouard (Jacq. Cartier), Mousseau,
Girouard (Kent), Muttart,
Grandbois, 0O'Connor,
Hackett, Ogdeu,
Haggart, Orton,
Ray, ouimet,
Hesson, Patterson (Essex),
Hilliard, Perrault,
Hooper, Pinsonneault,
Houde, Platt,
B urteau, Plumb,
Ivee, Pope (Comnpton),
Jones, Pope (Queen's),
Kaulbach, Poupore,
Keeler, Richey,
Kilvert, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kirkpatrick, Rochester,
Kranz, RosS (Dundas),
Landry, Rouleau,
Lane, .Routhier,
Langevin, Royal,
Lantier, Ryan'(Montreal),
Little, Rykert,
Longley, Scott,
Madonald (Kinzs) Shaw,
Macdonald (Sir John) Sproule,
McDonald(Cape Breton) Stephenson,
McDonald,(Picton), Strange,
Macmillan, Tassé,
McCalluni, Tellier,
MeConville, Tilley,
Mccuaig, Tupper,
M c G re e v y , V a " " '
Mclnnes Vallée,
McKay, Vanasse,
MeLennan, Wade,
McQuade, Wallace (Norfolk),
McRory, Wallace (York),
Manson, White (Cardwell),
Masson, White (Hastings),
Massue, White (Renfrew),
Merner, Williamns,,
Methot, Wright-132.

PAIRS.
MINISTERIAL.

Baker,
Jackson,
Cimon,

OPPosITION.
luntington,

Brocwn
Cockbuxm (Muskoka).

Sir CHARLES TUPPER nioved the adjournment of the
debate.

Motion agreed to; and (at 1:25 o'clock, a.m.,) the House
adjourned.

JIOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRIDAY, 14th January, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three O'clock.
PRAYER.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.
Mr. DiEW moved that the time for receiving petitions

for Private Bills be further extended to 1st February.
Mr. BLAKE. Would the hon. gentleman say whether,

from enquiries or sources of information, the Committeeon
Standing Orders are enabled to judge that the proposed
extension is necessary, and that there are a large number
of petitions to be presented which have not yet been
presented.

Mr. DREW. Yee. From the notices there are about
sixty petitions which have appeared in the Gazette, and
will likely be presented. Those which have yet to come in
will probably notbe received before the end of January.

Motion agreed to.
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Br-LLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills wore severally introduced and read
the first time:--

Bil (No. 24) respecting the Berlin and Galt Branch of
the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada.-(Mr.
Kirkpatrick:)

Bill (No. 25) respecting the Ontario and Pacifie Junction
Railway Company.-(Mr. Williams.)

PROPOSALS BY ANOTHER SYNDICATE.
Mr. BLAKE. Before the Government Ndtices of Motions

are called, I desire to enquire whether the Goverument will
at once lay on the Table the proposal for the construction
and operation of the Pacifie Railway which was received
by the hon. Minister of Railways to-day; and whether they
would, if they are not prepared at once to lay it on the
Table, adjouru the discussion on the motion for concur-
rence in the resolutions natil they do lay it on the Table.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I beg to say, in reply to the
hon. gentlqman, that just before this meeting of the
louse, since two o'cloek, I had placed in my hands
a paper purporting to be a tender for the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. I have not had time even to
read the document up to the present time, and it; is quite
impossible to say what course will be taken until I have an
opportunity of reading it. In themeantime we propose to
go on with the discussion as before.

PRECEDENCE OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that from this day

the motion for concurrence in the resolutions reported from
the Committee of the Whole House relating to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway shall have precedence every day, next after
Routine Proceedings.

fore, I will not trouble the House with discussion; but I
record by speech, as I did on a former occasion, and for
the saine reasons, accentuated as they have been by
subsequent events, niy protest and dissent fom this mode
of expediting this business.

Motion agreed to on division.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). Mr. Speaker, before the

Orders of the Day are called I wish to correct a remark
which is attributed to me in the rough-draft of the Hansard.
I would not have thought it of sufficient importance to direct
attention to this trifling matter were it not that it bas
formed the basis of a jest on the páErt of the hon. member
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), and my literary friend from
Ottawa County. It -wa very unkind of my hon. friend
from Lambton, in the interests of domestic peace, tO have
referred te this clerical error on the part of theprinters. I
have not the bonor of the acquaintance, in private life,
of the hon. member for West .lurham (Mr. Blake),
and of the ion. and gallant kuight for Centre Huron. I
bave never had an opportunity of examining their phreno-
logical development; I have no knowledge of their private
life or habits either at the seat of Governient or elsewhere,
and if I had it would have been most unparliamentary on
my part to have called attention to it. I an credited with
calling these bon. gentlemen "anative Radicals;" the words
I used were " amateur Radicals." What I said in regard to
those gentlemen applies more to the hon. member for Centre
Huron than to the hon. member for West Durhqm. The
hon. gentlemen may be amative, and it ia creditable to them
if they are, bocause unless a man is aimative he does not
amount tomuh. However, I do not intend to discusts the sub-
ject, but in the interest of domestic peace, publicity having
been given to that epithet by the lion. members for
Lambtwn and Ottawa countv I venture to rise in m

,"4 a .", W . . VVI oiV V M 1i uyMr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, of course, Sir, this motion is place and disclaim any intention of applying such opithet
unnecessary for this day because this is a Government day. to the hon. gentlemen. I think tbey have sufficient crumpled
The Government have the right in the regular order to rose leaves in their political couch without adding unything
proceed with the consideration of the question to-day-in which might tend in any way to disturb their domuestic
fact, I see it stands first in the Orders of the Day-and the felicity,
motion will only be applicable for future days in its praticable Mr. LANDRY. Bofore the Or'drs f the Day are called, I
operation. Had it been proposed to deviate fron the wish to draw the attentien of the flouse te an article that
aecustomed procedure of the House to-day I should have appear i ha apertisnorning, and whiceds a
opposed any interruption in the regular courseappeared luna paper Lis mornang, and wbacb reads as
even on the ground of the announcement made by the "The bleu leader.-. scNy.
Minister of Railways above; but of course we must deal
with that subject when the Government comes as it will, r.e'1 0 atgain spoke SirFinhrdC rtwrighe prhod oao muel een for
presently corne in the course of the procdure Of the soundly, while bis leader seemed to enijoy the fun which was general
Hlouse, to the motion for concurrence. With regard to the while Mr. Casgrain labored with his oration. Sir Richard woke up dur-
proposal in its future effect, I have to say, in the first place, ing the remarks of the Speaker, ealling the hon. gentleman's attention to
pt on, y , the fact that he was not discussitig the motion before the House, but find-
that I observe the hon. gentleman, I hope not intentionally, ing the Bleu ader stl at it he again leaned forward on bis desk, and
las departed from the slight concession he made to us a soon became oblivious to bis surroundings-but only for a few minutes,
while ago. I hope it is not his intention to recali that con. for he soon looked up again, and, taking his bat in hand, left the Cham-

ber, leaving Mr. Casgrain to continue bis contributions to the mental
cession, under which we are enabled to ask questions delectation of bis highly amused audience."
before theflouse went into Committee on the railway reso-And further on it is stated
lutions. I do not ses why we should not be allowed to ask f ed

questionsbefore the resolutions are taken up. ."A certain amount ofmischievous satisfaction was displayed on both
sides at the sudden collapse of the Bleu leader'& harangue."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not intend to deprive Mr. Speaker, I do not think that when the hon. member forthe hon. gentleman of the right to ask questions. L'Islet assumed the attitude of leader, it was not as the bleu
Mr. BLAKE. I understand, then, that the motion will leader, that is to say, the leader of Lhe Conservative party.

be modified, as was the former one. On receiving that I consider the paper is entirely wrong when it represents
assurance I do not intend to trouble the House with any him under this color. On bearing this article read, the
repetition of the arguments I formerly advanced. I will Ion. member for L'Islet may well repeat with the poet:
merely say that in my opinion those arguments, valid then, "lVous me donnez des noms qui doivent me surprendre;
have been intensified and made much more forcible by Messieurs, on ne m'a pas instruit à les entendre.
subsequent proceedings and by the present-position of 4his Et les dieux contre moi, dès longtemps indignés,
business. I do not doubt that the House, whatever it may A mes oreilles encor les avaient pargnes."
do at the critical stage at which we shall have to decide on I protest, therefore, against this name, and I draw your
the merits of this measure, will be disposed to support the attention, Mr. Speaker, and the attention of this Rouse, to
hon. gentleman in his proposal now before it; and, there- this epithet that dos not at all apply to the hon. member
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for LTIslet. In the interests of the party,of--oufr party
especially, 1 request that this name bu not applied tothe
hon. member for L'Islet, and I hope that the aper whkhi
bas thus led the publie astray will make a rectification.
It is known that this paper represents here the Conservative
party, and it las probably taken a dialike to the hon. memn-
hr for L'Ialot, and I will add with the poet:

"Sa fureur de sang avide
Poursuit partout l innocent."

But, addressing hon. Ministers and you, Mr. Speaker, I
would say : "Rois, prenez soin de 1'absent

Contre salangue homicide.'

Mr. BLAKE. I understand the hon. gentlemn to be
engaged in calling attention to some error in the repet.
Ie bas no right, however, to make a speech.

Mr. SPEAKER. The bon. member, I understand, pro..
tested against the' hon. mem.her for L'Islet being calLed the
leader of the Bleu party. He was perfect.y right so far,
but it was irregular on hie part to provoke a discusion.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the first ree ution
be now read a second time.

Mr. ROBE RTSON (Shelburne). For days past Parliament
has been engaged in a discussion on the contract now before
the Hlouse, the terms o which have not been defended by
any members of the Ad minstration or theirsupporters. Since
the day the terms of this contract were made knowny i hbas-
been met with a storm ofoppositio. Commencing in th-e
Government caucus room, it was re-echoed from the editorial
chair of the Ottawa Citizen, and we have since witníeased an
uprising against the terms throughout the length and
breadth of the Dominion which has no parallel in the his-
tory of this country. For the past fev days this
contract bas been submitted to searching criticism
at the bands of Parliament and -the press of the
country, and the enormous concessions proposed to
be given in that contract to the Syndicate, have attracted
the attention of capitalists in the Dominion. We have
the announcement made in this House, this afternoor,. that
the Government have received a »roposal from other
gentlemen for the construction of the Pacific Railway. We
have no information as to the terms eof that propiosal. We.
simply depend on the rumors which have been cireulated
in the corridors of this House and the press doring the past
few days. One reason given why this -contract shnld te,
hurried through was, that no matter what i-notipolies were
created, and what the oost was tothu country, it- äas the.
very best offer that could be obtdined. Now, we are
asked to coneur in the re rt of the òmmittee.
I think it would be unfair to askParliatmýent to proceed wi-h
the discussion of this question until we kno*v th eterme of
the offer-whether they are more favorable te the contry
than those of the contract. Holding thùt-viewr, -ich: I
believe to be entertained by this Rouse, I bS te movu-:---
That in view of the fact that another offer for the construc-
tion and working of the Pacifie Railway, hias ben teceive c
by the Government, this debate be adjourned in order tat
the Government may lay the·said offer on thb Table of the
House.

Mr. BLAKE I do not know who Was "naying" just
now. I can hardly cogeive that those sounds of uproar and
dissent which have greeted the motion of my hp.
friend wiii be re-eehoed by bthe, s9nd sober hought
of this asaembly. The sb to weh our at1enot4o
is now attracted, is confessedy, ashasee state4 in very
speech of every hon. member who has approaehld the
question, the eatest and most importuit that h' er
been sub i-it to tis Parliame 1t. i> anassÀ , in

Mr. Luir.

portance and-interest, in its immediate and future
oonsequences, any conceivable question within the pale of
praatieal polities at al. In our immediate condition, its
effect uponthe financesof the country, upon thedevlopment
of hegour 1ry, upon the future of the country, uponthe
greatte«itories in respect to whieh we are legislating, it i
impossible for the mind to grasp the far-reaching effectase<
this measure, if it should be adopted. We have Âeard
numerous speeches from many hon. gentlemen, suppQder
of the Administration, upon this question. I do not at
this moment recolleet a single speech which was one of
unqualifded approval. If there be such a one, it has passed
from my memory. I arn sure I am -orrect in saying that
the very great majority, if not all, of these speeebes bave
been speeches damnng the contract with faint praiseand
indicating that the terms were objectionable and injurione.
We have heard from one and the other aide of this House
these statements. It bas been said by some hn. gentlemen,
ia the course of these discussions, that the objections first
entertained in the country had, -upon further review, been
disappearing; that It was liked better, that the eoantry
whic4 at first might have been alarmed a little was calming
down, that the agitation and exciteme!nt upon the subject
were subsiding. Well, so far as the utterances of hon.
gentlemen who, I am sure, in thoir loyalty and fidelity to
their party and their leaders cannot be surpassed, can show,
they prove that the statements to which 1 have referred ajre
Pot well founded, because.he strongest expressions of disap-
probation on the floor of this House from supporters of the
Administration, have been those which have falien from them
withinthe last-day or two,even in the last stages of the debate.
Yesterday and the previous day, we beard these expressions.
We heard the hon. member for South Simcoe, who addressed
to me certain epithets on which I do not wish to comment,
Who informed me that it wasa great calamity for this cotuntry
that I happened to be born and to lve in it, and proposed
to exile me to revolutionary Mexico-even from this Con.
servative, who assumes that the calamity of my again taking
a place in the councils of my country would be so great that
h. would rather swallow this contract than see a 1-ecurrence
Of that calamity, even lie said more than once that it was
a bard bargain ; a bargain so bard that if it were not a
ehice of evils between seeing us cross the floor and the
sontraet being adopted, the former, that greater evil, as ho
eonenives it to be, is the only thing that reconciles him to
the adoption of the contract. I would say to my hon. friend
that the way to avert the calamity which he deprecates, is
to persuade the Government to withdraw the contract, and
that the way to accomplish the calamity which ho
deprecates is to support the Government in maintaining
the contract.. I will say to my hon. friend that what ho i;
abouttodoe isto.saddle his country with twogreat calamities,
aoeording to his view, instead of one-the calamity of tb
eontract dst, and the calamity of a change of Government
afterwêrda. The hon. member for Ottawa (Mr. Wright) took
something of the same tone. Hltold us that the contract was
going to be disastrous to the party; that it was a bad busi-
iesa; that, the poliy of the Government was a miataken
policy, tht a retired dry goods merebant anl an ex-hunter-of
unjzsk rats inthbe North-West were not, ian his opinion, more
eorapeteut to bnild and work the Canadian Pacifie raiload
than the Goveçu ment; that, iuhis opinion, the whole thing
ws -a,ýmistake. Other hon. members have pronounced
*hemselvea in the same direction, but those who nost
reconciled themselves to the entract did -so on the ground
that it-was the best thing, after aHl, that could be dons.
fågy persuaded themselves ito the bellief that uo better
*riaggement was possible; that if this were not acom-
piuel4 go woulde b.obliged to spend more money, ts give

wawenore landeato as»bmit to amore onerous conditiona.-if
io~ nerous opibtions are conceivahle-than the cou-

ditons hioh ar tie bund in his fatal paper. A4d
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ikereforee-although my hon. friend from Dunidas, with
.lmost tear% in bis voice, wanted the extraction ofthat *ord
"fmevir," which, he said, was unworthy of his country,
inconsistent with the genins of our institutions and the
freedoi of our people, and would have to be removed by
someineana or the other; and if he did vote for its'
sMaintenance in the contrant, it was because he believed it
,woahib removed atgome future day-be justified himself
on the ground that bad as thise contract is, yet, in his
belief, it i-s the best thing for Canada yet presented.
MU of th.em who have spoken justîfy themselves in their
position Qn the ground that, bad as this thing 18, it yet, in
their honest beief, is the best thing they could do for their
conrtry inthis matter. I could point to no more unfortunate
proof of the fatal policy which dictated the agreement to
the terms of Union with British Columbia than this common
cousent on the part of ardent supporters of hon. gentlemen'
opposite as to their twice condemning this contract, and
decturing thut it is a bad eontract, declaring that it containe
clauses which ought to be omitted, and the Government
thémselves -acknowledging that it contains clauses whieh
they would gladly have out of it. The Minister of Public
Works stated there were clauses in the contract which hé
would gladly have seon excluded, pointing out, howëver,
that the Government had to agree to those clauses in order
to give the contract at ali-that it was the only means they
could adopt to accomplish the work. I say that those hon.
gentlemen who, with one common consent, not in sn earnest
terms perbaps, or at so great length, but with a déliberation
of purposeandreluetance of heart which gives double weight
to their modest words, condenned the contraet-condemnod
by that very condemnation the mad act of stipulating in the
way and form in which it was stipulated that this railway
shouljl be built-for upon that basisreststhe whole superstrue.
ture. Nobody pretends, no man is bold enough to rise and
say that this contract would be agreed to or proposed were
this country free. But hon. gentlemen say it is bound,
and, being bound, in order to meet the obligation and com-
plte the railway, we will agree to these hard terms, which
we believe are the best which can be possibly accomplished.
Reference is made by the Minister of Railways himself, in
support of this view, to the general character for astutenesm,
for ability, for suceess in negotiation, of the Government
and its chief. He said, do you suppose that a man so able,
so devoted to the interests of the country, having so much
st stake, would not have got the very best bargain possible?
Take it on trust-trust us we have got the very bet thing
for the country. Now, the Government having before them
another proposai for the construction of this railway, a
copy of which is placedu in my hands, and -is signed by, I do
not hésitate to say, the strongest combination of Canadian
capitalists ever witnessed in combination at all, in terms
which I am not now about te describe, but which are
infinitely better than the terms of this contract, removing
many of the objections which have been -taken to ft, it
is not right that the hon, gentlemen on 'the
Treaary benches should propose to their supporters that
they should coueir in this résolution. A cati was made
upon the second reading of the resolution boing put from1
the Ohair, by the cry "carried," "carried," that their
party should proceed to pas this résolution without seeing
the new offer. Have you eyes and see not, have you ears
and hear not? Are you determined 10 close your eyes and
abat your ears? Are you determined that you
will pot_ have light ? Will you enccse yourselves
in an rtifical blindnessand deafness, so that by
that meSns yeu may juistify. the vote you proposed to give
a Mnoment agor L& that the attitude yon are about to take
bfore your country and your constituencies t Why,
Sir, - canot be-it cannot be that in a trans-
atio" 0 this tremendoa magnitude, weakly de-
fei.d~ as the beSt tkat could be done-defended on
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this bad principle by its friende-inspiring but the just
contemptof those who ait on the, other aide of the Honse-
that 'the majority of the Houe will be found prepared to
eoncur in the resolution to adopt this eontract-tbat it will
commit itself to tts terms with;out seeing'* hat the other
offer is, and fiuding ont wisether it can do botter for the
country. Sir, Irepeat ituannot bé.Surelyit were botter to pro-
ceed with the other business witb whicb this OrJer paper is
encabmNrOd-to use the few bours available in thodiseharge
of this business, and let the hon, gentlemen, if they will not
now lay the paper on the Table, wait till tbey are prepared
to do se and give to the House that information which
shall enable it to decide whether it will concur 'in this
resolution intelligently and with a choice before it whicb
the other nfer gIvs. I do not propose tp protract
this discussion. I have stated in as plain terms as 1 could
the responsibility which, to my mind will rest upon those
hon. -members who determined that they will ratify this
contract-that they will proceed to vote these resolutions
without knowing what alternative is open to them-and
with that statement, for ruy part, I am content to louve the
fate of this motion to the flouse first, but to the country
Afterwards.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I confess to a feeling of surprise in
the first place, and of regret in the second I.lace, that on a
motion of so great importance as this, we do not hear, from
the hon. gentlemen who are responsible for thé conduct of
affairs in this Bouse, any answer, any sufficient explanation
or justification for pressiug this Bouse to a vote upon such a
question as this, under the circuustances which are now
known to exist. Sir, I have formod an opinion with regard
to the propriety of the course which has been proposed by
the Goverument of this country in dealing with ihis great
question-the construction of the( aaudian Pacific Itailway.
i confes, as an independent member of this House -as a
friend~to the Administration as individuals, as a friend to it
as regards its policy with respect to another matter of great
public importance, in my judgment, the Tariff-as one who
endeavors, from his own standpoint, and having regard to
his own antecedents as a public man, to justify hiIself to
bis country for preferring these hon. gentlenen, or rather
the leader of these hon gentlemen, with the policy which hé
propounded, to bon. gentlemen on the other aide of the
i-ouse, with whom, in former times, there was a nearer
accord in political idens and principles than with hon.
gentlemen on this side of the louse-I do not,
as a Canadian and a public man, regret the course I felt
it my duty on that occasion to pursue. I believe it will be
admitted-I know it has been admitted by the leader of
the Government and some of his colleagues, and many of
his supporters-that I rcndered them very considerable
service in. the discussions that took place prior to the last
Genéral Election. Now, Sir, I find myself standing before
this louse and country in this position: I an called upon
to justiiy the vote which I may give, and not only the vote
but the use of that influence, shall I call it-it bas been so re-
garded in the past-that I happen to possess with some of my
fellow-countrymen who are not usually, but have beep on
ome questions, in acconi with bon, gentlemen on this side of

the House. I will have to justify myself for pretipitating
the decision of Parliament upon the greatest question, the
most important in its efects uipon the future of our country,
in my judmeit, which has engaged the attention of Paria-
ment or the lope of this country since the groat
question OfConfederation itself. Sir, I cannot do
so. I see no ocasion for precipitancy and I be
lieve that the hua. gentlemen who are responsible
for the conduct of business uin this louse are not
pursuings course which is likely to be advantageous to
themsees or their party. The people of this country are
excited. We see evidences of that faet in the publit pres
on both sides of polities; we see it in the meetings whieh
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have been held, and the large audiences which have Opgosition to take advautage of the Government and ita
been assenibled at these meetings; we see it in the petitions. suporters, that fïet will soon be developed. That bt, if
which have been presented, or are in course of signature and it he a fact, Will soon be established ; but I fbr one p1 ftM te
will be presented in the future. I think,. Sir, under these vote after it bss been establighed rather tlhn before.
circumstances it would have been prudent, it would have , ir CRARLES TUPPeR. I was reminded yestetdpyf
been respectful to Parliament, it would have been respectful the 'builition we witnessed from the other side of"tfe
to the public sentiment of this country, if we bad had the whole lHou2e, of a story I once heard of a polemicat lectuisOn
thing placed before us before we were called upon to decide. wbich took place ii the >éity of Gagoir, betwentwo
I understand that a proposition has been made which it was cdlebrated divines. A person who was known to be d4af
perfectly competent for any Canadian capitafists to make, and dûin b, was fotud wending his way to the ihui whee
according to fty view, to this Government and this Pai-lia- thé meeting was to take place le was asked thirough the
ment, and that it is now in the hand4of the Minister of, medium of the slate which he carried with him, what eôuld
Railways. I do not know the terms of that proposition. possibly take him toô such a place, seeing that ho could not
We have seen in the ¯newspapers some details hear a word that was spokon. He replied : Oh, Iwill
with respect to the names of the persons who have made find out which is tho better cause." If was asked how* he
t-at proposition, and the terns of the offer itself. Certainly, wonld discover that, and ho replied: "I will see who gets
at first view, it is a very much more advantageous offer t-han angry first, and I will know that his cause is the wronR
the o ne we are'now considering; it is much less, in respect one." I will not discredit the hon. Jeader of theOpposiion
to amount, and it is free from some of the objections which by snpposing that he really felt t-ho ebullition oftemper
I have fult most strongly and which I expressed-not bere, which we witnessed yesterday at the motion which was mate,
but in the proper place, as I think-before my constituents. because I assume that it was entirely feigned. I assume that
And, Sir, 1 had the advantage, which I believe it would an hon, gentleman acquainted as ho is with parliamentary
have been proper for other lion. members to enjoy-the business, and knowing the position iù which that question
advantage of receiving the assent of my constituents, stood, could not really bave felt any great amount of indig-
assembled in a great public meeting of both sides of politicq, nation when that motion was made. But I know What has5
to the acceptance of this offer, if no better could be had, made these bon. gentlemen unhappy, what bas brought
with the amendment of some of the objectionable conditions t-hem back to Parliament in this rather disturbed mental
which it contains. I came back to this louse to take that condition. It is that they have failed in their endeavors to
position. I came back to this 1ouse, satisfied that under all excite the public mind outside, as they fhiled in their
the circumstances, if that first proposition were established, attempts upon the foor of Parliament. I say there never
it would be my duty, as I believed in the importance of this was an instance in Canada, or in any Province of Canada, in
work, to support the placing of the railway in the bands of a whiEh so lbored an attempt t> excite the popular mind on
commercial company, rather than to disturb, as I think it- any public question failed in so ludicrons, and to them so
bas done, the ordinary couise of the administration of disastrous, a manner. And the reason of their failure is
affairs, rather than disturb the executive departments by just this: that however great their party necessities may
drawing off the attention of the heads of these depart- be, they have to deal with an intelligent and well informed
ments Irom those subjects and those matters which properly people. They are not able to spring a midnight attack on
belong to.Government. For these reasons-which I need the people and bring on suddenly the discussion of a
not elaborate or detail-I came to the conòlusion that it queston tbat was net understood as they did
would be to the advantage of Canada to transfer thr con- in 1873. They are not able in 1880, or 1881,
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway to a commercial to reproduce that successful coup de main which

.company, if the terms and conditions were in the public they accomplished before the people of this country
ioterest. I have ne doubt that it will be to our advantage understood the question thoroughly. What is the reason
to make that arrangement, and to pay $25,000,000 aud that the best efforts of these hon. gentlemen, united as they
assign 25,OO.,000 acres of land on proper terms as regards are on this question, have completely failed ? There is no
the disposal of the lands, and on proper conditions as regards great public question that has been so well discussed and
the management of this great work after it is constructed. that is, to-day, so well understood by the people of Canada,
I am prepared to sustain th'e Government in that course. of ail classes, as thie question of this Canadian Pacifie
But at tbis stage and with this ofler-a better oxer as it is Ralihvay. It may suit bon. gentlemen here to feign an
said-in the bands of a member of the Governnùent, I entire ignorance of what every intelligent man of this
cannot, in my position, at all events, consent to ignore country knows has been taking place for eight years in
such an important fact, and proceed to treat it with Canada; it may suit them to entirely ignore their own
contempt by voting for concurrence in the resolutions position on this question. The memories of some of these
which are now. in your bands; because, Sir, in my view, if hion. gentlemen appear t-o b short and very defective. The
we concur in these resolutions, we are precluded fron hon. member for West-moreland (Sir Albort J. Smith), the
considering any other offer. It would be inconsistent, itr late hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries, in is
woUld be illogical, it would be contrary to the rules and exhibition here, the ther night, speaking of t-he
practice of Parliamont to do so. For these reasons -and I terrible disaster that wás to be inftieted on ýCanada,
will not ask the attention .f the House on the general forgot two or three little things, which I suppose "he
question at the present time-I urge the Government in considered of very' small importance. The hon. gentleman
their own interests and in the interest of their supporters,not fbrgot that if tbis terrible disaster had been brought upo
to place them in the position in which they will beplaced, thleeOple of this country by the Government ofny right
by forcing concurence in .the resolutioiis. If this hon. frield committing this country to the construction of
new offer is a mere political arrangement-a dodge, to use a the Canadan Pacifie ailway in 1871-he forgott-bat, after
common expression in this louse -- tbat great burden was placed upon the people, he

deserted the arty ith whieh ho usuaily aeted, and hnited
-li riht rLE. TPE hh.geohimself t tis side Of theBous. The hon. gédniemin

the right wod. foret- that in 17 aer i Prlament had,,oômiïted.
Mr. MAIDOUGALL. If it bas been.got up to have an 1tself and deelared its readiess to proceed lwith the oosr -

effeel ou the public mind; if it is not bondt- ßde; f these men tionof this rMa by a resolution wh1uh stili 'stnds
are not prepared to deposit money to prove théii bonafide; nirepqed upn it dfs'the"oise, proingtfIie
ifitisgotup mei-ely forthe pumpose of>nàbling'thé leader ofthe a large àin unt f ic idthanf seerned disirM1R låtIl

Mr. MAC DOUQALL.
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be expeuded ln the construction of this railway-I say
the on, gentleman forgot that, in 1872, the thon,
9ov imnt bronght down a proposition to vote
$30,000,ff in noney and 50q000 acres of Jaud for
theoinst'ucion of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Wel,Sir, the hon. muember for Bothwell thought there ought
to ome restriction. le thought Parliament ought not to
place op the Jeurnals of the country a declaration that it was
prepared to authorize the Goverment of the day, whoever
tey mnight be, to spend $0,000,000o f money and 50,000,000
acrea of land. - The hon. member for Bothwell is always
ready to scrutinize these matters very closely, whenrlie is
looking at them from an Opposition standpoint, but he enter-
tains much broader and more statesmanlike views when he
with othershas charge of the administration of publie affairs.
That hon. gentleman seconded this motion moved by the
aon. Mr. Wood, in amendment. The hon. member for
Bothwell thought there should ho some check, and he
recorded his opinion in a constitutional manner by putting a
resolutiôn on the Journals. It was moved in aniendment,
seconded by Mr. Mills:

" That all the words after 'be' te the end of the question be left
out, and that it be recommitted te a Committee of the House in order te
amend the same so that go large a Oum $30,60,00 r money, and so
largesqantity of land as 50,000,000 acres, sha not be at the disposai

tfhe Government of the day; and that the saidmoney snd laud shall
only ho dispossd of hy special annual votes of Pailiament, from time to
time, as shall seem to Parliament right and proper, se that Parliament
shalt net h divested of its most important conditional, futctions,
nàmely, contril over the public expenditure of thecountry."

Where was the hon. member for Westmoieland? He voted
,down the resolution, and in addition went back to his con-
sitaents and there, in the face of the whole country,
recantedhis past political position, and said that he was pre-
pared to abandon the Reform party and support my right
hon. friend. lHe secured is re-election on that declaration,
and if there is any force or value in the statement ho mnakes
ho must wipe out bis past record and show that the relative
positions he has oocupied are consistent. The hon. gentleman
wondered very much what authority this Government had.
le denied that this Government had any authority. The
hon, gentleman had much botter have confined himself to the
lino taken by his hon. and learned leader. le will find no
statement made by that hon. gentleman that this Govern-
ment has excoeded its powers or the authority of Parliament
with reference to the contract. The hon. gentleman was
induced by hon. gentlemen opposite to leave this side of the
House, but they could not get him back until they provided
a seat for him in the Cabinet, which was the great object of
the hon. gentleman's ambition. i say it is trifling with the
intelligence of the people of this country for the hon. gentle-
man to stand in such a position and to feign this absurd
indignation. What did the hon. gentleman do ?
When ho found himself in the Cabinet, arrived at the
goal of his ambition, ho came down as a miember
of the Government, and put on the Statute-book
an Act which stands there with all the authority of law
to-day. le wants to know where we get the authority to
make this contract. Lot him look at the Act to which ho
was a party. Lot him look at the Act of 1874, and he 'will
find that lis hon. leader, true to the opinion lie had held
for years, and which ho did not hositate to express, that
630,00,o00 in money and 50,000,000 acres of land was
utterly inadequate to secure the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and ho asked bis friend the Minister of
Marine and Ejahories to come te his aid in getting an Act
pot on the Statuto-book authorizing any Government while
th. Statute remained law to secure the construction of the
CiAadian Pacific by a subsidy of $10,000 a mile in money and
,2800 acres of land aoiile. If yon count the number of miles'
.ef the road including the branches, you have over 56,400,00 I
are of and. T"he.bon, gentleman voted for that when
l:wars i&ting ou Lb. Teasurybnches, ,and Tet, e fbe year

188J, relegatod back by the perple -of thiaegoanry to the
Opposition benches, the hon. gentleman.discovea tbat thia
was a frightfau udertalking, and that there was no authority
for i. Why, what dos that Act yrovide t It provides
that any Governmneit while it romains law may con-
tract with any person or co-par tnorship or comapany incor-
porated o- beleinafter- to be iueorl>orated fbr the construction
of the Canadian Pacifie ItilroaL--that &ct authorizes the
Government of the day, whoever thoy may be, while that
Act stands as it ;s to-day, to expend ,1O,000 cash per mile,
20,000 acres of land pur Mile, and such further sum in
addition as the lowest tenderer might ask, in accordance
with the otier provisions of the Act. The hon. gentleman
may flind it convenient te forget all this; bis ion. leader
may find it convenient to forget all this; but with that law
standing on the Statnte-book of the country he will not
make the people of tbis country bolieve this Government
had net autbori.ty to inake the contract. But, what did hon.
gentlemen do at a time when the revenue of the country
was altogether inadequate to muet the expendittare, at a time
when the Finance Minister of that Governmont was ooming
down, Session after Se-sion, and asking for $3,000,000 addi-
tional taxation, of which le himselt stated 82,000,000 was for
the purpose of constructing the Canadian Pacific. Those
hon. gentlemen came down te the House the same Session
and put this Act on the Statutu-book. 'When they
came back a little more than a year afterwards they said :
" We have not enough with the 63,000,000 we asked for last
Session, we must have half a million a year more." Did hon.
gentlemen draw back and sny we must stop the contract
for the Canadian Pacifie Railroadt? No ; they went on and
the Finance Minister met the oliuse bcssion alfter Session
with deficits until the amount of the deflciency between
revenue and expenditure was over $7,000,00 during four
years. And with that condition of things-

Sir RICIIARD J. CAIRTWRIlGIHT. No, no.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes ; had not the hon, gen-

tleman been dismissed by an indignant public frem ihe
position he held he would have found hinself on the first
of July, 18î9, with a doficicncy of over $3,000,000. And
in that position of things, with a deficiency rolling up year
by year between revenue and expenditure, what did they
do? Instead of saying, " Stop, do not lot any more contract,"
they went on Session after Session, taking power to let new
eonitracts down to the last hour. Tho hon. leader of
the Goverument declared it was their intention
to build the Canadian Pacific- from the shores of
Lako Superior to the shoros of the Pacifie. What
more did the Govern ment, of which tho hon. rmember
for Westmoreland was a momber, under the authority of this
Act, and in the face of these enornous and annual defilte?
They advertised te the world asking on what terms parties
could be found who would come forward and construct the
Canadian Pacific Railway. I have iieard something about
the cost of advertîsing ii my department since. I do not
think they can find any occasion in which we spent over
$l0,00 in three months in my departmunt. I think we
will all come to the conclusion that no better resutt haring
followed that expenditure, it would have been just as well te
havediverted the money tosome othorpurpose. At all events,
the fact romains that, down to the end of 878, hon. gentlemen
advertised publicly te know on what terms parties would
come forward and construct the whole of this road, froni the
shores of Lake Superior te the shores of the Pacifle. Now, I
challenge sny gentleman te say, which the hon.leader of the
Opposition bas not ventured to say, that we have exceeded
the powers Parliament has authorized for the construction
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. On the contrary, the hon.
gentleman says things have all ehanged, and declares that
the 25,000,000 acres of land is worth $3.18.

Sir ALIBERT 3. SMITH. You said it was.
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-Sir CHASLES TUPPER. I do not· Bay that it is nOt,
but I im prepared to say that if yon will allow me to selet 8
1,700,000 acres of land in the North-West, I witl undertakec
to say it will be worth 85 an acre. The inconsistency c
alluded to by the hon. gentleman is orily a specious and
fallacions one, and the statements I have made in thd iouse c
and (ut of the House is the opinion I hold to-day. If, t
under a more successful administration of public affairs thesec
lands have increased in value, then I say the hon. gentie.ç
man is bound by that deciàration to admit that those termsI
by which this contract was secured are infinitely below any 2
terns ever proposed in this House and wit hin the authorityt
of the Act or Parliament of 1874, and the resolutions of s
1872, which received the support of the hon. member fort
Westmoreland-and that was that Governhent should have%
uncontrolled power over $30,000,000 and 50,000,000 acres1
of land' The hon. member for Westmoreland forgets himselft
when he endeavors to insinuate that we have not only the'
authôrity of the Goverument of which he was a member, in
the niost specific and decisive manner, to make this contract,
but to far excoed the powers assumed by this contract.
This Act provides how that contr.,ct shall obtain the
authority of law.

Mr. ANGLIN. Hear, hear.
Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. I see the hon. member for

Gloucoster brightens up with aI" hear, bear." Let me tell that
bon. gentleman, and ho will be perbapse surpriscd to learn,
if his memory has been as treacherous with refer-
ence to the contents of the Act as that of
the hon. member for Westmoreland, that there ie
nO word in this Act about publie tenders.
The bon. member for Lambton made his point not by
reading anything from the Canadian Pacifie Act, but the1
Public Works Aut, which cannot contravene the Canadian'
Pacifie Act subsequently passed.*

Mr. BLAKE. It says after tenders have been obtained.,
Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman (Sir Charles

Tupper) is mistaken. I lad no Public Works Act to-read
from at that moment.

Sir CHARLES TUPPEI. What did you read from?
Mr. MACK E.LZIE. I read from the Aot you have in

your hnand.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER The hon. gentleman did not

read then that it was necessary to advertise for publie
tenders.

Mr. MACKENZIE. 'Surely the hon. gentleman will not
cmtend that the Act that requires tenders to be called for
means private tenders.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will undertake- to give
several instanes in which the hon. gentleman accepted

i :ivate tenders for the-construction of the Canadian Pacife
ailway, notwithstandiig this Act. The hon. gentleman

knows thait, again and again, underthe authority of this Act,
b#h tei forner andrthe presnt eGovrnment acoeptod
privaite tenders. Tieî'ei nothing li this Act about 'Publie
tenders, and if' there was, I want to know whether an
advertisement published in the papei's of England and
Canada for six montths did not give authority for the
granting of a. ontraet to anyone who was willing. to
construct the railway ? The ho. leader ef the Opposition
goes back four years ; but I will not permit him to go back
four years to find bis opinions on this question. I aay he
was bound by the statements of his colleague, the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mavkenzie), who only eight
months ago declared that if we had received tenders under
that advertisement for the construction of the railway,
we would have been justified in acoepting them and
going on with the work. A good deal bas
been made out of the fact of our having prooeeded with e t
railway as a Govornment work, Whàtelse cond4 w- do 1

Sir C"aiLs TuPrpiR.

The hon.memberor LamWbton had ptr an A oet n 'tke
Statute4eook; providing for constructing it by a endpany

trs a~ Governmnent -work , and Session-after Sessiioèeted
on thië, declaring to the House thathis policy-anadthepoliy
of theeountry was unchange.d, and thatso *oon aa obmpaniy
ocnd bo obtained, the iWorks ddne by theGovernme td
be handed over to the rompany, and the whoileresponibity
of constructing and operating the Canadian Paciiie Roihray
would re-t upon the company and not on theGoverutRMnt.
So bhat- when we came into office; and for six montas
after the publication of'that advertisement, we veeeived ro
tenderà. We were-notonly obliged to preventth expenditure
already incurred from bèing wasted, but we were omiged
to show to the capitatists ofthe world the faith aid oonfidence
we had in -the contruction of the Canadian PaecifeRailway.
Now, Sir, these hon. gettlemen are obliged to admit, first,
that we bave the authority of the law, and the law put on
Statute-book by themselves.

Sir AIEERT J. S1ITII. Ias this contraetbel uiadè
in accordance with the law ? The Statute requix lat
when a contract is made, it be laid on the Table for ofiïe
month.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am coming to t«tat droetly.
Sir ALBERT J.SMITH. If it is laid on the Table for a

monthlwhy insist on proceeding with this discusioian .
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I thank the hon. gentleMan

for his suggestion. The Act provides that tenders May be
reeeived. Tenders have been received.

Sir ALBERT J. SMIT.IL Then the contract ia ratified.
Sir CHARLE 1 TUPPER. Yes; so far as the law and-the
licy of the hon. gentlemen are concerned, it -i ratified.

The law of:the bon. gentlemen has provi .ed thatDo contrao t
shall- b let without tenders. Tenders have been made.
The parties who receive the eontract shall not be t lewed to
go to work until -it bas been ratified by Parliament. And
what ratification does the Act provide for? It provides -that
the.contract shall lie upon the Table of the liouse for one
month -without boing disapproved. The hon. member for
West hiurham bas made the strongest case whieh-is possible
in favor of this contract. He has shown that the 56,0A0;Q0
acres of land set apart by the Government of whieh.'he was
a member, will alone cover every dollar of expenditure, past,
present and future.

Sir &LBERT J. SMITH. They did not take all t1he best
land.

SiC CHARLES TUPPER. The hon.gentleman willfind
that a very smail criticism. The very fact that these hon.
gentlemen have based their whole argument relating to-the
land upon a misstatement of what the oontract contains, is
Lhe lest evidence tha' they could not challenge the teris of
the contract itselt. It provides that, instead of havîipg the
choice of all the best land in the North-West, the Company
shall have their lands in alternate blocks of a mile squsre
alon t helino of the Canadian Pacifie RailwayJbrough the

frNbel L
Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Or elsewhere.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. -The hon. gntlieman hsd

better read the eontract again. "Or elsewhere" does iot
apply to the fertile belt at all. It applies to theoutside of
the fertile bolt. The Company imay have theirlandswithin
parallels 49 and W7 north latitude, or elsewhere at the option
of-the Oompany. That is outside the fertile belt-aitogemter.
Bût where else may they have their Iànds P -Th ey; may
have them along tho branches. How construeted ? Co-
strected -with their own money. We inntbem
to carry those bra-nohes to the tnotit ile
distriets in -'the 'Nor±th-West, because far erry
sqdare milerthat~ they-get stong those branohe,thèaOmirn-
ment-own the fat4rate isquare mile, Seppsthoyap4Îote
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denot baid the branches, an they choosethe bestdandsal wiokand tey wß1 fad 4-at te ex-Minuiter Of OUstO msthgurdthWest? Not aacre. If tley do not baud the gsta concesaion of 1000 acres ofland fre of taxation bybramoheast is provided they shal have their lands ou front the Government of New Brnswiek for a number of goarélies idesignated 1y the Governor-in.ounoil. I it to be
wandered at tirat hon. gentlemsen opposite should resort to Bir ALBFlRT .SMITH. Fór tee yars.
theextraordinary proceas of holding indignation meetiogs, Sir CgHlAtES UPERt. Very, WtI. L througli antDowieh admaittance was obtained ouly by ticket-indigna- open rich, caltivsted ocuntry, the hon. genfleuan could
ties meetings to which were only admitted ýmen who were obtai ea a concession as that, what wouldpreparedtobowl againat this contract? The intelligence of he asrk if he had been making a oontractto constractthiuscoantry ia too great, and the memory of.the people too a road through an uninhabited country? HRe was invivid, to allow thom to be mcs1ed bythe misconstruction put th ecompanly before, and what would yon aup-upon the terms of this contract. The contract was brought pose was the amount of exemption these gente-
doin and laid upon the Table .of Parliament, nd men wanted, when they asked Parliainent to givewe were in a position to ask not only the hearby them a chbarter for this very work? It wu that foracquiesent support of every hon.. gentleman support- fifiy years ail the property of the company should be ex-ing this Government, but we were in a position to empt from taxation. That stands on the Statute-book to.lay.
demand at the hands of hon. gentlemen opposite that they I tell hon. gentlemen opposite, before they can pump up mach
should give that hearty, generous support which the alight. excitement with ail the energy and labor thoy can exert
est regard to their own publie character as statesmen con. outside of thia House in relation to this question, they Aavepeled them to give us. They stood pledged by their action got to answer the question, how 8:25,000,000 and 25,000,000in this House and out of it for the fiye years during which acres of land would enable a company to build and operate
they were in office to come forward and say:: "We congratu- the Canadian Pacifie Railway for ever, free from anylate the Government and the country." What did the hon, liability. It was thought a ruinous scheme to the people
membor for Lambton say to me eight monthe ago ? Why, whereby hon. gentlemen opposite had 10o,000,000 acres at
h. said, you expect out of your great immigration &eceme th eir disposal and which they said were worth $3.18 an acre-
to build this railway with 100,000,000 acres of land; I tell at least a large portion of it; yet the leader of'the Opposition
you you are mista.ken, it is a fallacy. He said: "You so far forgot himself as to come down to Parliament and
will find by experience that it will cost the Governmentjust asir it to begilty of a gross violation of the faith of this
about as mach to settle and to administer the lands as they câOntry. E was a member of the Government. that
are worth." I have only made reference to the calculation, but piedgéd themselves to British Columbia to build its section,
I believe that on all the nillions of acres whieh have already and to take two millions out of the treasury therefbr; and
beendisposed of the Government stand with a profit received now ie professes to be much startled at the utter ruin of
of something like 16 cents an acre. The hon. gentleman, the country supposed to be threatened by this contract.
knowing what it had cost him to adminisier these lands, and If ho had had one inch of ground to stand on a year ago it
how bard it was to get the money out of it after they had was that with those 100,000,000 acres Canada was to be
been opened up by railway communication, told u it was a ruiaed forever by the building and working of the Canadian
fallacy. The hon. member for Middlesex (Mr. Ross) Pacifie Railway; and yet, with that as the postulate, what
counted on bis fingers two or three times the saine things, dlid ho do? Be cameand said: "So disaatrous will that be to
again and again, as if by repetition he could give them Canada, your going on with that work, that I ask this
importance and weight. fie said, first, the Conpany have Parliament to violate the publie faith and go back on the
the lands free of taxation; second, you give thom this pledges whieh the Government, of which I was a member,
exemption for twenty years, or until sold or occupied; gave to the Imperial Government and the Government ot'
third, you give then the road-bed and the right of way, British Columbia, and stop at the foot of the Rocky
and the railway st< ck free of taxation, and you give them Mountains." Yet, when we came down and showed the
freedom from duties; you take off'something like 8100,000 people that for the paltry price mentioned, when we showed
of duties on the materials imported to be used in the con- we were gong to accomplish this great work, insuring all
struction of this work. But hon. gentlemen opposite forget the magnificent results so eloquently painted by the member
that ,when the Government had, not only 25,000,000 for Lambton sud other hon. members, secaring a progreas
acres of land, but ail the lands in the North-West and prosperity that could he attained in no othor way for
at their disposai for the construction of this work, 25,000,000 acres and 825,000,000, hon. gentlemen opposite
that when Parliament placed at their disposal 100,000,000 denounced our scheme, but were astonished to find they could
acres, all the objection they had w0s that this land was not, produce no exitement, in the country or House, against it.
suffiient to build the railway. We had then all these ex- Except in the ase eof som hon. member whloe, for some
emptions of which the bhon. gentlemen opposite complain. reasonof his own, who may b. desirous to make common
We could not only bring in free the bolts, nuts and spIkes, cause with hon. gentlemen opposite-there 'otes not appear
but in addition to that, every locomotive, every steam shovel, a single man on the Ministerial side who is not prepared to
every spade, and everything required in construction could suStain the Government on this great question. Sill hon,
in our hands be brought in free. Did they forget that when gentienen opposite want more time. Time fur what? To
we had exemption of duty on everything brought into the play the game of obstruction. What did they do before ?
*eountry, when we had exemption of our lands forever fron Those hon. gentlemen, by precisely such a course as the
taxation, when we had ail these particular advantages, as on present, killed the Allan contract and prevented Canada
the Intereolonial Railway, they said: " For God'ssake do not from baving, as ebe would have had to-day, the railway
go on.'" They were startled; theyaid the country was going well under construction and fast advancing to completion.
to be ruined. If, with ail these exemptions and not They think they can return te those tactic. It is too late.
2M,000 but 100,000,000 acres, the construction of the- We ave had eight yoars tof solid discussion, on this question.
ro adwas going to ruin the country, how will the Syndieate, The people in two General Eleetions declared by overwhelm-
with but a paltry 25,000,000 acres and 25,000,000, epricl ing ajorities that the Canadian Pacific Railway should be
themelves so ithat they;are going to be giganti umillion- built, and that 830,000,000 and 60,000,000 acree was
aires? I refer hon. gentlemen, who say tiese conditions are not to o great a price for that work. Under these
uhese of,-te the Statte-bqook of Quebece, whre he wil1 ,Circunsstanoçs, I say it is neot nly a violation of
ad tbat the propiertyt rilwayseubsidiradby Government public fait, but of partyduy, not teoppose his scheme 4nd
sJe e#< on heperw$ Iws .1as. peey h l.presotday, ain,g 0te say the
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questiôn was suddenly sprung on the people. How sprung?
We have 1féard Parliament again and again declare it would
be to glad too give much better terms to secure the
construction of this work. Surprised are they? Why, the
hon. member for Lambton must forget the Speech fron the
Thrbne, when he asked: when wcre we infMrmed that it
wis for the consideration of the Syndicate bargain that we
were called together? We were informed in His
Excellency's Speech that the contract, and papers therewith,
would be submitted to Parliament for its earnest
consideration.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken;
his hion. leader said, long before Parliament met we were
infornmed of the calling together of Parliament, and the hon.

gentleman now rpads from the Speech, what took place after
Parliament was called together.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Perhaps I mistook the hon.

gentleman, if ie did not say we were not informed why
Parliament was called.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The First Minister stated why it
was called.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. 1 accept the bon. gentleman's
explani4ion. The paragraph in the Speech on this subject
1will read:

'IW ith this view I have summoned you before the usual period, as -no
action can be taken by the contractors to prosecute the work, and no
permanent arrangement for tke organization of a systematic emigration
from Europe tp the North-West Territories, can be satisfactotily made
until the poliey of Parliament with respect to the railway bas bten
decided."

I ask is not this sufficient reason f >r urgency in this case, why
Parliament should not be asked, in a question not new to the
House or country, to sanction delay? Parliament lias
pronounced upon the case again and again with terms more
onerous involved. Is there, then, any hon. gentleman
prepared to say that the reasons given in His Excellency's
Speech are not valid, intelligent, and intelligible? Do hon.
gentlemen not know that while they have been obstructng
this neasure-which, as statesmen, they were bound, by
everything that could bind public mon, to give hearty
support to-that a great rival lino, a favorite, it appears,
with hon. gentlemen opposite, the Nort hern Pacifie Railroad
bas forestalled the market and secured it. and is now in
the cornmanding position. What more? Those people not
only forestalled the market in floating their bonds and
going on vigorously with their work, but entered the field
for emigration to their. lands. Our hands meanwhile
are tied. Hon. gentlemen opposite have gone back
on their conduct and policy, not being able to
present the first argument against this scheme until they
had turned on thermselves. Those gentlemen who occupy
the high position of a constitutional Opposition have lowered
it down to a mere factious Opposition in order to prevent the
Government proceeding with the publie business in any way
favorable to the public interest. Every one knows that the high
hopes that Canada has entertained of bringing the great tide of
emigration into the North-West depends on the early period
at which these gentlemen of the Syndicate shall be in a
position to take the field all over Europe, and adopt that
course whieh alone can make the eontraet they have under-
taken a successfhl one, by peopling rapidly that great
country'. These hon. gentlemen say you not only allowed a
few paltry articles to come in free-and that is a terrible
infringement upon the National Policy-but you exempt the
lands from taxation. I referred to one of thoir own
ex-colleagues who only was too glad to stipulate
for the same condition in regard to a railway lu
which he was concerned; and the country wisely gave
them the power of exempting the lande until they
were in a fair position of realizing from thom,
They say we Allow the Company to build branch linos

Sir CHARLEs TuPrR.

wherever they choose. Why, Sir, when their Gvei-mnent
was in power they yere prepared to give 10, or 12ý,-ior 20
sections per mile of the flest lands of the North-West-to
anybody who choose to baiüd branches. The leader of, 1Ah
Opposition sys the Syndicate will strike for the bestlands
in the'country ; but in the Manitoba Land Bill of the labe
Administration, brought down by the late Miniater «fithe
Interior, the railway companies have power to build. their
branches in any and every direction, and secure sections of
10, or 12, or 20 miles, according to location, or $10,(00
pet mile in cash. These gentlemen stand pledged to build
every mile of the road, and if they cannot get lands
within 24 miles oftho railway, they bave to bu ldanother
thousand miles before they can get the 25,000,000 acres.
But, says the leader of the Opposition, we
have only 11,000,000 aeres of land between the
western boundary of Manitoba and the foot
of the Rocky Mountains. Now, if that is the case, where
are the Company to get the other 14,000,000 ? They mnet
either take it away outside of that region, where the land is
not nearly so valuable,, or build branches at their own cost
and locate the lands alongside. But the present scheme ie
different from the Allan contract, and from the Act of the
last Parliament, in this respect: that we reserve
alteinate sections along the line of this road to
recoup the country for the comparatively insignifreant
amount which we have to expend on the railway.
What d id the Government of New Brunswick do in reference
to the European and North American Railway ? They not
only gave the company a charter and aided their road, but
gave them the right of way for 200 feet from the centre of
the line, and power to build branches to any part of the
Province. So fr fi-om our policy, with regard to exemption,
being at all novel, it is in accordance with the policy and
the law of every Province of this Dominion as well as of
the United States. I have detained the House longer than
1 intended, but I thought the time had come when I should
makes these statements- not so much for the information of
my hon. friends, who are perfectly well aware of the facts-
but that they might go to the country side by side wit h the
statements of hon. gentlemen opposite, who are endeavoring
to create a feeling in the public mind at entire variance
w th te facts; who are prepared to forget their own pa t
record, and what has been customary in parliamentary
practice, in order that they may suit the exigencies of their
party. I admit that the exigencies of their party are
great, but they will find as they found in regard to arnther
great national question in tAis country-the fiscal policr-
that they have not an inch of ground to stand upon. 'Uhey
founid that they came to a fatal determination when they
resolved to nail their colors to the mast of a one-sided Free-
trade policy. I admit Jhat they find it necessary to excite
the public mind on some new topie, but, as before, they will
find themselves mistaken. I have too much faith in the in-
telligence of this country to believe otherwise. I am satis-
fled that upon this great question, as upon the other gr at
national question, they will find themselves completely
overwhelmed by the antagonism of the intelligent public
sentiment of the country. A number of hon. gentlemen on
the other side of the House have made themselves merry
over the statement of my right hon. friend the leader of. the
Governrnent, that it waa necessary that the contractors
should be in a position to put men into the woodsto get out'
the ties. I am satisfied my hon. friend the member for
Lambton, knowing that the road is to be built from «e
end, wiil not say that it is not5of vital consequence that the
controetors should be in a position to get out the enormous
number-of ties that will be required, and that they shoed
get to work at them in thecoming summer. These other hoa.
gentlemen have ne objeetion to loaing the enltireemmma.
The hon, leader of the Opposition as stated to the House,
that unless h e- am defeat rhat is the settled policy Of
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aiiada-for it is not the policy of our .party alone, bat it

was the policy of the leader of the late Goverrment-the
country will eufter a gree«tational lose. And what coure
does the hon. gentlenan take now? When we had
10ß,000,000 acres of land placed at our disposal for the pur-
pose of building the road by a vote of thia House, he said:
" tep, in Heaven's name, the country is going to ruin; stop
at the. fot of the Rocky Mountains." That, Sir, eis what
we are not going to do. We can get a thousand Syndicates
that wHIl build aToad from Winnipeg to the foot of the
Roceky Mountains at a smail charge. But to do that would
be to do something which would make the hope of a Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, either frem Nipissing to the North-
West, or from the foot of the Rocky Mountains to the
Pacifie Ocean, an idie dream. The hon. gentleman knows
very well that the hope ot Canada of obtaining such a road
wîl be an idle drean the moôment that the construction of
this easily built, and, when built, profitable portion of the
line, is handed over to a Syndieate. I can quite understand
that anumber of the bon. gentleman's friends outside, who
are just as intense in their party feelings as bis friends
inside the louse, would like to get a soft thing of that kind
-to use a rather slangy expression-but they wiIl never get
it from this Government. Our policy--and we bave nailed
our éolors to the mast-is a through line for the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. But we do not want any Syndicate to
have the work on terms which would be ruinons to those
engaged in it, and render. the undertaking a disastrous
failure. The -hon. gentleman, by the policy he is now
declaring, is carrying obstruetion to the very extreme
limit of- faction. Knowing that an overwhelming
majority of this louse, representing as they do
an overwhelming publie sentiment, as again and again
recorded, are determined to sustain themselves and pass an
arrangement botter than the most sanguine man in Canada
believed possible six months ago-finding it impossible to
shako the allegiance of a single man supporting the
Government, the hon. gentleman has gone so far as to
threaten the Syndicate. He says if the day ever cornes
when we get into power, we will yet crush you. We will
b as regardless of the publie faith pledged to you, as
we were ,regardless of our faith pledged to British
Columbia. With regard to this great work, I wish to read
the speech of the hon. leader of'the Government, in proposing
the motion to go on with this question, de die m diem. The
hon. member for West Durham did not divide the House-.

Mir. BLAKE. I dissented,
Sir CHARHLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman did not

divide the bouse, and the statement of my right hon. fiend
covered the whole case. Ie said, speaking ofthe suggestion
of the hon. leader of the Opposition, to allow an opportunity
te be given for questions to be put to the Government:

"Iihall accede to that, and I would say that the rigbt'of no private
member iseaffected. It simply provides this : that this being a question
of the greatest importance, requiring an immediate settlement, should
be discussed firdf After it is disposed of, Parliament will have every
opportunity of discussing ýand deciding upon every question which is
sabsnitted uo it."

Se that the hon. gentleman stated frankly to the House,
that what he wanted was not merely a -suspension of the
Orders for that period, but that, until that question,
was linally disposed of, he asked the louse te go on with it,
seeing that it w»s a question upon which to much depends
in the interests of the country, and which would place those
gentlemen, by the ratification of this- contract, in a position
at once-to take the field, and to make those arrangements
involving the enormous expenditure of millions, to be at
(ace expended by them in connection with immigration,
and obtaining plant ;ad, everything else, for the rapid
prosentin ef thre wok. But the hon. gentleman laya:
No; I have got a better'scheme. Throw away you-n ational

lie of vrailways; abandon that which Land every man on

oh u ide of this Roue have been ple4ging themsqIves
te vote for;. throw ail lkat, awey ad umake a cou-
nection with the Nortthora Poifie aiway. That Is
the policy of the boa gentleIMaa. 1haUe no objection
to any railway Sonection whie the çpririal interst, of
Canada demanda, but I say it would be repting the people
of this country, as they have no ight to be, reated, if, we
were to turn back;, after ail that has been jledged by bon.
gentlemen on botly sides of this House, and say tha we
intend to seek another line of communication with oÔurgreat
iNorth-West; that we lntend to leave Canada ut the feet of
the United States; that we intend to leave Canada and her
commercial arrangements ail subjeét to a stroke of Ite en
In a bureau at Washington. The positi2n I taie"is, fr&t if
theTine wlas to be built by the SauIÏ St .Marie-and tîs
ready and prepared to support the constr*tion of tbaflIné.
-if it was the orily means, for the next twenty ears, of
having communication with the North-Wost, when we
believed we had it in our power to socure the construction
of a through lino of railway, I opposed it becarie I
wanted a national lino, Whon the tiu e camp that, under
the management of hon, gentlemen opposite, the conditions
of this country became such that we could not hope to
grapple with the work for a long time to corne, we thought
that if we were to be deprived ofäny railway communichtîon
with the North-Wost, if ther'e-wis no other means fo the
next twenty years of filling ul< that fertile plain with a large
and industrious population, we wore wiilling to attempt the
Sault Ste. Marie line. But now we have the means in di-
grasp of constructing a national lino on teim sf11dh
as the most sanguine man in this country did not belleve
possible a few months ago, and it woulu be treason to our
country not to carI.y ont that national line which ie
required, even if the Sault Ste Marie lino were built
to-morrow. If that lino were built to-morrow, wo would be
indopendont if we had a national through lino of our own,
and we would not bu in a position to have the trade of
Canada convulsed and the greatest interest of the copntry
imporilled.by boing depondent on communication through
a foreign country. A year ago the hon. gentleman opposite
was prepared to take the estimate of the hon. gentleman for
Lambton of the valuo of the land in the North-West, and
holding that estiniate of their value, how can that hon.
gentleman say that that grut fertile country, capable of
beinig made the very hoart and soul, as it were, of
Canada, is to be left dependent for communication with the
older ]Provinces upon a line through the United States ?
Did ho not hear what the ex-Minister of Finance told him
the other night, who got two pages to hold up a map
before this louse in order to excite the horror and alarm
of hon. gentlemen. Why, he says, I have discovered a
most frightful thing-it turned out, I bolieve, te bo a
mare's nest-I have discovered that it is pusitively
designed that we shall have a ling pushed down from
Crookston to Devil's Lake, and a con nection made frôrp
the Canadian Pacifie Railway to that! A nd what
do you suppose was to be the frightful disaster that
was to bappo to Canada ? Why, Sir, instead of Oanadian
trafip and the Canadian North-West 'being develàped
through Canadian channels. it was absolutely goi:ng to bring
the trade and business 'of that country througti the United
States down to Duluth. It so nappened that thât was
exactly the policy tbht bis hon. leader was fighthig fôr.
fis hon. leader says : " Tbrow away your national hne, I can
develop the North-West botter through the Uuited States
than in any other way." But if that be true, where 'the
ho.ror, where the alarm, where the danger that convdlsed
the ex-Minister of Finance, and threw him wonderfally off
his balance for the nonce? I say that there has not b.een
onê argument-ogered ,againt our, fobeme, that has mot been
answwred by one of the hon. gentlemen opposite. ,$4rp
bas not b@e to this bour, a siange propofitiop 4opoud
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that is not revolting to the common sense of bon gentlemen
and thejndgment of the people of this country. And yet
we are to lave delay while they make a dying though
ineffectual struggle, not to kill the Canadian Paific Railway,
but to hold us back until another and a rival line takes pos-
session of the market.

Mr. ANGLIN. After the extraordinary speech to which
we bave just listened, it is necessary to call the attention of
the louse to the fact that the question before us is simply
this: that a proposition has been placed in the hands of the,
Government of this country, signed by a large number of
the most respecable, i4fluential and wealthy men of this
Dominion, in which they propose to construct this railway
from Lake Nipissing, or Callendar Station, te Linkoping and
from Selkirk to thie Pacifie-if that be the desire of Parlias
ment and the country-on terms incomparably better fbr the
cou try than the terms which we are now asked to accept.
The bon. Minister of Railways wished to divert the attention
of members from the consideration of this most important
question. He did not attempt an answer to the plain state-,
ment made by the bon member for West Durham. Be did.
not attempt to make the slightest reply to the able and
intelligent speech of the hon member for Balton (M.
Macdougall), who, while he acknowledges that he is bound
by party ties te hon. gentlemen opposite, that he bas been
sent here to sustain them in carrying out what is called the
National Policy, and that he is in sympathy with them on
general matters of policy, yet, Sir, manfully, frankly, and to
his infinte credit, declares that he is not prepared, until due
time has been given for the consideration of the new offer, to
say that the terms we are now asked to approve of should be
approved of. To that speech, Sir, so creditable to that hon.
gentleman, so moderate in its tone,' and so frank, the only
reply vouehsafed was the insulting insinuation hurled at the
momber for Halton. We do not ask delay for the
sake of delay. We believe that the circumstances have
been so altered by the submission of this proposal, that it is
the duty of every hon. member of this House to demand
from the Government that tiune should be given for con-
sideration. If, as the hon. member for Halton remarked,
this is a mere political dodge and not a boná fde proposition,
if the men who are said to have signed it,thave not signed it,
or if, having signed it, they do not intend to fulfil the obliga-
tions they have there incurred, all that will soon be known.
Lot the dovern ment put them to the test; lot them demand
that this million of money shall be put up, not in mere
securities, but in bard cash, and so test their offer.
I am not prepared to say that we should accept this
offer, but I am prepared to say that this whole
country should have time for the consideration of
this great question; and this is the only question
that now comes before the Uouse. The hon. Minister of
Railways bas afforded us an opportunity of determining forC
ourselves the kind of reply he would make. The other day 1
I had the pleasure of spendiug aday in Montreal with someo
friends, Conservativos and others, and from them- I heard 1
that the speech of the hon. Minister of Railways in Mon- -
treal was not an answer to the speech Mr. Blake delivered
two days before, but that ho proceeded to attack Mr. Blake ft
and to pour torrents of vituperation upon him, until the
great majority of the meeting, who were determined to seei
fair play, compelled him to abandon that line of argument
and to make some effort to deal with the very important r
question for the consideration of which they had been
i nvited to attend that meeting.

Mr. WÉITE (Cardwell). Will the hon. entleman men. p
tien the mame of one Conservative *ho made that statement
te him ?

Mr. ANGLIN.- Mr. SpèakerJstand befbre this Uotse,
known to it for thirteen years, and I make that statement a
on my personal honor and vetacity, and flot having the t

$ir CRan is TUPPER.

liberty to us e the name of the gentleman with whom I liap-
pened to meet, Tam not prepared to violate all the, ortesies
of private life. The h6n. gentleman believes me himsel;
he knows he bëlieves me; he knowseverybody in this Ilouse
believes me; and overy one who reads the reports in one
or two of the Montreal papers will see that they sustainu.bat
statement. It was out of place to diseuns a large numÏber
of the topics discussed by the hon. Minister of Railwaya, un-
les we are to give him. the credit of merely striving to occupy
the time of the House. While claiming to deal wih tb,
question before the House, he chose to launach out nto a
general discussion, and I therefore feel it my duty to notice
eursorily, at any rate, a few of the remarks he made. He
began by telling us that the course of this debate reminded
him of a story of a controversy between two nijumstera whose
audience was a deaf and dumb man. Did he mean to convey
the impression that is audience in this case are deaf sud
dumb, and that they are willing te do the biddig of the
Ministry ? This deaf and dumb man was able to observe the
result of the controversy by seeing which lost his temper
first. We are willing to accept, that evidence in this case.
While the hon gentleman made an exhibition of temper that
perhaps was not real, we certainly have not lost temper. We
feel that we are discharging a great public duty in discussing
this question fully. The hon. gentleman says we have not
now the opportumity of making a midiiight attack on the
public opinion of this country. Who bas made the midnight
attack upon the public opinion of this country ? Who bas
endeavored te oteal away the publie opinion of this country
like a thief in the night ? Who has endeavorcd to create a
false impression as to the terms of this -eontract?
Surely not we on this side of the House ; for we
ourselves had only the slightest idea of what
the terms of this contract were before it was laid before ihe
House. Somo cf us were no doubt suspicions, for wo had
experience of " the ways that are dark and the tricks that
are vain "of gentlemen on the other side of the House.
The gentlemen opposite say that the country know all
about the con tract and that public opinion is now thoroughly
informed. Although the hon. gentlemen opposite havedone
all in their power to misinform the people, yet they now
declare the people know all about the question and are now
fully prepared to pronounce upon it, and that Parliament
should now be fully prepared to deal with it. The people
of the country are not even now fully informed of all the
monstrous features of the contract. To this day there is
searcely an hon. gentleman who rises on this side of the
House to discuss the contract who does not di.cover in
it some new and grave objection. Hon. gentlemen opposite
laugh, but they perhaps think we are more astute than we
really are. -We have endeavored to analyse it and critieise
it. But, notwithstanding all that, I assure the hon. Minister
of Railways, and all the hon. gentlemen opposite, that even
at this moment I am not satisfied that we know thboiughly
how objectionable this eharter is. We,-ave not
suceeded yýt in finding a single redeeming featnre o-« a
single clause which we can say should commend itself
to the public or the majority of hon. members The very fact
hat, within a few days, so important a body as theMontreal
Corn Exchange has expressed an opinion upon the subject,
s in itseif evidence that the people at large a e not
horoughly acquainted with 'al its bearings. 1, myseif am
eceiving every day letters from persons te whom i have
ent copies of the contract, sometimes with My own com-
ments on it, and I find that some of the mpoet intelligent
Persons in our Province are not properly acquaintedwifth
he charactetof the scheme. So it s not right to say, itis
ot in accordance with the facte, that the p-ibj arp
horoughly informed and have had a fair opportunity to
ronounce an opinion on this question; and-,t me
ditbat it is etili es in Accordance with ihe flacto
hat, in so far as publie opinion hlas beem prSoae
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it Iba not been so hostile to the measure as we on this side
-of the Konge had reason to expect.' Hon gentlemen
oppoè)te t a great deal about our publie meetings. They
pr!Ond to-Bay that there is something very wrong beeause

hy ere not allowed to reily at all our meetings. Take for
uistone Ithe meeting at.Montreal. There the hon.member
ft';West Durham (Mr. Blake) addressed a crowded audience
and h'letheir setention spell-bouud until after one o'clook in

th urning n merély describing the outlines of this charter,
audith'e efetA it must produce if it were ratified. What time
would there have been after that for the hon. Minister of
Railways to bave addressed the same audience, for we know
lie s always able to occupy five or six hours if necessary,
andwe have seen this-afternoon even, how the hon. gentle-
man can ecupy a couple of hours without embarrassment,
if he wore, at Montreal, to have followed the hon. member
for Weet Durham,and made a speech. That hon.gentleman
must have replied, and they might thus have continued the
game. But i think hon. gentlemen must be satisfied that
it would be a matter of impossibility for audiences to
remain'daring aIl the time that would bc thus occupied.
Those present at the first meeting in Montreal complained
very much indeed of what they suffered from being
crowded together for so many hours. Not a soul who was
in f.hought of getting out, ail were willing to remain and
hear the explanations of the hon. member for West Durham ;
but human nature can only endure a certain amount of
pleasure-and pain, and on that occasion the pleasure and
painù were conbined, because the heat was very great ard a
large number of people were suffering from being crowded
together, and it would therefore have been absurd to expect
those people to remain to hear the Minister of Railways. That
hon. gentleman called another meeting which was not so
largefy attende d ; agreatnumberof persons went tohear him,
and a great many went, hoping to hear a satisfactory reply
to the statements of the hon. member for West Durham;
but even some of the Minister's warmest friends came away
disappointed, and we need not wonder, if, on that occasion,
the hon, gentleman made such a reply as he did this after-
noon In reply to the hon. members for West Durham and
Hialton.

It baing Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

APTER RECESS.

Mr. ANGLIN. I will not attempt, ir. Speaker, to follow
the hon. the Minister of Railways through the devious course
he cehose to take this afternoon, nor comment at any very
great length upon the statements he chose to make and the
charges he chose to prefer against some hon. gentlemen on
this Oide of the House, because I do not wish to assist him in
distriaeting the attention of hon. gentlemen on the other side
pf thellouse, or diverting their minds from the consideration
of.the very serious question upon which we will ail have to
pronounçe by-and-bye. But so extraordinary a speech as,
th4t caninot very well be allowed to pass entirely unnoticed.
The- hon: the Ministqr of Railways asserted, in the first
place, that Jhe public are sufficiently informed on the
subjéLt atissue, and yet in the next breath le asserted that we'
whe aÀloé have attempted to convey any information on the
subject to the public have deliberately misled them with
regrd to the terms of the contract; that whatever public
indlî"na vand the hon. the Minister of Railways has alone
aon of indignation-has been manifested through the
ceustry wherever the people have expressed disapproval of
thetgnn of tihis contract, they have been moved te such
indignaticm sad led to express such, disapproval because we
hatmiatated the trms of the contract. 'Ihos two decla-
ratìoùao? wthèion. Minister are directly-contradictory. Ifî
th eao~ were well infoi-med, as he las alleged, we could

no bavenaù ýd themL;"if we have misld them t the exteit
al1h tîer nie isreguh-ed by them tobtainu infor-

mation, and it is theduty of hon. gentlemen o psite*to place
thmelves in eommunication wth the pubc, not merely
by speecbes delivered i this Hoase, but by appearingbefore
their constituents face to &ee, with this contract in their
hands, and socounteract the mischief we have done Such a
charge as that, of deliberately -misstating the terms of the
contract and deliberately seeking to inislead the public on
this subJect, weid be a very serions charge, indeed, if mode
by any oýther hon. gentleman, or even when madeby the bon.
the minister of ltailways, were it sustained by the slighteat
shadow of evidence or prof. The hon. the Minister of
Railway hs asserted that we have misrlepresented
especially that portion of the charter which relaies to the
selection of land 3in tthe Noith-West. In his speech %hie
afternoon he asserted that the Syndicate or tC'ompany will
bave no right to select lands anywhere, except in the
Nortb-West Territory, beyond the 570 of north latitude.
He afterwards adnitted that they will have a right ofi sele.
tion, but only wherè they build braneh raitroads which will
be of rare benefit to the country, and as the Government
will therealso be entitled to the alternate square mile blocks,
the Company would have no such right of selection as was
asserted. He went on to argue that the late Government,
under the Mills' Bill, provided that branch lines might be
built in that country and subsidized out of those
very lands; and he asserted that under the provisions
of 'this bargain, the interests of the country were muth
better protected than they were under the àIills Bill.
We nre not obliged to discuss the merits or demerits of
the Mills' Bill, and it would be a waste of time to pay any
partienlar attention to that part of the bon. gentleman's
statement; but I wish to point out, because I hrve steen
it asserted elsewhere with the object of misleading
the public, that on this point we are in error, that the
contract gives to the Syndicate the right to seleot ail
the lands not within the 24 miles, to select where they please,
to lay outlines of railway where they please, and obtain
possession at once of alternate lots of the 24 miles on each
side of the lines so lasid out without having built a single
mile of any one of the branches. It is not provided in any
portion of the charter that before obtaining pcssoesion of those
additional lands theyshall be required to build the branch rail-
ways. They are nierely required to lay ont a line where they
please, to fyle a plan in the offlee of the department bere,
and thereupon they acquire the right to take poeRssion of
the alternate blocks of 24 miles on enarh side of the line so
laid out. I do not believe the Minister of Railways would
attempt before an intelligent audience to repeat the allega-
tion be bas made ir thibs House, provided that some one was
on the platform beside him having in his' hand a copy of
the charter and able to understand and interpret it intelfi-
gently. But the bon. gentlemen ays the right of selection
is only beyond the ,n° of north latitude. There is a
provision that if the Comnpany are not satisfied
with the eharacter of the Ilandf along the lino of
railways, if in any of these there is a material portion unfit
for settlement, they may go a into the North.West
Territory and select other lands there with Cb. approvil
in that case, and in that case only, of the Governor in
Couneil. That is my readinrg of that section, and I believe it
is the cemon4ensereadh;.:and that no gieat aiumen la
needed to understand it. We have not mi led the public
with respect te thatorany section, or any otha-0 .(1the erme
of this extraordinary contract What we have said in the
lionSe wehave repeatetlhn thme ocunttry. What wethave said
face te face with the hon. gentleman and bis eco#eagues ru
thisBouse we have repeated te the people in diffrent>arta
of theno±try, andso fiar- as we have been able toxea4 he
people, we have convinced the people, and a strong feelinggf
disapprewal o theoxatract has been mapifested. Tue hW

siutsmnayswe 4i4 net areuaexnueh enthusigani. tindi-
é srange cirenmutances in which:we niow uindursIef 4b
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do not ourselves possess much enthusiasm. We are rather
sad and dispirited at the contemplation of this act of the
Governmont and the strong probability of the contract being
sustained by a large majority in thisI louse. We sought
to enlighten the public mmind; we sought to convey to the
public an accurat e idea of what the terms of charter are,
and we are satisfied that when the people under-
stand them they will, in ail cases where partizan
feeling does not interfere, express their disapproval of the
scheme. And they bave done so. Large meetings in
Toronto. Hamilton, London and Montreal, Halifax and
Quebec have done so. The Legislature of AIanitoba bas ex-
pressed its disapproval. The corporation of Toronto and the
Montreal Corn Exchange have adopted the same course. On
the other side what do we find? The Minister of Railways
appeared before a sympathetic audience in London, and
atterwards delivered addresses in Toronto and Montreal. I
do not know what the attendance was at Toronto, but I
believe the London meeting was as large as that addressed by
Mr. Blake; but it was not so in Montreal. With the exception
of those meetings and one we have heard of in North Renfrew,
we have hardly beard of an instance in which hon. gentlemen
opposite have obtained a declaration of public opinion in favor
of the contract. They have complained very much of not being
allowed to address meetings held by the hon. gentlemen on
this side of the liouse through the country. But it was
open to them to call meetings themselves. If they had confi-
dence that the public would approve of the measure, a
party commanding so large a majority in this loise
should have courted an expression of public approval. lhey
should themselves have gone before the people. They should
have been the first to subiit the contract to the people,
and ask the people for theli opinion thercon. Tbey should
have said: "lHere is the bargain, the best ever made, and
the best that is possible under the circumstances. Its1
lerms are most advantaigeous. Accept it, fbr it is to your'
interest. We take our stand upon it, and tell yo it is a1
good bargain; that ifthe roud is to be built(and ail partiesi
are pledged to build it) this is the best possible mode of
doing it. We bave donc ail we could and have not sacrificed
your interests, or made the bargain in a corner, but openly
and in the ligh t Of day. Se son as the negotiations were
completed we laid thcm before the public; we maintained4
the dignity of Parlianent by consulting the dignity andi
elf respect of the people by lay ing before themn ail the

facts, and asking them to express their approval in any
way thcy pleascd." I think they should have taken some
such course as that. Instead of doing so, they carp at thei
action of hon. gentlemen on this side of the House, and
assert that they endeavored to excite public indignation in
regard to the contract, aid that their efforts have resulted
in lamentable failure. We do not so regard it. We, on the
contrary, are quite pleased with Ie results of our efforts so
far. We think we have to-day the moral sympathy of thet
great majority of the people. A d-ssolution bas been1
talked of. I do not know that any of us have insistedi
on a dissolution, but if hon. gent lemen opposite willi
go to the people, we will gladly accord Ort
support to any motion to that effect. We will1
gladly meet them beforo the people of the country,(
and ther% in what even they must admit is a constitutionalE
mode, and without any insult to the dignity of Parliament,à
we will ascertain the wishes of the people. If they choose.
to relegate us to obscurity, or decide that we shall remain onf
this side of the House, we shall bow respectfully to that
deciion, and of course cease our opposition to this extraor--
dnary moasure. Although we know the people havec
sometimes been mistaken, we have never lost our confidencej
in their integrity, honesty and intelligence. Wehave nevert
shown any fear or apprehonsion u i th regard to them. Weo
are of the people and with the people, and by-and-bye,1] trust,
nay, I am sure, whon we appear beforo them at the polh,

Mr. ANGTU.

we shall find the people with us. For eight long yearàý the
hon. gentleman says, this question bas beeu before the
people; that there is nothing novel in it-nothing extraor.
dinary-nothing of which the people have not already
expressed their entire approval. The people have never
yet been asked toexpress their approval or disapproval of
the Pacifie Railway scheme in a direct way. One Para
ment about to expire was asked by the hon. gentleman
opposite to enter into that most onerous bargain with
British Columbia, and a large majority assisted them in
imposing its terms on Canada. The elections occurred soon
after, but there was then no time, chance or opportunity
of getting rid of those terms.

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman
deny that his present leader stated in this Rouse that the
contract question had been referred to the people and fully
considered, and that the people had decided in favor of it,
and that we had received no mandate to reverse it-that it
was not reversible by us?

Mr. ANGLIN. I do not remember that ho uttered such
words.

Sir CHARLES TIUPPER. I can show ho did from bis
speech.

Mr. ANGLIN. It des not matter whether he did or
not for the purpose of this argument, and for this good and
sufficient reason-that before we had any chance of address-
ing the people on this subject we were bound, fettered and
manacled by the bargain, which bad become part of the
constitution of the country, had been embodied in a royal
proclamation, and become as binding upon us as the British
North America Act. under which we meet and make laws
here. We could not set aside those terms if we would, and we
would not, because we had too high a regard for the faith and
honor of Canada. Although we resistéd by every means in
our power the imposition of those terms, and strove for their
modification inetfectually, we recognized, in the majority
of both Houses of Parliament, the right to bind the
country to even a disadvantageous bargain, and felt it our
duty to give effect, so far as the circumstances of the
conntry would permit, to an undertaking of which we still
disapproved. When the member for Lambton went before the
country, he had a railway policy, it is true, but the people did
not, so far as I recollect, pass any decided opinion on the
policy of constructing a railwayacross the continent, which
we were bound to do. He did very fully admit and
recognise the liability that existed, stating very expressly
the mode in which he proposed to fulfil the obligations of the
country. That, I admit, did meet!with the approval of the
people. But the question as to whether the railway should
or should not be built within a very short.time, was never
submitted to the people, for the very good reason that bon.
gentlemen oppposite had put it out of the power of any party
to reopea that question. This question has not been before
the country for eight years or eight weeks even. True, the
idea of building a Canadian Pacitic Railway bas been -before
it for eight years and various projects have been mooted; but
this is entirely, essentially different from any project ever
before submitted. It is of such a strange, remarkable
character, that until the papers were laid on the Table, not
even leading members of the House could form
anything like an accurate idea of - the scope,
purport, and meaning of this eontract. When the member
for Lambton complained of this lately, the leader of the
Government asserted that h. and other members knew well
why we were to assemble here in Parliament, and asserted
or insinuated besides, that the member for Lambton and
many on the same sida know pretty well what the terme of
this bargain were. The member for Lambton denied4hat
on bis own part, and we all denied it on our part Not one
of us could formn anything ike an accurate opinion of its
terms. If there is a pésaimist among us I do not think o
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could dmagine the terms were so bad as they now appear. acoept office, ho resigned within a short time, because ho
We-war etartled whon we found among other -things that disapproved of the policy of the Governmient. Afterwards,
theGovermment had andertaken to commence and complote when ho became a momber of the Governmoit, in whieh I
the 90 miles from Tale to Port Moody. We never had the was bis colleaguoe, we had the greatest possible diffieulty
faintest suspicion that the Government had under- in forcing office upon bis acmoptance. There is no man
taken an obligation of that kind, which is an in the Pro:ince of New Brunswick, and I hold there must
entirely new proposai. Now, the hon. Minister of Railways be very few in the Province of Nova Sotia, who would
quotes the Speech from the Throne to show that the statement believe that there is the slightest foundation for so monstrous
of the hon. member for Lambton is an incorrect state- and atrocious a charge as that made against theb hon. mom-
ment. Well, the Governor General's speech promiseod ber for Westmoreland. I lave the hon. member toanswer, as
us, among other things, that the contract and the papors far as ho thinks necossary, the long attack made upon him.
relating te it would ho laid before Parliament. Whore are Lot me say a few words with regard to the Act of 1874,
those papers ? Not a single paper ha been laid on the which the -hon. Minfister of Railways asserts authorized him
Table ofthe}House, respecting the contract, save the contract and bis colleagues to go to London to open negotiations for
itself and the appendix which is merely the Act of in- the making of a contract, and finally to make such a
corporation. We asked for those papers ; we asked for al1 contract as that laid on the Table. 20,00à,000 acres land
the information on the matter to which Parliament is per mile, or 50,000,000 in ail, and S10,000,000 por mile, or
entitled, and we were told that we were asking something about $27,000,000 cash in ail, besides the interest on such
unreasonable, somothing unprecedented, and, had the hon. other sum as may be agreed, that interest to run
Minister of Railways been speaking, ho would have added for 20 years, are the ternis of the Act. Will hon. gentlemen
unpatriotic. No British Ministry would dare to subnit a assume that, acre for acre, the 50,000,000 acres of land are as
question of this kind to the Imperial Parliament without valuable as the 25,000,000 the Syndicate aie to get? Any
bringing down every scrap of paper relating to it that could one who knows the character of the country, and who bas
be found anywhere, without furnishing ail information read the Act of 1874, which reds: "lands along the line of
possible on the subject. We saw with regard to the railway of fair average character," will see at once that the
Washington Treaty how complote was the information we 50,000,000 acres mo lying are actually of ess value than
receoived. We were furnished, not merely with the Treaty the 25,000,000, of which 11,000,000sare close to thei railway
itself, but with the protocols. This was done bocause it was and 14,000,000 are to be selected wherever the contrac-
known that the information must be laid before the Imperial tors choose to go into the fertile beit and select it.
Parliament. We saw what took place from day to day, and Taking the land of a fair average qualIty, along the
now when we contrastwhat is done in this Parliamont with whole line oftrailway from the boundary of Ontario to
what is done in that, we are forced to the conclusion that, if the Pacifie Ocoan, through the iR >cky Mountains and every-
only the Canadian Parliament had been consulted on that- where, the 50,000,000 acres conid not be worth as much as
question we would have received only the treaty, and would the 25,000,000 acres whi h the Syndicale would gel under
never have learned that free trade in lumber and coal bhc berms of this (ontract, Il.000,000 of which are to lie iu
had been offered us and rejected by the leader of this Gov- the fertile boite close to the lino cf railway and 14,000,000
prnment. I did not blame the hon. gentlemen then, nor do to ho eobed wbere bhe Syndicate cheosos. Will any
I blame him now, for that refusal, but I state simply that reasonablo man say that lands lying close b the rail-
1 believe that information would have been suppressed. way are not worbh more than lands bwenty or twoty-flvo
We have not to-day the information we ought to have. Wo miles off? The Act of*1874 enys lands of'Ilfair average
are told that this is the best bargain that it was possible to quaîity," net "fairly fit for'settlemcnf." Now, "fair
rake; but, Sir, we have a right to see and judge for our- average quality," linbthecomnon-sense intcrprctation of the
selves; the people have aright to see and judge tor themseolves, erm, must boold te ruan afair average of the lande of the
in a matter of this kind. The Ministry is adopting a wrong country through vhich the rend runs. l cannol poesibîy be
course, which, relying on-I shall not say as a subservient- held le menuwhat land the Syndieate pleases eselect.
but a verv faithful body of followers, refuses to give to this But in that respect the eontract docc eut agree with the
Parliament and the people the information to which they terme of the Act, and the Act doos net authorize *tc
are erititled, and insista on foreing upon this Gove-nment to ente!- lto any such arrangements. Undor
country terms and conditions of which the people the Ac of 1874, the centractors became possesed of these
disapprove on the plea that they are the best 50,000,000 of acres cf land-they did not becorne abeoluto
that eau be obtained. Turning from that point, theb hon. owners of lb. They were not exempted frcm local taxation.
Minister made a most extraordinary attack on the hon. It was provided that the Government should dispose of two-
member for Westmoreland. The hon. Minister of lailways thirds of the land and hand the procoods over te the com-
mnst always attack somebody or bis speeches would be pany, while only one-third cf the lands waq at the dis.
rather spiritles. If ho excels in anything, it is in the posai of bbe compnny; tho obvions roamon for that arrange.
power of invective and attack, and he made a most wanton ment being the desire te provent a land monopoly in the
attack Ibis afternoon on the hon. member for Westmoreland. North-West. Wha the SAlanontrat was under consi-
That bon, gentleman is quit. able 1t defend himsolf, and I deration, one cf th ctrongest objetions te it urge o lby Ibis
shah flot undertake to defcnd hlm; but lot me bea teeti- side ff the blouse wa tha it tended te the creation of
mony te bt fact wich bas corne within my own knowledgo a land monopoly, and when icahon. member for Lamblan
and Observation, and Icati upon thie hon. Finance introduced hb m sho took good yar thcat sct a monopoly
Minieter to, bear testimony te this fat also, ihould o avoided b means of theprovisiont r whichi
that 1h. charge against the. hon. member for West- I have referred. The oAcf 1874 and the * ent
more.land, that lie was over infiuanced by a-desire tvcontract differ in respect teoanotier salient point.
obtain olfice, i8 untre-I was about t e ay a false -and In the Act of 1874 ilt was ditincty provided that frn any
scandaloue accusation. I knew that bon. gentleman when sun te ho paid t ithe contractors, under the term ofany
hoý sat with me in the Local Legi8latre, and was a contract, was to be dedicted -the wholeSn ct lseto svcty
co0f thebon. Finance inister. 1 knew hlm and of any portion et the railway constracted as a G vern.
years terwards, when h. and I were colloagues, and I mont werk. Under Ibis contract we give thSyndicate
knw àlim to h. slweys ontiroly beyond -theroaraof any the lnd, and wogive then the aoluteeoeship ofaportio
suspic fhkorigafteroffice.,-Ho nover cared te, of theroad,the buildi0ngoae of which wiIlei bot ecountryatthe
hod ofices"d When oon ee Occasion hc wu indpce ato lowest estimate, 2800000. Thnthon.fMitnstr ofh Ri ys
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has asserted deliberately to-day, as ha rashly asserted on a
previons occasion, thut the making of this contract was
authorized and justified by the Act of 1874. I shal not
allude further to that Act, but I thought it proper to point
ont those two or three very remarkable points which show
that if the present contract. has any connection witb tha
Act of 1874 it is a violation of that Act. If the
contract had been drawn up within the limits provided
by that Act it would only have boen nocessary to.lay it on
the Table, and withsin 30 days it would have become ipao,
facto the law of the country. I do not think it is neoessary
to follow the hon. gentleman very closely in what ha said in
regard to the tact, that when the late Government came
into offiee and found a deficit staring them in the face,
notwithstanding the surpluses wbich had been rolling up
for a number of years, they found it necessary to impose
fresh taxation upon the people, which tuxatioa, if the
volume of business had remained as large as in previous
years, would have yielded a revenue of $3,000,000. The
decrease in the business of the country, though so often and
emphatically attributed by the hon. gentlomen to the
misgovernment and mismanagoment of the late Administra-
tion, was regarded by every reasonable man as being due,
simply to the general depression of business, in which we
unavoidably participated. Though we do technically speak
of the imposition of so much taxation as being so much of an
additional burden cast upon the people, we all know that
increase in the rate of taxation does not always produce a
corresponding increase of revenue. When the alteration of
the Tariff did not yield the estimated increase of revenue,
the only resource lit to the Government of the day,
opposed as they were to increasing the burdens of the people,
was to endeavor by strict economy to diminish the expendi-
ture. The Minister of Railways lias, over and over again as
sorted that we were extravagant, that the controllable ex-
pend iturc increased to a point far beyond what i thould have
reached had the Governument been economicallyadministered.
11e hias again and again asserted that the deficits of those
years amounted to $7,000,000, and though the statement has
been repeatedly disproved in the flouse and out of it, as well
as by the press, ha eould roiterate it again and doubtless he
will continue to do so. lie seems quite incapable of being
persuadcd that bis statenents may be erroneous, no matter
how unquestionable the proofs. The hon. gentemnI referred
to his economy in his own department in the matter
of advertising. There is no doubt that economy
may ho prudently exercised in this matter, and that
a great deal has been paid by various Governments in
this country for advertising which might have been sayed.
But there may be such a thing as a falea conomy ; and the
offer for the construction of the Canada Pàaific Railw&y,
which i understand was placed in the hands of tue
Govern ment to-day, bonafide us 1 believe it to be, shows that
because of bis exercising a falhr economy in neglecting
to advertise for offers the country runs the risk of losing

15,000,000. We will have to disouss ail these subjecti,
ligain. We have discussed most of them very frequently, but
it is a strangre thing to find the hon, gentleman now stating,
with regard to land in the North-West, that actual experi-
ence has shown that the net products of what ought to hava
been some of the bBst land there, are but aiteen cents an
acre. Last year we bad a dilfurent tale. Ten the piolicy
and interests of the Government l'equirQd that they sloukd
enhance the value o thone lands as much as posible ; at all
events represent themto ha as valuable as any i-rasoinble
person would believe. But now it istheirinterest and policy
te represent that land as having as little value as. possible,
and when they set down the value of the lands at S an
aere that they have put the outeide value upoU them;
altheugh in another breath tho M.inistr of lailwaya tella
us that even now, if yO& gîve hum th iight ofal.etiqo, ha
ould Slet 1,700,0O0 acre& of' land wort4 a$ l#Met $5 #

et, uGLN

acre. 'It has been said that some of the gentlemeu who
compose the Syndicate are quite as astute as even the he.
the Minister of Lailways, quite As good judges eF the
value of the lands; and if there are but 1,700,000 Aaûres <t
land worth $5 an acre, there cannot be the slightest d«at
that this Syndicate will manage to get possession of every
acre, and that will be8 8,C00,000. Hon. gentlemen attempt
to defend the policy of exempting from taxatio> the
materials to be imported for the use ofthe railway, the steel
rails which, under the operation of our present Tarif, would
become subject to duty in 1872, the bolts, plate,.apitea, &c.,
amounting in the whole to about $100,000 as the hon. gente-
man says. He says that if the Goverument built the road
these things, together with every locomotive, every spiade and.
pick-axe would all be imported free of duty. Now that is an
extraodinary declaration from so prominent an advocateof
the National Policy. In the first place, were the Governmeat
to go on with the work the exemption from duty of these
articles would inure to the benefit, not of contractor, but
of the people at large. Moreover, it bas become the settled
policy of the Government-I think it was first settled as the
policy of the country by the late Government-that when,
in any case, tenders are invited or received for furnishing.
locomotives, cars a id articles of that kind, in order to
institute a comparison between the tenders sent from
abroad and those submitted by the people of Canada,
the amount of the duty on the articles must be addedto the
tenders of the foreigners in order to ascertain whether they
are higher or lower than those of the people of Canada.
Under Government control, then, every man in this
couutry captible of producing any one of the articles
required upon railroads, whether for construction or equip-
ment, had the protection of the Tariff; but under the
contract manufacturers in this country have no- such
protection. The contractors have the absolute right to
import from abroad, free of duty, all the articles named
in the contract. Again, with regard to the taxation of land,
wbile the Government had these lands they were exempt
from taxation, and any benetit derivable from that exemp-
tion would accrue to the people of the Dominion at large,
not to a few contractors. When the contractors hold, the
land, instead of being compelled to proceed to settle the
land, as the leader of the Government boasted last year
would be the case by the operation of local taxation, they
are to be absolutely exempt for 20 years to corne, so that if
they choose they may hold their lands idle while the
Government proceed to settle up the alteraste
blocks, and thereby add largely to the market value of the
lands held by the Company. The hon. Minister asserted that
many railroads in the old Provinces are exempt from muni-
cipal taxation, and has spoken particulariv of a road in whiçh
the hon. member for the county of St."John (Mr. Burp0e).
bas a large interest. He say there is no tar--ion on thM
road according to a.special Statute. He is 'nistaken. ReQ
seerms to imagine that the charter was obtained fQr that
road by the active 6fforts of the inember for the coulnty of
St. John. I think attempts were made to build some seah
road as that before the member.for the county of St. Johniotvo
any part in it, and that the charter was already in exiaWpno
for sometime. Eifforts were made by others to got up* eom-
pany, and tinally a company was formed, in wbich -the hn.
member for the county of St. John and other gentlemen t>olç
an active pai-t. They proceeded to the work of building that
road without receiving a single dollar of money from tae
Province of New Brunswiek. They did receive aid in lümber
lands, valuable it may be, but still they could not beao
at that time for even 81 an acre. These lands were exmpt
from taxation-for ten years, but the railroad itself was- ï4ver
exemptfrom taxation.Ilt was provided that the ne4receipté
of the-road were to be liable for taxation, precisel1os- the
locome of pritate, individuale. But spposiAg tb*roa4
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othir roads were exempt, all that would furnieh no good in a pic-nic speech that they bad received proposals from
reason why the people of Canada should be called upon to companies for the construction of this road ; that the
exempt from taxation in this vast wilderness a company to proposals fere of the mest favorable character, so favorable
whom we are to give money enough to build all the road that if they were accepted the people would be relieved
they require and a vast territory of land beside. I do of all liability and responsibility, and there would ho an
not care to follow the hon. Minister any further. The ques- end tO iceurring any farther debt, an end. to any addi-
tion really before the House at the present moment is the tional taxation. But they did not consider those proposals
motion of the hon. member for Shelburne (Mr. Robertson). sufficiently favorable. At all events it was thought desir-
We are told, and I believe, that a number of Cantadian able to tr&wfer the negotiations to L'ndon, where much
capitalists, as respectable as any in this country, as influ- more eould be done, and they went tu London ; and Mr.
eatial as any in this country, and all known to be above Speaker, we heard from time to time from London that
question men of great wealth, have deliberately proposed tbey were greatly successful; but about the time they left
to undertake the construetion of this road upon terms vastly we had the leading papers of London, almost without
botter for the country than those contained in the contract. exception, some of them serious business papers that never
We now ask that the Flouse should pause until the Govern- trouble themselves about party, condemning the course of
ment, who admit that they have received such a proposal, our Ministers in London, one of them describing their
bring that proposal down to this House, and until we have course as a mixture of mystery and fuss.
time to enquiro into all that relates to it. It will not do, Mr. They contrived, Mr. Speaker, somehow or other, while
Speaker, to say that this is a more trick, a mere sham, a in London, to repel every capitalist who approached
mere dodge, for I have heard all ofthese terms applied to it. them, to create suspicions amongst all who had any
The mon who came forward and put their names to that business with them, and to excite the profound dishike
document and declared themselves ready to deposit a lai ge and suspicion of the leading papers of the metropolie,
ammunt of money with the Government as security for the and these are a great power in the world, and particularly
carrying out of the work, and as a pledge of their good in, the money world. But when the Premier reached
faith, are not mon who could be induced to take part in a Hochelaga, ho announced that ho had made a bargain-a
politi cal conspiracy even if any such thing had been conceived contract firm, though ho had no power to make such a
on thissideot the flouse. For myown part, I heard first of contract-and that the terms of that contract were such
this intention to create a new Syndicate, when 1 was on my that even Mr, Mackenzie himself would be compelled when
way from St John to Montreal. When I reached Ottawa they were made known to admit in his place in Parliament
I found that very little was known on the subject by any that they were inflintely better than he had ever expected
one I spoke to except in the way of iumors in the news- or attempted to obtain. Well, Sir, time passed on and it
papers, to which they attached very little importance leaked out by-and-bye that a firm contract was not made,
ind:eed. The movement has been spontaneous on the part or anything like a contraet, but an agreement which haa
of those capitaliste, some of whom are, I believe, friends, to ho completed in this country, and we were all willing to
politieally, of the gentlemen on the other side of the wait until the terms of the contract were finally arranged. It
louse. It is a proposal wbich the country will think became known that the terms of the contract were settled and

deserves mosti respectful, careful, and attentive considera- we were assured that they would ho made known as soon as
tion on the part of the Government of this country, and the they were-submitted to the Governor in Council and approved
members of this House. The Government of the Dominion of. But about as soon as the public expected such approval
should, for their own sake, if they are not thoroughly would be given and the terms made known to the country,
infatuated, take care that no further suspicion be attached we found somehow or other that the dignity of Parliament
to them by reason of their refusing time for consideration stood in the way of any informat;on being made public. The
of this proposal. They have, Sir, proceeded throughout hon. gentlemen delude theinselves greatly if they imagine
this whole bubiness in a way-let me tell them in all frank- that the people of this country can-be hoodwinked by any
ness and plainly, and I trust not offensively-such as to plea that the dignity of Parliament stand.s between them
create the most intense suspicion on the part of the people and their right to know the terme that their
of this country. Everywbere you turn men ask, why it is representatives have made on their bebalf. The
that the Government have become parties to such a contract dignity of Parliament isnot to be preserved, maintained or
as this, and why it is that they have endeavored to force it promoted by secreey of that kind. The dignity of Parli-
on the country in this extraordinary way; and I, for my ment, Mr.-Speaker, is best maintained by keeping the
own part, fail to find any anewer. Some hint, let me say, majority of the members of this flouse in perfect sympathy
to hon. gentlemen, for I want to be frank with them, at with the people of this country in adopting such a policy
most corrupt motives on their part. I cannot believe that openly and frankly as the public can approve of. But
those suspicions are well founded, and yet, I can- secrecy is utterly abhorrent to ·the people of Canada, and,
not deny that suspicion existe, nor can any reason- %r, the very fct that this Government did maintain such
able, sensible man deny that there are grounds for profound secrecy with regard t ithe terms of the contract
suspicion. A few short months ago gentlemenon was in itself sufficient to croate, and it did create, suspicion
the other side told us that it was the deliberate policy of and distrust amongst all elasses of the people of this country.
tie Governnment to build this road as a Government work. Whilethe Government would not let us know all the terms,
They entered into elaborate calculations to prove to us and somehow they oontrived to let us know any terms that
the people of.this oountry, that the road could be built as a- seemed to ho favorable-any that the people would naturally
Government work, and paid for out of the proceeds of the be expeoted to approveof. They -told us as soon as Parlia-
lands in the North-West, leaving a large surplus of money ment met that when<it became known that an arrangement
at the end of ton years, or money due, and still leave a vast was made with a company tobuild this road, a great load of
territory to be disposed of. They then asserted that the -care was raised from 1he -shoulders of all the people, that
policy which they proposed to adopt was a wise and sound. they were elieved from a feeling that was weighing them
policy, whereas they say now that this bargain is the best down and distresuing theim, altheugh a few months before
ever presented to the country, while we say it is the worst.: the hon. gentlemen dtoklthe people that this road could
They th" told us that the P other schme was the beat that be built withoat cicesng them a single dollar. Itu a
couldbe devised. Searcely had Parliament been prerogued ar.ted broadcat thatit wasof the utmostvalue and im-
wben we found that three of those hon. gentlemen had portance that.a& imit should be placed to our expenditure on
g>o tg L4don, Bforp the 1,ft Ue -re0 r p pinQoIpn the-raitway. I h thik the Finae MXini6t« w8 QOeof thoe
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who congratulated the people that at last a limit had been
put te the expenditure towhich the country was committed.
And se one after the other, those gentlemen labored,
not to give the public such information as they were
entitled to receive, not to let the people know precisely
whai the terms of the bargain were and await the publie
deoision thereon, but such information, se conveyed and
modified as to lull suspicion and croate false.hopes amongst
the poople,-to give the people not an accurate but an abso-
lutely erroneous and false idea of what the terms of the

-bargain wère. Now, Sir, on coôming down to Parliament,
what do we flnd / Still the same seocrecy, the same deter-
mination to withhold information. No longer is the dignity
of Parliament te be respected, no longer are we to be the
omnipotent body that we were represented te be before we
met here, because we are denied the information te which
we are entitled, which ought te have been laid on the Table
of the House without its being asked for. Thon look at the
time we were called together, just a few days before Christ-
mas. If there was necessity for such a hurry, why not have
called us together a month or six weeks carlier, so as, at all
events, te give to the world at large the appearance of a
desire on the part of the Government to have a calm consi-
deration of this important question, instead of calling us a
few days before Christmas, and then thrcatening us with a
refusal te allow us to go home during the holidays, if
we did net swallow those resolutions without delay.
They altered subsequently that determination, because they
found their supporters unwilling te go to extreme
lengths on that occasion, and an arrangement was
made which, though a modification of the first intention,
nocessarily shut out members from the Maritime
Provinces from Parliament for a day or two on the
reopening of the lHouse. The 'course taken by the
Government strengthened the feeling of the public that
there is something below the surface in this case whieh
will net bear the light, and when they refuse te consider
an offer, such as that which is believed te bave been
submitted te therm, they must know how strong public
suspicion wili grow, and must be prepared te defy publie
indignation. The public, we are told, are the very worst
tribunal te which a question of this kind can possibly be
submitted, yet our constitution knows of ro other
tribunal of ultimate resort. While hon. gentlemen
opposite could humbug· the people and mislead
them se far as to make them believe that the
depression which prevailed was due te want of activity on
the part of the Governmont, they courted and lauded the
people. But even thon they did net dare te propound to
the people this National Policy, which the people are now
said te approve. They did net dare te tell the people they
were about to tax their sugar Jl cents a pound for the
benefit of a few refiners, the woollen goods of the working
classes to the extent of 50 or 60 per cent.. the choaper
flannels and blankets 35 te 40 per cent. They did net
then, either, take the people into their confidence. When it
suits the hon. Minister of Railways ho talks of the intelligence
of the people, and when ho hurls his threats and slanders
at bon. gentlemen, he says ho is appealing to the intelligence
of the public. The Government of which he is a member,
never dared te submit te the publie their great National
Policy. If they had, they would nover have reached that
side of the louse. The refusal of the Governnent te bring
down information asked for, Must lead us te the conclusion
that they have in their possession botter proposais than
that which is submitted te us. If we had all the proposals
befbre us, it is more than probable that we would find that
there are some probably botter than that which is said te
be the best. That there are men in Canada prepared te build
this road on infinitely botter terms than those in the
Syndicate contract. We were told iïç the Hoehelaga speech
that a great advantage of this contract, was that foreigners

Mr. ANGLiN.

were included in the Syndicate, that Germans, French and
Americans were to unite together in gathering that tide of
immigration which we have been long expecting, and which
has never yet begun to flow. Only a few years ago a
provision was made in the Allan contraet to exelude
foreigners. Then the Yankee was an abomination ; even
his money was scarcely to be touched without pollution.
Now the very same gentlemen are pleased to tell us that
one of the great advantages of this contract is the interest
of Amoricansin this concern. We were told that the Syndicate
was composed of great capitalists-who had money enough
themselves or control of money enough to build five such
railways. Well, when the names were published, the people
began to wonder where the rich men were. About the
richest were Canadians. The mighty English House turned
out to be a bouse of no very enormous resources. We do
not know mach about the German bouse or the American
bouse. How far they are committed to this thing, what
capital they are to invest in it, we cannot learn from
the contract. We know that none of these gentlemen,
should the contract be ratified, need -spend much money.
Now, the Government ought to pause and think if they
have any regard for thoir future reputation. If the Minister
of Railways desires to see that rather famous podestal of
bis receive its statue at any time -if the Chief Minister
really desires that his statue shall not only be erected but
receive that crown we have heard of, they should hesitate
before they incur such a load of suspicion, lest their names,
instead ofgoingdown to posterity crowned with glory, will
go down reeking with infamy. Suspicion attac'hes to them
to-day. Let me say to bon gentlemen on the other side-who,
after all, must bear the responsibility-that though they may
be willing to sacrifice their personal feelings and judgment on
the shrine of party-as more- than one bas sorrowfuly admit-
ted to the House ho is compelled to do-now when new cir-
cumstances are presented, now when they see the interests of
thecountry are unquestionably at stake ; when a bond fide
offer, as we believe it is, is made; when millions can be saved
to the country and millions of acres of land preserved to it;
and all those odious, abominable, detestible monopolies
prevented-they should prefer the welfare of their country
to the interests of party. Nono cf those monopolies would
be created under the offers of this new Company. Its
members are Canadians, known to us for thoir integrity,
respectability, wealth and intelligence-men whorn to know
is to respect and esteem-men incapable of lending them-
selves to any shabby device. It is the duty of hon. gentlemen
opposite to consider seriously their responsibilities and
considerations to the country under the present serious
circumstances. If we consider the character of the
new Company, and that on the other side, the mon to
whom we are to transfer all those enormous grants
and privileges--825,000,000 cash and 25,000,000 acres
of aimost fertile lands, immense privileges, exemp-
tio'ns, monopolies beyond estimate as to their value -
are, as the bon. the Premier deseribed them: Frenchmen,
Germans, Yankees and a few Canadians, who have not
shown any extraordinary patriotism in their dealing with
the North-West-if we reflect on this and consider that
if tbis be the good, bond fide, substantial, honest, true offor,
we think it is, we may save all these enormous expenditures
and perilous exemptions with which we are threatened, and
escapo the stili more dreadful monopolies which impend
over us, I can hardly believe yet, much as I have
seen of the flexibility and tractability of the large majority
of the Bouse--I will not believe til a vote forces me to the
painful, sorrowful, harrowing conviction that those gentle.
men can be so untrue to the interests of the country, se
regardless of their own reputation and of every honest con-
viction as to vote against the proposition now before us.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The solicitude of hon. gentle-
men opposite for the, repatations and honest convictions of
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hon. gentlemen on this side of the House, touches us, I am
sure, very deeply. I am quite sure we appreciate at their
true value the kind suggestions that have been made on
that aide of the fouse, that the course whieh we are now
pursuing, and which hon. gentlemen opposite believe
we are going to pursue, is certain to inure very
seriously to our political disadvantage. If they really
believed that, if they were sinceie in that convie-
tion, I am quite sure we sbould hear less of the remon-
strances they have addressed to us. What is the position in
which we stand on this question at present ? The Canadian
Pacifie Railway.-and I am not going to discuss the question
to-night-has been discussed for very nearly 10 years. The
public have had abundant opportunities during nearlv the
whole of that time to take any interest they thought proper
in the enterprise, in the way of investing capital in it. Two
companies were established in 1873; they were partially
united, and a cofitract given to them on terms certainly that
were equally favorable with those which are now given to
the Syndicate recently formed. Thoso gentlemen went to
England. but failed to induce capitalists to invest in the
enterprise, and were compelled to give it up. What fol-
lowed ? The hon. gentlemen opposite came into office,
when the then First Minister, as Minister of Public Works,
introduced an Act containing terms which certainly,
cornpared with the terms which are now proposed
to e given, and still more with the terms with
which we are now favored by the new Syndicate, were
exceedingly favorable. Well, what was the result of that
proceeding ? For upwards- of four or five years the capitalists
of this country and of the world had the opportunity, if they
thougbt proper, of submitting tenders and of receiving the
contract if they could make terms satisfactory to the
Government. For nearly a year an advertisement appeared
in the papers of this country, Great Britain and the United
Statës, asking for tenders under an Act of Parliament which
offered at least 20,000 acres and $10,000 per mile for the
construction of this railway, and, in addition, four per cent.
interest upon any sum which might be asked by those
tendering. During the whole of that time, however, the
patriotic gentlemen who have rushed to the rescue of this
country in its present distress, were not, apparently, found
willing to invest their capital in the great enterprise, and the
hon. gentleman from Lambton was compelled to say only
last Session, if I remember rightly, that after all he had done,
he had cone to the conclusion that this enterprise was so
serious inthe responsibility it involved, and in the expendi-
ture it was going to occasion this country, that it was hope-
Jess to expect to obtain private capital to accomplish the
work, and that he believed it to bc also beyond the resources
of the Dominion. That was the opinion of that hon. gentle-
man last year. What has occurred since that time ? Im
mediately after last Session the First Minister, in a speech
which he made in one of the townships of Ontario,
stated that he had offers submitted to him from
a number of parties for the construction of this rail-
way. Surely that was an announcement to the world that
he was looking for capitalists to build the Canadian Pacific
Railway-that any one who was anxious to invest in this
enterprise had an opportunity of doing so. le went to
England with two of his -colleagues, and we had news on
this side from time to time, first that he was succeeding.
next that he was failing, and all kinds of suggestions and
statements as to the proceedings of that hon. Minister; but
no murmur from the enterprising and patriotic capitalists
who have just turned up, that they were prepared to assist
biu in that time of distress. Well, he came back to the
country, and what thon occurred? We had in October last
an officiai announcement-it was official as coming from
the mouth of a Minister-from the Minister of Railways,
that the general terms of the arrangement made, were that
25,000,000 acres and $25,00,000I, with the existing sections

of the Canadian Pacific Railway. were to be given to the
Syndicate to construct and operate the railway. WeI4, where
were the patriotic gentlemen at thát time ? The contraet
at ihat time was actually not completed. The Minister of
Railways stated it was not. Nogotiations were in progress
for some of the detaits in relation to it at that ttme. The
contract was not signed'until after that annomeement4and
yet we have those gentlemen, although they new say, if
their offer means anything, that 25,000,00 acres,
$25,000,000 and the existing railways, are altogether too
much for the construction of this road, -and
that they are prepared to give us a vey
much botter offer-to take very much les ,fur
the work, not making a murnur or presonting a
atatement that they were willing te do better fbr the country
than the first Syndicate. Weil, Sir, and what followed that ?
It is now moi e than a month since Parliament has been
in Session, and the t ermns laid upen the Table of this House.
They have been discuesed in ail parts of the country; thbey
have been published in all the newspapers everywhere; and
what has occurred since that time? Up to last week, as
the hon. member who has just sat down told us, these
eminent capitalists, these patriotie gentlemen, burning with
fervor to reseue this country trom the iniquities of a
Syndicate, and-may I be allowed to suggest the word-
from the rule of a party to which they are politicalVy
opposed, had not a word to say in relation to the matter-no
suggestion, no propoeition. They permitted their friends
to go through Ontario, holding their meetings from one end
to the other, and they gave them no hint that there was a
better offer. And it was only when they and hon. gentlemen
opposiie discoveied that all Ue efforts they made in the
country had proved a failure, that these meetings-party
meetings as they were-were not enthusiastic meetings--.

Sir RICHARD J.CARTWR .GHT. Hear, hear.
Mr. WHITE. That wherever they were met, and it was

not frequently that they were mot, because the hon. gentle-
man who bas just said "heair, hear," was very unwilling to
be met, except at one meeting where he could not help it,
and where ho was beaten in a city where he was well
known, I say, when there was no chance of arousing
public indignation, it was only then that they resolved te
call in the aid of a number of capitalists, eminent gentle-
men, respectable gentlemen, I have no doubt, but all of one
shade of polities however.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. WIIITE. Who is the leading man, but Colonel John

Walker of election fame, whose record appears in the records
of the courts of this country, and from whom a learned judge
declared even the whole of the waters of Lake Ontario
would not wash away the suspicion of not adhering to
the truth, even when restrained by an oath on the lioly
Evangelists. le is one of the gentlemen whom we find in
close conference with bon. gehtlemen opposite. la e one
of those gentlemen who was influenced solely by the
desire of promoting the interests of the country,
and giving better terms on the construction of
this railway ? Then, Sir, we have Mr. I. H.
Cook, whom we used to see in this House, a gentleman
of eminent purity and carefulness in relation to the obser-
vance of the law in regard to election matters. We fimd
him here in conference with hon. gentlemen opposite; and,
doubtless, ho is actuated simply by a desire to advance
the interests of the country, and give us better terme than
those we have before us. Then we have some gentlemen
from Hamilton, gentlemen who obtained from townships in
the district, part of which I have the honor to represent,
bonuses to give the peole compethion with the Northern
Railway, and when they built that railway they sold it to the
Northern and combined the two te oppress, the peopie.
Are these the gentlemen from whom we are to get the
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relief frm railway monopoly in tàe north-western teri.-
tories which hon. gentlemen oppoiite say has ben offered -Us?
Wili any one pretend te teil me that they belieVe sineerely
that gentlemen of business capacity, gentiemea of means,
would seriously go into an enterprise of this kind,.as they
admit, on 4Q honirs notice-an enterprise involving n expen-
diture of-50 or 60 or 100 millions of<dellars-invlvingutdd
responsibilities in regard to the working of that raiway-
t-hat they would have thought of going into it for a single
moment if there was any chanceof their offer being accepted?
Whut have we seen and heard to-day ? We have been
told hy the le ider of the Opposition that he had been
furnished witha copy of this offer. I venture tof say it was
supplied before it was sent to the Govenment at ail. And
yet, we are asked to look upon it as being in any sense what-,
ever a bond fide offer, intended seriusly for the purpose of
building the railway and not for the defeat of the Admin-
itration.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Try it; try it.

-if they had attempted to bring down the enUtact
without aeking for tenders dnder the RailwAy Aot. I Teþeït
that this whole proceeding 1o simply an attempt to dé,

&y utans ofa discroditable trick, what tihesè ôn. gentlernen
fIiled to -do by honest and fair discussion-tkhat is teettø
in the iminds of the people some degree cif apprehension thtb
too mnuch is being given to the gentlemôln with whoWn tue
contraet has been made for the eonstruction df the iuilway.
BCt, Sir, they will fail in this as they failed in their other
ff'orts. The people of the country are notfôol. The p le

of Upper Canada and Lower Canada, d'rf all parts okfi•
Dominion, will remember the oldFrench adfge: thmt*when
the daughter is married there is nolackofsaots4n-law. That
is piecisely the position to-day; and I-m, stisded thmt the
people will regard the proceeding with very-nuch the•feling
which hon. gentlemen in this House regard it- t feeling of
humiliation and shame that a political party -should have
resoited to the dodge which I have alludeli to iA eonneetion
with this1matter-a dodge of a political Syndicate to defest
the Administration, not to build the Pacifie Railway.

Mr. WHITE. Hon. gentlemen know very well what Mr. ORTON. 1 desire to make afew remarks upon the
their "Try it " means. What more du I find ? I find in jujoct of this contract. I have listened patiently for a
the Globe of this morning. and in the Free .Press -of thi number of days to the discussion that has taken place, and
evening-two Opposition organs--an almost exactlysirnilar one of the facts I have gathered therefrom is that both
statement as to the terms of this.particular offer, showing political parties are thoroughly committed to the
that it was furnishod to the Opposition press by these construction of this trans-continental railway as rapidly as
gentlemen who pretend that they are acting in good faith the resources of the country will permit. It is true5 we
with the Government, and have sent in a bond fide offer. bave seen some attempt made by thepresent leader of the
To-night these gentlemen have sent their contract to the Opposition to desert the position in which his party was
telegraph offices of this city in order that it may b sent placed by the action of the leader of the late Government.
wide-spread through the country befbfe the Government We have heard the present leader state on many an
bave had an opportunitY of considering what are its term8. occasion, during both the present and preceding Parlia-
The whole affair is simply a discreditable dodge-it is, Sir, ments; that it would be injurious to the country to carry
as Florence would say inb is play of "The Mighty outour obligations to British Columbia. He bas endoavored
Dollar " a p. u. j.-a put up job. Who does not know in to frighten the people into breaking an engagement with
relation to contracte that yon can always get, after the that Province; he bas been trying to make the people of
contract has been awarded, offers to do it for less. Who does this country believe that the taxation that would be the
not know that there bas never been a contract let, consequence of the construction of the Canadian Pacifie
either by the Dominion Government or the Govern- Railway would be ruinous to our country, -ai that it
ment of the Provinces, either by municipalities should not be proccoded witb at al]. Now, I think, both
or individuais, without persons offering to -carry it out for political parties, notwithstanding the position taken by tie
less money if they could only get it, but after it Was too present leader of the Opposition, are thoroughly comrnitted
late for them to get it ? That is the general experience of to this enterprise. The only question we have to consider
every one. I arn bound to say that it ij simply and on the present occasi>n is, will the resources of Canada
truly a discreditable proceeding-and I say it, knowing the permit the construction of the railway ac-o"ding to the
full responsibility of what I say as a public man respon. terms of this contract ? If we agree that it is within ear
sible to my constituens for what I say in this -House, I resources, and that it will not increase the burden of
say that the whole proceeding is one of the most despicable taxation, then both political parties ougbt, as mien true to
and discreditable tricks ever attempted in this or any their country,, to unite in forwarding thescheme now before
other country. We bave been asked why tenders were nfot the IlEouse. The interest upon the money willprobably be
asked for this contract. It ha been rather remarkable to the frst burdAn felt by the poople. The total amount of
watch the current of thought in connection with this dises bonus given to the Company will be 853,000,000, being ihe
sion. Latterly we had the bon. member for Weetmoreland ŽM0û00,000 ii cash and $28,000,000 lu railway construated
(Sir A. J. Smithl stating that -the Government bad nb au sad te be constructed. - Now, money can be obtained at he
thority to make this contract; we bad from other hon. mem rate of 5 per cent.-and probably ach lower-and tbat
bers the suggestion-only latterly,bowever,only siice we had l would -amonnt to about $3,000,000 a year. Those who
this idea of bringing an cutside element to bear in order to reeollect the discussion which occared in this Boase athe
accomplish that which an honest and fair appeal to the time of the Aian contract, will remember that this was tbe
people had failed to accomplish-we have had the statornont suinthe thon Government considened would be the anual
that teniders should have been asked for this eontract.. -at bu wen upon the people. Now, it is true, that the houL
when we look at the apeeches of theleader of the Oppostion - member for Lambton (Kr. Mackenzie), when leader of the
delivered in this House, the speech -which he delivered oun ite Goevrnment, feu a great deal of trepidation in -ader
the Address, the speech which h. subseluentlydehivered on ttking the work and in carrying it outrapidly. Atthe same
the Canadian Pacific R aiway resolutios Lhemselves; tbere tine lhe iwas alwaye in favor of going on with i aud
is not a iingle suggestion that tenders shotild hïvc beeÈ showed a wigdomin his measure3 that the present leadero
asked or that the Government had no authorityto, r afé the the positiòn would do well to im-tate. ithe disoussiean
contract. <hithe contmiary, the hon. gentleman säi4 1,q Which tookpiaSe on the resoutions introduced ia n8744kM.

-ould have been pleased if' me bafon d,' ieohng heep ember tor Lambionestated that the terme ao Lth. iieoma
that the detailsf the scheùièihad beehuedhit Wu> tald& d4thi 1rtish Columbiaeoald not be doeawa witheisiLt
have supporte tem. Wby s h le hawh dee t tif tlih thirnewt af buah eontra6ting parties aid at&heßGete*
Goverinent were doing wh t th'ey ba no rtgbt do raht ee endegoon with thewik. esheuha&

. r. Wxin I (ardwe).

44t:
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he fhi very seriously the responsibifity involved in the tioe an hevill give them au the aid and oountenau<e
andertaking. He 1tated on that occasion osa. I have statod that th*a nuaa coSt cannot amount

11he4 desired the gentleman wheoun#ertook -theepoibinty -more than 83,000,000. I thin 1eau ahuw that even
W it was possible to cousuet a ranlway a,5o mleu this will not be paid by the people et tis county y, ti

L a u tio toron0o pasingalmost introuy troug a firet pièce a large amount 4f money wili be apent, and if it=din ted nnaty, agreater portion ef wich as through.a ountryisteahe insrofaiwysae taitite
ofa very rough character. They have noW to show how it is possible trot,'aM 4he Ministeriof RailwaYa Stfit tLt it i the
t amry out terms of Union wn1h British bolmsbia, and, at lb msame inteAties of this Syndicate to construet the prairie portion
titih, hot have taxation pressing undaty on the resources of the *ouetry. s rapidly as poieble they will be obliged to throw into

.* v 4 . haeknzie), said, it was impossible to de that. ge (&. that country a large amount of population in order to arryNaekensie) beheved, that whoever bnit the road, lt would be bls .
with the mouey farnished by the people of this country.1oùt.itltakeatleast,0 people to constret the

NÎojw, theé ..re hie vi .e in 1874, and ought honot to el prairie section in three years. That will involve ,the
Noy,èfl tose wee hlisiew of ys fdou brinotg do fe expenditure of a large amount of money, and give an
grat~efl to the Minister of Railways for brin ng down a immense impetus to the trade of this country.schene tof this House whichswilhaurethe building and We hal not only have our population largetyrunning-of this great railway for ton years. and probably increased, but have good times. There will be a market
for all time to come, at a sum which wil not increase the fbr our manufactures and a large market annually increas-
burdens.of the people, and willresult in great benefit to ingrin our aNorth-West, and the whole people of this country
our coantry ? I will just read one or two other extracts to wil derive ueefitrfromit. In addition to that we knowthat
abhow that the hou. member for Lambton fuit the difficulty vi eie eelfon t wadiint'ht oketaso that undtehon. mebe fr Lonce this country is opened up the population will rapidly

increase, and we sha ihave a large adt ditional population te
"It ,ws uselesa to espect that this road, for many years tcome, could assist us in raising the revenue, and theroby very materially

be undertaken as a pqrely commercial enterprise." lessen the burden that we are now laboring under. We
(Jught he not, thon, to be grateful to the Minister of Rail- have also the fact that in consequence of the construction of
waye, who bas brought down a scheme whivh makes it the railway our Goverrrnent will ho able to seli their lands;
entirely a commercial enterprise? He said again: and in reference to this matter I wi-h to direct the attention

of this House to the fact that the Government lande will be
Iti llf be quite eident that,if any value is to be attachd to the the first songht after, simply from the fhct that they proposelafds 'of the great North-West, we must have a ready ac-cess to those . E

lands, and any step taken with a view to a4low the entrance of contract- to give a homestead of 110 acres for nothing to actual
ing oompatses, of tbe public, and of immigrant into that country la settfors, and overy settler will, doubtless, preempt at least

vanc fletting the main contract, was a step exceedingly to be 160 acres more at 82.50 per acre, so that the Government
wilI be really iin a position to offer greatel advantages

1 think the hon. geutleman ought to be flattered ut for a longer time than the railway can, and will ho able
the course pursued by the present Government in carrying to seli their lands more rapidly than the Syndicate.
out his views here expressed. I recollect thàt- The rosult will be to bring into our Treasury
during his time ho endeavored -to give access to Manitoba a large additional revenue, and to that extent relieve the
by building a lino from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg, but he poople of the older Provinces. Now, Sir, there are other
negiected to let 185 miles of the most difficult portion of that benefits that will be derived by the people of Ontario
road and spent an immense amount of money uselessly on especially. There is the benefit that will accrue to this
Fort Francis Locks, &c. The present Government have Province by the construction of this road through a large
endeavored to carry out his views, and their first act was to portion of its territory. I refer to that portion on the
let that link of 185 miles so as to complete connection with eastern section north of Lake Superior that will opên up
Winaipeg and open up the land for settlement in the North- not only a good country for settlement, but a country rich
West. Ariother gentleman expressed some trepidation on in timber and minerai weaith, that will be an immense
thiasmatter. The h)n. member for Bothwell (Ur. Mills) source of revenue ut once to the G>vernmont tof
stated, in 1879: Ontario. They will be able to seli thoir timber Ltmits

" Mr. leming, some years ago, eatimated that the interest of the and minerai lands, and a great additional advantage will
mon.ey equired in the construction of the railway for many years to be derived by the people of this Province. The openiug up
cone, and the cost of working the road, would amount to $14,000,000 of that territory wiii ho a benefit in mrany ways. The
a year.' railway itself will find a great deal of tiaffic by taking up

Mr. &ILLS. If the member will look at Mr. Sandford timber into the treeoles prairie district, where tiniber s
Flining's report be will see that that statement is a citation scarce and ver valuable. Tbe timber on the north shore
ofthe report. of Lake Superior, and evon on the line of the Canada

Mr. ORTON. Thè hon. gentleman feared it would Central Extension, will flnd a market there, I have just
involve a cost upon the people of this country annually of referred briefly to the contract as a whole. I may state,
$14,0O0,O00. Now, ought ho not to feel grateful to this however, thatafter having Listened carefully and dispassion-
Government for huilding that road that will not cost this ately and with an earnest determination to try to come to
comutry more than $3,00 ',OO a year ? Another bon. a fairand honest conclusion in the intorests of my country,
gentleman inade some remarks, aise, the hon. member for I feel that this is the best scheme that has ever been laid
S8oth Wentworth, who has assisted most nobly lis present before he Parliament of this country-immensly better
leader in depieting.the fearful amount of taxation it was than any other schtee we have had laid before ths iheuse-
going to involve. I recollect when he gave this speech and further, tiis sobeme is actually in exibtence. The
very weil. He stated in 1NST that if our Paciie Railway centraet ie before us to-day, and i is sgned and there n a
cess us as much as the Union Pacifie Railway it would tangiWe shape so that we know exactly what this rol is
insive an outlay. of $300,00,000. Hie was willing to going to cost us, and e will b able to evonsisr whether
have it plaeed at $..0,000,000 He did n>it think at we au atford it or not. It is true a great manly cbjetieons
that -Lime it was possible to bauild it for $20moO,0. have been made to the detail of the contract. W ell, Mr.
Hetagai states: " If the rod were ever completed it would Speaker, we al kuow that in making a bargain there
taed maaMnual *sbsidy of 86,00,000 to rua it." Now, Iho, mas be two sides, and is it to be wondered at, that when

ehenum laid befoe this Meofse will onstruct he road ot *t we lnd the Government has made such an excellentbargin
420,«000,0 but atl8%eO0,00,andtwill no&et:the mutay ha im, ,Maio-takipg the. main f'eatuires of it which is after
sewuo" inoeasd bard"n f more f thn 8OU ;O0, he .U the pincpal pints to cooider -when we find tbat 4ié{

.oght to show hie gratitude to this Government, and ifhe is a have m-de such an excellent bargaim In that rospct,
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any wonder that there should be some objectionable features
in the details, objections whieh I have no doubt the mem-
bers of the Cabinet felt'; but they were obliged to give way,
considering them, as I do, to a great degree of minor im-
potanee ? The exemption from taxation of the Syndicate
lAnds is an objection on which a great deal of stress las
been laid. I must confess I have not felt great alarm
about that, and more especially when 1 find by
reading the contract over again, and also being assured by
the leader of the Government, that the land will be -given
to the Syndicate on the completion of every twenty miles.
They could not hold it free frôm taxation by refusing to
take out the patent from the Crown until they obtained
purchasers, but are obliged to take their pay partly in land
as the road is constructed. The consequence is, that twenty
years is the Itmit of this exemption from taxation, and 1,
for ene, feel that it is only just and right that the people of
thAi country should have some of the burden of building
this railway. Within the last ten years, we have added
at least a million of dollars for the construction of competing
linos in the county of Wellington, and have voluntarily
taxed ourselves-

Mr. BLAKE. Iear, bear.
Mr. ORTON. So as to get the benefit of other lines and

of opening up a new country.
Mr. BLAKE. You will not allow{be iNorth-West to do

that. ,
Mr. ORTON. I shall come to that by-and-bye. We have

been told that this exemption from taxation will cause a
mnonopoly, and that the land will be held an immense lengtb
of time without selling; but we know the experience of
railways in the United States is not in that direction. We
know that the companies who bave built those railways are
only too anxious to sell their lands, and they make exertions
no Government can make. They have agencies in almost
every town of Europe, and ide well know that in Canada
to-day, these companies have agents at every fair village,
town and city attracting our own population by the termis
theyoffer to go to the United States. I think it will be to
the interest of the Syndicate of our own line also to sel
their lands and populate our country. As far as
the road-bed is concerned, I think it a very trivial matter
and scarcely worthy of consideration. With regard to the
etemptions from duties how it did grieve the hon. member
for West Durham that the Syndicat e should be allower to
bring in what articles they require duty free.

Mr. BLAKE. Ilear, hear.
Mr. ORTON. It is a terrible thing, indeed, that they

should have a little of that frec-trade he bas been so
anxious this country should have. 1, for one, feel perfectly
Fatisfied in regard to that clause, because I know from what'
I have heurd and seen every manufacturer in the country who
is interested in the matter feels satisfied in that respect by
the drawback the Government propose to give manufactures
whô supply the Pacifie Railway with materials now dutiable.
The monopoly of the carrying trade in the North-West is a
matter, no doubt, of very serious moment and perhape I
cannot speak as enthusiastically in reference to this point
as in regard to other provisions of the contract. But I can
see some bright points in reforence to the matter. Now, the
Gdvernment have power by this contract, if I read it aright,
toegulate the rates so as to virtually take away the chief
evil effects 1hat may aise from the powers given to this
Syndieate. I have perfect confidence in the Government that
E iTl secure this benefit to the people of Canada. I believe

tÈïeT are aixoius and desirous to use their best efforts inthe
iïtereat of the people and not in the interest of this or any
fher Syndicate. I believe they teel the responsibility f'

itir positibn as guardians of the people's interests,1
Sand iii aÈsnred they will nôt fail to- ase

e ers they have. What are these powers? IM.ORTu<.)N

find tht the Railwkiy Act states thatt the tarif ef
tolls is subject to revision by the,4oveihor in bCudcil.
Now, that is the power that cau be used very largely in the
interest of the people of the North-West and also tothe
interests of the people of this country. If the Goverament
only seÀare, as I hAv l dodbt they wifn,fair reasonäJl0 aMd
moderate rates from Winnipeg eastward we neêdfoar n
disastrous consequences u this respect. I believe that the
linos already cbattered in the North-West willffer ál the
competition that will be required in the neît tweny Y,
in the prairie Province, and with fair rates from Winnipeg
eastward and from the older Prôvinces to Winnipeg do <S
not fear that the inonopàly, which it appears on thé surffae
the Syndicate will have, will act injuriously to our people.
It has been objeòted that the high rates will probably
benefit the Ontario farner.. I d nlot think Ontario farme's
desire to get rich at the expense oi their brother farmers of
the North-West, and therefore I, for one, would not advance
sucb an argument. There us one clause in this Act that I -would
like to have seen a little plainer, and I think, still, an explana-
tory clause might be placed at the end of this Act which
will set at rest for ever the neaning of the clause. I
cannot conceive that an Act, passed by the Parliament of
Canada, could, for a moment, be considered to mean the
interest on capi Lal given in the shapo of bonuses by that very
same Government, and I cannot help feeling that the only
construction it can bear is: the,. capital investÔd by the
Syndicate in the construction of the railway; and if that is
the case, we need not fear any great monopoly li rates.
While referring to rates, there is one point I desire to drùw
the attention of the Government to, and that is, that they
will see that no discrimination is allowed in favor of.American
freight over Canadian freight. That is the feeling among the
-people of all the òlder Provinces, who have long suffered in
consequence of discrimination between American and
Canadian freights. I hope when they regulate the freights,
they will make that provision. Now, if the Government
do this which I think they have the power to do, under the
General iRailway Act, the result will be that if the Syndicate
desire to obtain United States traffic over tho Canadian
Pacifie tbey must bring down their rates so as to compete
with American lines; and if the same rates must be given to
our people in the North-West, it will virtually givo all the
benefits of the competition of American railways, while at
the same time secure the carrying of all our trafflcand what
can be got from the United States over our own Pacifiç line
and through our ~own country. There is another point I
think it as well to mention, as I think %ll objectionable
points should be mentioned. I feel the security for the
construction and running of the railway could be better,
and I hope some plan may be devised by the Government,
to which the Syndicate will agree, with the object of having
removed the objectionable feature in egard to the prairie
section of 900 miles. It appears the cash bonus for this
section is $10,000 a miteand the land bonus 12,60 :acres
por mile. For the eastern section the cash bonus is
15,384 acres, and 89,615 per mile; calculating the land at
SI per acre, the Syndicate will receive for the eastern
section 824,999 per mile. I wish to draw attention to this
point. If the Syndicate undertook to build in three years
the prairie section, they.would be entitled to the amount of
money and land I have stated, and they would be obliged,
if they carried out the terms of this contract, to have
eonstructed and equipped 14 miles of the eastera 8etion.
The amount of money to whieh they would be entitled -er
the consfruation of that portion Of theeastern section,
woald be 81,514,925, and a and bonus, at 9,615 acrüi
per mile, of 2 993,88 aere. The total in land ad
money for the ïastern and prairie section, pttiug» t
al into money and calculating the land at Sieruer.,

odd4 ib# 44,W68OL. Now, I eannot hely felig..
it is lquite possible Abt this prairie seetin .f 900 ides,
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nay be bunit and equipped at 10,000 per mie. The

eqiipment that woeld h>e required for the traînle for
the nekt three years will not be, of course, very large, and
1 think it is nothing but fair to eilcalate that $ $0,000 per
inle wilf build the prairie section; and if the line was de-
flected further sonthI believe it could be carried ont fer much
less than where the Government intended to have carried
the uine. But we will take it at $10,000 per mile for the
prairie section, and see what it will cest to build the 1,95
miles of the eastorn section. I have put it down at 825,003
per mile. I fear that may be too low,· because wben i look
baçk at -the remarks of *the hon. member for Lambton in
regard to work in a section of country very much similar to
that on the north shore of Lake Superior, he placed
the cost of the construction of the Georgian Bay Branch at
$80,000 to $85,000 per mile. I think that was a
very large estimate and one altogether out of the way;
but I understand there was a proposal to build the
portion north of Lake Superior for $20,000 per mile,
but I suppose it must be a road much. inferior
to the one by which the Syndicate are bound in this contract
to build. I have put it down at $25,000 a mile, and after
deducting one-fifth of land bonus, youhave 8,000,000 acres
of land, as the subsidy which the Syndicate will receive,
orer and above the actual cost of construction of the prairie
900 miles and the 195 miles of the eastern section. Deduet
8,0,000, which the Government hold as security, and you
have 7,000,000 acres of land that the Syndicate could utilize
and alienate if they like. They could sell the land to another
Syndicate, or sell it to a company for the construction of a
railway alongside of our Pacific road in a foreign country,
which road would be inimical to our Canadian Pacifie and
the national interests of our people of this country
did they so desire it. I should have liked to have
seen in the eontract a clause by which they would be bound,
if they sold or bartered the land, to leave the money realized
in the hands of the Government to use freely as they con-
sidered best, for the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. •I would be perfectly satisfied if -those two
objections were corrected-first, in regard to the construction
of the Railway Act, and, second, in regard to this security. I
believe the Government will be able-because I have confi-
dence in the Syndicate, and believe from the character of thee
men and from the assurances of the Government, and from
the fact that large British capitalists, men of honor and
wealth, and German and French capitalists are engnged in
th prject-to have the work faithifully carried out. I do
not lieve the Syndicate would object to have some such
clause as I have suggested inserted, becauso it would not
interfere with their financial operations. I hope thet
Government will be enabled to have some such under-1
standing with the Syndicate. Now, we come to anotherc
matter. What have we to face shoutd this bargain nott
ho ratified by this House? We shall be thrown baek in
the hands of a party whose declared policy is what ? It is 1
to construct this railway to conneet with the North-Westc
tbrough a foreign eountry. If there is one point on which t
I believe the people of Canada are united, it is that they1
do desire to see, and see as soon as possible, a railway t
eonstracted from ocean te oean, not through a foreign 1
country,'but through their own country. Why is this
country populated by so many people from Great Britain
and Ireland ? Why have they come to live in Canada ?
They came bore because they desired to live under the old1
fiag, and they desire stili that this country may long y
continue to be under that flag. They believe we have bere r
ali 7the liberty and freedom for which their forefathersà
fought, to a degree-not enjoyed in the older portions of the .
realrm. They 'believe we have a Constitution that wiil i
eonduoe more to the happines of man than, perhaps, any1
Oôbstitutign under the -sn; and we enjoy those nefits

ferg e p d oId ith flagand wedeiîed to keep this

eomntry in the same position. B t ifthe policy f thq
Opposition is carried out; if the unpatriotio policy
enuaciated by the leader of the Opposition wýs carrieI ont,
in what position would we be placed ? It is veLl sloown
to-day that in varions parts of the Britishb Empire there are
troubles; there are also troubles in Europe, and we may be
drawn into complications, before many years, with the
people of the neighboring republie. In that case in what
position would we be if the Opposition policy prevailed ?
We would have no means of access to the North-West
except through a foreign country, and we well reMember
the diîficulties raised by the Washington Governrsent when
a request was preferred for tho passage of Sir Garnet
Wolsley and his force throug'h the American territory.
There is not a patriot in this country but would feel it a
great calamity if the scheme of the leader of the Opposition
was carried out; because the people well know thst if
connection is established by Sault Ste. Marie, it, will
shut off the project ot getting a railway built
through Canadian teri!ory, and by that means obtain
direct access to our people in the North-West.
Therofore, I sny we must face the difficulty. When
ieferring to this subject I may offer a fe remarke in
respect to the new Syndicate bargain, which I understand is
in the hands of the Minister of Railways. Now, it dpos
appear to me that there is something ruthor fishy about it.
The offer of the new Syndicate secms to bear the impros of
having been to a large extent inspired by membors ou the
Opposition side of the louse.

Mr. BLAKE. No.

Mr. ORTON. If the reports we sec in the paper een be
believed, or if they approach the truth, the offer appesrs te
have been got up in tho interests of and for the purpose of
serving the present Opposition in this House, without any
desire to carry out what I maintain is the
desire and wish of every truc patriotic Canadian.
I will read from the Free Press, the Opposition organ in this
city, two or threc paragraphs of the supposed new Syndicate
offer:

SG. They ive the Government the privilege of postponing the con-
struction of tue eastern section, in whiclî event they are willing to con-
struct the Sault line, 294 miles long, for a bonus of 12,000.

"7. They give the Government the option of postoning the construe
tion of thue western section, froin RIarnloops to Port M ody, which under
the present contract, is to be comjleted hy the Governanent and handed
over to the Syndicate.

"8. Theygive the Government the option of postponing alio the con-
struction of the mountain division of the central section, 450 miles."

Now, Sir, is this not the policy of the leader of the Opposi-
tion, to break faith with British Columbia, by delaying the
British Columbia portion of the railway, to make Canada a
dependency ofthe United States, by putting off the construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacific north of Lake Superior, thus
failing to carry out the wishes of the people of Canada to
have a railway built fron ocean te ocoan through their own
country. The new Syndicate, I presume, is to try and get
the Opposition into power at the next election, and aid the
Northern Pacific in getting such control of our carrying
trade that it will be impossible, ,during tiis century, and
perhaps for ever, to get the eastern section and the British
Columbia sections bui4t, leaving us an easy prey for the
people of the neighboring republic. Can any. patriotic
Canadian vote for such a base and traitorous scheme ?
Before sitting down I wish te make a few remarks in
reference to the motion now in your hande. I do somewhat
regret that the Governmont cannot see their way to yield
a little to the Opposition on this occasion, and at any rate
postpone this discussion till next Tuesday, sq that every
member of the House could have a new Syndicate bargain
placed in bis bande before discubsing this shibect
further. Still Ministers may have somqe wi0 .vieW
in refusing it. At the sarne time, hoçYver # pe"

1~8L ur
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to me that it would be better if ParHament could
have time to consider this new scheme. When I look
arouna upôn the generous followers Ministers have
in this House, who are ready to support them in aanything
honeet and fair for the interest of tho country, I think they
might, and still hope they wilI give way to some extent.
I do not think they have anything at all to fear; nor do 1
believe their poliey is actuated by any fear, but merély by
a desire to finish this Syndicate bargain as fast as possible.
1 bel.eve in all probability their course bas been directed,
by th 1e firrm belief that the new Syndicate bargain is imply
a houx; but if so, and I believe so from what I have seen
ini the papers, I think it would do no barm, and show a
little more kindness to the Opposition, to yiold to them to
some extent. I donot know if it would do any good, however.
Perhaps in making these remarks I may be considered saying
sonething that is hardly kindly of my friends on this side of
the liou-e, and as regards the leader of the Government.
But i think I have some right to be a little candid with him
without any fear of being suspected of the least infidelity to
my party. It will be remembered that 1 supported my
leader in his dull days of Opposition; I then felt like every
follower lie had, that he was wrongfully under a cloud and
that the time would soon come when the people of Canada
would soon look up to their old glorious statesman as
Canada's greatest friend-that their gratitude would soon
be displayed towards the man who had fought their battles
so often and well. Therefore, I think i can claim the right
to speak candidly and plainly on some points without any
suspicion of my sconduct and motives. i remember when
I had aiso something to do with. inaugurating that great

,'National Poley ahieh bas proved so beneficial to the Con-
servative party, and is to-day acting so beneficially in
increasing rapidly the wealth of our country. I remember
when it was impossible almost for me to give utterance
liere to my views and desires in this connection. I remember
also, wheu that Agricult6re Committee, the effects of whose
action was so powerful in securing-the support of the farmers
of Ontario and Quebec in the interestts of the Conservative
party, coniducted its carefuil enquiry ; when the farmers
became arou.ed through the instrumentality of that Com-
mittec to consider thoir own interests, and cast in their lot
with the manufacturing and other industries in inaugurating
a grand National Poliey in the interest of the people at
large, to be carried out by the present hon. leader of the
Governmcnt. Therefore, if I have said anything in my
remarks that may perhaps be a little in opposition to the
views of the Government, I think I can do it - without the
slightest feeling that I ha've any desire to act anything but
the same oid true friend of the Conservative party and in
the best interests, as I be ieve, of the people of Canada. I
have always believed that the interests of the people of
Cunada can be best served throu;h the instrumentality of
the Conservativo party, and I still have the same opinion.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. If w.e wanted any-evidence as
to the justness and fairness of the motion now before us, I
think that evidence is supplied by the last speaker. I feel
curious to know, how that hou, gentleman will vote on this
question. 1 have the opinion, though, ho will vote- in
direct opposition to his speech ; but it proves correctly, Mr.
Speaker, how reasonable this proposition now before the
flouse is, and we had a right to expect that wben the
Minister Of Railways rose to speak on this question, he
would have given us some re ason why this motion should
not be granted. It seemed to be his d;ity and fitting for himn-
in his relation to this transaction that he, in a plain propo-
sition like this, should simply ask that time be given to
consider a proposal made b4 a number of gentlemen i this
e6untry, well known for thoir respectability, for theiri
financial bbity, and for every element that is necessary to
qualify them to tonstruot this great Pacifi iailway.
Why not have an opportuMity to oasider - this

'Mr. OaToN.

question. The hon. member for Cardw»l says
that this is a mere political trick. What authority ha06e
for -that? He bas no right to nsalt the gentlemen, -who
signed that offer. They-are men who could fajrly comjýre
with him; mon who bave a recognized position l ha
eountry for character, responsibility and weahh,
da-e ho stand up in this Hoeuse and make such a&u-tatk
as that upon them ? Mr. Speaker, the Minister of iailw4ys
instead of turning his attention to this question, as was)us
duty, made a speech which was unworthy of hum, or any
gentleman occupying his position. He must not suppose
ho is going to delude the people -of this country by the
course hoeis adopting. Instead of offering reasons for this,
be has thought fit to make a personal attack upon me, lut
I am not sorry ho bas done that. He bas done thatonce or
twice behind my back, but I am before him now, and wil
square accounts with him. He bas said that in 187À Iwas
false to my duty, and to the Government of which I was a
member; that i doserted them-that I had been a supporter
of that Administration: The hon. gentloan knows very
wel that that statement is not founded on truth. le knows
very well-and it is necessary for me to refer to. it-,that
when I first entered this Parliament I -came from mny
Province having fought the battle of Confederation there.
I am not ashamed of the course I took there. I spent a
great deal of my time, and went through no less than
three elections in connection with that question, and stood
firm in m.y allegiance in what I considered to ho my
country and my people. I resisted, Sir, that measure, but
fnally it was carried. 1 felt it my duty to subimit to the
decree of the people who had determined in favor of that
proposition. I made up my mind to offer no captious
opposition to the fair working of that measure, and
if-lt was followed by the great benefits that its -promoters
said it would þe, nobody would rejoice more than myseif.
When I -came to this Parliament I came a free and inde-
pendent member. I was not allied to any parti. I found the
political parties mixed and confuised. I found gentlemen
who had ben Liberals favorable to the scheme of.Confedora-
tiol, and partices so mixed that thore was nothing for me
but to act as an independent member who had opposed Con-
federation. I gave the Governmeut of the day a fair and
reasonable support, so far as I thought they were right. I
was not in their confidence; I was not really a followqr of
that Government; I did not attend their caueuses. I had
nothing to do with their confidence in any way but m hon
any question came up before this House, I, as an independent
member, being allied to neither party, exercised my own
judgmeut on ail those questions and voted according to my
convictions. This course I adopted and the hon. gentleman
knows it well. Does he not know,-in 1871, when the
scheme of union with British Columbia was under consid-
oration bore I opposed it at every stage?.

Sir CIARLESTUPPER- Thehon:genteman need fot
take the trouble to admit that. In 1871 he was with them,
but ho was with us în 1872.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I have so little confidene iu-
I was going to say the hon. gentleman's veracity-tha I arm
not willing to take bis statement, because the nexthour ho
will b ready to dony what ho admits now. I intend to
read a portion of the speech whieh I made on that occasion
in 1871. I was then just as much a supporter of thb hon.
gentleman's Government as I was in 1872.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, no.
Sir ALBERT J. 8MTH. I ame bore in 1867, and my

vourse was perfectly consistent. I supported them wen1 I
thought they were right, -and voted against thea when I
thought they were wrong, as in the British OCurbia ,ues-
tion; and as I did in 187!, when I voted for the proposition
whicli the hon. gentleman has referred to. Iero.i "what
'liaid in 1871-and my attitude -- tI iuvmasomnt
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wag, prmWeiey the same thon that it was before day afterwards he repeated, the statement in my own

oohauty, I ee that tie Finance Minibiter has lef his Beat.
e Wàatbe Roue readyto involve the country in 5large anirea thfd.hav een glad if heaea present, so that I might

of debt? The desI wa already sIO ,Ooool and there were many have appealed to hlm. Lait Sesion, from my place, I
burdlen that wÔuld arise from the Intercolonial and other works. T:e challenge4 the Finance Minister-who kuew me and know
IUno Actbhad pronided for the extension of the Courts ytem, psdndddthat
lâ*tmly beeù delayed becaus of the de6cient state of the inanSe i e my political atecedents, as 1 had been asoeiated with him
Dominion, The cost of the railway conld not be named, it ' ght be much for ten gr fifteen years in the Government of New Bruns.
greater than the amount named, and yet coute gue couteie country wick-I asked him if lie was preparel to justify the hon.
woud. stand pledged te complete it. He sbould oppose the measur inember for Cumberland (Sir Charles Tuupper) in makingbecause it would impose burdens on the people that they were not able
bear, and would involve the çountry in ruin and di4ater." the charge he made against me. The Finance Minister

intimated, with some reluctance, that he waaNbw, Sir, what was my attitude on that question of union not prepared to sustain the charge. Then I
with iiish Columbia?if ke âtthsaid te the Finance Miniter, if you knw that the

Sir CHARLES TUPPFR. Yes, contrast it with your Minister of Railways made this charge against me in
attitude when you voted down the resolution of the hon. my own constituency in my absence, wby did you not have
member from Bothwell. the manlinesa to stand up in behalf of one who was

Sir ALBEIRT J. 8MITH. I will come to that ifthe hon.gen a iated with yeu for many years, and say that the
tieman will keep quiet. I will convict him of having made gharge was not true. That, Sir, would have been a manly
falso and malicious charges against me. I will refer to that and a generous act to de. Now, lot us sec what is the
again. Now, in 1872, this scheme for the introduction of ovidence on the point. The hon. Minister of Railways
British Oolumba into this Union was consummated; Idid all made these charges-I presume ho will not deny that ho
I could in the way of my voice and influence, in the way of did-bmut if he doos I will produce the evidence. Now, I
rotestation, to prevent the consummation of that insane would ak the hon. gentleman if he ever made me an offer
a-gain. • The bargain, however, wast completed, and the in the Cabinet of which he was a member.

Government had agreed positively, in the most unqualified Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Never, nover. That was
manner, to build and construct this road from Lake the trouble-that was what you wanted and could not get.
Nipissing to the Pacifie Ocean in ton years. Why, Sir, Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I made a speech on this subject
anybody looking back now on the experionce we have had, last Session, I made it in the presence of the Minister of
knows that that was an act of folly, of insnnity; but they Railwa s. I said he had made a certain statement, and I
are not willing to admit it. They tell us time was of no asked s , i h o d macle a certay sootr is I
importance; that it was engrafted in the contract, but stil hs.m, if ho denied making i, te say se. lore is what
it was of noimportance. When this measure was submitted I 'aid:
to'the louse todevote $30,000,000 and 50,000,000 acres of IlBut after bis election, be denounced me, tbough we had been on
and towards the construction of this read,1 voted for tha fendy terme personally, so far ae I know, for thirty years At least I

neyer had any personal altercation with him, and we have been tbe
proposition, and I will give the reason why. It was representatives of adjoining counties for many years, his in Nova Scotia
supposed then, as I said the other day, that the country sud mine in New Brunswick. I onducted my election honorab!y1 and

We ail supposed, and I had the never induiged ln expressions derogatory to hm, nor in persosaiities of
was an unknown country.eany kind. Well, on thu day of the declaration in his own conuty, the
opinion thon, that this railroad -would cost $150,000,000 at bon. theiniiter of Railways made a violent attack on me, and abused
teast me fearfulyiv, representing me as false to the country, as one who had no

intereat in it, but who seemed desirous of destroying its best interests ;
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Bear, hear. and not satisfied with that, when the battle had been fought, and he

Stight have been sapposed consent he attended a meeting in my cnty
Sir A LBERT J. SMITH. The resolutionswvere passed, not at foneton, being aiOmpanied by the bon. Finance Minister, and the

with the consent of the Governmont, for they were driven hon member for King'e, N. B., (Mr. Domville), being prosent at that
to it, that that. road should be built by the agency of a enthusiastie demonstration; when he thought fit te denounce me, in

the heart of my own conuty. He told my consatinents that I was an
company and not by the Government. The resolution was offite-seeker, and always hwi beeni that I ha knooked a the door of
introduced simultaneously or shortly after the rosolutions bis Government for oce. If that is ne t-rue, ho eau rise and correct
for bringing British Columbia into the Union, and at me."
that time seenied to me to be a wise and prudent one, Did the hon. gentleman rise and correct me?
but since that time, we have expeadLed millions and mil- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will rise and coi-ret you
lions of money in organizing a system of Gorernient there
and the circumstances of the countrylhave entirely change.
But the hon. member has made a charge against me, which, Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I am not at all alarmed. I think
should ho sustain, would render me unworthy to sit in this I understand the hon, gentleman. I say that bis statement
Bouse. He practically charges me yith having sold mysef was not true and I ask him if the fact that he kept his seat
to the late Government for office. The tact that the hon.- on that occasion was not an admission that it was not true.
gentleman made such a charge simply goes to prove his Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, no.
recklessness. There is no public man in Canada who has
done so much to degrade public life as that hon. gentleman; Sir ALBERT J. SMIiTH. I would askSisr, if that is the
it seems to be instinctive in bis nature to villify and slander. course which an hon. gentleman should take. I would ask
The hon. gentleman said in my absence, in his ow'n county, you, Mr. Speaker and the members of this louse if such
on declaration day that I was an office seeker. I had fbught condnct can be justified by the House or the country. I say
thé -leCtion honorably, and without induiging in personalities that the very fact that the hon. gentleman did not answer
towards him or any one else; and I thought, after the on that occasion is an admission that my statement was
battle had been fonght and won, and the then Gow true. I 1aid further when I referred to this subject last
ernment had been defeted by the voece of the country,
that the hon. gentleman light have refrained from "He dded, that hie Government had refused nie oice, which bad
-the personahties in whieh he indulged in. Upon th 41th1ey venme would bave pliced me u the Goverament aide inatoad

1 of the Oppoît-m. T)», bons member for Cumberlansd nust bave kaovn
ihuatings is uis own county he said I wasan office theve waeo foundatiin »truth fr such a statemet, andhe lbad a
seeker;t-at ha1ad keekd att the door of the Government witness bede hns-the bo bthe Finance Minister, who also kaew it

%)f etwieh he wast a momber, for office, and that if I had got d't-tibassiesi- The hon. th First Minuter, to do bim justice, 1
ît wS Dt hve ee "a whre1, w ëfe t-adi st 1 t»vneer .sked for office; butlie vas kind enougli

1 would not have leen tund whsre 1 was.I wish ow e rse kmes*0 weut..a-oernenip of mg own Provinae; a
t» aktbe hon. gentiema ï if ho said that .or not-? A few alsa lben. the Minister of Railways himuself.
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Now, Sir, I repeat the statement I thon made that the hon. country whenever they like ? Now, is thât mot a most
.member for Cumberland did offer me a seat in the Cabinet in terrible power to give to this Company? Without any
1873, and pressed me to take it. He knows I declined it. limitation of time,;for 100 or 200 years theyshah-have the
The hon. gentleman further offered me the Governorship of right in the whole of that country, larger than Ontario and
Nova Scotia, and he offered me the Governorship of New Quebec together, forever to constract railway lines and
Brunswick. His first act as a member of that Cainet was branehes to the main line, without reference to this
a very kind offer to me of the Governorship of my nalive Parlisment. Now, do hon. gentlemen really comprehend the
Province. Besides, I had another offer from a member of onormait of this proposition? Why, the legislative power of
the Government ot 1873. I afflrm these facts to be true. this country is tied up. If we feel that they are building
I have before stated, in my place, these facts in the presence branches prejudicial to the interests of this country thearm
of that hon. gentleman without contradiction. Now, then, of this Parliament is paraalyzed tostop it. I stated the other
it does seem te me hard that, he should make this attack night that the revenue derivable from the Pembina Branch
upon me when there is no evidence whatever in support of would go to these gentlemen at once. Last year I stated it
it, and when bis own colleague, the hon. the Finance Minister was $3U,000, and that bas not beendenied. I stated that by
himself contradicted and stated distinctly, laest Session, that I the increased population of this country the business of that
had never been an office-seeker. The hon. gentleman stated line would so iicrease that the yearly net revenue would
that, in 1r72, when I ran my election, I intimated that, but not be less than 8iO0,000 or $150,000. In the course of
having stated on the hustings that I would sùpport the then 10 ycars that cones to $1,500,000 actual cash paid into the
Government I would not have been successful. company, besides the revenue derived from the prairie

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. I beg the hon. gentleman's sections. If Iunderstood the Minister of Railways aright,
pardon; I never made such a statement. lie told us that the first 100 miles westward from Selkirk

Sir ALBERT J. SMITIH. I understood him to say I could be built and equipped for $700,000. - Now, let us see

made ihe declaration on the hustings. I have run thirteen what benefit these gentlemen will get from that under this

elections successfully, and I think I can run another if the agreement. When this scheme is consummated I under-

hon. gentlemen opposite would be kind enough to us a stand about 80 mil -s of that road will be finished and ready
chance. ieeousgai gfor traffic. These gentlemen will come to the Financo

Schce. nMinister and say, "We want, as we have a right to bave
Sir 4 IARL ES TUPPE R. I do not thb-nk youcould- iunder the contract, the possession and the use of this 100
Sir ALBERT J. SMIITH. I would like to challenge the miles of railway, and we want to pay you, as

hon. gentleman. He thought I could not the last time. the contract provides we should pay you, the
He exbausted all his resources and they were unavailing. cost of this railwav, wbich is $700,000. Here is
1 would like to have the opportunity of running my county the choque ;" and the Finance Minister accepts the cheque.
again, and I think many more members would like While the ban. Finance Minister accepts the cheque, the
thatt opportunity. When there is so much difference of gentleman turns to him and says, "Now I have paid yoa
opinion in the country, in rega d to thitis Syndicate, it seems for that road, I want a million dollars from you." Jow is
to be a fit and proper time to have a dissolution. If we go that ? Why, under this contract there are $10,()00 a mile
to the country and are defoated, we will quitely submit and for this 100 miles of railway which the Government have
be satisfied, but the Governrment dare not give us a built, and they are entitle to a million of money, for
dissolution ; they know that the people are entirely opposed which he gets bis choque, puts it into bis pocket, and thus
to this Syndicate. The hon. gentleman has failed toanswer has $300,000, besides getting the road. So much with
an y of the objections I 'made, last night, to the present regard to the money. This agent then will say, "I want a
scheme. He has stated that this contract was made in grant of one and a quarter millions acres of land." What
accordance with and under the authority of the Act of 1874. is that worth ? If it is worth $3 an acre, there are $3,750,000
Now, that seemsn to me to be a reekless statement, worth of lands, besides $30J,000 cash, making $4,800,000 that
unfounded in fact and in law. I challenge the hon. these gentlemen get in connection with the first hundred
gentleman to put his finger upon a single clause of the Act miles of the road, and that road built by the Goverument.
of 1874 that runs coincidently with any clause of the And besides these amounts, the Company will own the road.
contract. He stated that the Statute of 1874 authorized a How is it that the hon. gentleman, inasmuch as there is a
grant of 810,000 a mile, amounting in aLl to $30,000,00. difference of opinion ns to the construction of this clause
Does this contract confine the amount to begiven to the which provides the ton per cent., has not given us his
Syndicate, to $30,000,000? Does the Act of 1874 authorize view of its construction. The clause is as follows:
the Company to go to the North-West Territory and select "20. The linit to the reduction of tolls by the Parliament of Canada
the choicest lands lu that region ? Not a word of that provided for by the eleventh sub-section of the 17th section of the Con-
kind. The contract of 1874 reqnires that the land solidated Railway Act,-1%79, respecting TOLLS, is hereby extended, so
should he taken in Ontario, whorever it may be that such reduction may be to such an extent that such tolls when reducedld 1i tt y shall not produce less tian ten per cent. per annum profit on the capitalfound along the line of tho railway, along the actually expended in the construction of the railway, instead of not less
north shore of Lake Superior. But what, under the Act than fiftees per cent per annum profit, as provided by the said sub-section ;
of 1874, does the Company do when they cross the and so also that such reduction shall not be made unless the net income

hColumba? Do the comne back te the of the Company, ascertainert as described in said sub-section, shall have
boundary of Britishe exceeded ten per cent. per annumin stead of fifteen per cent. per annum
fertile heit ? No ;they take the portions of the land in as provided by the said'sub-section. And theexercise by the Governorin
British Columbiawhich were worth nothing comparatively Connail of the power of reducing the tolls of the Company as providedycould find them, and thy too a small portion by the tenth sub-section of said section seventeen, is hereby limited to thewhor.ver thoeyp saine extent with relation to the profit of the Company, and tO its netwhich was allotted in the prairie section precisely as they revenue, as-that to which the power of Parliament to reduce tells is
took -it in Ontario and British Columbia. Thon with regard 'timited by said seb-section eleven as hereby amended."
to the land and money, is there any authority for Does it say the capital expended f the Company in the con-
that la the Act of 18î4 ? None whatever. It is directly struction of the railway ? It says, "Capital expenled in the
contrary to the law. Where is- the provision autho- constructionof the railway." Can any hon. member, having
rzin the exemption from Cuatoms iuty ? Whee ie the regar4 to the-true construction of language, say that does not
p'iion m the liaw which exomjlted the land from taxe- embraee all the expenditure in the construction of that work ?
tion ? It a not tbere. The Rugh Allan contract provides What is the effeet-of it ? It i that the Government furoish
for noue of those. Where does the Letof 1874 «onter »pon the whole money andmore than the money required. We
the Company power perpetqally 4o build railway iint bta amW we furn4ih 000,00 for the onstructi<nu$ 1Jth

Sir aUsaT ,T. SJUTU.
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work, beides the surveys which cest about $W40400; anutber -Mn. gentleMa sho*d àVe Ru oPportwnity 0f
meaking 857,000,000 in ash , and on thiat S7,o00000 the omiagafter Mo.

Symdicate are entitied to receive ten per cent. They are Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It ié not 90.
entitled also to ten per cent on whatever they have to get out S CHARTJES TUPPER. t a notof enficiextimpori-
Of the lands hibich the hon. Minister ofIRailways esti mates at
about $0,400,000. Suppose every cent, asm I hold every ce to me, however, to warrant ny r>ing the pStionin
cent will be given by the Government, they will receive-
there is no power under this contract which prevents I gave no tssent, bowever, to amy statement the hon.,gmth>
them from receiving-ten per cent. on $S0,000,000. man made; 1 could not have done so witbout expoaig
or $8,000,000 clear. Io it fair to the people, i if yseif to *hat the hon. gtianan las just aecueed me of-
$80,000000 of their money is put into a railroad and that xaking a false tatement. 1 wilL givehim my reabon for
railroad passed over to the corporation, that the Govern- the opinion that hc was an offic"eeker, and waa iofiaewed
ment should have no voice in the adjustrnent of the tariB;f, bhesirefbofcen ea corsehe pre hindto
that the Company shall have the power to regulate tolls ando of clusiveI an rd ateehwhe rovesublie
tarifs as they choose and receive 10 per cent. h most on the
$80,000,000 expended on the road. I am surprised that questions of the day liewas diamotrieally oppoaed ho
the hon. Minister of Railways should not accede te the the Government of Sir John A. Madonald in 1M1.
just and reasonable proposition of which the hon.member for
Hlalton (Mr. McDougall) expressed himseolf in fhvor, andointhat ho regarded the sehorne of'that Govern-
which the hon. member who preceded me also practically ment in a certain case as one of the Most insue propos
supported, and allow us time to consider this new proposition thpt any Governmont conld commit iteif ho, and yet eue
further. We want to see what this offer is. If we can short year aftcr you find him votiug down a motion made
Bave $10,000,000, $15,000,000 or $20,000,000 by delay, surely by un hon, gentleman with whom ho wam, in 1871, co-operat-
the bon. gentlemen who would sustain the proposition ing againet the Onnadian Pacifie Railway, and which wae
would be rewarded by the gratitjude of the people. eupported by the mem br for Bathwel,-thât it was unwise

woul berewadedto place in thbee teontrolled bande of the Govelnntmbt
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I rise for the purpose of $30,000,000 and 50,000,00 acres. Iow dos the memb*

statirg- for Westmorelund rocoriile that with his prement eoirse?
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I rise to a point of He says liewasoffered a Governorahip. 1tis trn Lid

order. The on. gentleman has spoken already. intimate to the bon, gentleman tbat the present Miuiete
of Finance had stated ho belicved that the rnember for

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I rise to make a personal Westmoreland would-be an acceptable Governortothe people
explanation. If I am not to be permitted to make a of New Brunswick; and reportod after having had autlirity
personal explanation, I will take another means of answer- from tny collenguos to communicate with him, thut it wns
ing the speech which has just been delivered by the hon. not a Governorship ho wanted but a seat in the
member for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith.) That ion. Cabinet. I ask him, will ho venture to dony, that
gentleman will understand it is not in his power or that of when I discusFed with hlm the question of bis appointnent
any other hon. member to prevont my taking the oppor- of Lieutenant-Governor of New Brunswick, ho said it would
tunity I now desire to take, to make an explanation- be agroat deal bettr for Tilley or Mitchell to take the

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWR-IGHIT. I risc to a point of position ?
order. Thchon, gentleman lias al'eady sp2k-en. He madle Sir ALBERT J. SMITHI. Aboltely untrue.
a gross personal attack on the bon. member for Westmore- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. etlemaof isnpe-
land, to which that ion. gentleman quickly and properly paedete dany that, ih is prepared tdeny anythng.
replied. will not deprive the on. gentleman of making aa etT o te nte.
urely prsonal explanation, and if chooses to confine t a so tue

Eimself to that, I have no objection to make, but helias no Sir CHARLES TUPPR. le was diaumetrially opposd
riglt to procemd to make bis ot:er speech. to the Govern ont of the day on the geat undamenfal

Mr. PLUMB. I rtove the adjournment of the debate. qhe oions of its policy, and iii 1872 was standingfaideby
bhdevoting for and sustaining that Goverment in relation
to that very question, on a most vital and important point-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I had tlie floor, and ticion. that we should have thepower wanted over the dand
gentleman rose to -a point of order. money appropriated for the railway witout being obligod

Mr. MACKENZIE. Tielion, gentleman cannot possibly to avk Parliament year byyear for authority. I would give
have the floor, for ho basalready spoken. the hon. gentlema tmore acte. tH ays thus was an insane

.Sir CIHARLES TUPPER. I had no intention 'whien proposition, that it was monstrousheinvolve this coen-
ein t insu a deaidfn l liability. Yet, what did ho do? o

rose te e then oer nthoreoilalquestin went back to bis people, and bas not and dare -nt dony,
ra.ise I b dtwoenot i hto member for Wostord tathed1 because the journal of th day will furnis the proof, toask
myebWt eI do inmon t d Ingo le WOid t t tem todo. wt? Teocondem the Govern1ent, as it was

binndagainthCanadianPaciioaebiwy,?aNowhchas a
right ts dealpwitotre rernarks whieethefon.oog thel i wa
member for Westmorland made toucliing t elae sont back to sustain the Goverument cômmitted totat

question under dispute betw0,n him0e0f and me. vey policy

-W. Iietoed tliis afternoon to thc elaborato eulogium of the Sir ALBERIT i. SM.i1TII. Net truc.
member for Westmoreland (Sir A. J. Srith) from the Sir WestAorLESTrPPEDe the hon gentleman deonr
membe for Gloucester- (MI~. Anglin). Now, I will prove' ttitie sta ed that il oe was returnod t Parliam nt, aft e
from, tbmo inth of tic m.euber for Gloucester everything I five Y aS' exporieneth he believed the interestMe of the
-have stnted wit roeorenec to the memberfer Wetmor. country, and epeially in the Mritme Province, reqrfed
lani4hat whule tie member for Wc oreland stood -on tmt horen woulpport te acoverement of Sr Jhpo A.
the âoor of thiHoua.,!-ie, wusan offlcoe_&eer. ie, ants ncdonfommd ald net the Opposition-that wti euptpithe
to know wiy Idid-net reply te him n year ige woweGCavirnrùet tat to ight ho declantuwere onilttedttô
vory Won ho W putap te Make tint ý statoment ý for t he nninsudrssdtl projet, whi h w goingoippintmdn.
pnd, toofhgittigon gtenema qrly t aen d pirerytha1 iiwk- now giethbon. genilemanteuie m w ,ff:ho
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colleague with whom he sat, dos-d-dos, during 1872 in this
flouse, and who bas passed this brilliant eulogium apon the
late Minister of Marine and Fisheries. H1e says of the
member for Westmoreland, that he had covered himself
with infamy unspeakable for a consideration. A vote was
proposed in this House-in fact waa proposed against the
Government of Sir John A. Macdonald-and the member for
Westmoreland, for what reason he bas got to explain to the
House and country, voted side by side with the right hon.
leaderof the Government. The member for Westmoreland
was thon held up to public obloquy and contempt by the
member for Gloucester in his paper dated 12th April, 1873,
in which he declared that the men who bad voted for the
motion and question were willing to cover themselves with
infamy unspeakable for a consideration. He also wrote
that they were prepared to sacrifie honor, character, honesty
and reputation.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. He said the same of yon.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is quite true, but I was

not looking for a Governorsbip.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is that true?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The member for Gloucester also

said: " that men with characters to lose, with reputations
to forfeit, will wade tlirough filth so vile to a Governorship."
What was the matter with the bon. friend of that gentle-
man that ha would then wade through filth so vile ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The Governorship did Dot
come.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was not the Governorsbip
the hon. gentleman wanted. It is quite true when he went
to bis constituents declaring that he was prepared to turn
bis back upon his old associates, and unite his political for-
tunes with the Government in power. that I said to him that
if ha preferred to be the Governor of Nova Scotia to the
Governor of New Brunswick, I had no doubt the matter
could be arranged. That statement is quite true.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. That statement is not true.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In all my communications

with the'hon. gentleman I went back to my colleagues and
said-and they all know the statements I am making to be
true-" What Mr. Smith wants is Mr. Mitchell's or Mr.
Tilley's place, and not a Governorship," and I say hare in
the presence of the assembled Parliament that I ascertained
beyond doubt from the hon. gentleman and from bis own
statements, that what. he desired was the position held in
the Cabinet by Mr. Mitchell or Mr. Tilley, and as the Gov-
ernment felt that either of those gentlemen possessed a
greater amount of ability than the hon. gentleman and was
more entitled to the position, we could not, in the public
interests, esk either of them to make way for the bon.
member. Now, Sir, that was the position. He says I have
made a false and malicioui statement. Why, Sir, if any
other member of this House had 'made that statement I
would have asked that the words be taken down, and I will
tell him why I did not in bis case. I knew that the hon.
gentleman put on record bis vote in this House that the
statement of an hon. gentleman in this louse was a "false,
scandalous and malicious statement," and I knew him after.
wards, as a member of a Government, to present that same
man to this flouse to be elected as its Speaker; so, I say, that
false, malicious and scandalous words coming from that hon.
gentleman will always he treated as idle wind when they
remember that wben bis interests require him to make
such a statement he wili make it, and when his
intereets demand another statement hè will state that
opposite. I told my colleagues what I believed, and it was
this I"Bither Mr. Smith will have * seat in the Cabinet or
hewill intrigue for a seat in another." The hon. gentlemsn
got permission to come back here on a declaration which

Sir CHABLES Tueraa.

ha made to the electors from the -hustings that he eameëm
a supporter of Sir John A. Maedonald, but he wentoveratothe
other side when they had a seat in the -Cabinet îoelor
himn.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITHI- You know yon are making a
false statement.

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER We bad no seat in the Cabinet
for the hon. gentleman, and those who had it were in a
position to take him out of our hands, and they did it. He
says he did not depend. on that statement for bis election.
I do not say ha did. I do not say ha would not have been
elected. He says he had a majority of 7. 0. How did he
get that? He knows that a petition was fyled against him
for having obtained that by scandalous and wholesale
bribery. How did ha escape that petition? By going into
court and showimg it was not true ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I do not rise to cail the hon.
gentleman to order, but I want _to know, will I have an
opportunity to reply ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no objection in the
world. He escaped that petition, not by going into court,
as an honest man would have done, and challenging his
accusers to bring the proot but ha escaped it by putting up
the defence that the law whieh bis Government had them-
selves put on the Statute-book prevented any appeal to the
Supreme Court. That appeal came hore, and the court
decided that the law was bad, but the decision came too late
and thus ha escaped, or, in my judgment, ha would Dot
otherwise be sitting here to-day.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Your judgnment is not worth
anything, in my opinion/

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have answered the ques-
tions the hon. gentleman asked me, and, in all candor, I am
prepared here and everywhere to leave the question as to
how far the temptations .of office have influenced the bon.
gentleman upon the statement ha has made of his own
action, and the evidence ha bas furnishod to this louse
bore to-night. ,

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The hon. gentleman, true to the
interests of bis own nature, has indulged in that which, I
say, characterises him, and which bas lowered and degraded
him below any public man in Canada. Yes, that is bis
characteristie, and it is known, perhaps not so much in On-
tario as in the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wiek. Whenever anything is said there that is so extra-
vagant that it cannot be believed, it is nothing but "a
Tupperism." That is the kind of reputation the bon.
gentleman has down in. that region, but the hon. gentle-
man bas not denied my statement. I said ,that ha himsell
had offered me a seat in the Ggvernment. fas he denied
that in bis place? I said one of bis colleagues bad offered
me a place in the Government also. as he denied that?
He dare not deny it I I throw it back on him I I ask him
if ha did not, in a hotel in this city of Ottawa, come
into my room, first on my arrival here in October,
1873, and press me to take a seat in bis Goverument ?
He says, when he met me in St. John he had tale-
graphed me to meet him there, and thèn says his
colleagues were willing that I sbould have a Gov-
ernorship, and that my appointment would be accept-
able to the people. Wili that hon. gentleman deny
that he pressed the Governdrsbip of New Brunswick
on me, and when I refused to take the Governor-
ship of New Brunswick, he then offered me the Gor-
-ernorship of Nova Scotia, and said be would take
the Governorship of New Brunswick himself ? WilI the
bon, gentleman deny that I should like to kuow ? R eays
that, after our interview in St. Job, he re6frid to hie
eolleagues, and told them that I would not take a Governo-
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ship, and that what I wanted was a Cabinet office. If be
stated that to bis colleagues ho said what was not true, for I
never made such an intimation. If I wanted a Cabinet
office here, would not I have taken it when it was offered to
me? Sir John A. Macdonald, as I said in my former observa-
tions, kindly offered me the Governorship of New Bruns-
wick in 1872, and what he says I stated on the hastings is
not true. What I did say was this : that I had come bore
as ar. Independent member, that I had given the Govern-
ment my support when I thougbt they wore right, and con-
demned them when I thought they were wrong. I
asked to be returned in the same position, but I
was prepared to give the Government credit for
baving done justice to the Lower Provinces. I said,
" If you elect me I will go back as au Independent
member, and will exercise my own discretion." Does the
hon. gentleman suppose that any man endowed with a sense
of honor, would undertake to follow him through the dirt
and mire of the Pacific Scandal? It is no pleasure to me to
refer to that transaction, but the hon. gentleman bas in-
volved a full discussion of it. Could any man justify that
scandal? The hon. Finance Minister, I see, has returned to
hie place now. Hie was conspicuous by his absence when I
was speaking. I ask him, if I ever applied for a position-
was I ever an office-seeker in any shape or form ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am not aware that the hon.
gentleman made any application to me for an office. I was
permitted to place myself in communication with him and
offer him a Governorship, which he declined. I know, sub-
sequently, the hon. gentleman who is now Minister of Rail-
ways had a communication with him, and reported to his
colleagues -I will not say whether it is right or wrong-
that the hon. gentleman had declined to him the Governorship
of New Brunswick, and said he wanted a seat in the Govern-
ment. The bon. gentleman says that another member of
the Government offered him a seat; if he refers to me, I
never, in any communication I had with him, intimated to
him that a seat in the Government was at his disposal. That
subject was never referred to; it was confmed to the Gover-
norship.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. That is very true; but it is
a remarkable thing that I never heard this before. It
is a wonderful instance of the retentiveness of the hon.
gentleman's memory, and it is wonderful how clearly it ac-
cords with the recollections of the Minister of Railways. I
have only to stato that it was not true. I ask the Finance
Minister if I did not tell him, during the time that his ad-
miniWtration was in power, that I did not want any offers.
When I was bore supporting his Government, now and
then supporting him when ho was right, and opposing him
when he was wrong, I told him more than once that I did
not want any office.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. I do not recollectany conver-
sation on the subject, except our communication with refer-
once to the Governorship.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Doos ho deny that I was offered
a seat in his Government?

Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. I dony it. I say that it was
not in my knowledge.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Will the Finance Minister
say that an offer was made to me by two of bis colleagues
on two different occas!ons, and that ho did not know it?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I was never aware that an
offer was made to him of a seat in the Government, because
it was my seat, and I had no intimation that I was to leave,
and I had no knowledge that there were any vacancies. I
was not aware that my colleagues bad any authority to offer
any seats.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The Mi nister of Railways does
not deny that he offered me a seat.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I dery it most positively, and
I say besides that I never had sncb authority to make such
an offer.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH1. I will endeavor to revive the
bon. gentleman's recollection. Does ho recollect being in
my bed-room, at the Russell louse, in October, 1873, on the
day of my arrival in Ottawa.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Before that time the bon.
gentleman had placed himself in the position of the strongest
and fiercest antagonism te the Governmont of the day. The
statement- of the bon. gentleman that I offered him a seat
in the Cabinet is without a shadow of truth.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH, who was indistinctly beard, was
understood to say that when the Minister of Railways was
asked why he bad not answered bis (Sir Albert J. Srnith's)
question, ho replied that he was afraid ho was losing his
right to speak. The speaker proceeded : Now, that state-
ment was untrue, and I ask the bon. gentleman why ho had
not the manliness and the justice te rise and say it was
untrue, instead of making the excuse that h- was afraid he
would lose his right to speak. I make the statement
solemnly and on my bonor as a man that the hon. gentle-
man, in this city, offered me a sent in his Government, and
that another member of his Government offered me a seat
in 1873. The hon gentleman bas charged me with bribery
in my election. I throw that charge back in his face, and I
say that no man in the Dominion is so corrupt as he-that
he is notorious for his bribery and corruption.

Mr. ANGLIN. I wish to make a personal explanation.
Wben the Minister of Railways read something which ho
produced as eVidence from me against the bon. membe,- for
Westmoreland I was at first under the impression that ho
was quoting from my speeches in this House, for which I
was responsible to Parliament, to my constituent s, and to
the country. On listening further, however, I found that
ho was quoting an article from a newspaper which created
much excitement in this House some years ago, but which,
as ho read it at first, I am sorry to be obliged t say, ho did
not read it correctly. As he read it at first it appeared to
make a direct charge against a member of this House of
being influenced in giving a vote on a very important ques-
tion by the hope of a Governorship. However, Sir, ho hap-
pened to read it again, and then ho put both nouns in the
plural-that several members were influenced by the prom-
ise or hope of Governorships. Why theb on. gentleman
should bave chosen to believe and assert that passage ap-
plied solely to the member for Westmoreland it is not for
me te say. But there is more than this to be said, that the
Bon. Minister of Railways himself once quoted that state-
ment, and pronounced it a foul scandal and a malicious libel.
And yet the bon. gentleman quotes it this evening as evidence
that this charge against the bon. member for Westmoreland
is a truthful charge. If I even permitted, as the Finance
Minister was permitted, to repeat whatwas told me, I might
state what another told me in 1879 or 1880, that at a time
when, as hon. gentlemen are aware, a member ofthe Gv-
ernment, sitting in the Sonate. made himselfobnoxious, and
a large number of that body demanded that he should be
put out of the Goverument, and I remember well that on
that occasion the present hon. Minister of Finance had an
interview with the member for Westmoreland. I was
cognizant, personally, of the fact; and immediately after-
wards, Sir Albert J. Smith reported to me that the non. Mr.
Tilley bad proposed to him, by the authority of Sir John
A. Macdonald, that Mr. Mitchell should bo put out of the
Government, and that he should be offered the seat.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. IAise to say at once that there
is not a word of truth in the statement.

Mr. BOWELL. Does the bon. member for Gloucester
deny that the article te which ho bas referred does not
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apply to the hon. mnember for
the impression hie left on the
language was not opplicable to,

Westmoreland. That was
llouse. I ask him if the,
and intonded for, the hon..

memher for Iestmorcianu r
Mr. SPEAKER. 1 desire to eull attention to thoirregu-i

lar char-acter of this discussion. When a personal erp1a-a
tion is to be made, a good deal of indulgence is generally
allowed to an hon. member, but it is to be expected that in such
cases hon. members should endeavor to itrodace matters
which are not pertinent to the debate.

Mr. DESJAIRDINS. Mr. Speaker, I wish to draw the
attention of the louse te some remarks suggested by the
new stage into which the question now under vpnsidera-
tion bas entered, on account of certain offors made to the
Government for the building of the Pacifie Railway; but,
before approaching this subject, I cannot refrain from
alluding to the lecture on political independence that was
road to us a moment ago by the bon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin). I have no objection to being told what a
member, anxious to fulfil bis duty, must do when ho is
called upon to tako part in the settling of such an impert-
ant question as the present one; but when I receive such a
lesson, I like very well to know where iL cones from, and
whether ho who gives has really the right so to do. On
hearing the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) re-
commend us to show ourselves independent of our leaders,
and of*our political party, I asked myself what had been
bis lino of conduct, some years ago, whon a question of
vital importance for his constituents was being discussed;
when ho had been entrusted by a nunierous group of the
population of New Brunswick with the defence, before this
flouse, of rights that had been trampled under foot by
a fanatical majority of the Legislature ot his Province. And,
Mr. Speaker, if I remember arigiht, it wavs not the Conser-
vatives who thon besitated to embarrass the G Vern ment they
were supporting, in order to defend, with the member for
Gloucester, what they considered a right unjustly ignored.
fowever, iL happened that the hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin) could at longth count upon a majority of his
friends in the louse, and what did ho thon do? Did ho
continue the valiant struggle that we had undortaken withi
him ? No, Mr. Speaker; in order not to inconvenience bis1
friends ho withdiew from the fight, going up to the moun-1
tain top as it wore, and leaving the unlucky Conservatives4
te defend, alone and in spite of him, the interests with the
defence of which ho was more espelucly entrusted. It is1
net therefore for him to cone and read us a lecture on1
political independence. Now, Mr. Speaker, in presence of
this new .Syndicate, got up in forty-eight hours, by the
party now in Opposition, or ut least under its auspices, I
am more tian ever inclined te believe that the Liberai
party is only really fruitful when in Opposition. I veryi
well remember the promises made and the fine schemes form-1
ed by the Liberal party before they got into power. Whenx
they got into power, we were to see, according to theirj
promises, all the questions that wero thon taking up our
attention, settled in the most satisfactory manner ; we were
te see the questions that divided us, with respect to the
NorthrWest, settled according to our wisbes; we were to i
see the serious question of the New Brunswick Schools t
settled so as to satisfy the ignored rights of our co-religion.1
ists. And witb regard to this question of the Pacifie Rail-1
way, what was not promised7 I must confess that I was t
myself guilty for a moment of believing in the i
good faith of the Liberal Government. But I had e
soon to · undeceive myself, and with respect to
the question of the Pacifie Railway I was not
long in seeing that we had then, as we are asked to do now, 1
left the substance to run after the shadow. Thanke to the 1
Liberals we lost the Allan contract, and what did we gain? v
We have had the dredging of the Kaministiquis barbor; t

Mr. BowELL,
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we havthad the Fort FranoisIoeke; we have hadehefijms
Poster cotat. The greatnatioal enterprseSt#eied
and mutilated that it was impossible to recogae it. hey
began byiemoving the eastern terminuseofthePaeic Iaflway
450 miles; next at the risk of destroying the gr t, w&rk of
Confederation, they wanted to abandon the consiernotionof
the road in British Columbia. And now, when thýey come to
us with a new projett, the authors of whieh it is impossible
to look upon as being in earnest, and which, ifitwere adopted,
would have for resuIt to break off the negotiations withhe
Syndicate whose contract is now under consideration, we
will ask ourselves what we would retain if the'Government,
aking up seriously this new proposal should releasefirom

their engagements the capitalists who have entered into the'
contract with them. Supposing that the Government were
disposed to.onter into new negotiations, I maintain that the
offer now submitted would not meet the views, at least of the,
members from the Province of Quebec, if not of the
whole Conservative party. There are in the new
contract clauses that are entirely contrary to the policy
that we have been supporting since 1872. We do
not want, for our part, that any Government should
have the option of building or of abandoning the
line to the north of Lake Superior. We do not wiah that
the Government should be authorized at the same time to
give up that part of the line that is to be built in British
Colambia, because we have always been in favor of the col-
pletion of the Confederation, and because we have always
wished for a lino built entirely apon our own territory. We
never thought of being satisfied with the line that is now
offored us, nor of substituting the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
for any part of the main line. By showing themselves ao
eagar to adopt the new contract, the Opposition are eutirely
contradicting their former declarations. The leader of the
Opposition maintained that the granting of 25,000,00 of
acres of land in the North-West would create a system of
land tenure that would be fraught with the same incon-
veniences as those that now exist in Ireland. It was the
granting of lands that he looked upon as the greatest ob-
jection. Well, if we are to take the draft of the contract as
published in Opposition papers, are we not as muh exposed
to land tenures under the new contract as we can be under
the former ? Now, mention has been made of the tarifis that
might ho levied on trade by the first Syndicate, under the
control of Government. Well, Mr. Speaker, if, by adopting
the Sault Ste. Marie Branch, we should put ourselves under
the control of the American lines, who would protect us
against the tariffs that they might impose upon our trade? By
conneeting our lines with the Northern Pacifie near Duluth,
would not we be exposed to see our lines become a sort of
pis aller for the western trade, and would we not be exposed
to see our lines receive only that portion of the traffic that
the roads going to Chicago and.the Ocean ports could not
possibly carry? Well, Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that
under these circumstances the Government would be
justified in say ing immediately- and for my part I am
disappointed in seemng that they did not say so immediately
-that they cannot look upon, as serious, a proposal that
coaes so late, and that being engaged with one Syndicate
in a scbeme matured during several montha, they eannot
abandonit in order to give themselves up to gentlemen
who, after having consulted with the Opposition, have, in
forty-qigbt hours' time, made proposals that it is impossible
te look upon as honestly and seriously made. Mr. Speaker.
it is stated that there are capitalists well up in the social

seaIe wh are engaged in this new Syndicate. But we know
sonething about capitalists that dabble in polities. We
have often seen these kind of capitaliste, carried awa.y by
party spirit, take a part in procoedings that they afterwards
regretted, and I am satisfied the new Syndicate would be
Very sorry were we to take them at their word. IUnder
hese circumstances, Mr. Speaker, I think the Govrunienat,
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beoe asking us to continue this debate, to the prejudiez of
mattere requiring the attention of this House, should declare
that they do not intend te consider the new proposale as
serious, that the only contract that is before the House, ndm
thatise to remain there, ie the contract that ew. bave been
examining and discussing since the openingeoftthe Session.

Mr..lßKIER. Mr. Gpeaker, it is not fbr me t& char-
actedize in any way the language just been made use of by,
the hon. member for Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins). ,Iow-
ever, the will allow me to tell him that, in my humble
opinion, the Conservative members from th* Province of
Qaebee are now losing a fine opportunity oforendering a
service to their country. It is not for me to dictate to any-
one in this House the manner in which eaeh oneis to fulfil
the duty he owes to hinelf and to his eountry; it is not for
me te appeal to any one with respect to his manner of fui-
filling what ho believes to be his 4uty to hie country, but
on th4e occasion the interests that are at stake, and which
depond upon the determination that we'are going to take,
are so important that it will not be unseemly on My part if
I appejto the influence that the representatives of the
Provin of Quebec protend to exorcise, and which I believe
they do exorcise over the present Government, to prevent
Ministers from further persisting in what I believe to be a
fatal undertaking. Whatever nay be the opinion enter-
tained by each of us upon the relative or intrinsic merit of
the contract, it is evident that the situation is no longer
to-day what it was yesterday; whatever may be the relative
or intrinsie worth of this contract, it is evident that it would
be rash to come to an immediate decision upon this con
tract, because, as I have just stated, the question is no
longer what it was yesterday. Heretofore we have only,
discussed the contract as drawn up by hon. Ministers;
all that we were asked te do was to ratify that contract, and
the only question was whether we would ratify or not the
contract that was submitted to us. Now, the aspect of the
question is changed; heretofore cnly one scheme was under
discussion, but at the present moment we are certain that
there is a second proposal before the Government-at the
present moment we are certain that a new company bas
offered to undertake the building of the Pacifie Railway.
Without being able to say what are the terms of this con-
tract; without being able to say whether this contract is
preferable to the one we bave been discussing-from the very
moment that we have the assurance that there is another
proposal before the Government-is it not our duty te wait
iitl more light is thrown on the quegtion,r.and to wait until
we have the opportunity of knowing whieh of the two
schemes now in the hands of the Government is the more
advantageous for the country? I am astonished to hear thei
hon. member for Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins) say that
the Government should entirely reject the new offer that is
made to themn; that they' ehould procecd ard arrivej
immediately at the adoption of the first contraet.i
Is it by so doing that ho pretends to servej
the interests of bis country; does ho pretend that by rejeet-1
ing immediately an offer that ho has not seen, or that he-as1
only seen through the press, h. 'would be accomplishing a1
patriotic act; would he recommend te this House to put1
aside the light that is about to be thrown on this questionj
and to adopt the present scheme blindly, without stoppingj
to take into consideration the new scheme? It must bc
evident to every roasonable man, it muet be evident to iny 1
hon. friend fron the county of Ilochelaga, that snch a j
proposition cannot be inspired by a feeling of patriotism.
I think that he has yielded te party exigencies. I know' j
what the- exigencies of party are, I have perbaps yieded toj
them myselfsometimes; but when sncb an important que@-i
tion as this one presents itself, we should i"t refuse to take1
into eonsideration the new proposai made to the Gowern-
ment. We do not yet know the terme of the new oontract,1
b«fr mî part 1 tjink thUt re sh"uld k4now tim I

would nt wish te follow the example of the.hon. member
for Hoebelga (Kr. Desjardins) in desiring te reject this
conitraùt befbre having had the opportunity ofknowing what
it se. The hon. member for Hochelaga is not serions when
he makes sueh a proposal, and he will regret, I am sure, the
language he has made use of. He cannot seriously have
asked his frieûds te have the courage te say: 11We areready
te support the Government, to declare that they ought to
reject this seheme as being an offer not serioudIy made, and
to vote for the first contract." On the contrary, I maîntain
that before further binding ourselves we ought te know the
terms of the- new offer. We are now discussing, perhap, the
Most important question that has over come before
tho eountry since Con federation ; and it is upon
sach an important question as th is that hon.
gentlemen would fain precipitate a decision, prevent
the House from even takingcognizance of the new offer, and
force the Government to accept the firMt eontract, even with-
out making themselves acquamnted with the new one. I am
net discussing the terme of the second offer; I am net
acquainted with them, and I have not the pretensionof being
acquainted with them ; but what I know, and what we all
know is, that those who have signed their names at the bottom
of this offer appear capable of honoring their signatures, even
if their signatures were to be honored at the cost of millions,
We also know, or, at least, such is the rumor, that the terme
of the new scheme are much more advantageous, and
that there is a notable difference between the price of
the second contract and that of the first. We are informed
that, with regard te the question of money, the sum asked
for by the new Syndicate is much less than the sum asked
for by the firat Syndicate. We also know that, with respect
te the land grant-or, at least, se we are told-theo new pro-
posalis much more advantageous than the former one. The
hon. member for Hochelaga said that we should reject the
new offer because it gives the Governnent the option of
building, or of net building, the lino te the north of Lake
Superior. That might be a reason for rejecting it; but that
is net a reason for refusing te look at it. It is, moreover,
stated that the offer is net seriously made, that it is a poli-
tical dodge got up by the Opposition. Mr. Speaker, if the
Opposition have organized this scheme they will have still
another claim te the gratitude of the country, for whatever
may have been the motives that induced these capitalists te
make the Governmont this new offer, these motives are of
little consequence, provided that we obtain the resait, and the
result is that the new company offers more advantageous terms
the those 'we now have before us. It is stated that the
offer is not serious. But there is a very simple means of
ascertaining that fact, and that is te put these capitaliste te
the test; they are ready te deposit the money and give all
the security the Government may require. There is, there-
fore, ne reason for doubt, and could any botter proof that
they are serious be obtained ? Can it be said thai these men
are net serions when they.offer to deposit a monoy security
which, if I am rightly informed, doubles the secunty offered
by the former capitaliste. I go much farther, and do not
hesitate te say that if these men were not serious, that if
they had merely made the proposai in order te throw dust
in the eyes of the Government and of the people, it would be
a contemptible act that would deserve the censure of Varlia-
ment. When these capitalists placed their offer in the hands
ofthe Government they took the responsibility of their act;
and consequently if their offer were net serions, the offer
being accepted by the Government, they would deserve te
be punished by all the censures that this Parliament can
inflict. It is said that it is important that the Syndicate
should go te work at once. I have no doubt, Mr. Speaker,
but that there is a great deal of force in that objection; it is
important that the Syndicate should set te work, but it i
sti11 more important te know which Syndicate is to do the
,«#wpn| d that is just the point at iss. Iff on th ne hand,
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we have the interests of the Syndicate to protect, on the other
hand we have the interests of the country, and at the present
moment we have to decide whether we are going to
sacrifice the country to the Syndicate, or the Syndicate
to the country. That is the whole question. Once mure i
say that I regret that the hon. member for Hochelaga, and
the representatives from the Province of Quebec; wbo
pretend to have, and who, I believe, do possess considerable
influence ox er the Governmoent, have not applied that
influence to delaying the aicussion of this question until
light had been thrown on the svbject. lon. members from
the Province of Quebec are in the habit of boasting of the
influence they exercise over the Government. If they
would put into this question the same activity and the
same energy, or the half of that energy and activity that
they put into another question that came before this House,
a1nd which was certainly less important for the country
than the one now before us, they would make themselves
hoard and obeyed. The question to which I allude morely
involved an abstract principle, whilst now the dearest
interests of the whole country are at stake. In the
memoroble circumstance of which I am speaking, the Con-
servative members forced the Goverument to do that which
they did not want to do; they forced them to do an unjust
thing, although the Government was satisfied that it was
unjust. Well, let them apply to the presont question, the
influence they exercised on that occasion, and I am con-
vinced that they will succeed in inducing the Government
to take into consider ation the offer that has just been placed
in their hande.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, it is precisely in order to
protect the interosts of the country that the Conservative
party, and especially the Conservative party of
the Province of Quebec, will oppose this second
Syndicate, since it is so called, which now comes
and makes a proposai to the Government. The
hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) says that,
without knowing what this proposailas, we reject it.
Does he know anything more about this contract than we
do? And yet he is ready to accept it. Ail iin'this new
Syndicate is magnificent, all -in this proposal is splendid,
because it cornes from friends of the hon. mem ber for Quebec
East. But everything that comes from this side of the
louse is bad. Ilowever, the first Syndicate is composed, in
a great measure, of fi iends of the hon. member, so that we
have no reason for supporting one more than another. We
support the contract entered into, and we submitted it to
the House, because the proposals that were made to us were
considered the best, and were accepted by the Government.
And when these propo-als were made to the Government,
did the Government keep what they were doing a secrett
Did they net make known that they were willing to receive
proposais from no matter what quarter?

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. lea*derof the Opposition may

say " hear, hear," but that will not prevent the truth from
being true. At that time the Prime Minister declared in
his speech, that the Government was ready to receive
proposals. And where were then the friends of the Opposi-
tion ? These same men were, however, in the country. The
capital of which they boast seo much to-day, they had it then.
Why did they not come forward and say to the Government
" Dore is a proposal, we are ready to build the road on such
and such ternms." Oh, no! These gentlemen did not stir;
they entered into no communication with the Government:;
They did not come forward. They did not make known to the
Government that they were ready to tender for this contract%
They kept aloof then, and, to-Jay, after the Government
have received a serious proposai that oould be actdOtd;
after the Government have Scepted this proposiand
placed it before the House; ;afer bon, nheMWg <fh,

Mr, Ijàuiza,

Opposition have discussed it, and, by diousing it from
day to day, obtained an adjournment of the HRouse; 4er
the members of the Oppoeition have gone td theountry in
order to endeavor to arouse the people againat-the Govern-
ment and the proposal, and having failed, what dethey dt?
They say: "how we wilflndanother way ofemfirrassiag
the Government." They bave friend arouùd the, to
whom they say: " Make a proposal to the Goverunmt;
even if this proposal is not serious, even if you are.unabie
to carry out the construction of the rond. Do you think
the Government is going to accept it ? Make yor offer, it
will help us to overthrow the Government, il it i possible
todo so; at any rate, it wifl embarrass the Government,
and, perhsaps, cause the proposai now before the Bouse to
be tbrown out. That is ail we want. We wish te preent
the building of the road to the nort'h of Lake Superior.
Make a proposal that caon be changed some day, and that
will prevent the construction of that part of the road."
Provided we, the members of the Opposition, see the
triumph of our policy, which is te prevent, the building of
the railroad on Canadian territor-y, in order to asd the
trade tu the United States, then, our great po1. , not
national, but anti-national, wili have succeeded. No, Sir,
the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier> must
think bis fellow-countrymen of the Province of Quebec
very ingenuous if he thinks that they are going to adopt
this new proposal, which would have for result to deprive
us, the inhabitants of the Eastern Provinces, of through
communication over our own territory; which would have
for result to deprive us of the immigrants arriving from
other countries, arriving froin the United Kingdom, and
who, instead of passing over our territory to go and settle
in the North-West, would be induced to pass .over the
territory of the United States, and te remain there.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. leader of the Opposition

says "hear, hear." But it is known that such is his policy,
he has made it known to us.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at ail.
Mr. LANGEVIN. The han. member for We t Durham

.(Mr. Blake) says, not at ail, pas du tout. It is a pity that
he does not apply his- French to the defence of the good
cause, but such is his policy. He does not want us to have
the.road te the north of Lake Superioir What he wants
is the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. He wants us te communi-
cate with the Nouth-West with our immense territories,
upon which we have spent considerable sums in order to
open them up to settlement ; he wants us to communicate
with our North-West by the United States ron' e. Why
have thse hon. gentlemen such a particular friendship for
this road? Why would they draw us away to the United
States? Why is it that the word "National Policy" se
rankles in their boson, that they wish absolutely te destroy
our nationality, I mean our great Canadian nationality.
They want to Americanize us. Sir, I believe that not only
the great majority of this Bouse will not consent to such a
thing, but, that the great majority of the country will oppose
it. We want to maintain our autonomy as a separa e people
from the United States. Sir, the hon member for QuebCe
Bast (Mr. Laurier) has just spoken to us about the new -
Syndicate, and he said: "This new Syndicate proposes to
build the road cheaper than the one you have accepted."
The hon. member should have added, that in such a case as
this, the question of money is not alone to be taken into
consideration. The question of money is not the great
question be for us, and since the hon. member for Quebee Est
(Mr. Laurier) made an appeal to the hon. members from
the Province of Quebee, he will allow me 1e do the same,
and to tell them that we must not alone considr whether,
by aooepting the new eontract, we save four or five milions
ot dolarsi butwe, arto consider whether, bytheuSztru.
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tien of this railway,,-we are going to secure to our Province
ald to the Eastern Provinces, through communication with
the North-West; we are to consider whether this road is

ig to beiefit the Province of Quebec and the other
mtern ProVineesas the Province of Ontario.

Mr. BLAKE Hear, hear.
Mr. LANGEVIN. As soon as the hon. leader of the

Opposition sees that a point has been male against him
he exolaimI: "hear, hear.'" But let him pay attention to
the votes that will be given, and ho will sce that these votes
wil be in the interest of this country and not in the interest
ofthe United States. The great majority of the House,
the immense majority of the flouse, the whole Conservative
party, are in favor of a National Policy, and are not in
lavor of a United States policy. What have we to do witb
the United States ? When the United States wish to trade
with us they are welcome to d so, but we have to see to
our future as a people, and we are not to consider whether
by this road- we are going to get a hundred dollars, a
thousand dollars, or a million of dollars from the United
States. The great question is, whethpr this road is going to
be built for the United States or for us. Sir, if in orger
to save four or five or six millions of dollars we were to
sacrifice the advantages of having a road in connection
with the roads of Ontario and Quebec, and of buildingthis road
entirely on our own territory, we would certainly be guilty,
and the electors of the country would blame us, for having
so acted. Sir, I did not expect that the hon - member for
Quebec East, forgetting the interests of hiq Province, with
the defence of which he is especially entrustcd by his party,
would make such an appeal to bis fellow-countrymen of the
Province of Quebec. It emins to me that, although we are
divided on many questions, and although he sits on one side
of the House-and we on the other, it seems to me that when
a question of groat public interest comes up for discussion,
like the one we are now discussing and which is one of' the
most important that ever came before Parliament, it seems
to me that the hon. gentleman should rise above party
considerations and watch the interests of the country. But
how doos he watch these interests? By appealing to us
and iaying: "Wi.l we, the peoplo of the Province of
Quebec, sacrifice millions in order to have this roaid built by
the first Syndicate, when we can have it built much
cheaper ?" Sir, ho forgets the gireat question, whieh is
wbether the road shall b built on our own territory from
one end to the other, or whether it shall be built in fact on
American territory. When the proposal of the new
Syndicate is brought down, the House will see that this
offer is not so rose-tinted as hon. gentlemen on the other side
would make ns believe. The hon. member for Quec Est
(Mr. Laurier) bas appealed to the members of the Province
of Quebec not to vote concurrence in the resolutions
until the proposals of the new Syndicate are before
the House. According to that hon. gentleman the proposals
of the new Syndicate would be some millions less than
the proposals now before the House. The question is
not merely one of a few millions of dollars, but it is a
gresat national questimn. Money saved at the expense of
the national interests of this country will be more of
a los than a saving. We have to decide whether this road
would have to be built on Canadian territory. If it is to
be built only partially on our territory and to benefit
the United States to our own prejudice, then it would be
botter for us te have no railway at all. We do not want our
moiey to go to build up the United States. but we want te
use itin semcurirg the trans-continental road which wili open
up our own territory and afford homes for British subjects
who wid praise the institutions we have, and defend them
against all comers. The large majority of the people of
this country desire that the British institutions we have
now may be made permanort, They desire that we may be

T
quite independent of the United States. We are friendly
to them; they are friendly, I hope, to us; but like other
nations we desire to be independent, and to be independent
of them we must have railway oommunications from one
end of the country to the other. If, as hon. gentlemen
opposite desire, we are to have a railway which will be
broken at .-Sault Ste. Marie, and we are to go through the
United States to reach Winnipeg or Pembina, thon I say
we are dependent on the United Statos, and all the immi-
grants coming to us from Europe will be lesteto us, as they
bave been in the pst, when they passod through Anmerican
territory. As an issue we wiSh to have those immigrants
pass through our own territory when they go to settle in
the North-West. We wish to have a railway that will be a
credit to this country and exclusively benefit Canada. Truc,
we may have a proposai by which three or fgur millions
may be saved at the expense of the Lake Superior section
and the British Columbia section. If we accept this
new proposal we shall have to set aside the whole past
policy of this country. We have made a bargain with
British Columbia to build a railway te the Pacific, the faith
of the country is pledged to it, andI know this Parliament
will not break a pledge made in its name by the Govern-
ment of Canada. Therofore we must reject this new
Syndicate and stand by the old one. Why? Because, by
the plan suggested by the Government, that portion of the
railway north of Lake Superior is to ho built simultaneously
and continuausly witb other sections of the railway. We
have there a guarantee that the railway will be built for the
benefit of the whole country, and not only for one portion
of the country. The hon. mmber for Westmoreland (Sir
Albert J. Smith) said a few moments ago: We have the
people on our side; let us go to the country again. That
does not appear from the elections that have taken place
since 1878. In every case where the seat of a Conservative
became vacant it was filled by another Conservative, and
three, if not five, seats that belonged to the bon. gentlemen
opposite, on becoming vacant, wero filled by Conservatives.
lion. gentlemen have boasted of the grent meeting held in
their favor in Montreal, at which the admission was by ticket.
If they were notafi aid, why did they notopen their doors to
both parties aliko? When ny hon. friend the Minister of
Railways held bis meeting in Monitroal t lie doors were thrown
open to everybody, and my hon. friend wus not afraid to
meet there his opponents and to tell ttiem our policy, and
on that occasion ho won golden opinions even from his
opponents. The people saw that ho was pluoky enough to
ncet his adversan'îes, and if the hon. leader of' the Opposition
had wished to be present ho would have been accommodated
with a seat on the platform, and would have beon allowed
to speak. Not so, however, with the leader ot the Opposi-
tion. He wanted to be let alone and have no ene to con-
tradict him. ie hud his own way, but the people bave
shown that they would not support him.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTW I GHT Ithink every bon.
gentleman on both sides of the House must have become
tolerably well aware by this time that the Government
would have done a very wise and sensible thing if they bad
ut once and without denur conceded the motion of my
hon. friend from Shelburne (Mr. Hobertson). To wbat
purpose this nine hours of discussion ? Simply and solely
because the hon. gentlemen saw, to their confusion and di.-
may, that their followers would not support thep if they
ventured to go on with the discussion. The hon. gentleman
for Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton) wa:s perfectly right in
the admonition which he bestowed on those hon. gentlemen,
cautiouedy sud properly as it was done. le gave them to
understand, though he had stood by their side in the
darkest hour of their adversity, that ho was not going to
stand peaceably by and see this matter disposed of without
at least knowing tolerably well what he as called upon to
vote, Now, bere we are put midnight on Saturday
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morning, kept idle and purpossless here discussing all kinds
of absurd and irrelevant matter imported into this discussion
by the Minister of Railways-not much to bis credit and not
much to bis profit either. I rise here chiefly to discharge
a simply act of justice. But first allow me to say, that
although I pretend to but littie knowledge of the language
in which the Minister of Public Works addressed the
House, it did strike me, unless my ears deceived me, that
he made an appeal to his friends from Quebec not to su ppoit
this measure, because it was in the interest < f Ontario.

Mr. LANDRY. No; no.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Because the Syndi-

cate were likely to further interests of Ontario.

Mr. LANDRY. The bon. gentleman must learn French
before he can be so positive.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. My knowledge of
Freneb is scarcely so good as I could wisb, but I think that
that was. in substance, the remarks which the hon. gentle-
man made in bis native tongue, and which ho omitted to
translate into the tongue of most of us.

Mr. LANDRY. You are wrong.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIHT. We have heard the

minions of the hon. gentleman set up to do the dirty work
which eren the hon. Minister of Railways did not choose to
do-set up to state that this new contract was a mean,i
miserable, political dodge, set up to decry the repute and1
the character of men as honorable as Canada can show, asj
wealthy as any of the mon who now form the Syndicate to
which these hon. gentlemen propose to assign this work.(
We have not got both proposals before us as we might. Wc,
might easily have had that offer laid, at eight o'clock, oni
the Table; but we happen to know, from the information of1
some hon. gentlempn who signed that offer themselves,(
the names of a considerable number of the mon whose sigc
natures are attached to this document. Who are these moni
whom men like the hon. member for Cardwell dare to attack(
as having lent their names, crodit and character to a meani
and paltry political dodge ? The first man is Sir Williami

owlan, the old ex-Lieut. Governor of Ontario, a former
colleague of hon. gentlemen opposite, and a man whoset
name is honored from one end of the Province to the s
other; the next is Mr. A. K. McMaster, of Toronto, the-
head of one of the largest firms there, and one who is likelye
to take the highest grade among the merchants of On-d
tario; H. 1. Cook, Toronto; Peleg Howland, Toronto;d
Wm. lendrie, Hamilton; John Proctor, Hamilton; John a
Stuart, Hamilton; A. T. Wood, HamilVton-all mon of wealthd
and influence; my friend Mr. Allan Gilmour, Ottawa, a man of t
known honor and immense wealth, who would scorn to putf
his name to any document which he was not prepared fully t
to implement; James Maclaren, Ottawa-is he a man who isy
likely to lend himself to a mean, paltry political dodge ?-
John Walker, London; D. McFie, London ; P. S. Stevenson, C
Montreal; John Carruthers, Kingston; G. A. Cox, Peter- a
boro', one of the best railway men in this Province; A. W.s
Ross, Winnipeg, a man of large experience and considerable m
muans; P. Larkin, St. Catharines; K. Chisholm, Brampton,0
a man who received, but a few months ago, a check foro
$800,000, i believe, for bis interest in one single concern; i
Alexander Gibson, Fredericton ; William D. Loitt & Co., r
Yarmouth, a firn of the very largest ship-owners, if I 
mistake not, in the whole Dominion; Barnett & McKay, i
Renfrew, well known as men of means. I believe that these a
men, fairly weighed, fairly put to the test, have nothing 7
whatever to fear from comparison even with my excellent fi
friends, Mn. Stevens, Mr. A ngus or Mr. Hill, of Minnesota, org
Baron Reinach, of Germany or France or wherever he may t
be, or my worthy young friend, Mr. Charles Rose, the son U
of Sir John Rose, a very excellent man but not, I think, w
one of those great merchant princes wlo, we were ¢old,

Sir îcaIno J. CÀaTwarnaE.

were knocking at the doors of the ante-chambers of-:on.
gentlemen in London. It is a mockery; it as au
insult, not to the H-ouse, but the intelligence of the
community in which we live, that m»n auch as these
should be taunted by men like the Lon. member for-
Cardwell, with lending themselves to a mean and paltry
political job. I have no right to pledge mysolf for thoee
men in any way, but I know their resources and doter-
mination to implement anything that they may put their
hands Io, and I will venture to say that, within twenty4hur
hours, if the hon. Minister of Railways demande eecurity,
that security will be forthcoming in an hour, cash on the
counter. The hon. Minister of Public Works tried to
impress on this House that the proposition of these gen-
tlemen is one which contemplates the abandoning of the
road through British territories. I am given to under-
stand that those gentlemen are very willing to offer to
this Parliament, if this Parliament pleases to aceept it,
the option of constructing just as much or just as little
of this road as it likes; but it is not true that they
are not wiling to construet the whole for the sum of
$3,000,000 less in cash, and 3,000,000 acres less i land,
worth at least $8,000,000 or $9,000,000 more. They pro-
pose to construet this whole road from Callendar Station to
that point to which the present Syndicate are willing to
construct it; and they propose to construct it-without any
of those vile monopoly clauses which disgrace and dis--
figure the contract under consideration; without asking for
any exemption from taxes on the lands they are to get, and
on the road-bed and the road they are to acquire, and with-
ont remission of duties. That offer, I understand, is now in
the possession of the lion. Minister of Railways. I do say
iL is monstrous that the com mon courtesy of 24 hours' delay
to enable the House and the country to become informed
of the proposition should not be granted without this useless
discussion. We are told that this contract cannot be opened
up, that the contract bas been let. and then other people
came on with lower bids. Parliament has surely the right,
if Parliament secs fit, to accept the botter and reject the
worse offer. We are told again that these gentlemen had their
chance, that adverti- e ments were put forth asking capitaliets
to come forward and take up the work. There is not the
slightest foundation of truth for that asserti n. No man, I
will venture to say, until that contract was laid on the l'able,
ever dreamed that any Government of Canada was going to
depart so utterly and fundamentally from the primary con-
ditions on which all these railroads were to be constructed,
as to build 796 miles themselves on two, by far the most
difficult, portions of the whole road, give then a present to
the new company, and grant to that company a monopoly
for twenty years of the whole trade of the North-West,
to grant exemptioni from taxation over those lands for 20
years, over the road-bed, rolling-stock and other things.
Nobody evor heard or droamed that the' Government of
Canada were going to permit such conditions to be inserted,
and under these circumstances how can Ministers and their
supporters say that this was a contract free to all' the
world. HIad there been the slighest idea or knowledge
on the part of the capitalists of Canada, the United Staes
or England, of the terms which those gentiamen were willing
to accept, thon indeed their dream wouid have become a
reality, and capitalists from every country would have been
knocking at-their doors for the privilege of tendering for
this railroad. It would be the absurdest thing in the world,
and I say this not for the bonofit of the gentlemen on the
Treasury benches, but for their follgwers, if they. should
inally reject so good and praiseworthy an offer without
giving their tollowers an opportunity of knowing what
his offer was, or the country an opportunity of proAouaeing
upon it. I do not pretend to have any very great sympathy
with hon. gentlemen opposite, eitner Ministers or sup
portom; but I wqqld ay this, that nover vrere gallant,#i4,
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devoted fliowers, for that they are, so ruthlessly eacrificed
by the bad gneratship of their leader, Even, at the
twIfth hour, I hope and implore them to take pity on
themselves and remnember that even-when destruction was
kwering there were some righteous Lots that escaped froM
the p~ohical Bodom. It is true, if the sacred record be true,
ethey did not eseape without demoralization, but still there
*as a refuge found for them, and y hope and trust that the
hon. gentlemen si¶nilarly situated on this occasion may-
ulthnately -find a similar shelter.

In repl to Mr. White (East Hastings),
Sir ICHARD CARTWRIGHT saii: If I recollect

righ't, the vast miajority of which the hon. gentleman speaks
was not so apparent in bis case, and, but for a remarkable
construction of the law I am afraid the hon. gentleman
would not have the pleasure of enjoying his present seat.

Mr. WHITE. You had to go away to another place for
a seat.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. I went further and
fared better, probably. The discussion was begun by the
Minister of Publie Works, who was pleased to taunt us
with representing but a small portion of the people. But
we represent agreat many more people in the country than
our numbers iii the House would indicate. At the very
worst, we represot probably nine-twentieths of the people
of Canada, and I think, if a fair vote couki be had, weshould
be found to represent eleven;twentieths very soon. Probably
if a vote could be had on this question at present, we should
obtain quite as large a majority as the bon. gentlemen
opposite possess. It is not my intention at this hour to
prolong a debate, more tarticularly as the Government have
practically conceded the point we contended for, in ailowing
this debate to assume its present range. Ail we claim is,
that they should lay the new proposition on the Table, and
let their supporters in the conntry know i#bether they are
not more favorable than the present bargain. Every possible
advantage, every inch of railroad which they can obtaim under
the present contract, they can secure under the offer now
in the bands of the Minister of Railways, and that without
those mischievous clauses which, every one of them, from
my sage and wise friend the member for Ottawa down-
wards, know and feel will drag them to destruction unless
etruck out of this present contract.

Mr. PL UMB. I was quite prepared, at the opening ofi
the debate this afternoon, for the violent tone which bas.
been adopted by hon. gentlemen on the other side. My1
hon. friend froi West Durham commenced with almost a1
shriek to rally his friends to the agitation and grievance1
pitch. I must say, they responded with great alacrity. He1
began the di-cission by a series of statements which I
think were entirely in accord with those which ie bas favored1
the public with upon public platforms and in this House,(
from the time this discussion commenced. But a surprisei
bas been sp! ung on the House by the tactics of the hon.i
gentleman. I do not intend, in speaking of -this surprise,i
to impute any attempt to triffe with this louse to the
gentlemen who have given it to us. under hints from thej
Opposition-for I have no doubt whatever that this entirei
proposition emanates from the Opposition-aithough Ii
think there are grave grounds for that suspicion. Let(
us look ut this question fairly and dispassionately. Ant
Act was passed in 1872, by the Government which was1
in power for five ,years, to receive tenders and make con-(
tracts, even without advertising for tenders. The terme ofe
that proposition involved subsidies etnormously larger thant
any found ln the contraet which bas been discussed for seve-@
rai day in this House. Why were ne propositions made
by those gentlémen who are now so anxious to underbid
the gentlemen who first ventured to come forward tu makei
a definite and substantial proposition to this Government ?
'Why did they not Ond it to their interest to ceme· forwardf

during -Il those years *hen they saw the enormous
subsidies offered by the late Government? Was it b.oaxise
the late Government had se prostrated the interekts of
Canada and so misrepresented its condition, that no one
dared to come fbrward and take the contract ? Was it be-
cause those gentlemen felt that, with the friends of the
leader of the Opposition in power in 18', it wtta not safe te
come forward and attempt any contract which involved, as
the taking as a rtion ef the subsidy, a part of the publie
lands ? Wast because they lad no confidence in the gen-
tlemen opposite that they did not take that contract tIt
would seem so; for the names ofthen men who appear hcz'e are
most, if net all of them, the prominent supporters ofthehon.
gentlemen opposite, and there is cortainly something a little
suspicious inthat. I wish to have it understood that the
gentlemen who first came forward and took the initiative
in this matter, and whose contract is before' us for
ratification are entitled to the confidence of the people
of Canada. Lt was known that negotiations were in progress
for the construction of the entire hne of railway. ihe hon.
gentleman who bas just sat down (Sir R.J. Cartwright) aston-
ished me by sayinga that there was no opportunit given
to other parties te offer for this work ; that nobody reamed
of the recklessly extravagant terms which were being given
to this Syndicate. A more disingenuous statement was never
made in the House. Everybody knows that the organ of
hon. gentleman, week after week, anficipated the terms, that
stating they were greater than thay are, and that the
Firet Minister was unable to make a contract-had utterly
failed. Why did not those patriotic gentlemen, who now
offer, then come forward-men who are so afixions to
suve the Government four or five millions, and give it
other advantages ? Is it not very safe to make an offer now;
do net those gentlemen know that the honor of this Govern-
ment and the Conservative party is pledged to the ratific-
ation of this contract ? I say the first Syndicate have made
an offer in good faith, and have shown by their, terms that
they intend to fulfil that offer, and that, as compared with
the proposition I sece sketched in the party organ of the hon.
gentlemen opposite, it is a bond fide and su perior pi oposition.
The one is a genuine proposition to build a railway from
Nipissing te the Pacifie Ocean ; and the other is a seheme,
doubtless very acceptable to hon. gentlemen opposite, to
construct a line partly through the United States and te
avoid'all the most difficnît portions of the Canadian route.
By the new scheme the Government is at liberty to withdraw
from the construction of the worst part of the Canadian
lino. It is at liberty, it seems, to withdraw frum building the
line to the north of Lake Superior from the foot of the
Rocky Mountains to Kamloops and from Emnory's Bar to
Port Moody. One can soe the ingenious legi cof the hon.
member for West Durham sticking out, if I may say so,
of every pro position. It is a mere echo of the hon. gentle-
man's speeches. -It is evident that it means, if it me-tne
anything, that if the new proposal is accepted there
will be a pressure brought to bear to abandon the Lake
Superior section-the beavy work beyond the prairies-
and we shall have what the bon. gentleman has so
ably advocated on the floor of this House, and at every
meeting which he bas attended, and which las been
echoed by every one of bis followers, viz., a line through
the United States for the benefit of the Northern Pacifie
Railway. Now, we hear a great deal about the propriéty
of taking up and receiving this proposition which bas been
sent in at the eleventh heur. I do not intend ta question
the bondfides of the gentlemen who have sent in this propo-
sition. Some of them are gentlemen of wealth and of t es-
ponsibility. There are names there that I do'not think add
very much to the strength of the offer. There are
men there whose names, I do not think, add anything to the
weightof the tender; but in the Syndicate, as it stands b-
fore us now, we have the names of seven defeated'Reform
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candidates in the late elections. It is not at all a partizan
proposition of course ; but it looks very much as if the
association will be a powerful factor for the benefit of the,
hon. gentleman (Mr.Blake) and hia friends when they go
again to the polls. It looks as if the hon. gentleman, with
that prescience for which h.eis celebrated, and which has
been so admired by bis followers, who have so soon changed'
their allegiance from their old leader to their new one, had
or ' nated this astute scheme to make the way easy for him
and place him in power at the next election ;
but I think the hon. gentleman will fail in his device.
I repeat, that the gentlemen of the Syndicate, whose
contract has beeen %ccepted by the Government, which
is now before us for ratification with whom I have no
personal relations whatever, and only two of whom I
ever saw until I came into Parliament, are entitled to
every consideration for having embarked on the venture
which they have taken; for I can tell this House, and the
country through this House, that it is no light matter for
these gentlemen to risk their reputations and fortunes in
the construction of an immense lin.eof railway through an
unpeopled country, where they have got to make their
business before they can get their business. I say they are
entitled tu a fair share of profit on th.is contract, and I have
grave doubts about accepting a lower tender, if it may be
called a tender, which has the bazards connected with it.
Anybody who looks at the whole condition of this affair
will see there are difficulties in every direction. There are
four rival lnes for the Pacific traffie; the United States is
fIlled with-competing lines which have to depend on lands
to be soid in order to subsidize them, and every oneof them
will be a competing lin. with the line which these gentle-
men have undertaken to build. It is perfectly certain that
these gentlemen will have to accommodate their business;
their rates, and the prices charged for their lande to- t.he
active competition of railway lines striving for the same
business, running in the same direction, ind having the
most active agents all over Europe to bring grist to their
mill. Ar important point, which was largely dwelt on last
year, in respect to the running of a railway which bas to
make its business, is the expense of operating it, and that
has gone entirely out of the minds of hon. gentlemen op-
posite. The other day I happened to look at the expenses
connected with the Intercolonial. That railway, up to
1818, including 5 per cent. interest on the capital, which is
not a very heavy rate, had an annual deficit averaging
$1,700,000; and if the hon. member for West Durham,
with that facility for figures, which distinguishes him and-
surprises us, will capitalize that, he may b. able to judge
that if $1,700,000 was the annual deticit for a railway
of 700 miles long, running to objective points already
largely populated, and terminaing at the sea-board, the
outlet of the trade from Ontario and Quebec, what the
expense would be of operating the railways if running
through 2,700 miles of new territory, and a new business
has got to be built up. The hon, gentleman said that the
privilege which the Syndicate possessed, in the shape of ex-
emptions from taxations, would amount to about $27,00,000,
and that the other privileges conceded would reach
825,000,000, apart from the subsidy, but he did not tell the
louse that the Syndicate would be subject, year after year,
to the expense of operating a new railway, and if thèy
built a poor lin. that that expense would b. doubled.
I will take the hon. gentleman on his own argument
I say it is not in the interest of this country to make
a chcap countract, but that it is in the interest of Canada
to give the gentlemen undertaking the work liberal
terms, and then hold them to the letter of their bargain,
I do not desire to see, if it were feasible, people coming
in, after a anm has been fixed for carrying out this
work, and ascertaining how closely they can ut under
it, placing terme in the offer which virtually make it

Mr..Pruæs.

no competing contract whatever. I say now, and I believe
firmly, with all respect to the gentlemen who mubmit.d
this new proposition, that, if their offer was aecepted,
thcy have no idea of fulfilling it by the constraction f a
road through Canada, from Lake Nipissing to the Pacifi
Ocean. I believe the very meagre sketch of their ofer we
have got hçre proves the truth of what I have statod. Now,
hon.-gentlemen opposite have amused themselves, and
perhaps have deceived themselves. They certainly hawe
amised us by telling us what a tremendous agitation iagoing
on through the Dominion upon this question. The hon.
gentlemen have, perhaps, in some mysterious way thrown
such a glamour over the whole controversy, so tihey are
enabled to sce it in its true light. We all know that the
hon. gentlemen opposite are utterly wanting in a sense of
humer, or they would see the utter absurdity of the state-
ments made by every one of them since the discussion com-
menced. What is the fact ? Why, in Ontario and Quebe
alone, there are 578,844 persons qualified to vote and
to these you may add at least 120,000-more, for the Mari-
time and Western Provinces, so that there are O0,oOo
persons registered at the last election who were qualified
to vote for members of Parliament-qualified to have
their say in the business of the country. How many
of that number, with all the pressure that has been put upon
them, bave apparently come to the rescue of hon. gentle-
men opposite by sending in petitions to Parliament ? And
though I have noticed that these petitions have been cir-
culated most abundantly in those places most favorable to
their party, I find that they succeeded-after weeks of mis-
representation and shrieking-getting exactly 6,812, or one
seven hundredth part ofthe voters ofOCanada, who have up to
this time responded to the appeals which have been sent out
from the Grit parliamentary caucus. lon. gentlemen
opposite firmly insisted trom the beginning that we should be
governed by the opinions which are elicited by the kind of
meetings which they have held thronghout Ontario, but one
must infer that that opini n must be the opinion of people
qualified to vote and that it must be the opinion of' a majority
properly ascertained. What do we know about thiese petitions
of the people who have signed them. I have seen specimens
of them where the handwriting is suspiciously alike forat
least 20 or 30 signatures. Those who have read Mr. Justin
McCarthy's listory of Our Own Time will remember that
he mentioned the fact that many of the petitions that were
presented against the Reform* Bill were absurd frauds, and
that among the signatures of the petition were those of the
Queen and the Duke of Wellington, and that many of the
names were repeated over and over again. I ara afraîd, in
iespect to these 6,812 petitioners, hon. gentlemen wil find
that history repeats itself, and that many of the petitions
presented to this House are of the character of those which,
according to Justin McCarthy, were presented in laver of
the Reform in England. I saw a petition, I thiink it was
from the county of Frontenac, and it appeared to me that
name after name were in the same handwriting, though I
do net say that they were. At ail events that is of no
consequence. The girt of my argument is thît tihere
were only 6,812 signatures out of 700,000 voters-indeed
we do not know that they are all voters-that they have
attained their majority, or that they have a right te vote
even for a pound-keeper-have signed these petitions.' I do
not wish to say anything derogatory o the sacred right of
petit.on, but 1 do say that it is unworthy of hon. gentlemen
te bring before us the idea that the people of Canada have
in any sens. endorsed the action of tiheOpposition. I say
that the strongest evidence exists to the contrary frdm the
fact that, notwithstanding all these petitions, they have
not suceeeded in doing anything more than I have nôw
stated. And yet they have persuaded themseives
that they have seriously moved the people o
Canada. Well, I saw something of that delusion in 1878.
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I saw it up to the day of the election. Well, I can tell them
that when they corne to reckon with their host, as they are
now reckoning without their host, the same results will
occur that occurred then ; and I feel that I, for one, having a
due sense of the responsibility which I take-a responsi-
bility for which I must answer to my constituents and to
the people of Canada-standing here my place, can justify
before the public of Canada, the vote which I shahl give
upon this contract when the time comes to give it. I say
that the question of the operation of a railway running
into suchi a country as that which the Pacific Railway must
penetrate, is one which has not been fairly touched upon
by hon. gentlemen on the other side. I say there has been
a disingenuousness in the discussion of the question before
the House. Here is what the late Minister of Finance, who
has referred to the Syndicate just now in his usual violent and
denunciatory language, said in his Budget Speech of 1874:

" I spoke before the recess at some length upon the extraordinary defi-
ciency arising from the working of the Intercolonial Railway and the
other railways of the Dominion, chiefly in the Maritime Provinces. The de-
ficiency arising from these sources is hkely to amount to the extraordinary
sum of about a million and a quarter of dollars. I desire to call the spe-
cial attention of the House to one point which must be clear to every hon.
gentleman. These railways run for the most part through a country
which has been settled for the last fifty or sixty years. I cannot refer, of
course, to the fact that these railroads entail such an enormous expendi-
ture without its becoming apparent to the House that the cost of the
maintenance of a railway nearly 3,000 miles in length, and passing
through a country which is almost entirely uninhabited, must be, of ne-
cessity, very much greater. For a very long line, after the actual con-
straction of this railway, an enormous charge must be levied upon this
country, in order to keep in full working order aad repair, and this fact must
be kept steadily in sight in considering the real character of that project."

Now, Sir, we are told that we are pressing this matter un-
duly, that hon. gentlemen have not had time to consider it.
If hon. gentlemen had not had time to consider it. how could
they go before the public and argue the question ? But how
was it in 1874? At the very close of that Session, on the
7th of May, resolutions by the Government were brought
down authorizing the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway; on theS 8th of May they were referred to a Commit-
tee of the Whole, and that Committee reported on
the 12th of May. There was no discussion of
any consequence at those stages, and on the morning
of the 21st, at 3 o'clock, those resolutions, involving a far
greater outlay than any that is proposed here, involving terms
besides which the present arrangement is strikingly economi-
cal, were pushed through the louse, and we, on the opposite
side, were gagged and prevented from expressing our
opinion. I remember well the manner in which we were
ruthlessly hounded down, and I remember the conduct
which characterized the Ministerial side from 1874 to the
dissolution of that Parliament, and I look with admiration
upon the forbearance of the majority which now hold the
place formerly held by the gentlemen now oceupying the
Opposition benches. There has been no disposition to choke
off debate. There is no truth in the complaint on the other
side that they have been unduly hurried, that
it was intended to force the question. If there
ever was a minority, however factious and not entitled
to consideration, that bas been treated fairly and kindly,
it is the minority that sits opposite us to-day, and I
hurl back that insinuation which has been made more than
once that there is a disposition to stifle the debate. The more
this question is discussed the better it is for us. The tour
of the Minister of Railways was very effectua], and took the
sting ont of the misrepresentations made by prominent
gentlemen on the other side. We are under obligations to
ratify the contract entered into by the Government,
because we consider it in the best interests of the country,
and the hon. gentlemen who appealed to us to-day, with
texts cf Seripture on their lips had no effect upon gentlemen
on this side except to convince them that they ought to
stand together as one man, and do nothing even by implica-
tion that should cause the country to fear, that there is any

01i

chance of that factious Opposition ever again taking posses-
sion of the country and of mismanaging and ruining it. The
disgraceful exhibition we have seen to-night should shock
every man wbo has any respect for parliamentary propriety.
The bon. member for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith)
bas the faculty of drawingdown upon him Session after Ses-
sion the same JIind of discussion that occurred to-night. But
when that bon. gentleman was defended by the bon. mem-
ber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), I was reminded to say with
Shakespeare, . 1"Get thee glass eyes,

And like a scurvy politician seem
To see the thing thon dost not."

My hon. friend from Westmoreland (Sir A. J. Smith)
made a statement to-day that the lands set apart
for the subsidy under the Act of 1874 were to come from
the Province of Ontario, and that there· was a clause in
the Act to that effect. I challenge the hon. gentleman to
find such a clause ; itis not there. Another statement he
made was that this Government had no right to make this
contract. Well, if they had no right to make this contract,
have they any better right to make the contract which is
proposed and urged by hon. gentlemen on the other
side. If this contract is not legal or within the powor
of the Government or Parliament to make, becauso it has
not been awarded by tender through public compotition,
what possible right is thore for another association of
gentlemen to make a legal offer now, or for Pari ament to
aceept that offer. I should like a legal opinion from the
hon. member fbr West Durham (Mr. Blake) who, I observe, is
paying strict atention to what I am saying, and emilirg
with his usual bland benevolence, which will reconcile that
contradiction.

Mr. BLAKE. At this late hour of the night.
Mr. PLUMB. We will wait to bear it, no matter how

late the hour is. 1 fail to find anything in the Act of 1874
to prevent Parliament from accepting and ratifying the Syn-
dicate contract. I fail to find in it any necessity for submit-
ting to public competition any contract which they choose to
make for the construction of the Pacific Railway, except as
a Government work. The clause in that Act relatingto this
point simply means that it shallnot be built by day labor, as
the late leader of the Government illegally built the Fort
Francis Locks, notoriou4ly a part of the lino. The clause in
the Act reads thus:

" The works on any section or sub-section of the said railway shall not
be given out to any contractor or contractors until after tenders shall
have been received for the same."

I contend that the Government have been acting under
strict constitutional, Parliumentary and legal authority in
everything they have doue; and I may add that it was
notorious everywbere that they were secking tenders, and
that, according to the Globe, they had failed to get tenders.
There was every inducement offered to gentlemen on the
other side to come forward and tender for this work. I am
astonished that the hon. gentleman who spoke lost (Sir R. J.
Cartwright) should have said no opportunity was given to
any others than the present Syndicate to make a bid.
We can take the hon. gentleman's statements for what they
are worth. We have heard him in this House so denounce
the credit of this country that I am astonished that any
outside capitalists ever dared to irvesta penny in it, if they
believe the hon. gentleman's statements. But our safety
was that they did not believe them ; and the hon. gentle-
man failed in his attempt to belittle and decry and destroy
the prosperity of the country which it was his solemnu duty,
as a sworn Rinister of the Crown, to protect and promote.
And the hon. gentleman, who talks of a reaction, should
remember that the county which had been represented for
nearly half a century by the hon. gentleman's respected
Conservative ancestors, rebuked him and turned him out
and that he had to seek a constituency in Centre Huron,
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which he obtained through the resignation of one~of bis
devoted friends, and had to comne back humifihted to this
HTouse as the representative of a constiiuency into which he
had been pitchforked by the exigencies of the occasion. I
an reluctant to speak of matters personal to myself, but
I deem it proper to say that I have been treated, during the
debates that have gone on, to a special notiee by my hon.
friend the mcmber for West Middlesex (Mr. G. W. Ross).
That hon. gentleman bas taken occasion to taunt me with
sitting in this louse by a majority of two. He knows
perfectly well that four corrupt votes were stricken of the
list of my respondent, which were quite sufficient for my pur-
pose,and which gave me the election ; and-te hon. gentleman
knows that the candidate who opposed me in 1878 was sent to
my constitueicy-according to his own statement, which has
never been denied-by the late leader of the Government
and a lamented member whose name I will not bring in here,
both of whom boasted that they would keep me out of
Parliament. That gentleman was disqualified for seven
years to bis own dishonor and tho disgrace of those who
sent him to contest that election, which, according to bis
own showing, cost $17,500 of expenditure in the riding,
besides the money spent for costs of the suit I bronght
against him, which I understand were exceptionally heavy.
It does not become hon. gentlemen opposite to taunt me
with my election, and least of all the hon. member for
Middlesex, who was elected by acclamation in 1874, and
who had so misrepresented bis constitueney, that in sp-ito
of the enormous advantage ho bad as a prominent temper-
ance lecturer, was returned only by the skin of his teeth
in 1878; and if the voters' lists had been purged as they
ought te have been, would have had to give up his seat to
Mr. Currie. 1 believe that the Conservative party will rally
as one man in support of the Government measure. I am
not a prophet, nor the son of a propbot, bat I have said and
IL'believe that this meftsure will be supported by the united
strength of the Conservative party, ln this House and out
of it, and that every effortof hon. gentlemen on the other
side to distract us by means of obstruction, by specious
arguments, by such arts as I have tried to expose, by
pretending that there is a reaction in the country, when we
know to the contrary, will fall perfectly harmless ; and the
hon. gentleman from West Durham (Mr. Blake) will find
that he has ibout the samesuccess in endeavoring to disin-
tegrate our loyal party that b bad when be went into West
Toronto last summer and threw the whole weight of his
inlnuence and the power of his eloquence into the late
election there, and came off second best. I wish to Nove-

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman, before moving bis
motion, lad resumed his seat. I rise to a point of order.>

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I rise to ta question of order.
I put it to the hon. gentleman opposite if it has not been
invariably the practice for a gentleman who had a resolu-
tion to move, to sit down for a moment to prepare it and
rise again.

Mfr. BLAKE. No.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have never seen a gentleman

prevented from moving his resolution for his having for a
moment sat down.

Mr. STEPHENSON. I beg to move that this debate be
adjourned.

Mr. BLAKE. I rise to a question of order. I think there
is a snotion in your hands already that the debate be ad-
journed.

Mr. SPEAKER. It is not the sane question at all. I do
not see why the hon. gentleman should not be allowed te
move the adjournment of the debate upon this motion. It,
has a certain purpose; and, strictly speaking, I think thatJ
the motion of the member for Shelburne (Mr. Robertaou) -
ont of rder. My opinion i that motion toi n ie
debate ur.this notion pure and simpe, is i n er

1tm. tS, irose amid cries of " eOdPid "IhaTr1"
nd said: I beg to call your attention Ïo authÔrities ïoi 'the

Clerk's table, which state that no amendmenutean be miàade;
the motion to adjourn should be in rega d te timé," This
proposition le a pure and simple proposition in that respect.
The motion of the member for She1burne does o't fix any
particular time fbr the adjournment, and it was' oPly:wth
reference to time that another motion of adjournment canbe
made in amendment. That is not an amendment in that
par'ticular at all; it simply omits certain other matters not
relating to time, but refers to no particular' question beire
the Hlouse. I stibnlit that that bemng the case, it is not open
to amendment, because it is already, in its simplest form,
relating to a question of time.

Sir CRARLES TUPPER. A motion has been made for
concurrence. Hon. gentlemen opposite, on that, have moved
in amendment, and a debate has taken place. ,Here ie an
entirely different motion, to adjourn the debate on an
amendment which has been moved. It is not to adjourn
the original motion. It does not cover the grçund that
that motion covers. I ask hon. gentlemen opposite what
would be the position of the House if it was not competent
for any debate to.be adjourned ?

Mr. BLAKE. In what position shall we be, suppose this
motion to adjourn is carried ?

Mr. SPEAKER. The whole proeeedings will appear
in the Journals.

Mr. BLAKE. What would be the question befbre the
louse ?

Mr. SPEAKER. The motion to adjourn the debate.
Mr. ANGLIN. The question before the louse would be

whether we sheould adjourn this debate' for a particular
reason. It is now moved that we adjourn the debate, the
purport of wbich is to test an amendment thaut we shall
adjqurn another debate. It would be one of the most
complex and extraordinary records that ever appeared in
the Journals of any Legislative Assembly, and wou!d be the
most unintelligible.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Perfectly simple.
Mr. 'ANGLIN. I think if you will reflect seriously on

wbat our record will be on our Journals yon will find that
it will be most absurd and contradictory. There is a record
in the Journals of thý Old Assembly of 1856 with regard
to changing the seat of Government. I cannot how find
the particular case, but I remember an amendment was
moved that the consideration of the question should be
postponed until further information was had, and that was
considered fully in order. The motion was taken and the
vote was carried.

Mr. PLUME. I rise to a point of order. I think the
Speaker bas given his decieion.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have no objection to hearing tny
precedent that might be offered.

Mr. ANGLIN. I understood that Mr. Speaker was in
doubt as to the propriety of the original amendment. It is
clear to my mid that the amendment to the amendment is
out of order, as it i a repetition to the amendment itself.

Mr. SPE AKER. I do not take the saime ground. The
motion et Lhe hon. member for Shelburne says that,-in view
of the facL, and so on, the 'debate should ber adjourved. It
must be taken on the original motion, if the original motion
of the resolution be accepted. Now, suppose we could not
move that the debate be adjourned on the motion, we eheald
have to go on antil Monday. There-wonld be a very simple
wy oet of the difficulty if I followed the decisianof5 Mr.
Speaker Walbridge upon exaetly a similar question. The

ase is reported as follow -

"E. Derion mov.d* Tiai e debatthesthi t e on
at oo oviechanges wb wenot in the o pIati4
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of t1e pat the last general election, t. i the opinion of ti ànd now, after you have for the first time had your atten-
this e haes a n torf osh peepig ion ealted to it, you have ruled that it 1é irregular, and",Pvbe shn'hve n o0prtuu1y of conatitutiuly ponun
the ion aan te them.' The Hon. Geo.0 ati the'refoto ont òf orderf Therefore it drops out, and the
raee me point of rdr àt he brought against the former amend- next motion comeS boforo the House.ment. Whereupon Mr. er aid: The practice in suth cases ap-peared te ho for the Speaker to eliminate from such motions all that was r.Te Speaker has not ruled that.

ad if thehon. meber nwould fot consent, wh the tion fel M r.:PLUM4B. It seems to me thereo can be no arrange-to tuToad If thé hon. mtember for Hochelara wouldcnet hr-. -

fore, his eliat freom the motion all but tht which referred to the ment by which the Speaker, and the mver -of a ,motion,
rnen h ( Speaker) wuld t it t the House. If not he may change the motion witout the consent otheoe.dvn1 hoe to-rnle it out of orde.' The Hon. M. Dagetriotononhu havingt f i. onedeclne I his motion to altred, it was ruled out of ordr Mr. SPEAKER., 1 shall have to declare the ame.dmnont

The. Go. a. rtier's motion was then agreed te and the debate ad- put by the hon. , member for Shelbtie, on t of ord4e ,Injourn tolbe resumd at the next sitting ofthe Honse." that case, I shall ave to declare the amendment put in may
Sã upon the motion to adjouru the debate no preamble hands in order.
onght to be put in, and upon a motion to adjourn the lHouse The amendnent was c.arried.
ne amendment can be put except as to time. A moti9n to
adjourn the debate and a motion to adjourn théeHouse must
be always pure and simple. Of cours», in this ease I will Mr. ANGLIN. Before the Houseadjourns I have a word
not rule the motion of the hon. gentleman from Shelburue or two of personal explanation to offor. A very grave
ont of order, unless somebody raises the point. attack was made on myself by the hon. member for

Mr. BLAKE. I think if you were disposed to rule that IIochelaga (tr. Desjardins) with regard to my con4uct as
out of order-although, as I understand, Speaker Walbridgb' a member of this louse on the famous New Brunswick
annotfnced the decision at sn earlier stage of the proceed - ,hool question. I wish to say to that bon, gentleman that
ings, after nine hours' debate- I suppose it would be proper I am prepared at any moment, before any tribunal, before

this 1luoo n omteHo hsHuoWr nto adopt the course of Speaker Walbridge and eliminate ouse or any Committee of this bouse, or before any
those objectionable portions, and lot the motion of the hon. pubbe meeting hel.d bore or elsewhere, to go into a defence
gentleman for Shelburne carry. of my whole conduet on that question from the day it was

raised till it was fmally disposed of; and to produce evi-
Sifr HARLES TUPPER. I submit that it is too late tO dence, irrefragible and unquestionable, of my entire devo-

take that course. If you decide that that motion is out of tion to the Catholie cause, and the enormous personal and
order, you have another in your hand for the adjournment pecuniary sacrifices I made in the course of that conteat;-
of the debate. The moment, therefore, that the motion is and I \defy the hon. member for Hochelaga, and any of
declared outof order it falls to the ground necessarily-' those who secretly and slyly endeîLvored to injure my
unless the House should consent to eliminate the objection- standing in thia country, by repeating what I declare
able portions-and falling to the ground, thon the motion to to be a slander-l defy them to the proof of any
adjourn the debate is in order. charge they may make against me. There is a point ou

Mr. BLAKIà. The precedent we are about tofollow-and which I wish to make a correction. In nlaking a statement
I am fond offollowing precedents thatseem to bereasonable- this afternoon with regard to what I was told occurred
is that the Speaker announces to the hon. member who has between the present Finance Minister and the hon. member
put in an objectionable preamble, that his preamble is objec- for Westmoreland, I inadvertantly said it was in the year
tionable, and if he will consent to the objectionable part 1874-5. It was in the early years of the first Parliament.
being struck out, the Speaker will put the motion. I suppose Mr. COSTIGA N. I have listened very patiently to the
the hon. member for Shelburne is not to suffer from the late- debate from the beginning of; this Session to the presentness of the stage at which you announce to us that the pre- time. I was very sorry te hear a great portion of the
amble was objectionable, but that you will give him the debate which took place to-night. I was net pleased to hear
same license as if when the motion was first put by him you the remarks imade by my lhon. friend from Hochelaga,
had made the objections which you now make. Giving him because I do not think there is anything to be gained by
that license, following the precedent-aud if the precedent is reviving old issues that have been fough t out before. I
good it is good to b. followed-you will make lis motion in can make allowances for the bon. member for Gloucester.
order as you would have don. if your attention had been • Mr. ANGLIN. I want no allowances from you.called to this circumstance at an earher stage. It was pro- Mr.COSTIGAN. i repent what I said. 1 carimake
per that your attention should be called to the circumstance
at any stage, but you are surelyto give the hon. member and allowances for the hon. member for Gloucester.
his motion just that treatmentwhich a precedent requires. Mr. ANGLIN. And I repeat I want none.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman seems tO Mr. COSTIGAN. It is not because the hon. member
forget the cases are not parallel. When Speaker Walbridge wants them I make them, because if I did not wish to make
gave the mover of the motion the option of having it de- them, ie could not compel me to make them. I can make
clared ont of order or submitting it to amendment, no subse- allowances for the hon. inember rising in his place to meet
quent motion that was in order was in the hands of the what he might consider an attack made by the hon. member
Speaker. The present case is not at all parallel, beause, for Iochelaga; but I cannot sit still here to-night, after the
before yen have decided that that motion is irregular, you speech the bon. gentleman has made,which will go to the
have already a regular motion in your hand for the adjourn- country, and which gives the lie to statements I made
ment of the debate. honestly in this House and in the country. I am not pre-

pared to submit to bis assertion that he defles the bon.r AKE. But that precedent tells us that it is the member for Hochelaga or any who sympathize with him,
Speker's duty to nfrmthemember t ta he preamble is to try t cast a slar on bis character. e cannot defy whenout of order, and he oMay elminate the objectionable por- hcannot maintain the position ho took on the Newl10n With the consent of the House. Brunswick School question. I have not the ability nor the

Mi. KiRKPATRICK. If the amendment, which ie put skil that that hon. gentleman has; but I have the courage
in yonr bandesby the hon. member for Shelburne, is irregn- of myewn convictions; and in aiiy public assembly in anylar, oi ut oforder, and that amendment cannot be part L otbe Dominion, I will maintain what I stated in bis
altered without the consent of tie H1use. It le .been contit uopey, that he proved fAlse to th trst reposed l
mioved sud scçonded, and is in the possession of the TUosp Iim,
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Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman who bas just takon
his seat did appear before my constituents to make against
me serious charges, that I then characterized, though I
shall not se now characterize them, as vile and baseless
slanders, and I proved them to be so by a letter from the
Bishop of St. John, which I produced before my constituents
and re-td to them; and when- I turned to see the effeet on
that hon. gentleman, i found ho had sneaked off the plat-
form and took fight from the county.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I will leave to the members of this
House who know me, to the people of bis own constituency
who know me but little, but know me sufficiently well to
judge that when the hon. gentleman states I sneaked off, ho
misrepresents me. I am not made of the material that
would cause me to sneak off from any man when I bolieve
I am right. The hon. gentleman says he refuted the charge
I made. I will be careful in the reference to be made to
the letters I produced, but I maintain that, in spite of the
hon. gentleman, when ho had the courtesy, not to speak of
the courage, of refusing me a hearing in the county.

Mr. ANGLIN. It is false.
Mr. COSTIGAN. He tried to prevent me, notwith-

standing ho was in the county where three-fourths of the
poople were prepared to support him, but still I got a hear-
ing for which I am entitled te credit, and his own constit-
uents believed that I was right and ho was wrong. He

.never undertook to reply to my aeusation in bis own con-
stituency, nor to a single argument I produced, because ho
could not. He stated that day publicly that I was entirely
ignored; that he was the gentleman that managed the
whole question in this Parliament; that I was only a tool
in bis hands, and was used by him to settle that question.

Mr. ANGLIN. I did not.
Mr. COSTIGAN. fie said that he was the man to whom

the Catholics of New Brunswick looked to regulate this
question.

Mr. ANGLIN. It is true.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Did I net walk across the floor of the

House to him, as a most eloquent and able Catholie member
from the Lower Pi ovinces, to move in the matter, and did
ho not tell me ho would not ?

Mr. ANGLIN. Thet is not true.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Although the hon. gentleman was

opposed to the Government of that day and I was a sup-
porter, I moved the question myself and ho supported the
motion so long as it embarrassed the Goverument; but ho
refused to support it longer when likely to embarrass the
Government of bis own friends afterwards.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is net true.
Mr. COSTIGAN. I walked across the House and asked

him to move that resolution.
Mr. ANTGLIN. Not true.
Mr. COSTIGAN. It is tr ue. I ha to take the respon-

sibiity of moving the resolution, though feeling it would
come better from him, and I consulted him across the
louse while that question was under discussion.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is net true.
Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman uses a very plain

way of denying my statements, but he cannot substantiate
bis assertions, or oppose mine in any other way- than by a
simple, flat denial. I do not intend te go over theground
of the New Brunswick Sehool question again. I think I
stated what 1 had to etate without hurting anybody's feel-
jngs, except perhaps those of the hon. gentleman to whom

was alluding, and ho is not generally socareful about the
lings of others that I need to be yery arpfiql bogt jus.

Mr. COSTIGAN.

That hon. gentleman knows that if it had not been for the
school question ho would not have been relurned for Glou-
cester a second time, and that he would not have had a seat
in the Speaker's chair. If the hon. geutleman does not
know that, I can prove it to him.

Mr. ANGLIN. Yon cannot prove it.

Mr. COSTIGAN. That matter has been disposed of,
and the hon. gentleman remembers it very weil. Hon.
members can understand the position I held. I made an
honest statement in this House. I believed it was my duty
to do so, and I believe that I suffered te a certain extent for
doing se. I went to bis constituency when he charged me
in bis paper with having made gross and foul accusations
against him.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is not truc.
Mr. COSTIGAN. It is truc, and the hon. gentlemian

never dared t come into my county and attack me upon
my course. It is true that, in his paper, which I am glad to
say is not very widely circulated in my constituency, ho
said that i had misrepresented him and made false state-
monts against him. It is also true that I was accused -of
making an attack upon him when ho was Speaker of the
House of Commons, and at a time when his lips were sealed
and he could not defend himself.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is truc.
Mr. COSTIGAN. I believe that when the question was

brought up the propriety of the Speaker defending himself,
if ho saw fit to do so, was admitted, but I believe the ex-
Speaker came to the conclusion by the advice of his friends
that he would be more likely to excite sympathy if he made
a vain attempt to defend himself.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is not truc.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Irepeat, from the time I took a seat

in the Legislature of my own Province, and that was about
the same time that he took his seat up to the present time,
whatever my faults may have been I have tried te be con-
sistent, honest and straightforward. I have carried a con-
stituency for twenty years which that hon. gentleman
could not carry. I have carried it without money
and simply with a desire to serve my people honestly.
The accusation which I made against the hon. gentleman, I
made in the full belief that I was discharging my duty to
myself and to my constituents. I do not allow the hon.
gentleman's statement to go unchallenged, because I know
that if I did the fact would appear in large letters in bis
paper. The hon. gentleman challenged those who diffored
from bis course at that time, but ho knows that his conduet
would cali forth the strongest protest from any man who
watched bis course on the school question.

Mr. ANGLIN., That is not truc.
Mr. COSTIGAN. I am willing to meet his challenge in

a fair way. I am willing to go before bis countrymen or
any body of independent men in this country. I am will-
ing to give him the benefit of all bis eloquence and al the
ability and power ho is known to possess.

Mr. ANGLIN. Yon have tried that b3fore.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes, and I got a heariing when he

tried to deny me a hearing. I proved my case and was
cheered by the men who were to have voted for him.

Mr. ANGLIN was understood to say that he was pre-
pared to meet the hon. member for Victoria on the
question.

Mr. COSTIGAN. If the hon. member thinka ho bas
gained anything by bis challenge, ho is very much mistaken,
and while I do not want to take up the time of the flouse
to-night, I promise all hearers a rich treat if wp ever meet
4nd discuss this question again,
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]r.1 ES3KRDINS. I do not thinkit is necesary, after
thdeldsweirgten by the4hen.me!e for Victoria, that I
should p to the challenge thrown out by the4hon. mnem-
ber forGlSester. I think ill those hbon.u nte present
whiewewe- lthe two last Parliaments will bear witness te
the truthI utteredMwhen I said that the hon. member for
Gfnoester was the lat man te teaeh hon. members with
respestote their conduet towards their constituents ; and
that is the best proof that what I said te sustain my opinion
on that matter s amply proved by the story of the six
years jmevios to 187r

Notipn ,agreed to; and (ai 215 o'clòck, a, m.,) the House
adjourned.

OUSEU OF COMMONS,
MoNDAYT 17th January, 1881.

The R.SmAixa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

ELECTION PETITION.

Mv, -L4URIEB moved that the petition of Edmund
Rier, and others, of Sorel,,representing that there has
been a failure of justioe in the imatter of the trial of the
Eleetion Petition, complaining of an undue Return for the
Electoral Division of Richelieu ; and praying to be allowed
to inake proof before the House, be now read.

Mr. MOUSSEAU moved that the debate be adjourned.
Motion agreed to.

ANOTHER SYNDICATE OFFER
SirCHARLES TUPPER laid on the Table a new offer

for the, construction and operation of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway.

Mr. CASGRAIN enquired, Whether copies of the docu-
ment would be printed in French.

Sir CHIAIRLES TUPPER replied in the afirmative.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following zBills were severally introduced and read
the first time

Bill: (No. 26) to incorporate the Ontario Investment
Association.-(Mr. Carling).

Bill (No. 27) to amend the Act 43 Victoria, Chapter 61, to
incorporate the Assiniboine Bridge Company.-(Mr. Scott).

Bill (No. 28) to incorporate the South Saskatchewan and
ludosn's Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee).

Sir LeONA]RD TILTEY. No pegotiations have been
opene sinc Iast Session with !Newfoutndand upom this
subject.

D]RRPGING RED IR1LR BAR.
MrACHRULTZ mequired, Whether it is the intention ofthe

Government to put a sum in the Estimates for the dredging
of the bar at the nouth of the Red River?

Mr. LANGEVIN. I shall be obligod to delay the anwer
to this question until the Estimates come down, becaàse itis
not usual to state befoehand what will be the decision of
the Government on such matters.

BRIDGING TTE OTTAWA RIVER.
Ur. WHITE (Pepfrow) enquirsd, Whether the Goyrn-

ment has taken; any stops towprds the construction of a
bridge across the Ottawi River at Rpides I es Joacliia
for which a sum of $8,00 waa voted last Session, ar4 biven
wi the, work of building the said bridge be cugneneod?

Mr IsANGEVIN. The plaus are now.. resdy The
specifloations will be prepayed as soon as the pressure of
work on theâ epartment is somewhat relieved, and tenders
will then bo called for.

PORTAGE LAPRAIRIE
Mr. SCRULTE for Mr, RmT& (Marquette), enqulred,

Whether it is the intention of the Gaoverumeto to mske
Portage La Prairie a port of entry ?

Mr. BOWELL. The Government has no information
before it that would justify it in making Portage La Prairie
a port of entry. As soon as the business of that port will
justify it, it will, be made an outport of Winnipeg.

THE NEW SYNDICATE OFFER
Mr. BLAKE desired, before the Orders of the Day were

called, to ask the Minister of Railways whetber ho would
at once lay on the Table communications which ho under-
stood the Minister bad received to-day, containing certain
vouchers of banks for the payment of $1,300,000 in the
name of Sir William P. Howlaud in connection with the
proposal of the new Syndicate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said ho would lay Qn tho Table
to-morrow all papersaf that kind that might reach bia uP
to the meeting of the louse.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
The Ilouse reeumed the adjourned debate onthe proposed

motion ofSir Charles Tupper, for the seoond reading-uf t1 he
resolations repordd frQom. theCom mittee of the Wbole on
the 13th Janpary instant, .granting certain moneyo and
lands for th CanRadiau Pawiflc Railway.

Bill. (No. 29)respecting PrizeFighting.-(tr.McDonald Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD; Mr. Speaker, 1 had
Pietu- intended, on Friday night, to have made some remarks on

Bit (No. 30) to continue in force for a linited time "The the amendment that was then in your hands; but,
better- prevention. of Crime Act, 1878."-(Mr. Me-Donald unfortunatoly for myself and, perhaps, fortunately for the
Pieton). HRouse, I was too much indisposed to be able to do so, -and I

ADJOURNMENT. was obliged to leave the Chamber. That motion is,
however, disposed of; considerable discussion was carAed

Sir:JONA.na MACDONALD stated that His Excellency on but it ise stil supposed tobe en règle, and with yourtho yeener General would hold a levee this evening, and mission of the ouse, shall offer a
he would therefore move that when the House- rises at 6 Vpremr k and the rmisionot lo, t sbjer o
o'çlocki 4 -stand Iadjourned until to-morrow at 3 o'clock. f e earkF3, and they wilI not ho' long, on the subjeot t.o

brotght up and involved in that resolation and the amend-
Motiona agireed to. ment, and on the discussion whch arose upon it. Sir, in

the first place, I would ike to speak of the poeiti>n of4he
4 EGOTIATIONS WITH NEWFOUNDLAND. Government ,with- respect to this whole question. Itais

Mr. Me1SAAC enquired, Whether the Government, since true it has been 'treated ad nsean in this House and in,
last Session, Ihas re-opened negotiations with theGovernment the country; bat, bokting the poSition tht I do, I thak it
of Newfoundland for the purpose ofobtaining thefree admis- will not b. iproper, or idle, Ora waste 1f time, if I reoSlt the
sion of cattle inUt th hivyince #nd if so, wt t Jhe been attention of ti uas, to some ofthe, fact connectededwith

Pro"hepresent dition of tbisýres§ppterrmie -Md ding

0 7/pa?
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so, I must offer my most humble and respectful apology to
my colleague who sits next me, the hon. the MRinister of
Railways, because he bas again and 4gain gone over the
whole ground in a manner which I may envy, but whieh
I cannot hope to emulate. It is known that from the time
that British Columbia came into Confederation, and I need
not read the Journals of the louse to prove the fact, that
the .declared preference of both sides of the House, of the
thon Parliament, was in favor of the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway by an incorporated company.
We comnñence from that starting point,. and-if we
look through the whole line of the discussion and
the whole line of the policy of the two <Governmeiits
which havb had to deaJ with that question, wo will
find this thread running thréigh the whole subject, and
connecting it in snch a manpeor that it could not,
withont complote severance of the fhrèad, be altered.
It was felt in the country, ifrthe House, and by every
thinkinig nan, that if we should b fbrtunate enough, if
Canada should have sufficient credit in . the market where
capitalists do most congregate, to induce capitaliste to come
forward and undertake this great work, we would have
obtained for the Dominion a great advantage. Our logis-
lation was based upon that idea in 1872. The legislation of
the Govern ment that sueoeeeded us was based upon the same
principle, that it was advisable, if possible, to avoid ail the
trouble, responsibility and uncertainty, and ail the danger
to be apprehended of making a great work like this a
political ongine; it was thought by ail parties that it was
of the greatest consequence that al those obstructions to
the successful prosecution of the work, to the carrying out
of this great object, and connecting this country frome sea to
sea and making it one in fact as well as in law, should be
removed; that it was of the greatest consequence that the
wo.k should be expedited; that it should not be carried on
as a political work; that it should not be made a matter over
which rival parties could or would fight; that it should be
undertaken on commercial principles and be built by a body
of capitaliste like any other railway, with the hope and
expectation that the capitalists would get a fuir and full
return for ail their risk; for all their expenditure, and for
ail their responsibility. The whole country was in favor ot
that proposition, if it was possible to have it carried out.
We tried and we failed, although we made an effort, a
strong and almost a successful effort in 1872, to
thus build the railway. I will not drag ,iuto this
discussion, as far as I am concerned, and -as far as my
remarks are connocted with the subject, any references
to the political past. Allusions Were made to it by those
opposed to the Govern ment, especially by those who dosired
to asperse myself; but, Sir, there is the record, there is the
fruit of the appeal to the country, and I am Prime Minister
of Canada. But whatever may have been the cause of the
failure of Sir lHugh Allan and the first company that was
organized for the purpose of building this road, I can see,
without reference to any political reason, why that com-
pany was defeated. I can nly say it was not from any
want of the strongest opposition offered to the Government
of which I was the head, but it was in consequence of the
two things occurring together: the personal object in attack-
ing the Government and the desire to overthrow the scheme.
It has been urged in this flouse, and I say itb as been
proved, that the presont scheme laid before the House for
its approval, is a more favorable scheme than that proposed
in 1872. Whatever may be the merits of the offers or tenders,
whatever m4y b the merits of the last offer -that has just
been laid on the Table, I believe no man-of candor and
common sense and who understanda figures, but will see
that the, proposition which this Government, on its
respoflibility, enteçed into with the $yndicate in 1880,
is more favorable to the country than the arrange-
ment made with Sir Hughl aa i 1872.

Sa JORN A. MACDONALD,

And I would ask this Ronse anths this try if gla
wouid not have been agreat gainer if e had aocept4 4 and
carried out that proposition of Sir <Hugh Allan in ,187.
Nine precious years have been lost since that time which
can never be recovered,, during the whole of which that,
road would have been in sucuessful progress of construetion;
the men engaged in that scheme, if thoy could have got
the ear of the uropean capitaliste, were strong ouagh to
push that road across the country, and at the end-ni thote
nine years, instead of there being sèarcely the foot-print of
the white man outside the Province of Manitoba, there
would haze been hundreds of thousands of people who have
gone from mere despair to the United States, crowding iiito
our own North-West Territories. That country, instead of
baving but a small settlement in the eastern end of it,
would have been the happy home of hundreds of thousands
-to use the smallest figure-of aivilized mÊen, of earnest,
active, laboring men, working for themselves anl their
families, and making that country much sooner than it will
be now, a populous and prosperous country. But there ,i
little use in regrets like these. We on this side of the
House a-e not responsible for the delay, we are not respon-
sible for the loss of time, and we appeal confidently
to the country, and confidently to poterity. We
appeal confidently to every andid man toe say
if this Dominion of ours of which we are so proud, about
the future of which we are so anxious and yet se certain,
woutld not have been infinitely greater n our time, in tfii
time of the oldest of us, if the fature of that ieountry would
not have been opened out as a great branch of the Dominion
if the contract of 1872 had been carried out. Still, Sir, i.
was not to be; our efforts failed and we feel in those efforts,.
we were succeeded by a Government strong in numbers,
strong in ability, and at the bead of it a practical man.
The fact of his bei ng a practical man was a matter of boast,
and of just boast, among those who rallied around him. Ile
had directed his best energies to the subject. H1e had at
h is back a body so strong that no Opposition could effectively
thwart hi'm, oppose him, or even to obstruct him. And
that bon. gentleman states himself that ho was not
obstructed, that he was not opposed, that he was not in any
way impeded by the Opposition of the day. And ho, Sir,
took up the same line of policy in essence that we initiated
ini 1872; and ho endeavored honestly and faithfully, I
believe, to relieve his Government and relieve himself and
his party from the responsibilities of his position, and of
the pledges which wore made and which he and thoe
who served under him made, and which were obligations
which could' not without dishonor be broken, which
could. not be delayed, which could not without disgrace
and discredit be postponed. It was admitted
that it was a sacred obligation ; it was admitted that there
was a treaty made with British Columbia, with the ponple
and the Government of British Columbia, and not only was
it an agreement and a solemn bargain made between Canada
and British Columbia, but it was formally sanctioned ,by
Her Majesty's Government. It was a matter of Colonial
policy and Imperial policy in England that the road should
be constructed, and the late Govertnment, headed by my
hon. friend from Lambton-who is absent from bis- place
to-day, and who I fear is absent from the same catusewhich
compelled my absence on Friday night, and I regret his
absence very sincerely-I say my hon. friend feIt himself
bound to that policy. Both the Government of whishI
was the head and the Government of which h e was the
bead were bound by the origiual resolutions that were
passed at the time that British Celambia came in, were
bound to the policy tat thil road shoald bebuilt with thew
aid cf money and land, by an inoorjerated company, if
poaible, and, some wont so far as to say-built in no othpr
way. le was hampered by that obligation, but althiough
it hampered both GoYernments, yet inasiniwcb as it was the
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declared wish of Parliament, and must stand until it was
rembrea by Parliament, that resolution was not an infringe-
ment of the original arrangement. The delegates from
British Coumbia sat iere wben -the motion was
carried; they were here assenting to it at the
time it became ti fact the Iaw of tle land, and when
thy went home there was not a word of óbjection or
roproach from ýthe Ikgislature and the people of British
Columbia. All they wanted was that the spirit -of the
resolution should be carried out so far as men couId carry out
honestly and fairly, and straightforwardly, the solemn
compact, the obligatory Èledge. The treaty not to be
broken without dishonor into which we had entered. Both
Gcvernnients feIt themselves bound to make every exertion
te baild, the railway by means of the intervention of a body
df capitalists 'incorporated for that purpose. As we had
tried to do so did the succeeding Government, and tbey
advertised in the manner which. has been stated attd
oxplained, and i need not go through the details again.
.Advertisements were issued by the hon. member for Lamb-
ton, then the- head of the Government, calling on the
capitaliets al1 over the world to come forward and tender for
this work. But the tenders did not come in. Whether it
was that Canada had not the credit it now bas; whether it
was that the Government of the day had 'ot the credit that
the present Government of Canada bas; whether it was
that the circumstances of the money market N4ere unpropi-
tieus at the time; whother it was that the country in the
North-West was not so well-known then as now, I cannotsay.
Perbaps all these causes, or some of them, conjoined to pre-
vent success; but ut all events the call upon the capitalists
of the world by the late GQovern ment did not succeed. Sir;
as I unde4stand it, that was not a mere offer giving capital.
ists a certain day to respond, as if you were going to build
a house, calling upon them to put in tenders by a particular
day at twolve o'clock, and informing them that no offer
could be received afterwards. There was, in the first place,
an invitation from our rovernment calling upon capitalists
to compete. There was an invitation from the succeeding
Government calling upon the capitaliists of the world to
compote. That was an annonneement to the whole worfd,
and when we received, gladly and bopefully received, an
offer from parties who, we believe, were in every way able
to carry ont the enterprise if they undcrtook it, w. felt
that we were carrying out the repeatedly expressed wish of
Parliament, the desire of every man really on b ,th sides of
the fouse, that the Government should be rid at once and
for all from this responsibility. And, Sir, I might
allude to a speech I made before going to England,
in the spring of 1880, arid I do so, because it
was a notice to the counitry. The hon. gentleman,
with bis legal mind sticking upon legal technicalities, may
argue that a speech of mine was nlot a legal notice; but upon
a previous occasion when the hon. member for Lambton was
forcing a measure upon the country without notice, he said,
indignantly, to this Houe: "Every man bas read my speech
at Sarnia. When I went home to be elected as Premier, I
gave notice to the whole country of the policy of the
Government,and we have not taken the country byt;urprise.'
I will ask the hon. member, if that did not occur, that if
what is sauce for one animal of a particular kind is not
sauce for another animal of the same kind ?

Mr. BLAKE We do not say he is a goose.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is a ready answer
frm an aser. I think my hon. friend will pardon me,
for the allusion, because he brought it on himself, although

Jhe be a biped no one will class him among that branch of
bipeds. et netead wîhat Isaid in the Spring of 1880. "When
i tell you that at this moment that there are a number
oftapitalists eofering to build the road, desirous oftaking it
olf the hands of the Government, and also making their

own fortunes by running it and by the settlement of the
land set apart for its bonstroetion, dekt." I aise eid tha
" the Govern metit -at this momeet 'have the effer undet
consideration." Tfat, Sir, went to the country. It was
copied and commented upon. It w eo mmnted upen by
the organ oftbe hon. gerntleman opposite. 1 was puMished
and commented upon by every- political paper n the
Dominion of Canada. Notice wae freely given what <r
intention was, and so there was no remonstranee made then
as to our want of power in doing so. Nobodyspoke against
ourhaving tire right to do so. We weîe con'gratulated
upon having tbis offer made. The whole tono of the Oppe-
sition press was pooh-poohing the thing. " You cannotget
capitalists to build it. You will not be succesaful, ibut we wieh
you God speed." That was the tone of the Opposition
press before we went to England. We might have eon-
cluded that contract under the spirit and termè of the At
passed by the previous Administration. I would much like
ti discuse that matter of law with the hon. gentleman
opposite, but it is too large a motter for us to deal -with in
that way. We felt that this seome was one that muet
pledge the fortunes of Canada and the revenues of
Canada for a great many years, and tha&t t
was due to the people of Canada, to the
Parliament of Canada, and to the Government, that their
sense should be obtàined before we put it into execution.
We did not in that respect follow the example of the
Government that preceded us. Some of the branch lines
involved the ex nditure of very large grants of money and
the present le er of the Opposition took strong grouads
against the late leader of the Opposition when the hon.
member for Lambton declared that a contract had been
given and that certain work was to proceed. The hon.
member' for West Durham asked him-L forget the exact
question put, but the answer was that he (Mr. Maekenie)
had nothing more to give and that he acted upon hi% own
authority.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the-hon. gentleman is mistaken.
He refers to the question I put asking for the auttority on
which the hon. member for Lambton proposed Vo bpild the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Branch.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; that was it. The
answer will speak for itself. The hon. gentleman questioned
him in regard to the authority to build the portion froUt
Esquimalt to Nanaimo. Mr. Mackenzie answere4 that he
had nothing to ask from Parliament. I ak if that was not
the answer he gave.

Mr. BLAKE. 'No; the answer given to that part of the
question was thatshe had already given notice of the intro-
duction of a Bill to authorize the construction of the ri-
way, which was a different answer to my question. In the
same speech I asked the hon. member whether Le was going
to submit the Carnarvon terms for the approval of the
House, and the hon. gentleman said that in that particular
he had nothing to ask Parliament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALt. Well, Mr. Speaker Mr.
Mackenzie told the bon. gentleman that he bad notiing to
ask Parliament for, and it was after that, after he found ho
was going to get the sullen opposition of the hon. gentie-
men, and that Cave of Adullam, which the bon. gentleman

4iad found behind bis back; that he whipped Mr. Mackenzie
into that statement. I cannot be mistaken, The cincum-
stance is deeply impressed upon my mind. The Govern-
ment I say had e ry right to use all their exertions in
order to relieve theselves and the country of the obligation
of building this road,- and the stili greater obligataen of
running i. Let any one consider for a moment what these
obligations are, and how they press upon the Government.
We see this in the Intercolonial and in every public work.
Wby, Sir, it is aetuaIly impossiblesalthough my ho. friend
bas ovel come many obstaeles with regrd to the Inter-
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eolonial Railway, for tho Government to run that railroad
ati4fctorily. It is made a political cause of complaint lu

evry way. The mon that we put on the railruad frh0 the
?arte upeards became civil servants. If one of'these mon
a pn t on from any cause whatever,, he i said 'o be a
political hack., If hoes removed it is said his removal was
on acount of his political opinions. If a cow is killed on
the road a motion is made in respect to it by the member
of the Hlouse, who bas the owner's vote as support. The
responsibility, the expense, the worry and the annoyance
of a Government having charge of such a work, are such
that for these causes alone it was considered ad-
visable to get rid of the responsibility. We
have had ernough evidence of that in-this House. With
respect to the question raised by my hon. friend from South
Bruce, I have trhe answer hore. It is·

*W have'n'et asked 'Padiament for the authority but merely com-
mIatet to Parliament this deciiona, and rely upon the flouse to support
us in accepting the terms made throngh the intervention or mediation of
Lord Carnarvon; and that suppirt 1 do not doubt will be cheerffily

WelI, Sir, we went to England, and though in England we
occasionally sw what was going on in the Opposition.
Oh, ,how frightened tbey were lest we should succeed, and
cableram lafter cablegramn came to Canada informing the
country, witlh an expression of regret, that we had miserably
and wretchedly failed. They said it was an evi-
dence of want of confidence of the people of
England in the present Administration. low could
any body of capitaliste put any confidence or trust in
a Goveramn.tL etained with the Paific Railway scandal ?
It *as'said that if another Government having greater

_purity of character, and greater ability; and possessing in a
great degree tre confidence of European capitalists who had
undertaken the enterprise, the result would have been
different. There were tears, crocodile tears, perhaps,
dropped upon the unhappy fate of Canada in having suuh
aun incompetent and criminal Government that could,
withMin nine years from the original transaction, carry
ont a beneficial arrangement by which it was proposred
to eDdeavor toget English capitalists to take their placeand
build -the road. However, Sir, we- did. And Uin the
speech ut Hochel1a tthat I hear so m ch about, a
àpeeth that ea - hai.dly rbe dignified by the name
of speech, I annonneed the fact that we had -made the
conttact firn. I say so now. We-made the'contract firm.
The occasion of my making that speech was upen -My
arriv2al et Hochelaga. I was presented ith au address by1
Club Gaitier, a :Conservative institution, and I 'made'that
aeswer. I-do fnot retract a' word. I said: "As for the present
I hope it will b eqnatly troe, and for the-fture thatl mayj
be able to look down by-andbye on the Pacifi Rsilway as1
completed," and I hoped it would be done with the assistance
of hon. gentlemen opposite as long as we were in the
Goverument, but the project that has been laid on the Tablei
to.day, shows that they have abandoned all idea of everi
building the Canadian Pacifie Railway. By a political
plot t.hey are tryiDg to put off the blame upon others; butj
nutwithetanding that plot we are going to buîld that road,1
and the original treaty will be carried out. ThIe pledge1
-made to British Columbia, the pledges made in reference toe
the future of this Dominion will be carried out under the:
auspicea of a Conservative Governmenït, and with the sup-k
port of a Conservative party. That road will be constructed,'1
and, notwithstanding all the wiles ofthe Opposition and the 1
iimisy arrangement which basbeen concocted, the ioed is
going o- be built and proeeded with vigorously, continu-
o.ly,systemtically and sueeesfully tu a completion, aud1 l
tthe fateof Canada will then, es a Iominio, be eealed. *LbgJns'
will the fateaf USsada as onegreatbody; be: ized beyoad'
uhe posibility of hon. gentlemen to ùettle. The emigrant1
from Europe will find here a happy and comfortable home in
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the great fWast, by the ezertion of the Conservative iity.
But then, Sir, cornes th interjection. Afte the arrange-
ments have been rado and the Govérnment had ZNde a
contract that hon. gentlemen opposite three'or four year'
ago would have laughed at and braggd and boasted o asa
wonderful 'proof of their superior adinistrative ability-
we nôw have the assertion that the contrat. w e made
without due authority. As long as Mordocai sits at the
.King's gate ho will protest. We have had to take part in
this discussion with gentlemen who are bccomplished
actors- my hon. friends opposite. llese hon. gentlemen
are perfectly trained histrionics. But, Sir, the best adlor is
not always successful 'We have had tragedy, comedyans
farce fron the other side. Sir, it commenced with tragedy.
The contract was declared oppressive, and the aiount of
Moncy to be given was enormous. We were 'giving away
the whole lands of the North-West. Not an acre was to be
left for the free and indepeident foot of the free and
independent settier. There was to be a monopoly hànded
over to this Company. We had painted the tyranny of
this Company that was to over-ride the people by raising a
high tariff, and the tyranny of a great ronopoly which was
to keep in their control a large area of lands-out of which
they expect to build this railway-for some hundredsof years
ir order that through the exertions of others the va:'ue oó
their acreage might ho increased, and this was the tragedy;
and hon. gentlemen opposite played it so well, that if tey
did not affect the whole audience, we could see tears of piy
and sorrow trickling down the cheeks of gentlemen sitting
on that side of the House. Then, Sir, we had the comnedv.
The coinedy was that when every one of the speohes of
these hon. gentlemen were reaL to Lhem, it was proved hat
last year oÎ the year before, and in previous years, they bad
thought one way, and that now they spoke in anothor'way.
Then it was the rost amusing and comic thing in the world.
Every hon. gentlemen got up and said, " I am not bourid by
that. Lt is true that I said so a year ago, or it is true that I said
so two years ago, but circumstances alter cases, circum-
stances are changed in .two years, or one year, or in eight
months in one case, but what I said eighU months ago I arm
not bound now." This was very comie. It amused us ail.
Itamused the louse, and the whole country chuckled oa' a
broad grin. These hon. gentlemen said it is truc, we were
fools eight months ago, and twoyears ago; but, becauîse we
were fools in the past you have no right, being Ministers, to
be fools too; you have no right to advocate the follies wo
advocated then, when now we assert acts of wisdom on our
part. This was the domîedy. Now, Sir. the last thidg that came
was the faree. - We had the farce laid on the Table to-day.
The tragedy and comedy were pretty succes-ful; but the
farce I am afraid, with an impartial audience, in theatric1
phrase, will be damned. It is a farce, but still wbether it
wifl ho tarcieal in it consequence, I do not know. I do not
..hink, for my part, that it will be farcicul in its consequonces,
because the greatest punishment Chat a farce writer or a farce
actor can get when he has played his farce, is that
his fai o eis unsuccesful, and the audience hisses the' act,,
and this wiIl be the consequence of th charming faree. Tt
has béen played to change the metaphor, Mr. Speaker, I
maqy Say it is too thin. It won't catch the blindeSt. It
won't catch the most credutous. It won't catch the most
unsuspicious. No one of common sense, no 'msn who can
say two and two makeofour will be anght for one moment
by this aimsy scheme, Mr. Speaker. It was concobted here.
It wa,conzocted in Ottawa. It'was ooncocted as a political
engine, the reason of it was this: Well, the present
(Government have cornmitted themselv,eq under their hand
udeal4 asd hdre is thIe seal of the Minister of Rail'Vays,

and here is the Order l nCouncil, ahd heè is the contraet
igue, asaled anrd dilivered. ~TheoiGoèrnwïent ate glod

to it. ,They cannot get out of it, andi ve areé quite "safe. We
can make any offer. We can make an offer to build the
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road for 1I,000 a mile. W. are quite safe. We can get al
these gentlemeýi to sign, and I think, although I was not bere
at the time, that my hon. friend from Niagara showed thal
the ineorporators and petitioners themselves, who make the
offer, under this preios document, seven or six-

Mr. PLUMB. The number is seven.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Seven of them were dis

appointed and defeated candidates at former elections. I
need not go over their names. I read the speech of my
hon; friend, and I find that it is a political plot. I would
ask my hon. friend, the member for the West Riding of Dur-
ham, if John Walker is not a rather remarkable politician.
I would ask my hon. friend if H. H. Cook is not also a
remarkable politician, and so on, Mr. Spéaker. It is a
political plot got up here. It was quite easy, oh,
so easy to make an offer knowing that the Govern-
ment cannot, or ought not, or will not accept it. We
made a bargain -with a company in good faith, and we
promised that it shall be a compact between the Dominion
of Canada and them, provided that the Parliament ratifies
it. We were bound to submit the agreement to Parliament
for ratification, and there it was argued. The Op-
position say to themselves: "The Government cannot
in honor, cannot in decency, if their policy is defeated,
romain in office, and, therefore, we will get in, and we will
take care of our friends, of these seven or eight.political gentle-
men and their confreres. We will make things easy for them,
and so arrange it that, even if their offer was accepted by us
when we go into office, we can let them out of it." I say that
that document shows on its face that it was drawn up here,
and for the purpose of removing fromi these gentlemen
apprehonsion that by any possibility they could get uto
any scrape, because, on the face of the papers, there is a
series of clauses providing that the Government can let them
out of it. These hon. gentlemen have made up'their minds
that we must go, they have made up their minds that we
could not respectably romain mu office. They said: .Well, our
sentiments are known, everybody knows what we think
about the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
what we will do, and what our policy is, and what, when we
get in, we will carry out, and that is, to let you out of building
all the difficult parts of the read." It is a game all on one
side, Sir, but it is too thin. It is iu vain for the fowler to
spread the net u ithe eyes of a bird. We must be blind as
bats, and the country must be blind as owls lu the
day, if they do not se. that there is a net, and
they will avoid the net. They will not be caught
by it. No web lu the net is going to catch the
intelligent community with these papers before them. Sir,
these hon. gentlemen had better have dealt with this matter
in general; they could have said other people are ready to
make a contract. If they had said in their places, they
knew of their own knowledge that certain, people were
ready to come forward and build the railway for a
small sum; then, Sir, some persons, who would not see that
it was merely a flank movement to obstruct the formation
of the Company, and to obstruet the organization of the
Company, and to delay and postpone the construction of the
road, might have had their faith shaken, btit no man, be he
ever so simple, who is fit to be elected to this House, can
read else on these papers than that it is a political trick,
and a discreditable trick, as I said before, that will redound
permanently to the discredit and dishonor of all those who
have concocted it, and of all those who have jéined it. I
do not believe that the hon. member for the West Riding of
Durham will get up in his place and advise this Govern-
ment or this House to accept the proposition of this second
Syndicate. I say I def him to get up and do seo. I know
he will not give such advice, I will not beliove all h. has
said, and believe al that those who have spoken.from that
sideof the flouse have urged respecting the first Syndicate,

l byadvieing this Rouse to accept the responsibility of voting
e fur the proposition which bas been made by the second
t Syndicate. These hôn. gentlemen annot do it. What have
e they told us, Sir? That this proposition was illegal. The

hon. member for Gloucester told us it was illegal
and unconstitutional for the Government to have made
this arrangement with the first Syndicate, and how

i can he -vote to give the contract to this second Syndicate ?
I The bon. member for North Norfolk bas told us that some
y portions of this arrangement are a swindle. Yet those very

clauses which he said were a swindle are incorporatod in
- the proposais of the new Syndicate. Those very clauses

which the hon. gentleman so eloquently, but rather unpar-
liamentarily, denounced as a swindle and a fraud, ho will

a find here, with the two exceptions. Let me first look over
some of these clauses. In the first place our terms were
said to be excessive. In comparison with the terms of the
present bogus tender there might be a pretence for assuming
that. In the next, place it was said that we had no right to
contract except upon tenders given in reply to an adver-
tisement. But this is the point to which I will eall the
attention of the hon. member for North Norfolk. Tho
manner of selecting the lands under our proposal %as said
by him to be a swindle, a fraud and a robbory, Yet these
gentlemen, Sir W. P. lowland and Company, say that they
must be allowed to perpetrate that swindle and carry out
that 'fraud or they will not undertake the con tract. Surely,
this being the case, the lion. gentleman will not vote for
the second Syndicate.

An hon. MEMBER. Hle will do anything.
Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. Then it was said:

"Oh, the Government is going to build the road
from Thunder Bay to Red River ; trom Kamloops
to Yale, and from Yale to Port Moody. Why
the Government will become a partner with the Syndi-
cate, that will nover do." Gentlemen who used that
argument cannot vote for the new Syndicate. Then there
was an argument used that the scheme for issuing bonds
was wiong, that the contractors would issue the bonds and
leave the bondholders to whistle for their money, and the
people of Canada to w'histlo for their rod. Yet the general
prineiple for the issue of bonil is adopted in the proposal
of Sir W. P. lovland and .Company. Then Mr. S>eaker,
there was a great grumblo at thsniallness of the eposit.
The offer is a million of dollars. That is the offer made by
the gentlemen of the new Syndicate. I have learned from
my hon. friend since I came ito the liouse that the new
Syndicate gentlemen thought tbey could go one more-to
use the language f my good friend Mr. H. Il. Cook-and
they have sent down certificates to the extent of twelve or
thirteen hundred dollars.

Some hon, MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. lion. gentlemen opposite

must not be unparliamentary. I am speaking at some
disadvantage, bocause I am not well, but I will make myself
heard. The proposition just laid on the Table of the House
is that the members of the new Syndicate shall make a
deposit of a million of dollars. I understand that they have
sent a communication by telegraph stating that they have
deposited $1,200,000 as security ; that when. the contract is
signed they will deposit the million dollars permanontly.
Well, Sir, this is a small trik to put up 8200,000 over the
million, and yet if you look at the contract lying on your
Table yon will sec that the Syndicate have to put up the
whole of $5,00,000 by the 1st May, 1832.

Mr. ANGLIN. No, no.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I beg not tobe interrupted

iagan. I tbink that an old speaker ought to know some-
thing about decencies of debate.

4n lhou, lEM,$EIe. The lst of PepM,tpr, 1883,
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Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. They are to put $1,000,000
to remain permanently in the hands of the Government.
They are to put up the other 84,000,000 bythe lst December,
1882-and that is a sufficient security to theoountry and
to this House that the Syndicate will not find it to its
advantage to sell the bonds and thon abandon the work.
The proposition that they would do so is so absurd, so
discraditable to those who make it, that it is almost unworthy
of notice. But, Sir, before I call the attention of the House
to the new Syndicate, and show what a complete farce it is
-and'I do not use a word too strong when I describe it as
farcical-I would say that when I intended to speak on
Friday it was simply to state that the Government, as a
Governmert, feels itself bound to carry out the contr~at it
bas entered into, in good faith, and that it has a right to
challenge, and does challenge the vote of this House. They
believe it is the best offer that has beenl made up to that time.
They believe it is one which will be satisfactory to the
country. We believe it is one that will not involve ultimately
the expenditure of sixpence by the people of Canada.
We believe it will carry out that for which it was intended ;
that we should carry out the early construction of the
railway; and, we are bound to aek, on its own merite and
without reference to any attempted .obstruction at the
eleventh hour, by the bringing out of bogus tenders-sand
and I use the word bogus, notwithstanding the respectability
of some of the gentlemen who have signed it-that the
contract be adopted and the road built according te the
wishes of the people and Parliament of Canada. IV is not
constitutional, and I would not say for a moment or hold
any threatening language to the House, indicative of'what
course the Government ought to take, or would take in the
matter, if, when they have submitted their best judgment,
which becomes a portion of their policy, it were not
adopted. But ail I can say is, to use an expression which
bas been rather celebrated in Canada, that I think we
should find and be told by hon. gentlemen opposite-and
this document is probably prepared for the purpose of
giving them the opportunity-that our usefulnses was gone.
The hon. gentlemen opposite have not hidden their lignts
under a bushel; their .words have not been spoken in a
corner. We knew the governing policy of the Opposition,
enunciated on several occasions, and repeated in this House,
during the present Session, by the leader of the
Opposition. We know he is opposed to the building of the
road through British Columbia; that ho bas, from the time
the subject was brought botore Parliament, protested against
it, using such language to that. Province as-erring
sister depart in peace. We know ho has ridiculed the idea
of forcing a railroad through an inhospitable region, a soa of
mountains, that would get no traffic, but he built at an
enormous expense and be of no real value. The hon, gentle-
i an bas adhered to that policy. Last Session ho moved

that the further construction of the road through Britihsb
Columbia, in allusion to the contract given out by -the
present Government under advertisements published by the
late Government, and for the purpose of carrying out-ita,
policy, be postponed, as also all action with that oWçct; and
I express my regret at the unavoidable absence of my hon.
triend from Lamnbton on this occasion. 'But great ar I
regret that, I still more greatly regretted his humiliation at
the time last Session when the hon. gentleman's motion was
in your hands. If I were his worst enemy, and wished to
triumph over him, I would not desire a greater humilia-
tion, a sorrier fate, or a more wretched -ending
of a statesman than that, at he whip of thes muwho
had deposed himr-of the - man whe had :-removed
and supplanted him-he should be obliged to eut his own
words and vote in favor of postponing the construction oef

hlie road throngb British Columbiasthqt he shold ba«e te
bolie-I use not the word in an ofensivesense-his ra
udvertisemerì and ali the action of bi. G.ov9m t
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asking for tenders for the building ef that road. What did
that advertisement mean amd the calling for tenders? Wa
it eham, a fraud-assuming, liske those who did not know,
that the hon. gentleman went down to the depths of degra-
dation, to use that argument himself, and say that he did
not mean anything by that advertisement, but merelg
wished to ascortain the probable cost of the work ? Beeanne
it was stated in this louse that that was the object of
issuing the advertisement so that contractors were called
upon to come from not only ill parts of the Dominion, but
San Francisco, the United States, England and the world to
conider this matter, and they were to go over the whole
ground with their surveyors and- engineers, make their
surveys and estimates at the greatest trouble and expense
in order to ascertain the character of the work, and that the
Canadian Government might be able to say to thema
afterwards, "Gentlemen we are very much obliged to you
for the information you have given us, gathered at your
expense and not at that of the public." Not one of the
gentlemen of the late Government could have done thatrI
am sure, or have said that the advertisement was not
bona fie, was not for the purpose of giving out the work,
otherwise it was a mockery, a delusion and a snare, an
injury to every man put to expense in connection with it
and to all the professional mon and capitalists ofthe world. I
must say the policy of the leader of the Opposition was
avowed and expressed. In the first place his policy as a
Minister would be to stop all the work in British Columbia
-not a mile would be built-not a train would ever run
through British Columbia if he could help it. Not an' article
oftrade or commerce would pass over a line through that
Province to the East if ho had his will, and that Province
would be compelled to appeal to the paramount power, to
the justice of the British Govern ment and Parliament, where
justice is always rendered, to relieve her from connection
with a people so devoid of honor, so devoid of character,
sp unworthy of a place among the nations, and let her
renew her immediate connection with Her Majesty's
Government, which would see that justice was done to that
long suffering people. That was the policy of the leaderof
the Opposition with regard to the West. Now, his policy
with regard to the East, was hostile to the construction of
the ioad north of Lake Superior. He avows 'his predilee-
tion for the Sault Ste. Marie line, to run off the trade into
the United States, to strengthen, to renew, to extend and
develop our commerce with the United States, to the utter
destruction of the great plan,basis and policy of the Dominion,
which is to connect the great counties composing the
Dominion from sea to sea by one vast iron chain, which
cannot and will never be broken. With our common
feelings of loyalty and allegiance to our common
sovereign, influenced by all the principles which
actuate British subjects to desire to live and die
under the British crown, we should hav'é in favor
of this means of connection the pecuniary inter ests Of-
British Columbia, inclining them to unite more firmly to
the rest of the Dominion, all of the Provinces thus becoming
one country in principle, loyalty and interest. That was
the policy of hon. gentlemen, and it was supported, and
wouid be supported, by the whole party. It was supported.
by their organ aiso. I do not often readit, for i do not
think itvery wholesome reading, but I am told it now goes
in strongly for- the Sault Ste Marie road. Yet vew al
remember, for I have heard it read many a time, the
manner in which that organ in days of old denonced the
baiding of the Sault road as traitorous to the best intereste
of Oanada, and destructive to the futurre of the Dominion-
as oaleulated te-unite as willy-nilly with the States, by a
commercial nonnection, which must be followed hy *
politicabconnection a little later. Times changed, and 1M
told that organ strogligly supports the hon. leadermOfthe
Oppos4on pst as ttongas some yý#r@ g it vigeoualy,
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and in a loyal British sense, opposed him. Other men
govern that:paper now, and if the chief man who oonducted
that paperwer.e- now living, I do not believe he would se
belle.bis whole life and al his interests as to surround a
greatco*necting principle which, whatever might be the

aubjects of contention acros the floor, kept him
always united with the party of which I am a humble
member, always united in defending British interest,
in defending monarchical institutions, and in trying
as far as possible to keep us a free and independent
people of all external relatiohs with any country in the
world except our grand old Mother Country of England.
Now it is quite clear that this document was prepared here
for a'political use. I would only cali the attentioh hf the
House to a very few variations which are made in this
contract from the contract that we laid on the Table, and
you will see that it is prepared for the express object of
enabling the most timid man-including Sir William
P. Howland, who would not risk $5,000 -unless he were
certain of getting it again-it is drawn for the purpose
of enabling the most timid man to sign this document,
knowing that he was safe. It was-heads, I win; tails, you
lose. Those who connected themselves with this expected
that the present Government must and would adhore te the
first contract, and, therefore, a new Government would take
its place, and my hon. friend would take the place whieb
I now unw;rthily occupy-a place which bis individual
ability and individual zeal and exertions for bis party would
enable him to adorn. They knew what bis policy would be.
He has declared it so recently that I do not think ho can
change it. To be sure he can change between 1880 and
1881, but thon, in this case, the change would be so rapid
that even my bon. friend's versatility of talent would not
allow him to change so speedily as that. Well, I come to
the new offer, and what is the first proposition ?

" The Company also hereby offers, in the event of the Government
desiring to withdraw from the proposed construction of the eastern
section, that the Company shall reduce the said subsidf" in money and
land by the amount apportioned by the said eastern section of the railway
under the 9th paragraph of this proposal."

Now, the gentlemen who made that tender did not intend
to build the Lake Superior section, because they believed
that the present Government would insist upon the Lake
Superior Section being built. They hoped we would ho
defeated by the proffer of tne second Syndicate, and that the
hon. gentlemen opposite would come in, and in that event
of the Government desiring to withdraw from the
proposed construction, they wold do it for so much
less. They had the previously pledged policy of the hon.
gentleman that he would withdraw it. Therefore they
were preparing in advance, and these other three clauses,
convince me, and will convince every man, that this was
pohtically drawn, that this was a political plot, and that
theee men-some of more means, some of less, and some of
none at all-could not by any possibility ram a chance of
forfeiting a single sixpence, either by building the Lake
Superior section or running it for ten years afterwards.
The next section is as follows:-

In the event of the Government desiring to withdraw the said eastern
section from construction hereafter, the Company hereby offers to con-
strut within three years, and equip, own and operate as a p art 01 the
Omed Pacific Ralway. a branch Une from South BastBay, ake Nipis
sing, te Sault Ste. Marie."

The obher section likewise, they were put in the tenderwhich
the hon. gentleman opposite would accept, for the purposeof
building under this contract, if they get it, the Sault Ste.
Marie road and throw over the Lake Superior section. It is
s@ clear that ho who runs may read. Now, Sir, the 21st
clause, this relates to my constituency and the Province
wMeh I1represent, and I call the attention to it of my hon.
cqlleague in the representation of Victoria:

¶ -Iatheeent of the Government desiring to postpone orwithdraw ofro
the construction of the western section of the said railway, extending from

Kmtoo to po)rt ody, they &hall be at liberty to do so at and for a

There it is again, no chance for a road running towards the
sea te Yale. The hon. gentleman is against a mile of
railway being.built in British Columbia, and how gladly he
would receive those gentlemen whenever ·they came to say:
" Well, you don't want to press us to build this, to go on with
that now ;" and the hon. gentleman would say: ,No, we are
too glad to get rid of it." The last clause reads thus:

"In the event of the Government desiring to %estpone or withdraw from
construction, by the Company hereunder, of t e westerly portion of the
central section of a&id railway-"

That is to say, the first contract is to build from Kamloops
down to Emory's Bar, that is under contract now; but the
remaining 450 -niles, from Kamloops through the Roeky
Mountains to Jasper House, is the roughest of any portion
of the country:-

" Being the westerly 450 miles thereof, as mentioned in the 9th clause
of this proposal, the.Company offers to reduce the subsidy in money and
land by the amount apportioned to the said 450 miles."

That is, the fitet clause does away with Lake Superior
section, the second clause provides for the building of the
Sanlt St. Marie road, the third clause provides that the
Government may give up the building of the line from
Fmory's Bar to Port Moody, and the fourth section gives
up the building of anything West of Jasper House. Now,
Mr. Speaker, it is the policy of tho Government to build ail
these sections; it is the pledged policy of the Opposition to
wipe them ont. It is the pledged policy of the Opposition.
They cannot go back on their pledged policy. it is in fact
a tender for the prairie section of the road, the paying
section, the easiest section, the cheapest section, the most
profitable section, the section that will be built not only
inexpensively, but that will pay whenever p6pulation comes
in, and population will follow the building of the road. And
this whole scheine which was ostensibly to assume the
responsibility of building and running the whole line from
Lake Nipissing to the Pacifie Ocean, is simply an itnpudent
ofer to build the prairie section, and to do it by means of
political friends, who, when they get in power, will grant
them ail they want, and allow thom to confine their exer-
tions, their responsibilities, and ail the liabilities for the
future; to building an easy road across the prairies, and so
connecting with the American system, of railways, and
carrying away the trade of the North-West by one or
more American cTiannels, to the utter ruin of the great
policy under which the Dominion of Canada has been
created, to the utter ruin of our hopes of being a great
nation, and to the rmin of our prospect of getting possession
ofthe Pacific trade, and connecting Asia with En land by a
railway passing through the dominions of lEngland. It is as
easy as rollin off a log to run a railway across the prairies
and work it; btut this is an endeavor to deprive this country,
to de ve Ontario, to deprive Quebec, to deprive the Mari-
time iovinces of al connection by railway with the North-
,West.

Mr. ANGLIN. Hear, hear.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says

"hear, hear." Yes; I am proud te say.that if our scheme is
earried ont, the steamer landing at Halifax will discharge
its freight and emigrants upon a British railway, which will
go through Quebec, and through Ontario to the Par West,
on British territory, under the British flig, under Canadian
laws, and withoutany chance of either the immigrant being
delnded or eduoed from his allegiance or his proposed
residence in Canada,-or the traffic coming from England or
from Asia being subjeeted to the possible prohibitory or
offeasiwe restrictive taxation or customs regulations of a
foreignepaweroß& tat it is quite clear that these gentle-
men m af-easeas a cherry. They would bemenderno
obligations te build the very expenaive portionsofthe ,oad.
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They would be relieved from running any portion of
the road that would not pay. Canada might whistle
for those connections in her own territory, but the
people would gradually see that the colonies would
gradually be severed from each other; that we should
become a bundle of sticks, as we were before, without a
binding cord, and that we should fall, helpless, powerless,
and aimless, into the hands of the neighboring Republic.
Let us consider what this offer is. These gentlemen are
going to build the prairie road for $7,33 1 a mile, against our
$ 10,000, and they make a corresponding reduction in the
quantity of land. But you must remember that if there is
a reduction in the quantity of land, that land will lie right
albngside the railway on the prairie. They will get all
the land where it is most valuable. It bas been variously
calculated as worth $5, $4, $3, $2, and,$1, but it is quite
clear that if the prairie section only is to be built, all t
land will be taken from the immediate vicinity of the railway,
while if the whole is built, much of the land will be takcrn
far away from the railway at diminished value. ' George
Stephen & Co. must take the land where they can get it.
They can only get some 11 000,000 acres from Winnipeg to
Jasper House, and the remainder of the 25,000,000 acres
they must find elsewhere. In order to muke it worth a
dollar-worth anything at ail, they must build brancti
railways to those points, and this House and country would
be only too glad to give them this permission,
in order that they might open up other sections
of country far away from the main line. of the
railway. But we have the testimony of hon. gentlemen
opposite as to what, accoyding to them, the lands in the
vicinit of the railway are worth. The railway will'run
through the most fertile portion ofthe land, and still further
increase their value, so tiitt the profit to be gained in build-
ing the prairie section of the railway out of the lands in the
immodiate vicinity of the railway which are to be handed
over to the new Syndicate, is a much larger profit than
all'the 25,000,000 will give to a company bound to build th,
whole line from Lake Nipissing to the Pacific. So it was a
very, very safe bargain to make. There is a little point of
difference between those two tenders, to which I cannot
refrain from calling the attention of the House. I have
already stated that, in going over this second offer, I find
they have just cut out of the printed paper most of the
clauses of the contract and the schedule, but reducing t he
price. But there are some changes, and there is a change
of one little word, to which I think, [ ought to call the
attention of the House. We all remember the discussion
between my hon. friend from Lincoln (Mr. Rykeirt) and the
hon. leader of the Opposition upon the question whethe.
there was any power which could force the railway company
to construct the railway, and my hon. friend (Mr. Rykert)
quoted the Court of Chancery. I stated that if it was
merely a permissive contract, it could not, of course, bo
enforced. The only consequence of a permissive contract
not being carried out, would be that either the charter might
be earcelled by Parliament, if that was the law, or there
might be an action for damages, by way of compensation.
But if there was a statutory obligation, if it was not merelv
permissive but obligatory, not merely a contract between
parties but an obligatory statu tory obligation, it becam a
atatutory duty impsed by Parliament with a paramount
power upon the iudividual, and if that duty was imposed, it
could be enforced by a mandamus. That is my statement.
Well, the second clauso of the contcact made by as is foi-
lowed, word for word, I may say, except striking out the
words "hereby contracted for "-hereby tendered for, they
mean of course. It provides that "the contractors
immedîately after the organization of the Company, will1
deposit with the Government $1,000,000 in cash or approved
securities." There was an obligation we were told, that
they "lshall " doit, that they muet do it. When I came to

S:r JoBN A. MACDONALD.

the clause about building the road, the word "shal"
in the contract that we made, is struck out and the word
" will" put in. The parliamentary statutory obligation
to pay the money was left, but when we come to
the clause saying they shall build the road, the word
"shall " is struck out and the word "will" substituted.
The word "will" is merèly an expression of intention, and-
the only consequence, if this is carried out, is that the sub-
sequent part of the contract will be inoperative, because it
says that on condition of the promise, the Government agree
to make certain payments. So if the promise be not carried
out, the payments will not be made. If the word shah is
good "lshall deposit" it is good for "shall build," yet it is
left in for the deposit and struck out for the road. There
must be an object in that; that is a statutory obligation
which imposes that duty which the Government of the day
can force as it can force all duties thrown on Parliament on
the subjebt. I had forgotten a paper that is placed in my
hands to which I shall call your attention. I spoke about
the value of the land along the prairie section which, of
course, must be of more value than the -land which the
whole Syndicate would have to take for their additional
burden and their additional responsibility along the whole
line of failway. We will take the Canadian section. Now,
this is the statement based on the new proposal. We will
value the land grant for the prairie section at $1.00 an acre,
and that everybody must admit is absurdly low-

Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, it is absurdly low

for the land laying twenty-four miles. on each side of the
prairie section; it must be worth more, when the irailway is
built, than a dollar an acre. The cash subsidy, 900 miles at
$733.33 per mile will be $6,000,000, and the land grant,
10,000 per mile for 900 miles at $1 per acre, will be
$9,000,000, making in all, for building the prairie section,
at $1 an acre, 815,600,000. If you take the land at $2 an acre,
and that is far too low by the estimates of the hon. gentle-
man opposite, the cash subsidy of the land grant at $2 an
acre will make in all $24,600,000. Value the land at $3.18
an acre and it will be worth $28,620,000, mking in all, cash
and land, $35,220,000, so that for building the prairie section.
the cheap section, the easy section, the section which can be
m.n at a profit-at $1 an acre, they will get $17,333.33 per
mile; at 62 an acre, they will get $27,333.3j a mile, and $3.18
an acre they will get $39,133 a mile. And this price would
be given by hon. gentlemen opposite who say that that sec-
tion can be built at $8,110 per mile.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. How much would they get on
your proposition ?

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Now, when the House
was discussing te sub-division and subsidy, it was alleged
that there was a disproportionate sum given to Messrs.
Step'hen & Co., and this offer was meant to make the public
believe that the sum was excessive. I have shown yon,
that believing as everybody must who looks at this offer,
that it is only intended to build the prairie section, the
whole thing will vary from $17,000 to $39,100 per mile,
according to the varions estimates per mile. That is for the
prairie, section alone. The rekson why the sum was put
large and full in the original contract for the prairie section,
was because that section must be built, first and speedily.
That is the portion that can only be built flrst, and until that
is built the population which we ,believe will readily and
eagerly seek shelter and homes in our North-West, cannot
get there. It was of the very greatest consequence to-the
Government that this road should be built ut once. This
large subsidy was. therefore, given for the prarie setion
as an inducement for the contracters to push t-hat road-there
within three years, whieh they stated they were quite
ready to do that, if they got the contract ratified by the
lot of January, and tàéey will bild that as shortly afIer
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that time as possible. It makes no difference if the security
is good,; if the capital is in the hands of gentlemen
of he r and meana,i.t is of no consequen.e where the money
is expnded. Thed division is made for the purpose of
hurying up the 1,000 miles aeroes the fertile prairies of the
North-West, so as te enable the population to go in at once.
And, Sir, you must remember they can get no lands near
Lake Superior nor in British Columbia,. which had been
described by hon gentlemen opposite as valueless, that
Provinee being a "sea of mountains." Therefore all the
land to be given is concentrated in the prairie country, and
we endeavor to induce them to bauild the road and as many
branches as possible by grants in that region. The great
object was not only to have the line running from east to
west, but to assign the Company lands to be selected by the
joint action of . the Government and themselves. To
encourage them to build branches, we give them a large
and valuable allowance, so that that whole country may
not only be opened up east and west, but be penetrated by
herring-bone lines running northward and southward far
into the interior. I hear a voice behind me saying that
they are to build the Lake Superior section at the same
time. We took good care of that. I believe that the men
who signed the first contract are men o honor and great
wealth, who cannot afford too lose their character, prestige
and credit in the markets of the world by breaking a con.
tract. But we felt we had no right te take their word for it,
and therefore stipulatod in the contract that the Government
commence from the beginning of the Canadian Pacific line,
possibly at Callandar Station, and proceed vigorously and
continuously,and in such a manner that the annual progress-
shall not secure completion at the end of ton years but shall
be such as to show the Government that the Lake Superior
road could be finished in ton years. You must remember
that this js one contract, and not a separable contract, to
build the eastern or the western section. It is a contract to
build both, and if the Company failed in perform-
ing their contract in carrying out their obligations
as to the L ske Superior road, or the prairie road,
they have no right to claim a subsidy in land or money
because of having doue so much work on the prairie section.
If they fail on one section, although tbey may have built
twice the number of miies that they promised across the
prairie, and may have finished themr to our thorough satis-
factiob, when they come te demand the land and the money,
if they have rot worked vigorously and coritinuously on the
Lake Superior section, achieving a rate of annual progress,
assuring us that it will be finished within the proper lime,
then we shall say: " No yon don't-you shall not have this
money; true, you have built the prairie section, but you
have iailed at other parts of the road which must go on
pari passu, and we will not give you a dollar or an acre,
becanse, though you have done the, full amount on the
prairies, yon have made a failure to a great extent else-
where." In order to make a groat flourish on the new
sections or proposals, the opponents of the old scheme have
struck out the 15th clause as follows:-

"For 20 yea-s from thetdate hereof, no une'of railway shall be
authorized by the Domiion Parliament to be constructed South of the
Canadian Pacifie ailway, fromn any point at or near the Canafdian Paciflc
Railwa except such ine as shal rua South West or tothe Westward of
13iitli West; nor te wîthia 1fteen miles of Latitude 49. An& z the
establishment of any new Province in the North-West Territories, pro-
visions shall be made foi continuing such prohiuition after such establish-
ment until the expiration of the said period."

That was a clause put in deliberatoLy for the same reason
that we asked Parliament to build the Canadian Pacifie at
all. We desire, the .coutry desires, that the road, when
bailt, shouW be a Canadian road; the main channel for
Canadian traffic for tha cariiage of the treasures and traffic
of thwest ta the eaboard through Canada.- So far as we

agwe <ha net allow it to be built for the benefit of the
United States lines. Why a train starting from the foot of

4#3
the Rocky Mountains--and I amu glad to know perhaps one
of the Most fertile, if not the most fertile section, lies directly
at the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains-with freight
from British Columbia for the eat, we desire to keep cn
our own railroad as long as we legitimately ean.
We believe it will carry freight as cheaply and satify t.he
wants of the country as fairly as any American raîVway.
But, Sir, we desire to bave the trade kept on our own side
-that not one of the trains that passes over the Canadian
Pacifie RIailway will run int - the United States if we can
help it, but may, instead, pass through ouîr own country,
that we may build up Montreat, Quebec, Toronto, Halifhx
and St. John by means of one great Canadian lino,
carrying as mueh traffic as possible by the course of trade
through our own country. I do not mean to say we can
prevent cheaper channels being opened. There is nothing
to prevent other railroads running across the continent
through our own country. Our Dominion is as big as aIl
Europe, and wo might as well say that the railways running
from Paris to Mosuow might supply the wants of al
Europe as that this railway might supply the wants of the
whole North-West. There will bu room for as many
railways in that country by-and-bye an there are in Europe;
and if there be any atternpt-the attempt would be fbtile-
on the part of the Cainadian Pacifie Railway to linpose
excessive prices and rates, it is folly that would soon be
exposed bytheconstruction of rival linos east and westwbich
would open up oe country in all directions and prove
amply sufficient to prevent the possibility of a monopoly
which has been made siih a bugbear of by bon. gentlemen
opposite. I was going to say that a train starting from the
foot of the Rocky Mountains might obtain connections
by a lino running through in a south-easterly
direction with roads in the United States.
The hon. gentleman says it is only for 20 years; but I was
going to say, that a train starting from the fbot of the Rocky
Mountains, might be bled by a line from any southeily
direction connected with the United States, and so much
traffl w.ll be carried off to the United States; and a few
miles further another line might connect with another
Amorican lino, and so on, Sir, until long before we got to
Winînipeg or Red River the main portion of the trade would
be carried off from our linn iunto'American channels. That
magnificent river, the Rhine, starting with pi-ide from its
source, runs through the finest portions of urope, and yet
bas a miserable, wretched end, being lost in the sands as it
approaches the sea; and such would be the fate of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway if we allowed it to be bled by
subsidiary linos, feoding foreign railways, adding to fbreign
wealth and increasiig foreign revenue by carrying off our
trade until, before we arrived at the terminal points in Ontario,
and at Montreal, it would be so deploted that it would almost
die of inanition. No mon in their senses would undertake to
build the 450 miles through that stern country to the north
of Lake Superior and run it for ton long years, when thoy
knew that unless thore w'as some check placed upon those
linos, not a pound of freight would go to the North-West, but
it would almost all go to the United States. *ome of it
would come to us, but the great portion of the trade would
go throngh the United Sf ates b>y the favored lino of bon.
gentlemen opposite, without any hope of getting it back to
Canada at Sault Ste. Mar.e. Sir, we know what a great
amount, what an enornious amount of capital American
capitalists >ossess who are connected with the railways of
the Unitd States. We have sceen evidences of the mad
rivalry which has existed occasionally between nome
great railway lines of that country. We have seen
them run railways at ruinous rates, in the hope
of breaking each other down. Sir, with our road,
backed by a country of scareely 4,000,000, with our in&t
country and with our infant capitalists, what chances ewuld
they have against the whole of the United States capitaists?
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What chance would they have ? The Americans would offer the local trame, and the trade which the road will obtain
to carry freight for nothing, and aye to pay shippers for froe Jasper House to eRed River,-will be amply slielent to
sending freight that way. It would not all come by Saulit keep it up, and 4therefore, these gentlenen can well afford
Ste.,bMarie. It would come to Duluth. It would come te to say: "We do not want any such exemptions." eut, Mr.
Chicago. It would come through a hundred different Speaker, if they are going to build the road to the nor4h of
channels. It would percolate through the United States, te Lake Superior-if they meant to do it-and run it foreton
New York and Boston, and to the other ports, and, Sir, after years they should not allo* that road to lic useless,uatually
our railway was proved to be useless, they might, perhaps, useless in their hands, because its traffic wouild be ai rbbed
come into the market and buy'up our line as they have and depleted long before their trade or a pound of trade
bought up other lines. Railway and telegraphli nes are could cross the Red River te run through Canadian
under no protection from freign capitalists coming in and territory. Sir, this is one of the many evidenees of the
buying them up, getting oontrol of our markets, and cutting innumerable evidences, patent on the face of the second
us off from the trade which should come from the great contract, showing that it is not a bona dide contract, and it
West and by Canadian railways to the River St. Lawrence. is not a bonafide and honest offer to build the road through
They could.afford for a series of years with their enormous Canadian territory; but that it is an offer to build á road which
wealth, with their enormous capital, exceeding the revenue is te carry out the declared policy of hon. gentlemen sitting
of many, many firstclass Governments in Europe, te put on the opposite side of the louse. It is intended for that
their rates for freiglit down to such a figure as would ruin purpose, and that purpose only. The next clause, Mr.
our road, as wouid rain the contractors, as would ruin the Speaker, is the sixteenth-
Company, and render them utterly impossible to continue in
competition, and, Sir, what can be more wretched, or more A hon. MEMBER. Six o'clock.
miserable, in any country, than an insolvent railway. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ido not think it wil do to
What could be more wretched and miserable and destructive divide my remarks, and commence again to-morrow. I
te the future of a country than the offering on the market of shall have an opportunity of speaking again I have no
the stoek of insolvent railways ? They cannot supply, they doubt. I may say, however, Sir, that my hon. friend opposite
cannot renew the rails, they cannot maintain the road-bed in simulated indignation very well,-as ho alwaye does-when
repair, they cannot keep the line supplied with railway stock. I moved that the Orders of the Day give way to the discus-
Sir, the road would become shrunken, shrunken, shrunken sion of this subject. fie appealed to the flouse and te the
until it felu an easy prey te this ring. We cannot afford te country te witness the wickedness of our- course. It was
run such a risk. We saw what a wheat ring did in Chicago. welt done, Sir, but is was rather significant, because the
They raised the-price of the necessaries of life,-the ring in hon. gentleman had given us fair notice when we were in
Chicago raised the priee of the poor man's loaf for a whole Committee, that he intended te speak at full length on the
year in order to make a profit at the expense of the laboring subject when yon were in the chair. We did not desire te
poor of Europe, and of all the rest of the world, and a do anything, but to give every latitude for discussion. God
similar combination, but infinitely richer, with infinitely knows we have given every latitude for discussion. But
more capital, and infinitely more unserupulous-and no we wanted to get on. I knew perfectly well that when you
mon are se unscrupulous and se reekless, and are proven to were in the chair the discussion would be renewed, and all
be so unscrupulous and reckless, as the railway speculators we wanted was not te be losing time. We were ne er auch
and proprietors in the United States-would be found in fools as te suppose that the second offer would net
this case. Sir, it was essentially as a matter of procaution, come bef'ore the flouse. Any hon. member could
a matter of necessity, and a matter of self-defence, that we bring it up. The parties themselves could present
provided that this road should not be depleted of its trafic petitions setting forth that they hadmade the offer. We
in the manner which I have mentioned. That road shall wanted to go on with the discussion. I appeal to the mem-
be allowed fair play for twenty years from now, and only bers of this Bouse as men who are patuiots, as men who
ten years after construction ; and that it should be protected have the destinies of their country in their bands, net to be
from the chanoe of being robbed of all the profits, robbed of hoodwinked, not teobe fooled, not teobe led away by a dis-
all the gain, the legitimate gain, which the Company ingenuous and disereditable trick. I know we can appeal to
expects te get from thls enterpris', and the employ. our countrymen; I know we can appeal te the patriotism
ment of their capital. This was done Ony te protect them of the people of Canada. We eau tell them that we want a
for the ,irst ten years of their infant traefi. We know line that will connect Halifax with the Pacifie Ocoan. We
perfectly well, it will take many years before that counitry can tell them, even from the mouth of our enemies. that out
is fled up with a large population, snd the first ton years of our lands we can pay off every single farthing, every
will be most unprofitable ; we know perfectly well that it cent taken out of the pockets of the people, twenty-fold, and
will require all the exertion, and all the skii, and all the we will have a great Pacifie Railway. This is what we will
management' of the Company, to make the eastern and have. Let me draw a contrast 1 You are asked te have a
western sections of this-road fully compensate thom, and railway running from the United States and te the United
fairly compensate them for their responsibility, and for States. You are asked te have a line by which the trade
thoir expenditure during these ten years. In order te giveo1 from the east will run into the States, and by which the
thoem a chance, we have provided that the Domibion legitimate profits of the Lake Superior road will be
Parliament-rmind you the Dominion Parliament: we cannot destroyed. You are asked to have a line by which the trade
check any other Parliamont; we cannot check Ontario, we from the West will run into the States. ;fr. Speaiker, the
cannot cheek Manitoba-shall for the first ten years after whole thing is an attempt to destroythe Pacife Railway. I
the construction of the road, give their own road into which can trust te the intelligence ofthis flouse, and the patriot-
they are putting so much money and se much land, a fuir isim ot'this country, I can trust not only te the patriotism
chance of existence. The very fact, Sir, that these gentle- but to the common sense of this country to carry onut n
men are willing te etrike that bargain, and the very fact arrangement which will give us all we want, wlhich will
that they are willing te have theïe road buiit se, hows that satisfy all the loyal legitimate aspirations which w,il gire
they do net mean -te runthe line east of Red River. 'They us a great, an united, a rich,,an Ùnproving, a develodig
eau well aefrd, Mr. Speakee, 'te llow ai!ways to Canada, instead of making as tributary to ericandaws,
run into the prairie Hliee Any railway as a local to American railwajys, to Amnericas bandage,.toAr Àei-çan
conisat-ion Ulne, a Matlino et g thetwants ofthe tolà,, to American freights, ta all the littie tricii ai4 g
oiuntry lying-,ang the ,lino afrm iast t6 west, tricks that Amorican railways are addicted to forte

Sir JonN A. MACDONALD,
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purpose of destroying our road. Look on this picture and
then on that and I know which choice will be made byà
thei peope of Canada. And, Sir, I believe before the general1
elections in 1883, hon. gentlemen opposite will try to makeJ
the people forget, will try to make the people disremember,
to use a western phrase, this publican plot, and will eat theirg
own words before the people as they are trying to do nows
with regard to the National Policy---and in doing so theyt
will lose the respect of the people of Canada.1

Mr. BLAKE moved the adjournment of the debate. t

liouse adjourned at Six o'clock.

BOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUEsDAY, 18th January, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.
REPORT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER presented the annual îeport of
the Minister of Railways and Canals.

PAPERS.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER presented a statement showing

deposits made on account of certain persons offering to
construct and operate the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

~Mr. BLAKE asked the hon. Minister to tate the aggregate
amount.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said that the anount so
telegraphed was $1,420,000; but there was evidently an
inaccuracy in one of the telegrans stating that-twoarnounts
of $75,000, montioning the sum total as $100,000 had beer.
paid in, and so, ho supposed, the total sum was Iro..
81,420,000 and $1,450,000.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
The following Bills were introduced and read the first

time :-
Bill (No. 31) to enlarge and extend the powers of the

Crédit Foncier Eranco.Canad ien.-( Mr. Girouard.) Jacques
Cartier.

Bill (No. 32) to incorpoiate the (redit Foncier of the
Dominion ofCanada.-(Mr. Ives.)

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. WHITE (C ardwell). Before the Orders of the Day
are called I desire to ca4l attention to a paragraph which
appeared in the Ottawa Free Pres8 last night, to tbe follow-
ing effect:-

" We have no hesitation in saying that the Hamarl report of Mr.
White's (Cardwell) speech on the evening of the 13th, has been cooked
outrageously. Perhaps Mr. White was ashamed of his utterances and
had them struck out, but, in doing so, he has made the report of the
debates worthless, because unreliable."
So far as this statement refers to myself personally, I am
indifle.ent to it, and I certainly would not call the attention
of the Ilouse to it, or to keep the time of the fHouse in
respectt it; but it reflects very seriously upon the gentle-
men yerforming the very difficult and laborious daty of
recording the debates of this louse. I have only, therefore,
to say that I did not sec the Hansard re)ort of that speech
until after it was published,jand, so far as I could read and
understand it, it contained evorything I said on that
occasion, even those passages which some gentlemen might
consider rather strong. The suggestion that the Kansard
rep6tersiI ifn 1y Waty a pçqk4" the speech a untirely

Mr. RESSON rose and said ho desired to eall attention to
a matter ofeome importanee to himself andthe hon. mermber
for South Perth (Mr. Trow). At page 9 of the debates of
January 13th, that hon. member js reported as sayingt-

" The meetings in this distriet have been unantionès in the condemn-
ation of this schbee, and Ibave received resoitionu;sbèarirg five bndred
signatures from a township in that hon. gentleman's riding, condemnilng
the scheme."

He had carefully examined aIl the petitions placed upn
the Table by theb hon. member for Sout h Perth, and be
lound there were 315 names upon the petition purporting
to come froi his Mr. essonts) uiding. The total number
of signatures to the petitions presented by the hon. gèntle-
man was 686, of which 871 were from his own riding, and
the balance fron North and South East Hope. The
speaker also corrected the statements published in
the debates of saine date, at page 1o:-- And the petition
from an important townkhip containing nearly 100 electors,"
and stated that instead of 100 theniiumber should be 400.

-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The House resumed the adjourned debate on the proposed
motion of Sir Charles Tupper for the second reading of the
Resolutions reported from the Committee of the Whol* on
the 13th of Jantuary instant, granting certain moneys and
lands for the construction of the Canadian Pacific Raitway.

Mr. BLAKE. I feel, Sir, deeply impressed with the
sense of responsibility which, I am sure, muet weigh on
every independent member of this House who knows ho has
a free vote to give, and will, for that vote, be responsible to
his constituents and to the country, as to the course he shall
take upon this question. I regret that theb hon. First Min.
ister, who may be said to have introduced the regular debate
upon the resolutions eOf the Minister of Railways, should,
upon a topic whose range was cortainly wide enough to
have given overy opportunity for legitimate discussion, have
introduced some o bservations ili calculatod to preserve that
judicial temper, that calmness of tone which it is desirable
shoull prevail during this debate. The hon. gentleman
wats good enough to express words of sympathy, for which
I an sure we ail let grateful, at the unfortunate illness of
tRe hon. mernber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie); and I an
sure the whole Hiouse will regret to know that my hon.
triend, as the First Minister stated, i» coitined to hie bed
by severe illness, and is utterly unable te participate in
this debate. Undor these cîteumntancss, I think the hon.
gentleman miglht have abstainied from certain further
allusions of a very difforent tone ai complexion, whieh he
made in the course of those renarks. My hon. friend's
course, as a public marn, has been beforu the people of this
country for a greaut many years. His court-e of procedure
on which the lion. gentleman animadverted in torms of very
great severity, has been discussed last Session and this
Session. lis explanations and statements are before the
country. It was utterly unnecessarily and exceedingly
untimely that the occasion of his absence should
have been seized upou to repeat those accusations thon made.
My bon. friend clearly stated last Session, tbat lie had always
adhered to the view that the railway should be so con.
structed as not to necessitate any increase in the rate of
taxation, that bis action as the leader of the Li beral party,
and as the controller, to a large extent, of the destinies of
the- country for a long term of years, had been in that
direction. HIe pointed out that this House, in the year
1876, had, by a vote almost unanimous, with, I think,
oaly ton diswentients in the whole oliuse, reaffimrmed that
often affirmod rosolution; had incorporated it into the
Statute-book, and it bad become once mare the law of the
land; and he affirmed that in all he had done subsequently,
as in all hohad done before, he had Do intention to.dieregard
th4at important prt f the peicy so rearied, am4 th It
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was not his intention, if it should be found that the cost of
the construction of the section in British Columbia, having
regard to the financial position of the couutry, was such that
the construction could not be proceeded with without increas-
ing the rate of taxation, to have proposed to this Parliament
to prosecute that construction. My hon. friend, looking to
the condition of this country in the two last years,
burthened as it was by the l'argely increased rate of
taxation imposed by bon. gentlemen opposite, and with a
deficiency notwithitanding in the revenue, could not con-
sistently with those well known views of his agree in the

proposal that the railway should be proceoded with in
British Columbia at that time. That was his statenent, a
satisfactory statement, and at all events a statement which
should have saved him from the aspersions whieh the First
Minister took the opportinity yesterday of attempting to
throw upon him. The hon. gentleman was also pleased to
use language with regard to myself,wlich even in this critical
position ýof the country coming from him cannot bé passed

by without one instant's notice. I have borne in silence,
from an anxiety not to trouble the House with personal
observations, from a feeling that a man who takes a leading

part must endure in silence a great many aspersions, the
insinuations which from time to lime have been made by
some of the hon. gentleman's foilowers upon that topie. But
a sensible man-to compare great things with very small
ones-who, passing through the village street, finds himself
assailed by a pack of village dogs, wil lnot, of course, turn
round and heed their barking at his heels; while he takes
that attitude toward the pack, if the master of the pack
assails him he may be well entitled to answer his challenge.
Sir, I have to say, with regard to the hon. gentleman's state-
ment that I had supplanted the hon. member for Lambton
in the office of leader of the Liberal party which I now
occupy, that that statement could not, within
bis knowledge, be truc, and that it possesses in
itself not one particlo of foundation. I am not about
to enter into lengthy details, but my views
with respect to positions of leadership or of place and
power are tolerably welI known to all good enôugh to
interest themselves in niy public career, and are best knowni
to those who know me best; and they know well that 1
have never coveted any position of that kind; that, on the
contrary, I have always shunned it; that I assumed this posi-
tion with the utmost reluctance; that- I remain here to-day
with the utmost reluctance, and if 1 had the wishing cap ofJ
Fortunatus for one moment, the wish I would use it to
accomplish would be that the path ofhonor and of duty mighti
allow me to retire from this position. But, Sir, while that isj
so, and while the only thing that abates my desire to seec
ion. gentlemen opposite defeated is the reflection thati
their defeat would involve my accession to office,]
I will use it, so long as I am entrustedi
with a position of influence such as I now occupy, withi
a desire te effect some share of goed for the country ini
which I live. it is but the hope that I may, to some extent,(
increase the happiness and advance the prosperity of my1
countrymen that nerves me to my task; and it is only becausei
I believe that the legalization of the contract, which it is in
effect proposed to legalize by these rcsolutions, wili be not
merely injurious, but almost fatal to the future of my country,
that I now oppose them. It is the advancement of the country
wbich is the only legitimate aim of party. Our beliefis that
the advancement of the country requires the withdiawali
of this contract, and therefore, our belief is that it is a properi
party aim. If we made party an end instead of a means, we
would, as un bon. friend near nie said the other day, desire byi
all means the legalization of this contract, for I believe in my r
conscience that the legalization of this contract means thei
ruin of the Govern ment which legalizes it; but we prefer toe
save the country although we save the Government. We 1
do not choose to injure the country in qrder to destroy the J|
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Government, and our earnest effort, therefore, is that the
country may not be ruined, ýeven though its preservation
involves the retention of their seats by hon. gentlemen
opposite. - Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman often quotés a
motto which is a very good one-country first and party
afterwards. It is an admirable motto, but it seems to me
to be a littie misapplied as applied to this case, because it
means, as I read the future, that they propose to ruin the
country first in order that they may ruin their party after-
wards. That seems te me to be the inevitable position-into
which their leaders are plunging hon. gentlemen opposite.
This is a great occasion for private mem bers of Parliament;
it is just such an occasion as my hon. friend from Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) said the other day, as is seldom vouchsafed to
private membeis-one in which they can with effect
assert their independence-assert their position; assert
their riglit to consider what is really in the interests
of the country, and press on hon. Ministers, those
who are, in fact, their servants or agents, the neces-
sity of reconsidering their position, and not plunging
their country, their party and all, in one common ruin.
Now, Sir, what is -the present situation and -the future
outlook? At this moment there are various courses of
action which are open to Parliament. You may adopt
this contract which is before you. You may adopt th offer
which is before you. You may call for tenders on the new
conditions which are contained in the contraet. Yeu may
proceed only with the construction of the prairie line At
this moment you may do various things. Your hands are
not tied as a Parliament by anything that bas occurred.
Yeu may assert that they are ; you may pretend to the
people that they are, but I warn yo that the people will
not accept any such pretence. You have before you various
alternative courses of action. But it is only necessary
just now, for the purpose of a decision on the
motion which is before you te determine tbis: Whether the
course which is proposed to you by that motion to take is
or is not worse than any of the other courses. I maintain it
is. I maintain that the consummation of this contract is the
worst course that Parliament can take of any whieh can be
suggested. And if it be not the best but the worst; if it be
not even the worst, but if it be inferior to any other course
which is open, then that suffices to determine us to condemn
the contract and seek some bettor way. A nybody who
believes that any other course that is open to Parliament
is better than the course to be taken in confirming-this
contract ou.ht to vote, will, if he votes according to his duty
te his constituents and his obligation te his conscience, vote
against the legalization of@ this contract. Are we free ~o
ace ept or reject this contract ?* If we be net free, why this
resolution ? Wby are we asked to assent. Is this a question
put to us to which there is only the answer "Yes" te be
returned ? May not we say "no," as freely as "yes" ? It
is clear that the question being put we are to answer
it in such a way as is most consistent with the interests of
our country ; and we are therefore free, from the very fact
that it is put before us, free to reject -as free to reject as we
are to accept. Even had the contract been made under the
provisions of the Capadian Pacifie I ailway Act expressly,
we would have been free. Under that Act, it is ex-
pressly provided that no contract shall be binding until it
has been laid on the Table of the House of Commons for
30 days without disapproval, unless sooner approved by
resolution. So that if it professed to be, and in fact was
a contract under the Act by the very terms of the
Act, there was reserved or to this louse the power
to decide whether the contract should be agreed te or
net, and until Èuch decision the contract was net bind.
ing. But the contract is beyond, and is not merely
beyond, but contrary te, the provisions of the Act, and it
has no life not even suéh a life as a contract under the
At wQuld have before rtification; it bas no lite wha‡eyer,
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unless Parliament breathes into it the breath of life. Else,
why these proceedings? If it bas life why the resolutions
upon which to found a Bill, which Bill is to become
an Act of Parliament. If all this be needful in oÈder to
make this a legal contract, then it is not now a legal contract.
Io there then some obligation upon Parliament to ratify this
contract-to ratify the proceedings of the Executive in this
matter ? No, there is none whatever. Even in the case of
a treaty which is a thing within the prerogative of the
Crown-which is a species of transaction under the forms
of the British Constitution to be accomplished by the Crown
without the assent of Parliament-save in a certain class
of particulars-even in the case of a Treaty Parliament
may disapprove. I will take the views of the First
Minister upon the analogous question -though that was,
in my opinion, rather the case of a treaty than of a
contract like this-but I will argue from them that we are
perfectly clear that we are wholly free to act. What
said the hon. First Minister last Session in the discussion
upon the Boundary Award ? That was, if you will, a case
oftreaty; it is the nearest analogy to it; it was an arrange-
ment between two powers indopendent in their own
sphere--a transaction between the Government of the
Dominion and the Government of the Province of Ontario,
for the establishment of a particular tribunal, in order to the
determination of the question at issue between them. After
that arrangement had been made it was communicated to
Parliament without dissent. Aftfer its communication votes
of money were taken in order to meet expenses which
were to be incurred by the investigation, without dissent -
unanimously. The transaction proceeded for several years.
Fresh arbitrators were appointed to succeed those who, by
change of office, or death, had been removed. There was
no vote proposed in Parliament against those stops; the
award was ultimately made, and answering the argument
that under those circumstances the case resembled that
of a treaty and that Parliament would be taking a most
grave step-though I admit one not beyond its power-if
it repudiated the mode of trial which has been so adopted
and so sanctioned. The First Minister said:

"But the Government, without the previous consent of Parliament, left
the question to three arbitrators, only one of whom was a lawyer, the
other two being laymen, and provided that the decision of the majority
should be final. So that we might have had the two laymen differing
from the legal arbitrator, and deciding as to the construction of a
statute, upon the question of the boundary according to that statute. It
seems to me it was a most unwise thing to assume so- great a power
without the previous solemu deliberation of Parliament. It is well
enough to say it was afterwards mentioned in Parliament, after the good
faith of the Government was pledged, and that no objection was taken by
Parliament. That is not the way in which Parliament ought to have been
treated by the Government, its servants, who ought to have taken it into
their confidence. The right to submit the question in this manner 'ught
to have been given by Parliament, instead of its being assumed to be
within the proper jurisdiction of any Government, which I deny. No
Government could thus decide to give away hundreds of miles of country,
or millions of acres of land, without the authority of Parliament. The
member for Bothwell says that this Government is continuous. Yes. but
Governments are not despotic; and this act far exceeded the right of any
constitutional government."

Again ho says:
" It is clear that it is a conventional line, and, being a conventional

line, I do not think we can do better than to have it looked into in order
to ascertain whether it is a good or a bad bargain. If it be a bad bargain,
there is no question of good or bad faith in the matter.gis a question for
Parliament to decide, whether they will agre to diminish the eastern
boundary and give up a certain tract of land which is claimed to belong
to the Dominion, or not."

I call the attention of the hon. gentleman's supporters to these
words. The question, ho says, is whether it be a good or a
bad bargain. And Parliament is bound to decide whether it
be a good or a bad bargain ; and if they think it a bad bargain
there is no question of good faith-they must reject it.
Let us apply these plain words to this bargain now
hefore us. This, however, is not the case of a treaty
at all unless, indeed, you invest the Syndicate before-
hand with those powers-I might ein1ost say the despotie
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sovereignty-which the contract proposes to give them.
But to-day, at any rate, perhaps for ever-if hon. gentlemen
wifl do tlieir duty here, Isay for ever-the Syndicate will
not assume the position of an independent p2wer a compact
with which may properly be dignified by the name of
treaty. It is not thon the prerogative of the Executive, it
is contrary to the power which was given by Parliament to
the Executive in this matter. I say it is not meroly a thing
for which there was no authority, it is a thing inr espect of
which Parliament gave a limited authority; and where a
limited authority has been given to the Executive to enter
into a contract in a particular way, contracts boyond, out-
side, and contrary to that way, are abs.kutely in contraven-
tion of parliamentary polity, and are entirely beyond the
power of the Executive. There has been as yet no ratifica-
tion; as yet this fHouse has not sunk so low as to ratify
this contract.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. BLAKE. I hear some sounds from which I am

disposed to believe that some hon. members of this House-
I hope not a majority-are inclined to sink so low as to
ratify this contract. It is admitted to require our consent
in order that it may become binding. Thon, if it roquires
our consent, we are freo to consent or to dissent. It is in
terms dependent upon our consent. The contract says, that
it shall be binding only in case a Bill is passed in certain
specified terms appended to the instrument. We are
certainly free to reject or amend that Bill, and unless we
pass it in precisely those terms, this contract is not binding.
Its nature renders it dependent upon our consent.
It involves the grant of large public works, exceeding VO
miles of railway, of many millions of public monies, of
large areas of land; It involves the Government entering
into an obligation with private individuals, to become con-
tractors for the construction of a railway, and, for all these
reasocs, in its essence, it is such as can be operative only
by the free action of this Parliament. I have shown that
it is immaterial for this purpose, whether the contract is
within or without the Canadian Pacific Railway Act;
because, even if within the act, it can continue to live only
by our voice ; if without the act it can obtain life only by
our voice; in either event our froc consent is necessary
in order to its being a legal contract. Now, that is our
situation. We are free to accept or reject the contract
as the interests of this country shall seem to us to demand.
The hon. Minister wont back to the Allan contract. I shall
take a very short space of time with reference to that
portion of his speech. Ie said that the Allan contract was
the best for this country except this one, and he threw the
responsibility for its failure upon us. Well, Sir, Sir Hugh
ellan and the hon. member for Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott)
went to England in order to arrange bonds for to float the
Allan scheme. They came back again and applied to
Government for botter terms in two particulars. First, they
wanted an extension of time of, I think, four years for the
completion of the work; secondly, they wanted that the
subsidy of $30,000,000 should be so applied as that they
might use it as coupons for interest on bonds to be floated
by them. The Government determined that it was not in
the public interest to agree to these concessions, and they
refused to agree to them; although Sir Hugh Allan's com-
pany declared that with thase concessions they would
be able to float the scheme. Sir llugh Allan's com-
pany thon asked the cancellation of the contract and
the return of their- million, and the Government did
cancel the contract and return the million. Now, Sir,
either the Government was confi:ent that they could do'
better than Sir Hugh Allan's proposal at that time, or
else they were so very friendly to Sir Hugh Allan, that
they were determined to relieve him from his difflicult
position; because you find that they abandoned the caution
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money and gave up the million, and left the public without
anycontract, and without any deposit or security to answer
the defalt which had been made by Sir Hugh Allan. Again,
the Government was satisfied that Sir Hugh Allan's pro-
posal was not in the interests of the country, because,
for the trifling extension of four years, and a sligbt
alteration in the terms of the payment of the subsidy, easier
to the country than the other mod.-he said he could go on,
and yet the Government refused to let him go on with these
alterations. I fail to see, therefore, how the Liberal party
can be responsible for this transaction, ended by the Govern-
ment's own decision to cancel the contract, and return the
deposit rather than make some trifling modifications upon
which Sir Hugh A llan declared the readiness and the ability
of his company to proceed with the work. The hon.
gentleman insinuated that the course which the Opposition
had taken, relative to the Governme.nt, had interfered with
Sir Ilugh Allan's success. I have proved to you, if you
accept his own testimony upon the subject, if you agree
to adopt his own views, what his difficulties
were, and all that ho asked in order to overcome
them. But suppose that incidenatlly and indirectly the action
of the Opposition had affected the contract. It is anew
doctrine to say that the Opposition is responsible when the
Government has failed. Sir, the Opposition could not have
acted if hon. gentlemen had not supplied the facts. ' It was
not our exposure of the facts, but the existence of the facts,
that troubled them. We are not responsible because the
hon. gentlemen opposite made the bargain they did make
with Sir Hugh Allan. We aré not responsible because an
hon. gentleman opposite received one-third of 8100,00, and
because the hon. F irst Minister called for $10,00' more.
It is not we who are responsible for those -events which
moved this country as it had never been moved before or
since, until now as it is moved this day by the transaction be-
fore us. It is the men who committed these acts who are re-
spon'ible for the their consequences. Well, Sir, 1 dislike to
recall these occurrence!, and had the chief actors in this ex-
hibited a proper penitence, had they confessed their fault and
promised not to sin again, my mouth would have been sealed
on that subject from that time out, for 1 cannot but feel that
this transaction, which reflecting upon the honor, the integ-
rity and the high standing of men invested by the people of
Canada with power, has reflected upon the honor, the
integrity and the high standing of the whole country itself.
But, Sir, when hon. gentlemen flaunt this subject before us
as the hon. Minister of Railwnys does once or twice every
Session, when they declare thiat it is the proudeét actoftheir
lives to vindicate and defend it, and when the hon. First
Minister brings it into this discussion, as ho did the other
day, it becomes necessary to observe that what hon gentle-
men glory in as a thing propor to have been done in the past,
we have no socurity that they will not commit in the future;
it becomes proper to observe that they may repeat, at the;
earliest opportunity which is open to them, these transac-
tions which they avow and vindicate to-day, and if they
were proper thon, I suppose they are prcper now; it
becomes propor 10 point out that there is a serious danger
to this country from the attitude which is taken by hon.
gentlemen opposite with reference to this - painful· bq4-i
ness. The hon. gentleman observed that although Bir Hugh
Allan's contract was good, this was far better. I deny
it. The Allan contract was for half thè money,
and ah hough it was for a much larger acreage of land, it
was fbr an acreage ofland given at a time wheè that land waÉ
infliitely les valuable than the smaller acreage ndw is.
Hon. gentlemen opposite have always talked ot $50,8000,00
acrésbeing equal in value, acre for acre,te 25,00;000 acres.
But after the statement of the'leader of the Governrnèüt laet
nigb,that 25,000,O00 acres along .the linoeof railw*y would
be Worth more 'than 25,000,000 further away,I suppse
bon, gentlemen will not longer ar6ae #att he outer 25,00,-
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(KD) serbs is equhl"invalue to the inner 25;000;)0ace-
Bdt rresPètiveof that, the questions of case of constrùhtion,
oftim., of the conditionf of thecountry, of knowledgeôf the
counti, of immigration; and all the consideràtion to whi
we hav dverted- in this-disenssion, are potert factorsIn
det rmiring oftow much less value any particular pard-él
of rand Waâ in1871, 1872; br 187, than it i8 to-day,. At
thàt timé there was inore work "to do, ,and railwáy woi-k
was more e pensive. At that tine bor. gentIenierî, had
mêre expindedidéas on the suiject than thcy have now.
TheyNettledthat the terminus should be at! Esotuma-t
thèywèr6,going to- buii the railway acrossthe arrows,
and in that'way reach Victoria. That was their plan. An
Order ih Oonncil is on tecord Showing the hon. gentlemarn's
wisdom and far-sighted views.' The hon. Mitiister of Pubife
Workt defended that po!icy; but we do not hear him to-
day teling us what a splendid harbor is to be fourd at
Equinált. , We have heard a good deal of discussion kbout
thé imlîropriety of abandoning the Isladç iRailwy-

Mr. BUNSTÉR. No.
Mr.'BLAKE. I am taking the hon. gentlemadns part.

Iarm pointing out to his friends that they are abandoning
bis cause. I have been accused of destroying that railway
ve'ry anjustly, though:all I did was to record a vote with
tho mii'orityi along with many hon. gentlemen opposite
agwast it.

1Mr.. i>UNSTE Your advice has alwnys been to aban-
don British Columbia altogether.

Mfr. BLAKÊ. I deny that. What I said was that, if
the. Province of British Columbia insisted upon the bargain
asto railway construction being fulfilled according to its
teima, which I believed was impossible without ruin to this
country, and if, so insisting, theydenanded as an alternative
tolbe released from union with us, I would say lot thom go,
anl I say so again.

Mr- BIYNSTER. Well, you. have just repeatedt.
Mr. BLAKE. I never said 1 wanted them to go. I nly

said I wanted them to be reasonable, and il am su-e; if they
wère all like my hon. and amiable friend from Vancouver
(Mr. Bunster), we should not hear so much of this-tall talk
as we hear from 'that quarter. Those vast ideas that pro
vailed in 1871, 1872 and 1873, beginning with the raÉh and
reekes, mad and insane bargain, to commence this railroad
in two years and to finish it in ton; going on wlth the
determination that Esquimalt should be the terminus, before
they had a fiurvey made at all; going on to let a contract,
before they had ,any knowledge whatever; ihave ended
in this rash and reckless, and improvident bargain whieh
is ian appropriate remedy for the difficulties in which the;
Conservatie party have been involved sinde their
orginal faIt, in the shifting plans which for
tht.e Sessions they have been prescnting te acompligh
this work. The hon. First Minister says- tha t the
Government of the hon. member for Lambton (Mi.
M'ckenzie), acknowledged that the obligation with British
Côlmbia could not; without national disgrace, be.pesta
pobnd,and with curious inconsistency, at anotherfportin
of his speech, declares that the resoAlution which we passed,
an* which declared our determination that the work shouid
be so aceonplished as not to inerease the rate: of axatïon,
*às no Infringement of the bargain with British Columibia,
shice~it was assented to by its delegates hero present,
rèbprted by them to the Legislature iit home, 'met with -Io
dse nt, and must be taken as part of th. oburgaing a f.o,
ho* could tbere be national disgrace or dishonor in. pro-
c0èdWits aceordiîn to the terms' of that 'resoiutioN? My
hob, frrend froin Lambton, in bis addresa to bis electors,
prpVlous to the elettion of 1874, stated that it wa'
ýimpoewble to proceed-according to the terms of thtt 'baain,
thi ege Met be a relazatiqn of qgsv terms tha t 'W

- t
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'ould proceed .no faster than the resources of the sqDakr, a C onsrvative Government. Wel, I am not about to nter.

wouild.llow, and that British Columbia aust be omyn n-ui1to thatquestion, exeept for one itanprof.
cated with so to arra.nge ini what manner thatcouldybe done. -The.credit of Cada wasehadeth LbralGvovrnent,
BritishClumbia was, to my mind, wiolly unreasonabie. Sh.- that in fce of those adverse circumstaces ta which I have
declined, in effect, to treat, and an arrangement better-thanaHtuded, in oe of the general discredit of, at any rate
which wasubsequently discussed might bav> bQen then a. AmAueam railway securities, in the faes of theavy cloud
ompliabe4l had ihe asumed a diferent attitude. But i.he, which the: great burden of the Cangdian Panifie Railway

suck to the. letter of the bargain, inaisted on the pound of oblgation had.caston this cuuntrv, my hon. friend beside mie,
dIesh, was determined that theie shaould be a commencement (air Riehard Cartwright), was able ta achieve the placing
within.two yeara, protested becçause there was not a com- of:our securitiqs at a reduced rate of interest, by ,snuing
mencement within two years, and a vigorous prosecution four per cent. bonds. For thet irst time in our finanaial his-
of the work at that. That was the attitude. tPry, he wasable to inaugurate that great advance of Cana-
IBritish -Columbia assumed, and to which is largely due the dian credit which was involved in that step.
emall progress which has ben made in the accomplish- Sir LEONARD TI.LLEY. Hear, hear.
ment .of ber desires.' The hon, gentleman must
remember that both parties in this Parliament, in 187d, Mr. BLAKE. He waà able to place his loan better than
adQpted a resolution, and placed it on the Statute.hbokas any loan had been placed before. And hon. gentlemen
part of the Supply Bill, declaring the agreed policy of al opposite. who have walked in his footsteps in the fours, and
parties, with bu t ten dissentients, that the work should be were successful enough to achieve additional profit through
prosecuted only in such a manner as would not involve an the improved condition of the money market, by placing
increase in the then existing rates of taxatign. Weil, that them a little better-
was the policy on which the elections were run-the policy :Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear.
of both, parties. No man was found to raise his voice and Mr.iBLAK.o
say that any arrangement should he made which M. LKE il ho.t age h lgesva tincrease of Canadian oredit which occurred n& r theshIdd violate that proposition, which commanded Liberal Government, and will forget they are walking in
practically the unanimous assent of this Hause. the, fotiltops of my hon. friend from Centre Huroi (Sir
.he. Government of the hon. member for Lambton adver- Riehard Cartwright) when they go on placing the fours

tised. for tenders in 187 and 1878. That advertisement which hegave them the opportunityofr placinïg, by initiating
was expressly under the conditions of the Canadian Pacific that transaction on the Exchange.
lailway Act; and, if I rightly remember, mj hon. friendS

in this House repeatedly stated that the contractors were Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Her, hear.
to tako on account of their cash subsidy, at their cost, the Mr. BLAKE This Government found theiselvo, in
works under construction. The Government was not to go, this psition: that advertisements for the construction of
forward in building, but was to hand over existing contracte the Pacifc Railway, under the Aet of 1874, had been
to the contractors wlio wero to take over the works at cost, issued and had failed of' success. They dotermined on a
and that was to be so much on account Of the $10,000 per new policy. They did not propose to continue those
mile cash subsidy under that Act. As the hon. gentlenan advertisements; they did not propose to continue to invite
bas stUted, no success resulted fron those advertisements for tenders under that Act. But they detOrmined to ask
tenders. Parliament to agree to a fresh policy. What poiicy was

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear. that? It was the policy brought down the Session of 1879,
in the shape of resolutions to which Parliament by a

Mr. BLAKE. That is quite correct; they failed great majority assented, the gist ani essenc iof which
of success. The bon. gentleman bas said there were certain resolations .were that Imperial aid of a substantial
reasons, some or all of which might have conduced to that character should bo sought in order to the accomplishment
result. He pointed out some which, no doubt, had to do of this great enterprise. At long and at last, hon. gentle-
with it. Firýt of all the money market was very different men confessed that the burden was too heavy for the back.
fiom what it bas been latcly. We were in a period of very At last they decided that it was an Imporial enterprise, in a
great depression. The United States had, during several large measure, and that the Imperial Government should
previous years, been engaged most extensively, in advance 6e called upon to bear their share of the burden, and they
of the real Wants of their country, iii railway construction. proposed to us that theyehould be authorized to ask toi-
The collapse of the Northern Pacific had occurred and had and .they said they had no doubt they could obtain -that
precipitated a general collapse of credit in that coqntry. Imperial aid. Well, I need hardly say that plan,
Thatrllapse had principally affected railways and rail- had it resulted in a grant-I do not say in a
way enterprises, so that it was almost impossible toget guarantee--but in a grant, in the production of
European capitalists to look at railways, at any rate substantial Imperial aid, would have been introduced

.i the United States. I do not believe I exaggerate a wholly new factor into the problem of constructing the
in saying that bundreds of railways in the United States Canadian Pacifie Railway. The proposai of the hon.
defaulted In the payment of their bonds; scores of them gentlemen was significant and important. They went 9ith
fell into the hands of receivers and were foreclosed, etc. Such great éclat. Prom time to time we were told great results
was the discredited condition of railway enterprises ,on were to follow. We were told, when they returned, that
this continent. There was a general crisis and depreesIbn. great roults hbad followed. I remember the o gan of the
There was, therefore, a scarcity of capital available for such Tory party announcing that in due time they would be
enterprises, even if they had not been discredited >y tAIe revealed. But, we never got any reports of the procelings
circumstances to which I have alluded; and the, North- of these hon. gentlemen, never a scrap of paper which
West was not so much developed or so weîl known as it bas showed what they had done in England; and it turned out
since become. These were three of the circumstancesto in the end. that, at any rate, so far as the obtaining of
which tae hon. geitleman, more slightly than I, did allia, substantial Itmperial aid was concerned, their mission had
as celosely beuring on the non-success of .the tenders been a 1ailure. ,ion. gei>tlemen were then face to
at that time. "The bon. gentleman , was, gapd face with othe probierm afresh, and last Session,
enough also to suggest that there were other circiwnstance. ome eight or nine months ago, they once more
Me. asid that-the credt of Cguada, under aLiberal Govern broughf ,down a scheme for solving it. What was
ment, was, perhaps, not so good sait would háve been under, that icheme ? Was it that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
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Act of 1874 should be utilized, to let to a company; that'
advertisemrents should be issued for tenders, that a private
contractor should be called on to build the road ? Not at all.
That scheme was that it should be constructed as a Gover-
ment work, leaving out for the present the eastern link.
This was- declared to be, in their opinion,-the tre policy.
It was justified by the proposition that the conditions had
wholly cha.nged, and that now the most pi-oper and profitable
thing to do was to proceed with the construction of this as a,
Governrment work. Was it that they said it would be
difficult to obtain its construction:by•a company? Not so.
They declared that if they 'now issued advertisements, the
response would be satisfactory and immediate ; but although
that was their opinion, fhey were dotermined to proceed with
the construction as a Government work. Jn order to
show the hon. gentleman that I am speaking by the book, I
will read from the speech of the hon. Minister of Railways
in laying the policy of the Government before the Hlouse
Itrst Session:

"Hon. gentlemen must not forget, as I said before, that the whole
aspect of affairs in this country has entirely changed within a brief period
that that which would have been prperly i-egarded as highly imaginative
in relation to the development of the Canadian Nortb-West, must ntw be
looked upon with very different eyes indeed, My bon. predecessor
.need ouly recall to bis mind the fact that he publicly advertised. in 1876,
offering $10,000 a mile and 21,000 acres of land for the construction
of the road, and asking bow much more caital tenderers woùld require
,four per cent. upo ifor twenty-five years to induce thente oundeake this
work. And what was the response ? Not a tender. So completely had
the hon. gent emen opposite succeeded in imbuing the minds of capitalista
in this country and abroad with the hopelessness of this entervrise, that
not one of them would undertake it as a commercial enterprise.

Thon he proceeds with the statement of an offer he had
at that time:

I Supposing the Government were to i ut an advertisment lîke that in
the papers asking on what terms capitalists would corne forward and con-
struct the road from Red River to Kamloops, and repay us ail the expendi-
ture we have made beyond Red River, and undertake- to maintain and
operate not only ail that part of that road, but the rest of the road down
te Yale or Burrard Inlet? Would theree no responsh? If such a pro-
posal.were made to-morrow, doees heefot kuow that the flrst capitalists cf
this country would corne to the front -and offer to construct and operate
that road on terms that would forever settle the question as to whether
this undertaking would be a serious burden on the people of this country.
I have good reason to slate that such an offer as that would secure the
construction and operate of the whole line from lied River to Kamloops,
with the operation and maintenance of ail the road to the Pacific, at a-
cost not exceeding $13,000 or-$1,000 per mile from Red River to Kam-
loops, and 26.00,000 acres of land. In that case, we would be in this
position as the hon. gentleman would see, that the whole expenditure of'
an unknown quantity, proving a bnrden that could not be calculated,
would be entirely removed, and-we would be in a position of having this
great national work accomplished within tei years. and on terms that
would involve. comparatively light expenditure from the people of this
country, and that would be a thousand times recouped from the develep-
ment of the North-West."

Being so porsuaded, he said, "I will not advertise for tenders
-I will not give the opportunity-I will proceed myself
to construct this as a Govornment work." -1hat thon was
the declared, defined pOlicy of the Government last
Session. Now they ask tbeir fbllowers to agree
to these views. I dissented from thom, as did my hon.
friends. We did not believe that it was prudent for the-
Govern ment to proceed at that time with the work in British
Columbia. We did not offer any dissent, and, on the con-
trary, we heartily consen ted to the completion of the road
from Thuuder Bay to Selkirk, and to proceeding with the
road into the prairie region. But we said we ought to
confine ourselves to that and to getting people into the
country, and that when we had developed the country, and
given it a backbone, the middle would sustain the rest of
the scheme, and that it would b time enough to deal withb
such questions as the ends of the railway on the attainment
of such results. Thon there was no issue raised by parties
last Session as to the constraction by the Government of the
prarie.part of the road. The only issue was whether the-
Government should go on with the British Columbia section.
But the Goverrnment, by a large majotitysecure oft the
adhesion of theirfollowers, did avow ttiaitheyshould go-n
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with it as a Government work, not merely throughthe
prairies, but also through -the most diffieult region of 1l,
from Yale to Kamloops in British Colunibia. Wifl bon.
gentlemen opposite say that all this time they were per-
fectly satisfied that it was the wish of every man in Parlia-
ment that they should adopt a reverse course. Ministérs
say that after the Session they proeeeded upon their new
departure-that they wore satisfied they were carrytog oùt
the unanimous wishbof the people's representative îa mak-
ing an effort to do that through a company
which they had persuaded the people's representatives
to agree they should do themselves. low did he
people's representatives signify thoir wishes ? I dare
say they signified their wishes in a caucus room lu
one way and eipressed them in this flouse in another way.
But we can only tell the mode in which-they signified their
wishes by their votes, and se far as votes or speeches, or
public action of any description went, I deny that hon.
gentlemti opposite had the tangible, visible and moral
support of Parliament in proceeding on this new depar-
ture after lat Session. On the contrary, they had them-
selves committed Parliament and their supporters to a wholly
different proposition. Now I wili give my own
opinion as te the reason of this post sessonal
departure: that couse, I believe, was takeu by the
Administration, and the Premier, with a view of receding
from what they cônsidered was a dangerous path; that they
learned from day to day after they had taken their line,
that they were pursuing a dangerous path. The Minister of
Public Works the other day, the First Minister yesterday,
and the Minister of Railways on more than oee occasion, have
admitted that the people ofthis country were disquieted and
alarmed by the policy of the Administration-not by the
policy ofconstructing as they were proposing to construct the
prairie road, but by the policy of constructing they were pro-
posing to construct the western end by the policyof expending
$ 1,000, 000 on a difficult piece of railway in the middle of Bri-
tish Columbia, on the 127 miles. That was what alarmed hoin.
gentlemen opposite. Ministers knew they had-succeeded
in alarming the country, and the alarm in the country
reacted upon themselves. They felt that they could not
pursue their policy without bringing upon themselves ruin
and destruction as a party, and they therefore determined to
retrace their steps and revert to some other mode of con-
structing the Pacific Railway; but I wholly deny they had
obtained the authority of Parliament, in any way, for the
new departure. But they determined to do a great deal
more than was requiid, as I think, and as the Speech from the
Throne puts it, by a recurrence to the old proposal that the
work should be let to a company. What the proposal should
be, it is not now necessary to discuss in the abstract. What
we have got to discussis the proposal to let the work
on the conditions before us. Ministers determined
or ýfound after they had commenced -that they must
change their policy, and were obliged to let the w9rk on
wholly new, hitherto unheard of and undreamt of condi-
tions. I hold, first of ail, that if there be new conditions
there was no authority from Parliament to make them.
The very suggestion that they are new, shows you that
Parliament did not agree to them. Second, they doter-
mined to let fit without inviting tenders, and for this there
was not merely no authority from Parliament, but Parlia-
nient had expressly said that no contract for the construe-
tion of any section of the râilway should be let without
obtaining tenders; and therefoie they werenot merely going
without the authority but flying in the face of Parliament
when they proceeded to let without inviting tenders. I
have said they determined upon wholly new conditions, and
I proceed top oint out to the House what those new condi-
tions wpre. B y the Act of Parliament nojower whatever
is given to the Goverrnent to agree with e contractorto
construct, for the beneit of the" contractrs, sections of IhO
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ork Nhich are to be haridedover t them. That proposi- whicb ho used before to covir.th diCgraco in which he was
tion I y down unhè atingly. By the contract now before involved with reforence to the statidâ ( od the railway;and
us the Governrment *i ndsitself to compléte the unfinished press upon tþe Syndicate to write him another letter, say-
eections-tobegin and finish the heaviestsections now unlet, ing that at the time of making théeconbaet, it was supposed
ah4tohand over to the contractors the whole works,compris- that there was no material difference between lands of fiir
ig more than 70 Miles of completed railway, includ- average qnality along the whole lino of the railWay, and
ing the Pembina Branch, with a net earfting of lands to be taken in the fertile "belt, eieluding any not
nearly $70;000 a year, to the contractors for their fairly fit for settlement, and that they are willirg to take
own -benfit. I mairtain there is in this particular an lande of fairly average quality. If the termmnean the
entire departure from and reversal of the authority of the same, and the result to the Syndicate be the b.:me, let ns
Act of Parliament. By the Act, the cash expenditure have the change ôf words, and I venture to say ttiat this
of .the Government, as principal monty to be paid triling change of words would b a change whioh woêld
to the contractors, was to be $10,000 a -mile, or save millions upon millions to this country. The contract
about $'7,900,000 fbr the whole lie, apart from as to the lands alo provides that the area of those portions
the cost of surveys, which might or might not of sections which are covered by lakes or water stretches
be made part of the amount. By the contract, the cash shall not be counted, and that the Company shall
expenditure as principal money, of which'the contractors take fresh lande for those covered by water. Mark
are to receive the benefit, is at least in cash and works, you, it is not that they are deprived of the land
$53000,000, apart from the cost of surveys, which are not covered by water; it eis not that they are to refuse sections
to form part of the amount. So ‡hat the cash expenditure whieh contain large portions covered by water, but th'éy
of the Government by the contract as principal money is to are entitled to the dry land and the wet land, the water pri-
be about double the cash expenditure of the Govern- vilege and the wharf privilege, the harbor privilege and the
ment as princip i under the Act of Parliament. water frontage. and everything which ariies out of the cir-
By the Act the land grant was to b taken, cumstance of their being proprietors of a section frontingon a
so far as obtainable, along or in the immediate lake or river, only they are not to b charged with the lands
vicinity of the whole line to the PacificOcean, and it was to covered by water, but are to get good 'dry fertile land
be of fair average quality, thus embracing a large proportion elsewhere to an equivalent area. That is not contem-
Of land not fit for settlement. I will not enter into the plated by or provided for in the Canadian Pacific Railway
discussion-for it is rentirely unnecessary for this purpose Act. By the Act the land which is not to bu found near
-whether you are to embrace the land between Lake the railway is to b appropriated at other places to
Nipissing and the Ontario boundary, wherever that may be determined by the Governmont; hy the con-
be. It suflices to establish my proposition, that from the tract the contractois are given very large powers of
Ontario bonndary to the Pacific Ocean, in the tract of country selection.: It is provIded that they msy select the
through whei-the railway is -to pass, and from which the place anywhere in tho fertile belt or elsewhero. And if tfiey
lands not nerely were to be laken, but could be taken, Lay out a branch lino of railway which they can lay out as
according to the repôrt of MIr Marcus Smith, published they please-and lay it out as all they need do-then alter-
in the Engineer's report of 1880, the 605 miles from nate sections fronting on a projocted branch lino, not upon
Pembina River to Bnrrard Inlet, containing 515 miles unfit a huilt branch lino, are to be appropriated by and to belong
for settlement, and but 00O odd miles fit for settlement; and, to them. Their title doos not depend on their completing
if you add to this the nost mderate allowance a branch line, but only on their conipleting sections of the
possible, iny 200>) miles from the boundary of main; and they take the land as they complotesectionsof the
Ontario to the Pelmbina River, including the water main. So the only branch railway they have to build in
stretches, and the uifertile parts, you get over 700 miles order to secure branch sections is a railway projected on a
out ofsorne 1,500 or 1,600 in which the land a1long the line piece of cartridge paper and fyled in the office of the
of the railway lands grantable by the Dominion Government Secretary of State. And even if they do not lay out
unfit for settliement. The lion. gentleman opposite says the such a branch railway they ean still select the places
true way to strike an average under those circumstances is, where to take the lands, and in that case the front line, as
first of all, Vo le:c out ail the bad land and then take the 'between them and the Government, is to b a matter of
average of the good. But I do not understand that to bc selection and agreement. The vital oint is whero the land
the moaning of average. 1 understand that an average i8 shah hoctaken, andthat le the Company's right; ths minor
ascertained Iy taking the bad and the good and arriving at point je where shah the front lino ho chalked out, and that le
the mean. By this contract the land is to b taken, notarranged hetween the Company and the Government. By
along the whole lino ofthe railway,'not down to the Pacifie consent ofthe Government, thoy may taie whole blocks
at all, not from the infertile parts, but in the North-West and aroas of land noV iu alternate sections Vo meet Vhs
Territories between Selkirk and Jasper, and it is not to deficiercy, anywhoro in the North-West Territory. Theso
include any laid not fairly fit for settlement. Now, if the are sone of the changes which oxist betweon this
average of the mhole would involve a roduction in contraet sad the Canadiau Pacific Railway Act. By ths
quality by virtue of the circumstance that there Act Governmeut was Vo have contraI of the sales
are large ares of infertile and barren land, it of two-Vhirds of the land grant; by the eontrct, Vhs
is clear that the exclusion of the infertile and contractors obtain the lands, and the Govornment las no
barren land by the new contraet, is of itself a difference, control, whatevér, over thoso sales. By the AcV, thesubsidy
so great as to revolutionize this part of the agree- and the land grant are Vo ho payable in proportion ta the
ment altogether. The Minister of Rail-ways has stated valueof the work doue, as compared with the estimated
not in this fouse, but elsewhere, that ho takes the two value of the whole work coutracted for; so that ths
expressions to be quivalent, tnat he takès lands of fair Goveinment, sstimating tiat the whole work would eost
average quality along the whole line of the railway, to obe$80,00,000, would givo Land and money just in proportion
the same as land which shall not include any unfit for to the part of $80,000,000 represonted by tho work donc. Jy
settlement, but i do-not believe that the hop. Minister wi11, the contract, the eubsidy and the land grant are ta ho
by renson, justify that argument in this B.ouse; and I do payable in amounts wholyhisproportionate on the prairie
not believe, if he tttempts:bis justifieation, that he will find section, which le tbe easiest and moat profitable to b.
any suiporters in that view. But ifit beso, if it be that these conetructed, and which le-intended tobc ret con-
-tm rcquiairent, hope that hp will use ohi influence structid. whr sdo not uppose need outnlreh on
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this -point. I could not do justiceto, it as the hon.
First Minister dij last evening. You heard him; he was,
discussing a proposition:that went $10,009000 better on this,
point, which proposed to take $10,000,000 less in cash
and land than the Government proposed to give for the
prairie section. He pointed out that that comparatively,
iaoderate proposition would give enormous protits, as he
said, on the prairie section. He went into the figures; he
showed you that a8t 1 an acre the amount of money]
would give millions upon millions of profit; that at $2 an
acre the profit was trebled ; that at $3 an acre the profit,
was quadrupled. This was his position. He pointed out the
disproportion of the figures, and he showed you, too, a
demonstr tion that there is here a serious departure from the
provisions of the Canadian Pacific Railway Act,under which,
and according to which,the Government could bave given land
and money only in proportion óf the cost of the prairie section
as compared with the cost of the rest of the work. The hon.
gentleman declared that this was defensible, because he
wanted to encourage thé contractors. ie thought it would
encourage them, and I rather think he was right. I think
it was a very great encouragement. The Minister thought
it would encourage them, not merely to give them enougli
money to build the whole line, not merely to give them
enough hard cash to do everything that is wanted to be
done on the prairie; not merely, as the hon. member for
Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith), demonstrated the other
day, te build the first 00 miles for them, then to allow them
to take it over and to say: "Now, we will pay you the cost of
this; ybat is your bill ? $800,000-is our bill 1,Here is the
chèque for that amount, now you will please in exchange,
give us a chèque for a million, becausé we are to have
s.10,000 a mile on that section, tand therefore we are entitled
to have a million for your having built it. So we exchange,
and upon that part of the transaction the contractors are to
put $200,000 coolly into their pockets, and then they are to
perhaps obtain 1,250,000 acres of land more because the
Government has built 100 miles of railway which
the contractors are immediately to own and work, and
which is to return a revenue from the very hour they begin
to work it. I need hardly say that a very considerable
basis of credit is given by this transaction. What i the
hon. member for Lisgar (Mr. Schultz) doing for bis
railway ? Why, he las bought some 130,000 acres of land
from the Goverument, and is te pay them $1 an acre for it,
and upon that basis of credit he is building a railway 300
miles long; while thèse people are to get ready built a
paying railway of 100 miles, perhaps $200,000 in cash,
1,250,000 acres of land, and then, as they go on, they
are te get $10,000 a mile and 12,500 acres a mile
as they go. I do agree with the hon. gentleman thait it ls a
great encouragement. Well, Sir, if the proposition which
is laid upon the Table is, as to the prairie section, indefen-
sible and monstrous, and otiers prodigious and. inordinate,
pÎofits to the contractors, what is the proposition which is
810,000 000 worse ? I am, however, at present concerned
only to point out to you that thèse conditions in this!
particular are obviously net merely beyond, but contrary to
the conditions of the Canadian Pacific Railway Act. Now,
the hon gentleman said in this connection-I will refer to it
though it is a little out of the line of my argument-
that he trusted to the honor of the Syndicate. i have
known the time when the hon. gentlemen had not so much
confidence in their honor. Thathas been referredto-before,
it is good to refer to it again, when the hon. gentleman
makes an argument of it. -Why, I remember .when he
turned George Stephen out of the larbor Commission oi
Montreal, and said hé was net fit to attend te the harboir
work of that city. But, now hoeays hé is just the man to
take control of the intereste of this domain. I remember
the time when he and the, hon, the, Minister of Railways
gave a. character to the wealthiest man ýand the most i
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infnential man on this Syndicate, in fact tbough not;in
name, then an hon. member of thi House, wholy içeon-
sistent with the character he now gives him. uttioese
appeals to reliance upon the personal honor of men, are
wholly out of the question, because these gøemen
expressly stipulate in this contract that they shail not
be personally engaged. The only personal engagement
is this single one, that they will undertake, afte tiie Com-
pany is organized, that the Company shall deposiL taillion
dollars for security. That is the sole personal undert*4king
they make. The next minute after the orgauization-and the
deposit of the million dollars, there is an end to all personal
obligation. They may depart with every ,shiling of
interest in this coneern, without loes of honor. We give
them leave to do so. We to not restrain them in any way.
There is nothing to prevent Mr. Stephen or Mr. Smith or
anybody else, from selling out to New York cap4aists, the
day after the Act passes, every shilling of in.terest in this
concern. The Canada Southern Railway .paases through
Ontario, but, do you know where it is owned? It is
owned in Belgium, to-day. It is controlled from Belgium,
and the great .majority of the stock of- the Canada
Southeru Railway is owned in Belgium. American railway
securities are finding their way into every market,:and the
mode of action which ià being adopted by large syndicates
of capitalists is to obtain control of a railway by investing in
its securities. That is the principle of action in the United
States and in Europe just now, and it is competent to, and
would not be in the least dishonorable on the part of
these gentlemen, to depart with the contract the moment
after you have given it to them, and sell their shares and
stock to whoever they please. Therefore, there is no ques-
tion of personal honor, there is no question of personal or
financial ability, there is no question of the capacity of the
Company, whose corporators two months hence you: may
have no idea of now at all. That is not all. Under the Act the
capital stock of the Company and all its property remain
liabe for Dominion, provincial and municipal taxation.
There is nothing to exempt them. Giovernment have no
power to exempt them. Government could make no binding
contract that they sho¶id be exempt. Under the authority
which Parliament gave, and which is on the StAtute-book,
no contract could be made that would exempt their property
from taxation. By the contract all that property, their
station houses, their harbors, their elevators, telegrapslines,
road-bed, rails, rolling stock, the equipment and all their
property and capital stock are wholly free forever from

iDominion taxation, from taxation in new provinces,
and from taxation by municipalities in new provinces.
Hon. gentlemen, will observe that heie is an important
departure from the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, a
departure of great consequence, upon which it will be, my
duty, and the duty of others, further to enlarge at a later
stage. While under the Act the land grant of the Company
would remain subject to taxation, under the coutract that
grant is exempt from taxation of all kinds until used or oc.
cupied for twenty years from the date of the grant. fThat
also is an exemption of great value to the Company, of
enormous value to -the Company; an exemption which,
added to the right of selection, makes the land grant a wholly
différent thing from a land grant subject to taxation. A
land grant subject to taxation, in a country like that, is as
différent from a land grant not subject to taxation as a fertile
field is different from a rugged hill. There is an annual
burden increasing as the country grows and prospe, of the
moet serious character, upon all the lande which are subject
to the common burden, and this makes the contract al-
together different, and makes the value of the Company's
pQssession enormously greater, besides which we have to
consider its injurions effects upon the development of, the
con.try and upon the prosperity of the adjoining sttlérs.
Under the-Act ail tie materials required by the contrators



is to , Ubjeet to inMort duties theré is nothing ,in the
Cabidian PaéificRailway Aet to say that the impoets the
codhteldtÔs teqiwire should be.free of duty;but under the con-
tract%*lrge part of these materiais are erempted from iimport
dutid. T wiNjpoint ont lateron whatthat exemption, so far as
one càb'geiOs it, really is. [ wili prove that it is very much
moýe'mnhtMal than hon. gentlemen opposite seem to suppose
Und the' Aot, >Canada or any pew provinces -are not
hindeed- in any way from constructing other railways as
the people may, from time so time, require them. There
is Inothing in the Canadian Pacifi eRailway Act saying
that the Company shall be permitted and that other people
shiat not be permitted, to construct railways. But -in
the contract it is stipulated and agreed that this
Parliament and new Provinces shaH not for, twenty
yearIbe towed to èonstruct any railways in certain direc-
tions 'or to the boundary, which may be supposed to
interfre to some extent With the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
By the Aet the Government has unrestricted power to
regitte frota time to time the tariff of tolls; but by the
contraet the power of the Government to fix à tariff is
linited to the case in which the rail way company is receiv-
ing-a net profit of ten per cent. on all the capital, from
whitever sourcc dorived, invested in the construction of the
railway. Under the Act the Government would bavei
power to presctribe from time to time the accommodationj
and the trains to b provided by the Company, but by the1
contract no such power is reserved to the Government, andq
there is no regulating power in those regards at alt1
Under the Act the Govern ment would have power to acquirei
the railway at any time that the public interest might1
demanwd; by the contract the Government is'given no such
power; Under the Act, the grades of the railway, the
materials, the manner of construction, and the mode of
working, inclnding the construction anid capacity of the
rolling stock; were to be such as might bo determined by
the Governmont in Council, and it was as we all know,i
fornrerly the declared policy of the Government and1
Parlianent that the grades should be very low. By the,
contract, however, the Union Pacifie R:ailway as at firstt
construeted, is fixed as the approximate standard, and it is'
well known that the grades of that railway are very high.
By the Actno power is given to the Company to build branch
railways, except one to the Georgian Bay and one to Pom-
bina; by the contract power is given to the Company forever
to build branch railways ih vai ious parts of the Dominion,i
and by the contract many other important privilegos andt
powers are given to the Company, whic1h I shaul not nowt
recapitulate, but which privileges and powers are not at aill
authorized by the'Canadiun Pacifie Railway Act. Now,i
Sir, I think I have proved to yon with some degree of fulnesst
and clearness that this contract cannot be said to be onem
authorized by the Canadian Pacific Rai ' ay Act of 1874.N
I defy any hon. gentleman to rise here and argue seriouslyd
that this contraet, such as it is, is authorized by that Act.
On thecontrary, I maintain that the conditions lo which I
hav&referred, and which are, some of them, not conitained a
in, and ' some "of' them expressly contradicted by, the (
Canadian Paifie Railway Act, are conditions wholly novel,v
unheard of and nndreamt of, until the 10th of December,
whew tli rcontract was laid on the Table of this House. i
Bad the Governinent invited tenders for the consti-uction of n
this railway on the basis of the Canadian Pacific Railway 1
Actof18'I4, and failed of receiving them, and then proceeded k
to makeiths 'bargain, they could not have justified themselves F
by thît invitation at all, because you must bave invited b
tenders on some general basis, like that on which you
propoed to make your bargain. I deny that you have m
authority te make a private bargain until after tenders have g
been obtained, and you rst obtain them on the general
basis of you birgain, Tq4(>that yo must -comunicate tl

the general tei4s on whichI y p to de. Yo murnst
give the public the opporty f knowing that yon
are willing to accept ±ende, on>- wholly diffesent
terme; yon -must say, "Gut.emen eym invite -you to
tender for Ad building of the eCaadihb Pacifie Railway;.
we do not hold ourselves bound by the Aet of Parliament,
or by its priee. Tell us how maeh land and how mch
money you want;what worke yon would like us to coustruet,
what privileges, what exemptiona yon waut, what restrio-
tions, what alteration&sin the Act of Parliament you want."
It must be a sort of go-as-you-please tender. So far froen there
behng such an invitation, there was no invitation whatever,
except indeed the invitation which the .hon. First Minister
sayshe gave at à religious pic-nieati Bath, on the 29th of
Tune; and he rathèr sneered at me when I asked if thait was
a notice, Bsaying that I was taking a legal -view of it. He
admitted that it was not a legal notice, but ho said, notice
is notice ambng men of sense. Well, let it be so. What
did the hon. gentleman do at the pionie? He said-and as
if he thought peple did not believe his own worde; for
which I think e had no ground, ho called on the Finance
Minister beside him, to corroborate him-that the Govern-
ment-I speak from memory-had two offers for the
construction and working of the railway. Capitaliste, le
said, of undoubted standing and ability have corne to us,
and want us to allow tbem to build this railway, and make
fortunes out of it. The Government is Considering these
offers, and you may relieve yourselves from any anxiety
that· this road is going to cost. the country a cent of
money. Was that a notice to the rest of the world
that tenders -were being invited from the e$ of
the world for the construction of the Pacifie Railway
on any terms that the rest of the world pleased to ofger?
Was it a notice that the Government was prepared to
arrogate to itself authority to set aside every one of those
essential principles of. the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act,
and to make a bargain wholly disimilar from, and contrary
to, those principles? Am I taking a legal, a technical,
mai prius point when I say that noe capitalists other
than these favored mon -with whom the Gàvornnent are
dealing, can he supposed or expected to offer for this work
on such an invitation as the hon. gentleman gave at this
religious pienie ? I was really surprised to hear the First
Minister of this country, himself a distingruishod statesman,
at the hoad of a very large majority of too fhithful fbllowers,
I was surprised to see him in such straits, driveri so bard
that ho was oNiged to justify his course as First Minister of
this country, by arguing that because at a pienie ho had
said ho had got offers fron two sets of capitalistm, ho was
rcally inviting the publie to corne forward and tender on
the conditions now upon 'the Table. The hon. gentleman
said that no one then complained- of want of authority.
Why, we did not know what the lion. -gentleman was
doing. le took good eat e then, lie took good care since,
he has taken good 'care new, not to let us know wbat he
was doing. Where are these tenders? Where
are these offers? Where iii this correspondence?
On what conditions were thei§e offers? On what conditions
was the Government- bargain Tade in lngland ? We do
not know it now; the capitaliet of ·the world do not know
t now. And yetthe"ho. gentleman tell us that we did
not complain thst he was violating the authority of the Act.
It was not until he put' that paper on the Table -that we
knew how far he had violated the authority of the Act of
Parbament. loweveriexacting our duty to be vigilant may
be, it cannot bind us to varn against errors that we doneot
know have been 'ommitted, to complain of improprieties
whose existene we re not aware of. The bon.
gentleman contends 'that hé might have contraceUd
under the advertiserent of 11878. Now, I wil read 'yon
that a4vrtiçmentnderwhieb'th4han, entlem'aa ýo
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might have let this contract which is now op the Table.
That advertisement reads as follows: -

"The Government of Canada will receive proposals for constructing
and workmg a lineof railwavrextending from.the Province of Ontario
to the wafers of the Pacifie Ocean, the distance being about 2,000
miles. ..

"Memorandum of information for parties proposing to tender will be
forwarded on application as underneath. Engimeers' Reports, maps of
the country to be traversed, profiles of the surveyed line, specifinAtions
of preliminary works, copies of tie Act of the Parliament of Canada
under which it is proposed the railway is to be constructed, descriptions
of the natural teatures of the country and its agricultural and mineral
resources, and other information, may be seen on application at this
Department, or to the Engineer-in-Chief at the Canadian'Government
Offices, 31 Queen Victoria stree, E.C., London."

Well, if I have proved to you that this contract could not
be made under the Canàdian Pacifie Railway Act, I have
proved to you that it could not be let under the authority
of that advertisement. I ram sure, interosted as we- always
are in all the bon. gentleman's speeches, excited by
curiosity as we are always when we see that ho is going to
address the poople, hanging, as we make up our minds to
hang, upon his utterances, wo will, for the future, regard
thom with double interest and excitement, because we do
not know what advertisement may be contained in thom,
we do not know but that we may ho getting notice of seome-
thing or other in some ambiguous terms at any moment
when he makes a speech at a pienie.. After having given
this notice to Canalian capitalists, that tenders were about
to be invited on the conditions now upon the Table for the
construction ofthe Canadian Pacifie Railway, and, therefore,
expecting as the hon. gentleman did, no doubt, from the
speech of the hon. the Minister of Railways, that on an
advertisement of that kind being issued tenders would flow
in abundance, ho did not wait; ho wont to England to let the
contract there. So far as I know, the trio that went to
England on that occasion did not there invite
tenders, but there, as well as bore, conducted every-
thing in secrocy. They engaged in private negotiations,
in diplomatie feats, but, as the hon. Uinister
himself said the other day, very nearly ended in failure.
Well, now, was th.s asking for tenders.? Was this let.ting the
contract under the terms of the Canadian' Pacific Railway
Act after tenders have been obtained therefor ? And was the
public at large fairly alive to the view that there a raiiway
contract was to be let on the terms and conditions laid on the
Table, beoause of those mysterious and secret proeedings ?
Weli, they roturned. Extraordi nary to say, notwithstandinig
that formai notice that the hon. Minister had given at-Bath,
notwithstanding his immediatoly running away to Erngland
so as to be roady to receive tenders, he did not
recoive tenders for the construction of the railway
on those termas from Canadian capitalists; and the
moment they came back they announced no day of
grace-they did not tell us they were surprised or
disappoiuted that the Canadian capitalists 'did not corne
forward and ask once more-but they told us before
their arriva], and more elaborately in that speech
at 1Iochelaga, that a "contract firm" had been made.
Well, if the contract tirn was made in England-though my
belief is that the contract was made by these gentlemen in
Ergland cabling to Mr. George Stephen on this side-and
closed before these gentlemen came out, I need hardly
say that atter that-period at which they announced the
contract was closed, there was no opportunity for
Canadian capitalists to tender. But, even then, although the
matter was -said to be ended-we do not know how it was
in fact, because publicity is not allowed in thie matter, and
we have not been permitted to see wibat the contract was that
was made in England; we do not know how much of this
extraordinary bargain was made on this side of the
water, and how much is to be found in the language of
the document-the negotiations went on as to what
are' called minor details fQr several weeks, and
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on the twenty-first Dctober the document wf finalIy
sigmed and Sealed by the bon. Minister of Bailways. Even
thon secree was observed. Although the whole tIdzng was
concluded, although that opportunity for -the publieto tender,
which these hon. gentlemen seemed, to havêpàprehen ded,
would have been taken advantage of, if they made the con-
ditions public, had now passod, although they had
made the bargain, althougb they had signed, sealed a»d
delivered it, still there wai secrecy observod. It must met
be made known. We will wait a little -and lot out jut as
much as will Induce the oountry to believe the best possible
bargain was made. We will teil them ire have arranged for
the building of the railwiyfor £2,000,00 and 25,000,000 acres
of land. Do not let ns say anything about whore the acres
are to be obtt ined, how they-are to ne selected, the quality of
the acres, the non-taxation of the acres, the non-taxation of
the company, the monopoly created by the fettering of the
country as to nw railways; nothing must be said
about ail those other things; and above and beyond ail, for
any sake, do not let us say that the Govern ment, anaouncing
that it has got a Company to'construct the Canadian Pacifc
Railway, is making a further bargain itselfto buildthe most
difficuit unlet section of that work for th bonefit of' the con-
tractors. Let us announce first so mach as shall miead and
delude the peopie-into a false frame of mind with roference
to tho:thing we have done. Let us keep the rest carefully
dark. Let us not even announce that Parliament is going
to meet early until the latest possible moment. Let us
convene Parliamont a fortnight before the time for..adjourn-
ing at Christmas for the holidays and bring down the
statement that it is of the utmost importance the railway
contract should bc lot at once, and propose to Parliamentto
sit de die in diem and close the bargain by the 23rd Doecembor.
Let us disregard the statements made at Hochelaga, that
the contractors were prepared togo on entirely irrespective
of the time when Parliament should sit; lot us wholly dis-
regard that statement made before the Session; lot us, when
an adjournment is proposed for a day, say atonce," no,no,-
the contractors want to get out the ties, which they cannot
get out tilt this contract is lot," although the First Minister
had pledged his word that they would go on immediately,
even if Parliament did not begin its sittings till February,
with that work. Let us forget ail that, and put every pressure
upon members of this House and lacerato thoir domestic
atfections even, if only by any moans we can delay to the
latest possible moment to divulge - what shall I cali
it ?-yes, I shall cat it our plot-then let us do everything
in our power to secure the consummation f this plot before
the country at large can spcak, or anybody else can mak9
any proposai which shall put in adifferent lightthe bargain
we are supporting We shall be bound to acknowledge no
doubt, that the conditions of this bai-gain are onerous, but
representing that 50,000,009 acres, of whieh a large portion
i8 remote, is worth as mach acre per acre as what is near-
that land was worth as much acre per acre in the North-West
fiveyears ago as to-day-that average land ls worth as much
as selected land-reprosenting that 855,000,000 or
8$0,0000000 i not' more to-day than $30,000,000 was
then, we may be able to befo l the people into the belief
that this contract, with ail its privileges, pre-emptionsand
monopolies, is botter than any previous proposai; but let us
for any sake guard against the possibilitygofits being brought
into dreadful contrast with any other proposal on this
subjeet. Let us expedite matters; let us ask tis ExeMleney
to say that the public interest requires theiimmediate comple-
tion of the road ; let us tell thosa who propose serious al:i
deliberate discussion that they are factious and obstructive ;
let us threateri them with a dead lok, and~say weiabal
depart from the usual course of Parliament, and refase ti
periods for consideration, deliberation and dise.asiou
which Parliament usually gives on a question ofthis trans-
cendent importancei let us do everything and pre6l
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eovrything we eau in order that this soheme may be got
thmxgh with before any epntrast can b made etween it
and what capitalists may do if we but let them, have an
opoYrt ui‡y-1 ask you and every hon. member who saw

is yndicate contract on the nmorning cf the ilth
of December st, whether ho was net thunderstruck at the
conditions whioh, until that time had been co»céaled-
whether he cireumsntance that the Governinent was te
buildtle road from Yale to Port Moody did not take away
bis breath-whether the circumstance that there were those
monopolies, privileges, exemptions did not astonish him-
whether the ciroumstance that the contract was so diametri-
cally opposed to the Canadian Pacift Act, 1874, which was
the only authority.the Government could look to, did net
strike him with eurprise-whether ho did net feel
aghast at the prospect before him and the country'?
If that view existed as te the distribution of
the subsidies and all the other points of the scheme, I ask
you how Je it possible te contend, as until this moment hon.
gentlemen 'have chosen to contend, that there was a fair
opportunity given other capitalists before this tender was
laid on the Table-to contend that no men could be found to
form a company, and that therofore the Government was
justified in-letting the work without competition. The First
Minister acknowledges that Parliament is free te decide on
this qwestion. He says, contrary in my opinion, te the
constitution and the law of the country, that ho could have
let this contract in a way that could have bound us without
our consent. I know ho is a strong Minister, but net strong
enough for that. The law and the constitution do net
permit it; but the hou. gentleman was kind and glacious
enough to add that ho thought it his duty to obtain the
consent of Parliament to se important a transaction. Sehoie
has kindly given the people of Canada the opportunity,
through thoir representatives, of deciding whether they will
consent te this contract: I hope ho. will net make thaf
opportanity a merely nominal one, and that the consent et
those reprosentatives will be a free consent ; that ho will not
tell hon, gentlemen, as I suppose hlie hs told them elsewhere
as well as last evening, that they are quite free te act, but
that they must act in one way; that they are quite free to
decide, but must say 4'yes." I hope it will net ho said
that the Parliament of Canada is called te decide in
this matter just as the Ministry decided' before
Parliament came together ; else Parliament might- as well
not have been called, and Ministers might as well have been
entrusted with the decision. But since Parliament never
gave the Government authority te bind us-since that is
acknowledged, and they have submitted the question for our
decision-I trust that in this, the most vital, transcendent
question that *ever engaged our attention, the décision of'
Parliament will be a free decision, net obtained by the
authority of a party leader or the crack of thé party whip.

Mr. WHITE (Est Rastings). They have only a mnajority,
of seventy.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes ; ninety.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. member for East Hastings says

they have only a majority of seventy. I thought it was
more. Another hon. gentleman says it is more than seventy.
Well, all I eau tell him l,- that if there is a majority of
seventy or n4ore for this contract, to-morrow or next day,
there will, I believe, be a majority of many hundrede -or
thousands against it, as soon as we have the next general
electio>n4.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. That is what you said in 1878.
Mt. BLAKE. I did not say it in 1878.
'Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Thon your friends said it for you.
1fr. BLAKE. I didnet s'y it, however. Iassertand the

Hous will recollect, that the country was wholly surprised
pu f. mornig of te1 1 f D eber, w4eg itignc t

werg the conditions of this contract; and, within five weeks
tof tha4 day, a prQposal Ias been handed to the Gover-
ment;,and is now upon the Table, based very largely,
too largely in my opinion, upon those conditions, but con-
pared with the first contract, infinitedy. preferable. The er-
sons who have made that proposal are men of the higrest
standing in this community for wealtb for credit, for busi-
ness ability and knowledge of railway construction and
management. They comprise in themselves the moot suc-
cessful mon, taken ail together, that we know of. The
combination is the strongest combination, as I said the
other day that beenever witnessedof Canadian eapitalists.
To that combination names are being added everyday. I
.received a few minutes ago a telegram from one of tbenoew
Syndicate who informs me that Messrs. E. aud C. Gurney,
of Hamilton, gentlemen well known bore and every-
where, strong supporters of hon. gentlemen opposite, mon of
active business aility, who have made fortunes for them-
selves, and are worth certainly much more than a million,
have requested this day to be added to the new company.
I have no doubt that in the course of the next few days
many similar applications will be made from various parties,
by those Who bolieve that the old bargain is so desperately
Lad and involves such enormous and extravagant profits,
that the new one, comparatively moderate as~it is, containe
within itself the elements of a large future. The
mon who have made this proposal, are men who
do not owe such money as they had to one lucky
speculation. They are mon whose commercial position and
present wealthare the result of a long course of honorable
toil and of long and well tribd business ability and experi-
ence These have proved, by more than the outeome of one
satisfactory speculation, their capacity successfully to deal
with whatever they choose to grapple with; and at this
proposai made by such mon, men at whom the bon. gentle-
men opposite caninot sneer, men whose position and stand-
ing in this conmùnity is beyond the power of a sneer to
affect; they may attempt to sneer at it, but they cannot do
it successfully-this proposai, made by business mon with
such means and capital, is now upon the, Table. It is made,
as I have said, within five woks of the time at whieh any
body, excopt the favored Syndicate, had the opportunity at
oven guessing atwhat was the basis of the conditions the Gov-
ernment would propose for the construction of the Canadin
Padfie tRailway at ail, and the Governrment took three or four
months in negotiations, and they took, after they came
out bore and said they bad made the bargain, six or seven
weeks in concluding the details; and yet, they say you
ougIft to have corne soon6r. They say you shouild have come
almost the moment atter you saw our proposal-you should
have jumped into the market.

Mr.KiRKPATRIC-K. They ought to have corne before
they saw the proposai.

Mr. BLAKE. I am quite aware the bon. gentleman and
bis friends are accustomed to "go it blind," but business mon
do net go it blind, anI business mon likre to see what the
general terms and conditions on which a tender is to be
made are before they make an offer. The new offer for the
construction of the whole line contains, however, proposals
whieh arc objectionable. The objections are those common
to both. The new proposal is, notwithstanding, infinitely
better than the old onie. It may not be the best possible. Ido
not believe it is the best possible. I believe if fair oppor-
Lunuity were given to the capitalists of this country, there
would be a much botter offer yet submitted ; but if you are
to choose botween those two, if the anxiety of Parliament
and this Hlouse te complote this bargain, to take this subject
out ef the political arena, to relieve themselves from all
trouble and try to determino their fate. by baving this
question at once doterminod is W prplu4e fautlr t om-

Jeig ay that as hon4gggs, piþqpsing is.twe0
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one proposal and the other, we cannot, and ougbt
not, to besitate in our choice. I say the new
proposaiais infinitely better than the contract on the Table.
You say it is too late. The hon. member for 'Frontenac
(Mr. Kirkpatrick) says it is too late, and that they ought
to have made a bargain before they saw the conditions.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I said they ought not to have
waited until the contract is laid on the Table of the House,
and that before that they ought to have considered whether
they could have made an offer or not.

Mr.BLAKE. They had the idea that the Pacifie Railway
was under the Act to be built for $10,000 a mile.

Mr. KIRK PATRICK. They had that before them.
Mr. BLAK E. And they assumed that was your bargain.

They had not before them the fact that the Government was
willing to build the line from Kamloops to Port Moody; and
that they were willing to grant these varions
extraordinary privileges. For one hour I have
been pointing out the enormous difference between
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act and the basis for this
contract, and yet the hon. gentleman says they had the Act
before them, when I have shown that the whole basis.of
letting is wholly different from that Act. The Government
did not let the public know before Parliament met what
they proposed to do. Why did they not? And the Minister
of Railways, who is never at a loss whon cornered by an,
argument, but always states that that makes his position in-
finitely stronger, said, theother day: "Why, of cuurse, we did
not advertise; it would have been the very worst thing possi-:
ble to have advertised." Allow me, for it is a precious morsel,
to correct the hon. gentleman out of his own mouth. The
hon gentlemen said :

I What is the condition of things to-day, supposing this Government
were to put an advertisement like that in the papers asking on what
terms capitalists would come forward and construct the road from Red
River to Kamloops, and repay us all the expenditure we have made
beyond Red River, and undertake to maintain and operate not only all
that part of that road, but the rest of the road down to Yale or Burrard
Inlet? Would there be no response? If such a proposal were made to-
morrow, does he not know that the first capitalists of this country would
come to the front and offer to coustruct and operate that road on terms
that would forever settle the nestion as to whether this undertaking
would be a serious burden on e people of this country."

The hon. gentleman at first thought that by advertising
capitalists would be induced to come forward, but he
subsequently changed bis policy, determined that he would
not advertise, and ran away to England to negotiate with
foreign, instead of domestic, capitalists, for the construction
ofthis work. Well, the hon. gentlemen say it is too late,
but I think it will not be so held by the country. My
bolief is that it will be held by the country thatI "it is never
too late to mend ;" that it is never too late to save many
millions of dollars; to save exemptions, concessions, and
privileges infinitely more onerous than the many millions
you are spending. I can, with confidence, challenge hon.
gentlemen opposite to meet their constituents on this
question-whether it is too late for this Parliament to
choose the better, and wnether it is bound to accept the
worse.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.
Mr. BLAKE. I heard an hon. gentleman the other

evening, with reference to this subject, and, he thought,
as applicable to this transaction, quote the old French
proverb, ".After the marriage of my daughter I found
plenty of sous-in-law." But, Sir, I do not think tfie proverb
will apply to this case. Had we, indeed, entrusted the
Executive with power to make a binding contract
in this matter, had we handed over the fair
North-West to the Executive, with power to contract.
her in marriage to any person, boweyr ol, ugly
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or deformed, on whatever condition as te dowry they
might fix, then the proverb might be applicable, and we
might not be able to quarrel about the conditions of dowry.
But the fair North-West is ours yet. The question whether
there shall be a contract or not is free for decision. It is not
until we have decided to ratify the contract thaf it is too late.
Yon say it is too late. Are we, then, as a Parliament,
bòund to accept the worse instead of the better value ?
Those who so declara themselves are bound to justify
themselves, and they eau justify themselves only by
declaring that the action of Parliament ought to be,
and is l effect, that of a mere machine for registering
the decrees of the Executive, and is not a free
judgment as to whether this contract is fit to be made
legal or not. If this contract is not fit to be made legal we
are bound not to make it into a law. If we do not, we are
free to see what better we can do, but you must not first
determine you will mak e this law which without your con-
sent is not law, and then say because you have made it into
law, it is too late to look ahead and do better if you can.
I say this new offer is tangible evidence, real, substantial
evidence of the most plain and palpable description, that the
contract is not fit to be legalized; and each of us must
justify upon that basis the vote he is called upon
now to give upon ibis question. Too laie ! Too late
to save $i2,500,000 in money, and in land 1 Too late to
dispose with all those monopolies, those exemptions, those
privileges 1 Lot us see for a moment, now, what it is too
late for us to do. In the tirst place, the contract on the
Table provides for a cash subsidy of $25,000,000 and
25,000,000 acres of land. For the same work those who
submit the offer, propose to -accept $22,000,000 and
22,000,000 acres of land. There is thus a saving of
$3,000,000 in bard cash, and 3,000,000 of acres, equal, at the
Government valuation of $3.18 per acre, to $9,540,000, or a
total of $12,540,000. Next the contract provides as a
standard the Union Pacifie Railway as it was when first
constructed. The proposal is to take the Union Pacifie as it
stood in 1873. Neither of thein is good; but the offer is
very much better than the continct. The hon. Minister of
Railways will say, I have got a letter. I haeo to say the
letter is not worth the paper on which it is written. it is a
voluntary statement made without any consideration by
three members of the Syndicate, as to what they are
willing to do ; but they cannot be bound by it. Stili less
eau the incorporated company which is to have the contract
be bound by it in any way. But, further, that
letter takes the date of February, 1873; snd large
improvements were made in the construction of the
Union Pacifie during 1873, and the early part of 1874; and
therefore a proposal to take 1873 is much better than to
take the road at the very beginning of 1873. Next, the con-
tract provides for giving $9,000,000 and 11,250, 000 acres, for
the prairie section, 900 miles,while the offer proposes to accept
$6,600,000 and 9,000,000 acres for the same work, making
a saving on the prairie section of $2,400,000 and 2,250,000)
acres, or a total saving, at the same estimate, of $9,550,000
on that part of the work. Now, hon. gentlemen opposite
may say that the distribution of the subsidy as proposed in
this offer is wholy disproportionate to the relative cost of
the prairie and of the other parts of the road. I shall have the
pleasure for once l nmy life of agreeing with hon. gentleman.
While it is wholly disproportionate, the only observation
I have to offer is, that in the offer the sum is not so dispro-
portionate as in the contract. If an inordinate share of
profit, as the Minister of Interior observed, is awarded by
the offer for the prairie section, a still more inordinate
proportion is awarded by the coutract; if it is bad
to offer $6,600,000 and 9,000,000 acres as proposed by the
offer, it ie very much worse to give 89,000,000 and
11,250,000 acres as is proposed in this contract. Well, the
çQnraçt proposes to give $6,000,09Q 4 75Q9,90 açrs for
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the.esterp 450 mile at KamZloope, while the offer propoms
$5,400,0o and 6,75Q,vC0 acres for the asame work, mk
a savipg of'8600,900 ea h anô 750,000 acres, or a tötall
the for etisate, of $f,985,000. To that the same obser-
vations apply I will not diseuse whether the. prices
arrapged nt1he contract ar e excessive; but thi is clear, that
whatever they are the prices proposed in the offer are very
much more-atisfactory. Thon the contract pro.ides that the
Government:

"Shall also pennit the admision free of duty, of all steel -mils, fih
plates and other fasteaing, apikes, bolts and auto, wire, tiwber and all
mat.erial for bridges tobeused in the original construction of the railway,
and of a telegra'ph une in connection therewith, and all telegraphîc
apparatus requred for the first equipment of such telegraph line."'

The offer puoposes to undertake the work without any
exemptions from duty, and this will effect a large snd direct
further public saving. It is clear that every dollar which
is paid into the Treasury in consequence of the
duties not being removed, is a dollàr diminished
from the cont.ractor's pI ice. Now, lot us sce, seo
far as we can judge, what the number of dollars is in this
particular. The bon. Minister of Railways says it is a mere
trillie, about $60,000 or $70,000, and in one speech he placed
that the sum of $90,000, and on another occasion placed it at
between, I believe $90,000 and $]00,000. The hon. geotle-
man omitted, however, to consider two material ques-
tions. He seemed altogether to ignore the question of
material and telegraphic apparatus required fer the #on-
struction and equipment of the telegraph line. The duty
on the materials required for a telograph line 2,700 miles in
length muet be very large. The hon. Minister did not omit,
but gave, in my opinion, an inaccurate view of exemptions
in regard to rails. The Minister said that was nothing,
that steel rails are exempt now, and therefore nothing isi
given to those gentlemen. Does he suppose tbat those
gentlemen, or their lawyer, wereso foolish as to have a clause
inserted in the conti.act except they derive some benefit
froin it ? Why was this exception inserted in regard to
steel rails if they were practically exempt already. They
had it inserted because there could not be a practical
exemption for them. Steel rails are by law subjecti
to a duty of 10 per cent., but by the law it is providedi
that until 1st January next they shall be exempt from that1
duty. All steel rails imported after that date will be suhjecti
to the 10 per cent. The Government is to hand over to
these gentlemen 5,000 Ions of steel rails, and I believe they1
will want no more,,or if they do, they will roquire but a>
trifle more before the period arrives at which the dutyE
comes upon steel rails. Are you to suppose that the men
who are not to complete their enterprise for ten long years1
are going to buy, between now and the 1st of January next,i
180,000 tons of steel rails, which is the whole quantity theyc
will require to complete the raïilway. The question ofr
interest, on which I have heard come astounding1
calculations by ~bon. gentlemen opposite, with respectt
to a foimer purchase of steel rails, crops up. Thereî
is also the question of rust, of which we have heardt
time and again, and that rails rust a great deal faster wbenu
not used. These important considerations which have beent
referred to in connection with the purchase of steel rails,t
were no doubt present to the minds )f the Syndicate. It iss
made plainer that the Syndicate would have practically to
puy the duty on the rails, except for this special provisionc
exempting them from duty. It is plain that the provision.
was not intended to be nigatory, that neither the Syndicate
nor lhe Ministry inserted it as a more farde, as a useless
provision and as one suggesting nothing, but that tbeyt
insertedit because they knew the duty would otberwise1
have to be paid and they intended it should not be paidc
Estims.ting ouiy the prie. in Sentember and October, thef
duty on the rails would amount to $576,000. It has been.E
estimated that the duty on the fish-plates would amount to1

312,000, the bolte and nuta $t0,000, the spikes to $108,000,
making a total, including rails, of $786,000 for rails and
fastenings. But besides these you have bridge material
and also telegraphic apparatus. llow, as to bridge
material, even if woodon structures only are used, we know
that in some cases, these woodon structures will be
gigantic, and a large amount of bolts will be
required for them. The exemption for even wooden
bridges is a serious matter, but there is no provision that
wooden bridges shall be used, and the Minister said that
this exemption would be a temptation to use iron instead
of wood. If they bring in iron bridges, it is quite olear
thut the exemption will be a most serious matter. We
know what duty bas been paid for tho ult
bridge. It is somewhere about $22,000 or $23,000,
and the Minister of Custonis hs it under seizure
for under-valuation and is claiming some thon-
sands of dollars more for that bridge. I think thie
exemption from taxation may be-reasonably estimated at,
under all the circumstances, ai least one million dollars, and
very likely it will be a great deal more, and that, therefore,
if we compare the contract with the offer, in this single
particular you find the contract one million of dollars in
casti, and probably much more, worse than the offer. If
then it is too late, it is too late not moroly to save the
$12,50Q,000 to which I have already adverted;
it is too late not merely to secure something nearer
approaching a reasonable distribution of the subsidy, but it
is also too late-and how much these hon. gent lemen regret
it 1-to save one million dollars more of hard cash in
,respect of duties. Well, Sir, there is the railway monopoly.
The contract provides:

"For2 oyears from the date hereof no line of railway shall be authorized
by the Dominion Parliament to be constructed south of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, from any point at or near the Canadian Pacifie Railway
exoept snob uine as shali run sotith-west, or to the westward of southi-
west: nor to withinttafteen miles ofLatituae 49. Apd in the eetablish-
ment of any new Province in the North-West Territories, provision shall
be made for continuing such prohibition after auch establishment until
the expiration of the said period.1

While the offer proposes to undertake the work without any
such restriction. Now what does this railway monopoly
mean ? What does this freedom from competition for the
through trade of the North-West really mean ? 1 say that
although this subject has been discussed at some length and
from various points of view, the public mind and this House
has not yet grasped the full significance of that part of the
business. I regard it as by far the most serious question of
all. I regard it as infinitely surpassing in seriousness ail
the other questions before us in connection with this matter.
I have proved to you what the gentlemen to whom you are
now about to entrust, if you do entrust them with the future
of the North-West, to whom you are about to awa d this
monopoly power, do with that monopoly which they now
have. I have proved to you what they do with
the single talent with which they are entrusted,
and you may depend upon it they will make usury of the
ton talents if you please to give it to them, and will be
in that respect faithful servants, but not to-yon Sir,
but to themselves I bave shown you that their rates on
the St. Paul and Manitoba are monopoly rates; I have
shown you that their rates foi wheat are betweeu five and
six times the competitive rates charged on railways sonth
of St Paul, or at any rate on the series of railways between
Montreal and St. Paul. I have shown you as 4o other goods
-mixed goûds similar results; as with respect to
agricultural implements upor which I gave freight quota-
tions. I bave proved to you that the way these gentlemen
use their power on the 390 miles they have got, as an avenue
or gateway to the North-Weet, is ta charge between
five and six times the rates of railways to the
South. It is not unreasonable to say that a some-
what bigh rate may be allowed in respect to the
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smaller traffic, though I believe that that hardly applies to
the traffic as extensive as that which even the St. Paul and
Manitoba Railway hos. But if you do al!ow extra for a
smaller traffie, still the surplus, after making an allowance
say of one-half the additional rate, is enormous. It amounts
to paying them one-and-a-half rates, and afterwards for the
transport of one busbel of wheat, paying them 25 cents per
bushel extra boyond the rate and a half. Now what does
this mean? Thut a toll shall be taken to the tune of25 cents a
busbel beyond an ample compensation for the transport of
wheat. An hon. gentleman at a former stage of this debate
whose soul was àbove buttons, said ho would not consider a
question ofthis kind in reference to fractions of cents on
freight, or any such-paltry thing as that. He wdll allow me
to toit him when we get down to the bushel, and find how
much it is, it is easy to go up to themillions of bushels and
find how much it is then. The farmers of the North-West
will understand, as ho a farmer ought to understand, wbat
25 cents or 27î cents means very well. In 1870 Minnesota,
with a population of about 400,000, produced between 17,000,-
000 and 18,000,000 in bushels of wheat and a large quantity
of other grain. If yon assure that you can get into the
North-West within a reasonable time 40,000 farmers raising
400 bushels each yon get a production of 16,000,000.bushels.
I say nothing of other grains or of cattle, but 1 take wheat
alone, and going far inside of the figures which hon. gen-
tleman gave as te immigratio& and settlement, as to
the improvement ofthe land, you find a production within
a few years-take ten years if you like-of 16
million bushels, and that there is a surplus making
a liberal allowance for domestic consumption and seed of over
13,000,000 bushels. Now, what does 25 cents a bushel
mean? It means $3,250,000 a year of a tax upon the farmeis
of the North-West on that particular item of their
produce. It means that reduction in values to them;
it means a rent on these lands for wheat only
of three and a quarter millions a year. I have
taken a fair profit; I have added to that fair profit half as
much again; I have tried to satisfy a fair-minded monopo-
list, and after I have done so I have shown that if you give
these same men the exaggerated opportunities for continuing
their tax as you propose to do, you will compel the farmers
of the North-West to pay a rent in respect of their wheat
lands of #3,250,000.

Mr. PLUMB. Who would buy the land undor those cir
cumstances ?

Mr. BLAKE. 1 tell the hon. gentleman that they are
the existing circumstances. I am projecting into the future
the exieting circumstances, because the policy of the
Governiment proposes to project into the future, the exist-
ing circumstances; because at this day you have a monopoly
which, on the 1st of July, 1882 you could be free from, but
which you are determined to make perpetual. I am, there-
fore, entitled to say that the men to whom you are giving
the power to keep closed the avenues of the North-West
who have at present control of those avenues, who are using
that control as I have pointed eut, wilt continue to use it in
a manner in which they are now using it. But that is not
all. because the )eopie of the North-West must import as
well as export, and they must pay freight on their imports
as well as their exports. We know -quite well that there
are, among the imports which will come into that country,
goods which are charged for at much higher rates by the
railway companies. We know, also, friom what Ihave infoîm-
ed the IKonse as to agricultu rai implements, that somewhere
about the saine proportion of extra rates, of monopoly rates,
of toll, tax, duty, imports, in addition te a fair charge for
transportation, is levied by the St. Paul and Manitoba Rail-
way. I say it ls a moderate estimate to double what I bave
estimated as the rent for the wheat lands in ten years, as the
toit, or rent, or charge, that they will put upon the
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importefethé North-West. Isayit i alowcalcùlation that
the muojggply will be worth $10ß00,000 a year t this
Coînpany iton years, if the North-West be one-half at that
time wh4 you now depict. Now, mark that I have dealt
with this subject apart altogether from local trade. I am
not cônsidering what local rates that Company may charge
for the large quantities of timber, coal and produce which
may be larger than the through trade. They will, no doubt,
have much local trade, and for that local trade there may
be comyetition, and you may have tresh railways in the
North-West which will do some portion of the local trade,
and which will, to some extent, control their total monopoly.
But I am not dealing with local traffic, I am dealing only
with the through traffie which depends not u n mileage,
but upon the monopoly. You give them the southward gate to
Pembiina, you give them the eastward gate to Thunder Bay,
you give them control of both gates, and you allow them to
put up the bars, and to charge such a toll as will just leave
it worth a man's while to live in that country and to raise
,wheat and buy goods. Now, Sir, what is the result at
present? Why, even in summer time when you have got
free navigation, when you have got a great water highway
to within a comparatively short distance, the rates are but a
trifle lower. I told the House before that they are only
about $30 a car lower on the whole distance. It is true
we have but a short railwaymileage, but they are deter-
mined to exact their toll as long as they alone
furnish the means of access. Now, I say the
question of the price of land is nothing, it sinks into
insignificance, wbether you shall charge a man 81, $2, $3,
$4 or $1 .- for his land, compared with the toll that it is
competent to this company to exact, and that this company
is at present exacting on the St. Paul and Manitoba Iailway;
whether you charge him $2 or $5, for his land
the interest on ihat sum measures the amount
ho loses per annum, a few cents for each acre.
Your monopoly taxes him dollars instead of cents. The
hon. gentleman has said that there are various remedies.
The hon. Minister of Railways has given us on sundry
occasions-not so much here as elsewhere-several
remedies. I will proceed to consider them one by one.
His first remedy was branch lines south of the C(anadian
Pà,cific Railway. He said that there were three lines chart-
ered which may stretch away to the Rocky Mountains, and if
the Canadian Pacifie charged too much those three lines
would compote with it. Why, these lines are feeders to the
Canadian Pacifie. It is po-sible that they may to some
extent affect a certain amount of the local trade of ~the
Canadian Pacific Railway, but it is quite clear that whatever
goods from outside the North-West into the North-West
ând ipto the interior, even if they pass along either one cf
these three lines, mut reach them by the monopolfý gates,
by Thunder Bay, or by Pembina. They have the gates,
they have the avenues, and they çaa charge such tolls as
they please, and leave to the local railways the remainder
what they choose not to charge as the price at which it shall
carry the stuff. Therefore, that argument of the hon. gentle-
man as to through traffie, as to that traffic in which
the people of those territories and ourselves are chiefly
interested in this moment, as to the tax upon the grain of
the -North-West, as to the tax on the imports into the
North-West, it is quite clear that these lines will
furnish no relief. and it is also clear that it is the
intention of the Administration that there shall e no such
relief, because this prohibition is .expressly designed to
prevent a competitive railway. On the face of it it is so
designed, though it permits railways which would be feeders
to the Canadian Pacific Railway. On the faceSof it it prohibits'
railways which could be so built as to b. competitors with
the Canadian Pacífic Railway for the through trade. The
hon. the Minister of Interior gave thie as hie only remedy,
and, therefore, I deal with il at this stage. I have said that
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I s,-np~remedy, thore is,pnly one, and that an imsible

way m_ whi h you ean 'make it a remedy. this
mionopoly becomee a intolerable that it shall pay the
people of thle -coiintry to build a freh railway of a
thousand miles long, from Belkirk down to Nipissing,
and then to make connection with some independent
line te Ontario or Quebec, then, indeed, you may get
competitive through traffic. But that is the price-to
compete with private or public capital in constructing 1,000
miles less of railway. That will be imperative in order to
get a competitive through line. And that is the only feasible
remedy against a monopoly that you suggest to us.. Your
competitive line inside the country is no competitor as to
through traffic. Your competiti e line, reaching outside the
country and becoming effective, must not merely reach
through the prairie, but through 1,000 miles or there-
abouts of unproductive territory, and then compete with a
railway built through that ierritory wholly at the
expense of the State. The second remedy of the hon.
Minister was like unto the first, only worse. Re said, we
have not confined ourselves to ehartered railways to the
south; there are two railways already chartered to the north;
and depend upon it if this monopoly is so oppressive as is
predicted, if these people continue to charge too high rates,
those railways will be built out to JAmes' Bay and from
James' Bay is the shortest route to Liverpool, with an ocean
open for a considerable portion of the year, and trade will go
that way, and thus the monopoly will be destroyed. The
hon. Minister of Railways in his discourses in the city which
he lately adornedi and in which I now reside, and also in the
city of Montreal, a remedy for the monopoly he is proposing
to create, and that if it is. only oppressive enough, if it is
only grinding enough te induce a resort to relief, the relief
is open, they are not actually shut up to it. They can, and
he said they soon would; build a iadway to James' Bay to
takethe-wheat to Europe, and bring back the imported goods
by that quarter. Now, do you think it would be a good thing
for this country, first, to establish a monopoly under which
the people would groan, so that they would be obliged to
build that railway, in order to relieve themselves, and so
deprive you of the whole benefit of the trade of the North-
West, by sending away from your porte, the wheat and grain
to come dowii, and by aending away from your ports and
merchants. the imported and manufactured goods to go
up, by providing a new entrepot, a new emporium, on the
shores of James'Bay, a rival to Montreal and Toronto, leaving
then, not figuratively, but literally, in the cold, while you
have provoked the destruction of that which you hoped
from the acquisition of the North-West. To what end are
you spending all these millions ? To what end are you
incurring alilthese burdens? What is your interest in the
North-West? I have said before, and I repeat, yon have a
noble interest, the interest of those engaged in the task of
building up a g1reat country. But you also have, you avow
it, and it is not discreditable to avow it-a material
interest. You believe your own prosperity will ho largely
augmented by the prosperity of that country. You believe
that yon wilhl be compensated, not only in the sense to
which I refer, but also by the large development of your
trade and commerce. You believe that your seaboard and
inland towns will be stimulated, that a tide of trade will
flow through their veins, that their wealth will be increased
by the prosperity of the North-West; and a Minister
serioudsy tells ns, ' True it isthat there is a risk of a
mono)oly, but true it also is that we have provided for deliv-
erance by the building of a railway [o St. JanesBay, the
shortest route to Liverpool;" se that yon have the ho
that the whole of -the trade of the North-West will ho
lost to Canada. "Oh, but," said the Minister, " we have
slf-interest. [t is the interest of any Company to timu
late traefic;" and he applied a phrase which I quoted front
the joint letter of Mesors. Vanderbilt and Jewett, in that

-direction. These Railway Presidents said it was the
interest'of any conepany to charge a high as the traffic
*ould bear, anîd yet stimulate prodction; but the hor.
gentleman eaid it was to their interest to stimnlate
production; the lower they cbarged, the more podntetion
was stimulated, and, therofore, they would charge low
down The hon. gentleman, blind to the fcts, deaf to the
complaints coming from the neighboring Republic,
ignorant, of the committees, the senatorial and
State investigations, and the various -bitls directed
to the remedying of the mischiefs arising
froi the excessive charges of railway companies, says this
glorious principal of self-interest will insure you low
charges. Well, does it? Do you not know that every-
where the railway companies charge just as high as they
can, not as low as they can ? Do you not knôw that they
consider, not how low can we carry this stuff and make a
profit; but, how high can we carry this stuff,.and get the
stuff to carry? The hon. gentleman said that the leading
men in the St. Paul and Manitoba Rail way Company would
charge low rates, because it was their interest to stimulate
production. Well, the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway
Company have a large interest in stimulating production
now, and do they charge low rates ? You know they do not!1
The bon. Ministerhimsélfadmitted that they chargedexceed-
ingly bigh rates, so that his axiom as to the principle that
would modify charges does not appear teobe strictly axioniatie
in their case. No, Sir, this question is too serious teobe
burked in this way. It is, 1 do not hesitate to say, the
practical question in the politics of the United States to-day.
It is a question increasing in magnitude every day. It is a
question on which we are bound to have regard to the com-
plexities .and difficulties which have grown up and are
growing up about it, and to take care that we do not ensure,
as by this contruct we will ensure, their creation on an
enormously exaggerated scale in the domains of the North-
West. The Committee on Railways of the New York Board of
I rade and Transportation bas recently issued a report which,
I dare say, has got into the hands of a good many members.
I want to read some extracts from that interesting report as
perhaps the latest exhibition of popular sentiment on the
part of a very large commercial body, having an enormous,
perhaps the deepest. practical interest in the redress of those
abuses, except the farmers and others laboring under them
in the West. That report states:

'' Since last year, public sentiment, regard ng thisquestion, bas steadily
advanced and bas crystalized into dernanding that railway charges shah
be based upon cost and risk of service and be alike to all under like
circumstances. Governor Cornell, in his recent message to the Legis-
lature, alludes to this subject as follows:-

'The last Legislature devoted a large part of its Session to the
consideration of measures designed to remedy certain evils in railroad
management. The two Houses havin g failed to agree, the unsatisfactory
condition of this important subject stili continues, and should receive your
thoughtful attention. Aside from public taxation, perhaps noe question so
seriously touches the people at large. Every community and al branches
of business are directly afrected by it. Un'ust discriminations in the rates-
of transportation cause embarrassment an unnatural competition.'"

Then tbey quote the testimony of Mr. Blanchard, a railway
officer, who says:

"l It bas been our policy in this matter, while keeping within the Statute
law as far as 1 knew it, or had occasion to know it, that wherever this
public unwritteu law comes into contact with -the mterests of the
shareholders, I believe it to be m yconscientious duty to decide in favor
of the sharebolders; I knew f no claim that the non-shareholding
interests had upon me as a railroad officer so long as t was within the
written law, to concede its views in the matter of rates, and in the
management of our traffic."

I will also again read the? passage of the letter to which I
before referred, and from which the hon. gentleman drew
his inference. Vanderbilt and Jewett say

"That the managers of a railway company desire to make al the money
they can for their clients, and te do this they bave before them the question
what rate within their ehartered limite wil an article bear that i llyield
the largest profit and at the same time stimulate its production."
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This -report goes on-to say:

'Au, illutration of the workings of this poley is found in the present
situatqon of the New York Central and Hudson River Railway. The
earningfor thepast year were nearly 12>er cent. net upon its y
inflated capital, besides adding largely to eruipment, which was >
to operating expenses. it is now reported in Wall street that a fÎ er
inflation of its dapital is te be made under the guise of a consolidation
with the Lake Shore road. In 1867 and 1868, $47,000,000 of watered
stock were added te the capital of the New York Central and Hndson
River Riilway, upon which regular 8 per cent. dividends have since been
paid, and these dividende upon that water, with the interest thereon,
compounded annually for 13 years, now amonut to over $75 00u.000, while
the stock itself is quoted in the market at .b150 per share. In other words,
if instead of watering the stock of these roade in 1867 and 1868, Mr.
Vanderbilt had reduced the rates for transportation to a point which would
have yielded 8 per cent. net upon the then outstanding capital, the public
would at the present time have been #75,00,000 better of, and *47,000,00
of stock, which coet only the paper and ink with which it was printed,
and which is now quoted at $150 per share, would not now be in existence
and form a pretext for further taxing the industry and commerce of this
State and country for all time to come."

Well, Sir, this proves that it might carry freight and
passengers at very much lower rates and pay a handsome
dividend on the cost, and it proves that the rates in the
United States are, as I have contended, very exorbitant yet,
as a rule, if the hon. gentleman's statement is correct.
This extract goes on to say :

" This is but a single illustration; there are hundreds of others equally
flagrant, but this will serve to illustrate how the public health is being
concentrated in few hands by a system of taxation, uader the guise of tolle
or charges for transportation, compared with which the telle exacted by
the robber-Barons of the feudalages were petty, and between the justice of
which it is hard to distinguish. In the one case there are. to be sure, forma
of law, but they are forme only, and have been enacted to suit ,he wishes
of our modern Barons of the rail. *0Il•*Of course the direct.tedfdency of
these abuses in our transportation system is to nullify the principle upon
which our Government is founded ; instead of the equal distribution of
wealth it tende to make a few very rich, and the many poor. The feudal-
istic tendencies of the age are very marked; and unless prompt and vigorous
efforts are made te check this rapidly-gowug power it will be too bite.
* tYour ommittee believe that the American publie, and especially
the people of this State, are not yet ready te acknowledge that there Je a
dominant and privileged class te which all the rest of the community must
pay tribute; that every barrel of fleur and ton of coal muet be depreciated
te the producer, or unduly enhanced in cost to the consumer, in order that
the few may live in undue luxury at the expense of the many. We have
faith that the intelligence and patriofism of the American people will be
equal to the emergency of controlling the creatures of their creation, and
invoking the influence of every citizen te thisuend."

There, Sir, is the feeling of that body of business men in the
State of New York as to the evils under which they at
present labor, evils under wIÉich they la bor in consequence
of the gigantic power and strength which these àggregates
of wealthy corporations have obtained, very largoly
through their power, by reason of their monopoly. Because
in a sense, ail railways, even where there is etmpetition,
are monopolies, as to some part of their trade. There is a
local traffic always in respect to wbieh there is no competi-
tion. They are ail more or less a monopoly; some are
absolute monopolies, such -as the monopoly yon propose to
create in this North.West, and these aie the wost odious
examples; some are only limited nonopolies. But
the evil exists in all and the remedy must he
applied, more or less stringently to ail. Now, the,
question of cost of railway transprtation-I mean, not
what they choose to charge, but what it absolutely costs-
is still an unsettled question. The hon. member for
Lincoln (Mr. .Rykert) quoted the other evening a speech
which I made in1874, in which Iexpressed the opinioE that
a bushel of whieat would not come down from tho
Saskatchewan by ail-rail route to the seaboard, because it
would coat too much. Well, that opinion wfr, I bolieve, a
sound opinion, according to the existing lights. and
condition of things, and1. will give the hon. gentleman the
reason. First of.all, jet me give biam an authority or two,
Mr. Poor's book ou railways for the year 1880, states that
freight is now moved at a rate Sr ton per mile which five
ydars ago would have been regarded as impQsibLe.
The rates of 1873 on the ew York Cenut , towhi I lbave
just adverted, woumd have egives for 1879 48i000i000 of1
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return, instead of.$19,000,000. In 1870 it was thougbttha
the lowest jpssible rates for ail, rail from chicgo b ew
York wou id be*4 cents a busbel, but in 1.878 the ;verage
all, rail irntes between Chicago and New York wasAny 16f
ceits,and the lake and canai rate was as low as0'cont¥i
or under; and in 1879, wbeat was taken from Chicgo
to Liverpool for 17 cents. On this subect I Wave some
statisties which, of course, the hon. member for Niagara
(M r. Plumb) may use., as he just now suggested, as indicat-
ing that notwithitànding the monopoly there was a reduc-
tion in rates. The railway rates per ton per nile show a
deeronse from 1873 to 1879 of nearly one ho1f as wiIl be
seci hy th lollowing table:-

N. Y. Central,.......
N. Y. Lake Erie à Western. ...........
Pennsylvania ............
Pittburg, Fort Wan& Chicago,
Lake Shore & Mcia,.......
Michigan Central, ..................
Chicego & Albany, .-.....
ChicagoBurlingtonk ny.
Chicago, Rook Island Ak Pacifie.

1873.
1.57
1.45
1.41
1.4
1.33
1.22
2,12
1.92
229

la79.

.80

.78

.79

.69

1.43

That does not prove there is no danger of a monopoly, but
that, to a certain extent, competition has, wher&competition
was brought to bear, had had an effect in reducing the
rates; but to by far the largest extent, those rates have
been reduced by economies in the conduct of railwny
business. We have, as I stated before, - the steel raid
wh ich of itself has effected perhaps the most impnrtant
economy, the heavy engine, the large ear, anid divers
minor Improvements which have reduced the actudl cost of
noving a ton or a bushel toe somethinglike one-third of what
the actual cast was ten years ago, And therefore it is ihat
I say those figures do not prove in the slightest degree that
there has been a great roduction which is due to compe.tition.
I admit that a certain portion of the redaction is in
certain cases due to competition, but I say that the
actuai cost has fitilen far below the reductions, that
a larger profit is made by many railway companies
than was made when the higher rates were charged. Now,
what I want is that yon should realize that the cust of
railway transportation is, as yet, in a state of flux or transi.
tion. There is no doubt, whatevor, in my opinion, that very
large improvements will be made, which will still further
reduce -the actual cost of transportation to the companies
I cannot believe that for many years there wili continue to
bo a waste of ninety-three per cent. of the motive power of
the coal burned on the locomotives.

Mr. PLUMB. That was Mr. Atkinson's calculation.
Mr. BLAKE. I believe, with reference to steel raiht, that

a prospect exists, indeed, it is said that certain results have
been accomplished, enabling the trade to make stx-el rails
from a very inferior class of ore,; and if that be so, and the
cost of those rails is very much further .educed, a most
important item 6f railway economy that ha been already
considerably advanced will be much further enhaneed. It
is, therefore, quite possible-that the cost to the Companies
of railway transport may be stili further reduced. i am
not, therefore, ashamed of having expressed, five years ago,
the opinion I did; and I believe the reduction by these
improvements in the actual cost of railway transportation
is an element we are bound to take into consideration as
most important in settling the conditions of this contract.
I believe the fact that you can build and work a railroad 6t
mueb cheaper, that the cost of transporting goods 8issO very
much reduced, is a thing you should consider when you tak
Of paying a company many millions to meet the eoet of
building and runningsuch a railroa. If I prove the cost ef
running is reduced enermously, 1 prove the cost of trane-
portation ièsedneed enormousiy. Therefore, the wholesitua- -
tion as tothe unproductive and productive parts of the enter-
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prise is immensely improved lu favor of the Company by the
power of using the road chcaper than it could have been
used ton years ago, even cheaper than five years ago. Isay
it is not wise to haud over the savings which result from
this economy, and thefurther savings which will result from
further economies, to a Company. I say those savings
belongs to the people. Transportation must have relation
to the cost of the service. and if you know the cost of the
3ervice has been very much diminished, and it is possible it
may be very much further diminished. it la your bounden
duty to see that that saving inures to the public and not to
the corporation you are creating, and to whom you are
making a present of the railway. If, then, you exclude
competition, and if you decline to provide for power to
acquire the railway, so as to be relieved from competition,
what do you do? You practically tell the Company, "Go
on, apply all your economies, get all your improvenents,
reduce the cost of transport of freight as much as you can,
and when you have doue that you have simply enlarged the
miargin of your profit, because you are still allowed by our
provision, which forbids competition, to charge as high a
rate as the traffic will bear and therefore the
saving is yours and bas been effected for your sole benefit.
The Minister of the Interior, however, justifies these
restrictions as not merely good in the interest of the
Syndicate; but in the interest of the North West. Re said it
was a political conception which they wanted to introduce
into the scheme of the Company-that the Government
themselves were anxious that those restrictive provisions.
should be put in, and that we must protect our infant
country, our infant railway, and our infant iudustries. Such
a lusty batch of infants I never beard coming together at
one breath. But the hon. gentleman does not carry out his
National, bis Japanese, Policy; because, while in the interest
ofthe North-West, he says ho imposes a restriction upon
the building of railways which should communicate with
the frontier, he leaves to the Syndicate the liberty to huild
those railways if they will. He places in their hands and
at their tender mercy this new plant, this offbhoot oF the
National Policy, he allows to an American company, which
this one may be converted into in 24 hours, if they ehoose, in
furtherance of the American interests to build railways with
the calamitous results which the bon. gentleman has de-
picted, connected with, uniting with the railways on the
American frontier. He gives them by this contract the
absolute right to build sucb roads and make such connec-
tions. Whoever heard of a Ministor propounding, as a great
state policy, that there should be no railway connections,
between the Canadian North-West and the United States, and
saying that ho had accomplished bis object by preventing
everybody else from making that connection, while, at the
saine time, he puts itin the bands of a company of specula-
tors to make it as often as they please, Whatever be the
true policy of this contract, let us effectuate it, and forbid
the Syndicate as well as the rest of the world violating it; but
do not pretend to defend and justify such i-estriction as things
done in the interest of the North-West, and proper Vo be
continued, while you allow this Company, which is largely
American to-day, and may be altogether An)erican to-
morrow, to have exclusive power to destroy your new
national Railway Policy. The views of hon. gentlemen
opposite with reference to our North-West soem to me of the
gloomiest character. They say, first of all, when you want
to get an emigrant into that country, the only way you can
do it is to practically blindfold him; because if you let him
see or get within 100 miles of the American frontier he
will be quite sure to go to the United States. Afteryou have
blindfolded him and settled him in the North West, what is
the present phase of the Government policy? They say, if
you.intend to keep him in our country, you hâve got to
fetter him, and if yon wish to keep bis trade you must also
fetter his trade if you tbuik the railway close to the

boundary both himself and his trade will go to Dakota and
Minnesota and stay there too. If I thought that the future
of the North-West depended on this drastic application,
upon this compulsion, this forcing, upon this insisting upon
particular measures, and lines and routes of railway, I
should have very little hopeuin that future. My own belief is
that if people do not want that country, they will notgo tbere
-that il they do not like it they will not stay there, and if
they do not like the avenues of trade, they will seek a
place where it is freer; and my own opinion is that you
will accomplish nothing by the restrictive and constructive
process you propose to apply. The right bon. gentleman
says that not a pound of freight will go by the North Shore
if other routes are open. Well, I never said hait so hard a
thing of the North Shore as that. I never thought but
that some trude would go over it. But it appears there are
other routes so infinitely more advantageous in the hon.
gentleman's view that not a pound of freight will go that
way unless you render impossible that it shall go any other
way. Other ways are so mach better, so much cheaper,
that it must go by thom, and you only get a chance of
staeblishing a business by the North Shore route only by
rendering it impossible for freight to go by any other lino.
If that be so, I would strongly recommend you not to build it.
That is the state of things existing with reference to that
road, a road which has a shorter mileage, and is at no
expense for capital account at all, so tbey have only to earn
the expenses of management in order to make it pay thom
handsomely; yet it cannot compote with other roads, and in
order to get a pound of freight over it you must prevent
othèr roads from being built, and other means of ingress and
egress fron being given to the country. There must be some-
thing wrong in this, Sir, I would like to know the reason
why the North Shore Road having no interest account to pay,
and being also the shortest road, can never get a pound of
freight if it is allowed to be bled by other roads. Well,
what is wanted is noV that. This story is not correct in my
opinion. These views of the hon. gentlemen are altogether
exaggerated views. I will tell you what is
wanted It is that this Company should have
power to charge a higher rate for going over the
railway than they could charge if there was
competition. It is not because they could not take a pound
of freight over the North Shore if there was another
road, but it is because they could not get the monopoly rates
they want to charge on the North Shore, if you allow the
people the choice of routes and the benefit of competition,
The hon. gentleman waxes eloquent upon this subject. He
said, you are going to do this only for ton years after the
railway is established. He said the American railways were
very powerful, that they would carry for nothing, that they
would take hold of that trade and insist on having it and
having over got, would hold it for ever. What are you
going to do by your policy for ton long years. You are going
to leave the only ail rail outlet from the country by
Chicago. You are not merely not creating competition, but
providing that they shall have the traffic at their own
prices. And if it be true that channels of traffic once worn,
it is difficult to get out of them; if it be Irue that connec-
tions once formed are important factors in the comnerce
of the country, I say that the future of this country is
seriously bound up in the hon. gentleman's policy. I say
that a policy which determines that for ten long years there
shall be no all-rail connection except by Chicago and
Southern lines is one more calculated to carry out the
views ho deprecates and create the result he dreads than
any other concoivable policy. And I repeat that the Sault
lino which within three years wold give you a chance of
getting the traffic back again after passing a few
hundred miles through American territory is the best chance
of relief from ten years bondage to the American system,
‡o the Chicago and South-Western jnterests tht can be
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conceived, and if you do not adopt that view you will rue
it, hot for ten years, but for all your lives. The hon.
gentlerman denounced me as a traitor for supporting a
scheme whieh would give you seven years during which

ou r scheme declines. an all-rail connection within the
North-West, which would give you within three years, not
merely an ail-rail connection with the North West, but
would take the commerce of the Western States as'
well as the Northt-West down to Ontario and Quebec.
The hon. gentleman denounred me as a traitor for
proposing that scheme. I did not propose it; it was
he that proposed it, in this House, last Session, and the
leader of the Government in the Senate announced last
Session that it was the intention of the Government at
this Session of Parliament te propose a subsidy for the
construction of that very line. The Minister of RaiTways
at Montreal and Toronto applauded the plan and said it was
of the utmost importance to this country. If I am a traitor
it is from him 11iearned my treason. The hon. gentlemen
says it is a grand thing to join the Provinces. I want them
joined soon. I want thcm joined quicker than he does. I
want them joined by the easy, cheap and expeditious route
I have pointed out, by a route which will cost you little
money, and which will give you connection seven years
sooner than you propose to get it. If you want the Pro-
vinces Joined adopt my plan. The hon. gentleman says my
policy is never to build the British Columbia section. Not
so. That is not my policy. I know that hon. gentlemen
choose to say so, as they have , frequently chosen
to misrepresent and mistate my views. I have said:
" Wait until tho country is strong enough for the
task; utilizo our resources in the - construction
of the road where we most want it and which will produce
the earliest resuits. I have said my policy was to supply
a strong backbone to our railway system, with a popula-
tion which would maintain it, and develop the North-West,
and enrich ourselves as we hope to enrich oureelves by its
trade and traffic, and thon proceed with the construction
Of the ends. I have said that my policy is not one of
abandonment but of postponement, and I believe that post-
ponement just now in tho work of building the enids, would
rosait as the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
said in his speech, in our being able to construct the ends
on much better terms, five years hence and to complote
them almost as spoedily as we can do by beginning to-day.
But that is not the question now. ~ You have bore
two proposals for the construction of the whole line, and
between those two proposals you have to choose. The hon.
gentleman gave another rcmedy against high rates, the
relnedy of the Governor in Couicil, but this is one whili
I will discuss later on if the llouse will permit me, as I
desire for the moment to pass to another point. I shall
show yon that the remedy proposed is inadequate, and
the other remedy by the fettering, cramping that
conditions which it imposes, is still more in-
adequate. I have shown you that the contract
proposes the creation of the most odious monopoly, with
reference w the North-West Territory, that was ever
pro>osed toany country in the world, at any time in the
history of the world. A monopolY more oppressive and
monstrous in its creation, at this time, when we know what
the railway companies ai-e doing, and the evils and difficulties
which are already in existence owing to the creation of
these gigantie enterprises-a monopoly which not we only,
but our children, and children's children will rue, if y.ou
choose to create it Weil, Sir, the old contract croates this
monopoly; the new proposal abrogates this monopoly. It
leaves you perfectly free to charter railway linos where
yon deem meet. It leaves you perfectly free to croate-
proper conditions and such competitions as may be desirable,
and it leaves the Provinces free te do the same. It des
pot tie y6ar bande, Do you Yan thit our harde should
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bc tied, or -that they should be free to act as the publie
interest may require. If you want tô tie theim, take the
contract ; if you want'to keepthemfree , tak the roposai.
The choiceis yours; the responibility of ehoosing is yours.
Ohoose, then, ad choose wiselv. - The contract freesféorm
taxation, the railway, its property andits stock. That ex-
emption is contrary to the generairule in the United States.
A Wlttle book which contains the report of Charles Prancis
Adams and others on the subject of railway taxation i tue
United States, and elsewliere, summarises-the la'v upoli this
subject and makes it to appear that in the whole of the
States of the Union there is no instance ofgeneral exemption
from taxation. There ~may b oneor two isolated cases in
particular States of partial and temporary exemptions from
taxation of particular railways under speciál circumstances;
but the general rule of almost univers4l application is that
there is no exemption in one form or another from taxation.
The instances which the hon Minister of Railways quoted in
other places in Minnesota and Wisconsin, are instances of
exemption from taxation by one Statute and the imposition
of taxation by another-a license tax, a tax upon gross
receipts, is imposed in lieu of other taxes, and it may be
that this is the fairest mode of taxation. Some hou. gentle-
men have said that'it is of very little consequence, that the
road-bed is taxed very lightly in Ontario, that some of our
Legislatures have declined to tax railway companies at aIL
But what kind of railway companies were these ?
They were railways built with private .capital and
were not paying interests on their investments. I
do not say that a rule of this kind' does not apply to a
railway that is bulît at the public charge, and that is given
a monopoly te secure it in obtaining good ratos for its traffic.
But this is 'no temporary exemption, it lasts for ever; no
matter how bloated this corporation may become, no
matter how-nagnificent may be its network of railways,
no matter how bloomiug its country, no matter how pros-
perous the towns which are tributary to it, no mattei how
exaggerated its dividend, forever, and forever and forever you
free it from Dominion, new Provincial and municipal taxa-
tion. In considering that you have to look at the genetal
resultof taxation. Some of the U nited States railways
you find paying a tax of $300 or$ 400 per annum,.and
$600 or $800 per annum is paid as taxes by the
English railways. You find, therefore, that the possi-
bilities of railway taxation are very great, Yen
find -the Illinois Central Raitway paying almost -the
whole expenses of theC Government of that State, and
you find the people so nervous less the Legislature should be
corrupted and should dispense witb that, that they have
actually put a clause inl te constitutioi providing that the
taxation of the Illinois Cential Railway shall not be mo-
dified by the Legislature, but shall be referred te the general
voice of the people. But you do not keep your hands frae,
you tie them, and you say for ail time we will never charge
this railway company any taxation upon its property, its
stoclk, or its capital. I say that I can well conceive a time
when a tax on the gross receipts of railways might be a very
satisfactory tax and a very satisfactory source of revenue to
this Dominion. A. tax for t-ansportation would apparently be
a very equal taxation, and if the necessity arose of adding to
the revenue, it is quite possible that we might wish-to avail
ourselves of such a tax. There is another point in which
this exemption is objctionable. It places this Company in
the position of a monopoly by itself; because it places at a
disadvantage ail conipetitors who are to raise the funds
themselves to 'build their railways. .,be contract requires
perpetual exemption,, the offer dosa not demand any exemp-
tion at all. Chooselthe choiole is yors; tako the perpetual
exemption in the cxntract or take the liability to taxation
in the offer. Yours a the ceoice, for it you wil be held
responsible. Then the contract rovides that tfie land
grntshail be exempt fr.omt atation rottwenty7years, unIOes
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sold or ccupied from the date of the grant. The money
gain to the Company is enormous, there can h no
doubt about that. There can be no doubt that the burdens
whioh this Company are freed from are moet serious. Hon.
gentlemen opposite bave said so. They have said they
tould not use this land grant otherwise, that nobody would
buy if they supposed th'e Syndicate was te be subjected to
the same taxes as the rest of the world. They get the
choice of land and they are not to pay the same taxes as the
rest of the community. Why should they not? Is it
because they get a large profit? Because they are getting
altogether four prices for building the prairie section, that
therefore they are to be untaxed and free ? Then the
indirect loss is still greater by this mode of settlenent, by
the burdens it imposes on the adjoining settlers for the
benefit of the railway company itself, by the imposition
of double -taxes on those who go in for the benefit
of this great corporation. I do not know of anything
that will more interfere with the development
of the North-West than this clause of exemption from
taxation. Will you free the lands, or will you make
them subject to taxation ? Will you give the Company
the benefitof the exemption from taxation, or will you let
the lands be subject to taxation, and let the progresà of the
North-West country be advanced by those lands, like other
land@, being subject to taxation ? The choice is yours ; choose,
there is no power for the Government to acquire the railway
in the contract. In the Pacifie Railway Act there was express
powertofor your choice you will be held responsible. Now,
again,acquire the railway; in the offerthere is express power
to aoquire the railway. The problem of the regulation of rail-
waye is a difficult one, and I do not think that a satisfactory
solutionl ha yet been reached, I believe it to be still under
discussion. I have read a good deal of the discussion on
that subject by the acute minds who bave been for some
years engaged in its investigation in the neighboring
Republic, and something of what has been done in England
and on the continent of Europe ; and I repeat that I do not
think that it can be laid down by any man with any degree
of positiveness that the true solution of this gigantic
development of modern commerce, ever increasing in size,
in importance, in portentiousness, has yet been
reached. In its solution it may be necessary that there
should be radical changes, that you should provide new
conditions altogether; it may even be necessary that Govern-
ment should owning and run or lease to others the right to
run on railways. That may be one solution. Now, I say that
it is improvident in theJast degree that with this question,
in this state of undetermined solution, yoa should tie your
hands and in creating a new railway, notgive yourselves the
power, if at any time the public interest shall
demand it, to acquire the railway with a view to regulate
the question of rates. I do not say you shall acquiie; I
hope the day will never arrive that you may want to acquire
it, but Isay you ought, if you be prudent men, to take the
power into your bande to acquire it if the public interest
should demand that step. That, as I have said, was the
unanimously agreed poliey of this country as embodied
without dissent in the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act of 1874.
Now, I want to know whether yon propose to keep that
right in your hands or to give it away. Te contract gives
it away; the offer keeps it in your hands. The choice, 1
sy again, is yours; choosel1 You will be held responsible for
your choice. • Then there is a limitation of the power of the
Governor in Council te roduce the right of toils. By
this contract the General Railway Act is varied in favor of
this great corporation. By the General Railway Act the
Governor in Council can reduce at any time the established
toil toanypoint. Under any circumstances whatever they
think the fnterest of the publie réouires they are free te do.
They are free4o do thiswith reference to railways construct-
4d by 4tteoapita and 4priVate risk; but in refaeree

to this rai lway, to be oastructed by the publie money and
really at the risk of the publie, a limitation Dot conferred,
not given in favor of the railway compaies, is im poed.
This company must earn a dividend of ton per cent. before
you ean reduce the established toel. I admit that the firet
toll is to be fixed by the Governor in Couneil, and
I have already pointed out that tho irse toll is
necessarily to be sanctioned at rates whieh sbould not be
permanent. You have a sparse population, a minimum
traffic, and therefore increased cost in transporting passen-
gers and goods. That is to be taken into accouant in your
early freight tarif; and you cannot reduce this early freight
taritf unless ten per cent. dividend is being paid, not on the
private capital but on the whole capital, public uand private
which is invested in that railway. There may be$8,000,000
a year of dividend before the Governor in Council can
interfere. Sueh is the result of the contract. The offer
contains no such limitation. It leaves the Governor in
Council to the same power as tothe Canadian Pacidc Railway
whioh it has as to other railways. Itleaves them free to deal
with this case as with other cases as the interests of the pIublie
require. Will you create the limitation and restrict the
power of the Governor in Council in order to carry the
coutract, or will you take the offer which says that the
Gvernor in Council is free to deal with thisrailway as with
others ? The choice once more is yours-ohoose; and take
the responsibility ! - ' here is no provision whatever
in this contraet for a Canadian interest in the Com-
pany. This is a contract made by persons whose
interests are outside of this country altogether. I do not
think much of the English holding in point of extent. I
do not believe the bouse of Morton, Rose & Co.
has any substantial interest in this undertaking at ail. They
may be brokers for the sale of the bonds; they .may have
some trivial intereet in it; but I do not believe they will
have more.

Mr. KIRKPATR ICK. What about -the French house ?
Mr. BLAKE. I do not know the French bouse with the

Dutch name. As to the American bouse we know about
them, and as to the American railway proprietors we kno*
about them. Hon. gentlemen opposite who assumed. an
ultra-patriotie tone, as to the connection of Ameri-
cans when they prepared the Allan contract, took
at that time extraordinary precautions to obtain
a' Canadian holding. They took care to obtain
subscriptions in the different Provinces, in some sort of
proportion to the wealth of each Province, and they arranged
that those subscriptions should be by Canadians, and that
there should be no transfer for at least, I think, six years. Ail
that is now reversed. You have a Canadian poliey as to non-
connection with American Railways, unless the Syndicate
agrees; but you have an American policy as to the holding;
for it need hardly be.said that the potent proprietdra in this
company are the proprietors of the St. Paul and Manitoba
Railway, and that they and the New York representatives of
Stephen and Company, are the rulingapirits of this concern.
But why not give some Canadians an opportunity to
hold some interest in the Canadian Pacifie Railway?
Do yon not think you would by that means have
a better security that the railway would be run in Canadian
interests, than by the precautions you are now taking? At
any rate, do you not think it reasonable that you ahould
give Canadians a chanue to have some interest in a railway
which they are to pay for with their taxes and their lande?
The contract bontains no such provision, but the contr ,
The offer contains a proposal that stoeck books shall&0
opened in the principal cities of the varions Provinces, with
the view to the allotment of stock to Canadians in each
Province. Your choice is free again. Such are the terms
of theoontract as compared with the terme of the offer, and
I do notheitiate to sy, that whether you regard the moey,
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tihe lands, the allocation of the subsidies, the monepoly, the said; there were some defeated Reform candidates
exemption from taxation of the property, the exemption in the new Syndicate. Well, the most recentlydefeated
from taxation of the land, the exemption from duties, the Reform candidate- happens, 1 believe, to bein the
provisions as to the regulation of rates and fares, or the old Syndicate, for we know that-Mr. Donald A. Smith,
provisions as to the Canadian holding, you find most whose seat was taken by the hon. member for Selkirk (Mr.
important improvements in the offer over the contract; Scott) is the latest defeated reform candidate whose name
you find that these two instruments cannot be looked at at is connected with that offer.
the same moment without the conviction being impressed Mr. PLATT. His name is not there.upon the mmd that there is no comparison between them
as to which you shouid choose. The options to be given Mr. BLAKE. I know you do not see it. but it is there for
to the Government in this offer, I entirely agree with the all that, and you know it well. So that the latest defeated
hon. gentlemen opposite, ýarenot advantageous. I adhere Reform candidate, and, I will add, the Reform candidate most

hon.gentemenoppoiteareobnoxious te lbon, gentlemen opposite, te judge by theirto the view I have expressed in this House and else-where,
that if you were going to open this question and to dea[ expressions, is in the old Syndicate; and, therefore,
with it, as we were dealing with it last Session, the true if it be calamitous that defeated Reform candidates
view would b to construct at this moment the lino only should be in it, you will reject the contract
across the prairies, and to build the Sault Branch. I of which Mr. Donald A. Smith, although not in
am however of opinion that these advantages could name, is practically the most important, substantial and
be bought too dear, and I am of opinion that the terms effective member. Now, I will give you an answer to my
which these gentlemen propose for these various question. It is because the Reformers have so very large a
options are quite inadmissable, because I believe proportion of the wealth, business ability, and pluck of this
that the work of the middle section by itself could country.
be doue, as the hon. Minister stated the other day, very Mr. KIRKPATRICK. We represent the poor people.
much cheaper than it could be done if you adopted those Mr BLAKE. And very poor representatives ofthem you
options. I am, therefore, quite in accord with him in the are!1 The h»n. gentleman said, using an expression which
view that it ought not to be in the policy of any Govern- I had supposed was hardly parliamentary, and which had
ment or Parliament to accept those options at al]. But, re- botter, perhaps, not have fallen from the lips of the First
fusing to avail ourselves of these alternatives, the offer Minister, that this was a bogus contract. He said
stands as an offer to build and work the whole line, and must it was bogus because . those that presented it knew
be so deait with. Itis an offer tO dojust the work whieh the perfectly well that the Government was absolutely
contractors propose.to do, to assume just the obligatiofis pledged to the old contract, and he proceeded, as J said
which the contraetors propose to assume, to enter into just before. to crack the party whip, to apply the lash to his
the liabitities which the contractors propose to enter into, followers, to tell them that the Government imust say they
to do just the same things as they propose to do, only feit their usefulness gone if lhey rejected ihîis ontrae't.
on terms directly and indirectly infinitely better for Well, if the hon. Minister who has been iusing for the month
this country., So treated, it saves you in cash, irrespective past all his persuasions in private to induce his followers to
of all other points, $3,000,000, with which you can build keep:an unbroken front-
the Sault lins without a penny of expense. You can go to Mr. ROCHESTER and several hon. MEMBERS. No no.work and build this whole railway. and take the $3,000,000 Mr. BLAKF.Wsl, Sir I ar quite sure that ho did noV
which is saved over the other contract, and with that aid a
company which willin that give you the Sault lino too. The apply to the honorable member for Carleton any per-
hon. gentleman said that thisoffer was a plot--a discreditable suasion, because ho was quite weil aware that hon. member
plet-concated malefide and not intended to ho carried out, would do -exactly as he wished. I do not believe that ho
and another hon. gentleman seemed to insinutc that Ikne ' talked to everyone of them. I said that he had been using
something of its terms. I may say that I knew nothing all his powers of persuasion to keep an unbroken front.
whatever of its terms until I saw it alter it was sigued. Had An hon. MEMBER. You speak frorm past experience, no
I been consulted on the subject, and had I chosen to offer doubt.
advice, I certainly would have offered advice that many of Mr. BLAKE. No; I never was under the hon. gentleman.
the blemishes which are common to both offors should I never had occasion to use any persuasion. I say that these
be removed from this offer. I was not consulted private suggestions and requests from recalcitrant
où the offer, not knowing, as I said, what was in the paþers followers proving ineffective, the hon. gentlirman was
until the offer came down hore signed. I. do -not know, obliged to propose yesterdayto change his course and make a
thon, where it was drawn. I think if it was drawn hore, public declaration. He, a powerful Minister, with a
some of these blemishes would not be in it. But I am in the majority of 70 or 80 at his back, declared that this must
region of conjecture, as the hon. gentleman was, and I, be treated as a question of confidence, and that his
therefore, do not assert anything positive on the subject, as followers must understand that the Government would
ho when dealing positivelf with the subject chose to do. stand or fall by the assent, or dissent from this con-
Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman says that there are tract. He told them, in fuct, that they must choose
Reformers in the offer. It is true the large majority between the Government and the contract. The hon. gentle-
are Reformers.- Mr. Hendrie, a man of skill, man says that this contract is a bogus one, that these
means and great ability and success in railway gentlemen have put. it in dishonorably, without any inten-
construction, is an important member of that Syndicate, and tion of fulfilling it. Well, I think ths people of this country
ho is well-known to ho a strong supporter of hon. gentle- who know the names and the characters of these persons,
men opposite. It is not, therefore, exclusively a Reform will rosent that insult to them, an insult wholly undeserved,
combination. But I have heard a good many complaints an insult which the First Minister had no right to cait oi
about the political color of the other Syndicate. The bon. such a combination of persons as are represented in that
member tor Ottawa (Mr. Wright) almost wept the other paper. 1 say these gentlemen are incapable of acting the
day because he said, the old Syndiente was a grit treacherous part which the hon. gentleman assigus
Syndicate; and really it seems to me that this is a choice of to them, that those gentlemen are utterly incapable
evils. I wonder why it is you cannot get people with pluck, of so acting. Punish them; if yon please, if -
energy and capital enough to build the Pacifie Railway, they are guilty of it. Their deposit is an
unles you go to the Reformeras .The ha. gentlomen asawer to your challenge./ It was sid while ago that

Mr. Braxx.
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they meant nothing, and that there would be found for
them an easy way to escape; that iftthe Government
rejected the other contract some bitch wouldtake place.
But you know by what has Bîen laid on the Table that
over S 1,400,000 in cash now standai deposited as security, that
these gentlemen will, if this charter is granted and this
Company. formed, put e in the million dollars which the
contract, in common with the offer, requires that the
Company should deposit. Therefore, the forfeit of that
$1,400,000 is the price these gentlemen must pay for not
carrying out their agreement. Punish them, if they are
guilty. The hon. gentleman speaking, to use a phrase
which I borrow from hon. gentlemen opposite, from
past experience, said: Oh I these gentlemen know that if
their friends got in, they would let them off. He knew
what hon. gentlemen opposite had done with the Allan
contract.

Mr. McCALLUM. What about the Foster contract?
Mr. BLAKE. I am speaking of the Allan contract.

le knew what the evils were, what the difficulties were,
and knowing thein the determined to hand over. without
the authority of Parliament, a million dollars of security
which had been deposited by the Allan Company for the
performance of this coitract and Lo cancel its obligationâ;
and he supposed that others woufld go and do likewise.
It is very easy for this House to make it impossible
for any government to cancel the contract or to return the
deposit. For my part, I would say these gentlemen would
deserve to be punished if they were guilly of the conduct
ascribed to them. They ought not to be allowed to escape
if they made an offer which was going to involve them in
loss, but should be held strictly Io its terns, and the
last dollar extracted from then. I have no doubt these
gentlemen are animated, in the first place, by a desire to
assume a profitable undertaking. But I have no doubt they
are also animated by the feeling that the terms of this
contract are wholly inordinate, that they involve
losses to this country which-it ean hardly endure, that while
they may make their fortunes out of a more moderate offer,
they will - have the satisfaction of saving their
country from losses by monopoly and othorwise
which are involved in the eontrant on the Table.
Now, I ask what better proof conid be given of the maduss
of your course in not advertising for tendlers, than the offer
backed by the names to which I have referred, and the
deposit of $1,400,000 affords? What better proof could
there be that you ought not to have attempted to let this
gigantie contract on these unprecendented terms in a hole-
and-corner secrét fashion, without giving the public,
Canadians and foreigners the opportunity of tendering, than
the circumstance that this offer is given ? How can you
defend it-your departure from the principles of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Act, from the principles of the Public Works
Act, from thewell ktnown and appured general principles that
ought to regulate public affairs-how can you defend it from
thestatements made by t-eh Minister in charge of this measure
last Session, in the face of such a resolution as this ? The
hon. gentleman said that- Iwould not dare to advise the
Government and the Ilouse to accept the second offer. I
have no hesitation, if you shut up this House te a decision
of this question, this Session and at this time-if
the-e is no choice, but between these two schemes
-in saying that the offer shall be accepted and
not the contract. It is perfectly plain if you have no
further choice, no other way, and can make no change of
policy, that of the two offers on the Table, the offer should
be accepted and the contract refused. The offer may not
bo all I could wish-indeed it is not; it may not be all that
could be desired, I believe it is not; but if yen tell me the
question is now in this state, that we are to decide betweenj
the contract and the offer, I unhesitatingly say that I advise,

yon and my friends to accept the ofer inetead ofthe contraèt,
and I believe that such will be the opinion of tho country too.

Mr. ROCHESTRR. But -there is a talk of a third con-
tract.

Mr. BLAK e. That may be. I have said if we are shut
up to, these two,,I prefor the offer ; I do not say that I
would not go for a hetter offer. I said expressly, that,
with the proposals before us, I have no hesitation- in say-
ing that the offer should be accepted, and that benefits in-
calculable would result to the country from its acceptance
in preference to the contract. The hon, gentleman &sys it is
not intended to be carried out; but you can make its authors
carry it ou.t. These names are as good as the names to that
contract, and botter. These names are names which, with-
out any discredit to the gentlemen connected with that
contract, would compare favorably with them and would
command public confidence as fully as theirs do. 'In addi-
tion you have the deposit of $1,100,000 as security
for the carrying out of their undertaking; with the
gentlemen of the Syndicate you have nothing but their
word and their statements. I do not say these are not good
enough; I believe they are. I bolieve that the agreement
of these gentlemen to deposit $1,000,000 would be impie-
merited if the contract was less favorable, and that it will
be implemented of course in such a contract. But, I believe
the security of $1,400,000 is as good as you can have, and
that you can make the tonderers carry out their obligations.
The hon.gentleman called the offer fraudulent. If that name
is to ho applied to either of these instruments I have ne
hesitation in saying to which it'should be applied. I have
read the papers and looked at the offers accompanying them,
and 1 believe that il you are to caîl one of them a fraud, the
contract is the fraud, and not the offer. The hon. gentleman
said that these men knew that the Government must stand
by the contract, and that therefore they never could be called
to carry out their offer. I did not know it-I do not know it
yet-I do not know there is any obligation under which the
Government rests to stand by this contract. Are Govern-
ments infallible ? Do they never make 'mistakes ? Are
they bound to ruin thoir country to preserve their reputa.
tion for infallibility? Should they not retreat from a false
step? Is it not, hie nobler, more moral, more patriotie
course, if you find you have erred, to acknowledge your
error, retrace the false stop and return to the right path.
For my own part I will say we would undertake *ever
again to mention that error, that faise stop, if we could
only induce you to retract or withdraw, to do the thing which
is for the interest of the country, instead of shutting your-
selves up in an attitude of infallibility, which I do not know
belongs to a Government-and declaring, no matter wbat
the arguments of your followers and of the Oppositlon may
be, no matter what the feeling in the ountry may be, no
matter what botter offers you may get-that you are bound
and shut up Io do nothing else than to stand to the con-
tract which you imprudently signed. The bon. gentleman
saysi it must be so and that he or his party must stand and
fall by it. But is this so in fact ? They need not. They
mnay if they please take more than one course which would
be botter for their country than to stand or fall by it. If
they do choose by that course to insist and
force their followers to agree upon this contract
being passed into a law, it is their voluntary act.
There is nothing binding them to do it. It is their own
choice to stand by the contract in the face of light-in the
face of argument-in the face of the opportunity of doing
better, and upon them and those who support them, in that
course, the penalty will fall. For my part, I would be glad
to see the Government strengthened, by taking a different
course. I have no doubt, that they would be thus
strengthened, in the mindsof the country, and that it would
experience a feeling of relief, on both aides of polities, if

1881. a1f6
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'they should hear, as a resnlt of this 'debate, that hon.
gentlemen opposite, controlling publie affairs, lad
agreed, to yield a little to the wishes of the publie; that
Government had agreed to look on this question in the
light in which, I venture to suggest, it should be looked at
and not to insist upon the attribute of infallibility, to
which, certainly, their action, on this occasion, does not
indicate they have any very great claim. If they will
persist, what is the secret motive ? What should induce
hon. Ministers against the will of the ccuntry, against the
will of many of their own friends, against common sense,
against light-

Mini sterial cries of "dno, no," and expressions of dissent
from Mr. Rochester.

Mr. BLAKE. Against light, against reason,-I do not
mean to appeal to t e rmember for Carleton.

Mr. ROCHESTER. I am glad you do not.
Mr. BLAKE. I do inot pretend that he is open to

convictien. Why will hon. gentlemen opposite, against
light and reason, insist upon this contract? What- is the
reason we could not get the first offers ? They are secret,
concealed from us. The old contract was secret, and con-
cealed from us. No advertisement was issue for this contract.
The whole work was done in the dark. What is the secret
reason' or motive for all this mystery, andwhy is it that we
cau learn so little of the circumstances which preceded that
fatal action? We know not.But we may conjecture for ourselves
that this, no more than those other things, was concealed from
the pttre air and light of day without some reason. What
isthe secret reason and native of this persistence ? Let the
House and the Couutry answer. The hon. gentleman
has alleged that if I had my way I would be
disposed to give those acres and subsidies for the middle
seetion on the prairies alone, and give up the ends of the
rbad. The hon. gentleman had no right to say so, and I
tèllshim he is wholly wrong. 1 have already stated, and I will
now repeat, that I believe that the errors of the contract, in
regard to the distribution of the subsidies, exist in a modifed
fbrm, though to a highly important extent, in the offer
that t betieve three prices for the prairie section would,
perhaps, instead of four, be prescridin the Qffer, and
that 1 would net affirm it to be advisable for the iouse
th give three prices for the prairie section standing
alone. My opinion is that the prairie section ought
th be constructed itself by a company for a
snbsidy much less than its cost, because if the,
enpàny was to work it would be a profitable section
th work after a while. Entertaining that opinion it
*ould certainly be an act of treason on my part to propose
tb paythree prices for its construction standing alone. But
tkis this does trot iterfere with the offer for the whole
line. The hon. gentleman says that the' faet that the

oronpoly elause is strück ont of this present offer
is a proof that it is not genuine, bèeause no man in
hi senses weald offer, he says, to build and run the
railway withôtit the monopoly clause. Well, Sir, this gives
us a littie of the true iwardness of this monopoly clause.
It prves to u* ihat this is a Syndicate clause and not a
Gòveriment poliey, and thdt proof is quite consistent with
the obsérvation I formely made that the Syndicate is free
tb build if it pleases, and that all the rest of the world
ie restrained. I say, Sir, that there could be no botter

roof of the monstrous eharatter of the poliéy in which the
gentlemun proposes involving the country, than that

le should tell the House deliberately that no company
would undertake to construet and work this raiI way
ihelading both ends, without a monopoly of the North-West
Territory for 20 years, and I say that. if that is the-price
ws are ealled on ft pay for the -immediate construction of
the ioad, it is a price too great, and one which we should
»ever be callëd pon to pay. 'ihe hon. geniemaat sa

Mr. BLAxE.

that we shali destroy the future of our comntry by-our
suggestion; that we expose it to. Aweniean subjugatien,
that AMerican railways and American combinations will
control us, and that we shall be a miserable country.nnder
the heel of these great corporations, and under theleentrol
of their working. Well, Sir, my opinion is that if tis
contract goes into force you will have this American
system of working railways introduced into the North-
West. It is the working ot the A~i~eriean system and their
views that we have demonstrated as applying-tothe St. Paul
and ManitobaiRailway, and you will simply be importing
that system into our own North-West Territories. But the
bon. gentleman doubtless intended to go, and did go,
further. He says that the policy of proceeding slowly
with the building of the ends and getting in the meantime
the connection by the Sanlt was one involving American
subjugation. I say that there is but one way in which you
can imperil the future of this country and render possible
that dark future whieh the bon. gentleman depicts, and
that is by so burdening the resonrees and crushing the ener-
gies and the standing the development of this country that
you drive it into this course of destruction. I say
that what hon. gentlemen are proposing to do to-day, st omce
inflicting great burdens on us and at the same time taking
away our hope of, relief, from the monopolies and the
exemptions they are creating in the North-West, is the real
road to that American subjugation which the bon, gentle-
man professes to dread. Give us a reasonable taxation,
give us no undue burdens, give us a rapid development of
the North-West, give us an early all-rail connection with
that country, and you leave us free from those inducements
to change which tbe plan which the hon. gentleman proposes
may perhaps involve. But tell us that with one hond-you
will impose on us all these heavy, heavy burdens, and with
the other withdraw from us as you are doing qIl the
expected eompensxtions from the North-West, and then you
yourselves commit the mischief you profess to deprecate.
We know what the politieians of Prince Edward Island say.
They say that ber local -men raised ber debt by building
a railway to such a. pitch that she had to go into the
Confederation because she could not pay lier taxes. They
sny she was railroaded into Confederation. We know that
the local politicans of Ncwfoundland proposed to build a
railway, and it was imnmediately charged against them that
they wanted to raise her debt so as to throw the Province
into Confederation. And such was the feeling that I
believe it is an ordinary cutom for the electors of that
Province, to require from their candidates that tbey shall
take a solemn oath not to advocate Confederation, before
they will trust therm with their suffrages. If Prince
Edward Island was taxed into Confederation, and
Newfoundiand was threatened to be taxed into Confedera-
tion, what are you doing with regard to the Dominion of
Oanada? You propose with one hand to tax us and with
the other to witbdraw those resources out of which taxation
may be paid. You are proposing to make our condition
almost intolerable. It is easy to see the game offthe Gov-
ernrment. The game is te call this proposal, signed as it is,
and backed as it is by money and means, a mere farce, a
trick, which they say we shall be ashamed to mention
two years hence. Sir, the hon. gentleman will flid it
mentionel two years hence, and that other parties than
ourselves will be ashamed to refer to this transaction; he
will find it is not the offer which will be a source of shame,
but the contract which lie proposes shall supersede the
offer. He will find that not now, not two years, nor ten, nor
twentyyears hence will the Liberal party have oacasion to
be ashamed of any proposition or sugges tion they have
made, of any action they have proposed to take. We
can point with pride to our efforts to save the country, aüd
we can contrast those efforts with your determination to
ruin our eommon country. I want toeknow whethereunder
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all these circumstances, in the face of all this, you are
determined to persist. If you determine to perist, I can
only say that you remind me of nothing so much as those
of old who being possessed by evil. spirits rushed violently
down a steep place into the sea and all >erished in tho
waters; for sure 1 am that those who propose to vote for
this contract under these present circumstances, are first
ruining their country and afterwards couinitting political
suicide. But, Sir, i will hope for better ihings, and in
order that the feelings of this House may be tested and its
opinion obtained upon the state of things as we present it, i
move in amendment, that the said resolutions be not now
read a second time, but that it be resolved:

That the late Government invited tenders for the construction and
working of the Canadian Pacific Railway, under the Act of 1874.

That no tenders were received in answer to those invitations.
That the policy of the present Government approved by this House in

the Session of 1879, was to obtain Imperial aid towards the work.
That the policy of the present Government approved by this House in

the Session of 1880, was to constr.ct the Railway as a Government work.
That it appears that during the recess the Government determined to

attempt to make a Contract for the construction and working of the
Railway on wholly new conditions.

That the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act provides that the works on any
section or sub-section of the Railway shall not be given out to any Con-
tractor except after tenders shall have been obtained therefor.

That the Government did not invite tenders on the basis of the said new
conditions or at all.

That such new conditions were not made known by the Government at
any time prior to the making of the Contract nor until the night of the
10th December last, when the Contract was laid on the Table.

That the said new conditions, not authorized or contemplated by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Act., are of ·the most vital importance, and
amongst the same are the following:-

1. By the Act no power is given to the Government to agree with the
Contractors to construct, for the benefit of the Contractors, sections of
the -work to be banded over to the Contractors.

By the Contract the Government binds itself to complete the uufinished
sections, to begin and finish the heaviest section now unlet, and to hand
over to the Contractors for their own benefit the works, including those
now in operation, and comprising over 700 miles of Railway, of whlch
the Pembina Branch alone is yielding nearly $70,000 a year net revenue.

2. By the Act the cash expenditure of the Government, as principal
money to be paid to the Contractors, is to be $10,000 a mile, or about
$27, <00,000 for the whole line ; apart from the costofsurveys which might
or might not form part thered.

By the Contract the cash expenditure of the Government, as principal
money of which the Contractors receive the bcnefit, is to be in cash and
works to be handed over to the Contractors, at least $53,000,000, apart
f:om the cost of surveys which do not form part thereof.

3. By the Act the land grant is to be taken so far as obtainable along
or in the immediate vicinity of the whole Une of Railway to the Pacifie
Ocean, and is to be of fair average quality, thus embracing a large pro-
portion of land not fit for settlement.

By the Contract the land is all to be taken in the North-West Territories,
between Selkirk and Jasper, and is not to include any land not fairly fit
for settlement.

4. By the Act the land not to be found near the Railway is to be appro-
priated at other places, to be determined by the Government.

By the Contract the Contractors are given large powers of selection of
the land. f

5. By the Act the Government is to have control of the sales of two-
thirds of the land grant.

By the Contract this power is taken away.
B the Act the subsidy and land grant are to be payable in proportiona

to e value of the work done as compared with the estimated value ofn
the whole work contracted for. • .

By the Contract the subsidy and land grant are to be payable in
amounts wholly disproportionate on the prairie section, which is thef
easiest and most profitable, and is intended to be earliest completed.

7. Under the Act the property and capital stock of the Company remaina
liable to Dominion, Provincial and Municipal taxation.

By the Contract such property and capital stock are perpetuallyt
exempted from taxation by the Dominion, new Provinces or Municipalities
therein.

8. Under the Act the land grant of the Company remains subject to
taxation. 0By the Contract the land grant is exempted froni the Dominion, Pro-
vincial and Municipal taxation before mentioned, until sold or occupied,
for twenty years from the date of the grant. 7j

9. Under the Act all the materials required by the Contractors remain
subject to import duties.

By the Contract a large part of such materials is exempted fron import n
duties.

10. Under the Act Parliament and any new Provinces are in no wisen
hindered from authorizing the construction of other railways ge the public i
interest may require. t

By the Contract it is agreed that Parliament and any new Provinces
shall not for twenty years authorize the construction of any railways
running in certain directions which might interfere with the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

11. By the Act the Government has unrestricted power to regulate from
time to time the tariff of tolls.

By the Contract, the power of the Government to reduce an established
tariff is limited to the case in which the Company is making a net revenue
exceeding 10 per cent. on the capital invested in the construction of the
railway.

12. rnder the Act the Government would have power to prescribe
from time to time the accommodation and the trains to be provided by
the Company.

By the Contract such power is not given to the Government.
13. Under the Act the Government wotld have power to acquire the

Railway at any time the public hiterest might demand.
By the Contract the Government bas no such power.
14. By the Act the grades of the Railway and the materials and manner

of construction and the mode of working, including the description and
capacity of the rolling stock, are to be such as may be determined by the
Governor in Council; and it was formerly the declared policy of Govern-
ments and Parliament that the grades should be very low.

By the Contract the Union Pacific Railway as first constructed is fixed
as the approximate standard; and its grades are very high.

15. By the Act no power is given to the Company to build branch rail-
ways, save one to Georgian Bay and one to Pembina.

By the Contract power is given to the Company forever to build branch
lines in various parts of the Dominion.

16. By the Contract divers other important privileges and powers are
given to the Company not authorized or contemplated by the Act.

That such new conditions wholly alter the basis for tendering.
That no opportunity was given to Canadian capitalists or to the public

to tender for the work on the basis of any of such new conditions.
That by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act it is provided that no Con-

tract made under the authority of that Act for the construction of any
portion of the main line of the Railway shall be binding until it shall have
been laid before the House of Commons for one month without being
disapproved, unless sooner approved by a resolution of the House.

That the Contract now un the Table does not ccme within the prc-
visions of the said Act, and is of no force unless legalized by Parlia-
ment.

That ibe said Conract éxpressly provides that the same shall bc
binding only in the eveut of an Act of incorporation beicg granted tu
the projected Company as set out in Schedule A to the Con tract.

That Parliament is free to reject such a Bill.
That it is now proposed that Parliament shall legalize the Contract.
That this Ilouse is under no obligation to do so, and it is its duty

to remuse te do so, unless satisfied that the public interest requires such
a step.

That the conditions of the Contract are extremely onerous and disad-
vantageous to the country.

That it now appears that terms much more favorable to the country
can be obtained.

That on the 14th day of January instant, only five weeks after the
said new conditions were made public, an offer, which is now on the
Table, was made to the Governnent by Canadiau ctpitalists of high
standing and ample means, credit, ard business ability, comprising, Sir
W P. Howland, H. H. Cook, A. R. McMaster, Wm. Hendrie, John Stu-
art, John Proctor, P. S. Stephenson, John Walker, D. MacFie, Peleg
Howland, A. T. Wood, Allan Gilmour, J. Carruthers, K. Chisholm, A.
W. Ross, Geo A. Cox, P. Larkin, W. D. Lovitt, Barnet & McRay,
James MeLaren, and Alexander Gibson, to complete those parts of the
Railway to be built by the Contractors, and to equip and maintain and
work the whole Railway froin Lake Nipissing to the Pacifie Ocean, and
to perfori all the obligations undertaken by the Contractors on terme
far less onerous to the country, in the following respects:-

1. The Contract provides for a cash subsidy of $25,000,000, and a
land grant of 25,000,000 acres.

The offer proposes to accept $22,000,000 and 22,000,000 acres, making
a saving of $3,000,000 in cah, and 3,000,000 acres, equal, at the Govern-
ment estimate of $3.18 per acre to $9,510,000, or a total saving of $12,-
540,000 on this head.

2. The Oontract provides as a Standard the Union Pacific Railway as
first constructed.

The offer proposes that Railway as in 1873.
3. The Contract provides for the giving of $9,000,000 and 11,250,000

acres for the prairie 900 miles.
The offer proposes to accept $6,600,000 cash and 9,000,000 acres for

the same work, making a saving on that part, of $2,400,000 and 2,250,-
000 acres, or a total saving on that part, at the Government estimate, of
$9,655,000.

4 The Contract provides for the giving of $6,000,000 cash and 7,500,-
000 acres for the Western 450 miles to Kamloops.

The offer proposes to accept $5,400,009 cash and 6,750,000 acres for
the same work, making a saving on that part of $600,000 cash and
750,000 acres, or a total saving on that part, at the Governmei t esti-
mate, of $2,985,000.

5. The Contract provides that the Government shall permit the ad-
mission free of duty of all steel rails, fish-plates and other fastenings,
pikes, bolta and nails, wire, timber, and ail material for bridges to be
ised in the original construction of the railway, and of a telegraph line
n connection therewith and all the telegraphic apparatus raquired for
he first equipment of such telegraph line.
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The offer proposes ta undertake the obligations without any exemp-

tions from duty, thus affecting a further largegain to the country.
6 The Contract provide.s that for twenty years from the date

thereof, no line cf Railway shall be authorized byethe Domiâion
Parliament to be constructed south of the Canadian Pacific Railway
from any point, at or near the )anadian Pacific Railway, except such
line as shall run south-west or to the westward of south-west; nor to
within fifteen miles of latitude 49 ; and that in the establishment of any
new Province in the North-West Territories provision shall he'made for
continuing sucli prohibition after snch establishment until the expiration
ofthe said period.

The offer proposes to undertake the obligations without any such res-
triction, thus preventing the creation of the Legislative monopolf in favor
of the Company, provided by the Contract, and preserving to Parliament
and the new Provinces unfettered by the Contract their freedom to charter
Railways and to create competitive routes as the public interest may
require, and by this means blotting out one of the most objectionable
features of the Contract.

7. The Contract provides that the Canadian Pacifie Railway and ail
stations and station grounds, workshops, buildings, yards, and other
property, rolling stock and appurtenances, required and used for the
construction and working thereof, and the capital stock of the Company,
shall be for ever free from taxatidn by the Dominion or by the muficipal
corporation therein.

The offer proposes to undertake the obligations without any such
exemption, thereby effecting a great further publiegain.

8. he contract provides, that the lands of the Copany in the North-
West Territories, until they are cither sold or occupied, shall also be free
from such taxation for twenty years after the grant from the Crown.

The offer proposes to undertake the obligations without any such exemp-
tion, thereby effecting a great further public gain, and removing a most
serions hindran.e to the development of the North-West.

9. The Co1tract contains no provision giving to the Government power
to acquire the Railway.

The offier proposes that the Government shall bu entitled at any time
after completion to acquire the Railway on terms to be settled by agree-
ment or arbitration, thus onabling the Government, in case the public
interest shall bu found at any time to demand that step, to acquire the
Railway with a view to its being dealt with as those interests may then
require.

10. The Contract provides for the passing of an A et which would limit
the power of the Goveriior in Council to reduetolls once e.stablishîed to
the case in which the Company's net profit shall exceed ten per cent. on
the capital invested in the construction of the Hailway.

The offer proposes that tbere shall be no such limitation, and that the
provisions of the General Railway A ct shall apply, giving the Governor
in Council unrestricted power to regulate established tolls from time to
time as the public interests may require.

11. The, Contract makes no provision for the allotment of stock in the
Company in the several Provinces.

The offer proposes that the Act to be passed shall provide for the open-
ing of stock books in the principal cities of each Province with a view to
snch allotment.

That the said offer, besides its proposai for the whole line, contains
certein alternaiive proposals in case the Government sould desire to
withdraw from o postporie the construction of certain -ar s of tha line by
the Contractors. That tue conditions of those alternative proposals are
niot such as should be accepted, but the refusal to aecept the sane leaves
untouclhed the offer for the whole line, which stands independent of the
said alternatives.

That it appears that the said tenderer have deposited in chartered
Banks of Canada over $1.400,000, which is held by sucli banks as security
that if the tender is accepted and the charter granted, the million 6f
dollars te be deposited with the Government as security for construction
will be deposited as proposed by the tender.

That it is not in the public interest that the Contract accoïiiing to the
terms of which the $25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres are proposed to be
granted,.should be legalized.

Sir- LEONARD T1LLEY. Mr. Speaker, it bas been my
good fortune, Sir, during many years of public life, to listen.
either in the local LegiIature of my Province or in the Parlia-
ment of Canada, to many important and interesting discus-
sions, and 1 do not hesitato to say, Sir, the debate which bas
taken place on this great and impdrtant question has been
dealt with on both sides of the House in a most masterly
manner. I have felt during the last three or four
days, that it would be lmost presumption on the part of any
momber on this side of the fouse te undertake to add one
word te the able and cloquent and exhaustive speeches that
hsve been delhvered by my colleagues in the Government and
by our supporters behind us and in front of us. Sir, we
know that with the ability, the eminent ability of the leader
of the Opposition, and able men who sit behind hin, are
quite competent and ablo to deal with this or any other
question in a most exhaustive and complet manner. We
know, Sir, that during the discussion which bas occupied
three or four weeks, in Parliament and out of Parliament,

Mr. BLAxu.

almost everything that eeuld be said for or against this
question, bas been said, and it did appear to me Sir, this
evening, when the 4eader of the Opposition was taking up
this subject and arguing it in the manner he bas done-and
in an able manner too-it was scarcely necessary for him te
throw out the insinuation, or to ask the question : " Is it
possible that there are members in this House who will
sink so low as to ratify the contract which is submitted for
consideration." Sir, it did appear to me that if the hon.
member had a good case, if he had a strong case, if he had
an irresistible case, he would depend upoh bis arguments
rather than upon the imputation which he cast on memr
bers sitting on this side of the House. Sir, with the risk
of going over ground that has been already traversed half a
dozen times, though I have precedent for it-for I think that
a large portion of the speech made by the hon.gentleman (Mr.
Blake) bas been for the sixth time made either here or out of
Parliament--and therefore,I am emboldened to occupy ground
and repeat arguments which have been adduced perhaps in a
more able manner, and represented more ably than is in my
power to-n ight; but it is necessary, in order that we may see
exactly what our position is, where we stand and what is
expected from us in the country, to go back into the early
history of this question of building the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. -Sir, the hon. member asks: " Can we sink so
low as to ratify this contract?" Lot me say that, as onD of
the members of the Government of 1873,as a member of
the House of Commons at that time and as a representative
of one of the constituencies of the Dominion of Canada, J
feel, Sir, that I am bound-and J believe in the interests of
this country-to see ratified and carried out the agreement
that was eriered i ito when British Colunihia was admitted
as part and portion of the buninion of C nada. Sir, we all
know, and recollect perfectly well, the discussion which
took place in this flouse in 18il ahd 1872 upon this ques-
tion. We know the opposition that was offered to the admis-
sion of British Columbia on the terms contained in the Union
agreement, and also the objections which were offcred to the
proposition to construet the Pacifie Rail way. Further, we
all renem ber perfect ly the conditions which surrounded that
proposition by the votes of Parliament and by the ternms of
Union, and I say, however, that we, especially on this side
of the louse, a:'e bounid to see theim carried out,
and I hold that the hon. gentlemon opposite are even
more bound than we are to see ther fulfilled. What
was - the state of the case in 1873 when hon.
gentlemen opp-site came into power? The leader of
the late Government, in his place the other night, said
the lion. member for Bothwell lad intimated that it was
quite competent for the Parliament of Canada to have
p ssed a law which would have swept away ternis and con-
ditions of Union upon which British Columbia came into
Confederation le took exception to this, and did not con-
cur with the hon. gentleman. -He did not beieve it would
have been right or proper to do so under the circumstances,
and held that they had not the right by legislation to deprive
British Columbia of any of the terms or conditions con-
tained in the contract. Sir, there was only one- way in
which this could have beei obviated. The leader of the
Opposition stated to-night that he had said to British Col-
uni bia : If it is necessary that we should, carry out the
terms of Union with reference to the construction of this
railway in all its details, rather than do that, you can go.

Mr. BLAKE. No, I did not. I said if you depend, as
the price of that connection, upon these ternis, I would say,
you can go.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Then I would say that that is a
distinction without a difference. ,Sir, when the hon. gentle-
man was a member of the Government in 1873, and up to
February, 1874, did h. say to British Columbia, when they
had the only opportunity in their power, or the power of
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Parliament, to take advantage of, in order to relieve then
from these terms: "We feel that this arrangement, whieh
was made by the late Government, is too onerous, and thal
the responsibility is too great, and iistead of carrying them
out, we leave to you the option of withdrawing from
the Union ?" No, Sir; and yet this was the only thing
itwas left open to the Government of the time to do, if they
believed that this contract was one which could not be liter-
ally or fairly carried out. As honest men they should have
told British Columbia: " We cannot hold to this con-
tract; we cannot but violate these conditions, and we say to
you, that if you insist upon it, go in peace." No, Sir, they
did not say so, and, in failing to do so, they admitted that
the terms that they urged were onerous, and such that they
could not be literally carried out by the Government of this
country. They looked at the advantages of having British
Columbia in the Union, and said: "No; we will not offer
British Columbia the choice of going.out, but we will make
such arrangements and conditions with her as we feel we
can carry ont; and they bound themselves to terms and con-
ditions which were still more onerous and more difficult to
carry ont, and imposed a greater responibility than did the,
terms in which that Province came into the Union. Sir,
what did they do ? Though the original terms de-
clared, by the vote of this Parliament, that this
road was only to be built on condition that
it did not increase the rate of taxation, what did they do,
Sir ? Why, they increased the taxation of this country
83,000,000 a year - and for what purposo? In order
to enable them to carry ont the terns of Union aind
construct the Canadian Pacific Railway. And what
more did they do, Sir? They came down to this
House and passed an Act, in 1874, whicli p ovided that, in
lieu of what had been previously agreed uion, which was
$30,000,000 and-50,000,000 acres of land, they would gi7e
610,000 a mile, and 20,000 acres of land per mile, and
further to give whatever might be considered reasonable.
We will take the iilustration made here the other night in
the case of the Georgian Bay-1ranch, in connection with
which was also offered 4 per cent. for twenty-five years on
such sum as might .be named by-parties tendering, and land
worth, at $1 an -acre, $30,000 a mile, and at 82 an acre,
850,000 a mile. They said, we will give 4 per cent. ad-
ditional on what sum may be considered i'ecessary, and in the
case of the Georgian Bay Branch the Government agreed to
vay interest on $7,500 a mile for twenty-five years; and what
more, Sir? They provided for the construction of 120 mites of
railway, for which no provision whatever was made by the
late Administration, at a cost of $1,400,000; and did tbey
provide that the land which should be granted should be sub-
ject to taxation ? Not at all. Provision was made as fol-
lows .

"20,000 acres for each mile of the second sub-section contracted for shall
be appropriated in alternate sections, taken along the line of such rail-
way, or at convenient distance therefrom. each section haviug a frontage
of not less than 3 miles or more than 6 miles, on the line of such railway;
and two-thirds of the quantity-which was 36 million acres so appropri-
ated, shall be sold by the Government at such price as may from
time to time be agreed upon between the Governor in Council and
contractors, and the proceeds thereon shall be accounted for and paid."
To the contractors, free from any charge of administra-
tion, as well as of management, and the remaining one-third
be paid to the contractors. Thirty-six millions of the fifty-
four million acres were to remain in the possession of the
Government to be sold bythem and not subject to taxation
until sold. What i8 the case under the preent proposition:

" The said lands to be of fair average quality and not to include any
land already granted or occupied under any patent, license of occupation
or pre-emption right, and when a sufficient quantity cannot be found in
the immdate vicinity of the railway, then the same quantity or as much
as may be required to complete such quantity shall be appropriated at
such other places as may be determined by the Governor lu Council."
They provided that there should be 54,000,000 acres of land,
$27,000iA0 in cash, and $1,400,000, whioh amount-

admitting the estimate made by thehon. members for Brant
h and West Middlesex the other night-capitalized makes
t $4,376 per mile, or $13,000,000, ana for the branches over
a 813,000,0G0, to be addèd to the present proportion. Sir,
t what did they do further than this ? They -entered into

more onerous engagements than existed In 1873. It was
found that remonstrances came from ,British Columbia.

- Remonstrances were laid, I may sayý at the foot of
the Throne by the Government of British Columbia. They
sent a representative to England, wbieh led eientually to
the services of Lord Carnarvon, the then Secretary of State
for the Colonies, being brought into play te setti4 this
difficult and important question. What do we find were the
terms agreed upon by the~late Government in order to settle

s this question with British Columbia? I have them before
me here, and I will road then because they establish most

r clearly that the proposition accepted by the late Govornment
was more onerous an.d more expensive to Canada than was
the proposition of 1873: '

41. That the railway from Esquimanit to Nanaimo shail he com-
menced as soon as possible and completed witb aU practicable despaseh.

" 2. That the surveys on the mainland shall be pushed on with the
utmost vigor.-On tbis point after considerin> the representations of
youtr Ministers, I teel that I have no alternative but to rely, as I do most
fully and readily upon their assurances that no legitimate efgurt or
expense will be spared first to determine the best route for the line; and
secondly, to proceed with the details of the engineering work. It wouli
be distasteful to me, if ndeed it were no impossible, to prescribe
strictly any minimum of the tune or expenditure with regard to work of
so uncertain a nature, but, happily, it is equally impossible for me to
doubt that your Government will Ioyally do its best in every way to
accelerate the completion of a dnty left freely to its sense of honor and
j ustice.

"3. That the waggon road and telegraph line shall be immediately
constructed."

This was no part of the original agreement. It was one
of the proptositions mado to the late Government in 1874;
but that was withdrawn, and we find that the late Govern-
ment agreed that a waggon rond and telegraph linoe should
be constructed. The estimated cot of the telegraph lino
alone was million dollars, which has to be added to the
liability agreed to by hon. gentlemen opposite. It goes on:

I There seems here to be some little difference of opinion as to the
speciti value to the Province of the uandertaking to complete those two
works; but after considering what bas been said, I am of opinion that
they should oth be proceeded with at once, as indeed is suggested by
your Min inters. 0 0 a

"4. That *2,000,000 a year aud rot $1,500,000 shall be the miiimum.
expeiditure on railway works withiu the Province, from the date at
which the surveys are sufficienitly completed to enable that amount to be
expended on construction. In naming this amount [1understand that, it
being alike the interest and the wish of the Dominion Government to
urge on with all speed the completion of the works now to be un er-
taken, the annual expenditure will be as much in excess of the minimum
of $2,000,000 as in any year may be found practicable.

"5. Lastly, That on or before the aist of December, 1890, the railway
shall be co eplted and open for traffic from the Pacifie sea-board to a
point at the Western end of Lake Superior, at which it will fall into con-
nection with existing lines ot railway through a portion of the Unkaed
States, and also with the navigation on Cauadian waters. To proceed
at present with the remainder of the railway extending by the country
norihward of Lake Superior, to the existing Canadian lines ought not,
in my opinion, to be required, and the time for undertaking that work
mUst be determined by the development of settlement and the changiug
circumstances of the country. The day is, however, I hope, not very jar
distant when a continuous line of railwa , through Canadian territory, -
will be practicable, and 1, therefore, cook upon the position of the
scheme as postponed rather than abandoned."

This, Sir, was the proposition made by Lord Carnarvon
through the Governor General. 1 will now read an extract
from the Minute ofCouneil in answer to this proposition :

" The Committee of Council respetfully requept that Your Exoellenoy
will be pleased to convey to Lord Uarnarvon their warm appreciation of
the kindnems which led bis Lordship te tender his good offices to effect a
settlement of the matter lu dispute, and also to assure his Lordship that
every effort will be made to secure the realhsation of what is expected."

In answer to that, Lord Carnarvon saidv
" It bas been with great pleasure that I have received this expressIon

ot their opinion. I aiceroly rejoice to have been themens ef biing
t a satietory conclusion a queu of sermach digbeulty tfer
à& as a1 trust, a&l gruos futur s usnrtading betwsa the Pjroý-
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vince of British Columbia and the DOminion, and of thus contributing provided 50,000,000 aores of laild and 30,000,000; branches
towars the ultimate completion ot a public work in which they, and sy 170 iles, at an average of $1 an acre, 3,400,000,

.r$83,400,000. Valuing the land at an average of $2 an
Now, Sir, this was the agreement entered into by hon. ae it would -~be 136,800,000. If we have 130,000,000
gentlemen opposite, which as I stated before, was ce'tainly acres of land fit for settlement, as it is alleged,
more onerous than the original proposition of 1871-2. W ell, it would leave in the hands of the Government 96,600,00
Sir, the operation of this pioposition. with reference to the acres. The proposition of 1874 was: fbr -nïain line,
Nanaimo Branch of the railroad, was suspended by a say 2400 miles, cash, $10,000 per mile, 426,000,000; band,
adverse vote in the Senaie. The. Governmont of the day 52,000,000 acres; interest, 4 per cent., or 87,500 per mile, for
were censured, and eepecially the leader of the Government. 25 years, 412,400,000; branches, 170 iles, .1,700,00,The insinuation was tirown out that he was a party really Georgian Bay Branch, $05,280 ; land, 20,000 acres
to the defeat of the proposition, and when Lord DafferIn per mile, 170 miles, 3,400,000 acres; $12,000 per mile to
visited British Columbia ho made a statement which, as Canada Central, cash, 81,444,000, total, $97,349,280. If the
we all know, could only be made on the responsibility oi his calculation was made at $2 an acre it would amount to
advisers. What did ho say in defence of the then leader of $152,449,280 ; land left in hands of Govornment, 92,600000

the Government :acres. Now *e come to the proposition of 1-880. Money
" 1 would sooner cut my right hand off than utter a single word that I expenditure and sums required to complote sections of rai-

do nt know to be an absolute truth. • • • ad Mr. Mac- way, $28000,000 cash bonus,,$25,00000 land "ò000000
kenzie dealt so treacherously by Lord Carnarvon, by the representative , 0' , l'
of his Soveieign in this country, or by you, he would have been guilty of acres at $1 an acre, $25.000,000; subsidy to Canada Central,
a most atrocions act, of which I trust no public man in Canada or in any $1,444,000; total $79.444,000. If calculated at $2 an acre,
other British coiony could be capable. I tell you in the most emphatic $104,444.000; land left with the Government, 125,0i0,000terms, and I pledge my honor on the point, that Mr. Mackenzie was not
guilty of any suob base and deceitful conduct ; had I thought him guilty acres. If we add to that the proposal of 1878,'mnreference
of it, either he woald have ceased to be Prime Minister, or I should have to the branches, you have for I,000 miles of branches
left the country." at 10,00 acres per mile, 810,000,00. You have then, the
Theni ho goes on to speak the opinions and intentions of the proposai of 1874, 897,349,280; 10,000,000 acres for branches
Government. He says: at $1 per acre, $10,000,009. If the land for main line and

4 M oaly object in, touching upon them at all is to disabuse jour minds branches were computed at $2.an acre, 67,400,000 acres, the
of the idea that there has been any intention on the part of Mr. Mackenzie, total would be, under the 1874 proposition, $174,749,280, as
his Government, or of Canada, to break faith with, you. Every single against $124,444,000 for main lino and branches under the
item of the Carnarvon Terms is at this moment in course of fulfilment. ' present arrangement. This statemennt I hold is not suscep-
Now, Mr. Speaker, let us see where we stand at this period tible of being broken down in any form. Now let us see in
in the pro.ceedings. Here an opportunity was open to these what condition we stood in 1878. In that year the obligation
hon. gentlenien when the Government was formed, of wich rested upon the Government of constructing the' Paiie
the preseit leader of the Opposition was a membor. They Raiiway, in ten years, from Thunder Bay to the Pacific
went to the country and declared distinctly that this poliey coast, the obligation to spend at least $2,000,000 a year
would be carried out. They brought down a Bill and placed in British Columbia. This is evidence that the Gov-
it upon the Statute-book giving 54,000,000 acres of land and ernment intended carrying that out, or else there was fraud
$27,000,000 for the completion of that road. They provided and deception, which I cannot believe. We fnd that, on
for $1,400,000 to be paid in addition to that, and they prae. May 20th, 1876,there was an advertisement published inviting
tically provided for $13,000,000 to be paid in addition, proposals for building the Canada Pacific Railway. The hon.
which, if you add the whole togother is 841,500,000 gentleman read the -Canada Pacific Railway notice of the
and 54,000,000 acres of land. They undertook to 20th of May, and continued: This you would imagine was
huild a telegraph lino in addition to that at a cost of evidence, as strong as it was possible for any evidence to be,
another million dollars, making the whole expenditure that the Government was sincere, and that they were doter-
under the Bill of 1874, and under the contracts they entered mined to carry out in 1876, and again in 1878, the contract
intot3ubsequently, $96,500,O0-making it infinitely more ex- which they had solemnly entered into, and whiclh was
pensive than the proposition of 1873, and more exponsive by ratified by Parliament in 1874-5 by a solema compaët
#20,000,000 than the proposition now on the Table of the made by the Government of Canada, to which the Imperial
louse. In- addition to that, wbat did they do ?. A large por- Government was a party-a compact between the Imperial

tion of this 50,000,000 acres of land was not lying near the Government, the Government of Briitish Columbia, and
railway, and which, according to the arguments of my hon. the Government of Canada-that this contract would be
friend opposite, was less valuable tharrthe 25,000,000 in the bonorably, honestly, and faithfully fulfilled. Well, Sir,
present proposition. Admitting such to bW the case, what dow eto 1878, when these gentlemen left the Gov-
did they do in addition to what 1 have alroady stated ? They ernment, no active . steps in this direction had been
brought down in 1878 a Bill expressive of the opinions of taken. These advertisements had been asked fbr, and some
that Governmentand which gave te the country their policy. iron rails had -been removed from Vancouver Island to
In order to make these 54,000,000 acres of land more valuable, the mainland,-evidence on the part of the Government
tbey decided to give 10,000 acres of land per mile to the oftheir intention to proceed honestly and fairly in accordance
branehes in order to carry those branches through the 54,000,- with the contract they had entered into. Will it be said
000 acres and make thom as valuable as if they lay close this was a delusion and a sham ? Certainly not; I cannot
to the railway. Therefore, in addition to 54,O00,000 acres believe for a moment, I would not insinuate for an instant,
and $40,000,000 odd, they gave 64,000,000 acres of land under that the members of the Administration were not sincerely
the provisions of these two Acts, and $40,000,000 determined to carry out this work. And let me go a little
of money for the construction of that railway and further. Let me say, Sir-while it has been insinuatedthat
its, branches. Whereas the proposition before the House the delay that took place in the surveys was for the purpose
at the present time gives not a dollar for the branches in the of evading, for a time, the responsibilities upon whieh they
shape of land which may be estimated at a dollar an acre. entered, I will not say that-I will take it for granted
Let me read the terms of the three propositions they did everything in good faith in reference to this matter;
that have been made by Parliament, and let me and I ask the louse and the country whether there could be
give you what I consider is the practical operation of these any more binding obligation on the part of the Govern-
term ; thon it will be, forliu. Members opposite to point ment than this obligation to go on when the surveys wete
t4, if they can, an Y &ay in this statmnt In 182 we oneladd, boeause they -rAea part Of the agre.m.ên.t that

Sir LaoXA» ILLET.
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the moment the surveys were completed, so as to enable
them to locate the road, they should proceed at oñce with the
expenditure of $2,000,000 a year. Itb as been said by the
leader ofthe Opposition that throughout this matter they
never lost sight of the original resolution, which provided
that the taxation of the cQuntry should not ho increased, but
they did it in 1874, \when they deliberately-Ido not blame
them for it-took upon themselvea to change that original
resolution and did tax the people of tliies country to the
extent of $%,000,000 a year for its completion. That the
taxation was increased is a matter of record. It cannot
be gaiùsaid. If the hon. member had been in his place,
and I regret ho is not, I would ask him why, when
the surveys were completed, they opposed this Gov-
ernment in 1880, a year ago, when we brought down a pro-
position for the purpose of building the road, as printed
in the contract they had eniered into. I would ask him
why they did not give us their support in assisting us to
carry out the agreement, and why they moved an
amendment here which declared that the contract entered
into should ho violated by stopping all expenditure in
British Columbia, on the ground that the taxation of the
country should not be increased. I believe that is the
ground ho took. Now, I hold that we were not relieved
by thet-ircumstances of the country in that respect. They
were not relieved by the financial condition of the country.
I have in my hand some statements that 1 have pre-
pared, and I am satisfied that with reference to their
accuracy there can be no doubt. They show what the
taxation 6f the people of Canada was at the different periods
when this subject was under the consideration of Parlia
ment. What was it in 1871? The Customs revenue for the
year 1870 and1871-that wastheyear it wasfirst introduced
-was $1i,841,104; Ereïse, $429â,944; total, $16,137,048.
The average population according to the Census of 187;,
which was 3,485,761, showed that from Excise and Customs,
which establish the taxes of the country, was S4.6t3 per
head.

Sir RICHARD J. CA.RTWRIGHT. No; $2.75.
Sir SAMUEL L. TILL EY. What I have stated is the

fact. In 1874, when the late Government came down and
increased taxation, what was the result ? I have grouped
1873-4 and 1874-5, because the effect of the Tariff
then introduced by the hon. Minister of Finance rend-
ered this necessary. In 1873-4 receipts from Customs
were $14,325,192; rom Excise, $5.594,903; in 1874-5 the
receipts from Customs were $15,341,01 1; from Excise,
85,069,687, making a total of 8 10,340,793; the estimated1
population was at that time 3,800,000, or an average peri
bead of $5.31. In 1876-7 the receipts from Customs were4
$12,546,987; from Excise, $4,911,897; in 1877-8 the receiptse
from Customs were $12,782,824; from Excise, $4,858,671,
making a total of $35,130,379; the estimated population at
that time being 3,900,000, or an average of $4.50 per head.1
The estimates for the current year were: From Customs,1
$15,300,000; from Excise, 8,213,000; making a total of1
$20,513,000, with a population of 4,000,0110, and an average c
of $5.12¾ per head. Probable receipts from Cuistoms,1
$17,000,000 ; from Excise, $5,200,000 ; making a 2
total of $22,200,000 ; average, $5.55 per head.s
Now, can it be said by those hon.gentlemen that they were f
restrained fròm carrying out their obligations because toi
do so was to increase taxation ? If they had increased the t
taxation, by the propositions which it was said they con-c
templated at thertitne, from 17, per cent. to 20 per cent., 2
then they would have had the means sufficient to have paid1
the necessary expenditure and without raising the taxation i
per head of the population above what il was when they made
this engagement. The Government asked for the vote lastN
year for the construction of this road to enable them to fultil t
the contract entered into by the hon. gentlemen opposite,and ê
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*e estimated that our revenue would be $15,30J,OOOfrom Ou&-
toms, and that the Excise duty would be equal to what it
was in 18.3-4. We estimated last year that the Oustoms
to 'be reeeived this year wonld be $15,300,000, and the
Excise duty $5,213,000, making a total of $20,:i13,0)O, an
average of'$5.12¾, less than that of 1873-4 when they entered
into this obligation. Then the hon. gentlemen were found
recreant to their pledges to British Columbia, and opposed
this scheme upon the plea that it would lead to taxation,
beyond what they themselves had placed upon the country,
in order to carry this matter out. I cannot believe that the
hon. member for Lambton, who I regret is not now in his
place, readily and cheerfully accepted the resolution of
the present leader of the Opposition. I cannot believe,
considering the struggle that he appears to have made,
@tep by step, in order to carry this out, that ho
readily accepted the proposition of the hon. gentleman
opposite. If we have a right to expect from
our supporters on this side, of the House, who have
always been in favor ofthe construct on of a Pac:fic Railway
on British territory, from the Atlantie to the Pacifle,
that they will support us in this scheme, we have a right
also to expect that the hon. gentlemen who were members
of the late Admunistration, from 1873 to 1878, and who,
with the r supporters, renewed and uxtended the obligations
we had entered into in 1871, should aIso accept the proposi-
tion which is now before the louse. Yet we find thom g v-
ing their preference to the new offer, which is submitted
for the purpose of defeating the whole scheme. I do not
say this is done by those who place their names to the
Qiler, but I mean those who first concocted and suggested
it, kinowing well that it could not be accepted by the mem-
bers, f this House, and ought not to be supported
by the electors out of it, who believe in tho con-
struction of the Pacifie Railway on British territory.
There are some very extraordinary circumstances in con-
nection with this matter. The gentlemen who are con-
nected with this Syndicate have not concealed their views
tupon the subject of the construction of a Pacifie Railway
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Many of them have
given free and open expression toopinions adverse to such a
project. A great portion of these gentlemen favored
the proposition made a year ago by the leader
of the Opposition. I believe they honestly felt that 'it
was taking a greater responsibility upon the Dornin-
ion than we ought to assume. Well, it does appear
to me strange that gentlemen who have entertained
these opinions should have so soon changed them. Not
long ago they vthought it unwise for the Government to con-
struct the road, though the Government had 125,000,0A0 acres
of land left, and in addition a revenue, from the popula-
tion that will be thrown in there, in excess of what the
Syndicate received, of $4 or $5 per head, yet these
sixteen individuals are prepared to throw their money into
this scheme. What these gentlemen be'ieved was dangerous
for the Government to undertake, they are themselves 'pre-
pared to assume. It has been asked why theso gentlemen
did not make this proposition before. It is said they did not
know anything about it. This is a mistake as proved by the
advertisementsgquoted. The hon. leader of the Opposition
said to-night that the condition of affairsin 1874 was different
from the condition now. He said the land was not worth as
much in 17 + as it is now, that money is more abundant now
than it was thon. Let me tell him that capitaliste, members
of Parliament and the Government, in 1871, valued that land
at what it would be worth when the railway was constructed.
Let me tell the hon. gentleman that the advertisement was
in the papers and sent broadcast. The notice asking for ten-
ders was published down to 18 ï8, when the lembina Branch
was built. and when other contracts were well under way by
the late Government, when we knew as much about it as we
doto-day. The hon. gentleman says hoeis prepared to stand by
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any statements of his when the circumstances are îlot
changed 1 What are the changed circumstances from
1878 to the present moment, with reference to'the value of
this land, with reference to thejfailities of getting into that
country, and as to its future ? ' Down to 1878 no tender was
offered. It is said it was not known ho* liberal we were
going to be. But I have just shown that the proposition of
1814 was more than we are proposing at the present moment,
and still not one ofthose gentlemen took sufficient interest in
the matter, or had sufficient publicspirit, to make any offer to
build the road upon terms better than those now pro-
posed. This is my solution ofthedifficulty. Then,,Sir, the
Governinent was known to be solemnly pledged to the
completion of the railroad from the -head of Lake Superior
to the Pacifie Ocean, and if these gentlemen had then made
a proposal, they would have been bound to construct it from
beginning to end, and work it afterwards. But-the changed
attitude of hon. gentlemen opposite last year, the declaration
imade by the leader of the Opposition, the vote of the party,
and theirsubsequent opinions expressed everywhere as to the
inadvisability of constructing and working the British
Columbia section, are known everywhere ; and if the terms
" bogus," and "delusion," and a "snare" are applicable to
anything, I do not think them applicable to the men who
have put up their money, but to t e hon members who have
proposed to submit this proposition; because 1 am
prepared to show that these gentlemen, knowing-
the views entertained by the Opposition, and knowing
that the Government, under existimg circumstances, could
not possibly go back on the solemn contract they had entered
into, felt sure that they would not have to deal with the
Government whose policy was to build the road from ocean
to ocean, but with those who have expressed their willingness
to postpone the eastern and the British Columbia sections.
The hon. gentleman says the money has been put up,
Were I a capitalist, I would not hesitate to put up money on
a proposition of this kind, knowing that there would- be
nothing to build but the prairie section of 900 miles, and
that they would receive, free of cost to them, the 460 miles of
Tailway at the head of Lake Superior and the Pembina
Branch. That is one of the most lucrative propositions
that could possibly beqnade. It is no wonder that they are
yP'epared to tak6 hold of this work. Suppose now that this
proposition was nccepted, and that the whole matter passed
into tle hands of hon. gentlemen opposite.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. Suppose you accept it yourself
Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. An acceptance by us of a

proposition which on the face of it clearly declares the doter-
mination not to build what we hold to be necesary, would be
an admission on our part that we are not tQobe true to British
Columbia, or true to our own principles. No, Sir, it cannot
be accepted, so far as this side of the House is concerned. Sup-
pose that our friends opposite assumed the responsibility
of dealing with this natter, having declared distinctly
and emphatically that it is not desirable to build the
British Columbia section, at present at all events, having
declared in effect that they would not be bound by the
solemn compact with British Columbia, would not their first
act le to say: IlDon't build anything in British Columbia,
We accept your propQsals not to ,do anything in British
Columbia or north of Lake Superior ; we will give you,
under the ternis of your contract for the construction of the,
prairie section, 450 miles Of railway iat the head of Lake
Superior and the Pembina Branch, together with the lands
and money alotted to that section," and what would all that
amount to? It w6uld be as follows

£~g.... ... .... . .............. .......... $ 400
Land, 9,000,000 acres, at$1 . ...... 9,000,000
Thuuder Bay Branch..................14,760,000
Pembtina Branch................................ 1, 6,000

Td a.... ........... ..... 31.Ir,0O

$ir LcoNuan TILLEY.

Valuing the lanl at tadollar an acre-they would Mceive
-8W3i32 a mile; at two do1tars an'acre,1$46i62'a ni4e ;sor at,
three dollars an acre, $60,OuO a mile for tonstructing i00
mileso"frailway between Winnipeg- and the footof the Beeky
Mountains. Under these circumstances isitt6bewondred
at that these men are ready to imake such a iagnificentbar-
gai!n forthemgelves ?

Mr. MILLS. What do the terms swith the Syndicate give
them for thé same section ?

SirILEONA1RD tILLEY. I will show what we give for
the same section, and point out the fallacy of the
argument used by the hon. gentlemen opposite, when
they Éeek to establish that We are ruuning the risk
of the Syndicate taking their moncy and lands and abandon-
ing the wholo thing after they have built the line
to the foot of the R ocky Moiuntains. It has been said that
under the terms of that contract these contractors may
build from IRedRiver to the foot of the Rocky Mountains ;
that they may then, after having obtained the sum of
money per mile, and the land that is apprepiated for
that section, abandon it and make millions by the transac.
tion. Let me say that cannot be done. What do the terms
of this contract require? They reqire that while the
prairie section is boing rapidly constructed, tlh eastern
portion of it, that portion 7o1 it north of Lake Superior,
shahl be contnuously and vigorously prosecuted; that is,
that each year-that road being 6i50 miles in length-65
miles of it shall be constructed.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It does not say that.
Sir LEONA RD TILL EY. It says what is equal to it,

because it says distinctly that it must be prosecn4ed insùch
a manner -year by year as that it wilil be finished in ten years.
There is noquestion about that. What do we fir ? Three
years have been named as the tim e neesary to build the
prairie section, but itwill probably require fouryeaIrsespeci-
ally if lany delay occurs in the legisiation-on 1the subject.
From the time that they commence operations next spring to
build the road from Winnipeg to the foot of the Rocky Moun-
tains-during that tine (four years) they have tocdônstruet
280 miles north of Lake Sèiperior; and it wias of the ntnost
importanca in the consideration of the Goverlimnt thattbat
4condition should be placed in-the contract, because we k"ew
that, unleqsth at portion df the work was pressed forwatrd vigo-
rously, a prcssure might possibly be brought, at the expira-
tion of thiee or fouryears, to abandon what we considered
a poîint of vital importance in its construction. The 900 miles
completed, and 89;000100- paid under the terms of
that Syndicate, and bonds issued and the money pîeed
in the bands of he Government, they will receive
eighty cents per acre for the hMüd to which they are
entitIed. This will make for the 900 miles, âesh at
e10,000 -per mile, $9,000,00-; bonds, eighty cents per
acre on 11,2.50 acres -pcr mile, $9,000,001; 260 ýniles
north of Lake Superior, at 815,381,per mile $33,9980;
land grant (20 per cent. roserve held as seou1ity·by the
Government), 2,007,408 acres at $1 per acre, $2,007,408,
making a total of $ 4,07,248 for the construction of 1,160
miles of railway. Supposing, at the -expiration of this
time, they forfeit their éontract, they would looe4000,000
deposited, and interest for four yees, 41,400,000, or
$2,400,000 in all, which, dedueted from the $124,007,248,
leaves $22,007,i48, that they would receive in money
and lands at a dollar an acre. Supposing the Govern-
ment had to take it ont of their -aunds at the
.expiration of that time, then the 1,160 -miles 'ould
cost the Gûvernment $19, 17 .pt'r mile; and if yeo
value that land ut $1 -au sure, it woux1d cost :821,e89 Per
mile, inclading the 260 miles north ofLake Sup ior. if at
$2 per acre, the Government would obtain that 1,140 miles
at ;$3,650. That would be the Yesulteupposing that,
under the original %contract, the ridodd oulditMin peas
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into the hands of the Government, so that even under these
circumstances we would be pretty safe at ail events. Now,
Sir, we are asked to abandon the terms that have been
entered into between the Government and the 8yndicate,
andegçplt the proposition before the House. 'I have given
ample reason why the present Government, at aIl events,
cannot accept these terrps. The hon. gentleman, spent some
time endeavoring to establish that the mepabers of this
House were free to act in dealing with this question.
It appeared to me ridiculous to waste so much time
in settling this point. The Government never pretended
to say. that the House 'was not froc; but as far as the
Government is concerned, we are not free. The, offer
is there, and I do not hesitate to say that were I an.
independent member, having supported the proposition'
for the construction of the Pacific Railway through British
Columbia in 1871, having sustained the proposition a year
ago for the construction of it by the Government, that now
when a proposition was submitted that took it out of the
hands ofthe Government, I would feel, as a vast majority of
the people feel, that it is a relief to know the extent of the
liabilities of the G-overnment of Cahada in the construction
and management of this raUlway. Therefere, the statement
of the hon. gentleman was an insult to every member of this
fouse who may feel himselfcalled on conscientiously to vote
tr this contract. I am'satisfied there has been no pressu- e
placed on hon. inembers in reference to this iatter. Iad
the Government a narrow majority of eight or ten, and
the Government was determined to hold office and
power-and 1 think we have given evidence in the
very proposition before the hou e, that the Gov-
ernment was not bent in holding on ta oaliee anl
power- there might be ground for the hon. gentleman's
suppostion; but the very course we have adopted precludes
any such supposition. Even my hon. friend opposite has in-
dicated that, in his judgment, the course taken by the Govern-
ment is calculated to weaken rather than strengthen them.
When the Government give up the patronage, the influence
they may exercise under the distribution of patronage-
a power felt by some of us in 1878 in constituencies in which
that patronage was exercised in the interests ofthe party-you
have the assurance and the gunrantee that the (Govern-
nint and its ,upporters a e aeting on patriotic principles.
It is an assueance and guarantee that the G-overiment and
their supporters, if they sustain us, are acting upon
patriotic principles. Nothing could be more illogical than
the statement of the leader of the Opposition, and his argu-
ments, with reference tothe probable high freiglits that will
be charged by this Syndieate. He told the louse that the
freights charged upon the line of railway, owned by some
of the getlemen who formed part of the Syndicate, were
excessive and oppressive, and that, notwithstanding the
great competition --of railways in the United States,
those railways charge 40 cents a bushel when 15 cents
woui pay. Did the hon. gentleman not say that?

Mr. BLAKE. I said there was a period, I think in
November, when the charge was 40 cents.

Sir LEONARD TILILEY. Did the hon. gentleman noti
speak to-night ofthe monopolies of those railways, and read
authorities to show the effect such monopolies had upon set,
tlement, the high prices they charged,-and that, too, in a
country where the competition of railways is so great?
What was the remedy he proposed.? That we should build
oaur road through American territory insteadof encouraging
the construction of a line of railway through -the Domin-
ion, and over which we would have legal authority ta fix
the tois. Il appears ta me most illogical and marvellousj
that the han, gentleman should desire to make usi
entirely dependent on a foreign country and on foreign rail-
ways, Last Ses'ion, 'when Bille were introduced asking
authority to conneqt raioads in the North-West with those

n the States, the Govern'ment opposed the passage ofsuch,
Bills, wby did the hon. gentliean nc4 then raise lis
voice against that proposition? Did the late leader of the
Oppoeition raise his voice against i? Certniinly not.
What would be the advantage in giving away 40 or 50 million
dollars and 25,000,000 acres of land to a company, if we
were not to hae "t.he trade of the country to bc
opened up by the railway ? It is in'theintèrest
of the Dominion that Parliament sbokid talp eps
to secure the trade of the North-West. for our own
sea-pors instead of for the United States. We are com-
pleting our canals at the rost of millions, and prop0 1g
spend millions moro for the purpose of drawing the pro-
duce of the North-Wost to our own ports? The leader
of the Oppositiofi ôjected t the taxation exemption
clauses; but taxation of railways is a very unusual thing
in several Provindes of the Dominion. We have 900 miles
of railways, in New Brunswick, 400 built by-the Goverrt-
ment of the Province or the Dominion, and 500 by com-
panies with subsidies averaging perhaps, on the whole,
815,00J a mile; and yet there is not to-day, and has not
been since 1870, one cent of .taxation in any shape on
thoso 51) miles owned by the people in that Province. In
addition to that, authority was given to a company to
baud a rond froMg Fredericton to Little FaIls, 160 miles.
The New Brunswick Logislatire gave 10,000 acres per
mile to encourage its construction, the company being
free from taxation 10. yeara after the grant. With regard
to the 1,800,0()0 acres thus granted, 1 know that a large por-
tiun ofthe grant was not given till longafter the coptract was
made and the road completed. We did not hear, at the time,
aiy geait outery in tlie Province in regard to that matter.
1 have ttated that the policy of Quebec has been to allow
every iron or wooden road to go free of taxation. In Nova
Scotia large subsidies have been given to railroads, and a
similar policy has been followed in other Provinces. The prin-
ciple ie well recognized in all the Provinces, and when people
go into the North-West and get 160 acres of land for $10, and
a railroad within 24 miles of them-when they have alR
these facilities and advantagos, I do not see why the repre-
sentatives of the Dominion should be so solicitous for the
welfare of these new-eomers rather than for the interests
ofi he'rest of the Dominion. The hon. gentleman refers lo
the freedom from taxation of the 25,000,000 acres. Have I
not Shown that, of the 54,000,000 granted in 1874,
36,000,000 were to be free. I would like to know whether
a word was said in opposition to that exemption in 1874.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not a word.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Now the present exemption,

however, is magnified into a serious business. Hon. gentle-
men opposite say that the land is wortb $2 an acre. Bt
what~ guarantee is there, the Syndicate may say, that we
will obtain that price for it. Is it likely that they will
obtain $2 an acre when the Government are giving awa 7
every alternate block free, for settlement, and espeeal1y f
the land is liable to taxation by the municipalities. We
know that much of that land would be, under such oircum-
stance, to a great extent rendered valueless. It muet be
considered that this Syndicate will have to pay, during the
firet te years of the construction of this work, at least
$1,000,000 a year for interest and other expenses connected
with the management of these lands, and in the next ton
years, an average of $1,500,000 a year, making for the
twenty years for interest on the money they would
borrow and other expenses, $25,000,000. That has to
come out of the lands in the first place. If subjected to
anything like the taxation snggested' by hon. gentlemen
opposite, $1,000,000 a year, what capitaliste would put a
dollar into an'enterprise under these circumetances, unlese,
as in the case of the present Syndicate, they were to receive
the subsidy for the Prairie section and the 450 miles of road
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from Thunder Bay to Selkirk, with the Pembina Branch ?
If subject to this competition, surely its lands should be free
from taxation. Well, Sir, one of the difficulties they would
have to contend w'th, was very clearly described by the
hon, leader of the Opposition last Session, and 1 will read
another extract from his speech:'

" Another circumstance which vitiates this estimate is, that settlers
will not buy railway lands as long as free grants are obtainable. I
speak generally ; of course there will be instances in which a settler will
bu railway lands; and the capitalist who wants more than 320 acres
will doubtless buy railway lands adjoining his free grant. But speaking
generally, you will find tfhat settlers will not purchase railway lands so
long as nee grants are obtainable. There is a good reason why tbey
sbould not."

That is only one short year ago, and these circumstances
have not changed in so material a degree since that time
as to warrant any particular change of base, We have
not changed our policy with reference to the giving of the
lands. We have not decided, as we did in 1b71, that the
lands shall not be sold at less than $2.50 per acre. But the
bon. gentleman now changes his opinion, though the cir-
cumstances have in no way.altered. Again he says:

terest. He called attention to the fact that the late
Minister of Finance had inaugurated a new policy, that he
had placed on the market four per cent. securities for the
firet time at which money could be obtained at that atte.

Mr. IBLAKE. I did not say by which money coald be
obtained at four per cent.

Sir LEONARJD TILLEY. That he floated four per cent.
securities for the first time.

Mr. BLAKE. I said he floated fours.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. He made this statement-in

connection with his denunciation of the present Gr4overn-
ment, for not advertising for tenders. The late Finance
Minister for the first time in the history of this country
visited England, and in two years floated $35,000,000 of
securities without asking for any tender whatever.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Does thehon. gentle-
man mean to say that this was not done before-that the
mode adopted was different from that adopted before, be-
cause if so he must be ignorant of the facts.

"The Session of 1878 followed with the same result nor did aught occur Sir LEUNARD TILLEY. Then, Sir, I must be
to shake the deliberate solemn and repeatedlyaffirmed declaration of Parlia- ignorant of the facts, however, for I do say that. I
ment on this subject. But meantime further progress was made, and to do not know of any securities of this Dominion beinr
some inquiries the Government answered, that it boped to be able shortly placed on the market without competition. He floated
to advertise for tenders for the whole work on the land and money basis
subject to the approval of Parliament. It was the policy of the Govern- ihem at four per cent., put his own vai e upon
ment, at the earliest moment at which the condition of surveys would them; he did not ask for tenders for them, and now we
permit, to take that step, and so to give a fair trial to the plan, the only are -committing an offence though we have asked for
in cre inghi rate o taxat constructed in any short tne without tenders, and have submitted them for the consideration of

the House. The leader of the Opposition says we are in a
Referring to probable receipts from lands, Mr. Blake said better position to-day, owing to the greater abundance of
(page 1444, Ransard, 1880): money and to the fact that we can get it at four per cent.

" All that we can get from the lands in that country for the next few But there is more to be said th an thai, and hon. gon (ernc
years, during which we shall be en gaged in the construction of the road, will see what I mean when I tell them that the securities of
will not, I believe, do more than help to eke out that interest." New South Wales in 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877 and 1878,
Now, Sir, what change bas taken place ? We have simply ranked next to consols, they were the best colonial securi-
accepted what he considered the only available means of ties placed on the English market, they were worth five
constructing the Pacific Railway withoat embarrassing the per cent. more than ours in those years, and to-day ours are
finances of the country, and still the bon. gentleinan is not worth more than these. The financial condition of the Gov-
prepared to accept our proposal. He said his estimate of ernment to-day, with regard to its facilities for borrowing
receipts per acre of land, based on the First Minister's money, places us in the position, that the rate at which
calculation, was 81.75 per acre, and a little further on he money can now be borrowed changes a five per cent prem-
added: ium payment to the payment of that rate for a limited

"But apart from these errors of calculation, reducing so largely the i period. p To-day, if we eter nte this eontract, we are able,
fund upon which we were to depend for building the Columbia section of by paying -five per cent., to lay by eue per cent. as a sinking
the Canadian Pacific Railway, there are other considerations which und, and to payoff.this whole debt in forty.one years. Our
wholly vitiate the estimate of the hon. gentleman. The average price to credit is sui to-day as to enable us to obtain the money, and
be realized largely depends upon the sale of lands in the nearer belts, and intercst upon it at half a million dollars er annum tes
if anything occurs to disturb the sales in them, it is quite clear that even tai would ba.e bn possilndterterf187. Fein
the smaller average I have stated cannot be realized." than would have been possrble under the rate of 1874. From

• the economy, the zeal and good managementof my friend, the
Now, Sir, in the face of this declaration on the part of the Minister of Railviays, we will save in the present year half
hon. member, he now values the land at $3.18 per acre. And a million dollars in the working of the Intercolonial Rail-
what circumstances have changed qince that'time ? We know way. Between this and 1-85, by the redemption of securi-
perfectly well that if these lands were subject to taxation- ties falling due, bearing five and six per cent. interest, with
if municipalities could impose any taxation upon them four per cent. securities, we will save another balf million,
they thought proper-their value would be greatly reduced. so that, as far as the Government is concerned, it is now
Now, the hon. gentleman argues in favor of a taxation in a position to meet its liabdlities under this contract.
that would render necessarily an increase of the sub- If all the liabilities to fall on the Dominion of Canada under
sidy, to be paid out of the Dominion Treasury, in the termsof this contract were matured, we have revenue
order to induce the Company to accept the contract. The enough to pay the expenditure that would thereby
hon. gentleman will, perhaps, say now, that ho escapes all fall upon the Goverament this year, -and the interest
responsibility for his declaration by proposing to accept the on the whole debt,.as -well as other charges. So far as
new offer. But I have shown, Sir, that the new proposal is our financial position is concerned there is, therefore, no
entirely impracticable. Then, Sir, with reference to the question; and we have accomplishe i all this without materi-
fmancial view of the matter. The hon. gentleman ally increasing the rate of' taxation per head of the popula-
held that the condition of things was more favorable tion, by the adoption of a policy whieh the late Govern-
now than in 1874 foir constructing the raiJý,ay. He bas ment should have adoptd-a policy which would have
spoken of the rate of interest at the present time, but ertabled them to reduce the $5.30 per head, a policy which
ho bas not taken into accourât the value of labor at- that would have given them revenue to meet the expenditure on
time as compared with its value at the present time-.a the Pacifie Railway, and prevented the depressed state of
difference which would more than compensate for any trade and business in the country. If they had acceptef
advantage we may have on account of the rate of in- that poliey they would now have lad ample means wit/hout

Sir LzoNABD TILLEY.
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inereasing the taxes of the people of (Smada, and would
have avoided the depression througilwhich we passed from
1873 to 1878, by the construction of the railways, and
giving employment te a considerable portion-if our popula-
lion. The hon. the leader of the Opposition, at -the
opening of Parliament, asked for delay lie proposed-
that we should not discuss this matter in Parliament before
the recess. H-e asked that the Governnent should not make
its statement in defence of the contract tuat had been entered
into. He asked that hon. mombers should, during the
recess, go to the country and discuss the propositions with
their constituents. Keibers of the Opposition prepared a
protest and sent it throughout the length and breadth of
the land. They prepared petitions and sent them into
localities where the subject had scarcely been heard of and
where it had not been discussed, in order to get a snap
verdict against the Government. This was the object
of the leader of the Opposition ; but the proposai which
ho had in view the carrying out that idea, was not
accepted by the Govern ment. The Minister of Rnilways, in
a nasterly mpeech which bas not been answered yet, sub-
mitted to this House the contract. He showed, stop by.step,
that if hon. gentlemen opposite wore consistent, they
should vote for this proposition. He showed that the terms
they had proposed with British Columbia were more
excessive than ours. lis speech went to the country. The
reply went to the country. Hon. gentlemen opposite in
Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island discussed this matter., and they expected to bring
pressure to beur, by petitions and otherwise, upon the
members of this House, to induce them to abandon this
(ontract. Did they succeed ? They signally failed. I have
liŽened to the lender offhe Oppositiod w !ih grewL pesure
aid with admiration for his talent, and I donot hesitate to
say that were 1 going into court with a doubtfil use, and
were he my counsel, I would not despair of succoss. The
hon. gentleman has publicly, on three or four occasions,
presented his objections to the proposition. But with ail
his ability ho failed to carry, in those localities where the
other side of the case was also presented, public sentiment
with him.

An hon. MEMBER. Yes.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I doubt it. The country was

not roused. It was not excited. Petitions, though they
have been circulated by hundreds ard thousands, have not
poured into this House in extraordinarv numbers against
this proposal. That was the result in Ontario. That was,
also, the result in Montreat. At balifax, the bon. mem-
ber for Gloucester, in an able manner, presented the
objections to the contract. I couli not but think how
changed matLers-are in Nova Scotia I recollect, some
three or four months ago, a writer to a St. John's paper on
the other side of politics, spoke of the absence of lead-
ing men in the Oppoéition there to leed their party. I feel
flattered as a New Brunswicker, and gratffied as amember
of the Government, that the proposais of the Government
are such that men of talent are so scarce in the Opposition
in Nova Scotia, they had to send to St. John's, to the hon.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)---who had not ventured
te address his owu constituents, who had not addressed my
constituents-to go to the city of Halifax, in ordor to presoent
his objections and opposition to this contrant. Have we seen
the Tablo groaning with petitions from Nova Scotia? Have
we seen the thousands or tons of thousands of signatures
expected as the result of his continued effort on that occa-
sion ? We have not seen them. In my native county in
New Brunswick the hon. member for Queen's held a meeting.
What dtd he say? le said, as was said in Montreal,
Toronto, Hamilton and London, that if this proposal was
carried out the people of those localities would be saddled 1
with greatly mcreased taxes. I think it was five millions
for New Brunswick. I forget how muchi it was for Ontario.1i

An bon. MEMBER Forty millions.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Did these gentlemen, who

were presenting the taxation view of the question, did the
hon. member for Queen's point out to the people that, if the
lands were so valuable; the 125,000,000 acres whieh
would be left would, at half the value placed upon them by
gentlemen opposite, pay the cost of construction and leave
a surplus besides ? No, they did not. 1 hear that petitions
are in course of signature in my own city-none have yet
been presented heré, but I suppose they will come up in
time. We have had a mammoth petition presented from
Prince Edward Island. I have read the speeches of gentlemen
down there, and they have been moet energetic in that little
Island. I have admired its people since I visited it first
in 1854. rt is one of the loveliest spots in the Dominion of
Canada, and contains li million of acres of land that cannot
be excelled in fertility, in my judgment, in the North-West;
and it was an Island which we ail voveted and desired to
bring into this Union. Our Government made many efforts
to induce them to ecome in. We were anxions to carry out
the original plan of onfederation ; and more than that,
we found that, in our effort to protect our fisheries, the
Island was a difficulty in the way. Its people
differed from those of the other Provinces. We
found then anxious that the American fishermen should
come into their ports and do business, trade, and fish there,
and the policy which they thus pursued with reference to
this matter, was an embarrassment and difficulty to us,
and the public interests made it desirable that they should
cO(me into the Union. After a time we succeeded iii inaking
terms with them, and they entered Confederation, and the
gentleman who visited that Island during the reces- was
one of tho partie:, to the ncgoutation of the te' is of Unîîion,
and he knows perfectly well that at that time speechos were
made on this sibject of a most inflammatory character,
pointing out the taxation which would be imposed on Prince
Edward Islond by the construction of this road-that this
was part and parcel of the contract in 1873, when they
came into the Union, and that this was the policy which
was thon agreed upon. But did those who rocently visited
Prince Edward Island., and took a very active part in this
matter, tell the 4,000 who, it is said, signed this petition,
that the construction of this railway formed a part of
the engagements of the Dominion of Canada when they
came into the Union? bid they point this out ? Did
they go fuither and show that-in consideration of the
large expenditure to be incurred by the Parliament of
Canada for the construction of railways and canals, and
in view of the possible readjustment of the financial
arrangments between Canada and the several Provinces
now embraced in the Dominion, as well as the isolated
and exceptional position of Prince Edward Island-that
Province shall, on entering the Union, in view of theseconsi-
derations, be entitled to incur a debt equal to $50 a head of
its population, as shown by the Cenusa of 1871-that is to
say, $4,701,050. Whereas New Brunswick and Nova Seotia
came into the Union with a debt of 827.5o a heud, and in
consideration of the Governmenthaving undortaken to bifild
this Pacifie Railway, 4nd to give 50 million acres ofland
and 30 million dollars, the Government agroed to give
the Island $27.50 per head over and above New Brunswick
and Nova Sootia in -consideration fer such expenditure.
I wonder whether this fact was stated to the gentlemen
who signed this petition against the construction of this
road ? I do not believe it, and if this had been mentioned;
I believe that not 400 names would be on it, instoad of
4,000. 1 only refer to this matter because hou. gentlemen
opposite bave sought to make poli tical capital out of this ques-
tion on the Island. I may say that this Island has beenî and
will be treated, notwithstanding these advantageous terms,
most liberally by ail Governments. Let me add, the leader
of the Opposition showed clearly that down to last year, thl
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Island had received, from 1873 to 1879, one million dollars
more in expenditure and appropriation than they paid
into the Treasury. And he is quite correct. We are
p repared to and will deal- with the Island most
liberally, and they have no reasnn to complain down,
to the present moment, neither will tbey for th&e
future, because the money which will b collected during:
the present year, under the existing tarif, is ample
to meet the interest on the cost of construction, were it
completed now. This year, that !ittle Island.will not have
paid, judging from the last sir months' returns, into the
Treasury as much as they will have received, directly, for
the support of their Government, and 80 cents per head,
and the interest on the ý8800,600 given them ,in lieu
of their lands.- Still, Sir, our friends on the Island
have not been told that this road was part and parcel
of the engagement of the Dominion when they came;
into the Union; and that they have had compensation
for it. I venture to say that if they were informed of
this fact, many of them would not have appended their
names to this document. Further, my statement does not
include either the $50,00Ooss of last year in the running
of their railroad, or the $.0,000 or $100,000 loss on it for
the previous year; therefore I am satisfied that, as far as,
both Governments are concerned, the Island people have
been liberally dealt with, and at the present moment, though
their taxation is at present sufficient to pay the interest on
the competion of the road under the terms of the present
Syndicate, they stili have a handsome balance in their
favor. Now, Sir, what is the fact ? It has been
apparent and evident to hon. gentlemen oppOsite that
this agitation of theirs is a fiilure. And why ?
Simply because their own frieuds, when ie whole
case is stated, could not be brought to vote Want
of Confidence in their own leaders. That is one reason.
It is because it is shown clearly and distinctly by every
gentleman who has spoken on this side of the House that
the terms of 1874 were more onerous, more expensive to
the Do.minion, would cost more. would take as mucli money
out of the Treasury and more lands from the country thanw
the present proposition. That is unquestionable, and, there
foro, if they deiiounced the present proposition they wouldt
habve tcondormai their ficnds in this Iloa-e. lu the next
place, the hon. gen V men opposite have m e out so-strong
a case, with referenco to the value of the land in the North.
West, that they could not produce any effect by the cry of
increased taxation, because it became at once apparent that
if we got as mach money out of our public lands as they
represented, the revenue thus obtained would be ample to
pay all that was expended, and all that the country would
be called upon for in connection with this undertaking.i
Well, Sir, what was to bu done? The hon. gentleman states
he knew nothing of the detais of the secoùd proposition;
but I venture to say that some political friend of the hon.
gentleman opposite suggested to these gentlemen, or to
some gentlemen, that this new offer could be made. I ven-î
ture to affirm that bon. gentlemen opposite found it was1
utterly impossible to make headway otherwiseagainst theiri
own legislation, and against their own propositioi. They A
have not been able to excite the country; they did fnoti
suceeedt in produemîg such an effect as would be. ikely te 
remove the presont Government and party fuom power in
1883, and therefore some other stop should bc taken. I do
net wonder; I am not snrprised, if, when the leader of the t
Op;'osition came here, he found it necessary te indicate toi
the press generally which supported them that there must
he a strong demonstration in advaneo against this contract,
and a strong domonstration before its terms were known.

Mr. BLAKE I did not do so.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Thea, Sir, when it was sup- I
poeedthatthis contraêt involved only 2fr0000,0 acres ofk1

Sir LIONARD TILLEf.

land and 425,000,000, the hou. gentleman took th>ia course,
and why? Because any person who bas observedheas.tt
of publio opinion .during the last eighteen months musak
have been satisfied, and especially when it was knowr that
the leader of.the Government had made an arrangement by
which the liability of the Government with reference to.the
expenditure on the Canadian Pacifie Railway was placed on
the shoulders of capitalists, - that the popularity of the
Administration was assured, and hence -some steps must be
taken or else this hovernment was perfectly safe for the
eloctions of 1883. Looking at the National Poliey aud
soeing the favorable condition of, the country and the
increased prosperity of Canadian manufacturers everyr-
where, they found that it was neeossary that something
should: be made out of this question, if it'were possible, and
therefore they came back with the determination before,,as
they say, they knew the details of the measure, and before
they knew; what they call its objectionable featuros, to
denounce and condemn it very strongly; and when they
discvered that this would not work, they saw that they
must have some other proposition submitted tothe H.ouse.
Then this new Syndicate was proposed and the result is
before the-House. It is supposed by hon. gentlemen opposite
that this will have the desired effect; but, Sir, as Fatated at
the outset, the Government cannot accept this offer, which
bears on the face of it Vhe acceptance of terms at variance
with those to which-we, as a Government, have been bound
since 1871. Would it not be said by British Colunmbia, if
we accepted this proposition with its conditions, that we
were abandoning the work there, and that we had broken
faith with British Columbia; would iot the people of British
Columbia have the right to tahe ala: m and to fiel at once
that their position was sacriî ced, tand tliat the eagageiments
made by both Governments were to be ignored; thérefore,
Sir, I hold this proposition cannot be accepted by us, and
will not be accepted by the great bulk of the, members of
this fouse. They found it was necessary that something
should be made out of it if possible, and therefore they came
here with the determination before, as they say, they knew
the details, to condemn it. They condemned it in the press
daily, and when they found that would not work they
concluded that they must have some other proposition.
Thus this new seheme was submitted, and it wad supposed
this would have the desired efset ; it lhas signally failed.
The hon. member has recited all the distinctions between
the contract of 1874 and the new contract. Yon may take
the most extravagant esti mates that have been made by the
leader of the Opposition, and they do not make up the
difforence between the terma of 1874 and those of 1880;
tler-fore, I say all that the hon. gentleman has said in, the
recital of Vhe differences between the present proposition
and the old contract goes fbr nothing, .as fr as we are
qonerred, because it does not carry outwhat we believe is
of the.greatest importance to this country. Look at it in
coninection with opr trade relations, with referedce to the
settlement of that country bysemigrants. The leader of the
Opposition very facetioualy said this proposition was to send
ermigeauts through tothe North-West blindfold. Do we not
know that hundreds and tho>usands of men who have left the
Old Country, and even Canada, for our North-West have bien
iinduced by agents of those land and railway companies to
luy lands in th United «States. One of the advantagos
of having this railway Syndicate interested in the land is
the guarantee.given that they will not charge exorbitant
nates of freight, because the moment they do that they de-
preciate the value of the lad. Yoli cannot obtain high
rates of fiieght and high' prices for land. If they did not
owU the land as, well as the railway they would' have a
single intereat in the railwy, whereas now they have
a douMble iteret in the lanid and the railway. I recilet
being in, convereation with a gentleman fron Liverpool
wro ý is onr enigrat>oi agent anPd vhoed bon. te the
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.North-West. He said: "As long as Our peopit have to 'i i
through the ordeal through which I had to pass as a stranger,A
we cannot expect-to have this -country settled as rapidly as
when once the Canadian Pacific Railway is completed from
the head of Lake Superioi- to Manitoba."

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. You cannot do that in ten
years.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No, not north of Lake
Superior; but we will have the railroad and water con-
Munication. We -have that, in the summer. Shall we
accept the poliey that places us entirely dependent upon the
United States authorities to get into our country ? That is a
serious nd important question. I recollect perfectly well,
when we were considering the terns of the Union, that some
gentlemen who were present at that convention, when
diceussing'the question ofthe construction of the Intercolonial
Railway, a gentleman who has since passed away, declared
distinctly and emphatically, that so important did he
consider the advantage of railway communication between
the different Provinces on Canadian Territory, that he would
be willing to construct six Intercolonial Railways rather than
not have that communication. He advocated on broâd national
grounds the construction of the-Pacifie Railway on ourlown
territory ; and it was because he desired that when the
millions of acres in the North-West were settled, the products«
of that country should be brought down to 3 o yntreal, Quebec,
Halifax, St. John or Toronto by a continuous lne of railway
through Canadian territory, either owned by the Dominion
Government or under contractors selected by them. When
we-consider that this is a vital part of our poliev, I can well
believe there are very few bhn. menbers, if any, who will
acceptthe propositionof hon.gentlemen opposite. In that case
it is desirable that the eastern and western sections should bv
abandoned, the contractors would obtain possession of
the nine hundred miles of railway over the prairie and the
road from the h'ead of Lake Superior, as well sas he
Pembina Branch, and they would thus make a desirable and
iagnificent bargain, without any of the responsibility con-
nected with the running of the railway afterwards over its
more remunerative sections. Practically there was no res-
ponsibility in running the railway for ten years from the
foot of the Rocky Mountains to Winipeg and the hoad of
Lake Sunerior. That might ho safely cntered upon by
those gentlemen willivg to invest their money, but if you
say to them: "You will be bound to build the road from
Lake Nipissing to the Pacific Ocean and work it for ten

rs," I will guarantee those gentlemen would hesitate
before they put a dollar in that enterprise or risk a cent of
thoir money. Under these circumstances, I hold that the pro-
posal submitted is, for practical considerations, fallacious, be-
cause it does not accomplish, what we are bound to accomplish
and desire to see accomplished, for patriotie and other
reasons. I might appeal to hon. gentlemen opposite, who en-
tered into solemn obligations,who directed tfMrepresentative
of Her Majesty to assure British Columbia in sncb
emphatic terms that every provision of the Carnarvon terms
was being fulfilled ; and I can imagine what the feelings of
Lord Dufferin must have been when he read the proceedinge
of this louse a year ago. I can imagine how he must have
felt when he read the proposition of the leader of the Opposi-
tion and remembered that he himself had been authorized by

-that gentleman to assure the people of British Columbia in
1876 that the terms were in course of execution, that he
w6uld rather eut off his right hand than be guilty of mis-
leading the people of that Province. I can imagine that
theonly excuse he could have found for him was the supposi-
tion that the taxation of 1879 was as great per head as
that of 1874. I wonder -what that gentleman will now

athink of those wbo authorized him to make such a state-
ment and ,lced him insuch a false and unenviable
P phearia god- -deal about the niext general

Mletî n, but there is no foar of the resuit. The probabilitie
are that at My age I will have had onongh of it by that
'timie..

Sir AIBERT J. SMITH. It is very likely.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Very likely; but if the hon.

membe intendé by that remark to indicate that -my chance
of securing a seat is doubtful, I may answer him by saying
that I would be prepared to go to hie own oounty and
measure sworde with him.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. .1 would be glad to see you.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Even in the hon. gentleman's

own county, I would run the risk, because if there is one
constituency in Now Brunswick that is boing benefitted
by the National Policy more than another it is his. The
hon, member ought to express to the Government his deep
gratitude for this advantage.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITIH. Suppose we both resign and try
the electors.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Opposition have invited
us, or some of oursupporters, to change places on this ques-
tion, and have told us-very graciously that if our fiends wîll
vote down this proposition, they will allow us to remain in
power. The member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) said ho
hoped for a Pentecostal conversion on the Ministerial side.

IMr. MILLS. It is much needed.
Si- L EONAIRD TILLEY. I am afraid he and his friends

have little claim upon the spirit that produced that conver-
sion. Gentlemen who violate solemn compacts, or betray
their master, have very little claim to such a sacred in-
fluence.

Sir RICIIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am sure the louse
will agree that at this late hour,, and after listening to two
such elaborate speeches as that of the member for West
Durham and that of the Finance Minister, it would be ve
unreasonable to tax its patience further to-night, and I will
therefore move that the House now adjourn.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Go on.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I will just observe

that the attention of the flouse has been kept on theýkeenest
possible edge for at least nine and a-half hours, and that it is
hardly reasoriable to expect any further Jemand on itg
patience.

Sir CHARiES TUPPER. I trust that now that the
object of delay as been removed by the hon. gentlemen
getting a new proposai before the House, we shall continue
the discussion as if we seriously intended to bring it to a
conclusion. I can assure the hon. gentlemen opposite that
it is the intention of the Government steadily ta prosecute
this decision until it is brought to a close.

Motion lost on division.
Sir RICUARD J. CARTWRIGHT. At half-past 12 in

the morning it is unreasonable for any one to attempt to
make a lengthy speech. I think one thing must'be clear to
the House that the furthest of ail things from the mind of
the hon. the Minister of Finance was the discussion 6f the
merits of the extremoly simple proposition which is now
before the House. Hore are two propositions for perform.
ing identical portions of work. One of these proposi
tions proposes to construct it for a very large sum of money,
with most extraordinary privileges, with most extraordinary
monopolies, under nucb conditions as my bon, friend beside
me (Mr. Blake) truly said were never granted in any
country, were nover dreamed of by any member of
Parliament before, and were never submitted for the
consideration of this or any other representative
body of which I -ever heard. Tie other propesaIýeffrs
to construet the identieal salf-mame work for many' m«lions
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less and to remove all these extremely objectionable clauses railway. A more absurd statement was never made -by
which, according to the admission of one after another of any hon. member of this House. What are the facts ?
the warmest and strongest supporters of the hon. gentleman, The facts are that hon. gentlemen opposite, before Ieaving
had shaken even their long tried and trusty allegiance. office, had reduce I the taxation é1,250,OOJ-; and that for the
The hon. Finance Minister doos not attempt in the slightest purpose of providing for the admission of Prince Edward
degree to deal with these propositions. He goes into a long Island into the\Union, for the purpose of providing for the
history of the circumstances under which we became bound interest on the debts of the Provinces they assumed, for
to construct the railway to British Columbia. He enters divers increases in the indemnity of the members of this
into a digression on the relative merits of his London loans. -House and the Senate, and for many other things, they had
He wanders up and wanders down, but he steadily refuses been responsible for théaddition of the remaining $1,750,000.
to face the simple proposition now before the House: shal, What we did was purely to ,provide for those unnecessary
we take a proposition likely Io save to the people of Canada and foolish additions to expenditure and to make good a
an enormous number of millions ?-if you put anything like portion of the taxation which had been removed by these
an approximate value on the exemptions and on the hon. gentlemen. The whole $3,000,000, within the merest
monopolies which are granted by the one contract and which trifle, was takçen up in providing for those deficiencies and
are taken off by the other. The merits of the two he care- those additions which, -not we, but those hon. gentlemen had
fully eschews. He shelters himself under this pretext: that. placed upon the country. To talk ofour putting on increasod
he and bis friends, no matter what their supporters may taxation of $3,000,000 for the purpose oftproviding meansto
say, have set their feet down and that they mean to carry go on with that road, is an entire delusion. We.puton those
the first bargain, which they made, as was well said, in $3,000,000 to put us in as good a position as we were in when
secrecy, without the knowledge even of their own friends, that bargain was made originally with British Columbia, a
and without the slightest idea of the people of the country, thing of a totally different character. But the hon. gentle-
much less of any capitalists abroad or here as te the man tells us also that that involved Canada in additional
changed conditions which were about to be submitted or expenditure. What is the fact ? Canada had undertaken
allowed to be imported by the Government into these new to build a road of 3,000 miles-because these hon.
contracts. Now, Sir, the lon. gentleman tells us that he, as gentlemen were to go from Esqumalt, not from the
a member of the Cabinet of 1873, feels that he is bound to muich nearer point which we subsequently chose, to
carry out our agreement with British Columbia. What Callander Station, in, teir years-and to begin the road
have these two proposais got to do with that ? Does the in two years. What did the Carnarvon Terms do ? They
one contract offer to carry out the agreement any better eut off very nearly one-third, and if you measure by value
than the other ? Both are alike in that respect, for it far more than one-third, of the entire distance-the
is well known by every hon. gentleman in this House that whole of the 650 miles north of Lake Superior was put to
British Columbia bas never pretended to say that it was' one side. The expensive portion of the road from Esqui-
interested in the construction of that large portion of the malt to the Narrows was likewise thrown aside, so that we
railway north of Lako Superior. He says the late Govern- bad 20 years to do two-thirds of the work which they had
ment were equally bound to carry out that agreement. undertaken to do in ten years. Were those onerous terms?
Well, Sir, ail Governments, in a certain sense, are equally The hon. gentlemen will have to revise the facts which are
bound to carry out an agreement which has been ratified by disclosed on the Statute-books before they can maintain
Parliament and made part of the terms of Confederation. such an argument as that. Then the hon. gentleman tells
But to say that the gentlemen on this side of the louse, us these terms were $20,000,000 more thon the terms now
who protesteç from first to last in the strongest possible offered. Does the hon. gentleman suppose that the House
manner against the terms of that mad bargain made with is ignorant of the total alteration, which has been so often
British Columbia in 1871, saying that they foresaw all the dwélt upon, in the whole value of that territory within the
evils ail the difficulties, ail the misfortunes which have five or six years which have elapsed since the hon. member
befallenî Canada in consequence of our representatives for Lamoton introduced his measure? Up to the moment

'having made that bargain without consulting the when railway communication was established through the
people, whose instincts would assuredly bave led United States by the enteiprise, togive them theirjust due,
them to reject it-to say that we are morally bound of the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway, land in theiRed
in the same way as that lon. gentleman is bound, is River country was ai most absolutely valueLess. Immediately
to state a proposition for which, to use his own phrase, there afterwards a great and enormous inerease in their value
is not the slightest foundation. The only obligation we took place, and there is no possibility of comparing the
had in the matter was the obligation which we inherited from actual value of an acre there before and ýafter that railwav
those gentlemen who entered into that agreement against our communication was established. Why these hon. gentlemen
protest and against every dictate of common sense and proposed, apart [rom the expenditure of the surveys, to
prudence. The lion. gentleman tells us that we ought to give $53,000,000, when at the outside we propose Vo give
have informed British Columbia that the arrangement should some $27,000,000, because I entirely deny the assertion that
be broken off. We did tell British Columbia that our the hon. gentlemen opposite have any right whatever
policy from th9 first was to fulfil the bargain only to that to say that we would have given a guarantee of interest of
extent which we found the resourczes of the people of $7,500 per mile for 25 years on the remaining portion of
Canada would warrant. On that point there was no un- the road, the guarantee proposed by my bon. friend was
certain sound. In the address of the hon. member for to be given for the more difficult portions of the road.
Lambton to his constituents, that condition was clearly in- Not one syllable was said by hira as to his willingness to
sisted on. lu my Budget Speech, made a few months after- accept the proposition asking for so much additional subsidy
wards, that condition was insisted on in the plainest terms. as a substantial guarantee of interest on $7,500 a mile for
It was repeated in our negotiations with the British Govern- twenty years. That is a pure assumpt4on of the hon. Minister
mqnt. It was stated by myself again and again to of Railways, for which ho can produce no evidence whalever.
Lord Carnarvon. It was stated in the termas as a They tell us that·down to 1878 'no stops had been taken
precedent of keepingîaith with British Columbia that we by my hon. friends and colleagues to implement the Aut.
should go to that. Ixtent, and to that extent alone Everything hat could -bç done had been done. Enormous
to which we could go in our judgment without unduly bur- expenditur-e had been incurred for surveys. Everything
denmg the people of Canada. The hon. gentleman tells us that has been done in the way of construction of the
we increased the taxation 83,OQD,000 in order to buid Chat Thunder Bay Branch-a most essential element of the whole
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so4bmea-had been set on foot and mostly aeoomiplihed by bae :eonstiruoed, or ame to construot, are to
the ben. member for Lambton before he left ilee; So fai be given only -when the whole 2;000 miles, which

tCamarvonTerms went, my hon. friend and colleaguos ewah Syndicate offers to build, is oompleted. In
hmddoae all-that was in their power to do, lawfully, up to that respect they stand on no botter footing han the old
16,Àmt they .distinctly declined to commit themselves Syndicate. They.stand on a far worse footing than the old
further than tis, namely: that they would expend a certain Syndicate, in this respect : that for the Prairie Branch they
portion of the money in British Columbia, provided always will receive $2,0, 0 inu cash less and 2,500,000 acr of land
ti resources of Canada permitted it to be done. Laut year leses-nany millions taken altogether in land and mony less
m.y hon. friend, the present leader of the Opposition, in vie w than the first Syndicate are to receive; and- when he talka
of the thenfmancial condition of the country, with a deficit of to us about the new Syndicate constructing this work àand
$1,5OU,000, as now asoortained, staring up in the face, inpite making an enormons profit, sithough they offer to do the
of the enormous inereased rate of taxation imposed in 1879, work for to many mRlhions less, has he forgotten that we
was in perfect accordance with the hon. mem r for Lamb- have no sort of security that the old Syndicate will construet
ton's proposal in the course ho took He kadg perfect more than the prairie section unless it suits their purpose?
right to say, under those conditions, that we were in .no Every security existing in the old is to be found in the new
respect able. to go on with that work in British Colmnbia. scheme, with this differenoe: that its anthorm will reeeive
Neither then, nor now, nor hereafter did my hon. friend say an enormous sum less for the Prairie Branch than the old
more than this: "That it was not prudent, in his judgment, Syndicate. When the right hon. gentleman talks about
that we should go on with the work in British Columbia in their prosecuting the castern section, 200 to 280 miles,
the present financial condition of the country." I do not pro- as a security, he forgets entirely to tell the House
pose at this late hour to go into minute details as te the onus of that for whatever the old Syndicate built on the eastern
taxation, but I will point out to the Minister of Finance that section they are to receive a liberai subsidy in cash and
it is*absurd to take receipts from Customs-and Excise as the a very considerable quantity of vaiuable land, and will hàve
true measure of the. onus of taxations on the people. The extremoly littie to lose evon if they built that section;
true measure of the onus of taxation, pahticularly under the because the sums tbey are to roceive from the Government,
scheme which ho introduced two years ago, is the amount of although far less in proportion than what they are to
money taken out of the pockets of the people, and not merely receive for the prairie branch, are still suflioiently liberal
the .rmount that goes into the Treasury. To-day we are to enable thom to construct the road at very little
burdened with a taxation 50 to 60 per cent. greater than risk. The proper construction of the terms of this contract
that of-187518. It is quite true that amount does not go may be a matter for legal rminds; but if I understand it
into the Treasury, but it is equally true that it goes outof right, for every 20 miles they construct they receive a
the pockets of the people, and that whatever may be the re., distinct amount in money and land. It is perfectly clear
turn, by sub-dividing Customs and Excise, they pay vastly that you obtain extremely little seourity by their construe-
more -taxes to-day than under our reqime. It is perfectly tion of a considerable section of the eastern braneh, uniess
true that the taxation had been increased in 1874, although it the hon. gentlemsp is prepared to show that the terms
is also true that that taxation was imposed for the purpose of offered for it are so much btlow the genuine value of the
making good expenditure caused by hon. gentlemen opposite. work-which ho did not attempt to show-that it could
He tells us that the now Syndicate knew perfectly well only be constructed at very considerable los. I do not
months ago what were the ternis and conditions of the Gov- think that that can he shown ; and looking to the enormous
ernment offer. Must I go over again the eloquent speech alterations that have taken place, as regards the cost of
of the member for West Durham, and point out that in no constructing such works, within the last fèw years, I doubt
single possible conceivable respect were the terms in the exceedingly whether ho can show that the old Syndicate
contract on the-Table the same as those laid down in the are likely to lose anything by going on with the eastern sec-
Act of 1874. If my memory serves me, my ion. friend tion. Practically all the security ho gets, with regard to
enumerated sixteen important pointa, without counting the Prairie Branch, is simply this deposit of $1,000,000 and.
others of less importance, in all of which this contract dif- the right of retaining one-fifth of our own lands. According
fers, and most materially, fromithe terms in that Act and to the statements made, I am informed, by the First Minister
those embodied in the advertisement of the late Govern- yesterday, and repeated, more'or loes, by the Finance
ment, and fom the terms which alone the capitalists of Minister to-night, the profits that can Le made by the old
Canada had a right to expeet would be onsidered or re- Syndicate in constructing this prairie section are so
eeived by the Government asked for in the tenders. He tells enormous that they might well agree to forfeit four or five
us that this new Syndicato have no honest intention of corn- millions, and stili come out with a very large and valuable
pleting the contract. They have given every possible ma property, for the construction of tiat portion of the road.;
terial guarantee that they are prepared to go on with their and although tat is a matter which might come up more
bargain; and until the Firit Minister rose yesterday and appropriately t a later stage of the discussion, I think it
declared that it was the policy of his Government te stand right to cal the attenton of the Housp to the feet that it
or fall by the contract, I do not believe the House con. would bo very possible, unless great precaution is taken in
ceived it possible that so old, so experienced a statesman as locating the land, that this Prairie Branch may become a
himself could have committed en tremendous a bun- more branch of the St, Paul and Manitoba railroad and be
der as this, having an opportunity of constructing all he perfectly independont either of the Thunder Bay, section
wishes for an enormous number of millions lees than the or of the Pembipa Branch itself. He tells us.it is a great
prie.he had agreed to pay, andwould have, inthe teeth ofthat relief to the people of Canada to know the extent of their
offer, proceeded in his obstinate course of forcing his support- liabilities. That is precisely what we complain we do not
ers and the country to accept a bargain so inflnitely worse know. You are retaining for ten whole years a task ofeon-
than the one in his power to accept. He tells us that these structing the most dificult portions by far of this work.
gentlemen are going to get the prairie section of the railway, We are told that they may cost less han originally sup-
and with it he Thunder Bay section and Pembina Iraneh. posed. The Minister of Railways comes down, as he teall
Se far as I nnderstand the oifer, they cannot obtain the Than- us, year by year, with varying estimates. He makes them
der Bay and Pembina Branches unless the €rovernment esch., year less on the sections that suit hlmseif; but
cheous, contrar-y to their proposition, to make a free gft J athough lie teRs us he will redaeo them on the eastera sec-
ihei.Tho :terme in both contracts in that respect ,re the tion, hestates;thathisestimates weredecidedly too lowuhis
same. Those portions of the road that the Governument 1 central section. The section that goes out of his hande may
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increase in cost, and the section that remains in his hande the Govemment of Canada. But there is no snb piuvion
may be very largely diminished in cst. We have no ler.; they are perfeetly in the power of thème mon, and
means of knowing what those portions of the road, not diffi- they may tranefeverything theynay have or May
ealt, are likely to cost, or whether the estimates lor the most under the contract to any capitaliste-Belgian, Ruaian
difficult are likely to be exceeded. It may be that the im- liehorAmerican-whenever it eits their business interete
provemen ts in railroad construction already noticed, and the to do -0. The bon. gentleman says we need not dread a
greateZ facilities for communication in the North-West,may, monopoly because the Governor in Couneilis to ix the
in a short time, materially reduce the cost of the sections to orignal toile. That argument las been disposed of
be built. But we have no sort of ground for accepting the a again, and again. We know perfectly well tha I
statement that we know definitely what our liaility is. wil boobligod tofix these tol at the outset atan unduly bigh
We know we have to complete the road from Thunder Bay standard, but thiy have voluntarily deprived thomselves by
to Selkirk, and that most expensive section from Kamloops this contract of those reserved powers which exiat nal
to Poit Moody. We know nothing dcfnimtely as to what it other railwar, and once having fixed tbem at a certain
may cost us; but judging from our experience of former rate, the Company will retain that rate until they are in
railroads, till they are completed and delivered over, w. receipt of enormous profits;and I eau attention to
shall not know what they will cost us. The hon. gentle- the fact that the Minister of Finance bas not,.nor,
man talks of the Government giving up their patron- so far as I know, las any other Minister,
age and the power of letting contracte, and yet, authoritatively ventured in this iouse ta deny the con-
on those large sectionq, they retain the patronage struction placed on this clause by-the hon. xnmber for
conneçted with the giving of contracte. Where is thë West Durhani(Mr. Blake). More than once, more than
advantage to the country ? I grant that it would be an ad- half a dozen timea, bas my hon. friend and othorhon. gen-
vantage to the country if we knew once and for ail tlemen on thisîdo called attention to the fact that accord-
what the sections are going to cost us ; but· we ing to thoir conetructiou of the contract-and few wil
only know that wo have undertaken at our own coet to dispute the riglt of the hon. momber for West Durham to
complote 700 miles of the most difficuit part of the railroad b. heard on a question of'iegal construction-the power
and hind it over as a free gift to the Syndicate, old or new, which the Governor in Counci 1 rotains could nat bceexercised,
as the case may be. The bon gentleman talks of the new if the terme are once fixed, until ton per cent. shah have
proposal falling short of attaining his object of carrying been paid on the whole capital expended on the construction
this road from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It reste simply of the Railway. If the f4nister of Finance le prepared tosay
with hon. gentlemen opposite ; but for thçir own neediess that they will alter chat clause, that they will introduce such
obstinacy in taking up the position they have assumed-it terme and words as will remove the ambiguity, if ambiguity
was perfectly free to them, at any rate, till yesterday after- there is, ho ought in comnon justice ta his supporters ta
noon, to have accepted the new centract, and bound its mako that etatement bore and now. And surely the mem.-
authors in any shape they pleased-they could have attained be of the Gaverument, who have spoken 80 often aud 0
their whole object, and greatly strengthened tjeir position long, might state authoritatively what hoir view of that
in doingso at a vastly cheaper rate than originally proposed. particular sentence is; but 1 warn them that it will not do
The First Minister taunted my hon. friend from West Dur- to produce letters whidh say that two or three mombers of
ham with his propositionto build the road by the new Syndi- the corporation just about ta be formed are'wiiling
ente, with the remark that it was putting us into Amorican ta take a particular view of the construction of thc
hands, by carrying a road through American territory. clause. I trust before the louse quits the discussion
Who are the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway Company of this subject that an opportuaity will be tnken to
except an American corporation? Where are their interests ensure that there shal ho no ambignty in the con-
except in the State of Minnesota, and except in connection struction of that particular (lause. Thc hon, gentleman
with the valley of the Red River in that State ? tàlke about the land monopoly, and says wo noed not have
An hon. gentleman has handed me an advertisement of any fearof giving the Company power te hold 25,000,000
these gentlemen. (The hon. gentleman read from the acres without b.ing subjeet to taxation, because under the
advertisement of the St, Paul and Manitoba Railway Com- old Act of 1874, wc we would not have taxed
pany, to the effect that they were offering 2,000,000 acres of 36,000,000 acres of laud. The bpn. gentleman*-for-
the best whoat lands in the Red River valley at gete, I tbink, that thc intereste of the Govern-
prices of from $3 to 85 per acre), and continued: ment aud the interete of thc SyndicaLe do Dot by any
I think the hon. gentleman had better not taunt hon. meane run in the same plane. ThcGovorumeut reserved
members on this side of the House with being disposed to that right knowing perfeetly-well that it would le their duty,
put the control of this great railway into American hande, and that they would b. compqll-d by Parliament, at once ta
lor if there are any men who are putting this road abso- put the lands in thc market at moderato terme, whenevor
lutoly and unreservedly into American hande it is these Lhe interes of immigration and seulement requirediL. But
hon. gentlemen. They know very well that to-morrow, if areth, Syndicate goiug ta consider what the interesta of
the business interests of Mr. Stephens or Mr. Smith ettlement require. On Lhe contrary, tbey will cnsider
required it, they may, and very likely will, part with their onlywhatisinthoirownîintereet. Ifitistotheirinterosts
interests in that road to any Americans who are willing to ta ola.few million acres on moderato terme and retain the
pay them what they think they are worth, and once the rest, they wil do so. If they find it ta b. their intereet to
contract is signod there is no possible means, as the con- retain the whole oiL, they wih1 do &o. Tbey wiIl not psy
tract stands, of preventing them from transferring the attention ta thc wante of inuoming settier, or tbc wants of
whole of their interests to any American company that the population, unes tIcs. wants accord with their own
may be organized-to the Messers. Vanderbilt or.any other interests. And b.aring in mmd that the Goverument ar
body of American capitaliste who may choose ta bound in al Teason and aIl conscience ta provide
buy them. There is no precaution inseribed in this homesteads over about 25,ffl,000 acres for tIe
contract, such as was inserted in the original contract with ottlr, wbom we ail dosiro tu se pour into that
&ir Hugli Allan; and much as I disapprove of the incidentseountry, iL la quite clear that it wil ho to thc inter"tof
connected with that contract, I cannot but approve of thethe Syndiet. turing a great portion, at any rate, of the
-provision which prevented the members who joined that onsuing iO ye>s, te ld the wbole or thc greater part of
corporation from transferring their rights and interest inthe lb. 25,O000 acres which they reurve. iti. perfoctly
prposed Canadian Pacifie Railway without tho consent of ç1a t4t if tbe.Governuent o4od, hy offcring home.
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steeds by allowing the purchase of the lands at liberal rates,
in inducing any considerable -emigration into that

mountry, the Syndicate will reap the advantage from that
immigrâtion. Nor eau thqGovernmont, without destroying
the future of that country, refuse to give liberal grants or
pre-emption rights. Sir, in what manner the hon. gentle-
man arrived at his computation that the Syndicate-which
is to receive in the lowest case $10,000 per mile in cash
and then an immense quantity of valuable lands-will
require to pay 31;000,000 a year in interest or for the cost
of the administration of the lande, I would much like to
know. What is the cost of the administration of the lande
to be ? They have no taxes to pay, their exemption
is perfectly good ; what cost will they incur in
administering their lande? I would like to know
whether they are going to start with an expenditure
ont of their own pockets of 825,000,000? Why, that
enm, added to the Government grant, would much more, in
my jndgment, than pay for every single mile of the wbole
2,000 that they are called upon to construct. The computa-
tion, It appears to me, is absurd. Icannot understand under
what possible circumstances the hon.gentleman can conceive
that any such annual expenditure will be made by them, or
bow, even in his own mind, he arrived at that computation.i
And bore I pause, because I am following the hon. gentlemanj
stop by stop, and if I am a little irregular in my remarks, I
must plead bis precedent. Here I find he bas interjected a
discussion on the respective value of certain loans made by1
me and hy himself. That is an old subject. AI! I have to'
say is that as respects the rate of interest paid by me, he
is mistaken in saying that when the loans at 4 per cent.i
were floated in the London market, it involved a paymentj
of 5 per cent., unless the hon. gentleman is choosing to add
the j per cent. paid as sinking fund, and which existe in
bis loan as well as in mine. But the hon. gentleman was1
good enough to call attention to the difference in the ratest
of securities. le was good enough to call attention to the(
fluctuations in Australian securities, and to boast,(
reasonably enough, that whereas in former times those1
securities ranked better than ours-now- they rank worse.E
Thatis true,but I will call attention tothis-that when in 1876(
I foated a 4 per cent. loan at9l, at that identical moment thet
United States Government was barely able to obtain par
for a loan of 4j per cent. The securities I floated stood as
well as the securities of the United States in the London1
market. When the hon. gentleman floated a loan in 18791
he failed to get within 10 or 12 per cent. of the price which1
the United States securities ranked at. My loan, as com-a
pared with United States securities, was reiatively 10 perc
cent. botter than the hon. gentleman's. Now, I do not
attach much importance to that; it is a fact, however, thata
at the moment our 4 per cents. were sold in the London t
market, United States 4î per cents. were selling at the sarne
rate, allowing for the difference in 'interest, and thatv
when bis loans were effected, United States securities werev
10 or 13 per. cent. botter than the suin he was able to obtain3
for his. lie talks of getting money out of the land to pay P
for all we spend. As I pointed out before, the lands we bave t
will have to be given away in order to keep faith with our&
own people and with settlers. For that reason, after we give a
25,000,000 acro to the old Syndicate, or 22,000,000 acres to i
the new one, and distributing a like proportion among the b
settlers, the hon. gentleman will find that very little, indeed,
will go into the Treasury frcm the sales of tbose lands. I do t
nos say that this is an impolitie policy; on the contrary, n
it is one I approve of, and one wbich the Houseo
on both sides should compel the hon. gentleman too
carry ont. But it is fatal to his pretonsion that he will I
suceed in getting a considerable amount of money ont of a
the lands which adjoined those to be given to the Syndicate. i
The hon. gentleman's'vivid imagination leads him tq wonder
what were Lord Dufferin's feelings at reading the proposi- i

tion advaneed by the hon. member for West Durham. I
think Lord Dufferin, who understood the situation
thoroughly, would have said that when there wa a.dfcit
of 8 1,500,000 my bon. friend was perfectly justified in saying
that Canada was in no respect called upon to go on had
spend any money in British Columbia. Lord Dufarin
understood thoroughly the condition of our airsand e
nover expressed any other opinion than that Canadass
bound to do as much as she could for British Columbia s
woon as ber resources permitted, and not before. But I
think theb on. gentleman might more wisely have hesi-
tated when he talked to this side of the House about violat-
ing compact and about treachery to the country. Why, let
him look at Lord Dufferin's despatch laid on the Table of
this House, and he will see the terme in which Lord Duf-
ferinspoke of the men who doclared on thoir oath of offine
and their fealty as Ministers of the Crown, and on their
personal bonor, that they were absolutely innocent of aIl
the things the bon. member for Shefford (Mr. Huntington)
had laid to their charge. I eau hardly conceive a more
humiliating condition than that in which this strong Govern.
ment, this Government who boasted of having such a hold in
this House, and of represen ting such an overwhelming major.
ity in the country, now find themselves placed. This is the
result of ail those foolisb and idle boastings in which they
and their organs indulge so of ten. Wo were told we would
soe how easy it was for sage and experienced statosmen to
build the Pacific Railway and not cost the people one cent.
They are going to give $25,000,000 to this Syndicate; they
are going to build, at a cost which they themselves estimate
will amount to 828,000,000, some 700 miles of road, make
a present of it to the Syndicate, and yet it is not to cost the
people of Canada one cent. We were told th'ey had all tho
capitaliste of the world at their doors, asking, begging,
praying to be permitted to compote for the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. And this is the result-a
contract on such terms, as I remarked, as was never dreamed
of, and never before proposed to any representative assen-
bly, a contraet which gives such exemptions, such privileges,
such extraordinary mondpolies as I did not believe even the
old Syndicate would have dared to ask for, had not the ex-
treme and wauton folly of those hon. gentlemen's utterances
placed them in such a position that they were utterly help-
bess in the hands of the yndicate and their adroit advisers.
Now, we bave the result before us. What were, the pretexts
which were alleged by the hon. gentlemen four weeks ago ?
Why, we were told that there was sornething to be said
against this, no doubt; that there were many objectionable
clauses in it, things init which they could not defend. There
weit two parties to the transaction, they told us. They had,
after al, made the best bargain it was in their power
to make; that was their excuse and their plea-not that the
bargain was a good one, but that it was the best bargain it
was possible to nake. Well, all the plausibility, if there
was any in it, that the excuse may have had, bas gone.
Now, we find that capitalists of equal standing, of equat
wealth and experience, come forward and say: "We wilhdo
this work for you," and on terms which I do not hesitate to
say, ifyou put thejust value on the exemptions, and ifyou put
a very moderate value indeed on the enormous privileges of
the monoply that is granted them, is $40,000,000, ut least,
better that the offer contained in the contract heretofore
laid on the Table. Sir, there were four courses open, as I
think, and fairly and favorably open, to these bon. gentle
mon. They might with good reason bave withdrawn the
original contract altogether, and, if they had seen fit, gone
on as they proposed to as nine months ago and constructed
this road as a Government work ; or they might bave
accepted this new offer, also a perfectly legitimate, a per-
fectly reasonable, thing to do; or they night have said :
" under these circumstances, we fee it our duty in the
nteresta of the people whose guardians we are, toisee if we
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eannot get botter terms than either ;' or tbêy tmight
have left the whole matter to the people, the
true and proper arbiters, and let then iay whetheÈ
they would retain these hon. geîttemen and their ontraût
$40,000,000 worse than the offer now made, F bc ruled by
that "aristocratie demagogue," my hon. friend from "West
Durham (Mr. Blake). Th'ese hon. gentleïnen talked of
sacrifleing something to their honor. Millions-mnst, if need
be, be given up to their honor. It reminds*oné of the words
of the poot, not the hon. Member for Niagara:

"cTheir honor rooted in dishonor stood
And faitha unfaithful keeps them falsely tane."

What is the true position of this House ? Are these gen-
tlemen the despots of-Canada ? As I understand the case,
the members of this House are the agentà of the people of
Canada, and these hon. gentlemen are the agents of the
agents of the people of Canada. I can well understand
gentlemen in the awkward position in which these hon.
gentlemen now find themselves, saying and feeling too that
it was their duty to submit to considerable sacrifices for the
piirpose of carrying out a contract to which they had
agreed; and, Sir, if it was their land tbcy proposed to
sacrifice, if it was thoir money they proposed to give away, if
the price of those exemptions were to corne eut of thoir
pockets, if those monopolies were to hurt them, and them
alone, then I could understand their telling us that their
honor forbade the sacrifice. But are they going to lose
one cent by forcing the original contract? Are they
going to suffer in any way ? The parties who are going to
suffer are the people of Canada. It is the birthright -of the
people of Canada which you propose to give away ;
it is the money of the people of Canada yeu
propose to sacrifice; it is out of the pockets
of the people of Canada that all these exemptions and
charges are to be defrayed; it is the people of anada, and
their children and, grandchildren, who are to suffer if you
create these extortionate and exorbitant monopolies. The
duty of an agent in such a case differs fron the duty of the
principal. Ris duty is not to sacrifice his principal's
money and rights, but if the agent has fatally compromised
himself, the least the agent can do, if he be an honorable
man, is to refer the matter to the principal and abide by
the principals decision. If these hon. gentlemen desire to
maintain the name of honorable mei; that is what they
should be prepared to do, and not to talk to us of honor in
carrying out a contract which they rashly pledged themselves
to. I say if ever there was à Government on the face of the.
earth who were bound so to conduct their negotiations as to
give no logitimate cause fbr suspicion, it was the majority of
the members of the present cabinet. Now, Sir, what have
these hon. gentlemen done? Knowing that they stood sus-
pected, knowing that their past record would not bear inves-
tigation, even if they did not care for theiéeown honor and
reputation, they should consider the effect of their con-
duct on their followers behind them; and yet they must
needs carry on their negotiations in secret, they
must needs refuse information which this House and
the country had a right to have, they must
needs keep these terms so studiously concealed that until I
read that contract, I had not the faintest idea that reekless
as they are, they would commit so ridienlous and foolish
an act as to set their bands to such a batgain as that;
knowing all that, what did they do when the contract
come down ? We find them in the most desperate hurry to
get rid of the discussion, in most desperate haste, that
within ton days a matter which tbey themselves admit to
be the most important with which the Parhament ofOanada
has ever had to deal should be carried through witbout the
slightest chance or possibility of sapealing to the eountry
or obtaining froma other parties ariy ofFer whichbinight
replace the one now before ns. And when this new offer
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comes bre, made by mn of the very highest etxdihg-
aM offer which they have shown by the very beàtg-osibim
tests is a bedfide offer-how are thesenen iettW>th
tituperatiori and abuse of the very grossest kind, bot 3eny
by the oegane of 'bon. gentlemen opposite, but amonin thiw
Homtse aiso. What do these gentlenian popese tedo?
They propose to save the people of Oarada Mnany
millions of dbllars in money and land,;and to remove
those monopolies which hon. gentlemen widh i t*
create. is that a crime? Io it to be hëld -a crime in tis
country if sevôral Canadian capitalists come forward to afy-
"You have made a bad bargain; we will undertake teon-
struct this road at a lss cost than proposed in the contraet
brought down; we will free yeu from a number of these
embarrassing clauses and restrictions which you have
unfortunately placed in your original bargain." The honî
gentleman dared to hint that this bargain was a fraudulent
one -that it contained the èlements of deceit, the eleenents
of hypocrisy, the elements of a political dodge. AicaSn
say is this: that when we come to consider these two ofdrs,
when we consider how the original negotiations owere
conducted, when we regard the extraordinary socrecy with
which this: whole matter from first to last bas been
negotiated, we must say that if everything was honest and
above board, with respect to the original contract, the whole
circumstances attendant upon its introduction have been most

-fortunate.
"With every feature of a knave complete
If it be honest 'tis a devilish cheat."

What is the conduct of hon. gentlemen towards their sup-
porters in this matter ? I do not believe a party was
ever so dragooned as those hon. gentlemen have been
upon this occasion. All discussion has been shut off,
all remonstrance forbidden. They have recourse, with their
majority 70 strong, to the last and ugly argument which
a mninistry driven into a corner has recourse to. They bave
told their support ers that if lhey dared to listen to botter
terms or to sanction them when offered, they will have to
choose between seeingthem out of office or probably dissolu-
tion and acepting the contract. I do net remem-
bor a single hon. gentleman opposite, even among the
Ministers themselves, who bas ventured to say that this
contract is jurt the contract he would like to see.
Do these hon. gentlemen deliberately mean to tell us that
a monopoly is a good thing, that exemptions from taxation
are good things, that it is- a good thing ifi itself to deprive
the Governor in Couneil of the right of reducing tolls from
time to time, 'vfen, as we all know, this whole question of
railway rates is one which is hourly and daily changing,
and which has changed enormously within the last four or
five years, which may affect oùr whole commercial rela-
tions, our whole water system, which may in a h'undred
ways so affect our trade and commerce, that it is-a thing
entirely on the cards that we find ourselves compelled again
to repurchase this road at a very large cost in order to
prevent our people from being ground and crushed to earth
by the terrible tyranny to whieh these gentlemen propose
to deliver them. Are they goingto tell us thatiit is a good
and wise thing in itself to expend $25,000,000 when we
need expend only $22,000,000, togive away 25,000,000 acres
when mon of equal capacity and respectability are wilingto
do the work for 22,000,000 ? If these hon. gentlemen have
the slightest confidence in their causeifthey believe thatthey
have the country with them on this question, when nouid
they have a fairer or botter opportunity for putting it to
the test. Let them with all the energy, wisdom and sagacity
they possees, their greatnumerical etrength,let them de ha
I say hon. gentlemen in such a case are bound te do, take
the will ofthe people en this question, and then I say 'ho
once the p 1eopie have the qnestion oforethei, wht once
the ýpcople have decided thliimattei we will be wiling
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aet the t6 tie best of 'ar power in putting thi on the

taiute-book in a better sbape -an the present one.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK moved the adjournment of the

Debate.

·Motion agreed to; and (ut 1:30 o'clock, a.m,) the lIouse
adjonrned.

-HlOUSE (F COMMONS.
W]EDNESDAY, lOth January, 1881.

The SPEAKER tôok the Chair at Three o'Clock.

PRAarxEs.
BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and read the firet time:
Bill (No. 33) respecting documentary evidence in certain

cases.-(Mr. McDonald, Pietou).

WILLIAMSBURGI CANAL.
Mr. ROSS (Dundas), enquired, Whether it is the

intention of the Government to make an appropriation and
have thesame placed in the Estimates this Session, towards-
effecting urgent improvements for navigation and other
purposes, at the Rapide du Plat Section of the Williamsburgh
Canal ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. This is ona of the matters that is
under the consideration of the Government in connection
with the matters that would. reccive attention when the
Estimates are taken up by Council.

SIIELBURNE HARBOUR.
Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne), enquired, Whether

the Government propose to place a sum in the Estimates
for the erection of a fog-whistle at the entrance to Shel-
burne Harbor, Nova Scotia, and whether the Departrent
of Marine and Fisheries intend placing an automatie buoy
this year, at the entranceof Lockport Harbor, in Shelburne
County ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's). I am unable to state at present
what is the intention of the Government with respect to
the proposal spoken of

ORDER OF PUBLIC BUSINESS.
Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I

woulddesire to call the attention of the bon. First Minister
that when the first arrangement was made that the Pacifie
Railway quesion should have precedence, it was understocd
that an opportunity would be offered by arrangement, across
the floor, to call the Order paper for undebated and unop-
posed notices; and I would invite the hon. gentleman to
name a time at which the paper will be called. It will be
convenient to name a time, ummply because hon. members
may then be present.

-Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite understand the
point referred to by the hon. gentleman, but he will see
that we have been diseussing the question connected with
the Pacifie Railway policyein Committee for a long time.
We have now got yon, Mr. Speaker, iD the Chair, and the
disetiAsion has gone on very fully, and I hope will proceed
still more fully. I think it will be to the convenience of
the Fouse, and Will meet with the wishes Of the majority,
that the question upon concurrence shahl be finally carried,
or the reverse. As soon as the question of concurrence is
finat1y carried-and I ssume, as a matter of fact, that it wiIl
be 'carried-I wii be qtéiteprepared to give evëry attention,
perhaps by personal conmuniWcation with the leader of the
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Qppositioni to making full arragements by which the
general business of the House shalfbe carried on.

CANADIÂN PAOiFItO RAILWAY.

Hlouse resumed adjourned debate en the proposed motion
of Sir Charles Tupper for the second roading of the resolu-
tions reported from the Committee of the Wbole orr the 13th
January instant, granting certain moneys and lands for the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and the
motion of Mr. Blake in amendment thereto.

Mr. K RKPATRICK. Mr. Speaker, we have been for
nearly six weeks discussing the terms of the Pacific Railiway
contract, that was laid on the Table of the Ilouse on lth
December last, Cireimstances have placed me where I
had a very good opportunity of listening to the speeches
that have been mnde for and against the measure, and I
think if listening to speeches, some ofthem eloquent, others
long and labored, others again witty and wearisome, is
calculated to place a man in a fit frame of mind to give an
intelligent vote upon this question. I think I may claim
to be as proporly qualified as any lion. member in this
respect; but betbre giving my vote I desire to give
expression to some of my opinions upon the matter in
debate. Sir, I think the first point that must commend
itself to our attention, is the fact that hon. gentlemen
opposite have used every endeivor to excite public opinion as
to this contract. What was their first attempt? By making
excited harangues in this House, and by holding public
meetings, indignation meoting, from one end of the country
to the other. Wben at places where full and free discussion
took place, the meetings went against them,
and when froe and fair discussion was prevented,
they found on the following night, or within
a few days, large and enthusiastic meetings held which
endorsed the Governnent scheme. It is clear to any one
that hon. gentlemen on the opposite side failed to excite
any popular indignation in the country by means of public
meetings. What was the next stop taken by hon.
gentlemen opposite? They ci rculated petitionsthroughout
the country. At every pri neipal polling place, on the 3rd of
January, petitions were circulated, asking Parlianent not to
confirm the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract. Sir, those
petitions, we know, were prepared in Ottawa, they were
sent to people through the courtry, and will the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), or any of his hon.
friends, declare that , those petitions are true, or that
ten per cent. of those who signed them " read" with alarm
and astonishment the terms of the contract. I ask any
bon. gentlemen opposite to state if such is the case.
- Sir JOHN A. MACIDONALD. Only the men of mark

have donc that.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes ; only the men of mark bave
done that. I think the persons who read the contract and
signed petitions against it are very fow in number, and
that those who have intelligently read the contrat, have
come to the conclusion that, under all circumstances, it is
a fair and reasonable proposition to accept, and that it i8
better for the country to accept it than reject it. But
what is the last and culminating step the hon. gentlemen
have taken ? They have brought down a proposition from
those rich capitaliste. When the hon. member for West
Durham, yesterday, boasted they belonged to bis party;
the hon. gentleman declared that the Liberal party had o4
its side all the rich men and capitalists-who invariably
act against the interests of the peuple. That was the boast
he made in the House yesterday, and when it was suggested
that we must be the representatives of the poor people, he
retorted by saying, we must be poor representatives.

Mr. BLAKE. I said you were poor representi&ete
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Mr. KIRKPATRICK. le it because we are the representa-
tives of the mass of the people that we are poor representa-
tives, and that it was only the represontatives of the rich
and the capitalists who could be intelligent, and could be
good representatives ? That is not in accordance, at all
eveuts, with the opinwpns generally held by the great
Liberal leaders in England and this country heretofore.
Ali the eoffrts of hon. gentlemen opposite have culminated
in this offer brought down and laid on the Table of this
House. What has been the result ? The hon. member for
West Durham has risen in his place and said he cannot
recommend it to this House; that he cannot endorse its
terms; but he did this after its defects had been pointed
out by the First Minister. Before that time the hon.
gentleman, and those who sit béside him, received with
enthusiastic cheors the announcement that the offer was to
be laid on the Table. They knew its terme; thp terme
had been canvassed, scanned and criticized, and prepared
under the direction of hon. gentlemen opposite, and I
do not think the offer reflects very much credit on them.
It is a patent piece of plagiarism from beginning to end.
if there were anything required to remove my doubte as to
the wisdom of accepting the contract, the offer submitted
would at once remove those doubts. Thé points on which
1 had doubts as to whether the contract should receive my
approval, all appear in the offer, and it is time for me to
say that these doubte have been removed, ànd that I am
at liberty to vote for this contract now before the
louse. The hon. member for West' Durham undert9ok,

yesterday, to give the House a lecture on constitutional law
and parliamentary government, and he told us we were
ree to accept or reject the contract. It did not require a
gentleman of astuteness to tell us that. What are we called
here for ? Take the amendment and you will find that the
wordy preamble winds up by telling us that the House is
not bound to legalize the contract unlese it is in the public
interest to do so. We know that. Hon. members are
brought here to consider this matter, and to accept, reject
or modify the contract. Of course, if we amend it without
the consent of the contracting parties, it js equivalent
to rejecting it, for the contractors are then released ;
but we can accept, reject or amend it as Parliament
pleases. But, Sir, the hon. gentleman, not content
with that, appealed to us to dissever ourselves from
the ties of party, to come forth and consider this matter
free from party and for the best interests of the people. I
think that is rather a curious appeal to be iade by the
hon. member for West Durham. Why does he behold the
mote in bis brother's eye, and considers not the beam that
is in his own eye? Who, of all public men in this country,
lias been the most frequontly called upon by the young and
ardent politician of Ontario to dissever himself from the
ties of party, but the hon. gentleman from West Durham?
Who has stood more than once shivering on the brink of
party and feared to launch away-? The hon. mem-
ber for West Durham. Who was it that yielded
to the whip of the party leader and entered the
Government in 1875-for I will not do the hon.
gentleman the injustice to suppose that it was any desire
for place or power that induced him to enter into that
Government, which he Lad been trying theSession beforeto
undermine and upset ? Sir, it was the whip of the party
leader that called him thère, and Lere we are called upon
now to receive his rebuke for partyism. When I heard im
addressing the House yesterday in those terme I could not
think how applicable to him were these lines:

"Here lies our good Edward whose genius was such,
We scarcely can praise or blame it too much;
Who born for the universe, narrowed bis mind,
And to party gave up what was meant for mankind."

There was another appeal the hon. gentleman made yes-
terday, backed up by the hon. and gallant knight for Centre

Mir. KIRKPATRtICK.

Huron (Sir Riùhard J. Cartwright¾ and that waa that there
should be a dissolution and an appeal te the country. And
this is the last resort, after their efforte te excite indignafion
in the country!

"Despair and utter dissolution is the scope of al their aims."
Well, I do net think they will be gratifled in this
respect. There hs been no public expression of opinion
te justify a dissolution. There have been petitions pre-
sented te this House signed by 15,000 people, representing
two per cent. of the voters of this country, and it is for such
opinion that hon. gentlemen opposite ask for expression of
dissolution. Last night the hon. member for Centre Huron
supported most strongly an appeal te the people. I had
the pleasure of meeting that hon. gentleman a short time
ago at a meeting of the citizens of Kingston, a meeting
called by order from Ottawa, on the requisition of the
officers of the Reform Association of the city of Kingston,
and I wiIl do the Beformers of Kingston the justice te state
that it was a large meeting of the intelligent- citizens of
Kingston. There we Lad a fiee and fair discussion, and I
leave it te the hon. gentleman himself te say whether that
meeting did net decide in favor of the contract.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Decidedly not; they
carried a resolution against it.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The hon. gentleman says "no." At
that meeting the hon. gentleman promised the people that
lie would come back and finish hie speech on another
occasion.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I did not say any-
thing of the kind.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I challenge him now, in the face
of this House and of this country, te go back te the city of
Kingston and discuse this contract again before another
meeting. I will go furtber, and I will challenge him te do
this. The city of Kingston is represented in this Hotise by
a Reformer. It is a Reform constituency according to the
hon. gentlemen opposite. I challenge him now te ask his
friend and follower, the hon. member for the city of
Kingston (Mr. Gunn) te resigu hie seat and te open the
constituency.

Sir RIOHARID J. CARTWRIGHT. We will do it.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. If he will resign his seat for

Centre Huron I will resigu mine for Frontenac, and I will run
against the hon. and gallant knight in Kingston, and we will
test the opinion of thaticonstituency. I will go to the city
of Kingston, where th'e hon. gentleman has lived all bis life
and where he is best known, and I will contest with him
the question whether this contract should be endorsed. LIf
he does not accept the challenge let hinm never state again
that the people of Kingston are against this contract. I
have just had put into my hands a report of a meeting last
night at Port Rope, called by the hon. gentlemen opposite,
which states that the meeting was three te one in favor of
the Government. Now, let us see what are the points in
this contract that hon. gentlemen object te. Hon. gentlemen
opposite have stated that -this contract was ilegal
because it was net in accordance with the Act of
1874; there were no tenders invited, therefore the whole
thing was illegal and we were wasting our time discussing
this matter. I suppose that if the Parliament of Lanada
had power te pass the Aet of 1874, they have power to pass
this Act, and if one is legal the other must be se. But I
have kinown some contracte made with regard te the Pacifie
Râilway which do not and could net come under the terme
of the Aet of 1874. They tell ns about advertising for
tenders, and about getting parliamentary authority. I
would ask him te tell us what parliamentary authority
they had when they made the contract for 50,000 tQns of
steel rails, and for making a telegraph line before the
location of the Pacifie Railway was decided apon. Doms net
the hon. member for West Durham remember that that
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point wa raised in thi Houae, that the illegality of the
course pured by the hon. member forlambton was pointed
out, and that when a motion was made declaring that the
cotract for the construction of the telegraph line was not
warranted by he Act of 1874, that hon. gentleman left the
Houa. rather than vote upon it? Those contracta. were
assumed to be made under the Act of 1874, and did we hear
tses hon. gentlemen condemu them ? No ; they wei e as
mute as mice, and they voted for the contracts. But now
when this offer is made for the building of the Canadian
Pacifi Railway, an offer which the whole country was
delighted to hear of, hon. gentlemen opposite raised the
quibble that there was no pwer to recoive tenders, because
an advertisement had not bosn issued beáring the royal coat
of arms at the head of it. It was known throughout
the - country that the GoNernment was consider-
ing tenders for the construction of this road; the
journals of the hon. gentlemen stated that people
were asked to come here from all parts of Canada to take
stock in this road, but after coming here they refused it and
went away. We were told by hon. gentlemen opposite that
the Act of 1874 was infinitely better than the present
contract, for two reasons: first, that the money grant was
much les, and, secondly, that the land grant gave no power
of selection, and the Company had to take the good and the
bad from Lake Nipisming through to the Pacific Ocean.
Now, Sir, we all know that the boundaries of Ontario extend,
at all events, to the Winnipeg River, and some contend that
they extend a great deal farther; therefore, there could be
no land given to the contractors under the Act of 1874,
between Lake Nipissing and that point. AIl that land had
to be made up froni other points that represent a distance of
650 miles. Yet we are told by the hon. member for
North Norfolk (Kr. Charlton) that the contractors under
the Act of 1874 had to taire their land, good and bad, fr'om
Nipissing to the Pacific Ocean. Did ho read that Act,
or did ho speak in ignerance ? Did ho intend t> mislead'
the House or not ? Which ever horn of the dilemnia the
hon. gentleman chooses to take they must both be equtal y
unpleasait for him. The Act of 1874 prescribes further
that we shall give.a cash subsidy of $10,000 a mile and a
guarantee of 4 per cent. interest upon the whole amount,
but we find that this resolution, which has been placed in
your hands, and which ought to be correct in every
particular, states that by the Act the cash expenditure to be
paid to the ,contractor is to be 810,000 a mile, or about
î27,000,000 for the whole line, apart from the cost of
the surveys, which might or might not form part thereof.
Well, Sir, if that document, as it ought, tellts the
trutb, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
where is the ieference in it to the 4 pier cent.
guaranteeo? Do we not know that that guarantee
means another 88,000 a mile at least? Mr. Poster
undertook to build a portion cf the lino on a guarantee of'
4 per cent. on $12,500 a mile, but a Mr. Munson offer5fl to
do jt on a guarantee of 4 per cent. on $7,500 a mile. That
contract was assigned to Mr. Poster, but ho found that ho
could not do the work and bis deposit was returned to him.
Therofore, I think we are justified in assuming that the
lowest sum they could do it for was the 4per cent. guarantee
on $12,500 a mile, which is equal to 88,000 in cash. And
yet no statement of this is made in this document of the
hon. gentlemen. This resolution alo states that by the
Act the Government is to have control of the sales of two-
thirds of the land grant, and that the land grant of the
Company romains subject to taxation. Te both of these
atatements I demur ; they are not a correct statement of
the case. The land sales were not subject to the uncon-
trolied eontrol of the Government. They could net
sell the lands except at prices fixed on by the Govern-
ment and the contractors; both parties had to, agree to
bom, As to $oe lI4nd remaing subject to taxation, two-

thirds of those lands remain in the hands of the Government,
and does the bon. gentleman mean to say that while they
are in the hnds of the Government they are subject to
taxation, that until sold they are liable to taxation ? Where
is that stated in the Act ? At the most, only one-third of
the lands to be given to the Company can be beld subject to
taxation, and, therefore, the Act of 1874 and the contract
now before the House, with regard to taxation, are practic-
ally the same. The hon. member for West Durbam tried to
make a great point about a clause in this offer, which is
not in the contract, and which the new Syndicate generously
give the Parliament of Canada power to resume possession
of this railway after it is built. Now, I would like to call
the attention of the House to this clause:

" At any time after the completion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, or
of the parts thereof that are to be completed hereunder, the Government
shal be entitled to acquire the same and all the property and assets of the
Copany, aaying therefor sc compensation as may teagreed upon; or
in caue of disagreemerat, such compensation shall ho settled by the decision
of the majority of three arbitrators, one to be chosen by the Government,
one by the Company, and the third by the two so appoitd."

Now, what does this amount to ? it does not say, you will
observe, that the Government or the Parliament of Canada
are to have power of resuming possession of this line on
paying to these contractors the amount of money put in by
them; but simply that we are taking back the property
and assets of the Company, after the completion of the
road. Another clause oC this offer says :

"Upon the completion of the eastern and central sections, the Govern-
ment shall convey to the Company, with a suitable number of station
buildings and with water service (but without equipmentl, those portions
of the Uanadian Pacific Railway constructed or to be constructed by the,
Government, which shall then be completed."

So that all the work on this railway done by the Govern-
ment is to be handed over to this Company, and to becomo
its property and assets, together with 22,000,000 acres and
$22,000,000, and the Government and Parliament of Canada
are to have power to buy ail this back on paying the
Company compensation therefor. A pretty clause that
is. Taking the land at $3 an acre, we are to
buy back our land for 866,000,000, and the portions of the
road built by the Government for $28,000,000, and the work
representing the moneys bonus 22,000,000) in ail, 8116,000,-
000 whichCanada is to have the privilege of paying these
gentlemen to get back our road. Well, Sir, I would soonor
have the contract witbout anv such clause at ail. The
Parliament of Canada, like the Parliament of Great Britain,
is supreme, and if, in the public interest, it becomes noces-
sary to resume possession of this or any other road, the
Parliament of Canada bas a right to do it upon providing,
in a fair and reasonable manner, for vested interost. Have
we never heard how the Parliament of Great Britain took
away from the slave owners of the West Indies their slaves
and paid them for them ? Have we never hoard how the
Parliament o( Great Britain took away from the Irish
Church the property that belonged to it and paid for it ?
Have we nover heard how the Parliament 6f Great Britain
at the present day are contemplating taking away from the
landlords of Ireland their land ? Do we not know that the
Parliament of Great Britain resumed possession of all the
telegraph lines of that country, and simply paid
interested parties for their vested interests ? What
more could they do than make compensation for
taking away property and assets? Sir, this clause, ofwhich
so much bas been made, is the veriest nonsense, and I
believe this Rouse and the country will infinitely prefer to
have this contract as it is witbout any power of resumption.
Wby, whon it leaked out through some leaky individual
that the Government were going to take back this road at
the endof twenty years, the Globe newspaper had an article
headed "An Impossible Bargain," which ridiculed the idea,
and oould not believe that evon the Government of Sir John
Macdonald could be guilty of such a gross piece of impru-
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dence as to insert in the contract power to take back this
road.which it would cost so much to ruu.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). That was to take it back for
nothing.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes; to take it back for nothing,
after the ine was completed, and run it. We know the
opinion of hor. gentlemen opposite as te the cost of running
this road. In 1879, not so long ago as eighteen months,
there was a dobate in this Rouse with regard to the se ting
apart of 100,000,000 acres of land for the building of this
rouîd. Hon. gentlemen opposite ridiculed the idea of that
]and being sufficient for the purpose. The hon. member for'
Lambton said:

1If the on. gentlman's expectation of gettin g$2 per acre for thoe
100,000,wi0 acres should be realized, 1 will confess to him that 1 bave
been utterly mistaken in my idea on this subject,"

That was in 1879. We have the opinion of another leading
member of the Opposition, as to the cost of running the
road. Mr. Mills said in 1879:

" Mr. Fleming some years ago estimated that the interest on the
money required for th' construction of the railway, and the cost of work-
irg the railway for many years, would amount to $14,U00,000 per year."

No wonder, entertaining and giving expression to these
opinions, hon. gentlemen opposite should be utterly
astonished at the idea of the Government resum-
ing possession or allowing those contractors to bauild
the road and thon hand it back to the Govern
ment, so that the Government 'would be at the cost
of ranning it. No wonder they should raise a howl through
the country when it vas suggested that was.the ease; but
with their usual facility for turning somersaults, as soon as it
was known that contract bound the contractors to efficiently
maintain and operate the road forever, they immediately
changed theirtase and said: "Oh ! we ought to get possess-
ion of this road again. "

Mr. MILLS. That is what Mr. Fleming said.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Is Mr. Fleming a men-

ber of the Opposition ?
Sir ALBERT J. SKIITHl. They say ho bolongs to the

Government.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. And Mr. Fleming was quoted

with approval by the hon. member for Bothwell.
Mr. MILLS. What do you say is the cost of running the

road and interest on the moncy?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK, I say the cost of running the

road will be from $6,000,000 to $8,000,000 a year, and the
interest which the Syndicate will have to pay on borrowed
money will be some $3,000,000 more; and I say that for many
years the traffic will not pay for the expenditure of running
that road. The same year the hon. member foû Gloucester
(Mr.Anglin) gave expression to bis opinion whieh was utterly
at variance with the opinions expressed by him the other
day. The opinions of hon. gentlemen opposite have ail
changed in one year. We bave heard of persons who
,phanged.their opinions in the course of one revolving moon.
One revolving year brings about a complete change of
opinion in the minds of hon gentlemen opposite. Should
the Governnent, in a very short time, come down and say:
" We do not approve of this contract; " no doubt these hon.
gentlemen would laud it to the skies - and the following
year they would again cry out: "Oh ! you should build it by
a eornpany." The bon. member for Gloucester said:

"The entire cost would at least be $100,000,0,10. The estirnated
expenditure was increasing from 50 per cent. to 70 per cent. First,
500,000 acres, next 625,000, then 750,000 must be settled merely to pay the
interest. Did any one imagine that the settlement of that country would
progress more rapidly than at that rate? There would be more than
sufficient to pay interest on the mone and by the time the road would be
built a very great ortion of those nds would be disposed of. They,
could not imagine thaby any manipulation of these lands, moaey coaud
be got to pay oue-fourth the coat of the railway."

Mr. KIEKPATRICK.

,That was ii 1879, eighteen mouthsJgo. WhatwxatbeAêmek
made on us eight months ago, in which the whioeuariary
of hon. gentlemn opposite, ailithe eloq»ene.they ould
command were brought to bear. They attackeoue SAak
of our party on this question and tried te frighteuit by
magnifying the cost of building the xailw*y, by belittli4g
the landsin that country, bybelittliug our chance o4 hagiag
settlers into it, and they made such a moutaiu of a moehUi
that they actually did frighten some ofour members a r-
vented one or two fron voting for ourniessure last Sessio.
But when they find we have ,made fmitïe the tltimate resait
of this undertaking, they ehange their base. They attadk the
other flank of our army. They saay "Oh ! tlis;road could be
built so easily and so cheaply, and these lands are worth so
much that you are giving it1all away; you are giving
too mauch for it-although we are giving much
less than tbey said last year it would cost." I do not think
now their attack would have even as mach effect has it
had las year. I am confident, as the hon.iMinister of Rail-
ways said, that this debate. has had onp good effret. ,t bas
brought forth fromi he other side some patriotic speechps.
It has made hon. gentlemen opposite praise the country and
acknhowledge we have, a great gnd glornous future before us
with respect to the orth-West. What were the speeches
they made last year ? They teil us now that we are giving
25,000,000 acres of land, and that th y are wortail the wvy
fiom $2 to $5 per acre, but they agree pret'y mumchon 4
as the value. I believe that-in the course of time when the
eountry becomes settled, the average prie realized wili b
$3 per acre. How long will it take to settle that country
to sel the lands ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMIT. Tlen years you said last Session.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. If the opinions of the hn.

gentleinen opposite are wcrth anything they must be worth
something on this point. Let us sce what these opinions
are. The hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
s conisidered to be a sbining lighit on statistics by hon.

gentlemen opposite. le gives statisties on every question
and all sides of that question I will quote some ot his
figures, and ask him if ho will go back on himself
now, or agree with me that it would take
a long time to settle those lauds. Eight months
ago the question of how long it would take to settle
that country was up for discussion. On this side of thé
House the prophecy was made that we would have 550,000
people in there in ten years, but the hon. member for North
Norfolk ridieuled the idea. He said: " It took fhe'tPuita
States thirty years to found a population of 555,000 inte
the north-western States. Do you expect to have more
people into our North-West than the United States did into
theirs ? 1 do not believe that you will have 350,000 theor
in ten years." île gave- a little calculation of what would
be the value of the lands and how much would be reaiïed
fron them in ten years. The rnember for North Norfolk
said last Session, what I am going to read from page 1560 of
the Bansard:

"But suppose the population would be less than 350,000 withia 9
next ten years -ifrit reaches that number, settlement will be much mens
rapid than in the United States North-West, under similar circumstanrces
-be will find, taking the average holdings i that country, he will bave
disposed of 4,410,(00 acres m farms derived one-third each from homestead.
grants, and preemption, and railway land sales, 1,470,000. If ire add.
tbr sales of speculators, 75,000 acres, it will make a total of 5,160,000
acres, representing in money and mortgages z6,67 ,0O. intead of

'7y]N00,0. -But I predict he will not asee 350,000 lm our North-West in
tes years."

Now, if we do not sec 350,000 people in our North-West in
ten years, and the Syndicate, not being able to dispose of
5,OUO000 acres, how long will Jt take therm to seule the
country or dispose of their 25,400,000 acres, and get ba*
this $3 an acre, whih hon. gentlemen oppoestebay the 1Imd
Will fetch ? If they go to the market- ofFagland tody,
and raise adollar ani ace on. thoir land,40 you know thatià
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twenty yearthey will have topay, by way of interest, noles
thanf2 for the #lso borrowed, and then the land muet realize
83 an acre before they will have recouped themselves, the
mere bonds to be issued on their lande? I think it will bo an
average of twenty years before this large tract -ean be dis-
poe a. T-f1they have uecoeeded in that tîne Ishall be glad;
becase it will be an evidence of the industry, ability, and
exertions of the Company, of bringing settlers into that
country.

Bir ALBRT J. SMITH. Yon said the land would be
Worth483 an acrelat session.

«Mr. KIRKPATRICK. We are taking your words and esti-
mate now. If yon-do not think your statements are reliable,
of course I am willing to change my argument, but I am
trying to convince hon. gentlemen opposite of the fallacy
of their arguments from their own statementa. If they will,
however, take the statements of my friends on this side, andi
prove to them that this is a good principle to go upon, I
shall be quite satistied. I shall be prepared to prove to
them in that case that this is a good bargain. But
I am trying to prove to those hon. gentlemen ont of thoir
own mouths, the statement I am making, that this land isJ
really only worth to the contractors one dollar per acre fori
the purpose of raising money; while hon. gentlemeni
opposite have told us enough about the coet of building this
railway, they have omitted all mention of the interest to be1
paid by the contractors for the money they must raise, before1
getting any money from the lands. They have not toldi
us anything about the expense the contractors will be puti
to in bringing settlers into that country. We know the(
expenditure incurred by railways in the Western States for(
the settlement of their lands. I have been told, on good
authority, that one railway, which may be taken as au
example, the Atcheson, Santa Fé and Topeka Railway Com-i
pany, incur an ontlay for advertising their lands, andi
bringing settlers upon them of, on an average, no less than
eighty-eight cents an acre. If these Canadian contractors
simply build their line and sit down and expect immigrants
to come upon their lands, they will be sadly mistaken, in'
regard to any profitable result. They have got to send agentsa
all over Europe and the world, to follow the example of thet
railwaysin the States, and to be active and energetic to i
beat the m. Is tohre any hon. mniber iii the Hourse
who has not observed tat the vai'ous railway1
stations, glass cases and jars containing wheat, corn, and u
other products of the Western States, not placed there byd
the Government of the United States, but by active railwayg
corporations for the purpose of attracting emigrants to their r
lands? The Syndicate will have to follow this example, u
and advertise their rich and fertile lands all over the world,G
with their numerous inducements to settlers. Hon. gentle-m
men opposite did not make any allowance for this duty and y
outlay. How many millions will it cost the Syndicate in d
the next twenty years for this work before they can sell a
their lands, build the road, and make it pay running f
expenses. I do not think it will be less, including t
interest on the annual expenditure than nine or p
ten million dollars. When considering whether this t
railway, this great national highway, should be built s
by the Government or a company, we must remember that t
its construction by a company would greatly relieve our r
Immigration Department from the expense of bringing a
immigrants into this country. The expense would, to a t
great extent. fall on the company, and the Dominion c
Treasury would be relieved pro tanto. We have some other i
clauses in this contract which hon. gentlemen oÊposite are t
relying upon as being very onerous. The fact that w
25,000,000 acres and $25,000,000 are not too much to give h
the Syndicate, is I think proved by the new offer, which t
only deducts 3,000,000 acres and $3,000,000 from that a
anount for the work. If the one company would be a a
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land monopoly, so would the other. If granting 25,000,000
acres wonld creat a large railway monopoly, what would be
the effect of granting 22,000,000 acres? Would the efect
b. not practically tie same. But the fact that the new
company has made such an offer, asking a nominally smaller
amount, shows they never expect to carry out the contrâct
in its entirety. The money and land grant to ,he old
byndicate ls accepted by the country as fàir and read6nable.
It was known this amount of money and land would be
given throughout the length and breadtb of the country,
yet nobody came forward te offer to do the work
for les. The real objection then i net to
the want of the land and the money bonus,
but to the other clauses of the contract, which I am pre-
pared to diéones with hon, gentlemen opposite. The strong
point the hon. member for West Durham took against the
contract, in bis first speech, related to the question of the
standard. He drew a terrible picture of the Northern
Pacifie Railway, when firet built, running upon stilta, with
cotton-wood ties, and so forth; all sorts of horrors were
painted should the Canadian Pacific be built on such a
standard. Now that objection bas been removed. A letter
has been laid on the Table, stating it was not their intention
to follow that standard, but that the standard should be that
of the Union Pacifie Railroad in 1873. Hon. gentlemen
opposite have no improvement to make on that, because
they put the same as a condition in the new offer made.
Hon. gentlemen opposite, sitting behind their leader, have
made some terrible calculations as to the profit the Syndicate
will make. The member for Centre Huron said that this
change as to the standard as ho called it, but aq I would
Cali it, this making plain of the real meaning of the clause,
was worth no less to the country than $10,000,000.
That is so much less profit to the contractors. With
reference to the clause dealing with the exemption of-
materials from the payment of duty, it is undoubtedly a
concession to the Syndicate for roasons which are quite plain.
The hon. member for Lambton estimated that the amount
of these exemptions would be between four and five millions
dollars, but 1 have been trying to calculate, and I can arrive
at no such enormous sum. If you calculate tho duty upon
the bolts, nuts and fish-plates at 30 per cent., and upon the
spikes at 20 per cent., for the quantity of these articles
required for 2,000 miles of rallway, you get a total of $98,000.
Fish-plates are fee at the present moment, and will be free
until the first of January. So with regard to steel rails. I
do not think the House or the country would ask these
gentlemen to construct a great public work of this kind
and tell them hereafter they were going to impose duties
upon articles which now, according to the policy of the
Government, are admitted free, but we shouldrather deal
with them on the basis of the present tariff. And even if
you include the duty upon wire, the whole of the exemptions
do not amount to more than $130,000, and that surely is not
a large sum for hon. gentlemen opposite to make such a
'us about. But thay tell 'us if we accept the new offer
here will be none of these exemptions. But thereis a very
peculiar exemption clause in this new offer. It tells us that
he Government are to furnish 75 per cent. of the cost oftthe
teel rails whenever they are brought into the couutry, so all
he new Syndicate would have to do would be to buy the steel
ails for the whole of their contract this year, bring them in
and t en the Government would have to pay 75 per cent. of
he cost. They would get them in free of duty, and the
ountry and not the Company would have to pay the
nterest. And whatelse ? These contractors know very well
bat if they saçeoed in carrying their offer the consequence
ill be that their friends on the Opposition benches will
ave control of the government of this country, and that
heir avowed policy being one of free trade-to
llowing everything in free-there is no reason for
n exemption clause, Of course, if the old Syndi.
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cate were to put up iron bridges the duty won d
Asount to a great deal. But wo could not force the con-
tractors to build iron bridges. They are to build a first-
class road upon the standard of the Thunder Bay branches,
built by the late Minister of Publie Works, and there was
no iron bridges upon that road. And thon we could not
therefore bind them to build iron bridges. It it not desir-
able that we should encourage them to build iron bridges
by allowing the material for such structures to come in as
cheaply as possible. I think the reason for thec lause in
question is plain and palpable to any one who looks at the
matter from a patriotiep oint of view. Then it is said that
the clause with regard to exemption from taxation is
eliminated from the new offer. But in the Globe of last
Baturday we find rather a curious statement with reference
to this subject. It says:

" The 'Canadian Syndicate asks for none of these franchises, being wifl-
ing to leave the question of taxation on the road stock, and lands to be
aecided in the North-West, as it has been decided elsewhere."

That iis to say, we propose to change the forum, to change
the venue, and appeal to the people in that country Is not
this a palpable subterfuge? le it not patent that this
railway corporation, which will be a powerful corporation'
-as any corporation which builds the railway will be-
which will be of incalculable benefit to that country, and
will lave the privilege of locating towns and villages
and stations and workshops, will be able to say to the
municipalities: " You must exempt usfrom taxation or you
cannot have the station. We will move it a mile or two
farther on." This present exemption clause only applies to
the prairie section from the western boundary of the
Province of Manitobà to the Rocky Mountains; it does not
apply to the line west of Lake Superior, where they will be
iable 0totaxation.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITBI. It applies to the branches
through the territories.

'Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes; in the west, but it does not
apply to the parts in Ontario or Manitoba, or in British
Columbia. The people in these provinces can tax the road
as much as they like. But are they going to de so ? When
it was announced that the road was to be built by the
Syndicate, a deputation from the city of Winnipeg went to
Mr. Angus and Mr. 11Hill, in St. Paul, and offered them free-
dom from taxation forever and a free site if they would build
their workshops in Winnipeg. And that is the place to
which these hon, gentlemen say let us refer the question of
taxation. If they were sincere they would require a clause
binding their Syndicate not to aak or to accept exemption
fron taxation, but they know very well that as the
offer stands the people will be only too glad to exempt
the Company froi taxation. As to the exemption of
the land, it would be a monstrous thing for us to
give these gentlemen a land grant of 25,000,000
acres, and thon tax , the land. How could ,these
gentlemen raise money in Europe, if tbey had to tell
capitalist that their security was liable to be taxed. Why,
Sir, we could pay the whole expenses of this Governmont
by the taxes upon those lands, but it would not be fair or
politic to do so.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It was fair in 1812.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No; because, by the Act of 1874,

the lands remained in the bande of the Governmont. If
we were to refuse to ratify this contract now, what would
be the consequence ? That these lands would fall back into6
the hands of the Government. Would they be liable to
taxation ? Will the count-ybe.any botter off, if we refuse
to give this condition ? If we undertook te build the road-
ourselves, *iIl we b any botter off, and will we get taxes
on our own lands ?

Mr. KMrnTK[OK.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITK Sir 1ugh Allan'sonfr't did
not tax them,

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I am not speakiig of tbao4.ut of
the present contract. I do not.know -what wap, iU,-r
Hugh Allan's countract in thatregard, and i does öiot ske
any difference in my argument.- Under Sir Uugh An's
contract we gave $30,000,000 and 50,000,000) acres of land,
and we put in a clause that the land should be Jighle 10
taxation. But he could not raise any money on the lands,
and perhaps that was the very claâse that eaused him t
fail.- We do not want to give another eontract that, when
presented to the money markets of Enrope, will fail.
There must be no more failure in ftbis matter. Wu are in
earne>t this time tQ build this road through from ocean to
ocean, and we will put no oondition in it that wil prevent
its being carried through to successful completion. The
greatest objection that hon. gentlemen see, is the monopoly
clause, as they oall it-thatthis Company'shall have complete
control of the North-West. I fail to see that they are
going to have the monopoly hon. gentlemen predict. But
auch a thing of having control of a single lino for an outlet
was not beyond the contemplation of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. In 1e78 the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. MilLs),
then a member of the Ministry, introduced a Bill with
respect to Colonization Railways, and what do we find him
stating? He is speaking of the settlement of the North-
West, and in favor of a Bill which promised to give to any
ten or five persons who would come forward and form a
company, letters-patent inorporating them, and giving
them autbority to build railways wherever they liked,and giv-
ing ten sections a mile for ail east of the 102 west meridian,
west of that point twelve seetions, in the Peace River dis-
trict twenty sections, all showing that they were not only
willing to give Millions of acres for building the Pacifie
Railway proper, but to give other millions of acres to build
lines ofrailway Up into the fertile belt, which, I ask the hon.
gentlemen to remember, will be built under this contract
without any further subsidy or land grant.

Mr. MILLS. How do you know ?
Mr.. KIRKPATRICK. Becauise the land will be of no use

to them, unless railwáys are built to them and through
them, and because the organ of the hon.,gentlemen oppositet
states that such will be tho poli':y. The Globe newspaper
states that one effect of this contract will be the building of
branch lines by this Company throughout the North-West,
without any further subsidy or bonus at all. So that we
will not only have a line of railway of 2,700 miles, but we
will have railway permeating the North-West besides the
principal line. Suppose they received the same bonis per
mile as the hon. gentleman ôffered to give the colenization
railways, we will have 2,140 miles more of railw'ay built
into this fertile belt, and all for nothing.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. They are not obhiged to build
any.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. They are not obliged to build any,
but they are men of common sense, and they know that
they have a vast state there which will be useless to them,
just as it is useless to us now, unless they build railways
into it; and they know a great deal bettter than bon. gentle-
men opposite pretend to know4hat these lands can only be
made use of by putting settlers upon them, and they can
only get settlers to go there by building eailways to the
lands. This they will undoubtedly do. The Globe assumes
that wi.th this power of building branch railways
and taking alternate sections on each side of the
branch line, even for a distance of only 6 miles,
we shall have no less than 3,610 branch lines. This is
the calculation of the Globe, and I hope it viIl be
realized. Look at the railway atatisties of these Western
States that have made the most rapid progress in popu-
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l@ion aand wealth. Letrme read a itale of the number
of miles that were built in the Western 8tatesin 1878: Ohio,
6,33miles; Indiana,4,066 miles; Illinois, 8,624 miles; Michi-

-D1,3, 338 miles; Wisconsin, 2.463 miles; Iowa, 3,038 miles ;
issoui,4,426 miles; Pennsylvaria, 6,682 miles; making a

total of 38,422 miles. 1t is estimated that fully 7,000 miles
have been built In those States since the closeof 1878. Now,
this hows that railways are required to be built to develop
and open up this country. We are not engaging in any new
erperiment. We have seen the effeot of the policy we are
now pursuing in those States to the south of the line. We
have just as fertile land as the Western States, just as saina
brious a climate and many people bebeve that we have better,
land and -better climate. All we want is the same energy,
the same push and the same determination to develop our
North-West, as have been exhibited south of the line. ere
is one difference between our publie men and those of the
great Republie, and that is, that go where you will in the
United States yon never find there publie men decrying;
their country and advocating the claims of another country;
yoq never find them uttering jeremiads about the future
downfall of their country, about a growing debt or about a-
huge monopoly that is going to gnaw out the vitals of their'
country. Sir, I believe thàis railway company wilt not be a
monopoly and I will tell you why.

Mr. MILLS. Will they value their lands at 65.50 an
acre ?

Mr. .KIIRKPATRICK, Tt is the railways that give that,
valne to the lands. What is the value of that land to us
now ? For every section the Company has that is woi th
$5 an acre, we have a section lying alongside of it that will
be worth the same. Ought we to find fault with these men
for making improvements on their lands when sach im-
provements will benefit thu Government lands also? If the
Company's lands will be worth $5 an acre the people of
Canada have good reason to rejoice that the immediate
results of the building of this road will be to augment to
such an extent the value of the lands i the North-West.
And yet hon, gentlemen opposite wanted to delay this
work, and last year they said we ought to buld only 100
miles west to the prairie. When these men were in office
during five years they never got a mile of that railway
built west of Red River.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. LIt would have been better if
you had not built to thie westof Red River either.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Well, we are going to build it
This contract is going to receive the endorsement of Parlia-
ment and the peeple; it will be built; and this Parliament
wi4l have the proud satisfaction of showing that they have
voted for a contract which will enable this country to carry
out the terms of the contract with Lord Carnarvon, made
by hon. gentlemen opposite. What prospect would there
have been of Joing that if the amendment of last year had
been adoptedi. Hon. gentlemen ought to remember the
terrible denunciation uttered by Lord Dafferin upon any
man who would bc guilty of such base and treacherous
conduct as to break that contract. The terms entered into
with Lord Carnarvon were: first, that the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Railway should be built; second, that no less than
$2,000,0,0 should be spent annnally in railway construction
on the mainland in]rtish Columbia; and third, that
the railway ahould be bpilt from the western end of
Lake Superior to the Pacifie Ocean on the 31st of
December, 1890. There was no clause, as was stated by
the hon. member for Centre luron (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright), respecting no increase of taxation, and ...this
contract was solemnly entered into irrespective of increase

,Of taxation.
some hon. VEMBERS. No, no.
Xr. ,IIRRPATRICK. Yes; irrespective of increase of

t1a2a1ion. I ask hon.ge &emen who say "no," to point ont

theclause in the Carnarvom tens which refers to inorease
of taxtion.

Mr. ANGLIN. I say the Governmer.t, now or then, had
no right to bind this country by any doclaration.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I ask the hon. gentleman to point
out the clause in the the Carnarvon terma, which limite the
engagement.

Mr. MILLS. The terme were made subject to the
resolution limiting the rate of taxation, and to the Act of
1874.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No, Sir, they were notand the
hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) did not, take
'exception to these termns, but only to one of them-.that for
the constrection of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway,
which he refused to be a party to. When the Bill reforring
to that railway was thrown out, the thon leader of the
Government made overtures to the bhon. momber for West
Durham to enter the Government, and at the next Session
he stated that that clause was to be omitted, but that all
the others were to remain intact; and the hon. member
for West Durham then became equally bound to them. I
would. like to read the languagg used by Lord Dufferin in
British Columbia, when h. was told that shi Prine1Minister
had intrigued to throw out these ternis. He said:

IlHad Mr. Mackenzie dealt no treacherously by Lord Carnarvon, b the
representative of hie Sovereign in this country, or by you, lie would ave
been guilty of a mot atrocious act, of whieh I trust no public man in
Canada, or in any other British Colony, could be capable. I tell on in
most euphatic terms, and Ipledge my own honor on the point, t at k4r.
Mackenzie was not guilty of any such base and deceitful conduct; had I
thought him guilty of it, either he would have ceased to be PrimeMinister
or I should have left the country."

These are the terms which Lord Dufferin applied to any
man who would be guilty of trying to break the Carnarvon
ternis. The Government, of which the hon. member for
West Durham was a member, were bound toe carry ont those
ternis; but by their resolution of last Session, they sbowed
that the language of Lord Dufferin was applicable to them.
The country will receive with satisfaction the action of this
House in endeavouring to keep that pledge; and when the
Government tell us that this pledge shalh be kept to the
letter, without çausing an increase of taxation, I say this is
something that will redound to the credit of hon. gentlemen
who were engaged in the negotiations for that purpose, and
will be a matter of whieh they may be justly proud in
future years. Before the hon. gentleman interrupted me
I was showing that the branch railways in the Nortb-West
would be built by this Company without the grant of an
additional dollar; or an additional acre of land; so that for
the grant of 25,000,000 acres of land, and 825,000,000, we
shall not only have the Canadian Pacifie Railway, but 2,008
miles of branch railways permeating the North-West and
opening up that country. But, say hon. gentlemen, "lIt
is true you are going to open up that country, but there is
only one outlet." Well, Sir, the bon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. M ills), when Minister of the Interior, made use of the
following language, which shows clearly that the Govern-
ment had it in contemplation to build this road b~y a
company, and to give to that company the only outlet from
the country. He says, indeed, that h. was aware thatit
was important to avoid railway communication through the
adjoining Republie, and I suppose my hon. friend in the
Governnment, after reading the hon. gentleman's speech,
inserted this clause in the contract with regard to allowing
other railways to go no further than fifteen miles of the
boundary. The hon. gentleman said, in 1878:

" The larger the settlement in the Nortb-West, the greater the traffic
coming from that country and the vicinity of Wnipeg, and finding its
way to Lake Supenor, by so mucb the more would the c et of mainaning
that section Of the railway he diminished, and in the same ropoi.tion
would inducement b. beld out to a cempany for the construction of the
Pacife RAlW&Y if they fuund the ettiheinogth-Weet.was tEnSuioutjet
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So that this limiting the outlet to a single line is the policy
which hon. gentlemen on this side have taken from the hon.
gentlenen opposite. They appear to have got into trouble
with everything they ado pted from hon. gentlemen opposite,
who make it a point to object specially to everything they
trmerly advocated. I do not think this Company of
monopolists is going to be of any consequence. Will this
railway have no competition ? What is the line 49 ? Is it
not an imaginary line? Are there not lands to be settled
to the south of that line, and if the railway proves te be a
monopoly, if it should exact an onerous tariff, so that it
would be impossible for settlers te live there, what would be
the consequence'? Would the settlers go in, or, if they
should go in, will they romain there ? ill they net go te
the south of the line, where tbey will have competition in,
railways ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. No doubt.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Is it likely those business mon

will allow this te take place? Is it likely they will kill the
hen that is laying for them the golden egg ?-that they will
drive away the settiers from whom they expect te get a
return, and from whom only they could get a return for
their investment? The arguments of hon. gentlemen oppo.
site are altogether inconsistent. First of all you hear an
hon. member state, as either the hon. member for Centre
Huron or West Durham did last night, that the Syndicate
is going te have such a large grant for building the prairie
section that all they would have to do would be te put the
profits in their pockets and walk away. Up gets another
gentlemen, and tells us we are going te have the
hugest monopoly possible, which would make millions out
of running the road. If they are goingto make millions by
running the rond, there is no danger of them walking off
after building the prairie section. If there is a monopoly,
there is no danger that they will net finish the road. This
contract bas been cènstructed so that every part may be
readily connected with the other parts; and the reason wby
a larger snbsidy is given for the prairie section than hon.
gentlemen opposite wish, is that the contractors may bave
means whereby they cau build this portion of the road
rapidly, and build the collateral branches te the north of
the main Une, and te assist in defraying the cost of the
more difficult portions, and to pay rulnning expen.ses at
the outset. There are sone clauses in this contract
which the hon. gentlemen tell us should not be accepted.
But these are unimportant details. They tell us that in a
measure of this kind, involving millions of dollars
and consequences of the greatest moment to this
country, we should haggle over those details. Let us see
what is the opinion of the hon. gentlemen opposite in this
respect. On this side of the House, we find it impossible
te guide our action by the opinions of bon. gentlemen
opposite. When we read the speeches of hon. gentlemen
one Session, ruminate over them and try te approach some-
what nearer the policy they advocate, they tell us the next
Session, that is net wbat they meunt at all. They turn
their coats se rapidly and deftly it is impossible te follow
the changes. Let me tell yo what the hon. member for
North Norfolk, that shining light, has told us about these
unimportant details. Speaking of the great advance the
Western States had made since Stephen A. Douglas, in
1850, had, by his, energy, push and determination, carried
out tha policy which we are endeavoring to inaugurate
to-day, of giving land grants te railways, and getting rail-
ways te permeate the country, the policy which bas changed
these prairies from a wilderness without inhabitants, into a
country blossoming like the rose, with flourishing cities,
towns and hamlets, through the longth and breadth of it, he
said;

" Some of the railways had perhaýs been subsidized more than were
necessary in land grants, but capitalists would not embark thelt mroney
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unless they had a prosect of a fair return; and it was folly to haggie
with them about an ununportant difference when important differenes
were at stake.
If that was the case two years ago, what is the case now ?
Kre there no important interests at stake hÈere ? Is it not
important that we should settle that great country, and
carry out the pledged faith of the country. And if it is,
why sbould we haggle about these unimportant details?
I it that hon, gentlemen opposite may get back
to the places they formerly occupied ? I am sorry I do not
see the hon. member for Centre Huron in bis place, becanse
when 1 think of the getting back, it calls to my mind bis
expressions, last night, about the Pacific scandal. It seems
he can never make a speech, in or out of this tiuse,
without alluding to the so-called Pacific scandal. What
ought to be the ceurse of that bon. gentleman ? It seems
to me that if he were wise and prudent, ho would never
mention the Pacific scandai again. We all krow that
there was not a platform or a hastings in this oountry
where the charges were not made, with all the force that
eloquence could command, with all the venom that malice
and ïhatred could supply. There was not a town, or hamiet,
or bouse from Victoria to Cape Breton that had not heard of
these charges, where these charg#s were not discussed. But
what was the answer the people made to them. They said
to the bon. gentlemen opposite; either we do not believe
you; or, true or false, we would soonor have Sir John A.
Macdonairt and his colleagues with all those charges, than a
repetition- of the acts of incapacity, extravagance and
corruption which were disgraceful to your Government
and disastrous to the country. That is the answcr they
gave to these charges; and if hon. gentleman opposite'-had
any regard for their own characters and their reputation as
statesmon, they would never refer to that stiljcet again.
The people of Canada have tully con -idered those charges.
They have heard them discussed over and over again, and
have given their opinion of them, and that opinion was not
comphimentary, atall events, to the hon.gentlemen oppsife.
I do not desire to take up longer the timeof the fouse.
I feel that this matter has been discussed ad nauseam. I do
not desire to make so many thousand lineal yards of a
speech. I have had to listen to such addresses, and know
that we have now arrived at a period of the debate when it
is neccssary to shorten our speeches, and come, if possible,
to a vote. I have to thank hon. members on both aides for
the patient hearing they have given me, trusting thiat I have
said somiething which wiil show that I am justified in the
opinion, that it is better in the interest of the country that
this contract should be adopted, than that it shall be rejected

Mr. GUTHRIE. The hon. gentleman who has just taken
bis seat has gone over most of the arguments that have
been offered the House during the <discussion on this question
by the hon. gentlemen opposite, and bas attempted to
answer objections that have come from this side of the
House, or the country, to this bargain. But the singular
thing about his speech is, that he has forgotten thai ail bis
arguments in support of this contract apply with even
greater force to the offer on the Table of the Roue. Let
us hear what some of those arguments are. We are
told that the ratification of this contract will enable us to
carry out the engagement with British Columbia. Would
not the acceptance of the offer of Sir William Howlan 1 and
associates do the same thing ? Whatis that offer ? It has not
suited the interests of hon. gentlemen opposite to represent
it correctly. It is a positive, and absolute, and uncondi-
tional offer to build the whole road. There ia nothing-
whatever, if this Government choose to anceipt it, that wiil
enable these gentlemen to recedefrom their offer. Ail that
Govern ment have to do in -order to secure the construetion
of this railway, as completely, tu the same length, to the
same extent as the offer they have accepted, is te procure its
accoptance by'this House ; andin every respect, in regardt
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the, giving of seurity,in regad to the work to be done, in to the oountry as well as the building of it ? Does not the
regard to the time at which it is to b. done, and the quality second proposai as completely. scare that as the first ?
of the work, and everything about it, this new ofler is substan- The running of the -road is secured by reserving one-
tia.Iy the same as the other, se like it that the hon. gentie- fifth of the land grant. In this case the reservation is to
man just sat down said it appeared to b a plagiarism. Now the same extent. Thon we were told that if we enter into
lot in se what there is in it to juslify hon. members on this contract we shall seil our lyds to better advantage,
the Ministerial aide inrepresenting that the gentlemen who because a private company will fill up the country with
sig d this offer d;> not intend to do the whole work. immigrante. That argument applies with equal force
T y say, in the second clause of it, that they will deposit to the new ompnany. There is not a eolitary argument
the money 81,600,000, for the whole line, the same as the that hon. gentlemen have for urging upon us or on the
other offer proposes. In clause 8 they say that they will luy euntry the entering into the old contract that would
out, construct and equip the eastern section-that is the not apply with equal or greater force to the new
whole of the road from Nipissing westward to Red River, But more than that. One of thoir great arguments in
and the central section of the saine gauge and of the same favor of the contract was that it was the cheapest and best
standard of quality as the other, with this exception, that ever submitted. The changes were rang on that point,
the later offer is more definite, as it binds the new Company beginning with the Minister of Railways when he introduced
to adopt the standard of the Union Pacific Railway as it the resolutions. From the mouth of every one of the
was in 1873; and in tiat respect it is superior to the offer speakers, and in the columns of ail their newspapers,
recommended by the Government. We are told that the was heard the statement that the contract which the
contract made with Stephen & Co. is interpreted by the Government had accepted wae the cheapest and best for the
letter. Well, that letter is signed by only some of the gen- country. How does the matter stand now ? Hon.
tlemen who bind themeelves to this agreement. It ie well gentlemen have not ventured to say that the last offer was
known that unless they had authority from the others, it not the cheapest; it would be an insult to our common sense
would not be binding. These gentlemen are to be incorpo- to say so. It is $83,00,000 in cash cheaper than the other;
rated, and what is to be the position of the Company after and it is cheaper by 3,000,000 of acres of land, estimated at
incorporation ? Ail the obligations contained in this contract various prices, but at whatever price they are calculated,
are to be assumed by the corporation- -not the obligations whether at $1 or $5, there is a substantial and an enormous
contained in the contract and letter, but the obligations advantage to the country, in comparison with the other
contained in the contract. I do not say that this cannot be contract. Its other provisions are undeniably more advan-
amended, but that so far it has not been amended. What tageous to the country than those of the other Syndicate. It
further does the new offer undertake ? That the work of affords the settlers of the North-West territory a competing
the contract shall be commenced at the saine place, shall be road; it affords to the Governmont and to Parliament more
carried on in the same way, and completed at the same complote control over the matter of tolls ; it dispenses with
time, ail through, from Nipissing westward. It further these odious exemptions from taxation, and these other
provides that the Government shall construct the road from immunities which are embodied in the contract; it does not
Yale to Port Moody, and fnish the Thunder Bay Branch, repeal the revenue laws of' the country in favor of the Com-
and so forth, just as in the old contract. In fact, if the pany as the other offer proposes to do. Now, in ail these
contract is binding upon Stephen and the others, this respects the last offer is infinitely better than the other, and
offer is binding upon Sir William Howland and his partners; it is equally good in every respect in which hon. gentlemen
so there is no foundation for the attempt made to deceive opposite claim that the first offer is of advantage to the
the House and country regarding the offer on the country, and ought to be accepted. Let us see what
Table. What are the clauses that hon. gentlemen answer ha been made to the arguments which have been
opposite say will enable the contractors to escape? advanced-and admittedly advanced 1with great power-
The clauses are trom 19 otwards. It is stipulated showing why, if we have to accept either offer we should
as follows :-" The 'Company also hereby offer in the accept the latter. Wo do not say that the second offer,
event of the Government desiring to withdraw from the is free from objection; we do not Bay that it meets the
proposed construction of the work, certain reductions," &c., just requirements of the country to the full extent; we do
and it is so ail through, but that is an option given entirely not say that it contains no provisions which we would reject
to the Government. They can exercise it or leave it alone, if we were negotiating a contraet. But we say to our
and if it is their policy to build the whole road, as no doubt opponents, taking you on your own ground, looking at both
it is now-although it was not, one short year ago-these offers as they are, no man can honestly contend that it is not
gentlemen offer to do it; they offer to do it as completely, the duty of us, who are merely the servants of the public, to
thoroughly and quickly as Stephen and Company. Now, accept the second offer. Some discassion has takon place
then, what becomes of the assertions and arguments we have with regard to the authority the Government had for enter-
heard from ministerial lips all through this discussion ? ing into the contract, and it las been shown beyond ail
What becomes of the question of keeping faith with British doubt that the hon. Minister of Railways and his col leagues
Columbia, and ofobserving the Carnarvon terme? What have-I do not say intentionally-exceeded their powers.
becomes of the question of a private company offering the What they did was ultra vires-that seeme now to be conceded
best mode of promoting immigration, and of the question of by every one. The Act of 1874 is an Aet empoweripg ithe
having a through railway on Canadian territory. a British Government to construct the Canadian Pacific Railway
road as againet an American road ? What becomes of the under the superintendence of the Department of Publie
question of relieving the country from the trouble, and Works, but it contains an alternative provision which permits
sometimes thediscreditable exigences of railway construction the Governor in Council to give out the contracta to. a private
bythe Government? That, of course, was not a well founded corporation for the construction of the road. It i8 expressly
argument. We ail know that neither con tract nor offer will provided, however, that such latter power of the Governor in
relieve the Government from responsibility or trouble in Conneil shall be subject to certain conditions. That Act is
regard to railway construction. But the one dos it just as the law of the land yet, except so far as it has been
effectually and eompletely as the other. But what becomes amended by subsequent legislation. That Act supersedes ail
of the argument that this bargain limite the taxation and previons legislation; it expressly repeals the Act of 1872,
liability of Canada? Does not the second do it as ,effectu- and, if we are not merely to find the authority of the hon.
ally isthe first? What becomes of the statement that the gentemen opposite, but to enquire where the policy o Zthis
running of this rad, whir ieto cost su mu hi i .àcured country will be found recorded, we mustreferto thatACt
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and the subseqent Acts or resolutions of the House upon
this subject. The Act of 1874 seems te have been passed
almost with the unanimous consent of the louse, for the
diseussions that took place upon it bear no relation to the
questions now under consideration. This Statute has not been
repealed or altered by hou. gentlemen opposite, although
they bave been in power between two and three years, and
it bas been virtually approved of by being amended as it
was on two occasions in 1879. Now, in puttîing such a work
in the hands of a private corporation, it is quite obvious that
it would be the duty of Parliament to provide safeguards for
the protection of the pn blic interest. Common sense required
that Parliament should do so. Our knowledge of the condi-
tions deemed necessary in ordinary contracts required that;
but above all, our knowledge of the difficuities which have
arisen in connection with the evils of discriminations, of
overcharges, and favoritisn by railway companies, would
demand t'hat we should do something to guard the peopie's
rights. We have hoard a great deal during this discussion
about how much we could dépend upon the selfish intereste
of the Syndicate for the protection of the public interest.
We are told that self-interest would lead them to manage
the road and lands for the general good. That statement
contains in itself its own refutation, because the interests of
this railway, as of many others, do not agree, but clash
with the interests of the public. When the question of the
purchase of railways by the State was under consideration
in England, Sir Rowland Hill, one of the Commissioners
appointed to investigate the matter, said that railways were
managed with exclusive reference to their own interests,
and that they should be in the hands of those who would
control the management of them with a view to the interests
of the couritry at large; that is to say, in the hands of the
Governmont. What do we find bas been said lately by bir
11enry Tyler, President of the Grand Trunk Railway, and
his words were quoted in connection with a similar discussion
to this in the English House of Commons. He said:

"If the Government do not manage the railways, the railways will soon
manage the Government."

We have seen, from what has taken place in the earlier part
of this discussion, how great an interest is taken in this
subject in the United States. What efforts are being made
there to put railway companies under some roasonable
control? Now, for what purpose and what reasonable
control? The control required in order that the interestsi
of the general public may be protected against the selfish,
interests Of the railway companies. Such control was necessary1
so that the evils which arise from monopolies of railway1
companies proceeding from their power to o'vercharge, to
discriminate, to favor, should be cured. These things were
not absent from the mind of Parliament, when ,it prescribedj
the terms and conditions on which this great work should be
given to a private corporation. I have heard, during thisi
discussion, a good deal said about the policy of the countryg
being, to build thierailway by means of a private corporaimn,4
rather than as a publie work. To a certain extent, that is
true, but it is not true stated in the unqualified and uncon-
ditional way in which it has been put. The policy of thisi
country was rather to build it as a public workunless a company
could be got ready to undertake it upon such termis and con-
ditions as Parliament thought sufficient to protect the rights of
the public. That is clearly the policy of the Canadian Parlia-1
ment. What we say is this, that the contraet which the Ministere
of Railways undertook to make is not merely contrary to
the letter of the Act of Parliament, but it is utterly opposed%
to the spirit, to theé policy of the Act of Parliament, and to
the best interests of thecuntry. Now, what does that ActG
require, and what should we expect it to require? Thata
Act requires that certain things shoaid be done for the1
purpse ef securing the best possible terms for the country.
It also uires that.the payment of the price should besot
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regulated as to protect the interest of the eountry. lt
further requires, with regard to the:land grant, tanatwo-
thirds of that grant should remain in the handa ofthe Gov-
ernment, and that the price at whicb it sould be -otd
shoúld be fixed by the Governmeit. It further provi4e
that the Government should have complete control over the
question of rates for freight and passengora, and over the
accommodation to be afforded to the public in tbe way of
running trains. And lastly, it provides--a:nd this iw Lbe
clause that makes it plain, beyond any doubt, that'this
contraetis not within the Act,-it provides, in section 10,
that:

"In every contract for the construction of the railway or of any section
or sub-section thereof, the Government of Canada shall reserve the right
to purchase, under the authority of Parliament, the railway eotsuch
sections or sub-sections*thereof on payment of a suam equal to -the actual
cost of the railway, section or sub-section, and 10 per cent. in addition
thereto, the subsidies to be deducted."

So that express reservation of the right to purchase ls by
thia section required to be made -in any contract that
purports to be made under this Act. Now, Sir we have
been told time andi again, that the price to ,le paid
under this contract is 'less than under the Mackenzie
Act, and the lhon. gentleman 1 who spoke last, said
that there was one of the recitals in the amendment of
the hon. member for West .Durham that was not correct,
because it omitted to state that interest at a rate of 4 per
cent. per annum, for 25 years, for each mile; should be
payable to the contractors. What the amendment says is
that the principal money was to be $10,000 a mile; what
the Statute says is precisely the same Lhing. There is no
contradiction between the resolution and the Statute. - But
it is said we are compelled to take the amount agreed
to be paid to Mr. Foster, in eoniiection with the contract
for the Georgian Bay Branch, as a basis for calculating
what the4 per cent. would have amoanted to ail over the> line.
Now, I say that is a perfectly unfounded argument. Tihere
were difik-ulties in the construction of the. Georgian Bay
Branch that did not exist in other parts. We do not know
what amounts the contractors would have required, we do
not know what amount the Govern ment would have had or
would have agreed to give; ail that we can say definitely,
is that.810,000 a mile was to be granted as principal money.
But, Sir. we find hat the terns of this Act have been
departed from in the making of this contract, in regard to
the mode of payment in a very serious degree, and I may
say that the same objection applies to the offer, but not
to so great a Jegee as 1 shall show presently. Tho
Statute provides that payment shal be made to contractors
pro rata; that is, that as they proceed with their work they
shall be paid upon the estimate of the Government Engineer
a proportion of the contract price, that proportion being
ascertained by taking the value of the work done and compar-
ing it with the whole value of the work to be done under the
centract. That is a provision which is usually made in
contracts, the.only difference being that the full anount of
work doue is not usually paid, but a smaller sum, and that
provision is a valuable one, in order to prevent a contractor,
as he would do under the contract and the ofier before us
being paid in advance of the performance of the work. What
is the position of the proposal for paymenttof the prairie part
ofthecentral section of this work comparedwithwhat it would
have been under the Act of1874 ? This portion of the central
section is 900 miles, and the value per mile is about 14000
or ten millions for the whole. The value of the entiro
work to be done by the Syndicate under the contract is
about $50,000(*O0 the proportion:beingone.fft Nuw8ir
one-fifth of the, whole cash bonus would be $5,8000;U0 The
amount they are -entitled to draw under the«mntract is
$1*I 0,000 in u cash, precisely double ofwhat the Act permis,
and what prudenee:mequSis. Nowhôw is it with regard to
the land grant? The whol. lanagrant lis- 3l0à,00oeoes ;
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take 'of one-fifth, to 1e retýiiped by the Government
as security, and 'we 'havie ,(000 aores left, and the
proportion again weuld be onedisfth for 900 acres of the cen
irai section. Now,'the amout't which the Syndicate will
be entitled to draw under-the contract for those 900 mi! e
will-'be 8,640,000 acres. ,Thé p'roper proportion under
tbe Statute would be only 4,000,000 acres; and there is, there-
fore an exceAs in cash, for those 900 miles over what the
policiy of the country as settled in 1874 allowed and what
prudence declares, of $5;000,000-in money and 4,640,000
acres of land; and if the land be taken at the low estimate
of $2 per acre, we find an overpayment, a payment'in
advance, or whatever you choose to call it, of $15,866
per mile, or over $14,000,000 for the 900 miles. I ad.
mit there is in'the offer, as well as in the contract,
an excessive payment for this portion of the road, but
i' 'e offer it is a great deal smaller. Estimating the
land@ at the sane value, and taking the same 900 miles, the
House will fmd that if the contract were given to the
sceon#d Syndicate the country would retain in its hands
85,640,000 more in respect of the central, section than
under the contract npproied by Ministers. - The hon. mem÷
ber for Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton) said jthat the mode
of payment for the central section, in his opinion, required
xplanation. I think-hesaidhe would liketosee itamended;

be admitted that it was out of all proportion; he admitted
that so far h. had not heard any satisfactory reason for it;
and I think he would admit now, wère hespeaking again, that
no sufflcient reason bas been since afforded us. We are
told by the hon. member for Fronteuac (Hr. Kirkpatrick)
that the enormously excessive payment in respect to those
900 miles was given in-order to enable the Conipany to
build branch lines.-If that be the true reason, how iiegligent
theMinister of Railways must have been in not providing
in the contract that the money shall be expended in that
way, and mu not conpelling the Syndicate to do this
work. But that is clearly an after thought, for we are
told by another hon. gentleman that the object of this
*was not to build branch lines, but to induce the Cnm-
pany to build the several sections rapidly, so as to fill up
the country. We are to pay something like $15,000,000 in
advance, if we agree to the first offer to tempt this Company
to build the prairie section rapidly. Now, Sir, the mere
statementof this vast prepayment shows the absutdity of
that reason. The Minister of Finance last night feeling
the diffculty ef giving the ouse and the country a satis-
factory explanation of this extraordinary part of the con-
tract, went into a calculation ofb is own-; and although
the First Minister told us the prairie section was to be
built in three years, the Minister of Finance made the cal-
culation upon a completion in four years, and he said, in
effect :

" It is not true that the contractors may make a profit, an enormous
profit, by building the central section, and then neglect or give up the
rest, because I wirl show that they are to proceed vigorously with the
eastern section, and if they do that in four years, I venture to say the
a margin will be very small indeed."

Let us se. how the matter will stand if we adopt in
principle, the system adopted by the Finance Minister,
taking three years, which we have the authority of the
First Minister for doing, instead of four years. The matter
would stand thus: The prairie section t be built in three
years, at about $12,000 per mile, which is a liberal estimate,
,would cost $10,000,000. Supposing the Finance Minister
is correct,-I do not grant this, but I will admit it for the
sake of argument-and that they build yearly 65 miles of
the eastern section, in three years they will have built about
200 miles, the cost of that portion, say at $30,000
per mile, which I believe is a high estimate, and is now
reduced, will b. $6,000,000, making for the 900 miles of the
prairie section to be built in three years, and the 200 miles
of the eaetern section, which we are told the Oompany will
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be bound to build in the same period, a total outlay by the
contraetors of 16,000,000. -Wht would they be entitled to
i-eceive during that time, and for that work ? They would
be entitled to receive 11,666,568 acres of land; that wouId be
pretty much ail that would be in the fertile òbelt along the
900 miles of railway. They would be entitled te receive
in cash $9,000,000 for the central section of 900 miles, and
83,0 6,800 for the 200 miles of the eastern section. Taking
*the land as before at the very low price of $2 per acre, the
iatter would stand thus: They would receive in value of
lands $23,333,120, and in cash $12,076,800, in all $35,409,920;
and the total outlay, allowing the outside estimates, made
by the contractors for the work; would not exceed
$16,000,000. Sn they would have a clear profit, after allow-
ing one-fifth of the land to be retained in the hands of
the Government, and taking three years for the building
of the central section and 200 miles of the
eastern section, of $19,409,920. The calculation of the
Finance Minister had an "if" in it, and his whole
calculation fails to pieces if we dispose of his "if," He
said, not taking the land at $2 per acre.or $3 per acre, as
the First Minister estimated, but calculating that the Com-
pany issue land grant bonds, the value of the land would
then have to be takon at only 80 cents per acre, and adding
an extra year h. did not figure out exceissive profits to. the
Company. But what if the Company do not issue land
grant bonds ? What if the 80 cents per acre does not arise?
Then the calculation I have made cannot be refuted, that
placing the best lands along the line of railway for 900
miles at the absurdly low price of $2 per acre, the Coinpany
would be enabled to draw about 420,000,000 over and above
their cash outlay in the first three years, thus tempting
them to throw p the rest and most difficult part of th
work.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Kr. GUTHRIE. The Statute to which I referrod settles
the policy of the country. Among other respects it settled
it in the matter of grades. It provided that the grades of
the railway should be flxed by the Governor in Council.
The importance of having low grades so as to reduce the
working expenses of the railway has alroudy been pointed
out, and this contreet and this offer are both alike in
that respect, and contrary to the Act in providing that
the grades shall be according to the standard of the
Union Pacific Railway. By that law, aliso, any con-
tract was to be lot after tenders had been ealled for,
and the bon. the Minister of Railways says he bas com-
plied with the law in that respect, because public tenders
are not spoken of, and he says he has received private
tenders, and that this is one of them. Sir, I think that
explanation will not be accepted. It is open to the fatal
objection that those capitalists who were likely to accept a
contract wero not -informed of the willingness of the
Government Io receive tenders upon such termas as are now
laid before Parliament. Driven out of that, the Minister of
Railways, the First Minister, and the hon. member for
Frontenac, all say that a speech .was made at Bath which
was an intimation to the public. What was that intima-
tion ? That the Governmert ad received offers for the
construction of the road, and that under such offers the road
would cost the publie nothing, but that they were going home
te England te make, if possible, better terms. Now, what
notice was conveyed in such a speech, even assuming that it
came under the eyes of rich contractors or capitalists who
would be likely to embark their money in such an enterprise?
What notiee did it convey to them that the Government
were about to overturn the whole policy of the country o,»
the matter of the conditions under whieh a private company
would have the work, and that thsy were going to make
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entirely new conditions, conditions wbich would be exceed-
ingly advantageous to the contractors ? But the hon.
member for Frontenac says that it was made known before
the House met that the land grant would be 25,000,000
acres and the money grant $25,000,000. But it was not
made known what the Government were to do besides.
It was not made known that they were going to throw in the
construction by Government of the line from Yale to Port
Moody, that they were going to expend an enormous sum in
finishing the line from Yale to Kamloops, and that .the Gov-
ernment would give the invaluable. concessions to which ref-
erence las been made. When the announcement was made
that the Government lad contracted on those terms, it was
too late for anybody who may have had an idea of bidding,
to de so. But, Sir, we are told that it was made known
that Ministers were going to England for the purpose of
receiving offers and making arrangements for the con-
struction of the railway. Yee; word was sent that they
had made arrangements in England, and, on their return,
express notice was given to everybody that there was no
necessity of considering the subject of tendering because
the transaction was closed. A contract firm was alleged to
be made, and the public were thrown off their guard. Now,
will anyone say that the law which we do not support,
simply because it is the law, but because it is the policy of
the country, and a sound and wise policy-that tl.e law which
provides that no such contract shall be given out except by
public tender has been complied with under these circum-
stances? I have spoken of the exceptional nature of the
bargain for the payment for the 900 miles of the centre
section., I have no more to say in regard to that except to
again call attention to the fact that no explanation has
been offered by any speaker upon the subject, of the
extraordinary effect of the bargain in respect to the firet
100 miles west of Red River, as pointej out by the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake.) If there was
nothing else to show the reckless character of the agree-4
ment, except this single circumstance, that 1001
miles of railway almost cempleted are to be
turned over to this Company, and for taking iti
off the Government's bands they are to make $200,000 or1
$300.000 in cash and over 100,000 acres of land-the Gov-j
ern ment have to do the work and give an enormous amount
in cash aud land to the Syndicate, although thy need iout
put a pick into the giound. Should we not pause before con-
firming the contract. We have heard very fuily discussed in1
the louse the subject of the value of the lands, and to-day(
the hon. member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) who in-E
stead of dealing'with the subject frm the proper standpoint,1
namely, in respect to what according to actual experience1
was the price received for similar lands, ha repeats the style(
of argument adopted by other hon. gentlemen opposite, and
says that on previous occasions and under different circun-G
stances some gentlemen on this side placed a different value
on the lands. That hon. gentleman says, and says truly, thats
it will not do ta leave out of account, in esti mating the landsd
to this Company, the cost of advertising and the cost of sell.
ing, and he says he balieves that, instead of the lands costingr
them a $1 an acre, in twenty years, which ha considers will;
be the average time at which the whole may be sold, they f
will cost, in advertisements, etc., 83 an acre. Well, probably
that is not very far off the mark. But, Sir, what are
the factse? The facts ars, that some lands in the United >
States have in tan years increased in value 600 or 700 per q
cent.-lands belonging to the Central Pacifie Rilway,e
wl ich, ton years ago were worth $2 an acre, have been soldi
for $6 and $8 an acre. The St. Paul and Manitoba Railway,0
also, has obtained an average price of $6,83 par acre for S
lands not one whit better than the lands in the fertileb
belt are. If we are to be guided by experience of thet
Illinois Contral Railway, and Chicago, Burlington and t
QuineIRailway, both about twenty years old, we have every I
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reason to believe, in fact to feel confident, thatthe lands
instead of being worth $3 an acre in twenty yeari will be
worth from 811 to $14 an acre. They will not be worth
that at firat; but if we take the prices obtained ùow Ir
similar lands elsewheoe if we take the prices at which the
Minister of the Interior himelf has been making sales-
every practical test we have goes to show that the lande are
now worth in cash, at the very lowest calculation, from $2 to
$3 an acre. There are certain other respects in which the
policy of this country regarding the endowment of a private
company for rhe construction of this work has been set
aside. One i in regard to the control which the Govern-
ment reserved by Statute over the selling price of two-
thirds of the land. What is complained of in regard to this
land grant is largely this, that no matter which of these
Syndicates obtain the land grant, it will constitute a
large land monopoly. They may hold these lands
until, by the settlement of the country and the labors of
others, they will have increased enormously in value, and
that instead of selling them-to actual settiers and filling up
the country, a company may be tempted, as other coin-
panies have been, to retard settlement by holding the lands
for higher prices. To prevent that, Parliament adopted the
policy of giving the Government control of the selling price
of two-thirds of the lands. Under that system if the evils
complained of would not be altogether removed, stilt, in
regard to two-thirds of the land at ail events they would be
greatly mitigated. But my hon. friend from ;Frontenac
says, in a sort of triumphant spirit, -1 You will create
as great a land monopoly by giving 22,000,000
acres to the new Syndicate as you wilL by
giving 25,000,000 acres to the old Syndicate." Well, the
only differonce will be that the new Syndicate will have
3,000,000 acres les, and-that is une of the respects ain which
I for one should not be disposed to approve of the new offer
were the question entirely open. But when it becomes a
question of choice, when we are narrowed down to a choice
between the two offers, then I say decidedly that the
one which places 3,000,000 acres less in the way of mo-
nopolists must be the best offer for us. No hon. gen-
tleman on the other side bas ventured to answer the argu-
ments advanced on this side, as to the construction of the
-Act of 1874, in regard to the land grant. It was undoubt-
edly along the whole Une of railway that the land was to be
taken under that Act, and that would include, at any rate,
lands in the territory called the Sea of Mountains in British
Columbia. But there comes in another vital point of differ-
ence between the previous arrangements of this flouse, and
this contract, namely, that the selection of the deficiency in
lands was formerly entirely in the bands of the Governor in
Council, while under both contract and offer, a large power of
selection is given to the Company. Th- hon. the Minister
of Finance told us, lat night, and the hon. member for
Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) repeated, that there was
something in the nature of an argument in the Bill intro-
duced in 1878, by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) while Minister of the Interior, in favor of the
position of the Government on this question. I do not
remember exactly what that Bill was, but I do remember
that it came to nothing. This House never adopted that
policy, and we are not committed to IL in any way.
Perhaps no part of the subject has engaged more
earnest attention on both sides of the House than the
question of the monopolies and immunities which this
contract professes to grant to the Company. There
is no doubt that some control is absolutely necessary
over these railway companies to protect the public intereat.
So far from their self-interest affording a reason for the
handing over without restrictions the control of the carrying
trade of that vast territory, and our connections with it to
the hand of a gigantie corporation, it affords the strongèet
reman why'we should guard the public interest in every
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wmy in our poe, benansa self-interest, and selfinterest
aloe,RWil gwoern this Oampany in their dealings with the
public. Tey may be men of honor who, perhaps privately,
would not take an unfair advantage of anybody, but we
canot shut our eyes to the tact that in every coun ary where
railways exist, it has been found absolutely necessary
that they should be held tightly in band by the
Government and Legislature. It has been found that,
wherever they had an opportunity, they even buy up
competition. They will combine to raise rates so that, in
some cases, it isalmost impossible to get at them. There are
infinite dlifcuIties found to exist in the way of controlling
them; sud in making such an arrangement as this, so far
from departing from the line of action laid down in
1874, we should strive to extend and to strengthen it by
provdig safeguards for the interests of our people. Now,
let us see what our former policy was, because we have
been told that this contract is in keeping with it; and let
us see what protection this contract affords, and what
protection the new offer affords for the public interest.
Under the Act of 1874 it was well defended. Provision
was made for its defence in four different ways. One
was by the express enactment that the Governor in
Council should have, not once, but always, full
control over rates for froight and passengers ; and
more than that, that they should have full control
over the accommodation to bc afforded to tho publie in
regard to the number and description of trains to be run,
&c. Then the General Railway Act was incorporated
in that Act; and the Railway Act gave at all times to thei
Gbvernor in Council power to control rates, and so pro-i
tect the public. Then there is this express power, to which
I before referred, to purchase, at ton per cent. advance
on cost, deducting subsidies. Therefore, if it was found
that Parliament and Ministers could not control the rail-
way company in the public interest, we could resort
to the power of purchase. Tho hon. member for
Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick), found very little to
admire in a clause in the latest offer, with regard te
the power to purchase. Ho argues that the word "com-1
pensation" in that clause to be paid, would be the full
value of overything, estimating it at about 8116,000,000.
I take it, that would not be the constrrction placed upon the
word, tbat regard would be had to the circumstanees underi
which the railway was acquired. Even if my hon. friend's
construction of that clause is correct, it would be a decided
advantage to have it, even if, as he says, Parliament pos-
sessed the ultimate power of forcing a sale without it. We
have been told that Parliament in England, in exorcise
of its supreme power, purchased the telegraph lines. I
believe that was by private arrangement. And thon
a most unfortunate series of illustrations showing such
power was brought befbre the House by the hon. momberi
for Frentenac. fe said that Parliament had to lay
violent hands on the property of the Irish Church-was
not that te relieve an oppressed people?-and thon
he went on to say that Parligment had, by force and
at a large expenditure of money, forced the emancipa-1
tion of the islaves in the West-Indies. May the time
not oome when this Parliament will have to emanci-j
pate the slaves to this railway monopoly in the North-
West. The very thing we are striving against is to prevent
that bondage to railway companies which exists elsewhere,i
and thsegentlemen are busily forging the chains. And, Sir,
the Aet afords perfect freedom in the constraction of
oempeting lines, either by the settlers or by anybody else.
If the Government does not own the railway, thero are buti
two ways by whie the public interest can be protected:'
one is by comp«ition, and the other is by Governmenti
contrel. This cntract deprives us of both. The contracti
entèred into wih Messrs. Stephen & Co., on the one
band, prshibUts the construction of rival lines, and on tho
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other hand prevents Parliament from asserting its power of
interforence. What does my hon. friend say when we
complain of this monopoly clause ? Why, ho says: "There
is a perfect powor to build branch linos." There is a
perfict power to build feeders to this main trunk line,
but where is the power of creating competition to that
Company? They have control of the gatoways. What are
the settlers to do? We are told, they may, at their own
cost I suppose, construct, at a cost of $30,000,000 or
$40,000,000, another line, on the north of Lake Superior, or
they may get out by Hudson Bay. Now, thon, how does
the last offer comparo with lthe first in these respects. It
does not contain any prolibition of public dnterprize,
nor deprive mon of the power and the right to help
themsolves if they are opprossed. It (loes not paralizo
the arn of Parliament. It does not prevent a company
either from going to the United States themselves, if they
wish, nor Americans from crossing into .this country.
Hon. gentlemen opposito pretend that they dosire to
prevent the traffic of the North-West going through
the United States, and yet they throw themselves into
the hands of an American railway company, whose intorest
it will be largely to carry the traffic away froin this country,
and who must do it for ten years at least. There is no other
outlet allowed, and the result will bo, until the construc-
tion of the Thunder Bay Branch, that the traffic will go
to the United States. After its completion it may corne
that way, and down the Lakes, at loast a considerable
quantity of this traffic, in summer. But in the winter
season, until navigation re-opens, we shall for ton years be
subject to what hon. gentlemen ail unite in describing as a
horrible condition of' affairs to the control of American
Railway Companies; so that the very thing they say they
are anxious to avoid, they are providing for if they adopt
this contract. There was on the part of the Government
last year, an apprcciation of the position nowv taken by the
Opposition. The Government, last year, acknowledgod
that the proper course to take was not to build a railway
thon, or now, or immediately, on the north shore of Lake
Superior, but to finish the branch to Thunder Bay, and
then provide an outlet by rail to Sault Ste. Marie. Why is
that an unpatriotie policy to-day? Why should the loyalty
cry be raised by the hon. gentlemen opposite,
because we now say that the course they pro-
posed to talte last year is preferable to going on
with an expenditure of $20,000,000 for the
construction of their road on the north shore
of Lake Superior in the meantime. Not only does the new
offer not ask to prohibit public enterprize nor destroy
rivalry nor healthy competition, but it does not deprive the
Governor in Council, as the first offer seeks to do, of the
power to interfere from time to time with the tolis of the
railway. It is true that, under the first offer, power is
taken te regulate the tolls in the first instance; but as bas
been unanswerably pointed out, whon the road is new and
the traffic mall, those tolls will necessarily be high, and
thon, forsooth, the provision comes in that no power-
neither the Parliament or Governor in Couneil-shall b
permitted to interfere. Now, why should this be? If wo
are to depend upon those gentlemen's self-interest to do us
justice, why should they go out of their way to destroy a
provision that every railway company is subject te. This is
one of those matters called minor details by hon. gentlemen
opposite; and my hon. friend from Frontenac (Mr.
Kirkpatriek) quotes something that the momber for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) once said, that these were un-
important matters. What wo say is this: We have the
the best reason to bolieve that they are of the utmost
consequence, bocause the first Syndieate have laid it down
that without thom they docline to contract; and their friends
have told us that the Government had to submit to certain
things they did not like because they were insisted
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on by the Syndicate, and without making those- con-
cessions they could not have got the contract.
If the Syndicate value them so highly, should not that
very circumstance put this IRouse on its guard ? Then the
new offer leaves Parlianûnt full control, under the general
Railway Actias we lind it, and does not ask to put people in its
power eithor by destroying competition, or by limiting and
destroying the power of Government and Parliament.
Then, again, there is an enormous difference between the
two offers ii respect to the powers of uinnicipalities
in imposing taxes. The member for Frontenac says
the Globe had an article, -which leads us to believe that
if the nev Syndicaté werc~to obtain the con tract, they would,
by arianging with the new municipali ties in the North-West,
get exemptions. If there was any real expectation that they
weore likely to secure immunity from taxes, we should not
find the Syndicale making it an important and indis-
pensable condition of this contract that they should have
this innunity. Why should we seek to deprive unformed
Provinces of the rights the older universally have? Why
should we do this ? ls it because the member for Lincoln
(31r. Rykert), with great ingenuity, chooses to make a partial
estiinato-to take one or two items that go to make Up the
whole, and say it is only 86,000 n year, a mere bagatelle,
when the Syndicate place such a large value upon it ?

Mr. RZYKERT. Show I ani wrong if you ean.

ning ofthe railway. We havebeenldbyhommnder
for Frontenac (Kr. Kirkpatrick)-whoa l.eR4 owed De
statements ofother hon. gentlemen-that thoe runniftg of the
railway will involve an oatlaxy of from six toaight -millions
of dollars every year, and that there will be avory serious
loss on that account. That was not the statement of the
hon. Minister of Railways last year.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. That was the statement of the
hon. member for Lambton.

Mr. GUTIRIE. He only made that statement in 1879,
but later than that, when there was further experience,
when the trade of the North-West had developed; when the
hon. the Minister of Railways had ,begun to get in .eturns
from the Pem bina Branch, at the rate of live, six, eight and
ten thousand dollars per month, of net revenue; we had ho
authority of that hon. gentleman (Sir Charles Tupper) for
believing that this road would not only puy running
expenses, but would yield a return, by way of interest,
on capital. But let us ask ourselves if the loss is to be so
great as these lon. gentlemen profess to believe, for I
suppose they would not quote the hon. member for Lambton
without leading us to infer that they accept his statement,
how thoroughly inadequate is the security which they
demand from the contractors? Al that we have is
$5,000,00) of land grant bonds or 5,000,0000 acres of land,
and you have only to state that the loss is to be from six to

Mr. GUTIIE. The hon. gentleman admitted that eight millions per year to see that we are certain in that
the Northern Railway Company paid taxes, I think $7,000 event to have the road thrown back on our hands. There

yeiir, in Toronto. Well, $7,000 in one city is a very con- is no provision for holding the one million dollars deposit as
siderablo item. We find it stated that Toronto derives a security for running the road. The hon. member for
large part of ber revenue, $25,000 a year, froin taxes on Centre Wellington (Mir. Orton) is so apprehensive on that
railway property within that mqnicipality ; ani I venture point that as I understood him he would like to see that
to say the taxes paid in Ontario by the Grand Trunk provision amended; and I think if there is to be such an
and Great Western Railways come to a much larger alarming loss as was pictured by tho hon. member for
amount than one would supposo frorm anything said in Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) we would all like to see the
this House. We know that in tho United States various security increased no matter which offer is accepted by the
railways, not so long as this will be, have paid from House. A challenge was thrown out by the hon. member
$170,000 to $500,000 a year in taxes. Whatever the for Frontenac. That is not the first challenge we have
amount is, I say it is a most unfair provision for the heard, for we had a knightly challenge too. I think
House to seek to insert in any railway charter a provision that this sort of challenge is not particularly indicative of
which will deprive a Province not yet formod of a right courage on either side. They come from mon in particu-
possessed by every other Province already formed. Then larly safe counties.
the immunity froxm the, ordinary burdens of land owners Mr. KIRKPATRIGK. I would give up a safe county.
-that exceptional provision that they shaIl be entitled to Mr. CAMEIRON (Huron). Come to Centre Huron oravail themselves of the berefit ·of other peoples' labor to South Huron.and improvements, that they shah have their lands
enhanced in value by the ouflay of adjoining pro- Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I will go to Kingston.
prietors, and that they themselves shall not be res- Mr. GUTHRIE. Our challenge is to test all the con-
ponsible at all-is sought to be defended in what way. stituencies and not to pick one here and there where one
Why, wo are told that they couid not raise money by side or the other is particularly strong. Let us have a con-
mortgage if they had not this exemption. We know it test all round-a general engagement. Lot us all be sent to
is a fact that every day mortgage loans are negotiated our masters and compelled to consult those whom we are sup-
on property that is notoriously liable to be sold for posed to represent. Now, it does not do to be too boastful,
taxes--property that is subject to taxation. We have I do not intend to indulge in anything of that kind,
authority for saying that the want of sucb an exemption although I do not know that I have anytbing to fear.
clause was not one of the difficulties in the way of Sir But that is net the point. Let us have an appeal to
Hugh Allan. All he iequired to enable him, as lie said, to the people. I do not sayîthis by way of defiance, but Iput
float his bonds was an extension of time, and another provi- it-on this ground: I say that it is not true that this question
sion which had no relation to the exemption of the land of building the road by a private corporation, without those
from taxation. But we are told that self interest will lead safeguards which are necessary for the protection of the
this Company to sell thoir lands rapidly, and in order to publie interest, bas ever been submitted to the people. I
support that I undorstood tho hon. gentleman for Lincoln say that the present proposal is in an entirely new form, and
(Mr. Rykert) to say that every acre of land broken up bas nover been pronounced upon by the constituencies. We
vas worth $4 a year to the railway company. I suppose find that when Parliament came fresh from the people in

ho meant by the cariage of goods. Well, if that is the 1874, they settled on a policy which, I am
profit irom breaking up the land to an ordinary railway bound to say, met with the substantial approval
company, I would like to know what will be the profit of of all parties. When the next General Election was
the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Company, in held, that policy was not questioned, but bythis measure yon
other woi-ds, the first Syndicate, considering the exorbitant aeek te reverse that policy without0 onueniing the pgople.
rates they have hitherto been enabled to collect ? Reforence That is the position I take, and I say that the demiand for
has been made to the character of the security fbr the run- an appeal to the people should. not be issued by way of

Mr. GUTITRIE.
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deance, but with an honest desire to take thoir opinion
upon a ;question they have never yet bad an opportunity of
pronounming upon. We have not nòw to decide the
quesien as to how the ratification of this contraco will
afeet the fortunes of any political party. It has been said
that if the contract isatified it will prove 'injurious to the
Conswrvative party. Now, that is not the question before
us at ail. The real question is, in the public interost, which
of these, the contract or the offer should b ratified, or
should we ratify either? -When an offer is laid upon the
Tâ4ble, which is a gneat dea bettej' by millions of dollars
and millions of acres of land; which-contains fewer excep-
tional conditions; which confers no exceptional immunity;
wïich seeks to deliver the carrying trade of that country
from ictheands of those who would ongross it for their
own private advantage-when we are called upon to reject
sneh an offer and prefer the more onerous- contract, we are
entitled to ask why? Is it because the gentlemen who have
signed the offer are lees able or les willing to build the road
than the others ? Is it bocause these gentlemen are all
Canadians? Isthe party who obtained power upon the cry
of Canada for the Canadians, to turn their backs upon a
proposal which is susëribed by leading Canadians every-
where, and accept one that is subscribed by residonts in
the States, in England and in France? One Canadian
resident, I think, is a suscriber, Mr. Stophen, the others
may have been rosidents, but they are not now residents of
Canada. We have shown, I think, that their homes and their
interests are largely elsewhere. Is it because the profits
that may b made will be kept in the country by the contrac-i
tors under the second tender, and *in the other be

'probably sent out of it? lon. gentlemen say the offer
comes too late. Why should it be too late if it is submitted
for our decision, if we are the judges, if we have, power to
say which we will take, why is it too late? When could it
have come before ? How could it have come carlier ? Wasi
not that offer, considering the magnitude of the work, con-i
sidering how the parties live at a distance from each other,
considering the natural difficulty of getting men to considerg
a large enterprise, was not that offer presented to us with1
expedition? In what way, under the law of our countryi
and under the circumstances, can it bo fairly said that these]
men came too late? They have cowe as early as they couldi
come, having knowledge of the conditions upon which the)
Government proposed to make a contract. We are told that1
it is not bond fide, that it is a political trick. Now, Sir, what
is the evidence of that ? Is it the mere desperate assertion
of men who have no other reason te give ? What ground1
do they urge for saying it ? Ministers say that the offer(
contains a permission to the Government of the day te givec
up the construction of certain portions of the road, and k
they say that that is in accordance with the policy of the t
Opposition. Why, it ie in accordance with the policy off
the hon. gentlemen themeelves, as announced last-year. t
They are the gentlemen who inaugurated it, and who i
said that the Sault Ste. Marie linoeought te be'built, ands
not the lino north of Lake Superior. Now I do not intendv
to bandy words about it, but the debates were read, time and 1
again in this House during this discussion, in which the j
Minister of Railways wae shown te have said here last April
that he had changed his mind in regard te the construction d
of the Sault Ste. Maie lino; and that when he had formerly 1
opposed it, circumstances were different, it was before we ,t
had the Thunder Bay Branch, but now, lie was in favor of a
its oonstruetio*î; and the leader of the Government in the F
Sonate said that the survey of the Sault would be made and i
thework proceeded with. H1ow is tiis ioffer not bond fide? s
What better proof of the earnestness, of the determination a
oftnen to go on with the work, could you have, than the d
paying of the money, $6OOOOO as eeurity-money com- f
mg from aU parts of the eountry, from Toronto, Kingston, f
Moertreal, Nova Seotia and New Branswick ? The money i
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bas come upon short noticc, and more has como than was reo
quired in order that there might be abundauce. Is it possible
to have botter ovidence of the honesty of the men than is
afforded by the circumstances of the instant raising and de-
posit of sueh an enormous sum of money ? Wo are told that
these mon knew that the Government would not take their
offer. Who -know that the Government would not tako
thoir offer until the First Minister told us so the nigh t
before last ? Those men made their offer before any
such announcement was made. What reason had they to
suppose the interests of the cou ntry wore to be sacrificed by
this House. What reason had Sir Wm. Howland and bis
associates to suppose that hon. gentlemen would reject an
offer which would save to the country millions of money and
millions of acres of land? lad they not rather reason to
believe that a spirit of patriotism would prompt every hon.
gentleman in this House to say: "This is decidedly a botter
proposal, we must prefer it if we are to regard our duty to
our country." Then it is said that this offer is objectionablo,
because it does not provide for the construction ef the road
through British territory. Well, that objection hias only to
be stated and the ternis of the proposal read to show that it is
utterly without Ibundation in fhet, aud that it is just as >ind-
ing an offer to construct the road through British territory as
the other, and by men who are British subjects, and who, il
there is aînything in the loyalty cry, are more likely to
carry the railway titrough our own iterritory than Frenchmenî,
or Germans, or Americans, or anybody else. It is finally said
by Ministers that the acceptance of the second offer would
necessitate the retirement of the Govermnient. Well, the
leader ofthe Opposition has declared that lie does not so regard
it; but, Sir, the Government have made changes· befoe in
their policy with regard to the construction of this road.
Why cannot they iake theu again ? In 1879 their policy
was to construct it withî Imperial aid. They did nîot succeed
iii obtaininîg that aid. Last yoar their policy was to construci
it as a Government work, paying for it out of the lands, and
1 00,000,000 acres were set apart for that purpose. They have
changed that policy, and they have not retired fiomî office,
but still enjoy the confidence of an enornotus iajerity of tho
members of this House; anîd, I venture to say, tiat if in the
publie interest they were to accept the lower offer now, they
would still enjoy that confidence. Nay, more, that nothing
would increase the confidence of their supporters, in this
House and out of it, in thein more than if they should say :
" we had supposed this was the best offer we could get; but
wve find it is not the best offer; what we did we did with ai
honest oosire to promote the interests oftbe country,butwefind
ourselves mnistaken, and we think il our duty to pocket any
question regarding our own personal position in the matter,
and to say that, in the interests of the country, we will take
the lower offer." Governments before to-day bave withdrawn
great measures without reti ring from office. We remomber
the occasion of Lord John Russell introducing a Reform Bill
in, I think, 1854. It met with adverse criticisa, and was so
severely handled by the Opposition that he was compelled to
withdraw it, and ho was so much affected at this that, I helieve
he shed tears. But he did not retire. Later on we have a
precedent which lon, gentlemen opposite will appreciato.
We all remomber the last Reform Bill in Bngland, intro-
duced in 1867 by Lord Beaconsfield, then Mr. Disraeli.
That Bill was so criticised and altered in its progress
through the House that it became an entirely new measure,
and as it was finally passed by the House it reversed the
policy of the Government altogether >'fet the Conservatives
n England did not consider it necessary that Mr. Disraeli
hould retire. No doubt the introduction of this measure
nd its subsequent withdrawal would do a certain amount of
damage to the Government; but it does not prevent them
rom saying that, contrary to their hdnest belief, they have
ound Canadian capitalists who are willing to do the work
mueh cheaper and on terme i-ore advantageous to the
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country than those with whom they made this contract,
and are therefore constrained to withdraw from the contract,
and it may be to accept the other. lon. gentlemen tell
us we are free to reject this measure, but they talk at the
sume time of party ties and make partizan appeals
Ilow, then, are the members of this House froc? Were
not the supporters of the Government committed to
this bargain on the mîorning of the day after it was laid on
the Table of the House, and before they lieard a discussion
of its merits at all ? Were not caucuses held since the late
offer, under circumstances to indicate that these gentlemen
opposite had not a full opportunity of hearing both sides of
of the question ? Reporis ofthat kind are in circulation-I
do not know whether they are true or not. But, whatever
the fact may be regarding that, it is undeniable that a doter-
mination is shown by men, who are merely the agents of
others, to disregard the rightsof their principals, and to vote
away an enormous sum cf money, and to grant enormous
exclusive privileges, contrary to the interests of those they
represent who have to pay the money, and who have
to suffer from the granting of the privileges. Can
any hon. gentleman give one good, substantial
reason for rejecting the new offer, except that the
Government chose to commit-not thelHouse or the country
-but themselves, to an engagement that will prove more
onerous, and more expensive than the one last submitted ?
I ask the House to consider that not one of the advantages
cluimed for the first offer is absent from the second. I say,
further, that in every respect in which you can contrast the
two offers, it is to the advantage of tho country to accept
the last offer. Shall it be said, as I have heard in the cor-
ridors has been said, that $3,000,000 is not much anyway.
$3,000,000 is a sum that very few of us apprehend the
quantity of. It is an enormous amount, and it is our
bounden duty to save it, and at least twice as much more,
to our country and our constituents if we can do so. It is
our duty to preserve every foot and every acre of their
territory if it is in our power to save. It is our bounden
duty not to put shackles upon trade in and with the North-
Wost; it is our bounden duty to take advantage of every
offer we can. The corporation we are about to create, if we
accept either ofthese offers,will bea power in the State. They
will be proprietors of 3,000 miles of trunk line of railway,
and it is said they will have a great many branch lines of
railway. They will not only be enormous railway
proprietors and magnates, but they will be a land corpora-
tion possessng an invaluable and vast estate. They
have also -the power to become a great telegraph èompany.
They have not only the right to construct a telegraph line
of their own, as a railway company, but they have the power
to levy tolls and send messages. They have also the power to
become steamboat proprietors, to do the carrying trade on
the great rivers and lakes of that country. They will be-
come, no matter which Company is ineorporated, an
extraordinary power in the State, a power which, perhaps,
we will not be thereafter so well able to control; and it
behoves us now, before we commit ourselves to this
transaction, to see that we exercise the utmost vigilance to
protect our constituents and the people in the matter of rates,
and prevent the legalization of a powerful system resulting
in that partiality, injustice and extortion so detrimental
not only to the settiers in the North-West, but to the
mercantile, manufacturing and other interests of the
country at large.

Mr. SHAW. ThiA question is of so important a nature
to the country, it involves interests so great, that I do not
desire to give a silent vote. I am much pleased that it has
been discussed so largely on every eide, that the attitude of
parties towards this measure, bas been placed beforo the
House in so ample a ,manner, that even the youngest mem-
ber cannot but have an understanding of it. 1, as one of the
young members, am much pleased at tris. There are a great

Mr. GUTHrIR,

manyyoung members in this House, and tis question is of
so important a nature, that unless it had been very largeiy
discussed, they might possibly have been compehdIto give
a vote upon it without perfectly understandmg it.
They cannot do so now. This matter -bus fon' beore
the country for over ten years. Every G erenment,
from the time of Confederation to tisi, hua had the
subjeet under consideration.- And, now that i lhas come
before the House in this tangible shape, evry one must be
delightod that if has received so full and such ample dis-
cussion. There is no doubt, from fthe disemssiomn Uiat
have taken place here, that ever since <Oifedertih it lhas
been the policy of every Government to try and construet
the Canadian Pacifie Railway.. It is uite truealiso, that
during the administration of the hon. member for Lambton,
there did appear to be a section of his followers who were
not apparently so anxious to construct that road as he was.
A suspicion that such was the case not onily existed In the
minds of many Reformers, but it also existed in the minds
of many Conservatives. Particularly did this impress the
minds of representatives frôm British Columbia and the
North-West. The representatives from both these seotions
were of opinion that a section of the Reform party were mot
desirous to construct this road; or, at least, if not desirous,
were lukewarm in regard ~to it. Now, we find that this
section of the Reform party, who have been regarded as
hostile to the construction of this road during- Jast
Session, and particularly this Session, have attained
predominance in the party, and the policy of which we had
a suspicion for agreat number of years bas now become
developed. If las obtained significance. There is no con-
cealment made by the advanced section of this party,
and the other section which formerly advocated the
seheme are now silent. Now we are to look on the Reform
party as, in a manner, having abandoned the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railway from ocean to ocean. I
think there is no doubt about that. Ilt may be said that
this is not the case. I have heard the hon. leader of the
Opposition, who, I am sorry, is not in bis place, say le only
desired to p6stpone it; but we observe by the very motion
which he has placed in your hands, by the very contract
which las been brought in here by what is called the new
Syndicate-

An hon. MEMBERI. Not a contract.
Mr. SHAW. Ilt i not a contract, I admit, but

the hon. member for Wellington (Mr. Guthrie)
seemed to think that we had just as good option to
adopt it as the resolution befire the Rouse. If we are
wrong in calling it a contract in the one case, I suppose,
according to hon. gentlemen opposite, we will'be wrong in
calling the other a contract. I will refer to the 20th, 21st,
and 22nd sections of this offer. I would dire to point out
what seems to be the view entertained by 'on. gentlemen
opposite, in regard to the construction of that road. The
21st section reads thus:

'In the event of the Government desiringtu postpone or withdraw
from the construction of the said railway extending frmu Kamioop fto
Port Moody, they shall be at liberty to do so,' etc.

The 20th section containsa similar provision with refer-
ence to the eastern section, but onlythe Word "withdraw "
is used. If it is the desire to ~ ne that section
of the railway, if must be admitted that it is not
desirable to commence its constrtLeion at present. If it
is not desirable to construet it at present, but only at
some future time, they have not told us how they intend
to construct if. If the Sault Ste. Marie road is consed
and a large number 'of emigrants settled at Thaunder Bay
and the Sault Ste. Marie, their interests wili, I think, bave
a tendency to prevent the construction of the rond woth of
Lake Superior. Otherlineoftrafr wili bemade. Thecourse
of trade wili b. directed in a particular ehanaeiand dt will
1e a long tin before it wilI 'bedivertedthenueosadImnt
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route. 'If, however, a popula>ion were settled ln the North-
Wost, andI ladai sold thne-if it is the intention of the
âWferm party te ally construet -the section nortil of Lake
Bagrir'-thiey have riot pointed ont their plan of doing so.
Bt ping they inténd to construct it out of the raiiway
fund, *h ,may be aeeumulated by the sale of lands in the
North-West-a t&hlng *Wléh pesamee is very doubtfuI, if
the opisewof bon. gentlemen oppositreSpeeting thevalue
of those landse boorrct-it would be a lng time
before they could aceuimlate a fend sufkcient for the
p*rpose. But supposeih land<s did sll for a very censider-
able amount, prodociag asfefiieut sum to build the rond
arth of Lake Superior, -and jt was proposed in tis Roue
to use it in that 'way, md that three or four Provinces
then existed in the North-West, with a large population,
a&so at Thunder Bay and the Sault, should we not be very
likely to witness in Parliament a scene similar to that of
the Ontario Parîiament, when it waa proposed to distribute
the, Tatlway fund? Soime hon. gentleman would be very
apt to move that the railway fund ehould be distributed
among thie dierent Provinces, amcording to population, or
that a general division be made. No hon., gentleman could
know what the member on his right or left hand wanted or
would do, and a general scraanble for that fund might be
witnessed. lt seems to me that unless the lands of the
North-West are utilized at present for the construction of
that rond, in future we shall have very little chance of so
employing them. lon. gentlemen opposite say that
this is not a political question, but should be looked upon
simply as a commeeial transaction. I doubt that view. I
am much-more inelined to take the view of the member for
Glengarry (Mr. McLennan) who said that this was mot a
common contract, or one that could be regarded like a
contract for the building of a house or sinall branch railway.
It cannot be denied that it has large political consequences,
and must be looked upon in a political as well as a commer-
cial aspect; and if it is meant that we are not to look upon
it in a political aspect, if we are not to take a party view
of it, or advocate it for the purpose of obtaining a party
advantage, I agree with that view; but if it is meant that
the political view of the situation is not to be considered as
well as the commercial, I deny that proposition.
I think that unless the Provinces be united by suo a rail-
way, the objeet we entertainedat Confederation will not be
accomplished. These Provinces require to be linked
together in order to secure a lasting union, and if they be not
no linked together by , friendy spirit and by such a rail-
way, we shall not get the advantages of the NationarPolicy
inaugurated, nor the full advantage of Confederation. That
oertainly was the view of these patriotio gentlemen who
nuited thoe Provinces. I do notknow that any other view
has over been attempted toe b.advocated before the people;
and I am quite sure that if any scuch a Mt was made,
the people would frown itdown. W. ought en to attempt
to carry out this policy, and if we do not construct the
Oandian Pacific Railway iow we are never likely to doit in
the ihtmre. We have heard it esaid that commerce knows no
bannds; that we should not regard thi scheme fron a polit-
ical point of view, -and that the road is simply for com-
mercial purposes. If we are to look at it simply as a com-
mercial question, and to proceed with the construction of
this road to the Sault, and thence into the United States, I
think hon. gentlemen must goa stép further and advocate
the doing away with Custom-houses along the fron-
tier. That seems- to me to Le the necessary couse-
queace, and the. oourse Lhey- should logically advocate.
t ap>pears te me tiat if we are now to advocate the con-

struetion of a road to Sau l Ste. Marie, for commercial
purposes enly, it wse a miatake to expend seo much money
in building the.braa.h from4hunder Bay to Selkirk, with
ites fle grade and eurves, and with theexpteused intention
t it ahoud be made the, greatrond to the North-Wost.

If we are now te abandon the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie rod and expend 43,00,000 for the
road to the Sault Ste. Marie, it ws a grent mistake to
bother about the water stretohes, about te Georgian Bay
Branch, and the- extensive and expensive surveys whicb
we have been carrying on for years. The whole course
of hfli Parliamont for the last ton or twelve years,
aoceeding to tat view, must have been a mistake,and it is
ouly after eEpending $14,00,000 on lbe eThnder Bay
Branb, and 43,000,000 on surveys, that we have made the
discovery. It may be argued, it las been argued, that the
building of that road from Thunder Bay to Selkirk would
enable oar omigrants going into the country in summer, to
get in without touching on American territory. Is that the
object we had in view ? Was this to be a mer. immigration
road, constructed for that purpose and no otheor? No; it
was constructed as a branch of the CanadLan Pacifie Rail.
way, intended for that originally, and the Conservative
party intend it shall be such yet. It i all very wMl for
Reformers to say that we are to be guided by present
circumstances only-that we are not to look to the past-
Lthat we May not b. consistent-that bthe question is: what
is best and choapest for the country now I That is one
view, but there isi another view, and it is one which Conser-
vatives, ut all events, are likely to entertain. It i that
which has been the policy of the country fora great number
of years, which have been the views of the wsest and boat
mon, the best educated and moestpatriotic, for a considerable
number of years, and which is entitled to very great respect.
Such has been the opinion of hon. gentlemen opposite. It
has becn the opinion of Conservatives that a Canadian
Pacifie Railway should be constructed, And it is the
opinion of Conservatives yet. W. bave respect for the
opinions, the views and the judgmente of the past. W.
think that a country must have some history, that thore
must be some continuity of legislation, that no country
ever attained to any importance unless it had some fixed
object in view, something to whiclh it pointod the attention
of iLs people as an object they had to attain to in the f&turc.
That is the view we have taken of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and, as Conservatives, we are bound, if possible, to
carry out that view and baild this road from ocean to ocean.
I have no doubt -that they will slcceed, and that the
proposition which bas been laid on the Table eventually
will carry. Now we have an amendment to this proposition.
I a not expenienced in the practice of Pariament, but
when I examined this amendment, I was not exactly sure
whether it wus in order. I could not .&% that it was actually
au amendment to the proposition laid on the Table, but
as no one else took exception to it I did not feel that I
saoald. It was argued bliy the on. member for South
Wellington (Mr. Guthrie) that we were free to accept
either this prooition or the one which bas since been
laid on the Tale of the House, but in the amendment we
are not asked to accept the later offer. The leader of the
Opposition does not seem to have confidence in the new
Syndicate proposition himself, for h. does not propose
to substitute their offer for the other, and surely hie nght
baveb ad som confidence in it seeing that it emanates
from his political friends. I think if the hon. gentleman
had not been afraid of "putting his foot in it," ho would
bave asked the ouse to accept the offer, instead of
declaring as ho bas declared in bis amendment simply that
the contract shouki not be legalized. With regard to the
second proposition, the hon. gentleman says it is an incon-
ceivably better one. I deny that; or rather, I say if it i
an inconceivably better propos'tion it is inconceivably
better for the contractors and not for the country. The
second Syndicate eau abandon three sections of this road
by the cgnsent of the Government. It seems to be the
deuire of the hon. gentleman opposite that the, eagern
section should b abandoned, b i they do not atteat to
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show how it is to be constructed hereafter. Hon. gentle-
men in 'their caltculation of the land and money grant
never have apparently taken into aceount the cost of
running the road through what has been described as a
wilderness, and what is certainly a poor, barrei country,
as we'all kntow; those parts of the road will not pay for years
and years to corne. It is true we know what the country
is giving for this road, but.the contractors have great uncer-
tainty as to what they will get for its construction. They
know that they will get $25,000,000 in money and 25,000,000
acres of land, but the value of that land cannot be estimated
at $1, $2 or even $5 an acre, as has been donc by hon.
gentlemen opposito. We do not know the value of that
land. It may be considerable, but we must deduet from its
value the cost of placing emigration there, the interest on
the money expended for that purpose, the cost of running
the road in the meantimo, and the interest on the cost of
the plant-all this will have to be deducted from the value
of the land-so that tChe Company cannot know what they
shall receive. But it is quite possible to say-if the castern
section be withdrawn, at the desire of the Government, and the
Yale-Kamloops sectiorn b postponed-there is no uncertainty
about the second contract. There will be money in that.
If the opinion of the hon. gentlemen opposite b that these
sections should be withdrawn, that they ought not to be
built at present, then te second company will have an
excellent bargain. I will not go into calculations
because that has already been donc so extensively. Now,
as regards the contract itself. Whether it is -a good con-
tract or not, in the interest of the country, I think there can
be no doubt that if we are to obtain the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway we must be prepared, as a people,
to make some sacrifice. We have not to look upon it as a
mere commercial transaction, but we are to look at its
political necessity in binding together the Provinces of the
Dominion. The objections taken to ihe details of the con-
tract I look upon as captious. It is true that if hon. gen-
tlemen opposite take the ground that it is not desirable to
havé a Canadian Pacifie Railway, thon I can easily under-
stand their objections. If they take the view that it would
be ruinous to this country to procoed with the eastern
section or tho western section, then it would be quite
in order for them to give a factions opposition to
the adoption of this scheme. It does seen to me that
many of the views expressed by them, in regard to dif-
forent portions of this contract, would indicate that.
There was one objection taken by the hon. gentleman
for West Middlezx (Mr. Ross), which struck me
when I read the contract first, and that was that when new
Provinces are formed in the North-West, the Company
being freo from taxation on thoir road and plant, botter
torms would be required by these new Provinces. Now,
it has been clearly shown that the amount of taxation mpon
the plant and railway of the Company would be very small.
But even, were it larger than it will b, it is simply
removing taxation from the older Provinces and placing it
upon the new. It is simply making the North-West do
some of that which hon. gentlemen opposite ask should be
done by the older Provinces. But when we are obliged to
puy so much for railway accommodation in-this country, I
see no reason why the North-West should not assume some
portion of the burden. If this is an argument against
taxation, it could be met by simply increasing the bounds
of the new Provinces, by giving them a little more
territôry, and yon would make up for the deficiency ofi
taxable property. I think this is not a real difficulty. I
think it is a burden which they ought to assume. Tho hon.
member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
seems to think that this Syndicate will prevent lines ofi
railway running south. I do not se anay reason why ho
should objectto that. That woul4 simp y 1brih a connecting
link with the Saàlt Ste. Marie, and if it is not in thei

Mr. Sitaw.

interest of the country to construct the road north of Lake
Superior, but to postpone it indefinitely, I do not see any
reason why hosbould object tothat road beingdefieetedin
that direction. The hon. member for South Suron (r.
Cameron) also raises certain objections to this contract. He
says it is inferior te the Allan contract, and that when the
hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) cômpared
the Allan contract with the present one and prououuedthe
latter more favorable, the hon, member for Sôuth Hurin
complained that he did net compare the two in their
details. There is no doubt he did 'not. The hon. member
for ]Richmond and Wolfe only compared them in respect to
the money and land grants.. He was not thon dealing with
the details, and the hon. member for South Huron (Mr.
Cameron) was simply exercising a little ingenuity when he
said the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe did not déal
with the details. He was comparing the two schemes in
another way, and, in the way in which ho did compare them,
I think the present scheme compares yery favorably with
the Allan scheme. The hon. member for South Huron also
took objection to this contract, because he said it was to be
constructed acoording Io the standard of the Union Pacifie
when first constructed. A great deal bas been said on that
point, and I perceive that the new Syndicate points to the
year 1873 as a botter time, as the period whén that road
was in good condition. Hon. gentlemen opposite in effect
say: "when first constructed " may alude to a period auterior
to that. I do not think that is a fair reading of that section,
or that it would be so rend by any impartial person. It
admits of argument, no doubt; but suppose, for example,
that an immigrant went to the North-West, erected fthe
walls of a house, covered it in, and took bis family into
it; and after a time he completed his louse. Would it be
said that the house was constructed when he first went into
it? No; it would be when the work was finished. I thirik
the advantages are very much on the side of the Govern-
ment in dealing with the Syndicate. In dealing with the
Government, the Syndicate will be obliged to place some-
thing like a fair and honest construction on the terms of the
contract. It will be in their interestto do so. It cannotbe
in the interest of the Syndicate to be at war with the
Goverument of the country. Sone hon, gentleman referred
to a decision of a United States court, with regard to the
time the Union Pacific Railway was cônstructed, that it
was in the year 1869; but on referiing to that case,
one must pereeive that the railway at that time, had
obtained grants of land along the lino of the ýrailway,
and thatUnited States troops had been carried over the
line, and hence neither party was in a position to say
that the road had not been -fInished, because they had both
been using it as a finished road. The last speaker told us
that a great monopoly would be oreated in that country.
It is very diffieult te say what that really means. Fvery
railway is a monopoly fo some extent, and wherever fthere
is a large amount of capital employed in the transaction
of any business, it creates a monopoly to some extent.
We have monopolies in Ontario and Quebec. Take, for
erample, the road in my own county. I recollect a printer
there who had to send for his press to Liverpool, having to
pay as mach to have it carried from Gelph
to Walkerton, a distance of about seventy miles,
as ho had to pay to have it carried from
Liverpool to Guelph: To talk of monopolies i-n the
North-West, when we have monopolies all over this country,
seems to me absurd. A monopoly inrailwaymatters exists
everywhere, except at competing points, and nineteen
places out of every twenty, in Ontario, are affected by
monopoly. Now, do hon. gentlemen mean to argue fom
this, that we are te encourage competition in the construe-
tien of railways ? My own impresion li, ihat ther bas
beep too much competition in the e-nsftrction of railways
in Ontarie áiready, sndthat a great deal of twoey bas, in
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th% way, been 1. It is, f, the only way by whioh
we ea overoome a monopoey atbe present time, but it is
&-ery clsey, awkwardand expmive manner of doing se,
and a botter method, I have nu doubt, will be fbund in the
course of a ew yoars. I have no doubt that, flnally,
railways willcome under the direction of the,Goverument;i
butdsl auyhon..gentleman prepared to say that Canada is
now.in a position to deal with the question in that way ?
We had botter do a.way with the monopolies in Ontario and
Quebec -before we deal with them in the North-West.
Future expenditnre in the construction of conpeting rail-
w#ys sbould be done away with, and we should have one
general scheme. I do not think Canada is in a position to
adopt that course. I do not think we have the money to
do it, and even if we had, I question whether otherwise we
would be capable of adopting that course. But, supposing
we should try to adopt it in regard to the North-West, is the
Government toe cut and pair that Company down so as to
render it as poor and weak as possible, so that it might not
prove a monopoly capable te compete with hie monopolies in
the United States ? I say no. It is not wise to take that
course. Our course should be to grant power to that
Company, which they would be fairly able to use
in the interosts of the country; and the Company will, in
My opinion, have all they can do, even backed by the
Government of the Dominion, to overcome the competition
of the United States roads. I believe the assistance the
Government of the Dominion will give them will be little
enough to enable them to compote successfully with the
United States roads. This is not a rich country in money. It
hias an immense acreage of fertile lands and fair prospects. It
is the interest of Canada to deal as liberally with the Com-
pany as circumstances will permit. NTow, I would refer
to that matter of taxes again, because there seems to be a
very strong point attempted to be made with regard to it
The lands in the United States are said to be selling at $6
an acre. Now, we know that has been caused by the intro-
duction of railways, by the granting of large sections of
land to aid railway companies in opening up new settle-

sments, and yet after these lands have been opened up and
increased in value to this extent we are asked to
put the same value on our lands. After they have largely
acoomplished what we are beginning to attempt to
accomplish, we are asked, not to do as they do, but to do
the very reverse; we are asked to assume control of rail-
ways which it is impossible for us to do and leave our lands
barren and waste. There is no other way, in my opinion, to
open up the North-West than that indicated in this arrange-
ment on the Table. To attempt the other, would simply be
abandoning the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way for ali time to come. The adoption of the proposition
will enable that roadto be built, if not in the time mentioned,

t leaut I hope very nearly within that time. I have no doubt
very Conservative in this country, every one who wishes

to see this country advance to an independont position, must
desire to.see that road built. I have no doubt that there
wilL be no break in the Conservative ranks with regard to
this proposition, and I amnquite sure that everywhere it
will meet with the approval of public opinion in the country.
I know that public opinion has been attempted to be enlisted
against it during tie holidays : that parties have been
active in trying to obtain an expression of public opinion
àgainst the construction of this road. But they met with
entire failure. They came back from the country with very
different feelings froi those with which they set out. They
went to the country enthusiastie, with heated imaginations.
They thought they were going to wake up the country to
opposition to this scheme. Their walk in the country did
them a good deal of good. It cooled thoir ardor wonder-
fully, and when they came back, instead of ,opposing the
different detaila of the contract, as they had before that
tne done-because many hon. gentlemen opposite said

they would be very willing '1 have that contract ratifed,
provided the details were satisf*tory-they, seoing the
change in public opinion, brougb dowi a contract
of a very inferior description, very much more
favorable te the contractors, and very much wome
for the country than the Syndicate terms, and under
which the Canadian Pacifie Railway would never be
built. We think that the Governmuit of a eountry can
further the contry 's interests-that this Government
did further the interests of this country by its National
Policy--and we stll wish to promote that and to make this
an independent country. When the country was indifficul.
ties hon. gentlemen opposite held out their handu and said
they were powerless to do any good, that they were more
fies on the wheel, and that times had simply to change and
tho country would eventually improve, and things come
right again. Weli, I do not think the Onnadian Pacitie
Railway will be built in that way. Some action wili require
to be takon by tho Governmert, and this contract is the
proper action to be takon. It is quite true, there
may be some things connected with this coutraot
that one would rather seo changod, but the samo
would occur in any contract. I have no doubt that thore
is not a contract anyone has made, in which ho would net
like to see some conditions changed or introduced; and, no
doubt, in this case, our own interests make. us alive to
improvements in this contract. But wo believe thut the
Conservative party will carry on this work-that the
country wili support them, and thgt it .will not be in the
interest of the country to change the ol conm tract for a similar
and inferior one and place it in the hands of hon. gentlemen
opposite, to enable thern to postpone or delay either of the
sections. In that case an event would takdplace in the future,
such as.has taken place in the past-those flics would collect
around the wheols of the political machine and clog them
for the next ton years. Wo intend the political machine
shall revolve freely, thougli it may occasion a little trouble
to brush the flies away. We intend to carry on this
railroad, and with this object I believe every Conservative
will vote in a solid phalanx for the Government motion
before the Chair.

Mr. BECHARD. Owing to illness since the beginning
of this Session, I have not venturad to take part in this
protracted debate, which is enga.ging the anxious attention of
the Canadian people. However reluctant I niay be te speak
on this almost exhausted subject, at the risk of only repeating
something that has been already said, I will endeavor to set,
at least, briefly, before thé country my opinions with regard
to this question. The motion placed yesterday in your
hands by the member for West Durham meets my hearty
concurrence. Indeed I am prepared to go still further than
ho proposes in that motion ; for not only do I consider it
against the public interest to vote the resolutions which are
now before the House, but in my humble jadgment, the
whole question should be immediately submitted to the
people. I am aware that at the opening of this Session
the right hon. leader of the Government expressed the
opinion that the people, however intelligent they may be,
are not competent te judge of the im portance and bearing
of & question of this magnitude. Notwithstanding the great
respect which I profesa for se high an authority as tho right
hon. gentleman, I remain eonvinced that the people, after
ail, constitute the supreme tribunal which pronounces final
judgment upon ail great potical issues. No one in the
louse forgets,I presume, that so soonas Parliament is over,
everyone of us will have te submit, to the jadgnent of the
people, his course with regard to this, as well as ail other
questions acted upon in Parliament. Thon the people,
regardless of al that may have been said in thislttouse to
show their incompetency, will affrm their conpetency and
pronounce a verdict by which evoryoneofus wil be bound to
abide. It has been suggested on both sides ofthe House,durin&
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this discussion, that this should not be Made a party que.srboaee 1104 grsd tmilent-and-t< thieatê.
tion-that considoring the great public intereste involved ocession M- she has ai y doe the peo0e of tI«
in its solution, it shotuld stand tar above all party interesta. country havealso the power to tef1 ber thathd.
I am glad to say that I am in warm sympathy with this out ofthe Union if she wisheslodo se. Butthereisanother
patriotic feeling; but; I must say that I know of no better reaon why this question should ho submitted to theople,
way of reaching this object than an appeal to the people., nd th*t is that the contract has been let witiot teudoiu
For as soon as tho people wi!l know and pronounce upon having been called for. We have heard it saidovermd om,
our opinions, our course will be dictated by thom, ail party again, during this debate, that my bon. fiiendfhm
spirit will be hushed, and the question finally settled. Itis Lambton, while Minister of Publie orkç, had oelled for
quite true that this question lias been before the Canadian tenders and hud rccived none, and, Sir, if I am not mistakea,
peplIe for a number of years, ever since 1872; but everyone one hon. geMteman said that his non-succem in thM partioukr
remembers that from that time to this moment it has wasanevideneethitthe bberl3, when in power, cold
undergone great changes ani modifications. It bas assumed accempish nothing great; nothing worthy of the considera-
diffirent forms, involving different schemes, upon which the ion of the people. i could reply totat boa. iembettht hi.
pe>ple have not had an opportunity of pronouneing. own friends have net always been suceessii. I could remind
Durinig that lapse of years we have had no less than five or hlm ofthe fact that the Allan Company did not suceed in
six different schenies submitted to Parliamont for the con- raising the moneyin England which they required for the
struction of then Canadian Pacifie failway. Wo had titrt lte construction of this roadj although the attempt waS
sehenie of 1872, which providol that the railway should ho made at a time behen money was ahundtt. But
constructed by a company which should roceive a cash when xy hon. friend from I6mbton éaIled fe
subsid1y of $30,000,000. and a land grant of 50,000,0O tenders the cironmsiances were eDtirely different.
alcres. Then we haud the schene of 1874, and the Act ofTho tines wero bard;-wo were in the midst of a »everq
1874, whieh enibodied the main foutures of the commhercial crisis which atfectcd the whole world. Plna:
Act of 1872, with provisions flot to bb found ciel and commercial houses everywhere wer shake #hiul
in the previous Act. In 1879 it was intimated to us others were broken down and the fragmente of their capital
that the work would be constructel as a Governmnt work, scoattered to the wind. Railway construction w a suspedd,
with the assistance of the 1 mperi-liovernmont by means of a overywhere capitl stood ninvestd, and thins, ander
guarantee, and ot;herwise. In 18 30 this plan was sornewhat such circumstan , that it will h a matter of n wonder
modi-fied. e heard no longer of Imparial assistance; the to a re ionable man, at îl events, that my hon. friend did
railway ias to bo constructed with the proeeds of tho sale of fot suceed in receivnisg tenders-that no capitalits weore
these lOO,000,000 acres of land, and aithougli thie schemewas found ready to placetheir noney in the construction of te
ratified by Parliamnent some ionthe aflerwards, we are Pacifi Railway. Buthath present thisn are dîferent.
called hero before the usualime of the meeting of Parlia- Circunetances are a great deal more favorable, aies are
ment for the purpose of ratifying another schemne whih lebnccomin n good, prospeity neboing retored to the world
entirely different. The mention of thes different schertes capital is ahundant and i reeking fhinvastment. Under
reminds me of the fact that diiring this debate a charge such cireumtanee, the Goveromnyt could hardly puetend,
of inconsisttncy was made againtte Liberal Party at ithe bogineinEg ol thew Session, tht uefo the
by some of my friende fro ite Provice of Quebect made utie bet possible bagain, and at alevents
think my hon. friend front<ouville (Mr. Giganît) and my I hold that they are etiroly preelnaed fori
hon. fiiend from Portntuf (Mr. Vallée). Surely when that contention now since anothor offer he been nide to
those hon. members made that charge, they forgot that their constimet wt railwayen weonditionn-thieh however ojec-
own politica mfbiends had changd their mind several times tionableria soe respecte areetertainly on Lte wholo prfer-
withi t h lt few years. Idon not intend tieaalt any a dle to the contract now before the wlouse. A great effort
iunte onpion, gentlemen opposite fer that, form Ithink itus bas been mae in dte course of the dea ts te show that of
only reasonable te suppose titat dealing with a question all plans which have bec» submitt;ed to Parliament for the
of this magnwitude, and respecting wich we have been se constrction of the Canadian Paifie Railway, the present
long withiat suffiient information,publiecmen byl modify heme is by far pite bst, that itve superior te the unotraet
their opinions from imeto Lime. But ro I ould lie tae tetl my of 1872 and telte cheme o 18 tIt m n true that yon

oa. friend fron Qebct wtho make the charge of incon- find nt firet sight thatite cash snbsidy nles capya5,ts
sie0ncy, that hey should ot forget tha t profitable lesson i nte p l aent;seheme thian w ipropsed in the sotrc of
of wiom set ont by lite celebrated Molire, lait.efolowing 1872e;aiIoe alo true that the land grant is one-haif lesen.

lnes :- respect t the n mbsr of acres. But en disover tht t s
"Il ftnt ê'examiner mi-méme un fort longtemps afdvantage is only, apparent; and ià more titan halanced byr.
Avant que de songer à coinaner eche mw h the other concessio s which are made to the Oompnld
Il faut mettre le poids d'une vie exempdaire sesides the cash wh h we are gvng we are tn
Dans les corrections qu'aux autres on veut faire." a8pry t Oh beginnin of they ession, thad to b hado

I believ e io t bofri rtmst importce tht tseet pleted h beside p31OOOssib hieh have been expdeden
tcheme which i. fnow om Lile (ou . igaold submitted srveys. Iundertand that ry thircheme e are giving
to t.people, and IcenomP oro (i tofualimprtance that o nteni5,oo w acresoc lano, but;there is a great deierence
the poople mbeould have an opportuaty of pfonotatnng tio in stre maner in wh coh the landiet v howeeltedfro jcthat
tho polic suggsted Ist -ession by my hon frind trim proposed in the previeus contracts. We know th t under
West Dtrham. Who an ay, ith ertaintyen toasHoute, t previou contract, h rand wu-te Hose.Aected frn eth
that the eople would not endore. thait polic3T if tbey were Western houndary of Ontarie, alofigende the railway fr ite
conaieouhpon gi. But may b met by the tatem nt entire length, whule couer hi tsheme,th t landh tt be
that British Colmbi siuptient,tht a brgain haqesbein aleted ony on the fertile beittof to. orth-W st fih
mae with ier, and thatrw.pcngm tand by that baieno affords more attraction and more aifmediate advantgeset
matter how severe the teris.on do puot believe tht the semLieis, and where the ittîa iild sberWorth ive or six
people are bound te ieu trinos xpenses for tie parpose imo nmore toan it could be worth for a long time taeo
of remaining thaith ul te a rtinfs bargain. told tet the in the pther parts o the cutrs iwhere the rod
peoplebave in their bauds:-hepwer te mitigete the term e passes.Batto t ah n ne of tcresBryou tiHov tbyt tw
of that bargain, a d thet oaner ls .ese; able te oa discussion ofwtheether concessions made tote mpn
proposais n L Btitia 1une M e e ah Beoost emp tyh cIshaleût, therafore kn ofthe tresfr t g the
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Companyrof5,00 tons of steel rails, at a price under their
market value; nor to the concession which permits them to
import all theirmaterials free of duty; nor to the concession
which permits therm to keep theiriands free from taxation
for twenty years. But I cannot conclude my remarks
without allnding for -one moment to what I consider
as the most objectionable feature of this c )ntract.
I wish to refer to the almost exclusive power
given to the Company of building railways in that
country for twenty years. In my humble judgment
that "'concession will create a monopoly, the end of
which no one in this House can hope to live long enough to
see; for after the Company has made use of their power for
twenty years, they will become so powerful that they will be
in a position to annihilate ail attempts at corpetition. If that
concession is made and becmes law, we will see in ail the
North-West Territory the same state of things which has
been witnessed in the Western States of America.
But, Sir, the interest of the settiers alone is not concerned;
it will also affect the commercial interest of the Dominion.
On the one side will be the interest of the Company, and on
the other side the interest of the people. For, while you
give that Company absolute control over the whole carrying
trade, it is claar that the concession will be productive of
results most injurious to the general commercial interests
of the people. I look upon all legislation covering a great
monopoly by removing competition as injurious in its
character. 1 consider that freedom of competition is an
essential element of progress everywhere, and the absence
of it as meaning either stagnation or oppression. Competi-
tien means liberty, whilst monopoly means oppression ail
over the world. I am quite ready to admit that this piece
of policy is in accordance with the principle of commercial
exclusion which was adopted two years ago. For my part
I do not hesitate to say that I am unfriendly to any such
legislation, and I intend to stand by those broad principles
of free competition which have been taught to mankind,
within the last half a century, by enlightened England-
those principles which, I hope, -will be prevailing in the
whole world before another half century has elapsed,
and whieh should, at ail events, be prevailing on
Canadian territory, and wherever the British fiag
waves over British soit. Now, Mr. Speaker, strong
objection bas been made during this discussion, to the
Sault Ste. Marie route, and sone of my hon. friends
from the Province of Quebee have strongly advocated the
route north of, Lake Superior, as offering some peculiar
advantagerto cur Provinee. I must confbss that I failto
see those advantages. What do the railways in Quebec and
in ail the other frovinces want? They want traffc. I
consider that the te by Sault Ste. Marie, whilst giving
those railways the carrying trade of our western territory,
would at the same time give them the carrying trade
of a large portion of the American territory which
lies in the northern part of the States of Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Dakota. We are told that
the road will throw us into' the arms of the
Americans, and that American railways will get the carry-
ing trade of our North-West. Sir, if it is true, as I believe
it is, that the line of the Canadian Pacifie' Railroad is the
shortest for the transportation of western products to the
European markets, I fail to sec how the route by the north
of Lake Superior could offer superior advantages for that
carrying trade. But admitting, for the sake of argument,
that American railways could offer equal advantages with
our own, I would see in that fact a protection, and the only
protection left, against the exactions of this Syndicate, as it
would bring their toils down te a reasonable rate; whilst
the route by the north of Lake Superior would socure
still more to* the Company their Monopoly by
placing them almost beyond the reach- of ail com-
.petiion. Now, let me conclude my remarks as I
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commenced them, by suggesting that this whole ques-
tion be sent to the people. W. have had confietling
evidence of the opinion of public meetings that have been
held in different parts 6f the country. Sume meetings, we
have been told. have been enthusiastically in favor of the
contract, while others have just as strongîy oppesed it. Since
recess we have seen every day petitions pouring into this
Blouse, praying that this contract should not become law;
whilst, on the other hand, we have seen petitions praying
that it should become law. In this perple.,ing coudition of
thing alet the voice of the people be hoard at the polls and
let their will be our guide.

Mr. BOLDUC. Mr. Speaker, when, at the boginning of
the Session, these resolutions for the construction of the
railway were laid before us, the terms of the contract
appeared so advantageous to hon. gentlemen opposite, that
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) hastened
to ask for an adjournment of the debate, in order to be able
to find some objections against the ratification of this
contract. We had a right to expect that a contract so
advantageous, especially for the Pruvince -of Quebec, would
be supported by hon. members on the other side of the
flouse, especially by hon. mem bers of the left who represent
the Province of Quebec. But, Sir, after the meeting of
hon. gentlemen opposite, after their meeting in caucus, it
was decided that it would b botter to oppose the measure.
They forgot the irterests of the party to think only of
the interests of their country; and although the Govern-
ment did not grant the adjournment asked for, still they
allowed a long debate, they allowed every member to say
what he thought of the contract, so that it could not be
claimed that the Government had tried to stifie debate.
Thus we have seen, Sir, during the Christmas holidays,
hon. members on the other side going through the
Dominion and calling meetings, and, in order to bequii e
sure that only friends should amsist at these meetings, only
those were admitted who were worthy of receiving a ticket,
who were worthy of applauding the Liberal speakers. It
was known beforehand that, if free discussion were
allowed, if the Conservative speakers were allowed to meet
these gentlemen, the people would pronounce in favor of
the ratification of the contract. Moreover, petitions were
circulated in all parts of the Dominion asking that the
contract b. rojected, but, Sir, even in the Liberal strong-
holds, only a few signatures could be obtained. The hon.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) who had recourse to
the help of all the valiant defenders of the Liberal party in
the Maritime Provinces,has succeeded in getting one petition
signed; but we bad the right to expect, after all the trouble
he had taken, numerous petitions, if, as hon. members of
the Opposition say, the people are indignant at the terms
of the contract and determined to re-elect only those
members who oppose its adoption. Yet in all the Maritime
Provinces, the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)
after having worked for more than a month, has succeeded in
bringing down a petition signed by 4,400 electors only.
Well, Sir, it must be admitted that after such hard work,
on the part of these gentlemen, we had a right to expect
petitions signed by a greater number of electors. I say,
moreover, Sir, that we, the representatives of the Province
of Quebec, have the right to be surprised at the conduct of
hon. members on the left from our Province-for if there is
a route to be followed, if there is a railway favorable to the
Province of Quebec, it is certainly the route mentioned in
the contract passed between the Govornment and the
Syndicate; if there is a route favorable to the Province of
Qnebec, it is surely the route to the north of Lake Superior;
this route is more favorable to our interests than the Sault
Ste. Marie route. But, Sir, we are not yet aware whether
the Opposition is really determined to build this railroad or
whether they intend to oppose th'e building of it, for in the
amendment moved by the hon. member for West )urham
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(Mr. Blake) it is not said, supposing that the Ôpposition- these gentlemen bad not ceased to repeat and proclaim in
should comle into power,whether they would build this road every possible manner that. these lands of the North-West
or not. I will not infliet upon the House the 4mendment were worth nothing, that it was. impossible &o setle the
of the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), for it North-West, because when a few strips ofgood land could
would take me half an hour to read it. I will content b found they wero ravaged by grasahoppers.
myself with the conclusion of his amend ment, which is as What could be foreseen happened; capitatists having
follows : - no onfidence in the proposals of the hon. member for

That it îs not in the pbli. interest to ratify the contract by which itLambton, refused this offer. Later on, Sir, in 1878, a Iaw
.e "pTatptosed ot irnth public ineres to ratify the on b i was passed, setting apart 100,000,000 acres of land foris proposed to grant $25,000,000 and 25,000,(00 acres of'landicarrying on the construction of the Pacific Railway. When
Do the hon members opposite oppose the ratification of the this law was passed, a considorable sum had already ban
contract because the number of acres of land granted to the expended for the building of the road. Now, by estimatiug
Syndicate is too large and because the sun of money is too these 100,000,000 acres of land at a dollar an ocre, as I
heavy? The amendment of the hon. member for West have done for the other land, we arrive at' a total of
Durham (Mr. Blake) would seen to indicate as much; yet $127 000,000 to be expended for the construction of the
hon. members on the other side, representing the Province Pacifie Radlway. And, now, what is the price of the present
of Quebec, who have addressed the House, strongly contraet ? The sections fiuished,or to be finished, wiIl cost
denounced the contract because, according to them, it was $28,000,000. We pay a cash subsidy of $25,000,000, and we
useless to build the railway in British Columbia and to grant 25,000,000 acres of land, which, estimatedi at a
the north of Lake Superior. But, Sir, in 1872, the party dollar an acre, represent $25,000,000, making a total in aIl
now in power had made a contract with Sir Hugh Allan of $78,00 ',000.. Well, Sir, this contract being the most
for the construction of the Pacifie Railway, and what was advantageous, I think that no hon. member of this
the amount to be paid to the AIllan Company for the House should hesitate to pronounce expressly in favor of
construction of this road ? Sir Hugh Allan was to receive its adoption. And by granting land in alternate blocks,
8*,000,0o00 in money and 54,500,000 acres of land. Now, instead of spending a considerable sum, I am of opinion
by estimating these lands at a dollar an acre, we that the Government will succeed in paying for the con-
have a total amount of $84,500,000. Later on, when struction of the Pacifie Railway without making the older
the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) came into Provinces pay a single farthing; for,.Sir, if we deduct from
power, instead of declaring himself opposed to the building the 2ô0,000,000) acres of land that we possess in the North-
of the Pacific Railway, he merely wanted to change the West, the quantity granted to the Syndicate, we have
mode of construction. He wanted Government to undortake 225,000,000 left. Now is it possible to sell a single acre of
the building of the road, although it bas been shown, these lands if the Pacifie Railway is not to be built; and
beyond all question that it is preferable that a railway will not the construction of this road increase the value of
should be built by a private company rather than by the these lands at least ten times ? I maintain, therefore, that
Government. What is more, Sir, during the elections of the contract is highly advantageous, and I am eurprised to
1872, and ,uring those that followed, before the coming find hon. mombers opposing it. Now, Sir, it is said we
into power of the hon. member for Lambton (Ur. have another con tract; a new Syndicate has been formed,
Mackenzie), instead of coming out squarely in favor of the and we have now before the House an offer that is inffnitely
building ofthe Pacifie Railway, the Li beral speakers in the more advantageous thanthe one made by the first Syndicate.
Province of Quebec always sought to frighten the people. But how is it that these devoted capitalists, these patriotic
They maintained that if the railway was built it would be gentlemen who are alarmed at the amount given to the first
the ruin of the Province of Quebec, of the Province of Syndicate; how is it that these gentlemen who werc in the
Ontario, ani of the Maritime Provinces. All the Liberal Dominion of Canada in 1874, when the hon. member for
speakers declared themselves strongly opposed to the Lambton had his law passed for the granting of a far larger
building of the Pacific Railway. But as soon as the hon. amount; how is it, I say, that these same gentlemen did not
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) came into power, then offer to build the Pacifie Railway, when at least
they changed their minds ; instead of opposing the building $26,000,000 more was offered than the sum they are willing
of the road, they submitted to the command of thoir leader, to accept ? I think that an independent paper, published in
who, in his famous speech pronounced at Aurora, had this city, gives the reason of all this fine zeal. This is what
said : "The building of the road will not be given to a that paper says in explanation of this fine zeal of the
private company, but the Government will themselves members of the new Syndicate. In. looking over the list
undertake the construction of the Pacifie Railway." A of the members of the new Syndicate we are surprised to
few days later, however, the hon. member for Lambton, by find that the greater part of them are unfortunate canlidafes
an Act that he had passed during the Session of1 874, at the last elections:
offered to any private company that would undertake the H. H. eook, Grit candidate, beaten in North Smcoe.
construction of the Pacifie Railway 55,940,000 acres of John Stuart, Grit candidate, beaten in North Norfolk.
land, which, estim-ated at one dollar an acre, form a sum John Walker, Grit candidate, beaten in London.
of $55,940,000, He offored, moreover, $10,000 per mile D. Macfie, Grit candidate, beaten in East Middlesex.

y H. Uhi&bii,- Grit candidate, beaten in Halton-fOe the Ontario
which made a total of $29,7 à0,000 ; and besides that, sn t.Legitlature.
offered four per cent. on the surplus that would be required A. T. WoodGrit candidate, beaten in Hamilton.
for the construction of the railway, representing 820,977,500, C. A. Cox, Grit candidate, beaten in Peterborough.
making a total sum iof $106,687,500. Well, thon, Sir, why John Carruthers, Grit candidate, beaten in Kingston-

had hon. gentlemen so strongly opposed the Allan contract, It is not surprising, Sir, that ail these defeated candidates
which offered to build the road for $84,500,000 ; and why, should bear spite against the Conservative party, and that
in 1874, only two years later, did they offer a surplus of they should have said: "We will try and deceive the
$.2,000,000 ? What happened, Sir ? It was naturally to people; we are very sure that the Government cannot
be expected that capitaliste desirus of investing their gecept the tender we are going to make; we are sure that
money in paying enterprises, in enterprises that were to the Goveriment cannot cancel the contract they have
give great profits, would have hastehed to accept the offer signed with the former Syndicate to accept new tenders;
made by the hon. member for Lambton. But, Sir,; what but, in order to make people believe that the Government
confidence could they ïhave in hon. gentlemen opposite, has refused tQ accept the lowest tender, we will -mak a
when, since the purchase of the lands in the North-West, more advantageous offer, and we will succeed in- buring
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the&oeserwative party at thenext eleotione," Well, Sir,
thinkhatthese gentlemen believe that the people are mor
simpl.eminded than they really are, for electors understan
perf=ctly well that when such an advautageous contract a
the one -o w before us is passed, it only romains for us t
ratify it. iHon. gentlemen oppoito' have spoken of th
monopo4y that is going to be exercised by this Compani
that is to eceive a grant of 25,000,000 ucres of land. Hlov
is it that these hon. gentlemen have decided to accept th
proposal ofthe newSyndicate which would also exorcis
a monopoly,-because the only tifferenne between the tw
proposals eis 3,000,000 acres of land, and I do not boliev
that these 3,000,000 Acres of land can miake a grea
difference in the monopoly. I consider that of 1Il thi
poposals made up to this time, the one now before us is thi
most advantageous that it was p'>ssible to obtain under thE
circunstanoes. For my part, I believe that the people-o
the Province of Quebec are ready to ratify this contract
consider it as advantageons, and will re-elect, at the nex
elections, all the members who will have voted for it. 1
do not wish to take up the time of this honorable House, and
I will conclude by saying that I will give my most cordiùa
support to the Government, because I believe that it waE
impossible to make a botter arrangement.

Mr. KAULBACI. The subject now under discussion by
this flouse is fraught with more than ordinary importance
to this Dominion, and requires mach careful thought and
calm deliberation. In d6aling with it as the great national
highway of this Dominion, I hopo to assume such a position
as to be able to view the contract and all its details from a
higher standpoint than that of party, and trust that, apart
from party bias and party feeling altogether, to be able to
satisfy my mind in view of the interests, entrusted to rny
keeping, of my constituents, whose rights and privileges I
hold most dear, and in view of the interests of this vast and
important Dominion, that in the position I take in this
malter of such magnitude and importance, I-am acting
wisely and well. The first thing that snggests itself to my
mind, is the enquiry, "Are we compelled to enter into this
gigantie undertaking and construct this contemplated
Canadian Pacifie Railway"? to which an answer is given
in the fact that when the present Government assumed
office, there was apparently no alternative or no course left
open for them but to go on with the work, and have it
finished with as littie delay, and a; early as practicable, in,
consequence of the late Government, under the Mackenzie
regime, having pledged themselves, and the country being
bound by the agreement to which the Home Goverament
was made a party, to have the whole road finished and
equipped by 1890. ln addition to this vast sums of money
have already been expended, not only in surveys over the
whole line, but in actual construction, very much of which
would be utterly wasted unless additional construe-
tion were entored upon immediately. Both political
parties have committed themselves to it by speeches,
legislation, and work completed, and the question
now remains as to how it is to be constructed.
There is, and has been from the first, a strong feeling in the
country in favor of having the work performed by private
capitalists, or a Syndicat6, and rot by a Government whereby
the older Provinces would be taxod. Experience has
demonstrated the fact that railways cannot e bult as
cheaply by Government as by private companies; this has
been proven, I am sorry to have it to say very sadly to our
injury in the Province to which I belong. This Dominion
not being withoot its experience also. You wil[ remember
that just provious to the Intercoloniall'ailway being built,
it was estimated to cost but $..0,000,000. But what do we
4ind.? We have now the statement from the hon. the Minister
of Railways that to.day that work las cost the people-of
Canadae oess than $45iS26,000. Now lot a Government
þgl d thia-Oaadian Facifie %ilway, maintain itaq4 ;un jt

1 >and we vil haVe millions of doilars defoits rolled upewiy
e year for the next twenty years. Ngw,iupon the faith of the
d Canadian ?aoificebing built more cheaply by a company,
%s the Government have negotiated with thiaeyndioate for the
o entire construction of this gigantie worký from Nipising
e in the East to Burrard Inlet or Port Moody on- the waters
y of the Pacifie. That, the contract with the yadicate in
w principle is a good one, few I think will attempteo question,
e but with renlatane Lstate that in my mind in detail some
e of the clauses are-objectionable, and ini order that .1 may not
o be misunderstood, Ifeel that I had botter name them. The
e -middle part of clause 10 ofthe contract reads thus:

t And the Goverument shall aIso permit the admission free of duty of
e all steel rails, fish plates and other fastenings, spikes, bolts and nuta, whie,
e timber and &Il material for Widges to be used in the original construction

'of the raitws.y, and of atelegraph Une in. coaection therewith, and aIl
Stelegraphic apparatus required £or the first equipment of such telegraph

I am aware that at present there is no duty on steel rails.
1 To have. the Syndicate have the steel rails and other equip-

monts for the construction of this road free of duty to my
J mind, i an important concession, and inconsistent with the

object this Government had in view when establishing a
protective policy, andntinfair to the manufacturing industries
of Canada, more paricularly Nova Seotia, where the coal
and iron can be had in unlimitel quantities, and where steel
rails ean be manufuctured for ail the railways of Canada. I
should feel satisfied were the clause referred to, to read thus :

<<And the Government shalU permit the admission free -of duty of ali
steel rails, fish plates and other fastenings, spikes, bolts and nuts, etc., so
long as there are no manufactories of the same within the Denain of
Canada."

*Which would thon ofer to Nova Seotia, or any of the
Provinces of Canada, the chances to manufoture, if
they thought proper to engage in the enterprise.
To obviate the objections referred to, I am told that
Canadian manufacturers will be placed with regard to nUtS,
boits. fish-plates, etc., on a fair footing with that of steel
rails, by a rebate of 17J per cent. on all imported iron, and
a bonus if Canadian iron is used. At the same time, I should
prefer seeing that part of clause 10 referring to the
importation of articles free of duty removed entirely, and
thereby offer the inducement for ail supplies to be purchased
from our own manufacturers, and thus give employment to
the working man. Another objection, and which appears
to me a serious one, is parting with the Pembina Branch,
so called, or tiîat leading from Winnipeg to the American
boundary at Emerson. I contend that we should have held
this branch as a sort of key and not have parted with it, so
as to have retained the controlling power in our own banda
and thereby prevented the possibility of any diversion of
traffdi from the contemplated main Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way throngh Anerican channels; this contemplated
Canadian Pacifie being intended as a feeder to the Inter-
eolonial in the success of which latter the eastern or
Maritime Provinces are ýdeeply interested. The River St.
Lawrence, the main artery of Canada, in its course runs
nearly parallel with the direct line of the Atlantic sea coast
and thereby geographically renders the American ports of
Boston, New York, and Baltimore (the present great and
principal grain and shipping ports of America) more
accessible for the export of grain from the great North-
West, than the ports of the Maritime Provinces. BSide,
the Northern Pacifie Railway Company, being an American
one, it is said, are building their hopes upon the trafio they
expeet to derive from this contemplated Canadian Paciie,
hence the greater necessity for the further restriction
and greater protection of the main line of
the Canadian Pacifie from any and ail rivalry,
especially the danger, w I stated, of having it
tapped o the bordeiw for the purpose of deteoting the trad,
of the great North-West to American ce J&>nels, t ja fo
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theiuture as weH as the presont that I wish to see precan- valuable now, it is because of the anticipated completion of
tion adopted. 1 certainly do think, and would recommend, this railway. lu any case the higher the value put lupon
that we should have a clause inserted in the contract leavmng the lande the worse stands the case in comparmon
it optional with the Government to purchase and resume between the Mackenzie Railway Act of 1874,
the road at the expiration of twenty years at costs and and the Syndicate contract of 1880. How our
charges, if we deemed it wise in our interests to do so; at hon. friends in the Opposition can fairly now object
the same time, I entertain the idea that to get rid of. all to the principle of this contract I canuot under-
railroads, and thereby relieve the Government and the stand, when they calculated to build the road from end to
country of the embarrassment of building, keeping up, end in ten years out of the public revenue of the constry,
and running them, would be the best in the end. Another and have it comploted üy 18A0, a proof of which we had by
clause in the contract freeing the lands to tne Syndicate their going on with the construction, and even on the
from taxation, appeared to me very objectionabie, but upon Pacific slope, carrying the rails from Victoria to Yale, aud
calm reflection, finding they are to ho taxed as soon as advertising for tenders for building hat section of the road
patented, or occupied, seems reasonable and right, and as late as 1878. Now, Mr. Speaker, I certainly must state
relieves me of any impression of unfairness. I regret that had the late Governmont not committed themselves to
very much to find the vacant chair of our respected friend, build the road over the Rocky Mountains to the Pacifie
the ex-leader of the Opposition, as I shall be using a quota- Ocean, and to have it completed by 1890, and had this
tion or two of his on this subject and should prefer bis cortraût not been entered into with this Syndicate, I feel,
being present. I can assure this House that it was with in viewing the condition of the road as it at present exists,
the greatest regret I learned by a paragraph in the news- and finding that one of the most costly and difficult sections
paper this morning of bis illness. He bas, I am sure, the -that between Thunder Bay and Selkirk-a distance of
cordial sympathy of every member on this side the House, 410 miles, is all but completed; and frim Burrard Inlet to
and the earnest wish that be may be speedily restored to Yale, a distance of 90 miles, and from Yale te Kamloops,
healtb, and in a few days be seen in is accustomed seat. 127 miles, now under contract, and must be completed
With regard to rates and tolls, of whieh so much mention before being handed over by the Government to the
bas been made by bon. gentlemen on the opposite side of Syndicate; that it would have been as well had the Govera-
this House, I may say that I entertain no fears, whatever. ment retained the matter in their own bands, and
as the Consolidatcd Railway Act, with an extension, settles built the 1,000 miles by contract over the rolling prairie
the difficulty; the Governor in Council having the power from Selkirk to Jasper Valley, at the base of the Rocky
of reducing the tolls down to a minimum consistent with Mountains out of the sale of lands, which would in a short
a bare 10 per cent. profit to the Company. With regard to time more than have paid the outlay for construction. We
a land monopoly, as spoken of by bon. members opposite, I would thon bave bad, by using the water stretch from
certainly cannot agree, for, if there is anything I admire in Georgian Bay to Thunder Bay, or Fort William, over Lake
the contract, it is the allottmentof the lands to the Company, Superior, a perfect -connection with the great North-
the Government giving them every alternate mile, square West for at loast five months in the year, and
blocks, and retaining the intermediate ones, so that, if theb ave obtained áccess to the rich prairie lands of
Syndicate luts Lecome valuable, what the Government that country now comparatively a bowling wilderness, but
retains must necesarily become quite as valuable also. soon to become the happy and confortable home of many
Now, Mr. Speaker, having given my views regarding some families, and a perfect garden of richness and beauty; and
of the details in this contract, I would offer a word or two we miglit have allowed the construction of the connection
regarding the wonderful powers of magie, possessod by our betveen Jasper Valley and Kamloops, a distance of 350
hon. friends on the opposite side of this House. It is well miles, and between Nipissing and Thunder Bay, a distance
known to every hon. member of this House and the country, of 650 miles, to have been postponed for the present, and
that the hon. membors opposite advocated the construction completed when the necessity ot4the times required, and we
of this road by private capitalistes and considered it, to use in a better position financially to proceed with the work. I
their phrase, "a great national necessity"-and an enter- certainly cannot feel satistied to support the offer of the
prise to which the faitb of the Dominion was pledged, and second Syndicate, feeling that the parties whose names are
which the hon. the ex-Premier (Mr. Mackenzie) said, appended to the document are not serious, and that they
" We are morally, as well as legally bound to construet," bave been induced by certain parties, in order to embarraus
and again h.esays: the Government, to bring forward a proposition of this kind.

"It will be necessary to complete our great national highway across You will remember that for years we bave expended a
the continent, and I think it will be the duty, as it wil be the desire, of very large amount of money in paying emigration agents to
the Goverament to develop a.ny plan by which these results can be a- attract settlers to oar greatNorth-West. Now compare the
complished." members of the first Syndicate with those of the second.
W e find that in 1874 he (the ex-Premier) proposed, and Who are the first? Germans, French, English, Scotch, and
which was ratified in Parliament, to give $30,000,000 and men of other nationalities who will ho as if emigration
56,000,000. acres of land for the construction of the entire agents without salary, to assist in colonizing the North-West.
road. Undor the Carnarvon terms he, the ex-Premier, Who are the members of the second Syndicate? PrinvipalHy
agreed to expend $2,000,000 per annum in British Columbia Canadians and Americans, who would not have the slightest
in addition to the other outlays un the road, and to build this influence with any foreign people in inducing them
road from Nanaimo to Esquimalt on Vancouver Island. The to migrate to this country. If you view the difference
hon. member for West Durham (hfr. Blake), now the leader botween the two, even at a hurried glance, you wili find
of the Opposition, estimated at that time that the British the advantages in favor of the former ver-y considerable.
Columbia end alone would cost $36,00,000. We llnd that The first Syndicate means, apparently, work. The second
in 1816 he, the ex-Premier and bis party, offered $10,000, Syndicate anything but work, their object being to pull
and 20,000 acres per mile, that is 8327,000,000 and 54,000,000 down and destroy everything tending to the growt and
acres of land for the construction of the entire rond, with, prosperity of this country. The firet Syndicate, doubt-
mark yon, four per cent. for 25 years, on the cost above the less, wil construct the whole rond for the consideration
810,000 per mile ; the work to be done by a Syndicate or named in the contract, and have money to spare; but when
Company. At that time e estimated the lands worth no we consider the obligations they are under, not onlyto
more than $1 per acre; now the hou.nembers opposite build and equip this rod, but to maintain it and run it,
place abi her estimate upon the Iap4s. If they are iore I si àled to heve tha it w ill entail'an outlay and los W
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thmt aven uderthernaDtekilflumanagement,iof millions
ofdoimeveryyarforthemext twentyortwenty-five years

perhaps longer. The second Syndicate, I believe, would
repudiat mthe oontraot, if possible, after building the
oentra or prairie eotion, or instead of omplying with
the canditions and building the more diffieult sections as
weII, they would carry it over American territory, and
thereby render it subsidiary to American Railways, more
es ially that of the Northern Pacifie. When we con-
ai r the interest the iet Syndicate must necessariIy
exercise to make it a sucess to themselves, combined withi
their immense influence, we must arrive at the natural1
conclusion that it will early tend to a large immigration,1
and a apeedy settling of the great North-West, and&
ultimately relieve us of beavily paid servants now,
employed as emigration agents. Now, Mr. Speaker,
with regard to the details as referred to, I certainlyd"hope4
that theGovernment and the Company may remove as far
as they can the objectionable parts and agree upon certain1
amendments in the original contract, so as ta satisfy all-
excepting those who offer captions opposition en political1
grounds. and consequently will not be satisfied.

Mr. KING. Mr. Speaker, I have listened to the speech
of the hon. member from Lnnenuurg (Mr. Kaulbach), whn
has just resumed his seat, and I am pleased to know, Sir,
thatone gentleman has been impressed by speeches delivered1
by hon. gentlemen on this aide. He bas pointed out to this
House almost as many objections as I eau, and yet, Sir, Ii
have no doubt he will vote for the contract. I listenedi
with attention to the speech of the hon. Minister of Rail-i
ways and Canals, delivered at the opening of this debate,
and Sir, I dare say his friends in and out of Parliament1
look upon it as an able effort. Well, Sir, the only attempt at
justification, on the part of the hon. member for the adoption(
of this bargain, was that it was botter than the Allan con-1
tract, to which ho himself was a party; or, the offers made
by hon. member for Lambton, which have never formel t ho
basis of a contract. Let me say here, Sir, before proceed i è
farther, that I aise listened attentively to the other speechf
delivered by the bon. Minister of Railways and Canais,i
when attempting to defend his and the Government's posi-1
tion in forcing this contract through thisR ouse withoutr
giving time for the House or country to consider it. If thet
hon. gentleman was now in his place, I should at once
request him to do me the favor of sending as many copies1
of that last speech into my county as were sent of the for-i
mer. I have ne doukt, Sir, it would be au antidote to thet
firt, and the effect would be all I could desire. I was pot-
surprised to flnd the hon. Minister of Railways and Canaist
defeuding the pleaurged by the right hon. the First Minis-1
ter, whiie attempting to force this contract through Parlia-z
ment with indecent haste, in order to facilitate the interestt
of contractors by enabling them ta secure ties. I have @
not forgotten, Sir, and the public have not forgotten, that a 8
similar plea- urged with reference to another contract
on this sarne Canadian Pacifie Railway, has cost the coun-
try some $214,000. And more, Sir, that in a fewd
days or weeks the sane - contractors disposed
of their interest for a consideration. We are now ]
asked ta vote away the same section for ever, giving the,
Syndicate ton years in which to complote the contract. I
do not propose ta take up the time of te fHouse by insti-E
tuting comparisons between present and former contracte 1
or ofers for this work. These offers ae things of the past.
This Parliament bas now no opportunity of choosing t
between them. But we are now face to face with the a
newer propositions, and while I do not hold myself com-g
mitted ta either, I do say this, if we are compeled to choose
either of two evils we ought to choose the loast. It muet<
appear to every hon. member of this House that this con-
tract ha sone novet f&atures i it. lIn ordinary contracte
witl h C-Fqvqrnmnent it bu been customary fqr þtbe Miniter b

haviig supervision Over the-wark to be let, ta base bis
contraot on tenders elicited by public advertisement; the
Minister oLFinance being specially charged to provide the
funde wherewith to meet the liability incurred. But in this
case, Sir, a secret bargain bas been made and almost
every defartment in the Govern-ment bas been
compelled to maire its contribution ta the Syndicate.
First, Sir, we have the Minister of Finance coming down
handsomely with $25,000;000 of the people's money; next,
Sir, we find the Minister of the Interior pledging 'his
department for 25,000,000 acres of land; the picked lands,
the fertile lands of the North-West; and more, Sir, agreoing
to extinguish the Indian titles to those lands. Still further,
Sir, agreeing to exempt those lands from taxation for 20
years or tilt sord, also the road bed, rolling stock and other
property for all time. Next, Sir, we find the Minister of
Customs agreeing to -insert a clause in this contract,
by which the Syndicate are allowed to import, duty
free, steel rails, fish plates and other fastenings,
spires, bolts, nuts, wire, timber and all muterial for
bridges to be used. in the original construction of the
railway and- branches forming part of the road, thereby
contributing his $1,001),000 or more to this work.
Then, Sir, we come to the Minister of Agriculture, -who is
charged with the work of promoting emigration to the
North-West, and who bas been credited by the Minister of
Railways and Canais with a stroke of genius in hie
management. He has omitted, in th*e cor.tract to make
an arrangement by which emigrants going to that country
would be conveyed at fair and reasonable rates, leaving the
gentlemen of the Syndicate masters of the situation. Should
they deem il more desirable to sottle first their own large
areas of lands south of the boundary or in the North-West, by
discriminating against the Government in settling their
lands, they have the power to do so. Thon, Sir,
we find, contrary to precedent in dealing with
American transcontinental lines, no provision bas been
made for the carriage of mails, either, free or at rea-
sonable rate, leaving that an open question to be arranged
with the Postmaster-General and the Syndicate at some
future day. Thon, Sir, wo are told that this is to be a
military road. But not one word do we find in it relating
to the carriage of troops, ammunition or supplies. This,
Sir, it seems to me is an omission on the part of the
Minister of Militia which is neot warranted. I quite
understand, Sir, that the Consolidated Railway Act gives
the Governor in Council power to arrange for this as well
as the postal service of the country. This may, Sir, meet
the case in dealing with ordinary railway lines built by
private capital. But in a work of this kind, involving
at least a hundred millions of the people'e money,
the whole of which may be now or may
soon become the property of a foreignî comnany,
some provision should have beon made for these services.
Thon, Si', section 26 of the contract provides:

" The Company shall have power and authority to erect and niaintaindocks, dockyards, wharves, silps and piers at any point on or in connec-
tion with the said Canadian Pacific Railway, and at all the termini
thereof on navigable water, for the convenience and accommodation of
veimeIs and elevatars; and aima to acquire and work elevators, and to
aequire, own, hold, charter, work, and run, steam and other vessel for
cargo and passengers upon navigable water, which the Canadian Pacific
Railway may reach or connect with."

Ilt seems ta me that this may be turned to account by the
gentlemen of the Syndicate, so as ta ensure a monopoly of
the carrying trade on some, at )east, of our inland waters;
and in this way, Sir, the Minister of Marine, or the
gentleman who succeeds him, may be able ta contribute his
quota to this work. It would be well, I think, Sir, for some
gentlemen who are interested in the carryir g trade by water
to look carefully into this provision and estimate ils
value for al time to corne, if they can. Thon, Sir, the
1op, M44iWstof Jstice, whose duty it is ta 6uard aainst
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ambiguity of terme in this contract, has allowed provisions
to be inserted which, to say the least, puzzle the lawyers to
define them. I refer to the clause relating to thestandard of
construction, and another relating to the profit to whieh the
Syndicate is entitled before Government can interfere with
their rates of freight. If allowed to pass without amend-
ment there is no doubt, Sir, there is millions in it for the
Syndicate. Thon, Sir, last but not leuat, the Minister of
Railways and Canas is to proceed with the building of
railways for the next ton years, at a cost to the people of'
this country of $28,000,00, including portions now under
contract, and is to hand over, when completed, to the
Syndicate, to be their property forever, 716 miles of rond,
costing, as I have said, $28,000,000, without ineluding the
three or four millions and over spent on surveys and the
interest on this large sum, amounting to millions. In
addition to this, Sir, the department over which the hon.
gentleman presides, is to be kept in full blast for ten
years, at a cost of $40,000 per year, making a sum of
$400,000, a departmeut which inighit be dispensed with.
But, Sir, we are told that this je to be an Imporial work. I
ask is it not, viewed in this light, very significant that
the fourteenth member of the Cabinet, our Bigb Gommis-
sioner in England, has been unable from bis standpoint to
assist in any way to swell the amount to b paid to the
Syndicate. lias his mission failed ? If so, Sir, hie useful-
ness has gone. Had he not better be recalled and save te
the people this country the very large sum.it costs to
keep him at bis post ? Now, Mr. Speaker, I think I have
shown that this contract differs materially from ordinary
contracts. I am unable to point out what it will cost the
people of this Dominion. Time alone will tell that. The
new offer now on the Table bas many objectionable features,
many wbich I cannot sub cribe to, but is not doserving of
the treatment accorded it by the Government. There is
one thing quite plain, Sir, that a large number of the tax-
payers of this Dominion have no direct interest in the
North-West, and while, Sir, they, as citizens of this Domin-
ion are willing to consent to anything that is reasonable,
they cannot silently consent to the proposition of burdens
which are entirely uncalled for. I say, Sir, in keeping
faith with British Columbia and in tho development
of the North-West, they too have claims that ought
to be considored. The Government bave no right,
to treat in the contemptible manner they have
a proposition now before the House for the building of this
road infinitely better than the contract whieh we are asked
to assent to, an offer, Sir, that would save the people of
this Dominion many millions of dollars, that would insure,
if this Government wish it, the building of an ail rail line
on British territory ; and yet, Sir, this offer is to be treated
almost with silent contempt. The gentlemen who make it
are told it is a put up job. Well, Sir, in one sense, it is a
put up job. $1,400,000 have been put up, which is more
than can be said of the other. I call to mind, Sir, another
period in the history of this Dominion, a time of which I
and those I represent have vivid and painful recollection.
The Government of that day, which eis the Government of
to-day, were dealing with the construction of another great
line of railway. Thon as now, Sir, offrs were sibmittedler
the construction of that road whieh would have saved thei
Dominion some $13,000,000 in cash, enough toconstrUctthe-
Sault Ste. Marie Branch and also the 900 miles of rond
through the prairie country; would have given a good com-j
mercial line by the nearest route to aCanadian wintorport;
would have kept faith with a Province induced to enter the
Confederacy with the understanding that a lino by that.
route would be secured to ber. But, Bir, then as now, the
Governmett refused to - consider these propositions to
which I am4 referiig. The result has been, Sir, manymillions of dollars on interest and in deficita, to sy nothing
of the cost of construction, havp been' throw #way,

Mr. RENG.

In the construction-of the: Intercolonial ,Rail*ay t 'which
I have been ailding, we were told that,in oderto seeuï
Imperial guarantee, and for the purposes of a Mditary
lino, it-was desirable the line should be as :far removed fbesp
the American frontier as possible. The -same thisg-in
repeated with regard to the roads north of Lake Suprior
a road 650 miles long, arough -a barren, sterile, 'ocky
country, uninhabited and uninhabitable for aught we knewr.
We are told, Sir, that itisiabsolute*y mecessaryte buildthi
road in order to perpetuat. British institutions -on this
continent. Well, Sir, 1, and those whom I have the honor
to represent, yiold to none in point of loyalty, and in adesire
to soe British institutions ,protected. But, Sir, that idea
is exploded. Having once been deceived by it, we are not
again to-be caught if we can .help it. We hope for a longer
lease of power for these institutions than this contraet as-
sures us. Why, Sir, lot us examine it; what does it provide ?
An Imperial highway? A, road fortrans-continental trafflc?
Nothing of the kind. It p-ovides for a road of wooden
bridges; a road of steep grades and sharp curves; a cheap
road; a degraded.road. And no seeurity in the contraot
that even this is to be run for more than ton years after
completion. And no pewer by which the Government can
acquire it if it is found it is not managed in theinterests of
the people who are taxed to pay for it. Does this assure
the perpetuation of British institutions on the continent? In
my opinion permanency.of British institutions will b. btter
assured by practising a system of economywhieh wilI reduce
taxation to which the people are subjected. Nothing cin
be gained by a vain attempt to buSId up new Provinces in the
west, by depleting older Provinces in the east. You may
impose taxes but you cannot compel people te remain iwthe
country. The alarming exodus which has already taken
place in the older Provinces will go on increasing, if thie
lardens ot the people are so increased yearly-by expending
millions in un productive publie works. The hon. Minister
of Finance-and I regret that he is not in'his seat-Iast night
took occasion to reer to a meeting held. in my county
during the holidays. He said, Sir, that I too was trying to
arouse public opinion. He was mistaken, Sir, public opinion
in his native county, as he had a rightto claim, was aroused.
The secrecy with which the bargain had been made, the.
attempt to coneeal its objectionable features afterit was made,
and the attempt to force it upon the people without giviug
time to consider it was of itsdcf sufficient to disturb--the
minds of the people. It was my good fortune, Sir, to
secure an invitation to attend a meeting of the electors of
my-county, for the purpose ofconsidering with them this
bargain. I was anxious, Sir, I confess, to elicit theiri
opinions on this question. i hope I shal never, Sir, think
it beneath my dignity to coasuit thoir wishes and opinions
on all public matters; and I am happy toitel the han4
gentlemen, although the meeting was made up of hiseformer
frienda and admirers, we were in perfect accord on the,
question. WelI, Sir, the bon. gentleman says, I tbld tha
electors that the railway would impose upon. New Bruinse
wick a debt f five millions of dollars. Did the bon. gentler
man deny it? Nol Then, Sir, I think I shall not nowï
tak-e up the time of the House by establishing that fa.t..
But he says I did not tel them that we bad still 125;000t,000
aenes of land in the North-West and that would pay
off all our debt. I did not, nor do I now, believe it.. In
discussing this question I was dealing with facts and not
drawing upon my imagination. Ihope, Sir, when I d
assume the role of the prophet I shall make a
better record in that lino than the bon. gentleman has
Mr. Speaker, I have sat bore night after night, listening te

oechee from reprosentative men from diferent Provinoes
discussing tbis question. I had hoped, Sir, when the
Minister of Finance had spoken he would at-least havq
pointed out some nf the meritsof tue conat. -Bat,Sir, eW
any huuabl opinion he haa failed, J4is true, Sirhe las t1.
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us faith must be kept with British Columbia. But, Sir, did streets. le this langjgage bleoming in the leader of a
he point out to us howfaith was violated with his own greatparty? I sba'lnot fatigue the House by quoting the
Province, when British Columiga entered the Union. Did lawguage which ho used yesterday. But I shahl take
he point out to us how faith was violated in reducing New occason, as I go on, to recur to the position which ho
BitmSwiek reprehention iithe Cabinet from two meibers occupies towards the HEouse and the country, and to show
toene. Did he point ont to uashow faith was violated with the that, with ail his boasted patriotiam, bis course is moe t
Maritime Provinces in foreing &rotective-tariff upon them unpatriotic, and one calculated more than that of any other
contary to his own prouifIses-wbhe'tbey entered (Onfedera- hon. gentleman in this House to damage the interests of
tion. Ad again, Sir, coming dwn to a later period, although this Country. I regret exceedingly that the hon. member
nota believer in the hon. gentleman's National Policy, I would for Lambton js not in his place. Throgh no fault of mine,
like to have some explanation why fai4h has not beenkept through no fault of any hon. gentleman on this side
with the manufacturers. Only two years ago we were tald of the House, is ho not now in iis place; and I could
that'the demand for iron consequent upon the construction wish that ho were bore, because I shall be obliged,
of this great public highway, would be so great as ta make during the course of my. remarks, to recall the attention
a market for from two to threehundred thousand tons of that of the louse to words that have fallen from him during
article.'ThatironrandcoalaboanddintheMaritiueProvince, the past eight or ton yenrs. Whilst speaking on this
and that such an impetus would be given to this industry 'subjeet the other day the bon. mcmher for Lamùbton said
during the construction of the Ôanadian Pacific Railway, we had nothing whatever to do with the Allan contract or
that it would be so firmly esablished, it would be able to with the new proposition before the louse which ie the
hold its own again all comers in the future. And now, Sir, subject of laudation of hon. gentlemen opposite just now.
we find that that industry bas been robbed of the promised Wiat we had really to do with, ho said, was the present
prctection, while the protectionist tarif still remains to its contract submitted by the hon. Minister of Railways.
disadvantage. No, Sir, faith bas not been kept with the From no man could this have como botter than from the
Maritime Provincos.. They were deluded and deceived in hon. member for Lambton. It suited him as well probably
entering this Confederacy by gentlemen who had their as any hon. gentleman on the other side of the louse to
confidence at the time. A great future was predicted for distract attention if pos-ible from former contracts, and
them, their taxation was not to be increased but from the former treatment of this question by hi$ Giovern-
rather reduced. They find themselves poworless to prevent ment. Lot it net be fergottenthat upon all o easions since
the imposition of taxes that are odious and burdensome. the entrance of British Columbia into Confoderation,
They are told, Sir, thatthey get back dollar for dollar for hon. gentlemen opposite regulated their conduct on the
what they contribute to, the revenue. But what docs that subject of the Canadian Pacifie Railway by their being
avail when the money is ruthlessly squandered; when in or out of office. When in office they
tbey find their Province is gradually sinking instead of were alwaye ready to assure the country that it was qiite
rising in the secale; when they find, Sir, the debt of this capable of carrying on the work as they proposed to carry
Dominion, for which they and thoir posterity will be held it on, without increasing the rate of taxation. When they
responsible, is rapidly accumulating. Is it any wonder, said, year after year, with the quibbling of pettifoggers,
Sir, that a feeling of discontent and discouragenent that they were ready to bud this Pacifi lailway, provided
pervades that Province? Is it any wonder, Sir, that they it could be built without any increase of taxation, they knew
are fleeing from it in large numbers? Gentlemen who they were committing a fraud upon the public; they knew
represent them in thisiParliament, who bave no interest in their hearts that it was impossible that a gigantic work,
in common with the poople, can thus afford to treat this as the hon. -leader of the Opposition bas described it, such
matter lightly. But I warn them, Sir, that those who con- as thie, could -be constructed without inerease of taxation.
fided their interests to their keeping will at the proper Did these taon, when in power, prosecute any part of
time hold them responsible. that work without inrcrease of taxation ? On the

Mr. BERGIN. iBefore addressing myself directly to the contrary, almost the first act of the late Finance
subject under discussion; Imust congratulate you, Sirand the Minister-a gentleman who has not hesitated to
fHouse, and the country, that you have on your left a body of use language which no gentleman should use, in the
gentlemen so modest, so pure, so wise, so disinterestod, and House or out of it--was to call for an increse of83,000,000
so patriotic. Amongst ail these tne gentleman who com taxation. What for? To build this Pacifie Railway ? For
bines in himself the greatest amount of all the virtues is the no other purpose. le told us that if ho were granted these
leader of the Opposition. I wish, Sir, whilst giving him 83,000,000, certain obligations which this country was under
credit for all these vi-tues, I could give him. credit also for would be relieved, and the 83,000,000 could be devoted to
the tone and temper with which he bas conducted th'is the purpose of building this great Pacifie Railway. I think
debate. I regret that I cannot do this ; I regret it, not only it will be well for me to say a word or two as to whether there
because of the feeling it bas created on this side of the reste any obligation on this country to build this Pacifie
louse, but I regret it in the interest of the House and the .Railway. One of the conditions on which British Columbia
country. It is not well that the leader of the Opposition entered the Union was that this road would be built. I may
should set the example which he has set for bis followers. go further, because I say it was more than the dream of
Yesterday ho opened the debate with the most studied insults those who brought about the Confideration of these
to gentlemen on this side of the House. fe told us that great provinces that this inter-oceanic, this inter-provincial,
there were amongst us, men so low as to vote for this con- and this trans-continental railway should be built; that on
tract. I do not think it wpAs becoming a man inb is position this continent there would be built up a great English
to hurl any epithet across the floor of the House to gen- speaking nation, founded upon monarchical principles which
tlemen who ventured to differ from him in opinion. should last during ail time, and which should overshadow
Consider for a moment that tha gentlemen opposite.are but a the Republic ta the south of us. This, Sir, was the dream
very small band, and that on this aide of the flouse there of the ,authors of Confederation. I hear the hon, menber
are men who at least are their peers-pecre of the for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) sneer and laugh. Well, Sir,
leader of the Opposition in everything, but his inordinate from bis antecedents we would not expect anything ose.
self-esteem and bis great abilities which, in common Who, Sir, wouid credit him with the dosire or idea of build-
with him, we admire so much. He told us, when we ing up a great mônarchical nation upon this continent? We
dared to controver.t his opinions, that we were but were bound to build the railway in consequence of the uion
cure, doge, enarling at him as ho passed through the with British Columbia, and bocause of the desire of the
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authors of Confederation to build up a great nation, as» I honesty and trutb. I shall only quote one ex-tract from the
have feebly attempted to descri be. I will quotea few words speech of the member for Lambton as to our duty and obIiga-
drawn from the speeches of the hon. gentlemen opposite, tion to brild the road. Ie said on one occasion,in the Rouse:
and it would bewell that hon.gentlemen would remem- "ThattheIaeorpreedin Administationinenterin iaoatmfor
ber the speeches tbey made in those days, and that Ïhey bringing British Columbia into the Confederation, had an express obliga-
would act up to them and carry out the work, as the leader tion «s to the building a railway acrons the continent, from Laké rpi1 is-
of the Oppos§ition said a year or two ago, when speaking on sing to the Pacifie, with atspecified number of years; and thattwhen the

present, or hie Administration acceded to power they felt that thistlike
this great question, independent of party, regardless of party, aIl obligations, was one which imposed upon them certain duties yhich
and of the great difficulties that surround it, because they they had no right to neglect-that they were bound to carry it4nto effeet
were bound in honor to construct the road. In looking over to the extent he had ingcated."
the record of the debates in 1872, one of the first speeches I do not think, although that hon. gentleman op-
that attracted my attention was a short one made posite who followed that able -man so slavishly, will
by Sir A. T. Galt, in which, though ho disap- gainsay what ho said-I do fnot think there is any
proved to a certain extent of the terms, and looked upon the hon. gentleman on this side who will attempt to gainsay
contract as one of very great difflculty, and one, perhaps, too it. Se surely did they feel the force of the obligation, that
onerous for this country ; yet, seeing that we have entered in 1874 that hon. gentleman introduced an Act for the
upon it, we ought to carry it out, and ho believed, after all, purpose of constructing the Canadian Pacific iRailway; he
the country was able to undertake the work. He thought it laid before the country two plans which are embodied
essential that the Government should run and control the line in that Act. One of these' plans was to carry
to a certain extent. The present leader of the Opposition it out as a Governiment work provided it was found
(Mr. Blake), speaking upon this question, said, with respect impossible to find a private company to undertake it. That
to the first resolution, which simply affirmed the necessity of Act, which I contend is sufficiernt authority, and for augît I
building the road according to the terms of the agreement know, is the authority under which the Government entered
with British Columbia: into the present contract, ho took advantage of to build a

'' Those who hold that the good faith of the country should be observed portion of the railway as a Government work. I know
could not object to the construction of the road. Ail the provisions were that gentlemen on the other aide of the House told us that
entirely consistent with the absolute necessity of carrying forward this they would not build a mile of that railway or put an inch
work with the utmtait edtion compatible with presperity, in order of it under contract until the most thorough surveys hadthat they ight maintain t e hnor and god faith of thecounry." been made. We have had that question enquired into by
I do not know, Sir, that any language that I or any member Committees of this House, and it has been shown beyond
on this side of the louse can use, could go further to show peradventure that the contractors were on the ground
that the faith and honor of the country is pledged to the almost before the engineers, before the first step had been
construction of this road. I may ho told by gentlemen taken to secure anything like a knowledge of where it should
opposite that they are willing and preparing te construct start from or where it should go to. Thousands, I bad aImost
this road; but when I call to mind their conduct, their said millions, of the money of this country were wisted in
speeches during the last five weeks, the difficulties they the attempt to construct that railway as a Government work.
have thrown in the way, the obstructions they are stili Ibelieve that the hon. mnember for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
prepared to cast in the way, I cannQt help feeling and did, to the utmost of his power, endeavor to construe that
saying that they have no desire whatever to construct this work economically. I believe that, whoever else may bave
road, unless they can construct it as the party in power. been dishonest, ho at all events tried to do his duty to his
He said on another occasion: country. I do net say that ho always did it wisely or that

" That the broad features of that policy were, aslie had painly stated, ho al ways did it well. It is not an easy thing for
anterior to the late general elections, and the verdict of the country w a man who bas imposed upon him a labor perhaps greatertaken down upon it, and the resuit was a decided acceptance of it. He
said it is not reversible by us, we have no mandate to reverse it, that he than three or four men ought to undertake, to do that which
couid not consider it would be wise for an instant to consider any suchb he would desire to do, particularly when hoe is suiroundel
proposition." by men iounding him every hour to do someth ing for his fi'-
And yet this gentleman who leads that band of lowers. But I say, that with a view of the waste and extra-
monopolists opposite-for at all events they monopolize vagance which then took place, with the view of the
to themselves, if we may credit them, all the virtues extent to which ho was hampered by hie foi-
I have montioned to-night-asks us to assist him in lowers -I will not say his colleagues-with that
throwing obstructions in the way of the Government-to example before us, knowing that as a Government-
prevent this Parliament, if possible, fron carrying out this work it would be almost impossible to prevent waste,
great work. Why, if it were stopped to-dty-if this contract extravagance and corruption - I think that the Govern-
were not carriod out by this Parliament-if we were to treat ment of this country ought to ho congratulated that they
the leader of this Parliament and Grvernment as mon with- hal the wisdom and the courags to enter upon this contract,
out honor and without character, we wonld take the advice and to ask this Parliament to give it the sanction of law.
of the hon. gentlemen opposite and vote down his contract. I honor them for it, bocanse I know that the very same
But because we look upon our leaders as mon of honor, attempt that ws made years ago to obstruct and to prevent
and believe that not only their honor, but that of Parliament the construction of the Grand Trunk Railway, will be made
and Canada is at stake, we refuse to be dragged through the now. I remember at that time, meetings wvere call .d al
mire by him; we refuse to besmirch ourselves and to take over the country, that the same cry was raised that these
the advice of the member for Bothwell (Kr. Mills) "that to hon.gentlemen opposite have always raised when any thing is
commit treason is no crime." He said ho had committed it done that they have net the power te d'b as a Government,
himself and was thought as much of as before by his party. when theyare in the cool shade o? the Opposition-the cry was
Buthewas notthoughtasmuch ofbythe Globe, for almost the raised, ruin i ruin! And, Sir, they have cried rain! ruin!
next day it branded him as a traiter. If we took hie so often that unless they are in the midst otit, I do not
advice how should we ho branded ? I do not mean to ask believe they are ever happy. No wonder that an hon.
how should we ho branded by the newspapers of the member on this side called themi the other night-the party of
country-because for their opinion every honest man mray iuin and decay. Rained or not, they certainly will not
care little provided ho does hie duty to his country-bat have an opportunity, during this Parliament, of ruining the
how should we be branded by all the capitaliste of the world? bright future of this young nationality 'by destroyiIg
Would they not say thatthe Conservative party was devoid of this contract. The hon. leader of the Opposition
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introduppd. his ampendment yesterday, and. although I
am not, a lawyer, and. have. not always at. band a.cork
blopk and razor to split hairs with, as he h -as, I am.l
prepared: to say that I do not look upon that amend
ment as in order.. An amendment ought to affirm some-
tbing,Ibu,t-that amendment affirmse nothing. It is a mere
nega.tive ofa poposition before the louse. I do not think
the-point of order is worth urging,. because there has: beenj
obstruction enoughi thrown in the way by the han; gentei
men-opposite without my taking up the time ,of the ,1ogs
to show, that that bon. gentleman in this, as ini- all otheri
legal questions which he brings before this Bouse is almosti
certainly wrong. We had an instance of it the other dayJ
when he said that the Courts could not enforce this opntract.-
I bçEeie the hon. .gentleman wa_ entirely wrong andthatj
theCourts will enforce this contract.1

Mr.BLK I did.not make that statement.
MNkBERGIN. The statement was substantialy asIhave

stagd.
M- BLAKE. No.
Mr. BERGIN. I cannot remember an occasion whe. a

gentleman on this side of this House bas quoted a statement
of tie hon. gentleman's, that ho did not spring to lis
feet-,and say; " Idid not make that statement,' and he put.
it in so-meother. way, Of course, I am bound; to accept,
his stateznent. I am sure the hon. member for
Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) will come to his fet shortly andï
overhanl:that hon. gentleman, and will show thatupon thisi
occasion, as upon the Oaths Bill and many other cases, he
is entirely astray, and that, he is not as great an
authority upon law as he would wishus to believe. I said.
that the hon. member for Lambton took occasion, under the
Act of 1874, to build:this railway as a Governmen,t work1
Igayeyou a brief intimatiou' as to the consequençes that.
werpentailed by the constrection.of that work in that way,
sufficentto, show to the Hlouse that if we wore to go onr
and.buZd this railway in the same manner, not by a private
company asit is now proposed to do under this cort'art.
tha we should bave these lobbies filled with contractorsi
and people' loking for work. We have now a proposition1
te dO this ,work a little cheaper than the othor, and expeeting
speial Advantages should thehon.gentlemen oppositegetintoi
offige again. But they will not go into office soon enoughi
to einaþlq them to hand over these 22,000,000 acres of land1
and- these $22,000,000 to these gentlemen to build the1
prairie section. I think the experience of five years of hon.'
gentlemenopposite, in building this railway as a Govern-
mexwt work, and the experience of the Minister of Railways,1
withallhis energy, ail bis ability, all his determinetion to
prevent contractors getting the advantage of him apd the
couptry; will show that it would, be botter for us to pay
twiee the sum we have agreed to pay than to have
these corridors filled with these harpies who desire to.feed
upon the vitals of this country. I know that does not suit1
gentlemen opposite. I knew, with all their professions ofl
a desire, to se this railway built by a private company,
thatthey desire still more to have it in their own bands..
Why, Sir, if through the commotion they are attempting to
croate itL were possible for them to poison the niinds of thee
people of this country so as.to lead them to believe thatthis
congract.is a dishonest one, designed to put money into thed
han4a of aSyndicate and take it ont of the pockets of the
people,-if they could do that, they would displace ehon.
gen,temçn on the Treasury benches, and when they went
there I have no doubt. they would carry out that part oft
tbe.Sontraet relating to the prairie section. But. Sir, they
woildcarry out that other part of the contract, which
would not only; prevent the construction of a railwaya
on our own soit - north of Lake Superier and the,
railway west, of the Rocky Mountains, but carry ont their1
policy of making this country part and parcel of- hç
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United 8tates. What other result could follow the accept-
ance of the propositions these hon. gentlemen have been
naking from day to day? Have they not been telling us

Aour after hour that we should only construct the prairie
Ieption, aniLthat then, instead of constructing the remainder

ýoff the,-railwayi upon our own soil, we should ask the
Ameri:ansto build a branch line from Sault Ste. Marie to
Balatka Âeriea#- territory to-drain away everything from
onÇoMmw»N9rth-We8t throughi American channels to the
sehboardy and destgy the pro.perity of this .country ? If I
for ;a, momepe beheved this country could be so faLse to
itsp:as to; liee for one moment to the counsels of hcn.
gepit&nem oppositerI should despair for its future. But I
do not believe there is any American sympathy in the
uinds of the peopl eof this country. We desire a railway

frQnmoceau to ocean upon our own soil, and we are not so
blind or ignorant but that we can see that if ihe trade of
this country were. diverted for a littie while through
&m0ricanschannels, as the Globe predicted a few years ago,
a hostile neighboçr would put down his foot upon the bonding
systemw, audthere.would be no outlet for the productions of
our North4Weet, either to the eabt or the west. Ail these
prodçtions:would have to remain in the North-West. We
coald not get them into Ontario or Quebec. We could not
get them, west-through British Columbia to the sea. We
CeoQ1i not.get them south through American territory to find
tiifr way to the seaboard. What would be the result? In
selidefencethe1people of the North-West would break up
this Confederation, so far as they were concerned. 'Ihey
ýWould ask; forrunion to, tbe United States. The bonding
systemiayeiand more than that, the entire Customs would be
swept away.-The North-West would become part and
pareel of:the United States, and the millions of money we
have expended to bring that North-West into Confederation,
andemake it the future happy home of a great, free, happy
and, glorious British: people would be rendered useless.
There would be no more of our nationality there. Self-
defence would draw them to the nationality south of the
line, and the dream of the authors of Confederation, the
ardent hopes of those of us who have no desire to have any-
thing further than a friendly relation with the United
States,.would be blasted, and we in Ontario, in Quebec. and
in the Maritime Provinces, who have been building so much
upon the increase of wealth that will flow in from the great
North-West,-will be disappointed grievously. Our manufac-
turers will: not have, as they expected to have, a home
market in the .North-West. On the contrary, they will be
exposed to the ,most .dreadful competition with the
United States, because, under the influence of our fostering
tariffmanufactures have sprung up to such an extent in
Ontario,.and, will, congtinue to spring up for some time to
comerwiil preyntthe getting an adequate home market in
Ontario and Qnebee or the Maritime Provinces, and if
depriveg, athey wopid be deprived if the policy of gentle-
men oppo. itwreadopted, of our prospective market in the
North at, they will be obliged to compete in the United
Statee maekota iP the fape of these evils, I do not th ink it is
to, be woiidoredat that; hon. gentlemen on this side of tho
louse sbould 1e, uaited, as one man in supporting the Gov-

ernment, that they. wil listen neither to the blandishments
nor the;threats.of hon, gentlemen opposite, but wili do thoir
duty by thq contry-even although hon. gentlemen oppo-
sitepossess, as they.lain to possess, ail the patriotism in
thiscountry. It. ist. sad day for Canada when fifty gentle-
men willdare to stand up jefore the whole country and say
they pos»sse ailthe patriotism in the country, that the one
hunndred; and'fifty;or so gentlemen who differ from them
are not patriot but partisan. If I were inclined to be
sever4, sed ,to tigpatize, as I think ought to bestigmatized,
sPc languagê towards gentlemen, who certainly ought to
hav if, they- h4ve ot, as much love of country as their
oppnenteI wnild say that gentlemen opposite represent
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not a party but a faction. The hon. member for Lambton, him inI that respect, and believe that he was sincere.in bis
having put up certain portions of the road to tender, desire to carry out the bargain with British Colnumi ad
advertised in this country and in Europe for tenderm for the the Imperial Government. This Government hm cairied
construction of the road, and he offered 110,000 in cash out theproposition which hi made thon. The, road from
and 20,000 acres of land per mile for its construction by a Yale to Kamloops is now under construetion, and it wMI, be
company. He offered, in addition, four per cent. on such finishnd, I believe, within the period asigned ni the es-
further sum as might be necessary for its construction. tract. But if le was sincere, how has it been with thes.
He desired to remove this railway, this great national work, How las it been with the present leader of the, ppo-
out of the sphere of politics-to carry out, I am persuaded, sition? HRe opposed the construction of the Esquaâim d
honestly, the policy of the right hon. gentleman, hisprede- Nanaimo Road, but ho was not then in the Goveramejt.
cessor, as leader of the Government. He felt that it was the Shortly afterwards he went into the Government, and t.he
wisest course lie could pursue in the interest of the country. Globe spoke as follows:
But notwithstanding his desire, and the attempts he con-

tinud, Ibeleve or to yarshe as uableto et asinl Mr. Blake may have felt It hie duty to oppose the Goyernment ifotinued, 1 believe for two year, he was unable to get a single instance. in the ease of the Vancouver Railway. It was just one 4f thoeoffer for the construction by a private company of this great mattèrs which a Government find it neceusary to carry out, as a leaey
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Why? Hon. gentlemen oppo- of their predecessors, which some of its members might have liked to lave
site may say it was because of the difficulties of the money seenmodified in sorne of its particulars, but which, perhaps, only a Minis-

ter himself, informed onýeyery point affecting it, was WV Iyce tent -tomarket-that it was tight, and money was dear. But the decide. We rjoice toe think that in ts and other questions, Xws Blake
real reason, in my opinion, is that the capitalists of the world has accepted the responsibility, as he will also enjoy the advantage'of
had no confidence in hon. gentlemen opposite. Whcn we sharing in the councils of his friends in the Government, without in'the

remeberthatthelat FinnceM iiste oftusleast fearing that his advice, valuable as it ne doubt- will be, will in theknow and remember that the- late Finance MinistrOf this tdegre leadt any measures affecting our good faith towards eltier
country went to England, and exhibited to its capitalists a the people of British Columbia or the Government of Great Britain."
shield which was brazen on one side andsilver upon another
-that when he come back to this country, at a public Notwitbstanding this, the member for Vancouver (r.
meeting he had the audacity, the indecency, to boast of Bnnster) said-the other day that the leader of the Opposi-
the trickery lie had perpetrated on the capitalists of the tion wished to throw over British Columbia. I know the
money markets of the world--I am not astonished, and hon. gentleman explained that by saying something wJiich
the country noed not be, that no one could be found to amounted to the same thing and iehich itself required an
enter into negotiations with the late Government for the explanation, but the momber for Vancouver accepted it as a
construction of tbis great work. This is in my belief the retraction.
true reason why the hon. gentleman was unable during bis Mr. MOINNES. What he did say was that if Britishterm of office to obtain any offer from an Syndicate or private Columbia wanted to go she might go.company for the building of this road. The people of British
Columbia, dissatisfied with the slow progress whicb this Mr. BERGIN. In a word, let her rip, I suppose. Now;
work was making, appealed to the Government of the whoever in this House or out of it doubted the sincerity of
member for Lanbton. They put thoir grievances before the member 'for Lambton on this question, certainly the
him in the strongest possible terms; and failing to obtain present leader of the Opposition was not that man. He
as readily as they anticipated that meed of justice which took occasioh to say, in 1875, that the House must not forget
they thought ought to be measured out to them, like loyal that we were not at perfect liberty to determine whether
subjects they went to the fountain-head. I hope it will not we could make that expenditure or not. They had to keep
be considered an Irish bull to say that going to the fountain- faith with British Columbia, and he believed that the
head they went to the foot of the throne; they appealed to Premier (Mr. Mackenzie), and I believed it, would keep
Her Majesty, and as a result obtained what is commonly faith with that Province as ho would keep faith in
known as the Carnarvon terms. We know that the member all the agreements he might enter into. I feel that I
for Lambton, desirous of meeting so far as he could, so far as would be tlse to my constituents and to my country if I
ho would be permitted by the band of patriots around him, did not again draw attention to the manner in which Canada
the wishes of British Columbia, sent a missi"onary to their has been defamed by the man who believes himself to b,
Province. True that missionary was instructed by and who has great reason to believe it, one of the ablest
the present leader of the Opposition, if I am to of her sons. We know that in a discussion that took
accept his word, not -to threaton the people o f British place a few short months ago, in this House, as to the value
Columbia, but to persuade them, if ho could,' to of the land in the North-West, everything that it was
accept the terms which the hon. member for Lambton possible for human tongue -to utter, in depreciation of our
offered them. They did not accept those terms. Lord heritage there, came from the lips of that bon, gentleman.
Carnarvon interposed his good offices. i-,The recommenda- And, Sir, his defamatory speech was not confined t2 this
tion of Lord Carnarvon was accepted by the Goverument, louse. It went to every bole and corner, nook and
and they entered into a contract firm and sure, with the cranny of this Dominion. It went the wide world over,
people of British Columbiq, to spend 82,000,000 a year as and there was not a foreign eeaport on the other
soon as the surveys could be made until the completion of side of the Atlantic in which the speech of that han.
the road from ocean to ocean across our own territory by gentleman depreciating bis own country and laud$ng
the year 1891. These surveys have long since-been made, Kansa to the skies, was not freely circulated. No emigraut
at all events sufficient to enable them tp go on with the left those shores, but there was placed in his hands a oopy
construction of the work in British Columbia. The hon. of that laudation of Kansas by that hou. gentleman, and
gentleman who thon led the Government, before hi fall hundreds and thousands of emigrants that were intending
advertised for tenders for the construction of the road from to seek a home on this continent and desiring to live nader
Yale to Kamloop& Nay, more, for the purpose, as he said, the British flag, were turned away from Canada and led to
of showing that he was sincere and honest in his desire te the United States. Canada has reason to be proud of eth
carry out the agreement with British Columbia, he sent up great ability of that hon. gentleman, but she would havefar
there 5,000 tons of steel rails that tbere nmight be no délay. greatek reason to beLrod if he had devoted hhos.abilitio
We were told since that he did not mean anythiug to the service of hie country sistead of to hie ptay
by this, that he was only humbngging the people of Riti*h I have in my hand h. pamphlet of an aeres
Columbia; but I, for one, do ot believe this. I scout ,-Agratio 'Agenoy qontammg the likeneus < %h.
the aspersion that bas been attepf.d to be castupo hi. member for st Xrham. I aid an opportlnIit
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holding 'it up before the people of Glengarry, at a meetin
at½rhich there were present between ,500 and 3,000 of ,
most intffient electors ofthat loyal old country, and thore
were ien t ere who recognized the likeness, but I an
bdond to that there was not one man of that vast as
sembly but looked upon thatpicture with regretand huug hi
head with shame that Canada had a son who coukci sodefame
aud dishonor herin the face of the world. And, Sir, I,the son o
an irishman, boasting, as1heard him boast two or thre.e tirnes
within the last two years, of his Irish lineage-I feel, wher
he spoke of the United States as the onlyproperfield for b-isi
emi tion, that to me at least he was offoring the greates
instit was in his power te, offer, because ho was insinua
ting that in no Irish breast beat any love for monarchical
principles. ~Re told us in se many words that monarchica
institutions were foreign to the genius of the Irish people
and that their love of any form of government was tha
they had for the republican. I hurt it back, and I say to him
that Irish Catholica particularly-but Irish Protestants, like
Irish Catholics, feel the insult-are as loyal as he. I do nol
know that when the country was in dangerbe ever shouldered
a musket, but I do know that thousands and thousands
of -Irish Catholics did, and the history of the British Empire
shows thatwbere blood flowed freely in defence of the British
fl g, that the strean was not the smallest of Irish blood.
Oceans ofit have been shed indefence of the Empire and of the
flag, and if Ireland had the same institutions as we have in
Canada it would flow just as freely; and if the empire were
dragged into war, all Ireland's wron gs, real or imaginary,
all the difficulties under which she la rs would be forgot-
ten, and lier sons would be foremost to bear the brunt of
the battle in her defence. It i not the least of the great
advantages of this contract which we are now discussing,
that the gentlemen who compose the Syndicate are not ail
Canadians. We want a railway stretching from ocean to
ocean through our own country, but we want interested in
that railway men belonging to the cauntries of Europe that
are over-populated, men who will have an interest in bring-
ing to this country Frenchmen, Germans, English, Scotch,
and Irishmen, Austrians, Prussians, and Russians. We want
to attract bere members of all these great nationalities, and
perhaps we will be able to carry out the idea, not very dcli-
cately or elegantly expressed, by a former local Minister of
Agriculture, that all these races will in this northern coun-
try make the greatest nation that the world has ever seen,
the wisest, the strongest, the ablest, the be-t. I believe
it. I believe in this northern clime, wben the coun.
try is filled up with people of diflerent nationalities,
when immigration bas to a large extent eensed from the
other side of the Atlantic, when the races have become
merged,-we will have a nation with all the great qualities
and virtues of all those other nations combined in one.
And, Sir, that cannot fail to make us one of the greatest, as
I believe we are to-day, one of the proudest peoples on the
face of the globe. I said a while ago that I believed the
Act of 1814 was sufficient authority for this Government to
enter into this contract, and let me bere call attention te
the statement made within the last twenty-four hours by
the leader of the Opposition. 1He spent three mortal hours
to prove that that Act did not apply te this contraét, and
could not authorize it. Why, I snould think that he, being
a partytothat Act'-for ho was a supporter of my hon. friend
from Lambton at that time, if ho was not a member of his
Government-would, at all events, know what were the
contents of that Act. During five weeks ho bas been'
disesuing tLis question in ignorance, real or pretended, of-
the offeet ofthis Act, and ho only made known yesterday his
opinion that we had no authority under it for this contraët.
I am not going te discusa whether we have or not; but I
eau tel! him and lbon, gentlemen opposite thaf,.even if we
have l4, e have the j ar to sanction that contrat and to
malsit e la4 ofthe S, poaking of tie Nan#iuo a¢44

g Équhnt Railway in connection with this Act, the
e bon. mcmber for Lambton said:

"The Bill as yroposed did not require that the contract should be sub-
m mitted to Paitiamenit. The' Government must either let the contrict

without it being submitted to Parliament, or put off the work for another
year. Rightly or wrongIy, they had agreetwith British Columbia to

s tonstruct the road immdiately, and theii was introduced accordingly."

The leader of the Opposition was at that time a follower of
the hon. member for L imbton, and one would suppose, it

n ho were satiesed with the leadership of that hon. gentleman,
h that he would offer no objections to going on under that Act
t withot the authority of Parlisment, but ho did. Some-
- how, i cannot tell by what means that Bill did not pass.

And what was the consequence ? That bon. gentleman
himself, to atone for the non-construction of that
railway, agreed to pay over a large sum i seh
to the people of British Columbia. That was one
consequence of not followimg the plicy of bis leader. I
said awhile ago that the hon. gentleman last year, while
depreciating this country and extolkng the United States,
told us that our lands in the North-West were valueless.

s He did not mean to say that they were valueless to us
because we were unable to sell them, but he said they would
not bring 81 an acre in the market-he did not believe they
were worth it. Well, I am willing, for the sake of argument,
to admit that they are not worth 81 an acre to as just now,
but I believe they are worth more than any of these gentle-
men have stated, to those who will go into that country
and settle upon tbem. I do not believe the lands are of any
value unless the Paciafic Railway bo constructed, ana con-
structed in the way which the Government proposes.
And why, Sir, will these lands bu worth so much money
when this Government constructs this railway in this way ?
Let me ask the hon. member for North Norfolk (Kr.
Charlton). He is sometimes an authority on one side of a
question, and sometimes an authority on the other side. I
shall only ask his authority on one side just now. He said :

"In constructing this railway, under the Bill, the Government were
providing for the growth of Canada as a nation; they were providing for
peoping tat vast region which now lay in a state of nature, and develop-
mng its resources."l

In this barren waste, that these gentlemen spoke of in 1880,
the hon. member for North Norfolk told us:

IThere were lands which would give sufficient sustenance for
15,000,000 or 20,000,00> people. Let them get inhabitants for it as soon
as possible. If they could pour 50,000 a year into it, those settiera would
opyinto the. coffers of this country, in the shape of Customs duty,ý

e250,000 per annam, and the Government would derive a far greater
revenue this way than from the sale of these lands."
He hold :

" That the ouly policy to open up and develop these large tracts of
country was a liberal railway policy, and that while it was proper to
exercise due caution, it would not be a good policy to postpone thebuild-
ing oflines for the sake ofsavinga few und d acres to t he mile."

What a change has come over the spirit of his dream1 Just
make a calculation of the number of hundreds of acres to
the mile that will be saved by this new Synd cate, there
will be 3,001,000 of acres on 2,700 odd miles. It is dreadful
to contemplate. Just think of what will be saved according
to the member for North Norfolk, and yet he will come
down to-morrow. and tell us that the country is going to
ruin; that we are destroying it; that we are making way
with our heritage; that the people that go into the North-
West will be Bo ground down by taxes, and oppressed by
the legislation of this House, that it will be impossible to
live in that region. Nay, more, lie will tell the people in
the United States who desire to come into this country, and
the people in Great Britain, France and all over Europe,
that they will do botter not to come here, as we will so tax
them that it will be impossible for them to make an honest
living, and he will be cheered by the gentlemen about him;
and yet men, who act in thie famner w11! t*gt ga iWb
§ctint as partizane,

030mimNB EX9ES.
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Mr. RYKEKT. Have you not something for the member

for Bothwell ? Give the philosop4er a pill 1
Mr. BERGIN. I think I saw somewhere a similar speech

from that hon. gentleman. On one occasion hbe told us-
An bon. MEMBER. He was in office then.
Mr. BERGIN. Yes, he was in office thon, brimming ovOr*

with patriotism-
An hon. MEMBER. Getting $7,000 a year.
Mr. BERGIN. Yoe, and $7,000 a yeargreatly influences

the opinions of some of the bon. gentlemen opposite. On
the oecasion I speak of this hon. gentleman was dilating
upon bis favorite theme-the, to him, glorious prospects the
States of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, and-does mthe
hon. member for West Dprham hear me? it will surely be
music to bis ears-the State Le loves so well-Kansas and
Illinois. He said:

" Hon. gentlemen wou'd se from these tatisties that there was an
intimate connection between the progress of railway construction and.
the progressive settlement of a coufitry."
He went on to say:

.. But it was money obtained from those who settled in the immediate
vicinity of the railways; it was not money taken out of the p-ockets Of
the peop'e at large, but it was paid by those people who had taken>
possessio of the iand, which had no value except for purposes of settle-
meit. An ofportuity was thereby given to immigra t- te make those
la ds valnab e, and at the same time shoulder their shareeof the general
hurdet s of taxation. If raiiways could be built by the aid of public
grants of laid, or money obtaited by the sale of that land, the country
could not make a better use of the public lands than thus to open them
up for settemet and te capitalists the opportunity of investicg m fney
there It was large'y by the ce îstructie, of railways tbat the lands of
the North-West were to be made vainable; their value depended upon
the facilities afforded for the transport of the products of the settlers. By
constructing railways through the North-West, reaching to every fertile
point where a colony could be established, we would largely contribute
to increase the traffiEc and travel over that railroad, irhich must for many
years to come, be a single line from Winnipeg eastward to Lakeauperior."
Yet when we say to-day that we are prepared to
construct the Canadian Pacifie Railway upon a plan
moi-e favorable than ever offored before-and Iventure to
say which, if not earried out now, will never again
be ceffred to the people. They throw every obstacle
in the way and would persuade the peopleoofthe elder
provinces that they are to be ruined-by taxation. Itmakes
all the difference to gentlemen opposite upon which side of
the House they sit. "Remember," he said, "it was money
obtained for the lands sold in the immediate vicinity of the
railway." Credat Judaeusl> "It was not money taken
out of the pockets of the people at large, but paid by
those people who tako possession of the land which had
no value except for the purpose of settlement' The
hon. gentleman bas thus proved my case, that until the
land is settled it i.u worthless; and therefore I contend
we+are giving to the Syndicte, ouly 25,D00,000 'for the
construction of the road, and 82,00 in the shape :of
what has been coxistructed, making in all 853,000,000.. Wbat
do they give ns in return? I think I shall be able toe
demonstrate that they are giving us almost'a beritage uIn
return for thosa S53,000,000). I -weuld- ask the. Minister of
Agriculture how much it costs us for every immigrant
landedatWinnipeg ?

Mr. POPE. $40. ~ ~
Mr. BERGIN. The late Chief Engineer of the Canadia

Pacifia Railway, who Las been highty spoken bf--we iave
the authority of the member for Lambton and of the Min-
i ter of Railways, that he is the- ablest man -in hi profession
in this country; so abe, indeed, thnt the Imperial Gov-ein-
ment, at the time-of the construction of thée Thtèrcolonial'
Railway, egreed without hésitation -to,in' fNct ,I berieve
suggested, his appointmient usenginee of that great wk-
we have the authority of Mr. Fleming for ayg that we
would require to -hne three millions of peope 'W thait
country before the railway oould pay, and I lieve'that
estimate to be correct. Now, this Synditate Yifl nd-it

Mr. BERGIN.

necesary, before the twenty years are up. .to ,p e.
miions of people into that country,. at-a.CoSt. of &per
bead,,or at a total of £25,000,000, or # 20,00, , ta e ,
whiCh amount they give to us 1 i eturn, for 85,00Q,000,
and -the right to i'un the, Yoad' 'Th y~. 1e
Goverument of the United Stats, wluovhave the
Most accurate means of aseutaining the valup of their
immigrants which land on the shores of that Republie, h'ave
deonostruted that each immigrant is worth to them at. 1east
$l0Q(N. ow, on that basis, just fancy: We will hvg th
benefit of 1,000 times three milliog dollar in returu .for
$53000,0,00o which we give the Syndicate. Then w.e were
tod by the hon. member for North 4orfolk (Mr. èharlton)
that. 0,00000 would be worth to this country-S250,w in
Customa dues, and taking his estimate ôf $5 por head we
would be advantaged by these three nillipni,. of peuple to
the extent.of 815,000,000 a year., And fui'ther: iL musat be
patent to everybody who gives the matter a momn-,tcon-
sideration thatto bring these people jnto.the coantry is to
force thme Syndicate to sell their lands, and if they do sel
them there can be no monoply-the only monopoly we
will have will be the monopoly of purity, patriot-
ism and wisdom by hon. gentlemen opposite.
If the Syndicate sell their lands, as they must sel them at
83 or 84 an acre, as the lands of the Wester» States were
sold-and the leader of the Opposition bimself Ysaid that if
they. 'were close to the railway they would brin at least as
much as in Kansas, that is $a per acre-I -say it wil. be in-
calculable the ainount of mouey wo shall receive from these
lands, and wo are only compelled to give the Company one-
tenth of the lands of fair average quality in the North-West.
I prediot, Sir, that even in my lifetime---and I am rappoaching
the sorp and ye! low leaf-we shall receive enough frQn[the
transaction and from the sale of the lands, net only to payfor
the railway and the interest upon construction, but enough
to pay all our debt from the beginwing until this day. And
yet, Sir, with a great future like this before us, these hon,
gentlemen opposite, who know these things as well .as we do.
but who -I was going to say-are not blind, though
extreme partizanship is apt to blind the eyes, insist not to
assist, but te obst nct the measute before the House. We
were. told the other day by the loader of the Opposition
that there were those who had cars and could not hear, who
had eyes and could not seo, and I may add that there are
some who will sleep even when the greatest interests
of their country are ut stake. However that may bc, I
believe that we are on this side of the flouse al wide awake
to the discreditable attempt that is being made by gentle-
me.n opposite, to palm off upon'this country a hogus propo-
sition for the construction of the Danadian. Pacific ilway.
Why, Sir, so discreditable is it in the eyes of thepople of
this country, that even the Montreal Star, that for weeks
had been teeming with the qeverest paragraphs against this
Syndicate, comei out an4 says there can b no donotthat
it smells of party and party corruption. "&vn the
Montreal Witnesa tells us that thiis scheme contains the
most Objectionable features of the present confract-iia.. 1s,
tie disposal of the lands in the ame w#y that thee resolu-
'tion propose to dispose of them. The loven hoof sticks
ous, it is visible to everybody and cannot be concealed.
You cannot repeat twice in a lifetime the Acts of 1873. It
is impossible for the people to be aroused again bay anything
'of that kind. They are sick of the Pacific .Railway.and -is
contruction by the Governîment as a Governmentwork.~They
do Dot like tg read every i methey take upa newapapeçduiwg
ta Session of Parliament that there is a notice ge thepaper
caling for an enquiry into sone rotten contreet, They 4do
not w ,sh the lobbies of this House to be filled witJh people
loking .for .avors from .the Governmen in thi shpp of
contracts. For the credit of their country .they and
, hat thre b no more letters to y frid mm.

Pr'f thing M b. swe away,

l4
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aud t»4I nonremation this railway shoqld

o ~ivatécompany, that'the Government
a~ e ithing dwith it except to draw the receipts

thaiIegatiunaWey wiKaccruefromtfiatgreatDanadian Pacific
I4alway.enterpre. I do not misrepresent the feelings of
the people of this country. I say that they who insinuate
thatbq g tlemen on this side of the House are bârtering
away tE berties and rights of this country, are themselves
eommitting.a great crime against this country. I believe
that we have eyea and see, and ears and hear, as
well as fhose gentlemen opposite. I believe we are
just as capable of judging as to whether a contract is
right or. wropg, ard that in addition to eyes and <cars
we have aosea as .keen to scent corruption, if any existB,
as genemen opposite, and I venture to say .that if we
sceited anything of that kind every man on this side
of the flouse vould vote against the Government, because
we -are, what these gentlemen claim to be, sincerely desirous
of.doing 0ur whole duty tu our country and nothing but
opr duty. Speaking for myself I have nothing to gain from
the passage of these resolutions except the satisfaction that
every Canadian feels who has done bis whole duty on an
occasion like this. I wish to draw attention to the dishonest
attempt which bas been made to impoe upon the people of
this country, the idea that we are giving a way their birthright
by exempting from taxation this railway in ihe North-
West. My hon, friend fiom Lincoln (Mr. Rlykert) made
mincemneat of Ihe attempt of hon. gentlemen opposite to
humbug the people with the idea that $600,000 a year
would be givenaway to this Syndicate in exey ptions. He
showed that this railway could nlot be exempted from
taxation in Ontario, Manitoba or British Columbia, and that
it could only be exempted by this Pa.rliament in the North.
West Territories. Hie also showed that about $1i,000 a year
was the outside amount of the exemptions, estimating
the landa at $5 an acre, which is about the average as-
sessed value of lands in many of the -cournties ini Ontario
Ask the people of Ontario whether they would choose
botween the Grand Trunk Railway, exemptedfrom taxutin,
and no Grand Trunk Rlailway, and how long would they
besitate befure they gave us the railwyiv. We would
exempt it from taxation, and, if necesary, give a large
snm to the Grand Trunk iRailway, for the continîuane
of its operation. There is hardly any sum. too great for
this eountry to pay for that. great through line, and the
same experience will be found in the North-West. They
cannot exempt it froin taxation, for that, I may say, is
alieady done; but they will offer them bonu>es to move
their lina -a little nearer to themi, or to bud themi a
station. lias it not been the policy of every Pro.
vince in this country to exempt railways from taxation?
Ia not that the policy in the United States? Doas
not our Ontario Legislature, and do not our munici.
palities, every year grant bonuses to railway companies?
Why, the hon. gentleman himiself was charged the
ether evening with buying up the whole country with
his uailway schemes. It is idle to suppose that the
exemption from taxation can possibly be at all inIjurious
* 4h. people of thel North4West. It can do themino harm.
But will tl you that barm might accrue. I do noth h-
ieve that this or any Syndicate that was sincere wo.uld
accept any contract unless it were exempt froin taxation. I
knew ini mny own person the consequence of being subject to
tnratiofi. I had, an.fortunsaly, a little land, some 800 acres
in a western county, and after I had paid taxes on it for a few
ye*,found I had paid more in that way than I originally
py(j or tihe land. Two years ago I dropped it. I was not
saawis enmy generation as a frieud of lftine who got
pasotrman buy is land in for the taxes. I did not

kaaw mpuoaghi~ that. j then, t amn not a lawyer. If
tkas ri4s4ygeooppany weê left pt the. moey of the. mon
vkewi»ptlp the ATopyWest, ekeould beo taxed to

fi65
~ dath, They would b fleed las, in the United States. They

'wouid be obliged to build school-houses where there wero no
people, and certainly where there were no children. They
would be obliged to build bridges where there was no ne-
coesity for them. There would be no end to the exactions
t» which thoy would be obliged to submit. No company,
sincere in its undertaking, and understanding what it was
about, would undertake to build this railway unless it was
exempted from taxation. There have been other objections
made to this contract. There has been the monopolyobjec-
tion, which, I think, I have disposed of. There can be no
such thing as a monopoly, for the simple reason that the
Syndicate, if they-would makeanything out of this contract,
must sell the lands; and if the lands are sold and
they only get the lands in blocks of a mile square, which
prevents their holding any large sections anywhere there
can be no such thing as a monopoly. But we are told that
the people will be robbed by the railway in the rates of
freights that will be imposed on the produce they send to
market. There can be no question that if this Company
should dare to exact from the residents of that country a
larger toll than they can afford to pay, it will be of no use
for them to send their grain to market, becanse when it
reaches there they will not get enough to pay for their
labor and thefreight. When that comes, the people will ceuse
togrowgrain,orraisecattle. They will leave their lands and
go .to sone other country, and the railway will be lait
without anything to suppport it. There will be no people
te travel on it, and no grain or cattle to be carried to the
seaports from that great North.West. Even although this
Act of Parliament threw no protection around the settler,
the *ompany must in their own interest exact only a fair
rate. But if blind to thoir own interests, if forgetful of
what is due to the people, they should impose these ex-
travagant rates, then we have a paternal Government which
las the power and the will to make the Company carry vt
reasonable rates the produce of the North-West to the ocean
over our Canadian soil, and not through American territory.
Is there any other objection of any valid kind that cari b
brought against this contract? I have rend that almost inter-
minable document-I was going to say, the seventh volume
of the speech of the leader of t'he Oppos,*ioni, but in that I
may be making a trifling mistak', be(caue bis last speech but
one was the sixth volume, and this is only, I suppose, an
abstract of it on this railway question. I shall treat it, how-
ever, as an abstract proposition and as a recapitulation of all
he bas said before; and I shail take leave of it by saying
that, in my opinion, I have heard nothing from gentlemen
opposite fronm the commencement of the de>ate to this hour,
that could induce me for one mnoment to bol ieve that thore is
any danger threatening the people of th is country, ii conse.
quence of the contract tntered into between the Govern-
maent and this Syndicate. So far from that, I have now

greater hope fr my country than ever before. I see
for ber a great future. I look to see in that great North.
West, aye, and British Columbia, a happy, a free and
powerful people; and without this great transcontinental
railway, without the ability and courage tbat have been
employed to bring about this contract, I believe it would bo
many a long year before we should be able to reach the
abores of the Pacific.' I know that but a few years ago the
leader of the then Government told us that within two years
we should be able to go, within iur or tive days, from
Toronto to Fort Garry. It was but an idle dream. lie
had not behind him the men to strengthon hirn ini bis
poliey,. and ho failed because ho was not honestly and
effectually supprted. I hope to live to see that railway
compfleted wi in the Mine prescribed, by 1891; and if it
ahould be compleoted and, please God, I have health and
monpy enough to carry me across the continent, I shall go
t ee e teninAus on the Pacific lope, and san.l have the
pros4 ustisption 9f knQwing that I have contributed my
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mite towards the great future of my country, in the succes his vote upon it. Sir, at the very oùtset. I may say that
of this great work. there is a wide line of distinction between the two political

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved the adjournment of the parties, and that on this account we, on thiside ibi
debate. House, have no difficulty in ranging ourselves 1id r

ate.tthe policy which has been enunciated by the Adminietration
Motion agreed to; nad (at 1:30 o'clock, a.m.,) the flouse of the day. The Conservative party of Canada, sinc Con-

adjourned. federation, have always kept steadily in view the 'objedt of
uniting all the Provinces, and all the portions ofBritisbh
America, under a great Confederation, and they have, with
this object in view, incurred in the pastand are prepared

IIOUSE OF COMMONS. to incur to-day very serlous rosponsibilities, because the
believe that upon the accomplishment of that object wi i

THuRsDnY, 20th January, 1881. depend greatly the future prosperity of this part of lier
i Three o'clock. Majesty's dominions. The Conservative party, inrelation to

The SEAKR took the Chair at Thrthis particular question-if I may be permitted to speak hi
PRAYERS. their name for a moment-hold that the honor of the country,

BILL INTRODUCED. as well as its material interests, require the construction of a
Pacifie Railway uniting the Pacific Ocean with the existing

The following Bill was introduced and read the. first railways in Canada on Canadian Territory. That, ßir,
time :- warthe policy of 1871. That has been the policy of both

Bill (No. 34) to incorporate the Dominion Salvage and political parties in this country until last Session; and last
Wrecking Company Limited.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Session, for the first time, in the history of this country, .
Cartier.) had the declaration qf bon. gentleman opposite that they

TARIFF OF PILOTAGE. were bound, neither by the obligations which the country
et t ohad assumed, nor by the interests of the country, to build

Mr. VALLÉE enquired, Whether the Harbor Commis- the Pacifie Railway from the Pacifie Ocean to the Canadian
sioners of Montreal have submitted to the Government, for system of railways. And yet, Sir, if we look back to the
its approval, a by-law having for its object a reduction in the discussions whieh took place during the time the hoi.
tariff of pilotage between Montreal and Quebec ; and if so, gentlemen opposite were in office, we will see how strong
whether the Goverument intend to approve of the said by- their conviction was on that question. They wen.t on incur-
law before having placed the pilots in a position to express ring very large liabilities, they went on making very large
their views on the subject ?expenditures. Their apology to the electors when they met

Mr. POPE (Queen's). A request lias been received by the them, their apology in this louse, for those large expendi-
Government from the Montreal Harbor Commissioners ask- tures was, that they had inherited them from their prede-
ing that some change be made with respect to the Pilotage cessors and that they were obligations which they could not
Act. As it had not been considered, and until it had been avoid. If the statement which they now make, if the posi-
considered, of course we cannot say what action will be tion which they now assume be true, that cntention on their
taken. part was not warranted by the facts. If, Sir, to-day, we may

abandon the idea of the Pacifie Railway ; if, to-day, we may
FRENCH COPIES OF SECOND SYNDICATE OFFER. postpone indefinitely the construction of any portion of that

in answer to Mr. BoURASsA, railway in British Columbia ; if, to-day, we may abandon all

Mr. LANGEVIN said:' It is not the intention of the idea of an all-rail route through British territory, connec-

Goverament to deprive the French mom bers fren having ting the Pacific Ocean with old Canada, we could have

French copies of the ew offer; on the contrar, we shahn done that at any time during the last seven years, and hon.
doar teFrench copies ofthehnewoffer;on the contra we s l gentlemen opposite must therefore take this horn of the
do with regard to the French copies what we have done dilemma that all the expenditures which they madewith regard to the English copies, and the on. gentleman when in office were not the result of meeting themay be siure that I will give my attention to the question. olgtoswihte a neie rmterpemav beobligations which the>' haci inherited. from their pýrc-

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY. decessors, but were their own deliberate policy, under-
taken of their own free will and motion, and for

House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion which they are entirely and completely responsible.
of Sir Charles Tupper for the second reading of the resolu- Parliament last year affirmed the principle, contrary to the
tions reported from the Committee of the Whole on the %iews of those hon. gentlemen, that the Pacific Railway
14th January instant, granting certain moneys and lands shall be built. On the vote which was taken in this House
for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and in relation to the British Columbia section, that affirmatida
the motion of Mr. Blake in amendment thereto. was distinctly given. Parliament, by its vote, affirmed

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Mr. Speaker, I realize very that the honor of the country, as wehI as its material
fully the difficulty of addressing the House upon interests, required that the Pacifie Railway should be biuHt
a subject of this kind, which has aiready occupied its through British Columbia. And, Sir, what has been, the
attention for more than a month, and upon which result since ? What bas been the decision of thepeple;
so many hon. gentlemen have addressed it in terms very the verdiet of the people, in relation Io that issue presented
much botter than I could pretend to do. I would very to Parliament last Session by hon. gentlemen opposite, and
gladly have avoided saying anything upon the subject itself accepted by Parliament by an overwhelming majorit. We
were it not that I feel that it is one of so great importance have had nine elections Bince; three in Ontario, live in Que-
thaL every hon. member should be prepared to state on the bec, and one in Manitoba, and what has been the result? At
loor of Parliament the reasons which induce him to adopt all those elections it is to be presumed that this great ques,.
the course he intends to take. Never, perhaps, in the tion, upon which hon. gentlemen challenged the vote of Pàr-
history of the country, was there a question upon the liament last yèar, was submitted te the electors in thSoe
proper solution of which its future interests so largely several constituencies, and yet we ffnd not one -ingie
depend, and never was there' a question whicb appealed constituency, which before was represented by a frlend,
more strongly te the sense of fesponsibility that every hon. of the Government, has gone to the Oppoatioa;
member must feel as to the 'tnya r in which he shall rgt but, on the contrary, we ind that Whr94f 9f lsot

Mr, BERGIN,
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oOnStitueneies four were last year répresented by bon.
gentlenen.who ait upon the other sidt of the Hoiuse, now but
two are o rpreseuted. 'o th at we xmayfairly say that at'
the only test whiob we can have dunng the term of any
Paritnient, that -othe by-elections, the people acquieseed
iti the edpçision which Parliament gave last year, to
constract the Pacific - Railway as a whole. I propoRe,
therefore, in the remarks which I intend to address to the
House-and I trust they will not be lengtby-to discuss the
question from that standpoint; that is, from the etandpoint
of the obligation of this country to construct a railway to
the Pacific coast, to connect with the Canadian system of
railways in Canadian territory. Sir, there can be no doubt
that in the statements I am about to make I must to some
extent repeat what has' already been madein this debate.
Both parties in Canada were committed to the
construetion of the railway, and both parties
were eommiutted to its construction by means of a company.
The resoluticon of Parliament in 1871 was to the effect that
the Tailwny should b constructed and worked by private
enterprise and not by the Dominion Government, and that
the public aid to be given to secure that undertaking sbould
consist of such liberal grants of land and such subsidies of
money or other aid, not increasing the present rate of
taxation, as the Parliaient of Canada might thereafter
determiiie. To that an amendment was moved by the thon
leader of the Opposition'substantially accepting that policy,
but desiring to have included the words, that it should be
done in that way "and not otherwise." Every member of
the Opposition thon sitting in Parliament votod for that
amendment. When the policy ot 1872 was introduced in
accordance with that resolution, no opposition was offered
to the subsidy of 50,000,000 acres of land and $30,000,000,
togother with certain other subsidies of land for
the branches. There were but three amendments
moved. One was. moved by Mr. Macdonald, who repre-
sentedsthe County of Glengarry, that the route of the
railway should be submitted to Parliament before it was
finally adopted; another was moved by Mr. Mackonzie,
requiring thàt the contract to be made under the Act of
Parliament should be submitted to Parliament before being
confirmed, and another was moved by Mr. Young, thon
representing one of the ridings. of Waterloo, that no
contract should be made with the Company that would
prevent Pai liament from dealing with the alternate sections
roeserved by the Government, as Parliament considered from
tine to tinie in the interesa of the country. These were
the three amendments moved, and I congratulate hon.
members opposite that in the contract now submitted, every
one of thebe amendments are practically affiîrmed. We
have the route fixed as to its general points in that con-
tract; we have the contract itself now before Parliament,
ready to be aceepted or rejected as the will of Parliament
may determine; and the Government have themselves
reservod in the contract the right to deal with
the alternate sections of land in any way they
may think proper--the right to give thea away or to
sel thei at any price they may choose. There was but one
other amendment to the policy, which was assented to by
Parliament with comparative unanimity, to construet the
railway &y means of 50,000,000 acres of land and $30,000,000,
and that was that the ýdieposal of the grant should be in the
bands of Parliament to be dealt . with by an annual
vote. That amendment was moved by Mr. Wood,
now Chief Justice of Manitoba, but it was so absurd
on the face of it, that no division was taken upon it, bon.
gontlemen opposite allowing it to be declared lost on
division. That, thon, was le policy of 1871 -to grant
50Ou0,000 acres of }and, together with certain qautitioes for
the branches, making in all 64,574,000 acres of land.and
$8a01 00,000. That was not considered too much for the
coostracden of thia railway in 1872, As a matter of

fat, it failed to induce capitalista to invest. Sir Hugh
Alan, who certainly occupied as bigb a position in the
financial world as any man in Canada, as high as any of the
Canadians who are connected with either of the Syndicates
now bofore the country, went to England. He was known
there ; ho was engaged in large shipping enterprises; ho
was engaged. in business on the other aide, and his naine
was as well known there as on this side as that of an enter-
prising, earnest, business man Who was in the habit of
turning into gold almost everything ho ouched ; and yet,
with ail that prestige, with ail that reputation, and withali
these enormous subsidies, ho failed to enlist foreign capita-
Itats in the enterprise, and had to como back and give up
the contract. Well, in 1874. hon. gentlemen opposite came
into power. They might then, and they certainly ought
-on the principle they now l4y down that we may
abandon this enterprise altogether withont dithonor
and without injury to the interests of the country-
to have doclared at once that this woik was beyond
the resources of the country. Did they do so? No,
Sir. They introduced an Act of Parliament grantiig sub-
stantially the samine subsidies as the Act of 1872, and adding
that any person who might tender could say to what arnount
they wanted four per cent for 25years in addition to the sub-
sidies of land and money. Whatever that might be, whether
little or nuch, and I am not going into a calculation on
that point, it was at least in excess of the general subsidies
granted by the Act of 1872; and yet it failed to induce
capitaliste to undertake the construction of this railway.
The amount on which four per cent was guaranteed
for 25 years - under a similar arrangement with the
Canada Central Railway was $7,500 a mile, and I
think it ought at least to bc remembered that
the contractor who undertook the work at that price fhiled,
and was obliged to givo up this contract. That Act
remained on the Statute-book until hon. gentlemen oppo-
site loft office, It is, ip fact, on the Statute-book yet. lion.
gentlemen inserted ab advertisement in the papers of
England, the papers of the United States, and the papers of
Canada, and they failed to indueo any one, even to make a
tender for the construction of this railway upon these large
subsidies. Now, Sir, what is the comparison-and I am
simply going to state it in general figures without dealing
at any length with this branch of the subjoct-what is the
comparison of these subsidies with the subsidies now pro.
posed to be given ? Hon. gentlemen opposite have done
everything they possibly could to exaggerate the value of
the lands in the North-West. Comparing their speeches
of this year with those of last year, one marvels
that the hon. gentlemen, who declared at that
time that those lands were comparatively worthless as an
asset for the purpose of building this railway, should be
to-day so anxious to make it appear that they are
imnensely valuable. I confess I cannot understand why
they should desire to increase the value of the lands. It
seems to me that the higher the price they put on them,
the greater the differenco between their offi and the offer
now before Parliament. If you take them at $3.18 an acre,
which is the figure they now appear to accept, although last
year, language was scarcely strong enough in which to
express their dissent from Ithe idea that anything like that
much could be realized for them ; the subsidies of 1872
amouinted to t203,946,000, the subsidios of 1875 to
$205,580,000, and that without counting the four per cent.
additional upon such sum as might bc asked for 25 years,
while the subsidies now proposed amount to $i32,500,000, or
$71>,000,000 -less than the subsidies of either of the previous
propositions. But we are told by hon. gentlemen opposite
-and the hon. member for West Durham went into a very
elaborate calculation on this subject-that 50,000,000 acres
of land are not so valuable per acre as 25,000,000 would b.
We are told that the soiedyof 25,000,000 açres will involve
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the selection of the land in the botter part of the countryý,
nearer to the railway, either the branches or the main
line, and, therefore, it is not fair to assume 50,00)000 acres1
as worth per acre what you assume 25,000,000 to be worth.
I admit at once that there is something in that argument.
I am perfectly satisfied to accept that view of the case, and
to see how the matter thon stands. The hon. gentlemen will
admit, I think, that as to 25,000,000 acres, the price ought
to be the same in both cases.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. WHITE. I understand the hon. gentleman's "hear,

hear," and I quite appreciate that there may be somothing
in the argument which ho intends to suggest, that is, that
the lands then were less vauable than- the lands now,
because of our greater knowledge of the country tnd the
construction of railways leading into the country.

Mr. BLAKE. And also as to the choice.
Mr. WIITE. I will come to the choice presontly. I am

not dealing with that branch of the subject now. But ho.
must know that what bas caused the increase in the value,
of the land to-day bas been the fact that railwayshave been
constructed, and if that railway had been. built, under the
terms of the Sir Hugh Allan contract, those lands would be
infinitely more valuable than they are at this moment. So
that there is really nothing in the argument the hor.
gentleman appears to suggest. But if you assume the value
of the second 25,000,000 acres of land to be 81 .50, what is
the position then ? That, in 1872, the subsidies amounted to
$154,000,000, in 1874 to $153,500,000-not counting the four
per cent., which I have not included in any of my calculations
-and, to-day, to $132,500,000. So that, even by that method
of calculation, assuniing the hon. gentleman's argument
that you cannot regard. 50,000,000 acres as equal in value,
per acre to 25,000,000, I say, taking one 25,000,000 atthe priee
named by the hon. gen tleman and the other 25,000,000 at half
the price-which I tbink is not an unfair way of pitting.
the case-the present proposition is upwards ot' $20,000,000
less than the proposition of 1872, or that of 1874, without
counting the four per cent. guarantee at ail. 1 think we may
fairly assume that all the diseussions that took place last,
Session as to the quantity of acres of land, and the amount
of dollars in money, that were to be paid for the construction
of this railway to a company, had relation to the Act of
1874. Well, what do we find? The hon. member for West
Durham, in bis speech referring to what had been done by
the Government of which ho was a member, said:

"But, meantime, further progress was made and to some euquiries the
Government answered that it hoped to be able shortly to advertise for
tenders for the whole work on the land' and money basis, subject to the
approval of Parliament. It was the policy of the Government, at the
earliest moment at which the condition of the surveys-would permit, to
take that step and so to give a fair triil to the plan, the only plan by
which the road could be constructed in any sh rt time, without increasing
the rate of taxation."

This is the statement of the hon-. gentleman, that the grant-
ing of 50,000,000 acres of land, and about $30,000,000, and
four per cent. on any sum which might be demanded in
excess of this, would not increase the rate of taxation, that
the road could be built with the subsidies without increasing
the rate of taxation. But there is another view. The.
speech of the hon. member for West Durham, the night
before last, shows what was the general view as to the pro-
bable expenditure that the railway would involve. The hon.
gentleman, discussing the question ofgetting tenders for the
construction of this railway, was complaining that theGovern-
ment had not asked for tenders, androferring to the speech.
made by the hon..Minister of Railways, in which that hon.
gentleman said that if tenders were asked for thesection from
Red River te Kamloops, capitalists, would undoubtedly be
obtained to undertake the work, said:

"That seheme was that it should be oonsatuoted: a-a (overnment
work, leavinQ out for the present the eastern -link. Thisawaa declared to

MrWHITE <Cardwell).

bei in their opinion, the true policy. It was justified by the proposition
that the conditions had wholly changed. and that now the most proper
and profttable thing to do was to proceed with the construction of this as
a Government work. Was it that-they said it would be difficult to obtair
its construction by a company? Not so. They declared that if they niow
is ed®dvertisements.the response would be satisfactory and immediate
but- although that was their opinion, they were determined to roceed
with the construction as, a Government work. In order to show tie hon.
gentleman that I am speaking by the book, I will read from the speechof
hop. Minister of Railways in laying the. policy of the Government before
the House last Session:

"' Hon. gentlemen- must not forget, as I said before, that the whole.
aspect -of affairs iù thiscountry has entirely changed within a briefperiod;
that that which would have been properly regarded as highly imaginative
in relation to the developnent of the Canadian North-West, muet now be
loqked upon with very different eyes indeed. My hon. predecessor need
only recall to his mnd the fact that he publicly adverti.?ed, in 1876,
offering tI0,000 a mile and 20,000 acres of land for the construotiomof
the road, and asking how much more capital tenderers would require four
per cent. upon for twenty-five years to induce them to undertake this
work. And what was the response? Not a tender. So completely had
the hon. gentlemen opposite succeeded in imbuing the minds of capitalists
in this country and abroad with the hopelessness of this entererise, that
not one of them would undertake it as a commercial enterprise.

' Then he proceeds with the statement ef an offerlhe had at that time;
so he was persuaded that by advertising for tenders in the terni of the Act,
he could secure the construction of the work, such as he was proposing to
construct it, on more favorabte ternis, and that a response would be given
by the first capitalists in the country to that advertisement."

It is somewhat to be regretted that the bon. gentleman
stopped there. It is somewhat to be regretted that when
ho was quoting from that speech of the hon Minister of
Railways he did not go on a little further. Had he done
sol he would have shown this House and the country how
very much better, how infinitely beyond anything which
even so sanguine a Minister as the Minister of Railw4ys
anticipated last year, how much botter than anything which
this Hbuse even dreamt of last year, is the contract which
is now submitted to Parliament. Here is the sentence frbrg
last year's speech of the Minister of Railways following the
quotation made by the hon. gentleman:

" I have good reason to state that such an offer as that wouli secutr
the construction and operation of the whole line from Red River to-
Kanloops, with the operation and maintenance of all the road to the
Pacifie, at a cost not exceeding $13,000, or $to,000 per mile, from Red
River to Kamloops, and 26,000,000 acres of land."

That wae the best that even so sanguine a Minister as the:
hon. Minister of Railways ventured to hope for last year:

"In that case we would be in this position, as the hon. gentleman
would see, thtt the whole expenditure of an unknown quantity, proving
a burden that could not be calculated, would be entirely removed, and.
we would be in a position of having this great national work accom-
plished within ten years, and on terms that would involve compara-
tively light expendîture from the people of this country, and that would
be a thousand times recouped fronithe development of the North-West.

Now, what was that pioposition ? The price under the
contract, taking the lands at $1 per- acre-and as I said
before, if you assume them to be worth more, the argument
is all the stronger -is $25,000 a mile from Red Riv"r to
,Kamloops. Yet the estimate which the hon. Minister of,
Railways suggested last year as something so good that it
would relieve the people of this country altogether from
the burden hereafter of the construction of the road, was,,
taking the land grant at Si an acre and 810,000 per mile,
$29,259 per mile, and at $13,000 per mile, 832,259 per mile,
so that we have a contract laid on the Table which shows an
actual saving of $7,259 per mile, as compared with the
proposition made by the hon. Minister of Railways last
year. The hon. gentleman,- when he quoted f-om . the
speech of the hon. Minister of Railways, ought, in fairness,,
to have read the balance of the speech t show what it
was that was proposed by it. What was the proposition
thon ? If this was a question of building the
railway from Red River westw-ard, it would be folly
for the country to put, it in the hands of
a company. What is the proposition before us to day ? It
je the completion of the whole workjemprising that part
north of Lake Superior, as well as that part west of Red
River; and it is because we soeure by the handing over
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ehoeatsubsidies to the company, the construction of Aka
etirle4 ,at, lower price for the whle- 200 miles àha

wa, asteito iwestern part £rom Red River, suggested as the
beseat could be dreamed of iast year, that this Parlia,
mét ishould accept the proposition submitted to it.
&ow,Sirlthere are two questions which wilt naturally
augg.t themselves to hou. members. Ibelieve the member
ferWest Durham, in the speech delivered in Montreal the
ather day, put those two qnestions tand answered them.
&eoording te hie views of the case. The firet is, what are
ve to get from the Company which 1s to e hoeartered, and
*hsecond, what are we te give for 'that which we are te
get The Company undertakes te construct the railway
tfom Lake Nipissng to Kamloops within ton years, and to
operate it for al time, giving security for its operation for
twenty years; that is the period of initial difficulties in con-
nection with the railway. - The Government undortakes to
get Parliament te give the existing lines of railway in
retacrnompleting the contracts that are let, except those
immddiately west of Red River, and the extension to Port
Mloody, thecost of the whole being estimated a2t 88,000,00.
The Government also promise to give 25,000,000 acres of
land, and $.5MW0,000 in addition. What is the cost to the
Company of doing what they have undortaken to do?
According to the statement made by the member for
West iDarsn-and I take bis statement as one
whieh I suppose wiLl be accepted by hon. gentlemen
opposite at any rate-the estimated cost of the railway
wbich is te be constructed by this Company is 846,500,00
or, taking the higher estimate of last year, $5,500,000 more.
It may, at any rate, ho assumed, I think-and that will not
be considered an exaggerated statement, because it ls sub-
stantially-within the statement made by the member for
West Darham hiniself-that the amount of cash the
Company would have to furnish, in addition to the cash
subsidy, will be, at least, $25,000,000. What is the result ?
The imumpdiate sale of 25,000,000 acres at $1 an acre, with-
cut oue dollar of expense te the country for administration
or sales in connection with this enormous tract. That is the
Üret thing we get. But we get in addition to thatthe
conotruetion of the railway, wh.ich fvill undoubtedly largoly
enhanoe-every one will admit that-the value of the
alternate sections retained by the Government. We
seure the active co-operation of the railway con-
pany in the matter of immigration te this country;
and those who have listened to the debates in
this House during the last two or three Sessions,
will realize how generally accepted is the fact that thesee
raflway companies form the most important and valuable
auxiliarles in the matter of immigration. We shall obtain
large contributions te the revenue by the settlement of the
landà which the construction of the reilWy will secure, a
matter which I think ought net te ho, and cannot h, over-
loQked in considering this question; and we get what-
i more important, if 1 may say so, than almost ail the
other benefits, an exact, or comparatively exact, koowledge
of our liabilities connected with this great enterprise. Dur-
ing this debate hon. gentlemen opposite have attempted te
minimize these liabilities, and the member for West'
Durham, in his opening speech on the Canadian Pacigc
Railway resolutions, asked wbat is the intermediate char-
acter of this business? and he answered the question by
saying "it is that wo do not know the cost of the construe-
tien of the railway." Mr. Speaker, this is a most unfair

%way of stating the case. Last year the hon. gentleman
gaid:

1%e engifers, toking btheIntercolon ailw u as a idhae
etimated tbsergu'ing exponse of working the 125 thiles -st $95ýeO. if
sibrelis hardly any raffi H itnîMot cost so much. Bat ceoaneut he
tocace aitogether from rnunig expenses, which wUl, ofaurs1, ude
ren atrepairs, though I ancy the item of renewals t rid awill

k h beavy one.'Ourm anualipaymonts, therefore, l'"spect te b
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O(oaustretioui ate$19,00,00 wil b. an annueiburden of 000, or if
tue lineoïtosa S2,m&0o0O0",m,9, té wbièh tnay be added a loue l
runningexpenses of perhaps $150,000 a year, or more, making a total
annag.ohageof from laTO,000 to $850,000 a year. Bit that s anot ail
ngrthe def part of the burdeu, because tbis Une is proposed to be

'usrnr aobua isolatéed tre.actin-not 8U a complets thing in'
ituif-Îot as th end ofthe expnditure inBrtishdolnmbia, but oiy as
the commencement. It is but a pledge. It is but a bostage for the many
other millionsto be expended there,

That was simply as to the British Columbia section. That
was is idea of the indeterminate character of the liabilities
which the, Government were asenming lest year as to this
British Columbia section alone-that they woulçl amount to
from 8750,000 to 385 000 a jear, or, leaving ont interest cn
the cost of construction, from 8150,000 to '$ 50,000 a year
for mre running expenses. Thon the hon. gentleman went
on referring to the whole line as follows:-

INow, besides this enormons expense to which I have referred, beides
this a ,ggate of I do notknow how many millions of dollars, the interest
of which. according to the old estimates, will be 6,000,000 a year,.we
have got to consider the running expenses. These expenses Mr. Flenung
estiwrated in former days at $8,000,0 O a year; but my hon. friend from
Lambton estimates them at a gross sum of $6,750,000 a year for thewhole
Une, or $4,500,000 a year fron Fort William to the Pacifie. Of course
against this sum are to be set the receipts, which will be considerable, and
wuil, in some sections of the road, perhaps, meet the expenees ; but in the
early days, and for a long tine, the road, as a whole will, I believe, b.
run at a loss. Thus, you bave a charge for interest and expenses for this
Pacifie Railway which, if youi add the cost of intereat during construction,
places it, according to any estiate you may form, who ybeyond t)e
resourots of this country to do the work in the way and at the rate tha.t
the hon. gentleman has suggested'

He said, hist year, that to build the railway simply fron
Rod River to the Pacific Ocean, leavimg out the Lake
Superior section altogether, was a burden so great as to be
beyond the resources of this country, with ail its revenue
and all the lands thrown into the bargain. But I would
like toak the hon. gentleman, if, in view of this statement
made last year, ho thinks it is a fair way, an honest way,
of dealing with a public question of this kind, that ho
ihould corne down now and tell us that the indeterminate
character of this enterprise involves nothing more than the
more question of the cost of its construction ? By his own
statement the ranning expenses alone involved a larger
sum per annnm than the interest on the entire cost of the
railway. But not only was the question of running
exponses an eloment of unoertainty. The question of the
cost of the railway itself was an element of uncertainty.
The hon. gentleman, last year, in making a statement
as to the cost of the railway, fixed it as, at least,
8120,000,000. That was his statement, based upon ali the
evidence and information he had at hand. I do not, of
course, hold the hon. member responsible for thes;e state-
ments in their fullness, because ho objecte to be hoeld
responsible for statements which he made before. I do not
desire for a single moment to forget the explanation ho
made in this House on this subject. 1 do not desire to
mieropresent in the slightest the hon. gentleman. I am
aware his statement is that ho desires to escape responsi-
bility for what ho sAid before, because the conditions are
changed now; but if that be the doctrine which may be
laid down, then thore is an end of all fair controversy on
publie questions. The conditions have undoubtedly cbanged.
Hon. members on this side were proposing to go on with
the.work as a Government work, and it was necessary to
adopt one lino of argument; thisyearthey prope to go on
with the work by entering into a con tract, and hon.gentle-
men say that the conditions are changed, ud that he muet
not be held reiponsible for what ho said before. But notonly
was that the case, according to the hon, member for West
Durham (Mr. Blalke), but the hon. member for Lambton
who, I may say, with no disrespect to the leader of the
Oppesition, is a better authority than ho is on matters of
this kind laid down the doctrine that the railway could not
be beilt for less than $12é,000,000. I shall not troule the
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House with a long quotation from his speech, but I shahi
read a short extract:

Il am sure I am within the Une in sting theue Agrre, 4nd that it
will be impossible to construct anything tist can be calle raiiway,
nothing less than a mere tramway, for thp amouat now given, as the
hon, gentleman says, by the Chiet Engineer."

So thrt the hon. member for'Lambton, with ail his practi-
cal knowledge and practical experience with regard to this
question, came to the conclusion that the railway could not
Le built for less than $120,000,000. Now, Sir, these hon.
gentlemeri may have been wro g. last year, in these state-
ments, but they will surely admit that they niay have been
right ; and if they were right, if there is any doubt whether
they were right or wrong, we get rid of the indeterminate
character of the liability connected with the construction of
this railway by the arrangement which bas now been made.
But here is another authority as to the possible loes in the
working expenses of this railway, and in citing it I may
remark that it is an evidence of the extraordinary variation
of argumient which we have heard in connection with this
question since it was first announced that the Government had
arranged with a company of capitalists for the construction
of this railway. Last fall the correspondent of the New
York World, in this city, who, like all correspondents, was
anxious to get all the news, thought ho bad discovered the
whole details of this secheme, and he sent a statenent to bis
paper giving the details of the Govern ment proposal. Among
the sta tements made by him was one to the effect that large
subsidies were to be given for the construction of the road,
and that after it was constructed it was to revert to the
Governiment. Well, Sir, the Globe newspaper in the article
which was referred to by my hon. friend from Frontenac
(Mr». Kirkpatrick), yestcrday, used the following language:

"Estimating the value of the road under construction at $30,000,000,
and calculating the price to be obtained for the land at the rate of 2 an
acre, the total subsidy amounts to $105,000,000, or s20,000,000 mor than
the estimated cost of constructing the whole line. Making allowance for
a fair profit of say $10,000,000, the large sunm of $10,000,0o would remain
to the Syndicate. The engagement to pay so much was, of course, under-
stood to imply that the Company would take the risk of running and
inaintaining the line for ail time. Ten years after completion, in 1891,>
the road may possibly pay running expenses, and the large sum i excess
of its cost would be given to the Company for risking a loss in the mea -
time."

Thon, further on, the writer adds:
" The avowed object of negotiating with a Company for the completion

of the work in ten years was, that the Government of Canada should
escape ail responsibility for the enterprise by making a definite payment.
The people are perhaps not opposed to granting a subsidy in excess of the
sum for which the line can be built, if by such grant the Une can be finally
got rid of But to pay $20,000,000 more than the estimated cost of the
railway, and after doing so assume the enormous responsibility of running
and maintaining it, never occurred to any advocate of the Syndicate
scheme. Such a plan would unite nearly aIl the evils of the contract
system with ail t he evils of pusiing forwsrd.tise enterprise mucis mors
rapidly than could e done on tisat system. Abolutely nothing wouid be
gainedby it except that one set of contractors instead of several would
undertake the construction of the road. Add to $20,O0,0 the great
sumn which will be annually lost in runnin and maintaining a line 2 500)
miles long during the years which must elapse after 1891 before a trafic
sufficient to pay running expenses can be created, and we have the
amount whichs'he country will be called on to pay in excess of the cdst of
building the railway as rapidly as the dcvelopment of the North-West
warrants."

That, Sir, is the statement made by the leading Liberat
journal of this country, that the people would not be unwill
ling to give $20,000,000 to get rid of the indeterminate
liability of working the railway afterwards. And yet hon.
gentlemen tell us, in their discussion of this question, that
the only indeterminate feature connected with the business
is the mere cost of construction. But the records of Parua-
ment furnish another very remarkable illustration of brhat
i's held to be the cost of running mnd maintaihlng this
railway. When tfre late Government advertised for tenders
for the construction of the Georgian Bay Branch they
included the plan of giving four per cent. upon such a sum
as might be as.ked over and above the regular subsidy, for
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25 year. There were a number of tenders eceived, among
them one from Mr. Englisb, a gentleman it is said ôf, co-
siderable ability and capacity, one who knew what he wm
about.- The tenders asked for wore for two clauses of
contracta: First, a contract to build the railwayaad handit
over to the Government, and, second, -one to build thre rai
way, work it, and own it themselves. One would imagise,
from the stateinents made in this House as to -the gre&gift
we are giving the 8yndicate in giving them the railway
when it is built, that the anount asked upon the second
proposition would be infinitely less than upon the t brk
Mr; English's tender, for the railway toe oabuilt ad handed
over to the Government after constructiop, was four per
cent., or $100,000 for 25 years per mile; but if he *as to
work the railway, if ho was to have the indeterminate
liability of maintaining itafter construction, ha wanted the
interest on $110,000 a mile-a difference amonating to the
interest on #10,00 for 25 years, in the two schemes.
Thon, Sir, there is anothér doubt as to this niatter, altogether'
apart from the question of the costof construm ion, and that
is as to- the financial ability of this country to mneet the
obligations connected with the construction of the railway.
Personally I have no doui t, I never had any doubt; as to
the ability of this country to meet these liabilities. There
is no doubt whatever that the cost of running:a&nd--maintain-
ing this railwiy might ho a serious cost at-the outset, batI
believe that from the development of the country, from the
sale of public lands, from the revenues to be derived from
the settlies .coming in through the ordinary means
by -which the people of this country pay taxes
to the Government ; by all these means I believe
we would be capable of accomplishing the work. But
there was a doubt connected with the matter-sa serions
doubt. The bon. member for Lambton, in relation to that
point, laid down this vie w

"I propse to consider the proposal to build this road by the sale of
lands. If the consent of the House is obtainad to the Government pro-
position upon the faith of its obtaining the entire cost of the roSd and a
great deal more from the land sales, then hon. members will be deceived.
> believe it is impossible to obtain the means in that way." "I
have always held that whateXer revenue is realized from the lands will be
absorbed maimly in settlement and governitental expenses, and that the
imoney must be contributed by the people of Canada for the buildingof
this railway."

That was the view of the hon member for Lambton in rela-
tion to the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. HDe
may-have been wrong in that view, it is possible he was in
error, but hon. gentlemen opposite will admit that he may
have been right, and if ho was right thon we get rid of that
serions liability, that iudeter'minate liability, in connec-
tion with the construction of thi's railway by handing it
over to a company in the manner in which it is proposedl
here.. The ion. member for West Durham also dealt with
-this aspect of the question. i have a long quotation here
whîch I will not trouble the House with reading, but 1 'ill
give simply the'se three lines as beowing in a few wôrds the
general character of the hon. gentleman'e arguient'-

"I may that all the experience of all Governments with tferenceto
the sale of public lan I , je that the settler is slow to pay."

That, Sir, is a statement made by him aft er he had elab-
orated an argument to show that the Government could not
hope to get any money from the land which would enable
them to construct this railway. There was another inde-
terminate feature connected with this, nanely, as to the
population which might be obtained for that eountry. The
success of the railway depends altogether on the succeess of
the Conpany in sending immigrants into that country, and
yet the hon. member for West Durham, last year, when he
was endeavoring to excite the alarM of the people of this
country because the Government proposed te go on slowly
with the construction of the whole radlway. fulilling in the
moWmnim its obligations to Britisal CQlqmbia, he wçnt oxito
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say;eferring t agaments which ad been drawn from thg
orpeienoe of the western States :

SLotusecompare ourcircumstaneeswith theirs in these particulars
-- diintt of ail, we have et proet no nucleus of populatlon in, ti
North.Westworth mentioning. It is towards the end ot the decade
for which w. are calculating, that this factor will begin to exert ai
appreciable infihenee. Next, look at that native recruiting ground
that constantly increasing population, first 20,000,000; running up to1
know sot how millions froin which I have @boa the Western titateî
dra0 ,her amain spp0. How do w stand as to that ? We stand
4$,0,00 ainst their 30,000,000 or 40,000,000.

Andaguin he said:
"I do not think that the only experience to which we can refer, having

regard te the differences between the two oountries, justifies us, how-
evpr sanguine or fervent our hopes may be, justifies us as business men
dealing with a business transaction and calculating the cash retarna we
may conat on from the North-West lands in the next few years, in
.nelading that there will be an emigrant population ot 550,000 in that
country at the end of eleven years, and in incurring, on the faith of that
ruait, encrmous liabilities, which, if not met out of the lands, must ho
met other'wise."1

Then we had a statement from the bon. inember for North
Norfolk (Mir. Charlton) on this question. That hon.
gentleman was the third person in that trinity which' was
formed last year for the purpose, as the hon. momber for
West Durham informed us, of presenting this question to
the Ilouse. What did that hon. gentleman say? HRe pointed
out, according to bis view, "the utter absurdity of the
estimates of the Minister of the Intorior, as to what might
be derived from the lands." After an elaborate statement
the bon. gentleman said:

" What does all this show as to the estimate of increased population?
I think it shows conclusively that the calculations made by the hon.
gentlemen n the Treasury benches are extravagant. What does all this
show, as to the question of th arable land? It shows that the estimate
made by the on. Minister of Railways, that we have 180.000,000
acres of arable land in the North-West, is exceedingly wide of the mark.
He is deceivig himself and he is deceiving the coantry. He is guilty off
a gréat wrong to the coantry, if he involves it in a great expenditure in
the belief that the proceed off land sales will repay the outlay. What
does it show as to the prospective revenue from lands? It shows that-in
place of receiving an average of Ï7.00 1,000 a year from land sales for the
uext ten year, hie is not likely to receive a net return of one-seventh of
that amount. I think, Mr. S eaker, that I have shown that the varions
calculations made by the hon. gentlemen opposite are extravagant and
visionary, ard if this is the case, the fact. I think, should b. held to cast
much doubt upon the wisdom and abilitfto manage great public con-
ceras, of those gentlemen who made the calculation."

Now, Sir, that was the statement ofthe hon. gentleman last
year. Al these were matters of doubt. The hon. member
for North Norfolk may have been wrong. I doubt it very
mach. It is.difficult to believe that he can always be wrong,
for, like Mr. Vennor, the woather prophet, if ho finds
himelf wrong in one speech, he can always put bis finger
upon another speech where ho was right, and say that is
what he referred to. But hé may have been right, and if ho
was right, thon we get rid by this contract of the indeter-
minate iabilhty connected with this enterprise, in so far as
the sale of lands and the morey to be derived from lands,
and the ability to put population into that country, are
concerned. But we have not only settled that liability, we
have sttled it within the amount fixed by hon. gentlemen op-
posite, when they were in office, as the amount which they.
were prepared to give annually for the construction ofthis rail-
way. When they camc, in, they increased the taxation of this
country by $3,400,000. If they bad simply increased the
takation of the country, they might have said that it was
on aecount of the construction of our canals, the completion
ôtMhe Intereol)mial and other public works, which required
to econstructed, and which, therefore, involved a necessity
fôr ibereased taxation. But that war not the state of iheo
Oee. The statement made by the leader of the Govern-
ment ut that time, was to the effect that this $>,,0,000
4dtional taxation had, been expressly raised for the
oMWstruction f the Canadian Pacific Railway. That

statsment was madD not on the floor of Parliament, not as a
huuting speech, but ît waùmade in an official doeument for
apbmission to the Imperial Government, a document in

e whiek, if anywhere, it seems to me a public man in this
couatry ought to be exceedingly carefal and accurate in the
: sttments he ventures to make. It was made for the

e parpe.e Of inducing the Imperial Government to acquiesce
, .erp tio that this Government were doing every-n . .oostoiy
thing they could to implement the bargain with British

I Columbia. lere is one statement made in the report of the
s 23rd of July, 1874, being a minute of Council prepared, I

venture te say, by the thon Firet Minister himself
" S anxios, however, were the present Government to remove any

possible oause of complaint, that they did taire means to inoresse the
taxation very materially ia order to place themselves in a position to
make arrangements for the prosecution of the Initial and d ifialt
portions of the line, as soon as it was possible to do so."

And then, in order that there might be no doubt as toe the
preciso amount they had addod to the taxation for this
purpose, another minute of Council of 8th of July, 1874,
used these words:

"In order-to enable the Government to carry out the proposai, which
it was hoped the British Columbia Goverament would have accepted,
the average rate of taxttion was raised at the last Session about fifteen
per cent, and the excise duties on spiritesand tobacco a correspoîding
rate, both involving additional taxation exceeding three millions of
dollars on the transactions of the year."

Now, what is the obligation assumed under this ? Whiat is
the fired liability which weare asked to assume under this ar-
rangement? The whole cash subsidy, including the works to
be given as well as the cash subsidy to b. paid, amounts to
853,000,000. We will be able, I have no doubt, to borrow
at four per cent., but taking it at five per cent., in ordetr that
there may no cavil, and the whole annual expenditure of
this country connected with the construction of t he Cannadian
Pacifie Railway from end to end, will be $2,660,000, or
$..50,000 less than the hon. gentlemen opposite, in 174,
appropriated for the purpose. Now, Sir, I will ask you
whother, having regard to the general character of this
bargain, the geieral proposition that is submitted to us,
I wrould ask you whether this is not a proposition whieh
relieves us from all this indeterninate liability, wbich hon.
gentlemen dwelt upmn last year, which limits absolu tely
the liability of the country in respect to this great work, by
the completion of which we vindicate the honor of this
country and advance its material prosper.ty as we can do
by no other possible means, when we are really
able to do that for $.i50,000 less than the amount
appropriated by hon. gentlemen for this purpose in 1874?
That is our liability. I venture to hope, [ venture to
believe, that the -urplus of this year will meet that liability,
if we had to pay the whole of it this year. But we do not
only secure by this bargian the completion of this great
enterprise within the liability fixed by hon. gentlemen
oppowite six years ago, but we sceure, by the construction
of that railway, means and resources to this country, which
will not only wipe that liability out as a tax on the
country altogether, but will actually give us enormous
revenues to enable us to go on with other public works and
enterprisesl in the country which we could not hope to
obtain in any other way. I notice that the honorable and
gallant knight frome Westmoreland smiles at this. Does ho
mean to say that we shall not derive from the lands we
reserve a very large amount of money ? If ho
does, thon I ask him, why all this talk about the enormous
subsidies to be given to this Company ? The whole basis of
the objections of hon. gentlemen opposite to this bargain is
that these lands are so valuable that the Company are going
to realize large profits oui of them. Does the I1>n. gentle-
man mean to tell us that we are not going to derive im-
portant revenues from the people who go into that country in
consequence of the construction of this railway. What is the
fact to-day ? The contributions of the people of this country;
in customs duties amount to somewhere about $4.50 per head.
The hon. m ember for West Durham admitted last year,
when he was in a dôleful mood, that ,50,000 people, at least,
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would go into that country within the next ten 'yeas I
believe that 1,000,000 people will go in if this -work goes on
energetically, as I have no doubt it will, within the next
ten years. Well, what will be the result ? Taking $1.50 per
head for the subsidies of the new Provincea to be established
there, we shall have $3 a head, or upwards of t*3,000,000
of contributions to the public revenue from the
people of that country, irrespective of the lands
altogether. So that, assuming that a million people
will go into these North-West territories, we
shall have a contribution from them, in consequence of the
construction of this railway, sufficient to meet the entire
liabilities connected with it. - And yet hon. gentlemen tel!
us that we are ruining the country, that we are imposing
on the country obligations which it cannot meet. So much
as to the general proposition before this House to give the
subsidies of land and money to this Company. I come now
to a part which I dare say hon. gentlemen opposite thought
I ehould have come to earlier, that is the objections whiuih
have been raiged to this particular bargain. Firat,
it is said that the attempt to build the whole
railway is a folly; second, that we should for all time-
because practically that is what the talk of hon. gentleman
opposite postponirg a portion of the railway amounts to-
for all time, content ourselves with a connection with our
own North-West Territories throngh a foreign country. That
is the proposition made to us, and it is a wonderful illustra-
tion ot the power of adaptibility of hon. gentlemen opposite.
We have had discussions on this question of the Pacific
Railway for a great number of years. When the contract

was given to Sir Eugh Allan and his associates in 1872,
that gentleman held a meeting in the town of Peterborough
at which I had the pleasure of being present, among friends
with whom I used to roside. Sir Hugh was thon seeking a
subsidy for the Ottaw and Toronto ltilway. Ik that
speech ho deait to some extent with the general question of
the Pacifie Railway, and said:

" He had also been promoting another railway from Carleton Place,
at the south side of Ottaw , to Sault Ste. Marie striking the Georgian
Bay about the mouth of the French River. That line was of great
importance, as it would take the entire trade of the West and North-
West, by connecting with the Northern Pacifie Railway. That would
form nearly an air line, and a very considerable portion of the western
trade must come down by it, for there was no other way to reach the
seaboard so quickly."

That was the statement made by Sir Iugh Allan. It was
not at that time proposed that the Government should give
a subsidy to the Sault Ste. Marie road. It was not to be an
aiditional burden on the people of this country beyond the
subsidy given to the Canada Pacific Railway. I was
then strongly in favor of the construction of that railway-
not as a G overnment work to be in competition
with the Canadiau Pacific Railway proper, but as
an important commercial work which I believed
would bring a large portion of the trade of the Western
States down to Montroal and Quebe. It was simply a
proposition that 'Sir Hugh Allan and bis company ehould
out of their own means, as a part of their general railway
enterprise, construct that piece of railway. And how was
that proposition met? Why Sir, the Toronto Globe- and
the Toronto Globe was not then a mere newspaper, but its
statements were the statements of the acknowledged leader
of the Liberal party-said of that scheme:

IlBere was the scheme to suit Sir Hugih Allan exactly. He would by
the assistance of the Canadian Government, gain access to the producin g
regions and lande avaiting settlement iu the North-West, and bylhis
further connection with the Northern Pacific, cominand the immigradtib
aud tmraeof the West. True, the British Canadian road wald eenly
ednetructing while its auccesful rival was already working; teue, the
immigrant seking a home in British territory would be beset at-every
station by afinensota land agents and touters of ail desériptida-ibut
the Allns would grow richer and the Alla ships beloded tO tiem
vater lime."
There wene bther stateSents made. There was a con troý
veray going on betwee tthe Globe ánd the newspape- with
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which I was cl dnneoted onthat very subject. I defeid-
that time the proposal to construct the Sault te Mai.
Branch as a private enterprise, not as a Governmentsub-
sidized enlerprise ; and I have not sinoeoehanged ay opi n-
ion. I should be glad to see itcontructèt, and"believ it
would be of enormous advantage to this ountry, if cons-
tructed as a private enterprie., but not as apart ofrwa
substitution for a part of the Canadian Pacifr ileiwy. On
the 27th Docember, 1872, the Globe said :

" Like Sir Hugh Allan, the Gazette displays an almost gushingfonue*
for the Northern Pacifie. It points out that the Canada Centralihas taken
powers to extend to Sanlt ste. Marie; that having credsed theisislt i±' a
bridge, it would then, by the aid 'the Northern Pacific is wlliag t aéffld,
be united by a line to that at Duluth; that the'said railway *om Dauilh
to Pembina approaches completion ; that a charter bas been granted to
the Central Pacific (Cañadian) line which will connect Pembina #ith
Fort Garry; and that it li thèn-a simple business proposi ion thatlbeoad
should be pushed forward from Fort Garry to the Rotky MontMn."
Then, after the quotation, the paper goes on to say-

An hon. MEMBER. What quotation ?
Mr. WHITE. It is a quotation strongly in favor of the

railway as a-private enterprise, as likely to advance very
largely the interests of the country.

"That is to say the trade of our own North-West, to carry whioh the
Canadian Pacific eilway is mainly to be bilt, and also the traffie of
the States the Northern Pacifie passes through, are to be brou ght to
the Sault and thence by Canadian hnes to Montreal. And yet Sir Hugh
is all the time the trnsted agent for building the Canadian Pacifie
through Canadian territory."

Then, on the lst February, 18'3, the Globe said:
"The Gaze/ge does not, of course, honestly admit that the whole

scheme of John A. has gone to smash. It preteniis, notwithstanding its
previous admissions, t hat the terme with British Columbia must, he
observed, tand that the railway muet pass through British territory. E1ut
what does it say next? Why, it goes into aglowing description-just as
Sir Hugh Allan did at Peterboro'-of a railway, not through British
territory, bùt a rival American ine-in short, the Northenn Paoif c frôm
Duluth to Pembina-as the right and proper substitute for~the gr,'nd
underteking that was to unite t he railway system of Cnada withtlhe
Pacifi. Te line, says the Gazette, from Duluth to Pembina is n9W
built, and a short branch from the latter point to Port Garry would
afford immediate connection by rail with Manitoba. From Duluth no one
can very well make out. But this is clear enough, John A. and bis
organs are not going to build the Canadian Pacifie Reilway."

These are statements in the Toronto Globe to prove that the
construefion of this railway meant the abandonment of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ; that the abandonment of the
Canadian Pacide Railway, and the construction of this
railway, meant the handing over for all time the interests of
this country to an American corporation, and the preventing
of this country getting immigrant-i into the North-West, in
conse quence of their having to pass over an American line.

" And what is the position this co-partnership with the Northera
Pacifie places us in ? It is not merely the fact that the one Une may
p-ove alpowerful competitor. By no means, but that at every stage the
Canadian Pacifie may be thwarted and embarra.sd-b men whe hum,,*
great stake in the Northern Pacifie, and must play their own game at
all hazards. If this scleme is carried ont, our national
enterprise, instead of being the successful rival of the Amercan coin-
pany, competing for the îsIatie trade, which is no* in i infaacy Lsd
builaing p the ominion, AS no other undertaking will do, wilsimply
be the Canadian bianch of the Norhern Pacifie Railroad, entirely under
its control, and dictated to by it relentlessly."

These were the views of the Globe at that time. Now, I
bave said that the Toronto Globe then was not simply a
newapaper. To quote from the opinions of a newspaper on
a serions discussion of this kind, might not be a proper
thing to do, but this quotation is not from the Toronto
Globe as a newspaper, but it us a statement of the acknow-
ledged leader of the Liberalparty at that time. Thetv was a
dinner given in Toronto in the beginning of 1873, at the
very time these articles were appearing i the Gloe, an4
that meeting was praeided over by the late on, George
Brown. The he a iem ber for [*anmbton, who was#aßede
t. rsepond fot, ibo.Utoust ot Uemmoes nmae thia elier
stAtment as to bis sbmiesse Il the miatter of est drhgèp
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to thb hon. genidman who s the editor of the Globe, and
who waa responaible for the pinions I have j>t given:

"Wnin he rose, being canled upon firat by the chairman of the meeting
to iddrtes the audience, he did not do 80 in the character of one entitled
to speak for the Commons of Uanada further than an individual member.
It was quite true that hishon. friend, Mr. Blake and himself, were obliged,
under the circumstanceq of the case, in consequence of a slight accident
that ocurred in South Ontario in 1867, to take the front benches; but it
was in no other position than as smple members of the Liberal party that
they had taken these seats, and had endeavored, in the absence of their
then leader, to maintain the position of their party, and to unite the
scattered fragments after the disastrous election of 1867."

So that at the very time this position was being taken in rela-
tion to the Sault Ste. Marie. as a substitute or competitor in
any sense of the Caiadian Pacific Railway, the hon. member
for Lambtonspeaking for himself and the present hon. mem-
ber for West Durham, doclared that they sat on the front
bouches simply in consequence of an accident, and to keep
ite place warm for the leader of the party to whom they
acknowledged allegiance at that time. But not only was
this condemned at that time. We had only last year an
appeal from the hon. member for West Durham, to the
members from the Province of Quebee, in relation to this
very question, of the abandoniment of the Lake Superior
section. The quotation is a long one, and I shallnot detain
the House by reading it, because I want to get through
before six o'clock, But the statement made was to the effect
that the people of Quebec had expended 611,000,000 on
their railway as a part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, to
connect with the eastern section, on the faith that that
eastern section would be built, and tbe hon, gentle-
man asked members from the Province of Quebec to
realize what would be their position if they permitted
expenditures to bo made in British Columbia to the detri-
ment or postponement of the eastern section of the Canadian
Paci-fie Railway. It was only last year that this appeal was
made, yet the hon. gentleman now tells us we should reject
this contract because fbrsooth, it includes the construction
of that very portion of the railway. There is no doubt that
the portion of this rai lway over the prairie section from Red
River westward could be built very much more cheaply than
the subsidy allotted to it in the contract, if'it stood alone. But
it doos not stand alone. It stands as a part of the whole
enterprise, and the subsidies given for the whole entorprise
are not in excess of those which, according tothe statements
and calculations made by hon. gentlemen opposite last
year, lthe construction of this railway would cost.
But, Sir, on its merits, will you pretend to say that we ought
not to build this railway through Britith Colunbia, and
north of Lake Superior? One of the most painful features
connected with public discussions in this House has been the
disposition to depreciate the country itseolf; but things have
sonewhat changed in this case as to one part of the country.
Lut year even the rich fields of the North-West were
depreciated in character, depreeiated in quantity and in value,
because at that time it wais necessary to appeal to the fears of
the people in relation to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. This
year we have attacks made upon the other sections of the
country through which this railway passes. We have had
the same thing in reference to almost every public enterprise
in Canada so far as I can renaember. I remember years ago,
when I lived in Peterboro', the late Sheriff Conger started a
propoSal to open up colonization roads into the back country,
ineluding'the BoLcaygeon, Opeongo, Victoria and Hastings
roads, and others of that kind, and how he was met by
opposition and assertions that it would hoeconstructing
roads through an inhospitable eountry where there was
nothing bùt rocks and swamps, and where nobody · could
live. The discussion on the point went on for some
time ; he got into Parliament meantime, dnd I remem-
ber that it was with great reluctance the Governmont
eould be indaced to bring down a vote for that purpose
What has bon the roult? In thoe very diatricta, in thei

rear of Ontario, then denounoedas utterly unft for settle
ment, there-are now new oounties established, and along
the line of the Bobeaygeon road, into whieh I saw the first •

settler go, e district where it was held eruel to put a man,
a new county now exists. I can remember as to the
Hastings road, in rear of the constituency of the hon. the
Minister of Customs, so far back as 1863, there was a town-
ship ealled Tudor; an election was going on at the time
and the joke was, we had not heard 'fromît it, when there
were but thirteen votes. But, to-day, upwards of 600 voters
live in rear of that place in a district then conaidered utterly
unsuitable for settiement. This habit of depreciation has
marked the speeches of the Liberal party fbr years-the
tone and tendency has been rather to favor an appoal to
the fears than to the patriotism of the people. They prefer
to dwell on the imnediate present, or the possibilities of
the immediate future, rather than the possibilities and the-
bright prospects of the greater f uiture. They appear deter-
mined to prevent the success of great enterprises, because
they involve some expenditure and challenge defenceon the
part of those who undertake to make them. The same thing
was said, or the same course followed, in regard to the
Central Pacifie Railway, when it was started; and yet Isee
by the last addition of Poor's work, lie uses the following
words:

" When the roads were opened, the whole extent of country tr*versed
by them was a vast waste, almost wholly without people or industries.
It has since been found that the sterility of the soil is anply compensated
by the richness of the mineral deposits which are everywhere being
discovered, and which, though we have hardly scratcbed the surface, have
placed the United States in the foremost rank among the gold and silver
producing countries of the world." *'* *0'The whole Rocky Moun-
tain range is now known to be surpassingly ricb in the precious metals,
and is being everywhere traversed by branch lines, built by neans largely
supplied by the Pacifie railroads."

That was the experience and result of the construction of a
railway through a countiy so sterile that no one would
think of going into it-through a country which, measured
by the only test hon. gentlemen opposite seenm disposed to
apply in dealing with a country, its grain producing
character, was utterly worthless. Yet it has produced such
large 2evenues, so great an enhancement of values and
incre'ase of population, that bran ch linos now permeate every
part of thut region in connection with the verv
Pacifie Railway that was constructed undor the subsidies
granted for the purpose. Another objection made to this
%cheme is the distribution of the subsidy. We are told that
too much money lias been given to the central section, that
it could be constructed for very mucli les. If it was a
question of building only that central section, 1 would say
the subsidy was too great. But in the very nature of things,
hon. gentlemen opposite ought to see that the Syndicate
cannot soeil their lands immediately or people the country
immediately. It will be a graduai process, and the object
of giving a large subsidy to that section is to develop it
most rapidly. The railway through il can bu constructed
with greater rapidity, and people should be sent into it in
order that the revenue to be derived froin the sale of lanIs
may be used in the construction of the other sections. It
in a matter of utter indifference how the subsidies are appor-
tioned so long as there are guairantees for the construction
of the whole bne-that is the important part. The appor-
tion of subsidies to the central section is simply sucb as
will enable the Syndicate to construct the railway through
it, and to derive a revenue from its development by means
of this railway, which will enable them to go on with other
parts of the road successfully and comparatively rapidly.
Then we have another objection, and that is as to the
standard of the railway. I faicy that objection ha.
been pretty weli disposed of. It is quite true
that the member for West Durham gave it as his opinion,
the other night, that the letter written t. the Governiment
s of no va!ue as modifying, in any wa', the contract. I
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am bound to say there is no professional gentleman in
Canada, for whose opinion the pù blic at large, and I myself,

- would have greater respect if we were getting it fron him,
as a professional man, and in return for a fee, in any
ordinary matter. But we have seen enough of the hon.
gentleman bore to know that bis opinion, as a political
man, as leader of the Opposition, is not very valuable, and
such it was the other night in relation to the statement of
the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert.) Will anyone
pretend to tell us that the impression the bon. gentleman
left on the mind of the House was not, that in bis opinion,
as a lawyer, the Courtà could not enforce this contract.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.-
Mr. WIIITE. I am not speaking of the precise words

he used. What I mean to say is this: that when an bon.
gentleman, holding the position in the profession that he
holds, guards himself carefully, by the use of a certain
form of words, from committing himself to opinions that
may come back on him, who, in order to save himself from
the imputation of giving a certain professional opinion,
uses words of a nature to create an impression entirely
different, and which may be variously construed-he is not
entitled to the respect of the House in relation to any
opinion ho may give as a lawyer. It is ail very well for
hon. gentlemen opposite to say "oh, oh ;" that is .their
only method of answering my remark. But I will add
that no mian, in my opinion, bas sunk lower than the member
for West Durham fron the manner in which he draggled
his great reputation through the mire in the interest of his
party, by giving his opinion in such a way as to convey an
impression entirely different fromn bis i eal conviction, on the
occasion. Suppose that the letter is of no value, What
then ? The Syndicate have to build this railway and
work it. I venture to think, myself, that the statement of
the contract, " as first constructed," means, as first com-
pleted, and, not, while in course of construction-that this
must be takon to be the fair meaning of it. But, Sir,
whother that be its meaning or not, the guarantee which
the people of this country have, is that the road must be
built and operated and maintained by this Syndicate.
What bas been the course all through this debute ? We
have fallen back to the excessively low estimate made by
the Minister of Railways in relation to the possible first
constructong cost of the railway as a colonization railway.
What is muant hy a colonization railway ? What has been
the history of railwiys ail through the Western States?
That whole country bas been populated by means
of what are called colonization railways - a chcap
construction at first, but involving almost iminediately
the strengthening of the railway, the constant
strengthening of the .railway, until by the time it
is six, eight or ten years in existence it is -as strong,
as well constructed, as sufficiently equipped in ail respects,
as those which cost in the first place $40,000, $50,000 or
$100,000 a mile in other parts of the country. I -have
always been in favor of building the road across the prairies
as a cheap coloiza-tion railway, not becanse it would
ultimately save in the cost of constructing the railway, but
because it would open a way by which to get the people into
the country, because it would afford the means of getting
traffic for tLe railway; and the means of strengthening and
building up the railway by the gradual developmont of the'
resources of the country. And every dollar expended in
strengthening the road afterwards is a dollar to
be added to original capital account and practieally
to the - original cost of construction. And when
bon. gentleman take these. low estimates of .the1
Minister of Railways as to what could be done if we
were building the railway for a colonizaticn railway across
the prairies, and apply them to thie Syndicate, we mmt 1
remember that although they may build the railway.ait

Mr. WRaIT (Cardwell).

that cost, before they could get it thoroughly equipped in a
thorough condition of eflicieney, as a remnit of peopie
going in and affording traffie for the road, the coSt of
construction will be infiuitely greater; and I enture tgsy
that at the end of ten years, when the honest capital
account expended in construction by the Syndicate cormes
to be enquired into, it will be found that although the
price at first of building the road across the prairies was
only 810,000 per mile, the ultimatecost will be $20,000 a
mile, or more. There is no person who knows anything
about the railways of the Western States, no person who
-bas studied their history, but knows that they have been
constructed in the way I have described. They have been
built cheaply at first, and in consequence of that
cheap construction the country and its resources have been
developed, the traffic of the railway has been'
developed, and these companies have expended large sums
in strengthening and perfecting their roads. Another
objection which bas been raised to the contract is that of the
exemption from duty. Now, Sir, the exemptions from duty,
whatever may be the amount (and it is not necessary here
to enter into elaborate calculations which all know can only
be estimates), but whether we take this amount to be the
8100,000 mentioned by the Minister of Railways on the
report of practical experts of bis department, or the
$1,000,000 mentioned by the member for West Durham'on
account of the additional bolts and spikes used in the con-
struction of wooden bridges-whatever the amount may
be-the exemption is after all but a concession to the Com-
pany, and in one sense an addition to the subsidy; but an
addition which lessens, to the extent of it, be it greater or
be it less, the cost of the railway, and lessens them for the
amount which will have to be earned by the Compiny before
the tolls can be reduced' upon it. The exemption from
duty of the few articles which wifi be used in the original
construction practically therefore amounts to nothing.

Sir ALBERT J. SMIT]!. It applies to the branches.
Mr. WHITE. To all the branches in the North-West?
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. It applies to them for ever.
Mr. WHITE. Not at all. The hon. gentleman is mistaken,

but I am not going to divert my argum.ent to answer bim on
that point at present. Hon. gentlemen say that the Govern-
ment should build the railway. That is their latest state-
ment, though up to a recent period they held that it should
be built by a company. But suppose it was built by the
Government, would there be any duty on- these articipa? If
it was built by the Government every locomotive, every car,
every bit of equipment for ail time would come into the
country free of duty; but by giving the Company this
exemption on the few articles used on the original construc-
tion of the railway, the Company getting the railway will
find themselves afterwards -compelled to pay the
duty on ever single article of equipment, not
only for the railway they build but for the prrtions of the
road handed over to them by the Governoment, which they
will have to equip immediately. I know, Sir, that when
the contract was first publisbed, the newspapers did not
hesitate to say that this exemption applied to everything,
equipment and everything else, and there was undoubtedly
a very serions feeling with regard te that suppoied provi-
sion; but when it became understood that it applied only to
a certain limited number of articles-f4r steel rails cànnot
possibly be included, for there eau be no possibility of our
baving milis for the manufacture of steel raila for sometime
to come-I say when this became known the feeling entirely
changed. We have had an annooneement from the Govern-
ment that legislation will be introduced te protectthe
manufacturers from any injury on account of this provision,
andlam satisfied when thecontractiset,when theCompany
begin the work of-etstruotion, when factories, under the
legislation whieh he hn.-gentlemen will bring down, ame
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buslya work frmnishing boite, spikes, etc, there will be no taxation. It relieves the Company fromn what undoubtedly
more taik about this exemption from diuty, and every one might be an embarrassment in the floating of their land
wil feel that a ,omnsequence of this arrangement, in conse- bonds. Ifany one were to get up and say that these lands were
quence of the more rapid construction of the ralway, and subject to taxation, and that taxation -might be so great as to
the $rp ar amount of everything required to build it, ne impair the value of the lands to the person who had
injury butgood has been.done in connection with the condi- loaned money upon thom as security, it might
tion of the contract. But weare told further that the railway seriously have affected the success of the whole
is t» be exempted from taxation. That is quite true. it is enterprise, while in reality it amounted to so little, as the
to be exempted in those parts of-the country where the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) pointed out the
Government at this moment have control. But in other night, as really to be an unappreciable quantity, and
the- ,Province of Ontario, which, if the hon. gentlemen whatever it is, it is sinply a question of the reduction of
are right in their view . of the boundary question, the running expenses of the railroad. Thon another
wiul exted near-4he Province of Manitoba, the exemption objection is that there is a monopoly of brchos. Well,
wiil not take place; it will not take place within the Sir, as far as the monopoly of branches is concorned, I fancy
.Provincof Manioba nor the Province of British Columbia, that no one in that country will ever object to this railway
but onaly on about 1,000 miles aeross the prairie. which running a branch lino from the main line into the country
does not include one single important terminal point where which it is going to serve. The more branches they build
thera would bo elevators or etorehouses or any other thing tho better for the country. But there is no proposition In
of thatkind neeessary for working the railway. It includes this contract that the Government shall give subsidies fbr
simply that portion of the prairie section where ther will the construction of those branches. It is sinply a l)ermission
be nothing.but ordinary station bouses along the lino. Now, to these gentlemen, that, in order to make their leading
what does the exemption amount to ? It is a subsidy-if enterprise pay; in order to make the main lino of the
you. like-which the people of that part of the country will railway a paying lino, they may construct branches to it,
give'the railway when they go in. And how does that in order to bring down the traffic of the country upor. that
compare with the subsidies which have been given railway. That is the whole proposition. Yet wo find hon.
in other parts of the Dominion? Everyone knows gentlemen trying to arouse publie alarm aud indignation,
the generous subsidies given by municipalities in because thore is a provision made by Parliamient that will
Ontario towards the construction of railways. At first enable the people, ont of their own money, with their
it was attempted to be shown that it was an ex- own means, to permeate the whole North-West with a
ceptional state of things. I shall not take up the time of gridiron of railways. I am bound to say that that is
the .House by quoting from the laws of the United States the- most extraordinary argument that I ever heard.
exempting railways of a similar class from the taxation from There is no monopoly of -the branches. There is
which they are boreexempted. But the practical experience nothing in this Act to prevent the Governnent of this
of, perhaps, the most practical people on the face of the world, conntry from giving charters for branches in every part of
is to the elfect that it is not an unreasonablo thing to give that country, with one single exception. They may give
to their railways, that are~going to open up and people the charters wherever they please. This Parliament could next
country, a small advantage in the way of exemption from year, or even now, reintroduce the Act of the hon. member forn
taxation. Then we are told that there is to be exemption Bothwell, of 1878, giving to any person who thought proper
from the taxation of the land. That is quite true, so long a., to come forward and deposit their plan, not only a right to
the lands are in the hands of the Company, during twenty build a branch railway. but in addition to give them a
years. But what would be the position if hon. gentlemen subsidy for the building of it. Parliamient is in no way.
opposite had had their way, and had let a contract under the restrained by this portion of the contract from granting
Act of 1874? Why, of the 56,00o,000 acres ofsubsidy which charters fbr the building of these branches.
it was proposed to give then, we would have had 36,400,000 Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
acres retained in the hands of the Government to be sold by Mr. WHITE. Does the hn. gentlema say we are
the Government, and the proceeds to be handed over to the restrained?
Company, free from the -cost. of administration. Hon. rtMed
gentlemen opposite actually proposed in that Act that, Mr. MILLS. Ye.
as to the 36,000,010 acres of subsidy, there should b Mr. WHITE. We are restriait.ed fron giving a charter
absolute fieedom from taxation, not for twenty years for branches to within fi teen miles ofthe boundat y, south of
but for all time, or until they were sold and the proceeds the railway-only in a partieular direction. But the charge
of the sale handed over to the Company. Rut after all hon gentleman make is that this railway is going torun too far
what does this question of exemption mean? Is it the south; they are making the charge against the Company, that
taxation on the land and the taxation - of the road- they are going to deflect it Io the south, so that the question
bed ? If the Company had to pay these large sums of' of branches to the south will be of no consequence t ail. It
money-and the larger the amount the more the argument is the question of branches north of the railway that will be
applies-would simply have been so much mo:-e added to the of consequence; and it is open to this Government
working expenses of the railway ; and every oneunderstands -next year or this year to re introduce the Bill
that the working expenses of a railway come out of the of the bon. gentleman for Bothwell to enable any person
people who are served by that railway. There would have that chooses Io go iii there and build branches and give them
been, in thatcase,simply a larger sum of money to be deducted subsidies to do it, if' we think proper. But, Sir, will any
as working expenses, before there could be any question of a one pretend to say that it is not irfinitely botter that the
reduction of rates under the clauses in the charter by which 1 braneh railway should be in the hands of the main lino
that may take pla<e under certain circumstances. So that than in the handsofother campanies? Every one under-
one would imagine, reading the debates that have occurred in | stands that traffic arrangements, facilities for carrying
this House with reference to this matter of taxation, that it I passengers, and everythiug connected with the working-of
was the Syndicate who were going to pay this taxation out j the railway, wili be infinitely better when the branch linos
of their own pocket. They are going to pay it out of the are in the bands of the main lino than when they are in
proceeds of the iailway, and these proceeds are going to be copstant conflicLwith the main lino. We ail know that
mudeup from the nte of people to the railway, anç difflculties are constantly arising between railways under
thereibre it s sim a question of paying it in another way diiferent managements. There is no monopoly of branches
That is preoisely tiw whole question of exemption% from except 4a to tbat on point, and as to that one point what
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does it amount to? What was the policy.of this Parliament section, thus diverting the traffie away from tbeir lie.to a
only last Session ? We determined in the Railway Com- foreign lino, but there is nothing to prevent a railway bêing
mittee-and the Railway Committee may ho said to be Par- built in Manitoba, within the Province, that would carry the
liament as it includes at any rate one half the members of traffic to any railway that may tvp it from the Ameriean
Parliament, and porhaps the most- influential hall, if one ide. That is the position with respect to this matter. But
part may be said to be more influential than another-in what was the position of hon..gentlemen opposite in the
the tailway Conmittee we had an announcement by the Bill int-roduced bythb hon. memberfor Bothwell (Mr Mil1sr?
Minister ofRailways that the policy of the Governmentwas What proposal did he make ? It was this: When he intro-
not to give charters for railways unless they ran in duced a Bill for branchlines-not branch lines to be built by
a particular direction south of the main lino. That the company having the m'iin line, because he proposed at
policy was adopted. But, say hon. gentlemen, there the very time that the Bil was introduced to subaidsze a
was nothing in that policy to prevent their company for a main lino with the subsidies to which I have
crossing the lino. True, but the policy of this contract is already referred-when ho proposed to grant large land
-and it is a wise policy, as the future rwill prove-that subsidies to branch lines, what did he do? Be actually
the railway conpany going through that territory shall be inserted a clause in that Bill ihat no railways running parai-
able for the next twenty years, for the purpose of building lel with the Pacifie Railway shou4d be subsidized or permitted
up their own lino and the opening Up the country, to build to obtain a charter underthat Bill,if it ran within forty miles
branch lines as well to do efficiently the work of the of the railway, thus actually laying down the doctrine in
people Why, no greater curse can befall a community that Railway Bill that the main line ought atleast to have a
than to have a poor, miserable, inefficient railway fair aesurance that the traffc of the country to be developed
traversing it. What was the effect with regard to this very shall belong to it for a certain period of time. Sir, it is
railway of which we have heard so much in this House, the rather interesting to read the debates whieh oceurred upon
St. Paul and Manitoba Railway ? Uitil the gentlemen who that branch Railway Bill of the hon. member for Bothwell.
have now possession of it took control of it, that railway The hon. member for North Norfolk(Mr. Charlton) said for
had gone down lrom year to year until it was unable to instance:
do the work of the country through which it passed. lI "It was useless to think of open;ng up and settling this country
another year, probably, it would have stopped altogether. without furnishing it wth railways."
It was inefficient in every respect and unable to perform . .
the work required of it. Those gentlemen got, possession Central and railways owa, rad thon aid:
of it less than four years ago, a broken down railway Centratandrailways hIowp pd ten sidm
400 miles long. What have they done since ? They have "some of the railways had, perhaps, been subîidised more than wa
buit 450 miles ln branchos andi in extension of the main necessary, perhaps more land had been given than was advisable; bat

capitalists would not embark their money unless they had a prospect of
lino. They have strengt honed the railway and made it a fair return, and it was folly to hagle with them ab uit an unimport-
efficient, and although the charges upon ihat road are ant difference when important interests-were at stake."
high-no one has said more than myreif as to the charges That was the view of the hon. gentleman: it vas useless,
upon that road being higa-yet thore is this to be suid, it would be folly to haggle with a company about the
that they have ueed the high charges iii creating precire amount of the subsidy to be granted whon import-
an efficient railway, in extending it, both as to' ant interets were at stake. Then the hon. gentleman on
branches and as to the main lino, and in developing this same Bill and in relation tiothe importance of the same
largely the country tlhrough which that railway passes. railway branches, referring ta the value of land, said:
T"- t bas been the hiatory ot that railway company. on "Now in the North-West there were untold millions of acres of land.gîve a charter to a railway company to-day for thon-O 41 But in its preseht shape, of what value was this great wild loue
struction of a lino over that prairie section, charged with land to us?'
the duty of developing that country and with building up A ai ho said:traffic, and, at the sane time, allowed rai lways to the south, g
whieh are hostile railways, and which have their own local &'The Government could never properly utilize that country, or get

any adequate return for the money it had expended without adopttng atraffic and traverse a country comparatively settled, to un poicy ofthat kind. They had committed themselves to the building of a
their branches into the country and destroy the traffie 0f trunk line through that country. Were they going to do that and make
the prairie road, the result would be simnply .this: you must, no provision for feeders to bring traffic to that line?"
in the nature of things, have a poor and inefficiently The hon. gentleman actually made it a charge against the
managed railway, a por and inefficiently equipped Government, that they had made a proposition to build a
railway, not aa injury, because no railway eau be an injury, trunk lino, tor which they offer a larger subsidy than is
but a serious inconvenience to the people whom it would proposed by this contract, and then, they are going to leave
serve. But we are told now that because of the fifteen it without feeders. The hon. member for South Perth,(Mr.
miles -there never can ho any other railway into Trow), who is a good authority in respect to matters' con-
this country. To what does that apply ? Simply to the nectod with the North-West-.and I am bound to congratu-
territories over which the Dominion Parliament has control late him for the patriotism which induced him at consider-
There is nothing to prevent Manitoba now, if it thinks able inconvonience to make a run over the country in ordor
proper, granting a charter for a railway from Winnipeg to to understand subjects connec!ee with it-said:
the boundary lino. At this very moment there is a com-
any in course of organization to build a railway from " If the bon. gentleman took a walik to the Western Blgek of

. oi a a f the buildings, and 1 oked at the great map there, he would findhatMnipeg to West Lynn, on the boundary. And after this there were over 180,000,000 acres of arable land in the North-West
agreement is ratified, this provision does not take away from territories. The railway companies would not absorb more thanfrom
Manitoba a single right it possesses; in fact, this Parlia- 12,000,00to 1i,000,000 out of the 184000,000 acres fit foreultivation.
ment could not take away tnose rights. It has the same He knew of no counry that r'quired railway communication more

than Manitoba iind the Nort.h- West. Feeders- vere req ired in eyery
rights as the other Provinces for the incorporation of direction to intersect the arable lands which extended for thouanda of
railway companies within the boundary of the Province miles, and the m.ment that companies undertook to construct railways
itself, and there is nothin)g to prevent the P.o- a tide of immigration woutd set in. companies of that -description had

doue more for the Western States of America than aIl the emigration
vince of Manitoba from chartering a railway from Winnipeg agents the Government could have engaged. These railway companies
to the boundary tò connect with any southern railway. The had now thuusand of agente inI Europe, and it behored the Goverswent,
only gnarantee which this Company has under the contract if they wished to attract from Europe the surplus population going te

Australia to take advntagb qf the present opporanitv. No*w*,#à this that their traffic shallnot be tapped far westUthe prairietine to peopleithose fertile prairies so euily utivated
Mr. WrnzI (Cardwell).
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"No Company or corporation would undertake to build a railroad in a
country unless they "a some encouragement, and no better encourage-
ment could be given than grants ofland which would increase in value
the moment the railway was a runnnng order."

The hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) had his
say on this question. What did he say?

If they referred to the policy of the United States, they would find that
since 1852, 180,O0O,000 acres of land had been given by the American
Government for the conàtruction of the varions railways, and the result
of that wasphaps, more largely than anything else, to develop and
settle the United States. If they had stopped in 1820, and had not
sdopted this policy, instead.of a population of 45,000,000 they would have
had one under 30,000,0000. Now we had the same o portunity as ,the'
Americans had possessed of disposing of our lands or the purpose of
encouraging immigration, for the purpose of bringing into this country a
consuming population that would add materially not only to its resources,
but contribute tos revenue and give us that return to which we were
entitled. 0 0 IWhat would be the effect of railways?
What bail been the effect of building railways in Ontario and the Western
States? The green ridge of the Indiana line fetched $13.98; on the
Burlington and Missouri, land sold for $11.70; on the Illinois Central,
$11.40; the Chicago Rock Island and Pacifie $7.53. The. prices in the
Western States varied from $4.15 to $13.98, the average price being $7.04
on the whole extent of land held by railway companies and the Govern-
ment."

Some bon. MEMBERS. Hear, iear.
Mr. WHITE. Ion. gentlemen oppositesay " hear, hear,"

in relation to those large prices; but at tho very time the
hon.gentleman made this speech there was an Act on the
Statute-book and an advertisement in the newspapers aking
tenders under the proposal to give 50,000,000 of acres of
land for the main lino, and, under the Bill of the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), thirteen or fourteen millions more.
Was there any question that because the lands in the United
States had realized so much money, therefore we ought not
to give so much land.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). -In what year was that?
Mr. WHITE. In 1878. Another objection made to this

contract is as to the rates that may be charged by this
company. Well, Sir, I have asked a good many gentlemen -
1 have asked some railway men who ought to know some.
thing about this subject, whether they could give us any
form of words which would enable us to regulate
the rates differently from the way they are regulated in
this contract, and I have failed to fld any one who could.
In fact, the new Syndicate have actually adopted substan-
tially the same form relating to rates. If we had made a
statutory statement that there should be only a certain rate
charged per ton per mile, lon. gentlemen would say at
once that that must be applied to the short mileage in the
very nature of things; and in that case, applied to
the long mileage, it would be an intolerable rate. There are1
thfee ways in this contract of limiting the rates: First, by a
tariff fixed by the Government before any tolls could be
collected at all; next, by a clause in a -àtatute, limiting
the charges by a certain rate of profit realized on the money
invested; last, and most effective of al], by the knowledge
these people must have that they cannot make
this railway a success if they oppress the people with
intolerable rates. Sir, they have to fill up that country.
They are not building a railway through a country where
large interests have been established; they are building a
railway through a country which is, to-day, practically
uninhabited. They are building a railway for the purpose1
of bringing people in there, which they will have to do in
competition with American companies which have lands to
settle on the other side of the line. They will have to do
that in the face of the statement of hon. gentlemnen
opposite, that they are oppressing the people of that
eountry, which will be their strongest obstacle. But
to say that these people will deliberately estblish
such rates as will put them onut of competition altogether
with the American companies that have lands to
sell, and as will make it impossible for settlers to goti
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in there, is to my mind to assume that they are not sane
mon. These men can only develop that country by making
it in the interest of the people to go and live there, and they
Will only make it in the interest of the people to go and
live there by snobu an arrangement of rates as will bear
fair comparison with those of the railway system of the
other side. Under these circumstances I venture to say
that there is nothing to be feared in relation to this matter.
The interest of the Company is in every respect the best
guarantee that their-rates will not be exhorbitant. Now,
we have a new contract before us. I expressed my opinion
about that the other night, and I have nothing towithdraw
from what I said thon. Ibelieve, from letters I have received
since from all parts of the country, that thatIstatement struck
the popular heart. It is not often that this is the case, but
I believe the people of this country realized that this offer
is a political dodge. I am not going to do more with
reference to that than allude to the statement which is made
that the makers of that offer have put up $1,400,000. I
have heard the story that two mermbers of the Syndicate,
both important members of it, undoubted mon of wealth,
stated on Monday last that they had been incited to this
course, because of the few remarks i ventured to offer to the
House, and that after I ventured to denounce the thing as a
political dodge, they undertook to show in that way that
it was not so. That, I believe, was the statement of Mr.
Gibson and Mr. Maclaren; I do not hesitate to mention their
names. That same night, the hon. momber for Contre Huron
undertook to say, incorrectly and though net untruthfully in
the sense that he believed it to be untrue, yet untruthfully in
fact, that I had been put up by the Government for the
purpose of making that statement. If it were true that the
Covernment took that view of the question-and I am glad
to know that they have taken it since-there was no possi-
bility of this contract having any chance in Parliament; and
the moment that became apparent, these gentlemen rushed
to the telegraph office, and telegraphed to the manager of
the Bank of British North America to put up their deposit,
and they both say that would not have been donc but for
that speech. But Sir, we have an amendment presented to
us, and I am bound to say that a more extraordinary
amendment never was submitted to this House or any
other Parliament. If the amendment were truc in fact,
as to some of its propositions, it would not be so bad. But,
how any hon. member of this House can deliberately record
his name under some of the statements made in this amend-
ment, I am at a loss to understand. In the first place, the
amendment is a history as well as an amendment. It
contains twenty-six paragraphs to prove that this contract
bas not been made under the Act of 1874. WeI, I arm not
aware that it bas been made under the Act of 1874. If it
were, it would become law by lying on the Table of the
House for a month; but, wo are discussing it for the very
purpose of making it law.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITJ. The hon. the Minister of
Railways said it was made under the Act of 1874.

Mr. WHITE. H said ho had the right to make
it under the Act of 1874. But, if it was made
under that Act it would bc law now, and there
would be no nieed of our discussing it. In, the first
place here is one statement:

"By the contract the cash expenditure of the Government, as principal
money of which the contractors received the benefit, is to be in cash and
wrks t e behanded over to the contractors, at l sSt $5000,000, apart
from the cost of surveys which do flot form part thereof.',

Now, the hon. gentleman knows that the $1,600,000 for
surveys do form a part.

Mr. BLAKE. These are for engineering expenses, not
for surveys.

Mr. WHITE. Will the hon. gentleman prctend to sy
that he ias deliberately put into the amendment subnitted
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to Parliament a misleading statement of that kind ? If any-
thing could justify hie remarks I made a while ago on that
statement it is this: I ask whether any man reading that
statement will not assuie that it means the engineering
expenses connected with the road.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. WIITE. It does not moan the cost of surveys fof

lands undoubtedly. What it means is that 81,600,000,
the expense of engineering surveys, are hot included in
that amount.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. WHITE. Tleni we have the statement about the land

grant. There are a numbor of such statements in it which
are misleading, if not absolutely untrue. But I find, Mr.
Speaker, that it approaches six o'clock, and I must forego
further criticism of the amendment. The statement I
have just pointed out every hon. member will say is, at
least, misleading. It is intended to mean oeu thing, but, as
I stated a moment ago, with regard to the legal opinions
delivered in political interest by the lion .gentleman on the
floor of Parliament, it is constructed in such a way as to
enable them to get out of it when necessary. What is the
position, thon, in which we stand ? We have this contract

efore us, which gives us the opportunity of carrying on
the construction of this railway. The people bave looked
forward to its construction for years. Hon. gentlemen
opposite varied their position in regard to this question
almost every Session, ut any rate since they went out of
office, according as the exigencies of the political position
required. But the people understand it all. They know
well that this is tho last struggle of hon. gentle-
nien opposite to get back to the Treasury benches.
They understand that, for the last three years,
having denounced ibe Governmcnt in relation te the Na-
tional Policy-and in the newspapers only, however-and
iii relation to the administration of public affairs, they have
now come te the conclusion that unless they cai get some
new lever, .their chances of success are gone, and they have
adopted this as their last resource. They will be deceived
in this as they have been in everything else. What bas
been the effect of the late appeal to the people ? What has
been the result of the public meetings? The lon. member
for West iMiddlesex (Mr. Ross), procured, when political
exigoncies required it, bofore the Government of 1873
went out, the presentation of infinitely more petitions
in favor of a Maine liquor law than have been pro-
sented against this contract as the issue of the public ap-
poals of hon. gentlemen opposite. And the very nextyear not
a single petition was presented in favor of a Maine liquor law
because political exigences no longer required it. Almost
every independent orgar. of public opinion in this country-
I use the word independent as distinguished from party
organs-bas pronounced in favor of this contract submitted
by the Government, and those papers have struck the
chord of popular sentiment on this subject. I know from
letters I baye personally received that the feeling in Canada
is that it would be an enormous relief to get rid of the whole
thing as a Government work, and that the new Syndicate, as
it is called, is not acting in good faith, with a view te con-
struct the railway, but has been simply got up to embarrass
or upset the Government. Realizing my responsibility as
a member of Parliament, I have no hesitation in saying
that I shall vote against this amendment. It is a matter
of comparatively little consequence whether the right hon.
member for Victoria or the hon. member for West Durham
is at the head of the Government or administering the
ordinary affairs of the country; but the two parties
represent distinct and separate policies on the two
great questions of the day. On this side we represent
the policy of a national railway and a National Policy. On
that side they represent the policy of a railway through

Mr. WHiTm (Cardwell).

American territory, which is to be subservient and tribuitary
for all time to American railways, and would render our
communications between the two portions of the Dominion
subject to be cut off at any moment by the mere act of a
foreign legislature; and. they represent the policy of a
one-sided free trade whieh would submit the interests of
this country to a slaughtering process by foreign manufac.
turers. That is the distinction between the two partis; I
have no hesitation in saying that I believe that the people
will realize in the future, as they have realized in the
immediate past, as well at the elections of 1874, -that the
true interests of the country will be found in sustaining the
lhon. gentlemen who have brougLt prosperity to this
Dominion, who have set the machinery of its industries in
motion, and who have accomplished the work that baffied
public men in the past, the result of which will be to give
us a highway from one end of the Dominion to the other,
and build up a great British nationality on this North
American continent.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. CASEY. If, at this late period of the debate, I choose
to begin my remarks by following, to some extent only, the
tracks of the bon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White), who
has just spoken, it is not with the wish to give any undue
prominence to that gentleman's speech, or to indicate that
I consider it au authorîtative exposition of the policy of the
Government, but simply because ho lhas given a very fair
resumé of nearly all that has been said by the leaders on his
side of the House ; and he has done so, no doubt, with the
instinct of a clever journalist, picking out those particular
points which he supposes to be most popular with the
country. I did not hear all of that speech, but about the
tirst point I caught was the statement that when the
hon. momber for West Durham was quoting from the speech
of-the Minister of Railways, of last Session, in regard to an
offer which ho said was made, or wlich he knew ho could
get for the building and maintenance of the road west of
Red River, that the hon. gentleman had not quoted
enough of it, that ho should have quoted the figures-
$10,000 a mile and Ž6,000,000 acres. The hon. gentleman
went on to stato that it was clear that the presont
contract was infinitely botter than the one which
the Minister of Railways was thon sufficiently
sanguine to hope for-that it was botter than the most
sanguine expectations of the most sanguine Minister; for
ho wished to lead the House to believe that it would have
cost more to build the road on those terms than on the
terms now before the flouse. L'ot us test this state-
ment in the light of correct calculations; $10,000 a mile for
1,350 miles, would be $13,500,000, and 26,000,000 acres, at
$1 an acre, which I take for the purpose of comparison, and
as boing the price hon. gentlemen opposite now wish to put
upon these lands, would raise that sum to 839,500,000,to be
given in cash and land for building the road between Red
River and the Rocky Mountains, and operating all the road
west of Red River. Suppose they had gone on to complote
the whole of the road, now proposed, on the estimates given
last year by the Minister of Railways, it would have cost
$9,000,000 to build the Yale and Kamloops Branch, and
$3,500,000 that from Yale to Port Moody, and $19,500,000 to
build the eastern section, thus making a total of $72,500,000.
Under the terms now before the Rouse we are to give
$25,000,000, and 25,000,000 acres, which, at $1 an acre,
makes a total of $50,000,000. in cash and land; we have also
to give the completed sections of the road, estimated, last
yesr, to cost $36,500,000, making a total. of $86,500,000.
This is 814,000,000 more than the road would have cost
if the Ministerial anticipations of last year had ben
realized, and if Government had been able -to bauild
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the road from Winnipeg westward on the terms
they then expected. So this first point that I caught of
the speech of the member fbr Cardwell utterly faits te the
ground. Instead of this contract being infinitely better
than that which the sanguine Minister hoped last vear to
obtain, it is worseto the extent of $14,000,000, which, in a
country like this, will not be considered a small amount.
The hon.gentleman went on te tell us that the Company
would have-to furnish, on the estimate of the hon. member
for West Durham, $25,000,000 of their own capital for the
construction of the road. I did not so understand it, either
from the hon. gentleman's speech or from the contract. I
think it is generally admitted that the grants of land and
money are expected, both by the Government and the
Company, to pay the whole cost of the construction of the
road. It is admitted that they will ultimately receive three
or four prices for the prairie section, and we cannot doubt
that they will push it faster than the difficult sections.
Then the hon. member forGardwell came to a point extremely
important, if true-that we now get a certainty as to
what the road will cost-that we get rid of all suspicion,
of corruption or jobbery, or accusations of this kind
against the Ministry, which shall have control of this great
work; that we get rid of all uncertainty, not only as to the
cash price, but aliso as to the manner in which the road will be
managed. That is most important if true. It would be a
benefit almost sufficient itself to decide the country in favor of
the contract; for, in reference to this affair, the strongth of
the Governmént lies in their weakness. Hlaving regard to the

heavy sight drafts upon their bankers. Again, there is a
proviso under that wonderful little sub.section D ef the 9th
clause, as to the issue of bonds, on which the Government
are to guarantee interest for an uncertain time, at an
unsettled rate. Under that clause I do not know what
drafts nay got bo made ont our resources, which wo shall
have to psy in addition to tho $25,000,000. It appears
certain, at all events, thut we are not only to pay
$25,00),000, but interest as if it were all due now.
That is the only possible construction I can put on that
clause which-will enable us to arrive at anyI "actuarial esti-
mate," such as the clause denands. So it seems we are
actually uncertaini as to what we are to pay in cash, though
on the face of the contract it appears that the amount is
$25,000,000. But when wo cone to the land grant, the
uncertainty simply becones huge. Any person who has
heard the rarying Cstimates put upon the value of the land
in the course of this debate, must be certain that whether
the land is valuable or not, members of this Holiso, differ
as to what figuro should be put upon it by the acre. It lias
been valuod all the way from $1 to $8 per acre. But we
find that under the optional clause, the (ompany is abso-
lhtely empowered to take not only fiming lands, but they
may choose mineral lands-lands containing gold and silver,
if such tliere be-and to take them onutside the fertile belt
if they cannot find them inside.

Mr. BOWELL. The contract does not say sO.
Mr. CASEY. I sall read it and sec what it does say:

past transactions in reference to this railway, and judging
from the revelations made under the Commissioners ofthe themam part otec grant, and the deficiency therehy caused and any
present Government, who have been sitting for some time, furtherdeflciency which may arise frein the insuficient quantity of th(
the impression bas gone abroad in the country, and Iland aloug the said portion cf the railway, to conplete the said 25,000,000
believe among both parties, that the present Ministers are acres, or from the prevalence of lakes and watcr stretches in the sections

granted (which lakes and -water stretdhes shallflot ho computod ini the
likely to be expensive managers of Pacifie lailway con- acreage of sucl sections), shah he nade np from other portions te ho
struction. Whether they are charged with anything worse selected by the company in the tract known as the fertile boit, that is ti
than extravagance might depend to some' extent, perhaps, say the land lying between paralels forty-nine and lifty-sevcn degrees of

north latitude or clsewilere, at the opition of' the oompany, hy the grant
on the party leanings of the individuals forming an opinion. therein of similar alternate sections extending back twenty-feur miles
But there appears to be a general opinion that the road in deep on ciside cf any brandi lino or Unes of railway to ho located b
Ministerial hands will be very expensive. I have no doubt the company, and te ho shown on a ntp or plan thereof deposited wZithe Minister of itailwvays;- or et' any coxumon frontline or lines agreed
that the speeeh of the member for West Durham last Session, upon between tic Govetomont and the Company, the conditions heroin-
showing the extravagance already committed by the beforestatcdaste lands flt fairly fit for -sttleinentteapîîlieable ho
Governnent's undertaking unncessary and extremely such additional grants. And thc 111ay, with tie consent of theet tat wrk, henwe culd aveGovernment, select iin the Nortlî-West 'Jkrritonies an!y tract or tracts
co.stly portions of that work, whn we could haveof land not take as a asospplying sucdeiciency. lc
afforded to do without them, had considerable effect i grants shah! he made onix from lands reniaing vctcd in the Govort-
cr"iting tBis opinion throughout the country. Acting on ment." 
thi* opinion, that it would bc unsafo and unwise teeavo The only limitation which is made is, that bi tholat resert
this work in the banda of the present Ministry, they have some front fins or linos are tehbe agroed upon etwen the
indertaken te induco the ouitryltlaccopt the contrngt Gevernmont and otic Conrpay, antI theink it wi l be
under the preteneo---for it anething but pretenc-that we admitted thsorf t this elanse olaves the srecting potver just
shail therhy getflnality as te tho cost of the ork.IDo w about as widc as it is poseible shmake it. Suppose tht
get any sucb fiiity ? I think the most hurried glance ut some cf itese geld and silver mines, upen which they
thte contract wîll show we do -net. Woge neafinreity, in might eastucovetoieyes, sheld lie outide of the fertile
the first place, as te what ws are payieg for the rond, boit, ail they would bavie trt owuld s to locatle a ie-
We knôw we are paying nominaty $25,00.,000 in cash net the laili t-t theso minral i lands, file a map with the
for it, but we do net know even nt what time we Ministereorailways, andt chleoseatornte oblock nb anide
shaILhave te pay, the différent instalmonts. The cen- ofthe located lin , st at itis perfectly possible for them
tract provides that at any time when the ontractors te ge an absolutf ahe upon the most valuable esources
have built twenty miles t hey are te get a cash subsidy; cf the country. Again, wc have undertakeiitot extinguish'
agnin, wben they choose te lay down a large quantîty of the Inyan tito te owai lands which the Codpany might
steel rails and otheî materiala of construction, the Goverru- select, and bero again ther is a ngo uneertainty, for we
ment is te advance te the contractera 75 per cent of their have neuidpoef what that mîy costm We have ndertaken
cost. We thus de net know when tremondous drafts myteforive tho tfeo t fe land for their rend-bed a b the
e made- on the Treasury fur thic purpse. We may righit onf way, and weo have n idea oef what

Iremember prapos of this, a statement madG by the Minister that concession may cet us, fer the rCompany may cheose
of IRalways to n privato, contracter, whe wished an advance te locate their linos and socure the right of way through
on such materials, that be conld net ie the banker fer the the vauab o minera ands to which d ave referred. As,
contractôra. Now this cheme provides that the Goverume grt wa must net forget that ln giving away these land we are
are te ho the bankerfor thi huge corporate cntracter twho e jst as truly paying ont vale as ife were giving theo
is to build the hanadian Pacifi tailway, and bunkers on the Company casheout f the Dominion Tretaury. t
net unertain terne. We noed nt know unle when thct Gompting the ,and oft he roand, wo should net onsider

gomany chooses te informk us, when they mght mak these landat the r preset value, but, tuony shuid rather be
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considered at the price they would bring, when the road
vas com.pleted, loss what the Government would have topay

for building the line. 1 shall not enter into any calculations
of the value of the land, additional to those which have been
given, as my present object is simply to show that the cost
of the rond is vague and uncertain. But this is not the
worst of it. The Government stilli undertakos'the responsi-
bility of constructing some of the most difficult parts
of the road ; and it is uncertain what they will cost.
Again, the contract leaves frequent occasion for dispute
between the Government and the Company as to the work-
ing of certain clauses, as for instance with regard to what
is an "efficient operation " of the road. No tribunal is pro-
vided by which such a question may be settled- whether the
îuin ber of trains which the 4ompany may choose to run

may be considered an efficient operation. Then there is
the uncertainty so often pointed out with regard to the
standard of construction. The hon, gentleman who is
furnishing me with my text said on that subject that the
question was settled by the letter which certain members
of the Syndicate had sent in. Ie says that letter is merely
an explanation of the words "when first constructed " and
he points out that the Union Pacifie was much improved after
its first construction,and that the words bind the CJompany to
build such a road as the Union Pacifie was when finally com-
plcted. It is perfeetly plain ihat the Syndicate did not think so,
beeause if they hadl tbey would have put iii thie words
" when finally comîpleted " or "as it is now," and it is
perfectly plain they intended to draw a distinction between
the two standards. As to this letter, with all due deference
lo the legal opinion of the member for Cafdwell (Mr.
White), I think the hon. member for West Durham is as
good an autthority as he is, and he has declared his opinion
that the letter is not binding and does not constitute a part
of the contract. It is reasonable enough to suppose that the
letter is not part of the bargain, seeing that the contract had
been laid on the Table of the House as a bargain whieh
cannot he altered. If' it is to be held as part of the
contract both parties should fermally assent to it andi
it should be embod ied in the contract itself. 1t is
absurd to suppose that a letter emanating from two or
three members of that Syndicate should bind the Company
as a whole to any amend ment they choose to make in the
charter. I need not go on to point out how many occasions
for doubt and uncortainty thure arc in this contract. In
clause 9 there is a provision for an arrangement between
the Government and the Company as to certain terms; and
in sub-section D of that clause there is a further matter of
arrangement inserted, and the same is true of many other
clauses. It offers constant opportunities for subsequent
arrangement between the Government anti the Syndicate.
I ask what chance is there of any fair bargain being made
between the Government and the Syndicate? The Govern-
ment have taken care to make the Syndicate so powerful
that it would be utterly impossible for them to treat with it
on an independent footing. The Government would be
placed more in the position of a weak dependency treating
with another country, than in the position of a Government
treating with an ordinary railway company. Then the
hon. member for Cardwell went on to cite the Globe as an
indicator of public opinion in regard to the building of the
road at the time that some jimaginary terms were
announced from New York, those terms being that the
Company was simply to build the road and then hand it
over tp the Government, with all the responsibility of
running and maintaining it. He pointed out that the Globe
objected to the responsibility of its maintenance being thrown
on the Government when it appeared that the CUompany
were actually being paid a larger price than the road would
cost in order to induce them te maintain it. le considered
that it was inconsistent for us, aftor that, to argue that there
'was any impropriety in handing the road over to the Com-

Mr. CAsEY.

pany. Well, Sir, I think the objections urged by the Globe,
at that time, are perfectly in point still. Thereis no incon-
sistency between those'objections. and the objections made by
us to paying the Company several prices for building the
road and then handing it overto them in perpetnity. What
was supposed at that time by the editor of the 'Globe, as by
everybody else, was that the bargain would provide for
building the road and operating it for ton years, for .that
was the hint given by the Premier in his first public
utterance on his return to this country. It w.as thought
not unreasonable to give to the Company something more
than the cost of building the road to pay them for main-
taining it during the first ten years, on account of the
probable scarcity of traffic. But nobody imagined that the
Company would be first paid for building the road, secondly
paid for running it as long as it might be uiprofitable, and,
thon, when it became profitable by reason of an
increased population in that country, and became a
paying rond, that it should be handed over to the
Company in fee simple forever. Then, Sir, after
saying that ho thought we had paid too much for the road,
that we had got rid of a great liability, ho said we were
going to get returns in part for the -money we had spent
upon it, in the shape of Customs revenue from the settlers.
he said the railway would bring in 1,00,000 settlers in a
short time-I think ho said ten years- each worth 43 a
head as tax-payers, which, he said would be enough to liqui-
date our total liabilities in connection with the railway. A
little while before hle had been saying that it would cost to
operate the road for the first ton years $6,000,000 a year
over the revenue. . This calculation he based upon some esti-
mates of the hon. member for Lambton, which were proba-
bly correct at the time they were made. But supposing it
did cost that muuch, if the Government had kept the road in
their own hands they would only be at a loss of $3,000,000
a year, according to the hon. member's own calculations, for
they would be getting in $3,000,000 a year from Customs
revenue as against $6,000,000 a year to be paid for the work-
ing of the road, so that the reason for parting with the road
on account of having to pay $6,000,000 a year for working
expenses, is just half as strong as the hon. gentlemen wishes
to make it ; we would only lose half as much as he wished to
make it appear we would lose. Then le comes to this
much vexed question of building a branch to the Sault, and
he quotes from the Globe again-for those hon. gentlemen
are always sheltering thermselves behind some quotation
from the Globe-to show that it objected to the building of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway by Sir Hugi Allan in 18-2
by way of tire Sault. As near as I could understand the
quotation, the objection of the Globe was on the ground that
Sir Hugh Allan was entrusted with building the Canadian
Pacifie Railway on Canadian territory, and that therefore le
sbould net be allowed to build it by way of the Sault. I
think that objection was sound. Sir luglh Allan had at
that time obtained a contract for building îhe Pacific Rail-
way on a line north of LakeSuperior, and the inference was
that le intended to abandon that line entirely and build only
to the Sault. I think, under those cireumstances, when he
was obtaining a certain price fer building the road on a
certain route, it would be absurd to absolve him from the
condition of the contract. But my hon. friend cbarged the
party as well as the Globe with inconsistency because we now
,advocate the Sault Branch which the Globe at that time op-
posed; but shortly afterward h. adjnitted that at the same
time the Globe was attacking the Sault rancb, he and bis
newspaper were defending Sir HugliAllan against the attacks
of the Globe. If there wasinconsistency on one Bide theire was
certainly nonsistency on the other. The bon. gentleman's
inconsistency still continues, for I am informed thatsince the
beginning of this month he bas beenurging the advisability
of building a branch to the Saut, as a means of obtaining-
acesss to our own territory. Re said what he advocate4
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hp was thatths road co l1 be bûilh only by private enter-

p1se, not by a company receiving a Government subsidy.
Isawbat difference itcanmakein theutility of that road

whether it is built by a private company or as a Govern-
ment enterprise ? No matter whether it be built by a
private company or-by Government, it will give the people
of tJi eastern Provinces acces to our Nor th-West, by a
short al-rail route seven years sooner than if the road were
built by the north of Lake Superior. I think the hon.
m ber will bave to admit that i will I think he
can scarcely claim to be acting in the interests of
either his nominal constituents in Cardwell, or his
real constituents in Montreal, when he urges us
to reject any scheme which would secure the early
building of that branch. But lie goes on to give us a rehash
of the usual bravado about having a line independent of the
United States, their hosile intention, and aIl that.sort of
thing-about emigrants being entrapped by land speculators
when passing through Michigan. You would imagine to
hear the original of that rehash, and the rehash itself-that
no gentleman on. that side of the House ever thought of
building the Sault route immediately and postponing indefin-
itely the route north of Lake Superior. It is worth while to
re0d once again to this louse the official opinion on that
point of the Minister of Railways as given last year. The
hon. gentlenman admitted on that occasion that he had been
previously hostile to this scheme, but that his opinions had
since been totally changed. After speaking of the section of
the line north of Lake Superior, he says:

"It is now evident that the attention of the whole of this country is
turned to the question of obtaining the shortest line of communication
to our great North-West by Sault Ste. Marie. Hon. gentlemen opposite
may remind us that, at one time, I entertained serious objections to going -
to Sault Ste. Marie, but the case is différent to-day. *1 * * Whçn
Il opposed the construction of the line to the Sault, it was at a time when
we had no line under construction from Thunder Bay to Red River ; but
the moment the Government was committed to the buildin; of that line,
it was our duty to look for means by which we could make it productive
Wbat are those means ? I have satisfied myself that the road with its
easy grade and cheap rate at which it will be able to bring âown the
products of the North-West, cannot possibly have a competitor. What
would be the reult of the extension of this road from Nipissing to the
Sault Ste. Marie ? The distance from Montreal to Winnipeg vaa Chicago
is 1,741 miles. But, suppose a road were built to St. Paul along the
south shore of Lake Superior, the distance by that route would be 1,563
miles. By Duluth, the shortest line to be obtained by way of the United
States, would he 1,514 miles. Prom Mfontreal to Nipissing, and thence
to Thunder Bay and on to Winuipeg, the distance would be 1,358 miles,
while by the Sault Ste. Marie and water communication from Goulais
Bay to Thunder Bay it would be only 1,288 miles."'

He there pute the whole question in very concise and neat
language; but hie position there is certainly very strange
after hi$ official declaration this year that he is very much
afraid of this route to the Sault. In explaining the language
ie formerly used, he, this year, said:

" The position I take is, that if the line was to be built by the Sault
Ste. Marie-and' Iwas ready and prepared to support the construction
of thst ine--if it was the only means, for the next twenty years, of
having communication with the North-West when we boelieved we had
it in our power to secure the construction of a through lino of railway,
I .opposedit beoause I wanted a national lino. When the time came,
tbat, under the management of hon. gentlemen opposite, the conditions
of this coqitry becaue snob that we could not hope to grapple with the
work for a long time to com, we thought that if we were to be
deprived of any railway oommunication *iih the North-West, if there
vas ne otber means for the next twenty yease e illing up thtat fertile
plain with a lare and industriaus popul*tion W eyere willing to
attempt the Sault Ste Marie line. Bq4t now wehare the means in our
grasp of constructing a national kne on terss suei as the most
sanguine man in this country did not belie6vpoible a few months ago,
aad it would be treasop to sur country not to qarry out that national
lig whichl 1I required, even if the aul s$te. llerie line were built
to-mo"ow."

That was bis explanation this year of his reasons for
favoring the building of the Sailt Ste. Marie lino last year;
but I say this explanation is contradiçted by his statement
of last year. It certainly seems to my mind almost
seaudalous, that hon. Ministers and their supporters who
took such strong ground last year in favor of the construc-
tion of the line to the Sault, ahould now assert that there is

sonething disloyal in the propoeal. If they convidt ns of
disloyalty to Canada and -of favoring the inutests of the
United States in this matter, they eertainly convict
themeilves of the same. Again, when advocating the high
price to be paid for this road, my hon. friend from Cardweî
said that the Syndicate might perhaps build the road as
icheaply as we said they would build it, namely,
at the cost of what the hon. meniber for Lambton
described last year as a mere tramway; but that they
would have to spend a large portion of their carninge to
put it in ýgood running order, and that thorefore it was
advisable fbr'us now to pay them for a first class road-for
first building it as a tramway and then finishing it as a
first class road out of the earning of the tramway. If we
want a tramway, it is well to pay the price of a tramway;
but if we want a first-elass road, We are willing to pay the
price of a first-class road ; but if we pay the
price of a first-class road and only get a tramway,
Ithink such a transaction is only to be described in
language which would be unparliamentary. The additions
made to the standard of the road would not be
made ont of the pockets of the capitalists who are supposed
to be building the road, but will be made out of the earn-
ings of the road, out of the contributions of the people
through whose neighborhood it wiill run. The capitalists
would have a road built for them at public expense,
addition made to it out of its net carnings, and besides a
large surplus of bonuses both in land and cash. Then we
come to the much vexed question of exemptions.. The hod.
gentleman ventured his legal opinions, as I think tbe hon.
Premier ventured the other night, that the exemptions of
the, road and stations, etc., only applied to the main lino
and not to the branches. The hon. Premier will no doubt
be gratified at having his opinion on theso exemptions sus-
tained by the hon. member for Cardwell. Let us read
what the contract and charter, taken together, for they are
one bargain and must be read together, appear to say
on this question. Section 16 of the contract, the exemption
clause, is as follows:-

" The Canadian Pacifie Railway, and all stations and station grounds,
workshops, buildings, yards and other property, rolling stock and appur-
tenances required and used for the construction and working thereof, and
the capital stock of the Company shall be forever free from taxation by
the Dominion, or by any Province hereafter teobe established or by any
municipal corporation therein and the lands of the Company, in the
North-West Territories, until they are either sold or occupied, shall aise
be free from such taxation for twenty years after the grant thereof from
the Crown."

Section 15 of the charter defines what shall be understood
by the term "Canadian Pacific Railway";

'' The Company may lay out, construct, acquire, equip, maintain
and work.a continuous line of railway, of the gauge of four feet eight and
one-half inches ; which railway shall extend frein the terminus of the
Canada Central Railway near Lake Niiiissing, known as Callendar
Station, te Port Moody in the Province of British Columbia; and alo, a
branch line of railway from some point on the main line of railway te
Fort William on Thunder Bay j and also the existing branch line of
railway froin Selkirk in the Province of Manitoba te Pembina in the said
Province ; and aise other branches to be located by the Company fron
time te time as provided by the said contract; the said branches to be of
the gauge aforesaid; and the said line of railway, and the said branch
lines of railway, shall be commenced and completed as provided by the
said contract; and together with such other branch ines as shall be
hereafter constructed by the said Company, and any extension of ithie said
main line of railway that shall hereafter be constructed or acquired by
the Company, shall constitute the line of railway hereinafter called
Tus CÀ aDi.x PAciFic RAILwY."
So that not only the branches the Company may build,
but any continuation of the lino they may hereafter
construet or acquire, shall be held to form part of
the Canadian Pacific Railway ; and section 16 of the
contract declares that the Canadian Pacific .ailway shall
be exempt from taxation forever, except, of course, in
Provinces where we have no right to exempt them from
taxation. Every line of railway this Company may hereafter
build or acpire is a part of the system of railways; so that
the wholèeto that "gridiron." of railways by which the hon.
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member saiòi<he North-West was to be " permeated " will be
free of txation. I do not exactly understand how the
NortlyWest can be permeated with a gridiron, but I have no
dopbt that will be the case since the hon. member for Card-
'Well says so. Then he went on to deal with the exemption
from Customs duties of steel rails and other supplies. He
said there was no objection te the admission of steel rails,
because there was no possibility of making steel rails in
Canada. It is a very strong admission te make to begin
with, that the great National Policy has not yet made it
possible to make steel rails in Canada, when such a
tremendous market for steel rails will be opened up by the
constraction of this road. The hon. gentleman has got
Protection on the brain. le cannot sec the slightest
harmn in letting , anything into this country free,
unless the free admission is going te hurt any
manufacturer. Does ho not sec that the free, admission is
equivalent te a gift of cash on the part of the Government,
that it must be considered as a part of the cash subsidy? HRe
said, further,that any injury te the manufacturer that might
arise from the free admission of bolts and spikes, would be
made up by a rebute granted t the maniufacturer on the
raw matorial. This is another 'of the peculiar argu.
monts which shows how the whole bent of a man's mind
may be warped by the adoption of protectionist ideas. We
are not speaking now of the injuries to individal mranufactu-
recrs, but of the cost te the coun try; and bu urge-4 that whi le we
are incurring loss of revenue through freeadmission of bolts,
spikes, nuts, etc, we are te incur another loss of reve-
nue te reimburse some individuals who might be aggrieved
by the fr-e admission of these artieles. Then, with regard
to the question of the exemption of lands, ho says that is
morly a subsidy to bu given by the people of the country
through which the railvay will run, te the
Company. Suppose we reard it in that light,
what right have we to compel these new settle-s to
give a subsidy te the railway ? Are we not supposed te be
building that railway at the expense of the whole country
for the benefit of those settlers ? Why should we compol
them te pay such a very considerable tax as will bo imposed
in the shape of subsidy to this railway ? Of course, it is
very hard to get ut figures of what the total cost te settlers
there will be; but I am infomned by a Conservative friend
of mine, who owns a greut deal of land ir. Manitoba, that ho
is paying this year in taxes about'i cents per acre on overy
acre ho holds. At the same rate, these new settlers would
be taxed $7½ a year per 100 acres or about $24 for an average
holding for the benefit of this railway which we are told
was te bu built by the country at large for the bonefit of
struggling settlers. It is absolutely monstrous for us te
impose further subsidy than that which they will pay in
the shape of Customs duties like the rest of us.
But that is not the worst form that the exemption clause
takes. It is not moroly the amount it takes out of the
settlers hands that is going to injure the interests of the
country, but the ertation of large proprietors of lands, and
large holdings. It will keep settloments sparse and compel
the. emigrant not only to improvt bis own land, but the
blocks or railway land alongside of him. But my hon. and
very legal-minded friend, the member for Cardwell, who
bas been se very prodigal of bis legal opinions this after-
noon, insists further, that it is very littie matter to the
settler whether bu has to pay taxes on the railwayiland or
not. He said that if the railway company had te pay taxes
on theirjand they would form part of the working expenses
of the road, and that the settlers would have to paythesame
amountin freight as if there were an actual tax on their land.
He is thinking, evidently, ofthe provision in the charter that
the Company are to be allowed te exact 10 per eent. profit
on the cost of constructing that road, over and above
all working expenses, and the other clause that includes

'taxes among the working expenses of -the road. , I believe
Mr. CAm'y.
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this is tho only road known on which taxes are classed as
part of the working expenses; so that this is not a normal
state of things, but one -specially created in favor of this
road; and, furthe, this clause would have no effect at all,

: unless a reduction of tolls was boing made under the terms
of those two clauses. So that, until the receipts of the
railway shall reach a figure, giving net profts over 10 per
cent. on the total cost of constructing tho road, the provision
the hon. gentleman alludes to would have no effect-and an
amount equivalent to the taxes would not be taken out of
those who ship produets.over the, railway. In either case,
the railway company, whether exempted from taxes or not,
will charge as much as they can get. They wonld be able
to charge no more if they bad to pay taxes, than they
can charge though they are now exempt. Then he
told us that there was no danger from the mon'ýpoly of
traffic'given this road; because, in the first place, Manitoba
might charter a lino running south from Winnipeg,
and thereby tap the Pacifie Railway at thaf, point.
Well, I think there would be very little chance, for a line
running south from Winnipeg, when it could find on the
other side of the line connections with no roads but those
owned by the Syndicate. The only chance, an independent
road would have to tap the Canadian Pacifie Railway would
be by striki ng it a con siderablo distance west and running
south or to the eastward to reach some road not controlled by
this Company. But I must point out here'the beautiful incon-
sistency between the member for Cardwell and his leader
on this subject; for his leader argued that there is no
possibility of the Canadian Pacific Railway being tapped by
American roads. He said it would never do, aàd that the
Government would take great care to prevent suòh an
arrangement ; that it was the intention of the Government to
prevent any such tapping of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
or sucb comupetition as the hon. gentleman thinks possible
under the present arrangement. Then ho went on to say
that railway men had told him that there was no other way
of regulating rates than that adopted in the present
charter, namely, fixing a pei-centage at which they should
stop, and that the Governor in Council must give his
consent before any tolls could be charged, and that the
railway could not be a success if the rates were too high. I
quite agree with the hon gentleman that there is no other
way of controlling the rates, by the charter, than by fixing a
percentage. There is a very good way of controlling rates,
without any provision as to tolls or charges, namely free
competition. It is quite certain that in that country where
railroad building would be so easy, you could prevent such
over charges by this or any other company by allowing
other roads to be constructed through the North-West.
When the member for Cardwell says that a company could
not make a road a sucòess by over charging, he is talking
perfect nonsense. le told us himself that the St. Paul and
Manitoba Company had made their road a success, and that
they had been charging too high rates. One of his statements
thus conflicts with the other. Not only are their
rates over charges, but they continue this policy and
thus pay sixteen or eighteen per cent dividends on
their shares; and they wilk continue to do so, not only
over their American road, but over the whole gridiron, in
the Canadian North-West, as the member for Uardwell
described it, that will be broiling that country before long.
I feel compelled to say a word or two in regard te his
speech this afternoon, and I am sorry 'ho -i not present
to hear it. He evidently thinks it a very good plan to
single out high game when ho wishes to mnake ana effect,
and this accounts foe his attacking the leader of the Oppo-
sition. He thus bopes to gain a certain amount of
prominence. The hon. gentleman stated thût the member
for West Durhan was in the habit-of prostituting his legal
tore for the benefit of bis party-of giving opinions in the
House for political reasens, which ho did net believe te be
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truc, and statingthom in such language that ho could after
wards shirk responsibility, by making it appear tha
he meant something else than the impression ho had left oi
the Houso. The hon. gentleman tells us ho got a certain
impression from the remarks of the leader of the
Opposition in regard to the pow er of the Courts ir
carrying out this contract ; that ho got th
impression that the * momber for West Durham
had said the Courts had no power to enforce
it, and that now when the member for West Durham
points out, that that was not what he said, and that il
could not be taken to mean that-that ho simply said the
Court of Chancery could not order a specifie performance of
this contract, the member for Cardwel accuses him of trying
to put a different meaning on his words. Neither the
leader.of the Opposition nor any one else can be held res-
ponsible for the impressiori croated by bis words in such a
mind as that of the member for Cardwell. It is not to be
expected that ho should have very clear opinions on legal
points. H1e forms-his own opinion of what was said, and
instantly stereotypes it in his mind as an infailibly
correct impression, and the moment this interpretation
is corrected by bis opponents, he accuses them of quibbling
and trying te put a falise impression on their lauguage.
le accused the hon. member for Wost Durham, of having
dragged bis reputation in the mire for political purposes.
It is not very safe to begin these little recrimmations. IL
is not very safe for lion. gentlemen on that side to talk of
reputations being dragged in the mire, about pledges being
given for political purposes, about assurances being made
on a Minister's word of honor for political purposes. It is
doubly unsafe for the member for Cardwell to indulge in
these recriminations, for in bis dual capacity of journalist
and member of this iouse ho is doubly vulnerable. It
is not so long ago that that hon. gentle-
man gave itL as bis opinion that a party
newspaper was frequently compelled by political
exigencies not only to disguise and quibble about its opinions,
but even to disguiso and ritter away the truth, and even to
make deliberate misrepresentations if that were required to
accompiish political ends. That hon. gentleman has made
it a point since ho entered the House, to be personal and
aggressive in bis attacks upon members on this side.
During the first Session ho sat bore, ho attacked mon
nany years bis senior, and that, too, with a bitterness

ovidently born of something more than a party spirit. Ho
stiR continues that course, and no doubt by it ho hopes to
obtain that sort of notoriety for which ho craves; but ho
will find that such a course will not elevate him in the
opinion of those in the House or in the community who are
not utterly hardened by party feeling. I intend to notice
one or two points raised by even a greater light than the
inember for Cardwell, I mean the Minister of Railways
himself In beginning the discussion on this question, ho
sets out with a very laudable aspiration. He said that the
railway should not be carried on as a political work,
nor made the battle ground of political parties, but
that it should be built like any other railway,
by capitalists who should make a fair profit out of the en-
terprise. Now Sir, that is exactly what lon. member's on
this side would be very glad to do. - They are now asking
that it shall not be carried on as a political work, and that
the decision of who shall build the road shall-not be ariived
at as a party question, This is an occasion on which, as bas
bee said, party linos should bo slackened. I know it is
hard for a member of this House, who is a supporter of a
particular Government, to give a vote against that Govern-
ment, and especially when fthe Government have put down
thoir foot and said that this particular question is one
o, which they shbald stand or fall. It is hard for a man to
do violence to the traditions of bis life to such an extent as
te go directly in the face of the leaders of his party, to go

- diructly against those whom ho venerates and reveres. We
t should not have urged any such course upon hon. gentlemen
n opposite but for tho declAration of the Prime Minister the
n other night. What we should have urgod upon then-whuthas
e been urged and urged successfully in the conntry, is not that
n they should desert the party with which lhey have so long
e been connected, but to make their leaders flo tihat they
n were not thu autocrats of the party, but that they were
e merely their leaders, in the sense of being at the hend

of the party, and that they should do what the rank and file
t of the party believed to be right. I am certain that when
a this contraet was first broached the great bulk of the Uon-
f servative party were almost unanimous in the opinion that

it should not be put through the House. I am certain that
they were as absolutely taken by surprise by its conditions
as we were; that they had no reason to expect any such
terms from the leader of the Government, since they are
directlyopposed to his course last Sessicn. Mombers of the
Conservative iarty in the country, and members of that
party in this louse, in privato conversation, have not been
slack in expressing their surprise that their leader shouM
havo brought down sucb terms. And I say that the respon-
sibility ot saving the country from the consequences of
this contract rests .upon them; that if they had had
the courage to say to their leader "we cannot support you
in this matter if you push it to a vote," ho would have
been obliged for the safety of his party and with perfect
fairness to the contractors to accede to their wishes. To
the contractors he could have said that lie found it impossible
to carry this contract through Parliament in its present form,
and that they would either have to submit to a modification
of those terms or lot the matter absolutely drop. If the Con-
servative party had chosen to act in that way they would have
earned for themselves the undying gratitude of thoir
countrymen. But they did not choose to do so, they were
whipped in, and they came under that pa-ty discipline tu
which they always yield such ready obedience. Party dis-
cipline is a very fine thing, but it is intended for a certain
purpose-to preserve the party intact-to make it a good
fighting machine, and to carry party discipline beyond that
point is to make the greatest imaginable blunder. I contend
that the coercion of the independent members of the House
on this question, was one of the greatest blunders which these
hon. gentlemen could make, becauso they were laying the
foundation for defeat at the next election, and for exclusion
from office for a long time thereafter.

Mr. ROCHESTER. We are not asking your opinion.
Mr. CASEY. I know very well that the hon. member for

Carleton bas no independent opinion of his own, and when
I address independont members I make no allusion to him.
I said that this exercise of party discipline would lead to
the defeat of the party. It will do more than that. It
is a crying injustice to those men in that party, younger
than the leader of the House, who have some worthy
ambition at some future time to be leaders in Canadian
polities, or to be membors of the Governument thenselves.
For the leader and bis first lieutenant te insist
upon carrying through, at ail hazards, a contract which
they themselves have made, for whieh they alone are
responsible, against the convictions of so many of their sup-
porters, is an injustice to every man of that party. Such
men as the hon. member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
and many others I could name, who are prominent in the
party, who have a future before them, certainlyshould have
resisted, at all hazards, the policy which will inevitably
crush the party, Of course, every hon. member on that side
of the House looks up, as it is natural they should do, with
reverence and respect to a great successful party leader, but
even that feeling can b carried too far, and if has been
carried too far in the present instance. Those two members
of the party, the First Minister and hon. Minister of Ral4.
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ways, were responsible for the conduet of the negotiations a
in this matter, and the whole affair was simply a proposal t
of policy on the part of the .Government. A great E
deal has been said about its being a contract. Weo
have been assured that the new Canadian Syndicate
as I must call it in opposition to the St. Paul Syndicate,1
knew there was no chance that their offer could be con-1
sidered because the contract was already made. I claini
there was no contract whatever entered into; that the papert
laid on the Table of the House, which is called a "centract
or agreement," is nothing in the world but an agreement
between the two Ministers who drew it up and the other
contracting parties as affording a basis on wbieh they could
ask power from Parliament to give a contract to them. The
Minister of Railways tried to induce the House to believe
that this contract was let under the terms of the Act of 1874,
but that contention was completely knocked to pieces by
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) and I will
not attempt te go over the ground. At all events, it could
not be a contract under that Act. Nor could it be a con-
tract under the Public Works Act, beeause the Government
cannot let a contract under that Act unless tenders were
advertised for. It is thus a simple agreenent of certaini
terms on which the Governnent proposed to let a contract
to those individuals, and on the basis of which they proposed
to ask power from the fHouse to let a contract. I think the
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) said it was lot under
the Act of 1874, and therefore it became law if laid on the
Table of the House. It could not become law, even in thati
case, without the assent of the House, and how much less
ean it be binding when the Government had no direct
authority whatever to make it. I do not deny the Govern-
ment can make aby agreement they choose; but so can any
private member. The Governmont can, with great authority,
mak~e an agreement with certain contractors to give eut a
contract on certain terme, and ask the House, as it is now
doing, to pass a Bill giving them authority to lot a contract
on those terms. They can make any sort of ternis they
choose, but th assume that such an agreement in any way
binds the >faith Of the country to adhere te those terms is
to assume an absurdiýy,-it is to assume an absurdity that
was never dreamed of until the other offer had côme iu, and
it ias absolutely necessary to trump up sôme excuse for
refusing to sconsider it. I must read wat the Ministr of Rail-
ways said when he endeavored to make the House believe«
that this document was really a contrset. He told us that
the Act of 1874 did not require that public tenders should
be obtained, but that tenders might be obtained by private
solicitation or in any way they chose, se lorg a tenders
were obtaimed, and that on this occasion tenders were got
in. The Minister of' Railways said:

"The hon. gentleman may find it convenient te forget ail this; his
hon. leader may find it convenient to forget ail this but with
that law standing on the Statute-book of the country he wiii not make
the people of this country believe this Government had not authority to
make the contract."
Reforring to the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) 1

the Minister of Railways said:

1 The bon. gentleman kaows that again and again, under the author-
ity of tbis Aet, both the former and the present Governmrent accepted
private tenders. There le nothing in this Act about publie tenders, and
if there was, I want to know whether an advertisement published in
te papers of England and Canada for sixmonthe did not gie authority
for the granting of a contraclttoany one who was willing te eontruet
the railway ? The hon. leader of the Opposition goes back four yeari;
but 1 will net permit him te go back four years to find bis opinion on
this question."

Nor can we allow the Miniter of Railways to go back four
yearefbr hie advertisements. But supposingit were grAnted
that private tenders would be a proper foundation for
ench a contract, did the Government receive any tenders at,
aln on which the contract was based; was the contract let on
any-tender publicorprivate ? I think I can prove fro t

Mr. CASEr.

statements ôfthe leader of theGovernment th*t setite mo-itt
the case, that the contract was not made on the baWis of
either one or twerty public or private tende's, i t s m
a statement of terms agreed upon in private caucug btwen
that hon. gentleman and those with whom fie was dealing.
I will read the hou. gentleman's own e:kpldüatio, bf tH
matter. He said:

"Before w enito nglaad there was a previsional ofp made to
thé Goverument which was distîncy understood to o peroigional."

That was the offer referred to in hiÀ Bath speech. Was ibat
a tender ?-a private offer which was to be considered with-
drawn if it was not suitable in every respect i The hon.
gentleman further said: ,

" We subsequently received a second offer, and the Government came
té the coneIuion, especialy as wie had an indirect intimation, verbaily,
that an ofter would probabiy be made from New York and Sàn Franciseo,
that we could not poesibly settle up the matter here. We decided to
inforin W the Farties that we would attend to the reception of any ap-
plications, tenders, or proffere, in London. Tbereupon the firet party
whio made this provisional ofbr withdrew it and would not hold to it.
The second party did not do so-this was an offer from England--and
tii prty subsequutly-d dopped their.application. The communications
that irere made In Biigland vers princîpa01y if not altogether, verbal.
Gentlemen came over againandagain roni Paris and qat with
us in the discussion of these matters. The first ofrer was withdra*n.
The second one it would be unfair te iscose ; as the hon. gentlemen
opposite will eo, thore were persons in it, bakers and others of consi-
derable commercial standing, who were connected with that offer.
They found they were not strong enough to press it. Their ofier was
made of course, with the desire of ceming ln if they could, snd be on-
gaged in the construction of the roid, and it would-hardly be fair to
themi to use their names and to state that these persona failed in being
strong enough to undertake the work. It would affect their position.
But I would say this, that the preseut or is the most favorable oer,
both as to money and land, that the Goverument or delegates reoeived.
Arraugements were made; we sat de die in diem as a little comuMa&tee,
meeting different gentlemen s.gain and again, They werea.i desroirbt
of miaking an arsangement, money being plenty ad enterpricripe ou
the continent of Europe especiallyan France and England. Iey wre
all anxious to eennect themnielves with such a great esterprise. Some
were appalled by the lairges of the scheme'; some were f htened by
the eventual responsibilit:, and one after another withdrowfrom
attempte to be concerned xth the railway. As to the present parties
we nieet therà every day, and the results are laid before this flouse. I
cannot possibly bring down those papers; I think it would be n injury
to the parties who have attempted to aid us by making ofrers."

So up to the time the Minister left England nothing had
been done in the way of asking public or private tenders
exept occasional nieetinga in private between the 1?ader of
the Government and different gentlemen of Paris and
London, and discussing what they might, could or would
do. That ws the explanation given by the Firat Minister
on December 18. On. Decembar 15, on à motion of the
hon. member fbr West Durham (Mr. Blake), the
leader of the Government gave explanations as to how the
contract caine to be framed. He said:

"We bad enteed into negotations witb one firm after another, but one
after another our efforts taled ; and it was only with great difliculty thbat
we made any arrangesMht at ail. The hon. gentleman quotes from a
speech of. mine at Montreal. Well, I cannot vouch for the literal
accuracyofthe report; * but it is substantially correct.
• * Weosettled ail lbe hmain terms in England, so far as we conld
settle thei between man adman ; but the understanding was,fetelope,
that they muet b subject, in the first place, to the approval of the Go-
vernor General in CoinhI The.details had to be written out de dia is
diem, and gentlemen cate from England and New York for the pur
of settling aIl those tersis. It would answer no geod purpose,-ait
would answer a very bad purpose te bring down t e discussons, the da
and day negotiations, the statements on the one side and on the other side
* hile these arr*ngements were pending ; and itise contrary te all rule and
precedents that anythiung but the final result of the negtiations should be
brought down. We, 5Sr, settled the main points 'f tus ar ement in
England-the amount téobe paid as Cansda's contribution, u te way of
railway construction, mone yand land; but of course, they were ail
subject to the settlement of e terme underwhich, as a railway company,
they could safely accept an Act of incorporation. I am happy to say, and
the House knows now, that we have arrived ait these resuts. We have
laid before the House these resulte, and we decline tolay before the quae
any éther papers.

This contract is the resaIt of the negotiations. It has been
contended that the statement made by the First Minister at
Bath, wasequivalenttoanadvertisemoutfortender;foritwMa
therein stat"d that thie Goerinment wre conudering the
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propiety of aepting propositims. It was rather anadver-
tisement for would-be tenderers to keep away, when it was
stated thore were two proposals before the Government,
and that they were considering them. But we find from
this incident that that was not an advertisement at al, It
was not intended to be such. The hon. gentleman went
away to London, and told these parties to come on and
finish the matter there. We are told these parties all
backed ont, and that their negotiations in England merely
amounted to settling with certain parties there, aftor a
great deal of caucusing, the terms in land and money, and
that all the details were worked out here after they came
back :i

" Wb settled on the main terms in England, as far as we could settle
there between man and man The details had to be worked out, and
gentlemen camefrom England and New York for the purpose of settling
upon the-terms."-

Now, ho says this agreement has al] the binding
force of a contract. I -say it is simply an
agreement roughed out in England after a great
deal of caueusing between the hon. leader
of the Goverument and the Minister of Railways on the one
hand, and the contracting party on the other ; it is simply.
an agreement of the termAs on which the Company were
willing to make the contract. It has not even the form of a
contract about it. It bas mach more the appearance of
being what the hon. gentleman said the offer of the new
Syndicate was-a plot concocted to the left of the Speaker's
chair. It appears, on his own statement, that the old
Syndicate was a plot concocted to the right of the Speaker's
chair between the Govern ment and a few gentlemen who
wished to get a job without at all notifying the world of
what tlie were doing. I think i am justified of applying
to it the language which be applies to the new offer. I
think, in view of his own statement, we may much more
properly eall it a conspiracy. What constitutes a
conspiracy ? It is a banding together of a few men to
concoct something which shall be to their
own advantage, and, perhaps, to the disadvantage of others.
Here was a number of mon meeting in secret
to concoct'something to their own advantage, and which
will be to the disadvantage of the country. At all events,
the parties of this agroement conspired together in the most
secret manner possible to make it. Having concocted that
measure, the whole affair is made public, and when
meetings throughout the crountry are asked to condemn it,
a stereotyped resolution is offered, saying that it is the best
bargain that could be made, and therefore we must accept
il. Within five weeks after these terms are made public,
an infinitely better bargain has been offered to the Ilouse
and the country. If the former bargain was the best the
hon. leader of the Government could make, alter several
months cancusing,s it speaks very little for his business
capacity. This new barg*in bas been offered without any
caucusing between the leader of the Government and those
who made it. Anything more likely to result in direct
damage to the interest of the country, an: in direct financial
loss to-the country than the bargain presented to us by the
Government, I cannot possibly imagine. Now, the proper
subject of debate on this occasion is the amendiment offered
by the hon. leader of the Opposition. That amendment
is what the bon. member for Uardwell called it, a most
remarkable amendment. It states the whole case in con-
nection with both the old and the new contracts in a
manner so convincing to every person who reads it, that it
has not only sbaken the confidence of hon. members on the
other side of the louse, but it will shake the confidence of
hundreds and thousands of their supporters throughout the
country. The more it is studied by the people the more
unanimous wi hbe the verdict that the amendment was
justified, andthat the Government were distinctly sacrificing
the interests of the country toheir own personal prestige
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ink refusing even to contider the new offbr. We ail know
e what a considerable defection there was fromthe ranks of

the leader of the Governmont at the Lime of the last Pacifie
scandai. We all know that a great many of those who thon
left hiur have since come back. We ail know he has had a
wonderffi chance to rehabilitate himself, stbeha n ba seldom
been given to any who sinned as ho did' When eho laid
this coutract= befre thl House ho injured his political
interest in the country far more than the National Policy
bas ever helped it. But when ho goes. farther anQ
refuses te consider an infinitely better contract, I cannot
help believing that ho bas not only undone all that he
gained by the National Policy, but bas put himseolf in an
infinitely worse position before the people than he ocduþied
after the disclosures of the Sir Hugh Allan transactions.
Thongh thero is ne opportunity of making that' known by
a general election, i believe that opinion wili gather
strength in the country, and that the result, at the next
election, wili be crushing to the hon. gentleman opposite.
Tne hon. member for Cardwell told me that if we really
believed the adoption of tiis -contract was going to hurt th.
Government, we would lot it pass, and try and beaà4 them
afterwards. That is not our policy or our duty. It is our
duty to oppose this measure to the utmost extent allowed
by parliamentary usage. But it would appear that the
Government do not expect that our opposition will result
in the lose of many votes in the House. Tbdt may be yery
true,.and I cannot say that I am extremety sorry for il. If
a sufficient number deserted the Govern ment, to prevent
the adoption of this measure, I of course believe it would ho
a great gain to the country. But we are, at ail events,
perfectly certain that in the most influential parts of Ontario,
both in the east and in the west, every man who votes for
this contract, when there is such an infinitely botter alter-
native before the House, is doomed. In a.party sense, we
can rejoice at our defeats; for the more overwhelming .are
our defeats now, the more overwhelming will be our victory
in the next general election.

Mr. MUTTART. I will promise you, Mr. Speaker, at this
stage of the debate not to attempt a long speech. But I feel
it my duty not to give a silent vote on this great question,;
and in a few words I wish to give a reason for the hope that
*is in me. Last Session and the Session previous we bad the
same old cry of ruination and taxation. The subject thon
was the National Policy. As the National Policy is turning
out so successfully, the Opposition have dropped this subject
and now we are to have ruin and taxation from building the
Pacifie Railway. We are getting used to this sort of thing,
and we are not-the least alarmed atthe threatened ruin which
the Opposition now predict, as a result of the construction
of the Pacifie Railway by the Syndicate. A great deal has
been said within the last few days as to the greait "uprising"
-if I may be allowed to borrow an expression from the
bon. mem ber for Shelburne-that is taking place throngihout
the country against ratifying the agreement with the
Canadian Pacifie Syndicate. At the early part of theSession
a great fIlourish of trumpets was made by the Opposition
press over a statement said to be communicated by the
Island leader of the Opposition in this House-the hon.
member for Prince-to the effect that the people pf Prince
Edward Island were exasperated over the terms about to be
entered into by the Government with the Syndicate. Now,
whether the hon. member forPrince gave such information
or not, I am notprepared to say; but this I do say that the
hon. member on that occasion had left home before the
terms of tbe Syndicate agreement and contract were known
on the Island. So mach for this reported exasperation.
Within the last day or two I have recelved numerous letters
from my constituente, ail, without- a single exception,
appruving of the contract under consideration. It wiil not
beo out ftplaceI presume, to give ths flouse a few extracta
from these letters ai of whieh are written by iteligen
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bmna fidseleçtors of considerable influence in the community that the Iarain-whieh has.bee- made by the Goveroment
in which they reside. One of these lectors says:with tbe Pacifie Railway Syndiemt, an W. abouL to bc

"Senator Haythorne bas returned to the Island with thousands of anti-
Syndica~te petitions and manifestos in a travelling bag. He is a wonderful cobsidrration of this Ilouse, and 1 have not the Ieast doubt
man thig Senator Haythorne for changing constitutions., We all remember-but the large body of elctors thmugliut the Doiion
when lie and Laird shouldered Prince Edward Island in the dead houew ilifully.endosse the, action tqkeuou thie queetion by the
of the night and started for Ottawa, but thistis latest feat surpasses that Goveinment and their eupm-ters iiithi l
bysall odds.

"I suppose ere tis petitions from the ]sland againist the Pacifie Rail- are some pointe inwhich p e in thié eoun-
way have reached Ottawa. Some of these petitions bear the names of try are appa
dead as well as living Grits. All the persuasive powers of English,
Gaelic and dog Latin were used in certain localities withont producmg
the slightest effect." the Minister of tho Interior. und6r the M4Çkenzie Adinis-
Another correspondent says: tration, stated the other evening that le had yet te learn

"In the Government's Pacifie Railway policy I believe you will be that any member of the Reform party had attemptod Le
carrying out the wishes of your constituents, by giving the Governmentep a ç building1of th Caadiau -Pacifie IýRil-
your Lndisided support I am greatly mistken if the people of this waY. 1 was giad tehear this candid adniselon Sî'om

Do are again going back to the days of dark depression which
pervaded the land during the regime of Mackenzie, Cartwright & Co." sections which 1 miglt name the people are being told, in

Another correspondent says : order te induee them te siga the petitions which are now
" Our Grit friends on the Island are laborng hard to create a feelingbeing eireulated by the Opposition, that the preait

against the Government on account of the Pacific Railway ba'gain. I Governumnt and their Supporters in Padialut 4rc
suppose they found their conspiacies took so well before, they think this the oDly l)arty inCanadin favor of building this
a fittiag opportunity of playing the same carda over again, but it doesnot
seem to work. They will find that many even of their former blind
followers have received sight within the last six years &c."party is the only party comiitted to the conStruction ef

Anotherwriterthis -great and ex asv nertokin4, as a Goivernrnent
Another writer says wor7. Thç,Province frm which 1 come, hg4 no act or

"Grits are sending round petitions againet the Pacifie Railway and part inSOUling the terms on which Bdtish Coltsmbia
they are being signed by their friends. The meetings that have been beld e.uted the-Unio». Wheu Prince Edward Island
have most signally failed to affect public opinion'in the slightest degree.
Intelligent, reading and thinking men are of opinion that the Syndicate
contract is the best thing for the country yet submitted for building the withina limited time wally agreed upon in terme as
Pacific Ra4way.'!bi»diug ae terms eould pQsibIy be rad., Domtter
Another correspondent says whih politieal party might cotrol the afirs of.Ste.

" The Grits are endeavoring to make all possible capital out of the Arid when the Island threw in her lot with the other,
Pacifie Railway scheme. Petitions are being industriously carried about mcm bers of the Confcderacy, she kncw 01Wthe Pacifie
for signature, in the vain hope of defeating the measure. 'These petitions, Raiýway lid te be built. Both political pttr1ul iilaFPrnce
will no doubt, when presented to Parliament, present a long array ofEdWto
naimes; but they will not by any m0ans represent the sentiments of the
great bulk of electors in this section of the country. Al the level headed With a11,its a4vautages and disadLvattages, i t8 respenaii-
people, not politically prejudiced, that I have heard. speaking on this tics .nd oligaMii»8. Ag-reed am botb groat parties.i&,this
subject, say that they don't care a cent if the whole North-West were cositry arieto be
appropriated to the building of this road, as long as the older Provinces , that ts greanbihighwa-th-
are saved from the burthen of doing so. I . strongly believe if
the propqsqd measure passes, througb Parliament, it will affect the getting ont of it, we m48t only aceept the cheapestaid
political attitude of your constituency towards the Government, more beet plan possible under theeiroumstances. For the eake
favorably than otherwise."1
iArotr cor tian otiserwtse. ofeomparison let us look at tho, present proposition i m the;
Another corresponden wrteslight of thAancharter and the Mackenzie Act of 184.

"Our local Grits feel very sore b couse they cannot raise enough 1Iarnaware that this compariecu bas beeu made aiready,
gullible.matter te stir up the people. They tried their very best but it but it will be no han to allude t0 it again andiagein till
would not work worth a cent. Petitions were in circulation here, but i
do net think that any respectable Gi rit even was seeu out. with them tt
On oge.petition which I saw there were names of mere children-boys tie Allen chaiter we were togive WU00,000acres oflaud
hardiy in their, teens. People1 are laughing at. the idea of suiqh men as, a»ci 30,OOOOOO subeidy.-Conting the land wodh $2 an
D. and C. and K. hawking round petitions calling on the House of acre):theauwant WouId Stud. as follows

wommions and titPsenate to stoiPthie PacificyRailway.y

t will be seen by these few extrets that thse people ofrPaince 50,000,000 acres ef land ast $2 p r ace..... e$e00,e00,000

Edward Island are. far from being "lexaaperated" ant tise Cash subsidy- .. -.. ......... 30,000,M0

terme of the Syndicatcontrt, and that thedup$nisoigf Total ,...t. ... td......o130,000,000
of whîch we have heard so nuci existeouly ini the imaginGa- Undert ie Matkenzie Aet s 18n4, Prliament ag.eed to
ions of the Opposition. 1 have siniply g ven you these>givo5,94000ao o aires of landnwahongiho wittgr a cah suidy of

extracts, Mn. S peaker, as a satuple of' whatalag aort 1,Oprmladiîeetaturpret.ir2 yer

a lage »fl(lr try 0ar0e areíl agrn-emed. .Bohpari-e nt that th)eu

of the t'e« and independent electors of Prince Edwmard Island on whatever amount might , mepended faboethat mou.
tbink of the situation.I believe they mgy be safely-takeliher. is, therefore, how te Maok-enie oerstadI accord-
as a, trur-index t the state of publie feeling inthatPro- ing to the Act of 1874, whiehth e en.geth tl e opposite en-
vince than the big twice-igned petition juset read to thildorsed and meupprted y their vote i P4iadaet

wouaewdmayteayathatr have lookedt over that pidttions
wh çh is like ail other petitio It by normenss a eto55,40,9 acres iand at $per acrea-.... eingoldi

nrderetenash $0,c00 per mile forh2e91 peiti hchnf
gputaeon,, isitbeam ozes f, aIlè -raî6llwang. .. .......... ...-. 29,,7 7OqOObttene by the sare haud. There are wule pages inld the ron$7, pepo mile at

saine hamdwriting, andI cari point t nanes ilG that four ent fan tr 25 yeasr tr- i r.i..... ae.. 2,t7799
petitton which have heonlyitnwiCae.aFordmyapartilding this
bavger lietenedaattetativeliylyutt debate on thiRimportante
sukjee froua day t 1> dAy, an4 am free to confess tla Thse propsi hnw before mParitament e cnr as followe
if 1 had any -dobttahtigfirret aaptenproperscoursetsie oundeaotakw tfy would have aTl beefi removedn by ther i I c , oSw'Q2entered the Uniod. Wew PrDIrmie onv mdw

wAnd whenathe Island threwin her lot wit h the other



4&hU it iil 'b. plaihtly see thit the present terms are
$99 ,000000 *botter than the Allai contract, and 459,627500
better dian te terms offered by the late Administration in
t1e Act of 1874. With reapect to branch lines, he present

(qrpy or Syndicale, if they build branch lint, wif1 have
tt> tiuila them without any snbsidy; While the Act of 184,
passed by the thon leader of the Government and his sup-
porters, provided for subeidizing branch lines by land
boñuses of 6,40 acres per mile. The estimated quantities
of land for the purpose was 12,000,000 acrep, which at 82.00
per acre would 1iount to $24,000,000 additional. ,One
of the great objections raised by the Opposition against
the proposed arrangement, now under the consideration of
this House, is with reference to the ownership of the road
after it has been constructed. They appear to be very
much troubled about the road being handed over to the
Syrdicate absolutely for ever, or, as a speaker at a meeting
recontly held in Prince Edward Island, stated: "for ever
and ever, Amen." As an instance of what it costs the
Governirnent to run a railway, let us look how the account
stands with reference to the Intercolonial Railway, for the
ycars 1871, 1875, 1876, 1877 and 1878. In Mr. Brydges'
report of the 18th August, 1,74, ho informed the Govern-
ment. that the gross expense for the year on the Neov
Brunswick and Nova Scotia Railways amounted to
$8301,055.08. The lion. the Finance Minister of 1874-
the present hon. member for South -Huron-stated in his
Budget Speech, page 29, that the deficit in connection with
the Intercolonial lailway, for the year 18734, was
$ 1,250,000. By reference to the Publie Accounts for 1875
the expenses and revenue were as follows:-Expenses,
81,4S5,015.12; Revenue, $861,593.42; leaving a balance
of $623.422.69. The total cost of theIntercolonial Railway,
as stated in the Public Accounts, page 44, for this year, is
put down at $20,593,914; Interest on this amount, at 5 per
cent., $1,029,650; which added to the difference between
expenditure and revenue makes a deficit of $1,653,071.

The deficit for 1874 wuas ............... $1,250,000
1875"..............1,653,071

"1876 ".........1.....78.......

S1877 .... .. "....... 1,736,240
1878 " .................................. 1,582,079

Total....................... ......... $7,699,619
Or an tverage deticit of 81,539,923. It will, there-
iore, be seen that one of the very best features
in the present agreement, especially in the interest of the
older Provinces, is that the road when completed shall be-
equipl cd and operated by the Syndicate and not by the
Government. The bare expenses of running the Pacifie
R ailway al ter it bas been constructed, has been estimated
by Mr. Sandford Fleming at $8,000,000 annually. In view
of thesé facts, we ought certainly to congratulate ourselves
upon the assurance that the road is not only to be built, but
to be owned and operated by a private company. I believe
that 1 an honestly acting in the interests of my constituents
in suppôrtifng the proposition now before this House. I
accept the bargain with the Syndicate as a whole-the
details of the agreement do not directly affect the interests
of the people of Prince Edward Island. There is one point,
however, to which our opponents in that Province are
endeavoring to give special proninence, and that is in
reference to the question of land monopoly. This is a
tender spot with Prince Edward Islanders, and they are
being strongly appealed to on this head. From the fact
that the people of that Province were subjected to a grind-
ing system of landlordism for over a century, and from
which they have been freed by means brought about under
Qoï«xaertion that never might have been successful if
they had to dupend upon Downing Streot instead of Ottawa
rule-it will b readily undérstood that this cry of
monopoly is inended te rouse the prejudices of the people
of that Pri eie. Let uk r'efer te th oe±at woidîg or

the contract on -this head, in order to asoertain whether
there is any grounds for fearing a land monopoly or not.
On page 6, section 11, of the Syniicate contract*and agree-
ment, we read as fbilows .-

"lThe ïrântof land herebT agreoed *0bo mde to thé Ooaupany$ thil
bêaso madein luiternitte sections of 640 motres each1 exteaiÏig 140k S4
miles deep, on eacha ide of the railway, from Winnipeg toJasperBotse,
in Bo far as such lands shall be vested in the Governmen the'Co pany
receiving the section* bearing uneven numbers Rut iild any ofsuch
sections consilt -in à amterîai degres of land uot-faily fit fbr itlâieht,
the Company shall not be obliged to receive them as part ofshohraat,
and the deficiency thereby caused and any further deficiency whi may
arise frcm the insufficient quantity df land along the aid portion of
railway, to complete the uid 25,000,000 acres, or from tie pralenoe bf
lakes and water stretches in the sections grauted (which lakes and
water stretches shall not be computed in the acreag of much Bsations),
shaLl be made up from other portions to be selected by the Company in
the tract known as the fertile belt, thit is to say the land lyingbetwdeb
parallels 4iand 57 degrees of north latitude or eisewhere at the option
of the Company by the grant therein of similar alternate sections extend-
ing back 24 miles deep on each aide ol any braneh line or lines of railway
te be located by the Company, and to be shown on a map or Pln thureof
deposited with the Minister of Railways; or of any common frontuîne or
lines-agreed upon between Government and the Company, the condi-
tions hereinbefore stated as to lands not fairly fit for settlement to be
applicable te such additional grants. And the Companyma 'with the
consent of the Governiaent, seleet at the North-West Territories aby
tract or tracts of land not taken up as a means of supplying or psrtially
supplying such deficiency. But such grants uhall be made only from
Iands remaimng vested in the Government."

Some of our opponents, in refering to this section, say that
the Government may give all the land along the road, but
that while it would be for the Company's interest not to select
the Government's alternate blocks, preferring to leave thesè
sections with the Government, for the simple reason that
their sëttlement with emigrants will largely increase the
vailue of the Conpany's sections, I cannot sec how any
language can be -made plainer than the wording of this
section. The Company are to hold every alternate block of
land alòng the line of railway, and if a sufficient quantity
cannot be found fairly fit for settlement within the fertile
belt, then the Company are to take land elsewhere, in -alter-
nate blocks. Lawyers may raise quibbles as to the meaning
of this section, but this is the plain English of it as far as I
ean understand it. In the face of this I cannot see how a
land monopoly can exist, as after the Company get their
25,000,000 acres in alternate blocks, the (4overnment will
still hold seven-eighths of the land of the North-West. The
hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn), in figuring up the
cost of building the Canadian Pacitie Railway, endeavored to
make it appear that the Maritime Provinces alone would
have to pay millions and millions of dollars as their share
towards the building of the road. By what course of reason-
ing the hon, gentleman arrived at his conclusions I am at a
loss to understand. I can easily understand how itwould have
increased the burdens of taxpayers of the Lower Provinces
if the late Government had remained in power and continaed
to build it as a Government work. The late Government
spent over $18,000,000 in building two pieces of this road-
leaving a gap between of 185 miles-required to be built in
order to make the work of any use at all. It was all right
in the eyes of the Opposition for the late Administration to
spend millions in this great work, but now that an oppor-
tunity offers to transfer the responsibility and expensè fromr
the shoulders of the Government to that of a private com-
pany, a great hue and cry is raised-not in the iËterests of
the taxpayers, but simply to advance the interests of party.
Let us see how the hon. member for Richmond's opinion
agrees with that of the Toronto Globe of not so very long ago.

"Our rulers will be traitors to their country and to British conne.
tion if they lose a single season in making It practicable and convenient
for settters to go to Fort Garry through our own territory and in putting
things in a fair way for the Canadian Pacifie Railway. it is a question
of not merely of convenience, but of national existence. Itm ut. e
pushed through, at whatever expense. W& believe et can be pus4d
through mot only w'itbout being a burden pecuniarily to Canada, but
with aaabsolute profit in every point of view. Without such, lins a
great Brftisk North Amèei would tura out an unubstatial drease;
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with it, and with ordinary prudence and wisdom on the part of her
statesmen, it wd1i become a great, a glorious, and inevitable reality."

The land of the great North-West is comparatively value-
less without a railway. With a railway the lands will prove
more than sufficient to meet all the outlay that 'will be
incurred, for after the Syndicate receivea 25,000,000 acres
there will be still left in the hands of the Governmentabout
176;000,000 acres. This at even one lollar an acre will
amount to i75,000,000, au amount Aufficient to recoup the
Government for every dollar expended in building the road,
besides leaving a handsome surplus to the credit of the
country. As I am therefore fully eonvinced that the build-
ing of the Pacifie Railway will not increase the burdens of
the poople of'Prince Edward Island one cent, I intend to
support the proposition now before the House; and in doing
so, I believe I am acting in accordance with the wishes of
those electors at least whose votes gave me the honor of a
isat in this Parliament.

M.r. DUGAS. Mr. Speaker, as I did not wish to cast a
silent vote apon the question now submitted for our
consideration, I will take the liberty of expressing my views
with regard to this contract which should be discussed calmly
and dispassionately; for, Sir, we are not here to labor in
the interests of one political party or the other, but, on the
contrary, actuated by a patriotic feeling and a desire to
promote the public welfare, we should unite and work
together, espeeially when, as in the present case, the
.material interests of the country are at stake. We all
know that upon the ratification of this contract depends the
future prosperity of tho country; we all know that upon
the execution of this undertaking depends likewise the
rapid developmenrt of agricultural pursuits in the vast and
fertile plains of the North-West, upon which our expectations
for the future are grounded. Our wise statesmen, after
having studied the position of the country, have become
convinced that, however important other industries may
be, 0griculture is to-day and will be for a elong time to
come, Canada's. principal industry, and onsequently, all
that is prejudicial to the -numerons agricultural class is
likewise prejsdicial to the otber classes that depend upon
the agricultural class,-and all that affects the latter affects
the national welfare. That is why, Sir, these sagacious
statesmien-after havinginangarated a National Policy that
bas produced good results in the country, as even some
Opposition organs have admitted,:and in order to hasten the
progreessof colonisation in the vast territories of the North-
West-deemned ittheir duty to push forward, as quickly as
possible, the»xecution ot this work, in order to allow
millions of persons, who !are waiting for a favorable
epportunity to:eettle as soon as possible on these lands, to
clear and culti vate Ahem for the support of their fami lies,
thereby contributing to the general revenues of the
coutntry. Moreover, -ir,4these wise statesmen, mindful of
the promises rmade in their treaty with British Columbia,
to accomplish of which lthe country's word of honor
was ple4ged, have seen fit' to submit -this contraet for
our1Approval, aski4g ,usto ratily it, which no man having,
at heaut .the intereste of the country can refuse to do.
laut, Sir, J regrette seo that 'members of -the Opposition

eave otooked upon this question fromn a public stand-
point, but, on the -contrary, have merely laboned in the
intereotsf *eir part.y; sad I alo regret that these:gentle-
men have allowe4 thesles te make such unjust and
malioious inaslaations againat the Government smrely in
order te raise popular prejudice. The policy of the
Government upon this question is the same as that laid
down in 1872 by theA late Conservative Administration;
it is ailso Ae samue as the one adoptôd in 1874
by the -former leader of the Liberal party (Mr. Mackenzie),
among whose most zealous folhowers at the time
were certain anerabers on the other aide, who have spoken
agaib-t henotaaet. We are olhagreed, ir, upos ithe
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necessity of building this great railway; we are al1 satisfied
that the greatest results will accrue to the country, from
the relization of this undertaking; but what seems to
alarm hon. gentlemen opposite, are the conditions of the
contract which, I will not say appear onerous ta them, but
which they would fain make appear burdensome, in order
to deceive public opinion and create political capitat. The
expedients to which they have resorted are sufficient to
convince us that these gentlemen are not sircere; the
reasons they bring against the contract should be scorned
and rejected by this House and the country; they have-en-
deavored to deceive the public by their speeches made before
this House and outside of this House, but they have not
succoeded; they have only been able to obtain against the
passing of this contract the signatures of seven or eight
thousand electors out of the 700,000 electors of the Dominion
of Canada. .Deceived in their expectations, they have
resorted to another, and I hope,».Sir, a last device; that of
getting up a new Syndicate composed exclusively of
Canadian capitalists, a Syndicate which, in my opinion, does
not really exist, which only exists in a figurative sense, and
which is, so to say, onlythe phantom of a,-Syndicate. Well,
Sir, their aim in this again is merely to do mischief, and to
prevent the carrying out of the negotiations entered into
between the Goverument and the first Syndicate. It must
not be-forgotten, Sir, that the first wish of these gentlemen,
at the opening of the Session, was to have a dissolution of
Parliament, and an appeal to the people on this question.
But, Sir, the party to which we belong and to which the
people have entrusted the right of rendering a verdict upon
all measures submitted to this House, is, in my opinion,
the only competent tribunal, and the only one authorized to
render a verdict upon this important question ; and I will
even say that no tribunal is Icss competent to judge this
question than the whole population of the country. However
intelligent and well informed the people may be, after the
sagacious remarks made by our Prime Minister uponthis
subject, after the remarks made by that skilful statesman,
who has for so many years conducted the ship of state with
so much wisdom and ability, and who, in 1878, when- this
ship, in the hands of the Liberal party, was on the point of
sinking saved, it from an inevitable shipwreck, it would be
contrary to the British constitution to submit a question of
such importance for the approval and discussion of tho
entire people. But, Sir, how is it that in 1874, those hon.
gentlemen, who so heartily endorsed the scheme of the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), did not then see fit
"to submit to the popular verdict this scheme which, in
the opinion of the House and of the entire people, con-
tained conditions infinitely more oherous than those
contained in the contract now before us? .Sir, it is easy to
answer that question: it is because these gentlemen, caring
for the public interests and knowing that the completion of
this great work would redound to the credit of the Con-
servative party, have constantly endeavored to prevent the
passing of this contract. If, on the other hand, it is asked
why the Conservative party in 1874 did not see fit to
request the late leader of the Opposition to submit his
scheme for public approval, the answer is equally easy: it
is because the Conservative party, ever mindful of the
public interesafs, and actuated by patriotie motives,- has
never, on any occasion, opposed the passing of a measure
that was caleulated to promote the interests of the country.
Whençe we must conclude, Sir, that the motto of the
Liberal party is: "The interest of the party before every-
thing," whilst that of the Conservative party is: "The
interest of the country above all." Sir, although those
gentlemen declared themselves favorable to the scheme
submitted to the House in 181i4 by their leader, since that
time they have uneesingly made a great outcry before thia.
House and before the country, against the building of thie
Pacifie Railway, which, according toehe, would Iead tie
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country into ruin and bankraptcy; and to day that the
Government bas found the ineans of building this great
railrod without cost to the country, to-diay that the Govern-.
ment has found the means of ridding us of a great respon-
sibility that was imposed upon us by the construction and
working of this road, they again cry out against the scheme,
preventing thereby the development and prosperity of the
country. Sir, I have not. the intention of going into the
details of the measure; I do not intend proving to this
louse that the conditions of the present contract are

infinitely less one-rons than the conditions of the two con-
tracts previously submitted to our consideration. That is
not my intention, for I am well aware that the question
has oeen discussed thoroughly and at length by several hon.
members, and it would be useless to repeat what has been
said on this subject. The following verses of the celebrated
poet Boileau could well be applied to the present occasion:

"Qu'un style trop uniet toujours uniforme
En vain br ie à nos yeux, il faut qu'il nous endorme."

I think, Sir, that before long the Government will be sleep-
ing on their laurels. Before concluding, may I be allowed
to make one remark. Whilst regretting to see the position
taken by the Liberal party upon this question; whilst
regretting to see these hon. gentlemen actuated by partizan
motives only, and striving against their own convictions,. I
neverthaless must rejoioe to see this great question of the
Pacifie Railway, which in 1873 gave rise to that imaginary
scandle whieh scandalized the Liberal party, that highly
Pcrupulous party will he the means of immortalizing, in
the annals of the political history of the eountry, the name
of onr leader and his colleagues who have so powerfully
aided him in the realization of this scheme whiclh. I am
satisfied, wili be crowced with complete suces. in cou-
elusion, I have a last remark to make, it is this: hope,
and am convinced, that the Government -will not allow in
this òontract a clause that might affect the interests of one
Province or of another; that they will not allow anything
in this contract that may affect the interests of any railway
company or another; but, on the contrary, they will see to
it that the interests of each Province is protected, and that
the interests of every railway company now existing are
respeeted. With this hope and this conviction I declare
myself favorable to the contract now submitted to our
consideration.

Mr. SPROULE. The importance of this subject is the
only excuse which I have for troubling the House at this
late stage of the debate. The question is one of the utmost
importance to the country from whatever point of view it
is considered. If we consider the fact that the road
will be a great commercial thoroughfare through
a country that it is over 4,000 miles long,
that it will carry the trade of an area of country that
consists of over 250 millions of acres of land, we cannot fail
to regaid the subject agof surpassing interest Vo the people
of this country. Viewed simply as a financial question it is
alE important. We have now a national debt ofS$14%000'000,
and when we considér that the amount which will be
expended in the andertaking before it is finished will equal
if not exceed that amount, we must regard the question
as one of great importance. In viewing this aubject the
question which naturally suggests itself to our minds is
whether we are paying too much for the road under this
contraet or not-whether;we will get an ample return for
the expevditure. As a rule it is only by the comparison of
work by work that we are able te determine whether a cer-
tain piece of work is too expensive. Now we have a road on
this continent which, I think, by its similarity to this, by its
passing through a section of country very similar to that
through which this passes, by the fact that its con-
dition at a certain period of its history bas been
selected as a etandard for the building cf this road,

and by the fact that it was built by the same clas
of capitallists, affords us a very fair means of
comparion. The Union Paitie is only 1,029 miles long-
not one-half as long as the Canadian Paifie Railway-and
according to a return whieh was made to the Secretary of
the Interior, that road cost $112,259,360, or an average of
$113,110 a milý. The Central Pacifie, wbieh is also a road
very mnich similar to ours, cost $114,388 per mile; and as
we eau ascertain very closely what the Canadian Pacifie
Railway will cost unider the present scheme, we can very
easily make a comparisoi with these two roads. We have
another mode of arriving at a comparison. I find from a
return given in Trout's "IRailways of Canada," that the
average cost of railways in the Dominion per mile is $56,52.
The average in the United States is a littlu more, $60,425.
i think when we make these comparisons we can easily see
that we are getting a very good bargain for the country.
If we take the lands at 82 per acre, which seems to be by
general admission a fair valuation, we bave $50,000,000 in
lands; we have $25,000,000 in cash; we have $28,004000
fer the -complet.ed road, making in all 8103,000,000. Now
when we find that the Union Pacifie, which is only 1,029
miles long, cost $l11,00U,00,' and our road which is 2,700
miles long, costs only $103,000,000, i think it will be
admitted wo are getting good value for our noney. The
average cost of railways in the Doniinion is $56,532 per
mile; that of the Canadian Pacifie Railway is only about
$28,888, so that viewed in that light too, the result is the
same. These are calculations which can be easily made;
we know the amourit of cash; -vo know the quantity of land
and its value; we know what it cost to buili those portions
to be complotod, so that we eau consider, with reasonable
ce-tairnty that we aro not going to lose t. helarge
amnount of mouney whicl ithe bon. meinbers of
the Opposition have predicted. Some hon. gentle.
men claim that the views of the people have never
been expressed upon this method of building the railway.
Ilt has been argued that the country has never endorsed this
method of building the road. Speaking froin my own part
of the country that for the last tWo or three elections,
especially after it was announced that the policy of building
a through line had been abandoned, and that it had been
decided to utilize the water stretches, this question was
discussed before the electors. We might ask hon. members
of this louse who contend that the electors have never
had a chance of pronouncing upon this question, what was
the occasion of the great reversal of opinion that character-
ized the election of 1878. There is no doubt that the
National Policy had a great deal to do with it, but I can
assure the hon. gentlemen that in my section of the country
the result was influenced by the expenditure that was being
carried on by the late Government in reference to building
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. People did not believo that
it was in the interest of the country that the railway should
be built piecemeal, as the Government was then building it.
I may ask those hon. gentlemen why, if that question .was
so forcibly laid upon the electors, did this policy of the
water stretches cease to be attractive? We hear
nothing of thema to-day, although there was
scarcely a supporter of the old -Government
throughout the country in 1874 who was not prepared to
defend that method of building the Canadian Pacific
Railway. Moreover, th'e people became disgusted in
reading the developments of waste and extravagance in the
Foster contract, the Kaministiquia job, tie Fort Francis
Locks, when 8100,00o, $40,000 and $50,.U00 were divided
amongst contractors. The people finally concluded that
the water stretches were only a sham. In every instance,
when I have been able to take the sense of the people, I have
invariably found that it was their desire to have the railway
built by a company, and net by the Government. The
history of the construction of all public works shows
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that they cost more when constructed by the Govern-
ment than when constructed by private companies. Again
the question will suggest itself, what do we gain by
giving this contract to a private company? Several
calculations have been made with reference to the cost of
the Pacifie Railway. I fnd that the average cost of the
railway already built in the Dominion by the Government
is $56,572 per mile. But we are getting the Canadian
Pacifie Rai lway built for $ 8,880, therefore we must save a
great deal of money. If this road was built by the
Government at the average price I have
mentioned, it would cost $152,506,400. Taking from
that the Government grant of land and money, $78,000,000,
we find the difference is $74,536,400 which is saved to the
country by letting the contract to a private company. In
this estimate I value the land at $1 an acre. Here,
I may say, that I think the valuation that has been
put on that land by hon, gentleman is entirely erroneous.
They quote from returns iade with reference to railroads iii
the United States who have sold the lands after the railway
is built, and after the land has been increased in value by
the building of the road. Now the Ontario Government has
found that the price of land is about $1.50 an acre, and that
in a Province where there are railroads everywhere. Con-
sequently land in the far west where there are no railways
within hundreds or thousands of miles, cannot be worth as
much as in Ontario. We cannot value the land after the
railway is built, because land always advances in value. In
my section of country the building of a railway bas doubled
the value of land, and it will be so in the North-West, con-
sequently I say that $1 an acre is a fair value to put
on the land of the North-West at the present time. The
amouiit of ioney the Government will pay, togetlher
with the land at 81 an acre, and the 820,000,000 we
will pay for finishing that part of the road to be given to
the Company, will in all anount to $78,000,000. Taking
this sum from the $152,000,000 that this railway will cost,
if it costs as much as the Union PacificRailway, which is to
be the standard, you will find that there is a balance, as I
said before, of 874,536,400. I say we absolutely gain that
sum by giving this contract to a Syndicate. We gain this
sum because I claim the Syndicate can never build the road
for $79,000,003. The history of the building of railroads in
the Dominion of Canada and the United Stat b has told us
in the most unmistakable language that it is impossible to
build the road for that amount of money, and as a natural
consequence they have to raise the money. Now, where
will they get this money? They must bring it from Europe
and other countries. Therefore, by giving this work to a
private company, we not only occupy the North-West couu-
try with railroads, but we get the benefit of at least
$74,536,000 which they will have to bring here and spend in
the country. There is another substantial benefit which will ac
crue to the country by giving this work to a company,and that
is with respect to immigration. In looking over the history
of railroads, especially in the Western States, where railway
companies have received large grants of land, and where
these companies have found it to be to their advantage to
get their lands settled as rapidly as possible, we flnd that
they have adopted various schemes of immigration, and
spent large amounts of money to got people to settle upon
their lands and enhance their value, and to give them a
return in the produce carried over their roade. It is
estimated that these companies have spent about 75 cents
an arire for these purposes. On the same caleulation, the
amount which ithis Company will spend, in order to get
25,000,000 acres settle 1 will be 818,75U.000, and they will
virtually aid the Government to that extent in
promoting immigration in the intereat of the country.
Last year we spent about $183,000 in immiigra-
tion and yet we ornly brought a few people to
this country, and when wu add to that the 'tim T
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have named, hon. gentlemen will see what a substantial
benefit w'l4 accrue to the country by giving this eoneract
to the Syndicate; without saying anything of the money
brought into the country by the immigrants, and thé
amount they will contri bute to the revenue of'the countiy
in the shape of Customs duties. It may be asked' wbat re
we saving by giving this road to a company ? We are net
only saving the difference betweén what this road -will cost
the country and the average cost of building railroads in
the Dominion of Canada-in other words, the differen1ce
between $28,888 a mile, the cost of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and $112,113 a mile, the cost of the Union Pacifie
Railway-but we are saving the amount of money to be
turned over by the Company to the immi-
gration system of this country. We have had
some little experience of running railroads in
Canada, and we may ask if it cost us in one year
$716,083 to run the Intercolonial iRailway, a road 800 miles
long, passing through three settled provinces where there is
large trade, what must be the cost of running a road 2,700
miles long, and running for nearly its whole length through
a country that is unsettled ? Upon the basis of the cost of
the Intercolonial, making no allowance for the difference of
the countries through which the two railways run, the Pacifie
Railway would cost us $2,416,767 a year. If we remember
that for the next ton years this road must he a now-paying
road, and take half the cost of running the road, estimaied
by the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr Ross), or
83,000,000 a vear, we find that for the ten years before
that road will become self supporting, it vill cost to run it
830,000,000. If we add to that sum the i8.750.000 given to
this counitrv for the encouragement of inunigration, it
will anount to $ 8,00J,OO, nlyc y equ-ii to the amoit of
land and money together given by the Governmeit for the
building of the road. Many hon. members ask if the Com-
pany will be likely to build and run the road provided this
bargain is ratified. .According to the calculation of the
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), the Company
wiIl derive profit of at least $75,000,000 by building the road,
and if that is ite case f think we shall have little difficulty
of persuading the people of this country that the Syndicate
will build the road .aad run it after it is bailt. The next
queÂtion asked ig. wi l the Compahy be likely to build the
easier section of the road and thon talke the profits that
accrue from that and leave the rest in the hands of the
Government. Some hon. gentlemen opposite have, in the
same speech, tried to prove that the Company would make
millions ont of the road, and thon, in the same speech, that
they would only build the easier section and leave the rest
in the hands of the Government. IfI would offer advice to
hon. gentlemen opposite, I would advise them to hold one
more caucus and agree on some system of argument that
would at least have the merit of consistency, and not have
one section trying to prove with. all the forc, energy
and eloquence they possess that the country will be ruined
Dy giving this Syndicate the building of the road, and
and another with equal force, energy and eloquence arguing
that they will build only one part and then abandon the-reat
of the work. I believe the conclusion the people *il1
arrive at will be that their arguments are as equally falla-
cious- and inconsistent on this subject as they have been
on other great questions. Again the question arises:
Are we giving too much land - to the Company for
building the road ? Figures have been cited to show
the amount is disproportionate to, the grants given to
United States rairoads. I fail to see where hon. gentle-
men opposite got their'figures. On referring to the United
States returns, 1 find that the Union Pacifie and Central
Pacifie got 35,00,,000 acres of land. The length of the one
road is 1,029 miles, and that of the other 1,1i2 miles, a'
total .of 2,149 miles, which is not equal to the length
of the Canadian- Pacilic Railway, and runs through a
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Mone popu1ted eotntry. Tot those, roadis get 35,000,00
aerss, while oursonly got25,0 0 0 ,000. The Northern Pacifie,1
which was not as hard to construct or as long as ouars, got
47,000,000 acres of land grant; the Atlantic and Pacifie
received 42,000,000 acres; and we find that up to 1878 the
United Statesgranted,for the building of railways and canals,
224,056,718 aores.of land. It is eclaime that now Î days
too much lnd is given to railwaycompanies. If we look
at the unpsralleled progress which bas characterized the
States that have lately come into the Union, these States
which only a short time ago were a w ilderness, the great
advancement in material wealth which they exhibit is the
bet evidenee we ean have of the wisdom of the policy
proposed, though we give proportionately a mueb smaller
amount than was given by the United States. I believe in
1825, the first railway was uilt in the U nited States, and
atpresent there are 96,000 milesof railway there. Do they
regret that they have given over 224.000,000 acres of
land for the building .of railways? The history of that
country is the best argument to the contrary. Now
we have another proposed Syndicate before this House
which bas been sprung on us at a very late period, and
whicl appears to have been sprung on us with the object of
makng some political capital for the next elections. There
is evidently no sincerity in the new olfer. If we look at the
names, we find that most of those gentlemen have made
money in this country, and the faet of men having made
money is the best evidence that they are not ready to
risk it withoutconsiderable enquiry befbrehand. Is it to be
supposed that men who are thousands of miles apart wili
agree to come together and amalgamate in a Syndicate to
enter into an enterprise that rnust cost .i large outlay ?
Knowing so little as theso men most know about the
undertaking, I would like to ask these hon. gentlemen who
throw out this Syndicate as a hurt to the country, if one
man of the proposed Syndicate has passed over the line of
the proposed railway, or gone to the trouble of making any
calculation as to its cost or as to what return it will
give ? There is no evidence at all to satisfy an
intelligent public that they bave given the question the
consideration it would iaturally demand considering the
large investment of the money it would involve. The
fact that they have proposed to put up so much
n'oney, but only after tiey were sure that their
proposition could not be entertained, is the best evidence
of their want of sincerity. No company would pretend
to prt their-money in a concern without scrutinising
it from every side so that they would see they woald get a
retarn for their money. No eompany would tbrow rip
their inoney hap-bazard and say: we are going to build the
railway although we do not know what it will cost, or any-
thing a bout it. The hon. mem ber for Gloucester bas spoken
in eulogistic terms of the personnel of this proposed Syndi.
eate.; and says tbey are mon whom to know is but to
respect-men incaÉable of doing wrong. If 1 were in need
of a character I would like to have that hon. gentleman.
as a friend. I think he would be very likely to give
me a good one. Considering that we know some of
the new Syndicate, and that their action in the past
has been so questionable, and that very strong, eom-
menta respecting one member at least have been made
by one of the judges, we may assume that they are not
mentof integrity. When a judge remarked that he ool<d
as easily believe that a man dipped in a': lake could be.
taken ont dry, as that a. certain member was not
guity of personal corruption we must admit that the
integiity of some-f them is not what it is represented.
If we judge thoseimembrs who we do net know, by those
whom we, do, we muet cenclude that they are not the]
ki.d- of men we aeould liketo ee building, thia road.
Aginewhen :we remember thatthe. majoy ity haveo been
defe" a conatitencimspit. is presumablet that theyae.4

only aetng, in concert to, gût up soin. shemîe thatVhey oa
use when they try again to get elected n the country. I
believe the people ee through their scheme. As some
of the organs of the hon. gentlemen opYposite have talked
much of the great crowds of people brought together
to discuss the Government policy, and of their resolutions
of eensure, correct reports, however, have shown that
some of the Opposition meetings have been thoroughly par-
tizan and one-sided in discussion and action. In my con-
stituency during the holidays I found the opinion preva-
lent among Cnservatives, Independents, and able Reformere
alike that it was in the interest of the country that the
road should be handed over and built by a company. In
that section two meetings were held, and it was repre-
sented that a requisition was handed in to the Mayor of
Meaford, asking him Lto cail a public meeting to discuss
this question. I saw one of those requisitions ; it con-
tained the naines of six of the rqost inveterate Grits to be
found in the East Riding of Grey. I could not help suspect-
ing the integrity of men who had spoken of a large requisi-
tion and the decision arrived at as an influential expression
of public opinion; for they had only, at the first meeting, I
am informed, about 50 people present, the speaking was
all one-sided, and the resolutions previously prepared.
On another occasion a meeting was held where the
people had had more time. What was the result ? The
resolutions in favor of the Government policy were
carried by over two to one. I believe that if the
country registered its verdict the vote would be two
to one in favor of the Government scheme. For this
r'eason, and holding these views, I believe it iny duty to vote
against the amenidment.'1 think that the advantage that
wouH accrue to the country from the scheme of the first
Syndicate, would be much greater than if the railway wore
built as a Government work. Where, again, would the new
Syndicate obtain the capital to build the road? We know
they would require $75,000,000 over and above the Govern-
ment grant, even provided they were able to seli their lands
immediately. Could they go to Europe and raise money,?
No doubt their names are higb sounding in the Dominion,
and that they could raise a little money here; but I believe
that in Europe their attempt to float the bonds
or their own, wonid prove a sad spectacle to the country,
that they would fail. I am convinced that the connection
of the first Syndicate with Germany, Franco, England,
and the United States, is another strong reason
why they should get this contract. For years
this country has felt a great want in reference to immi-
gration from Germany, whieh we have never been able
to attract, valuable as it would be to us. I am sure that if
the scheme is carried out, a system of emigration would b.
organized that will secure masses of the best emigrants
fi'om Germany and France. Not only would the Syndicate
be able to raise all the money wanted, but to apply in the
working of our road their railway experience gianed in the
United States. They will use their influence to give this
country the benefit of the railroads they own in the States.
The argument of hon. gentlemen opposite, that they would
make the Canadian Pacifia Railway subservient to their
road in the Western States, reminds me much of Lord
Dundreary's idea of the tail wagging the dog. If men with
only 3,000,000 acres will sink their interest in 25,000,000
for the advantage of the 3,000,00, and if men withl 2,700
miles of road will sacrifice their interest in it for one of 100
miles long, they will act very unreasonably; indeed,
all thingseonsidered we should be justified in voting down
the amendment and carrying as speedily as possible the
Government Echeme. The member for West Middlesex
said that if we supported it, on going back to our constitué
ente we should meet with disappointment; but I an sure
we, hould come back, after gwing such an ace0unt of our
twardip, as strong s we are to-day. Every argument
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and epithet has been used to make the friends of the Gov- tnat ha& been spent in discussing it heretofre ihas been
ernment believe that its policy is going to ruin the country. lost, and if the debates were to laut a few days or a few
We hoard the same predictions as to the National Policy, weeks longer it would be an advantage to the people by
and believe we shall have the same experience in regard to letting them know the enormous expense we are about to
the present policy. Efforts have been made to delude the incur for the construction of the railway. -t is true
people, and induce them to believe that they are being we are bound under arrangements with British Columbia
robd for nothing; but they can see through such state- to construct this line, but the question is one of time and in.
ments. The member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) crease of taxation. If odr financiali position would allow it,
said that this was the most gigantie railway swindle of the I would say, proceed with the work at once. But it is our
nineteenth century, which makes me think of an anecdote object toconstruct tbe railway on the cheapest possible terme,
of a celebrated mayor il the Southern States. It happened to and [1know that the people outside-the electors of my own
be the custom of that county, if one was telling extravagant county, at all events-can see very clearly the difference
stories or attributing extraordinary virtues to some promi- between $25,000,000 and 822,000,000; or, between 25,000,000
nent man, to say that he was the greatest man in the county acres of land and 22,000,000 acres. This discussionhas done
oxcept the mayor. The custom became so prevalent, of thue good in other ways. We find that the supporters of the
honoring the mayor, that when it was neglected the offender Administration are not atll united on this subject. I have
was fined. A stranger came to that part of the country who noticed that there is some little di*ension in the Ministerial
did not understaud the euntom, and while illustrating the camp. The member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) advised
importance of a certain individual he said he was the Opposition to hold another eaucus, in order to get united
the greatest man in Tennessee. A gentleman present with regard to this subject; but I would suggest the same
suggested, that he should except the mayor. The thing for his own friends for they seem to require some
stranger replied that he made no exception. The unanimity. I know that at the second caucus they held this
consequence was that he was brought before a magistrate contract was coisidered by many very objectionable-a bit-
and fined $5, that official reminding him, at the same time, ter pill for the ho. gentlemen to swallow-that they were
of the custom of making comparisons. The stranger told there was no alternative. It is alleged that the leader
replied : "Ail I have got to say is that you are the greatest of the Government persuaded them that they had either to
fool in Tennessee-except the mayor." When the bon. go to their donstituents or swallow the contract. Jnder
gentleman said that the contract was the greatest railway these circumstances these hon. gentlemen wqre not pre-
swindle in the nineteenth century, 1 think he should have pared to go to the country. It is true that the member for
added-except the swindle of the new Syndicate. Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) threw out a challenge to the

Mr. TROW. I shall not discuss at any length a subject hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Caritwright)
which bas been debated with such great ability by hon. gen- for one particular riding, but we throw out a broader chal-
tlemen oL both sides of the 11ouse. I have listened with great longe : let the Conservative members throw all the co-
attention to the speeches of hon. gentlemen opposite, but I stituences open.
have failed to find a single argument advanced upon the Mr. BQW£LL. Does the hon. gentleman say that ho
merite of the Gove-nment scheme orStephen's contract. The knows the leader of the Government said that.
burden of their song bas been that the member for West Dur- Mr. TROW. ' No; I say there was a rumor to that effect.
ham and the hon. member for Lambton had, in previous Mr. BOWELL. lt le an imagination cf your brain, I
years, provided certain plans for the construction of the ra
railway-that they had passed the Act of 1874, y.
and that they were as anxious to build the roud as the Mr. TROW. We have hoard it rumored that several hon.
present Administration wore. It seems to me that the real gentlemen would like to have alterations made in the côn-
question before the Huee, is whether it is desirable in the tract, and some of thom have said so in their speeches. My
interests of he country to accept the present offer, or friend fromr S)uth Norfolk (Mr. Wallace) advocates a
whether we can obtain a more favorable one. Hon. different mode of construction in his paper-a very credit-

entlemen seemtoevade the se3ond offer altogether. able journal, and one which I believe bas a large circulation
or my part I am not favorable to either proposition;ih hpart of the country. 1 will read an extraut from

I think the railwav could be constructed by the what ho says:
Government - much niore cheaply-for a less sum of ' As we are opposed to the road being controlled by a company, and

c p ahave heard no reasons assigned to induce us to alter our opinion, wemoney than it could be doue by either of the two cannot give our approval to the contraet. When it is ratified, as we
companies. We have access into the North-West now by the suppose it will be., we ean only hope that our fears of evil to the coun-
Pembina Branch, and I, for. one, think we should have no try from placing the road under the control of a compauy, will prove

groundless. It is from no fractious spirit, from no desire for notorietyhositation in availing.ourselves of Uriited States Railways, from selfish or unworthy motive that we have acted in the pasi, and
to reach our own territories, if we find it to our advantage shall, in the future, act in reference to this question. If our course
to do so. The Americans have no such hesitation in meets the approval of friends, we are pleased. If it does not, we regret

it, but would not change it if we could, for we have done and will do,crossing our country; lu fact, they are in possession of the" what we behieve right in the matter. If we sacrificed our convictions to
Canada Southorn Railway, and a large proportion of please our friends, we would deepise ourselves, and would be deserving
American trade passes through our midst. If the of the contempt of all honorable men."
construction of a through line by Sault Ste. Now, this is the writing and expresses the sentiments of the
Marie would have a tendency to divert A mtrican hon. member for South Norfolk, and I should judge from the
trade into this country, I think it would be an advantage to tone of this article that he is not in accord with the Govern-
us to have such connection. Such a road woukl naturally ment, and is inclined to vote against it. We find the hon.
attractithe trade of northern Wisconsin, northern Michigan, member for Halton (Mr. McDougall), a thorough statesman
a large portion of Dakota and the whole of Minnesota, whose opinion must be valued, saying that hoe not prepared
which is now thickly inhabited and is rapidly increasing to accept this contract without considerable amendments.
in wealth and population ; and this trade would be of the We fmd the hon. member for Dundas (Mr. Ross) las gone
greatest advantage to this country. The carrying trade of over it carefully, and he only takes exception to one word,
England las ben a great souroe of wealth to that country; but that. word is a very important one, and has great
it has reached to such an extentthat England now earries significance, it is the word forever. He pointed out to the
about 70 per cent. of the whoie trade of the United States, Government that the term should be limited, and that fi veoe
to the great alvantage of England. The question before tan years would be a sufficient time:to exempt theroad frema
ue ndone ofgreat importante, aW I donot think tha time taxation. We find thriughout the country 1at there is. no

Mr. spOULZC.
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imaun=niy oseling Inithe Conservative party. The tone of
the Conservatie is adverse te the seheme. We ses
articles daily in e Reding Room bore opposing the ratify-
ing of the contramt before tle House. Petitions are pouring
in daily, signed by thousands. I was sorry to hear the hon.
member for Kings, Prince Edward Island (Mr. Muttart) say,
that these petitions were unreliable. He says some were
signed by dead men and others were repeaters. If
that is the case, I regret that sucti petitions
have been presented. But that is a mere matter
of venacity between hoh. gentlemen. I am satisfied
the Senators that went down there and aided in getting up
this petition would not do a dishonorable act; and as for the
hon. member for Prince.(Mr. Yeo), if ho took any interest
in the matter, we are all satisfied that ho woed not admit
any signature to be placed on the petition that was not gen-
nin I do not wonder that the hon. gentleman feels uneasy
when he finds that nearly one-fifth of the electorate of the
IKland have signed that petition. There are not over 25,000
electôrs on the Island, and the 1)etition produced here was
signed by nearly 5,000 names. The hon. gentleman read sev.
eral Jetters, purporting to have been written him from the
Island, alleging that the petitions are not reliable. I would
like fo see the original documents, and I vold like to know
what authority ho had to produce thei. The hon. menber for
Rings further said that as far as the Island is concerned the
electorate was indifferent whether the Government gave
away the whole North-West or not-at last he qualified his
assertion by stating that they did not care if it would not
increase taxation. -I would advise my hon. fricnd te instruct
bis electors a little on that subject. If he informs them that
it will cost about $15 a head of the pîopulation, he will
find that they' will forn a differei opinion entirely,
and that they will not be prepared to give up
the North West. Judging from the statement of
the Minister of Finance last evening, I should
say that the Islanders are a happy people. He con-
sidered that the Islanders, above ail others of the Do-
minion, had no right to complain, because they had re-
ceived since Confederation about $ 1,000,000 more than they
had contributed te the revenue of this country. Now, I
should say that ater receiving that amount as a gift they
ouIght to be happy indeeß if they contri bute nothing toward
ihe expenditure. The ion. mnember for Kings made another
unîguarded statemet-that the Mackenzie Administration
Lad expended $ 18,000,000 in building both ends of the road
and leaving a large gap in the middle, that is from Prince
Arthur's Landing to Selkirk. Now, I presume ho will credit
the statement of the Minister of Railways, who says that
the whole 406 miles from Fort William te Selkirk will cost
without equipment only 814,000,000; the present Adminis-
tration have constructed 183 miles cf the gap in the contre,
sothat there is a great discrepancy between the figures of
the hon. member for King's and those of the Minister of
R]ailways, and I accept the authority of the Minister of
R-aiways in preference to that of the hon. member for
King's. We find that the hon. member for East Grey
(Mr. Sproule) aiso makes some extraordinary state-
ments. Ile concluded his remarks by saying that it would
be absurd to think that the members of the Syndicate would
divert emigration and trade from the Canadian road to the
St. Pauli gd Manitoba road, and that the line of railway
in Minnesota belonging to the Syndicate was only 100 miles
in length, and that it would be absurd te imagine that
they would lose the carriage of hundreds of miles for the pur-
pose of conveying freight about 100 miles on the line in Mil.
nesota. That hon. gentleman is not sirely acquainted with the
geography of that country, or he would know that this same
Syndicate are in possession of nearly 600 miles of railway
instead of 100. The hon. member for East Grey stated that
the proposition of the new Syndicate must have been made
up byinterested gentlemen on the floor of this Houso-that
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they have no knò*ledge of the geography of the cuntwy; or
of the expense of the work, or of the. engineering difficulties
to be encountered, and eonsequently it was a hap-heazrd offer
made for. a political purpose and not genuine. Now, I would
like to know if these ctpitalists who have deposited
81,500,000 in the banks, while ·the others have deposited
nothing, and who are eomposed of the best commercial mon
in the country, have not as much knowledge of the country
and the road as the others. They have access to the re-
ports of the engineers, as well as the others, and no
doubt they know as much about the cost of railway con-
struction. I am a little surprised that the personal charac-
ter of any of these gentlemen should be called in question by
hon. gentlemen on the floor of this House. I am personally
acquainted with several of these gentlemen, and I think they
will bear comparison with the first Syndicate, that is, if we
take the statement of the First Minister in reference to one
member, at any rate, of the'Stephen's Syndicate. That hon.
gentleman had nohesitation,on thefloor of this House,ofcalling
him everything but a gentleman. I do not think it is proper
to say that these gentlemen are deféated Grits, couse-
quently unworthy. I can see some hon. gentlemen ho.
fore me who have been defeated, and I do not think it
is in any way disparaging to a man's character or repu-
tation if' theelectors of a certain riding do not choose to
elect him. I think Mr. Gi-ladstone and Lord Beaconsfield have
been delated. The right hon. leader of the Government was
defeated in Kingston; the hon. member for Cardwell, who
brought up the matter to-day, has, I think, been defeated
three or four times, and I do not think our respect for him
should be less on that account. The hon. member for Grey
mlde a very amuiing effort to disparage the meetings held
in his section. A t ene meeting, he stateJ, there happened
to be six Grits. He did not tell us how many Tories there
were, but he acknowledged that the six Grits carried the
meeting. I do not see that the Conservative party were
debarred from holding meetings. They had the same
number of holidays that we had. I would like to know
how many of them held meetings in their own ridings. Not
one that I know of, they were afraid to face the electors on
this question. Why, I endeavored to the utmost of my
ability to induce the hon. member for North Perth to hold
a meeting in Stratford, where ho resides, but ho would not
do so. I held meetings at four different places in my
riding. One of these meetings the hon. member for North
Perth attended. There were present several hundred
electors, of whom I am satisfied from 50 to 200 were Con-
servatives, and only one in the audience voted against the
resolution condemning the Government scheme. That one
wats the hon. member for North Perth. The ex-member for
North Perth in the Local Legislature, Mr. Guest, a very
respectable gentleman and an ultra-Conservative, sat beside
my hon. friend from North Pe-th, who fully expected that
he would stand up with him, but when my hon. friend stood
up Mr. Guest kept his seat; and at the close of the meeting
he went on the platform and expressed bis astonishment
that the Government would attempt to ratify a bargain so
monstrous, against the interests of the country.

M.r. IHESSON. Did Mr. Guest sign your petition ?
Mr TROW. I have not looked' over the petition, but I

guarantee that the names on it are all genuine. We find
that not mercly is the Oonservative prose of the country
opposed to the ratifying of this contract, but that the Boards
of Trade and leuding citizens of Toronto, Montreal and other
towns, are opposed to it.

Mr. GAULT. The Montreal Board of Trade distinctly
voted lu favor of carrying ot the contract.

Mr. TROW. We find in the Conservative press of Mon.
treat, dnily, articles condemning the eontract.

Mr. GAULT. I would like to read yon a letter I have in
my han from the Board of Trade.
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Mr. ]RYAN. Naine the Conservative pres tha has beyond, between the two SaskatchewansTy had t» re-
condemned the contract. move to se remote a district, to these unsettled priO of

Mr. TROW. I can sympathize with the -bon. memibers. I the country in eonsequence of the lands being in ti baud of
know that they are uneasy, there is scarcely an hon. gentle- speculators, which would remain unsettled beeuse they a k
inn on that side that goes willingly te the front, and that 610 to-l 2 an acre for lands that should be given tothe honest
there is only one alternative that keeps them in place. If settlers for S1 an acre. As I said before, distribution shekti
there is a body of men who should know the wante and be thei eider of the day and not centralization, whieb ithe
wishes of the great North-West, it is the Legislative Coun- Government are propoaing under this scheme. If the
cil of Manitoba. That body, composed of Coneervatives, Iocking ap of one or two million acres in Manitoba has been
strong supporters of the present Administration, with theB O unsatisfactory to the settlers in that little Province, what
exception of Mr. Ray, passed a unanimn.os vote condemn. will they think of the Government now about lockag up a
ing the contract, anÎd calling on the Govienent to make territory three times the size of Manitoba? The objecta and
quite a number of aterations in i;t. Were the deske of hon. interests of the Company will be, of course, to allow the
gentlemen opposite examined, I have *o doubt they would settlers to improve the country and enhance the value of
be found to contain extensive oerrespondence from leading their lands, if w% can induce them to go in thore. If
mon in their own constituencies, urging upon those ken. the arrangement was to be every alternate block of 20 miles
goatlemen not to ratify the contract. I have no doubt th settlers could form 8chool sections iimprove the roads, and
hon. member for North Perfh (Mr. Hesson) h "t coes devise some systematic way of getting along in the settie-
of letters from citizens of Stratford and neig borhood mente. But here you have long strips, 24 miles lu length,
urging him strongly to oppose the contract. 'and there is no probability of settlers progressing, improv-

ing, enriching and developing the country. Under such
Mr. HESSON. Not one. Let hon. gentlemen opposite a division the great North-West apparently is doomed.

examine their desks. After rolieving the people from the clutches and bondage
Mr. TROW. These hon. gent1emen are determined to of the Hudson's Bay Company some twelve years ago, the

sacrifice their own convictions, because thore is only one Government are now going to bind the people over to
alternative, go to the pols, or swallow tlie dose. This ques. an infinitely worse corporation, and which will be unques-
tion Je of vital importance. It has to be treated seriouely and tionably more oppressive. The country is now partially
I hope hon. gentlemen opposite will consider it seriously be.- developed, and lands are improving in value. True the Gov-
fore it reaches its final stage. The policy of the Uovernment ernment made a false esimate, and the hon. gentlemen on
ina grqat country like that should b distribution and not their side taunt the Opposition with their estimate
ceunrlzation. There bas been to mach ceetrêlization ai- of their value and the cost of this railway. The
ready. The settlers complain every hour against epecu. Opposition have placed no value on thd lands. If we say
lators. $2, 83 or 85 per acre, it is the value placed en the lands by

Mr. HYMAN. I would ask the hon. gentleman if -he has the Govern ment twelve menthe ago. If th.e Government
not epeculated in lands in that contry, and qite right too are wrong, we are not te blame; they fixed the value when

they marked out the different belt. British Columbia came
Mr. TROW. I purphased 320 acres from the Government, into the Union, in my opinion, on a ruinous bargain. The

and that is to be divided between two of my sons. If that is Government of that day, including. members of the present
toô much I will sell it to you. I question whether there is Ministry, were not familiV with that country; very few
an hon. member of this House or a private individual in this bad explored it, and little was known about it. The agents
country, who has had the opportanities I have of British Columbia who came to arrange the terms
had in the North-West to purchase lands, and- who has of the Union muet have misrepresented it. It was
bonght ' as little as I have. I have been there on stated that the lands were good, that millions of acres along
three different occasions and could have purchased lots, the railway route could be settled. Thoso terns, entered
half-breed claims, 240 acres, for 40 or $50. I could have into by the Government, when in extremis, were diametri-
bougLht tons of thousands of acres at this rate, but I was deter- cally opposed to the interests of this great country.
mined that 1 foi- one would not epeculate, because my desire We acquired a territory not adapted, from all the
was to keep dowu speculationto the best of my ability. The information we have received from our engineers and
trouble in the North-West, more particularly Manitoba, is explorers-or very little of it-adapted for agricultural
thât there are so many reserves. The Hudson's Bay Com. purposes or colonization. It is questioned, even ahould the
pany, thatprize monopoly, obtained aqharter over the whole road be constructed through that sea of mountains, as
country. Many leadiog statesmen, I think the bon, member British Columbia bas been called, that it would not for many
for Halton among them, alleged they shoul not have their years pay the expense of greasing the wheels of locomotives.
claim to the tfee simple of the soil a .knowledged, that it was I think it would be advisable for the Government te oonsult
animaginary right. Our Governiment, however, considered the electors on this great undertaking.
it advisable to purcbase that claim for $1,460,000, giving Mr. RYKERT. That willbe done
theni 50,000 acres cf land, of which they could select the
location. Instead of taking it in blooke, they selected 132 Mr. TROW. The hon. member for East Grey (Mr.
sites in that conntry. In Winnipçg, where they should Sproule) says this subject was discussed at the last general
have taken ten aéres, they took 500 acres, which was worth eleçtions, but I nover heard a word of it; in my county it was
to-day $,500,000. The" agreement made with the O6mpany the N. P., or, as some cal it, the National Humbug that was
was onewhichishould never bavebeen entertained. They aiso discussed then very thoroughly. True, the prosent Govern-
received 1,280 acreeijn each township of six miles square. ment carried the day ail over the Dominion ; but we hope
The half-breeds have 1,5o,000 acres reserved in different confidently for better times. The people are somewhat
parts of the little Province of Manitoba, that only enlightened now. At aIl events, in the rural districts the
contains 9,000,000 acres; some half million acres have been firmers are satisfied that they have been defrauded-that the
reserved for the Mennonites, andi a large proportion of the Government poli.cy has notbeen merelyahostilepolicytotheir
balance is almost ail in the bands of speculators. We find interests, but diametrieally adverse to thoir interests. We
the settlers have removed to the North-West, and have set- weire not elected to undertake a work of such magnitude as
tled along the various trails for 200 miles to the west. Wc this. The people's representatives in Parliament have had
find them at Prairie Portage, at Beautiful Plaine, at Birdtail very little to say in the matter. The scheme seems to bave
at the LittlSaakatchewan, at S al skea nd 400 uleai beo finally arranged by the ExeeAtiv we havingpony the

Mr. Taow.
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right t» discuss its merita sand demerits. Ministers have
settled the-matter, and we are only here te carry out the
termesof their agriennts The railway will cost the Govern-
ment at toast 860,0W$000- the branch fron Thunder Bay to
Semiçrk is estimated to cost 848,000,000; from Kamploope
t Oale S10,00,000 ; frwan Yale to Port Moody, 83600,000;
survey, $3,500,000; these with the 825,000,000 given to the
Syndicate makes $60,000,000, besides 25,000?000 acres. The
bargain having been ratified before we met, we might as
well have proceeded to the other business of the Session, as
spend our time discussing this question from day to day,
previously arranged and settled by the Government. True,
we make seme headway daily. My friend fromMoncki
(Mr. McCallum) laughs; I think he is partially converted.
to our views. HIe made some acknowledgments and hadi
decided objections to the contract the other day, but the.
party whip bas been round him and ho is brought to his1
proper position. The leader of the Governunent stated that'
it was beneath the dignity of Parliament to consult the peo.
ple, that they had no right to h consulted* There is a time
coming when they, the people, our masters, will have some-
thing to aay in this matter. Hie further stated that it was ac
matter of indifference whether the House met in November1
or February, that the work would go on-that the Syndicate
wore on the road to Europe to arrange their emigration1
scheme and w-epare for the construction of the work. Thet
member for Rast Grey had to condemn the mode of con-
structing the lino from. Tiunder Bay to Selkirk,l
whieh he considered useless as there was a gap
in the centre, the road there being incomplete. Anyc
one who is acquainted with the geography of that country
knows that there is no pissibility of letting the central
section without finishing one or other of the ends, or both
end-, and I say, thercfore, that the policy of the Mackenziet
Administration, in postponing the construction of thei
central section uiqtil after the ends were built, and especiallyN
the eastern end, by which material could be carried up by
an excellent system of water communication, was a wiset
and proper policy. At the earliest possible moment ithe
'member for Lambton made arrangements for the construe-
tion of the Pembina Branch which gives access to that
country hy an all-rail route. Some people might not think
it patriotic to advise communication through United States e
territory, but I have 0o hesitation in saying that it wouldo
have been a good thiing for this country it the Northern Pa i
ciff bonds had been purchased 'by the. Government a few&
years ago, when they could have been purchased for seven n
or ton cents on the doUàr, and thus giveu us control of thatc
lin. from Duluth to Glynden, and to have purchased theo
charter from the German bondholders of the linoe to Pem- i
bina into our own territory, and thus probably have realized o
on that short line from St. Paul to St. Vinrent a profit ofa
probably $15,000,000 or $20,000,000. Hon. gentlemen over- C
look the difficulties which the Mackenzie Administration had i
to contend with when they came into power. The member c
for Lambton had a legacy of indebtedness left him by his k
predecessor.- > e had to finish the Intereolonial Rail- s
way, to assume the Prince Edward Island Railway, to s
provide for the Mounted Police, as well as large expenses -
under various treaties with the Indians. A sneeession of bad t
crops, year after ydár, had a tendency to retard importa- t
tions, and, in these respects, millions had ta be taken into 7
aceount whichb hon. gentlemen do not consider. The Gov- t
ernment say they had a sui-plus now, but I say it is=n easy c
matter for a Finance Minister, or for a corporate body in G
cities, towns, or municipalities, ta get a surplus. All they p
have to do is to tax the people-to add one cent, or the m
fractionofà acent, to the rate. I deny the statement made 2
by the supporters of the Government that the plan proposed ag
by the Mackenzie Administration for the constraction of the e
railway was. more expensive than the preset contract. v

ome allego that the 20,00 acrs and the $10000 par mile f

is te b. oe caited br the whole lihe l>ut the Govîrn" en t
took powerfrom Parliament to advertise for tenders. The
never caealated to spend that amount cif money on the
whole lino. Its construction was to bethrown open ta the
Competition of the world. Some of the prairie seetions
west of Winnipeg eau be finished for les than 89,000 per
mile, and it would be absurd to say that the; terme I have
moentioned appie.d to the whole lin. of the road. And
forther,.:hon. getbleman muet consider thaetit laad appro-
priated was to be, aken all m ong the rouddrom one end,
the other, and that two-thirds of it would be taken east
and west of the prairie section in a rooky and inhospitable
country, where they. would be of little value. But this
Syndicate. has a roving commission over thé prairies; they
need net take an acre of land est of Selkirk, or west of
Edmontoa, the eastern alope of the Rocky Mountains.
It is said that they will not. make many selections in the
Territories 200 miles west of Winnipeg, because the country
there is partially settled. Lt is true that very few deeds or
preemption rights have been given to the people
of the North-West, and this fact may b. a eause
of trouble to the settiers who are located there now.
It is to ho hoped the Government will not i.nterfbre
with these settlers, even those who are squatters. I
know that under the arrangement with regard to settle-
men which has prevailed in that country for the. last
year, there i& not a single settler located ther. during that
period but -fears that h. wiIll b turned out if the contract is
raified. I have reeeive several letters making enquiries
on that point. The portion of country settIed extends about
200 miles from Winnipeg, or near to Fort Ellice. The
Syndicate wiH thon have Some 700 miles of territory to
choose from, and I presume any hon. gentleman nan make
the calculation of the breadth of land which will b.
included. I find that it will take a strip of land 112 miles
wide to make up the 25,000,000 that in given to the
Syndicate, and the alternate blocks which are retained by
the Government.

Mr. ROCHESTER. How much would it take for 54,.
000,000 ?

Mr. TROW. I do not know whether the hon. gentleman
eau caloaIate, but I promise him that I can. I have travelled
over a large portion of that 700 miles myself, and I know
that there are water stretches and laires, and arid lands,
sandy and stony land, and it cannot be supposed for a
moment that the Syndicate will take anythinîg but first-
class land. The resuIt will be that they wilI have controi
of an immense region where they will fnot choose any land
n payment; because where the lands are not adapted for
colonization, the settler cannot he expected to occupy them,
and the resuit is that the Syndicate will have absoluta
control of a territory three times 25,00;000 of acres. There
s something very remarkable about the disparity of cost in
connection with the construction of this road. Ilt is well
known that the prairie section is not very expensive to con.
truct. and.yet they receive a larger bonus on the prairie
ection thai either for the eastern or western sectigns
where there are engineering difficulties of great ex-
ent to encounter. We have the estimate of the con-
ractors, that of the first 100, miles of the prairie section
70 or 80 miles are already constructed. W e fndfrom
heir statements thiat for the next 100 miles, at least, the
oat will not be aver $,000 per mile; why, then, doe the
Governmient giTe $10,O0J a mile and 12,500 acres of land
per mile on this part of the, road? IFor the first 200
miles the8 yndieate will make a clear profit of $200,O0 and
,500,00 aereer'f land worth at least $2 per acre. On the
icat 40 mile there are engineering difficulties. With the
xception of one bridge over the Saskatchewan, the land;i.
erryleveldtheoeSt of constrawtion cannot be mueh. We
Wathatthe choie land that wiM be taken by e Siiyndisate
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all along the road, will be interrupted. by some very large !member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) made a statement with
lakes, and the result is that on account of these breakages regard te the assessment of the Prdvince of Ontario which it
they will control, in my estimation and in the distance I would not l1 well for the Syndicate to allow to-go abroad,
have travelled, more than 50,000,000 acres that never can be when they will be under the necessity of goirigtoEuro to
settled by the Government, but will be under the abeolute borrow money. The bon. gentleman must certainlyave
control of the Syndicate. I have read a statement in erred when he said the land in the great Province òf On-
the report of Professor Macoun of 1877, when that tario was assessed at only $5 an acre.
gentleman was employed by the Government t examine Mr. RYKERT. I stated that in nine courties in
that section towards the Qu'Appelle distiet, and we Ontario, including Carleton, Lanark, Rlusselt and Simcoe,find in his report that the extension of the great the assessment was only $5. 10 an acre, and it bas not increas-American Desert runs up to near the hne of the telegraph, ed in the last sixteen years over seventeen cents an acre.and there are in that region at least 5,000,000 acres not
adapted for settlement. We find in that report that Mr. TROW. I think the hon. gentleman must have re-
from the Elbow of the South Saskatchewan, to near ference to non-residents' lands, and non.productive lands
the slope of the Rocky Mountains, is a large track of in these counties.
land where there is no rain-fall, treeless, and the result is Mr.·-RYKERT. I speak of the whole lands.
that there will bo no possibility of colonization. There are Mr. TROW. The only county I can speak of is theprobably orn that section about 7,00,000 acres that will County of Perth, where I have resided for thirtynot be accepted by the Syndicate. Where will they go years. J do not inpw that the soil of that county is superiorto find the 25,000,000 acres ? They have large limits to to that of n7ost other counties in Ontario and I
select from; they have from the 49th to the 57th de. am sure that more than half the land in thatgree of latitude; a track 400 to 500 miles in width, by county has been assessed for many years for $50 an700 in breadth. The bon. member for Dundas bas ob- acre. There is scarcely a muncipality in the countryjected to the word "forever"; I have myself decided that is assessed at less than $30 an acre> andobjection to another littie word-"elsewhere." When the aseessment of the whole country will average atthe Syndicate are not satisfied with this great territory ieast $40 an acre. One hon. member complained that thethey cai go elsewhere. What does that mean ? I would extent of the road-bed of this railway was neot very wellinterpret that it means the Peace River district. We defined. I think also that it would be advisable to limit itfind that the. Government are t esatisfy all Indian claims. to 100 or 200 feet, and to limit the quantity bf land theThere are no claims south of the North Saskatchewan Company shall hold for station grounds, dockyards, &c., asunsettled, and there is no object in satisfying Indian claims we do not know how much land they may select for theseif ibis Syndicate bas no right to run north of the Saskatchowan purposes. I see no reason why they should have theseto the Peace River section. It is evident to my mmd that lands freefrom taxation for ever-why we shouid interferethe Government and the Svndicateintended that they should with the rights of inunicipalities in the North.West. Evenselect lands in Peace River, which is supposed to be very now this question is under discussion in the'Legislature offertile, and which would be a portion of the 25,000,000 acres. Manitoba, while they are contemplating an enlargement ofIt is not supposed for a moment that they are compelled t the limits of that Province, so that thero eis some danger ofconstruct branch railways, but they can register a map it affectin g that Province. Several bon. gentlernen havewith the Minister of Railways and make their selection to said that the railway companies in the United States do notand fro from the boundaries up te the lihe proper and pay taxes. As the hon. member for North Norfolk showod,monopolize the best portion of that great country. There enormous sums are paid by railway companies, especially inis also a possibility of this Syndicate monopolizing the coal the Western States, either directly or indirectly. The Unionregion of that country. It is known that there are Pacific Railway. 1,597 miles in length, paid, from 1869 toextensive coal deposits near Edmonton, and there is.nothing 187;, on their lands, 8835,023, and un their road-bed $ J79,-te prevent them frîom embracing within their limits thi 158, or a total of $1,114,181. The Central Pacifie Rail-whole of that region. I will now draw a comparison of that way, 1,213 miles in length, paid, in 1879, $378,986; thecountry that wilil be under the control of the Syndicate with Illinois Central, 1,100 miles in length, $395,000, and othersome other countries. We find that they will have control roads in the sane proportion. W e should expect thatof a country seven times as large as Saxony, with a popu- some return would be received from the lands of that greatlation of 2,556,244; six times as large as Wurtermburg, country which would pay a portion, at all events, of thewith a population or 1,818,53c9; nearly double as Bavaria, expenditure in the construction of thils ine of railway.with a population of 4,861,400 ; nearly double old Prussia, Manitoba has cost this country very large sums already,with a population of 3,137,460; over three times the size of and, under existing circunstances, there is very little pros-Belgium, which bad a population of 3,360,018 in 1871; peet of receiving any return for that expenditure. Thisnearly one-third larger than Ireland, with a population of Government has paid, up Io 1879:
5,411,416 ;jtwice as large as Nova Seotin; one and one half
times as large as New Brunswick; five times a 'larg as For the Mounted Pohie............. ..... 1,935,022 75lie w, c io Immigration purposes ............. ........ .. i1542,743 63
Magaciusetts; four times the size of New Hampshire; Publie Works.........:................ .. 1,378,308 16
nearly four ti mes the size of Vermont, and one and Dominion Lands survey............................ 1,186,036 18
one-third times the size of Mairie. The con Indian treaties ....................... ........ ..... 1,534,735 69

Hudson Bay Company .. .................... ...... 1,460,000 00pany will absolutely control a territory twice the Da'wson route----.an.. ----..-. 1,4
size of Prussia with a population of 24,693,063; one Expedition force......................... 756,829 60
and one-half as large as France, with a population ef Subsidy ........ ..........-......... .............................- 69,366 17
36,102,921, twice the size of Great Britain and Ireland, Rifoundary .....y----------------------------3,03
with a population of 31,S57,338; five times the size of New Tebnefeer---------------------83,403 80
York State, with a population of 4,382,559; four times the The hon.- member for Monck may lauge, but tie Administra-
size of the State of Michigan, and five times the State f lion of which he is now such a etrong supporter, occasion-
Pennsylvania. When we consider the immense territory ally expended 330,008 of that money on the Dawson
that will be under the control of this Syndicate, it is time route.
we should take the matter into serious consideration and Mr. McCALLUM. How much did you give :Carpenter?
discuss it dispassionately with the objeet of coming toa right Mr. TROW. *70,000 in one year. The sum total-
conclusion with regard to this important matter. The ho,; is about 814,000,000 which that country bas cost thé

JMr. Taow.



Dominion. True, we have received a trige from Cus- town may spring up as if by magie, and in eueh case ebould
toms and Excise, but is only a tride compared to thé the Syndicate bave power W rptaiflcoftignous lands tilt
expenditure. We have received from Customs in Manitoba, thi bonest or industriouý citizenm improve thevalue of their
$1,38368.57; from Excise, 8148,962; sale of lands, lands, probably 1,000 per cent? W. are fot aware whothor
$139, 139.97, considerably les than $2,000,000, so, that the they are allowed to base their property in the same way a8
country is indebted to the Dominion 812,000,00 over the Canada Compauy did in Western Ontario. They had
and above fthe expenditure on the Canadian Pacifie Railway. the right to bame their property for eeven, ton or tifteen
There is something very unsatisfactory and unaccountable ours; and thousards of dollars were thue faken rom the
in the manner in which the Government are compelled 1)00Vand honest etlers after improving the landsad
undér this contract to construct'their portion of the road. onhancing the valut of their property; those leasematured,
The previots Administration intended to construct a first- the prices were increased on the settier, and many had to
class road. The report of Mr. Fleming was to that effect, bave. Will the Syndicale have a eimilar right? 1 tbink,
and the Government adhered strictly to that policy. The roroover, that the amount of moncy given to the Syndicate
present Syndicate comp1 the Government to make their je oit of ai proportion 10 tle value oithe work performed.
portion a fir4t-class ro-the grades are to be'light, curves In justice to our conituents wehould acccpt, at
short and few in number, and evervthing is to be first- ail events, the lowest tender, providing wo aoept of
class, while the Syndicate are at liberty to make their any. Work should oither bo done by the Govern-
portion of the line in a flimsy mauiner, similar to that ment or let by tender; a local council will not think
of the Union Pacifie when first eonstructed, I cannot of cotieîructing a bridge worth $500 without calling for
conceive why one portion of the road should be first-class and tenders; and hore millions are b be appropriatod without con-
the other portion of indifferent quality. This will lead to sulting the peopie or allowing their reprosentatives to have
inconvenience in the transmission of produce, as an enginemach Ie say in the matter. Compare tuis case with the
will probably be able to draw double the number of cars on line recently chartered by the Ontario (overnment from
the Government work to that on the Syndicate portion, so Gravenhurst 10 Lake Nipiésing: a very rocky, urinvitinn
that it strikes me forcibly the Syndicate have the best of country, probably something iko that norbh of Lake')u-
the bargain in that respect. In our present financiai con- perier. That Govornmont are appropriating $8,000 a mile
dition, it is a ruinous policy on the part of the Government for that road, foi which capitaliste are prepared to build it.
to undertake works that will not be profitable. The eastern It will ho the sane grade and guago as the <anadian Pa-
section, from the reports of engineers and survoyors, is the cific, and applying the saine cost te the Canada Pacifie lino
most inhospitable, barren, rocky country that there is infor bhe 2,70j miles, it would reach $21,648,000, or $31,252000
the whole Dominion .In not one report cari be found any lose than the Governmont are prcp rcd te pay the Syndicate,
authority to bear out the etatement ot the hon. member for b rniy nothing of the 25,000,000 acres. The member
Algoma (Mr. Dawson) that there are good lands along the for East Grcy (Mr. Sproulo) con'dders that the Syndicato
hle ofthe road in that section. It is questionable wlhether will cctainly settle up their own lands by bingîig out.
any portion of that section would ever be settled, and it large mass ofemigrants, and will save the Emigration Depart-
will be perfectly out of place to expend twenty millions of ment, 1 think ho aid $1,000,000. The GovernmenthMe
dollarsthere when we eau get access to the country through been rather pareimonione in their votes for immigration
a better route by the Sault Ste. Marie and by way of Duluth, purposos. I do net know any investmont that would make a
for two or thre million dollars, wh;ch, I understand, will more ample retum than ln a propor eystom of immigration.
suffice to build the lino from Callander Station to Saul If the contract be ratified, and the Syndicate bring out to
Ste. Marie. The American capitaliste are prepared $0 the North-West the surplus population of the Old Word, lb
construct the road, the lands are surveyed, and locations. muet bnefit the wholominion. But the Sydicabo have
laid for the cnnection of the Northern Pacifie sud other two or three million acres in btae Ugited Stites on the ute of
Ameican lines te thuat po-int. By coûnstrueting the the Penbinate ha wnd il is net ta b iuposad tntey will
road through by the Sanlt, yen wou.ld have at ail events, negleet rc handtofu cirtsettlinig those lande vwhicf are
connection with Manitoba and the North-West lu two or taxed be bettling, those in tea Dominion thut are fr e
three yeaxe. Yot would have conhection by lake navigation from taxation for 25 years ty east, probably
Prom the Sanit te Thunder Bay, and witb the ine tf railway for 30 years, before the raioeway i, complted.
front Thunder Bay to Winnipeg or Selkirk, which wilt be a; had intended to notice soe of the clauses of btecontract,
eompleted in seventeen or ighteen menthe; yenpwo old but the hourles late, and hae mnointention of wenrying
have immodiate conuection from the interior with your own the touse. vshall not attemptop b do ;o. The Opposition
country. The reports of practical Captains that have have no desire teprotraethis discussion, but Ithmnk l t
navigated those waters for many years. gîven here before a due Wi thobon, gentlemen opposite, who are so blind to th
Parliainentury Comiittee, sbate that the bakes are open intereetof our country ad cetermined to support the con-
for the carniage of freight for eigbt rmenthe in the yoar. If tract, te show their constituents somoe justification for the
tho Minister of Railways were in bie place, 1 ehould ask course they are pursuing. We have oheard no argument
hlm whather bbc Syndicale bas tlie right teconstruIt bridgesfron them so for, but simply statements thatl abcmember
over tbenavigable waters obhe North-West, to ir pede' for est Durham or e member for Lambon had offered
navigation. I sec no restriction in the charter in thir3 case, more iberal terms ; years gone by, when by circumtances
although there would ho in the case ef» ali other charters'. of the case was eniroly different, wben the North-West was
1 remember the dîfficutty raîsed in connoction witbbth e nshut out frem cobenization. Mr. Speaker, I may embrace
Coteau Bridge. Iu the Nort-Weet the Syndicato can another opprtunity ogentering more tfhlyito the more
impede the navigation o? nivers by bridges acrose navigable objectionabne terme ofn b e conbract.
treamt. Mir. ROCHESTER. Mr. Speaker, I had made up my

mud that I would not trouble the tsouse with any remarks
Mn. JIYKERT. What does the Act of 1819 &y ? e? mine on thia important question, but a great change
Mr. TROW. So far as the Syndicate e corerned, it is blias taken place since N nveryfull ad, te my mind, satis-

nuit aud void in many insfances. lb applies te al[ other factory explanation given tigis flouseby thb on. Min-
charters, but flot te this. I migbt also ask the Minir-ter. 0foister ohailways, with relèrenceteothe contract with the
Rtailwaytlu reference to the developmeut of cibles sud Syndicate. Jdging fro the reres that we havend ad
towns in the Northi-West, whetheï the Syndicale willo eifro, h. ChieEngineer, sad oter that ave vited the
albowed teu reave larte blocka of baud il their viinity. A North-Wet oamfiwerpteasdl sd tink the Goveriment
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has made a good bargain for the Domiîion of Canada.1
Now, this great Pacifie Railroad has been the general topic
of discussion, both in and out of this louse, for the last
seven or eight or ten years, and I am safe in saying that
the almost universal opinion i that this great work should
be done by a company, and not by the Government, because
the fact is that any private individual or company can get
work done mach chaaper tban any Government. The Gov-
ernment is a most inefficient executive of public works, be-
ing confined to fixed routine, and beyond which they
cannot travel. Long before ra lways were built in
the United States, Congress, by a small majority, authorized
the construction of a Turnpike Road through Kentucky and
Tennessee, called the Mysville Road. The public conderm-
nation of the .scheme, which was undertaken as a Govern-
ment work, was so great that the scheme had to be aban-
doned, and then it became the settled policy of
that Government to louve everything to individual
enterprise that could possibly be accomplished in
that way. Hence the liberal land and money
subsidies whichb have been granted in aid of railways.
These grants bave been largely instrumental in causing
the construction of 78,960 miles of railway in that coun-
try, costing up to the lst of June, 1879, $1,589,948,793.
Reserving fbr the grossearaings in the year ending January
lst, 187;-', $490,103,351, of which amount three quar-
ters was for freight and one quarter for passenger
service, the average cost of construction per mile of
the 78,960 miles, a large part of which runs through
prairie country, is 1 which hon. gentlemen opposite
will pleuse make a note of, for these most extravagant cal-
culations, calculations worthy of the lion. members for
North Noirfolk and South Ontario, who see everything in
regard to our -aitlway plans through Grit double-magnifying
glasses, put the cost of our Pacifie Railway at $40,000 a
mile. Yon know, Sir, that it is a very common expression
that what is publie is everybody's business, is nobody's
business; but this is not the case with the private indivi-
dual or with a company. They will place men at the head
of the works that they know from past experience will
push the work through, and if they are good, practical bu-
siness men, they will see themselves that the work is done.
It is very often the case in large works, that something turns
up in the prosecution of the work vhich is not shown on the
working plan and not found in the specifications. Now,
in a case of this kind, they will place men in charge who
are capable of making any change that is requisite, and the
work will go steadily on. Now, what would be the course
pursued if the Government -were doing the work? Why,
there would he the "walking boss," and at the place whose
duty it would be to report to his "bosa," and so on until it
reached a gentleman sitting in a very easy ehair, well cush-
ioned. In due course he would report to the Chief Engirner,
who, perhaps, would be in Ottawa at the time, or perhaps
in England, but the work could not be proceeded with until
the man who, perhap, was thousands of miles distant from
the place, sent his orders to go on and make the change. Now,
in all probability those worka might have. been ;stopped for
days or weeks, and perhaps for months, in the beat partof1
the working season. Those are some of the reasons why
the Governmept cannot get work done as cheap as a private
individual or company; this is patent to every practical
business man in the country. This was the reason why the
opinion was so often expressed by members on both sides
ofthis Iouse, as well as the general opinion outside, that
this great work sihould be done by a company. The hon.
the First Minister, in 1874, adverti4ed for tenders for this
greut work, and this offer renMained open until the present
Government went to England in July, 1880 ; and no offer
was ever made to take the work up to that time. What a
mighty revoution bas come over the uinds of our triends
en t ofsi si4s o this Ie~e ainel. Jly, 1880 From

Mr. OmsTEE.

1874 Up to July, 1880, notu a siDgle offer wasimade by those
patriots on the other aide, who are so fearfllyditrssed at
the utter ruin that this contract wiill entail en tbis çountry.
The amount voted by this Parliament in 1872 for this work
was 830,000,000 cash and 54,700O00acres of land. This,-t
the former valuation of the leader of the Opposition, would
be $54,700,000, making in land and cash 484,i00,000; tis
was the first vote. The next action was taken by the
late Government in 1874. ParliaMet passed a vote which
placed at the disposal of the late Goyarnment the sum of
$48,947,500 in cash and 55,940,000 acres of land. This, #t
81 per acre, would make with the cash, 8104,887,500.
The next is the present contract. In round numbers, the
valnation of the land is the same as on the former, and we
flud that this great work eau be couapleted -for the sum of
$78,000,000. Deduct this.amount froun $106,381,500 vQoe of
the late Government, and we have a saving to the country of
$28,387,500. This cost would be about $28,000 per mile.
Only a few weeks ago, or at most two months, the hon.
gentlemen opposite would have been willing tahave sacrifieed
this twenty-eight millions of money, and would have
thought that Canada had made a good bargain in
losing this amount. The present Government, after
a great deal of labor and anxiety, have made a bargfin
for a much less amount than was ever anticipated, and now
the Government asks Parliament to ratify this agreement ;
but the hon. gentlemen opposite, true to their instinct, well
know if the present Government carry out this work to con-
pletion that it will sound their death-knell. After ail this
work has been done and the Government come down to this
House and asks it to ratify the best bargain that could be
made for building the road and opening up of that North-
West country, and of uniting the Atlantic with the Pacific
Ocean, securing a through line on our own territory, this
being a grand national work should not be made a
political affair; if the present Government carry out
ths work to completion, it will be equal to giving
them a lease of power for the next 15 or 20
years. Under all those circumstances is it any wonder
-hon. gentlemen opposite have formed themselves into
missionary deputations and scourgd the country from one
end to the other, circulating petitions, begging and
pleading for the people to send petitions to Parliament,
asking it not to ratify the present agreement ? Sir, if they
could they would like to make us believe that a wonderful
revolution had taken place in the minds of the people in a
very short time. I do not believe there is auy auch revoiu-
tion ; it is only the last ray of glimmering hope. And is it
any wonder that they, with their friends, grow desperate.
They are driven to desperation; they cannot endure the
thought of having to stay so long in the cold shades of
Opposition. But that is the place that the country has
assigned them, and they will have to cntent tbemselves
with their present position. Where have those gentlemen
been for the last seven or eight years ? Rave they aIl been
away from thIis country, that the' did not know that this
contract had been going a begging for that period ? No
one wanted it; no, not even those patriotic friends of the
hon. gentlemen opposite ever once spoke of' it. But, Sir,
what a change has come o'er the spirit of their dreams.
So soon as they know that a bargain is made with a com-
pany to complete the whole line firomCallander Station at
Nipissing toe Port Moody on tlie Pacifie, then, Sir, we find
that there are any number who would like to be in it, at
least so they pretend. The whole thing, in my opinion, is a put-
up job by the Opposition andsome ut their pairtieular friends,
and that they have so far sueeeded in hoodwinking somegen-
tlemen whose names are on that paper-who I know woudunot
lend themselves to anything but a bond fide transaction if
they knew it; but, Sir, I must say that I believe they xaust
have been deceiwed by misrepresentations. Driven to-
desperation, hon. gentlemen are prepared to resort to a n-
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thing-that is, if they old only auceed i getting up
amother Pa"ic aandal ey, in the hope that they might be
able to overthrow the present Government as theydid before.
I would say to those hon. gentemen, that a burnt ohild
dreads the lire.- Ie peopla of this country were fooled by
then at thattime, but it is of too recent a date for the peo-
pie to have forgotten what they had to pass through daring
the five years that these hon. gentlemen inisruled and mis-
governed this eountry. Yes, Mr. Speaker, the people of
Canada will remember the five years that thoAe gentterhen
beld the reins of power. It-will romain vivid in the minds and
in the recolleclions of every main in Canada while ho lives. At
the same time I do not wish to blame them for aH the de-
pression in business that this country passed thrxngh during
that five year. I do blame them for not trying to do some-
thing to alleviate the suffering and distress that there Was
during tbat five years. When they were asked to try and
do something, what was their reply ? The Govern-
ment could do nething. This was literally true,
for , they were not able to do anything - utterly
incompotett-to fill the positions they held; and Mr.
Speaker, I will say here that I think it is quite impossible
for any one man to fill the chairs in ail the different
Departments of the Government, ne matter how clever ho
may be. One of the first acts of the late Finance Minslter
was to put an additional duty on barley. When tho present
Government came into power one of their first acts was to
pass a law to protect the manufacturer and ihrmer of this
country; and now we have the producer and consumer
going hand in hand together, and the country was never in a
more prosperous condition than ut the present time--

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. SPEAKER. Perhaps the hon. member will confine

himself'to the question.before the House.
Mr. ROCHESTER. I will come to that, Mr. Speaker. I

think I have a right, wheu other hon. gentlemen
wandered over ail creation; and if touching upon
the misrule of the late Administration happons to
ponch a little close, I still think I ought to be permitted
to go on. I do not think I ought to be cut short whon
other hon. gentlemen have wandered ail over creation, and
not one of them bas been restricted in any way. I think
I have a right to show what the cuuntry was during the
i cign of the late Administration, and what it is now, the
difference between the mon who hold the reins of Govern-
ment to-day, and the men who misgoverned this country
for five years, and left it in misery. If hon. gentlemen
opposite t.hink it pieches a little too hard, they must just
try and bear it.

Mr. SPEAKER. I will admit that I have been a little
reniss. I may have allowed the discussion in some cases to
wander a little too far from the question; but as there is a
commencement to everything, I may as well commence
now. I am sorry for the hon. mem ber, but I hope he will
he ind enough to avoid such digressions in the future.

31r. ROCIIESTER. Do I understand, Mr. Speaker, that
I may go on ? Well, I will go on a little further, and show
the difference between the state of the country five years
ago,ùad its condition now. Now, Sir, the farmers to-day
eau soeil their rye for ninety or ninety-five cents per bushel.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon.'member will have to desist.
Mr. ROCHESTER. Well, Mr. Speaker, I will. give it up

if you say so. I would like very much to have finished, but
mny remarks seen to have pinched hou. gentlemen opposite
rathèr bard. Ail I can say to them now is that they will
heur it all before the Session is over. Now, with regard to
the Syndicate. This bargain is the best that could possibly be
mado; but the offer that wa laid before this House a
few daiys ago is, I have no hesitation in saying, a
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PRAYE"s.
BILL lIN fRODUCED.

Tho following Bill was introduced and road the first
time:-

Bill (No.35) to incorporate the Silver Plume Mining Cem-
pady.-(Mr. Ouimet.)

MANITOBA SCHOOL LAND.
Mr. FARROW enquired, Is it the intention of the Govern-

ment to pot the shool lands in Manitoba into market ; if
s, when and at what price ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The school lands in
Manitoba will be put on the market from time to time as it
shal be considered most advantageous for the school f'und.
The trustees will endeavor to get the largost price possible
in order to fbrm an educational fund for the w1hole Province.

SALT BAGS.
Mr. FARROW enquired, Are the bags containing English

sait brought into this country admitted duty free, and is the
same article of which our bags are made containing Can-
adian sait charged a duty ?

Mr. BOWELL. The sait imported from the United
Kingdorn being free, the packages in which it is brought
into this country are free under the fourth section of the
Tariff Act. Bags containing dutiable sait are charged
according to the weight of such sait for duty. All materials
for bags coming into the country are dutiable, but if the
bage containing sait are exported, a drawbaek is made equal
to the amount of duty paid.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE
Mr. COURSOL. Mr. Speaker, before the Orders ofthe Day

are called, I hope I may be allowed to call the attention of
the Minister of Customs to an advertisement which has been
published in nearly ail the leading papers eof the Province
of Quebec. I refer to the advertisement of the Canadia Co-
operative Company Association, capital $150,000. Among
the names of the Board of Provisional Directors which has
been appointed, I find the name of Mr. W. B Simpson, Col-
lotor of Cuastoms, Montreal. As Mr. Simpson proposes to
be a director of that copajny, which i. goig inte aUkÀnds
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peup job. I make au exception in the case of
some of the gentlemen with whom I am sequainted and
whose names are attached to that oier, for , I do
not believe they would put their names to a&y-
thing but a bona fide transaction if they knew it.
lu conclusion, lot me say that it if a greAt blessing that
this country is in such a prosperous condition, and that in
place of a deficit we will have a surplus. Hon. gentlemen
have been trying to frighten the people that there wonid
have to be increased taxation, and that the amouint of
Ontario's share for the building of the Pacifle Railroad
would b from 40 to 60 millions. Why, the building of
this road und the amount of' ernigration into that country
would so increase the revenue of this country, and the sale
of the public lands, that the ErEhoquer of the Dominion
would very soon be recouped for any outlay in that quarter
four or five times over.

Mr. FLEMING moved the adjo.irnment of the debate.
Motion agreed to ; and (at 1:50 o'clook, a.m.,) the louse

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
FRaIDA, 21st January, 1881.

The SPEcau toOk the Chair at Three O'olock.
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of trading operations, I wish to ask the Minister of Customs
whether an officer in Lhat position will not find his official
duties conflicting with the interests he may have in that
company.

Mr. BOWELL. My attention was called to the adver-
tiseiient iii the Montreal Gazette some days ago, and imme-
diately uponi reading it, I directed the Commissioner to send
Mr. Simpson a copy of it and ask for an explanation, his
attention being at the same time called to the fact that no
cofllector was permitted to enter into any business con-
nected with the importation of go,)ds. I have not yet
recoived his explanation. As soon as I do so Ishall be very
glad to bring it down. I may state, for the information of
the House, that under the regulations of the department no
collector is permitted to enter into any such business.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

House again resumed the adjourned debate on the pro-
posed motion of Sir Charles Tupper for the second reading
of the Resolutions repoited from the Committee of the
Whole on the 14th Janýuary instant, granting certain
moneys and lands for the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and the motion of Mr. Blake in amend.
ment thereto.

Mr. FLE q[ING. I heartily endorse the statement which
lias been repeated over and over again by hon. gentlemen on
both sides of the House. that the subject under consideration
is one of the most important that has ever been submitted to
Parlianent. It is important, inasmuch as it relates to a
very large subject, to a large amouat of money, whieh will
have to come out of the poekets of the taxpayers of this
)ominioni, and to a lar ge quantity of hd, t1hc heritage of

the people of this country. But, although it is important
in these respects to the present generation, I apprehend.the
greatest importance, connected with the subject before us,
rests in the fact that it will affect, very materially the future
inhabitants of this country. In dealing with this question
and discussing it fairly, it will be well to consider what are
the opinions held in common by both sides of the House.
Now, I think it may be fairiy admitted, even by hon.
gentlemen opposite, if they will give uscredit for that much,
that we desire the' construction of an all rail route between
the.Eastern l 1 ovincec and British Coliumb .ý. The only
difference is really a q uestion of time and a question of mode.
1 do not know that even there is any great différence
between us on the question of time. The chief difference
rests on the question of mode,-the proper mode of pi o-
eeduro. Hon gentlemen in beginning their remarks,
usually introduce a few historical facts, beginning with the
admission of British Columbia, and going onwards. I t hink
it well to take a retrospective glance at a chapter or two
even previous to that. What was it that led to the admis-
sion of British Columbia into the Union ? We find, in
looking over the discussions that took place at that tine,
that the circumstances were remarkably similar to those
connected with the present subject before the House. On
the present occasion we have not been favored with mucht
information on the subject under discussion; we have not
been supplied with information respecting any other offer
made for the construction of this railway. It was the sane
at the time of the admission of British Columbia. The t
information supplied was-very meagre indeod; and there is1
also a remarkable resemblance in the manner in which itc
was submitted to the House at that time, with the mode in1
which this contract has been submitted to the pre.e
sent Parliament. The right hon, leader of' the Govern-e
ment submitted a contract and praetically said: "Therec
is no help for it. You must take it just as- it is." Well, if i
we look at the debates, in 1871, we find that the Govern-e
ment of that day as represented by Sir George Cartier in1
the absence of the right hon. gentleman opposite, stated one

Mr. COtrUaoL.

March 28th, 1871, in moving the House into Oomàittee to
consider a series of resolutions respecting the admission of
British Columbia:

The Government did not intend tô' restrict in any way a discussion
on any of the items, but he would say that the terms entered into between
this Dominion and British Columbia were of the nature of a treaty, and
an amendment to any item would defeat the whole project. The Govern-
ment would not accept any terms but those now submitted to the House."

There is also a remarkable resemblance in the unusual haste
with which the present measure is being pressed, notice
having been given for proceeding day after day with the
subject until a conclusion was reached. There was aiso
very great haste displayed at the time of the admission of
British Columbia. The resolutions were introdnced on March
28th, and were passed on April Ist; there having been only
three days to consider them. It is somewhat remarkable, too,
that trifling excuses were given for haste in both cases. The
right hon. leador of the Govern ment now says there is great
urgency because the contractors were under an obligation
to get out ties. Sir George Cartier at that time was also in
very great haste, for a representative of British Columbia
was about to go to Europe. The Opposition on that
occasion protested against the haste displayed, and moved
resolution after resolution with the object of staying pro-
ceedings, but all in vain, for the Government were bound to
carry it through regardless of consequences. The hon.
member for Lamhton (Mr. Mackenzie), the leader of the
Opposition, moved an amendment to those resolutions,
stating that, in the opinion of the House Canada should not
be obliged to do more than to proceed with the necessary
surveys, and after the route is determined to prosecute t he
work at as early a period as the state of the tinances wilI
justify. But it wna< voted down. flon. rnenbers giving an
independent support to the Guvernmeit ait that day warned
it against the proceedings adopted. We find that the loyalty
cry was raised. We find that, on that occasion, the present
hon. Minister of Finance said

"Situated as this colony of British Columbia was, if the Parliament of
Canada refused to ratify the policy of the Government, the people of that
colony might turn their eyes in another direction."

That was the menace lielHi out. Hon. gentlemen, who took
an independent stand at the time, warned the Government
of t eir couIse. Sir A lexander Gait warned the Goverimnent
of the danger of the course they were about to pursue.
fHe said:

"The Government had assured the louse that the building of the
railway would not inivolve any additional axation, but that statement
was hardly compatible with the fact that these arrangements were in the
nature of a treaty, and that they compelled this country to complete the
line wthin ten years. * How could this Government deliberately
propose to put us under obligations to build this road in ten years, when
the parties themselves did n ot ask for it."

Tpe hon. member for West Durham also made an appeal to
the Parliament of that day. Ie said :

'' While the House have yet time, and while the amendment of the
hon. member for Lambtou was before it, he ventured to call on every
man to consider this matter, not as a supporter or an opponent of the
Government, but to consider whether it was representing or betrayiug
the interests of hie constituents when dealing with this question.
* * * * * *

It was not fair to say that the amendment was adverse to the unioS
with British Columbia. It simply declared that they should not be
called on to pledge the faith of this country to any further extent than
tu agree te prosecute the work as rapidly as the resourcps of the
Dominion would allow. He could not conceive how any lover of his
coautry could vote against such a proposition."

But these appeals were made in vain. After the
experience of ten years, is it not the candid opinion of
every hon. member that it would have been better for hiis
country if greater time had been taken for conmideration,
nstead of agreeing hastily to those terms made by the G -v-
ernment voluntarily and not asked for by British Columbia?
Would it not have been botter to have taken time to
consuIt the peopIe,; and thus have avoided all the
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agitation, dhoBt %broing aft bitter feeling whibe
this hasty legielation bas occasioned ? Leaving the
pat, we come now to diseuse the present. Lot us consider'
what we arp arguing about, Wo ar sot w disessing
whete»thstaled be s (overnment workbreot. Teor¢
may betaridné opinions abotut thàfghttt those who opposè
the contraet do not oppose it because the work is to be doneê
by a company, but because the conditions contained in it are
injurious to the 1est interests of the country. -aooking at
this question foem a business etand int, the fret quetipou
that arises eis: weré the indivIduals representting hè
country in the best position possible > to make
bargain? A great deal dependa on the way in which a

ernment give due notice to the capitaliste of the worid that
such a work as this would ho let? I am very mu4.-
surprised that no advertisements for tenders were published,
especially as it appears,fr& the speech of the bqn. Minister
of Railways, last year, that it was his intention to adverti8s
for tenders. The hon. Minister has changed his mind, he
said, in Lôndon the other day.

<'We did not put out an advertisement to show that we could nogtg
any one te construct the Canadian Pacifie 'Railway. They said t nue
the other day.- "Why didan't you publish an advertisement?" %alsi
1 You published one for six months before and never got aresponsefrom
amy oesan."oz

Yet we were told since this flouse met that a great ehange
in circumstances had occurred sminc the lato Govern ment
issued tiese advertisements. .The hon. ,the Mini.teref
Railway said.

"I will frankly state to the flouse that one of the causes which led to
the great change in, the publie sentiment in. relation to the value of land
in the North-West, -and of railway enterprise in the North-West, wis the
marked and wonderful supeess that was publifhed to the worldas
having resulted from the Syndicate who had purchased the St. Pail
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway, and became proprietor of that line."

That was a good reason why he should, at such a favoratie
time, have advertised for tenders. The right hon. Premnici'
said this Session that whon he was over iii England,
rapitalists were appalled at the magnitude of this under- i
taking. Why, then, was it not divided into sections ? If,
this were the private affair of individuals. th ymight, if
they chose, have eontracted privately for the construc. p
tion of this work, but the Government are the trustees g
of the people, and it was their bounden duty to do ssthe best they co)uld in the interests of the peopbe.
In Ontario there is not a townshipcouncil, if it had a hili to w
eut down or a bridge to build, that would n'ot advertise for-o
tenders. The people would call a meeting to consider its ,
conduet, if it did not do its dut.y in this respect. Mueh
time -had been taken up in contrasting thie contract with
the &lian contract, and with the ternr under the Actof
1874. But I maintain these have nothng to do with the
question before ws. If a farmor bas a load of whiat telf i
h does not search out the prices tivè*or six years agô, but o
looks to the latest paper, and decides by it whether to sell
or not. If we wanted the very best offer for this work, we s.
should have found out wbo would undertake it onthe i
easiest conditions for the country. There is a canged
condition of circumstances, of which we onght to take
advantage. Another reason why the Government were not
in agood position to make a good bargamn wae, that they thad no ontidence in themsàl.ves. They have been throwing W
the bame of their poor bdegain on the Oppoliion. But is idg
it ndt the captain who ie held responsible for the su
saitîng of the ship? The Government will he hld wk
respotisibie by the people, as they had completecontroi of A
the fnatter. i think it was the President of the C0oneil re
whossaid at a Montreat mecting, the Governmerit were very a
modest, nd only valued the lands at a dollar .au ae.-I -m
think iis not good t6 be so nadest as not tosaskthatà ala
thiig is w6rth. Another reason why the bargaa esaa le
inddferent wa, thtst the Government were ai diled.-

lis

Siles 'when they made It, jadging by the statement
of the Minister of Public' Worksi' he eaid wê had to
consider the exigencies of the- rase. Now, 1 cannot

,se* where theo exigeneies come in ; there was no sign of
the, inst Sesiont when everything looked eourishing. The

aderê ' df the Governrment made a speoch at Bath last
aummer, in whîch ho gave the firet indication that some-
thing was in the wind with regard to the letting or
conetfruction of thid Canadian Pacifie Railway. Re told his
andionee, and called on the Finance Minister to corroborate
hig statenènt,1that eertain persons who knew that there
were fortunes to be made out of this work, wore asking
that it should be handed over to them, and the Government
bad their offer under considcration. Well, some people
are uakind enough to think that the Government simply
acted with a view to enable certain parties to make money
out of this railway. I-do not believe that. i have more
confidence in the right hon. g ntleman than to think that,
but I do not bolieve that the contract now before the fonso
was the offer madehim ii June last. I have more lth
and confidence in hitn than to imagine that, I judgneto
hMm from big statements made in 178. In April, 87-4, the
member for Lambton introduccd a Bill in ieference to
leasing the working of the Pembina Branch of theCanadian
Pacifie Rtilway. There wis some eonversation aeross the
loor on that occasion. Sir John A. Macdonald ikod Mr.
Mackenzie some questions, and this is his answer:

Mr. MACKENZIE. I stated two weeks ago in the louse that we were
in communication with Mr. Stephens. of Montreal, as the represcatative
of the St. Paul and Northern Pacific Railway Company.

Sir JOHN.A. MACDONALD. Wili the lease contain any clause in
case of other American railways connecting with our railway, and
running up to the frontier?

Mr. AKE NZIE It will contain simply a provision that there must
be -accommodation for the exchatige ot traffic, and trains loaded at
Winnipeg or Selkirk with goods will have to go solely by the line with
whieh traffic arrangements are made.

Sir JOHN %. MACDONALD said he hoped tlat preca'ions would be
taken. The hon. gentleman must be aware, trom the press, that a good
deal of unea.iness was felt on this subject i the North-West, lest the
Company a luded to mi which Mr. Stephens and other gentlemen had an
nterest, would have a monopoly of our road.

Mr. M ' -KENZIE. No doubt.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. For ten years; and lest, if any o'ber

ine should lead up from the United States to the frontier, it would be
prevented from going to Winnipeg over this line, by this lease, thus
ranting a monopoly te one ine.lie did not know much about the
ubject, but he knew that this feeling and a sensitivene re ariing this
ubject, existed-lest a monopoly. controlling the whole of the traffie
etween the United States and Winnipeg should be created. Ten years
ras rather a lon g term. In a young country it equalled 25 years in an
Ader country. He thought that the hon. gentleman ought not, without
ery grave.reasons, lock up the lie from Winipeg to Duluth for ten
lng years.

thought, after the statement of the right hon. gentleman,
m 1878, that he would not have entertaimed a proposal like
hat before the Ilouse, with all its privileges and
mmunities. I fancy I see him casting a look
f horror and indignation ut any gentleman that
vould have made such a proposal to him, then, and
aying: ,I"No, Sir, we will have nothing of that kind bere."
t appears that the right hon. gentleman and two of his
IoIeagues went to England. I an somewhat surprised at

his, especially after th statenent we had from the
ntiister of Railways not long ago. le said:

"If we have made the contkact with the strongest body of capitalists
at could be found in the city of London what would you have had ?
Fe would have had the first thin gan English engmlcer with extravagant
eas, totally ignorant of the work and construction cf railways through
ch a country, and we would have had, at no distant AaY, no matter
hattheresourçes might be, a perfect failure in their hands.

t all events the hon. gentlemen vent to England, and they
bturned,- and the right hon. gentleman made bis oft-quoted
bd.rather singnilr speech at Hochelaga. I think the hon.
ember for Montreal West (Mr. Gault>, if ho had been
lowed aglimpse of this contract, would have put hixuself
the poition ef the three tailors of Tooley street, byaaying
at " en behatf' of the whole Dominion " ha thauked his
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leader. Whatever may have been the result of the,
negotiations of these hon. gentlemen, we have no documents
to show their nature except the contract, which, wherever,
or whenever made, is now before us to be judged upon its
merits. While 1 do not say that there was anything
suspicious about the refusal of the Government to bring,
down any other offers they received, I say that
such a refusal was not in accordance with
the usual practice of Parliament. The late Mr. Oliver,
membor for North Oxford, according to the journals of.
1868, moved for copies of any offers which might have been,
made to the Government in relation to the building of thé
Intercolonial Railway. It does not appear that any objec-
tion was taken to bring down the different qffers which were
made. I find in the Sessional Papers of 1868, the names of
several prominent gentlemen, such as Sir Hugh Allan and Mr.
George Stephens who had made offers for that work. These.
gentlemen did not appear to have any delicacy in allowing
their names to be brought before the public as unsuccessful
competitors. I think, therefore, that it is somewhat singular
that so much hesitation should be shown in trust-
ing us with- the names of those who tendered
for this contract. A great many hon. gentlemen
have taken many and various objections to the con-5
tract to which I shall not at present refer ; but, on the
other hand, some bon. members have indulged in the most
laudatory expressioas while speaking of the bargain. No
bon. member, to the best of my recollection, spoke of it in
more eulogistic terras than theb hon. member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb). That hon. gentleman said:

"We are to accept this proposition, which I believe to be a perfectly
fair one; which is, Sir, exactly what any man, if he had the po*er to
make a bargain tor himself on bis own side without anybody else on the
opposite side to interfere with him, would have made.

traet of land there we ougbt not to make the bes0af it just
the same as we would in our privaite affaira. I do not see
the necessity of giving away a large block of land
there merely because we have a large quantity of it. L is
true the-railway willincrease the value of the land, andif we
pay for the railway we ought to benefit by the rise in the
value of the land. To make the matter more plain, auppose
a farmer has ten acres of waste land that iseComparatively
worthless, not worth-85 an acre ; he engages a man to
drain it, and enters into a contract with him to pay $150
for draining these ten acres of land; he -finds at the end of
that time that this land is worth $20 an acre, and he makes
up his mind, after he hs paid the man for draining the
land, to make him a present of an açre of land-I would
ask, what is the value of the present the farmer is making
to the laborer ? Is 'it $5 aor $20 ? It is certainly $20. It is
the value of the land after he bas paid bis own money for
the improvement. It is the same with the railway. We
pay for building the railway through the prairie section ;
there can be no doubt of that. We give money enough
without the land to pay for building the railway through
the prairie section, consequently we are entitled to the
value of the land after the railway is built. Much has been
said as to the cost of building the raiway through the
prairie section. On this -point we find in the Engineer's
Report last year the following:-

I The estimates now aubmitted are based on the new conditions, and
the data to whieh you refer, viz: On contracta recently let for four
sections in Bsitish Oolumbia, and the reduction to be made thereon ;
on the contract for the first 100 mile section west of Red River; sud on
the assurance made by the engineer who conducted the survey in the
prairie region, that there will be -no more costly 100 miles section
between Manitoba and the Rocky Mountains than the second 100 miles
west of Red River; that hence this sectinn may be taken to be represen-
tative of the whole work to the base of the montains."

This is a high eulogy, but it does not agree with the Now, then, if we can find ont what this second 100 miles
speech of the bon. Minister of Public Works, who said will cost, we can find out what 900 miles will cost. Tho
that the matter was one of bargain, and that engineer estimates that the work of grading, bridging,
the Government could not expect to have it all trank-laying and half ballasting will cost $483,914. We
their own way, but had to give and take. find that the station building on the firet 100 miles will
The hon. member for Glengarry (Ur. McLennan) said we cost $31,500. Then add the cost of 9,000 tons of steel rails, at
were to consider this subject with all the wisdom, common $25 a ton, $225,000; and 360 tons of fish plates at $25 a ton,
sense, and the highest patriotism we could apply te it. In $9,000; carriage of rails, $195,250, making a total of
the course of bis speech he proceeds to give us an example $899,664. The cash bonus is $1,000,000, so bere is an
of lis wisdom and common sense, by saying that " This overplus of $100,336. At this rate we can make a pretty fair
contract is precisely similar to the proposal that was made estimate of the cost of this 900 miles. Now the Syndicate
in 1874 in the provision that the lands taken by the railway is to get $9,000,000 for building that 90J miles, with 12,500
Company shall be lands of fair average quality for settie- acres of land per mile in addition. Now, if you value the
ment. Now, Sir, I am not aware that this contract specifies land at 82 an acre it will make $22,500,000; at $3 an acre
that the lands are to be of fair average quality for settle. 833,750,000 ; at $5 an acre, $56,250,000. If you take the
ment. 900 miles it will cost, at the rate I have given, $8,096,976.

Mr. McLENNAN. Will the hon. gentleman be fair The cash bonus is $9,00,000 which gives an overplus of
enough to quote what is said in the Act of 1874? $903,024. Now, then, it is clear that the 900 miles can be

built for the cash subsidy alone that we are going to
Mr. FLEMING. I am now speaking of what the on. give. The bon. Minister of Railways said you can

gentleman himself said-I am quoting bis words. The get a thousand Syndicates to build the prairie section te
hon. member for Annapolis (Mr. Longley) eaid that the the Rocky Mountains. The First Minister himself said it
Syndicate were to have lands of fair average quality. They was as easy as rolling off a log te run railways across the
were not to run about and take a section here and there prairies and work them. Now, the contention of lon.
wherever they pleased. It seemed te him, b. said, that gentlemen on this side of the Rouse is net against building
those who bad. made statements to the contrary must have an all rail route te British Columbia; the difference is as
known better. Hie adds: to time and mode. Now, take either of the plans,

"If they did not, they did not take the trouble to read the contract Êuilding this road as a Government work or getting
or, having read the contract, were not able to properly interpret it' it done by a - Syndicate, and what will he the
The contract says that the Syndicate are to have 640 acres in a block
and we are'to have 640 acres alongside of them, and so on. They are state of the country at the end of three years ?
to have lands in the North-West Territories, but they are only to have What would be the position of the country a the end of
fair average quality of lands." thr«e years, provided the Government, either themselves.
Now, I scarcely think theb hon. gentleman would or by means of another Syndicate, build the prairie section ?
imake that statement at this stage of the debate, for We should have to pay for the 900 miles, ifs length,
he must know better now if he did net then. $9,000, 00. What should we have in return? We ahould
I hope we shall be able to reconp all the money we have own the road over the prairie; we should own the Pembina
spent in this railway, I should be glad, indeed, if that is Brandeh; we should own the Thruder 3ay Branch; we haio
the case, but I do not see why, because we have a large hate an estate of l4,124,926 acres, whioh, -t 41 an acre,

Mr. FLEMING.
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wou1Mie worth 813124,225, or, at 82 an were, would be Railroad, charge exessive rates of toll, having no competi-
worth48tiS4ß5' Now; whatwill be t.he position of the- tien. bs it net reasonable to suppose they wilIl be actuated
coantry at the end of three 7ears if this contract is rati- by the same principle when the Toad is built, and charge the
fied? W. shal have the prairie section built, for which we highest rates possible without killing trade altogether? It
give a eash eubsidy Of 099,000,00; we shall have, ccording may be laid down as an axior that, except at pointe touched
to the rate of progrese estinated by the Finance Minister, by rival companies, railway companies are practically mono-
sixty-five miles a year, 195 mies of the eatern section polies. They discriminate against places where there is no
built, for which we give a cash subsidy of $15,384.80 per competition, as is the case in aIl the Provinces to-day. The
mile, or about $3,M,000; altogether we shalt have to pay interests of railway corporations are net identical with those
$12,000,000. Besides that, we shall have given away of the of the public. We find that te be the case on the othbr aide of
public domain, for the prairie section, 11,250,000 acres, and the line, and it will be so here to a degre, if this contract is
for the eastern section, 1,874,925 acres, or a total of ratified, of which we can ferm no conception. I think it
13,124,925 acree. We shall also have handed over to the was the hon. mqmber for Algoma (Mr. Dawson) who said:•
Company the embinaB ranch, w orth 81,750,000 and the "The Grand Trnnk Railway Company are held by the farmers andThunider iBay BranÎch Worth 816e600,000. What do w. traders of Ontaro to have made discriminating charges amainst them,
receive in return? It ua true, we have a road through the and the farmers of Western Ontario, far from being under their influence,
prairies, but it does not belong to us; we have constructed have sought to punish them by contributing to the building of the Credit
a road from Thunder Bay to Selkirk, but it is no longer Valley Railway."
ours; we have built the Pembina Branch, which has given I would like to ask what chance will the farmners in the
us a handsome yearly revenue, but the money no longer North-West have to build a Credit Valley Railway to punish
flows into the Treasury; we have pid for the buildi-ng of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, when the latter
195 miles of the eastern section, but we have received will have a completo monoply of the North-West for twenty
no benefit from it. It may be that there are years. I believe it was said by Daniel O'Connell, that
several thousand pple in the North-West more than there corporations have no souls, yon cannot reach them. Some.
were before, but I contend that we puy too much for these what over three years ago the corporation of Hastings, in
people, and- that we could get them into the country at England, complained te the Railway Commission that the
much less cost than the millions we are paying to this station accommodation provided for their borough, by the
Syndicate. Now, if we confined ourselves te the construction South Eastern Railway mpany, was defective and insuffi-
of the prairie section we should be in a better position, at cient. The Railway Commission took the town councillors
the end of three years, te build the rest of the road in the view of the case, and directed the Company teocomply with
remaining seven years. But supposing that we had to what they considered a just and reasonable demand. The
undertake the construction of the whole road now, hon. Sonth Eastern Railway Company refused te do so. The
gentlemen have a choice, even if it is a choice of evils. matter was thrown into the courts, and a decision was given
There are two proposals before them. They may ridicule that the Commission had exceeded the authority conferred
one of them and say it is bogus; but the fact is apparent on them, in requiring the company te make structural
to the people of this country that they, having changes. This will give us an idea of what we may erpect,
placed a large sum of money to the credit of the Govern- should we endeavor te compel the Canadian Pacifie Railiway
ment are in earnest in this matter; and the offer before us, Company to adopt any cours3e in the interests of the people
objectionable though it be, is certainly much less objection. to which they objected. I wili read to the House aseries of
able than the contract, and why shoald it be refused. It questions addressed by the New York Chamber ofCommerce,
will gain nothing foi- hon. gentlemen te abuse the indivi- te prominent men in the United States, and the answer
duals who made that offer. The.individuais who made this given by ex-Judge Black to those questions:
first offer, when they become an inoorporated company, will ,,lThe New York Chamber of Commerce in August last addreused tolose their individnality, and cannot be treated as individu- prominent men in various parts of the country a circular asking their
als. Then why .should we attack individuals who come opinions on some of the chief points involved in the problea of railroad
forward and make another offer ? We must deal with transportation. A series of quetions were asked, among which were
them nly as business men without regard te their these : Row eaa the prevailing discriminations against individuals and

ym nsecommuniies be prevented ? Is it safe to allow railroad managers te
private character. If their offer is a bogus one the follow their new theory of charging " all the traffic will bear ?" Onght
fact can soon be discovered ; for if you give lhem the not the companies to be supervised in the public interest, as banks and
contract sad they fail ten carry iLout, their deposit can b. insurance companies are, and for more pressing reasona? What do youc atbink of companies and managers contributing large sumo of money taconfiscated for the benefit of the country. lion gentlemen election expenses or to influence legilation ? "
cannet get out of this matter by excuses cf that kind. One x-Judge Black auswered as foliowe
of the most serions objections to this contract is the
exeniption from taxation it confers on the Company. There , 9Theserailroad and transportation companies conneet theuselves
might be some reason in it if they had invested their own with everything. The promotion of commerce, internal and foreiga, theinterests of buyer and seller, the rights of producer and consumer, themoney in the railway; but as it is built by publie money needs of the poor. and the prosperity of the rich, aIl cry &and for some
why should not some part of the earnings of the Company system of management which wiil compel them te do the duties they
corne back te thet blic treasu return for the b oW* to the publiec faithfully, at rates reasonable, fixed, uniform,. anddun f-tesbatsequal, withont extortion, without wanton changes, without discrimia-they receive ? e exemption from utom duties basauon The laws necessary for this purpose are not diffilnit to frame. If
been frequently pointed out as contrarytothe policy which you will lookat the Constitution of Pennsylvania as amended in 1873, you
bas been strenuonsly advocated by lon. gentlemen wili find in the seven teenth section a series of provisions which, if carried

. e e o ca e out and enforced, would be amply sufficient. But the railroad men andopposite. Other serious objections are that the Company their advocates have managed to impress the Legislature with the idea
can hold their lands for twenty years without any liability that they are above the constitution. They assert that every restriction
to taxation, that they have freedom te select their lands, impoe potn then the interests of justiee, eqnality, and fair dealing

ld a violation of the contract embodied in their carter. AlU tbis is neand that they have a monopoly, net only 1 ithe doubt very false doctrine, but they contrive in soe way (I really de
main Jne, but ail in the construction of branch lines. not know how) to make the State authorities accept it as true. I maa-
They have a monopoly of the water navigation of the North. tain that &Il 8tates have a clear and indeteable right ta protect their

may uildan ife~~or rsit aud ay carge ei.againit such wrongs, ad toexorcise thé powèr as ssacred duty.
West; they may build an infeor road and may eharge athit' daty is proprly performed the internal trade of ach 8tte
exceasw. rates of tel. lion, gentlemen olpposite said it yil cease te b. enslaved and crippled as it la now. Bat the commerce
woMld be to their interest te charge cheap rate. It is very between the Stts.rwiU still be open te inequalities sud liable toaoppres.

on and pluadoe by trasperta.ton compsaies, unions lb.singelar it is not their interest to do se now. The very a d&.I bygislatr dsopoting te, avesi nCaieh
ame Çompany, the St, Paul, Minneapoli# #q' Ma9itoba haq gewer sregulate. mniefo lieswen .be States. làifnet
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strictly within the scope of that authority when it makes-alawfo-bidding
carriers through the State to injure, impede or destroy the geeral trade
of the country by extravagantand discriminating charges 71 If that be
not a regulation of inter-state commerce What would bé?' The power
being conceded. an effectual mode of rigbting the wronga complained
of can easily be devised.

Doubtless you arc right in the belief that public opinion will be in favor
of your movement. Reflecting men cannot deny its justice. Thit the
influence of these great corporations can hardly be calculaed. They. have,
methods of defense and offense which make them almost invincible. YQu
have referred to portions of their history which proved this. Some of the
State Governments are literally subjugated by them now. It wilf requirt
a strong organization and much labor to reduce them. Undisciplined
militia in the open field make a poor fight against regulars intrenched.
What are corn-sta;ks against cannon? Sucli is truth against money."

This statement ought to commend itself to the attention of
this House. The experience of th people of the
United States ought to be a lesson to us. It seems
somewhat singular we should take up the eaet4-
off garments of the people across the line.
But the people of the United States see now that there are
very great evilsconnected with that system, and I believe
that for the last ton years there bas been no Land gran.t
by the general government to railways, the. people
being now adverse to that mode of assistance.7 Will'
not the experience of our neighbours be a guide ,and
warning to us ? We are laying the fou ndations of a great
country in the North-West, and we ahould estab1ish'them-
well and durably. Another objection to this contract ise
the Government's action in regard to the steel rails bongbt.
in 1879. Last Session the Minister of Railways stated tha
Government had purchased 50,000 tons of steel rails. at*
81,500,000 less than they could have been bought for since.
Freights also were then fortunately low. Certainly that, was
an excellent bargain; but it is rather sad for the country
that the benefits of that bargain are passed over to the:
Contpany. The advocates of the contract claim that the
Syndicate is going to prove a great agency for the.promo4-
tion of immigration in our North-West-that thus immense,
numbers will be settled in that region. One hon. gentleman
trusted that 818,000,000 would in this way be saved te,
Canada. It scems singular that we should have another
dopartment of public affairs created. We have the genius,
of the Minister of Agriculture applied to this work asalso
the talents of Sir A. Galt, and which should be sulficient
without a new agency. Be said in his speech at .Montreal
last year:

"The duties he would have to perform may be classed under those
heads, finance,.immigration and diplo~macy. * * * With reference to the
subject of immigration it is perhaps the most important that we have-
or lîkely to have for man.y years to consider."
'W ith a Minister of Immigration here, and another in Lodon,
we have no need of another agency. The subject of immi-
gration is not mentioned in the con tract I am aware of o
stipulation as to the number of emigrants they are to bring
in, nor as to their keeping them in this country. -e it
right to give them more than the value of the raihay
and then ask them to do unpaid agency work in regard
to innigration. This must have been a private arrange-
ment with the Syudicate, and a similar arrangemeut Scould
bo made with ikhe second Syndicate. Hon. gentlemene
opposite have spoken rather slightingly with regard te theï
suggestion of the leader of the Opposition, with regaid
to the Sault Ste. Marie road, but they have Dot been-
able to offer any objection to it-none that would wogh
aganst their own statements on provious occasions, ad
certainly it seems a necessity to get this road, to be enabled
to compete with the St. Pauni and Manitoba Railwaýyn
regard tô merchandise comiag eastwards. [ xeed o4y'
quote some of the speeches made by the bon. genÏt1aea
opposite wben in power. The Minister of Railways, in .a
t-speecb made by bim in 1818, said:

I The Northern Pacifie Railway had, their road to Rled I',r e nd &
branch to '55 miles eof the border. It would have 'been'better to baud that
fifty-4ve miles upon the territory with Canadiàn motey, and make at
connection so that, by the existing road from Duluth, niediate trave
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and trdac weld barebeeh ereated fromn uandtethe oËtb-WMestahlnànet
costrupt, & azd in btheild, impassable.and ugfertile comingaylietateen
the shores ofJeSupprior and the Red River, 9n the linein wbiwb

'wëre Uo t irt' 'railway. That.poicy wou'ld have beéksò nd.
Butit i adifferent one frome building 228 nsle«, afM th
leaving an agrmenig portion, which prevented themufron. a g
nile .of the 'oad tey had constructed. "Ihe policy wici Setor
Macpherson had propoended, was one which would commend itself to a
great many of thepeople of this country; that,' in the posiionin which
the 9overm»entignd thèmselves, the difficulty of obtaining money, it
would have been wise to busband their rescourçes, and' havmig.built the
road froni Duluth t einbina, then to push the road across the prairie,
'where every mile constructed would be opening the ci untry, and doing
that whiçb má t -bèidone as the very basis of the Canadian Pacifie
Railwa, namnely, filling up the'contry with-settlers and wiigrsat.
That is exactly the policy which s propounded froni :'iis
side of the House. I wish to say a word ortwo with regard
to the policyof the Government building this railway.
While, as I said before, I would prefer that the road 'were
built by a. company, yet if we cannot get fair aid rea9se-
able terme frem ia conpany, thon by 'all means let it 'e
built by the Gevemrment. Railways have been built and
oporated sucessfai!y by the Governmentwof other counutrets
and I do not see why they should not in this. The objection
'taItif it wereso built we would have trouble with the
contracte and with contract brokers is one which~need not
ýarise:Under a proper system of management. - The member
fbrLambton told ne himself that when persons came to
him 'withimpoper proposa;is ho gave then such an answer
'that-they did not touble him again. The great evils which
arise f£m an abuse of patronage wonld be obviated if civil
'eerwants were appointed according to their fitness andneot
as a aitteriof:pslitical lavor. In Belgi-um, the State ie the
prpÈietorof mniy of the railways, and they are an impor-
tant .owFee'Df revenue. ln that country 1,018 miles are
operatedby the State and 1,268 by pirivate companies, and
those owned by the Stute are far more remunerative than
the others, as lte 'following figures witl show. The gross
eceipts.of.theState railways iin 1871 were $18,061,900; the

expenditare, $1104 660, lcaving as net rece ipts $6,951,280.
The groes'eceipta .fsom private lines was 87,623,460; the
expenditure 44,54,i75 leaving as net receipts S3,077,585.
In the colony of Victoria 1,07'miles of railwnîy are in the
bands of companies, while nearly 1,000 ini les are owned by
the Government. I tbink, therefore, that the zonstruction
and ,operation of the Canadian Pacifie Railway by the
Geveromente'might safely be considered as an alternative,
if *e catmot 'get a company to do the work on fair and
reasonable terms. I think, therefore, that it wasa7wisething
on the part of hecon me'm"b r for oldmbton to provide, as
he did inthe fAct of 1874,thatif he could notget therailway
built by acompany the Government should have power to
buildiz as a Go'vernment work', and if he had not taken that
power-we, woulde not now have had the beietit of these
portions.of theroad whichs have been bnilit. A great deal
has been -aid u against our utilizing' any portion of
the Aerican crailway system in carrying on trafRe
andt we, have ,had the ory of loyalty and patrietiisr
ropeated with .ragaib d to that question. Now, while
we on bis sside >side claim to be just as loyal and as
patriotie as bon..gentlemen opposite, we fee'something like
a eer4aintamood Christian who eaid h., had no religion 'to
'hrag of' ¶-This i isot e oceaision wben we'are required to
take the Geld idefence of eur country, but simply 'a d0m-
mercialmatteri; and L forone; do neot se tse advisability of
sp. nding imitons of dolars'merelyfor e saeol having
a railway on our own territory, when we can get tise ame
or iboîter accommodation, for ie& moey'b3r using tise
raâlwys' of a tmighhorm'ig country. W. meet -many
Americase travelling on the Great Western Railway, or lhe
Canada Southen, and l-Ido ubt think that they feel that
they d.me themsolvesr u»'compromise their 'alieginee to
tIhieuieonthyerIy tbraeelling Wver'Wanadian'dinres. [arn
'oppoed to'the.ateact beenawit:'pats aitogether too nuch
p*QMr itö thse hiands '<f # ~pog4f#uQ ho will 'ver Boon
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if this power be- granted, get entirely ,beyond òur
control. 1IThey re a corpany wb 0in oW ect -May;,
do as they please. A few m ntbs ago agreat walking fever
spread ovqr the country, and we heard a good deal about

as you please." I think we might very correctly
apply that phrase to the Syndicate, for they are allowed to
go as.they please and do as they please. They may build
an infbrlor road. if they please they niay place the track
where they please, and they may shorten the line if they
please; and, by the way, I notice there is a differencetof 15
miles in the length as stated in the contract from that
reputed by the engineer. They may run as often or as
seldom as they please. Now, I do not think we should
grant ail these privileges in return for a railway which runs
from ocean to ocean through our own territory, and which,
after ail, we shall nof own, for it will be'ong to the Company.
It wil[, not put bread into the moutbs of the hungry, or
assuage the sorrows of the affikted, tj be told that we have
an ail-rail route over Canadian territory. I wish to point
out, further, that however objectionable the new offer may
be, it is far superior to the contiact before the -House.
The offer before the Ilouse proposes to accept $3,.00,000
and 3,000,000 acres less, and perform the same work. The
offer provides for a higher. standard of road. The offer
provides for a more equal dietribution of the land and cash
subsidy. No exemption from payment of Custom duties.
No monopoly or special privilege with regard to branch
Unes. No exemption front taxation, municipal or Pro-
vincial. By the offer the Government may, if they please,
acquire the road. By the offer the rates are to be regulated
according to the general Railway Act. The new company
provide for the opening of stock books in the principal
citiesin the various Provinces of the Dominion. I am
opposed to the contraet because it is not made in the
interests of the country. I decline to bc a party to the
bargain because I have proof before my ryos thata better
one can be made. I refuse to sanction a mcasurc which
will entail unnecessary burdens on the people. i wili not
be a jparty to giving a mortgage to a Syndicate upon ail tie
lands in the Nurth-West that may be brought unrider cultiva-
tion during the next twenty years. I refuse to hand over to a
few individuals an enormous territory without sufficient
consideration in return. I am opposcd to this contract
becanse it lays the foundation of a huge monopoly, which
will tax to the utmost the energies of future generations to
overthrow. I will not endorse this measure bocause it
grants prîileges and immunities to a corporation which
are inconsistent with the progressive tendencies of the age.
For these reasons, which-to my mind are sufficient, I wiil,
when opportunity offers, record my vote against it.

Mr. McLENNAN. ln the first stage of this debate, when
the House was in Committee, I took occasion to statu my
views upn the general- question, and I do not intend to
repeat them now- I find myself called upon to deal with
some questions that have come up since that time, and, in
the first place, -with some statements of the leader of the
Oppos;tion, with reference te a portion of my remarks at
that tim.n. That gentleinan said that I had minimized the
important question of the tolls, as it would affect the profits
of the settier in the new country. I certainly diW net mean
te do so, and if there was any appearance of my doing so it'
realted f-om the habit that I practice, of doing one thing at a'
time. Our business now is to discuss the charter ofa railway'
company. I think the guara.tee for the rates of toll are'
prettywell provided for in the General Railway Act, as I
stated at the lime. I also stated that there was a farther
guarantee through competition, and stiil another one in the
nattu al law of commerce, whieh, perhaps, the hon. leader,
of the Opposition may never have learned, in a Chancery
C>urt, but it is well known te men of business, and that is
the law of compensation. I can better illustrate it by a
Parnfiel wlth the pracicp e'of aother calling. I dare say hon.
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gentIem s i this Uonse remember an old legend illustiated
in he works ofERgarth, - somebody else,-in which two men
are pictured who went to law. Thp on. who gained hils
-suit is inM tatters; the une who lest it is nakod. That is
not the praeiee ini commerce. . As far as I know anything
of the practice of commercial life it is based upon a law of
mutual interest and advantage of the parties concerned,
and upon ne other basis do If know of any development
baving taken place in the great material intorests of the
world, I think this law wilI sugleiently apply te the
developnent of the North-West, and it may be sunmarized
in the well known maxim of small profitansud quick returns,
of which the opposite principle is illustiated by another
adage of killing the goose that lays the golden egg. If
there is any danger of high rates upon the railway, it i
necessarily, in the beginning of ils operations, when the
quantity of frieght te be carried is small. To guard
against any mistake of that kind, it is provided that the
first tariff shahl be made with the approval of the Govern-
ment. If the principle to whicb I have adverted lias
application, it will provide for equalization in the future
growth of the commerce of that country. The hon. gentle-
man referred, also, in sonnection with another mode ot
redress that I pointed out, te the possible docay that miglht
overtake the port of Montreal, and the ruin that would
befall the trafe of the St. Lawrence in such a case.
Sir, I expect to see Hudson's Bay navigated, and
the great North-West reached by that route. At
the same time I have some interest in the port of
Montreal and in the carrying trade of the St. Lawrence,
and I do not tremble at ail for the results. Now, Sir, with
regard to this whole question, we on this side have main-
tained that the Government are acting in their right and
their duty in making this contract. The Government of
1874 recorded their intention to have the railway built by
private enterpÉise, and that dotermination was generally
accepted at the time. Porhaps, they cannot have intended
that another Government should build it in the same way,
but if the question was not open for the last six years,
there cau be .no doubt that it has been open for
the last six months. I think it was known to
every member of this Ilouse that b eforo Parliament
rose in the nonth of May ls"t, pua-tis wer eonquiring with
the view of raking just such a contract as the one now
bofore us. The announcement was mado publicly during
the last six months, and no objection was made to the right
of the «overnmeat to make sucb a contract during most of
'that time. We certainly did read in the organs of the
Opposition press opinions that Government could not find
anybody willing to undertake such a contract ; but it
is a new discovery that there is any imp ropriety in the
Governmeïnt making such a contruct- Wetl, we are told
now that the country bas not beon heard from. Why, thre
country has been heard from as long as we have beard any-
thing from the coun.ry at ail with regard to the business of
this Parliament. On the first occasion when I went before
the country, in 1876, I recollect very well that this railway
proved a subjeet of discussion on ovory public platform.
We are toid that we have net called public meetings to
approve of this contract. When we disapproved of the
trade policy of the Goa-vernment from ,(676 te 1878,
the Government did not eall meetings to show
the people tbey were r'ight ,and we were wrong.
It is true we ;have, some petitions from the country,
but I thinak thy.are very few. I know theie is agentleman
paying considerable attention to my own county, who
was once a colléagne of hon. gentlemen opposite, who
evidently doe net consider that he ended his political career
whdn ho becatne Lientenant-Govornor, but who, I hoar, has
been makink ahidnight visits te the country to take chrge
of the tmuipan aelections. That funny old Liberal, Thomas
Carlyle, bes #aid that the world is peopled by something
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!ike a thousand million people, mostly fools. If a Tory had Sauit Ste. Marie to Duluth. So far £rom anything being
said so, I am afraid we should have heard a great deal about accomplished by getting t the Sauit we shouid be-simply
the impropriety of it; but I believe the four million people giving ourselves away. When we get te Duluth we
of this country are net mostly fools on the question of should simply make a connection with the Northezn
the National Policy and the Pacifie Ibilway. They bave Pacifie Railway. We should not get tb
been pretty well trained in the school ofadversity, and after that garden of the Ncrth-West about wbich we hear se
having suffered nearly six years of the misrule of bon. nrncb; that is about 150 miles further off. at -t. Paul, to
gentlemen opposite, if they found themselves very badly whieh place there is no direct railway, nothing but a long
pinched, they would likoly cry aloud; but they have not angular lne foliowing the Northern Pacifie and making a
done so. The agitation bas failed to produce any response direct turn southward to St. Paul, making a distance of
from the country. We have had somepetitions; and when we about 250 miles. The only cage in which that offer would
go before the country next summer we shall probably learn cre to be of any use-that is, if bon. gentlemen oppo.
how many voters' names are on them and under what site had it in their banda we should have the alternative
influences these names were obtained. In the mean- of building or waiting utitil the Americans buiît. I have
time, I think we may possess our souls in patience. grent respect for the Americans. I have h..d business
But, if the agitation .did net produce a response from the relations with them, and think that they are yery reApect-
Country, it did produce some sort of response from a body able, enterprising and, above ail, very acute people. I
of Canadian capitalists, who, we are told, came forward think if we abouti build 290 miles cfrailway to tbe
spontaneously te relieve this suffering country from tbe Sauît, they would say: IWell gentlemen, we are always
great incubus of the railway contract. If one-half we hear glad to sec you. -ce are free-trader-, and if you
is truc, I think we may come te the conclusion that the come 550 miles furtber we will allow you te purchase
action of some of the capitalists whose names are appended eut of our giet storehouse cf wheat; "- and, se fer as my
to that contract, was net spontaneous; indeed, those whose knowledge gees, that is a privilege cf trade they have
action was spontaneous, I do not think we have any reason ai ways extended. Wehave taken Advantage if it. We have
te regard as capitalists, whilst those who are capitalists were proflted by the great'route cf the St Lawrence by bbe
not spontaneous. I think that is a very important distinction. purchase and transportation cf ther wheat by this route. I
I do net bhink it is fair on our part here te discussthe names tbink it proves that a smali people should bave a greavdeal
of a long list of Canadian capitalists whose names are of enterprise. The utter folly of a road to the Sault will be
attached. tu this wretched paper, as 1 venture te call it, apparert whcn I state, that it ed te us that, in
with the view of discussing their possible resources. If the order te reach the garden cf the estern States we shculd
inventors of this offer had had a little more ingenuity, I bud 290 miles te the Sault, 410 te Duluth, and
wonder they did net offer te build the road for balf the 150 miles to St. Paul, in ail 850 miles, in preference
money, seeing there was no possibility of the offer being te building 6à0 miles on our own aide cf Lake Superier,
accepted: Bat what is the work to be undertaken by this ln order te make a connection with the North-West.
company. It is the work of bringing a great mass of The hen. gentleman who spoke last, said that we ought
people from the old world to this new country; it is the very te build that lno, in order te compete with the St.
arduous labor to be performed for a series of years Paul and Manitoba Iailway. That is very mucl like saying
in constructing this railway so as te make the lands and that we should make a road iute the liens don, in eider te
the road profitable. The Goveinment were quite right compete with bbe lion. 1 will caIt the attention cf the flose
when endeavoring te find parties who would undertake this te another factor cf the situation. We have the sound ofa
work, in making sure that the gentlemen who offered te great epic in ur ears, and we tbink we bear, in bbc
undertake it knew the extent »nd nature of the work, and language cf a great critie, bhc majestic bread and planctary
could command the resources necessary te prosecute it. The solemnity ef the hon, leader cf the Opposition. Batwe are
hon. leader of the Opposition said he did net know of any mistaken, it la but a stage play, a king cf ahreds and
French bankers with German names. fias the bon. gentle.patches. le told us tbe other day that hoeoccupied bis
man never heard of the firm of Rothschild, the leading present important and imposing position very muni againat
bankers in Paris. On the Bourse at Vienna, probably the his wI. Well, is there any bon. gentleman in tbis fouse
largest Bourse in the world, there is an entirely forgetful w-beI"overstepsbhc modesty cf nature" se far as o-corne
ness of nationality. Men with names from every country in here to please himself? flavo we net ail been urged by
the world are te be met there, and I think it is safe te every possible consideraon te thrcw ourselves into tbis
say that money knows no nationality. But supposing this breacb, at theau-as tbc bon. gentleman said, and as I
new offer is in good faith. What have we? Why, the gist have ne doubt he meant-of honor and duty? 18 there any
of the whole matter is that we are te gO' te the United gentleman in this fouse se cravea as te say thatle is bore
States. We are told by the leader of tbe Opposition, that ter any otber motive? lb is truc we may net al have made
we sbould make a connection at Sault Ste. Marie. lie did se great sacrifices as bhe hon. gentleman. We - are net so
not tell us what connection. We can make a connection great as he, and the virtue of self-sacrifice la, like the quality
with Thunder Bay, without going te Sault Ste. Marie, from cf mercy, "rnighbiest in bbc mighby." 1 do net dispute the
Collingwood or from Midland, by the route of Georgian Bay good faith of the hon. gentleman wfhon hoe makes that atate-
and through Lake Superior. If we built a railway to the ment. I am merely pcinting eut that be stands Dot in that
Sault we should eimply build it te save a part of that water singular and exalted position that one wouîd imagine from
voyage. What should we conneet with at Sauli Ste. Marie? bis words, and that there are possibilibies cf seme other
There is not a foot of railway making connection mistakes revealed in that explanation wbich he se
with the western States for 410 miles from there, 1graciously accorded us. I think that that hon, gentlemen
and when we had that road we would only get into the desires te be net merely a representative in bbc couacils of
wilds of Michigan. in the latest published American atlas, bis country but a leader, a ruler if ho bas bbe power,
by the Commissioner of Statisties, -the land in Northern and I daresay ibis a legitirmate objeet cf ambtion;butinthe
Michigan for two degrees south of the 49th parallel is cae before us there'are waning the elements cf bbe heroic,
described as an uninhabited country, possessing pine timber except bbe stage herche. The sacrifices of greatpatriotism,
and^ volcanic rock. There is a small settlement at cf a martyr patrie% require soma great fctor.Thero
Marquette, where iron and cop r miuning la carried on, must ho a country suffering under some.great evil te ho
and te which a branch of the 'hcago and North-Western remedied, or some great wrcng te ho âvenged. Sacb a
Railway runs, but there is not a niile cf ailway from bctheaise receivtdhehe m*crifiee cf thc intelIQet Qfawoqr gnd.

aMr. MCLSuNNeiN.
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e pession of a Garibaldi. Some year- ago a man named

Joh iBrown wot down toVirginia and sacrificed bis life
for a au ring people. The bon. gentleman will probably
think of some cases ab thehistory of a country with
whih he is inore nearly related, where the folly and
mistakes of men, who honestly meant to do something for
thoir country, was redeemed by ardent, passionate, burning
love for their country. This we take to be the first element
ina case of this kind. But the business before us is of a
different character. We are bere with a new country to be,
developed and requiring. the application of much plain,
practical common sense. 1 believe these are qualifications
possessed bymy hon. friends on the Treasury benches. I do
not believe that they ever posed in the attitude of heroes, to
carry on the business of this country, because it was quite un-
necessary. But there is another alternative to account for the
course of hon. gentlemen opposite This little and lowly band.
affect to have some affinity with the great Liberal party of
England-though 1 do not know on what ground. We
knew that some English statesnmen, of moderato degree,
and some of great degree, have done something for their
country in its international relations. We know that so
plain and practical a man as Mr. Cobden went to France,
a few years ago, and made a treaty of commerce
with the French under which Great Britain ex-
changod ber valuable coal and iron at moderato rates
of duty for light French wines. We know that ho
investedsome money in American railways, and it was
held that he had done some good international service by
that stop, though, as my hoi. friend from Niagara (Mr.
Plumb) suggests, this investment came near ruining him.
John Bright, by his sympiathy and his eloquence, won the
hearts of the American people in the crisis of their
nation's history. The great Hellenist wbo is now at the
head of affairs in England went to the Ionian Islands and by
giving away a little British patronage succeeded in consoli-
dating the Greek nation. I think it is a fair and
laudablo ambition for any lion. genlemea to desire
to emulate these distinguished mon in these re-
spects, and I believe the hon. gentleman tricd his
hand in ihat direction; but, to use a vulgar phrase, ho did
it in rather a lopsided way. We know that he bas given his
assistance, directly or indirectly, to a party of American
land speculators; we saw the hon. gentleman's counterfeit
presentment the other day, in a certain pamphlet, and
to-day I find upon my desk a yellow covered prospectus of
a journal which it is )roposed to start in the national
interests of young Canada, and by the superscription Iinfer
it comes froin the United States. I suppose that if evor
that paper cones to be published, and if we should bave to
accept this new offer to build a road by way of St. Paul, I
have no doubt that the handsome face of the hon. gentleman
will appear in the new journal as a frontispiece. What does
the bon. gentleman now propose as an act of reciprocity ?
I am desirous of seeing a reciprocity in natural productions
with the United States; I believe that such a reciprocity
wasofgreat advantage tous when we had it before, andlI hope
we will live to sec it again. I believe, however, that we shall
only obtain that reéiprocity by firmly maintaining our own
rights, and that we shall not be making a step in that
direction by giving ourselves away te the Americans, and
delivering ourselves into their hands at the rapids of Sault
Ste. Marie and the wilds of northern Michigan. la the 1
course of this debate we have had along with a great deal of
rather tiresome repetition, a good deal of advice from the
other bide of the House. Hon. gentlemen opposite are
kind enouglh to take considerable interest in us as a party.
We can quite understand their interest in the country, but
their interest in our party is almost I think ex gratia; but
after all it is a kindly feeling-a Christian feeling as the
hon. member for-Niagara (Mr.-Plamb) says-and it ought
to be eneouraged. I -have tried to show that the hon.leader

of the Opposition haB Dot ahown that hs possefses the
elemeas of a great patriot, nor of a great administrator,
nor even of a very moderate uegotiator, and I think I
might venture te suggest to _hon, gentlemen opposite
something which is not entirely now. They should
hold another caucus such as they are sid to have hold last
year. They might not find it very easy to elect a new
leader this time, because there are some men who do not
forget themmelves. Gentlemen who have paid sonme little
attention to the ma3thetios of art know that groat actors are
a class who do not often forget themseives. As I have said,
there might be some difficulty in seleoting a new leader,
but I make them a suggestion simply on the ground that,
as we have often been told, advice is cheap, and I suppose
that is the reason why we have had so much of it-from the
other side of the Houe. I-think, perhaps, that the young
gentleman froin West Elgin (Mr. Casey) might prefer his
pretentions to come to a front desk. I do not see why the
bon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) should not be
brought to the front. If we are to be entertained in our
lighter hours, that hon, gentleman possesses a breezy
good humor which is rather plosant to encounter
across the House. His rhetoric and, I might add, his
histrionic powers, are pretty well devolopod, und he has
a pretty good mastery ot the English language. So, as I
said, if we are to be entertained, [ would recommend him
for a leader. In such a contingoncy we should be relieved
from another d ifheulty. It was said by Charles Fox that it
would be impossible for any man to be so wise as Lord
Thurlow looks; and in our entertainment woeshould like to
have on the front benches a leader who could t-mile and
look pleasant once in a while. But while those arrange-
ments are goilg on on the other side, I believe that the

ýpath of duty on this side is very clear. I believe that the
project which has been brought down by the Govrirnment
is a good one for the construetion of the.railway and the
settlement of the North-West. But whon the niember for
Brant takes bis place as leader, I will point out to hin
that we do not propose to vote bere because we are "la
pack of yelping curs " following on uat the heels of the Gov-
ernment. We do not think se much of the Government.
I do not wish to flatter Ihese hon. gentlemen,
and In point of fact, they do not always do as
we want them to do. We sometimes ask them for a
contract or an appointment for a friend which they
refuse; we may sometimes ask for even a Lieutenant-
Governorship or a portfolio for out-selves, which we do not
get. I may say that I have nover asked for anything of
this kind myself, but if 1 did 1 should hate aborninably to
be refused. I believe, Sir, that it is of vital importance,
not alone for a party, but fbr the country, that the construc-
tion of the railway should be-proceeded with without
further delay. And I bolieve that the path of duty and
honor-if I may be allowed to borrow from the bon. leader
of the Opposition, whose language I admire, though I
cannot concede much else-will lead this louse to vote
down this voluminous amondment, this amendment in two
volumes-and to vote for the contract, the whole contract,
and nothing but the contract..

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. KILL AM. Although this subject has ben discussed
so ably upon both sides of the louse, and perhaps hon.
members are getting rather weary of the debate, yet I fuel
it my duty to make some few remarks, believing, as I do
-and I think Iam quotingthe words of a local paper which
I read recently, and whieh is doing service in its proper
sphere of usefulness -that the more this contract is
examined the more it will not bear examination, and
although many tbings have been said seowing the
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impropriety of entering into it at the time, and in the
way it was done, yet we find every day, every hour,
and almost every minute the subject is examined, that*
something showing the grous impropriety of thé conduct of-
the Govern ment in making this contract, is demonstrated
more clearly. I may be excused, Sir, perhaps, if I treat
the subject from a local stand point. Of course, we. speak-
about the Canadian Pacifie Railway as a great Dominion
enterprise. So il is. It is a great Dominion enterprise, so'
far as its extension to the Rocky Mountains is concerned,.
but from what I have heard on this subject, hon. members-
seemed to think that, so far as British 'Columbia
is concerned, it was principally a local matter.
We have heard hon. members conveying the idea
here during the debate that if the Carnarvon terms had
been assented to British Columbia would have been com-
paratively satisfied. It seeme to me that the idea which
British Columbia members have conveyed to us since 1871,
since we have had the ploasure of sitting bere with -those
hon. gentlemen, is that the principal object lotbe gained was
the expenditure of money in British Columbia ou these
works. I believe, Sir, and I did believe when I voted for
the railway between Esquimait and Nanaimo, that if the
money could have been expended there, it would have
hushed the complaints of those hon. gentlemen a good deal,
and they would not bc so anxious to-day to press the
Dominion to involve itself so heavily in debt. to construet
the railway in that Province. I realize as well as anybody
the obligations the Dominion is under to complote the
Pacifie Railway, but, Sir, I am one of those who abide by
the resolutions of this House so often passed thAt this public
work should only be carried on as fast as the resources of
the country would warrant, and that, Sir, is one of my
principal objections to this contract, and I may say, also, to
the offer made by Lhe new Syndicate. Of course, as between
the two, if it came to a question to decide between them,
I prefer the new Syndicate offer, but I believe
the proper course for the Governiment to pursue in this
case would be to reconsider what they have already done,
and if they are to make a bargain with either one of those
companies, to retain the control of matters in their own
hands in such a way that proper restrictions could be
placed upon the expenditure of the public moneys. If the
control of the work had been kept in the hands of the
Government, the expenditure could .have been limited. If
we found that the settlement of the North-West did not
procoed as rapidly as we should desire, and as we all do
desire, we could at any time have stopped the expenditure
of money upon the work, or limited it. If at any time the
revenues, derived principally from the Eastern Provinces
-although I am aware tiat British Columbia is paying a
large proportion for such a small population to the revenue -
should diminish, the expenditure could have been controlled ;
but under this contract the Government binds itself to
increase the public-debt of the Dominion, within ten years,
by $50,000,000 for construction purposes of this railway
alone. It more than that binds itself to incur
all the obligations and responsibilities of establishing
new governments, extinguishing Indian titles, and
doing everything necessary to open up a new country like
the North-West; and I believe, if this work is to be carried
out as the hon. gentlemen où the Treasury benches profess
to believe it will be carried out, the debt of the Dominion
will be increased in those ten years by at least $75,000,000.
I do not wish to be considered as speaking on this occasion,
in any manner, to look like throwing obstruction in the
way of public business. That is not the idea, but I believe
that considering the way this contract was brought forth,
the way in which. it has been laid before Parliamont, the
short time we have Lad this immense country, extending
4,000 miles from the Atlantic to thePacifie, the people have
not had proper time for the consideration of it, and Il
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believethat they sbould be permitted more timeeo etàdy it,
and that it is the duty of every hon. member in this Honse
to diseuse the matter line by line and to give the people
suffiôlent time to consider the subject theroughly and -tebe
welt informed upon its details. I give, Sir, fW that
authority from two sourcea--from a good' Liberal authority
and froin a good Conservative atthority. I will read afew
fines from, an-article in the Quarterly Review forO Gtober,an
article entitled "Six' months of Liberal Gévernhient."
Hon. gentlemenu will remember that the ~Merquis of
Hartington complained that during the elat Session of
Parliament,-somne members were endeavoring te'-oberet
business. Upon that this journal quotes Mr. -Gladstone,
using the following words:

"No-dounbt Mr. G1adstone remembered the time when lhe 'ad availed
himslf cWf the principles laid 4own in the foregoing passage. When
opposin, with a rare combination of vigor, conscientiousnesssand ability,
the passng of the Divorce Act, the right hon. genleman. Xhen a priva e
member, employed, in addressing Lord Palmerston, the following uncom-
promieing language:

"' His noble friend had had an affirmation of his Bill by adeciive
majority, and no douht the minority IDught to bow to the fairly epressed
will of the majority, and if his noble f end chose to persevere with the
measure they must struggle on at whatever personal inconvenience, and
maturely discuss the provisions of the Bi Still, it could not be
maintained that the Bill was of a nature particularly urgent to be passed in
the present Session. Be would also remind bis noble friend that the
same duty which bound the minority to comply with the declared opinion
of the majority on the principle of the Bill. did not absolve them from the
obligations of watching, discussing, modifying and altering the provisions
of the measure. As an opponent to the Bill, it might answer his purpose
to retire from the Committee altogether and depart into the country,
allowing the Bill to pass with all its blemishes; but such a course le held
to be contrary to bis duty, and he conceived it was incumbent on those
who objected to the Bill to attend there night after night and week after
week, to debate, line by line and word by word, if necessary, the details
of a bill of such great importance.'l"

The Tory journal comments upon it in this way:
"In one sense an Administration has a right to sacrifice its character

for modest usefulness to the ambition of being deemed earnest and
enterprising; and this sacrifice has been made, not in the least to our
surprise, by the leaders of party whose , ôle in future will apparently be
to acquire power by destructive criticism, and to retain it by destructive
legislation. But no Administration has a right, in the pursuit of this
selfish purpose, to damage the position of Parliament in the eyes of the
nation ; and this injury is effected when Parliament is compelled to vote
for measures which it is denied the time to consider."

Now, Sir, thatwould be my excuse, that the couitry requires
proper time for considering those measures; that it has
b3en and is denied them, and that the Opposition should
take any course which in this case they may consider
advisable, to give the country ample time to consider the
particulars of this Bill. To come back to the point from
which I started when I spoke of this question as a measure
partly local and partly Dominion. I wish to refer
to the state, of the taxation of the country since
Confederation, bearing on the publie debt. 1 will
give the. figures very briefly, because, of course, they
are in possession of hon. gentlemen. During the fiscal year
ending 30th of June, 18t;8, the goods entered for eonsump-
tion in the Dominion of Canada amounted to 8.0,895,000,
the duties collected wore 88,819,000, or an average
of 12½ per cent. In 1875, that is after the change
in the tarif made in 1874, the goods entered for con-
sumption were of the value of $119,618,000, and duties
collected 815,361,000, or an average rate of 13 per cent. For
the year ending 30th of June, 1879, with diminished trade and
business, the goods entered for consumption were of the
value of 80,S41,000, the duties levied on them amounting to
812,939,000, or 16 per cent. Sti11 worse was the year end-
ing 30th June last, and during the last three months of 1880
the goods imported reached 821t'604,000, the duty colleted
being $4,295,000, or 20 per cent.December shows tbe same
reiiult. I want simply to call th' attention of hon. gentle-
men to the bearing of these figures on the publie debt of
the country. Before Confederation Nova Seotia had an.
average rate of duty upon free and dutiable gooda of about
Si per cent. The first year after Confederation or
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at ~Opnfed.k-ation the national debt of Canada was
$75,795,0O0. In 195 ftie amount Was $117068,000. On
3à"h Jme, 188>, it reached 156,94O<. The debi- about
doûibId in thosé tbirteen years; the taxation more than
doubled so far as the PiËovince is concerned, and about
doubled as far as the Dominion as a whole is concerned. 1
ask hon..gentlemen to consider what is likely to be the effect
où taxation if $75,00,000 are to be added tothe public debt
during the next ten years. Hon. gentleman on the Treasury
bonehes assume immense ability in conducting public affairs,
and seek to prove that the country will not have a singlei
cent to pay for the Pacifie Railway ; but the exact contrary
bas beeni the case since the North-West bas been opened up.j
Although we have been promised great returns from the1
sale of lands we have seen year after year immense sumsi
drawn from the publie treasury for the administra-
tion of Governmnent, settling difficulties, appointingj
officials of the Government, and persons whom it1
was necessary to console ; and instead of deriving
revenue from the country we have been constantly losing.
Under these circumstances, I believe it behoves us to
proceed with caution and deliberation, and keep the faithi
which Parliament bas pledged time and again that the
work of building the Pacifie Railway should not proceed1
faster than the resources of the country will permit. I wase
surprised to hear the bon. -merrber for Lunenberg (Mr.a
Kaulbach) offer the other night more objections t tlhe1
contract than I could possibly make, wbile the bont
member for Annapolis (Mr. Longley) landed it in everya
possible way, both of them taking few exceptions to it andà
simply. saying it required a few modifications. We do not,1
howevir, expect anything better from them, of course.a
Perhaps, if they were to come to our party under present s
circumstances they would not be accepted on returningv
home by the Liberals of their own counties, and the Conser- o
vatives would not have anything to do with them, and,1
therefore, the hon. gentlemen resumed their seats wîth t
the remark that if the modifications were not E
made, they were prepared to swallow the contract-as theb
hon. leader of the Government informed them they b
were to do-pretty much as the cassowary swalloweds
the missionary, ski» and bônes, and hymn-book too.y
It would be very much better if those hon. gentlemen h
instead of registering their votes on every occasion when ho l
told them, would pay more attention to the rates of tax"tion n
and the duties levied on the faahermen, lumbermen and t
laboringmen, who, although they are now struggling under c
the burde'n, but keeping their beads above water, may, if c
tbey are weighted with other burdens, may be unable to i
remain int he part of the country to which they now belong, p
and be compelled to join those parties now leaving the 4
Dominion for the United States. The hon. member for t
King's, P.E.I. (Mr. Muttart), made a speech in favor of the
contract the other night. He had some objections )
to it, but he was prepared to vote for it. All his t
reasons for voting in its favor, besides the dictum of e
the First Minister, was the fact that Senator Haythorne a
was opposed to it. Well, I am not astonished at n
the hon. member for King's. He is one of the people who w
belped the people of Prince Edward Island to give them. B
selves away, to surrender their rights and privileges. There s
was a time when the Island stood in a botter position than t
itdoes to-day; and I know there are sufficient independent s
electors, if they are appealed to on this question, to show p
those hon.:gentlemen they have been somewhat mistaken c
in -the views they have taken. I hold in my hand a text, p
a halfpenny, from which a very fair sermon might be b
preached, net only to the Island but to the whole Dominion. o
It is dated 1857, and on the pbverse aide are the words: o
" Prince Edward Island. Self Government and Free Trade." d
The bon. gentlemen from Prince Edward Island were some s
of those who relinquished the first of those privileges on the fo
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ocasion wben they sent the hon. Minister of Marine up
here to negotiate for Confederation; and they relinquished
the other privilege, that of free trade, which was the most
important privilege that tbey could have, when they asAisted
the hon. Finance Minister in passing his iniquitous Tatiff of
i1878. I have not a word to say against the personal
cbaracter of those gentlemen. Of course; while I was
speaking of them in the way I have done, I was referring
to these hon. gentlemen in the most pleasing way
imaginable. I respect most of them persenally,
many of them -are my friends, but their publie conduct
I cannot, of course, approve of. I might include the hon.
gentleman from Halifax in that catalogue. He is one of
those, who is ready to vote against the interests of the
electors of bis city at a nod of the hon. the Minister of
Railways. Why are those hon. gentlemen so silent on this
great question ? rhey have good reason for silence. They
know that they cannot get up in their places anfd defend the
contract, without ruining thomselves in their constituencie*s.
The increase of the public debt has a certain local
bearing, which I refer to, and which was called to
my mind by the hon. member for King's. I under
stood him to quote somebody's statement, that a very
large amount would be added to the indebtednes, of
each particular county. The remark struck me as being
appropriate, but, the hon. gentleman could not believe in it.
I suppose, if 875,000,000 are added to the Dominion
by the construction -of this railway, that, allowing for
all probable increase in population, and allowing for
all probable increase by the establishing of new
Provinces in the North-West and the sale of lands;
allowing that 825,000,000 will derived from these
sources, for the sake of illustration, still $50,O00,000
would remain as a burden on the othor constituencios in the
older Provinces $250,000 for each constituency, and for
Prince Edward Island $1,500,000-or more than half what
the Island Railway had cost when it was handed over to the
Government. Well, Sir, that may be nothing. The right
hon. Minister said tha4t $25,"00,000 was nothing. le said
he was going to give $25,0 0,00) in cash towards the non-
struction of the road, and he told us that is nothing. Last
year he told us he was'going to get it out of the lands, but
he is now going to grant the money and give away the
and, out of which he was going to get the $25.000,000, for
nothing. But the people of my county consider $2à,000,O0O
o be a good deul, and the people of Prine Eidward Isiaid
onsider 82-,000,000 to be a good deal, and they comptain

of the burden of taxation that it will impose on thom. I
have told the people of my county that they will have to
pay towards the constr'iction of* the Pacwn Railway,
500,000. The burden caused by this Pa.cific Railway con-
ract upon each constituency of 200 in this Dominion,
must be somewhere in the neighborhood of $500,0j.
Do the peopte of this country consider that n.
hing ? IDo not hon. gentlemen suppose that the
lectors of these constituencies consider it sornething,
nd will consider it something ? . It is the duty of hon.
members to proceed in this matter with ail caption, and,
while prepared to recognizo ail reasonable obligations to
British Co-umbia, they should hemitate before going into
uch a contract as this, and throw all the ex >onditure out of
he control of the Govern ment, and into the hands of the
peculators. Without desiring to weary the flouse, I will
roceed to make a few remarks on certain clauses of the
ontract. I will not go over any point which I have heard
articularly brought ont, because I am sure that bon. mem-
ers may be somewhat tired ofit; especially hon. members
n that side of the House who have had those points brought
ui elaborated, and laid belore them in a way that has been
isadvantageous to themselves. I wish to cati attention to
ome of the options in the contract. I do this, not so much
or the purpose of finding fadt, as for the purpose'of
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getting information. When the Minister of Finance spoke
on this subject I thought that he was going to explain, in
some way, the bearings of the sub-section of clause 9, and
show us what were the powers of the Company to imsue
securities; when and in what way this road would probably
be done'; and what, the probable annual charge would be,
in case the Company accepted the option of sub-section d,
of taking a guarantee, instead of the $25,000,000 in cash. I
find, Sir, that all the options in this contract are in favor of
the Syndicate, and against the Government. Section b says:

"Upon the construction of any portion of the railway hereby contracted
for, not less than 20 miles in length and the completion thereof so as to
admit of the running of regular trains thereon, together with such equip-
ment thereof as shall be required for the traffic thereon, the Government
shall pa and grant to the Company the money and land subsidies
applicabie thereto, accordin to t he division and appropriation thereof
made, as hereinbefore provided; the Couipany having the option of
receiving in lieu.of cash, terminable bonds of the Government, bearing
such rate of interest for such period and nominal amount as may.be
arranged. and which may be equivalent according to actuarial calculation
to the corresponding cash payment, the Goverunment allowing four per
cent. interest on monys deposited with them."

Now, Sir, I think that is an option which should have been
with the Government instead of with the Company.
Perhaps it is not a matter of very great importance, and
the Government may be able to control it. But I do not
see how they can. Suppose to-day for the construction of
twenty miles $200,000 in cash is due to the Company, they
would be quite able to corme to the Government, and theu
have the question of actuarial mode as to what amount of
lands should be given to them instead, or then take a very
much larger amount of bonds than the cash payment they
would be entitled to; but at any rate, after having the
calculation made, if the market price were such that it
would be to the advantage of the Syndicate to take bonds
instead of cash, of course the Syndicate would take the
bonds. Well, it may not be a large matter, but I quote it
as one of the instances, that wherever an option is given in
the contract it is given in favor of the Syndicate, and has
not been retained by the Governmont. Sub-section d is
rather an intricate one. Of course I would not like to call
upon the Finance Minister to explain it now, as lie might
not have the figures with him, and would not be able to
explain it in such a way as would be understood, but I
think some one on that side of the House should be able to
give a more lucid explanation of it than we have got. I
want to call attention to the powers given by those clauses,
and the corrésponding section of the proposed Act to issue
securities on this line of road. We find, leaving lands out
altogether, that the Company have a bonus to receive of
825,000,000, that they are able to issue -bonds upon
the whole line of railway to the extent of
$20,000 per mile, over 2,700 miles of railway,
equal to $54,000,000 ; that they have the power to
issue $25,000,000 of capital-ordinary stock-and that
besides that they have the power to issue $10,000 per
mile on $27,000,000 of preferred stock. By no estimate
that I have seen is the cost of the portion to be constructed
by the Company likely to cost more than $48,500,000. Is
it right for this Parliament to give such immense borrowing
powers to the extent of $131,000,000, to enable this
Company to build a piece of road to cost $48,500,000. I
will venture to say that we have never done anything of
the kind before to any company that have applied for Eike.
privileges. The Government made one reservation in this
contract which may be of benefit to them, though I doubt
it. There is an excuse 'for the Syndicate stopping work at
any time if they should be prevented by the Act of God,
the Queen's enemies, floods, or other causes beyond the
control of the Company. The Tory writer to whom I
referred, states with reference to this that "The act of God
is a solemn phrase, but it loses something of its sacredness
when examination sho xs it to be only a conveniont 1
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substitute for t.he recklessunes of man." Thehon.
momber for Provencher (Mr. Royal), speaking the
other night about an alternative of route, said that no
monopoly could exist in the North-West, because, although
the trade eastward, under the charter, might at first be
compelled to flow to the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway,
yet there are two charters to the Hudson's Bay which will
be competing lines. The bon. Minister of Railways, in his
speech at London referred to the same thipg, speaking,
perhaps in a joenlar way, but doubtless in earnest, with
reference to the Hudson Bay outlet. Now, I would like to
call the attention of the hon. members for Halifax
to that point. What becomes of the winter port
scheme for Halifax if the grain trade of the North-West,
instead of going down to Halifax, is either to go down by
the St. Paut and Manitoba Railway to New York and Balti-
more, or out through the Hudson's Bay? I think when
this agbject is brought before the people of Halifax they
will say that the hon. member has not been very attentive
to bis duty in that matter. I would call attention to the
system of granting lands proposed in this contract.
We have been told time and again that the lands
will be granted only in alternate blocks. Now any
person who reads clause 11 of the contract must see that
is not the case:

IlThe Company may, with the consent of the Governxnent, select ini
the North-West Territoriesiany tract or tracts of land fot taken up as a
means of supplying, or partially supplyin g, such deficiency, but such
grants shall be made only from land remaining vested in the Goverment."

Hon. gentlemen may say that this clause prevents
anything of the sort. I believe that up to the time of
the correspondence laid on the Table between Col.
Dennis anc iMr. Brassey, it was the intention of the
Government to grant lands only in alternate blocks. But
Mr. Brassey, when he wrote this letter on the 3rd of
September, did not understand this Syndicate business. He
was not aware how the Syndicate could manage these matters
with the Government, and that if anybody wanted to get
10,000 acres of land in a block it could easily be done. All
that is required is for the hon. gentlemen on the Treasury
Benches to give jheir consent, and after they have given
their consent so readdly to other requests of the Syndicate,
they will, no doubt, be able to make a small concession
like this. If Mr. Brassey had only gone to the Syndicate
and asked them to arrange to procure him a hundred
square miles of lan'd, the Syndicate could very easily
have made arrangements with the Government for as much
land as he wished. I hear that some hon. gentlemen,
well known to most of us, are desirous of
getting large farms in that country, much larger
than some of us think should be given to aoybody.
Ali they have got to do is to make a little arrangement with
the Syndicate, and the Syndicate makes a little arrange-
ment with the Government, and thus large tracks are shut
up from settlement. Sheep farms may be made of 100 miles
in length and 20 miles in breadth. I do not see anything
in this contract to prevent such a Government as this from
granting tracts-100 miles in length and 24 miles in width,
each side of the railway, at any point the Syndicate may
wish. It might be under certain circumstances to the
advantage of the Syndicate, and to the advantage of the
Government to do that, but certainly not to the advantage
of the country-. I have considered it my duty to call
attention to these points, and to express most unqualifiedly
my opposition to this contract, and I may say, in anunquali-
flied way, my opposition to the Government who have beeý
guilty of making this contract. Between the contract and
the offer the difference in my opinion is immense. I
believe, so far as I know the gentleman connected with the
offer, it was made in good faith. I believe the-duty of the
Government is to submit the question to the country, and I
believe the verdict of the country will be unhesitatingly,
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that the matter should have been left open to public tender,
and that the best offer which could be got should be received.

xr. ARKELL. It is not my intention to occupy much
ef the time of this House. But 1 feel that I am called
upon to make a few remarks on this important
measure. I do not intend to make a speech of
two or three hours length. I think we have already
had read to us about three-fourths of the Hansard for
the last six or seven years in the speeches that have
been delivered. I consider the question one of the most
important, probably the most important, that has ever been
brought before this House. It is only necessary to look
back a few yeai. to see how anxious the people of this
country have been to secure the accompliahment of this
great measure of building the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Even since Confederation the people of this country have
been looking forward to the time when this railway should
be built from the Atlantic to the Pacifie through Canadian
territory. In 1872 the contract with Sij Hugh Allan was
entered into, and it was a great loss to this country that
Sir Hugh Allan was not able to carry out that great scbeme
owingto the excitement raised by hon. gentlemen opposite,
not only in this country, but in England. The result was, that
the Govrnment of that time were forced to resign, and I
believe it was a good thing they did resign. The Conser-
vatives had been in power for a number of years, and the
people were promised that if the Reformers once got in
power, we should have a millenium in this country, we
should hive everything we wanted, and everybody should
become rich. Well, we had five years experiences of the
rule of hon. members opposite, and the majority of the
people of this country came to the conclusion that it was
a complete failure. For five years they frittered away their
time, so far as the Pacifie Railway was concerned. They
never grasped the subjeet as statesmen sh'ould have grasped
it. It has been said that the NatiGnal Policy carried the
election of 1878, but I believe it was not only the National
Policy, but this great question of the Pacifie Railway. I
was surprised to hear the long speeches made during the
Sessions of 1879 and 1880 by hon. gentklmen opposite, in
coudemnation of the National Policy. One hon. gentleman,
the member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) I think,
said it ws a legalized robbery. That is not the
verdict the people of this country will pronounce upon it
to.day. That policy has proved a great success, and the
majority of the people of this Dominion to-day are perfectly
satisfied with its working. So soon as the present Govern-
me.nt got in power, they commenced at once to carry out
their scheme of constructing the Pacifie Railway. In the
first place they took up the incomplete work begun by the
late Government. But they were also awake to the
necessity of finding capitalists who would relieve the Gov-
ernment of this great work, and I must say it is a great
relief to the country to-day to know that Lhey have been
able to carry the desire of the people to so successful an
issue. When Parli1 ment is called together to carry out
the views of the Government, we find every obstacle put in
their way by hon. gentlemen opposite, who, if they had
the interests of the country at heart, instead of pursuing
the unpatriotic course they are pursuing, would
come forward and help the Government to carry out
this great scheme. The House met on the bth of
December, and the debate continues to the 23rd
of Deeember, two weeks of vacation took place, and
those gentlemen, instead of going home tu enjoy themselves
with their families, began to agitate this question all
over the country. 1 can only say that in my part of the
country, when the people heard thatthis Syndicate had been
formed, both Conservatives and Reformera were satisfied
with it, fot a single objection being raised against it. The
member for West Elgin (Mr. Casey), however, came up
there and called three Reetings in bis Qwn riding Reoyo

were very thinly attended; he could not get more thsn
fifteen or twenty or twenty-five people togetherin his own
riding to hear him condemn this measure. I will read an
extract from a speech he delivered at Dutton. On the night
the meeting was called for nobody came out to meet him;
but it fortunately happened for him that there was a tea-
meeting held there on the same night, and they made the
hon. gentleman the chairman of the meeting, and about ton
o'clock, after the ladies had retired, they gave him a chance
to speak, and to present resolutions which he brought with
him in his pocket. As reported, he said:

"IHe would now draw the attention of the meeting to the cost of the
railway, and proceeded to give an array of figures which we present
in tabular form, the cash bonus to the Syndicate being $35,000,000, or
$6.25 per head for every man, woman, and child of the 4,000,000 in
Canada.

Cash bonus per head .. ................... $ 625
"i "4 "l family ....... ....................- 31 25
4 4 west Riding of Elgin ................ 87,500 0

s "i " County of Elgin ...................... 250.000 00
showing that we would have to pay in this county, as our proportion of
the cash bonus alone, *50,000 more than we gave to the Cahada Southern
Railway whièh passes through our very midst. But including the land
bonus of 25,000,uOO acres, valued by the Government, not long ago, as
being worth, at least $3.18 per acre, and a total of $36,50.000 expended
on the line by the Government and handed over to the Syndicate, the
figures would stand as follows:-

Total bonus per head ................... $ 35 25
"9 i " family .......................... • 176 25

" west Riding of Elgin.........493.000 00
" " County of Elgin. ... 1,410,000 00

Now this is from the St. Thomas journal, the advocate of
the Grit party in Elgin. The hon. gentleman thought he
would hold a meeting in the riding I have the honor to
represent. He called a meeting in the Opera House of St.
Thomas, and invited me to attend. About 800 people were
presont, and I assure you the resolutions he brought from
Ottawa remained in bis pocket, as he did not dare propose
them. lad there been a vote taken he would not have
found 100 men in the town willing to uphold his resolutions.
The hon. gentleman was advised by his political friends that
h. had botter not come, but ho did come on bis own
responsibility and suffored the consequence. He shot
as wide of the mark on that occasion as ho did when
he shot at a crow and killed a cow. The hon.
gentlemen stated yesterday there was division among the
Conservatives in reference to this question. I can only
speak for my section, I know there is not a single Con-
servative to-day in Elgin who would oppose this great
measure, and I know there are a great many Roformers
there in its favor. In fact, it is only the extreme men who
are opposed to it, and they oppose it puroly through factious.-
ness. Last night we had a speech from the hon. member
for South Perth. It appears that hon. gentlemen went to
the North-West on three different occasions. I remember
when that gentleman, before the Committee on Emigration
and Colonization, did not speak very favorably of lands in
the North-West; but now hon. gentlemen opposite place
all kinds of values on these lands. I think they are
making a great mistake. I am satisfied the lands
are not worth anything without railway communication. If
we can get men to come forward and invest their money in
the North-West, they are entitled to good compensation for
their expenditure. The Syndicate get 25,000,000 acres and
$25,000,000, and the expenditure by the country on con.
tracts completed and unfinished will amount to $28,000,000.
I wish the Government bad made arrangements te hand the
whole work over to the Syndicate and give them 50,000,000
instead of 25,000,000 acres, and no subsidy in money. This
would, I believe, meet with the approval of the people. To
talk about $3, #4 and $5 an acre is absurd, when there are
millions of acres of public lands in the United States to be
got for $1.25 an acre, probably lands fully as good if not
better than those in the North-West. No doubt there is
great prosperity in store fQr týQse who go to our North.
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West, but it will take years before the country will 'b.
settled. If'the Govern ment could only realize sufficientto pay
for the amount they have and will yet have to investthere,
viz., $53,000,000, it would be good policy to give settlers
every acre free. Whon the agreement was first published in
the Mail, I read it very carefully, and I could not take the
views taken by hon. gentlemen opposite, nor do I endorse;
the objections raised by bon. members on this side. I feel
satisfied the Government have got the best of the bargain.
I feel satisfied, from information I have obtained, the
work may never be built at the amount estimated, and'
after the road is completed it will take millions of dol-
lars to equip it, and after it bas been completely equipped
it will take many years before it will pay. It would be a
great misfortune, should ibat great undortaking fhll into
the hands of i Syndicate who were not able to carry it ont.
The more they make, the stronger the Company will
bc, and the more resources they will have to build
branch linos to connect with the main line. I only
hope that the right hon. leader of the Government,
who I think bas looked forward, since Confederation, to
the accomplhshment of this great work will live and ro-
main in power long enough to take a Pullman car in
Ottawa and ride over the Canadian Pacifie Railway to
visit bis constituent in British Columbia. It bas been said
that this contract is going to kill the Conservative
party. I believe that - party is quite willing to
take the risk, and that the Opposition will have
all they can manage at the next elections to
defend thoir course in reference to the National
Policy, not to speak of this railway at all. I hope that we
shall then have a large amount of work done not merely on
the prairie but on the Lake Superior and British Columbia
sections, and that the people will say, as I think they will,
we shall not entrust to the bands of the Opposition the
completion of this great work but leave it to the party
which originated it; and that we initend it shallh be carried
to a successful issue by the Conservative party which we
placed in power. I have no hesitation in supporting these
resolutions, which I know are popular with the country,
and am satisfied that no supporter of the Government in the
House on this occasion will have trouble in securing bis re-
election. The leader of the Opposition had the credit of
upsetting a Government in 1871. I believe hefound a traitor
in it however. But I do not think ho will find any traitors
in this Government or amcng its supporters. If hon. gen-
tlemen opposite wish to keep up this debate a month or even
two months longer we are quite willing to stay to listen.
Though we have had a re hash of the whole thing night
after night for some time, we ean stand it a while longer
if hon. gentleman opposite think proper. In conclusion, 1
will say that it will afford me the greatest pleasuîre to
record my vote in favor ofbthe resolutions on the Table.

Mr. BOULTBEE. Tbe last speaker on th-e Opposition
side (Mr. Killam) I think made an apology, near the end
of his speech, for having occupied the time of the Hfouse so
long in making, or trying to make, as ho said, some points
whieh ho believedbhad not been brought forward by any other
bon. gentleman in the House. Well, I followed him carefully,
as I iátended to speak after hiîn if I got the opportunity, and I
tried to see those points, but I failed to see them. I faney
every one in the House failed to see them after he had made
them, therefore it was not altogether remarkable that they
had not been seen before. This rather shows a disposition
on the part of hon, members in Opposition to carry on this
debate in a mere spirit of factiousness, as in fact it was
all talk without argument. Now I do not intend to
take up the time of the flouse at any great length to-
night bocause this debate bas been drawn out to perhape an
unreasonable length. But I do not like to let this vote go,
without taking notice of certain points that have alsa
occurred to me, like the member for a onogth, on lhis

Mr. Agy

occasion, though I hope they may may be more distinetly
seen by everyone in this louse. I think that never have
we had in this country a question of so great importance
as'this treated in the'same way by the Opposiltion, inless lt
be that in regard to the re-arcangement of our commürbal
affairs. It seems to me that they have treated thist1nestion
with a considerable degree of factiousness. I doinot'tbhink
that as the debate bas gone on, the OppositIbn have made
any points entitling them to pvotract the debate ta-oits
present unreasonable length, or able men as they are, to
warrant them delaying the legislation and business of
the country to the extent we have noticed. Since this
subject bas been treated at all, or diseussed in this conn-
try, the whole people, I think, have recognised fnot only
the national but the commercial necessities involved in
this great scheme. I need not dilate now upon a subjebt
already discussd at such lengtb, or reiterate well-known
arguments to show how necessary it is to a country
situated geographically as this is, that it should extend
from ocean to ocean, and be connected by a
great chain of railways such as is contemplated
at present. I think I understand the question fully, and I
may say that I go farther than our leader or the other
gentlemen -who have spoken on this occasion as to the
political necessities of the case. I think riot otily is it
necessary that this great lino of eommunication should be
created through the country, for keeping Manitoba and the
North-West and British Columbia, but I go farther and
afflrm this principle, which I believe will be borne out
by the views of the people of this country generally,
that it is absólately and eompletely necessary to constrct
this railway to prevent the disintegration altogether ofthis
great Dominion. I do not believe for a moment, if this
factions and disloyal policy was sustained and put into
operation, that we could retain British Columbia within
the bounds of Canada; nor do I believe, were we to let the
No1th-West be eut off from us by means like those
suggested in this new seheme, that we should'be able to.
retain the North-West after we had lost British Columbia.
I do not think tifat, under these circumstances, we sbould
be able to rotain the N orth-West with us. Stripped of
British Columbia, and the fair and fertile belts of the North-
West, and of the good we hope to accomplish by close
commercial and national relations with that country, I do
not believe Ontario and the other Provinces would be able
to maintain their autonomy. I believe that this scheme is
a necessity of the hour; one which we are bound, by the
inexorable logic of facts and national necessities to carry
out, and I do not think we shold take our stand on mere
party polities and allow great questions like this to bé in-
juriously delayod. The necessities of this measure, after it
has been so long discussed, have impressed themselves, not
only on the minds of statesmen and7 politicians, but of the
people at large. The present Government, favored as I
think by a happy conjunction ofi cicumstances, have been
able, with 'as much ordinary human éisdom and sagacity
as is often shown by men tq lay before this House and
this eountry a eheme which seems to· me to be satisfae-
tory in every particular. It is a scheme which will enable us
to have, within a few years,'without increasing our burdens,
this great toad stretching from one end of our country to
the other. I say without increasing our burdens, for
though I am speakihg without htaving looked into the exaet
statistics, I recolleet seeing that some lme ago the smail
Provinee of M<iitoba and the continuons territory of the
North-West, with a population of something like 70,ff0
peopte, ae mow paying in excise and customssomething
like $40,tO ito our revenues. It is no dream of a
visionary to say that when this great scheme is plaoed on a
proper footing, whon it is pushed forward by the energy of
aktled -men, bafted by liberal epital, we shkH à ve,

4 fg My ers, 1 Ve tins tMt ppUlion, and 4Ib
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we slia draw from the resouroes of that country-
r«smces which Sould not be developed if we do not
impleient this great scheine-all 4hat we have
to pay towards thé building of that road, irrespective
Ofuthoimmensedadvantages wich will flow to Ontario and
the other Provinces from being in close commercial rela-
tions with the population of that country, who will draw
from us the very necessaries of life. The scheme is one
which, to say the least, ia as well conceived, and is besides
fnr more reasonable in its terms than the scheme of the
late Goverument. I wish to refer briefy to the manner in
whit this scheme bas been treated. Speaking gravely and
reasonably of a seheme, the most important which bas been
debated in this House for many ypars, and the most im-
portant probably which will be discussed in any Legislature
i Canada for many years to come, I say the Opposition
have factiously endeavored to prevent 'this scheme from
becoming law. I say that in doing this they have com-
pletely turned their backs on themselves. They bave, Sir,
swallowed every argument they made use of twelve months
ago in this louse. One hon. member has argued in one
way, and another another way. We had the late Finance
Minister indignantly pointing out that the national
result of the scheme would be that our trade would be
diverted from the United States. We have had the leader
of the Opposition. on the other hand, endeavoring to carry
out what his late and present colleague doorecated so
strongly. But they have gon4 further. They, a very small
minority, have used expressions towards the large majority
who are supporting a very strong Government that were
scarcoly courteous in debate. They have characterized us
as men of little intelligence-as the servile lollowers of a
tyrannical and corrupt Government, and there is no opithet
of abuse which can be employed in a debate which they
have not used against us. But their efforts produced no
effect upon those who represent the sentiments of the
country, and it became apparent to them that they had te
try other means. They did what 1 think-though I am
not se well read in constitutional law as the leader of t h
Opposition-was utterly unconstitutionaf and improper,
mainly to endeavor to stir up the country in the midst of a
Session, we have gone through the turmoil of a general
election ; we represent the country and are here to carry
ont its behests, and I say it was less the act of a statesman
than the act of a demagogue to go to the country in the
midst of a Session and endeavor to stir up an agitation
against the scheme of the Govornment. But what has
been the result of their meetings-of ail their agitation
throughout the country-of the petitions which they circu-
lated in every hole and corner ? They have failed in every
respect in arousing the indignation of the people. I say
that this debate should bave been carried on with ail the
quiet gravity, all that consideration. ail that carelessness of'
exterror circumstances which shoald characterize an impor-
tant debate of this kind, but such a spirit was impossible
when these hon, gentlemen were making frantic appeals to
the country while Parliament was sitting. But even when
they did'go before the people they did not try to have a
fair discussion of t.be subject. That was not the end they
sought ; but they endeavored, by packed meetings,
and by preventing the other side being heard,
te carry resolutions condemning the G'vernment.
I have beei at meetings myself where attempts were made
te debate the long strings of resolutions that were made Up,
and where it was impossible to say anything in defence of
the Government. I have been present on such occasions in
Abe eity of Toronto, with a member of the Senate in the
chair; with a number of people on the plhtform who were1
nÔeexactly members of Parliament, but who had tried to
beoene such, There were mon there of high~intelligence,
who ought to have had morme sense of justice, some
p"i o plo of tirness, but they showe4 simply a desire t

burk discussion. i should like to ask the leader of the
Opposition, if he were in h-is place, as I ìsee he is not, if ho
stood before a bar charged with somee rious crime, for
instance the abduction of a local Minister fr-m a local
Cabinet, and if, after able council had stated the case against
him, and the jury had heard the evidence against him;
when his coansel got trp to defend hlim, and the judge said:
"No, stop; that la not the way we are going to conduet tins
trial. We believe this man to be guilty and bai If you go
into a perplexing trial, and get up a discussion in bis
defence, you will puzzle the minds of the jury, and we
cannot get a condemnation; lot us conviet him
and I will condenm. him, and after that yon may
say what you likee"-I ask the hon. gentleman what he
would say to that ? Yet that is the way that the hon.
gentlemen opposite submitthe question to the people. Sir,

say they have carried out their agitation in that unfair
and factions way. Wehave had their petitions bawked
from one end of the country to the other. I have seen mon
to-day who have arrived ini this city from Western Canada
and from the east, and I asked them what was going on.
Well, they said, everything is quiet; there is nothing going
on at all. We understand this thing is going through in good
shape in spite of the opposition of these mon, and that will
be the end of it and the country will be well satisfied. But
this discussion, such as it is, seems to have produced some
sort of effect. Now, if there is one man more than another
who pretends that the country is alarmed and excited on
this question, it is the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin). Ie is deeply moved on this subject himself, and
he bas stated that the country is boiling with indignation
at the bargain, that there will be a rebellion, that the
indignant poople will rise and stamp out this House if we
attempt togive effect to this measure. Well, Sir, somehow
that bon. gentleman does not seen to reprosent very
correctly the feelings of those amongst whom he lives. I
hold in my hand a telegram containing a resolution passed
by the county council that hon. gentleman represents.

Mr. ANGLIN. Hear, hear.
Mr. BOULTBEE. If I mistake not I heard that hon.

gentleman say that he wished ho could srpport this scheme.
There are four others said the same thing. and if they are
honest and truthful, why do they persist in their opposi-
tion ? The bon. momber for Gloucester, patriot as he is,
and ro largely imbued with the opinion of the men of his
county, when heen-s this resolution passed by theCounty
Council of Glouceste-, will be able to carry out his wish
and to support this sbohrme.

Mr. ANGLIN. I know all about it.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I do not know whether you know all
about it or not, but I intend the House shail know all about
it. He. eis the resolution, dated to-day:

"Gloucester County Council to-day passed the following resolutions:
Whereas we consider that the people of this Province are interested to a
certain extent in common with those of aIl other parts of the Dominion,
in the construction .and speedy completion of the Canadian Pacitic
Railway through British territory as a work eminently calculated
to promote the growth wealth and prosperity of the country at large,
and we rejoice to learn that Ministers have succeeded in contracting with
capitalists for the prompt construction of the work on more favorable
termis, which was laid before Parliament in December and deserves gen-
eral support : Therefore, resolved, that we view the contract entered mto
by the Dominion Government for thre construction of' the railway as a
just and favorable one, and at a lower cost te the Dominion that wuld
have been readily accepted by their predecessors in office. That the
proposition, or offerby what la termed the new Syndicate. has the appear-
ance of a political dodge employed at the eleventh heur to embarrass the
Government and delay the construction and completion of this important
work. Further resolved that we consider it behoves every honest loyal
lover of bis conntry to give bis earuest support to the Government in this
matter. and frustrate the abject and factions opponents who are only
trifiiag with the boit interests of the country.'

The ftllowiugmseem to be the names of those who voted in
fawor of thçyes~tjon ; Conllors Young, I4breton- Bparry,
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Hache, Sevgel, Alexander, Degrace, Hornibrook, Landry, there are great railway mon in the now Syndicateygren-
Chalmers, Hube; O'Brien and Metanson declined voting. The tractors who have carried out works of enormous import-
Secretary-Treasurer was directed to send copies to Senator ance, and are able to carry out this work better thau the
Forguson and Mr. Anglin. This resolution, Mr. Speaker, is Stephen Syndicate or any one else. Wel, who are the
well worded, it seems sensible, it seems to express the mon ? Among tbem are flendrie, Proctor &-Wod,
opinion of a great majority of that county. The only of Hamilton. These men, claiming that, the Northern
doubt in my mind is this-I have got a hor-iRailway Company were likely to impose onerous
rible doubt on this matter-whether these men in rates on-freigbt and passengers, determined toget
Gloucester are men of good judgment or not. The up another rond te compote with it-the Hamilton
external evidence in this House of theirjudginent is against and North Western Railwy-and they went tbrougb
thom. If they are mon capable of passing a resolution like the country, and succeeded in getting very large borisos
this, I do not know how we can account for the presence offrom the municipalitie through which it passed, on the
the hon. member for Gloucester here. 'If these men be ground thSt it would be a competing lino with the Northerh
honost and capahle of appreciating a great question like Raiiway. In this way they got l*nuses onougb to baild
this, then I think th. bon. gentleman will have to vote for about haf the road, and they got a clause put in their Act of
the scheme. His position, of course, is a painful one, and incorporation allowing them te be contractore aise. About
we must ail feel great sympathy for him, thougti that the time they got the road compled, the found that they
sympathy is somewhat mitigated when we remember lhow bad made a horrible mess of it. What didthose mon do?
ho has carried himself on other oecasions, when we have They went te work, and in front of the mon from whom
seen him in unpleasant circumstances. We hope the hon. they had get the bonusos, made that road over to the
member for Gloucester will get comfortably through that NortberniRailw9y, which they were bonused te compote
thing. Well, that is one of the resolutions that this agitation against. We might, of course, say, and with ordinary justice,
bas called forth. We see that in attempting to stir up the that men who carriod eut a scbeme like that are net honest
people against this great scheme, which is going to realize men and sbould net ho trusted with sncb an uudertaking as
ail our hopos in relation to the Canadian Pacific Railway, this; but I want te go further than that, and show that
the country rises against them, and there are arriving at whethor honest or net honest, they would be unable
this House now, letters from every portion of the country, te carry it eut. It was found eut when they handed the
letters from men whose intelligence is undoubted, urging us Hamilton and North Western Railway ovor te the Northern
by ail moans to press this thing through as fast as a Railway Company, they were about te bo prosecuted fer
factious Opposition will allow, bocause they consider fraud by the City of Hamilton, from which they had
the future of the country is at stake. Well, obtained a bonus of 8200,000. And what did these great
Sir, ail this failed. Did these gentlemen stop thon ? railway mon do? Tey crawled ail around Hamilton on
They bad given us factions opposition in the flouse; we their stomache and eaid that they and their familles would
had faction and conspiracy in the country. Did they stop be ruined, that their furuiture would be eold by auction,
then ? Oh, no, their resources were not exhausted. . We that tbey weuld have te work bard for their henemt living.
have next what is called the new Syndicate. Well, this So they get these proeeedinge stopped, on the ground that
new Syndicate has got into about the same trouble as the they would be ruined if tliy were net. Well, I say ou that
member for Gloucester. Its position is an ambiguous one, -round, tley are net ft te be trneted with a great trausac-
and it is tainted with considerable stain and suspicion. It'tien like this. I need net discuse Major Walker;-ho las
is a very curions thing that it is very difficult to put up a been diseus8ed alroady. It is euough te mention the names
job. Whenever you try to put up a job, it is characterized of Major Walker and Herman Cook, and te peint te their
with a certain perverse ingenuity which invariably divests public acts or their financiat position te show that they
it of those circurmstances which surround a natural would bring ne strengtlite a echemo like this. The same
transaction. 1 will give yen an instance. Two stores are remark applies te the man named Larkîn, of St. Catherines,
burned down in the same noighborhood. The owner of who is well known te ho networth a cent in the world.
one bas the sympathy of ail bis neighbors; very likely Mr. Norris belongs te it alse, who has ne more moans than
subscriptions are raised for him, the insurance company le nocessary with lard work te carry on hie own business.
pays him, and he gets on very well. To the other Je it riglt we sbould have a thing like this launtod in our
fire everybody points at as a fraud. Somobody said a faces? What is the resuit when this great gun is fired, and
long while ago that truth is mighty and will prevail. when the sober common Rense of thc people become able te
Well, this Syndicate affair is not an ordinary fire; it is an approciate it at its truc value? Wu find those gentlemen, se
incendiary. It is a scheme that bears the stamp of having seon as they learn the truc feeling of tho people, abandon
been conceived in fraud, and brought forth in iniquity. It their bantling before it was weaned, loaving it te starvo. I
bears upon its face the marks of its iniquitous paternity. It may ho talking harshly; I may hos very biassed by my
was conceived without honesty and, like most of such measures,political preclivities that I cannot deal with it fairly,
without common sense. Throughout this country there is but it seems te me when a tbing like this, markod
but one opinion with reference to it, and that is that it is a with se many foatures that indicate it te ho a
fraud. Who are the men connected with it ? The head and foLsh fraud frem beginning te end, on which the
front of this affair, the great financier who is to manage the very mon freinwhom it emanated turn their baeks, I am
whole thing, is Sir Wm. P. Howland. Well, perhaps, from fairly born out lu clarging theomon with net d.aliug
certain relations which exist between him and the leader of fairly witlihe fouse and country in tho course they have
the present Government, ho had better have kept his hand adopted. The Govornment have breuglt down a measure
out of this nasty thing. He had been well repaid for what that seeme te givo a solution of the probloi that basbeen
ho did, and should have been satisfied. But when men put vexing the minde of etatesmon botb bore and in the mother
a scheme like this before the people on a matterso important land. On the one haud; ne greater probloin las engaged
they must be subject to criticism. le Sir Wm. P. Howland the attention of the stateemen of England than that of
a man of such financial ability as to b able to carry out providing an outiet for thoir overcrowded population,-and
a scheme like this ? To my memory, the only marked on the other the great question which our stateamen bae
instance we have of his financial talent was when he was had te consider for years past le the spoedy filling upof
treasurer of the Macdonald-Sicotte Government, when, in our Iorth-West wîth the people from other lande. U_ th
one year, ho got the affaire of the country in such a messcheme now before the fluse, we have a complote solution
that the Government burst up altogether. 3 t it is sid of that Problem? Wç c4n witliÏ tb6 aid Qf th
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land, remove her surplus population, energetie men anxious
t6 provide homes for themselves and families, to our
immense regions of land as fertile as any to b. found in
the world. Yet, when a seheme such as this is submitted,
a small band of men, politically speaking, outcast of -the
earth and reprobate of Heaven, raise their voices and say :
" We are goîng to stamp out this thing; you know nothing,
you are only curs, imbeciles, and slaves; we are the wise
men, the mon who know how to do this thing; entrust the
Government to us and every tbing will prosper; the land
will bloom with happiness; we will have no more taxation;'
we will have railways without going to the ordinary means
of building them, and every thing wili be rosy."
The only way I can account for their course is that
their Grit mind is, for practical business purposes,
a badly constituted intellect, of no use to them-
selves or to anybody else. When in Opposition their
teeming brains are full of visionary fancies; and once in
power, their scrupulosity, and honesty of purpose, and
practical common sense do not all keep pace with their
theories when out of office. We hive seen what an improve-
meLt bas become manifest in the commercial affairs of our
country through the remedial legislation introduced by the
Government; and if the scheme now under consideration
were not as wise aind perfect as it is, I hold that in the
grave issues before us any man who would refuse to support
the Government, and would vote to bring these men back
to power, would be acting against the best interests of his
country. What, from their utierance, would be the result
if they were in poweL ý We cannot shut our
eyes to the fact that they have deliberately, for years past,.
set themselves in determined opposition and the will of the
people. They care nothing for the expressed view of the
people. They only wish to carry out their own ideas.
When defcated at the polls by an overwhelming majority,
they simply said: ."Oh I the people are all fools; we-are the
wise men." I said, when I began to speak, I would detain
the Bouse but for a short time, I have given hasty expres-
sion to the views and opinions that have crowded themselves
on my mind as the debate goes on, and I resume my seat
with a renewed appeal, to accept this measure which is
going to bind our people together, increase our population
and national prosperity, and consequently add to the great-
ness and strength of the Dominion.

Mr. BORDEN. I think that the hon. member for Yar-
mouth ought to feel flattered, for he bas been able to bring
to his feet the acknowledged fighting man of the Govern-
ment party in this House. That gentleman complained
very much of the discourteous language used upon the floor
of the House by gentlemen of the Opposition towards
gentlemen on the Government side, and ho began
himself by most discourteous allusions to the speech
of the member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam). He saw fit to
sneer at certain points which the member for Yarmouth
said he intended to make, and which I believe the majority
of the House will concede ho succeeded in establishing. I
think if there is any-hon. gentleman who is able to place
hie points clearly before the country it is the hon. member
for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam). The hon. member for East
York (Mr. Boultbee), for the second tinie during this
Session, treated us to a description of a meeting that took
place during the vacation in Toronto, at which he bas told
us, in almot the sanme words, that the leader of
the Oppositio was .afraid to meet him. In view
of that the hon. member for Yarmouth should
feel deeply flattered that a gentleman of hie im-
mense ability should consider him worthy of hie steel,
I do not intend to follow that hon. gentleman through hie
rambling speech, but there are one or two points that have
attracted my notice. 'The hon. gentleman said ho took a
national view of this question, that lie was in advance of his
leader. Why, we know that every age produces men who

are iu advance of it. History tells us of such mon. We read
of men ofscience who have been put todeath for holding views
in advance of their times, who have been martyrs. I have no
doubt the hon. member for East York (9r. Boùltbee) will find
he is a martyr also for his advanced opinions when he comes
to meet the people of this country at the pOlIS. The hon.
gentleman thought fit to accuse the Opposition of factious-
ness. I want to know which side of the House has occupied
most time in this discussion ; but I do not think any speech
can be pointed to as indicating faotiousness, and I do not
think a speech has been made by an hon. member but that
he thought it was hie duty to make it on this im-
portant question. The hon. member for East York
treated the louse to a telegram which he said he
had received, or had handed to him from the county of
Gloucester, represented so ably by an bon. gentleman in
this House. I do not propose to deal with that, inasmuch
as the hon. member for that constituency rose in his place,
and, no doubt, lie would be able, in due time, to attend to
the matter. But I also have a telegram from the Province
of Nova Scotia, one in which the hon. member for Digby
(Mr. Wade) will be interested. It is from a constituency
represented in this House by a supporter of the Govern-
ment, and it runs as follows:-

"Resolutions, protesting against the Government barrgain with the
Syndicate and favoring Blake's policy, of only building the road as fast
as the resources of the country will admit, passed unanimously by the
County Council to-day. J. W. LONaSTAF.'

Mr. WADE. When I rise as member for Digby, and
make my observations as to the course I will take on this
measure, it will be found that I will take the course I have
always taken in the past. I know very well where that
telegram comes from and the party who sent it. Digby
will take care of itself.

• Mr. BOR DEN. I do not wonder the hon. gentleman is v'ery
much excited. He bas had bitter experience of the results
of taking a vote of the kind which his party leáder will
require from him in a short time. On a certain occasion,
not very many years ago, the scheme of Confoderation was
passed in Nova Scotia. A motion was introduced by the
Opposition in the Provincial Legislature, asking that the
question might be submitted to the people at the polls.
The present member for Digby (Mr. Wado) was a member
of the House, and lie voted against it.

Mr. ROCHESTER. I rise to a point of order. . The hon.
gentleman is not speaking to the question before the
House.

Mr. WADE. Allow the hon. member to proceed.
Mr. SPEAKER. Will the hon. gentleman be kind-

enough to repeat what he has said.
Mr. BORDEN. I was reminding the hon. member for

Digby of an event in the history of Nova Scotia somewhat
similar to the present one, and that the hon. gentleman
was called upon by hie party leader to give a vote which
relegated him to private life for quite a number of years.
I do not wonder that this telegram makes him sensitive,
remembering, as he muet, the result of the course ho
followed on that occasion, which, I regret to say, he
intends to take upon this. It is not my intention at this
late period of the debate, after the question has been so
thoroughly discussed by both sides of the House, to enter
into the general question of the Pacifie Railway ; nor do I
think it necessary or pro r to do so, because I think the
question is much narrow by the recent offer made to the
Government for the construction for a very
much les sum in land and money than the offer
which the Government have laid on the Table. Hon.
gentlemen supporting the Government have soen fit,
since the new offer was made and laid on the Table, Io take
a widor range of discussion than they did before; and I can
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rightly understand it,because their object was to distract the
attention of the House and the country from the-new offer.
They have sought to fasten the ninds of the people upon
every possible and conceivable subject, except the fact that
two offers are in the hands of the Government, and that one
is immensely more favorable to the people than the other.
Now, it seems to me the question beforethe House is, which
of these offers should be accepted ? If it were not limited to
these two, as I understand it is, if the question were open, I
should advocate the Govrnment asking tenders from the
whole world, to see whether we have yet got the lowest ten-
der that could be given. But as the Government do not see
their way clear to that, and have a very much better offer
than the first submitted, I say it is unquestionably their
duty to accept it. Now, several speakers have raised certain
objections to the new offer, one being that it comes too late.
I would like to -ask how it could bave come before. What
means did the-Government take to get offers of any kind ?
Did they not conduct their business in secret? Did they
invite tenders, or advertise for tenders for the construction
of the road ? Have they not, on the contrary, taken every
possible means to conceal this offer from the House and the
people ? We have h eard a great deal about the dignity of
Parliament, before Parliament assembled, that it would b
undignified for the Ministry to announce the nature of this
bargain. When we came here, however, it was not undig-
nified of them to deny Parliament the facte that would show
us whether they had come to a wise conclusion or not, and
most important papers, without which it was impossible for
the House to arrive at an intelligent conclusion as té the
course the Government have pursued; and, to-day, I pre-
sune they will see that it will be contrary to the dignity
of Parliament for it to ratify anything but this contract.
It seems to me, under the circumstances, that it would be
most undignified for Parliament to ratify this bargain. Has
Parliament relegated to this Ministry the exclusive right
of doing its business? What do we meet here for? Is
Parliament a farce? Do we come to receive from the Ad-
ministration instructions as to what we are to do, or have
we corne here as independent men to review their conduct,
and decide whether they have acted rightly or wrongly ?
One thing is certain-the people will review our con-
duct, we cannot deny thom that privilege, although we
do not give it to them now. I think the Government will
be acting wisely to give it to them, but if they will fot
tho people will have the opportunity before very long. A
second objection taken by the member for Lunenberg (Mr.
Kaulbach) to this second offer was, that it was not serious.

-To judge from that hon. gentleman's speech, and the tone of
his remarks, I think he considers it very serious, and that he
will find it exceedingly serious before he gets through with
it. If I had wanted a list of arguments against this scheme
of the Government, and arguments favoi-ing the new offer,
I could not do better than take bis speech. While he was
making it, I wondered whether le hoped the people would
read bis speech and forget his vote, because bis speech is
exaetly opposite to what I am afraid his vote will be. With
regard to the seriousness of this offer, does it seem likely
that gentlemen of such high business standing, would
deposit ono and half million dollars, if they were not serious
and did not mean business. The bon. gentleman from
Cardwell made a very extraordinary statement the other1
night: he said that the money would never have been put
up if he had not denounced the new scheme as bogu.. He i
takes the whole credit for the result. He said that those gen-1
tlemen believing that he lad been put up to give expression1
te the sentiments of the Government, and feeling perfectlyi
safe as to the result, had seen fit to deposit their money. A1
moro disingenuous statbment, a more unworthy ijnputation
could not have been made againetthe characterofthoSegen-
tlemen who submitted the new offer. Another objection was
that this was done to embarras the Government. Well, I c
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want to know why it should embarrass the Government ?
What are tbe Government of thiscountry for? To serve the
best irterests of the people. Tht should Le their chiefaim,
and if they were anxious to dothe best by the people of
this country, this offer could not possibly embarras them.
Another objection made is, that its adoption would involve
the giving up of the eastern end of the road. Why ? TWe
new offer certainly provides for the construction of the
whole road. Well, they sayagain: "Oh, but it involves a
change of Government." The policy of the Opposition is to
throw over the eastern section. Why should it invotre a
change of Govern ment ? Are Ministers ,bonnd toe accept
this offer ? Why did they bring it here at all ? What
have we got to do with it? We -have heard a great deal
about monopolies. Has this Syndicate a monopoly already?
What binds this Government so that it cannot receive any
other offer, and how is it that the acceptance of i lower
offer would be equivalent to turning the Government out,
and putting the Opposition in power ? Another objection
made is that the new offer is purely Canadian; that the
ends of immigration, which are very important to this
country, would not be so well served by the second as by
the Government plan, because, forsooth, the Governnent
Syndicate is composed of various nationalities, Frenchmen,
Germans, and Americans. Hon. gentlemen opposite get up
here and air their views, and tell us that the Opposition
are disloyal-that they are super-loyal; believe in building
up a great country, and want this railroad run all through
Canadian territory; and yet they are unwilling it should be
constructed, -owned and worked by a purely Canadian
company. There are a great many objections to the
Government scheme, which have been ably dealt with
already-there is the exemption from duty which the mem-
ber for Lunenberg turned his especial attention to. Be
said, in Nova Scotia we have coal and iron-we
are prepared to make rails for all the railways
in Canada, and when he was making that state-
ment I thought of the promise rade to us previous
to Confederation, that Nova Scotia would be the workshop
of the whole Dominion. I also thought of the promises
made to us previous to the adoption of the National Policy,
and I scarcely could conceive how gentlemen who had made
those promises could frame this contract as they did. Now,
I desire to advert to two or three important differences
between the two offers. And first we have a saving of
$3,000,000 and 3,000,000 acres.of land. An hon. gentleman
from Prince Edward Island, who spoke last night, said the
people approved of the principle of givihg this work into
the hands of a company, and that they wore not mueh
interested in the details; but it seems to me that this
money and these lands are details in which they will be
interested and which they will appreciate. I might point
to the fact that these 8J,000,000 would complete a lino
of railway in the county of the hon. member for Lunenberg
(Mr. Kaulbach), and make the constitutents of that
hon. gentleman happy. It would also complete the link
between Digby and Annapolis. With regard to the
value' of the land it appears that there is one important
consideration which lias not been referred to, and that
is that the Syndicate will get enongh money to bauild the
central section without using an acre of land, so that we
have to consider the value of the lands after the road is
congtructed. If those lands will not be worth 82 an acre
after the road is built, then I think the sooner we give up
the whole country to those gentlemen the botter. We find
that in the scheme proposed by the Minister of Railways
in 1879, that lon. gentleman proposed to build the rod by
the sale of lands, and he estimated the lands at a minimum
of $2 an acre previons to the construction of the road.
The hon. member fbr Lunenberg (Mr. Kaulbach), sad
he approved of the principle of building the ro d by a.
company, as a company could build the road iore cheaply
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tihan w Governrent, but surely thore ie room for eom
patlen -between the two ompanies. Wehae two coi
pame befbre n, the offer of on. being much more favoml
tilat that tf ihe ither, and we wi*l see whieh one the hon
gentlem'n 'il vote for. A good deal l-bas been eaid her
about public opinion, and bon. gentlemen eupperting the
Government are endeavoring to delude theimelves into the
belief that public opinion is in their favor. I believe that
their better convictions tell these hon. gentlemen that publie
opinion is decidedly against hem. -I know that, so far a
Fobserved-'-and I had good opportunity for observation
when I went home during the holidaye -that publieopinion
is very mucb exercised on-this subject and that it is opposed
to the Government- scheme., I bad the pleasmene-of being
preserrt at a meetig in Halifax which was attended by 800
or U '0 electors, and was one of the most earneet meet-
ings lever attended. The hon. member for Gloueester

-delivered a most able speech, and notwithstanding
that invitations were repeatedly extended to any person
present toaddress the meeting for or against the Governmenf
scheme, resolutions adverse to the contract were passed
almost unanimous, there being not more than one ori two
voices raised against them. Some remarks have been made
about the petitions which are being presented to this flouse in
opposition to the contract; vain attempts were made to get
up counter petitions, but the latter have been so few and the
number of signatures so small, that I think it would have
been better for the hon. gentleman opposite, if the attempt
had not been made, as it has only strengthened our position.
An 'hon. gentleman referred last night o the monster petition
which was presented from Prince Edward Island, and by
taking various exceptions to it he made ont that there was
about 100 of the signature-s which could be objected to.
Well, as the petition had some 4,500 signatures, even if we
take off ,0, we have still left 4,400 names. A very respect-
able petition. He said this petition was signed by the dead
as well as the living, but I was mot much surprised at that,
for I should think if there was anything which would bring
the dead from their graves it would be the enormity of the
the scheme which is before the House. He said he had
received some letters-of which he read extractis without,
however, giving us the names of the writers-and he said
he thought these letters would be a better indication of the
feeling in Prince Edward Island than the petitions pre-
sented to the Ilouse. He may think so, but 1 do not think
any body else will agree with him. We have heard a good
deal during the debate about loyalty, and we had a lecture
on that subject from the hon. member for Annapolis (Mr.
Longley) who always enters earnestly into any subject he
may discuss. Hon. gentlemen opposite are in the habit of
arrogating to themselves all the loyalty of this country-
they are the super-loyal party. But it occurred to me that
the interests of the people could be better secured by acts of
loyalty than by high-toned expressions of loyalty in the
Bouse, and that loyalty like charity had better begin at

-home. That hon. gentleman knows that bis own Province
and county are heavily taxed by the National Policy of
this Government; that it bears very severely on the people
living by the sea. The hon. gentleman I think would serve
his people better by voting to save them this $3,000,000
and 3,000,000 acres of land-which meanus $6,000,000 mre-
than by treating us to lectures on sentimental loyalty.
There is one thing about him and about those who agree
'wfth him in Nova Scotia, and that is their loyalty to their
party. I admire a man who sticks to hie party, but there
is snch a thing as earrying that feeling too far. When loyalty
to his party comes in conflict with loyalty to the best
inteests of bis country then I think loyalty to hie party
ahould give way to the interests of his country.
1r. MACDOUGALL. I have abstained until the pree-

ont moment from taking part in this debate on the
main question before thie House, because I felt, as
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an otd memSber of Parliament, and an ex-member of ithe
iGvenmet, and one who basin hisefcial capacity had to

e do with questions cloeoly connected with this, it would be
. proper fer me to hear the views and opinions of hon.
e miembers, someof whom bocame members of this Hôuse only
e at te lst election, and te ob4erve, as wetl as I could, the

e pregress of the agitation which bas taken place in the
t eeuntry for the purpose of exciting-I will not say for that
e purpose alotte-.opposition te thiseeCheme wh'ieh the ov-
s ernment has submitted to Parlianent with respet to the

Pacifie Railway. I am one of those who have a very strong
n faith in the sober second thought of the people. Fromn the
d beginding of my political lite, now many years ago, that hs

been my guiding star. I have endeuvored te asuertain lreft,
what, aording to my judgment, was in the interests of my

- country, and then, as journalist and member of Parliament,
rto .bring thequestion in that light before the people of the

country, and to be guided in my political action, at ail events
in rhy representative action, by the result at which I arrived

f as to the true opinion-of the people of the country, irre-
pective of party. I have belonged to Governments whieh
bave had to depend, for their support in Parliament, upon
the euffrages of a political party. I admit, as the gentle-
man who bas just taken his seat remarked. that there
are occasions in the history of political conflicts when it
becones the duty of every member of Parliament to con-

isider whether bis allegiance to his party or bis allegiance
t0 his country should prevail. Now, Sir, if I felt
that in the present case anything I could say, or any
influence I could use with the Government or upon hon.
members of this House, or upon the public, would prevent
the tuccess of a scheme which has been submitted to
Parliament, I should hesitate very much before attempting
to exercise that influence. I should feel myself bonnd to
consider the broad question whether this scheme, with ail
iitsdefects, with ail the objoctions that an honest man and
a man of experience, in matters of this sort, could urge
against it,.is not upon the whole a measure which ought to
command a majority of this Fouse. I have had an oppor-
tunity, as I remarked on a former occasion, of consulting
my constituents. The constituency I have the honor to
represent is, I believe, without making any unfair reflection
upon other constituencies, one of the most intelligent in the
Province of Ontario. It lies between two considerable cities,
Toroto and Hamilton. It is crossed by four railways, one in
the rear of the county, another in fthe front, another from front
to rear, and another recently con-tructed through the centre.
There are several villages, and there is great activity of
political discussion in that constituency. They have had,
for many years, close contests, sometimes bitter contests.
_Newspapers cireulate there freoly-the city papers both of
Hamilton and Toronto, as well as those from more distant
points. -Therefore, I thought it was a very suitable tribunal
te decide upon the main features of a case like this. On
the occasion to which I refer, I had the pleasure and the
advantage of having present the prominent men, the most
intelligent men of every township of that constituency and
of both political parties. I endeavored, assuming for the
time a judicial tone and temper, to lay this matter before
them in that sense-avoiding a partizan position, either on
behalf of the scheme of the Government or on behalf of the
Opposition. I pointed out, as I thought it my dnty to do,
what its merits seemed to be, and what was contemplated
by the Government in submitting it. I called attention to
some features which eeemed to be defecte, some of them
serious defects. I asked them to express their opinion for
my guidance. I was asked by some who were active in the
Conservative interest, whether I would support this scheme
in Parliament if a majority of mZ constituents instructed me
4e d so- I saidatonce, I can make no such promise; I
am here for the purpose of beafing your views, of aser-
tainin6 the political pulse, se to speak, upon this subject,
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of Halton; net of the Conservative party only, because
I told -them after my election that I would hold myseaf
responsible te the constituency at large, that in dealing
with great questions in which all their intereste were or
might be alfected, it would be my duty to regard,
not the political party who chiefly gave me their
support, but the views, .opinions, and interests of thel
whole body of the electors. I said that I wished te bave
the opinion not merely of Conservatives, but of those
who belonged to the Opposition. On the other hand, Iwas
asked by prominent gentlemen, personal friends* of mine,
belonging to the Liberal party, whether, if the measure was
condemned by a vote of my constituents, I would go back
to Parliament and condemn the measure by my vote. I said,
as in the other case, that I would make no such promise,
that it would be my duty, in their interest, as well as in the
interests of the country at large, to consider this question
from both points of view, of its merits and its
defects, and to arrive, if possible, at a conclusion, when
the vote was taken, what course it would be my duty to
take. Well, Sir, the conclusion at which I did arrive, after a
pretty full discussion, after varions propositions had been
submitted to the meeting by leaders of the Liberal party
as well as by prominent Conservatives, was that the
public opinion of that constituency, se expressed, was
favorable to the proposition submitted by the Govern-
ment to Parliament. It'was favorable to it on this view :
in the first place it seemed to be the unanimons opinion
that it was desirable, if it could be accomplished, to take the
construction of the Pacifi eRailway out of the hands of the
Government and the officers of the Government and to place
it in the bands of the Company of capitalists, a commercial
company, who would construct, operate, and own it as a
commercial speculation. They seemed to be of opinion
that it would be preferable, in the interests of the country,
that that course should be taken, if it could be accom-
plisbed without making the burden too heavy for the
people to bear. Then, as to the amonnt of subsidy.
It was a very simple question-$25,000,00u in cash, and
25,000,000 acres of land to be appropriated, in alternate
sections, so that the Government would retain everywhere
adjacent to a rection belonging to the Company a section of
its own, to be dealt with as the Government of the day,
instructed by Parliament, might deem proper. If our policy
should in the future b to give away all the lands, to induce-
settiers te go into the country, it would be quite competent
for Parliament to pursue that course with respect to the
alternate sections. I do not think any intelligent man of
either party, objected to the amount of land .and money
proposed to be given for the completion of this railway,
Objections were made-and on the face of the contract were
naturally and justly made-to some features in it. I was
able te tell them, wifh referenco to the standard of con-
struction, that the Syndicate had consented by one of its
members, who had a power of attorney to act for his,
colleagues, that the Union Pacific Railway, as delivered to
the Government in I73, sbould be the standard, the
approximate .character of which would guide in the
construction of this railway. Then I was able to say
that, before leaving Ottawa, I was assured by those who
had it in their power to assure me, that, with respect.
te the exemption from diuty of a certain portion of
the materials required for the railway, an arrange-1
ment would be made which would meet objections
with respect to that; that, in other words, those manufac-
turers in the country of railway materials sbould have no
just ground of complaint against the Government, as tie
matter was entirely in the hands of the Government. With
respect to the objection raised here, as to the roadway,
rolling stock, and propertf of th.e, Company along the liuei
.being exempted from taxation, it did not engage my attention
or the attention of those present very much; it was regarded
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as an insignificant objectioninasmuch aS if the railwqyr y
constructed as a public road, the roadway aud itsq
would obe exempted. It has been the gustomt
these Lrovinces to encourage the construction of
by exempting t4em from taxation in some cases and
bonuses in otier cases. It did not, therefore, strike me that
that was a inatter worth speaking of. But as to exemptio
of the lands from taxation for twenty years, it di4 strike
most people, I confess, as a pretty serions objecition. But it
was explained to them that this exemption of lands from
taxation was only operative in the case of municipalities
being organized along the lino of railway by the settlers,
and that the ime when this question would arise would be
somewhat remote, over the greater portion of the line. The
question does not arise in Ontario or Manitoba; because, I
apprehend, it is well understood that the Government of the
Dominion does not assume to contract with this Company to
exempt their propertyin the Provinces of Ontario or Mani-
toba-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAID. Or British Columbia.
Mr. MACDOUGALL. Or British Columbia; so that the

exemption of both road-bed and lands could only come.into
operation when we pass the western boundary of Manitoba up
to the eastern boundary of British Columbia. It did, there-
fore, seem to.- the gentlemen with whom that subject was
discussed, that that was not a vory serious matter, or one
which would justify me as their representative in opposing
the scheme. The last question that was discussed at that
time-because I went there honestly ~and sincerely to
ascertain thereal views of the people, and endeavored to raise
every material point for their consideration, and to elicit their
opinion upon it-was the question of monopoly : first, in
regard to the prohibition against other railways croBsing
their line, or the international boundary, making in fact a
neutral territory within fifteen miles of the bqundary;
and, second, with respect to the power of the Company to
impose such rates and tolls as they pleased, subject, of
course, in the first instance, to the approval of the Govern-
ment as in the case of other railways; and subject, in the
next place, to that condition which, on the face of it-
reading the contract in its ordinary, literal, grammatical
sense-seems to require that there should be an earning of
profit over 10 per cent. upon all the capital expended in the
construction of the work, which, in my judgment necessarily,
and as a matter of law, according to the decisions of the
American courts, includes all the land, money and property
which the work represents, and which may then belong to
the corporation. That, I think, is the construction which
the courts of law will put upon this contract. Of course we
are supreme; our law must prevail if we choose to make it,
for they are subject to us, and we may choose to overlook
the terms of this contract if we will. But most hon. members
of this House, and most honest people out of it, will say
that we should be guided by a sense of justice, that we
should respect our contract, and see that justice be dounein
any thange that may become necessary. But, reading that
clause, it seemed to me and the gentlemen present on the
occasion I refer to-some of whom were legal gentlemen-
that it meant that there should be a profit earned by the
Company, on the whole expenditure made by the Governm-
ent on the Thunder Bay section, on the Yale-Kamloops
section, and on the Pembina section, as well as on the
$25,000,00J and the lands to be given to the Company for
4he construction of the railway- a total sum which would
certainly be foand in the neighborhood of $80,000,000. If
that is the construction of the contract, if that is the.
position in which the country will be placed, if the people
will not be able to revise, through the action of the Govern-
ment, the tolls, the charges, the rates which may be imposed
by this Company, we know what will be the resulit. e
know how railway boards act in -mattersof thii kind, eW
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hadie bd, in questione that have ariSen England, as wel
a uiAhe Uvited States, a franI: exposition by railway
mn of the prine 4e0 n-wich ey impoe rates and
c They hold that theirshareholers are their con-
stitueùts, that they are trustees for the shareholdere, that
they have nothing to do with the public except to get profite
ont of themn, and that it is their duty to imponspas higih rates
on trame as, under the circumstances of eaeh particularease,
the trame will bear. I presume this Company, or any
company, will act on that principe.. If they have the right
so fIr -s the law, should this Bill become law, is concerned,
te levy ten per cent. profit upon the amount of capital
contributed by the Government as well as their own capital,
none of us who are alive to-day or our children will see the
time when that interference of the Government for the-
reduotion of tolls can be accoinplished. It as been whispered
about that this is not the construction to be placed on the
clause. I believo the First Minister the other night said
something t tihis effect, but I did not catch bis sentence, and
in looking over the Hansard report I did not observe any
distinct statement on his part that that particular construc-
tion which I have attempted to describe wae, or was not the
true one. Ilowever, I suppose before the Bill bas paased
through its varions stages, the construction to be placed on
that particular section will be elicited. It seems to me the
Company ought to be willing to trust to the equity, honesty
and judgment of Parliament in the future management of
the road. They are receiving great aid and great privileges
on the face of this contract, and it does seem to me that in
developing that new country, in which they will have so
large an interest by reason of the quantity of land allotted
to them, they ought to act generously and in concert with
the Government in dealing with a question of this kind. I.
have said before, though not in this House, that if any
attempt be made by any company whatever in that North-
West country, t6 impose extortionate rates on the people
who go there, neither the Government of Canada nor a y
Local Goverument will be able to enforce obediepce to that
state of things. We cannot, in this Biitish American Con-
foderation, goveen any Province against the will or
determination of a large majority of its inhabitants. Our
only influence, our only power of control is in the confidence
which the people may repose in our justice and honesty of
purpose. We can govern, in other words, only by moral
influence. We have no physical power adequate to the sup.
pression of any large movement among the people in
any Province, more especially in the North-West. We must
hold these people by reason of the feeling that we are
dealing honestly and fairly with them, and thati
it is their advantage to remain part and parcel1
of the Confederation. If we put in the hands of this1
company the power to oppress them, and they exercise that1
power, a feeling of resentment will spring up in that country1
which no force we can use will subdue. Therefore I say that1
no great injury can result from this clause, because it is
imposible for the Company to put in force. Those who in-i
sist on it, in the hope it will be profitable to them, as well asE
th-se who represent the people here, onght to see thatf
there must be a revision of these terms. The people must1
feel that they are not at the mercy of a soulless corpora-E
tion but are undor the protection and control and have the1
assistance of the Government. That provision, in my mind,1
is a mest important one. It includeî or excludes many of
the objections that have been pointed ont by hon. geutle-(
men opposite. The Government is now, as Govern-i
mentga in the future will be, subject to parliamentary con-1
tral *in this matter. It is true we have sometimes seen1
votes that did not indicate a very great amount of inde-i
pendent action on the part of supporters of the Government.
I sat ooesionally, by permission, on the floor of this Hous,
during the regime of the Liberal party.' The hou. mesiber
f1w 4pbton; who wgs for many years a personal uand *

cal friend of mine, was at the head of affairs, and the hou.
geUtlemin who now leads the Opposition-and leads it with
suoh diatiguished ability, leads iteso far as parliamentary
knowledge, legal skill, and oratorical power can aid hini,
perhaps with more distinction, with more succeds than any
leader of that party in my time-was in hiseAdministration.
I remember when the hor. gentleman first took the politial
stump. I, though not .pretending to his ability, didnot re-
gard him as a very formidable antagonist before the people,
but I would so regard him now because I see he has Made
progress in all thos) arts which enablo a publie man to con-
ciliate the prejudices and secure the confidence of the mul-
titude. When in the House on that occasion, I observed
the tyranny of the Govornment. The power of the Executive
to impress its views upon and control the action of mem-
bers of Parliamont was more pronounced, and exercised
a greater influence than at any time since 1853 when
I first entered Parliament. There was a feeling amofigthe
Opposition that there was a power in the Government
which was inexorable. I saw it in all the actions of Par-
liament and was amazed; as an old Liberal, I was offended;
I said to myself: "IDo these men represent the sentiments,
the broad liberal vièws of government, which in my earlier
days I learnt from tho lips of Robert Baldwin, and other dis-
tinguished men of the time, who fought and struggled with
the right hon. gentleman-at all events with his political
party-to secure for the people the right to have their well
understood wishes expressed in Parliament; is it possible
that these men, the pupils of that political school, have so
misunderstood its lessons that they have resorted to the
means familiar to despotism in the conduct of the country's
affairs ?" Perhaps I was mistaken, perhaps some little ir-
ritation of feeling, personally-for I eoemed to be a special
object of hostiiity-influenced my judgment. I may have
been mistaken; but they learnt a lesson. They fuund that
the arbitrary system of government, that that dictatoriál
system that prevailed during the reqime of Mr. Mackenzie
-that personal government,-wbich le practically ex-
ercised over this whole country and his colleagues, was
unpalatable to the people. I found mon who in their
Provinces had held some position of prominence previously,
unwilling to express an opinion upon a inoot question
that might occupy the attention of the Government, till
they had consulted their chief-not even in the privacy of
their bed rooms or their offices. But that has passed away
so far as the Liberal party is concerned; different ideas
prevail to-day; and I am glad to notice, because I arm
observant in regard to such matters, that in this House and
among the members of the Opposition theroeis a different
feeling prevalent. I think that the hon. gentleman who
leads the Opposition now, must consult his friends and ascer-
tain their feelings before he undertakes to act. I think that
lesson at all events bas been learnt. I must say
with regard to the hon. gentlemen who load this
House and govern this country, whatever difference
may have existed between myself and tbem-and differ-
ences have existed, and exist to-day-I have always
found them amenable to reason; they will argue-they can
be approached. You can speak your views to them, and
sometimes I have thought they listcned to the views ex-
pressed by their political friends, not merely in matters of
patronage or administration, but in natters of legislation
and government. This little excursion into the history
of the past, with reference to the two political parties;
may help to explain my position. When I learned from
hon. gentlemen closely connected with the Government,
that there s fo be no such construction as I have described,
with reference to the contract-that is to say, that the
Company when organized and operating the road, will not be
able to hold that they have a rght to impose such tolle as
tbey please until we can show they hvp earne4 the ton
jgr copt. qn $he $8O,000,0%O over g4 çtbovp $þ‡ oa$
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tal tbey may bave contributed, and over and above their
stock-I was disposed to regard with asé M disfavW
the contract as it stands, than when I visited nuy
constituents at Halton. I told them that I had a
strong belief that with respect to these two matters, tha
question of taxation and of Government control over-thie
railway, changes would be made; or, at all events, explana-
tions that would remove existing dQubts. I have no author-
ity to announce it here-because I do not know howrit is to
be donc-but all I can say is, that unless that be done, not
only My vote but, perhaps, the votes of some other mem-
bers, might be recorded against the scheme. That might
not amount to much, as the Government possesses a large,
majority-too large a majority, I think-for we woold be
able to discuss some of the questions that come before us
with better prospects of success to the minoiity, if the
major4y were not so large -

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD.~ I may informi the hon.
gentleman that the construction he fears is not the con-
struction the Government puts upon the contract ; it is not
the construction the Syndicate puts upon it ; and to prevent
the possibility of any doubt on the question there will be a
clause inserted in the Consolidated Railway Act, which is to
be introduced by the Miniter of Railways, defining and
limiting, in the sense the hon.gentleman would desire, the
extent to which the 10 per cent profit goes,

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I am delighted to hear that
statement by the leader of the Govern ment. It removes one
of the most serious objections in the minds of some hon.
members on this side of the House, as well as in the minds
of intelligent thinking people outside, with respect to this
contract. Now, what has happened since the submission
of the Govern ment scheme to Parliament. Some gentlemen
in Têronto, Hamilton, London, and other parts of the
Dominion, have been induced to tender for this contract
with certain modifications, at a certain lesser amount in,
money and in land; they claim that it is in the puble irrz
terest, and my hon. friend-I will call him so politioally,
although I am sorry we are not in the habit of comiuni-
cating with one another; I do not think the fault is mine
-ny hon. friend, the leader of the Opposition, and many
members on that side urge that ihis Government shouldi
withdraw from the arrangement which they have
conditionally entered into with the first Syndioate,
because it would save to the country $3,000,000 and
3,000,000 acres of land worth a dollar an acre. It might
seem to the country that it isdesirable to save $6;000,»J'
by p1pcing this contact in the bands 0f a néw company
equally able with the other to carry out the contract.
That does inpress me as a very serious questioni
for members of Parliament to consider. It is s dub-q
stantial sum, an amount which, I believe, will impress most*
of the voters to whom we will have to appeal, after a coupleI
of Sessions, with a notion that it would have been welli to
have saved it. I should like to see my way to athonorslei
course, provided the Government can take such a course-
by which the conditions could be improved in this respect.1
But I think it would be unfair for a member of Parliarieüt,i
and especially any one on the Ministerial side, to ask the(
Government as the organ or committee of Parliament, to
take a course with respect to a transaction of this kind1
that he should not himself be willing -to take if he were a
member of that Government. We must put ourselves i1t
their place. We must not ask Ministers to do an aett
which our own minds would revolt against if we1
ware clothed with the responsibilities of -ofe-e. Cant
they retreat from the position tbey oepy?7ç
I do not say anything about the circumstances whieh pre-
ceded this contract. That has been fully reviewed on botho
gides. It has been ôonten:led witbigreat skill bythe leader1
of the Opposition, that td r the Act of 1874, the Goyp tr
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ment had îie sfuthotity to do what they havedone; ti the,
laW4id4ict aulthoite them to-enter inte a centacf hie
charaeten that therefore they are not acting within 'the
teriS èthat Act.» I am em h of that opinion- I.tiiik
the arguments of4tbè leader of the Opposition were clear
and;conêërsive on that point, but as I unders(and d 'the
Governmeibttnot isvume, they do not come hereelaiming
thatýIhis oentraet is made pursuant to, or under the autho-
rityjýof the AetOf 1874.

Sir ALRET. SMIT. The Miîiister of Ibilways satd so
M. MACDOUGALL. I do not so understand it, andthe

very factthat the contract is before us to-day; thuei we,
have 'b paae an Act sof incorporation, ab ixitio, proves, I
think, that this contract is -bot within the -Aet ef
1874-though the purpose which it is intended, to serve
rmay be the purpose indicated in that Act. It is an action
of the Government outside of the Act of 1874, but witéin
the spirit of it, within the motive and the intention of that
Act. This is a proposition to hand ovor the construction -of
the remainder of the Cana-ian Pacific Railway to a Com-
pany, and that was an alternative contained in the Actof
1874. Ithink, however, that when the Gevernment ofthat
day, the Government of the hon. member for Lambton,
adopted the other alternative, it necessarily exuluded this.
Yon have-exhausted the power which is given in that Aet,
by adopting one ýof these alternatives; therefore, I do not
agrec witb those hon. gentlemen on this side of the House,
w'ho say that Parliament and the country have expressed
their desire to make this railway by or through a private
company, fbr Mr Mackenzie, in bis Act of 1874, provided for
the ùonstruction ofthe work- by or through the Government.
He begin the construction of the railway as a Government
-work, be eoftracted with British Columbia-at least that
was the aspect of the question at the - ti me the Carnarvon
contratt'was entered into, to build it as a Governmernt rail-
way, aund the wurk was proceeding when the general elec-
tion took place, upon that basis. After this Governmont
came into p " r, they advertised for contrects, they let-some
contraets, and the work is in course of*execution to-day,
under -the authority of that Act. I was elected know-
ing that 'the, Pacifie Railway would continue as a
Govermnent work, under the right bon. leader of the
Government, it - he came into power. It proceeded for a
certain time in that way, and therefore, I think that in the
discussions which -have taken place as to whether this con-
tract was strictly within the Act of 184, or a departure
from that Act is beside the question, because we have here
the fact that the Government has taken the rosponsibihty
of prôpoeing to this Parliament that they shall cease
its construction as a Government work, except in
certain portions, and shali band over 2,000 miles of the.
Peifie Railway to be constructed by a company. .Now,
2 00mnilesôof railway,-650 miles of it being in the rear of,
or to the north of - Lake Superior, and 450 miles
rmore in 'the Rocky Mountain region, is a pretty large
workbo undertake. Valuing the lands at $1 an aore the
amdunt- we are asked to pay for these 2,000 miles of
railway iu 85 0,00000. It is true that an apparently
disproportionate amount has been aIlotted to the middle
or easy section, but I look at the proposition, and,
think Parligment should look-at it as an entire contraet;
and although the areangement I have mentioned, may bae
been -made 'iri order to enable the *Company to in'ove
theirfinanoes, and although a larger amount of publie money
bas, been thereby contributed to their capital account at
the outset,st4 t.hquestion for us is whether upon t.he
whole contract the Company is being overpaid. I-wili
read yp-e pon thispoint two or three extracts froi the
#ble speech delivered by the hon. member -for Lambton in
1IT4,*'bmber was iutroducing the resektiora',upon which
tP b1Indthis ilpi ettJ4 yea~r. JMe refrrep4 t the cirorg
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stances under which the Interolonial Railway has been
beilt,and proceeded:

"le lntercolonial Raiwawill'eost about :45,000 per mile, traversing
on the whdle a very favorable eountry, and posesmig the most ample:
means oficoams at various points on its course, and with the additional
advaxIage-of having procured the iron struetures and the rails at a time
wheu there was a very great depression In the prices of iron."

" The Northern Pacifie has cost, so far as it has been carried-that is
to Rei River-$47,Oota or -48000 pr mile in round numbers, Well, ir
thatxSoad traverses, almoat wholly, a prairie region, eaaily accessible, and
where materials were easily found, and is altogether quite as favorable
as the most favorable spot of any part of our territories, with this advan-
tage chatît was much nearer to the producers of supplies than any porLion
of our lines except that on the immediate frontier of the. lakes"

" But, judging from the cost of our own railways we have no reason
to suppose that it will be possible to construct this line from end to end
at a lues priee than $40, 00 per mile. and it may exceed that by several
thousands of dollars. Parts of it will of course exceed that very much,
thoug in the whole of the sections east of the Rocky Mouuntaina some-
thing in the neighborhood of that figure will cover the outlay."

Now, you will observe that we have 2,000 miles of
railway to construct, of which about 1,100 miles may be
said to be quite as- difficult as large portions of the
Intercolonial, and according to Mx. M ackenzie's
calculations, the cost would be $40,000 per mile.
WelI, Sir, 1,000 miles of - that difficit country. if
you give $40,000 per mile, comes to $40,000;00U
The, other 1,000 miles, is a section including a large
portion in the neighborhood of the Rocky Mountains,
beyond the Pembina River, and, according to Mr.
Smith and other engineers, is not .by any means a
facile country, and being removed so far from
the base, of supplies there are many difficulties,
snch as Mr. Mackenzie indicated, to interhore with the
success of the contractors in that ragion. lf you put it at
$10,000 a mile there will not be any profit to be. made by a
Company who construct the road fbr that sum, so that
counting land at 81 an acie over and above expenses
of management, andover and above the cost of emigration
which this Company must support, if they are to receive
any valuable result fron the construction of the road, there
will )ot be much margin for profit left. The matter of cost in
promeoting emigration is a point I have not hoard much
discussed hitherto in connection with this question. I have
had an opportunity to know something of the manner
in which the Northern Pacific Railway managed its etni-
gratiort business. When I was in London in 187. I visited
fi-equently the offices of the Northern Pacifie Railway.
There was a regular propaganda established there. There
were maps of every description, there were pamphlets and
books prepared with elegant illustrations describing the
country-most expensive books circulated by thousands.
The gentleman who had charge of that establishment was
an old newspaper man, an intimate friend of mine,
Mr. George Sheppard, a very able man, who I believe
is in their service again, and who was receiving 810,000 a
year asý a salary for superintending those offices and
managing the subordinates under him. They had agencies
on the continent, they distributed their literature everywhere
over England, Irliand and Scotland, and they made arrange.
ments with the steamers for bringing out emigrants intend-
ing to settle on their lands. I have no doubt that all this.
machinery cost thom more than $1 por acre for ail the land
which they sold to immigrants. Now, Sir, if this Company
undertake to ettle their alternate sections of land so as to
produce a trafre for their railway when it is built, and they
will have little traffic for it unless they do so, it will cost-
them hundred tof thousands of dollars to secure the immigra-
tion they will need. Therefore, it will not be ail profit.,
The calclations that have been made, the speeches that
have been recorded in Bansard and in the newspapers,
ail omit, overlook, ignore that important element in
aasortaining the value of the land which this Company is
to ,rCeceive. say, -thon, assuming that this (Company
win .- iP t1Qe same piçijiple an4 he pided by the'

same motives of profit by which some of its members are
already, pnided in Minnesotaihat they will endeavor to
secure settlers in order to prodae something for the
railroad to carry. If the Oompany adopt that principle, I
think $1 an acre, above all these chargesis quite as large
a aum as this House ought to place upon it in this dis-
cussion. ,Tereforë, supposing that 1,000 miles, or one
half the distance, is a difficult country which will cost,
accord ing to MX. Mackenzie's estimate, 840,000 a mile, and
that the rest will cSt $10,000 a mile, they wi.l require to
get S1 per acre for every acre of land they own, before they
will realise enough to meot thec hargoes and expenses
they have incurred. I do not think it ought to be the
policy of this country to hand over the construction of this
road to a private company, if we regard such a proposal as
an extravagant one. It séema to me that subsidy is only
adequate on the face of it. But, as I said a little while ago,
certain gentlemen holding a very respectable position in the
community,haveà teddered at a lower figure. My old colleague
and friend, Sir William Howland, is at the head of them, and
he is as shrewd a muan, as careful a man in any matter which
involves expenditnre of money, as any cne with whom I
have made acquaintance in my political 1 fe, and I there-
fore believe that he must have calculated very.closely in this
matter if the proposai was a serions one. I know that Sir
William Howland, a Privy Councillor, an ex-menàber of the
Government, is as sensitive concerning the honor of a Privy
Councillor, and the honor of a Government of which he is a
member, in their dealings with other persons, as any man I
have known. Therefore, I say that if he believed the
Government could and would, ivith their maority of eight
in this House, abandon the contract which they had deli-9.
rately entered into with this Syndicate, for the difference
between these propositions and hand the contract over to
him, if he believed that, I think he must have expected to
make a very small profit in the share- he takes in the
Syndicate. I know these are not his ways in dealing with
questions of this kind. He wante a larger margin generally
in operations in which he is engaged. But if we regard it
as a movemont for the purpose of bi-inging concussion
upon the Government, if it is intended to strengthen the
hands of hon. gentlemen opposite- as a political minority in
the country, as I said before too smali a minority for the
good governmnent of the country-I wish it was somewhat
larger-we can understand the lowor tender. I think if the
policy of the Government is no worse in other matters
than in this, they wiil find votes enough to defend their
policy. But, Sir, the question comes to this: ought we, as
supporting this Government, to vote for the new Syndicate?
I have always qualified my support. I need not repeat
that in this lioue, I am sure the mem bers of the
Government will do me the justice to say that in the
first place I have not asked anytning from them for myself,
and that in the second place I express my views to them
on public matters as frcely as if I was a colleague of theirs,
and they will not, I think, question my sinccrity if Il vote
against them,should the interests of the public, in my view,
require it. At the same Lime I am standing bere respousible
for my action Lo my own conscience and to my country, and
I will not join in a cry or a movement which seeme to be
made with a desire to embarrass the Government as a
Government, and to put it in a position of doubt and
suspicion with respect to its supporters in the country upon
a great public measure of this kind. But a Government
requires to be ephéld. - Powerful as this Government is in
its support in this House, in two years hence, if this
measure shall be disapproved by a majority of the people,
it will disappear like snow - before the sun-it will
disapper as another strong Government in our recolleetion
disappeared a the polis. Therefore I say that though its
support may be powerful heroiyet it is the dluty oftthose
wbo support it nd wto desire tha¢ it eibaU eeutinae
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and work out the policy for which it was elected, to
strengthen the bande of even this atrong Government
and not join in those movements or efforts made
by persons who have a political object in vie. Their
political objeet may be con bined with a publie objeet; that
is the business of an Opposition; it is the duty of an Oppo-
sition to seize upon those measures in which the Goverment
have not corne up to the mark, as they say, and to expose
thom, to point out to the country that they have not done
as well as they oughL to have doue, that they have not been
so economical as they ought, that they have not made a
choice of public servants from the clas that they ought, and
so on. On ail these points it is legitimate, proper and
u-eful to the country that the Opposition should attack and
compel defence. But, Sir, when we are dealing with a
question of the magnitude of this one, which is unparal-
Ieled, except by the great scheme of (Jonfederation itself
-affecting important interests far reaching in its influence
over that great country whieh is to be, in my opinion,
the chief seat of empire upon this North American
continent-I say, that in dealing with such a question, I
appeal to this flouse as I appealed to my constituents, for
the sake of their country, to put aside their party feelings for
the moment, and deal with this matter upon its merits-not
to mistake partizanship for patriotism, or positivity for truth,
but to treat this momentous question honestly, and if
possible ascertain what course we, as ropresentatives, ought
to pursue. In that spirit, and with a desire to support the
Government in carrying out their policy, I am disposed to
overlook small points, and to disregard words unless they
are significant words, in this contract; and I think one
mIy bejustified in taking this ground, because when
the Government of a country have adopted a policy
which no party objects to, which hon. gentlemen opposite
do not object to-of constructing this railway by means
of a private iompany-when the Government have
entered into a bontract with capitalists at home and abroad,
when they feit justified in leaving their colleagues behind
them and visited Europe and made explanations to, and
p laced facts and figures before the powerful men on the
Bourses of Eurepe, as I presume they had to do, to secure
their co-operation-I say, when they did that, dealing with
a country, the future of which we are now settling-a country
which has a cultivatable area of 150,000,000 acres of land, at
least -a matter of two or three millions, more or less, in the
construction of a railway 2,000 miles long, is a very small
matter. Suppose that, under the pressure of this political
exigency, and out of sympathy with Ministers, the first
Syndicate should come down, as they might easily do, and'
say: "You have entered into a written contract with
us; we have made certain expenditures on the assumption
that a Government, with such a support in Parliainent
as yours, would implement the agreement, but if it is-
going to embarrass you, we will come down in the
price." What would be the result ? They would take the
difference out of the railway. They would make such a road
as they could make a profit upon at a lower sum. I do not
think, Sir, that in so gigantic an undertaking as this, for
this smali consideration, small as compared with the large
amount involved, it is worth while to force Ministers
into the repudiation of the solemn agreement which they
made in the light of all the information available to them
at the time with parties competent to undertake this
contract-that bas not been denied. If tho new Syndicate
embraces gentlemen of large means and large experience-
there are some, it is stated, who have not very large means.
No doubt they are quite capable of undertaking a large
enterprise of this kind with the backing of capitalists who
have confidence in their undertaking and can influence the
markets of the world. None of them bave the means of
building the Lake Superior section or the section from Jasper

Souse to Kamloops on thbeir Qwa credit, 411 the mpillions
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these men together could produce would not bagin-1» bu
sufficient for a work of that kind, if they were not-able to
go into the markets of the world and show that they havean
undertaking that will yield tbe¶ a reasonable amoýnit of
profit. Therefore I think the fact of the second offer shoald
not weigh with usvery mùch. Is this a practical scheme with
a large amoeunt et money and land to be given, which wl
commend itself of the confidence of capitalists-of men who
lend their money expecting to get it back after a while-of
m'en who expect to get interest upon it during the time the
work is going on ? I used to say, in disenssing publie ques-
tions at our pie-nies before the last general elections: "You
Conservatives need not listen to me; I am not addressing
myselftoyou, Iknow you will support your chief at any rate;
Lwish to address myself to those who- are not so well affected
towards the political leader with whom I am at this moment
acting, and to endeavor to persuade them that in-supporting
that hon. gentleman and his friends they will have a
National Policy which will restore their prosperity andgive
health and progress to the industries of the country; and
now that I have alluded to that point, I believe the fart
corresponds with the prediction. Those persons like myself,
who were not the political supporters, but rather the political
allies of that hon. gentleman, persons looking with a friendly
eye upon gentlemen who had vindicated their right to be
considered statesmen by a long course of useful, public life,
and by adopting some good reforms which they had in their
early days resisted, considered them deserving of credit,
bechuse they were like English statesmen of whom it
is said they abandoned the prejudices of their youth and
adopted the views which were found at last to prevail. I
believe there are a good many people in this country who
believe in the maxim of Lord Beaconsfield, that a statesman
nmust pay attention to the spirit of the age; and 1 believe
that class of politicans are those who are likely to succeed
in this country. Rcturning to this new proposition, I admit
it is embarrassing. It is a weapon whieh will no dotubt be
effective in the hands of hon. gentlemen opposite and their
friends outside. At the same time if this House confirm
that contract, if they pass the Bill which gives authority to
the Con pany to proceed under it, if the Company push on
the work rapidly, if they organize machinery at home and
abroad to bring out e migrants and relieve the Governmentpro
tanto, I believe, when another election takes place-povided
hon. gentlemen do not make greater mistakes in other
matters, and provided hon. gentlemen opposite do not induce
the people to forget their mistakes-those who have sup-
ported this arrangement will stand a very fuir chance of
again finding their places, if they wish to get them, on the
floor of this louse. I feel, after the way in which the
question hss been eonsidered from every possible point of
view, from every possible point of legal scrutiny, after the
manner. in which its objectionable features have been
magnified and presented in their most repulsive form by the
skill and ingenuity of hon, gentlemen opposite, if ail the hon.
gentleman can do is to move an amendment which afErms
nothing, which is a mere recital of what I suppose -by
courtesy we may say are facts, so far as the analysis of the
Act of 1874 and the analysis of the contract. are concerned,
he will accomplish nothing. I think it is a remarkably able
paper. It will make a capital manifesto, far superior to the
manifesto which appeared modestly in the newspapers a
few weeks ago; but at the same time, like many things
which I have observed in the course of my political experience
that emanated from that hon. gentleman, it ends it notbing.
It affirms nothing; it is a negative. I think if your attention,
Mr. Speaker, had been called to it at an earlier stage, pre-
codent might have been found for rejecting the amendment
altogether, because it is merely a negative of the resolution.
Looking at the last clause, it seems to ire to offer nothing
to the Hfouse. If you say "yea" to that elause, you merely
esy ":30 " to thie resolgtion, n4othing iiore, I se no purpose,
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ex apta pol»cal ene, in having auch statements entered in
the Journals of this luse. I think that any person who
was patrnotie in is intentions and who desired to imprefss
en tue country and upon the Hiouse, the desirability of
adopting the second proposition, would not have undertaken
to embarrass the Government, to place the Government and
ifs supporters in so many false positions as they are placed
in apparently by the long recital and by the figures andl
calculations which amount simply to a decraration that it isi
rot expedient to.legalize the contract. That was all it was
neeessary to say. The amendment was like a famous one
proposed on the occasion of the English Reform Bill, by an,
hon. member who wished to record all bis objections to that
revolutionary Bill, as ho considered it, and it was ruled that
ho lied the right to place those reasons in the form of a
resolutioni That was the precedent on which the hon.
gentleman was enabled to set forth in his amendment, all
the objections to the present contract, by showing how it
differed from the Act of 1874, and the offer made by his
political friends. I believe the question will be-I see
evidence of it on this, and I think on the other side of the
House-is not this amendment at the bottom, in its
inspiration and in its motives and throughout, a political
movement; and in that sense itis not surprising-that support-
ers of the Govern ment in this Iouse should resent, resist and
opposeit. For my part I would be very glad to save three
million dollars and three million of acres of land, but I do not
see how it can be done. If the Government were forced
to abandon the contract with the Syndicate, believing it
to be the best that could be made, they, as honorable
men and as mon with a fine sense of propriety in the
positions they hold, would b compelled to abandon their
places. You force thein- you drive them to give up the
position they hold, and transfer to any one who may
succeed them the carrying out of this work. It would not
be expected if hon gentlemen opposite were in power.
When they were in power, does any one suppose an Oppo-
sition amendment, inspir ed as this has been, containing such
propositions as this contins, so obviously aimed at the
destruction of the Governnent as a Government, so obvious-
ly prepared for the purpose of elevating the Opposition
in the estimation of the country, would have been accepted-
does any one suppose they would have hesitated to vote it
down. How many cases can be cited if we look at the Jour-
nals, where questions not involving, it is true, such large
interests, except the Act of 1874, wore voted down without
the least hesitation ; and every political party under our
system of Government wIll do the same. I have, therefore,
with these observations upon the general question, to say that
having been elected at the last general election as a sup-
porter of the policy of the hon. gentlemen on theTreasury

nches, having been elected by a majority of their political
supporters, although- I fancy I would not have been here if
I had not been supported by a good many voters who are
not Conservatives, having found that the polief which we
were all pledged to secure at their hands, bas, in respect to
the Tariff, been carried out, and proved successful, I cannot
support the amendment. Taking a large, an unprejudiced
view, and not a critical or hostile view, not allowing personal
feeling to inteivene, I must support the Government. 1 might
perhaps, in consequence of things I see in the news-
papers and hear in the lobbies and elsewhere, allow my
personal resentment to influence my conduct, yet I have
never done so as a public man, and will not do so now.
It is impossible for either the f riends or opponents of this
Government, no matter what they may think, orsay, or write
in the newspapers, oromit from their newspapers, to drive me
from according an honest and fair support to its policy, o0
long as that policy is in the interests of the country. I de-
cline tosupport the amendment, which means nothing, which
is only an bistorical narrative of certain facts, and I
will support the proposition of the Government to grant

t25,00,000 and 25,Ó0,000 acres of Id, with proper ,provi-
siens to carry out what I now understand to be the inteition
of the Governmnent.

M.r. CAERON (Victoria). I do not riae, Mr. Speaker;
to address the House at this late period of the debate, with
the fond hope that I can for one moment eay anything new,
or present any fact not alroady stated in 'ome way, and
probably much botter than I can do so. It wiould b. pro-
sumptuous on my part, and an unwarranted refection upon
the ability, industry and eloquence of the many hon. gen-
tlemen who have.addressed the House at such length, as
they have addressed it on the quebtion now before the
Chair, were I to assume I can add one argument, .that I
can adduce any statistics to throw new light on the question
befoire the House; but the magnitude of the matter s 8so
great, the importance of the question under consideration
is so vital to the interests of the country, that I feel it is only
right and peroper that every hon. member who desires to do_
so should have a fair opportunity of stating his views to
the flouse, and in that way of justifying to his constituents
the vote he feels necessary to give. I feel, in my particular
case, it is the more necessary and proper I
should do so. I would not have availed myself of the
opportunity, were it not that in the leading organ
of hon. gentlemen opposite, . it has been stated
that I am oue of th esupporters of the Government *ho
thinks one way but intends to vote another. I am not
aware that while I have been in this House I have ever
done so; I am not aware that any hon. gentleman can point
to any inconsistency in my public conduct, or to contra-
diction between my expressed opinions and the votes which
I have thought itnecossaryand proper to give. But slander
coming from that source, anyone on this side of the House
will pay but little attention to it. It will be waste of time
now to begin to discuss, nor dolI think it is vory relevant to
the proper discussion of this question, whether hou. gentle.
men on the other side of the louse have been guilty of
inconsistency in the utterances they have made during tbis
discussion, wlen compared with what they said on varions
occasions, nor is it of very great value to diseuses
whether this nespaper or that has always said
the same thing on the question now before us.
What we have to consider is this-ani it is the point which
the country wants to know-whether this proposal now
before the flouse for considerat ion is the best thing to be
done in respect to the gigantie question we have to docide.
That is the reli, substantial, vital point for our consideration.
The people do not, cure to hear the recollection of hon.
gentlemen as to what has been said or done in the past,
Vhat they want is to have the Pacifie Railway question

fairly discussed from its public and broad standpoint, in
respect to the best interests of the country. I take it that
so far as the policy of hon. gentlemen, in regard te the
construction of this road, and the subsequent ownership
and operation of it by a private company, is concerned,
both political parties are committed to that view;
and not only both parties, but Parliament is committed
to it by legislation, not once, but more than once.
The question now is, that boing the case, is it botter for the
iiiterests of the country to hand over the construction of the
work and its operation horeafter to a company, or whether
it is botter for the Government to continue to prosecute the
building of the road ? I confess on that point I desire to
speak.with no uncertain sound. I have nodoubt in M'y own
mind that it is in the best interests of the country that the
Government should cease, provided they can do so on
reisonable and favorable terms, any longer te continue the
construction of that great work, or after its construction
continue to work it. I feel it i incompatible with the due
carrying out of the business of the Government, that it
should be embarrassed with the duty of building a railhoad
such as this or working it after it is built. It seens to ne
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it is not 'within the proper functions of the Government,
constituted such as ours, and that there will fow bthing but
recriminations from one side of the lâouselo the other, in
respect to the construction and management of the 'work.
We have seen that in the past. We have seen each side
assailing the other about so much of the work as is already
constructed. We have seen each side assail the other as to
the management of that great Government railroad which
is still carried on by the Government, the Intereolonial
Railway. We have seen the proper edministration of the
road and the proper construction of this Pacific Railway
seriously interfered with by the utterances of party conflict;
and I think beyond that objection to the Government carry-
ing on this work there is also the practical objection that
the Government is incapable, from its constitution, to satis-
factorily work the road after it is built. A private company
can construct it much more cheaply and satisfactorily as a
commercial undertaking, and work it much more profitably
and in the public interest after construction, than any
Government can. There is thus no reason not to
approve of the gencral policy that this work should be
handed over to a company. The question then is whether
the arrangement ought to meet with approval, whether the
Governnpent have been justified in entering - into that
preliminary arrangement. The general principile being
concurred in, I believe the Government were justi6ed in
entering into this contract subject to the approval of
Parliament. Two-thirds of the amendment of the leader of

if I saw greater objections t the contract than T do, I sould
feel il my duty as a member of this Rouse and of the'Oon-
servative pa-ty, as one having the best interest of thé couin-
try t hehrt, to vote for the ratifreation of this cotract,
because I know that the resalt of a refusal to ratifyzitwould
be a revesal of that fiscal policy which, in my opinidâ; has
been Miost beneficial to the best interests of this country.
Amaong other disastrous resuits which would fiow from a
refushi to ratify this c9ntraet would be the injurious effect
it would have on our' moneyed institutions. A very intel-
ligent and emineunt banker told me, within the last week
or two, that a refusal to ratify this contract would, in bis
opinion, result in a fall of at least 20 per cent. in the value
of stocks of all the banks of the Dominion. This deprecia-
tion would, of course, affect every other joint-4tock com-
pany and there would be a general upsetting of ail that com-
mercial prosperity which at present prevails. The general
consequences of a refusal to ratify this contract would be so
injurious beyond the special ones arising from the change
in our fiscal policy that it would require very grave reasons
to induce me to vote against this contract at the present
time. We have been told that a strong reason why we
should vote against it is that a better offer bas been made,
and that if the Government and Parliament chose to accept
the one that has been made by the first Syndicate, they
would be violating their duty to the country.

Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
the Opposition went to prove that the contract was not in Mr. CAMEIRON. The bon. momber for Bothwell says
accordance with the terms of the Act of 1874. - The "hear, hear," as if I correctly expres-sed his views. The first
Act of 1874 sanctions the general 'principle that the answer I would make to that is that the Government are
work shòuld be constructed by a company, and it is bound in good faith to these gentlemen with whom they
quite immaterial whether the details of the pro- entered into this provisional contract to use their exertions
posed contract agrees with the Act or not. As the to have it ratified. The'Gover nment were not in a position,
hon, leader of the Opposition said the other day, this when this last proposition was made to them, to
contract has no vitality orý existence until Parliament deal with the gentlemen who made it-they must have
solemnly sanctions it and makes it law. It is unnecessary known that that was the position of the Government. It
to discuss whether it is according to a former law or not, is said, however, by members on the Opposition side: "Oh !
because this Parliament must make the law, must declare you dealt with the first Syndicate behind the backs of the
these provisions are for the benefit of the country and country, behind the backs of moneyed mon who wotld have
indicate the necessary legislation to carry it out. In likely entered into such an arrangement." I deny that state-
viewing past legislation, iii view of the declared policy of ment altogother, notwithstanding the emphatic 'hear, hear,"
both political parties, the Government were perfectly of the member for Gloucester. I say that even before last
justified in entering into and earrying on the negotiations Session it was well known that proposals of this kind had
which led to the completion of this contract, so far as it been made to the Government; that shortly after the close
bas been completed, subject to the ratification of Parliament. of last Session, and before Ministers went te England, the
I go further-I say that the Government having been so Premier openly and publicly, in his speech delivered
justified, Parliament is bound in good faith to ratify this at Bath, anngunced that such offers had been recoived,
contract, unless there is something in it radically. wrong not only one offer but two, not only from Canadian
and contrary to the best interests of the country. I quite but from English capitalists, and that speech was publisbed
agree with the hon. member for Halton that we should not iii everytewspaper It was commented upon at great liength
examine with microscopic accuracy the details of the hy the organs of hon. gentlemen opposite, and especially
contract, and say because we would like this or that by the Globe. It was well known that Ministers went to
little detail altered we will condemn it altogether. The England for that very purpose of negotiating with various
Government are bound in good 'faith towards the gentlemen parties, who wishedand intended to make proposals or tenders
with whom they have negotiated to use every reasonable fbr the whole construction of the work, for the formation of a
exertion to have this contract ratified. If this Parliament company with that object, and the subsequent working of
should refuse to ratify lit, itinvolves a condemnation of the the whole road. It was well known throughout England,
Government. Are we prepared to condemn the Govern- Canada, Europe and the United States, and publicly coin-
ment, to say they should not have entered into this mented upon by the journals of those counti-ies, and it is idle
contract, that it is detrimental to thé interests of the now to say that the capitalists and railway men of the
Dominion, that we should refuse to sanction it, when we world were ignorant during the whole time of those nego-
know the effect of that will be the defeat of the Govern- tiations that this.business was in contemplation. Members
ment? No other constitutional result can follow. For my of the Government remained in England some two months
part, I am not prepared to accept the responsibility of such before a preliminary contract was made, during which time
a resolution. The hon. member for Gloucester, the other articles constantly appeared in ail the leading news-
day, inferred, as one of the advantages that would fow Ipapers in London and in England, announcing what
from a refusai of this econtract, that there uight be a the business of the Governtnent was. The probabili-
change of Government, and thiat sich change would save ties of their success were openly discussed in the
us from the hideous enormity of thé national poliey. The Times and other journals; and almost every English pfper
very fact that he alluded te -is oe strong and rmatërial contained almost daily references to the subject, intluding
'reason, and I have no hesitation in saying that 'e#en [the probability of a large'demand being made upon tho

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria).
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moêýynat.t of tha world by the- new ompahy to be reponsibility on the oontract before the country and befbre
firu*edtGbuhld anld bwashte Canadian Pati6e ai$w.tIy.was! PsaFttaluust4 'M.f thi. Govr1nentUt~ BCy sueedinlg -ov-
annoàneto te whole world -at the Canadian w Goêin- etewt abftd uftoe tht g togtnd-a or to .Burope to
mant'woee open to offers for theointi<n: of thie *k, borow money,orate eûteinto any negotiations or arrange-
and tih fortnation of a oompanyas tbe- propoeed. To, say mnts;hey wtd be told by the moneyed men of Europe:
tha thMs gentlemen who have come forward wiith: sueh W'Wwant nône of you; we hae no onfidence ua your Gov-
newAboeun 0dal int the public interest, were ignorant of t hewrtnuent or-your public Inen; we bave no aiti that-you
a a"d idid not know they woud be deait with ,y the win carry ont the arrangements whieh you may enter into.
COnadimn overnment, is a statement that caries its o*n rtbat'you will not tultify yourselves by getting rid a fany
coznvietidn]n its face. They knew all about it.,,both when the. resphsibility which yu may assume." Isay that the ac-
Govemment wasnegotiating and after its return ad thet1 eeptance of :the new rposai would have a mest injurious
altheingh er preliminary arrangement was made; it s not wmd' deùtrotive fect in the money imarkets -of
consummated, and that there were details about which dis-J the world upon the credit and the reputation
cnsions were igoing on, as the leader ofthe Oppositien ays, of Canada. It weuld bring di*graoe upon the oontry
for seven weeks before the-contract was coinpleted. Did if, under the circumstances whieh now exist, we should
those gentlemen màke any sign du-ing that time ? Did the entertain 'what I cannot help calling this bogus ofler. It is
Howlands or McMasters or other Canadian capitaliste suggest iaid that the second offer is very nauch better than the
for an instant that the desire to enter into negotiationÀ with firet. ,Itotally dissent from that proposition. In, the first
the Government would lead to an offer of this kind iNo; place if we consider the personnel of the two Syndicates,
not until the contract was laid on the Table of this House, no predilections for the members of the first 'yndi-
andixntil they could use it as an engine of politicalopposition cate, not having any partieular reason for favoring them,
to the Government, did they begin to have hopes never having had any business relations with them or any
that if they could make a little botter offer they of them, and having nothing but the merest personal ac-
could defeat the Government, even if they could net get-the quaintance with them, an knowing by reputation and
contract, nor we-e those proposals brought fbrward." It is personally the members of the second syndicate, 1 have
all very well and very easy for any one to get a botter offer no hesitation in saying tihat I have far more confidence iu
after he has closed with the first offer. If he propose to the ability, experience and capacity to carry on the work
build a house, or do any particular work, and have made a successfhlly poesessed by the members of the first Syndicate
contract at a certain price, somebody is sure to come 'for. than that possessed by the members of the second Syndicate.
ward afterwards and say, I would have done it a geat deal However much I may object te the political complexion
cheaper. That is just the position of these gentlemen ; they of the fifst' Syndicate, I believe it contains within itself
held back when they knew the Government could accept the elementi likely to ensure succes for this work. The
their offer, and thon they made an offer which could net be first thing we have toe consider in relation to these two
accepted, and which I should properly stigmatize as a bogus offors is, which of these two companies is the more
offer. I do not mean to say it is bogus in the sense that likely to acpomplish successfnlly the great undertaking
these gentlemen are not responsible, or cannot raise the we are entering upon. A. more saving of $3,000,000 or
money to go on with the work-tbongh whether they could 3,000,000 acres of land would be of no importance if it
completeit I very much doubt-bit I mean bytheterm bogus, would endanger the success of the whole scheme. What
that the offer is made in collusion with hon. gentlemen op- we require is the company that will be in a position to
po ite, and for the purpose of embarrassiug and defeating carry out successfully this great work, and compared with
the Government. Is it not a circumstance deserving of that objeet the saving of that amount as represents the differ-
consideration that the leader of the Opposition told us once between these two offers absolutely amounts to nothing.
when the matter was first mentioned, and when he asked Members of the first Syndicate have had large experience
the Minister of Railways if he had the new offer, of work of this kind. They have had large experience in
that he .had a copy in his own possession, before the bringing ont emigrants, and in the sale and settlement of
Government ever saw it? Did not its terms appear in the lands, and they have had larger experience and are
Globe, the-day before it was presented te the hon. the certainly botter known than the members of the second
Minister of -Railways. Are we not then justified ti Syndicate in such negotiations as hav.e nocessarily te be
saying that it was concocted in collusion with hon. taken to ensure the confidence ofe capitalists se as to raise
gentlemen opposite? If we believe that, it will be the money neoessary in carrying out snch a work. I
the dnty of every hon. member in the ,House, supporting shall net go inte any personal consideration of the wealth
the Govern ment, to refuse te entertain it for a moment. or means of the gentlemen who respectively comprise these
I tink I am justified in saying it is an urworthy party two companies. This is net the proper place to discuss such a
trick, designed to embarrass us, and stultify us if possible question as that, and it is due to these gentlemen themselves
before our constituents, and for that reason we are per- that we should not discuss their personal standing or wealth
fectly justifiedi in saying we shall have nothinrg to do with wben they come before this House in a public capacity.
it. There is another point to be considered. What, I ask, I will at onee concede that either of these Syndicates bas
would be the effect upon the credit and character of Canada money enough to make the advance necessary before the
in the money markets of the world, if the Government funds requisite for the completion of the work is require-,
should now entertain this offer? Supposing that the GÔvern- but I do âot think any of them can raise money enough out
ment after entering on this preliminary contract by the of their own resources. It is said that this new Syndicate
anthority of Parliament, but subject to the ratification of will raise all the money which they will require, in Canada
Parliament, after this had been known all over the world and out of their own resources. I should be sorry te think
thgt we had entered into this contract with some of, the that they should be required to do se, for I believe it would
leàding moneyed men of England and the continent, be disastrous to the best interests of the country. I thiik
that Government should say: "Sinoe we have done ail that the introduction of foreign capital for the purpose of
this, we have had a little botter offer, and one eonstructing the railway would be infinitely more beneficial
by the aceeptance of which we - wil save. a to us, than that our banks and money-institutions should be
few million ot dollars and a few million acres of di-ained of their resources for the purpose of constructing
land, and we have therefore to throw ¡overboard the this railway. Further, I do not believe that this second
ontraet which we olenaly entered into, wluich we SyIdicate after what has occurred in reference to this seodnd
calied Parliament to ratify, although we staked our Syndicate, would be able to rais. a pound of money if they
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went to England. But perhaps the most serious objection
to the second offer is, that it carries on its face a deliberate
intention of constructing only thecentral or prairie section,
and leaving the two ends to look out for themselves. In
fact it involves the destruction of the great scheme to which
Parliament is committed, which Parliament has been
struggling to carry out this eight or nine years-tha i8, the
Pacifie Railway constructed throughout on Canadian soil,
and stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacifie of our
mighty Dominion. For that reason alone, if for no other,
I will feel bound to oppose this second offer. We have
bee.x endeavoring to build up a mighty Confederation-a
great Dominion-and it bas been solemnly and rightly
considered by Parliament that a Pacifie ]Railway, built from
the Atlantic to the Pacifie on Canadian soil, is an essential
alike for political, patriotie and commercial purposes. Now,
we are asked at this late day, the ninth year after the seheme
was first propounded to Parliament, to cast aside the whole
of our past, to declare that we do not want the Canadian
Pacifie Railway on Canadian soil, that we want in facta route
built through the prairies as fast as we can get people to
go in there, and that we do not care what becomes of British
Columbia, whether the eastern Provinces should be brought
into communication with the west by a route going through
our own territory; aili we want is to build a railway in the
North-West and leave the rest of the scheme to look out
for itself. That such is their intention I think this new
proposal carries the proof en the face of it. From that
point of view I have no doubt they can make money in the
scheme. No doubt they would like nothing better than to
be allowed to go on and build from Winnipeg to the Rocky
Mountains and stop then, if by doing that they could get
the noney and land subsidies they ask for, and the Pembina
Branch and the road from Winnipeg to Thunder Bay given
them into the bargain. That, I believe, is what this new
proposition conteiplates and nothing else. It may
be said that these conditions apply only in case the
Government desire to withdraw from the construction
of this, that and the other part. But what wi bc the effect
Of the adoption of this new proposal and the rejection of the
other ? Why, the change of the Government and the put-
ting in ofthe friends of this new Syndicate-for it happens
thereisonly one Conservative among the whole twenty-one
members, Mr. Hendrie, of Hamilton-when these gentle-
men who have by this proposal succeededin putting another
Government into power, could go to the new Government
and say: "We put you where you are, we put you on the
Treasury benches, you are our servants, our slaves, we feel
that in gratitude ut least you ought to do what we want;
now withdraw from the construction of the ends and we
will be perfectly satisfied, and everything will be harmo-
nious." Are we not justified-in assuming that this will be
the policy of the Government after hearing the declaration
of hon. gentleman opposite,after hearing the leader of the Op.
position avowing his opposition to building the road through
British Columbia, avowing that the Lake Superior section
from Nipissing to connect with the road near Thunder Bay
should be indefinitely postponed, and that instead we should
build the Sault Ste. Marie line ? When we have heard these
utterances officially made on the floor of Parliament, are we
not justified in coming to the conclusion that if that hon.
gentleman and his friends took office, as would be the result
of the adoption of this new proposal, the- new 'Syndicate
would have no difficulty in getting those terms granted to

-them simply for building the prairie section for the cash
and land subsides, with the Pembina and Thunder Bay
Branch thrown in ?

Mr. MILLS. We would have to go to the country and
be sustained.

Mrn. CAMERON. Iam very:glad to hear the hon. gen-
tUeman gay that, because it shows that ho has a vivid recel-

Mr. CAMEaoN (Victoria).

lection of the effect of going to the- country, and that hehas
present to his mind, that if they attempted to do anyth#ng
so monstrouns as I have pointed out, the people wouid rise
and would say : "You have conspired with these contracton
and we will not sanction your açcession t office." I do not
mean to say that there.are noteome details in the original
proposai which.I would prefer not-to see there, but it muet
be borne in mind that this contractis nota one.-sided bargain,
not one dictated by the Government, that there were swo
parties to it, that it was a matter of give and take. We
muet also bear in mind that it was not for the interest of
the country that the Goverument shoald try to subject
these - capitaliste to euch stringent conditions as
would render- their projeet a failure, that if they
did not give them fair advantages and every reason:
able consideration in the terme of the contract, the
probability was that their efforts to raise the necessary
money would be a failure. The Governmentwere undoubt-
edlyjustified in showing every eonsideration, consistent with
the publie interegt, to the request of these gentlemen as
to the conditions that were sought teobe imposed. Objection
has been urged in reference to exemption from taxation,
but I do not take much stock in it, to use a vulgar expres-
sion. I do not think it amounts to. much if anything. The
exemption from dutiesI would have prefered not tosee there.
Possibly, it may have been considered unavoidable, and I
think that when, as I have reason to believe is the case,
the manufacturing interests of the country learn that
their interests will be looked after, that a coun-
terpoise will be provided, an equivalent will be allowed to
them, which will prevent their being injured by this clause,
I think the objection to it will be substantially
removed. The monopoly of branch lines, about which so
muchb as been said, I do not look upon as a serions objec-
tion. I eau readily understand it was a condition on which
the Syndicate, in common prudence to themselves,
would necessarily have insisted. But it is only
a limited monopoly, it is only a monopoly in so far
as it would prevent competition ruinous to the main line of
the-through Canadian Pacifie Railway, and if that be the
object and the result of it I do not think Parliament -ought
to complain. Unlimited power is given to any company to
build railroads in every direction except in the direction -cov-
ered by the exception, and that I think it was proper for them
to ask, it wu essential for their safety to have it, so that
no evil result is likely to follow from it. A good deal bas
been said in favor of the advantage to he country from the
insertion of an option to the Government of assuming the
property and aIl the assets of the Company at a valuation.
Ido not think that ii important, for this reason: we are
deliberately adopting the policy that it is not desirable that
the Governement should own and carry on this work, and I
do not see any ocçasion therefore for stipulating at the
outset that we want to buy back the property and the'
assets of the Company with ail the mortgages for ail unpaid
purchase money and everything else they happen to
possess. Moreover, it seems to me that if the Parliament
deliberately chooses at any time to say that it is in the
interests of the publie to buy this railway, or any other
railway, or any other public work, Parliament would
have that power; it is within the paramount powel of
Parliament -to assume on such terms as it thinke fit
this railway at any time, just as the Parliament in
England bought ail the telegraph lines. This power is
inherent in Parliament of buying this road at any period it
may deem fit in the publie interest. Of course Parliament
would only exerise the power on fair and reasonable terma.

~Mr. MILIS. The Parliament in England reserves the
pewet to buy the telegraph lines and also the railroads.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Incorporation Aet
gives our GoN ernment the same power.
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COMIONS DEBÂTES.
j[r. OA.MBON. The part obf this oentret, looked M

from pnreýy Ontario standpint that seoma most deserv-
ing çonaideration, is the trae arrangements and the rates
of tell which the Company will be authorized to oharge.
When I speak of traffic arrangements and of rates of toil, I
mean that it la our duty, as representatives from Ontario,
to see that Ontario is not placed in a position of disadvantage,
and that our local railroads, the Oitario and PacificJunction.
and any other roads that connect with the Canadian Pacific,
should have proper facilities for making connections with,
and getting traffle from, or delivered to, the Canadian
Pacifie Railway as any other railroad; and that Toronto
and Hamilton, and Ontario generally, should not be placed
at a disadvantage as compared with Moitreal and the Lower
Provinces. I eau readily understand that, if unlimited
power were given to the railroad as to fixing rates,
they might, by discriminating rates, virtually drive
off the trade of the Province of Ontario and concentrate it
all in Montreal. The 24th section of the proposed Act was,
undoubledly, intended to prevent that. I have some doubt
whether that section goes fur enough; but the Toronto
Board of Trade have had a committee thoroughly consider-
ing this question and consulting railway men upon il, and
that Board, in concurrence with the Hamilton Board of
Trade, have put in writing certain suggestions on that
point, which, I have reason to believe, thie gentlemen com-
posing the first Syndicate are not unwilling to accept. At
any rate, I believe we may reasonably leave that matter in
the hande of the Toronto Board of Trade, and trust that the
Government will see, and that the good sense and fairness
of the Syndicate will suggest, that what was undoubtedly
the intention of the 24th section of the Act will be so
regulated as to prevent the possibility of any discrimination
against Toronto or Hamilton, or the Ontario railroads, in
reference to traffic over the Canadian Pacific Railway. For
these reasons I have no hesitation in saying that I consider
it my duty to vote in favor of the original resolutions and
against the amendment of the hon. member for West Dur-
ham, notwithstanding the warning of that hon. gentleman,
couched in most emphatic terms, that the action of the
Government and its supporters in this matter was going to

'bring ruin upon the country first and the party alter-
wards. I confess that the hon. gentleman and his
friends appear to be competent, from experience, to
predict what will bring ruin on the country first and
the party afterwards. During five years of misrule
they did their beat, and very nearly succeeded in accom-
plishing the ruin of their country, and they found that the
result was unquestionably the rmin of their party. I there-
fore admit his experience, while I deny altogetuer that the
resuIt he prediots in that lugubrious manner is likely to fol-
low the adoption of the resolution now before the House.
If I thought for one moment that that was likely to be the
reasult, I should rather see the Government defeated, al-
though, for the reasons I have stated, that would be a publie1
disaster. I have sufilcient confidence in the successful re.
sult of thia arrangement to be convinced that it wili Iro-
duce not the rin but the rapid development and the in-
creased prosperity of the country at large, and that a
grateful people will show that their confidence in the Con-
servative party las been vastly increased in their wisdom
in carrying through the important matter now before the

Mr. ANGLIN. Before proceeding to deal with the more
important points raised in the speeches of hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House, I may, perhaps, be per-
mitted to refor to a matter somewhat personal to my-
self. The hon. member for Rast York (Mr. Boultbee),
some time ago, read in his place a telegram relating
to the passing of a resolution in the County CoUnRe of?
Gloneester-the connty I represent. He might as well
have told us that that telegram was put into his 1

band y thse hon. the Finance Minister, and ho might tg
well have read the name at the foot of it. It so happened
that a few minutes before the hon. g tleman read that
telogram, I received one myself from te county relating to
the same subje1t. I was glad the hoi. gentleman read the
names of the parties who voted for that resolution, because
it enables me to tell the House that so far as I eau recollect
not one of those gentlemen ever voted for me at any elec-
tion, but that every one of them, so far as I know, opposed
me at every election; opposed me when my majority was
nearly 1,200, and did thoir best to provent my election, and
I think if I reçognizo one of the naines, it is the narne of a
gentleman whe opposed me as a candidate and who received
oither thrce or four votes. This telegran impugns the
character of the County Council and speaks of their elec-
tion and of other things which I do not came to dwell
upon. They form a Council of the county, legally or
illegally, and I have no objection that their opinion should
go for what it is worth. But it should be known that
soveral of those gentlemen have been membors of that
Council for a loni time, and that others have rather drifted
into the Council than been elected. I have not the slight-
test doubt that I shall have their earnest-opposition at the
next election, as I have had it in previous elections, and
that notwithstanding all .their opposition I shall have as
large a majority at least as I had at the last election. There
is anothermatter of a somewbat personal character to which
I desire to refer. I was not n the liouse last evening when
an hon. member from Prince Edward Island (Mr. Muttart)
stated that a petition which I had the honor to present was
of a somewhat bogus character-that some person had said
that there were nanes upon it of dead mon. When an hon.
gentleman makes a statement of that kind he should be pre-
pared with some proof.

Mr. PLUMB. Ie cannot have a coroner's inquest.
Mr. ANGLIN. No, Sir; but when the respectability of

a document of that kind is attacked some evidence ought to
be furnished in sui>port of the statements made against it.
Another statement ls that several of the names are in the
same handwriting. Not having examined the petition I
cannot say whether that is sd or not, but I think it is not at
ail improbable. Anyone who knows anything about the
getting up of petitions must be aware that when persons
carry petitions around for the purpose of obtainine signa-
tures, those to whom they apply often authorize the
applicants to sign their names, and naines so attached are
properly attached. The great document signed at Runny.
mode would have been of very little importance imdeed if
the fact that some of those whose signatures were attached
to it were unable to write their names could destroy
the value of the document. I heard of this petition only a
few moments before I presented it. I received a note from
Senator Haythorne and afterwards roceived the following
letter:-

"CHARLOTTETOWN, 13th January, i188.
"Hon. Senator lisythorne:

"DiAn MR. H AYTHoRNE,-I have this day forwarded you the tition.
There are 4,465 signatures to it. Owing to the snow storms and the short
time for getting signatures the pet ition is not so large as it otherwise
woud have been. It is probable that there will be more coning in, but 1
could net wait y longer ,ltbough ýat lest one-third of the Islanuda
not yet been hear from. The Association would like, if it is not too late,
to have the petition presented in the Commons, and if too late for the
Commons in the Senate. Mr. Yeo is still here, so if he does not get up in
time it will be necessary to get someone else to present it. The people
here will not trust any of the other five nerQbers, soif Mr. Yeo is not back
we wonda like to entrust it to either Mr. Anglin or Mr. Cameron, the
former preferred because of hie beingfrom the Maritime Provinces. I will
probably send some supplementary petitions hereafter, butit might be sa
well not te mention them until they are received. With kind regards,

"I remain,
"Yours very uincerel

"A. B. WÂ URTON.''

That petition comes from a most respectable source. I
presented it in good faith, andîI am satisfied it in as respectable
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a petitiou a My ever presented~ to htisnuè.I b6u.
gentderieneboose to impugn its character they can have a
comnittee appointed to enquire into thewhoe lmtter. Twq
htngR have become very evident in tis4ebste. Onisth#4
all or very nearly ail the bon. members who support the
Government have made up their minds to ratify this
contract. The right hon. leader of thb Government pre-
sented the case to the louse in the most speciousform in
which it was posible to clothç it, and yet h. failed entirely
to prove that the bargain is one which should be iaifà ad.
Other hon. gentiemen who followed him repeated his senhIs.
tries and fallacies-some of them of the most fiinsy
character. 1The hon. nember for Halton gave us tise
evening an exhibition of wbat might b callead political tee-
tering of a most remarkable character. He was now on the
one side and again on the other. It was rather remarkable
that the . objections to which he attached the. ,Most
importanee, which, if one may judge from what h
said, would have made il impossible for him to vote against
the amendment, were apparently removed so that he
could not find any insuperable diffieulty i. cornipg to the
conclusion that after all he should vote with the Govern-
ment; but what it was thatfinally inclined him lcannot. dis-
cover in his speech. I do not wish to attribute to him im-
proper motives which he seemed to anticipate, would be
attributed to him. I am quite prepared to regard'him as a
man of powerful intellect, who, in endeavoring to decide
which side he would take on this question, was entirely at a
loss to find any reasonable grounds for voting against this
amendment, but resolved to vote against it because he found
that under all the circumstances he was bound to vote for the
Government. lu trying to defend that course he repeated
a great many of the sophistries of the First Minister; but
knowing the powerful intellect which the bon. member
possesses, 1 would hesitate to suppose thatthose fallacies were
accepted by him as overwhelming arguments. The. hon.
member forVictoria (Mr.Cameron) in his turn, repeated
many of the fallacies of tie Firat Ministerand pretended
to attach great importance to them. But, waxing warm
towards the close, ho forgot his pru4ence and declared, that
bis great object was to sustain the Government in order to
sustain the National Policy. The relevancy of tbe National
Poliy to the subject under discussion is not 4pparent to
me, but those .gentlemen find it very conveniUnt to laud
the National Policy in connection with thisqstio», because
they tind that when they proclaim the ,sucpes of th
National Policy they are much more heartily applauded
than when they attempt to defend the terms of the cpqnract
now on the Table. The member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron)
I think must have nisunderstood wbat I said, wen)e
imagined that I anticipated the possible.result ofthe debate
and vote on this motion to be the çefeat of the Gpvern
ment. I am not aware that I ever expressed that opinion.
opinion all through bas been that, for all we know, the;e ,as
no reason why .the Government sbould resign if ibis
contract be not ratified, except only their declaration
that they are determined so to do.,It is unfortunatefor them
and it willalwayse .unfortunate, tbat they di3d .pot a
the documents conn>ctedwiti this mattev.foeadipen4
We then should lave been able to. ji'g foronra.lvesahry
they say they are bound in honor to stand by this contiid te
any greater eten4 than. reason snd commn nsÑ oi4
dictate. We mightthen be able to judge what theydidt
obtain thbe .st posible terms and what florts' made
to indsce 1 Papitalists t undertake is
that is dieliberately, wiliully, persistently withb fo s
The only iaforniation they tondescend ta impart to Par-
liamentistbat they a pproahed sbme capitalists, that others
approach6d il3em, ad'úihat' of aIl the terms proposed by
any wbo appro#ched t1lem, or anythat they opproayh94 j
the terms mn iis contract are. thp.very beat. luisters
went to Etîgland on this business withouf any express

Mr. ANGLIN.

oàr1xnt. Tie -Mjnster ouand,
f ed4 In'idterfFinance attempted to argueN"ïat
the &Aof gav thee rthe a thoiityoetè1 if -
gotl4p½?s £pd maske sncb a bargain iustili. 'Ttap"-ri onà
utùerly ituabie. hat Ac is exgIicit in erma. t
de to that ,Government ofr.the day and th preèent

aut1Éoty'fo en4r intô a contract onrl5' within i jreeie
terme id linits;îtgave ne other authorit Tdo noetis
thaïthe«Government.ought not without the direc6 alithi4ty
offriiri 'n t to enter into negotiations even in a case' ike
tiis. ' Dizcumsáinces iight require them to assume sUCh

sonhibil t,add Paliameit may subsequently justifythelr
course. I am sorry, and L think all the real friends of the

overnmnent must be sorry, that they have made no effort
to satiàfy Parliament or thé connr!y that 'that was the
course they tòok. They have preferréd concéniment, se-
crècy, to the broad, open, frank, constitutioual ianner
of -dealing With the people and Partiament of Canada.
The mnember for Victoria, carrying the statemeits on the
Ministerial side vèry much further than any who-prèceded
him said that, before the close of lst Session, members
were informed that'offers of tis kind were 'made to
the Goverument, sud entertained by it. 'As a membter of
Ptarliament' who attends to bis duties as closely as most
others, tinustdeclarethat L never heard anyth.ing of such-
offers having been made, nor did, I think, any of-myfriends
around m. Bat I heard the Government dec;ure that its
defiberately adopted psolicy was to bâild thiis road -s a
public work, and the leader of the Government submitted to
tihe ouse official statements and elaborate calculations to
prove that i' the road were built as a Government work,
money eeough co4id be obtained from the lande. in the
North-west, within the ten years fixed for its construction,
to pay.its whole cost, to bave a large balance itill due

ei -those who purchase the- lands, and a much larger
portion df. those 'lande still in possession of ibe Govern-
meut Tiiough I knew that hon gentlemen opposite
changod their views year after year, and that al their
boasting had proved vain and futile, and all their assurances
had been belied by subsequent events, still f feit quite
satisfied that that was really their policy, and that they
would pursue it bonestly and fairly till, at all events, Parlia-
ment assembled again.

Mr. GIRIOUAD moved the adjournment of the debate.
.Motion agreed to.

DEATH OF MXIL KEELEIL
Sir JORN A.,MACDONALD. I move the adjournment

of the flouse, but, belore doing so, I desire to express,
on myo w'n part, and on the part of 'my hon. friends, *ad,
1 bave soü doubt, on the part of every member, -of -the
Housé, tie.dep esorrow and regret with whuoh we'leurs
their eryudden and unexpedted demise oftthe hon.imember
fer East Nôfthumberland. All those who knew him per-
«my,,uaa have had the gratification of -knowing-him for
aeoinèny years, muust have been well aoquainted wth hi.
high -bhŠraeter-his estimable character in' every pessible
relation of lif. Aman of unblemished honor, whose word
waa as s'good as his bond, respected and liked by aU his

neighbora, and by every ou& who knew him, and respeeted
aise in tus House for the straightforward manner be
performed his duties. I am quite sure Lspeak tho senti-
ments of hon. gentlemen on this aide of the Housetaa well
of bon. gentimen opposite-espeeiafly of those who ave

a in aramentr: sorue time-I imay say Lspeak the
m"teà*o of'everybo4yn -i tating thatthis flouse feels

aOdWiIi entettain the greatest respect -fer dte mai*nory of
thtdeparted id will deplyý regret th las, 0< esalsable

botiou agreed t; .and at I Iélock, a.m.'the Hlnab
adjourned,
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1MOIUSE OF OOMMONS,
MONDÂT, 24tli January, 18L

ThetiMiRalrm $ook the Chair at Three o'elock.

PyuMs.
TK1I CIVIL SERVICE.

Mr. OURtIER enquired, Is it the intention of the
GovernrDent to lay before the HoLuse, during the present
Sesion, a 'report of the Commission appointed to enquire
into tiatters relating to the Civil Service ?

SirJOHN A. MACDOXNALD. The Commission has not
yet<reprted. Itis now sitting de die in diem, and is sottliug
ita final rqort, whioh I expect to obtain very shortly.

Mr. CURRIER enquired, Is it the intention of the Gov-
ertntent te introduce a Bill, during the present Session, to
aSmed tie Civil Service Act of 1868, or to take any action
tgwsrds the amelioration of the condition of the Service ?

Sir JOHN A. M4CDONALD. I cannot well answer
the. question -until we have sean the report of the Commis-
sion. The Commission was appointed for the purpose of
enquirng into the whole subject, and we hope the report will
be-such as to enable us to base a report upon it.

LIQIHTROUSE FOR PORT STANLEY.

Mr. ARKELL enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to erect the lighthouse at Port Stanley, for
whicb an appropriation of $1,000 was made last Session,
and when it ïs intended that the work shall be proceeded
with?

Mr.POF (Queen's). It appears the pier at that place
ia inc eharge of the Great Western Railway Company. Last
year it was in a condition unfit te place a light upon it. If
it aheald be put in proper repair a light would be plaecd
upon it; as tiie matter now stands it cannot be done.

CANADIAN PAtCIFIC RAILWAY.

House resmed. adjournxed debate on the proposed motion
of Cir Oharles Tupper for the second reading of the
resoltionri reported from the Committee of the Whole on
thejth Jansary instant, granting certain moncys uand
landa for thecenstraiction of the Cariadian Pacifie Railway,
and the motion of Mr. Blake in amendment thereto.

!r. ANGLIN. Mr. Speaker, I have said that in the many;
speees deliveted' by members of the Government and
ité supporter in defence of the proposal that this contract
be rië# ratified, no single good reason for such ratification
ha. beený asegned. If we took from those speeches the
attàcks nde upon the hon. momber for West D)niham
(1r. Bleke) the'charge that he, while Premier of thé
Prôvince of Ontario, was guilty of mualadministration, the
charge Vhat he bas been guitty in this House, and on this
very snbjeet, of ineonsistency; the charge made against the
lns>. mneeiber for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright);
th;e persanal attack made upon the bon. member for
Westinoreland (Sir A. J. Smith); the charges made against1
the hn. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charton)-
entirely inprovoked and unjastifiable as the charges were-
if weltake away the attacks made upon the members of the
neWeydicate, indiîvidually and collectively, and if we deduet
also the attnempt made to rove that the terms of this
ooefrant are essentially btter than the terms of any
co"Wtabth t-nigh-t have béen made within the terms of
the Mtf e874-I think we would have very little Ieft. If
fathatlit-ttle *e againdeducted the apologies of several
ho. igentlioen on the other side of the House, who had

not one wrwd tosayin fayor 4 Ypart of .te contract,
lrtsd«m4t*d thV oornpoIe0 d fa, OJet te very mariy
of if£ teçî4mLti» 1 d,.W fiiýdt4 tbereaiduum would

y a versmaiportionof ou ,Ransad. It willbe
Syo notice thl cbargeof inoonsiatency;

Iths~plru y ,x&.uwe4 n fact Te mo~re circnm-
stanç*o thtte1ho .. member for Wesét Darham (Mr.
Blake) entertained tone timp, one opiniOn with respect to
the value.of tha landls ia the. Nrth-Wo'st, and several years
afterwrdformeantherinJn. Whentheeircumstaaees
had changed, .when the country was to a great extent
opened 'up when ordor had been rostored, when
all fear of Indian troubleà ihad been almost removed,
wheri rai Iway -co~miiication had been est&bIished,
with t ay present r olway astem of the United States, and
when our railway from Tzin'der Bay to Selkirk, through
our own territory, has been almost completed,-a change of
opinion under those gircumstances cannot reasonably or
properly be held to h inconsistency. We flnd every day
that in the sworn assessments of the value of property, cir-
cumstances have so changed as to com pel a change of value
evon though made by the saine mon acting on the same
pr¿nciples.

- Mr. PLUMB. A change of 300 per cent.

Mr, ANGZIN. I know that in a very few years property
even in same of the older eities basgrown in value 300 per
cent.; but that expression soarcely conveys a fair: idea of any
change of opinion with repect to tie value of the North-West
landa. I do notrecollect bearieg that the hon. member for
West Durbam. (Ur. Blake) on any occasion expressed a
positive opiniçn as to the preoise value of those land. le
did, I think, argue on ove ocoasion that the estimate set on
them by hon. gontlemen opposite was exoeesive; and I
think, if 1 have followed Ithe .debn correctly, the chief
reason why the hon. gentleman as now accused of inconsis-
tency on this point, is the fact that he has chosen to take the
official statements of-bon.gentlemen opposite as the basis of
the calculations -h made this year. Thore is also another
and a more serious chargeof inconsistency brought against
hon. members on ibis side of the louse. It is that their
whole policy wit.h espuct to this great railway work
differs essentially, from the policy they accepted and
endeavored to eorce ou provious occasions. I was sorry
to flnd the right hen. gentleman at the head of the Goverc-
ment,»in order to give perhaps the more force and point to
this charge, make an angenerous and cruel attack upon the
hon, menber for Lambton (Mr. Mackentie), when that
gentleman was lying prostrated on a bed of sickness, bocause
of bis zeal and devotion o the best interests of the people
of this country. Those wbo know that hon. gentleman and
how he worked while in offtoe to promote the bcst Interests
of the Dominion, by the satrifice of hie own comfort and
-strength, are well awara oi the true reasons why, to-day,
he is so weak and prostrate as we regret to any ho ci. Tho
bon. First Minieter expresaed sympatby for him in that
condition, and regret that he was physically disablod from
taking his seat, and yet in the very next breath he proceeded
to make against him the charge which he knew would
wound the feelings of the bon. meomber most deeply. He
charged him, unnecessarily, wantoaly, ungenerously, and
cruelly with having been driven from bis own convictions,
with having boe whipped into submiasion by the present
leader of the Liberal party. The right hon. gentleman
said :

"If I were his worst enemy, and wished to triumph over hm, I would
not desre a grater hu àiatíon, a srrier fate, or a more wretched ending
of a stastesma than that, at the whipof man who bad deposed tim-of
thie man who had removed and supplasted him-he abould be obliged to
eat is own words and vote in favor of poutponing the construction of the
read thrczgbkititsh (alamtla-b le aould have to belie-I use not

_w mr in an ofeansiveenss-bM owm advrtisementaiandll "e acon
of lis government in asking for tenders for the building of that road."
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Now, if there is one charge more than.another to which the
hon. memI er for Lambton is hot fairly amenable, if there is
one charge more than another which the people, irrespective
of party, will refuse to believe, it is the charge that he
could be forced by any power on earth to bell, his own
convictions, or eat his own words, or 'vote or speak that
which ho did not in his soul believe to be exact truth.
It was not necessary in order to sustain the charge of
inconsistency, so far as it could be sustained, that this
attack should have been made; and the charge is entirely
unfounded. The right hon. gentleman, in the course of his
speech, admitted that the hon. member for Lambton did
show a sincere desiro to carry out the policy of the country
as determined by Act of Parliament, and that he did
honestly and zealously endeavor to push the construction
of tberailway towards British Columbia Such an admission
I never heard made by those hon. gentlemen when they
occupied seats on this side of the House. When the hon.
member for Lambton, as First Minister, was pushing
forward the work with all the energy and zeal that man
could display, they did not ackinowledge thon that he was
acting faithfully and honestly in the discharge of his duty;
but ho was accused, day after day and night after night,by
those hon. gentlemen, thon in Opposition, with being
faithless to his own pledges, and with misconceiving the
policy of the country. His policy of utilizing the
water stretches was laughed at; his whole policy
was Scouted and denounced, and yet we find that.
hon. gentlemen opposite, since they have returned to
power, have been compelled to adopt, one after another,
every point of policy which the hon. member for Lambton
elaborated, and which they denounced so strongly while
in Opposition. The policy on this side of the House bas
always been the same. We in Opposition opposed the
term iunder which British Columbia came in-to the Union ;
we did everything in our power to prove that the terms
'were unreasonable, that it was impossible that Canada
could fulfil the obligations; we implored the Government
to modify the terms; we begged them to bring them
within the limits of reasor' and common sense; but they
were deaf to our entreaties and remonstrances, disregarded
our arguments, and insisted that the resolutions must pass
as submitted to Parliament. They were passed; and that
became the unalterable policy of this Dominion of Canada ;
and all parties, whether they approved or disapproved it,
were boand by law, not merely by the Act of the Canadian
Parliament, but by the Imperial Statute, to build the Pacifie
Railway as far as the means and resources of the country
would permit, without se oppressing thêpeople of the older
Provinces as to cause them any serious financial embar-
rassment. I believe the hon. member for Lambton honestly
endeavored te carry out that point. How far ho ever came te
approve of building this road with'in the terms specified, I am
not prepared te say; but he immediately set his surveyors te
work, and as soon as it was possible to let sections from
Thunder Bay te Selkirk he let those portions of the work.
Indeed, as it proved afterwards, the surveys were even thon
ineufficient, though there was every reason to suppose them
sumcient, when those portions of the road were let. He
pushed the road forward as rapidly as possible with due regard
to the best interests of the country, and continued to do so up
to the day he retired from offee. When the people of British
Columbia complained that his Government did not intend to
carry out the original bargain in its literal acceptation,
and applied to Lord Carnarvon, and those negotiatjons
commenced, he took the very proper ground, which
I think the whole people of the country approved of,
that it was impossible that Canada should fulfil that
bargain literally and absolutely; and it is said that ho-
cause ie thon agreed, so far as he and his Government
were concerned-for ho had no more authority than the
present Government to bind the people of this country to

Mr. ANGLIN.

any mere unauthorized act of theirs-to build that portion
of the road between Lake Superior ànd the Pacifie Ocean
before 1891: because ho assumed to undertake what was
reasonable within the means of this country, and made that
undertaking in good faith. Members of the Government
and their supporters pretend that heo increaeed the
weight and burden of the terme -of the original
bargain. I have heard it alleged again and again
by hon. gentlemen on the Ministerial side, that those
Carnarvon terms wore onerous-that in agreeing to them
the member for Lambton undertook more than Canada
had been previously bound to do. But it is simply absurd
to allege that to undertake to do yithin a longer period a
portion of the work in question, was more onerous than the
original pledge, to do the whole work within a shorter
time. lon. gentlemen opposite bound this country. so far
as they could by words, Act of Parliament and Impenial
Proclamation, to commence that whole road within two
years and finish it within ton. The Carnarvon terme bound
the Government, as far as they could, to finish, not the whole
of the road, but that portion from Lake Superior tqi
the Pacifie, within a very much longer period. It is
sometimes said that the obligation to expend $2,000,000
per annum in British Columbia was a condition far
more onerous than any implied in the original
terms. But even that is a very great mistake. My
own impression is that the hon. member for Lambton, in
agreeing to that condition, committed a serious error. I
do not believe hoeshould have bound even himself, though
ho considered ho was acting within the original terms of
the bargain, to any euch expenditure; but it was not adding
to the burdon of the original terms oven to agree to spend
$2,000,000 per annum within British Columbia, for asmaller
expenditure in that vast mountainous region could not
possibly have 'brought the works to completion within a
shorter time than the time specified. We thought it well to
adhere as closely as possible to that declaration-for it was
little more, after all, than that made by this Parliament
immediately after the bargain with British Columbia
was concluded, that the road should be so built s
not to add materially to the weight of our taxation.
That was the guiding principle, I think, that controlled the
the whole action of the late Government; and when year
after year we saw-notwithstanding all the efforts made
by the Government of that day to economize notwith-
standing that they imposed an increased rate of taxation,
which, if the business of the country had not diminished,
muet have inereased the revenue by $3,000,000-yet
revenues actually decreasing, because of the world-wide
depression prevailing; when we saw a deficit, notwithstand-
ing those efforts and sacrifices-not so large as the hon.
Minister of Railways loves to speak of, but a real deficit year
after year; when we perceived the expectations of the whole
world were disappointed with regard to the return of prosper-
ity-it surely became the duty of the Government, who
had the welfare of this country sincerely at heart, to consider
whether, under the circumstances thon existing, it Was
their duty to proceed more rapidly with that work. The
right hon. gentleman said: "Are we to suppose that tenders
were invited for the construction of that work in the Rocky
Mountains, morely for the purpose of ascertaining what it
would cost? Are we to suppose that intending contractors
wore invited to send their engineers to make torings in
various parts, and to incur a vast amount of labor and
expense, merely in order that the Firet Minister might
aseortain what the road would cost one day or other?" I
do not think any Minister would be justifled in taking such
a course. But from the day those advertisements:were
published, up to the day the late Government left -ome,
and for many a day after, the deopression continued to grow.
greater and deeper. The diffleulties of the country became
greater day by day, the rovenue diminishod iaily,
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and we a l thougbt it had become evident that it was the
duty of the GOvernment to pause, to incur mo great
additional expenditure or liabilities util we saw some
sign of recuperation in the business of the country. It
suite hon. gentièmen opposite to pretend, as they have
pretended Trather sucoessfully, that the depression was
caused by the migovernment of the country, by the
negimt Mf the late Government to introduce that financial
system, such as they themselves never endeavored to intro-
duce during their whole previous occupation of office.
However far they succeeded in deciding the people on this
point, I think that delusion is pretty well diselled to-day,
and that the country understands thoroughly that the
depression was not caused by any existing laws of Canada,
or the want of any laws; that it was the result of lawe
operating over the whole civilized world, and which we
could not control in any way. We acted then upon that
principle, and we act to-day upon the same principle. We
oppose-the passage of these resolutions to-day because we
do not believe that the circumstances of Canada either
require or justify such an expenditure as ie now proposed.
We believe that there is no necessity for the immediate
construction of the portion of the railway lying to the North
of Lake Superior-a workwhich is surrounded by the greatest
diffieulties, a work which must add enormously to the bardens
of the people of this country. We do not believe that it is
in the interests of British Columbia itself that the whole of the
work through the Rocky Mountains from Jasper House to
Port Moody should be now pressed rapidly to completion.
We -believe it would be more prudent, more wise, to
postpone the work on those ends for a time, until we have
built the railroad across the prairie, until we have ascer-
tained how far we may calculate upon a great influx of
people into the great North.West, into that portion of the
country said to be so fertile, said to be intrinsically of such
enormous value. We believe that if we press forward the
railway into the fertile belt,' if we build the railway across
the prairie as rapidly as the interests of settlement demand,
keeping not merely abreast of settlement, but pushing con.
siderably ahead of settlement, and so going on until we
have reached the Rocky Mountains, and have placed in that
country a large population who will not be burdened by
any excessive taxation, or borne down by any exacting
monopo!y-by doing this we believe we will be doing
the best for the wholo Dominion, including even British
Columbia which has expected, with perhaps not unnatural
impatience, to see the terms of the original bargain carried
out. But i wish to say that our views have been grossly
misrepresented by hon. gentlemen opposite. They say that
we are entirely opposed to the construction of an all
through line of railway through Brititsh territory. They say
we would not merely postpone; but postpone indefinitely-
put aside for all time-the construction of therailway north of

ale Superior, and that portion across the Rocky Mountains
and through British Columbia. Nothing that has been said
on this side of the House forme anything like a justifica-
tion for this-assortion. We have fully as deep an interest
in the welfare of Canada as those hon. gentlemen; we, I
think-are desirous of promotiLg, as fully as they can, the
future growth, the future greatness and independence of
our country. We all of us share that national sentiment; we
are as desirousof seeing these Provinces-now that they are
united in une Confederation-wetded together by this great
railway; 6ut we think it is in the interests of the country
-- of the new Provinces as well as the old-that the work
should not be done prematurely, that it should not be done
too hastily. We believe that by deferring for the present
the construction of the castern section, and of that through
British Oolumbia, we do not thereby unnecessarily delay the
ial completion of-the whole road; but we believe, rather,

that the work would, by that ,means, be rendered more easy
for the people of this country, ind would sooner be brought'

to ùoqAetion. It i not trae that we do not desire to see an
ail-rail-route through Canada. Lt is not true that wedo not
desire to see these Proince ought together as closely as
possible by the easiest and best method ofobmmunication, but
we believe that the whole work should not be undertaken at
once. The right hot. leader of the Government, and many of
thosewhofollowed him, saidthat if this railway were not built
to the north of Lake Superior the onsequence would be that
ail the trade of the great North-West would be direted into
the United States, and carried to the Atlan tic seaboard
through that country. In that, too, the right hon. gentle-
man was widely astray. In the firât place he does not
propose to bind this Syndicate, or thos who may suectd
them, to build -the railway north of Lake Superior ln les
than ten years, and yet he hands the only -railway which
now conneets the North-West with the outer world-4he
Pembina Branch-over to the absolute control of a company
which ia not a Canadian company, which is not a
British company, but an American company, owning a
great American railway, that is to-day worked on the'
principle of a great monopoly. The very moment
this contract goos into effect, the Syndicate become the
masters of the Pembina Branch, and that moment they
divert the whole trade of the North-West, not Io
Montreal or the Atlantie seaboard, but to Chicago and New
York, and this wiil continue for a period of ten years. It i
true they will have the chance of sending a great deii of
produce of the North-West over the line of Thunder Bay
when that is finished, and- fdnished it may be,
perhaps, in two or three years ; • but they will
have no object in doing anything of the kind, for it will
pay them much better to divert the tralfie over their own
line and over the American system of railways. So that
instead of this contract being one which will secure the
trade of Canada for the Canadians, as hon. gentlemen so
loudly assert is their object, it is one which will have the
immediate effect of diverting the trade of the North-West
through the American system of railways to the Atlantic
seaboard. The charge of inconsistency, however, even
if it were absolutely well founded, would not afford the
slightest justification for the ratification of the contract
now upon the Table of the iouse. Another assertion
made by hon. gentlemen is that unider this contract
the railway will -cost a grent deal less than any railway
would have cost built within the terms of the Act of
1874, or built according to the plans and specifications
prepared by the late Government. I arn rather astonished
at bearing that argument revived at this stage of the
debate, after we had shown its fallacy over and over again-
after we had shown that there was no room for comparison,
between the kind of railway which the hon. member for
Lambton proposed to build and the kind of railway which
the Syndicate will be bound to build under the terms of the
contract. It would be just as absurd to compare a hand-
some commodious modern dwelling, having ail the modern
improvements, with a barn of the roughest and rudest kind,
as to compare the railway which the hon. member for
Lambton proposed to build with such a road as the
Union Pacific was when first constructed, or, I
may add, such as the Union Pacific was in 1873. But, Sir, we
find that towards the close of the debate this same fallacy
has been revived--revived, I was astonished to hear, by
the hon, member for [alton (Mr. Macdougall), who,
usually clear-headed and quick-sighted, would, I should
suppose, have perceived that between the two kinds of
radîroads there was a great difference. Yet, in his strange
argument, if argument it may be called, he endeavored to
satisfy himself and the public that the cost in theuonereùe
was greatly to excoed the cost in the other, the road being
the sme in both instances. But a more extraordiuary
effort in thi line was that of the hon. the Minister of
Finance, who undertook to prove, as he thought, 'beyond
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al doubt, that the expenditure of the country under the
Act of 1874 would be enornoasly- higher tjhan any,
expenditare now contemplat-ed. I think ho atated it
would bêat least $20,00o,000 more, and ho ,deoed any one
to break down his statemeut or show where it w#s
fallacious. I confes that I never listened to him deaing
with figures when it was so utterly i'possible to make out
what ho was driving at, and I havesince looked into the
Hansard for the purpose of endeavoriag to ascertain how
the hon. gentleman arrived at such an extraordinary result.
I find that ho took a very short eutto it after ai.
Although there was a great mass of figures, he
arrived at the result by a very summary mode.
He assumed that the 52,000l,000 acres of land under the
Act of 1874-although the Act says expressly that those
lands are to be in blocks along 'the whole .line of railway,
that they are to be only of a fair average quality, which we
must reasonably assume to be of the fairaverage quality of
the whole country through wbich the road is to run, ho voolly
calculated that ail these lands were to be in the fertile belt,
and that if you say that the 25,000,000 acres of land Iying
close along the lino of railway in the fertile boit, wbich the
Syndicate are to get under the terme of this contract, are
worth at least $2 an acre, why, thon, yeu must also calculate
that the whole 52,000,000 acres to be given under the terms
of the former Act are also worth $2 an acre. Now, this eis a
point where it is scarcely worth while to deal in argument.
Any man of common sense who bas ever heard anything
with regard to the country through which that road runs,
who knows that for nearly 1,000 miles from Lake Nipissing
to Selkirk the land is scarcely of any value whatever, who
knows that through the Rocky Mountains the land is
scarcely of any value whatever, must bo satisfied that the
25,000,000 acres of land, 11,000.000 of which will lie along<
the lino of railway, and the other 14,000,000 will be selected
in the fertile boit, or wherever else the Syndicat. may
choose to make the selection, are of higher market
value than the 52,000,000 acres of land which the late
Government proposeod to grant, and that the 25,000,000
acres are worth not merely more, acre for acre, but that
they are worth a great deal more, as a whole, than the
whole quantity to be given under the o!d Act. The
Finance Minister, pretending to regard the land as of the
same value, acre for acre in both cases, said that if you
choose to say that the land select'ed in the fertile belt
and near the railroad is worth $2 an acre, thon the late
Government would have been giving $8104,000,000 worth off
land; and, if it ils worth $3 an acre, they would have
been giving $15ti,000,000, and in that way the hon.
gentleman coolly piled up an enormous amount as the
amount to have been paid by this country, under the terms
of the Act of 1874 Not satisfied with that, ho coolly
assumed, also, that because Mr. Foster waà to obtain four
per cent, on $7,500 per mile, for twenty-five years, for the
construction of the (reorgian Bay Branch, through a country
so exceedingly difficult that for a long time there were
serious doubts as to whether a road could be built there at
ail--

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hear, hear.
Mr. ANGLIN. If the hon. gentleman looks into the

Blue-books he will find such to be the literal fact.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). What was the opinion of the
hon. member for Lambton ini relation to that route?

Mr. ANGLIN. Ho always thought it was an exceedingly
difficult route, but ho believed it, no doubt, to be practicable..
lie lad the report of a gentlema, who was regarded as a
very eminent engineer, ýwho had passed through the country
and reported itpracticable ; itwaslet,bocauseit wassupposed,
to be practicable, otherwise it would nothave been Jet at al,
but it was regarded as an exceedingy difficult section.1

Mir. ANGLIN.

It is asunel that because at the time of that contraet
it was bargained with Mr. Foster that ho sbeouid
receive moze 800 a year per ile- in the shape of inte'eit for
25 years, therefore-it was intended, under the &et of 1614,
to have given to any contractor who chose to make 4he
proposai, a similaramount in addition tothe #10,000 per
mile 'o be paid in cash. That, Sir, isa most irwarrantable
assumption. Then the hon. gentleman calculated thabthe4tLai
amountso paid would be, I think hoe said, equal to-412,40
000, and he:added that to the enormoun amotunt reachedby
calenlating thatrtheewhole 52,0000O aerot were worda&
much-as the 25,090,000 acres i lthe fertile boit; Thktwas
not al. He added still to that the cost of the Georgian
Bay Branch, which he assumed wa a portion:of the Pacifie
Railroad under the terme of the Act; and headded-also to
that the snbsidy paid to th eCanada Central Railroad.-Not
satisfied even with that, he coolly assumed thrat the wuhlel
50,000,00) acres were to be in the fertile belt,-and that the
Bill introduced by the hon. member for Bothwell, for the
purpose of encouraging the construction of branchrailra is
through that country, wasareally a bill intended to encourage
the-conetruction of branch railroade through the lande t b.
given to the contractors under the terme of that Act,-and
that 10,000 acres of land or $10,000 per mile would be
p aid on a great many miles of those branch railroads to
ho constructed for the benefit of the contractors. This
amount could be calculated to nearly two millions.
He added all that sim to the total amount before
arrived at, and so, piling Pelion on Ossa, he piled up te
whole amount until ho reached a very extravagant sum,
and then ho declared triumphantly: "Just see what this thing
would have cost had the terme of the Act of 1874 been
carried out, and see what we propose now te give and tho
difference betwee the two, and then observe what we are
saving to the country, and give us all the great thanks
that are due to us for our extraordinary superiority in
judgment and administrative ability." Now, we h ave
to repeat what has already been said with regard to
that portion of their argument, if argument it is. In
truth, Mr. Speaker, even. if they sueceeded in proving
that the terme of the Actof 1874 are far more disadvantage-
ous to the country than the terms of this contract, they
still would not pirove that tbis contract ought to be rtified.
We know more of the country to-day than we did in 1874.
When that Act was passed in 1874 the old Administration
had gone out and the new one had corne in but a few
short months before, and the surveys and explorations
that have since been male had not thon been made;
we knew almost nothing aboutthat country. To-
day we really know little more; but we are told
that in All the Rocky Mountain district there-
is not fertile land of greater extent than an ordin-
ary county in the Province of Ontario, or the Province
of New Brunswick. I believe that such an Act
would not have been proposed or thought of if it was
known thon, as it is now, what the real character of that
part of-the country was. We say that the 54000,000 acres
of land, which were about the same in character and
quantity as that which Sir Bugh Allan was to receive
under the terme of his contract, were not worth-cannot by
any reasonable man who has heard or read anything of thaV
country be regarded as worth-as much as the 25,000,000
acres which the Syndicate are to receive. And, Sir,ont of
the $10,000 a mile, or itotal of $27,000,000 which wastheu
to bo paid in cash, it was distinctly stipulated should-be
deducted the cost of any portion of the ,road construoted
or in course of construction by the Goverument, together
with the cost :of the surveys, which, as we knw,
bas amounted to $3,000000. The- hon. finance Ministor
theugit he aide a ;wnderful- discvery when ha.
assrted that, by the Aet of 1874, -h dthIans
t be assigned to the 'contractors as asubsidywer
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to ̂ be exempt from taxation. He knewr nothing more than
that two-thirds of the land would be exempt from taxation.
lie said he was not in the House when that matter was
discussed, but he was in the House when the Sir Hugh
Allan contract was under consideration. Ie must remember
that one of the strongest objections taken on this side of the
louse to that contraet, was that it placed absolutely at the
disposal of Sir Hugh Allan so large a quantity of the lands
of this country as 50,000,000 acres, the Government not
retaining any control over them, not requiring that they
should be settled or attempted to be settled, and binding
themselves to sell the lands they held at not less than
$3.50 an acre, unless with the permision of the contractors.
Remembering that, the hon. gentleman might have
known that it was for tiat reason that such care was
taken in the Act of 1874 that the contractors
should not have control over lands covering such a vast area
of this country. le niight have known that the Government,
while proposing to set apart those lands for the construction
of the railway, took care that the lands should not be held
witthout settlement, but that settlement should be promoted
as rapidly as possible, and therefore reserved control of
two-thirds of the lands. Under the present bargain the
Company can hold the lands, hold them without taxation,
hold them for twenty years, or as long as it is their interest
to hold them, while the Government are filling up the
alternate blocks, and so adding enormously to the value of
the lands of the Syndicate. i do not know whether, in
point of law, the lands given under the Act of 1874 would
have been exempt from taxation, 'because these lands,
although retained by the Government for settlement,
nevertheless ceased to be the property of the
Government as soon as the terms of the Act were complied
with. Without recourse to such a mass of figures as the
hon. gentleman nsed te sustain his case, 1 think any gentle-
man can understand, and make anyone else understand,
the wide, broad, marked difference between the Act of 1874
and the contract now on the Table in this respect.
In another part of his hpeech, the hen. gentleman chose to
argue that th, late Govern ment wi re derelict in their duty
because they did not impose additional taxation on the
people. Ie attempted to prove, when we alleged that,
owing to the great depression in business, the revenues had
fallen off, the outlookr had become gloomy, and that it was
not politie or proiper to proceed very rapidly with the
construetion of this work, we were taking a ground which
we coull1 not hold, because, forsooth, at that time of
depression the rate of taxation per head was somewbat
smaller than it had been oneortwo years before. Herefers,

-w-ith some exultation, to the fact that the late Finance
Minister proposed the imposition of increased taxation,
that the taxation on generail imports was increased from
fifteen to seventeen and a half pur cent, and that other
increases were imposed which would have yielded an addi-
t;onal reve -ue of $3,000,000, if there had been no falling off
in imports. As he put it, the taxation had been increased

_$3,000,000, and yet, notwithstanding that increase, the
revenue fell year by year until the rate per head, allowing
for the estimated increase of population, had fallen froni
$5.31 to $150. Taat he chose to regard as the
mode of determining the rate of taxation within the mean-
ing of the resolution, which declares that the taxation of the
people of Canada should not bu increased for the purpose of
building this railway. lie coolly alleged-he, a Finance
Minister, he who has been for years in public life-that the
rate of taxation within the meaning of that resolution
should be determined, not by the rate of duties imposed, but
by the amount par capita of revenue collected by means of
these duties ý becaus the people had all these years become
poorer and poorer, because they had been unable to
purchase dutiable articles in as large quantities as they bad
previously purchased, because they were suffering for want

8O

of food, and fuel, and clothing, that hon. gentleman tells us
that the Finance Minister would not only have been justified
in adding to the taxation, but that it was hie absolute duty
to add to the taxation when the people were poor and
impoverisbed. He boasted that he had now raised the
rate to $550 per head. How? By taxing the
poor man's flour, meal and fuel,; by taxing to the
extent of fron 50 to 70 per cent. hie flannole, blanketb,
and coarse clothing. I do not think the poor opprossed
people of Canada will join n the hon. gentleman's
self.gratulations. The sophistries an i fallacies of hie
leader, repeated by the han. gentleman in rath3r clumsy
fashion, received no additional weight front his thunder
tones and random rheo:ic. The bon. leader of the
Government said, and many others who followed him
repeated, that the new prol osal was concocted on the left
of the Speaker's Chair, that it is a bogus proposal, a
disreputable political trick. When it is asserted that this
offer emanated front the Opposition, hon. gentlemen opposite
give us more credit then we are entitled to. We would be
proud of having induced respectable capitalists such as those
to undertake the work at a saving,if permitted to go on with
it, of $3,000,000 cash and 3,000,000 acies of the beet land in
the fertile belt,for the people of Canada. In saying this docu-
ment was prepared on this side of the louse, hon. gentlemen
chose to deal in assertions, the value of which they perhaps
did not care themselves to enquire into. The hon, member
for Frontenac said the whole or a great part of this contract
is a plagiarism of the first contract. So it is, and that
ouly proves that the leading mon on this side bad nothing
to do with drawing it up. Had even the rough draft of
agreement boer left to them, the offer would bave been differ-
ent from what it is, and much more favorable to the people.
We had niothing to do with the drawing up of that offer. We
saw it, it is true, as hon. gentlemen opposite also did, before
it was laid on the Table, because copies of it had previously
been distributed. Another objection to the new offer is, that
of those who signed it a very large proportion belong to the
Liberal party, and no less than seven were Reform candidates
defeate< at the last general elections. That, if truc, and
perhaps it is, simply proves that in the Reform pai ty are
men of large means and respectability willing to undertake
this great work. As the hon. member for West Durhanm
remarked, hon. gentlemen opposite have forgotten that of
the Canadian gentlemen who are in the Syndicate,and those
wbo are supposed to belong to it, though their naines are
not there, the large majority aie memubers of the Reforn
party, and the most influential of the wl o'e of themis the
last Liberal candidate defeated at any election. We are
told that the gentlemen who signed the new offer never meant
that it should be accepted. That will not be believed. The
people who know Sir William Howland and the Messrs.
McMaster, and the other gentlemen from Toronto and
Hamilton ; Mr. Gilmour and Mr. McLaren of Ottawa;
and Mr. Alexander Gibson, who came all the way from New
Brunswick with hie $500,000 in his pocket to prove his
sincerity, will not believe they would lepid themselves to a
party trick. But it was also said thatthis isessentiallya faulty
and a bad offer; and the right bon. Premier proceeded to
quibble on some of the words used in that contract. He, or
somebody else, made the wonderful discovery that the
word "will " in one place had been substituted for the word
"shall," and he chose to assert that it was sub.sti-
tuted for a deliberate purpose, because "will" would not
bind, as the word "shah" would, the contractors to carry
out what they stipulated to do. 1 thought that was very
unworthy of the position of the right hon. gentleman. If
those were exacty the terme of the contract there might
have been some ground for an objection of that kind. B-ut
this is simply an offer of those gentlemen-namely, if
you choose to seot our proposal, we will do so-and-so,
and whether "shall or "will ' is used in tht connection
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seems to matter very little. If we derive very little other
benefit from that argument of the hon. gentleman, we,
perhaps, may be induced to think somewhat more critically
of the proper use of the auxiliary veibs. Then
we were told that the alternative clauses in that Bill
were formed expressly for the purpose of relieving the
new Syndicate from the obligation of buil'ing the ends of
the road. If hon. gentlemen on the other side themseolves
believed that the offer was a mero bogus offer, a more paltry,
contemptible, political trick, there was no necessity for
argument about it, or for trying to prove that certain
clauses were framod for the purpose of relieving the parties
from the obligations they pr'oposed to undertake. The alternat-
ive proposais are to the effect: that if the Governmentatany
time choose to postpone or abandon the eastern or western
end, or both, they shall have the right to do so without
incurring any liability to the contractors for compensation.
"Oh, but," saystherighthon. gentleman, "they know thatthe
present Government cannot accept this offer, that the good
faith of the Government is pledged to this contract by
which they must stand or fall, and that if the iIouse does
not ratify it, the Ministry must resign, they also know that
their political friends, in a new Government, woukt relieve
them from the responsibility of building those two
expensive and difficult ends of the great work, and leave
them the enormous amount to be received for the mere
construction of the'ecntral portion." The right hon. gentle-
man has never yet shown to the House any roason why the
Goverument must roesign if the contract be not ratified.
Looking at the matter in a common sense point of view,
hon. members opposite must have supposéd that the contract
was submitted to them for their consideration, and
that they were not mercly called for the purpose
of registering the decrees of gentlemen who are
only a Committee of this Iouse. He las chosen to
say that if this contract be not ratified and the Govern-
ment fall, the Opposition will be called upon to forni adlother.
He forgot to add that the new Government would have to
appeal to the people, and on this very question, as they could
not expect support in such a House as the present; and if
the people could be persuaded that this contract was the
very best bar-gain obtainable, then they would declare that
they had no confidence in the new Government, but approved
of the policy of the men who had gone out. I do not-know
whether that declaration was made by the right bon.
gentleman with a view to sustaining this preposterous pro-
position, or with a view of preparing his supporters for the
caucus whieh was bld the following morning. We could
see that a great number of those gentlemen weredissatisfied
with the contract, as indeed appeared from their declarations
in the louse. Even the MinisterofPublie Works declared that
he would like to see a great deal in it loft ont, and the
member for Halton, who spoke last Friday ovening, declared
there was very much ig it to which he was still opposed.
I cannot, at this moment, remember a single term of this
contract of which that hon. gentleman expressed an
unqualified approval. Many other hon. gentlemen have
said they did not like the eontract. So, behind Ministers
are gentlemen very unwilling indeed to sacrifice their
opinions and convictions upon the altar of party, but who,
for the sake of their leaders, will sacrifice their own political
future, because they are told that they must now stand
or fall with the Government. I suppose they are pro-
pared to stand· by it. So far as relates to the proposai
before the louse, the offer made by the new Syn-
dicate, it is simply a basis of agreement. The right
hon. gentleman and the Finance Minister argued that
under the present contract the Syndicate are absolutely
bound to build and run the two extremo ends of the road. We
contend they are not, arLd that if the contract is to become
law, they should be so tbound. The right hon. gentleman
says that they are bound, under those terms, to commence

Mr. ANGLrN,

work on the eastern section on the lst ofuly, and to proceed
with that work at such a rate as to comrplete the, whole
within ten years, and that if they did not carry out that
portion of the contract in good faith, when they came for
their moncy andland subsidy, for such portions of the road
as they had built on the prairies, the Government would
refuse to pay them a dollar in money or an acre oetland
.till they had given substantial proof of their good faith
in the construction of the other portions of the road.
The hon. membertold us more than once that the prairie
section would be built in three years; the Finance Minister
did not think that statement would be a convenient one,
and he made the period four years. The difference between
the two statements is this: Under the statement of the
leader of the Government the Syndicate would have been
bound to build-supposing they carried out the contract up
to that time strictly according to its letter-within three
years, three-tenths of.the whole road. Under the Finance
Minister's calculation they would be bound to build two-fifths
of the road. Now, Sir, I think I know something about rail-
ways-I have given them a good deal of attention in my
life-but I cannot see how the standard, of the
Union Pacifie can be made to apply to that por-
tion of the road running through a country, as it will,
which has no parallel in the Union Pacifie, and where the
curves and grades have not been determined. If at the
end of three years the Syndicate do not think that it is to
their interest to build, run and work the two ends, they will
cease the prosecution of the work. They will have built
but 190 miles, of which 60 or 70 will be common to
the Canadian Pacific and the Sault Ste. Marie roads, and for
the whole they will have received $15,500 per mile in cash
and 10,000acres per mile, according to the contract. The
Government will have no remedy or resource
against them, if th.ey simply abandon the $1,000,000
in the hands of the Governmcnt. There is no lien
to be created on any other portion of the road, and
the Company will have the right either to hold it themselves
or transfer it in fee simple, as they build 'every twenty mile
section, for there is no obligation upon them te complete such
portions of the road except the forfoiture of theirdeposit and
of any balance due them on account of any portion-of the
eastern section they build. I cannot see what great danger
there was in the alternative proposition implied in the new
offer, which gave the Government the right absolutely te
suspend the work; a right which I believe the Company
virtually possess under the terms of the con tract. But even
if the alternative proposal were objectionable, I really do
not think that it afforded any justification or ground for the
assertion that the object of the proposal, the intention of
those who made it, was that the end sections should never
be built; or that hon. gentlemen on this side, who do not
say the new offer is one we should accept, but only that
it is incomparably better than the other,-are in favor of
postponing the construction of those sections indefinitely or
beyond a reasonable time. There is equally little foundation
for the charge which these hon. gentlemen make, that we
are engaged in plotting and conspiring for the purpose
of preventing the connection of the great Provinces
of this Dominion by rail, and to throw the trade
and the population of this country into the hands of
the United States. We scorn and repudiate any
such charge, and we challenge hon. gentlemen to the
proof. But the right hon. gentleman proved a great deal
too much for his own case. He proved that the amount
to be given under the offer for the central section would be
enormously disproportionate to the actual work to be

one. Here is what ho said:
«W ewill take the Canadian section. Now, this is the statement.

based on the new proposal. We will value the land grant for tie prairie
section at $1 an acre, and that everybody muet admit is aboardly low-

Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
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Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Yes, it is absurdly low for the land

ising twenty-four miles on each ide ofthe prahir section; it must be
worth more when the railway je buift ths.n a dollar iartce."

It will be observed that the hon. gentleman says the
estimate of $1per acre is absurdly low, while the hon,
Minister of Railways says that their whole scheme le bsed
upn lthe very figure which the Premier says is absurdly
low. I wish also to point out that when we mentioned
$2 an acre as a possible price for the land,
lying within the twenty-four-mile limit, hon. gentlemen
opposite immediately proceeded to calculate the value
of the 150,000,000 acres of land, which thèy suppose
we have in that country at $2 an acre-taking ail the land
up to Hudson's Bay and almost to the mouth of the Mac-
kenzie River at that figure. The right hon. gentleman pro-
oeeded to say:

" The cash subs'dy, 900 miles at $733 33 per mile will be $6,000,000,
and the land grant, 10,000 acres per mile for 900 miles at $1 per acre, wil
be S9,000,000, making in all, for building the prairie section, at$l per
acre, Ï15,600,000. If you take the land at $2 an acre, and that is far too
low by the estimates of the bon. gentleman opposite, the cash subsidy of
the land grant at $2 an acre will make in all "'24,600,000. Value the
land at $3.18 an acre and it will be worth $28,620,000, making in all,
cash and land, $35,220,000,,so that for building the prairie section, the
cheap section, the easy section, the Eection which can be run at a profit
-at $1 an acre, they will get $17,333 33 per mile; at $2 an acre, they
will get $27,333.33 a mile, and at $3.18 an acre they will get $39,133 a mile.
And this price would be given by hon. gentlemen opposite who say that
this section can be built at $8,110 per mile."

Well, 'Sir, if this proposai were ours, or if we were free
to-day to make any proposal whatever, the hon. gentleman
on this side cf the House would accept no such proposai as
that. But when the right Ion. gentleman proves that the
price to be paid to those gentlemen under the terns of that
offer would be so enormously out of proportion to the actual
cost of the road to be built, could he have forgotton that,
under the terme of hie own contract, the price to be paid is
about one-third higher in cash and one-third higher in land'?
Why, throughout this whole proceeding I have failed to
discover in the arguments of hon. gentlemen on the opposite
side of the House any motive or reason whatever less dis-
creditable than that of absolute infatuation. The hon.
gentleman must have beer infatuated when he quoted those
figures to prove tirat one-third less than his own terme would
give to those gentlemen an extravagant price, and throagh-
ont this whole matter he must have been laboring under some
hallucination or infatuation for whicb, unhappily, the people
of Canada must suffer for many years to come. But h.e
alleges that there is a reason why this large profit should
be given to the Syndicate, a refson why they should be paid
enormously more than the cost of the work they do.
le told the people at Hochelaga, if I remember aright,
that ho had made a contraet with a company
composed of English, French, Germans and Americans,
whose means were so ample that it , would
give them no trouble *to build five such railways.
Now, ho tells us in this House that' h. proposes
to give these mon land and money two or three
times the value of the work they are to do in this 900 miles,
for the purpose of enabling them to establish a basis of credit,
so that they may be enabled to float bonds or raise money in
the meney market. Where, then, are the great capitalistS?
Where the abundant capital? Where are the vast rescources
which we were told these gentlemen could command ? The
right hon. gentleman in this case proved that his whole
position was a false position which he should not occupy a
moment longer; proved that it was a position in which hon.
gentlemen in this House, who look into this question car.-
fully and desire to do their duty, not to their leader, not to
their party, but to their country, and their consciences,j
ought not toe sustain him. But it is said: "Well, the whole
thing may be very objectionable, this new oNer may b. very
much better, butit omes too late." When could it have come
soog† Weïou0014qld it haive bçen made by any7 men, wbo,

honeet and well meaning themselves, believed that the leader
of the Governnent of this country was honest also? The
only Act we have upon our Statute-book, providing for the
construction of this railway, is the Act of 1874. There
is no resolution on our books authorizing the
Government to make any eontract or enter into any
negotiation on the subject; there are no terme stated
which may be regarded as a basis of negotiations between
the Government and any contractors, except only this, that
last year, a few short- weeks before the hon. gentlemen
actually entered into this secret negotiation, they declared
in this House that their fixed and determined policy was to
build this road as a Government work and to pay for it out
of the proceeds of the lands of the North-West. The right
hon. leader of the Government sayse: "Contractori and
the public generally had notice enough of our intention and
our purpose, and when I said at that pienic in Bath, that
certain proposals had been made to us and were under
consideration, and that-'we would probably go to England
in a short tine and look further into the matter, that was
sufficient notice to anyone who desired to tender for the
contract." If I remember aright, the hon. gentleman in
that sane speech at Bath, assured his audience and the
country that the Government would take care that this
railroad should not cost the people a dollar. That read t,
me at the time as an endorsation and repetition of the
declaration made in this House, that it was the intention of
the Government to build this rcad directly and immediately
out of the proceeds of the land of the âorth-West. There
was no reason why capitalists throughout the country should
otherwise regard it. There was certainly nothing to lead any
man in this couxtry-outside tho charmed -circle of which
the Premier was the centre and in which the Minister of
Railways and Minister of Agriculture, moved conspicsîously
but enwrapped in the cloud with whieh the gods sometimes
do surround themselves when they condescend to visit this
earth-there was nothing to induce any one outeide that
charmed circle to imagine for a moment that any terme such
as those embraced in the contract, or the offer now made to
the louse, would have been entertained for a moment by the
right hon. gentlemen. The public had no intimation that it
was the intention of the Government to open up the whole
matter; tbey had no reason to suspect that it was their inten.
tion to depart from their own solemnly avowed policy. In
1879 we heard the bon. the Minister of Railways, in thatseries
of bombastie resolutions, proclaiming that with the help of
the Imperial Government, and by voting 100,000,000 ot acres
of land to be set aside for that purpose, we were to construct
the Pacifie Railway, and fill our whole country with a popu-
lation drawn from Great Britain and Ireland. We were not
only to build the railroad, but we were also to fill up the
country. In 1880, after the previous policy had failed, those
hon. gentlemen came home again, and when they came back
they announced that they had entirely succeeded. In the
city of Ottawa a banquet was given them to congra-
tulate them and repay them for their success, and at the
banquet declarations were ~ again made that they were
succeeding, but by-and-bye, we found that they had
utterly failed. Shortly alter that they came forward
with another declaration that the whole Canadian Pacific
Railway was to be constructed out of the proceeds of the
land of the North-West. Nor had we any right to suspect
the contrary, nor had we any reason to believe that any-
thing else than that would be the policy of the Goverument;
thus were the Government pledged, and they were without
any authority from this Parliament to enter into, anything
like what they have called a " firm" contract. After the bon.
gentlemen went to England, we know what the English
leading papers said of their mission and thé mode in which
they were conducting it. But hon. gentlemen contend that
during all that time every one in this country onght to

avp knowx and must have bknogWi Wlst the aturq of the
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negotiations really was from what the papers told us. Al
I remember the papers telling us, was-that the hon.
gentlemen on the other side talked of millions of dollars and
millions of acres of land, as if they were the merest trifles,
and that was confirmed a few evenings ago by the Minister
of Railways when h. asserted that $25,000,000 was a
paltrv sum and 25,000,000 acres of land a paltry quantity.
But we never did hear anything of the basis upon which
these negotiations were proceeding; we never had any

eeason to suspect, never indeed did suspect, until the con-
tract was laid on the Table, that any Governmient in this
country would entertain for a moment terms so utterly mon-
strous. But, argued one gentleman after the Ministers came
back to this country, there was still time enough; the papers
ni stated that the details were still under consideration, and
these gentlemen sbould then have approached the Govern-
ment. Hon. gentlemen who argue in that way do not prob-
ably perceive that they ask us to assume that the busifiess
men of this country sbould rather have believed mere news-
papers rumors than the solemn public declaration of the
Prime Minister of Canada. At Hochelaga that hon. gen-
tleman told the country that he and his colleagues had made
a contract firm, and any subsequent negotiations were
supposed to have reference only to minor details. So that
there was no other time than the time taken by these other
capitalists to put in their offer. It is not right to say that
the Government of this country have the power to bind
Parliament and the country by anything they choose to do.
That authority the Government of this country does not
and ought not possess. I have been rather astonished thait
so many leading men of various Provincesi could in so
short a time take counsel together and ag'ree upon such an
offer as bas been submitted to the House. I believe that
offer wa§ made as soon as it was possible for them to make it.
No doubt they had no intention of making any proposal
until they saw what exceedingly extravagant terms the
Government were disposed to grant, and then, knowing that
they had a right to tender, knowing that they bad a
right to expect that the majority of the people's represent-
atives in this House would make every effort to save the
people's money, they came here. They met with reproach,
contumely and abuse, from gentlemen from whom they had
a right to expect better treatment. The hon. First
Minister told us that Sir Wm. Howland was a man who
never invested $50 anywhere without being sure ofa return.
A stronger argument for the bonafide character of the offer
could not be given. All the gentlemen connected with the
second offer proved their earnestness when it was questioned
by depositing within forty-eight hours in the banks at
Ottawa, not in seeurities, but in actual solid cash, nearly a
million and a-half of dollars. Hon. gentlemen profees to
regard that not as a proof of- their earnestness in
the effort to obtain this contract, but as a further
proof that they were resorting to sbham and fraud. I
could never understand how hon. gentlemen could se.
in that action a political dodge or device. If they succeed
in persuading themselves of the correctness of that idea,
they will not succeed in so persuading the people of
this country, who will regard this as an evidence that these
gentlemen are in earnest, and would have carried out the
contract faithfully and to the letter. The only argument,
if argument il may be called, in favor o the position of the
majority, is one that was rather pithily put in the earliest
stage of this debate by the hon. member for Niagara, who
does pretty often say pithy things and good things. That
hon, gentleman said that the whole matter simply came to-
this, that the Government were bound i honor to sustain
the contract, and the party were bound in honor to sustain
the Government.- As I have already said, except the decla-
ration of the Prime Minister, there is ndthing whatever
to show the House and the country that the Gov-
ernment was bound in honor to sustain this contract.

Mr. ANQauN.

We may quite understand that these hon. gentlemen, not
knowing last Session-although one of their supporters told
us that they did know-that such offers were, to be made,
allowed the Session to pass without asking for authority to
do that which they bad no intention to do. Supposing that
it would be possible to make what they thought was a geod
bargain, and to relieve the country of anxiety on account of
this great undertaking, they were, I think, quite justified in
entering into negotiations. But I do not believe they were
quite justified, in binding themselves, as a Government,
solemnly to stand by this bargain. They might have made
the best bargain they could at the time, and that bargain
they might have submitted fairly and honestly to Parliament,
and left Parliament to determine whether the bargain was
so good that wé ought to accept it. But that they should
rest their existence, as a Government and a party, on that
contract, is something that cannot be understood, unless
some further explanations are given. What do they owe
to the gentlemen of the Syndicate? Why should they be
bound in honor to the gentlemen of the Syndicate to sustain
that bargain ? If they had asked the authority of Parlia-
ment to negotiate a contract on certain terms and within
certain limits, if. after having obtained that authority, they
had openly and in a proper manner invited tenders for the
whole work: and if, after having examined -a11 the tenders
received, they came Io the eonclusion that a particular
tender was, on the whole, the best, accepted it, and entered
into a contract, then, indeed, they might have fairly
said that they were bound in honor to stand by the
contract so made. But instead, they proceeded secretly; they
allowed themselves to be approached by those persons, who,
somehow or other learned that they were approachable and
entertafiled tenders, the substance of which was utterly
unknown to tie public at large. They proceeded to London,
put themselves in correspondence w.th capitalists there, but
not in the open way always followed by Governments. The
secrecy of the whole negrotiations left room for regarding as
but too probable the numberless discreditable street rumors
heard to-day at every street corner. Now, they say they
are bound in honor to stand by the contract-in honor
or in dishonor they have bound themselves They call on
their party to- sustain them in their course, for no other
reason than that the party existence in office depends on that
support. They rely on a decision which, if given, will be.
but that of a mere faction, though composed of a large
majority. It will not be the decision of Parliament, a deci-
sion based on reason and common sense, on any sense of
what is due to the welfare and interests of Che country. This
bargain, every man in this House 'knows to-day, takes
83,000,000 cash and 3,000,000 acres of the bet land in Canada
from the people. Every man believes that if this work
were put up to public competition a very much larger sum
than S3,000,000 and a larger area than 3,000;000 acres would
be saved the people. No man outside the ranks of that
party can imagine in what conceivable possible sense it is
honorable that he should assist in depriving the people of
that enormous sum of money and that vast area' of fertile
land.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). Mr. Speaker,
feeling that this is the most important question which has
been brought before the Canadian Parliament, not since
Confederation, as stated by many hon. members, but since
the admission of British Columbia into the Union; antici-
pating now that as lhe National Policy may be considered
settled, the Canadian Pacifie Railway wili be the
leading political topie for twenty or twenty-five years to
come, perhaps tili the time will come to discuss the
advisability of changing the political situation of this
Dominion eitherfor legislative union, a system of federation
les expensive, or, not to be unjust to the hon. leader of the,
Opposition, federation of Ahe British Bmpire ; being aware
that I represent a counly where the Liberal party has a
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strong element, many edacated supporters, and even
eloquent speakera, who on former occasions bad opposed
me en the hustings ln avery formidable manner; knowing,
finally, that my eounty, sitated as it is in close proximity
to the city of Montreal, and in daily contact with its
population, composed of intelligent electors, who generally
read and write and receive newspapers, was able te form a
fair opinion as te the merits and demerits of the contract-
for all these roasons I made up my mind te omploy the
Christmas adjournment in paying a visit to my
eonmtituents at the door of the church of each
parsb after mass, as eis customary in the
Province of Quebec after a Session or at election time.
At five of these publie meetings I exposed thb policy of the
Government, the terms of the contract, the formation of
thoir Syndicate and the objections made against he same.
I told them thatthe country was bound to build this railway
within the next ton years from the Pacifie Ocean to the
system of Canadian railways, even at the risk of increasing
Ihe rate of taxation upon the people. I arn urprised, Mr.
Speaker, to see this proposition denied in a most positive
manner by the lon. gentlemen opposite, and I believe
I owe it te my constituents to establish it beyond doubt on
the floor of this House. I am aware that in 1871 the Hoiuse
of Commons passed a resolution restricting its obligation to
build therailway. I know that the policy laid down in that
resolution was to the effect that the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway was te be prosecuted so as not to
increase the rate of taxation upon the people. This was
then the policy of this country. It was reaflirmed in the
Statute-book of 1872 and 1874. I know all that. But did
British Columbia ever assent to this serious restriction?
Was it inserted in the terms of the Union ? No, Sir, and I ven-
ture the bon. members will net contradict me in this respect.
By the terms of the British North Arnerica Act of 186i, it
was provided that British Columbia could enter Confedera-
tion upon such terms and conditions as will be expressed in
the addresses of British Columbia on the one part and
Canada on the other. Now let as see what these addresses
provide about the construction of this railway:

" The Government of the Dominion undertake to secure the commence-
ment simultaneously. within two years from the date of the Union, of the
construction of a railway from the Pacifie towards the Ro ky Mountains,
and from such point as may be selected east of the Rocky Mountains,
towards the Pacifie, to connect the seaboard of British Columbia with the
railway system of Canada; and, further, to secure the comple ion of such
railway within ten years fom the date of the Union."

Net a word Vis to b foand about the rate of taxation which
the construction of the railway might produce. Canada
has undertaken, unconditionally, to build the railway within
ten years. And has British Columbia ever since given her
consent- to any change of those terms, at least in this
particular ? No, Sir, by the Carnarvon treaty she has
consented to an extension of time, but not to the resolution
of the House of Commons in 187 1. To-day, as before, we
are bound to build this railway within the next ton years. If
wedesire to meet our engagenent,if we care for the honor and
credit of this country, the railway must bo complete in 1891
without regard to its cost nor Vo the increase of taxation
which it will'necessarily involve. Seeing this positive and
clear obligation on the part of Canada, Mr. Speaker was
greatly surprised,,I was amazed, to hear the other evening
the hon. leader of the Opposition declare bere solemnly to
this flouse and to the country that if British Columbia did
net wiah to be reasonable, we should let her go. What
would the hon. gentleman say to a solvent client who would
ask his advice as to whether ho sbould pay his promissory
note for $100 in full or only in part? Would ho advise him
to offer only $25 and recommend him te let his creditor go if
he was not.willing to accept this and thus be reasonable.
The-position of British Columbia le just the same. She is
our croditor; she insists upon the fultilment of

our engagementp, and, Sir, we cannot refuse ber
demand without repudiating our obligation and
bringing dishonor and disgrace . upon our country.
But we shall not follow the advie of the bon. gentlemen.
We shail keep good faith with BrItish Columbia. We shall
build the road in the manner and with in the time fixed by the
agreement. Mr. Speaker, I also told the electors of Jacques
Cartier that both political parties,ever since 1871, had made
repeated efforts to form a company to build the whole railway;
that the Mlackenzie Government had passed a Statute
authorizing the grant of 810,000 per mile in cash, and
20,000,000 acres of land, besides four per cent interest
for twenty-five years on iny sum of money which might be
stated in the contract, and that all these advantéages had
been deemed insufficient to induce capitalists to make any
offer, although for months and years advertisements inviting
tenders have been published in the newspapers of both
continents. I also represented to my corstituents that in
1879, Parliament bad voted 100,000,000 acres of land to be
vested in Comrnissioners to be appointed in England. When
I read these railway resolutions, I cannot conceive how
the hon. leader of the Opposition can affirm and repeat
in every speech that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Act of 1874 is stili in force at least as far as the
plan and policy of building the said railway is concerned.
The intention of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act seemed
to have been of building the railway by sections and sub-
sections as Government works, and of course tenders had to
be called. But the declared policy of this Government and
of this Parliament bas been to build the whole railvay, not
by tenders under the supervision and control of the Govern-
ment, but by the agency of a private company and as a
commercial enterprise, and for that reason the provisions of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act cannot apply to the
contract under discussion. They bave been supersoded,
abandoned, and given up as affording in-uffuient means for
the construction of this great work. But suppose the
Railway Act to be stili in forcesupp>se the tender of the
Syndicate is not called, nor made, nor accepted, as provided
by that A. t, cannot Parliament change that Act, in fact
repeai it, and ratify the contract and make it legal ? In my
humble opinion, tho objection .is so futile that I cannot
understand how the lion. leader of the Opposition, with bis
great legal nind, could have thought of raising it. To
return to my visit to Jacques Cartier, I also told my
constituents how much we were to give to the Syndicate,
$25,000,000 of cash, 25,000,000 acres of land and sections
already built and to be completed by the Government,
equivalent to some $28,000,000 or $30,00J,000 more. I
explained to them the so-called monopoly clasem, providing
for exemption fron taxation, duties, privilegesas to the build-
ing of braneh linos and prohibition to build roads south of
the Canadian Pacifie or within tifteon miles of the American
bounndary.The Goverinment policy was endorsed unanimousily,
there was not a dissenting voice. No, Sir, I arn making a
slight mistake. Yes; there was a gentleman from Montreal
present who remarked we were g1ving too niuch land, as it
was worth $2 per acre. An elector immediately replied
that if it was worth 82 for the Syndicate, the sections of the
Government would be worth that mueh. But, remarked
another elector, when will that land be worth that much ?
Without the railway it is very much îike the land in the
moon. Everywhere the contract was approved, even in such a
Libéral stronghold as Point Claire, where out of350 elcetors
I only polled fifty-three at the last election. It was endorsed by
reason of ce-tainty as to construction, cost, time and route.
A new feature in the controversy has sprung up since my
visit to my county-I am referring to the second Syndicate
and the offer theyhave made-and it is this new feature
which has induced me to to rise and offer a few remarks.
I believe it is the duty of every member of this Houe to
look and carefully examine this new offer. Ido not apee
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with the bon. gentlemen who contend that the Government
is bound by the contract. Suppose some great firms, of
European capitalists would offer to-day to do the same work
for half the money or consideration, I believe it would be
the duty of the Goverument to withdraw their accep-
tance- of the contract-a thing they can do so long
as it is net finally ratified by Parliament-and
accept the offer of these capitalists. But let us see
if the second offer is better than the first one.
What are the differences between the two. The second
offer is couched word for word in the terms of the contract,
with the exc.eption of a few clauses I shall point out pro-
sently. It was evidenîtly prepared without that close
attention and cure which commercial men generally give
before signing a document of such a vast importance. I
have no doubt in my mind that many have signed it without
reading it. It was done in so great a hurry that few
sections, for instance sections d., 15 and 16, no longer corre-
spond with previons clauses altered. The offer is to build the
railway for $22,000,000 of cash and 22,000,000 acres of land,
and yet power was asked to issue bonds to the amount of
$25,O00,000 as in the contract. The first clause was changed
but the subsequent ones were not, and as the offer stands, we
can infer that the offer is virtually for $25,000,000 instead of
$22,000,000. The differonces, at least thli leading ones
between the two tenders, are $22,000,000 instead of
$25,000,000 in cash and land. Sections 15 and 16 of contract
is abandoned as to exemption from taxes and payment of
duties on certain imported articles. Frohibition on the
part of the Dominion and future Provinces not to charter
railways south of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, or within
15 miles ofthe American boundary, is also abandoned. These
are the better terms, and there is no doubt that in these
particulars the second offer is botter than the first one.
But still these advantages nust not be exaggerated. The
only items really worthy of attention are the reduction in
the price, the exemption forever from taxation of the road.
In a country unsettled like the North-West, the exemption
from taxation of lands for twenty years is of little value,
and we all know that it does not affect Ontario, Manitoba
nor British Columbia. In fact, in the Province of Quebec,
by the general law of the land, and I think it is the same
all over the Dominion, railway companies subsidized by
the Governmont are exempt from taxation to all intents
and purposes, not only for twenty years but so long as they
receive the subsidies. But there is more, and I am referring
here, to the exemption from taxes for ever of the road,
stations, etc. Can this Parliament prohibit future Pro-
vinces from imposing taxes which the British North
America Act will give them the power to impose ? Can we
create Provinces upon -different principles and with
different powers from those of the Provinces already
existing? There is no doubt that the future Provinces will
be a portion of Confederation and will be governed by the
British North Atnerica Act. These new Provinces will,
therefore, have the power of putting an end te the regula-
tiens we are now making. Of course, they will be bound
by the agreements wbich this Parliament is now making
for them, and could not terminate them withouftsome indem-
nity; but, Sir, owing their existence to this railway, they
will find little difficulty or reluctance te provide
for this indemnity out of their own resources without
making any appeal to the people of the Dominion.
However, I need net add that L would prefer te see this
exemption struck off, or at least of ne effect after a certain
number of years, say forty or fifty years. I know that the
Government, being only one party to the contract, cannot
amend it without the consent of the Syndicate; I know that
this contract must be accepted as a compact; I know that
the -rejection of one clause would break and put an end te
the whole arrangement; that the Company will, therenpon,
þe free and at liberty to withdraw. For this reasor 1
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simply make the remark; I throw it out as a suggestion,
d which tho Syndicate, if wise and reasonable, should aocept.

This exemption from taxes forever is contrary to the spirit
of modern legislation, which would 'not even permit
mnunicipalities te grant it for the encouragement of manu-
factures for a longer period than twenty-five years. The
value of the exemption from duties has been greatly
exaggerated. It will b no hardship te the manufacturers;
they will not be in a worse position, the Government paying
no duties on anything thyy import. I hope, however, that
th-e Government will make such regulations in the allowance
of drawback or otherwise, se as to permit Canidians to
compote with foreign manifacturers in the supply of the
material the Syndicate will require te build the road.
The prohibition te charter railways south of the Pacifie or
within fifteen miles of the boundary for twenty years can-
not be seriously feit. It does not apply to Manitoba which
has already granted, and may in the future grant, as many
charters as she pleases. Section 92 of the British North
America Act says:

"ln each Province-the Legislature may exclusively make laws in
relation to matters coming within the classes of subjects next hereinafter
enumerated, that is to say :

" Local works and undertakings other than such as are of the following
classes :-

"a. Lines of steam or other ships railways, canals, telegraphs, and
other works and undertakings connecting the Province with any other or
others of the Provinces, or extending beyond the limits of the Province.',

Under that clause Manitoba has evidently the power of
granting railway charters within the Province, extending
to the boundary lino, but net beyond its limits. Of course,
this local legislation is subject to the veto power of the
Dominion. But if the Pacifie Railway proves to be tyran-
nical in its charges and regulations, the Dominion Govern-
ment will b very careful not to interfere, and not-only can
this be done, but this Parliament can charter a rival lino
north of the present Pacifie Railway. But to corne back
to the second Syndicate, granting that their offer
contains botter terms than the contract, and there
is no doubt that it does present some advantages, let us see
its disadvantages. Above al], it louves to uncertainty the
construction and running of the entire road, the very thing
which was causing so much alarm and anxiety in the mind
of the people of this country. The Gorernment may or may
not proceed with the western and eastern sections or both.
The hon. member for Gloucester, who preceded me, has
challenged us to show that under the contract there was
any guarantee that the eastern section would be built. I
find this guarantee in clause 7 of the ,contract, and clause
28 of the Act of incorporation. Clause 7 says:

I And upon the completion of the eastern and central sections, the
Government shall convey to the Company, with a suitable number of
station buildings, and with the water service (but without equipment),
those portions of the Canadian Pacific Railway constructed or to be con-
structed by the Government which shall then be completed."

Clause 28 says:
" And provided also that such mortgage and privilege shall not attach

upon any property which the Company are hereby, or by the said contract,
authorized to acquire or receive from the Government of Canada, until
the same shall have been conveyed by the Government to the Company;
but shall attach upn such property, if so declared in such deed, as soon
as the same shall be conveyed to the Company,"

It is clear that under these clauses the Syndicate shall net
acquire the Government sections, nor even validly mortgage
the same till the eastern section b ecompleted. For my
part I do not want a botter security. Mr. Speaker, I may
immediately declare that if the contract did contain the
uncertainly of the second offer, if it was subject te the
same reservation or discretion with the Government,- te
build or not build the eastern section, 1, as a member of
the Province of Quebee, as a representative of
the people of this Dominion, highly interested. te
know the cost of the entire road, and te séhre its
eficient operation within the terms of the Carnarvon
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treaty, interested to free the political atmosphere from
the impurity or impurities which the construction and
working of this immense enterprise by Government would
neocessarily produce, I would not hesitate to vote against the
resolution of the hon. Minister of Railways. It is because
there is no uncertainty as to all these its, and for
these considerations, that the Province of Quebec en masse
is in favor of the contract and against the second Syndicate.
This fact is so apparent that hardly one anti-petition has
come from that portion of the country. The Corn Exchange
of Montreal has not even deemed it necossary to present a
memorial embodying their resolutions. In this wealthy city,
where so many enterprising men are to be found, no one
was willing tojoin the second Syndicate with the exception of
an office.seeker, however respectable and competent he may
be to manage a railway department. The names ofproaninent
Liberals of Montreal and Quebec were at first mentioned,
but at the supreme moment they were not forthcoming and
even repudiated any connection with the soheme. The fact
is that this second offer was got up by e xtreme partizans of
our friends opposite, assisted by a few disappointed
importers of Ontario, for the sole purpose of raising a
sectional cry against the-Government. When wo hear such
language as the following fall from the lips of a leading
member of the Ontario Government, we are not surprised
to hear of anti-petitions coming from a few ridings of the
same Province, and a counter-offer coming -from the same
quarter. IIere is the language as quoted by the Globe :

" Toronto and Ontario merchants may be placed in a position that they
will be compelled to transact nearly all their business with the North-
West from Montreal. It is essentially a Montreal scheme, concoct-d and
controlled by Montreal men t. the prejudice of Toronto and Ontario
generally. It means, I fear, not only a Syndicate monopoly, but a Mont-
real monopoly too."

I do not for one moment suppose that this is the language
of the majority of the population of Ontario. We all know
that is Ihe language of a few importers ofiHamilton and
Toronto, a fact which is also apparent from the allegations
set forth in the petition of the Board of Trade of the latter
city, where it is alleged:

'' That the acquisition of such railways by the Syndicate would destri y
the. neutral characten of the eastern terminus of the National Railway,
and would practically transfer its terminus to Momtreal."

I know, and we are all too weil acquainted with the intelli-
gence and pariotism of the people of Ontario generally, to
believe, for one moment, that they would etndorse such a
selfish statement or argument. We all know that by nature
Montreal and Quebec have been placed at the head of the
oceanie trado of this Dominion, and Halifax or
St. John at the head of its winter trade, and
will so remain, no matter whether the traffic of the
great West will go down or up by the Sault Ste.
Marie route or by way of the Canadian Pacifie north of
Lake Superior. Ontario has many natural advantages over
ber sister Provinces of the east. These Provinces are not
jealous if she occupies the most promnent position in this
Confederation, and we feel confident, and the vote given the
other evening and the other votes which I have no doubt
will follow, will show that the sane liberal and national
spirit prevails there.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. GIROUAR D (Jacques Cartier). Finally, Mr.
Speaker, I submit that we ought to give our preference to
the first Syndicate over the second one by reason of the
cireumstances which brought the formation of both of them.
The first originated calmly, away from the political field,when
there was no party interests at stake. It cannot be supposea
that aGovernment having a majority of eighty at its back,
had any other object in view but to serve the best interests of

the country, and the membors of the Syndicate cannot be
suspected of aiding any political purpose. T-hey are only
known as business men, the political color of only one of
them being known, and being a Liberal, he cannot be
supposed of ever having had any intention of favoring the
party in power. The second Syndicate, on the contrary,
bears upon its face the features of a political movement
made to embarrass the Government. It bas been conoeived
and born by politicians, to croate political excitement for
party purposes. If accepted, it woufd be nothing else but a
political machine in the service of that party. Thie is ao
very plain, that the clause of their proposed Act of incor-
poration, which permits the opening of stock books in the
principal cities of the Dominion, provides that the
provisional directors, that is the promoters of this political
s8heme, shal have the right to reject any subscription
they may deem inexpedient to accopt. Thero is another
reason still more important to induce us to
reject this second offer, and that is the personnel
of the , two Syndicates. I do not wish to pass
the slightest imputation upon the business or financial
standing of members of either of the companies-both
haive nien of large means and financial character. But I
notice in the composition of the second Syndicate, the
absence of the foreignelement, which, in my humble opinion,
would be fatal to its ultimate succoss. In 1872, Sir Hugh
Allan, in the name of a company just as powerfiul as this
Syndicate is, having personally, on the London market,
undoubtedly more prestige than any member of this second
Syndicate, and perhaps as much as the whole of these put
together, failed in his mission ofraising the necessary funds,
for the want of interested parties on the London Stock
Exchange. The Stephen Syndicate possesses this immense
advantage. By the firm of Mr. Kennedy in New York, they
have the financial market of that city open to them, and we all
know what successful operators they have been in the past.
The firm of Morton, Rose& Company places them in immediate
contact with the London and Liverpool Stock Exchanges,
and by the fi-m of Kohn, Reinach & Company, unknown
perhaps to many of us, but porfectly well known to any one
acquainted with the financial world of«Europe, a firm capable
alone of floating ten millions of dollars of the bonds of the
Company, they have access to the Bourses of Paris, Vienna,
Amsterdam, Berlin and of the whole contin.ental Europe.
It was the want of this foreign element which caused the
collapse of the Allan Company and would inevitably cause
the utter failure of the second Syndicate. Without these
financial agents, without the active co-oporation of these
interested bankers, stock brokers or jobbers, it matters
very little by what name they are to be styled, Messrs.
Gilmour, McI¿aren, Carruthers and others, will find them-
selves.jike those tourists who undertake to visit the cata-
combs of Rome, without the assistance of a guide; they
will be lost for ever. This consideration seems to me to be
far more important than all the alloged advantages of the
second offer. What the country wants is not only a few mill-
ions less promised on paper, the country wants the road built
beyond a donbt, and this is more certain, in fact is only surely
to be obtained ex..ept by the agency of the first Syndicate
For all these reasons I feel that I am in duty bound to
record my vote against the amendment of the hon. leader
of the Opposition and in favor of the railway resolutions.
i hope that the gentlemen who are undertaking this gigan-
tic work will make fortunes out of their contract. The
country will have no reason to envy them, for their profite
will b. so many savings to the public troasury. . Their
plqck and courage deserve reward, and if I had any
doubt in my mind, which I have not, as to the superiority
of their terms, I would not hisitate to give them the beneat
of that doubt. The far Nor-West is, as every one admits
and no ontecan deny, of immense value, but perhaps not '
immediately, nor even within a few years. The Company
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will need patience, courage, large means and pecuniary
resources, before they can realize profits, but they are sure
of getting them in the end. The poliey pursued by the
Opposition will even help them to obtain this result, for
instead of persisting in their course of depreciating this
young and unknown country, I was, we were-ail, pleased to
see our friends opposite adopt the more patriotie platform
of representing Canada as wortby of the attention of Europe
and of its surplus of money and population. Mr. Speaker,
I feel that I cannot tale my seat without thanking the
Government and especially the energetic and able Minister
who is at the head of the Department of Railways upon the
ultimate success of their efforts. Our ehildren and great
grandchildren will alone be able to realize the magnitude of
the services they are rendering the country on the present
occasion. And of the right bon. leader of the Government,
who to day sees his hopes and expectations of 1872 realized
to their fullest extent, history will say that, the Confedera-
tion scheme being excepted, the Pacifie contract is the
greatest act of a great political career.

Mr. DOULL. As the question before the House has
assumed a new aspect since first introduced by the new pro-
position which has lately been offered to it, I desire to say
a few words upon it. I do not purpose prolonging the debate
by any lengthened remarks, for, had I greater ability than
I pretend to possess, I de not think I could offer any new
viewe to the flouse. I am sure the subject before the Ilouse
bas already been so ably discussed that I think
the arguments on both sides have been fully exhausted,
and I am sure the House must be tirel and
weary with the repetition of arguments that have
been made time and again on this subject. But in justice
to myself and the constituents I have the honor to repre-
sent, I feel that under the new aspect of this question 1
could not give a silent vote on so important a subject affect-
ing as it does not only the present but the future of this
great Dominion. On the developement and settlement ofi
the great North-West- largely depend the future greatnessi
and general prosperity of this country. It is by settlementi
alone that we cen expect to increase the population, and in
a great extent this cannot be accomplished without the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway that will connecti
the Pacifie coast with the system of Canadian railways andE
thus make railway communication from the Atlantic to theF
Pacifie. It bas been admitted, I think on ail sides, that this ii
too groat à work for the Dominion to undertake as a Govern-H
ment work, and ail have agreed that it sbould be built ifr
possible by a company. Now that we have the opportunity of1
getting it built as ail are agreed it should be built, it isa
opposed in this House, by the party who have opposedp
every measure that bas been submitted in the interests ofr
the country since Confederation, anid, as I believe, onr
factious grounds. By the new aspect which the subject has
assumed since the new offer was made, tbe question virtuallyt
before the House is : shall we ratify the contract or shal 1
we acept the new offer. I think that by the discussion in
this House and out of it, it has been most clearly provenf
that the terms of the contract now before the House are a
better and more in the interests of the country than either j
the terms of the Allan contract or the terms that were i
offered in the Act of 1874 by the Mackenzie Government. C
It bas been stated by hon. gentlemen opposite that circum- t
stances have changed within the last year or so as to h
enhance the value of the lands in the North- i
West. I think they have, and that the Gorernment of thee
day have, acted wisely and prudently in giving less lando
and more rnoney for the construction of the road. Under i
the Allan contract the Government of that day agreed- on r
$30,000,000 and 55,000,0.,0 acres of land, that is includingo
the two branches. If we take the land at the valuation6
which the Opposition now set upon it,-that is 3.18 per b
acre, we will have the money value given under the Allan 1
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contract equal to 8204,900,000. If we consider the land
and money grants under the Mackenzie Act of 1874, w.
will have 810,000 per mile on 2,797 miles, making
S27,970,000. To this-we add the interest that might be
asked by the company tendering, four per cent., upon the
Minister of Railways' estimate of what would actually have
to be paid, $7,500 per mile, and we have 820,977,500,
making a cash subsidy, under the Maekenzie arrangement,
of $48,947,503. Add to that the 56,000,000 acres of land'
that was to be given under the Act of 1874 to a company
for buiding this road, $178,080,000. Add that to
the 848,947,500, and we have an actual money value, given
under the Mackenzie contract, of .$227,02;,500.
Under the present contract all that is given is $25,000,000
eath, the road that is buiit and being built equal to
$28,010,000 in cash, both these sums amounting to
$53,000,000 in cash. Taking the land at the same valuation
it would amount to $79,500,000, making in all $1-2,500,000
that we give under the present arrangement, a difference
in favor of this arrangement of $72,000,000 as compared
with the Allan contract, and $94,000,000 as compared with
the terms offered under the Mackenzie Act. That the
country is fully convineed that the terms of the present
contract are better than either of the two arrangements I
have mentioned, we want no further proof than the fhet
the Opposition have failed by their agitation to call forth
any general expression of feeling against i. iHence the
necessity for something else than the terms of the contract
to influence public sentiment in their tavor, and honce this
new proposition. If this new proposition is a bonafide one,
the question might naturally be asked, why was it not made
befor e? Why was it not made when the leader of the late
Governmet offered better terms than is proposed to be
given by this Bill ? Why was it not made months ago,
when it was known that the members of the Govornment
were going to England to make arrangements for
the construction of the rond ? Why was it
not made when it was known th't these gentlemen had
returned and n ere arranging thO terms of the present Bill ?
Why was it only made when the Bill bad passed through
Committee ? Why, I ask, was not this new proposition
made before if it is made in good f ith, and net as a trap or
share to cach votes from this side of the House, and, if pos-
sible, to overthrow the Government ? The hon. member for
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), in the speech he made tc-day,
stated that the defeat of this contract need not of
necessity cause the overthrow of the Goveinment.
I am not a constitutional lawyer, nor yet am [as weil
acquainted with parliamentary usage as the hon.
gentleman, but it appears to me that if this Bill is
rejected by this House the Government will have no alter-
native but to resign. They have entered into a solemn con-
tract, they have bound themselves to this contract, arnd
they have called upon this flouse to ratify this contract.
If this house refuses to ratify that contract, we condemn the
Act of the Government, and thereby express a want of con-
fidence in the Government, and, as a matter of course, it
appears to me they must resign. But it is neot the only ob-
ect the Opposition have in concoeting this political scheme,
for I consider it nothing else. Failing to overthrow the
Government, they think this would be an excellent dard for
the next general election. j am inclined to think they
h ave overreached themselves, and as they will certainly thil
in the first, so they will as certainly fail in the other. I will
endeavor, succinctly as possible, -to give my reasons- for
opposing the new resolutions and for supporting the con.
tract. First, because by accepting the new proposition and
refusing to ratify the contract we establish the necessiy of
overthrowing the present Government to be followed by a
Government with the hon. leader of the Opposition at its
head-not that I would hesitate to vote to overthrow the
present or any other Government il I considered
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that the irterests of the country required it. In
thesdvo0d place. by rejecting the contract we not only
defeât the Governiment, but we <'efeat the object we have al
me inueh at heart, the building of the Oanadian Pacifiei
Railway, so.as te give us railway communication from the
Atlantic to the Pacifie through Canadian territory. I do
net agr.e with the hon. Premier and others on this side of
the Hfouse, that this offer is a bogue one, but that it is a:
political dodge I have no doubt. If, however, it succeeded
in ovethrowing the present Govornment and placing in
power the leader of the Opposition, that portion of it which
is in accordance with the views of that hon. gentleman I
have no doubt would be carried out to the letter, and would
prove a much more remunerative undertaking than the one
under the contract. This House and the country are well
aware of the policy of that gentleman with respect to tho
building of the Canadian Pacific Rai lway. le has declared
time and again against building that portion of the road
from the foot of the Rocky Mountains, on the east, to the
Pacifie and that portion north of Lake Superior, and in favor
of building only that portion from Lake Superior to the foot
of the Rocky Mountains, and naking connection'with the
American roads via Sault Ste. Marie. Can anyone read the
new proposition without seeing that it is made to meet his
views in this respect, add that if it succeedod in bringing
him into power, unly that portion of it necessary to carry
out hie policy would be adopted, as all the rest is made
optional with the Government of the day. Accept this
proposition and reject the contract and you will have a road
from the Rocky Mountains t Lake Superior, connecting
with the American roade via Sault Ste. Marie, and you wili
postpone indefinitely if not forever the construction of a
Canadian Paeific Railway on Canadian territory, connecting
the Atlantic with the Pacifie; for what company will ever
undertake the construction of the other portion of it, which,
in the nature of things, can never be made to pay when the
only paying part is in the bande of another company ? No;
it appears te me that the thing is too transparent, and will
net deceive any member of this House, and when thoroughly
understood will net deceive the country, but will recoil upon
the heads of those who concocted se transparent a political
dodge. The great outcry and the greatest objection to
the contract was that it was going to croate a grinding
monopoly that would seriously interfere with the develop-
ment and settlement of the North-West Territory. This
objection-I think answers itself; for, as it would interfere
with the development and settlement of that country, se it
would interfere with and prevent the enterprise from being
a paying and profitable one. No, Sir, the Syndicate, in order
te make the enterprise a profitable one, must do all in their
power te develop and settie the country, and with ail they
and the Government can do in that direction. It appears tW
me it will net be during this generation that they will take
out of it the money they put into it. But if the contract
creates a monopoly so does the offer, for, according to it the
new Syndicate are to get and hold their lands in precisely
the same way as under the contract, except that they are net
free from taxation, ahd I do not think that amounts te much,
for it will be very little of them that will be taxed during
the first twenty years. So that I look upon that objection as
a very frivolous one; and as to their holding their lands a nd
notselling them at a fair price I think is sheer nonsense. It
wiIl be ta their interest to soli their lands as soon as possible,
for the profit they would make by holding them would not
equal the profit they would make by the traffic they would
croate by selling them as soon as possible. The hon. mem-;
ber for Gloucester, this afternoon, and other members of the
Opposition arguedas if we were not going to have a first-clase
road under the contract, ou aceunt of the standard selected.*
This is nere assumption. The Union Pacific Railway, when
eompleted in 1873, was.pronouced a rat-clas road, and it
was nt oompleted ill the. I weit over it in 1869, threè
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monthe after it was opened. Even then the road-bed was a
good one,-but there were many temporary bridges and
station houses whieh were afterwards replaced by more
substantial structures. It was then an incomplete and
unfinished road, and could not be the standard referred to in
the contract. In this respect, therefore, the offer and the
eontract are the same. With respect to tolls, I think that
difficulty or objection is set asido by the statement of the
hon. Firet Minister, that a clause will be inserted in the
Consolidated Railway A et fxing the extent to
which the ten per cent, profit goes. There is
one objection taken by the Opposition to the con-
tract, which, t my mind, has some weight, although
inconsistent with their principles of froe trade and which
the offer does not contain ; that is, the admission of materials
for the construction of-the road froc of duty. I think this
is inconsistent with and opposed to the principle approved of
by the country and .attempted to be carried out by our
National Policy. It strikes at the very root of the principle
of Protection. If exemptions are to be made in this instance,
how are they to be refused in others? If we have not the
manufactories in operation to produce what is required for
the construction of railways, wo have at hand al] that is
uecessary to put thom into operation in a very short time,
and I an pleased to see by the papers, that a company has
been formed at Montreal to develop our iron mines and
to manufacture steel rails and other applianees necessary
for the construction of railroads. We have in the county
I have the honor to represent, iron mines of the best
quality in the world, and of unlimited extent, lying in
close proximity to immense coal fieds and lime beds,
and all that is required to develop theni is capital. From
the information I have I believe they can be worked
more cbeaply than any mines on this continent, and from
their natural position iron works can be carried on more
cheaply in their neighborhood than ut any mines in the
world. They are situated alongside of the Intercolonial
Railway, from Pictou to Truro, and only twenty-four miles
from Pictou Harbor, one of the best in the Dominion. 1
therefore consider this section of the contract objectionable,
but as the Grovernment are going to give a bonus to manu-
facturers equal to what they grant·to the Syndicate by this
section, I am prepared to aecept it with the rest, although I
would prefer it was not there. Some hon. gentlemen
opposite have endeavored to show what an immense burden
this contract was going to entail on this Dominion, and the
hon. member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam) endeavored to
show how much it was going to injure the Province ho and I
have the honor to come from. But I think his calculations,
like a good many of his statements. wcre net well founded.
I think these calculations are deduced from that *fertile
imagination of his, and do not rest upon true data. He
thought ho would have a fling at some of the members from,
Nova Scotia, and directed his artillory at the members from
Halifax by endeavoring to show that the railway which
was going to be built to Hudson's Bay, as an outlet for the
North-West, would seriously interfere with Halifax as a
winter port, ignoring the fact that while Ialifax was open
all the year round, Hudson's Bay was ice-bound during the
winter. _The hon. member for Gloucester said the lands,
under the Mackenzie Act of 1-74, were in blocks along the
whole line, and were to be taken along the whole line of
fair average quality. If I understund the geography aright,
the Province of Ontario extends up to the west of Lake
Superior; all the lands north of Lake Superior must belong
to that Pruvince, and therefore cannot ho given under any
contract made with the Government of the Dominion. The
lands from Jasper House to Kamloops cannet b. pretended
to be of fair average value, for the nature of the country is
such it must be land totally unfit for cultivation.
Therefore no lands could .1o taken out of those two

j sections. Kamloops, I take it for -granted, is in the Pro-
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vince of British Columbia, and no land can be taken in that
Province.

Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
Mr. DOULL. If I am wrong I beg te be corrected. The

lands would therefore, under the Mackenzie Act, have to be
taken out of the prairie section where they were found of
fair average value. In this respect, therefore, the present
contract is preferable te the terms of the Ma skenzie AcL.
The hon. member for Gloucester went out of his way to
attack the National Poliey. I th.ught the question of the
price of flour, which he stated had been raised by the
National Policy, had been fully settled before, and that no
member Pi this louse would contend that any duty we
could place on flour would raise its price. With respect to
the price of coal, I do not know how the duiy has affected
the price in Ontario, but I have a statement compiled
by a gentleman well acquainted in the coal business, show-
ing the prices of coal in Quebec during the past three years
imported from Great Britain, Nova Scotia and the United
States. In 1878 we received for the coal we shipped to
the Province of Quebec $3.60 per ton, in 1879 83.50 per ton,
and this was the year in which the duty of 50 cents per ton
was imposed. In 1880, we got $3.35, showing in 1880 we
got for Nova $cotia coal 15 cents less than in 1879 and 25
cents less than in 1878.

Mr. MILLS. Why not repeal the duty ?
Mr. DOULL. Witih respect to the burden that is going

to be entailed for the building of this Pacifie Railway, I am
perfectly satisfied that the country will, in a very short
period of time, be recouped for all the money that it is
giving under the contract if not by the sale of lands by the
increased population that will be adlded to the Dominion.
Had it not been for the means used by the Opposition to defout
the Allan contract, I believe that the road would not only
now be built, but the increased population caused by it
would now be sufficient to pay the annual interest on the
money subsidy by their proportion of the taxes they would
have #o bear, and so, under the. present contract, ten years
hence the increased population cansed by the building of
this road will nearly if not altogether pay the interest of
the money we are paying for its construction, and ultimately
we will be recouped by the sole of lands, not only for the
money we are payirg but much more. By the contract we
are saved the cost of upholding and running the road, which
for many years to come is admitted would be a very heavy
loss, at least on the portions of the roud that would not be
built under the new offer estimated at five or six millions.
For these and other reasons I will vote for the ratification
of the contract.

Mr. BUNSTER. It bas been stated in this House thatc
British Columbia has not been heard from. True, she bast
nt been heard from muchl; she bas been smarting underê
the injustice done her. The opposition to this Governmentà
scheme is designed to defeat the policy of building a nationalb
highway across the continent. But, reversing the case, 1
would not the Opposition be right glad to lay such at
proposition before the House were they again in power,1
and take pride and pleasure from the act. I venture.to thinkL
they would. They bad seven years to bring in a similar h
proposition, during which time the country suffered and then
people were dissatisfied, not knowing whether to remain in
it or not. Many only remained because they could not i
dispose of their property. To day,- however, they are k
beginning to feel a sort of confidence that Canada will yet h
come out all right from the benefits of the National Poliecy, b
and the prospect of ths Canadian Pacifie Railway through f
the Syndicate that has been formed. However, I do not I
fully endorse the present scheme, because, in my opinion; s
it does not go far enough. A, great injastice las
been doue British Udlumbia and Canada in not including s

Mr. DouLL.

Vanconver Island in the scheme. Why the leader of
the Government and Minister of Railways should have
left ont that Island is more than I cau account for,
when they have paid so much attent on to Kaînitoba,
net one of the Ministers visiting it last season, though four
visited Manitoba. The abuse that bas been lavishly seo
heaped on British Columbia bas done it and Canada no good.
Emigrants readingthe praises of Kansas and other States,
in the speeches of Opposition members, have their thoughts
directed towards the States. You never hear Americans
saying the lands of the United States are good for nothing,
and praising the lands of their neighbors. It bas been
stated that British Columbia has not been heard fiom, in
this matter, but she has taken an active interest in the
Syndicate, and at a meeting held in one of the principal
cities in Vancouver Island, Nanaimo, Ibis motion was passed;
''That this meeting accords the bightest praise for the
energetic manner in which they have commonced the
construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway on the main
land, and would respectfully urge upon the Dominion
Government the obligation and expediency of immediately
proceeding with the Island Railway from Nanaimo to
Esquimalt, in fulfillment of the Carnarvon terms of 174,
thait construction should not, in justice to this Province, he
deferred beyond the spring of 1881; further, that the said
railway should be built as a Dominion work, and the
public lands should not be given into the possession of a
private railway company." The object of this petition
is the retention by the Government of the lands which
are valuable enough te pay for three Island railways.
The American Government capitalists or speculators would
build a road all round and through it for the sake of the
beds of coal on it. While we talk about building a railroad,
the Americans would go in and build it. Though it was
agreed ten years ago, when we entered the Confedoration,
that the railroad should be commenced immediately, it
bas searcely yet begun in good faith, according to the
torms. Hiow much would the Americans give for British
Columbia, for which the Canadians bad only given a
paltry promise ? The Opposition would try to bre -k this
bargain for political purposes, but 1 do not believe that an
bonest Canadian who cares for his word would do so. If
we have men in our Province snart enough to make a fair
bargain, and you have not men in the other Provinces
honorable enough te carry out that bargain, where does the
blame lie? I clan it lies in Canada, where political
tricksters who would like to nscend to the Treasury beches,
and hoodwiuk the people at the expense of British Columbia,
are to he found. I was proud enough te hear the leader
of the Government state that that party respected the
country's obligation, but what have we beau told in and out
of the louse? In Montreal, not many weeks ago, I went
te a meeting which I suppose was held on consecrated
ground, because we were only admitted by tickets,
and they rouge or bleu. The intention was to have
hole and corner meetings and hoodwink the people.
It was there said that British Columbia was an incubus on
the -Dominion., I was astonished that the member for
West Darham should have stated that, but I think that
before the Dominion gets through .with him, it will find
him a greater incubus, because he is deceiving it. le is
not using bis solid judgment, bis great learning and states-
manship, in the right way. lie bas been doing not only
the Dominion a great injustice, but British Coinmbia, by
keeping people out of the country that would have made
happy homes in it. Now, I desire to say that British Colum-
bia has suffered more by joining Canada than would be paid
or by all that she has ever received from it. Of course her
ands have been locked up from settlement, and actual
ettlers turned away, but when our lands are ocked up for
want of settlement, when settlers are driven from our
hores, when we are branded in the newspapers2f the wo-ld
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as being an ineubus on the Dominion, as being an inhos-
pitable country and "a sea of mountains," have we
not a right to complain. Like Othello, we in British
Columbia value our good name, and are entitled to compen-
sation for the aspersions cast on us. Some few evenings
ago when I was addressing this House the hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) denied that ho had made
statements which I charged him with making. I will read
an extract from that hon. gentleman's celebrated Aurora
speech to prove my assertion, as I do not say any-
tbing in this fHouse which I cannot substantiate. flere is
what the hon. gentleman said:

"You will have observed that when the Government of which I was
then a member undertook to deal with that question, their policy was
enunciated in distinct terms to the electori before the late appeal, and
that policy was most unequivocally approved, first at the polls and subse-
quently in Parliament. I see that a deputation bas been sent to England;
that the people of British Columb:a-no, not the people of Britigx
Columbia, for I do not believe they as a body sympathize with these
extreme views-that the Government of British Columbia las sent a
deputation to England urging that some measure should be taken to
force the Government and people of this country to do more than bas
been proposed with reference to that railway. We, last Session, took the
unpleasant step of very largely increasing the rate of your taxation in
order to provide fundg towards the fulfilment, as far as practicable, of
this and other obligations imposedi ou you by the late Government. ***I
think the chief advantage the British Columbians will derive from the
enterprise will consist in the circulation of money, and the profits of
mercantile operations attendant on the construction, and that Canada
will be a frightful loser by the affair. Now, even under these circum-
stances, the fact that the population of British Columbia is only some
1(1,000 altogether. repre-enting, perhaps, not so many householders as
the audience I now see before me, ought not to disentitle tbem to say-
'You shall fut fil your bargain or release us from our bonds.' It is their
right to take such a course, if they think fit, but I deny that this is any
reason why we should plunge this country into ruin by the attempt.i
bave some reason to believe that these people are sufficiently sensible and
reasonable to recognize and act on the truth of the matter, unless,
indeed, they are sustained by agitators in this country, who are willing
for the sake of creating an embarrassment to the Government, to excite
false and delusive hopes among themn. The temper of Parliament you
may judge fretu the fact that during last Session an ameudment was
moved by one of the British ulumbia members insisting upon au early
prosecution of the work in that -rovince, but lie was sustained by five
members only-two or three from his own -rovince, and a couple of those
who my friend Mr. Mowat delights to call Ontario Tories. If, under all
the circumstances, the Columbians were to say -'You must go on and
finish this railway according to the terms or take the alternative of
releasing us from the Confederation, I would-take the alternative.' "

I think, Sir, that that proves the statement I made on
the floor of this House, and if the hon. gentleman has no
more respect for treaty obligations than to say : "Let us
break our solennly-made compact and lot British Columbia
go; the treaty is not worth the paper it is written upon,"
ho may expect the people of British Columbia to be sut-
prised and grieved at the treatment she receives froin the
publie mon of Canada. If that should be the feeling of our
publie men generally with regard to the Province of Britiîh
Columbia, the people of that Province would feel that they
would rather be out of the Union ; but I have confidence'
that the present Dominion Government will carry out their
pledges to the Pacifie Province. It bas been stated in this
-House, but stated erroneously, that the country is going togive
$5,000,000 to the Syndicate. Is there any gentlemau'in
this Chamber or in this country who would pay even $i
per acre for the lands if the railway was not to be built?
It is the railway which will give value to the lands and by
the enhanced value of the lands and the increase of settle-
ment will be more than recouped for the expenditure
they are called upon to make.

An hon. MEMBER. Settle the lands with Chinese.

Mr. BUNSTER. I think I know more of the Chinese
than the bon. gentleman, and I can assure him that the
Chinese question will be the next great question teobe con-
sidered in this country. The lands will be enhanced in value,
so that the Government will in the long run bo the gainers;
for instead of the lands lying dormant and inhabited only by
the buffalo, the elk and the savage, they will ho populated with
settlers. We should endeavor to develope our country as the

Americans have, for their railway has crossed a desert
country which has been settled and developed, while our
lands are of a far botter character. But here is the policy
of the leader of the Opposition as proposed in an amend-
ment last Session :

" That all the words after 'That,' to the end of the question, be left
out, and the words 'the public interests require that the work of con-
structing the Pacific Railway in British Columbia should be postponed,'
inserted instead thereof."

Mr. BLAKE. Hear hear.
Mr. bUNSTER. That shows the good feeling which the

hon. gentleman bears towards British Columbia, and I am
not surprised that ho now says "hear hear." I have frequently
invited the hon. gentleman to come to our Province and see
for himself, instead of keeping up a hostile feeling towards it.
The hon. Minister of Railways stated at Montreal that the
bor. member for West Durham had offered a bait, $750,000
to British Columbia, and I was astonished that the hon.
gentleman hias not denied it. It seems to' me that the
American people have too much to say in the manage-
ment of our affairs. If we would manage our own
affairs instead of letting them get the start
of us, as they did with regard to the eNorthern
Pacifie Railway, it would be much better for uJ. I wish
to point out, however, the effoet of' the report that the
building f the Canadian Pacifie Railway was to kilt off
the Northérn Pacifie for a time. When the President and
Directors ot the latter road went to London to float their
bonds, the capitalists tsaid: "No; 1 he road will not pay and
we are going to support our own." The result was at that
time that they were ut able to float a dollar of their bonds.
But in 1873, wh-en the pre-ent GovernmenL was thrown
from power, thtun, through hostility toward the Canadin
Pacifie Railway by the Government which succeeded thern,
the Northern Pacifie began to pick up agan, and they are
now prosecuting work vigorously. If our road Lad boen
gone on with in 1S:73, the Northern Pacific would not have
been built for twenty yoars, and we would have had all the
cari ying trade from the Pacific to the ea t. The advantage
we have in the carrying trade between Asia and Liverpool'
is something like two days and nine hours, and by reason
of this advantage British merchants would patronize our
ioads rather than the American roads. I will now exhibit
to the House a smaîl globe for tho purpose of explaining
the advantage I have referred to. lion. gentlemen may
laugh as uch ashey please, but I want to demonstrate to
themn the advantage .Briti.h Columbia holds over the other
parts of the w'orld. Here we are right in the mddle of the
world, as far as commerce is concei ned. You can irt bore
from Vancouver's Island and go to any part of the world you
please. You go to England, and you go to one side of the
world; you go to Asia, and you go to another side of the
world, but at Vancouyer Island you are just in the centre
-of the world. Now the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Bllake) never took the trouble to inform himself
,opn the geography of Vancouver Island, otherwise
he would not be so severe towards it. The
hon. gentleman thinks that country is very inhospitable.
I want to show him one of our little cities that does not
look very inhospitable [The bon. gentleman exhibits a
plan of the city of Victoria.1 You will find just as happy
homes in that city as in any other place in the civilized world.
I dony that it is an inhospitable country. On the contrary,
it is a country of great and varied resources-and a perfect
paradise so far as regards the beauty of its scenery and the
salubrity and healthfulnessof-itsclimate. Now, Mr.Speaker,
it is a serionsmatter for us on Vancouver Island to be left out
of the scheme under consideration. I have a resolution on the
paplm. which I intend to move as a substantive motion; I do
not intend to move it as an amend ment because I would have
the Government against it. But ihope when the proper time
cornes the Government will see fit to remedy the injustice
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they have done to Vancouver Island. I cannot see why the in their entirety. The Carnarvon termis and the Islam
Goverument should bave left ont that Island in their ar- Rilway are not to be trifled with or sneered at. We.knoi
rangements with the Syndicate. They evidently do not that we have a treaty obligation, and we are botndfto>stiel
know the value of the land of that Island, where the mot to it. I will rend a little of what Lord Drnlerin state
people live, where,the largest amount of capital is invested, about our country when he visited our shore. I believe
and where there is the greatest amount of industry of any three Canadian statesmen have visited British Oulumbia
part of the Province. It is not fair that it should be left and reported upon it, but always adversely to Biitis
out, particularly when it po-sesses the best harbors on the Columbia; thinking that British Columbia had the best o
Pacifie coast north of San Francisco,and where lerMajesty's the bargain, they never took into conpideration the faot thal
naval authorities bave scen fit to make it their head station. the Dominion never paid one dollar for British Columbia
It is certainly not to ho despised on that account. No place We know that the senior member for Victoria boughî
is to ho despised where the flag of Britain floats. Ier Majesty's British Columbia witb the promise to build 'the railway.
squadron anchors in Esquimalt harbor because it is the best I would ask him if ho bas built that railway ? I believed
harbor on the coast. The bon. member for Victoria (Mr. if ho had remained in power in 1873, through the fertility
DeCosmos) has exhibited a map corroborating the conten- of bis brain he would have succeeded in building the rail-
tion that the Government is bound to respect the route laid way ; and since the right hon: gentleman has ascended the
down on that map, and bound to respect the Carnarvon throne again, I would like bim to explain wby he has s
Award which makes Esquimalt the terminus. The late neglected bis constituency as to lave Vancouver Island
Government, I believe, intended to carry out the Carnarvon ont of this contract. When the Dominion left him without
Award for the first year or two,until they were badly advised. his seat, Victoria paid him the handsomest tribute it could
The hon. member for Lambton transported 5,000 tons of steel by electing him. Has he paid Victoria a handsome tribute
rails to our shores with the intention of baving that road built. by building the road tothe Island? I claim that ho has not
Ile sent his Finance Minister to England to dispose of done us justice, but I live in hopes that he will do us
Canadian bonds, and mortgaged our country, and mortgaged justice still. I wouId like him to explain why the Vancouver
British Columbia too. And what is the consequence? lsland road was left out of the contract, wkren the Syndicate
Some $35,000,000 of bonds were sold at 92 cents on the people would have had the best of the bargain by under-
dollar, and to-day they are worth 104 cents, making a loss taking it, as they would have got to the ceal beda and the
to the Dominion ot $5,000,000, which would have built two good lands, as well as securèd a good harbor ? Suppose
railroads from Nanaimo to Esquimalt, and which would we adopted the doctrine of the hon. member for West Dur-
have made up all the difference between the new Syndicate ham, and built the road to the iRocky Mountains, of what
and the old Syndicale. British Columbia would be bad enongh use would it be? What national commerce would it com-
off nnder either Syndicate, but a great deal worse under the mand ? What Canadian would feel proud for having broken
new one. If some enterprising and enlightened individual a solemn contract with British Columbia? On the contrary,
proposod a Syndicate to build a road on Vancouver Island, and every patriotie Canadian will feel proud when the states-
if ho believed it genuine, I should be inclined to favor il, men of our country will vindicate the credit of the country
but there is nothing said about Vancouver Island. Noither by providing for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie
have the Government said what they intend to do with the Railway from Winnipegto Esquimalt. A great deal of the
lands on Vancouver Island, which they have reserved and hard feeling in British Columbia was owng to what is cal led
kept in their possession for railway purposes for the last the "Pacifie Scandal." We resented the bad faith exhibited
ton years. They have kept back that Province when by the late Governrment and the abuse we roceived from
Manitoba has been going ahead, and horeafter some person some members of that Government, wh-> called our country
mnay rise in this House and usk how it is that Manitoba is an inhospitable country, a sea of mountains, and an incubus
going ahead so fast when British Columbia is falling behind. on this great Dominion. We sent to England and got the
My answer would ho that it was because the lands in our Carnarvon award in 1874. But the late Government did
Province had been reserved by the Government They fot carry it out. Ilence tbey sent the Governor General
have made no provision for the disposal of the land. eut the-e. To do wbat? To hoodwink and soft-soap us;
They have land agents there, but if a settier applies to the but they could net do that. 0f the speech dalivered by
land office he can get no satisfaction whatever. It has Lord Dufferin ut Victoria I will read a few extracte:
been stated erroncously that we have no good land in cifis Excellency has intimated, before proceeding on bis voyage to the
British Columbia. I deny it-we have more land in Nortf-om Victoria, that on his return he would meet the varions
British Columbia than would be required to build the railway. committees who had attended hlm with addresses, and convey the
But let them build it where tbey please, and eventuplly they impressions formed in his mmd by the tour through the Province. As ittewaQ generally expected he would speak fully -on the. railway matter, and
will build the railway whore the good lands are, from thewuld perhaps anounce somespecifie policy ofthe Dominion Goverument,
nature of our climate immigrants will pour into Britisb the leading mon ofthe country made t a point to attend at Gvernment
Columbia. Our cattle winter out without shelter, as they can- tueon the mongfhltsetBritishenliveech.eox-
not do in Ontario, and that will be agreat inducement to the occupied two heursand a-quarter in its delivery. 1e said:
immigrants to go there and raise cattle. Last season we GENTLEMN,-Iamindeedveryglad to bave an oppertunity before
exported more lumber than in any previous ycar. There 1,itting British Columbia of thanking yen, through yen, the citizens of

- caable cnttngVctoria, not enly for thé general kindness and courtesy 1 have met withare two mills at Burrard Inlet capable of cutting 500,000 during my residence among you, but especially for the invitation te the
feet a day-; ther r is one large mill at Victoria, besides banquet with which yen proposed to have honored me. 1 regret that my
other mîils throughout the Province. Then last, but not engagements did not permit me te accept this additional proofofyourwe hve ur on cai mnes wlîch rodue aouthospitality; but my desire te see as much as possible of-the country sud
least, we have our own coal mines, which produce about my other engagements force me mt reluctantly tdeclinei al,
a thousand tons of coal per day, and when we take into however, have a final 0pportunity ofminglin- thyo
consideration that you have not provided for the construe- entertainient arrangedfor me ut Beacen Hill this afternoon, te whieh I

tiencf te Isandrnilay ad ths onnocing he Miriama looking f*orwarff with the greatest plesU. Perhaps, gentlemen, Ition of the Island railway and thus connecting the Mainland may be vermitted te take advantage of tus occasion to expi-ess te yen the
with the Island, we se that you have done a great injusticesatisfaction and enjoymet have derived fro my recent progres
to the road in supplying the iron horse with fuel. Allow through snch portions of the Province as I have been able te reach

me t tel th Geernmnt int heycannt inorethewithin the. short period left at nm ydisposa. I amnwelI aware 1 baveme to tell the Goverinment that they cannot ignore the 0 oJ.isted but a amail proportion eyor demains, and that there are
Carnarvon terms. The Carnarvon terms are in black and important centres of population frei which I have been kept aloof
white, and when the Local Legislature meet I shall be More especially have 1 te.regretniy ibity te reach Canb.o, the chief
surprised if they do not páss a resolution and send a thetre of the Young m industry, and the home of a cemiunityw'ith whose feelings, wishes snd sentiments it wonld have been very
delegate ta England to see that the terms are carried ot
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dint of considerable exertion, I bave traversed the entire coast of British
Columbia from its southern extremity to Alaska. I have penetrated to
the head of Bute Inlet. I have examined the Seymour Narrows, and the
other channels which intervene between the head of Bute inlet and
Vancouver Island.' "

I will not detain the House by reading the whole of the
speech. I merely want to show the hon. member for
West Durham that our country is not so inhospitable as
it is reported to be :

"0Of course, I well understand that the gravamen of the charge agains
the Canadian Government is that it bas failed to fulfil its treaty engage-
ments. Those engagements were embodied in a solemn agreement which
was ratified by the respective legislatures of the contracting parties, who
were at the time perfectly independent of each other, and I admit they
thus acquired all the characteristics of an international treaty. The
terms of that treaty were (to omit the minor items) that Canada under-
took to secure, within two years from the date of Union, the simultaneous
commencement at eitber end of a railway which was to connect the
seaboard of British Columbia with the railway system of the Dominion,
and that such railway should be completed within ten years from the date
of Union in 1871. We are now in 1876, five years have elapsed, and the
work of construction even at one end can be said to have only just begun.
Undoubtedly, under these circumstances, every one must allow that Canada
has failed to fulfil ber treaty obligations towards this province, but
unfortunately Canada bas been accused not only of failing to accomplish
her undertakings, but of what is a very different thing-a wilful breach
of faith in having neglected to do so."

He thon goes on to describe the treatment we have received
at the bands of Canada:

"It is quite true, in wbat I must admit to be a most generous spirit,
you intimated in various ways that you did not desire to hold Canada too
strictly to thE letter of lier engagements as to time. Your expectations
in this respect were by your late Lieutenant-Governor, Mr. Trutch, very
fairly and explicitly, though a very unfair use bas been made of his words,
and I have no doubt that if unforseen circumstances had not intervened
you would have exhibited as much patience as could have been expected
of you. But a serions crisis supervened in the political career of Canada.
Sir John A. Macdonald resigned office, and Mr. Mackenzie acceded to
power, and to all the responsibilities incurred by Canada in respect to
you and your Province. Now it is asserted, and I imagine with truth,
that Mr. Mackenzie and his political friends had always been opposed to
many portions of Canada's bargain with British Columbia. It therefore
came to be considered in this Province tbat the new Government was an
enemy to the Pacifie Railway. But I believe this to have been, and to
be, a complete misapprehension. I believe the Pacifie Railway bas no
better friend in Canada than Mr. Mackenzie, and that he was only
opposed to the time terms in the bargain, because lie believed them
impossible of accomplishment, and that a conscientious endeavor to fulfil
them would unnecessarily ruinously increase the financial expenditure of
the country, and in both these opinions Mr. Mackenzie was undoubtedly
rigbt. With the experience we now possess, and of course it is easy to
be wise aftei the event, no one would dream of saying that the railway
could bave been surveyed, located, and built within the period named. or
that a company wbo might undertake to build the line within that
period would not have required double and treble the bonus that would
have been sufficient had construction been arranged for at a more leisurely
rate; but surely it would be both ungenerous and unreasonable for
British Columbia to entertain any hostile feelings towards Mr. Mackenzie
on this account, nor is he to be blamed, in my opinion, if on entering
office in so unexpected a manner be took time to consider the course
which be would pursue in regard to his mode of dealing with a question
of such enormous importance."

These hon. gentlemen sent out Mr. Edgar to buy us off for
$75000. We do not make contracts to compromise then
afterwardsi. Some of our miners have taken that much gold
out of some of the "oseas of mountains " that have been
spoken of and carried it back to Ontario. Lord Dufferin
contiuued :

"The Province agreed to the Pacifie Railway being completed in
si\teen years from 1874, and to its being begun 'as soon as the surveys
shall have been completed, instead of a fixed date, while the Dominion
Government undertook to construct at once a railway from Esquimalt to
Nanaimo, to hurry forward the surveys with the utmost possible despatch
and as soon as construction should have begun, to spend two millions a
year in the prosecution of the work. I find that in this part of the world
these arrangements have come to be known as the 'Carnarvop Terms.'
It is a very convenient designation, and I arn quite content to adopt it on
condition, namely, that Lord Carnarvon is not to be saddled with any
original responsibility."

Was Lord Carnarvon not to be sa:ddle;d with the tb iginàl
responsibility? He certainly undertook it, and was Very
glad to try and adjust the differencest whith were carried
to the foot of the Throne. He saw plainly we had a ood
case, or he would not have undeïtakèn the a .bitrâtîô. Our
people and the Canadian Goveirninent accented hià award i

but the latter did not carry it out. They said: "Lot
British Columbia go, rather than we shall carry it out."
That was not treating British Columbia properly. If
British Columbia, as I said befôre, was nôt in the Union,
what would Canada be to-day.? She would be nothing.
There is a future before her now. Soven or eight years ago
Manitoba was not thought much of, but last year 1find that
four Ministers were only too glad to visit that Province on
a tour of inspection and observation. They never thought,
however, of coming to British Columbia. I am satisfied if
they had they would have quite a different impression of 'the
country from what they have to-day. We have only had
the ploasure of receiving one Minister, the Minister of Public
Works-that was in 1871, I think-but hoe isslow about
returning. There are several public works there that require
his attention; and if he were to pay us a visit, i am satisfiëd
the Vancouver Island Railway would receive more attentiòn
than it does at present. If the Leader of the Government
had forced this matter through the House instead of waitirïg
for weeks, hon. members would have been able to have
returned home much sooner.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I am afraid I would have
been so hospitably treated I would never have got back again.

Mr. BUNSTER. If the right hon. gentleman thinks he
would be inhospitably treated, ho is laboring under a great
error.

Sir OHIN A. MACDONALD. I did not say inhospitably,
I said hospitably.

Mr. BUNSTER. I apologize ; the word "inhosþitable"
is so often sounded in my ears that I cannot fôrget it. If
the leader of the Opposition does justice to Vancouver Island
I am satisfied he will be hospitably received. There are other
petitions from Vancouver Island, principally fromn ïny
constituents, endorsing the resolutions passed in Victoria.
These were passed because the people felt an injustice had
been done to the Island; and for fear that I might be accused
of not having done justice to the whole of the resolutions, I
will read the resolutions pas,-ed at a public meeting at
Victoria:

'' That while several of the eastern Provinces of the Dominion have
obtained better terms than those under which they confederated, the
western Province of British Columbia, under the Carnarvon settlement
(in the language of Lord Carnarvon) 'will receive considerably less than
was promised to her as the condition of entering the Dominion.'

" The first conditions of the said settlement, made in 1874, was the
construction of the railway from Esquimalt to Nanamio.

" That al hough the people of this Province were justified in expecting
the commencement of the Esquimalt-Nanaimo Railway in 1875, their
generous recognition ofthe embarrassed condition of the Dominion induced
them for years to refrain from emphatically insisting upon the immediate
constructibn of the railway.

'' That Lord Dufferin, in his official capacity of Governor General.of the
Dominion of Canada, in his speech delivered at Government House,
Victoria, September 20th, 1876, pledged his word for the good faith f the
Dominion to British Columbia, in the following impressive language : 'I
would sooner,' said his Lordship, 'eut my right hand off than utter a
single word that I do not know to be absolute truth. a • • Every
single item of the Carnarvon terms is at this moment in the course of
fulfillment."

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hoar, bear.
Mr. BUNSTER. Hon. members say, "hear, hear ;" but

those terms have not been carried out, either by the late or
the present Government. ' The resolution proceeds :

" That after five years of patient waiting, the only ac's of the Dominion
in 1880 at all bearing upon the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway, have
been the application to the Provincial Government for the conveyance to
the Dominion of an additional twenty-mile belt of land between Esquimalt
and Nanaimo, and the removal of the steel rails purchased for the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway from Nanaimo to near Yale, on the
Fraser Hiver, for the use of the Emory ear and Savona Ferry section of
the Uanadian Pacific hlailway on the mainland."

I question very much if the Government of the day have
given that serions attention which they should have done in
respect to the twenty-mile belt which has been reserved
sibce 1873 at their request, some of which are worth $1ï,060
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an acre. There is no poor land between Esquimalt and
Nnaimo which would not be useful for pastoral purposes,
and which was not worth more than 81 per acre, or more
than the prairie lands, because the railway would soon bring
them into the market. It goes on:

" That it is believed throughout the Dominion that arrangements have
been recently made with a Syndicate of capitalists for the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie railroad by 1890, which includes about 500
miles of railway known as the Lake Superior section, and includes the 70
miles of railway between Esquimalt and Nanaimo.

" That under the Carnavon settlement the first portion of railway to be
built was the Esquimalt and Nanaimo railway and the last the Lake
Superior section, which was postponed indefinitely until after the comple-
tion by 1890 of the railway between the Pacific seaboard and Lake
Superior.

"That it is evident that the Dominion of Canada bas notkept faith with
British Colambia in carrying out its railway obligations.

" That the inducement to British Columbia to confederate with the
Dominion of Canada was the railway agreement which held out the pro-
spect of rapidly opening up, settling and developing different portions of
this Province.

" That, in consequence of the default ofthe Dominion, Confederation has
inflicted irreparable injury upon Vancouver Island, a most important por-
tion of British Columbia. So far from inducing settlement it has pre-
vented it. From the 7th June, 1873 until now a belt of land along the
east coast of Vanconver Island, over 180 miles in len gth by 20 miles in
breadth, has been kept locked up by the Dominion, so that thousands who
intended to settle in this valuable portion of the Province have been
forced across the boundary into Washington Territory which, in conse-
quence, has largely increased in population since last census greatly at
the expense of British C olumbia.

" That although underthe ternsofrUnion British Columbia was allowed
to retain her own tariff until the date fixed for the completion of the Can-
adian Pacific Railway, she believing in the good faith of the Dominion as
regards its railway obligations, accepted the Dominion Tariff. By this
generous'act the amount of revenue paid by Bitish Columbia to the
Dominion since Confederation has exceeded the expenditure out of revenue
of the Dominion in British Columbia (much of which has been of no
benefit to this Province), so that British Columbia has been a financial
aid and not a burden to the Dominion.

" That in 1874. when the Carnarvon settlement w..s made, the customs
duties cQllected in British Columbia amounted to a 3,436. whilst in 1879
$517,261 were collected, although the railway construction had not been
commenced in the Province.

" Th it since Confederation over $50,000,000 have been borrowed by the
Dominion for public works and other purposes, and although British
Columbia has been made to pay more in proportion than her fair share of
interest thereon, no portion of the 50,000,000 las been expended by the
Dominion in British Colombia in carrying ont the Carnarvon terms.

" That the Dominion tariff, however benetcial it maybe to the Eastern
Provinces, is an injury to British Columbia, as it weis lhevily on the
great producing interests of the Province and has destroyed thle large
trade previously done by Victoria in British goods with the adjoining
states and territories of the United States, and bas failed to create or
encourage any new industry.

" That the only cumpensation possible for the many drawbacks of Con-
federation is, railway construction by the Dominion under the conditions
of the Carnarvon settlement, and unless the Dominion is prepared to carry
out the railway obligations with British Columbia.'the Province would
benefit largely by beng placed in the same position to the British Crown
as Newfoundland now occupies, having full eontrol of lier own resouces
and developments.t

The whole position bas been reversed. The rond from
E>quimalt to Nanaimo, which was to be built first, is not.
even included iu the Pacifie Railway contract. Some very
bad advice bas been given to the Government about the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo road. If the Government had
announcedthey were notgoing to build it, and had adopted
the declaration of the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake): "Let Vancouver Island go," and had said they
would repay damage done, nur people would probably have
taken it iuto consideration. But we have ruch faith in the
Govern ment. that we believe they wiIl do us justice. These
resolutions I have read were adopted by the people of that
section, because they believed injustice had been done them.
Both Victoria and Nanaimo, the two principal cities of the
Island, had adopted thein, and tbey had also been passed by
Sandwich and Cowichan, all of which were entrusted to me
to represent to the Government. And I hope the Govern-!
ment, will give their favorable consideration, and place the d
road in such a shape that it can be pushed to completion. i
I have seen a statement of facts and figures from ai!
responsible engineer in the Dominion, showing the diffe-
ence between Te propsition made by the late Government

Mr. BUNSTER.

to build the road-1 mean the road across the continent-
and that of the present Government. The proposal of the
Mackenzie Government was for $104,000,00, atbat of the
present Government for 578,000,000, showing a saving-of
$26,000,000, a very small portion of which would build the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway. I have sorne opinions
here of the press, copied into our own papers, and setting
forth the injustice done to Vancouver Island. For different
is the tone of the Montreal Gazette and the Toronto dMail.
The tirst-named journal saysf3

" The re'solutions (of the Victoria meeting) undoubtedly make ont a
very strong case, and they appeal. therefore, with much force to the
honor and good faith f the Dominion at large They afford anot'ter
illustration of the unfortunate legacy which Mr. Mackenzie's bungling
has brought upon the country. The Carnarvon terns are what are
insisted upon. These terms were agreed to by Mr. Mackenzie, and when ;
owinge to the vote in the Senate, lie was unable to carry out that portion
of them involving the construction of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo
Railway, lie offered three-quarters of a million dollars as compensation to
the Island for its disappointment, thus acknowledging in the most formal
manner, the claim which the island had to the construction of the
railway."

My hon. friend beside me asks what the Islaqd is good for ?
The Island is good for a great deal more than he has any
idea of; but we have treaty obligations with the Goverv-
ment to appeal to. But taking it lor granuted that the
Island is good for nothing, and that the railroad would not
pay, is that any reason why the railroad should not lbi
built ? No. Whv is it that British statesmen have always
got on so, much better than any others, and that Enzland
is to-day the "pawn-shop " of lie world ? BLeause the las
always carried out her obligations. That is vhy she
omnmands the commerce of the world. Therlîe is no rea-on

why Canada shoiild not similarly carry out her obligations
with Bitish Columbia. I will read the instructions that UMr.
M.ckenzie gave Mr. Edgar when he stnt -himn as agont to
British Columbia:

"(Confidential-Copy 3,494.)
"OTTAwA, February 19th, 1874.

"ffr. Mackenzie to Mi. Edgar.

"MY DEAR SIn,-In your conversations with leading men in and out
of the Government. in Columbia, it will be well to let them understand
that in proposing to take longer time than is provided in constructing the
railway, we are actuated solely by an urgent necessity. That we are as
anxious as possible to reach the object sought by all-the early construc-
tion of the road. * * *

" It will lie well not to confine yourself to the vicinity of the Govern-
ment offices or Victoria. but to cross to the mainland to meet with the
people at Westminster and other towns and villages on the lower reaches
of the Fraser.

" It may be that you will find there is a disposition manifested to
negotiate at Ottawa, in which case you will advise us of the existence of
such a desire.

" You will take special care not to admit in any way that we are bound
to build the railway to Esquimalt, or any other place on the Island; and
while you do i ot at all threaten not to build there, to let them understand
that this is wholly and purely a concession, and that its construction
must be contingent on a reasonable course being pursued regarding other
parts of the scheme."

L question very much if hoesbould have given any such
instruction te that agent, or have offered $750,000 to that
Province for the surrender of her rights. le had no authority
from Parliament to tamper with treaty obligations and
offer that amount to escape them. I will read some remarks
uîpon the -Union Pacifie Railroad from Crofatt's ".New
Overland Tourist," as iollows: -

" Though but little faith was at first felt in the successful completion
of this great railway, no one, at the present day, can fail to appreciate
the enterprise which characterized the progress and final completion of
this road, its immense value to the G overnment, our own people, and the
world at large.

" By the Act of 1862, the time for the completion of the road was
specified. The utmost limit was July 1, 187o.

" The first contract for construction was made in A ugust, 1861, but
various conflicting interests connected with the location of the line
delayed its pIogress. and it-was not until the 5th day of November, 1865,
that the ceremony of breaking ground was enacted at a point on the
Missouri tiver, near Omaha, Neb.

ihe enthusiast, Mr. train, in his speech on the occasion of-breaking
ground, said the road would be completed in five years. Old Fog could
not yet understand Young America, and, as usual, he was ridiculed for.
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the rmnark, classed as a dreamer and visionary enthusiast; the greater sight of Chinamen working ms servante for whitemen. I sep o f i aeoe eed a t yhe me rne would and the ronad that a new treaty bas been made between the United States

and China, by which China gives to the American Govern-
Now let us hope the same energy and spirit of progress ment the right to exclude these people from United States
will be manifested by the people of Canada in building ou territory, and I thiik our Government should imitate the
road across the continent in half the time fixed for it. The example of their noighbors in that respect,'and thus do jus-
same authority goes on to say : tiee to British Columbia and the Dominion. Having a rather

" Most Americans are familiar with the history of the road, yet but friendly feeling towards ,ny co-representative from British
few are aware of the vast amount of labor performed in obtaimng the Columbia the memberfor Yictoria (Sir John A. Macdonald)material with which to construct the first portion. There was no rail- or
road nearer Omaha than 150 miles eastwar , and over this space l the I would hope tbat that bon. gentleman would do Us justice
material purchsed iv the eastern cities had to be transported by freight. in respect to the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Branch. If he does
teaas atruminous prices. The laborers were, in mest cases, transported not I lear I shall have to tell his constituents when I returnto the railroad by the same route and means. Even the engine, of 70
hor.p power, which drives the machinery at the company's works at to British Columbia.
Omala, was conveyed in wagons from Des Moines, Iowa, that being the' Mr FISET. At this advanced stage of the discussion I
only available means of transportation a the time.

" Por fire hundred miles west of Omaha, the country was bare ef ad mitthat it is fatiguing for this honorable HouRe to be obliged
lumber save a limited supply of cottonwood on the islands in and along to listen to more speeches, especially when those speeches
the Platte River, wholly unfit for rail:oad purposes. East of the river, are not to throw any new light on the contract and thethe same aspect waa presented, so that the company were compelled to
puiehase ties cut in Michigan, Pennsylvania and New York, wbich cost, amendment now submitted. But some of our hon. opponents,
delivered at Omaha, $2,50 per tie." especially from the Province of Quebec, represent us under
Now the tics upon our road, instead of costing $2 50 per tic such false colors, with ideas so far removed from those we
will cost not more than 25 cents a tie-12½ cents as the really entertain; that we are obliged to defend ourselves,
original cost, and the balance for transportation. This, I unless we are wfling to admit by our silence that what they
maintain, is a most important element in the construction of said is true. Thus, from the fact that we demand that the
a road through a "sea of mountains " as it bas been called. offers of the new Syndicate should be taken into considera-
When you consider the great natural advantages which our tion, these gentlemen conclude that we are opposed to the
road will have over the A meican road in this and other construction of thp entire line of the Pacifie Railway, that
respects, I think you will come to the conclusion, that we want to favor American commerce at the expense of
instead of one road burdening the country, it will be the Canadian commerce, that we are wanting in patriotism,
means of making it the great country it is destined to be. and all that because the new company offers te construct
Alreadyan impetusjas been given totrade in this country by either the Sault Ste. Marie Braneb or the line te the north
the construction of the road, and in the long run the increase of Lake Superior, at the option of the Government. Can
in trado will more than pay for building it. The Govern- they thus act.towards us in good faith ? It is more than
ment will never leel that they have paid out a dollar, for doubtful. It is truc that we are in favor of the ,Sault Ste.
the $25,000,000 wilt roll into the Custom louse over and Marie Branch. Why ? Because, by means of this branch, in
over again, in the shape of duties, before the road is-com- three years we will have direct communication with the
pleted. Under the National Policy which the hon. North-West by availing ourselves of the navigation on Lake
inance Minister bas brought down, every man who buys a Superior; because in three years we will be able to divert

barrel of sugar will have to pay so much into tihe Pît>ie to the Canadian roads, the commerce of the western States;
Treasury, so with every mari who buys a blanket, so with because in three years our immigrants could go to the fertile
every man who buys a gallon of sp:rits, notwith.tanding the plains of the west by an all-Cinadian route, seci g that the
predilections of the hon. Finance Ministeir. AIl this which in igrants only arrive during the season of navigation.
we have heard about ths $25,000,000 and the 25,000,000 Such are the principal reasons that induce us to ask for the
acres of land is more political buncombe, contrary to the immediate construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. Is
spirit of the statesmen and the young Canadians of the day. it thence to be concluded that we are opposed to the building
Every young Canadian will feel proud of what the right hon. of the line to the north of Laike Superior? No; but seeing
member for Victor ia (Sir John A Maedonald has done for that the building of this line will take ten years, it is whilet
the country. Of course he left Victoria out in the cold, but if it is being built that we want the Sault Ste. Marie Branch.
ho is not going to bring her iii the people have theirremedy, And which of the two po.itical parties is now wanting in
and they will make their appeal with success if their patriotism ? Is.it the party that wishes to draw American
wants are not attended to on the floor of this House. They commerce here in three years, or is it the party that wants
will say to their representatives : "" Unless you do your to allow the Americans to coiftrol the trade of the Canadian
duty in this matter, you cannot come back." There is North-West during ten years ? Evidently on this occasion
another matter to which 1 shall advert briefly. Someyears we are more patriotic than our opponents; and that is not

ago I bronght up a resolution before this House to debar all. In the preamble of the Bill passed on the 14th of June,
Chinamen fron participating in the benefits of constructing 1872, to incorporate the Intercolonial Railway Company of
this road across the continent. If we had known when we Canada, we read as follows:-

joined the Union that these people were to receive such i"And whereas it is highly expedient thata great national inter-ooeanic
benefits from the building of this railway we would have raiîway, aided and subsidized by Parliament, should be ianaged, con-
bad a elause inserted in the articles of Confederation exclu- trolled and worked in the isterest of the Dominion, and as far as possible

ding them from any benefits arising from the construction by personswho are residents of Canada and subjects ofHer Majesty."
of the road and that for more reasons than one. TheA ittîe further on, at clause 17, wo again read
principal reason is that they are not settlers on the soi];
that they do not populate our country, and that "The election ofDirectors shal] be by ballot, ani the persons gu elected
white labor deteriorates by working alongside China-hail form the Board of Drectors; provided that tie President of tieCompany and a majerity of tise Directors shall resîde in Canada and be
men. I hope therefore the Government will 56e subjects ofHer Majesty."
lo it that they will be prohibited from working on
-the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway. They will I orcover, in the Act cf incorporation of the Canada
thus be able to sell the lands-for a great deal more morney. Pacifie Railway Company, assented Vo on the l4th Jane,
The question of the Chinese ever getting hold of portions of 1872, WO find the sanie woide:
our domain will yet be a serions one,if the evil is not p omptly IlProrided always tbat tie Presadent of tse Company and a majority
represseil nt its inception, and ose may yet contcmplate the of the rirectors reside in Canada ad are subjects of Her Majesty."
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What do we see to-day? On the one hand there is a Syndi. We learn that the contract has been given for $26,000,000
cate composed of honorable men, I have no doubt, but where and 25,000,000 acres of land, and until the 1OLh December,
are they from f Who are they ? Are they persons residing 1880, we are entirely ignorant of the sixty-4hree clauaes that
in Canada? Are they subjects of iler Majesty? Some are the contract contains, and which, besides the $25,000,000
Canadians, some are Americans, others are English, others and 25,000,000 acres of land, grant to the Syndicate
French, and the rest? Others could not be found ; but if 28,000,000 in work, without mentioning the extraordinary
Germans, Italians, Spanish, Russians; Chinese had presented privileges that are given to the Company. Why this silence,
themselves, provided they had ftunds, they would have been why this secrecy? If the contract was good, you shonld
accepted. This Syndicate is the Government's Syndicate; not have foared to make it known; it was, therefore, because
it 18 the Syndicate of the same men who, in the month of it was bad that yon kept it secret. And i is after having
June, 1872, said: "That this inter-ocean railway should arranged everything in the dark, after having prevented
be managed, conlrolled and worked as much as possible by by this'mineans any other company from making any offer
persons residing in Canada and subjects of Her Majosty, the whatever, what do they tell us: It is too late to receive this

resident of which Company and a majority of the Direc- new tender, when Parliament bas not yet come to a decision,
tors should reside in Canadaand be=subjectoflHer Majesty." and they add that, boing so late, it cannot be Felions. On
On the other band, here is a new Syndicate, composed like hearing bon. gentlemen opposite speak thus, I asked myself
the first, of honorable men; but on examining it closer, we whether these hon. mombers could be serions themselves in
are inclined to ask whether it is not the Syndicate that the putting forth such an opinion, and I humbly admit that with
Government wanted in 1872. Indeed, al the mombers of respect to this question I have doubts as to their sincerity.
this second Syndicate reside in Canada and are subjects ofHer What! here is a company that deposits $1,300,000 as security
Majesty. Why thon refuse to take their offer into consid- for their tender,~ and hon. gentlemen pretend to say that
eration ? That is what we will look into further on. But this tender is not serions ? The respectability of these
we see that the patriotism of hon. Ministers in 1872 is quite persons, their pecuniary resources, all that is admitted ;
different from the patriotism of to-day. In 1872 this road their respectability is unquestionable, their pecuniary
was only to be built by a Canadian company; to-day they means exceed those of the first Syndicate. What more is
want men of all nations, and the Syndicate is to have the required ? No, it is not the tender that is not serious, but
preference over an exclusively Canadian company, the those who pretend that it is not are not serious. It is said
members of which aie subjects of Her Majosty. Evi- that this offer is made merely to embarrass the Government.
dently, Sir, if we take the same ground that I admit th at sucb a tender, so much better than the first
our opponents take, it is they who are wanting in Syndicate's offer,made in good faith by honorable and we-altiy
patriotism and not us, who are fighting for the true men capable of carrying out the undertaking-I admit that
interest of the people. Why, thon, do they endeavor to such a tender is not calculated to put the G)vernment
represent us as enemies of the public wolfare, I will not say on a bed of roses, especially since the Government bas so
of the Church, although our opponents have found the means awkwardly committed themselves by accepting the extra-
o' bringing in the New Brunswick Sehcol question into this ordinary contract that we have been discussing since the
debate. Why do they try to make the country believe that we beginning of the Session. It is not now, however, that the
are in favor of American interests, rather than in favor of Government will find themselves the most embarrassed;
tnose of Canada, whon the contrary is the case? We their followers are well trained and they will go where their
admire the Americans, as do all the nations of the world, leader takes them. I do not say that as a reproaîch; we
but not to the extent of adopting their policy, as our have not the right to reproach them with their conauct;
opponents have done, and calling it "national." I have just everybody is free, thanks to our constitution; everybody is
stated,Sir, that the Government refuses to take the offer of the free to quote as he pleases; but we can say that on our side
new Syndicate into consideration; and what is the reason of that partizanship never prevailed over the interests of the
this refusal? Hon. members opposite pretend that this country. I very much doubt whother, on the presont
ofter comes too late; that it should have been made at the occasion, our hon. opponents can say as much. But it
time that the former Syndicate's offer was made; that, is when an account will bave to be rendered to the country
coming so late, it cannot be serious; that it is in order to for the fifteen or twenty millions that the Government will
embarrass the Government, &c. Let us see whether these have squandered, millions that they might have saved, but
objections are well grounded. Theofferof the new Syndicate which they preterred to sacrifice as a free gift to their
comes too late. Could it come sooner ? Three hon. Ministers Syndicate-it is then that the embarrassment will be at its
went to England; before they started did they make known height, and that hon. gentleman will have to go farther
the object of their voyage? Did -they ask for tenders for than British Columbia to get elected. Yes, Sir; by refnsing
the construction of part or the whole of the Canadian to take into consideration the offer of the new Syndicate,
Pacifie Railway? .No. If the Government wanted to have the Government refuse thereby to save the country a sum
tenders for the construction of the road, was it not their of at least fifteen millions. And in what a singular posi-
duty to ask for them before going to England ? And can tion will the Government find themselves if, on the day
we believe, for instance, that in the call .or tenders it had following the vote ratifying the contract passed with th.e
been stated that the Government would undertake to build firat Syndicate, the latter were to accept from the second
the portions of the road under contract, aTnd that no duties Syndicate the offer that the Government now refuses.
would be levied on the materials entering into the constrc- Before everything they are business mon; they have not
tion of the road; can we believe, I say, that the Government undertaken to carry out this contract merely to please the
would not bave received tenders more advantageous, Government, but in order to mak'e moriey. Finding a
than the terms entered into with the Syndicate? For perfectly responsible company rerdy to take the contract,
my part, I have no doubt about the matter, and theL by leaving them a net profit of over 815,000,000, and thatnew company that has just been formed is, for without their having doue a stroke of work, is it not natural
me, the strongest proof of t. After that, it is difficult to suppose that the first Syndicate will accept the new
to py those who come and tell ns: "We would company's offer ? There is nothing in the contract tobave preferred not to se such and such clauses in the prevent them from doing it. If they do not accept it it will
contract, but we were not the only contracting parties," be because they expect to realize even greater profits, gxd
But, far froni asking for tenders, the Government endeavor in the space or a few hours, ofa few days, the Government
to keep the transaction in the profoundest secrecy. Ho. will have run the risk of making the country les. this
Ministers come back, and what news do they brfng us?- enormens amoünt; and of seeing the Company whose offer

Mr. FIsET.
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*a&srfused taking possession of the contrac entered into for every dollar that British Columbia paid Quebee only
with the fLrst Syndieate. As I said in the beginning, I will paid $9.b5. Nova Seotia with ber population of 400,000,
not Aieuss at length the question now before us. I admit sixteen times thst of Britisth Columbia, imported merchan-
that this honorable House must be tired of the long speeches dizes to theamount of $6,828,733, upon which she paid duties
that have been made upon this subject, which I consider to the amouant of 81,183,492, or not quite three times as much
exhausted. For my part, I will content myself with these as British Columbia imported, and paid only $2.75 for every
few remarks, and I reaume my seat saying that I will vote dollar that British Columbia paid iuto the Treasury of-
for the'amendment moved by the hon. leader of the Opposi- Canada. New Brunswick, with a population of 350,000i, or
tion. fourteen times greater than British Columbia, imported to

Mr. McINNES. Mr. Speaker, I look upon the question the amount of $5,37o,022, upon whicb sho paid duties
before the Hlouse as one of the greatest importance to this to the amount of $',044,807. She imported only twice as
Dominion that has occupied the attention of Parliament for mach as British Columbia and paid only $2.03 for evey
the last ten years, or that is likely to engage the attention dollar paid by British Columbia. Prince Edward Lland,
of Parliament or the people of this country for many years to with a population of 125,000, or five times greater than that
come. The people have pronounced upon it in the general eleo. of British Columbia imported goods to the mount tf
tions of 1872, 1874 and 1878, and upon each of those ôccasions $910,987, upon which she paid duty to the amount of
the verdict bas been in favor of the construction of the Cana- 8206,445. She imported only a little over one-th ird as
dian Pacifie Railway. TheBillnow before the House.providing much as British Columbia with a population of only 25,000,
for the construction of this road by a Byndicate has been and only paid one dollar for every $2.50 that British
already s exhaustively discussed that I shall not dwell Columbia paid into the Treasury of Canada. With
upon it, for there is scarcely a school-boy throughout the a population of 60,000 or 70,000, three times greater
country who is not more or -less familiar with this ques- than that of British Columbia, Maritoba imported in the
tion. I shall confine myself chiefly to an endeavor to show same year $l,1ý#6,334 worth of goods, or considerably less
the House and the country that British Columbia is not the than one-half of the amount imported by British Columbia,
inhospitable country, the incubus and the excrescence that and only paid $271,235 in Customs duties. British Colun-
gentlemen on the Opposition benches in this House have bia it will be seen, imported nearly double the amount of
described it. I shall endeavor to show that British Columbia goods and paid more than twice the amount of revenue
has contributed more to the revenue of Canada then she paid by Manitoba and Prince Edward Island together,
has drawn from it I shall not draw upon my imagination with a combined population of nearly 200,000. Some
butshall gives figures from the Public Accounts and the hon. gentlemen may wonder at these statements, but
report of the Customs Department. In order to make the if they turn to the Public Accounts or the Trade Returns,
comparison I desire, I shall have to make an estimate of they will find that they are stritly correct. It will, there-
the existing population of the several Provinces. I will fore, be seen that of the 880,345,608 worth ofgoods imported
give Ontario a population of 2,000,000, Queboc 1,500,0900, into Canada during the year, British Columbia impored
Nova Scotia 400,000, Now Brunswick 350,000, Prince $2,476,900 worth or within a fraction of th of the whole;
Edward Island 125,000, Manitoba 60,000, and British of the $12,939,540 in Customs duties eollected in the entire
Columbia 25,000, making in al 4,460,000, and I Dominion, British Columbia paid within a fraction of 210 th
have every reason to believe the forthcoming of the whole. British Colun bia, with lier 25,000 people, or
census will show our population to exceed that number. T+Wof the entire population of Canada, paid 8 lor every
You will observe that I credit British Columbia with a 826 paid by the entire Dominion. The people of B;itish
population double that which the hon. leader of the Opposi- Columbia pay par capita n) loss than 82,), whoreas the
tion estimated it in that extraordinary speech that he balance of the country pays only a littlo over 83 per capita.
delivered here last year; extraordinary for its length; Or, to put it in a different form, one British Columbian is
extraordinary for its special 1leading, frombeginningtoend; worth to the Dominion exchequer six Prinve Edward
and extraordinary for its lack of patriotism. Ie only gave IslanIers, six Nova ScotianH, six Quebecers, or six
us 10,000, or 12,000 of population, but I will estimate it Ontarians-on the average six taxpayers in any of the
at double that number, in order to make his case better, and Eastern Provinces. If suchi is the case, with a popula-
mine-worse. I will take the Customs returnis as shown in tion of only 25.000, how much more might we nut
the report of 18479. I am sorry I have not a later one, reasonably expect to puy into the treasury of Canada
because it would show a much larger increase in the revenue of with the Canadian Pacifie Railway to attract a large
British Columbia. Inthatyear Ontario imported $34,260,205 population to develope the untold resources of that
worth of goods free and dutiable, upon which she paid Province. The Pacific Province with' a population of
$4,955,476. British Columbia, with her population of 25,000, 100.000,-which I do not think is an extravagant
Imported free and dutianle goods to the amount of $2,476,933, estimate of the population we are likely to have by 1891,
upon which she paid Customs duty to the amount of$516,216, wheri the Pacifie Railway is built,-British Columbia will
I may here remuark that for the year ending 30th of June, pay, even if she does not pay at a ratio equal to what she
1880, she paid $521,000; and for the year ending 30th of does-now. at least from 81,000,000 and 8 1,250,000 ofeustoms
lhst month, she paid $554,773. I find that last December and excise duties a year. I shall carry this illustration a
alone the -port of Victoria collected no less than little further, and give the total amount of goods that have
$50,317.57, or $20,000 more than the corresponding been imported and the duties paid thereon since 1871, when
month of 1879. It will, therefore, be seen that Ontario, with British Columbia became part of the Dominion :
ber population eighty times that of British Columbia, Âmount imported. Duty pald.
imported notquite fourteen times more dutiable and free goods
than British Columbia, and paid only nine and one-half times il 1872...... ....... $l,787O 302,47

more than British Columbia in revenues; or, to put it in"1874. . . 2,048,336 336,494
another form, British Coluinbia paid in Custom daties one " iô . ... 2,495,591 413,991

dollar for every $9.75 that Ontario paid. I fifd that the"1876........... 2,944.975 483,3,4
idW7 . ..... .... ...... 21166,793 40t,520

Prwince of Quebei imported the same year $29,172,722 1878...............2,216,073 426,126
worth of gooda, upon which she paid duties to the amount 1879.2,476,903 616,261

$4,783;2-9. She imported not quite the eleven and one-.MO7521,076
half time as Bitish Columbia, and paid only nine times as-
much revenue as British Columbia; or to be strictly accurate
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Although this appears to show our imports td be very large,
our exports from 1858, when the country was first set-
tied, have exceeded our exports by from a quarter to a
half million. In 1879 British Columbia imported six times
more per capita than Prince Edward Island, above three
times per capita more than Ontario, Nova Scotia or New
Brunswick, and considerably above twice per capita more
thvn Quebec or Manitoba. Lot us see what our exporte
have been as compared to the -other Provinces. I find
they were five times more per capita than those of Ontario
or Manitoba, and more than three times those of Quebec,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island.
As far as the excise duties are concerned, it is true we do
not pay in the same proportion, yet we paid more in 1879
than either Nova Scotia or Prince Edward Island. Hon.
gentlemen say, and very naturally, while you have paid
into the Dominion Treasury nearly $4,000,00), or over
$4,000,000, including this last year, you have extracted
fron it a good deal more than that. I am at a loss to know
in what way British Columbia has taken within 50- per
cent. of the amount she has paid into the Treasury out of it
-unless you charge the surveys of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway to her-and certainly I do not think
there is an hon. gentleman who would he so un-
fair as to make that charge solely against British
Columbia I do not wish to boast of the vast resources and
the great interest to the Dominion of British Columbia
being' a part o it, as some others that preceded me have
done, but it will bo admitted that the Dominion can never
be a perfect and consolidated nation unless it has an outlet
and an inlet on the Pacifie as well as on the Atlantic. I
contend, therefore, that the $2,00.1,000 for surveys in British
Columbia are certainly not a just and fair charge to be made
against that Province, and when you leave that out, there
is nothing but a few public buildings to represent the
expenditure of the Dominion there. When British Columbia.
became part of the Dominion in 1'7L. our tariff was
only 12½ per cent. In the agreement with British Colum-
bia it was left conditional with her to retain this tariff
or adopt that of Canada. The Legislature of British
Columbia, having confidence in the faith, integrity and
ability of' Canada to fulfil her obligations and to show her
willingness to bear a share of the extra taxation neeessary,
went to work and adopted the Canadian tariff. IntheSessional
Papers of 181, the liabilities of Canada was $115,492,000
which increased in nine year-1880 - to $183,774,753, an in-
crease of not less than $68,482,000, and the net debt from
$77,706,517 in 1871, to $147,484,070 in 1879. Now it must
be remember'eI that one of the principal clauses in
the terms of Union with British Columbia was that the road
should be built within ton years and commenced within two
years, and that the construction should commence simul-
taneously at both ends. Subsequently, it is true the late
Administration passed a resoluiion providing that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway should not ho constructed any
faster than the resources of the country would permit, and
that the British Cohimbia section in particular should not
be commenced if it necessitated increase of taxation. During.
these seven years, not only the national debt but the taxation
materially increased, yet the Government took shelter
behind this resolution to deprive British Columbia of what
she was justlv entitled to,-the commencement of railway
c>nstruction there some years ago. In this connection, the
bon. member for West Durham said the other dav that the
statement, that ho was in favor of abandoning British
Columbia, was not true ; that ho had never wanted anything
more than that British Columbia should ho reasonable in her
demands, that she should not demand that. the ruinous
terms be carried eut to the letter, but should ho content in
having the railway built in a reasonable time. ,I would
like to know what ho considers a reasonable delay. I
would lîke to know if the people of British Columbia have
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not been reasonable. I believe there is not a community
that would have so patiently borne with the insulta loibid
upon ber by the provoking poliey pursued by the mem
for West Durham and his former leader, during thiir five
years' tenure of oMice. Yet we are asked to .b reasonaNe
in our demands. I think there is not a Province
in the Dominion but would have taken a different
course from that of British Columbia, had it been
dealt with in the same manner. I speak for the district I
have the honor to represent, and the main land, as a whole,
in saying that fron the time it entered the Dominion tifllthe
present not an annexation sentiment bas been mooted, or a
resolution passed, not a meeting bas been called for that
purpose of embarrassing the previous or present Govern-
ments. If it was not that British Columbia was a remark-
ably healthy, strong, vigorous child, the life would have
been crushed out of ber long ago by the treatment of the
member for West Durham. If it had not been for ler great
recuperative powers, she woul'd have been crushed to death,
and the member for West Durham would have been placed
on his trial not only for assault and battery, but for infan-
ticide. I will refer bore to a few remarks made by the member
for Charlton two Sessions ago. When the National Policy
was under discussion ho made use of the following, in my
humble opinion, unparliamentary and unjustifiable lan-
guage:

"Who undertook the Prince Edward Island Railway, which involved
a large expenditure, and entailed an obligation against the Dominion of
C.anada ? No one but the hon. gentleman and his associates. Who under-
took the Nova Seotia and New Brunswick Railways, and also increased the
financial obligation of this country ? Who undertook the enlargement of
the St. Lawrence Canals, but his hon. friend and his associates ? Who
undertook the Welland Canal, but those hon. gentlemen ? Who undertook
the uhlic works at Ottawa, and the public buildings of the Dominion,
but his hon. friend and his associates? Who undertook the building of
the Pacific Railway, the most destructive and the most ruinous of all ?
Who undertook to fix upon tiiis Dominion that incubus of British Colum-
bia, that cancer, financially, of British Columbia, that was eating into
our vitals and entaîling a heavy financial burden upon the country for all
time to come ? Who undertook that, but the hon. Finance Minister and
his associates ?" -

I appeal to the House if that is the language we ought to
expect from an hon. gentleman hailing from a difforent
Province. What would be said of hon, gentlemen from
British Columbia if they used such vile language as that
towards the other Provinces? I hope that snch language
as that towards a sister Province will never hob hoard in
this House again. I beliove we are bore to legislate for the
whole Dominun and not fer. our own particular constitu-
encies or Provinces. We are bore to build up a great
nation, and unless the Canadian Pacific Railway is built,
and I believe it will be constructed, we can never expect
to have that great nation we so fondly look forward to, or
to build up a great British power on this continent, and
such without British Columbia would be incomplete. A few
evenings ago I was very much amazed to hear some remarks
that fell from the member for Central Huron (Sir Richard
Cartwright). In order to show how much the late Govern-
ment did to save the tax payers of the Dominion, he
referred to its abandôing the Bute Inlet route and adopting
that of Burrard Inlet, the one selected by the present Gov-
ernment. leow, aintead of such being the case, up to 1877
the hon. gentleman and his colleagues were strongly n
favor of the Bute Inlet route,. that was to costS20,000,000
extra, and we fînd- that the member for Lambton, in the
Session of 1879, admitted it to the lhon. Minîstor of Railways.
Ie used the following language, to be found on page 1904
of the Bansard for 1879,as follows:-

"From the head of Bute Iniet to Frederic Earbour is 51 miles, from
which, point to V-ancouver Island is 15 miles, over whicit an expeuasve
ferry would have to maintained. Now, Mr. Miarcu Smith dmitted
himselfbin his reports that fron Waddington Harbour te E uimait would
take 1000'o, including bridging, and we-know it Sn fot taketokm
ta froin S1,,OOom te $20 000,0 te cs ten.et the reMenero the
rQut1e, including ligia. '+'heie reasons seemed to me so concluive
agast the Bute Ilet route ,tat we could not for a moment heuitate,*ud
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I* "1sY-"tois to the Bouse that up to two years ago my mid was wholIy
bhused M favour of Bute Inlet. ' • • If the bon. gentleman is prooeeding
on the bypcthesis thatin Canada alone is there any land available, he wiU
find himself greatly mistaken. We have found it very difficult indeed in
Canada to promote settlement, even where the land was given away by
the Government. Itis still more difficult to send settlers to the fa-of
westera coun1, where they have the initial difficulties of a new country
to cotendwith not less in amount, though different in kind, than the
settlers of our own wooden districts. They have a long winter, absence of
lumber and building materials, and difficulties of transportation. We
muest, therefore, make up our minds, if we are to settle that country. that it
will be be done only at the expenditure of a large amount of mouey.to aid
settlers in gongin and giving them land free after they get in, That is
my convic on.

It was not until the late Governor General, Earl Dufferin,
honored us with a visit in 1876, that the late Government
turned their attention seriously in making surveys in the
Fraser Valley. Notwithstanding that my predecessor, and
the late member for Yale, op many occasions brought the
attention of this matter before theHouse, they lent a deaf ear
to it; and it was not till- the exorcise of influence of the late
Governor General that the late Goveiurnent thought fit to
order a survey of the Fraser Valley. The following year a
surveying force was placed there, and it was found beyond
a question thatthat route was the best in every sense of
the worcL Bo that the late Government need not take to
themselves any credit in that respect, for any credit that was
due was due to the late Governor General of Canada.
There is another subject of a local nature to which I now
wish to call the attention of the Minister of Railways, and
that is, that there is no fixed time given other than 1891 for
the construction of the Emory and Burrard Inlet section. I
believe that the Government will find it necessary to put
that section under contract at as early a day as possible, and
certainly not later than a year from next summer.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. McINNES. That "hear, hear " is I believe uttered

by an hon. gentleman who wished the work postponed until
he gets a seat on the Treasury Benches, but it is to behoped,
in thé interests of British Columbia, as well as of the
Dominion at large, that the hon gentlemen will long remain
on the benches he adorns so well and ably fills. My reasons
for urging that the section to which I refer should be
promptly put under contract is, that it will be impossible
to get supplies into the mountainous section of the road
between Jasper louse and Kamloops, unless the road is
extended to the seaboard. Some bon. gentlemen may have
the idea that the entire road can be constructed from the
east end. I entirely disagree with that opinion, because it
would be utterly impossible for the Syndicate to take their
supplies from the Atlantic up to the iRocky Mountains,
anything like as cheaply as from the Pacific. The cot would
be more than treble what it would be if they were landed at
Burrard Inlet and sent out by rail into the region of con-
struction. The Ondordonk contract is to be completed, I
believe, i-n 185. I therefore say it would bo the duty of the
Government to place the section I refer to under contract
in 1882, certainly not later than 1883, so that it might be
oompleted by the time of the completion of the Onderdonk
contract, so that the Syndicate would be able to get in their
supplies from tbe Pacifie to the Rocky Mountain section.
There is another reason for the early construction of that
section. A great many have the idea that that section of
the road will never pay. I have no hesitation in saying,
after considering the matter very carefully, that that section
of the road will pay almost equally with the prairie section,
for the follewing reasons: In the first place, withont the
construction of that section, we can never command the
Astictrade. la-the second place, the trade foral-distanceof
1,00 or 1,200 miles eat of the Pacifie Ocean-in fact right
inte ther centre of the prairies of the North-West-that
heaàûtfulwheat growing country will find its way down to
the:P.oite and not to t*ie Atlantiec The cars which eary ths
prodmwe wouW-haye fo return frights, or beasIfii and

valuable timber and lumber, our coal, fl-h, and mineral
producÏà. 1 believe that a large interprovincial trade will
arise between the North-West and our Province in this way.
The hon. Member for Vanc:uver (Mr. BuVster) referred te
lhe resolut'ons which were passed at a mass meeting held in
Victoria inDecember last. The 15th resolution reads:

" That the only compensation possible for the many drawbacks of Con-
federation is rilway construction by the Dominion under conditions of
the iCarnavon settlement, and unleus the Dominion is prepared to carry
out the railway obligations with British Columbia, the Province would
benefit largely by bemng placed in the same position to the British Crown
as Newfoundland now occupies,-having full control of her own resources
and developments."

I have -only to say that the people of Victoria have no
right to speak for the people of British Columbia as a whole,
and certainly not for the mainland of the Province. Tbey
certainly have no authority to do se. The mainland, as I
have already stated, never held a meeting censuring the
late Governmont even in those dark and gloomy days, when
everything appeared in confusion, when it was semi-
officially announced in the Gilobe in 1876 that the
Bute Inlet route was adopted. Even in those days
we did net pass resolutions that could be construed as
meaning secession or annexation, or anything approaching
eithor of these constitutional changes. When the people
of the mainland have a grievance, they will doubtless make
it known, but they have no sympathy whatever with the
resolutions passed at the Victoria meeting. I believe,
however, that the peoplo of the Island have a strong claim
on the Dominion Govornment for the construction of their
rond, and I have ne doubt that if they exer-
cise patience as we did, they will get the road.
Now, Sir, I will just call the attention of the House to a
couple of clauses in the political Syndicate, that was pre-
sented to the House a few days ago, the bogus Syndicate,
the counterfeit Syndicate-the political Syndicate, I think,
is perhaps the best name I can give it. I finrd that in the
21st clause it states that:

"lInthe eventof the Governmentdeciding to postpone orwithdraw from
the construction of the western section of the said Pacific Railway
extending from Kamloops to Port Moody, they shall be at liberty to do so,
and in that event, the Government shail not be bound to complete and
hand.over to the Company the said western section under the 6th and
7th clauses hereof."

Then again, I find in the 2nd clause:
In the event of the Government desiring to postpohne or withdraw

from construction by the Company hereunder the westerly portion of the
central section of said railway, being the westerly 450 miles thereof, as
mentioned in the 9th clause of this proposal, the Company offers to
reduce the subsidy in money and land by the amount apportioned to the
said westerly 45J miles of the central section under the said 9th clause
thereof-that is to say 4 5,400,000 and 6,750,000 acres of land."

Now, Sir,if that means anything, it means that if the present
Government and the present louse were foolish enough to
abandon the bargain they have made with the bona fide Syndi-
cate and accept the spurious one, theGovernmentwould have
no alternative but to place their rosignation in the hands of
the Governor General, and the hon. member for West
Durham would thon ascend the political throne of Canada.
He would go, no doubt, to the Governor General and say:
"1 have net a majority in this House, consequently I advise
you te dissolve the House and appeal to the country." The
hon. gentleman would hope through representations and
misrepresentations to attain te the Treasury benches. If
he and his friends were successful, what would be the
result? The hon. gentleman would say te this new
Syndicate: "We release you from that western section; we
release you from this 450 miles through the Rocky
Mountains; we release you from the Britisi Columbia
section "-the very course that the hon. gentleman recom-
mended last year, that is, trying te insert the thin end of
the wedge between the different Provinces of this Dominion
which bas already cost us so much to consolidate, and the
resuit would bç that the Doniioni 1 woid be dismembere4
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and fall back into the state in which it was in 1866. I consider
that if the hon. gentlemen who occupy the Treasury bènches,
to-day yielded for one moment to the sophistries of the hon.
mem ber for West Durham, they would not be worthy to
occupy the place they now hold. I have only tosay, in
corclusion, that I hope the hon. member for West Durham
will live long enough to go over the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way on British territory from here to the Pacifie, and I can
assure him that, whatever else we inay refuse him, we will
give him a welcome and a hospitality equal to anything he
would find in any other part of the Dominion. We will
extend to that hon. gentleman the right hand of fellowship,
and I am fully convirnced that when he niakes that visit he
will confess that his opposition to the construction of-the
Canadian Pacifie Railway was the greatest political blunder
of his life. But until he learns to treat every Province of
ihis Dominion with even-handed justice, and rise above
party, looking only to the interest of the whole country, I
hope he will long remain, Mr. Speaker, to occupy a seat on
vour left.

Mr. GILLMOR. Before I enter upon the question
under discussion L wish to correct an error I made in a few
remarks I delivered a few nights ago. I said then that two
papers published in New Brunswick, in the Conservative
interest, had published the great speech of the Minister of
Railways, but they had not published the contract. Since
then I have learned that one of those papers did publish the
contract on the 23rd of December, I take this first
opportunity to correct the error I then made. It was a
mistake I regret to have made. I would like also to refer
for a moment to the manrer in which this question bas been
diseussed. You have given, Mr. Speaker, a good deal of
latitude to this discussion. I do not object to thatat ail, but
the epithets which have been applied to the members of
the Opposition have been, some ot them, very offensive. I
took notes of the speeches, and I find these epithets thrown
across the House: "guilty traitors," "factions demagogues,"
"quibbling pettifoggers," ''proud of the audacity of their
trickery," "they hang their heads lu shame because
their leader bas so degraded the country," "unpatriotic and
disloyal," "a put up job," "an iucendiary fire," "conceived
without honor or honesty," "a fraud," "a villainous fraad,"
" outcast," "not fit for heaven." This is evidence rather
of a weak case. It occurs to me that hon. gentlemen having
so good a cause as they profess might discuss it without
descending to such language as this. On Friday evening
the hon. and venerable member for Glengarry (Mr.
MeLennan) undertook to read the Opposition a lecture and
to indulge in a little sarcasm. I thought he was going to
attempt to reply to the hon. member for North Brant (Mr,,
Flemming), and he did give a little attention to that hon.
member, while he devoted the rest of his remarks to ad-
vising the Liberal party as to the qualifications of their
leaders. We eannot expect perfection in any human
institution ; but I would like to inform that bon. gentleman
that one of the must important qualifications we require in
our leaders is purity of heart and life, and no man, however
exalted his talents or position, dan aspire to lead the
Liberal party unless he bas those qualifications in a very
high degree. With regard to the powers of intellect or
the ability of our leaders-and I am net here to flatter
them-the members of the Reform party will not follow
any man blindly. They cannot lead the Reform party
unles the Reform party believes their poliey to be boneficial
to the country. It is an evidence of the weakness of their
cause that hon, gentlemen opposite have taken up most of
their time by rehearsing the speeches made by the hon.
member for Norfolk, the hon. member fer Lambton ànd the
hon. and learned leader of the Opposition. This plan was
ad6pted in the first instance by the hon. Minister of Rail.
ways. On looking over his speech I find that ho queted
fifty-seven paragraphs from those speeches. The, speeches
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bave not been perused for the purpose of admiring
their gie, their eloquence, or their argument. They Lave
been eriticised for the purpose of finding out defect:and
blemishes. They have been read with -the instinct ofirdi
of preV, who'are above the earth and look down ón the
green~fields and Bowery meads, and all the beauty of the
landscape below, but a,e not attracted by anything beauti-
fu there. They have no taste for the beautiful. JBut if a
vulture can see a dead horse, if he can get his eye on carrion
of any kind, or on something that is corrupt. he wilLjonce
immediately to the earth and stick his bill in it. I wish to
make no comparisons, but if hon. gentlemen on the other
side want to Sfnd corruption they need not go far from
home. I was glad to hear my hon. friend the Finance
Minister speaking on this queslion. le onght to speak
on this question. He is the sole representative of
New Brnnswick in the Government. He bas been plaeod
there by the suffrage of the people. He is the arbiter of
the destinies of New Brunswick at present. He has not, it
is true, any more of a following now than he had when ho
led the people of his Province into the adoption of thegreat
Pacifie Railwav scheme. It is true he does not represent
the majority o~f the people, or the opinions or wishes of the
people of New Brunswick. Yet I had fain hope to hear him
undertake to prove that, in addition to all the other burdens
ho had heaped upon the people, this burden would be to their
advantage; that this additional debt of five or six millions
that is to be heaped on them i going to produce -some sort
of compensation. le failed ,in my opinion, to show any-
thing of the kind. I hope my hon. friend .will give a reas<n
why he shoèld not save to the people of New Brunswick at
least a million dollars between the two offers now before us.
I took some notes of the hon. gentleman's speech. First, he
says:

l We are bound to carry out the conditions entered into with British
Columbia."

Mr. Speaker, I have never hoard a member of the Reform
party dissent from that proposition. There was no
necessity of dealing with that question. It is a settled fact
that the Dominion of Canada have entered into an obliga-
tion to build the Pacifie Railway. The only question is as
to the time and the abilities of the Dominion to undertake
that work. That obligation is accepted by the leader and
all the members of the Opposition, and I have never heard
any intimation on. this aide of the House of a
desire or intention to repudiate it, because, how-
ever earnestly they may have reasoned against
that obligation, yet they regard it as imposed
upon this country by the gentlemen now on the
Treasury Benches. When they were defeated, and the
Reform..party camo in power, did the Reform party under-
take to ropudiate that obligation? As much as they dis-
approved of it, they never expressed a sentiment that could
be construed into a repudiation of it. The question they
asked themselves was, bow soon can we, with the resoureca
of this country, carry out in good faith our obligationswith
British Columbia ? Did not the hon. member for Lambton
do as mach in the five years of'his administration as hon.
gentlemen opposite would have done if they had been in
his place ? And have they not approved for the most part
of the manner in which he did bis work during that time?
The nearest approach to repudiation I bamoseeen was made
by the hon. Minister of Railways in a spech, a semai
portion of which I will take the liberty of reading. la a
speech made by that hon. gentleman in the Session of 1880,
he said

"Now, I think, we muet al admit that encoueive Goveramente muet

poush- for carrying ut the policy ef their predecesors. Iam satisled
we ail agree in the opnion that in is only ander the graveet cifecuns ances
that a new Admainistration ie in a positon te i~date. ifrImays syeli
ha-iengagements m retation, to a great publie question, tsoim t ief
prleeesors byre goapsitted ‡Ibe country uer te auhoi of ParIie.
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ment. But I qmte admit it was in the power of the hon. gentleman, who
wus 16yqa called upon to form an Administration; toesMy that since, lu
Pa Uowmmt, he am opposed the policy etattempting te construt the
t'anadian Pacie Railway, that he believed this country could not engag
in a work of such gigantic magnitude witbout seriously injuring te
fmancial position ofthe country-that, under those circumstances, he
must decline te hold himself responible for the'engagement into which his
redecesrs had entered. The on. gentleman hAd that course open to
M because, Parliament, having declared that the work should only be

constracted, provided a company could be found, aided to the extent
before stated, to accomplsh it as a prnvate undertaking, and the effort to
obtain the construction of the work under the tetms -anctioned by
Parliamnt having failed; it was open te him, I say, frankl.y te state te
the Ho , that he was unable te carryout the policy to which his prede-
ceser bied committed the c .untry. The hon. gentleman did not adopt
that cours."

I do not mean to say that that speech implies repudiation,
but it implied that under certain circumstances we might
repudiate the bargain. That was not the opinion of the
then Government. The Reform party, notwithstanding
their strong Opposition to the ruinous schome, have done
all that British Columbia could reasonably expect, all that
our resources could justify. If they have erred in one thing
it bas been going beyond the resources of the country; they
increased the public debt to an enormous extent, and
burdened the people by going on with the work, yet I do not
know how they could honorably or reasonably have avoided
it. The Finance Minister suid: "It is very strange that gen-
tlemen included in this new Syndicate, who were known to
be opposed to the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
are now willng to become parties to the contract." I know
of no reason why gentlemen having the disposition and
the ability to become parties to a contract to build the
Canadian Pacifie Railway should not do so, notwith-
standing in their opinion, the work in the public in-
terest should not be gone on .with. He says: "The
Reform Government should have gone on with the work in
1875, 1876 and 1877, during the great depression of trade,
andthus have preventedi the depression and ushered in
good times." I am not surprised to hear this from the
Finance Minister, whose political policy it is to brinrL about
good times, by getting the country into debt, by un ler-
taking a large amount of improductive work and incireaing
taxation. le says : "Leading Liberal papers were
encouraged to prejudice the case previous to the meeting of
Parliamnent, and before the contract was made known."
That is not my experience. I believe that leading Liberal
papers, in the Lower Provinces at least, were very careful
of what they said in reference to this contract before the
meeting of Parliament. They knew notbing of the details
and were nowhere prejudiced against the contract. He
said: "The new Syndicate had no intention of building
-any but the central section." If the hon. gentleman read the
offer and interprefed it correctly, he would sec that the
Syndicate agreed to build the whole section from end to
end. The alternative rests with the Government.
But ta whom is this proposition made ? It
is not made to the Reform Government, but to the gentle-
men now in power, who, under that new offer, have power
to compel the parties to build the road from end to end, as
in the contract under discussion. He says: IlThe country
finds great relief, now that it knows the extent of its
liabilities." There is uncortainty under this contract, with
regard to the extent of our liabilities. 'The Government
have become contractors with the Syndicate to build 706
miles of railways, and the Syndicate have contracted with
the Government to build the balance of the road. The
country knows what they agreed to give the Syndicate,
but does not know what it will have to pay for the
road te be built by the Government. He pretends
that lenders had been asked by the Government, that the
country wer e notified, and tenders could have been
received if presented. He gave as his reason for stating,
that they were prepared to receive tenders, that the leader
of the Government bad givçn notice to this effect in' hise

speech at Bath. Whoever beard of a notice being given to
the counritry ln that way, 'wheft great publie works w'eo
about to be let? That is net the way in whidh a Govern-
ment should proceed. If a lighthonse, or a post office, or
any public work is te be let, public Dotice is to be given
and tenders are not solicited in that way, I am sure the
country were entirely ignorant of the intention of the
Government to lot the work in this manner. Besaid :
" The old Syndicate could not abandon the eastern and
western section, but the new one could." The hon. gen-
tleman know8 very well the new Syndicate could not
abandon the eastern or western fRection. He said: "Any
proposal that falîs short of building from ocean
to ocean, I would not support." The new Syndi-
cate does not propose to do less than that.
Those lands, one-third to be granted under the Act of 1874,
were taken possession of by the Government for the purpose
of preventing their being held and being disposed of by a
monopoly. They desired to dispose of them as rapidly as
possibl, to prevent a company from holding them at tha
expense of the settlers, and of the Government lands. With
regard to the building of this great, and expensive, and
gigantic undertaking, I iwill state, not the policy and opinion
of the Reform Party, but simply my own. I think the
Dominioin bas done enough and beon liberal with regard to
thoir expenditure of the Pacific Railway, in the opening
up and making accessible lands for settlement in the JNorth-
West, and that they have gone to the extrenle of their
abilities in this matter. When they have completed the
sections of the railway under construction, they will have
spent for the railway $35,000,000; purchase of Hudson's
Bay Territory, $1,500,000; compensation to the Indians,
$600,000 per annum, which, if capitalized, makes the sum
equal to $15,000,1400; expenditure on Dominion lands,
Surveys, Mounted Police, Indian payments, Red River
expedition, and minor items, 81 ,183,uOU-Total$62,683,000.
This the people will have to expend to open up the
North-West, for those who are there, and those who may be
induced to go there in the future. I çontend that that
enormous sum is more than we could have been properly
called upon to expend for this object-that we have done
our whole duty to the North West in this respect. I would
not, if 1 had the power, bauild more than 50 or 100
miles a year of this road, just enough to keep in advance of
the settlements in the North-Wet. This is all we should
do, or are able to do without grinding down the enerLies of
the people who have to furnish this moncy. The roa from
Thunder Bay to Selkirk will be completed in a year or two,
when those who are too loyal to cross American territory to
get to our North-West will have seven months in the year
for the journey by a Canadian route; in addition we have the
Pembina Branch, and those who want to go to the North-
West, and are not so doubtful about their loyalty, or are afraid
to be weaned from it by travelling over American soil, can
go through the States and use that branch. I do not think
that the interests of the North-Westor the Dominion require
our proceeding faster with this work. We ought not to
forget the people who are str'uggling hard for a living
throughout the Dominion, the large majority of whom though
not in want are comparatively poor; these millions have littile
to expend over and above the payments for their necessary
wants. With regard to this great work there have been flive
distilet proposals. First, the Allan contract, which, with all its
defecTe, was preferable to the arrangement on the Table; next,
came the famous Mackenzie Act of 1874, under which no
offers were made or contracta given. The Government had
the alternative in that case of going on with the work them-
selves, and they did go on with it slowly, but as fast as the
interests of the country demanded, and its resources were
ju-tified, completing certain portions before they left office.
The next proposition was that of the present Minister of
Railways, to appropriate 100,00,000 acres fot the comple.
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tion of this-railway. That was a great scheme, and ho made hold a caucus and see what is te pay V" The doue.wM to
a great speech introducing it. We were led to believe Govern- psy, and ne pitch bot. And next day, let us Iok atthem.
ment would succeed; they were going to make a ce-'Young mou in te vigor ofyth, andgrey hairsof mge,
partnership with the British Government, and persuade with their hcals bowed h k ebuirushes; they pasied
them it was for our mutual advantage, and that our throngh those doors, they trailed along the coridos,
Government could find homes for their surplus population of throngh the lobbies-and up the stairs like slaves ebaiued te
the Mother Country in the North-West; our Ministers went their dungeens, cursing tho man who led thom to the¶r fate.
home and did their best but did not succeed, on their coming Tbey moy ted me that they approved of the tontraot; but
back we found the whole scheme had collapsed. The I know botter. They marcbed into room No. 29 te the,
Government then undertook this railway as a Government tune of the IDend March" in Sau?. Much as they eteen
work, and we were told that tenders had been received for the their gallant leader they wou]d rather have followed him
construction of 127 miles in the Rocky Mountains, proving to bis grave than to that caucus. Do you think they went
the Government had decided to proceed with it. That to glorîfy and laud and magnify the leader of the Gavern-
proposal was met by a motion of the leader of the ment on that occasion. By ne means; it took them a good
opposition, which was defeated, and the Government while beforo they began to magnify and glorify him.ie
went on with the construction of the road as a Govern- had to pass the magie wand a great many limes over
ment work. The next, last and Worst proposition that thoir heads boforé tbey woro recunciled. 1 can imagine
bas been made is the one now before Parliament. the bon. Minister of Railways being there to examine
With regard to this last and worst proposal ever made to them bofore they went eut. 1e said, "Show me your

Pariamnt wokno ltti abutit unti we camne bore on tongue " and he said te thern: "f course yen areParliament, we know little about itutlwP cmreeo
the 10th of December. All that we knew before Parlia- not dangerously ill; if you only hold your tonguo-keep
ment met was that25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of land quiet and be very careful, yen wiii pull lhrongh.
wore to be given to build the Pacie Railway. I froely To another: "Lot me feel your pulse; yen are cortainly a
admit that. that proposal struck me favorably, -and I solittie feverish, but you will be al right." Se they went eut,
expressed myself to my constituents. I consulted some of and they have since heen recovering, until new noarly the
those best qualified te give me advice on this matter, and last man has made up bis mmd te bew the knee te Baal and
they told me I could form no opinion about it until I had lot the ceuntry go te the dogs. The Ministcr of Railways
seen the terms and conditions, as overytbing dependéd on said that tho lino north of Lake Superier was necessary te
them. I came to Parliament impressed with the idea that the maintenance of British institutions in this country.
if they suited me, if I considered that they embodied the That is a peser; whon they cornete that, thero is ne
best means of building the road, I would vote for them meeting that argument. That hon.gentleman seems te bo
honestly and independently. They were laid on the Table superloyal. I do fot know inuch about hlm personally
of Parliament on the 10th ècember, fer, of course, they but. I fancy he is net mueb more'loyal thun other people,
could not be placed before us before that date, according te or that he la much more attached te British institutions. He
the opinion of one of the best parliamentarians in the is remarkably attached te Britisb institutions, when it suits
Dominion, the leader of the Government. The dignity bis purpose and political exigencies require it. , 1 warn
of Parliament, he told us, prevented him from my friends from Quebec te watcb the hon. gentleman. 'He
making known to the people the terms of the is se ilyal, I would net ho surprised if ho introduced a reselu.
coutract. Of course, I did not know much about this tien declaring that enly Angle-Saxon should be spoken bore.
question of the dignity of Parliament, but I could not see He is very loyal, when it may effect bis own purpeses. ie
how it could be offended in the least degree by taking the now wants te adept British institutions, and ho is se re-
poople into the confidence of the Government and letting markably loyal that he wishes peeple -te travol round
them know what terms and obligations the Government Lhe north shere of Lake Superior te reach bbe, North-West.
was imposing upon those who are the masters of Parlia- Hew did those hon. gentlemen deal with the question cf
ment and the Government, those at whose will the mem- leyalty and love of British institutions formorly? They
bers of the Government and of the House hold their seats. cendemned eue set eto British institutions. Tbey weru
The contract was placed before Parliament on the 10th of net loyal with regard te free brade. They did net
)ecember, and I know I am expressing the opinion of every desire te adopt British institutions ln that particular,

intelligent man on both sides who read the contract, when I and givo the people cheap bread. It was Canada fer
say that one and aIl condemned it. I think I am somnjudgo the Canadians thon, and they almost insulted Britalu and
of countenance, and can tel by a man's face when ho is British statesmen. They did net want te follow Britains
pleased and when ho is displeased-when ho is satisfied and good example and adopt their brade policy-tho best part of
when ho is disappointed. The firbt impression of every thoir institutions, that policy whicb weuld give the people
man when ho read the contract was against it, and as is cheap food and clothing- but they wanted te adept thl part
genorally the case, in matters of rigbt or wrong, the first of British policy which bas beon fixed upon tho British
impressions were the best. And if the friends of the Gov- constitution in ages past, and which was now shaking
ernment had stuck to their first ir.pressions, if they had Britain te its very centre. They desired te adopt that part
only been true to their honest conviction, they would have of the constitution which the best minds in Britain are
saved themselves many a sorrowful moment, and would have trying te reme; they wanted te tack that part of the
saved their country frorn burdens which this contract 'will British constitution on the constitution of this country. Lt
lay on it-burdens which will crush al down the ages tosuits bhe policy cf hou. gentlemen now te peint out British
its rain and destruction. I think my hon. triend from institutions which wo should adopt; but last year,
Niagara (Mr. Plumb) was about the only bright particular on inbroducing the National Policy, tbey pointed us te the
star-his face the only one which did not immediately go. United States for our institutions aud invited us te folew
under a cloud. Nothing the Government could do, could them. I bave ne patience'with that kind of sentiment;it
change the smiling face otheb hon. member for Niagarau des net ameunt te anythiug; isafelly ta talk about it
who seems always anointed with the oil of gladness. But With respect te this centract, I eau say iu aU eeriones
I knew by the fae9 s of other hon. gentlemen how they felt; that it was in the publie interest-that tenders should have
and I knew by the faces of the Government that they, too, been asked fbr the construction cf the Central Pacifie Rail.
were blue. And what was the remedy for the terrible shock way. The Governent owed that bo the tax-payers who will
whih hon. gentlemen received? A caucns was summoned and have te meet the expeues. Lt was thoir-daty under the
thewhips were told to give the order; " To-morrow we are toAct of 1874 that wa8 thon upo the Statute-book, becuo

Mr. GILLXoZ.
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an Att passed by Pârliament shonld not be violated by
the Gu¥rument, for it was plaeed there for a purpose, to
hae cated for tenders under that Act. 1 think they failed
very muich in their duty in not having observed the awabd
asd for tenders, so that the public and capitalists might

have known not only that ths Governonent wanted tenders,
but that they were to make oonceemions such as they
have made, secretly and clandestinely to this Syndicate, se
that all contractors might intelligently have sent in tenders.
Now, what are these enormous concessions made to the
Company ? The contractors have to select the choicest
landa. -The line is to be free from taxation for twenty
years or until settled. All the lands required
or stations and docks are a free gift in addition

to the land subsidy. The material for the construction of
the read is to be admitted duty free. Should the Company
choose Indian lands, the Government have to extinguish the
title. The Company may to some extent change the route
of the roa i, taking it even further down to that terrible
parallel, forty-nine. The right of way and road-bed are
given free to the Company. The railway and ail property
of the Comp:ny will be free from taxation for ever. The
Company have the right to construct ail branch lines, and
the Government must give the road-bed and ail lands
required by the Syndicate for building ground, yard, etc.
For twenty years the (overnment shall not charter com-
panies to construct ils lines within fifteen miles of the

undary line, except such ines as shall run south-west or
west of south. This is a very objectionable feature in the
contract. I cannot ronceive why the people of the North-
West should be prohibited from associating with the people
on the south side of the boundary lins. Who are
they ? Are they Hottentots, savages, or cannibals,
a race with whom it would b dangerouVs to
associate. No; they are English, Irish, Scotch, French and
Canadians, of the same flesh and blood, and speaking the
same language as ouirselves. If it is to the interest of
ths people of the North-West to associate with those across
the line, why should we prevent them by law ? If it is to
their interest to build a railwfay south of the point specified,
why should we legislate tnat for 20 years no such road
shall be built, except by the Syndicate. No other lins
should go there, according to the Government's proposal,
however much the commercial condition requires it. The
Government had inaugural ed a policy which cannot succeed.
You may make laws to that effect, but you cannot overturn
the laws of commerce, ani of nature, and the laws of God.
You venture upon a policy that, instead of porpetuating
British institutione in Canada, will have the effectof making
the people dissatisfied, driving them from the country, and
producing confusion and anarchy in the future. You played
upon the loyalty of the people, you played upon their preju-
dices, till yoe carried out your purposes. I arn astonished
that in this enlightened age, among people so intelligent as
ours, you should have ventured in this nineteenth century to
enter into such a policy as you now propose. It will be a
signal failure, and the dissatisfaction and evil that will
fohlow will not tend to make the people loyal. The policy
of the present Government has been to prevent us from
doing that which it was our interest to do. They have under-
taken to do away with ail natural law, to make us go the
longest way round, to make us travel as far as they can to
get to any part of the Dominion, to make us trade with
people that it is contrary to our interest to trade with,
sud they tax us if we go wbere it is our interest to trade.
They are acting contrary to ail reason, to ail common sense,
and contrary to sound political principle. Coming back to
this Syndicate bargain, I find that the lth clause
provides that he property of the Company, the road
and lands, are to be freed from municipal, provincial, and
Dominion taxation for ever. I need not comment upon
that> it speakq foriteself. It is the most absurd thing that

could have been imagined. In fact, none of theese propositions
could have been thoughtof by the Gomrnment ; they nmet
have been suggested one and al by ho Syndicate, ad the
Government did not resist them. -Forsonereasons of which
I cannot conceive the Government yielded ail these oee.
sions: the Gorernment must construot the im from Thunder
Bay to Selkirk, from Kamloops to Yale, fron if ade to Port
Moody, more than 700 miles of the hardest part of Vhsline,
and hand it over to this Syndicate for ever. ýThai. getting
this Pacific Railway built1 with a vengeance. That is-gwing
the road to a 0ompany by contract with a vengeance. The
Government have got ten years.to do it in and theeopk
that were to be delivered from corruption by the Govera.
mont giving the work to a Company have got to suffer for
ton years longer. If it s expensivefor the Government to
build the railways, the poople have gotto bear thatexpens
for ten years longer. As long as the Syndicate works at it
the Government work at it. They are in partnership.
They have entered into partnership, not only to build the
Pacifie Railway, but to take charge of this country in the
future. What the Goverinment cannot do the Syndicat.
will help thein to do, and what the Syndieate wantis
the Government can help them to it. This superloyal
Government-what have they doue now? They have
allowed the Company to fix thoir head offices either in the
Dominion of Canada or in the United States. That is Canald
foi the Canadians ! The whole lenîgth of this road fiînd to
be 2,689 mils. The Govern ment are to build 704 mides at
an estimated cost of $15.369,000. The Company are to
bauild 1,985 miles which, according to Mr. Floning's.estimat,
will cost $48,500,000. The Government subsidy to this
Company is $25,000,000 in cash, 825,000,000 acres of land,
and it is certainly not an over-estimate to call the lad
worth $2 an acre. The land and cash subsidy, thon, would
make 875.000,000 which the Government propose to give
to the Syndicate to build a road which their own engineer
eetimated would cost $48,500,000. Take $18,500,000 trom
$75,000,000 and it leaves $26,500,000 that you propose to
give the Syndicate more than the Government engineer
estimated this work would cost. I have never heard the
Governmont explain, nor any of their supporters explain,
how they can justify giving the Company $26,500,000snore
than their Engineer bas estimated that that 1,985 miles were
going to cost. I do not know how they are going to
satisfy the people. They go back and tell us that the Act
of 1874 w'uld have given more under the Allan contract.
We have nothing to do with what is passeod. No one ever
undertook to build the road under that Act. But how did
the hon. gentlemen opposite reconcile with their duty the
fact of;giving so mach more for the construction of this
road than the estimated cost of it ? Of course tbey will
hand this all over in ton years to the Syndicate to be theirs
in fee simple for ever. But tho most remarikable thing In
this whole contract is the 5th clause. Thlat is more unac-
countable than any other feature of it. It refers to
the 100 mile section west of Winnipeg. This 100,mile section west of Selkirk was commnced as a
Government work, and the contract was for $6,000 a mile,
exclusive of rails, making the cost $600,000; tie rails would
cost 8300,000; so that if the Governmont had gone on and
constructed that 100 miles as a Government work, its total
cost would have been $900,000. Why did they not go on
and construct that, as they did the British Columbia and
Thunder Bay sections, and hand it over to the Syndicate?
Why did they adopt another plan with regard to this parti-
cular 100 miles ? That section, I believe, is now eompleted
for some 60 or 70 miles, and the wbole could be complated
very enrly next season. The Govern ment not only propose
to oemptete it at a cost of $900,000, but to give the Company
a subeidy of $10,000 a mile for this very section, whioh is
equal Vo $1,000,000, as well as 1,250,000 acres whiohi are
there worth at least 85 an acre, or 86,250,000 oner
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words, they give the Company $7,250,000, and they
take back 8900,000 for what they ex pended on the road,
leaving a clear balance in favor of-the Syndicate of
86,250,000. This is, to my mind, one of the most remark.
able features of this contract, and one which I bave never
heard explained by the Government. I think the Dominion
of Canada bas contributed very liberally towards the
intereste of the settlere in the North-West. When we
consider the trials and hardships endured by the pioncer
settlers of the older Provinces, we must. I think, conolade
that the Dominion has donc ail for the North-West they are
entitled to do. We are spending al] we can grind ont of the
people for this North-West, and 1 hope the people of the
North-West will repay the Dominion to some extent for
what it bas done. But if this contract is passed, they will
be crippled, burdened and oppressed-they will be unable
to support themselves, to say nothing of making
any return for the millions we have expended
in order to help them. Our debt bas been
increasing enormously. It has increased from *77,500,000
in 1871 to $147,000,000,1879, nearly double. We are dealing
in such large figures that it is almost impossible to realize
their full import. With regard to this idea of millions, I will
read a short article from one of our papers published in St.
John:

" The Conservative press treat the giving away of 25,000,000 acres of
land in the North-West as a very smail matter ; they bave grown so
accustomed to talk in millions that their sense of proportion bas become
quite lost. They do not realize what 25,000,000 acres of selected land really
means. That is a larger piece of territory than the cultivated area of
England. After twothousand years of tillage the whole cultivated area
of England is but 24,596,266 acres, including lands in pasture as well as
under crop, or more than 400,000 acres less than the Syndicate are to
receive.

rThe whole cultivated area ofIreland, including permanent pasture, is
but 15,337,856 acres, or nearly 10,000,000 acres less than the enormous land
grant which the Syndicate are to receive for building the Pacific Railway.

" The whole cultivated area of Scotland is 4,738,127 acres, or less than
one-fifth of the Syndicate's land grant. In fact, the whole area of Scot-
land, including islands, rocks, mountains and moors, is 5,500,000 acres
less than the Syndicate's land grant.

'According to the last census the total area of improved land in Canada
was as follows

Acres.
..tar.o............. 8,833,626

Quebec ..... ...... .......... ...... 5,703,944
New Brunswick ............... 1,171,157
Nova Scotia............ .........-............ .... ............ 1,627,091
P. E. Island ............................................ 445,103

17,780,921
1 The Syndicate's land grant will therefore be upwards of 7,000,000 acres

larger than the whole cultivated area of the Dominion in 1871, and even,
after making a large allowance for increase since the last census, much
larger than its present cultivated area; and yet Sir Charles thinks that
any one who objects to him giving away to railway monopolists a territory
fifteen times as large as all e cultivated land in hie native Province, is
only indulging in paste-board indignation.'

" To carry thbe comparison a little further : in 1870, the last census of
which we bave complete returna the acreage of improved land in the six
New England States was as follows -

Acres.
Maine......... ......... . .... .... 2,917,793
New Hampshire ................ 2,334.487
Vermont .. ............. .... .... ... ........ ........ 3,073,257
Massachusetts......................................................... 1,736,221
Connecticut............ .................. .. 1,646,752
Rhode lsland.......... .. 289,030

11,997,540
"It will be seen from the above statement that the improved area of the.

six New England States combined is considerably less than one-half the
aise of the Syndicate's enormous land grant. As a matter of fact there is
not a State in the Union with as large an area of improved land as th e
Syndiete's land grant. The improved acreage of the six largest States
in the Union was as follows at the last census :-

Acres.
Illinois.......................... ........... 39,5
New York... ..................... 27,206
Ohio1491..
Pennsylvania ..................... ... ......... ,9615,1042720

Iowa 9,396,467 1
Mr. Gtxn

"It follows then from the above that the Syndicate's land grant is more
tban twice as large as the improved -acreage of either Penusylvania,
Indiana, or Iowa, nearly 10,000,000 acres larger than the improved area
of.the great State of New York, and upwards of 5,000,000 acres in excess
of the area of the first agricultural state in the Union, Illinos. Thes are
figures worth pondering over by all true Canadians, notwithstanding Sir
Charles' sneers and Sir John s eager baste to hand over to private
parties and place beyond the reach of taxation a tract of fertile territory
larger than the cultivated area of bis native country and his adopted
country combined,"
The Government purpose to take over $100,000,000 for the
behefit of no class of the people, but solely for the benefit of
the Syndicate. We are expending thcso vast snme
for a people who do not now exist. If emigration
does not come in any more rapidly than at present
we are making an expenditure far in advance of our
resouices. Now I would just say, that the Opposition are
not responsible for this new offer. It is not made to the
Opposition, but made to the Government, although hon.
gentlemen opposite take it for granted that if we
were to go to the country the new' documents
would be placed before a Reform Government after
the elections. Why suppose that if we went
to the country that a Liberal (overnment must ofnecessity
come in. If you have the people with you'what noed you
fear. You admit by that argument if you go to the
country you are sure of defeat. If it is a choice botween
those two offers there is no comparison between them. I
believe the gentlemen of the second Syndica'e are unworthy
of the political motive attributed to them. I have it from
the lips oftan important mem ber of that Syndicate, from
my owc Province, that he knew nothing about the matter
until he took up the paper. -He telegraphed at once to Sir
Wm. Howland to count him in. He could, he said, build
the prairie section for less than $8,000 a mile. IIe believed
a road could bo built on the prairie for $8,003 a mile. He
was aware a road was nearly completad from St. John to St.
Stephen in New Brunswick, throurh a difficult counîtry,
which would not cost more than $ .0,000 a mile. That gentle-
man told me also he would have no hesitation in making a road
very much cheaper than that proposed by the last offer. Had
he been present he would have undertaken to build the road
for $20,000,000 and 20,00f,1000 acres of land. This contract
was made entioely without the authority of the law. The
only Act under which this work could be done was that of
1874; but it gave no authority to the Government to bind
thiscountry to complete 706 miles of road in ton years, which
would cost the country nearly $53,000,000, and hand it over
to the Syndicate. The Act of 1874 only authorizod the Gov-
ernment to give a company bl0,000 a mile, or 82j,000,000,
without making any exemptions from duty or taxation, or
giving of the concessions which make this con tract so ruinous
to the country. That Act did not prevent other companies
from building railways wherever and whenever they please.
The result at present is a foregane conclusion. The hon.
gentlemen opposite have one after another fallen into line.
They have made up their minds to sacrifice this couhntry
and to stiflie their convictions. I cannot understand, how
in this free country with its religious and -educational
advantages, and freedom of thought and action, hon. gente-
men could, in this age of the world, make up their minds to
adopt this contract. I can understand how'the heathen in
in bis blindness bows down to wood and atone, and how the
swarthy Hindoos, in order to appease their imaginary gods
andsatisfy a guilty conscience, can cast their infants to the
cruel jaws of the monsters of the deep. I can understand
how the heathen can prostrate themselves before the car of
Juggernaut; but I cannot understand how men in Canala,
this free land, can sacrifice not only their convictions, not
only their judgments, but can sacrifice the millions of the
people in this Dominion, and the interest of the country, to
support a Government that bas illegally brought before th€i
country a contract ruinous to the best interest of the peeple,
and which will in the end ruin the men who adopt it.
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Mr. ELLIOTT. Mr. Speaker, the ,subject now under

discussion by this louse is admitted to be, .by both polieal
psr#e, of the utmost importance to the wetlfr. and
prosperity of this Dominion. It is a subject the vast
importanceof which cannot be estimated, hence thinecessity
for the most creful consideration is apparent to every one.
of qa, Now, this great work-the building of the Canadian
Paeific RaiIway-being as it s a great national work, and
one of which the hon. the ex-Premier very propet ly said:
" The Government is morally as well as legally bound to con-
struot," should be viewed apart altogether from mere party
feeling. If this work is necessary to the building up and con
solidating this wide Dominion ofUours-and it ài admiitted to be
such by hon. muembers on each side-then no m'atter which
party submits a measure for performing and carrying out the
same, it should have the cordial and hearty support of all hon.
members, in so far as the same is consistent, and in the in -
terests of the country at large. It has long been a recog-
nized fact, that the building of this road is a necessity which
cannot be gaùisaied. lere we have a vast Dominion, made
up of a conifedera'ion of different Provinces, reaching from
ocean to ocean, a distance of 4,000 miles, and theonly means
of communication at present between the eastern and west-
ern portions is for the most part .through a foreign country,
If we wish to bring into use the vast extent of rich
and fertile lands situated in the North-West, and to.
give them a real instead of a more nominal value, the only
way to do so is by building this or some such contemplated
railway, and so supply a means of advancing settiement.
The only question, therefore, is the course to be pursued in
the construction of such a road, whether it shall be done by
the Gover'nment or by a private company. Now, I think
all hon. members will agrece with me, withoat questenl
when I say that it bas been demonstrated, time and again,
that a private coipany cari construct a railway far cheaper
than can be done by a Government ; therefore the course
adopted forybuilding this great Canadian highway by the-
present Governmenit should meet with the approbation of
every bon. meniber who bas the good of the country at
heart, and not only that of party. The Government, in
giving the construction of ihis line to a Syndicate, relieved
itself of vast responsibilities, yet retains to itself the con-
trolling influence, and is only following in principle that
course which it proposed in 1873, and which was insuccess-
fully proposed by the late Government under hon. Mr.
Mackenzie in 1876. In 1673, tbe then Government under
Sir John Macdonald, proposed to build the Une through a
eompany, of which Sir Hugh Allan was the President,
by paying a cash subsidy of $30,00u,000 and 50,0»,000
acres of land. This seheme unforturnately fell through.
I say unfortunately, because had such scheme beel
caried on, we should by this time, according to the charter,
have had the road nearly complete 1. In 1876 the ex-Premier,
under the Railway Act of 1i4, advertised for a company to
build the road, proposing to pay $10,000 cash, and 20,00
acres of land per mile, making approximately #27.000,000
cash and 54,000,000 acres qf land; and in addition, to pay
four per cent for 25 years on the cost above$t0,000 per mile.
To this propoial no company was found willing to concede.
In 1879 Parliament passed an Act setting aside 100,000,000
acres of land; from the proceeds of the sale of which the
present Government was to have construction performed.
From this Act the present proposed contract now before the
Ilouse originated.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I rise to a point of order.
I see that some bon gentlemen are indulging in the habit
of threwing papers in the House. That is a eustom which
mýwt be put down. lu England, if such conduet were car-
ried on in the presence of the Speaker, not only would the
offepding member be compelled to remove friom theB ouse,
but le would be named by the Speaker, and would likely b
aed £100.

8S

* Mr. McONNELL (Inverneess. I wwih to point
opt t.kat while an hon. member on this aide of the Hlouse
was speaking there was not a single renontrance froma the
hop gentleman when some hu. members were ating in
the ame way.

Sir JOHN A. GMACDONALD. I do not alude to hê.
members on either ide. I do not care who they are who
indalge in'the habit; it is a mest reprehensible one.

Mr. ELLIOTT. 'Now, Mr. Speaker, bcfore going 1týtto
the details -of this contract, I would like to briefly Contrast'
thopresent achème with those before propdsd4, but in order
to arrive at any i átisfatory conclusion it is3 necssary to
sa a few words in respect to the value to be placed 4n the'
land. 1kt bas béen very variously estimated to be wordith
fromj nil to $4 and 85 pur acre; indeed, it bas bpen argued
by members i' the Opprsition, that the m,'ney roalised
from the sale would hardly cover the expense of settling ;
and further still, that they could not be given away; yot
now what do we find? Hon. nembors opposite placing
therm from 32.00 to 84.00 por acre. What, mway I
ask, has given them the incentive, and caused them
during the last few years to suddenly spring up froin nothing
to the higher value' Certainly nothing performed by my
hon.'friends opposite; it must be, therefore, the contemplated
construction of the road by the present company; for
eertainly the lands in 1878, without a road, were worih
just as much as the same lands without a road are in 1881.
If sudih be not the case, I cai only account for the incroased
value put 1upon them in the fact that hon. members in Opposi-
tion are beginning to awaken to the knowledge that the
"bright side of the shield " has at last been turned upon
them. Now, the higher the value placed upon them (and
we must reéolect that the hon. members opposite have not
shown us that they are more valuable now t han under thoir
administration) the greater will the contr:fst bo between
the contract now before the House, and that proposed by
the Mackenzie Government. Now, let us take. in thus
contracting, the value put upon them by the e x-Premier in
1878; viz., $1 per acre. Thilis will make the proposal in
1873 to equal:

Cash Subsidy ....... .......................... ....... $ 30,000,000
59,000,000 acres at $1 per acre...... ............ 50,000,000

$ 80,000,000

The proposed scheme of ex-Premier Mackenzie :
Cash Subsidy. .... ý ................. $ 27,000,000
54,000,000acres at $lper acre .. ~........... . 54,000
Interest 4'er cent. for 25years on cost above $1Ol0.30

per mile-. ........................ ..... 40,000,000

$121,000,000
The proposed contract now under discussion :

Cash Bubsidy ...... ...... ........ ....... 25,000,000
25,000,00 acres at tl per acre ...... .-............... ,.. . 25,000,000
Sectianh comupleted and to be completed....... .... .. 28,000,000

$ 78,000,000

Now, by viewing the totals we see that the present contraet
is $2,000,000 better at least than the Allan Company
undertook to build it for, and $43,000,000 better than the
sum whieh Mr. Mackenzie proposed to pay. But iny bon.
friends in Opposition will say, there are other privileges to
be granted the Company which will bring up the total; of
that I will speak presently. Now, Sir, having thbs briefly
spoken on the contract before the House as a whole, allow
me fArther to make a few remarks on the dotails, to some
of which objectiona have been raised by hon. members
opposite. l a thefirst place, the,', Sir, I would remarkpo
the great stksa tbat bas been placed upon the word» ih
olau.9; eeetion B: "So as to admit of the ruenn of
regIutrains." Our friends in the Opposition arguFrom
thm that ihe Company wii merely bring the competion of
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the line to this point in order to be able to claim*the subsidy contract now before us is by far the best that ba et been
in land and money allotted to that 20-mile section. Now, beforethis House., In such a great work as lhis, where the
Sir, I taire this to mean that we should consider the words dienties, at first sight, appears almost insurmototabieyIt
to mean what is expressed in clause 7, and again in clause will be foun'd utterly impossible to conceive of a plandr
8. To my mind one clause cannot be properly understood exeenting it which will not in some points have objoetion-
unless it corresponds with what is gone before ; and in elanae able features; but the objections against this Syndicate con-
7 and clause 8 we find that directly any completed tract which hon. members opposite urge, are most, I fear,
section comes into the bands of the Company, they shall raised more on account of party bias than for the general
" efficiently maintain, work and run it;" and again clause 8, welfare of the country. The greater part of the *ritioisms
they " shall thereafter main tain, and efficiently operate offered bythe opposing party, reeall to my mind the words of
the same." Efficiently operate-this is to be done by them Enarl Beaconsfield respecting crities: -I"those who make
as soon as any section is completed, and they cannot claim them are generally those who have failed as anthors
any subsidy in land or money until the section claimed for themselves." And so I think respecting the opposing party of
is completed; consequently, I draw the conclusion that the this contract, those that talk most against it are those who
Company must efficiently operate any completed section as have failed in-proposing a better one. The same gentlemen
soon as the subsidy for that section is paid over to them. would oppose any scherne, however advantageous, if it were
Now, Sir, the only thing to decide is what will constitute presented to this House by the' present Government. -Did
"efficiently operat1ng," and "regular trains." One hon. they not, Mr. Speaker, oppose the hon. Minister of Rail-
gentleman the, other night raised the objection that the ways when he made the proposal to build the line from the
Company might please themselves as to what the term sale of the lands in the North-West ? Did they not oppose
"regular " might mean ; he said -they might run one train the Allan contract ? And yet the same Oppositionists sup-
a week, or one a month, or one a year. Now, it is quite ported the proposed Mackenrie contract, which contrasts
true they might run that one train efficiently, but would unfavorably with either that they opposed by many mil-
that hon. member, or would any hon. members say that lions of dollars. Mr. Speaker, the reason why is not far
that would be "running and operating the line efficiently ?" to seek, and so long as these hon. members place party be-
Another objection raised, and a great deal bas been said fore country, so long will they continue to strenuously op-
about it, although in my opinion the thing is simple and pose any proposition emanating from this side of the
amounts to but little, 'i, that all the best lands will be House.
locked up in the bands of the Syndicate, and so create an Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, I certainly did not wish to ad-immense land monopoly; and that the Syndicate will con- dress the House at this late hour of the evening, and a few daystinue to bold them until they rise to a very high value, ago I had no intent on of doing so during this my firstthus netting to themselves immense profits, and that Session in the Dominion Parliament. Buta fewcircumstan-the advancement and settlement of tne country cedehich have taken place during the past few weeks niakewill be ret arded instead of being fostered and encouraged. it necessary for me to offer a few observations. As a-youngWell, Sir, I do not intend to take up much of the lime of member of the louse, I naturally feel a certain diffidence inthis House on this point; but may I ask, is it reasonable to addressing those who-are old soldiers in the camp, who havesuppose that the land which forms the principal part of the served their country well and truly un both sides of theprice paid for the construction of the road will be thus House. M1y attention was directed to a little paragraph intreated by the Company ? Is it to be supposed that any the telegraphic correspondence of the Toronto Globe, datedcompany, undertaking to build and operate such a road as the 13th of January, as followsthe one we are considering, in order to develop the resources
of the country it passes through, will counteract such "Mr. Scott, of Manitoba, neglected to vote yea, and then tried to leave
development by locking up, as it were, the lands from the Chamber before the nays on bis row were recorded, but was prevented

settlers. We must also remember that every alternate by boisterous cries of order."

section of land is in the possession of the Government, and I feel that I would not be serving either myself or those
this alone, in my opinion, would in a great measure prevent who sent me here if I should ever attempt to shirk a vote.
such a system from being followed. It is said, Sir, that a It does not form a part of the Irish character to shirk a
second "Canada Company " will thus be formed, by givirg responsibility. As a representative of Manitoba, a Province
this Syndicate control of so vast an area. Mr. Speaker, did more directly interested in the construction of the Canadian
these same hon. members think about a second "Canada Pacifie Railway than perhaps any other Province of the
Company " wben they were ready to support the Mackenzie Dominion, I feel that it is my duty to give my views
proposition of 1876, when the company would have had on the contract now under discussion; and I must
control of more than double the area now given, had such a crave the indulgence of hon. members while I give my
company been found. In my opinion, Mr. Speaker, con- unbiarsed, my unprejudiced -opinions in reference to the
sidering the financial success of this contemplated road contract and in reference to the second Syndicate offer put'
depends altogether upon the rapid development of forward by the leader of the Opposition. In 1869, when
the country, the company wili do all they possibly eau the gentlemen now on the Treasury benches were in power,
do to assist in pouring rapidly into that vast country it was tbought advisable that the North-West country should
that class of settlers upon whose labor the resources be made a portion of the Dominion. It was felt that the
alone eau be developed. Still another point I worixd surplus population of Ontario and Quebec, who were going
say a few words on, Mr. Speaker. Hon. gentlemen to the Western States, should be encouraged to migrate to
opposite say that "every dollar of duty taken off articles im- our own prairie country. Previous to that time the country
ported for the construction of the road, is so much added to was comparatively unknown, not only on this side of the
the burdens of the people ;" and yet these same hon. gentle- Atlantic but also on the other aide. The country was
men, the other night, reproached the Government for not purchased for $1,500,000, 1,400,000 acres of land being set
continuing the construction as a Government work. IIow, aside to extinguish the Indian titles. ince thei a very
I ask, can these two be reconviled ? Now, suppose that the large amount of money has been expended in
Government had continued the construction, how much exploring the country and in surveying the various pro-
duty would have been paid on imported. articles used? jeted lines of railway. Now that we have soeured posse-
Would that then be adding burdensepon thepeople? Hlaving "io of th* oountry, it is the duty of every loyal man, i1t1
thus offered these few remarks-on the proposed contract, I t.he duty of every statesman, it is the duty -of everyiman
would, in conclusion, like to say, that in my opinion the who has the slightest spark of patriotism about him te iake

Mr. ELLIOTT.
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it trnly -a British possession, and to build up a country and any contry that is to become filled up with people,
which we know will, within the next fifty years at least, vie property will advanoe to a certain extent; but Kanitoba
with that of our neighbors south of n in its wealth, its forma only a very small portion of the North-West, the
pppul»tion, its industry, and its loyalty to the flag to which land outaide of that Province have not increased in value
it owesallogiance. Some ten years ago the Government of during the past four years. Another objection has been
the day thought it was necessary to construct a lino of road taken as to the selection of the Company's land anywhere;
from the Eastern Provinces to the West. Unfortunately the Now, only some ton or twelve million acres can be taken
gentlemen who thon formed the Government did not succeed. in the fertile belt from Red River to Jasper House;
They were defeated through the force of circumstances. An the balance of the 25,00 ),000 must be taken back
election, brought about by a little deflection of a few of the twenty-four miles lirait on the railroad
members, was the cause of the right hon. gentleman lino. I fail to se any objection in this, or why the Com-
who now leads the Government, rosigning. A general pany should not be allowed, outside of the alternate sec-
election ensued, and the Reform party - was returned tions, to select thei. lands wherever they pleased; and in
by an 'overwhelming majority. During the five years the soleoction of lands now ly ng useless they mustoonstruct
they were in power, they did little if gnything to branch linos that would be feeders to te main lino, along
develop the fairest and best portion of the Dominion. which branch lines the Government lands, now worthles#,
The Reform party again lost office at the general election will be rendered of considerable value. As I understand
of 1878, and the right hon. member for Victoria was again the contract for the branch lines, the Government does not
called on to lead the Government. e bas submitted a promise to give the Syndicate either a dollar or one acre
contract to this House which, ho believes, when properly for a mile of the rond to be constràcted. I understand
carried ont, will ho sufficient to juatify all his endeavors it is to be constructed entirely at the cost of the Company,
during the past ten years. The hon. gentleman is now and that all the Government promises is the right of way.
approaching the close of his brilliant and useful career, and With regard to the freight rates, the people of my section
I believe is most anxious, before hoeis compelled to terminate felt that they would be placed at sòme little disadvantage.
bis labors, to see that great highway completed from the They have been suffering from a monopoly for several
Atlantic to the Pacific. Many objections have been made years, which ineluded soine members of the present Syn-
to this contract. The first is the exemption from taxation dicate, and a very warm feeling existed in consequence;
of the road-bed, station buildings, &. We know that the and they feared that the clause preventing any other com-
municipalities in the Province of Ontario and other sections pany from running a rond south-oast of the main line for
of the Dominion, are only too glad to exempt the road-beds twenty yoars would place them at the mercy of this Com-
.f railwaye, and give bonuses to them provided they shall pany for that time. I am now awaro the Governor in

build stations at different projective points in the various mu- Council has the power of fixing the rates of freight.
nicipalities. That is a wiee practice, founded on the simple Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Heur, bear.fact that gentlemen who invest their money in a publie enter-
prise for the public benefit are entitled te public assistance Mr. SCOTT. I know the present Ministers have the best
in carrying it out. The little city of Winnipeg, which I interests of the country ut heurt, and I am perfectly willing
call my native town, bas given a bridge to this road which to leave the matter in their hands. I will now read the
will cost about a quarter of a million of dollars, and remarks of a Grit paper in Manitoba, the Free Press, on this
offered this Syndicate a few weeks before I left a grant of subject:
thirty acres of land, free from taxation, for all time to come; "Neither do we attach any importance to the dread entertained by
and thirty acres of land in Winnipeg means a larger amount sorne that such freight rates woul'1 be charged under the management
than it would in this little Province of Ontario I cannot of Mesrs. Stephen, Hill and Angus as would o perate prejudiciallyte

the interegte of the settlers in the N~orth-West. Their ad&tg would
see any objection whatever in exempting the road-bed from necessarily lie in encouraging the settler to produce as much grain as
taxation. Objection has been raised to the exemption of possible. Grinding rates would not conduce to tbat result, and, as he
lands. On the line every second section is reserved tothe been shown on the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway, these men are too

Government, and the lands to-day are worth nothing outside shrewd to sacrifice the future te the present."
the limits of actual settlement. I cannot sec any reason That is the opinion of the Grit organ, and if the editor
why this objection should be raised seeing that the railway of that journal is satisfied, I see very little reason to be dis-
Com'pany can settle the lands much more rapidly than any satisfied with the clause in question. I have no doubt that
Government can do, and the lands of the Company will be a few weeks ago many hon. members, and porhaps I might
sold rapidly as they want to secure traffic. The cost and the be numbered among them, was a little disposed to raise ob-
land grants are said to be excessive. The second Syndicate jections to the first Syndicate; but when the Opposition with
which was formed a few days ago, proposed to build the road great eclat submitted their second proposition, wbich beurs
for $3,000,000 and 3,000,000 acres less than the first one. anything but bonesty on its face, had 1 been disposed to
With regard tothe cash and land grants, allow me to read an oppose the first, I certainly could not support the second.
extract from the Manitoba Free Press, the Globe of the I notice tbat the eastern and western sections were to be
North-West: expunged ; the North-West was to ho an isolated con-

" When the details of the Syndicate bargain were first made public we munity ; the new Syndicate were going to take advantage
expressed the belief that, in consideration of the amount and nature of the American system of railways; that we in the NorVh-
work imposed upon the Company by the Government, the bonus of West had no interest in common with the people of the
$25,000,000 and 25,0,000 acres was not excessive. • • • We decid- Dotninion, although wo are all CaLadians in the North-
edly hold that, thongh some of the details of the present bar in might be West. Whon I noticed Liese fucte I made up my mmd
advantageously modified, the Syndicate were perfectly justi ed,under the
circumstances, in requiring a money and land bonu as large as that to at once how I would cast my vote and use my influence
which Parliament is now asked to give its assent." hereafter. I regret that ion. members for the east-
I am glad fo know gentlemen on the Opposition benches ern portions of the Dominion, who no doubt have the
value the lands of the North-West so high. I am rejoiced to interest of the country at heart-but they have a strange
know that our lands are worth 83 an acre. I trust it may be way of showing it-sbould be se anxious to utilize
so, and that we shall meet people prepared to invest their the American system of railways. Why did they
wealth in those lands at that price. I believe that the do so? Why, because there are 650 miles of country
lands in the country will be worth more; but that outaide the which would net supply sufficient local traffic to maintain
limit tof actual settlements, they have really not advanced the road, should the people of the North-West be shtt oft
in value during the last four years. True, in Manitoba, froa buying goode in Ontario and Quebec. Why do you
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wish us to submit to the obnoxious and expensive bonding sys- inter in settling their lands by European emigranta.
tom ofthe United States, to which we have been compelle4 know that English capitalists own three-fburths of the rail-
to submit for ton years ? When the present Government ways in te Western States, and they have eneouraged
inauguraed the National Policy it was felt, I have no douibt, imigration in their own interests. N inie-tenths of the
by mny persons in the east, that the country would suffer. F ng1ieh immigrants in this country have settled thíôugh
In Manitoba it was believed it would ruin the coun , for their influence in the Western States during the past 10
the simple reason that we were importers, and had to rng years. With regard to this first Syndicate, i must again
ail our manuffhctured goods from the east; but, strange to rend from fhe great organ of the North-West, the Fre
say, very soon after that policy was inaugurated, the ,mem. Prem:
chants of Manitoba opened up new channels of trade, 'Where "To the people of the North-West there is one considetationí which
d'd they find them ? In Ontario and Quebec. lundreds of weighs more heavily than the number of dollars and acres given for the
thousands of dollars, which were formerly sent to the United construction of the railway. Our interests are completely bound up with

the progress and development of immigration and settlement. TheStates, have sin ce been passed over to our Grit friends inOnicompany or system most hikely to prosecute that great work with Vigor
tario and Quebec. And stranger still, the price of goods lias and success is obviously the one which, m -aia parbus, should be pre-
not advanced ; rather they have been reduced. . An hon. Iem- ferred. We regrd the presençe of the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway
ber on the Opposition side claimed that the road from Thunde proprietors on the Syndicate as an excellent guarantee for the speedyber n th Oppsitin sde caime tha th settlement of the North-West lands upon liberal terins. They. have
Bay to Lake Nipissing will be anexpensive road to construet, experience, knowledge, intimate acquaintance with the country and with
and that it will b e a most e cpensive road torun. I admit that. the methodi best adapted to further colomzation. We question if,in 'all
The country is a.rough one.; there is very littie to assist in Canada, any set ofmen could be found as well qualified-to undertake the

vast work of populating our fertile prairies. We have seen no naines
paying expenses across that line of rond, but I look upon t mentioned in connection with any rival scheme which inspire us with the
in this way : that it is necessary if we are to maintain the saine confidence on this most important point. The question then arises
integrity of tho Doiminion to bave a line running thrcugh whether, keeping in mind the proposed postponement of the Lake Superior
Cnadriaofteto; that e souave ld loeourelve section, there is any such differ.nce between the two propositions as
Canadian territory ; that we should not allow ourselves towould counterbalance the absolutely certain difference in colonization
b6 placed at the morcy of certain gentlemen at Washing. whieh must resuit, for some years at least, from inexperienced and
ton, who should have it in their power to say whether an luntraimed management. There is no graver point involved in the whole
article should go over their road or not. We al know matter, so far as the people of the North-West are concerned. A fewarticlethousand settiers more or less each year wili have a greater effect upon
that in 1870 a little diffleulty took place in the Red River the future of the North-West than the granting of a few million dollars or
territory, and it was necessary to sond a force to that country. acres more or less to a Syndicate."
And what was theresult of not having a line ofroad through That is the opinion of a man who is one of the most pro-
our own terriîtory? The result was in the first place two nounced mon on the opposite side. Now, during the recess,
months' delay, with all the accompanying expenses amount. a great number of meetings were held, particularly through
ing to 82,00000, chiefly incurred by unloading vessels at the Province of Ontario. I have had the pleasure of reading
Sault Ste. Marie, by carrying the articles on wagon. over the addresses delivered at those meetihgs by some of the
the Portage, thon two mil s on the lake, and loading ,them leàding members of the Opposition. I noticed, among other
again on steamers. Then, in 1871, we had a Fenian Raid things, that it was frequently stated that this arrangement
when a few wild Iri.sh men liko myself-though I 1ad the would cost the country an immense sum of money-that each
honcr of commanding a company against them--nvaded the eounty would have to pay its hundreds of thousands, and so
country, and when, if we had had our men in uniform, we forth, for the construction of this railway. I must take ex-
would not have bcen allwed to go through the Sault, and ception to that statement; for I do not believe that in the
could not, therefore, have renched Fort Garry that fall. I for end that road will cost this country one cent. i hold that
one hope the day may never come when we shall have trouble the value ofthe !and, when increased by the consti uction ofthe
with the people south of the line; but if you look back to the railway, will be sufficient in itself to pay all that the Dominion
Tr-entaffair, you will remembor th»t at that time we slept in of Canada has expended or will expend in the conitruction of
security ; we thought we were living alongside an honeat that railway, and I do not care, as a Western man, Io hear it
and inoffensive people ; we thought tbey would not interfere stated that we of the west-..are looking for assistance from
with us. At that time the regular force from England had to the east. Within ten years we shall see thetastern people
march over 300 miles of snow from ~Halifax to Quebec. lookingto the-North-West for assistance. We will endeavor
This went to show our leading mon that the first thing to to build them up, as wo have doue in giving employment-
be done was to build the Intedeolonial Railway. That road thianksto the National Policy -to thousands-in supplying
was not built in the first place as a commercial enterprise, us with agricultural implements, which hitherto had been
because-if my Eastern friends will forgive me for saying imported from the United States. Now, it is, in miy opinion,
so-lit goes through a country that, in a spoculative point of almost -unanimously felt throughout the Dominion,
view, was a véry poor one. But it was neessary for that- we shold have a line of railway from the
political and national purposes that the road should be built. Atlautic to the Pacifie through Canadian territory. lfthe con-
The North-West is worth more than all you have in the trsöt hich the Government have entered into will do this,
oast, and why should we object to spend a few millions of it isthe duty -of every lover of his country to support the
moriey for the purpose of building a road to run ,through scheme, and the statesmen who have submitted it. I believe
our own territory and to our own people in the North-West? it-will redound to the best interests of the country, and
Now, a comparison has been drawn between the personnel that the very gentlemen who are now opposed to it, are not
of the firet Syndicate and- the second Syndicate. The second really opposédto il in heart and spi' it, but simply because
Syndicate was formed in a hurry and sprung upon the its dn ce&sary they shòuld give it a certain opposition, with
H ouse at the moment least expected; but, atthe same time, a view of making/ politicai eapit:il and usmng it at the
I believe that the majority of the members of that Syndicate electionà two years bence Had the Government
are well known to members of the House. I happen to three months ago inade their sebeme public, the oppo-
know some of the members of the .first Syndicate who sition to it would have been infinitely less than it is, as
reside on this side of the Atlantie They are. experienced it required time for people to forme a decided opinion. l
railroad men who have made money by building railways Ontarioand M anitoba to-day all opposition to the contract is
across the prairie. and in making money they have bene tted fkàt dying out, and the only place in which we hear any
the couitry tenfold through which the roadapas. 1a aloepposition is that tight-little island which has sent here a
aware that there are a nunmber of Fopeau capitalists on petition bearing 4,000 signatures against the Syndicate. It
this Syndicate. What we most want in the NorthJest is la easy to get Up petitions. People will sign petitions without
immigration,and these European capitalists will have a direct knowing correctly what they are signing. IIon. gentlemen

Mr. SCOTT.
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of thoOpposition benches will-find, in prolonging this de
bte, they are playin g the worst card they eau possibly play.
They re doing their betto maintain, in his present exalted
po4ition, the right hon. gentleman whose life has been spent
In promoting the material advancement oftanada, and who
is destined to add this achievement to the many which have
contributed so largely to our national prosperity.

Mr; HOUDE moved the adjournment of the debate,
Motion agreed to; ard (at 2:0> o'clock, a.m.,) the louse

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TUsDAy , 25th January, 1881.

The SPEAKEI look the Chair at Three o'clock.
PR. YERS.

BILL INTRODUCED.
The following Bill was introduced and read the first

time --
Bill (No. 36) further to amend the Act incorporating thej

Canada Guarantee Company and to change the name of the
said Company toI The International Guarantee Association."
-(Mr. bault.)

CANADIA N PACIFIC R AILWAY.
The Bouse resumed adjourned debate on the proposed

motion of Sir Charles Tupper for the second reading of the
resolutions reported from the Committee of the W hole on'
the 14th January instant, granting certain moneys and lands
for the construction of the Canadian Pacific tailhay, and
the motion of Mr. Blake im amendment thercto.

Mr. IIOIDE. Mr. Speaker, after the able and exhaustive
speeches made by hon members on this side of the House,i
in defence of the contract submitted for o.ur ratification, I hadt
not ntended to address the louse on this question, espeially
as I did not feel well; but havin; read in the local organ of
the Opposition, the Ottawa Free Press, an, editorial evidently
showing an intention on the part of its author to prejudice
publie opinîcln l general, and this Parliament in particular,
against the Frenel-Caiadian Conservative party, of which I
have the honor to be a humble member, I cannot help ask-
ing the kind indulgence of the House for a few minutes, in
order to show how unfair are the strictures passe1 on us by
that paper. The Free Press call itself a Li beral and Reform
journal; but its dealings prove that, if it be Liberal it is
only so in diffusing what is the antipodes of truth, and if it
be Reform at all, it should first reform itself from the bad
habit of misrepresenting others, and doing unto tLem what
it would not like ot hers to do unto itself In order to show
the spirit which pervades the utterances of that organ, I
shall iead the following piragraph which appeared in last
evening's edition:

"The St. Paul Syndicate have, it is Said, spent nearly %.500, 0) atq
Ottawa, aud consider the money wel invested."r

Taoee-conneeted with the editorial staff of the Free Press, ort
its inspirers, are, perhaps, amiable gentlemen-I suppose1
they are but I must say when they allow themselves to bej
carried away so far from the sense of dignity, as they too
often do, while speaking of their opponents, that they do notL
redect much credit upon the party whose interesta they 0
preteud thiereby to serve. It seems impossible for them tov
believe that their politieal opponents can be actuated by 1
honest motives. Hiow is that ? Perhaps it is because they 1
judgé others by what they'sec when they look into the.',

mirror of thir own consciencea. At al events, they remind
me of a fammous personage menfioned in the Scriptures, who
was found in the temple of Jerusalem proclaimig hime1f
much botter than one Ofhineigmbors. He modetly attributèd
te himself aIl possible virtues, and charitably charged bis
neighber, who happened te be behind him, with all
kinds of vices; but, in spite of all the great qualities he
boasted of, I am sure he had not the faeulty of forseeing
that in the distant future, in the northern part of a continent
then unknown, there would live some of his direct descen-
dants se worthy of their ancestor. Among all the
organe oftthe Opposition the Free Press is the most unfair
towards the -Conservative party, and it li especially so
towards the French-Canadian Conservatives. When it has
exhausted all imaginary charges against Conservatives in
general, its hatred still flrnishies it with pretences te mis-
represent the French-Canadian Conservatives in pàrticular.
W hy is this, Mr. Speaker? I can see ne other reason than the
eigin of my follow countrymen, and this is a fact te which
I dare call the attention of my hon. friends opposite of the
sane race as myself. In support of what I have just said, I
shall read another extract from the oditorial columns of the
Free Press. It says:

"Sir John Macdonald was quite aware tbat he would have to reckon
with his Quebec supporters, and though in reality they had no dlaim on
the Federa: Treasury, he was not unwilling to secure their wavering aile-
giance by promises to assist the Provincial Government out of its ddficul-
ties. It was consequently agreed in caucus before the Christmas
adjournment, that provided the Dominion Government purchased the
Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental Railway, the Quebec contin-
gent should vote for the Syndicate. While faith was strong in this
compact, the Premier made another effort to force the resolutions through
Committee and obtain a vote in concurrence, but he was foiled by the
superior tactics of the Opposition. Soon it transpired that, with his usual
trickiness, Sir John was only playing with bis Bleu friends to get their
vote first and settle the local question afterwards. Then Mr. Uhapleau
appeared on the scene and remained at Ottawa some days endeavo ng tu
bring the hieftain to a proper sense of his obligations. Meantirme Mins-
terial orators who had been held in leash were allowed to spout to their
heart's content. With the chance o a French Conservative bolt the
Government were now as anxious to stave off the division as before they
were eager to bring it on. Finally, Mr. Chapleau left Ottawa grumbling
and dissatisfied; then bis organ, La Minerve, came out with a four-column
attack on the Syndicate terms, and urging the Dominion Government to
modify them in several important particulars. Such is the present situa-
tion. The sticking point, we believe. is the amount asked for the Quebec,
Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental Railway. Mr. Chapleau says it cost
twelve and is worth fourteen million dollars, but Sir John, acting for the
Minnesota Syndicate, can only offer seven and a halft"

This editorial reminds me of an anecdote i elated by the right
hon. leader of' the present Goveinment after the battle of the
17th September, 1878. A political friend of theF ree Press
went to his barber te be shaved and was charged double the
ordinary price for the reason that his fâce had become twice
as long as usual. The extract I have just read leads me te
believe that the gentlemen ofrthe Free Press have net ceased
yet paying that double price te their barbers. And it strikes
me aiso, sir, that such an extraordinary development of the
outside of their thinking portion, seems te have been dotri-
mental te the in-ide of it, if we are to judge by their
still ince'ased narrow-mindedness. No fair-mindod person
will see anything extraordinary in the fact that the
hon. Premier of Quebec has made a visit to Ottawa. That
gentleman and his colleagues are devoted te the welfare of
their Province with whose administiation they are charg'ed,
and they saw at once that the interest of the great provincial
railway which they administer would perhaps be affected by
the contract which we are now diseussing, and they came
here, not with the intention of doing what the Frce Preus
gratuitously insinuates, but legitimately and wisely te look
after the interests of their Province. So far from their
having s'ought te influence hon. members from the Province
of Queboe, never have they been se long lu Ottawa when
we have seen se little of them. The Conservatives in this
louse from the Provinceof Quebecare all friendseof the local
Gevernment of which the Hou. Mr. Chapleau i the:worthy
Premier. We helped him when we could, and we shall be
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glad to do it againwhen occasion offers. But if itwere true, as
pretended, that that hon. gentleman and his colleagues came
here to dictate'to us what line of conduet we should follow
on this question, which affects the whole Dominion, he would
find a decided opposition to submit to his dictation. We are
quite able to do alone the business for which we have been
elected. The charge that the Premier of Quebec is
attempting Io dictate to the members from that Province, is
utterly groundless and. absurd. That hon. gentleman
respects us too much, as we respect him, for him to
attempt to play such a rôle. As I said a moment ago, he has
come bore to look after the interests of the railway of his
own Province. i do not know whether his fears, or whether
the fears of the Minerve, so ably edited by the hon. and
distinguished member for Ottawa, were well founded, but
they were legitimate. They thought, as several hon. mem.-
bers of this louse thought, that some of the clauses in this
contract were not clear enough, and the hon. member for
Halton (Mr. Macdougall) took the same view in reference
to one clause especially, namely, that relating to
the tolls which the Syndicate could charge. I think that
the Minerve would be the last paper to oppose the policy ofthis
Government. It had fears, perhaps legitimate, and perhaps
unfounded, lest the Syndicate might charge such rates as
they pleased in connection with our Provincial railways, and
so jeopardize the interests of the Province of Quebec.
The declaration of the right hon. First Minister the other
night must have dissipated these fears. I am not ashamed
to avow that I had some fears in this direction; but now,
after the explanation of the right hon. gentlenian that a
clause will be put in the general Railway Act to remove all
doubt on that point, I am glad to be able to say that those
fears were not founded in fact. I ask all fair-minded
members-even our hon. colleagues from the Province of
Ontario-why they should regard with jealousy the presence
of the Premier of Quebec in Ottawa to guard the interests
of the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental Railway ?
That railway is destined soon to carry through freight1
to the Intercolonial Railwty and through the Maritime9
Provinces; consequently, the interests of the Loweri
Provinces are identieal with those of Quebec. I ask hon.
gentlemen from the Province of Ontario, themselves, what
interest they can have contrary to the interests of the1
Province of Quebec on this question. They have none. 1
They may speak of the interests of Toronto; but the(
freight deatined for the markets of Europe cannot stay at(
Toronto; it cannot be put on board the Atlantic steamers1
there. Consequently we, from the Province of Quebec, have1
net any cause ofjealousy towards Toronto. We see that greati
commercial centre prospering more and more; we wish tot
see her derive her share of the benefit from the great enter-c
prise of the Pacifie Railway; and we have no doubt she.
will have it, and ha'ving it, she will contribute at the1
same time to our prosperity, because the freight from there1
must come to the Ports of Montreal, Quebee, Halifax and Si.e
John. I believe, therefore, that it is very impolitie on the partc
ofjournalists to try to excite sectional feelings and prejudicesc
on a question like this, on which we should rather all uniteN
for the good of our country. Sir, the Conservatives of theM
Province of Quebec need not be bought to support thisd
contract. If there is a wing in the Conservative partyi
which bas always been strongly in favor of that greatt
enterprise, it is the Quebec wing. All the principal pointsr
we asked in the past we find te-day in the contract
so carefully drawn ; and I must tell the editors ofi
the Free Press that they are very unjust to the Conservatives i
of the Province of Quebec. Whether in power or ine
Opposition, we have for many years formed the greate
majority of the right bon. leader of the Government, and Iv
ask them and the members of this House if they can point i
to a single instance where the French-Canadian Conservatives
asked a privilege or a law which they were notprepared to o,

Mr. Rouva.

grant to their othet fellow-countrymen of whatever oiginor
creed' they might be. Sir, while we have always been loyal
toour leaders, we never sacrificed our principles, or what we
though t to be the public interest, to that attachment. The best
proof that I can give of our sincerity and honesty in sup-
porting the measure now submitted by the Government for
our ratification, is the fact that the Conservatives have
already supported a policy much less advantageous to the
country, and - that policy was offered by our opponents.
After having helped their opponents to pass the Act
of 1874, a measure certainly less advantageous to the
country than the presert contract, they must be believed to
be sincere and honest when they give their support to that
contract. With the kind permission of the fouse, I
will continue for a few moments, in order to answer certain
p arts of the speeches of ny hon. friends, the Liberals of the
Province of Quebec I will now speak in French, as that
language comes easier to me, and bècause I desire to be as
short as possible. I Jistened yesterday, with much interest
to the speech of my hon. friend from iRimouski (Mr. Fiset)
as I had listened before to the other Liberal members. Since
the beginning of this debate I have also read attentively the
articles published by the organs of the Opposition, in order
to form a fair and impartial opinion upon this great question.
After mature reflection, Mr. Speaker, I have come to the
conclusion that the objections raised by hon. gentlemen
opposite are either groundless or greatly exaggerated, and at
all events they ought not to prevent Parliament from ratify-
ing the contractin the interest of the country. The principal
objection raised by our hon. friends from the Province of
Quebec-by the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier)
and the hon. member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard)-is that we
have failed in our duty towards the people in not appealing
to their judgment on this question; in not submitting
the question to them. I will remark to my hon. frienlds that if,
and during the general election that we have had since 1872,
they have failed to diseuss this matter before the people they
have failed to do that which they ought to have done, and at
all events they have failed to do that which we, on this side
of the House, have done. It was in 1872, it was in 1874, it
was in 1878, that we ought to have discussed, before the
people, this great quetion of the Pacifie Railway. It was
the principal question of the hour in 1872, it was the
principal question of the hour in 1874, it was the second
question of the hour in 1878. For one, I am nowise
embarrassed in endorsing the policy of the Government upon
this question, for, after the National Policy, the policy of
protection, the question of the building of the Pacific Rail-
way is the one that I discussed at the greatest length and in
the most detailed manner with my electors in 1878. I
desired a change of Government, and I thought that it would
be in the interest of the country, but I did not know that
hon. gentlemen opposite would have power; nevertheless, I
promised my electors to support, with regard to this question,
a policy such as we have to-day; even had the present
contract been brought down by hon. gentlemen opposite, I
could not but vote in favor of it. So much the more so
when it is brought down by my-own bon. friends ought I to
give it my hearty support, and that is what I am going to
do. I admit with hon. gentlemen opposite that this question
is of the highest importance, of capital importance, and that
the people had the right to be consulted upon the cost of the
road and as to the principal features -of the question. .But,
Sir, that is what we have done; and if some, through
negligence, have not done so, that is not a reason for revers-
ing the judgment of a majority of the electors of this
country. I maintain that the people, in three different
elections, have approved of the building of the Pacific Rail-
way. Now, there are sorne details that were not foreseen, it
s true, but so it is with all mnatters of legislation. It is in-.
possible to forese, during an election, what will be the details
of Pll the questions that gre to come before Parliament. We
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can cone to an understanding upon general principles, upon
the great outlines of a policy, but we can go no fàrther.
By aiking to returr to the country, hon. gentlemen are try-
ing to introduce an impossible system into the country; it
might as -well be said that at every stage of, the legislation,
the electos should be consulted, which would b an
impossibility; and moreover it could not be properly done,
and the people would not have the benefit of an enlightened,
disession; they would render judgments les favorable to
their interests, thau we, who are here to take the place of
the people, can do for their own advantage. Indeed, why
are we here, 206 members instead of the whole people of
Canada, to legislate in their naine and in their interest. It
is because it is impossible to get the people to pronounce
upon all the details of a policy, upon all the details of
legislation. It is fbr that reason that the representative
system was invented, a system that hon. gentlemen opposite
would not wish to put aside for an impracticable one. It is
true, Sir, that the Act of 1872 was never directly submitted
to the people, but I maintain that the principal features of
that law were known beforehand and were discumsed. I
very well remember having met at Montreal my hon. friends
opposite, and having heard them reproach Sir George
Etienne Cartier with not giving a guarantee that the eastern
terminus would b3 located so as to protect the interests of
the Province of Quebec. On one occassion I leftQuebec for
Montreal on purpose to be present at a great public meeting
hld on St. James' Square; Sir George Cartier had
brought Sir Hugh Allan, the future president of the
company that was then being formed, so that he might
declare that it was the intention of the Company to locate
the terminus of the railway near Lake Nipissing; and I
heard the Liberals say then that the people were being
deceived. They said: "Give us the proof, show us the charter,
and we will believe you if you; do not, we will not believe
you. A nd I am of opinion that if hon. gentlemen would
refer to the National of the 12th, or 13th or 15th of August,
1872, they would fnd the proof of what I state ; they would
find that the proof that the paper I speak of reported the
words of Sir George E. Cartier and of Sir Hugh Allan, stat-
ing that the terminus of the railwaywould be near Lake
Nipissing, and the Liberals said: It is all very fine and all
very well if we were only certain of it." Well, my hon.
friends have the proof now that we are not endeavoring to
deceive them; they have the proof that this road secures to
our Province, as well as to the other Provinces, a fair and
advantageous terminus, and that the terminus is near Lake
Nipissing. Are they satisfied to-day in the possession of
that which they demanded in 1872, and for which they
defea ed wir G eorge in Montreal East? No, Sir; now that
they have this terminus they do not want it; they laugh at
the section north of Lake Superior; they want a line partly
built on American territory. Our hon. friends opposite
endeavor to make us contradict ourselves, but they cannot
do so, for they contradict themselves on this very point;
they c rnnot deny that they do not repudiate' what they
asked for in 1872. The building of the road is not only
advantageous to the Province of Quebec, but it is indispens-
able to its prosperity, and it is in accordance with the fair-
ness with which they wished to see all the Provinces, and
their own among others, treated with regard to the con-
struction of the Pacific Railway. For my part, I am not
opposed to the construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
when the time comes. I believe that this line will be built,
and it-is going to carry only a fifth part of the tirade that the
bon. leader of the Opposition foresees in the near future.
I say that we haveno need of troubling ourselves about it,
for it is indispensable to the Company of the Northern Pa-
cific Railway, and this Comlpany will build it without hav-
ing to spend a cent. I think, indeed, that this branch is
destined to brirg in a part of the trade-of the Amnerican
North-West,1 St iftwe do not take the precaution of building

he setion tothe north of Lako Superior, these advantages
would soon be taken awayby the disadvantages that we
would experienee by the abandoumentof the Lake Superior
section. I remember-the faot bas been nentioned before,
but it cannot be too often repeated-4hat in 1870, when,
unfortunately, in a territory lately annexed tethe Dominion,
trouble arose, the Americans prevented our Government
from sending arms, munitions, and s>Idiers through the
Sault Ste. Marie Canal. I heard the bon. mnember fo North
Norfolk (Mr. Cbarlton) say that. the firest American Pacife
railway was built at the beginning of the Civil War because
the people fett the immediate and argent necessity of unit-
ing the Pacifie States with the Central States. Well, 8ir, I
hope and trust that the same painful circumstancos will not
again present themeelves in our country, yet it is better to
prevent the evil than to remedy it. lt; in a few years, and
it is not impossible after all, the Mother Country should be
involved in war with that umbrageous and hostile power,
Russia-and it is well known that not long since the rela-
tions between these two countries were on the breaking
point, a part of the Russian fleet having madeo suspicious
movements off the coast of our Pacifie Province -if we
could not send holp to this Province, or if trouble wore to
arise in the North-West, and if we were obliged to send by
land troops, munitions, and arme, and wero the Americans
to refuse te allow munitions of war and soldiers to
pass over their territory, in what an awkward position
we would find oursolves. That is why it is our duty,
imposed upon us by patriotism, without mentioning
our matoriul interests, to construet the section to the
north of Lake Superior, so as to have an iron band- uniting
all the Provinces from one end of the Dominion to the other.
And this section to the north of Lake Superior is advan-
tageous to all the Provinces; it is advantageous to the Pro-
vince of Manitoba, it is advantageous to the future Provinces
of the west, in ordert hat immigrants who in future will go to
the North-West should not be obliged to pass over American
territory, and there be exposed to the solicitations of railway
and American land companies' agents, who keep up such a
disastrous and hurtful competition with respect to immi-
gration. It will also be advantageous to the Province' of
Ontario, for this section will be built on the territory of
Ontario. At the same time it is advantageous to the Pro-
vince of Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, and also to the
Province of Ontario in this new respect, because it saves us
from the danger of seeing a part of our traie diverted from
our ports to the benefit of American ports. Sir, I would be
the last man in this flouse to entertain hostile feelings-..
feelings of hatred toward our Ame ican neighbors. 'bey
are a great people that t esteom, and whose great practical
qualities and intelligence I admire. But they are a selfish
people-; and when I heard an honorable member going into
ecstacies over the American people who seemed to be so dear
to him, even dearer than the Mother Country, when I heard
him say that they are the most amiable people in the world,
I must say that they are not very amiable, at least, towards
the Mother Country. If ever England has experienced and
does yet experience the bad will of a nation it is that of the
United States, however astonishing that may seem. I
believe that the American people will always have the good
sense to understand that it is not their interest, nor would it
redound to their glory, to pick unjust and useles quarrels
with us. Yet often a Government obliges the people to do
thatwhich they fain would not do. We have before newseen
nations plunged into war by the fault of their Governments.
Once the fault committed, national pride prevents from going
back. It is, therefore, possible that evildisposed politicians
may soe day endeavor te persuade the American people
to make war on Canada and England. Now, one ofthe
means of avoiding that is tomake ourselves as independent
as possible from our neighborg. I very well reneber,
altheugh my experience Is oot long, that the United tatoes
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about ten years ago, came near going to war with England, clude in it, but in severy contract, as it has already been re-
and threatened to invade Canada in a fortnight and take it roarked, there are two parties, and the whole may be advan-
in a montb. When we saw the powertui Senator Sumner, tageous, aithough somie details are not as pleasitng a
when we saw General Butler and Senator Chandler, others. The pr.ncipal objection that I had, and thit
three prominent men of the Republican party, endeavor to sone of my colleagues perhaps had against this contraet,
get their country into a war with England on accourit of the was the doubt that seems to exist as to the meaning of the
Alabama claims, I say, and everybody knows, that we came words "capital expended " before the Goçernment can
very near to a breaking off of friendly relations between interfere in order to reduce the Company's rates, if theee
England and the United States, and that there is one man rates are exorbitant and unreasonable, when the Company
who prevented this evil from happening. and that man was has realized a net profit, working expenses being paid, of
President Grant. He bad in all likolihood seen enough ten per cent. I read in the amendment moved by the leader
horrors during the Civil Warl; be was satisfied with that, of the Opposition that the new Syndicate will be content in
and lie understood that a nation that wages a bloody war is this respectwith the General Railway Act. But, Sir, the
always the loser even though shIe be victorious in the end) Railway Act protects much less the public interests and pro-
and I am not at all surprised that General Grant should tecta much more the interests of the Company thin the
have been so well received when he went to England, for clause that the Government has had inserted in the first
ha had rendered service not only to bis own country, but be contract, for, according to the General Railway Act, the
had also, at the same time, rendered a great service to Company will have the right to realize fifteen per cent. of
humanity. Sir, the hon. members of the UÙpposition have net profits, whilst according to the cont act it would only
endeavored to make the people believe that we are support- have the right of realizing ten per cent.; and yet we see the
ing a policy that will be the ruin of the country, amusing hon, leader of the Opposition, contradicting himself in a
themselves with increasing, by fancy calculations, the value manner which surprises me, and compares the two Acts,
of the lands that the Government is granting to the Syndi- whilst this -c mparison is altogether unfavorable to the
cate, On hearing them, this year, estimating these lands pretension and to the ideas that he wishes sh 'uld prevail. It
at three, four, and even five dollars an acre, I said to myself is about the same thing with all the objections raised by
that it was mch to be regretted that these hon. gentlemen these hon. gentlemen. This contract is to be taken -as a
bad not praised our lands in the North-West sooner, for, if whole, and it is thus by conside.ing it as a who!e that i
they had done so, these lan'ds would have had more value in can support the Government measure, for I consider it as
the eyes of strangers than they have today. fLast year highly advantageous to the interests of the country. As to
they did not think that with 100,000,000 acres.of land we the exemption from taxation, it is a trifle as has already been
,would be able to build the Pacific Railway, because they did remarked. I have heard it stated by hon members opposite
nat considez these lands worth enough for that, and this that we were ruining the older Provinces for the benefit
year they increase the value of them in a wonderful manner. of the future inhabitants of the North-West Territories.
But these hon. gentlemen do not observe that by thus Well, do not hon. gentlemen understand that this exemption
running up the price of the land, they are placing them. from taxation that we are imposing on the people of the
selves in a very awkward position, for they show that the North-West is a slight contribution that we are obliging
bargain they had made, and that they could not carry them to pay for the construction of the Pacitic Railway.
out, but which they would fain have carried out, was ls it exorbitant, Sir? Certainly not. Other parts of the
a great deal more disadvantageous than the one we are now countrywould havetemnonly too happy to have their territory
going to carry through. For, Sir, if we estimate the lands crossed by railways at such a trifing expense. Now, I am
at 82 an acre we find that the bargain proposed by hon. willing to bolieve that if hon. gentlemen oppoaite had been
gentlemen opposite, in 1874, when they were in power, in power and had had to negotiate with thA Syndicate, that
would bave cost over $50,000,000 more than the present they would bave sought to obtain better terms. I give
contract. Now, if our hon. friends put the price un to $3 them enough patriotism for that ; but is it taxing their
an acre, the differonce is still greater; if they raise the impartiality too much to ask then to suppose that our
price to $4 or $5 an acre, the difference increases by friends have endeavored to obtain the sane thing, that they
828,000,000 or $29,000,000 with each dollar that they add to endeavored to obtain better terms than those that we have,
the value of the land per acre; so that they place themselves although they are very advantageous for the country.
in an illogical position and in direct contradiction with And, Sir, I do think that the Government could have
their past statements. I will not dwell at length on this obtained better terms for the country had it not been for
subject, which has already been discussed. 1 only wish to the imprudent, not to say unpatriotic, policy of our oppo-
draw attention to the contradiction in which our hon. friends nents. If these hon. gentlemen had ot tried by every
place themselves ; and it is certainly not for them to re- means to belittle the resourcesof the North-West, to belittle
proach us with giving too much for the construction of the the value ot our public lands, to make the world, believe
road, when, according to their own calculations, they were that this railway for twenty, twerty-five or fifty years to
willing to give some $a0,000,000 more than we are corne would not earn enough by the freight it would have
giving by the present contract. The. greater part of the to carry.to pay for the wheel-grease, I think, indeed, that
objections tbey bave raised against the firt coantract are to bon. Mini4ers would have been able to obtain better term.
be found in the second contract that they have themsolves But whose fault is it? If we have not botter terme it is
hatched, and which contains aH the ideas t<bey have put the fault of bon, gentlemen opposite. They ought not there-
forth during the debate on this question. Now thatthey fore ta east blame on the Government, but they aiould rather
see the child is not legitimate in the eyes of the public, now say: mea culpa. Now, I do not wish to be too long, and I
that they see that it is not well received by the publie, they will conclude, because I understand that it is the desire of
do not want to own iL. But, Sir, the paternity of this child the House to reach the vote to-night, and I wish so myself.
belongs to-hem ; it tithey whe have batched this second But I must add, since the hon. membter for Quebec East (Mr.
Syndicatei it is their ideas tbt we fid in that contract. It Laurier) has made a special appeal to the Conservatives of
is what we, on this side tf the Houase, could bave most Quebee, in favor ofb is views on this question, that if I had
wished to itappen, in order to answer,-hon. gentlemen eon- more authority to speak in the names of my hon.
cerning the objections they raise ande he reproace we re- colleagues from the Province of Quebee, that it would
ceive fron them. There arSir, ln the eontract cotais raiher be for tu to appeal to bis patriotism anid to the
clauses that I would have liked, not to ase there, and that devotedness of bis followers froa the Province of Quebec,
hon. Ministers, I a sure, would have preferred not to in..-and o ask them to support the Government on tbi

Mr. HouDi.
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questi9n, seeingthat the Ministerial policy is more to the
advantgeofle ountry tlin the scheme brought dowA hy
hon. gentlemn pposite when. they were in power. ,1
regrsSi.r to.se, on this great questio as on many other
kùndred questions, oiw hon. friend of the Liberal party in
the iPovince of Qaubec trymng te prevent us from carryngg
ou‡i dkis tugertaking, as they opposed the builing of the,
Grand Trink and nearly all the undertakings initiated by
the pColi-vative party. I say to my bon, friend from
Q4ebe lsat (Mr. Laurier) and his followers, that Iexceed-
ingly regret to see them entering into a future that is too,
like the rie of emnduct followed by their party i the pa'st,
and which prevented that party from ever doing anything
in the interest of the country. I regret to see my hon.
friends still ristently identifying themselves with a party
that should dead-a party between which and themselves
they should' have drawn a sharp line of demarcation. They
should have hegun this Parliament with a new policy-they
who should be the men of the future of the Liberal party in
the Province of' Quebec, and who persist in being the men
of a past who have been so often andso justly "ondemned by
the great majority of the people in the Province of Quebec.
Sir, there are a great many reasons to be given in
favor of i>atifying the Government policy, considering
the circuiestances in which not only this country,
but also the neighboring country is placed The Unite i
States are making such efforts to keep the lead in the way
of national progress-in the way of railroads especially-that
we shoulk, as fur as we are able, endeavor to imitate them,
if we do not wish to remain in a position quite
unfavorable with regard to the European coun-
tries that are going to send to America a
large number of emigrants, who. if they corne bore, will
enable us to build up an important nation in this part of the
Ameiican continent. We must strive to draw to our terri-
tory European immigration, composed of Irish, Englizh,
French, Scotch, and Germans, and prevent them from tak-
ing the direction of the United States. Those are particular
circumstances whieh we should take into consideration
now that we have to decide such a question. Sir, I have
often met, and quite latelv, during the dection of my hon.
friend from Joliette (Mr. McConville)-I have met Liberal
speakers from the Province of Quebec, who reproached us
with working against the interest of our Province and of
our race by our Pacifie Railway policy, by our policy in
favor oflluropean immigration. I will not state, Sir, that
the speaker I met in the county of Joliette, although h8e i
one of the best speakers of the Liberal party, represented
exactly the feelings of my bon. friends who are sitting on
the other side of the House. I will be generous enough
towards thein not to hold them responsible for the narrow
ideas of this Radical to whom I have just alludod, yet this
example, with many others that I could mention, goes to
show that certain papers, such as the Witness and the Free
Press, &c., are wrong in trying to make the people believe
that the more a French Canadian is an advanced Liberal,
a Radical, the more bis views are large and favorable to
the progress of the country. The advanced Liberals in this
country have ideas and principles as hostile to tlh harmony
and good understanding that should exist in our midet as
the Radical with which they sympathize, and which is now
bringing humiliation and grief on France, our former
mother-country. For my part, I have no objection to having
Irish, French, English, Germans, and Scotch brought
here to help us to build ep a great nation on this continent.
Wbn we look upon the condition of France to-day we have
the proof ofthe truth ofwhat I state. Can a country be lound
that is more homogeneous than France? And yet is there a
people more unhappily divided among themselves than the
French people? TYhat proves, Sir, that the same language
does not suffici toform a united people, a people of brothers.
What is wanted is a communion of ideas, of principles and-
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pùU~ona W. had tbe proof of it in Franee when those
ylsatians, who for the gaterpart didnotp.eak

Frenchwere bing killed for rtction of Frane
whilst a great number of Parisians, who pretend to be the
mest Prenchofal1, were tearing their mo#x bosom instead
f marching agùnst the enemy. Well; Shx, I say that in

this eountry one can be of, Irish extraction, of- English ex-
tractioni of German extraction, or of ,vneh extraction,
and yet form a united people, a people of brothers, under-
standing one another and treating one another well tbough
peaking different la guages. It s sufcient that there

should be between ue a communion of ideas, of so.ia prin-
ciples, of aspirations that we should all tend tWwarda the
same object, that we sbould all have in view the aggran-
dizement and the proeperity of our -common country. I
shall not probably see that myself although I am yet young,
but perhaps others will see in twenty or thirty years honce,
French Canadians i epresenting in th is House the provinces
of the West, together with their colleagues of other -nation-
alfties. It is from thia liberal standpoint that I took upon
the question, and it is for these reasons that I shall support
the Government measure. This Government bas given as the
National Policy for our national industries, and I expect
trom them another kind of protection against the preju.
dices, against the narrow ideas, against the moan ideas, and
the divisions that the Free Press and oiber badly inspired
papers are endeavoring to propagate amongst us. I trust
that not only in our partybut also in the party opposite
there will be found men of large enough minds t batter
down these unhappy prejud:ces so that we may forim a
united people of brothers, having in view the common good,
the prosporityandaggrandizementofthis Canada of ours.

Mr. ROBERTSONý (Shelburne). Since I have had the
honor of a seat in Parliament, I have been called on to give
two votes in connection with the question of constructing
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. in 1879, I placed on
record my vote against the policy brought down by the hon.
Minister of Railways, and last ession I 1elt it my duty to
vote in favor of the amendment of the hon. member for
West Durham, opposing the present construction of the road
in British Columbia. Ten years ago, when the Province 6f
British Columbia was admitted to the Union, the terms on
which it was admitted were altogether to its advantage, and
when the Iiberal Government came into power, they found
themselves bound hand and foot to build the road across the
continent in ton years. The leader of the Conservative
party seems to b carried away by the national senti-
ment of building a road across the continent, utterly
regardlese of cost. This appears to me to be Canadian
jingoism, akin to the jingo policy of the Conservative
party in Great Britain, which aimed at making ber great
by annexing territories and carrying on foreign wars at no
matter what cost. During recess, I watched with considerablo
interest the stops taken by the Government for securir.g the
building of this railway by a company. The annonneement
made by the right hon. Premier at Hochelaga, that ho had
succeeded in securing a company to build the fine for
$25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres, was received with joy by
all political parties. The First Minister thon took good
care to conceal the objectionable features of the contract
from the public. We were told when the ouse opened
that the contract muet be passed at once, but although they
bave a large majority at their back, theC overnment failed
to force it through, and the Opposition may congratulate
themselves that they not only obtained time to consider the
contract, but secured two important modifications one
being a more stringent definition of the character of the
roa4 to be built by the company, and the other the amend
ment promised by the hon. the Firât Minister, in answer
to the hon, member for Flalton lmt night. in order to cover
freight rates. One of the reasons why I am opposed to this
contrac, is that we are called on to ,contribute too largely
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in the shape of subsidies to the Syndic6ate. Not only do we manufeturers of steel and the çoal interest i M pro.
give 825,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres, but we bind oursélves tected. le referred to the statement made by thé hon.
to complete the most difficult portions of the road and to miember for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam) and attributed to him
build an additional section in British Columbia, bebides the possession of a "fertile imagination," because he had said
giving other important concessions. Ron, gentlemen opposite there might possibly be a port on Hudson's Bay by awhich
have Lid great stress on the assumption that the lands -are the grain which it was e ted would be brought down to
only worth 81 an acre; but no later than last year the hon. Halfax for shipment mght be exported to Europe. If he
Premier estimated them as ranging in value as high as had paid particular attention to the debates, or to speeches
$4, and averaging $3.18 per acre, and I can see no reason delivered outside of the House, he would be awarq.,
why that statement should not be accepted now, especially by that that suggestion ri nated in the fertile brain of
hon. gentlemen opposite, in estimating the amount of subsidy the Minister of Railways. e other evening, in the course
given to the Syndicate. I have no objection to the Govern- of the discussion, the hon. member for East York (Mr.
ment proceeding with the prairie section, as that would open Boultbee), who has been styled "the fighting man " of the
up that country; and when a population has settled there, Government party, rose with a burst of triumph and read a
sufficient to warrant the continuance of the work through telegram addressed to the Minister of Finance, pointing out
British Columbia, we can then complete the road from the that the Municipal Council of Gloucester, represented in this
Atlantic to the Pacific through Canadian territory. We have House by a member of the Opposition, had passed a resolu-
had an example of the evil of too great dread of the United tion condoning the Syndicate agreement, and hon. gen-
States, in the-locating of the Intercolonial, at an enormous tlemen opposite thereupon asked the hon. gentleman to
cost, along the north shore of New Brunswick lest it should support the contract. There is a county in Nova Scotia
be too near the American border. The consequence is, that represented in this House by an hon. gentleman occupying
that portion of the road, instead of being profitable, will a high position in the Ministry-a Conservative stronghold
entail a serious loss to the country for all time to come. where the Liberals are hardly able to secure a majority in
I opposed last year the building of the road'through the any polling section-I rofer to the connty of Cumberland
mountains of British Columbia, because I saw no necessity represented by the Minister of Railways - which
for that road-while there is no population in the North- has passed a resolution condemning the Syndicate
West, and when the cost of running must necessarily be very bargain. It is hardly worth while to read the resolutions
heavy. Last year the hon. Minister of Railways advocated which have been placed in my hands, as I do not wish to
the building of the line to Sault Ste. Marie, which he now deprive the Minister of Railways the pleasure of doing so.
denounces as an unpatriotic idea, although this road would A copy has been forwarded to him, and no doubt he
give as, at a comparatively small expenditure, connections in will submit them to the House and act on the wishes of
a year or two with the north-western States and our North- his constituents. I do not think I can add anything to
West Territories, and enable us to defer the great expendi- what bas already been said in opposition to the contract
ture which the section north of Lake Superior will entail. now on the Tble, and I will simply state my objections to
The hon. member for Annapolis expressed himself the other it, and the reasons why I feel called upon to support the
night, prepared to swallow the contract. He took particular amendment of the hon. member for West Durham. One
pains to point out that it was the best ever submitted to the objection is this : That the Government have another offer
country, and quoted a number of figures,and made calculations, in their hand-from responsible capitalists, by the acceptance
to prove the correctness of his statement. The people of of which the whole road may be built for many millions lesu
Nova Scotia, and even the gentlemen on the Treasury than it will cost under the Syndicate bargain. Hon. gentle-
bonches, have hitherto placed but little dependence in that men on the Government side of the louse do not believe
hon. gentleman's calculations I find that the hon. gentle- that this is a genuine offer, but when we look at the names
man, in 1869, ho being then Commissioner of Government attached to ita, nd recognize the fact that those gentlemen
Railways in Nova Scotia, furnished statistics and estimates have placed in the bande of the Government upwards of
for the management of that road, which afterwards proved $1,000,000 surety for carrying out the whole of the contract,
atrangely incorrect. I also find in the public records that either for the completion of the road or any portion of it, it
these statistics submitted by him to the Government led by will be difficult for them to make the people believe that the
the present First Minister were so incorrect that the hon. second Syndicate are not in earnest. Another objection I-have
member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) thon Minister of to the contract is, that the subsidies proposed to be granted
Publi a Works appointed a Commission to enquire into the are altogether too large, and that the monopoly which would
cause of the incorrect statistics, and upon the recommenda- be created is not in the interest ofthe country. Anotherob-
tion of that bon. gentleman removed him (Mr. Longley) jection is, that the completion of the Lake Superior section
from that position. Tho hon. member for Lunenberg (Mr. will not be required for ten or fifteen years, at the end of
Kaulbach) during his speech raised many objections to the which time the people in the North -West may be hin a posi-
contract. He objects to the admission of steel rails free of tion to contribute themselves towards the building of the
duty; to the transfer of the Pembina Branch; ho thought road. Another objection is, that the expense of carrying out
the Government should have the power to purchase and the terms of the contract, at the present time, will be borne
assume control of the road when built; he was opposed to only by the older Provinces, because there is no population
the provisions exempting the lands from taxation; but on in the North-West Territories to contribute to it. From the
" calm reflection" he changed his mind on these points. action of hon. gentlemen opposite, we muat assume that this
Another of his objections was allayed by the announcement contraçt willbe ratified by Parliament. I believe that in
of the First Minister that the Government would introduce expressing the views I have placed before the louse, and in
an amendment to thq.General Railway Act-we are yet in giving the vote I propose to give, I am acting in the
the dark as to what it is--but it was sufficient to satisfy the interest of the Province of Nova Scotia and of the con-
hon. member. Those are objections which should deter any stituents I represent, and for the Dominion at large, and
hon. member from voting in favor of the contract, but I was for that reason I feel compelled to support the amend-
satisfied- that no matter what his objections were, he was ment moved by the hon. member for West Durham.
prepared to support the Government. The hon. member for Mr. RYKUERT. Mr. Speaker, having already spoken
Pictou (Mr. tDoull) last night adduced very serions objections at great length upon this question, I am not dis-
to the contract. lie pointed out how the coal and iron posed to occupy the time of the House for any con-
interests of Pictou would be seriously affected, but itseems the siderable time, but I desire to explain one or two matte1l
Minister of Finance has given him an assurance that the that have cropped up during the debate, and correct some
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mis-statements made by hon. gentlemen opposite. I find
thit almost immediately after I had spoken, and had dealt
with the question of taxation,'the organ of the Reform
party altogether ignored what I adduced before the House
at that time, and placed the question of taxation in an
entirely different light before the people. Several hon.
gentlemen, who, in debate, are accustomed to take their
inspiration from the lo1be, have followed in the same wake;
others have, upon the floor of the House, exaggerated the
charges that were made respecting exemption from
taxation. The member for South Perth (Mr.Trow) a few
nightsago, after complimenting me upon my industry in the
Houus, said I had not properly discussed this question; but I
notice that neither h. nor any other hon. member on that side
have answered my statements with reference to the amount
of taxation which this Company will save as regards the road.
The hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) placed
the amount of exemption on account of the road at
$21,000,000; the hon. member for South Huron (Mr.
Cameron) placed the amount at $15,000,000, while thei
Globe, the organ of these hon. gentlemen, makes the
amount $6,q78,950. I think it would be a very fortunate
thing if these hon. gentlemen and their organ could come1
at leuat a little nearer reconciling their estimates, but for1
my part I am prepared to show that these exemptions so
far from amounting to the least of these estimates, will1
amount to a little more than $6,000. My hon. friend from1
South Perth (Mr. Trow) was quite mistaken as to the assessed1
value of property in his own county when h. said it wasi
valued at 850 per acre. I have before, me the assessment fori
last year, and the other night 1 quoted from the assesment1
of 1874. I find that the assessed value of property in Perth1
last year was $27, and in 1872 only $13 per acre.
I took the year 1874 in my former estimate,
because I thought when we considered how long
Ontario had been settled it was but right and fuir to
take what might be considered a medium amount, and 1,
therefore, took the year 1874. lu order to satisfy the hon.
gentleman, I shall take the assessment of ten counties in the
Province of Ontario, embracing the richest and some of the
poorest, and I fIbd that their average is 812.14 an acre. I
shall take the following counties in making the calculation:
Grey, Lanark, Middlesex, Norfolk, Perth, Prescott and
]Russell, Renfrew, Simcoe, Stormont and Dundas and Glen-
gary, and the very old count y of Welland. I find that there
are 6,740,000 acres in those ten counties, and that they are r
assessed at $81,945,000 or $12.14 per acre. Now, at the fi
very most there are not more than 1,000 miles of railway in
the North-West which we can exempt from taxation. I
believe there are only 854 miles, but I wish to give the hon.
gentlemen the benefit of every doubt. Taking 1,000 miles
at 12 acres to the mile, we have 12,000 acres, and allowing
one-fourth for the sidings we have 3,000 acres more, or
15,000 acres altogether. If we assess that atS12.14 per acre,
we get $182,100. Taking 100 stations at $1,500 each, which
I think is a very liberal estimate, we have $150,000 more.
I will place the workshops at $100,000, though we heard
from te hon. member for Selkirk (Mr. Scott) fast night
that the city of Winnipeg was willing to give ne less than
30 acres of land and perpetual exemption from taxation if. k
workshops were located in that city ; but I will forego that
exemption so as to give the hon. gentlemin every possible e
advantage in the calculation. This would make a total o
assessment of 432,100. When I say that I will take the rate la
of assesament at i cents on the dollar, I think the hon. g
gentleman will admit, that I am stretching the point 1
amazingly in his favor, for the average rate of assess- i
ment in Ontario is little beyond î of a cent. I ven- l
ture to say that the assessment of this city, or of almost 1I
any other city in the Dominion, does not exceed tA
one and a half cents. But taking the figure which I named, ti
aud taking also the very liberal allowance I made for the la

value of the property, I find that the total exemption
amounta to just 86,481.50, instead of the large and conflioting
estimates made by the leader of the Opposition, the hon.
member for South Huron (Mr. Cameron),and their org an
the Globe, respectively. I think I am , therefore, justiled in
saying that my statements the other evening cannot be
contradicted by hon. gentlemen opposite, and I am quite
certain if they had been able to contradict them they would
have done so long ago. 1 think, however, they ought to
have candor enough to admit that they were mistaken.
There is another bubble which I wish to prick for hon.
gentlemen opposite. We have been told repeatedly, and
with a great flourish of trumpets, that the amount of the
exemption on the lands, if a comparison were made with the
Union Pacific, would amount to an enormous sum of money.
We have had the statement repea'ed over and over again
that the amount of that taxation on account of ,the lands
was, annually, 8835,023. I will read to these hon. gentle-
men what their organ says, in order that the public may
see how determined they are to exaggerate the- fgures and
treat the question unfairly. When I first hoard it stated
by the Opposition that tho hon. the Minister of Railways
had deliberately thrown away 823,000,000'of our money
to tIh Syndicate, in the way of exemption, I felt it my duty
to examine into the question. I heard hone, gentlemen say
that the Union Pacifie had paid 6835,023 last year in taxes,
but I knew that was incorrect. ffowver, I took the
trouble to write the Secretary-Treasurer cf that Company-
and I also addressed a letter to Mr. Poor, the -gentlomanwho
is so celebrated in railway matters and whose works have
been so frequently quoted during this discussion. I will read
the replies which I received--

Mr. TROW. I wish to say in reply to what hu been
stated by the hon. gentleman, that I took a period of ten
years, from 1869 to 1879.

Mr. RYKERT. The hon. member for Huron ought to
correct the organ of his party. That is what I wish to
correct before I get through. The amount stated, viz. :
$885,023, was the whole amount paid in seventeen years by
the Company. The Globe said a few days ago it was only
one year. 1have a letter from Mr. Poor, the gentleman
who wrote that Manual, and lie says:

"New Yon, 19th January, 1881.
"DEa SiR,-I bave yours of the 17th, I end herewith a copy of the lut

eport of the Union Pacific Railway Company. The taxes 835,023 are
or the whole period of the grant. 'The amount of taxes the past year was
108,437

(Signed) "lH. V. Pooit."

That is conflrmed again by the following letter:-
"BoSToN, 19th January, 1881.

"DEÂa sia,-The sum of taxes paid in lands which you quote from Poor's
fanual, is the total of taxes in land from the beginning.

(Signed) ". MCLFAtAND,
"Secretary- eaarer, Union Pacifi. Raulway:"

Mr. CAMERON (South Huron). Is that taxes on land?
Mr. RYKERT. Yes.
Mr. CAMERON. Mr. Poor does not say anything of the

ind in his Manual.
Mr. RYKERT. Mr. Poor gives a summary of the

xpenses of the Land Commission, and be gives a summary
f the taxes on land. If the hon. gentleman will turn to the
ast number of Poor's Manual he will find that the land
rant altogether was 12,085,227 acres. Up to IDecember,
879, they had sold 1,568,438 acres, ,eaving unsold on the
st Sanuary, 1880, 10,514,789 acres. The expenses of the
and department, the taxes on the land, expenses of town
ots, and the discount and commission amounted altogether
o $1,889,877 from the commencement of the land opera-
ions. The hon. gentleman stated that the amount paid
at year was 835,023. Now, we wil go to a higher
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authority -to their political creator, the man that makes and
unmakes them. We will take the Globe of December 15th,
1880, and hear what it says:

"Stili more light can be thrown upon the vastness of this .ift by
adducing the amount of taxation paid by the Union Pacific Road. lu
one year, 1879, the Union Pacific paid taxes on 1,597 miles of road,
amounting to $279;158; and in the same year the same Company paid
taxes on ita land grant amounting to $835,023.

Mr. CAMERON. I never stated that the Union Pacifie
paid last year 6835.023. If my hon. friend will turn te the:
report he wilIl flnd that I said tour years, and so Mr. Poïor
laid it down in his Manual of this year.

Mr. RYKERT. I notice that the hon. gentleman hu
summarized the amount at 8835,023 a year for four yearsi.
They could not have paid that large amoiunt, because the
land they had on hand in December 1879, was 10,500,000
acres. I do not suppose the speeches of hon. gentlemen
are much read throughout the country, but their organ is,
and I am quoting from that, and I want to show the public
what a political humbug they have to direct the opinion of
the hon. gentlemen opposite:

" This land grant is infinitely mtre valuable than that of tLe Union
Pacific. Therefore the least value that can be put upon tue exemption
from taxation of the Canadian Pacifie land grant is twenty times
*835,023, or $16 700,460. The exemption from taxes of the railway
itseif is worth at least as much to the Company as the liabilLy to taxes
costs the Union Pacifie, namely, $279,158 per annum. Capitalizing that
sum at 4 per cent , we arrive at the value of the exemption from taxes
of the railway. It is .................. . .... ....................... s 6,978,950
Add value of twenty years' exemption from taxes un land

grant................ . ....................-................. 16,700,460

Total value of exemption from taxes .... ..... $23,679,410

Now, Sir, the Cempany bas had this land for seventAen
year-I cali it twelve years, mukiîîg an average of $69,585
a year-if we take the 20,000,000 acres which we gave to
the Company, having retained 5,000,000 acres for security,
and estimate the taxes at the same rate as tbe Union
Pacific, it would make an annual payment of 139,170.
Multiply that by 20, assuming that not an acre ofIland le
suld for 20 yeare, and we find that the total of taxes
paid by the Syndicate would be $2,783,400, or a
difference between the Globe's calculation and mine upon
the land alone of $13,917,060. Now, 'I go still further. I
will give them the benefit of last 3 ear's taxation. Mr. Poor
Bsys that the taxes last year were $10 -,437. I will double
that, which will make $216,874 a year, multiply that by 20,
allowing one-third off for sales only,-and I find the total
nmount would be $2,891,654, or a difference of $13,808,806.
It does seem to me that the hon. gentlemen ought certainly
to withdraw that statement upon the floor of this House or
admit.that the organ was incorrect or misinformed. It is
an unfortunate thing that these statements should go about
the country in order to mislead the public mind with a view
of getting a snap verdict against the hon. gentlemen on this
side of the louse.

Mr. TROW. If the hon. gentleman will refer to the
Hanard of Thnrsday last, and read my remarks, he will see
that I put it at ten years.

Mr. RYKElRT. I find you reported in the Bansard as
stating the taxes commenced in 1859. The nompany -was
rot incorporated at that time, it had not an acre of'land
thon, so the hon. gentleman is mistaken, though I accept
the explanation that he means ten years. The hon. member
for South Huron sanys four years, while the organ of the
party says it is $835,023 a year, so that there -was only a-
trifiling mistake of over $13,000,00 on that point alone as
regards the land, and a mistake of $6,000,000 as
regards the taxation of the road bed. I alseo want
to discuss the question wbich arose in the earlyl
part oftthis debate as to the new Syndicate abandoning thel
eastern section of this road. I have taken the trouble to
hunt up the authorities on that point, knowing that I was

Mr. RYKRT,

rigbt,; düring the twenty years I have been in Parlian ent,
Ihave always made it a point never to advance a s.temgnt
in tle Blouse thati 1could not corroborate. I then stated
thatno company could perforrn a portion of a contract and
abandon the balance, as it would be contrary té le prin-
ciples of law ànd equity. The section to whileh I rferred
js very plain and distinct, ard its meamng admits-bf no
doubt. Section 4 of the contract says:

"The work of construction shall, be commenoed at the eastern
extremniy of the eastern section not later thanthe first day of July next,
and the work upen the central section shall be commenced by the Corn-
pany at such point towards the eastern end thereof on the portion of the
line now under construction as shall be found convenient and as shail be
approved.by the Govenfment, at a date not later than the first May next.
And the work upon the eastern and central sections shall be vigorously
and'continuously carried on at such rate of annual progress on each
section as shall enable the Company to complete and equip the same and
each of them, in runaing order, on or before the first day of May,,1891."

I-then stated that if the Company choose to *abandon the
eatern section, this Government could invoke the power of
the Court of Chancery, and compel them to carry out their
contract in its entirety, and I say that is the law to-day, in
spite of the opinion of the leader of the Opposition. That
hon. gentleman, in that modest, kind, genial manner to
which he is so addicted in this louse, said: '' Nosuch thing,
there is no such law." Well, standing in the presence of the
recognized leader of the Chancery Bar, I hesitated to say that
lie was wrong; but I thought I would hunt up the authorities.
When I found a distinguished lawyer in this ieouse quoting
a case, and refusing to give the name of the case, or to state
where the case is to be found, I suspected that that hon. gentle-
man was not stating the law correctly. When in a
court of law a loarned gentleman states that such and sucb
is the law cf the land, and the judge asks hi ate say whre
the case is to be found, and he cannot, he is told quietly to
sit down and mmd his own business. Well, the hon. gentle-
manchose to take me to book, and cited the case of the
South Wales Railway Company vs. Wythes, which I found
afte a'alittie trouble reported in . K. and J.Chancery.
Reporta,' 186. I arn prepared te, show that that case has
not been cited but once for twenty-four years, and then
only to be commented on by the Court as a case which, from
the fragmentary nature of the contract, the relief asked
could not be granted. My contention is that no individual
or body of men can take advantage of a portion of a contract
and abandon the balance -that such an act would be contrary
to all the principles of law and equity; and what I coiplain
of the bon. gentleman is, that he, a lawyer, should have
cited a case twenty-four or twenty-five years old, when, he
has only to turn to his own docket and find two cases argued
by his own firm within the last two years, to confirm my
view of the law. The following case, which was carried to
,the Court of Appeal and affirmed there, supports my con-
tention:

EDWAnD eV., GraNa .UNorriN RîAILWAY -Co.-7 SnMoNs, 337, and
MRN & Caxto, 650 -* Case decided on the principle that the Court
would not allowr them to exercise powers acquired by means of such con-
tract without carryin* it into full effect.: and in the absence of any adop-
tion of the contract of sach a party by the incorporated compaby, or of
any attempt to exercise the powers thereby acqired, or of any part per-
fornmance, th Court might refuse t enforce specisc performance of snch
a nontract agamat the incorporated company: but if they adopt or avail
themselves of th contract, or exercise the powers acquired btsmeans,
the Court will, in that case. not only uegatively but positiy interpose
and compel the perfrmance by them of every portion of the contract."

I do not accuse the bon. gentleman of being so ignorant of
the law as not to know where hecai fid the law, but I
never knew a lawyer to cite a case of twenty-five years ùgo
without searching for subsequent cases to see if it wue still
recogized as an autbority. That is what the hon. gentleman
wou do if his opinions and actions were not warped by
political bias. TIe hon. gentleman cites a case to show that
the Court cannot compel a party to carry out a c5tract
when the other party can get adequate damages ut lait. I
deny that ishe law; but there i aclass of cases where,
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frit the nûture of the agreement, the Court of Chancery
iWill htot Rliow its mnachinery to be used from time to time to
eht-ry n expensive works. But I will come to a later case,
tho ëase of Greene vs. West Cheshire Railway Co., reported
in 13 Equity Reports, page forty-four, which was tried in
i8F 1, sevënteen years after the case referred to by my hon.
frieiid the -other night:

"'GËEiNt V*. WB STCHsrnUR RAILWÂY CoxPÀtY, where it was decided:
"The Court will not refuse to decree specific performance of an agreement,
although the plaintif may bave a concurrent remedy in damages, or may
bave entered into a negotiation for a money compensation which has
failed. '1 he facts of this case were as follows:-An agreement was
entered into between a railway company and a land-owner, part of whese
lard bad been, under another agreement, taken by the company, wherebv
in consideration of the previous withdrawal by the land-owner of a peti-
tion to Parliament against the company's Bill, the company agreed to
construct and for ever maintain at their expense, a siding of specified
length alongside the line upon land belonging to the land-owner, and te
bé provided b y him for that purpose for the u e and to the reasonable
satisfaction of the owner."

Sir James Bacon, V.C., in giving judgment, says :
"I wholly disclaim the notion that a railway company is to be dealt

with by this Court upon any other principles than those which would and
ought te be applied to individuals. Their contracts are to be considered
just as any other contracts; their rights and their obligations are in all
respects the same as those of any members of the community. They
possesà certain privileges different from, and in some respects beyond
those of individuals; but while it is the duty of the Court to respect and
to secure the enjoyment of those privileges, it is no less an imperative
duty to take care that the powers with which the Legislature bas
entrusted them. and which are inherent in their constitution, are not so
exercised as to protect them in doing wrong, or in escaping from the ful-
filment of their lawful engagements. • • A more direct,
wilful, and determined violation of a plain contract cannot be suggested.
h o excuse is offered for it, but what they say is, that the plaintif may, by
an action at law, recover against them in money such amount of damages
as a jury iay think he bas sustained by their wilful breach of their
contract, and that therefore a Court of Equity will not entertain the
complaint. I do not understand that the law as administered in this
Court, coòntenances any such defence. * It would be a total
diepàrture frem aill principles by which the administration of this branch
of the law has hitherto been guided, to hold that it is at the
option of a man who bas persuaded another to part with his
ights üpon a specific condition to say: 'I can, but I will not perform
thé oblkhtions I hav entered into ; and instead (f kevii g
faith and.honeatly fuifilling my promise, I will leave you to takt the
chances of an action for damages, and to reserve te myself the tpcwer
of ndèavoring to defeat your claim ; and instead of acknowledging

uni- just rihts rill compel you to receive, instead of them, such a
suínsa imat be ahle to persuade a jury will compensate y, u for the
l-oss, and ij ury, and digaPpointment, which my wilful wrong-ioig may'
have occsioùeà to you.' If this wee maid or done by an individnal,
the iri5aice wôuld be too lsring to be endured; can it be less when
it is doië by a corporation? I am as unwilling as any one can be to
enferce againt a company ebligations to which private persons are not
subject; but I should be acting in direct opposition to wbat I am satisfied,
lanot 1ess the plain law than it is the plain honesty of the case, if I were
te countetance, h tbe part of the Company, so gross a violation of their
dny as they ate endeavoring to practice in this case. •
That there may be cases in whicb the Court may be unable to do ful
justice in tbh' way of specific performance is true and by the imperfection
ofthe con-tract itself, the Court may be unable to Ifect that which itu
would wish to perform. Sncb a case is presented in the case of the South
Wales Railway C ompany vs. Wy thes I. K. &J. 186, where, from the vague'
atíd fragmetntary nature of several cf the stipulations in the contract. the
Court was usnable to carry it into effect. But mo sncb difficulty arises in
this case. There is nothing vague or uncertain i the matter, and if they
should be decreed to continue their railway by means cf the siding they
have underiaken to make, there can be no doubt cf tbe power of the Court
to enforce such a decree, so as to ensure a ful and speedic performance cf
the contract." .t

The Court recognied this fact, that when a man undertakes
to perform a contract he cannot say : " I will do a part of it
adlet the riest go.' We have the case of Wallace aainst
the Great Western Railway, reported m our Courts. This
company had agreed te build a certain station bouse and
certain sidings; but buit only an insufficient station houses
fit for a econd clsss station, and refused to build the sidings.
What was the judgment in that case? M r. Chancellor
Spragge, a well recognized authority in our Court, said,
(page 9i7, 25 Grant) :-

" In Lord Lindsey's case the Vice-Chancellor refera te another case in
whlch Lord Cottenham, referring te Edwards vs. The Grand Junction
l1ailway Company says: 1 I did not put it precisely on the contract; but
*UatI did put it on was this: that if a arty enters into an agreement, by
the means ead operation of which a body is afterwards incorporated and

broughlt irto existenc, and a ue1 ywer, I m*11 not alidw tbat com-
pa;y to eéercise pawers aÔhured through t mediMm of that previous
contract and arrangement, without carryint|That contract and arrange-
ment into fuli effet."

That is the vory case we have bere. The Company under-
take to build the central and eastern sections. What will
the Coutse compël thei to do in the event of the Company
uïndertakî tÔ bûild the'cenitre and 'bandoning the eastern
seètion ? It l àite cler the Company will e -compe lied
to carry ut thr Whdl'e agxement. L This case 0 which I
have just referred was argùed 'by the firm of Blake, Kerr,
Casselis and Boyd où behafl' öf the Great Western Railway
Comnpany. Tlh-n the case ias carried to appeal where
Mlsirs. Boyd & Cássêls argué it. dbief Justice Moss
tells thsm thât hIaving t akbn advantage of that contract,
they in'ust te 'Coipélied to cárr•y it tO completion. The
judgment is as 'fôlloWs :-

"They also submit that the agreement is not of guch a character as to
be susceptible of specific performance. The last objection is completely
met by the case f Hood -t. North Eaàtern Railway (ompany, L. R. 8 Eq.
666. There is no difficulty in detrniinirg whether acts of the company
fairly and reasonably amount to the maintaining of a freight and pas-
senger station at a given point. In the case referred to the Court was not
deterred from grantfùg'relief by the 'same argument being used with re-
gard to an aigreement for a irst-clss station. This case is entirdly dis-
tinguishable from ône in which the Court refuses to undertake the
superintendence of the execution of works. No reasonable man can doubt
that this Oompany underskàud pérféctly well what would be a fair and
honest discharge of the obIligâtion to miaintain such a station at Gokans.
town. • Upon the whole itseems te'us to be beyond doubt that the
appellants are bound to perform the agreement in question, and that they
délibevately tâte ptèd to bre&k it, bécausé its continued fulfilment was
not profitb1.."
1 have cited entùmh adàs'e ini onr own Courts and those of
England, to shiov that my lpoiti6ri the othër night was a
perfectly tenabte ohie. 1 Wll'egitá Sòoer against Îhe Great
Westerh ail*ay Cotpatny, 2 Y. and .C.C. 48, in which

" Sir J. L. Knight Bruce, V.C., made an order that the defend-
ants, the Company, were bound to construct and for ever thereaiter to
maintain one neat archwa sufficient to permit a Ioadéd carniage of hay
to pass under the railway.

The Company said they had built a proper cne. The plaintiff
thought it was not, and the conipany had to carryout their
agreement in its niitëty. laI the eaËe of Wilson vs. tho
Furness Railway d h Eiiy, WKg. 2B, the Court held :

"That the Company having obtaiied the benefit of the agreenentby
being thereby rélesed from an onerons obligation. and allowed to
substitute something more easy of performance, the Company would not
be allowed to éva'de th'e àgYeerúeut.

hope-te hon. member for South Huron (Mr. Cameron)
will look at those rcases. I believe he recognised the other
night that his chief was wrong. Since that question wasup
the hon. member for West I)urham actually denied what he
had said the other night. ln fact the hon. gentleman has a
habit of denyiûg, and goi ng back upon, his previous utter-
ances. The hôn. -wember for Corn wall saidI: "I belieT e the
hon. member for We~st Durham said the Courts could not
enforce this contract;" to which the hon. member for West
Durham replied : "I did not .make any sueh statement."
I will read fiorn ansard, what I said during the debate on
this pont, and I will also read the answer made by the
member for West Durhan. I said:

"I apprehend, and I thiuk ne one will refute my proposition, that if the
Company do not advance vigorously and continuously with the work to
the satisfaction of the Government, the Government can invoke theinachinery oftihe Cort ofChabdey, which no one knows better than the
hon. inexaber for West Durbgar, te cdmpel them' to do what their contract
says they shali do."

Is that right ?
Mr. ANGLIN.

sa

Il is.
Mr. RYËERT. But your leader says it is wrong. He
id: " If I know anything about it, I deny thitt proposi-

IdOI.

Mr.. ANGLIN. What prosition?
RYRERT. Thé rone I have just quoted.
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Mr. MILLS. The hon gentleman's question related to the
jurisdiction of the Courts of C hancery. The contention of
the hon. member for Cornwall related to the jurisdiction of
the Courts generally.

Mr. RYKERT. It is quite plain that I referred to the
Court of Chancery. I said the Court of Chancery would
invoke their machinery to enforce a contract similar to the
one before the Bouse. The hon. gentleman agrees with me;
but his hon. leader said if ihe knew anything about it, he
denied that proposition, What I do object to is: that on
every occasion on which hon. members on this side advance
a proposition, they are sneered -at by the bon. member for
West Durham. Wehave the record of the hon. gentleman,
I am sorry hc las left bis seat. I gave his political history
a few nights ago; I could also give his legal history in
Parliament, which consists of a long series of blundering.
As an instance of his constitutional blandering, I may refer
to the memorial to the Queen, which he introduced in the
Ontario Legislature, asking her to take such initiative steps
in the way of legislation as would prevent this Dominion
from interfering with the subsidies to the several Provinces.
I opposed the resolutions on the ground that it was none of
our business in that Legislature to present such a memorial.
The memorial went to England, and Lord Granville sent it
back, with the advice to the Ontario Legislature to mind its
own busine-s. That is the purport of it. On every great
constitutional question, the hon. gentleman has signally failed.
I hope that in future, when he addresses the Hfouse, he will
be a little more choice in his language. I do not care whether
he calls us a pàck of dogs, as he did the other night, or
whether he charges us with sinking so low as to support the
Government proposition, that is a mere matter of taste. I
am prepared to fbllow the lon. leaders on this side of the
House, but to use bis own language, I am not prepared to
stoop so low as to do reverence to the hon. leader of the
Opposition. He seems to be dissatisfied and soured with
everything, and of him I may say:

How doth the littie busy bee,
Improve eacb shining hour,
0athering Buncobeail the day,
From everythng that's sour.

Mr. CASGRAIN. As I do not concur in the resolutions
which are now to be read the second time, I desire to offer a
few observations, in order to state the conclusion at which
I have arrived. Before doing so, I would take the oppor-
tunity of complimenting the hon. member for Selkirk
(Mr. Scott) on his able speech delivered yesterday.
ln attempting to address tlhe House in the English
language, the excuse I have to offer is that lon.
members have not as yet been provided with
French copies of the offer of the second Syndicate. As I
desire to e brief, I will reduce the question at issue to two
simple propositions, viz.: First, Is the Bouse to allow the
Government to change the policy settled last Session? Second,
Is the Syndicate bargain now before the House, under the
circumstances, such a good bargain as Parliament ought to
adopt? What was the policy of the Government before they
went to England ? They had a fixed, settled policy, approved
by Parliament, and what reasons have there been to change
it? What has happened in the meantime? Nothing that we
know of. Those hon. gentlemen left the country and went to
Europe, and, if we are to believe them, they carried over two
offers in their pockets. While there they received some
other offers. They said that they had made a contract
on the other side which Was binding. As regards these
offers, however, Parliament is still in the dark ; nd I ask
this House and the country if we are obliged to ratify this
contract, simply because hon. gentlemen sitting on the
Treasury benches tell us it is the best that could be made?
If I could persuade myself that this contract is the very best
that could he made, I would, to a certain extent and withl

Mr. RyKaRT.

certain amendments, adopt part of it at ail events, because 1
should prefer that this enterprise should be earried out by a
private company rather than sec the Government exposed,
as they have been exposed, and as every Government wdl be
exposed, to enormous difficulties-to bribery and corruption.
'bat is a question which is now before the publie. If t1ose
hon. gentlemen ask us to believe them when they say: 'You
hon. gentlemen of the Opposition must rely on our word, we
have made the best possible bargain;I I, for mny part, will
repl that I cannot accept their word, and that for one
g reason-

Mr. PLUMB. I rise to a question of order. The hon.
gentleman has made two statements-one insinuating that
bribery bas been used, and the other that the Government
has made false statements.

Mr. SPEAKER. Perhaps the hon. member will explain
wbat he said.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I desired to say this, and I think I said
this, that the Government ought to be above suspicion ; that
is to say, that the carrying out of work by the (overnment
should be avoided, that a private company sbould be entrusted
with this enterprise, in order to avoid for the future any
misunderstanding, bribery or corruption. That is what I
meant to say. 1 think I said that.

Mr. PL UMB. That is not what the hon. gentleman
stated.

Mr. CASGRAIN. If I did not say it, that was what I
intended to say. The people at large, at the present
moment, entertain great ·suspicion with respect to this
contract that has been made in the dark ; and that a number
of citizens say so, I assert. Hon. gentlemen opposite are
misled by flatterers. The whole truth is not told thém, and
the unpleasant side is not placed before them, but is hidden
from them. There is one question about which the public
have been in doubt for five or six years. I do not desire to
be at all offensive to members of the Government, but Imust
take in the fact as it is, and allow the people to draw their
conclusions therefrom. I say the people are asking to-day
whether Sir Hugh Allan has been recouped for 8360,000
which he paid ? If so, by whom, when and how ? If he las
not, the people have their own suspicions; I have my own
suspicions which I cannot disregard. The interest on this
money has been accruing ever since, and the total sum to-day
must amount to about half a million dollars. We do not know
everything that has been passing behind the seenes ini respect
to this contract, but we know that, in August last, when hon.
gentlemen opposite were on the other side of the Atlantic,
they had not then made the contract now spoken of, and, if
my information be correct-because walls will -speak-a
contract or a tender or something of that kind, but not with
the details iu the present contract, was sent from Montreal
across the Atlantic with such extravagant terms in it that it
was not expected to be accepted.

Some. bon. MEMBERS. Explain.
Mr. CASGRAIN. I will say moe. I can give my source

of information to the Prime Minister, and the names person-
ally to himself. I have information which I believe to be
true, that when those negotiations-were going on in England
the first signed contract was sent from M ontreal there.
I venture to say more, that in England when these hon.
gentlemen completely failed in their transactiozs, or in their
attempted transactions, with English capitalists, there was a
sudden recoil of our negotiations, though by what means it
was produced I am not able to explain; but over the immense
cloud which is getting darker and darker every day there
may yet òome a flash .of lightniig which will tear asunder
ths cloud and show us the bright daylight behind it. These
hon. gentlemen voluntarily put themselves in this position,
because they will not show us any papers or documents, or
let us know what they had been doing in the dark. They
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have laid themselves opeu to suspicion-though it ws their
own lult-and 1 for one regret it deeply, because, for the
honor of our country, Ministers should be, like the Roman's
wife, above suspicion.

Itsbeing Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTE R RECESS.

Mr. UASGRAIN. I do not think that the people
of this country will believe that there have not
been better terms offered before this last proposal
was laid on the Table of the House. non. gen
tiemen opposite ask us to accept their judgment, withont
letting us know upon what grounds they base that decision.
I cannot come to the conclusion which they have arrived
at, and, to use a favorite expression of the bon. Minister of
Railways, I do not see how any intelligent or impartial
man can come to that conclusion. The Minister of Rail-
ways bas been hurling at this side of the House the fact
that deficits had to be announced in the budgets of the late
Governtnent. I do not admit that they amounted to any-
thing like the figures--$,000,000 or $7,000,000-which the
hon. gentleman named, and I ay,further,that whatever their
amount, they were due to causes which were beyond the
control of the late Administration-due to the depression
which prevailed ail over the world. But speaking of these
deficits, what is the hon. gentleman now trying to do? By
the mere stroke of bis pen and the seal of lis office he is
about to sacrifice at least $12,300,000, as appears on the
face of the two offers which are now before the House. The
people of this country, if tbey are intelligent men, will see
clearly the difference between a deficit of $7,000,000 and
the throwing away of $12,250,000, or, according to my
calculations, $16,000,000 to $18,000,000, for I can see that
much difference between the two offers. The problem is
not a very diflicult one to solve; on the contrary, it will be
seen as clearly as day light. The Prime Minister, in order
to show that the people had confidence in him, said
that he had been put on his trial, and the result was his
restoration to power, and, therefore, he argued he had been
completely whitewashed. I do not.view the matter in that
light, I accept the verdict of the people in a qualified
manner. '1That verdict was due to the commercial
depression of which I spoke. 'The same causes produce
the same effects everywhere. The same cause
not long ago defeated an Administration in England.
Well, Sir, that was the principal cause the National Policy,
which bas b'een so much talked of, was a good fiag to bring
forward on that occasion, and it has produced the expected
effect. The right hon. gentleman said that he had bis
trial. I do not believe he bas had bis trial fairly, as we
understand, under constitutional government. That trial
ought to have taken place befbre this Parliament by
impeachment, and then, if those bon. gentlemen had been
absolved, we would have rejoiced that the honor of our
country remained unsullied. If, on the other hand, they
had been found guilty under impeachment, they would
have been obliged to abandon not only their portfolios
but would nave met with due punishment. There was another
mode in which those bon. gentlemen tried to wash what
we mty call their dirty linen-they appointed a Royal
Commission to do tht work for them. We may judge, by
what happened afterwards, how that Commission did its
work. i admit there was one honorable name on that
Commission, Mr. Justice Day, who served as a figure-head;
but I must say that the same degree of confidence did not
attach to, at least, one of the members of that Commission.
In order to show how much confidence may be put
upon the verdict of that Commission, I will re-call
a fact which las already been made public. One of
these Commissioners.-was, about nine months ago, called
upon to decide an eleetion case in the city of Quebec. The

Court was composed of three Jdges, of whom his ex-
Commissioner was one. The three J ges ad agreed upon
what verdict to render and whep they oami.upon the Bonch
to render their judgment, this ekOomiissioner, to the utter
astonishment of bis colleagues, proceeded to render a judg-
nient entirely opposed to te one agreed upon n chambers
by the whole Court,, and is two eoîleagues were obliged to
give the real judgment of the Court I do net suppose
another scandai of that description ever occutrred before, in
which a Royal Conimisioner was thchie' actor. The
judgment ho gave on that occasion, contrary tothe one
agreed upon, was tò unseat a Liberal member and toe nnul
the election. -I will not give the name of this Royal Om-
missioner; it is well known; and I am ashamed to give it,
because it is a French-Canadian name. We have now anether
Royal Commission sitting, and it would have been well if
it had reported so that we could have liad the report before
us during the debate. We are still in the dark upon that
subject, as we are in the dark upon many other points. So
much for these Royal Commissions, present, past, and, per-
haps, future. Now, Sir, the hon. Minister of Railways
has great fluency of language, but sometimes it is
dangerous to talk too fast and to talk too much. Like a
Spanish bravado be told us that he had nailed his colors to
the mast, or, in other tcrms1, if I understand the metaphor,
he meant to abide by the first contract at ail hazards. Two
minutes before that he told us that he had not even looked
into the new proposai. J suppose that if the new proposai
had offered' to do the work for nothing, he would still have
rejected it. I think, under the circumstaijes, the position
of that hon. gentleman is not very tenable before the
country. It bas been said, by supporters of the first
Syndicate, that the new proposal was conceived in sin and
born in iniquity. If either of these contracts deserve the
qualification I am sure it is not the second one. I am sure
that the first one is open to suspicion, and it is looked upon
with suspicion throughout the country. The bon. leader
of the Opposition says that, until the new offer was laid
upon the Table, he knew nothing at ail about it. For my
own part I can say that until I saw it on the Table I knew
nothing of it, and when I say this from my seat in this louse
I hopel shall be believed. I think the bon. leaderof the Oppo.
sition ought to be believed in bis statemont, and he should
not be taunted with being a party to a political plot unless
bon. gentlemen opposite are prepared to make a formal and
precise charge. I like to receive the word of another gen.
tieman and to believe it when that is possible. When the
gallant knight from St. John (Sir Leonard Tilley) assured
the late Governor General, Lord Dufferin, that lie knew
nothing in the first instance about'the transaction called the
Pacific Scandal, I believe that he Was sincere and told the
truth, because at that time he was not in a position to know
more about it. I can also believe that the bon. the Minister
ofiRailways spoke the truth when he said he knew nothing
at all about it, though both he and the Finance Minister
afterwards espoused the cause of their colloaguos, and show-
ed, perhap, more courage than prudence in doing it. I
wish I cdtild say the same of ail the other members of:that
Cabinet. There is an old proverb which says: "If you
deceive me once it is your fault, if yon deceive
me twice it is my fault." I do not desire to be deceived
the second time if I can belp it. When bon. gentlemen
opposite are at a loss for an argument, they fall back
on the National Policy. I am ut a loss to understand what
possible influence the'National Policy can bave on either
the contract or the offer. Hon. gentlemen say : "Oh ! you
want to break the terms with British Colunbia." I say
the Government are, in fact, breaking faith with British
Columbia. Our agreement with British Columbia, accord-
ing to the Carnarvon terms, was to build the railway from
Nanaimo to Esquimalt. Why was that not included in this
contract with the Syndicate? As to the second proposai, I,

ait
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believe sincere]y ,that it is better than the one that preceded not for the affection they bore him they would net '«upport
it, and that by accepting it the country will benefit by an the Government in this course. Not one of the other
enormous sum of money, as well as by the removal of the thirteen Ministers co'ld have persuaded them to cast tht
great privileges and monopolies which are granted by the first vote. During the holidays I took occasion to teil 'My
contract. The fate of this country depends on the vote we are constituents my reasons for opposing the ratification of hais
going to give to-night; and if by any possible power I could contract, and as I am not ashamed of what I have.done I
induce hon. gentlemen on the opposite side to view- this will, for the benefit of this House and the country, read my
matter in another light, I would attempt to my utmost to do address to them:
so. But, Sir, I am afraid, from what Irhave seen and heard,
that the vote is a foregone conclusion. If I had at this « Au li" 8et ta lpendants éleereurs du Comté derIse. esir,

vous vous rappelez le premier contrat du Pacifique avec Sir HBgh AlIa.moment that command of the English language, and could "Voici un second contrat fait par I s mêmesministres. A usitôt et
use thatIrish eloquence which is so common among Irish-- autant que je l'ài pu, je l'ai fait distribuer dans le comté afin qe le
men, I would apneal to the Irish people to regard thè' Peuple entieren prenne connaissance.

.IAl vous d'en juger.miseries their fe' ow-countrymen have been stiffering for "Je vous soumets le résumé des raisons qui m'empêchent desanetionner
centuries, and ask them whether they would invite their un tel contrat.
friends on the other side of the Atlantic to come to this I.Parce que le prix et les avantages accordés sont exorbitants.

2. Parc que le gouvernement a refusé de produire toutes les autres
soumissions, ofres ou correspondances pour la construction du chemie.

I am very much afraid the immense power the Syndicate "3. Parce, que le gouvernement a tenu caché jusqu'au dernier moment
are going to exercise will have a direful influence on that le contenu du contrat et a laissé, dans l'intervalle, induire le public enc tr.erreur en donnant à entendre e hmia eaitostut.n uicountry. On the other hand, if the Syndicate are going to ®enoûtt un seul centdeplus Ye cemin serait construit sans qu'il
inaugurate an immense system of immigration, we "4. Parce que le gouvernement, pressé parle syndicat a avancé la Ses-
ought to see what kind of people they will sion du Parlement et a poussé en toute hâte l'adoption de cette mesure,

t bring dans le but de terminer au plus vite la discussion en Chambre et d'em-bring W the North-Wesit. We ought not pêcher le peuple de connaître ce contrat avant qu'il fût sanctinaué.people there who are going to be disaffected towards the "i. Parce que la garantie pour l'exécution du contrat est tout-à-fait
English Crown, or strangers who have not common interests insuffisante.
with us. A very narrow limit will separate them from tire "6. Parce que la garantie pour l'exploitation du chemin pendant 20 ans

.n .est également insuffisante.United States. There are many Peman organizations Il"i7. Parce que le public sera livré à la merci des propriétaires du che-
the United States, which may at some time exorcise a cer- min, le gouvernement n'ayant réservé aucun contrôle pratique sur le
tain influence upon disaffected settlers in the North-West. tarif du chemin.

I8 . Parce que la construction de la partie du chemin au nord du lacSthink, therefore, that the Governent oght have Supérieur est-prématurée, et ne sera ouverte que dans dix ans; que
reserved to themselves a direct supervision over the cette région de 200 lieues est inhabitée et non cultivable.
immigration scheme in which this Syndicate are going to "9: Parce que, en faisant la correspondance au Sault Sainte-Marie, du

chemin du Pacifique avec les lignes américaines en voie- d'y arriver,engage. If I could ais* make an appeal to the French on évite une énorme dépense, et on aurait sous peu une communication
members from the Province of Quebec, sitting on the other avec le Nord-Ouest amplement suffisante pour tous les besoins.
Bide, I would ask them-many of them young men of talent " l F. Parce que tous les Parlements élus depuis la Confédération ont
who are likely to be of great benefit to their counti-y-i. affirmé en principe que la construction du chemin de fer du Pacifique ne

se ferait qu'en autant qu'elle n'imposât aucunes taxes additionnelles surthey are going to sacrifice, by their vote to-night, all the le peuple.
influence they would otherwise possess. The Government "11. Parce que l'exemption en faveur des constructeurs de toutes t xes
have adopted a most extraordinary method in carràg itoujourssur le chemin, de tous droits sur les importations pour cons-

. '*7g truire le chemin, -et de toutes taxes pendant 20 ans sur les terres don-this matter through the House. They began by acting in nées en paiement,-sont des priviléges exorbitants, en vue du fait que
the very teeth of the law, and when they brought this le reste du peuple va être taxé en sus pour le prix dn contrat et pour
measure before the House they wanted to hurry it through continuer à enrichir des contracteurs devenus millionnaires à ses dé-witoutgivng imefordisusion Webav IRlesil- hrg pens- Et parce que les dix ans accordés pour relier le chemin duwithout giving time for.discussion. We have Rules in thiSPaci:que par le nord du lac Supérieur, aux chemins de fcr de 'ntarioet
House, which have not been made for nothing; but bon, Québec est un trop long délai: attendu que ces nrovinces qui suppor-
gentlemen have seen fit to suspend them. What is the tent la plus grande partie du fardeau du coût du chemin se trouvent par

importa c f suspending the Rules cf the flouse Io sanction là les plus mal servies.importance "c12. Parc eque.4vant d'adopter finalement ce contrat, il est dans l'in-
a contract which does not come into force for foutr months, térêt public de voir à obtenir d'autres soumissions plus favorables.
and while we are going to romain for ton years without con- "13. Parce que, le Ministère s'est mis par sa faute à la merci des con-
neotion with th North-West except thrugh American tracteurs qui lui ont imposé les termes leî plus exireants.

." . r .14. Parce que, en sus du prix énorme du contrat et plus que suffisantterritory? This contract 18 open to suspicion. In the Bill pour construire le chemin, les contracteurs reçoivent de plus le chemin en
appended to it, the second clause is a most extraordinary présent du gouvernement.
one, one by which the contractors of this Corn any are " 15. Parce que le gouvernement aurait dû stipuler qu'après un certain
allo to vs fr ts detemps, plus ou moins reculé, la propriété du chemin retourneraitallowed te value services rendered and to pay for dxm, thus à l'Etat.
leaving an immense margin for suspicion. The clause is as "16. Parce que les termes du contrat n'assurent que la construction d'un
follows:- chemin d'une qualite inférieure, vague, indéterminée, et hors de proportion

avec le prix.
"The capital stock of the Oompany shall be twenty-five million "17. Parce que le Gouvernement, malgré les avantages extraordinaires

dollars, divided into shares of one hundred dollars each, which shares accordés à la compagnie, se charge néanmoins de la construction des
shall be transferable in such manner and upon such conditions as shal parties les plus difficiles et les plus coûteuses du chemin.
be provided by the by-laws of the Company; and such shares, or any "18. Parce que, en sus du coût de l'a-pentage des 25,000,OO d'acres, le
part thereof, may be granted and issued as paid up shares for value bonit gouvernement est exposé à payer des dommages pour ne pouvoir livrer à
fide received by the Company, either in money at par or at such price demande ceq terres non encore arpentées.
and upon such conditions as the board of directors may fix." ' 1 19. Parce que le privilége exclusif accordé pour 20 ans, de construire

MrDOMVILLE. Is net that in the secod Syndicate'set d'opérer des chemins de fer dans le Nord-Ouest crée un monopoleMr. Dtellement exorbitant qu'il doit être rejeté non seulement par les habitants
oeffer? ?du lieu, qui s'y opposent unanimement, mais par tous ceux du pays.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I do not know. I am not now discussing "20. Parce que la création d'une compagnie proprietaire des vastes
hatoffer but if it is, two wrons do net make a rigt. I éfendues des Mieilleures terres du Nord-Ouest à <on choix, formera un

that bigsdg • pouvoirtellement puissant et étendu qu'il sera un danger pour I Etat etleave the interpretation of this clause to the country. The un monopoie crasant qu il faudra racheter
right hon. Premier used very strong language with reference "21. Parce que les terres donn es en paiement sont toutes prises dans le

ttis Syndicate. He told his followers, the Government Nord-Ouest et dans le. Manitoba, sans que la Colombie Britannique qui
.. Stforce la construction immédiate du chemin, en fournisse un seul acre.

must sink or float according to their vote. That is what I "22. Parce que, il y avait aucune réserve dans ce contrat permettant de
call an argumentum ad hominem Re appealed to the l'amender en aucune manière, il n'y a pas d'autre alternative que de le
affection of hie party, to hie weakdning years and long rejeter en entier.

recrd f srvie, o cmy heconrao thoug, ad Wrei ' 23.- Farce que, sur les circonstances actuelles d'un snd contrat&arecord of service, te carr.y the contract thtronght, and were it chemin du Paefique par les mêmes hommes qui ont fait le premier avec
Mr. CAsGBA.'.
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fir Hugh llan, le peuple a une raison légitime de défiance, et doit être

nie sur ase gardes ; et qu'il est prematuré de sanctionner ce contrat avant
de gaaaitre I rapport de la Commission Royale qui siége présentement
et qui est chargé de s'enquérir des affaires et des contrats du Pacifiqne.S.24. Parte que l'appel au peuple, au moyen d'élections genérales, est la'
vdie ouverte pour le consulter dans une occasion la plus importante qu'on
p"qiEseffir.

n âv tes d'avis, Mesaieurs,comme un grand nombre de vos compatri
otes, d'opposer cette mesure du Ministère, pétitionnez au plust le
Guaverneur-Général et les Chambres pour éviter les suites d'un contrat
qu, une fois sanetionné, seront irréparables.

" Ottawa, Janvier 1881."

"P. B. CASGRAIN,
"DEpu*E du oud de PIsiet.

I have mentioned the name of Sir Hugh Allan. I am
credibly.informed, I have every reason to believe and I do
sincerely believe, that Sir Hugh Allan followed on the track'
of the hon. Minister when they went acros. I shall not go
so lar as to say that he had any communication with them;.)
my information does not go so far, but I do know that Sir,
Hugh Allan spoke of this contract, and I know that whon
these neg<tiations were abruptly terninatod, the merchant
pinces on the other side of the Atlantic showed great dis-
content. What occurred I do not know. I do not know
whether it was because the terms were too higb or too low,
bÙt I know these hon. gentlemen did not succeed witlh
English capitalists. While they were in England they found
that they could get a contract in Canada, and they came
bàck and accepted i and that is the " firmr" contract which
is said to have been made in England. I shall vote in favor
of the amendment and against the contract.

Mr. WADE. I desire only for a short time to occupy the
attention of the House. By the manner in which the debate
has drawn its slow length along, I was reminded of a remark
I once made to a member of our Local Legislature. He said to
me 41I have a charge to make against the reporters." I asked
what was the nature of the charge. He said: "Why I spoke
for a-long time; the flouse was nearly empty, and when I
came to look in the papers the report of my speech was not
se long as my three fingers." I asked him ifhe knew exactly
what lie had said in the House. He said ho was not quite
sure, but le had certainly spoken for a long time. I replied
" Perhape you said the same thing over and over again, and
the reporters in pity of you condensed your speech." I do
not relate this incident with the desire of being offensive to
the House for I am too young a member to lecture hon.
gentlemen upon what is right and proper. I do think, how-
ever, thatlong speeches in debâtes are getting to b the order
of the day in this Bouse. I wish now to refer .to another
matter whieh eau scarcely be called foreign to the debate,
though it has no immediate connection with the question
before the House. Some remarks were made by an hon.
member with regard to the county which I have the honor

to represent in this House. When the insinuation was
thrown acros the floor, I rose at the moment, and though,
perbape, I should not have done so, I felt that for the honor
of my coenty and my Province I could not avoid rising to
my feel. When that insinuation was made, I felt and was
quite sure that there was something else behind. I believe
that theéhon. gentleman beld that meeting l .HIalifax for no
other purpose than to cut off tb.heads of 1h. two hon.
gentlemen who sit behind me. That hou. gentleman
appeared for îa purpose. Whether h. was authorised by
that meeting tecmehliere and take advantage of the matter
I am ot able to stat.. I am not the man to flineh in the
hour of need. I eau point to my public record-I do not
wish to advertise myself-and if that record had not been
scb as il ls, I would not have been in Parliament to-day as
th, representative of the countv of Digby. The bon.
memiber fer King's (Mr. Borden) said•

*- was reninding the hon. member for Digby of an event in te history
of Nova Sotia, somewhat similar to the present one, and that the hon.

uaca d eupon y re ty leader t zaive avote wih
relgatd. imto private Wiu.fer- qit. saizumbar o« jure.-1 do n»t

wonder that ts 'telegram makes hui1 ansitive, remember'n, as h. muet,
the result of the coure he followed on that ocession, which, I regret t
say, he intends to take upon this."
Did King's county, the gardon of Nova Seotia, call upon the
hon. gentlemhn to attend the public meeting at Kfalihx ?
Why, when I firat had the honor of a seat in te Legislative
Assembly of Nova Scotia, that hon, gentleman was a boy m
jacket and troweers; yet now he comes here as a delemte
fron that great meeting at Halifâx, from which I believe
the very t.legrarnbrought here emanated. There ie a
name appendeto that telegram, but I was quite ignorant
there was a gentleman of that name in the countybecaue
hie hd lately come there. I knew there were Lonptal,
who were men of character, in the county, and I asked an
hon. member to tel] me who this J. D. Longstaf was. Now I
understand it; he in the wandering Jew of the
county of Digby, who has become a resident there.
We know wbat the effect is of rubbing steel against
steel, and we want men of the true Grit stamp
to come there. But is it true that the county of Digby
passed the resolution that the telegram shadows forth-? I do
not believe it to be true. Who compose that council? There
are men on it whom I respect; but the warden and many
members of the county are politically opposed to me, and I
admire a fair and honest opponent. I believe tbey never
authorized that telegram to besent, and that, therefbre, it
must have come from Woodstock. Perhaps, however, it did
not, as I should not like to judge anyone wrongly; neverthe
lesu, I can only judge by the facts as they appear. If it was
thought that the expression of opinion contained in that
telegram would deter me from the course and position I was
about to take upon this important question, they were mis-
taken on account of the reference made by the hon.
member for King's that I was "relegated back to
private life for many years." I am obliged to speak
Of my public life, although I do not desire to refer to it.
I did my duty to my country in the position I then filled,
though, perhaps. unworthily, and that position was that of
Speaker of the House of Nova Seotia. With these remarke
I think I have answered the hon. gentleman. I am sorry
to bave taken the time of the House, but I feilt I ehould be
wanting in duty to myself and to my friends if I had not
endeavoreli to set myself right before the House. I do not
intend to discuse, at any Iength, the question before the
flouse. The question of the construction of the Canadian
Pacifde Railway has been before the country a number of
years. The position which it bas now reached requires
vigorous treatment at our bands. I feel that nothing I
could say would add any weight to the arguments that have
already been laid before the Bouse in favor of the ratifica.,
tion of this contract. Therefore, not to take up any more
time, I shall simply content myself with say-
ing that I believe it is a duty I owe to the c6unty, whose
representative I am, to support these resolutions, and that
duty I intend to discharge.

Mr. GLEN. Mr. Speaker, although a new member of the
House, I cannot allow this discussion to close without
entering my protest against the confirmation of the contract
for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. now
'pon the Table, believing, as I do, that ité confirmation will

seriously impede the development and settlement of the
North-West Territories, and that the contract grants
privileges and exemptions which will tend to destroy the
peace, well-being an proeperity of those who may settle in
that vast region. I assume, Sir, that the statements made
by the hon. Mineister of Railwaye, and the right hon. leader
of the Government, as to the character and quantity of the
agricultural lands of the North-West, are correct. I also
assume that the right hon. leader of the Government was
justified in giving his official sanction to the land reglations
isued duri4g the year 1879, fixing theprie ofl. lande
IyIng near the lino of the proposed railway a $5 per acre.
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If the right hon. gentleman was justified in demanding from
new settlers $5 an acre for the lands, prior to the construc-
tion of the railway, it is the highest possible evidence we
can have that these lands are of very great value for
agricultural purposes, or, in other words, agricultural
lands of a very high order, and of very great commercial
value, provided the produce of these lands cati be
transported to market upon such terms as to secure to
producers a fair and just reward for thoir labor and capital.
The cost of railway transportation is of vital importance to
those who intend to settle in the North-West Territories. The
commercial value of the land for settlement is wholly and
entirely dependent upon the cost of transporting agri-
cultural products from the North-West to Liverpool, which
is the ultimate market for the surplus of this continent.
If the cost of transporting a bushel of wheat from
Winnipeg to Liverpool had been as much in 1880 as it was
in 1873, wheat could not have been profitably grown in the
North-West Territories, and, therefore, the commercial
value of the land in 1880 would not have been greater than
in 1873. Since 1873, however, a great revolution bas taken
place in the cost of building railways, the cost of main-
taining the road-bed, the cost of operating railways, and in
the value of money. Such a reduction has been made, that,
commercially speaking, so far as distance is concerned, Win-
nipeg is nearer to Liverpool to-day than Chicago was in 1873.
In 1873, the average cost for moving a ton of freight 100
miles by the Boston and Albany, New York Central, New
York and Erie, Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburgh, Port
Wayne and Chicago, Lake Shore and Michigan Southern,
Michigan Central, Chicago and Alton, Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy, Chicago, Milwaukeo and St. Paul, Chicago and
North-Western, Chicago, Rock Iland and Pacific and 1llinois
Central Railways was $1.77; whereas, in 1879, the average
cost of moving a ton of freight for 100 miles over these roads
was only $1.02, or, in other words, in 1879 a ton of freight
could be noved 1,777 miles for the cost of moving the sanme
freight, in 187à, 1,002 miles. The railways I have mentioned
represent the leading lines running from M innesota, Nebraska,
Kansas and Missouri, to the Atlantic seaboard. Returns from
a number of these same railways, for the year 1880, show a
marked decrease in the rate charged for transportation
as compared with the year 1879, and I feel justified in assert-
ing that for the year 1880 freight was transported over these
roads, a distance of 2,000 miles, as cheaply as the same
freight was carried in 1873 1,000 miles. I bave a letter
from the best railway authority in the United States-Mr.
Henry V. Poor-expressing the opinion that the average
rate of freight charged by the various railways competing
for the triade between Chicago and the seaboard bas not
exceeded five mills per ton, per mile, and wheat and flour
have been carried at rates much below the average, but at
this rate wheat can be transported from a point one thousand
miles west of Thunder Bay to Montreal for 33 cents per
bushel, whereas the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway Com-
pany charge for carrying it from Emerson to St. Paul, a
distance of 390 miles, from 30 to 33 cents per bushel. If
wheat can be carried at even five mills per ton per mile, or
33 cents per bushel for 2,000 miles, and it is worth to-day
in Toronto $1.15, it would be worth, 600 miles west of
Winnipeg, S2 cents-provided there was a surplus over and
above the local requirements. This price would yield the
producer a fair return for bis labor, and would give a high
commercial value to lands fairly fit for setlement.
If wheat was worth only one dollar in Toronto
it would still be worth 67 cents, 600 miles west of
Winnipeg; but at the present rate of freight charged by the
St. Paul, Minneapolis aud Manitoba Railway Company,
wheat at $1.15 per bushel in Toronto, grown 600 miles west
of Winnipeg, would not return to the producer the bare cost
of production, let alone giving him any return for his own
lahor and capital, and $1.15 per bushel is much above the

Mr. GLIN.

average price of wheat in Toronto for the past fßfteen years.
The great reduction in the cost of railway transportation
which has taken place since 1873 is one of the commercial
wonders of the age. It is largely this astounding fact which
has overcome the commercial depression which existed in
the United States during the years 1873-4-5 and 1876,
increasing the exportation of agricultural products by more
than 100 per cent. It is this fact that is threatening to
create a revolution in the relations existing between land-
lord and tenant in England, Irehind and Scotland.
It is this fact which has enabled the farmers
of the west to raise cattle upon the plains
of Texas, and, while securing to thenselves a fiir return for
their labor and capital, undersell the English farnmer in his
own market. It is this fact which had secuired to the
farmers of the Western States a fair return fbr their labor
and capital, and enabled them to becone large consumers of
the manufactures of the Eastern States. It is this fact, and not
the protective policy of the United States, which has caused
a revival in the manufacturing industries of that country. It
is this fact chiefly, which has restored the credit of the
United States and enabled them to borrow monoy in the
European market as cheaply as any other nation in the
world! And it is this fact, largely, which is now attracting
a greater number of emigrants to the United States than at
any other time in the history of that country. It is this
fact which bas changed the balance of trade, which for the
past half century bas been almost continually against the
United States, to a large balance in thei- favor, the exports
having exceeded the imports during the past three years by
more than $600,000,000. It is this fact whieh has enabled the
people of the United States not only to retain the gold
and silverthey produce,butto draw gold from- to her eoun tries.
Whereas. since the discoverv of gold in California,
the United States have been constanît exporter. of gold.
It is this fact that bas so enormously increased the popula-
tion of the extreme Western States during the past few
years as compared with the older States. Whereas the
average increase in population during the past 10 years in
the United States bas been 30 per cent the increase in
Minnesota bas been eighty per cent. The increase in
Dakota nearly 900 per cent, Kansas 160 per cent, Nebraska
400 per cent, Texas nearly 100 per cent, and I am quite
safe in asserting that the greater part of this increase bas
taken place within the past three years. It is this tact, chiefly,
which hias, within the past few years, entirely changed the
commercial aspect of the American continent as compared
to England, Ireland and Scotland, and the continent of
Europe-increasing to an enormous extent the commercial
value of American securities of all kinds, and attracted
European capital to this continent to an extent
hitherto unknown for investmènt. It is this fact,
largely, which enabled the A merican Goverinment
to resume special payment in 1879. It is this fact,
which las made the United States the most prosperous
nation in the world to-day. The wheat crop of the United
States, for the year 1880, is estimated at 400,000,000 bushels.
As the foreign market for wheat controls the price in the
home market, if one cent per bushel is saved in the cost of
transportation, it ensures the farmers of the United States
$44,000,000 increase in the profit upon their wheat
crop alone, and, consequently, if 5 cents per bushel is saved
in the cost of transportation, it is a clear gain to the pro-
ducers of wheat in the United States, of 820,000,090
for a single year. Now, if we expect to people our North-
West Territories-if we expect that our public lands will have
any commercial value, we must show to intending emigrants
that the products of our farms can bu, and will be, transported
to Liverpool as cheaply as grain grown in the United States.
Unless we can do so, the enormous expenditure we are
making in opening up that territory will be lost-will be
so much capital thrown away. Unless we can do so,

674 25,
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American railway emigrant agents will point out the fact can ho ioved at the rates paid to leadingAmerican railways
to intending emigrants, and surely divert them from coming in 1880, fiom a point 1,000 miles west of Thunder Bay, or
to this country. The American emigrant agent will Chicago, as cheaply as the same freiglt could have been
require no botter argument against the advisability of moved from Thunder Bay or Chicago te the seaboard in 1873.
settling in Canada, than a copy of the contract with the Act Taking into consideration that there has been marked reduc-
of incorporation now upon the Table. And I have no doubt tion in terminal charges in seaboard cties, and, also, a reduc-
but that if we confirm this contract, tens of thousands of tionin ocean freights,that the risks oftransportation have been
copies will be printed in varions languages, and sent materially lessened, and the length of the time required to
broadcast throughout Europe by the agents of American transport freightfrom the!iteriorof the continent te Liverpool
railway companies, and I can conceive of no botter argu- very mucl shortened-I am more than justified in asserting
ment which they can possibly have to induce emigrants to that Winnipeg, so far as the actual cost of transportation is
settie in the Unu:ed States, in preforence to settling in the concerned, is cormercially nearer Liverpool to-day than Chi-
Dominion of Canada. If we confirm this contract we shal cago was in 1873. And there is reason to believe that, within
place in the hands of the American emigration agent the next ten yeai s, such further reduction will be made in the
reasons sanctioned by the Canadian Parliament, for attract- cost oftransporting froight on railways and by steamships as
ing to a greater extent than ever before the immigration willcommercially speaking, bring the productions ofthe terri-
from England, Ireland, Scotlapd, and European countries, tery at the western end of the central section ofthe Canadian
to the United States iather than to Canada. Pacific Railway as near Liverpool as Chicago was in 1873.
The American ernigration agent will certainly point out to If this statement is correct, and I challenge hon.
intending emigrants the clause preventing the construction gentlemen opposite to prove that it is not correct, if the
of any railway for twenty years, which can in the slightest right hon. leader ofthe Govrament was justified in issuing
degree croate competition in railway freights. And they bis rogulations for the sale of public lands in the North-
will also point out the fact to intending emigrants that the West Torritories-prior to the construction of the road-
Government of Canada have voluntarily relinquished their the lands between Manitoba and the Rocky Mountains are
right to regulate the tolls of the Canadian Pacifie Railway of a great commercial value as the wild lands of Illinois,
Company until after thé net profits upon the cost of con- Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, provided
struction exceed 10 per cent. per annum They will also the people who settie in the North-West Territories are left
point out the clause exempting the lands of the railway free to secure snoh competition in the transportation of
company from taxation for twenty years afterthegrant from freight, as will compel railway companies te carry the
the Crown; they will likewise point out the clause freight for a just and roasonable profit upon tho actual ost
exempting the railway depots, workshops, yards, elevators, of transportation. As I have said, te cost of building
barbors, telegraphs, telephones and rolling stock from railways, the est of maintaining the road-bed, the eost of
taxation forever, casting upon the settler the burden, not operaîing railways, and the value of money, has been very
only of opening roads and building school housem, but of much reduced since 1873, and ihese causes have made it
protecting the Company's property towards which the possible for railway companies te enormously reduce the
Company will not contribute one farthing. They cost of transporting freight. But had there net beon a
will also point out to the intending emigrant the great struggle among railway companies te secure business,
fact that the Canadian Government have provided had there net been great competition among railway con-
for the construction of only 1,000 miles of panies for freights, tho reduced coat of transportation would
railway in the fertile belt, containing, as they have simply increased the profits of the railway companies
declare, 250,000,000 acres of land, fairly fit for settle- and net the profits of the farmer. Competition among
ment, and have granted such privileges and exemptions to railway cempanies bas boen the means ef securing te the
the Canadian Pacifie Railway as will practically give them producersand consurs ofthe Western States a share of
a monopoly of railway building throughout that vast region the profits grewing eut of the reduction in the cost ef
for ever. They will also point out to intending emigrants transportation, and, therefore, the reduction in the cost of
that the three north-western American States, with an area building, maintaining and operating railways, is net of any
of less than one-half of the number of acres of land fairly commercial value te the producers and consumers unles8
fit for settlement in the North-West Territories, have already they are left free te compel the railway companies by
10,683 miles of railway, and that railways are now being constructing competing linos te aecept for the services tbey
constructed in those same States more rapidly than ever render, a fair and reasonable profit upen the cost of snoh
before; that upon the same basis we should have in the services; and unless the people whe may settle in the North-
territory lying between the western boundary of Manitoba West are left free te secure for themselves competition
and the Rocky Mountains, not less than 24,000 miles of among railways for carrying their surplus produets te
railway within the next twenty-four years, if the farmers of market, the great reduction in the cost of building, maintain-
that country are to be enabled to compote with farmers in ing and erating railways, the reduction in the value of
the north-wostern States in shipping their grain to the meney, and the reduction in the eest of ocoan transportation
European market. The contract contains within itself will have ne effeet upon the commercial value of the
elements whieh will destroy any and every emigration policy 250,000,000 acres of lands fairly fit for settlementit is
whieh can be proposed or adopted. On the contrary, the said by the hon. Minister of Railways, by the hon. Minister
offer made by Sir William P. lowland and his associates of Public Works, and by the righthon. leader of the
does not contain a single clause which eau be used by Govorament, we have in the or h-.est Territeries,
American emigration agents to defeat the emigration policy iying between Manitoba and the Rocky Mountains,
of this country. And, finally, the Aiérican emigration 250,00,000 acres of lands fairly fit for settlement, may Dot
agent will point out to intending emigrants the statement of bo of any commercial value for the simple reasen that it
the hon. Minister of Railways that the only possible relief may be se located as that the preduots o? the soil cannot be
from the monopoly created by this contract, if confirmed, transported te market at such a coa*8will secire te the
will be a railway to Hudson's Bay and an outlet producer a fair and just return for his labor and capital.
for three or four months during the year through The same lands, provided with the means for traasportîng
the icebergs of the north to Liverpool. Assuming the produce te market at such a cost as will seoure te the
that Thunder Bay is as near tide water as Chicago, railway companies only a just and fair reward for the
or, in other words, that these two points, each of them, are services they render, may ho worth in their wild state five
aboutene thousand milehs from the seaboard, a ton of freight dollars per acre or a diffrence in their commercial value e
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$,250,000,000 We are, therefore, called uipon to decide
whether we will croate such a railway monopoly
as will practically destroy the commercial talue
of the lands of the North-West, or whether we
should refuse to grant to a private irresponsible
corporation absolute control over the commercial value
of our publie lands. The contract now upon the Table of
the House creates j>st such a railway nmonopoly as I have
described, for twenty years completely ties t he hands of the
people who may settle in the country, and prevents. them
from securing-to themselves and their children a just reward
for their labor. The offer which has been made by Sir
William P. Howland and bis associates for the construction
of the main lino of the Canadian Pacifie Railway does not
create such a monopoly, but leaves the people free to develop
competition in the carrying trade, thereby securing to
themselves the benefits of the reduced cost of building,
maintaining, and operating railways; thus increasing the

rosent commercial value of the lands of that vast region ; also
leavng people free to secure to themeelves all the benefits

of a further reduction in the cost of transportation, which
must, and will, take place during the next twenty years;
which will still further increase the commercial value of
the lands occupied by settlers, as well as lands lield by
the Government. Had the railway companies of the United
States charged the same rates in 1879 as they charged in 1873,
it would have increased the cost of transportation to the
producers and consumers of the United States by$550,000,000
for a single year, or by enoeugh to have paid their entire
national debt with interest in four years-an amount equal
to nearly double the entire revenue of the Government, or
equal to an annual charge of eleven dollars per head for the
entire population; or for the Dominion of Canada
$44,000,000 annually, assuming the population to be
4,000,000. You will readily see, Mr. Speaker, that there'
is no form of direct or indirect taxation se important, or so
oppressive, to the producers and consumers of the country
as the cost of railway transportation, and there is no
influence, no power, so potent to regulate and reduce the
cost of transportation as the construction of competing
lines. The three States, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota,
have an area of 122,000,000 acres of land, including lakes,
rivers, and waste lands, or a little less than one-half of the
number of acrés of land fairly fit for settloment in the
North-West territories between the western boundary of
Manitoba and the Rocky Mountains, according to the state-
ment of the hon. Minister of Railways, the hon. M inister of
Public Works, and the right hon. leader of the Government.
In 1850 the population of Iowa was 191,881; of Wisconsin,'
304,756; Minnesota, 6,038, or a total population for the
three States of 502,675. In 1870, Iowa hada population ofi
1,188,201; Wisconsin, 1,051,351'; Minnesota, 438,257, or ai
population for the three States- of 2,677,815, so that in 20
years, the population of these three States increased
2,175,240. In 1850, the three States just named produced
21,686,216 bushels of grain. In 1860, they produced
99,566,000 bushels of grain. In 1870, they produced
219,000,000 bushels of grain. Now, Sir, if my statement is
correct, that Winnipeg-so far as the cost of transportation
is concerned-is as near Liverpool as Chicago was in 1873,
and if our lands are as valuable for agricultural purposes-
if they are as productive as the lands of Wisconsin, Minne-i
sota and Iowa-there is no reason why the settlement and1
agricultural development of that region should not be asi
geatand as raid as ithas been in the States named. Inl 1855&
Wisconsin h 187 miles of railway; Minnesota, not any1
Iowa, 68-or a total for the three States of 255 miles of rail-i
way.In 1863,Wisconsin had 905 miles ofrailway; Minnesota,1
31; Iowa, 792-or a total for the three States of 1,7281
miles of railway. In 1870, Wisconsin had 1,525; Minnesota,t
1,092; Iowa, 2,683-or a total of 5,300 miles of railway fori
the three States. In 1879, Wisconsin had 2,896; Minnesota,j
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3,608; Iowa, 4,779-or a total of 10,683 :Milos of railway
for the three States. Or, in twenty4our years, the increased
mileage of railway in these three States (with a total ar
equal to les than one-half of the land fairly fit for eett1;
ment, contained in the district lying between Manitobaan4
the Rocky Mountains) is 10,428 miles. If we desire thatour
territories should develope as rapidy as these three States
have developed,' we must provide for the construction of at
least an equal number of miles of railway in proporion to the
area, or át least 24,000 miles within the next twenty-four
years. To secure the construction 'of such a number of
miles of railway we must not put any stumbling blocks
in the way of the building of railways by private
enterprise, assisted by municipal or provincial subsidies.
There are quite difficulties enough to. overcome to prevent
the' opening up of the country by .railways, without the
Dominion Government interfering, and, by law, declaring that
no railways shall be constrncted for twenty years, except by
and with the consent of an irresponsible corporation whose
interests are opposed to the construction of competing lines.
I have said that to insure the rapid settlement of the North-
West Territories, it will be necessary to construet at least as
many miles of railway, per square mile of area, as has
already been constructed in the States of Iowa, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota. This means-as I have said-the construe-
tion within the next 24 years, of atleast 24,000 miles of
railway. And the construction of this enormous number Of
miles ofrailway will still leave us at a disadvantage as com-
pared to the three States named. But, supposing that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, under the cotraet now
upon the Table, constructs one-hilf of the 'amount, or 12,000
miles of railway, during the next twenty-four years-and
even this large amount will not secure the rapid settlement
of that country-let us estimate the value-of the clause-
exempting the company from duty upon steel rails and all
material used in the construction pf the main linos and
branches, telegraph lines, telephone lines, e&ç. Twelve
thousand miles of railway means,-including the
average number of miles of switches reported by the
railways of the United States, -at least 14,000 miles of single
track. Estimating rails, fish plates, spikes, bolta and nuts
at 200 tons per mile, it will require 2,800,000 tons of iron
and steel to construet the road bed alone-not includingiron
for bridges, which, at an average price of 840 per ton, gives
a value of $112,000,000. A duty of ten per cent. on¯this
amount is equal to 811,200,000, which is the value of the
clause "exempting the Company from duty upon steel rails,
fish plates, spikes, boltsand nuts" alone, even if they only
construct one-half as many miles of railway per square mile
as has already been constructed in the three north western
Statesduring the past twenty-four years. If, on the other hand
Sir, they do construet as many miles ofrailway in the Nortb-
West, in proportion to the area, as have already beep
constructed a the three States named, the exemption from
duty upon the steel rails, fish plates, spikes, bolts and nuts
alone, would be worth $22,400,000. Supposing only 12,000
miles of railway is constructed under the contract now upon
the Table, eýemption from duty upon steél rails, fish plates,
spikes, bolt, nuts, wire, material for bridges, telegraphic
apparatus, etc., will be worth at least $12,500,000. I cannot
help calling the attention of the House to te fact that,
if it be true that the producer pays the duty, we.are
losing a splendid opportunity cf makig the producers cf
iron and steel in the United States and England
pay at least the enormous cash bonus we are, under thia
contract, giving the Syndicate for the construction of tii
road. A duty of 25 per cent.-and farmers are compelled to
pay a duty of 30 per cent. upon the implements they require
togather- their crops-upon $112,000,000, which is the value
of the iron -and steel which will be required in the con-
struction of only 12,000 miles of railway, would give ùs the
magnificent sum of $28,000,003; enough to psy not only
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the cash bonus we are giving the Syndieate under this
contract, but als a sufficient sum to secure the construction
of the Sault Ste. Marie Branc. If, on the other hand, it be
Irue that the consuiners pay the duty, what a monstrous
fraud the National Policy le upon the consumera of this
country. I desire to call the attention of the House to the
grand opportunity whieh the Government has to secure, by
aprotective duty upon steel and iron, tho early and rapid
development of the iron mines of this country. Here is a
suremarket, including the iron required for the construction
of cars, locomotives, bridges, etc., for not less than 4,000,000
tons of iron within the next twenty-four years. Adding te
ihis the amount required for railways in the older Provinces
and thé amount used in the ordinary business of the country,
namely, aboAt 200,100 tons per annum, and we ehall have
a home market for 10,000,000 tonsof iron and steel, the aver-
age value of which may be safely estimated at 840 per ton, or
a total of $400,000,000, which immense sum must otherwise
be sent abroad, to the great grief of hon. gentlemen
opposite, to employ English and American capital and
labor. The developmeot of the iron industry in Canada
would give employment to tens of thousands of skilled
workmen, enlarging the home market for our various
manufaeturing industries, and creating a demand for a
very large number of emigrants. Compared With this, the
construction of one or more sugar refineries, or cotton mills,
or woollen mills, which has been such a source of gratifi-
cation to hon. gentlemen opposite, fades into utter
insignificance. If this opportunity to secure the develop-
ment of our iron industry is lost, I fear that it will be many,
many years before we shall do little more than export our
iron ores to other countries, taking in return for it
nanufacturôd iron and steel. It may be said that we shall
not require 12,000. miles of railway to develope the territory
lying between the western boundary of Manitoba and the
Rocky Mountains, but let us see what has been our experience
in the I'rovince of Ontario. - At the close of 1879
we had in actual operation, south of the Georgian Bay and
the city of Ottawa, 4,000 miles of railway, and it is sale to
say that, including the construction of the Canada Central,
the lne connecting Lake Niplssing with Sault Ste. Marie,
the Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway, the Ottawa and
To()ronto, and various other routes which must be construeted
t a very early day, we shall have betre the year 1890 at

least 6,0t)0 miles of railway in the Province of Ontario south
of Lake Nipissing. The total number of acres of land under
cultivation, including pasture lands, does not exceed
15,000,000 acres, or about one sixteenth as many acres as the
hon. Minister of Railway says we have of lands "fairly fit for
settlement in the North-West Territories." We must not
overlook the fact that fully one halfof the produce of Ontario
is grown withinforty miles of the Georgian Bay, Detroit Ri-
ver,Lake Erie, Lake Ontario or the St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Rivers, and eau be transported to the se-iboard without the
aid of railways. We must also consider the fact that the
great bulk of the fuel consumed in Ontario is produced
within ten or fifteen miles of the place where it is consumed,
and the same is true of lumber consumed in Ontario, Taking
these facts into consideration, it will be seen that
railways are more necessary in the North-
West Territories than in the Province of Ontario,
snd yet, if we build as many miles of railway in the North-
West as we shall, in all probability, have in 1890, in pro-
portion to the area of lands "fairly fit for settlement " it will
require 96,000 miles of railway to place the North-West
Territories upon a par with the Province of Ontario, or
eight times as many miles as I have assumed would be con-
structed in that region under the contract now upon the
Table. In estimating the value of the exemption from
taxation upon the road-bed, rolling stock, freight bouses,
passenger stations, harbors, elevators, telegraph and
telephone linos, we wili assume, as before, that only 12,000

miles of railwaywill be constructed. In 1864 there was uin
operation in Eagland and Wales 12,592 miles of railway,
which paid toete Government an average tax of $40 4.54
per mile; in 1874, the average was 601.05, per mile; in
1876, $664.17; in 1876, 4731.14; in 1877,8764.25; in 1878,
#809.86 per mile, or an increase in the rate of taxation per
mile between 1864 and 1878 of 100 per c3nt. In-1819 thore
was in operation in France, 13,871 (English) mile.
of railway. The direct taxes paid to the Goveramont
was &19,155,000, or at the rate of 41,380.93 per mile. The
indirect taxes, such as the free conveyance of the mails,
troops, munitions of war, Government s@rvante, Government
buliion &c., &c., amounted in value to $16,000,000. The
Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean railway returned to the
Government nearly 11 per cent. per annum in taxes on the
cash subsidy grantel by the Government to aid in the con-
struction of the railway, and at the end of seventy yoars the
road reverts to the State. I have the opinion of Mr. Charles
Francis Adams, jun., that the 94,000 miles of railway now in
operation in the United States-whiceh is equal to one-half
the railway mileage of the world, 48,000 miles of which
have been constructed since the beginning of the year 1870
-pays upon the average 8300 per mile, or an aggregate of
$2à,200,000 per annum. We have here the actual policy
of the three most enlightened nations in the world
respecting the taxation of railways, showing that
in England, in the year 1878, the Government received
a revenue of 810,200,000 from 12,592 miles of rail-
way. That in France, for the year 1879, from 13,871
miles of railway, the French Government received
noarly 836,000,000 in revenue. That the revenue
derived from taxation of railways in the United States was
$28,200,000, or a total fbr the three coun tries of 874,410,000,
an amount three times as great as the entire revenue of
the Dominion. English and French Government returns
and the returns of railway companies in the United
States, show that the rate of taxation per mile is regularly
and constantly increasing. Therefore, taking into conside.
ration that more than one-half of the railways of the
United States, have been constructed sirce the beginning
of the year 1870-it is not unreasonable to value for a
period of fifty years perpetual exemption from taxation for
the 12,000 miles of railway I assume will be built
in the North-West territories, under this contract, at 8500
per mile per annnm, or a total of 86,000,000. Capitalized
at 5 per cent., the exemption would be worth $125,000,000.
The taxation of railways is so important a question
that the Government of the United States 'during
the past year obtained, through its threign Ministers,
a statement of the policy pursued by England and con-
tinental nations towards railways in this respect, and the
manner in which the tax was collected. Reports were
received from Austria, Belgium, England, France, Germany,
Holland, Hungary, Russia and Switzerland. The only
Government exempting railways from taxation is that of
Hungary, and in that country concessions are granted
companies for ninety years, with the condition that at the
end of that period the whole franchise and property,with an
equipment equal to the original amount, should revert to the
State. Of the thirty six States of the American Union, all of
them without a single exception tax railway property,
rolling stock, road-bed, etc., etc., and I have not n able to
find a single instance in the history of American or
Europeau railway companies, in which a perpetual exemp-
tion from taxation bas ever been granted. Exemption
from taxation for a few years only has been granted in
some States of the American Union for special reasons, but
the general policy of all nations is to treat railway property
the same as that of a private individual. .The manner of
collecting the tax varies somewhat in different States and
countries, but the fact remains that all countries colleet in
one way or another a very large revenue- from railway
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corporations. The law in New York State is as follows :-- to be raised by property taxed in the State during the year,
Tfhere are no taxes except local ones, and these are laid on as returned by the assessors, upon the aggregate valuation
the real and personal estate in each municipality according of all the towns and cities for the preceding year. From
to its value, as taxes are laid on individuals. No special the valuation for railroad companies is deducted an amount
rule is followed as to the tax on rolling stock. The proportioned to that portion of their length lying beyond
valuation of the local assessors, if regularly made, is final. the State limits, the value of real estate and machinery
The New York Central Railway paid taxes at the rate of located and subject to local taxes within the State. Taxes
nearly $1,000 per mile in 1879. lu Pennsylvania ail rail- are paid by the railroad corporations to the State Treasurer,
road companies paying dividends of six per cent. or more, who is nominailly tax commissioner, and who, with the
pay a State tax of one-balf mill on each dollar of capital auditor and one niember of the council constitutes a Board
stock. In addition to this, ail railroad companios-and also of Appeal for correction of ail errors, and their lecision is
telegraph, palace-car, and sleeping car companies -pay a final. In Michigan, in lieu of ail taxes, except this on real
tax of eight-tenths of one per cent. on gross receipts. In estate not used for railroad purposes, a tax is laid of two per
Rhode Island, railway corporations are taxed like other cor- cent. on gross earnings, not exceeding 82,000 per mile, and
p orations and like individuals, on the value of their estates. of three per cent. on gross earnings exceeding that sum.
In Illinois, taxes are levied on railroad corporations as on There is also a tax of three per cent. on receipts
other corporations, and on individuals according to the from passengers carriod in any palace or sleeping car, or
value of their properties. The right of way, all tracks, any car for which an extra price is paid ; and a tax of two
stations, and imtprovements on the right of way are assessed per cent. on gross receipts derived from leasing or hiring of
by the State Board of Equalization. Ail other real estate cars by any1" special," "fast," "colored " or other freight
is assessed as the land of individuals is. All personal line. Real estate not used for railroad purposes is subject
property except rolling stock is assessed wherever it is to local taxes where it lies. In Minnesota, a tax of three per
found on May lst. If the value of the capital stock exceeds cent on gross earnings is laid in lieu of all other taxes, but
the value of the real and personal estate the increase is by special legislation the amount of taxes has been reduced
assessed as capital stock. The value of rolling stock is fixed for a term of years including the Northern Pacific. Taxes
by the State Board and distributed for taxation among the for each year are assessed on the earnings for the year pre-
counties and municipalities, in proportion to the length of ceding. Assuming that four cents per acre per annum
road therein. The value of right of way, after beingassessed would be a fair average rate of taxation upon the railway
by the State Board, is distributed in like manner except companies lands'forthenext twenty years,and assuming that
that side and second tracks and buildings on the right of the whole number of acres will be held by the Company for
way are taxed where they are situated. There is no appeal an average of twelve years, the value of exemption from
from the State Board. In Indiana, the law of taxation is taxation upon th ir lands is worth $12,000,000, In
the same as in Illinois except in three particulars: The 186J, the States of lowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota, produced
whole capital stock is liable by law to be valued by the 100,000,000 bushels of grain from 8,000,000 acresof improved
State Board and distributed for taxation to the counties and lands. In 1870, the same States produced 220,000,000
towns in proportion to the length of road in each. Railroad bushels of grain from 17,500,000 acres of
stock in the hands of individuals is taxed to them land. Suppose that for the next twenty years we
as other stocks are. There is no appeal from produce upon the average 100,000,000 bushels of grain in
excessive valuation. In Iowa, the general principle is the district lying between the western boundary of Mani-
equality of taxation, for ail property assessments are made toba and the Rocky Mountains, a territory more than twice
on the value ofthe entire railway at the estimated value of as large as the three States named-we certainly ought to
each mile including in the estimate right of way, bridges, produce much more than this-and suppose the Canadian
rolling stock, stations, and all other property exclusively Pacific Railway Conpany charige only ton cents per bushel
used for railroad purpose . Shares are taxed at their market more than they ought to charge to convey this grain to
value to the holders thereof. in Kansas the general prin- market, or only one-half the rates now being charged by the
ciple of taxation is assessment on ail property at its value same gentlemen who own the St. Paul, Minneapolis and
in money. "Railroad property" is assessed by a State Board Manitoba Railway, it will be seen that they will take from
who estimate the value of the realestate connected withthe the p)ckets of the farmeris, on the grain produced, no less a
right of way, and used in the daily operations of the road, sum than $10,000,000 annually. It will be fair to assume
including rails, ties, "franchises," and buildings. To this is that for the transportation of fuel, lumber, machinery,
added ail moneys, credits and profits, ail rolling stock owned merehandize of ail kinds, and other agricultural products
or used by the Company. And the taxable value as ascer- that must be shipped into or out of the North-West Terri-
tained by this addition is apportioned among the countios tories they will exact an equal amount over and above a fair
and municipalities in proportion to the length of road and reasonable profit upon the cost of services they render,
therein. Real estate, not included in the above description making a total $20,000,000 per annum as the value of the
-that is real estate not used in the daily operation of the monopoly clause in the contract for twenty years to come.
road-is taxed like the land of individuals, in the locality Even if only 8,000,000 acres of land are brought
where it lies. In Massachjusetts the assessors of each place under cultivation, or about one-thirtieth part of the land said
annually report to the taK commissioner the names of to be fairly fit for settlement by the hon. Minister of
corporations established or owning real estate therein, Railways, the privileges and exemptions granted by the
with an account of the real estate and machinery in said contract now upon the Table are so valuable and extend
place and ils value, and the amount at which it is assessed, over so long a period, that it will be almost impossible for
and also the amount of taxes laid every year in said place. 1 private capital to compete with the Canadian Pacific Railway
Each corporation returns a list of stockholders with the Company in the construction of railways in that territory
number'of shares held by each, the amount of capital stock, after twenty years shall have expired, so that for all
the par value and market value thereof, and also the real practical purposes the monopoly of railway construction in
estate, structures and machinery. Railway companies, in that vat region, granted under the contract now before us,
addition, return the whole length of their lines and the will be almost perpetual. Clause No. 20 of the Act of
length lying without the State. The tax commissioner incorporation prevents the Government from interfering
ascertains the market value of the shares on May lst pre- wiL the tolls of the railway company until the net profits
ceding, and this is the taxable value of the franchises. The over and above the working expenses shal. exceed ten per
rate is determined by an apportionment of the whole amount cent. upon the capital actually expended in the construction
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of the railway. It does not determine how the actual cost
of construction shall bedetermined. The costof construction
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company may be a different
amount from the actual cost of building the road. As is
well known, railways are constantly being constructed by
what are known as construction companies, which are
generally composed of the leading capitalists who control
the railway, and the road sold to the railway company
proper at an enormous increase upon the actual cost
of construction. This was notoriously the case in the
construction of the Union Pacifie Railway which bas been
chosen by the Government as a model for the construction of
this railway. There is nothing to prevent leading capi-
talists with whom the contract on the Table has been made
from organizing themselves into a construction company,
building the road, and transferring it to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company at an enormous increase upon the cost,
and in this way secure unlimited contro! over the freights
to be charged by the railway company. In this way the
capital stock and bonds of the Union Pacifie Railway Com-
pany and the Contral Pacifie Railway Company, composing
the line from Omaha to San Francisco, bas been increased to
$268,000,000, ten per cent upon whieh would be $26,800,000,
whereas the actual cost of construction did not exceed one-
half the sum. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company may
purchase the Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec and Occidental
Railway for the sum of $14,000,000, and under the
contract exact 10 per cent. upon that sum before the Govern-
ment could interfere to regulate*the tofls. It is well known
the leading members of the Syndicate purchased the St.
Paul and Manitoba Railway for a sum not exceing
$10,(00,000. The road is now said to be worth $32,000,000.
Thore is nothing to prevent the Canadian Pacifie Rai-
way Company from buying this road at$32,000,000, oir even
a greater sum, and under the contract the Goverr ment could
not interfere with the tolls of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company until an additional not profit of ten per cent. upon
832,000,000 had bebn earned. The Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company have power to construct or purchase lines
from Nipissing to Montreal, Quebec, St. John, or Halifax, or
any other branch lines they may choose to purchase, and
can demand 10 per cent. upon the cost of these roads to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company before the Govern-
ment ean interfere to regulate the toils. With the rower
given to thc Company to construct, or purchase linos
leading to tide-water or branches, the cost of construction
can be fixed at such a sum as to give the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company unlimited control over the rates which
they may charge for the services they render to the publie
for generations to come. As I said in my opening remarks,
I assume that the statements made by hon. Ministers as to the
character and quantity of agricultural lands in the North-
West Territories lying between the western boundiry of
Manitoba and the Rocky Mountains are correct-that is to
say, that, there is 250,000,000 acres of lands fairly fit for
settlement-that they are of so high a quality that the
right hon. leader of the Government was justified in issuing
his land regulations in 1879, charging at the rate of $5 per
acre for lands lying near the railway prior to the construe-
tion of the road. It is preposterous to suppose that 1,000
miles of railway, extending from Winnipeg to the Rocky
Mountains, will develop that vast territory. You might as
well undertake to do the carrying trade between Montreal
and Liverpool with one steamship. The value of the clause
exempting froin duty steel rails, b>lts, n uts, spikes, fish
plates, iron for bridges, wire for telegraphs and telephones,
telegraphie apparatus, etc., etc., is worth at the lowest
calculation $1,000 per mile, and perpetual exemption
from taxation cannot be considered worth less than $500
per mile per annum, or, capitalized at 5 per cent.,
810,000 per mile. So that it is plainly evident that no
railways can be built by private capital and compete with

the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, even after the
twenty years monopoly has expired. It is evident that the
object of the Syndicate, in insisting upon a monopo!y of
railway building for twenty years, was for the purpose of
preventing the construction of competing linos. It is idle
to suppose that private capital will construct branch lines
which are simply feeders to a main line which absolutely
controls and can dictate the price which the branch linos
shall be allowed for transporting freights. We are forced
to conclude, therefore, that the construction of railways in
that vast territory must be, and will be, under the control
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. They will
have in their hands the absolute control of the commercial
value of the 225,000,000 acres fairly fit for settlement,
which it is said will still belong to the Government after
they shall have selected the 25,000,000 acres granited under
this contract. If we expect to induce emigrants to any
extent to settle in that country, we must satisfy then that
the cost of transportation to and from the seaboard to the
North-West Territories will not exceed the prices charged
by roads in the United States; that is to say, a fair and
reasonablo profit upon the actual cost of transportation.
I can conceive of no other way in which we
can give intending emigrants ample security that
their interests will be protected except by having the
toIls of the railways entirely under the control of
the Government, or the people free to secure the construc-
tion of competing lines, or that the Government shall
build the road as a Government work and operate it in the
interests of the producers and consumers of the country.
With regard to the construction of the lino connecting Lake
Nipissing with Sault Ste. Marie, permit me to say, that I
was one of a deputation who waited upon the hon. Minister
of Raihvays at the inspector's office in the Post Office of
Toronto, on December 21st, 1879. There was present
among others, the hon. member for West Toronto, the hon.
member for Centre Toronto, the on. member for East
Toronto, the hon. member for Welland, the ben. member for
Hamilton, the hon. membor for Muskoka, the Hon. Frank
Smith, the Hon. John Beverly Robinson,the Hon. Alexander
Morris, M. P.P. Letters of apology were received from the
hon. member for East Durham, the hon. member for East
York, the hon. member for -Hamilton, and the hon. member
for North Sirncoe. regretting their un-voidable absence and
strong sympathy with the object of the deputation. The
hon. Minister of Rai lways made a speech upon that occasion
which gave me very great satisfaction. I thought it was a
good speech thon, and I think so now. So good that I
propose to read it to the House:

"Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am inclined to believe that if a
connection were made with the Sault Ste. Marie by a line of railway
extending from here by Gravenhurst and Nipissing, and from Montreal by
the Canada Central and the line to the Sault Ste. Marie, it would not
only have the ea'ect of bringing a great volume of traffic from the
Western States-from Minnesota, Dakota, and the countries in the
neighborhood of St. Paul and Minneapolis-down through our own
country, but that it is not fraught with the danger that I at firet
apprehended, because I believe we should be enabled by a line of steam
communication from Sault Ste. Marie to Thunder Bay, and by the
Government road from the North-West to the latter point, which we are
now constructing as rapidly as possible, to make our lines of communi-
cation so much cheaper and bring at the same time the great North-West
into so much more rapid communication with the centres of population in
the older and more settled portions of Canada-with Montreal
and Toronto-as would render it, instead of any injury to the
country, a great advantage. I go further, gentlemen, than any person
here bas gone to-day in relation to the provincial character of this
project which you have in hand. I believe it is not only not a Toronto,
or a Hamilton, or a Belleville project-I believe it is not only not
merely a project in which the interests of Ontario are concerned,
but a project in which the interests of the whole Dominion are
concerned. I look upon it as of the greatest possible consequence to the
success of our efforts in developing the great North West. There is
nothing that can so much contribute to the opening up of the rapid
settlement and to the trade conveniences of thatimmense fertile territory,
as the most easy and rapid communications with the great centres of
trade and manufactures in the older Provinces, and anything that can
facilitate the rapidity and the cheapness with which the manufactures of
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Toronto, Hamilton, Montreal, or any other part of Caàda nea bethrown
into the North-West, is going to facilitate the settlement of that country,
and by facilitating its settlement and development is going to hasten
very considerably the day when we can take up the more important
project of building a through line north of Lake Superior. I have no
hesitation therefore, in saying that I regard this measure as one of great
importance-not only to Ihe Province of Ontario but to Canada as a
whole,-a very large portion of wbich will depend upon i. Now, with
the importance with which this ques. ion has recently assumed, and which
will in consequence of the attention that is being directed to it in the
United States-at St. Paul, Minneapolis, and the su rounding country-
the advantage which the people living in that section of the country fnnd
they will derive from reaching the seaboard by a much shorter, easier,
and cheaper route than any other (namely one constructed to Sault Ste.
Marie,) must result in the construction of that road at an early day."

Speaking of the construction of Sault Ste. Marie Railway,
the hon. Minister of Railways remarked further:

" I bad an opportunity of discussing this matter a few days ago with
Mr. Dawson, the member fot Algoma. I asked that gentleman what
would be the prospect of keeping up a winter water communication
between Sault Ste. marie and Thunder Bay. le stated that there was a

ood harbor at Sault Ste. Mlarie, that the lakes would be entirely open
uring the winter, and that the navigation would not be interrupted for.

more than five or six weeks."-,

The bon. Minister ôf Railways met a deputation from the
Montreal Board of Trade, January 8th, 1880. I read from
the Toronto Mail, report of January 9th, 1880. Sir Charles
Tupper, spoke as follows:_

" The Government having.provided for the extension of the Canada
CeÙtral to Lake Nipissing, it had naturally attracted a great deal of
attention to the scheme, and the project to carry on that road from
Nipising, direct to Sault Ste. Marie, had received an additional impetus
from the attention which had been given to the question by the railway
magnates and persons interested in t he development of the North-Western
States. They found, on looking at the map that it was
almost au air line running fron St. Paul and finneapolis -the
reat centres of commerce in the North-West--to the city of Montreal.

Tbey found that wheat could be placéd in the harbor of Montreal b that
route and sent to Liverpool so much more cheaply and easily than bvthe
existing routes, tha, it was not at ail surprising that attenLion.should'have
been directed to the project. The more he examined the subject the more
satisfied he was that, independent altogether of the great importance to
Canadian interests of the construction of a line from St. Paul, or froi
Duluth, or from both, to Sauilt Ste. Marie, looking to a connection with
the ocean traffic at Montreal, independent of the great additional volume
of traffic Canada might fairly anticipate would flow from that route, we
had a very great interest in establishing communication between Nipissing
and the Sault at as early a day as practicable. The development of our
great North-West depended to a large extent upon the ease, cheapness
and rapidity with which we could send people into that nountry, and
bring te produce of the west to the seaboard. The fact that the
extensionofthe Canada Central to Nipissing would be accomplished at
an early day, the fact that the GovernnR ut were pushing with ail
the energy and vigor that they possessed the line from Thunder 8ay to
Red River, the fact that the extension of the line fron Nipissing to the
Sault would bring Montreal within 60 hours of Red River, settled the
question as to the great importance of carrying eut this project at the
earliest practicable day. The road from Thunder Bay to Red River, the
Government fully expected would he completed by the lst of July, 1882,
and tbere would be no difficulty, fromi what we could learn of the charac-
ter ef the country, in having the extension from Nipissing to tb Sault
completed at tbe same time. A ssuming tbat ne movement would be
made towards the construction fron Minneapolis or Duluth to the Sault,
it would not in the slightest degree affect bis anxiety to see our own une
extended to that point. Wbile it would not secure the trade of the
Western States, is would give our own-North- West a vast advantage over
the adjoining territory, from the facility with which they could send
their produce to the sea' I can, therefore, see nothing to prevent the
Government and the country fron being inteiested in this project."

I also desire to call the attention of the House, and partieu-
larly the hon. member for Welland, to an editorial in the
Toronto Mat ofNovember 22nd, 1819, as follows:-

"l It can hardly be said, as a result of.the interview held on Fridaylast,
that the Government is committed to a positive promise, of subsidising
a line of railway, ia Gravonhurst and Nipiasmg, to the Sanlt ste.1
Marie, but it certainly may be said that, as no public work was ever
presented to a Minister by so impartial and powerful a depatation, se
no deputation bad .ever a more explicit and atisfactory adoption of
their policy by a àMiaater.

IlTi .commercial necessiieas »d possbiliti..es otithecountry lave
increasedaudndng the completio bofrailway connection betwee
Nipisuing and Thander Bay, the Saulit Marie ne becomes of presing
importance in the eyes of mn too much devoted te great public objecte
to e buoyed by selfish motives, and too various in poihtieal color te hosuapected ef partisan strategry.

S The earlier ini*on wua t the Sault Ste. Marie line would place us
at theKr. m the.AnwicanTbe pnt piinappear to be

reveting, to great extent, to Sir Hugh A llan'is old idea, tfflt it would
enable us to offer a shorterroute to the seaboard to Ameriosan emmeroe,
and enable us to rival their older and hitherto ,univalled commercial
routes. The future of this new line is now in the hands of three powerful
combinations It is in the hands of the Ontario Governmert, so far as
the provincial subsidy is concerned; it is in the hands of the Dominion
Government so far as the aid to be expected from that quarter isc en-
cerned ; and it is in the hands of the gentlemen who formed the deputa-
tion, and of those whom they represented on the occasion. Publie
opinion, the opinion of the press, commercial opinion, and officiad
opinion aIl combine to approve of the connection with the Sanlt and it
will be a st:nge thing if, in these days of great confide4ce and of rapi4
growth, we do not witness the speedy accomplishment of so heavily
endorsed an undertaking."
Mr. Speaker, I approved of this editonial wben I irst read
it, and I approve of it now. I do not think that -iy bon.
friend from West-Durham presented the desirability of the
immediate construction of the Sault Ste. Marie road, very
much better than the hon. Minister- of Railways did in his
speeches at Toronto tnd Moitreal, or than te Goverument
organ, the Toronto Mail. The reasons which a year ago
justified and demanded the early construction of that road,
are stronger to-day than they Were then. The immediate
completion of the Northern Pacifie Railway is assured; the
construction of the line between Sault Ste. Marie and
Duluth is now being pushed forward-; the trade 6f the
North Western States bas developed greatly within the
past year, and we ail appreciate, more than ever before,
the deeirability of directing the trade of the North Western
States to our seaboard towns. Since that time, the Grand
Trunk have completed the line between Port Huron and
Chicago, and during the first year received 29' per
cent. of its entire traffle through its Chicago connection.
The consus of the United States bas been taken, showing
an enormous increase in the population of the States and
territories, which would be tributary to the Northen Pacifie
Raiway, and wioe trade would find the bhortent,
cheapest, and most direct routeto the seaboard over the Sault
Ste. Marie route. Minnesota, Wisconsin, WashingtonOregon,
Montana, Dakota, Idaho and Northern -Michigan, States
and territories through which the Northern Pacifie Railway
passes, already bave a population of 3,000,000 acóording to
the census of 1880-inereasing at the rate of more than 100
per cent. in ten years, so that within ten years it will be
within bounds to say that the North'Western States, whose
easiest, cheapest, and most direst ontlet to the seaboard wil
be vid S:Ult Ste. Maric, will have a population of 6,000,000,
which will probably be as great as the entire population of
the Dominion at that time. Under the pooling arrange-
ments of the Trunk lines, the Grand Trunk was allowed only
seven per cent of the traffic centring at Chicago, and yet iti
earnings from its Chicago connection amounted to 85,000,000
the first year after the road was opened from -Port
Huron direct to Chicago. This will enable us to estimate
the value to Canada of another direct connection with the
trade of the North Western States. The gross receipts of
the Union Pacifie and Central Pacifie Railway Companies
for the year 1880, exceeded $45,000,000, and it is
estimated that for the year 1881 they will exceed $50,000,000.
Ašsuming that a portion ol the through traffic ofthis line will
ho secured by the Northern Pacifie Railway Company, and
that its cheapest, most direct, and natural course will be vid
Sault Ste. Marie to Montreal, I think I am justified in saying
that the trade of the North-Western States, to be secured
by the Sault Ste. Marie connection, wilI be of far greater
value than the trade now secured by the Chicago connection
of the Grand Trnk 1Railway, and I amn inclined to believe
that, at an early day, it will exceed in value not only the
trade of the North-Western States which we obtain throuLh
the Grand Trunk, but also the trade which comes from tle
States to Montreal through the Welland and St. Lawrence
Canais. But throwing aside the value of the Aierican
trade which must flow to Montreal over tie Sault Ste. Marie
line, I desire te cal the attention of the House to'two or
three statenents umade by the hon. linister Of Raiwßav. inu
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his reply to the deputations who waited upon him at
Montreal and Toronto. He distinctly states that the
Government will complote the line from Thunder Bay to
Red River by July 1st, 1882, and that the line can be comr
pleted from Nipissing te Sault Ste. Marie by that time. If
this be true, there will be no difficulty in securing the
construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch, and having it
open for traffic by the first day of May, 1883; thereby
securing, as the hon. Minister says, a cheaper
route for the traffic with our own North-West
than via St. Paul and Dulth or Chicago. I also desire to
call the attention of the House to the statement made by the
hon. Minister of Railways that there is a good harbor at
Sault Ste. Marie, and that te heon. member for Algoma
informed him that "the lake would be entirely open during
the winter and that navigation would not be interrupted for
more than five or six weeks." Now, Sir, we have the
authority of the hon. Minister of Railways for stating that
the most direct and cheapest route te the North-West
Territories can be constructed within two years froi the
first of July next, that it will give a route through our-own,
territory for at least ten months and a-half in each year;
statements which, if they were true when made by the bon.
Minister of Railways in Tdronto and Montreal, are true
to-day, and are good and sufficient reasons for the immediate,
construction of the Sault Ste. Marie road. The hon.
Minister of Agriculture bas admitted that the great majority
of the emigrants arrived in this country during the period
of navigation, and that the great majority of emigrants go
te Manitoba during the season of navigation. If this be
truc, within two years we can have the shortest,
most direct an-d cheapest route, not only for freight but
for emigrants, through our own territory, -if we
construct the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. Whereas, if wedo
not construct this line, we must continue for ton years, te
send our immigrants through the United States where, it
is said by bon. Ministers that, a lurge proportion of thom
are induced to settle. We are asked to proceed with the
immediate construction of the eastern or Lake Superior
section for the purpose of securing a route through our own
territory, for about five or six weeks in each year, and that
six weeks at a time, wheu the traffic between the older and
the newer Provinces is at the lowest point. We have heard,
Mr. Speaker, much sympathy expressed for the poor Syn.
dicate. I think a little sympathy for the poor farmers, who
are invited and encouraged to settle in the North-West
Territories, would not be misplaced. The farmers of this
country rise early and and toit late. They honorably earn
their bread by the sweat of their brow. They bear the bar-
den and heat of the day, and are the real producers of
the wvealft of the eountry. It is by the strictest economy
and most persistent effort through a lifetime that they are
enabled te purchase and improve upon the average a farm
of 100 acres, worth, wlien they have arrived at the age of
three score and ton, from $3,00 to $10,000. As a rule they
spend no money upon the comforte and luxuries of life, are
contented with he bare necessities of life, and compelled te
accept for their labor and capital smaller average returns
than any other class in the community. On the other hand,
the gentlemen of the Syndicate are millionaire, as is the
case with the great majority of the railway managers of this
continent. No class of men have been more successful in
amassing immense fortunes than those who have had the
control of the construction and management of railways, and
there are no business investments which have paid a better
average dividend upon the actual cost of the investment'than
railways. It is perfectly well known that the capital stock
and funded debt of the railways of this continent represent a
sum more than twice as great as the actual cost of construe-
tien and equipment, or, in other words, whereas the capital
stock and funded debt amounts te over $5,Ô0O,000,000,
the actual cost of construction and equipment does
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not exceed $2,500,000,000. Assuming that the
86,000. miles of railway in operation in the United States,
in the year 1879, cost upon the average $30,000 per mile,
or S?,580,000,000, the net earnings was equal to eight and
a half per cent. It must not be forgotten that more than
one-half of the railways have been constructed within ton
years, and, therefore, a very large proportion of them have
been but a short time in operation, and their business has
not been fully developed. We must not overlook the fact,
elso, that over 26,000 miles lay west of the Mississippi
River in the new States and territories. There is no business
On this continent employing so large an amount of capital
w1hich has paid as large net returns upon the average as
constructing and operating railways. The net profits to
the nationalibanks of the United States, employing some

2,00A700,000 of capital, did not exceed five per cent. during
the year 1879. It ie notoriously the fact that there has been,
and is still, great extravagance in the construction and man-
agement of railways. Presidents and managers have recoived
greater salaries than in any other line of business. Lt is very
doubtful whether or not farming pays over and above a fair
reward for the services of the farmer and his family four
per cent. upon the capital invested, and yet we are exempting
the %anadian Pacifie Railway Company from taxation upon
its lands, road-bed, rolling stock, &c., and compelling the
farmer to not only pay the cost of opening roads and
building school houses, etc., but actually to pay the entire
cþst of protecting the property of the railway company.
The 900 miles through the prairie section can undoubtedly
be built and equipped for $10,000,000. The con-
struction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch can be secured for
$300,000, in all $13,00,000 which, at 4 per cent.
lîer annum, would be equal to an annual tax upon the
country of $520,000. Under this contract the Govern-
ment are to complete the line from Thunder Bay to
Winnipeg, and nowown thelinefrom Pembinato Winnipeg.
The hon. àinister of Railways has said that the prairie
section would immediately pay working expenses and a
fair and reasonable interest upon the cost of construction.
The Government can borrow money at four per cent. per
annum.. Now, suppose the Government were to announce
that they would construct the prairie section as a Govern-
ment work, and so arrange the tolls on the prairie section
and the Thunder Bay and Pembina Branches as to pay to
thé Government only four per cent. net upon the actual
outlay for the ndxt 25 years, and that private corporations
would be allowed to build as many branches as the develop-
ment of the country demanded, that the freights received
from the branch lines would b transported over the main
Jine upon as favorable terms as any other tratfic, and the
lands offere I toactual settlers, and to suchi (n y at fair price,-
we sbould then have a policy which would induce emigrants
to settle in that country. Whereas, if we confirm this con-
tract ve create monopolies and grant privileges and exemp-
tion.s which will tend to divert immigration to the United
States. I am opposed to the confirmation of the contract
now upon the Table, because it croates a practical monopoly
in the construction of railways throughout the fertile section
for twenty years, and grants privileges and exemptions
which will.tend to perpetuate that monopoly Secondly,
because it exempts the lands and prope.rty of the railway
company from taxation thereby unjustly increasing the
taxation ofthe farmers whom we hope to iniduce to settle in
that country. Thirdly, because the material used in the
construction of the road bed is exempt from the ordinary
and regular custom duties imposed upon other branches of
bkusiness. Fourthly, because under the contract the Govern-
n|ent surrender their right to control the tolls of the railway
company until after the net profits of the Company exceed
ten per cent, thereby transferring to an irresponsible corpo-
ration a control over the carrying trade of the entire
country north and west of Lake Superior; and, fifthly,
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because the Government have now in their possession from
thoroughly responsible parties an offer to construct the road
for a less consideration and upon much botter terms and
conditions. For these reasohs,pnd many othere which I
might mention, I reaffirmn that the confirmation of the
contract will seriously impede the development and sottle-r
ment of the North-West Territories, and that it grants
privileges and exemptions which will tend te destroy the
peace, well-boing and prosperity of those who may settle in
that vast region.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). MrsSpeaker, I desire to say a
word or two in reference to the new proposition that has been
made te the Government by what is called the new Syndicate.
It must have been evident to this House that the hon.
leader of the Opposition, and those who act with him, seized
with great avidity upon the objections which were raised
against the contract now before the House. During the
last two Sessions they have been endeavoring to make the
people of this country believe that the National Policy, upon
which the present Administration came into power, is not
in the interest of this country. They have endeavored te
do that in spite of the logic of events as shown -in the by-
elections which have taken place, and the tendency has
been to strengthen the Government. Those hon, gentlemen
exhausted their eloquence in endeavoring to cause some
break in the ranks of the Conservative party. Failing to
do that, they made an appeal te the people during the
Christmas recess. Here let me say that the opinions of
those hon. gentlemen in relation to the duty of the Govern-
ment towards the people have very materially altered
since the last Session. I think we can recollect-at ail
events we have the records in the Jansard which
show-that those bon. gentlemen, and -especially the
hon, gentleman for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) did not put so much faith in the opinions of
the people in relation to public affaira during the last-two
Sessions as they propose to do at the present moment. I
think it was the hon. member for South Brant (Mr.
Paterson) who said that it was the duty of the members of
this House, upon a great public question like the present, to
elicit the opinion of their constituents. We can imagine thei
hon. member for South Brant calling his electors together, and
in that calm and dispassionate manrter for-which he is cele-
brated, placing before the electors the ternis of this contract,
and asking their opinion upon it. We can imagine that, 1i
say, but I think the fact is that he and his friends used every1
argument in their power to convince the -electors that this,
contract was a bad one, and that they used every argument in1
their power to induce their electors to endorse that proposition.
I venture to say that the only member on either side of the
Bouse who has elicited a fair and unbiassed opinion from hisi
electors is the hon. member for Halton (Mr. Maedougall). Thati
hon. gentleman has told us what the resuit was in his consti-i
tuency, and I believe that the result would be the same ini
every constituency in the country if the question wasi
placed before the electors in the same fair manner as.
it was placed before the electors of Halton. Thosej
hon..gentlemen came back from the country crestfallen.
They had failed in their attempt to excite the public against
the contract. Since the recess a proposition bas been sent to
the Minister of Railways, the contents of which were known
to the leader of the Opposition, long before its terms
were made known either te the Minister of Railways or te
any person upon this aide of the House. That proposition,à
on the face of it, is a botter one than that which the Govern-i
ment has entered into; but, te enable us to get at the true
inwardness of that proposition, we must read between the
lines During the discussion which took place in this
House prior te the recess, the hon. leader of the Opposition,
and all the hon. gentlemen who have spoken on that side
of the louse, took very strong ground against the construc-
tion of a Cangdian Pacific Railway at all. They took theE
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ground that it was not necessary in the present condition
of the country to make anything more than a patchwork
railway; that it was the duty of the Government not only
to give facilities for connections with American railways,
but to aid a lino of railway to connect with American lines.
In view of that fact,the 'roposition which has been sent to the
Miniater of Railways, by what is called the new Syndicate,
loses ail claim to the serions consideration of this Hiouse.
I do not propose to say one single word in relation to the
gentlemen composing what is called the new Syndicate.
Some of them are known to be men of integrity, mon of
means and men of good business ability; but the more yon
accord to those gentlemen these qualities, the easier it is
to perceive that they had no idea that their proposition would
be accepted. I believe these men would regard it as an
insult if a proposition were made by a person to enter into a
contract with them in connection with some business matter,
when the proposer knew that a contract for the same work had
already been entered into by the party to whom he applied.
It may be said that the Government are only a Committee of
Parliament, and that the contract now before the House was
made by them as the agents of Parliament, and subject to the
ratification of Parliament. That, Sir, is quite true; but if we
admit that proposition, we must also admit that if we refuse
to ratify the acts of our agents we must also disclaim those
acts. If we disclaim the acts of our agents, that, so far as the
Government of this country is concerned, seems to involve a
declaration ofnon-confidence in the ability of those gentlemen
to conduct the public affairs of this country. So that those
gentlemen,knowing well as business men that the Government
could not possibly accept their proposition, knowing that the
rejection of the contract would involve the downfall of the
Administration, and would bring into power the gentlemen
now composing Her-Majesty's loyal Opposition, and knowing
the ground these gentlemen take with reference to the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, they had no
reason to believe that they would be bound to construct the
difficult portions of the road at all. I do not mean to say
that it would not be beneficial to Canada, from a commercial
point of view, to have railway connection with the United
States. It las been stated in this House that the hon.
Minister of Railways had given an expression to an opinion
favorable to the construction of what is known as the Sault
Ste Marie Branch ; but it has not been-and cannot be-stated
that that lon. gentleman ever made a proposition to tax
the people of this country for the purpose of constructing
that line, or that he intended it as an alternative line.J
believe that the people of this country will not be satisfied
with anything less than an all-rail route across our own
continent; that they will not be satisfied with a route which
is dependent upon the caprices of the people of the United
States, or dependent, for a certain portion of the year, upon
those magnificent water stretches of whiceh we used to hear so
much. I believe the construction of the Pacifie Railway, in
its entirety, is not only a commercial, but a political necessity.
And if I had time I thifnk I could show that,
from an economical, as well as a national int
of view, the construction of the road north of ke
Superior will be of immense advantage to this country.
Recent explorations lead ns to the conclusion that the
character of the country north of Lake Superior has been
greatly misjudged. We have reason to believe, from these
rocent explorations, that large quantities of valuable timber
and considerable areas of good arable land exist in that
region. As I have already said, the people of Canada
will not be satisfied with anything les than the proposal
of the present Administration, and I am ofopinion that the
construction of the road, according to the terms of the
contract now before the Bouse, will be cceptable to the
people, because we shall have reached a finality of t4ie
country's obligation. We shall have acomplishêd the con-
strction of that road ,at a cost which the people of tIis
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country win be alei to bear. We shall have our expect- Goveranent to wish to victimise capitalists who May
ations realized by getting into that country, in a very few beÔome coitractors under them but1 believe that when a
yearie a -more than sufficient number of people to bear the Government see that a public work is likely to becone a
whole oet of the burdens which the construction of that paying concern, and that it is in the interest of the people
road imposes on the people of Canada. What would be the it should be prosecuted as a Government work, they should
effot of refusing to endorse the contract now before the undertake it themselves, in order that ail the advantages
House? Why, Sir, if hon. gentlemen opposite cone into to flow from its construction may aeorue to the benefit of the
power delays would-occur, and we know. the effect of the people. I would like to know what it was that
delays that took place in 1873. If those delays had not taken changed the opinions of the Government so suddealy.
place the construction of the Pacifie iRailway would to day Two or three short months after Parliamnent had plaoed an
be well on towards completion. I do net think any further their hands the lands they asked to enable thea to build
de!ays should take place, and I think the ratification of this the railway as a Government work, what was it that
contract by Parliament will meet with the approval of a inducod them to post off to Europe to negotiate with capi-
large majority of the people of Canada. I have only to say, talists te undertake its construction? Was there mach
for my own part, that I have very much pleasure in voting pressure brought to bear on them ? Was their reselve becon-
for that ratification. ing woak ? Did they find thomselves unable to resist the cer.

Mr. RYMAL. At this late stage of the debate I will not rupting influences which, they say, sometimes surround
detain the House but a very short time, because I think the Governments when they have contracts to let ? I have to
question has been viewed from almost every possible stand- high an opinion of the hon. Minister of Railways to believe
point, and because I am not in a position to speak at length that bis virtue failed, that ho was afraid to face defeat.
on the subject. Yet, I think it is my duty to say a few With his splendid abilities, I have no doubt, had ho saw fit, he
words on se important a matter as this. Ever since we would have let bis contract to contractors in sections, and
entertained the proposition to build the Canadian Pacific that the amount of money he would have realised on the lands
Railway we have been in hot water. Troubles have come placed athisdisposal byParliamentwould havebeen sufficient
upon us thick and fast, and my humble opinion, now, after te build a road entirely equipped and leave a nice surplus to
having watched the operation of this matter for sorne ten the credit of the Dominion. 1 an quite willing to give way to
years, is that our troubles are not ended. We have seen the hon. Minister of Railways in order that he may explain
the disruption of one strong Government in connection with to the House the reason for such a sudden change of opinion.
this matter, and I believe some of us shall live to see the Will I sit down ? No. On this as on other occasions, w4en
disruption of other Governmonts. I am sorry that it is so; the representatives of the people ask the Government for
for I think it is disastrous to the country that hon. gentle- information, Ministers are silent. What is the reason;
man should undertake anyj work that is almost sure to bring is there anything in connection with this
about the death of successive Governments. Now, the whole transaction that will not bear the light? What
terms of the first proposition made by the Goverument conclusion is the country to arrive at, if, after repeated
composed of hon. gentlemen opposite in 1871, solicitations te the Government to take us into their
were 830,000,000 and 50,000,000 acres of ]and. confidence, they refuse to reply ? As they will not, thon
Of course, a dollar was then worth pretty niuch what a my imaginations are left free to run wild. I am not
dollar is worth now. But 50,000,000 acres of land at that possessed ef a very fertile imagination. I am slow to
time in the North-West bore no proportion in value to- believe anything dishonorable in the conduct ef other
50,000.000 acres there to-day. I said then I did not believe men; but, after ths continued silence, my imagination may
that the sum of money and the amount of land proposed te conceive ugly things, things to which I do not wish te give
be given were sufficient to build that work; and I may say utterance, but things that, in spite of myself, take possesiun
that apart from the ugly occurrences that tooki place in of my mind from day to day. I do not know why they
connection with that charter. I am sorry that charter had should have gone to England te consult with an American'
not been acted on-that Sir Hugh Allan was unable to raise company, when they might have consulted with them mach
the money he went to England to negotiate-for I believe it more conveniently* at New York or St. Paul. But it is
would have been one of the best bargains ever made for the a nice pleasure trip, I presume. I have never had the
construction of the road. However, we have not to deal opportunity of trying it, and it is very pleasant to pass
with that to-day. It was a failure and is past and gone. a few months in Great Britain associating with the big
The liabilities of the Government that then went out wigs there. My -hon.' friend the Minister of AgricuI-
devolved on the new Government. They proposed a more turc, we were told, received something when he was there
liberal offer, something like $27,030,000 and 27,000,000 -a stroke of genius. Now, I have been acquainted with
acres of land. The land had, perhaps, slightly increased in that hon. gentleman for a long time, and I respect him
value during these two or three ycars. The offer was still, very much indeed; but that stroke did not seem to
however, insufficient to induce capitaliste to engage in have hurt him a great deal. I do not see that
the construction of this extensive work. Feeling it inaum- there is an additional wrinkle in his forebead or an
bent on then to do something to e oen up this, vaSt additional grey hair on his head after receiving
country they undertook te build the railway. as a this stroke of fire, for genius, I believe, always appears in
Gpvernmeut werk. My hon. friend opposite did net a lame of fire. There is no visible mark left of the stroke.
disclaim the continuance of that system very much, for they It reminds me of the Irishman's blows. "Th first time I
allowed it to continue. But that is past and gone; that struck him," said Pat, "I missed him entirely; and the
scheme hias fallen through. lon. gentlemen opposite second time I bit him in the same place." I hope my hon.
pro to make it a semi-Imperial work, and started off friend wili never receive a stroke that widl do him more
te England in high hope. They lad no doubt that they would injury than this stroke of genius. After his return, the
be steessful. But their mission was a lamentable failure, right hon. Premier announced that h. had made a contract
and they came back to adopt another scheme-the firm. Is that the same as a firm contract, or is there a
scheme to which, I bhlieve, they should have adhered. little give and take about that more than the other. How-
They asked Parliament ten short menthe age te appropriate ever, it took him some little time afterwards te conclude
100OO0,Q00 acres for the construction of the road, and this contract ; and I do honestly think that it was the
Parliment placed this amount in their hands.' This, I bounden daty of the Goverrnment, if they had made this
believe, would have been ample té build the ro.d as a eontract, te take the people into their confidence and let
GovraMont work, I do not believe it is wise for 4 thOM know whg¢ the terms er. Sey were açatlg fQr
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us, and it is only reasonable to suppose that they ought to
bave let us, their masters, know what they were doing.
But they chose not to do it, they kept silence until the last
hour, and they brought us together at a mùost inconvenient
season of the year-two weeks before the Chrieftmas holid:ys
-with the expectation that they would be able to rush the
contract through before the holidays. I aiù'bound to say'
that when the terns of this contract beêaine'known to me, I
was perfectly horrified at some of the details. I ould
bave tolerated the granting of $25,000,00O in money,
and 25,000,000 of acres of land, although those
figures represent a large sum. I think it is
quite reasonable that we should value the lands
now at the same price that was put upon them by
bon. gentlemen opposite last year, and if we do-that is
nearly four dollars per acre-and that would make the
land alone with $100,000,000. That condition of the
contract might, however, have been tolerated, but
there are other provisions which to me appear mon-
strous. We have been doing all we could to induce immi-
grants to settle in the North-West. We have been at con-
siderable expense in acquiring that vast country; we were
at stili further expense in bringing it into a state of civiii
zation; we spent large sums in extinguishing the Indian
titles, and in brigning the country into a state of law and
order ; and we all looked upon it as the future beritage of
the people of Canada, and of those who might be induced to
cast their lot with us. And having induced these people to
go there, how do the Government propose to settle them ?
In alternate blccks of 640 acres, each scattered am >ng inter-
vening blocks over which neither the Government nor the
settlers will have any control, and which will belong to the
Company who are to build the railway. Now, I do not
know that I have heard a proposition Auch as I am about to
make. I have looked at the matter a good deal, and I must
say that i do not like that way of parcelling out'the land.
If the Syndicate is to have one-half of the land-within 50
miles, if you like, of the railway, or 24 miles of the rail-
way-then I would say, let thei take thoir land along one
side of the road, and let the other side be held sacred to set-
Iers, and let the Government manage the lands on that side
for the benefit of the settlers. I believe it would be better
in this case,,.if everything between the 49th parallel and
the road had been kept sacred to the settlers, and the Com-
pany had been permitted to take their entire amount of land
north of the road. What would have been the result ?
There would have been a continuous settlement on the
one side of the road, and the people would have had
neigh bors, who would have shared with them the burdens of
municipal taxation; they would have had help in
establishing schools and other institutions, which civilized
society requires, and no man would have felt that he was
oppressed, by having lands alongside of him which were
exempted from taxation for twenty years, or fot that every
blow he struck on his own fee simple was only ýadding to
the value of the lands alongside of him. lie would not
have felt that thero were those alongside of him who were
partaking of all the advantages of his labor and enterprise,
without contributing any share themselves. I do not
suppose I shall live to see the day when so fair a proposi-
tion as the one I have made will be accepted by the
Government, but [ have still further objections to the
contract. It appears to me, on readinig through the
contract, that everything the Company saw fit to ask had
been granted to them. I could scarcely conceive of gny one
boing able to draw up such a document, until I was told
that it was drawn by the man who was the legal adviser
of those who got the charter for the first contract-the man
who, it is said, distributed the swag-the corruption money
of that day. I could fancy that if the Syndicate committed
their interests to him, and the Government made him their
agent to draw up the contra-ct-I say that in that, but in no
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other conceivable case, could I imagine that the Governmcnt
could have permitted such a one-sided document to be drawn
up, as oie to which they would give their sanction. Where
was the Minister of Justice on that occasion-an able,
diligent and painstaking lawyer ? Did he sit alongside the
attorney of the Syndicate and help to frame the provisions
of this contract ? The bon. gentleman will not answer that
he did, I know. Will any member of the Govern-
ment say that he was consulted as this document
wa drawn up clause by clause ? I do not think they
will-they are ail silent. Did they go it blind ? Ask what
you want, take what you like, rob, plunder, persecute the
people we sent into that country, and what you do not want
we will take - were those the orders which were given in
making the contract ? There could not have been a more
unconditional surrender of the territory of a free people than
the Government have made to the Syndicate. I have not a
word to say against the gentlemen who compose the Com-
pany. lt was a business transaction with them; they were
capitalists investing their money; there might be profit or
there might be loss, and I do not blame them for getting the
be t terms they could. But itis upon the Government who
basely surrendered the rights of the people, who sacrificed
nearly their all, that the condemnation must fall. I shall
not refer to the different clauses of the contract as they have
beenrefered to so frequently already. I disapproveof agood
many of them. Some of the concessions which have
been made by the Syndicate, and which I presume were
brought about by the criticisms passed upon the contract in
this House, will render the contract less objectionable than
it was in its original state, but I look upon them as only half
given as yet. I do not know whether these amendments
will be made or net, and i would much rather have seen
them incorporated i the document itselt, than await their
incorporation in the Consolidated Railway A et, an incorpora-
tion which may or may not take place. I say that I do not
approve of this. It is giving too much money according to
the hon. gentlemen opposite themselves. They say it will
only take 378,000,000 to build the entire road, $30,000,000
of that we have got to spend, and the Government says that
is the end of it. Why, the Government have lowered them-
selves mightily in my estimation, and they are endeavoring
to deceive the people in this respect if they do not know
what it is going to cost, and they have become common con-
tractors for that Company Instead of having washed their
bands of future liabilities they have done nothing of
the sort, and the Company will effectually put the screws
on tihem before the Government get out of their bands. I
disapprove of some of the clauses of this contract-so much
se that I am prepared to vote against it. I think better
terms can be obtained, and I find a second offer bas been
made. Some say that this new offer is apolitical dodge, that
it is a trick, that it is an attempt to weaken the Govern-
ment, that it is calculated to give the Opposition a cry with
which to go before the country. Well, there may be a
little in all this, but there is a difference of $12,500,000
botween the two offers, which, to the people of Canada,
amounts to more than the little paltry sum which it bas
'been cèlled. $,2,500,00 is sc.nething like $4 for every
marn, wyoman-and child in the D)minion. But that is not
worth saving, hundreds of millions can be thrown away now;
three or four millions of acres of land, more or less, and three
or four millions of money, according to the hou. member for
lHalton (Mr. Macdougall), are of littile account. Well, he bas
not changed in that respect. I can recollect another
oceasion, when $10,001000 were at stake ; he did not make
any very great ado about it, he did not make so much
ado as to f>ring on a crisis in which he or somebody else
would have had to resign the seals of office and become
private meimbers of Parliament again. But whether the
on .nember for Halton, or any one else, thinks it is a

inatter of süpreme indifference, I hold it is the bounden
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duty of the Government-of every Government-when they
can save '$500,000, or $1,000,000, or $5,000,000, lot alone
$i2,000,000, to do their very best, their utmost, to save the
people of Canada the hard earnings of tbe industrious. It
is said this is a political dodge, that the leader of the
Opposition bas managed this thing, and it so happens that
as regards the political complexion of both of the Syndicates,
they are subject to the same charge. You do not charge the
hon. member for West Durham with inducing all Reformers
to join the first Company, do you ? No, you are wedded to
that, you believe in it, you are tied to it; but because
another Syndicate or Company, composed oflReformers, who
are willing to save $12,500,000, come forward, in a spirit of
patriotisin, you say we cannot tolerate them. One hon.
gentleman went so far as to say he regretted that the mem.
bers of fhe Syndicate were all clear Grits; if I could rejoice
in anything it would be that the clear Grits are possessed
of such money, energy and patriotism that they should step
in botweon the people and the Government, who are about
to throw away their money, and offer to save $812,500,000 in
building the road. If anything redounds to the credit of
the .Refdrm party it is this. it is, surely, nothing to their
discredit that they carne forward and offered to construct the
road for $12,590,000 less than the previous offer. Now, I
am'acquainte I with a few of the meibers of this Company
which has ma le the offer; among those with whom I am
personally acîuainted are several gentlemen of known
respectability. I do not know how extensive their means
may be, but I suppose they are able to implement with
mdney any undertaking they enter upon, and I understand
they have deposited $1,500,000 or thercabouts, as security
for their good faith in this matter. I ask you whether it
lies in the mouth of any man to say that this is a political
trick or dodge ? Why, hon. gentlemen opposite can earn
fame, almost immortality, if they test the sincerity
of theso men, and by testing their eineerity save to the
people $12,500,000. If they fail to corme to
the mark, then, and not till then, d s it
lie in their mouths to denounce them,-a rumber of
men, second to none, I am boùnd to believe, in
business ability and means. But, now, lot us enquire what
on earth-I was going to say what in some other place
urder the eartb-is the reason assigned for this adherence
to the worst bargain ? It is said it is too late. Too late ?
The contract is not yet ratified. Too late ? What for?
The hon. member for Ronfrew (Mr. White), tells us ho
would rather see $12,500,000 sacriticed than allow bon.
gentlemen on the Treasury benches to go out of office, and
see other men take thoir places. 'ell, I fancy those
gentlemen will not re nain there forever, and $12,500,#)00
is a pretty heavy price for the people to pay for the short
time that public opinion will allow them to disgrace the
seats they now occupy; disgrace the scats, I say, because
thov are traitors to the interests of the people. Well, what
is the reason ? Now, my imagination begins to assume its
life, begins to spread ber wings, and I will deal, perhaps, a
little in the visionary. The memory of other days rises up
before me; aind but for the memory of other days my
inagination would not soar so high, would not sink so low,
would not discover the depths of infamy which
some people have to haunt. Now, I ask what is
the reason why the better offer is not accepted.
I do not wish to stop the construction of the road.
I believe the road might be postponed for a tiie; but if
Parliament is bound to build the whole road I would not
cry myself to death about it; but I say let us build it in as
economical a manner as is consistent with obtaining a fair
road. Why will you not accept the second offer? Are
there private considerations? It is impossible for any man
of common sense to say there are any patriotic reasons why
they should not do it. Is there any national reason ? No;
the road might be built just as well by one Company as the

other, and we will save the money. There must be something
behind the scenes. What can it be ? Can it be that in the
near future an election is looming? In two years I believe
hon. gentlemen opposite will ho called upon again to face
the electors; and will the same means be resorted to in 1883
as were resorted to in 1873 ? Will the wickodness of that
day be re-enacted on a much more gigantic scale ?

Mr. BANNERMANI. They were all Grits.
Mr. RYMAL. I do not suppose that the hon. gentleman

knows much about the corruption of that day; it was before
his time. But I venture to predict that if h lives until 1883,
and proposes to run an election in Renfrew, the Syndicate
will authorize their legal adviser to accept his draft for
$ 10,000 if necessary.

Mr. WHIT E (Renfrew). I hope the hon. gentleman is
not referring to me, when ho speaks of Renfrew.

Mr. RYMAL. No. There is another Renfrew.
Mr. WHITE. Well, it is between Renfrew and Manitoba.
Mr ORTON. If the hon. gentleman wishes to revive any

of the recollections of the election of 1872, I shall, perhaps,
be able to give him some details of the operations of the
Reform party in Centre Wellington.

Mr. RYMAKL. When I want any information from the
pocket e lition of Judas Iscariot I will ask for it. A good deal
has been said about the feeling of the country in reference to
this matter. Now, I do not think the country is altogether
in a furore, it has not lost its senses over this matter,
but I do believe there is a general feeling that, other things
being equal, $12,500,000 should be saved. I believe the men
who vote to give this 812,500,000, unnecessarily for the con-
struction of this road. will be called into account by a justly
exasperated people. I know not what the result of an appeal
to the people might be just now, but I have a strong impression
of my own upon the subject, and, greatly as I dislike elections
-for they have been a great source of annoyance and hard
work to me for these last twenty-five years-I would hait
with joy the announcement that within one mônth we should
consult the people upon this all important question. I
believe the people have a right to be consulted when such
an immense amount of their money is to be disposed of. If
that is a correct principle in matters of countyjurisdiction, it
is much more so in a case of this kind. It is true some
gentlemen argue that this m atter has been before the country
for ton or twelve years. So it has, in one form or another,
but the wildest flight of the imagination of any one man has
never imagined such a bargain as this which we are asked
to ratify. Under these cireumstances, I would hait with joy
an appeal to the people. I have no doubt some of us would
come back wounded; some of us would not come
back at all; but I am willing to run the risk in
obedience to what I believe to be the dictates of
justice. I liard some'gentlomen on the opposite side say
they would be glad to go to the country on this question ;
some of them who have very safo constituencies have thrown
out challenges to others who have very unsafe onei. But
I say, let us ail go to the country to see whether this
bargain shall b ratified. I believe it was the duty of the
Government, having been made aware that a botter offer
would be made them, to have thrown the whole matterover
to public competition. i do not say they sbould accept the

l second offer, for I believe that a botter offer than either
could be got if the proper stops were taken by the Govern-
ment. It is said that the capitalists of the world knew ail
about this. They knew nothing at ait about it. Tho people
of Canada knew nothing at ait about it; even you, Mr.
Speaker, with your general intelligence of everything within
your ken, I venture to say, knew nothing about it. To
every one the intention of the Government was a scaled
book. This contract was made in the dark, it is to be held
sacred, and no man must know anything about it. Why,
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when we ask if any other offers were made we cannot
be told-deaf and dumb again. So that we are entirely
in the dark, and being entirely in the dark and refused
anything Jike light, the people are suspicions.
What makes them more so is, that they have only to cast
their mind's eye back and see the foot prints of the same
mcn in a transaction something like the present. As we
are living men, I believe the day will come when, if this
contract be ratified and carried out, the most convincing
evidence possible will bo afforded te the people -of Canada
that a base fraud bas been perpetrated upon them. Now
it is no use to appeal to my fellow members to stay their
bands. The thing is an accomplished fact, or as near it as
can be. The flat bas gone forth, the party whip has been
cracked, the note of defence and defiance bas been given by
the leader of the Government, and the party journals and
the party backs have taken their eue from him in this case
as in others, reminding one of the lines:

"Great fleas have little fleas
Upon their backs to bite 'em;
And little fleas have lesser fleas,
A nd so on, ad infnitum."

And so it is. Before the First Minister sounded that note of
defence and defiance, there was a little moderation among
hon.gentlemen. Some of them I flattered myself were
weak in the knees, rheunatic, afflicted with the gout, or
something of that sort. But as soon as this invigorating
command went forth, like old Daniel Young's soldiers, they
stood so straight that they leaned a little backwards. No
trembling of the knees, no quaking nerves. Yes; every one
of them is willing to fall into the line of the party. Do you
suppose that two or three million dollars distributed by
this Syndicate in order to consummate this swindle

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. RYMAL. Oh, do not be quite Bo thiri-skinned. Do not

wince. If your skins are thin, I shall touch yeu all the more
easily. Do not let the people know that you are raw. Will
the people believe, I say, that the men who have pushed
this through, in despite of a much more favorable offer, that
they are sharers in the ill-gotten gains-

Soine hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. ]RYMAL. You do not know what I am going tosay.

I say the ill-gotten gains which the Syndicate, through the
weakness of the Goverument, are enabled to distribute-for
what ?-to corrupt the electorate. These are plain matters
of fact, and although I am not li a position to prove them,
I believe them just as much as I believe the Evangelists.
Mr. Speaker, I shall oppose the adoption of the bargain on
the Table of the House. I shall vote for the amendment
noved by my hon. friend, the leader of the Opposition ; and
while I have his name on my lips, let me refer for
a moment to the frequent regrets expressed by some of the
most valiant hearts that beat in the bosoms of hon.
gentlemen opposite. low sorry they are that our late
leader has been dethroned ! What a good man he was!
Oh, what a pity that so good a man as Mr. Mackenzie had
been supplanted by that vile man, Blake ! Why, you will
repent of that, they say, to the longest day of your lives.
lie was such a ood mani! Mr. Speaker, hypocrisy could
go no further. 'hey have denounced him in season andt
out of season, and n his declining health-

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. RYMAL. Yes, yes; in his declining heaith, and

when he ia laid on bis bel of sickness.
Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. RYMAL. It is not beneath some of the biggest andv

the bravest of you to refer te him in terms of reproach. But g
gentlemen opposite may possess their seuls in patience. Wep
have the internal organixation of the Liberal party in our

Mr,. Rruj.

hands, and when we want assistance we will not:go to the
Tory party to ask iL. Run your own political machine
and run it carefully, or you will run it amo-ng the
breakers or on the rocks, where youhave landed sometimes
before, and. where it-is my humble hope and prayer a kind
Providence, on behalf of the Canadian people, will plunge
you at-no distant day for the action you are taking
to-night.

Mr. TASSÉ. Mr. Speaker, although this subject has been
discussed ad nauseam, as stated by the First Minister, I
feel I would not be justified to give a silent vote on this great
and momentous question, the greatest question that has come
before the Parliament and the people of this country since
Confederation. I may state at the outset that I have always
been a strong believer in the building of a Pacifie Railway
throughout the Canadian portion of the continent. I may,
perhaps, take the liberty to recalY that when that question
first agitated the public mind in 1872, I published a pamphlet
-which has been of late freely commented upon by the
French Liberal press-in which most of the views I upheld
seem to be fully justified. I assumed, for instance, that the
road was most important both from a Canadian and an Imperial
point of view, that it was the shortest route for the western
and Pacifie trade both for Canada and Europe, that the cost
of the railway would not exceed $100,000,000, that the lands
would suffice in the end to pay the cost of the railway, that
the pass called Cache de la Tête Jaune was likely to be the
passage selected through the Rocky Mountains, and that
Burrard Inlet was also likely to be adopted as the Pacifie
terminus if such a terminus was fixed on the mainland. Being
a strong believer in that enterprise, I have viewed with deep
gratification the great success-the unexpected success, I may
say, to a certain extent-which has been achieved by the
Government in the handling of the scheme now submitted
to our consideration. Such a success merits, I believe, for
the Government, the warmest thanks and congratulations
of this louse, and of the country at large. Every one who
has studied this question, knows that since its inception it
has been asource of perplexity, of weakness, of embarrass-
ment to the various Governments which have presided over
our destinies. Every one knows that it has been the common
aim of those Gôvernments to find out a practical scheme
by which lthis enterprise could be litted from their
shoulders upon those of a private and responsible company.
But every one knows also that they have failed one after
the other to attain such an important result. It has
devolved, it seems, on the present Governient-wbo had
been the initiators of that enterprise-to have the still
greater honor to push it to a successful conipletion. Their
task hAs been a hard and difficuit one, and they mus't feel
immensoly gratified to know that thoir present scheme is
but an enlarged application of the very wise and patriotic
scheme which they propounded in 1872, when that great
lamented stafesman, Sir George Cartier, boldly submitted a
Bill Io secure the achievement of one of the greatest enter-
prises of the century-an enterprise of a magnitude which

as never been undertaken by a people of our number-an
enterprise greater than the ship canàl of Suez, or the
p.ojocted canal of Panama, greater than the tunnel of
Mount Cenis, greater than any of the Pacifie Railways
built by the American Republic. I do not claim
that the contract made by the Government with a
powerful body of capitalists-from Paris, London, Berlin,
New York, Montreal, and St. Paul-is unobjection-
able, is perfect in every respect. No one expeots
perfection, even from a Government which is so vast
an improvement on its predecessor. If some of the
clauses of the contract bave been criticized by Conser-
vative papers and by Conservative members, if sug-
gestiens have been offered by them to the Goverament alAd
pressed on its consideration-suggestions which have been
acepted to a certais extent -it groves that the -on,
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servatives arc not the blind partizans, the pliant tools we
art sometimes represented to be. But I say that this con-
tract, considered as a whole, is entitled to the full endorsa-
tion of the friends of the enterprise. This contract is
deserving the approval of not only tho regular supporters
of the Government-who formu the three-fourths of this
assembly and represent a vast majority of the people-but
aiso of those who do not worship at the saie political
altar. I know that thé hon. member for Lambton-whose
ill-health I may say, in passing, is a subject ofgenèral regret
-once defned the rôle of the Opposition as if it were
obliged to find, faulf on all occasions with every measdre
originating from the Treasury benches. But it seems to
me that even a Liberal Opposition should not bo compolled
to go back on its record, zo trample down its principles, and
to give the spectacle of a most flagrant inconsistency, in
order to remain true to such a definition of its supposed
mission. It seems to me there are occasions, there are
emergencies-as grave and important as the present
occasion for instance-when parties must rise above the
mere exigencies of their personal advancement and think a
little of their country-which should be paramount to the
interests of any party, even the so-called Reform party.
I am aware that the other day an hon. leader of the loft, the
hon. member for Quebec East, endeavored to draw a dis-
tinction between the policy of the Conservative and of the
Liberal party on this question, stating:

" That our policy was that the railFoad should be built immediately
and without interruption till finally corppleted, whereas the policy of the
Liberals was that it should be built gradually as the wants of the country
should require and its resources permit."

Let me answer that there has been no such material differ-
ence between the policy of both parties. If such a difference
exists now it is because the Liberal party have changed
their policy- since probably they have changed their
leader. Is it not a matter of history that the late Adminis-
tration fully recognized that we had entered into a solemn
compact with Br itish Columbia-a compact which could not
be broken without bringing dishonor on ourselves-and that
we were bound to build the entire line of a Pacifie Railway
on Canadian soil with the utmost speed ? Io it r.ot true
that the late Administration accepted the Carnarvon terms
-which required an annual expenditure of $2,000,000 in
British Columbia, and the construction of the whole line
within 15 years-two years before the date mentioned in the
present contract ? Is it not true that taxes were increated
by them to the extent of $3,000,000 for that very purpose ?
Is it not true they have been tho first to violate the principle
of the Bill adopted in 1872 ? The Bill of 1872 provided
that no additional taxes should be imposed for the purpose
of build ing the Pacifie Railway. The other day, in Montreal,
the leader of tLe Opposition (Mr. Blake) in his great speech
denied that the increase was made to ensure the building of
the Pacifie Riailway. He said:

" There is a simple explanation of that point. The rate of taxation
whieh was not to be increased was the rate of 1871. Between then and
1874 there was a considerable reduction in the rate of taxation. An
increase of the rate of taxation was made in 1875, but the increase
proposed was only one thirty-sixth .above the rate of 1871. The result
was that there was a sensible, but not a large increase in the rate, but
that sensible increase was not for the purposes of the Pacific Railway,
but to meet the obligations of the Dominion."

Whatever may be the supposed authority of such astatemernt,
I can,.however, prove by the Minutes in Council, of July
23rd, 1874, that those additional taxes were levied for Pacific
Railway purposes. Those Minutes say:

" So anxious, however, were the present Government to remove any
possible cause of complaint, that they did take means, to increase the
taxation very materially, in order to place themselves in a position to
make arrangements for the prosecution of the initial and difficult portions
of the line as soon as it was possible to do so; and, at the same time, a
special confidential agent was deputed to British Columbia for the express
purpose of conferring with the Government of that Province, and to
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endeavsir to arrive at some understandia as to a course to be pfrsued
which could be matisfactory to British Gchamba 'and meet the chncuu-
stances of the Dominion."
Io it not true that the late Administration asked tenders
in 1876, offering 810,000 a mile and 2%),000 acres of
land per mile, on 2,700 miles, besides a genrantee of 4
per cent. per mile for twentyfive years over the whole
line ? It is also true that no tender was offtred-no tender
being even offered by the unlucky politicians who
mostly compôse the new Syndicate-bocause it was .felt,
probably, in commercial and financial circles, that the thon
Ministers were unable to grapple with such a gigantie
undertaking. Does the hon. member for Quebec East forget
that the Administration of which ho was a member, asked
tenders to build the Yale-Kamloops section in British
Columbia in the very year whieh witnessed its fali, although
now hoe clamors for the postponement of that same section ?
Does ho forget that the Globe statod, somotime after the
eloctions:

"fi Mr. Mackenzie had not been deprived of pover, that route at thi,
moment would have been under construction, and being rapidly pumhed
to completion."

And yet my hon. friend endeavors to convince us that such
was not the policy of his party. The hon. mombor for
Quebec East has the right to change bis views on this
question, as ho has changed them on anothor groat
question -the question of the National Policy ; it is
truc ho is not more inconsistent than his own leader
and than many of his colleagues, but ho has not the right
to misreprosent history, to misconstrue the public records.
To present the facts in such a light is to sa under false
colors. I repeat there has been no material difference
between the policy of the two late Administrations as far
as the obligation of building the Pacifie lailway in its
entirety on Canadian soit is concerned, and were they con-
sistent,were they patriotie, the Liberal party should be found
supporting this moasure, this contract-whose terms are
more advantageous than those which they offered, instead of
assailing it with every weapon legitimate or illegitimate at
their command. It has been asserted, on the other side of the
House, that the subsidygranted to the Synlicate is too large
both in land and money. The money subsidy will not exceed
$53,000,000, while the land subsidy is but 25,000,000 acres
of land. This would make $78,00 1,000 if we adopt the estimate
of the land by the Government at*81 an acre, an estimate whici
was approved of laist year by the Opposition. This subsidy is
not too large when we know the approximate cost of the
road. This subsidy should not be considered too large by the
Opposition, when we know that the cost of the road has been
estimated by several of its most prominent members of the
left at more than $150,000,000. One of thom has even put
the figure at $250,000,000. If I am nt mistaken the hon.
gentleman who bas just addressed the House has made
that estimation. I notice that the hon. member for
Rimouski denied the other day that his leaders ever esti-
mated the cost at more than $120,000,000. Well, even at
that figure the subsidy would bea moderate one. I am aware
that last year the hon. member for West Durham estimated
the cost ut $120,000,000, but such was not the estimate of
other leaders of the party. The hon. member for Centre
[luron estimated the same at 8150,000,000-at the time ho
was accunulating deficits-and the hon. member for Quebec
East has not been more moderato in his calculation. That
hon. gentleman will not deny that ho estimated the cost at
that figure. In 1875, at a public meeting held at St. Croix,
county of Lotbinière, he made that assertion, and not later
than last fall, being desirous to frighten his electors at the
prospect of heavy taxation, he again reiterated the opinion
that the Pacifie Railway would cost 8150,000,000:

"It ls proposed to bulld a railway whieb, when terminated, will cost
at least $150,000,000, as shown by Air. Bake at last ession ine a adai-
rable speech-which has not been yet answered. Me are a peopleot
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fdnr millions, auà 'te Government wiih to impose ontg a de'bt of
$150,0o,000. Tau -ean imagine the resalt : eormous 'bu ens on the
-people and, finally, direct taxation a • ViTe ori'ervative
papers announce with exultation that Sir John lias succeeded iù his
mission, that a company composed of great capitaliste is formed. May
the news be true! I sincerely trust it is true!1 Nevertheless, we must not
overrate the advantages of those arrangements. According to informa-
tion given, the Government muet finish all the works contracted for,
*27,000,000 or thereabouts ; they give to the company t2O0(J0,000 and
50,000,000 acres of land. This road will cost us 47,uo0;00. This is a
lesser sum at any rate than $16,000;OU.".
If the hon. member for Rimouski will not accept the
opinion of the member for Quobec East, as that of his
leader, then I will submit the estimate made last SessioD by
his rival for the Quebec leadership, the hon. member for
L'Islet, who expressed himself in the following strain:-

l When I hear the Tailway can be built for'$0,000,000, and remember
that'eminent Quebec authorities estimate the coat at $150,000,000, are we
to rely upon the data of the Government, which the lion. member for West
Durham-as shown to be totally incorrect ?"

And now those same gentlemen belittle as much as
possible the cost of the railway, ini order to show
that the subsidy is too large. In former days they used
to magnify the cost, but such a tactic would not serve
their present purposes. In former days they used also to
disparage the lande of the North-West; not later than last
Session the whole library 'wrs ransacked by the leaders of
the osition to find musty papers, in orderto under-value
the soifto prove that the pian of the Govemrnment to buildi
the road through a land subsidy of 100,000,000 acres was a
fallacy; and now they insist on the highest estimation of
the value of these lands. In former days they ued to1
eulogize the lands of Texas and Kansas, to the prejudice of4
our lands; in former days they used to forget it is an ill
bird that foüls its own nest, but now the exigencies of the
situation have made them a little more Canadian, more
patriotic. Such ie the consistency, such is the sincerity,1
such is the regard for truth of the oppononts of this great1
enterprise. If some componsatory privileges are granted
to the Syndicatewe 'must not fbrgetthat their responsibility
is enormous. Not only do they build more than 2,0001
miles of railway, but they will have to operate forevor thei
entire road-that is to-day 2,700 miles-and such a(
responsibility is not a light one. The greatest ap-i
prehension of the public in this connection wasi
not that the cost of building was beyond our4
paying power, but that its operating, its running expensesi
might cause to the country an enormous outlay every year.t
The public know that the Grand Trunk has given somei
revenue to its shareholders sinée a short timo, althoughV
running through a rich country, and they know also thatc
there hMabeen for several years -a defreit of more than halft
a Million of dollars in the working of the Intercolonial Rail.
way-a deficit Which, I am glad to say, hias been most
speedily reduced uhder the energetie control of the present
Minister of Railways. The-public have been educated also-
by the Reform leaders to beheve that the operating of the
rod would constitute a beavy bùrden on our-finances. The
hon. meniber for West Middlesex stated, in 1875, that the
railway would bb an uproductive one. A higber authority
on that side of the House, the hon. member for Gloucester,
estîmated the anual loss caused thereby at $2,500,00-; and
a still 'higher authority, the hon. mem'ber forWest Durham,
loudly proclaimed thatthe running expenes -would reach
annually 16,760,000, and that for a long time the road, as
a whole, would -be rün at a loss. By this contract, Sir, we s
have the great satisfaction of'ascertaining the extent of our
liabilities, and tof kewing that if any deficit occurs t
-hereby in the operating of Itbe Paciflc Railway it will
not fall on the Governmenthut on the Byndicate themselves. 4
While it is trumpeted on the une hand that this contract Ç
will ruin -Canada, on the other hand it'is cntended that-the
land subeidy istoo large, tiat the dands will bring -4 or,$5 i
an are. These two 'propositions destroy one another.

Mr. TAsest.

Suppose the lande are really worth $4 or $5 an aere- ,o1
they are worth that and more-euppose the land subgid,:'i,
give on that basis $275,000100 to the Syndicate, snppeit
will give them immense fortunes, by'the eame prose 1the
25,000,000 acres of land owned by Canada alongside With
those of the Syndicate, Will realize the Barme e iorn.ous
amount, $275,000,000. And as thore renain m anfrèùe
extent -of arable land according to the latest explora-
tions, Canada is doing a most profitable spectilation in
bnilding through that territory a railway wihidh alone
can give some value to its productive power. If these latide
are worth $3 or $4 an acre, I say tio mrch the better for the
Syndicate, so much the botter for Canada. I hope, Sir,
the Syndicate will not ruin themselves in this undertakin*.
I hope they will reap a 'rich harvest ont of the grand Work
which they have assumed. They have been the first
capitalits 'bold enough te risk thoir fortunes in this vast
eriterprise, and they deserve the highest credit as weli as
the greatest success. If these lands are worth $3 or $1 an
acre, and even $2, the whole assertions, the gloomy predie-
tions of the Opposition will be found groundiess. If these
lands are worth $2, 83, or $4, then the contention of the
Government that this road will virtually cost nothing to
Canada, will be literally true. In that case, the lands alone
will pay the cost of the road; in'-that caee every cent
advanced by Canada for the construction of this our great
national highway will then be amply recouped.
Great stress bas been laid- on the fact that this enterprise
would make of the members of the Syndicate the plutocrats,
the magnates, the landlords of the North-West. I confess I
entertain no such apprehension. Such a result would be
eontrary to all experience either in Canada or the United
States. The great difference between the landlords and
these capitalists is, that the first are interested in keeping
the lande in their own hands, while the others are interestel
to sell the lands. The locking up system would ruin the
Syndicate. To operate the road successfully 'they must
create and develop traffic. To croate traffle they must
have settlers. They must encourage settlement. They
must become, to a large extent, the immigration agents of
Canada. They must follow the example of the Ainerican
railway corporations, which have proved the most
active immigration - agents of that great country.
So manifest is this tact that the present arrange-
ment will be found ruinous, disastrous to the Syndicate, if
that corporation-assisted by the Government of Canada
and assisted also, as it has been announced, by the Imperial
authorities-fails to attract a large surplus of the over-
crowded countries of Europe towards the fertile prairies of
the North-West. In Montreal, the other day, the hon.
member for Quebec East stated :

" Thet if the 25,000,000 acres were put in line one after the other, the
number of miles they would extend in length would be so gceat that had
Christopher Columbus commenced at one end at the same time he begun
bis journey to discover the land, and travelled every day up to the present,
he would not yet have arrived at the other extremity of this stretch of
aores.,

W-ell, Sir, with such a line of argument I quite conceive why
the hon. member and his friends shirked discussion on that
occasion. The hon. leader of the Left follöwed his example,
and calculated the number of counties that would embrace
such a territory. Were they in earnest; were they desirous
of enlightening instead of deceiving these gentlemen, they
should have told the people of Montreal that their Goveiii-
ment offered the double of that subsidy-54,000,00 acres -
they should have told them also that they did not vote laist
year against a proposed subsidy of 100,000,000 aeres, and
consequently, te continue the comparison of the member foW
Quebec East, that Christopher Columbus or -the Wandeing
Jew would have to travel yet several centuries were thejto
reach the extent of the territory granted by thom. Wee
they in earnest they should have told the people that thliee
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25000,000 acres form but a very small part of our vast
domiains of the NortbL-west. Tis land subsidy policy,
which -bas been so much deprecated by the Opposition,
basbeiiàadopted iiithe Unted States on a much larger
basis sinco the building of the Illinois Centrai Railway.

h.is lnother leaf which we take out of the book of our
Aierican brethren. We have ah-eady adopted their fiscal
policy, and we now follow their railway policy. We
foilow them because both have been eminentlysuccessful.
aperience, Sir, is a greater and a safer teacher- than all the

sopistry which fls the speeches delivered from the opposite
benches. The land subsidy policy has been found so advan-
tageouè on the other aide of the line, that more than
20000,090 aores have been granted to railways, out of which
the Pacifie corporations have received nearly 160,000,000,
the $ortern Pacific alQne receiving 60,000,000 acres. The
number of miles of railway constructed under the stimulus
of these gentlemen, are as follows:-

States and Territorie.
Alabama..... ......... ... ...

Arkansas.................. .....

California......... ...... .....
ColrA&...........................

Daota -...... ..........-..........

Illn is ..... ................................. . .....
Indian Territory..................... . ............

ansas........ ...............

Louiaiana................................
Michigan.............................
Minnesota................... ... ..... ..... ......
Mississippi.......................
Miwsouri ......................
Nebraska............................
Nevada ...... ....

Oregon ...... ... . ....... .. .........

Texas (where there are no U.S. lands).
Utah . ....-
Washington....... -.......................

Wisconsi.................................
Wyoming ..........................

Miles.
822
575

1,228-89
298
196
247
705-72
155

1,580
1,654

152
1,005
1,745

406
703
832
460
227
342-87
255
196
53
400

14,628-48

While on this subject I will give an extract from a pamphlet
published lastrear entitled "Railway Land Grants of the
Unitdd States,' which proves that these subsidies have been
the greatest factor in the wonderful development of the
American west. ,That work says:

"Self-interest demanda the adoption of whatever land policy is best
calculated to augment the business along the line. This is not said in
the way of recomtnendation. Every one familiar with this branch of
business concedes as much. It is one of the axioms eof railway science (for
a scince it has become>. The moment one person is added to the population
along tbe line of a railway, its traffic receives a fresh stimulua. That
person may produce nothing and consume little, still there is soein gain
in the vblume of transportation. The average pioneer brings with aim a
famtily; herequires transportation for a great many things, and depends
for the money he makes, upon the sale of products which must be con.
veyed by rail to market. However much profit the company may realize
from theisale Of the land to him, its profit from his business will greatly
exceedîI. i *t

"Justefd of being a hinderance or an injustice to any one, the land sub-
sidies ts.ithave been granted as an inducement for railway building in
the isuettled or thinly settled regions of the far West, have had the effect
of søstlingUp and developing the dreary plains of the wild wilderness,
which would bave remained unsettled anîd unimproved for a century in
the future, but for this rrethod of occupancy and development. It las
proved the most effective agency of Western progress that could possibly
have besn devised.. But for suchgrants of land, ofeéred as an inducement
for the. gostrnetion of railwya I the West, the fertile and now rapidly
developing eebetween t Mississippi -and the Rocky Mountains
would not- teem with a busy population cf millions, nor would the
two ossa now connected by a g-eat a tey of apid transportation.
Thathas been acoapliasd in a few years whichi otherwise would pro-

bhyhave required centuuies. The Government lias lest nothing,-on
lb. c t he wealth and greatness of te countiy have been benefited
ineelb.

Oncef the clauses f tah contract most bitterly assailed by
the. Opposition bas been that relating to the building cf the.
Jake Superior seetion I have been alae for instance,

b see the leader cftei Leftusing bie great oratorical power
.t d r atthaia section of th route. We mli remen ber
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that last year .he loudly denounced any expenditure in
British Colambia-that Province whith ho depicted in the
darkest colors, although it bas been called a "terrestiial
paradise" by the late "Mr.Brown in his great speech on
Confederation-that Province which ho styled as being
inhospitable,- although so far it has proved inhospitable
but to the Grit element. We all remember that on Abat
occasion ho made a strong appeal to the members of
the Province of Quebee-a Provice which has at all times
occupied a large place in the affections cf the Bform
party-to vote aganat snob an expenditure, becauoie they
would have to wait till 1890 to see the beginning of thei
building of the eastern section. I will read a short extract
of his speech bearing on that point:

"We must not altogether forget the eastern connection. The hon.
gentleman has not been altogether oblivious of that part of the thron
line. It was politic on his part to throw ont nome faint hopea ofthe
construction of that link. Quebec has spent $11,000,00 whioh she caa
ill afford, for the construction of a railway pincipally designed to tap the
Pacifie trade. Quebec bas stretched her arma out towards th Gresit
West, as far as this city, and the question la, how soon ls she to gettirther,
how soon that great expenditure ta to be productive of the benefits expect.
ed I am glad to know ber road is paving eomething as It la; but whiat
Quebec expected was not simply that It shgould pay, whils it is new and
cheapiy worked,.soue fraction of the interest on the cost of construction
but tlat it would pour a great tide of traffic into her principal cities, and
bring prosperity.into her midet. But unless and until an eastern conneotion
of some kind is made, those expectationa of the Province of Quebe, on the
faith of which she proceeded to construct lier railway, cannot be realised.
* I * I should not be surprised if some hon. member from Quebec had in-
dicated te the'Minister of Railways, in language as strong as wa consistent
with the politeness due to a powerful Minister that it was essential that
lie should throw out, at any rate, some ray of hope, however faint, that at
some early period the Quebec railway should be connected with the
throughli ne; that he should say te the mrembers from Quebec: 'Gentle-
rîmen, at the present time we can only burn the candle in the middle, and
at the western end, but the time will come sooner than you expect when
wve will hurn it in the niddle and at both ends, when twill be alight in
the east also.' 'Il * Quebec mayexpect the eastern end te be commenced
when the western road is finished-that is, that it will be begun in 189,
and may be finiased in 1897, and I hope they will aIl be alive to enjoy it.'

This speech, Sir, is the strongest condemnation that could
be adcfuced of the present course of the leader of the Left.
This speech fully shows there was no sincerity in the
sentiments which he then expressed towards eastern Canada,
and that ho was then merely fishing for. votes. I suppose
the fishing bas not given very gratifying results. In that
speech the hon. gentleman denonnced the Government for
not marrying the blushing East to the rosy West-to use
his lowery language-and now he blames the Government
for accomplisbhîng such a union, without interesting Brother
Jonathan in this important ceremony. Now ho thunders
against the Government, bocause they have seized this great
opportunity to give us the eastern connection. The hon.
gentleman referred to that important link of the Pacifie as
if the Province of Quebec alone were interested in its con-
struction ; but to take such a view is to give but a diminutive
idea of its value. The Province of Quebec is undoubtedly
interested to a large extent in the building of the eastern
section which shall connect its system of railways with the
through line; it bas made immense sacrifices to secure its
share of the western, of the Pacifie trade, and I sincerely
trust that these sacrifices will not be fbund fruitles. But,
Sir, Ontario and all the Maritime Provinces are equa.liy
cnncerned In the eastern section.- In fact, the whole
Dominion is interested in the construction of a through
line. As a representative of .Eastern Ontario.-I cannot
forget that the Canada Central which will connect
Callander station to this city, rune through several
counties in Ontario, and will . develop an immense
territory rich in land, rich in forests, rich in minerals,
which shall materially increase the agricultural and com-
mercial importance as well as the revenue of the leading
Province of the Dominion. The hon. gentleman who now
assumes the role of champion of the Sault Ste. Marie rou$e
-to the exclusion of the Take Superior seoti-
had not, last Sesion, a single wrd of
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to tter in favor of that scheine. Why? 'ecause the *entWàrth,W 'ho hms preceded Mo, Are la&noting for an
Government said they would, perhaps, favor that project appeal to thepeople. n Montrea, the other dath hn.
pending the building of the eastern section. The Governrent member for West Durham stated to a number 6f hlfadmirer
could fnot foresee then that they would be enabled by the thUt the LiIeral party looked like an "ndiedigined cro*&"
prsent arrangement to commence immediately that impôr- --Sih &n authorized opinion of the Litei-al jArile boId f,
tùt section of the Pacifie. I am the more amazed to see correct. But our friends oppostè ma'y rest atMed ihât
the Reform party advocating the Sault Ste. Marie route, the great Conservative phalaÉt, strong *Ith thié con
when we kflow thatthey hivecondemed thât sinerect de ce ofthe e, strong wib the agurahee that it'l i
in the pst. When Sir lugh Allan expressed hisinention, fufilled its pledges, its proisés to the pþople, sôlidly
in 1 ,872 of making a connection with the Nortbèrn Pacif united se it is under the ideiship of the greatest stateáiágn
throueh the SaultSte. Marie route, the Globe ridiculed its of CaMda--lias no more reasoni to fr fto thee that " mí-
scheme whi h itqualified: ciplined crowd" than it had in the gloriens days of

" The rreat Canadian, Montreal-Oarleton-Place-Peterb*ro-Toronto- September, 1878. If we resist the demand of n ae to
Sault. Ste. Marie-America Pacifie'lal'way. If this schbhie is catied the people, it is not because we aVprchond the resàlfbut
out, our aatignal e»terprloe, ,ist"d of boiQi he sacOewui riYAIOfthe becanse suih a stop conld not be jsttfied oncqnettiora1,&. le . n uCoi1n1a _ c1 >piM 1f, a <gmeiiIg tor, tbiii. aiMtd-é,Whivii is "' ' I e ,tigspt nisi as i1i to grounds. It is because we fail to ase in this paper, ii t1s
wtiu blep athéCadiaLraindh of the Iforthera ýFiuittsllroad, côntract, any new issue of parâmount iiportance-any gËe;t
unter Its cont-ol, ad dittd et by it reItlea issue which has not yet been before the people. Some of
This w the opinion ofthe Globe on 28th Februay, 182. the terms-of the contract are new to the people ; but they
The Saut -te. Marie schome Was never advo¢;t be are not suffmeiently important to justify us to abdicate our
this year by the leaders of the Ieform party. "We legislative functions at the present juneture. Both parties,
never propounded that scheme " said, iset Session, the Sir, are committed to the construction of a Pacifie Railway ;
hon. member for Jjambton; "we nevér spent a dollar both parties are committed to its construction by a private
on it. We never advocated it or proposed it coripany ; both parties are committed to its construction,
to Parliament." Evidently ail the advantages of the through a money and land subsidy. These are facts which
Sault Ste. Marie ràonte have been discovered by our cannot be questioned, and which have been fully proved.
frlinds opposite since they have learned that the Govern- The main principle involved in this scheme is not a
ment is going te build the very mection of Lake Saperior which new one, bécause most of our railways have been built on
th p sed even sone-monhs ago. Had ctheovernment the same basis. This principle is a familiar one, for
refvî ' "to build the eastern section, I have no doubt the instance, to the city which I have the honor to represent.
memberfor West ]nrham would have given us this Session The other day, the city of Ottawa voted 'a bonus of
an enlarged edition of his speech of Iat year, would have S200,000 in favor of the Toronto and Ottawa projeted
aconsed the Govbrnm ent of being traitors to anadian inter- railway, after having voted $100,000 towards the -Coteau
est and of p;ying inho the haodsof theA ercn. By the PRailway, and a largo amount in former years towards
way, our R eîm fiende seeum strngtyinclined te-de things- bur pioneer railroad, the Prescott and St. Lawrenc.e The
by halves. Whon they took charge of the Pacific Railway <other day, ho, it offered the right of way, free offttation,
they wanted a half water, hilf land route, a d uow they to the NorthShore, if it would establish its statibn iin the
waut a route half'Canadian, hl.&f Amorieal egThqy seem to, centre of the capital. In short, at every,,general election,
be strong believers in the h bridous or amphibious system. since 1872, the principle of building the Pacifc on tho
The prosent leader of the eft seems aso be a strong inain basis adopted in this scheme, has ben fully daïéeniid
advocate of the postponement policy. Last year he and fully endoi'sed by the eledtorate-and, I may assert, by
submitted a mtipn to postpone the building ofdie western both parties. Sir, our friends opposite are Iongi for the
section of the Pacifie, and this Session he proposes to sweets of offie and hope to restore their wretched tortunes
postpone the tuilding of the eastern section-nay, of both through the oporation of a new ballot. They should view
sections. Well, Sir, we do not believe in a half-hearted With alarm, howevor, the prospect of a general election.
policy on this kide of the louse. If this railway will give They have had aby number of partial str geiç, Ëince tbbir
us the great advantges which we expect from it; if fhis overwhelming defeat of 1878, and have the people shown
railway willbring us Îhe capital and the population which that they Were anxious to be led agM1n by them? No.
we expect from it; if 'iis railway is the great factor in our They have come out of them only gecond best. They hae
prosperity which it is supposed to be; we sayfthe sooner been routed in thoir own strongholda. ku44- was made
thé railway is built the btter for Canada. The poly part at the opening of the Session of the feft that fthe majority of
of thé postponeinent policy of our friends òpposite Whilch we ihe némbérfor Toronto West had been leSsthan that of hiâ
mày fe elined to pt is that which concerna the indefi- predecessor. It was a great moral victory, if we were to
nite postpöneret of their advent to power-a calamity believe them. I hope they wil gain many like moral vie-
which I trust ta not an imminent one, after the five years of tories. CÇrr ftied o te areds1 sätisféd, bec*nsethèy
s e F 'a Jhich we had of what they edUld do, and seom to have fargotte Lat they had hoèfàe county ofårome

Qia y0 ht tî cannot do. To those wiso believe, some menths befbr, and that they bald been beaten a afew
Sip, 'bat itis eiifoxs -i nbeyo4d the resources of the days previous to thée meeting &f Parirnient ia Éh&
coyntry, I wîIl- te them that withip a few yeaus county of Joliette by a majorigy of 40 vote > a
Caniada has aiílt really three Pacifie Railways-having majority much larger thau that of 1878. I had the
construeted 8,000 miles of railway at an aggregate honor to take part in the campaign of Joliette-; the Pacfie
cost of $27M,826,000, the Federal and Local Governments scheme was an important featire of the disctsslonankdit
bawing contributed about $8040)0,000, and the-rest being rallied mo1e supporters than it ever -led in the county.

id p rivatecapitalimts. And has the country suffered Have our friends opposite forgotten also that 'we
m snp"an immense investmont of capital in railways? captured Selkirk during the recess, and thiàt they h've

On the contrary, has it not been benefitted to a high ost Argenteuil and Charlevoix since hlie geneéal eleëtiona-
degree ? The Government of Canada bas given, Sir, not Mr. ANLGLIN. You should be ashamed to name Argesm
lesp than 824,000,O 0 to the Grand Trunk; and who teuli
regrets it? _1néerolol has cost nearly $36,000,000
tO {.n da;n who would s Lhat this capitgl ba Mr. TASSE. Lt would be nteresn to know why?
not been se d -fa tiri best nt foeo the couzit'Co' NGLIN. Becae ithe j'dinent of Co rt in
Ouir feiénds opposše, MM espeiayfI hon. meïber f hat e on case is, I , most unproperly

Mr. Tasst.



COMMONS DEBATES.
Mr. TASSÉ. Does the hon. gentleman mean to say tha

the Government has something to do with the postponemen
of the judgment in that case ? It would be most important
to know that. That is au attack, not only on the Govern
ment, but against the honor and dignity of the Court
It is a most serious charge, and I would be prepared to
censure the Government if it could be substantiated,
The hon. gentleman should give us more information
on that matter. I am quite prepared to give him ful
opportunity to make that explanation. But as lie remains
silent, it is quite evident the hon. gentleman has no very
satisfactory explanation to give; that the attack which lie
has made on the Bench of Lower Canada is most unwise
and most unwarranted. To come back to my argument,
Sir, why should we be afraid to face our opponents before our
common judge-the people of this country-when their most
eloquent chieftain, when the Goliah of the party, declines on
the hustings to take up the gauntlet thrown to him by a
foeman worthy of his steel-the able and powerful advocate
of this measure -he or his friends al!eging that he could not
ventilate his views in less than three or four hours-which
is somewhat of an improvement on a six hours' oration. This
Parliament, Sir, has been elected for a specific purpose. It
is a part of its mission, no doubt, to ensure the success of the
Pacifie Railway and other great undertakings or improve-
ments, and it will be found equal to that task, I am confident ;
but this Parliament has been explicitlyelected for the purpose of
inoulding and establishing on a firm basis the National Policy,
and it cannot and should not be deterred from its true course,
from its true mission. The people thought, and thouglit
wisely, that the National Policy would produce all the revenue
necessary, not only to fill up the enormous deficits accumu-
lated to the amount of $8,,OO000 by the Liberal party, that
the National Policy would not only fbstor the home indus-
tries, almost destroyed by the maladministration of the
Liberal party, but that it would enable us to meet all our
public obligations, including that of the Pacifie Railway.
And, Sir, if we are to judge by the abundant revenue of this
year, exceeding, as it does, the most sanguine expectations
of the Finance Minister and his friends-the excess of
revenue for the last six months being as much as $3,528,145
compared to the same period of 1879-that glorious policy
will permit us to complete our trans-continental highway
vithout increasing materially the burdens of the people.

ln concluding, I may say if there is one great reason for
which I favor this scheme, it is because it ensures the com-
pletion of a vast undertaking which is indispensable to the
welf*are, to the prosperity, to the stability, to the aggran-
dizement of our Confederation. I believe, Sir, in the
future of Canada. I believe there is a glorious future in
store for our country. But such a glorious future cannot
be attained without the building of a trans-continental
route. I look upon this great artery of railway as the
mainstay of our national structure. This road will
cement, will consolidate, will consummate the grand idea of
the Union of the British Provinces. Without this road,
a community of feeling, of interest, of ideas, of trade,
would be impossible between the various portions of the
Dominion. "British sentiment does not depend on the
building of a railway," said, the other day, the bon. member
for Quebec East, and this sentiment has been echoed by
several of his friends. But I say it does to a great extent.
Deep as may be our attachment to British institutions, to
British principles, great as may be our devotion to the
glorious flag which floats over us, protecting, as it does, our
rights, our privileges and our liberties, such a feeling of devo-
tion to the Mother Country might lessen gradually, tili, per-
haps, it fades away, were this country not to follow the march
of progress on this most progressive continent. No political
system can satisfy the legitimate aspirations of a free and
vigorous people like those of Canada, if it fails to make them
bappy and prosperous. "British sentiment does not depend

t on the building of a railway," said the hon. member for
t Quebec East. Well, Sir, do we not know that one of the
t main arguments advanced by the Montreal merchants who
- declared themselves in favor of annexation in 1847, was that
. there was almost no railway in Canada to stimulate pro-

gress, while there existed almost a perfect network of them
on the other side of the line. I am sure my hon. friend is

i conversant with the papers connected with that movement,
1 because one of them was signed by his former leader, now
3 Sir A. A. Dorion, then secretary to the Annexation Associ-
* ation. Let me quote on this point a very conclusive ex-

tract of a despatch sent by Barl Elgin -whose memory will
live as long as liberty in our country-informing the Co-
lonial authorities of the causes of the annexationist feeling
then springing up in Canada :

I"In 1847 the only railway in the Province was a line 22 miles in
length, running from a point on the St. Lawrence, opposite Montreal, to
the frontier town of St. John; and so hopeless did t he prospects of the
Province in this respect appear to be, at even a later period. that the foi-
lowing paragraph occurs in a very carefully prepared document signed
by several intelligent merchants, and put forth at the close of 1849. with
the view of promoting the annexation of (anada to the United States :
'While the adjoining States are covered with a network of thriving rail-

ways, Canada possesses but three ines, which together scarcely exceed
50 miles in length, and the stock in two of which is held at a depreciation
of from 60 to 80 per cent.-a fatal symptom of the torpor overspreading
the land.' "
This fact should be sufficient to prove how groundless is the
contention of my hon. friend. To make my argument still
stronger, I will, however, give another instance to the same
effect, that railroads may have an immense influence on the
destinies of a country. When the groat question of a
Pacifie Railway-or rather two Pacific Railways-was
decided upon by the American Congress, after a very long
debate, it was on the ove of the fearful war that
desolated that country and brought it almost to ruin, and
the main argument advanced in favor of thé enterprise by
that far-seeing statesman, W. B. Seward, was that without
such a road-as we say on the present occasion-it would
be impossible to hold the Union together:

" I want it to be known; I want it to be seen and read of all men here
and elsewhere, that at the very day and hour wben it was apprehended by
patriotie and wise men throughout the land, that this Union was faliing
into ruin, the Congress of the United States placed upon the Statute-
book for eternal record, an Act appropriating $96,000,000, the largest ap-
propriation ever made, to bind the north east and north-west, and the
south-east and the south-west, and north and south, and east and west
by a physical, material bond of indissoluble union Sir, itisrailroads and
canals, and connections and facilities for communication, commerce and
affection, that bind together and assimilate discontented and ill-assorted
communities. This is a great measure of conciliation, of pacification, of
compromise and of union * * The annual interest can never exceed
$4,800,000. That $4,800,000, although it seems startling as a large sum,
will yet sink in apparent magnitude and become diminutive in our esti-
mation when we look forward to the period when the road will be com-
pleted. But it is not to be required of any road, canal or channel of trade
or commerce, that it repay the Government for the cost of its construc-
tion directly, if it shall produce indirectly adequate rewards distributed
thronghout the whole nation. Practically, this road will cost nothing

0 0 This proposition, iu every way, commends itseif te a
people like those of the United States. Itis no hesitating ork ifit is a
boldwork. It is no sectional, it is a national work. It is no narrow work;
it is a work for the use of the whole world. When it is completed,
you will have effected that without which you cannot hold the Union
together. You are building up to-day on the coast of the Pacific ocean,
powers which must communicate with foreigu nations, and through
foreign commerce, and have foreign connections, or else they must
connect with the east and be American. You are building up on the
coast of the Pacific Ocean Asiatie powers, instead of American powers,
and you are turning your people, with their commerce, their enterprisA,
their spirit and their ambition, aIl over to follow in the crnsade of
England in China and India, when, if yo will only construct this road
complete this great work, yon make the Pacific coast American, ani
yeu combine the energies of the East and of the West, exteoding the
civilisation of the world westward in its proper way, with American
institutions, American principles, American habits, American senti-
ments and Amenican interests, across the great continent of America,
until you reach, on the other aide, the shores of the Atlantic ocean."'
Almost every word ofthis interesting and eloquent speech is
applicable to Canada. Almost every word is applicable to
the building of our Pacifie Railway. These observations are
the more appropriate to our situation when we know that
this statesman was one of the first among his country-
men to believe in the great future reserved to Canada,
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At a time, Sir, when this Pacifie enterprise was but in
embryo, when it was supposed to be one of the remotest
questions of thture, when its importance was perceived but
by a few far-seeing public men, Mr. Seward was also one
of the first to express the opinion that the Canadian Pacific
Railway would be superior to any of its Ameri<an rivals.
That opinion has already been quoted by the hon. member
for Lincoln, but it is of such importance that I will again,
draw to it the attention of the Rouse:i

" The route through British America is, in some respects, preferable
to that through our own territory. By the former, the distanoe from
Europe to Asia is some thousand miles shorter than by the latter. Pae-
ing close to Lake Superior traversing the water-shed which divides the
streame flowing towards Arctic Sea from those which have tht ir exit
southward, crossing tie Rocky Mountains at au elevation of over 8,000
feet less than at the south pais, the road could be hors constructed with
comparative cheapnes, aud would open up a region abounding in valu-
able timber and other natural produets, and admirably suited to the
growth of grain and grazing. Having its Atlantic seaboard at Halifax
and its Pacific near Vancouver Island, it would undoubtedly draw to it
the commerce of Europe, Asia and the United States. Thus Britiah
America, from a mere colonial dependency, would assume a controlling
rank in the world. To her other nations would be tributary, and in
vain would the United States attempt to be her rival, for ihei never
could disute with er the paesion'of the Asiatic commerce, cor the
power which that commerce confer."

These are cheerful, these are encouniaging words, coming
from such a higli and disinterested authority, and show that
we have only to remain true to ourselves, to romain true to
our country, to remain true to our destiny, to make of Canada,
in course of* time, a nation second to none on this continent.
The fùtut e belongs to the manly and vigorous people of the
North, I have no doubt. Well, Sir, ttis scheme is one of the
greatest levers that we could employ to reach such a glorious
result. This enterprisewill not only people the vast solitudes
of the far west, develop the gran-producing power of' a
region unsurpassed by its fecundity, attract an immense
inftux of capital and population, create legions of' consumers
for the product of the east, build up new territories, new
provinces, build up immense cities, the rivals of Chicago,
Mitwaukee, St. Louis, St. Paul, on the sheres of our great
lakes, build up another San Francisco on the Pacific siope;
but will give to Canada an importance, of which no adequate
idea can yet ho conceived, and will make of Canada, to use
the expression of Mr. Seward, another iRussia behind the
United States-not aRussia peopled with a nation of slaves,
but a Russia enjoying a most advanced state of civilization, a
Russia enjoying all the blessings of true libei ty. It will
make of Canada a country able to hold its own, to defend its
rights, to defend its liberties, its autonomy, against ail
comers. I consider this Pacifie schieme, Sir-with the
assistance of the National Policy-as the best and safest
panacea against annexation. England, Sir, has failed as a'
power to recognize-in a tangible way, at any rate-the
untold value of this road as the shortest comipunication for
its immense Asiatie trade; but the day will come, at no distant
date, when she will fuly admit that this road has a vast im-
portance not only to Canada, but to the whole British Empire.

.any years ago, Sir, a celebrated traveller, a man who has
given his naine to a magnificent river as long as the Pacifie
iailway, a namesake of the hon. member for Lamb.
ton, the illustrious Alexander Mackenzie, reached the
celebrated mountains which separate British lumbia from
the rest of the Dominion, after a long and venturous journey
and inscribed on the rock in big red eter the foilowing
words: "Alexander Mackenzie, from Ganada, by land, the
22nd July, 1794." Weil, Sir, if this contract is adopted, we
have everyexpectationofsecuring an all-rail route wfthin ten
years from one ocean to the other-a railway which will be
the bond of an indissoluble union. If this contraot is eanctioo-
ed, as I have no doubt if will be by an overwhelming majority,
we have Aiso every reason to bRéieve that three years hence
the memibers of tthis liouse will be enabled to reach the mame
celebrated mountais and to carve their names on its rooky
anmmits, after a pieaant and surprisingly rapid tripon

Mr. TfAsst.

board the first locomotive which shall whi8tstfhr.oghout
the "Great Lone Land' the good, the glories ews; Aat
thanks to the enlightened policy of the Governmnt, to the
patriotism of this House, and to the energetic sisiitanoe of
the people, a new ora, an era of progress, an era of
true civilization has commenced for thôse famouseand
boundless prairies, which, desert to-day, will .&e
long be the granary 'of the world -and one f thie
richest, if not the richest, portion of the continent.

Mr. WiELDON. I wish briefiy to give my views in
fivor of the amendment proposed by the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake). The speeeh we bave just
heard delivered by the hot. member for Otawa'(Mr.Taseé)
was full of fervid eloquence, of a glowing picture of the future
of Canada, and it put me in mind of the speeches we used
to hear in the Lower Provinces upon the great question of
Confederation. At that time glowing pictures weredrawn
ofthe great benefi t the Maritime Provinces wouild derive from
Confederation, but the people have learned to place no -more
dependence upon fdights ofimugination in political affairs,
but to prefer sobe- argument and sound sense. I listened
to the bon. the Finance Minister the other night toe e what
argument- he would bring forward in favor of this contract,
and for once he failed to prophecy what the future would
be. I listened to him as a representative of our Province
in the Government, and I expected to hear hitn bring
forward sômé arguments to show wby the contrret should
be adopted instead of the offer, wlien the iatter wags bscribed
by the name of one honored son of New Brunswid< who has
done more to build up that Province than all the Govern-
monts we have had, and who put down half a million
dollars as a proof of his sincerity. The hon. gentleman who
has just sat down bas attempted to show the incon-
sistencies of the mçibers of the Mackuzie A.dminis-
tration in the relation to the Canadian Pacifie Railway;
and he bas taunted the lon. member for Quebec Yast
(Mr. Laurier) that the for~mer leader of his party, the
present Chief Justice of Quebec, had signed an annexation
manifesto. That hon. gentleman seemed to have forgotten
that a political friend and colleague of the present leader
of the Government, and wbo now holds a high position in
London, also signed that document, and his name was one
of the first. I consider tbese matters bave long since been
buried and ouight not now to. be revived. The hon.
gentleman has talked of a united Conservative phalanx, but
it bas been admitted on the other side that nearly every
supporter of the Government bad found fault with the
contract and had suggested modification in one way or
another. Even no later than last evening the hon. member
for Pictou (Mr. Doull) admitted that in some way or
another lie had been satisfied. Last year, as I sat in this
House and listened to the speeches in regard to the building
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and about the quantitiesof
land that were te be sold, we were told by the hon. Pre-
mier that emigration would flow into the North-West at the
rate of 25,000 first year, and that when the House met here
again there would be 25,000 additional inhabitants in the
North-West. I ask to-day has that prediction been verified.?
If when the hon. members, some of, them in the present
Cabinet, were going over the length and brendth of the
Maritime Provinces, depicting the advanutage we were to
obtain, and asserting that our taxes would not be increased,
or the duties raised, but that prosperity would coid come to
our doors, if at that time we had known that withi fonr
years after a compact would be made with BritishColumbia
by whih the Ministry of that day bound this couutry to
ndertake the enormous expense, which if carried out

would be utterly ruinous to the country, there wodld have
been howls and execrations throughout the country at such
a proposition. If it is inmed that thW trety wfth Britsh
1 itu«mbia is one that weare bound te caryt, IJak was
ne that very treata viohition Uof' the 'rtms b * icwfh
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were drawn into the Union? At that .time the hon.
F'inance Minister etated that the Government had been
in4brmed by reliable-persons that in British Columbia there
were no engineering difficulties; experience now tells us
what that information was worth.. As we are now situated,
howevorr, the discussion is narrowed down, first to the
acceptance of one of the two propositions before the
Rese, and secondly with regard to the nature
of the details of those ofers. We find that
an offer is laid on the Table by the Government. I cal
it simiply an offer, because, although the Government might
constitutionally have the right to enter into certain engage-
ments, yet they knew that those engagements had to
ratified by Parliament. Even the contract itself declares
that it shall not be binding on the men who signed it until
the Parliament of Canada ratifies it. TheyIl ew that it
required the sanction of this Parliament, not a mere formal
sanction, but the sanction of members in the eyes of their
constituents, after a.full and fair diseussion of its terms,
unfettered by feelings of partizanship. If, on the other
hand, bon. gentlemen, after making this contract, come
down and say they aré bound and pledged, then, I say, it is
illegal and-unconstitutional. They had no right to agree to
hand over the money of this country to a company without
the authority of the people's representatives. That being
the position we occupy, we are left open to accept or reject
either of the offers before us. It has been said that this has
been a burning question before the country for years. No
doubt the general question of the Pacifie Railway has been
before the country, but until this contract was laid
en the Table, was there the slightest hint that
such immunities, such privileges, would be granted by the
Government to a body of capitalists for the construction of
that road ? We know that from 21st October to 10th
December, this agreement was carefully concealed from the
people of this country. But the moment it was made
public other- capitalists came forward with a better offer.
True, they were set down as tricksters ; but when they
showed solid proof of their sincerity, it was then alleged
that their offer was a political trick. It lies on the Table
signed by men whose names are known throughont the
Dominion as those of men of honor and men of wealth. We
have, therefore, to deal with the question as to which of
these offers the poople should accept. In rejecting the fir'sl,
we should not be bound to accept the second in its present
shape, but it would form a basis for negotiations upon which
more favorable terms for the country could be obtained. It
is said the Government are bound in honor. If, as I said,
the. Government have undertaken to bind us, they have
done what is unconstitutional. In the Mother Country
Governments have withdrawn measures and still
retained the confidence of their followers. But the
argument has been put forward here that if we
refuse - the first offer, our action invelves the
retirement of the Government. I say it is not so. If the
Government receives a better offer, then it is not only their
right but their duty to accept it, and in doing so they would
receive the support of every member o this House.
Compare those two offers that are before the House. It
is stated that the second contract is only intended to build
the prairie section. Hon. mombers who take that view
entirely forget the terms ofthe contract according to whieh
the Company is bound to build the eastern and western
sections as well as te prairie sections, unless the Govern-
ment find it to be in the interest of the Dominion that those
sections should not- be proceeded with. If this offer should
be accepted it will be this Government, therefore, that will
have the decision in this respect. But it is said that the ac-
eeptance cf this offerwould entail achange of Government,that
it was intended only to enable the Opposition to get into power
md thea withdraw the eastern section. According to this
view itsbems that we have to pay the difference of price

between these two offers in order téaHow thepresenti-
cumbents of the Treasury benches to reta"i the Moession of
power. Leaving ont of the question the imumties and ex-
emptions which are embraced in the Syndicate contract and
not in the last offer, we would by accepting theIlatter save
83,000,000 and 8,000,000 acres of land. The land has been
valued at different rates, but taking a fair average rate we
find that the difference in money and landWotid amount to
from ten to twelve million dollars. If that money cn be
saved it ought to be saved fbr the country. Look at the annual
burden which this additional amount w*oldýentaih It repre-
sents as interest the sum of a half million dollars annually
-a sum sufficient to pay for the administration of justice
in the whole Dominion, and greater than the subsidy to New
Brunswick or Nova Scotia. The hon. gentleman who pre-
ceded me said we viewed with alarm an appeal to the
constituencies. Yet we found member after member rising
on this side and insisting that the voice of the people should
be heard on a question involving so large an expenditure and
of such vital interest to Canada as this one. So faras we are
concerned we have exhibited no alarm. Hon. gentlemen
opposite are anxious to bring in the policy of the Americans
as a pattern for us, but whatever grants they may make for
their railways, it is certain that they are notincreasing their
public debt in doing so. Since 1867 our debt has rolled up
from $75,000,000 or $80,000,000, to $160,000,000, on which
we pay annually 88,000,000 interest, while the American
debt bas been reduced within the same period nearly
$*00,O00,000. I say, that when we say that the United
States is a country which by its age and wealth and popula-
tion cannot fairly be compared with ours, we cannotjustly be
accused of disloyalty or a lack of patriotism. We on this
sidc c:nnot speak in this way or refer to the Sault Ste. Marie
Branch without beirig accused of disloyalty by hon, gentle-
man opposite. I yield to no man in my loyalty to British
institutions, my loyalty to the Dominion, or to my provinee,
for thoughI was opposed to Confederation, yet when it was
carried I went in prepared to do the best for the .new con-
stitution. I am not afraid of the Americans; they have
treated us xell, and as a citizen of St. John I would be a
monster of ingratitude if I were to say a wor d against men
who acted so nobly when our city wasdesolate and ja ruine
-not by passing resolutions which they did not carry out,
but by giving us subsaLULial proofs or their warm-heartud
kindness. As regards these two offers, while 1 do not un-
conditionally support the second, I say that the ad-
vantages in its favor are so great and so obvious,
that, to adopt to the present case a remark of the hon.
member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) with regard to the
Intercolonial, we are about to throw millions of money into
the swamps and muskegs of the North-West. As I said
before, I am not in favor of either offer, and I shall not refer
at length to the objections to the contract for the reason
that they have been dealt upon at such length by other hon.
gentlemen. I may say briefy, however, and for the purpose
of justifying the vote which I purpose giving, that I object:
(1) To the monopoly given to the Company under no real
restrictions as to the composition or character of the corpo-
ration; (2) to the further monopoly to build branch lines to
exclusion of others; (3) to the right to locate the lino
where the Company wishes; (4) to materials bring exempted
from duty; (5) to the right of the (jompany to select lands;
(6) to the grant of land for stations free from taxation; (7)
to the extinguishment of Indian title by the Government;
(8) to the exemption from taxation; (9) to the Govern-
ment building the line from Yale to Kamloops; and (10)
to there being no right of pre-emption by Goverument.
Witb regard to the selection of the lands by fhe Syndicate
it is very clear that it will be to their interest to select the
best lands in the North-West, and I might illustrate the
effect of land grants to corporations by a case which took
place in my own Province not long ago. The New Bruna-
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wiq 1Raiwqy Çgmpany were igrext4 10,4Q0 per .iiIe, given by the Premier. Some of tþe pp pqrsin uaggdiatant

and th~ey wrp to.hoose th l4p1s igh weg given tm parts et tJg country, however, axrossed their opiniup
frory fpur copntips in~ that Provinee. TI~he r4git of their before getting wprd from Ottawa. I will conclude 4y res4-
seleetipn was, tha‡ they possepgg4 ‡'nplqea f t4 e b4 ing.Asho;t article froi apaper published in the Cognuy f
timriber dgyuds in tlhose four e0ipp 0, so that our hipel»r-, qarlotte, and one of the moet vi*>Iet suporters of the
mp bane e either to pay i pripeêfqv thoir timber Govern ment in the Lower Provinfe, And thi, is whskhe
l adg or l gto thgpSp , 'iaipe or the Previam tof a4d, juat after the new proposal had been preseine4:
Qugþge, tg qçry o4 tetir peygtjong. ami illig t tekp If the onff'r is a bonâfde one and the OOnpany isfinaneIally ahle to
the 4agity Iai4 dogn pe r þ>er fp<r Qt4tama (Mr. egy out ltg enggemente, it-behovea tk Goernment to give heed to
Taé) , 'peispçe esc "An4 'y tlatte iMqitri4jon tieprpposition. We.have no dgubt thg n overmnt;wiu be eIaeto the

e&nrgencymanaevenalthough isaa eg n niedr e may have ten co-
I.have employ-aeygo Wh4at eiriainarit ainOandlbroughttorth in itluity, if it ha resat
will takp plaain .4 eWrritpries. veral hon. in s difiaon ofthe eorst, the oiat i ha eaotensoa-o
men her#-qtably theo meMxber for Frpn4 na( Mr. Rirk- 9P 19.
patriqk),aw4ia Pw for igDs.S. (Ir. B9rdn)- Mr. DOX ILLE. Next t being a good speaker is the
advauced'as an argumenit in favqr of acçpting ‡becon- capacity of being a good Jistener. For the last fve weeke
trant da it et ed ' titelywat e avegpipg tg pay fir I ha e ben listening to the arguments presç ee by 4e
thse raily. The ver P4at it is not fina. upon that Ipn. gengtleçmpa oppoite-why we soak0 dsert our ceif
poî‡, is priepf4> po t1aWrip3,s objections Ilentortain ag#inst tain, desort our party, and place the Government ine
thee~att. W findI taiason eppped .portions arto bo hands of the hon. gentlemen oppsite, because they arao
haned over to the Syndiate, and that the Government much botter able to carry on the afftairs. of this .couptry than
u,0eLA gne tor iish portions of teroad.wbiçh ae, gsWunder we are. We have seen those hon. gentiemen trying t
ogntfag, Wsgt does e erere tpach us with r4ggrd to that? persuade the, electors of New Brunswick-I speak 39w of
When the Ipterco¼nia;l rai1way was projected, and when New Brnswick, because the Iat. spe#ker confnpd himself
it cost xmuçh .Jioreto buil4 railways than it does now, it was eptirely to New Brunswick-that if they had only supported
asgertad that £5 OO 9Q would buiild the rad and that theJate .AdminisLration, everythi4ng would4 have been of the
S#5,O90,0O0 wqun)' che mor, than esffieient. But to-diy that most rosy hue. But the people found that the great Admis-
rçad Isa cost this counry, early 44,000,0 q, wbile therp istration had faled W carry out the, promises they hgd nad1e
arP piain6,againat 1be GovernmePt in egnection with it for during thir tenure of office, and tbey eqnluded.fot to.be
i~ukppu sume which.hae",not yet been settled. We, are deceived by th4m again. Sir, I am not goi.gg tohave the
jagg l in. sa.ying that the cost of building this Pacific rail- charge brought againat me, that the party whip bas been
way, is ju§t asuncertain now as it was t he day that Briish snapped over me-that I arn told to vote as others wish me.
Colimþia was admitted into Confederation. So far as the There are a great many things in this contract that I disap-
eastern sectioL is concerned, I wound Jike to see its prove ofbut there are agreatmany things thatI do approve of,
car»kucÇgp pqstponed, bpe"ase theresources of the, cpuntry and I should be indeed sorry it any vote of Mine should place
are ntot notw in, a. pq§iti, to bi,Id. it. We. must. avçsid ail the gentlemen on the other side of thIe flouse in sessin
burden thatwvill increase gur.tgation. We ihave A ppowerful of the Government of this country. Why? Beeause, I
tpublic algngsid qf.usofering, great ind.gemeptsto our believe, wheu they bad charge of the gqvernment of this

pegple to erlgra e thit4er. In the city of St. John the country they did not show that knowledge of human nature
Istegnatiénal ete¡mpr that run to BOst9u carry away, which would enable thefn to kepg it. They had a large
qvery day., mn an wompn who are leaving our coutry majority, which dwindled away from time to time, and
fpr tIbe Statess when, at the end of five years, they weit back to the peo-

Mr. DOMVILLE. No, no. pie, the people rejected them, as they did not bolieve them
fitted to control the affairs of this country. Sir, it would be

Mr. WELDON. Some will cone back, but for ten that tolly for me, at this timte of night, atter the queýtion bas
go not more than one will come back. I appeal to every been so tboroughly discussed, to give the pros and
membqr fropi the Maritime Provinces whether there is not cons why t >is contract should bo rtified or not ratified.
grpat eiig>rtiot W the FitedStateç. N indiement is The contract, to me, is a most impoTtaut one. As I am a
held out to hoiepeople to go to 34anitoba or the North- yo4ng man, I look around me, and I see men older than
West. The. Cpv,erpnt spp4large surps in bringing over nýyself who, in the natural course of things, must pass away
JRupau epigrpts, butevery mip and woman that leave before I do, and therefore I wish to be very caretul in any
our conty for the United States are worth ton enmigrants action of mine thatmay þe misinterpretedin the future, so that
that corme out from the old conntr-y., Ther oç!a one remark I may be able to tell people who sentiue here that I voted
made by tþe hon. iember for 04tawa, in answer to an according to my best lights, and as intelligently as I could do.
int.erruptin ,by the heu. nrumber for Glocester (MAr. Sir, the remarks thrown out on the other side of this
Ang in), ip rgard to.a ,gntssteelectiQn ase. I presume leuse that gentlemen on tiis side of this louse were inter-
the hop., iber feGloucîster mtaj tIat tbat ae was ested in this Syndicate, 1 lok on as a,slur, and unworthy of
hgrIm laet e and4 t4,e jument has npt yQt the gentler4an who malge those remarks. I am satisfied
beegivant. t et b t.ti h ee (Qebec s ver- that no hn. gentlem* on the othor aide of tis fpuse
wprJae4. ipanse tMo vaµpges, of that ?rpriAce are not believphathatapy gentleman on thimsidehas any pecuniary
fi)pd-hero F P va* p0sm Onario t ara n pI ftled interet in th. contract,; if ho does thinksohe head no rght
I g bs thg t qierpent are ho dig hp places te? bçing the matter up in the House, but, if he.does not it is
opgp gngli (sig vote 'a b alon~ud Istat the se , are balup a pi¡y that beshould try tou makp,te country believe that

ka rewn. 3ul swkscarebl.ai th grae sy membirs of Parliamient are corrppt Lthink the day
cì overa a mbebr o egjand a former me- mf as oe by when either aide of this HRouse sbould vilify
tl4s 4se, than bthe v pCIy is fled up. I objeeW tothis te other. I have remarked with plassure, that thiaSeýsiongqt on thesed4 tat proposes tooestahasi a huge has been particularly free from vitugeration. It ia &very
mq ,pqly li the p*th-Wr , » ist le i theUnhited States galling thing to be in pposition. I was iinoppsiAion for
pyiie opinion everywhere is setting stronglyupon monope,- tfwe years; while i that position I had abli w sh passd
lis of all ki;d. I ask hon. members to pause before _Mpugtàboth,Roue4s, b wýhon it cnme, back to thiseoe,
yv tng a.way our money and land as thpy are about to do. _imply b"çauee a 4eieal alteratip, of, ltç word E or

tbopa his »oqtçac wa first laiW, pn, -the, - been gesby tanate, thnmipigal tprity of

a h cogtr kgtyigt ntil ,panh j hp g.otla pei4 tbgew W u, ad .ggre 'g*ELDoaN. :.q4wýMtlfl_ýY



rejo eings at the facts, athey said that "mighlt was right.
Yet they areappealing to us oew, when wehave a moà-
sure for the interest ol the country, that we should listen ta
their 'views. Sir, I would. not deign to listen to thM .1
woild let the Governameut carry out wh'at they thiink bst,
and if in doing so they fall tihe election of 188, weshahll
fall with them, as we fel before. As I said, there are inany
things in the contraét I do nôf like; but an I to put up my
opinon against that of' mon 'f tried ability and exrserience,
and whbo have given the. niatter so much considatiôn f
No, Sir; I shal support them as it is my duty to do, havinlg
béén returned by my county for that púrpoe. The rospon.
sihility is with them, and.I am prepared to accept What
they lay before this fouse. The hon. meinbor for Qudens
N. told us wbat a gréat meeting ho held at the Natrows li
N.R, -Wel, Sir, they were Narro*s, for there wero'veiy few
people there. He did not toll me that lie was going to hold
a meeting or advertise it ii any way, but lie went there and
collected a few of is friends tôgether, without giving us a
chance tò reply,, and yet he says that New Brunswick'is
going to vote against the Syndicate and endorie his position.
I my hon. friend would give me about ton weeks' t itae,
leave behnd him those great statistics, that ho
read to the Flouse, and meet me face to face, I
would not be afraid ta contest an election with him iin
his county. I would bé prepared te leave the people of
Queen's County to deéide on the question of the National:
Policy. e t lked gloomnily of New Brunswick. I ain pre
pared to shiow that Ne* nnswick has proeressed simce
Confederatidn and is stiTl progréssing, tlhougÊ his county
may unfoatuxiately not have prosper-ed as much as the others,
owing to the fact that its businiess is entirely confined to
luiabei. In other words, everything that is used by the
lumberman is brought from abroad, aid the proccedb of the
Imber hhs to be sent off to pay fdr it. Wore the.o men
empl6yÏd instead in farming, we should have, inätead,
o? a wildrness ' stumps, flourishing fhrms all
o0,r the chùntrg. THad the hon. gatleman taken the'
trobute to look up thé cénsus returns, he would have seen
that in 1b1 wie had in King's eounty only 120,9.-3 acres
under cultivatioii, and in 1871, 207,557 acres under cultiva-
tion, and 901,000 acres improved lands; that in 1851 our
edrkoals ôfly realized 'T0,000, hile in 1871 they realized
6),100;000. Whilst in addition to cereals the products of
uanufactures, lumber, &c., amounted to nearly another
million dollars. The county produced as much lamber as
Queen's county, uan owned 5,î66 tons of shipping. Its pro-
ducts ernbraced 963,000 lbs. butter, 59,000 tons hay, 345,000
buajels oats, 810,000 bushels potatoes, 306,000 bushels
buckwheat, &c. It owned 5,500 horses, 28,000 head of
cattle, 3à5,00- shep; had many manufacturing intereste; in
faot, ,as tohe richest agricultural county in the Province
without egception. HÔw -thoncould the hon. member for
Qneoú'i giv4 shb déplorable accounts of the state of the
county? ther-e had been a marked imp-ovement in the
buaines and pîrodddiious of the country, ànd there
we4no raso to suppose King's county was an excéption.
In other words, while every man, womnan and child
i 1851 only eaéned 'S,5per bead annually, ln 187i they
eaiýñed $45 per head. I regret the statistics of the new
cedeus are not bofore m as I might be able to establish a
fagireater improvenent. Thei hon. member for the city
and county of St. John (Mr. Burpee), whom I regret not to
see in hi seat, has not yet thought fit to speak on this
subjeet

Mr. WELDON. ie was obliged to leave a short timO
ago, because he was takon ili.

Mr. DOAVIÎITa iHe bas had five weeks in which
to make a sMech afd ttell the intelligent people of
Caïds that'h6jinåd ià a Sgdieate in New Brunswick
wifi aéb*go SVM}li', #fid'is f11ù t ôuie IfÔM h W

di" dIte, ,d lhe could have tod ther th te oel
et j ofMr. Gibéon in ooming h-up e ahd j oinif the
flO* ifadidate wastô cieékonåte Bu eof New Brnneick.
I WCould not throw charges aoross the dor öf this House, but
if'I ere as willing to do so a some hn. e itlefnen are I
would say that my bon. friend froni t. J-hn (Mr. Birpe)
ws here andti hat he was under the tuition of George
Stepens-t'hatle was dépendent ohiin for thoe mak ement
of taat road and the patrongge belrongng 'dtoit, anse-
quently could not speak agaisUt the présent "Syhdicâte for
fear of o1òédding him. That 8 vhat I wôuld say
if I were unkind, but i do not say it. Thie bibb.
g6ntlenan said ho wbuld nôt be bo#bd by either
bargain; that was cortainly a side issue for la*ygr
to take-that he is nÎithêt her no ' there. ThMn.
gentleman reiterates ail the wgnmenth and the logiO of his
leader, the member for Gloucester, and i may ay that I
have a great deal ofiesprect fr that hon. gentletnam. He is
one who is worthy to lead the New Brunswisk eentingent.
Ilis speech has forned a speech for ail their speechés, and
they would bc uraiteful if they did not acknowledge him'
as their leader. My lion. fi-iend from St. John talks about
the large amount of swag that was to begot out of this
Syndicate, and the great legal expenses the Gbvernment
were under. Does h éfrget that in days goné by hi eas
himsdIf the reproesenttfve of the Minister of Justice; and
he finds fault now becáuse ie ha fnot, the offIce and
is a disappointed man. When the people of Noi
Brunswiek come to read his speh, they will
know very well the resson of great domnplaintm and
of his disappolntmnent. The hon gehtleman says that the
people are going ont ofthe country I1e the plical and te
nonkev crossing the broad river, but the lion, gentleman
d*d noit toit the Housb what indue-he people to leave tue
Countmy-that they iere dîeenyby th'e voluime I hdld"ib
ayhand-ertracts from tho speeehes of thé Hobn Edwâëd
Ba ke, with his likeness Ôn the"first page, and adedaffnà
tli4 Unite Stateà as a hom tbr edligrants in pééfekfhce'e
Canada. He should have told the Roudefhe fk7èts inSt i of
leading their to bdlie that those pépt' t"ld 'bdchose t hâ
United States was a botter country than thi's. W[th fi fé d
to St. John, he knows vry well that àfter the fir&tdbi pigbé,
a large number of artizans and adventurere,ôf aB 6t came
in to rebuild the city, and they left as soon as their woitk
was done. They neut #ere inhabitatÉta of the city of St.
J ohn. Ail that St. Johlit wants is a helping hand atid it does
not thank my hon. friend from St. Johín and my hon. frieid
from Queen's, and iy hon. frlend frolu Gloucester for run-
nung it down, and saying the property is loi, that wagos
are low, and tax9tion and the cost of living high, thna
damaging the value and prospects of the city. I should
have béeà better pleased if theo hon. guîtlemen had come
forward'and said that ihey did not liÇ some things in the
contrat-for I do not niyself-but that on patribtic grôlnda,
on the ground that the scheme would bui1d up this e t
country arid reduce aur taxation by the con*uption of
good- in thé Noi'th - West cohntry, thbW é *ere
williug to join hande with the Government in this
national eâterprise. But they are nbt pteiotic
enough to take this course. It bas been their edéneant
object to whine and run down New Brunswick, and every
merber from that Province. They would ev'en go so fa as
to say that I could not be erected again in the county of
Kig's; and again say I would meet the whole boodie of
them in King's cuÔty, and I say this without any disrespeet.
When I visfited my condtituents I sid to thert " What do y'a
tbink about this contrat ? " They said it ws a amtteèrupan
which I ought fnot to make up my mind until I had ail teli
infobrmation before the Governinent, showing what was the
shortest line across the continent. They'said that I shóuld
support th sdheme,'wibh woild té of n=m ét iebfit to6d-
itario, &ùbé £xI if MN1bet ~ #c.T
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said to me fairly and frankly: " We sentyou to represent us, for the Government to take into consideration with henor. To
and we expect you to do the best you can. If you feel and my nind, it is worse than the prèse'nt contramt, bècause It
believe that the Government which brought in this measure makes it possible for the country west of Lake Sùper!ir to ber
are doing their duty; if you have confidence in their ability, cut off and that we should be tacked on as a lateral tirancah
honesty and integrity, it is your duty to support them. If of the United States. If there was one point about which
you feel otherwise, then you are frAe to vote otherwise." In I, had difflenlty in sustaintng the Stephens Syndicate;
New Brunswick I find none of the great excitements we it was the chance that the present Syndicate woukt"
heard of in the petition from St. John. I have read that bring grains and cereals from the North-West through
petition; and although I an in that city almoit every day, 1 the United States and eut off Canada from getting the trafic
db not know thirty names on it, and I fail to find the names tb which it was entitled. But when I find English, Prench,
of many leading merchants, even of those supporting the German and American gentlemen, whose interest will be
Opposition. The people of New Brunswick are satisfied paramount in making this a through line o through
with the Government, and I will show it at the polls next Canada and to keep faith with the Government, I say thon
time. that I an in honor bound to support the Government pro-

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. We wil try it. posal. If there had been anything better proposed to Par-
Mr. DOMVILLE. I know the hon. gentleman is a strong liament, I certainly would have been free to vote for it.

man in his county, and I say in fairness that I do not think It is well known that I am a sincere follower of the party,
anyone can beat him there; but if he will allow me to rn but every on knows that I shal not want the requestsayoneof a Cabinet Minister or the crack of -the Partyfor Westmoreland and let him run for King's, we will try wip a at met ote fora ofi bare fr
what the result will be. whip to lead me to vote for this bargain, or

Sir AL BERT J. S MI.TH. Tho Finance Minister and Iare Ibelieve np botter -one bas been offered to the
i a AB try in my ownIcounty. House and the country. I am therefore able to go back to

going my people, fully alive to the responsibility I have' accepted.
Mr. DOMVILLE. He is more able to do so than J am. I am prepared to meet the hon. member for St. John (MI.

I have a few words ta say to the hon. member for Gloucester Weldon) and other hon. members when they oppose my elec-
(Mr. Anglin). <That hon. gentleman said if the contract had tion in 1883, and I eau tell them this is the best offer that the
been drawn upon their side of the House, it. would have country or Government received, that the Government were
been better drawn. You remember the story of the honest in their de3ire to build up the Dominion, not to depress
-lion goin- through a picture gallery. There was a its industries and persuade the people that the United
picture-a man slaying a lion. The lion said : " That States was a better place to live in than Canada, and endeavor
is a good picture, but if I had painted it, the lion to prejudice their mnds as to the value of the great North-
would have been slaying the man, instead of the West. If we should fall, let us fall, as I said baefore,
man killing the lion." And so it is, we eaeh believing that we h ve done right. If we have done right
think we eau do what is best. I have no doubt we have nothing to regret. I give my vote to the Govern-
that takipg into consideration the natural course of ment sincerely blievg it is the best thing that has been
events, and I have looked into the matter very carefully, offered; if I have done wrong thon I shall forfeit my seat.
the Opposition may accede to power fifteen years hence, and But if I have not done wrong thon I am satisfied that-King's
then we will see what they will do. I am sorry county will endorse my action. King's county has returned
I have not prepared a speech to read to the me in Opposition and in power. They do not care so much
House, as I saw my hon. friend from Queen's do the other for my polities, but they knoethat when I have come up
day, to send to my constituents under the heading here to support a Government, I do not jump the fence,
"with compliments." I am sorry I shal fnot have tele- that I never diekere I for office, that I was never promised
graphed to St. John a report of my speech, as I saw the anything for mxy vote in the Houas, and that there were no
other day, done f"r the member for Queen's-with ite state- difliculties arising aftevw trds about what was pr3mised ànd
ment that it was an ablo speech by a patriotie man. In what I did not get, as in the case of the hon. member for
reading the St. John papers lately I was amazed to see that Westmoreland. The people of King's are an intelligent peo-
the hon. member for Queen's placed in such a leading posi- ple and they will weigh this question thoroughly. I am satis-
tion; I bad expected to have seen the speeches of the First fled if I go back to them and tell them that I supported this
Minister, Minister of Railways and the Minister of Finance; Government, or if my hon. friend on the other side coming
but no, it was but the speech of the mnember for Queen's. with any botter scheme, I believe they will return me to
That hon. gentleman had set ever:ything right, and no support either side of the House I choose. I trust that this
doubt the next copy of that journal will contain a speech of scheme, will be carried by a large majority, and that, not,-
the hon. momber for St. John (Mr. Weldon), whosegreat withatanding the eloquence of the hon. member for St. John
effort will he published in extenso. In my case I have spoken oounty (Mr. Weldon), none of our friends will follow him
without notes, but, I hope, to the point. I may say,Iand forget their duty to their country and constituents.
however, that these apeehes do very little good in the Mr, McCA RTIIY. If I consulted my own taste in the
county. My county s flooded with them, and I have received maLter I should not have risen at thia hour in the morning
a latter stating 'that it is a god-send those speeches have, to trouble this House- with any comments upon the question
core, because those people are short of kindling material. before it. But I have a duty to perform to my constituency,
Copies of speeches of the lon. Edward Blak are sent and I cannot cast the vote I propose to give without ex-
broadcast over my oounty by an bon. member whoso plaining why I propose to support the meansure the Govern-
frank I have in my hand. The extraordinary fact is that xMent bas brought down. In my opinion the backbone of
they are sent to my own committee-men, as if. they could this question is this: Are we desirous of carrying out the
expect they would distribute thom among my friends. policy of the Government of building an atil-rail route
Now, there is an act of intelligence. When I through our own Dominion as speedily as poms.ble, or are
have s p:oken bere I did not send cogies of m we to adopt the policy of the Opposition and post-
speeches to the Grits, but I left thema indarkness, pone the.building of the ends and meoly construot
which I think i 8the proper place for ther. While that portion through the prairie goountry? If we
disagreeing as I do in some points of this bargain, are to accept the policy of the Government, thon I think it
still I believe it is the best that ouldhe submitted ta Par- 1 will go a long way, both here and elsewhere, in indacing
liament. The offer made bythe second Syndicate at a late, this country taao.ept this contract. Ten years sg we
hour was inpo> lefOr ay business me ta euts n lpd glves to Btish olumbia to baud this ralw&y
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wibthin £aperiod which is now elapsed. Moreover, there was
asreflution paesed by the House that this work should bc
doue, subject to the condition that it did not increase the
taxes of the people. I remember that the Government
of thehon. member for Lambton, after the attempt made by
the psevious Administration to construct the road, by means
of thel&Uan contract, had failed, the Government, Isay, did
not propose to do thon as they might have done, to abandon
the connection with British Columbia if they thonght the
terms were too onerous and the bargain was impossible to
fulfil ; but instead of that they adopted it and made terms
with British Columbia and proposed to pay a compen-
sation for the delay which they said,- was incvitable in
carrying out the bargain and in building the road within the
period of ten years. After that dispute had been
referred to the Home authorities, and after Lord
Carnarvon had accepted the burden of settling the
dispute between British Columbia and this Dominion,
we know that the late Administration accepted
the terms proposed by Lord Carnarvon, that they
agreed to go on as soon as the surveys were completed, and
expend $2,000,000 a year in British Columbia; that they
agreed that the work, as far as Lake Superior, should be
constructed by the year 1890; that it should be prosecuted
speedily and without delay; and now I want to know how
any hon. nember, if he thinks the work can be done by the
means the Government has proposed, can say that because
British Columbia is weak, because ber representation in this
body is not powerful, that therefore her contract is to be
treated with contempt, and that we are to violate the treaty
we made with ber? The hon. leader of the Opposition told
us only last Session, when it was proposed by the hon.
member for Algoma to appoint a Committee with regard to
the disputed boundary between Ontario and the Dominion,
that iii honor this country was bound to stand by the award
that had beon made, that it was almost dishonorable in this
House to ask for information before agreeing to sanction that
award. And yet that hon. member does not hesitate to
ask-the Liberal party to postpone indefinitely the carrying
out of the contract which was made in 1871 with British
Columbia, endorsed by the Liberal party in the accept-
ance of the Carnarvon terms, and which can now be impie-
mented without increasing the burdens upon the people
of the Dominion. I am in favor of the policy of the Gov-
ernment in constructing a road from end to end in British
territory with the least possible delay, so long as it can be
done without increasing taxation, as under this contract it
eau be donc. Under these circumstances, therefore, we are
bound to fulfil this contract with British Columbia, if
for no other purpose than te keep good faith with
that Province. Tne hon. member for Wentworth (Mr.
Rymal) almost agreed that-he, at all events, would not cry,
as he expressed it, if we did build this railroad at once, if
such was the will of the country and the will of Parliament.
Re, as a leading and long-life Liberal, did not pretend to
sy that that was not a proper policy to adopt4 it may be

said, however, "granting that to be so, and granting that
under the direction of the Minister of Finance, the portion
we have to pay for the construction of the road allotted to
us can be paid without increasing the burdens of the people.
yet the bontract laid on the Table is not one which it would
be in the interest of this country to accept." That is the
point to whieh I desire more particularly to draw atten-
tion. We must look at that as a pure and simple matter
of ,buaines; the question of the construction of a rail-
read ought not to be a matter to be bandied from one
side of the HKouse to the other, a matter over which
political parties should make warfare; but it should bo
treated as a matter of business, and if this eontract is one
whioh we ought to accept, then we should be recreant tg,
our daty if we do;not take advantage of this opportuity of
relievng the country from the burden it would have to

assume if the road were not buit by a company. We are al
eommittod t that proposition, I think; at all events that is
proved to have been from the very frst the policy of both
parties, and a resolution was moved by a distinguished leader
of hon. gentlemen opposite, that it should be built by a
company and not otherwise. I propose to point out, in the
first place, what this company are going to do, and in the
next place, what we are going te give them, and upon the
result of that comparison, 1 think, ought to rest our décision,
whether this -contract, in a business sens, is acceptable or
not. They have to construet and equip 2,000 miles of
railway, they have to build 900 miles in the prairie section,
and 450 miles to Kamloops through the Rocky Mountains;
and they have to build the most difficult section of ail-that
north of Lake Superior. These sections compose the 2,000
miles which thie Syndicate pi-oposes to construet. How is
that work to be done? is the first question. Because unleus
we know that, it is impossible to put a value upon what they
have agreed to do. They are to build it in accordanco with the
standard of the Union Pacifie Railway "at the time when it
was first constructed." Whatever doubt may have existcd
in the minds of hon. gentlemen as to what these words mean,
whether they refer to 1869 or 1873, there can be no doubt,
in my mind, that arrangements can, and I have no doubt,
will be made satisfactory to the House and country, by
which the standard will be that of 1873. What was the
standard of 1873 ? I hold in my hand a memorandum, takn
from the report of the Union Pacific Railway Company for
that period, whiq4 shows pretty well what the standard
then was. The road at that time had an earning power over
the expenses of $5,000,000 per annum. The report for the
year 1b73 says:

'' The operating expenses cover $4,974 81, an increase of $174,287, or
363 per cent., and the net earnings $5,291,243, an increase of $1,199,211,
or 29-e er cent. The ratio of operating expenses to earnings wa
redue®ed fr" 5..8 to 4845 per cent. This reduction appears jreat, in
view of many difficulties under which the Union Pacifie Raîlway is
operated ; but the report states that the relation of expenses to earuingu
would have been still further reduced had not the cost of new rails for 60
miles of track, and of new cross-ties for 280 miles been charged against
operating ex-penses. These very satisflactory results which speak volumes
foir the ability with which the property has been managed by te executive
heads of departments have not been obtained by allowing the track
and equipment to depreciate; because it is stated that the railway tracks,
locomotives, cars and buildings are in good order, and as a proof of that
the regularity with which trains are run is noted. From lst November,
1873, to lst March, 1874, the passeuger trains of the Union Pacifie Rail-
way did not fail in a single instance to connect with the trains of ti e
Central Pacifie Railway on the west end, and the trains of the Iowa road
on the .east. The measures to avoid snow blockades on that part of the
road which crosses the Rocky Mountains have been very effective, and by
raising embankments in some places, and widening cuts in others, the
Company has been enabled to dispense with more than eleven miles of
snow fence." 1

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. That is the full of 1873.
Mr. McCARTIIY. It is the report of 1873.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The modification was made in

February, 1873.
Mr. McCART1HY. This report shows that the road

was in the best possible equipment, that its earnings during
the year were 810,000,000, that its passengers were 174,894,
and its freights 276,000 tons, and that is the standard
which the Government have accepted as satisfactory. Now,
what is the cost of building and equipping such a road ?
The equipment of the road, by the same report, is shown to
be as follows: locomotives, 147; passenger cars, 51; bag-
gage, mail, and express. cars, 30; freight cars of all descrip-
tions, 2,750. Would not such an equipment be satisfactory
to us? Now, what is the cost of such a road to be ? In
the calculation I am going to give to the House, I do
not intend to be bound by the statements made
on either side , of the Hlouse. Mr. Fleming's first
estimate, was, for the eastern section, S26,0,00;
his seoend estimate brought it down te $20e00),000.
As will show you in a moment, the hon. momber
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for Lambton's estimate, after the statement made by the
Hon. Minister of Railways as to the manner in which the
road was to be constructed, was that the eastern section
would cost $32,500,00. The central section, as it is now
called, and divided in the manner in which it is divided in
the contract, may thus be spoken of: According to Mr.
Fleming's first estimate, the prairie region, 900 miles, was
to cost $23,400,)00; according to bis second estimate it was
reduced to $11,700,000. Aecording to the hon. member for
Lambton last year, that portion was to cost 825,778,000
Let me read what the hon. member for La.mb-
ton said after he had heard the statement of the Bon.
Minister of Railways :

" It would be interestng to the House to take some of Mr. Fleming s
estimates on other occasions Mr. Fleming gave an estimate fromu Lake
Superior to Selkirk at $14,700,000; now it is $17,000,000, or an increase
of 16 per cent. His previous estimate of the cost of the prairie region
was *26,00,000, or double wbat he now states it to be. From Nipiesing
to Lake Superior his estimate to the late Government was 126,000,000, or
*6,000,000 more than now, and '2,000,000 more than that of the hon.
Minister. From the Summit Line ·to Burrard Inlet, bis estimate was
$33 000,00, which was now reduced-to *30,000,000. The Pembina Branch
'was formerly $1,300,000; now the hon. gentleman stated it to be$1,7 0,000.
If the eame percentage is applied to the Chief Engineer'B calcula-
tions on other sections, namely, 16 per cent., the whole cost will be about
$114,040,000. instead of $84,0'0,00 as the hon. gentleman now states.
Such wild estimates show how utterly impossible it was for anyone to
ascertain the probable cost. and I feel pretty certain that the-estimates
now presented are the merest guess-work."

le then goes on to give his reasons, which I recommend
to the attention of my hon. friends opposite:

"II will take the description of the engineers themselves as to the
character of the work upon the several sections from Fort William to
Selkirk, and carry out figures elsewhere on the same description Seventy
miles were described asheavy, 226 miles moderate, and 114 miles light;
and in order to reach the $18,000,000, which the engineers had recently
estimated, they would have to take the seventy miles of heavy work at
$75,000 per mile; the 226 miles of nroderate might, at $39,000, and the
114 light, at *20,000, making altogether, with the rolling-stock valued at
$1.656,000. $18,000,000. From Selkirk to Battleford the first 112 miles
are described as li2ht, which, with the rails, fencing, etc., might be esti
mated at $14,000 per mile, or $3,000 less that the Pembina Branch-, and
the second 100 miles I have taken and calculated as to the materials
furnished by Mr. Marcus Smith, and I do not believe that any gradient can
be obtained on that section to build the road at less than $2u,uO a mile."

Then he gives reasons for arriving at that conclusion
which I need not trouble the House with. Hle says:

" From the end of the second hundred miles to Battleford, we have
377 miles. This is not any heavier on the whole. There are some
more formidable bridges, but the line is further off for the carriage of the
rails. I place that section at $21,000 per mile. Then from Battleford to
Edmonton. it is reported by the engineers as thirteen miles very heavy;
this I estimate at $60,000 a mile, being $10,000 less than the other heavy
work east of Selkirk; forty-nine miles more of the line classed as moder-
ately heavy, I put at $39.000 per mile; and seventy miles very moderate,
at $25,000, with ninety-eight miles of light work at *20 00) per mile,
which makes for this section altogether, an average of $27,000 a mile.
From Edmonton to the Summit, 256 miles, the road is divided in this way
by the engineer: heavy, seventy-six miles medium, sixty-three miles;
light, 117 miles. I calculate the 'heavy at $60,000 per mile. being
$10,000 more than the cost of heavy work east of Selkirk; medium at
$40,000 per mile; and light at $20.000 per mile, making in all 49,472,000,
or an average of $37,000 per mile."

When the hon. gentleman bas thus worked out a calcu-
lation from the reports of engineers, we have a right to
treat bis calculation with some respect. The question to
be decided is, what value we are te get for wbat we give
to the Syndicate? We can only asceortain that by endeavor-
ing to arrive at the cSt of the work. According to fr.
Fleming's first estimate, the coSt would be $68,460,000;
according to the second estimate, that which hon. gen-
tlemen now treat as perfectly conclusive, but whieh
they refused to accept last Session, treating it as utterly
unworthy of credence, is #18,500,000, and the bhon. member
for Lambton's estimato was $77,278,000. The average per
mile would be $34,2c0 according to Mr. Fleming's first
calculation, and $24,250 per mile according to his second
calculation, for the whole 2,000 miles ; and $39,639 per
mile according to the caleulation made by the hon. member
for Lambton lst Session. Averaging these difreea$

gr, McCART Y.

amounts we have a total cost of $67,000,000, and an average
cost per mile for the 2,000 miles, of $33,544, and, frthë
prairie section, *21,547. I do not propose 4 stop there.
Satisfietory as that ought to be to my hon, friende
opposite, who can hardly deny the cateulation made by
their lote leader, it is not quite satisfactory to me. I have
endeavored to asoortain whit has been the cost of simitar
roads constructed in the adjoining States, and the average
cst of the roads.constructod here in this Dominion. I have
endeavored in that way to arrive at what would be the
probable cost of the construction of. this portion of the
work. The cost of the Pembina Braneh, 73 miles--

Sir CRI LES TUPPER. 85 miles.

Mr. MoCARTHY. I calculated it ut 73, but 85 miles
makes the case still stronger. Tho first estimate of the cost
of that was $1,300,000, and the cost as estimated last Session
was $l,700,000, or an increase of some'30 per cent. in the
engineer's estimate. Ihe cost this Sesion brings it back to
the neighborhood of $1,500,000. Assuming it at that we
find that the Pembina Rranch, which was as easy a branch
to construct as any part of the proposed railway system, cost
$20,000 per mile, including equipment. Lot us see whatroads
have cost elsewhere? Taking the State of Wisconsin, the
average cost of railroads per mile in that State, as given to
us by Poor's Manual for 1876, is $39,000. The average eost
in Minnesotawas $47,887; in Dakota, $48,629; in Nebr: aka,
832,723; in Kansas, 844,427; and taking the average ail
over the north-western and northern stiates, we find the cost
to be $49,327. This St. Paul and Manitoba railroad, of which
we have heard so much, cost $47,874. It seems to me that if
a man were going to make a contract with a Government
or anybody elso to build a line of railway, he would first
endeavor to ascertain what such a road would cost elsewbere.
He would not be satisti<d with an estimate by an engineer,
as we ail know that even in buildirg a houn'e the esti-
mates of architects are most fallacious, and that in every
case the actual cost far exceeds the original estim ites.
We ail remember that the Intercolonial Rai;way, accord-
ing to the estimates made, was to be constructod for $24,000
per mile, but we ail know equally well that the actual cost
of the road, with equipment, is in the neighborhood of, if it
does not exeeed, $50,000 per mile. I defy hon: gentlemen
te show a single instance in which a railway has been huilt
at anything like the original estimates, or at anything like
the cost which those hon. gentlemen now protend to say,
for the purpose of advancing their case in the country, this
road could be built by the Syndicute. We have had some
figures -given which make it appear that somo American
roads were built at a very low eost, but I wili show that
the equipment of such roads., which is a most important
element in the calculation is very inferior. The Omaha
and Northern Nebraska road cost $15,383 por mile, but
what was the equipment? One locomotive -ongine,
one - passenger car and eighteen freight csa The
Henderson and Overton road, in Texas, cost 812,000 per
mile, but it-.had only one engine, one passenger ca and five
freight cars. The Hastings and Minnesota Railway oSt
$14,000 pér mile, but it had no roling stock; and the saine
was true of the Worthington and Sioux Valley road, which
cost $14,396. If yon look into the history of railway enter-

prises on the other side ofthe line you will find that, with
an ordinary guage and an ordinary equipment, I have not
been far wide of the mark in estimating the oost at $33,000
per mile. Take the cost of the railways in our own eystem
and we find that, including eqnipment, they roach an average
of $45,945 per mile. I do not think, therefore, that we ean
reasonably conclude that the rate I have estimated is too
large, and if se, the 2,000 mniles of road -would coSt
860,069,000. la addition to ihis the Syndicate agree to
eqnip the portion of the roSd which we hand over to thfm.
frew, what i. thç ost of ejuipment i havp cossalted
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vaviows men who are conversant with such inatters, and Winnipeg. Taking ten years for operating the whole ânethesay tbt the amount will vary from 82;000 to $10,000 from 1190, and five years for operating the prairie section
or 42j00, and assuming as a not extravagant estimate and the portion to Lake Superior, 1,500 miles, i do not think
$8;OO0 sPr mile, we have to add to -he $67,û89,000, it is unfair to assume that there cannot possibly be less los
*3î,00,0, imaking in all $68,889,000. But that is not ali than $2 ,000,000. Add $20,000,000 to the figures I have
the Syndiente have agreed to do. They have agreed to already mentioned, and we have the cSt of the work
operate and work this road forever, to maintain it effec- -that is to be done by the Syndicate, within a fraction of
tiVely and work it efficiently ; and, does anyone suppose $t.0,"00,000. Now, if we are getting value for that
that 4* years to come this road from the Atlantic to the 890,00J,000, if this Syndicate are going to take the work
Paeille will be a paying-road. On the contrary, we know off our hands, if we. are going to have the road con-
theÈe wiil be a heavy loss over a great portion of the ine. structed at once through our own territory, it ndoes appear
Weal know that the reason the country was appalled at to me that we are bound to support the propositi on and to
the prospect of the road being built by the Government was ratify the contract. What are we giving ? I have gone
that there would be an annual burden imposed upon us, as through-their side of the account; now, what are we giving
had been the case with regard to the Intercolonial Railway; them? We are giving them, in the first place, the portions
and-first lot us see what the hon. member for West of the road we are going to build. But no person
Durham said upon this subject: will pretend that those the parts of the road arc

" Now, besides this enormons expense to which I have referre 1, besides a valuable asset. No matter what they have cost us, the
tlis aggreegnte of I do not know how many millions of dollars, the road from Lake Superior to Selkirk, or the portion that
intereat of which, according to the old estimates, will be six millions a we are to build in British Columbia, are not an asset, andyeir awevegot :e consider the running expenses. These e a a not a work that any person would be willing to undertakeMfr FimiaK estimated, in former days, a: $8,000,000 a yesr; but ml
hon. frieni 1'rom Lambton estimates t:em at a groass sum o $6,750,000 & and be bound to ru i. It would be a-very considerable lia-
year for toe whole line, or $,50 ),o00 a year from Port.William to the bility, and therefore I do not propose to charge themr with
Pacifie. Of course, agains this sum are te beset the reei ta, whieh it. Thon there are $25,000,000 in hard moncy, and iuwill be coniderable, and will, in some sections of the rea , perbaps
meet the expenses; but in the early days, and fur a long time, the roaså addition to that freedom from Cassems duties. On this point
as a whole wilu, I believe, be run at a loss." [ by no means admit that the calculation made on the oppo-.
Now whatever that loss may be, it must be borne by the site side of thIe ouse is correct. It bas been stated that
Syndicate. Does the hon. member suppose that that can this exemption would amount to $1,000,000. That depends
be donc for less than $20,000,000 ? If so, upon what basis? upon whether a duty will be imposed on steel rails. But I

will admit, for the sake of argument, that the exemptionSir ALBERT J. SUIT. How long ? will be worth 81,000,000. Take this sum and the 835,t00,O00
Mr. McCARTHY. Merely up to the time the contract in cash from the $90,000,000 and wu have still $61,090,000

ends-for the twenty years. I mean to say that it would be te the good which this Compapy bas to account for.
unreasonable to suppose, judging by the light of the pre- Thon what do we give for the 864,000,000 ? Wu
sent day, seeing that this road goes through almost a wild- give them 25,000,000 acres of land. What is that land
erness, judging by the flact that in order to sustain a rail- worth? The land is worth no more to-day intrinsically
road it takes a population of 800 people to the mile, as stated than it was seven or eight years ago. The soil is there;
by Poor-[ say that it would be unroasonable to suppose we know the land to be good; wo know it to be, perhaps, in
that the Company could do this work for any less. Htelar ertain places, superior to the land in any other part of the
what Mr. Poor says on the subject: civilizcd world. I do not propose to discuss hre whether

"The ezperience of the New England States demonstrates that to this contract is better tian the contract made with
enable rail ways to be operated at a profit, a population of at least 850 Sir Hugh Allan,- or whether it is botter or worse than
to a mile of railroad is necessary in this country. The history of th that which was proposed under the Act of 1874. I
railroads in the Western States also proves it. • '• • In do not think thep eople of this country will carethe Western States in 1-67 there were 787 inh ibitants to a mile of rail-
road-in 1876 there were but 427 inhabitants to a mile. The inevitable whether this is a botter or a worse contract. What thoy
result has followed, and that result c4nnot be overcome util the popu- want to know is whether this is a contract which it is the
lation shall again increase to the necessary proportion."1 - interest of the people to accept, and I am prepared
Now, a population of 850 per mile for 2,00à miles, from to argue it upon tht basis. Froim the value of these
Lake Superior alone, leaving out altogether the Lake 25.000,000 acres of land we have first to deduet the ex-
Nipissing section, would make a population of 1,,50,000. penses of administering it. Assuming that the land is worth
So that it follows, as it appears to me, that this road must be the Government price-83.18 an acre -the entire quan-
run at a very considerablo loss for the first 15 or 20 years. tity would b worth $79,509,000. Now, what can the
Let me show further what the operating expenses are. The expense of administeoring it be fairly placed at? My bon. friend
Union Pacifie operating expenses in 1873, were $84,803 ; in from lalton stated the other evening that, in his judgment,
1879, 15,253 per mile. Central Pacifie, in 1873, $6,460 per mile, the expenses would be about 81 an acre. I have taken from
and in 1879, $8,370; the Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe, 996 Mr. Poor's Manual the cost of administering the lands be-
iniles, $3,465; Missouri, Kansas and Texas, 808 miles, $2,->)37; longing to the Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, and
(Uhicago, Milwaukee and -St. Paul, 2,334 miles, $3,831 for the I find there that according to the returns brotght down that
year 1873, and $2,742 for the year 1879. Averaging these railway had sold 1,105,6?8 acres, from which they had
figures we find that the average cost in 1873 of operating these realized $3,053,088, or $2.75 an acre. Their expenses in
roads was 85,031 ; and in 1879, $4,493. So that we have first administering that land amounted to $757,431, or 87 cents an
the statement ofMr. Fleming, next the statement of the hon. acre. That being a practicai illustration of the cot, and not
member for Lambton; third. the calculation made here from a mere theory or opinion, I will assume it to be correct, and
the ex;enditure of other roads, wbich of course is more than what does that give us as a result? ItL gives us as the cost of
the cest of operating our road will be. Nevertheless, there administering the lands to be sold for $79,500,00(, $21,750,000,
muet be a heavy expense and considerable loss. so that there is a balance left the Syndicate of $57,750,000.

Sir ALBERIT J. SUIVII. Wb; about bbc Pembina 0Now, when is that to be realizod ? The land may be
Branh? B.worth 8.i.18 an acre, but it is not worth that to any landed

proprietor to day; it will take years and years te dispose
Mi. McCARTHY. The Pembina Brauch is one of the of it. A great deal will depend upon the population which

entranees into the territory, and is therefore no criterion of will go into that country. At present there is practically
the cst of running this road from the Rocky Mountains to no populution where the railway is to be built. How many
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people will go into it within the next ton years, and what
have the Company t, compete with during thattime ? They
have to compete with the rail way companies whieh have-
stil lande to sell in the adjoining States. Poor's Manual
shows that there are still lands held in the single State of
Minnesota, by railway companies, apart from lands still
owned by the Government, to the extent of over 14,000,000,
of acres. The Hastings and Dakota Railway hold 27,078
acres, the Northern Pacifie 7,891,119 acres, the St. Paul and.
Duluth 1,661,053 acres; the St. Paul and Pacific, one branch
668,496 acres, another branch 320,555 acres, and another
branch 1,825,051 acres; the St. Paul and Sioux Central,
620,479 acres, the St. Paul, Stillwater and Taylor's Falls
44,246 acres, the Sioux City and St. Paul 149,816 acres, the
Southern Minnesota 143,887, and the Stillwater and St. Paul
53,676, making a total of 13,406,444 acres. Besides, there
are vast quantities of land held by other railway companies,
as well as by the Government of the United States. The
Government will hold acre for acre of lands, alongside of>
those of the Company, and no man will go and pay $3.1 8 an.
acre to the Company while he can get Government lands for.
nothing. The Syndicate must therefore look for payment for
their lands from the immigrants whom they bring into the,
country. So that from the value of $3.18 per acre you are
bound to deduct, if you deal fairly with the Syndicate, a very
considerable sdm for interest, from that nominal value of the
landswhich cannot herealized for years tocome. Well, how
soon will this be saleable, according to the information we
have ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The First Minister stated that
we shall have half a million there in-ton years.,

Mr. McCARTHY. The First Minister made that state-
ment, but the Ion. gentleman did not believe him. Instead
of there being half a million, I think it will take ton years
to get a quarter of a million there. In the State of Kansas,
of which we have heard so much, wbere the population in-
creased so rapidly, the population increased from 107,000
in 1860 to 257,000 in 1870. In Minnesota the population
increased from l'12,000 in 1860 to 439,000 in 1870. Take
any State you like, deduct the matral increase of population
there and it can be demonstrated beyond the possibility
ef a doubt that the increase bas never exceeded, with all
their means of inducing emigrants to come in, with all the
largo eistern population pouring westward as directed
by Horace Greeley, has not excoedod 250,000 in ten
years. Looking at all this, I want to know how the
dyndicate are going to seli their lands with such amazing
rapidity and get such an enormous sum of money for them.
Even if they could turn the lands into money to-day or
within a reasonable time to meet the interest on the bonds,
they would have, according to iny calculation, but
$57,000,000 to meet $64,000,000. As, a simple question
whother it is right and jucticious on business principles, for
the Government to make this contract with the Syndicate,
it appears to me they are making a bargain which the
people wheu they come to understand it wili endorse. There
are, it is aid, other objections to this contract which ought
to prevent an independent Parliament like this sanctioning
it. I do not pretend, nor can any hon. member pretend that
this contract is exactly what we would desire it to be.
There are two sides to this as to every other bargain. If
my figures are right, and I have assumed the value of the
land et the rate stated by hon. gentlemen opposite,
it is one we ought to accept. It is said in the
first place the road-way, stock, and equipment are
to be free of taxation. That is a great concession,
I will admit; but the question arises, if we make them pay
taxcs, will we not have to increase our subsidy? What
would the taxes amount to? The member for South Ontario,
(Mr. Glen) estima}es the taxation from which ithis con-
tractexempted the Syndicate at a fabulous amount. Ail I
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can say is, we cannot have our bread and eat it; we sanet
say eothis Syndicate: Build this road and take thesela»da,
and we propose ,to take the lands from you are by aeae,
and mile by mile, in the shape of taxation, wbile making
you carry out your contract in full. The Syndicate we>ald
naturally say: " Ifyou insist on taxing our lands and our road
bed, give us a larger bonus." The people of the older Prov-
inces have already paid sufficient for their part. What is
the exemption so far as the land is concerned ? For many
years the Company will not be entitled ta the land, and it
would not in any case be subject to taxation until the ew
Provinces were created. A& to the road-bed, the pioneers
of the qlder Provinces had to carry sacks on their backs for
miles.to mills and other places in order to get bread'for
their families. They had no road except a more path
through the wilderness. lu time, as the country became
settled, roads were built by the settlers, who had no
railroad at their doors; -in son e of the counties they
taxed themselves for gravel-roads, and pay large taxes
to this day. Is it ta be supposed that those men,
if settled in the North-West, would grudge the taxes
that would have been exacted. from the road-bed or
rolling stock of a railroad, the cost of which was
borne by the people of the older Provinces. I
want to know, judging by our past experience and
by the experience of the older Provinces, whother
there bas been any place within our recolleetion or
knowledge where they wauted a new road within ten years
after the first was constructed. I do not know one such
case in Ontario, with which I am more particularly
acquainted. The alleged monopoly has been denounced ta
the people; we are taunted wvith sanctioning it, and a hue
and cry has been raised about it; but I believe the people
are a practical people, and when the matter is explained to
them that this monopoly, although in theory it is one, yet
in practice can hardly be said to exist.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. Then why was it inserted ?
Mr. McCARTHY. It was inserted for a good reason. 1

recollect the hon. member for Westmoreland (Sir A. J.
Smith) either advocating or sanctioning in the Railway Con-
fnittee room, about two years ago, that no charters should
be granted to any rival railway ta our Canadian Pacific. I
heard the hon. member for Lambton-I do not mean when
leading the Ilouse or as a member of the Government, but
since the new Government came in-suggest ta the Minister
of Railways the Session bxfore last, in the Railway
Committee room, that it ought taobe the policy of
the Government not to grant any charter ta new railways
coming iuto competition with the Pacific line. I say the
Syndicate have a right, as business men ùndertaking the
construction of 2,000 miles of railroad and agreeing ta
operate 2,600 miles, ta contend that it was only reasonable
Ithat they should be protected against the possibilty of com-
petition on any paying section that there might possibly be.
But it was said, why has the Syidicate power to carry a
line ta the United States? The answer is plain. This
power is not given to other companies because they might
build a railroad and turn the traffiEc away that fairly and
honestly belongs to the Canadian Pacific Railway. If the
Syndicate build a road ta the boundary, tapping the railways
of the American Union and connecting with our systemn,
that will be done with the abject of turning the trade from
American channels and carrying if over -the Canadian
Pacifie road ; so the reason for allowing them ta
approach the boundary and denying it ta other companies
which would, practically, he for not more thau ton or twolve
years, is therefore manifest. For these reasons I have no
hesitation in saying that I think this contract ought to be
acepted. For these roasons I have no hesitatiorr in seying-
although when I firet read the contract I wasadisappinted
with the ternms; and until I considered- the matter,investi-
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gated the subject and looked at the cost of other roads-be
ing led eaway without 'knowing much of the gubjet, with
the idea that the railway could be built for $10,000 per mile
on the pi-irie, forgetting the necessity of equipment and
losing sight for the moment of the loss entailed by the run-
ning of the road for fifteen or twenty years-losing sight
of thos costs with which the Syndicate are charged, for-
getting that the land was not available to-day, to-morrow,
or within the next ten or tlfteen years-forgetting also the
fact that out of the money realized for the land a consider-
able sum muet be deducted for cost of administration, and
earried away, perhaps, by the same feeling whieh bas
existed in the minds of hon. members as to the vast
wealth of the North Wet-I did feel at first that
the contract was not one that onght to be sane-
tioned ; but when J came to investigate it calmly, to
look. into' the authorities and obtain information, my
mind changed, and I came to the conclusion which I besitato
not to announce that the contract is one which, in the
interest of the country, Parliament ought to ratify. We
have been told that there is a new and a rival offer, and if
the contract is good the offer is botter and should be
accepted. I am free to admit, as the hon. member for South
Wentworth (Mr. Ryrnal) told the House, that every hon.
member who will endorse this contract, knowing the offer is
on the Table, dc.es so with the responsibility that ho has to
account to his constituents for not accepting the lower
tender. e3,000,000 is no light sum to the people, and
3,000,000 acres of land should not be thrown away; but I
am prepared to take the responsibility of stating for the
reasôns I am about to give that the offer should not be
accepted. We all know that the lowest tender is not always
accepted, that no man calls for tenders without intimating
that he will not be bound to accept the lowest tender, except
otherwise satisfaictory. In this second offer, we have the
nanes of many respectable mon, some of large means, some
of no means at all, and some with perbaps a fair amount of
capital. We sec mon some of whom perhaps, are rich men
-only one or two at all events, are railroad men
who have not been conspicuous for their enterprise,
and who have been very careful to look after their
money, and h ive not, in other transactions and enter-
prises in their own particular parts of the country, done
much to advance other than their own interest. We see them
do what? Without making any in quiries, without coming to
the Governnent and consulting engineers, examining profiles,
or doing what any ordinary business men would do, in
order to ascertain whether they could make money out of
the contract, they come in a moment of political excitement,
and under the feelings of political partnership, make an
offer to the Government, and ask it to invite the House to
ace ept it. These men are led on by whom ? Mr. Herman
Cook boasts that he is the author of the second Syndicate.
He and Col. Walker were the main instruments in getting il
up. Are the McMasters and the Howlands generally led
by the Cooks and Walkers ? Can anyone point to any
transaction in which they were led by the nose by men
such as the gentlemen I have named, and, as regards one of
whom, at all events, it can safely be said that he is not a
capitalist-

Sir ALBERWT J. SMITI. Colonel Walker was a member
of the Allan Company.

Mr. McCARTHY. If we say to the Government: "This
offer ought to be accepted," what will be the result ? They
cannot build it, and they do not propose to build it
for S5,000,000.. They will have to float the seheme in
the money market, where capitalists will want
to know the circumstances under whichf the offer was
made, and why it was made without any attenmpt at
accuracy of detail, and without caleulations which would be
necessary. If it be supposed for a moment that

we authorized the Government te accept that
offer, and the gentlemen .ndeaWored to carry it.ut,
what would John Bull -say when aked te gfve his moneyf
He would want to know the story of the contract, and mr.
particulars than eatisfed hon. geutletmen opposite ; he would
want te know how the profits wereeloetated. The reSult
of subh an act would be that next SeSion is Excelleney
would come down to the House, as he> d in the
case of the Allan contract, and anuince the filure of the
schome. Again this disturbing e4ament would be sent here
te hamper the ordinary business of legislation snd be the
destruction of this Ministry and the ruin of that
Goverument. Again would we have party wa&râe
all turmoil in connection with th .oonstruttioù c'Of
the road, anless the contract entered into by the Gevera-
ment were ratified. It is said the second Syndicate
hns put up $1l000,000. las that sum been plaoed inth
hands of the Receiver.Generat ? They took care not to do
so. The most they have done is te endorse each other!q
notes. In fact, I happened te see a member of the second
Syndicate go into one of the. banks with aimost as many bil
stamps as he could carry. I have net the slightest doubt
that the Inland Revenue Department will realme a consid-
erable benofit from this one and a balf millions which have
been discounted. But is that suffleient to warrant nain going
on ? We know that in regard to the contract of 1U72
Sir Hugh Atlan was much better known than any other
merchant in this Dominion, across the water; he was a man
of great wealth and great enterprise, yet though he went
across the Atlantic, though his million of dollars was in te
hands of the Government, ho could not loat his scheme.'1
say therefore that in justice tb oursolves we could not
accept this second offer because it could not be carried oit.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Whut guarantoe does yourSyn-
dicate give that they would carry out their offer ?

Mr. McCARTIIY. Does the hon. gentleman suppose-be-
cause if ho does, I know hisleaderwill net agreewith him-
that the Syndicate will net carry out the terms-that they
are not able to goon with this scheme? The very fact that
three months were taken up in making this contract shows
that their offer was made in good fuith. The hon. member
for South Wentworth (Mr. Rymal) said hoecould net blame
the Syndicate; that they were not men who would risk mil.
liens of money. To say noth irig of their character as business
men shows that we have every reason to bolieve that they
entered upon the coritract in good faith, Are wo te permit
thes ý gentlemen to say that, after the Government went1o
England, after it was known that the Government wore
anxious to build the railroad by a company, after it was
advertised that they wanted offers from the bankers and
capitalists of Europe te undortake the construction of the road
-and no offer was made-and after the contract under such
circumstances was entered into-are we to say that, after ail
this, because a Canadian company come forward and
offered to accept the building of the road for a less sum,
the gentlemen who had made the firet agreement wereto bc
dismised with contempt ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. It shows the importance of
advertising for tenders.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Does the hon. gentleman forget that
the Government of which ho was a member did advertioe
for tenders ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Thoso are new conditions.
Mr. McCAiRTHY. Does the hon. gentleman net know

that net the slightest attemptat an offer was made daring
the time that ho was in power in answer, te the caU for
tenders ? We know that it took a long ieto
work the matter into its present shape, that it reggir.d
weeks for these capitalists te acquaint themsolvesaith
the dotaila of the work, and that it would have been useles
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to advertise. I think it would bave been an act of dishonor
for the GovernMent to say to these men, to whom they
held out inducements to enter into the contract, that on the
terms of the agreement being made known they had
iound others who were willing to do the work on slightly
better ternis than those whiob had been agreed on, and that
therefore they could not induce Parliament to ratify the
contract. That is the most importantquestion, so far as our
credit in Europe is conoVrned. But the most important
point is this : that these men having made the offer in the
manner I have briefly outlined, they could not have raised
the money necessary in order to perfect the scheme. Now,
Sir, I have endeavored to give my reasons for taking the
course which I intend to pursue. I am in favor of the con-
struction of the road at once, so long as it caon be done with-
out addingto the burdens of the people. I believe our pros.
perity depends upon our having a medium of traffie, inde-
pendent of the whims of the American people. I am in
favor of having the road built by a company, because I
think it should be built on eqmmercial principles. I favor
the endorsement of the contract by Parliament, because, as I
think I have been able to show, it is in the interests of the
country that the second offer should not be accepted. For
the reasons I have given I shall not vote for the amend nient
of the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), but for
the adopting and carrying out of the original resolutions.

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, before addressing myself to
the subject more immediately before the House, I desire to
refer to a matter incidentally mentioned by me when
addressing the House at an earlier period of this debate. I
endeavôred then to point out that our system of Govern ment,
when conducted as it should be, in accordanco with the well
understood wishes of the people, required, that a great
measure changing the settled policy of the country, ehangingi
the constitution of the country or imposing unusual burdens
upon the country, ought not to become law without popular
sanction. I pointed out that this principle was recognised
in dealing with the secularization of the Clergy. Res4erves ;
that, although the country had, in 1847 and again in 1851,
pronouunced in favor of secularization, yet, because the
Legislature had declared that the representation was inade-
quate, and had increased the number of representatives, it
did not venture to deal with the question until after an
election was had under the reformed representation. I
said :

" Mr. Hincks roposed to deal with the secularization of the Clergy
Reserves. This, lord Elgin-then Governor General-declined to accede
to. He said y ou have reformed the representation of the people in Parlia-t
ment You have admitted by doing so that they were not adequately
represented before. I do not think, on so important a question as the
separation of Church and State, you should proceed to act upon the
public expression obtained under a confessedly imperfect system of repre-c
sentation. In this view his advisers ultimately concurred, and another
election was held."

A few days since I received a letter from Sir Francis
Hincks, complaining of this statement in one particular, and
which I am anxious to correct so far as he is personallyt
concerned. Sir Francis Hincks, in one of his letters to me,
says:

" There never was a difference on the subject between Lord Elgin and
his atvisers, and I feel strongly the imputation of having endeavoured
to settle sncb questions as the Glergy Reserves and Seignorial Tenure
in a Parliament which two-thirds ofboth Houses had declared to be
an inadequate representation of the reople. The uniform practice oft
the Imperial Parliament under similar circumstances was in accordancer
with the Ministerial view, and yet both (Jonservatives and Grit. joined
to insit on legislation on the most important qnestion of the day, by a
condemned Parliament; and when they knew that the opponents of the
Government-demanded a settiement, were in direct antagonism as to
that ettlement."
Sir Francis expressed hie anxiety to learn how I came toY
be, as ]hesays, misled. I at once informed hîm of my autho-1
rity for the statement which I made. It will ho in the1
recollection of many gentlemen from Ontario and Quebec,l
that in 1851 doubte had arisen as to the sincerity of the L
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Government in reference te the questions referred to. Mr.
Lafontaine, I believe, voted against Mr. Price's reohations
in favour of a repeal of the Imperial Act. When Mir.
Baldwin retired and the Government was re.organied unde
Mr. ilincks, Mr. Malcolm Cameron and Dr. Rolph were
taken in as representatives of the more advanced section of
the Liberal party. They were pledged to a secularization of
the Clergy Iteserves. They were not committed tothe views
subsequently put forward that the Imperial Aftshould be
repealed before the Canadian Legislature undertook to deal
with the question. The measure altering the representation
became law. The Legislative Assembly was somewhat
abraptly dissolved and an appeal had te the country. Dr.
Rolph, in addressihg his constituents, defended himself from
the charge of neglect of duty and bad faith, in not having
dealt with the subject; and he gave as a reason, the opposi-
tion of the Governor General to legislation by a Parliament
that did not adequately represent the people. I had no rea-
son to doubt the accuracy of Dr. Rolph's statement. Sir
Francis Hincks, in another letter to me, says:

" What you say of Rolph's speech and Lord Elgin's reference to 'con-
sideration and discussion,' leads me to think it probable that Rolph May
have argued for an immediate settlement in 1854 without a dissolution. I
do not recollect that he did, but think it not improbable."

I think it is perfeçtly certain from Lord Elgin's'despateh
that a difference of opinion did exist in the beginning
amongst his advisers, upon this subject. And with the
permission of the House I shall read a *brief extract from
Lord Elgin's despatch, June 22nd, 1854, which will make
the point perfectly clear. .Lord Elgin, speaking of the
Provincial Government, says:

"Some members of this body were strongly pledged to the seculariza-
tion of the reserves, and it was beheved that a proposal to carry out a
measure of this description would be supported by a majority in the exist-
ing Assembly. After full consideration and discussion, however, my
Executive Council -arrived unanimously at the conclusion, that apart
altogether from the merits of secularization it would not be consistent
with their duty to undertake to legislate upon this subject in the Parlia-
ment as then constituted. The Clergy Reserve question was one on which
it was notorious that the public mind in Upper Canada. more especially,
was much divided, and the Imperial Statute on the subject had been re-
pealed for the express purpose of facilitating a settlement which should be
final, ani in accordance with the deliberate views and convictions of the
people of the Province. To attempt, therefore, to settle such a question
in a Parliament which had been already declared b y its own vote to be
an imnerfect representation of the people and by t] e exercise of what
might be deemed the influence of the Government, was a course of pro-
ceeding obviously open to serious objection. Inthese views of the Execu-
tive Council I entirely coucurred."

Before dismissing this subject, I would say that, having again
looked at the political history of that time, 1 have no doubt
that the views which I correctly attributed to Lord Elgin,
were also the views of his Prime Minister, and that there was
but a section of his advisers who favored legislation before
dissolution. The House will see that the appositeness of
the illustration is not ai all affected by the quostion, as to
whether two colleagues or three, iu the beginning, differed
from the Governor-General of that day, or wbether the
Governor-General had any strong opinion upon the ques-
tion. The fact remains, that an appeal was had to the
country before the Legrislature would venture to deal with
so important a publie question upon which a majority of
Parliament were agreed before an appeal was made. llav-
ing said this much in justice to a former Prime Minister of
Canada, and in theinterest of historie truth. I will now refer
to matters more strictly pertinent to the subject in hand. The
member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) quoted the follow-
ing words from a speech of mine made two years ago .

" Mr. Fleming, some years ago, estimated that the interest on tshe
money required for the construction of the railway, and thë eost of
workng the railway for many years would amount le $14,000,M00 per

It will be seen that I simply quoted the words of Mr.
Fleming to show the House that the cost would be very-
large, and that-the non-productive sections ought not tO
be pushed forward with undue haste. I did net pretend t6
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to may that Mr. Fleming's estimate was strictly accurate. actually received in exoces of the cost of construction. The1 did not know whether it was or not;- but the hon. road may change bande a domne times before the prairiemember for Frontenac assumes that it is all wrong. section is eompleted, and not one dolar of what la given In
The hon. gentleman eaid: exceus, which some day is to be used in building brani

No woader, entertainin and giving expression to these fei roade, and which others say is to be used in paying losees,
hou. gentlemen opposite should be utterly astonisbed at the idea of t e i working the endS, may remain wih the ompany at the
Goernmerit reuming possession or allowing these contractors to build end of three years. The whole may be absorbed by thosethe road and then haud it bak to the Government so that the Govern- who soli out to others who eucood them. I prees thisment woud b.' et the coat of running it. No wonder they should raiea howl through the-country when it was suggested thatw4s the c." point upon the conideration of the House, and I tel gen-

tlemen upon the Treasury benches,- unless they prevent
The hon. member for Frontenac is mistaken, we did not the transfer of interests in this undertaking, they are sim-
howl, nor did we indulge in beastly noises of any other ply giving away the public revenues and the public lands
kind in reference to the matter. The terms of the contract without, in any way, etrengthing the hands f those who
wereetefully concealed from us; and if we had been dis- who may ultimately undertake the construction of tho
posed to express our dissent in the manner named by the railway. The member lor Frontenac says, that we, last
lion. member-bv howling--the occasion for doleful noises year, said the lands wete bad. I don'tthink the hon. mem-
d=d not arise. When I asked theb hon. member for his own ber wiUl find any such statement. There may have been
opinion, as to the cost of running the rond and the interost a difference of opinion as to the area of the fertile belt. I
on the money, I find the hon. gentleman's estimate quite as dare say there is a difereuce of opinion stili. I don't
astoundiing as that of Mr. Fleming, which was based upon know, and I am inclined to think my means of infor-
the cosot of a much superior road. He inforins us that the mationb as been quite as good as the means posessed
cost of running the road will be 66,000,000 or $8,000,000 a by the hon. meubor. The hon. member last year, voted
year. That the Syndicate will have to pay, on borrowed that these lands were worth 83.18 an acre. This year he
money,83,000,000 yearly. Now we know that the interest says they are worth but 41.00: why this change ? l'as the
on Government expenditure will be about $3,000,000 more; hon. member had new light since lat year ? Has h. dis-
so that the hon. momber for Frontenac finds the cost of the covered that ho was mistaken ? In he now prepared to say
rond about what Mr. Fleming estimated it to be, and he that tbe.quality of the land which ho voted to be first claIs
will hardly undertake to argue that the company are reaiy last year, has fallen into the third clas this year? lie
to sustain, out of their own pockets and the enruings of the says that we, this session, praised the country that lat yar
road, an annual expenditure. of $11,000,000. The bon. we discredited it. This statement is wholly unwarrantable.
member again referred to the Colonization Railway Bill We pointed out that good as the country might b, it was
of the late Goeernment, under which the Government might bliglhted by a vicious administration of its affaira whieb
aid tributary roads to a limited extent. Re did not accurately drove away the settlers. Wesaid that five or six months
state its provisions. Under that Bill, east of the 102nd winter was a drawback ; that rnany would prefer a climate
meridian, aid not exceeding 6,400 acres a mile could be where the winters were less sovere; and that the Govern.
granted with the approval of the House of Commons, and ment ougit not to add other impedimonts to this one. We
west of that meridian the maxiinum area was 7,680 acres a have postal guides and immigration pamphlets publisbed at
mile. Under the proposed scheme for building a road of'the the expense of the Governmont, pointing to other fields of
same character upon the prairies, the Government give immigration than those of the Dominion, and until the fol.
12,»00 acres, and 810,000 per mile. A ccording to our proposai, lowers of the ministry censure the cosmopolitan policy of
the same amount of land and money that is given for 900 their leade-s, they are ini no position toscrutinize what may
miles of the central section, would build, 2,365 miles of have been said on this side of ti liouse. The member for
railway. Tlhe hon. member says, that lie wishes us to Gornwall says that the Sault line will promote annexation
remember that branch linos will be built without any further to the United States, because it will send immigration and
subsidy or land grant. We say he does not know that. If traffie through American territory. The bon. member has
branch lines are to ho built out of this contribution, why peculiar notions. Tho effect of Ibuilding the Sault lino
was it not provided that they shoulId be so built ? Why give would be to bring the tradle of t.he Western Statos and terri-
enough subsidy to 9-00 miles of railway to build nearly 2,400 tories dôwt the valley of Ibo Ottuwa. And if the trade of
miles? Why not make the subsidy correspond with the the Amerianî territory iorth of St. Paul would go east-
contemplated improvement ? Wlmat farmer, who has lands ward by the Sault, surely the trade of our territories
to drain, will say to the person to whom he lets the contraet to the north wouild not take a more southern route.
of making a principal drain, "I will pay yeu four times But how is it now? We have no communication
what thedrain is worth,and then you will have money enotgh exeept through ihe United States is annexation beng
to miake any number of tributary drains." Do youn think promoted ? Are the people growing disloyal ? le the
any one would act in so foolish a matnner? It is said "6O North-West lues Canîadian in feeling and sentiment than the
but this case is different, these men have a special interest provinces more romote from the United States? The Sailt
in building these roads." I don't think so. They have a lino gives us direct communication witb the North West
special interest in selling out to sone one else at a large seven yeurs sooner than it can be obtained by the North
profit. They can do so. You pay them nearly four Shore route. If thore is danger of political contamination
times what the prairie section is worth. Suppose when at ail, is there no danger in seven years delay ? We know
Parliament rises, they say to the new syndicate : that in the summer season the immigration will be by
You have offered to build this easy section for 2,500 acres Thunder Bay and not along the south shore of Lake
of land and $1,666 less per mile than we have contracted Superior. But if there is danger it must b. perpotual sr
fItr. This road can Le built at from 810,000 to $13,000 a tar as Ontario i concerned. By far the largest immigra-
mile. What will you give us for our charter? Is there tion to Manitoba and the North-West has been froin Ontario.
anythitt prevent a- sale? Is there anything to prevent Thoesouth-western Peninsula must always carry on its
these St. Paul gentlemen putting a large sum in their traffle with the North-West through the United States. Its
pockets, and leaving the work to b. carried forward by geographical position necessitates this. The south-wostern
mon who bave barely enough to build the road ? What Peninsula, aeording to the hon. gentleman's theory, ought
soecarity has the country that this will not be done? Ail long since to have been ripe for annexation, and yet publc
that the Government retain, as security, under this con- sentiment hu net set in violently in that direction. The
u-ae$, m s more bagatelle whon compared with the amount bon, gentleman says we have hostile neighbors. I don't
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think so. The people of the United States have for a quar-
ter of a century been among our best customers. It is un-
wise, ungenerous observations, such as those of the hon.
gentleman, which have tended to keep up a feeling of an-
tagonism between the two countries, unworthy of either,
and detri mental to the commerce of both. The patriotism
of the hon. gentleman, which. viewa all the rest of the world
as our natural enemies, is the patriotism wbich belongs to
barbarous and not to an eulightened age. It is only after
tribes of men discover that they have common interests,
that they coase to regard each other as enemies, and become
one people. It is one of the merits of free trade that it bas
proved itself an enemy of the mercantile theory and of the
spirit it engendered, and put an end to that system of war-
fare which the mercantile theory kept alive. It has been
weil said by Sir James Macintosh that:

ilOne nation bas the same interest in the welfare of other 'nations,
that a tradesman ha in the prosperity of his customers. Not an acre of
land brought intu cultivation on the banks of the Mississippi, or in the
wilds of Siberia which has not widened the market of English industry.
It is nourished by the prosperity of the world, and it amply repays for
ail the benefits it receives. It can only be used in spreading civilisation
and enjoyment over the earth. If the blind and barbarous project of
destroyîng English commerce, could succeed, it would have rfo other
effet than that of r ning the coutries, who, blindly and barbarously
aéttribute their poverty te English wealth'

I would commend these words to the careful consideration
of the hon. merpber for Cornwall. The First Minister told
us that in the failure to adopt Sir Hugh Allan's contract
nine precious years had been lost to the country. Sir, we
all know how Sir Hugh Allan failed. He failed not only
because the railway was to be constructed through a country
wholly uninhabited and within a period which must have
entailed enormous losses upon the proprietors of the road,
but because the contract was tainted in his hands by his
ôwn misconduct and still more by the high crimes and
nisdeneanors of the Government. But I deny that the
couttry bas sustained any loss up to this hour by the failure
of Sir Hugh Allan. I deny that the settlement of the
North-West bas been in any degree retarded by that event.
The progress of the work under Governmont bas been, at
least as great as it could have been under Sir lugh Allan's
Company. I do not stand alone in this opinion. Let me
read for the benefit of the First Minister the opinion of his
collegue, the Minister of Railways. In the Session of 1879
the Minister of Railways said:

"I have no hesitation in saying that the work I have referred to,
as involving au expenditure of over $28,000,000 of public money, has
lhrgely contributed to remove the difficulties and promote the progress of
the entire undertaking. I believe, that as we originally looked to the
development of the great North-West as the only basis upon which any
government or company could undertake the construction of the Canadian
Pacific railway, so we cannot but regard the expenditure of,$18,o,oo
df‡pdbie money in permeating that difficult, almost inaccessible district
of -country between Lake Superior and the Red River, as money expended
in a way that it is most likely to so develop, so improve, and so peoplei
the great fertile country of the North-West as to give us a substantial
basis upon which we may hope to succeed in permeating the still more
difficult and extensive region from the Rocky Mountains down to the
shore of the Pacific. And although this expenditure of public money bas1
not been made within the Province of British Columbia, I am free to se y
that that expenditure, l t my judgment, has been made iam way much
beter celculated te smeure tuhe ectual realization cf titis -work than if
every dollar had been expended in British Columbia, commencing at
the shores of the Pacific, because no expenditure in British Columbia
could materially contribute to the opening up of that great North-West
region upon the developmeflt, and upon the peopling-of which must
necessari depend thesuccessful prosecution of that gigantic undertak-
ing, the Canadian Pacific railway. Now, Sir, I bave stated that we
have great advantages in the construction of such a work as this. There
hu been a çmat advance made within the past five years: not only have
we accomplshed an important work in providing for an early, rapid, and
easy communication through our own country, from the shores of Lake
Superior to the Red River, but we have acqnmred information with refer-
ence to the North-West territories which is nvaluable in its character."

I think this extract fron' the speech of the Minister of1
Railways is a sufficient answer to the observations ,mae by

wthe First Minister, with so mu-chaffected sadnees, as to the
nine yearé-the nine'prëcious years lost to the nation. The7

Mr, MILLO.

House has now two propositions before it. It is free te
choose between them. It is not bound to take either It
may reject both. This contract, unautborized by law,
unsanctioned by Parliament, lhas no more force than if i
had been signed by the most obscure person in the country.
It is no more binding upon the louse than the. offer rade
by Sir William Howland and bis ssaociates. We are called
bore by the Crown to consider what we shall do with it. 1
trust we shall not fail to act in the public interest. I need
not argue in favor of the proposition that this louse is
wholly unpledged to any particular lino of action, by any
thing whieh the Government may have done. The negotia-
tions between the Government and any pivate company
are far loss important than negotiations resulting in a
proposed treaty betweon two independent States. There
are considerations arising when a treaty is to be confirmed
or set aside which have no place in a negotiation of this
kind. Well, do States, when treaties are made which they
think not in thoir interesta to eonfirm, feel themselves
bound to ratify them ? I will refer to two or three
instances by way of illustration. During the Crimean War
a conference of the great powers was held at Vienna; Lord
John Russell, then Colonial Secretary, attended as a repre-
sentative of ler Majesty, and Druen de L'fluys as the
representative of the French Emperor. The treaty was
not satisfactory to theGovernment of either ;.publicoopinion
had pronounced against it in England,.and it was:not ratified.
In 1868 negotiations were carried on between Lord
Stanley, now Earl Derby, and Mr. Reverdy Johnson, the
Amorican Minister at St. James. A treaty was signed
for the settlement of all difficulties growing out of the
American ïWar. After it had been signed, exceptions were
taken to certain of its provisions by Lord Stnley's
colleagues, and it was amended; exception was also taken
by the President and the Secretary of State, and changes
were accordingly made. The objections of the Senate were
anticipated, and further changes were made. But
this did not prevert the Senate of the United
States from entering into a full consideration
of the provisions of that treaty, and refusing to give it their
sanction. Then we have the case referred to by the. leader
of the liberal party, the case of the boundary award; a case
where the action of the Government clearly fell within the
ordinary duties of administration; and although a former
Parliament had approved of the action of the Governmont,
the First Minister, disregarding that approval and repudi-
ating, as he has done, the principle of continuity in govern-
mont, bas dealt with the question as one in which the action
of Parliament is wholly unrestrained by uha4 has already
transpired. In all these cases the obligations upon those
who have been called upon to consider the question, to follow
in the lead of what bas already been done, is infnitely
stronger than in the case now under consideration. The
bon. Minister of Finance admiits that this House is free, te
confirm or reject. The hon. Minister admits that the prior
negociations and the prior understanding between the Gov-
ernment and the Syndicate, ought to have no influence upon
the conduct of this House. We have to look at this paper
as if the signature of the Minister was not there. It is not a
contract made under the law, it is a contract made hutside
the law. It bas no vitality or force beyond what the sanc-
tion of Parliament may give i. I t is to us a simple propo-
sition; it is nothing more.- It is of no higher character in
point of law than the offer made by Sir William lowland
and his associate'. These two propositions are before us as
propositions, and nothing more; and if all the Ministers had
signed the one it would have given it no superior claim to
our consideration. Both are proposals which involve a tax
upon the country; both are proposais asking for large subsi-
dies from the public treasury and from the public domath ;
they come 'within the most aucient faaetions of the People's
Hlouse; and we, as representatives of the people->or, rathr,
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Ibrrhikipurpe,4elgatesof thepeople-weld *betrayieg t4o much to givs,:but four times its V*le ais not toýma.
aour*rustif tellowdd darselree to e warnei aside by a y e says the seond Syndioate will sonly build the central
WebIdefeiiomfrom diaposiig ofd niatter in band upo ite aeetion. ALud why does hesay this? Because hey ave

Adhemt <Now, asbetween 'the two Syndicatos,. we 'Od a made three propositions to the Government any oneîof
darg#difetnce in favor of the second proposition. There which they are ready to enter into a cotraot to carry out.

11 l'diererite What evidene does the First Minister adduce to show that
bey .intend to build only the prairie section .bould.they

Wds of ......... ... ........ . ,0 contreet to build the whole of that which .tie Government
esston. duties of . ....... ....... . 09p0q prpose to let to a aompany ? Simply this, that they hate

- - a asked more to build the prairie section than it is worth.
ng a total of...... ....... Did·it noverooeur to the Fist Miister that if the. oÊe

Ahezpublie Treasury of the Dominion. I kaow that bon. Syndicate would abandon the construction of the ends,
igenteuren pposite bave undertaken to make out that the because they receive #26,000 a mile too much for the prairie
smpønt of iLty remitted is mu h less than the amo pt section, the. other, which he proposes to overpay by. nearly
w Ihhhaveo's4ted. But how do they do so? By susped. 836,000, would have a still greater reason for tbilowing the
iRgthe provisions of an Act which - thelthemelves have same course. But the Fiat Minister answers, *O,

,uet ppon :the Statute Book, and by underestimating the but I remain in power to enfore. the first offer, and 'il
as80ount Vo be derived under that part of the law whieb isat rosign if the louse accepta an otfer $44,000,040 better. If
this moment operative. We have some hon. gentlemen the Firt Miniater should rosign, and my hon. friend-freim
tieimating the operative provisions as affording a duty of West Durham were called upon to form a Govorntnent, he
les .than $100,000. Yon bave in Àsight of the Buildings a could not conduct the business of the country with this
esmaLlbridge upon which onefourth of this-umn was paid to House. He would be obliged to go to the nountry. If the
the4overnment, and i understand that the Oustoms Depart- First Minisiter and his friends are as strong as they profess
.ßht'ela dIler1hous-Md dollars mndre. It is fo1ython to be in the country, the appeal would be mado to no pur-
e hape t milead te apublic by any such.represntatuons; pose. The right bon. gentioman wôuld be aguin rocallod to

Thon we have the ordinary tax capitalhzed which according power, and the second Syndicate would be stiil under his con-
tothe·average rates of railway taxation, will represont at trol. But is it not apparent tihat the tirst minister does not
leoast;ve millions more, and we have the extra cnarge pri believe ho hs the country with him ? Miniators ought not
freiglhts 1or twenty years, whic alit the present innesota to wait for a vote upon this moasure. They ought to admit
rates, will represent a sam, the present worth of which, will that their negociaLions were a mistake. They should cither
be $25,00,000 more. So that the difference to tho Country abandon the contract or release thoir friends from any obli-
between.the two oiferis at least $44,000,000. Now Iask gation to support them. We have hoard a great deal about
the members of this House: Are you prepared to pay patrioti8m in this discussion, but, I ask Ibis louse, could
814,00,000 from the Treasury and resourcesof Canada, and anything be more unpatriotic than the derrand of the
impose a burden of thirty millions of dollars upon Government to be upheld at cost of 844,000,000 to the
the industry of a population of the Nortb-West -country ? Let me ask the considoration of the louaise for
beyond what the offers before you render necessary ? a moment, to the First Minieters objection to the new ofrer.
Why do you do it ? It is vain to say that the second He says threo times too much is asked Jor the central seü-
offer is nlot genuine, is a bogus offer, is a political tion. He propoues a sum four times too great, and what is
track. You know-the whole country knows,-that it is a his defence for ithis excess? Why, that there will be a loss
genine offer, an offer made in good faith, and backed up by on the extremities of the road which ho insists on having
a deposit into the hands of the Govern ment of $1,400,00. built. Id he tell the House why this extra sum
The supporteraeof the.Ministry know this ietrue. Letthem was not credited to the ends? Why are $31,000.000
summon Sir William Rowland, or Mr. Gibson, or Mr. Hen- in excess of the actual cot ouf these nine hundred miles
drie, or Mr. Pioctor, or ail of them, and ask them whether handed over to the company ? Why is• it not socured by
they are not.ready to proceed with the undertaking. Then the Government in some way, in order that it may be made
I ask what is this extra sum to be paid for ? Is it to save available for the purpose ? Why is it not credited Vo the
the,. Gcvirment ? Are you prepared to impose a charge of sections entailing the burdun ? lis it becaumse that this
$14,000(,000 upon the country and $30,000,000 upon the fouse dare not vote to go on with the construction of the
lature inhabitants of the North-West Territries, to save ends if their actual cost was known to the ecauntry ? Ls it
the Government from defeat? le this the price that you for the purpose of conceauling the ruinous folly of building
ptupon ministers? When ministers have grossly blund- the ends at the present time? I it because you anticipate
derèd, is this the sum that you are ready to make theA defeat and you propose to com pel your successors to choose
cuutry pay to protect them from its consequences,? If you between the whole line and thie exorbitant sum for the
are determined to protect the Government at ail bazarde prairie section? The contract, if sanctioned, will be a
why not open neg. tiation with Stephen and company, and scandai and -a disgrace to tIis Parliament. The First
see how much they will take and retire ? Ask their price Minister seems resolved on making Parliamentary Govern.
and see how much you can save by paying for the release ment unpopular in this country. A course more unconsti-
of your leaders. The First Ministor infbrmed us that a tutional coa, not well be taken. Our bounden duty, under

_great dtea too much was asked for building the Central a system of Parliamentary Government, is to legislate for
Section. The new Syndicate ask, in cash, $7,333, the present. but in legislating for the present to legislate in
and in lands, 10,000 acres; a mile worth $31,800; accordance with th principles of natural justice. We
making $39,1334 mile. Now, as the cest of the road over should allow the future to judge of its own necessitios;and
Lth prairie is but $13,000 a mile, this would be $26,133 in provide for its own wants. What right has the Govern-
excess of the expenditure, a very large sum, no doubt; but ment to make contracts in reference to works not even to
wben we look at the proposition that the Government are bebgn until after the term of the present Parliament bas
1rging upon the fouse, we find that they propose to pay in expired? Against sûch a c>urse I enter my most earnest
cash $9,O00, and in lands 12,500 acres a mile, being 839,750 protest. l'do not wish myself to be bound by legidlators
more, .making a total of $4 ., 750, or an exeoss of $35,750. rottig inthair gravés. I wiMh to leave to future Parliaments
Now,,what -easeon did the PirstX Minister give for accepting hefreedom, tojwdge cf what is best in their own times,,and
,ibe, nore burdessome and rejocting the les burdensomet bpower to provide for what i best. The right lon.: gntte-

?f, f? He says that three times the value of thei rod was man is not content to do this. He is afraid that ability and
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patriotism and public vir-tue will die with him, and heinsists ruTle isthàt the power belongs to thoe upon idwhr4he
upon looking after the interests of those wh-om he canr brên falls. W<4o yearsago the-hGn. gentlemanneassof
never meet in this world, who will not have'Àarrived here this opinio. Eight years after the umn with British
until after ho has left it. I agree with Sidney Sniith that (Nhíibia, hse et, out on a mission to England40o make 4he
those who moulder in the church.yards ought net to rtile Pacifie Railway matter of Imperial concern. -Thdreport of
those who are sitting in the pews. The right bon. gentte- that mission has never been laid on the T- le of
man is now captain of the ship. Re eau sail east or west. He Parliament. But we have heard nothing of.luperial
can determine its course for the time being. In myopinion policy from that period until now, .when it
hoe is not likely te remain in command very long and ho m4y is dragged out as one of the rusty implements of
leave te his successor as much good advice as e pleaes, warfar-e, from the armoury of the First Minister, to be used
but he ought not to undertake to scattle the ship simply in this lis hour of need. Soverál hon. gentlemen have
becauso ho cannot continue master. The right hon. gentle- aluded të the Garnarvon terme, as 'ï some :new obligation
man has suddenly discovered that -monopoly is à -good was 4mposed by them upon the country. The Carnarvon
thing. Three years ago he entertained a Tery different terme were subject te the condition expreseed in the Actof
opinion. Now ho is afraid of the traffe being drained te 1874, that no expenditure on acceunt of -the Pacifie Railway
the southward. Then ho thought the southward draining beyond the amount warranted by the taxation of 1871 was
was inadequate. If thore is proper railway construction required tobe made. And this was expremsed in the reso-
there can b no fear of the road being depleted. If the ne- lutions communicated te Lord Carnarvon. Let me hero
cessary facilities are afforded,, the traffie of every section read one of those resolutions, which establishes this point
will take the shortest and cheapest, line te the place of con- explieitly:
sumption, and it is te the interest of thecountry that it should. "The minute of Council of September 17th, contained a stàtemént of
The right. hon. gentleman is afraid that if the North Shore reasons showing why some of these modifications ehoald not be pressed,
line is net rotecd by a deolated and depapulated band but the Government,,actuated by su anxious desire to remove all dificul-

loffle les .i wid teb ties, expressed a williogness to make these further concessions, ratheralong the oundary, fifteen miles in width, the North than forego an immediate settlement of so irritating a question as the cen-
Shore lino will have nothing tO do. If it requires 3,000,000 cessions snggested might be made without involving a violatiçm of the
in addition te the cost of construction to provide for the spirit of any parliamentary resolution or the letter of any enactment."
expenses of operating it, it had botter be closed after These words, iSir, show beyond all room for cavilling or
it is built - a better use can b bmade of the money doubt,that the Carnarvon terms were te be sub.rdinated to the
than te waste it upon the losses anticipated tpon resolution and te the law relatirrg te non-increase of taxation.
this railway. We are told that there are minerals in those The Pirst Minister in his speech ateBath said that no addi-
regions. It may be se, but when they are discovered and tional burdens were to be imposed upon the country, and
their value ascertained a railway may then b undertaken yet he now intimates that what ho thon said was a suffi-
bythose who believe in its wisdom. I have alroady pointed cient-notice to alR parties that the Government wereroady
out that so far as the immigration from Ontario is concerned te reeive tenders. The obligations of th e overmnent
lying west of the Ottawa district, it will go to the North- reached, it was eupposed, $30,000,000 in railway construction.
West by existing American lines, or by Mr. Beatty's The natural inference was that there would be no money
steamers. The Sault line if built would furnish a summer subsidy-that the railway already constructed, or in the
lino through Canada by the way of Thuoder Bay. In the course of construction, would be handed over- as so much
winter time there will bo very little traffic or travel by any cash; .and that the remaining subsidy would be in lands
line, and a northern lino if built would scarcely be used. I only. What are the facts disclosed by this contract ? The
believe thé countr is heartily sick of political railways. goneral burdens will be increased by $40,000,000 and the
The Intercolonial was built on the principle of gush, and it special burdens on the North-West will reach $o0,000,00.
bas already cost the country upwards of $46,000,003. The The First Minister compares his speech at Bath with the
Great Western and the Canada Southern are Amorican roads manifesto of Mr. Mackenzie of 1874. There was no analogy
on Canadian Territory, and if the Sault connection were between them. The member for Lambton was appealing
made the railways of Upper Michigan though built at the to the country. It was a statement of public policy, ùpon
expense of American capitalists, would in a great measure which the public judgment was sought. It was acted upon
become Canadian roads upon American territory. The by Parliament and by Ministers. The statememt of the
Minister of Railways, two years ago, paid an excessive price Premier at Bath was a vague and imperfect statement of
for theR ivière du Loup road upon condition that the money facto still undisclosed, a statement which, if we are to judge
should be spent in building a railway in western Michigan. by what subsequently happened, was calculated te mislead
Why did ho do this ? Was it not te draw American the capitalists of this country. One hon. member, -the
traffle over the Grand Trunk lino, and now he member for Victoria, Ont., informêd us that the ntw syndi-
opposes a proposal to expend money in Canadian cate had net the credit te undertake the construction of the
territory te secure ton limes the amount of traffic and to road. He then told us that they would build only
prevent a waste of $36,000,000 of money. The member for the middle section of the road ; that the Government
Cornwall says, that to say the British Columbia section would have te rosign if the nrew Syndicate were
could be built without au increase of taxation is a fraud eupported by the rouse, and that the member fbr
upon the country. If so, it is a fraud in which. his new West Drham would become First M.nister; but
friends concurred. The First Minister says we cannot if we on 'this aide are se unpopular with the country as
peostpone the British Columbia section without disgrace. lie the Ion. gentleman says we are it would only be a few
has not always been of this opinion. The hon. gentleman months until the First Minister and his friends returned
did net so vote in 1876. He did net thon se speak. IHe has again te power, and the small sum so spent woukl b well
forgotten the language which ho held toward lis present invested if the country saved $40)000,000 by I transa-
colieague at that time. The right hon. gentleman tells us tion. But let me notice further the statement as to the
it was a part of the Imperial policy to build the British waht of credit of the new Syndicate. What foundation is
Columbia section. Let me say te him, Imperial policy thore for such a sggestion? They have already plàced in
should have Imperial support. Imperial policy is net th&-hands of the Goverment $1,400,000 as an evidence of
entrusted te this Dominion. It reste with the Parliament at the'r goodfaith. What is te give either Syndieete -tredit
Westminster, and is te be upheld by 'burdens imposed upon in the money maAket? le it the great personal fortunS of
those by whom the Commons of that Parliament js elected. its1nemtere? Nothing of the sort; it is the money which
Our poliey should be national, net Imperial. The modern they are to receive from the Government, and the large
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area ,fTerritory. To saythen that the new Syndicate has
not the mneessary experience or credit, is not the fact.
Thé experienee is at least equal to their rivals. The
er'ed' of each for this purpose is mainly what the Gov-
rminent eubsidy makes it. An attempt has been made 'to

dieërMdit the new Syndicate because they have submitted
to Vh Government a series of propositions. Did you ask
for definite proposition? Where is your advertisement?
What had these gentlemen to guide them ? Nothing but
the-diseùssion which took place in this House. For what
are tlày maligned and misrepresented ? le it not because
they gave to this tHouse a choice in the mattery I
do not complain that the Government have ap icy upon the question, but I deny that Par-
liament is tied up to saying yes or no to the Government
proposition. This House is above Ministers. If it is true
to itselfand to the people, it will not occu py i ts time in
hounding capitalists, and men of wealth, belonging te this
country, and who assist in upholding its prosperity, because
without knowing the views of Parliament and refusing to
anticipate its conclusions, they have submitted various pro-
positions in conformity with the views which have been
h ere expressed. There are not the less four propositions,
bocause they are all embraced in one communication. They
have offered to bauild the central and eastern sections and
work the whole line. That is one offer. It is as distinct
as if no other had been mentioned. They propose to do
this for $22,000,000 and 22,000,000 acros of land. They ask
no exemptions from duties, which is $1,500,000
paid in Customs duties. Thcy ask for no restrictions
upon railway construction. They ask for no exemption
from taxation. They asl for no restriction upon the
authority to regulate the tolls. They agree to a power
of resumption. And they deposit security witht the
Government as a guarantee of their readiness to enter into
a contract. Now I do not hesitate to say that thesemon
are making this proposition in good faith. I say nore,
There is not a member on that side of the 11oàse
who doubts it. The country will not doubt it, and
no statement made to cast discredit on these gentlemen
will prevent the public coming te the conclusion that
these attacks are made to uphold the criminal folly of the
Government who, contrary to law and contrary to the publie
interests, made a secret contract with the gentlemen of the
first Syndicate. I de not say that Parliament should accept
this second offer. I believe that by advertising a botter
offer could be had, but if eitber is to -be accepted, it cer-
tainly should be the second. The hon. member for Halton
asks, why recite tbis offer and the proposed contract if it is
not intended to b accepted. The reason, Sir, is very obvious.
The second offer being a better one is a reason for rejecting
the first. That being done the House is free to say whe-
ther the second one ought to be accepted without an effort
to do better. The hon. member said we ought not to ask
the Government todo what we would not ourselves do were
we in their places. The hon. member is confusing the
action of the Ministers with the action of thoir supporters.
The question is not what would we do were we
in Miisters' places, but what will we do in our
own places, as representatives of the people. Ministers
may enter into foolish obligations from which they
cannot recede ; but is that an reason why all their
supporters should follow them7 If the hon. member
is right no Government could be defeated upon any,
measurein Parliament. The hon. Minister of FinanSesays
the late Government violated the Act of 1874, and the reso-
lution of 1871 stipulating against theincrease of twxation, on
accoaunt Cf the Pacifie Railway. Isaythe hon. Ministeris mis-
taken. He says that hia predecessor increased the taxation
3,000,000 for this purpose. The statements cf the Minister

òf.Finance isdisingenuous and contrary to the facts. Tara-
tiong W increasedto keep faith with Britisb Ç tlambia
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und.er this very resolution, and why? Because the existing
revenues under a former. rate of taxation were absorb.d to
meet new ebligations. Let us look at the facts. The oom-
pensation to New Brunswick for thbe abolition of the export
dut-y on loge, and the assumption of Provinia diebts
imposed annual charges

amountingte .-............ ...-..... . 81,4
The admission of Prince EMward Island ...
8team ferry nid Railway expenses, P. E. 1.. . 4040

'Mounted Polie ...... ..........
Indian Treaties...... . .. ............ .3..5000
Interest on Mr. Tilley's loan...................... 450,000

Total............... s9,s4
Tea duties restored ......... ... 250,00

This was an addition to the annual expense of the country,
grently-in excess of the revenues addod by an extension of ter-
ritory.Tô put British Colunbia i n exactlythe same position in
1874 that she ocenpied in 18'1 required an addition of not
$3,000,000 to the taxation of the country, but 83 '869,349 to
the revenues of the conntry. It 4 snot then a fact te say
that the ýGovernment increased the taxation Lo keep faith
with British Columbia in any other sense than keeping
faith under this resolution. The hon. Minister of Finance
in 1879 increased the taxation by $7;500,000, but he did it
with so little skill, that he made little or no addition to the
revenues of the country. The hon. member for Cardwell
attacks the legal sttainments of the leader of the Opposi-
tion, but the legal standing of the leader of thé Opposition
is too well assured to be affected by the misrepresentation
or the scdlding of the hon. member for Cardwell. The
hon. member for Cardwell said:

"will any one pretesd or tell us that the impreasien the hon. gentle-
man left on the mund of the (louse was not that his opinion as a Iawyer
was that the Courts could not enforce this contract."

It is well to look and see what the hon. member for Lincoln
said and the briof discussion that aroso at the time. The
member for Lincoln said:

"The Government can invoke the machinery of the Court of Chan-
cery, whieh no une knows better than t.he bonourable member for West
Durham to compel them to do what their contract say the shall do.

Mr. BLAKE. Then if I know anything about it, I deny t at propo-
sition.

1r. RYKERT. If he deniea that he will deny anything. if the Court
of Queen's Bench will not grant a mandamus, the Court of Chancery
will compel the Company to do it, and the hon. gentleman will
go on and compel the railway company to go on and perform the
terms Of ithe contract.

Si LEONA) TLLEY. Crtainly, they cn."

And with this encouraging opinion from the Minster of
Finane,e, the member for Lincoln further said:

Il And if they will not obey the mandamus of the Court the authority
of the Court of Chancery can be invoked.

Mr. BLAKE. Tt is well laid down that a Court of Chancery will not
enforcea railway contract.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentleman is mistaken.
Under ordînary charters when there is a permission for a company to
build a railway, the Courts will not interfere ; but when, as.in this case,
it is rovided that the company shall build the railway it might be com-
pulsonrily enforced."

Now let me say that that depends on the nature of the
work to be performaed. It is ceoar that specifie performance
in such a case will net b enforced either under a contract
or under a statutory obligation. Lot me refer the First
Minister te a case in wflich an application was made for an
injunction to restrain a railway company from preventing
the exercise of a right conferred by statute.,. It was refused
by one of the Vice-Chancellors before whom the matter was
board. It was takon before the Court of Appeals. During
the argument, Lqrd Justice James observed that :

. As far as my éaperience goes the Court bas never ordered anything
which involven doing so.mthng ?rem day today for an indefinite period.'

Lord Justico Melliih said:
,q feel the sane doubt, and an disposed to think that a Court of

commen L aw would feet the saume diloulty as to a mandamus!'
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In the decision Sir W. M. James said :1
"Where what is requred is not merely to restrain a party from doi'ng

an act of wrong, but to oblige him te do eme.cotinuous at4 involving
labor and care, the Court bas nevez found its way to de thiebyin uaa,-
tion. halth the learned Vice-Chancellors say t,hat in all, their experi
erree they have never known such an injunetibn granted. M y éperience
is the same. I think, therefore, that the order dismisisgILbill muet1
remain affirmed. At the same time, it is to be observed that the plain-
tiffsemae bere to enforce a right which the Act of Parliament gives
ihem and which the Legislature intended them to havejandthat h they
do not fail in t he merits, the question as to the approval of:thse ngiaeers
being a mere thing thrown in, and the real questionietwe-the parties
being-throughuut whether the plaintiffs hav. a right to usethe railway
at all."

The member for Cardwell says, that the proposed contract
imposes no restrictions upon other railways. The hon.
member is mistaken. Is it no restriction to say that no
railway shall be built within fifteen miles of the border;
that no railway shall extend eastward or to the south of
soutb westward ? I it no restrictipn to say that no other
railway shaHl bave any connection with any American
road ? s. it no restriction to say that other railways shall
pay tai, but that this one shall-pay no tax ? Is it no
restriction to impose duties upon ail the material required
in railway construction upon other roads, and to impose
none upon the material imported for this one ? Is it no
restriction to furnish this one with the capital to build a
road if they sec proper so to use it ? The hon. member says
that people will not object to the Company building brancls
lines. Certainly not, but tbey do object to the refusai1to
l others build. The bon. member bas referred to the
surveying expenses, and he says they are already inclqded
in the estimated cost of the work to be handed over to the
Company. The hon. member is again mistaken. The First
Minister bas pr.onounced the offer made by thesecond:Syndi-
cate, a political dodge, a trick-a discreditabetrik. 'The
right hon. gentleman knows well that the offer was made in
gQod faitb. Be knows that those who have mode this offer
to the House are ready to undettake the construetion of-the
whole work, and that there are many others who are rea&y to
join them. It is pretty clear that those gentlemen bave
not joined forthe purpose of making a point against the
Administration. The right hon. gentleman inf;ormed Ùs
that a change is to be made in îhtb Consolidated Rail-
way Act, by which the Government is in soie way
te have greater power in reforence to the toils,
than they can exercise under the provisions of this
contract. I have no hesitation in saying that the farce
that we had played between the First Minister and the
member for balton, is a trick of the kind so frquently
spoken of during this debate. Row is Bhe Government
going to obtain a larger control over the railway than this
contract gives them? lHow is the Goverieet going tQ
continue the vitality of a power, whieh, by the'very terms
of this contract is exhausted the moment i1 is egci5ed&
Will the Minister say that they are going to gve a sah-
sequent law a diflerent meaning to theexpressions hee
used, than that whieh they now bear? Is wthiag to say
that the ten per cent. shall be paid upon the capital that the
Compiny put into the transaction? You give thia Cor-
pany a certail sum. You expect them to use it in bildil
this road. Are they to have no divideod upen itr
I believe the sum given is more than suffoient
to buil ail that they contract to build. Are they
in that event, to have no dividend at aill? Bât sup-
po-e yon make tbis declaration, Ihis Company may
do wjat the Union Pacifie did. They may con-
tract - with themselves. They may let the con -
tracts for building at sums ive iames as great a8s
the aetual cost ofthe road. They may m4thezoad repre-
sent a capital of $i00,000,000 of theirown money. Tktere
is notû ing here to prevent that, and you propose -to make ita
their interest to do so. Instead of correcting a mistakl you
prpose to commit a greater blunder, oai there be a

Mr. MILLO.

flQrajaOL ex~hibiAiion of incapacity than has beoge1gpbi.4
iAJi ln$~traat ad iin the attempt to eXplüna away f4jeta
sunb a-tbe oneIhave just refeîed, o T? e - r T4» eg iï4
tol4 u that we ave had in this diseassio4 aegrof
theatrise exhibitÃions i that we ha e had tgod py, opjngdy
SBn fmfeß. I d0n'$ quite agî ce with hinm. WJ4 comqçywsg
ptgyqd bfore earliament met. The ho. §on$l@@
gppçeredas6 chief mdaliaf s$ Rochelga. The fprQe iß
no* 41heg pl4yed by Xmnisters and their frienlp T)
tr#gody io ypt to Qome ét wilk é Cne wh I e1eqtipRS.

Amendment (Mr. Bake) negatived on the fôih#ls
diváion -

YKÂs:

Anglin,

Beehard,

tlourassa,
Brown,
Êlirpýe (St. John),

Gameron (Hume a)
Cartwright,

Caigré.in,
Charlton
Cockburn (Muskoka),
Dumopt,

Messiems
Geoffrion, - Olivier,
Ginlies, Palerson (lirani)>
Gilhmor, 1'ickard,
Glen,Rilt

Roberion S(hburne),
Guthri , gers,
Haddow, oss Middlesex#
Rfolton, Ry4iMa1
Ituntington, Seriver,
Killam, S inner
King, Smith,
La«Ruep Sntlherland,
Lainier, Tnempaod,
Macdonell (Lanark), Troir,
MacDonnell (lveraess)Weldon,

cIsac, Wheler,
Malouin, Wiser,
Mils, Yeo.-4

NysS:

Messieurs

An ison, Gant, ernsr
ArkelGigat MehotBulierGirouard (Jacques Car.)Montplisir,
Bannerman, Girousrd e> ou au
Barnard, Gran4bois, utta5.

eOackett, O Connor,
Iiaggaii, Ogden,Beaiesne Hay,gr Od,

Ben it; rtu
forgeron, IIessea. Ouimet,

n Hlliard Patterson Essex),
Bil ~, Hooper, Pnsonneauh,

Boultbee Hurteau Plumb.
Bouseau Ives, Pope'(Com;'ton),

Jackson, Pope (Queén's%BoweW ~ Jones, Poupore, -

Ksulbach, Richey,
BiWSt& Krketrieak R .brtson (iamilton

Kilvert, Rochester
M2 Kanz,.osidag)Lsndry, Rouleau, i

CaronLan, outhier
imon, Langevin, Royal,
CkbUrn (Northum'd), Lantier, tyan (VarquettY,

0.Olby,< Little, Ryan (Mentreal>
Conue, Longley, . ykert,
C 'Macdonald (Kings), Schultz,
cou i Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
Couai Donald (Cape Breton)Shaw,
coussel, H iMonakdiPcimti , Sproule,
COrrier McDonald(Victoria;N.S.Stephenso,

MacmillaÏ, StrangeCuthbert, Muàftum, Tasse-,

I».ouirt, licar*hy, Tellier,
Dawsq, Meconuvîle, Tilley,
Desauiniers, Mecuaig, Tuper,

Deajadins MeDugai, Iralin,;

DogU, Melanes, Vanasse,
Drew, McKay,

Duè el4enanib1we(Norfolk),
lYnjas.M'cLeem, Wa1Tàce < York);-

Arro, MeQuade Wbite Çart
WMeRory (enfrew

pfftiimos, R&nées,-
? n ,W ht 140.

ir LUT SITI nmoved, in mendmente ±b4t the
said resoluopa f ow rea' aësecônd ine but

. roeeblyd,, e.La Lh opinion of thig oeetn ers
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should be invited- for the construction and operation of the
rql, åbefore ParTainment is asked to ratiiy a.ny contract
forLfl'same.

M. McCAIRTHY moved the adjournment of the debate.
agreed to; and. (at 5:45 o'elock, a.m. Wodneoay)

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 26th January, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PaArmas.
REPORT.

Mr. R1OWELL presented the Trade and Navigation
Returns for the fiscal year ending 39th June, 1880.

1ACIFJC BAILWAY CONSTRUCTION IN MANITOBA.

Sir RICHARD J CARTWRIGHT enquired, low far the
lino of the Canadian Pacific Railway bas been constructed
beyond Portage La Prairie; also, how far the said lino las
been definitely located west of Portage La Prairie, together
with the numbers of the townships through which the said
line is intended to pass?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I beg leave to say, in reply
to the hon. gentleman, that the track is laid twenty-two
miles beyond Portage La Prairie; that the line bas been
definitely located beyond Portage La Prairie to the
boMndaries of the Province of Manitoba, thirty-four miles
west of Portage La Prairie, and the location is through
township twelve, and ranges eleven and twelve west.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion
of Sir Charles Tupper for the second reading of the
resolutions reported from the Committee of the Whole
on the 14th January instant, granting certain moneys
and lands for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and the motion of Sir Albert J. Smith in amend-
ment thereto.

Sir 4LBERT J. SMITI. Mr. Speaker, I am quite sure
the House will be gratified to learn that I do not intend to
deliver a speech of any considerable length on this occasion.
Before proceeding to discuss the resolutions before the flouse,
prbap a it wil be as well to settle the matter which may be
regarced as à personal one between the Finance
Mlxister and myself. In the course of his speech the other
night the hon. gentleman threw across the floor a challenge.
He aid ho was prepared to go to my county and to meet me
atany time. The hon. gentleman is the only representative
in the Government from New Brunswick, and ho holds all
the patronage in his hands. Hitherto New Brunswick had
two representatives in the Government, but the hon. gentle-
man, for some reason best known to himself, seems to prefer
that ho should be the only representative of that Province
in 'the councils of the country. My hon. friend has also
great advantage in this respect, that ho has two very vile
ànd abusivé newspapers in New Brunswick under his control
an'd àtïject to his imsprration, Their special mission seems
tò he to abua£ and attack me, not only politically but
persoally, ona: occasions. I am disposed to challenge my
hoan. Hiend the Minister of Finance, for bis challenge is
ratfher: indefiniite, and I do so in this form: if he wiff resign

Iis seat L will resigu mine; let hiro come to WestmorelàQl
and run against me, and if Ioe not beathim more
500, that he andl will reûre. ipto privat life. tbiai %
was not very ccdm ing o de hon gen Wm"n, w a
regi.esents St. Wohu by only nie votes, hat he should diann
a of alleige aoboes'the ffor to , whe i aware that Lhave a majonty6 nmy countyof ot 60 and 700.;
will givo the bor. gentlemai six weeks to consider this
proposition.

Sir LEONARD TILLE I represeui,&ne whole oontit-
uency,;for at theiastieleoction I waseturned b aeIamatist:

Sir 4LBEBT J. T. If yu entertaip that fi , yoq
widl be the imre rea t accept challenge and p îseig
one else in for BS'. nJobn. 'e thtus brieqy referred to tfse
matter betweon Ïhe Pinanoe MnsMiter anid mys1 wixow
proceed to offer some observations in relation to the
amendnient I moved last night. If trhér is one
principle which should 'be regarded as A'çre' and
should be adhered te on ail occasions, t is
principle connected with the admiristrat'to and condgqç
of publc business-that public works shoul4 be let
by public tender and competition. The advntage of
carrying out that principle cannot be overrated. It pre.
vents favoritism and corruption; it secures purity in the
aduiinistration of the affairS of the cotitry and proqepts
fraud. ln this case it will not be dqnied that this wigncple
bas not only not been carried out, but has boen abêoduteW
violated.. It cannot be oontended for a singl moment that
the public had any notice of the intention of h. t overna
ment to receive tenders for the construotion Of the Pacifie
lailway. The policy of the Government was recognised s

settled during last Session, but was decided that this work
should be constructed as a Governrient work and in no
other way. lon. gentlemen opposite approved of the policy
then promulgîated by the Governmeut, and we alW voted for
the valuation given to the lands in that region. hoy
also approved, and supported and sustained by their votes
the estimates of the costs for the construgtion of the
railway. The Ministter of Railways told the liouse tha
this contract 'on the Table was niade uider the authority
of the Act of 1872; but it turned out that that Act waî
repealed. Tho bon. gentleman also stated that this
contract was made under the authority Of the Act of 1874.
My hon. friena, the leader oftho Opposition (Mr. .lake),
bas olearly shown that that was not thiO caso, and that ther
is no portion of it whieh is onformable to the contrut;
and, therefore, thu Minister of' Ràilways ihas f4iled to
prove his contention tliat the oontract was let
under the authoFity of the Aèts of 1872 and 17.
NoW, as no notioe wîas given thait the Government iri(9tep4¡
te change and radically alter the polcy of lst Spasion% tt
tbey intended to roceive terders for the construction of this
work, it seems to be a reasonablé solution of the preent
.diffleulty that tis contraect aboud be abandoned and the
work lot out to public tetder. I ain satisfied that that will be
more satisfáctôòry te tho eople than any other course, lon.
gentlemen on the other side say that if this contiactbr0aks
down the Government must fåil. *ow, we on this ýido
will' undertake, and the leader of the Opposition as
expressed hinisolf in'the same~ense, to waîve any such
chance as that. Wo at-e net disposed to take any sueh
advantage, and we want'the'country te understand that we
do net seek to overthrow the Govérnmert by defeating this
contract. It is well'ýknówh that an ofder Las beena ma
much mare advantagends to the oentry than the terms of
the present edntrwt, and made, to, by a body of mePs
wes1thy, se respectable, and as responsible as the memibrs
of the first Syndicate, ad thdt they are prepared to cpn-
struet this work'from ebd to end for millions ofdorarsles
than is asked by" thO first Syndicat. Why, 'do the
Government not acceypt i? Rave the zo rgai
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to economy in the revenues of the country ?
Why sbould they not endeavor to save 'from
$i0,00,000 to $20,000,000 by, theV.eceptance of the second'
offer ? ,"ut even that ofi'er, i' my view, is quite too much;
I think the work can be done for a great deal less. The only
argument advanced on the other side in favor of this
contraet is, that it is better-"than nny other offer we have
ever had. Now I am prepared to show, beyond controversy,
that no offer was ever made, either by Statute or by.
contract, equal in enormity to this, :ahd that this contraet
gives more thaü was -ever proposed to be given before.
Before coming to that it may b well for me to contrast, as
iny hon. friend the, leader of the %position has contrasted,
this contract With the prôvisions ofY the Act of 1874, and
show wherein they differ. 'First, lot us compare this
eontract with that -nade by tlieGovern ment in 1872, with
Sir Hugh Alla'. 1;ow,it is im oriant t hve the views of
the Government on that day. Iprèsume they endeavored
te protect and gua'rd the public Interests. This contract
shows precisely what the views of the Government were in
reference to this transaction. Thereis no concession made
in that côntraet súch as we have now, and the Government
have failed to give any reason f6r the change. The Allan
contract proidéd that crtahi portion à te stockshould
be held in eaoh of the Provinces of the Dominion. Why is
it that there is no provision of tie kinid in this pcntract?
It ,was then considered b the Gôvernment of the last
importance that this work should b constructed by
Canadians al0ne. It wa 9thèn consi'dered of the last
importan te ohxclude foreigners and that the work should
be a Canadian work. Whý the change in this respect?
We are told now that it is much botter to give this contract
to foreign apitalists, and so we have on the Syndicate
Englishmerr, Frenehmen, Germans, and Americans, but
only two or three Danadians. It has been stated here, and
has not been deúied, that it is perfectly competent for
George Stephen and his associates to go to New York and
sol this contract to Vanderbilt, or any other great railway
magnate. There is nothing to preveit foreigners holding
this entire road, and holding aIl the valuable franchise and
privileges which are conferred by this contract. I will venture
to make the prediction that the leading men in that Syndicate
now will not be six months hence in that corporation at all.
Now, it seems to be a serious matter that foreigners should
come in and control that whole contract, and eventually
control the powers of this Legislature-because, by the
terim of this contract, our powers are tied up, they are
snspended by this contract in .favor of the Syndicate. The
Allan contract provided that all the directors should Le

ritish subjects and that the number should be thirteen. This
contract simply provides that a majority of the directors
should b British subjects, and it does not limit the number
at all. Three directors would be quite aufficient to meet
the terms of this contract if they own $25,000 of stock
each. Now, this is a very important and serious change in-
the policy of the Government. Wby bas it been made ?
If there is money to be made in this contract our own
people onght to have it. If there is money to be made in
running this road, it is but right that Canada should get
the benefit of it. In 1872, wben the Government was
composed of ncarly the same gentlemen as now, they
thought then that this railway sbould be a British
institution. Now, thby seeu to think it is best te
hand , it over to foreigner , and they have failed
to give any explanation of this change of view. The Allan
contract gave $30,000,0»0 in cash, this contract gives
in cash and railways 860,00,000. The Allan contract ave
no choice in selection of lands,, this one gives a large
measure cf ohoice to the Syndicate. The Allan contract
gave no exerption fron taxation or from Custou sduties as
this does Il it ià right now that these ,exeinpsi shoid
bó iide" hy wüs itnot equally right in 1872? I say thet

Sir ALIIERT J. Srm.

this exemption from taxation applies not only to the main
lino but to all its branches that may'hereafter be constrtite d
under this contract. The Company have- liberty te con-
stract branches everywhere, anywhereoand at any tfrne, une
hindred or two hundred years hence, and the exça4ptions
will apply to the branches so far in the future. Ifthat is
not the intention, I would suggest to the First Ministerthat
ho should look into it and bave it made clcar, as I am satis-
flied the Syndicate considered that to be the construction of
the contract.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is a mistake, I can
assure the hon. gentleman.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. Then 'you have not put it Fo
in the contract. The Allan contract madie no exemption
from import duties; this contract does. The Allan contract
provided for the taxation of the land grant at once; this
contract provides for the exemption of the land grant for
twenty years, and as some portions of the land will not be
granted until the tenth year, these exemptions will last for
thirty years. The Allan contract gave no exclusive
privileges for the construction of railways in that
country. It left this Parliament free 't execise
their discretion in conferring on any. parties the
right to construct railways·in that country. This power is
taken away by this contract; thebands of the ILegislature
are tied up ; no one can obtai-- power to build railways
except in such directions as fo serve the interets of this
corporation. Under the' Allan contract the Government
had power to regulate tolls. This contract gives no s&uch
power until the Company have earned 10 per cent.-of the
capital invested in the road. It is said we are, going to
have a modification of this clause, as we certaiMy ghouild,
or else the Company will have : power to do as they
choose in respeet of tolls. I would like to ask my hon.
friendsfrom Manitoba, what they expect when the Pembina
Branch is handed over to those men, who own the railways
on the other side, and who will at once have power to
enforce such tolls asthey please; because the 10 per cent.
clause applies only to the whole road after it is constructed.
I listened last night with great attention to my bon. friend
fi om North Simcoe (Mr. McCartby), who, I must do him
the credit to say, did frankly and tirly endeavor to anewer
the arguments put forward by gentlemen on this side,
and ho is the only gentleman on tlat. side
who did attempt to do so. 1 was very much amused at the
hon. gentleman's great ingenuity. He told us that his #rst
conviction, on reading this contract, was that it was outra-
geous, that it could not be justified, and that he could only
feel justified in ratifying that contract by repudiating
entirely the value given to the land by the Government last
Session.

Mr. MoCARTFIY. That was not my statement. I
accepted the value given to the lands by the Governinent,
and the value placed upon them by the hon. gentleman and
his party-83.18 per acre-noü because I thought thaï was
their value, but merely for the sake of the argument, and I
said that-

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. ,My bon. friend last Session
sustained the policy of the Government in placing tbt
value upon 'the n.

Mr. McCARTEIY. No, no.
Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. Of course ho did, when this matter

was regarded as a Government work. Under the Allan con-
traçt the Government had power to appoint officers toseo that
the work was faithfully performed, which was a very
necessary provision; but under this contract they haye no
such power. Under the Allan contract, the Union Pacifie
Railway was simply to be an approximate standard a sot
of general guide for the construction of the railway ;jl4tL it
did not stop there. It provided for an improvement in tbe
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alignment and grades wherever that could be obtained,
without undue expenditure, A letter has been put in,'.which bas no legal effect whatever, and the standard is to
be that of the Union Pacifie Railway when first con-
structed. Wben the Allan contrct was made, no portion
of the Canadian Pacific Railway was built, and no portion
could be handed over to the Company; by this contract,
all parts of the railway constructed is to be handed over
immediately on the consummation of this contract, and we
know that they are profitable and are pioducing a large
revente even now. It has been said by hon. gentlemen
opposite from the hon. the First Minister down, that this is
the best offer ever made for the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. No offer was made under the
Acp of 1874, so that the only previous offer we ever had
was that of Sir Hugh Allan. The diseussion on the part of
bon. gentlemen opposite, bas proceeded on the fallacy that
this Company are to do all that Sir Hugh Allan's
Company were to do. Sir Hugh Allan's contract was to-
bauid 2,700 miles of railway, for which he was to get
$30,000,090 and 5U,000,000 acies of land; or, $115111 in cash
and 18,400 acres per mile. Under this contract, which hon.
gentlemen opposite say is more favorable than the Allan
contract, the Syndicate gets for building, not 2.700, but
1,900 miles, $25,000,000 cash and 25,000,000 acres.
Deducting $700,000 for the first 100 miles west of
Winnipeg, over which the Company bas to pay cost
price, leaves $24,300,000 which the Company will
get in cash from the Government, or $12,8Uu cash per
mile, in addition to the railways now being and to
be completed, and the cost of survey, which amounts to
832,000,000, or $16,842 per mile, making atotal of $29,642
per mile in cash. Then this Company are to.get 25,000,000
acres or 13,156 acres per mile; valuing the land at $1 an acre
total subsidy is equal to $42,798 per mile, while under the
Allan contract the total subsidy only amounted to $29,511
per mile, taking the lands at the same price, $1 per acre;
making a difference in favor of the latter of $13,000 per
mile. ,In addition to getting $813,000 per mile more than the
Allan Company, this Syndicate got the Pembina Branch,
which I have no doubt, in a year or two, will give
a net profit of $100,000 per annum. These calculations
cannot bo controverted. Under the circumstances, is it
not proper this work should be put up to public compe-
tition, so that every man should have a fair chance to
compete for this contract, it would save millions and millions
of dollars to the country. These gentlemen of the Syndicate,
could in another year, if they choose, sell the whole thing
at an enoimous profit. Therefore, I move in amendment:

, "That the said resolutions be not now read a second time, but that it
be resolved, that in the opinion of this House tenders should be invited
for the construction and operation of the railway, before Parliament is
asked to ratify any contract for the same."

Amondment (Sir Albert J. Smith)
lowing division

Messieurs
Anglin,
Bain,
béchard,
B ae,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Bnrpee (Sunbury>,
(Jaieron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
tJanraîn,
çbsgrton,
(çekpurn (Muskoka),
Dumont,

Flynn,
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Glen,
Gunn,
Guthrie,
Haddow,
Holton,
Huntington,
Killam,
King,
LaRue,
Laurier,
Macdonell (Lanark),
Macdonell (Inverness),
Mlsaac,

Malouin

negatived on the fol-

Mills,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Rogers,
Ross (Middlesex),
Rymal,
8r iYer,

Smith,
Thompson>,
Trow,1
Weldon,
Wheler,
Wiser,
Yeo.-53.

Arkell,

Barnard,
Beatyh
Beauchsne,
Benoit,,
Bergeron,
Bergia,

Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brooks,
Bunting,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connel,
Costigau,
Coughon,

Currier,
1awson,
DeÇosmoes,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Douli
Drew,
Dugas,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fortin,

Gmab a ai"' i
Mese>mu

Fulton, lplwer
Girouand(Ja aes Ouieao
Grandb9is ugea

Henson, Ogdn
Hilliard Quimet,

Burneau Plumb,
lysa Pup uorpq

j on R b ee
Kaulbach, Reua<(unn
Kilvert,
Kir r outhier,
Xranz; Roylit
Landry (Murque ),

Lante anr, ont
Little, Bhaw,
Macdonald (Kin M proule,
Mdacdoiiild (Sir John), Strange,
McDonald (CapeBreuTas4,
McDonald îPi tou), Tellier,
McCallum, Tilley.
McCarthy, Tu)per,
Mre(onville, val iu,
mcCuaig, Vallée,
McD>ougall Tnas
MeGreevy, 'Wade,

me 7 e, allace (N;orfolk),
McKay, Wallace (York,
McLennani, Whlte (bardwýU),
McQuade Wite (Renfrew)
Ma , W1ama 13.

Mr. BHCIIAIRD. Whon, the other day I had an opportunity
of stating some of the reasons whieh, in my judgmeut, made
it my duty to dissent from the policy embodied in the resolu-
tions before the House, I contended this whole subject should
be laid before the peop)le for their decision at the polls. The
ground on which 1 based my contention was that, in a
question of such great consequence for the weal or woe of
this country, the people should have an opportunity of
pronouncing on this new policy and scheme subnitted by
the Government. True, this Pacifie Railway question
has been before the people for years, and that it has been
the settled policy of the country to build a road connecting
the eastern with the western Provinces, and that thiw rond
should be continued to the Pacifie coast; but it is opnally
true that the policy now before es to attain that end is
completely new to the people. The only schone on which
the people had an opportunity of pronouncing is the scheme
of 1872, which we subsequently embadied ln that of 1874,
and which, up to this time, seems to have been regarded as
the settled policy of the country with regard to the
construction of the Pacific Railway. The Act of 1874
provided that the railroad should be constructed
without increasing the rate of taxation. This pro-
vision was reaffirmed in the Session of 1876, proposed
by the hon. mem ber for Eat Middlesex, and which received
the almost unanimous support of the House. N9o such pro-
vision can be found in the scheme now before us. .Bythe
scheme of 1874, it was provided that if the road or any
portion of it was constructed by a company, tendets ighot1d
be called for before the contracte were lot. This peineiple
bas not been observed in the present case, as the contraet
bas been given without any tenders being invited, althongh
capitalists are seeking the chance of investment. By the
same Act of 1874, the Governor in Council retained the
power to purchase the road if found an interest to the
country. Such a.provision is not teobe found in the present
bargain. By the Act of 1874, the Governor in Council obtained
the control and the right of regulating the tolls on the
railway, and the right was reserved to Parliament to4e,1t
charters for the construction of other roade. These rights
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are by this scheme given up and surrendered to a company,
which might exercise these powers so as to create an
injurious monopoly to the interests of the country. It is
clear that this scheme differs in many particulars from the
scheme of 1874, which has been considered as the settled
policy of the Company, with regard to the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railway. We do not
know what is the real sentiment of the people
at present with reference to this scheme. Ail we know is
that meetings have taken place in different parts of the
country, some in favor of it and others pronouncing against
it; also that petitions have been sent to the House, sonie in
favor of the contract and others. opposing it. After these
manifestations of public opinion in opposite directions, I
believe it is difficult for anyone of us to say what is the real
sentiment of the people with regard to the question, and
1 think that the only way of ascertaining it would be an
appeal to the judgments of the people. I will therefore
move the following amendment:--

" That the said resolutions be not now read a second time, but that it
be resolved, that prior to, and during the last general election, it was the
p3licy of all parties, that the arrangements for the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway should be such as the resources of the country
would permit, without increasing the former rates of taxation, and that
the work, if to be constructed by a company, should be let only after
tenders had been obtained therefor, and should be subjected to purchase
by the Government at ten per cent. over cost, after deducting the public
expenditure; and that the property and stock and land grant of the
Company should be subject te taxation and that the Governor in Council
should have the unrestricted right, from time te time, te regulate the tols
te be taken, and te prescribe the accommodation to be given, and that
Parliament should be free to charter such other railways, as the public
interest might require. That the Contract respecting the Canadian
Pacifie Rail ay, laid on the Table, involves violations in the above, and
other particulars of the settled policy, in reference to the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and should not be ratified till after the people had had the
opportunity of expressing their opinion through the medium of a general
election."

Amendment (r,. Béchard) negatived on the following
division

Messieurs
Anglin, Flynn,
Bain, Geoffron, Olivier,
Béchard, (i1lies, Paterson (Brant),
Blake, Gilimor, Pickard,
Borden, Glen, Rinfret,
Bourassa, (unn, Robertson (Sheiburae),
Brown, Gutbrie, Rogers,
Burpee (St. John), Haddow, Ross (Middlesex),
Burpee (8unbury), Holton, Rymal,
Cameron (Huron), Huntington, %river,
Cartwright, Kiliam, Smith,
Casey,.King, Sutherland,
Casgrain, LaRue, Thempsen,
Charlton, Laurier, Trow,
Cockbura (Muskoka), Macdoneil (Tanark), Weldon,
Dumont, MacDonnell(Inverness),Wheler,
Fiset, Meisaac, Wiser,
Fleming, Malouin, Yeo.-54.

Messieurs
Arkell, Fulten, ?éthot,
Baker, Giganit, Mongenais,
Barnard, Girouard (JRc. Cartier),Mousseau,
Beaty, Girouard (Kent), Mutart,
Beauchesne, Grandbois, Ogden,
Benoit, Hackett, <rton,
Bergeron, Hay, Ouimet,
Bergin, Hesson, Patterson (Essex),
Bill, iliard, Pinsonneani
Bolduc, Hooper, Platt,
Boultbee, Boude, Plumb,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Pope (Compton),
Bowell, Ives, Pope(neen s>,
Brooks, Jackson, Ricey,
Bunting, Joues, Robertson (Hamilton),
Burnham, Kaulbach, Rose (Dundas),
Cameron (Victoria), Kilvert, Rouleau,
Carling, Kirkpatrick, Routhier,
C-ron, Kranz, Royal,
Cimon, Landry, Ryan (Marquette),
Colby, Laue, Ryan (Montreal),
Connell, Langevin, Rykert,

MAr. BÉCHÂRD.

Costigan, Lantier, Scott,
Coughlin, Little, Siaw,
Coupal, Macdonald (King's), Sproule,
Coursol, Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
< urrier, McDonald (Cape Breton)Tassé,
C uthbert, Mc Donald (Pictou), Tellir,
Daly, McCallum, Tilley,
Daoust, ' McCarthy, Tupper,
Dawson, MeConville, Valin,
Desaulniers, McCuaig, Vallée,
Desjardins, McDougall, Vanasse,
Dom ville, McGreevy, Wade,
Doull, Mcinnes, Wallace (Norfolk),
Drew, McKay, Wallace (York),
Dugas, McLennan, White (Cardwell),
Elliott, McQuade, White (Renfrew),
Farrow, McRory, Williams,
Ferguson, Massue, Wright.-122.
Fortin, Merner,

Sir RICHIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Before the motion is
carried, I have a word or two to say in respect to another
amendment which I propose to submit for the favorable
consideration of the House. The Hoiuse has comne to the
decision that it will take no steps to ascertaii whether it
could obtain more favorable terms for the construction of
tie road than the contract now on the Table, that it will not
allow the people to express their opinion on the question ot
whother or not this contract should be accopted. It now ro-
mains to point out the extraordinary and exorbi tant character
of the terms which we are asked to give for the purpose of
obtaining the construction, not of the Pacifie R ilway, but
of certain portions of that road. Perhaps one of the m-ist
extraordinary features of this extraordinary barrain, is the
apparent absence of all valuable consideration for tho
enormous sum of mnoney which the people of Canada are
asked to give a-way, for the manv valuable tracts of land which
they are to part with, and for the extravagant privileges-in
themnselves worth an enormous sum of moriey-with which
under this contract the Syndicate are to be endowed. This was
not the-case in any of the former arrangemen ts prop >sed to be
effected. Whatever may have been said as to the wisdom of
the Allan contract I, for one, took objection to it, not
because I thought that the terms therein proposed were
in themselves exorbitant, but because I saw clearly, what
has since been demonstrated, that the terms then proposed
to be given would never have enabled the contractors to
construct more than a small portion of the railway they
were asked to undertake. Under the terms proposed by the
hon. member for Lambton, although it is true that they
were in some respects better than the Allan contract, we
had at any rate this enormous advantage: that the people of
Canada would have known what they were called upon to
expend ana ith whole work would h ive been taken off their
hands, and that any sum of money expended by Parliament
was to be reckoned against and deducted from the sum
which was to be given to the contractors who should
undertake that work under the terms of 1874. It is also to
be borne in mind that in both these arrangements very
careful provision was made agaips certain gross and
palpable dangers which it was clearly apparent would
be likely to be incurred if we were to ent ust any great
corporation with the task of constructing the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Moreover, they were free from those
monstrous and very objectionable privileges, to which so
repeatedly and so justly attention bas been called in the
debates on this subject for some weeks past. It is not my
present business to attempt to explain the mysterious
causes which have induced hon. gentlemen of long experi-
ence and officiai standing to bi ing down to the House a
contract which the youngest of their supporters must have
seon at a glance contained within it an enormous number
of provisions which could .not fail to excite bitter dissatis-
faction among the people-a dissatisfaction which will
grow and increase more and more, day by day, according
as the people of Canada begin to understand how violently
their rights have been taken away from them, and how
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IittWconideration they are to receive for all they are called
*pÔn föto 'pend. YWat I desire ln my amendment tnainly
to do,:s to eal attention to the exorbitant tharacter of the
teÈIngwhich are now offered. I want to consider this
question in its business and commercial aspect mainly, I
want to examine it with reference more expressly to what
w. might eall the cash aide of the question, te what
we oid do with the $60;00j,000 which we propose
to hand over as part consideration, and part only, to the
&yndicate, for the task of undertaking the construction of
the Oaedian Pacific Railway. According to the estimates
which have been laid upon the Table of the House, we have,
tp te date, spent within a small fraction of $20,000,000 in
hard cash in the various survey's and works of construction
on that road. According to the estimates submitted by Mr.
Sandford Fleming in addition to the $25,000,000 which we
are to give the Syndicate, we are to pay some $14,000,000
or $15,000,000 more for the purpose of completing those
portions of the railroad, which we are to finish within the
next ten years, and which are to be handed over to and
owned by the new Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. It'
may be, that in spite of looking at the character of these
works, the greatly reduced standard on which they
are to be constructed, the amount will be a great deal
larger than I have stated; but for the purposes of this
argument, I propose to use only Mr. Fleming's estimate as
su bmitted to us in the spring of the present year. Before
giving away this large amount of money, independently
of the land and the privileges to which I have alluded, I think
it is pertinent that we should consider briefly these three
points. First of all, what we could get for these
$60,000,000-that is the $20,000,000 we have spent,
and the $40,000,000 we propose to expend-were we
to retain the expenditure of that sum within ouir own
bande. Noxt, Sir, a word or two as to the reasons why we
are not to obtain the advantages which we could secure, by
keeping that expenditure in our own bands; and, lastly, I
want to consider what consideration we are to receive, if we
choose to give away the $60,000,000 to these gentlemen.
Now, sir, no matter how wide the difference of opinion
between the two sides of the House, there are some few facits
which I think are tolerably well agreed upon between us
I think, Sir, that every man who knows anything of the
condition of things in the North-West, every man who has
paid any intelligent attention to the progress and the
working of railroads, both in our own country and on the
other side of the, borders, must have corne to the conviction
that whatever may be said as to the other portions of the
road; there can be no reasonable doubt that the Pembina
Branch, the Thunder Bay Branch, and the 900 miles of
prairie section from Selkirk westward, are likely, in all
probability, within a very short time, probably almost
from the moment of their construction, to pay a very
considerable return, probably a fair interest on the money
they have cost us. I think, also, that all members of this
House, particularly those who have tdken occasion to
examine the wonderful progress of settlement on both sides
of the border, are agreed that the greater proportion at any
rate Of those lands within the fertile belt whieh
we are about te hand over to the Syndicate, will
become extremely valuable the moment that 900 miles.
is built. On that point there can be no dispute, and with
respect to those lands whien lie close to the railroad about
to -b constructed, I entertain no doubt a realy and
speedy sale within the next three or tour years may
boealculated upon, and at rates, to say the least, quite
es favorable as those assumed by the right hon. First
Minite last year, and which was assumed by the hon.
member for West Durham as representing the true value
of those lands. Then there is a third point on which we
aiso agreed, and that is, that this eastern section Of 650
miles js not ikely to pay an;y return, and proepaþ yjl potmi k.17Wl 0

allow us to count on roceiving, even working exponses,
dutig a considerable÷-number of yeurs.- It je trae that
there are other points on- whieh a wide diversity ofopinion
exista. Thete is a very wide varianoe between the two
aides of this louse, as to whether thore i any necessity at
this moment for constructing the easteru section ut all.
There is also a wide difference of opinion as to whother-
given tho neessity for constructing the eastern sction-
there in, or ean, in the nature of things, be the smallest
pretext or the smallent justification for providing now at
enormous cost for the working expenses of a rond which
is not to be completed, or go into actual operation for ton
years from date. There is another point on whieh I will
say but a few words, and that is the question of the
propriety of the Dominion owning this line itself. Now,
Sir,I do not at all mean to say that I arm ontirely in aecord
even with rmy hon. friends on this side-and I bolieve there
is the sanie difference ot opinion on the other side of tho
House-but, I say that, for some yoars back, the more I come
to consider what railroads mean in'à country like that, the
more strongly I have become impressed, speaking for myself
alone, with the advisability of the Gorerniont of Canada
retaining, ut any rate, the control and the ownership of
the main portion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway lino,
whether it does or does not. intend to run it. In support of
that opinion, I may refer, not merely to the experience of
many Euro, ean countries where the roceipts from railroad,
by no means ne essential to the pr'operity of the country,
form a large part of thoir revenue, but to the well known
fact that in our Australian colonies, where the condition of
society closely resembles our own, where all the reasons
exist against the profitable working of a Government
road that can by possibility exist in such a country as the
North-West, Governmont ronds are, at this moment, well
and profitably worked, and the returns from them form a
very appreciable portion of the revenue of the e Australian
colonies. Now, 1 want briefiy to summarize the case. I put
aside the question of monopolies, the question of exemptions,
the question even of the value of land for the moment.
I call attention to this plain and simple fact, that as regards
the 840,000,000 whieh we are about to give to the Syndicate,
either in the shape of work which we are bound to construet
and present to them, or in a cash subsidy of $25,000,000,
it is perfectly clear, even if yon take what lion. gentlemen
say is the infiated estimate of' Mr. Sandford Fleming,
or if you take the statement made by the Minister
of Railways himself, that, were we to take into our
own hands the expenditure of that $40,00t,0 .0, wa eould
construct, without the aid of any Syndicate, without
the aid of any company, and within a much shorter
period than ton year, so far, at any rate, as the profitable
portion of the work are concerned-which alone the
Syndicate is charged with in that particular section-we
could construet the entire line of railroad fironm Lake
Superior to the shores of the Pacifie at Port Moody. We
would then retain our land, which would becorne, the
instant the prairie section was constructed, an asset of very
great value. We would haive our railway in our own hands
to do what we please with, we would be free fron ail those
exemptionsand allthese land monopolies, which noman, even
if willing to swallow the whole scheme, bas yet been found
hardy enough to stand up in his place in the House and
defend as things good in themselve. Now, I neod not
point out to you that, taking the proposition laid down by
-the Minister of Railways himself; taking it for granted, as
I believe we may take it for granted, that with
very moderate energy the whole prairie section, at
any rate, might be constructed within four or five years
from the present date ; taking it for granted,
as we know would be the case, that the moment the first
400 or 500 miles of that section were constructed, the lands
of their 'vicinity would beonwe immediately saleable,
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would become, as I have said, an asset of great value;-
submit that the people of thia country,. by adopting that
plan, would be in an enormouely better. position to ,ener
into any contract or arrangement ,for the construction of 41p1
remaining section, and what is more to th.e .purpose, we
would obtain better surveys, and we would be in a position
to complote the whole in quite as short a time as we are
likely to do under the present arrangement. Sir, it has
been, I think, a gi eat s'uree of injury to us that we have
failed to apprehed in this. discussion, that the Government
in particular have failed to app ehend .the enormous
difference in the rates of progress between a country like the
North-West and a country like that with whicfr we have
been in the habit of dealing. No man who has paid the
smallest attention to the growth of stateQ, and the growtlh of
cities on the American side of the border, ithe momenft
they were supplied with fitting means of railroad
development, but must know . tht I aMr. speaking
the simple truth when I say that there e8 .very reasnable
ground to beliove that its trade, would be a prize eagerly
sought for by al! capitaliste who possess meanspnough tQo
establish railway comrmunication with it. ; 1ay .thatfthe
whole position has, beep revolutionizod since 1874, aai
especially from the very.moment that rai lroad communication
was effected by the St. Paul and.Mnitobs ERailway CoPpany,
with the Pi-ovince of M anitoba. .I sy that the GovernOeg
failed greatly in their duty, in that knowing t.is theyutterly
ignored those facts, and have -utterly put out of sight:uhe
still more irnportat façt that the enormous rdaction which
hus taken phce in the cost of oporating railroads, gives us.
the power oc extending colonizationa and of eending
the devolopmont of that cCuntry to an, extent wbiçhb
would hate been vttorly undreamed of a. few years ago,.
Why, Sir, when my lIon. friend from Lambton sat down to,
consider the detils of his BiIL it is a , wel-krown fact that,
the utmost limit to which wo thought it likely we eould
extend cultivation from, Winnipeg westward, at the ,rates,
which wore given to by railway authorities as the lowest.at
which roads could be fairly and protitably worked, was,
about 400 mil; so that, on thie same ferma we oug.t
to-day to,expect to ca:ry produce for a distance of 1,20<>
miles west of Winnipeg. Now, Sir, lot us asseme, in spite,
I think, of ail reasonable objections, that, it is thefixed
will of this Hlouse, even ,lif it bhe not the fixed
will of the poople of this country, to. Iuild the.
whole of this road as the Government propose. We know
porfectly well that the Britih Columbia setionia not to bp
tinished until,1890, We know perfectly well-$he cQntraqç>
states it clearly enough to be h4e intention of th con-
tractors and the Governmont-that the, 450 miles frogn
Jasper to Kamloops are not to be begsn, in all probability,
for tour or fivo years. We knoF ,tlat the prairie sectiQn
end the Thurnder Bay setion, which wijl pay from te,
moment of their constiructéop, can ba <omp1te4 by 1883
and will, in all probability, be opmnpleted by.1884; and Ica
conceive nothing more foolish, nothing more, unbpsiness-
liko, nothing which promises to give les to
the people in .. retprzi for the p moey they,
expend, than this project .of çonstucting this roa4 now
from end to end, when by simnply deferrig its .coetroction
for three or four years, you would so enoripqualyjucrease
the value of the asîets you have to give, and awhen it i.
plain you are able to. build it for the, identical um of
660,000,000, which you prppose. to hand over fo jthe
Syndicate in cash or ini works., Sir, what care we .fo get,
and what are we togiv,? - All hese ihn, gentlemen offer
to us, is the construction of the e0stern s< tion,-ot wilhip
a short space of time-not ýwithin two qr three or four years,
the timie i which all the. other and valiablp portioe:ofhp
road may b constrted. Not so ;, we rnpt tq get one
iota of benefit fromi tis eastern section for ten years. Thej
whole of the rest of theroad is t6o be bult at our own expense;

Sir lÙoum J. CARTwRIGRT.

for 1have not the slightest doubt, even on the evidenos
whii lhas been submitted.to-us, ,hat iL would be nl sy
task for the Governmnt ito conatruct the read from .eeirk
to ,Kamloops for the identical. S25,000,000 wjhicii 4hey
preppse -t hanudover to the Syndicate; an4 ifthrebe a'&Dy
oorrectness in theçalculations subrintted by the honý,iister
of Ralways, showing that ho expected ta mnake a vy large
reduction in the estimated oost of thei work which we Our
selves have undertaken to construet, there ,an be nP» doubt
that th- 25,000,000 would mach more than dischargp al
the ,cost sof constr4eting that section. So all wege i ths
eastern aeçtiou ton yearience. For that we are, to give 2,O00
miles of railroad,, mostly pa ying road, constrcted at ur
own expense; We are to,give 25,000,000 anres of. Iand, tbe
greater part of whieh, at any rate at the inatant the prairi.
seçtionwill beoonstructed three years hencç,, will be worth
at lpast $3.2à an ,acre; we are to give also, outrageous privi-
leges, outrageous exemptions outrageous monopolies, worth
incalculable sums of money, and which will grow in value
when the Company set vigorously to woirk tocorstraet their
road. Now, who really wants this eastern section:at auh a
'price'? (ertainly not the gentlemen who ait on this side 'of
L.fiepuse. Certainly not, judging by -their words the
gentlemen on the other side, for no man has risen to expres
sauc%> desire 'with any degree of enthusiasm. I doubt, if
we equld penotrate the secrets of that mysterions
chamberw.hetiiher we would not fnd that in their hearts
even a .»QLajority of the- members of. the Government
are 'opposed to the construction of this road at such
a price The Syndicate do not want it. The terms of
the pontract show that clearly. Is it to be eonstructed in
,orderLo enable us to keep faith? Well, Sir, I say this,-
wlatever may besaid as to the terms offthe original,.coptrat
the House should rememhber that if the Carnarvon terns did
nothing else, they freed us completely and absolutely from the
necessity of constructing this sanme eastern branch one hour
sqner thanwe saw fit. British Columbia did notdemand
the ponstruction of.that eastern section. British Columbia
said frankly enough, when the negotiations were -proceed-
ing, that what they required was the road constructed
through their own territory, and they did not care wohether
the eatern section on the northern side of Lake Superir was
built e sot. Is it for commercial purposes that this section
is,advocated ? Why, it has been shown here in the clearest
possibLe manner, that the construction of a road to Sault
Ste. Marie would, give us ait the commercial advantages
which we .sann exer hope to reap fro fthe construction
of thp road on, the .north shore of Lake &Sperior,
and would give us» in addition an enorrpons portion
of the trade of the American North-West which we
shal hsve ne chance of ohtaining in any other way. Naw,
Sir, during nine months of the year-or ten months, ifthe
11eU. Minister.eof Railway is to be bolieved-thS North
Shore lino wjl .have a, ipost formidable competitorthrough
our own territory, becagse, fhe mome4 the Sault. Branea
is,:onstr4utedad.I do not believe theQovernment, with
all their -majority, will refuse to allow the construction of
tha‡road-duriig ithe entire time navigatonisopenalmost
the whelwof the eavy, freight will take te easy water
route fÉor- TIiunder Bay, eiLher .to Sauit Ste. Marie or sorie
other hlke port pn ILake Huron, and the lino north of Lake
Superjor will have very little to do. I doubt very meh
whether it wifl 1>e. Sound profitable to raun even
oent.ra.lper day, if,-that lino is ever opened, ten years
hence. . la. if to securo ]British connection, tat this
ruad is to be eonstructed? Welt Sir, it was weil pointed
out .that uring these ten years, if you choose togmat thes.
outrageops privilegos te tiscorporation, if may wll ceas
te 4e:a meatter f ipracticalmoment tothe people qf Canada
byvwhomor þw connection is-establshed with thg Nortf.
West..Sir, ; say that:et all the imaginable foi ples
that have been advanced, that plea certainly appear to me
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to be the worst and least founded on reason. There is not
one of these privileges propoed to be granted te this
8îhdicate .whieh wiRl not excite in the minds of the' peole
of thYe Ndi-th-West' more disdatifaction, and -more
diseénfnxttth:Cànadian riean'd"Cana'dian law, à-thousand
tiÈnési,%an wà eonid neutralize by all the advantages whieh
could tbo gained by eonsti-actimnthis lino north of Lake
Superior, were it constructed to-morrow instead of ton yoars
hence. Wé are asked to expend $40,000;030 within the next
teni ymars, or an average of $1,000 a year in bonuses to the
SyndiCte, or fef works of construction ws have ourselves
undertaken. That will entail from $180,000 ' to 8200,®0 a
year intere9t on our annual expenditure, and at the end of
ton years we wilt find ourselves saddled with nearly
$2,000,000 a year in the shape of interest, to be paid on
account of the sum now p-oposed to be given. For that
we will 'have absolutely nothing, though ve willI have
partied with our r-ad, and our money, and our landq. A plea
bas bén made that it is necessary to grant those sums,
because, large sums of intorest 'will become due
during construction I invite hon. gentlemen who talk
about interest to look at the enormous gift which is given
in the first instance to these gentlemen. They get the
Pembina Branch which now pay's 870,000, and which very
soon will pay 8150,000 or $200>00 a year. They are to
get 100 miles of rond extending wostward froni Selkirk
without the expenditure of a penny of their, and
they get 1,250,000 acres of land which they may, if
they choose, put in the market and dispose of at once at
a very large sum. No man will contend they will be called
on to incur any expenditure on account of interest for the
construction of the 900 miles west of Selkirk. The only
amount on which they will possibly bo called to pay interest
will be the sum expended in the construction of that part of
the lino which they may choose to build north of Lake
Supio6r; and for that section they get some $15,000 per
mile advanced as each twenty miles are completed. They
will be made a pres-ent of the Pembina Branch and the 100
miles westward, and the proceeds, whatever they may be,
of 1,250,000 acres of land which they will become possesesd
of the instant that road is constructed. It is clear, therefore,
there is not the elightest ground for alleging these people
will be ont of pocket for more than a most insignificant
amount during the whole process of construction of these
two sections. If this matter was an unutterable folly
before, a folly unaccountable on any known
principles, it ceased-as soon as they obtained, from
men equal in standing, ability, and commercial position to
the gdntlemen of the present Syndicate, an offer which
would enable as to construct this road for many millions of
money and acres of land less than the offernow before us-to
be a follyand became a positive crime, for which they wilt
soon be called to account by the people whose representa-
tives they are, and to whom tbçy dare not on such a
question as this appeal. Sir, I move in amendment:

"That theresolutions be not now read a second time, but that it be
resolved that th entract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway
invoves a total expenditnre by the country -in connection with that work
of about S6o,00>0,000, exclusive of interest, and the cession of 25,000Y,000 of
acres of choice lands, worth, at the estimate of the Government last year,

at 0 akig a total consideration ef about $140,0n,009
while thg railroad itself is etimated by Government te cost flot more
than 84.mo,0so, and that the consideration proposed to be given is
excessive, and that the contract s, iin the highest respect, objectionable."

Amendment (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) negatived on the
following division :-

Aa~lim,
Bats,
Béehard,
Blaki.,
E-

Messieurs
'lyna,

Geofdisn,
n'ies,

Gilhnor,
Glon,
45mB,

Olivier,
Pat.esm(rant),
Pickard,
Riafr(t, r
Roberm(Slhibue),

Brown,
Burpee (et Joh),
Burpee (*umbury),
Oameroa (Hares),
Cartwrigbt,
Oase
ouagrmtn,

Ooekbura (Muskoka),
Dumoent,
Piset,
Fleming,

Allison,
Arkall
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beaucheane,
Benoit,
Pergeren,
Bergia,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Boweli,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Qunster,
Bunting,
Bîrnhani,
Oameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
connell,
costigan,

Cough'in,Coupal,
Coursol,
Ourrier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daolust,
Desaulniers,
Desjartne,
Domville,
Doull,
Drew,
Dtigas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,

Guthrie, Ross (Middleser),
Holton$ Rymal,
HuntiAgtou, .Berier,
illam, Smith,

KngSutherland,
haIe Th'omnpson,
Laurier, Trow,
Iaodonell (Lanark>, Weldon,

MacDonnell (lnveraess)Wheler,
meisae, Wiser,
Malbuin, Yeo.-53.
mills,

Nars:
Messieurs

Fits 8lmmoas, Masue,
Fortin, Msrner,
Fulton, Méthlt,
Gigault, Mongenais,
Girouard (Jac. Oartier),Moussean,
Girouard (Kent), -Multart,
Grandbois, Ogden,
Hackett, Orton,
Besson Onimet,
Hilliarf, PAttermon (Essex),
Hooper, Pinsonneault,
Honde, P lati,
Hurteau, PlunMb,
IV*&, <Pope f(Compton),
Jackson, Pope (Queen's),
Jones, Richey,
Kaulbach, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kilvert, Rochester,
Kirkpatrick, Rosa (Dundas),
Kran,, Ruuleau,
Landry, Rou hier,
Lane, Royal,
Langevin, Ryamn (Marquette),
Laitier, Rya (Montreal),
Little, Scott,
Longley', Shaw,
Maedonald (King's), 8proulp,
Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
MeDosald((ape Breton)Tasse,
McDonald (Pitoun), Tpllier,
MCOalIum, Tilley,
Mccarthy, Tupper,
McConviîlle, Vahan,
McOaig. Vallée,
McDougall, vanasse,
McGreevy, Wade,
Mclnnes, Wallace (Norfolk),
McKay, Wallace (York),
McLennan, White (Cardwell),
McLeod, White (Renfrew),
McQuade, Will ame,
McRury, Wright.-127.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Cha'r.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. BURPP.Ed (Sunbury). The House bas before it an
offer to build the whole lino for a grant of $25,OOJ,000 and
25,000,000 acres of land *ith exemptions and concessionm
which are not contained in the second offer, but which are
quite as objectionable as the amount of extra money
and land gr-nted by the first contract. If we are
restricted to màking a choice between those two offers, I
much Éreficrithe socónd, but in my opinion neither of then
shònld-fbe scepted. I hold that publie tenders should havo
been fivited for 'buihting the road; and if this course had
ben followed and the change of policy on the part of the
Government made known, much riore favorable o<fers than
the second one now' before the louse would have been
mnbmitted. The policy in 1P72 and 1874, as detailed in the
Acte of those years, 'was to build the lino by a private com.

pany, by moens of land and mnoney grants. The
policy of the Government mu 1879 was to build
the road ont of the proceeds of 100,000,000 acres
of land set apart for that purpose, and Imperial
aid wâs tobe invoked. -I agrée with that policy
with ome exceptions, which also apply to the polhcy of
1880. It appeared from the speeches of members of the
Government, th in the House and elsewbre, that their
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policy as regards the route was to be somewhat changed.
According to the resolutions oft 879, it was to be a through
route in British territory. The policy of 1880, judging by
the speeches of hon. gentlemen opposite, was to take up the
Sault route and appropriate a sum for the building of that
rond, leaving the liie along the north shore of Lake
Superior untouched for a Lime. This was understood to be
the policy of the Government; and I so understood it, and
it was so. understood by the country. The people could not
have expected, that a change of palicy would have
been made so suddenly, and it is quite out of
reason to expect tilat offers could be made on a change
of policy of which the public knew.nothing. I objected then
to building the British Columbia section of the road until it
was required for commercial purposes, and until it could be'
built for less cost, and until money should accumulate from
the sale of those lands which miglht go towards defraying
the expense of construction. I object now to the resolutions
before the House, because they will involve an increae of
the debt and the retention of the heavy rate of taxation
already imposed, if it will not cause it to be increased. I
object to them, also, bccausc the contract binds, not only
this Parliament to build the railway, but future Parlia-
ments to go on and construct the oad mupon the terms
which tbis Parliament has determined. I think we should.
postpone building the British Columbia end-and my
resolution is to that effect-bccause it is not now required.
It is not now neoded, I contend, for commercial purposes.
According to the latest available returus, tho population of
British Columbia is 11,000. I know it is contended by,
some ion. members that the population is from 20,000 to
25,000; nevertheless, it is very small, not exceeding that of
an ordinary county in other parts of the Dominion. We
have, thon, British Columbia, with a smail population at
one end of the proposed railway ; we have 600 miles of
very sterile country from Port Moody to Jasper Valley,
through-which it will be very difficult to build a railway.
From Jasper Valley to Manitoba we have 800 or 900 miles
of good land, but unettled, making a stretch of 1,300 or
1,400 miles of unsettled country between British Columbia
and Manitoba. 1 submit that until British Columbia has
more population, and the country between Manitoba and
Jasper Valley has a reasonable amount of settlers, that
the iailway will not be required for commercial purposes,
and it will be madness to build a road at the present time.
1, moreover, object to the Dominion proceeding with the
work, because it will add largely to our debt and increase the

trite of taxation. Our debt in 1871, at the time British
Columbia was admitted into the Dominion, was $77,700,000.
The debt at presont is, by the Publie Accounts-of 1880,
8199,000,00) gross in round numler:. and $157,00t1,000 net.
So it has more than doubled during that time. Then our
debt was 822 per head; now it is nearly 840 per head, or
almost double. Our population bas increased, certainly,
during the last decade, but it cannot amount to more than
17 or 18 per cent., while that debt has increased over 100
per cent. I submit that we should pause before committing
the country to the construction of that portion of the road
in British Columbia which will be unproductive if built and
will add so largely to oui debt. If we build the British
Columbia end, according to the estimate of the hon. the
Minister of Railways, hast year, made from Mir. Sandford
Fleming's reports, it will cost $ 0,000,003 for a very inferior
colonization rond. If we build it, according to the present
contract, it will amount to 819,500,000 at least. The
estimate. for the Onderdouk section is $10,000,000, and for
the rond -bemtween Yale and Port Moody $3,500,000; and the
contract on the Table gives $6,000000 besides, for, that
portion of the road between Kamloops and Jasper VaUey,
maukig in all $19,500>000, besides 7,500,000 acres ofnthe
best land in ie fertile belt, and other advantages more
valuable than the money to the people of the North-West.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury).

I have another objection, namely, that we can bild Ule
road cheaper, when the prairie section, is settled p to the
Rocky Moutitains. Ail experience goes to show this fact.
Since 1871 the means and appliances for the building of
railroads have increased so' as to cheapen the construction
very largely, probably 2e per cent.. If this road w're
carried to the Rocky Mountains, the facilities for .getting
materials into that country would diminish the cost of con-
struction. For these reasons, I think that we should pause
before we go any further in the construction of the ]British
Columbia end of the road. I admit that bAth parties are boùnd
to build the road sooner or later, under certain restrictions,
one of them being that it should not add to the rate of
taxation. The Government of 1878 agreed to build it in
ten years, and that of 1874 in twenty years. Although I
admit that we are bound, sooner or later, to build this
road, I deny that we are bound to build it unconditionally.
The organs of the Government say we are bound to build it
at once, that being tihe one particular point they insist on.
They are glad of an excuse to sanction a contract that they
know is detrimental to the interest of the country. On the
Ministerial side several hon. gentlemen, and notably the
Minister of Finance, and the member for Jacques Cartier
(Mr. Girouard) have asserted in emphatic termsthatwe were
bound to Jaild it -that our refusal would be repudiation, a
breach of faith, and would bring di-grace on the- Dominion,
notwithstanding the increased debt and taxation it wil
entail. The member for Jacques Cartier said the resolu-
tion of the House limiting the construction of the road so as
not to add to our rate of taxation, which taxation clause is
embodied in the Acts of this Legislature, had no force.
Though lie may be a good constitutional and Statute lawyer,
which I do not profess to be, I think he is mistaken. In
the first resolution with regard to the admission of British
Columbia, the condtion was that it should not add to the
rate of taxation, and in the Acts of 1872-4 and the resolu-
tions of 1876, that condition is reaffirmed. I will refer, as
an oxample of those resolutions and provisions, to two
clauses in the Act of 1874, as follows:-

"And whereas the House of Commons of Canada resulved in the
Session of theyear 1871, that the said railway shouli be constructed and
worked by private enterprise and not by the Dominion Government, and
that the publie aid to be given to secure its accomplishment should con-
sist of such liberal grants of land and such nbsidy in money or other
aid, not increasmng the then existing rate of taxation, as the Parliament
of Canada should therenfter determine, and whereas the'Statute thirty-
fifth Victoria, ehapter seventy-one, was enacted in order te carry out
the said agreement end resolution; but the enactments therein cou-
zained have not been effectual for that purpose."

"And whereas the Legialature of this present Session, in order to
provide means for meeting the obligations of the Dominion, the rate ..f
taxation has been raised much beyond that existing at the date of the
aid resolution ; and whereas it is proper te make provision for the con-

struction of the said work as rapidly as the same can be accomplished
without further raising the rate of taxation"'

That is from the Act of 1874, and it is detaijled in the other
Act in about the same language. And though there are
legal gentlemen on the other side competent to give an
opinion onthe subject, one of their number-I refer to the
bon. member for Hatton (Mr. Macdougall) -bas given an
opinion which we may fairly set against the views of other
hon. gentlemen on that side. He was a member of the
Government whon thei negotiations with British Columbia
began; h. was Minister of Public Works and had åpeoial
charge of those negotiations. He is a legal gentleman, and
has bad a good deal of parliamentary oxperience. In. a
speech which he delivered in the flouse last year he used

se words:
"I will ask the indulgence of the flouse while I go back te an earlier

chapter in the history ofrthis question than that which the hon. gentleman
detailed te us. I do so for the purpose of showing that there are reason
why members of this oliuse ougit net to concur an the doctrine set up,
in some quarters, as tothe obligations of Canadt tewards British Columbia,
respecting thePciO .Railway. I deny that there is any eridenesteo
support the stateunat that we are under a trety obligation with ffatish
Columbia te expedr ons and millions, w we can affrê it or
net; te build tis railway."
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Whif 8izi4an opinionrom ageanteman not only well qua.

lied to give 1n opinionabait who was and is now in full
aympa&hy with bon. gentlemen opposite. I think I am
jetitied in saying, therefore, that it was not the intention of
thepartiea who ,made the original contract that it should
h.eregarded g one of the nature-which hon. gentlemen
%lpose say should be regarded in the nature-of a treaty.
W. find that it was fnot the Dominion that sought to
indno. Britibb-Colu.mbia to enter the Union, but iL was the
people Qf Britis>h Columbia who made the first advance.
They comnaenced the agitation in 1867-abont the time
that the negotiations were going on for the Union of the
older Provinees-by moans of holding publie meetings and
paasmg resolutions. I shal here read a portion of the
Order in Council which was passed in answer to the applica-
tieo from a portion of British Columbia to enter the Union:

f4 'ihat it appears from these resolutions and the memorial of the com-
mitbee appointed at the public meeting, which accompanies them, that
the Legislative Council of British Columbia, on the 18th March, 1867,
unaiimouàly adopted a resolution requesting Ris Excellency Governor
Se7 mour 'to take measures withont delav to secure the admission of
Batish Columbia into the Canadian Confiederacy on fair and equitable
terms.'"

Then we find that a meeting was held in Cariboo, which
the following is an accotnt:-

"The people of Cariboo. the next most populous and influential portion
of, the colony, helcd in December a highly enthusiastic meeting. and
unanimously passed ,resolutions in favor of immediately joiuing the
Doinion of Canada."

WA e i fn- dpi thn t.ll thfP rt e."t- fve in

year so much botter than I can 4o i4 .mygolf, thati wi l1.4sko
the libertyof readinga portion of his remarks on the suolect:

S On- preenting tos terme et Otta.*a and aficsdang them with thé
Canadin Govenmeat4 an alterttion of iiie clauaê wsm propoeed b athe
British Columbia delegates, with repect to the railiwayas l w U-

"' The Government of the.Dominion undertake to secure the commence-
ment simultaneously within two years from the date of the Union, of the
construction of a railway from the Pacific towarde th&ekool RMountains,
and from such poiacts may be selected east of the RoyMountains,
towards the Pacifie. to connect the seaboard ofBi itisl1ïÇol'mbia with the
railway system of Canada; and fui-ther, to eeure the ompletion of such
railway within ten years fron the date of tUnion.'

"That condition or term in the Act of Union was a voluntary proposal
of the Government of Canada. The Government of Sritish Oolushia
proposed that we should undertake the co4struction of a railway at the rate
of el O 0,000 a year, which, if the estimate of the Chief Engifreer
that it would costS 100,0000 he orect, would require 100 years
instead of ten to complete the Pacific Railway. My contention is, that,
Bo far as this Parliament is concerned. we are not bound by the terme of
Union respecting the railway in the absolute sensé or to the extent which
some hon. gentlemen even on this side of the House contead. It was a
voluntary proposal of our own ; a nudwm paetum as lawyers would say,
because we received no consideration for it. It is true the B1ritis1t
Columbia delegates did not object to it. They were very glad to find that
the people of Canada weresoanxious to esta'blish rapid transit acroesthe
continent. But that, like any other decision of Parliament, was subject
to modification. The condition that the resources of the country would
enable the Government to 'secure the completion' of the work in ten
years was always anderstood. Nay, more, It was expressly stipulated.
We promised British Columbia, and we promised everybody, that we
would build the railway if we could. But Parliament did not 4epnVe
itself of its legal, natural, constitutional right to modity or repeaany
law in the Statute-book, or any schemes or undertekings which mlght be
found impracticable, BritishC olumbia, being part of the Dominion, can
have no right to complain, unless it eau show that we.have the teans, or
that they are within our reach,and that it is to the interest of the country

ve were n11ormeu aL.1 ai eMes sexe n,,nube, ýýpote Cnlc oaio -''h hsi. ppra to proceed with the construction of the ralwray in their 'province. As
number, su.pported Confederation. 'he hostile paper was members of this House, and representtives of i, portion of the people of
in favor of annexation to the United States. the Dominion hon, gentlemen from British Colµrmbia have the right to

. present their case in the best way they can. But to say that the trans-
The Legislative Council, the only Legislative body in the colony, ls actions of 1871 are in the nature of a treaty that this Dominion consists

made up of a majority consisting of Ileads of Departmentz, Gold Commis- of separate parts which havé treaty obligations one with another, and
sioners, Magistrates and others subject to Government influence, and that we are bound at l hszards, and under all ciroumstancos, whether
cannot be relied upon to urge Confederation, as it ought to he at the we have the means or not, to carry out anything that a previous Parlia-
present juncture, and, therefore, they appealed to Canada to help them." ment may have proposed in reférence to public works in any Province-

Hre arc the terms wbich the people of British Columbia that proposition, Mr. Speaker, cannot be mnaintained."*

asked for at the time: This is the opinion of the hon. member for Ialton. I
"1. Canada to become liable for the public debt of the Colony, stated that delegatesfrom British Columbia came hore, and

estimated at $1 ,500,OO. that the Government arranged the terms of Union with
2. Canada to provide for Federal officers and services.at the gates. m ut whrle reotions ombUdin th
3. To grant. a fixed subsidy and per capita subsidy sufficient to those d.leggtes. But whilo rcsolutions embodying thoo

ensure the support of the Local Government, in addition to the powers arrangements were bing passed îhrough this Hlouse,
of taxation'reserved to Provincial Governments in the British North providing for the building of the rond in ton years, hon.
Amnenca Act. Knire nbt ie fii os oaeaamd"4. Representation in the Senate and Commons of Canada. gentlemen on both sides of he House became alarmed.

"5. The construction of a trans-continental waggon road from Lake They thought the Government wore undertaking a task
Superior to the head of navigation on the Lower Fraser, within two beyond the resources of the people of this country, and
years after the time of admission. This is regarded as an essential lthere was difflculty about passing the measurtu, Tho
condition.0 ioiyôth oennn a ei iyorsv ttadct6. Popular. representative institutions, insuring responsible control m jority Ôf thé Governmet hd been sixty or seventy, and
over the Government." during the pagsing of those resolutions it dwindled dow to
Now, Sir, these are the only conditions that were made at that ten Or fifteen, so that they passed a résolution to the e ect
time. British Columbia did not ask for the railway at al. that the bilding of this rond should not increase the rate
Subsequently, however, negotiations took place from time of taxation. The bargain being on the condition I have
to time between British Columbia and the Governments of stated, I do think the country is not bound to go on with
Canada and Great Britain, the result of which was that the work i British Columbia, irrospective of thé burdens
delegates were sent fr'om British Columbia to Ottawa to to be imposed on the people. The lion. Minister of
negotiate terms of admission into the Union. I will read Rails ays, when proposing the construction of the Yale-
from the terms what those delegates were authorized to offer: KaMrloops section last year, said that lie had power to delay

the work for a year or more, and that although by the
"8. Inasmuch as no real Union can subsist between this Colony and Carnai-von ferrms the aovernment ogreed to spend

Canada without the speedy establishment of communication across theP
Rocky Mountains by coach road and railway, the Dominion shall within $2,000,00 a year in British Columbia, yet they did not
three years from the date of Union, construct and open for tralc such intend to spend $1,0 0,000, and, eo far as hé was
coach road from some point on the line of the Main Trunk Road of this concerned, ho ignored those terms. In fact, by a return
Colony Io Fort Garry, ef a similar charactér te thé saiti Main Trun k hoinrdtoétrs. nfutbyaetr
Roa, ant oshah furtier engage tiuse ai means in her power to complete brought down to the Houe this Session, we find tbat the
snch railwa communication at the earliest practicable date, and that the expenditure in British Columbia this year has not exeeedod
snrveys toetermine the proper line of such railway shAl be at once 8400000. But the Carnarvon terms have been referred to,
commenced, and tint a suni et not lèse than t$,OUO,OO shall hé expendeti
in every year umfroi ofd aterthree yeas 1freo thédaté of Union,d land gentlemen opposite appear to put a good deal of em-
actually constructing the initial sections of such railway from the sea- phasis on what a# e called the Carnarvon terms, substan-
board of British Colaumbia to connect with thé railway system of Canada. tiating their position by thé assertion that the Dominion is
All tha t British Columbia delegates asked was an expendi- bound by those terms to the immediate constructin, of the
ture of $1,000,000) per annum, not on their own end of lhe whole road. The fact is, te Carnarvon terms were nt in
road, but on the whole lino. The hon. member for Halton the natuée of an award, but only a recommendatiorn of Lord
(Nir. Macdougll) explained this matter in his speech that Carnarvon for the purpose of satisfying Britisih,' l a,
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The recommendation was that Canada should build the Van- from Perth (Mr. Trow) gave a statement a few evenings
couver Island railroad, and expend $2,000,000 per annum on ago 'of the expenses incurred in establishing a Government
the mainland. The member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), in Manitoba and governing the North-West. le stated that
on the part of the Government of the day was, no doubt, very the sum of $814,000,000 had been spent in Manitoba and the
anxious to do all in his power to satisfy British Columbia North-West Territory since we acquired that Sountry, »ut-
and -carry ont the arrangement made with that eolony. He side of the railway expenditure, and that we received from
may or may not have gone too far in that direction. For Customs dues, Excise, and sales of lands les than41,700,000.
my own part I think he did go too far. But he consented, In this calculation there are items which would not justly be
subject to the resolutions and Acts of Parliament prohibiting chargeable to the establishment of a new Province, but the
an increase of the rate of taxation for that purpose. le following items will show how large an expenditure has
could not if he would bind the country contrary to the Acte been made for the purpose of establishing the Province of
of Parliament. But what does Mr. Mackenzie himself say Manitoba and governing that territory: We have paid
about it ? I think he is more capable ôf interpreting his for Mounted Police, in all, $1,935,000; for Emigration,
own intentions and acts than gentlemen opposite. In a $1,542,000; Public Works, Buildings, &c., 81,378,000;
speech lie made in this House last Session, he said: Dominion Land Surveys, 81,186,000; Indian Treaties,

"When we assumed the responsibility of accepting the proposals of $1,534,040; Military Expedition to Manitoba, 8756,000;
Lord Carnarvon we did so as a matter of course, subject to the reservation Subsidy to Manitoba, $698,000; Relief of Settlers, $83,000;
made in the Order in Council and to the enactments already in existence, making in all about $9,000,000 in round numbers. We
and the parliamentary resolutions prohibiting increased taxation." have received in Cu4oms, $1,381,000; Excise, 414,000;
Parliament did not sanction the recommendation of Lord Sa'es of Land, $139,000; total, A ,667,000. This shows the
Carnarvon. In fact in one important particular it refused to enormous cost likely to be incurred by the Dominion in the
do se by rejecting the Bill for the construction of the establishment of new Provinces in the North-West. (Of the
Vancouver Island Railway. 1 submit that if Canada is not lands in the North-West this contract which we are now
bound to build the whole road unconditionally and at once, asked to ratify gives to this Syndicate 25,000,000 acres of
without reference to the rate of taxation imposed, and if the best lands in the fertile belt. 'The Hudson Bay Com-
that portion ofthe road situated in British Columbia be not pany has reserved for themselves 50,000 acres around forts,
requxred for commercial purposes at present and will not &c. The same company have five per cent. of the balance
be for many years to come; if that portion of the road can of the whole North-West also reserved. There are large
be much more cheaply built after the eastern portion of the reserves for Indians, and also tor schools ; the whole
Pacifie Railway has 1been built to the Rocky Mountains, and of which will absorb the major portion of the best lands of
the prairie country has a reasonable amount of population, that country. I do think he would be a very reckless Man
and if it is a fact that this section of the road will be unpro- indeed that would calculate to pay off our large liabilities
ductive and burthensome if built now, as is admitted, by fron the remaining portion of our lands in that territory.
gentlemen opposite, what madness, what infatuation to per- A dditional railways will have to -be constructed for
sist in doing so when by doing so the present exorbitant the purpose of developing that region of country. Prov-
rate of taxation must not only b kept up but increased, I inces will have to be established as population increase4,
have already stated that the gross debt of the Dominion is and Local Governments will have to be su' sidized for
8199,000,000, the net debt 8$157,000,000 ; if the present con- thoir maintainance ; and I contend thit the expendi-
tract is carried out it will add at least $40,000,000 more to ture necessary for those purposes will require ail the
our obligations. I venture to predict that in ton years moneys accruing from Customs, Excise and soles of
when the contract terminates, if indeed it does at that date, land. Faith nuat be kept with British Columbia, is the
if the Government do not ignore all public works in other argument most relied upon by the supporters of the
parts of the Dominion, that our debt will reach the enormous Government. But have the other Provinces no claims on
amountoffromS230,000,000 to $240,000,000. Theinterest on this Dominion ? Is thee not a stipulation in the resolutiori
that sum wili amount to about 812,000,000 annually. A debt and Acts referred to that the road should not be built
of such magnitude will bear heavily on the resources of the peo- faster than the resources of the country will admit, without
ple of this country. It must necessarily be detrimental to our increasing the rate of taxation. Has faith been kept with
best interests and retard our future progress. It will make the older Provinces in that respect? fHas not our rate of
Canada a dear country to live in, increase the price of manu- taxation been enormously increased ? Have they ne right
factures ard the cost of products to all classes of consumers. to complain ? I think they have. While millionq upon
And this in the face of the fact that our debt per head to-day millions are expended, nay, squandered, in British Columbia
is just about as high as the rate per head is in the United and the North-West, on unproductive works, the people
States. While they are rapidly settling their debt we are of the Maritime Provinces are refused the :mallest coi-
rapidly increasing ours. Our relative positions in this re- cessions in aid of much needed improvenients, and when
spect is fast changing; and the United States is a country they ask for necessary expenditures they are toid that thore
with which we will have to compote in manufactures as are no funds. I contend that we should postpone the build-
well as in the competition for emigrants and settlers. ing of the British Columbia section until the commercial
But it ls contended that the sale of lands in the North-West necessities of the country demand it, and our financial
Territory will be sufficient to recoup the Dominion for the position will warrant the expenditure. I will the e'ore
outlay on this road. I do not think there are any good move the following amendment:-
grouinds for such an assumption, and I think it muet be a IIThat the resolution be not now read a second time, but that it be
very sanguine or reckless person who would rely upon such resolved, that at present the construction ofthe Cadadian PacificRailway
a source to relieve us of our liabilitieq. Our experience in is premature an. would invoive the country in an expeuse beyond its
the eIder Provinces provesthe falacyet'thisco . reasonable capacity, and would lead to the maintenance of too high a

th contention.rate of taxation, whîle the postponement of that part of the undertaking
Several of the older Provinces who have their Crown lands tilt after the prairie section is riished, would enale it to be constructed
under their own control, from which they derive more or at a much less cost and within a reasonable time."

less revenue-these Provinces also have their Dominion sub- Amendu;ent (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) negatived on the ffo-
sidy, and other sources of revenue, yet they find very great lowing division:
difficulty in keeping their expenditure within their income. Yas:
Our ex erience Manitoba and the North-West Territo Messieurs
up to is tbne, willgive us some idea of the expenee to Aelin
expected in that terrItory, for which purtpose e member Bilake, 'Qmnmor, Pieka,

1fr. BUIÈPEE (&uibury).
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Mr. Speaker, I have a motion to make in
amendment to the main motion, tending to substitute the
Sault Ste. Marie Branch for the section to the north of Lake
Superior, I am astonished to see the objections that have
been made against the Sault Ste. Marie line, and repeated by
a great part, I may say, by the whole Conservative press in
the Province to wiicb I myself belong. Nevertheless, 1
still believe thnt, in the interest of the Dominion, the line
of railway to the south of Lake Superior is infinitely pre-
ferable to the eastern section of the proposed Pacifli Rail-
way, In this matter every one should take into considera-
tion not only:the local interests of his own Province, but
the general interest of the Dominion. Every one, however,
is allowed to take note of the particular facts of such a

tyad the particular results that it might have. It is
that standpoint, especially, that the Sault Ste. Marie

Branch Ias been discussed by the Conservative press of the
Province of Quebec. I do not in the least oppose the posi-
tion taken by the pres. on this point, with regard to the
choice either of the route to the north of Lake Superior, or
of the route to the south of Lake Superior. I oppose only
the conclusions that are arrived at, and the premises from
which they are drawn. A paper, published in the lity that
I have the honor of representmg, has gone so far as to say
that it could not conceive how a French-Cangdian could|
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possibly vote againet th,ronto to the north. I oonfass, for
my part, that I do net conoSive, nor do I understand, such
language. This is not merely a question of race. Ber
Majesty's subjects in the Province et Quebe have -,not in
this matter-interests that can be separated from these of
their fellow-ountrymen of other nahionalities. All the 'in
habitants, in general, -of the Province of Quebe have net,
in this matter, interesté distinct or separute o2m those Of
their fellow-countrymen of other Provinces. This question
is not a looal -one. Lt is a general question, affecting alike
all the Provinces of the Dominion, but from which a part
of the Dominion-and I believe that thispart is the Province
of Quebec-may draw greater profit than another. What
[ reproach the Conservative press with is te have misunder.
stood the question. This,as I have already said, is not a
local question, but a national one; and when the paper to
which I have alluded expressed its views on this question,
what it meant and what it said was simply this:

I That it was of the greatest importance for the Province of Quebee,
whicb had sacritlced considerable la order to build a road aeroes its
own territory to coSneet the Ontario railways and to draw the western
trade into the heart of the Province."

And what this paper maintained was that by abandoning
the route to the north of Lake Superior, ail com-
munication with the North-West would- be broken,
and the trade of that country would be obliged to
go, as it is now, by way of Chicago and St. -Paul,
instead of cominig directly by the railways of the Province
of Quebec to the porte of Montreal and Quebec. If the first
p art of this proposition were true, the consequences would

equaliy true, but the first part of this proposition is
groundless. It is not true that by abandoning, as we
propose to do for the time being, the construction of the
section te the north of Lake Superior, we break off ail com-
munication with tbe Nortb.West, thus closing our doors te the
trade of those regions. This proposal would be true were
we to propose an abandonment, pure and simple,
of the line to the north of Lake Superior. What
we propose is not the abandonmont of the line to the
north of Lako Superior ; it is net to close our doors to the
western trade. What we propose ii rnerely te substitute
one line for another; te substitute the route to the south of
Lake Superior for the lino to tho north, and tnat only tom-
porarily. Thus it is not breaking off cmmunication with
the North-West; it is not closing the doors te the trade of
the North-Wost ; it )s merely substituting one line for
another. Now, the advantages to be derived, not only for
the whole Dominion but for the Province of Quebee in par.
ticular, from the liue of railway to the south of Lake
Superior are such that it seems te me that any man who
would look at the matter with an impartial eye could net
do otherwise than admit that the lino I propose is infinitely
superior to the one I propose te abandon for the present.
You, in proposing the lino te the north of Lake Superior, in
proposing to make connections with the North-West
Tert itories. you have simply in view the drawing on te the
territory of the Province of Outario and tho Province of
Quebee the trade that will one day exist and that is to resuit
from the settiement of tbe North-West Territories. By
adopting the line to the north of Lake Superior, you limit
the traffic te our tcrritory alune; whereas by adopting the
line te the south of Lake Superior yon not only draw te our
lines the trade of our own North.West, but at the same time
you draw the trade of the whole American North-West.
rhat is the.immense advantage that would be derived froma
the building of the line t the south of Lake Superior,
instead of the lino te the north of Lake Superior. But that
is not the only advantage. Thore is, moreover, the financial
advantage; there is, besides, the saving in the construction
of the lin,; there is, moreover, the question of the opening
up of the trade of the North-West. Under ail these aspect.,
tbe line tbat I suggest to the Government, tjc line to the
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south of Lake Superior, is infinitely superior to the north of
Lake Superior. Let us take for a moment merely the ques-
tion of economy. By the contract you are obliged to build,
actording to the estimate of the contract itself, 650 miles
with a subsidy of $15,384 61 per mile, being a total of
$10,000,000, with an additional land subsidy of 9,615.35
acres per mile, being a totál of 6,250,000 acres. Now, we
have on the Table of this ilouse a proposal that was made
some time ago to the-Government, and that was laid before
us a few days ago, by a powerfal company, at the head of
which is a man well known in this country, and whom I
need not name. This Company proposes to build the Sault
Ste. Marie Branch for an amount that really cannot be com-
pared with the subsidy that we will have to pay for the
construction of the line to the north of Lake Superior. The
Sault Ste.·Marie Branch is 290 miles long, and the Com-
pany to which I have just alluded offers to build this line
for a subsidy of $4,000 per mile, and an additional land
grant of 4,500 acres per mile, being a total subsidy of
$1,600,000 in money, and a total land grant of 1,160,000
acres. By making that saving we have immediate com-
munication with the North-West; I therefore show that
the advantage, from a financial point of view, will be con-
siderable, and, in the present state of our finances, no one
will say that it is a trifling advantage. But if, in spite of the
advantage given us from a more financial point of view,
you persist in constructing the line to the north of Lake
Superior, you lose the traffic of this line during seven years.
According to the terms of the contract the Syndicate is
obliged tu finish this road in the space of ten years, that is
to say, in 1890; whilst by the proposal for the building of
the Sault Ste. Marie Brancb, the company that made the
offer to the Government proposes to construct the road and
to open it to traffle in three years hence. Now, that is not
a matter of small importance for the Province of Quebec
and for the Dominion at large; it is important for us to
open up as soon as possible the trade of the North-West.
The fact is that the whole discussion bas so far turned on
the importance there is for the Dominion to unite the terri-
tories of the North-West with the eastern Provinces, yet,
according to the terms of the contract that you are about
to ratify, this communication will be complote before ton
years. It is only in ton years that the products of the
North-West will be able to be carried by the Quebec line;
whereas, if you adopted the Sault Ste. Marie lino you would
have the North-West trade in three years. As I have
already said, this is not a matterof small importance for us.
If in the Province of Quebec so much importance is at-
tached to the question, it is on account of the financial
position of the country ; and at the present time, the
country bas undertaken considerable obligations, greater in-
deed than its resources warranted, for the construction of a
railway. The fact is that the Province cannot derive any
benefit from the policy she bas inaugurated, except by
bringing to ber lino, besides the trade of the North-West,
the trade of the western States. Every one knows that
our Provincial railway, although it gives considerable
revenue, does not now pay the interest on the sain that it
has cost. There is a considerable deficiency in our finances.
I cannot refrain from expressing the fear that the Province
of Quebec has exhausted the last of its resourced and that
even should she wish to go into the European markets, she
would not be able to increase the debt she bas contracted.
For several years past, we are rolling up deficit on deficit
in the Province of Quebec, and every one knows that the
interest of the debt is paid with borrowed capital. We can
continue to exist in this manner for two or three years
more perhaps, but after that, what will we do? When we
have exhausted the loan that we just negotiated, when we
are confronted with considerable deficits, like those we have
overy year, what will be the position of the Province ? The
only thing that cau save the Province from the position in
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which she will then be placed, is an increase in the traffie
coming by our own linos. The revenues of the Province
are limited, and the only revenues that are liab'e to increase
are those that may be derived from the railway by an in-
crease in the traffie, and in the present state of things the
increase can only be imperceptible. But if you open up
immediately to trade the vast territories of the North'Wost,
when we shall have the trade of the north of Michigan, of
Wisconsin, of Dakota, and of the other territories which
would send us their products by the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
and by the Provincial railway to the ports of Quebec and,
Montreal-then, I say, we might hope the revenues ofthis
railway would bo so increased that the position of the Pro-
vince might be looked at with some hope; otherwise the
position seems to me o be desperate. -Under these circum-
stances, you have in hand two echemes, both equally inthe
interest of the DominioD, but one of them is of immense
importance to the Province to whidh we beiong. Yuii
have to choose between the line to the north of Lake
Superior and the line to the south of Lake Superior. If
you adopt the line to the north of Lake Superior, what will
be the consequence? The immediate consequence will be
that during ten years the trame of the North-West will still
follow the route it follows now-that is to say, that this
trade will bave to pass by St. Paul and Chicago, escaping
thus from our railway, and at the end of ten years you will
only have our own trade; whereas if yon adopted the Sault
Ste. Marie Branch, the line to the south of Lake Superior,
not only would you have in throe years time the trade of
our own North-West over our own line, but you would.
moreover bring at the same time to our own linos and to
our own ports all the trade of the American North-Wesb.
Is it possible to hesitate under these circumstances, in view
of an advantage so considerable and so evident in favor of
the Sault Ste. Marie? And those who pretend that we'are'
not patriotic because we are not in favor o the building of
the lino to the north of Lake Superior, have they the right
to thus reproach us ? On the contrary, is it not for us to
reproach them with a want of patriotism? Their idea in cast-
ing tbis reproach at us was simply this: by not constructing.
the line to the north of Lake Superior we would be forcing the
trade ofbthe North-West to seek, for many long years to come,
the channels it is now in the habit of following. Whereas,
the true idea is this: by adopting the line I propose we
force the trade t3 come to our ports. I could understand
the force of the objection that is raised, if the Opposition
had proposed the absolute abandonment of the line to the
north of Lake Superior, and I could conceive that we
would have exposed ourselves to blame. But we' nierely
propose, for the present, the substitution of our line for
another, a line the advantages of which must be evident to
all those who take the trouble to seriously look into the
matter. I am satisfied thàt if this question had not become,
as it has, a Ministerial question, everybody would' be obliged
to admit that the construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
is much more advantageous for the country, and that
this line would be adopted immediately ; this line
would be for the best interests, not -only of the
Dominion of Canada, but likewise of the Province of
Quebec in particular, for though no Province, in this matter,
bas distinct and separate interests from those of the other
parts of the Dominion, the Province of Quebec occupies a
peculiar position. Now, there is another question to be
considered. If yon adopt the line to the north of Lake
Superior,you limit your trade to your own territory. I heaid
some one saying yesterday that we need a national lino.
Trade knows no such thirg as nationality; it does notlknow
favorite lines, it bas no favorites. Trade only knows its
own interests; and if we want to serve our country we
must make use of this maxim. There ought to be.no senti-
mentality over a question like this,·it ought to be looked at
only from a business point of view, and the rigorous and
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feItc dndsion s that, at present, by adopting ihe line well know , and I need met insist upon that point,
-the n là Mieuperior and.by fuIngto adopt'the that by i.he Sault silt - Rrie d r"ute thé" teditoe

Sault Ste. Marie Branch you refuse to creaite an interna- are three hundred miles nearer to lIontreal th
tiomaltrade, yoJ refuse to bring into our oin teâritôry the toNew York and Boston. As I ,was ainjg moment4go,
pnaduetsof the Westto the soth ofth line. B so oing oommeroahamno.fvorite route; it w ali mage s.ek the
yôu bisatrict your trade to what your own country can give shortest and leat x:pernive line. ,The prodnets of Xinne.

ÀD And wabtz have we at the present momeut in the sota, Wisonsin, Mieian and ail that parof the. United
toitories of4tbe North-West? We bave only hopes; we States will, thÈrefore, c-a nodessity.4eek the ports ofbMontreal
have no, reaulity. We. may trust, and I do trust as îmuch as and Quebso. It is known that the western part Of the
any on , that these hopes wil obe realiAed; I have no doubt United States is the granary of the wedd, but I truat that
bat At some day active, numerous, and industrious popala- it wili not alway> be so; I trust that in a few years the
A4 one will be sottled in the fertile plains of the North-Wes, granary of the worid will be in our own territory. We have
bat we have not yet got so far; we only have a few emi- the ambition of rivalling with our neighbora, snd I thiak
grant. who settle there from year to year; populatton is that we can do so auecesfully; for .uthe «oncehowever,
only jut begiuing to ow in there. In view of these facts, the true policy would be to bring the produut of thse
I utbstonished to see that there are men in this House States to the rts of Montreal and Queboe Lotlit b
who are hostile ohough to the intereets of their own country remarked that h distance isa 30u mile» sborter than to any
to avoid building the line I propose. If we were patriotie, other:part of the AmeriScan continent, and that the distance
if we Lad at heart the interests of our own country, is it not between Montreat and Liverpoomli s2Su miles shorter than
evident that we would endeavor to give to our roaa, which the distance from New York to* Liverpool;i so that, by
bas ceast the country so many sacrifices, and which is yet te adopting the Sault Ste. Marie Brioch you bring the. North-
cost as many. more, al the trafle that can be given to it; West Territories, not odly ear owa territories bat alsothose
is it not. evident that the policy we ought to foliow iÎ not I have just mentioned, 550 miles nearer Europe. This is
merely to limit the profits of this road to the advantages not a smali advantage, and it in wilfully putting the good of
that our own territory can offer, but that the woll under- the country aside not to adopt the aimendment I now
stood poliey ofthis country and of this Government should propose. I do not, therefore, understand, Sir, how hon.
be to give to the road we are building not only the traie of members from the Province of Quebec, having at heart the
our own country, but also the traffic of the territories situated intereste of our Province wbich are not distinct from but
on the Pacifie Coast. It is quite self-evident, and I do not common with those of the Dominion-I do not understand, I
see how any one can object. The statement I am say, bow they can find any objection to the Bauit Ste.
now making, Siri is not exaggerated; as soon as we shall Marie Branch. I do not underatand the persistence with
ba9ve built the SSault Ste. Marie Branch we will bring into which they insist upon the building of the lin, to the north
our own territory, not only the product4 of our own. North- of Lake Superior. On the contrary, ail should dosire lie
West but we bring at the sane time the products of Wis- construetion of the Sauit Ste. Marie Branch, which is the
eoosin. of Michigan, of Minnesota, of Dakota, and of ail the shortest, the most useful, the most economical route by
turritories ender the same latitude as San Francisco as far which to bring the products of the West to Liverpool. I arn
as the Pacific Ocean. You have only to glance at a map to awnre, Sir, of the obections that bave been raised in Ontario
bc convinced of what I say, and I am saying nothing that aguinst the SautL Ste. Marie route; national prejudices were
is not already known. The fact is that the route by Sanit appealed to; a part of the press took hold of the question
8te Marie is 8o advantageous that not one of those who have and endeavored to show that the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
spokenon the question has failed to admit the worth of the would be all to the advantage of the Province of Quebocand
route and to state that it would be built Inter on. If ever ail to the detriment of the Province of Ontario. And I
an illogical proposition was uttered it is that one. No one remnarked that the Minister of Railways (Sir Charles
from the kovince of Quebec who has spoken on this ques- Tupper) himself, in a speech he made at Toronto some
tion but bas said that some day or another this road should time ago, took that sido ofthe question. Re exprqesed
be built, but the hon. gentlemen opposite want to build it himself as follows:-
later. Can anything be more illogical1? You want now to
construet the lino to the north of Lake Superior which is to "H (1r. Blake) will fun that It is our duty as politlcianu sad as

Canadians1 to coifine our efforts to the ret national woA now befbre
pass through -an uninhabited country, whilt you relustous; .and Sir, in a year, what will tak. p e ? nla littie o"Cm than ay.ar,
build a branch that will take you into an inhabited country conauanietion wiIl be open to Thunder Bay. Mr. Blake says the com-
having n large population and still greater produçts to be ietion of this ine is ten years off, whi:e you can have the Sault Ste.

gpSaund reison should -tel you that you ouahtrt Bratich in three, but will ouen affer'very mucb? What is your
arried. òndrsnsodtlyoposition during tbee ten' years? You stand her. in thepoition of thaving

build thtSani Ste. Marie Branch finit, because you penetrate your trade and industries nearer to the great North-West than any other
into an inhabited country that bas products to export, portion of ths country and easy means ofaccess by the Thunder Bay

bfne topour the trafic and business of Toronto, Hamlton, &c. laito the
whilmt by puttmng Off the building Of thirine you leave to heart of the great Nbrth-Wett, and to btiaing a hold on that aseIc
one side inhabited countries in order to penetrate into a which, once secured bythe enterprising =en connected with the industries
desert. The fact i, that if we understood politics: as they in Ontario, wili not be essi y taken out of their graap."
should be we would Arst go and got the productsoi a popu-
lation that has produtcts to export, and we would wait tll lanc, - ir, !a thélanguare of ofr frienda opposite; thia
tbe,were settiements elsewh»m, before giving tlhem the. anguage gives ,ai" exactÏ ides of the situation;- naticéal
treere ettemea n tscommun e ls e b ivi e the prejudi, ahave been appoaled to. But I beg leave to simply
required means of communication. A Bnws s compare this language with the words pronounced by the
construction of the Sault Ste. MarieBranch'would immedi-lae.fteOpsto tameigi otel hsi
ately bring to the ports of Montreal and Quebee by the Pro- leader of the Oppoaitido- n at a meeting in Montres).,Ths
vincial line and the Canada Central ail -the products of the wb•t ho said:

States I have just mentioned, of all the States to the west of INow. I want as much trade for Canada as I au get, as much inter-
Michigan and extending to the Paéifie. Ti statement is communication by means of railways. I want t.> see this coumence by
net an cxaggeration, and tiie rason is very simple; because the maturai, shorteat and cheapeet route, so that there may be speedy
the Sanit Ste. Marie Branc utea that part sf toenAmoieas communication with the cast, and ne barrier between the consumer and

h ercan the Provinces. We know in my Province that the bulk of thisatrade eimust
territory in communication with. the Atlantic sea-porte by a comie by this city and Quebee; we shall try and do our share, but, we
route 8t0# miles shorter than any other. The Atlantic sea- ,avie ealouma &bout it, an yet Sir Oharles Tuppar attempt r to emuthe swou l r jadvan fi t tiiecot-eot woulýad confardu <them Lpt for that part of the American territory are et present1 Lral saira advasnU that tecontrmat would confer-d# team to
New York, Boston, Moatreal and Quebec. Now, it is b bus. If I thoughtL Liberals of Ontario took so narrow-maded a
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TIeW of tid subjoi because they wo44l, other sai, *d;F#t4gesi ,
should be.,very uror teLbria~yery i u iPIiedtodissgciatë7for:the Liberalean4 r ggdgodsgpe
myself frdm theIP.'

That, fr, ina:patriotic-flanguage,.language eertai'ly wor6y
ef a statesma.: This language doesnoit seek torraise, sec-^
tion'l interests; this language realizes thatabove al things,
we should seek the-inteiýesta of the Doinion. ,Ev 1ery one
is allowed to seek the'partielar interests that any Legiida-
ture can give hin; bat; in the present instance, the libeals
of Ontario recognize thdt the ïault;Stel Marie Branch MWill
be more profitable ta the Pitovince of Québec,or :to the
ports óf Montreai and Quebec, thansto- their o'Wn Provice i
yet they are not jealous ower 'it ; they are willing to give tis-
the benefit; -ail they ask isieompete with us ibr ttheir-
share, of the trade. 1i do not, understand the persistence
with which hon. gentlemen .opposite wish to go on imm6di-
ately withth econstructioniot.the line to the noî1th <f:Lake
6upeiior, instead of adopting theSault. Ste. Marie'BranCh.
If they realIy want the construotion etthe line to the àoth
of Lake ßeuperior, :thilnkit 'was 9'hen'duty ofM my friends
opposite, and of their leader, to igistiupon the constraction
of the ault'Ste. MarieBranoh. They say, "It can b done
later!" But aie we sure that it wii be done later ? Are
we sure to,have, later, th e privileges we now have for the'
building oft 'he Sau1t Ste.Marie Branch? When the Con-
pany has the great monopoly, that it will necessarily have,'
will it readity consent to the construction of the Sault Ste.;
Marie Brangh; which will be a rivai line ? Wili the Com-'
panly not mpose conditions so neis that the eonstratioxi
of this 'branth will become an inipossibilityýl If ever -there
was an opportunity of buiIding-this branch, the advantages
whereof dre so evident, it is the opportunity that is now
dffered and, in my opinion« we Avohid be recreant tè our
duty were we not to buildthis brinch immediately. Now,
what are tbh objections brought against the Sanit Ste.
Marie Braneh? The advantages f this road are evident;
yet I have heard some'objections. Thei@meniber for Portneut
(Mr. Valée)þspeaking, the -other day,'on this question, gave
as a Peason against the construction of this line, that there
were no lines bult to the south of Lake Superior to coen-
municate swith the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. This reason,
Sir, is tidt' deserving of a: srious antswer becausa
it ise groundless. Indced' , - ithe present eime,,
there are ines eonstructëd'por under 'construction, al'
along the south shore of &ke pedior,'ess a few miles.
The Northern Pacific has been continued to Duínth; ad'
the line Lo the East is under constr.uction for a distepce of
over a hnlred nüle , Ier are othier iiea unde cen-'
struction, and if I am correctly informed-and I think tbat
I an, for the information I have was given to the House,
and hbas not been coutadicted-thêre only remAiz,â-ai 4is-
tance of sof e thirty umiles, whith ja nqthing at ail. More-
over, it is ertain that when we shailhave brought our line
down to SauIt Ste. Marie, the American coimpanies will
come and connect with our roail. MoreoVer, thp company
thatoffers te construct the Sault Ste.Marie Branch is.com-
posed of business men, who know- that if they broùght a
ine down to Sault Ste. Marie, it would he an urgent neçes-

saiy for them to coniwct in .i-der to reach the Anmerican'
products. -Morover, JSir, i is ufcient upon this peint te
quote Mr. Flening'a rqpgrt for last year. This is what he
says upon .this question;

ci The facilities for bridging the River Ste. Marie wilil doubt1êss soon.
lead.to the establishment of railway connections extending through the
northerh pat ofMichign and through Wieconsin to Minnesota. A ready
te railways of the United States, south of Lake Superior, extend te
Escanada, a point ot 'more than 150 miles from Sault Ste. Marie. It

pears a'so, from late information, that a line is unde, céntract and
9 rocess of construction easterly to the Strait of Mackinaw. This line

wil reach within forty miles of Sault Ste. Marie. A railway on this
ahort distance , ith the Sault Branch, would connect the rail-
W&y systems of the North-Western States with eastern Canada. All
the country north and west oft' reen Bay and St. Paul weuld have a'
choice of outlets. The Uanadian outiet would be more direct than any

Mr. LAURIEa.

rout sia S icago Aude t ore of; LaeMichgqa; n-
staattZ> çoud the traçaicm at al seasons tflh. gas#, fru rF >»zt

'That is de. opinion of an eninent m.niiat cannt be con-
tradicted, nd whioh shows aH the advantges of th* lin I
enggeSt, and 'whieh aIsoe shows to what «tent the objections
Me tar 7aiaed againstthe Sault Ste Mari Branch.aráfounded.
The most serions :objeetion lé stlat it would be uselesato
build this line under present circumstanees, because there
are no communiestions on American'twrritory. Mr. Flem-
iag's report shows the contrary as do subsequent- lee
that we have in ourpossession, and it is a demonstrate±het
that sinoe this report -was written other lines -have bebn
buit,, and we have now only te throw a bridge over therimer
Ste, Mariinl order to unite the brandh lin. withiithe American
"ade .Antker objection that has been made is thaitthis
i-oad wouldpass through Américan territory. Can this'ob-
jection beconsidered serious when we look at the history sof

ailroads in 'his eountry. - This couwtry is unew eonnty,
and when the rirst;railways were beginning to :he built we
were necessariy obliged to imake uee of our noigbbbr's lines.
Not more than four or five yearsage when we bsilt the
Winnipeg branchi'everybody was agreed that it was -an
excellentaaffair, aid yet this roadput Cahadian territory in
communication with American linos of railway. Sn it was
in forner times with regard Vo the Grand Trunk. The first
railway-built in the Province of Quebec was to connect the
Bt. Lawrence with Lake Champlain. The second railway
built was to connect the St. Lawrence with the Atlantic
'ecean. : Upon this latter question were not ail agreed that
it was the policy to be adoptedY Would it have been patri-
otic to say: "We wil not make use of the American fines,
we will'have nothing to co with the Americans, we 'will:not
carry their products, we only want to -carry 'our own pro-
ducts, and we do not want to have any international trade."
It is, moreover, said that this road should be built entirely
on, Canadian territory, because we may some day or another
be at war with the United States. Well, if this railway is to
be a military route it is an Imperial railway that ire
are to build.'ý The pol'cy the Government adopted two
years ago; when they wanted to make of this road an
Imperial one, was 'the right policy and they should have
adhéred to it. If the Government intended to impose upon
the people of Canada the burden .they are now mposing,
merelyto bald a inilitary route, then Iprotest againt such
a 1policy. I am as much-attaohed to my eountry asany

ere, but i belie e that. with regard to the questiow of
defence, -Engl1ad owes us a good deal, and if we are -going
te buildi a military route it would be worth whiie obtain
hielp from lngland. Besides, if we are going to tadopt this
now pohiey, if wie are going to legislate in view of a possible
war, 'we must draw the Inst consequence. In order to have
a military route, we muSt in the first-place have an army to
transport. If you are consistent, yon wiIl flIrst of al croate
an army, and thon you may tbinkof having militaryrontes.
But, in My opinion, it is a bad policy to say that we are
going to eonstruct now a mititary road in order to transport
an arniy'4hat we havenot, that we shall prhaps ever have,
and especially that nobody wants. However soim May
look at this question, there is not one good reon to be
urged against the policy I am -propoing. Thepolicy I
propose is the one heretofore followed. It is to go gradually
and progressivdy a fast se the resomroesof the country will
allow. At present we propose to do what was done
formerly, that is tosay, té make use of ounr neighbor's lines,
continuing the work we only Wieh'to postpone when we pro-
poseto sabstitute the Sault Ste. Marie route for thedine to
the Bortiof Lake Superior. I wish iit to bewell understood
that we do-emot give thi as a permanent and definitiveMo.ley. We wanti the line to the north of Lake Supeior,

we want it when the timecomes, and *he the need of
it makes itself felt. At preent theneed of itisnot felt
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at ali; the lin. to the north of Lake Superior would
through an uninhabited and perhaps an uninhabitable
country, which, at all events, will not be inhabited for a
long hime to come. It is possible that in the future, when
the population of the North-West becomes very dense,
people will be obliged to seek an opening elsewhere, and
it is possible that we may see a part of this population
going towards the shores of Latke Superior. Perhaps this
willipot happen fcd a long time, it may;happen in a short
tiue. 4t al events, in the present state of things, every
man wiaing to give thie matter bis serious attention must
coMe toothe conlusion that it is important to postpone, for
the thne being; the construction of the lino to the north of
Lake Saperior, and to b. content with the Sault Ste. Marie
Branch. I will therefore move the following amondment:

That'the said resolutions be not no* read a second time, but that il be
resolbd, That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway pro-
video fortqe construction of between 600 aed fOO mileS of railway to th.
north of Lake Superior between Lake Nipissing and the jnpction with the
road from Thunder Bay, through a difficult and uninhabited country, and
at a vaut expense, that a inere fraction of the cost of thie road would, if
applied as a basis of credit, secure the construction of theoe 63 miles con-
mon to the through line and to the Sault Ste. Marie Railway, and also of
the remainderof the line to Sault Ste. Marie within 3 years ; that the line
by Smu Ste..Marie would ive Ontario, Quebec and the East, railway
connection; with the North-West of nearly thesaine length, and of better
quaety than the proposed North Shore line; that it would aise give to
canaa a great trade Irom an enormous area of the Western States, ex-
tending from the boundary to a point south of St. Paul, and even now
inhabited by about 1,200,000 souls; that it would secure a way traffic;
that it would thus give within 3 years, and at a fraction of the cost of the
other line, geater bnefit than can be secured by that line in 10 yearB,
which is the peried stipulated for its constructiont; that it would bring
both the Western 8tes and the Canadian North-West into connection by
rail, witli the ocean ateamers at Montreal and Quebec on a route shorter
by àbout 300 miles, than the existing route to New York; that this ad-
vantage, together with the further gain of about 250 miles in the ocean
voyage to Liverpool, would give this route a commanding position, and
secure great benefit to the couetry at large;; that the construction of the
line to the ault or Goulais Bay would also give a flrst-class rail an&
water route sia Sault'Ste. Marie and Thunder ay, within or own limits,
by.tIa shertest possible line for the transport of emigrantsgoods and
produce ; that th construction of the line from Sturgeoc Iver to or
beyQd Thider Bay to the north of Lake Superior, is under the circumr-
standes premature, and should notbe now undertaken.

Mr. OUIMET. I do not rise, Mr.'Speaker, with the in-
tention of prolonging this debate, nor of diseqsing whether
it be opportune to fasten the building of the section to the
north of Lake Superior. I understand that hon. members
who bave spoken before me upon this question have giN en
all the reasons that could be given why this line should be
immediately built, from a commercial as well as a national
point of view; nor do I wish te discus whether it be oppor-
tune to aid the construction of a line to Sault Ste. Marie te
connect with the different railways leading into the Ameri-
can North-West. I believe that the building of this con-
necting line or this branch road is not contrary, or at least
I trust it je not contrary, to the pohicy of the Government.
I think that it is for our interest to contribute towards the
buildingof that road sa soon as, and as much as the com-
mercial wants requrie it; and if the Northern Pacific Rai-
way brings or offers to bring its lin down to Sault Ste.
Marie, I think that the Governnent, in the interest of the
Province of Quebec, as well as in the interest of the whole
Dominion of Canada, will not be backward lu materially
assisting in the construction of this connecting link of
which the bon. member for Quebec Bat (Mr. Laurier) has
spoken. But if I have risen it is merely to draw the atten-
tion of theI louse, and especially the attention Of
bon.. members from the Province of Queboe,
to a fact, or rather to an estimate made by the hon. member
for nQebecEst in order to make bis proposition acceptable
to 0u representatives of our Province._ One thing that will
probably console us for having to remain bore d,uring
sevrat sittingu yet, to vote upon the diferent amendments
of'the tion-,and it would seem there are twenty-
the tin, I ay, wil console ns tb afsiu.

ing bere to vote upon these amendments and lose our timep
is that, in order to establish each one of the points contained
in the different amendments, the hon. members entrusted
with theese diverse motions are obliged to destroy, at least
in a great measure, the arguments of those entraisted with
the other motions. The hon. momber for Centre Huron
(Sir Richard Cartwright), I believe, laid before thie House
a long resolution in order to alarm us and prevent us from
voting the -immense sums that the Governnient propos
gi'ing away to the Syndicate. le hbs shown un, by pling
up millions upon millions, what this sumr was going to
amount to; and in order to hoap up these millions,, ho

,stimated the lande at ý$3.18 an acre, and so doing, h.
arrived at the enormous suM of -79,000,000 that we are
going to give to the Syndicate in lands alone. Well, it was
ail very fine from the standpoint adop>ted by the hon.
member for Contre Huron; but the hon. member for Quebeo
East bas another theory to propound. Ho wanted to show
us how little it would cost to build the Sault Ste. Marie
Branch, and in order to do so he gave us these figures; he
told us that there are 290 miles of road to be built la ordor
to connect the American roads with the Canada Central.
1 Now," said ho, "a Company offers to build this connecting
link for a subsidy of 4,000 i money and of 8,000 acres of
land per mile." And ho added: "$4,0A a mile gives us
$1,600,000 and 8,000 acres of land per mile-"he gave us the
amount in money-he gave us an arnount of $2,320,000.

Mr. L,"AUÉIER. It was evidently a eiip.

Mr. OUIMET. l bave risen for almost nothing at ail,
Mr. Speaker, because it soms that whou those gentlemen
get into a tight place it is a slip. I distinctly remarked, and
I even made a note of it> that the hon. member said that il
would cost only 82,300,000 to build this connecting link.
Re stated that $4,000 per mile in money gave 81,600,000,
and thon ho said that 8,000 ac res per mile gave $2,320,000,
which formed a total of $3,920,o00; 8,00a acres per mile
gives exactly 2,320,000 acres, and in order to arrive at the
total of which I took note, $3,920,000, the hon. member
muet have valued the land at 81 per acre.

Mr. LAURIER. Witl the hon. mombor allow me to ask
him whether I made the addition ?

Mr. OUIMET. The bon. momber gave the two amounts
I have just mentioned, and ho made the addition himseolf.
At ail ovents, Mr. Speaker, it is a slip. Well, these slips,
we will make use of when the time comes. I wish to
draw the attention of the Ieouse, I wish to draw especially
the attention of membors belonging to my Province, that
hon. gentlemen opposite are iable to make slips; they have
made so many of them for the last twenty-five years that
they see no consequonce.in them, but the publie think that
they are of great consequence, and the proof of it is 'that
these gentlemen remained so short a time in power. Sir, I
have only one word to add. I hope, and I am satisfied that
in supporting the policy of the Government, we are sup-
porting the policy most conducive to the development of
our resources in the Province of Quebec apd to the increas-
ing in value of the railway that the Province cf Quebec bas
built. And I am happy to say that the Syndicate or Com-
pany that is to build the Pacifie Railway is exceedingly welf
disposed in favor of our railway; and if I am to believe
iniormation that I hold, not from an official source, but from
what I consider a perfectly reliable source, the future of the
railway of the Province of Quebec is perfectly well secured;
and for me that is no slight motive for voting, and voting
willingly, with the Government on this question, which i
certainly the most important question upon which we shall
be called upon to vote during this Session.

Amendment (Mr. Laurier) negatived on the following
division;-
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Yaàs i
Anglin,
Bamn,
Béç hrd,
BIake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Burpee (St. John),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset,
Fleming,

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,)
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (-Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupai
Coursoi,
Currier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Dioust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Doull,
Drew,
Duga,
Elboltt,
Farrow,
Ferguson,

Messieurs
Flynn, Olivier,
Geoffridn, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Gillmor, Rinfret,
Glen, Robertson (Shelburne),
Gann, Rogers,
Haddow, Ros:(Middlesex),
Holton, Rymal,
Huntington, Scriver,
Killam, Skinner,
King, Siithl,
LaRue, Sutherland,
Laurier, Thompson,
>Macdonell (Lanar.), Trow,
MacDonnell (Inverness),Weldon,
Mcbsaac, Wheler,
Malouin, Wiser,
Mils, Yeo.-54.

NÂTs:

Messieurs

Fitasimmons, Manson,
Fortin, Massue,
Fulton, Merner,
Gigault, Méthot,
Girouard (Jac..Cartier),Mongenais,
Girouard (Kent), Mousseau,
Grandbois, Muttart,
Hackett, Ogden,
Haggart, Orton,
Hay, Ouimet,
Hesson, Patterson (Ess),
Hilliard, Pinsonneault,
Hooper, Platt,
Roude, Plumb
Hurteau, Pope (bompton),
Ives, Poupore,
Joues, Richey,
Kaulbach, Roberteon (Hamilton),
Kilvert, Rouleau,
Kirkpatrick, Routhier,
Kranz, Royal,
Landry, yan (Marquette),
Langevin, Ryan (Montreal),
Lantier, Rykert,
Little. Scott,
Longley, Sproule,
Macdonald (King's), Stephenson,
Macdonald (Sir John), Strange,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Tassé,
McDonald (Picloul, Tellier,
McDonald iVict., N.S.),Tilley,
Macmillan, Tupper,
McCallum, Valin,
McCarthy, Vallée,
Mcconville, Vanasse,
1KcCuag, Wade,
McGreely, Wallace (Norfolk),
McInnes, Wallace (York),
McKay, White (Cardwell),
McLennan, White (Renfrew),
McLeod, Williams,
McQuade, Wright.-128.
McRory,

The question being put that the resolutions be now read a
second time,

Kr. MILLS rmoved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed t; and Cat,1 o'clock, p.M.) the floüse

adjourped.

Mr. MUIXT.

HOUJSE 0F COMMONS,
THrasRA8Y, 27th anuary, 1891.

The SP1A1ÂK|a took the Chair at Threio'elock.

QUESTION OF PRIVILÈGE'.

Mr. BUNSTEIL I desire lo easl yout ttentin, M
Speaker, to an injustice that was done me yesterd . T
was liere when a motion was caffed, I heard iedand
voted on it, %u't the hon. member for NortlIPrt (M.
Trow), whipped me out of my vote by celliig attention to
it. I do not projose to be so whipped ut of rayvote. I
Alaim I was entitled to vote, aùd I wish my vote reconerdk
according to the way in which I. gave it. I was compelled
to 4isit my:friends,.and I therefore hope, Mr. Speaker, you
willi do -nié justice by having my vote recorded, and I
respectfully request tut my vote ,e inrtâd li thbe reýofd,
in order that may be placed in &proper positien 'öfÉre
my constituents.

-Ur. SPEAKER. The hon: met r was kindernough to
notify me of his intention to bring tbis matter befo-ethe
House, and I then tld him I donud not "hIvAVe hi voté
reco-ded. The 17th Rule of theAHouse says:

,When 4heSpeaker is pi4ting a question, ,nmember shallwalk ont of
or acrtsa the Hiouse, or make any noise or disturbance.1

Pttia the question is from th'iie I ak the foa
"yea" or ' 4nay" till thé titne I declarè the Motion carried
qr lost. The same of the bon. member wM recordd bu
hé wept ont of the H1ouge, aecording t.o hin own tat eoment,
before the question was finally deolared The members
will recognize the wisdom ?f that ruiëe; and, in act, it
vould ' iue ssbIo tO receive the vot;es iffery do.
member was allowkd to leave hie seat, fpr int his
country the vote is taken by- what w, sal sis
et levé, by which évery member muest be in his
seat when the vote is taken. If every hon. me ber
'was allowed to eave bis seat, a great confusion would b
oreated, and it would hb impossible to correctly register the
names of the members. In this case I am very sorry that
I canunot comply with the request of the hon. member for
Vancouver. .Ilam bound to comply with the Rules ot thé
House.

Mr. BUNSTER. I must bow to the decision of thé
Speaker, but no authority bas yet been quoted to show that
t am wrong.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have quoted the Rule of the Hou-e.

POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITS.

Nr. GAULT enquired, Is it the intention of the Goveru-
ment to reduce the rate of interest -allowd n thé Post
Office Savings Banks to thr-ee pér cent., the rate *hie is
now current at all the banks ?

Sir LiEONARItD TILLEY. The Government hl4ao»
decided to reduce the rate of inýerest to thre pe'cent., n
deposits in Post Ôffe Savings &aks.

-CANALDIAN PACIFIC RAHuWA Y.

Houmsreéuffied djourno debaté on the propo niötion
of Sir Charles Tupper fo the secondrea4ing of thb rosr8-
tions reported fromn the Coamitte oftbe WheIle on tii. 14ht
January intànt, grantingcertain moneys and risdÀ Jb0xto e
construction oe the Cauadian Pacific Railway.

Mr. MILf. fr l Speaker, Ineed »ot rqfer in d*tail to
the priignf of th 7oa d entaq.i giisgLaonOpoly
<zhailwayoonstruti i theortbWest.. teaty a
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To these provisiona I propos. moving an amendment. We
kno*. that the proposed contraot which this House is asked
to confirm eontains provisions restricting the construction
of r.ilways on the souh aide of the proposed Pacifie
Railway. Railways may be built extending to the south.
wOetor west of south, s9 long as they do not approach
within fiftaen miles of the boundary. I venture to say that
from the oelebrated days of monopoly in the time of Queen
Elizaboth down to our own day, so extraordinary a monopoly
as that now proposed in this contract has never been sub-
mitted toany Parjliament. When we look at the extent of the
teritoryin, the North-West, the population which we hope
will flow luto it, and the extent to which railway constru-
tion w*1l be necessary to accommodate that population, we
begin to realise the extrsordinary nature of the provisions,
which the Governmont have inserted in ibis contract, and
which are to romain in operation for twenty years. Along
the boundary line there is to beoa strip of country 1,000 miles
in length and 15 miles in width within which no railway
can be conitructed by any corporation but this favored
one which is now about to receive this charter. When we
look at the settlements of the United States,
we find that they are not continuons, they are
spread over a great extent of county. They begin
at points widely separate and from each other, and
they radiate in all directions from the points where settle-
monts were first begun. There is no doubt that if there had
been any attempt on the part of the Government of the
United States, or the Government of the different States,
to confine the settlement to a particular loeality, and to
discourage it from spreading beyond that locality
until the intervals became filled up, the progress of the
United States in population and wealth would have beeni
very much retarded. We know that a people who are dis-
posed to immigrate, who have no great attachment to a
particular kcaiity, and who may be looked upon as the
pioneers of settlement, often desire to separate themseives
widely fiiom colonies first begun, and estab ish settlemern,
at points far distant from them. The proposition beth bre
the Hlouse tends to discourage this tendency, and to confine
settlement to the lino of this particular railway and
the railways which may at some subsequent pieriod
before the expiration of the twenty years be constrileted
by this Company as branch linos to thoir main
trunk line. Now, wo are told by hon. gentlemen opposite
that there are upwards of 200,000,000 acres of cultivated
land in the North -est Territories, of which abQut one-oighth
will become the property of the Company. They will select
their locations, and in some cases, perhaps, upon these
locations, begin- the construction of tributary lines. But
there must be a large extent of country into which
settlers may go, where this Company will have
no lands. and where they will have no interest in affording
railway facilit os. Many districts of :this kind will be far
away from the main lino, and the construction of a railway
to them would entail a very considerable expenditure. Yet
settlers would b very likely to choose such districts, par-
ticularly for -the reason that they could have continuous
settlement, unîinterrupted by the lands oftherailway company.
In the building of school-houses and churches, the establih-
ment of municipal institutions, and the making of roads and
bridges, the inhabitants of continuously settled districts
will have immense advantages. But, according to this
contract, no railway can beconstrueted to such districts. Last
year a company was incorporated to build a railway
towards Turtle Mountain and the Souris District. We
know that that Company had a fair prospect of raising the
moneys necessary te construct their road; but since this
charter has been submitted te the louse, that enterprise1
has been defeated. Bat suppose such a road were built,
the traffic upon it would seek an outiet to the eastern1
markets. What chance would there be for the population1

along that line to find an eatern market whon
this Company has a complete monopoly of the outbets?
They could discourage settlement in that district. They
could say at Winnipeg: "We have not the cars necessary
to forward your freight instantly ; it muet stand over; " and
doubtless, diffoulties would presont themselves that would
make lthe settiers along such a road wholly dependent upon
4his Company.,and in a position inforior to that occupied by
settlers a1long the tribut.ary roads elonging to the Company.
I say, the, that we can easily understand how railway
construction, even in the direction permitted by this
charter, would be defeated by the incorporation of this
Company, so that practically the provisions of this Bill
amount to an absolute prohibition against the construction
of railways by any other corporation, as much as if they
wore inhibited from building railroads by the provisions
of the Bill itself. The charter says,. no railroad shall
be built soutbward of south-west, or to the eastward.
There is a long segment of a circle, within which no
railway construeion eau take place ; the gates of
commerce througbout the whole North- W est are
put in the hands of this Company. It may be said
that the main line would be depleted of its traffle if
the construction of othor roads to the east were permitted.
But we know right well that if the railway passes into the
bands of this corporation, and if thoy do not sell out at a
speculation, that other lines will be by them constructed to
the southward, extending to their roads in lMinnesota. The
effect of that would be that this Company would have a
practical monopoly, not for twenty years merely, but for a
very nuch longer period. Now, we bave a territory 1,000
miles in length, and 15 miles in width-15,000 square
miles-within whicli no railway construction can take
place, unless by this Company. If we shnuld suppose that
in 20 years, oie-fifth of that territory, 3,000 square miles,
were brought under cultivation, we shall have 1920,000
acres occupied for which no railway facilities within a
reasonable distance will be affordod. If but fifteen bushols
of wheat to the acre were produîced, there would be, in one-
tifth of that territory, nearly 2!,000,000 bushols of wheat.
Now su>posing-'or it is possible only in supposition-that
you have a railway coistr'ucted along the border of the
fifteen miles, every farinor would havo an average of fifteen
miles to drivu to the nearest railway station. What a waste
of capital does this prohibition cause ! We know that the
removal of a ton of wheat by horse and wagon costs nearly
14 cents a mile, which is equal to 82 for the fifteen miles.
The removal of a crop <f 600000 tons a year to the border
would cost 81,200,000 by horse and wagon, while its removal
by rail, at one cent per ton per mile, the average
price outside Minnesota, would cost $90 000, so that
you would have a waste of capital to the extent of
81,100,000 a year within this boit, by tho p-rohibition of
railway construiction alone. We know. that the Company
may build railways in any direction. What motive, what
object will they have for building those roads? It will bc
the interest of the Company to build the through lino as
soon as possible, in order that thoy may secure the largest
amount of profit with the smallest expenditure of capital.
They will construct, under the provisions of this contract,
900 miles of road through the territories, and as it will be
their inter est to -have the lands occupied within a reasonable
distance of that roàd first, they will not undertake to build
branch linos to the other lands they may own so long as
the lards lying within a reasonable distance of the road
already coistruefed remain unoccupied. It will be their in-
teroît, therefore, to bear as little ofthe expense of working the
line of railway as possible. They diminish those expenses
to a minimum by the construction of no more railroad than is
abrolutely neoessary, and they increase also the profits upon
the actual population of the country by confining that
population within very narrow and restricted limite. We
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know that it is the interest of a railway company not to
expend more capital than is necessary, and not to carry any
more trade and passengers than are necessary. It is their
interest to obtain the largest amount -of earnings possible
from the smallest amount of work they may do. We know
if a coachman were running a coach, he would rather carry
five passengers at forty cents than ten at twenty cents per
head. The net product is not more but the difference
to him will be considerable. Railway companies
operate thoir lines on precisely the same principhd.
During the last twenty years, in the State of Minnesota,
about 4,000 miles of railway have been built; in the State
of Iowa, about the same quantity; and in the State of
Wisconsin, not quite 3,000 miles. So that in an
area less than the area of the North-West Territories,'
within twenty years nearly 11,000 miles of railway
have been constructed. I do net pretend to say that
so large an amount of railway construction will be
necessary in the North-West Territories, but even if we
were to suppose but a quarter of that amouit were
required, it would still b four tirnes as great as the number
of miles -this Company are compelled to build. I am
not saying anything in regard to the effect of this
monopoly on the tolls and charges. %Ve know that where
there is no competition, no matterwhether the Government
interfore to regulate the tolls or not, the charges upon the
population will bt much heavier than they would be if
actual competition existed, and there would be competition
if freedom was allowed te Parliament here and the
Government of the North-West Territories to promote
railway construction. It may be that the Company will
undertake to promote settlement in those districts where
they have lands, and where it is necessary to give emleoy-
mentto the rond. But whatdid they in Minnesota? ln Min-
nesota, under the present tariff-I have it on first rate
authority-the company claim to realize a net earning of
82 annually on every acre of land brought into culti-
vation within the State. That is a very large amount,
and it would be easy for this Company to realize
for the settlers within a period of twenty years, five
times the sum they obtained from the sale of their
lands, over and above the ordinary and reasonable rates of
freight. By creating, under this contract, a mono-
poly in railway construction, we will impose serions
impediments to the settlement of' the portions of
the North-West where the Company bas not an
immediate interest in promoting settlement, and
serious burdens on the >opulation of the districts where
settlement goes on. There is no doubt the effect of
extravagant rates of freight on the production of a country
lis very considerable. There are many articles that could,
if reasonable rales were charged, be produced, which could
not be produced otherwise. You can confine the industry
of the ftrming population within narrow limits. It is only
those articles that will bear being carried a long distance at,
high iates that are likely to be produced at all; and not
only do you seriously interfere with the settlement of the
country, but you seriously interfere with its wealth and
property by the restrictions contained in this resolution.

hen we look at the experience of English railway corpor-
ations, where there is a practical monopoly in some
instances, within certain limits, we find that the dividends
declared by a company are in very slight proportion to the
charges actually made. In the case of the North and
South Western Railway in 1866, it returned a dividend
of 6 per cent. The North London returned also a dividend of
6 per cent., although its charges were 20 per cent. less. The
Sterling and Dumform line charged 5Oper cent. more
than the North London, and its dividend was exactly the1
same. The Caledonian charged 33 per cent. bigher still,
and declared the same dividend, while the Lancashire and
Yorkshire company charged 30 per cent, mon than the

Mr, MILLn,

Caledonian, and the North Western 20 per cent. hmglier
still, withoutany increase of dividend by; either. Sowe
find the work done by a railway diminishes ýas the rates
increase, and the increased rates do -not, perhapi, to s"y
perceptible extent, unless they are eeessively increased,
diminish the profits. In 1854, two Scotch, a -lwy
rncompanies underttook to run against each othet A'orhthut
period until some time in 1855, for a period of:but aïne
and a half years. They reduced their feight and pa eger
charges tb about one eighth of what they had beenIofore.
This reduction affected the dividend &f one ecmpany to the
extent of one-half and the othe• to the eoteit of
one per cent. There is no ioubt the reduýtfip of
charges upon railways wonl4 haw very mnch the
same effect as the reduction of charges on letters
and newspapers. We know that tht btsiness iricreased as
the charge diminished; but the earnings wdre diminished
for the time being. It takes sòme years before the whole
advantage to be derived from diminution of charges to be
felt. Every railway stoekbroker wishes his stock to
cotomand the highest price for thetime being, so that lie
may dispose of it at any mibmentý;and, althoughlihe may
feel that, if his investment were tdbe permanent in railway
stocks, hewonld gain somethingby reduction of rates in the
course of a few years, he looks more to the pre"ent investment,
and in no case do we find this reduction of charge take place.
In this case we see that thore are very serious restrictions on
railway construction, and these restrictions muât not only
interfere with the settlement of the North-West, with the
furnishing of railway facilitie to its population, but also
largely with its profits in those districts through which the
railway runs, in consequence of the charges the company
will be able to nake tnder the exlsting circumstances, when
!they will have complote control Of the entire trado of that
country. With these observations,T1 will put into your
hands the foilowing amendment

That the Contract for the constructioh of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, while it gives to the Company the absolute and perpetual right to
build branch lines of Railway fromany point or points along their line,
to any point or points within the Territories of the Dominion, and cedes
to the Company, free, all Government lands required in connection with
such branches, provides that for twenty -years no line of railway shall be
authorized by the Dominion Parliament, or by any new Province, to be
constructed south of-the Canadian Parific Railway from ony point at- or
near that Railway, except such as shal run South-West, or to the West-
ward of South West, nor to within fifteeu miles of the boundary between
the United States and Canada, ; the saine Contract cedes to the Company
the only existing outlets to the North-West, namely, the Penibina branch,
being the outlet Southward, and the Thunder Bay line, being the outlet
Eastward ; the -Company embraces the Ihief proprietors of the t. Paul
and Manitoba Railway, the only present means of railway communication
with the North-West; and, thuis not only is there no provision for securing
competition, but there is provision securing the Company against compe-
titien and they are secured in a monopoly of the trade and traffie of the
North-West, for at lest twenty years, and that the said Oontract is, in
this respeeS objectionable.

Amendment (Mr. Milis) negatived on the following
division
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Bain,
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B3lake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpe.(St. John),
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Cartwright,
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Cockburn (Muskoka),

Flnn, Olivier,Gllies-Paterson (Brant),
Gilimor, Pickard,
Gîtai, RinLfret,
Gunu, 'obertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Haddow, Ros (Middlesex),
ttclton, Rjmal,
Hi"rtington, Sçriver,
Killain Skinner,
King,'Smith,
LaRue, Sutherland,
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Âlisaj
Arkelh

Baker,
Ba rssaa,

ilaruard,

Beauchemne,

Brgron,
Bergia
Bil,

Boultbee,

BowelUr

Bunater;
Bunti.g,
Cameon (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Csrrier,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
DeC osmos,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Dom ille,
Doull,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,

Mr. BO RDEN. Before the motion is put, I desire to call
the attention of thei House to a subjeoct which, I think, is of
vital importance to the future of the North-West. I refer
to the allotment of the land. It will be observed that by
this contract the lands which are given as a subsidy for the
construction of the road are all to be taken from the North-
West, between the Province of Manitoba and thatof British
Columbia. This is a provision differing from those with
regard to the construction of all other roads either in the
United States. or Canada, and differing too from the pro-
visions of the Act of 1874. The universal custom has been
that the lands should be taken along the whole line of
railway,,and not from any part, and especially not fromr the
most fertile portion of the whole country. In the Act of
1874 it was provided that the land should be taken froin
Nipissing to the Pacifie Ocean. Then, Sir, as to the quality
of the lands., Tie lands are to be taken in alternate blocks
along the railway, and for twenty-four miles on each side of,
it, and the company may refuse lands which are not fairly,
fit for seulement. According to the Act of 1874,
the lands were to be of fair average quality,
and there is a very wide distinction between those qualifica-
tions. A great dea lias been said as to the amount of land
we have in the North-West, and there can bo no question
that we have a véry great quantity of land there; but when
we consider that this Company have the privilege of retusing
all but the cboieé lands, we must admit that that fact will
limit very rhaterially the extentof the lands which we wil
have after these gentlemen have muade theirc selection. It is
not probable that the choice lands such as they are entitled to
receive arc greater in extent than 60,000000 or 70,000,000,
acres, after deducting the Indian reser-ves, the school lands,
and the Hudson's Bay land.. So that the Syndicate will
retain very nearly one half of the choice lands of the whole
North-Wet. Another provision to which I desire to call
the attention of the ouse is that the area of the lakes asd,

.essieura
Fortia, Massue,
F*lto4 Merner,
Giganit, Méthot.
Grorrd (Jar. Cartier),Moagnais,
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Billiard, Ouimet.,
Hooper, Patterson (Essex%,
ëO*de, Pin8oeneaxrlt,
aurtesu, onPlattn
Jackson, Plumb,
Jones, Pope Compton),
Ksxrkbach, Pope (qrreerr's),
RKilvert, Poupor" h
KirkpZtrick, Riehey
Kranz, Robertson (Hamilton),
Landry, Ross (Iundas),
Lane, Rouleau,
Langevin, Routhier,
Lantier, Royal,
Little, Ryan (Marquette),
Longley, Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (King's), kykert,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Scott,
McDonald (Pictou), Sproule,
McDonald (Vict., N.S.) Strange,
Macmillan, Tasse,
McCallum, Tellier,
McCarthy, Tilley,
Meconville, Tupper,
Mecuaigi Valîn,
McDougall, Vallée,
McGreevy, Vanasse,
Mclnnes, Wade,
McKay, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLennan, Wallace (York),
McLeod, White (Cardwell),
McQuade, White (Renfrew),
Me Kory, Williams,
Manson, Wright.-129.

t ,ateir stretchs- is not to be computed in their
acreago; that is to ay, Ahey are to havo the
advantage of harbora along Iakes, river frontage and
water privileges, and the. are& eovered by this
water, is not to be counted against them. They are to be
allowed to go elsewhere and select an equivalent number of
acres anywhere in the most fertile lands of the North-West.
Now, with regard to the deficiency which will remain after
they have taken all the lands whieh they can get along the
main line of the railway. It is not probable that theywill be
able to get along the maimline more than 11)000,000 acres,
which will leave a deficiency of 14,000,000. There are
three methods by which this defociency is to be made up.
First, the Company may locate branch lines of railway.
They have Sinply to file a plan in the office of the Minister
of Railways, and they may go at their own sweet will any-
where in the ,North-West and select the most valuable lands
in alternate block§ on each side of such located ,ines, or they
may select any tract of land, and, with the consent of the
Government, establish a front line and have the
land laid off upon that. They have the option of
selecting the lands wherever they choose, though, of
course, the Government must agree .to the laying out of
front lines; but this is not true of the branch lines-they may
go whorever they choose and lay out for themselves branch
lines. Any further deficiency may be made up from whole
tracts of land not limited to blocks of a mile square, as in
the previous case, anywhere in the North-West Torritory,
by the consent of the Government. it may be centended
that the interests of the country are sufficiently guarded
by the provision that tho selection shal be made with the
consent of the Govern ment, but considering the generous
manner in which this Company has been already
treated, hy the Goverument, I think it is fair to assume
that the Government would not be very strict or particular
with them in the future. It is also to be borne in mind
that there are gentlemen composing that Company who have
extraordinary opportunities of getting information as to
where the bestand most valuable lands are to b found. The
Act of 1874, on the contrary, provided that all deficiencies
over and above what could be obtained along the main line
of the railway, should be selected by the Governor in
Council-a provision much more favorable to the country
and less favorable to the Company. Further, I desire
to call the attention of the House to the fact, that no
reservations have been made of the coal, mineral, petroleum,
salt producing or timber lands, or stone quarries. The
coal l and-and it is well established now*that there impor.
tant coal areas existing in that country-is a matter of the
utmost importance, especially in view of the fact that wood
je so scarce, and that the future population of that country
will have to depend upon coal for their fuel. Professor
Macoun, in Mr. Fleming's Report for 1880, page 244, refers
to the presence of coal in that country as follows:-

"l Here (at Fort McLeod) is abundance of coal, so that there wil be an
ample supply of fuel for al purposes. It is currently reported that all the
settlers in the vicinity of the Fort burn this coal. Messrs. Patrick and
Nelson, two surveyors whom 1 met at Morleyville, told me they had dis-
covered coal in numerous places south of my hue of exploration."
Again he says:

"It will be seen by the foregoing remarks that wood is scarce in the
southern part of the section explored, buttthis is In some degree compen-
sated for b y the immense deposits of lignite or coai known tu exist. , (n
Bow, Bed Ieer and Battle Rivers, these crop out in many places, and
specimens burnt on the grouud, and others brought home, testify to their
value for fuel. As mentioned on another page, a trader and farmer
named Frenchbas burned coal, taken from a six-feet seam at the Blackfoot
Crossing, for two years. He nds it burns well in self-feeding coal stoves,
of which he bas two, and I found it to burn well and for a long time où
an open ire."
As to minerals he says:
. "In every place where lignite was seen, more or less brown or clayiron ore was present, and it is extremely probable that a more thorough

examimtation of the country will reveal large deposits of it in connection
witb tbe lignite."
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I observe that in the Act incorporating the Union Pacifie,
mineral lande are exempt from the provisions of the Act.
As to timber lands which are of exceeding great value to
the settler, Mr. Fleming says:

" The country lying to the south of the fifty-second parallel is devoid
of timber. This disadvantage may be said to apply to the whole district
extending westerly from the Touchwood Hills to the foothillu of the
Rocky Mountains, a distance of fully 400 miles. Within this space no
wood is found except in the valleys of the large rivers and in a few
gullies.

" Much fine timber, consisting of spruce and Dougl is pine, is fdhnd
aloug the fianks of the Rocky Mountain from whence it may be floated
down many of the larger rivers. This tituber should be carefully
husbanded. In a few years it will be of immense value for building
purposes to the settlers on the plains."

Now, I desire to call the attention of the Hoase to the
fact that under the provision of this clause the Company
would have the power to lay out one of these branch lines
along any of these rivers where timber is known to exist,
and, withont ever constructing one mile of the
railway, to take advantage of all that timber and use the
river for the purpose of floating it down. Furtherthan that,
these tim ber lands being Po scarce and the Company having
such extraordinary power of selection, it is quite possible
that they may acquire at least one-half of all the tim ber lands
of the North-West. Then with regard to atone quarries, I
observe in the same report, at page 202, the following:-

" Numerous outcrops of limestone were noticed in the stream-beds,
which will be, doubtless, of much value in the future."

Now, I desire to call your attention to the fact that the
Governmont have not in the past considered these matters
unworthy of their attention. I find that only last 3seion,
in the Dominion Lands Act, section 6, it was enacted:

"Lande containing coal or other minerals, whether in surveyed or
unsurveyed territory, sha1 not be subject to the provisions of this Act,
respecting sale or nomestead. but shall be disposed of in such manner
and on such termis and conditions, as may from time to time be fixed by
the Governor in Council. by regulations to be made on that behalf. which
regulations shall not go into operation until after they shall have been
? ublished for four successive weeks in the Canada Gazette, and laid before
oth Houses of Parliament for thirty days without disapproval, by either

bouse."

With regard to timber lands the same Act, section 47,1
provides.

North-West, to select the best and most valuable lands
wherever they can find them. In fact, it is a virtual
surrender to the -Company of the very best and Ioot
valuable lands of the North-West. 1, therefore, move:

That the contract respectingthe Canadian PacifieRaa)w.y pro*ides
that the Company eball not be obliged to receive any section4f- aind

consisting in anymaterial degree of land not fairly fit for uettlimest,
and that lakes and water stretches shall not he competed the
acreage of the Company's sections, and gives to the Company the ri ht
of selecting in alternate blocks anywhere in the fertile bet,.e « e-
where, the amount of the large deficiency in the acreage to bfound in
alternate blocks within twenty-four miles of the main line, &thus
inclu .ing coal, mineral, tituber, stone-qarry, petroleum and sais pro.
dueing lands in their choice, and gives the Company, witb the oaêbnt
of the Government, the right to select la the North-West Tertitorie,
any tracts of land not taken up, in order to supply the deficiencyjand
provides no proper means of deciding wbether the alternate sootioas on
the main line, aud branches should be accepted by the Compaoy, and
that the said Contract is, in these particntars, unjust and imptitie.

Amenzment (Mr. Borden) negatived on the following
division

YEÀS:

Messieurs
Anglin, Flynn, Olivier,
Bain, Girlies, Pateron (Brant),
Bechard, Gilimor, Piekard,
Blake, Glen, Riufret,
Borden, Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Bourassa, Guthrie, Rogers,
Brown, Baddow, Ross (Middlesex),
Btrpee (St. John), Holton, Rymal,
Burpee (Sunbury), Huntington, Scriver,
Cameron (Huroa), Killam, Skinner,
Cartwright, King, Smith,
Caeey, LaRue, Sutherland,
CaW~ain, Laurier, Tuompson,
Charlton, Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
Cockburn (Muskoka), Mac Donnell (Invernees),Weldon,
Dumont, (cIsaac, Wheer,
Fiset, Malouin, Yeo.-53.
Fleming, Mills,

NÂTs:
Messieurs

Alison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,

"And, whereas it is expedient that the timber forming islands or belts in Beaty,
townships thrown open for settlement, should be so disposed of.-as to Beauchesne,
benefit the greatest number of settlers, and to prevent petty monopoly, Ben it,
etc." Bergeron,

A petty monopoly was thus to be prevented by the provi- Bi,
sions of this Aet, and it does not seem to meto be within the Bolduc,
spirit of the Act that a gigantic monopoly of the kind to Boultbee,
which I have referr d should be establisbed there. In the same Boeau,Act, secti )n30, I find that the public interest was guarded Brecken,
as respecting the stone quarries. Sub-section 2 provided Brooks,
furthe• Bunster,frher .Bunting,

"Any legal sub-division or other portion of unappropriated Domigion Cameron (Vi
land which may include a water power, harbor, or stone quarry, shall Caron,
not be open for purchase at the rate of $1 per acre, but the same shall Cimon,
be reserved from ordinary sale, to be disposed of in such manner and on Cblby,
snch terms and conditions as may be fixe1 by tthe Governor in Couneil Connell,
on the report of the Minister of the Interior." Costigan,

Coughlin,
I object further to this contract, that it provides no proper Coupal,
means ofdeciding whether the alternate sections on the Coursol,
main line or branches shail be accepted by the Company. Carrier,
According to the contract the Company bas power to reject DalyOU,
any land not fairly fit for settlement, and ehould any Dawson,
question arise between the Company and the Government, De osmS,
and such questions are very likely to arit;e--because the Desjardins,
Company wilt not be inclined to recoive any but the very Domville,
best lands-then there is no provision made for any 0out,,
tribunal to decide the question. It seems to me, tbat Elliot,
under this provision extraordinary powers have been givenu iarrow,
to the Company, such powers, I venture to my, as were erguson,
never given to any company in the world in the selection of tinmmns,
land. They have a roving commission over the wholeo ulton,

Mr. BoRDEN.

ctoria),
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Mr. ANGLIN. We are mnch indebted, Mr. Speaker, to

the frankness of several hon. gentlemen on the other side,
for the information publicly conveyed to us, that they are
still much dissatisfied with the provisions of this contract,
and that if they had their own way they would effect some
material changes in that instrument. Now, I am sure that
hon, gentlemen who are still dissatisfied, and very many of
those who, although they have declared that it is essentially
a good contract, yet admit that at first they were greatly
dissatisfied with it, find in the provision with which I am
about to deal, one of the strongest causes of that dissatisfac-
tion. It must have struck the mind of every hon. gentle-
man in this Rouse on first reading this contract, that the
mode of distributing the money and lands to be appropriated
for the construction of this railway, was such a mode as could
not reasonably be approved of. We waited with considerable
interest to hear first from the hon. Minister who moved
these resolutions, and subsequentty from the Prime Minister
himself, why that distribution was so disproportionate to
the value of the work to be done. In all previous Acts it
was expressly provided that any payment in money and
land was to bear such proportion to the amount of work
actually done when the payment was made, as the total
amount of the subsidies bore to the total value of the
work to be done. In this case only has that
wise and salutary provision beeri departed from, and
departed from so widely as to attract a very large share of
public attention out of the louse, and to create a very large
amount of dissatisfaction within the House. In the contract
we find it provided that for the central section the subsidy
is to be $10,000 and 12,500 acres per mile, while for the
very difficult eastern section the amount of money is
larger, it is true, $15,3S4 per mile, but the quantity of land
per mile is even smiller than that for the central section ;
and for the western portion of the central section, 450 miles,
which is said to be extreinely difficult, the money subsidy
is to be 8.3,333 per mile, and the lancd subsidy,
16,666 acres per mile, a larger quantity of land per mile
than is to be given for the central section, but, as compared
with the difficulty of the work, a very much smaller pro-
portion. Now, to esti mate correctly how far these subsidies
are disproportionate to the value of the work to be done, it
is necessary to try and fix some value on the lands to be
given away. This year, hon. gentlemen on the other
side, with, I think, but a solitary exception, have
atterpted to base arguments on the assumption that this
land is of'very little value indeed. The highest value any
hon. gentleman has placed upon it is a dollar an acre-a
dollar an acre for the choicest lands lying within 24 miles
of the railway to be constructed in the fertile belt-and some
have ventured to put the market value at even a very much
lower figure. The hon. member for North Simcoe, who did
seem to deal more directly and a littie more fairly than
any other hon. gentleman on that side of the louse with
this whole question, while admitting the lands to be worth
the Government valuation, of $3.18 an acre, nevertheless
argued that the cost of administration would be no less than
85 cents an acre. The hon. the Minister of Railways, in
one of his speeches, told us that the net proceeds of all the
land hitherto disposed of in the North-West, deducting the
expense of administration, bas not exceeded 16 cents an
acre. He ridiculed the idea that this large quantity of land
could be held by us to be of very material value. Now, if'we,
on this side of the House, ventured to make any such
assertions as this ; if we had ventured last year to say that
a dollar an acre would be the outside value of any cf this
land lying beside the railway ; if we had ventured to point out
that the net proceeds had been only sixteen cents -an acre
as a basis on which to form a valuation of the lands-I think
we would have heard ourselves denounced as most unpat-
riotic, as doing all in our power to create an impression
throughout the world that the country is unfit for settle-
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ment, that all this land is worthless, and that therefore
no people having a regard for their future welfare should
emigrate to the North-West. We should have been told
prabably, that our speeches would be quoted by the railway
companies in the United States and circulated all over the
world, to show people that, instead of going to the Canadian
North-Wet, they should settle somewhere in the United
States. We have been repeatedly charged this Session with
inconsistency because we have chosen to assume, as the basis
of some of our calculations, the official statements made a
few short months ago by hon. gentlemen on the other side
of the House. We have heard $3.18 spoken of as the
estimate of the value of the lands made by the Opposition
this year, and even the hon. First Minister himself spoke of
$3.18 as the estimate of the leader of the Opposition. Sir,
we have relied this year, merely as a basis of calculation
however, on the formal official statements made by hon.
gentlemen opposite so late as last A pril. We have not
been guilty of' any inconsistency in this matter. The eharge
of inconsistency lies entirely at the doors of hon. gentlemen
opposite; but they seem to assume that they have a right
in dealing with this subject to perform the most astonishing
acrobatie feats-somersault forward, somersault backwards,
somersault to the right, somersault to the left, and finish
with a grand double somersault-and then turn to their
supporters and ask them to admire their wonderful agility,
and regard all those sudden changes as proof of their
wisdom, their statesmanship, and their great adminis-
trative ability. Perhaps I may bc permitted to quote
lhe words of the right hon. gentleman at the hea:1 of the
Government. Whon speaking on this question on the 5th of
April last, he endeavored to show that the railway
could ho built from the proceeds of a small portion of this
territory in the North-West, and estimated the value of the
lands in the varions belts laid out by a previous Order in
Council at 85 an acre within belt A, $4 an
acre within belt B, and so on. Ie calculated
that 25,000 people would have gone into that countrv
within this last season, and of those 25,000, 3,000
heads of families would have taken up frce homestead-,
that of those 1,500 would pur-ehase railway lands, and 1,500
would not. This ho called a most moderate calculation.
Then, according to bis estimate, the average price of the
lands, extending from the section within tive miles of the
railway, to 60 or 100 miles outside of the railway, sold to the
1,500 purchasers, would be 83 an acre. The hon. member
for West Durham (lr. Blake) showed him afterwards that
striking an average fairly accorded to the rules of arith-
metic, the price would be $3.18 per acre; and this average
has since been repeatedly used, but not, however, as the
truc value, by any one of us on this side of the louse, for
we have nover undertaken to put an estimate on the value
of lands in the North-West. I have been charged myself
with inconsistency on this point. The hon. member for
Frontenac was kind enough to quote a very small passage
from my speech of last Session to prove that inconsistency.
I did not take the trouble to look up the pa-ssage. I never
read that speech, but I am certain he cannot bring forward
any opinion of mine in which I put a positive estimate on
the lands. I made that speech to show that there was not
sufficient evidence to maintain the statement that we have
so vast an area of reaily fertile and valuable lands as
250,000,000 acres. I had no means then of forming an
estimate of the value of lands, nor do I pretend to say that
I have any means of doing so now. We are forced, however,
in calculating the effects of this contract, to accept the final
estimates of hon. gentlemen opposite. A year previous.
when we were asked for 100,000,000 acres of land, as a means
of providing for the construction of the railway and the
importation and settlement of a large number of immigrants
in that country, we wore told that the 100,000,000 acres
were worth $2 an acre. Now, we are asked to believe that
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the 25,000,000 acres lying next to the main line of railway
are worth, at the very outside, but 41 an acre. I do not
think we can accept that valuation. The hon. member for
North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) last evening, argued that

-these lands coud not be sold for a great many years; that
they would be held so long, and sold in such smal
quantities, and the cost of administration would be
so great that, even if they were to be sold at
$3.18 per acre, the net proceeds would be. smaller
than anything we had calculated. The hon. member for
Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith) reminded him that the
hon. the First Minister, last year, made a different estimate,
to which, to my astonishiment, the hon. gentleman replied
that the hon. member for Westmoreland did not, last year,
believe that estimate. The hon. member for North Simcoe
apparently neither believed the hon. the First Minister,
last year, nor believes him now. The right hon. the
First Minister proceeded in his speech, last Session,.
very minutely, to tell us how the lands would be settled.
He told us 25,000 immigrants were to go in last year, with
an increase of 5,000 each year, so that we might expect
30,000 this year; he told us how much land they would
take, what price they would pay; he made a minute
calculation to show the amount of interest that would accrue
on the unpaid portions of the purchase money, and he
arrived at the following conclusion :-

" I think this is a very moderate esimate. On those figures, the
estimated total of cash revenue to be received from the lands, by 1890,
is $38,693,000."1

Going further, giving the actual value ofall the lands sold,
he said :

" That if we added to the total unpaid $32,712,000 tne $38,593,000 that
would be received in 1890, we would have $71,305,000 as the amount to be
actually received, or for which parties would be actually liable to the
Government in ten years-that is by April 1890."
A year before the Syndicate is bound to complete the road.
We find that several days after that the hon. Minister of
Railways repeated that very statement. le said:

" When I remind the House that the land alone, .according to the
authority of the right hon. Minister of the Interior, based on a calculation
which he believes to be sound, will give us in the next tee years
$38,000,000 in hand and $32,000,0ù0 to be received, or a total of
170,000,000, it will be seen that we incur no risk."
Thus, according to these official statements, made only nine
months ago, out of the proceeds of a small portion of
the whole area of lands, a portion considerably less
than the Z5,000,000 acres, we would have ample means
to secure the construction of this whole road. But
we are now about to give 25,000,000 acres of the
choicest railway lands to the Syndicate,and, in addition, we
are to give theim $25,000,000 in cash, besides the various
exemptions, privileges and immunities of incalculable value.
The leuat we might ask is that this money and these lands
should be so distributed as to afford- to this country the
best possible security that this work, as a whole, wili be
completed. It is acknowlcdged that the work of
constructing the two ends will be exceedingly difficult and
costly, as compared with the labor of constructing the
middle portion, and that the cost of working those two
ends, when completed, will be very much greater
than any revenue the Company can possibly hope
to obtain from them for many years toi
come. We should, therefore, have ample securityi
that the work, as a whole, will, be conipleted.,
Why, then, is it proposed to-give to this Company 310,000,
in cash per mile, and 12,500 acres of the very best land for the1
construction of the central section ? The highest estimatej
we have had of the cost of its construction, according to the1
latest specifications, is $13,000 a mile. The Minister of Rail-i
ways lat year boasted that he had already let 100 miles ofi
that road on such terms that the cost would scarcely exceed1
$8,000 a mile-everything included. It will eortainly notj
exceed 89,000 a mile. We have now no security that the
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road will be even as good as the rod the MihditerIèf
Railways proposed to construct as a Government wùrk.
Indeed, the presumption is entirely te the contrary;, ml
that no Government would undertake to build su sligh,
flimsy and poor a road as a private company may, possibly
build if it be to their interest to save money in construction.
The very fact that the contract contains the proviso that
this road shall be constructed according to the standard of
the Union Pacifie as first constructed, shows the intentions
of the Syndicate in this respect. But if we paysay *10,000
a mile for this central section, we will have given ail 1lis
to cost and we will give 12,500 acres a miles of the boit
lands in addition. We are told that one-fifth of the land
will be forfeited if the contract be not carried out; that
would leave them 10,000 acres a mile for the 900 miles,
whieh is, nevertheless, 10,000 acres a mile over and above
the whole cost of the road. It has been shown that one of the
most extraordinary provisos of this extraordinary contract
is that the first 100 miles now partly built, can be completed
by the Government at the cost of $900,000, and then handed
over to the Company, and, with it, a balance of $100,000 in
cash and 10,0#0 acres a mile, or 1.000,000 acres altogether
-the most valuable lands in the country, because Ahe
nearest to the present settlements. How are we to estimate
what we pay for this section ? We are to pay the -whole
cost in actual cash, and 10,000.acres a mile, besides which,
if taken at $1 an acre, means $10,000 a mile more than the
cost; or, if we value it at 82 an acre, 620,000 a mile; if at
$3 an acre, $30,000 a mile over and above the actual cost of
the road. Now, those lands extend back twenty-f-ur miles
on each side of the road, and embrace all in belt A
estimated at $5 an acre, and all in B at $4, and only a smali
portion in bolt C at $3 an acre. Taking those three sections,
the estimated value is $4.04 an acre, which gives $40,400 a
mile beyond the whole cost of the railroad, in addition to
the 100 miles presented to the Syndicate. The leader of the
Government, a few evenings ago, to show why the new
offer should not be accepted, argued very ably and quite
conclusively, that the amount asked for the central section
was enormously more than it would cost or they ought to
receive for its construction, and yet ho and his Government
promise the first Syndicate one-third more for the same work
than the payment he demonstrated to be preposterous and
absurd. Why should we pay that enormous amount to those
gentlemen ? The right hon.gentleman said it is to be paid to
encourage them to build this portion of the road very rapidly.
I do not think it necessary to pay such a very large amount
for that. Again, ho said it was to be paid them to furnish
them with a basis of credit, so that they can go into the
markets of the world and all the more easily raise the money
necessary to complote the two difficult ends. But, according
to his own statement last year, this whole road was to cost
but $75,000,000, and the highest estimate we have had made
it $78,000,000 ; and we are giving the Syndicate 828,000,000
in works, $25,000,000 in cash, and 25,000,000 acres, which,
valued even at $1 an acre, makes $25,000,000, or, altogether,
878,000,000. Now, gentlemen receiving ail thise can have
no great necessity for floating a large amount of bonds, or
obtaining a large amount of credit; a very small amount of
capital will be quite ample in thi case; a few millions to
start with will be quite as much as any men competent to
carry on this great work will require. Are we to solemnly
enter into such terme with men who, at the very start, require
we should create for themn a basis of credit, who are not
themeelves the great capitalists with the un bounded resources
and means we have beard of-who require we should pay
them 30,000 or $40,000 a mile more than this portion of the
road will cost them, to enable them to proceed with the rest
of it? I do not think we should be parties to any sue
bargain, or that hon.gentlemen opposite, wiHli -. s they
are to vote away liberally the money and land of
country, for the purpose of austaining ths Goverment,
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shoUld sanction this agreement. It was ued by 'the'
momber fr North Simoe (Mr. McCarthy) that it would
400t, at least, $20,000,000 to pay the working e nss of
be two onds, over and above the receipts, for a wyeare

after their completion. Would it not, then, be better that
we ourelves retained the means from time to time, of
eompensating this Syndicate, or any Company that might
sneoed theut, for their loss in the working of those
unproûtable sections than that we should, in advance, hand
over tothem this enormous amount for this service, and
trust, afterwards, as bas been said, to their honor ?
We have no security whatever in this contract that those
gentlemen, or anywho may succeed them, will build the whole
road, or work it after it, bas been built. I know it is alleged
rthon., gentlemen opposite that we have ample security.
1hcontract furnishes no such security. The contiaet

provides that the money is to be paid to the Syndicate, day
by day, as the work progresses. It is provided by the Act
of incorporation that so soon as the Company have been
organized, and have paid a certain amount of money
to the credit of the Receiver-General, that moment
the individual and personal responsibility of the
gentlemen named in the contract shall altogether
and absolutely cease. They may, within a week or
two, or within a year or two, cease to be stock-holders,
and to talk about depending on their honor is to admiti
that we are prepared to take a most sentimental and
upbusiness-liko view of this most important matter. It
is our duty to see that the contract itself provides sufficient
security for the completion of the work and the running of
the road, and to provide that we must take care that we do
not pay to these gentlemen at any time more of the subsidy
in land or money than is fairly proportionable to the
amount of work they have accomplished. The Company
might build only the central section of the railway and put1
that beyond the power of the Government altogether. Ità
bas been alleged that if the Company fail to carry out the1
contract the Courts can be put in operation and enforce the9
performance of the contract. But by that time, as any one1
eau see under the termsof the contract, the Courts may have1
to deal with men irresponsible and insolvent. It is to
be borne in mind, that they have power, under the1
provisions of the charter, to issue bonds, simply coveringE
the roadway itself, for $20,000 per mile. They may issue 1
bonds on the basis of a subsidy in money to be paid by the t
Government, and they may issue bonds on the lands-tho
bonde in both cases covering the road. Now, we can easilyc
understand why a company-who may not be, perhaps, the li
most honorable men in the world, and whose ideas may, at c
all events, be formed on the standard of railway men on the n
other side of the line, who as we know are acting up to that c
standard, if they found it was not likely to be profitable to s
retain their property in the railway, may issue bonds to an t
amount covering the value, or more than the value, of the o
roand-bed and rollingtock, and thus place themselves beyond a
the reach of the Government or of the country. I think, c
therefore, we ought to provide that the contract itself i
furnish sufficient security. One of the best means of t
doing thi is to retain in our own hands all the money c
and the land subsidy that the contractors do not ft
become fairly entitled to by reason of the work t
they may have done. It may be said by hon. gentlemen n
on the other side, that we are now bound to accept the con- a
tract in full; that however objectionable this particular fea- v
ture may be, it is necessary to accept it as part of the whole. e
But that cannot reasonably be asserted now, inasmuch as a
we have already had it stated officially on the other side A
that no les than three important objections to this contract n
are to be met by inaterial alterations in the contract itself a
or in the laws of the country. One of these objections was so s
serious that ifit bad not been reimoved, even the hon, member c

fbr Halton (Mr. Macdougall) would have voted against
the measure-that is the one in regard to the standard of
the railway, and we have had a letter read from some
members of the Syndicate declaring that they agree to have
that portion of the contract so altered that the road shall
be constructed according to the standard of the Union
Pacifie as it was in 1873. Now, we do not attach much
importance to that letter. We think it of no value what-
ever, unless there be a declaration inserted in the contract
itself. The hon. member for West, Durham (Mr.
Blake) has declared that letter to le mere waste
paper, and no one of common sonse will contend that if
this charter be ratified the Company te be formed will
lbe bound in the slightest degree by the declaration which
these gentlemen have made. But there is, however, an
acknowledgment that a change in that respect is abso-
lutely necessary and ought to be made, though whether it
will be made is another matter. Then we are told that the
provision with regard to the exemption of materials from
duty is to be met by a provision that all Canadians
who may thoreafter obtain contracts for furnishing any of
the articles exempted from duties shall be entitled to import
duty free, all the raw material necessary to fulfill sach con-
tracts. That is a very extraordinary provision which we
will probably have to discuss by-and-bye, and I think we
shall be able to show that it will not at all meet the reason-
able objections made by those who are in favor of the
National Policy. But the promise of an amendment made
by the Government upon that point has at ail events shown
that a change was found to be necessary. There is another
important change which we are told will bo made by
amending another Act of Parliament. It is not proposed to
alter the charter immediately or directly, in an honest,
straightforward, manly way, but the change is to Le made by
the introduction of a clause in another Act ofParliament-to
amend the general Railway Act, and this clause-we are
promised, will b. such as to protect us to a great extent
against the monopoly, which it is proposed to create in
the North-West. Now wo have very littie hope of any
benefit resulting from the operation of any such amend-
ment made in that Act, but we have the admission,
however, on the part of the hon. gentlemen on the other
side, especially the right hon. leader of the Government
himself, that in this respect the charter is se objectionable
that a change must be brought about by some means or
other. Now, if in these respects the charter is not only
objectionable, but if it is to be practically altered, if the
aws of the country are to be so ehaped hereafter that these
objections shall be overcome, or that an attempt shall b.
made to overcome them, then, surely if the hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House have, as I believe they have,
trong objection to this mode of distributing the money and
he land which they are about to give for the purpose of
abtaining the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
s a whole and the running of it as a whole, they
an relieve themselves from the responsibility which,
n this case, rests especially on them, by demanding at
he bands of their leaders a change in this section of the
ontract in the'sense I have pointed out. Therefore, we
eel it to be our duty on this side of the Houso to propose
he amendment I am about to place in your hands. In
moving it, I have felt it to be my duty to draw the
ttention of the hon. gentlemen on the other side to the
ery extraordinary character of that section of the
harter, and to show them that a change ought to be made,
nd that if they only will it, the change may yet be made.
s in obedience to their will, other changes have been
nade or are proposed ; so if they only will it in this case
ilso, a material change, a change that will prove ver,7
atisfactory to a very large number of the people of this
ountry, a change that will go far to allay the appre-
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hensions now existing in the minds of a large number of
people, may be made. I therefore move:

That the contract, respectin g the Canadian Pacifie Railway, provides
for a.distribution of the money and land to be given for the work, wholly
arbitrary and disproportionate ; that land and money, far in excess of
the proportiona'e cost, is assigned to the prairie part, the easiest and
most productive portion of the railway, which it is alleged, will be con-
stricted within three year, by which time, the Companv wiil be entitled
i , cash and lands to a surplus amounting, according to tlie Gbvernment
estimate of the land at $3.18 qti acre, to over $14,000,000, which surplus
should have been reserved and applied towards the construction and
working of the eastern and western ends, and that the said contract is,
in this respect, objectionable.

Amendmert (Mr. Anglin) negatived on the following
division

Messieurs

Anglin, Fleming,34il1,
Bain, Flynn, Olivier,
Béchard, Gillies, Paterson (Brant),
Blake, Gillmor, Pickard,
Borden. Glen, Rinfret,
Bourassa, Gunu, Robertson (Sheiburne),
Brown, Guthrie, Rogers,
Burpee (St John), Haddow, Ross (Middlesex),
Burpee (Sinbury), Hoiton, Rymal,
Cameron (Hurou), Ffntington, Scriver,
Cartwright, Ring, Smith,
Casey, La Rue, tSutberiand,
CasgrRin, Laurier, Thompson,
Charlton, Macdonell (lanark), Trow,
Coekburn (Muskoka), onnell(Inverness),Weldon,
Dimont, Melsa-te, Wheler,
Fiset, Malouin, Yeo-M.

Messieutrs
Allison, Gigalt, tféthot,
Arkell, Girouard (J>c Cartier), Montplaisir,
Baker, Girouard (Kent), Mousseau,
Bannerman, Grandbois, Mijttart,
Barnard, llakett, Ogden,
Beaty, Hay, Ouinet,
Beauchesne, Hesson, Patterson (Essex),
Benoit, Billiard, Pinsonneaul,
Bergeron, Hooper, Platt,
Bergin, Boude, Plumb,
Bill, Rurtesu, Pope (Compton),
Bolduc, Jackson, Pope (Queens),
Boultbee, Jones, Poupore,
Bourbeau, Kaulbachi Richey,
Bowell, Kilvert, Robertson (Hamilton),
Brecken, Kirkpatrick, Ross (Dundas),
Brooks, Kranz, Rouleau,
Bunster, Landry, Routhier,
Bunting, Lane, Royal,
Careron (Victoria), Langevin, Ryan (Marquette),
Carling, Lantier, Ryan (Motreal),
Caron, Little, Rykert,
Cimon, Longly,-Scott,
Colby, MacOuld (King's), Shaw,
Connll, McDonald (Cape Breton)Sproule,
Costigan, McDonsld (Pictou), Stephenson,
Coighlin, McDonald (Victoria N. S.Strange,
Coupal, Macmillan, Tassé,
Coursol, Mcallum, Tellier,
Daoust, iNlcUarthy, Tilley,
Dawson, Mcconville, Tapper,
Desaulniers, McOuaig, Valin,
De-sjardins, McGreevy, Vallée,
Domville, MeKay, Vanaste,
uoull, McLennai, Wallace (Norfolk),
Dugas, McLeod, Wallace (York),
Elliott, leuteWht Orwl)
Farrow, McRory, White (Henfrew),
F4tzsimmons, Manson, Williams?
Fortin, Massue, Wright.-122.
Fulton, Merner,

It being Six o'clok the Speaker Meft the Chir.

AFTE ORECESS.

Mr. TIOW. 1ile, Mr. Speaker, to move an amendnent
ti) the resolui ion before the H1ouý-e. It it; not my intention
to oecupy much tiue. The aubjcct bas been thoroughly
disGussed, at the same tme I think one very important
gimendmuents may yet n Rpresented to the lrso. l do no

Kr,ing, mith

think the discussion will be disapproved of by the country
at large. Something bas already been gained in the right
direction. Since the outset the Government have made
several concessions. The first had reference to the nature
of the construction of the rond. In the contract under
discussion, the road was to be constructed equal to the
Union Pacific Railway when first constructed, which
was apparently a flimsy and inoxpensive road. Either a
member of the Syndicate or their attorney have agreed t>
construct the road and finish it in accordance with the
manner in which that road was left in 1873, making a ve! y
material difference from 1869 to 1873. Another concession
that bas been made by the Government was elicited from
the Premier by the hon. niem ber for Halton, in reference to
the tolls or tariff, or the amount of profit that
the Syndicate could extract from their customers
in freight rates. It was very indefinite in the
wording of the contract whether it was 10 per cent. upon
the whole amount expended for construction, that is the
amount expended by the Government and also the amount
expended by the Syndicate. However, that mattor has been
set at rest by the Premier, and the 10 per cent. will be only
upon the portion of the expenditure made by the Syndicate.
Another concession that has been made, apparently, is the
rebate or drawback to nianufacturers. In my amendment
I take decided objection to clause 16 of the resolutions before
the House:

'I The Canadian Pacific Railway, and all stations and station grounds,
workshor's, buildings, yards and other property,- rolling stock snd
appurtenances required and used for the construction and working thereof,
and the capital sto k of the Company shall be for ever free from taxation
by the Dominion, or by any Province hereafter to be established or by any
municipal corporation therein, and the lands of the Company, iii the
North-West Territories, until they are either sold or occupied, shall also
be free from taxation for twenty years after the grant thereof from the
Crown."

The exemption from taxation is altogether excep-
tional. I bave read of very large grants being given
to railway companies in several States of the American
Union, but I have still to learn that any of the
lands given for the construction of railways in the United
States have been exempt from taxation The Government
bave certainly the right to tax lier citizens, but it is supposed
that this taxation will be for the general good of the com-
munity. The fundamental principal of all Governments
should be equality of taxation and the distribution of
rates on the rich as well as on the poor indiscriminately.
Inequality in taxation has been characteristic of despotic
and barbarous nations, and in my reading of the granting
of bonuses and lands to railways, I have failed to find a
single instance where lands so granted have been entirely
exempted, direetly or indirectly, from taxation, either by
State or municipal authorities. For a few years, and until
the country becomes partially settled, the exemption from
taxation provided in the contract may not, be of vital
importance ; but in a very few years, if hon. gentlemen on
the Ministerial benches are prophets, which, I presume,
they are not, a large immigration will be thrown into that
country by the Government and Syndicate combined, and
if so, the taxation of the lands beld by the Syndicate
will be of great importance within a very
few years. In travelling through Manitoba I found
that in old settlenents that have been established
for half a century at least, there are no ronds
and no bridges spanning smail streams, and the people are
working at great disadvantage for want of municipal
government. There is scarcely a parish or section of the
country whore taxation bad been levied until very recently,
and a large portion of Manitoba proper, which bas been
settled for 50 or 60 years, including the Kildonan settlement
on the Red River and Assiniboine, had up to last year not
enjoyed municipal government, and unless there is some
regulation for taxation in the settlçments there is no powsh
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hiUty of the eeuhtry booming developed. Il aome few
huadreds of<thounda of people are located in the North.
WetU-besmae thoee is ample scope for very largé
settisnts, and while there are very large limita not'
adapt.diar eolonisation, still there are almost unlimited lande
St:for iettlement, and nodoubt by a good policyon the part of
tke Syndiente it may attract a number of settlers from the
Mothe Country toe ettle on its land-and that depende
entirely upon theSyndicate's liberality in the location of set-
tiers and on the sale of their land-if a very large settlement
should take place within eight or te% years, it would become
very oppi'essive to actual settlers to have to contribute
doable towards the construction of bridges, the organization
oferhool sections, the erection of schools, the making of
roads mnd the development of the country, for every alter-
nate section will be vacant. There is no safeguard furnisbed
the settler in regard to drainage. A settler may be placed
nt a considerable disadvantage by receiving on his land the
drinage of lands belonging to the Syndicate, but it would be
useless to lodge a complaint against it. There should be some
la* by which thesettler ehould be allowed at his own expense
tocarry the surplus water off bis own farm across the lands
of the Syndicate without being liable to actions for damages.
Although such matters may be carried to excess, I hope
at il vents no disturbance may take place, but I know
there are settiers in that country now who will not be
impoed upon in respect of these matters, but will certainly
nake complaints to the Government for redress and fight if

necessary until their grievances are removed. It was an
attempt to tax the colonies that led to the rebellion in the
United States, and ultimately led to the declaration of inde-
pendence; andi we may suggest that something of that kind
may possibly take place if such a scheme is earried
to the extent of injuring the public interest
amd retarding settlement in a new country. The
exemption of a smali portion of land is someti.mes toler-
ated by a community, but the exemption of 25,000,000 acres
will be a very seriouscheckon the settlementofthe country.
In the reign of 9eorge Ill., about 1820, a large tract oi had
was ceded te the Canada Company in Western Ontario-
two and a half millions of acres. The Companoy was placed
under certain restrictions, were to open out roads, construct
bridges, &c., &c., and was not exempt from taxation, yet the
settiers had many difficulties to contend with in respect to
the collection of rates from that Company. Taxes
were paid yearly. The Company contributed yearly
towarde municipal government in the various sec-
tions where they owned lands.' The Canada Company
paid l. 3d. sterling per acre for their lands,
one-third was thrown in for swampy and marsby lands
not fit for cultivation. The value of those lands
have been enhanced by actual settlement, and I know in
many municipalities in Perth those lands, for which that
CJompany have contributed a trifling sum for roads and
education purposes, have advanced to $25 or $30 por acre.
The labor and toil of the settler in the North West will
enhance the value of the Syndicate lands to such an extent
that it will be to their interest to retain them, as they are
improving yearly, without paying any taxes, at the expense
of the honest settler. In the western portion of Manitoba
lad were asessed thieyear at 8 cents per acre; but esti-
mating the rate at 2 cents per acre, the Syndicate would
have to pAy on the 2,000,000 acres 8500,000 a year. In
tweilve years their taxes would aggregate to $6,000,000. I
recolleet that some years ago petitions were presented to
this Rous. against the leasing of laqds by the Canadai
Company, and the late Ilon. J. .EL Cameron, an eminent
lawy.r, contended that this House had no jurisdiction in
he matter, as the grant to the Canada Company was an
imperial grant. lu the event of new provinces beoig
foemedle t.he North.Weot, the Company wiJl hold out a
ipgar fp»s that they ar ot ecouptable to any 10çal

authority, having obtained theircontract and charter from
the Dominion Government; It wua represented that instead
of winding up their business rapidly and encouraging aettle.
ment, in one year the companyeold 20,00aees and resummd
possession oft 6,000 acres whioh they had leased ;
so that instead of yearly diminishing the quantity
of land held by the company, and winding up the
business of the Company, their limita were inoreasing by
reverting back to them as the original proprietors. Exemp-
tions in any country should apply merely to churchee-and
many even question that -to educational and benevolent
institutions, and to public buildings, but to nothing ele.
No land, especially that belonging to a wealthy corporation,
should b exempted. If you exempt half the arable lands
in the North-West, about the quantity this Syndicate will
possess, the other half must contÉibute lU0 per cent more,
and the result will be that the taxation will fall heavily on
the poor settler. The Syndicate bas many other advan-
tages. They have a monopoly of the carrying trade of
that country. They have the Pembina Branci, which nçw
yields a profit of 870,000 or 880,000 a year, and will, in a
very few years, yield a profit of 8300,000 or 8400,000 a
year. They will have possession of the Selkirk line as soon
as it is completed. They bave a bonus of land and money
for the prairie section, very much in excess of the cost of
construction. The hon. Minister of Railways the other
night thought a monopoly for this Syndicate was quite
out of the question. He said there was a road chartered to
ludson's .Bay, along the west aide of Lake Winni-
peg to Norway liouse, thence down the course
of the Nelson River, which would give access from the
North-West to the sea, and thus check any mono-
poly. Well, that is in the distance. Evidence bas been
given that for only two or three months in the year can
the Hudson's Straits be navigated, as they are generally
blocked up with ice, and those months are not the soaeon
when the surplus produce of' any country finde it way to
the markets of the world. The hon. member for W est-
inijster (Mr. Mclnnes) comes to a different conclusion.

Be says that wben the railway is constructed through the
Rocky Mountains, the whole of lie produce of the North-
West will find an outlet through British Oblumbia to the
Pacifie Ocean. We have neocxpectation that such will be
the case, as this Dominion bas spent about 840,000,000 in
the construction of the Intercolonial IRailway, many
millions in widoniig and deepening our canais, and about
$60,000,000 in forming railway connection with the North-
West, on the assumption that the sui-plus produce of the
North-West will find its way eastward, and recoup
the Dominion to sone extent for those enormous
expenditures. The right hon. premier iast Session
entered into son.e calculations to show that there
Il(,uld bo an immense sale of lands in the North-West.
I have no euch anticipation. The cost of the mounted
police and the payments to the Indians under 'various
treaties made beretofore, would amount at least to
probably $1,500,000, and it is questionable whether the
Government, at all events, can sel sufficient lands to recoup
the Dominion for its annual expenditure in the maintenance
of thei mounted police payments under Indian treaties and
other subsidies to Manitoba and the North-West. The
expenditure in that country, which will be under the cou-
trol of the Syndicate, is such that they should be made
subject to taxation, and I hope the House wiil sec the
advisability of altering the contract in this respeet. The
Syndicate will have ample means te bear taxation. They
are exempt from Dominion taxation, but as this taxation is
never direct I am unable to say what that would amount
to, nor eau I understand what Dominion tax they could be
exempted from. The Dominion je increasin its indebted-
ne. yearly upwards of '8100,000,000 since Ciedoration,
Md quifs çhecke4 may find it necessary t0 rwert to direct
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taxation. However, they have taken the pro
caution to be exempted from Dominion taxation. It
is highly essential that every foot cf land in the North-
West should contribute its quota towards the improving of
that great country. The lands to be exempt from taxation
for twenty years, are more extensive than the whole area
of England, which is but 24,596,266 acres, and the old
country has been under cultivation and -improvement for
the last 2,000 years. It is greater than the area of the
whole cultivated lands of Ireland, which is only 15,337,85i
acres; than the area of the whole cultivated lands of
Scotland, whieh is only. 4,738,127 acres; than that of the
lands under cultivation in Ontario, which is but 8,883,626
acres, and of Quebec, 5,783,944 acres; also greater than
the area of cultivated lands in New Brunswick, 1,171,15i
acres; in Nova Scotia, 1,627,991, and in Prince Edward
Island, 445,103 acres; or greater than the total area of
cultivated lands in the Dominion, ontside the Province of
Manitoba, which amounts to but 17,780,921 acres. Thus
the lands granted to the Syndicate are nearly one-half
larger in extent than the cultivated area of the Dominion,
more than four times greater than that of Quebec, throe
times that of Ontario, twenty-two times that of New
Brunswick, eighteen times that of Nova Scotia, and fifty
times the cultivated area of Prince Edward Island. I will
not further detain the House, but will move the following
amendment:-

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway exempta
25,000,000 acres of choice lands of the Company from Dominion,
Provincial and Municipal taxation, until said lands are either sold or
occupied for twenty years after the grant thereof from the (rown ; that
such exemption is unjust and will impose undue burdens on the settlers on
the alternate sections, who will be obliged to make improvements and
incur expenses, enhancing the value of the Company's lands without
receiving their fair share of the cost of said improvements and expenses;
that such exemption by freeing the Company from the burdens of
taxation, will reduce the inducements to the Company to seil their lands
early, and will enable the Company free of expense to hold their lands,
till their value has been greatly enhanced by the labors of the adjoining
settlers, and that the said contract is, in this respect, objectionable.

Mr. CAMERON. I did not intend troubling t e House
with any observations on this question, had it not been for
some remarks made !he other evening by the hon. member
for Lincoln, who challenged the accuracy of the figures I
took the liberty to present to the House when discussing
this branch of the important question under consideration;
and I enibrace the very earliest opportunity that presents
itself, of showing that hon. gentleman and this louse that
the figures I then submitted to this House were entirely
correct, and that the statements made by him were wholly
wide of the mark. The hon. gentleman stated that I
represented to the House that the Union Pacifie Railway1
paid 835,000 a year taxes. I said no such thing. HRe
further said that I stated the Union Pacifie ailway paid 1

835,000 lest year in taxes. I said no such thing.1
le continued : "I notice that the hon. gentleman (
has summarized the amount at 8835,000 a year, fori
four years." I made no such statement. When I did makex
a few observations the other evening, I advanced no
argument, i drew no conclusion whatever from the amount t
of taxes paid by the Union Pacifie Railway, I gave thatc
as an illustration. I did mention that the Union Pacifie 1
Railway paid in four years $835,000, but the conclusion ofe
my argument was not based on the amount of taxes that 1
were paid by the Union Pacifie Railway. I mentioned E
severai other railways in the United States that, during the (
past ton years, had aid large sums in taxes. I referred to 1
the Chicago and Rock Island Railway which had paid e
fourteen cents an acre of taxes on their lands for the year a
1879, and drew the conclusion that if the same rate of tax- F
ation were imposed upon the lands held by this Canadian m
Pacifie Railway, the amount would be very large. Now, t
the hon. gentleman did not dare to challenge the accuracy i
of any one of the figures that I gave with respect to the s

Mdr. Taow.

other railways, and the pnly igiureste whi"h abe boo,
gentleman drew the attention of the Housey, and by-which
he wished to break the force of the effect of the penition
I took, were those of the union Pacifie* lRailwuy.
Now, hon. gentlemen opposite in the Houseave been
told that the Union Pacifie Railway was paying taxes upmn
10,500,JO acres. I say that is not so, that they nover dîd
pay taxes on that quantity of land. I do admit, that-in the
report of my speech on this subject an error creptin.

Some hon. MEWBERS Who?
Mr. CAMERON. If hon. gentlemen opposite will liston

for a moment and learn wisdom from what I am going to
say, they will find that the error is not in my favor, but
against me, that the figures I gave are under the mark. I
appear to have said that $835,000 taxes was paid in four
years upon 10,500,000 acres ; I now say that is not correct.
But I did say that the amount of land' assessed to -the
Union Pacifie Railway was noithing like that-that the
$835,000 extended over a year or two more, but oertainiy
not over seventeen years, as thei member for Linço4n
asserted. He knows, or ought to.know, that the firat milp
of that railway was not laid seventeen years, ago. The
first hundred miles were not completed tili 1865,-and even
then they were not in a position to enable the company Ao
get their land grant that year, and it did not get a >foot of
land until it was certified by ,the Commissionere
appointed - by the Governmont. The hon, gentleman
opposite attached a great deal of iml'prtance to
that matter. He said that -,bon. gentlemen on the
Opposition side, and particularly the member for South
Huron (Mr. Cameron), have given figures not borne out by
the record, and if they are not borne ont by the record in
this instance they are not in the others. I am prepared
to show that my figures are correct, and that those of the
member for Lincoln are not borne ont by the record-to
show this from documentary evidence from the Department
at Washington. I suppose that hon. gentleman, who has
taken the trouble to send a telegram to Mr. Poor, author of
the manual on railroads, on this subject will, at all events
accept that evidence. Either the hon. gentleman is right
and I am wrong, or I am wrong and he is right; but I am
going to prove he is wrong. In the Act of incorporation of
the Union Pacifie Railway, it is provided that as each twenty
niles is constructed :

" The President of the United States shall appoint three Commissioners
to examine the same and report to him in relation thereto, and if it appears
to him that twenty consecutive miles of said railroad une have been
completed and equipped in all respects, as required by this Act, then,
upon certificate ofsaid Commissioners to that efect, patents should issue
conveying the right and titie to said lines and to said Company."

Now it is perfectly clear that while this land remained the
property of the United States it could not be taxed. The
bon. gentleman knows it remained such property until the
quantity of land appropriated to the Union Pacifie Railway
was certified to by the Commissioners. I am tot going to
read from Poor, but from the report of the Secretafy of the
Interior, a document of 1878-9. lere is a return presented
to the United States Congress, giving the quantity of lande
certified in every year from 1871 to 1878 inclusive.
Up to 1871, 639,024 acres; 1872, none; 1873, 15;395; 1874;
50,733; 1875, 919,771; 1876, 219,373; 1877, 39,371 ; 1878,
1,842. Thus down to 1878 the whole aggregate certified to
by the Commissioners appointed by the United States
Government amounted to but 2,430,370 acres. The
hon. gentleman frorn Lincoln must know that a
cent of taxes could not be imposed by the loeal
authorities on that land until it was certified and
patented to the railway company. Fie may say that the
moment that land was set apart for the-construction of
his road, it was liable to taxation. It is not so. I
will read a passage from "IHilliard on Taxation," that will
how beyond controversy that this land was slbjeet to
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tax*ston until e'rti4ed by the Oommissioners to the United
Stahs Govermnent and patented to the railway:

includ in grants for the construction of railroads made by
Càagree ,Iable to taxation by the State, after the companies betome
posseaU<I of-1 uzrconditional title in fée, and before they have been
alienatoathe Uc onapanies5."

Thus the noment the companies obtain the unconditional
title anti foe of those lands, they are subject to taxation. I.
have hon by the report of the Secretary of Interior that
up to làt of January, 1879, less than 2,500,000 acres had
been s certified. Hilliard further says:

Landaheld by a railroad, under the land grant Acts of Congre.,
which have peevpr been certified or set apart, and which are incapable of
identfication, are not taxable. So lands conditionally purchased from the
United Sttea by the Pacific Railway were not liable to State taxation,
where -the conditions of sthe ale had not been fulfilled, and no legal or
eq*le title had passed to the railway."

It i thus clear that lands conld not be liable to taxation-
until certified and patented.

Sir OIARLES TUPPEIR. I understand, thon, from the
hon. gentleman's statement that, although the Company
became entitled to lands, no taxation fell on them tilt they
coulktmake sales of them on receiving the patent fron the
Government ?

Mr. CAMERON. I say that, although the lands
were appropriated by the United States Government
for railway purposes they were not subjeet to
taxation till certified by the Commisioners, and,
f urther, they were not liable to taxation until some
sort of title had passed, either legal or equitable, from the
Government to the Company. I say they were liable
before the railway company sold them. If they were not
so liable to taxatiòn, then the Company would not be liable
for any taxation, becanse the very moment it sold the
lands it had them certified and conveyed to the purchasers
in nine cases in ten. But the point I wish to make is,
these lands were not liable until they were certified by the
Commissioners, and I have shown by the return of the
Secretary of the Interior that les than 2,500,000 acres
were certified to up to Ist January, 1879. More than that,
Sir, during the period from 1871 to 1879 the railway had
sold:over 1,000,000 acres of 'those lands, and, therefore,
there only remained in their hands about 1,500,000 liable to
taxation, and th'e whole of the taxes that wero imposed and
paid in 1879, namely, $835,000, was simply upon 1,500,000
acres which have been certifiod to but·not sold. The hon.
gentleman says that the Union Pacifie Railway only paid
last year, $108,000 in taxes. I admit that, but upon what
quantity of land did they pay it ? They paid it on the
quantity of land certified by the Commissioners to the United
States Government, and remaining unsold in the hands of
the company. Now, by a very simple calculation he can
ascertain what would be the taxation on 25,000,000 acres if
their taxes on 1,500,000 acres amount to $108,000. The
hon. gentleman will fmd that 1, in the simplicity of my heart,
made an error on the wrong side, and that the amount, so far
from being any less than I stated, is very much greater.
Assuming that the company each year paid taxes on
1,500,000 acres, for say ten years, to the amount of 835,025,
the amount for each year would be $83,502, the amount upon
25,000,000 acres would be for one year, $1,387,673, or for ten
yearS, $13,876,730, J have stated that they only
paid taxes on 1,000,000 acres, and if that amount produces
$108,000, multiply that by 20,000,000, and we get $2,160,000,
so that I do not think the hon, gentleman has made mnch
by ehallenging the correctness of my figures; and when he
has occasion té do-so again he had botter be a little more
carefl about hie own, for ho does not appear to have made
very umueh of thein, even with the assistance of [r. M-
Fartane, or Mri.-Ioor, who, by the way, does not appear to
knô*w very mueh on the *sbject. The hon, gentleman

knows that even if the figures ho gives were correct more
than one-half the land is made up of alkaline plains and
land covered with sage bushes, and that they are utterl
unfit for settièment, whereas our lands are the choice lande
of the North-West Territories,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. As the hon. gentleman haa
taken some pains to explain to the House what he intended
to say in reference to his figures, would ho allow me to
ask him if he adheres to the statement I understood him to
make in his spech, viz.: that the exemption fron taxàtiòn
that this Company will enjoy under this arrangement would
be something like $22,000,000 in ton years. Re made
another calculation in which ho placed the exemption at
82,600,000. 1 would like to ask the hon. gentleman if his
speech, as reported in the Ifansard, correctly conveys hie
views upon these points ?

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). If the hon. gentleman will refer
to my speech, ho will find the data on which I basod my
remark. I assumed that the lands within the twenty mile
belt would be asessed at $5 por acre, and I gave the House
a certi6cate I had received from a collector in one of the
municipalities of Manitoba, showing that that was the rate
upon which the taxation was based thore. I thon said that,
taking that rate, the exemption would amount to the sum I
stated, and I say so still.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Arm I correct in saying that
the impression ho wishod to convey to the House was that
the amount of taxation from which the Company are to be
exempted would amount to $20,000,000 in ton years.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The whole of the figures are
given in my speech. You will find themn there.

Mr. RYKERT. How do yon mnke the amount
$15,000,000?

Mr. CAMEROZ (Huron). I nover said it would come to
$15,000,000. I said the land and the amount granted in
the shape of stations and water-frontage, and 80 on,
assuming that the assesment would be the same as upon
a number of American roads which I named, would come
to that amo2nt. The hon. gentleman had botter read my
speech. He will find it all there and it will do him good»,

Mr. RYKE AT. If the hon. gentleman will give me a
corrected copy of bis speech, I will do so. I understand ho
blames the reporters.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). No ; I do not blame the
reporters. Read my speech.
1 Mr. RYKERT. Will the hon. gentleman explain, if ho
can, why be puts the amount at $15,000,000, while the
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) puts it at $21,000,000,
and the Globe at $16,700,000. Will the hon. gentleman ho
kind enough to explain these contradictions?

Amendment (Mr. Trow) negatived on the following div-
ision:

Messieurs
Anglin, Flynn, Olivier,
Ba'i Geoffion, Paterson (Brant),
Béebard, Gillies, Pickard,
Blake, Gillmor, Rinfret,
Borden, Glen, Robertson (Shelburne),
Bourassa, Gunn, Rogers
Brown,' addow, Ross ddiddlesex),
Burpee (St. John), Bolton, Rymal,
Burpee (Sunbury), Huntington, Scriver,
Cameron (Huron), King, Smith,
C&rtwright, LaRue, utberland,
Caeey, Laurier, Thompon,
Casgrain, Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
Charlton, McIsaac, Weldon,
Dumont, malouin Wher,
Fleit, mi,
Flemning,
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Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
C urrier,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
DeCosmos,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Doull,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,

NAvrs:

Messieurs
Fortin, Mongenais,
Fulton, Montplaisir,
Gigault, Mousseau,
Girouard (Jacques Car.)Muttart,
Girouard (Kent,) Ogden,
Grandbois, Orton,
Hackett, Ouimet,
Ray, Patterson (Essex),
Hesson, Pinsonneault,
Hilliard, Platt,
Hooper, Plumb,
Ronde, Pope (Compton),
Hurteau, Pope (Queen' s),
Jackson, Poupore,
Kilvert, Richey,
Kranz, Robertson (Hamilton),
Landry, Rouleau,
Lane, Ronthier,
Langevin, Royal,
Lantier, Ryan (Marquette),
Longley, Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (King's), Rykert,
McDonald (CapeBreton)Scott,
McDonald (Pictou), Shaw,
McDonald (Vict,. N.Z), Sproule,
Macmillan, Tasse,
McCallum, Tellier,
MeConville, Tilley,
McCuaig, Tupper,
McDougall, Valin,
McGreevy, Vallée,
McLennan, Vanasse,
McLeod, Wade,
McQuade, Wallace (Norfolk),
McRory, Wallace, (York),
Manson, White (Renfrew),
Massue, Williams,
Merner, Wright.-116.
Methot,

Mr. PATERSON (Brant.) No one pretends to deny the
fact that there are points granted by the Government in
the contract that are not in the interest of the country. I
need not enumerate them. These objectionable points have
been mentioned, not only by gentlemen sitting upon your
left band, but also by gentlemen sitting upon your right
band. They have b<en pointed out by men of eminent
ability on both sides of the House. I need not remind you
of the utterances of those gentlemen for they are fresh in
your memory. The exemption of the road-bed from
taxation bas already been pronounced upon separately.
There is the exemption of the lands from taxation, the
iniquity of which bas been in a measure depicted to the
louse to-night. Thore is the unfair provision of the amount
that is to be paid in the construction of the central section
of this railway; there is the excessive amount that
is to be paid for the construction of the portion of
the work that is to be undertaken by the Government;
there is the free admission of a large part of
the material to be used in the construction of this
work-this and many other points, not forgetting the
extraordinary powers, the moiopoly powers that are given
to this Company to control the trade and traffic of almost
half a continent; the further power that is given to that
Corporation to levy rates, which in their nature are
excessive and must prove burdensome to the people of this
country-these are only some of the bad points of the
contract now betore you; these are only some of the
objections which bon. gentlemen opposite see themselves
in this contract, and in their calmer moments bave
acknowledged. But, recognizing that there were these
defects, these clauses that were prejudicial to the best
interests to this Canada of ours, they said that, viewed and
taken as a whole, looking at the thing in its
completeness, it was better to accept the contract
with ail its blemishes than not to accept it at ail,
because they allege that in so doing we were
lifting the burden of constructing the Canadian Pacifie
Rlailway off the shoulders of the Government and

Mr. RYMRRT.

27,
placing it on the shoulders an incorporated company.
Sir, the eloquent tongue of the hon. member for Halton (Mr.
Macdougall) alleged as a reason to bis constituents assem-
bled in his county that he was not opposed to the grant bei ig
given to this Company. Why ? Because he considered it
was a matter of great importance that this work should be
taken out the of control of the Govern ment, as if it remained
in their bands it might be used for corrupt purposes, at least
would inevitably tend to charges of corruption boing levelled
against them, and it was to prevent the possibility of those
charges that he thought it was wise and expedient for
Parliament to sanction the proposition that would hand the
building of this route over to a company and relieve the
Government of that responsibility altogether. I am bound
to say that was the impression of the people of
this country with reference to this matter, and I
am further bound to tell you-I speak my individual
opinion that I believe the sentiment of the people of this
country, as they first understood this contract tobe, such as
they were given by the Government organs to understand to
be the terms, while the Government were maintaining their
secrecy, while they were maintaining the darknoss that
enshrouded this scheme from its inception down to the
moment it was laid on the Table -I am bound to say that,
guided by the information vouchsafed to us, the people of
this country were prepared to accept this scheme, and the
people did feel a sensible relief from the fact, that.what it
was alleged had been brought about, had actually taken
place. This deception was kept up uniil the last moment;
this deception was practised upon the members of this
Chamber when we wended our way, following your lead, to
the Upper House, in order to hear from Bis Excellency's
lips the speech he was to deliver to us on that occasion. I
say deceptive words were put into His Excellency's mouth
on that occasion. Let me read an extract from that speech:

"During the recess my advisers thought the time opportune for making
another attempt to carry out the declared preference of Parliament for the
construction and operation of the Canadian Pacific Railway by means of
an incorporated company, aided by grants of money and land, rather
than by the direct action of the Government.

" Three of my Ministers, therefore, proceeded to England for the
purpose of carrying on negotiations to that end."

What end? Why, the end they had declared in the
previous paragraph, that they recognized tho fact that
Parliament had declared that that road was to be
constructed and operated through the means of an
incorporated company rather than by the direct action of
the Government, and in order to bring that about, three
Ministers, he says, proceeded to England for the
purpose of carrying on negotiations to that end. He was
Iurther instructed to say:

"I am pleased to be able to inform you that their offers were so far
successful that a contract has been entered into, subject to the approval
of Parliament, with men of high financial standing in Europe, the United
States and Canada for the speed construction and permanent working
of this great national enterprise.

What does it all refer to ? It is a speech about the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, not about a portion of that rail-
way across the prairie country, it is not speaking about
the country north of Lake Superior, it is not speaking of
these two portions of Canadian Pacifie Railway alone,
detached-nothing of the kind. His Excellency was telling
us that three of his Ministers proceeded to England for the
purpose of entering into negotiations with eminent capitalists
for the construction of this railway, the whole railway
across the continent, every part of the railroad that had
not been already completed by direct action of the Govern-
ment. Well, what was the effect of those utterances upoi
the minds of hon. gentlemen opposite in this House? The
hon. leader of the Opposition fully believed in bis heart, as
his speech testified in this House before the contract was
brought down, that such was the case. What did he say
on the motion to adopt a reply to the Address from the
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Throne before the contract was laid on the Table ? le said country and containing clause c which every one can read.
ties: What does clause 6 say? It rune as follows:-

" The aspect of finality, and the creation of a company and its rights, «Unleu prevexted by the set of God the Queen's enemies, Intestine
therefore import elemients of the utmost importance and of practical disturbances, epidemics, floods or other causes beyond the control of
novelty mio the disoussicn of this subject." the Government, the Government shall cause to be ocompleted the said

Lake Superior section, by the dates flxed by the existing contracts forSo astute a man as the hon. gentleman from West Durham, the construction thereo ; andohalla cause to be completed th.
taking all the information he had at that time from the portion of the said Western section now under contract, namely, from
Govergrment organ, and f rom the mouth of Ilis Excellency, Kamloopsuto Yale, within the period fred by the contracts therefor,
amssmed that th-eicontract, when it would be laid upon tei namely, by the thirtieth day of June, 1885; and shl alsocause to be

completed, on or before the firit day of May, 1891, the remaining portionTable of the faouse, would be final in its nature; a contract, of the said Western section, lying between Yale and Port Moody, which
the terms of which, would remove every part of the construc- shallh be oconstructed of equahly good quality i every respect with the
tion of this railway out of the hands of the Government, standard hereby created for lte portion hereby contracted for. And the

said Lake Superior section,'and the portions of the said Western seetion
and place it upon the houlders of a comipany. Was he now under contract, shall be completed as nearly as practieable accord-
undeceived by the right bon.. the First Minister, who ing to the specificationa and conditions of the contracte therefor except
'followed him on that occasion ? The delusion was still kept in so far as the saine have been modified by the Government prior to this

4 contract."1
up and maintained by that hon. gentleman' utterances, an
extract from which I will now read to you: Does that clause look like relieving the Government from

" The Sndicate are resolved to build this road and they are able to the work and placing it upon the shoulders of an incorpor-
do so, san they had such confidence in fa i the arrangement being ated company ? What work has the Government to do?
a fair one, both for themselves and Ior Canada, that they were confident To complote the Lake Superior section, 406 miles of the
it would meet with the sanctiori of Parliament whenever it was most difficult road possible, to be built in good order. Then
submitted, and, therefore, if Government had told them 1'Go on at once there ho section of 117 miles, hrou Il the canyonsand we are satisfied that Parliament will confirm our action, and r
sustain you in whatever expenditure you have gone into,' they would of the Rocky Mountains, from Yale to kliamloops. The
have been quite ready to have gone on with the undertaking. And, cost is estimated at $10,000,000. The contract iq to
Sir, notwithstanding sneers that have been thrown out on the subjeet, be finished in 1885, which will involve taking out ofI believe the, gentlemen who have undertakea this great ar.d responsible
work will complete it successfully, that they will rua and work it suc- the public treasury and out of the pockets of the
cessfully, and that they vwill open up that country to the utmost extent tax payers $2,000,000 a year, to hand over to the
which such a great enterprise is calculated to cause, and in doing so, contractors to satisfy them. Add to aIl this the unknown
inbui ding ehe ot onagr imdemediate responsibiity of expenditure cost for constructing the other portion of the British

.d .Columbia section, that part botween Yale and Port Moody,Such was the utterance of the First Minister, and such were in order that the House may get a little idea of what thethe utterances of the organ of that hon. gentleman, instucted Goverument are doing in this matter. On contract 25,to take the course they did. No one believed but what that from Fort William to English River, 113 miles, $57,061contract would reveal, when it was brought down to the was expended last year, and the work is not yet fmished.House, an arrangement on the part of strong financial mon-. On contract 41, English River to Eagle River, 118 miles,to undertake the entire construction of the Canadian Pacific 586,7t0 was expended last year, and it will e completedRailway. But, Sir, when the contract came down, did we on July lst, 1883. On contract 42, Eagle River to Keewatin,fd that min it ? To that point, I will address myself for a sixty-seven miles,'8532,079 was expended last year, and thefew minutes later on. But withthhi contract lyMig on the section has to be comploted by lst July, 1883. On contractTable, containing some clauses that the hon. Minister of 15, $469,620 was expended on the section from KeewatinRailways knew was in it. What were his utterances when he to Cross Lake, thirty-six miles, and it is not yet completed.made his great speech on December 14th, introducing the Contracts 60, 61, 62 and 63, for work from Yale tocontract and recommending it to the favorable consideration Kamloops, on which $10,000,000 will have to beof theHouse. The hon. gentleman atthat timesaid: expended, are being proceeded with by the Government
"I have the satisfaction of knowing that throughout this intelligent and will not ho completed until five years have elapsed.

country every man breathed more freely when he learned that the great Yet hon. gentlemen opposite talk about the contract nowenormous undertaking of constructing and operating the railway was to . . q
be lifted froi the shoulders of the Government." on theTable removmgthis question fromdepartmental

control! Itis nonsonse to talk of removing this question
That was the -hon. gentleman's language, even when the from the arena of politics when we are binding ourselves
contract was on the Table,supposing us tobe entirely ignorant by a solemn compact, entered into with capitalists, that for
of clause 6 in the contract. lion. gentleman opposite, even the next five years we will expend $2,000,000 a year. on
after the contract was published and in th hands of the one short 127 miles of this work, over and above all that.
people, sought to impress the view on the public mind that As if determinod not to remove this thing out of the
the contract would relieve Canada from any responsibility for political arena, but to keep it a live question before the
the construction of any portion of the Pacifie Railway. We people, witbout any certainty as to its cost, the Govern-
hear the same tune sung to.day. We flnd in an issue of the ment have, in their wisdom, reserved to themselves the
hon. gentleinan's organ in this city, of the day before right to build ninety miles more of this work, to pay for it
yesterday, an article givinÈ the key to hon. gentlemen out of the public money, and to take ton years in doing it,
opposite as ho lie course they must tako when they return Sir, I maintain that of all the bad features of this bargain
to their constituents, and as to how the battle is to be fought. none is worse than this. I maintain that
The Uttawa Citizen of the 24th January, says: if there is anything the people of tbis country have roason

Dspite thi, du' the early, part of the discussion, provincial to complain of in this contract, it is this. They were given
polities, bitter reorimination, unfair tactics, ungenerous insinuations, to understand that by this contract the work was tobe taken
charatfised mny of the speeches delivered, until every right thinking out of te hands of te Government, and hat il would be
mas, «»a tb at fret taking little interest in the question, decided . .
in bis owa mmd that it was botter for the country that tis contract impossible thereafter that any charge of corruption or mis-
should be duly ratýied and the Pacifie Railroad construction placed in management should be laid against the department.
the hands of a tômpacy, and reaioved not only from departmental Instead of that, more than one-third of tbis road is to b.
coatrol, but from the arens of the House of Commons debates as wen." constructed by the Government and the expense to be
Tht i the line tlie hon..the Minister of Railways followed, defrayed by the Government. Sir, what have we gained by
and which hon.,gentlemen opposite and their Ottawa organ this contract, so far as relieving Canada of the responsibility
h thae $ lalihood to follow, with the contract on of this matter is concerned? We have gaîned this much-
th aW d opies of it scattered broad cash through the The contract let in British Columbia involves an expendi-
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ture of $10,000,000, and there was a clause which allowed
the Government, provided it was too great a strain on the
public treasury, and the necessities of trade did not demand
it, to stop the expenditure on that section at any moment.
What have the Government done ? They secured this
great boon to the Canadian people-they have bound their
hands, under this contract, to spend that 810,000,000,
whether the people of this country are able to bear it or
not, and te do it in five years. They have bound themselves
to do that for the benefit of Messrs. Rose & Company and
others who form this Company, no matter how it may grind
the people of this country. Why, Sir, I think I should
have but to offer to the House the amendment I have to
propose in order to find many hon. gentlemen opposite-in
order to find the Minister of Railways himself-rise to vote
for that resolution; because he said there was not an intel-
ligent man in this country but breathed more freely when
he learned that this enormous undertaking of building this
road iyas finally to be removed from the shoulders of the
people of this country. I know that bon. gentleman wants
the people of this country to breathe freely; and in order to
afford him and those who know that the country cannot
breathe freely so long as the Govornment goes on to con-
struct those portions of the road which they may not be
able to pay for, I beg to place the following resolution in
your hands:-

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, laid on
the Table, does not insure finally as to the public obligations in that
regard, but imposes on Canada, besidea the grant of large sums of
mone and areas of land, the construction by the Government for the
bene t of the Syndicate of the most expensive parts of the railway,
which are to be built by the Govern ment during the next ten years, and
that the said contract is, in this respect, objectionable.

Amendment (Mr. Paterson, Brant) negatived on the fol-
lowing division:-

Messieurs
Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
'Cartwright,
Oasey,
Casgrain,
Oharlton,
Dumont,
Fiset,
Fleming,

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduic.
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,

Mr. PATERSON

Flynn,
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Glen,
Gunn,
Haddow,
Holton,
Huntington,
King,
La Rue,
Laurier,
Macdonell (Lanark),
Mcfsaac,
Malouin,
Mills,

Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Rogers,
Ross (Middlesex),
Rymal,
Scriver,
Smith,
Sutherland,
Thompson,
Trow,
Weldon,
Wheler,
Yeo.-49.

NAYS:
Messieurs

Gigault, Merner,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Néthot,
Girouard (Kent), Mongenais,
Grandbois, Montplaisir,
Hackett, Mousseau,
Bay, Muttart,
Besson, Ogden,
Billiard, Orton,
Hooper, Ouimet,
Houde, Patterson (Essex),
Hurteau, Pinsonneault,
Jackson, Platt,
Jones, Plumb,
Kilvert, Pope (Compton),
Kirkpatrick, Pope (Queen's),
Kranz, Poupore,
Landry, Richey,
Lane, Robertson (gamilton),
Langevin, Rouleau,
Lantier, Routhier,
Little. Royal,
Longley, Ryan (Marquette),
Macdonald (King* s), Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Shaw,
(Brant).

Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
DeCosmo,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Doull,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Fulton,

McDonald (Pictou),
McDonald (Vict., N.S.),
Macmnillan,
Mecallum,
McCarthy,
McConville,
McCuaig,
McDougall,
McGreevy,
McLennan,
McLeod,
McQuade,
McRory,
Manson,
Massue,

Sproule,
Tassé,
Tellier,
Tilley,
Tunper,
Valin,
Vallée,
vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York),.
White (Cardwell),
White (Renfrew),
Williams,
Wright.-120.

Mr. RINFRET. In deciding, some years ago, to Luild
the Pacific Railway, the Government had net only the
intention of annexing British Columbia, they had another
object, more practical and more in harmony with the weil
understood interests of the country-that was the col-
onization of the North-West. It was this latter reason
especially that was insisted upon before the people, in
order to induce them to accept the resolution passed by
Parliament. It was then everywbere stated-on the
hustings, in the press, and even in this honorable House-
thatwe had a kingdom in the Canadian North-West; that we
had there a great extent of the most fertile land that was
only awaiting the work of the settler to bring forth towns
and villages. In a word, the settlement of the North-
West was the favorite theme with all those who sought to
induce the people to accept the resolutions voted by Paria-
ment for the building of the Pacific. I will not conceal
the fact, Sir, that they were showing the people the pleas-
ing aide of the question, and that I am one of those who
believe in the future of that immense region. I am
happy to say that, on this important question, the Liberal
party has always lent a helping hand to the Conservative
party, and that both parties have labored to promote the
settlement of the great Canadian North-West. We will,
undoubtedly, meet with considerable difficulties in settling
these vast prairies. And we must not forget the fact that we
are not the only people who have lands to sel], but that there
are fertile lands to be colonized in the United States. I do
not say that these lands are worth more than ours. I do
not even say that they are worth as much as our best lands;
but there is a fact that no one can gainsay. Our neighbors
have in their favor the tide of immigration that is set their
way; and the far greater number of Europeans, who come
to America, settle in the States instead of Canada. I will
even add, tLough with regret, that a great number of our
fellow-countrymen swell this immigration to the United
States. If we wish to turn aside this tide of immigration,
and compete advantageously with our neighbors ; if we
wish to have some immigrants go to our vast
prairies, we must, and no one can deny it, offer
conditions at least equal to those offered by the ULited
States. I regret that the present contract contains no clause
that can satisfy this honorable House with regard to this
important question of the settlement of the North-West. By
the contract now submitted, the Government abandors to
the Syndicate, without any reserve whatever, 25,000,000
acres ofland. The Syndicate can choose these lands among
the most fertile and the best situated in the North-West.
These 25,000,000 acres will be laid out in lots of a mile in
area, and will alternate with the Crown lands set apart for
homesteads and pre-emptions. The lands of the Syndicate
will form, with the Crown Lands, an area of 50,000,000
acres. These lands will be the most advantageously
situated, and it is evident that they will be sold first,
unles some serious obstacle is put in the way of the settlers.
These 50,000,000 acres form a greater extent of land than
we can hope to sell in twenty-five years from now, or
perhaps in half a century, if we take into account the fact
that, at the present moment, there are but 11,000,000 acres
of land sold in the Province of Quebec and 16,000,000 acres
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in the Profince of Ontario. I will make no remark as to
the present disposition of the lands in alternate lots, but I
will only say that this disposition, whether it be good or
bad, will give the Syndicate almost absolute control, as far
as colonization is concerned, not only over its own lots but
also over the neighboring lots belonging to the Government,
that is to say over 50,000,000 acres, or over nearly all the
lande that the Govern ment can reasonably expect to sll for
the iiext half century, perhaps. I believe that the control
of the Syndicate over our own land,-, a control which is
given to it by the very disposition of the lands, eau at any
moment paralyze, in a great measure, the efforts of any Gov-
ernment to promote colonization. Letus suppose, for instance,
that with a view of speculation, or for any other reason,
the Syndicate decides to withhold the sale of thoir lands, or
to ask very high prices for them ? What wiTl happen ?
,Why, Sir, the Government will experience great difficulty
in edlling theirs. According to the present disposition, of
the lands, each square mile contains two homesteads and
two pre-emptions of 160 acres each; that is to say, there will
be two settlers for each lot. If the neigh boring lot is not sold,
every settler will not only have to keep up his roads and
lia'fences, but the roads and fences of the neighboring lot.
Re will be obliged to pay double municipal and school
taxes. I think, Sir, that very. few settlers will be disposed
to purchase the Government lots, if the neighboring lots
belonging to the S> ndicate are not sold at the same time,
unless the Government fix a time for the sale of their
lande, thereby giving the assurance to the settlers that they
wilI not have to give a part of their labor for many years
in order to enhance the value of the Syndicate's lands. If
the Government do not pass such a measure, I think they
will not be able to sell their lands before the Syndicate bas
seen fit to sell its lands, and that even should they wish to
promote colonization, they can only do so by sacritieing eon-
siderably the value of our public lands. The Government
seem'to have adopted as a standard for the construction of
the Pacifie, the Union Pacifie Railway. We read in the
chärter incorporating this railway the following clause,
wbich I respectfully submit to the consideration of hon.
Ministers:-

"And al such lands, so granted by this section, which shall not be
sold or disposed of by said Company within three years after the entire
road shalhave been completed, shall be subject to occupation and pre-
emption. like other lands. at a price not exceeding one dollar and twenty-
ive cents per acre, to be paid to said Company."

ýThis clause obliges the Company to sell their lands as soon
as possible, and takes from them all control if the sale is not
made within the time prescribed by law. The hon. member
for Lambton, when he was the leader of the Government,
had also provided that the Government should keep control

"mer the lands offered as a grant to any private company
flhat would undertake the building of the Pacific Railway.
We. ead what follows in the Statutes of 1874, page 120:

"That a quantity of land, not exceeding twenty thousand acres, for
nasch Inile if the section or sub-section contracted for, shall be ajppro-
eeriated in alte»nate sections of twenty square iniles each along the line of

railway, or at convenient distance therefroi, each section having
a frontge of not less than three miles nor more than six miles on the line j
e Ui said raflway, and that two-thirds of the quantity of land so appro-
ýpriatedsha ll be sold by the Government at such rices as may be from
tus. to time agreed upon between the Governor in iouncil and the con-
trctors and the proceeds thereof accounted for and paid half-yearly to
tise cistractors-free fron any charge of administration or management-
thse maiaingbthird to be conveyed to the contractors."

W. seethat the hon. member for Lambton's Government re-1
erved the right of selling the lands granted by the Pacifie1

#l16way et of 1874. There are sevoral ways of controlling4
adéà jignted to a private company. I do not intend to

èqgÈét any particular mode of keeping the controlling
power over ouch an important part of te publie domain. I
nlysay that the Government should keep a control over the

li e the Syndicate, and that the latter should be foreed,
more way'or another, to sell their lands within a specified

time, if the Government do not want themselves to be ex-
posed to see a part of the public domain lying
idle or worked for the particular benefit of a
prirate cornpany. I deem it also my duty to
aek te Government to establish the price of tl e
lande granted to the Syndicate. Those who have listened
te the speeches made in this House upon the question of the
Panie Railway, muet have remarked that a great number
of estimates, more or less contradictory, were ma e as to
the value of the lande of the North-West. I think that the
discussion wih bhas taken place has not, thrown much
light upon the real value of' those lands. But, fron these
different and contradictory estimates, this House can infer
an important fact, and that is that the value of these lands
is not establiahed in a satiefactory manner, ana that we do
not know the real price of the sacrifice the country is
making by giving away these 25,000,000 of acres tof land.
The hon. Minister of Railways estimated at 825,000,000, or
at $1 per acre, the total land grant made to the Syndicate.
Probably the estimnate of 81 this year will go down as easily
as did. at the last Session, the esti mate of 83.18 made by
the same hon. Minister, for the same lands that. are to day
granted te the Syndicate. At all evonts, I do not intend to
ask this honorable House not to accept this estimate. I only
ask that this estimate, whether it be right or wrong, or any
other estimate agreed upon between the.Syndicate and the
Government, should be fixed by Statute. If the Syndicate
does not wish to accept these lands at a greater value than
81 an acre, let it b. declared that they cannot be sold at a
higher- price than 81 an acre. If the Syndicate will not
consent that Government should fix the value of the land at
less than 42 or $3 an acre, then the Governmeat, for their
$25,000,000 should give a considerable less amount than
25,000,000 acres, or take, before the Parliament and before
the people, the responsibility of giving to the Syndicato
lands valued, by the Syndicate and the Government, at
850,000,000 or 875,000,000. By this means, the louse could
judge of the value of the land grant made to the Syndicate;
by this means the people will know what we are giving away,
and I th:nk that the people have an unquestionable right
to know it. The hon. Minister bas estimated the lands
granted to the Syndicate at only $1 an acre. That estimate
bas been looked upon as too low by morne bon. members;
but I fancy that the lHouse would be disposed to accept it,
I rovided only that the Govern ment would consent to fix
by Statute this price of $1 as the maximum price. We aN
making, it is true, an immense sacrifice by giving away the
finest lands of the North-West; but by fixng such a low
price for the sale of the Syndicate's lands, we could sol
more easily the Crown lands laid out in alte mate lots, and
the country could thus recoup itself for the great sabrifice
it is naking, through the real advanta-es that wuld flow
from the settlement of the great North-West of Canada.
Thus, Sir, I believe that this honorable lHouse should not
abandon all control over the lands that we are granting to
the Syndicate, and that a rnaxirnum price should be set on
the railway lands, so that the people might k now what they
are giving. And if the Governrment sees fit to grant to
the Syndicale 25,000,000 acres of land at a very low figure,
let us at least fix the 1rice of those lands so that the
people may profit thereby-and that the sottler in the
North-West mny profit thereby. Let us fix the price of
these lands if we want the tide of immigration to flow
towards Canada; if we want te compensate the people a
little by the rapid settlement of the North-West, for the
enormous sacrifices they are making in building the Pacifie
Railway. I move, therefore, the following amendment.:-

That'the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway contains
provision for ceding to the Company twenty-five millions of acres of choice
landsin lthe North-West, but it does not, as it should, embrace any pro-
vision that uch lands shall be open to sale to actual settlers at any
maximum price; that the absence ofsueh provision will enable the Com-
pany to lock up the lands at their pleasure for a long time, and so be in-
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jurious to the progress of the country, and add to the labors and difficul-
ties of the early settlers, and that the said contract is, in this respect,
objectionable.-

Mr. ROULEAU. I would like to ask the hon. member
where he finds that the proprietors of alternate lots bought
from the Government will be obliged to pay double taxes
whilst the proprietors of lands bought from the Company
will not be obliged to pay any taxes at all, as ihe has just
stated. According to the contract, I have always understood
that the exemption from taxation was in favor of the Syndi-
cate during twenty years and inasmuch as the lots were
not sold ; consequently, I do not see why the holders of
lots bought from the Government should be obliged to pay
double taxes and to make double fences unless it is to keop
their neighbors frovi looking at them.

Mr. RINFRET. I think it is quite enough to pay double
taxes during twenty years. It is perfectly clear in the con-
tract that these lands can remain twenty years in the hands
of the Syndicate, and that the settlers who would take up
the lots contiguous to these lands would be obliged to pay
taxes during twenty years and to keep up the roads and the
fonces on their own lots and on the lots of the Syndicate.

Mr. ROULEAU. I think that several members who move
amendments to the contract have not read it; for in the
contract there is no exemption from taxation in favor of the
occupiers; there is only an exemption from taxation in
favor of the Syndicate as long as the lands are not sold.

Amendment (Mr: Rinfret) negatived on the following
division
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Whutie <Renfrew>,
Willa"s,
Wright..-118.

Mr. CHARLTON. I can well understand the House
naturally begins to be weary of the discussion on this ques-
tion. Even on this side, I dare say many of the members
almost feel like saying:

"Why urge the long unequal fight,
Si" ce Truth has fallen m the street;
Why lift anew the trampled light,
Quenched by the heedless minions' feet T'

But I wish to impress on hon. gentlemen opposite that this
is a solemn occasion. I wish to impress upon them that we
are religiously trying to adopt all possible measures for the
proper celebration of their funeral obsequies; we are mäking
arrangements now for having that party properly and
decently buried, and- the foat is being rendered more and
more certain at every stage in this drama. Hon.
gentlemen opposite, apparently, to every candid observer,
have abandoned all attempts at argument. They meet us
now by the exercise of sheer brute force; and in that respect
we must of course go to the wall at'every encounter, for
they outnumber us by votes. Again and again are presented
to the House objections unanswerable in their nature and
not-a word of argument is offered to rebut the position
taken by hon. members on this side. I shall direct my
remarks to that feature of this contract granting exemption
from taxation, and shall submit an amendment bearing on
this feature. The 16th section provides:

"The Canadian Pacific Railway, and all stations and station
grounds, work shops, buildings, yards and other property, rolling stock
and appurtenances required and used for the construction and working
thereof, and the capital stock of the Company shall be forever free from
taxation by the Dominion, or by any Province hereafter to be established
or by any municipal corporation therein, and the lands of the Company,
in the North-West Territories, until they are either sold or occupied, sball
also be free from such taxation for twenty years after the grant thereof
from the Crown."

This exempts the whole of the railway, from Lake
Nipissing to the Pacific Ocean, with all its branches, forever
from ail Dominion taxation, whatever that may be. It
exempts that portion of this railway situated in the North-
West Territory, with its branches in that territory, and that
portion of the railway situated in the territory of Keeîvatin
from all taxation, municipal, provincial or Dominion, for
all time to come. It is a principle which I believe cannot bp
controverted, that for the payment of the expenses necessary
to be incurred in the maintenance of law and order, ail
property should bear its equitable and due proportion; that
no property whatever should be exempt from the payment
of its share in the expense of the maintenance of law and
order. It is held to be necessary, in this enlightened age,
to maintain public schools at public expense. Thie edoation
of the masses, in a country having free institutions, is held
to be a matter-of so -much importance, that the expenuse of
providing and maintaining schools devolvee upon the public.
It is held to be a matter of importance that the roads thro.gh
a country should be paid for at the public expense, and
that municipal institutions should be organizod, and be
maintained by means of taxes on property. What isnecessary
in the public interest and of common interest to aIl should be
paid for by all. Railways must; at public expense, receive
certain protection. They must be protected from
riot. Railway corporations are peculiarly liable to
damage from riots, and in cases of riot they -all on public
authority for protection. They must be protectéd--rom
obstruction, lawlesaness and incendiarism, and they iust
be protected in many ways unnecessary to specify on-tils'
occasion. They may resort to the courts to enforce their
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rights. No clas-of property owners resort more frequently
to the courts than do the railway corporations. We al
recolleet some three years ago, the series of stupendous
riots, called the railway 1iots, which took place in the
United States. We recollect that the whole available force
of the -United States' troops not in the Indian territories
were called out, that thousands of State militia and inde-
pendent military organizations of the various States were
called into service, that the police and detective forces of
varieus cities were made available, and that the loss from
mob violence on many occasions was borne by the public.
In Pittsburg, where a loss of $3,000,000 was sustqined by the
Penusylvania Railway Company, the corporation of that city
and the county in which it is situated had to make good to
the company~every dollar of those damages. In return for
this protection, the railways of the United States are
heavily taxed; but the Syndicate with which the Govern-
ment are about to ratify a contract asks all this protection,
all these privileges that railways enjoy-for nothing.
They ask these privileges, and at the same time
they ask that they shall be forever exempt from all
taxation, from bearing any portion of the public expend-
iture that should fall upon them. The question at this
point is: Are railways in other countries taxed? I think
the hon. member for Glengarry in his speech on this
question advanced the argument that it was perfectly
proper railways should be exempt from taxation. Why,
said he, we do not tax highways ? And is not a railway a
highway ? And if a common country road is exempt from
taxation, why should not a railway be also exempt? I should
certainly say it ought, if it is made as free to the publie as
a common highway; but so long as a railway is not a free
avenue for commercial communications, so long as it is a
private enterprise charging tolls for the transaction of aN
the business it does, and looks to the country for
protection, it is entitled to pay taxes as all other classes
of private property. So far as my investigations go,
railways are taxed in all coun tries. Thëy are taxed in
Austria, Russia, Hlloland-

Mr. PLUMB. I would like to know whether there are
any private railways in Russia.

Mr. CHARLTON. The ]Russian Governiment, I believe,
guarantees a certain revenue to the railway companies, and
levies a tax on passengers. Great Britain, Belgium, and
every State in the American Union levy taxes on railway
companies, and these taxes are of very different kinds.
First of al, there is the tax on gross receipts, which, I
believe, is levied in the States of Michigan, Pennsylvania and
Minnesota. In Michigan, these taxes are two per cent. under a
certain amount of earnings per mile, ana three percent. above
that; in Minnesota they are three per cent. ; in Pennsyl-
vania they are eight-tenths per cent., and in addition there
is a tax on stock. Besides the tax on gross receipts, some
countries levy a tax on net ireceipts. In Delaware State, a
tax of ten per cent. is levied on net receipts. The third
form is the tax on passengers. That form is levied in Great
Britain, five per cent. on gross passenger receipts; in Dela-
ware Stato ten cents is 1evied on each passenger. The
feurth form is a specific tax on locomotives and cars. Delaware
levies a tax of 8100 on each locomotive, $10 on each freight
tar, and $25 on each passenger car. The fifth form is
the tax per mite. -Mississippi levies a tax of $40 per mile
on narrow gauge, and $80 per mile on broad or standard
gauge. -The sixth form is the tax on-assessed valuation. This
form ig levied in New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Tennessee,
nd.other States. The seventh form is the lump sum in lieu of

taxation. That system is in vogue to a certain extent in
Niew Jersey and in Delaware. The eighth formis the tax on
stock orahares. The-tate of Pensylvania levies taxes in
tbat form. While upon the question of taxation I
wish bie-y te refer te some remarks of the mem-

ber for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) last evening, who, I
am sorry, is not present at this moment. In treating of
the question of taxation and the probable amount that
wôuld be levied on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, if it were
not exempted from taxation, he made the most astoundingly
ridiculous statement, that the whole amount would probably
not exceed $6,000 per annum. "He arrived at that estimate
by taking the quantity of land that the road would occupy,
allowing a road-bed of 100 feet width, calculating the
amount of acres for the whole distance across the North-
West. le valued that land at, I think, $5 an acre, and upon
this basis reaéhed a total of $6,000. Well, suppose he
would probably proceed- to tax city property in te same
way, by taking city lots worth 81,000 a foot and taxing
them at the rate of $5 an an acre. I have no doubt that
he would appraise the oil paintings of the old masters
by estimating them to be worth what the paint, varnish,
and canvass originally cost. The railway, and land on which
it is situated, costing #5 an acre, perhaps would be worth
830,000 a mile. It is proper to assess a road for what it
cost to constract it per mile, and in addition to assess the cost
of the locomotives, cars, station-houses, and al] appurtenances
for the further transaction of its business. It will probably
require 300 locomotives and several thousand cars, at
least, to stock the Canadian Pacific Railway, all of
which should be subjected to taxation, and, in
case taxes were thus levied, the amount would
be inevitably very large. We may be able to estimate
that amount by a comparison of this road with railroads in
other countries. I find that in France, in 1878, the direct
and indirect taxation upon railways amounted to 816,241,800.
In the,United States the amount of taxation imposed upon
railway companies is immense. Ihave been unable to ascer-
tain what the aggregate is, because many of the
railroad companies make defective returns in this respect.
I will give the taxation on a number of the roads to show
the largeness of the amount paid. The Chicago and Alton
paid in 1879, undor the hoad of taxes and sundry ac-
counts, $195,461 ; the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul, under the head of miscellaneous and taxes,
$473,543. We cannot ascertain what the taxes are,
because we do not know what the sundries mean. These
are two instances of the defective way of making returns.
Many roads,however, make explicit returns as to their special
taxation, and among these are the following ones : Burlington
and Cedar Rapids, a local road in Iowa, last year paid taxes,
amounting to $34,722; the Cincinnati, Hamilton, Dayton,
91 miles $36,70 ; the Atlantic and Great Western, a road of
no very great importance, $96,000; the Pennsylvania Railroad
paid on the State tax, $213,852-on its stock, $154,957-total,
$368,809 ; Union Pacifie, $297,158 ; Chicago, Burlington,
Quincy, $328,844; Chicago and North-IW est, $359,996;
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, $218,155 ; Illinois Central,
8395,010; Michigan Central, $201,681; Lake Shore and
Micligan Sonthern, $457,137 ; New York Central and Hudson
River, $871,787-making a total for those twelve corporations
of $3,646,015. Now there are in the United States
over 1,000 railway corporations; here are nine of
the principal and three of the subordinate ones enumerated
in this list, paying a tar of $3,646,015. Among the great
railway corporations not included are the Erie, Baltimore
and Obio, and many others. Upon this data we may be
able to arrive at an approximate estimate of the taxation
upon a road similar to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
when constructed. The North-West, of course, is
a region where the branch lines constructed
by that Company will .be chiefly situated. It
will require, I presume, very few in British Columbia and
North of Lake Superior. It will require in the region where
it is to be exempted from taxation a great number of braieh
lines if it developes the country. What the future mile*ge
in the North-West will be is purely problematical. We may
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arrive at an approximate estimate by ascertaining what the
area of that country is, what the probable amount of arable
land is, and comparing it with other countries partially devel-
oped with their railways. Let us proceed on this basis: the
Governmént estimate of arable land in the Canadian North-
West is 150,000,000 acres. Now, I propose to take for the
purpose of comparison the State of Minnesota, whieh is
adjacent to our North-West, and similar to it in many
respects, That State contains 53,459,000 acres of good land,
waste land, timber, swamp lands and ail. I tbink it fair to
assume that the Canadian North-West bas four times that
amount of arable land. Well, Minnesota, although a new
State and but partly developed, having but 780,000 inhabi-
tants, possesses 3,295 miles of railway. It will require more
than twiee that amount before the State is fully developed.
But making a comparison with the present railway mileage
of Minnesota, as the North-West possesses four times its
arable land, it will require four times the railway mileage
when developed to the amount that Minnesota
js, for the transaction of its business, which
would give to the North-West, in round numbers,
13,000 miles. HIow much of this mileage will be
furnished by the Syndicate ? It covers the whole country
with its charter and can preempt any line if it chooses.
All it bas to do is to deposit with the hon. the Minister of
Public Works its plan for a line in any direction, and it
bas preemption for that line and can proceed at its leisure
to construct it. I presume, therefore, if it is necessary to
the Syndicate's interest to construct lines anywhere, it will
build them through the North-West. I will assume that
our North-West requires, on the scale of Minnesota, as now
developed, 13,000, and that the Syndicate constructs less
than half that number, taking the easiest route and the
branches likely to pay most speedily. What then would be
the probable value to the Syndicate of the exemption froni
taxation which that portion of Section 16 gives to them ?
I think we may fairly, for the purpose of comparison take
the Union Pacifie, a road passing through a country inferior
Vo the North-WesV, through a partially settled country and
not paying as large a tax per mile, or doing as large a
business as the large and wealthier corporations in the older
States. I find that the Union Pacific last year, on 1,597 miles
of main line and branches, paid taxes to the amount of
$297,000. If the Canadian Pacifie Railway pays taxes on 6,000
milesof prospective main hne and branches in the same prc-
portion as the Union Pacifie, its taxes will amouit to
81,116,000 in round numbers. I have assumed that the Syndi-
cate would build less than one half of the branch unes required
in that country, and would select the choice routes leaving
the rest to other companies. Now, if we take one half of the
amount which reduces the mileage one half, and take one-
half the taxes, we have $558,000, which, capitalized at
four per cent. would amount to $13,950,000. Or. if we
further reduce the amount and, instead of dividing by two
we divide by four, we. have $279,000, which, capitalized,
represents $6,975,000. But if we adhere to the original
calculation and take the whole 6,000 miles, and-take the
taxation as based on that of the Union Pacifie, we would
have an amount equivalent to a capitalized sum of
$27,900,000. Now, is this a reasonable calculation ? Is it
reasonable to suppose that the Syndicate, covering with
their charter the whole North-West, will build less than
one-half of all the branch lines the country will require?
ls it reasonable to suppose that as the country is settled,J
this Company will not build 6,000 miles of main line
branches? le it reasonable to suppose that the Company,9
if taxed at the same rate as the Union Pacifie, wouldi
not pay as much as htave estimated ? I think the1
exemptions provided for by this clause are worth ail I1
have estimated, and that these exemptions will, n allt
probability, amount to over $500,000 per annum in thef
not distant future.

Mr. CHARLTON.

742
Mr. MACDOUGALL. I beg to ask the hon. gotleman

if in his calculations he estiuates the amount of these
exemptions upon the assumption that the branches to be
built by the Syndicate are, under the contract, to be exempt
from taxation.

Mr. CHARLTON. I do base my calcalations en thatesti-
mate. I hold that every braneh to be builtby the Oomfmny
will be art of the Canadian Pacific Raiay, and'wil 1e
covered y the contract, and to satisfy the hon. gentleman I
will read the clause which bears upon that part:-

t The said branches to be of the ganue aforeaaid ; and thé said main
line cfrrailway, and thé said branch haes of railway, shall be eom-
menced and completed as provided by the said coutract ;,ad øtgethers
with such other braneh lines as shall be hereafter constrietêd by -the
said Oompany, and any extension of th said main line, of railway that
shall hereafter be constructed or acquired by the (Jompany, sha eehn-
stitute the line of railway hereinafter called the canndi"a 'ific
Rail way."1

I hope that satisfies the hon. gentleman from Haiton and
the First Minister. But whatever the amount may be,
whether it is $279,000 or $558,000, or $1,116,000 per
annum it is one which the settlers of the Nortbi-West must
pay, and they must pay it in addition to their own just and
fhir share of taxation.' But are they to do moreYe,
they are to pay in addition to the Syndicate's just share of
taxation, a portion of the debt to be incurred for those
portions of the railway which this Governminent is to bttild
and band over to the Syndicate.

Mr. PLUMB. My hon. friend bas cbanged bis views as
to how municipalities are likely to act towards tberalway.

Mr. CHARLTON. I do not exactly catch my bon.
friends words.

Mr. PLUMB. Will you allow me to repeat themi?
Mr. CHARLTON. Certainly.
Mr. PLUMB. My hon. friend gave us last year a very

vivid picture of the way in which municipalities tax non-
resident lands.

Mr. CHARLTON. Yes ; and I believe that the hon.
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb), the hon. First Minister,
and various gentlemen on that side, in justifying the ro-
position they then made to sel the lands of the North-West
at low prices and on easy terms, in large blocks to speen-
lators, argued that the settler had in bis own hands the
means of rectifying his position. They said he could make
them sell by means of non-resident taxation, and that with
this weapon he would speedily cure the evil of large non-
resident holdings.

Mr. PLUM-B. That, however, is no answer tV fny
remark.

Mr. CHARLTON. As I was saying when tu pn.
gentleman interrupted me, the settler in addition to paying
the railway's taxes must pay bis portion of the debt created
for the benefit of the railway, and the first item. is4e
$31,000,000 incurred in building the portion of the heto
be handed over to the ompany and the cost cf snrveys.
That amounts to $7 per bead and over for every man, -ipmn
and child in the Dominion. In the next place le masst pay
bis proportion of the taxes for the $25,000 000 toe îid
to the company, which amountai to over $6-pe der
every man, woman and ehild in the Dominion. a ber
words, the amount per capita is over sU& in adtioi te a
fair proportionate share of the ordinary taxation ofe'ýff
country, which should be borne by the Compafy. -J
addition to all this the settler on the altenate locke
is Lo go on laboring for the benefit, not mxerely ef limelf,
but for the benefit of this Compauy who a ' àimabl<L
by tho advantages given in this contract to wit4d
their lands from market as long as theyplease,. Fror
every two blows he strikes, he is to feel :tuat ae is
striking one blow for a soulless corporation *wbichietly
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awaits his efforts knowing that it has only to wait to realize
res-ults to which they do not contribute in the
slightest degree. Whatever arguments our hon. friends
opposite may use with reference to this matter, it
is one in regard to which the country will not
be deceived. The country will understand the great
injustice of this provision, will understand the injustice of
giving to the Company a railway free of cost with millions
to boot, the injustice of saddling upon settlers the cost of
maintaining law and order in that country for all time to
come and protecting these very men in the rights to their
property which have been bestowed on them at tho expense
of the people of this country. They will understand what
it means to give this Company a monopoly of railway con-
struction in the North-West. No other railway can
attempt to compete with them on anything like equal terms,
in consequence of this monopoly. I wish to ask, in con-
clusion, if it is not monstrous to presont to this Company a
road practically free of cost; and in addition to that, to give
them millions of dollars worth of valuable property and the
privilege of exemption on their road-bed and lands.
One of the gravest dangers of this latter half of this
nineteenth century is the growth of monopoly. In the
United States, far-seeing men have taken the alarm and
they fear that railway monopolies threaton the liberties of
that country. The accumulation of vast estates in the
United States is a matter of wonder. Men, wlo a few years
ago were poor, now count their wealth by scores of millions,
Why, if the estate of William A. Vanderbilt, now placed at
$120,000,00), commenced a few years ago with a few
thousand dollars, what may that fortune ainount to twenty
years hence? Time is coming when these fortunes will
be counted by billions instead of millions, and perchance
we are placing in the bands of two or three unscrupulous
mon like Jay Gould, Vanderbilt, and Scott, of Pennsylvania,
the practical controi of that vast country. For we are
creating a monopoly in this country which, in all human
probability, will be merged into one of these 'greater
monopolies in the United States. We already have re-ports
that this Syndicate may seil out at pleasure for five or ten
million dollars to these American monopolists, who will
stop into their franchises and privileges and leave them a
handsome fortune as the result of tieir manipulation with
the Government. Are we preparing to nurse a foreign
monsterin Ibis country? Ai-e we preparing to give to such
corporations as those con trolled by Jay Gould or Vanderbilt,
the control of our whole Canadian North-West ? That is
simply what this measure amounts to. That is the danger
that threatens us. That is the danger which the hon. gen-
tlemen on the Treasury benches, with strange fatuity, are
unable to see. I hold, for the reason I have assigned, this
is a very objectionable feature of this contract, and I beg to
move :

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway exempts
perpetually the railway and aIl stations and station grounds, workshops,
buildings, yards and other property, rolling stock and appnrtenances,
required for the construction and working thereof, and the capital
stock of the Company, from taxation by the Dominion or by any other
Province to be hereafter established, or by any municipal corporation
therein. That the property of the Corporation will be in substance a gift
from the public; and its exemption from taxes is unjnst, creates an
unfair incidence of taxation, and gives an unue advantage to the
Company over other railway companies, calculated to prevent the
construction of competing Unes, and the contract is, in this respect,
objectionable.

Mr. ORTON. I may refer to two or three striking facts
which bave been elicited, during this discussion. One is
that the Opposition, notwithstanding all thoir loud talk and
the tremendous efforts they have made to arouse the
country, are still unable to agree on a policy with reference
te this question. They have not corne to any agreement as
to the position they wish this House to adopt. Some of
them are in favor of constructing the Canadian Pacific

Railway as a Government work, others are in favor of
giving it to a company. One hon. gentleman on the other
side of the House, in former years, denounced the late
Government as loudly, perhaps, as any other member in this
House, I mean the hon. member for South Wentworth (Mr.
Rymal). lie denounced the Allan charter, but to-day we
find him eloquent in his admiration of the excellent offer
made by the late Government in 1872, after Sir Hugh
Allan was unable to raise money to go on with his
contract. He (Mr. Rymal) says further: "I believe
the Allan contract was one of the best bargains ever
offered for the construction of the road." This discussion
bas had the effect of making my hon. friend believe in the
wisdom of the Administration of 1872, led by the leader
of the present Government. There is another striking
fact. This perfect storm of amendments that we have
been favored with. has shown the strong dotermination
of the Opposition to act as obstructionists. They are
endeavoring, in every way possible, to obstruct the business
of this House by the continual introduction of useless
amendments. But after all, what has been the effect of all
their efforts in this House ? The result has been, not to
change the views of the hon. gentlemen on this side of tho
House, but to drive from their ranks an hon. gentleman who
bas been in the habit of voting with them on almost every
occasion. I refer to the hon. member for Napierville (Mr.
Coupal), an hon. member who bas usually voted witi
the Opposition, but whom their efforts have resulted in
driving from their ranks to support the policy of the
Goverrmont. Another striking feature of the debate has
been the wonderful admiration my hon. friend for South
Wentworth (Mr. Rymal) has for the Minister of Railways.
Why, Sir, ho referred to him in the following eloquent
ternis:-

" I have too high an opinion of the hon. Minister of R-ilways to believe
that his virtue failed, that he was afraid to face defeat. With is splendid
abilities, I have no doubt, had he saw fit he would have let his contract
to contractors in secti ns, and that the amount of money he would have
realized on the lands placed at his disposal by Parliament would have
been sufficient to build a road entirely equipped and leave a nice surplus
to the credit of the Dominion."

That is in contradiction to the assertions and insinuations of
the Opposition, and in contradiction to the efforts of the
organ of the party, which for the last six months has been
denouncing the Minister of Railways as corrupt in every way.
There is another matter in reference to my friend from
South Wentworth, to which I may be permitted to refer.
It is well known that that hon. gentleman is
permitted, by consent of both sides of the IHonse, to
exercise gi-cater latitude than any other member. He is
allowed to say things which ne other member of this House
would be permitted to say for a moment, and I do not desire
to take away that privilege from him. le is an old member,
having been twenty-five years in this House, and I think
it is only right that he sbould have the privilege of express-
ing himself as freely as ho likes. But it is a very strange
physiologicalfact that, notwithstanding that ho bas been
so long in this louse rubbing shoulders with the first
gentlemen of our land, he cannot get rid of the effects of
his early training. He referred to me in this language the
othor day: .

" When I want any information from the pocket edition of Judas
Iscariot, I will ask for it."

I shail not ask him to apologise, for it matters not to me
what the views or opinions of that hon. gentleman may ho,
as they have very little effect on any membar of this House
or on the country. But it is a very strange fact thal a man
can seldom make more than one great effort in his life.
When that great culminating effort has been made, theycan seldom rise above it, and the hon. member for Sou h
Wentworth has distinguished himself in the most loftty
position that a man can occupy-as what? As a first-class
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equine engineer. Having arrived at that position by a
young and vigorons effort of his life, he fnd that when
some more noble sphere of life opens to him, he is unable to
rise above his old occupation. His first great exertions
have so exhausted all the good qualities ho possessed, that he
cannot do more. It appears to me that the position of
certain hon. gentlemen is like the alkaline prairies where it
is impossible for wheat or any other good grain to grow,
and it is hardly possible that a noble or a kindly sentiment
eau emanate from somo gentlemen, even though they
associate with the first gentlemen in our country.

Mr. RYMAL. I cannot think my hon. friend from
Wellington will take it as a mark of disrespect if I answer«
the remarks he has just made. fHe made a remark as to
what I had done in my younger days, speaking in an insi-
nuating manner of my equine performances. I presume
that'he refers to the fact that I did in my younger days own
a valuable stallion. I have received the thanks of the
agricultural societies in my neighborhood for having intro-_
dueed and kept for breeditng purposes, so valuable an animal,
and 1 never heard any one who used that animal say he
did not get value for his money. I was a young man, and1
then, as now, was proud of being the owner of
so valuable an animal. I did, it is true, on
occasions, act as groom to that horse, and I felt
proud of it. I felt proud of the posi Lion I occupied at that
time, much more than I do of the position I occupy at the
present moment, when I find that instead of being groom
to a valuable horse, I am curryiiqg down a small specimen
of a jackass. Mr. Speaker, you have known me for a
number of years, and I happened to ho a member of the
Canadian House of Commons some few years before you
and I became acquainted, and I have yet to learn that my
personal conduet las given offence to any gentleman with
whom I have been associated during the last twenty-five
years in Parliament. I did not intend in the remark I
made, and to which the hon. gentleman bas taken such excep-
tion, to give him any personal offence. When I was speak-
ing ho, being inspired, not by the spirit of kindness but by
what I call forty-rod whiskey-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.

Mr. RYMAL. Saw fit to interrupt me, and gave me to
understand that if I wanted information of a certain kind,
ho could give it to me.y

Mr. ORTON. I rise to order. I think these aro hardly
the kind of remarks that should go on.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think I must stop this discussion. It
is personal onboth sides.

Mr. RYMAL Very well; if you think ii is proper to
stop me in the middle of my reply, I think it is onlyproper
that you should have stopped him.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think yon have gone a little too far.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Go on.
Mr. RYMAL. I will drop the subject. I presume I gave

him môre attention than ho deserves. le is a very small
specimen.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. RYMAL. As I have spoken at some length to him

and of him, l shall say nothing more than this, that while
he says my doings and sayings are a matter of perfect
indifference to him, ho gives the lie to what he said by his
cringing, fawning and whining here to-night. When I
find a man crying "mammy," who has arrived at the age
of maturity, I come to the conclusion he is a baby stil.

Amendment (Mr. Charlton) negatived -on the following
division

Mr. ORToN.

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbary),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Oasey,
Caigrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset.
Fleming,

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Boldue,
Baultbeç,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Buneter,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupai,
Coursol,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Douli,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmns,
Fortin,
Fulton,

YBÂs:
Messieurs

Geoffrion, Olivier,
Gillies, Paterson (Brant),
Gilimor, Pickard,

Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers.
Bolton, Rose (Middlesex),
lluntington, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Skinner,
LaRue, Smith,
Laurier, Sutherland,
Macdonell (Lanark), Thompson,
MacDonnell (Invesness),Trow,
Mclsaac, Weldon,
Malouin, Wheler,
Mills, Yeo.-52.

Messieurs
Gault, Merner,
Gigault, Méthot,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Mongenais,
Girouard (Kent), Montplaisir,
Grandbois, Mousseau,
Hackett, Muttart,
Hay, Ogden,
Hesson, orton,
Hilliard, Ouimet,
Hooper, Patterson (Essex),
Houde. Pinsonneault,
Hurteau, Platt,
Jones, Plumb,
Kaulbach, Pope (Compton),
Kilvert, Pope (Queen's),
Kirkpatrick, Poupore,
Kranz, Riehey,
Landry, Robertson (Hamilton),
Lane, Rouleau,
Langevin, Ronthier,
Lantier, Royal,.

Longey,'Ryan (Marquette),
Macdonald (King's), Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Shaw,
McDonald (Pictou), Sproule,
McDonald (Viet., NS.), Strange,
Macmillan, Tassé,
McCallum, Tellier,
McCarthy, Tilley,
Meconville, Tupper,McCuaig, Vain,
McDougall, Vallée,
McGreevy, Vanasse,
Mlnnes, Wade,
McLennan, Wallace (Norfolký,
McLeod, Wallace (York),
McQuade, White (Cardwell),
MeRory, White (Renfrew),
19 anson, Williams,
Massue, Wright.-124.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). By the Railway Act of 1879,
the conditions upon which tolls are leyied upon the freight
and passengersconveyed by the railways n Ithe.Dominion
are prescribed. The first condition with which a railway
las to comply, before it ean levy tols, is that these tols
should be advertised in the Canada Gazette. The second is
that they should be approved by the Governor in Council.
The Railway Act gives the Governor in Couneil power to
amend these tolls, from time to time, irrespeetive, entirely,
of the profits of the railway companies. It further providea
that when the profits of a company -exceed lI-per cent. on
the money actually expended in the constraction of the road,
or 15 per cent. of the net income, then Parliament
may deal in the matter under certain conditiong,
First, the consent of the company is prescribe in
sub-section 11 of -section 17 secondly, Padqiament
cannot deal with the freight charges or tolls--withoutthe
consent of the company, as I have said--so as toe produce
les than. 15 per cent. per annumi profit on the cspital
expended on the construction of the road; thir, Parli-
ment cannot interfere nules, after an examination male I y
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the hon. Minister of Public Works of the amount received
and expended by the company, the net income from ail
sources for the year last pasedis found teo have exeeeded
flfteen per cent of the capital se actually expended. ]y
the Act of incorporation which we are consideriug in con-
nection with this contract, it is provided that the'power
conferred on Parliament by the Railway Act of 1879, is
limited not to fifteen per cent. as originally in the Railway
Act, but to ten per cent. TJnder this clause in the Act of
incorporation, it is hel4i by hon. gentlemen opposite that
the conditions under which this railway company
exacts its tolls and freight are more favorable to
the public than the conlitions of the Railway Act as
applied to other railways; and it is held that this is a com-
mendatory element in the Act of incorporation. It is held
in the second place, that these restrictions are sufficient to
prevent extortionate rates of tolls and charges by the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway. I will consider both these propo-
sitions separately. In regard to the first, I would say that
the conditions of the two railways are entirely different.
The Railway Act of 1879 applies to all the railways of the
Dominion. These are railways constructed mainly by
private capital. The railway we are considering here will
be built by the capital of the people of this Dominion, and a
rate that would be just and fair as applied to a railway
built by a private company might not necessarily be just
and fair as applied to a railway built by the Dominion.
Whether this condition would prevent extortionate rates
being levied, I will next consider. I cannot see that this
provision of the Act of incorporation will serve that
purpose. In the first place, the Company will have an
almost unlimited monopoly of the trade of the North-West.
While the other railways in the Dominion are subject to all
the contingencies of competition, this Company is subject to
no such contingency whatever. It will have control of all
the traie that will spring up in this great territory extend-
ing over some 250,000,000 acres. The two cases are not
parallel. In the one we have a railway 2,700 miles long
having the monopoly of the trade of the fertile prairies of
the North-West; in the other we have a number of railways
competing with each other, and whose combined length is
6,784 miles, three times that of this line, and which draw
their trade from an area not as great as that of the country
through which this line will draw its trade. Take the

his leaders yesterday, to the effect that only one train a day
would carry ail the traffle of the Canadian Pacifie Roilway ?

Mr. ROSS. Iam speaking of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
as it is expectod to turn out by hon. gentlemen opposite, a
great railway emying a large amount of freight, equal in
proportion and similar in expense to the other railways of
the Dominion. I am not assuming that the Canadian
Pacific Railway will earn less or be less valuable than the
other railways. If its earnings are as good as the others,
they will reach $8,296,200, or a difference between its
earnings and expenses of enough to yield a profit of only 2
per cent. on a capital of 880,000,000. Now, in order that the
Canadian Pacific Railway may earn a profit of 10 per.cent.
on the cost of construction it will need to earn double as
much as the other railways, and to do so must charge for
freight twice as high as their rates. I am directing the
attention of the member for Niagara to the position in wbich
the trade of tho country will ho placed before the limitation
of even 10 per cent. would eut down the charges of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway-that is, to the fact the charges of this
railway will need to be twice as high for passengers and
freight as the average charges of the other railways in the
Dominion, and if ho is prepared to vote that it shall have a
mo>nopoly so tremendous in its ofrects upon the carying
trafde of this country, he posseses a temerity I did net
expect.

Mr. PLUMB. What would have been the position of a
Goverument railway which had to be run through that
country ? It would have had to carn money to support
itsolf, and to inake the same charges.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I rise to a pint of
order; the hon. gentleman is making a speech. Instead of
asking a question, he is interjecting a speech.

Several hon.'MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman gave way to the

hon. member for Niagara.
Mr. ROSS. It seems to me very hard for the hon.

member for Niagara to keop quiet while lon. gentlemen
are speaking. 1He can make a speech, if he likeg, when I
have finished. The 20th section of the Act of incorporation
provides as follows:-

ar- teehSasOiIdalii c "The limit to the reduction of tolla by the Parliament of0anada,area oftheeight States: O.o, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, provided for by the eleventh sub-secuion of the 17th section of the
Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri and Pennsylvaia, and you have Oonsolidated Railway Act, 1879, respecting tolle, is hereby extended,
there an area of country not larger than our North-West. so that such reduction may be to such an extent that such tolle when
These States are supplied with railway facilities to the reduced shall not produce less than ten per cent. per annnm profit on

, me the capital actually expended in the construction of the railwayextent of 38,422 miles in length. instead ofnot less than fifteen per cent. per annum profit, as provided
by the eaid sub-section ; and so also that sueh reduction hall not beMr. JONES. What is the population of those States ? made unless the net income of the Company, ascertained as described in

Mr. ROSS. Something like 10,000,000 or 12,000,000. I said sub-section, shall have exceeded ton per cent. per annum, instead
. of fifteen per cent. per annum, as pr.ovided by the said sub-section.have not the figures before me. The hon. gentleman will And the exercise by the Governor in Council of the power of reducing

find the population on referring to the census of 1880, taken the toIla of the Oompany, as provided by the tenth sub-section of sai.
recently. I was going to say that these eight States have a section seventeen, is hereby limited to the Aime extent with relation to

o 3s . d ts the profit of the Company, and to its net revenue, as that to which theradlwaynulehge of 38,422 mies, and this area is not greater power of Parliament to reduce toils is limited by said sub-section
than that of the North-West. We are only furnishing this eleven as hereby amended."
large area with arailway mileage, counting the whole extent By this contract the railway company must earn over and
of the Canadian Pacific road of 2,700 miles. Inasmuch as above running expenses a clear profit of ten per cent. on the
this railway has no competition practically, I consider the sum actually expended in construction, Now, what is
provisions of this Act of incorporation do not adequately included under that head ? As I understand it, there is a
proteet the publit from such rates and charges as might clear profit over and above the cost of running the railway,
interfere with the full development of that country, and if and the sums expended on engine hire, keeping up the
you consider the cost of running a mile of railway, and the road-bed, on wages, and all the incidentals appertaining to
grows earnings of the railways of Canada, you will see to the railway. Take the report of the Minister of Railwaye.
what au extent these extortions can be carried. The rail- Under the head of running expenses on the Intercolonial
ways of Canada cost on an average $2,496 a mile to run ; if Railway, as found in the different schedules, I notice the
the Canadian Pacifie cost at the same rate per mile to run following:-Schedule 3, includes in running expenses,
with eur other railroads last year, the total would be locomotive power, wages of mechanical superintendent,
$6,739,200. drivers, firemen, and cleaners, repairs to engines, tendera

Mr. PLUMB. I want to know how the lon. gentleman and engine tools, water, including pump and tank repaire.
reconclesthat with the statement that was made by g O Under abstract No. 2 I find further particulars, including
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repairs to passenger cars, postal cars, wages of conductors;
train baggage masters, and brakesmen, small stores and
fuel. I see, enginoer' salary ; elerk's office and dwelling
expenses ; wages in repairing roadways, fonces and sema-
.phores; timber, lumber &c., for repairs to bridges, cattle-
guards, crossings, snow-sheds, fences &c., clearing ice and
snow. I see, again, several charges for station masters
and telegraph operators; fuel, oil, light, stationery, tickets
and other incidental expenses, I see also, damages to men,
animals and goods ; salaries of accountant, auditor, pay mas-
ters and cashiers, clerks, printing, advertisiùg and other ex-
penses. The Hlouse will see, then, that under the head of run-
nzig a railway is included everything that can possibly be
considered as necessary to the rumning of the road. Before
Parliament eau restrict the Pacific Rlailway Io the ton per
cent. laid down in this section, ail those expenses must be
first deducted, and a clear net profit of ten per cent. on the
sun of money aetually expended on the construction of the
road must romain. While this miight be a legitimate
restriction on a railway built by a private company, it
seems to me it is hard for the people of Canada first to give
to this Company the amount of money they may require toi
build the road, and then to be subjected to such tolls and
charges as iay be required before that profit can be realizod
by the Company. I consider it is unfair io place Parliament
in the position of making the Company a present of the
road and enable thom to make ton per cent. on the capital
with which we furnish them, and on that account I beg to
move the following amendment :-

That the contract re-pecting the Canadian Pacific Railway pro-
vides, that Parliament shall not have power to interfere with the tolis,
charged by the Company, unless the sanme produce, first the working ex
pensesof the whole line,includifig tl e Britis;b Columbiaand LakeSBperior
sections, which working expenses comprise al expenses ofnmaintenance
of the railway and of the stations, buildings, workshops and appurtenan-
ces belonging thereto, and the rollin-stock and other stock and mor-
able plant used in the working thereot, and also hire of engines, rents,
charges and interest on lands not paid for, and ail expenses incidentail
to working the railway and the traffic thereon, includin stores.and ail
consumable articles, and also rates, taxes, insurance aud compensation
for accidents or losses, also ail salaries and wages of persons employed
in connection with the railway or traffic, and ail offiueand management
expenses, including directors' fees, agelcy, legal and other like expenses,
and thereafter a profit at least of 10 per cent. on the capital expended
on the construction of the railway wbich includes the public money
and the proceeds of the public lande so expended, thus restraining Par-
liament from interfering uniess the Company receives at least $B,000,000
a year profit, on a private capital of merely nominal namount ; the Par-
Rament ougbt to have power to regulate the tous on the railway froin
time to tjme, as and when the publie interest requires, and that the
contract is, in this respect, objectionable

Mr. STRANGE. I cannot allow this amendment to pass
without offering one or two commente on it, as hon. mem-
bers on this side of the House are asked to stultify them
selves to a certain degree by the votes they are about to give.
The amendnent moved by the hon. momber for West
Middlesex (Mr. Ros) is a specious form odf casuistry, and
ignores altogether the explanation griven to the House by the
right hon. the First Minister. When the hon. member for
Ralton (Mr. Macdougall) was speaki ng the other evening,1
the right hon. leader of the louse stated that the Minister
of Railways intended to introduce in the General Railway
Act, this Session, a clauîie specifying that 10 per cent.
chargeable on capital, was to be on the capital actually1
expended by the Company in the construction of the
railway. Now, that doos not involve or include grants.
mnade by this Parliament to the Company, but it onlyE
covers the actual amount of capital expended
by the Syndicate in tbe construction of the railway. So
that although the amendment may appear on the face of itE
to be a very good motion, stillt ii one whieh hon. membera
on this side of'the House are able to vote downin view of
the etatement made by the hire Goerunn.. The B
varioOs items of xpenditare mentioned'bythe hon. member
for West Middleséxy are chargeable to ileote, -not t6
capital; they are ail included in the workingexpenses of any B

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

railway. 'After the ordinary working exponsesarepaid, abd
the incoube of the road is suffieient to pay 10 pet e t. on
capital expended, thon Parliament bas the power to r4duce
the rates of toll on the railway. I tbink no bon. gntie-
insn on this side of the House can hesitate to vote down the
amendment, t~eeause it is a spoeious amendment, One not
made- in good faith, but for the purpose of deceiving on.
gentlemen on this side of the House.

Mr. PLUMB. Alter the remarks made by the hon.
mem ber for South Huron (Mr. Cameron), I wish to*say
simply a word. The time has passed whentbathoen gntte-
man by bis maod or frown can bring sufficient force at bis
back to prevent discussion in the House on any topio wbich
is not out of order and not unparliamentary. I stated that
the hon. gentleman had said that the Pacific Railway'would
noi do any large amount of business, and not run one train
a day. flore are the words of the hon. gentleman as
recorded in the Commons "Debates ":

. I doubt very much whether it will be found desirable to run even,
one train per day, if that Une is ever opened for ten years to come."

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Over what part of the
lino?

Mr. PLUMB. It is a part ofk he lino north ofLake
Superior. The hon. gentleman can have the benefit of that
explanation, and Lwill also say that the hon. gentleman
who preceded the hon. member for West Middleseer(Mr.
Ross) in moving a resolution said, that in consequiene- of
railway mnoopoly, that western country would be abut up
entirely. lieled us to infer that'nobusiness would-be done
on-the prairie lino.

Sir RICHA RD J, CARTWRIGHT.
that I did not believe that when the
is completed- those 650 miles north0
would be able to run one train a
competition it would have. As tot
Railway in general, I said nothing.

Amendment (Mr. Ross, Middlesex)i
lowing division:-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Browu,
Burpee (St. John),

urpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
caagrain,
Charlton,
ockurer (Muskoka),

Fiset,
Pletiinýg,

Allison,
Arkell,'
Baker,
Banuerman
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoît,

Bergin,

Bolauc,
Boedtbee
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Breken,
Brooks,4
Buneter,

YE S:
Messieurs

Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Gillimor,
Glen,
Gunn,
Guthrie,
Holtoii,
Huntington,
Kinlam,
King,
LaRue,

What I said 1 repeat:
North Sbore section
of Lake Suprr-it
day, owing to the

the Canadian Pacifie

negatived on the fol-

Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Roger
Ross (Middlesex),
Rymal,
Scriver,
Skinner#
Smuith'-

Laurier, Sutherland
Macdonell (Lanark), Thompson,
MacDonnell (Invernes),;Trow,
meisaae, Weldwil
Malouin Whalri
Mille, Yeo.-Ji2.

Messieurs
Gault, Massue,
Gliganit, lMarner,
Girouard (Jan.rti- ,*to
Girouard (Kent), Monten4is,
Grandbois, Montplaisirs
Hackett Museán,
,Ray, Mtat
Hessons, Q4
Hilliard Ortpa
Rooper, Oulluet,

Hurtea, Piaansat,
Jones, Plat,
Kaulbacht Plumb,
Kilvert, Pope
,Klkptric-k, PopefqUseM4.),

Kràjï% Pompr.,-
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Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
CouIghlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Doull,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Fulton,

Landry, Richey,
Lane, Robertson (Hamilton),
Langevin, Rouleau
Lantier, Routhier,
Little, Royal,
Longley, Ryan (Marquette),
Macdonald (Kin g 's), Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
McDonald (Cape Breton', Shaw,
McDonald (Pictou), Sproule,
McDonald(Vict., N.S.), Strange,
Macmillan, Tassé,
McCallum, Tellier,
McCarthy, Tilley,
McConville. Tupper,
McCuaig. Valin,
McDougall, Vallée,
McGreevy, Vanasse,
McInnes, Wade,
McLennan, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLeod, Wallace (York),
McQuade, White (Cardwell),
McRory, White (Renfrew),
Manson, Williams.-124.

Mr. SCRIVE1 I. M-. Speaker, I shall not trespass on the
attention of the fiouse at this tate hour for a great length
of time. Those who have known anything of my habits in
this House will give me the credit for one merit at least, a
merit not too common among my fellow-members-that of
brevity. There are special reasons why I should
exercise that virtue to-night in a greater degree
than usual. The importance to this Dominion of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway can hardly be over-
estimated. If we have any future before us at
ail the success of that future lies in our
being able to dil up the great North-West with a popula-
tion who, by their labor and energy, shall contribute to the
resources of this country. For this reason I consider it
extremely important that the route te be taken by this
railway shall be chesen with special reference to the attrac-
tions it may offer to emigrants from abroad. I consider it
of special importance that the road should be bult through
a country the most eligible for settlement. This is, per-
haps, the most important question to be considered with
reference te this railway. Of course, it is also of conse-
quence tha this road shouild eventually become, consistently
with the other points I have mentioned, a rival te the
railways across the border for the trans-continental trade.
It is pretty well settled now that the construction of this
railway shall be put into the hands of a company.
We are aware, from what we have seen of
this contract, that great privileges have been given
to the Company-some privileges very objectionable, some
more so than others. Some of these objections have
already been discussed and prononnced upon by this
Parliament. The one feature to which I wish to call the
attention of this House, is the privilege which is given to
the Company, with scarcely any restriction, of selecting
such a route as they may see fit. It is true that the con-
tract makes this selection subject to the approval of the
Government in Council, but those who have paid any
attention to the past history of this country, know how
little reliance is te be placed upon such a provision when
the proposed restriction is attempted to be exercised
against the wish of a powerful corporation. But more than
that, we bave the statement of the Minister of Railways
himself, leading us to believe that the present Government,
at al events, will net attempt to exercise any restriction
upon the choice of route. He has told us that, this
Company will be much better qualified than the Govern-
ment or the House to make the selection of the route, that
it will be for their interest to seleet the best route, and
therefore it would net b wise te exercise any
restraint upon their choice. I grant that under
certain circumstances ihis would be a reasonable
view of the case. If the contract had been with

residents of this Dominion, or even with foreigners, whose
interests in the choice of a route would not conflict with
the interests of the country, then 1 grant it would be quite
safe to Icave it to their judgment. But when we c( nsider
that this contract bas been made with a company having
interests at conflict with those of the country, who are
alrcady proprietors of a railway in a foreign country, the
question assumes an entirely different aspect. The St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railwaîy published, not very long
ago, a map, showing their existing line, their connections,
and some of the extensions of their line in future. I have
been told that as soon as this contract wa.s made it lias been
very difficult to find a copy of this map; that they have
suddenly and mysteriously disappeared from circulation.
A. fow of them, however, could not be recalied, and one of
these map-; I have before me. This map clearly indicates
that it is the intention of this Company to divert
the traffie of our great North-West, southward over
their road and so to Chicago ani New York. The proposed
Canadian Pacifie Railway is shown on the map as running
from Winnipeg to the Pacifie Ocean, a very small portion
indeed of the eastern line is repre-ented upon the map,
and both lines are represented substantially as feeders to the
St. Paul, Minneapolis and M anitoba Railway. Up ) this
map also are indicated two lines extending north-westward
from the main line between St. Paul and \Vinnipeg, and
some distance south of the frontier, towards the Canadian
boundary. This line, if constructed, will run from the
Canadian boundary to the main line of the St Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railwa.y, and if the northern one
is extended down to Duluth, it would make a very direct
line indeed fiom the boundary between Minnesota and the
North-West Territory to Duluth. Compared with the line
to Thunder Bay, provided the Canadian Pacifie Railway
were to run within forty or fifty miles of this frontier, and
then connect with these extensions I have referred to, the
distance in favor of the line to Duluth would be at
least 100 miles. So that, so far as the interests of the
country are concerned, and as regards the traffie especially,
before the eastern and western portions of it are finished
it would be pliainly the interest of this compaiy to deflect
the line southward instead of building the road already
indicated. As I said before, there are practically no restric-
tions placed upon the Company with regard to this route-
nothing but the clause making the route subject te the
approval of the Governor in Council. Our friends on the
opposite side, in discussing this question, have referred
frequently to the Act of 1874, and have tried to find in
many clauses of this Act a justification for many of the
features of the contract. There is one feature in that Act
wbich it would have been well, I think, to have introduced
into this contract, and which the Government have neglected
te introduce-that is, the feature which makes the selection
of the route subject to the approval of Parliament. There
is a clause in that Act which requires all contracts to lie
on the Table of the House for one month, if not
sooner approved of by resolution, before they are confirmed.
I think it would have been judicious, to say the least, if
that feature of the law had been incorporated in
the present contract; and in order to afford this House
an opportuanity of expressing an opinion on that point.
I propose to subrmit an amendment which rcads as fol-
lows :-

That the said resolutions be not now read a second time but that it be
resolved, That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway per-
mits the Company to lay out the line of the railway as they may see
fit subject te the approval of the Governor in Council. preserving only the
following terminal points-Callendar Station to a point of junction with
the Lake Superior section. and Selkirk to the junction with the western
section by way of the Yellow Head Pass ; that the latitude thus allowed
would enable the Company to deflect the line through the prairie country
in such a manner as largely to defeat the main object of establishing a
great central road through the North-West. as is proposed by the route
now adopted ; that no substantial change should be made in the route
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without the sanction of Parliament, and that the coutract is, ln this res-
pect, objectionable.

Amendment
division-:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset,
Fleming,

Allison,
A rkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Besty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
.Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowelt,
Breocken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Conneil,
costigan,
Congblin,
Coupai,
CourSol,
Daly,
Daoust,
DawsOn,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Doul,
Dugas,
Einott,
Parrow,
Forguson,
Fitasimmons,
Fortia,

(Mr. Scriver) negatived on the following

Messieurs
Geoffrion, Olivier,
Gillies, Paterson (Brant),
Gillmor, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Boss (Middlesex),
Huntington, Rymal,
Killam, criver,
King, ekinner,
LaRue, Smith$
Laurier, Sutherland,
Macdonell (Lanark), Thompson,
MacDonnell (Inverness),Trow,
McIs a , Weldon,
Malouin, Wheler,
Mills, Yeo.-52.

Messieurs
Fulton, Merner,
Gault, Métbot,
Giganit, Mongenais,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Montplaisir,
Girouard (Kent), Mousseau,
Grandbois, Muttart,
Hackett, Ogden,
Ray, Orton,
Besson, Ouimet,
Rilliard, Patterson (Essex),
Hooper, Pinsonneault,
Roude, Platt,
Burteau, Plumb,
Kaulbach, Pope (Compton),
Kilvert, Pope (Queen's),
Kirkpatrick, Poupore,
Kranz, Richey,
Landry, Robertson (Hamilton),
Lane, Rouleau,
Langevin, Routhier,
Lantier, Royal,
Little, Ryan (Marquette),
Longley, Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (Kings), ecott,
Macdonald (Sir JohU), Shaw,
EcDonald (Cape Breton)Sproule,
MeDonald (Pictou), Strange,
McDonald (Vict., N.S.),Tassé,
Macmillan, Tellier,
McCallum, Tilley,
McCarthy, Tupper,
McConville, Valin,
McCuaig, Vallée,
McGreevy, Vanasse,
Mcinnes, Wade,
McLennun, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLeod, Wallace (York),
MoQuade, White (ardwell),
McRory, White (Renfrew),
Manson, Williams.-122.
Massue,

Mr. GUTHRIE. Mr. Speaker, in one respect the mem-
bers of the first Syndicate and I agree. We agree
that the Governor in Council is, in the words of the late
Sir George Cartier, a great institution. I do not agree with
some remarks which fell from the hon. member for
Huntingdon (Mr. Scriver), although I supported his amend-
ment, in despising the power of the Governor in Connoil.. I
find that in this bold attempt to create a despotic power in
a froe .State, every avenue, every road to
liberty bas been closed. I find that not only is the arm of
Parliament paralyzed, as bas boon well pointed out by my
hoss. friend from West Middlesex (Mr. Ros) ; not only are
the settlers in that country to be deprived of the right that
every settler in Canada bas hitherto enjoyod-ofbeing able
to provide a way of ingress and egress for himself -but the
power of the Governor in Council is to be alurrendered, 8o
that this Syndicate may have the right to levy tollsupon the

Mr. SCRIVER.

people of the North-West at their own sweet will. So-ahort
a time ago as two years the hon. Minister of Rail'ways
announced, the policy of the Governçient with respect to
all railways subject to our control to be that, so 1fr
as tois -were concerned, every by-law fixing and re.ga-
lating them should be subject to revision by the Goy-
ernor in Council, from tine to time, after approval thereof.
The present Government and this House deliberately
settled the policy, that sbould apply to every railway sub-
ject to the Dominion, to be that the Governor in Couanil
should have from time to time full control over the matter
of tolls and rates to be charged by railways. In order
that nothing should be wanting to enable this Company to
exercise the utmost power in the matter of charges that
they saw fit, not only over settlers in the North-West, but
over all manufacturers, merchants and others trading there,
this contract provides that that clause which is applicable
to every other railway in the Dominion shall not apply to
this precious Company-that a clause which binds all rail-
ways built out of private resources, shall not apply for' the
protection of the public to the railway constructed out of
the public purse. We have heard a good deal in the way
of attempts to answer arguments advanced from this
side of the House against this contract, but not a
single argument has been advanced to show why this
Company, who are to be presented with the railway, and
enormous bonuses and privileges in addition, should be
exempted from that provision to which every other railway
is subject. We are told that the General Railway Act is to
be amended. The promised amendment, whatever it may
be-and when it comes down, we shall be in a position to
discuss it-will not touch in any shape the matter to which
I have referred. It does not seek to abolish the extra-
ordinary power which the present contract bestows on this
Company. I do not know how far such an amendment will
apply to this contract at all. The contract itselfsays that
it is only to be binding upon the parties if an Act is passed
incorporating a company in the terms and language of the
schodule to that contract; and it is quite clear that that
schedule refers to the present Railway Act, not to a future
amendment of it; and unless the members of the old Syndi-
cate unanimouily consent to the adoption of the preposed
amendment it will be utterly futile. However that may be,
we shall discuss that amendment when it is proposed; but
even so far as it has been foreshadowed in the remarks of the
First Minister last Friday it does not touch the point to
which I have referred. Now, I say it is perfectly mon-
strous to ask this House to limit in favor of this Company
the power of the Governor in Council from time to time to
reduce their tolls; that is a power to which every other
regular company is subjeet, and no reason is advanced why
this Company should be exempted from it. While 1 feel that
hon. gentlemen opposite have made up their minds to vote
down every amendment I am satisfied that when they come
to consider this, they will be unanimous in agreeing that it
is a reasonable amendment, and that' this extraordinary,
exceptional, unjust power should not be granted to this
Company. I, therefore, move:

" That by the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879, it is provided that every
By-law fixing and regulating the tolls to be taken by a railway company,
shall be subject to revision by the Governor in Council from time totme,
after approyal thereof.

" That thee'xercise by the Governor in Conceil of the power of redaciag
tolle under the said Act, is by the entract respecting the Canadian
Pacifie Railway limited s regards the said Company to such extent, that
the tolls wheu reduced shail not produce les than 10 per cent. perannum
profit on the capital actually e aded in the conotruction of the railway,
and hat the net income of the ompany from all sources shal not be les
than 10 per cent. on the capital so expended.

" That the said contract thus limits in favor of the C anadian facific
Railway Company the powers given to the Governor in Council inthe
case of other railway companiesland gives to the or whose reds
to he buit so Mly at the public cost an edtraordinayy pnvilgge,
withdraws from tise public the protection provided for them the case of
other railways which may be buit solely out of private resources.
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" That the Goveror.in Council shall have in the case of the Canadian

Pacifi Railway Company the same unrestricted power which is posseused
in'thé ca of mch other railways of revising from time to time, as the
pabM.-iterst m yrequire, any tariffof tolls, and that the contract is, in
this particular, objectionable."

Aimebdmer:t (Mr. Guthrie) negatived on the foliowing
division -

Auglin,
Bahm
Blake,
Borden
Bograssa
Brown
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cpckburn (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset,
Fleming,

Allison,
Arksif,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beanchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergn,
Bibi,
Boldue,
Boultbee,
Boirbeau,
Bowell,
Breeken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Daly,.
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Donll,
Dagas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fitzsimuions,
Fortin,

Messieurs
Qeoffrion; Olivier,
Gillies, Paterson (Brant),
Gillmor, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Ross (Middlesex),
Huntington, Rymal,
Killami, Scriver,
King, Skinner,
LaRue, Smith,
Laurier, Sutherland,
Macdonell(Lanark), Thompson,
MacDonnell (Inverness), Trow,
Mclsaac, Weldon,
Malouin, Wheler,
Mills Yeo.-52.

Messieurs
Fulton, Massue,
Gault. Merner,
Gigault, Méthot,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mongenais,
Girouard (Kent), Montplaisir,
Grandbois, Mousseau,
Hackett, Muttart,
Hay, Ogden,
Hesson, Orton,
Hilliard, Ouimet,
Hooper, Patterson (Essex),
Houde, Pinsonneault,
Hurteau, Platt,
Jones, Plumb,
Kilvert, Pope (Compton),
Kirkpatrick, Pope (Queen's),
Kranz, Poupore,
Landry, ,Richey,
Lane, Robertson (Hamilton),
Langevin, Rouleau,
Lantier, Routhier,
Little, Royal,
Longley, Ryan (Marquette),
Macdonald (King's), Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
McDonald(CapeBreton),Shaw,
McDonald (Pictout, Sproule,
McDonald (Vict., N.S.),Strange,
Macmillan, Tassé,
McCallum, Tellier,
McCarthy, Tilley,
McConville, Tupper,
McCuaig, Valin,
McGreevy, Vallee,
McInnes, Vanasse,
McKay, Wade,
McLennan, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLeod, Wallace (York),
McQuade, White (Cardwell),
McRory, White (Renfrew),
Manson, Williams.-123.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I am going to move an amendment
which cannot fail to meet the support of both sides of the
House, which will meet the approval of the leader of the
Govrument, and to the principle of wbich the hon.
member for North Simcoe is committed. since -it is
embodied i a Bill that he has introduced in this House
wf.th, no doubt, the appreval of the First Minister. The
more cloisely we look into this contraet, whether to its pro-
visions, or its omissions, the more we discover how far its
practical operation will seriously affect and injure the
generaf welfare of tlhe public. One of the grave
oxizsiuns in this contract ls the want of a proper
coimission or machinery to regulate the management
of tiis railway. This rond must be managed se as to

socure roasonable rates of freight, and proper accommo-
dations and terminal facilities for the publie. The interest
of the public e paramount to that of the Syndicate.
Railway Commissions, though new to this ecountry, are not
unknown elsewhere, for many States in the American Union
have such organizations, to say nothing of the example of the
Mother Country. The hon. member for North Simcoe
(Mr. McCarthy) bas a Bill before the House on that subject,
but it may not bocome law, it may be rejected by the
House. The General Railwav Act of 1869 contains no
provision for anything of thé lIind. It is said that ambnd-
mente to the contract will be made under this Act, buit Oie
must bear in mind that the Syndicate and the Goverament
are contracting parties, and since they have signed the con-
tract it is binding upon both parties. But might is not right.
We will not be in a position to divest these parties of their
legal and moral rights; and the Government would be bound
to carry out the provisions of the contract in thoir entirety.
That is a proposition which cannot be denied. The obliga-
tion is a legal and moral obligation, and the good faith and
honor of the country is at stake. A somowhat analogous
case was before the Supreme Court lately, between the
Government of Quebec and the North Shore Turnpike
Debenture holders. Tho Syndicate will recognize nothing
but their contract, and thoy will act rightly to do so. In
theEnglisb House ofCommons, in 1873, an important debato
took place on the Railway, Canal and Telegraph Bill, I
will refer you now to the speeches of Mr. Chichester
Fortescue, in 1854:

" That every railway company should be compelled to afford full advan-
tage of convenient interchange from one system to another, to give every
class of traffic fair facilities, and especially to observe the rule of equal
charges, under similar circumstances. But as to securing the equal
treatment of company by company, or the free and uninterrupted
forwarding of traffic over all the Uines which Parlianient had sanctioned,
the success of the Act had been most imperfect. In controling the
dealings of company with eompany, the Act had been to a great degree
a dead letter. This point was very fully examined into and proved belbre
the Committee of last year. This want of success was, in the opinion of
the Committee, due to two causes, one the want of more specific enact-
ments within the Act itself, the other the want of an authority better
fitted for putting the Act in motion and carrying its intentions and
provisions into effect."

As aresult of this, a committee was appointed, and upon
their report a Commission was appointed. A question
arose as to whether that Commission would conflict with the
judicial tribunals of the country, and whether the ordinary
Courts should take cognizanco of cases arising under the
Act. Lord Campbell on this point said :

" That was not a code which the judges could interpret; it left tbem
altogether to exercise their discretion as to what they might deem reason-
able. The judges, and himself among them, felt themselves incompetent to
decide on these matters. He confessed he was wholly unacquainted with
rail way management; he knew not how to determine what was a reason-
able fare, what was undue delay, etc. They should have a lay tribunal for
the decision of questions of the nature contemplated by the Bill, and not
one composed of the judges."

In consequence. it was resolved to appoint a Commission, and
the Bill of 1873 was passed to that effect. In Our own
country we want a similar Commission. The proposition
for such a Commission is not now. In England the trst Act
regulating railway and canal traffic was passed in 1854, and
in~1873 a supplementary Act was passed. In the Stateof
New York, aiso, a similar Commission was appointed by the
Legislature in 1880, and 1 have had occasion to examine their
report. It is certainly a very considerable report and shows
how these things are looked upon there, and in what a
business-like manner the Americans do these things. In
this report, all the abuses which arose out of railway
management are set forth, and the proper remedy is
suggested. The remedy is these commissions, which were
created by several of the State Legislatures, and which
avoided an immense quantity of trouble and legislation, and
prevented the pooling of profite. The effect of thes, com-
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missions in preventing unjust discrimination is shown in
this report, as follows :-

" The charge that the railroads of this State discriminate against the
citizens of the State, and in favor of western and foreign pr ducers, is
fully proven by the evidence taken. The charge that they discriminate
against certain localities in the State, as compared with others, is fu ly
proven. The charge that they discriminate in fav r of certain indivi-
duals, as compared with others in the same locality, is fully proven.

"Every man who pays the tariff rate is discriminated against, when
any man is given a special rate on a similar shipment.

' The tariffs of the several reads all recognize distance as a controlling
element, and in no case do they make the longer haul cost less than the
shorter. They conform generally to the popular coinception of what a
railroad tariff ought to be. Special rates conforn to no system and vary
without rule, and of these exclusively we now speak. A special varia-
tion of the schedule rate, made alike to the general public, and without
discrimination, is free from objection."

I shall quote from that work on page 50:

"In July last, during a war of rates, wheat was carried from Chicago
to New York for ten cents per hundred. In August it was put up to fif-
teen cents, a "living rate." A short European harvest created an un-
usual demand-a bountiful harvest here created an extraordinary supply.
The carrying capacity of all roads leading to the seaboard was taxed to
the utmost. The rates were gradually raised from fifteen cents in August.
to forty cents, in November. It cost the road just as much to haul a
hundred pounds of grain in August as in November. The rate was raised
simply because the condition of the market warranted it and the product
could bear it. It would be difficult to make a criticism upon that raise
which public judgment would sustain. But we are distinctly told that
public interest plays an insignificant role in the theatre of railroad man-
agement. t is at best but a servant waiting upon the interest of the
stockholders. The wrong consists in exercising a censorship over the
business affairs of the community, secretly, arbitrarily and unequally
varying rates, building up this, developing that-not only performing the
proper functions of transportation, but taking into consideration the pro-
bable or possible profit of a shipment, and adjusting their rat s accord-
ingly. If the shipper is likely to make a large profit, they compel him to
divide; if the margin is a close one, they determine whether the shipment
shall be made or not, whether it shall result in a profit or loss, and the
amount of profit or loss. Thus, under this systein of management and
this method of giving rates is every merchant every manufacturer, every
shipper, and through them every individual along the 5,550 miles of rail-
road in this State, with its five hundred millions of capital measurably
in the power of these corporations. Conciliate their goodwill, court
their favor, and favorable rates will follow; incur their hostility, and the
margin of their displeasure may be read on your freight bills."

I do not apply this alone to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
but to all our Canadian railways. I was told at the office of
L'Islet Station, in 1878, that a barrel of flour was carried from
Chicago to Halifax for 75 ets., while it cost $1 to Quebec.
I was informed on good authority that a barrel of flour was
carried on the Grand Trunk, joining the Intercolonial Rail-
way, both railways pooling for 75 cts. to Halifax, while we
pay a dollar to Quebec. I call that discriminating. This
proposition to make a Railway Commission is opposed by
all the railways in the country. They are afraid it
would interfere with their profits, which is just the rea-
son why we should establish it. The duties of these
Commissioners should be a general supervision of all the
railroads, to see how they are operated with reference to
the security of passengers and the accommodation of the
general publie, and as to how they comply with their
original charters. They ought to investigate into accidents
to life and property, and to assess summary damages in such
cases, and to direct the proper legal proceedings in the
event of the neglect of the Railway Act. They should have
the right to order the necessary repairs, addition to roiling
stack, stations and terminal facilities for freight and pas-
sengers, with which to enforce their regulations. They ought
to prepare fixed rates according to distances, as in the
United States, and should have the jurisdiction extended to
telegraph and general monopolies, with power to enforce
their regulations. If the Commissioners be appointed they
must receive indemnity from the Government, but none
from any railway company-not even a pass. In the
United States the receiviig of a small gift or pass
amounts to a misdemeanor, and entails loss of office.
The reporte of the United States railways are much shorter
and much better compiled than ours. It is the duty of
these Commissions to make and supervise their reports,

Mr. CASURAIN.

which carry an authority with them wherever thoy appear.
If you consider the enormous interests which are involved,
whether this railway is built by the Sault or by the
proposed line, you will understand the .enormous interests
which the Government have in the railway if properly
managed. It will be the only outlet for the North-
West. I say this, that if the men engaged in the enter-

p rise are men of commercial shrewdness, they will select
uebec as the outport of his Dominion. We have heard

a good deal about Halifax and St. John, but the best inland
port in this Dominion is Quebec, because you have there
those deep waters which are required for the purposes of a
port of that kind. I beg pardon of the House for tho
discursory nature of my remarks, but that is a necessary
consequence of the interruptions to which I have been sub-
jocted. I, therefore, move:

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway makes no
provision for the establishment of an Executive Commission or other
machinery for regulating the tolls and securing proper accommodation to
the public on the railway which is to be buit practically at the public
cost ; that such provision should be made, and that the contract is, in this
respect, objectionable.

Mr.VALIN. Mr. Speaker, afterthe magnificentspeeches
made by the lion. the Minister of Railways, the admirable
speech of the hon. Mr. Langevin, I was greatly edifi< d at
hearing two fanions speeches made by the hon. menber for
Rimouski (Mir. Fiset); I was equally edified ut hcaring two
or three speeches by the hon. niemaber for L'Islct (Mr. Cas-
grain). The hon. member bas been pleased toitell ns a
great many things. He wanted to enliglhten us, he wanted
to enilighten the Conservatives with a laniern. le is him-
self the light of L'Islet. Sr, I arm not at ail astonished to
sec that these gentlemen want botter terms for the contract;
the hon. members of the Opposition have male great efforts
to obtain botter terms for us, they have been looking for
these botter terms in ail possible ways; they were looking
for them at the time when the contract wa to be given to
the Allan Company; itbis this contract that was the cause
of the Government being accused of the great Pacific Scandal.
Well, Sir, these gentlemen when they carne into power
shouldered this scandal; they did not want to take it up
entirely, they broko it into little pieces; they took. up one
end here and another end there, and they said: "We will
wait, perhaps the Conservatives will get back to power
and we will make another outcry." Well, the Conservatives
are again in power, and yet, before these gentlemen were in
power, they tried in every possible manner to take up the
entire scandai, and that is why they did not accept it.
They admitted thereby, Sir, that we are obliged to build
this railway; it is an obligation towards British Columbia.
Why do we accept it? It is because we have a condition to
fulfil. If British Columbia had been told, when she was
negotiating for her entry into the Union : 1,We will make
no engagement for the present- generation, but we will
make an engagement for future generations, two or three
centuries hence," certainly British Columbia would not have
come into the Dominion. To come back to what the hon.
member for L'Islet was just saying with regard to botter
terms, well, hon. Ministers went to England. They sought
for the best terms, and they at length found them.
Once these magnificent terms found, the Opposition, in
their turn, sought for better terms still. Well, Sir, they
have succeeded in finding a certain number of persons, but
they wanted to give too good terms, they took persons who
did not even want to make a business matter of it, in order
the botter to deceive us. Sir, I should not be surprised if
the hon. member for Rimouski bas also a motion in amend-
ment. Well, I hope they will finish with thoir motions in
amendment, by offering the Government money instead of
asking for a grant. In Opposition, Sir, a great many fine
things are done. Yon saw just now the hon. member for
L'Islet open a big book. I do not know what kind of a
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book it was. I do not know if it was not even a Bible;
for I bave heard say that once a miracle was wrought, and
that water was changed into wine; but the hon. member for
L'lslet bas changed water into gin. The hon. member for
L'Islet bas also invented a big circular with a great number
of objections. These objections were twenty-four in
number. I suppose, Sir, they have taken this number as
the basis of their motions in amendment. I think that idea
comes from the number twenty-four. Sir, people should
know themselves a little botter than the bon. member for
L'Islet does. In the first place hobhas said a good deal about
railways. Because he travels by rail, My bon. friend imagines
he knows a great deal about railroads I think, Sir, that I
am right in saying that this question bas been discugsed at
length. We have been carried back and forth from Quebec
to the Pacifie. Some want to go by Sault Ste. Marie, others
want to go by the north of Lake Superior. For my part
I wqnt a road over our own territory. If we went through
the United States we might, at certain times, meet with
great obstacles. We might meet with strikes, and the
strikers might take up our rails just when we most noeded
them on our railway. We do not want the Sault Ste. Marie
route, because we do not like to be too closely connected
with the States. The city of Montreal is more interested
than we are, in order to compote with the great city of New
York. As for us, what we want is to settle the North-
West, so as to cultivate it. Well, Sir, I will not speak
longer as I do not wish to take up the time of the House,
but I will say this much to the bon. member for L'Islet.
He told us that he knew nothing about the contract; that
ho had been informed of nothing, that ho had not even been
informed with regard to signing it. I believe that with all
he has said, if he had been consulted with regard to signing
this contract, it would have been a poor piece of business,
because he does not seem to know much about the matter;
ho does not scein to know what business is. I do not
believe that in such an important matter as this ho is able
to enlighten us with his lantern. I think, Mr. Speaker,
that we are sufficiently enlightened upon this question
without saying anything more.

Amendment (Mr. Casgrain) negatived on the following
division:-

YEAs:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (8unbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockbura (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset,

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,

MEssieurs
Fleming, M ills,
Geoffrion, Olivier,
Gillies, Paterson (Brant),
Gillmor, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburre),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Ross (Middlesex),
Huntington, Rymal,
Killam, Scrivt r,
King, Sutheriand,
LaRue, Thompson,
Laurier, Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Weldon,
MacDonnell(Inverness),Wheler,
Mclsaac, Yeo.-50.
Malouin,

NATS:

Messieurs
Fulton, Manson,
Gault, Massue,
GWiganît, Merner,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Mthot,
Girouard (Kent), Mongenais,
Grandbois, Montplaisir,
Hackett, Mousseau,
Hay, Muttart,
Hesson Ogden,
Hilliarâ, Orton,
Hooper, Ouimet,
Houde, Patterson (Essex),
Hurteau, Pinsonneault,
Jones, Platt,

Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Gameron (Victoria),
C %ron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
('oughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulamers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Douil,
Dugas,
E lliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,

Kaulbach, Plumb,
Kilvert, Pope (Compton),
Kirkpatrick, Poupore,
Kranz, Richey,
Landry, Robertson (lamilton),
Lane, Rouleau,
Langevin, Routhier,
Lantier, Royal,
Longley, Ryan (Marquette),
Macdonald (King's), Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Suaw,
McDonald (Pictou), Sproule,
McDonald (Vict., N.S.), Strange,
Macmillan, Tassé,
McCallum, Tellier,
McCarthy, Tilley,
Mcconville, Valin,
McOuaig, Vallée,
McGreevy, Vanasse,
Alcnnes, Wade,
McKay, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLennan, Wallace (York),
McLeod, White (Cardwell),
McQuade, White (Renfrew),
McRory, Williams.-121.

Mr. CAMERON (Ruron). I am sorry to trouble the
House at this hour with another amend ment, and a few
observations thereon. The various amendments oftered to
the louse thus far have been directed to questions of a
national or Dominion character, but I propose before re-
suming my seat toe submit an amendment which does not
bear to se great an extent upon questions of a Dominion or
national character as those which have already been sub-
mitted. While it is quite proper that, as members of this
Hlouse, we ought to discuss these questions from a Dominion
standpoint, we must not close our eyes to the fact that this
Dominion is composed of various Provinces which are all more
or less interested in and affected by the great question we
have been discussing I am sure even the Minister of Rail-
ways will not dispute that proposition, in view of his recent
statement to a delegation from the Tor.>nto Board of Trade;
for when his attention was called to the fact that the lan-
guago cf this contract was not sufficiently specific to protect
the interesis of Ontario and the railways of that Province,
he stated that if that was the caso, it would be a national
calamity. S) far as I have been able to discover, no suffi-
cient protection is afforde I to the railways of the Provinnes
of Ontario and Quebec by this contract, or the Bil founded
upon it. The Province of Ontario has expended large sums
of money in the construction of railways and opening up
communication with the back sections of the Province, and
to some extent the resources of the Province have been
trenched upon for the purpose of extending these linos of
railway, in the hope and expectation of securing a por-
tion of the carrying trade of the great North-West;
but what I complain of is, that the endeavors of the Pro-
vince cf Ontario in that respect have not been seconded by
hon. gentlemen on the Treasury Lenches; that no sufficient
safeguard ha» been thrown about these railways in this
eontract, but that they are left practically in the hands of the
Syndicate to deal with them as they see fit. We in Ontario
want no advantage over the railways that are.east of us;
we want only fair play and justice; we want our railways
only to be enabled to compote on fair terms with these rail-
ways. We do nt want to get a single pound of the freight
of the North-West to which we are not honestly and fairly
entitled. From its geographical and commercial position
Montreal will always receive the lion's share of that trade.
While we acknowledge that, we desire that our manufac-
turers and merchants, who are deeply interested in the
deve'opment of the great nL,4orth-West, shall have
their full share of the trade with that country.
Under this contract the Canadian Pacifie Railway have
the power to acquire the Canada Central Railway and
other railways east of Lake Nipissing. The question may
be deaIt with on the assumption that the Canadian Pacifie
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Railway will net acquire the railways east of Lake
Nipissing; or it may be dealt with on the assumption that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway will acquire the Canada Central
Railway. It is, therefore, desirable te consider the effeet of
this contract on the carrying trade of the Ontario ad Quebec
railways, assuming that the Canadian Pacifie Railway will
not acquire ithe Canada Central Railway Let us see
how the traffic of the Province of Ontario is going to b
affected by this contract; what afeguards are provided, if
any, on the assumption that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
will have its terminus at Lake Nipissing. In section 24 of
the Act an attempt is made te afford a sort of protection te
the Ontario and Pacific Juaction Railway. It provides:

"Tor the receiving and forwarding of and delivery of trafi c upon and for
the railways of the said companies respectively, for the return of car-
riages, trucks, and other vehicles, and no one of the said companies shall
give or continue any preference or advantages to, or in favor of either of
the others, or of any particular description of traffilu any respect what-
soever."
It further provides that:

" Nor shall any on of the said companies subject any other thereof, or
any particular description of traffic, to any prejudice or disadvantage in
any respect whatsoever; and any one o said companies which shall
have any terminu, or station near any terminus, or station of either of
the others, shall afford aIl reasonable facilities for receiving and forward-
ing all the traffic arriving by either of the others, without any unreason-
abe delay, and without any preference or advantage, or prejudice or dis-
advantage; and so that no obstruction may be offered in the using of
such railway as a continuous lne of communication ; and so that all
reasonable accommodation may at al ties, b the neans aforesaid,t h
nuutually afforded by and te the said severs], railway cerupanies ; sud the
said Canadian Pacifie Railway Company shall rceive and carry aIl
freight and passenger traffic shipped to or from any point on the railway
of either of the said above-named railway companies passiug over the
Canadian Pacific Railwa or any part thereof, at the same mileage rate
ad snbject te the same charges for similar services; without granting or
allowiug any preference or advantage to the traflic coming from or going
upon one of such railways over such traffic coming from or gomg upon
the other of them, reserving, however, to the said Canadian Pacific Rail-
way CoInpany the right of making special rates for purchasers of land,
or for emigrants or intending emigrants, which special rates shall not
govern or affect the rates of passenger traffic as between the said Com-
pany and the said two above-named companies or either of them."

These provisions, at first sight, would appear te afford some
reasonable protection for the Ontario system of railways,
and possibly for the Quebec system ; but a more careful
reading of the clause with the light now shed on such
questions by the experienc of our own country and that of
the United- States, shows that it affords no protection to
either. I will first discuss this point on the assumption1
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway will have its terminus at
Lake Nipissing, that that will be neutral ground common
te the Ontario and Quebec railway systems, the Ontario
railways connecting at that point with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway by the Pacific Jnnction Railway, and the Quebec
system by the Canada Central and the Occidental which
has running powers over the Canada Central line te Lake(
Ni issing. In the first place, you Will fbd that the clausej
onlydeclares that both of the companies te which I have
just referred shall be afforded facilities for receiving and
handling freight at the terminus of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, but there is no protection against a preference
being shown to either company te the detriment of the
other. The Canadian Pacifie Railway have the power at
Lake Nipissing, or in the far west, to say over whieh of
those two roads the freight shall pass, by the imposition
upon the one as against the other of terminal dharges. They
have the power te give the preference te the one road by
im posing on the other terminal charges. Au eminent authority
in ngland has laid down the rule that those terminal charges
do afford a protection te one road against the other, and
contends that there ought te be a reasonable, moderatey
and uniform rate for terminal services -charged te all compa-1
nies receiving their freight from a trunk line. Those term-
inal charges may be so high to the one eompany as-to drivet
every single pound of freight from the great North-Westc
over either of the lines to-which I have referred. It is stated c

1Mr. CAxEnON (Huron),

that j cent a bushel in the way of terminal charges will
determine the route by which traffic is to go. I shail read
the following extract from Parsloe

"Another part of the freight question, thatreiating taoterminal harges,
in one which affects the interests of traders to a considerable extent. It
is a matter, moreover, involved in great douht sud difficulty; indeed it
la seiarcely reducable to coherence. We can only hope, therefore, to

ive a very general idea as to the effect and rmeaning of ' termial'
'be charges in question are made for the services which the companies

render in the forwarding and receiving.of goods, in addition ta the ost
of carnage alung the hues. Such services inelude aIl the dutie ne
aIly performed at the railway stations. The -provisions of the i. peiïI
Acte of the companies empower them to demand 'a reasonable sum for
loading and unloading, delivery and collection, &c., whbre the services,
or any of them, are or is performed by the company.'I

Now you will see the point : it is said that in this Bill it is
provided that an equal rate shall be charged the Ontario
and Pacifie Junction and the Canada Central Railway. But
the terminal charges are wholly independent of the freight
rates, and the Canada Pacifie Railway Company can, by
these charges, divert every pound of freight from one
railway to another, for carriage to tide-water. That will
show the importance of affording protection against the
preferences I have indicated. If the itention of the Gov-
ernment was to deal with those railways belonging to both
Provinces, on precisely the same footing, then it was the
grossest ignorance or carelessness, in the preparation of this
contract, to have omitted such a provision. I contend that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway has the power, without
violating the Act, in another way, to force every pound
of freight to the seaboard either over the Ontario
and Pacifie Junction Railway or the Canada Central, in
preference to the Quebec railways, by the imposition of
elevator charges. The Company ean construet their own
elevators in the North-West, and charge for atordge of
grain, and can impose those charges on the freight passing
over one railway, and not on the freight over another,
which they have a perfect right to do. They can achieve
the same results, whether or not the eastern terminus be at
Lake Nipissing-can divert all the western freight over
either the Ontario or Quebec railways, as tbey sce fit-how ?
By drawbacks and rebates on ocean shipments. This Bill
affords no protection whatever for the railways of the one
Province against the railways of the othor in that respect.
The Canadiah Pacifie Railway, when they get a through bill
of lading for Liverpool, may send their freight over the
Ontario and Pacifie Junction, the Grand Junction to Belle-
ville and then by the Grand Trunk to Montreal, and thence
to Portland and Liverpool, and drive everypound of freight
from the west over those lines in preference to the Quebec
railways by allowing rebates on ocean shipments alone.
This question bas already engaged public attention in the
United States and remedies are there provided. The Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway can also favor one system of railways
at the expense of another, by carrying the freight at the
owner's risk in one case, and in the other at the Company's
risk. There is an extra charge made where it is carried at
the owner's risk, and it may be made in one case and not
another. On this subject Parsloe says:

"Attention bas been called already to the fact that in some instances
the rates are varied according to whether goods are conveyed at
'o*uer's risk' or '1company's risk.' •' The plan has
been adopted in order to give traders reduced rates in certain cases,
whilst the companies are relieved of sume responsibility."

Under that ingenious device the Canadian Pacifie Rlailway
Company will be enabled to send freight over one railway in
preference to another, s-also by the system' of drawbaeks.
In every State of the Union, possessing a large systetm of
railways, they have had to enaet stringent legislation to
prevent drawbacks, rebates, terminal charges and otber
devices to which railways resort for the purpose of evading
the law. There is now before Congress a Bill, having the same
object in view, whièh will becom e law. I deny the atatement
of hon. gentlemen, that the RailwayqvAct covers aui tis
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ground. If it did, what necessity for putting this provision
in -the Bill at.all ? Ail that was necessary was to make the
General Railway Act apply if it dos flnot now apply. But
if it.did, rsBay its provisions are wholly insufficient to cover
the pointe to which I have just alluded. Clause 24 in the
Bill fthe Minister of Railways is substantially taken from
what is called the " Cardwell Bill," passed in England in
1854. Now, thatelause substantially has been in the Rail-
way lct of the United States for years, and it bas been
found wholly -insufficient for the purpose of effecting the
desired object. That has also. been found to be the case in
Canada, and ithas alo been found to bethe case in England.
Here is what Parsloe says on that subject:

"Parliament bas again and again endeavored to deal effectually with
the greatquestion of a proper regulation of our railways; but; notwith-
standing all the le gi'ation which has thus been produced, the greatobject
in view, .namely, the passing of such measures as should provide complete
and adequate public protection, has not been attained to a tuil and neces-

uary development. Many of the Acte of Parliament have been subject
to sBeh a powerful railway influence that some of these provisions-
and- these the most important ones as regards the public have been
readered,. to a large extent, unsatisfactory. It is not surprising that,
under such conditions, to resort to law with a great and powerful railway
company bas been, and, indeed, is now considered too formidable an
undertaking to be hastily attempted by any single individual. But, fur-
ther, net only was it found, years ago, that the Acts of Parliament were.
in themselves, inadequate and not sufficiently explicit, but that to deal
with such subjects a tribunal was necessary which possessed a practical
acquaintance with the subject."

We know perfectly well that the law has been insufficient
in Canada. I think now is the time when we should have the
Ontario system iof railways put upon the same footing as
thoseofQuebec, and vice versa. On the assumption that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway will not have its eastern termi-
nus at Lake Nipissing, and that it will acquire the Lanada
Central. what will be the resul,.? During last Session an
Aot of Parliament was passed. This 'Act secured for
the railways of Ontario and Quebec the same protection.
It provided that the Quebec rail ways should have running
powers over the entire line of road owned by the Canada
Central Railway, extending from Ottawa vid Renfrew to the
Sault. Under that Act the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and
Occidental Railway had running powers over these lines
from Ottawa tQ the Sault. You must bear in mind thaut
the terminus of the Canada Central Railway ie at Brook.
ville, and if the Canadian Pacifie Railway acquires the
Canada Central Railway, it will be the interest of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway to carry its eastern freight viá Brock.
ville, and therefore the only safety that either the Occidental
or the Ontario and Pacifie Junction can have will balo make
the eastern terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway at
Nipissing. In that case, the system of railways in Ontario
and Quebec will be on a footing of perfect equality, and it
wiîl be the interest of the Canadian Pacifie Railway to deali
fairly with the railways, in order to secure the freight both
ways-east and south. There is another point in connection
with-this matter to which I wish to refer. Assuming that
the Canadian Pacific acquires the Canada Central, the Cana-i
dian Pacific will thon have an outlet at two points, Ottawai
and Brockville. But when we reach Carleton Place we reachl
a point common to bath routes-29 miles from Carleton1
Place to Ottawa, and 45 miles from Carleton Place to
Brockville--so that it will be the interest of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway to carry the traffie over the longer distancej
on its own line to B-ockville. Let us see what the distances1
are. From Lake "Nipissing to Montreal, by way of .Brock-1
ville, is 377 miles; from Nipissing to Montreal by thei
Casaa Central and the Ottawa and Occidental it is only 3521
miles, Does anybody suppose that the Canadian Pacifiei
Railway will not run their own trains over their own rail.
way toBrockville and there make traffle, or rather arr ange--
ment, with the Grand Trunk and &end the freight to
Montreal by this route in preference to the route via the1
Occidental? The difference of 25 miles in the distance is prac-
ticsly nothing. i am glad to see the people of Quebec are

alive to their interests in this respeet. The organ of the
Conservatives.bas spoken ont on this point and warned the
Government against giving the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way unlimited power to destroy th- Quebec railways.
1 think if there was ever a piece of legis'ation
carried through Parliament calculated to destroy their
system of rilways, the echeme we are now dicusing will
have that effect. Now, there is another way by which the
Quebec system of railways may be injured and practically
destroyed if the Syndicate thinks fit. The Canadian Pacific
is not bound to carry its traffic by the Canada Central Rail-
way and the Occidental down to Montreal. There is still
another route via the Ontario and Pacifil Junction Railway
and. the Grand Junction to Belleville, then vid the Grand
Trunk to Montroal. by which the western traffie can reach
tide water. Suppose the Canadian Pacifie Railway should
say: &We will not acquire the Canada Central Railway;
we will acquire or make traffic arrangements with the
Ontario and Pacific Junetion Railway and the Grand Junc-
tion Railway and carry our freight to the seaboard vid thse
lines and the Grand Trunk." How will this affect the
Quebec railways. The difference in the distance is very
small. Let us see. It is 480 miles vid the route I have in
dicated, from Lake Nipissing to Montreal, and 325 miles by
the other route from Liake Nipissing to Montreal, utilizing
the Occidental, or a difference of only 128 miles., lvery-
body knows that a difference of 50 miles, or even of l0
miles, is not taken into avcoint at all upon through traffle
extending over 2,000 miles. In the wiy I have pointed1 out
the Canadian Pacific Railway may make the arrangement I
have indicated and thus effectually destroy the Occidental
Railway. That is not all. The power of the Canadian
'Pacific Railway to destroy the Quebec railways in the traffic
to Quebec is equally clear. Let us see how this works.
The Occidental runs to Quebec, tlie Grand Trunk aiso
reaches Quebec by a different route. Compare the distances
by the different routes and see what there is to prevent the
Syndicatefrom effectually destroying every line ofrailway in
the whole Province of Quebec. We wili again start at the
point common to both routes, which is Carleton Place. From
Carleton Place to Quebec vid Brookville the distance is 342
miles; and vid Ottawa, over the Occidental, the distance is
313 miles, or a difference in favor of the Occidental of only
23 miles. That id a small difference, but it will enable this
Company to say to the peoplo of Quebec: " Unless
you submit to our terms we will not ship one
pound of freight over the Canada Central Railway
to Ottawa, and the Occidental to Montreal au
Quebec." It is clear, from the table of distances I have
referred to, that theposition I have taken cannot be success-
fully controverted. Now, there is another way by which
the freight from the North-West to the seaboard may be
effectuully diverted from the city of Montroal, and from the
Quebec systemi of railways. Suppose freight is going from
the far west to New York, as will probably be the case on
accounit of the facilities for shipment afforded ut that port.
What is the distance from Lake Nipissing to New York vid
the Canada Central and Occiden tal ? and what is the distance
by the other route, both seeking New York as an outlet ?
From Montreal to Lake Nipissing vid the Canada Central
and Occidental ie 35- miles; from Montreal to Rutland, in
the United States, thedistance is 169 miles; from Rutland
to Albany 101 miles, from Albany to New York 13S miles;
in other words, 760 miles f rom Lake Nipissing to New York
vid th.e city of Montreal. Wbat is the distance vid Brock-
ville ? From Lake Nipissing toBrockville is 232 miles-thet e
is a proposition to bridge the St. Lawrence at Broekville to
connect the Canada Central with the Merristown Railway
seioss the river, about ene mile;- f om Morristown <o Ai-
bany t.he distance is 132 miles ; from Albany to New
York 138 miles, or 609 miles from Lake Nipissing to New
York, or 151 miles in favor of the route by Broekville. DQ
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you suppose for a moment that one pound of freight from the effect of the absorption of the Canada Central Railway
the North-West to New York would pass over the Ocei- by the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The people of Quebec
dental Railway or any other railway in Quebec, while it is view that ^position in the same light. The organ of hon.
the direct interest of the Canadian PaciicRailway, under gentlemen opposite-La Minerve-urges on the vernment
this contractt ovaBockville ? the necessity of affording protection to the Occidental as

Mr. BANNERMAN. Does the hon. gentleman know against the imposition of unequal rates; and the people of
the difference in the freight charged by the Occidental, by Ontario have taken the same ground. The Mrmster-Af
the Canada Central and by the Grand Trunk ? Railways will recollect he was interviewed in Toronto by a

large deputation of business men. What did they say ?
Mr. CAMERON. I noither know, nor do I care; and if Th'ey said :

the hon. gentleman had paid attention to my argument lie cThat the acquisition of such railways by the Syndicate would destroy
would heve seen that the amount charged for freigbt from the neutral character of the eastern terminus of the NationalRailway, and
Ottawa to Montreal and Quebec bas nothing whatever to do would practically transfer its terminus to Montreal.
with it. I say that everything points to the fact that if the IThat the acquisition of such railwaysby the Syndicate will a hgivewithit.I sy tat verthig pontsto he acttha ifthethem a strong and direct interest to divert the traffic of the North-West
Canada Central is acquirod by tho Canadian Pacifie not a away from the Ontario system of railways and centres of trade, so as to
single pound of freight will pass over the Occidental -Railway pass it over the whole length of their eastern lines.
to Montreal or Que bec or New York. There is another way ''Therefore, your memnorialsts view with alarm such proposal of the

uy Syndicate. and protest against the power being granted to the Syndicate
by which the Quebec system of railways can be effectuatllyto absorb the railways to the east of Lake Nipissing without the most
destroyed by the Syndicate. Assuming that the Canadian stringent provisions being made to prevent injustice to Ontario traffic.
Pacifie Railway wilI acquire the Canada Central Railway "That in order to protect Ontario interests, it is absolutely necessary
adtfi e acway li uaw bytheat nautaentraolsrab. that no higher mileage rates should be charged on Ontario traffic over the

and thus reach Ottawa by that route, when it does reach Canadian Pacific west of Lake Nipissing than whar.would be pro rata
Ottawa, we know well that there are various ways by which mileage charges on eastern traffic, in proportion to the whole distance of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway can reach Montreal, Quebec its carriage by the railways owned or operated by the Syndicate; or, inan NwYok ihotutliig oo c b.Ociena, hier words, that the Syndicats should not be permitted te p lace anyand New York without utilizing a foot of the Occidentalhigher mileage rates on the portion of their railway overdw ch Ontario
What is to prevent the Canadian Pacifie Railway making traffic must pass than on the portion over which eastern traffic must
an arrangement with the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway pass."
for an outret from Ottawa to the east ? What is to prevent The hon. Minister in meeting the arguments presented by
the Canadian Pacific Railway fron making such arrange- the deputation said that the contract afforded sufficient pro-
ments with the Coteau Railway, or taking advantage of the tection, but if it did not it would be a national calamity.
Bill introduced last Session by the hon. member for Stan- The deputation was composed of business men oà large ex-
stead (Mr. Colby) for the construction of a railway from perience in such matters ; they were net satisfied. They re-
the seaboard up to Ottawa and thence westward and utiliz. ported to their constituents, and what did they say ? They
ing that charter to reach the sea ? There are several ways said :
by which the Syndicate, having acquired the Canada Central, "Your Committee i9 still of opinion that railways will always forward
can reach luontreal, Qqebec and the seabo4rd without touch business in the directiorr of their own interests, and that the Syndicate, if

t ail u b. allowed to amalgamate the Canada Central will own a long railway mile-ing a upon the QueLec system of railways. It appears age in the direction of Montreal, while owning nothing in the direction of
to me manifestly clear that, in so far as the certainty is con- Ontario, they will naturally endeavor to forwa'rd business by their own
cerned of deriving any bonefit whatever from the construc- railway instead of handing it over to another at Lake Nipissing."
tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway. the Quebec system of. The flouse will understand what protection the people of
railways bas none, on the contrary, that system of railways Ontario are entitled to receive from Parliament in dealing
is entirely at the mercy of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. with this question, and how little they receive under the
Let us now see how this contract guards the out system of terms of this contract. I cannot make the point stronger
railways under section 25 of the Bill the Canadian Pacifie Rail- than the deputation made it to the Minister of Railways.
way bas the power ofacquiring the Canada Central Railway, According to what those gentlemen said, and I believe it is
and under section 15 the line so acquired becomes the the correct interpretation of this contract, the Syndicate
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now, under section 24 of this will be in a position to divert every pound of froight from
Bill it is provided that the Canadian Pacifie Raiiway west to east, or east to west, away from the Ontario system
shall afford equal facilities and charge-., e-ual mile- of railways. If the Syndicate see fit, every pound of freight
age rates both to the Ontario and Pacifie Junc- from Montreal west inight pass over the Grand Trunk to
tion Railway and to the Canada Central iRailway. Brockville and thenceover the Canadian Pacifie westward,
There is no provision in the Bill respecting the Quebec rail- and so with the traffic from tbe west eastward. It may be
ways ; it is confined entirely to the two railwys I have in- said that this is not likely to occur; bât it bas occurred
dicated. But supposing-the Canadian Pacific acquires the elsewhere. In the United States, England and Canada,
Canada Central what would b. thelegitimate effect ? The railways carry freight often at cheaper rates for long than
moment une absorbs the other, that moment I conténd, for short distances. The Grand Trunk charges fer a cargo-
according to the clear legal coritruction of this contract, of oil cake from Baden to Belleville, $52-the distance is 168
that protection ceases to exist. It may be eaid that until miles; the same car load wonld b. carried from Chibago to
the Canadian Pacifie acquiros the Canada Central, clause 24 Belleville, 628 miles, for $50. If that is done by the Grand
affords protection to the Ontario and Pacifie Junction Rail- Trunk, what is there to prevent the Canadian Pacifie carry-
way as against the Canada Central Railway and vice versa. ing freight for short distances at a smaller remuneration
That clause in the contract relates to the three companies, than longer distances, so as to force the traffic over the lines
the Canadian Pacifie, Canada Central, and Ontario and Pacific owned and controlled by the Company? In England, where
Junctiorn, a.d the moment the Canadian Pacifie acquires the they have the fall protection afforded by Clause 24, the ame
Canada Central that moment on of those contracting parties grievance often happens, and shippers are at the lnercy of
drops out, and then that clause is of no effeet, and therefore the railways in this-respect. There is another way in whi"h
I say there is no protection whatever for the Ontario and the Ontario Railways and the Misiness men of that Province,,
Pacifie Junction as against unequal rates which the Canadian and its towns and villages, may b. prejudiced to a consider-
Pacifie may impose. If that protection is removed, the able extent by the Pacific R:ilway under the terme of this
Canadian Pacific, without violating the letter of the law, will contract. Icontend that, under this charter, every pound:of
have power to impose unequal rates and diseriminate against freight from and to the far west from every village, town
the Ontario and Pacifie and in favor of the lin. of railways and city on the Grand Trunk, west of Brookçlle, will pass
eastward. It is quite clear the peopleof Onta-io understand ver the Canadian Pacinfe, the Canada Central and the Grand
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Trunk West of Brockville, instead of taking the natural
route by the Ontario and Pacifie and the other railways
which connect with it south and east. If hon. members will
look at the table of distances they will probably be con-
vinced that there is every possibility, and every probability,
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway will, in order to destroy
the Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railways, and the system
of Ontario railways connecting with it, and to divert all
traffic away from the Ontario and Pacifie, carry al their
freight by the lines I have indicated. Suppose freight was
coming to Kingston from the far west, one would naturally
expect it to pass over the Ontario and Pacifie, and thence
by other Ontario linos to its destination. Will It do so?
Let us sec what the distances arc, because we will thon have
some.oundation for the position we are taking. The distance
from Nipissing to Kingston, vid the Canada Central Railway
and the Grand Trunk Railway, is, from Nipissing to Brock-
ville 252 miles, and frgm Brockville to Kingston 47 miles, a
total of 299 miles; the distance, viá the Ontario and Pacifie
Junction Railway, the Grand Junction Railway and the
Grand Trunk Railway, is, from Nipissing to Bellville, vid
Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway, the Grand Junction
Railway, 260 miles, and from Belleville to Kingston vid the
Grand Trunk 48 miles, a total of 308 miles; only 9 miles
against the Ontario and Pacifie Junetion Railway route. Now,
let us see how the traffic to Belleville will be affected. The
distance from Nipissing to Belleville is,vid the Canada
Central Railway to Brockville, 252 miles, and from Brockville
to Belleville vid the Grand Trunk Railway, 95 miles, a total
of 347 miles; the distance vid the Ontario & Pacific Junetion
and the Grand Junetion Railway is 260 miles; or 87 miles
in favor of the Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway. My
contention is that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
having acquired the Canada Central, will carry their freight
to Brockville by the Canada Central Railway, and thon make
arrangements with the Grand Trunk Railway to carry it
westward. If we tâke Port Hope as an objective point, we
shall find ourselves in the -same position. The distance from
Nipissing to that point is, from Nipissing to Brockville 252
miles, and from Brockville to Port Hope 145 miles, a total of
397 miles ; the distance viá the Ontario and Pacific Junctioni
Railway is 215 miles; or 182 miles in favor of the Ontario
and Pacifie Junction Railway. Now, let us take Whitby.j
The distance vid the Canada Central Railway is, from iNi-
pissing to Brockville 252 miles, and from .Brockville to
Whitby 178 miles, a total of 430 miles; the distance vid the
Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway, from Nipissmg to
Whitby is 217 miles ; or 213 miles in favor of the latter.4
If we take Toronto, a point farther west, and taking this as
a starting point, we practically take the whole of western
Ontario. Tho distance vid the Canada Central Railway is
from Nipissing to Brockville, 252 miles, and from Brockville
to Toronto 208 miles, a total of 460 miles; the distance via
the Ontario and Pacifie Junction -Railway is 222 miles,
showing 238 miles in favor of the latter route. Yet I say
again that even for points as far west as Toronto the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company may carry their freight to Brock-
ville on their own railway, and thon ship it westward vid the
Grand Trunk to Toronto. To Hamilton the distance vid
Brockville is 490 miles, and vid the Ontario and Pacifie
Junction Railway, 252 miles, being 238 miles against thet
Canada Central Railway. Under this contract, no safeguards
are provided again4 increased traffic to points west of
Brockville, over the longer rather than the shorter routes.
I think it is quite cleår that hon. gentlemen opposite could,e
had they so desired, have protected these inland lines oft
railway against this unequal competitor. A word or two
as to the position of these two railways-the Occidental and X
the Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railways. With respect to
the Sault Branch, you are ýaware that by section 14 of the1
Statute to which I have referred, the Government of Quebecr
have rauning powers secured to themi over the Çnada 1
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Central Railway from Ottawa to Sault Ste. Marie. You are
also aware that the Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway
have, by section 13 of the same Statute, running powers
over the extension from Lake Nipissing to the Sault. So
that both of these roads eau pass over that extension, and
under that law both occupied precisely the same position
both at Lake Nipissing and the Sault-no preforence being
gven the one over the other. The policy of the late

Government, as well as that of this Government, until
rocently, was to make Lake Nipissing a neutral point, so that
that should bo the terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and that all railways meeting there, from the east and south,
should be put on a perfect equality. It soems to me that
was a wiso policy, as it gave them ail the privilege of com-
peting on equal terms for the trade of the North-West, which
reaehed that point by four different outlets: lst. By the
Canadian Pacifie all-rail route. 2nd. By the Thunder Bay
Branch, thonce by Lake Superior to the Sault. 3rd. By the
Northern Pacifie to Duluth, thon by Lake Superior to the
Sault. 4th. By the line south of Lake Superior to the Sault,
Under the policy now advocated by hon. gentlemen opsit#.
the Occidenta land Ontario and Pacifie Junetion ilway
eau only hope to secure each a share of the traffic over the
trunk line alone. I contend that the Government ought to
have done what the Government have not done, proteet the
interests of these two railways, The Government ought to
have made Lake Nipissing a neutral point; the Government
ought, at that point, to have placed both railways on a
footing of perfect equality, so that the one could pot possibly
be put under any disadvantage to the other. These roads
are, by this contract, effectually eut off from any connection
in the North-West by way of the Sault. We know thqt the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, under this eontract, can destroy
either road ut its option. We know that Quebec desires the
construction of the Sault Branch. We know the bon.
momber for Cardwell, although ho strongly supports the
Governmont in the louse, is strongly in favor of the Sault
line outside of the House, that although he has voted in
favor of the policy of the Govornmont, ho has outside the
House pronounced strongly against that policy, and has
inducod the people to believo the Government is still in
favor of the Sault line; and in order that the hon. gentleman
and others may be able to harmonize their views insido
with thoir opinions outside of Parliament, I beg to pr< pose
the following amendment:-

" That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, laid on
the Table, does not, as rt should, provide for running powers for the
Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental Railway. and for the Ontario
and Pacific Junction Railway, over the 63 miles from Nipissing to Sturgeon
River, which form the hne common to the through line, and the Sault 8te.
Marie line.'

4 And that the contract does not make satisfactory provision for securing
the traffic to and from Montreal and the East by the Quebec, Montreal,
Ottawa and Occidental Railway against preferential charges which the
Canadian Pacific Railway may establish in favor of the Canada Central
Railway, the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway, the Côteau Railway, or
other Unes of railway to thesouth and east, nor aganst the preferential
charges which it may be the interest of the Canadian Pacific Railwa to
establish, in case of the authorized and contemplated acquisition o or
amalgamation with, or of the use of running powers over the Canada
Central Railway, nor in case the Canadian Pacific Railway amalgamation
with, or obtains running powers over the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rail-
way, the COteau Railway, or any other railway running south or east.

''Nor does the said contract make satisfactory provision for securing
the traffic to and from Ontario, by the Ontario and Pacific Junction Rail-
way, against the preferential charges which it way be the interest of the
Canadian Pacific Railway to establish in the event of the authorized and
contemplated acquistion of, or amalgamation with, or née of running
powers over, the Canada Pacific Railway and other railways south and
east of Ottawa; ald the said contract is, in these respects, objec-
tionable."

Mr. PLUMB. The gist of the hon. gentleman's state-
m ents amount to this, that the longer the distance over
which trafic passes the cheaper the rate of freight, and to
bring his reasoning to a logical conclusion there may be a
road se long that freight will be carried over it for nothing.
The hon. gentlemen are making an onslaught of this kind,
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but I can say, with authority, with regard t this Sault
route, of which we hear so much, and of which the leader
of the Opposition was so enamonuied, that he said if it could
be constructed his objection to the Syndicate would vanish,
that his political friends in the Ontario Legislature, where
they have a large majority, have not taken that patriotic view
of the Sault route, or considered it so important as to do much
for it, for 1 heard if they would give a bonus of 8400 a mile
that road would be built. I think if Ontario is so protected
in Ihis respect, it should be by the Government which is
now in power in that Province, and which, by the munici-
palities and other authorities, large aid bas been extended
to railways. Nor are we greatly alarmed by any statement'
named in this discussion by hon. gentlemen opposite, nor
by the bug-bears put before the House to catch, fora moment,
the public ear. We are willing that these harmless reso-
lutioris should be fired off one after another, and that hon.
gentlemen opposite should sit still longer in sack cloth and
ashes. We have all the pleasures on our side, and are
perfectly willing that they should put on the deepest
ngourning and wear it as long as they like.

Amendment (Mr. Cameron, Huron) negatived on the fol
lowing division:.

Yes:

Messieurs"
Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,.
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburfn (Muskoka),
Dumont,

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannernian,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Boldnc,
Boulthee,
Bourbeau,
Bonell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
I)aly,
Dawson,
Desjardins,
Domle,
Douli,
Dugas,
Elhott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Fulton,

Mr. PLTMB.

Fiset, Mills,
Fleming, Olivier,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, k<oss(Middesex),
Huntington, Rymal,
Killam, Seriver,
King, Sutherland,
LaRue, Thompeon,
Laurier, Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Weldon,
MacDonnell (Inverness), Wheeler,
McIsaac, Yeo.-48.

NAYs:

Messieurs
Gault, Méthot,
Gigault, Mongenais,
Girouard(Jac. Cartier), Montplaisir,
Girous.rd (Kent), N oussean,
Grandbois, Muttar
Hackett, Ogden,
Ray, Orton,
Hesson, Quimet,
Hilliard, Patterson (Essex),
Hooper, Pinsonneault,
Houde, Platt,
Hurteaua Plumbi
Jones, Pope (Oompton)-,
Kaulbach, Pope (Queen!o),
Kilver't, Poupore,
Kirkpatrick, Rcichey,
Kranz, Robertson (Hamilton),
Landry, Rouleau,
Lane, Routhier,
Langevin, Royal,
Lantier, Ryan (Marquette),
Longley, Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (King's), Scott,
Macdonald (Sir John), Shaw,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Sproule,
McDonald (Pictou), Strange,

cDonald (Vict., N.S.), Tassé,
Macmillan, Tellier,

M.cCàllum, Tilleyl
McCarthy, Valin,
Mcconville, Vallée,
Mccuaig, Vanasse,
McInnes, Wade,
McKay, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLeod - Wallace (York),
McQuade, White (Cardwell),
McRory, White (Renfrew),
Manson, Williams.-116.
Massue,

Mr. KILLAM. I rise 'for the purpose of moving au
amendment to the resolution bearing upon the clause ofthe
contract which refers to the exemption from duty of railsand
,other materials imported for the use ofthe railway. Ofeourse
it is entirely impossible for me, at this hour, in the :midst
of so much noise and confusion, to use any argument which
could impress on the minds of hon. gentlemen opposite the
proper ideas which should have actuated them when the con-
tract was entered into. Ministers seem to have been anxious
to throw themselves into the arms of the Syndicate, and get
rid of their responsibilities, without considering the profes-
sions they have made to the people, that the interest of thie
manufacturers of Canada should be regarded in all negotia-
tions of this kind. The amount involved in the exemp-
tion of tbose articles from duty is not particularly to the
point. The point is this, a question of principle is at stake,
which bas been entirely forgotten, or disregarded by the
hon. gentlemen opposite. We are to have a National
Policy, a protection of home industries. I should like to
know why the manufacturers of the articles to b used in
the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway shopld
not.have been considered as well as the foreigners, who are
invited, under this contract, to compete with tbem. The
membèr for Montreal (Mr. Gault) feels this point keenly, no
doubt. le pretends to be deeply interested in the development
of our mining and manufacturing industries; but what is to
be said for him as a protectionist, and of other- such sup-
porters of the Government, in regard to a contract, one of
the strong points of which is that no iron rails manu-
factured in the Dominion, no spikes, fisli plates, bolte and
nuts, shall be used in this railway, but that they allshall be
imported. I understand perfectly well the amount of
duties which are to be paid, and I think I am as well
q ualified fo speak on the subject as the member forFrontenac
Mr. Kirkpatrict), who read us a lecture the other day.
le, in his calculations, left out the duty on steel rails.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. There is no duty on steel rails.
Mr. KILLAM. If we are to have protection to our own

manufactures, why should not the manufacturers of
Nova Scotia have a chance to supply the materials of this
railway ? Why should they be left out in the cold ? Under
this protection policy we were told that the construction of
the Canadian Pacific Railway would afford a great field for
our manufactures, but their interests have been sadly
neglected in this business. The member for Frontenac-
said there was a duty on spikes of 20 per cent. That shows
the amount of his information on this and other matters.
In fact lie did not understand the matter, and is as muel
mixed as to the duty on steel rails, bolts, nuts and spikes
as was the Finance Minister when-he brought in his tarif.
I would like to ask the Minister of Finance if he knows
what the duty was on nuts and bolte a year ago.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Thirty per cent.
Mr. KILLAM. The member for Frontenac kuows ne

more about it than the Minister, and that is afi that-is
necessary to say on the subject. The-Government on this
question have entirely overlooked the question'at stake.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I would like to ask the hon.
gentleman how many spikes the Syndicate will use.

Mr. KILLAM. I am- not prepared to say how many
spikes the Syndicate may use,. but J'am quitp preparedte
say how many should be used in a raiiway of tkat leugth,
and am quite prepared to nail th bon. .member whon1e
pretends to discuss subjects of which he is so thoronghly
ignorant. The Finance Minister bas backed down .ntirely
on this subject, and has not shown himseff to. b alive'tothe
interests of our manufacturers. I move:

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway proYides
for the admison duty free of ail-steel rils, afs-plates and otbhr fesa-
ings, spikes, bolts and nuts, wire, timber, and ail materials for bridges to
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be used in the original construction of the railway, and of a telegraph
U ia. connection therewith, and aIl telegraphic apparatus re uired for

tbe first eqiipment of each telegraph Une ; that mnch exemption frein
duty is unjust, anà the contract is, in this respect, objectionable.

Amendment (Mr. Killam) negatived on the following
dvision :-

Anglie,
Bam ,
BcËsd,
Blake,
Borden,'

Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
(Jameron <Huron),
Pasey,
Oasgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiôet,

Mesieurs
Fleming e r Olivier,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,

Gni, Robertson (Shelbarne),
Gtuthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Ross (Middlesex),
Rîuntington, Rymal,
Killain, Scrîver,
King, Sutherland,
La Rue, Thompson,
Laurier, Trow,
Maudoneil (Lanark), Weldon,
MacDonnell (Inverncss),Wheler,
Mclsaac, Yeo.-47.
Mills,

NÂs:
Messieurs

Allison, Gault, Mongenais,
Arkel, Gigauit, Montplaisir,
Baker, Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau,
Bannerman, Girouard (Kent), Muttart,
Beaty, Grandbois, Ogden,
Benoit, Hackett, Orton,
Bergron, Bay, Ouimet,
Bergie, . esson, Patterson (Egsec),

Bolduc, Hooper, Platt,
BoUltbee, Boude, Plumb,
Bourbeau, Burteau, Pope (Compton),
Bowell, Jones, Pope (Queen' s),
Brecken, Kilvert, Poupore,
Brooks, Kirkpatrick, Ricbey,
Bunster, Kranz, Robertson (Hamilton),
Benting, Landry, Rouleau,
Caneron (Victoria', Lane, Routhier,
Caron, Langevin, Royal,
Cimon, Lantier, Ryan (Marquette),
Colby, Longley, Ryan (M ontreal>,
Connell, Macdonald (Kings), Scott,
Costigan, Macdonald (Sir John), Shaw,

oMcDonald (CapeBreton)Sproule,
Coupai, McDonald (Pictou, t3trange,
Coursol, McDonild (Vic N.8)), Tassé,
Daly, Macmillan, Tellier,
Dawson, McCallum, Tilley,
De'jard'ns, McCarthy, Valin,
Doinville, MrConvi le, Vallée,
Doull, McCuaig, Vanasse,
Dugas, MeInnes, Wade,

illott, McKay, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, McQuade, Wallace, (York),
Ferguson, 'McRory, White (Cardwell),
Fitsinmmons, , Manson, White (Renfrew),
Fortin, Massue, Williams.-113.
Fulton, Methot,

Mr. FISET. Mr. Speaker, before you ordar the second
reading of those reselutions, I will take the liberty of
drawing the attention of this honorable Bouse to a clause of*
the contract that has not been dwelt upcn by bon. members
of the Opposition who have spoken before me. I refer to
the second clane tof the contract:

"The contractors, immediately after~the organization of the said Com-
pany, sal d.eposi ith the Goverement $l,0,000 incash or approved
securities, as a seecurity for the construction of the railway hereby con~-
tracted for. The Government shall pay to the Company interest on the
cash dcposited at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum, halfyearly, and shal
pay over to the Conpany tise sterest receved upon securities deposited,
thse whole until default lu the performance cf t he conditions hereof, or
until the repayent cf the deposit, and shal return the depo sit t the
C on thcompletion cf the railway, according to tise terme hereof
w Wt ais>y interest accrsed thereon."'

The W. Minister of iRailways, in hie speech of tse 14th
D)ecember, thoughst te avoid all reproachs with regar'd te tise
slight g rantee that thi e Gveiment requires from the
Sy undicate, by ayinge

" Prövied yoenget the parties who are mo t likely to deal scessfnhy
with th. matter, the less secnrity yeu demnand te better; becanse, juset e

proportion as you lock up the resoures of thep arty, the more you decrease
hs power to carry out the work suocessfully.'
Thon, as the leader of the Opposition remarked at the time,
why not do away entirely with the clause relating to the
million. In that ease, the resoures of the Company would
be in nowise decreased, their chanes eof shecess would in
no way be diminisbed. That is the logical conclusion to
which the reasoning of the hon. Minister brings us. Start-
ing from that point, we might, with much more force, apply
the same argument to other contractors, whose resources
are less considerable than those of the Syndicate; but Jar
from that, the Government requires from ordinary con-
tractors a deposit of live per cent. of the price of their con-
tract. lu an undertaking like the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, the great importance of which no one denies, the
Government should take ail the necessary stops for soeuring
the exoeution of the contract; otherwise they are exposing
themselves to deceptions that might endangor the unde-
taking itself. Supposing, for instance, that the Company,
" as it is its intention to do," should construct in three years
the central section, or the first 900 miles from Selkirk
towards the Rocky Mountains. According to the estimates
of Mr. Fleming, this part of the road, which is the easiest
to build, will cost $11,700,000. The Government gives the
Company for this same work: (1) a subsidy of $10,000 per
mile, making a total amount of $9,000,000; (2) the Govern-
ment gives 11,250,000 acres of land, which, valued at 82 an
acre, give $22,500,000. This estimate should not soem
exaggerated, because these lands are of the best quality, and
the nearest to the road. The Government, therefore, pays
for 900 miles of road, that ought only to cost $11,700,000,
the enorinous sum of 831,500,000. Now, supposing that the
Company, always accoi ding to the estimate of Mr. Fleming,
build and equip this part of the road for 811,700,000-
many proieud that it can be built for less-the Company
remains with a profit of 819,800,000. Then, if it please the
Company to suspend their operations at this point of the
contract, they will ouly lose their million depositod with
the ýGovernment, and Ihey will remain with a balance
of $18,800,000. Arnd supposing that the Government
should withhold, besides, a fifth of tho lands granted to the
Company, say 2,300,000 ac'es, valued at 82 an acre, which
would give 84,600,000, the Company would nevertheless
have a clear profit of $14,200,000 ; but I would at once
observe·that the 5,000,000 acres of land reserved by the
Government are to secure the keeping up and the working
of the road after it is built. So, if atter having completed
the 900 miles of the prairie scet ion, the Company wishes to
withdraw with such considerablo profits, profits sufficient to
make the fortunes of each memaber of the Syndicate, is it
not evident that we will not have had sufficient security for
the execution of this gigantic enterprise ? Is it not evideit,
on the contrary, that the Government are giving the Com-
pany every facility for arriving at that result, and are
inducing them to do so, as it were, by allowing them te
make such great profits at the beginning of the undertaking ?
But that is not ail. Not only wili the Company be able to
withdraw and abandon the romainder of the road, after
having realized a profit of $14,200,000; but, moreover,.they
will be able, if tlhey chosie, to remain in possesion Of the
finished part of the road and work it for their own profit.
And as that part of tihe road will pay the most, whc can
assuie us that the Company- will not tatke advantage of this
privilege ? In fact, there is no clause in the contract which
provides that any part of the rod built by the Company
shall become the property of the Government if the Com-
pany fail to keep their engagements. Let us now see
whether the 5,000,00 acres of land that the Government
are to withhold, are a sufficient security for the keeping up
and working of the road after it is built. These 5,000,000
acres of land are especially given, it is said, to make good
to the Company the losses that will be sustained during the
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first ton years of the working of the road. If you emit the
idea that the Company will sustain losses, we should beoome
still more circumspect with regard to the security to be
furnished by the Company. For, after all, however honorable
the members of the Syndicate may be, they have not cortainly
undertaken the construction and working of the Pacific
Railway with the intention of losing money by it. What I
find skilful is the manner in which they go about it; in the
first place, they leave the Government to bauild the most
difficult parts of the road; next, they undertake themselves
the immediate construction of the cential section, which is
the most easy, and which in three years will allow them to
realize a clear profit of 814,000,000; in the meantime, they
will begin the works on the Lake Superior section, and at
the western end, but we know what "beginning the works "
means. Finally, after ton years, thoy are to work the road,
which is the most onerous part of the contract, and which
will pay the least, and the only security the Government
will have will be thoso 5,000,000 acres held back, say
$5,000,000, according to the Government's estimate. This
is the way the Company will then argue the matter. As it
is the north ofLake Superior which will be the most costly
to work and the least paying, seoing that the lands in that
region are of inferior quality, and that the immigrants will
prefer to settle on the western plains, we will take this soc-
tion as an example. It is well known that in Canada it
costs at least $2,300 per mile to work a railway; so that to
work the 650 miles to the north of Lake Superior it will
cost the Company over $1,400,000 yearly. Now, as the
Company is only obliged to pay the interest on the
$5,000,000 withheld by the Government if the road is
not kept open, or $200,000 a year, you readily understand
that if the road does not pay the Company will prefer to
pay this small sum of 8200,000 than to expend $1,400 000
a year in working the road. So that, aflter having given
our money and grant, 20,000,000 acres of land, the Govern.
ment run the risk of having to work the road at thoir own
erpense, less the interest on $5,000,000 that the Company
will have to pay. Then can bon. gentlemeh be in good
faith when they say that these 5,è)0,000 acres of land offer
a sufficient security for the working of the road after it is
built? Evidently not. The Company may argue the matter
in another w ay. According to the contract, if the Company
doos not issue land grant bonds, it has the privilege of
issuing bonds to the amount of 820,000 per mile on the
2,700 miles of road. Supposing these bonds are floated, the
Company will realize $20,000 per mile, or a sum of
$54,000,000. Now, once the road is built the Company
enters into possession of its rights, and the Government pays
over the $25,000,000, and hands over the 20,000,000 acres
of land, holding back the 5,000,000 acres as security for the
working of tho road. Here, again, we see in what a fine
position the Syndicate will be. They will have realized
$54,000,000 with the bonds issued, ther will have drawn
$25,000,000 from the Government and 20,000,000 acres of
land, and having realized all the profits that they expected,
the members of the Syndicate would be able to say to the
Government;I "lHere, keep your 5,000,000 acres of land
and work the road. As for us, we have had enough of it."
That le really what we are exposing ourselves to. It is-easy
to be seen that the security the Government requires is not
sufficient. If, besides these 5,000,000 acres of land, the
Government had reserved to themselves the right of
retaining the $1,000,000 deposited with thom at the begin-
ning of the work, it would be another security; but, on the
completion .of the road, this $1,000,000 bas to be.returned
to the Company. Therofore I move:

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway makes no
sufficient or satisfactory provision for the construction of the work in a
proper manner, or its effcient operation afterwards, nor does it, as it
should, provide that so much of the work as is done by the Oompany
shall, in case they make default in completing the railway1 belong to the
Government, and that the contract is, i4 these respecte, ojectionable.

Mr. FISICT.

Mr. LARUE. Mr. Speaker, at such a late, or rather at
such an early hour, 1 do not intend to speak at any length.
You will allow me, however, to make a motion in amcn 1-
ment to the resolutions Dow before the louse. I rise to
fulfil what I consider to be a patriotic duty. The hon.
Minister of Public Works, and all the friends of the Con-
servative party who have taken part in the present dol at-,
have frequently spoken of patriôtism; they have often
insisted upon the patriotic sentiments that actuate thCm.
Well, for my part, I think that hon. gentlemen would have
done much better to study more attentively the cen'ract
that they have submitted to the ou-e; that was the only
means, the true way, to my mind, of shOwing whether
they really had in their har-ts that patriotism that the
people have the right to look for in those who represent
them. The more wo study the contract brought down by
the hon, Minister of Railways and his colleague the more
we are convinced that the Government has been taken by sur-
prise, and that thé Syndicate has taken a very active part
in the drawing up of this contract, and the more we are con-
vined, I say, that the umembers of the Syndicate have
exercised a very effective pressure upon the patriotism of
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AmendmentI

division.:

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muskoka
Dumont,

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Beaty,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Bouihbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Daly,
Dawson,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Doull,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Fulton,

(Mr. Fiset) negatived on the following

YaAs:

Messieurs
Fiset, Mills,
Fleming, Olivier,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant,
Gillies, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Ross (Middlesex),
Huntington, Rymal,
Killam, - Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
LaRue, Thompson-
Laurier, Trow,
Macdonell (Lanark), Weldon,

a), MacDonnell (Invorness},Wheler,
McIsaac, Yeo.-48.

NAYs:
Messieurs

Gault, Mongenais,
Gigault, Montplaisir,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau,
Girouard (Kent,) Muttart,
Grandbois, Ogden,
Hackett, Orton,
Hay, Ouimet,
Hesson, Patterson (Essex),
Hilliard, Pinsonneault,
Hooper, Platt,
Houde, Plumb,
Hurteau, Pope (Compton),
Jones, Pope (Queen's),
Kilvert, Poupore,
Kirkpatrick, Richey,
Kranz, Robertson (Hamilton),
Landry, Rouleau,
Lane, Routhier,
Langevin, Royal
Lantier, Ryan (Marquette),
Longley, Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (Kings), Scott,
Macdonald (Sir John), Shaw,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Sproule,
McDonald (Pictou), Strange,
McDonald (Vict., N.S.),Tassé,
Macmillan, Tellier,
McCallum, Tilley,
McCarthy, Valin,
McConville, Vallée,
McCuaig, Vanasse,
McInnes, Wade,
McKay, Wallace (Norfolk),
McQuade, Wallace(<York>,
McRory, White (Cardwell),
Manson, White (Renfrew),
Massue, Williams.-113.
Méthot,
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hon. Ministers who at present govern the country. Sir, if
I rise to move the amendment that I shall have the honor
of placing in your hands in a few moments, it is because I
consider that the present contract does not sufficiently
p oect the interests of Canada; not only the interests of
French-Canadians, but the interests of the inhubitants of
the Dominion of Canada. Indeed, if we study each clause
of the contract, we will easily be convinced that thore is
not in the contract one single clause which provides that
this great undertaking, that has been put into the hands of
the Syndicate, shall be exclusively, or even for a small
part, in the fature, the work of Canadians. No clause
in the contract prohibits the members of the contract from
transferring the rights granted by the Government to a
foreign company. It might happen that at some day, more
or less distant, the Syndicate will be composed entirely of
foreigners; then how will the interests of Canadians b
protected ? If the present members of the Syndicate see fit
to sell the interests they have in the present contract to a
foreign company, whether it be an American, a German, or
a FIeuch company; for it is very well known-though at
this early hour we do hear the Conservative rooster crowing
-it is perfectly well known that we find all the nationalities
I have just mentioned among the members of the Syndicate.
The Conservative party protected Canadian interests much
botter when the famous contract with Sir Hugh Allan was
passed ; by referring to the contract passed between the
Conservative Government of the day and Sir Hugh Allan
I find a clause that protected Canadians, that protected the
people of this country, and I will take the liberty, Sir, of
quoting a fow lines of this contract in order to show the
country, and at the same time to show this House, that the
interests of Canada were much better protected by that
contract than by the present contract. Clause 36 of the
Allan contract contains the following provision :

" Each director shall be a subject of Her Majsty."

And we find the following in the same clause:-

"Aud the majority of the Directors shail reside in Canada.'

In the present contract we find nothing of that; the mem-
bers of the Syndicate are not obliged to be subjects of Her
Majesty, and the directors are not obliged to reside in
Canada. Moreover, we find in this contract that the Com-
pany can have their offices in Canada, in the United States,
in France, in England, or, in short, in any country in the
world. By referring to clause 9 of the present contract
we find the following:-

f
"The chief place of business of the Company shall be at the city o

Montreal, but the Company may from time to time

Several hon. MEMBERS. ilear! hear!
Mr. LARU E. If my hon. friends will allow me to con-

tinue, they will sue that I have taken the trouble to read
the contract, which is something that a good many of them
have not done, in a serious enough manner perhaps. But I
trust that when we are before the publie these gentlemen
will have the courage to ·oad-all the clauses of the contract
and explain to their electors why, when the dearest inter-
ests of the country were at stike, they biindiy submitted to
the wishes of their leader, the hon. the Minister of Publie
Works, and espocially to the wisher of the gréat leader of
the Conserva,4ve party, who is so well beloved, and *ho is,
indued, so amiable to bis ftiends. I shall continue, with
the-permission of these hon. gentlemen, who have done
nothing but sing since the beginning of the Session, but'
who wilH not sing, perhaps, with se much ease at the next
general electiôns. I mnderstand that the Conservative,
party, with a majority of eighty, can sing in the louse ôf
Commons, but at the next elections perhaps the voice of the
h6nfnmember for Montmagny (Mr. Landry) will not be so
hatunious or so charming. The 'hon. member for'

Montmagny will be kind enough, I hope, to allow me to
continue the quotation I had begun in order to establish h9
a clear and precise manner the second part of my amend-
ment. The 9th clause of the present contract reads as
follows:

"The chief place of business of the Company shall be at the city of
Montreal, but the Company may from time to time, by by-law, appoint
and fix other places within or beyond the limita of Canada at which the
business of the Company may be transacted; and at whieh the directors
or shareholders may meet, wben called as shall be determined by the
by-laws*."

Well, Sir, I appeal to the members who represent so
worthily the City of Montreal. If they roally had at heart
the interests of the great commercial metropolis of Canada,
is it not time they koild have, I do not say abuaed
their influence, but made use of it in order to con-
vince hon. Ministers that in order to protect the
interests of Montreal, and in order to protect the
interests of Canada, it is necessary to insert a clause
obliging the present Syndicate to have its principal
place of business; and to carry on all the business of the
Company, in the city of Montreal, not ouly for a few days,
or a few months, but for al[ time to come ? If the hon.
members who represent the city and district of Montreal
have not as much influence as an hon. member who, the
other day, rose ii his place, and obtained from the
Government a concession that the whole House noticed, and
that the country will notice, what will happen ? Why it
will happen that the city of Montreal will see, sone day or
another, the members of the*, Syndicate transferring their
chief place of business to St. Paul, Minnesota, or to New
York, or to no matter what other city of the United States.
At this hour of the morning-it is six o'clock, I believe-
I wili not enumerate all the disadavntages the city of
Montreal, the district of Montreal and even Quebec, will
expe ience, if all the great works, if all the principal
business of the Syndicate is to be carried on in the Province
of Quebec, or in the Dominion of Canada. But 'these
disadvantages are evident. Sir, I do not wish to take up
the time of the flouse any longer. I think I have fulfilled
my duty as the representative of Bellechasse, and also as a
representative of the interests of the Province of Quebec
and of the Dominion of Canada. I have not the pretension,
as several hon. iembers of this House have the right and
the duty to pretend, of representing here the general
opinion of the party to which I have the honor to belong,
but on this occasion I think I have done my duty as a
member of this House. I am satisfied that when I go
before my electors they will be content with the work I
have done, and that they will Le botter pleased with the
speedh I have made than with the songs that hon. gentlemen
opposite have been singing. I therefore move the following
amendment

That the said resolution be not now read a second time but that It be
resolvedThat the contractrespecting the Canadian Pacific ailway makes
no provision for the creation or contnuance of a substantial Canadian in-
terest in the stock of the Company; nor does It guard againt the transfer
of a controlling intereat to foreigners at any time of thé inoorporamon of
the Company; and it provides that the Company mayappoint and fix
places of business beyond the limits of Canada, where the business of the
Company may be transacted; and at which the directors and shareholders
may meet; that under this provision the important business of the Com-
pany may be transacted, and its directors and shareholders' meetings
held in St. Paul, Minnesota or New York, or elsewhere in the United
ttates; that such power should not be given, and that the contract In
this respect is objectonable.

Mr. COURSOL. Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for
Bellechasse (Mr. LaRue) has just shown great solicitude for
the French-Canadians in general, and for those of Montreal in
particular, He was complimentary enough to tell us that
we had not read the contract, that we had neglected the in-
terests of o'ur constituents. That is a serions reproach, and
if I merited it, I would be inclined to think that I was un-
worthy of representing the city of Montreal. But as the
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hon. member for Bellechasse bas had the advantage of under-
standing the contract, I would be happy to see hin come to
Montreal after the 10th February next and contest my right
to represent the Eastern division of Montreal.,

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, I Lave only one word to
say in answer to the remarks that the member for the
county of Bellechasse has indulged in.* He lias stated that
we were singing. Well, Sir, we Lave a right to sing. You
have, nu doubt, heard of a game of cards called whist. When
we get to eight we are allowed to sing. That is what the
Conservative party are now doing in this House with their
majority of eighty. And what can be the objection? In
the game we are now playing our partner is the people, and
when we go before the people at the.next elections we will
have the trumps. Where will the hon. member for Belle-
chasse be then? Perhaps he will be in the hole, if I may be
allowed to continue the comparison. Just now he speaks
very willing of our future election, but have we fnot two
years to run yet? whilst ho runs the risk of soon strapping
on his armour. The prospect is even sure, if on the 10th
February next a judgment of the Supreme Court should set
aside the hon. member's election. The hon. member would
be obliged to go before the people. h lis, perhaps, for
that reason that he bas been chosen to make the
motion that ho -as now read. But wby does be
say that we have not studicd the contract? Is it not rather
himseolf who has not studied the motion ho bas just made.
Having made.a speech in French, we had a right to expect
that the summing up of this speech, which is the motion,
would be in the same language; but ho read it in English :
by which ho has shown that the motion ho held in his hand
bad been prepared by another, and that is probably why
there is so wide a difference between the motion and the
speeeh. The motion bas reference to the Pacifie Railway
contract, and the speech is an attack upon the Conservative
members in general and the member for Montmagny in
particular.

Mr. HOUDE. Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for Belle-
chasse bas reproached us with not having studied the
contract now before us. Yet, whilst he was thus reproach-
ing us, he gave us the proof that ho himself had not studied
it in all its parts, for ho stated that no clause of the contract
provided that the directors should be chosen among British
subjects, whereas, as you are well sware, Sir, the contract
expressly stipulates that a majority of the directors of this
Company shall be British subjects. The hon. member éis-
turbed my convictions for a few moments when ho said that
the board of directors of this Company could be establisbed
outside of the limits of this country, and I asked myself, in
fact, whether this Syndicate that is going to build a railway

:on Canadian territory might not decide to build a railway
to the moon. Perhaps that railway might bp of some use
as a means of carrying away the imaginations of hon.
members opposite who really, since this discussion has
begun, seem to be travelling in the moon. And it would
probably be in accordance with the economical ideas of the
Opposition to substitute for the present contract, a railway
io the moon. The hon, member has statedtbat his electors,
as well as the electors of his friends of the Opposition, will
be delighted to see. I think, tindeed, that the electors of
our friends opposite will be so glad to see them that they
will not let then go, and that in the next Yarliament ,we
shall see a great many of them no more.

Amendment (Mr. LaRue) negatived on the following
division :-

Messieurs
Anglin,
Bain,
Bechard,
Blake,
Borden,

M1r, CoUEBOL.

Fleniing,.
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Glen,
Gunn,

Olivier,
1>aterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfiet,
Robertson (Shebua),

Bourassa, Guthrie, Rogers,
Brown, Bolton, PBoss(Mddee4.j
Burpee (Sunbury), Runtington, Ryma,
Cameron (Baron), Killam, Scriver,
Cartwright, King, Butherland
Casey, LaRue, Tnompson
Casgrain, Laurier, Trow,
Charlton, macdonell (Lanark), Weldon,
Cocbrn (Muskoka), MacDonnell (Inverness), Welr,
Dumnont, M lsaa,Ye.-1
Fiset, Mil's,

NAs :
Messieurs

Alison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Beaty,
Pen it,
Bergeron,
Bergin«,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Banster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cinmon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupai,
Coursol,
Daly,
Da.wson,
Desjardins,
Domaville,
Doull,
Dugas,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsinmons, -
Fortin,
Fulton,

ault, Méthot
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), MontplaWr,
Gi-ouard (Kent), Mousseau,
Grandbois, Muttart,
Hackett, Ogden,
Blay, Orton',
Hesson, Ouimet,
Hilliard, Patterson (Essezx,
Hooper, Pmnionneaul,
Houde, Patt,
Hurteau, Plumb,
Jones, Pope (Compton),
Kilvert, Pop& (Queen's,
Kirkpatrick, Ponpore,
Kranz, Richey,
La;ndry, R brtson (Hamilton),
Lane, Rouleau,
Langevin, Routhier,
Lantier, Royal,
Longley, Ryan(Marquettel,
Macdonald (King's), Ryan (Montreal),
Macdonald (8ir John), Scott,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Shaw,
MhcDonald (Pitn), Sproule,
MeDonald(Vict., N.S.), Strange,
Macmillan, Tasse,
Mc(jaIum, Tellier,
McCarthy, Tilley,
Meconville, Valin,
McCuaig, vallée,
Molaes, Vanasse,
?jcKay, Wade
McQuade, Wallace (Norfolk),
McRory, Wallace (York),
Manson, White (Cardwell),
Massue, williams.-112.

Mr. KING. Before these resolutions are read a second
time, I desire to call attention to what appears to me to be
a dangerous, as well as an important, feature in this cont.rac.
I refer to the sta-ndard of construction. Everyone who has
paid any attention to the building of the Canadian Pacilo
Railway, knows that two great objects have been kept in
view. First, the opening up and developient of the fertile
lands in the North-West ; and next, the securing a large
foreign traffic over the road when constructed. Aua-urveya
have progressed from time to time,-the country has been told
that we possessed a rente a theusand miles shorter-from 'the
Pacifie coast to England than that from San Franoisco ,ad
New York ; that in addition to this, it would be possible to
secure, at a reasonable cost, a route eminently more lavor-
able in respect to grades and curves than that of any fine
now built south of the boundary. Speech after speech has
been delivered, in this House and out of it, showing that
foreign travel and trafic were to flow over thi great trans-
continental line. The trade of China and Japan was to pa
by our doors. The hon. member for Lambton -ad been so
far sucssful, before-retiring from oifice, as to be in a posi-
tion, had the financial condition of the country wjrranted it.,
to have placed the whole line under eontract, basing his
estimates for the work on actual surveys, over a lioe on
which the grades would not exceed 26 feet per mile oeming
east, and 40 feet per mile going west. Wo fied, on refiring
te the report of the Chief Engineer, 1877, that the-tintes
then m e were for a lino of road equal in every reap t, to
the Intercolonial, and se far as grades and carves averen
oerned, they were te be very much more &kvorable. In
proof of thia, I propose reding from the report te wlhich 1
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have alluded, in whieh Mr. Fleming says, speaking of the.
Canadian Pacifle Railway:-

-" Th amonetofespenditure, however, may in the first place be reduced
hy the introduction of timber trestle-work in the place of solid earth-work
or rock embankmnnts, and by the use of temporary structures in place of
permanents and more costly ones varnous expedient could be resorted to to
limit the first expenditure, generally by the adoption of perishable works,
to be replaced as they requre restoratien by more permanant works. By
this means, the first cost could be reduced, but with the prospect of
ultimate increased expense. It is considered' advisable to ta ethe
standard of the Intercolonial Railway where solid and permanent works
gfeneray preva"-

1fr. DOMVILLE. I rise to a point of order. The read-
ing of speeohee is getting to be beyond a joke. I ask you,
Mr. Speaker, to enforce the Rules of Parliament, that
speeches shall be sp>ken and not read.

Mr. KING. I am reading extracts simply. The bon.
gentleman thmeks ho is making a point against me. The
hon. gentlemair hat a horror of notes.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I have no horror of notes, except the
hon. gentleman's own notes.

Mr. KING. I am surprised that the hon. member for
King's, who bas- not been present during the discussion on
the twenty amendment8 that have been moved in this
Hlouse, should now be in his place. I am about to propose
an amendment which will meot one of the objections the
hon, gentleman has made to the contract. The first
intimation we had of a departure from the policy of the hon.
member• for Lambton, for the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, was a letter addressed to the Chief Engineer
by the Minister of Railways, on the 15th of April, 180, li
which ho says:

" DEAR Sra,-The Pacific Railway debate will begin this afternoon,
and 1 muet ask you to furnish me with an estimate of cost. In doing-this,
take the following data t

'"The four contracte recently let in British Columbia, making full
allowances for the reductions to be made and referred to in your report on
these contracte.

" With regard to the location and character of the railway, I am
aware that your own preference -has been for a line with light, easy
gradienta. The Government recognizes the advantage of this feature
between Lake Superior and Manitoba, but-.west of Red River we attach
less importance to it than the rapid settlement of the country and the
imwediate accommodation of settlers.

l The policy of the Governinent is to construct a cheap railway, follow-
ing, or rather. in advanee of settlement, with any workable gradients
that can be had, incurring no expenditure beyond that absolutely
necessary to effect the rapid colonization of the country."

I can understand that the position thon taken by the Govern-
ment might be detended on the ground that the saving to be
effected by the change of line was in the interests of the tax-
payers ; but it is quite a different thing when it is now pro-
posed to band over te the Syndicate -2,000 miles of that road,
to bqild whieh, acording to the estimate of Mr. Fleming, sub-
mi#te4 lat year, would cost $48,500,000, for which they are
to receive nearly double that amount. The hon. gentleman
then evHedl the attention of the -House to a return laid on
the Table which purports to be the basis upon which the
Government founded their policy in selceting as a standard
for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Raitway, the
Union >Paeific lRailway. The return was made up of a letter
aigsed by the President of the road and some directors, a
report on the codition of the road, and a minority report of
directors. The gentlemen who made the first report gave it as
their opinion thatthe Union Pacifie Railway was completed
in 18W0. The other report, and the one on whieh it would
appear the Governnent based their judgment, read as

S4The -fnet question that comes before the Commission is, what is
msah Congres in its4'arious Acts relating to the Pactfic Railroad by

- * * In the opinion of the Commis-.
la-iù thê ulirements of the law will be satisfied, and the designe of Con-

out, ifthe roa&swere properly located, with judicious grades;
sebstantia-road-beds ofgod width; ballasting, which with proper

eso abli be able to keep the track in good condition throughout the
year u e at struefures for crossing streams, good crois tics, iron
aa $n i fastenings ; sufficieut idings, water tanks, buildings.

machinery, adequate rolling stock-the more important machine sope
and engie houssbeing of masonrf; aud thte Oominission is gladIobe
able tosay that. its opinion, while some expenditures sitil aeed lto be
made, these two roads are substantially suchi toads to-day. The expen-
ditures needed for comp'etion wil be given in detail for each road."

Notwithstanding these gentlemen are disposed to report so
favorably, we find, a little turther along in their report,
they are obliged te admit that over one and a-hatf millions
of dollars will be required te put the roa&in condition fit for
traffie. In the details of deficienc'es ènumerated by them
we find that $529,000 would be required te be expended in
the way of ballasting, and $551,000 in replacing temporary
bridges and trestle-work with more permanent structures.
I have in my hands a report by another gentleman. who
was appointed by the United States Government to exa-
mine the condition of the Unjon Pacifie in 1869. Re anys,
witb reference to the road-bed :

" exnmined the road-bed constructed in this valley (Salt Lake Valley)
by the oentral Pacifie Oomnany and found it of a uniform width ef four-
teen feet, and neatly finiahed. 'The Union Pacifie road-bed i neither of
these. Its width ai the grade line on embankments, *specially where
it should be the widest, if any difference existed, is only the width of the
tie or digbt feet, sometimes a littie over and sometimes a little under
la several places I saw the ends of the ties projecting over the embank-
ment. What is bore said will apply equally to that part of the road
lying east whioh I examined."

In summing up, this Commissioner says:
"While I may possibly be somewhat at fault in det ils I have given, I

feel satisfied I am substantially correct. But however important or un-
important these details, they cannot affect the great truth I shall now
state:

lst.-The road is not. as the law requires, a first-class road.
2nd -It is neot supplied with the necessary buildings.

"3rd.-It has not sae and substantial br dges.
"4th.-The tunnels are not wide enough for a double track.
"5th.-The road-bed at the grade line is not of a uniform width of

fourteen feet, nor has it been properly levelled, nor the rails lined.
'' 6th.-Especially would it be extreniely dangerous for heavy trains to

pass over the western portion of the road.
" 7th.-The ties have sunken in many instances, sometimes at one end

andsometimes entirely, the dirt being washed fron under them. This is
more generally the case on embankments.

"Miles upon miles of them were laid during the winter, when the frost
was in the ground. The rails consequently have an uneven bearing ai
in numerous instances are bent and appear, as you look back upon thim,
like a succession of small waves.

. 1 saw, however, a number of men at different points engaged in rais-
ing the ends of the ties and packing dirt under them, no as to level the
track as far as that wpuld do it.

" Two considerations remain which I deem of more importance than
others. First: The road is not ballasted, nor is any part of it. Truc,
bands have been and are now here and there employed in throwing a few
ehovels of uch naterial as the road-bed le comiosed of, (taken iu all
cases fromt the sides of the embankinents, where they exiet, between the
ties.

" Cross-ties are laid with great irregularity on the bed of the road.
They appear, indeedte have been pitched on, andthe rails spiked to
theis wlererer they feu."

This was the condition of the Union Pacifie Railway as it
was when first "onstructed, and I am not surprised to find
that hon. gentlemen opposite are dissatisfied with it as a
standard for our road. But now we find a letter laid upon
the Tabie of the liuse, signed by three gentlemen of the
Syndicage, agreeing to adopt, as the standard for this con-
tract, th. Union. Pacifie as it was in February, 1873. This
letter may, or n ay net, be binding on the Syndiente. But
let us enquire into the condition of that road at that time,
and what do we find ? That, bf the large sum which was
deemed neeessary te expend in the way of ballasting the
road, not one dollar bad beon spent prier te 1874, and only
about one-half the temporary bridges had been replaced by
permanent structures at that lime. The Government Rail-
road Bureu,, in its report, dated Deember 2nd, 1874, states:

I Between the lt of January, 1871, and the close of our inspection of
the road in August tast, fifty-five miles o"58 pouad rails had been relaid;
the cost of rails and transportation to pointe where used having been
F 271,552 91. An additional twenty-two miles of rails were contracted
or, one-half being in transit, and aIl tu be dolivered before the close of

November.
" In the same time there had been put in track 367,107 pine and 47,892

hard-wood ties; the soit of which, at points where used, being
$200,249.11, a fraction leus thau 65 cnte per tie, includiag trmasportatioa.
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if ight miles of traek have been , aised during the year, roleaaing one-

halt mile ofsnow-shêds Bnd ten miles of snow-fne--tbe fences lu many
piaeos being double or treble breats, thes accountaag for the eoess of
miles of fence over mils of raised track. The ,protection of the road
now against obstruction by snow has been carried to such a degree of
perfection, that impedimnents to the operation of th line from that cause
will b. no greater in the future than may be expected on any of the
lin between Chicago and New York. ''he problem of the practica-
bility of the road for winter operation may be considered as solved.

" The filling of the high and long trestles mentioned in our report of
1873 has been completed, as follows:-

No. 785, near Arpeu, 24 feet high, 408 feet long.
No. 766, near Arpen, 50 feet high, 600 feet long.
No. 767, near Arpen, 29 feet hi gh, 186 feet long.
No. 798, near Wasatch, 29 feet high, 186 feet long.
No. 799, near Wasateh, 71 feet highe 590 feet long.
No. 800, near Wasateh, 24 feet bigh, 369 feet long.
No. 801, near Wasatch, 35 feet hikh, 350 feet long.
No. 802, near Wasatch, 35 feet higb, 386 feet long."

If further proof is wanted that the road, in February,
1873, was not in the condition of a first-class road, we have
it in a report from the President of the Company to the
shareholders, in 1875, in which it is stated that the per-
manent bridges were not completed till 1874. I think this
ought to satisfy hon. gentlemen that the Union Pacifie
Railway, as it existed in 1873, is not a fit standard to be
selected for the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Bat we are told-
that the interest of the Syndicate will induce them to con-
struct a first-class road. We are also told that we are
fortunato in having secured these gentlemen, as they have
a very extensive experience in dealing with railways in the
West. But, 1 ask, what guarantee have we in this contract
that this Syndicate witl build the r>ad of themselves?
What is to prevent them handing the contract over to Grit
Syndicate No. 2, retaining in their own hands the differ-
ence in the low effers; viz., $3,000,000 in cash, and 3,000,-
000 acres of land. I think if anything should be taken on
trust in this matter, it should be the promises of the Gov-
ernment, and not that of the Syndicate. It must be plain
to every bon. gentleman that the Minister of Railways and
Canals, in letting this contract, was not aiming at securing
a first-class road. I will read from Uansard, of Docember
14th, 18,0, an extract from the speech of the Minister of
Railways, as follows :-

" What would have been my position in demanding excessive terms in
relation to the standard of the road, when they had in their hands my
own statement, the statement of the Government of Canada, with all
the resources of the coun try at our back, that we were compelled to
lower the character of the road in order to construct a cheap line of
railway "

It must be well known thiat the Governmont have con-
tracted with the Syndicate already for the construction of
a portion of the Canadian Pacifie. Section 6 of the
contract says:

" Unless prevented by the Aet of God, the Queen's enèmies, intestine
disturbances, epidemics, floods or other causes beyond the control of the
Goyernment, the Government shall cause to be completed the said Lake
Superior section, by the dates fixed by the existing contra cts for the con-
struction thereof; and shall cause to be completed the portion of the said
western section now under contract, namely, from Kamloops to Yale,
within the period fixed by the contracts therefor, namely, by the thirtieth
day of June, 1885; andshal1l also cause to be completed, on or before the
first day of May, 1891, the remaining portion of the said western section,
lying between Yale and Port Moody, which shahl be constructed of
equally good quality in every respect with the standard hereby created
for the portion hereby contracted for. And the said Lake Superior section
and the portions of the-said western section now under contract, shall be
completed as nearly as practicable according to the specifications and
conditions of the contracta therefor except io s far as the same have been
modified by the Government prior to the 21st day of October,8so."

Now, as this is the first contract let by the Syndicate for
the construction of any portion of the Canadian Pacifie
Rilway, it will only be necessary to determine its char-,
acter in order to decide what the interests of the Company
will lead them to in dealing with other portions of the
line. We find, in referring to the report of Mr. Schreiber,
inade since this contract was entered into, that the part of

Mr. Kis.

the road referred to in Section 6 is to be au inferior road.
jn dealing with this question, that gentleman sys:

"In British Columbia the-line follows the vMleyis f the Tompson and
Fraser Rivers, passing along the steep mountain uides, so thatthe shiftig
of the line a few feet either to tbe right erto thelft, irnftenses or
dhninishes thé work to be doune ery much."

Acting upon suggestions ma4de by Mr. Fleming, he proceeds
to say:

'That by making an extremely careful study of the fina: location,
sharpening the curvature in some places, by using great jud met lu a-
justing the alignments to sinuosities and sudden and grant irtoglarities
of the ground, by substituting the cheaper clases of work for t1w more
costly whenever it can safely be done, and by doing no work th4t is not
absolutely necessary, a very marked reduction may be made"

Mr. Schrieber then proceeds te say:

" The engineers have given the final location great care and attention,
and have exercised good judgment in fitting the ine an far as practicable
to the contour of the country which, combined with slightly sharpening a
few of the crves and steepening some of the grades, basvesuied in he
reduced estimate of cost set forth in the statement referred to."

Now is it not plain, that if the Syndicate really intended*to
bauild a first-class road, tbey would, in making this, their irst
contract, have insisted upon a standard higher than laid
down in the report which I have just rend. It must be borne
in mind that Mr. Fleming estimated this 125 miles of road
to cost $10,000,000, and that on the basis of a road of any
workable gradients, with no costly bridges. And that this
year Mr. Schrieber has, by the means suggested in hie re-
port, still further reduced the estimate to about $8,000,000.

en we were told the standard was the same as that applied
to the Allan contract. The provisions of the Allan contract
were different from those in the present contract. It was
known that the standard of construction, that is the Union
Pacific, was only teobe applied in a general way, and not as
to its grades and curves, which were to be as favorable as
the nature of the country would permit, without undue ex-
pense. I, therefore, move in amendment:

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway provides
as a standard, wbereby the quality and the character of the ralway and
of the material used in the construction thereof, and lu the equipment
thereof may be regulated, the Union Pacific Railway of the United States
as the sane was when first constructed.

That by a letter, since laid on the Table, some members of the Syndi-
cate have expressed their intention te abide by the standard of the Union
Pacific Railway, as it was in February, 1873,-that this letter is not bind-
ing on the projected Company-that neither of the said proposed.standards
are satisfactory-that there are objectionable details in the construction of
the Union Pacific Railway-that the conformation of the ground on the
route of the Canadian Pacific Railway admits ofr much better alignments
and grades than those of the Union acific Railway-that this was recog-
nized in the contract made by the Government with Sir Hugh Allan
and others in 1873, which provided in this respect, that the Union Paciflc
Railway should not be the standard with respect to any minor details in
Its construction and working, which may be found objectionable, and
with respect to its aliguments and grades which should be as favorable as
the nature of the country will admit without undue expenditure, that the
contract and letter on the Table contain no ,such provision, and pro-
vide a standard lower than that of the Allan contract, unsuitable to the
country and cal culated to secure an inferior railway-that the condition
of the Union Pacific Railway was very different when first constructed *om
its condition in February, 1878, sud its present condition is also very
different fron its condition in February, 1873,-that in order to apply its

former condition as a standard for the Canadian Pacific Raitway, it would
be necessary to engage in an enquiry as to what its condition actually was
many years ado. And this renders the propoeed standard unsatisfactory,
and that the contract is, in these respects, objectionable.

Mr. DOM VILLE. I would mot have troubled the House
at this hour but for the personal attack made upon -me y
the hou. gentleman. The hon. gentleman would not dare
to make that attac¶ in my own county-he would not dare
to make it on the hustings either in St. John or in King's.
I noticed that he was reading his speech; and I promise
him I shall take good care and go to his own county and
remind him and his people of the riginar1e he fias read us
to-night, at a great expensete tihe people of the Dominion.
i was about to suggest that, in order to save the timeê of the
reportees and of the House;the hon. gentleman should follow
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the example introduced in Washington, and have his speech
taken as read, and hand it to the reporters to be printed.

My hon. friend had no business to keep us to-nigt with
that long speech, with those books from the Li brary piled
up before him. The country will not be prepared to su rit
to the obstructions we have had in this debate. We see Mr.

Parnell obstructing the BritishI louse of Commons in a

cause in which he and his friends think they are aggrieved;
but we are not aggrieved in this matter, it is merely the
question of the giving of a contract.

Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness). I desire to give a

decided contradiction to the assertions of the hon. gentleman
from King's, N.B. (Mr. Domville), that my hon. friend from

Queen's, N.B., was not reading bis speech. I sat beside my
hon. friend from Queen's while he was speaking, and I saw
bis notes, and I can assure the House that he was not

reading lis speech, but that his notes were only such as

hon. gentlemen have been using all through this debate.

Amendment (Mr. King) negatived on the following divi-

sion

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset,

YEÂs:
Messieurs

Fleming, Olivier,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Ross (Middlesex),
Huntington, Rymal,
Killam, Scriter,
King, Sutherland,
LaRue, Thompson,
Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
MacDonnell (Inverness),Weldon,
Mclsaac, Wheler,
Mills, Yeo.-4 6 .

NAys :
Messieurs

Allison, Gauît, Montplaisi,
Arkell, Gigaultontplaisir,
Baker, Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau,
Bannerman, Girouard (Kent), Muttart,
Beaty, Grandbois, Ogden,
Benoit, Hackett, Orton,
Bergeron, Hay, Ouimet,
Bergin, Hesson, Patterson (Essex),
Bill, Hilliard, Pinsonneault
Bolduc, Hooper, Platt,
Boultbee, Houde, Plumb,
Bourbeau, Hurteau, Pope (Compton),
Bowell, Jones, Pope (Queen' s),
Brecken, Kilvert, Poupore,
Brooks, Kirkpatrick, Richey,
Bunster, Kranz, Robertson (Hamilton),
Bunting, Landry, Rouleau,
Cameron (Victoria), Laie, Routhier,
Caron, Langevin, Royal,
Cimon, Lantier, Ryan (Marquette),
Colby, Longley, Ryan (Montreal),
Connell, Macdonald (King's), Scott,
Costigan, Macdonald (Sir John), Shaw,
Coughlin, McDonald (Picton), Sproule,
Coupal, McDonald tVict., N.S.),Strange,
Coursol, Macmillan, Tassé,
Daly, McCallum, Teller,
Dawson, McCarthy, Tilley,
Desjardins, McConville, Valin,
Domville, McCuaig, Vallée,
Doull, McInnes, Vanasse,
Dùeas, MoKay, Wade,
Ellîott, McQuade, Wallace (Norfolk),
Farrow, McRory, Wallace (York),
Ferguson, Manson, White (Cardwel),
Fitzsimmons, Massue, White (Renfrew),
Fortin, Méthot, Williams.-112.
Fulton,

Mr. McDONNELL (Inverness). I desire to ut my
views on record in reference to this great question,but I do
not intend to make any extended remarks at this hoUr
of the morning. We have heard about the dangerous
power we are croating in our midst by rn9%ps 9o f 14s

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,Brown,
Burpee(Sunbury),

Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset,

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Beaty,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Conneli,
CostiFan,
Couglin'
Coupai,
Coursol,
Daly,
Dawson,
Desjardins,
Domvilley
Doull,
Elliott,Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Fîi4ton,

Messieurs

Fleming, Olivier,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Blolton, Ross (Middlesex),
Huîitington, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
LaRue, Thompson,
Macdonell (Lanark) Trow,
MacDonnell (Inverness),Weldon,
McIsaac Wheler,
Mills,Yeo.-46.

Messieurs
Gault, Mongenais,
Gigault, Montplaisir,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Mousseau,
Girouard (Kent), Muttart,
Grandbois, Ogden,

Hackett, Orton,
Hay, Patterson (Essex),
Hesson, Pinsonneault,
Hil1ard, Platt,
Hooper, Plumb,
Houde, Pope Compton),
Hurteau, Pope (Queen's),
Jones, Poupore,
Kilvert, Richey,
Kirkpatrick, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kranz, Rouleau,
Landry, Routhier,Lane, Royal,
Langevin, Ryan (Marquette),
Lantier, Ryan (Montreal),
Longley, Scott,
Macdonald (King's), Shaw,
Macdonald (Sir Jonn), Sproule,
McDonald (Pictou), Strange,
McDonald (Vict, N.S.) Tassé,
Macmillan, Tellier,
McCarthy, Tilley,

McConville, Valin,
McCuaig, Vallée,
McInnes, Vanasse,
McKay, Wade,
McQuade, Wallace (Norfolk),

Mct<.ory, Wallace (York),

Manson, White (Cardwell),
Massue, White (Renfrew),
Méthiot ism-19

1R5RL
1Syndicato. I think we air have had some experience of the
power of this great corporation. We have now been in
Session about seven weeks, and the passing of these resolu-

tions will be a virtual ratification of the contract before the

louse. Yet in not the slightest iota have these resolutions
been changod. This House has been impotent to make any
change in them. I feel satisfied that when the Bill comes
before the flouse, it will pass without any amendment,

which will furnish a precedent that bas never been witnessed

before. This power which we are creating in

this country has already exercised its vast in-

fluence; it has paralyzed the power of this Parliament.

One of the most odious foatures of this contract is the

monopolies it creates, in transferring from the Parliament

of the country franchises and rights which it should retain.

Not tho least of these is the privilege of building, to the

exclusion of all other corporations, to the exclusion of the

Government itself, roads throughout that great territory.

I move :
That the contract respecting the Canadia Pacific Railway does

not preserve to the Government the right to give to other corpora-

tions running powers over the Thunder Bay line and the Pembina Branch,

but improperly cedes to the Company the absolute and exclusive right to

these avenues to the North-West, and the said contract is, in this respect,

objectionable.

Amendment (Mr. MacDonnell, Inverness) negatived on

the following division:-
YEAs
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Mr. CAS EY. It is of course impossible at this pnseason.
able hour at which we have been foreed to sit, to diseuse
this question to anything like the extent to which it should
be dieussed. The amendment I have to propose concerns
the ,power the Government should have, but has not, under
the present contract, to acquire the road at any time they
may see proper to do so. Although it bas beng frequently
asserted that the policy of both parties has always been
unanimous in regard to building this road by a company;
and although that was the first policy marked out 'mme-
diately after we placed ourslveS under the obligation to
build this road, yet it bas always been put forward as an
alternative by both parties, up to the publication of the
present terms. The, conception -of the scheme of con-
structing the road by a company can, best be expressed
by a slight adaptation of a phrase which the bon. leader of
the Goverrment was very fond of making use of when he
was leader of the Opposition. He used to say that his motto
was: "With a-party, by a party, but for the country; " arnd
the popular plan of constructing the railway until rece4tly
has been with a Company, by a company, but for the country.
The Company bas been looked on as the trustees for the
construction of the road while the road bolonged in equity to
the country, and was to be run in the interest hot of the
Company but of the country; and I consider that the
proper view. We employ a company in order to save
certain risk and trouble in the management, and for the
purpose of getting rid of some uncertainty as to what the
railway will cost; but the principle of construction is not
altered in the slighest degree by the fact that the Company,
instead of the Govern ment, will carry out the work. It is forÎ
the convenience of the public and for the purpose of filling up1
the valuable lands in the North-West, and improving their
value, and for the convenience of the whole State, which
pays the cost of its construction. When we consider that
this is to some extent true of other railway companies,
trustees of the rights and privileges given themby the
State, and that ali civilized nations have exercised agreati
sontrol over the construction and operation of ordinary
railways in which private capital has been placed, it is
very clear that the control to be exercised over the trusteesi
of the national highway should be of the most severe and
searching character. Instead of the road being subje6ted
to watchfulness on the part of the Govern ment, we fyid, by
the terms of the contract, that the Syndicate are not subject
to closo control, but they are relieved from many of the
provisions applicable to ordinary roads. Instead of the
Company being made trusteos of the national highway,
they are made owners in fee simple for all time. It is as ifi
the executors of a will, who placed a certain portion of the1
property in trust, were to confiscate it, only in this case the
party who confiseates the property is not the'trustee, but it
is done by the unfaithful conduc't of those to whom
was committed the power of creating the trust. The
Goverument, which acts for the nation, instead of
croating a trust in the hands of the railway company, gave
over in fee simple the property for which the nation pays
and should own. They handed it over without reserving
the usual rights of taxation, whieh other nations reserve int
similar cases. In France and Russia, when the State aide
railways, it is provided that they shall revert absolutely toC
the Crown at the end of acertaïn period; and the conditionc
of the country in Russia is very similar to that of Canada,C
for it is a-new country, where the railways are compelled
to obtain State aid in order to build railroads and open up
large tracts of territory. We have reserved no equity of
redemption. RInthis respect the niesent contract stands
in marked contrast to the basis aid down by the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) in his Bill of 1874. J
It is provided in that Act that in aiy contract fonr he ,
construction of the railway, or any part thereof, the
dovernment would reserve power to purobase the road, or

M. MAcDoNNELL (Inverness).

any part of it, at an advanee of ten p%rocent.on the actAl
contract price, all the 'cash -and la4 boeusmes -pevioasly
given to the Company being counted as pare t-the pril.;
go that if the Government happened to overpay:the
Company, they could assume the road at zny -time
without any payment. If the Company were loeatng the
road in an improper manner, constructing it improperfy,
managing it in' their own interest, as" distineotm
the public interest, the Goverinment would have :the.pmwer
under such contracts to assume cobtrol of the roadit'ïqy
time. In this case the fouse refuses.to take other ppau-
tions. It is important that at least power should ho roserued
to the Government to take back that which belongts it
whenever the trustees of that great national work appear to
be actuated solely by their own intereste and those intereéts
clash with the interests of the country. 1, therefore,,move
the following amendment:

That the contract respecting the Canadian Pacific Railwanysites
no provision for the Governmient having & right, at its option, to.aequire
the railway on proper'terms, having regard to the aniounetpublic
resources invested in the enterprise; that the public security nayrequire
the exercise by the Government of such an option, and that thenight
should be secured by the contract, which ia, in this resnect, objectionsble.

Amendment (Mr. Casey) negqtived on the folle*tdg
division

YEs

Messieurs

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn (Muskoka),
Dumont,
Fiset,

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Rnannerman,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergn,
Bil,
Bolduc,
Baultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bow.ell,ý
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria)r
Caron,

imon,
olby,

Cotiga,'

coug . a
Coupal,
Coursol,
Daly,
Dawson,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Donil,
Emett,

Fergusou

4'ulou,

Fleming, Olivier,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brint),
Gillies, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shebftrinej,
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Ross (Middleser),
Huntington, Rymal,
KilIam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
LaRue, Thompson,
Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
MacDonnell (Invesness),Weldon,
Mclsaac, Wheler,
Milîs, Yeo.-46.

NAys:

Messieurs

Gault,
Gigault,
Girouard (Kent),
Grandboi,
Hackett,
Hay,
Hesson,
Hilliard,
ILooper,
Houde.
Hurteau,
Jones,
Kilvert,
Kirkpatrick,
Kranz,
Landry
Lane,
Langevin,
Lantier,
Longley,
Mac ona1d (King S),
Macdonald (Sir John),
McDonald (Pictou),
McDonald (Vict., N.S.),
Macillan,
Mccalluin,
McCarthy;
Moconville,
McCuaig,
làclnnes,,
XcKay,
McQuade.,
McRorys
Maso,

Maathe

Mongenais,
Montplaisir,
Mousseau,

Ogden,
orton,
Patterson (Essex)»
Pinsonneault,
Platt,

Pope (Compton),
Pope uei')
Poupore,
Richey,
Robertson (Hamii in4
Rouleau,
Routhier,
RyalMrgnt
Ryan (Montreal),
Scott

Sproule,
Strange,
Tassé,
Tellier,
Tilley,
Valin,
Vallée,

Wanaee eorfIlk)
Wallac e (yor1
Whiie (ogrdwesm
Whîte (Rnfrsw),-
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The Erst resW«tion was then read, and carried on the
foöawing divmsion:

Messieurs

Afll ou
Baker

Berimpr.s,

BoAnian

Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Breeken,

#ter,

Cjameruo (Victoria),
Car-o,

.by,'
Connell,
estino

Coughlin
Coupal,
Coursol,
:lwy,-
Dawson,
DeSjardias,
Domville
Douil,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Fergnson,.
Fotsimn s,
Fortinr

Anglin,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bouras'sa,
Brown,
Buzpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,casey,

agrain,
Oharlton,
Cockenra (Muskoka)
Dumaont
Flset,

Fulton,
Gault,Geul-it,
Gigani,
Girouard (Kent),
Grandbois,
Hackett,
Hay,
Besson,
hmiard,
Booper,
Boude,
Harteau, •

Jones,
Kilvert,
Kirkpatrick,
Krans,
Landry,
Lane,
Langevin,
Lantier,
Longley,
Maedonald (King's),
Macdonald (Sir John),
McDonald (Pictou),
Neponald (Vict., N.S.)j
Maemilan,
McCallum,
McCarthy,
mcconville,
McOuaig,
Mclnnes,
MOKay,
McQuade,
McRory,
Manson,
Massue,

Méthot,
Mongenais,
Montplaisir,
Mousseau,
Muttart,

Ogdeu,
Orton,
Patterson (Essez),
Pinsonneault,
Platt,
Plumb,
Pope (Compton),
Pope (Queen's),
Poupore,
Richey,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Rouleau,
Rou hier,
Royal,
Ryan (Marquette),
Ryan (Montreal),
Scott,
Shaw,
Sproule,
,Strange,
Tassé,
Tellier,
Tilley,
Valin,
Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wade.
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White (Renfrew),
Williams.-108.

NAYs:

Messieurs

Fleming, Olivier,
Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Glen, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Holton, Rose (Middleser),
Huntington, Rymal,
Killam, Scriver,
King, Sutherland,
LaRu., Thompson,
Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
MacDonnell (inverness)Weldon,
Mo[saac, Wheler,
Mills,- Yeo.-46.

The second resolution was garried on the same division.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the absence of the
Minister of Railways, I beg leave to introduce a Bill (No. 87)
founded on these resolations respecting the Canadian Pacifie
Railway.-

Bill read the first time.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the'fHouse.
Motion #agreed to; and (at 8 o'clock, a.m., Friday) the

Rouse adjourned.

HOUSE OF GOMMONS,
FRIMA, 28th January, 1881

The SPBAKER took the Chair at Three o010ok.

PROCEDURE IN CRIMINAL CASE&

Mr. McCARTIY introduced a Bill (Zo. 38) to amend the
laws respecting Criminal Procedure. The Bill, he said;
is merely to introduce here the provisions I find in the
English Acta, giving the Judge at nisi prius, where a record
has been sent down for trial, in a matter which has come
before the court, by writ of certiorari, the power to sentence
persons sent down for trial, which cannot be done as the
law new stands, although for many years it has been the
law in England. At present all the Judge can do is to
record the verdict, and thon the record has to go back to
the Court, and the parties have to be brought before the
Court to pronounce sentence, which is manifestly unfair.

Bill road the-first time.

INSOLVENCY LAWS.

Mr. McCUAIG introduced a Bill (No. 39) to amend the
Insolvent Act of 1875, and amending Acts.

Mr. BLAKE. Explain.
Mr. McCUAIG said the intention of the Bill was to give

au insolvent his discharge in cases where there was no
fraud, without requiring a dividend to be paid on the estate
as provided in the Act of 1875, and Acts amending the
same.

Mr. BLAKE. The Insolvency Act was repoaled because
it gave too groat laxity for the discharge of traders without
paying their debts. It is now proposod to revise the clause
which was so objectionablo that it involved the repeal of
the whole Act.

Bill read the first time.

ORDER OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that all the stages of
any Bill to be introduced founded on the reoluitions now
before the House, on the subject of certain subsidies of land
and money in aid of the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, shall have precedence, every day, after
Routine Proceedings, until the House otherwise orders.

Mr. BLAKE said as ho understood the terms of the
motion, it did not in any way interfere with the general
rules of the House as to the stages of bills, but it simply
gives this measure precedence.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD replied in the negative.
The Govemnent would move the second reading when
they had an opportunity, and then if they got through on
any given day, the motion to go into Committee would b.
made.

Motion agreed to on division.

MOTION$ FOR RETTJRNS.

The following motions for Returns wore severally agreed
to:-

Quantity of lands actually surveyed: lt. lu Manitoba;
2nd. In the North-West Territory; 3rd. The cost of such
survey to the 30th of June last, 4th. The furtheî cost of isuch
survey to the 1st November last; 5th. The number of sur-
veyors employed in such surveys during the last season of
operation ;6th. The average number of lots surveyed by snob

1861. 7f5
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surveyors during the last three years for each year.--(Mr.
Casgrain.)

Showing the quantity of coal imported into the
Dominion since 80th June last, and the 'duty collected
thereon, distingtishing between anthracite and bituminous'
-(Mr. Paterson, Brant.)

Persons convicted in the Circuit and County Courts of the
Province of New Brunswick during the past three years,
with the sentences imposed, and also of prisoners in the
Penitentiary during those years, under the comnitment of
the Police Magistrates of the City of St. John and Town
of Portland.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Statement showing the date of the appointment of Thomas
Brossoit, surnamed Bourguignon, as paymaster and collector
on the Beauharnois Canal, as well as the amount of ail his
contingent expenses, in connection with the Departments
of Inland Revenue and Publie Works, from the time of his
appointment to the day when ho saw fit to resign--(Mr.
Bergeron.)

Report of Engineer who, in 1880, conducted the explora-
tory survey of the River St. Francis, in the County of Yam-
Aska.-(Mr. Vanaeae.>

Ail icenses granted for fishing grounds on Lake Huron
and Superior, within the past two years, with the names of
the guarantees and description of the grounds leased in each
case.-(Kr. Dawson.)
. Copies of papers and correspondence relating to the coin-
age of an adequate supply of silver coin for business pur-
poses and publie use in Canada.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Papsers and correspondence connected with the letting of
the last contract for carrying the North Shore Mails, between
Little Carrent and Sault Ste. Marie.-(Mr. Blake.)

Report of the Canadian Commissioners appointed in con-
nection with the Paris Exposition.-(Mr. Currier.)

Showing the number of yards of oil finisbed window
shade cloth imported into Canada during the last twelve
menthe, and the total value of the same.-(Mr. Arkell.)

Correspondence, maps and other documents in relation te
licenses granted for fishing grounds, within the past four
years, at and in the vicinity of Killarney, in the District of
Algoma, together with a statement showing what licenses
have been renewed from year to year and how long held by
the same parties, with the names of the lessees.-(Mr.
Dawson.)

Correspondence between the Customs Department and
the Collector of the Port of Montreal, relating to bis eon-
neetion with the Co-operattve Association, together with all
orders and regulations of the department relating te
Customs offleers in such cases, and the authority for such
regulations.-(Mr. Coursol.)

Copies of all papers and correspondence between the
Government and the proprietors of the Haggas patent
water elevator for locomotives, which was fitrnished te the
Government on the finst section of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, west of Thunder Bay, lst year.-(Mr. Charlton.)

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK, in the absence of Mr. DRw,
moved, that Tuesday, the 15th February next, be fixed as
the day up to which reports of Committeeson Private Bills
may be received, and that in making such Order this House
recommends a strict adherence in future to the practice of
requiring the recommendation of one or more Committeea
on Private Bills before agreeing to such a motion.

Motion agreed te; and (at 4:10 o'clock, p.m,) the louse
adjourned.

sir Joux A. MAoQDoNLD.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MONDAY, 3lst January, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'Clock.

PRAYERS.

PRIVATE BILLS.

The following Bills were severally read the second4imre:
Bill (No. 14) to incorporate the Westbourne and North-

Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria)
Bill (No. 15) to incorporate the Metropolitan Pire Insur-

ance Company of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)
Bill (No. 17) to incorporate thepaskatchewan and North-

Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
Bill (co. 18) to amend the Act incorporating the Souris

and Rocky Mountain ]Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
Bill (No. 21) respecting the Grand Trunk Railway Com-

pany of Canada.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
Bill (No. 22) to incorporate the "St. Lawrence Wreckig

and Salvage Company of Canada."-(Mr. Robertson, Ham-
ilton.)

Bil (No. 23) to incorporateohe Ontario and Quebec Rail.
way Company.-(Mr. Cameron 'Yîctoria.)

Bill (No. 24) respecting the aerlin aud Galt braneh of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada.-(Mr.
Kirkpatrick.)

Bill (No. 25) respecting the Ontario and Pacifie Junetion
Railway Company.-(Mr. Williams.)

Bill (No. 26) to incorporate the Ontario Investiment
Association.-(Mr. Carling.)

Bill (No. 27)to amend the Act Forty-third Victoria., Chap-
ter sixty-one, intituled : " An Act to incorporate the Assi-
niboine Bridge Company."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (No. 28) to incorporate the South Saskatchewan and
Hudson Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 35) to incorporate "The Silver Plume Mining
Company."-(Mr. Ouimet.)

Bill (No. 36) further to amend the Act incorporating the
Canada Guarantee Company and to change the naine of the
said Company to "The International Guarantee Associa-
tion."-(Mr. Gault.)

DEPOSITS BY FOREIGN LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANIES.

Mr. GAULT enquired, Is'if the intention of the Qovern-
ment to introduce a bill this Session, whereby they shall
have the power to retain -and distribute the deposits made
by foreign life insurance companies, in case of their failure,
to the Canadian policy holders?

Sir LEONARD TILLE f. The propriety of amending
the Act in that respect is now under the eopnsidration of
the Government.

LIGHTHOUSE AT PORT CREDIT.

Mr. ELLIOTT enquirel, Is it the intention of the Qof'ern-
ment to place a sun in the Bstimates' lbr the purpose of
building a lighthouse at Port Credit ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's). The matter is one which was,
not brought to the notice of the Governuint until the
prosent question was put on the paper. If, after investi-
gation, a light is found to be necessary at that point, the
Government will have no objection to placing a small light
there.

FLOATING LIGHT ON THE ST. LAWRENCE.
Mr. G RANDBOIS- enquired, Whether itis the intention

of the Government to place a fioating light on the St.
Lawrence, between Rivière du Loup and thé Brandy Pots?
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Mi,. 'POPE (Queen~s). IL is not tii. intention of tii.
Mr '- POPE (ue') It is Dot the intention of the

Governmnent. -

CANADIAN PACIFIC 1RAILWAY.

8ir 'CHIAIRLES TUPPER moved the second reading of
Bih (No. 37) respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Mr. ANGLIN. I have to submit respectfully that this
Bill abould not be allowed to proceed any further, because
it has notbeen framed in compliance with the well under-
stooa rule and law of P>arliament. The law of- Parliament
distinetly provides that:,

"I any motion be moved in the Houle for any public aid or charge
upon the people, the consideration and debate thereof may not be pres-
ently entered upon, but shall be adjourned till such further day as the
louse should thuxk fit to appoint; and then it should be referred to a

Conumittee of the whole House before any resolution or vote of the House
do pass thereupon."

That raie, Sir, is almost exactly in the same words of a rule
adopted some time ago by the Imperial Parliament. The
Rnglish raie was adopted on the 20th of March, 1866, and
is as follows:-

"If any motion be made in the Flouse for any aid, grant, or charge
upon the public revenue, whether payable out of the Consolidated Fund'
or out of the monies to be provided by Parliament, or for any charge
upon the people, the consideration and debate thereof shall not be
presently entered upon, but shall be adjourned till such further day as
the louse shall think fit to appoint, and then itishall be referred to a
Committee of the whole Bouse, before any resolution or vote do paso
therein."
On one occasion in the House of Commons some doubt
arose as to the propriety of allowing a bill before thelHouse
to pass because it was not based on resolutions, and the
matter was referred to a Select Committee of the House.
They made a report in which it is stated that no precedont
precisely similar was discovered, but,'

" That the general spirit of the standing orders and resolutions of the
House required that every proposition to impose a burden or charge on
any class of people, should receive its first discussion in a Coinmittee of
the whole House."

The imposition of burdens as the appropriation of mnoney or
moneys' worth being held to be entirely inadequate with-
out this provision,it would of course apply to any proposition
to appropriate for any purpose any of the money or
property of the people. Now, in the Bill before the louse
it is proposed to go very mach further than in the resolu-
tionsupon which it professes to be founded. The resolutions
are quite specific in their character. They provide:

" 1. That it is expedient to grant and appropriate $25,000,0'0 according
to the terms of the contract relating to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
transmitted to this House by His Excellency the Governor General, by
his Message dated December 10th last.

"2. That it is expedient to grant. and appropriate 25,000,000 acres of
land in the North-West Territory, according to the terms of the said
contract, so transmitted as aforesaid."

It will be seen that they are distinctly limited to the granting
or appropriating of $25,000,000 in cash and 25,000,000
acres of land. There is not a word in those resolutions
which would imply even in the most vague and
general way that any other appropriation was to
be aslged for or proposed in any Bill to be submitted
to Parliamen-t. The Bill, however, goes further than that.
It provides that the Company to be inoorporated shall, for
the purpose of this, railway, obtain the right of way over
the Government lands in the North-West, as well as ail
Government lands nceessary for the purpose of erecting
workshops, stations, storehouses, warebouses, and lands and
water frontages nocessary for the wharves required to carry
on their extensive trade. More than that, there is a distinct
provision in the Bill that, under certain circumstances
and at a certain time, a section of the railway which we
have constructed at an enormous coet and those sections
which we are to complete, are to be handed over to the
Company, and after a time to become their absolate pro-
perty. The estimated cost, as is known, of these sections

is no bs than $28,000,000, se that it is propoSed
to hand Lht amount over to the Syndicate and their
successorI. Ln respect to those two items particularly,.the
Bill goes entirely beyond and outside the resolutions, and it
is plainly necessary, if we are te omply with the watl-
understood laws of Parhiament4 that other zeolations
should ho proposed in Committee of the- Whole embraeing
those particular points. There are some other pointa.of
importance in this mratter. Last yar the bn. the Finance
Minister himself introdaeed a meaure Into this oiUse
for converting a sabsidy granted by a previou, A*t
of Parliament to the Canada Central Railway, so as te
substitute for the payment of $12,000 per mile in eab,
the issue of bonds, the interest on whioh, payable by
the Government, should be terminable at a certain ti m,
and this hon, gentleman introduced that measure by
resolution. I think that the hon. gentleman in doing so
acted in conformity with the spirit of the law of Parliament;
but this year ho should be equally careful with regard to a
measure by which it is also proposed to substitute
bonds bearing interest for a cash payment. It may
ho argued that the burdens of the people are not to ho
lm any degree increased by this substitution, and poesibly,
Sir, that is true. But, Sir, tue hon. Minister of Finance and
the Government for whom he acted last year, set us the ex-
ample, the good example which I now invite them to follow.
I do not know whether hon, gentlemen on the other aide,
who perhaps have not given consideration to this matter up
to this time, would ho prepared to say that we should not
consider land or railways constructed at the people's
expense to be equivalent to a money grant; ýbut
they can scarcely, however, pretend to hold that position,
because they themselves have at all times and under ail
circumstances, so far as I am aware, whenever it was
proposed that lands sbould be appropriated for the purpose
of aiding in the construction of public works or other such
purposes, chosen to proceed by resolution. So long ago as
1872, when it was firet propoei to build this railway across
the continent, the plan was that the company should be
subsidized, receiving $30,000,000 in money and 50,000,000
acres of land. In the resolutions introducod by hon.
gentlemen opposite, they provided.for the appropriation of
tbe land and money. Let me say now, however, that they
failed in 1872 to make any provisions in their resolutions-for
the roadway, but the roadway was subsequently granted
to the company hy Act of Parliament and by the charter
framed under that Act of Parliament, though it was omitted
in the original resolutions. I do not admit, however, that
that ornission can be held to be a justification of a similar
omissionin this Act when your attention has beendr#wn to
the fact. Let me say, further, that I find in the Act of 1874
was based entirely upon resolutions ve'y carefully drawn
up, that the lande, money and roadway wore included in the
resolutions, and very much else. Altbough at that -time,
under that Act and under the very provisions of the
resolutions themmelves, the policy of the Government was
declared to be that the work should be conducted by con-
tractors under the control of the Minister of Public Works ;
that the contractors were not themeelves to have, as they
are now to have, the right of selecting the route and of
carrying out the whole work very much as they saw fit. lin
that case I find this provision:

"Provided that the Governor in Council may grant te the con-
tractors the roadway through Government lands, as also any soub lande
as are required fpr stations, workshops, and generaDly a'l such lands as
may be necessarily required for the purpose of constructing or working
the said railway.

I think that resolution conforms to the law of Parliament,
which should be our guide in all matters. The question as
to whether money and money alone should be regarded as
an aid, came up some years ago when Col. Knox proposed
au address to the Crown praying Her Mojesty to grant a
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certain quantity of gun metal for the purpose of being used
in the casting of a statue of Lord Gough. Then Mr. Gladstone
said:

" Now, he felt sure that the hon. gentleman would not wish the Gov-
ernment to break down a rule whichb had been one of the most difficult
achievements of financial reform during the last half century-the rule
that none of the public property should be disposed of l kind."

He admitted furthermore that gun metal must be held to b
public money, and he suggested that the motion should be
changed. At that time he thought that by adding certain
words to the address he would bring it within the rules of
the House. A few days after, as appears from the Journals,
it was found necessary, in order to maintain this rule in
its directness, that that order should be discharged, and it
was discharged, and then the House was moved into a Com-
mittee ofthe Whole. The following appears in the Journals
of the 25th of July:

" Resolved, That this House will, this day, resolve itself into a Com-
mittee to consider of an humble Address to be presented to Her Majesty,
praying that she will generously please to direct that sufficient gun metal
shah be issued for the construction of the statue about to be erected in
Dublin to commemorate the services of the late Field Marshal, Viscount
Gough, and assuring Her Majesty that this House wiil make good the
cost of the same."

The House resolved itself into Committee. That address
was passed and the gun metal obtained. On that occasion
Mr. Gladstone said with regard to moncy:

"While gun metal was money, to overlook that fact would be a breach
of duty on the part of Government."

Now, Mr. Speaker, it might have been possible, perhapg,
for the Governiment to have moved resolutions of a vague
and general character, within the scope of whieh it might
be contended that the details of this Bill could be held to
come. They have not chosen to take that course, but to
present to us very specific resolutions, and I think, on re-
flection, you will be satisfied that, under the circumstances,
it is necessary that they be allowed to withdraw this Bill
and to introduce other resolutions, get the decision of the
House in Committee on those resolutions, and then bring
in a bill which wili be fairly and properly based upon the
resolutions passed into a Committee of the whole House.
So late as 1871, the English Government ir.troduced a Bill
relating to the income tax. It was introduced in the usual
way by resolution, and was regarded as a mere formal
measure. When the motion for the second reading was
made, the bill was not in the hands of members, and Col.
Stuart objected to its passing. Mr. Gladstone asked that
he would not raise a mere formal objection of that kind. It
turned out, however, that when the bill was brought in it
embraced provisions which were not included in the
resolutions subrmitted to the House, as it embraeed a
resolution relating to the bouse tax. Objection was taken
after the Bouse had como out of Committee and the third
reading was ordered, it was moved that the Bill be
rocommitted. The objection made to it was very distinct.
It was said by the Chancellor of the Exchequer:

" In the second place, a doubt had been expressed, which he thought
there might be some foundation for, whether it was right to introduce
those clauses about the inhabited house duty into the Bill without a
previous resolution in Committee."

Further objections were taken to the bill which he did not
admit; one, because they chose to tack on to that bill a
resolution regardingtea duty. The Govern ment maintained,
however, that they had a right to do that because the Com-
mittee of the Whole had passed resolutions respecting the
re-imposition of the tea duty. They contended that the
Committee of the House would have a right to attach this
clause but not to introduce into the bill the clause with regard
to the house duty, because no .esolution to that effect had been
submitted to the Committee of the whole HBouse, and on that'
score the Govemnment consented to withdraw the bill.
Mr. Hant, who was previously a Chancellor of

Mr. ANLIN.

the Exchequer, took strong ground on this point
the result of which was that the Government withdrew the
bill and re-introduced it in another forn. Now, in the
present case, I think it is very plain that this Bill embraces a
great many provisions for the disposal of valuable public
properties which do not come at all within the scope of the
resolutions upon which we have been aske4 to pronounce.
I do not take this objection in order to delay the
passing of the Bill; if that were my object I should prefer to
postpone the objection to a later stage. I make this objection
becauso I desire to see the law of Parliament strictly
observed, and I do not think bon. gentlemen will
lose much time by acting upon it, if they believe the objec-
tions to be well founded. I would ask the leader of the
House, who, next to yoursolf, Sir, is especially responsible
for the manner in which the public business is conducted, to
give this matter full and fair consideration, and determine
whetber it would not be botter, if only for the sake of main-
taining an adherence to the laws and rules of Parliamont,
to give due weight to the objection which I make only be-
cause I believe that the public interests require that this rule
be strictly enforced.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Of course, I cannot for
a moment suppose the bon. gentleman bas made this motion
at ail for the sake of delay. That is quite evident to every
hon. member of this House, on both sides, as the hon.
gentleman says. Be thinks the Government, perhaps, have
not given special attention to this point which he now
raises. Weil, whether we have done so or not, it is quite
clear hon. gentlemen opposite have not done so, because
they have gone on with the discussion for a month under
the supposition that the whole matter was before the House,
both in Committee and afterwards in concurrence; and
after, by rather marked majorities, the House and the
Committee before that have declared unmistakeably what
their opinion of the mneasure is, the hon. gentleman, froin
his sense of duty-a newly awakened sense of duty-now
takes this point. If the hon. gentleman did not want any
delay perhaps he might have taken the point before.

Mr. ANGLIN. I could not; I had no chance.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. ie miglht on the irst

reading of the Bill.
Mr. BLAKE. We did not know what the Bill was.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman

says he did not know what the Bill wae.
Mr. BLAKE. We had no idea of it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I consider that the whole

proceding is quite regular, and I think I must got the
support <f my hon. friend the member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) and ail those who were in the same Governinent
with him, for I do not think he introduced, by a resolution,
bis Act giving away the land and the moey-

Mr. MILLS. Yes; by resolution.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think so.
Mr. MILLS. Yes; I remember very well.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Weil, we shall see. It

appears to me that the whole proceedings are as regular as
they can be. In the first place the contract was affirmed in
the Governor's Speech; the earnest attention of the House
was called to it, but no recommendation was made. But the
Message transmitting the contract, and the sch edules
attached thereto, called the attention of the House to them,
and recommended them to the favorable attention of the
House-asked Parliament, in fact, to grant ail that was con-
tained in the contract. Now, ihe essential point of the
contract was the granting of $25,000,000 and 25,000,000
acres of land. But the resolutions go further. They say:

" Thatit is expedient to grant and appropriate $25,000 , according
to the ternis of the contract relating to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
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trabuOtt* tIhis Bous by His Exeeny the Goveaor Genral, by
bit Mespdag,48»deesmber 1Otb."

Now, Birï--what did that mean? It did not mean that we
w.r -te"sakea apresent of 25,000,000 acres -of land and
83SAé>0,000 but it calledtheattention of the House to the
ooetvmot whioh, had been reoounmended to the favorable
conidsrtipn of Parliament, and called upon them to grant
the papmniary aid to be given according to the terms of the
coutiant . Thsat money eould not be paid, those
landesoald mot be given, unless ibe contract had
beeni ratified end the recommendation of is
Eleellenoy ýcarried out; and bon. gentlemen opposite
acoqptdthat fronr- the beginning as the meaning of the
reoltioni. They did not confine the House to the discussion
of Àsagrant of 24,000,000 acres of land and $25,000,000:
They*ieeussed the schedule and the contract clause after
clause, and the House has not only affirmatively approved
of both e h. contract and- schedule-every clause, every
word 4very, sentence of them-but voted down the
negatitves which were moved in amendment by hon.
gentlewme'opposite. What was the sense of their
moving those amendments if they did not themselves
understand that the whole contract -the schedule,
every article, every word, every clause-was before the
Hos,? What is the reason we go into Committee of the
Whole at all? Because there is no reason ih the world why
on.me asure being introduced by bill and another by resolu-
tion, except the great and guiding reason which draws this
distinction-that matters of taxation involving se many
considerations, involving separate items of consideration,
concerning, for instance, multifarious items respecting
trade, shall b. first introduced by resolution, that the
principleshall b. established by resolution, and that every
hon. member in Committee will have the opportunity of
speaking as often as ho likes, unrestrained by the rules of
discussion applied when the Speaker is in the Chair. I say
it has always been held that, no matter under what form
the question is brought up in the House, the Committee of the
Whole is possessed of the whole subject, deals with the
whole subject, discusses the whole subject, and comes to a
conclusion on the whole subject, and it matters not whether
fiere ls an omission of a single item, whether the Bill
founded on these resolutions contains a million clauses or
only one, if the subject matter bas been fully discussed in
Committee, then the object, the reason of the rule, is su bstan-
tially carried out. Now, I would ask this House, I would ask
you, Sir, I would ask every man of common sense, if every
clause of te contract was not undér the purview of the
whole louse, and whether hon. gentlemen opposite did
not call upon us to discuss clause by clause every one of the
matters which the hon. gentleman says should be discussed
de roivo. If this be not obstruction-of course it is not
obstruction, but plain, honest people outside will
eay that it looks like obstruction - I cannot
distinguish between the hon, gentleman's desire te preserve
the rule of the House from obstruction. I do not think the
country will draw lhe distinction, and I do not think any
honest straij ht-forward man will draw the distinction.
Why, it is a mere inatter of supererogation that the
Govertimentcome here at aIl and put the clause relating
to theright of way into the Bill. if the hon. gentleman
looka at the Dominion Lands Act of 1879, ho will se. that
the Governor in Couneil has fuit power, without coming to
ParliArent, to grant the land. In answer finally to the
aegumentof my hon. friend, I would say simply this, that the
wbole eontraotwas submitted ex neceu:tate by resolutions.
The resblution calls attention to the $25,000,)00 of money and
25,000,000 acrese f and, as it calls attention to the whole
contrad. By"loôking at the contract, you muet see that
nitherbe 2,000,000 acres nor 825,000,000 cau b. granted
nimss Ih contbraot is afirmed. The firstclause of the Bill is
uisply that the contract be alBrmed. Has not the centract, the
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ratidatimor non-ratieationof the oontract, been dsecasd
Ia not the Comrmittee of the Whole Bouse voted that

the contract beconfirmed; and that being the case, the &ist
clause of the Bill, that it be confirnmed, need only have been
introduced and the rest t out. if the.ooptract ia confirmed
the pmpriety of the Bill sestained. 1-donet se"the objcoè
of my hon. friend in raising this point.

Mr. MILLS. It is very clear both feoin the ë eddh tf the
hon. leader of the Government and that of my leared fiend
that the objections are well taken. The thet tathe corntract
was sibmitted by Ris Excellency for the favorable considet'a-
tion of the House is beside the question. The law of Parlia-
ment requires that the appropriations from public revenues
for any such purpose, shall originate in Committee of the
Whole House, and be there discused. The right hon. gentile:
man himself held this to bo the- case, for I lind that when
the hon. Minister of Railways submitte i to this House bis
resolutions, the hon. First Minister accompanied thse. reso-
lutions with a despatch from His Excellency in the
following words:-"Whereupon the Right Hi on. Sir Jdhn
A. Macdonald informed the fouse that His Excellency the
Governor, having been made aware of the subjeet-matter of
these resolutions, recommends them to the House." Why
did he recommend themn to the iouse if they were already
recommended to it byimplication in the recommendation
of the coitract? The right hon. gentleman says we
discussed the contract when these resolutions were undur
consideration. That is beside the question. Our discus-
sions may have been much broader than the resolutious
warranted. That was a point which was net raised during
any of the discussions-whether it could have been well
taken or not is not now the question. It is obvious, if theose
two resolutions embraced overythng that was contained in
the contract, the hon. gentleman would have been warranted
in introducing them into the Bill. But there are in this
Bill provisions which are not in the resolutions, and pro.
visions therefore which the hon. gentleman cannot
introduce into the Bill. Here is one provision
in the Bill in whic-h the Government proposes to
construct 90 miles of railway, which are to cost the country
upwards of$3,000,000. No provision iès made for that, except
the provision in this Bill. I ask whether it is not as
necessary to include that provision in the appropriation of
$3,000,000, to build the railway to be handed over to this
corporation, as the $25,000,000 to be given to the corpora-
tion as a bonus. Where is the difference? Tho proposition
is tbat it shall become the property of the Company, and
the appropriation be made without its originatirg irn
Committee of the Whole. Let me call your attention to
another Rule of the House, Rule 86, wbich provides :

" By the 54th section of the British North Amerlca Act, 1867, it is pro.
vided that the House shall not adopt or pass any vote, resolutio, address
or bill for the appropriation of any part of the public revenue, or of any
tar or impost to any purpose that has not been firet rec 1nmended by a
Message of the Governor General."

There bas been no Message from the Governor General recom-
mending $3,000,000 for the building of the Port Moody
section, or that 700 miles of railway to cost up-
wards of $28,000.000 be handed over to this corpora-
tion. There has been a special recommendation from
the Governor General saying that these two resolutions
were brought under his notice and recommending them to
the louse. The others have not been brought under bis
notice and have not been recommended to the Bouse; and
there is the same necessity for their recommendation by the
Governor General as for the recommendation of the resolu-
tion with regard to the $25,000,000 and the 25,000 000 aeres
of-land. If ther sight hon. gentleman be right in bis ton-
tention, why should we have gone into Committee on those
resolutions with reference to the land and money subsidy
any more than with reference to the 700 miles of railway and
the appropriations for the constÉaction of the railway in
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British Columbia, which are equally contained in the con- t
tract? The hon. gentleman also proposed to remit certain b
Customs duties to this Company. He does not propose to
change the law by reducing the Customis duties in their
favor, but lie proposes that the duties be remitted them.
There is no difference in this proposition and one to refund
ther money out of the publie revenues, yet he knows he
could not refund such money without obtaining the sanction
of the House, which sanction m'ust originate in Committee of t
the Whole, on a resolution to that effect. This principle isE
recognized in England, in the case of a proposition toreducee
charges upon advertising from ls. Od. to 6d., where it wass
held to be necessary to introduce it in the form of a resolu-0
tion of the Whole House, as affecting the question of thet
general trade of the country. That principle applies in this1
case, so that from whatever point of view you consider this
Bill, the hon. gentleman has not complied with the Rules of
this House, has not obtained the sanction of the Crown.
Read the two resolutions.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Look at the Message.
Mr. MILLS. If the Message was sufficient, why did thet

hon. gentleman bring down a Message recommending theE
subject matter of these resolutions.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. But the hon. gentleman
said there was no recommendation from the Crown.

Mr. MILLS. I say there is not. Bere are the two resolu-
tions:-First, that it is expedient to grant and appropriate
$25,000,000>; second, that it is expedient to grant and appro-
priate 25,600,000 acres. "Whereupon Sir John A. Macdonald
nformed the House that Bis Excellency the Governor
General, having been made aware of the subject-matter of
these resolutions, recommended thom to the Bouse." Does
that embrace anything else ?

Sir JOIINA. MACDONALD. The hon. gentlemán must
remember that when I said that, I did not consider it at all
requisite; and I stated so at the time.

Mr. MILLS. I say by the Rules of Parliament it was neces-
sary. We were not considering these provisions in Com-
mittee, but the resolutions which the hon. gentleman had
submitted, and which, by the laws of Parliament, ought to
be submitted to the Bouse in Committee. These were al['
the two resolutions embraced; and the hon. gentleman
might as well omit the.two resolutions and say they should
not be considered at all as to say we should not consider the
proposition to hand over to this corporation this 630,000,000
worth of property. There is upwards of $812,000,000 of this
not spent. Portions of this hne have not yet been built,
portions have not yet been contracted for, and the money
has net yet been voted by Parhiament. The hon. gentleman
proposes, without going into Committee and without a
resolution, to sk the sanction of Pariampnt to a large
appropriation of money, to constru'ct ninety miles of railway
on the Pacifie coast. If the hon. gentleman eau do this it is
a mockery to submit to this Bouse resolutions at all. Those
resoluti6ns mark the boundary of the authority of the hon.
g ntleman to introduce a bill making appropriations. He
has asked and obtained the sanction of this House
to what ? By these resolutions to apprepriate 425,000,000
and 25,000,000 acres of land. Be has obtained
the sanction of this House and of the Committee for
nothing else, and the Bill of the hon. gentleman must be
confined within the four corners of these resolutions. If he
requires anything more he must then proceed anew, and
ask this Bouse to pass a resolution to make the necessary
appropriation.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). It seems to me that the hon.
member for Gloucester has not succeeded in establishing;
bis case 'by trifling technicalities and perversion of the
common sense of the English language, supported, even
though he is, by the eloquence and fne drawn arguments of

Mr. MILLS.

he'hon. member fbr Bothwell. Theolationg >hich'"#t
hon. member for Bothwell says are not srfficlent, re iniie6e
words:

"1. Resolved, That it is expedient to grant and apijropiat Oißi0 000
according to the terms of the contract reIting tothé Oanadisaafi
Railwa , transmitted to this House by is Excelency tihe Govurn
Genera1, by his Message ds.ted-December lOth last.

G2. Resolved, That it d expedient to grnt alid proprate25 Ot,OQo
acres of land in the N4orth-WestTerritory, accorg iomte terss -of
the said contract, so transaxitted as aforesaid." -

Every word in this Act of Parliament now introdue d is
embraced in the contract, because it is all embraced in'the
schedule which is expressly declared to be part nd parcel
of the contract and embraced in it. If, then, every word
that is in this Bill is in the schedule which is in thé Bill,
bas not every proposition contained in the Bill been ub-
initted by Bis Excellency for the consideration of this
House?

Mr. MILLS. No.
Mr. CAMERON. Is not the schedule, which is referred

to in the Act of Parliament, part of the Act itself ? Is not
the schedule, which is part of the Act· now introduced and
embraced in the Message which was sent by Bis Excelleney
to this House with a recommendation that it be accepted,
part of the contract, and has not that contract and every-
thing in it and ii the schedule been recommended to tis
House for its consideration ? And if so, has not the law of
Parliament been complied with, unless we eau say that this
schedule is not part of the contract and the contract has
nct been sent to this House by His Excellency ? Then it is
quite impossible to say that we are not in order, according
to the Rules of Parliament, in now considering this matter.
Every single one of the points which the hon. member for
Gloucester took-as to the right of way and construction of
the Port Moody Branch-every single item he referred to
is embraced in this contract and schedule annexed, which is
made part of it. How, 'then, can it be said that we are
asked by this Bill to consider anything which His
Excellency has not ejbmitted to us, or a disposition of the
publie money or property which His Excellency has not
advised us to dispose of as we see fit, if the contract is
before us. Unless my hon. friend can say that the schedule
which is formally declared to be part of the contract
is not part of it, then we are in order to proceed with
the motion now before the Chair.

Mr. SPEAKER. The point raised by the hon. member for
Gloucester is to the effect that the Bill goes beyond the
resolutions adopted in Committee of the Whole and on which
the Bill is founded. He quotes the 54th section of the
British North America Act, which is as follows:-

I The flouse shal fnot ado t or past any vote, resolution, address oi
bill for the appropriation o f any part of the public revenue, or any tax,
or impost, to any purpose that has not been first recommended by a
Message of the Governor in Council, etc.

No objection can be properly raised on this ground, for the
House is aware that the whole contract came down with a
Message in due form. Now, in reference to another point,
Rule 88 of the House says

<If any motion bd made in the House for any publie aid or eharge upon
the peop e, the consideration and debate thereof may not be 'resently
entered upon, but shall be adjourned till such further day as te rose
shall think fit to appoint; and then it shal be referred to a Cominittee of
the Whole before any resolution or vote of the flouse be passed .theeon."

In this case the question is, whether we must consider the
two resolutions and the-contract as awhole. Iu my opinion
there can be no doubt on this point, for the resolntions in
question expressly decIare that the money and land therein
set forth are to he appropriated, according to the tméiMs of
the contract, transmitted by His Excellency bybis M sUage.
The resolutions and centract clearly go 'togethdr; sd 1
think it "ws so fally understood by the House, be eelthe
whole àubject was diseussed at greati length forsmersl
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weelb by hon. gentlemen on both sides, and the hon. membr
for GIQucester himSelf moved au amendment boyond the
resolutions. If the two resolutions had alone been before
the Iouse, it would not have been in the power of any
member to move an amendment to an article of the con-
tract, but he would have been confine to the resolutions in,
quetion. The Rule which prevents any public aid or money
berne vôoted, or any impost being put on the people, unless
it orinates in Committee of th. Whole, is a wise one. It
is intended to Prevent surprise and give fullest scope to-the
freedomi of debete on matters of such importance to the
people.' But in the present case I am of opinion that such
c0nditions have been fully observed, and that both the spirit
and lutter of clause 54 of the' Union Act-and Rule 88 of
the Hlouse have been carried out.

Mr..MILLS. I hope, Mr. Speaker, that your decision on
this point will be recorded on the Journals.

Motion (Sir Charles Tupper) for second reading of the
Bill agreed to on the following division .

yaks:
Messieurs

Allison, Fortin, Montplaisir,
Arkell, Fulton, Mousseau,
Baànerman, Osuit, Muttart,
Barnard, Gigunt, OConnor,
Beaty, Girouard (Kent), Ogden,
Beauchesne, Grandbois, Orton,
Benoit, Hackett, Onimet,
Bergeron, Besson, Patterson (Essex),
BIbi, Hooper, Pinsouneault,
Boldu, Jackson, Plat
Bonltbee, Kilvert, Plumb
Bowell, Kirkpatrick, Pope (Conpton),
Brooks, Kranz, Pope (Queen'a>,
Bunster, Landry, Poupore,
Cameron (Victoria), Lane, Richey,
Carling, Langevin, Robertion (Hamilton),
Garon, Lonqley, Rochester,
cimon, Macdonald (Kin 's), Rouleau,
Colby, Macdonald (Sir lohn), Ryan (Marquette),
Connell, McDonald (Cape Breton)Ryan (Montreai),
Costig.,McDouald (Pictou), Scott,
Cough1 , MeDonald(Viet., N.S.), Shaw,
Coupal, Maemilian, Sproule,
Coursol, McOaflum, Stephenson,
Currier, MeConvilie, Tellier,
Cuthbert, McCuaig, TiIIey,
Daly, McDopgall, Tupper,
Daoust, >Nclunes, Vallée,
Dawson, McKay, Wade
Desaulniers, McLeod, Wallace (York),
Doull, MoQuade, White (Cardweil),
Drow, Manson White (Hatings),

DueMçrner, White (Renfrew),
Elhiott, méthot, williams,
Farrow, Mongenais, Wright.-106.
FitzsixYmons,

Messieurs
ÂnFlin, Gillies, Pickard,
Bain, Gillmor, Ruifret,

échard, Gutbrie, Robertson,(Shelburne),
Blake, Haddow, Rogers,
Borden, Killam, Rosas (iddlese),
Bourassa King, Ryal,
Burpe,(unbury), LaRue, Scriver.

ironr ,uron),PLaurierop6kineoer,
casgrain, MacdonelP (Lanark), Smith,
Charlton, Mac Donneli ([nverness)Sutherland,
Cýockbura (Iiuskoka), meclse, Thompson,
Dumont, Malouin, Tror,
FisLta iMi no, Weon,
Fleming, Olivier, Wheler,
Flynn, Paterson (Brant), Yeo.-a.
GeoffMion,

Biba read tlco second time.
M 4L DTU lPER moved that th Speaker do

'av the Chair- and the flousc reeolve itself into Committee
on tMconvlldeTBeilr

Mr .&NGMLIN. It would b, no doubt, ontirly uselu.te
ask iii. GQvern ment tu depart froma. their s4ýtled policy with
respect, tis pMaQuare, Ws it wo hld be ontird )uew tW
ask. tbMmajority onftheUuuse W chane Hticour s

they have hitherto followed; nevertheless, as we may
hereafter b. held to have assented to the course taken unles
we atter a word or two in protest, let me say that the course
taken by hon. gentlemen opposite is, so fàr as 1 know, entirely
without preoedent exoppt that which they themselves het
in 1872. Even in 1872 two rival companies were seelring
to obtain the contract, and they were required to apar
before Parliament and obtain Acts of incorporatiou as pritvao
companies, obtaining their bille in the ordihaary mepnrIi'-
tary course. Power was, however, taken for the Governor
in Council-which the hon. gentlemanwho had charge of
the Bill, properly designated as a eat institution-to
incorporate another company should it found neessary or
desirable. Except in that instance, I think it will bc
found difficult to discover a case in which private companies
have been brought into existence in the mode and
manner proposed by ion. gentlemet opposite. They
make this entirely a ublic Bill. There are very
many instances in whic the Government of Great
Britain introduced what were in one sense private bills as
public or Government measures,'and those were not procieded
with in the ordinary way by petition. But nearly all im.

ortant bills so introduced were treated afterwards as private
ills, and were roferred to the Committees charged with the

duty of taking care that the ordinary precautions were taken
that no private rights were unduly înterfered with, and that
all ordinary safe guards of private rights and privilegos were
duly inserted in the measure. In this case, Government asks
Parliament to confer on them powers-indeed the
phrase would b. that the Government takes to itself abeolute
power-to confer on any set of gentlemen they choose to
bargain with, all rights, powers and priviloges that may be
thought necessary to enab le thm te carry out thecontract.
I protest against that mode of procodure in this maLteri.

Motion agreed to and House resolved itself into Committee.

On clause 2, ' (In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE said the contract itself provided that an Act
should be passed incorporating the Company in such and
such a form. The Bill proposed a deviation from that course,
and that a charter should e issued by the Governor General
in Council instead of an Act of Parliament asproposed in
the contract. Why had the change been made?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said the hon. gentleman
could well understand that a private bill for an Act of
incor oration would be introduced by petition, and that it
woubd have delayed the matter very much. As it was
thought of littlé consequence by what machinery the resault
should be attained, it was thou lit desirable, as this ws
really a Government measure, at it*hould be introduced
in the manner in whieh it had been introduced, and that a
charter should be given them under the Great Soal, which
would have the sanie force and effect as an Act of incorpora-
tion, and thereby we avoided all the objections which might
have been taken, and very naturally taken, by au ex-
Speaker of the House.

Mr. BLAKE said he did not expoct from the Pirst
Minister such a candid confession cf the reasons of the
Government action. It placed in bold relief thp importabhe
of the objection taken by the hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin) a little whule ago, because it was clear that
Parliament, no more than any hon. enptlemau, could not do
iadirectly what it could not do irectly. It hist been
stated that, so far as private ri ghts were concergied,
certain action would be taken with a view to their 'h.ing
protected, but there had been, confessedly, ont.he partof ii.

overnment a change of plan from that which they them-
selves proclaimed a few weeks ago.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said h. hacdexplained at
the opening of the discassion that the Goverment cOM
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sidered the question of very great importance; that it was
important, if the proposition was to become law, it should
become law without unnecessary delay, and they, therefore,
desired to avoid delay arising from technical objections.
The hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) was aware
that there was a precedent, in 1873, with respect to the
charter given to the Allan Company, and the hon gentle-
man was particeps criminis in the Bill of 1874.

Mr. BLAKE. No. I was no more particeps criminis than
the hon. gentleman; we both occupied the position of
Independent members, and neither of us dissented.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said the Bill was forced
througb the House at three o'clock in the morning, not-
withstanding the indignant protest of the hon. Minister of
Railways; but we were such a miserable wreck of an
Opposition that we did not like to show our nakedness by
calling for a division.

Mr. ANGLIN said the hon. First Minister had overlooked
an important fact in connection with the measure of 1874,
viz.: that the work was to be conducted under the superin-
tendence of the Minister of Public Works, and to that extent
the Government were directly responsible for any infringe-
ment of individual rights. That was not the case under the
present measure. The hon. First Minister was also mistaken
in assuming that it would be necessary to incorporate a Bill
for this Act of incorporation by petition. .f the Government
regarded it is a measure of great public importauce, it could
be introduced as a public measure; but upon its being so
introduced it became subject to the Rules of the House and
should be referred to the Committee ordinarily charged with
such bills.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH said the corporation would have
double power, and it was a question under which power they
would proceed to execute the work-under the power given
in the Act or under the charter. The Act of 1872, when
the contract was given to the Allan Company, distinctly
provided that when powers were given to the Company
under thé charter all other powers ceased. This Company
should not have powers concurrent under both an Act and a
charter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said the Company would
not have double powers. The charter would stand in the
place of the Act, and the charter would, of course, be a copy
of what was authorised by Parliament.

Clause agreed to.
On clause 3,
Mr. BLAKE said he thought some explanation was due

to the Hlouse of the meaning of the provision with respect
to the substitution of the interest computation for the money
subsidy. Part of clause 3 reads as follows-

".And in lieu of the payment of the said money subsidy direct to the
Company, the Goverument may couvert the same,* and any interest
accrued thereon, into a fund for the payment to the extent ofsuch fund, of
interest on the bonds of the Company, and may pay such interest accord-
in gly ; the whole in manner and f orm as provided for in the said contract."

The $25,000,000 in cash was payable to the Company from
time to time, as they completed twenty mile sections, which
were divided according to provisions with which the House
was just now lamiliar. It did not appear to him therefore
that there was any possibility of the interest accruing on
the payments, unless they were to suppose that the Govern-
ment intended to make default in the payment of the
money which was due from time to time to the Company.
They would get, for instance, $10,000 per mile on the prairie
section-on the completion of twenty miles they would get
Ihe $200,000 which would be coming to the Company.
There was no provision in the contract, nor in the Act, for
the Government paying any interest on the $25,000,000 or
any part of it, and, as they said, if they substituted for the
625,000,000 cash coupons,they would pay $25,000,000 and any

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

interest accruod thereon. What they meant to say, he appre.
hended, was the interest which it would be proper to add
to the $25,000,000 for the future forbearance which would
be given by the new arrangement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said if the hon. gentleman
preferred the word 4laccruing " it could be substituted for
"accrued." He might say, however, that this point had
been considered grammatieally in a discussion which he had
had, and the word complained of had been held, as he thought
properly, to be correct. The Government was not, however,
super grammatica. And though he believed he could discuss
the question philologically with the hon. gentleman at
another time, ho had no objection to substitute the word
accruing."
Mr. BLAKE said they would thereby get rid of th e

substantial question. The first time he had risen to discuss
the contract he had raised a question which he thought was
a serious difficulty, and to which no attention had been
as yet directed by hon. gentlemen opposite. He
had pointed out that while it might be perfectly
easy to ascertain what the present value of
a payment of $25,000,000 which was to ho postponed
and turned mnto an annuity for twenty years, if we
get the rate of interest that was to be calculated, there
seerns to be a difficulty in ascertaining what the sum was
to be the basis of this latter grant. This arrangement is to
be made at an early period-he thonght before 1882-and
it was quite clear, therefore, that they were to exercise this
privilege, if at all, long befoi e the Company would have
made any great progress with the work, or at any rate with
the two ends. Suppose they asked at once, as they might-
suppose they asked on the first of July for the substitution
of a deferred payment for the present payment. The first
thing the Government would have to consider would be
what was the rate of in'erest, and he thought the House
should have some announcement on that subject.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Four per cent. is the rate.
Mr, BLAKE. It was not stated specifically in the Bill,

but, of course, a statement from the hon. Finance Minister
was satisfactory. But then there were two questions which
yet remained unsolved. The first was that they had not
got the right to take 825,000,000 on the first of July. Their
right was to arise from time to time as they completed
twenty mile sections, and therefore they could not calculate
the interest at four per cent. as if the whole was due on the
first of July. The ascertainment of when it became due
must depend on the rapidity with which the work is to be
prosecuted. By the contract the Company bas ten years in
which to prosecute the prairie section, and, on a very rough
calculation over the whole work, it might be said they were
entitled to one-tenth every year. But that calculation
would not answer because, as they said, it was their intention
to build the prairie section in three years, and therefore
there would be a considerable acceleration of the cash
payments for that section. But how did the Government
propose to proceed to adjust with the Company the capital
sum upon which the calculation of interest was to be
based ? How were they to arrie at a period at which the
amount should be treated as due, because the lapse of time,
according Vo the contract, must be taken account of in
dealing with the interest. Another difficulty was that it
was posàible there might be a default. Not only was there
uncertainty as to when any particular payment of this
$25,000,000 should be due, but uncertainty as to whether
any of it would ever be due, as it depended on the completion
of certain works. He found in the Act or contract no
provision for securing the Goverument against that
contingency. It was quite true that provision was made that
the whole of the proceeds of the funds should be in the
hands of the Government, but it was also true
that the Government expressly bonnd themselves to pay
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f9W per endt interest on all moneys deposited with them.
1ere4was therefore no provision that the Government
shiiM make a rebate of interest in respect of moneys which
should turn out not to become due to the Company, by
remm of the works not being -xecuted as rapidly as was
expueted lu the calculation on which was determined what
teh amomit was. This was a very serions question, because
iW wa obvious that the amount to be made payable by the
Grernent, if they made it a deferred payment, would be
,nominatly a sura very much larger than 825,000,000-it
would be asum, perbaps, amounting to$45,000,000, or at any
rate a1very large sum, dependent on the period for which
the bonds would run. It was important for them to know
what means bthe Goverument proposed to adopt in making
these caleulations, so as to be sure that they stipulkited that
no.more monoy sbould be paid than should be due to the
Company plus the interest due to them at the time.

Mr. PLUMB. The Government will have the money.

Mr. BLARE said it was true the Government would
have he principal money, but the Government also pledged
theieseoves to pay four per cent. on the principal money,
and ho found no reciprocal provision that the Government
shouki deduet out of the principal money, any sums which.
should become due by reason of the default of the Company,
nor any provision giving a basis of a calculation by which
to ascertain the present f'alue of the $25,000,000, under the
conditions he had mentioned. He admitted it would be
easy to ascertain what its value would be as an annuity
at four per cent., but how would its presont value bu
ascertaiined

SirLEONARD TILLEY said ho could not imagine any
difulty uin the matter, because, in the first place, the
proceeds of these bonde were to be paid over to the Govern-
ment as security, and the bonds of the 8C5,000,0 0 placed
in banks. The Government did not desire to pay the
interest on four per cent. beyond $25,000,003, and therefore
the Company deposited the balance in the baik under 1 he
control of the Government at such interest as they could
secure. It was not contemplated to issue more than
5'25000,000, but suppose they did, $25,000,000 war to be
paid into the bands of the Gorernment, out of which so
much eve y twenty miles was to be paid at four per cent.
interest on the money thus deposited.

Mr. BIJAKE said the hon. Minister of Finance had not
understood him. The Govornment bad agreed to pay this
Ooenpany 5-5,000,000 in cash, at most specified terms, but
by inetalments at uncertain times and dependent upon the
conditions which the Company might not comply with.
Th*oyvernment now proposed to take authority to antici-
pate thse uncertain times of payment and the performance
ofthose -onditions which might never be performed, and to
give, insteadof $25,003,000, asum equivalent to the liability
thueereated with interest at four per cent. for the future after
itbecame due in the shape of coupons for bonds. In order
toasøertain how much a company was to pay, we must
firM know the rate of interest, and also we must have some
ruie "to what the 825,000,000 was equal to; the Govern-
met :eaid, in fact, that they intended to treat that sum as*
présentl payuble. The Company might then come on the
first of ly next und say: " Now, we want to avail ourselves
ofetu -Meause of th e contract, and we propose to take
coupons for bonds running over a period of twenty years,
or tatetr number of years we may decide upon." The,
Geeiintèintould then assume to owe the Company the
whe7 m5,000,000, and to ascertain what the forbearance in
twemiy ye .rs would be worth on that sum tbey would take
thqgresof those two sams, and if the Company demanded
coapoe for the whole amount the Government would be
givn a great advantage on the $25,000,000. They would

gi9e a Much hrger sum, because they were assuming in

faior of the Company that 825,000,000 were already due,
some part of which would not be due for ten years,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said ho would illustrate ,the
case by taking the parallel case of1the Canada Central Rail.
way where812,000 a mile were given for 120 miles. By
the Xet of Parliament introduced by the hon. gentlemen
opposite it was wholly optional with the Company to take
a subsidy in lieu of that 812,000 a mile. Undor the agree-
ment entered into by the late Minister of Finance, allowing
the company five per cent. instead of four, the money was
placed at their disposal. The company isoued bonda for
$2,500,000, and deposited in addition 81,500,000, and the
Governmont paid $12,000 por mile to that company s the
work progressed. In the prosent case it would, of course, be
competent for the Governmont to allow the issue of a
portion of this or of the whole. In the case to which ho
had just referred the Government had issued the whole in
advance, but the work extended over a number of years.
In case of the substantial failure of that contract we 'had ifie
money in our own hands to pay this five par cent.

Mr. BLAKE said the hon. gentleman still failed to
understand. le (Mr. Blake) had pointed out that, as
this was a ton years contract, the sumn which was to be
payable on the completion of each twenty miles would be
payable in tenths. Assuming that as a possible result, at
the last year there would be 82,500,000 to be paid, and until
the last year that sum would not require to be paid. Now
assuming money to be worth four per cent., the postpone.
ment of the paymont of that $2,500,000 for the ton years
would be equal to 40 per cent. or $1,000,000. Now, if'the
Government paid the Company that $2,500,000 at the
beginning instead of at the end of their contract, they
virtually give the Company a bonus of 81,000,000 more.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We have the money in our
hands.

Mr. BLAKE. But you do not keep it, you give it away.
Sir LEONARD TI LLEY. We only give it as the Company

construcit twenty mile sections.
Mr. BLAKE. But you pay interest at four per cent. on

it in the meantime.
Sir LEONAfRD TILLEY. Of course, because we have the

money.
Mr. BLAKE a<ýked if the hon. gentleman supposed it was

the same thing to pay $25,000,000 in ten annual instalments,
and to pay it all to-day? It was quite a different thing, and
in round tigures would be equal to five years minterest on the
825,000,0 A0, or about twenty per cent., that is, about
$5,000,000. That was the difference at four per cent.,
between taking the money at once and getting it in ten
annual instaiments. The Government were, in fact, agreeing
to give a great deal more than 625,000,000; they weregiviug
as great an additional advantage as if they paid the whole
subsidy in cash at once, instead of paying it in from one to
ton years. True, the Government became the depository of
the moncy, but they were bound to pay interest on it. Lt
was the Company's money handed over to them only as they
earned it, but in the meantime they received intereet on it,
and were the gainers by an advance payment.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I cannot really comprehend
what the hon. gentleman is driving at. If the Company
floated $25,000,000 of their bonds at present, when- money
was cheap, and they placed the money in the hands of the
Government, who ailowed them four per cent. on it, it
appeared plain to him that the Company gained nothing,
and the Go.ernment lost nothing; for the Company had to
pay interest for the moneyand they obtained interest froin
the Government for it. This, it struck him, was a parallel
case to that of the Canada Central Railway Company, which
had only to oettle by actuarial calculation what was the
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equivalent at five per cent. of $12,000 a mile, and issue
bonds in the same proportion.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course there is no difficulty in settling
the value of $251000,000 by actuarial calculation.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In that case it is payable
as it is earned, and in this case it is payable as it is
earned.

Mr. BLAKE said that the hon. gentleman might
have erred in the case of the Canada Central, but, as theï
road was a short one, the error would be a small error; but
that was no reason why there should be a large error in this
case. Suppose that, instead of getting the value of
825,000,000 in coupons, the Company asked for it in cash,
they might say : "We are entitled te that 825,000,000, and
you must pay it over to us; but we will pay it back to you,
and you must pay us.four per cent. on it, because it is our
money." The hon. gentleian would-then be paying four
per cent. to the Company on the whole amount, in the
interval, until they earned it. Instead of that, he gave
them the opportunity of paying four per cent. interest -on
the bonds they floated, and they practically obtained-the
adyantage of getting a present payment instead of a
deferred payment of their subsidy.

SirIEONARD TILLEY. They do not get the money
at all under this arrangement.

,Mr. BLAKE said they got their interest on it, however.
They issued their bonds, and the Government agreed to pay
them interest for a certain period.

9 [Mr. MILLS said that if the Company did nothing until
the tenth year, they would draw four per cent. interest on
the $25,000,000 without having done anything for it. Sup-
pose, instead of that, they did one-tenth every year; if the
Government security was given at once, and the interest
was paid on the whole sum, did not the hon. gentleman see
that the Company woud be receiving a large amount of
interest on money they were not entitled to receive. If
the Company did all the work in the first year, the posi-
tion taken by the hon. gentlemen opposite would be all
right; but the Company might defer doing the work till
the last year, in which case the hon. gentlemen would be
paying four per cent on $25,000,000 for nine years without
the Company doing anything at all.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said the misconception of
hon. gentlemen opposite arose from their not having read
the clause. The contract provided for the payment of a
certain sum of money in a certain way-that was, as it was
earned; and it only differed froni the precedent established
by hon. gentlemen opposite in respect of time and amount.
Ife (Sir Charles Tupper) did not admit that there was any
error on the part of the late Finance Minister. , On the con-.
trary, ho believed that hon. gentleman adopted a perfectly
correct mode of dealing with a precisely similar case. By the
contract the late Government made for the extension of the
Canada Central ,Railway, they promised to pay a certain
sumi of money, not at any particular time, but as
it should be earned during a certain period of
time. This contract makes exactly the same pro-
vision. It provided that a certain sum of money should be
paid only as it was earned. Then it providedexactly as the
Canada Central contract provided, that a different mode
might be adopted-that instead of money being paid in
cash as the work proceeded, a guarantee of interest on
bonds for a specifie time should be substituted for the cash
payment. The amount of that interest was arrived at by
an actuarial calculation of what it was worth, thei
difference being that, as money was dearer then thani
now, the rate was five per cent. wbile it was four perj
cent. under the present arrangement. The Govern-1
ment held the money in this case as in the other.

Sir LEoNA1D TILLET.

Mr. BLAKE. The bon. Minister says this is the same
thing that was done before by the late Government. lie la
mistaken. The late Government gave to the Canada4
Central Railway the option of accepting a g.uarantee of
iterest; and I assume that they stated the rate at which
the calculation should be made, namely, five per cent. since
the hon. gentleman says so; but that was not dealt witly
until the reign of the present Governmeuit. The ti!ne ?häd
not arrived in which it became necossary to ascertain what
the basis of the calculation should be until the present
Government came in, and it is they who have fixed the bais of
calculation, not the five per cent, but who determined, if they
did determine-and the hon. gentleman says they did-
that the whole sum due to the Canada Central Railway, from
time to time as the work went on, should be treated as if
it was all due cash at the present day. It seems to me
perfectly plain that your arrangement is practically the
same in its results to this Company as if you anticipated
the payment of $25,000,000 in cash. If .you take the
$25,000,000 which are due from time te time, as they carry
on the work, and say you shall give it to them on the lst
July next, you must admit you give a very serions and
important advantage to the Company; an advantage,
assuming them to be earning their money regularly year
'y year, from one to ton years, of from $5,000,000 to
$5,500,000, calculating interest at four per cent. Yousay:
" We will not give you the subsidy in advance, but we wifl
agree to give you our bonds for the subsidy in advance."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. BLAKE. Becanse those coupons are nathing less

than bonds, as far as the Government is concorned, for the
payment of a certain sum ont of the first coupons of the
capital bonds of the Company. I am not objecting nowto
the 'principle of substituting a deferred payment for a
payment deforred, it is true, but deferred to a lesser day.
I am discussing simply the principle on which you put the
Company onthe same and no better footing under the new
calculation than you would under the old one; and, I say,
in order to put them in the same position when you are
agreeing to pay at a longer interval than that at which you
are now paying the $25,000,000, you must first asqertain
what are the intervals at which you must pAy. the
$25 000,000. You are under no obligation to pay ont at al
until the money is earned, and from now until the time the
nmoney is due is a period during which the money should
not bear interest. There are two elements of uncertainty
in this question: One is, you do not Iknow hów
fast the money will be earned; the other is, you
do not know whether it will be earned 'or not.
What you propose to do is to take the $25,000,000 as if it
was now payable, when it is only-payable according as'the
work progresses. You propose to determine what the
worth of the delay is at four per cent., and pay that sm to
the Company.'

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Finance Minister said he was

about to enter into a caleulation of what the delay would be,
on the $25,000,000; that he was ab9ut to calculate what
would fall due the first year, what the second, and so on.
He comes to the very point at which I 8tarted, namely, that
you must not assume -the $25,000,000 as now payable, but
must acknowledge that it is a sum payable at future periods.
How are you going to determine those periods? You weuld
require, not an actuary, but a probability man -like
Vennor. No actuary can guess when this moneywil be
earned, or predict it will be earned atall. If you agtee !with
me, you have got to meet that problem. How are yougoing
to solve it ? What you said was that you hd
not to meet it at all, that you treated the $25,000,000 as the
basis of a calculation, and, having to pay it the lst July,'pao-
ceeded to ascertain wat is its value from then to twenty
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years. The bon. Minister said this was of no consequencei
*ih41the Government got the money and not the Company.
But the Company do get it, because they simply lend you the
money and.you pay four per cent. interest on it,

'Si LEONARD TILLEY. I cannot see the objection the
hon., gentleman has raised to the calculation made in the
cases to i*hich.I have referred. The question is what are ýwe
to be called on to pay over a certain number of years, part
iA principal and part in interest ?

Mr. BLAKE. You assume the $25,000,000 as due.,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY said that made no difference,

because the actuary decided what that 825,000,000 was
equivalent to, payable over twenty or thirty years. I givei
the hon. gentleman the strongest case that could be made.
The Government agreed to pay bonds equivalent to
$25,000,OUO interest and principal, during thirty years. Sup-
posig they were issued for thirty years. Say they
reaLzed $40,000,000, $25,000,000 of which were placed in
the hands of the Government and $815,000,000 mn a bank, at
the control of the Government, the Government paying four
per cent. on the amount deposited with them-the Govern-
ment had the use of the money, and the hon. gentleman
should congratulate the country on the fact that we could
get it at four per cent., when not long ago we had to pay five,
per cent. ; and the money could be used i redeeming five
per cent. securities which would give us a gain of one per
cent.

Mr. M.acDONNELL (Inverness). Do the Company get
the benefit of the interest at once on these $25,000,000?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said the bondholders'got the
interest if the Government agreed to pay them. Instead of
being four per cent., it was four per cent. and a certain
portion of the principal. The Company did not get the

nefit of the interest. They handed it over to the Govern-
ment, which agreed to pay the interest on those bonds at
four per cent.

Mr. HIAGGART said the position scemed to him to be a
perfectly clear one. The Company would get the payments
spread over a certain number of years. The difficulty was
to find out the amount actually to be earned during each
year, but, dividing the amount by the number of years and
making an actuarial bomputation of what those lands would
bring, you looso the same amount of interest as the Govern-
ment would give them on the deposit.

Mr. BLAKE. If you do it; but the Finance iinister
gays he is not going to do it.

Mr. HAGGART said, in order to obtain the $85,000,000
they muast have lost an amount equal to the interest at four
per cent.

Mr. ANGLIN said there would be no difficulty if we
knew exactly at what period the several instalments of this
money were to be paid.

Mr. HAGGART. That is the difficulty.
Mr. ANGLIN eonsidered that it was an insuperable

difficulty. The Minister of Finance seemed to assume that
the bonds would be put on the mnarket on short terme, but
hos -could the value of these bonds be estimated, actuarially
or otherwise, without knowing when the Dominion was to
become liable to the contractors for any particular amount ?
That was impossible. What seemed to him to be an easy
mode was this-if the contractors chose to be paid by that
mode : that the bords should be calculated from the date nt
'which'they were issued, that the Government should take
the money realized by the bonds and pay them no interest
on it, but make the payments proportionately as the
contractors earned the money, and so pay them from time
to time, unless it were to be supposed that the Government
should make default. In any case, of course, if they should
make default then they ought to pay the contractors thel

nterest on the money 80 held from them, but the money
lodged with the Government and with the banks-not merely
the $25,000,000, but the whole proceeds of those bonds-was
not the money of the contractors at al unitil they earned it,
but the money of the Government. If the calculation be
inade upon the value of the bonds as if the money were to
be all earned and due to the contractors on the day when
the bonds were thon issued, then the Govornment should
hold, not the $25,000,000, but the whole proceede of those
bonds, making what use of the money they thiought proper
in the public intorest, and paying to the contractors as they
earned the money exactly the amount they earned without
uterestbecaus e it was not their until they earned it.

Mr. PLUMB said that a geod many of those diffi-
culties which had been urged with sach ingenutty would
disappear on a closer inspection of the Bill. The contractors
could substitute the issue of land grant bonds for a mort-
gage upon their road and lands, and could dekosit the pro-
ceeds of tbose bonds with the Government at four per cent.
interest. The Government guarantees the interest on the
cou ons, so far as they have the money in their bande and
no Ifurther. When the contractors have earned the money
upon thoir contract, the Government have the means in
their own hands to pay them as fast as they earn it. The
complication whichL had been made on the othor side wae
the confusion between paying interest to the contractors
and paying interest upon the money deposited with tbem
that they paid upon the bonds to whoever paid them. They
did not pay double interest.

Mr. ANGLIN. Oh yes, they do.
Mi.. PLUMB. That was where the hon, gentleman

was at sea. Be would discover by reading the contract
again that Government only guarantee the payment of
interest on the bonds represcnted by the money deposited
with them. The section was perfectly distinct, if it was
read in connection with the other clauses, and there was no
necessity for actuarial or complicated calculations. He bad
studied the matter carefully, because it had presented itself
to a supporter of the Government in the same way that the
hon. member for Gloucester had understood it ; and he
admitted that at first flush there was some difflculty in
understanding the clause from the way it was drawn, but it
was clear when read in connection with the other sections.
The Government receive from the contractors the proceeds
of the bonds. Whether the money is raised to-day or next
year, or the year after, the matter is precisely the same;
it does not make a bit of difference, except that the Govern-
ment have got to pay four per cent. interest on the bonds.
If there wae an objection to that it could- be discusFed, and
there was no other. He thought that the Goverament had
made a capital arrangement in providing this, because it
reduced the subsidy to the contractors.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI asked the Finance Minister
whether, if the bonds were converted into $25,000,000 and
deposited with the Governient, the Company would be
entitled to any interest upon it, whether they would receive
it, and if so, how much ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said the Governmont would
pay four per cent. interet on any money deposited with them.
The Company negotiate these bonds and place the proceeds
in the bands of the Government for the protection of the
bondholders to a certain extent, because it is in advance of
their having earned it. The Government paid for such
money-the contractors' money-four per cent. The Govern-
ment agreed to pay, instead of 25,000,000, a larger aum,
extending over a certain number of years.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH asked if the Government were to
pay the Company four per cent. on the deposit ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Four per cent, on the 0oneY
deposited with us.
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Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. To the Company?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is held as part and parcel

of the money out of which we are to pay this interest.
Mr. ANGLIN said if Lhe clause was as the hon. member

for Niagara understood it to be, it would not be so objec-
tionable-perhaps not objectionable at all-but the provi-
sion was as follows :-

Il d. Until the first day of January. 1882, the Company shall have the
option, instead of issuing land grant bonds as hereinafter provided, of
substituting the payment by the Government of the interest (or part of
interest) on bonds of the Company mortgaging the railway and the lands
to be granted by the Government, running over such term of years as may
be approved by the Governor in Council, in lieu of the cash subsidy
agreed to be granted to the Company or any part thereof ; such payments
of interest to be equivalent according to actuarial calculation to the
corresponding cash payment, the Government allowing 4 per cent.
intereBt on moneys deposited with then; and the coupons representing
the interest on such bonds shall be guaranteed by the Government to the
extent of such equivalent."

Hence the Government were to undertake to pay interest
or part of the interest on those bonds, not to the contractors
that they may pay it again to parties owning the bonds,
but the Government becoming themselves directly respon.
sible to the holders of bonds. The Government had provided
that they were to pay four per cent. upon the money placed
in their hands as the produce of those bonds.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said that, of course, the
interest would be paid in money, and would be paid to the
bolders of coupons. The Government agreed to pay
interest. The coupons would represent the interest, and
the Government guaranteed the interost to be paid on the
coupons, which would amount to only four per cent.

IL being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.
On clause 6,
Mr. BLAKE suggested tliat " shall" should be substituted

for "may," as it was desirable the Government should take
security.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER concurred.
Clause, as amended, agreed to.
On clause 6,
Mr. BLAKE said he understood that the meaning of the

last part of the provision as to what was lo be the standard
between Yale and Port Moody, and the practical effect of
that. was to provide that the Government would construct
the piece of railway between these points of the same
standard as that provided by the third clause for the con-
tractors' portion.

Sir JOHN A. MACI)ONALD. Certainly.
Clause agreed to.
On sub-section b, clause 9 of the schedule,
Mr. BLAKE said he thought the interests ofthe Dominion

would be better consulted by its becoming the negotiator
in the markets of the world of its own securities, and that a
provision which allowed the Company the option of taking
terminable funds of the Government instead of cash was
not a wholesome one.

Sub-section agreed to.
On sub-section c,
Mr. BLAKE said that this sub-section provided that:
"If at an y time the Company shall cause to be delivered on or near

the line of te said railway, at a place satisfactiory to the Government,
steel rails and fasteuings to be used in the construction of the railway, but
in advance of the requirements for such construction, the Government, on
the requisition of the Company, shall, upon such terms and conditions as
shall be determined by the Government, advance thereon three-fourths of
the value thereof at the place of delivery."

He thought that some arrangement should be made by
which if the period elapsing between the period of delivery

Sir LEoNARD TILLET.

and the period of requirement was a long one, a rebate
should bo made upon the interest which the Government
would pay on throo-fourths of the value.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said a similar provision had
been made by the late Government with reference to the
Canada Central, and a body of gentlemen for whom the hon.
memi er for West Durham had a great respect-the new
Syndicate-required the same concession.

Mr. BLAKE said ho did not object to a reasonable
advance being made if the conditions were reasonable, but
he objected to the Government paying interest for a period
which might be one of considerable length.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER said if the hon. gentleman
would read the clause again, ho would fiid that the Govern-
ment were in a position to exact the interost if they saw
fit. The clause read:

'The Government, on the requisition of the Company, shall, upon such
terms and conditions as shall be determined by the Government ad vance,"
He might add1 that it was perfectly understood that
the Government were to have the interest if they required
it, though if the period was short and the amount small it
was not likely they would advance.

Mr. BLAKE said ho was perfectly satisfied with the
hon. gentleman's statements.

Sub-section agreed to.
On sub-section d,
Mr. BLAKE said this brought them back to where they

were before recess. He wanted to point out that the clause
of the Bill which has been passed through the Committee
rightly stated the nature of the proposed transaction. lie
did not object in its principle t>) the substitution of a pro-
perly calculated allowance representing what the Company
were to get in the subsidy. If the interests were calculated
on a proper basis and proper precautions were taken, this
was a change which would not unduly alter the position of
the Government. But ho wished to point out that the mode
of conducting this particular operation was seriously
important-that it might materially affect the real amount
that the Company is to receive. It bad been suggested that
this would ho only a guarantee of interest, but it was quite
clear, although the phrase guarantee was used, this was
really a paymentofinterest. In the first place, the intention
was to substitute one sum of money paid in instalments
for another sum of money which was an absolute
payment. The Company were to receive 825,000,000
as the work progressed in twenty mile sections, but we
were going to agree that instead of paying that sum to the
Company, instead of certain unfixed .proportions, to pay a
larger sum for forbearance of the subsidy by annual instal-
ments to the Company or to its bondholders. That that
view was correct was shown in clause 3, which stated
that in lieu of the payment of the said subsidy direct to the
Company, the Government might convert the same and any
interests accruing thereon into a fund for payment to the
extent of such fund, with interest on the bonds of the Com-
pany; that is, instead of paying $25,000,000 direct to the
Company, as it would be entitled to under the contract, the
Government might make a fund composed of the $25,000,000
and the interest for forbearance of that sum, and pay that
fund out in interest on the bonds of the Company. It was
desirable to ascertain what was meant by "any interests
accruing thereon." To ascertain that it was necessary to
know when the interest commenced to accrue, at what rate,
and for what time it accrued ? The rate was stated to be four
per cent., the time was to be such as the Company and the
Government might agree upon. The first question in the
three factors, making the gross amount, was the question
which his hon.friend had not yet answered. He wanted to know
when the interest was to begin to accrue on the $25,000,000.
Was the interest to start from the day the contract was
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ma4o*ithi the. Company or from the day the Bill passed
thmrough Parliament ? It certainly was not to start from
the day the money became actually payable to the Company
nuder thé coitract, because this arrangement could only e
iipIetnented before Jnuary, 1882. -A he had already
reiarked, they were substituting for the subsidy payable
t1he Company a larger snm, composed of that subsidy
and the interests on that subsidy for a certain period of
faosmti=oe which they were to pay to the bondholders of
the mpany instead. This was borne out by the clause
uderconsideation, reading as follows:-

"Until the frst day of January, 1882, the Gompany shall have the
.OeP!t4iinatead of iaing land-grant bonda as hereinafter provided, and
sabithtut.ing the payment, by the Government, of the interest (or lart of
intêrit) on the bonds of the Company, nortgaging the railway and the
laadstlo be -granted by the Goveranment, running over such term of years
as may be approved by the Governor in Council. in lieu of the cash
subsidy hereby agreed to be granted to the Company or any part thereof
snch-psYînents of rnterest to be equvalent, according te actuariai
calmtion, to the corresponding cash payment."

No any sum paid for interest out of the moneys deposited
brthe Company would not be charged against the Company
in that'respect; but as against this fund which, by this third,
clause, they were creating out of the subsidy and the interest
on the sbsidy. Instead of paying the subsidy at certnin or
uncertain times they were going to obtain a longer time and
to pay it by half yearly instalments, and to pay interest at
tour per cent. How large the fund would be would depend
upon the date from which they commenced to pay interest.
It was obvious that the practical value of the fund depended
upon theq uestion when the subsidy became payable. If in-
stead of the $25,000,000 being payable at once they arranged
to make twenty half yearly payments and to calculate the
interest at four per cent. for the forbearance the Company
would give, it would amount to forty half yearly ayments, or
a little over $913,000, and they would pay in te course of
twenty years a little over $3 ',.00,000. What he wanted to
point out was, that in order to make a fund up to that amount
they required to give this as an addition to the 825, 00.000
presently payable. But a large portion of that sum was not
payable for many years, a considerable portion was not
payable until the end of ten years, and it was quite clear
that, in making any calculation which they would have to
make before lst January 1882, they ought not to allow
interest upon the $25,000,000 as if it was due at the time
they were making the calculation. They must recognize
the fact that a large portion ofit was payable without interest
ata later date, and a large portion of it many years later.

Mr. PLUMB. Is my hon. friend arguing upon the basis
1hat this payment that he is speaking of is made to the
Company in advance of the earning that they make by
buiding the road'4

Mr. BLAKE. According to the contract I say this
$2500O,000 would be payable as earned. The earlier they
determined that the $25,000,000 was due to the Company,
thealarger would be the fund, and the more they would
advantage the Company. Withont having run the figures
ont, he estimated that if the $25,000,000 were payable in
ten half yearly instalments at four per cent. something like
$20,500,000 would be the representation oi the 825,000,000
so jyable. It was quite clear, then, that if they took the
$25,00m00 as presently payable, they added between
84,0,M000 and $5,000,000 in cash to the advantage the
Compasy were receiving. Of course, they had to add the
mnteï»stf w'hieh would perhap, inmrease this amount by
$200,000. , aWht he wanted te understand was upon what
bas did the Government calculate in order to fix the
amount of4hw aggregtte fund.

$lu LEI0TARD TILLEY, in order to illustrate bis view,
wôld p pose that on the lst of-January, 1882, the Govern.
ment, at-the requést of the Company, gave their
musent 'to the issue of #37,500,000 of bonds at four
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per cent. Sappose they were sold at par, the
proceeds of the bonds were piaed in the hande
of the Governmeût, or at the disposat of the Government-
$25,u00,000 in the hands of the Government, and 8'2,500,000
at the disposai of the Government, in one of the banks of
the Dominion. If the whole thing failed, the Government
would b. in a position of having 35,00,000 at 4 per cent.
for 35 years, and the money to pay the bonds when they
becrme due. Supposing that the Company went on in goW
faith under the terms of the contract, the liability et the
Government would accoe on the let of January, Io82, when
the bonds were issued, because they would receive the po-
ceeds and undertake to pay the money at the sane tune.
Under the conditions of the firet sub section, the Vo
would be entitled thon to receive $2,50ô,000, together Wi
fifty per cent of that, or $1,250,000 in addition,or 4,760,000.
That money would be in the hands of the Government to pay
the interest on the bonds, and might be paid to the Company,
or to the mon who paid theinterest on the coupons. There-
fore there was no loss to the Govornment. It might go into
the hands of the Company, or it might not. If it did, wo
only ran the risk of paying the coupons, but, as in the case of
the Canada Central, that was a matter of arrangement. With
reference to the sinking fund, the Government agreed to take
that sinking fund and hold it subject to arrangement after-
wards.

Mr. BLAKE said the explanation was very lengthy, but
tie Finance Minister had not answered the very âimple
question which he (Mr. Blake) bad put to him. lie would
like an answer te that one question. The Government had
to undortake the task of deciding this point some time,
and it should be decided before the Bill was passed. The
Governnont had no option, but had to yiold to the absolute
right of the Companyto enter into the transaction they
wore now discussing. The question was: When tho
Governmont was ascud to croate a fund by taking the
$2 ,000,000 cash, and the interest on that $25,000,000 for
the length of time that the bonds hiad to run, from what
date was the Govern ment going to calculate the interest
would commence to faHl due ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. From the date of the bonds.
It nakes no difference whether it is to.morrow or six months
hence, because the proceeds of those bonds must come into
the hands of the Governiment.

Mr. BLAKE said it w as clear they now had a basis of
calculation, and that basis was not what the hon. gentlemen
on the Troasury benches to the right of the Finance
Minister and the Finance Minister in expectancy thought it
was, but the calculation was to be from the date of the issue
of the bonds, namelysome time after1stJanuary, 1880. They
were therefore to assume, for the purpose of creating this
fund, that the 825,000,000 was presently payable. The hon.
Finance Minister said : " I take the $25,000.000 and I ascer-
tain wbat the interest will be at four per cent. en the
$25,00i,000, turning it into half-yearly instalments for the
years these bonds are to run, and I find it amoants to a
much larger sum, and instead of giving you $25,000,000 in
cash, I give you my bonds fbr this larger sum," and the Fin-
ance Minister rightly said: "If the monoy was thon due, and
if the rate ofinterest was not too onerous, the country wotild
not lose by the transetion, for he had obtained time fbr
payment at a fair rate of interest." The difficulty lay in his
assuming that the $25,000,000 was then due on the 1st of
Jnly next. HRe ad calculated interest from that tiio and
was giving, therefore, an aggregate ofeoupons otf$36,00O,00
or $37,000,000, when, in point of fact, by the operation he
was paying interest on the $25,000,000 for that interval of
years that would elapse before it was really earned by the
Company. The hon. gentleman could not deny that the
fund he proposed to croate by this process would be larger
than if he took into account the fact that there was no
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intsrest payable on that $25,000,000 for a great number of aecording te this canse, one million-of dll
years; and being so much larger, it had to be recouped to four per cent. interest on the $25? 10 wb a
the' country some way or other, or the bonus would hon, gentleman going tuaign that? Aeordig to his
be in fact larger by the difference. How was it (Sir Richard-J. Oartwright's) understandingfthsclause
fo 'be recouped to the country? Not under any pro- that would be the propertyof the. ComPany.
vision of this Bill, because this Bill simply provides that Sir LEONARD TILLEY.'No.
the proceeds of these lands, when sold, in part in the hands
of the Government, and in part in bank unaer control of the
Government. For the part in bank the Government got Pro
nothing, though ho admitted the control was a considerable sdvantage. That rnght not ho the meaning or the 'Gvîrn-
security against misappropriation of the money. The money
wIliëh was put into its own hands was simply borrowed by the clause, and it *onld not ho at aliznlikeIy that tii
the Government from the Company at forty cents interest Company wonld put the sie construction upon it thathe
forthe period until it was put into the construction of the did, if it passed in its present shape. We wonid te pretily
rod4. What was the position of the Company? Tt had circumstanced indeed, if at some future time tii.ompany
been able to raise, say, %45,000,000, as it might, if it used obtained a legal decision that the siaus. admitted of Vhs
the whole of these 845,000,000 in twenty year bonds at four cnstruction. What precautions were to ho takon to prevent
per cent., and if paid no interest on the $45,000,000 for the tue $1,000,000 or $900,000 gctting intothe handi the
period of the.currency of these bonds, because the interest Company?
was provided by the public in lieu of the $25,000,000 sub- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD thonght that the fonse
sidy. Snce, the hon. gentleman had attached coupons and country would trust the Goverument with tus s&cred
represaenting $25,000,000, plus interest on those bonds. charge; that they wonld net allow the country te pay eight

Mr. PLUMB. lear, hear. per cent.; they would only pay four per cent.
Mr. BLAKE said ho referred the hon. member for Niagara Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman

to the clause which read as follows may net :- able to help himself.
Sir JOHIN A_ MACDONALD. We will trust the hon.

"In lieu of the payment of the said money subsidy direct to the gentlemen opposite.
Company, the Government may couvert the same and any interest
accmed thereon into a fund for the payment to the extent of such fund, of Sir R[011M11 J. CARTWRIGHT. We may net hoable
interest on the bonds of the Company, and may pay such interest Vo help yen. A misconstruction here may corne to have an
accrdingly," accodingy."excessively serions effect.
Sc that the $25,000,000 and interest were to be turned into Mr. McCUAIG said ho understood we were to pay foar per
a Government fund, which Government fund was to obcent. on, $25,000,000 until the completion of tus road, and
devoted, in lieu of the subsidy, to the payment of interest this was o be paid as the work progressed. Would tus
on the Company's bonds. The Company were, therefore, clause place ns in sny different position from tiat?
at ne charge for interest on those bonds. The subsidy Sr.LEONARD TILLEY. No
which was received from the Govern ment paid that intérest.
So that the interest is paid by the Governient for what it>-Mr. McCIAIG. The issue of these bonds is to enable
borrows in effect from the Company and holds as security. the Com pany te borrow at four percent. in the market now,
The. best interest they eau arrange for is paid by the other in consequence of the money being very cheap.
corporations that have it, and the Government pays -the Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That'is it.
other interest in lieu of subsidy on the bonds. Assuming Mr. McCUAIG. Then there should b. no doubt about
for the purpose of calculation that the $25,000,000 is the construction of hs clause.
presently payable, the Governmont are in effect making a
present to the Company of the interest that would accrue
between the time it is presently payable and the time it Mr. McCUAIG ssked if four per cent. coupons would b.
would reallybho payable Vo the Company. attached te those bonds.

Sir LEONAID TILLEY said, suppose bonds were Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yos.
iissed for $35,000,000, and tha.t the proceeds were placed in Sr. McCUAIG thoght the Government would he
the bande of the. Government, they would simply ho paying pable for the intereat. Ie understood the proceeds of
four er cent. on those bonds until hey were due, and the those bonds would be deposited with the Goverument
principal would ho there to pay it. Therewould ho nolset the extent of h25,000,000, on whieh aonunt the
te -the country in thatcaee. We would simply be obtainingtovernment would have o py four per cent. interst 'Was
money ut four per cent, for a period of years. That is on ho topunderstnd that when tec four per cent. was pid
tie muintransactio1n. Wtat interest would the Goveru- the. deposit it was teho placed to th debit of the Govrn
mcntiepryut beeidesdu Just simply the interest on mentu?
whatever subsidy would he coming to the Compaby, year tir LEONARD ILLEY. No ; we pay i dothe coupons.
afteryear. If it wore two millions sud a haîf the first c r. Mc AIG dodn.nWtundserestad it that way. If this

the. Government wouldpay8100,000 eut of the om10y issue bonds upon whieh the are cans ot
Tregury; if two sud saif millions more tho following S which t e GoveHN iMent is liableAD a d ctheprooeeueghtf thoe

Sthi. interest wolild b. *200,000takeneut of -the bondc are deposited with the Government, and if w. pais ,the
Msury. W e pay, interest in proportion as we psy the Compa y four per cent. on tudn deposit, wp y egp er

pee.i;eeyodnhelaompany are yentitlod te. cent.
Sir R I CH ARD J. CARTWRIGHT.sdhoeuderstoodthe SrLEONAR)TILEY. Thathuroper centisadby

lien; Finance. Iinister tesay that ho proposed te puy eutthm Goverument e the coupos. We se the money dlpofit.d
the. 43TlO{1O0eçr whatever sum h. ealized. wir Jns opuy te. coupoonth bonds, sd trelive hn.

SirLBONARD TILjEY. *ItVdepends on the number or GoverR ntRofD JeResponsibility Wf p myiag otba.
y.t but sa thatMr. McCUAIG said that if tod wovernnent ode r

S,'r;RICIARD -J. CARtWRIetT. Supposing.t$C5- th0e0 couponsit0 ould ho a chargeton tis oadand
'dp~o one-tenth of the work hey will b. p.d#3e7loU0. revnue t becoat h swd-if t pro ed.Wou thids

rso good ; but in addition to thaut thero will howere pted under the overnmet fd th.y a tpgy
gIr, BAKEI 
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to the Company four per cent. on that deposit, it would be
equivalent to eight per cent.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said the four per cent. on the
depesit 'would b paid to the party who was bound to take
up those coupons, as in the case of the Canada Centrat If,
for instance, those coupons were payable at the ofice of any
bank in London, as in the case of the Canada Central, the
Govenment would redeem the interest on those $25,000,000
ineifs hando, and that ought t redeem those coupons which
were the -Governinént's liâbility.

Mr. McCUAIG said the Company could, at their own
convenience,dispose of those bonds in the highest market,and
whenever it suited them to deposit with the Government,
whether they required the money or not, and from that time
it would commence to bear interest. It might occur that
Government had no use for the money. Under those circum-
stances there would certainly ho a loss of interest, unless the
parties with whom it was deposited were willing to pay
four per cent.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said the bon. member was
raising another question, whether it was desirable that the
Government should accept the money and pay four per cent.
when possibly they might have no use for the money. During
the nett fiscal year the Government would have to borrow
perhaps $15,000,000, and if they went upon the English
market they could not obtain it just as they required it.
The same objection would lie with respect to any loan as to
the $15,000,000. But ho was satisfied the Governmont
could use in the interest of the Dominion the $25,000,000
either in meeting liabilities or in redeeming five per cent.
securities between this time and 18z-5, without the loss of
any more money than the Government were on the English
market three months hence and floated a loan.

Mr. McCUAIG said he was quite satisfied with the answer
given by the Finance Minister to the first question. Several
other hon. members have been uncertain on that point,
and it was desirable it should be made clear. It was grati-
fying to hear that there was no probability of a large sum
of money being at the credit of the Government in the
bank.

Mr. ANGLIN said the Finance Minister persisted in arguing
as if the money would ho the money of the Syndicate, whereas
it would really ho that of the people of this country. The hon.i
gentleman had pr3ceeded with bis calculations as if the whole
of the $25,000,000 were to be due to the Company when
the bonds were issued. None of that money would in any1
sense belong to the Company until some portion of the
road had been constructed, and then they would become
entitled to a fair proportion. If, in the arrangement between
the Government and Company, it had been settled that the
bonds should be sold whenever it appeared that they could
be disposed of most advantageously, and·that they should be
sold ail at once, rather them piecemeal, no objection wouldi
be made; but ho could not understand why the Governmentî
pledged itself to pay any interest on the money so obtained.i
To whom would the Government pay the interest ? The
last proposition was a second thought. The Governmont,
it was stated, would pay 4 per cent. on $37,500,000, equalt
te 6 per cent. on $25,000,000, and thus would in the timee
named extinguish the Government liability to pay thei
$Z:5,000,000 subsidy. If the 4 per cent. mentioned in thei
clause under consideration were really to be applied in part1
ayment of the amount the Government undertake to pay the

bondbolders, that-part of the clause Was wholly unnecesesary.
The obvious meaning is that four per cent. is to be paid to
the contractors-4hat the Government are firet to pay iwhat-c
ever, rate might be necessary after a certain number oft
years t cover both intarest and principal, and bosides that,i
if this clause was to go- into effect as it stood, they would'
have to pay four per cent. As the work prooded the,

contractors would be entitled 'to certain shares of th*
money and they would ho paid accordingly. The na#ter
might ho got at in another way. If they were to assun
that the share to eho due to the contractors year after year
was one-tenth, and the work was te progress uniformly,
thon of course one-tenth of $25,000,000, ora sum equivalent
to that amount, would ho paid one year after another.
In that case we would have no interest account, and we
would go on paying a sum on sinking fund year
after year. But under this arrangement w. would
have te pay interest and sinking fund for the extinction of
the claim, and yet it was argued by the hon. gentleman
opposite as if this money would ho the money of
the contractors, before they had earned apy of it,
and as if the Governmont were roally incurring an
obligation te the contractors, bocause they had the holding
and the using of the noney in the public interests. It was
at any rate e rident that there was a good-deal of doubt as te
what the clause really meant, and it should be se reopn
structed as to make its meaning perfectly clear, and te secure
the exemption of the country from a liability which Parlia-
ment did not intend to impose upon it.

Mr. PLUMB said he was net surprised that the late Finance
Minister did not venture te tako the view of this subseetion
which had been taken by other hon, gentlemen who werenot
so familiar with financial operations as he (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright) was. Ie was not nuch surprised at the
views expressed by the hon. gentleman who ha just taken
bis seat. He was not much surprised at the views taken
by the leader of the Opposition, though ho fancied if this
proposition ho had supported were made te him as the
solicitor for, or as a large shareholder li, a loan sooiety, ho
would soon perceive that it was untonable. What was the
actual common sense view of this section ? It was that if
the Company choose te avail thomselves of the option
under this clause before say 1882, they might issue a
certain amount of bonds upon the whole franchises of the
Company, including the land grant and the money grant of
$25,000,000-or, perhaps, more, for the amount was not
material to the principal-they could substitute-the word
was an awkward one, but it conveyed the meaning-
that amount of the payment of subsidy and interest paid
by the Government for those bonds up to the amount
which they secured to the Government by the deposit of
money. If they received 625,000,000 deposited and
the Government could pay four per cent, on that
deposit, as they would pay interest on any other
loan, the subsidies due to the Company afterwards
wore net teobe paid out of the money for that period.
The whole argument by hon. gentlemen opposite was that
there was some connection between the money which the
Company had borrowed and put in the hands of the
Governmentand the subsidy, whoreas they had no connection
whatever, and no possibility of the Company getting double
interest, as might be inferred from the remarks of hon.
gemlemen opposite. The only question involved was
whether the Goverument was in a position te undertake to
pay on a deposit, not defined but coming in at any particular
moment, a rate of-four per cent. If the Government could sag
that their arrangements were such that they could do
so without inconvenience, they made the transaction
entirely distinct from any payment te the contraeto-s on
account of their work, and this was expressly stipulated in
the clause. In that ease the Government were perfectly
justified in taking the money as they propobed thiake it.
The late Finance Minister knew very well that in i vem-
ber, 1876, when ho made his boan of $8,000,000 sterling, le
did not want his money for more than a year, and h. eft
the money in bngland at a low rate of iaterest, as mony
was just thon realizing in London more tha on. ad s haIf
per cent. It was convenient for him te borrow the money
at that time, but ho must know that hoecould inote opmetlb
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get his money in a day's searching, and that therefore there
must be a considerable amount of interest. They were
told that there must be some abstruse actuarial calculation
made te ascertain what time this sum became due to the
contractors undcr the contract. This had nothing whatever
to do with this calculation, and he must say, and he seid it
with great respect, that the hon. gentleman had mixed
himself up upon this point. This 'whole argument had
grown out of the fact that the hon. gentleman had,in some
extraordinary way, mixed up two entirely separate
questions. The whole transaction was this: t might be
convenient for this Syndicate to raise a certain sum of money
otherwise than was provided in this Bill. The Government
undertook to guarantee coupons on the bonds of the sum s
raised, and it was provided that after these bonds were
negotiated the proceeds would go into their bande and the
money be deposited with the Government. The Govern-
ment would have to puy the coupons as they came round,
and as they had the money in their bands they could afford
to pay four per cent. interest on it. It was simply a deposit
of money with the Government, exactly as if a loan associa-
tion-received that money and the Government undertook
the trust of paying coupons upon it, and if they had money
enough in their hands in the end they would apply it to the
payment of the bonds. When the Syndicate did their work
they would receive their money for it. Did anybody
suppose the fund was one which the Company themselves
were to be debited with when they received the money on
their contract? Ie rather thought not.

Mr. HAGGART said he had a great difficulty in under-
standing this clause, and his final opinion of it differed from
that of other hon. gentlemen. In the first place, it seemed to
him that the Government, instead of giving $25,000,000 to
the Company as they earned it, proposed to give it in the
form of interest coupons, or to pay interest coupons on
bonds to be; issued by the Company. The most difficult
point to determine was at what period this money was to
be paid. if the work was done equally each year it would
not he very easy to say how mueh the Company should
receive each year. But they might do a small quantity of
work one year and a large quantity of work another year.
He would piesume that the Company would do the work
equally over the ten years; if so, it was a simple calcula-
tion to find out what amount the Governmeit ought to
guarantee to the Company. It-would be very easy to find
out what $25,000,000 would be divided by ten, and what
four per cent. on the balance would realize on the sale at
the present moment. Inb is opinion that was the extent
to-swhich Government guaranteed the coupons.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Ought to guarantec.
Mr. HAGGART said that soemed to be the present

intention of the Government. It did not matter whethei
the time was to-morrow ors the 1 st of July, 1882. The
calculation was just as easily made now as thon, provided
they knew the time at which the Company would earn the
amount. The Government did fnot guarantee the bonds,
but for the safety of the bondholders the Company
deposited the amount received for the bonda, the latter
acting as keepers of the amount as security that the con-
tractors would go on and do the wurk. They paid over
the amount of bonds to the bondholders as the work
progrssed. There was no doubt that of the amount
deposited with the Government the tour per cent. must be
paid tohe contractors, because the eontractors lost that
amount inthe sie cf their bonds in the first instance to the
publie. Thea the bonds to be isaned muat be in excess of
00,000,000. The Company received *25,000,000 in cash
and would probably receive$25,000,000 more for their iand,
and unless they receive a great amount by this operation
it wonild be folly for then to iissue bonds for a less amount
than $50,000,000.

Mr. PLu».

Mr. BLAKE. It would only run te $45,50, 0 That
is to say, if you take $25,000,000 and add theinterest1- o-
at four per cent. for twenty years.

Mr. HAGGART said it depended entirely on thé length
of time the bonds might run, whether it were for ten; tr0y
or fifty years. The Company would take good care tliat
the amount they were to receive would equal at least 81
per acre for the land and the $25,000,000 of essi uidy.
Taking that view it seemed to him this was a ver ifa
arrangement for the Government to make. The 'Moeera-
ment would enable the Company to raise $25,000,000:an the
credit both of the Company and of the Goveromeut an«d en
the land grant. It simply, enabled the Compry to raise
$25,000,000 and loan it to the Government.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY differed entirely with the hon.
gentleman as to the construction of this paragra.ph.' IAs the
late Finance Minister is i-ow present he would repeit4he
illustration ho had already given based on the Canada
Central Railway. That road of 120 miles had a sabsidy-of
$12,000 per mile which was to be paid as the.work was
constructed. It was not necessary, when this Government
agreed to carry out the arrangements made by 'their pro-
decessors, to consider how many miles of that road were to
be constructed each year. They had to puy the Corgpany
$12,000 a mile; but as they wished to float thior bond in
order to raise more money, the Government agreed toq py
them $2,500,000 per annum, and they paid $1,500,000 into
the Treasury of Canada -for the purpose of paying Wthéin-
terest the Government.agreed to pay to the expiratioaof
the bords. That made the Governmont perfectly afe.
The transaction simply amounted to taking money from them
at a certain rate, and paying it back in principal and interest
in twenty years. The same rule was applied hre. The
Company desired the guarantee of the Government in order
to float their bonds now while the markot wa favurnbbe;
but the Government said to them: "We are hognd 1o1 py
the interest on the coupons, and you. may not perform the
work." The answer, as they expected, was: "We wihl put
the whole proceeds of these bonds in your bands, and you
will be perfectly safe, because you will ho able to use the
money at four per cent." It was practically a loanof
money, and the Company, out of the sales of lande;,provided
a sinking fund for the payment of the bonds the mslves.
The only advantage the Company obtàined was to ho placed
in the position of fioating their bonds at a favorablo timnio

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Does theGovernaneninotteêome
responsible for the $37,500,000 at once?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; we become resj2onsibe
for the interest and the charges equivalent to 825,00 e00.

Sir ALBERT J.SMITH. The Governmetarepayingieur
per cent. for the money in the banks, but the Govornment do
not get four per cent. for the money.

Sir LEONkRD TILLEY. 'There is no 1os. Wddtdliie
to take more than $25,00,000. They get fourper ce, 1r
the money they put into the banks. But Imay say'Yhall
be prepared to take the whole 8-5,000,000, and use i1 adzan-
tageously if there is any question with referenue Vo t.e
interest.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIG-HT said the Fiewpee
Minister would ha-dly tell the House that f5ßQ00,0Q0 p.
ble in inetalments over a period of ten yeaus, was as 'vah hie
as $25,000,000 due to-day.

Sir LEONA RD'TILLEY. I am noV arguing that ati.
It does not apply to this case.

Sir elÇUARDJ. CARTNWLlGHTBaid ouropMggiion was
not to pay the Company $5,000,000 on or bMfoeriLe i Lty>f
January, 1882, but $25,OuO,0&0 intnstalmeus, the at of
which will mature in January, 1891. Ourasek dbligàion
to the Company would-be fairly computed todabg s meo-
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thing like 818,000,000 or $19,000,000, and not at
25,O00,00. What lhe contended was that the clause was

so drawn that the Company could gain an advantage by it,
and h asked the Government to amenti it so as to curry
out~ - ir intention, which was not to give the Company
*9»,O000 to-day, but to give them the equivalent 'of

2,090000 rnnning over ten years.
iwLEONARD TILLEY asked the hon. gentleman to

pliae his finger on a line of this contract which stated that
the Government were to give the Company $25,000,000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT said the clause was
o drawn as to leave the door open to great ambiguity, and
to enable the Company to obtain an advantage over the
Governtment by making the payment equivalent to
$25,000,000 on or before the lst of January, 1b82. They
were -both agreed, and the addition of a few words to indicate
their meaning would save all this discussion. It appeared
they!were ail of the same opinion. They did not want to
give te the Company $25,000,000. Therefore, this clause
sbould be amended so that there would bo no possibility of
the Company attaining what was equivalent to $25,000,000.

Sir CHAtRLES TUPPER said he was extremoly'glad the
hou. gentleman had correctly stated that the cash subsidy,
instead of being $25,000,000, was only between $819,000,000
and t20,000,000.

SSir RCHAIRD J. CARTWRIGHT. If paid in ton equal
instalnents. -

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said theywere agreed, therefore,
upon the promises. How is that money to be paid ? In

ub-sectioNn b of clause 9 of the schedule, it was detailed that
it was to be paid on the one section at one rate, another at
another rate, and that there was ten years during which it
would be paid in proportion as the work went on. Sub-
section d said:

Until the first day of January, 1882, the Company shall have the
option, instead of issuing land grant bonds as hereinafter provided. of
substituting the payment by the Government of the interest or part of
the interest) on bonds of the Company mortgaging the railway and the
land to be granted by the Government, r.nning over such term of yea-s
as may be approved by the Governor in Council, in lieu of the cash
sbsidy hereby aed to be granted to the Company, or any part thereof;
such payment of umterest to be equivalent according to actuarial calcula-
tion to the corresponding cash payment."

This same sub-section describes how paymonts are to bc made
asthevwgrk progressed, and thenext sub-section declared that
if the Company wished to have these payments chaiged
into terminable bonds the amount should bo based, in lieu
of a cash subsidy, upon the amount thoy would be entitled
to reécive of cash subsidy according to an actuarial caleu-
lation. The House had, in the first place, the statement
that the amount to be paid under this contract was betwoen
$19,000,000 and $20,000,000, and in the next place, if the
Company chose to exercise its option, the payment was to
b- equivalent to a cash subsidy, as provided unîder tiis
couïtrat by an actuarial calculation.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Then you ought to
strike ont the woirds-" To be allowed four per eent. iinterest
on the money deposited."

Mr. ANGLIN said the hon. the Minister of IRailwnys
to* up another point entirely different to that under
debate. The question to be disposed of was the payment of
the interest and the money to be obtained by the sale of
thoe. bonds. The Government should take this clause into
furtbertconsideration, and alter it so as te remove al doubt.
The. hon. member for Niagara even doubted its bearing,
addcouTd not succeed in satisfying himself. . The clause
certainly required revision.

.Mr. PLUMB said thei hon. gentleman ought to suggest
Monme amedint whieb would be satisfactory. None of

the hon. gentlemen opposite had yet suggested any amend-
ment to the clause. This clause moant that these
contractor can, if they chocse, waive the right to issue a
certain class of lan'ds; that they eau mortgage thoir whole
road and land grantý that they.can anticipato their work;
that they ean raise the money when. the money market is
easy of accessud the rate of interest is low, instead of
taking the risk of raising money hereafter. They can
regulate thoir bonds and doposit the money wîth the
Government, and the Government can undertalge to
pay the Interest on those bonds just so far as
it bas the money in baud. When the Company
have done thoir work in twenty mile sections,
the Governimont can then settle with the Syndicate; ithey
cau apply whatever money the Syndicate has earned to t beir
own account, and then, if they have money on band, they
can roleas it from the Company. They will always hold
money enough to secure them for the guarantee of their
bonds. They are not paying anything to the Company but
four per cent, interest on the meney they have deposited, a
less rate than the late Finance Minister who negotated a
four por cent. loan at 87J and thoroby paid at loast flve par
cent.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. 1 did not.
Mr. PLUMB said the hon. gentleman had never dared to

dispute the statement except in that form. The clause as
it stood did not require any legal interpretalion ; there
was no ambiguity in it, but a eloud of argument had been
thrown about it, no doa bt, for the purpose of embarrassing
the Governmont and delaying the passage of the Bill.

Mr. MILLS said the Government were putting forfrard a
different proposition and defentce from that which they
had stated to the House before six o'clock. The Finance
Minister had thtn contended that it made no difference
whether the loan was negotiated for the whole 825,000,000
or not; they wero going to apply it to their purpose, and it
was of no consequence what the sum might be. The
Minister of Railways said ihat that was an indefensible
position, and the Finance Minister change'l round to the
same view as bis colleague. If the whole amount should be
made availtble for the construction of the railway at once,
its present worth would be considerably less-somewhere
in the nseighbo-hood of 20,000,000. Tie hon. gentleman,
admitting that proposition; admitted that lie had done what
ho originally proposed to do, and what this Act, as it stands,
would entitie him to do; lie would be paying to this
Company a very much lar.er bonus than the House
proposed they should roceive, or that the Government had
led the louse to suppose they should receive. The
louse ishould, therefobre, set about framuing a clause whieh
would give offect to their own and the Government's
intentions.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew) said it scemed to him that the
words "such payment of intorest to the equivalent, accord-
ing te actuarial caleulation to the corresponding cash
payment'" uustindiente the intention of the construction
to be put on this clause. Tho cash would b. earned by the
Company over a cortain number of years, and, in making
calculation of the amount of interest that the Governmont
will guarantee, they must have in view in making that
actuarial #lculation the fact that the payment is not to be
made ut once but extend over a certain number of'years.

Mr. BLAKE. The Finance Minister says "no."
Mr. WIJITE said ho did not understand it so. The

actuarial calenlation in fixing the adrount thsa the Govern-
ment is to beceme responsible ,for 40 the boodholders will
have in view thetime at which the money was teobe paid.

Sir LEONARD TILILEY.' Erom the date of the bonds.
Mr.. WRITE said if the aci be that the Government took

the amoun as being due tJ the Company on fie 1st tof
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January, 1882, it was manifest that the Company must
receive a considerable advantage. The money, of course,
is paid to the Government, and upon that money the
Government have to pay four per cent. interest. That
four per cent. has no regard to the interest that bas been
guaranteed by the Government to the bondholders, and in:
making the actuarial calculation mentioned in this sub-
section, read in connection with the other clause, that
calculation must be made having regard to the fact that the'
Company are not entitled to $25,000,009, as at the time of
the issue of the bonds, but as at the time when they would
be entitled to receive payments as the work progressed.
Under an Order in Counci in 1878, relating to the Canada
Central .Railway subsidy, there was a similar proveision for
the manner in which the payments were to be made. Those
payments of $12,000 per mile were not all earned by the
Canada Central at the time the guarantee was given by the
Government in lieu of the subsidy to be received by the
Company, and in making that guaraftee òf interest it would
be neeecsary to have regard Io the payments as they were to
be mad4; and just so it would be necessary to have regard to
the dates at which the payments were to be made to the
Company under the terms of this contract. If the amount
was taken as being due to the Company on -or before the
first of January, 1882, he must agree with the view which
had been taken by the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright), that the Company would receive a
much greater advantage under an arrangement of that
kind than if the proper actuarial calculation were made.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said the hon. gentleman was in
error as to the very Order in Council he had mentioned, for
the period at- which the Company were to receive
the $12,000 per mile did not enter into the
calculation. It was simply a question of how much the
$1,440,000 paid when the work was completed would amount
to at five per cent. paid over a number of years-what
amount of bonds should be issued, without the slightest
reference to the period when the whole work should be
completed. That Company and the present Company were
to reeeive the money pro rata as the work priceeded, but
that did not enter into the question of when they were to
receive the money because that was stipulated in the pay-
ments afterwards. It was simply a question of lending
money, because the Government got the money grant the
moment they began to pay interest. If it was on the first
of January, 1882, the bonds were issued, the Government
became responsible, they received the money, and the
moment it was realized from the -bonds the interest wen to
pay-the interest under this engagement.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). If, as I understand from the
last remarks of the Finance Minister, the four per cent.
which is provided under this clause of the -agreement shall
be paid to the Company goes to pay the interost on the
bonds, then I have no objection to make.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is the position exactly.
Mr. CASEY said the Finance Minister might say so but

the clause did not, ad that was what they had to look to.
So far as he could understand the intention of the clause this
$25,000,000 deposit from bthe Company was a guarantee that
they would not have to pay the coupons while the Company
failed to perform their share of the bargain. 'The -hon.
member for North Renfrew (Mr. White), and as he would
have imagined every one possessing a knowledge of finance,
understoed the clause to provide that the Company should
haveno right to the money until they had earned it, and thatà
the ouly basis for actuarial calculation would be the probabi--
lities when the Company should earn the money. But an
insuperable obstacle in the way was that therei
was no basis for this actuarial calculation, as ità
woul.7 depend altogether upon the rate of progress at (
which the work was pushed. Suppose the bargau was that

Mr. WmTE (Renfrew).

the money should be paid any time between now and the 1t
of January, 1882, whenever it sho1d be demanded, the
Government would simply be borrowing $25,000,000, and
they would be foreod to borrow it so many yearsearlier than
they would otherwise have done. If it was the intention of
the Finance Minister to effect a loan lie ought to say so in a
straightforward manner, though it must be said that a
loan of $25,000,000 seemed rather absurd in view of thelarge
surplus which the hon. gentleman claimed to have. Thie
hon. gentleman said he could take up those formerloans with
those $25,000,000 deposited by the Company. That was
absurd because it was not to be left in the hands of the
Government for any definite tern. It was not a permanent
loan; we did not know when the Company would call for it.
It was liable to be drawn at sight on completion of the work.
In the computation ofthe amount the Company was going
to get extra, it had generally been assumed that the subsidy
would be paid out from year to year, and that, therefore, it
would be fair to take it as paid out in tenths. It seemed to
him that the clause provided for a worse arrangement than
that for the Government, for it left as much as possible
in the Government at the end of the ten years, because
it said that the first money to be realized was to
be realized out of the surplus, and not ont of the $25,000,000
left in the hands of the Government. lt was therefore pos.
sible that for the last two or three years of the ten the
whole sum might remain without reduction in the hands of
the Government. He saw nothing whatever in-the clause
to show that that four per cent on the $25,000,000 went to
reduce the coupons. The words of the clause were certainly
ambiguous, and it would seem intentionally so. The only
hon. gentleman in this House who could explain the mean-
ing of this clause and the intention of those who framed it
was the hon. member for Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott). But
this House had to do with the clause as it stood, and neither
the explanation given of it by the hon. member for Argon-
teuil or by the Finance Minister wquld settle its meaning
in a court of justice. No two persons apparently could
understand it alike, and a court might see something in it
still more disadvantageous to the country.

Sub-section d agreed to.
On sub-section e,
Mr. BLAKE asked why, if the Company availed them-

selves of the option granted by the preceding clause, the
sum of $2,000 per mile on the first 800 of the central sec-
tion was to be deducted pro rata from the amount payable
to the Company on that section, and be appropriated to
another part of the section.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will see
at once there is -a provision in the one case that the Com-
pany make their lands immediately available, and lu the
other case the probability is that they will not.

Mr. BLAKE said there was no provision about making
the lands immediately available here. If they got their
cash and land subsidy they got $10,000 a mile for the
prairie section and so many acres of land. If they avail
themselves of this option they were not to get the sane pro
rata for the prairie section. Why was there a reduction in
that event of the prairie section and an amount added on?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER repliel that if they received
the amount in land and in money it was not available to
the same extent as if they flodted the bonds on the land and
on the morney. In the one case they were paid in money
and in bh other case in land.

Mr. BLAKE said it appeared to him to beau indication that
the pro rata prescribed in the other part of the contract was
unjustifiable. If it was reasonable that in this.event 8-,000
a mile should be deducted from the prairie section1 and put
on to the other section, why, in the other event,should not a
certain proportion be deducted from the prairie section and
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put en to the other: According to this scheme an issue of
fbür per cent. bonds would float at par $45,500,000, which
would give the Company about 3 10,000 a mile for the prairie
section. But the hon. gentleman proposed to give 818,000 a
mile for the prairie section, and in that event $2,000 a mile
should be deducted and added on to the other part. If so,
why should not a similar proportion of the cash subsidy be
deducted ? The hon. tgentleman said they would have more
cash, but if so they would have more for the eastern and
western sections as well as for the central section. ^The hon.
gentleman said they would be better off only for the middle
section, and worse off for the end, and in order to compensate
for this inferior position he proposed to take $2,000 a mile off
the middle section. It was an acknowledgment in terms
that the provision for the prairie section was wholly
indefensible.

Mr. POPE (Compton) said that it would take a considerable
time for the Company to realize money ont of the land
subsidy. In place of the land these bonds could be issued
and the money realized on them at once, and, of course, that
money helped to build up the road.

Mr.ANGLIN said the explanation of the hon. Minister of
Agriculture had placed matters in an extraordinary light.
They were giving in the one case just as much as in the
other. If a guarantee more than the contract provided was
necessary to enablo the Company to build the ends of the
road, the guarantee should .be over the whole line. Again,
they found hon. gentlemen opposite altering their views
-with regard to the value of these lands, the facilities of
disposing of them, and the flow of immigration. If the
population wero there the lands would be easily disposed
of; but we were told that it would be difficult to dispose of
them, and therefore we must facilitate the efforts of the
gentlemen entering into this contract to raise money. It
must appear to the country that the proportion of lands
and money to be given to the prairie section would be out
of all proportion to the cost of that work.

Mr. CASEY said the hon. Minister of IRailways and the
hon. Minister of Agriculture had distinctly stated that the
Company would have a greater advantage by getting this
issue of bonds than by getting the cash and the lands as
they came due. This the hon. Minister of Railways urged as
a reason for distributing the bonds along the line. On the
contrary, it was a reason for reducing the total grant, as it
enabled the Company to raise money most readily.

Sub-section e and clause 9 of the sehedule agreed to.
On clause 10,
Sir ALBERT SMITII expressed bis opinion that the

wording of this clause would enable the Company to claim all
the rails bought in 1879, and not those only which were not
required but on the Lake Superior and the western sections.

Mr. DOMVILLE hoped the Government would give some
reasons for admitting the goods mentioned in this clause
free of d uty.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said the lion. gentleman could
not have been in his place during the discussion of this
question, as the explanations he asked for had been made at
least a dozen times. The whole amount of these remissions
ofduty, with the exception of those referring to steel rails,
were utterly insignificant, amounting .to a little more than
$100,000 in all, and he thought there would be more reason
to enquire why these remissions should not be granted to a
eompany undertaking to relieve the Government of a work
of such magnitude as to excite alarm in the minds of hon.
gentleman opposite that the Government of this country
were going to be ruined by undertaking it with all these
exemptions. At the opening of this discussion, it was stated
that the interests of manufacturers in this country would be
fully protected. So far as steel rails were concerned, when
they cst double the amount tbey did now, no capitalist in
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this country entered into thir manufacture, and it was
searcely to be expected that they would enter into their
manufacture at their present prie. The Governmentare
prepared, in order to do justice to the manufacturera in the
country, to introduce a measure by whieh they will be placed
on an equal footing to compote with foreign manufacturers
of these articles.

Mr. DOXVILLE said ho only just arrived from Kontl'eai,
and therefore ho could not have been in his seat when the
hon. Minister gave his explanations. 'He hsd already
voted three times on this matter, and would have voted for
the Government on the- division to-day had he been in
time. As far as the speeches were concerned, there was
quite a large volume of interest on this subject, which it
would require the best phrt of recess to read through. Al
ho wanted was to be assured that the manufacturera would
be protected. The hon. Minister said ho was going to
protect the mannfacturers. Ie was sure. the Government
would do all in its power to do so, but he did not see In
section 10 how they were to be protected, how the
drawback was going to place them as they were before.

Mr. BLAKE said the House would learn that when the
hon. Minister brought down his Bill. He supposed the
hon. membor had not so far lust confidonee in his, leaders,
that when they pledged themselves to accomplish a par-
ticular result ho did net believe they would do so. le (Mr.
Blake) did not rise to precipitate a discussion as tohow
the hon. Minister was about to accomplish the result, but
rather to make an enquiry as to how ho made out his
estimates which varied from each other, at one time the
amount of remission of duties being at $99,000, and another
at *100,000, exclusive ofsteel rails.

Sir CHARLES TUPPBR said ho would place in the
bande of the hon. gentleman a calculation covering the
whole ground. That calculation would show that if the
duty were put on steel rails, taking them at the rate of the
50,000,000 tons the Government purchased, or about &50,000
total, the amonnt would hardly exceed 8100,000. He did
not not include bridges, for the reason that it was contem-
plated the bridges should be made of iron, but the iron
material used in wooden bridges would be included.

Mr. CASEY asked if was the policy of the Government
to encourage the building of railways by admitting steel
rails free, until they could be manufactured in Canada.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. CASEY said it would certainly remove one of the

complaints in regard to the admission of stel rails free,
namely, that this road was in this respect given an unfair
advantage over other roads. lHe would also ask why rails
alone were to be bhanded over at cost price with interest,
while other material were to be handed over at a valuation.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said that any other artiles in
the possession of the Government were probabty plant,
articles already in use. The clause was perf9ctly simple
and plain ; and as for the rails, he had aiready given an
estimate showing that the value of' the exemption was
something like 814,000. The Government did not propose
to speculate on the rails that they were furniahi4g, and to
require parties to pay more than they had cost the country
in case they had used thema thlemselves to carry on the
construction of the road.

Mr. BLAKE said he would give the plain English of the
matter. The reason of the difference was thisA: the riis
were worth more than they bad cost, and thersforo they
were given te the Syndicate at cost, and others weve worth
les than they aid cost, andtherefore were to begivs at a
valuation.

Mr: MILT8 said the Minister of Railways had taen the
ground that there would be no interforence with the
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National Policy, bocause steel rails were now so cheap that
they could not be manufactured at a profit in this country.
-ne (Mr. Mills) had been under the impression that the
Government were able to fix the price and secure a botter
market not only for the industries now in existence, but for
the industries that might be called mnto existence by the
new tariff. It ho understood the hon. gentlemen the present
condition of things was very unfortunate. The country was
getting steel rails too cbeaply, and thus many persons were
prevented from getting employment. If the theory of the
present Government was correct, it would only be necessary
to increase the duty to establish the iidustry in this couutry.
If fifty per cent. was not enough, increase it to seventy-five,
if seventy-five was not enough increase it to 100, and
go on increasing it until steel rails could be produced in
this country. If the hon. gentleman was right in the view
ho had expressed just now, then he had been all wrong in
supporting the tariff. He had also stated that the Govern-
ment would take cure that those who produced articles in
this country, which could be used in the construction of the
railway, should have a remission of duties but that was not
sufficient. It wodld be bringing about a principle equivalent
to free-trade, unless in remitting duties, the Government
were prepared to pay the manufacturers a handsome bonus.
Unless the Government were prepared to give a premmm to
manufacturers they were not prepared- to uphod the
National Policy in any particular with regard to articles
which enter into the construction of this railway.

Mr. BOULTBEE said the House had learned, as the
debate went on, that the Opposition entertained a deadly
hostility to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, but they had
also learned from the hon. member for Bothwell they had
an equal animosity against all railways, because the policy
which . had just announced would prevent the construction
of railways in this country. To manufacture steel rails time
and an enormons capital was necessary, and the net result
of the hon. gentleman's argument was that ho would stop
the building of railways in Canada.

Mr. GAULT said the merchants of Montreal were
satisfied with the assurances given by the Governmnent,
and were making preparations to enter into large contracts
with the Syndicate. fHe hoped, also, that George Stephens,
who was a member of the Syndicate, and one of the largesti
proprietors of the Londonderry iron mine, might see it te
bis interest to manufacture rails there.,

Mr. BLAKE asked whether any estimate had been made1
of the quantity of land, such as is prescribed to ho receivedî
by the Company, is to be found within the twenty-four mile
boit between Winnipeg and Jasper.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said Lt must be arough
estimate, 'but the Deputy Minister of the Interior, Colonel
Dannis, and the Surveyor General, Mr. Lindsay Russell,
informed him that on the whole thero 'would not be more
than 11,000,000 acres.

Mr. BLAKE said he understood the whole quantity of a
available land was 11,500,000 acres; ho was referring rather t
te the quantity of land which the Company would be bound
te accept.I

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD thought there was really
no difference between the provision in the Hugh Allan con-e
tract and this. It meant that land that is not absolutely ,
sterile and unfit for settlement must be taken, althongh even
lands of inferior quality from their proximity te the railway
would be more valuable than much more fertile lands at
greater distances, and would be greedily sought for by the
Company.'

Mr. BLAKE said he wished to know if any estimate had t
been made of the available lands.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said there had not,-and for s
this reason, that the actual line is not yet settlod; and it may
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vary a good many miles one way or the other. Ife did not
think a single acre of land from the western bondâry of
Manitoba to Jasper Hfouse would be rejected by bthi. ou-
pany on account of itsabeing valueless.

Mr. BLAKE. That'is very satisfactory indeed.
Mr. ANGLIN said it was very extraordinary TelLore

was a very remarkable fact in reforence toith lands.
11.000,000 acres would furnish 10,000 aores per mile for
900 miles, making a total of 9,000,N00, and furnleh about
2O00,00U0 acres more for the three-tenths of thoeroad of the
eastern section which the Company wero required to build
within the firet three years. So that within tbree yea bthe
Company could have acquired and obtained possession of the
two twenty-four mile boits in the prairie section.

Mr. CASEY said it ias nt so exfraordinary in view of
the statement of the First-Minister that the road ha;i not
yet been located, and as the Company had an equal, if not a
preponderating, voice with the Government in its iôcation,
they could locate the road so as- to greatly increase the
quantity of land in the twenty-four mile belt.

Mr. BLAKE said the Coinmittee would receive with very
great satisfaction the statement of the Firet Minister who
was alseo Minister of the Interior, and who claimed greater
knowledge of the subject than any other Minister or member,
that the quality of the land through which the railway
would pass from the western boundary of Manitoba to
Jasper House was such-and probably it would apply te
the alternate sections-as to be fit for settlement.

Sir JOIHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say that.
Mr. BLAKE said the hon. gentleman said-,they would be

accepted by the Company as fairly fit for settlement.
In any other case they would not be accepted because the
Company had been careful to provide that unless the lands
were fairly fit for settlement they were not obliged to
receive them. He desired te know whether in cases whore
the Company obtained a section which was partly coverod by
water th ·y would be entitled to the whole of the section,
but the acreage of the water would not be included in it,
and the Company might-take it out in dry land elsewhere.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. The hon. gentleman
would not read it in that way if ho occupied my position.
It stands thus: if the Company should reject any í•ailway
section on the ground that it is covered with water, they
will have it made up. No doubt the Govern oent agree to
give 25,000,000 acres of land; they do not agre to give
.5,000,OO0 acres of water. They will certainly receive
25,000,000 acres of land fit for settloment. We will not
give them land not fit for sale.

Mr. MILLS said that by the Bill the section was to be
granted, but the whole area was not teo bemeasured.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD I ean only tell t hon.
gentleman'that the Company will get land fit for settlement,
and perhaps we may make a present to the hon. member of
the land covered by water.

Mr. BLAKE askod whether, inasmucb as the Company
would have power toe select elsewhere than in alternate
blocks, the Company might, with the cosent of the Gov-
ernment, select areas which were not to be »taken in
alternate blocks ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said that if there should
prove to be a defleiency the Government would ceosent to
the Company obtaining lands elsewhere; but such consent
would be regulated by the Orders in Council made from
time te time as to the disposal of land. TheY woùld have
to take sch lands as the Government agreed tu give them
n other portions of the countidy, aad until the p teen-
ystem was:altered by the Government , with the cosettof

Parliament, the present system would continue whereiby
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altoMate sections would be kept for homesteading and free
land grante.

Mr. MILLiS said the section did not apply to lands
which were to be conveyed; the word used was "granted,"
so that the Company would have the power to retain not
only hegood lands, which might be substituted for the
waserinda o t he lands eovered by water, but theso-waste
lanilkór water stretéhes as weil,

sirJORN A. MACDONALD said that the grant was
ma4» op the principle of caveat emptor. There were two
partiea to alíArgain ; and the patents would be isued to
the Doupa.ny, or mayhap to their assignees, and in either
caso when the patent had issued that patent was a
conveyance of a part of the 25,000,000 acres. ItI a patent
was applied Tor and a patent issued there was an end of the
matter ,nd a reduction of the 25000,000 acros.

Mr. B3LAKE zremarked that the clause said that in
calculating the amount of the doduction they were not to
include the quantity of lakes, water stretches, and so on.

Mr. MILLS said the principle of caveat emptor could not
apply as the word "granted " was used; the section applied to
landof which a granrt had taken place.

Mr. ÇASEY said that, as the leader of the Government had
saidthero wero two parties to a bargain, and they must take
into account not only the interpretation which the GQvern-
ment paight put upon the clause, but the interpretation which
would be put upon it by the other party or by the courts.
The question was one of importance, as these marsh lands and
larids covered by water might be the most valuable lands in
thp territory.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then they will take them.
Mr.CASEY said that they would not, however, be charged

to them, and there was no provision by which such waste
lands should be resumed by the Government. Why shou!d
not thé sèttler gr even the speculator have the same rights
which were allowed the Syndicate in this particular? It
appeared that after taking certain lands in alternate blocks,
they might take, with the consent of the Government,
any tract of land.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Suppose tTc Government
should»ot consent.

Mr. CASEY. The question is whether it leaves it in the
power of the Government to consent or not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That certainly is the
intention.- .

Mr. .BOULTBEE said that the trouble with the hon,
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), and the hon. member for
West Elgin (Mr. Casey), was that they had a theoretical
and aqta practical knowledge of law. Any lawyer knew
very wel 4 at the Company could not get other lands in
place of the waste lands without releasing their claim to the
waste lands. As to the point taken. by the leader of the
Opposftioti'thatif there was a running stream through one
of theogè sètionh or a valuable mill privilege the Company
would get the land discounted and the mill privilege as woll,
he did not think that the hon. gentleman would give a
profoeionalopinion to that effect.

Mr. MILLS suggested the substitution of the word
"allottod? for "granted " in the clause. ,
• Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said be could not agree to
that..

Clause agreedito.
Onusie L2,
Mr.KARTON suggested that this clause should be

amended îa-as te read: "The Government shall extinguish1
India-titles afecting the lands herein appropriated and to1
be heefter granted in aid of the railway, as rapidly as may1
be. consistent with public policy and the welfre of the J

Indians' As the clauwe now reads the Government was
absolutely obliged to extinguish the Indian titles; but
circumstancoes might arise which would render it impolitie
on the part of the Goverunient to attenpt te do so. Tho
Government might wish to roerve lands in localities where
the Company might call uponi the Governme'nt to extinguish
the Indian titles, and an attem pt to do so migitinvolve great
cost and even wa,. A similar provision to the -ue he
proposed had been adopted by the American Govera-
ment in granting the charter to the Northern Paeific
Railway.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID said tho clauo was sirn;Ay
this: w. nu,t hhve the titlo to the land be'ore we give it to
the Company. Wo cannot give title to any lands that
belong to the Indianq, and thereforo we canant ask the
Conpany to accept any land on either side of the railway
unless we have the title t it.

Mr. CASEY said this clause alone scoms to e ovey that
before you hand ovor the laid you must, ucquiire the tiLle t,
it, and aiothur clauso says that the Company may select
lands any wber o they please, that ise to say " land lying
botween parallUls 49 and 57 degreus north latitude, or else-
where, at the option of tho Co>mpany." Aeoording lIo the
11th clause the Compa:ny have tie right to sole :t Jandu
within or without the fortile bolt as they choose, and as soon
as they chooie to select lauds the Governiàont are bound to
give them, aid ut the samie time vto 4inguishî the hIdiuan
titles ; that is, the Compaunv may ay on w hat landâ the
Goverurnent iust exLitinui i the Indian titles.

Mr. MILLS sait] the lands vested in the Govornmont wero
to be included in the lands in whieh the Indian titles had
not been extinguished. The (ovurnment did niot recoguize
in the Indians any othter than a po o-sory title in the soil.
Althoungh there was no doubt this 121h section was intended
to refer to the Peace River District where the Indian titles
had not yet been extinguishod, the word were suffleiently
comprehionsible to incluîde t ho title to the Indian reserva.
tions within ithe 24 mile lelt conel side, and Indian
roservations where the titles hla beentgenerally extinguished
over the country The hon. gentleman knew that at this
moment there were in his office unsettled questions between
.the IIudson Bay Companjy and the Governrment with regard
to the Indian titlos, and it was not desirable to give riee to
similar questions betweon the Governmont and tho Syndi-
cate. The Syndicate could have no objection- to tho clause
begin amendod so as to make it cleur that it was not
intended to embrace Indian reservations which might full
within the i4 mile belt on cach sidîe cf the railway or of the
branch lines.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID said the i ties must be
extinguished before any land could b conveyed. There
was no doubt about thut. The land, after the title was so
extinguished, was to h granted in aid of the railhvay.
Now, if the hon. gentleman, as a lawyer, would take the
whole'of the contract and the whole of the schedule, he
would sec that the who!e spirit of the contract was simply
this: That wherever the lande, by possessory right or
otherwise, belongcd to other parties, the Company could not
and would not claim the land. This was simply hl
ordinary provision, as in the charter of 187. Tho Com-
pany were going ucroas the plains where in some portions
the title had not been extinguisqhed by treaty, and there the
Government agreed to extinguish tihe Indian title before
tbey asked the Comapany to take the land.

Mr. CASEY said he could understand that, unless it wore
possible that some lands might be granted to this Company
hereafter, on whicb the Indian title would be extinguished,
there would be no use of inserting this clause; aud it addod
grealy te the vagueneus of this obligation that we did' not
kPow whore these might be chosen, We could form no

1'1.
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estimate of what the extinguishment of these Indian titles
would cost us. It might cost us an Indian war.

Clause agreed to.
On clause 13,
Mr. BLAKE asked what would be the maximum deviaion

of the lino.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is fnot

serious.
Mr. BLAKE. I am; I think it is important we ahould

know.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER said they would notexceed te

license which the hon. gentleman took in the- Aet of 1874.
That Act fixed the commencement of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway "at or near " the south-east of Lake Nipissing, and
the bon. gentleman's Government located it 40 miles from
that point, adding at least $1,5Q0,000 to the expenditure.
He would promise that they would not exceed that
deviation.

Mr. BLAKE said he did not know anything about that
location. What it was material to know was the intention
of the present Government, and not the acts and derelicts
of a previoes Government. The hon. gentleman stated
that there would not be a deviation of more than 40 miles;
from what point ? From the terminal points, or the
intervening pointa?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said the Company would
send their survoyors out and choose a lino. They would
submit it to the Government, and if it was a proper lino, one
in the interest of the country and the North-West, they
would accept it; otherwise they would reject it.

Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentleman cannot give the
maxunum.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD). No; becausé we have had
no proposition from a company that does not exist as to
where they are going to locate their lino.

Mr. ANGLIN said the lino of the railway as at present
fixed had, after much care and cost, been agreed upon by
both the late and the present G4overnment, with the exception
of the deviation by the latter to the sonth of Lake Manitoba.
But they were now giving the Company the right to deviate
-as nuch as they liked, subjeet to the approval of the
Governor- in Council. The Minister of Railways said the
Company would know botter than the late Government or
the prosent Government, or the engineers of both Govern-
ments where the lino should run.- Therefore, he thought some
limit should he placed on the deviation. But he -resued
the only court of appeal was not hon. gentlemen opposite,
but the Syndicate themseives.

Sir OHARLES TUPPER said there was an ultimàte
court of appeal, and that was this House. If the Govern-
ment failed to protect the public interest they would be
amenable to this House -

Mr. BLAKE. But the mischief will be done.
Sir CHARLES TUPPEt. And that beiig the case

would cause them to guard the public interest-in every
possible way. This Bill gave the Government the power
to refuse to concur in' any location which they did not
believe in the interests of the country, and that power
would be exercised to thoir best judgment when the time
came.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWIRGHT said the hon. Ministoi,
of Railways had given out contracts for the construction of
200 miles west of W inrnipeg, and he had decided that their
location, at any rate, was in the interest of the àountry. -He
now asked the hon.-gentleman whether he wa prepared to
state whether he would deviate to any oonaiderable extent,
say to the extent of five or six miles from the lino which he
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himelf already located and for which he- ga_ put
contracta.

8h- CHARLES TUPPER replied he was sorry he ooid
not bind the Goverunment to that extent. Duringtbie pm
season a very great deviation was made in the ternheinta
of the lino by the examinationduring the past season, bring-
ng the line further south than was intended a.yeu g
when the contract was let, and when it was sai4d'tht-U
might bo subjeet to some considerable vafiations. . 'was
only, comparatively, recently determined to rig 1j be
lino to the south of Lake Manitoba. During (he jaat«eason
the location. of the line had been inproved very .achi,*nd
a greater deviation than the latitude the hon. gendesm
indicated had been used by the Government. It wouldinot
do to bind the Government to a fixed ine that-.miè e pre-
clude therm from the exercise of their judgment ,n stili
further improving the location.

Mr. MILLS said under this arrangement the Geoernmnt
and the Company may determine the locatjonof h is i4all
the way to the Rocky Mountains before the House moets
again; and that control which he says the Rous hh, in the
last resort over the location of the railway, is ede Ì*ch
would be of no svail. The explorations of Ptoler
Macoun and others have shown that the haraoWf, of te
country of the south-west is much botter thaÉ%bat was
hitherto supposed to be. This Company may find that by
going in a south-westerly direction and thon skirting, the
base of the Rock) Mountains, they may 'find a- -I .
quantity of land fit for settiement than theywoNld by
taking the direct line. That woufld eut off the poseibîlityo
constructing a road such as that of the Souris River Rei1*iay
that bas been projected. We know it would not be the
public intere-t if that change took place, becmso we have
before us a Bill to construct a line in that .direction by a
company with comparatively little aid from the pubile, and
if the road were deviated through this section it iight
destroy the possibility of our having the two roa&ds> The
House was entitled to know if anyperious deviation In
the proposed line was contemplated.

Clause agreed to.
Mr. BLAKE said, looking at the 15th clause in conjunction

.with sub-section a of clause 18 of sehedule A, it was tbvious
the Bill intended to apply in the east of LakeNipissing.
The Company had the absolute right to buid branchlines
west of Lake Nipissing, but east of the lake requirel the
authority of the Governor in Couicil. If that were noV the
case sub-section a of the i8th clause, would havo no opiera-
tion at all.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps it haa.no
operation.

Mr. BLAKE. I assume the hon. gentleman had a hand
in drawing it, not a principal hand, but a hand.

Mr. CHARLTO N said there seemed to be no provision a&
to the quantity of land the Company may demand u9der
this provision. What width of road would he permitid?
-what amount of lapd for'statious, &c. ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said the width f throadÀbod
of the Canadian PacificRailway was 100 feet, ad bte
Government would apply the same rule tothe Ompany as
they would to themselves. So far as the land required-for
stations was concerned, that was a matter snceptitloof
being readily understood by the parties concernod.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII said it was evident4hgt pewer
was given to construct branch ines easet of Lake ipising,
becauseunder the lâth section, the Comp lare pwardi
acquire other lines eaàtward and theybcme a peraan of
Le main line. Unless it was iatended that the hue aaM-
be extended eastwant to Montreal or Quebe., thielm
would be unnecessary. If they should acquire the er*l
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Srlne they would have the power to construct branch
]hes from it without reference to this Parliament at ail.

Sirý QON A. MACDONALD said the 14th clause ave
wer to cnstruet branch lines from the main line wh'ch

4eà "d in the contiact, the schedule and the Bill befbi
the "e, from Lake Nipissing westward. The provision
that'they may afterwards extend their line does not affect
wla1 be contract, the schedule and this Bill define shall be
the nM'in liDe of the railway.

#r 4 ASEYQsaid they would, even in that case,Ilhave pwer
toip Alancoh lines in Ontario.

ire W11N A. MACDONALD. West of Callendar

"&frCASWY said, he thought it unfair that this powerfl
crporatidn, *ith all the peculiar and extraordinary powers
cdèid'ed ùpen it, should have the rigbt, without consultibg
Parliament, to introduce destructive rivalry with railways
in Ontarie and prevent the construction of other lines.

alauge agi eed to.
On clause 15,

M. BILAKE wished to know if the words "north, within
fifteen miles of latitude 490 " meant that no line should be
built to within fifteen miles .of latitude 49r.

»irJOHN A. MACDONALD. That is so.
Clause ngreed to.
O elause 19,
.Mr.,BLAKE wished to know if, in the event of the Co

pany issuing land grant b onds, the only security the
Government would -hold would be the $5,000,000 of land
grant bonds ?

Bir JOHN A. MACDONA 11D. The land or the bonds.
Clause agreed to.
On clause 4,
SirRICHARD J. CARTW RIGHT hsked what was

ther ieaning of the very extraordinary and remarkable
power which it was proposed to give by the
words "all the franchises and powers necessary or useful
to the Company- to enable them to carry out, perform,
enfbrèe, use, and avail themseIelves (f, every cendition,,
stipunatidn, obligation, duty, right, remedy, privilege, and
ad'vîntage agreed upon, contained or described in the said
contraet, are hereby conferred upon the Company." That
certainly was the niost sweeping and extraordinary form of
words which he had ever seen used in the course of a good,
iany.years e-xprience. He wouId-like to know what the,
words "are due to the Company " meant.

SiirCHARLES TUPPER said that the phrase explained
itsewf-" useful to the Company to enable them to carry
rjatI'and-so forth.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It would not be of much
goodÂ46 give them anything which would be of no use.

M1r. BLAKE said that there was no doubt that the form
ofwords here employed was an extraordinary one, and he
did not-think the leader of the Government would justify it,
athplhadjustified a former clause, by saying it was usual.

!heI form was the very widest that could possibly be used.
There mighto be many things-which might be useful to the
Compauy in carrying out iheir objects, but which might
net be iiithe public interests.

Clause agreed to.

1rr ASEY. Iwould like to ask the hon. Minister of
Higáysfhelas any information as to the correctneus or

étferise ot a statement currently reported i the news-
pipe!s, as having been made by Mr. Hiland other members
of the-Syndieate, that it was intended to make St. Paul

tthe headquart.rs of the Company, and that ail the rtiens
e tbo Company, except such as are pro forma, ate b.

carried on ifi tat cfty.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no re#son to believe

that there is the sligbtest foundation for the statement. I
kuow thatMr. HIi lhas stated that a pumber ofstatements
with regard to the Synriicate which are crodited to the St.
Paul newspapers, are unqualifiedly faise. I bave no dènibt
that theitatement alluded to by the> bon. gèntetdh is
entirely false, and that it emanated from the sanie sorday as
the others to which Mr.. ill referred.

Mr. CASEY. On what ground does the hon. gentleman
miake his denial?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER The hon. gentleman wishes
to know upon what groitnd. Upon the ground that from
the very inception of this conttract the most gross uard
unfounded fisehoods bave been stated with regard to it;
and also 0upon the'ground of common sense, because as the
bon. gentleman probably knows tho Company have pur-
chased an expensive establishment in Montreal.

Mr. CASEY said no doubt the papers have been furniéhed
with a great many lies, but I do not think the papers of St.
Paul eould bave any object in lying about a matter of this
kind, for tbey are naturally friendly to the Synlicate and
not likely to do anything adverse to theirintereats ; yet they
bave fihrnished this information as a piece of news te the
people of St. Paul. As towhat common sense wouldrequire,
it seems to me that it would be in the interests of the
Company to keep their headquarters at the hoadquarters of
their present business. An office in Montreal may be
purchased and it may be sold; and it is just as likely that
offices might be parchased for a purpose as that stories
might be put into the newspapers for a purpose. I know
that nominally they niust have a place of business in
Montreal, but they may have a place outside of Canada where
their real business would be don. I think there is no reason
to doubt that it would be to their interest to have their real
p lace of business in St. Paul, and I think the Minister of
Railways knows this as well as I do.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER The hon. gentleman closed
his remarks with a gross and unqualified insult towards
myself. He beard me state that I had no reason to believe
that there was the slightest truth in the rumer which ho
mentioned, and he has ventured to give me the lie direct.
I call upon the hon. gentleman to retract, and if ho does
not I shall ask M. Speaker to take the chair.

Mr. CASEY. I do not think the hon, gentleman under-
stood my language in the sonse which I intended. I under.
stood him to say that the chief place of business of the
Company would necessarily be in Montreal, because-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not say that. I said
the reason I had for believing so was that they bad purchased
a large place in Montreal.

Mr. CASEY. Yes; and the bon. gentleman said that it
was common sense to bolieve that their place of business
would be there-that be had no reason to believe that the
beadquarters of the Company would be in St. Paul. It
was not in regard to that Stat ernont that I made my asser-
tion. My assertion was that the real place of business was
in St. Paul.

Sir JOHN A. MÂCDONALD. And you said you bolieved
the hon. Minister knew it, as well as you did.

Mr. CASEY. I did not understand the hon. Minister to
deny that assertion in hie former etatement. I said I thought.
the hon. Minister knedr as well as I did that the great place
of businesa would be in St. Paul.

An hon, MEMBER. Retract.
Mr. CASEY. I do not think there i anytiang te retract

because i did not give the lie to anything ho sa
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the bon. gentleman

takes it back-
Mr. CASEY. I do not take it back because I have

explained its meaning.
Sier JOHN A. MACDONALD. You should not have T id

it if yeu did not think it.
Mr. CASEY. I did say so and I did tJIimk o. The bon.

gentleman misunderstood my wolds.
Çlause agreed to.
On clause 1,
Mr. MILLS said this elali>e allowed the Company to

construct their branch linos in any possible direction. It
seemed to him they scarcely had lth power te enablë the
Company to do that under the British North Anmerica Act.
For instanee, if it was proposed lair to construct a riilw9y
in Ontario as a branch of this line, the House would have
to make a declaration that the road, if it lay wholly within
the Province, was of Dominion importance before they
could deal with the question at ail. Tho hon. gentleman
by this Bill proposed to give power to construct roads
which this louse had no authority to charter. According
to the Britit-h -iNorth Amorica Act. this House, before
chartering a particular road within the limite of a Province,
should ascertain that it wvas of Dominion importance, and
how couki we declare that one of these branches was of a
I>ominion character or oven a subordinate character, and
until we kne-w ihat, we conld net make this declaration.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD said it Was rathor a hyper-
criticism on the part of his lion. friend. Of course, if we
eould at once declare, by puttin in a sentence stating that
all branches feeding the Canndian Pacific Railwav would
be for the advantage of the Dominion, le thought that
clause might well be put in the Bill and then we eoild give
such power to the Company as it might desire. He did trot
think the point raised by the hon. gentleman was worth
the reason.

Clause agreed to.

On clause 16,
Mr. BLAKE tsked whether any arrangement had been

made or projected with roferene to the Government lines
of telegraph in the North-West and British Columbia, in so
fur as they were connected with lthe railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said the Company had not
acquired any portion of the Canatdian Pacifie Railway
telegraph. An examination of the line te British Columbia
ws now being made, and -when the Government received
the report they would settle upon a policy in relation to the
telegraph.

Mr. BUNSTER asked why it was that Port .Moody Lad
been made the terminus in British Columbia in place of
Esquimalt as originally intended.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said the Government in extend-
ing the.road te Port Moody were doing as much as the
fir.ances would allow. But they had to go to Port Moody
before going to Esquimalt. They were moving in the
right direction.

Mr. BUNSTER said the original plan5was te locate~ the
terminus at Esquimalt, and h¶ believed the hon. Minister
of Railways would yet have to bring thme terminias tihre.
AIl it roquired was a few more bands.

Mr. BLAKE observed that the Company were entitled,
and he thought they ought also to e» obliged, te convey
messages for the publie along theiae of teegraph. He
thought it would be a serious maLter if the Pompany had a
tolegraph lino which they wereundt bdpd toe keep open to
the public, and ifthe public wvoid'hl've tO be supplied by
other and independent Uines,

Mr, CAsEr,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said there was n doubt that
every company who were compelled te construet a lin, of
telegraph for their own convenience, wouk ouly fe 4oo
glad togive the public the use of that linBe ,thonght
nothing compulsory was required in order to û4Iaiit.at
advantage for the public, as it was manifestly tolhe poia-
pany's advantage to grant it. They would soon.enOptr
competition if they refused to send messages fo the public.

Mr. BLAKE fuiled to see how there could h obipottion
in sending messages for the public if they weaild mot send
them. As the Syndicate and the Government 1were both
agreed that it was to the mutual advantage teboththe
public and the Company that the telegraph line should4be
kept open as suggested, he should have preferred te seethe'
little word "may" struck out and the little word "' saill"
inserted, so that the Company "shall undertake ihe
transmission of messages for the public." But his hon.
friend seemed to think it was quite unnecessary to 9rder
the Syndicate to do anything, that all that was necessary
was to order the Governiment.

Mr. PLU MB observed that,. for so long a line eas this
Company were to operate, it was absolutely necesàatry that
they should have the control of the telegraph ue, anid it
would be manifestly unfair to compel them to take private
messages, and subject themselves to damages for any
mishaps which might occur in the send.ng of these messages.
le thought it might be left to the Company to take private
messages when they could do so. It was well known that
the railway companies, having telegraph offices throughout
this country, gave thoir own messages the preference.

Mr. BL AKE said it was not his intention that the business
of the public should have priority over fle businesa of the
railway, which was most important, but the provision
might be made subject to the priority of the Company. He
supposed an assurance would be given that it was not con-
sidered an infringement of the rights given to .this Company,
if at any future time a charter should be given to another
company, or to the Government perhaps, to use the right
of way of the railway for the purpose of erecting telograph
linos along it. It was obvions that in that stretch of country
it was of groat consequence that telegraph lines should be
near the railway, and this Company should not have any
exclusive right of the use of the road-bed for the erection of
poles.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said that if course no
exclusive right was given by the clause. It was a mere
empowering clause. As they were giving the Company
certain powers to build a railway, he did not think they
should compel them to establish a telegraph system, as
they would do by substituting "shali " for "may."
They had asked for the additiônal power to send mesanges
for the general public, but there could ho no exclusive
power given, and there was no exclusive power asked for.
It would be very unfair to strike out "may" and insert
"shall.

Mr. BLAKE Faid he did not desire that the word
"shall" should apply to the construction and maintenance
of a telegr'ph line, but, having constructed, maintained and
worked.it, that they "shall1" open it to the publip.

Sir JOHN A. MACDoNALD. I think we muy well
leave that toe competition.

Mr. CASEY said it was evidently intended to give the
company the charter of a telegraph as well as a railway
,Company. Besides having. the monopoly in the Normt-West
they would have the right to acquire Iiiées ip the Provinejss

-of Ontario, Quebee, the Lower Provinces and the neigh bor-
ing parts of the United States.

liause agreed to.
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On etanse 21,
'ir RICHURD S. CARTWRIGHT drew the.atten on of

tie ,minister of' Railways to the fact that he had promised
to intioduce a'new cause into the Consolidated Iailway Act
wbieli wÔuld lte- the significance. hat would otherwise
attach to this élause, also that the House should have a
declaration or a Bill laid before it, showing what amnendment
was proposed tobe made to'the gerreral Act.
ý, ir CARLESTUPPER said he had already given notice

of a B ill which would embrace a clause that hon, gentlemen
oppo site would nd would -meet the ease as stated. The
rill would be open to such amendments as might be deemed
necessary. cIt would not be unalterable like the laws of the
Medes and IPersians.

Mr. BL AKE said the hon. gentleman need not go so far
back -as the Medes and fPersians for a comparison. He
might have said equally well it would not be like the
Syndicate .contract.

Clause agreed to.

.On clause 25,
Mi'. WHITE (Renfrew) said this clause provided for the

acquisition by the Company of the Canada Central Railway
from Callendar station eastward. TJnder the Order in Council
of 18tbApril, 1878, it was provided that certain other roads
shouldhave running powers over the Canada Central from a
certain point to Lake Nipis-ing. Would those powers be
continued, provided the Canadian Pacifie Railway
acquird the Canada Central road ? We dosire
to enqtuire whether the Canada Central Company had
entered into the agreemen provided f>r by the Order
in Conneil of April 18th, 1877, and if so, whother t'he obli-
gations of that agreement upon the Canada Central would
be contirued, provided the Canada Central becamo part of
the eanad ian Pacific Railway ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said the obligations which
devolved upqn the Canada Central would, if the railways
were amalgamated, be required to be carried out.

Mr. BLAKE. Including this one?
Sie CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE asked if the hon. Minister of bailways knew,

as a matter of fact, that the agreement referred to by the
hon. member for lRenfrew (Xr. White) had bden executed?

Sir .C11ARLES TUPPER. I do not renember.
Mr. BLAKPe ýsaid if that bacd nt been done, the agrüe-

ment shokl be executel before the Act received the Royal
»ssent.

Clause agred to.

On cAdKEsaid the clause was of the widest possible
character, and would include ocean aus wll as inward
transportatior.

ir CHARLES TUPPER said it was the same clause as
in other charters of other Pacific Railway Compaoies.

Clause aigreed to.
On the preamble,
Mr. BL A KE faid there was a very important omission in

the Bill which lie thought could be remedied consistent with
its provisions, viz.: that specific and detailed acounts of the
operations eonnected with the varions departments of the
Pacific Railway should be submitted to Parliament. No
doubti Parliament pos. e sed the power, with respect to this
corporation, as te any competition at this time or at any
tii e, to demAnd varions acconts and statements. Experience
bu the other side of the line had shown that this was exceed-
ingly important with r<f wence to the question of caleulating
what wias the capital of the Company and what were the
tolls. The utmost difficulty was experienced in obtaining a
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statement as to what was the actual cost ofethe Union Pacifie'
particularly with respect to this question of tols, and three
or &or Oommieeions were appointed to ascertain the facts.
A clause should be inserted in the present BiH compelling
the Pacifio Railway Company to bring down, withie fifteen
days of the opening of each Session, a detailed *Seout,
showing what the receipts were from the GQovernment
subsidy; 2nd, profits from land sales; 3rd, from other ales;
what the expenditure was on capital account, Qui construction,
and aiso on administration of the land. Inasmucb as that
would be an operating as well as a constructing Company, it
ought to bring down an account showing the operating ex-
penses and operating receipts, in fact, everything in the way
of working expenses and receipts. There should also be a
statement of the bonds issaed by the Company each -year;
also copips of tbe contracts for construction entered into
each year; and copies of all tariff, of tolle, and charges,.and
changes in tolls made during the year. That state»ent
was one that should be commenced ut once and go on for
ever.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said it would.not be nocessary
to delay the Bill for the purpose of making such provision
as was suggested, because he had already announced tàat he
would propose extensive amendments in the Con-
solidated Railway Act, when this question could be
fully considered and all the points raised by the hon. gentle-
men èould b met. Most of the points are already provided
for in the general Act and he (Sir Charles Tupper) would
have no objection, if the House would have noue, to make
those provisions specially applicable to such an extensive
corporation as the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Mr. BLAKE said that was an exceedivgly satisfactory
statement. le had prepared a rough draft as, an amend-
ment which ha would be glad to forward to the Minister of
Railways with a view to iLs insertion in the present Bill.

The Committee rose and reported Bill with amendments.
louse resumed.
Amendments concurred in.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the Bil oe read

the third tine at the next sitting of the House.
Motion agreed to; and (at 12:10 o'clock, a.m.,) the H1ouse

adjourned.

HOUSE Or COMMONS.
TUESDAY, lst February, 1.81.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three delock.
PATEaS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bille werc severally introlueed and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 40) to incorporate the Bay of Quinte Railway
and Navigation Company.-(Mr. White, Hastings.)

Bih (No. 41) to incorporate tho Iluil Mines Ra.ilway
Company.--(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Bill (No. 42) to amend the Act- iacorporating the Inter-
national Railway Company.-(àLr, Brooks.)

.PETITIoNS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

- Mr. DR EW Moved that the ilme for receivin petitions
for pivate Bills be extended to Thursday, lOth5e bruary.

Mction agreed to.

00]lim10NS DEBATES.



0OMMONS DEB3ATES. FEBRUARY 1,
QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Beforo the Orders of the Day are
called, I wish to bring a matter before the ilouse which
concerns myself. Parties interoeted in vilifying
me through the country are so unjust it ill-
becomes me to take any notice of this attack,
but at the same time I cannot allow it to be sent
broadcast through the country that I have neglected my
duties as a member of this House. I will read an article in
the St. John Telegraph. That paper, which bas a special
reporter here, has attacked me every year ; this is not the
first time I have had to bring that paper before the Rouse
for circulating not only what is perfectly untrue, but which
it can only have been done with the intention to damage me
in the country and place me in a false position. The article
aiso refers to you, Mr. Speaker, and if your memory serves
you, you will see that the part you took on that occasion is
also entirely inaccurately stated. The paper says :

" Mr. KING, on taking the floor to move an amendment, was rudely
interrupted by several membe's, who drowned his voice by noises whicil
they made despite the calls of "order" ty the. Speaker, and the protests
of the leader of the Opposition. In thii business a New Bruoswick M. P,
Mr. Domville, was most pi ominent. Be shirked the vote on twenty-
three amendments."

I never lost a vote in this House on the amendments. That
is, however, equally as correct as a great many other state-
ments made in the interest of the other side of the Bouse.
The article continues:

''But entering the Hause in evening costume, and in ean excite i
manner, while Mr. King was speaking, Mr. Domuville sh uted out: 'He is
reading his speech.'

I did enter the House in evening costume. I had the honor
of dining with Bis Excellency ihe Governor General that
evening; and as we are accustomed in our part of the
world to wear dress clothes, and as ov er since 1 have gone
into society I have worn a dress coat, I hope I may be
pardoned for having entered the Bouse in that costume.
he article proceeds:
" Mr. KING. I am not reading my speech, but only mY' notes, and I

can understand ihe hon. gentleman's horror of notes. (Cheers, inter-
raptions and laughter.)

"Mr. DOMVILLE. I say that the hon. gentleman is reading bis
sperh.

" Mr. KING (holding up a page or two of paper.) Mr. Speaker and
hon. members can see whether or not.

"Mr. King proceeded. He was reading an extract from Sandford
Fleming's report in proot or support of his position. There was a cry
from Ministerial Benches that Mr. King was making the extract part of
bis speech, and was therefore reading it.

" Mr. Blake invoked the interference of the Speaker at such unwarrant-
able conduct, it being perfectly legitimate to read such extracts as Dr.
Tupper had read long extracts from Mr. Mackenzie's speeches.

" Before the Speaker could get in a word Messrs. Domville and Plumb
again raise the cry, 'The hon. member is reading his speech.'

" The Speaker now, at last, gave both members a cutting rebuke."

I do not remember receiving any cutting rebuke from you,
Mr. Speaker, on that occasion. The article goes on to say:

1' I can judge of that matter for myself, whereupon the two honor-
able and distnguished members subsided; Mr. Domville, however,
uttered the dreadful threat he would make Mr. King's constituents
acquainted with the manner in which he (King) had delayed the House at
such an hour."

All I object to in that article is the statement sent through
the country by the reporter of the St. John Telegaph in this
House, that I shirked the vote. Either he was absent, or he
did not know or attend to his duty, and I wish to have that
statement contradicted in the country. In the next place,
any insinuation of my being in a disorderly condition is an
unwarranted attack on the privileges of this Bouse; and as
it is not the first time it has been done, I shall have to insist
that the reporter of that paper must behave himself while
admitted to the privileges ofthe House. The reporters have
a great many privileges. They have the use of the reading-
room and restaurant; they have a room in this building
where they can be made comfortable. Every attention is

Mr. DREw,

paid to their comfort, and they must behave themselves.
Unless something is done in regard to this matter, I shall
have to move, every time the reporter of that paper is in the
gallery, that there are strangers in the Bouse. I would not
do it if this were the first occasion, but it has happened so
often, and we must be protected, at ali (vents, from those
who are in the building on sufferance.

CANADIAN PACIF.C RAILWAY.
Sir CHA RLES TUPPER moved the third reading of Bill

(No. 37) respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Mr. BLAKE. I shall trouble the House but a few

moments, since the discussion which hîs taken place on the
several stages of this subject has exhausted all those topies
on which it would be proper to address the Bouse.
In that view, our debate yesterday was confined
aimost exclusively to the discussion of those points wbich
had been but imperfectly elucidated, and to obtain the
fnrther information as to the import of the clau-es of the
ineasure as it was impossible to extract until the Bill
came before us in Committee of the Whole. There is no
object in challenging once more a decision of the House
upon the various propositions cont'inred in this Bill. The
record of the views of hon. members dcliberatcly stated,
exists and will remain, and a repetition of it would bc useless.
I simply desire, to-day, to say that the reason why the
discussion upon the measure itself bas been so conducted, is
because we thought it better, on both sides of the House. that
the discussion should be concluded as far as possibie at the
earlier stages ; and in placing in your hands un amendment
wbich I desire formally to record, I do so, not with a
reference to any of the points which bave already beern
pronounced upon, but with reference to one which was
brought up yesterday. I do not intend to ienew at any
length the debate upon that subject. It seens to me to be a
very important one. I myself have no doubt at all upon the
soundness of the conclusion which I ventured to state. Ienter-
tain no doubt at all that the money subsidy is, according to its
true mcaning as pruscribed in the contract, of less value than
that which hon. gentlemen propose that itshould represent,
in case the arrangement for its being turned into a fund f>r
the paynment of interest coupons isadopted. The calculation
on the basis of a present money payment of $2 »,000,000 being
commuted for an anruity payable half yearly for twenty
years, at four per cent. interest, would produce $913.393
every half vear, or a total, as the representative of the
825,090,00O of a little over $36,500.000. But ifthe tum of
$25,0 0,000, instead of being presently payable, were pay-
able in ten yearly iustalments, which is the hypothetical
calculation, and is the nearest we can adopt, that would be
worth a present sum, .calculating interost at four per cent.,
of $20.277,250, making a difference in the prescnt value
of $4,722, .50; and the annuity which the lesser sum, or the
present value of the $25,000,000, would produce, would be,
instead of $913,00U half yearly, but $741,250 half yearly.
There is, therfore, a difference of about 84,750,000, according
as you take the nearest calculation we can assume as to the
present value of the $25,000,000, or as you ignore the
circutmstance that that $25,000,000 is not presently payable.
Now the Bill in this case is more objectionable than
the contract. The language of the con tract, although
not correct in my view, is more easily sus-
ceptible of a sound interpretation than the language of
the Bill. The Bill states that the Covernment may at the
option of the Company convert the 625,000,000 and the
int erest accruing thereon into a fund which is to be turned
into four per cent. coupons. I do not intend to divide the
House upon this amendment, but I wish to record my view
as to the proper structure of that clause of the Bill, and I
therefore move:

That the Bill be noty now read a third time, but that it be re-committed
to a Committee of the Whole, with instructions that they have power to
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amend Clause 3 of the Bill by inserting after the words "may convert
the same and any interest accruing thereon into a fund "-the words
following -" equal according to actuarial calculation to the value of
'the said money subsidy, hving regard to the times at which the same
'would be payable to the Company under sub-section b of section 9 of
the said contract."

Amendment negatived on division.

Mr. BUNSTER. I do not intend to take up the time of the
House upon the injustice that is being done to that part of
the Dominion I have the honor to represent, namely, the
Vancouver constituency. I have to draw the attention,
particularly the hon. the Prime Minister, to the gi eat
injustice that is being done to bis constituents in not having
included the Vancouver section of the road in the contract
with the Syndicate. I am certain that that hon. gentleman
must to-day feel aggrieved that ho did not do so,
after the success he has met with in passing the Bill through
the House. 1, for one, cannot for a moment imagine how it
is that e has loft that section of the road out, when it would
be from the very commetncement a paying institution.
To-day there is moi e commerce for that i oad than many
hon. members of this House bave any conception of. We
are, to-day, exporting from the Nanaimo coal mines alone
1,000 tons of coal daily, and which would probably pass
over the road. That in itself would make the road a paying
concern. Ever sipce British Columbia joined ibis Confedera-
tion it has been neglected. There has been no attention paid
to ber. The terms have not been in any sense carried out.
The treaty obligations with British Columbia bave been
ignored both by the late, and, I am sorry t, sav, by the
present Government. The present Governmcnt have made
two sad mnistakes. They at first located the terminus at
Esquimait, and I have been informed, whether credibly
or not, that they have ch-inged the terminus froin Esqu;-
malt to Port Moody. If they have done so, they bave
certainly done a great injustice to Esquimalt, and not only
so, but to the Province of British Columbia and the
Dominion at large, All business mon know the importance
of having a good port as the terminus of' the railwamy, ar
Esquimalt is the best port in British Columbia, exCept
Nanaimo. In 1873 Mr. Marcus Smitlh located the trmiius
of the Esquimait Road by sticking down a poit ; but
nothing has bceen done from that day to this, except the
landing o! steel rails previous to the last election, which
were afterwardls removed to the Fraser River, where they
have remained ever since. If these rails had been used they
would have paid for themselves by this time in the traffic of
the road. I will rest my case on its merits, and 1 will trust
to the intelligence of the louse to instruct the Government
to go on immediately with the construction of the road on
Vancouver's Island. I therefoôre move:

That the Bill be not n w read a third time but that it be resolved,
that this House. while agreeing with the general terms of the proposed
contract with a Syndicate for the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, is nevertheless of the opinion that provision should have been
made for the building of that section of the Canadian Pacific Railway
known as the Nanaimo and Esquimalt portion thereof, on Vancouver
Island, as stipulated for in the terms agreed upon between the Dominion
Government and Lord Carnarvon, Colonial Secretary. as follows:-

"1. That the railway from Esquimalt toNanaimoshall be commenced
as soon as possible and completed with all practical despatch.

" 4. That $2,000,00 a year. and not $1 50,000, shall be the minimum
expenditure on railway works within the Province from the date at
which the surveys are sufficiently completed to enable that amount to be
expended on construction. In naming this amount, I understand that
it being alike the interest and the wish of the Dominion Government to
urge on with all s eed the completion of the works now to be undertaken,
the annal expenditure will be as much in excess of the minimum of
$2,000,000, as in any year may be found practicable."

Mr. SPEAKER ordered the members to be called in.

Mr. R YAN (Montreal). I rise to a point of order. The
motion has nct been seconded.

Mr. RYMAL. Too late; the members are called in.

Mr. SPEAKER. I named Mr. Pinsonneault as the
seconder.

Some hon. MEMBE RS. Ie is not in the House.

Mr. SPEAK ER. It is too late now. The members are
called in.

The members having taken their places, Mr. Speaker was
about to read the motion, when

Mr. RYAN (Montreal) rose.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. member must keep his seat.
What is the matter?

Mr. RYAN (Montreal). There is no seconder to the
motion.

Mr. SPEAKiER. It is s<condod by Mr. Pineo meulit,
whom I saw in the House just now.

Amendment negativod on the following division
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M cDonald ('ictou), Stephenson,
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Macmillan, Tassé,
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McConville, Tilley,
MlcCuaig, Trow,
McDougall, Tupper,
McGreevy, Va in,
McInnes, Vallée,
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McLeod, Wade,
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Mc lory, Wallace (York),
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Mr. M[ILLS. I rise for the purpose of moving:
That the Bill be not n>w read a third time, but that it be re-com-

mitted to a Committee of the Whole with instruettons that they have
power to add the following clause :-" No aiendmentof this Act or of
the Charter hereby authorized, which may be hereafter made, -shall be
deemed an infringement'of the privileges granted by this Aet or of the
said Charter."

It vs very important that this Honse should retain control
over its future action. We know that no legislation can
bind the future action of this Parliament or of a future
parliameit; but thut we may act consistontly with the
principles of parlianaentary practice, it is very desirable
that this Hlouse shouild not, by proposing to grant a
charter affecting public works for a long soties of*
years, appear to take . that course. In the ten
years during which this contract is to run, very
important changes fhay take place in the financial condition
of the country, and the Parliament which succeeds this one
ought to be as free to judge what is best in the public interest,
as hon. gentlemen who occupy the Treasury Benches, or we
who are legislating for the -country at the present time.
TIhere are provisionsin this charter which will not be initiated
or acted upon until aftsr the period for which this Parliament
is elected expires, and a new Parliament takes its place, and
it is therefore desirable that that Parliament should be free
to judge of what is best in the public interest ; and that it
should not be in the power of this corporation, when
Parliament pioposes Io vote some action or adopt some
measure, which may, in some degree, alter the provisions
of this chirter, to claim damages in consequence. On these
grounds I move the amendment I have placed in your hands.

Amendment negatived on division
Mr. CHARLTON. Before this Bill goes through its final

stage, I desire to say a few words by way of final protest
against it. I have often been quoted in reference to the
views I held on the measure introduced by my hon. friend
the member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) in 1878. In looking
over the reports of the speeches on that subject, i fell upon
a clause in a speech of my hon. friend from Niagara (Mr.
Plumb). I do not often take the trouble to look over that
hon. gentleman's speeches; to go through the whole of them
would be rather a lengthy task for so short a life as mine;
but I did accidentally light on this extract from his speech
oa that occasion:

" They were'told by the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Chariton)
that the American system of land grants for the building of railways had
been generally adopted in the West. There could be no doubt about this,
or the question that the population followed the construction of railways
in the Western States; b ut it was 'well kaown that nearly ail the best
lands of the West had been, by means of railway charters, absorbed and
monopolized by rings of railway contractors and speculators. He believed
that this Bill would establish the sane condition of things.in the North-
West Territories and in Manitoba. He objected, upon principle, to the
building ofrailways by contractors. He considered thatroads placed in.
the bands of contractors to be built were imperfectly builtt They were
not well constructed, and they were not such roads as we wanted in this
country. Be could also say that, by this scheme, in view-of the present
price of iron and labor, the bonus that would be paid by the Government
would nearly build this road, and give thei free of cost to the contrac-
tors who were fortunate enou.4 h to go there to build them."

These, were the views of my hon. triend in 188. Thoy
scarcely need comment. One clause of my speech on that
occasion bas been quoted with great. unetion by speakers on
the opposite side. It is as fo'lows:-...

"Some of the railways, had perhaps been subsidized more than was t
necessaiy, perhaps more land d been given than was advisable;
but capitalists would not embark their mouey unless thèy had a prospect M
of a fairreturn, and it Was folly to haggle with them about an unimportant
difference when important interests were at sfake."

In that speech I distinctly took the ground that railways in r
the United 8tates had been subsidized to a greater extent d
than was necessary. My speech on that occasion has been ci
repeatedly quoted during the course of this debate. I wih m
now to make a comjparison between the extent of aid granted m
to railways in the United States -aid that was in excesa of e
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the wants of those roads-and the extent of the aid that it is
proposed te grant te the Canadiau Pacific Railway.i il h--uh
taken some pains to ascertain tho land grants to
railway corporation that has received land grants up-to
the present day. I find that with the ext-eption of what
are known as the Pacifie railways and the pailwa, on
the Pacifie slope, these land grants have been very
moderate indeed. I find that forty-six eampanies,
embracing a mileage of 13,634 miles, received 5 81,41
acres, and these companies embrace all, save the -union
Pacific, Central Pacifie, Northern Pacific, Atlantic Pacifie,
Oregon Branch, Oregon and ( 'alifomnia Southern Pacific, and
Oregon Central. These grants of 51,000,000 acres were
made ln alternate sections, and subject -to the compaies
running the chance of the lands having been previously sold
by the Govemrnment; and it is estimated that, on this account,
they will not reaize over 37,000,000 acres. But estimating
that the companies receive the full. amount, what -is the
average grant per mile? It amounts to 3,790 acres per
mile. I find that the land grant of the Illinois
Central amounted to 3,680 acres per mile; the Burlington
and Missouri road, 1,370-; the Rock Island Pacific, 1,200-4i
these two cases that is the amount actu-uly reeived by the
ronds-the Cedar Rapids and Minnesota, 4,740; theJackson,
Lansing and Saginaw, 3,680; the Chicago and North-Western,
2,331; the Wisconsin Central, 1,661; the St. Paul and
Pacifie, now known as the St Paul, Minneapolis and Mani-
toba, belonging to this very Company, whose interesta are
being promoted by this Bill, 6,342; the Winona and St.
Pefer, 4,33i). Thee are a fuir specimen of the average rate
of aid given in land grants to the various corporations whose
interests were p-om)ted in this w y, and their average, as1
have said, is 3,790 acres per mile. The highest land gnant
given by the United States is that given to the NorLhern
Pacifie rond, which aiounted to about 47,000,000 acres, and
this oi braceos all varioty of land, without sele.tion, including
part of the Anerican deser.. Good authorities estimate
that the Company will not realize from the grant of.
47,00,000 acres, over 15,000,000 to 20,000,090 acres of
arable land. If that is the case, the aid granted to the
Northern Pacifie, the most heavily subsidized of the Ameri-
can roads, is less in actual value th;mn thatgraited the Cana.
dian Pacifie road; and, with the exception of the Northern
Pacifie, none of the Aimerican roads have been aided
t>y land grants of over 12,800 acres per mile.
We find that tho Canadian Pacifie Railway, in addition to-
recciving a land grant, greater in value per mile than any
Anerican road bas ever received, receives $12,500 cash per
mile for that portion of the road which the contractors are
to build, and the works to be constructed bytheGovernment,
wh ich, vith the survevy amount to S)1,O00,00, being equi
valent to $15,500 per mile on the portion the Syndicate are t
build ; or the aid that the Cana 'ian Pacifie Railway receivis
over the most far ored and no4 heavily subsidized Amer-
can line amounts to over $28,000 cash per milo on the
portion they aire to build. Iii addition to its land and cash
subsidy, this Com pany receives freedom fron taxation and
from duty on material, and monopoly of tr-ansportation i
the North-West for twenly years. The terms of this con-
tract are so tionstrous that it is almost sut prising hop.
gentlemen opposite should insist on forcing it through
Lhe louse. Although the -debate on the whole has
been conductel in a spirit of fairness, they have passed this
measure in a domineering spirit, as was evinced lastnight,
when not a aihgle suggestion would be accepted, and clâsses
bat were manifestly absurd the Government: ina todon
etaining unaltered. The course of the Opposition in thiq
lebate may perbaps be challenged. The most serious
charge broïight agamnst the Opposition was thatthey h4made a midnight conspiracy to save thi.o cotry may
millions of dollars. What would be the amonnt of saviztg
ffected had the offer made by a responsible company,-4
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Com y fmore rionibie than the Syndieate-that ha"pt
up $G#00 ihoreinoney than the amount contempal to
be p«up by the Syndicat, been aeobpted ?It is ecertain
thatlwbefbôdd have saved $3,000,000 cash and 3,0 00
acrem oí t at the lowest calculation $6,{00,fl.0
It is eertMiIithat this Company would bave had to pay
taxesâon rhâtever Iength of road they constructed, and'
their nte on the main line and branches could ,nt
have1ummbùÊted ultimately to less than $250,000 per annum,
whicfr at-Ifour pr cent. would represent, capitilized,
$7,250;009. The Company would also have to pay taxes on
the landw granted to-them. We can only conjectueeèWhat
this'would amount t». The Chicago and Rock Island rond
last-yearpaid fburteen cents per acre tax upon its lande. If
we estimate that this Company would pay only one cent
per Bare for twenty years, it would amount to 85,000,000.
The daties on ears, locomotives, rails, iron, bridge material,
wire, and varions other articles the Company will use,
would at the~lowest estimate have amounted to 81,500,000
more, making a total off 822,750,000, which this
Goverument have recklessly thrown away. They have
insisted-in carrying through a contract which is, at least,
twentyiro and three-quartei millions of dollars worse for
the eountry than an offer which las been made by a
responsible company-a company more responsible than
the one which is being chartered, sud upon termo which,
though so leus favorable fo the Company, would still have
affotdedthem a large profit. The Government refused to
insert in the chartera provision to the effect that the Com-
pariy-should not countthe money aid given by the Govern-
ment as part of the capital upon which they could make
tenpercent. dividends before the Government should have
powerto regulate the tolls. I presume, on reflection, that this
will be viewed as a matter of no consequence, because it is
quite easy for a Company to manage such matters by sub-
sidiary oirganizations, such as car shops, by the purchasirg
of supplies at two or three times their regular price, by
watered-stoek, by building branch lines, and in various
other waya-I say by these methods it will be perfectly
easy'for the Company to swell the amount of their capital'
to any figure they choose. So that even if a provision of
the kind we demand were inserted it would possibly be per-
fectly nugatory. We have been told by ion. gentlemen oppo-
site that the new Syndicate is a sham, that it is a political
dodge ; but the country will not believe that, be-
cause, if the Government believed it, it was their
duty te have tested and proved their belief. f the new
Company was formed, as hon. gentlemen say, for political
purposes, and did not mean to carry out their offer, it would
haye been an easy thing for the Government to demonstrate
that faet, and they would then have placed themeolves in a
strong position, while their refusal to do so was tantamount
to an acknowledgement that they did not believe the asser-
tion that they made. They have told us that they were
bound to go on with the contract. Why, Sir, an agent
making a bargain fbr his principal does not bind that prin-
cipal by his acts. The acts of the agent are referred to the
principal for ratification just as these hon. gentlemen should
have -referred toe us the result of their negotiations, and it
would hot follow, in either case, that if the principal dis-
approved of the agent's acts'the agent must b discharged.
Tie Goûvernment would net necessarily have lost their seats
if theyhd given up the contract made with the first Syndi-
cate.,if it 'waademonstrated that it was not in the interests
of the Mantry. But despite all the palpable objections thiat'
havebeen raised to this contract; desie the fact that with
ther eyes wide open we find theni making a
contract $20,000,000 t $25,000,000 worse for the
country than one they might have made, in a few hours
more the blindness f party bondage will have made this
monstrous contract the law of the land. Varions
argemiene have been advaned to jutify thq þ -ld-
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have been told that -it is nebmsary to endow thit
SyndistV. *bth a a ge grant, becaea. a portion" of
thik road will not now, aad probably over will,
rnning erpenss Now, Sir, I wouId like to isk what

good there is in investing money in an enterpise which
'will not py; and what good is there in building a &ine
north of he Superior which ill not pay its expennes,
espeeially when we eau have a botter line for nothing?
Why the Gvernient have committed themselves to so
mad a echeme, whether it is from infatuation or something
else, it is not for us to say. Those of us who
have the interests of Canada at heart, have been
seeking to build up a nation here, and to demonstrate,
side by side with the United States, the superiority
of these institutions we have inherited from-Great Britain.
The experience is an interesting one-one which those wh6
wish well to the human race desire to se worked out under
the most favorable circumstances. But I say that by the
action of the Government of the day, in making a great
monopoly supreme in more than half of the Dominion, and
in banding the people over to its tender mer<les, bound and
helpless, they have gone very fartowards insuring the falure
of that experiment. No party could play more directly
into the hands of the disloyalists and the annexationists
than bave the party who now occupy the Treasury Benches
by their action in this matter. They have made many
mistakes and absurd blunders -in their time: they
threw away 830,000,000 on the Intercolonial; they
made an absurd bargain with British Columbia; they gave
away valuable territorial rights in the Washington
Tiieaty; they brought disgrace and humiliation on
this country by their action in the Pacific candal ; they,
last Session, introduced into the North-West a land policy
whieh was most detrimental to the best interests of the
country; but the worst and greatest of ail their mistakes and
blonders is the crowning blunder which will be perpetrated
'when this contract shall have been ratified. We, on this
side, number very small on the division list; but I say that
the frfty odd members who are sitting on the Opposition
benches to-day, represent the wishes and views of a vast
majority of the people of Canada; and the day will come
when the haughty M inistry, with their subservient followers,
who are determined to carry through this Bill without
admitting one jot or iota of change, will have to stand before
the bar of intelligent public opinion, and, in my humble
op nion, they will be rejected by the people. Until that day
here is no hope for redres-until that day we must continue

to drift on as we are drifting towards the goal iof rain.
Mr. PLUMB. 1 do not think I can permit the attack

which the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton),
has made te pase unnoticed, even thougb; in replying to it,
I should-with, however, the greatest reluctance-trespass
upon the patience of my friendsuand the time of the Hous.
I did not think that at this stage of the debate, even that
hon. gentleman would have ventured to repeat the state-
ments which he has just-made on the floor of this Honse and
provoke a reply. I did not think that that ion. gentleman
would have ventured to mislead the House, and
to mislead the country at this last crifical moment, when his
leader had just now stated that the debate had virtually
closed, and when we expected to take the question without
again provoking discussion. But, Sir, I cannot ait etill and
allow that hon. gentleman's statement to pass unchalenged.
1 rise to say that he has made a statement, with respect to
land grants to railways in the United States, which is utterly
misleading, andI would be doing injustice to his intelligence
if I did not v:enture to state that J think ha knows it is
misleading.

Some hon, MBMBERS. Order, order.
- Xi. PLUMB. I am quite in order; and I think that, after
the exhibition we saw 1ast nigbt, bon, gentlemein opposite
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ought to be very careful before they challenge utterances
from this side which are strictly within parliamentary rule.
The hon gentleman read a statement of the grants to rail-
ways in the United States. Ie omitted purposely the
Northern Pacific, he omitted purposely the Union Pacifie, he
omitted purposely several others of the larger railways in the
statement of the average acreage per mile of those grants,
and he took the Illinois Central as a fair type of railways
subsidized by lands. Be knows that the land grant to that
road was made by the State of Illinois. 'l he State held a
certain quantity of public land ; certain private parties went
into the enterprise of building the railway as a speculation.
and they went to the Legislature, and by means of lobbying
they persuaded the Legislature to give them a land grant.
This grant was simply a bonus ; the road could have been
built without it ; and, besides, it was not the fashion in those
days to subsidize a railway line, especially like that one
wbich ran through the heart of the State and the best part of
it. The hon. gentleman knows very well that, in order to
obtain that land from the State of Illinois, large concessions
were made by the men who got the grant. That, Sir, is a
specimen of the kind of argument which the hon. gentleman
has employed to mislead the House, and through the House
to mislead the country. The hon. gentleman knows that
he bas selected the smallest grants given to railways, he
knows that these grants were doled out by the State Legis-
latures, and he knows that many of them were not given
by the States at all. He knows, also, that they were bought
and lobbied through. He understands well what kind of
machinery was going on to grasp at the lands of Michigan
and the other States that remained. I am perfectly willing
to stand by the statement I made, that a contractor's road is
a poor road. I had reference, and the hon. gentleman
knows it, to roads that are built in the United States without
purpose, except the purpose of floating bonds and making
unfair profits out of the bondholders, upon whose hands these
roads usually fall. Such railways gridironed the whole of the
United States, and they brought enormous losses upon those
who invested their money in them. If the bon. gentleman
will look at the statistics he will find that within the last two
years, more than 23,000 miles of railway in the United
States, out of the 87,000 miles that were in existence in 1879.
have gone into bankruptcy, and that the losses amount to
hundreds of millions. Yet hon gentlemen on the other side
would persuade us that there is a gigantic system of railway
monopoly in the United States, which is sucking the life
blood out of the people. Of the men who have put money
into those roads, three fourths are to-day without a dividend.
The average dividend upon the whole railway system of the
United Si ates is under three per cent. Yet we are told, to-
day, that the contract which we are about to ratify is a
shameful one, because we have subsidized a party
of gentlemen by a lesser sum than the average
cost of western roads in the United States, and they are
undertaking a scheme which it will tax their utmost energies
to bring to a successful completion. I am sorry to see hon.
gentlemen on the other side take the stand they do. They
know as well as we do that the offer of the second Syndicate
could not be accepted without involving the resignation ofthe
present Govern ment. That is why the second Syndicatewere
so free to underbid the Syndicate which the Government had
accepted. They knew perfectly well that the present
Ministry could not accept their offer, that they were in
honor bound by the contract they had entered into. The hon.
leader of the Opposition, and some of the gentlemen also
who signed that paper, know parliamentary rules too well
to suppose that the Government could stand for one instant
after they had withdrawn from the contract they solemnly
entered into,orafter they had been defeated in the House upon
the measure by a majority. Every man of Parliamentary
knowledge understood that, and the leader of the Opposition
misled-I do not say intentionally misled-the people and the
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public when ie hinted that the withdrawal of the firet con-
tract, or the essential modification of its terns, would not in-
volve the necessity of the i eignation of the Government. We
-the Parliament of Canada---were perfectly free to accept or
reject the contract. We understood perfectly well that Parlia-
ment was not bound to ratify it; but we knew that if the second
Syndicate was accepted, it could only be accepted by a set
ot gentlemen who had pledged themselves absolutely to the
abandonment of the through route, and to throw the trafic of
this country into the hands of the Americans on the south
side of Lake Superior. We knew perfectly well that the
cunning little clauses in the proposition of the new Syndicate,
and the variations so important but so artfully worded-from
the terms of the agreement they had plagiarized, variations
which were so significant-meant exactly that they intended
not to build the difflcult portions of the line; that they never
would be held by the gentlemen opposite to build those por-
tions; and that it was never expected, when they signed
that paper, that they would have to build them ;
and I do not think three-fourths of that Syndicate thought
they would ever be required to build a railroad at all.
1 hey never saw an official plan, or profile, or an estimate, and
some signers never saw the proposal they signed by proxy,
and careful men do not act in that way-and many of them
are careful men-and would not risk S5,000 in any project.
I challenge any gentleman on the opposite side of the

louse to say that this is not the fair construction of the
whole proceeding. Upon what possible principle, then, can
you say that the second Syndicate made a more favorable
offer than the gentlemen who were willing to take the
responsibility of building the whole line and of operating it
afterwards? If the >econd Syndicate were to be relieved
from operating the difficult portions of the road, they could
afford to construet the renainder for less money. That was
the whole secret. From beginning to end it was an attempt
to spring upon this Houe something which was almost un-
worthy the tactics even of a fourth-rate pot-house politician.
If the second Syndicate offer was bond tide why did not the hon.
gentlemen opposite, who were so anxious to get it before the
House, adhere to it. They saw the hole they were getting into,
and withdrew from it ? This was bucause they discovered at
last that the whole plot was scen through. But they have
committed themselves to that offer and we shallihold them
to it. We shall say that it wias never a bond fide offerto con-
struct, maintain and operate thewhole Pacifie Railway. That
is the entire argument in respeet to the new Syndicate, and I
am indebted to my bon. friend for having given me an Qppor-
tunity to present it, by making the staternent te the
House which ho bas mado in a most imprudent manner.
The great Reform party bas been condensed into a small
minority by a process of mismanagement, by a process I
do not like to describe exactly, for my description might
involve unparliamentary language, but it is a process which
has been going on from the day they came into power, and
has disgusted the people with the very name of that party.
It is the mere fragment of a party, now on the Opposition
bonches, which my hon. friend boldly asserts represents the
public sentiment of the country. Why, hon. gentlemen, after
drumming together every man they could fnd, every woman
probably who was willing to sign, and cvery school child,
nanaged to got up petitions against the first Syndicate, and

they claim that such petitions represent public opinion. They
have manufactured resol utions and sent them into thecountry,
and those resolutions have been passed at partizan meetings
where fair discussion was gagged, and they say that such re-
solution so passed represent public opinion. The lon. gentle-
man asserts that at the coming elections he and his friends on
the Opposition benches are, in some mysterious manner, to
revolutionize the country upon this special question.
Well, at the very commencement of this Parliament, so
eager were those gentlemen-after they had been turned
ignominiously out of office--t win their way back te these
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benche-, to get hold of that Treasury which they
had depleted, to get hold of that Treasury marked by deficits
year after year through the mismanagement of the then
Finance Minister, and through the reckless expenditure
which was carried on during the whole five years of the
Reform Administration-so eager were they to get back
so ludicrously restive and unwilling to accept the situation
with a show of the dignity that wins respect for misfortune,
that they often hinted to us that there was a reaction in pub-
lic opinion which would drive the present occupants from
office long before Parliament expired. Nothing came of that
prediction ; it was just about as sound and well founded as the
prediction which bas now been made by the hon. member
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton). Hon. gentlemen op-
posite are famous for winningtheir battles before they fight
then; they are famous for the triumphs they achieve before
the actions have commencel; and I can remember that up
to the very day of the elections of 1878, thoy claimed not
only that they would koep what seats they had in Ontario
when they went into the contest, but that they would wrest
thirteen seats from us in that noble Province. That was the
laet prophecy of the Globe, made on the morning of polling
day. The prediction of the bon. mem ber for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) we will bave to accept in thesame sense. The
bon. gentleman may speak for the fragment of a party
whicb, torn by dissensions within, is in such exigency and
such strait, that it actually turns back upon itself, within
this very Session, and eats its own words. But I can tell the
hon, gentleman that the lack of himself and his leader, from
the beginning to the end, bas been of that political instinct
whieh flows out ofhonest convictions,of that consistent action
which enables a man who is taking a straightforward course,
to feel the pulse of the public and to know whether he stands
in accord with it or not ; and that political instinct in the
new leader of the Opposition bas never been mani-
feàted in any such degree as to entitle him to be
called a leader of mon. I know it, and any man who bas
watched the career of the hon. gentleman knows it. On the
other hand, I say that the great leader of the Conservative
party knows that the people accepted him as one who had
taken a consistent course throughout, and we know
that the people take at their own true worth the hollow
promises, hollow shams and bollow pretences of the hon.
gentlemen who attempted to manufacture public opinion
against him For one moment I will stop to show the
nature of the petitions which.were sent in by the Chartists
to the British Parliament, and I believe a great many
of the petitions produced before us against the contract are
tarred with the same stick, for I understand that in one
petition alone there are 137 repetitions of the same name,
written by the same hand, and ab uno disre omnes. The
author of the "lHistory of Our Own Times" says:

"The great Chartist petition itself,which was to have made so profound
an impression on the House of Commons, proved as utter a failure as the
demonstration on Kensington Common."

I may say that the petitions presented here have proved,
ar.d will prove, as great a failure as the demonstrations
that were got up through the country by bon. gentlemen
opposite during the recess. The writer continues:

" Mr. O'Connor in presenting this portentous document boasted that
it would be found to have five million seven huodred thousand signatures
in round numbers. The calculation was made in very round numbers
indeed. The Committee on Public Petitions were requested to make a
minute examination of the document. and to report to the House of Com-
mons. Tue committee called in the service of a little army of law-
stationers' clerks, and went to work to analyze the signatures. They
fou',d, to begin with, that the whole number of signatures, genuine or
otherwise, fell short of two millions. But that was not all. The com-
mittee found in many cases that whole sheets of the petition were signed
by the one hand, and that eight per cent. of the signatures were those of
women. It did not need much investigation to prove that a large propor-
tion of the signatures were not genuine. The name of the Queen, of
Prince Albert, of the Duke of Wellington, Sir Robert Peel. Lord John
Russeil, Colonel Sibthorp, and various other public personages, appeared
again and again on the C hartist roll. Some of these eminent persons
would appear to have carried their zeal for the peopie's charter so far' as

to keep signing their names untiringly all over the petition. A large
number of yet stranger allies would seem to have been drawn to the cause
of the charter. ' Cheeks the Marine' was a personage very familiar at that
time to the readers of , apt. Marryat's sea stories ¡ and the name of that
myt hical hero appeared with bewildering iteration in the petition. So
did 'Davy Jbnes' ; so did various persons describing themselves as
Pugnose, Flatnose, Wooden-legs, and by other such epithets acknow-
ledging curious personal defects. We need not describe the laughter and
scorn which these revelations produced. There really was not anything
very marvellous in the discovery. The petition was got up in great h"ste
and with almost utter carelessness. Its sheets used to be sent anywhere,
and left lying about anywhere. on a chance of obtaining signatures.
The temptation to schoolboys and practical jokers of al: kinds was
irresistible. Wherever there was a mischievous hand that could get ho' d
of a pen, there was some name of a royal personage or some 'Cheeks the
Marine' at once added to the muster-roll of the Chartists. As a matter of
fact, almost all large popular petitions are found to have some such
buffooneries mixed up with their s-rious business. The Committee on
Petitions have on several occasions had reason to draw attention to the
obviously fictitious nature of signatures appended to such documents.
The petitions in favour of O'Connell's movement used to lie at the doors
of chapels all the Sunday Iog in Ireland. with pen and ink ready for all
who approved to sign; and it was many a time t he favorite amusement
of schoolboys to scrawl down the most fantastic names and nonsensical
imitations of names. But the Chartist petitions had been so loudly
boasted of, and the whole Chartist movement had1 created such a scare,
that the delight of the public generally at any discovery that threw both
into ridicule was overwhelming. It was made certain that the number of
genuine signatures was ridiculously below the estimate formed by the
Chartist leaders; and the agitation, after terrifying respectability for a
long time, suddenly showed itself as a thing only to be laughed at. The
laughter was stentorian and overwhelming.

" The effect, however, of this unlucky petition on the English public
mind was decisive. From that day Chartism never presented itself to the
ordinary middle-class Englishman as anything but an object of ridicule."

History repeats itself, and I have every reason to
believe that the sane frauds and absurdities will be found
to abound in the petitions which have been presented to this
louse. Just before the new Syndicate proposition was

introduced into this House, it was whispered with knowing
winks and pointings and sly hints that thore were expecta-
lione of an interesting event. There was very much of such
gossip as one hears among old ladies when a certain other
evet-a very important one in a family -is about to
occur. The Betsy Prig of that occasion was the bon. mem ber
for South Ontario (Mr. Glen); the Sairey Gamp, the friend
of Betsy, who was indifferent whether she sicked or whether
she monthlied, I presume we might characterize as our
hon. friend from North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton). These
gentlemen ordered the long clothes and the safety pins;
prepared what is called the laye1te; got the cradie ready ;
and when the little bantling was presented to the public,
its features were so like its putative papa's that every body
would have sworn that it was his own darling child, and if
nature, out of her mysterious laboratory, could have pre-
sented to the little weakling a pair of spectacles, the
resemblance would have been almost perfect. But after
dandling the dear little thing, after accepting it from
the nurse, after preparing it for its christening, the
unnutural parent suddenly deserted it, and attempted
to put it in the basket at the foundling hospital,
It is true that there were no state witnesses present at the
accouchement, as in the case of royal offspring, and no sal-
vos of artillery hailed the heir whose helplessness should, at
least, have appealed to the pity of nurses, wet and dry; but
alas, true to the instincts of those who always kick
people when they are down, the whole party in this House,
who are loudest in their peans of welcome at its nativity,
from the leader down to the smallest follower-and I will
not name him, but he knows very well whom I would select
-deserted the poor little feeble wretch, and disowned it,
and it bas since been kicked about in the gutter. It could
not even be received in the alms-house, it is branded as a
nulius filws, and the consequence is that, after a feeble and
short-lived existence, no one bas offered to give it the last
rites of humanity, and it is kicked about in the gutter sti 1.
It ill becomes the hon. member for North Norfolk to brin g
out that draggled bantling and hold i up and dandle it in
this House again. We thought we had got rid of it, and we
were willing to lot these hon. gentlemen share among them-
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selves the celebrity which attaches to that sort of paternity.
Sir, in contrast with the wholo procedure on the Opposition
side, in contrast with the obstruction which bas been given
to this measure from the very beginning, I am perfectly will-
ing that we should appeal to the country tojudge between this
party and, that. Sir, look at the space tâken up in the
debates, look at the liberty the bon. gentlemen on the other
side have had unchallenged, and compare that with the
course pursued by the dominant, overbearing and insolent
majority which held power bere for five years. Look at
that record and see how a party of hon. gentlemen on the
Government side treat their opponents and their foes. More
than 40 per cent of the whole space of the Ilansard, up to
this time, bas been taken up by the speeches of hon. gentle-
men on the opposite side, although their proportion to the
hon. members on this side is about as one to four; and they
have had the opportunity of repeating, over and over again,
with the most monotonous iteration, every argument that
can be adduced; fortheb hon. leader of the Opposition ex.
hausted the whole subject in his first speeches he made, and
nobody could follow him without repeating what ho had
said. One of these gentlemen came to the front, and al-
though ho was challenged, unblushingly occupied the time
of the House reading bis speech, having previously, without
doubt, sent it for publication in the Globe, and then handed
the manuscript to the reporters. Hon. gentlemen on the
other side found fault with me when I called the attention
of the Speaker to that fact. There is no more obvious rule
in May's " Parliamentary Practice," than that the reading
of speeches is not permitted, because it destroys the spirit
of debate. I cid not press the question, although, if I had
done so, I could have stopped the bon, gentleman from read-
ing his speech, and the Globe would have had a report on the
following day of a speech that was not delivered ; and I
think now that speech ought not to be permitte I to remain
on the records of this louse, because it is not such a speech
in any sense as ought to be uttered in the freedom of debate.
Not only that, but I sat near the bon. gentleman, and I saw
him skip page after page of his speech; you, Sir, stated that
as other gentlemen had read their speeches you would not
interfere while this debate was going on, although it was
against the rule, and would not be permitted thereafter.
But your attention, Sir, was not before called to the fact
that speeches were read in the fouse, or your duty would
have been to stop the practice. But it eventually became
an abus-one which I hope the discussion we have had
will be the means of checking. I assert, Sir, that every oppor.
tunity bas been afforded for the discussion of this question.
Every phase of the discussion bas strengthened our position
witb the people, bas strengthened our party with the pub-
lic, and the bon. gentleman need not lay the flattering
unction to bis soul that ho and bis friends are going
to mislead the public as they did on a former occasion.
The bon. gentleman must remember that lightning does not
strike twice in the same place, and although they succeeded
once, they will not succeed again, for the peoplo's eyes are
open to the hollow shama of an organized hypocrisy; and I
wish to say, once for al, that these hon. gentlemen, not true
to the instincts which characterized the Conservative party
-when their leader lost a battle, deposod and disgraced him.
How was it with the true and faithful party that, in spite
of obloquys, slanders and unjust reproaches, in spite of every
calumny that could be heaped upon a man, clung to the Great
Chieftain who bas led the Conservative party to power
more than once, and who we hope God will spare to lead it
more than once again. And now we have the reward of
our fidelity. That hon. gentleman may remember with
pride and pleasure that never in bis darkest days bas
he failed to draw to him the faithful hearts that have sup-
ported him and carried him to this hour of triumph; and
I say that when bon. gentlemen opposite, on the night of
our long discussion, accused as of treating this subject with

Mr. PLtoM,

undue levity, I was perfectly justified in telling them that if
they choose they had a good right to clothe themselves in
sackcloth and ashes; but it was our belief that we had put
on the garments of festivity and could afford to laugh and
be happy, while they might toll the death-knell, for all we
cared, like the Indian braves-that they might build their
own funereal pyre, and sit on it as long as they liked. The
right hon. gentleman, our leader, may feel that to.day ho is
stronger in the hearts of the people by far than if the hon.
gentleman whom I see opposite (Sir R. J. Cartwright) had
not poured ont bis vials of vitriol against him upon the
public platform, than if the press which united against him
had not attacked and slandered him, because those attacks
raised to him friends who grappled him to their hearts with
hooks of steel, and who now believed their proudest reward
to be the fact that they have kept in position one of the
greatest statesmen of the world, certainly by far the greatest
that Canada has ever produced. We are willing to let this
contract for building the Canadian Pacifie Railway be the
record upon which he shall ho judged, to compare it with
the obstructive policy of the other side, with that policy
which would turn the whole trade and future of Canada into
the United States. We are willing to contrast it with the
policy of him who said, in that Aurora speech, for which
he got so much credit, with extraordinary prescience, that
he intended to seek a warmer south, and we saw the literal
fulfilment of that prophecy, in the attempt, futile as it was,
to turn the course of the Pacific Railway down across the
Sault Ste. Marie, into the United States, and divert the
stream oftravel and traffic into that country. Nothing could
be more fruitless than the attempts which have been made
in every possible form to induce the hon. gentlemen on this
sideto desert their leader. The hon. gentlemen opposite got a
crumb of comfort in the acknowledgment by some gentlemen
on this side that the contract was not in every respect what
we could wish it to be. Nobody pretends to say that it is the
ideal contract that could be made in the library, and which
would in every respect suit our views; but it was a bargain
made with live business men, men who watched their own
interest, and who intended to perform the work they agreed
to carry out to the letter. Parliament having accepted that
contract, will do injury to itself if it does not force those
gentlemen to carry it out to the letter. The Government
have the power, and they have never relinquished the
power, to force its fulfilment. Not one stop can be taken
which could violate that contract, without the Government
having the power to check it. The Government will do in-
jury to all the traditions of the past if it does not see that
the agreement is fulfilled. In this connection I am re-
minded that the hon. member for North Brant (Mr. Flem-
ing) quoted from the first proofs of the "Debates," which are
often incorrect, a statement of mine that the contract
was all that could be wished. I did not say any such
thing. I simply said that it was not all that could have
been wished, if we had the bargain made all on our side;
and if the bon. member for North Brant had looked at
the context he would have found there eould be no
misapprehension of my meaning. I thank the House for
the attention they have given to me; and must apologize
for the hasty manner in which I have been compelled to
rise to vindicate myself, and defend the question from the
sophistries which have been thrown about it, by the hon.
member for North Norfolk-sophistries which ho knows so
well how to use. And I can truly say, in conclusion, that
the charge of inconsistency made against me comes with a
very bad grace from that bon. gentleman.

Mr. POPE (Queen's). I do not intend to discuss this
question fully, as it has already been discussed; but intend
only to refer to sundry references that have been made to
the Province from which I come, and to the large petition
presented to this Honse with the view of impressing on it
that the people of Prince Edward Island are opposed to the
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passing of the contract. Hon. members from Prince
Edward Island were taken to task the other day by the
hon. member for Gloucester for having said that this was a
bogus petition. I will go a little further. I will show that
the hon. member for Gloucester, who presented this petition,
should receive the censure of this House. Every hon.
member who presents a petition should read it, in order to
ascertain whether it is a respectable and proper petition to
present, and, if he finds that it is based on deception and
fraud, he is guilty of a violation of the rules of the
House in presenting it. He should be made to
withdraw it and receive the censure of the House
for having presented it. The hon. member for Gloucester
may arrogate to himself the leadership of his party in the
Province of New Brunswick, and I will not complain. He
may visit Nova Scotia and I will not complain. Ie did
visit Halifax with the view of impressing the people there
with bis great importance, and convincing them of the
dishonesty of the Government ; but, notwithstanding his
great ability and musical voice, he was unable, although
there was a very large audience present at the meeting, to
induce thein to remain to hear him out. Before he had
concluded the audience left, leaving behind the Hon. Mr.
Jones, the lon. Mr. Vail and the hon. gentleman himself,
who could sympathize with each other on the good old
times gone by, which they hoped by their exertions might
be brought back again. I will not allow the hon. gentle-
man to take charge of-the little Province of Prince Edward
Island. You would suppose that the fact of the hon.
member's own constituency presenting a petition in
favor of this contract would induce him to pay a little
respect to the wishesof his constituency. I will read you a
paragraph containing one of the resolutions passed by the
corporation in bis own county a short time ago He las
much better reason for saying the people of his county have
faith in this contract than he has for saying that the people
of Prince Edward Island arc opposed to it. The resolution
passed was as follows:-

''"It is further resolved that we consider it the obvions duty of every
honest, loyal lover of bis country, to give bis warm support to the
Government in this motter, and frustrate the objects of factions oppo-
nents who are only trifling with the best interests of the country."
I do not know whether they hoped that the hon. member
would become a loyal and honest supporter of the Admin-
istration in the interests of the country.Perhaps they did not;
but I think the hon. gentleman should pay a littie attention
to the expresEed wishes of these people ; he should not spread
himself quite so much or endeavor to take charge of the
whole Maritime Provinces. If he continues to spread him-
self we shall have to call on the hon. member for Victoria,
N.B. (Mr. Costigan), to keep him within bounds. The
petition to which the hon. gentleman has referred is based
on deception, falsehood and fraud. I suppose that, in the
first place,the instructions were sent down from head quarters
here to call a meeting. Mr. Louis B. Davis, who is well
known in public life in the Maritime Provinces, took a leading
part, and I will show the House how he endeavored to
influence the people. In Prince Edward Island the people
have a great dread of leasehold land tenancy, from their own
past experience, and Mr. Davis' object was to frighten them
into believing that the men who went from the Island to the
North-West with their wives and families would not be able
to get a foot of land along the railway line. I will record an
extract from his speech:

"'he most infamous part of this wicked bargain has yet to be told. It
is said that the Syndicate land is to be taken in alternate blocks, no part
of which is to be more than 24 miles from the railway. Now, this phrase
" alternate blocks" bas a good sound. On the face of it the division
seems to be a fair one. But there is a 'but ' in this business. It is pro-
viled that if any of those blocks, in the opinion of the Syndicate is unfit
for settlement, they can choose other lands from those held by the Gov-
ernment, and it is further provided that if any of the land is swampy or
barren, or occupied by water stretches or river or morass, it is not to be
calculated in the concession, but the Syndicate can select portions of
arable land sufficient to make it up. Now, what does this mean? It

means that all the arable lands within 24 miles of the railway are to be
given to the Syndicate."

Now, Sir, that is a gross falsehood intentionally uttered for
the purpose of deceiving the people, and it has been sent
all over the country. So far as the petition goes, I find that
there is not upon it the names of any respect-
able merchants or bankers, or the name of any
lawyer, except Mr. Davis himself, his student,
Mr. Warburton, who wrote the letter which was
read in the House the other day, and who, by the way, is
only remarkable for his forwardness and impudence. The
petition itself is grossly fraudulent upon the face of it. I
find on the first sheet the name of William Mclntyre, and
all the names upon it are in the one handwriting; in the
next all but one are in the same handwriting, and here also
appears the name of William McIntyre, and so on.

Mr. ANGLIN, In how many of the sheets does that
occur ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's). The next sheet bas the name of
Thomas Campbell; the next commences with the same
name, and it is the same ail through. I find the name of
some men signed in two places in different handwriting,
and I am quite satisfied that one of them is a forgery. I
find several names here that appear in two columne, in fact
the whole sheet seems to be duplicated. I have received
hundreds of letters in regard to this petition. One from a
countryman in the back settlements asks for information.
He says :

" Hon. Sir, I am requested by your supporters in this district to write
these few lines and enquire what does the Opposition party mean by
sending men round with a petition against selling land to a railway
company in England, almost compelling people to sign it for them, but
getting very few. Will you be so good as to letme know what they mean?"

I have often remarked how the leading Grits in all parts of
the country act in the same way and are guided by the same
principles. In private life they are everything you could
wish. They are a little better than other people, they carry
their prayer-books about in their pockets on Sunday and
profess to be quite as good or better than other people. But
when it comes to their political conduct, it seems to be
necessary for them to resort to deception and fraud to gain
their point, and that they should sacrifice for that purpose
everything that is straightforward and honest. I will give
you one instance of how that party acted in Prince Edward
Island. In 1871 the Provincial Government carried a railway
bill. They entered into a contract and the Opposition
immediately began to hold meetings throughout the Province.
They said the contract was entered into for the purpose
of selling the Island into Confederation, that scheming
Confederators were sent down there as contractors. They
declared they would spend £100,000 to get the contract
cancelled, that they would rip up the rails already
laid, and that the Province should not be sacrificed.
They got into power, but before one month had passed they
resumed the work we had undertaken, and not only that,
but they found they could not hold their position without
giving to these scheming Confederators, these contraetors
sent down, as they said from Canada to build sixty miled
more road, and they give these contractors $1,000 a mile
more than we were paying. That was the course they
pursued, and although they went to the country there was
a strong feeling against the Confederation, and they
persuaded the people to keep the Island out of Confederation.
But instead of doing that,what did these same gentlemen do ?
Two leaders of that Government came to Ottawa without
the knowledge of the people to negotiate the terms of
Union. While they were negotiating those terms the
question came up as to how much money they should
receive ns a condition of thoir coming in. They argued that,
inasmuch as Canada had incurred a large public debt to
build this Pacifie Railway, they could not come :n on the
same terms as the otber Provinces, because they would
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receive no benefit from the ralway. Those gentlemen
agreed to these terms-$30,000,000 was put down for the
construction of this work, together with a large sum for
canals, and the people of Prince Edward Island have been
and are now receiving their portion of the expenditure for
the Pacifie Railway. Yet there are men in Prince Edward
Island who complain that they are not getting any benefit
from Confederation. At a meeting held lately on the
Island, Mr. W. D. Stewart, Mr. Davidson's right-hand man,
said :

"It was high time that the people of this Island asserted themselves
and endeavored to put a stop tu this enormous expenditure in one
section of the Dominion, while the public works of the eastern
Provinces were starved."
Now, so far as Prince Edward Island is concerned, we have
been receiving a fairsbhare of that expenditure, in conse-
quence of the additional burden put upon the people by the
building of this railway; and when these lands come Vo be
sold the probability is that the debt will not be increased at
all, and that Prince Edward Island will continue to receive
ber share of this $30,000,000 a long time to come. But I
rose to say that no importance should be attached toa petition
which is based upon fraud and deception to start with.
The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), who
presented this petition to the House, declared it was one of
the most respectable petitions ever presented to the flouse
of Commons. There are many respectablo names on that
petition, but I do not know whether the owners of those
names subscribed them. But we know that bundreds of
the names are forgeries, that there are many duplicates,
and that the names of many dead persons have also been
added to that list. I have been told that ebildren ten years
old have had their names placed in that petition I do not
hesitate to say that the Syndicate contratt, when explained
to the people of Prince Edward Island, will be perfectly
satisfactory to them, and they will feel, with the other
people of the Maritime Provinces, that they are relieved
from a burden. They know the worst, they know what it
is going to cost, and they feel relieved. They may wonder
why the Government should reject a contract otfering to
do the work for some millions less, but ail they want in the
Maritime Provinces is an explanation of the terms of the
two contracts, for they are anxious to do what is right, and
nre not prepared to repudiate obligations solemnly entered
into by this Government.

Mr. YEO. In replying to the hon. Minister of Marine
and Fisheries respecting that petition, I may say that 1
happen to know a little about it, having been in Prince
Edward Island at the time. I was telegraphed to froim
several places to attend meetings and 1 did attend one
meeting. At that meeting there was one of these papers
on the desk, and it was signed by every individual at that
meeting, both Conservative and Liberal. It is very custom-
ary at meetings held in country places, for one person to
sign for one-half or two-thirds of the meeting, but it was
not the case at the meeting at which I was present. The
hon. Minister bas pointed out only ten or twelve names;
one of the members from the Island told me there was
200 names which were duplicated. That might be the
case; but 1 fancy it was because the pe itions were to be
sent both to the Sonate and the Commons. One thing I
can -assure this House, from what I know of the Island, if
one had time to go through the country, I believe nearly
every elector ou Prince Edward Island would have signeda
that petition, except, perhaps, some gentlemen who might1
want office. The hon. Minister thinks the people are ina
favor of this contract; if so, let him open bis county, and 1
will open mine, and we will test the question. I think it1
does not corne with very good grace from the hon. Minister1
to charge a fraud against the Province which he represents.t
I think you will find as much honesty, straightforwardness
And intelligence there as in any ProN ince of this Dominion,b

Mr. PoPE (Queen's).

and I defy anyone who has been on that Island to say any-
thing to the contrary.

Mr. MACDONALD (King's). The hon. member
for Prince (Ur. Yeo) may take his own consti-
tuency under his wing, but I certainly object to his taking
mine, and I can say, with the positive assurance that I
am speaking the candid, honest truth when I say that every
one who supported me at the last election is prepared
to endorse the policy of the Government in the present
instance, and I think it is a piece of impertinence-.-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. MACDONALD. If it is not parliamentaryI will with-

draw the word ; but I think it is a very còol thing indeed
for the hon. member for Prince to come forward and speak
for my constituency. I believe, not only my own constitu-
ency, but seven-eighths, if not nine-tenths, of the electors
of Prince Edward Island will endorse the policy of the
presont Government. I believe it is carrying out the terms
under which we came into this Confederation. About
$30,000,000 has been added to the debt of this country by
the construction of this road, of which we have been getting
the benefit since Confederation ; and I believe the lands of
the North-West will wipe out the debt incurred for the
construction of this railway, and Prince Edward Island will
get the benefit of it. I fully endorse the policy of the
present Government in carrying that great highway
through this country, and I believe it will develop the
country and throw population into it as it could not be
done in any other way, and thus relieve the public of the
burden of the work.

Mr. CHARLTON. I wish to make a personal explana-
tion. The hon. momber for Niagara stated I carefully
avoided allusion to the Northern Pacifie road, the S>uthern
Pacifie road, and the roads in Texas. I think you will bear
me out that I alluded to the Northern Pacific, the Sonthern
Pacific and the various other roads. I presume the lion.
gentleman is aware that it would not be proper to allude to
the roads in Texas, as Texas was admitted to the Union as
an independent territory, it controls its own public lands,
and the United States bas not the appropriation of public
lands in Texas.

Mr. ANGLIN. I had no intention this afternoon of
taking part in the debate, but the speeches delivered render
it necessary for me to say a few words. The hon. member
for Niagara looked at me in a very knowing manner

Mr. PLUMB. A cat may look at a king.
Mr. ANGLIN. A cat may look at a king, and so the hon.

mcmber for Niagara may look at me. The hon. member
for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) indulged in a great deal of what,
in any other hon. member, would be called abuse of the
Liberal party. We are a small and a weak party in this
House, but 1 believe we are now a strong party in the
country; and we are willing to await the decision of the
people as to which party is right. The hon. gentleman
speaks of fourth-class pot-house politicians. We are willing,
if there are any pot-house politicians in this House, that the
people at large should decide to which party they belong,
and which is the party of gentlemen, judging us by our
conduct in debate and when before the country. The
Minister of Marine and Fisheries chose to assert that ihis
petition is based on fraud, and that I did not do my duty,
and in fact offered an insult to the Hlouse in presenting the
petition without having thoroughly examined it, and
ascertained if fraud existed on the face of it, as the hon.
gentleman alleges. I stated on a former occasion
how I came to present the petition; that it was
handed to me a few minutes before the Speaker
took the chair on th-at particular occasion by a
member of the other branch of Parliament, who also
handed me a letter, requesting me, in the absence of the
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bon. member for Prince, to present the petition. I believe
that in presenting it I wasdischarging my duty as amomber
of Parliamont towards one of the Provinces of this
Dominion, towards a large number of respectable electors,
and I was satisfied I did right in relying entirely on the
honor and integrity of the gentleman to whom I have
referred. Technically speaking I was perhaps wrong in
relying.on the statement of that gentleman and the letter,
and in taking the responsibility of presenting the petition
witbout having examined it. The Minister of Marine
travelled out of the record very widely in asserting that I
am sueking the leadership in my own Province. I think
the hon. gentleman knows enough of my past actions
to be satisfied that I never sought the leadership of my Pro-
vince. During the pastsay ten or twelveyears of my political
lifo I have never opened my mouth in public savo in my
own constituency; I never even took a prominont part in
a meeting in St. John. The hon. gentleman's assertion
that I am striving for the leadership in my Province is,
therefore, only matter of conjecture. He probably imagined
that by making such an assertion he would hurf, not myself,
but some hon. members who sit on this side of the flouse.
The assertion made by the Minister of Marine is entirely
unfounded. The statement made by the hon. gentleman
respecting my visit to Halifax is also entirely incorrect.
The hon. gentleman would convey to this louse the impres-
sion that 1, for the purpose of "spreading myself," sought an
opportunity of addressing a public meeting at Halifax. That
is the direct opposite of the truth. I did not seck an oppor-
tunity of addressing a public meeting in that city. When I
left Ottawa I had not the slightest idea of going to iIalifax,
but I received from a number of gentlemen an urgent invita-
tion to attend a publie meeting, probably because I happened
to be one of those on the Opposition side of the louse, who
had resisted the hurried passage of this Bill. When I
received the invitation, I wrote a private letter to the gentle-
men setting forth reasons why I thought it better to confine
the meeting to residents inl ialifax. They thoug it o:her-
wise; they renewed the invitation, and, under the cii'. um-
stances, I felt it to be my duty to attend that meeting and
to state why I opposed the contract before Parlianent. I
did that in the simplest language possible; and if any one
told the Minister of Marine that a number of persons left the
meeting while I spoke, that party misinformed him. I kept'
my eyes on the entrances and although there were many
persons standing at the rear of the hall, I did not observe
that any one left while I addressed the meeting. Resolutions
were offerred condemning the contract in the strongest
language; and not more than twenty, probably not tei, ex-
pressed dissent therefrom. Anotberresolutionwas submitted,
declaring that a copy of the resolution should be sent to the
members for the city and county of H alifax asking them to
use their influence to prevent the ratification of the contract.
That decision has never been officially stated in the House;
and, perhaps, I am now justitiod in convaying this infor-
mation to the House.

lIt being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister of Railways made,
before recess, certain statements with reference to the
petition froin Prince Edward Island which I presented, that
call for a reply on my part. The hon. member asserted
that many names were in the same handwriting, that many
were those of dead persons, and that many were repeated.
Charges of that kind should not be made deliberately unless
the bon. gentleman is prepared to point out the names he
objects to, even if he gives no proof to sustain the assertion.
le did name one which he said was repeated in two or three
p laeas. There must be in an island like Prince Edward

Iand a great many persons bearir.g the same name. I

remember a gentleman who represented in this Bouse
one of the Nova Scotian counties saying that
in his county there were no less than 700 electors bearing
the same name and of the same family. In Prince Edward
Island there are many Scotchmen settled from the same
part of Scotland-Highland Scotchmen-who have been
quite as prolific as Scotchmen on the mainland. Names
such as John Smith, and many Irish names, are borne by
many different individuals; so that, unless the bon.
Minister could prove distinctly that ail these names were
the name of one person, that charge must fall to the ground.
''he charge that several names were in the same hand-
writing bas already been answered. It is well known that,
in country districts especially, people often prefer that their
names should be written for them, and names so written,
with the authority of those asked to sign, are as authentic
as if those people had signed themselves. With regard to
the only point on which the slightest proof bas been given,
the duplication of names, I have in my hand a letter from
Mr. Warburton which settles that point. Tbe hon. Minister
has chosen to describe Mr. Warburton as a very impertinent
person, I believe him to be a gentleman of respectablity
and standing in Charlottetown. I do not know that [ have
always agreod in politics with that gentleman, but I never
heard anything derogatory to his character before, and I
think Mr. Warburton's character will not suffer from an
attack of that kind. The following is the letter:-

I CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.,

"Hon. T. W. ANGLIN,I"24th January, 1881.
" DER SaR.-I learn that reports have been circulated in the lobbies of

the Rouse of Commons to the effect that 'investigation proves the peti-
tion (froin P. E. Island)to contain double sheets of the saine signatures,
and in many instances numerous names signed in the saine band-writing.'
As Mr. Haythorne, at my request gave you the petition to present, I feel
it onlyfair to you not to lose a moment in writing to you on this matter,
so tbat you may be in a p9sition to meet any charges brought by our
opponents. In the first place as to the upticatea. On one sheet, from
the first district of Prince County, there are two parallel rows of dupli-
cate signatures, but I have run my pencil through one ofthe duplicate
rows and that row is not included in the aggregate number of signatures,
the single row is alone reckoned. On looking at the petition you will
see it is in double columns and some of the persons who had it in charge
thought a second one would be required for the Senate, as was the case
last ear, and in consequence I received a great number of duplicates, the
one speak ofamong the rest. This was the only one that contained the
duplicates on the saine sheet in the parallel colurmns. The different peti-
tions were pasted togerther by a law student of four years standing, in
whom I have every confidence, and I particularly impressed upon him the
necessity of looking out for duplicates. When lie had finished pasting
them together I personally went over the whole petition and counted the
names for the express purpose of seeing that everything was bonafide, and
I did not find any double sheets or duplicates save the one I have men-
tioned, the duplicate columns of which I have cancelled. I think it
impossible that duplicates could have escaped my notice, and feel quite
safe in saying that the petition is signed by 4,465 bona tide electors.
Moreover, had it not been for the short time at our disposal, and for a
heavy snow storm that came on when the petitions were sent out, we
could have easily doubled the number; as it is, I can forward some more
should the Government supporters wish to get them, several having been
received since the first were sent away. The duplicates I still hold.

" As to the second charge that 'numerous signatures are signed in the
saie hand writing.' This may be the case to a limited extent. It arises
from the fact that in the country it is a very common practice when one
man signs, for his neighbor to direct the first signer to sign for him, or in
other words for one man to sign for another by the latter's direction. I
have frequently been asked to sign this and last year's petitions for other
persons, but of course I invariably refused to do so.

"The petitions were all sent ont to reliable parties in the county in
whom.confidence could be placed, so that I am quite satisfied that every-
thing is fair andabove board. You are at liberty to make any use of this
letter you see fit. 1 eanyustl,"I remnain yours truly,

"A. B. WARBURTON,
uSecretary of Retorm A8sociauton of /Pi. E. lsland."

I put the matter fairly before the House, not merely for
my own sake, because I do not suppose any hon. gentleman
would suspect me of deliberately presenting a petition
which I knew to be fraudulently signed, but for the sake of
those 4,465 electors of Prince Edward Island, whom thoir
representative in the Government has chosen to asperse so
grossly. I will leave the matter entirely between that
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gentleman and the signers of the petition as to who is right
and who is wrong. I have no desire to prolong -the
discussion. I . have said ' nothing of the merita of the
question before us. I merely rose to reply to the charges
made against the petitioners and the unprovoked attack
made on myself. When I feel it my duty to deal with a
charge against myself, I avoid all recrimination. On
this occasion I shall not recriminate. I have answered
fairly the charges made in such strong language by
the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and am
content to let the case stand on its merits.
He spoke of the possibility of my addressing a public meet-
ing some time or other in his Province, and he threatened
me with what he no doubt considers will be a very serious
infliction indeed. Now, I shall not threaten bim» in return
but will simply say, that I have been repeatedly asked to
speak at public meetings in various parts of Nova Scotia as
well as in Prince Edward Island; that I have invariably
declined appearing at a public meeting in bis Province,
becuse of the extraordinary position in which the two
parties have stood towards one another in that Province for
several years. Should I feel it my duty to my party, and
above that to my country, to accept an invitation to
address a meeting in Prince Edward Island, I can assure
him that his threat will have no effect upon me.
If duty would call me to do so, I should like very much to
meet the hon. gentleman before hie own people, but for no
personal gratification would I embrace an opportunity of
that kind. The hon. member for Niagara bas also indulged
in many attacks on the new Syndicate, but I do not think it
is necessary now to reply to them» as we have talked a great
deal on that subject, and as the value ofb is statements will
be properly estimated by the people; and I do not thinkthat
anything that has been said by him or by other bon. gentle-
men on the opposite side wilI affect the estimation in which
the gentlemen, whose names are attached to the new offer,
will always be held by the people of this whole country.
These gentlemon are known ; they are known as men of
high character and high reputation; they are men who in
their various localities are known to be utterly incapable of
sncb conduct and motives as have been attributed to therr.
So I think that hon. gentlemen on this side can allow those
charges also to go without further answer. By the way,
however, the hon. gentleman chose, amongst other things,
to deal with private life, and he insinuated something with
regard to my porsonal conduct and private life which, I
think, was not becoming to him. I will recriminate for
once, if recrimination it can be called, by saying that I have
heard some things of the private life of that gentleman
which entitle him to the highest respect and esteem of
those who know him.

Mr. RICHEY. I should not have addressed the House
at this stage of the measure had hon. gentlemen on both
sides been content, as I expected they would be content, to
permit the Bih to pass through its third reading without
debate. But as the hon. > member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) bas opened the whole question afresh and anew,
impugning the contract in all its particulars, and charging
members on this side of the House with infataation in
supporting it; and as the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) has repeated a challenge which has been made
more than once from the other side of the House, I feel
that I should hardly be justified in permitting this last
opportunity to pass without replying to the allegations and
insiinations which have been put forth by some of my hon.
friends. The member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam) said, the
other evening, that the people of Halifax were not surprised
at the silence of their members, because they knew that
they could not defend a contract which was against the
interests of their constituents-which had not the approval
of their constituents. Sir, the people of Halifax know my
weaknews for silence, but they know, too, that I am either

Mr. ANGLIN.

ashamed nor afraid to speak when occasion requires-es Il
am aceustomed to act acordiWg to my convietiot.-
Silence I hold to be golden, especially in those who
are young in political years, and I thiink the hon. gentemam
might have refrainedfrom -his censure when ie considered
that e, a veteran, spoke late in the debate, and that it wus
only becoming in us to wait "to give ear te his words wbiler
he searched out what Lu say." If with Elihu we feit "DagY
should speak." But I confess that after having waited 'and
listened I am forced to acknowledge the same experience as
expressed by the ancient to whom I have referred, "Great
men are not always wise, neither do the 'ged [necessarilyj
understand judgment." I have endeavored to follow the
discussion whichàhas taken place during the past sir or seven
weeks upon this great question with as much attention as I
was capable of, and whilst there were many -utterances on
the part of hon. gentlemen opposite with which I could not
concur, I did think that to one at least I might give a ready
and cordial assent. I thought I could sympathise with the
feelings to which they gave expression when they invited
and exhorted us to free ourselves from the fetters of party,
and in that emancipated condition to consider this question
only in the light of patriotic duty. But, Sir, I grieve to frnd
that even here, where I had hope I that some accoid of
sentiment might be established between us, we must part
company. I am driven, but inevitably driven, reluctantly
to the conclusion that there was no significance in the
remarks of- bon. gentlemen opposite on that point, for I
have noticed in the speeches which have been made and in
the numerous amendments which have been moved, not the
slightest disposition to sand ar the ties of party; and 1 feel
that, as a Liberal-Conservative, I have no alternative but to
hold that, in this case, the claims of party and the duty of
patriotism are convertible terms. Indeed, as I reflect upon
it, I am astonished at myself that I could ever have been so
far beguiled by the silvery and seductive tones of my hon.
friends as to imagine for a moment 'that this could he
regarded in any other light than as a party question; for is
it not indissolubly a part of the very policy for which we
as a party exist; is it not by vir:ue of that great National
Policy, which is the very soul and substance of our being,
that we are this night ratifying this scheme as the most
satisfactory, swift and economical mode for constructing a
road which, uaiting with our eastern railways, shall bind as
with an iron band the British territory on this continent to
integrate and confirm our union. We must not suier
ourselves to be deluded by the cry: "1peace! peacel"
which those hon. gentleman have so loudly vociferated,
when in their heart there was no peace, when every
device of partizan counisel and every strategy of party
warfare bas been put into operation against -us. Hon.
gentlemen on this side have been freely charged with -not
having discussed this question upon its merits. I think -it
bas been most elaborately and successfully -discussed upon
its merits. It bas merits in itself, and merits by way of
contrast-absolute and relative merits. lt i meritorions
in that it provides for the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway from end .o end by a company; 'the
mode in which we are told by hon. gentlemen on both sids
of this House that it ought to be buit, and by a company
not precipitately fortued in the interests of party, but'a
company formed by gentlemen who have given attention to
point after point in this contract, and have fmally assumed
the work as a matter of business; by a company composed
of capitalists of our own country, of En land, of Europe,
and of the United States, by gentlemen who are se sit1rated
as to be able very materially to advance the interests of
immigration to our great North-West Terrbtory, in itself a
consideration, as I conceive, far outweighing the ine
gSuniary difference between this lan and that interjeeted

another company of gentlemen during our diseussion
upou this questiQn, 1 think it is ritorious, in that it
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gives tous for the first time a definite promise of the com-
pletion of this work; a time within which it can beormpleted,
and the coat of its construction; that it is meritorious, in
that it relieves the Government at once and forever of the
cost of operating the railway already built, and that is to be
bailt, which, according to Mr. Mackenzie's estimate,
would for a long series of years have involved this
country in a loBs .of-not less than $6,000,000 a year. It
provides for the completion of the work within the shortest
possible time consistent with its due construction. These, I
thipk, are positive merits which stand out upon the very face
of the contraet itself, and whiCh must be obvious to 'every
unprejudiced eye. But it has merits also by way of contrast.
It is more economical, practicable and complete than any
other plan which had been previously proposed for the,
construction of the railway. I say it is more economical;
for I care not upon what basis you frame your cal-
culation, I believe there is no one who will impartially
examine this contract, but must come to the conclusion that
it is decidedly the least costly to this country of any which
has been presented. I know that there are several hon.
gentlemen on the other side of the Flouse to whom may
aptly be applied Butler's description of his hero in
"BHudibras :"

le was in logic a great critic,
Profoundlyskilled in analytic;

e eould distinguishaand divide
A. hair 'twixt south aud south-west side;
On either which he would dispute,
Confute, change hands, and s iI confute."

But, however hon. gentlemen opposite may distin-
guish and divide, change hands and still confute,
however they may add, subtract, retract and dis-
tract their figures, there are some few arithmetical facts
which are so plain and so easy of presentation, that even
Macaulay's schoolboy would at any time have worked out
for them in a few moments, that I think they cannot,
without great difficulty, get rid of them. Now, I attach no
importance to the value of the lands in a pecuniary or
commercial sense. Their value is so far unknown, and may
in the future become0so great, that I would rather part with
as little as possible of them except for actual settlement,
which I believe to be their value to us.. I agree with Mr.
Mackenzie. that any value you place on those lands at
present must be a fictitious value, and I would "frankly
acknowledge," in his own w.rds "the utter fallaciousness of
any attempt to put a fictitious value on the land, and expect
English capitalists to take tle value as real value." Why,
Sir, we have only to consider that, if the statement which
has been made here be correct, that you have to-day, after
a century of settlement, only seven or eight million acres of
cultivable land in the great Province of Ontario, and but
seventeen million acres for the whole Dominion, the
value of those lands cannot be realized in a month, or a
year, or a decade of years. You have only to look at the
return whieh was laid on the Table of this House a'few
days ago, to examine the quantity of lands sold and the
money received and to be received, to see how high are
even your lowest calculations'respecting the value of these
lands in the presence of actual facts. You have to coùsider
with regard to the disposition of the 25,000,000 acres
of land placed at the dioposal of the Syndicate, that side by
side for every square mile -which they possess there is a
square ile owned by the Government, interested in filing
up that country with immigrants, not in selling the land,
but in giving it away, establishing homesteads for the people
who go there. Therefore you have a square mile adjoining
every square mile of the Company's, which provides for
at Jeast two settlers, alongside of whose homestead there is
apreemption, giving them an equal quantity of land, which,
if we count it at 42.50, would make the whole value notV
mffe than $1.25 an acre, in competition with these gentlemen
upon their line of railway, out of which must be c4rriq th
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cost of bringing inmigrants into that country. I have no
doubt these lands will become very valuable. They will
increase in value, and we may hope for the Companythat they
will derive a profit from the sale of their lande, as this country
will in conjunction with them. If, however, it be necessary
to put some fiptitious value upon these lands fbr the purpose
of comparison, I care not what value is placed upon them.
I find that whèn the hon, leader of the late Goverument
brought down his Bill in 1874, estimating the lands at 41 an
acre, ho was told by.some members of the Opposition that
they were worth $2.50 per acre, and when the hon. Minister
of Railways bronght down his proposal this year, and esti-
mated the lands for the purpose of calculation at one
dollar an acre, ho was told by the Opposition that they
were worth $3.18 per acre. Now, I am willing to take the
estimate of the Opposition in eaehc ase, and give to Mr.
Mackenzie's plan the benefit of the difference of 68 cents,
and what is the result ? The proposai of 1874 was:
Cash, say, $27,000,000; land, 54,000,000 acres, at $2.50,
$135,000,000; guarantee of 4 per cent., say $20,000,000 ;
total, $182,000,0t0. If, as some asserted, the quantity of
land to be given under that Act was 56,000,000 acres,
instead of 54,000,000, we should have $5,000,000 to add to
that amount. The Allan contract was': Cash subsidy,
$U0,000,000 :;-land, 50,000,000 acres, at $2.50, $125,000,00 ;
total, 155,000,000. The Syndicate terms are
Cash subsidy, $25,000,000; railways constructed
by Government, $28,000,000; land, 25,000,000
acres, at $3.18, 079,500,000 ; total, $132,500,000,
being a difference in favor of this contract as against the
Mackenzie terms of $49,500,000, and ageinst the Allan
terms of $22,500,000. I said this scheme was more
practicable. The Allan contract failed because capitalists
were not to Pe found in Europe willing to run the risk of
investing their money in the enterprise. The Maekenzie
scheme failed .because contractors could not be found to
andertake the burden of construction. In the present case
both contractors and capitalists have been secured, and it is
no small consideration that we have enlisted in this enter-
prise gentlemen who can bring to bear so great an influence
in the development of our country as those who are
residents of France, Germany and England can in the way
of promoting immigration. Why, the late Government
expended, during their terni of office, nearly 11,000,000 in
bringing less than 65,000 itnmigrants into this country.
How long, and thow much money would it take, at
that rate, to produce the 3,000,000 of population
in the North-West which it is estimated is necessarv before
this railway ean le made a paying speculation. But we
are told that another company without coaxing are ready
to jump at the chance of constructing this railway on botter
ternis than those proposed. Well, Sir, that is always the
way. There are always those ready to bid after the
hammer bas fallen, always those ready to undei b'd after the
contract las been " made firm." I said this conti ait was more
complete. It leaves nothing foe future negotiation. The
Company is formed and ready to proceed with the work.
Its fmancial arrangements we understaud to be complote,
and they only await the ratification of the contract in order
to begin oporations. I cannot look upon the offer of the
so called new Syndic&te as a bmd fide ofer. I ean only
regard it as a great political kite, of whichb hon. gentlemen
on the opposite side hold the string, and these friendly
capitalists raise the wind. If I could feel that that
offer would be vigoroousy and honestly carried
ont; if I felt that it did not necessarily involve
the retura to p9wer -of hon. gentlemen opposite,
resulting in the Joasof millions and millions of mouey lto
this country by their mismanagement, and in the abroga-
tion of our tariff, which is fast raising us from th e longh of
despond into a region of hope ; if I did not think it would
be theedeath knell to the soheme of conneçting he Atlantio
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with the Pacifie by a continuous lino of railway through
British territory, I should then be in a position to consider
whether I should vote down the scheme proposed to this
Parliament by my right hon. friend. But, even thon, I would
haveto consider what might be the effect on thé moral and
materi'al standing of my country in the eyes of the world;
and I confess such a consideration as that alone would appel
me. I believe the Government have acted strictly within
the authority with which they are clothed as the trusted
repieientatives of this Parliament,. and within the
authority of the resolutions and enaetments which
have been passed by this Parliament from the very
inception of this scheme. With these credentials
they proceeded to England and negotiated a fair bargain with
which they have returned to us for its ratification, and I
feel that we have nothing else to do but to sustain them in
it. That if we refused to ratify a contract which has been
thus negotiated and thus brought to a conclusion, we would
proclaim that < ur Government is not to be trusted, and we
would render it exceedingly difficult for this Government,
or any other Gov ernment, to approach at any time, when
they need to do so, the capitalists of the civilized world.
We have heard a good deal of aspersion of the details of
this measure. It bas been mildly insinuated by the bon. mem-
ber for West Durham (Mr. Blake), if not boldly asserted-
and I think he would shrink from the assertion-that there
is not sufficient guarantee for the completion of the ends of
this road, whilst at the same time we have had rolled up
before our eyes the tremendous character of the exemp-
tions which are conceded to this Company. There is
the monopoly arising from the prohibition for twenty
years of any lino of railway south ot the Canadian
Pacifie Railway from any point at or near the railway,
except such lino as shall run south-west or to the westward
of south-west. There is the power to the Company to
construct and woik branch lines of railway from any point
or points along their main line of railway to any point or
points within the territory of the Dominion. T'bere is the
exemption fron taxation forever of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, its capital stock and all stations, station grounds,
workshops, buildings, yards and other property and appur-
tenances, and for twenty years after the grant made by the
Crown of the lands of the Company in the North-west
Territories unless soonerý sold or occupied. There is the
promise from the Government*to grant to the Company the
lands required for the road-bed of such brnches and for the
stations, station grounds, buildings, workshops, yards and
other appurtenances requisite for the efficient construction
and working of t-eir branchei in Fo far as such làntids are
vested in the Government. There is the restriction placed
upon the Government interference with the rates of the
Company, haviug once agreed to them, until the tolls pro-
duce ton per cent. per annum profit on the capital
actually expended in the construòtion of the rail-
way. There are the facilities which the Government is
to afford to the Company in their financial arringements.
All those are c>nfessedly great advantages. They may
have been exaggerated; I think they have been. i think
it bas been demonstrated in the course of this discussion
that the bon. gentlemen opposite have taken a very
exaggerated view of those nceessions. But lot me assume
that they have not, to what amount have they been -aggre-
gated by hon, gentlemen opposite ? We have been told that
one member of the Syndicate estimated one of those conces-
sions as worth at least 5,000,000; others have been made to
amount to $15.000,000, and others have brought up the
sum to 23,000,000 Our apprehensions.have been raised to
the highest pitch repecting the formidable character of those
concessions. We are told over and over agan, told upon
the high~ legal authority of the leader of the Opposition,
that there is no security for the completion of the work;
that they may go on and construct the easy portion of the
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road, the prairie section, and receive the large bonus in
money and lands which apply to it, and then retire frm
the construction of the ends. The hon. member for Wet
Durham put it in this way, ho said :

" There is, it seems to me, a practical privilege of abandonese,ifor I
do not see anything in this contract of reverter of the railwayethe
Government or revtrter of the land to the Government in case tbevylai t
complete the ends or either end after building the middle."

I would say this: hadi there been in this econtract -p -
vision for reverter to the Government on the faikare
of the Company to fulfil that portion of the contractI
would have expected the hon. member for West Duiham
(Mr. Blake) to denounce that as the most stupid blander of
all. I should have expected him to indulge in the loude8t
denanciation of tne Gôvernment, for having, as he woeld
have contended, given this Company money enough to build
theroad at a profit and then prepared to relieve them fromthe
only actual burden, viz.: that of operating the road after itwas
bnilt. Had there been any power ofreverter in this contract,
then the Government might have been said to confine itaslf to
that remedy and debar itself from all others, and that in ese
of the failure of the Company the Government would >ind
that its only remedy was to take the road out of the bande
of the Company.' But as the contract is now framed, owing
to the astateness and legal acumen with which it bas been
drawn, we have left to us every remedy which may lie in law
or equity, in addition to which we have the powerofParlia-
ment to interpret its own acts. But the point weth which
I started, and which I dosire to impress on this honorable
House is this: I wish to ask the leader of the Opposition
whether these promises by which the Government is bound
in this contract, are'dependent promises, or are they not ?
The contract starts with an undertaking on the part of the
Company to build certain sections of the railway, and-Lo
build theïn concurrently, to take over the seetions
constructed and to be constrcted by the Government, and
Io equip, maintain and efficiently operate for alil time this
continuous line of railway. Not any part or parts, but the
whole continuous line from Nipissing to Barrard Inlet s Ûto
be the Canadian Pacifie Railway. IL isin consideration of the
performance of the various acts on the part of the Company
thus to be performed, of those conditions precedént, that
the Government undertake to convey the lands and pay the
money stipulatod in the contract, and to secure to them al
the exemptions of which we have heard so much. Lot them
fail in one jot or tittle of their contract; lot thom fait in the
performance of any one of the conditions precedont, and
what is the result? They may, it is true, from time to time
receive appropriations of land and payments of money as
the work proceeds, as they construct and equip and have
the road in operation for ea3h 20 miles; but lot them -fail to
complete the railway from end to end, and to operate ii
efficiently after it is built, and what becomes of those favor-
able exemptions and concessions now placed before us, au.
which hon. gentlemen opposite have.so mnuch exaggeraled ?
What becomes of all that edifice of frightful pictures which
hon. genilemen have constructed with so much art and
ingenruity ? Why, Sir, it topples like a house of cards. Every
concession, every exemption granted to the compsny; iin
this contract, if it bre of substantéal value in itsolf, 7bemoos,
a subsauntial security to the Goverument and the -ountry,
not only for the complete construction of the railway, bat
for its operation by the Company effectively foralL time to
come. The hon. member for Gloucester, told us the othør
evening that the Company might be conpelled ta constract
three-tenths of the road, and by that time the, raiway
through the prairie section would be completed4 and 41e
Company coulu abandon the work., But if they should
abando it, the railway would become ours, the.expîoes
would cease, and the security deposited would fall into>eir
hands. We assume they will not fail in carrying-out thia
contract to complotion. It therefore becomes neeea%»Ty té
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enqifre 1whether the exemptions are justifiable or fair *in
thmnâee I feel that these exeirptions are favorable to
the older Provinces, that they do not bring inconvenience
or injury to any part of the Dominion, and thèrefore should
bWamepted with satisfaction. The estimated value of each
of'these exemptions must have been taken into calculation
Mi fianing the offer of the gentlemen composing the Syndi-
cate, or why did they insist upon them ? By how much
they metimated the concession, by so much could they
diniinisb the peouniary demand. The exemption from taxa-
tione one that should be viewed with satisfaction by the
oldr~Provinces which have themselves pursued the policy
not entyofexempting railways from taxation, but of largely
subeidizing them. Would it be reasonable that the older
Provinces, having burdened themselves for the construction
oftheir own railways, should now be called to - contribute
more than necessary the means by which the Provinces yet
to b. created in the North-West are to be provided with
railways, instead of imposing on those Provinces their con-
tribhtion to that end? The exemption from duties has been
madea great ground of cavil on the assumption that it is in
contravention of the National Policy. I hold it to be in
perfect conformity with the true carrying out of that policy.
The National Policy is not simply a policy of taxation, but
a policy of development of our resources in every way, as
welI as of fostering our industries. It might have been,
yeeterday, necessarily a policy of imposition of duties on
certain goods, to protect our various industries; it may, to-
day, be a policy of exemption from taxation in certain
directions; to-morrow it may be something else. It is
a policy which has to adapt itself to the circumstances
of the country, which take cognizance of every-
thing that concerns the interest of the country,
and therefore the exemption from duties which will aid the
development of our North-West is in no wise in contraven-
tion of, but is in perfect harmony with, the great National
Policy. We have been told this Company has the right to
choose the choicest lands of the North-West, and we have
had a comparison drawn between the terms of this contract
and the Act of 1874. Now, I will confess to not under-
standing the English language, if the terms of the Act of
1874 are not as large in their operation in favor of the
Coinpany as the concessions in this contract. The Act of
1874 provided that lands of fair average value were to be
granted to the companies that should contract for the
building of the road. Here, I must draw attention to the
interpolation in the amendment which was moved by the
hon. member for West Durham, an interpolation which
that hon. gentleman can hardly justify. It is "that by the
Act the land grant is to be taken so far as obtainable along
or in the immediate vicinity of the wholo 1ine of railway to
the Pacifie Ocean, and is to be of fair average quality, thus
embracing a large proportion not fit for settlement." That
word; "whole," does not occur in the Act. It provides
that thelland is to be taken along the line of railway, and
that the land is to be of fair average quality. And when
theadvertisements were issued, what would any contractor
in Eugland or Europe or on this continent understand by
landIof fair average qualjty,but that these lands were to be
fairly fit for settlement. That was then the offer on the part
ofthe Government; here there is a stipulation, according to
the reading of the contract, that the Company are not
to b. required to roceive lands that are not
fairly fit for settlement; and I certainly noed
not do- more than assert that a stipulation of this kind
can iiave no construction put upon it more favorable to the
centractors than the words themselves inevitab[y imply.
They are flot to be the choicest lands; it is not that they
are t have the. selection of the lands; it means that when
thuiue siternate sections into which the territory is divided
the Company have theirs allotted to them, if they object to
anyit maust be shown thattheyare not fairly fit for settlement

-And that I suppose will be determined by the arbitrators
-and thon they shall have the lands along the branchlines,
or upon the frontages which are to be determined by the
Government, But I wish to refer to another point in
connection with this clause in the Act of 1871, which only
more fully confirms the view I have taken of the reading
of that particular portion of it to which I bave retfrred.
If I read this Act aright, it contemplated the
construction of the whole line of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way through a series of smaller railways. It provided
specifically that the road should be divided into four
sections ; it provided that the Goverument might divide
those sections into subsections, and it provided for the
taking of contracts for each of these subsections as so many
distinct railways. "Each subsection of the railway as it is
in whole or inspart completed shall be the property of the
contractors, and shall be worked by, and for the advantage
and benefit of such contractors, under such regulations as
shall from time to time be made by the Governor in Council,"
and se on. In applying the Railway Act of 1868 to the
Canadian Pacific Railway, it is stated that the expression
" The Railway " shall be constructed as meaning any section
or subsection of the railway the construction of which
has been undertaken by the contractors. low can it
be said that the contractors were to take lands of fair
average quality through the whole extent of the
railway; that the contractors for the prairie section, for
example, should take lands of average value, taking into
consideration the barren or waste lands which might be
found in parts of British Columbia, or along the north-
western shore of Lake Superior ? If the contractors
constructed the prairie section, that was to be their railway,
and were they not to receive the $10,000, and the
20,000 acres per mile along the line they built ? I say that
this conclusion is inevitable, and that another of the
assertions of hon. gentlemen opposite bas been fully,
fairly and completely met. lon. gentlemen grumble at
the fact that, for the prairie seetion, a larger
suin is appropriated than would be necessary te
construct it, but let me tell those hon. gentleman
that it falls very far below what was to be
given under the Act of 1874. I may be told that it was
not conteriplated by the leader of the late Government that
$10,000 and 20,000 acres per -mile should be granted, and
in reply I have only to turn to the statoments of that hon.
gentleman himself. The hon. member for Lambton, in
introducing his resolutions proposed "eitb,-i. hy a fresh
grant of money to make it an object for companies to
undertake the enterprise, or by a combined system of
giving both land and monuy." He "proposed to give a
specific sum per mile, in the first place $10,000, and in the
next place a grant, the same proposition he said as was
made by the former Government, of 20,000 acres per mile,"
and " proposed inviting the sending in of tenders from
capitalists stating the amount for whieh they would require a
guarantee at four per cent. in order to give them what-they
might deem a sufficient sum wherewith tu build the road."
"TheY knew," he said, "that $10,000 and 20,000 acres per
mile, supposing it to average a dollar an acre would not
build the road. lit would more than build it in some parts
but- from end to end it could not be built." Thon shewing
that the Iniercolonial, traversing a very tavorable country,
and with the benefit of having purchased within the time
of very cbeap iron, had cost $40,000 per mile; that the
Northern Pacifie Railway, with material almost all the
way within easy reach, ana the country traversed alto-
gether quite as favorable as the most favorable spotin the
whole of our territories, and nearer the source of supplies,
cost $48,000 per mile, he asserted that there was no reason
to suppose that it would be possible to construet this line
from end to end for les& than $40,000 per mile, or it might
exceed that by several thousands of dollars, and parta would
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exceed that very mach. "They proposed to donate $10,000
per mile tothe companies and guarantee of 4 per cent. on
the sum named in tenders, 20,000 acres of land being also
an absolute grant in each case." Then, Sir, .we are told-of
the vat monopoly in land, and the hon. member for West
Durham, in bis speech at Montreal, spoke about establishing
another monopoly in the North-West, involving the evils
of the land laws in Ireland. I believe we can have no
botter immigration into this country than that drawn from
the green fields ofIreland. *I agree with him in his denun-
ciation of that system cf landloerdism which bas proved the
curse ot that country, but I ask him where is. the analogy
between that case and this? Whore is the analogy between
a country that has' groaned under a system of landlordism,
taking its rise in confiscation and absention, and the state of
things which will exist in the North-West Territory ? Is it
not trifling with the intelligence of the country to place
before it such a picture as that ? With regard to the
monopoly in lands I have said that I place no special
pecuniary value upon the lands in the North-West. I believe
an acre must be its own unit of value. I believe that
25,000,000 acres are less than 54,000,000 or 55,000,000 which
were to be donated under the former Act, and -are less in
proportion to the whole quantity of land which we are
supposed now to possess of a quality fairly fit for settlement,
in less proportion than the 18,000,000 or 20,000,000 acres of
land which was to be given in 1874, was to then known
quantity of available land-to say nothing of the 36,000,000
acres to be held in trust for the Company by the Govern-
ment, and sold as they agreed upon the price. But 25,000,1 00
acres now is an immense monopoly, when 18,000,000 or
20,000,000 acres of land in 1874 was no monopoly at all.
Can any sane man suppose that with 18,000,000 acres of
land in the hands of a company, an area exceeding that of
the whole cultivable area of the Provinces of the Dominion,
and that the quantity of lands in the hands of the Govern-
ment to b disposed of to immigrants, they would have
reached even in twenty years the disposition of the 36,000,000
acres which were held in the hands of the Government to
be sold at the cost of the Government, whilst the Company
were to receive the proceeds, and that those lands would,
within that time, have become subject to taxation ? That
was the true means of creating a monopoly. The hon.
member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam), referring to the Hudson
Bay outlet in his speech the other night, said:

" Now I would like to call the attention of thie niember for Halifax to
that point. What becomes of his winter port for Halifax, if the grain
trade of the North-We$t, instead of going down to Halifax, is either to
go down by the St. Paul and Manitoba Railway to New York and
Baltimore or out through the Hudson Bay? I think when this subject
is brought before the people of Halifar, they will say the bon. member
has not been very attentive to bis duty in that matter.''

I think I may fairly ask that bon. member 'to consult his
csptains, and to tell me in wbat months of the vear the
outlet throngh Hudson Bay will be found in conflict with
the ontlet by -Halifax. If we can establish that the trans-
portation by Hudson Bay can be seriously brought into
confiict with transportation by the port of Halifax, thon I
can understand something of his argument. He charged us
with violation of duty on the ground that we
were to have competitive routes. Did he wish to help
us ? Did he wisbh to stimulate us in our duty in that regard?
What lasb'ho done? Why, ho bas voted for a resolution
which would have given to the offer which las been rejected
by this House, bis own endorsation aDd that of this louse,
for the very reason that it preserved to Parliament and the
new provinces the freedom to create competitive routes.
There is another point which bas been frequently referred
to, and that is the standard of the Union Pacifie Railway
that was selected as the approximate standard for this work,
I find in the amendment to which I have referred, that the
policy of the Government in the Act of 1874 was to have
this road constructed with very low grades, and that we
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have taken as an approximate standard a railway of vry
high grades. The American " Railway Manual" of 187eays,
of the Union Paciefl Railway:

" It may be noted specially here that although in passing the mountain
ranges the Union Pacific Railway attains an altitude of more than 8,0
feet above the sea, the. grades do not exceed 80 feet to the miB.anid
compare favorably with those prevalent in the Pennsylvania, and
Baltimore and Ohio railroads."

Poor's "Manual of Railways" of the United States further
says :

" On the Baltimore and Ohio roads the mountains are crossed at an
elevation of about 2,600 feet above the sea and with long grades of 110
feet to the mile. The whole line of the Union Pacifi lRailway is a very
favorable line when its immense length is considered. More than one half
of it is practically level, while the mountain ranges are surmounated by
grades not in any case exceeding those now existing on some of our most
successful roads."

That I think ought to dispose effectually of the objection in
the matter of the grades- I began, Sir, by adverting to the
advice which hon. gentlemen opposite gave to us with
regard to our abandonment of party. I shall conclude- ly
referring a little more particularly to the precepts which
they have exemplified in practice. They have proved to be
very apt pupils of a writer in the Edinburgh Review, who, a
quarter of a century ago, undertook to promulge the maxims
of parliamentary opposition. Let me read an extract :

" Whatever course the Government may take the oppositionist must be
able to find some ground, general or special, for censure. Ris business
with respect to the Government is, in fine, to sustain the part of an
advocatu8 diaboli; his office is to state the case against the Administration,
to say everything that can be said with plausibilhty against every measure,
every act, and every word of every Minister and every person in the service
and under the control of the Ministry. It is clear that such an office (the
writer remarks) accompanied with a strong personal interest in misrepre-
senting, defaming and undermining, the Minister is liable to serious abuse."

1 think we have had that exemplified during the past seven
weeks. I may now refer to the maxims. I need not refer
to those he produced in the first instance, but I will cite
thbse he produces in the second instance:

" Secondly, the measure may be condemned as premature. There bas
not been sufficient time for consideration. There has bten no inquiry.
The facts are not ascertained. The papers are not printed. The Committee
have not reported. Members have not had time to communicate with
their constitutents. The country is taken by surprise."

There was the canon of inspiration for hon. gen'lemen
opposite, and faithfully have they conformed to it. How
have we heard this Chamber ring with the assertion that
there was not sufficient time for consideration, that members
bad not had time to communicate with their constituents,
and that the country was taken by surprise. And what
they could not find in the Edinburgh Review adapted to their
purpose they found in the Bigelow papers, where the
candidate is represented as relating the story of his campaign,
and says:

"We got up percessions, and shouted hooraws,
And marched through the mud for the good of the cawse."

Only these hon. gentlemen got up pertitions instead of per-
cessions, and the mud they marched through was meta-
phorical mud. They got up meetings too, and now by their
resolutions they call upon us to appeal to the people at the
polls. Well, Sir, if we are to relegate to our constituents
the duty which they have devolved upon us; if we who have
been entrusted by them with the task and responsibility of
enquiring into and sifting for them with daily devotion and
nightly toil every measure which affects the common weal,
are to refuse to shoulder our responsibility and throw it
back upon its source; if we who, at least, may be supposed
to possess some superior means for arriving at a decision,
are to confess ourselves incapable of domg so, and are to
wait .until the people have mastered every detaiiPof an
intricate measure placed before us, until they have mastered
the figures and analyzed the sophistries of hon. gentlëmen
opposite, we shall bave to wait until the crack of doom
and the trumo of the Archangel will sound in tho ears
of our posterity, while still distracted by the confused
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aQise of'politicians warring over the Syndicate. The hon-
member for Gloucester and other hon, gentlemen have
referred to a meeting held at Halifax. Well, there was a
meeting held at Halifax, addressed by the hon. member
for Gloucester, and Imay say to my hon. friend that we
didaot know that he was to honor our constituency with a
visit, or we might have thought proper to modify the
answer which we gave to the invitation sent to us by the
young man's Liberal Club to postpone our return to Parlia-
ment for the purpose of attending the meeting convened by
them. Whatever may have been the action of that meeting,
I think the hon, member for Gloucester has furnished me
with an effective answer to it. We know that a resolution
passed by a representative body in his own constituency was
produeed in this House, and the hon. member referred to it
in the following terms:-

"It enables me to tell the louse that so far as I can recollect not one
of those gentlemen ever voted for me at any election, but that every one
of them, so far as I know, opposed me at every election ; opposed me
when my majority was nearly 1,200, and did their best to prevent my
election, and I thmnk if I recognize one of the names, it is the name of a
gentleman who opposed me as a candidate."

I have not'tbe names of the gentlemen who occupied the
body of the ball at Halifax, but I have.the names of ail the
gentlemen who occupied seats upon the platform, and with the
exception of two, I think I may apply to every one of tbem
the language of my hon. friend. I can say that not one of them
as far as I can recollect, voted for me, but that every one of
them, so far as I know, and 1 do know, opposed me at each
election-opposed me when my majority was-I cannot
say 1,200, but I trust that I may be able to say so if the
Government continues on its present course, but when my
majority was nearly 900 in the city of Halifax and Dart-
mouth, and did their best to prevent my election. I may
go further ard, using his words, say that I recognize one of
the names as the name of a gentleman who opposed me as a
candidate. In fact, Sir, the only representative character
of that meeting was its representation of defeated represen-
tatives. It was presided over by an ex-representative, now.
the representative of a defeated party. The hon. gentleman
was escorted to the meeting by defeated candidates, and
had defeated candidates upon the platform to right and left
of him. I have received many letters from my constituents,
not one of them, save that conveying to me officially the
resolutions passed at that meeting to which the hon. member
for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) has referred, breathe the
slightest doubt regarding the propriety of ratifying this
contract. They ail approve of it, and a Liberal Conservative
Association in Halifax, in its annual meeting assembled,
when it heard of the passage of the railway resolutions
through Committee, telegraphed to my bon. colleague and
myself its congratulations, adding that the members
unanimously approved of the terms. I trust bon. gentlemen
opposite will at least give me credit for knowing how to
gauge the feelings of my constituents, and how to consult
their interests, as well as my hon. friend can instruct me.
le, Sir, would be a mistaken and unworthy mariner on
the political sea, who should at all times trim his sails to
catch the popular breeze; but it is well for us when we
have the wind from that particular quarter with us, as I
believe we have at present; and so far from concurring in
the predictions of hor. gentlemen opposite, I believe, that
ahould it freshen to a gale, it will prove for us a propitious
gale.

Mr. BRECKEN. I will not detain the House long, and I
should have preferred to follow the hon. member fori
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin). The petition presented by thati
hon. gentleman frôm Prince Edward Island was the most1
numerousiy signed of any laid before the iHouse, and on thatj
aceount it had the advantage of receiving a good deal ofi
attention. My colleague, the hon. Minister of Mari». and
Fisheries, characterized -the nature of that petition. Of

courseI was absent from the Island when it was signed,
and I cannot speak of my own knowledge respeeting 'the
signatures. I have gone over the names and I find there
are signatures in duplicate; -whether they have been plaeed
there by accident or designedly I canot say. 1 an hòt
going to speak disparagingly or disrespectfolly of a petition
coming from my constituents, because I recognize that
the right of petition is one of the dearest rights
posessed by the people of a free country ; but
I will give some reasons why that petition will not thwart
me from sustaining the vote I have already given. The
petition presented by the hon. member for Gloucester was
accompanied by a letter from a young gentlenîan who has
been for 18 or 20 months at the Bar of the Island. I observe
in that letter addressed to the ion. Mr. Baythorne, the
writer says:

" The people here will not trust any of thp other five members, so if Mr.
Yeois not back we would like to entrust it to either Mr. Angln or Mr.
Camaeron, the former preferred because of his being from the Maritime
Provinces."

I am sensible of this fact that I would have felt it to be
my duty to have presented the petition if it had been
forwarded to me, although I might have dissented from its
prayer, and have not felt that I could vote in accordance
with its prayer. There are bthousands of names in the
petition who would have trusted me with it, and I lookupon
that paragraph in the letter as one of those many gratuitous
insults and taunts that have been thrown in our faces again
and again by the bad taste and political malignity of our
political opponents. I will state one reason w.hy I do not
consider it my duty to vote in accordance with its prayer.
I hold that the position of a member of Parliament
is not that of a delegate, a more repeating
machine; but he is sent to Parliament to examine,
judge and discuss the questions submitted and
to vote according to what he bolieves to be right; and he
returns to his constituents when Parliament dies either a
natural death or comes to a premature end, which is not
probable at present, and renders an account of his steward.
ship. I do not know wbether dead men's signatures'are on
the petition or not; but I have received letters from highly
respectable men on the Island, who are not very ardent
supporters of the Conservative party, informing me that a
number of the signatures to the petition are those of minors.
The hon. member for Prince (Mr. Yeo) made the assertion,
and I am sorry he made it, that if time had permitted he
could have obtained the names of nearly all the electors of
the Island to the petition. I admit the hon. gentleman
knows a little more than I do about Prince county, but he
does not know half as much as I do about Queen's county,
and I can tell him that from Charlottetown, which I had
the honor to represent for thirteen years, there is net a
Liberal-Conservative name on the petition with a single
exception. Moreover, while I admit there are very
respectable names, the most prominent Reformers are
absent with the exception of three or four. If I were to
vote in accordance with the prayer of that petition
hundreds of men whose names are upon it would
not thank me for doing so. Meetings were held-indeed
I think they were inaugurated here, and resolations were
sent te the Island-called by our political opponents, and
the manner in which the Governmont measure was repre-
sented, was simply discreditable; and.I eau tell the hn.
member for Gloncester (Mr. Anglin) there is not a crumbof
comfort to pick up ont of the agitation, and that we will be
delighted to see him there, for we are not afraid to
meet him. Those meetings wore conducted by the Liberal
party. This contract was grossly misrepresented. Take
for instance what the principal gentleman in this agitation
laid about the standard question. He said:

I Now, hat sort of a road is it that this Sydicate has to bu'fdý? et
mo4el is the Union Pacifie Railroad-not, mark you, as it was after being
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rebuilt, not as it is now, but as it was when first constructed. And here
he would point out an important difference between the contract with the
Syndicate and the one with Sir Hugh Allan. In both the model is the
Union Pacifie. In the contract with Sir Hugh Allan it was as that road
was after it had been re-built at a cost of millions of money to the United
States. In that with the present Syndicate it is as it was when first con-
structed. And what was the Union Pacifie when it was first constructed?
It was the flimsiest kind of a road. Its ties were of basswood or poplar,
and other un-substantial material. Its rails were of iron. There is no
limit to the grades of this proposed road."

He had got his cue from the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) when he said the ties were of cottonwood
and basswood, and the road was ballasted with lumps of
dirt. Those who signed that petition did so under the
impression that the Government were giving $25,000,000
and 25,000,000 acres to build this clap-trap railroad, Another
gross risrepresentation was in respect to the allotments of
lands. The gentleman who spoke knew the weak point of
the people of Prince Edward Island. We suffered for years
under the absentee system, but, thank goodness, wo have been
emancipated from it. In order not to misstate I will read
what he said on this point:

''But this is not all. The most infamous part ofthis wicked bargain bas
yet te be told. It is said that the Syndicate ]and is to be taken in
alternate blocks, no part of which is to be more than twenty-four miles
from the railway. Now, this phrase 'alternate blocks' has a good
sound. On the face of it, the division seems to be a fair one. But there
is a ' but' in the business. It is provided that if any of those blocks, in
the opinion of the Syndicate, is unfit for settlement, they can choose
other lands from those held by the Government, and it is further provided
that if any of the land is swampy or barren or occupied by water stretches
or river or morass, it is not to be calculated in the concession, but the
Syndicate can select portions of arable land sufficient to make it up.
Now, what does this mean ? It means that all the arable land within
twenty-four miles of the railway is to be given to the Syndicate."

There was not a man who signed that petition who was not
induced to do so, through misstatements such as this.
Many of these signatories are respectable men who, I
believe, if they had as much liglit on the question as has
been thrown on it in this House, would have withheld their
signature. I would be a coward and recreant to my duty
if t allowed this petition, even were it signed by 14,000
instead of 4,000, knowing the means by which it
was obtained, to cause me to deviate from the
course which I believe to be in the true interests
of the country. Mr. Warburton, in bis letter, which
the hon. member for Gloucester read, assures this
Bouse that all the signatures to that petition were the
signatures of electors of Prince Edward Island. I have been
twenty years connected with politics in that. Province
where, as the hon. member for Gloucester said, there were
many of the same name, and I would not venture to say
whether the signatures were those of electors or not; and
the assurance of Mr. Warburton is not worth the paper it is
written on. I feel perfectly satisfied that not 25 per cent.
of the men who signed that petition had an opportunity of
an unbiassed consideration of' the merits of the question,
and I know there are men in Prince Edward Island who
would sign a petition to hang, draw and quarter every one
of us, politically. Their policy is: "No good can come out
of Nazareth." When this work will have been in
operation two or three years, those most opposed
to this contract will recognize its merits. I do
not believe that there are 10 per cent. of the signa-
tures upon that petition who are men who ought to sway
the mind of any hon. member of this House. I believe
that the contract is a good one, and that it is in the interests
of the country, and 1 believe that those of us who support
the Government will find when we go to the hustiogs that
the people will recognize that we have discharged the duty
that was reposed in us by exercising our common sense
and refusing to be deluded and humbugged by our practical
opponenta.

Mr. KILLAM. I merely wish to say, with reference to
the speech of the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Richey),
that, in common with, I am sure, all han. members who

Mr. BRcEKEN.

listened to it, I heard it with a great deal of pleasure. He
seems to have gone fully into the question, and,
perhaps, if bis speech had been delivered at an
earlier period of the debate, many of the speeches made
upon this side would have been unnecessary, and some of
the amendments and in consequence some of the speeches
made by hon. gentlemen on both sides might have been
dispensed with. No doubt a speech which, like that of the
hon. gentleman, occupied six weeks in compiling, and which
the hon. gentleman has been able to add to from time te time,
should be one covering the whole ground and be pi actically
effective; but the hon. gentleman and his references to what
I have said on previous occasions, has failed altogether to
touch the points I raised. When I referred to the hon.
member for Halifax, I was speaking about the taxation
which would be imposed so suddenly upon the people of'
Nova Scotia, and I said I thought it was bis duty as
representing the metropolis of that Province to have pro-
tested against that imposition both in Halifax and in this
Huse. I said that this contract, by increasing the
debt of the Dominion too rapidly, was placing burdens on
the people of bis Province which were unjustifiable. My
remarks were general, and applied to other Nova Scotia
members in the House-some of whom were here before me
and some of whom have come in since. I believe that true
patiiotism does not consist of a blind support of party such
as the hon. gentleman from Halifax accords; to the hon.
Minister of Railways; but that true patriotism at this time
is to consider the position of our Province and of the
Dominion as a whole, and to see that -unjust burdens were
not imposed by reckless Governments to the disadvantage of
the people. I also referred to the outlets from the North-
West, and the hon. gentleman bas taken me up on that
question. I was led up to my remarks by the speech of the
bon member for Provencher (Mr. Royal), and from
what I hal read of the speech of the hon.
the Minister of Railways at London. I gathered
from them that at present, at ail events, there would be no
outlet from the North-West except by St. Paul. The hon.
member for Provencher said that the people of Winnipeg
were dissatisfied with that prospect, but since they have
been told that there was an alternative line to be built
by way of Hudson's Bay, they have become more contented.
I thought it no more than right-and I think I said so
kindly and properly-that I should warn the member for
Halifax, that the interests of bis city were being affected in
this particular. It is not necessary for me to enlarge on
this point, because both the member for Halifax (Mr.
Riebey) and the member for Queen's (Mr. Brecken) have
admitted at the close of their speeches that the feelings of
their constituents are against them, as I 'elieved they were
when I spoke befor', and in which belief I am confirmed
by every report which bas reached me from that Province.
I do not care to throw out useless challenges across tae
floor, but I think that while we hold the views which we
do bold, we can only wait until the electors in the different
localities have an opportunity of deciding upon them.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I feel very reluctant to
prolong this discussion any furtber, but occupying as I do
the position of a representative of one of the most important
constituencies in this Dominion, I feel I could not take
leave of this question without saying something with refer-
ence to it. Whatever may have been the case three
or four weeks ago, with reference to the general question
it cannot be said now that it is net well understood.
The general principles of this measure have been dis.
cussed on both sides of the House, and I am sure there is
not an bon. gentleman here who does not understand it
fully and thoroughly. In fact, I may say that there is net
a man outside of this House, within the Dominion, who takes
any interest whatever in public affairs who is net conver-
sant with the merits and demerita of this contract and the
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Bill now before thefHouse. The discussion bas been conducted of being a great manifesto to the people of this country las
most ably on both ides of the House; and while I think dwindled down to the insignificence of a memorandum, a
the hon. gentlemen who have presented their case from the poor bantling that bas Do father. It was supposed
G 'vernment point of view have had the advantage, I am this great manifesto would be signed and sealed by the
not so illiberal as to imitate the example of the bon. leaders of that great party. It was to be their
member for Lambton, by saying that I can sec no merit, no confession of faith on this question. But when it was
argument, or no virtue, in anything that was said on the other produced it had no known father, it was not even signed by
side of the House upon this question. The subject has a Reform member ofthe fouse of Commons, but simply was
also been very fully discussed in the country. During said to bc by a member of the fouse of Commons. 1 can
the recess we had nothing else to talk about except understand why those hon. gentlemen did not wish to reveal
this Pacifie Railway moasure, and the people have con- the authorship of this document. I fèlt when I saw it that
silered it fully, and I am satisfied that altbough there they would probably be ashamed of it in a short time, and
was FoneO reluetance on the part of the Government at-the that they wished to be in a position, on some future day,
time to grant an intermission, that the longer that intermis- tosay:I Why, there is no evidence that it came from the
sion was, and the more the question has been discussed in eform side of the thouse. It is from a member of the
the flouse and before the ountryp the stronger does the fouse of Coin . It is some wretced To sy who bas
Govornmnt stand in the hearts oi the people with reference produced this document." p do not think 1 was very
to if. Now, Sir, it cannot bo said that this is a ncw question. far wrong whei we consider the policy those hon. gente-
Lt cannot be said that it was sprung upon the country, when men pursued in 1873 by staling letters, and doing other
the Papos were laid on the Table of the flouse on the lOth disreputable tbings that oug t hardly to be mentioned
of Devenber last, because we aIl know that si nco the dayrsunder the light of the sun. They were not satisfied to
of (onfederation the question of a great national trans-conti- issue this document as coming from themselves, but in
Dtntal railway bas been a matter that has been order to gide it an air of respectability they palmed it
considered and thoagbt about by ail statesmen. t off upon the people as coming from a momber of this side
was considered then that Confederation wousd iotn h ofihem ouse. I hold in my band a copy on whieh is printed
an aecomplisbed fact until ail British North Amoeica at the top: mWith IThomas Robertson's compliments." It
was unitod and in one Dominion. t was known then is unnecessary for mento say that I had nothing to do with
that in order to keep that Confederation intact, .he its production. Lt is a wel-known fact that there is another
Atcanti Ocean must ie bound to the Pacifie Ocean by an hon. gentleman in this bouse whose name is dThomasiRob-
nbroken ehain ofraiway on Canadian so u. This was the ertson." I have no fat to fnd with that hon. gentleman

aspiration ofah qstatesmen of that day, both Liberal and issuing that document under is auspices and under bis
Ccnservative, and there has nt been aGovernm tfhbom that name, ifo would only give it a distinctive mark and
time unti the present that bas not h d its Canadian Pacifie not be asHamed to say that he came from Shburne.
Railway policy. Idof ot intend to take up the time of the What do complain of is that it bas bcen sent to numbers

ouse by sowing how the ptriotic efforts of the i s ut of my constituents. Hon. gentmen no doubt considered
hon, gentleman who now loads the Government, were it a joke; but when I tell him that the crime of forgery

frutratcd when lie brought down bis first great sheme was committed in sending it, they may consider the matter
fer the pupose of carrying out is idea. But,hSir, will more serions. I bave in t y band two of the wrappers
say that when the history of this country cohes tob anit- which were sent to the city of Hamiton-and I suppose I
ton by an impartial hand, and by ove wbo wim have could bave obtained a dozei-and st ind that my initiais
naugit of party hatred, but who wilt aspire a bc an are forged on the wrappers. I merely mention Sbis ci-r
onest hiptoriany I venture ton say that thre wil appear cutshance Io showlhat h aon. genemen opposite are only

amoengst the naines of those ai-eh tricksters, wbo se rgsucoss- muuig that contemptible and ungcntieanly practice
fuly carried eut theoir fe purposes, the name of oI wlho they indugel in in 1872 mand 183. These documents
bas not yet had bis fair share of the ignominyt w ri tbas were addressed to political frinds of mine in the eity of
se far been placed upon those who took no lss the Hamilton, and the wrappers are fianked withthe initials
desperate part, but who pwayed the character witi less "T. R, M.P." Now, therer is no other gentleman in this
di8guiso. When it wa-I tirst announced last autumn flouise except my hon. friend froin Sheiburne wbo bas
that ahargain was likely etos made by theGoveriment these initiais, and that hon. gentleman hs declarcd to me
with a Syndicae, it was received with the greates satis- puato knew nothing oftbe ruatter, and tbat the writing was
faction by ah parties. M n felt as if they were rfioved f not bis. I thereiire acquit iun f the 3 t, but sommon.
a burden whih migit some day or othor crwh them. gntleran on that side of tedouse, I have no douft,
They fe t funther that if that road, after it a lconstructed, committed the forgery and is rerponsible fr it. t is not
could be a*worked and carried on without the a lstance extraordinary that these ion. gentlemen smile at and giory
of Government, a great boon would hc grantsd to this in tis mater, it s quite in accord wth this mode of pary
contry. arn satified that is the opinion of the porlerat warfid. They were nover guity of a statesmanlike act in
large still.f it were nt for the laty exigencies that their lives, as the mountry wel knows and ha punished
are now prevailing, that would be the wal but unanimous thn fora but this business is of a pieco with thoir pe-
opinion of the people of this ountry. Now, Sr, we know o uicius acto. It is a great misfortune that this country i
that almost as oon as the contract could oreader it trt placed in a poitionr so unlike that of any other countiy,
was plaeed upon the Table, the mombeihof the Opposition because I ehaieve every contry under the suneau boast of
bogan t find fault wit it and endeavored to pull it Io ber hildren ing patriots; but e a denythat that spirit is
pioce . Th first thing we heard was that afer a eaucus te wbefoed in theo weargs of hon, gentlemen opposite. Any
was held, a manifeste owas the ho issuedtenite whole thing for li ems, ) long as they get place and power, and
peopu that would carry consternation inta the ranisou the after tbey do ge it theyhave not the capacity tegover-
Conservative partyn bat it was t how the banner under the country as statesmen sbould govern it. Thoy deried
which the on gentlemen opposite wre to maase gloriousiy the National Poliy, and told us it was going to ruinthe
to power. The country wat mWIhbate b.eat. The country, and they have een doing everythiung they could
people knew the mountain was in labor and expected that to make the people blieve that. Ihey have net suceeded,
so fthing woulde brought forth. But what was it? I hod but unfortunately their papers, their speeches and their
in my bad what certainly cannot o calle anythi.g ofmore vile insinuations are carried aeross the Atlanti, ard gentle-
importance tad amous. otld a document whei insteed mon of capitd and enterprise who wocd have come hern
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and embarked in various industries, are afraid to do so,
and until the people ratify, at ànother general election,
that policy by an unmistakable majority, the interests
of the country must materially suifer. It is the same with
the question now before the louse. Although this House,
by a majority of eighty-six, a majority unequalled on any
question since Confederation, has declared that the railway
policy of the Government is the proper one, what do we
find? It is stated in the press-and I presume with the
authority of hon. gentlemen opposite-that notwithstanding
that this contract may become the law of the land now, yet
the Reform party will not be bound by it, and the first
opportunity they get they will rescind it. Hon. gentlemen
were not satisfied to leave this question to the people,
in order that they might diseuse it among themselves. In
the interests of their party, and with the view
of embarrassing the Government, in which I am happy to
say they signaHly failed, they got up an agitation. That
agitation was begotten bore; it was not the spontaneous
outburst of any section of'the people. They were told that
they must agitate against it; and the organs of the party
have done ail they could to create and assist that agitation.
Before it was known what the bargain really was the Globe
newspaper found fault with it. It first built up a man of
straw, which it called the bargain, and then knocked it to
pieces. It has been said that the country had no notice of this
bargain being made, and that no opportunity was given to
other capitaliste to make an offer to the Government. Why,
from the very time it was first stated that the members of
the Government had gone to England to endeavor to make
an arrangement, the Globe kept the matter before the public
daily, It was afterwards announced that the bargain had
been made, and when the right hon. gentleman and his
colleagues came back to this country to settle the details, we
were told day after day that the settlement of these details
was going on. Yet hon. gentlemen say no notice was given
to the country. Well, Sir, the agitation having failed,
meeting after meeting having been called without producing
the desired effect, we heard whispers that a new Syndicate
was to be formed, and a new offer made. At last
this new offer is brouglht down and banded to the
Minister of Railways, who lays it on the Table. Sir,
the louse must pardon me if I recitè a story, which
I was reminded of, when I beard of that affair. It
put me in mind of the fable ot the fox and a certain
little animal that bas not a very agreeable odor. This little
animal paid a visit to the bouse of the fox and asked for
admission. The fox declined, saying, " I do not know you."
" Why," said the little animal, "Il am a fox ;" feel ny
hande, they are like those of a fox;-feel my nose, it is that
of a fox, and above ail look at my tail, that is like a fox's."
" True," said the fox, "your bands, your tail, and your
nose, are like those of a fox ; but you smell very much like
a skunk." That is exactly the way it struck me, with
respect to the second Syndicate offer. It had ail the appear-i
ance of a bond fide offer on the face of it, but when you came.
to sift it, to understand it, and see the names of the gentle-1
men wbo were at the bottom of it, you understood1
exactly that it was a fraud. -I wish to say that, while there
are gentlemen connected with it who were induced te join(
that Syndicate, of great respectability and wealth, I do1
not want it to be understood that I attribute to those gentle-
men any fraudulent intent; but what I mean to say is that
tbere was a fraud in. its inception;-that bon. gentlemen1
opposite suggested it, and that by means best known to
themselves, they induced some of their political partizans(
to take the matter up and endeav9r t form a Syndicate.1
They succeeded in doing that, and those political gentlemen,
who were asked ta get up the Syndicate knew perfectly welli
that the Government could not accept the offer.1
But I believe there were gentlemen who joined the
Syndicate who did not know that such was the

U. ROBERTBON (Hamilton).

fact; they were humbugged into the idea that tbre waga,
good thine open, and that the Government must, as 
matter of course, in the interests of the country, if they
underbid the other*Syndicate, accept their offer, ard
believe it was on these-representations that a-respeet-
able and wealthy firm of gentlemen in Hamilton,
Messrs. E. & C. Gurney, were induced to join the
Syndicate. I may make the same remark with
respect to Mr. William Hendrie, a gentleman who is not
a politician, but a man of means, who is greatly
skilled in railway work, and a large railway contractor
and who would be influenced by- Mr. J. Stuart, hie
colleague on the Hamilton and North-Western, and Mr.
J. Proctor, another colleague. I do not give credit to
Mr. A. T. Wood, a late member of this House, or to Mr.
J. Stuart, also a member of this louse for a short time, for
being in that position. They knew penfectly well that the
offer of the second Syndicate could not be accepted by the
Goverument; and they are suchstrong partizans they woutd
not hesitate to do what they could to assist their friends in
the Opposition benches and embarrass the Government. If
this is not so, why did those gentlemen not think of this
thing before ? They cannot say they had no notice, for it
was known that the Government were only too auxious to
negotiate with anyone who had the means for the construc-
tion of the road. But those gentlemen did not thon make
an offer. How could theGovernment now accept this offer ?
It was a most absurd thing to imagine that they could under
almost any circumstances. Befbre ,they accepted the offer
they must notify those with whom they had already
contracted that the bargain was off, and before
negotiations were concluded and the House ratified
the desired arrangement, we would bave another Syndi-
cate offer brought down, and hon. gentlemen opposite
would be delighted to find that the Government was being
embarrassed from day to day, that new syndicates were
being organized and the time of the country wasted and the
great hope of the Opposition almost carried out, that the
building of the railway would be podsponed for all time.
In conmparing the new offer with the contract, I observe
that there is a great similarity between them ; it is true,
less land and money is offered to bo received, of these I need
not repeat what has already been said. k think, on the
whole, that the contract is far more beneficial for the
country than the new offer; but it has struck me as singular
that several of these gentlemen are said to be, and are, in
fact, interested in the Ontario system of railways, and we
know that the Toionto Board of Trade has petitioned this
flouse with refer.ence to the effect of the 24th and 25th
clauses of the Act of Incorporation, claiming that the
interests of Ontario are not sufficiently protected by the
24th section; but, Sir, I find that the new Syndicate have
adopted the very same form of words. There is a
strong feeling with respect to these sections, and I
mention this in order to draw the attention of the
Minister of Railways to the fact and suggest to him
that, in the interests of Ontario, when ho introduces
his Railway Amendment Bill ho will take notice of it, as I
understand he is disposed to do. In those sections there are
certain provisions made with the view of koeping the
Ontario system of railways perfectly independent of the
Canada Central Railway, and according to my -idea, the
24th section covers all that is required; but it appears
that- in the estimation of the Toronto Board of Trade,
and other gentlemen who'reside in Hamilton, there ia a
difference of opinion about that; and they seem to be alarmed
for fear that, in case the oCanada Contral should become
the property of the Canadian Pacifi fLailway,
the Ontario system of railways will not be
fairly dealt with. I bave said before that han.
gentlemen opposite, thouglit it necessary to get up an
agfitation, that that agitation w4% pot spontaneauis, but
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that agitators were sent through the country, and the leader
of the OppQsition opened the ball in London, afterwards
proceeding to lamilton and Toronto. When I heard that
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) was going
to address a mass meeting, as it was called, in Hamilton, for
the purpose of laying this matter of the Syndicate before it,
my colleague and I dropped a note to the hon. gentleman
asking him if he had any objection to discuss the question
on this occasion, with another gentleman, in order that the
people might have an opportunity of hearing both sides. I
received a courteous reply informing me in so many words
that he did not think it could be done ; however, he would
leave the matter to the committeee which had invited him
to speak, and if they were desirous it should te so he would
place himself in their hands. He also intimated that a copy
of our note, with lis answer, had been sent to the committee.
You may be sure-that the gentlemen in Hamilton could not
see their way to such an arrangement, and the
consequence was there was no discussion. I am
not one to suggest for a moment that the member for
West Durham is afraid to meet any man. I presume he
thinks there is no man in this House who is worthy of
his steel. He informed me that my hon. and esteemed
friend from South Wentworth was to be one of the speakers
at that meeting, with the view, no doubt, of assisting
to convert the unrighteous to repentance, and make ail the
citizens of Hamilton good followers of the hon. member
for West Durham. The meeting took place, and a large
meeting it was. There was no one there to represent the
other side, for the reason that none would be admitted,
although I begged to be allowed to, and that the hon. Min-
ister of Railways might be allowed to attend. I folt the
hon. member for West Durham might turn up bis nose if I
were to be his opponent, so Iinformed him that the hon, Min-
ister of Railways had expressed his willingness to attend;
but that made no difterence. One would have supposed
that when the hon. gentleman had it al his own way,
when the Music Hall in Hamilton was packed, his cloquence
and powers of persuasion would have been sufficient to con-
vert the whole city, and pet itions would have been sent from
every quarter of it praying this House not to pass this meas-
ure. But not a petition has been sent. Not the slightest ex-
citement took place and the hon. gentleman made nothing by
his motion. His speech was talked of certainly for a couple
of days later. Hie was said to be a most magnificent
speaker, well known to be a very able lawyer and
special pleader, who presented his case in a way that must
have carried conviction had there been truth or force
in the arguments he used, or had the people no com-
mon sense; but the people of Hamilton have common
sense, they read the papers, they reason for themselves
and will not allow the eloquence of the hon. member for West
Durham nor his legal skill to carry them away, against
their better judgment. The meeting resulted in nothing,
and my colleague and myself are plied with letters asking
when this cruel war will be over, when the contract will be
ratified. Ail want to see the question settled, and settled
exactly as the Government have agreed with the Syndicate.
In saying, as I did, that nothing came of the meeting, I was
not literally correct. One of the grievances the hon.
gentleman presented .to the people of Hamilton was this
fact, that the Syndicate would hold their lands back and
create a land monopoly, taking advantage of the Govern-
ment settlers, who would increase the value of their lands.
Somebody suggested that would not be altogether an
unmixed evil, for the Fettlers could then ue the Company's
lands for the purpose of grazing their cattle; but the hon.
gentleman, quick as thought, said the Syndicate would fence
in their lands, and thon a calculation was entered into to
show how many miles of fencing and how many thousand
tons of nails they would use, and how many poat holes
would bave to be made. The question arose whether these
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post holes should come in free of daty, because it was sug-
gested the Northern Railway would b defunct and might
transfer their post holes te the Syndicate. More than this
came out of the discussion. It was suggested that a
monument should be erected to the memory of the hon.
member for West Durbam. All men, no matter how clever
they may bo, must some day die; but this monument was to
be erected on the political death of the hon. momber, which
it was prodicted would teke place about the year 1883. It
was suggested a magnificent statue >hould be erected to bis
political memory, in the middle of a 640 acres square, to be
surrounded by a magnificent pine board fonce, with post
holes imported from the Northern Pacifie Railway; that the
monument sbould be in marble, that from the shoulders of
the figure the mante of Aurora should be slipping off-and
in parenthesis permit me to say that that mantaleis very
thin-that in bis left hand he would hold a scroll, said te be
the refused offer of the new Syndicate; and that a phantom
cow from West Elgin would appear looking most wistfully
at the grass, while in the right hand of the figure would be
a placard bearing the warning: "Keep off the grass."

Mr. HUNTINGTON. I have been a listener during a
considerable part of this long debate, at which it was not
my good fortune to have been present all the time. I have
been pleased with the ability which has been displayed in
the discussion of this great question on both sides of the
House. I have not, myself, taken part in the debate,
bocause a great portion of the time I was not lere, and when
here I contented myself by my pride in the ability with
which my collengues on this side bave discnssed the
question, and I registered my views by my votes. I would
have been better pleased if, since wo seem on the whole to
have got on in this debate with good nature, the special
orators of the Government side had not been sot up, just
now, to call us all the bad names with which they seem to-
be familiar. The hon. momber for Niagara and the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries agreed in this particular, though
they may differ in some things. The hon. member for
Niagara is, I think, not so genial, not so gracions,
not so gifted, shall I say, as the hon. gentle-
man who bas dwelt down by the sea all bis life in a softer
atmosphere, and who las probably enjoyed the advantages
of better society than the hon. member for Niagara, who-
betrays the cold frigid latitude from which ho comes. I say
nothing of the want of courtosy which he sometimes dis-
plays, for, unlike the bon. member for Queens, ho las not
enjoyed the refining effects of learning- and good society,
and all the genial influences which culture can confer upon
a man. But in all other respects these two hon. gentlemen
whose names began with a particular letter are as like as-
two peas. They have a common contempt for the Oppos--
ition. They both regard the gentlemen on this side of the
House as no gentlemen, indeed there are none on this side-
or in our party; the party of gentlemen in which the hon.
member for Niagara is so distinguished a ' ligbt
sit altogether on the other side of the House. I do not, Sir,
dispute that the gentlemen over there are gentlemen; but I
do dispute that the men of learning and culture, the men
who deserve the respect of this House are the men who rise-
and indulge in such wholesale denunciations of a great
party as the hon. gentleman did to-day. Does le want the-
country to believe that he is so far removed from that
wiedom which should distingulsha *member of Parliament-
does he wish them to believe that he is honest when he rises
in his place and expresses contempt fbr the abilities of all
the men who sit on this side of the House ? Does he want
the country to believe that he is honest when lie expresses
his contempt for the whole Reform party and for the men who
have led that party for years in this House? On the otherhand
-for the hon. gentleman must take one horn of the dilemma
or the other-does the hon. gentleman wish himself to ho
registered as a man who knows nothing of the history of-
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the men in this House or of a party in this country; or
does ho wish the people to believe that he was insincere
and that he was looking into a mirror when ho described
the pot-house politician ? I would be unwilling to say a
<disrespectful word of the bon. gentleman-to say a single
word which c&uld at all deteriorate from that courtesy which
Iknow the hon. gentleman is capable of displaying; but what
would the country think if we sat by and allowed a gentle-
man of his eminence and learning and culture to buri at us
such epithets as ho bas hurled across the floor to-day, with-
out holding up the mirror to him? What a blessed and
a pleasant thing it would be if we couldI "sce ourselves as
others sce us." Let the hon. gentleman look at his distin-
guished col'eague, the Minister of Marine and Fisberies, the
hon. gentleman who does not like to bave people allowed
to carry prayer-books around with them. I do not
speak of the general ability which that bon. gentleman
displays in the diseharge of his duties; I do not speak of
him as a foul renegade, as being no gentleman, as being a
pot-house politician, as he bas chosen to speak of those who
are at least bis equals. I shall speak of the hon. gentleman
only as h bhas displayed himself, and if I am compelled to
-do this not only in the vindication of the rights of this
flouse, but in the fulfilment of my duty, it is because the
hon. gentleman has obtruded an ugly presence in this debate
which should call for the censure not only of the members
,on this side of the House, but of those who sit around him,
and who I doubt not regretted the tone lie assumed. I
want to tell the hon. gentlemen of the other "P," the
distinguished member who comes from down by the sea,
:and who I hope will be recognized by the culture, the
-education, the refinement and the geniality which distinguish
him-I wish to tell him who talks so glibly about his betters
-- and as the hon. member for Gloucester (Mir. Anglin)
said, I have no doubt that he is kind-hearted when he is not
mad with the spirit of partizanship-that perhaps ho bas
not been long enough in this Confederation to understand
the question he talked about. He talked of us as if we
'belonged to the party which had made itself disreputable
in public life. We could forgive the hon. member for
Niagara for saying-as I understood him to say-that the
leadership of this party had always been a disgrace, that
-we had always upset ourselves by the want of ability in our
leaders-I say, we could forgive the bon. member for
Niagara for saying this of a party which from the days of
Robert Baldwin bas been nobly led. The hon. 'gentleman
,could be forgiven on the ground that he sacrificed his manners
to his partizanship in making a declaration which he must
have known he was not justified in making, and which he
inust have known placed himself in an undesirable position
before the country. But, Sir, we cannot forgive the hon. Minis-
ter of Marine, although I believe that hon. gentleman disturb-
ed his colleagues more than he disturbed us. It was amusing
to see them wince as the hou. gentleman did that which
seemedso like nothing else as the act of hurling a fish from
.one counter to the other. We could lorgive that hon.
gentleman a great deal, but we should not be forgiven our-
selves if we did not take this opportunity of correcting his
ignorance When he speaks with contempt of the Reform
party and its leaders let him understand that to that party
is due, every amelioration of the condition of the, people,
in the sense of extending their rights and privileges,
which has ever been granted in this country. From the
time wben the Reformers of this country, fifty years ago,
,Were denounced by the Tories of that day as the
Reformers of this day have been denounced here
to-night, down to the prosent; every attempt which bas
been made to secure privileges to the people, every attempt
-which bas been made to put les burdens and more res-
ponsibilities upon their shouldérs, has been steadily advo-
cated by this side of the House and as steadily resisted by

that. If the hon. gentleman eau mention me an instance
Mr. HuNTINGTON.

in exception I will be glad to have him do it now. I would
be pleased to sit down and let him have the opportunity. The
memabers on this side of the lieuse have never put forward
offensively their claim to be considered a " party of gentle-
men," but tbey have always been the advocates of the
rights of the people. They have always, at least, enjoyed
the confidence in the main of those who read and think, of
those who act upon their convictions. But this, Sir, is no
new thing. It does not apply alone to Canada. It is an
element in the very principlo of Liberalisn the world over.
You Conservatives, as you now call yourselves, do net like
the word Tory. Our celebrated litteraleur, Goldwin Smith,
has said you do not liko that word ; it is too old-fashioned.
For myself, I think it was a respectable name, and I think
when you shook, off that name you did not shake off the
sbackles ot Toryism. But, as Mr. Goldwin Smith said, you
had to have a deodorizer, and so you called yourselves Con-
servative-Liberals, or rather Liberal-Donservatives, for I
believe that is the name you have adopted ; but if you look
at the history of the efforts which have been made by slow
degrees to win the rights of the people of this country from
the early days you ill fdin that although the Tory party
sometimes yield2d, under fear of loss of power, though
soietimes when the majority was against them, they
accepted position and salary and carried out the behesta of
the men they denounced, and thus became the dominant
party, yet to the advocacy and the efforts of the Reform
party has been due every great measure tending te the
amehioration of the condition cf the people. From the days
when constitutional government was one for Upper and
Lower Canada, from the days when municipal institutions
were fought for in Upper Canada and seignorial tenure was
the question ipon which parties divided in Lower Canada,
every great measure tending in the direction of popular
rigbts was initiatedby the men whom you denounce to-day,
the men who sat on this side of the House the men whom
yon denounced then as yon do now. At your bead in the
days when municipal govern ment was first talked of in Upper
Canada, even a Tory Governor went so far as to declare that
municipal reform meant annexation te the United Stateas.
They have constantlv declared from that day te this that
annexation to the United States would be the terrible con-
sequence of every reform we have tried te carry out, and
which they have resisted. One day it was municipal insti-
tutions, the next day it was constitutional government.
All the way down that bas been the attitude wbich the
Conservative party, or the Tory party, as you may please to
call it, has held towards the Reformers in this country ever-
since we bad anything to reform. Whether we have been
in a minority or a majority there was always the same wave
of misrepresentation, the same wave of abuse as that with
which the hon. gentleman who last spoke has seen fit to
close the debate. We have heard a good deal during the
progress of this discussion, and particularly from the last
speaker, about partizanship. The partizanship of the Oppo-
sition is something which seems to be rarik in the nostrils
of the hon. gentlemen opposite. Let us see exactly what
is the partizanship of this question. I will not go back far.
But , who are thepartizans in this louse à propos
of the Syndicate question ? What did the Government
do after they made the contract? They called Parliament
together. What did they call Parliament together for ?
Was it merely to register their decrees, or was it for the
purpose of getting the opinion of Parliament ? Why, they
might as well have said to the members of Parliament: "You
need not have come here, because we have already settled
the thing. If you want te come and vote us down, come
on ; but if you intend-te stick by us, stay at home." When
we arrived here the Government presented the House cer-
tain documents for its consideration. Certainly one would
have thought from the first start that there was an intention
of consulting the flouse. I have seen a patriotie course of
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that kind pursued by gentlemen of both partie3 when a
matter of great public consequence came up for the consi-
-deration of Parliament, and Goveruments have been willing
to take the House into their confidence. But in the present
ýcase the disposition of Ministers bas been quite the opposite.
They have said in effect: IDon't make a suggestion, because
we will not dot an i or cross a t." And from the day we
came here and during all the discussion thathas taken place
the attitude of the Government bas been simply- if you don't
accept this contract just as we present it to you we will go
-out of office at once. They would not accept the smallest
suggestion from any of their supporters. The hon, mem-
ber for Halifax (Mr. Richey) has just stated that ho would
be almost tempted to vote against this bargain if he did not
believe the terrible Opposition would come in. Is that not
partizanship ? The hon. gontleman was so frightened that
he would vote for a bad bargain rather than jeopardize the

ýGovernment. What would that hon. gentleman, and others
like him, have done if the terms of this contract had been
-doubly as onerous as they are ? Let them ask Îhemselves
this question in that calm, friendly, and dispassionate man-
ner which they have been recommending to us. If the ex-
emption fromu taxation and from duties had been more ex-
tensive, the noney and land compensation doubly as great,
and tho Government had said: ''lWe will have the contract
,carried or else we will go out;" does the bon. gentlemen on
the other side pretend that in that case the Government
would have been driven out lof office?. Perhap4 not.
'There are many peoplo in the country who believe as
I believe, that the hon. gentlemen opposite would
have voted almost any Pacific Railway contract rather than
see the Government fall. Whence thea the partizanship ?
On which side of the House is it? We have been obliged
to take care of ourselves, and have defended ourselves when
the Government have rison and hurled epithets at us. The
'Government refused to accept suggestions from us, and
thon because we make suggestions we are unfaithful to
the country. I say, where is the partizanship, and where is
a better evidence of partizanship than the statement
frequently made by hon. gentlemen opposite that though a
good many clauses in this contract were objectionable to
them they would stillvote for the contract, for fear the other
side would come in? Now, we had one evidence of yielding,
it was a gentle evidence-I am not going to make any
observations about it-but a certain hon. gentleman was
said on more than one occasion to have expressed hinself
very strongly against some of the termas of this contract.
He seemed to think that the monopoly that was
being recreated in the . North-West was as bad as
the one he had bought out years before. He
had a little concession made to him, one just
large enough to hang his hat on, one that enabled him to
take part in that interesting little piece of acting when the
Prime Minister rose at the convenient moment and prom-
ised to withdraw the objectionable clause. So it seems
there was a chance to have dotted one i, and to have crossed
-one t for the sake of winning a recalcitrant supporter. I
cannot avoid asking one little question. We hav'e heard
about Prince Edward Island. Aceording to the Minister
-of Marine and Fisheries, it is rather a tight little place.
We have heard some things about it I hope are not true.
We have beard a sort of rumor about. what happened in
-Ontario, but things have been mighty quiet in Quebee.
Yet Quebec is represented in this House, to a considerable
-extent, by gentlemen who sit on Ministerial benches. I
* should be sorry, without giving two days' notice to ask
those gentlemen any questions, but I should like to
know, if it were proper to ask, what arrangements have
been made by the Province of Quebec to protet her own
special interesta. It was held out last winter that the
business of the great sea-board trade would be brought down
from our North-West and the American North-West by. the

ministry of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch, and thence through
Quebec to the sea-board. I would like to ask those hon.
gentlemen, who were so much elated by the news last
winterUwhat assurance they have that this Sault Branch is
now to be built. I would like to know whether those gen-
tlemen, if they have not actually made arrangements in this
particular, are aware that last year George Stephen and
Donàld A. Smith, and other members of the Syndicate were
powerful allies of theirs in favor of the construction of the
Sault branch, and whether they are awaro that by this
contract they have made this powerful company enemies
and opposers of the scheme of the Sault railway ? This is
an important matter. The people of Quebec ought to be
acquainted with it, and if any hon. gentleman would get up
and explain this matter in the House, the people of that
Province would b- relieved of considerable anxiety.
Why is that which was so good for us last winter so bad for
us now ? We have heard a great deal of the security that
was to be taken on the part of. the Province of Quebec.
We have seen in the Minerve and other papers that troubles
and clouds of darkness were hanging over the Province of
Quebec from which she must be protected, and there have
been occasional itinerations of our public men to lead us to
believe; that they were looking after the interest of -their
Province; and now, have they placed themselves in such a
position that their railways are safe, or may the Syndicate,
like the monopolies of the United States, discriminate
against all the future trade of that Province ? Have
they left to the Syndicate the power to build a
rival railway along the St. Lawrence and drive them
into the sea? We are told that enormous benefits
are to accrue to this country from the developments that are
now taking place. When an anxious elector has suggested
that the interests of Quebec should be looked after, he has
been told that Sir John would make it all right. Well, the
Prime Minister is about to cease to have any control over
the railway destinies of this country. The Prime Minister
does not control the Grand Trunk; he does not control the
Syndicate; for after they have once got their feet in the
stirrups the Province of Quebec, like any other Province,
must look after its own intereste or its interests will be for-
geotten. I know that the Province has powerful men in the
Government, and if they were not there there would be less
danger for the province. If my hon. friend who sits before
me were on this side of this side of the House there
would be a wail of lamentation that would reach to
the Citadel of Quebec over the terrible condition of things
which now exist. Now all is silence, all is serene. I
remember whon the hon. gentlemen who represent. a
majority in that Province thought they had a grievance.
There was no silence thon. There was a disposition to
secure a certain end, and that end was secured against what
was thought to be a constitutional doctrine; that end was
secured, at all events, by the firm alliance of gentlemen
from the Province of Quebec, who said, as we all believed
to the Prime Minister: "Unless Mr. Letellier is dismissed
we will oppose you." I do not mention this circumstance
on account of the unhappy event which has occurred. God
forbid that I should bring Mr. Letellier's name into this
debate. But I refer to a great publie movement in the
Province of Quebec, which I say was a personal movement)
and that movement caused the Prime Minister tofulfil the
demands of the members from Quebec then, as he would
have been obliged to fulfil them now, if the hon. members
from Quebec were so inclined. Lot me say one word, in
which the hon. members from Quebec will join with me.
This is, perhaps, no place for the allusion I ar about to
make; but I think every one will forgive me when I say
that there is no man in the Province of Quebec who does
not mourn over the calamity which has befallen that Pro-
vince. The death of Mr. Letellier is a calamity to the party
to which I belong; but it is also a calamity to his native
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"Province, for when an honest man falls, whether bis views
accord with those of all bis fellow-citizens or not, there is
cause for mourning.

Mr. BOULTBEE. It is rather difficult to-divine at what
precise object the bon. gentleman who last spoke had in
rising, for he seems more to have carried on a desultory
conversation than to make a speech on a particular point.,
le charged the bon. member for Niagara with calling gen-
tlemen on that side of the House, fourth-rate pot-house poli-
ticians. I did not uuderstand the member for Niagara to
say so, and I sbould be very sorry that any man should
inake use of such language. What I understood the bon.
member to say was that the new Syndicate was a small trick,
worthy of a fourth-rate pot-house politician. These gentle-
men cannot say that that cap fits them, unless they assume
the paternity of that Syndicate. If tbey did that they might
inferentially come under the cognonen the hon. gentleman
Spplied to the Syndicate; but then it would be through
their own nct, and not through the act of the member for1
Niagara. I feel myself, as no doubt the gentleman who1
spoke last has felt, that very often in the hedt of debate we
use language which sbould net be used in a Chamber like
this; but I would say to these hon. gentlemen who com-
ment so severely on the remarks of the member for Niagara
that we have bad a great deal to bear from them. We have
had insinuations thrown across the flouse that we bave
been bribed by the Syndicate. We have heard the man
who leads us, and of whom we are proud, charged with a
mercenary motive in bringing this matter to an issue. I
think gentlemen should consider this a little; they
ahould recollect that we are men with the samo feel-
inge as themselves. The hon, member for Shefford
(Mr. Huntington), in speaking of the party to which
he belongs, remarked that it had been honored with
the leadership of Robert Baldwin. I think there is a
group around the member for Shefford composed of the
heirs of the men who hunted Robert Baldwin into a too
early grave. They were called Reformers then; but about
the time they destroyed Baldwin they were called Grits,
and the name bas stuck to them since. They cannot call
up the shadow of Robert Baldwin to cover them now. I
knew that great patriot*when a lad; I admired bis sterling
qualities; and there is no man in broad Canada who would
say that if Robert Baldwin were alive now he would have
spent seven weeks of useless opposition in trying to retard
the groatest scheme that was ever launched i Canada. For
seven weeks the discussion bas gone on with no apparent
object; nothing bas boen done. Not a vote has been gained
from this side of the Honse; no opinion has been created in
the country except that this is an excellent bargain, and
one which it is well for Parliament to affirm and carry out.
The only vote in this House I have seen changed is that of
an hon. member who generally, I believe, foilows the
Opposition, but who now it seems te me is voting
consistently and determinedly with this side of the louse.
After seven weeks' debates, it looks as if the debate would
be continued still further; and I ask hon. gentlemen opposite.
what they expect to gain by it. The hon. member for
Shefford (Mr. fHuntington), appeared to endeavor to raise
up some feeling among the menmbers from the Province of
Quebec. There seems to be no good ground for that. So
far as we can see, the construction of this great work will
be of greater service to Quebec than we think it will be to
Ontario, and there seems to be no reason to try to raise any
jealousy in any such matter, because this scheme is one so
grand in its conception, and large in its interests, that it
involves the building up of-a nationality, and its advantages
will be such that net the smallest Province but will feel
the beneficial influence of this scheme when it is fully con-
summated, The hon. member for Shefford (Mr. I[untington),
after the subject las been discussed for two months, said the
Government permitted no alteration to be made in the con-

Mr. UiNTINGToN.

tract. No alteration can be permitted. The Government,
who have the confidence of the people and an enormous
majority in the House, and possess not only the confidence
of the Conservative party, but a very large portion of the
Reform party also, who think public affairs are conducted
safely and wisely by the present Administration and are
very unwilling to disturb them-spent a whole year in
formulating this agreement, and going over clause by clause
with the other parties to the negotiations, protecting every
interest that required to be protected ; and a more carefully
drawn instrument I have never had the good fortune to see,
and the assault made upon it during the discussion and the
attem pt made to tear it to pieces more clearly demonstrated
the great wisdom and care bestowed in drawing up the
document. But oneo drawn up who is going to remove
from our shoulders a burden which the people thought too
heavy to carry; what were the Government to do? It,
seemed to me, although the hon. member for Shefford (Mr.
Huntington) is an older politician than myself, that, to a
certain extent, he talked nonsense. The agreement could
not be altered and cut up. The bargain was a made
bargain, and wbat the House had to do was either to affirni
or reject it. When the bargain was first thrown against hon..
members, owing tothe novelty of the transaction, and toits
being one with the like of which they had never previously
been called te deal, and owing to some of its terms not-
being sufficiently understood, some hon. members.
felt uncomfortable. They heard what the Opposition
were saying ; they heard the opinion expressed by clever
men that the agreement would ruin the country and
destroy the party, and there was some uneasiness. What
bas been the result ? )uring two months every clause of
the contract has been discussed, and every hon. member on
this side of the louse is fully satisfied not only that the-
agreement was well done, but that it is the best bargain
ever offered, and they are convinced that the utmost skill
and care and the greatest wisdom possible has been shown,
in framing the agreement, that it is perfect in all its parts,.
and it will effectively carry out the object we all have.

Amendment (Mr. Mille) negatived On a division.
And the question being put-that the Bill be now read ai

third time; it was agreed to on the following division:-

Messieurs

Allison,
rkell,

Baker,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beancheene,
Bergeron,.
Bergin,
Bill,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Carling,
Caron,

Colby,
Connel,

eost gn

Coupal,
'oursoi,

Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoa,,
Dawson,
DeCesmos,
Desaulniers
Deejozdinsi
DomvMle,

Gault, Montplaisir,
Gigaiilt, Mousseau,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), Muttart,
Girouard (Kent), O'Connor,
Grandbois, Ogden,
Hackett, Orton,
Hleuson, Onimet,
Hih1iard, Patterson (Essex),
Hooper, Perrault,
Ronde, Pinsonneault,
Hurteau, Platt,
Jackson, Pl1mb,
Jones, Pope (Compton),
Kilvert, Pope (Queen's),
lKirkpatrick Richey,
Kranztc Robertson (Hfamilton),.
Landry, Rochester,
Lane, Ross (Dundas),

Langvin#Rouleau,
Lantier, Routhier,
Lon ley, Royal,
Maedonald (Kng's), Ryan (Marquette),.
Maedonald (Sir John), Ryan<Montreal),
MeDonald (Cape Breton>S3cott,
McDonald (Pictou), Shaw,
Macmillan Sproule,
McCallum, Stephenson,
McOrth ,Strange,
00 onv&%IaTassé,

MeCuaig, Teller,
McDougall, Tilley,
HcGreevy, Tupper,

McKay, Vallée,.
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Drew,

ElliOtt,
Farrow,
Ferguon,
Fitasimmons,
Fortin,
Fulton,

Anglin,
Bain
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bonrassa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Oameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,

MoLennan,
McLeod,
MeQuade,
Mctory,
Manson,
Massue
Merner,
Méthot,
Mongenais

NArS:
Messieurs

Fleming,
Flynn,
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
(uthie,
Haddow,
Bolton,
Huntington,
Killam,
King,

Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White (Hastings),
White (Renfrew),
Williams,
Wright.-128.

McIsaac,
Malouin,
Mille,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Pickard,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Rogers,
Rose (Middlesex),
Rymal,
Scriver,

Cagrain, LaRue, . Skinner,
Cha Laurier Thompson,
Cockburn (¥guskoka), Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
Dumont, MacDonnell(Invernes), Weldon.-49.
Fiset,

On the question: " Shall this Bill be passed,"
Mr. BLAKR asked the hon. Minister of Railways to make

the statement he promised he would yesterday, with refer-
ence to his intention as to the clause about accounts and
informations teobe brought down.
,Sir CHARLES TUPPER replied that a clause to be

introduced in connection with the Consolidated Railwày
Act, would cover that point.

Bill read the third time and passed.
Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and (at 11:35 o'clock, p.m.,) the House

adjourned.

ERRATA.

On page 213, 25th lino from bottom of 2nd column, for
"Inland Revenue " read "Inland Marine."

On page 214, in Mr. Patterson's speech on wrecking and
towing in inland waters, the wrecking tuge mentioned were:

The McArthur, the Brie Belle, the Bob Hackett, the Mystic,
the Parker, the Jesie, the Routh, the Hau, and the Prince

Alfred.

On page 484, in Mr. C(ostigan's reply to Mr. Anglin, 1Sth
lino from top of lt column, for "in spite of," &c., read

" the charges I made against the hon. member in this House

I repeated and sustained on the bustings in his county, not-

withstanding the fact that ho had neither the courage nor
courtesy to give me a hearing on that occasion."

On same page, 25th line from top of lst column,for "I
am entitled " read "hoe isnot entitled."

On same page, after 5th line from top of 2nd column,
insert :-

< An hon. MEMBER. What about the Printing con-
tract ?"

On same page, at end of 30th line from top of 2nd column,
after "excite sympathy if ho" insert "remained silent, if
ho," so as to read "excite sympathy if he remained silent,
than if he-made a vain attempt to defend himself."
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NKB. Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. 55 (Mr. Weldon) on 2°, 946.
Intercolonial Ry. claims against M. for Rot.), 961.
Railways, old Acounts, (M. for Rot.), 961.
General Inappetion Act of 1874, AmL. Act. Amt, B. 49

(Mr. Nousseau) on Amt. to 3°, 963.

ANGLIN, Mr.--Con.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on1 Amt.

(Mr. Ogdon) 6 m. h. to M. for 20. 986.
Donis Coholan's Contract, on M. for Rot., 991.
Wrongs to Children Prevention B. 46 (Kr. Richey) on M.

for 2°, 1002.
Shippegan Breakwater (M. for Repts. of Engineers) 1016.
Death of Mr. Connell, M.P., (remarks) 1017.
Uniform Currency, on Res. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1057.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h. to M. for 2°, 1103.
Kingaston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1180.
Patent Record, in Supply, 1183.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Sapply, 1184, 1191.
Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1193.
Customs Act Amt., on Bil, 1198.
Expenses of Committees and Sessional Clerks, in Supply,

1201.
Conservatory in public grounds, in Supply, 1210.
Public Works and Buildings, N.B., in Supply, 1211.
Public Works and Buildings, B.C., in Supply, 1212.
Irish Distress, relief of, 1218.
Harbors and Rivers, N.B., in Supply, 1223.
Harbors and Rivere, Quebec, in Supply, 1223.
Brigade-Majors Transport Expenses, in Supply, 1227.
Customs, Salaries, &c., at ports, in Supply, 1233.
High Commissioner of Canada, Expenses, in Supply, 1272.
Communication with P.E.I., in Supply, 1276.
Montreal and Quebec Water Police, in Supply, 1277. -

Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus atSt. John, in Supply,
1285, 1286.

Halifax Terminus, Construction of Elevator, in Supply,
1287, 1314.

C.P.R. froin P. A. Landing to Winnîpeg, in Supply,
1316 ; on Conc., 1413.

Fibheries, in Supply, 1326.
Excise, Collection of Revenue, in Supply, 1354.
Dominion Lands, on 2° B., 1366.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, in Supply, 1377; on Conc., 1416.
Charybdis, ExpeUses of, in Suppty, 1394.
Official Oaths of Govt. Tel. Employés on B., 1403.
Inland Revenue Act, Amt. on B., 1404.
Intercolonial Ry., management of, in Supply, 1428.

ARKELL, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 211 of Res. rep. from Con. of Wb. (Speeh) 611.
Port Stanley Lighthouse (Ques.) 629.
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ARKELL, Mr.-COn.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1051.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1139.
Harbors and Rivers, Ontario, in Supply, 1225, 1431.

BLAKE, Mr.
Papers mentioned in Address (Ques.) 2, 37.
Address, on the, 9,
Ministerial explanations asked, 37 ; on the, 38.
C.P.R., offers for construction of, 41.
Immigration to Manitoba and N.W., 47.
Homestead and Pre-emption rigbts in the N.W., 48.
C.P.R. Contract, on Res. 48; Amt. 49; Remarks, 50;

in Com. (Speech) 75, 89; Remarks, 153, 417.
Admission of Members, 80.
Standard of the C.P.R. (M. for Ret.) 87, 109; (Ques.)

385.
C.P. R. Contract (M. for Pap.) 84, 111.
Sault Ste. Marie and S. B. Ry. Surveys (M. for Ret.) 111.
Manitoba South-Western Ry. Land Grants (M. for Ret.)

112.
Land Grants to Railways (M. for Ret.) 113.
Correspondence with B. C. respecting lands for C.P. R.

(M. for O.C.) 114.
Vancouver Island Ry. (M. for Cor.) 114.
Settiement of lands in Man. and the N.W. (M. for

Ret.) 115.
Land Sales in the N. W. (M. for O.C.) 115.
Retiring allowances of Judges (M. for Statement) 127.
Judges in B. C. (M. for 0.0.) 127; in Supply, 1427.
Judicial work in Quebec (M. for Ret.) 128.
Case of Mr. E. V. Bodwell, on M. for Cor., 124.
Auditor General's Rep., on personal explanation (Mr.

Coursol) 129.
Adjournment for Christmas (Ques.) 155, 178.
Extradition between Canada and United Kingdom (M. for

Cor.) 173.
Engineer's Rep. on the 0.P.IR. (Ques.) 204.
Emigration to Manitoba and N.W.T., on M. for State-

ment, 208.
Railway Lands and Pr emptions, on M. for Statistics, 208.
Cancellation of Contracts west of Red River (M. for Rat.)

209.
Proposed Ry. Grante under C. P. R. Contract (M. for

Map) 209.
C.P.R. Modifications (M. for Statement) 209, 225, 230.
Death of Mr. Thompson, Cariboo (remarks) 224.
Steel Rails and Fastenings (M. for Statement) 231.
C.P.R. Contract (M. for Statement) 232.
C.P.R. Debate in Com. on Res., on M. to take precedence

(Sir John A. Macdonald), 281.
Supplementary Contract with Syndicate (Ques.) 314.
Introduction of Public Bills (remarks) 314.
On Ques. of Procedure, statement by Chairman from Con.

of Wh, (remarks) 354.
Freight Rates on the Pembina Branch (Ques.) 384.
lEmigration to the U.S., on Amt. to Amt. on proposed

M. for Statement, 419; on adjd. Debate, 850.
Petitions for Private Bills (Ques.) 446.
Prorosals by another Syndicate (Quas.) 447.
C.P.R. Res. rep. from Com. of Wh., on M. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) to take precedence, 447.
On Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of C.P.R. Res.

(Speech) 4à8.
Vouchers for Cash deposit by Second Syndicate (Ques.)

485.
C.PR. on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2' of Res. rep.

from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 495; Amt. 517.
Order of Public Business (remarks) 533. 765.
Insolvent Act of 1875 Acta A n, B 39 (Mr. MQCuaig)

on 1°, 765i on 2°, 859.

BL& A, Mr.--Con.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) in Com., 771; on M. for 30, 790.
C.P.R. west of Selkirk, estimated cost (Ques.) 815.
Rights of Prov. Govts. to appoint Police Magistrates,

on M. for Cor., 821.
Superior Ct. Judges' Salaries (Ques.) 830.
County Ct. Judges' (Ont.) Salaries (Ques.) 830.
Newspaper ]Reports, on personal explanations, 831.
Better Prevention of Crime B. 30 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou)

in Com., 856.
Halifax Juvenile Offenders .Act Amt. B. 3 (Mr. Richey)

on 2',857.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acta Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Keeler) on Ord. for 2° being called, 858; on M.
(Mr. Landry) for 21, 914; on Amt. (Mr. Houde) to
adjd. Debate, 916 ; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 6 m. h., 924.

C.P.R., Rates on the (Ques.) 861; (Ques.) 946 ; (M. for
Cor.) 949.

Official Assignees, Appt. of, on M. for Statement, 863.
Canadian Railway Traffic, on M. for Ret.,.882.
Appt. of Quebec Judges, on Res. (Speech) 885.
Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt., on Res., 934.
River St. Francis Çordwood Regulation B. 2 (Mr.

Vanasse) on 2Q, 940,
Northern Ry. io. B. 20 (Mr. Boultbea) on 2°, 942.
Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Amt. B. 31 (Mr.

Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on 20, 944.
Judicial Statistics (M. for Statement) 946.
Geographical Names in the N.W., on M. for Ret., 947.
Land Improvement Fund, on M. for Pap., 953.
General Inspection Act of 1874 Amt. Act Amt. B. 49

(Mr. Mousseau) on Amt. to 30, 964.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. 45 (Mr. Pope, Çompton)

on 20, 966; in Çom. of Wh., 1213.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on Amt.

(Mr. Ogden) to M. for 2°, 985.
Irish Emigration to Canada (Ques.) 988.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 989; (remarks)

1459.
Can. Southern Ry., on M. for Pap., 1007.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1009; in

Supply, 1202; M. for Statement, 1252; in Supply,
1376.

Dismissal of Sandford Fleming, on. M. for Ret., 1012.
Census Enumerators (M. for List of Names) 1013; (M.

for Irstructions) 1014.
Mode of taking the Census (M. for Statement) 1014.
Emigration from the United Kingdom (M. for copies of

Despatches) 1015.
Independence of Parliament (B. 65, 1°) 1043.
C.P. R. Lands (Ques.) 1043.
Harbor Dues at Montreal, on Amt. to M. for Ret., 1044.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1054.
Sale of Land in the N. W. (M. for Ret.) 1054.
Uniform Currency, on Res. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1057.
Business of the Session (Quiss.) 1057.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for copies of

Cor., 1090.
Controverted Elections Act, Proceedinga under (M. for

Statement) 1096.
Military College Graduates (M. for Statement) 1097.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 3 (cocoa nuts)

1143; item 8 (wrought iron tubing) 1148 ; free list,
1151.

Munro's land in B. C., on M. for Rep., 1'60.
TeL Lina for New Westminster to Yale (M. for Rp .)

1160.
Coal Oil, Specifie Gravity of (M. for Cor.) 1161.
Canada Military Asylum, on Res., 1172.
Tel. communication with Asia, on Res,, 1174i in Com.,

1338,
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BLAKE, Mr.-Con.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Supply, 1177.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1179.
Dorchtester Penitentiary, in Supply, 1180, 1375.
B. C. Penitentiary, in Supply, 1182.
Public Archives, in Supply, 1183.
Criminal Statistics, in Supply, 1183.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1184, 1191.
East Northumberland, Vacancy in (M. for issue of Writ)

1193.
Dominion Lands, on B., 1193, on 30, 1401.
Senate, expenses of, in Supply, 1200.
Expenses of Committees and Sessional Clerks, in Supply,

1202.
Parliamentary Library, Salaries of officers, in Supply,

1202.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 1203.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 1206.
Militia, new pensions, in Supply, 1209.
New accommodation for Supreme Court, in Supply,

1210.
Public Works and Buildings, Ont ario, in Supply, 1212.
Public Works and Buildings, Manitoba, in Supply, 1212.
Administration of Justice in the disputed Territory, on

3ç, 1217.
Irish distress, relief of, 1222.
Customs, Salaries, &c., at Ports, in Supply, 1232.
Union Suspension bridge on Ottawa, on M., 1245.
C.P.R., charter, &c., of (M. for Cor.) 1252.
Seeretary of State's .Dept., in Supply, 1265.
Dept. of Interior, Indian Affairs, in Supply, 12d8.
Dept. of Marine and Fisheries, in Supply, 1271.
Departmental Contingencies, in Supply, 1272.
Hligh Commissioner of Cahada, Expenses, in Supply, 1272,

1396.
Administration of Justice, in Supply, 1275.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1279.
Crédit Foncier, Dom. of Can., on 30 B., 1289.
Supply-Amt., 1306.
Construction of Elevator at Halifax, in Supply, 1313.
Canada Central Extension, in Supply, 1315.
C.P.R. from P.A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply, 1316;

on Conc., 1413.
North-West Mounted Police, in Supply, 1327, 1328.
Govt. Agency at Rio Janeiro, in Supply, 1328.
Consolidation of Dominion Statutes, in Supply, 1328.
Commissions ofInquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1328.
Consolidation of Dominion Statutes, in Supply, 1328.
Commissions, Expenses of, in Supply, 1328.
Salaries of Judges, P.E.I. on B., 1331.
Petroleum Inspection Act, Amt. on B., 1334.
Naturalization of Aliens, on B., 1341, 1371.
Dominion Lands, on 20 B., 1360.
Dominion Lands Survey, in Supply, 1,13; on Conc.,

1415.
Dominion Lands, in Supply, 1373.
Smith, J. B.. claim of, Supply, 130.
C.P.R. Co. (M. for Cor.) 1381.
Consolidated Ry. Act Amt., on 2° B., 1389, on 3°, 1425.
Delisle Executors, refund to, in Supply, 1395.
Fabre, Hon. H., payment to, in Supply, 1398.
Dunstan, G..G, claim of, in Supply, 1398.
Govt. Tel. Employés, official oath of, on B, 1403.
N.B. Ry. Acts, Amt. on 30 B., 1409.
Botter Prevention of Crime, Expenses of Commissioners,

in Supply, 1435.
I. C. R.--Halifax Extension, in Supply, 1436.
Manitoba Boundaries' B., Amt. on 30, 1453, Amt. on

30,1459.

Cartier, Sir G. E., Monument to, in Conc., 1459.

BAIN, Mr.
Emigration to the U. S., on adjd. Debate, 843.
District Inspectors of Weigbts and Measures, on M. for

Copies of Instructions, 1057.
BAKER, Mr.

Ontario Judges, payment of, (Que.) 1443.
BÉcHARD, Mr.

C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)
for 2° of Res., rep. from Con. of Wh. (Speech) 551;
(Amt.) 712.

Emigration to the U. S., on adjd. Debate, 841.
Insolvent Act of 1875 Amt. Act. Amt. B. 39 (Mr.

- McCuaig), on 2°, 859.
Q. M. O.& O. Ry., purchase by Dominion (M. for Cor.) 863.
French Translation of OfficiaLDebates, on M. for State-

ment, 1008.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1046.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1345.

BANNERMAN, Mr.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on Amt.

(Mr. Ogden), 6 m. h. to M. for 2°, 980.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 991.
Dominion Lands, on 2° B. 1369.

BaooKs, Mr.
International Ry. Co. Incorp. Act Amt. (B. 42, 1°) 789.

2° and 30, 1410.
Suspension of Rule 21 (M.) 904.
Montreal, Portland and Boston Ry. Co. Incorp. B. 53, 10

904; 20 and 30, 1340.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction, on 2° B., 1295.

BOURBEAU, Mr.
Emigration Io the U. S., on adjd. Debate, 839.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 2°, 914.
River St. Francis Cordwood Regulation B. 2 (Mr.

Vanasse) on 2>, 941.
Can. Tobacco Tax (Ques.) 987.
Ventilation of the House (Remarks) 991.
Beet-Root Cultivation (Ques.) 1043.
Warehouse Licenses for Leaf Tobacco (M. for Statement)

1057.
Mails between Arthabaska and Three Rivers (Ques.) 1152.
Beet-Root Sugar Irdustry, on Res., 1256.
Post Offices, in Supply, 1355.
Inland Revenue Act, amt. on B., 1406.

BRowN, Mr.
Insolvent Act of 1876 Amt. Act Ant. B. 39 (Mr.

McCuaig) on 2Q, 859.
Union Suspension Bridge on M. 1245.

BEAUCHEsNE, Mr.
New Carlisle Harbor Survey (M. for Rep.) 912.

BERGERoN, Mr.
Bridge at Beaubarnois Canal (Ques.) 385.
Maintenance of Beauharnois Canal (Ques.) 385.
C.P.R Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 385.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1046.
Beauharnois Canal, Water Powers and Privileges (M. for

copies of Leases) 1057, 1172; (M. for R.) 1172; Lock
at Valleyfield (-U. for It.) 1172.

Miscellaneous Canals, in Supply, 1322.
Commissions of Inqiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1330.
Supply Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1345.

BOLDUO, Mr.
Mails in Beauce County (Ques.) 418.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 2Q of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh.
(Speech) 553.
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BRECEEN, Mr.
Emigration from Canada, Amt. to Amt. to proposed M.

for Statement, 433.
0.P.R. (1. 37, 3°) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M (Speech)

805.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mir. Lan-

dry) on Atnt. (Mr. Roude) to adjd. Debate, to M. for
20, 920.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on Amt.
(Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. for 20, 982.

Loan Companies' B 71, 1°, 1134.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction on 20, B., 1300.
Salaries of Judges, P.E.I., on B., 1332.
Lobsters, close season for, on Cone., 1412.

BORDEN, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 615;
(Amt.) 728.

Grain Shipments from Halifax (Ques.) 861 ; (Ques.) 904.
Annand, Mr., Expenditure of (Ques.) 1357.

BURPEE (Sunbury), Mr.
C.P.R, on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2'

from Com. of Wh. (Amt.) 718.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in R. of C. on

1171.

of Res., rep.

Res. (Amt.)

BmT, Mr.
The Address (moved) 3.
Saskatchewan and Peace River Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 11, 10)

258.
Metropolitan Fire Ins. Co. of Can. Incorp. (B. 15, 1°)

314.
Harbors and Rivers, Ontario, in Supply, 1226.
British and Colonial Insurance Co. B. 85, 10 1240; 20,

1345; 8', 1410.

BoWELL, Mr.
Exports and Imports, 46.
Wreckage in.Canadian Waters, 46.
Official Report of the Debates (Ans.) 81; Com. (M.)

107; in Supply, 1202; in Supply, 1376
Seizures under the Customs Act, on M. for Statement, 118.
Drawbàeks on Exported Goods, on M. for Ret., 127.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Cor.,

167, 219, 223.
Chaudière Ry. Bridge, on M. for Cor., 177.
Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Measures

Act, on M. for Ret., 263.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, on M. for Ret., 260 (Ans.)

144d.
Damaged Grain, on M. for Ret., 263.
Portage La Prairie, Port of Entry (Ans.) 485.
English Salt Bags (Ans.) 599.
Question of Privilege (remarks) 599.
Trade and Navigation Returns (presented) 709.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 835.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse, on M. for Cor., 911.
Claims for Drawbacks, on M. for Ret., 996.
Can. Southern Ry., on M. for Pap., 1007.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1053.
Wheat on Ship Boyne, (Ans.) 1088 ; (Ans.) 1153.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

* orAmt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h., to M. for 2Q, 1104.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 2 (books, &c.),

1141; item 4 (cordage) 1146; item 8 (wrought
iron tubing) 1149;. item 44 (winceys) 1150.

Undervaluations for Customs duties (Ans.) 1152.
Customs Act Amt. B. 78, 1°, 1194; 20, 1303; 3', 1305.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 1203.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 107.

[ilitia, new pensions, in Supply, 1209.

BOWELL, Mr.-Con.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1210.
Customs, Salaries, &c., at Ports, in Supply, 1232.
Dept. of Customs, in Supply, 1269.
Savings Banks, Ont. and Que. Act Amt. B. 83; 1°, 1213;

20, 1305; 30, 1306.
Lachine Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Murray Canal, in Supply, 1322.
Ry. and Tel. Materials manufactured in Canada, on Res.,

1358.
Dominion Lands, in Supply, 1373.
Tobacco, Stamps on Canadian, in Supply, 1399.
Petroleum, instruments for testing, in Supply, 1399.
Delisle Executors, refund to, on Conc., 1419,
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1427.

BouRAssA, Mr.
French copies C.P.R. Contract, 83.
Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Meaares

Act, on M. for Ret., 206.
Supply-(Amt. respecting Beet-Root Sugar) 124.

BUNSTER, Mr.
Vancouver Island Ry., on M. for Cor., 114.
C.P.R. Contract, in Com. on Res. (remarks) 154.
Death of Mr. Thompson, Cariboo (remarks) 223.
C.P.R., on Ami. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

- for 2° of Hes. Rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)642.
On Ques. of Privilege, on recording vote (remarks) 724.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°), 788; Amt. to M. for 30, 791.
Newspaper Reports, on personal explanations, 831.
Rice and Powder Duties in B.C. (;. for Ret.), 1012.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)

1145; free list, 1151.
Munro's land in B.C., on M. for Rep., 1159.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1185.
Public Works and Buildings, B.C., in Supply, 1212.
Harbors and River, B.C., in Supply, 1227.
Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1228.
Dept. of Interior, Indian affaira, in Supply, 1267.
Salaries of Judges, P.E.I., on B., 1333.
Naturalization of Aliens, on B..,1371.

BURPEE (St. John) Mr.
Seizures under the Customs Act, on M. for Statement, 121.
N. B. Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. 55 (Mr. Weldon) on 20, 945.
French Shipping Bounties B (M. for Cor.) 960.
Mails between St. John and Bangor (Ques.) 1043.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1117.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1185.
Customs Act Amt. Bill, on 1°, 1199; in Com., 1305.
Customs salaries, &c., at Ports, in Supply, 1233.
Customs Dept., in Supply, 1269.

BENOIT, Mr.
Repairs in the Chambly Canal (Ques.) 155.

BUNTING, Mr.
Wrecking in Inland Waters (M. for Cor.) 167.
Northern Ry. Co. Bill (M. in Amt. on 30) 1339.

BEAUCHESNE, Mr.
Quebec Judiciary (Ques..) 1153.

BERGIN, Mr.
Factory Employment Regulation (B. 6, 10) 129, 2' M.,

1099.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 20 of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech), 5 59.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 846.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex., under (M. for

Ret.) 1044, 1048.
BOULTBEE, Mr.

C.P.R. Contract, in Com. on Res. (remarks) 154.
Grain Freights to England vid Ralifax, on M. for Côr., 162.
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BOULTBEE, Mr.-Con.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, M. for Ret., 218.
Souris and Rocky Mou ntain Ry. Co. Act A mt. B. 18, 1°,

354. (B. 18 in Com.), 1241.
Saskatchewan and North Western Ry. Co. Incorp. B. 17,

10, 354.
Northern Ry. Co. B. 20, 1°, 384; 20, 942; 30, 1340.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 423.
South Saskatchewan and Hudson Bay Ry. Co. Incorp. (B.

28, 10) 485.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° ofRes. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 612.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 784.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. (B. 52, 1°) 884; 2° M.,

970.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 6 m. h. to M. for 2°,
925.

Prize Fighting B. 29 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) in Com.,
938.

Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)
on Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h. to M. for 2°, 1105.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1129.
Sale ofIntoxicating Liquors in H. of C. on Res., 1169.
Ont. and Quebec Ry. Incorp. B., on 30, 1235.
Dominion Lands, on 2° B., 1365.
N.B. Ry. Acts Amt., on 30 B., 1410.

CARTWRIGHT, Sir RIcHARD J.
Address, on the, 24.
Public Accounts (Ques.) 37.
Consolidated Fund (M. for Ret.) 46.
Exports and Imports (M. for Ret.) 46.
Homestead and Pre-emption Rights in the N.W., 48.
Administration of Savings Banks (Ques.) 49.
Standard of the C.P.R., on M. for Ret..111.
Manitoba South-Western Ry. Land Grants, 113.
Land Sales in the N.W., on M. for O.C., 116.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 141.
Independence of Parliament(B. 9, 11), 225; 21 M., 1099.
Steel Rails and Fastenings, Amt. to Amt. on M. for

Statement, 231.
Emigration to the U.S. (Amt.) to M. for Statement, 264;

Amt. neg., 831, 853.
C.P.R., on Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of

Res. (Speech) 477.
C. P. R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)
527; (Amt.) 715.

C.P.R., Construction in Man. (Ques.) 709.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) personal explanation, '778.
Dominion Lands Appropriations, on M. for Ret., 818.
Estimates, The (Ques.) 831.
Case of J. B. Eager, on M. for Statement, 880.
General Inspection Act of 1874, Amt. Act Amt. B. 49

(Mr. Mousseau) on Amt. to 30, 965.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 988.
Public Archives, in Supply, 1183.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1186, 1192.
Bank Act, Amt., on Res., 1193.
Customs Act, Amt., on Bill, 1199.
Harbors and Rivers, Quebec, in Supply, 1223.
Brigade Majors, Salaries and Transport Expenses, in

Supply, 1227.
Ways and Means-Budget Speech (reply) 1030; on Res.

in Com., item 1 (agricultural implements) 1141;
item 2 (books, etc.) 1141; item 3 (cocoa nuts)
1144; item 4 (cordage) 1146; item 8 (wrought
iron tubing) 1149; item 12 (lead) 1150.

Tel. communication with Asia, on Res., 1175.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Supply, 1177.

CARTWRIGHT, Sir Ricnan J.-Con.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1178.
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Supply, 1180.
Public Archives, in Supply, 1183.
Conservatory in publie grounds, in supply, 1210.
Public Works and Buildings, N.B., in Supply, 1211.
Marine and Immigrant Hospitals, in Supply, 1232.
Customs, salaries, &c., nt Ports, in Supply, 1233.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1253.
Dept. of Militia, in Supply, 1265.
Secretary of State's Dept., 1265.
Dept. of Inland Revenue, in Supply, 1269.
Dept. of Postmaster-General, in Supply, 1269.
Dept. of Marine and Fisheries, in Supply, 1271.
Depts. of Public Works and Railways and Canals, in

Supply, 1271.
Departmental Contingencies, in Supply, 1271.
High Commissioner of Canada Expenses of, in Supply,

1274, 1396.
Montreal Water and River Police, in Supply, 1277.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1287.
Halifax Railway Terminus, Construction of Elevator, in

Supply, 1287, 1313.
Savings Banks Act, Amt., Ont. and Que., in Com., 1305.
Supply on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1309; Am., 1420.
Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries &c., of, in Supply, 1323.
Govt. Agency at Rio Janeiro, in Supply, 1328.
Indians, Supply, 1347, 1353, 1424.
Excise, Collection of Revenue, in Supply, 1354.
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Supply, 1355.
Ry. and Tel. Materials manufactured in Canada, on Res.

1357.
Dominion Lands, on 20, B. 1360.
Govt. in N. W. T., expenses of, in Supply, 1372.
Dominion Lands Survey, in Supply, 1373; on Conc.,

1415.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, in Supply, 1377; on Conc.,

1417.
Smith, J. B., claim of, in Supply, -1379.
Kingsford, Wm., retirement of, in Supply, 1391.
Charybdis' Expenses of, in Supply, 1393.
Gratuities to members of Montreal Water Police, in

Supply, 1395.
Land Guides, payments to, in Supply, 1399.
Inland Revenue Act, Amt., on B., 1404.
C.P.R., Thunder Bay and Red River, on Conc., 1413.
Intercolonial Ry., management of, in Supply, 1428.
Dufferin Improvements, Quebec, in Supply, 1434.
Dufferin, Lord, Expenses of, in Supply, 1435.
Loan, to authorize raising of money for public service, on

Bill,1442.
Cartier, Sir G. E., Monument to, on Conc., 1461.
Supply Bill (remarks) 1462.
Mr. Patrick (remarks) 1464.
Official Report of Debates, on Rep. of Com., 1464.

CHARLTON, Mr.
Address, on the, 27.
Pacifie Railway Maps (remarks) 81.
Standard of the C. P. R., on M. for Ret., 88.
Newspaper Postage (M. for Ret.) 1?6.
The Public Debt (Ques.) 155.
Life-Saving Stations on Inland Waters (M. for Cor.) 207.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com on Res., 285; on M.

(Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of Res., rep. from Com.
of Wh. (Amt.) 744.

Emigration from Canada on Amt. to Amt. to proposed M.
for Statement, 422; on adjd. Debate, 835.

C.P.R., B. 37 (Sir Charles Tnpper) on 2°, 785.
Prize Fighting B. 29 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) on 20, 937;

explanation, 963.
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CHARLTON, Mr.-Con.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 989.
Canada Southern iRy. (M. for Pap.) 1006.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1009.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1008; explanation in

Com., 1444; on Res. in Com., free list, 1151.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1190.
Dominion Lands, on 2° B., 1363.
Dominion Lands, in Supply. 1374, on 30, 1400.

CecKBuRN (Muskoka) Mr.
Georgian Bay Branch (C.P.lR.) (M. for Cor.) 167.
C.P.~R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 351.
District Inspectors of Weights and Measures (M. for

copies of Instructions) 1057.
Ventilation of the House, on M. for Cor. (Mr. Rochester)

1096.
Inspection of Steamboats, on 2° B. 1387.

CoURsoL, Mr.
French Copies C.P.R. Contract, 82.
Personal explanation on Auditor General's Rep. (remarks)

128.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res. 282 ; on Amt.

(Mir. LaRue) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of
Res. rep. from Com. of Wh.; (remarks) 759.

Emigration from Canada, on Amt.. to Amt. to proposed
M. for Statement, 421; on adjd. Debate, 843.

On Ques. of Privilege (remarks) 599.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Ropeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 2°, 915; on Amut. (Mr. Mills) 6 m.
h., 923.

Letter Boxes in Montreal P.O. (M. for Statement) 961.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1114.
Montreal, Branch Offices at (Ques.) 1153.
Custons Act, Amt., on B., 1 96.
Napierville Junction Ry. and Quarry Co. B. 74, 20,

1220; 30, 1410.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Canada, B. in Com. 1241-; Amt.

on 3°, 1288.
liake St. Peter debt (Ques.) 1277.
St. Lawrence, Navigation of, on B., 1382.

CoUGHLIN, Mr.
Parkhill P.O. (M. for Rot.) 126.

CARON, Mr.
Major-General Luard's Appt, on M. for Cor., 170.
Volunteers in N.B., on M. for Ret., 992.
Military College Graduates, on M. for Statement, 1097.
Militia Report (presented) 1173.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1178.
Militia, new pensions, in Supply, 1208.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1209.
Brigade Majors, Salaries and Transport Expenses, in

Supply, 1227.
Drill Pay, in Supply, 1227.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1229.
Dept. of Militia, in Supply, 1263, 1377.
Militia and Defence Acts, Amt. B. 1°, 1356, 20 and 3°, 1411.
Importation of Military Stores (Ans.) 1402.
Palliser Ordnance, on Conc., 1461.

COSTIGAN, Mr.
On personal explanation (Mr. Anglin) 483.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, in Supply, 1377.
N.B. Ry. Co. Act, Amt. on 3° B., 1408.

CMERON .(S. Huron), Mr.
Standard of the C.P.R, on M. for Ret., 109.
Govt. Expenses to England (M. for Ret.) 126.
Indian Instructors (M. for Ret.) 171.
Govt. Land Guides (M. for Ret.) 172.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 233; on M.

(Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of Res. rep. from Com.
of Wh. on Amt. (Mr. Trow) 734; Amt. 756.

CAMERoN (S, Huron), Mr.-Con.
Hull Mines Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 41, 1°) 789; (B. 41, 30)

1287.
Richelieu Election Petition, on adjd. Debate (remarks)

829.
Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction B. 47 (Mr. McCarthy)

on Amt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 6 m.h., 1005.
Factory Employment Regulation Bill 6 (Mr. Bergin) on

M. for 2', 1099.
Miscellaneous priïiting, in Supply, 1207.
Harbors and Rîvers, Ontario, in Supply, 1226.
Dominion Lands, on 20 B., 1363.
Govt. Railways, Acts respecting, on B., 1407.

C<sxr, Mr.
C.P.R. Contract, on M. for Papers, 85.
Seizures under the Customs Act (M. for Statement) 116.
Survey of Indian Reserves (Mi. for Statement) 123.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. proposed, M.

for Statement, 419.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 20 ofiRes. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 578.
On C.P. R. (B. 37, 2°) 783.
lRy. and Tel. Materials manufactured in Cannda, on Res.,

1358.
Port Stanley Harbor (M. for Statement), 1380.
Civil Service Commission, Expenses of, in Supply, 1396.
Fabre, Hon.H., payments to, in Supply, 1398.

CAmERON (N. Victoria) Mr.
Standard of the C.P.R., on M. for, Ret., 109.
Steel Rails and Fastenings, on Amt. to Amt., on M. for

Statement, 232.
Westbourne and North Western (Nfan.) Ry. Co. Incorp.

(B. 14, l) 314.
Windsor Branch of N. S. Ry. Co., Transfer Act Amt.

(B. 16, 10) 314.
Ont. and Que Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 23, 1°) 418; (B. 23,

in Com. of Wh.) 1220. (B. 23, 3°) 1235.
Emisration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 423.
C.P. R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 623.
On Ques. of Procodure on C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 770.
Right of Prov. Govtq. to appoint Police Magistrates, on

M. for Cor., 821.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr. Lan-

dry) on M. for 20, 914.
Tel. communication with Asia, on Res., 1175, 1339.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1231.
Dept. of Militia, in Supply, 1264.
Crédit Foncier of Dominion of Canada, on 30, 1290.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction, on 2° B , 1297.
Salaries of Judges P.E.I., on Bill, 1332.

CIMoN, Mr .
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 14.
Appt. of Que bec Judges, on Res. (Speech) 899.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. (M for Rep. of Engineer)

953.
Quebec and Lake St. John Mails (M. for Cor.) 959.
Sick and Disabled Mariners' Fund, charges levied for,

(M. for Statement) 1252.
Fishery Licenses at Saguenay (M. for Statement) 1252.
Exportation of Wool from'Chicoutimi and Saguenay, (M.

for Statement) 1452.
Exportation of Fish, Fish Oil, &c. from Chicoutimi and

Saguenay (M. for Statement) 1252.
CARLING, Mr.

Ont. Investment Asociation Incorp. (B. 26, 11) 485.
OLURRIER, Mr.

Civil Service Commissioners Rep. (Ques.) 629.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. (Ques.) 629.



INDEX..

CURRIER, Mr.-Con.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 988.
Weightis and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret. 1048.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)

1145.
European, American and Canadian Cable Co. B. 72, 20,

1152; 3 , 1410.
Cable Communication with Asia, on Res. 1174,1339.
Ont. and Quebec IRy. Incorp. B. on 30, 1237.
Union Suspension Bridge on M., 1245.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1259.

COLBY, Mr.
Insolvent Act of 1875 Amt. Act Amt. B. 39 (Mr.

McCuaig) on 2°, 860.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res. 1254, 1258.
Coal Oil, Specific Gravity of, on M. for Cor. 112.
Petroleum Inspection Act, Amt. on B. 1333.
Consolidated .Ry. Act, Amt. on 21 B. 1389.

CAsGaAIN, Mr.
French Copies C P.R. Contract (M. to print extra)

82, 4.
Prevention of Fraud (B. 5, 1') 107; on 20, 858; dis-

charged and Sel. Com. apptd. 912.
Emigration from Canada on M. for Statement, 24; on

Amt. to Amt. 441; on adjd. Debate, 858.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res. 415; on

Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for
2° of Res. rep. from Com of Wh. (Speech) 670;
(Amt.) 751.

Offer of Second Syndicate, French Copies (Ques.) 485.
Wood for Lower Traverse Lightship, M. for Cor. 823.
Appt. of Quebec Judges, on Res. 902.
Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. B. 12 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. for 2° (remarks) 931.
Borrowing Pits on Intercolonial (M. for Cor.) 946.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry., on M. for Rep. 957.
Consolidated Ry. Act (1878) Amt. (B. 70, 10) 1134.

Amt. on 30, 1425.
Cartier Sir G. E. Monument to, on Conc., 1461.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 13 l5.

DESJARDINS, Mr.
Accident on the Lachine Canal (M. for Ret.), 47.
Supreme Ct. Act (Ques.), 81.
French copies C.P.R. Contract, 82.
Major-General Luard's appt. (M. for Cor.) 170.
Exchange Bank of Canada, Amt. (B. 8, 1Q) 204.
On Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of C.P.R. Res.

(Speech) 474.
On personal explanation (Mr. Anglin) 485.
Wrongs to Children, Prevention B. 46 (Mr. Richey) on

M. for 2c, 1002.
Montreal Harbor Dues, on Amt. to M. for Ret., 1044.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary (M. for copies of Cor.)

1 [88.
La Banque Ville Marie Act Amt. B. 69, 1°, 1 *34; 21 and

30, 1340.
Supreme Ct., new accommodation, in Supply, 1211.
Supreme Ct:, Appellate Jurisdiction, 2° B., 1298.

DOMVILLE, Mr.
Cattle and Sheep Export Trade (M. for Sel. Com.) 46.
S izures under the Cultoms Act, on M. for Statement, 122.
Export of Cattle to England (M. for Ret.) 126.
Grain Freights to England via Halifax, on M. for Cor , 161.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res., rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 694;
on Amt. (Mr. King) 762.

On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 783.
On Ques. of Privilege, 790.
St. John Harbor Commissioners (Ques.) 815.

DoNvILLE, Mr.-on.
Hay on Intercolonial, Sale of (M. for Cor.) 908.
N.B. Ry. Go., Am. Act, Amt. B. 55 (Mr. Weldon) on 20,

945; on 30, 1408.
Private Bills Reports (M. to extend time) 953.
Death of Mr. Connell, M.P. (remarks) 1017.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 3 (cocoa nuts)

1142; item 4 (cordage) 1146 ; item 7 (iron, &c.)
1148; Rep. concurred in, 1437.

Private Bills, Extension of time for, 1152.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1190.
Bank Act, Amt. on Res., 1194.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1259.
Woodstock P.O., in Supply, 1380.
Consolidated Insurance Act Amt., on 1° B., 1388.

DAwsoN, Mr.
Sault Ste. Marie Surveys (M. for Rot.) 116.
Boundary between Canada and Quebec, on M. for Cor.,

177 ; M. for Ret. (Speech) 863, 877
Nipigon Bay and Thunder Bay (C.P.R.) Surveys (M. for

Ret.) 207.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret., 216.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 399.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 854.
Geographical Naines in the N. W. (M. for Ret.) 946.
Harbors and Rivers, Ontario, in Supply, 1226.
Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1228.
Life Saving Service, in Supply, 1277.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1324.
Indians, in Supply, 1346.
C.P.R., P.A. Landing and Kaministiquia Rys., 1380.
Manitoba Boundaries, on 20 B., 1445, 1448; A mt. on 30,

1453.
DALY, Mr.

Grain Freights to England via Halifax, on M. for Cor., 158.
General Inspection Act of 1874, Amt. Act. Amt. B.

49 (Mr. Mousseau) on Amt. to 30, 961.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1191.

DREW, Mr.
Private Bills Petitions (M. to extend time), 178, 258,

447, 789.
Private Bills Reports (M. to extend time) 764.
Lands at Assiniboine and Qu'Appelle Rivers (M. for Cor.)

9i2.
Hamilton Colonization Co's. Lands at Bird's Tail (M. for

Cor.) 912.
Navigation of the Assiniboine (Ques.) 912.
Lands granted to Hudson's Bay Co. (M. for Cor.) 996.
Private Bills, Notices for, (M.) 1213.
Manitoba Boundaries, on 2° B., 1451.

DUGAs, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 558.
DAOUST, Mr.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for copies of
Cor., 1093.

DzCosmos, Mr.
Onderdonk Contract (Ques.) 314.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex., under, on M.

for Ret., 1047.
Uniform Currency, on Res. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1057.
Ways and Means -on Res. in Com., item 44 (winceys)

1150.
Munro's Land in B.C. (M. for Rep.) 1155.
Railways in B. C. (M3. for Rep.) 1163.
Indian Affairs in B. C. (M. for Cor.) 1163.
Railway Lands in B. C. (M. for Rep.) 1163.
Tel. communication with Asia, on Res., 1177.
Customs Act Amt., on B., 1196.
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DOULL, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 640.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 3 (cocoa nuts)

1145.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1260.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on B., 1405.

ELLIOTT, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Specch)
657.

FLEMING, Mr.
Storm Warnings on Inland Waters (Ques.) 37.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 600.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1136.

FISET, Mr.
French Copies C.P.R. Contract, 83.
Resident Judge at Rimouski (Ques.) 155.
Sale of Hay on Intercolonial (M. for Ret.) 173.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 195; on

Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for
2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 617;
(Amt.) 758.

Tel. Posts for Anticosti and Magdalen Islands (M. for
Copies of Tenders) 961.

FARROW, Mr.
Duty on Salt (Ques.) 155.
Manitoba School Lands (Ques.) 599.
English Salt Bags (Ques.) 599.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 837.
Post Office Money Orders (M. for Ret.) 960.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1046.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1134.
Irregularities against Mr. Wells (M. for Cor) 1259.

FLYNN, Mr.
Grain Freights to England vid i.alifax, on M. for Cor , 159.
Adjourument for Christmas, 178.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 357.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)

1146.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 1323.
Lobsters, close season for, on Conc., 1412.

FRGUSoN, Mr.
Personal explanation on Auditor General's Rep. (remarks)

225.
FITZSIMMONS, Mr.

Public Buildings, Ont., in Supply, 1434.
GAULT, Mr.

Wrecking and Salvage Co. of Can. Incorp. (B. 10) 154;
20,213.

Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret,
• 221.

Damaged Grain, on M. for Ret., 263.
Can. Guarantee Co. Incorp. Act Amt. (B. 36, 10) 661.
P.O. Savings Banks Deposits (Ques.) 7:35.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 784.
Accident Ins. Co. of Can. Incorp. Act Amt. (B. 54, 10) 904.
Citizens' Ins. Co. of Can. Act Amt. (B. 62, 10) 987.
Mails between Can. and West Indies (Ques ) 996.
Geological Museum (Ques.) 1043.
Wheaton Ship Boyne (Ques.) 1043, 1088; (Ques.) 1153.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1053.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1190.
Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1194.
Miscellaneos printing, in Supply, 1208.
Public Works and Buildings, Quebec, in Supply, 1212,1434.

GAULT, Mr.- Con.
Dept. of Postmaster-General, in Supply, 1270.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction, on 2° B., 1301
Construction of Elevator at lalifax, in Supply, 1314.
Newfoundland and Confederation (Ques.) 1357.
Inspection of Steamboat-, on 2° B., 1387.
Consolidated Insurance Act Amt., on 1 B., 1388.
Gratuities to Members of Montreal Water Police, in

Supply, 1395.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners on B., 1424.
Ways and Means, Rep. of Com. concurred in, 1442.

GIOAULT, Mr.
Canadian Tobacco (h1. for Statement) 171.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 312.
Emigration to the U. S., on adjd. De bate, 839.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1052.
Montreal, Portland & Boston Ry. Bill (Amt. on 30) 1240.

GLEN, Mr.
Emigration to Manitoba and N. W. T. (M. for Statement)

208.
Railway Lands and Pre-emptions (M. for Statistics) 208.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 2° of Res., rep. from Com. of Wh.
(Speech) 673.

C.P.R., Bridging between Selkirk and Kamloops (M.
for Statement) 950.

Fish-breeding establishmont at Newcastle (M. for R.)
1171.

GILLM3R, Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 436 ; on adjd. Debate, 843.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh.
(Speech) 652.

General Inspection Act of 1874, Amt. Act Amt.
B. 49 (Ur. Mousseau) on Res., 855; on 30, 963;
Amt., 963; nog., 936.

GRANDBOIs, Mr.
N. B. Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. 55 (Mr. Weldon) on 20, 946.
Insurance Companies (Ques.) 1153.
Water Supply at Trois-Pistoles, in Supply, 1315.

GraouAaD (Jacques Cartier) Mr.
Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act. Amt. B. 31, 1°,

495; on 20, 943 ; in Com. 1242 ; 30, 1290.
Dominion Salvage and Wrecking Co. Incorp. (B. 31, 1°)

566.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh.
(Speech) 636.

Supreme Ct., Appellate Jurisdiction of, Limitation B. 51,
10, 884; on 2° (Debate adjd.) 1290, 1301.

Appt. of Quebec Judges, on Res. (Speech) 897.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Incorp. B. 32 (Mr. Ives)

on 2p, 945.
Montreal Board of Trade and Exchange Incorp. (B. 63,

10) t042. (B. 63 30) 1241.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1138.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B., on 30, 1239.

GHROUARD (Kent) Mr.
Beacon Lights at Blackland Gully (N.S.) 1402.
Buctouche and Cocaigne, Ports ot (Ques.) 1402.
Claim of Girouard, G. A., on Conc. 1415.

GUTHRIR, Mr.
C.P.RB., cn Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speach) 540;
(Amt.) 749.

C.P.R., West of Red River, Cost of Surveys, &c. (M. for
Ret.) 950.

viii



Gwrmuua Mr.-Con.
Independéiee af aIiament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

Wu klit.(Mr.Langevin) 6 m. ., to M. for 20P 1106.
Beet-RootSugar Tudustry,Ân Bes. 1259.

GLLrs, Mr.
Southampton Mail Service (Ques.) 1357.

GeomrIoN, fMr.
Sorél Post Office, Purchase of prpporty for (M.for Cor.)

950.
Guwt, Mr.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1127.
-Hm*rne.N, Mr.

C.P.R., offers for construction of, 39.
C P.R, (B. 37. 30 on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M.tSpeech) 809.
Newspaper Reportson personal explanations, 831.
»migration to theU .S., on adjd. Debate, 834.

itl Naimes in the N. W., on M. for Ret., 949.
Cao. Tompeance Act Arnt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on

at. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. for 24, 987.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1011; on

W6. 1249.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for copies of

Cor. 1V95.
Iudependence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir, R. J. Cartwright)

on Amt.- (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h. to M. for 2°, 1101.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1187.
Dept. of Postmaster-General, in Supply, 1270.

• International Park at Niagara (Ques.) 1356.
HADDow, Mr.

Patrick Ultican (M. for Cor.) 116.
Wharf at Charlo (Ques.) 38.
Govt. Rys. Aets, respecting B. 1407.
Lobsters, close season for, on Conc., 1412.

HouIva, Mr.
Frouh copies -C. P. R. con tract, 82.
C.P.B,, on Amt., (Mr. Bluke) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)
661; on Amt. (Mr. LaRue) 760.

Supreme and Exchequer Ots. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.
Landry) on M. for 20 (Amt.) 915; neg., 921.

Wrengs to Children Prevention B. 46 (Mr. Richey) on
V. for 2°,1001.

HYA, Mr.
Chaudière Ry. Bridge (M. for Cor.) 177; (M. for State-

ment of duty paid) 1016.
HaUÂRT, Mr.

.Nipign Bay and Thunder Bay (C.P.R.) Surveys, on
M. for Ret., 207.

On C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 775.
Out..and Que. Rys. Incorp. B. on 30, 1238.
GTovt. Rýs. changes on, (M. for Rep.) 1225.
zso*, Mr.
Emigraion to the U.S., on M. for Statement, 265; on

adjd. Debate, 848.
On Ques. of Privilege (remarks) 495.
Land Improvenent Fund (M. for Pap. and Cor.) 950;

(Ques.) 1242.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Re, 1046.
Wàys .amd Means-on Res. in Com., item 8 (wrought

Iron tdbing) 1149.
Immi 5gtion and Quarantine, in Supply, 1184.
Pait bS, in Supply, i365.
Ry.. and Tel Material minufactured in Canada, on ,Res.

1860.
PTa Beuild gs, Ont., in Supply, 143 1.

HE' , i ft eh Com. o
Nèspaper .Reports, personal explanation, 830.

2

HAOes:TT, Mr.-on.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd Debate, 834.
Caseumpec Harbor 1mprovementi tQee.y1(9.
Survey of Cascumpec Harbor (M. for Enginer Rp.)

1097.
HoopER, Mr.

Newspaper Reports, personal explanation, 83O9
HOTIToN, Mr.

Collector and Paymaster on Beauharnois Car M. for
Rep. 1016.

Dominion Lands, on 30 B, 1401.
IVES, Mr.

Immigration to Manitoba and the N.W. (X. for Rct.)
47.

Homestead and Pre-emption Rights in the T.W. (M.
for Ret ) 48.

Castle Garden Property ut Quebec (M. ,br Php: 17S.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res. 182.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. B. 32, I°, 495 2 5.

In Com., 1241; 2%, 1288.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812,si Supply, 1210.
Crédit Foncier Franoo.Canadien on 3' B., 1290.

JONES, Mr.
Iron and Steel Imports (M. for Ret.) 879.
Silver Ore Exports (M. for Ret.) 880
Gov.t. Savings Banks Deposits (M. for Ret.) 880.
Canadian Railway Traffie, on M. for et.,-881.
Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. B. 12 (Mr. MéCarthy)

on M. for 2° (remarks) 933.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. 45 (Mr. Pope, Conton) on

2'', 969. In Com. of Wh.,1214.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statemenit, 7109 on

Res., 1250.
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Supply, 1181.
B.C. Penitentiary, in Supply, 1182.
Royal Military College, in Supply; 1230.
Customs, Salaries, &., at Ports, 1233.
P.E.1. Ry., accident on (Question) 1242.
St. Peter's Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Indians, in Supply, 153.
Dominion Lands, on -"' B., 1368.
Inspection of Steamboats, on 2B., 1488.

KIRKPATRICK, Mr.
C.P.R., offers for construction of, 42.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,
- 222.
Damaged Grain (M. for Ret.) 262.
Ques. of Procedure, on alleged falsified statèëment (re-

marks) 3a4.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Act Amt. (B. 21, 1°) 384 (B 21

20) 1098; (B. 21, 30) 1,220.
Berlin and Galt Branch of G.T.R Co. Act Amnt. (B. 24,

1°) 447.
C.P.R, on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 53.
Railway Passenger Tickets (B. 43, 19) 815.
Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction, B. 47 (Mr: Me-

Carthy) on Amt. (Mr. Patterson, JEssei) 6 ,n, h.,
1005.

Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H.of C. (on Be.)416.
East Northumberland,Vacancy in on M for Wris, 1193.
Patent Aet Aimt. B. in Com.-of Wh- 1214
Officiai Report of Debates, on Rep ofCon.01464,
Royal Military College, in Suppk ,4230.
Insptctibn of Steamboats, on Z' Ji, 1387.
Kingsford, Wm., retiremnt of, in 8nppy,1,393.
Importation of Military Stores (Que1.) .I402,

KZELER, Mr.
Supreme and Exchequer Ct, *1lpmai(Rt 4  ) .
Supreme Ct.Judgments (M. for Statements) 126
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KEELER, Mr.-C0n.
Life-Saving Stations (Ques.) 155.
Trent V*Wey Canal (M. for Cor.) 17 I
IJports of Ore (M. for Ret.) 173.
i4 uperannuation Fund (Ques.) 259.

KILLAM, Mr.
Grain Freight to England vid JHalifax, on M. for Cor., 161.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, M. for Rot., 261.
Danaged Grain, on M. for Ret., 263.>
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper),

for 2" of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)
607; (Amt.) 757; on Amt. (Mr. Mille) to M. for 30,
806.

Inspectionof Smoked Herrings, on Res., 855.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse, on M. for Cor., 911.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1325. -
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., on B., 1837.
Ry. and Tel. Materials manufactured in Canada on Rs.,

1360.
Woodstock P.O., in Supply; 1280.
Charybdis, Expenses of, in Supply, 1395.
I.C.R., Halifax Extensicu, in Supply, 1346.
Ways and Mean-Report of Com. coucurred in, 1441.

KILVERT, Mr.
Public Buildings, Ont., in Supply, 1434.

KRANTZ, Mr.
Grindingrof Wheat in Bond, on M. for Ret., 262.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 853.
Undervaluation for Customs duties (Ques.), '1152.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1190.

]KING, Mr.
C.P.R., on Aimt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech), 557;
(AMt.), 763'.

XAULBACH, Mr.
C. P. R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 555.
Ontario Judges, payments to (Ques.) 1242.
Missisquoi Bay, Breakwater at (Ques.) 1242..

LANDRY, Mr.
Semaphore at Grosse Isle (Ques.) 81.
Surveys on the Intercolonial (M. for Ret.) 82.
Dominion Surveys (M. for Ret.) 82.
French Copies C.P.IR. Contract, 88.
Freight, &c , on Intercolonial (M. for Statement) 155.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt., to proposed

M. for Statement, 443.
On Ques. of Privilege, 447.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. La Rue) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 2° of Res. rep. fron Cxu. of Wh.
(remarks) 760.'

Appt. of Quebec Judges, on.Res., 903.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Repeal (B. 4, 20) M., 913;

-on Amt. (Mr. lioude) to;adju. DLbate, 916 on Amt.
(Mr. Mills) 6 m., 925.

Geographical Names in the N. W., on M.-for Ret., 948.
Québec and Lake St. John Ry., on M. for Ret, 957.
French Translation of Officiai Debates, on M. for State-

Ment, 1009.
Carburetted Rydrogen (Qae.)1013.
Branch Lines to Intercolonial (Ques.) 1242.
Quebee and Levis Ferry Boats (M. for Cor.) 1242.'
Lisiois, Jos. C., daim of (M. fer Cor.) 12i4(4;Ques.> 1402.
Officiai Report of Debates, on Res 1246.>
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jarisdiction, one, B., 1298.
Construction to Elevtor at llafax, in Suppfy,1314.
Commimsionsof Inquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1329.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr Bouraua 1344.
Posýt offices, in Sapply, 13$p5.
-Intercolonial Ry. (Ques.) 1856 Qe.s 1402.

LANDRT, Mr.-Coa.
Druid Steamer, Repairs to, oM for }et.) 138l
Naoleon ZI;T, Condition of, (K. for $et.) 138 .
Of ciais on ntercolonial (Quies.) 1402.
Pilgrims Lighthouse (Ques.) 1402.
Grosse Isle Semaphore (Ques.) 1402.
Lightship at St. Thomas (Qaes.) 1402.

LANTIE, Mr.
Explorations on St. Lawrence (Ques.) 38.
Canal at the Cedars (Ques.) 1356.

LITTLE, Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to rposed

M. for Statement, 433.,
LAUuiER, Mr

C.P.R, offers for construction of,43.
C.P.R. ¡Contract (Speech) in Coim. on 1Rea 90 on

Amt. (Mr. Robertson, Shdburne)0toMi (SirCharles
Tupper) for 2e of ,Res. (Speeeh) 475; (Antyi24.

Richelien Election Petition, M. . r4d 48;adjd.
Debate, 823; (remarks) 825

Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal R,4 (Mr.
Landry) on M.. for 2°, 914.

Quebec and Lake St. John Ry., on M for- Rep., 958.
General Inspection Aet of- 187-4 mt.LAet -AmtL B. 49

(Mr. Mousseau) on Amt to 30, 965. ;
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on IL. for Copies of

Cor., 1094.
Charge againat Jos. Chabot (M. for Cor.) 1-2.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expnses of, in Supplyy 1329.
Naturalization of Aliens, on lB, 1343.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1341.
Excise, Collection of Revenue, in Supply, 1354,

LANGEVIN, Mr.
C.P.R., offers for construction of, 41.
Joliette Election. introduction of Member (M.) 80.
French Copies C. P. R. Contract, 82.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Cocn. on Re., 129.
Mails from Winnipeg to St. Albert (Ans.) 154.-
Money.Order Charges (Ans.) 155.
Dominion City Postmaster (Ans.) 155.
Sale of Hayon Intercolonial, on M. for Ret., 173.
Wharf at Charlo (Ans.) 385.
Mails in Beauce County (Ans.) 418.
On Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of C.P.R.

Res. (Speech) 476.
Dredging Red River Bar (Ans.) 485.
Bridging the Ottawa River at Rapides des loachims

(Ans.) 485.
Williamsburgh Canal (Ans.) 533.
Offer of Second Syndicate, French Copies (As M i56q.
Yamaska River Explorations on M. .fr Rt., 8g,
Lower Caraquet P.O., on M. forQor.,820.'
Pockmouche P.O., on M. for Cor.ý .821.
Official Assignees, Appt. of, on M. for StatemOnn 8f8.
Q.M.O. & O. Ry., Purchase by DoA.a, on .Lfor

Pap., 863.
tGovt. avings Banks Deposits, on M. for Ret. .
Canadian Ry. Traffic, on M. for Ret., 682.
Navigation of the Assiniboine (Ans.)912.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repead AB ~4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 2°, 914; on Amt. (ir. Hiude)
-to adjd. 'Debate, 917; on At. (Mr Mi«'s '8m. h.,
924.

Northern Ry. Co. B. 20 (Mt. Boeu1tbee)ton F,4.
Crédit Foncier Franco-Ganadien Act it . r

Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on 2°, 948.
Ciédit Foneier of bDon. bf Cao. Inc.apW . WýMr.

Ives.) on 2°, 945.
GeographicalNa eosin theN.W.,^oa K. fo J •Quebec and take3t..Tohn Ry , one K. fbt Hep.



AÂNGEVIN, Mr.- Con.
ýQuebec an4 Btk&$. Joba )aiIs, on3I. for Cor, UM
Water leve et ke Manitoba, on M. for Rep., 960.9
Letter Iloxes ontreW -. , on M. for.Statemoeut, 361.
General InspefionÀct of 1874, Amt, Act Amt B. 49,

(Mr. Mousseaùû)en AmI to 20, 965.,
Ventilation of the lo1s. (remarks) 9J0; Rep. of

Mechanical-Engineer (presented) 1006; on M. for,
Cor. (Mr. Rochester) 1096; (remarka) 1459.

Welland Cañnl, Look No. 2 (Ans.) 997.
Wrongs to ChildrenPrevention B. 46 (Mr. Richey) on

M. for 20, 1002.
IFrep.eh-Translation of Official Debates, on M. for State-

mént, 1007.
Withdrawal of Sandford Fleming, on M. for Ret., 1012.
Census Enumerators, on M. for List of Names, 1014. ,
Mode of taking the Census, on-M. for Statemnent, 115.
Enmgration from the United Kingdom, on M. for copies
e of'Doespatehes, l1A 6

DeatVk f Mr. Connell, M.P. (remarks) 1017.
lsoumnpea Harbor Improvements (Ans.) 1088,
Steamship Subsidy betUeen St. John, Halifax and Liver-

pool (Ans.) 1188.
St. Tineent de Paul Penitentilary, on M. for copies of

Cor., 1094.
Survey of Caaumpec Harbor, on M. for Engineer's Rep.,

1098.
Factory Erpployment Regulation B 6 (Mr. Bergin) on

M. for 2", 1099.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on M. afbr 20, 1100; Amt. 6 m. h., 1100.,
Mails between Arthabaska and Three Rivera (Ans.) 1152.
Shelburne Harber (Ans.) 1153.
Mail Service on Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ry.

(Ans.) -4153.
Montreal Branch P.O. (Ans) 1153.
Supply--n fomna vote, 1017; on Amt. (M r..Bourassa)

11343.
Toronto Harbor, on M. for Fep., 1153.
Port Hiood Wharf (M. 'for Cor.) 1154.
Tel, Line from New Westminster to Yale, on M. for

Rep., 1161.
Harbors on Lake Erie, on M. for Rep., 1163.
Tel. communication with Asia (Res.) 117i3; Bill 97, 10,

1339; 2>. 1391; 3f, 1403.
Dorchester Peuitentiary, iu Supply, 1181, 1376.
Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1193.
Expenses of Committees and Sessional Clerks, in Supply,

1201.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 1204.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 1206.
Coservatory in public grounds, in Supply, 1210.
New accommodation for Supreme Ot., in Supply, 1210.
Public Works and Buildings, N.8., in Supply, 1211.
Public Works and Buildings, N.B., in Supply 1211.
?ubho Works and Buildings, Quebec, inupply, 1212.
Publiz Works and, Buildings, Ontario, in Supply, 1212,

1433.
Pablic Works and Buildings, Manitoba, in Supply, 1212.
Repairs, &o.,1Iublio Building., in Snpply,,121.2.
Harbors and Rivers, N.S., in Supply, 1223.

wboas and Rivem, P.E..L, in Spply, 1223.
arboisand Rivera, N.B., n Sppy, 122 .
neeaIßepairs, and kmprovemens anrbors and Rivers,

Maritime Provinces, 1223.
[gpbor and Rivers, Quebec, 1221.
Ustbozsand Siwers, Ontario, 1224.
Rarbars antBivoer, Manitoba, 18.6
IprovLmg pp:'iv rSskatchew..n,-1227.
Dredging, 1227.

Mis merea a4e at(ns4 1242

LANGEvIN, Mr.-Con.
Union Suspension Bridge on Ottawa, on M., 1245.
Offcial Report of I)ebates, on es, 1246.
Dept. of Postmaster Gneral, lu ly 1269.
Depts. of Public Works and a1ys. Canals, i Supply,

1271.
Lake St. Peter Debt, (Ans.) 1217; on B. 1424.
Construction of Blevator at aIltax, in Supply,,Ia4.
Water Supply at Trois-Pistoles, in Supply, 1e3
Commissions of Inquiry, Expense of, in Supply 1830.
Private Bills, Reports on (M.) 1330.
Claim of George Lovêque, in Supply, 1355.
Post Offices, in Supply, 1355.
Interoolonial Ry.(Ans.) 1356; (Ans.) 1402, 1403.
Canada Central Ry. (Ans.) 1356.
Southampton Mail Service (Ans.) 1357.
Grosse Isle, Quarantine Station, in Supply, 1880.
Geological Mnsenm, Ottawa, in Supply, 139t.
Kingeford, Wm., retirement of, in Supply, 1391.
Lislois, Jos. C., 'claim of (Ans.) 1402.
Buctouche and Cocaigne Ports of (Ans) 1402.
Grosse Isle, Semaphore (Ans.) 1402.
N.B. Ry. Act Ant. on 3° B, 1409.
Dufferin Improvements, Quebee, in Sapply, 1434.
St. John P.O. and Customs Houqe, in Supply, 1434.
Ontario-Harbors and Rivers, in.Supply, 1434.
Cartier, Sir G. E., Monument to, in Supply, 1435; on Conc.,

1459.
Dufferin, Lord, Expenses of, in Supply, 1435.
Baby, Judge, Salary of, in Supply, 1435.
Cable frQm Vancouver Island to Mainland, in Supply,

1436.

LONGLET, 1Mr.
Smoked H erring Inspection Law (Quos.) 81.
Grain Freights to England vid Halifax, on M. for Cor., 167.
Inspection of Smoked ilerrings (hi. for Cor.) 174.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Rem, 314.
Inspection of Smoked Herrings, on Res., 855.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse, on M. for Cor., 911.
Prize Fighting B. 29 (Mr. McDonald, Picton) ln Com.,

938.
Prov. Judges' Salaries (M. for Statement) 960.
Can. Temuperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on

Amt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. b. to M. for 2°, 980.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 990.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

et., 1050.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C. (Res.) 1166.
Acadia Steamship Co,. Limited ; B. 80, 1°, 1213; 20,

1242; 30, 1340.

LRuE, Mr.
C. P. R. Contract (Speech) in Corn. on le . 381; (Amt.)

760.
LANE, Mr.

Inspection of Steamboats on the Lakes (M. for State
ment, 1252.

MAOnonAn>, Sir John A.
Oaths of Office (B. 10) 1.
Sel. Standing Com. (M.) 2; Co n. to atrik (M.) 43.
Address, on the, 18.
C.P.R. Papers (Ans.) 37.
Land Sales in N.W. (Ans.) 37.
Ministerial explanations, 38.
C.P.R, offam for construction of, 39.
c.P.R. Comnission, 46.
Cattle and Sheep Fport Trade, 46.
Immigation to Mân. and the N.W., 47.
Romestnd .andPre-emption Righta in theN.W.; 48.
C.P.R. Contract, on Amt. (Mr. Bilake) 49; (retnarks)

50 ; on M. for Pap., B5.

j~j



xii INDEX.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Library Com. (M.) 49.
Printing Com. (M. for Mess. to Sen.) 49.
Smoked Herring Inspection Law (Ans.) 81.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B. 4 (gr.

Keeler) on M. for 10, 107; on Ord: for 20 being
called, 857.

Prevention of Fraud B. 5 (Mr. Cagrain) on M. for 10, 107;
on 20, 858.

Man. South-Western Ry. Land Grants, 113.
Land Grants to Rys., 113.
Standard of the C.P.IR., on M. for Ret., 109.
Correspondence with B.C. respecting lands for C.P.R.,

on M. for O.C., 114.
Land Sales in the N. W., on M. for O. C., 115.
Case of Mr. E. V. Bodwell, on M. for Cor., 125.
Ne wspapei'Postage, on M. for Ret., 126.
Govt. Expenses to England, on M. for Ret., 126.
Stoam communication between St. John, N.B., and

England (Ans.) 155.
Adjt. for Christmas (Ans.) 155; M., 178.
Fishery Statistics, on M. for Ret., 170.
Indian Instructor, on M. for Ret., 171.
Govt. Land Guides, on M. for Ret., 172,
Boundary between Que. and Can., on M. for Cor., 1li7.
Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Measures Act,

on M. for Ret., 205.
Ry. Lands and Pre-emptions, on M. for Statistics, 208.
Proposed Ry. Grants under C. P. R. Contract, on M. for

Map, 209.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on M. for 1°, 225.
Enlargement of Boundaries in Man. (Ans.) on adj.,

233.
Superannuation Fund (Ans.) 259.
Adjt. for Epiphany (M.) 262.
C.P.R. Debate in Com. on Res. (M. to take procedure)

281.
Supplementary Contract with Syndicate (remarks) 314.
On Ques. of Procedure # remarks) 354.
Emigration from Canada, on proposed M. for Statement

(Amt.) to Amt. that "the Govt. Orders of the Day
be now read," 418.

C.P.R. Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (M. to take prece-
dence) 447.

Adjt. for H.E's Levee, Res., 4-5.
C.P. R., on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of Res. rep.

from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 485.
Order of Public Business (remarks) 533, 765.
Manitoba School Lands (Ans.) 599.
Death of Mr Keeler (remarks) 628.
Civil Service Commissioners Rep. (Ans.) 629; (Rep.

presented) 1263; in Supply, 1396.
Civil Service Act Amt. Bill (Ans.) 629.
On Ques. of Procedure on C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 768.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) in Com.,771.
Adjournment (M.) 816.
Dominion Lands appropriations, on M. for Ret., 818.
Timber Limits in N.W.T., on M. for Rot., 818.
Irish Emigration (Ans.) 830.
Transatlantie Steam Navigation (Ans.) 830.
Monument to the late Sir George E. Cartier (Ans.) 830;

on Conc., 1460.
iNewspaper Reports, on personal explanations, 831.
Inspection of Smoked lerrings, on Res., 856.
Botter Prevention of Crime B. 30 (Mr. McDonald,

Pictou) in Com., 8;7.
Munro's land in B.C., on M. for Rep. 1159.
Railways in B.C., on M. for Rep., 1163.
Indian affairs in B.C., on M. for Cor., 1163.
Railway Lands in B.C., on M. for Rep. 1166.
Ash Wednesday, adjt. (Res.) 1172.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Canada Military Asylum (Res.) 1172 (B. 76, 1°) 1172,

(B. 76, 20, 30) 1263.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1178.
Dominion Lands, B. 70, 1°, 1193; 2°, 1360; 30, 1400.
Patent Act Amt. B. in Com. of Wh., 1214.
Administration of Justice in the Disputed Territory, on

30, 1217.
Irish Distress, relief of, 1220.
Ont. & Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3°, 1237.
P.E.I. Ry. accident on (Ans.) 1242.
Govt. Properties in Sorel (Ans.) 1242 (Ans.) 1443.
Ontario Judges, payment to (Ans.) 1242, (Ans.) 1443.
Union Suspension Bridge in Ottawa, on M. 1245.
Official Report of Debates, on Res. 1250.
Business of the House, M. 1253.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res. 1261.
Dept. of Mditia, in Supply, 1264.
Dept. of Interior, Indian Affairs, in Supply, 1266,

1346, 1347, 1348,1351, 1424.
High Commissioner of Camada,Expenses, in Supply, 1272.
Subsidies to steam lino with W. Indies and Brazil, in

Supply, 1276.
Subsidy to stdam lino between France and Quebec, in

Supply, 1276.
Exploration of Hudson's Bay (Ans.) 1277.
Intercolonial Deep water Terminus at St. Johns, in

Supply, 12î8, 1281.
Halifax Terminus, Construction of Rlevator, in Supply,

1287.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction B. (M. to adjn.

Debate) 1302.
Emigration Agents in Canada, on 1° B., 1303.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1312.
C.P.R., from P. A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply,

1316; on Conc., 1413.
Lighthouse Keepers, salaries of, in Supply, 1323.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1326.
N. W. Mounted Police, in Supply, 1327.
Business of the louse (M.) 1356.
Gold and Silver Mining in Keewaydin (Anp.) 1356.
Mennonite reserve (Ans.) 1356.
International Park at Niagara (Ans.) 1367.
Newfoundland and Confederation (Ans.) 1357.
Neglected and Destitute Indians (Ans.) 1357.
Naturalization of Aliens. on B., in Com., 1369.
Govt. in N. W.T., Expenses of, in Supply, 1372.
Govt. in Keewatin, Expenses of, in Supply, 1372.
Dominion Land Surveys, in Supply, 1372.
Dominion Lands, in Supply, 1373.
Smith, J. B., claim of, in Supply, 1380.
Inspector of Steamboats, B. (M. to adjn. Debate on .. )

1388.
Consolidated Ry. Act Amt. on 20 B., 1390.
Charybdis, Expenses of, in Supply, 1393.
Geological Survey, in Supply, 1à95; on Conc., 1419.
Fabre, Hon. H., payments to, in Supply, 1397.
Land Guides, payments to, in Supply, 1399.
Land Surveys, in Supply, 1100.
Indian Act Amt. B 103, 10, 1406; on 2°, 1426; 3Q,

1443.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, on Conc., 1418.
Indians, Quebec, in Supply, 1435.
Indians, Manitoba and N.W., in Supply, 1435.
Manitoba Bouandaries B. 98, 10, 1340; 2°, 1440; 30,

1453,1455.
Supply Bill (remarks) 1462.
Steamboats Acta Amt. B. 107, 1°. 2' and 3°, 1462.
Sessional indemnities, on M. respecting, 1463.
Mr. Patrick (remarks) 1463.
Dept. of Interior, Annual Report (presented) 1465.
By Elections (Amt.) 1466.
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MACKENZIE, Mr.
Superannuation of Mr. Patrick (Ques.) 2.
Address, on the, 22.
Offers for construction of /.P.R. (M. for Ret.) 38.
Quoting documents net before the House (point of Order)

43.
Proposed line to Sault Ste. Marie (M. for Ret.) 43.
Accident on the Lachine Canal, 47.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 389.
Newfoundland and U.S. Fisheries Dispute (M. for copies

of Cor.) 1013.
Claims of Intercolonial Ry. Contractors (M. for O.C.)

1153; (M. for Ret.) 1171.
Toronto Harbor (M. for Rep.) 1153.
Delivery of Sleepers on Intercolonial by G. A. Girouard

(M. for Ret.) 1171.
Fencing on Intercolonial, claim of Alex. Forbes (M. for

IRet) 1171.
Fencing on Intercolonial, claim of T. B. Smith (M. for

Rot.) 1171.
Meaford Harbor (M. for Ret.) 1171.
Tel. communication with Asia, 1175.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1178.
Dept. of Militia, in Supply, 1263.
Secretary of S ates' Dept., in Supply, 1266.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1277, 1281.
Emigration Agents in Canada, on 1° B., 1303.
Construction of Elevator at lalifax, in Supply, 1313.
C.P.R. from P.A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply, 1316.
C.P.R in B.C., in Supply, 1320.
Lachine Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Cornwall Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Welland Canal, in Supply, 1820.
Carillon Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Culbute Canal, in Supply, 1321.
St. Peter's Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Kingsford, Wm., retirement of, in Supply, 1391.
High Commissioner of Canada, Exponses of, in Supply,

1316.
Fabre, Hon. H., payments to, in Supply, 1397.

MILLS, Mr.
Address, on the, 25, 28.
C.P.R., offers of construction of, 42.
C P.R. Commission (M. for iRet.) 44.
Homestead and Pre-emption Rights in the North-West, 48.
C.P.R. Contract, on M.. for Pap., 85; in Com. on Res.

(Speech) 267.
Land Grants to Rys., 113.
Land Sales in the N.W., on M. for O.C., 116.
Newspaper Postage, on M. for Ret., 126.
Fishery Statistics, on M. for Ret., 170.
Boundary between Quebec and Canada (M. for Cor.) 174;

on M. for Rot. (Speech) $71.
Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Measure3 Act,

on M. for Ret., 206.
Pioposed Ry. Grants under C.P.R. Contract, on M. for

Map, 209.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Rot.,

222.
Food Supply of Indians (M. for Statement) 232.
Dismissal of Indian Agents (M. for Cor.) 233.
Enlargement of Boundaries in Man. (Ques.) on adjt., 233.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, on M. for Rot., 260.
Emigration to the U.S., on M. for Statement, 264; on

Amt. to Amt., 420; on adjd. Debate, 838.
C.P.R., on Aint. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Ros. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 702;
(Amt.) 726.

On Ques. of Procedure on C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 769; in Com.,
774; Amt. to M. for 3°, 792.

MILLs, Mr.-Con.
Dominion Lands Appropriations, M. for Rot., 818.
Right of Prov. Govts. to appoint Police Magistrates, on

M. for Cor., 820.
Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act Amt. B. 3 (Mr. Richey)

on 2°, 857.
Canadian Railway Traffic, M. for -Ret., 881.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse, on M. for Cor., 911.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1010.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Houde) to adjn. Debate, to M.
for 2°, 920; (Amt.) 6 m. h., 923; carried, 926.

Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. B. 12 (Mr. Mc-
Cartby) on M. for 2° (remarks) 932.

Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Incorp. B. 32 (Mr. Ives)
on 20, 945.

Geographical Names in the N.W., on M. for Rot. 948.
General Inspection Act of 1874, Amt. Act. Amt. B. 49

(Mr.Mousseau) on Res., 856; on Amt. to 30, 964.
Can. Termperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on

Amt. (Mr. Ogdcn) 6 m. h., 984.
Dismissal of Sandford Fleming (M. for Rot.) 1012.
Harbor Dues at Montreal, on Amt. to M. for Rot., 1044.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1179.
Miscellaneous printing,-in Supply, 1208.
Militia, new pensions, in Supply, 1209.
Expenses of Committees and Sessional Clerks, in Supply,

1201.
Public Works and Buildings, N.B., in Supply, 1212.
Patent Act Amt. B, in Com. of Wh , 1214.
Administration of Justice in the Disputed Territory, on

3(, 1217.
Irish distress, relief of, 1222.
lai bors and Rivers, Ontario, in Supply, 1224.
Dredging, in Supply, 1227.
Marine and Immigrant Hospitals, in Supply, 1232.
Interior, Dept. of (M. for Statement) 1252.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res, 1253.
Secretary of State's Dept., in Supply, 1265.
Dept. of Interior, Indian Affairs, in Supply, 1266,

1346, 1347, 1348, 1352, 1435; Amt. on Conc., 14t4.
Depts. of Public Works, Rys. and Çanals, in Supply, 1271.
Ç.P.R. from P. A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply, 1319;

on Conc., 1414.
N. W. Mounted Police, in Supply, 1327.
Naturalization of Aliens, on Bill, 1341; in Cam, 1369.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1346.
Dominion Lands, on 20 B., 1360; on 30, 140a.
Govt. in Keewatin, Expenses of, in Supply, 1372.
Dominion Land Surveys, in Supply, 1373.
Dominion Lands, in Supply, 1373.
Canadian Tariff on Woollen Goods (M. for Cor.) 1381.
Charybdis, Expenses of, in Supply, 1391.
Geological Survey, in Supply, 1395.
Land Guides, in Supply, 1399.
Land Surveys, in Supply, 1400.
Govt. Rys., Acts re-specting, on B., 1407.
Consolidated Ry. Act, on 30 B., 1426.
Indian Act Amt. on 2° B., 1426.
Manitoba Boundaries, on 2Q B., 1444, Amt. on 30, 1453.
Cartier, Sir G. E., Monument to, on Conc., 1460.

MoUSSEAU, Mr.
Cutting Tobacco (Ans.) 154.
Inspection of Smoked Herrings, on M. for Cor., 174.
Richelieu Election Petition, M. adjt. of Debate, 486; adjd.

Debate (remarks) 824.
Inspection of Smoked Herrings (Res.) 855.
General Inspection Act of 1874 Amt. (B. 49, 1°) 856; 30,

963.
Coal Oil Monopoly, on M. for Sel. Com., 862.
Claima of Théotime Blanchard, on M. for Rot., 884.
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MoussEAu, Mr.-Con.
Appt. ?f Quebee Judges, on Res. (Speech) 893.
River St.:Francis Cordwood Regulation B. 2 (Mr. Vanasse)

on 2°, 9
à

2
.

Can. Tobacco Tax«(Ans.) 987.
Excise duty on Can. Tobacco (Ans.) 989.
Licenses for the sale of Car. Tobacco (Ans.) 1043.
Importation of Tobacco Seed (Ans.) 1043.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex under, on M.

for Ret., 1047.
COaI Oil, Specifie Gravity of, on M. for Cor.; 1162.
Dept. of Inland Revenue, in Supply, 1269.
Inland Revenue Act Ant. B. 93, 1°, 1403;. 20, 1404.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. 75,. 1° and 2°, 1333,

1338; 3° '1360.
Excise, Collection of Revenue, in Supply, 1354.
Weights, Measares and Gas, in Supply, 1355.

MEIRNEIR, 1fr.
Germadi Emigration Pamphlets (Ques.) 204.
Duty éhMalt, on M. for Pap., 816.
Timber Limits in N.W/T., M. for Ret., 818.
Weigbts' and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Rot., 1052.
Dominion Lands, on 20 B., 1363.

MUTTART, 1fr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr.-Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2c of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 585.
Sburis West Breakwater (M. for Rep. of Engineers) 1016.

MAssoN, Mr.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for Copies of Cor.,

10ui3.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1210.

MARsUE, Mr.
Yamaska River Explorations, M. for Rot., 818.
Govt. Properties.in Sorel (Ques) 1242.
Govt. Lands in Sorel (M. for Statement) 1252.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1258.

MriMoT, Mr.
Deepening of River Nicolet (M. for Cor.) 912.
Point St. Pierre les Becquets Improvements (M. for Rot.)

1057.
MONGNAIS, Mr.

Can. Tobacco Excise Duty (Quce.) 987.
Seine Nets on the Ottawa River (Ques.) 988.

MACDOUGALL, Mr.
Immigration to Man. and the N. W., 43.
C.P.R. Contract (remarks) 74.
On A mt. to M. (Sir Charles Tapper) for 20 of C.P41.

Res., 449.
C.P.R., on Ajnt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 617.
Riglita of Prov. Gòvts. to appoint Police Magistrates, on

M. for Cor., 821.
Boundary between Canada and Quebeo, on M. for Rot.,

78.
Professor Hind and the lalifax.Commission, on M. for

Cor., 907.
Supreme and Rxchequer Cts. Acts Ropeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Roude) to adjn. Debate, to M.
for 20, 918.

Peace River Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 61, 1°) 987.
Court of By. Commissioners fôr Can. and Consolidated

Ry. Act Amt. B. 12 (Mir. MoCarthy) on adjd. Debate
o propoSed M. fer 2°, 997.

Harbgr Dues at Montreal, on Amt. te M. for Rot., 1044.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. underon M.

or Ret., F048.
Sale of Intoxieating Li 1uors in H. of C.; on Ré., 1168.
Patent Record, in Supp y, 1183.

MACDOUGALL, Mr.-Con.
Immigration and Quarantine, iu Snpply, » 7,
Patent Act Amt. B., in Com. of Wh., 12A.1
Ont. & Que. Ry. Incorp. B., on30, 123.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can., on 3° B., 1289.
Govt. Tel. Employés, oath of, on B., 1403.

.N.B. Ry. Co. Acts Amt., on 30 B., 1409.
Intercolonial Ry., Management of, in Supply, 1,
Manitoba Boun4ries, on 2° B., 1448; on 3, 145j7.
Cartier, Sir G. R., Monument to, on Cone., 1459.

MCDONALD (PictoU) Mr.
Supreme Ct. Act (Ans.) 81.
Retiring Allowance o? Judgeî, on M for Rat., 127.
Judicial Work in Quebec, on å. for Ret., 128.
Insolvent Estates (Ans.) 155.
Prize Fighting (B. 29, 10) 485.
Better Prevention of Crime Act, 1878 (B. -30, P) 485;

20, 856..
Documentary Evidence (B. 33, 1°) 533; on 2a, 57r
Dorchester Penitentiary, on M. for Be. , ' p!y,

1180, 1375.
St. John Penitentiary, on M. for Cr., 816.
Righ ts of Prov. Govts. to appt..Police Mag aes u M.

for Cor., 8'19.
Superior Ct. Judges' Salaries (Ans.) 830.
County Ct. Judges' (Ont.) Salaries (Ans.) 830.
Penitentiaries Report (presented) 854.
Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act Amt. B. 3 (Mr. Ricbey)

on 2°, 857.
Appt. of Quebec Judges (Res.) 884; (B. 58, 1<j 936;

(B. 58, 2Q) 1177; (B. 58, o) 1200.
Supreme and E xchequer Çts. Act Repeal B. (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 2q, 913; on Amt. (Mr, Ronde) to
adin. Debate, 915; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) , m.w, 23.

Prize Fighting (B. 29, 1') 485; 2°, 935
River St. Francis Cc.rdwood Regulation B. 2 (r. anasse)

on 20, 941.
Prov. Judges' Salalies, on M. for'Statement, 960.
Patent Act (187) Ant. B 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on 20,

968, in Com. of Wh., 121à.
Wrongs to Children Prevention B. 46 (Hr. Richey) on

M. for 20, 1001.
Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal Juitice Act Extension

(B. 64, 10) 1042; (B. 64, 24) 1177; (B. 64, 2°).1217.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for Copies of

Cor., 1088; in Supply, 1177.
Quebec Judiciary (Ans.) 1153.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 11-8.
Manitoba Penitentiary, in Supply, 1182.
B.C. Penitentiary, on Supply, 1182.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 1207.
Mercer Roformatory, B. 81, 1°, 1213 ; 20, 1340 ;:8°, 1572.
Consolidated Ry. Act, B. -84, 1, .1240; 2°, 1389l;33°, 1425.
Adurnistration of Justice, in Supply, 1275.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at&. Jobn, in apply,

1279, 1286.
Supreme Ct. Appellate.Jurisdiction, on 2P B, 12M,.
Vagrants Act Amt. B. 90, 1°, 1303; 2° and 8>, 1403.
Tel. Employés Oath B. 91, 1°, 1303; 2°, 1403; 3° 1437.
Winding up Insolvent Bank, B. 92, 1°, 1303.
Salaries of Judges, P.E._. B. 95, 1 131; 2 and 30,

1404.
Govt. Rys. Consolidation Act B. 96, 14, 1040;.2°, 1406,

1410; 30, 1424.
Manitoba Boundaries B. 98, 1°, 1340 ; 1°, 144'3; 3 1453.
Naturalization of Allons B R7, 1°, 1288;- ° 1340; in

Ceom., 1371 ; -30,1386.
Smith, J.B., claim of, in Supply, 1379.
B. C. County Ct. Jadges, in Supply, 1427.
Steam communiation *om Point Mulgrare to EUas Baiy,

C.B., in Supply, 1421.
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McDoNALD (PictoU), Mr.-Con.

Botter Prevention pf Crime, Expenses of Commi sioners,
in Supply, 1435.

Ontario Judges, Paymenit of (Ans.) 1443.

McLENNAN, Mr.
C.P.R. ontract (Speeeh) in Comn. on Rles 178.C.P.R Modficaion, âon M. lfor Statement, 230.
Gnri of Whea hiBond, on M. for Ret.,262.

2. .3o'n Atã (1r. Blake toM. (Sir CharleeTupper)
for 2° of lRes. rep. lrom Com. of Wh. (Speech) 605.

Ihsólvent Act of 1875 Amt. Act Amt. B. 39 (Mr. Me-
Cuaig) on 20, 859.

Court of Riky. Commissioners for Can., and Consolidated
Ry. Act Amt., B. 12 (Mr. McCarthy) on adjd.
Debdte to proposed M. foi2, 997.

Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1210.
St. Lawrence, Navigation of, on B., 1384.

MCCALLUM, Mr.
Wreeking and Towing in lnland Waters, on M.for Ret.,215.
Damaged Grain, on M. for Rot.. 263.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Çon. on Res., 279;

(remarks) 418.
Emigration fronm Canada, on Amt. to Amt., propose:i M.

for Statement. 429; on adjd. Debate, 83.
Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction B. 47 (Mr. McCarthy)

on Amt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 6 m. h., 1005,
Harbor Dues at Montreal, on-Amt, to M. for Ret., 1044.
Ways and Meanes, on Res. in Com., item 8 (wrought-iron

tubing) 1118.-
Sale of Intoxicating Liquers n HI. of C., on Res., 1l66.
Hlarbors and River, Ont., in Supply, 1225, 1434.
Drfil Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1228.
Administration of Justice, in Supply, 1275.
Life-saving Service, in Supply, 1217.
Welland Cana), in Supply, 1320.
Lighthouse Keepers Salai ies, in.Supply, 1323.
indians, in Supply, 1353.
Inspection of Steamboats, on 2° B., 1386.

McCUAra, Mr.
Wreeking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

216.
Damaged Grain, on M. for Cor., 262.
Emigration from canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 436; on adji Debate, 845.
Thsolvent Act of 1875, Amt. Acts Amt. (B. 39 1°) 765;

on 2°, 858.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 778.
Rights of Prov, Govts. to appoint Police Magistrates, M.

for Cor., 819.
Govt. Savings Banks Deposits, on M. for Rot. 880,
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Açts Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

andry) on Amt. (Mr. Houde) to adjn. Debate to
M. for 2°, 919,

Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. B. 12 (Mr. McCur-
thy) on M. for 2" (remarks) 932.

Patent Aet (1872) Amt. Bill 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on
20, 704

Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction B. 47 (Mr. McCarthy)
on Amt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 6 m.h., 1003,

Harber Dues at Montreal (M. for Ret.) 1041.
Weights and Measures Act, Res. and Ex. under, on M.

lor Ret. 10471
Personul explanation (remarks) 1058.

,J»dependence of Parliament R 9 (Sir R J.,Cartwright)
on Amte(MP. Langevip) 6 m.b., to M. for 1, 1103.

P esions to Veterans of 1812, in supply, 1210.
VubUic Works aud'Buildings, N.B., in Supply. 12i1
DrillT'ay of Militia, in Supply, 1229.
Eggal Military (alleg0, in supply, 1230.
Ont. und Que. Ry. Incorp. e., on 3°, 1238.

xv
MoCUÂra, Mr,-CJon.

Dept. of Marine and Fihneries, ,upply 127.
Departmental Contingencies, in u y, 1272..
Administration of Justice, in 8uply, 1275.
Life Saving Service, in Su 1
Crédit Foncier of Dom-. o n. (m. D -R.)1988.
Extortionate Rates of Interest B. 89, 1° li 13 .
Lighthouse Keepers' Salaries, ini apply,. J4&

McCAnTBY, Mr.
Northern Ry. Co's Act Amt. (B. 10, *) 2581 1 and 30,

1839.
Court of Ry. Commissionems 'fbr Can. ndC'bn$o6dÂted

Ry. Act Amt. (B. 12, 14) 258.; M ($p080h) $26.
C-P.L, on A mt. (Kr. Blake)to M. (SirC hbaM.Ti 'j )

for 2° of Ies., rep. from Com. of Wb.,(p echo696.
Criminal Procedure Act Amt. (B.-88, 10) 760.
Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction (B. 47, 1) 84; on M.

for 2°, 1002.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B, ,Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Kr. iloude) to adjn. Debat, to
M. for 20, 916.

Northern Ry. Co., B.20 (ar. Boultbee 0-12°,#92.
Wrongs to Children Prevention B. 46i (Kr. Richey) in

Com. 1098.
Tel. communication with Asia (M. to adjn. Debate) 1177.
Nortbern, North-Western and Sault Ste. Marie :y.B. 79,

10, 1213; 2°, 1242; in Com., 1356.
Intercolonial Deop-wuter Terminus at St. John ,inSupply

1283.

C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Bidke) to M. (Sir CharlosTuppr)
for 20 of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. eeb) 649.

Nowspaper Reports, personal explanations, 0o.
Cattle Disease in Merigosith (Ques.) 904.
Ventilation of the flouse (remarks) 991.
B.C. Penitentiary, in Supply, 1182.,
Payment efSosionai Indemnities (M.) 1468.

MACMILLAN, Mr.
Legal Fees paid by Dept. of Justice (&f. for ý8tatement)

Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1184
MoDoNALD (Cape Breton) Mr.

Public Works and Buildings, N.S.,in Suipply, 121.
St. Petcrs Canal, in Supply, 1321.

MACDONELL (N. Lenark) Mr.
Williamsburgh Canal, Water Power on (M. for Ret.) 259.
Emigration trom Canada, on Amt. to Amt. toproposed

M. for Statement, 445, on adjd. Debate, 84.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B.on 30, 1240.

MAcDONNELL (Inverness) Mr.
Port Hood Wharf (M. for Cor.) 1154.
Publishing '" Debaies," in Supply, 120; lies., "245.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 12>5.
Personal explanation, 1263.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, nuþply,

1284.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. King) to M. (Sir ÇharlesTupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. froi Coin. of Wh.. (remarks) 560;
(Amt.) '63.

Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 833.
MCISAAc, M .

.Nogotiations with Newfoundland (Ques.) 485.
McCoNVTLL, Mr.

Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction, on 2< B.,1200.
ÉACDONALD (King's) Mr.

Ç.P.R B. 37 (Sir Charles Tupper) ou m, &s)
to M. for 3, 788.

Customs Act Amt., on Bill, 119
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MACDONALD (Queen's) Mr.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com, item 4 (cordage)

1147.
MACDONALD (Victoria, N.S.) Mr.

St. Peter's Canal, in Supply, 1322.
OGDEN, Mr.

Grain Freight to Englani vid Halifax, on M. for Cor.,
163.

Çan. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on M.
for 2° (Amt.) 974.

Ways and Means-on Ros. in Com., item 4 (cordage)
1146; free list, 1152.

Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1228.
Official Report of Debates, on Res., 1252.
Personal explanation (Mr. Macdonnell, Inverness) 1263.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1326.
Lobsters, close season for, 1412.

ORTON, Mr.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, on M. for Ret., 261.
On Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 24 of C.P.R.

Res. (Speech) 464; on Amt. (Mr. Çharlton) 743.
Duty on Malt (Ni. for Pap.) 816.
Coal Oil Monopoly (M. for Sel. Com.) 861.
Insolvent Ry. Co's. Winding-up B. 56, 10, 934.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 989.
Amt. of Banking Act B. 73, 1', 1152.
Coal Oil, Specifiec Gravity of, on M. for Cor., 1162.
Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Res., 1170.
Exaction by Pawnbrokors, B. 86, 1°, 1253.
Baet-Root Sugar Industry, on iRes., 1255.
Emigration Agents in Canada B. 88, 1°, 1303.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1312.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., on B., 1337.

OUrMET, Nir.
Silver Plume Mining Co. Ineorp. (B. 35, 1') 599.
On Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2'

on Res. rep. from Com of Wh. (remarks) 723.
Richelieu Election Petition, on adjd. Debate (remarks)

827.
Sapreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Houde) to adjn. Debate, to M.
for 20, 917.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for copies of
Cor., 1091.

Dual Representation (B. 67, 10) 1107.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1259.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can., on 3 B., 1289.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. Bill 94, 10, 1303 ; Amt. to

make B. First Order, 1461.
Consolidated Insurance Act Amt. B. 102, 10, 1388.

OLIVIER, Mr.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 841.

O'CoNNGR, Mr.
Pockmooche P.O., on adjd. Debate to M. for Cor., 999.

Secretary of State's Dept., in Supply, 1265.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1280, 1283.

POPE (Compton) Mr.
Address, on the, 23.
Dominion Health Statistics (Ans.) 71.
German Emigration Pamphlets (Ans.) 204.
Emigration to Manitoba and N.W.T., on M. for State-

ment, 208.
Emigration to the U.S., on M. for Statement, 265; on

adjd. Debate, 834, 851.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 783.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. (B. 46, 11) 854; 2', 966 (In

Com. of Wh.) 1213.
8laughtering Canadian Cattle in England (Ans.) 879.

POPE (Compton), Mr.--Con,
Intercolonial Ry. Contractors claims, on M. for O. in C.,

1153.
Public Archives, in Supply, 1183.
Patent Record, in Supply, 1183.
Criminal Statistics, in Supply, 1183.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 1184.
Dominion Exhibition, in Supply, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1184, 1191, 1427.
Dept. of Postmaster General, in Supply, 1271.
intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1277.
Halifax Terminus, Construction of Elevator, in Supply,

1287, 1313.
C.P.R. from P. A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply, 1316,

1380.
C.P.R. in B.C., in Supply, 1320.
Tel. Lines on C.P.R., in Supply, 1320.
Lachine Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Cornwall Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Welland Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Grenville Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Culbute Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Murray Canal, in Supply, 1322, 1433.
Miscellaneous Canals, in Supply, 1322.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 133.
Canal at the Cedars (Ans.) 1356.
Red River Bridge (Ans.) 1357.
Annand, Mr. expenditure of (Ans.) 1357.
Dominion Lands, on 21 B., 1366.
Intercolonial Ry., in Supply, 1377, 1380, 1423, 1436.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, in Supply, 1377.
Smith, J. B., claim ot, in Supply, 1379.
Brown, G. A., payment to, in Supply, 1393.
Cable between Vancouver Island and Mainland, in Supply,

1U93.
Conductors on Intercolonial (Ans.) 1402.
C.P.R compensation to Boniface Hospital, 1433.
C.P.R. Pembina Branch, in Supply, 1436.
Tel. Lines to B.C., ia Supply, 1436.
Canals, Maintenance, &c., in Supply, 1437.

PLUMB, Mr.

C.P.R. Contract, on M. for Pap., 86.
Standard of the C P.R., on M. for Ret, 89, 108.
C.P.R. Contract (remarks) in Com. on Res., 152;' (Speech)

246.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

215.
Death of Mr. Thompson, Cariboo (remarks) 223.
Steel Rails and Fastenings, Amt. on M. for Statement,

231.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 421.
On Amt. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 2° of C.P.R. «Res. (Speech) -479; on
Amt. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 746; on Amt. (Mr.
Cameron, Huron) 755.

On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 775; on Amt. (Mr. Milis) to M. for
30, 793.

Personal explanation (remarks) 815.
Govt. Savings Banks Deposits, on M. for Ret., 880.
Canadian Railway Traffic, on M. for Ret., 881.
Prize Fighting B. 29 Mr. (McDonald, Pictou) on 20, 935;

in Com., 938.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on Amt.

(Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. for 2°, 978,
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 988; (remarks) 1459.
Wrongs to Children Prevention B. 46 (Mr. Richey) on

M. for 2°, 1001.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1010; on

Rep. of Com., 1464.
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PLU>M, Mr.-Con.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1058.
Factory Employment Regulation P. (Mr. Bergin) on M.

for 2°, 1099.u
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on Amt. (M. Langevin) 6 m. h. to M. for 2', 1100.
Bank Act Amt on Res., 1194.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1231.
Personal explanation. 1234.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3°, 1238.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry on Res. 1255, 1258.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in

Supply, 1285.
Crédit Foncier, Dom. of Can., on 30, 1290.
C.P. R. from P. A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply, 1317.
Naturalization of Aliens, on B., 1341.
Supply-on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1344.
Neglected and Destitute Indians (Ques.) 1357.
Govt. Tel. Employés, Oath of, on B., 1403.
Cartier Sir G. E., Monument to, on Conc., 1461.
Close of the Session (remarks) 1465.

PoPE (Queen's) Mr.
Storm Warnings on Inland Waters (Ans.) 37.
Semaphore at Gro-se Isle (Ans.) 81.
Life-saving Stations (Ans.) 155.
Fog-Whistle at Shelburne Harbor (Ans.) 533.
Tariff of Pilotage (Ans.) 566.
Port Stanley Lighthouse (Ans.) 629.
C.P.R. (B. 37,30) on Amt. (Mr. viils) to M., 796.
St. John Harbor Commissioners (Ans.) 815.
Charybdis, transfer of (Mess. presented) 854.
Professor lind and the Halifax Commission, on M. for

Cor., 905.
Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt. (Res.) 934, (B.

57, 1°) 935; (B. 57, 2°) 1218 ; (B. 57, 30) 1263.
Seine Nets on the Ottawa River (Ans.) 988.
Survey of Cascumpec Har bor, on M. for Engincers Rep.,

1097.
Marine and Fisheries Report (presented) 1134.
Inspection of Steamboats B. 8 3, 10, 1213; on M. for 20

Amt. to adjn. Debate agreed to, 1486.
Dept. Marine and Fisheries, in Supply, 1271.
Maintenance of Govt. Steamers, in Supply, 1276.
Purchase of New Steamer, in Supply, 1276.
Life-saving Service, in Supply, 1277.
Montreal and Quebec Water Police, in Sapply, 1277.
Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries of, in Supply, 1223.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1325.
Gratuities to Members of Montreal Water Police, in

Supply, 1395.
Delisle Executors, refund to, in Supply, 1595.
Beacon Lights at Black Land Gully (Ans.) 1402.
Pilgrims Lighthouse (Ans.) 1402.
Lightship at St. Thomas (Ans.) 1402.
Lobsters, close season for, on Çonc., 1411.

PATERsON (Brant) Mr.
Drawbacks on Exported Goods (M. for Ret.) 127.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com on Res., 361; on M.

(Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of Res. rep. from Com.
of Wh. (Ant.) 738.

Emigration from Canada, on. Amt. to Amt. on proposed
M. for Statement, 439.

Claims for Drawbacks (M. for Ret.) 992.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1130 ; on Res. in Com.,

item 3 (cocoa nuts) 1144; item 8 (wrought iron
tubing) 1148; Rep. concurred in, 1440.

Customs Act Amt., on B., 1199.
Militia, new Pensions, in Supply, 1209.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1232.
Ry. and Tel. Materials manufactured in Canada, on

lus.,51358.
a

PATERSoN (Brant), Mr.-Con.
Supply on Amt. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1423.
Indian Act Amt. on 2° B., 1427.
Public Buildings, Ont. in Supply, 1433.

PATTERSON, (Essex) Mr.
Auditor General's Report on personal explanation (Mr.

Coursol) 129.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

213, 221.
C. P. R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 302.
On Ques of Privilege, 447.
Ont. Court of Maritime Jurisdiction B. 47 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. for 2° (Amt.) 6 m. h., 1003.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1051.
Point Pelée Squatters (M. for copies of Cor.) 1055.
Anderdon Indian Reserve (M. for copies of Cor.) 1055.
Can. Grown Tobacco (M. for Rot.) 1055.
Colchester Lightsbip, Loss of (M. for copies of Cor.)

1098.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1121.
Harbors on Lake Erie (M. for Rep.) 1162.
Administration of Justice, in Supply, 1275.
Lighthouse Keepers' Salaries, in Supply, 1324.
lnland Revenue Act Amt. B., 1405.
Çonsolidated Ry. Act Amt. 3° B., 1425.
Official Report of Debates, Rep. of Com., 1464.

POUPORE, Mr.
Harbors and Rivers, Ontario, 1226.

Ross (Middlesex) Mr.
Wreckage in Canadian Waters (M. for Ret.) 46.
Printing of Parliament (M. for Ret.) 47.
Official Report of the Debates (remarks) 81.
Case of Mr. E. V. Bodwell (M. for Cor.) 124.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 319; on M.

(Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of Res. rep. from Com.
of Wh. (Aint.) 746.

Emigration froin Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed
M. for Stateiment, 425; on adjd. Debate, 842.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on
Amt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. for 20, 974.

Can. Southern Ry. (M. for Pap.) 1006.
French Translation of Official Debates, on M. for State.

ment, 1008.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1052.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1069.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Res., 1168.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1189, 1192.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 1202.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 1206.
Suprerme Ct., new accommodation, in Supply, 12'1.
Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1227.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1229.
Indians, in Supply, 1347.
Post Offices, in Supply, 1355.
Consolidated Insurance Act Amt., on 1°, B. 1389.
Dominion Land Surveys Amt., on Conc. 1415.
Intercolonial Ry., Management of, in Supply, 1431.

RicHy, Mr.
Frei ht on Intercolonial (Quos.) 81.
Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act Amt. (B. 3, 1°) 107; on

20, 857.
Grain Freights to England vid Halifax (M. for Cor.) 155.
Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Measures

Act (M. for Ret.) 204.
Boston as a Winter Port (M. for Cor.) 62.
C.P.R (B. 37, 30) on Armt. (Mr. Mills) to M. (Speech)

800..
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RicnEy, Mr.-Con.
Wrongs to Children Prevention (B. 46, 10) 854; on M.

for 2. 1000; in Com. 1098.
Inspection of Smoked Ilrrings, onBes., 856.
nRYKRT, Mr.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Con. on Res. 335; oh

Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2>
of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 666.

Welland Canal, Turning-Vessels in (Ques.) 904
Railway Co.'s Returns (M. for Rets.) 912.
Welland Canal, Lock No. 2 (Ques.) 946.
Harbor Dues at Montreal (M. fer Ret.) 144.
Supply-on Amt. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1422.

ROGE Rs, Mr.
C.P. R. Contract (Speech) in Com on Res., 375.

RontÂ, Mrx.
Mails from Winnipeg to St.. Albert (Qnes.) 154.
Dominion City Postmaster (Ques.) 155; (M.. for IRet.)

1054.
Grain Freights to England uiá Halifax, on M. for Cor.,

166.
Colonization Society's Reserve Lands (M. for Ret.) 174.
C.P.R. Çontraet (Speech) in Com. on Res., 371.
iudson's iBay Co.'s Lands in Man., M. for O.0,. &c., 823.
Unpatented Lands, Mr. Lang's Mission to Main., M. for

Pap., 823.
Coal on the Saskatchewan (Ques.) 851.
Boundary between Çan. and Que., on M. for Ret. (Speech)

877.
Carriage of Cordwood on C.P.R. (Ques.) 912.
Freneh Translation of Official Debatos; on M. for State

ment, 1011.
McMicken and Lynskey v. T. J. Tait (M. for Ret.) 1056.
Chief Justice Wood, Petition respecting, 1213.
Manitoba Boundaries, on 20 B., 1450.

ROBERTSON (Shelburne) Mr.
Grain Freights to England viá Halifax,on M. for Cor., 162.
Pickled Fish Returns (M. for Rot.) 169.
Imposition of Fines by Fishery Oftlcers (M. for Ret.)

169.
Fishery Statistics (M. for Rot.) 169.
On M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of C.P.IR. Res.

(Amt.) 448.
Fog-Whistle at Shelburne larbor (Ques.) 533.
C.P. R.,on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to (M. Sii Charles Tupper)

-for 20 of ies. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 6'5.
Newapaper Reports, personal explanation, 831.
Nova Scotia Rys. (M. for Pap.) 863.
Professor Ilind and thelHalifax Commission (M.for Dor.)

904.
Dismissal of J. J). Morse (M. for Cor.) 910.
Shelburne Harbor (Ques.) 1152.
Dominion Lands, in Supply, 1374.
Lobsters, close season for, on Conc., 1411.
Geographical Survey, on Conc , 1419.

ROBERTSON (Ilamilton) Mr.
Wrecking and Towing in 1nland waters, eon M. for Ret.,

217.
St. Lawrence Wrecking and Salvage Co lacorp. (B. 22,

1°) 418.
C.P.R. (B. 37, 30) on A mt. (Mr. Mills) to M. (Speech) 807.
Rights of Prov. Govts. to appt, Police, Magistrates,

on M. for Cor., 820.
Case of J. B. Eager(M. for Statement) 980.
Pa.ept Apt (18tJ2) Amt. B. 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on

20, liCom. of Wb., 1214.
Barbor Dues at Montreal, on M. for Rt (Amt.) 1044.
Weighte and Measure .Act, Rev. and Fx. aunder, e M.

for Ret., 1050.
Sale ofIntoxicating Liquors inl. of C., on Res., 1169.

RoBERTSON (namilton) Mr.-Co0,
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3°, 1237.
Beet-Root SugarIndustry, on Bs., 1280Y
Customs Act Amt. B. in Com., 1303.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expenses of, in Suppiy, Âas,,

ROCHEBTEE, Mr.
Wrecking and Towing in. land Waters, n 3L. tr Ret.,

222.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) te M. (Sir X C 1er ptr)

for 2° of Res. .rep. from O.m. otfWh. ( L - >i'O9?.
Ventilation ofilouse (remark») 99; (I. for 05.
Weights and Mesures Act, Rev. and.Er. u Fde, oh0M.

for Ret., 1049.
RYAN (Marquette) Mr.

Man. South.Westen COplonization Ry. Co. Act, . -Amt.
(B. 19, 1o) 354.

Civil Service Appts. in Man. since 1877, K. fòfet., 823.
Major-GeneralLIard, M. for Cor., 823.
Land Patents in St. Peter (M. for Cem.) 823.
Water Level of Lake Manitoba (M. for Rp.l) 960.
Harbors and Rivers, Manitoba, in Supply, 1226.

RYAN (Montreal) Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to projþbeed

M. for Statement, 431.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and -Ek..unde, on M.

for Ret., 1045.
St. Lawrence, Navigation of, en ,B, 1383.

Ross (Dundas) Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt ou prpoed

M., for Statement, 438.
Williamsburgl nCanal (Qies.) 523.

RYMAL, Mr.
C.P.R, on Amt.,(Mr. Blake) ta M. (Sir C&ariesmTupper)

for 2° of, Res. rep. from Com. of Wh., (âpeech)
683; on Amt. (Mr. Charlton) 744.

Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 854.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1209.

RINFRET, Mr.
Lake St. John Railway (Ques.) 204.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 310; on M.

(Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of, Res. rep. froin eli.
of Wb. (Amt.) 740.

ROUTRIER, Mr.
Vankleek Hill P.O. (M. for Ret.) 209.

S1Aw, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir ChaB4S Tupper)

for 2' of, Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech):648.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate).834.
Dominion Lands, on 20 B., 1367.

SCOTT, Mr.
Assiniboine Bridge Co. Act Amt. (B. 27, 1°)*48*
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir OharlesTppr)

for 20 of, Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (2p5e.)8.&
McMicken and Linskey, Contract betweeni (M.for), xy
Indians, in Supply, 1353.
Gold and Silver Mining in Keewatin (quqa.) 18@.
Mennonite Reserve (Ques.)356.,

SCRIVER, Mr.
C.P.R., on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) ar 2 f, Res.:rp.

from Com. of Wh. (Amt.> 7481
French Translatorse, Prmanenit and 8Bessional . br

Ret.), 950.
Can. Southern Ry., on M.. for Pap., 1007.
Official Report ot Debstes,,onM. fr Stat0m t1011.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, i Supply, 1209,
Canals, Maintenance of, in S'pply, 1437.

SNOWBALL, Mr.
Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries of, in Supply, 12&
Inspection of Steamboats, on 20 B., 1387.



X~NDEK.
BKrnER, Mr,.

Roytal Miritary-GollegeinSupply; 1230.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res. 1255.

SPEAKER, Mr.
Controverted Elections, Supreme Ct..J1dg nts,1.
Vadancies, ktíilncotnen o, 1, 1058.

New Members, -180, 1 04
eeeh om thT) 1.

of ibrafian prsent , 2.
rfMr. Pitrik (Ans.) 2.
àni Documents not befoïe t e Ilouse: ruled that

point of Order not well taken, 4g.
Receipts and Disbursiments of H. of. C. pr-esonted, 49.
Pèrsonal eXplanationin & Debate, 474.
Ç.P..on M. to adjn, Debate. &eI " Order, Priviloge

ahd-Procedre.
Member must address the Speaker from his seat, 443.
On recordilga vote,' Member must remain soated, 724.
On Que.ofPrcedur onC.'P.R. (B. 37, 2°) ruled that

Rirs 6f Parliament have bon cari-ied out, 720.
Newspaper Reports, personal explanations, 831.
Cr4t F ncier Franço-Canadien Act Amt.' B. 31 (Mr.

Girogiard, Jacques Cartier) on 20; ruled that points
raieôd against Val(Mr. Yallée) ot well taken
944.

Richelieu Eloction Petition, on M. (Mr. Laurier) to re-
ceive; ruled that objection taken by Mr. Mouisseau is
well taken, and petition cannot bereceived, 961.

Watiànts issued for Writs of Eloctiori, 1058.
Expenses of Commaittees and Sessional Clerks, in Supply,

1201.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B., on M. (Mr. Ouimet)

ht11t be niâde 1nrst Order of the Day, 16th March,
Ied it of O der, 1402.

Communication from H.E. rfixing time of Prorogation
1463.

Sessibnal Indemnitiet, M. (Mr. Melnnes, respecting cer,
tain mnembers absent through illness) rled out of
Order, 1463.

STrRTGE, Mr.
ADôniaion lealth Statisties (Queis.) 81.
Cutting Tobacco (Ques.) 154.
On Amt. (Mr. Ros, Middlesex) to (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res.-rep. from Com. of Wh. (rematks)
746.

Tenth BaIion of Mitia, M. for Rop., 818.
£Spissae and >Exohequer GIs. Aet epeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr.Iloude) to adjn. Debate on M.
for 2%, 918.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 Mr. (Boultbee) on
- Amt.,(Mr Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. fur 2e, 985.

Manitoba Bomdarims, en 20 B., 1450.

APPts. n itiissàls undernWeights andMeasures Aet,
on M. for Rot., 207.

C. P.ROn Amt. (Mr lke) to M. (Sir Charle Tupper)
for 2' of Res. rep. fromdOom. ofWh. (Speech) 589.

Royal Military College, in Supply, 1231.
fficial Report of Debates, on Res., 1249.

Fisheries, in Supply, 1325.
Gommissionsef Inquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1329.

STEPHINsoN, Mi

lar~or>f DRefùg XM. Io Rt.) -128.
Ofcial.por cf iebatesi Sapply, &02, 1164.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 15.

SMH, Sir .wasR

Cape Tormontie adpes4,A 54 .
garnings of' the Pombinal3ranch'?Ry. (que. 8

Sxrr, Sir ALBERT J.-Con.
C'.P.R. Contract (Speedh) in -Com. on Roa., 407; on

Amt.. (Mr. Robertson, Shelbarne) to M. (Sir CGiàrles
Tupper) for 2°of C.P.R. Res. (Speech); 468; p.nonal
explanation, 472; on M. (Sir thade Tupper) for
29 of Res. rep. -r nom om. of Wh. (&mt) 711.

On C.P.U9. (B. 3T2°) in Com. 772.
Prof. lHind and the Halifax Commission, onM.dror.,

906.
Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt., on Res., 935.
Ways and :Keans, on Res. In G-m.i ,tdm eocoa tauts)

1142.:
Tel. communication with Asia, on Res , 1176, 1839.
Public Works and- Buildinga, N.B., in Supply, 1211.
Moncton Harbor Improvement Co., (B. 59, 3°) 1290.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Inoorp. B., on 30, 1237.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminue at St.Jdhn, i Supply,

1279.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1395.
Commissions of Inquiry, lHxpenses, in SRpply, 129.

SCHULTZMr.
Post Office at Dominion City (M. for Rat.) 233.
Govt. ]Rys. in Man. (M. for Ret.) 233.
South-Eastern (Man.) Ry. Co., I»corp. (B. 131') ,511.
Dredging Red River Bar (Ques.) 485.
Portage la Prarie, Port of Ent.ry (Ques.) 485.
Expropriation of Lands at. Selkirk (M. for Cor.) 912.
James and Hudson's Bays, Ports of Entry (1. for duties

collected) 1017.
Expropriation of Land for the C.P.R. (Ques.) 1043.
Dominion Exhibition, in Supply, 1184,
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1187.
Harbors and River, Man., in Supply, 1227.
Explorationof Hudson's Bay (Ques.) 1277.
Lighthouse Keepers Salaries, in Supply, 1324.
N.W.Monnted Police, in Supply, 1327.
Indians, in Supply, 1353.
Red River Bridge (Ques.) 1357.
Hudson Bay Navigation (M. for Cor.) 1380.
Louise Bridge at Winnipeg (M. for Cor.) 38
Half-breed Lands or Serip (M for R.) 1381

1057.
TILLIEY, Sir LuoeRD .

Public Accounts (Ans.) 37; presented, 281.
Administration of Savings Banks (Ana) 49.
Auditor Geffneral's Rop., on personal explanation (Mr.

Coursol) 129.
The Publie Debt (Ans.) 155.
Duty on Salt (Ans.) 155.
Grain Freights to England vid Halifax, on M.,for Cor.,

167.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Rot.,

222.
Death of Mr. Thompson, Cariboo (remarikS)224.
Personal explanation, 473.
Negotiations with Newfoundland (Ans.) 485.
C.P. R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Re. rep. from <om. of Wh. (Speebch>518.'
P.O. Savings Banks Deposits (Ans.) 724.
Order of Publie Business (M.) 765.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 73.
BEtimates, The (Ans.)i831; (Ans.) 961.
Emigration 'to U.S., on adjd. Debate, 833.
Bank Act Amt. (B. 50, '>) 884.
Land Improvement Fand, on M. for Pap.. 552; (Ans.)

1242.
F#encbhhipping Bounties B., on M. for Gor., 960.
Iri† Emigation to-Canada'(Ana.) 988.
Dems Coholan's Contract, on M. for Rot., 99
Oklme br IDrawbtks, on M. for 1t. 9 6
Mails between Çan, and West Indies (A.ns.) 996,

=ix
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TILLEY, Sir LEoNARD-Con.
Geological Museum (Ans.) 104.
Wbeat on Ship Boyne (Ans.) 1043.
Beet-Root Galtivation (Ans.) 1043.
C.P..R. Lands (Ans.) 10.3.
Mai#s between St. John and Bangor (Ans.) 1043.
Carburetted lydrogen (Ans.) 1043.
Expropriation of Lande on C.P.R. (Ans.) 1043.
Newfoundland and U.S. Fisheries Dispute, .on M. for

Copies of Cor., 1044.
Can. Grpwn Tobaceo. on M. for Ret., 1056.
Uniform Currency (Res.) 1057; (B. 66, 1°) 1057; (B.

66, 0,O30) 1177.
Govt. Business to take Precedence on Thursdays (M.)

1057.
Business of the Session (Ans.) 1058.
Insurance Companies (Ans.) 113.
Bank Act Amt. (Res. in Com. of Wh.) 1194.
Senate, Expenses of, in Supply, 1200.
Salaries, H. of C. iu*pply, 2O1.
Parliamentary Library, Grant, in Supply, 1202.
Parliamentary Library, Salaries of Officers, in Supply,

1202.
Parliamentary printing,.in Supply, 1205.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 1296.
Savings Banks in Ontario and Quebec B. 83, 1°, 1213;

20, 1305; 30, 1306.
Patent Act Amt. B., in Com. of Wh., 1214.
Distress in Ireland, Relief of, 1218.
Marine and Immiigrant Hospitals, in Supply, 1232.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry (Res. in Com. of Wh.) 1253,

1257.
Charges of Management, in Supply, 1263.
Secret ary of State's Dept., in Supply, 1265.
Departmental Contingencies, in Supply, 1271.
High Commissionerof Canada, Expenses, in Supply, 1274,

175, 1396.
Steamship Lines to Maritime Provinces, in Supply, 1276.
Intercolonial Deepwater Terminus at St.John, in Supply,

1287.
Supply-onAmt. (Mr. Blake) 1308; on Amt. (Sir R.J.

.Cartwright) 1421..
Canada Central Extension, in Supply, 1315.
C.P.R. from P.A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply,

1320, 1413.
Ry. and Tel. Materials manufactured in Canada (Res.)

1357; B. 100 10, 1381; 2°,and 3°,1424.
Publication of Official Report of Debates, 1376.
Ways and Means-Budget Speech, 1018; on Res. in Com'.

item 1 (agricultural implements) 1141; item 3
(cocoa nuts) 1142i item 4 (cordage) 1145; item 6
(glass. &c.) 1148; item 7 (iron, &cs) 1148, 1150;
item 8 (wrought iron tubing) 1148; items 12 (lead),
13 (leather), 15 (liquorice root), 16 (narble), 17
(oil cloth), 19 (plated ware), 21 (silk in the gum),
22 (German silver), 32 (gun cartridges), 44 (winceys),
1150 ; item 45 (cocoa-nut matting) 1151 ; free list,
1151. Report concurred in, 1440.

Customs and Excise Duties Act Amt. B. 105, 1, 20 and
3Q, 1442.

Loan to raise Money required for Fablic Service B. 106,
10, 1442; 2 and 3Q, 14e2.

St. Lawrence, Navigation of, B. 101, 1°, 1381; 29 and 3°,
1424.

Consolidated Insurance Act, Amt. on 1° B., 1389.
Doliale Executors, Refund to. in Supply, 1395.
Dunstan, G.G., claim of, in Supply, 1398.
Pacifie Ry. Commission, Expense of, in'Supply, 1424.
Steamer between Grand Manan ad Mainland, ln Supply,

1427.
Steam communication between P.E.I. and Great Britain,

in Supply, 1427.

TILLEY. Sir LEoNARD-Con.
Intercolonial iRy., Managementt of, in Supply, lA81
Supply Bill, 1o 2° and °1462.

TuPPER, Sir CHARLEs.
Explorations on St. Lawrence (Ans.) 37.
C.P.IR., offers for construction of, 40.

Proposed Line to Sault Ste. Marie, 44.,
Accident on the Lachine Canal, 47.
C.P.R. Contract (Res.) 48; ini Com, où 1 o(tate-

ment) 50; (remarks) 151,;
Freight on Intercolonial (Ans.) 81; (AIs ) 155
Pacific Railway Maps (remarks) 81.
Standard of the C.P.R., on M. for Ret. 81s.)

385.
Case of Mr. E. V. Bodwell, on-M. for ori, 124.
Cape Tormentine Ry. (Ans.) 154.
Repairs in the Chambly Canal (Anè.) 155.
Resident Judge at Rimouski, (Ans.) 1ô5.
Grain Freighlts to Englad vid HaIifax1 on IL for cbr.,

163.
Intercolonial Ry. Rolling Stockon X. fKbrteL 169.
North Oxfbrd Election, introduction Cof Metâer, 24
Engineer's Rep. on the'C.P.R. (Ans.)-20fà
Lake St. John Ry. (Ans.) 204.
Nipigon Bay and Thunder Bay (C.P.R.)Surve ar on M.

for Ret., 2017.
Death of Mr. Thompson Cariboo (remaika) 224.
C. P.R. Modifications, on M. for Statements, 228'
Steel Rails and Fastening, on Amt. tO Amt n for

Statement, 2?2.
Onderdonk Contract (Ans.) 314.
Supplementary ContractwitbSndict À
Earnings of the Pombina Branoh R A
Freight Rates on the Pembina Brao 0a
Bridge at Beauharnois Canal (Ans.) 385.
Maintenance of Beauharnois Canal (Ans.) 'eSb
Proposals by another Syndicate (Ans.) 44
C.P.R., on Amt. toM. for 2° of Res. ( ech450;

personal explanation, 471.
Offer of Second Syndicate laid on Table, 485.
Vouchers for Cash Deposits by Second Syndie e Aus.)

4b5; (presented) 495.
Railways and Canals, Report (presented) 495.
C.P.IR. (B. 37, 11,)-7 6 5; in Com. 29, 774;
C.P.R. Construction in Man. (Ans.) 709.
C.P.R., West of Selkirk; estimated eoas(Atm .&1&:
Grain Shipment from Hlalifax (Ans)861 (Ans) 804.
C.P.R., Rates on the (Ans.) 861; (Ans) 946. .
Coal on the Saskatchewan (Ans.) 86l
Adjournment (M.) 904.
Welland Canal, turning Vessels in (An) 904.
Cattle Disease inu Merigonish (A ns.)904.
Hay, sale of, on Intercolonial, on M. for Corw, 909.
Claim of C. Horetzky, on M. for Cor.,90
Diemissal of J. D. Morse, o M. for Cor,, 1
Carriage of Cordwood on C.P.R. (Ans.)
Court of Ry. 0ommissioners for Can. (r12Q Mc-

Carthy (on M. for 20 (Speech) 931.
N.B. Ry. Co. Act Amt B. 55 <Mi. W o fû ,

946.

Taow, Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt to Am. t osed

M. for Statement, 424,
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. --(1 t9 t. Örles

Tupper) for 20 of Rps.e fromi Ç6th.of<Wh.
(Speech) 592; (Amt.) 735.

Irish Emigration (Ques.) 830.
Indians, in Supply, 1353.
Dominion Lands, on 2Q B., 1363.
Close of the Session (remarks) 1465,



iï -q.
TAMl, r.

U.PLR.,diiÂit. (1r.Blakey toIl (5f (Jhér1es
Tupper) for 2Q of Res. rep. from Con. of Wh.
(Speech-)686.

MoBument to\the late sir George ER. Certier (Qusef)'830;
on Cor., 1469.

N.W. Mountedolice gnpuilies (M. for CopY of Con-
tract) 1057

Union Suspension Bridge across the Ottawa (M for
Statement)-1244.

Beet-Root Sagar Industry, on Res., 1260.
Supremb Ct. -Appellate Jarisdietion, on 24 B., 1301.

TµoMesoM, 1r.
Ermig.ation to the United States, on Amt.

Statement, 831.
Camps of Military Instruction (Ques.) 904.

to M. for

VANAssE, Mr.
The Address (Seconded) 6.

ir St.-Francis Cordwood Regulation (B. 2, 1') 81; 2 ,
940.

Official Assigneos, Appt. of, (ML for Statement) 863.
Seanal French Translators (M. for Statement) 1007.
Licenses for the Sale of Can. Tobacco (Ques.) 1043.
Importation of Tobacco Seed (Ques.) 1043.
Mail Service on Champlain and St. Lawrence Ry. (Que3.)

- 1153.
French Translation of Laws (M. for Cor.) 1252.

VALÎ.;E fMr.
FÅench copies C.P.R. Contract, 83.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 377.
Tarif of Pilotage (Ques.) 566.
Suprem and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 20, 922.
Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Amt. B. 31 (Mr.

Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on 2>, 942.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Incorp. B. 32 (Mr. Ives)

on 2,945.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry., on M. for Rep., 958.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1330.

VAIWN, M.
On AmI. (Mr. Casgrain) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for

20 of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (remarks) 750.
Sttpreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 29, 915.
Quobec and Lake St. John Ry., on M. for Rep., 958.
Admission of Can. Vessels into France (M. for copies of

Cor.) 1015.
U.S. Vessels registered in Can. (M. for Statement) 1016.

WHELER, Mr.
Money Order Charges (Ques.) 155.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond (M. for Ret.) 259.
Impoftation of Wheat in Bond for Grinding (M. for Ret.)

262 (Ques.) 1443.
District Inspectors of Weights and Measures (M. for

copie. of Instructions) 1057.
-Imp*rtation of Wheat and Flour (M. for Ret.) 1380.

WALL4 OE-(South Norfolk) Mr.
Steam communication between St. John, N.B., and

England (Ques.) 155.
Emigration to the 1.S., on adjd. Debate, 845.
Grand Trunk ]Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. 21 (Mr. Kirk-

þatrick) in Com., 1098.
t. loyés, Names, Nationality, &c., (M. for Ret.)

Wiarton Harbor, Report of Engineer (M. for Ret.) 1172.
WELDON, Mr.

Insolvent Etates (Ques.) 155.
.P.R., on Amt. (Mr.IIlake) toM. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res., rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 692.

WELDON, Mr.-Con.
Dorehester Penitentiary (M. i let481#.
St. John Penitentiary (M. foP j.y*
Transatlantie Steain favgion Q0
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 883..
N.B. ]Ry. Co. Amt. Act Amt. (B.5 ,>o, 92; , 45;

30, 1408.
Supreme and Exchequèr ts. 'Act Repoat . ~4"Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Houde) ,to adjd. UDebate, to
M. for 2°, 920.

Denis Coholln'sCdriract (1t.- for Ret;),991
Dredging at Deep-water Terminus, St. J&hn, N.B. (M.

for Ret.) 992.
Volunteers in N.B. (M. for Ret.) 9921
Intercolonial Ry. Stores at Moncton (M. for Ret.) 996.
Steamship Subsidy between St. John, Halifax and Livor-

pool'(Ques.) 1188.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)

1145.
Administration of Justice, in Supply, 1276.

WRIG.T, Mr.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 405.
Slaughtering Çanadian Cattle in England (Ques.) 879.
Prize Fighting B. 29 (3r. MeDonald, Pictou) on 2° 936.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1048.
Sale oflntoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Rea., 1167.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3', 1237.
Union Suspension Bridge, on M., 1244.
Close of the Session (remarks) 1465.

WHITE (Cardwell) Mr.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

221.
Emigration from Canada (M. for Statement) 263;. on

Amt. to Amt., 428; on adjd. Debate, 831, 849.
On Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of C.P.R. Res.

(Speech) 462.
Que.4ion of Privilege (remarks) 495. *
C.P.R. on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. froin Com. of Wh. (Speech) 566.
Canadian Railway Traffic, on M. for Ret., 883.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Houde) to adjn. Debate to M.
for 2°, 915.

Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on
20, 968; in Oom. of Wh., 1214.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on Amt.
(Mr. Ogden) 6 in. h. to M. for 2>, 982

Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1010; on
Re, 1247; on Rep. of Coin., 1464.

Horatio Nelson Tabb, charges against (M. for Copy) 1057.
Ways and Means.-on the Budget, 1080.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Res., 1169;

Amt., 1171.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3°, 1238.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry on Res., 1260.
Supply-on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1311.

WrITE (Renfrew) Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Ant. to proposed

M. for Statement, 431; ~on adjd. Debate, 836.
Bridging the -Ottawa River at Rapides des Joachims,

(Ques.) 485.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Bes. Rep. from Com. of Wb. (Speech)
682.

On C.P.R., (B. 37, 20) 781.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1050.
Canadal Central Extension, in Supply, 1315 (Ques.)

1356.

lm



1~NE~X~

WILLIAUS, Mr.
Ont. and Paifto Junction Ry. Co. -cet Amt. (B. 25, 1o

447, in Oom. 1356.
High Commisioneof Canada,'Bxpnses, in Supply, 1-74.

Wim, 1fr.
Passage of U.S. cattle througli Gan. E. fpr o 55.
Dominion lands, on 20 B. 1363

WADE, Mr.

C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir CharlekTapper)
-for 2° of Bes. rep. 'from Com. of Wh. (remarks)
673.

WSrr (East Hastings) Mr.
BAy of:Quinte Ry. and Navigation Co Incorp. (B. 40, 1°

789.
Canada Consolidated Gold Mining Co, (B. 48; 19) 54.
Weights and Measures ALt, R1ev. and,.Zx. uniler, on M.

ior 9.t., 1046.
Intepmt oni M*n*.fB..8, 1°) 1108.
Salaries oludges, P..I., on B., 1332.

YEo, Mr.
C.P.1-. (B. 37, 30) on Amt. (Mr. kil) to K., 778.
Communication with P.E.I. (M. forCor) 949; in Supply,

127B.



INDX-PART 11

S U BJ EC TS.

ADDRESS in answer to H.E's. Speech, M: (Mr. Beaty) 3;
sec. (Mr. Vanasse) 6; agreed to, 28; H.E's. reply, 107.

Accidenton the Lachine Canal.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Desjardins) 47.

Administration of Savings Banks.
Qaes., on Mess. from HILE. (Sir R. J-Cartwright)

49.
Admission of Members on Certificate of Returning

Offleet.
M. not to form precedent (Mr. Langevin) 80; (Sir

Charles Tupper) 204.
Appraisers, Dominion.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 123.
Allowances, Retiring, of Judges.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1-7.
Auditor-General's Report.

Personal explanationa (Mr. Coursol) 128; )Mr.
Ferguson) 225.

Adjournment for Christmas.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 178.

Appointments and Dismissals under the Weights and
Measares Act.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 204.
Adjournment for Epiphany.

M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 262.
Adjournment for'HI.E.'s Levée.

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 48à.
Algoma, Fishing Licenses at Killarney.

M. for Cor., &c. (Mr. Dawson) 766.
Adjournment.

M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 816.
M. {Sir Charles Tnpper) 904.

Active Militia, Tenth Battalion of.
M. for Reps. (Mr. Strange) 718.

Appropriations for Dominion Lands.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 818.

Appointment of Police Magistrates.
M. for Cor. (Mr. M oCuasig) 819.

Appointments in Manitoba.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 82S.

Applications for Land Patents in St. Peter, Man.
M. for Com. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 1823.

Appointment of Official Ass.ignees.
M. for Statemoent (Mr. 7anasse) 863.

Acoommodatienr Canadian Railways.
M. for Bat. (Me. Mills) 881.

Appoiutment of Quewbs Judges.
Res. (Mr. McDdnald, Pictou) 884.

Alleged Inaccurate, Statistice Submitted. te, Halifax
Commission.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 904.
Asiniboine and Q 'Appele REvers9,:tds at.

M. for Cor. (Mr. 1)rew) 912.
Assiniboine, Navigation of.

Ques. (1r. Drew.) 912.
Ancient Namesinthe N.W.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Daweon) 946.
Anticosti, Telegraph Peosts for.

M. fbr copies of Tenders (Mr. Fiaet).91
Abolition of Seine Nets in Ottawa River.

Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 988.
Amherstburg, Cap. Southern Ry., Steain Perrycat.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 1 0.
Admission of Can. Vessels inte F'ance.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Valia) 1015..
Alleged Violation of U.S. Citizens Rights by.MNowfound

land Fishermen,.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 104.

Anderdon ladian Reserve.
M. for cr. Mr. (Pattreon, Essex) 1055.

Arthabaska aid Three Rivers Mail.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1152.

Annand Mr., Expenditure by.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 1857.
Ans. (hfr. Pope, Compton) 157,

Administration of Oaths of OikoeiB No. 1 (Sir John
A. Macdonald.)

10, 1.
Assiniboine Bridge Co. Act. Amt. B. No. 27 (Mr. Scott.)

10, 485; 2°, 766 ; 30,950.
Additional Judges for Quebeg B. No. 58 (Mr. McDon-

ald, Pictou.)
Res. 884; in Com., 935; 10, 935-; 2°, 1;7$; 3,1200.

Acadia Steamabip Co., ioitd, Ineri B. 80 (Mr.
Longley.)

10, 1213; 20, 1242; 30, 134.
Andrew Mereer (Ont.) Reformatogy AÂit. B. 81 (Mr.

McDonald, Pictou.)
10, 1213; 2°, 1340; 3° 1372.

Authorization of New Loan B. 106 (Sir L. Tiley.)
1%, 144+; 2 and 30, 1442.

Accident Ins. Co. of Can. Incorp. At Aint. B. No. 54
(Mr. Gault.)

10, 994; 2°, 945; in Com., 1144; 39, 1144.

BILLS.
Bill (fo. 1) Respectingthe AduMnis*traMio ofA)aths ot

Ofde.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
10 1.



IN-,DEX.

BILLS-Con.
Bill (No. 2) To regulate the floating of cordwood upon

the navigable portion of the River St. Francia.-
(Mr. Vanasse.)

10, 81; 20, 940; in Com., 1098.
Bill (3) To amend Chapter thirty-two of the Acts of

33 Victoria (1870, intituled: An Act to empower
the Police Court in the City of Halifax to sentence
Juveniles Offenders to be detained in the Hlalifax
Industrial School.-Mr. (Richey.)

10, 107, 20, 857.
Bill (No. 4) To repeal the Supreme and Exchequer

Courts Act and the Acts amending the same.-
(Mr. Keeler.)

10, 107; order for 20 called, 857-; 20 M. (Mr. Landry)
913; Amt. to adjd. Debate (Mr. Houde) neg. (Y.
72, N. 89) 922; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Mills) carried
(Y. 88, N. 33) 926.

Bill (No. 5) For the better prevention of Fraud in
relation to Contracts involving the expenditure of
public moneys.-(Mr. Casgrain.)

1J, 107; 20, 858; dischgd. and Sel. Com.rapptd., 912.
Bill (No. 6) To regulate the hours of labor in the

workshops, mills, and factories of the Dominion of
Canada, and for other purposes.-(Mr. Bergin.)

10, 129; 20 M., 1099; B. withdn., 1099.
Bill (No. 7) To incorporate the Wrecking and Salvage

Company of Canada.-(Mr. Gault.)
10, 154; 21, 213; in Com., 1043, 1098; 30, 1144.

Bill (No. 8) To reduce the Capital Stock of the
Exchange Bank of Canada, and otherwise to amend
the Act respecting the said Bank.-(Mr. Des-
jardins.)

1J, 204; 20, 266; in Com., 996; 30, 996.
Bill (No. 9) For better securing the Independence of

Parliament, and for the Prevention of Corruption.
-(Sir R. J. Cartwright.)

1, 225; 20 M., 10 9; Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h.,
1100; Amt. carried (Y. 91, N. 31) 1107.

Bill (No. 10) To remove doubts as to the true con-
struction of Section 12 of the Northern Railway
Company's Act, 1877 .- (Mr. McCarthy.)

10, 258; 2', 861, 3°, 1339.
Bill (No. 11) To incorporate the Saskatchewan and

Peace Rivers Railway Company of Canada.-
(Mr. Beaty.) •

10, 258; 20,292; withdn.
Bill (No. 12) For constituting a Court of Railway

Commissioners for Canada, and to amend the
Consolidated Railway Act, 1879.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

10, 258; 2°M. 926; Debate adjd. 934; resumed, 997;
adjd., 999.

Bill (No. 13) To incorporate the South-Eastern Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Schultz.)

10, 314; 2°, 1144.

Bill (NO.14) To incorporate the Westbourne and North.
Western iRailway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, N.
Victoria.)

10, 314; 20, 766; withdn.
Bill (No. 15) To incorporate the Metropolitan Fire

Insurance Company of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)
10,314; 20, 766; in Com., 1098; 30, 1144.

Bill (No. 16) To explain and amend the Act to
authorize the transfer of the Windsor Branch of the
Nova Scotia ]Railway to the Western Counties
Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria.)

10,314; 2°, 1098; withdn.
Bill (No. 17) To incorporate the Saskatchewan and

North-Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Boult-
bee.)

1°, 354; 20, 766.

BILLs-Con.
Bill (No. 18) To amend the Act incorporating the

Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway Company.-
(Mr. Boultbee.)

10, 3154; 2°, 766; in Com. 1241; 30, 1287.
Bill (No. 19) To enable the Manitoba South-Western

Colonization Railway Company to extend their
line of Railway, and for other amendmients to their
Act of Incorporation. -(Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)

1°,354; 2, 861; withdn.
Bill (No. 20) Respecting the Northern Railway Com-

pany of Canada.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
1°,384; 2°,942; 3>,1340.

Bill (No. 21) Respecting the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada.- (Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

10, 384; 2, 766; in Com, 1098; 30, 1220.
Bill (No. 22) to incorporate the St. Lawrence Wrecking

and Salvage Company of Canada.-(Mr. Robert-
son, Hamilton.)

1', 418; 2°, 766.
Bill (No. 23) to incorporate the Ontario and Quebec

Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria.)
10, 418; Z°,766; 30, 1235.

Bill (No. 24) Respecting the Berlin and Galt branch of
the Grand Trunk -Railway Company of Canada. -
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

10, 447; 2°, 766.
Bill (No. 25) Respecting the Ontario and Pacifie June-

tion Railway Company.-(Mr. Williams.)
10, 447; 2°, 766; in Com., 1356; 30, 1356.

Bill (No. 26) To incorporate the Ontario Investment
Association.-(Mr. Carling.)

10, 385 ; 2°, 766.
Bill (No. 27) To amend the Act 43 Vict., Chap. 61,

intituled: An Act to incorporate the Assiniboine
Bridge Company, and to change the name of the
said Company.-(Mr. Scott.)

10,485; 2°, 766;30, 950.
Bill (No. 28) To incorporate the South Saskatchewan

ard Hudson Bay Railway Company.)-(Mr.
Boultbee.)

10, 485; 20, 766.
Bill (No. 29) Respecting Prize Fighting.-Mr. Mc-

Donald, Pictou.)
10, 485; 2°, 9;5; in Com, 938; 30, 940.

Bill (No. 30) Further to continue in force for a limited
time The Better Prevention of Crime Act, 1878.-
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

10, 485; 2°, 8à6; in Com., 856; 30 935.
Bill (No. 31) To enlarge and extend the powers of the

Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien.-(Mr. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

1W, 495; 2°, 942; in Com., 1242; 30, 1290.
Bill (No. 32) To incorporate the Crédit Foncier of the

Dominion of Canada.-(Mr. Ives.)
10, 495; 20, 945; in Com., 1241; 30 1288.

Bill (No. 33) To amend the law respecting Document-
ary Evidence in certain cases.-Mr. McDonald,
Picton.)

10, 533; 2°, 857; 31,935.
Bill (No. 34) To incorporate the Dominion Salvage and

Wrecking Company, Limited.-(Mr. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

1, 566; 2c, 861; in Com., 1098; 30, 1144.
Bill (No. 35) To incorporate the Silver Plume Mining

Company.-(Mr. Ogimet.)
10, 599; 20, 766; in Com., 1144; 3', 1144.

Bill (No..36) Further to amend the Act incorporating
The Canada Guarantee Company and to change
the name of the said Company to "The Inter-
national Guarantee Association."-(Mr. Gault.)

10, 661; 20, 766 ; in Com., 996; 30, 996.
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BruLa-Oon.

Bid (Ne. 37) Respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

1°,165; 2°,771; in Com.,771; 8°, 813.
Bh ( 3) To amend the law respecting Criminal

rgedare.-(:Mr. McCarthy.)
1,;74)5.

,ill (No.89) To amend The Insolvent Act of 1875, and
Annndlaga Âet&-(ir. McCuag.)

10, 765; 2° 858; 30, 913.
_Xé Î64 ' 4$oincorporte thBay of Quinté Rail-
way and Navigation Company.-(Mr. White, East

Eatiige.)
4, e 2,861; in Com.,1943; 3°, 148.

3ill'(1o. 41) To incorporate the Hull, Mines Rail way
Ompany.-(Mr. Cameron, 6outh Huron.)

1 789; 2°,-861; 30, 1287.
Bil (No. 42) To amend the Act incorporating The

international Railway Company.-(Mr. Brooks.)
1°, 789; 2°, 861; 30, 1410.
Bl,¶o.43) Respecting the Sale of Railway Passenger

Tchet.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
1°, 815.

Bill (No. 44) To incorporate the Association known as
S "J. Winslow Jones and Company.-(Mr. Brooks.)

10, 861; 20, 1144; 30, 144.
Bill (No. 45) To further amend the Patent Act of

1872. ~Mr. Pope, Compton.)
14, 854; 2 , 96; in Corn, 1213.

Bil (No. 46) To prevent and punish wrongs to child-
ren.-(Mr. Richey.)

Bi 854; 2°, 1000; in Com., 1098.
Bill (No. 47) Respecting the Court of Maritime Juris-

diction in the Province of Ontario.-(Mr.
McCarthy.)

1, 854; on M for 2', Amt. 6 M. h. (Mr. Patterson,
Essex) carried, 1006.

Bill (No. 48) Respecting the Canada Consolidated Gold
Mining Company.-(N1r. White, East Hastings.)

10-854; 2°, 912; in Com., 1144; 3°, 1144.
Bill (No. 49) 4 ['o amend the General Inspection Act of

1874, and the Actamendwg it.-(Mr. Mousseau.)
ýRes., 855; 10, 856; 2, 940 ;MI. (Mr. Gillmor) to

recommit neg. (Y. 42, N. 113) 966; 3, 966.
Bill (No. 50) To correct a clerical error in Schedule B

to the Act 43 Vict., bChap. 22, amendirng The
Bauk Act, and continiing the charters of certain
Bank.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

1Q, 884 : 2, 940; in Corn., 940 ; 80, 940.
Bill (No. 51) To limit the Appellate J4risdidtion of the

Sapreme Court of Canada.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

1°, el; P If. Debate adjd., 1290.
Bitlt(No. 52) To amend The Canada Temperance Act,

1878.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
1°, 884; 2° M., 070; Amt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h., 974.

mi (No. 53) To amend the Acts incorporating the
Montreal, Portland and Boston Railway Company.
(Mr. Brooks.)

1", 904; 20, 945; 3°, 1340.

ill (No. 54) To amend theActof incorppration of The
Accident Insurance Comnpany of Canada, and to
authorize the ohange of the name to "The Accident
Ipsurance Company ofAmerica."-(M. Gaalt.)

10, 904; 2°, 945 inCo., 1144; 30 1144.
Bill (N. 55) To tamend the Acts relating to the New

BrunswickZailway Company.-(Mr. Weldon.)

IBil (No. I6YTaiMk pvvision for the wipding-up of
{nWoelet Railway Companiee,--(Mr.'Orton.)

10° 934,

BILLS-Con.
Bu1l (No. 57) To give power to the Governor in Council

to suspend the operation of certain provisions. of
the Act 43 Vict., Chap, 29, respecting the Naviga-
tion of Canadian Waters.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's.)

Res., 934; in Com., 935; 1°,985i, 2°t1216; 3°,
1263.

Bill (No. 58)To provide for theSalari.softaadditional
Judge of the Court of Quaene BeBch and an
additional Judgego the Superior Ceart in the Pro-
vince of Quebec.-(Mr. Mel)oald, Pietou.)

Re., 884; 1°, 935; 2 1178; 30, 1200.
Bill (No. 59) To incorporate the -Moncton Harbor

Improvement Company.-(Sir A. . Smith.)
l,953; 2',996; 31, 1220.

Bih (No. 60) To incorpotate the Don River Improve-
ment Company.-(5fr. Platt.)

1°, 963; 2°, 996; in Coen, 1144; 3", 1144.
Bih (No. 41) To incorporate.the Beace River Railway

Company.-(Mr.Maedogahl.)
1J, 987; 20, 1043; withdn.

Bil (No. 62) Respecting theC itizon lInsaranoe Corn-
pany of Oaaada.-(Mr. Gault.)

1°> 987; 20; 1030.
Bill(No. 63) To incorporate the Montreal Board of

Trade and Exchange.-(Mr. Girona*d, Jacques
Cartier.)

10, 1042; 20, 1098; 30, 1241.
Bill (No. 64) To continue in force for a limited time

the Act passed in the 43rd year of Her Majesty's
reign, inttiuted: An Aot respecting the Admini-
tration of Criminal Justice in the Territory in
dispute between the Governments of the Province
of Ontario and of the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

1, 1042; 21, 1177; 30, 1217.
Bill (No.' 65) Further securing th. Independence ef

Parliament.-(Mr. Blake.)
1°, 1043,

Bih (No. 66) To extend the Act establishing one
uniform Currency for the Ddminion of Canada to
the Provinces of British Columbia and Prince
Edward Island.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res., 1057; 10, 1057; 2P and 3°, 1177.
Bill (No. 67) To repeal "An Act to render Members of

the Legislative Councils and LegislativeêAbsemblies
of the Provinces now included, or whieh may bere.
nfter be included, within the Dominion of Casnada
inoligible for sitting or voting in the House of
Commons of Canada.-(Mr. Ouimet.)

1O, 1107.
Bill (No. 68) To amend the Act relating to interest on

moneys secnred by mortgage on reu estate.-(Mr.
White, Hastings.)

10, J 108.
Bill (No. 69) Respecting La Banque Ville Marie.,.?4 (Mr.

esjardlns.)
1°, 1i4; 20, 1144; 30, 1340.

Bill (No. 70) To amend the Consolidated Railway Act,
1879.-(Mr. Caagrain.)

1, 1134.
Bill (No. 71) To provide for empowering Loan Com-

panies to carry on business througbout Canada.-
(Ur. Brecken.)

1°, 1134.
Bill(No.72)- To incorporatenthe EuropeanduAmerican,

and Canadian Cable Company.-(Mr.Oarrier.)
1°, 1152; 2° and 3°, 1410.

Bill(No. 71) To explain and amrned iêtic.afifty-two
of " The Bank Act."-(Mr. Orton.)

1°, 1152,

rr
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BILLS-COn.
Bill (No. 74) To incorporate "lThe Napierville June-

tion Railway and Quarry Company.--(Mr. Coursol.)
10,1220; 2° and 3', 1410.

Bill (No. 75) To amend the "Petroleum Inspection
Act, 1880.-(Mr. Mousseau.)

°, 1333; 21 and 30, 1360.
Bill (No. '76) Canada Military Asylum, respecting.-

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
1°,1172; 20 and 3°,1263.

Bill (No. 77) To amend the Dominion Lands Act.-.
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

10 ,1193; 2°, 1360; 31,1400.
Bill (No. 78) To amend the Act 40 Vict., Chap. 10, in-

tituledI: "An Act to amend and consolidate the
Acts respecting the Customas."-(Mr. Bowell.)

10,1200; 2°, 1303; 3°, 1305.
Bill (No. 79) To incorporate the Northern, North-

Western and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company.
-(Mr. McCarthy.)

1J, 1213; 2°, 1242; in Com., 1356-; 3°, 1356.
Bill (No. 80) To incorporate the Acadia Steamship

Company, Limited.-(Mr. Longley.)
10,1213: 2°, 1242; 30, 1340.

Bill (No. 81) With reference to the Andrew Mercer
Ontario Reformatory for Females, and the Central
Prison for the Province of Ontario.-(Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou.)

10, 1213; 2°, 1340; 31, 1372.
Bill (No. 82) Further to amend the Acts relating to

the Inspection of Steamboats.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's.)
10, 1213 ; on M. for 20, Debate adjd.

Bill (No. 83) Further to amend an Act respecting cer-
tain Savings Banks in the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec, and to continue for a limited time the
Charters of certain Banks to which the said Act
applies.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

10,1213; 20, 1305; 30, 1306.
Bill (No. 84) To amend the Consolidated Railway Act.

-(Mr. McDonald, Picton.)
10, 1240; 2%, M. Debate adjd, 1386; 2Q, 1389; 30,

1425.
Bill (No. 85) To incorporate the British and Colonial

Insurance Company.-(Mr. Beaty.)
10,1240; 2°, 1340; 30, 1410.

Bill (No. 86) To prevent Exactions by Pawnbrokers.-
(Mr. Orton.)

1°, 1253.
Bill (No. 87) Respocting Naturalization and Aliens.-

(Mr.' McDonald, Pictou.)
1I4, 1288; 2°, 1340; in Com., 1369; 30, 1386.

Bill (No. 88) To prevent Agents of foreign railways
and others from holding inducements to persons to
emigrate from Canada.-(Mir. Orton.)

10, 1303.
Bill (No. 89) To relieve borrowers from the payment

of extortionate rates of interest.-(Mr. McCuaig.)
10, 1303.

Bill (No. 90) Respecting Vagrants.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

10, 1303; 2° and 3', 1403.
Bill (No. 91) To prescribe an Oath to be taken by

Employés on Government Telegraph Lines.-(Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

1", 1303; 2°, 1403;3°, 1437.

Bill (No. 92) To wind up Insolvent Banks and other
incorporated Companies.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou)

10, 1303.
Bill (No. 93) To amend Iriland Revenue Act of 1880. -

(Mr. Mousseau.)
1J, 1303; in Com., 1404.

BILLS-Con.
Bill (No. 94) To explain and amend the Canada Tem-

perance Act of i878.-(Mr. Ouimet.)
10, 1303; M. respecting 2° ruled ont of order.

Bill (No. 95) To increase the salaries of the Judges of
the Supreme Court of P.E.I.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

1°, 1330; 20 and 3°, 1404.
Bill (No. 96) To amend and consolidate the laws relating

to Government Railways.-(Mr. McDonald, Picton.)
1°, 1340; in Com., 1406; in Com., 1410; 2° and 30,

1424.
Bill (No. 97) To establish a Marine Telegraph between

the Pacifie coast of Canada and Asia.-(hir. Lan-
gevin.)

10,J1338; 20, 1391; 30, 1403.
Bill (No. 98) To provide for the extension of the

boundaries of the Province of Manitoba.-(Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

10, 1340; 20, 1443; 30, 1453.
Bill (No. 99) Further to amend the Acts therein men-

tioned respecting the Militia and Defence of the
Domihion of Canada.-(Mr. Caron.)

1, 1356; 2" and 30, 1411.
Bill (No. 100) To provide for the allowance of drawback

on certain articles manufactured in Canada and used
by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.- (Sir
Leonard Tilley.)

10,1357; 20 and 3°,1424.
Bill (No. 101) To amend the Act 36 Vict., Chap. 60,

respecting the Montreal Harbor Commissioners.-
(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

10,1381; 2° and 30, 1424.
Bill (No. 102) To amend the Consolida'ed Insurance

Act 1877..-(Mr. Ouimet.)
1', 1388.

Bill (No. 103) To amend the Indian Act of 18,0.-(Sir
John Macdonald.)

10,1406; 20, 1426; 30,1443.
Bill (No. 104). Supply Bill.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

10, 20 and 30, 14b2.
Bill (No. 105) To amend the Act 42 Vict,. Chap. 15,

and 42 Vict., Chap. 18, entitled an Act respecting
the duties of Customs and Excise.-(Sir Leonard
Tilley.)

10, 2' and 30, 1412.
Bill (No. 106) To authorise the raising by way of loan

of certain sums of money required for the public
service.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

10, 1443; 2° and 30, 1462.
Bill (No. 107) An Act in amendmient of the Acta res-

pecting steamboats.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
1y, 2° and 30, 14C2.

BEATY, Mr.
Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

BLAKE, Mr.
Speech on C.P.R. Contract, 75.

Bagot Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

Brome Election.
New Momber introduced, 1.

Bills Assented to. See " Royal Assent."

BUDGET, Tz.
Speech of Finance Minister, 1018.
For Debate. See "Ways and Means."

BoDWLL, Mr. E. V. The Case of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Boss, Middle&ex), 124.
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Boundary betwoen Quebec and Canada.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 174.

Bills, Private, Petitions for.
M. to extend time. (Mr. Drew) 178, 258, 446.

Boston as a Winter Port.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Richey) 262.

Bills, Public, Introduction of.
Remarks (Mr. Blake) 314.

Beauce County, Mails in.
Ques. (Mr. Bolduc) 418.

BRITISH COLUMBI:-
Correspondence with, respecting Lands for C.P. R.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 114.
Vancouver Island Railway.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 114.
Judges, Two new.

M. foi. O. C. (Mr. Blake) 127.
Death of Mr. Thompson of Cariboo.

Remarks (Mr. Bunster) 223.
Rice and Powder Duties.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Bunster) 1012.
Mr. Munro's Land Claim.

M. for Rep. of Mr. Trutch. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1155.
Telegraph Line from Yale to New Westminster.

M. for copies of Advts. for Tenders. (Mr. Blake) 1160.
Esquimalt and Nanaimo and Emory and Burrard Inlet

Rys.
M. for Copies of Rep. of Mr. Trutch. (Mr. DeCosmos)

1163.
Indian Affairs.

M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.
Railway Lands.

M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. DCosmos) 1163.
Beauharnois Canal, Bridge at.

Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 385.
Beauharnois Canal, Maintenance of.

Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 385.
Bridging Ottawa River at Rapids des Joachims.

Ques. (Mr. White, Renfrew) 485.
Beauharnois Canal, appt. of Paymaster, &c.

M. for Statement. (Mr. Bergeron) 766.
Brossoit, Thos., appt. of as Collector of Beauharnois Canal.

M. for Statement. (Mr. Bergeron) 766.
Brandy Pots and Rivière du Loup Lightship.

Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 766.
Bonndaries of Ontario and Quebec.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 863.
Blanchard, Théotime, Claim of.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 883.
Bear River, sub-Collector at.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 910.
Bird Tail Land District, Claims of Settlers.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.
Bridge Obstructions on the Assiniboine.

Ques. (Mr. Drew) 912.·
Burrowing Pits in L'Islet County.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain) 946.
Bridging on C.P.R., between Selkirk and Kamloops.

M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 950.
Bounties Bill, French Shipping.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 950.
Boxes, Letter, in Montreal P.O.

M. for Statement (Mr. Coursol) 961.
Bad Ventilation of the House.

Remarks, 988; Rep. of Mechanical Engineer, 10063
M. for Com. (Mr. Rochester) 1095,

Beauharnois Canal.
M. for Rep. of Collector (Mr. Holton) 1016.

Breakwater at Shippegan, N.B.
M. for Rep. of Engineers (Mr. Anglin) 1016.

Breakwater at Souris West, P.E..
M. for Cor. and Rep. (Mr. Muttart) 1016.

Boyne, Wreck of the.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043, 1088, 1153.

Beet Root Cultivation.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1043.

Bangor and St. John Mails.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 1043.

Beauharnois Canal Water Privileges.
M. for copies of Leases (Mr. Bergeron) 1057.

Business of the Session.
Remarks (Mr. Blake) 1057.

Bellechasse Electoral District.
Vacancy announced and Writ issued for new

(Mr. Speaker) 1058.
Branch Post Offices in Montreal.

Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 1153.
Black Land Gully.

Que:. (Mr. Girouard, Kent) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Compton) 1402.

Buctouche and Cocaigne, Ports of.
Ques. (Mr. Girouard, Kent) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1402.

By-Elections.
Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1466.

Election

Bay of Quinté Ry. and Navigation Co. Incorp.
Act Amt. B. No. 40 (Mr White, East Hastings.)
10, 789; 2°, 861; in Com., 1043; 30, 1043.

Better Prevention of Crime, B. No. 30 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou.)

10, 485; 20, 856; in Com., 856; 3°,935.

Berlin and Galt Branch of G.T.R. Co. Act,Amt.
B. No. 24 (Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
10, 447; 20, 766.

Bank Act Amt. B. No. 50 (Sir Leonard Tilley.)
JOy884; 20,940; in Com., 940; 30, 940.

British and ColonialIns. Co. B. 85 (Mr. Beaty.)
1J, 1240; 2°, 1340; 30, 1410.

Bank Act Amt. B. 73 (Mr. Orton.)
10, 1152.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT.
[See also "Railways " and "Contracts."]

Paragraph in Address, 1.
Mess. from H. E., transmitting contract with Syndi-

cate, 28.
Res. for Com. (Sir Charles Tupper) 48; Amt. (Mr.

Blake) 49; Amat neg. (Y. 51, N. 104) 49.
Statement in Com. on Res. (Sir C. Tupper) 50;

Reply (Mr. Blake) 75; Debate (Mr. Langevin)
129 ; (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 141 ; (Mr. McLennan)
178; (Mr. Ives) 182; (Mr. Laurier) 190; (Mr.
Cimon) 194; (Mr. Fiset) 195; (Mr. Anglin) 196;
(Mr. Cameron, S. [luron) 233; (Mr. Plumb) 216;
(Mr. Mills) 267; (Mr. McCallum) 278; (Mr.
Coursol) 282; (Mr. Charlton) 285; (Mr. Patterson,
Essex) 302; (Mr. Rinfret) 310; (Mr. Gigault)
312; (Mr. Longley) 314; (Mr. Ross, W. Middlesex)
319; (Mr. _Rykert) 335; (Mr. Cockburn, Muskoka)
351; (Mr.. Hlackett) 354; (Mr. Flynn) 357; (Mr.
Paterson, Brant) 361 ; (Mr. Royal) 371 ; Mr.
Rogers) 375; (Mr. Vallée) 377; (Mr. LaRue)
b81; (Mr. Bergeron) 385; (Mr. Mackenzie) 389;
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT-COn.
(Mr. Dawson) 399; (Mr. Wright) 405; (Sir A.
J. Smith) 407; (Mr. Casgrain) 415. Res. rend
and agreed to on a division, 418. M. (Sir Charles,
Tupper) for second reading of Res. rep. from Com.
of Whole, 483; Amt. (Mr. !Robertson, Shelburne)
448 ; Debate (Mr. Blake) 448; (Sir Charles
Tupper) 450 ; (Mr. Anglin) 456; (Mr. White,
Cardwell) 462; (Mr. Orton) 464; (Sir A. J. Smith)
468; (Mr. Dejardins) 474; (Mr. Laurier) 475;
(Mr. Langevin)i 476; (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 477;
(Mr. Plumb) 479; Amt. declared out of order (Mr.
Speaker) 483: On M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for
second reading of Res.: Statement (Sir Uohn A.
Macdonald) 485 ; Reply (Mr. Blake) 495; Amt.
(Mr. Blake) 517; Debate (Sir Leonard Tilley)
518 ; (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 527 ; (Mr. Kirk-
patrick) 533 ; (Mr. Guthrie) 540; (Mr. Shaw)
548; (Mr. Béchard) 551 ; (Mr. Bolduc) 553 ; (Mr.
Kaulback) 555; (Mr. King) 557; (Mr. Bergin)
559; (Mr. White, Cardwell) 566; (Mr. Casey)
578; (Mr. Muttart) 585; (Mr. Dugas) 558; (Mr.
Sproule) 589; (Mr. Trow) 592; (Mr. Rochester)
597; (Mr. Fleming) 60; (Mr. McLennan) 605;
(Mr. Killam) 607 ; (Mr. Arkell) 611 ; (Mr.
Boultbee) 612; (Mr. Borden) 615; (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 617; (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) 623; (Mr.
Anglin) 627 ; (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) 636;
(Mr. Doull) 640 ; (Mr. Bunster) 642 ; (Mr. Fiset)
647 ; (Mr. Mclnnes) 649 ; (M r. Gillmor) 652 ;
(Mr. Elliott) 657; (Mr. Scott) 658; (Mr. Houde)
661 ; (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 665 ; (Mr.
Rykert) 666; (Mr. Casgrain) 670; (Mr. Wade)
673; (Mr. Glen) 673; (Mr. White, Renfrew) 682;
(Mr. Rymal) 683 ; (Mr. Tasse) 686 ; (Mr.
Weldon) 692; (Mr. Doinville) 694; (Mr. Mc-
Carthy) 696; (Mr. Mills) 702; Amt. (Mr. Blake)
neg. (Y. 54, N. 140) 708 ; Amt. (Sir A. J. Smith)
neg. (Y. 53, N. 113) 711; Amt. (Mr. Bechard)
neg. (Y. 54, N. 122) 712; Amt. (Sir R. J. Cart-
wright) neg. (Y. 53, N. 127) 7i5 ; Amt. (Mr.
Burpeo, Sunbury) neg. (Y. 51, N. 127) 718; Amt.
(Mr. Laurier) 722; neg. (Y. 54, N. 128) 724;
Amt. (Mr. Mills) nog. (Y. 53, N. 129) 726 ; Amt.
(Mr. Borden) neg. (Y. 53, N. 1-0) 728; Amt.
(Mr. Anglin) neg. (Y. 51, N. 122) 732; Amt.
(Mr. Trow) neg. (Y. 49, N. 1.6) 735 ; Amt. (Mr.
Paterson, Brant) neg. (Y. 19, N. 120) 738; Amt
(Mr. Rinfret) neg. (Y. 49, N. 1i8) 740; Amt.
(Mr. Charlton) 743; neg. (Y. 52, N. 124) 744;
Amt. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) neg. (Y. 52, N. 124)
746; Amt. (Mr. Scriver) neg. (Y. 52, N. 122) 748
Amt. (Mr. Guthrie) neg. (Y. 52, N. 123) 749;
Amt. (Mr. Casgrain) neg. (Y. 50, N. 121) 751
Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 755; neg. (Y. 48, N
116) 756; Amt. (Mr. Killam) neg. (Y. 47, N.
113) 757; Amt. (Mr. Fiset) neg. (Y. 48, N. 114
758; Amt. (Mr. LaRue) neg. (Y. 47, N. 112) 760;
Amt. (Mr. King) neg. (Y. 46, N. 112) 763; Amt
(Mr. MacDonald, Inverness) neg. (Y. 46, N. 109
763; Amt. (Mr. Casey) neg. (Y. 46, N. 108
764: M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of Res. agreed
to (Y. 108, N. 46) 765.

M. for Debate on Res. to take precedence first afte
Routine (Sir John A. Macdonald) 281.

Res. for Conc. in Res. rep. from Com. of Wh., t

precedence next afler Routine (Sir John A
Macdonald) 447.

Bil (No. 3) introduced and read first time (Si
Charles Tupper) 765; 20, 771 ; M. for 31>, 790
Amt. (Mr.- Bunster) neg. (Y. 1, N. 175) 791
Amt. (Mr._Mills) 790; Debate (Mr. Plumb) 793

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTaACT-COfl.
(Mr. Pope, Queen's) 796; (Mr. Macdonald, King s)
798; (Mr. Yeo) 798; (Mr. Anglin) 7I8; (Mr.
Richey) 800; (Mr. Brecken) 805; (Mr. Killam)
806; (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 806; (Mr. Hun-
tington) 809; Amt. (Mr. Milis) neg. on Division,
812 ; M. for 30 carried (Y. 128, N. 49) 813.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Contract with Syndicate.
Paragraph in Address, 1: Mess. from H.E. trans-

mitting Contract, 28;' Res. for Com. (Sir Charles
Tupper) 48; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 49; Amt. neg.
(Y. 51, N. 104) ; Statement (Sir Charles Tupper)
in Com. on Res., 50; Reply (Mr. Blake) 75;
Debate, 129, 178, 233, 267, 282, 314, 354, 385.

M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of Res. 483; Amt.
(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 448; Amt. declared
out of order (Mr. Speaker) 483.

M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of Res., Statement
(Sir John A. Macdonald) 485 ; Reply (Mr. Blake)
495 ; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 517; Debate, 518, 533,
566, 600, 629, 661.

Offers for Construction.
M. for Pap., etc. (Mr. Mackenzie) 38.

M. for Pap., etc. (Mr. Blake) 84.
Proposed Lino to Sault St. Marie.

M. for Copies of offers for Construction (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) 43.

Maps.
Remarks (Mr. Charlton) 81.

Contract with Syndicate.
M. to print extra Copies in French (Mr. Cargrain) 82.

Standard of the.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 87, 108; Ques. (Mr Blake)

385.
Modified Contracts.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 111.
Royal Commission.

M. for ]Ret. (Mr. Mills) 44.
Correspondence with B.C. res3pecting lands.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 114.
Vancouver Island Railway.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 114.
Georgian Bay Branch.

M. for Cor. (Mr.'Cockburn, Muskoka) 167.
Engineer's Report.

>. Ques. (Mr. Blake) 204.
Nipigon Bay and Thunder Bay Surveys.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 207.
West of Red River, Gancellation of Contracts.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 209.
Modification in Location, &c.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 209, 225.
The Onderdonk Contract.

Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 314.
Supplementary Contract with Syndicate.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 314.
Pembina Branch, Earnings of the.

t. Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 354.
Freight Rates on the Pembina Branch.

), Ques. (Mr. Blake) 384.
Construction of in Man.

r Ques. (Sir A. J. Cartwright) 709.
Claim of C. Horetzky.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 909.
o Estimate of Bridging between Kamloops and Selkirk.

M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 950.
r Dismissal of Chiof Engineer. i

M. for Cor. and O. C. (Mr. Mills) 1012.

Expropriations at Red River Crossing.
Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 1043,
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CANADIAN PACI RAILWAY-C0n.
Carrying Freight between Emerson and St. Boniface

and Winnipeg, C.P.R.
M. for copy of Contract (Mr. Scott) 1057.

Esquimalt and Nanaimo and Emory and Burrard Inlet.
M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Colonization Society of Man., Reserve Lands.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Royal) 174.

Chandière Ry. Bridge (Q.M.O. & O.)
M. for Cor. (Mr. Hay) 177.

Canada and Quebec Boundary.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 174.

Cordwood Regulations on River St. Francis. See B. No. 2.

C.P.R. Engineer's Report.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 204.

C.P.R Nipigon Bay and Thunder Bay Surveys.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 207.

C.P.R. West of Red River, cancellation of Contracts.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 209.

C.P.R. Modifications.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 209, 225.

C.P.R,, Steel Rails and Fastenings.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 231.

C.P.R. Contract.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 232.

Court nf Railway Com missioners.
C.P.R. Debate in Com. on Res.

M. to take precedence first
A. Macdonald) 281.

C.P.R., Standard of the.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 87,

385.
Charlo Wharf.

Ques. (Mr. Haddow) 385.

See B. No. 12.

ater Routine (Sir John

108; Ques. (Mr. Blake)

Canada, Emigration from.
M. for Statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 263; Amt.

(Sir R. J. Cartwright) 261; Amt. to Amt. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 418.

C.P.R., Proposals by another Syndicate.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 447.

C.P.R., Offer of Second Syndicate.
Laid on Table (Sir Charles Tupper) 485; vouebers for

cash deposit, Ques. (Mr. Blake) 485.
Civil Service Commissioners Rep.

Ques. (Mr. Currier) 629.
Civil Service Act Amt. B.

Ques. (Mr. Currier) 629.
C.P.R., Construction of in Man.

Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 709.
Coal Importations.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 766.
Circuit and County Courts (N.B.) convictions.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 766.
Coin, Silver, Supply of.

M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 766.
Canadian Commissioners at Paris Exposition.

M. for Report (Mr. Currier) 766.
Collector of Customs, Montreal, and Co-Operativo Asso-

ciation.
M. for Cor. &c. (Mr. Coursol) 766.

C.P.R., Haggas Patent Water Elevator on.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 766.

Commissioners for St. John, N.B., Harbor.
Ques. (Mr. Domville) 815.

C.P,R., West ofSelkirk, Estimated cost of.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 815.

Caraquet P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 822.

Civil Service Appts. in Man.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

County Ct. Judges (Ont.) Salaries.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 830.

CARTIER, Sir George E., Monument to.
Ques. (Mr. Tasse) t30.

Ch trybdis, Steam Corvette.
Mess. from H. E., 854.

C P.R., Traffic Rates on.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 861.

Çoal on the Saskatchewan.
• Ques. (Mr. Royal) 861.

Coal Oil Monopoly.
M. for Sel. Com. (Mr. Orton) 861.

Canadian Cattle in England.
Ques. (Mr. Wright) 8'9.

Case of J. B. Eager.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 880.

Canadian Railway Traffic.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Milis) 881.

Claim of Théotime Blanchard.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) £83.

Camps of Military Instruction.
Ques. (Mr. Thompson) 904.

Capacity of Welland Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 904.

Cattle Disease in Merigonish.
Ques. (Mr. Mclsaac) 904.

Charges made by Professor Hind.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 904.

C.P.R., Claim of C. Horetzky.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 909.

Cost of Exploration in the N. W.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Anglin) 910.

Customs, Sub-Collector at Bear River, Dismissal of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 910.

Claims of Settlers in Bird Tail Land District.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

C. P. R. Crossing at Selkirk.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 912.

Carlisle, New, Survey of Harbor.
M. for Rep, (Mr. Beauchesne) 812.

C.P.R., Carriage of Cordwood.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 912.

C.P.R., Rates on.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 946.

C.P.R. Ratesunder Contract.
M. for Cor, (Mr. Blake) 949.

Communication with P.E.I.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Yeo) 949.

C.P.R. West of Red River, Cost of Surveys, &c.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Guthrie) 950.

C.P.R., Estimate of Bridging between Selkirk and Kam-
loops.

M. for Statement (Mr. Yeo) 950.
Claims, Intercolonial, before Arbitrator.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Anglin) 961.
Construction of Railways, old Accounts.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 961.
Canadian Tobacco, Tax on.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 987.
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Canadi&n Tobacco, Excise duty on.
Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 987.

CoHoLAN's, Dens, Contract.
M. for Ret. (Mr, Welden) 991.

Claims for Draw backs.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Paterso, Brant) 992.

Canada and the West Indies.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 996.

Canal, Welland, Lock No. 2.
Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 996.

Canada Southern ]Railway Steam Ferry.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 1006.

C.P R., Dismissal of Chief Engineert
M. for Cor. and 0.C. (Mr. MiHa) 1012.

Chines in B. C. &e "Rice and Powder Duties.
Census Enumerators.

M. for List of Names (Ur. Blake) 1013.
Census, Mode of Taking.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1014.
Canadian Vessels, Admission of, into France.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Valin) 1015.
Canada, Registration of U .S. Vessels i.

M. for Statement (Mr. Valin) 1016.
Chaudière Ry. Bridge, duties on Iron.

M. for Statement of Value (Mr. Hay) 1017.
Cultivation of the Beet-Root.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1043.
C.P.R. Lands, alterations in Free Grant and Pre-emptions.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1043.
Can. Tobacco Licenses.

Que. (Mr. Vanasse) 10 13.
Carburetted Hyddogen.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1043.
C.P.R. Expropriations at Red River Crossing.

Ques. (Mr. Subultz) 1043
Can. Tobaceo, Revenue Collected on.

M. for Ret. (Mir. Patterson, Essex) 1055.
Cattle, U.S., passage of, throngh Canada.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Wiser) 1057.
Charges against Horatio Nelson Tabb.

M. for Copy (Mr. 'White,Cardwel1) 1057.
Charlevoix Electoral District.

Vacancy announced and Writ issued for new Elec-
tion (Mr. Speaker) 1058.

Cascumpec Harbor Improvements.
Ques. (Mr. Hackett) 1088; M. for Eninmeers' Rep. (Mr.

Hackett) 1097.
Controverted Elections Act, Proceedings under.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1096.
Appeals-Supre me Court Judgments, 1.
Generally. Bee "Actions,-Speeial eases."

respective Districts.
C&RON, Mr.

Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

Commissioners for the Internal Economy, of C.,
Mess. from H. E., 37.

Canadian Pacifie Railway, offers for, Construction of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. MackenzLe) 38.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Blake) 84.

Commission, C.P.R.
M. for Re£M.r. Mills) ;J4.

Consolidated Fund.
M. for Rot. (Sir R J. Cart*xdgbt) 46.

See the

apptd.

Cattle and Sheen Export Trade.
M. for Sel. Com. (Mr omrU1e)446

Correspondepo with B.C. respcti
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 114.

Customs Act, Se¶res under.
M. for Statement -:CMr. Casey) 116.

Case of W. E. V. Bodwell.
M, for Cor. (Mr. Rose, Middlsex>) 12

Carriage-of Freight over înterjoniat lþy
' Ques. (Mr. Richey) 81.

Canadian Pacific Railway Map.
Remarks (Mr. Charlton) 8L

Canadian Pacifie Railway Contraet.
M. to print extra copies in French (Mr. Guagrain) 82.

Cattle a.nd Sheep, Export of, t Englend
M. for Ret. (Mr. DomvilIe) 126.

Cutting of Tobacco.
Ques.(Mr. Strang),154.

Chambly Canal Repaire.
Ques. (Mr. Benoit) 155.

Christmas, Adjt. for.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155.

-Res. (Sir John A. Maedonald) 178.
Canadian Tobacco.

M. for Statement (Mr. Gigatltl 171.
Castle Garden Property. See Qebec.
Canal, Trent Valley.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Keeler) 173.
Canada and United Kingdom, Extradition between,

M. for Cor, (Mr. Blake) 173.,
Cedars, Canal at.

Ques. (Mr. Lantier) 1356.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Compton) 1356.

Canada Central Ry.
Ques. (Mr. White, Renfrew) 1356.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1356.

C.P. P. Communications between Govt. and Syndicate.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 1381.'

Close of the Session.
Remarks (Mr. Wrigbt) 1465.
Remarks (Mr. Plumb) 1465.
Remarks (Mr. Trow) 1465.

Colchester Lightship, Loss of.
M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex 1998

Customs Duties, Undervaluation of Goods for.
Ques. (Mr. Krantz) 1152.

Cargo of Ship Boyne
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043, 1988, 1153.

Champlain Lake and St. Lawrence iRy. Mail Service.
Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 11.53.

Claims of Contractors against Intercolonial Riy.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1153.

Claim of Mr. Muane.
M. for Rep. of Mr. Tatch iMn. De.oèin> ) 155.

Coal Oil Inspection Act.
M. for copies of Cor. (M. B5akej TL61.

Canal, Beanharnois.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergeron41ý72.

Canada Military Asylum.
M. for Ret. (Sir J4oi î A Ma d 11d) †f

Cn&noT' Jos., Case of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Laurier) 1352.

O.P.R., Charter of.
X. for Çox. (Mr. Blaiçe) 125t.
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C.P.R. Change of Grades.
M. for Cr. (1Er. Haggart)'1252.

Canada GuAaranteeQo. eorp Act Amt. B. No.
36 (Mr. Gault.) '

le, -61 ; e2 76; in Gana, 2N_°Ç6
Canadian Pacifie Railway . Ne7 37 (Sir Charles

Tupper.)
10,765; 2°, 771; in Oom., 171; 30, 813.

Criminal Procedure Acts Amt B. No. 38 (Mr.
McCarthy.)

1°, 765.
Consolidated Insurance ct Amt. B. No. 102

(Mr. Ouimet.)
3, 18.

Customs and Excise Act Amt. B. No. 105 (Sir
L. Tilley.)

10, 2° and 3°, 1442.

Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Amt. B.
No. 31 (Mr. Girouard, Jacqueso Cartier.)

10, 495; 20, 942; in Com., 1242; 3°, 1290.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Inoorp. B. No.

32 (Mr. Ives.)
1°, 495; 2e, 945; in Com., 1241; °, 1288.

Canad'a Consolidated Gold Mining Co. B. No.
48 (Mr. White, R ast Raatinge.)

10, 854; 20, 912; in Com., 1144; 3° 1144.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. No. 52 (Mr.
BouILbee.)

10, 884; 2° M., 970; Amt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. b., 974.

Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt. B. No.
57 (Mr. Pope, Queen's.)

Res. 934; in Com., 935; 1°, 935; 20, 1218; 3°, 1263.
Consolidated Ry. Amt. Act B. No. 84 (Mr. Mc-

Donald, Picton.)
10, 1240; M. for 2°, Debate adjd., 1386; 20,1389; 30,

1425.
Consolidated Ry. Act (1879) Amt. B No. 70

(Mr. Casgrain.)
1o, 1134.

Customs Consolidated Acts Âmt B. No. 78
(Mr. Bowell.)

10, 1200; 2°, 1303; 30, 1305.

Citizeu,' Insurance Co. of Can. Act Amt B.

jo, 987; 2°, 1030.

Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. and Con-
solidated Ry. Act Amt. B. No. 12 (Mr.
McCarthy.)

1°, 258- 2Q M., 926; Uebate adjd, 934; resumed,
997; adjd. 99.

Can. Nilitary Asylum, RespectiUng, B. No. 76
(Sir John A. Macdonaid.)

- 1°, 1172; 2° and 30e 1263.

Canada Temperance .nt. B. No. 94 (Mr. Ouimet.)
1° 1303; k. respecting 20 ruled-out of order.

DOMINI)N ItEALTI1 TATISTICS.
Ques. (Mr. Srange> e.
Deba4~sQ.ffeisl rting (y .

tom. to Saqli»gpptd. (Mr. BowelI) 107.
Debate on. for Statenent of Sessional Translators

(2i. Yasanw3007
Dominion Bnrveys.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Landry) 82.

Dominion Appraisers.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) -12à.
Drawbacks on exported Goods.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Paterson, tmat)1R.

Debt, the Public.
Ques. (Mr. Qharltony 156.

Duty on Salt.
Ques. (Mr. Farrow) C5.

Disposition of Insolvent Estates.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 155.

Dominion City Postmaster.
Ques. (Mr. Royal)1'6,
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 2.3.
M. for Ret.3(Mr. :Royal) 054.

Dismissals and Appts. under Weigbts and Miasau-es At
M. for Ret. (Mr. Rosa, Middlesex) 204.

Death of Mr. Thom paon (Càrilbm, B.C.)
Remarks (Mr. naster) 223.

Dismissal of Indian Agents in N.W.T.
M. for Cor. (MEr. iis)298

Damaged Grain, &c.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Kirkpatriek) 162.

Dredging of Bar at Red River.
Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 485.

Deposits by Foreign Life Ins. Cos.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 766.

Duty on Malt.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Orton) 816.

Dorchester Penitentiary.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 816.

Dominion Lands Appropriations.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 818.

Dominion Purchase of Q.M.O. & O.R.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Béchard) 863.

Deposits in Govt. Savings Banks.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 880.

Dismissal of J. D. Morse.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertso, S18elburnu) 920.

Deepening of River Nicolet.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Méthot) 912.

Debt, Land Improvement Fund.
M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Hesson) 950.

Decp-water Terminus at St. John, K.B.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 991.

Dredging at Deep-water Terminus, St. John, N.R
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 992.

Drawbacks, Claims for.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 992.

Dismissal of Sandford Fleming.
M. for Cor. and O.. (Mr. Mills) 1012.

Duties on Rice and Powder in IC.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Banster) 1012.

DANIS, Antoine Dosithé, Collector, Beauharnois C .
M. for Rep. (Mr. Kolton) 1016.

Duties Collected at James' and Hudson ' Bays Pozts.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1917.

Death of Mr. Keeler, -M.P.
Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonal4) 628.

Death of Mr. Connell, M.P.
Remarks (Mr. Langevin);1017.

Duties Collected on Wrecked Wbeat.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043.

Differences between H. MeMiekén,t . 1. Lynskey end 1!JT
Tait.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1056.'
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District Inspectors of Weights and Measures.
M. for copies of Instructions (Mr. Wheeler) 1057.

Duties, Under-valuation of Goods for.
Ques. (Mr. Kranz) 1152.

Dredging of Toronto Harbor.
M. for Rep. of Engineers (Mr. Mackenzie) 1153.

Druid, Repairs to.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Landry).

Don. River Improvement Co. Incorp. B. No
60 (Mr. Platt.)

10,963; 20, 996; in Com., 1144; 3°, 1144.

Dual Representation B. 67 (Mr. Onimet.)
10, 1107.

Dom. Iands Act A.mt. B. 77 (Sir John A. Mac.
donald.)

10,1193; 20,1360; 3°, 1400.

Dom. Salvage and Wrecking Co. Incorp.
No. 34 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1°, 566; 2°, 61; in Com., 1098; 3°, 1144.

Documentary Evidence Act Amt. B. No. 33
(Mr. McDonald, Picton.)

10,533; :0,857; 30, 935.

Drawbacks on Certain Articles Manufactured
in Canada and used by C.P.R. B. 100 (Sir
L. Tilley.)

1°, 1357; 2° and 30, 1424.

EXPLORATIONS ON ST. LAWRENCE.
Ques. (Mr. Lantier) 37.

Exports and Imports.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 46.

Export of Cattle and Sheep.
M. for Sel. Com. (Mr. Domville) 46.

Elections.
M. that introduction on certificate shall not form

precedent (Mr. Langevin) 80; (Sir C. Tupper) 204.
Expenses, Govt., to England.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 126.
Exchequer Court Judgments.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 126.
Export of Cattle to England.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Domville) 126.
Exported Goods, Drawbacks on.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 127.
England and St. John, N.B., Steam communication between.

Ques. (Mr. Wallace) 155.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 830.

Estates, Insolvent, disposition of.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 155.

Exports of Ore from Co. of Hastings.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 173.

Extradition.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 173.

Exehange Bank of Canada. See B. No. 8.
Employment in Factories. See B. No. 5.
Emigration, German, Pamphlets.

Ques. (Mr. Merner) 204.
Engineer's Rep. on the C.P.R.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 201.
Emigration.

M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 208.
Enlargement of Boundaries of Man.

Ques. (Mr. Mills) on adjt., 233.
Epiphany, Adjournment for.

M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 262.

Emigration to the United Stateq.
M. for Statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 263; Amt.

(Sir R. J. Cartwright) 264; Amt. to Amt. (Sir John
A. Macdonald) 418; adjd. Debate, 8j1.

Estimates of value of Privileges granted to Syndicate.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 232.

Earnings of the Pembina Branch Ry.
Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 351.

English Salt Bags.
Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 599.

Exploratory Survey of River St. Francis.
M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Vanasse) 766.

Explorations of the River Yamaska.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Massue) 818.

Emigration from Ireland.
Ques. (Mr. Trow) 830

ESTIMATES, TuE.
Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 831; Ins. (Sir Loonar

Tilley) 961. See "Supply."
Exodus, The. See "Emigration to the U.S."
England, Canadian Cattle in.

Ques. (Mr. Wright) 879.
Export of Silver Ore.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Jones) 880.
EAGER, J. B., case of.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 880.
Explorations in the N.W., Cost of.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Anglin) 910.
Expropriation of Lands at Selkirk for O.P. R.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 912.
Establishment of Post Office at Sorel.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Geoffrion) 950.
Election Petition, Richelieu.

M. to read (Mr. Laurier) 485; adjd. Debate, 823
Speaker's Ruling, 961.

Explanation in re Prize Fighting Bill.
Remarks (Mr. Charlton) 963.

Excise Duties on Canadian Tobacco.
Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) ý'87.

Emigration, Irish, to the N.W.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 988.

Enumerators, Census.
M. for List of Names (Mr. Blake) 1014.

Emigration from the United Kingdom to the N.W.
M. for Despatches (Mr. Blake) 1015.

Expenditure under Weights and Measures Act.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergin) 1044.

Extension of Boundaries of Manitoba.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1057.

Election Act, Controverted, Proceedinge under.
M. for Statement (Mr. -Blake) 1096.

Entering Goods below Market Value.
Ques. (Mr. Kranz) 1152.

Extension of Powers of SuperiDtendent of Insurance.
Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 1153.

Esquimalt and Nanaimo and Emory and Burrard Inlet Rys.
M. for Copies of Rep. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Emigration Agents in Canada, B. 88 (Mr. Orton).
1O , 1303.

Exchange Bank of Canada Amt. B. No. 8 (Mr.
Desjardins.)

10, 204; 2', 266; in Com., 996; 30, 996.

European, American and Can. Cable Co. In-
corp. B. 72 (&ir. Carrier.)
1', 1152; 2° and 3o, 1410.
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FRENCH Copies of the C.P.R Contract.
M. to Print Extra (Mr. Casgrain) 82.

Fisb, Pickled.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Fishery Officers, Fines Imposed by
M for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Fishery Statisties.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Fraud, Prevention of, in Public Contracts. See B. No. 5.
Fastenings and Steel Rails.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 231.
Food Supply of Indians.

M. for Statement (Mr. Mills) 232.
Freight Rates on the Pembina Branch.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 384.
Fog-whistle at Shelburne Harbor.

Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 533, 1152.
French Copies of Second Syndicate Offer.

Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 566.
Fishing Licenses on Lakes Huron and Superior.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 766.
Fishing Licenses Killarney, Algoma.

M. for Cor., &c. (Mr. Dawson) 766.
Fishing Licenses on Saguenay.

M. for Statement (Mr. Cimon) 1252.
Foreign Life Ins. Co's. Deposits.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 766.
Floating Light on the St. Lawrence.

Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 766.
French Translators, Permanent and Sessional.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Scriver) 950.
French Shipping Bounties Bill.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 960.
French Translators, Sessional.

M. for Statement (Mr. Vanasse) 1007.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Vanasse) 1252.

France, Admission of Can. Vessels into.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Valin) 10l.

Free Grant Lands, C.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1043.

Fisheries, Trouble between Newfoundland and United
States.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1043.
Ferry between Winnipeg and St. Boniface.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1056.
Fees paid by Dept. of Justice.

M. for Statement (Mr. Macmillan) 1057.
Fish, &c., Exportation of

M. for Statement (Mr. Cimon).
Factory Employment Regulation B, No. 6.

(Mr. Bergin).
y° 129; 20 M., 1099; B. withdn., 1099.

GOVERNOR GENERAL. See "Message from His Ex-
cellency."

Grosse Isle Quarantine Station, Semaphore at.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 81.

Government Expenses to England.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 126.

Georgian Bay Branch. See "iRailways."
Grant for Irish Relief. See "Ireland."
Government Land Guides in the N.W. and Manitoba.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.
Grain Freights to England vid Halifax.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Richey) 155.
a

German Emigration Pamphlets.
Ques. (Mr. Merner) 204.

Govt. Railway in Manitoba.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 233.

Grinding of Wheat in Bond.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 259.

Government Business.
M. to take precedence (C.P.R. Debate) (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 281.
M. for Statement (Emigration from Canada) Amt. to

Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 418.
Res. for Conc. in C.P.R. Res., rep. fron Com. of Wh.

to take precedence first after Routine (Sir John
A. Macdonald) 547.

Remarks (Mr. Blake) 533.
C.P.R. Bill to take precedence, M. (Sir Leonard

Tilley) 765.
Gi ain Shipments from Halifax.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 861.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 904.

Government Savings Banks, Deposits in.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 880.

Geographical Names in the N. W.
M. for Rat. (Mr. Dawson) 946.

Great Britain and Ireland, Money Orders to.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Farrow) 960.

Grant of Lands to Hudson's Bay Co.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 996.

Geological, The, Museum
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043.

Government Business to have preceJence on Thursdays.
M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1057.

Graduates of the Military College.
M. for Statement of Names (Mr. Blake) 1097.

Gaspé Judges, Residence of.
Ques. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1153.

Girouard, G. A., Claim of.
M. for Pap. i Mr. Mackenzie)

Government Employés.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk)

Govt. Rys. Consolidated Act B. 96 (Mr. Me-
Donald, Pictou.)

10, 1340; in Com. 1406, 1410; 2° and 30, 1424.

Govt. Telegraph Employees' Oath B. 91 (Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

1°,1303; 2', 1403; 30,1457.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. No. 21
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

10, 384; 20, 766; in Com., 1098; 30, 1220.

General Inspection Act of 1874 A.mt. Act Amt.
B. No. 49 (Mr. Mousseau.)

Res, 855; 11, 856; 2°, 940; M. (Mr. Gillmor) to
re.commit neg. (Y. 42, N. 113) 966; 30, 966.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
[For Ques. ofI" Order, Privilege or Procedure," see that

subject.]
Meeting, 1.
Summoned to the Senate, 1.
Controverted Elections, 1.
Vacancies in representation aniounced, 1, 1058.
New Members returied, 1, 80, 10 1, 204.
New Members introduced, 1, 107, 204, 233.
Speech from the Throne, rep., 1.
Librarian's Rep., pres4ented, 2.
M. for Sel. Standing Coms. 2.

Address, M., 3; Sec., 6; Agreed to, 28; H.E.'s reply, 107.
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INDEX.

THoUsE oF CoMMoNs-con.
Commissioners for the management Ôf the internal

Economy, apptd. by Mess., 37.
Receipts and Disbursements, pre4ented, 49.
Res. Introduction of Membora on COrtißeato of iRe-

turning Officer notto fori pree4i , 8n , 204.
M. to extend time for receiving Petitions for Private

Bills, 178, 258, 446.
Adjt. for Christmas, Ques. (Mr. Blake)155;2es. (Sir

John A.- Macdonald) 178.
Adjkfor Epiphany, Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 262.
Death of Mr. Thompson, M.P Cariboo, B. C. (remarks)

223.
Gôvt.Busidess,M. to take precedence, 281, 41$, 447.
Adjt. for H.E's Levee, M. (Sir John A. Macdonld) 485.
Richelieu Electon Petition, M. to read Mr. Laurier)

48->; djd. Debate, 823; Speakef' Rulig 961.
Ventilation of (remarks) 988; Rep. -of Mechanical

Engineer, 1006; M. for Com. (Mr. Rocheter) 1095.
Death of Mr. Keuler, M.P. (rcmarks) 62P.
Death of Mr. Connell, M.P. (nemarks) 1017-

Homestead and Pre-emption Rights in the N. W.
M. for Statement (Mr. Ives) 48.

Herring, Smoked, Inspection Act.
Ques. (Mr. Longley) 81.

Health Statistics for Dorfinion.
Ques. (Mr. Strange/) 81.

Harbor of Refuge, Rondeau.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.

Rolidays, Adjt. for Christmas.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155.
]Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 178.

fLalifax, Port of. See "Nova Scotia."
Hny, Sale of, on Intercolonial. See "Railways."
Hastings Co., Exports of Ore froin.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 173.
Halifax Industrial School. See.B. No. 3.
Haggas' Patent Water Elevator on C.P.R.

M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 766.
Harbor of St. John, N.B.

Ques. (Mr. Domville) 815.
Hudson Bay Co's. Lands.

M. for O.C., &c. (Mr. Royal) 823.
Halifax, Grain Shipments from.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 961.
Halifax Commission and Professor Hinds.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Ahelburnô) 904.
HORETZKY, C., Claim of.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 909.
IHamilton Colonization Co's. Lands in Bitd Tail District.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.
Harbor of Refuge at Nicolet River.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Méthot) 912.
Hudson's Bay Ço's Bridge at Fort Ellice.

Ques. (Mr. Drew)-.12.
Hudson's Bay Co., Grant of Land to.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 996.
Bydregen (.arburetted.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1043.
flarbor dues at Montreal.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert) 1041.
Horatio Nelson Tabb, Charges againet.

M. for Copy (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1057.
,Uarbors on North Shore ofLake Erie.

M. for copies of Rep. (Mr.,Patterson, Essox) 1162.

Hudson's Bay, Explortion ot
Ques. (Mr. Shultz) 1277.
Ans. (Sir J. A.. Macdonald) 1277.

Hudson's Bay, Navigatio of'.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 1880.

Half-breed Lands, Persons enitled to.
- M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1381.

Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act, rLt: B No. 3
(Mr. Richey.)

10, 107; 20, 857.

Hull Mines Ry. Go. Thcarp. B: . 4 (Mr.
Cameron, South Huron.)

1°, 789; 2°, 861; 30, 1287

INTERNAL Economy, H. o? 'C.
Appt. of Commissioncre by Mess. 37.

Inland Waters, Storm Warnings on.
Ques. (Mr. Fleming) 37.

Imports and Exports.
M. for Rot. (Sir R.J. Cartwright) 46.

Immigration to Manitoba and thoN.W.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Ives) 47.

Introduction of New Members. _&e "House pfi4.mrwons,"
-also "INames."

Insolvent Estates, disposition of
Ques. (Mr. Weldoun) 155.

Inland Waters, Wrecking in.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Bunting) M7.

Ireland, Relief of Distress in.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Anglin) 167.
Remarks (Mr. Anglin) 1218.

Tnspection of Smoked Herriags.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Longley) 174.

Inland Waters, Life-Saving Stations on.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 155.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 207.

Indians, Survey of Reserves.
M. for Statement (Mr. Casey) 13.

Indian Instructors.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 124.

Indian Food Supply.
M. for Statement (Mr. Mills) 232.

Indians, Dismissal of Agents in N,W.T.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 233.

Indians, Anderdon Reserve, County of Essex.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

Indians, British Columbia.
M. for Rot. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Indians, Neglected and Destitute.
Ques. (r. Plumb) 1357.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1357.

INTERCOLONIAL RÂILWAY -
Carriage of Freight.

Ques. (Mr. Riehey) 81.
Surveys for a Branch Line.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Landry) 82.
Freight and Tickets.

M. for Statement (Mr. Landry) t55.
Rolling-Stock.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Angin)168.
Sale of Hay.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Fiset) 171.-_
M. for Cor. (Mr. Domvillo) 908.

Borrowing Pita in L'Islet County.
M. for Cor. (à r. Casgraii&946.

Claims before Arbitrator.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 961.

ae



1-NDEX?

INTEROOLONIAL RAILWAY -Co.
Deep-water Terminus, St. John, N,B.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 91.
St. John, Dredging at Deep-watéi Terminus.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 92.
Stock in Stores.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 996.
Claims of tpnactor gaia.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 115 1.
Claims against.

M. for Rat. (M*. ackensie)M3, 1471.
Construction of Branch.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1242.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1242.

Branch between St. Charles nd St. Joseph de Lévia.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1356.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1356.

Officials.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1402.ý

Branch of.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1403.

Interier Dept., Extra Clerks in .
M. for List (Mr. M-ills) 1252.

International Park at Niagara.
Ques. (Mr. Hluntington) 1356.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1357.

Importation of Wheat for Grinding.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Wheler) 26e.

Introduction of Public Bills.
Remarks (Mr. Blake) 314.

Importations of Coal.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 766.

Importations of Windsor Shade Cloth.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Arkell) 766.

Inspeetion of Sinoked lerrings.
Res. (Mr. Mousseau) 855.

Imports of Iron and Steel.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Joncs) 879.

Instruction, Camps of Military.
Ques. (Mr. Thompson) 904.

Iron Bridging on C.P.R. between Kamloops and Selkirk.
M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 950.

Insurance Co.'s Extension Law.
Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 1153.

Intercolonial Railway Claims before Arbitrators.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Anglin) 961.

Irish Immigration to Canada.
Ques. (Mr. Trow) 830.
Ques. Mr. Blake) 988.
M.-for Despatebes (Mr. Blake) t075.

Insufficient Ventilation of the House.
Remarks, 988; Rep. of Mechanical Engineer, 1006;

M. for Com. (Mr. rochester) 1095.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John.

M. for Rets. (Mr. Weldon) 91, 992.
Intereolonial Stores in 1879-80.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 996.
Iron Daties on Chaudière Ry. Bridge.

M. for Statement of Value (Mr. lay) 1016.
Import Duties on James' and.Hudson's Baya.

Ji.10-r Rew. (er,Sehalt) 1017.
Importation.of Toblico oed.

Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1043.
Inland Revenue collected on Can. Tobacco.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

Inapectors of Weights ,ad Measures.
M. for Copies of Instructions Ï(Mr. Wheler) 105Z

Improvements at Point St.. Pierre W* Beoque$.a
M. for Rot. (Kr. Méthot) 1057.

Improvment of Oasomper Harbor, P.E.Lr
Ques. (Mr. Ha-kett) 1098; M. for Raineer's Rop. (r.

Heckett) 1097.
Independence of Parliament B.1ô. 9.(Sir R J.

Cartwright.)
1J, 225; 20 -M., 1099; Amt. (Mr. Iangevin), 6 M. h.,

1100 ; Amt. carried (Y. 91, N. 31).1107.
Independence of PaRliament ,. No. 65. (fr.

Blake.)
1J, 1043.

Interest on Moneys Act Amt. B. No. 68. (Mr.
White, Bastings.)-

10, 1108.
Insolvent Railway Companies Winding-up B.

No. 56. (Mr.korton.)
1ci, 934.

International Ry. Co. Inoorp. Act Amt. B.
No. 42. (Mr. Brooks.)

10, 789; 21ý, 8S61; 3Q, 1410.
Insolvent Banks and Companies B,. No. Ô2. (Ur.

McDonald, Pictou.)
10, 1303.

Inland Revenue B. No. 93. (r.Mousseau.)
1i, 1303; in Com., 1404.

Indian Act Amt. B. No. 103. (Sur John A.
Macdonald.)

10, 1406G; 20, 1426-; 30, 1443.

Insolvent Act of 1875 Amt. Act Amt. B. No. 39.
(Ur. McCuaig.)

10, 765; 2°, 858; 30, 913.

JOLIETTE ELECTION.
Announcement of certificate of Ret. 80; M.

Judgments, Supreme and Exchequer Court-.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Koeler) 126.

Judges, Retiring allowances of,
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 127.

Judges in B.C. ee "British Columbia."
Judicial Work in Quebe. See Qpebec."
Judge at Rimouski, Resident,

Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 155.
Judicial Salaries.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 830.
M. for Statement (Mr. Longley) 960.

J. B. Eager, Case ôf,
M. for Rot. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 880.

Judges, Appt. of Quebec.
Res. (Mr. MvDonald, Picton) 884.

J. D. Morse, Dismissal of.
M. for Cor. (hfr. Robertson, Shelburnc) 911.

Judicial Statistics.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 946.

Judges, Gaspé, Residence of,
Ques. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1153.

Judges' Salaries, Supreme CourtP.E.I., B.
95 (Mir. McDonald, Pietou.)

10, 1330; 20 and 3°, 1404.

No.

KILLARNEY (Algoma) Fishing Iecenses.
M. for Cor. &c. (Mr. J)awsonY,6&s

Kamloops and Selkirk, Estimate of brilging betwoon on
C.P.R.

M. for Statemenf(1fr. Glen) 050,
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INDEX.

Keewaydin, Gold and Silver Mining in.
Ques. (Mr. Scott) 1356.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1356.

LIBRARY of Parliament. See "lHouse of Commons."
Land Sales in the North-West.

Ques. (Mr. Anglin) 37.
M. for O. C. (Mr. Blake) 1054.

Lachine Canal, Accident on the.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Desjardins) 47.

Land Grants to Railways. See "Railways."
Life-Saving Stations on Inland Waters.

Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 155.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 207.

LUARD, Major-General.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Desjardins) 170.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

Land Guides, Govt., in the N.W.T, and Manitoba.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.

Lake St. John, Railway to.
Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 204.

Lighthouse at Port Stanley.
Ques. (Mr. Arkoll) 629.

Lakes Huron and Superior Fishing Licensos.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 166.

Little Current and Sault Ste. Marie Mails.
M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Blake) 766.

Life Ins. Co's (Foreign) Deposits.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) î66.

Lighthouse at Port Credit.
Ques. (Mr. Elliott) 766.

Lower Caraquet P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 822.

LANG'S, Mr., Mission to Man.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Royal) 823.

Lands, Unpatented, in Man.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Royal) 823.

Lands, Dominion, Appropriations.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 818.

Land Patents in St. Peter, Man.
M. for Com. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

Lower Traverse Lightship, Wood for.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain) 823.

Lands at Assiniboine and Qu'Appelle Rivers.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

Lands in Bird Tail District.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

L'[slet County, Borrowing Pits in.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain) 946.

Location and Surveys, cost of, C.P.R. west of Red River.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Guthrie) 950.

Lands Improvement Fund Debt.
M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Hesson) 950.

Lake St. John (Que.) Railway.
M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Cimon) 953

Lake St. John and Quebec Mails.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Cimon) 9à9.

Lake Manitoba Water Level.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 960.

Letter Boxes in Montreal P.O.
M. for Statement (Mr. Coursol) 961.

Lock No. 2, Welland Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 997.

Land, Free Grant and Pre-emption, C.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) -1043.

Licenses for the Sale of Can. Tobacco.
Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1043.

Land Expropriations at Red River Crossing, C.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 1043.

LYNsKEY and MeMicken v. T. J. Tait.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1056.

LYNsKEY and McMicken, Contract between.
M. for Copy (Mr. Scott) 1057.

Licenses, Warehouse, for Leaf Tobacco.
M. for Statement (Mr. Bourbeau) 1057.

Legal Fees paid by Dept. of Justice.
M. for Statement (Mr. Macmillan) 1057.

Loss of the Colchester Lightship.
M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1098.

Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Mail Service.
Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1153.

Lake Erie Harbors, North Shor e.
M. for copies ofRep. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 116?.

Lands, Railway, in B.C.
M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Liquors, Intoxicating.
Res. to prohibit Sale of within precincts of House

(Mr. Longley) 1166.
Land Improvement Fund. Ont. and Upper Canada.

Ques. (Mr. Hesson) 1242.
Ans. (Sir L. Tilley) 1242.

LISLoIS, J. C., Claim of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Landry) 1244.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1402.

Lake St. Peter Debt.
Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 1277.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1277.

Louise Bridge at Winnipeg.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 1381.

La Banque Ville Marie Act Amt. B. No. 69 (Mr.
Desjardins.)

1J, 1134; 2°, 1141; 3°, 1340.

Loan Companies B. No. 71 (Mr. Brekcen.)
10, 1134.

MOUSSEAU, Mr.
Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

MANSON, Mr.
Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

MEssAGES FRoM HIs EXCELLENCY:-
Commanding attendance of Commons in Senate Cham-

ber, 1.
Transmitting Contract for Construction of the C. P.R., 28.
Appointing Commissioners for the management of the

Internal Economy, H. of C., 37.
Transmitting three approved Minutes of Council relative

to the Administration of Savings Banks, etc., 49.
Acknowledging the Address in answer to the Speech

from the Throne, 107.
Respecting transfer of Hl.M's. Steam Corvette Charybdis

for Training School purposes, 854.
Respecting assisted Emigration from Ireland to Manitoba

and the N.W., 895.
Transmitting Estimates for 1881-82, 962.
Transmitting Supplementary Estimates for 1880-81, 962.

Ditto for year expiring 30th June, 1881, 1381. Ditto
for year ending 30th J une, 1882, 1381.

MANITOBA-.
Immigration to.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ives) 47.
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MANqITOBA-Ca.

Soutb-Western Railway Land Grants.
M.jbr eQA0 (Mr. Blake) 112, 113.

S&ttement or Sle of Landsein.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 115.

Government Land Guides.
Motion for Rot. (Mr. Cameron, S. Itut on) P12.

Colonization c 4 eare Lands.
M. for Ret. (Mr. RoY4i) 1 7 f.

Government Rilhaya h'
M. for Ret. Mr.Shuitz) 233.

Enlargement of Boundaries.
Ques. (M.Mills) on adjt., 233

School Lands.'
Que Mr. B~arow) 599.

Construction of C.P. R. in.
Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 709.

Civil Service Appts. in.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

Hlldwon Bay Company's Lids.
M. for O.C., &c., (Mr. Royal) 23.

Mr. lanâg Mission to.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Royal) 823.

A ppliations for Land Patents in Psrish of St. Peter.
M. for Com. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

Asiniboie and Qu'Appelle Rivers, Lands at.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

Expropriation of Lands at Selkirk for C.P.IR.
M. lor Cor. (Mr. Sehultz) 912.

Carriage of Cordwood on C.P. R. to Winnipeg.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 912.

Lake Manitoba Water Level.
M. for IRep. (Mr. Marquette) 9G0.

Extension of Boundaries.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1037.

Maps, Pacific Railway.
Remarks (Mr. Chsrlton) 81.

1mo€bdoeef Election.
New Member Introduced, 107.

Mails from Winnipeg to St. Albert.
Ques.¶(M'r. Royal) 154.

Money Orders, Reduction of Charges on.
Ques. (Mr. Wheeler) 155.

Major-General Luard's Appt.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Desjardins) 170.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Ryai, Marquette) 823.

Modifications of the C.P.R.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 209, 225.

Maintenance of Beauhamnais, Cnal
oe. (Mr. Bergeroi) 38

Mai lain Beauce Cotnty
Ques. (Mr. Bold.c418.

Min 8eboó1Tanda. *eA Manitoba"

SM4inTenth Battalion of.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Strange) 818

~aistrstes, ?olice Appt. of.
JI. for Cor,(Mr .cCuaig) 8.

onopoly in oaOi 011.
M. for Sei.Zom. (M Orto ) $61.a

WMuilfmeyThamatian, CaISh of
a Qdj pMsPeham 294.
Merigonish, O*ét1.ease in.

Qaua. (M. MeIsaan 904.
Mos, J. D., Dismissal of.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertsor, Shelburne1)210

Mail from Quebee to Lake St Job.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Cimon) 95

Monev Orders, PoaOfMice.
f. Sor Ret. (1fr. Parrow) 96>

Magdalen Islands, Telegrapi les fer
M. for Copies of Tenders (MIr. Flee) 961

Militia, Wit-hdrawal of Voluntesfro ervi nI.
M. for Ret. (Mr. WdldornO99

Museum, The Geologio4l.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1913.

MoMicKIN and LyŠskày v. T. J. Tait.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1056.

mounted Police Supplies.
M. for Çopy of Contriét (Mr.-Tass) 1057.

McMIcKEN and LYNsKY, Contract between.
M. for Copy (Mr. Sod) IOT.

Members, Return or Introduction of. $ee "fluae of
Commons,"-also "Nahre "

MANSoN, Mr.
Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

Ministerial Changes:
Explanations asked (Mr. Blake) 37.

McCoNVITJ, Mr.
Return of, 80.

Montreal Collector of Customs and Co-operative Asso.
ciation.

M. for Cor, &c. (Mr. Coursol) 766.
Monument to the late Sir George E Cartier.

Ques. (Mr. Tassé) 830.
Montreal P.O., Boxes in.

M. for Statement (Mr. Coursol) 961.
Moncton, Intercolonial Stores at.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 996.
Mails between Canada and the West Indies.

Quos. (Mr. Gault) 996.
Mode of taking the Census.

M. for Statement (Mr, Blake) 1014.
Mails between St. John and Bangor.

Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 1048.
Montreal Harbor Dues.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert) 1044.
Management of St. Vineent de Paul Penitentiary.

M. for copies of Cor. (Ir. Decjardinu) 108&
Military College Graduates.

M. for Statement of Namies (Kr.: B1e)M 101
Mails between Arthabaska and Three Rivers,

Ques. (Mr. Bourbean) 1152.
Market Value of Goods for Cuastom Duties.

Ques. (Mr. KIrntz) 1152.
Montreal Braneh Post Offices.

- Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 115L
Munao's, Mr., Land in B.C.

M. for Rep. of Mr. Trtch (Mr. DeCosnos) 1 .
Meaford Harbor, Expenditure on.

M. for Statement (M.r. (aekzi) 117
Missisquoi Bay, Breakwater at.

Ques. (Mr. Kaulbach) 1242.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1242.

Mennonite Reserve.
Ques. (Mr. Scott) 1358.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdotad) 185.

Military Stores, im rtation of
Ques. (Mr. Kir atrisk) l4.
Ans. (Mr. Caron) 1402.

.Kl



IbTD1X.

Manitoba, South-Western Colonization By.Co.
Act Amt. B. No. 19 (Mr. 4yan, Marquete.)

10, 354; 21, 861; withdn.
Metropolitan Fire Ins. Co. of an 1"corp. B.1

Jo. 15 (Mr. Beaty.)0
1", 314; 21 766; in Com., 1048, 3°> 1144.

Moncton Harbor Improvement Co. Incorp.
B. No. 59 (Sir A. J. e8nth.)

10, 963; 2, 996; 3', 1220.

Montreal Board of Trade and Exchange Incorp.
B. No.63 (M. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1O4, 1042; 21, 1098; 3°, 1241.

Montreal, Portland and Boston Ry. Co. Incorp.
Act Amt., B. No. 53 (Mr. Brooks.)

10, 904; '2", 945; 30, 1340.

Marine Telegraph with Asia B. No U7 ( an-
gevin.)

1 , 1339; 2), 1391 ; 30, 1403

Manitoba Boundaries B. No. 98 (Hr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

1J, 1340; 2°, 1443; 30, 1453.

Militia and Defence B. No. 99 (Mr. Caron.)
1y 1356 ; 20 and 31, 1411.

Montraal Harbor Commissioners B. No.
(Sir-L. Tilley)

10, 1381; 20 and 5°,.1424.

101

NEW MEMBERS.
Speaker's Announcement, 1; also See "flouse ofCommons.',

North Ontario Election.
Appeal, Supreme Ct. Judgment 1.

Newspaper Postage.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Charlton) 126.

New Judges in B.C.
M. for O.C. (Mr. Blake) 127.

Nepigon Bay and Thunder BaySurveys.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 207.

Northern Railway Company. Be B. No. 10.
Newfoundland, Negotiations with, respecting Cattle.

Ques. (Mr. Mclsaac) 485,
North Shore Mails, Lake Superior.

M. for Papers and Cor. (Mr. Blake) 766;
Nigolet River, Deepening of.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Méthot) 912.
New Carlisle Rarbor Survey.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Beauchemne) 912.
Navigation of theAssiniboine.

Ques. (Mr. Drew) 912.
NoRTH-WEST TeRRtTOIu

Land Sales.
Ques. (Mr. Anglin) 37.
M., for 0.0. (Mri. Blake) 1Q54

Immigration to.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ives) 47.

lomestead and Pre-emption lRights.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Ives) 48.

Settlement or Sale of LÉDds in.,
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 115.

Government Land Guides.
M. for Rot. (Mr. CamertaS. Huren) 172.

Dismissal of Indian Agents,
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mils) 233.

Timber Limits.
M!for Ret.q(mr. nerà 818.

Coal on the Saskatchewan.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 861. -

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES-Con.
Cost of Exploration in.

M. for. Rot. (Mr. Ang4ip) 910
Geographieal Names.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson i6.Irish Emigration to.
Ques. (M. Blake) 9ß8.

Em'gracion'from 'United Elngdom et
M. for Despatches (kr. l3rake) 1915.

Supplies to the Monnted Policét"e
M. for copy of Contract (Mr. Tasä) 105

NEw BRUNSWICK: --

Cape Tormentine Railway.
Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 1'51.

Stean Communication between St. John and England&
Ques. (Mr. Wallace) 155.

Circuit and County Court Co«viicn8,
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 76

St. John Harbor Commissionen.
Ques. (Mr. Domville) R815.

St. John and Dorchester PFnitentiarime.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 816.

Lower Caraquet P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 822.

Pockmouche P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 823 adj. Deb., 99.

Claim of Théotime Blanchard.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 8$3.

Solling of Hay on Intercolonial.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Domville) 908.

St. John Deep-water Terminuq; Denis Cobolan's Cottract.
M. for Ret ( Mr. Weldon) 99 t.

St. John, Dredging at Deep-water Terminusi
M. for Rot. (Mir. Weldon) 992.

Volunteers who have left the Sevice,
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 992.

Breakwater at Shippegan.
M. for Rep. of Eigineors (1r. Anglin) 1016.

NovA ScorIA:-
The Port of Halifax.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Richey) 155.
Grain Shipments from Halifax.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 861.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 904.

Western Counties, Windsor an, Annaplis an Eas(eln
Extension Ry. Co.'s.

M. for Pap., &c. (Mr. Robertson' Sheiburne) 963.,
New Brunswick Circuit and Courty Cts. Convictions.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 766.
North-West Geographical Names.

M. for Ret. (Mr. iawsny946.
Newfoundland and the United States, F1iheries Dispute.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1613.
New Westminster and Yale Tel. Lin.

M. for copies ofAdvts.for Tenders (Mi. Blike) 1160.
North Shore of Lake Erie, Harbors.

M. for copies of Rep. (Mir. Patterso, Essez)1,16t.
Newcastle Fish-Breeding Establishnent.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ga) 111.
N ewfoundland and Confederation.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1357-
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1357.

Napoleon i 1, Condition of.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Landry) 1,381,

Northern Ry . Co. B. No à* Mr. oultbo)
10, 384; 2 , 942; 3°, 1340.,

New Brunswick Ry. CVa. Âm .1 M NO.
55 (Mr. Weldon.)

10, 912; 2°, 945; 3y, 1408.
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mit

Northern Ry. Co.'s ÂMt Amt B. No. 10 (Mr.
McCarthy.)

1°,i258;20, 861; 3, 133.q

Nap1ervil10 Jmictenu Iy. and guarry Co.
Incorp. B. No. 7' (&t. CGawl1.

1°, 1220; 2> and 30, 1410.
Ndrthern, North-Western~ and Sault Ste. Marie

Ry. .Incorp. B. No. 794(r McCarthy.)
1° 1213; 2', 1242; in Mom.6., °, 266

Naturalization and Aliens B o. 87 (Kr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

10, 1288; 2°, 1340; in Com,, l69 3°01386,

OFFERS FOR CONSTRUCTIOX OP C.P.
M.,for Ret.(Mr. Mackenzie) 38.

Ontario (North) lection.
New Member intro4unod, l.

Official Report of the Debates.
Remarks (Mr. Ross) 81.
Com. to supervise appointed (Mr. BoweiI) 107.
M. (Mr. MacDonnell 1245.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 152.
M. for adoption Rep. of Com. (Mr. White, Cardwell)

1464.
Ore, Exports of, from Hastings Co.

M. for Ret. (Mr.4 Keler) 173.
Oxford (North) Election.

New Member introdubed, 204.
Onderdonk, The, Contraoté

Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos)214.
Order of Public Business..

Remarksa(Mru Blake)M3I
Ore, Export of Silver.

M. for Ret. (AMr.Jones) 880.
Outbreak of .Cattle Disease in Merigonsh.

Ques. (Mr. Mclsaac) 904.
Old Railway Accounts.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 961.
ORDER, PR:VILEGE, AND PROCEDURE,-QUeStiOh Of Order:

Quoting Documents not before the flouse (Mr. Mac-
kenzie). Ruled that point of Order not well taken
(Mr. Speaker) 43.

On the right to speak from any part of the louse (Mr.
Casgrain). Rule read that the member must ad-
dress the Speaker from his seat (Mr. Speaker) 443.

On M. to adjourn a debate. Second M. objected to
(Mr.Blake). Mr. Speaker ruled as follows:-

"The mùtion for the adjournment of the Debate should
be pure and simple, but the motion made .by the
hon. member for Shelburne is an amendment not
coming within the parliamentary meaning of the
first mentioned motion, inasmuch as it contains a
preamble. I armnof opinion that the amenduaent of
the hon. member is in reality out of Order, since it
contains a recital of roasons for the adjournment ol
the Debate. As ln the motion for the adjournment
of the Debate no preamble can be allowed, so to the
motion for theadjourninent of the House, no amend-
ment can be made, except as to the time of the
adjournment. Under these direuatanees I feel
called upon to decide that theamendmentproposed
by the hon. nmemberetôr Shelburne is rrogular and
cannot be put," 483.

On recording a vote. Membor claimed ho had a right
to record his vote, being in the House when thp
motion waw put (Mr. Bunster). Rôled that "no
member shall walk out of or *cross the House,"
acoording t6 h e 17th Rule of te Mouse (Mr.
Speaker.) 724.

ORDER, PBOca'tIRU AND
Proedutre.

Committee of Whole. False statementby Chairman,
attention called to (Air. Blake) 351; explanation
(Mir.KRirkpatrick) 35

Irregular character of discussion..R l'that personal
explanations are not pertinent to. the Dhjate(Mr.
Speaker) 474.

On 2° of C.P.R. Bill. Obiected diss hM bee framed
in compliance with Rfes' of 'Parlik€nt"(Mr.
Anglin) 767. Ruled that conditions and Ruaes of
iParliament have been caïried ont (Mr. Speaker)
770.

Privilege:
Correction of a m omnarlinhe "eates'. r.P4,ter-

son, Essex) 447.
Caling attention of Hlouse to a newspaper arlcle(Mr.

Landry) 447.
Calling attention of Huse to a diwsgpper art6é (Mr.

White, Gardwell) 495.
Correcting a mis-statement in the "1Debates " (Mr.

Besson) 495.
Respecting Montreal Collector of Oustoms ond his con-

nection with a Co-operative o. (Mr.,Coursot) 599.
Cailling attention of louse to falspmewspaper. reports

(mr. Domville) 790; (Ir. :-ooper) a30 (Mr.
McInnes) 830; (Mr. Robertsor, Shelburne) 831.

ONTARIO:-
Newspaper Postage in

M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 126.
Life Saving Stations on Lake.

Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 155.
County Court Judges' Salarios.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 830.
Land Improvement lind Debt.

M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Hesson) 950.
Payments to Judges.

Ques. (Mr. Kaulback) 1242.
Ans. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1242.
Ques. (Mr. Baker) 1443.
Ans. (Mr. MeDonald, Pictou) 1443.

Ottawa River, Bridge. across at Rapides des Joachimp.
Ques. (Mr. White, Renfrew) 485.

Officiai Assignees, Appointment of.
M. for Statement (Mr. Vanasse) 863.

Ontario and Quebec Boundaries.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 863.

Ottawa River, Abolition of Seine Nets in.
Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 988.

Officiai Reporting of Debates.
Debate on M. for Statement of Sssionai Translators

(Mr. Vanasse) 1007.

Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal Justice Act
Extension B. No. 64 (Mr. McDonalk, Pictou.)

10, 1042; 24, 1177; 3°, 1217.

Ont. Court of Maritime Juriadiction B. No.
47 (Mr. McCarthy.)

10, 854; on M. for 2', Amt. £ m. b. (Ar. Patterson,
Essex) carried, 1006.

Ont. and Que. Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 23 (Mr.
Cameron, N. Victoria.)

10, 418; 2Q, 766; 30, 1235.

Ont. and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co. Act Amt
B. No. 25 (Mr. Williams.)

1j, 447 ; 20. 766 ; in Com., 1356; 30, 1356.
Ont. Investment Association Incorp. B. No

26 (Mr. Carling.)
JO, 485; 2, 766.



il I~D~K.
PARLIAlIENT, 4th, Session 3rd, 1880, 44 Victoria.

Meeting, 1; opening, 1; Speech from the Throne, 1.
Public Accounts.

Ques. (Sir R. 3. Oartwright) SV.
Presentation of (Sir Leonard Titley) 281.

Padifie, Can. Railway Commission.
M. for Rot. (hir. Mills) 44.

Printing of Parliament.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 47.

Pre-emption Rights in the N.W.
M. for Statement (Mr. Ives) 48.

Printing Com. appointed. See "Committeu."
Pacifie, Can., Railway Contmt.

Statement (Sir Charles Tupper) U0.
Parliamentary printing. Soe "Contracts."
Pacifie, Can., RaiIwY Maps.

Remarks (Mr. harlton) 81.
Pacific, Can., Railway Contract.

M. to print extra copies in French (bfr. Casgrain) 82.
Pacifie, Can., Railway, Standard of the.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 87, 108.
Ques. (Mr.Blake) 885.

Pacifie, Can, Railway, Modified Contracts.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 111.

Patrick Ultican.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Haddow) 116.

Parkhill P.O.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Coughlin) 126.

Postage, Newspaper.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 126.

Personal Explanations.
Remarks (Mr. Coursol) 128; (Kr. Forguson) 225; (Kr.

McCuaig) 1058; (Mr. Plumb) 1234.
Public Debt, The.

Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 145.
Postimaster at Dominion City.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 155.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 233.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Royal) 1054.

Port of Halifax. Se "Nova Scotia."
Pickled Fish.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.
Private Bills Petitions.

M. to extend time (Mr. Drew) 178, 258, 446, 783.
Pamphlets, German Emigration.

Ques. (Mr. Merner) 204.
Post Ofice at Vankleek Hill.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Routhier) 209.
Parliament, Independence of. Bee B. No. 9.
Publie Bills, Introduction of.

Remarks (Mr. Blake) 314.
Pembina Branch Ry., Earnings on the.

Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 354.
Pembina Branch, Freight Rates on the.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 384.
Portage La Prairie, Port of Entry.

Ques. <Mr. Schultz) 486.
Public Business. See "Govt. Business."
Pilotage Tariff.

Ques. (Mr..Vallée) 566.
Port Stanley Lighthonse.

Ques. (Kr. Arkell) 629.
Pacifie Ry., Construction in Man.

Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 709.

Post Oee Saving Bauks Dejposit4.
Ques. (kr. Geui) 724.

Private Bills, Rep. of Com.
M. to extend tiue <fr. Drjw)ff (l r ie)

963; (Mr. Domvile) 152.
Paris Exposition.

M. for Bep. of CnB. Commissi ers (M. ni) 786.
Port Credit Lighthonse.

Ques. (Mr.I Rliott) 766.
Post OMe Money O4der .

M. for Rot. (Mr. Farrow) 960.
Post Office Bo±es in Montrél P.0.

M. for Statement (fr. Coursol) 94Û
Post Office at Pockrmòuche.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 823; adja. DMbhate, $»9.
Powder and Rice Duties in B.C.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Bunster) 1012.
Paymaster on Beauharnois Canal

M. for Rep. (Mr. lolton) 116.
Pamphlets on the Cultivation of the Be it-oot.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbean) 1043.
Pre-emption Land, C.P.R

Qies. (Mr. Blake) 1013.
Point Pelée Squatters.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essek) !055.
Passage of U.S. Cattle through Canda..

M. for Cor. (Mr. Wiser) 1057.
Point St. Pierre les Becquets Imptoreinebhte.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Méthot) 1057.
Privileges on the Beauharnois Canal.

M. for copies of Leases (Mr.Bergeron) 1057.
Penitentiary, St. Vincent de Paul.

M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Desjaidins) 1088.
Proceedings under Controverted Eleotine Adt.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1096.
Post Offices, Branch, in Montreal.

Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 1153.
Port Hood W harf Repairs.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Maedonnell, Inverness) 1154.
Petroleum Inspection Act.

M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Blake) 1161.
Prohibition of Sale of Liquor within precincts of House.

Res. (Mr. Longley) 1166.
P.E.I. Ry., Accident on.

Ques. (5Mr. Jones) 1242.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1242.

Port S4anley Harbor.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casey) 1380.

Pilgrims Lighthouse.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 142.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Queen'e) 14"!.

PATRICE, Mr.
Remarks (Sir John A. Enedonldà) 14M.

Personal Explanation.
Remarks (Mr. Plumb) 815; (Mr. Hooper) 830; (M r.

MoInnes) 830; (Mr. Roberton, helburne)M1; (Mr.
Macdonnell, Invernes) 1268; (Kr. O'Conuor) 1459.

Police Magistrates, Rights of A>tly Pr. Govts.
M. for Cor. (Mr. McCuaig) 19

Post Office at Lower Caraqnet.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 822

Pockmouche P.O.
M. for Cor. (M'.'ÀugliQ828.

Penitentiaries Be
Presented (1. NcDonald, Pictou) 884»



Profemsor llind and the Ha1tfat"otiifssi
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shélburne) 904.

Peace River and Skeena Ex lorations, costof.
1i rnRe t£Ar.Au'n 91e.

P.E I., Communication with.-
. for Cor. Mr.,Yeo) 949.

Pest Ofceat'Sor. prchaseÔpropertyfor
M. for Cor. (Mr. Geoffrion) 950,

Permanent French Translators.
M. for Ret.'(Mr. Scriver) 950.

Provincial Judges Salaries.
M. for Statement (Mr. LongeY) 960.

Patent Act (1872) imt. B. No. 4Ë (NIr. Pope,
Com~pton),.

10, 54; 2 966; in Com., 1213.
Prevention of Fraud in Public Contracta B.

No. 5 (Mr. Casgrain.)
1', 107; 20, 858; dischgd. and Sel. Com. apptd., 912.

Peace River Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 61 (Mr. Mac.
dougall.)

10, 987; 20, 1043; withdn.

Petroleum Inspection Act (1880) Amt. B. 75
(Mr. Mousseau.)

1°, 1333; 2' and 30, 1260.
Pawnbrokers'Regulation B. 86 (Mr. Orton.)

10 1>253.
Frize Fighting B. No. 29 (ff r. McDonald, Picton.)

10, 485; 2°, 35 ; in Com., 938; 3, 940.

QUEBEC (Connty) Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

QUEBEC
Newspaper Postage in.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 126.
Jidicial Work in. -

M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 128.
Castle Garden Property.

M for. Pap. (Mr. Ives) 173.
Timber Limite North of Boandary.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 174.
Q.M.O. & O. Rly. Bridgeat Chaudière.

M. for Cor. (Mr. IHay) 177.
Mails in Beauce County.

Ques. (Mr. Bolduc) 4 k8.
Purchase of the Q., M. O. & O. Ry. by the Dominion.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Béchard) 863.
Appointment of Judges.

Res. (Mr. MeDonald, Pictou) 834.
Lake St. John Railway.

M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Cimon) 953.
Mails between Quebec and Lake St. John.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Cimon) 959.
Carburetted Hydrogen in.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 104J.
Quebec and Canda Boundary.

M. f Cor. Mr.MilJs) 174.
QiMstiops&of rivilege. See Order, Privilege and Proce-

Q.M.O. & O. Ry., Tirchasa by the Damiaion.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Béebard) 863.

Quebec and Ontario Boundaries.
M. for Ret. (Mr. DawSon) 86.

Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine Rivers, Landsa t.
I. for Cor. (Mr. DreW) 912.

Quebee and Lévi. Ferry-boats.
M. for Cor. (wèr. Laandry) 1242.

RAILWAYS, GENERL -

Sault Ste. Marie, pod ne
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie> 43

Manitoba South Western, Landarants t.
M. for Ret. (Mr. SIae) 112, 113

Sault Ste. Marie Surveys.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson 116.

Cape Tormentine .
Ques. (Sir A. J. mith) 154.

Chaudière Ry. Bridge (Q.MO. & O.)
M. for Cor. (Mr. Hay) 177.

Lake St. John Ry.
Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 204.

Government Rys. in Manitoba.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 233.

Quebec and Lake St John.
M. for Rop. of Engineer (Mr. Cimon) 953.

Canada Southern Steam Ferr atmherstburg
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charltòn) 1069.

Return of New Membors. See H'1ouse of Commons"
Royal Assent to Bills.
Reporting Debates. See 'Debutes."
Retiring Allowances of Judges.

M. for Statement (Ur. Bluke) 127.
River Thames, Surveys on.

M. for Rop. (Ur. Stepheuson) 128.
Rondeau Harbor of Refuge.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.
Repairs in the Chambly Canal.

Ques. (kr. Bonoit) 155.
Rimouski, Resident Judge at.

Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 155.
Reduction of Chirges on Money Orders.

Ques. (Mr. Wbeler) 155.
Relief of the Distress in Ireland. See "Jreiard."
Rolling Stock on Intercolonial. Se "1ftwy "'ý
Reserve Lands of Colonization Society Mauitöh . See

"Manitoba."
Railway Lands Statisties.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Glen) 203.
Receipts and Disbuisements of H. of C.

Statement prosented (Mr. Speaker) 49.
Richelieu Election Petition.

M. to bo allowed to make proof of u1ndue r.oirn (Mr.
Luirier) 485; a'djd. Debate, 823; Spoalier's ruling,
961.

Red River Bar, Dredging of.
Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 485.

Rapides des Joachims, Bridge across River nt.
Ques. (Mr. White, Renfrew) 485.

Railways and Canals, Dept. of.
Rep. presented (Sir Charles Tuppar) 495.

River St. Francis, Exploratory Survey.
M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Vanasse) 766.

Rivière du Loup and Brandy Pots Lightship.
Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 766.

Removal of Material from St. John Penitentiary.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 816.

River Yamaska Explorations.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Massue) 818.

Rights of Prov. Govts.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mc2Guaig) 819.

Railway Traffle, Canadian.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 881.

Reported Cattle Disease in Meigonish,
Ques. (Mr. McIsaac) 904,



INDIXX.

River Nicolet, Deepening of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Méthot) 912.

Railway Companies Betaras.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Rykert) 12.

Rates on the C.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 946.

Rates on the C.P.R. under Contract.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 949.

Royal Assent to Bills.
Canadian Pacifie Railway, 961.

Reduction of Tax on (an. Tobacco.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 987.

Rice and Powder Duties in B.C.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Bunster) 1012.

Registration of U.S. Vessels in Can.
M. for Statement (Mr. Valin) 1016.

Removal of Geological Museum from Montreal.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043.

Revenue under Weights and Measures Act.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Bergin) 1044.

Reserve, Indian, Anderdon.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

Revenue collected on Can. Tobacco.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

Residence of Gaspé District Judges.
Ques. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1153.

Repairs at Port Hood Wbarf.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Macdonnell, Inverness) 1151.

Railways in B.C.
M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. DoCosmos) 1163.

Railways Lands in B.C.
M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Red River Bridge,
Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 1357.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Compton) 1357.

River St. Francis Cordwood Regulation B. No.
2 (Mr. Vanasse.)

1°, 81; 2c, 940; in Com., 1098.
Rates of Interest B. No. 89 (Mr. McCuaig.)

1o, 1303.
Railwa Passenger Tickets Sale of; B. No. 43

(1fr. Kirkpatrick.)
1°, 815.

SPEECH from the Throne, 1
For the Address, etc., see " Address."

Sco'r, Mr.
Return of, 1,

-Introduction of, 233.
Selkirk Election.

Appeal-Supreme Ct., Judgment, 1.
St. Lawrence, Explorations on.

Ques. (Kr. Lantier) Si.
Storm Warnings on Inland Waters.

Ques. (Mr. Fleming) 37.
Sault Ste. Marie, proposed lino to. Se R ailways.
Select Standing Committees. See "Committees."
Semaphore at Grosse Ile.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1.
Supreme Court Act.

Ques. (Mr. Desjarding) 81.
Smdred flerring Inspection Act.

Ques. (Mr. Longley) 81
Statistioo, lDoninion ReaJt.h.

Qiaea.j(1r. Btrange) 81.

Surveys on the ntereolia.
M. for net. (Mr.l .adry) $2.

Surveys, Dominion.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 82.

Standard of the Pacific Railway.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 61j 1.

Sanlt Ste. Marie and S.E. Bay Sarveys.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 111.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 110.

Seizures under the Customs Aet.
M. for Statement (Mr. Çasey) tl6.

Survey of Indian Reserves.
M. for Statement (Mr. Casey) 123.

Supreme Court Judgments.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 128.

Sheep, Export cf, to England.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Domville)126.

Surveys on River Thames.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.

Salt Duty.
Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 155.

Steam Communication between St. John,. and&ig.
land.

Ques. (Mr. Wallace) 155.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 830.

Statistics, Fishery.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Sale of Hay on Intercolonial. &e "iRaiLways."
Smoked Herrings, Inspection of.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Longley) 174.
SUTHEBLAND, Mr.

Return of, 204.
Introduction of, 204.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts., Abolition of. See B. Nô. 4.
Southern Route Surveys botween Nipigon Bay and Thunder

Bay.
M. for Ret (Mr. Dawson) 207.

Statisties, Railway Lands
M. for Ret. (Mr. Glen) 208.

Steel Rails and Fastenings.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 231.

Supply of Food to Indians.
M. for Statement (Mr. Mills) 232.

Superannuation Fund.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 259.

SYNDICATE. See "Canadian Tacific
"Contracts."

Supplementary Contracts with Syndicate.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 314.

Southampton Mail Service.
Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 1357.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1357.

St. Thomas, Lightship at.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. ?ope, Queen's) 1402

Railway "-aso

Sessional Indemnities.
Res. (Mr. MeInnes) 146$.

Supplies to N. W. Mounted Police
M. for copy of Contract (1frassé) 1057

St. Pierre les Becquets, Point, Improvements.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Méthot) 1057.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. 1jardNåIm 1

Survey of Cascumpec Harbor> PMI.
M. for Engineer's B Tp. (1r. Esett 1W
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St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain Mail Service.
Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 115d.

Specific Gravity of Coal Oi.
M. for copies of Cor. (Kr, Blake) 1161.

Sale of Intoxicating Liquors.
Res. to prohibit Sale of within precincts of -House -'Mr.

Longley) 1166.
Sorel, Properties in.

Ques. (Mr. Massue) 1242.
Ans. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 142.
M. for Statement (Kr. Massue) 1252.

Steamboat Inspection, Rules, &c., of.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Lane) 1252.

Sick and Diaabled Mariners Fund.
M. for Statement (Mr. Cimon) 1252.

Shipment of Grain from Halifax.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 861.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 961.

Saskatchewan, Coal on the.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 861.

Smoked Herrings, Inspection of.
Res. (Mr. Mousseau) 855.

Slaughtering of Canadian Cattie lunEngland.
Ques. (Mr. Wright) 879.

Steel and Iron Imports.
M. for Ret. (Kr. Jones) 879.

Silver Ore, Export of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 880.

Savings Banks, Govt., Deposits in.
M. for Ret, (Mr. Jones) 880.

Suspension of Rule 21.
M. (Mr. Brooks) 904.

SellingofHai on the Intercolonial.
. for Cor. (Mr. Domville) 908.

Skeena and Peace River Explorations, Cost of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 910.

Settlers in Bird Tail Land District, Claims of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

Selkirk, Expropriation of Lands for C.P.R.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 9 L2.

Survey of New Carlisle Harbor.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Beauchesne)

Statistics, Judicial.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 946.

Surveys, Cost of, on C.P.R. west of Red River.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Guthrie) 950.

Selkirk and Kamloops, Bridging between on C.P.R.
M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 950.

Sorel P. O., Purchase of property for.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Geoffrion) 950.

Sessional French Translators.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Scriver) 950.

St. Johns (Que.) Lake Railway.
M. fbr Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Cimon) 953.

St. John, Mails from, to Quebec.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Cimon) 959.

Shipping Bounties Bill, French.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 960.

Salaries of Judges.
M. for Statement (Mr. LTngley) 960.

Seine Nets on Ottawa River.
Ques. (Air. longenais) 987.

St. John, N.B., Deep-water Tarminuaint.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 991.

St. John, N.B., Dredging at Deep.water Terminus.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 9M.

Steam Ferry at Amheretburg.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 1006.

Sessional Translators.
M. for Statement (Mr. Vanasse) 1007.

Sandford Fleming, Dismissal of.
M. for Cor. and 0.0. (Mr. Mille) 1017.

Shipegan, N.B., Breakwater.
'. for Rep. of Engineers (1fr. Anglin) 1016.

Souris West, P.E.I., Breakwater.
M. for Cor. and Rop. (Mr. Muttart) 1016.

St. John and Bangor Mails.
Que. (Mr. Weldon) 1043.

Sale of Lands in the N.W.
Ques. (Mr. Anglin) 37.
M. for O.C. (Mr. Blake) 105 1.

Squatters at Point Pelée.
M for Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

St. Boniface and Winnipeg Ferry.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1054.

Second Syndicate Offer.
Laid on Table (Sir Charles Tupper) 4S5.

Shelburne Harbor, Fog-whistle at.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 53,; 1152.

School Lands in Man. See "Manitoba."
Salt Bags, English.

Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 599.
Savings Banks (P.O.) Deposits.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 724.
Silver Coin, Supply of.

M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 766.
Sault Ste. Marie and Little Current Mails.

M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Blake) 766.
St. John, N.B., Harbor Commissioners.

Ques. (Mr. Domville) 815.
St. John Penitentiary.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Weldon) 817.
St. Peter, Man., Applications for Land Patents in.

M. for Com. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 828.
Superior Court Judges Salaries.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 630.
Salaries of Ont. County Court Judgos.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 830.
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Repeal B.

No. 4 (Mr. Keeler.)
10, 107; order for 2° called, 857; 2° l.. Mr. Landry)

913; Amt. to adj. Debate (Mr. Houde) neg. (Y. 72,
N. 89) 922 ; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Mills) carried (Y.
88, N. 39) 926.

South Eastern (]an.) Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 13
(Mr. Schultz.)

1°, 314; 30, 1141.

Saskatchewan and North-Western Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. No. 17 (Mr. Boultbee.)

10,354; 2°,766.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co. Act Amt.

B. No. 18 (Xr. Boultbee.)
10,354; 2°, 766; in Com., 1241; 3°, 1287.

Supreme Ct., Appellate Jurisdictiou of, limita-
tion B. No. 51 (Mr. Girouard, Jlacques gaier.)

le, 884; 2°, M. Debate adjd.
Silver Plume Mining Co. Incorp. B.,o. Mr.

Ouimet.)
10, 599; 20, 766; in Com., 1144; 31, 1144.
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Saskatchewan and Peace Rivers Ry. Co. Incorp.
B. No. Il (Mr. Beaty.)

1,258; 2°, 292, withdn.

South Saskatchewan and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. No. 28 (Mr. Boultbee.)

1°, 485; 2°, 766.

Steamboat Act Amt. B. No. 107 (Sir J. A. Macdonald)
10, 2' and àO, 1462.

Steamboat Inspection Acts Amt. B. No. 82 (Mr.
Pope, Queen's)

10, 1213; on M. for 2° Debate adjd.
Savings Banks Act Amt. B. No. 83 (Sir Leonard

Tilley.)
1n , 1213; 20, 1305; 30, 1306.

St. Lawrence Wrecking and Salvage Co. In-
corp. B. No. 22 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°, 41; 20,766.

Supply Bill No. 104 (Sir Leonard Tilley.)
1O, 2a and 30, 1462.

SUPPLY.
[Only subjects which causcd remark or discussioi arc

noted under this head.]
Resolution for Com., 37.
Ques. (Sir R. J Cartwright) 831, 961.
Mess from H. E. transmitting Estimates for 1881-82,

and Supplementary Estimates for 1880-81, 961;
referred to Com., 1424_; Message from H. E. trans-
mitting Supplementary Estimates for 1881-82, and
further Supplementary Estimates for 1880 81, 1459;
reforred to Com, 1460. Supply Bill 1462.

COMMITTEE-
Formal vote before Budget, 1017.
Charges of Managoment, 1263.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT ,-

1ept. Militia, 1263.
Dept. Secretary of State, 1265.
Dept. Interior, 1266, 1414.
Dept. Indian Affairs, 1266.
Dept. Inland Revenue, 12t9.
Dept. Customs, 1269.
Dept. Postmaster-Goneral, 1269.
Dept. Marine and Fisheries, 1271.
Dept. Public Works, 1271.
Dept. Railways and Canals, 1271.
Departmental Contingencies, 1271.
Amount required to provide for contingent expenses of

the High Commissioner of Canada in London, 1272.
Administration of Justice, 1275.
Police, Dominion, 1177.

PENITENTIARTES :
Kingston, 1178.
St. Vincent de Paul, 1177.
Dorchester, 1180.
Manitoba, 1182.
British Columbia, 1182.

LEGISLATION
Senate.- Salaries and Contingent Expenses of the

Senate, 1200.
House of Commons.-Salarieg, per Clerk's Estimate,

1201.
Expenses of Comrùnittees, 'Extra Sessional Clerk, &c.,

1201.
Publishing )Debates, 1202.
Grant to Parliamentary Library, 1202.
Salaries of Officers (additional) and Contingencies of

Library, 12(2.
Printing, Printing Paper and Bookbinding, 12(12.
Miscellaneous Printing, 1206.

SUPPLY-Con.
ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICS

Public Archives, 1182.
Patent Record, 1183.
C riminal Statistics, 1183.
Censs, 1184, 1:22.
Dominion Exhibition, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, 1184.

PENSIONS :
New Militia Pensions, 1208.
To meet the probable amount required for eions to

Veterans of War of 1812, 1209.
MILITIA :

Brigade Majors, Salaries, Transport Expenses, &o., 12 7.
Drill Pay and all other incidentai expenses connected

with the Drill and Training ofthe Militia, 1227.
Roÿal Military College, 1229.

RAILWAY AND CANALS CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL:-
Intercolonial Railway.-Rivière du Loup Branch 1428.
Flour Shed, St. John, Deep-water Terminus, 1277.
Construction of Wharf arnd Elevatoi., LHalifax Ter-

minus, 1287, 1313, 1436, 1461.
Locomotive Power, 1461.
Cangdian Pacifie Railway.-Railway between Prince

Arthur's Landing and Red River, ineluding Pembina
Branch, 1316, 1413, 1436.

British Columbia, 1320.
Telegraph Lines and Roadway, 1320, 1436.
Station and terminal accommodation, 1320.
Miscellaneous, i433.
Canals.-Lachine, 1320.
Cornwall, 1320.
Welland, 1320.
Carillon Canal, Dam and Slide, 1321.
Grenville, 1321.
Culbute Canal, improving Approaches, 1321.
St. Peters, 1321.
Murray Canal, towards construction of. 1322.
Miscellaneous, 1322, 1437.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL: -

Departmental Buildings, Western Block Extension> 1210.
Addition to ConsQrvatory in Public Grounds, 121D.
Conversion of Govt. workshops into Supreme Ct., 1210.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHAEGEABLE TO INCOME:-
Publie Buildings.-Nova Seotia, 1211.
Prince Edward Island, 1211.
New Brunswick, 1211, 143 .
Quebec, 1212.
Ontario, 1212, 1433, 1459.
Manitoba, 1212.
British Columbia, 1212.
Repairs, Furniture, Heating, &c., 1212.
Harbors and Rivers.-Nova Scotia, 1223.
Prince Edward Island, 1223.
New Brunswick, 1223.
Maritime Provinces generally, 1223
Quebec, 1223.
Oatario, 1224, 1434.
Manitoba, 1226.
North-West Territories, 227
British Columbia, 1227.
Dredging, 1227.
Miscellaneous, 1227.

OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE:-
Dominion Steamers, 1276.
Mail Subsidies, 1276, 1427.
Liehthouse and Coast Service, 1276; 7;.l
Salaries and Allowances of LighthouseK pers, 1323
Fisberies, 1324, 1411.
Marine Hospitals, 1232.
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SUPPLY-Con.
INDIANS

Ontario and Quebec, 1346, 1435.
British Columbia,31347.
Manitoba and the N.W., 1348, 1424, 1425.
N.W. Mounted Police, 1327.

MISCELLANEOUs
For the Expense of Govt. in the N.W.T., 1372.
For the Expenses of Govt. in the District of Keewaydin,

1372.
Amount required to provide for the Erection of Per-

manent Headquarters for the N. W. Mounted
Police. 1328.

Fxpenses of Dom. Govt. Agency at Rio Janeiro, 1328.
To meet Expenses connected with the Consolidation of

the Dominion Statutes, 1328.
For Expenses of Commissions of Enquiry, 1328.

COLLECTION OF REVENUEs:-
Customs, 1232.
Excise, 1354.
Weights and Measures and Gas, 1355.
Public Works-To pay Geo. Levêque arrears of salary

as Caretaker of the wharf, lighthouse and gate at
River Ouelle, 20th September, 1870, to 1st March,
1874, and for disbursements made by him, 13à5.

Post Offices, 1355.
Dominion Lands, Surveys, 1372.
Dominion Lands, 1373.
GALT, Sir A. T., Contingene'e, 1375.
GALT, Sir A. T., Services, &c., 1396.
Dorchester Penitentiary, 1375.
Additional Cost for Debates, 1376.
Increase of Salary to Dep. Adjt.-Gen., Manitoba, 1377.
Gratuities to Militia Officers, 1377.
Transportation of Military Stores to the N.W., 1377.
-Payment to Mr. Girouard for Jost Railway Ties, 1377,

1415.
Rivière du Lo'ip Braneh, improvements, 1380.
Purchase of P.A. Landing and Kaministiqiais Ry.,

1380.
Woodstock P.O., 1380.
Grosse Isle Quarantine Station, 1380.
Geological Museum, Ottawa, 1391.
IINGSFoRD, Wm., compensation to, 1391.
BRowN, G. A., reimburse, 1393.
Cable between Vancouver Island and Mainland, 1 93.
Charybdis, Expenses connected with, 1393.
Montreal Water Police, gratuities, 1395.
Geological Survey, 1395, 1419.
DELISLE, A. M., Refund to Executors of, 1395, 1419.
Civil Service Commission, Expenses of, 1396, 1435.
FABRE, Hon. H., payment to, 1397.
G. G. Dunstan, to repay, 1398.
Canadian Tobacco, Stamps for, 1399.
Petroleum, Instrument for testing, 1399.
Land Guides, 1399.
Land surveys, 1400, 1415.
Pacific Railway Commission, 142 I.
Sir George E. Cartier, Monument to, l135, 1459.
DUFFERIN, Earl, Expenses of, 1435.
BABY's, Judge, Salary, 1435.
Commissioners for prevention of Crime, 1435.
Palliser Ordnance, 1461.

TUPPER, Sir Charles.
Statement on the C.P.R. Contraet, 50.

Toronto (West) Election.
New Member introducod, 1.

Tobaco, Cutting of.
Ques. (Mr. Strange) 154.

Tobacco, Canadian.
M. for Statement (Ir. Gigaatt) 171.

TrentValley Canal.
Mi -for Cor. (Mr. Keeler) 173.

Timber Limits north of Quebec Boundary.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 174.

Thunder Bay and Nipigon lBy Burveys.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 204.

THoMPSoN (Cariboo, B.0.) Mr., Death of.
Remarks (Mr. Bunster) 223.

Tariff of Pilotage.
Ques. (Mr. Vallée) 5 6.

Trade and Navigation Returns.
Presented (Mr. Bowell) 709.

Tenth Battalion of Militia.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Strange) 818.

Timber Limits in N.W.T.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Mernor) 818.

Transatlantie Steam Navigation.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 830.

Trafflie Rates on the C.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 861.

Traffic, Railway.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Mills) 881.

Théotime Blanchard, Claim of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 88'.

Turning Vessels in Welland Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 904.

Translators, French, Permanent and Session al.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Scriver) 950.

Telegraph Posts for Anticosti and Mlgdalen Islands.
- M. for copies of Tenders (Mr. Fiset) 961.
Tobacco, Can., Tax on.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbean) 987.
Tobacco, Can., Excise Duties on.

Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 987.
Translation of the Official Debates.

Debate on M. for Statement (Mr. Vana-se) 1007.
Taking the Census, mode of.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1014.
Tobaeco Licenses.

Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1043.
Tobacco Seed Importation..

Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1043.
Towage of Vessels at Montreal.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert) 1044.
TABB, Horatio Nelson, Charges against.

M. for Copy (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1057.
TAIT v. MeMicken and Lynskey.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Royal) 1057.
Tobacco Leaf, Warehouse Licenses.

M. for Statement (Mr. Bourbeau) 1057.
Three Rivers and Arthabaska Mails.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1152.
Toronto Harbor.

M. for Rep. of Govt. Engineer (Mr. Mackenz'e) 1153.
Telegraph Line from Yale to New Westminster.

ML. for-eopies of Advts. for Tenders (Mr. Blake) 1160.
Telegraphic communication with Asia.

•Res. (Mr. Langevin) 117-3.

ULTICAN, Patrick.
M.ifor Cor. (Mr. laddow) 116.

United Kingdom and Canada, Extradition between.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 173.
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United States, Emigration to.
M. for Statemint (Mr. WhMe,"årdwelf) 0; Amt.

(Sir R. J. Cartwright) 264; Amt. to Âmt. (Sir
Johi A. Macdonsi) ;4#dj jl hae, 40t.

Unpatented Lands in Manitoba.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Royal) 26.

United States, Money rde to.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Farrow) 990.

United Kingdom, Emigration froni, to the N.W.
M. for Despatches (Mr. Blake) 1015.

United States Vessels registered in Can.
M. for Statement (Mr. Valin) 1014.

United States and Newfoundland Fisheries Dispute.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1043.

United States Cattle passing through Canada.
M. for Cor. (Mr. WViser) 1057.

Under-valuation of Goods for Customs Duties.
Ques. (Mr. Krantz) 1152.

Union Bridge on',Ottawa River.
M. for Statement (Mr. Tassé) 1244.

Uniform Currency B. No. 68 (Sir Leonard Tilley.)
.Res., 1057; 10, 1057; 2° and 30, 1177.

VACANCIES in Representation.
Speaker's Announcement, 1

VALIN, Mr.
Return of, 107.
Introduction of, 107.

Vancouver Island Railway.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 114.

Vankleek Hill P.O.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Routhier) 209.

Visit of Ministers to England.
M. for copy of Contract or A greement entered into

with Syndicate while there (Mr. Blake) 84.
Vouchers for Cash Deposits by Second Syndicate.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 485.
Ventilation of the House.

Remarks, 988; Rep. of Mechanical Rngincor, 1006; M.
for Com. (Mr. Rochester) 1095.

Volunteers in N.B.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 992.

Vessels, Can., Admission of, into France.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Valin) 1015.

Vessels Built in the U.S. and Registered in Can.
M. for Statement (Mr. Valin) 1016.

Vagrant Act B. No. 90 (Mr. McDbnald, !Pictou) 1°,
1303; 21 and 31, 1403.

WHELER, Mr.
Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

WAYS AND MEANS.
Resolution for Com., 37.

THE BUDGET SPEECH (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1018; Reply
(Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1030; Debate (Mr. Plumb)
1058; (Mr. Ros, Middlesex) 1069; (Mr. White)
1080; (Mr. Charlton) 1108; (Mr. COQursol) 1114;
(Mr. Burpee, St. John) 1117; (Mr. Paterson, Essex)
1121; (Mr. Gunn) 1127; (er. Boutbee) 1129;
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) 1130; (Mr. Farrow) 1134;
(Mr. Fleming) 1136; (Mr. Gironard, Jacques Cartier)
113e; (Mr. Arkell) 1139; Res. in Coin., 114Q.

West Toronto Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

Winnipeg to St. Albert, Mails from. S C a
Wrecking in Inland Waters.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Bting)06 1
Wrecking and Saveg@. Se B. o.
Weights and Measures, AppointmlenNt#ndi Dnjøisoiuder

the Act.

Williazasburgh Canal, Water Powe:n.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Macdonell, N. Lanark) 259

Wheat in Bond.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Wheler) 2.59.
Ques. (Mr. Wheler) 1443.
Ans. (Mr. Bowell) 1443.

Wheat, Importation of.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Wheler) 262, 1380.

Winter Port.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Richey) 262.

Wreckage in Canadian Waters.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 46.

Wharf at Charlo.
Ques. (Mr. Haddow) 385.

Williamsburgh Canal. Improved Navigation of.
Ques. (Mr. Ross, Dundas) 533.

Window Shade Cloth Importations.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Arkell) 766.

Water Elevator, Haggar's Patent, on C.P. R.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 166.

Wood for Lower Traverse Lightship.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain) 823.

Western Counties, Windsor and Annapolis and Eastern
Extension Ry. Co.'s.

M. for Pap. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 863.
Welland Canal, turning Vessels in.

Ques. (Mr,. Ryket t) 904.
Winnipeg, Carriage of Cordwood to.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 912.
Water Level of Lake Manitoba.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 960.
West Indies and Can., Mails between.

Ques. (Mi. Gault) 996.
Welland Canal, Lock No. 2.

Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 997.
Withdrawal of Sandford Fleming.

M. for Cor. and O.C. (Mir. Mill@) 1012.
Wreck of the Boyne.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043, 1088, 1153.
Wheat on the Wrecked Ship Boyne.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043, 1088.
Weights and Measures Revenue.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Bergin) 1044.
Winnipeg and St. Boniface Ferry.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1056.
Weights and Measures, District Inspectors of.

M. for copies of Instructions (Mr. Wheler) 1057.
Warehouse Licenses for Leaf Tobacc.

M. for Statement (Mr. Bourbeau) 1057.
Water Privileges on Beauharnois Canal.

M. for copies of Leases (Mr. Bergeron) 1057.
Wiarton Harbor.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk) 1172.
WooD, Chief Justice.

Petition presented (Mr. Royal) 1213.
WELLs, Mr., Irregularities charged againet.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Farrow) 1Z62.



IN DEX..
WooI, Exportation of.

M. for Statement (Mr. Cimon) 1252.
Woollen Goods, Tarif on.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 1381.
Wrecking and Salvage Co. of Can. Incorp. B.

No. 7 (Mr. Gault.)
1°, 154; 2', 213; in Çom., 1043, 1098 ; 3", 1144.

Windsor Branch of the NS. Ry. Trainbr Act
Amt. B. No. 16 (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria.)

1° 314i 2°, 1098; withdai.

Westbourne and North-Western (Man.) Ry. Co.
InCoo MB. No. 14 (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria.)

1°, 314; 7, 766; witbdn.
J. Winslow Jones & Co. Incorp. B. No. 44 (Mr.

Brooks.)
10, 861; 2°, 861; in Gom.1144; 3, 1144.

Wrongs te Childhen Prevention B. No. 46 (Mr.
84 1ion1y.)

1°, 854; 2°, 1000 ; in Cura. 1098.
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